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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please submit this form.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1462995524
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1.73 aws-java-sdk-iotwireless 1.12.199 
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     1.92.1 Available under license 
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     1.97.1 Available under license 
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     1.98.1 Available under license 
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     1.99.1 Available under license 

1.100 dbus-python 1.1.1 9.el7
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     1.106.2 Available under license 
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     1.110.1 Available under license 
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     1.111.1 Available under license 
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     1.112.1 Available under license 

1.113 openssl 1.0.2u 

     1.113.1 Available under license 
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     1.114.1 Available under license 
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     1.116.1 Available under license 
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     1.117.1 Available under license 
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1.131 kotlin 1.3.50 
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1.151 kafka-clients 2.6.1 

     1.151.1 Available under license 

1.152 amazon-dax-client 1.0.200704.0 

     1.152.1 Available under license 

1.153 aws-java-sdk-apprunner 1.12.199 

     1.153.1 Available under license 

1.154 aws-java-sdk-rdsdata 1.12.199 

     1.154.1 Available under license 
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     1.169.1 Available under license 

1.170 cryptsetup 2.0.3 6.el7

     1.170.1 Available under license 
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1.171 aws-java-sdk-outposts 1.12.199 

     1.171.1 Available under license 

1.172 apache-client 2.17.85 

     1.172.1 Available under license 

1.173 snake-yaml 1.30 

     1.173.1 Available under license 

1.174 elfutils 0.176-5.el7 

     1.174.1 Available under license 

1.175 commons-io 2.8.0 

     1.175.1 Available under license 

1.176 client-spi 2.17.85 

     1.176.1 Available under license 

1.177 openjdk-jre 11.0.16u1 

     1.177.1 Available under license 

1.178 lucene-analyzers-common 5.5.5 

     1.178.1 Available under license 

1.179 annotations 13.0 

     1.179.1 Available under license 

1.180 kafka-avro-serializer 4.1.0 

     1.180.1 Available under license 

1.181 libverto 0.2.5 4.el7

     1.181.1 Available under license 

1.182 pyliblzma 0.5.3 11.el7

     1.182.1 Available under license 

1.183 resourcelocator 1.0.3 

     1.183.1 Available under license 

1.184 aws-java-sdk-opsworks 1.12.199 

     1.184.1 Available under license 

1.185 popt 1.13 16.el7

     1.185.1 Available under license 

1.186 activation-api 1.2.2 

     1.186.1 Available under license 

1.187 gpgme 1.3.2-5.el7 

     1.187.1 Available under license 

1.188 acl 2.2.51 15.el7

     1.188.1 Available under license 

1.189 netty-reactive-streams-http 2.0.5 

     1.189.1 Available under license 

1.190 metrics-jvm 4.1.25 
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     1.190.1 Available under license 

1.191 texinfo 5.1 5.el7

     1.191.1 Available under license 

1.192 j2objc-annotations 1.1 

     1.192.1 Available under license 

1.193 libssh2 1.8.0-4.el7 

     1.193.1 Available under license 

1.194 antlr-runtime 4.6 

     1.194.1 Available under license 

1.195 aws-java-sdk-waf 1.12.199 

     1.195.1 Available under license 

1.196 wget 1.14 18.el7_6.1

     1.196.1 Available under license 

1.197 expat 2.1.0-14.el7_9 

     1.197.1 Available under license 

1.198 aws-java-sdk-iotfleethub 1.12.199 

     1.198.1 Available under license 

1.199 aws-java-sdk-appconfig 1.12.199 

     1.199.1 Available under license 

1.200 jsr166e 1.1.0 

1.201 aws-java-sdk-cloudformation 1.12.199 

     1.201.1 Available under license 

1.202 profiles 2.17.85 

     1.202.1 Available under license 

1.203 file-system 3.2-25.el7 

     1.203.1 Available under license 

1.204 j2objc-annotations 1.3 

     1.204.1 Available under license 

1.205 dropwizard-validation 2.0.25 

     1.205.1 Available under license 

1.206 pycurl 7.19.0 

     1.206.1 Available under license 

1.207 aws-java-sdk-marketplacecommerceanalytics 1.12.199 

     1.207.1 Available under license 

1.208 ion-java 1.0.2 

     1.208.1 Available under license 

1.209 t-digest 3.2 

     1.209.1 Available under license 

1.210 aws-java-sdk-iot 1.12.199 
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     1.210.1 Available under license 

1.211 gpg-pubkey f4a80eb5-53a7ff4b 

     1.211.1 Available under license 

1.212 cpp 4.8.5-44.el7 

     1.212.1 Available under license 

1.213 util-linux 2.23.2-65.el7_9.1 

     1.213.1 Available under license 

1.214 aws-java-sdk-route53resolver 1.12.199 

     1.214.1 Available under license 

1.215 nspr 4.32.0-1.el7_9 

     1.215.1 Available under license 

1.216 httpcomponents-client 4.5.13 

     1.216.1 Available under license 

1.217 aws-java-sdk-elasticsearch 1.12.199 

     1.217.1 Available under license 

1.218 aopalliance-repackaged 2.6.1 

     1.218.1 Available under license 

1.219 mime-pull 1.9.13 

     1.219.1 Available under license 

1.220 aws-java-sdk-sso 1.12.199 

     1.220.1 Available under license 

1.221 audit 2.8.5 4.el7

     1.221.1 Available under license 

1.222 xml-apis 1.4.01 

     1.222.1 Available under license 

1.223 aws-java-sdk-panorama 1.12.199 

     1.223.1 Available under license 

1.224 aws-java-sdk-redshift 1.12.199 

     1.224.1 Available under license 

1.225 aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime 1.12.199 

     1.225.1 Available under license 

1.226 aws-java-sdk-secretsmanager 1.12.199 

     1.226.1 Available under license 

1.227 aws-java-sdk-mgn 1.12.199 

     1.227.1 Available under license 

1.228 aws-java-sdk-api-gateway 1.12.199 

     1.228.1 Available under license 

1.229 aws-java-sdk-snowball 1.12.199 

     1.229.1 Available under license 
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1.230 grpc-protobuf-lite 1.24.0 

     1.230.1 Available under license 

1.231 libpwquality 1.2.3 5.el7

     1.231.1 Available under license 

1.232 aws-java-sdk-codestar 1.12.199 

     1.232.1 Available under license 

1.233 classmate 1.5.1 

     1.233.1 Available under license 

1.234 gnupg 2.0.22 5.el7_5

     1.234.1 Available under license 

1.235 curl 7.77.0 

     1.235.1 Available under license 

1.236 lucene-memory 5.5.5 

     1.236.1 Available under license 

1.237 libuser 0.60 9.el7

     1.237.1 Available under license 

1.238 guice 4.2.3 

     1.238.1 Available under license 

1.239 aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager 1.12.199 

     1.239.1 Available under license 

1.240 aws-java-sdk-glue 1.12.199 

     1.240.1 Available under license 

1.241 aws-java-sdk-finspace 1.12.199 

     1.241.1 Available under license 

1.242 compress-lzf 1.0.2 

     1.242.1 Available under license 

1.243 aws-java-sdk-mediapackage 1.12.199 

     1.243.1 Available under license 

1.244 jetty-continuation 9.4.18.v20190429 

1.245 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.19 

     1.245.1 Available under license 

1.246 dropwizard-util 2.0.25 

     1.246.1 Available under license 

1.247 easymock 3.4 

     1.247.1 Available under license 

1.248 chkconfig 1.7.6-1.el7 

     1.248.1 Available under license 

1.249 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.10.5 

     1.249.1 Available under license 
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1.250 lz4 1.9.1 

     1.250.1 Available under license 

1.251 commons-validator 1.6 

     1.251.1 Available under license 

1.252 aws-java-sdk-ecs 1.12.199 

     1.252.1 Available under license 

1.253 aws-java-sdk-appmesh 1.12.199 

     1.253.1 Available under license 

1.254 aws-java-sdk-pinpointsmsvoice 1.12.199 

     1.254.1 Available under license 

1.255 aws-java-sdk-clouddirectory 1.12.199 

     1.255.1 Available under license 

1.256 dracut 033-572.el7 

     1.256.1 Available under license 

1.257 gson 2.9.0 

     1.257.1 Available under license 

1.258 aws-java-sdk-mq 1.12.199 

     1.258.1 Available under license 

1.259 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.32 

     1.259.1 Available under license 

1.260 kotlinx-coroutines-core 1.1.1 

     1.260.1 Available under license 

1.261 netty-codec-http 4.1.69.Final 

     1.261.1 Available under license 

1.262 byte-buddy 1.11.0 

     1.262.1 Available under license 

1.263 xerces-j 2.12.2 

     1.263.1 Available under license 

1.264 lucene-queryparser 5.5.5 

     1.264.1 Available under license 

1.265 aws-java-sdk-fis 1.12.199 

     1.265.1 Available under license 

1.266 aws-java-sdk-emrcontainers 1.12.199 

     1.266.1 Available under license 

1.267 aws-java-sdk-cloudhsmv2 1.12.199 

     1.267.1 Available under license 

1.268 bean-validation-api 2.0.1.Final 

     1.268.1 Available under license 

1.269 aws-java-sdk-ssooidc 1.12.199 
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     1.269.1 Available under license 

1.270 aws-java-sdk-codebuild 1.12.199 

     1.270.1 Available under license 

1.271 picocontainer 2.15 

     1.271.1 Available under license 

1.272 dropwizard-configuration 2.0.25 

     1.272.1 Available under license 

1.273 aws-java-sdk-ram 1.12.199 

     1.273.1 Available under license 

1.274 file 5.11-37.el7 

     1.274.1 Available under license 

1.275 aws-java-sdk-applicationautoscaling 1.12.199 

     1.275.1 Available under license 

1.276 geoipupdate 2.5.0 1.el7

     1.276.1 Available under license 

1.277 aws-java-sdk-mediastore 1.12.199 

     1.277.1 Available under license 

1.278 annotations 4.1.1.4 

     1.278.1 Available under license 

1.279 metrics-jmx 4.1.25 

     1.279.1 Available under license 

1.280 selinux 2.5-15.el7 

     1.280.1 Available under license 

1.281 cache-api 1.1.1 

     1.281.1 Available under license 

1.282 jersey-media-json-jackson 2.35 

     1.282.1 Available under license 

1.283 zlib 1.2.7-20.el7_9 

     1.283.1 Available under license 

1.284 aws-java-sdk-rds 1.12.199 

     1.284.1 Available under license 

1.285 jetty-io 9.4.18.v20190429 

     1.285.1 Available under license 

1.286 lucene-backward-codecs 5.5.5 

     1.286.1 Available under license 

1.287 zstd-jni 1.4.4-7 

     1.287.1 Available under license 

1.288 jest 0.1.1 

     1.288.1 Available under license 
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1.289 aws-java-sdk-globalaccelerator 1.12.199 

     1.289.1 Available under license 

1.290 awsjavasdkec 1.12.199 

     1.290.1 Available under license 

1.291 aws-java-sdk-connectparticipant 1.12.199 

     1.291.1 Available under license 

1.292 guice-throwingproviders 4.2.2 

     1.292.1 Available under license 

1.293 metrics-annotation 4.1.25 

     1.293.1 Available under license 

1.294 commons-codec 1.14 

     1.294.1 Available under license 

1.295 aws-java-sdk-resourcegroups 1.12.199 

     1.295.1 Available under license 

1.296 jakarta-annotation-api 1.3.5 

     1.296.1 Available under license 

1.297 aws-java-sdk-iot1clickprojects 1.12.199 

     1.297.1 Available under license 

1.298 nss 3.67.0-1.el7_9 

     1.298.1 Available under license 

1.299 lucene-queries 5.5.5 

     1.299.1 Available under license 

1.300 grpc-protobuf 1.24.0 

     1.300.1 Available under license 

1.301 aws-java-sdk-elasticbeanstalk 1.12.199 

     1.301.1 Available under license 

1.302 systemd 219-78.el7_9.7 

     1.302.1 Available under license 

1.303 spatial4j 0.5 

1.304 jersey-test-framework-provider-inmemory 2.33 

     1.304.1 Available under license 

1.305 aws-java-sdk-quicksight 1.12.199 

     1.305.1 Available under license 

1.306 scala 2.12.10 

     1.306.1 Available under license 

1.307 json-c 0.11-4.el7_0 

     1.307.1 Available under license 

1.308 aws-java-sdk-workdocs 1.12.199 

     1.308.1 Available under license 
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1.309 aws-java-sdk-detective 1.12.199 

     1.309.1 Available under license 

1.310 aws-json-protocol 2.16.92 

     1.310.1 Available under license 

1.311 aws-java-sdk-s3outposts 1.12.199 

     1.311.1 Available under license 

1.312 slf4j 1.6.6 

     1.312.1 Available under license 

1.313 libgpg-error 1.12 3.el7

     1.313.1 Available under license 

1.314 aws-java-sdk-kendra 1.12.199 

     1.314.1 Available under license 

1.315 aws-java-sdk-logs 1.12.199 

     1.315.1 Available under license 

1.316 libtasn 4.10-1.el7 

     1.316.1 Available under license 

1.317 grpc-stub 1.24.0 

     1.317.1 Available under license 

1.318 device-mapper-multipath 0.4.9-135.el7_9 

     1.318.1 Available under license 

1.319 aws-java-sdk-opsworkscm 1.12.199 

     1.319.1 Available under license 

1.320 aws-java-sdk-translate 1.12.199 

     1.320.1 Available under license 

1.321 jakarta-ws-rs-api 2.1.6 

     1.321.1 Available under license 

1.322 jackson-jaxrs-base 2.10.5 

     1.322.1 Available under license 

1.323 netty-resolver-dns 4.1.69.Final 

     1.323.1 Available under license 

1.324 aws-java-sdk-frauddetector 1.12.199 

     1.324.1 Available under license 

1.325 aws-java-sdk-chimesdkmessaging 1.12.199 

     1.325.1 Available under license 

1.326 schema-registry-common 1.1.1 

     1.326.1 Available under license 

1.327 aws-java-sdk-events 1.12.199 

     1.327.1 Available under license 

1.328 metrics-spi 2.17.85 
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     1.328.1 Available under license 

1.329 rpm 4.11.3-45.el7 

     1.329.1 Available under license 

1.330 jmespath-java 1.12.199 

     1.330.1 Available under license 

1.331 listenablefuture 9999.0-empty-to-avoid-conflict-with-guava 

1.332 aws-java-sdk-cognitosync 1.12.199 

     1.332.1 Available under license 

1.333 aws-java-sdk-migrationhubconfig 1.12.199 

     1.333.1 Available under license 

1.334 jersey-container-servlet 2.35 

     1.334.1 Available under license 

1.335 openssl 1.0.2k-25.el7_9 

     1.335.1 Available under license 

1.336 e2fsprogs 1.42.9-19.el7 

     1.336.1 Available under license 

1.337 aws-java-sdk-machinelearning 1.12.199 

     1.337.1 Available under license 

1.338 aws-java-sdk-inspector2 1.12.199 

     1.338.1 Available under license 

1.339 p11-kit 0.23.5 3.el7

     1.339.1 Available under license 

1.340 httpasyncclient 4.1.3 

     1.340.1 Available under license 

1.341 guice-assistedinject 4.2.2 

     1.341.1 Available under license 

1.342 cpio 2.11-28.el7 

     1.342.1 Available under license 

1.343 commons-net 3.5 

     1.343.1 Available under license 

1.344 aws-java-sdk-serverlessapplicationrepository 1.12.199 

     1.344.1 Available under license 

1.345 aws-java-sdk-amplifyuibuilder 1.12.199 

     1.345.1 Available under license 

1.346 zt 1.14 

     1.346.1 Available under license 

1.347 httpcore-nio 4.4.13 

     1.347.1 Available under license 

1.348 aws-java-sdk-networkfirewall 1.12.199 
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     1.348.1 Available under license 

1.349 yum-metadata-parser 1.1.4 10.el7

     1.349.1 Available under license 

1.350 libdb 5.3.21 25.el7

     1.350.1 Available under license 

1.351 jsr305 3.0.2 

     1.351.1 Available under license 

1.352 aws-java-sdk-directory 1.12.199 

     1.352.1 Available under license 

1.353 aws-java-sdk-sts 1.12.199 

     1.353.1 Available under license 

1.354 aws-java-sdk-iotsitewise 1.12.199 

     1.354.1 Available under license 

1.355 aws-java-sdk-workspaces 1.12.199 

     1.355.1 Available under license 

1.356 gawk 4.0.2 4.el7_3.1

     1.356.1 Available under license 

1.357 aws-java-sdk-timestreamwrite 1.12.199 

     1.357.1 Available under license 

1.358 okio 1.17.5 

     1.358.1 Available under license 

1.359 lucene-highlighter 5.5.5 

     1.359.1 Available under license 

1.360 aws-java-sdk-lookoutequipment 1.12.199 

     1.360.1 Available under license 

1.361 handy-uri-templates 2.1.8 

     1.361.1 Available under license 

1.362 aop-alliance 1.0 

     1.362.1 Available under license 

1.363 ca-certificates 2022.2.54-74.el7_9 

     1.363.1 Available under license 

1.364 aws-java-sdk-apigatewaymanagementapi 1.12.199 

     1.364.1 Available under license 

1.365 securesm 1.0 

     1.365.1 Available under license 

1.366 wsgiref 0.1.2 

     1.366.1 Available under license 

1.367 commons-codec 1.15 

     1.367.1 Available under license 
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1.368 ncurses 5.9 14.20130511.el7_4

     1.368.1 Available under license 

1.369 aws-java-sdk-drs 1.12.199 

     1.369.1 Available under license 

1.370 aws-java-sdk-stepfunctions 1.12.199 

     1.370.1 Available under license 

1.371 aws-java-sdk-sns 1.12.199 

     1.371.1 Available under license 

1.372 lucene-suggest 5.5.5 

     1.372.1 Available under license 

1.373 jetty 9.4.18.v20190429 

     1.373.1 Available under license 

1.374 aws-java-sdk-forecastquery 1.12.199 

     1.374.1 Available under license 

1.375 aws-java-sdk-ebs 1.12.199 

     1.375.1 Available under license 

1.376 aws-java-sdk-discovery 1.12.199 

     1.376.1 Available under license 

1.377 websocket-common 9.4.18.v20190429 

     1.377.1 Available under license 

1.378 classgraph 4.8.21 

     1.378.1 Available under license 

1.379 sdk-core 2.17.85 

     1.379.1 Available under license 

1.380 netty-nio-client 2.17.85 

     1.380.1 Available under license 

1.381 lucene-sandbox 5.5.5 

     1.381.1 Available under license 

1.382 aws-java-sdk-cognitoidentity 1.12.199 

     1.382.1 Available under license 

1.383 aws-java-sdk-healthlake 1.12.199 

     1.383.1 Available under license 

1.384 dagger 2.4 

     1.384.1 Available under license 

1.385 kotlin-reflect 1.3.50 

     1.385.1 Available under license 

1.386 attr 2.4.46 13.el7

     1.386.1 Available under license 

1.387 pth 2.0.7 23.el7
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     1.387.1 Available under license 

1.388 rxjava 2.2.8 

1.389 argparse 0.8.1 

1.390 pygobject 3.22.0 

     1.390.1 Available under license 

1.391 dropwizard-jetty 2.0.25 

     1.391.1 Available under license 

1.392 aws-java-sdk-qldb 1.12.199 

     1.392.1 Available under license 

1.393 aws-java-sdk-opensearch 1.12.199 

     1.393.1 Available under license 

1.394 hamcrest 1.3 

     1.394.1 Available under license 

1.395 aws-java-sdk-transfer 1.12.199 

     1.395.1 Available under license 

1.396 aws-java-sdk-kinesis 1.12.199 

     1.396.1 Available under license 

1.397 jetty-setuid-java 1.0.4 

     1.397.1 Available under license 

1.398 kerberos 1.15.1-54.el7_9 

     1.398.1 Available under license 

1.399 aws-java-sdk-codepipeline 1.12.199 

     1.399.1 Available under license 

1.400 aws-java-sdk-mediaconnect 1.12.199 

     1.400.1 Available under license 

1.401 aws-java-sdk-personalizeruntime 1.12.199 

     1.401.1 Available under license 

1.402 aws-java-sdk-lakeformation 1.12.199 

     1.402.1 Available under license 

1.403 lombok-utils 1.18.12 

     1.403.1 Available under license 

1.404 jctools-core 3.3.0 

     1.404.1 Available under license 

1.405 rootfiles 8.1 11.el7

     1.405.1 Available under license 

1.406 lvm2 1.02.170-6.el7_9.5 

     1.406.1 Available under license 

1.407 aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts 1.12.199 

     1.407.1 Available under license 
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1.408 aws-xml-protocol 2.17.85 

     1.408.1 Available under license 

1.409 unzip 6.0-24.el7_9 

     1.409.1 Available under license 

1.410 jackson-module-parameter-names 2.10.5 

     1.410.1 Available under license 

1.411 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.32 

     1.411.1 Available under license 

1.412 javax-ws-rs-api 2.0.1 

     1.412.1 Available under license 

1.413 aws-java-sdk-medialive 1.12.199 

     1.413.1 Available under license 

1.414 cglib 3.1 

     1.414.1 Available under license 

1.415 commons-compress 1.21.0.redhat-00001 

     1.415.1 Available under license 

1.416 aws-java-sdk-emr 1.12.199 

     1.416.1 Available under license 

1.417 libgcrypt 1.5.3-14.el7 

     1.417.1 Available under license 

1.418 aws-java-sdk-glacier 1.12.199 

     1.418.1 Available under license 

1.419 error_prone_annotations 2.3.4 

     1.419.1 Available under license 

1.420 javaee-api 8.0.1 

     1.420.1 Available under license 

1.421 aws-java-sdk-eks 1.12.199 

     1.421.1 Available under license 

1.422 jersey-media-multipart 2.35 

     1.422.1 Available under license 

1.423 aws-java-sdk-mediaconvert 1.12.199 

     1.423.1 Available under license 

1.424 python-gobject-base 3.22.0-1.el7_4.1 

     1.424.1 Available under license 

1.425 nss-pem 1.0.3-7.el7 

     1.425.1 Available under license 

1.426 glib 2.56.1-9.el7_9 

     1.426.1 Available under license 

1.427 aws-java-sdk-gamelift 1.12.199 
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     1.427.1 Available under license 

1.428 commons-configuration 1.8 

     1.428.1 Available under license 

1.429 aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents 1.12.199 

     1.429.1 Available under license 

1.430 aws-java-sdk-iotjobsdataplane 1.12.199 

     1.430.1 Available under license 

1.431 python-chardet 2.2.1 3.el7

     1.431.1 Available under license 

1.432 activation-api 1.1.1 

     1.432.1 Available under license 

1.433 yum-metadata-parser 1.1.4-10.el7 

     1.433.1 Available under license 

1.434 servlet-api 4.0.4 

     1.434.1 Available under license 

1.435 glibc 2.17-326.el7_9 

     1.435.1 Available under license 

1.436 sqlite 3.7.17-8.el7_7.1 

     1.436.1 Available under license 

1.437 aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig 1.12.199 

     1.437.1 Available under license 

1.438 jackson-annotations 2.13.2 

     1.438.1 Available under license 

1.439 aws-java-sdk-dlm 1.12.199 

     1.439.1 Available under license 

1.440 metrics-servlets 4.1.25 

     1.440.1 Available under license 

1.441 aws-java-sdk-swf-libraries 1.11.22 

1.442 aws-java-sdk-recyclebin 1.12.199 

     1.442.1 Available under license 

1.443 lucene 5.5.5 

     1.443.1 Available under license 

1.444 nss-softokn 3.67.0-3.el7_9 

     1.444.1 Available under license 

1.445 centos-release 7-9.2009.1.el7.centos 

     1.445.1 Available under license 

1.446 bzip2 1.0.6 13.el7

     1.446.1 Available under license 

1.447 aws-java-sdk-networkmanager 1.12.199 
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     1.447.1 Available under license 

1.448 commons-math 2.1 

     1.448.1 Available under license 

1.449 aws-java-sdk-support 1.12.199 

     1.449.1 Available under license 

1.450 netty-transport 4.1.69.Final 

     1.450.1 Available under license 

1.451 aws-java-sdk-costexplorer 1.12.199 

     1.451.1 Available under license 

1.452 zlib 1.2.11 

     1.452.1 Available under license 

1.453 log4j-jcl 2.17.1 

     1.453.1 Available under license 

1.454 servlet-api 3.1.0 

     1.454.1 Available under license 

1.455 aws-java-sdk-batch 1.12.199 

     1.455.1 Available under license 

1.456 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.17 

1.457 checker-compat-qual 2.0.0 

1.458 libsemanage 2.5 14.el7

     1.458.1 Available under license 

1.459 aws-java-sdk-schemas 1.12.199 

     1.459.1 Available under license 

1.460 hk2-api 2.6.1 

     1.460.1 Available under license 

1.461 keyutils 1.5.8 3.el7

     1.461.1 Available under license 

1.462 lucene-spatial 5.5.5 

     1.462.1 Available under license 

1.463 httpcomponents-mime 4.5.12 

     1.463.1 Available under license 

1.464 aws-java-sdk-devopsguru 1.12.199 

     1.464.1 Available under license 

1.465 hppc 0.7.1 

     1.465.1 Available under license 

1.466 aws-java-sdk-elasticinference 1.12.199 

     1.466.1 Available under license 

1.467 aws-java-sdk-docdb 1.12.199 

     1.467.1 Available under license 
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1.468 gobject-introspection 1.56.1-1.el7 

     1.468.1 Available under license 

1.469 protobuf-java 3.19.4 

     1.469.1 Available under license 

1.470 aws-java-sdk-cloudwatchmetrics 1.12.199 

     1.470.1 Available under license 

1.471 kotlin-script-runtime 1.3.50 

     1.471.1 Available under license 

1.472 libassuan 2.1.0 3.el7

     1.472.1 Available under license 

1.473 jzlib 1.1.3 

     1.473.1 Available under license 

1.474 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.12.6 

     1.474.1 Available under license 

1.475 readline 6.2-11.el7 

     1.475.1 Available under license 

1.476 tzdata 2022c-1.el7 

     1.476.1 Available under license 

1.477 aws-java-sdk-amplifybackend 1.12.199 

     1.477.1 Available under license 

1.478 cglib 3.3.0 

     1.478.1 Available under license 

1.479 redisson 3.17.1 

     1.479.1 Available under license 

1.480 gzip 1.5-11.el7_9 

     1.480.1 Available under license 

1.481 hibernate-validator 6.1.7.Final 

     1.481.1 Available under license 

1.482 jersey-media-jaxb 2.35 

     1.482.1 Available under license 

1.483 aws-java-sdk-elastictranscoder 1.12.199 

     1.483.1 Available under license 

1.484 aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycluster 1.12.199 

     1.484.1 Available under license 

1.485 aws-java-sdk-iotevents 1.12.199 

     1.485.1 Available under license 

1.486 aws-java-sdk 1.12.199 

     1.486.1 Available under license 

1.487 aws-java-sdk-servermigration 1.12.199 
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     1.487.1 Available under license 

1.488 basesystem 10.0-7.el7.centos 

     1.488.1 Available under license 

1.489 json-utils 2.17.85 

     1.489.1 Available under license 

1.490 amazon-kinesis-producer 0.14.9 

     1.490.1 Available under license 

1.491 aws-java-sdk-pinpoint 1.12.199 

     1.491.1 Available under license 

1.492 aws-java-sdk-acmpca 1.12.199 

     1.492.1 Available under license 

1.493 pygpgme 0.3-9.el7 

     1.493.1 Available under license 

1.494 aws-java-sdk-ecrpublic 1.12.199 

     1.494.1 Available under license 

1.495 shadow-utils 4.6 5.el7

     1.495.1 Available under license 

1.496 jetty-http 9.4.18.v20190429 

     1.496.1 Available under license 

1.497 asm 5.0.3 

     1.497.1 Available under license 

1.498 httpcomponents-core 4.4.14 

     1.498.1 Available under license 

1.499 aws-java-sdk-imagebuilder 1.12.199 

     1.499.1 Available under license 

1.500 cracklib 2.9.0 11.el7

     1.500.1 Available under license 

1.501 jackson-jaxrs 2.10.5 

     1.501.1 Available under license 

1.502 metrics-httpasyncclient 4.0.5 

     1.502.1 Available under license 

1.503 logback-throttling-appender 1.1.3 

     1.503.1 Available under license 

1.504 aws-java-sdk-ssm 1.12.199 

     1.504.1 Available under license 

1.505 pygpgme 0.3 9.el7

     1.505.1 Available under license 

1.506 commons-fileupload 1.4 

     1.506.1 Available under license 
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1.507 javax-inject 1 

     1.507.1 Available under license 

1.508 aws-java-sdk-mwaa 1.12.199 

     1.508.1 Available under license 

1.509 nss-util 3.67.0-1.el7_9 

     1.509.1 Available under license 

1.510 curl 7.29.0-59.el7_9.1 

     1.510.1 Available under license 

1.511 aws-java-sdk-kafkaconnect 1.12.199 

     1.511.1 Available under license 

1.512 aws-java-sdk-marketplaceentitlement 1.12.199 

     1.512.1 Available under license 

1.513 aws-java-sdk-ivs 1.12.199 

     1.513.1 Available under license 

1.514 libutempter 1.1.6 4.el7

     1.514.1 Available under license 

1.515 guice-servlet 4.2.2 

     1.515.1 Available under license 

1.516 commons-collections 3.2.2 

     1.516.1 Available under license 

1.517 aws-java-sdk-sqs 1.12.199 

     1.517.1 Available under license 

1.518 aws-java-sdk-connect 1.12.199 

     1.518.1 Available under license 

1.519 aws-crt-client 2.14.13-PREVIEW 

     1.519.1 Available under license 

1.520 kotlin-scripting-jvm 1.3.50 

     1.520.1 Available under license 

1.521 aws-java-sdk-appstream 1.12.199 

     1.521.1 Available under license 

1.522 shadow 4.6-5.el7 

     1.522.1 Available under license 

1.523 aws-java-sdk-cloudfront 1.12.199 

     1.523.1 Available under license 

1.524 aws-java-sdk-mediatailor 1.12.199 

     1.524.1 Available under license 

1.525 jetty-servlets 9.4.18.v20190429 

     1.525.1 Available under license 

1.526 jersey-hk2 2.33 
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     1.526.1 Available under license 

1.527 lz4 1.9.2 

     1.527.1 Available under license 

1.528 aws-java-sdk-autoscaling 1.12.199 

     1.528.1 Available under license 

1.529 jedis 3.3.0 

     1.529.1 Available under license 

1.530 rxjava 1.3.8 

     1.530.1 Available under license 

1.531 netty-reactive-streams 2.0.5 

     1.531.1 Available under license 

1.532 antlr-runtime 4.1 

1.533 python-kitchen 1.1.1 5.el7

     1.533.1 Available under license 

1.534 libsepol 2.5-10.el7 

     1.534.1 Available under license 

1.535 kotlin-scripting-common 1.3.50 

     1.535.1 Available under license 

1.536 hdrhistogram 2.1.9 

     1.536.1 Available under license 

1.537 glue 2.16.92 

     1.537.1 Available under license 

1.538 aws-java-sdk-simpleworkflow 1.12.199 

     1.538.1 Available under license 

1.539 pyliblzma 0.5.3 

     1.539.1 Available under license 

1.540 aws-java-sdk-organizations 1.12.199 

     1.540.1 Available under license 

1.541 aws-java-sdk-iotdeviceadvisor 1.12.199 

     1.541.1 Available under license 

1.542 aws-java-sdk-pi 1.12.199 

     1.542.1 Available under license 

1.543 rpm 4.11.3-48.el7_9 

     1.543.1 Available under license 

1.544 aws-java-sdk-groundstation 1.12.199 

     1.544.1 Available under license 

1.545 aws-java-sdk-cloudsearch 1.12.199 

     1.545.1 Available under license 

1.546 grpc-context 1.24.0 
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     1.546.1 Available under license 

1.547 aws-java-sdk-greengrassv2 1.12.199 

     1.547.1 Available under license 

1.548 python-iniparse 0.4-9.el7 

     1.548.1 Available under license 

1.549 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.13.3 

     1.549.1 Available under license 

1.550 aws-java-sdk-lookoutforvision 1.12.199 

     1.550.1 Available under license 

1.551 aws-java-sdk-autoscalingplans 1.12.199 

     1.551.1 Available under license 

1.552 libcap 2.22 11.el7

     1.552.1 Available under license 

1.553 aws-java-sdk-amplify 1.12.199 

     1.553.1 Available under license 

1.554 libpng 1.6.37 

     1.554.1 Available under license 

1.555 metrics-jetty 4.1.25 

     1.555.1 Available under license 

1.556 aws-java-sdk-costandusagereport 1.12.199 

     1.556.1 Available under license 

1.557 aws-java-sdk-lightsail 1.12.199 

     1.557.1 Available under license 

1.558 aws-java-sdk-importexport 1.12.199 

     1.558.1 Available under license 

1.559 aws-java-sdk-route53recoveryreadiness 1.12.199 

     1.559.1 Available under license 

1.560 aws-java-sdk-gluedatabrew 1.12.199 

     1.560.1 Available under license 

1.561 url-connection-client 2.16.92 

     1.561.1 Available under license 

1.562 aws-java-sdk-applicationinsights 1.12.199 

     1.562.1 Available under license 

1.563 mbknor-jackson-jsonschema_2.12 1.0.39 

     1.563.1 Available under license 

1.564 aws-java-sdk-appintegrations 1.12.199 

     1.564.1 Available under license 

1.565 aws-java-sdk-prometheus 1.12.199 

     1.565.1 Available under license 
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1.566 aws-java-sdk-lambda 1.12.199 

     1.566.1 Available under license 

1.567 lz4 1.8.3-1.el7 

     1.567.1 Available under license 

1.568 aws-java-sdk-forecast 1.12.199 

     1.568.1 Available under license 

1.569 hystrix-core 1.5.12 

1.570 error_prone_annotations 2.3.3 

     1.570.1 Available under license 

1.571 netty-codec 4.1.69.Final 

     1.571.1 Available under license 

1.572 amazon-kinesis-client 1.7.0 

     1.572.1 Available under license 

1.573 qrencode 3.4.1 3.el7

     1.573.1 Available under license 

1.574 activation 1.1.1 

     1.574.1 Available under license 

1.575 netty 4.1.69.Final 

     1.575.1 Available under license 

1.576 namespace 1.4.01 

     1.576.1 Available under license 

1.577 aws-java-sdk-sesv2 1.12.199 

     1.577.1 Available under license 

1.578 annotations 2.17.85 

     1.578.1 Available under license 

1.579 re2j 1.3 

     1.579.1 Available under license 

1.580 aws-java-sdk-lex 1.12.199 

     1.580.1 Available under license 

1.581 libidn 1.28 4.el7

     1.581.1 Available under license 

1.582 javax-annotation-api 1.2-b01 

     1.582.1 Available under license 

1.583 berkeley-db 5.3.21-25.el7 

     1.583.1 Available under license 

1.584 jakarta-el 3.0.4 

     1.584.1 Available under license 

1.585 aws-java-sdk-robomaker 1.12.199 

     1.585.1 Available under license 
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1.586 aws-java-sdk-backupgateway 1.12.199 

     1.586.1 Available under license 

1.587 aws-java-sdk-cloudwatchevidently 1.12.199 

     1.587.1 Available under license 

1.588 bash 4.2.46-35.el7_9 

     1.588.1 Available under license 

1.589 commons-cli 1.3.1 

     1.589.1 Available under license 

1.590 httpclient-cache 4.5.13 

     1.590.1 Available under license 

1.591 third-party-jackson-core 2.17.85 

     1.591.1 Available under license 

1.592 lucene-spatial3d 5.5.5 

     1.592.1 Available under license 

1.593 aws-java-sdk-accessanalyzer 1.12.199 

     1.593.1 Available under license 

1.594 aws-java-sdk-servicecatalog 1.12.199 

     1.594.1 Available under license 

1.595 cyrus-sasl 2.1.26-24.el7_9 

     1.595.1 Available under license 

1.596 pinentry 0.8.1 17.el7

     1.596.1 Available under license 

1.597 servlet-api 3.0.1 

     1.597.1 Available under license 

1.598 snappy 0.3 

     1.598.1 Available under license 

1.599 zstd 1.4.4-7 

     1.599.1 Available under license 

1.600 diffutils 3.3 5.el7

     1.600.1 Available under license 

1.601 aws-java-sdk-iotsecuretunneling 1.12.199 

     1.601.1 Available under license 

1.602 aws-java-sdk-greengrass 1.12.199 

     1.602.1 Available under license 

1.603 jersey 2.35 

     1.603.1 Available under license 

1.604 iputils 20160308-10.el7 

     1.604.1 Available under license 

1.605 zlib 1.2.8 
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     1.605.1 Available under license 

1.606 aws-java-sdk-mediapackagevod 1.12.199 

     1.606.1 Available under license 

1.607 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.13.2 

     1.607.1 Available under license 

1.608 aws-java-sdk-eventbridge 1.12.199 

     1.608.1 Available under license 

1.609 aws-java-sdk-kinesisvideosignalingchannels 1.12.199 

     1.609.1 Available under license 

1.610 aws-java-sdk-kinesisvideo 1.12.199 

     1.610.1 Available under license 

1.611 okhttp 4.9.3 

     1.611.1 Available under license 

1.612 logback-core 1.2.5 

     1.612.1 Available under license 

1.613 joda-time 2.10.10 

     1.613.1 Available under license 

1.614 aws-java-sdk-signer 1.12.199 

     1.614.1 Available under license 

1.615 pam 1.1.8 23.el7

     1.615.1 Available under license 

1.616 aws-java-sdk-iam 1.12.199 

     1.616.1 Available under license 

1.617 proto-google-common-protos 1.12.0 

1.618 common-config 4.1.0 

     1.618.1 Available under license 

1.619 jersey-entity-filtering 2.35 

     1.619.1 Available under license 

1.620 aws-java-sdk-billingconductor 1.12.199 

     1.620.1 Available under license 

1.621 lombok 1.18.20 

     1.621.1 Available under license 

1.622 schema-registry-serde 1.1.1 

     1.622.1 Available under license 

1.623 schema-registry-build-tools 1.1.1 

     1.623.1 Available under license 

1.624 aws-java-sdk-codeguruprofiler 1.12.199 

     1.624.1 Available under license 

1.625 jakarta xml bind api 2.3.3 
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     1.625.1 Available under license 

1.626 aws-java-sdk-pricing 1.12.199 

     1.626.1 Available under license 

1.627 python 2.7.5-92.el7_9 

     1.627.1 Available under license 

1.628 pyxattr 0.5.1 5.el7

     1.628.1 Available under license 

1.629 guava 25.0-jre 

     1.629.1 Available under license 

1.630 aws-java-sdk-chime 1.12.199 

     1.630.1 Available under license 

1.631 hostname 3.13 3.el7_7.1

     1.631.1 Available under license 

1.632 lucene-grouping 5.5.5 

     1.632.1 Available under license 

1.633 aws-java-sdk-appconfigdata 1.12.199 

     1.633.1 Available under license 

1.634 jctools-core 3.1.0 

     1.634.1 Available under license 

1.635 systemd-libs 219-78.el7_9.7 

     1.635.1 Available under license 

1.636 httpcore-nio 4.4.6 

     1.636.1 Available under license 

1.637 aws-java-sdk-memorydb 1.12.199 

     1.637.1 Available under license 

1.638 aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow 1.12.199 

     1.638.1 Available under license 

1.639 aws-java-sdk-backup 1.12.199 

     1.639.1 Available under license 

1.640 jersey-metainf-services 2.33 

     1.640.1 Available under license 

1.641 jackson 2.13.3 

     1.641.1 Available under license 

1.642 libdevmapper 1.02.170 

     1.642.1 Available under license 

1.643 pkg-config 0.27.1 4.el7

     1.643.1 Available under license 

1.644 kitchen 1.1.1 

     1.644.1 Available under license 
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1.645 aws-java-sdk-kafka 1.12.199 

     1.645.1 Available under license 

1.646 jetty-servlet 9.4.18.v20190429 

     1.646.1 Available under license 

1.647 lucene-misc 5.5.5 

     1.647.1 Available under license 

1.648 snake-yaml 1.29 

     1.648.1 Available under license 

1.649 lucene-join 5.5.5 

     1.649.1 Available under license 

1.650 antlr 4.6 

     1.650.1 Available under license 

1.651 netty 3.10.6.Final 

     1.651.1 Available under license 

1.652 annotations 3.0.0 

     1.652.1 Available under license 

1.653 netty-resolver 4.1.69.Final 

     1.653.1 Available under license 

1.654 error_prone_annotations 2.5.1 

     1.654.1 Available under license 

1.655 aws-java-sdk-directconnect 1.12.199 

     1.655.1 Available under license 

1.656 aws-java-sdk-alexaforbusiness 1.12.199 

     1.656.1 Available under license 

1.657 aws-query-protocol 2.17.85 

     1.657.1 Available under license 

1.658 kpartx 0.4.9-135.el7_9 

     1.658.1 Available under license 

1.659 yum-utils 1.1.31-54.el7_8 

     1.659.1 Available under license 

1.660 aws-java-sdk-guardduty 1.12.199 

     1.660.1 Available under license 

1.661 objenesis 2.2 

     1.661.1 Available under license 

1.662 aws-java-sdk-ssoadmin 1.12.199 

     1.662.1 Available under license 

1.663 libxml2-python 2.9.1-6.el7_9.6 

     1.663.1 Available under license 

1.664 aws-java-sdk-auditmanager 1.12.199 
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     1.664.1 Available under license 

1.665 aws-java-sdk-s3 1.12.199 

     1.665.1 Available under license 

1.666 aws-java-sdk-cognitoidp 1.12.199 

     1.666.1 Available under license 

1.667 aws-java-sdk-migrationhubstrategyrecommendations 1.12.199 

     1.667.1 Available under license 

1.668 jakarta-inject 2.6.1 

     1.668.1 Available under license 

1.669 aws-java-sdk-dax 1.12.199 

     1.669.1 Available under license 

1.670 d-bus 1.10.24-15.el7 

     1.670.1 Available under license 

1.671 aws-java-sdk-codecommit 1.12.199 

     1.671.1 Available under license 

1.672 aws-java-sdk-applicationcostprofiler 1.12.199 

     1.672.1 Available under license 

1.673 aws-java-sdk-xray 1.12.199 

     1.673.1 Available under license 

1.674 aws-java-sdk-comprehendmedical 1.12.199 

     1.674.1 Available under license 

1.675 python-iniparse 0.4 9.el7

     1.675.1 Available under license 

1.676 aws-java-sdk-managedgrafana 1.12.199 

     1.676.1 Available under license 

1.677 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.13.3 

     1.677.1 Available under license 

1.678 open-ldap 2.4.44-25.el7_9 

     1.678.1 Available under license 

1.679 chardet 2.2.1 

     1.679.1 Available under license 

1.680 aws-java-sdk-connectcontactlens 1.12.199 

     1.680.1 Available under license 

1.681 arns 2.17.85 

     1.681.1 Available under license 

1.682 guava 30.1-jre 

     1.682.1 Available under license 

1.683 aws-java-sdk-voiceid 1.12.199 

     1.683.1 Available under license 
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1.684 hardlink 1.0 19.el7

     1.684.1 Available under license 

1.685 jackson-xc 2.12.2 

     1.685.1 Available under license 

1.686 netty-handler 4.1.69.Final 

     1.686.1 Available under license 

1.687 aws-java-sdk-cloudwatchrum 1.12.199 

     1.687.1 Available under license 

1.688 aws-java-sdk-ioteventsdata 1.12.199 

     1.688.1 Available under license 

1.689 feign-jackson 8.15.1 

     1.689.1 Available under license 

1.690 websocket-api 9.4.18.v20190429 

     1.690.1 Available under license 

1.691 aws-java-sdk-migrationhubrefactorspaces 1.12.199 

     1.691.1 Available under license 

1.692 kmod 20 28.el7

     1.692.1 Available under license 

1.693 aws-java-sdk-appflow 1.12.199 

     1.693.1 Available under license 

1.694 aws-java-sdk-gamesparks 1.12.199 

     1.694.1 Available under license 

1.695 logback-access 1.2.5 

     1.695.1 Available under license 

1.696 aws-java-sdk-mobile 1.12.199 

     1.696.1 Available under license 

1.697 jetty-security 9.4.18.v20190429 

     1.697.1 Available under license 

1.698 aws-java-sdk-lexmodelbuilding 1.12.199 

     1.698.1 Available under license 

1.699 hk2-utils 2.6.1 

     1.699.1 Available under license 

1.700 pycurl 7.19.0 19.el7

     1.700.1 Available under license 

1.701 pygobject 3.22.0-1.el7_4.1 

     1.701.1 Available under license 

1.702 apache-commons-text 1.9 

     1.702.1 Available under license 

1.703 bc 1.06.95 13.el7
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     1.703.1 Available under license 

1.704 aws-java-sdk-acm 1.12.199 

     1.704.1 Available under license 

1.705 shared-mime-info 1.8 5.el7

     1.705.1 Available under license 

1.706 aws-java-sdk-honeycode 1.12.199 

     1.706.1 Available under license 

1.707 jakarta-servlet-api 4.0.4 

     1.707.1 Available under license 

1.708 jackson 2.13.2 

     1.708.1 Available under license 

1.709 jboss-marshalling-river 2.0.11.Final 

     1.709.1 Available under license 

1.710 failureaccess 1.0.1 

     1.710.1 Available under license 

1.711 aws-java-sdk-ecr 1.12.199 

     1.711.1 Available under license 

1.712 aws-java-sdk-appsync 1.12.199 

     1.712.1 Available under license 

1.713 protocol-core 2.17.85 

     1.713.1 Available under license 

1.714 aws-java-sdk-cloud9 1.12.199 

     1.714.1 Available under license 

1.715 regions 2.17.85 

     1.715.1 Available under license 

1.716 common-utils 4.1.0 

     1.716.1 Available under license 

1.717 log4j-api 2.17.1 

     1.717.1 Available under license 

1.718 kotlin 1.3.50 

     1.718.1 Available under license 

1.719 coreutils 8.22-24.el7_9.2 

     1.719.1 Available under license 

1.720 kafka-streams-avro-serde 4.1.0 

     1.720.1 Available under license 

1.721 aws-java-sdk-mediastoredata 1.12.199 

     1.721.1 Available under license 

1.722 aws-java-sdk-rekognition 1.12.199 

     1.722.1 Available under license 
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1.723 dc 1.3 

     1.723.1 Available under license 

1.724 aws-java-sdk-s3control 1.12.199 

     1.724.1 Available under license 

1.725 aws-java-sdk-pinpointemail 1.12.199 

     1.725.1 Available under license 

1.726 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.68.Final 

     1.726.1 Available under license 

1.727 aws-java-sdk-neptune 1.12.199 

     1.727.1 Available under license 

1.728 aws-crt 0.8.2 

     1.728.1 Available under license 

1.729 aws-java-sdk-customerprofiles 1.12.199 

     1.729.1 Available under license 

1.730 aws-java-sdk-comprehend 1.12.199 

     1.730.1 Available under license 

1.731 info 5.1-5.el7 

     1.731.1 Available under license 

1.732 libnsl 2.17 

     1.732.1 Available under license 

1.733 nss 3.67.0-4.el7_9 

     1.733.1 Available under license 

1.734 openjdk 11.0.16 

     1.734.1 Available under license 

1.735 aws-java-sdk-wellarchitected 1.12.199 

     1.735.1 Available under license 

1.736 aws-java-sdk-codeartifact 1.12.199 

     1.736.1 Available under license 

1.737 aws-java-sdk-connectwisdom 1.12.199 

     1.737.1 Available under license 

1.738 aws-java-sdk-athena 1.12.199 

     1.738.1 Available under license 

1.739 aws-java-sdk-textract 1.12.199 

     1.739.1 Available under license 

1.740 iconv 2.17 

     1.740.1 Available under license 

1.741 aws-java-sdk-codegurureviewer 1.12.199 

     1.741.1 Available under license 

1.742 passwd 0.79 6.el7
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     1.742.1 Available under license 

1.743 commons-lang3 3.11 

     1.743.1 Available under license 

1.744 aws-java-sdk-lookoutmetrics 1.12.199 

     1.744.1 Available under license 

1.745 aws-java-sdk-pinpointsmsvoicev2 1.12.199 

     1.745.1 Available under license 

1.746 aws-java-sdk-lexruntimev2 1.12.199 

     1.746.1 Available under license 

1.747 dropwizard-auth 2.0.25 

     1.747.1 Available under license 

1.748 aws-java-sdk-workmail 1.12.199 

     1.748.1 Available under license 

1.749 dropwizard-request-logging 2.0.25 

     1.749.1 Available under license 

1.750 aws-java-sdk-route53 1.12.199 

     1.750.1 Available under license 

1.751 aws-java-sdk-timestreamquery 1.12.199 

     1.751.1 Available under license 

1.752 libqrencode 3.4.1-3.el7 

     1.752.1 Available under license 

1.753 pyxattr 0.5.1-5.el7 

     1.753.1 Available under license 

1.754 snappy-java 1.1.7.3 

     1.754.1 Available under license 

1.755 aws-java-sdk-datasync 1.12.199 

     1.755.1 Available under license 

1.756 aws-java-sdk-shield 1.12.199 

     1.756.1 Available under license 

1.757 metrics 4.1.25 

     1.757.1 Available under license 

1.758 aws-java-sdk-account 1.12.199 

     1.758.1 Available under license 

1.759 aws-java-sdk-proton 1.12.199 

     1.759.1 Available under license 

1.760 aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub 1.12.199 

     1.760.1 Available under license 

1.761 aws-java-sdk-augmentedairuntime 1.12.199 

     1.761.1 Available under license 
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1.762 netty-transport-native-unix-common 4.1.69.Final 

     1.762.1 Available under license 

1.763 dropwizard-core 2.0.25 

     1.763.1 Available under license 

1.764 aws-java-sdk-personalize 1.12.199 

     1.764.1 Available under license 

1.765 event-stream 1.0.1 

     1.765.1 Available under license 

1.766 guice-persist 4.2.2 

     1.766.1 Available under license 

1.767 netty-codec-dns 4.1.69.Final 

     1.767.1 Available under license 

1.768 libffi 3.0.13 19.el7

     1.768.1 Available under license 

1.769 aws-java-sdk-fsx 1.12.199 

     1.769.1 Available under license 

1.770 aws-java-sdk-wafv2 1.12.199 

     1.770.1 Available under license 

1.771 libxml2 2.9.1-6.el7_9.6 

     1.771.1 Available under license 

1.772 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.8.1 

     1.772.1 Available under license 

1.773 aws-java-sdk-synthetics 1.12.199 

     1.773.1 Available under license 

1.774 aws-java-sdk-nimblestudio 1.12.199 

     1.774.1 Available under license 

1.775 jersey-bean-validation 2.33 

     1.775.1 Available under license 

1.776 aws-java-sdk-storagegateway 1.12.199 

     1.776.1 Available under license 

1.777 libcap-ng 0.7.5 4.el7

     1.777.1 Available under license 

1.778 aws-java-sdk-simpledb 1.12.199 

     1.778.1 Available under license 

 

1.1 jersey-apache-connector 2.35 
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1.1.1 Available under license : 
# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors
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* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1
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* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which
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   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall
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     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness
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        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged
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   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of
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   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),
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   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis
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   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other
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   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.
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   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.2 jackson-databind 2.13.2.2 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing
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Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.3 metrics-httpclient 4.1.25 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.4 aws-java-sdk-cloudcontrolapi 1.12.199 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.5 aws-java-sdk-iotanalytics 1.12.199 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.6 ustr 1.0.4 16.el7
1.6.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2007 James Antill

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE FREEBSD PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE FREEBSD PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the authors and should not be

interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of the FreeBSD Project.

Copyright (c) 2007 James Antill

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 This code is multi Licensed under all/any one of:

 

LGPLv2+                  - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_LGPL

New Style BSD (2 clause) - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_BSD

MIT                      - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_MIT

 

...if that isn't enough for you, please send an email to me. The point

is for the license to not matter.
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this
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case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it
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does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.7 paranamer 2.5.1 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

*

* Portions Copyright (c) 2007 Paul Hammant

* Portions copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/BytecodeReadingParanamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 Paul Hammant

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/Paranamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

*

* Copyright (c) 2009 Paul Hammant

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/AnnotationParanamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 Paul Hammant

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/NullParanamer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/AdaptiveParanamer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/ParameterNamesNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/CachingParanamer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/DefaultParanamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 Paul Hammant
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* Copyright 2007 ThinkTank Maths Limited

*

* ThinkTank Maths Limited grants a non-revocable, perpetual licence

* to Paul Hammant for unlimited use, relicensing and redistribution. No

* explicit permission is required from ThinkTank Maths Limited for

* any future decisions made with regard to this file.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772269_1643010353.74/0/paranamer-2-5-1-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/paranamer/JavadocParanamer.java

 

1.8 jackson-annotations 2.13.3 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.9 kafka-schema-registry-client 4.1.0 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

Apache Kafka

Copyright 2016 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License. The source code of jersey can be found at https://github.com/jersey/jersey/.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

<head>

 <meta charset="utf-8">

 <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge">

 <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

 <meta name="description" content="Home page of The Apache Software Foundation">

 

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="57x57" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-57x57.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="60x60" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-60x60.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="72x72" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-72x72.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="76x76" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-76x76.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="114x114" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-114x114.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="120x120" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-120x120.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="144x144" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-144x144.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="152x152" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-152x152.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="180x180" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-180x180.png">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-32x32.png" sizes="32x32">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-194x194.png" sizes="194x194">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-96x96.png" sizes="96x96">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/android-chrome-192x192.png" sizes="192x192">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-16x16.png" sizes="16x16">

 <link rel="manifest" href="/favicons/manifest.json">

 <link rel="shortcut icon" href="/favicons/favicon.ico">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileColor" content="#603cba">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileImage" content="/favicons/mstile-144x144.png">

 <meta name="msapplication-config" content="/favicons/browserconfig.xml">

 <meta name="theme-color" content="#303284">

 

 <title>Apache License, Version 2.0</title>

 <link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Source+Sans+Pro:400,700%7cDroid+Serif:400,700'

rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

 <link href="/css/min.bootstrap.css" rel="stylesheet">

 <link href="/css/styles.css" rel="stylesheet"> 

  

 

   <!-- Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See

the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF

licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at .

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 . Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. -->

 

</head>
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<body>

<!-- Navigation --> 

<header>

 <nav class="navbar navbar-default navbar-fixed-top">

   <div class="container">

     <div class="navbar-header">

       <button class="navbar-toggle" type="button" data-toggle="collapse" data-target="#mainnav-collapse">

         <span class="sr-only">Toggle navigation</span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

       </button>

       <a href="#" class="navbar-brand"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-home"></span></a>

     </div>

     <div class="collapse navbar-collapse" id="mainnav-collapse">

       <div style="line-height:20px; padding-top:5px; float:left"><a href="/">Home</a>&nbsp;&raquo&nbsp;<a

href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></div>

       <ul class="nav navbar-nav navbar-right">

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">About <span class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/members.html">Members</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">Process</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/glossary.html">Glossary</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/preFAQ.html">FAQ</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html ">Contact</a></li>      				

         	</ul>

         </li>

			<li><a href="/index.html#projects-list">Projects</a></li>

 				<li class="dropdown">

	        	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">People <span class="caret"></span></a>

	        	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/committer-index.html">Committers</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#meritocracy">Meritocracy</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#roles">Roles</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://planet.apache.org/">Planet Apache</a></li>

	        	</ul>

	        </li>

         <li class="dropdown">

           <a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Get Involved <span

class="caret"></span></a>

           <ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

             <li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Community Development</a></li>

                   <li><a href="http://helpwanted.apache.org/">Help Wanted</a></li>
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     				<li><a href="http://www.apachecon.com/">ApacheCon</a></li>

           </ul>

 				</li>

         <li><a href="/dyn/closer.cgi">Download</a></li>

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Support Apache <span

class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contributing.html">Donations</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/buy_stuff.html">Buy Stuff</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/thanks.html">Thanks</a></li>

         	</ul>

         </li>

       </ul>

     </div>

   </div>

 </nav>

</header>

<!-- / Navigation -->

<div class="container">

 <div class="row">

   <div class="col-md-9 col-sm-8 col-xs-12">

     <img src="/img/asf_logo.png" alt="Apache Logo" style="max-width: 100%;">

   </div>

   <div class="col-md-3 col-sm-4 col-xs-12">

     <div class="input-group" style="margin-bottom: 5px;">

				<script>

 (function() {

   var cx = '005703438322411770421:5mgshgrgx2u';

   var gcse = document.createElement('script');

   gcse.type = 'text/javascript';

   gcse.async = true;

   gcse.src = (document.location.protocol == 'https:' ? 'https:' : 'http:') +

       '//cse.google.com/cse.js?cx=' + cx;

   var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0];

   s.parentNode.insertBefore(gcse, s);

 })();

</script>

		  <gcse:searchbox-only></gcse:searchbox-only>

			</div>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/governance/">The Apache Way</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs"

href="https://community.apache.org/contributors/">Contribute</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/thanks.html">ASF Sponsors</a>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>
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<div class="container"><style type="text/css">

/* The following code is added by mdx_elementid.py

  It was originally lifted from http://subversion.apache.org/style/site.css */

/*

* Hide class="elementid-permalink", except when an enclosing heading

* has the :hover property.

*/

.headerlink, .elementid-permalink {

 visibility: hidden;

}

h2:hover > .headerlink, h3:hover > .headerlink, h1:hover > .headerlink, h6:hover > .headerlink, h4:hover >

.headerlink, h5:hover > .headerlink, dt:hover > .elementid-permalink { visibility: visible }</style>

<p>Apache License<br></br>Version 2.0, January 2004<br></br>

<a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/">http://www.apache.org/licenses/</a> </p>

<p>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION</p>

<p><strong><a name="definitions">1. Definitions</a></strong>.</p>

<p>"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.</p>

<p>"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the

copyright owner that is granting the License.</p>

<p>"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with

that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the

power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.</p>

<p>"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.</p>

<p>"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

and configuration files.</p>

<p>"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation

or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled

object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.</p>

<p>"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form,

made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that

is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the

Appendix below).</p>

<p>"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form,

that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial

revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as

a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License,

Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or

merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative

Works thereof.</p>

<p>"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original

version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or
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Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for

inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal

Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the

purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic,

verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its

representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that

are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing

and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a

Contribution."</p>

<p>"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on

behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.</p>

<p><strong><a name="copyright">2. Grant of Copyright License</a></strong>. Subject to the

terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You

a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly

display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.</p>

<p><strong><a name="patent">3. Grant of Patent License</a></strong>. Subject to the terms

and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a

perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use,

offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by

combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such

Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against

any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging

that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed.</p>

<p><strong><a name="redistribution">4. Redistribution</a></strong>. You may reproduce and

distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium,

with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that

You meet the following conditions:</p>

<ol style="list-style: lower-latin;">

<li>You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a

copy of this License; and</li>

 

<li>You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating

that You changed the files; and</li>

 

<li>You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You

distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from

the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to
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any part of the Derivative Works; and</li>

 

<li>If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution,

then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy

of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in

at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation,

if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated

by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally

appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only

and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices

within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to

the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution

notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

<br/>

<br/>

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in

this License.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

<p><strong><a name="contributions">5. Submission of Contributions</a></strong>. Unless You

explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the

terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor

regarding such Contributions.</p>

<p><strong><a name="trademarks">6. Trademarks</a></strong>. This License does not grant

permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use

in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the

NOTICE file.</p>

<p><strong><a name="no-warranty">7. Disclaimer of Warranty</a></strong>. Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and

each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including,

without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You

are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise

of permissions under this License.</p>
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<p><strong><a name="no-liability">8. Limitation of Liability</a></strong>. In no event and

under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and

grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result

of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including

but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer

failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses),

even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such

damages.</p>

<p><strong><a name="additional">9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability</a></strong>.

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose

to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License.

However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor,

and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor

harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such

Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional

liability.</p>

<p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

<h1 id="apply">APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work<a class="headerlink" href="#apply"

title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included

on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

identification within third-party archives.</p>

<div class="codehilite"><pre>Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;);

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

</pre></div></div>

 

<!-- Footer -->
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<footer class="bg-primary">

 <div class="container">

			<div class="row">

				<br />

				<div class="col-sm-1">

					

				</div>

				<div class="col-sm-2">

		        	<h5 class="white">Community</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/conferences.html">Conferences</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/gsoc.html">Summer of Code</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newcomers/">Getting Started</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">The Apache Way</a></li>

						<li><a href="/travel/">Travel Assistance</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Get Involved</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newbiefaq.html">Community FAQ</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Innovation</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://labs.apache.org/">Labs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licensing</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Tech Operations</h5>

		        <ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="/dev/">Developer Information</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/dev/infrastructure.html">Infrastructure</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/security/">Security</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://status.apache.org">Status</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        </ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Press</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/press/">Overview</a></li>
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						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/">ASF News</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/foundation/">Announcements</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://twitter.com/TheASF">Twitter Feed</a></li>

						<li><a href="/press/#contact">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Legal</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/legal/">Legal Affairs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/records/">Public Records</a></li>

           <li><a href="/foundation/policies/privacy.html">Privacy Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/exports/">Export Information</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">License/Distribution FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-1">

				</div>

 

			</div>

			<hr class="col-lg-12 hr-white" />

			<div class="row">

				<div class="col-lg-12">

					<p class="text-center">Copyright &#169; 2016 The Apache Software Foundation, Licensed under the <a

class="white" href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0</a>.</p>

					<p class="text-center">Apache and the Apache feather logo are trademarks of The Apache Software

Foundation.</p>

				</div>

			</div>

		</div>

 

</footer>

 

<!-- / Footer -->

 

<script src="/js/jquery-2.1.1.min.js"></script>

<script src="/js/bootstrap.js"></script>

</body>

</html>

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML 2.0//EN">

<html><head>

<title>301 Moved Permanently</title>

</head><body>

<h1>Moved Permanently</h1>

<p>The document has moved <a href="https://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php">here</a>.</p>

</body></html>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License as described below.

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL - Version 1.1)

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or
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without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.
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The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

 

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
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version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.
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7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-
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law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

The following commands were used to generate license and notice files. Replace <VERSION> with

the Schema Registry version, <SRC_PATH> with the path to the Schema Registry source directory,

and <LICENSE_TOOL_PATH> with the path of the license tool.

 

cd <SRC_PATH>

mvn package -DskipTests

mkdir /tmp/jars

mkdir /tmp/overrides

cp package-schema-registry/target/kafka-schema-registry-package-<VERSION>-package/share/java/schema-

registry/*.jar /tmp/jars/

cp package-kafka-serde-tools/target/kafka-serde-tools-package-<VERSION>-package/share/java/kafka-serde-

tools/*.jar /tmp/jars/

cd <LICENSE_TOOL_PATH>

./bin/run_license_job.bash -i /tmp/jars -l <SRC_PATH>/licenses -n <SRC_PATH>/notices -h

<SRC_PATH>/licenses-and-notices.html -o /tmp/overrides

 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2009-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">

 

<html lang="en-US">

<head>

 <title>GlassFish Dual License Header and License Notice GPL v2 and CDDL</title>

 <meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">

 <style type="text/css">

  li {display: block;}

 </style>

</head>

 

<body leftmargin="0" topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" bgcolor="#ffffff">

 

 <h3>COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0</h3>

 

 <ul>

  <li><p><b>1. Definitions.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.1. &ldquo;Contributor&rdquo;</b> means each individual or

      entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

      Modifications.
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     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.2. &ldquo;Contributor Version&rdquo;</b> means

      the combination of the Original Software, prior

      Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

      Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.3. &ldquo;Covered Software&rdquo;</b> means (a)

      the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the

      combination of files containing Original Software with files

      containing Modifications, in each case including portions

      thereof.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.4. &ldquo;Executable&rdquo;</b> means the

      Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.5. &ldquo;Initial Developer&rdquo;</b> means

      the individual or entity that first makes Original Software

      available under this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.6. &ldquo;Larger Work&rdquo;</b> means a work

      which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with

      code not governed by the terms of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.7. &ldquo;License&rdquo;</b> means this document.
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     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.8. &ldquo;Licensable&rdquo;</b> means having

      the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

      at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,

      any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.9. &ldquo;Modifications&rdquo;</b> means the

      Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>A.</b> Any file that results from an addition

        to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a

        file containing Original Software or previous

        Modifications;

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>B.</b> Any new file that contains any part of

        the Original Software or previous Modification; or

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>C.</b> Any new file that is contributed or

        otherwise made available under the terms of this

        License.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.10. &ldquo;Original Software&rdquo;</b> means

      the Source Code and Executable form of computer software

      code that is originally released under this License.

     </p>
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    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.11. &ldquo;Patent Claims&rdquo;</b> means any

      patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including

      without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

      in any patent Licensable by grantor.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.12. &ldquo;Source Code&rdquo;</b> means (a) the

      common form of computer software code in which modifications

      are made and (b) associated documentation included in or

      with such code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.13. &ldquo;You&rdquo; (or

      &ldquo;Your&rdquo;)</b> means an individual or a legal

      entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

      the terms of, this License.  For legal entities,

      &ldquo;You&rdquo; includes any entity which controls, is

      controlled by, or is under common control with You.  For

      purposes of this definition, &ldquo;control&rdquo; means

      (a)&nbsp;the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

      or otherwise, or (b)&nbsp;ownership of more than fifty

      percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

      ownership of such entity.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>2. License Grants.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1

      below and subject to third party intellectual property

      claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a
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      world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial

        Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

        portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or

        as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using or selling of Original Software, to make,

        have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale,

        and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

        portions thereof).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.1(a)

        and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

        available to a third party under the terms of this License.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.1(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for code

        that You delete from the Original Software, or

        (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by: (i)&nbsp;the

        modification of the Original Software, or (ii)&nbsp;the

        combination of the Original Software with other software

        or devices.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.2. Contributor Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below

      and subject to third party intellectual property claims,
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      each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,

      royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by

        Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by

        such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

        unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered

        Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

        Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its

        Contributor Version (or portions of such combination),

        to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

        otherwise dispose of: (1)&nbsp;Modifications made by

        that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2)&nbsp;the

        combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

        with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

        combination).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.2(a)

        and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available

        to a third party.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.2(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for any

        code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

        Version; (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by:

        (i)&nbsp;third party modifications of Contributor

        Version, or (ii)&nbsp;the combination of Modifications

        made by that Contributor with other software (except as

        part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or

        (3)&nbsp;under Patent Claims infringed by Covered
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        Software in the absence of Modifications made by that

        Contributor.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>3. Distribution Obligations.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.1. Availability of Source Code.</b></p>

     <p>

      Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise

      make available in Executable form must also be made

      available in Source Code form and that Source Code form

      must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

      You must include a copy of this License with every copy of

      the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

      distribute or otherwise make available.  You must inform

      recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

      as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source

      Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

      customarily used for software exchange.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.2. Modifications.</b></p>

     <p>

      The Modifications that You create or to which You

      contribute are governed by the terms of this License.  You

      represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

      original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

      grant the rights conveyed by this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.3. Required Notices.</b></p>

     <p>

      You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

      that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

      You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

      trademark notices contained within the Covered Software,

      or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

      attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

     </p>
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    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.4. Application of Additional Terms.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

      Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

      applicable version of this License or the

      recipients&rsquo; rights hereunder.  You may choose to

      offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

      indemnity or liability obligations to one or more

      recipients of Covered Software.  However, you may do so

      only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

      Developer or any Contributor.  You must make it absolutely

      clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

      liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

      hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

      Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

      Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

      support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

      Software under the terms of this License or under the

      terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

      different from this License, provided that You are in

      compliance with the terms of this License and that the

      license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

      or alter the recipient&rsquo;s rights in the Source Code

      form from the rights set forth in this License.  If You

      distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

      different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

      any terms which differ from this License are offered by

      You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

      You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

      every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

      Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

      such terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.6. Larger Works.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

      Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

      License and distribute the Larger Work as a single
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      product.  In such a case, You must make sure the

      requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

      Software.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>4. Versions of the License.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.1. New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward

      and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

      License from time to time.  Each version will be given a

      distinguishing version number.  Except as provided in

      Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

      right to modify this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.2. Effect of New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  If the Initial Developer includes a

      notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

      distributed or otherwise made available under any

      subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  Otherwise, You may also choose to

      use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

      available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

      License published by the license steward.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.3. Modified Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      When You are an Initial Developer and You want to

      create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

      create and use a modified version of this License if You:

      (a)&nbsp;rename the license and remove any references to

      the name of the license steward (except to note that the
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      license differs from this License); and (b)&nbsp;otherwise

      make it clear that the license contains terms which differ

      from this License.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</b></p>

   <p>

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN

    &ldquo;AS IS&rdquo; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

    MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

    PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER

    OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

    CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.  NO USE OF ANY

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

    DISCLAIMER.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>6. TERMINATION.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.1.</b> This License and the rights granted

      hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply

      with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

      days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which, by

      their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination

      of this License shall survive.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.2.</b> If You assert a patent infringement claim

      (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

      or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

      You assert such claim is referred to as &ldquo;Participant&rdquo;)

      alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor

      Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software
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      where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

      infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

      indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

      Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

      Sections&nbsp;2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

      from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

      expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

      period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

      against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written

      agreement with Participant.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.3.</b> In the event of termination under

      Sections&nbsp;6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

      that have been validly granted by You or any distributor

      hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

      to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</b></p>

   <p>

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER

    TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL

    YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY

    DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

    SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

    SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

    INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

    OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL

    HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  THIS

    LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH

    OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY&rsquo;S

    NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

    LIMITATION.  SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

    LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

    EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</b></p>
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   <p>

    The Covered Software is a &ldquo;commercial item,&rdquo; as

    that term is defined in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;2.101 (Oct. 1995),

    consisting of &ldquo;commercial computer software&rdquo; (as

    that term is defined at 48

    C.F.R. &sect;&nbsp;252.227-7014(a)(1)) and &ldquo;commercial

    computer software documentation&rdquo; as such terms are used

    in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;12.212 (Sept. 1995).  Consistent with

    48 C.F.R.  12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

    (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

    Software with only those rights set forth herein.  This

    U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

    any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

    addresses Government rights in computer software under this

    License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>9. MISCELLANEOUS.</b></p>

   <p>

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning

    subject matter hereof.  If any provision of this License is

    held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed

    only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.  This

    License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

    specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

    (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

    otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction&rsquo;s

    conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this

    License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

    located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice

    contained within the Original Software, with the losing party

    responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

    costs and reasonable attorneys&rsquo; fees and expenses.  The

    application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

    the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.  Any

    law or regulation which provides that the language of a

    contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

    apply to this License.  You agree that You alone are

    responsible for compliance with the United States export

    administration regulations (and the export control laws and

    regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

    otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>
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   <p><b>10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</b></p>

   <p>

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each

    party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly

    or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this

    License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and

    Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

    basis.  Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to

    constitute any admission of liability.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>

     NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT

     AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

    </b>

   </p>

   <p>

    The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws

    of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions).

    Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

    jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of

    California and the state courts of the State of California, with

    venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

   </p>

  </li>

 </ul>

 

 <h3>The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991</h3>

 

 <p>

  Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 </p>

 <p>

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>Preamble</b></p>

 <p>

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

  freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public

  License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

  free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

  This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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  Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit

  to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered

  by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it

  to your programs, too.

 </p>

 <p>

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

  price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

  you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and

  charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

  or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or

  use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can

  do these things.

 </p>

 <p>

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

  anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the

  rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities

  for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 </p>

 <p>

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

  gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights

  that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get

  the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know

  their rights.

 </p>

 <p>

  We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software,

  and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to

  copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 </p>

 <p>

  Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

  that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

  software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,

  we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original,

  so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

  original authors' reputations.

 </p>

 <p>

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

  individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

  proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent

  must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 </p>

 <p>
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  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

  modification follow.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION</b></p>

 <ul style="margin-left:0; padding-left:0; border-left:0">

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>0.</b> This License applies to any program or other work which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

    distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The

    "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

    based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative

    work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

    Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

    and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation

    is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each

    licensee is addressed as "you".

   </p>

   <p>

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of

    running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

    is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

    (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

    is true depends on what the Program does.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>1.</b> You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

    source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

    conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

    copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices

    that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give

    any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with

    the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

    may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>2.</b> You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

    such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided
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    that you also meet all of these conditions:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

      that you changed the files and the date of any change.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole

      or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof,

      to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms

      of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

      you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

      most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

      appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

      else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

      the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a

      copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive

      but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the

      Program is not required to print an announcement.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

    sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

    considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

    and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

    separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

    which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must

    be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees

    extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless

    of who wrote it.

   </p>

   <p>

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

    your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

    exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective

    works based on the Program.

   </p>
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   <p>

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

    with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

    a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

    the scope of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>3.</b> You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

    on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under

    the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one

    of the following:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

      to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of

      physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable

      copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the

      terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for

      software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

      distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

      only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

      program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

      accord with Subsection b above.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source

    code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control
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    compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that

    is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

    major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system

    on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

    the executable.

   </p>

   <p>

    If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

    to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to

    copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the

    source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the

    source along with the object code.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>4.</b> You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the

    Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

    otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void,

    and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However,

    parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License

    will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain

    in full compliance.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>5.</b> You are not required to accept this License, since you have

    not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

    distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited

    by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

    distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate

    your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions

    for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>6.</b> Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

    Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

    licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms

    and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

    exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

    compliance by third parties to this License.
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   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>7.</b> If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

    conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise)

    that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from

    the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

    simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

    For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

    of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

    you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be

    to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

    particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

    the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

   </p>

   <p>

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

    or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

    this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

    software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

    Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

    distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

    distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

    choice.

   </p>

   <p>

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

    consequence of the rest of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>8.</b> If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

    original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

    add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

    countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

    not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation

    as if written in the body of this License.
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   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>9.</b> The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions

    will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail

    to address new problems or concerns.

   </p>

   <p>

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

    specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

    version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either

    of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software

    Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License,

    you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>10.</b> If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

    to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

    Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions

    for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the

    free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

    sharing and reuse of software generally.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>NO WARRANTY</p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>11.</b> BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

    EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

    OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

    ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

    SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

   </p>
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  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>12.</b> IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

    REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

    INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

    OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

    LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR

    THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

    EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</b></p>

   <p>

    If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

    use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

    which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

   </p>

   <p>

    To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

    them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

    of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

    pointer to where the full notice is found.

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

      under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the
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      Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

      option) any later version.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

      WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

      or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License

      for more details.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

      with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

   </p>

   <p>

    If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

    when it starts in an interactive mode:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author<br />

      Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

      `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

      it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

    parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may

    be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

    mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

    school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

    necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   </p>
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   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

      `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

     </p>

     <p>

      signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989<br />

      Ty Coon, President of Vice

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

    proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

    consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

    the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

    Public License instead of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li style="background-color:yellow;">

   <p><b>"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2</b></p>

   <p>

    Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to

    the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but

    only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's

    header the words<br />

    "Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

    exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

   </p>

   <p>

    Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

    a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the

    GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

   </p>

   <p>

    As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

    permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

    executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

    and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

    choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

    the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent

    module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.? If

    you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

    the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do

    so, delete this exception statement from your version.

   </p>
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  </li>

 

 </ul>

 

</body>

</html>

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />

<title>Untitled Document</title>

</head>

 

<body>

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">

<HTML>

<!--  		@page { margin: 0.79in }  		P { margin-bottom: 0.08in }  		H1 { margin-top: 0in; margin-bottom: 0.17in; widows:

0; orphans: 0 }  		H1.western { font-family: "Times New Roman", serif; font-size: 12pt; font-weight: normal }  		H1.cjk

{ font-family: "Andale Sans UI"; font-size: 12pt; font-weight: normal }  		H1.ctl { font-family: "Tahoma"; font-size:

12pt; font-weight: normal }  	-->

<BODY DIR="LTR">

<p><strong>COMMON  DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1</strong></p>

<p>1.  Definitions.</p>

<blockquote>1.1.  &ldquo;Contributor&rdquo; means each individual or entity that creates or  contributes to the

creation of Modifications.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.2.  &ldquo;Contributor Version&rdquo; means the combination of the Original  Software, prior

Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the  Modifications made by that particular

Contributor.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.3.  &ldquo;Covered Software&rdquo; means (a) the Original Software, or (b)  Modifications, or (c)

the combination of files containing Original  Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

portions thereof.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.4.  &ldquo;Executable&rdquo; means the Covered Software in any form other than  Source

Code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.5.  &ldquo;Initial Developer&rdquo; means the individual or entity that first  makes Original

Software available under this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.6.  &ldquo;Larger Work&rdquo; means a work which combines Covered Software or  portions

thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.7.  &ldquo;License&rdquo; means this document.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.8.  &ldquo;Licensable&rdquo; means having the right to grant, to the maximum  extent possible,

whether at the time of the initial grant or  subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

herein.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.9.  &ldquo;Modifications&rdquo; means the Source Code and Executable form of any  of the

following:</blockquote>

<blockquote>A.  Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or  modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software  or previous Modifications;</blockquote>

<blockquote>B.  Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or  previous Modification;

or</blockquote>
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<blockquote>C.  Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under  the terms of this

License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.10.  &ldquo;Original Software&rdquo; means the Source Code and Executable form of  computer

software code that is originally released under this  License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.11.  &ldquo;Patent Claims&rdquo; means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter  acquired,

including without limitation, method, process, and  apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by

grantor.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.12.  &ldquo;Source Code&rdquo; means (a) the common form of computer software code  in which

modifications are made and (b) associated documentation  included in or with such code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.13.  &ldquo;You&rdquo; (or &ldquo;Your&rdquo;) means an individual or a legal entity  exercising

rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this  License. For legal entities, &ldquo;You&rdquo; includes

any entity which  controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For  purposes of this definition,

&ldquo;control&rdquo; means (a) the power,  direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more  than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding

shares or beneficial  ownership of such entity.</blockquote>

<p>2.  License Grants.</p>

<blockquote>2.1.  The Initial Developer Grant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Conditioned  upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third  party intellectual

property claims, the Initial Developer hereby  grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive

license:</blockquote>

<blockquote>(a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)  Licensable by Initial Developer,

to use, reproduce, modify, display,  perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions  thereof),

with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger  Work; and</blockquote>

<blockquote>(b)  under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of  Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer  for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or  portions

thereof).</blockquote>

<blockquote>(c)  The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the  date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the  Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>(d)  Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:  (1) for code that You delete

from the Original Software, or (2) for  infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original  Software, or (ii)

the combination of the Original Software with other  software or devices.</blockquote>

<blockquote>2.2.  Contributor Grant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Conditioned  upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third  party intellectual

property claims, each Contributor hereby grants  You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive

license:</blockquote>

<blockquote>(a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)  Licensable by Contributor to

use, reproduce, modify, display,  perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such  Contributor

(or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,  with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of

a  Larger Work; and</blockquote>

<blockquote>(b)  under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of  Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in  combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such  combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or  otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or  portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by  that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such  combination).</blockquote>

<blockquote>(c)  The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on  the date Contributor first

distributes or otherwise makes the  Modifications available to a third party.</blockquote>

<blockquote>(d)  Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:  (1) for any code that
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Contributor has deleted from the Contributor  Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party  modifications

of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of  Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

(except as  part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under  Patent Claims infringed by Covered

Software in the absence of  Modifications made by that Contributor.</blockquote>

<p>3.  Distribution Obligations.</p>

<blockquote>3.1.  Availability of Source Code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Any  Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in  Executable form must also

be made available in Source Code form and  that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of  this

License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy  of the Source Code form of the Covered

Software You distribute or  otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such  Covered Software in

Executable form as to how they can obtain such  Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on

or  through a medium customarily used for software exchange.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.2.  Modifications.</blockquote>

<blockquote>The  Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed  by the terms of this

License. You represent that You believe Your  Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have

sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.3.  Required Notices.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies  You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or  alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the

Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text  giving attribution to any Contributor or the

Initial Developer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.4.  Application of Additional Terms.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source  Code form that alters or

restricts the applicable version of this  License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer,  and to

charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability  obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However,  you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the  Initial Developer or any

Contributor. You must make it absolutely  clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability  obligation is

offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify  the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

liability  incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of  warranty, support, indemnity or liability

terms You offer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.5.  Distribution of Executable Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the  terms of this License or

under the terms of a license of Your choice,  which may contain terms different from this License, provided that

You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the  license for the Executable form does not attempt

to limit or alter  the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set  forth in this License. If You

distribute the Covered Software in  Executable form under a different license, You must make it  absolutely clear

that any terms which differ from this License are  offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every  Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or  such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.6.  Larger Works.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other  code not governed by the

terms of this License and distribute the  Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure  the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered  Software.</blockquote>

<p>4.  Versions of the License.</p>

<blockquote>4.1.  New Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Oracle  is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of  this License from

time to time. Each version will be given a  distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no  one

other than the license steward has the right to modify this  License.</blockquote>
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<blockquote>4.2.  Effect of New Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered  Software available under

the terms of the version of the License  under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the  Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software  prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available  under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and  make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of  the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make  the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent  version of the License published by the license steward.</blockquote>

<blockquote>4.3.  Modified Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>When  You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for  Your Original Software,

You may create and use a modified version of  this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any

references  to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license  differs from this License); and (b)

otherwise make it clear that the  license contains terms which differ from this License.</blockquote>

<p>5.  DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>COVERED  SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN &ldquo;AS IS&rdquo; BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,  WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF  DEFECTS,

MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR  NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF  THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE  DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER

OR ANY OTHER  CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART  OF THIS

LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER

THIS DISCLAIMER.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>6.  TERMINATION.</p>

<blockquote>6.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate  automatically if You fail to comply

with terms herein and fail to  cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which,

by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the  termination of this License shall survive.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.2.  If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory  judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the  Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim  is referred to

as &ldquo;Participant&rdquo;) alleging that the Participant  Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

Participant is a  Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the  Initial Developer) directly or

indirectly infringes any patent, then  any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such  Participant, the

Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not  the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate  prospectively and automatically at the

expiration of such 60 day  notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your  claim with respect

to the Participant Software against such  Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement  with

Participant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant  alleging that the Participant

Software directly or indirectly  infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license  or settlement)

prior to the initiation of patent infringement  litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such

Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in  determining the amount or value of any payment

or license.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end  user licenses that have been

validly granted by You or any  distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses  granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.</blockquote>
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<p>7.  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>UNDER  NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL  DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED  SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY  PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR  LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR  ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY  SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR  PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT  ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO

YOU.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>8.  U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>The  Covered Software is a &ldquo;commercial item,&rdquo; as that term is defined  in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct.

1995), consisting of &ldquo;commercial computer  software&rdquo; (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. &sect;

252.227-7014(a)(1)) and &ldquo;commercial computer software  documentation&rdquo; as such terms are used in

48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.  1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1  through 227.7202-4

(June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire  Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This

U.S.  Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other  FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government  rights in computer software under this License.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>9.  MISCELLANEOUS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>This  License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter  hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable,  such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make  it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the  jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original  Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides  otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's

conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the  jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with  the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the  International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or  regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be  construed against the

drafter shall not apply to this License. You  agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws  and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or  otherwise make available any Covered Software.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>10.  RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>As  between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is  responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly,  out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to  work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such  responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or  shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.</p>

</blockquote>
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<hr />

<p>NOTICE  PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)</p>

<p>The  code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the  State of California (excluding conflict-

of-law provisions). Any  litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the  jurisdiction of the Federal Courts

of the Northern District of  California and the state courts of the State of California, with  venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California. </p>

<p><br />

   <br />

</p>

<h1><strong>The  GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991</strong></h1>

<p>Copyright  (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.<br />

 59 Temple Place,  Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA</p>

<p>Everyone  is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies<br />

 of this  license document, but changing it is not allowed.</p>

<p><strong>Preamble</strong></p>

<p>The  licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to  share and change it. By contrast, the

GNU General Public License is  intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free  software--to make

sure the software is free for all its users. This  General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit  to using it. (Some other Free Software

Foundation software is covered  by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it  to your

programs, too.</p>

<p>When  we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our General Public Licenses are

designed to make sure that you have  the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for  this service if

you wish), that you receive source code or can get it  if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces

of it  in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.</p>

<p>To  protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone  to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These  restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you  distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.</p>

<p>For  example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis  or for a fee, you must give the

recipients all the rights that you  have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the  source code. And

you must show them these terms so they know their  rights.</p>

<p>We  protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and  (2) offer you this license which gives

you legal permission to copy,  distribute and/or modify the software.</p>

<p>Also,  for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that  everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free  software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,  we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the  original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect  on the

original authors' reputations.</p>

<p>Finally,  any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We  wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will  individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program  proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent  must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at

all.</p>

<p>The  precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and  modification follow.</p>

<p><strong>TERMS  AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND

MODIFICATION</strong></p>

<p><strong>0</strong>.  This License applies to any program or other work which contains a  notice placed by the

copyright holder saying it may be distributed  under the terms of this General Public License. The

&quot;Program&quot;,  below, refers to any such program or work, and a &quot;work based on  the Program&quot;
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means either the Program or any derivative work  under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program

or  a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or  translated into another language. (Hereinafter,

translation is  included without limitation in the term &quot;modification&quot;.)  Each licensee is addressed as

&quot;you&quot;.</p>

<p>Activities  other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by  this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the  Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered  only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program  (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether  that is true depends on what the Program does.</p>

<p><strong>1</strong>.  You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source  code as you receive

it, in any medium, provided that you  conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the  notices that refer to this License and to the absence

of any  warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this  License along with the Program.</p>

<p>You  may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you  may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.</p>

<p><strong>2</strong>.  You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of  it, thus forming a

work based on the Program, and copy and distribute  such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above,

provided that you also meet all of these conditions:</p>

<blockquote>a)  You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating  that you changed the files and

the date of any change.</blockquote>

<blockquote>b)  You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole  or in part contains or is

derived from the Program or any part  thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties  under the

terms of this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>c)  If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when  run, you must cause it,

when started running for such interactive use  in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement

including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is  no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

warranty) and that  users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and  telling the user how to view a

copy of this License. (Exception: if  the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an

announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print  an announcement.)</blockquote>

<p>These  requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable  sections of that work are not derived

from the Program, and can be  reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves,  then this

License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when  you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the  same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the  Program, the distribution of the whole

must be on the terms of this  License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire  whole, and thus to

each and every part regardless of who wrote it.</p>

<p>Thus,  it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your  rights to work written entirely by you;

rather, the intent is to  exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or  collective works based on the

Program.</p>

<p>In  addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program  with the Program (or with a work

based on the Program) on a volume of  a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under  the

scope of this License.</p>

<p><strong>3</strong>.  You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under  Section 2) in

object code or executable form under the terms of  Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the

following:</p>

<blockquote>a)  Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source  code, which must be

distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2  above on a medium customarily used for software interchange;

or,</blockquote>

<blockquote>b)  Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to  give any third party, for a

charge no more than your cost of  physically performing source distribution, a complete  machine-readable copy of
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the corresponding source code, to be  distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,</blockquote>

<blockquote>c)  Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to  distribute corresponding source

code. (This alternative is allowed  only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the  program in

object code or executable form with such an offer, in  accord with Subsection b above.)</blockquote>

<p>The  source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for  making modifications to it. For an

executable work, complete source  code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any  associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to  control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as

a  special exception, the source code distributed need not include  anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary  form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the  operating system on which

the executable runs, unless that component  itself accompanies the executable.</p>

<p>If  distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access  to copy from a designated place, then

offering equivalent access to  copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of  the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy  the source along with the object code.</p>

<p><strong>4</strong>.  You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program  except as expressly

provided under this License. Any attempt  otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is  void,

and will automatically terminate your rights under this  License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from  you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so  long as such parties remain in full

compliance.</p>

<p><strong>5</strong>.  You are not required to accept this License, since you have not  signed it. However,

nothing else grants you permission to modify or  distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by  modifying or distributing the Program (or any

work based on the  Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and  all its terms and conditions

for copying, distributing or modifying  the Program or works based on it.</p>

<p><strong>6</strong>.  Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the  Program), the recipient

automatically receives a license from the  original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject  to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further  restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights

granted  herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third  parties to this License.</p>

<p><strong>7</strong>.  If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent  infringement or for any

other reason (not limited to patent issues),  conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do  not excuse you from the conditions of this License.

If you cannot  distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under  this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a  consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example,  if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of  the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly  through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this  License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of

the  Program.</p>

<p>If  any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under  any particular circumstance, the balance of

the section is intended  to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other  circumstances.</p>

<p>It  is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any  patents or other property right claims or to

contest validity of any  such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the  integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is  implemented by public license practices. Many people have made  generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed  through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that  system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is  willing to distribute software through any other

system and a  licensee cannot impose that choice.</p>

<p>This  section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a  consequence of the rest of this

License.</p>

<p><strong>8</strong>.  If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in  certain countries either by

patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the  original copyright holder who places the Program under this License  may
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add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding  those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

in or among  countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates  the limitation as if written in the

body of this License.</p>

<p><strong>9</strong>.  The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions  of the General

Public License from time to time. Such new versions  will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ

in  detail to address new problems or concerns.</p>

<p>Each  version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program  specifies a version number of this

License which applies to it and  &quot;any later version&quot;, you have the option of following the  terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version  published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program

does not  specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version  ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.</p>

<p><strong>10</strong>.  If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free  programs whose

distribution conditions are different, write to the  author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by

the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation;  we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our

decision will be guided by  the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our  free software and of

promoting the sharing and reuse of software  generally.</p>

<p>NO  WARRANTY</p>

<p><strong>11</strong>.  BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY  FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT

WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER  PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM &quot;AS IS&quot; WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY  KIND, EITHER

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE  PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE

DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME  THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION.</p>

<p><strong>12</strong>.  IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING  WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR  DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES ARISING OUT

OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM  (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED  INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE  OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

SUCH  HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.</p>

<p>END  OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

<p><strong>How  to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</strong></p>

<p>If  you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest  possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make  it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under  these terms.</p>

<p>To  do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to  attach them to the start of each source file

to most effectively  convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least  the &quot;copyright&quot;

line and a pointer to where the full notice  is found.</p>

<blockquote>One  line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it  does.<br />

 Copyright (C) &lt;year&gt; &lt;name of author&gt;</blockquote>

<blockquote>This  program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it  under the terms of the GNU

General Public License as published by the  Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at  your

option) any later version.</blockquote>

<blockquote>This  program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;
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without even the implied warranty of  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See

the GNU  General Public License for more details.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along  with this program; if not,

write to the Free Software Foundation,  Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA</blockquote>

<p>Also  add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.</p>

<p>If  the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this  when it starts in an interactive mode:</p>

<blockquote>Gnomovision  version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with

ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free  software, and you are welcome to

redistribute it under certain  conditions; type `show c' for details.</blockquote>

<p>The  hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the  appropriate parts of the General Public

License. Of course, the  commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and  `show c'; they could

even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever  suits your program.</p>

<p>You  should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your  school, if any, to sign a

&quot;copyright disclaimer&quot; for the  program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:</p>

<blockquote>Yoyodyne,  Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program  `Gnomovision' (which makes

passes at compilers) written by James  Hacker.</blockquote>

<blockquote>signature  of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989<br />

 Ty Coon, President of Vice</blockquote>

<p>This  General Public License does not permit incorporating your program  into proprietary programs. If your

program is a subroutine library,  you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary  applications with the

library. If this is what you want to do, use  the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.</p>

<li style="background-color:yellow;">

<p><strong>&quot;CLASSPATH&quot;  EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2</strong><br />

   <br />

 Certain  source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following  clarification and special exception to the

GPL Version 2, but only  where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's  header the words

&quot;Oracle designates this particular file as  subject to the &quot;Classpath&quot; exception as provided by

Oracle  in the License file that accompanied this code.&quot; <br />

 <br />

 Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is  making a combined work based on this

library.&nbsp; Thus, the terms  and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the  whole

combination. <br />

 <br />

 As a special exception, the  copyright holders of this library give you permission to link  this library with

independent modules to produce an executable,  regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and

to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each

linked independent  module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.&nbsp;  An independent module

is a module which is not derived from or  based on this library.&nbsp; If you modify this library, you may  extend

this exception to your version of the library, but you are  not obligated to do so.&nbsp; If you do not wish to do so,

delete  this exception statement from your version.</p>

</li>

<p><br />

   <br />

</p>

<p><br />

</p>

</body>
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</html>

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

<head>

 <meta charset="utf-8">

 <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge">

 <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

 <meta name="description" content="Home page of The Apache Software Foundation">

 

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="57x57" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-57x57.png">
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 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="60x60" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-60x60.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="72x72" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-72x72.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="76x76" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-76x76.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="114x114" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-114x114.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="120x120" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-120x120.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="144x144" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-144x144.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="152x152" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-152x152.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="180x180" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-180x180.png">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-32x32.png" sizes="32x32">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-194x194.png" sizes="194x194">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-96x96.png" sizes="96x96">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/android-chrome-192x192.png" sizes="192x192">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-16x16.png" sizes="16x16">

 <link rel="manifest" href="/favicons/manifest.json">

 <link rel="shortcut icon" href="/favicons/favicon.ico">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileColor" content="#603cba">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileImage" content="/favicons/mstile-144x144.png">

 <meta name="msapplication-config" content="/favicons/browserconfig.xml">

 <meta name="theme-color" content="#303284">

 

 <title>Licenses</title>

 <link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Source+Sans+Pro:400,700%7cDroid+Serif:400,700'

rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

 <link href="/css/min.bootstrap.css" rel="stylesheet">

 <link href="/css/styles.css" rel="stylesheet"> 

  

 

   <!-- Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See

the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF

licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at .

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 . Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. -->

 

</head>

 

<body>

<!-- Navigation --> 

<header>

 <nav class="navbar navbar-default navbar-fixed-top">

   <div class="container">

     <div class="navbar-header">

       <button class="navbar-toggle" type="button" data-toggle="collapse" data-target="#mainnav-collapse">

         <span class="sr-only">Toggle navigation</span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>
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         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

       </button>

       <a href="#" class="navbar-brand"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-home"></span></a>

     </div>

     <div class="collapse navbar-collapse" id="mainnav-collapse">

       <div style="line-height:20px; padding-top:5px; float:left"><a href="/">Home</a>&nbsp;&raquo&nbsp;<a

href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></div>

       <ul class="nav navbar-nav navbar-right">

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">About <span class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/members.html">Members</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">Process</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/glossary.html">Glossary</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/preFAQ.html">FAQ</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html ">Contact</a></li>      				

         	</ul>

         </li>

			<li><a href="/index.html#projects-list">Projects</a></li>

 				<li class="dropdown">

	        	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">People <span class="caret"></span></a>

	        	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/committer-index.html">Committers</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#meritocracy">Meritocracy</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#roles">Roles</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://planet.apache.org/">Planet Apache</a></li>

	        	</ul>

	        </li>

         <li class="dropdown">

           <a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Get Involved <span

class="caret"></span></a>

           <ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

             <li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Community Development</a></li>

                   <li><a href="http://helpwanted.apache.org/">Help Wanted</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://www.apachecon.com/">ApacheCon</a></li>

           </ul>

 				</li>

         <li><a href="/dyn/closer.cgi">Download</a></li>

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Support Apache <span

class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contributing.html">Donations</a></li>
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     				<li><a href="/foundation/buy_stuff.html">Buy Stuff</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/thanks.html">Thanks</a></li>

         	</ul>

         </li>

       </ul>

     </div>

   </div>

 </nav>

</header>

<!-- / Navigation -->

<div class="container">

 <div class="row">

   <div class="col-md-9 col-sm-8 col-xs-12">

     <img src="/img/asf_logo.png" alt="Apache Logo" style="max-width: 100%;">

   </div>

   <div class="col-md-3 col-sm-4 col-xs-12">

     <div class="input-group" style="margin-bottom: 5px;">

				<script>

 (function() {

   var cx = '005703438322411770421:5mgshgrgx2u';

   var gcse = document.createElement('script');

   gcse.type = 'text/javascript';

   gcse.async = true;

   gcse.src = (document.location.protocol == 'https:' ? 'https:' : 'http:') +

       '//cse.google.com/cse.js?cx=' + cx;

   var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0];

   s.parentNode.insertBefore(gcse, s);

 })();

</script>

		  <gcse:searchbox-only></gcse:searchbox-only>

			</div>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/governance/">The Apache Way</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs"

href="https://community.apache.org/contributors/">Contribute</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/thanks.html">ASF Sponsors</a>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

<div class="container"><style type="text/css">

/* The following code is added by mdx_elementid.py

  It was originally lifted from http://subversion.apache.org/style/site.css */

/*

* Hide class="elementid-permalink", except when an enclosing heading

* has the :hover property.

*/

.headerlink, .elementid-permalink {

 visibility: hidden;

}
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h2:hover > .headerlink, h3:hover > .headerlink, h1:hover > .headerlink, h6:hover > .headerlink, h4:hover >

.headerlink, h5:hover > .headerlink, dt:hover > .elementid-permalink { visibility: visible }</style>

<p>The Apache Software Foundation uses various licenses to <a href="#distributions">distribute

software and documentation</a>, to accept regular

<a href="#clas">contributions from individuals and corporations</a>, and to accept

larger <a href="#grants">grants of existing software products</a>.</p>

<p>These licenses help us achieve our goal of providing reliable and

long-lived software products through collaborative open source software

development. In all cases, contributors retain full rights to use their

original contributions for any other purpose outside of Apache while

providing the ASF and its projects the right to distribute and build upon

their work within Apache.</p>

<h1 id="distributions">Licensing of Distributions<a class="headerlink" href="#distributions" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>All software produced by The Apache Software Foundation or any of its

projects or subjects is licensed according to the terms of the documents

listed below.</p>

<h3 id="2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0 (current)<a class="headerlink" href="#2.0" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-2.0">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</a> (

<a href="LICENSE-2.0.txt">TXT</a> or <a href="LICENSE-2.0.html">HTML</a> )</p>

<p>The 2.0 version of the Apache License was approved by the ASF in 2004. The

goals of this license revision have been to reduce the number of frequently

asked questions, to allow the license to be reusable without modification

by any project (including non-ASF projects), to allow the license to be

included by reference instead of listed in every file, to clarify the

license on submission of contributions, to require a patent license on

contributions that necessarily infringe the contributor's own patents, and

to move comments regarding Apache and other inherited attribution notices

to a location outside the license terms (the <a href="example-NOTICE.txt">NOTICE

file</a> ).</p>

<p>The result is a license that is supposed to be compatible with other open

source licenses, while remaining true to the original goals of the Apache

Group and supportive of collaborative development across both nonprofit and

commercial organizations. The Apache Software Foundation is still trying to

determine if this version of the Apache License is <a href="GPL-compatibility.html">compatible with the

GPL</a>.</p>

<p>All packages produced by the ASF are implicitly licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0, unless otherwise explicitly stated. More developer

documentation on how to apply the Apache License to your work can be found

in * <a href="../dev/apply-license.html">Applying the Apache License, Version 2.0</a>

*.</p>

<h3 id="1.1">Apache License, Version 1.1 (historic)<a class="headerlink" href="#1.1" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-1.1">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-1.1</a> </p>

<p>The 1.1 version of the Apache License was approved by the ASF in 2000. The

primary change from the 1.0 license is in the 'advertising clause' (section

3 of the 1.0 license); derived products are no longer required to include
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attribution in their advertising materials, only in their documentation.</p>

<p>Individual packages licensed under the 1.1 version may have used different

wording due to varying requirements for attribution or mark identification,

but the binding terms were all the same.</p>

<h3 id="1.0">Apache License, Version 1.0 (historic)<a class="headerlink" href="#1.0" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-1.0">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-1.0</a> </p>

<p>This is the original Apache License which applies only to older versions of

Apache packages (such as version 1.2 of the Web server).</p>

<h1 id="clas">Contributor License Agreements<a class="headerlink" href="#clas" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>The ASF desires that all contributors of ideas, code, or documentation to

any Apache projects complete, sign, and submit (via fax or

email) an <a href="icla.pdf">Individual Contributor License Agreement</a> (ICLA).

The purpose of this agreement is to clearly define the

terms under which intellectual property has been contributed to the ASF and

thereby allow us to defend the project should there be a legal dispute

regarding the software at some future time. A signed ICLA is required to be

on file before an individual is given commit rights to an ASF project.</p>

<p>For a corporation that has assigned employees to work on an Apache project,

a <a href="cla-corporate.txt">Corporate CLA</a> (CCLA) is available for contributing

intellectual property via the corporation, that may have been assigned as

part of an employment agreement. Note that a Corporate CLA does not remove

the need for every developer to sign their own ICLA as an individual, to

cover any of their contributions which are not owned by the corporation

signing the CCLA.</p>

<p>The ICLA is not tied to any employer you may have, so it is recommended to

use one's personal email address in the contact details, rather than an @work

address.</p>

<p>Your Full name will be published unless you provide an alternative Public name.

For example if your full name is Andrew Bernard Charles Dickens, but you wish

to be known as Andrew Dickens, please enter the latter as your Public name.</p>

<p>The email address and other contact details are not published.</p>

<h1 id="grants">Software Grants<a class="headerlink" href="#grants" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>When an individual or corporation decides to donate a body of existing

software or documentation to one of the Apache projects, they need to

execute a formal <a href="software-grant-template.pdf">Software Grant Agreement</a> (SGA) with

the ASF. Typically, this is done after negotiating approval with the ASF

<a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a> or one of the PMCs, since the ASF

will not accept software unless there is a viable community available to

support a collaborative project.</p>

<h1 id="submitting">Submitting License Agreements and Grants<a class="headerlink" href="#submitting"

title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>Documents may be submitted by fax or email.</p>

<p>If submitting by fax, please print, sign, and fax all pages of the document

to +1-919-573-9199. Please send documents right-side-up, first page first;

and send only one document per fax.</p>

<p>If submitting by email, please fill the form with a pdf viewer,
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print, sign, scan all pages into a single pdf file,

and email the pdf file as an attachment to secretary@apache.org. If possible,

send the attachment from the email address in the document.

Please send only one document per email.</p>

<p>If you prefer to sign electronically, please fill the form, save it locally (e.g. icla.pdf), and sign the

file by preparing a detached PGP signature. For example,</p>

<blockquote>

<p>gpg --armor --detach-sign icla.pdf</p>

</blockquote>

<p>The above will create a file icla.pdf.asc. Send both the file and signature

as attachments in the same email to secretary@apache.org. Please send only one

document (file plus signature) per email. Please do not submit your public key to Apache.

Instead, please upload your public key to pgpkeys.mit.edu. </p>

<p>The files typically are named

icla.pdf and icla.pdf.asc for individual agreements;

ccla.pdf and ccla.pdf.asc  for corporate agreements;

software-grant.pdf and software-grant.pdf.asc for grants. </p>

<h1 id="crypto">Export restrictions<a class="headerlink" href="#crypto" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For export restriction information, please consult our <a href="/licenses/exports/">ASF Export

Classifications</a> page.</p>

<h1 id="trademarks">Trademark and Logo Usage<a class="headerlink" href="#trademarks" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For ASF trademark and logo usage information, please consult our <a href="/foundation/marks/">ASF

Trademark Use Policy</a> page.</p>

<h1 id="questions">Questions?<a class="headerlink" href="#questions" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For answers to frequently asked licensing questions, please consult our

<a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing Frequently Asked Questions</a> page.</p></div>

 

<!-- Footer -->

 

<footer class="bg-primary">

 <div class="container">

			<div class="row">

				<br />

				<div class="col-sm-1">

					

				</div>

				<div class="col-sm-2">

		        	<h5 class="white">Community</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/conferences.html">Conferences</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/gsoc.html">Summer of Code</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newcomers/">Getting Started</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">The Apache Way</a></li>

						<li><a href="/travel/">Travel Assistance</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Get Involved</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newbiefaq.html">Community FAQ</a></li>
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		        	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Innovation</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://labs.apache.org/">Labs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licensing</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Tech Operations</h5>

		        <ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="/dev/">Developer Information</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/dev/infrastructure.html">Infrastructure</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/security/">Security</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://status.apache.org">Status</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        </ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Press</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/press/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/">ASF News</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/foundation/">Announcements</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://twitter.com/TheASF">Twitter Feed</a></li>

						<li><a href="/press/#contact">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Legal</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/legal/">Legal Affairs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/records/">Public Records</a></li>

           <li><a href="/foundation/policies/privacy.html">Privacy Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/exports/">Export Information</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">License/Distribution FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>
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       	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-1">

				</div>

 

			</div>

			<hr class="col-lg-12 hr-white" />

			<div class="row">

				<div class="col-lg-12">

					<p class="text-center">Copyright &#169; 2016 The Apache Software Foundation, Licensed under the <a

class="white" href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0</a>.</p>

					<p class="text-center">Apache and the Apache feather logo are trademarks of The Apache Software

Foundation.</p>

				</div>

			</div>

		</div>

 

</footer>

 

<!-- / Footer -->

 

<script src="/js/jquery-2.1.1.min.js"></script>

<script src="/js/bootstrap.js"></script>

</body>

</html>

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files;

if such notes are missing files have been created by

Tatu Saloranta.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: schema-registry

Source: https://github.com/confluentinc/schema-registry

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2015 Confluent, Inc.
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License: Apache-2

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2015 Confluent, Inc.

License: Apache-2

 

License: Apache-2

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of

the License at

.

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the

License for the specific language overning permissions and limitations under

the License.

.

On Debian systems, the Apache 2.0 license can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.10 aws-java-sdk-transcribe 1.12.199 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.11 dom 1.0 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All
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* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE.

* See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ElementEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/CharacterDataEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMImplementationAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASEntityDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNamedObjectMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/NodeEditAS.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

 contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

 this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

 The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

 the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE. See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more

* details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/w3c/dom/html/HTMLDOMImplementation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Checks if this content model has had its min/maxOccurs values reduced for

    * purposes of speeding up UPA.  If so, this content model should not be used

    * for any purpose other than checking unique particle attribution

    *

    * @return a boolean that says whether this content has been compacted for UPA

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * DOM Level 3 LS CR - Experimental.

    * Create a new <code>LSParser</code>. The newly constructed parser may

    * then be configured by means of its <code>DOMConfiguration</code>

    * object, and used to parse documents by means of its <code>parse</code>

    *  method.

    * @param mode  The <code>mode</code> argument is either

    *   <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> or <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code>, if

    *   <code>mode</code> is <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in synchronous

    *   mode, if it's <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code> then the
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    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in asynchronous

    *   mode.

    * @param schemaType  An absolute URI representing the type of the schema

    *   language used during the load of a <code>Document</code> using the

    *   newly created <code>LSParser</code>. Note that no lexical checking

    *   is done on the absolute URI. In order to create a

    *   <code>LSParser</code> for any kind of schema types (i.e. the

    *   LSParser will be free to use any schema found), use the value

    *   <code>null</code>.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    For W3C XML Schema [<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlschema-1-

20010502/'>XML Schema Part 1</a>]

    *   , applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"</code>. For XML DTD [<a

href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-xml-20001006'>XML 1.0</a>],

    *   applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml"</code>. Other Schema languages

    *   are outside the scope of the W3C and therefore should recommend an

    *   absolute URI in order to use this method.

    * @return  The newly created <code>LSParser</code> object. This

    *   <code>LSParser</code> is either synchronous or asynchronous

    *   depending on the value of the <code>mode</code> argument.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    By default, the newly created <code>LSParser</code>

    *    does not contain a <code>DOMErrorHandler</code>, i.e. the value of

    *   the "<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-DOM-Level-3-Core-20030609/core.html#parameter-error-

handler'>

    *   error-handler</a>" configuration parameter is <code>null</code>. However, implementations

    *   may provide a default error handler at creation time. In that case,

    *   the initial value of the <code>"error-handler"</code> configuration

    *   parameter on the new created <code>LSParser</code> contains a

    *   reference to the default error handler.

    * @exception DOMException

    *    NOT_SUPPORTED_ERR: Raised if the requested mode or schema type is

    *   not supported.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDOMImplementationImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationListImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * used to check the 3 constraints against each complex type

    * (should be each model group):

    * Unique Particle Attribution, Particle Derivation (Restriction),

    * Element Declrations Consistent.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSConstraints.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
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* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDocumentInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDElementTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLEntityDescriptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ShadowedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ObjectListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLImgElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptgroupElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLImgElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractIDConstraintTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTimerElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSParticle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLWmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnySimpleDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/StringList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTimerElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/CaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultXMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAnchorElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHtmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/DefaultNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/MultipleScopeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaParsingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11NSDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLMetaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLQuoteElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EncodingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeTextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMInputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLCatalogResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/TeeXMLDocumentFilterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableSectionElementImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMStateSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/Base64BinaryDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DraconianErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPValidatorComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTitleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractDOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLabelElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFieldSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLCardElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ShortListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XSGrammarPoolContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLMetaElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSSimpleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegularExpression.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/UIEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ByteList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBodyElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNSDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ElementSchemePointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SoftReferenceGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/AbstractXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTdElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SecurityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultAugmentor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/FieldActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ParentNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XIntPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCellElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaSymbols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF16Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMStringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLImageElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ShortList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ListDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXEventResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/XPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLHeadElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/PSVIErrorList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/StartDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/KeyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/Latin1Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/LCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BooleanDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidatedInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ChildNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MouseEventImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidatorFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XInclude11TextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DefaultValidationErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptgroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SchemaValidatorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPostfieldElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/StAXSchemaParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ReadOnlyGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMErrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLAttributesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDComplexTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DatatypeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLIElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLNoopElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ENTITYDatatypeValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLInputElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTableElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/SchemaContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SoftReferenceSymbolTableConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/BalancedDTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ShortHandPointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/BasicParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLPreElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractXMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLdtd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDOMImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AugmentationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXLocatorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SynchronizedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLNoopElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/NamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTdElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayTimeDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLUElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMap4Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTerm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSmallElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTextAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/AttributePSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XML11Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/HexBinaryDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLGoElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/SimpleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSLoaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLResourceIdentifierImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMenuElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentFragmentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSComplexTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XPointerParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/SerializedDuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF8Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBigElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLChar.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPostfieldElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeepNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPrevElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMXSImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/MixedContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/Augmentations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLVersionDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSComplexTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/UniqueOrKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DatatypeFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLLocatorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSWildcard.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StreamValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/StAXLocationWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/IntegratedParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseSchemaDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/IdentityConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSetvarElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/NotationDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SoftReferenceSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/EntityState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XHTMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLWmlElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASModelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAnnotationInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DTDScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLEmElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredTextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FloatDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMAny.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/StartElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EndElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/QNameDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLScriptElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLStringBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MutationEventImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FullDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/DTDImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTrElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentFragmentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDSimpleTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11EntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/StringDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDREFDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLButtonElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOneventElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/ByteListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLStrongElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/CachingParserPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ParserConfigurationSettings.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/EmptyXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMapElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSmallElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDContentModelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLEmElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/ElementPSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Op.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTemplateElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParagraphElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NOTATIONDatatypeValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ListDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLUListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBrElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CharacterDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLGrammarPoolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLStrongElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/EncodingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMetaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMNodeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTableElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAppletElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObject.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SchemaDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLEntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/StringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTemplateElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeFacetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractParticleTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXStreamResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/XMLGregorianCalendarImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SubstitutionGroupHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DoubleDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/IntStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/ASCIIReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSIDCDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLCardElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLFieldsetElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/FilePathToURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPrevElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/HexBin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/SerializedXMLGregorianCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDeclHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/PrimeNumberSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOneventElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/ImmutableLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSLoader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/UnionDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XNIException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XSGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSWildcardDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableColElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ConfigurableValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/IndentPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ElementState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/DFAContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EndDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSFloat.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/StringDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMRepeatingLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentFragmentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/Grammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAccessElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Match.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/TextSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/NamespaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMOutputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ExternalSubsetResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeListCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCommentImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItemList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMEntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegexParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/AttributeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLUElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/LocatorProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Selector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/LSInputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EntityDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractSAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBigElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ItemPSVI.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLObjectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyAtomicDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/WeakReferenceXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSQName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeIteratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DefaultErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/BMPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SimpleXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLegendElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDWildcardTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadingElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSFacets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ElementPSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLRefreshElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLResourceIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDirectoryElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/MalformedByteSequenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/UnparsedEntityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAccessElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLSymbols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSetvarElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSMultiValueFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLinkElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/EventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DTDDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/ValueStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/XMLEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XS10TypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDivElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XML11Char.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarPreparser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeExceptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/PSVIProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLStyleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeUseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolver2Wrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSParticleDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/ContentModelValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/StAXInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLContentSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/AttributePSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSelectElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaValidatorComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableRowElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDTDScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/PrecisionDecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLPullParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecureProcessingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSObjectListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLGoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLRefreshElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParserForXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMNormalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IntegerDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIsIndexElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/SimpleContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSSimpleTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/EmptyLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/HTTPInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Encodings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/BaseMarkupSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/CharactersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/XMLEventFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/JAXPNamespaceContextWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/NamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/LSInputListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDeclarationPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/JAXPValidationMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ExtendedSchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/EntityDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyURIDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSEmptyCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptGroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DVFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDateTimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptionElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParamElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TreeWalkerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDNotationTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLSchemaDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLModElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCaptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/StandardParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSAllCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLFieldsetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RangeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMASBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/NameNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UCSReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeAwareParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/RevalidationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AttributesProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLSimpleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaNamespaceSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AbstractDateTimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDKeyrefTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateTimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDUniqueOrKeyTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDayDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAttributeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelGroupImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSchemaMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/DOMMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XPointerMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/DatatypeMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/SAXMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XIncludeMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSerializerMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/JAXPValidationMessages.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
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* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Unique Particle Attribution

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSDFACM.java

 

1.12 aws-java-sdk-redshiftdataapi 1.12.199 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.13 aws-java-sdk-ses 1.12.199 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.14 jackson-databind 2.13.3 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.
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## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.15 aws-java-sdk-marketplacecatalog

1.12.199 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.16 protobuf-java 3.11.4 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemaLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BooleanArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteBufferWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-jar/google/protobuf/type.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DynamicMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RopeByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LongArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageReflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DescriptorMessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Extension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractProtobufList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnmodifiableLazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/descriptor.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IntArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SchemaUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/JavaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeByteOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MutabilityOracle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemaFull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/WireFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolMessageEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemaFull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseInfoTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Writer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FloatArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ManifestSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/PrimitiveNonBoxingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtoSyntax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TypeRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DoubleArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/RawMessageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/wrappers.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DiscardUnknownFieldsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UninitializedMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingRpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NioByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SmallSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Protobuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/duration.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteToString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/OneofInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/compiler/plugin.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/field_mask.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/timestamp.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemaFull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Descriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BinaryWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/StructuralMessageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemaLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemaLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-jar/google/protobuf/api.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageSetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AllocatedBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-jar/google/protobuf/struct.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IterableByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-jar/google/protobuf/any.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/InvalidProtocolBufferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ListFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BinaryReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ArrayDecoders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteString.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/google/protobuf/source_context.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExperimentalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLiteSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-jar/google/protobuf/empty.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Android.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199766327_1630582588.31/0/protobuf-java-3-11-4-sources-3-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringList.java

 

1.17 setup 2.8.71-11.el7 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

Setup package is public domain.

 

You are free to use, copy, distribute or modify included files

without restrictions.

 

1.18 aws-java-sdk-datapipeline 1.12.199 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.19 aws-java-sdk-devicefarm 1.12.199 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.20 auth 2.17.85 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.21 json-java 20201115 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.22 jersey-client 2.35 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code
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The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers
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* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
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   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's
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     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of
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   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,
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   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate
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   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is
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   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under
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   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)
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   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is
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   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.
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   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY
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   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under
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   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.23 aws-java-sdk-mechanicalturkrequester

1.12.199 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.24 dropwizard-logging 2.0.25 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.

* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under

* either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by

* the Eclipse Foundation

*

*   or (per the licensee's choosing)

*

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

* as published by the Free Software Foundation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016571_1667606841.5173264/0/dropwizard-logging-2-0-25-sources-1-

jar/io/dropwizard/logging/ResilientOutputStreamBase.java

 

1.25 aws-java-sdk-servicequotas 1.12.199 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/DisassociateServiceQuotaTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/AssociateServiceQuotaTemplateRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListAWSDefaultServiceQuotasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ServiceExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetAWSDefaultServiceQuotaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListServicesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ServiceQuotaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/NoSuchResourceExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ServiceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetAssociationForServiceQuotaTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ServiceQuotaTemplateNotInUseExceptionUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/AssociateServiceQuotaTemplateResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetRequestedServiceQuotaChangeRequestMarshaller.j
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ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateReques

tMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateResultJ

sonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryByQuotaRe

questMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ServiceQuotaTemplateAssociationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TemplatesNotAvailableInRegionExceptionUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/AWSServiceAccessNotEnabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetAWSDefaultServiceQuotaResultJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/OrganizationNotInAllFeaturesModeExceptionUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestInTemplateMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/IllegalArgumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestsInTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetAWSDefaultServiceQuotaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServicesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/AWSServiceQuotasAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/TagPolicyViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/AbstractAWSServiceQuotasAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/OrganizationNotInAllFeaturesModeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ServiceQuota.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListAWSDefaultServiceQuotasRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetRequestedServiceQuotaChangeResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetServiceQuotaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ErrorReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/PutServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestIntoTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/PutServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestIntoTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/AWSServiceQuotas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/QuotaPeriodJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/RequestServiceQuotaIncreaseResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServiceQuotasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/PutServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestIntoTemplateResultJs

onUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateReques

tProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServiceQuotasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServiceQuotasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/MetricInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ServiceInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/DisassociateServiceQuotaTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/AWSServiceQuotasAsyncClient.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetRequestedServiceQuotaChangeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/AbstractAWSServiceQuotas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/DisassociateServiceQuotaTemplateResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/PutServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestIntoTemplateRequest

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/NoAvailableOrganizationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetAssociationForServiceQuotaTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/RequestStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/PutServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestIntoTemplateRequest

ProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/RequestedServiceQuotaChangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/QuotaPeriodMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/DeleteServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/QuotaPeriod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryByQuotaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ResourceAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetAssociationForServiceQuotaTemplateResultJsonUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestsInTemplateResultJs

onUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/IllegalArgumentExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetAssociationForServiceQuotaTemplateRequestMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/InvalidResourceStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/AWSServiceQuotasException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ServiceQuotaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestsInTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/RequestServiceQuotaIncreaseResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetRequestedServiceQuotaChangeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListServiceQuotasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/TooManyTagsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetAWSDefaultServiceQuotaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/DisassociateServiceQuotaTemplateRequestProtocolMa

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServicesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetServiceQuotaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestInTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/InvalidResourceStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/TooManyRequestsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/AWSServiceQuotasClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListAWSDefaultServiceQuotasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/RequestedServiceQuotaChangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestsInTemplateRequest

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetRequestedServiceQuotaChangeRequestProtocolMa

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestsInTemplateRequestP

rotocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetServiceQuotaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/RequestedServiceQuotaChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/InvalidPaginationTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/DeleteServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateReq

uestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/AssociateServiceQuotaTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/RequestServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ErrorReasonJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TooManyTagsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TagPolicyViolationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetAssociationForServiceQuotaTemplateRequestProto

colMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/DeleteServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateReq

uestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/AWSServiceAccessNotEnabledExceptionUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/MetricInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/DependencyAccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ServiceInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryRequestMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/QuotaExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListServicesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/RequestServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/PeriodUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListServicesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListAWSDefaultServiceQuotasRequestProtocolMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/AssociateServiceQuotaTemplateRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ResourceAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/NoAvailableOrganizationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryRequestProt

ocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/AWSServiceQuotasAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ServiceQuotaTemplateNotInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/TemplatesNotAvailableInRegionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/GetServiceQuotaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/NoSuchResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/AssociateServiceQuotaTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryResultJsonU

nmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/AWSServiceQuotasClientBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/DeleteServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryByQuotaRes

ultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/MetricInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/DeleteServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestFromTemplateRes

ultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ErrorReasonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/RequestServiceQuotaIncreaseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListAWSDefaultServiceQuotasResultJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetAWSDefaultServiceQuotaRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ServiceQuotaIncreaseRequestInTemplateJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/DisassociateServiceQuotaTemplateRequestMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/QuotaExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/GetServiceQuotaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/TooManyRequestsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListServiceQuotasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/DependencyAccessDeniedException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryByQuotaRe

questProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/transform/InvalidPaginationTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018005_1667606410.4609354/0/aws-java-sdk-servicequotas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicequotas/model/ListRequestedServiceQuotaChangeHistoryByQuotaResult.java

 

1.26 aws-java-sdk-securityhub 1.12.199 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.27 procps 3.3.10-28.el7 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License
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treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

                 GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
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   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.28 aws-java-sdk-config 1.12.199 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.29 geoip-api 1.2.11 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (C) 2003 MaxMind LLC.  All Rights Reserved. * This

library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or * modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either * version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any

later version. * This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

See the GNU * General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser

General Public'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (C) 2004 MaxMind LLC.  All Rights Reserved. * This

library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or * modify it under the terms of the GNU General Lesser Public

* License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either * version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any

later version. * This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

See the GNU * General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser

General Public'
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1.30 aws-java-sdk-computeoptimizer 1.12.199
1.30.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.31 aws-java-sdk-inspector 1.12.199 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.32 elasticsearch 2.4.1 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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1.33 rpm-python 4.11.3-48.el7_9 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

RPM and it's source code are covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib subdirectory of the RPM source code

distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.

 

This alternatively is allowed to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.

 

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
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when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
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the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
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restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
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the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.34 aws-java-sdk-personalizeevents 1.12.199
1.34.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.35 joda-convert 1.2 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.36 lz4-java 1.7.1 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.37 metrics-health-checks 4.1.25 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.38 commons-logging 1.2 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/AvalonLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/WeakHashtable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Log4JLogger.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk13LumberjackLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk14Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogKitLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/ServletContextCleaner.java

 

1.39 javassist 3.28.0-GA 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-
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jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestHostAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Loader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefineClassHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefinePackageHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestMembersAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapAgent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1255880306_1642609938.26/0/javassist-3-28-0-ga-sources-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

 

1.40 aws-java-sdk-codestarnotifications

1.12.199 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.41 aws-java-sdk-chimesdkidentity 1.12.199 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.42 aws-java-sdk-core 1.12.199 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.43 pcre 8.32 17.el7
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1.43.1 Available under license : 
PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2012 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2012 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu
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Copyright(c) 2009-2012 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.
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End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.44 tar 1.26-35.el7 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
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form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
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 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
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terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
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   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
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it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
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form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
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 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
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and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
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to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE
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The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding
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them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
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The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated
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as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.
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@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.
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@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this
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License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these
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copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
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your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or
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in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.
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If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

1.45 aws-java-sdk-appregistry 1.12.199 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.46 apache-log4j 2.17.1 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

Apache Log4j Core

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.47 aws-java-sdk-codedeploy 1.12.199 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.48 jeromq 0.3.5 
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1.48.1 Available under license : 
                      GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
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authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,
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distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
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such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
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users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
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used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
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   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
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reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
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by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
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the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
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GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
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the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the
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  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

          SPECIAL EXCEPTION GRANTED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 

As a special exception, copyright holders give you permission to link this

library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of

the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute

the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also

meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of

the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not

derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you must

extend this exception to your version of the library.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Parts of the software are licensed under the MIT (X11) license as follows:

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Contributors as listed in AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
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copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.49 aws-java-sdk-lexmodelsv2 1.12.199 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.50 python-urlgrabber 3.10 10.el7
1.50.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.51 s3 2.17.85 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation
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 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.52 vim 7.4.629-8.el7_9 

 

1.53 aws-java-sdk-chimesdkmeetings

1.12.199 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.54 aws-java-sdk-braket 1.12.199 
1.54.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.55 aws-java-sdk-polly 1.12.199 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.56 jersey-test-framework-core 2.33 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses
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This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1
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* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.
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W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file
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   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party
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     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or
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     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.
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   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.
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   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will
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   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.
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       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to
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       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the
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   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
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       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---
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## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.57 aws-java-sdk-

marketplacemeteringservice 1.12.199 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.58 grep 2.20-3.el7 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
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software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
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content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
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where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
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receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a
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covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.59 aws-java-sdk-budgets 1.12.199 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.60 javax-el 3.0.0 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.
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  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.
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     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made
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available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.
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     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
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  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE
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(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To
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prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute
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the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.
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6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY
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11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.61 jackson-datatype-joda 2.13.3 
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1.61.1 Available under license : 
This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.62 aws-java-sdk-worklink 1.12.199 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.63 aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery 1.12.199 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DeregisterInstanceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListOperationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListServicesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/NamespaceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdatePublicDnsNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/RecordType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetServiceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DnsConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsNamespacePropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetOperationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/RequestLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreateHttpNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdateHttpNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/HealthCheckType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsPropertiesMutableMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PrivateDnsNamespaceChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetInstanceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetInstancesHealthStatusRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/SOAChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateHttpNamespaceRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CreateHttpNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CreateHttpNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ServiceAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdateHttpNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PublicDnsNamespaceProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PublicDnsPropertiesMutableChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreatePrivateDnsNamespaceRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HttpNamespaceChangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/AWSServiceDiscoveryClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/Instance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeleteServiceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/RequestLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsNamespaceChangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ResourceInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DuplicateRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreateServiceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdatePublicDnsNamespaceRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ServiceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/InstanceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CustomHealthNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ServiceFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PrivateDnsNamespacePropertiesChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListNamespacesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdatePrivateDnsNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CreatePublicDnsNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DnsPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/NamespaceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HttpPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/InstanceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsPropertiesMutableChangeMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespacePropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ResourceInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/NamespaceProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/InstanceSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ServiceTypeOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CreateServiceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PublicDnsNamespacePropertiesChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetNamespaceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeleteServiceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/InstanceSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DnsPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/AbstractAWSServiceDiscovery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsNamespacePropertiesChangeJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/OperationSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListOperationsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetServiceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/OperationNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DeleteNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreatePublicDnsNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdateServiceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ResourceLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HttpInstanceSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CustomHealthNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespaceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/SOA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DnsConfigChangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HealthCheckCustomConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdatePrivateDnsNamespaceRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DnsRecord.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DnsConfigChangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetNamespaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/InstanceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetServiceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListNamespacesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/AbstractAWSServiceDiscoveryAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/OperationNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/RegisterInstanceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/OperationFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceChangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateInstanceCustomHealthStatusResultJsonUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/HttpNamespaceChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HttpInstanceSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetInstanceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/OperationTargetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsNamespacePropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetOperationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsPropertiesMutableMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/SOAMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListInstancesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdatePublicDnsNamespaceRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DiscoverInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/OperationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetInstancesHealthStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespacePropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/RegisterInstanceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdatePrivateDnsNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/OperationSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsNamespacePropertiesChangeJsonUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdateInstanceCustomHealthStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ServiceChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ServiceSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreateServiceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/OperationFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/OperationFilterName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DeleteNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsPropertiesMutableChangeJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeleteNamespaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/HealthCheckCustomConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/Namespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/SOAChangeMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetServiceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsNamespaceChangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/RegisterInstanceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreatePublicDnsNamespaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/OperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListServicesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateServiceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/AWSServiceDiscoveryAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DnsProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DiscoverInstancesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HealthCheckConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListNamespacesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/TooManyTagsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetInstancesHealthStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DeregisterInstanceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/RegisterInstanceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateInstanceCustomHealthStatusRequestMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/AWSServiceDiscoveryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreateServiceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CreatePublicDnsNamespaceResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/SOAJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ResourceLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsPropertiesMutableJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CreatePrivateDnsNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdatePublicDnsNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ServiceFilterName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PrivateDnsNamespaceProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/AWSServiceDiscoveryAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PublicDnsPropertiesMutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetServiceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/HttpProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespaceAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsNamespacePropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DnsRecordJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceChangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateHttpNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/NamespaceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespaceSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/NamespaceAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeregisterInstanceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/AWSServiceDiscovery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/InstanceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespaceSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HealthCheckConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetOperationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetOperationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DiscoverInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DnsConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DnsConfigChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/FilterCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeregisterInstanceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/NamespaceFilterName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListOperationsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsNamespacePropertiesChangeMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/AWSServiceDiscoveryAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreatePublicDnsNamespaceRequestProtocolMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HealthCheckCustomConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateServiceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/InvalidInputException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsNamespaceChangeJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsPropertiesMutableChangeJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListOperationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DnsConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DiscoverInstancesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdateServiceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeleteNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/OperationSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdatePublicDnsNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/RoutingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CreateServiceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/HttpInstanceSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetInstanceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DeleteServiceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/InstanceSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListServicesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespaceFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PrivateDnsNamespacePropertiesChangeMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/SOAChangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListServicesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PublicDnsNamespaceChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CreatePrivateDnsNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateInstanceCustomHealthStatusRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DnsRecordMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/HealthCheckConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateHttpNamespaceRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetInstanceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/OperationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListServicesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/AWSServiceDiscoveryClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespaceFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsNamespacePropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/TooManyTagsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetInstanceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeregisterInstanceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DeleteServiceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListOperationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdatePrivateDnsNamespaceRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ServiceFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreatePrivateDnsNamespaceRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/UpdateInstanceCustomHealthStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/HealthStatusFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetInstancesHealthStatusRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PrivateDnsPropertiesMutableChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DuplicateRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ListNamespacesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HttpNamespaceChangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsNamespaceChangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeleteNamespaceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdatePrivateDnsNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespaceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreateHttpNamespaceRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreatePrivateDnsNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/CustomHealthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/GetInstancesHealthStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/ServiceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/HttpPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/InvalidInputExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/HealthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsPropertiesMutableJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/RegisterInstanceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/PrivateDnsPropertiesMutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/PublicDnsPropertiesMutableChangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/NamespaceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListNamespacesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/ListInstancesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/CreateHttpNamespaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/DeleteServiceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/UpdateServiceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/GetOperationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/DiscoverInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/NamespaceSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/transform/OperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017874_1667606747.636221/0/aws-java-sdk-servicediscovery-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servicediscovery/model/OperationType.java

 

1.64 metrics-json 4.1.25 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.65 aws-java-sdk-sagemaker 1.12.199 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.66 jackson 2.12.3 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.
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## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.67 jakarta-validation-api 2.0.2 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Jakarta Bean Validation API

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CascadableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/FutureOrPresent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Null.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ExecutableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/groups/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/Unwrapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/ValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Digits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/UnwrapByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NegativeOrZero.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ValidateUnwrappedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/SupportedValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ElementKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/GroupConversionDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/ExtractedValue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractorDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstructorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/executable/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/PositiveOrZero.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/valueextraction/ValueExtractorDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/BootstrapConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ContainerElementTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Min.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/groups/ConvertGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ReturnValueDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/NoProviderFoundException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotBlank.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Valid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CrossParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ClockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ValidateOnExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/PastOrPresent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/TraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ContainerDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/GroupSequence.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Negative.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Email.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Positive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Past.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Jakarta Bean Validation API

 ~

 ~ License: Apache License, Version 2.0

 ~ See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

<![CDATA[

Comments to: <a href="mailto:bean-validation-dev@eclipse.org">bean-validation-dev@eclipse.org</a>.<br>

Copyright &#169; 2019 Eclipse Foundation.<br>

Use is subject to <a href="{@docRoot}/doc-files/speclicense.html" target="_top">EFSL</a>; this spec is based on
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material that is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0.]]>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135880235_1613624044.2/0/jakarta-validation-api-2-0-2-sources-3-jar/META-

INF/maven/jakarta.validation/jakarta.validation-api/pom.xml

 

1.68 gson 2.8.9 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlTimeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-
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jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-
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jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedHashTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/PreJava9ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/UnsafeReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/NumberTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1330613678_1652979131.328877/0/gson-2-8-9-sources-2-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

 

1.69 avro 1.10.2 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2009-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.70 drop-wizard-metrics 2.0.25 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.71 aws-java-sdk-elasticache 1.12.199 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.72 aws-java-sdk-location 1.12.199 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.73 aws-java-sdk-iotwireless 1.12.199 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.74 httpcomponents-core 4.4.13 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.75 jackson-datatype-guava 2.13.3 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-datatype-guava` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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1.76 aws-java-sdk-health 1.12.199 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.77 aws-java-sdk-migrationhub 1.12.199 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.78 aws-java-sdk-fms 1.12.199 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.79 aws-java-sdk-managedblockchain

1.12.199 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.80 metrics-caffeine 4.1.25 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 Ben Manes. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018099_1667606923.5011158/0/metrics-caffeine-4-1-25-sources-

jar/com/codahale/metrics/caffeine/MetricsStatsCounter.java

 

1.81 dropwizard-jersey 2.0.25 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.82 dropwizard-servlets 2.0.25 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.83 jersey-server 2.35 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:
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* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.
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jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Notice for Jersey Core Server module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.
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## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright: (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS
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   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.
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   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).
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   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.
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   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs
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   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be
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   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public
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   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means
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   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
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   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
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   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
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   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA
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   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that
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   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.84 hk2-locator 2.6.1 
1.84.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims
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     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.
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   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility
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   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it
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   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
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##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions
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   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
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   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications
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   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Eclipse GlassFish

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse GlassFish project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.glassfish

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse GlassFish, and GlassFish are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.
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SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-ha-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-logging-annotation-processor

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-shoal

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-cdi-porting-tck

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-jsftemplating

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2-extra

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-fighterfish

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.85 lua 5.1.4 15.el7
1.85.1 Available under license : 

Lua License

-----------

 

Lua is licensed under the terms of the MIT license reproduced below.

This means that Lua is free software and can be used for both academic

and commercial purposes at absolutely no cost.

 

For details and rationale, see http://www.lua.org/license.html .

 

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2008 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

 

(end of COPYRIGHT)

 

1.86 binutils 2.27-44.base.el7_9.1 
1.86.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
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PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.
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 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object
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code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.
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  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall
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apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and
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authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
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infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for
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the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
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the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
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in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
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   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
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adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
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licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
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owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
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in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
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version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
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into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
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contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
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of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use
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technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS
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You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add
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to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
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parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this
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License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual
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title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
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License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3
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 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
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the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
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restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
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the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
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be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
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rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

@node Library Copying

@appendixsec GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

@cindex LGPL, Lesser General Public License

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@appendixsubsec Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
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rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@iftex

@appendixsubsec TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

@center TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end ifinfo

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
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(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item
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You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do
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this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs
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one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.
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@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our
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decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center NO WARRANTY

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@iftex

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end ifinfo

 

@page

@appendixsubsec How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
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the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(This file is under construction.)			-*- text -*-

 

If you've contributed to gas and your name isn't listed here, it is

not meant as a slight.  I just don't know about it.  Email me,

nickc@redhat.com and I'll correct the situation.

 

This file will eventually be deleted: The general info will go into

the documentation, and info on specific files will go into an AUTHORS

file, as requested by the FSF.

 

++++++++++++++++

 

Dean Elsner wrote the original gas for vax.  [more details?]

 

Jay Fenlason maintained gas for a while, adding support for

gdb-specific debug information and the 68k series machines, most of

the preprocessing pass, and extensive changes in messages.c,

input-file.c, write.c.

 

K. Richard Pixley maintained gas for a while, adding various

enhancements and many bug fixes, including merging support for several

processors, breaking gas up to handle multiple object file format

backends (including heavy rewrite, testing, an integration of the coff

and b.out backends), adding configuration including heavy testing and

verification of cross assemblers and file splits and renaming,

converted gas to strictly ansi C including full prototypes, added

support for m680[34]0 & cpu32, considerable work on i960 including a

coff port (including considerable amounts of reverse engineering), a

sparc opcode file rewrite, decstation, rs6000, and hp300hpux host

ports, updated "know" assertions and made them work, much other

reorganization, cleanup, and lint.

 

Ken Raeburn wrote the high-level BFD interface code to replace most of

the code in format-specific I/O modules.
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The original Vax-VMS support was contributed by David L. Kashtan.

Eric Youngdale and Pat Rankin have done much work with it since.

 

The Intel 80386 machine description was written by Eliot Dresselhaus.

 

Minh Tran-Le at IntelliCorp contributed some AIX 386 support.

 

The Motorola 88k machine description was contributed by Devon Bowen of

Buffalo University and Torbjorn Granlund of the Swedish Institute of

Computer Science.

 

Keith Knowles at the Open Software Foundation wrote the original MIPS

back end (tc-mips.c, tc-mips.h), and contributed Rose format support

that hasn't been merged in yet.  Ralph Campbell worked with the MIPS

code to support a.out format.

 

Support for the Zilog Z8k and Hitachi H8/300, H8/500 and SH processors

(tc-z8k, tc-h8300, tc-h8500, tc-sh), and IEEE 695 object file format

(obj-ieee), was written by Steve Chamberlain of Cygnus Solutions.

Steve also modified the COFF back end (obj-coffbfd) to use BFD for

some low-level operations, for use with the Hitachi, 29k and Zilog

targets.

 

John Gilmore built the AMD 29000 support, added .include support, and

simplified the configuration of which versions accept which

pseudo-ops.  He updated the 68k machine description so that Motorola's

opcodes always produced fixed-size instructions (e.g. jsr), while

synthetic instructions remained shrinkable (jbsr).  John fixed many

bugs, including true tested cross-compilation support, and one bug in

relaxation that took a week and required the proverbial one-bit fix.

 

Ian Lance Taylor of Cygnus Solutions merged the Motorola and MIT

syntaxes for the 68k, completed support for some COFF targets (68k,

i386 SVR3, and SCO Unix), wrote the ECOFF support based on Michael

Meissner's mips-tfile program, wrote the PowerPC and RS/6000 support,

and made a few other minor patches.  He handled the binutils releases

for versions 2.7 through 2.9.

 

David Edelsohn contributed fixes for the PowerPC and AIX support.

 

Steve Chamberlain made gas able to generate listings.

 

Support for the HP9000/300 was contributed by Glenn Engel of HP.

 

Support for ELF format files has been worked on by Mark Eichin of

Cygnus Solutions (original, incomplete implementation), Pete

Hoogenboom at the University of Utah (HPPA mainly), Michael Meissner

of the Open Software Foundation (i386 mainly), and Ken Raeburn of
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Cygnus Solutions (sparc, initial 64-bit support).

 

Several engineers at Cygnus Solutions have also provided many small

bug fixes and configuration enhancements.

 

The initial Alpha support was contributed by Carnegie-Mellon

University.  Additional work was done by Ken Raeburn of Cygnus

Solutions.  Richard Henderson then rewrote much of the Alpha support.

 

Ian Dall updated the support code for the National Semiconductor 32000

series, and added support for Mach 3 and NetBSD running on the PC532.

 

Klaus Kaempf ported the assembler and the binutils to openVMS/Alpha.

 

Steve Haworth contributed the support for the Texas Instruction c30

(tms320c30).

 

H.J. Lu has contributed many patches and much testing.

 

Alan Modra reworked much of the i386 backend, improving the error

checking, updating the code, and improving the 16 bit support, using

patches from the work of Martynas Kunigelis and H.J. Lu.

 

Many others have contributed large or small bugfixes and enhancements.  If

you've contributed significant work and are not mentioned on this list, and

want to be, let us know.  Some of the history has been lost; we aren't

intentionally leaving anyone out.

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2016 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.

 

1.87 log4j-over-slf4j 1.7.32 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1198379913_1630347367.42/0/log4j-over-slf4j-1-7-32-jar/META-INF/maven/org.slf4j/log4j-

over-slf4j/pom.xml
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1.88 reactive-streams 1.0.3 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/************************************************************************

* Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)                                    *

*                                                                       *

* To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with  *

* this code has waived all copyright and related or neighboring         *

* rights to this code.                                                  *

*                                                                       *

* You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this  *

* work. If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.*

************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Publisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/FlowAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscriber.java

 

1.89 aws-java-sdk-codestarconnections

1.12.199 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.90 aws-java-sdk-cloudwatch 1.12.199 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.91 jersey-container-servlet-core 2.35 
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1.91.1 Available under license : 
# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors
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* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1
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* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which
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   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall
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     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness
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        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged
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   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of
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   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),
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   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis
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   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other
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   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.
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   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.92 python-urlgrabber 3.10 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
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library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
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KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.93 aws-core 2.17.85 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.
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- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.94 aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi

1.12.199 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Applies one or more tags to the specified resources. Note the following:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Not all resources can have tags. For a list of services with resources that support tagging using this operation,

    * see <a
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    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/resourcegroupstagging/latest/APIReference/supported-

services.html">Services

    * that support the Resource Groups Tagging API</a>. If the resource doesn't yet support this operation, the

    * resource's service might support tagging using its own API operations. For more information, refer to the

    * documentation for that service.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Each resource can have up to 50 tags. For other limits, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws_tagging.html#tag-conventions">Tag Naming and

Usage

    * Conventions</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services General Reference.</i>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You can only tag resources that are located in the specified Amazon Web Services Region for the Amazon Web

    * Services account.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * To add tags to a resource, you need the necessary permissions for the service that the resource belongs to as

    * well as permissions for adding tags. For more information, see the documentation for each service.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <important>

    * <p>

    * Do not store personally identifiable information (PII) or other confidential or sensitive information in tags. We

    * use tags to provide you with billing and administration services. Tags are not intended to be used for private or

    * sensitive data.

    * </p>

    * </important>

    * <p>

    * <b>Minimum permissions</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * In addition to the <code>tag:TagResources</code> permission required by this operation, you must also have

the

    * tagging permission defined by the service that created the resource. For example, to tag an Amazon EC2

instance

    * using the <code>TagResources</code> operation, you must have both of the following permissions:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>
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    * <code>tag:TagResource</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>ec2:CreateTags</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    *

    * @param tagResourcesRequest

    * @return Result of the TagResources operation returned by the service.

    * @throws InvalidParameterException

    *         This error indicates one of the following:</p>

    *         <ul>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         A parameter is missing.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         A malformed string was supplied for the request parameter.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         An out-of-range value was supplied for the request parameter.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         The target ID is invalid, unsupported, or doesn't exist.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         You can't access the Amazon S3 bucket for report storage. For more information, see <a href=

    *         "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_policies_tag-policies-

prereqs.html#bucket-policies-org-report"

    *         >Additional Requirements for Organization-wide Tag Compliance Reports</a> in the <i>Organizations

User

    *         Guide.</i>

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    * @throws ThrottledException

    *         The request was denied to limit the frequency of submitted requests.

    * @throws InternalServiceException
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    *         The request processing failed because of an unknown error, exception, or failure. You can retry the

    *         request.

    * @sample AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPI.TagResources

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/resourcegroupstaggingapi-2017-01-

26/TagResources"

    *      target="_top">AWS API Documentation</a>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPIClient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/StartReportCreationResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/PaginationTokenExpiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/UntagResourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/ThrottledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/ResourceTagMappingJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/DescribeReportCreationRequestProtocolM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/DescribeReportCreationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/ThrottledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/TagFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/InvalidParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/ErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/TagResourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/ConstraintViolationExceptionUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPIAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/FailureInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/PaginationTokenExpiredExceptionUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/ResourceTagMappingMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/TargetIdType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetResourcesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetTagValuesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetTagKeysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/InternalServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetResourcesRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetTagKeysRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/FailureInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/InternalServiceExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/TagResourcesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/SummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetTagKeysResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/TagResourcesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/AbstractAWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPIAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/StartReportCreationRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/ResourceTagMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GetResourcesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/StartReportCreationRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/SummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetResourcesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/DescribeReportCreationRequestMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/DescribeReportCreationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/InvalidParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/ConcurrentModificationExceptionUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetComplianceSummaryRequestMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/UntagResourcesRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GetComplianceSummaryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/ConcurrentModificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/DescribeReportCreationResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GetTagKeysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/UntagResourcesResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetComplianceSummaryResultJsonUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/Summary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/FailureInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetTagValuesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GetComplianceSummaryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/TagResourcesRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/TagResourcesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPIClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GetTagValuesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GroupByAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/ComplianceDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/StartReportCreationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/UntagResourcesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPIAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/ComplianceDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPIException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GetTagKeysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/AbstractAWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/ComplianceDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetComplianceSummaryRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/TagFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GetTagValuesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/TagFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/GetTagValuesRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/GetResourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/transform/UntagResourcesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/model/StartReportCreationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Applies one or more tags to the specified resources. Note the following:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Not all resources can have tags. For a list of services with resources that support tagging using this operation,

    * see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/resourcegroupstagging/latest/APIReference/supported-
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services.html">Services

    * that support the Resource Groups Tagging API</a>. If the resource doesn't yet support this operation, the

    * resource's service might support tagging using its own API operations. For more information, refer to the

    * documentation for that service.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Each resource can have up to 50 tags. For other limits, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws_tagging.html#tag-conventions">Tag Naming and

Usage

    * Conventions</a> in the <i>Amazon Web Services General Reference.</i>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * You can only tag resources that are located in the specified Amazon Web Services Region for the Amazon Web

    * Services account.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * To add tags to a resource, you need the necessary permissions for the service that the resource belongs to as

    * well as permissions for adding tags. For more information, see the documentation for each service.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <important>

    * <p>

    * Do not store personally identifiable information (PII) or other confidential or sensitive information in tags. We

    * use tags to provide you with billing and administration services. Tags are not intended to be used for private or

    * sensitive data.

    * </p>

    * </important>

    * <p>

    * <b>Minimum permissions</b>

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * In addition to the <code>tag:TagResources</code> permission required by this operation, you must also have

the

    * tagging permission defined by the service that created the resource. For example, to tag an Amazon EC2

instance

    * using the <code>TagResources</code> operation, you must have both of the following permissions:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>tag:TagResource</code>
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    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>ec2:CreateTags</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    *

    * @param tagResourcesRequest

    * @return A Java Future containing the result of the TagResources operation returned by the service.

    * @sample AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPIAsync.TagResources

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/resourcegroupstaggingapi-2017-01-

26/TagResources"

    *      target="_top">AWS API Documentation</a>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017245_1667606683.8571913/0/aws-java-sdk-resourcegroupstaggingapi-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resourcegroupstaggingapi/AWSResourceGroupsTaggingAPIAsync.java

 

1.95 grpc-api 1.24.0 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 
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You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.96 aws-java-sdk-sagemakerruntime

1.12.199 
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1.96.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.97 findutils 4.5.11 6.el7
1.97.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
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(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
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control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
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measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
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   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
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   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
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   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
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received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.
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 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
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an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
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if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
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@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
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for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING
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You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the
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Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
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@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the
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list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''
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@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice
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or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or
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of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:
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@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

1.98 kotlin-scripting-compiler-impl-

embeddable 1.3.50 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

The version of Rhino used in GWT is licensed under a dual license,

Netscape Public License 1.1 / GNU General Public License.

The text of the Netscape Public License

is provided below (http://website-archive.mozilla.org/www.mozilla.org/mpl/MPL/NPL/1.1/):

 

AMENDMENTS
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The Netscape Public License Version 1.1 ("NPL") consists of the

Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 with the following Amendments,

including Exhibit A-Netscape Public License.  Files identified with

"Exhibit A-Netscape Public License" are governed by the Netscape

Public License Version 1.1.

 

Additional Terms applicable to the Netscape Public License.

 

   I. Effect.

 

      These additional terms described in this Netscape Public

      License -- Amendments shall apply to the Mozilla Communicator

      client code and to all Covered Code under this License.

 

  II. ''Netscape's Branded Code'' means Covered Code that Netscape

      distributes and/or permits others to distribute under one or

      more trademark(s) which are controlled by Netscape but which

      are not licensed for use under this License.

 

 III. Netscape and logo.

 

      This License does not grant any rights to use the trademarks

      "Netscape'', the "Netscape N and horizon'' logo or the

      "Netscape lighthouse" logo, "Netcenter", "Gecko", "Java" or

      "JavaScript", "Smart Browsing" even if such marks are included

      in the Original Code or Modifications.

 

  IV. Inability to Comply Due to Contractual Obligation.

 

      Prior to licensing the Original Code under this License,

      Netscape has licensed third party code for use in Netscape's

      Branded Code. To the extent that Netscape is limited

      contractually from making such third party code available under

      this License, Netscape may choose to reintegrate such code into

      Covered Code without being required to distribute such code in

      Source Code form, even if such code would otherwise be

      considered ''Modifications'' under this License.

 

   V. Use of Modifications and Covered Code by Initial Developer.

 

       V.1. In General.

 

            The obligations of Section 3 apply to Netscape, except to

            the extent specified in this Amendment, Section V.2 and

            V.3.

 

       V.2. Other Products.
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            Netscape may include Covered Code in products other than

            the Netscape's Branded Code which are released by

            Netscape during the two (2) years following the release

            date of the Original Code, without such additional

            products becoming subject to the terms of this License,

            and may license such additional products on different

            terms from those contained in this License.

 

       V.3. Alternative Licensing.

 

            Netscape may license the Source Code of Netscape's

            Branded Code, including Modifications incorporated

            therein, without such Netscape Branded Code becoming

            subject to the terms of this License, and may license

            such Netscape Branded Code on different terms from those

            contained in this License.

 

   VI. Litigation.

 

       Notwithstanding the limitations of Section 11 above, the

       provisions regarding litigation in Section 11(a), (b) and (c)

       of the License shall apply to all disputes relating to this

       License.

 

 

EXHIBIT A-Netscape Public License.

 

 

   ''The contents of this file are subject to the Netscape Public

   License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

   except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

   the License at http://www.mozilla.org/NPL/

 

   Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

   IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

   implied. See the License for the specific language governing

   rights and limitations under the License.

 

   The Original Code is Mozilla Communicator client code, released

   March 31, 1998.

 

   The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

   Communications Corporation. Portions created by Netscape are

   Copyright (C) 1998-1999 Netscape Communications Corporation. All

   Rights Reserved.

 

   Contributor(s): ______________________________________.
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   Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

   terms of the _____ license (the [___] License), in which case

   the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

   above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

   under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to

   use your version of this file under the NPL, indicate your

   decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with

   the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License.  If

   you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your

   version of this file under either the NPL or the [___] License."

 

 

----------------------

 

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

   Covered Code available to a third party.

 

   1.1. ''Contributor'' means each entity that creates or contributes

   to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. ''Contributor Version'' means the combination of the Original

   Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the

   Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. ''Covered Code'' means the Original Code or Modifications or

   the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each

   case including portions thereof.

 

   1.4. ''Electronic Distribution Mechanism'' means a mechanism

   generally accepted in the software development community for the

   electronic transfer of data.

 

   1.5. ''Executable'' means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

 

   1.6. ''Initial Developer'' means the individual or entity

   identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice

   required by Exhibit A.

 

   1.7. ''Larger Work'' means a work which combines Covered Code or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this

   License.
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   1.8. ''License'' means this document.

 

   1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

   maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

   or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

   herein.

 

   1.9. ''Modifications'' means any addition to or deletion from the

   substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

   Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files,

   a Modification is:

 

       A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

       containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

       previous Modifications.

 

   1.10. ''Original Code'' means Source Code of computer software

   code which is described in the Source Code notice required by

   Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release

   under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this

   License.

 

   1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.11. ''Source Code'' means the preferred form of the Covered Code

   for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains,

   plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to

   control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source

   code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or

   another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's

   choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form,

   provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is

   widely available for no charge.

 

   1.12. "You'' (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License or a future version of this License issued under

   Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You'' includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

   You. For purposes of this definition, "control'' means (a) the

   power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of

   such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of

   more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or
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   beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

   royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party

   intellectual property claims:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

       trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

       modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

       Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without

       Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

       selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

       sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

       Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

       effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

       Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

       granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code;

       2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements

       caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

       combination of the Original Code with other software or

       devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

   Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

       trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce,

       modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

       Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

       thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other

       Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger

       Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

       selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
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       and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or

       portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications

       made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the

       combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its

       Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

 

       (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

       effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use

       of the Covered Code.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

       granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

       Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version;

       3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications

       of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications

       made by that Contributor with other software (except as part

       of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under

       Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of

       Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Application of License.

 

   The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License, including without

   limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code

   may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a

   future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You

   must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source

   Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any

   Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable

   version of this License or the recipients' rights

   hereunder. However, You may include an additional document

   offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

 

   3.2. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must

   be made available in Source Code form under the terms of this

   License either on the same media as an Executable version or via

   an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom

   you made an Executable version available; and if made available

   via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for

   at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially became

   available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version
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   of that particular Modification has been made available to such

   recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code

   version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution

   Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

   3.3. Description of Modifications.

 

   You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain

   a file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered

   Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent

   statement that the Modification is derived, directly or

   indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer

   and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source

   Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related

   documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the

   Covered Code.

 

   3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

 

       (a) Third Party Claims.

 

       If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third

       party's intellectual property rights is required to exercise

       the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or

       2.2, Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

       distribution titled "LEGAL'' which describes the claim and the

       party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient

       will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such

       knowledge after the Modification is made available as

       described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify

       the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available

       thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying

       appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated

       to inform those who received the Covered Code that new

       knowledge has been obtained.

 

       (b) Contributor APIs.

 

       If Contributor's Modifications include an application

       programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent

       licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API,

       Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL

       file.

 

       (c)    Representations.

 

       Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

       Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's
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       Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

       Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed

       by this License.

 

 

   3.5. Required Notices.

 

   You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the

   Source Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a

   particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must

   include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory)

   where a user would be likely to look for such a notice.  If You

   created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a

   Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A.  You must also

   duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code

   where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating

   to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

   for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one

   or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on

   Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

   Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such

   warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

   You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer

   and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

   requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered

   Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code

   version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this

   License, including a description of how and where You have

   fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be

   conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version,

   related documentation or collateral in which You describe

   recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may

   distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership

   rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

   different from this License, provided that You are in compliance

   with the terms of this License and that the license for the

   Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the

   recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set

   forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version

   under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that

   any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone,

   not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree
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   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

   a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.7. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other

   code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the

   Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the

   Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

   If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of

   this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due

   to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a)

   comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent

   possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they

   affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file

   described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all

   distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited

   by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently

   detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

   understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

   This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

   attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

   6.1. New Versions.

 

   Netscape Communications Corporation (''Netscape'') may publish

   revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each

   version will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

   6.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of

   the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of

   that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under

   the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by

   Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the

   terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.
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   6.3. Derivative Works.

 

   If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you

   may only do in order to apply it to code which is not already

   Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your

   license so that the phrases ''Mozilla'', ''MOZILLAPL'', ''MOZPL'',

   ''Netscape'', "MPL", ''NPL'' or any confusingly similar phrase do

   not appear in your license (except to note that your license

   differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that

   Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the

   Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in

   the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in

   the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be

   deemed to be modifications of this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS'' BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS

   FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

   OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS

   AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

   8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the

   breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly

   granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions

   which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent

   infringement claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against

   Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or

   Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as

   "Participant") alleging that:

 

   (a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

   Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License
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   shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

   prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice

   You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually

   agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of

   Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your

   litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against

   such Participant.  If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable

   royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in

   writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn,

   the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or

   2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice

   period specified above.

 

   (b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such

   Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such

   Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective

   as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had

   made, Modifications made by that Participant.

 

   8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against

   Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version

   directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is

   resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the

   initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable

   value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

   2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount

   or value of any payment or license.

 

   8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

   all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and

   resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive

   termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO

   ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

   FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

   MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES,

   EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO

   LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S
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   NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

   EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Code is a ''commercial item,'' as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of ''commercial

   computer software'' and ''commercial computer software

   documentation,'' as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

   (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48

   C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all

   U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

   rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed

   by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law,

   if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law

   provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party

   is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do

   business in the United States of America, any litigation relating

   to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the

   Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue

   lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party

   responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs

   and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

   the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International

   Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which

   provides that the language of a contract shall be construed

   against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

   indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

   and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

   distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

   herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

   of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.
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   Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

   Multiple-Licensed.  Multiple-Licensed means that the Initial

   Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code

   under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any,

   specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in

   Exhibit A.

 

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

   ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public

   License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

   except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

   the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

   Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

   IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

   implied. See the License for the specific language governing

   rights and limitations under the License.

 

   The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

   The Initial Developer of the Original Code is

    ________________________. Portions created by

    ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

   Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

   Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

   terms of the _____ license (the [___] License), in which case

   the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

   above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

   under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to

   use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your

   decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with

   the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License.  If

   you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your

   version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

   [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the

   text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original

   Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the

   text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your

   Modifications.]

============================================================================
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	  GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

	     Version 2, June 1991

 

  Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

  51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

	    Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

 freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

 License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

 software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

 General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

 Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

 using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

 the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

 your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

 price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

 have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

 this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

 if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

 in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

 anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

 These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

 distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

 gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

 you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

 source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

 rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

 (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

 distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

 that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

 software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

 want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

 that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

 authors' reputations.
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   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

 patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

 program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

 program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

 patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

 modification follow.

 

	  GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

    TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

 a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

 under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

 refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

 means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

 that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

 the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

 covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

 running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

 is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

 Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

 Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

 source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

 conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

 copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

 notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

 and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

 along with the Program.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

 you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

 of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

 distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

     a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

     stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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     b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

     whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

     part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

     parties under the terms of this License.

 

     c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

     when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

     interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

     announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

     notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

     a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

     these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

     License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

     does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

     the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

 These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

 identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

 and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

 themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

 sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

 distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

 on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

 this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

 entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

 Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

 your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

 exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

 collective works based on the Program.

 

 In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

 with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

 a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

 the scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

 under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

 Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

     a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

     source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

     1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

     b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

     years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

     cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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     machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

     distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

     customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

     c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

     to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

     allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

     received the program in object code or executable form with such

     an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

 The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

 making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

 code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

 associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

 control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

 special exception, the source code distributed need not include

 anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

 form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

 operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

 itself accompanies the executable.

 

 If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

 access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

 access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

 distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

 compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

 except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

 otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

 void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

 this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

 parties remain in full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

 signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

 distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

 prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

 modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

 Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

 all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

 the Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

 Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

 these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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 restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

 this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

 infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

 conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

 otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

 excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

 distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

 License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

 may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

 license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

 all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

 the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

 refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

 If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

 any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

 apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

 circumstances.

 

 It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

 patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

 such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

 integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

 implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

 generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

 through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

 system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

 to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

 impose that choice.

 

 This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

 be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

 certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

 original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

 may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

 those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

 countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

 the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

 of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

 be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

 address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

 specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

 later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

 Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

 this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

 Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

 programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

 to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

 Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

 make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

 of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

 of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

	    NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

 FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

 OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

 PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

 TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

 PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

 WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

 REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

 INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

 OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

 YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

	   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

 possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

 free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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 to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

 the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

     <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

     Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

     with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

     51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

 Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

 when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

     Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

     Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

     This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

     under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

 The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

 parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

 be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

 mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

 school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

 necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

 This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

 proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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 consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

 library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

 Public License instead of this License.

============================================================================

/**

* Copyright 2010 Tim Down.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

The Trove library is licensed under the Lesser GNU Public License,

which is included with the distribution in a file called trove_license.txt.

 

 

The PrimeFinder and HashFunctions classes in Trove are subject to the

following license restrictions:

 

Copyright (c) 1999 CERN - European Organization for Nuclear Research.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation. CERN makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"

without expressed or implied warranty.

Copyright (c) 2005-2010 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

/*

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

The Apache 2 license (given in full in LICENSE.txt) applies to all code in this repository which is copyright

by JetBrains. The following sections of the repository contain third-party code, to which different licenses

may apply:

 

## Kotlin Compiler

 

The following modules contain third-party code and are incorporated into the Kotlin compiler and/or

the Kotlin IntelliJ IDEA plugin:

 

- Path: compiler/backend/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/codegen/inline/MaxStackFrameSizeAndLocalsCalculator.java

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: compiler/backend/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/codegen/inline/MaxLocalsCalculator.java

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: compiler/backend/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/codegen/optimization/common/MethodAnalyzer.kt

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: core/reflection.jvm/src/kotlin.reflect/jvm/internal/pcollections

    - License: MIT ([license/third_party/pcollections_LICENSE.txt][pcollections])

    - Origin: Derived from PCollections, A Persistent Java Collections Library (https://pcollections.org/)

 

- Path: eval4j/src/org/jetbrains/eval4j/interpreterLoop.kt

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])
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    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: compiler/backend/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/codegen/optimization/common/OptimizationBasicInterpreter.java

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: js/js.ast

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/dart_LICENSE.txt][dart])

    - Origin: Originally part of the Dart compiler, (c) 2011 the Dart Project Authors,

 

- Path: js/js.inliner/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/js/inline/FunctionInlineMutator.kt

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/dart_LICENSE.txt][dart])

    - Origin: Originally part of the Dart compiler, (c) 2011 the Dart Project Authors,

 

- Path: js/js.parser/src/com/google

     - License: Netscape Public License 1.1 ([license/third_party/rhino_LICENSE.txt][rhino])

     - Origin: Originally part of GWT, (C) 2007-08 Google Inc., distributed under the Apache 2 license. The code

       is derived from Rhino, (C) 1997-1999 Netscape Communications Corporation, distributed under the

       Netscape Public License.

 

- Path: js/js.translator/qunit/qunit.js

     - License: MIT ([license/third_party/qunit_license.txt][qunit])

     - Origin: QUnit, Copyright (c) 2012 John Resig, Jrn Zaefferer,

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/src/kotlin/collections

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/gwt_license.txt][gwt])

     - Origin: Derived from GWT, (C) 2007-08 Google Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/unsigned/src/kotlin/UnsignedUtils.kt

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/guava_license.txt][guava])

     - Origin: Derived from Guava's UnsignedLongs, (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/jvm/src/kotlin/util/MathJVM.kt

     - License: Boost Software License 1.0 ([license/third_party/boost_LICENSE.txt][boost])

     - Origin: Derived from boost special math functions, Copyright Eric Ford & Hubert Holin 2001.

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/js/src/kotlin/collections

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/gwt_license.txt][gwt])

     - Origin: Derived from GWT, (C) 2007-08 Google Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/js-v1/src/js/long.js

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/closure-compiler_LICENSE.txt][closure-compiler])

     - Origin: Google Closure Library, Copyright 2009 The Closure Library Authors

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/js-v1/src/js/polyfills.js

     - License: Boost Software License 1.0 ([license/third_party/boost_LICENSE.txt][boost])
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     - Origin: Derived from boost special math functions, Copyright Eric Ford & Hubert Holin 2001.

 

- Path: plugins/lint/android-annotations

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: plugins/lint/lint-api

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: plugins/lint/lint-checks

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: plugins/lint/lint-idea

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

## Kotlin Test Data

 

The following source code is used for testing the Kotlin compiler and/or plugin and is not incorporated into

any distributions of the compiler, libraries or plugin:

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/android

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/com/android

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/org/eclipse

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

     - Origin: Eclipse JDT, Copyright (c) 2011, 2013 Stephan Herrmann and others.

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/androidx

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/edu/umd/cs/findbugs

     - License: LGPL 2.1 ([license/third_party/testdata/findbugs_license.txt][findbugs])

     - Origin: Bytecode Analysis Framework, Copyright (C) 2005 University of Maryland

 

- Path: third-party/jdk8-annotations/org/eclipse

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

     - Origin: Eclipse JDT, Copyright (c) 2011, 2013 Stephan Herrmann and others.

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/io/reactivex
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     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/rxjava_license.txt][rxjava])

     - Origin: RxJava, Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/lombok

     - License: MIT ([license/third_party/testdata/lombok_license.txt][lombok])

     - Origin: Project Lombok, Copyright (C) 2009-2013 The Project Lombok Authors

 

- Path: idea/idea-android/tests/org/jetbrains/kotlin/android/AndroidTestBase.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: idea/testData/android/lintQuickfix/requiresApi/RequiresApi.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: idea/testData/android/lint/IntRange.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: idea/testData/android/lint/RequiresPermission.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-

tests/src/test/resources/testProject/allOpenSpring/src/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/spring_license.txt][spring])

     - Origin: Spring Framework, Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-tests/src/test/resources/testProject/AndroidDaggerProject

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/dagger_license.txt][dagger])

     - Origin: Dagger, Copyright (C) 2013 Square, Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-tests/src/test/resources/testProject/kapt2

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/dagger_license.txt][dagger])

     - Origin: Dagger, Copyright (C) 2013 Square, Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-maven-plugin-test/src/it/test-allopen-

spring/src/main/java/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/spring_license.txt][spring])

     - Origin: Spring Framework, Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

 

## Kotlin Tools and Libraries Tests

 

The following source code is used for testing the Kotlin tools and/or libraries and is not incorporated into

any distributions of the tools or libraries:

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-tests/src/test/kotlin/org/jetbrains/kotlin/gradle/PluginsDslIT.kt

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/gradle_license.txt][gradle])
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     - Origin: Gradle, Copyright 2002-2017 Gradle, Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-tests/target/test-

classes/testProject/noArgJpa/src/javax/persistence/Entity.java

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

            and Eclipse Distribution License - v1.0

([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_distribution_license.txt][eclipse-distribution])

     - Origin: javax.persistence, Copyright (c) 2008, 2017 Sun Microsystems, Oracle Corporation.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-

tests/src/test/resources/testProject/noArgJpa/src/javax/persistence/Entity.java

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

            and Eclipse Distribution License - v1.0

([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_distribution_license.txt][eclipse-distribution])

     - Origin: javax.persistence, Copyright (c) 2008, 2017 Sun Microsystems, Oracle Corporation.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-

tests/src/test/resources/testProject/noArgJpa/src/javax/persistence/Embeddable.java

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

            and Eclipse Distribution License - v1.0

([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_distribution_license.txt][eclipse-distribution])

     - Origin: javax.persistence, Copyright (c) 2008, 2017 Sun Microsystems, Oracle Corporation.

 

## Example Code

 

The following code is provided as examples and is not incorporated into

any distributions of the compiler, libraries or plugin:

 

- Path: libraries/examples/browser-example/src/js/jquery.js

     - License: MIT ([license/third_party/jquery_license.txt][jquery])

     - Origin: jQuery JavaScript Library v1.6.2, Copyright 2011, John Resig

 

- Path: libraries/examples/browser-example-with-library/src/js/jquery.js

     - License: MIT ([license/third_party/jquery_license.txt][jquery])

     - Origin: jQuery JavaScript Library v1.6.2, Copyright 2011, John Resig

 

[aosp]: third_party/aosp_license.txt

[asm]: third_party/asm_license.txt

[boost]: third_party/boost_LICENSE.txt

[closure-compiler]: third_party/closure-compiler_LICENSE.txt

[dagger]: third_party/testdata/dagger_license.txt

[dart]: third_party/dart_LICENSE.txt

[eclipse]: third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt

[eclipse-distribution]: third_party/testdata/eclipse_distribution_license.txt

[findbugs]: third_party/testdata/findbugs_license.txt

[gradle]: third_party/testdata/gradle_license.txt

[guava]: third_party/guava_license.txt

[gwt]: third_party/gwt_license.txt
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[jquery]: third_party/jquery_license.txt

[lombok]: third_party/testdata/lombok_license.txt

[pcollections]: third_party/pcollections_LICENSE.txt

[qunit]: third_party/qunit_license.txt

[rhino]: third_party/rhino_LICENSE.txt

[rxjava]: third_party/testdata/rxjava_license.txt

[spring]: third_party/testdata/spring_license.txt

Copyright (C) 2009-2015 The Project Lombok Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

SCALA LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2012 EPFL, Lausanne, unless otherwise specified.

All rights reserved.

 

This software was developed by the Programming Methods Laboratory of the

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software in source

or binary form for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

/* PRESENT 1 */

/* PRESENT 2 */

// PRESENT 3

/** ABSENT */

package/* ABSENT 1 */ normal

/* ABSENT 2 */

 

// COMMENTS: 3

 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/* ABSENT */

class Some

 

// COMMENTS: 0

This license applies to all parts of Dart that are not externally

maintained libraries. The external maintained libraries used by

Dart are:

 

7-Zip - in third_party/7zip

JSCRE - in runtime/third_party/jscre

Ant - in third_party/apache_ant

args4j - in third_party/args4j

bzip2 - in third_party/bzip2

dromaeo - in samples/third_party/dromaeo

Eclipse - in third_party/eclipse

gsutil = in third_party/gsutil

Guava - in third_party/guava

hamcrest - in third_party/hamcrest

Httplib2 - in samples/third_party/httplib2

JSON - in third_party/json

JUnit - in third_party/junit
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Oauth - in samples/third_party/oauth2client

Rhino - in third_party/rhino

weberknecht - in third_party/weberknecht

 

The libraries may have their own licenses; we recommend you read them,

as their terms may differ from the terms below.

 

Copyright 2012, the Dart project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.

*/

 

package org.jetbrains.idl2k.util

 

import org.xml.sax.InputSource

import java.io.File

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathFactory

 

fun readCopyrightNoticeFromProfile(copyrightProfile: File): String {

   val template = copyrightProfile.reader().use { reader ->

       XPathFactory.newInstance().newXPath().evaluate("/component/copyright/option[@name='notice']/@value",

InputSource(reader))

   }

   val yearTemplate = "&#36;today.year"
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   val year = java.time.LocalDate.now().year.toString()

   assert(yearTemplate in template)

 

   return template.replace(yearTemplate, year).lines().joinToString("", prefix = "/*\n", postfix = " */\n") { " * $it\n" }

}

/* PRESENT */

 

fun some() {}

 

// COMMENTS: 1

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

==============================================================================

Gradle Subcomponents:

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the slf4j package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SLF4J License

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

These terms are identical to those of the MIT License, also called the X License or the X11 License,

which is a simple, permissive non-copyleft free software license. It is deemed compatible with virtually

all types of licenses, commercial or otherwise. In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared it

compatible with GNU GPL. It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software Foundation as compatible

with Apache Software License.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the JUnit package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.
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"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set

forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and
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non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered

by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or

through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.
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For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)
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infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the JCIFS package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JCIFS License

 

         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

              Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

               Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
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library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

               NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
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KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

            END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

/* PRESENT */

 

package normal

 

// COMMENTS: 1

Google Dart Js backend was removed - https://code.google.com/p/dart/source/detail?r=4771

 

According to http://www.apache.org/legal/3party.html we can include "Google Dart Js backend" in source form,

because code license is "New BSD License" (Authorized License).

 

This part of code will be removed when kotlin will be rewritten on kotlin.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

/* PRESENT */

 

foo()

 

// COMMENTS: 1

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.

*/

 

package org.jetbrains.kotlin.copyright

 

import junit.framework.AssertionFailedError

import org.jetbrains.kotlin.idea.copyright.UpdateKotlinCopyright

import org.jetbrains.kotlin.idea.test.KotlinLightCodeInsightFixtureTestCase

import org.jetbrains.kotlin.idea.test.PluginTestCaseBase

import org.jetbrains.kotlin.test.InTextDirectivesUtils
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import org.junit.Assert

import java.io.File

 

abstract class AbstractUpdateKotlinCopyrightTest : KotlinLightCodeInsightFixtureTestCase() {

   fun doTest(path: String) {

       myFixture.configureByFile(path)

 

       val fileText = myFixture.file.text.trim()

       val expectedNumberOfComments = InTextDirectivesUtils.getPrefixedInt(fileText, "// COMMENTS: ") ?: run {

           if (fileText.isNotEmpty()) {

               throw AssertionFailedError("Every test should assert number of comments with `COMMENTS`

directive")

           } else {

               0

           }

       }

 

       val comments = UpdateKotlinCopyright.getExistentComments(myFixture.file)

       for (comment in comments) {

           val commentText = comment.text

           when {

               commentText.contains("PRESENT") -> {

               }

               commentText.contains("ABSENT") -> {

                   throw AssertionFailedError("Unexpected comment found: `$commentText`")

               }

               else -> {

                   throw AssertionFailedError("A comment with bad directive found: `$commentText`")

               }

           }

       }

 

       Assert.assertEquals(

           "Wrong number of comments found:\n${comments.joinToString(separator = "\n") { it.text }}\n",

           expectedNumberOfComments, comments.size

       )

   }

 

   override fun getTestDataPath() = File(PluginTestCaseBase.getTestDataPathBase(), "/copyright").path +

File.separator

}

/*

* Copyright 2000-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.

*/

 

package tasks
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import groovy.util.Node

import groovy.util.XmlParser

import org.gradle.api.DefaultTask

import org.gradle.api.Project

import org.gradle.api.tasks.Input

import org.gradle.api.tasks.InputFile

import org.gradle.api.tasks.OutputFile

import org.gradle.api.tasks.TaskAction

import java.io.File

import java.util.*

 

 

 

 

open class WriteCopyrightToFile : DefaultTask() {

 

   @InputFile

   var path = project.file("${project.rootDir}/.idea/copyright/apache.xml")

 

   @OutputFile

   var outputFile: File? = null

 

   @Input

   var commented: Boolean = true

 

   @TaskAction

   fun write() {

       if (commented) {

           outputFile!!.writeText(project.readCopyrightCommented())

       } else {

           outputFile!!.writeText(project.readCopyright())

       }

   }

 

 

   fun Project.readCopyright(): String {

       val file = rootDir.resolve(".idea/copyright/apache.xml")

 

       assert(file.exists()) {

           "File $file with copyright not found"

       }

 

 

       val xmlParser = XmlParser()

       val node = xmlParser.parse(file)

       assert(node.attribute("name") == "CopyrightManager") {

           "Format changed occasionally?"

       }
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       val copyrightBlock = node.children().filterIsInstance<Node>().single()

       val noticeNode = copyrightBlock.children().filterIsInstance<Node>().single { it.attribute("name") == "notice" }

       return noticeNode.attribute("value").toString().replace("&#36;today.year",

GregorianCalendar()[Calendar.YEAR].toString())

   }

 

   fun Project.readCopyrightCommented(): String {

       return "/*\n" + readCopyright().prependIndent(" * ") + "\n */"

   }

}

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

/*

* Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

The files in this package are taken from mozilla's Rhino project.

See http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/

 

The files modified from Rhino 1.5R3

(ftp://ftp.mozilla.org/pub/js/rhino15R3.zip).

 

--

 

The contents of this package are subject to the Netscape Public

License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at http://www.mozilla.org/NPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing

rights and limitations under the License.

 

The Original Code is Rhino code, released

May 6, 1999.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

Communications Corporation.  Portions created by Netscape are

Copyright (C) 1997-2000 Netscape Communications Corporation. All

Rights Reserved.

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

terms of the GNU Public License (the "GPL"), in which case the

provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of those above.

If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of the GPL and not to allow others to use your

version of this file under the NPL, indicate your decision by

deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL.  If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this

file under either the NPL or the GPL.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2000-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Kotlin Compiler distribution.                 ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Kotlin Compiler

  Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o and respective authors and developers

Copyright (c) 2008 Harold Cooper

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 (EPL-1.0)

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

   a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

      documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

   b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

       i) changes to the Program, and

       ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include
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additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software

distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement,

and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or

when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with

this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

   a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

      Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

      reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

      perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

      Contributor, if any, and such derivative works,

      in source code and object code form.

 

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

      Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

      Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and

      otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any,

      in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply

      to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time

      the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the

      Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

      Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

      combinations which include the Contribution.

      No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

      licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

      provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

      patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

      Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

      brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

      property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

      rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes

      sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

      needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is

      required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is
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      Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

      before distributing the Program.

 

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

      copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

      license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

   b) its license agreement:

 

       i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

       and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

       conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

       conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

       ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability

       for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

       consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

       iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

       offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

       iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

       Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

       manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

   a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

   b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to

identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
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intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and

indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any

losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the

Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of

such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply

to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual

property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim,

and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such

claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor.

If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties

are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section,

the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result,

the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of

using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability

or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by

the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and

does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming

aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this

Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the

Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations

under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the

Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may

only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves

the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement

from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to

modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial

Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version

of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version

of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to
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this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one

year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a

jury trial in any resulting litigation.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Kohsuke Kawaguchi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/qunitjs/qunit

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

          GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

              Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

               Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot
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use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

               NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

            END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.99 sed 4.2.2-7.el7 
1.99.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
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can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
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parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users
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can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.
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 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.
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 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.
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 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.
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 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
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patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
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for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
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versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
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modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word
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processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the
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copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
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B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
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These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".
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6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between
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the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of
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following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3
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   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

1.100 dbus-python 1.1.1 9.el7
1.100.1 Available under license : 

As of version 0.82.4, dbus-python is released under the following permissive

non-copyleft license (the same one used for D-Bus core):

 

	Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

	obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

	files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

	restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

	modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

	of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

	furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

	The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

	included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

	THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

	EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

	MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

	NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

	HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

	WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

	OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

	DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright holders and licensing are indicated in the source files.
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1.101 feign-core 8.15.1 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/SynchronousMethodHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/InvocationHandlerFactory.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Param.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/QueryMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/codec/Decoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/codec/Encoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Netflix, Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/RequestTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/auth/BasicAuthRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/RetryableException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/ReflectiveFeign.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/codec/ErrorDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Logger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Request.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/codec/EncodeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/codec/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Retryer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/codec/DecodeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Util.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/auth/Base64.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/FeignException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Client.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/MethodMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Response.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Feign.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/RequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Contract.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687624_1590960580.15/0/feign-core-8-15-1-sources-jar/feign/Target.java
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1.102 everit-json-schema 1.12.2 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017667_1667606942.0216982/0/everit-json-schema-1-12-2-sources-3-

jar/org/everit/json/schema/JSONPointerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017667_1667606942.0216982/0/everit-json-schema-1-12-2-sources-3-

jar/org/everit/json/schema/JSONPointer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

   Copyright (C) 2011 Everit Kft. (http://www.everit.org)

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017667_1667606942.0216982/0/everit-json-schema-1-12-2-sources-3-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.github.erosb/everit-json-schema/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Copyright (c) 2006 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017667_1667606942.0216982/0/everit-json-schema-1-12-2-sources-3-

jar/org/everit/json/schema/internal/JSONWriter.java

 

1.103 aws-java-sdk-iot1clickdevices 1.12.199 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.104 metrics-jersey2 4.1.25 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.105 aws-java-sdk-licensemanager 1.12.199 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/opt/cola/permits/1463015625_1667606506.6382809/0/aws-java-sdk-licensemanager-1-12-199-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/licensemanager/model/GetLicenseResult.class: binary file matches

 

Found in path(s):

* /bin/grep

 

1.106 libjpeg 6b 
1.106.1 Notifications : 

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

1.106.2 Available under license : 
The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

==========================================

 

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998

====================================

 

This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG

Group's free JPEG software.  You are welcome to redistribute this software and

to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

 

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into

larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to

our electronic mailing list.  Mailing list members are notified of updates

and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

 

DOCUMENTATION ROADMAP
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=====================

 

This file contains the following sections:

 

OVERVIEW            General description of JPEG and the IJG software.

LEGAL ISSUES        Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.

REFERENCES          Where to learn more about JPEG.

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS   Where to find newer versions of this software.

RELATED SOFTWARE    Other stuff you should get.

FILE FORMAT WARS    Software *not* to get.

TO DO               Plans for future IJG releases.

 

Other documentation files in the distribution are:

 

User documentation:

 install.doc       How to configure and install the IJG software.

 usage.doc         Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,

                   rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.

 *.1               Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.doc).

 wizard.doc        Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.

 change.log        Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal documentation:

 libjpeg.doc       How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.

 example.c         Sample code for calling the JPEG library.

 structure.doc     Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.

 filelist.doc      Road map of IJG files.

 coderules.doc     Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

 

Please read at least the files install.doc and usage.doc.  Useful information

can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article.  See

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

 

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or

more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly

the order listed) before diving into the code.

 

 

OVERVIEW

========

 

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and

decompression.  JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression

method for full-color and gray-scale images.  JPEG is intended for compressing

"real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images

are not its strong suit.  JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not

exactly identical to the input image.  Hence you must not use JPEG if you

have to have identical output bits.  However, on typical photographic images,

very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and
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remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a

low-quality image.  For more details, see the references, or just experiment

with various compression settings.

 

This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive

compression processes.  Provision is made for supporting all variants of these

processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.

For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding

variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES.  We have made no provision for supporting

the hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

 

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files,

plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to

perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats.

The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

 

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included

considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability;

for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG

decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or

colormapped displays.  These extra functions can be compiled out of the

library if not required for a particular application.  We have also included

"jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG

processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for

inserting and extracting textual comments in JFIF files.

 

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and

flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful.  In particular,

the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG.  (See the

REFERENCES section for introductory material.)  Rather, it is intended to

be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code.  We do not claim to have

achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

 

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products.

No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product

documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

 

 

LEGAL ISSUES

============

 

In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that
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  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.  (See the file

ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part

of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than

the foregoing paragraphs do.
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The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright

by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by

patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding cannot

legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this reason,

support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software.

(Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented

Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.)

So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining

code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that

   "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

 

 

REFERENCES

==========

 

We highly recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to

understand the innards of the JPEG software.

 

The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is

	Wallace, Gregory K.  "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard",

	Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44.

(Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression,

applications of JPEG, and related topics.)  If you don't have the CACM issue

handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is

available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/wallace.ps.gz.  The file (actually

a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics)

omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections

and some added material.  Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE,

and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

 

A somewhat less technical, more leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in
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"The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by

M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1.  This book provides

good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods

including JPEG.  It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C

code but don't know much about data compression in general.  The book's JPEG

sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look

at a full implementation, you've got one here...

 

The best full description of JPEG is the textbook "JPEG Still Image Data

Compression Standard" by William B. Pennebaker and Joan L. Mitchell, published

by Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993, ISBN 0-442-01272-1.  Price US$59.95, 638 pp.

The book includes the complete text of the ISO JPEG standards (DIS 10918-1

and draft DIS 10918-2).  This is by far the most complete exposition of JPEG

in existence, and we highly recommend it.

 

The JPEG standard itself is not available electronically; you must order a

paper copy through ISO or ITU.  (Unless you feel a need to own a certified

official copy, we recommend buying the Pennebaker and Mitchell book instead;

it's much cheaper and includes a great deal of useful explanatory material.)

In the USA, copies of the standard may be ordered from ANSI Sales at (212)

642-4900, or from Global Engineering Documents at (800) 854-7179.  (ANSI

doesn't take credit card orders, but Global does.)  It's not cheap: as of

1992, ANSI was charging $95 for Part 1 and $47 for Part 2, plus 7%

shipping/handling.  The standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the

actual specification, while Part 2 covers compliance testing methods.  Part 1

is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images,

Part 1: Requirements and guidelines" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS

10918-1, ITU-T T.81.  Part 2 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of

Continuous-tone Still Images, Part 2: Compliance testing" and has document

numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-2, ITU-T T.83.

 

Some extensions to the original JPEG standard are defined in JPEG Part 3,

a newer ISO standard numbered ISO/IEC IS 10918-3 and ITU-T T.84.  IJG

currently does not support any Part 3 extensions.

 

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file

format.  For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision

1.02.  A copy of the JFIF spec is available from:

	Literature Department

	C-Cube Microsystems, Inc.

	1778 McCarthy Blvd.

	Milpitas, CA 95035

	phone (408) 944-6300,  fax (408) 944-6314

A PostScript version of this document is available by FTP at

ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.ps.gz.  There is also a plain text

version at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing

the figures.
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The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from

ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz.  The JPEG incorporation scheme

found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems.

IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6).

Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2

(Compression tag 7).  Copies of this Note can be obtained from ftp.sgi.com or

from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/.  It is expected that the next revision

of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design.

Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library

uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note.  libtiff is available

from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/.

 

 

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS

=================

 

The "official" archive site for this software is ftp.uu.net (Internet

address 192.48.96.9).  The most recent released version can always be found

there in directory graphics/jpeg.  This particular version will be archived

as ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz.  If you don't have

direct Internet access, UUNET's archives are also available via UUCP; contact

help@uunet.uu.net for information on retrieving files that way.

 

Numerous Internet sites maintain copies of the UUNET files.  However, only

ftp.uu.net is guaranteed to have the latest official version.

 

You can also obtain this software in DOS-compatible "zip" archive format from

the SimTel archives (ftp://ftp.simtel.net/pub/simtelnet/msdos/graphics/), or

on CompuServe in the Graphics Support forum (GO CIS:GRAPHSUP), library 12

"JPEG Tools".  Again, these versions may sometimes lag behind the ftp.uu.net

release.

 

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a useful source of

general information about JPEG.  It is updated constantly and therefore is

not included in this distribution.  The FAQ is posted every two weeks to

Usenet newsgroups comp.graphics.misc, news.answers, and other groups.

It is available on the World Wide Web at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/jpeg-faq/

and other news.answers archive sites, including the official news.answers

archive at rtfm.mit.edu: ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/.

If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu

with body

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2

 

 

RELATED SOFTWARE

================
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Numerous viewing and image manipulation programs now support JPEG.  (Quite a

few of them use this library to do so.)  The JPEG FAQ described above lists

some of the more popular free and shareware viewers, and tells where to

obtain them on Internet.

 

If you are on a Unix machine, we highly recommend Jef Poskanzer's free

PBMPLUS software, which provides many useful operations on PPM-format image

files.  In particular, it can convert PPM images to and from a wide range of

other formats, thus making cjpeg/djpeg considerably more useful.  The latest

version is distributed by the NetPBM group, and is available from numerous

sites, notably ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/packages/NetPBM/.

Unfortunately PBMPLUS/NETPBM is not nearly as portable as the IJG software is;

you are likely to have difficulty making it work on any non-Unix machine.

 

A different free JPEG implementation, written by the PVRG group at Stanford,

is available from ftp://havefun.stanford.edu/pub/jpeg/.  This program

is designed for research and experimentation rather than production use;

it is slower, harder to use, and less portable than the IJG code, but it

is easier to read and modify.  Also, the PVRG code supports lossless JPEG,

which we do not.  (On the other hand, it doesn't do progressive JPEG.)

 

 

FILE FORMAT WARS

================

 

Some JPEG programs produce files that are not compatible with our library.

The root of the problem is that the ISO JPEG committee failed to specify a

concrete file format.  Some vendors "filled in the blanks" on their own,

creating proprietary formats that no one else could read.  (For example, none

of the early commercial JPEG implementations for the Macintosh were able to

exchange compressed files.)

 

The file format we have adopted is called JFIF (see REFERENCES).  This format

has been agreed to by a number of major commercial JPEG vendors, and it has

become the de facto standard.  JFIF is a minimal or "low end" representation.

We recommend the use of TIFF/JPEG (TIFF revision 6.0 as modified by TIFF

Technical Note #2) for "high end" applications that need to record a lot of

additional data about an image.  TIFF/JPEG is fairly new and not yet widely

supported, unfortunately.

 

The upcoming JPEG Part 3 standard defines a file format called SPIFF.

SPIFF is interoperable with JFIF, in the sense that most JFIF decoders should

be able to read the most common variant of SPIFF.  SPIFF has some technical

advantages over JFIF, but its major claim to fame is simply that it is an

official standard rather than an informal one.  At this point it is unclear

whether SPIFF will supersede JFIF or whether JFIF will remain the de-facto

standard.  IJG intends to support SPIFF once the standard is frozen, but we

have not decided whether it should become our default output format or not.
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(In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading JFIF indefinitely.)

 

Various proprietary file formats incorporating JPEG compression also exist.

We have little or no sympathy for the existence of these formats.  Indeed,

one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help

force convergence on common, open format standards for JPEG files.  Don't

use a proprietary file format!

 

 

TO DO

=====

 

The major thrust for v7 will probably be improvement of visual quality.

The current method for scaling the quantization tables is known not to be

very good at low Q values.  We also intend to investigate block boundary

smoothing, "poor man's variable quantization", and other means of improving

quality-vs-file-size performance without sacrificing compatibility.

 

In future versions, we are considering supporting some of the upcoming JPEG

Part 3 extensions --- principally, variable quantization and the SPIFF file

format.

 

As always, speeding things up is of great interest.

 

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net.

 

1.107 bind 9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.9 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 1996-2018  Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

	Portions of this code release fall under one or more of the

	following Copyright notices.  Please see individual source

	files for details.

 

	For binary releases also see: OpenSSL-LICENSE.

 

Copyright (C) 1996-2001  Nominum, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
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copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NOMINUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL NOMINUM BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1995-2000 by Network Associates, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC AND NETWORK ASSOCIATES DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2002 Stichting NLnet, Netherlands, stichting@nlnet.nl.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND STICHTING NLNET

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL

STICHTING NLNET BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The development of Dynamically Loadable Zones (DLZ) for Bind 9 was

conceived and contributed by Rob Butler.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ROB BUTLER

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL

ROB BUTLER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1987, 1990, 1993, 1994

    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) The Internet Society 2005.  This version of

this module is part of RFC 4178; see the RFC itself for

full legal notices.
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(The above copyright notice is per RFC 3978 5.6 (a), q.v.)

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004 Masarykova universita

(Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997 - 2003 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Doug Rabson

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright ((c)) 2002, Rice University
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

   with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of Rice University (RICE) nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

This software is provided by RICE and the contributors on an "as is"

basis, without any representations or warranties of any kind, express

or implied including, but not limited to, representations or

warranties of non-infringement, merchantability or fitness for a

particular purpose. In no event shall RICE or contributors be liable

for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or

consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of

substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or

business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability,

whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence

or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even

if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that

the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or software without

specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.   IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
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PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2000 Aaron D. Gifford.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR(S) AND CONTRIBUTOR(S) ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) OR CONTRIBUTOR(S) BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Doug Rabson.

Copyright (c) 2001 Jake Burkholder.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2000 by Nortel Networks Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NORTEL NETWORKS DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL NORTEL NETWORKS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center.  All rights reserved.

 

By using this file, you agree to the terms and conditions set forth bellow.

 

                       LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

The following License Terms and Conditions apply, unless a different

license is obtained from Japan Network Information Center ("JPNIC"),

a Japanese association, Kokusai-Kougyou-Kanda Bldg 6F, 2-3-4 Uchi-Kanda,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0047, Japan.

 

1. Use, Modification and Redistribution (including distribution of any

  modified or derived work) in source and/or binary forms is permitted

  under this License Terms and Conditions.

 

2. Redistribution of source code must retain the copyright notices as they

  appear in each source code file, this License Terms and Conditions.

 

3. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the Copyright Notice,

  this License Terms and Conditions, in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.  For the purposes of binary

  distribution the "Copyright Notice" refers to the following language:

  "Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center.  All rights

  reserved."

 

4. The name of JPNIC may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this Software without specific prior written approval of

  JPNIC.

 

5. Disclaimer/Limitation of Liability: THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY JPNIC

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL JPNIC BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

  SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
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  WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

  ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2004  Nominet, Ltd.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NOMINET DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Portions Copyright RSA Security Inc.

 

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is

identified as "RSA Security Inc. PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface

(Cryptoki)" in all material mentioning or referencing this software.

 

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that

such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Security Inc. PKCS #11

Cryptographic Token Interface (Cryptoki)" in all material mentioning or

referencing the derived work.

 

RSA Security Inc. makes no representations concerning either the

merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for

any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied

warranty of any kind.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
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WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2001 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

  software must display the following acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

 

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

  licensing@OpenSSL.org.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

  nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

  acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

  for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2008-2011  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND Red Hat DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL Red Hat BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2014, Farsight Security, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2014 by Farsight Security, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.
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1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants
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    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).
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2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,
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    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor
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    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such
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  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary
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     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Redistribution terms                            Automated Testing Framework

===========================================================================

 

 

License

*******

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Copyright 2011, 2012 Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Relicensed code

***************

 

The following code snippets have been taken from other projects.  Even

though they were not originally licensed under the terms above, the

original authors have agreed to relicense their work so that this project

can be distributed under a single license.  This section is put here just to
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clarify this fact.

 

* configure.ac, Makefile.am: The original versions were derived from the

 ones in the XML Catalog Manager project, version 2.2.

 

 Author: Julio Merino <jmmv@users.sourceforge.net>

 

* atf-c/ui.c: The format_paragraph and format_text functions were

 derived form the ones in the Monotone project, revision

 3a0982da308228d796df35f98d787c5cff2bb5b6.

 

 Author: Julio Merino <jmmv@NetBSD.org>

 

* atf-c++/detail/io.hpp, atf-c++/detail/io.cpp, atf-c++/detail/io_test.cpp:

 These files were derived from the file_handle, systembuf, pipe and pistream

 classes and tests found in the Boost.Process library.

 

 Author: Julio Merino <jmmv84@gmail.com>

 

* admin/check-style.sh, admin/check-style-common.awk,

 admin/check-style-cpp.awk, admin/check-style-shell.awk: These files,

 except the first one, were first implemented in the Buildtool project.

 They were later adapted to be part of Boost.Process and, during that

 process, the shell script was created.

 

 Author: Julio Merino <jmmv84@gmail.com>

 

 

===========================================================================

vim: filetype=text:textwidth=75:expandtab:shiftwidth=2:softtabstop=2

<!--

- Copyright (C) Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

-

- This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

- License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

- file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

-

- See the COPYRIGHT file distributed with this work for additional

- information regarding copyright ownership.

-->

 

<!-- Generate ISC copyright comments from Docbook copyright metadata. -->

 

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"

 xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"

 xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"

 xmlns:db="http://docbook.org/ns/docbook">
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 <xsl:template name="isc.copyright.format">

   <xsl:param name="text"/>

   <xsl:value-of select="$isc.copyright.leader"/>

   <xsl:value-of select="normalize-space(substring-before($text, '&#10;'))"/>

   <xsl:text>&#10;</xsl:text>

   <xsl:variable name="rest" select="substring-after($text, '&#10;')"/>

   <xsl:if test="translate($rest, '&#9;&#32;', '')">

     <xsl:call-template name="isc.copyright.format">

       <xsl:with-param name="text" select="$rest"/>

     </xsl:call-template>

   </xsl:if>

 </xsl:template>

 

 <xsl:variable name="isc.copyright.text">

   <xsl:text>

      This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

      License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

      file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

   </xsl:text>

 </xsl:variable>

 

 <xsl:variable name="isc.copyright">

   <xsl:call-template name="isc.copyright.format">

     <xsl:with-param name="text">

       <xsl:for-each select="book/info/copyright | refentry/docinfo/copyright">

	  <xsl:text>Copyright (C) </xsl:text>

	  <xsl:call-template name="copyright.years">

	    <xsl:with-param name="years" select="year"/>

	  </xsl:call-template>

	  <xsl:text> </xsl:text>

	  <xsl:value-of select="holder"/>

         <xsl:value-of select="$isc.copyright.breakline"/>

	  <xsl:text>&#10;</xsl:text>

	</xsl:for-each>

	<xsl:value-of select="$isc.copyright.text"/>

     </xsl:with-param>

   </xsl:call-template>

 </xsl:variable>

</xsl:stylesheet>

 

<!--

 - Local variables:

 - mode: sgml

 - End:

-->

Copyright (C) 1999-2014  Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public
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License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2015  Red Hat

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND AUTHORS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center.  All rights reserved.

 

By using this file, you agree to the terms and conditions set forth bellow.

 

			LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

The following License Terms and Conditions apply, unless a different

license is obtained from Japan Network Information Center ("JPNIC"),

a Japanese association, Kokusai-Kougyou-Kanda Bldg 6F, 2-3-4 Uchi-Kanda,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0047, Japan.

 

1. Use, Modification and Redistribution (including distribution of any

  modified or derived work) in source and/or binary forms is permitted

  under this License Terms and Conditions.

 

2. Redistribution of source code must retain the copyright notices as they

  appear in each source code file, this License Terms and Conditions.

 

3. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the Copyright Notice,

  this License Terms and Conditions, in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.  For the purposes of binary

  distribution the "Copyright Notice" refers to the following language:

  "Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center.  All rights reserved."

 

4. The name of JPNIC may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this Software without specific prior written approval of

  JPNIC.

 

5. Disclaimer/Limitation of Liability: THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY JPNIC

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL JPNIC BE LIABLE
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  FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

  SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

  WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

  ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

1.108 aws-java-sdk-ec2instanceconnect

1.12.199 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.109 shadow 0.79-6.el7 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
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Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990 - 1994, Julianne Frances Haugh

* Copyright (c) 1996 - 2000, Marek Michakiewicz

* Copyright (c) 2000 - 2006, Tomasz Koczko

* Copyright (c) 2007 - 2011, Nicolas Franois

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the copyright holders or contributors may not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

* HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

NOTE:

 This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright.

 You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no

 obligation to do so.

 

(*

This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence',

distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is

available from most major archive sites.  I stole it from CrackLib.

 

	$Id$

*)

 

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this

Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite

which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the

copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the

development of the package, while giving the users of the package the

right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary

fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

So there.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Definitions:

 

 

A "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created

through textual modification, or segments thereof.

 

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

Holder.

 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights

for the package.

 

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this

Package.
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"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of

media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on.

(You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but

only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the

fee.)

 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself,

though there may be fees involved in handling the item.  It also means

that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same

conditions they received it.

 

 

1.  You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated

disclaimers.

 

2.  You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3.  You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way,

provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating

how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at

least ONE of the following:

 

a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate

documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents

how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4.  You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

to get the Standard Version.
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b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the

Package with your modifications.

 

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding

Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables

non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual

pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the

Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5.  You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.

YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF.  However, you may

distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial)

programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution

provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your

own.

 

6.  The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

7.  THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
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FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.110 junit 4.13.1 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

JUnit

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
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acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient
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copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner
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which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.
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1.111 error_prone_annotations 2.9.0 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1262997566_1643611399.53/0/error-prone-annotations-2-9-0-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.google.errorprone/error_prone_annotations/pom.xml

 

1.112 jest-common 0.1.1 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Real Logic Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1277784461_1645759772.61/0/jest-common-0-1-1-sources-

jar/io/searchbox/client/util/PaddedAtomicInteger.java

 

1.113 openssl 1.0.2u 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2018 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
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*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
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* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an Blowfish implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.
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Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

 

1.114 commons-lang3 3.12.0 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.115 slf4j 1.7.36 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 QOS.ch Sarl

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.
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Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2004-2022 QOS.ch Sarl (Switzerland)

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including
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without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Copyright (c) 2004-2022 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.116 xz 5.2.2-2.el7_9 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
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PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
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either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
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software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
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content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
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where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
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receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a
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covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.
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     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <http://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.
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   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

 

1.117 aws-java-sdk-models 1.12.199 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.118 jackson-module-afterburner 2.10.5 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components (as well their dependencies) may be licensed under

different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-afterburner` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Additional licensing information exists for following 3rd party library dependencies

 

### ASM

 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework
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Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.119 jboss-marshalling 2.0.11.Final 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.120 aws-java-sdk-finspacedata 1.12.199 
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1.120.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.121 aws-java-sdk-efs 1.12.199 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.122 aws-java-sdk-kinesisanalyticsv2

1.12.199 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.123 gmp 6.0.0 15.el7
1.123.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
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Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:
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  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the
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  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

/* A simple integer desk calculator using yacc and gmp.
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Copyright 2000-2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

This file is part of the GNU MP Library.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program.  If not, see https://www.gnu.org/licenses/.  */

 

1.124 guice-multibindings 4.2.2 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.125 guava 30.1.1-android 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Floats}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/FloatsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166
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* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Doubles}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/DoublesMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigDecimalMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/OverflowAvoidingLockSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/ToDoubleRounder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManagerBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Java8Usage.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/xml/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectCountLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectCountHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ClosingFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Ints}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/IntsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Shorts}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1148655839_1618904031.03/0/guava-30-1-1-android-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ShortsMethodsForWeb.java

 

1.126 opentelemetry-proto 0.11.0 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright The OpenTelemetry Authors

* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.127 okhttp 2.7.4 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/tls/OkHostnameVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/HttpEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/tls/CertificateChainCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/tls/DistinguishedNameParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/OptionalMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/io/RealConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Connection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/tls/TrustRootIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/tls/RealTrustRootIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/tls/AndroidTrustRootIndex.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/RouteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/HttpUrl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/StreamAllocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/io/FileSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/ConnectionSpecSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/RequestException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/HeadersMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/ErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/NamedRunnable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Handshake.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/RouteDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/NameValueBlockReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/InternalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/Http2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/Hpack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Route.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/AuthenticatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/Variant.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/FrameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/Spdy3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/FramedStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-
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jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/FramedConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/HeaderParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/FrameWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/HttpDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/DiskLruCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/HttpStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/Http1xStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/Http2xStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/Ping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/Settings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Dns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/OkHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/RouteSelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/RetryableSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Cache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Twitter, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/Huffman.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Credentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Interceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/framed/PushObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/ConnectionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/RealResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/CipherSuite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/FormEncodingBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Challenge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/CertificatePinner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/Call.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/ResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/http/CacheRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/okhttp/TlsVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/MultipartBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1196234293_1629878885.03/0/okhttp-2-7-4-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/okhttp/internal/Version.java

 

1.128 aws-java-sdk-elasticloadbalancing

1.12.199 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.129 aws-java-sdk-dms 1.12.199 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.130 aws-java-sdk-cloudtrail 1.12.199 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.131 kotlin 1.3.50 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"kotlin.js","sources":["wrapper.js","arrayUtils.js","callableReferenceUtils.js","conversions.js","c

ore.js","long.js","markerFunctions.js","misc.js","polyfills.js","rtti.js","arrayUtils.kt","runtime/Enum.kt","primitiveC

ompanionObjects.kt","generated/_Arrays.kt","generated/_Ranges.kt","kotlin/UByte.kt","kotlin/UInt.kt","kotlin/USh

ort.kt","Ranges.kt","collections/Collections.kt","collections/Maps.kt","collections/Sets.kt","text/StringNumberConv

ersions.kt","kotlin/UnsignedUtils.kt","collections/Iterables.kt","collections/Sequences.kt","util/Preconditions.kt","ge

nerated/_ArraysJs.kt","comparisons/Comparisons.kt","kotlin/Comparator.kt","util/Standard.kt","generated/_Compar

isonsJs.kt","generated/_Collections.kt","kotlin/collections.kt","collections/Iterators.kt","generated/_Comparisons.kt"

,"generated/_Maps.kt","kotlin/ranges.kt","generated/_Sequences.kt","dummy.kt","generated/_Sets.kt","generated/_S

trings.kt","text/Strings.kt","kotlin/text/string.kt","kotlin/UByteArray.kt","kotlin/UIntArray.kt","kotlin/ULongArray.

kt","kotlin/ULong.kt","kotlin/UShortArray.kt","generated/_UArrays.kt","generated/_UCollections.kt","generated/_

UComparisons.kt","generated/_URanges.kt","generated/_USequences.kt","annotation/Annotations.kt","Collections.

kt","internal/InternalAnnotations.kt","internal/progressionUtil.kt","Iterators.kt","ProgressionIterators.kt","Progressio

ns.kt","Range.kt","reflect/KParameter.kt","reflect/KType.kt","reflect/KVariance.kt","reflect/KVisibility.kt","Unit.kt

","kotlin/builtins.kt","kotlin/jsTypeOf.kt","kotlin/kotlin.kt","kotlin/coroutines/CoroutineImpl.kt","util/Result.kt","co

routines/Continuation.kt","kotlin/coroutines/intrinsics/IntrinsicsJs.kt","kotlin/currentBeMisc.kt","kotlin/jsOperators.

kt","kotlin/math_js-v1.kt","kotlin/numbers_js-v1.kt","kotlin/text/numberConversions_js-

v1.kt","generated/_CollectionsJs.kt","generated/_StringsJs.kt","generated/_UArraysJs.kt","jquery/ui.kt","kotlin/anno

tations.kt","kotlin/annotationsJVM.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMutableCollection.kt","kotlin/collections/Abstrac

tMutableList.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMutableMap.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMutableSet.kt","kotlin/coll

ections/ArrayList.kt","kotlin/collections/ArraysJs.kt","kotlin/collections/ArraySorting.kt","kotlin/collections/Equalit

yComparator.kt","kotlin/collections/HashMap.kt","kotlin/collections/HashSet.kt","kotlin/collections/InternalHashCo

deMap.kt","kotlin/collections/InternalMap.kt","kotlin/collections/InternalStringMap.kt","kotlin/collections/LinkedH

ashMap.kt","kotlin/collections/LinkedHashSet.kt","kotlin/concurrent.kt","kotlin/console.kt","kotlin/coroutines/js/int

ernal/EmptyContinuation.kt","kotlin/coroutines/SafeContinuationJs.kt","kotlin/date.kt","kotlin/dom/Builders.kt","ko

tlin/dom/Classes.kt","text/regex/RegexExtensions.kt","text/StringBuilder.kt","kotlin/dom/Dom.kt","kotlin/dom/Eve

ntListener.kt","kotlin/dom/ItemArrayLike.kt","kotlin/dom/Mutations.kt","kotlin/dynamic.kt","kotlin/exceptions.kt",

"kotlin/exceptionUtils.kt","collections/Grouping.kt","kotlin/grouping.kt","kotlin/js.math.kt","kotlin/json.kt","kotlin/

math.kt","kotlin/numbers.kt","kotlin/promise.kt","kotlin/random/PlatformRandom.kt","kotlin/reflect/JsClass.kt","ko

tlin/reflect/KClassImpl.kt","kotlin/reflect/primitives.kt","kotlin/reflect/reflection.kt","kotlin/regexp.kt","kotlin/seque

nce.kt","kotlin/text/char.kt","kotlin/text/numberConversions.kt","kotlin/text/regex.kt","kotlin/text/stringsCode.kt","k
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otlin/text/text.kt","kotlin/text/utf8Encoding.kt","kotlin/time/DurationUnit.kt","kotlin/time/formatToDecimals.kt","k

otlin/time/MonoClock.kt","org.w3c/org.khronos.webgl.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.clipboard.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.d

om.css.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.events.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.fetch.kt","org.w3c/org.w

3c.dom.mediacapture.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.svg.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c

.files.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.notifications.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.workers.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.xhr.kt","annotations/E

xperimental.kt","annotations/ExperimentalStdlibApi.kt","annotations/Inference.kt","annotations/Multiplatform.kt","

collections/AbstractCollection.kt","collections/AbstractIterator.kt","collections/AbstractList.kt","collections/Abstrac

tMap.kt","collections/AbstractSet.kt","collections/Arrays.kt","collections/IndexedValue.kt","collections/MapAccess

ors.kt","collections/MapWithDefault.kt","collections/MutableCollections.kt","collections/ReversedViews.kt","colle

ctions/SequenceBuilder.kt","collections/SlidingWindow.kt","collections/UArraySorting.kt","contracts/ContractBuil

der.kt","coroutines/ContinuationInterceptor.kt","coroutines/CoroutineContext.kt","coroutines/CoroutineContextImpl

.kt","coroutines/intrinsics/Intrinsics.kt","experimental/bitwiseOperations.kt","experimental/inferenceMarker.kt","int

ernal/Annotations.kt","properties/Delegates.kt","properties/ObservableProperty.kt","random/Random.kt","random/

URandom.kt","random/XorWowRandom.kt","ranges/Ranges.kt","reflect/typeOf.kt","text/Char.kt","text/Indent.kt","

text/regex/MatchResult.kt","text/Typography.kt","time/Clock.kt","time/Clocks.kt","time/Duration.kt","time/Duratio

nUnit.kt","time/ExperimentalTime.kt","time/measureTime.kt","util/HashCode.kt","util/KotlinVersion.kt","util/Latei

nit.kt","util/Lazy.kt","util/Numbers.kt","util/Suspend.kt","util/Tuples.kt","kotlin/annotations/Unsigned.kt","kotlin/U

IntRange.kt","kotlin/UIterators.kt","kotlin/ULongRange.kt","kotlin/UMath.kt","kotlin/UNumbers.kt","kotlin/UProg

ressionUtil.kt","kotlin/UStrings.kt","kotlin/MathH.kt","coroutines.kt","CoroutinesLibrary.kt","coroutinesIntrinsics.k

t","ContinuationInterceptor.kt","CoroutineContext.kt","CoroutineContextImpl.kt","Coroutines.kt","Intrinsics.kt","Se

quenceBuilder.kt"],"sourcesContent":["(function (root, factory) {\r\n    if (typeof define === 'function' &&

define.amd) {\r\n        define('kotlin', ['exports'], factory);\r\n    }\r\n    else if (typeof exports === 'object') {\r\n

factory(module.exports);\r\n    }\r\n    else {\r\n        root.kotlin = {};\r\n        factory(root.kotlin);\r\n    }\r\n}(this,

function (Kotlin) {\r\n    var _ = Kotlin;\r\n\r\n    insertContent();\r\n}));\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.isBooleanArray = function

(a) {\r\n    return (Array.isArray(a) || a instanceof Int8Array) && a.$type$ ===

\"BooleanArray\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isByteArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof Int8Array && a.$type$

!== \"BooleanArray\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isShortArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof

Int16Array\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isCharArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof Uint16Array && a.$type$ ===

\"CharArray\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isIntArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof

Int32Array\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isFloatArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof

Float32Array\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isDoubleArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof

Float64Array\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isLongArray = function (a) {\r\n    return Array.isArray(a) && a.$type$ ===

\"LongArray\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isArray = function (a) {\r\n    return Array.isArray(a) &&

!a.$type$;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isArrayish = function (a) {\r\n    return Array.isArray(a) ||

ArrayBuffer.isView(a)\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayToString = function (a) {\r\n    var toString = Kotlin.isCharArray(a) ?

String.fromCharCode : Kotlin.toString;\r\n    return \"[\" + Array.prototype.map.call(a, function(e) { return

toString(e); }).join(\", \") + \"]\";\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayDeepToString = function (arr) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepToStringImpl(arr);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayEquals = function (a, b) {\r\n    if (a

=== b) {\r\n        return true;\r\n    }\r\n    if (!Kotlin.isArrayish(b) || a.length !== b.length) {\r\n        return false;\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    for (var i = 0, n = a.length; i < n; i++) {\r\n        if (!Kotlin.equals(a[i], b[i])) {\r\n            return false;\r\n

   }\r\n    }\r\n    return true;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayDeepEquals = function (a, b) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepEqualsImpl(a, b);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayHashCode = function (arr) {\r\n    var

result = 1;\r\n    for (var i = 0, n = arr.length; i < n; i++) {\r\n        result = ((31 * result | 0) +

Kotlin.hashCode(arr[i])) | 0;\r\n    }\r\n    return result;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayDeepHashCode = function (arr) {\r\n

return Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepHashCodeImpl(arr);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.primitiveArraySort = function

(array) {\r\n    array.sort(Kotlin.doubleCompareTo)\r\n};\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and
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Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.getCallableRef = function(name, f) {\r\n

f.callableName = name;\r\n    return f;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.getPropertyCallableRef = function(name, paramCount,

getter, setter) {\r\n    getter.get = getter;\r\n    getter.set = setter;\r\n    getter.callableName = name;\r\n    return

getPropertyRefClass(getter, setter, propertyRefClassMetadataCache[paramCount]);\r\n};\r\n\r\nfunction

getPropertyRefClass(obj, setter, cache) {\r\n    obj.$metadata$ = getPropertyRefMetadata(typeof setter ===

\"function\" ? cache.mutable : cache.immutable);\r\n    obj.constructor = obj;\r\n    return obj;\r\n}\r\n\r\nvar

propertyRefClassMetadataCache = [\r\n    {\r\n        mutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function () {\r\n

      return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KMutableProperty0 }\r\n        },\r\n        immutable: { value: null,

implementedInterface: function () {\r\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KProperty0 }\r\n        }\r\n    },\r\n    {\r\n

    mutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function () {\r\n            return

Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KMutableProperty1 }\r\n        },\r\n        immutable: { value: null, implementedInterface:

function () {\r\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KProperty1 }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n];\r\n\r\nfunction

getPropertyRefMetadata(cache) {\r\n    if (cache.value === null) {\r\n        cache.value = {\r\n            interfaces:

[cache.implementedInterface()],\r\n            baseClass: null,\r\n            functions: {},\r\n            properties: {},\r\n

   types: {},\r\n            staticMembers: {}\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    return cache.value;\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.toShort =

function (a) {\r\n    return (a & 0xFFFF) << 16 >> 16;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.toByte = function (a) {\r\n    return (a &

0xFF) << 24 >> 24;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.toChar = function (a) {\r\n    return a &

0xFFFF;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToLong = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof Kotlin.Long ? a :

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(a);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToInt = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof Kotlin.Long

? a.toInt() : Kotlin.doubleToInt(a);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToShort = function (a) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.toShort(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToByte = function (a) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.toByte(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToDouble = function (a) {\r\n    return

+a;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToChar = function (a) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.toChar(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.doubleToInt = function(a) {\r\n    if (a > 2147483647)

return 2147483647;\r\n    if (a < -2147483648) return -2147483648;\r\n    return a |

0;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.toBoxedChar = function (a) {\r\n    if (a == null) return a;\r\n    if (a instanceof

Kotlin.BoxedChar) return a;\r\n    return new Kotlin.BoxedChar(a);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.unboxChar = function(a) {\r\n

  if (a == null) return a;\r\n    return Kotlin.toChar(a);\r\n};\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.equals = function (obj1, obj2) {\r\n    if (obj1

== null) {\r\n        return obj2 == null;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (obj2 == null) {\r\n        return false;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if

(obj1 !== obj1) {\r\n        return obj2 !== obj2;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (typeof obj1 === \"object\" && typeof obj1.equals

=== \"function\") {\r\n        return obj1.equals(obj2);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (typeof obj1 === \"number\" && typeof obj2

=== \"number\") {\r\n        return obj1 === obj2 && (obj1 !== 0 || 1 / obj1 === 1 / obj2)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return obj1

=== obj2;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.hashCode = function (obj) {\r\n    if (obj == null) {\r\n        return 0;\r\n    }\r\n    var

objType = typeof obj;\r\n    if (\"object\" === objType) {\r\n        return \"function\" === typeof obj.hashCode ?

obj.hashCode() : getObjectHashCode(obj);\r\n    }\r\n    if (\"function\" === objType) {\r\n        return

getObjectHashCode(obj);\r\n    }\r\n    if (\"number\" === objType) {\r\n        return

Kotlin.numberHashCode(obj);\r\n    }\r\n    if (\"boolean\" === objType) {\r\n        return Number(obj)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

  var str = String(obj);\r\n    return getStringHashCode(str);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\nKotlin.toString = function (o) {\r\n    if (o

== null) {\r\n        return \"null\";\r\n    }\r\n    else if (Kotlin.isArrayish(o)) {\r\n        return \"[...]\";\r\n    }\r\n    else

{\r\n        return o.toString();\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\n/** @const */\r\nvar POW_2_32 = 4294967296;\r\n// TODO:

consider switching to Symbol type once we are on ES6.\r\n/** @const */\r\nvar

OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME = \"kotlinHashCodeValue$\";\r\n\r\nfunction

getObjectHashCode(obj) {\r\n    if (!(OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME in obj)) {\r\n        var hash =
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(Math.random() * POW_2_32) | 0; // Make 32-bit singed integer.\r\n        Object.defineProperty(obj,

OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME, { value:  hash, enumerable: false });\r\n    }\r\n    return

obj[OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME];\r\n}\r\n\r\nfunction getStringHashCode(str) {\r\n    var hash =

0;\r\n    for (var i = 0; i < str.length; i++) {\r\n        var code  = str.charCodeAt(i);\r\n        hash  = (hash * 31 + code) |

0; // Keep it 32-bit.\r\n    }\r\n    return hash;\r\n}\r\n\r\nKotlin.identityHashCode = getObjectHashCode;\r\n","/*\r\n

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source

code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n//

Copyright 2009 The Closure Library Authors. All Rights Reserved.\r\n//\r\n// Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n// You may

obtain a copy of the License at\r\n//\r\n//      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n//\r\n// Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n// distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS-IS\"

BASIS,\r\n// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Constructs a 64-bit two's-complement integer, given its low and high 32-bit\r\n * values as

*signed* integers.  See the from* functions below for more\r\n * convenient ways of constructing Longs.\r\n *\r\n *

The internal representation of a long is the two given signed, 32-bit values.\r\n * We use 32-bit pieces because these

are the size of integers on which\r\n * Javascript performs bit-operations.  For operations like addition and\r\n *

multiplication, we split each number into 16-bit pieces, which can easily be\r\n * multiplied within Javascript's

floating-point representation without overflow\r\n * or change in sign.\r\n *\r\n * In the algorithms below, we

frequently reduce the negative case to the\r\n * positive case by negating the input(s) and then post-processing the

result.\r\n * Note that we must ALWAYS check specially whether those values are MIN_VALUE\r\n * (-2^63)

because -MIN_VALUE == MIN_VALUE (since 2^63 cannot be represented as\r\n * a positive number, it

overflows back into a negative).  Not handling this\r\n * case would often result in infinite recursion.\r\n *\r\n *

@param {number} low  The low (signed) 32 bits of the long.\r\n * @param {number} high  The high (signed) 32

bits of the long.\r\n * @constructor\r\n * @final\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long = function(low, high) {\r\n  /**\r\n   * @type

{number}\r\n   * @private\r\n   */\r\n  this.low_ = low | 0;  // force into 32 signed bits.\r\n\r\n  /**\r\n   * @type

{number}\r\n   * @private\r\n   */\r\n  this.high_ = high | 0;  // force into 32 signed

bits.\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.$metadata$ = {\r\n    kind: \"class\",\r\n    simpleName: \"Long\",\r\n

interfaces:[]\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n// NOTE: Common constant values ZERO, ONE, NEG_ONE, etc. are defined below

the\r\n// from* methods on which they depend.\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A cache of the Long representations of small

integer values.\r\n * @type {!Object}\r\n * @private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.IntCache_ = {};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a Long representing the given (32-bit) integer value.\r\n * @param {number} value The 32-bit integer in

question.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.fromInt =

function(value) {\r\n  if (-128 <= value && value < 128) {\r\n    var cachedObj = Kotlin.Long.IntCache_[value];\r\n

 if (cachedObj) {\r\n      return cachedObj;\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  var obj = new Kotlin.Long(value | 0, value < 0 ? -1 :

0);\r\n  if (-128 <= value && value < 128) {\r\n    Kotlin.Long.IntCache_[value] = obj;\r\n  }\r\n  return

obj;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this number value to `Long`.\r\n * The fractional part, if any, is rounded

down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Double` value is `NaN`, `Long.MIN_VALUE` if it's less than

`Long.MIN_VALUE`,\r\n * `Long.MAX_VALUE` if it's bigger than `Long.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n * @param

{number} value The number in question.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.fromNumber = function(value) {\r\n  if (isNaN(value)) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  }

else if (value <= -Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;\r\n  } else if

(value + 1 >= Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.MAX_VALUE;\r\n  } else if (value <

0) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(-value).negate();\r\n  } else {\r\n    return new Kotlin.Long(\r\n

(value % Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_) | 0,\r\n        (value / Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_) | 0);\r\n

}\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a Long representing the 64-bit integer that comes by concatenating\r\n * the given

high and low bits.  Each is assumed to use 32 bits.\r\n * @param {number} lowBits The low 32-bits.\r\n * @param

{number} highBits The high 32-bits.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.fromBits = function(lowBits, highBits) {\r\n  return new Kotlin.Long(lowBits,
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highBits);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a Long representation of the given string, written using the given\r\n *

radix.\r\n * @param {string} str The textual representation of the Long.\r\n * @param {number=} opt_radix The

radix in which the text is written.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.fromString = function(str, opt_radix) {\r\n  if (str.length == 0) {\r\n    throw Error('number format

error: empty string');\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  var radix = opt_radix || 10;\r\n  if (radix < 2 || 36 < radix) {\r\n    throw

Error('radix out of range: ' + radix);\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if (str.charAt(0) == '-') {\r\n    return

Kotlin.Long.fromString(str.substring(1), radix).negate();\r\n  } else if (str.indexOf('-') >= 0) {\r\n    throw

Error('number format error: interior \"-\" character: ' + str);\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // Do several (8) digits each time through

the loop, so as to\r\n  // minimize the calls to the very expensive emulated div.\r\n  var radixToPower =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, 8));\r\n\r\n  var result = Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  for (var i = 0; i <

str.length; i += 8) {\r\n    var size = Math.min(8, str.length - i);\r\n    var value = parseInt(str.substring(i, i + size),

radix);\r\n    if (size < 8) {\r\n      var power = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, size));\r\n      result =

result.multiply(power).add(Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(value));\r\n    } else {\r\n      result =

result.multiply(radixToPower);\r\n      result = result.add(Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(value));\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n  return

result;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n// NOTE: the compiler should inline these constant values below and then remove\r\n// these

variables, so there should be no runtime penalty for these.\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Number used repeated below in

calculations.  This must appear before the\r\n * first call to any from* function below.\r\n * @type {number}\r\n *

@private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_ = 1 << 16;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n *

@private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_DBL_ = 1 << 24;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n *

@private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n * @private\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_31_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ / 2;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type

{number}\r\n * @private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_48_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_

* Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n * @private\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_64_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n * @private\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_64_DBL_ / 2;\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @type

{!Kotlin.Long} */\r\nKotlin.Long.ZERO = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(0);\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.ONE = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(1);\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.NEG_ONE = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(-1);\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.MAX_VALUE =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0xFFFFFFFF | 0, 0x7FFFFFFF | 0);\r\n\r\n\r\n/**

@type {!Kotlin.Long} */\r\nKotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE = Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0, 0x80000000 |

0);\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {!Kotlin.Long}\r\n * @private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_ =

Kotlin.Long.fromInt(1 << 24);\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number} The value, assuming it is a 32-bit integer.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toInt = function() {\r\n  return this.low_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number} The

closest floating-point representation to this value. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toNumber = function() {\r\n  return

this.high_ * Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ +\r\n         this.getLowBitsUnsigned();\r\n};\r\n\r\n/** @return

{number} The 32-bit hashCode of this value. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.hashCode = function() {\r\n  return

this.high_ ^ this.low_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {number=} opt_radix The radix in which the text should be

written.\r\n * @return {string} The textual representation of this value.\r\n * @override\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toString = function(opt_radix) {\r\n  var radix = opt_radix || 10;\r\n  if (radix < 2 || 36 <

radix) {\r\n    throw Error('radix out of range: ' + radix);\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if (this.isZero()) {\r\n    return '0';\r\n  }\r\n\r\n

if (this.isNegative()) {\r\n    if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n      // We need to change the Long

value before it can be negated, so we remove\r\n      // the bottom-most digit in this base and then recurse to do the

rest.\r\n      var radixLong = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(radix);\r\n      var div = this.div(radixLong);\r\n      var rem =

div.multiply(radixLong).subtract(this);\r\n      return div.toString(radix) + rem.toInt().toString(radix);\r\n    } else

{\r\n      return '-' + this.negate().toString(radix);\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // Do several (6) digits each time through the

loop, so as to\r\n  // minimize the calls to the very expensive emulated div.\r\n  var radixToPower =
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Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, 6));\r\n\r\n  var rem = this;\r\n  var result = '';\r\n  while (true) {\r\n    var

remDiv = rem.div(radixToPower);\r\n    var intval = rem.subtract(remDiv.multiply(radixToPower)).toInt();\r\n    var

digits = intval.toString(radix);\r\n\r\n    rem = remDiv;\r\n    if (rem.isZero()) {\r\n      return digits + result;\r\n    }

else {\r\n      while (digits.length < 6) {\r\n        digits = '0' + digits;\r\n      }\r\n      result = '' + digits + result;\r\n

}\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number} The high 32-bits as a signed value.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getHighBits = function() {\r\n  return this.high_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number}

The low 32-bits as a signed value. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getLowBits = function() {\r\n  return

this.low_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number} The low 32-bits as an unsigned value.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getLowBitsUnsigned = function() {\r\n  return (this.low_ >= 0) ?\r\n      this.low_ :

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ + this.low_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @return {number} Returns the number of

bits needed to represent the absolute\r\n *     value of this Long.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getNumBitsAbs =

function() {\r\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\r\n    if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n      return 64;\r\n

 } else {\r\n      return this.negate().getNumBitsAbs();\r\n    }\r\n  } else {\r\n    var val = this.high_ != 0 ? this.high_ :

this.low_;\r\n    for (var bit = 31; bit > 0; bit--) {\r\n      if ((val & (1 << bit)) != 0) {\r\n        break;\r\n      }\r\n    }\r\n

  return this.high_ != 0 ? bit + 33 : bit + 1;\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {boolean} Whether this value is zero.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isZero = function() {\r\n  return this.high_ == 0 && this.low_ == 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**

@return {boolean} Whether this value is negative. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isNegative = function() {\r\n  return

this.high_ < 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {boolean} Whether this value is odd. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isOdd

= function() {\r\n  return (this.low_ & 1) == 1;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to

compare against.\r\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long equals the other.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.equalsLong = function(other) {\r\n  return (this.high_ == other.high_) && (this.low_ ==

other.low_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\r\n * @return

{boolean} Whether this Long does not equal the other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.notEqualsLong =

function(other) {\r\n  return (this.high_ != other.high_) || (this.low_ != other.low_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\r\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is less than the other.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.lessThan = function(other) {\r\n  return this.compare(other) < 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

@param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\r\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is less than or

equal to the other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.lessThanOrEqual = function(other) {\r\n  return

this.compare(other) <= 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\r\n *

@return {boolean} Whether this Long is greater than the other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.greaterThan =

function(other) {\r\n  return this.compare(other) > 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to

compare against.\r\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is greater than or equal to the other.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.greaterThanOrEqual = function(other) {\r\n  return this.compare(other) >=

0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Compares this Long with the given one.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to

compare against.\r\n * @return {number} 0 if they are the same, 1 if the this is greater, and -1\r\n *     if the given

one is greater.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.compare = function(other) {\r\n  if (this.equalsLong(other)) {\r\n

return 0;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  var thisNeg = this.isNegative();\r\n  var otherNeg = other.isNegative();\r\n  if (thisNeg &&

!otherNeg) {\r\n    return -1;\r\n  }\r\n  if (!thisNeg && otherNeg) {\r\n    return 1;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // at this point, the

signs are the same, so subtraction will not overflow\r\n  if (this.subtract(other).isNegative()) {\r\n    return -1;\r\n  }

else {\r\n    return 1;\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {!Kotlin.Long} The negation of this value.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.negate = function() {\r\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;\r\n  } else {\r\n    return this.not().add(Kotlin.Long.ONE);\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns the sum of this and the given Long.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to add to this one.\r\n *

@return {!Kotlin.Long} The sum of this and the given Long.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.add = function(other)

{\r\n  // Divide each number into 4 chunks of 16 bits, and then sum the chunks.\r\n\r\n  var a48 = this.high_ >>>

16;\r\n  var a32 = this.high_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n  var a16 = this.low_ >>> 16;\r\n  var a00 = this.low_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n\r\n

var b48 = other.high_ >>> 16;\r\n  var b32 = other.high_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n  var b16 = other.low_ >>> 16;\r\n  var b00

= other.low_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n\r\n  var c48 = 0, c32 = 0, c16 = 0, c00 = 0;\r\n  c00 += a00 + b00;\r\n  c16 += c00 >>>
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16;\r\n  c00 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c16 += a16 + b16;\r\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\r\n  c16 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c32 += a32 +

b32;\r\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\r\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c48 += a48 + b48;\r\n  c48 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits((c16 << 16) | c00, (c48 << 16) | c32);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the difference of this

and the given Long.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to subtract from this.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long}

The difference of this and the given Long.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.subtract = function(other) {\r\n  return

this.add(other.negate());\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the product of this and the given long.\r\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other Long to multiply with this.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The product of this and the other.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.multiply = function(other) {\r\n  if (this.isZero()) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n

} else if (other.isZero()) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if

(this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    return other.isOdd() ? Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE :

Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  } else if (other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    return this.isOdd() ?

Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE : Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\r\n    if (other.isNegative())

{\r\n      return this.negate().multiply(other.negate());\r\n    } else {\r\n      return

this.negate().multiply(other).negate();\r\n    }\r\n  } else if (other.isNegative()) {\r\n    return

this.multiply(other.negate()).negate();\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // If both longs are small, use float multiplication\r\n  if

(this.lessThan(Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_) &&\r\n      other.lessThan(Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_)) {\r\n

return Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(this.toNumber() * other.toNumber());\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // Divide each long into 4

chunks of 16 bits, and then add up 4x4 products.\r\n  // We can skip products that would overflow.\r\n\r\n  var a48 =

this.high_ >>> 16;\r\n  var a32 = this.high_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n  var a16 = this.low_ >>> 16;\r\n  var a00 = this.low_ &

0xFFFF;\r\n\r\n  var b48 = other.high_ >>> 16;\r\n  var b32 = other.high_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n  var b16 = other.low_ >>>

16;\r\n  var b00 = other.low_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n\r\n  var c48 = 0, c32 = 0, c16 = 0, c00 = 0;\r\n  c00 += a00 * b00;\r\n

c16 += c00 >>> 16;\r\n  c00 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c16 += a16 * b00;\r\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\r\n  c16 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n

c16 += a00 * b16;\r\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\r\n  c16 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c32 += a32 * b00;\r\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\r\n

c32 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c32 += a16 * b16;\r\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\r\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c32 += a00 * b32;\r\n

c48 += c32 >>> 16;\r\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c48 += a48 * b00 + a32 * b16 + a16 * b32 + a00 * b48;\r\n  c48 &=

0xFFFF;\r\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits((c16 << 16) | c00, (c48 << 16) | c32);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this

Long divided by the given one.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long by which to divide.\r\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} This Long divided by the given one.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.div = function(other) {\r\n  if

(other.isZero()) {\r\n    throw Error('division by zero');\r\n  } else if (this.isZero()) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    if

(other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.ONE) ||\r\n        other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE)) {\r\n      return

Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;  // recall that -MIN_VALUE == MIN_VALUE\r\n    } else if

(other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.ONE;\r\n    } else {\r\n      // At this

point, we have |other| >= 2, so |this/other| < |MIN_VALUE|.\r\n      var halfThis = this.shiftRight(1);\r\n      var

approx = halfThis.div(other).shiftLeft(1);\r\n      if (approx.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.ZERO)) {\r\n        return

other.isNegative() ? Kotlin.Long.ONE : Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE;\r\n      } else {\r\n        var rem =

this.subtract(other.multiply(approx));\r\n        var result = approx.add(rem.div(other));\r\n        return result;\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n  } else if (other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n

}\r\n\r\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\r\n    if (other.isNegative()) {\r\n      return this.negate().div(other.negate());\r\n    }

else {\r\n      return this.negate().div(other).negate();\r\n    }\r\n  } else if (other.isNegative()) {\r\n    return

this.div(other.negate()).negate();\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // Repeat the following until the remainder is less than other:  find

a\r\n  // floating-point that approximates remainder / other *from below*, add this\r\n  // into the result, and subtract

it from the remainder.  It is critical that\r\n  // the approximate value is less than or equal to the real value so that

the\r\n  // remainder never becomes negative.\r\n  var res = Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  var rem = this;\r\n  while

(rem.greaterThanOrEqual(other)) {\r\n    // Approximate the result of division. This may be a little greater or\r\n    //

smaller than the actual value.\r\n    var approx = Math.max(1, Math.floor(rem.toNumber() /

other.toNumber()));\r\n\r\n    // We will tweak the approximate result by changing it in the 48-th digit or\r\n    // the

smallest non-fractional digit, whichever is larger.\r\n    var log2 = Math.ceil(Math.log(approx) / Math.LN2);\r\n
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var delta = (log2 <= 48) ? 1 : Math.pow(2, log2 - 48);\r\n\r\n    // Decrease the approximation until it is smaller than

the remainder.  Note\r\n    // that if it is too large, the product overflows and is negative.\r\n    var approxRes =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(approx);\r\n    var approxRem = approxRes.multiply(other);\r\n    while

(approxRem.isNegative() || approxRem.greaterThan(rem)) {\r\n      approx -= delta;\r\n      approxRes =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(approx);\r\n      approxRem = approxRes.multiply(other);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // We know the

answer can't be zero... and actually, zero would cause\r\n    // infinite recursion since we would make no

progress.\r\n    if (approxRes.isZero()) {\r\n      approxRes = Kotlin.Long.ONE;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    res =

res.add(approxRes);\r\n    rem = rem.subtract(approxRem);\r\n  }\r\n  return res;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this

Long modulo the given one.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long by which to mod.\r\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} This Long modulo the given one.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.modulo = function(other) {\r\n

return this.subtract(this.div(other).multiply(other));\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-NOT of

this value. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.not = function() {\r\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(~this.low_,

~this.high_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the bitwise-AND of this Long and the given one.\r\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to AND.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-AND of this and the

other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.and = function(other) {\r\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ &

other.low_,\r\n                                 this.high_ & other.high_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the bitwise-OR of

this Long and the given one.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to OR.\r\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-OR of this and the other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.or = function(other) {\r\n

return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ | other.low_,\r\n                                 this.high_ |

other.high_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the bitwise-XOR of this Long and the given one.\r\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to XOR.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-XOR of this and the

other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.xor = function(other) {\r\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ ^

other.low_,\r\n                                 this.high_ ^ other.high_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this Long with bits

shifted to the left by the given amount.\r\n * @param {number} numBits The number of bits by which to shift.\r\n *

@return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the left by the given amount.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftLeft =

function(numBits) {\r\n  numBits &= 63;\r\n  if (numBits == 0) {\r\n    return this;\r\n  } else {\r\n    var low =

this.low_;\r\n    if (numBits < 32) {\r\n      var high = this.high_;\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\r\n          low

<< numBits,\r\n          (high << numBits) | (low >>> (32 - numBits)));\r\n    } else {\r\n      return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0, low << (numBits - 32));\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this Long with bits

shifted to the right by the given amount.\r\n * @param {number} numBits The number of bits by which to shift.\r\n

* @return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the right by the given amount.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftRight =

function(numBits) {\r\n  numBits &= 63;\r\n  if (numBits == 0) {\r\n    return this;\r\n  } else {\r\n    var high =

this.high_;\r\n    if (numBits < 32) {\r\n      var low = this.low_;\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\r\n          (low

>>> numBits) | (high << (32 - numBits)),\r\n          high >> numBits);\r\n    } else {\r\n      return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\r\n          high >> (numBits - 32),\r\n          high >= 0 ? 0 : -1);\r\n    }\r\n

}\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this Long with bits shifted to the right by the given amount, with\r\n * zeros

placed into the new leading bits.\r\n * @param {number} numBits The number of bits by which to shift.\r\n *

@return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the right by the given amount, with\r\n *     zeros placed into the new

leading bits.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftRightUnsigned = function(numBits) {\r\n  numBits &= 63;\r\n  if

(numBits == 0) {\r\n    return this;\r\n  } else {\r\n    var high = this.high_;\r\n    if (numBits < 32) {\r\n      var low =

this.low_;\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\r\n          (low >>> numBits) | (high << (32 - numBits)),\r\n          high

>>> numBits);\r\n    } else if (numBits == 32) {\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(high, 0);\r\n    } else {\r\n

return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(high >>> (numBits - 32), 0);\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n// Support for

Kotlin\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.equals = function (other) {\r\n    return other instanceof Kotlin.Long &&

this.equalsLong(other);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.compareTo_11rb$ =

Kotlin.Long.prototype.compare;\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.inc = function() {\r\n    return

this.add(Kotlin.Long.ONE);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.dec = function() {\r\n    return

this.add(Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.valueOf = function() {\r\n    return
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this.toNumber();\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.unaryPlus = function() {\r\n    return

this;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.unaryMinus = Kotlin.Long.prototype.negate;\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.inv =

Kotlin.Long.prototype.not;\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.rangeTo = function (other) {\r\n    return new

Kotlin.kotlin.ranges.LongRange(this, other);\r\n};","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can

be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {string} id\r\n * @param {Object}

declaration\r\n */\r\nKotlin.defineModule = function (id, declaration) {\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.defineInlineFunction =

function(tag, fun) {\r\n    return fun;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.wrapFunction = function(fun) {\r\n    var f = function() {\r\n

    f = fun();\r\n        return f.apply(this, arguments);\r\n    };\r\n    return function() {\r\n        return f.apply(this,

arguments);\r\n    };\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isTypeOf = function(type) {\r\n    return function (object) {\r\n        return

typeof object === type;\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isInstanceOf = function (klass) {\r\n    return function (object)

{\r\n        return Kotlin.isType(object, klass);\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.orNull = function (fn) {\r\n    return function

(object) {\r\n        return object == null || fn(object);\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.andPredicate = function (a, b) {\r\n

return function (object) {\r\n        return a(object) && b(object);\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.kotlinModuleMetadata =

function (abiVersion, moduleName, data) {\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.suspendCall = function(value) {\r\n    return

value;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.coroutineResult = function(qualifier) {\r\n

throwMarkerError();\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.coroutineController = function(qualifier) {\r\n

throwMarkerError();\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.coroutineReceiver = function(qualifier) {\r\n

throwMarkerError();\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.setCoroutineResult = function(value, qualifier) {\r\n

throwMarkerError();\r\n};\r\n\r\nfunction throwMarkerError() {\r\n    throw new Error(\r\n        \"This marker

function should never been called. \" +\r\n        \"Looks like compiler did not eliminate it properly. \" +\r\n

\"Please, report an issue if you caught this exception.\");\r\n}\r\n\r\nKotlin.getFunctionById = function(id,

defaultValue) {\r\n    return function() {\r\n        return defaultValue;\r\n    }\r\n};","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.compareTo = function (a,

b) {\r\n    var typeA = typeof a;\r\n    if (typeA === \"number\") {\r\n        if (typeof b === \"number\") {\r\n

return Kotlin.doubleCompareTo(a, b);\r\n        }\r\n        return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a, b);\r\n    }\r\n    if

(typeA === \"string\" || typeA === \"boolean\") {\r\n        return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a, b);\r\n    }\r\n

return a.compareTo_11rb$(b);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.primitiveCompareTo = function (a, b) {\r\n    return a < b ? -1 : a >

b ? 1 : 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.doubleCompareTo = function (a, b) {\r\n    if (a < b) return -1;\r\n    if (a > b) return

1;\r\n\r\n    if (a === b) {\r\n        if (a !== 0) return 0;\r\n\r\n        var ia = 1 / a;\r\n        return ia === 1 / b ? 0 : (ia <

0 ? -1 : 1);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return a !== a ? (b !== b ? 0 : 1) : -1\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.charInc = function (value) {\r\n

return Kotlin.toChar(value+1);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.charDec = function (value) {\r\n    return Kotlin.toChar(value-

1);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.imul = Math.imul || imul;\r\n\r\nKotlin.imulEmulated = imul;\r\n\r\nfunction imul(a, b) {\r\n

return ((a & 0xffff0000) * (b & 0xffff) + (a & 0xffff) * (b | 0)) | 0;\r\n}\r\n\r\n(function() {\r\n    var buf = new

ArrayBuffer(8);\r\n    var bufFloat64 = new Float64Array(buf);\r\n    var bufFloat32 = new Float32Array(buf);\r\n

var bufInt32 = new Int32Array(buf);\r\n    var lowIndex = 0;\r\n    var highIndex = 1;\r\n\r\n    bufFloat64[0] = -1; //

bff00000_00000000\r\n    if (bufInt32[lowIndex] !== 0) {\r\n        lowIndex = 1;\r\n        highIndex = 0;\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.doubleToBits = function(value) {\r\n        return Kotlin.doubleToRawBits(isNaN(value) ? NaN :

value);\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.doubleToRawBits = function(value) {\r\n        bufFloat64[0] = value;\r\n        return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(bufInt32[lowIndex], bufInt32[highIndex]);\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.doubleFromBits =

function(value) {\r\n        bufInt32[lowIndex] = value.low_;\r\n        bufInt32[highIndex] = value.high_;\r\n

return bufFloat64[0];\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.floatToBits = function(value) {\r\n        return

Kotlin.floatToRawBits(isNaN(value) ? NaN : value);\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.floatToRawBits = function(value) {\r\n

      bufFloat32[0] = value;\r\n        return bufInt32[0];\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.floatFromBits = function(value) {\r\n

    bufInt32[0] = value;\r\n        return bufFloat32[0];\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    // returns zero value for number with positive

sign bit and non-zero value for number with negative sign bit.\r\n    Kotlin.doubleSignBit = function(value) {\r\n

bufFloat64[0] = value;\r\n        return bufInt32[highIndex] & 0x80000000;\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.numberHashCode
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= function(obj) {\r\n        if ((obj | 0) === obj) {\r\n            return obj | 0;\r\n        }\r\n        else {\r\n

bufFloat64[0] = obj;\r\n            return (bufInt32[highIndex] * 31 | 0) + bufInt32[lowIndex] | 0;\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n})();\r\n\r\nKotlin.ensureNotNull = function(x) {\r\n    return x != null ? x :

Kotlin.throwNPE();\r\n};\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nif (typeof String.prototype.startsWith === \"undefined\") {\r\n

String.prototype.startsWith = function(searchString, position) {\r\n        position = position || 0;\r\n        return

this.lastIndexOf(searchString, position) === position;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\nif (typeof String.prototype.endsWith ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n    String.prototype.endsWith = function(searchString, position) {\r\n        var subjectString =

this.toString();\r\n        if (position === undefined || position > subjectString.length) {\r\n            position =

subjectString.length;\r\n        }\r\n        position -= searchString.length;\r\n        var lastIndex =

subjectString.indexOf(searchString, position);\r\n        return lastIndex !== -1 && lastIndex === position;\r\n

};\r\n}\r\n// ES6 Math polyfills\r\nif (typeof Math.sign === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.sign = function(x) {\r\n

x = +x; // convert to a number\r\n        if (x === 0 || isNaN(x)) {\r\n            return Number(x);\r\n        }\r\n

return x > 0 ? 1 : -1;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\nif (typeof Math.trunc === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.trunc = function(x) {\r\n

   if (isNaN(x)) {\r\n            return NaN;\r\n        }\r\n        if (x > 0) {\r\n            return Math.floor(x);\r\n        }\r\n

 return Math.ceil(x);\r\n    };\r\n}\r\n\r\n(function() {\r\n    var epsilon = 2.220446049250313E-16;\r\n    var

taylor_2_bound = Math.sqrt(epsilon);\r\n    var taylor_n_bound = Math.sqrt(taylor_2_bound);\r\n    var

upper_taylor_2_bound = 1/taylor_2_bound;\r\n    var upper_taylor_n_bound = 1/taylor_n_bound;\r\n\r\n    if (typeof

Math.sinh === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.sinh = function(x) {\r\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\r\n

              var result = x;\r\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\r\n                    result += (x * x * x) / 6;\r\n

             }\r\n                return result;\r\n            } else {\r\n                var y = Math.exp(x);\r\n                var y1 = 1 /

y;\r\n                if (!isFinite(y)) return Math.exp(x - Math.LN2);\r\n                if (!isFinite(y1)) return -Math.exp(-x -

Math.LN2);\r\n                return (y - y1) / 2;\r\n            }\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof Math.cosh ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.cosh = function(x) {\r\n            var y = Math.exp(x);\r\n            var y1 = 1 / y;\r\n

 if (!isFinite(y) || !isFinite(y1)) return Math.exp(Math.abs(x) - Math.LN2);\r\n            return (y + y1) / 2;\r\n

};\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (typeof Math.tanh === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.tanh = function(x){\r\n            if

(Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\r\n                var result = x;\r\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\r\n

               result -= (x * x * x) / 3;\r\n                }\r\n                return result;\r\n            }\r\n            else {\r\n

var a = Math.exp(+x), b = Math.exp(-x);\r\n                return a === Infinity ? 1 : b === Infinity ? -1 : (a - b) / (a +

b);\r\n            }\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Inverse hyperbolic function implementations derived from boost special

math functions,\r\n    // Copyright Eric Ford & Hubert Holin 2001.\r\n\r\n    if (typeof Math.asinh === \"undefined\")

{\r\n        var asinh = function(x) {\r\n            if (x >= +taylor_n_bound)\r\n            {\r\n                if (x >

upper_taylor_n_bound)\r\n                {\r\n                    if (x > upper_taylor_2_bound)\r\n                    {\r\n

    // approximation by laurent series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 0\r\n                        return Math.log(x) +

Math.LN2;\r\n                    }\r\n                    else\r\n                    {\r\n                        // approximation by laurent

series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 1\r\n                        return Math.log(x * 2 + (1 / (x * 2)));\r\n                    }\r\n

        }\r\n                else\r\n                {\r\n                    return Math.log(x + Math.sqrt(x * x + 1));\r\n                }\r\n

       }\r\n            else if (x <= -taylor_n_bound)\r\n            {\r\n                return -asinh(-x);\r\n            }\r\n

else\r\n            {\r\n                // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 2\r\n                var result = x;\r\n

            if (Math.abs(x) >= taylor_2_bound)\r\n                {\r\n                    var x3 = x * x * x;\r\n                    //

approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\r\n                    result -= x3 / 6;\r\n                }\r\n

return result;\r\n            }\r\n        };\r\n        Math.asinh = asinh;\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof Math.acosh ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.acosh = function(x) {\r\n            if (x < 1)\r\n            {\r\n                return NaN;\r\n

    }\r\n            else if (x - 1 >= taylor_n_bound)\r\n            {\r\n                if (x > upper_taylor_2_bound)\r\n

{\r\n                    // approximation by laurent series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 0\r\n                    return Math.log(x)

+ Math.LN2;\r\n                }\r\n                else\r\n                {\r\n                    return Math.log(x + Math.sqrt(x * x -

1));\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            else\r\n            {\r\n                var y = Math.sqrt(x - 1);\r\n                //
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approximation by taylor series in y at 0 up to order 2\r\n                var result = y;\r\n                if (y >=

taylor_2_bound)\r\n                {\r\n                    var y3 = y * y * y;\r\n                    // approximation by taylor series in

y at 0 up to order 4\r\n                    result -= y3 / 12;\r\n                }\r\n\r\n                return Math.sqrt(2) * result;\r\n

       }\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof Math.atanh === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.atanh = function(x) {\r\n

 if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\r\n                var result = x;\r\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound)

{\r\n                    result += (x * x * x) / 3;\r\n                }\r\n                return result;\r\n            }\r\n            return

Math.log((1 + x) / (1 - x)) / 2;\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof Math.log1p === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.log1p

= function(x) {\r\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\r\n                var x2 = x * x;\r\n                var x3 = x2

* x;\r\n                var x4 = x3 * x;\r\n                // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\r\n

return (-x4 / 4 + x3 / 3 - x2 / 2 + x);\r\n            }\r\n            return Math.log(x + 1);\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof

Math.expm1 === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.expm1 = function(x) {\r\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound)

{\r\n                var x2 = x * x;\r\n                var x3 = x2 * x;\r\n                var x4 = x3 * x;\r\n                //

approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\r\n                return (x4 / 24 + x3 / 6 + x2 / 2 + x);\r\n

}\r\n            return Math.exp(x) - 1;\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n})();\r\nif (typeof Math.hypot === \"undefined\") {\r\n

Math.hypot = function() {\r\n        var y = 0;\r\n        var length = arguments.length;\r\n\r\n        for (var i = 0; i <

length; i++) {\r\n            if (arguments[i] === Infinity || arguments[i] === -Infinity) {\r\n                return Infinity;\r\n

          }\r\n            y += arguments[i] * arguments[i];\r\n        }\r\n        return Math.sqrt(y);\r\n    };\r\n}\r\nif (typeof

Math.log10 === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.log10 = function(x) {\r\n        return Math.log(x) * Math.LOG10E;\r\n

};\r\n}\r\nif (typeof Math.log2 === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.log2 = function(x) {\r\n        return Math.log(x) *

Math.LOG2E;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\nif (typeof Math.clz32 === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.clz32 = (function(log, LN2)

{\r\n        return function(x) {\r\n            var asUint = x >>> 0;\r\n            if (asUint === 0) {\r\n                return

32;\r\n            }\r\n            return 31 - (log(asUint) / LN2 | 0) | 0; // the \"| 0\" acts like math.floor\r\n        };\r\n

})(Math.log, Math.LN2);\r\n}\r\n\r\n// For HtmlUnit and PhantomJs\r\nif (typeof ArrayBuffer.isView ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n    ArrayBuffer.isView = function(a) {\r\n        return a != null && a.__proto__ != null &&

a.__proto__.__proto__ === Int8Array.prototype.__proto__;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\n\r\nif (typeof Array.prototype.fill ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n    // Polyfill from https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Array/fill#Polyfill\r\n    Array.prototype.fill = function() {\r\n

 // Steps 1-2.\r\n      if (this == null) {\r\n        throw new TypeError('this is null or not defined');\r\n      }\r\n\r\n

var O = Object(this);\r\n\r\n      // Steps 3-5.\r\n      var len = O.length >>> 0;\r\n\r\n      // Steps 6-7.\r\n      var start =

arguments[1];\r\n      var relativeStart = start >> 0;\r\n\r\n      // Step 8.\r\n      var k = relativeStart < 0 ?\r\n

Math.max(len + relativeStart, 0) :\r\n        Math.min(relativeStart, len);\r\n\r\n      // Steps 9-10.\r\n      var end =

arguments[2];\r\n      var relativeEnd = end === undefined ?\r\n        len : end >> 0;\r\n\r\n      // Step 11.\r\n      var

final = relativeEnd < 0 ?\r\n        Math.max(len + relativeEnd, 0) :\r\n        Math.min(relativeEnd, len);\r\n\r\n      //

Step 12.\r\n      while (k < final) {\r\n        O[k] = value;\r\n        k++;\r\n      }\r\n\r\n      // Step 13.\r\n      return

O;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\n\r\n(function() {\r\n    function normalizeOffset(offset, length) {\r\n        if (offset < 0) return

Math.max(0, offset + length);\r\n        return Math.min(offset, length);\r\n    }\r\n    function typedArraySlice(begin,

end) {\r\n        if (typeof end === \"undefined\") {\r\n            end = this.length;\r\n        }\r\n        begin =

normalizeOffset(begin || 0, this.length);\r\n        end = Math.max(begin, normalizeOffset(end, this.length));\r\n

return new this.constructor(this.subarray(begin, end));\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    var arrays = [Int8Array, Int16Array,

Uint16Array, Int32Array, Float32Array, Float64Array];\r\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\r\n        var

TypedArray = arrays[i];\r\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.fill === \"undefined\") {\r\n

TypedArray.prototype.fill = Array.prototype.fill;\r\n        }\r\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.slice ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n            Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'slice', {\r\n                value:

typedArraySlice\r\n            });\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Patch apply to work with TypedArrays if needed.\r\n    try

{\r\n        (function() {}).apply(null, new Int32Array(0))\r\n    } catch (e) {\r\n        var apply =

Function.prototype.apply;\r\n        Object.defineProperty(Function.prototype, 'apply', {\r\n            value:

function(self, array) {\r\n                return apply.call(this, self, [].slice.call(array));\r\n            }\r\n        });\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n    // Patch map to work with TypedArrays if needed.\r\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\r\n
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var TypedArray = arrays[i];\r\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.map === \"undefined\") {\r\n

Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'map', {\r\n                value: function(callback, self) {\r\n

return [].slice.call(this).map(callback, self);\r\n                }\r\n            });\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Patch sort to

work with TypedArrays if needed.\r\n    // TODO: consider to remove following function and replace it with

`Kotlin.doubleCompareTo` (see misc.js)\r\n    var totalOrderComparator = function (a, b) {\r\n        if (a < b) return -

1;\r\n        if (a > b) return 1;\r\n\r\n        if (a === b) {\r\n            if (a !== 0) return 0;\r\n\r\n            var ia = 1 / a;\r\n

         return ia === 1 / b ? 0 : (ia < 0 ? -1 : 1);\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        return a !== a ? (b !== b ? 0 : 1) : -1\r\n

};\r\n\r\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\r\n        var TypedArray = arrays[i];\r\n        if (typeof

TypedArray.prototype.sort === \"undefined\") {\r\n            Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'sort', {\r\n

              value: function(compareFunction) {\r\n                    return Array.prototype.sort.call(this, compareFunction ||

totalOrderComparator);\r\n                }\r\n            });\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n})();\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.Kind = {\r\n    CLASS:

\"class\",\r\n    INTERFACE: \"interface\",\r\n    OBJECT: \"object\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.callGetter = function

(thisObject, klass, propertyName) {\r\n    var propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(klass,

propertyName);\r\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && propertyDescriptor.get != null) {\r\n        return

propertyDescriptor.get.call(thisObject);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    propertyDescriptor =

Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(thisObject, propertyName);\r\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && \"value\" in

propertyDescriptor) {\r\n        return thisObject[propertyName];\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return Kotlin.callGetter(thisObject,

Object.getPrototypeOf(klass), propertyName);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.callSetter = function (thisObject, klass,

propertyName, value) {\r\n    var propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(klass, propertyName);\r\n

 if (propertyDescriptor != null && propertyDescriptor.set != null) {\r\n        propertyDescriptor.set.call(thisObject,

value);\r\n        return;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(thisObject,

propertyName);\r\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && \"value\" in propertyDescriptor) {\r\n

thisObject[propertyName] = value;\r\n        return\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.callSetter(thisObject,

Object.getPrototypeOf(klass), propertyName, value);\r\n};\r\n\r\nfunction isInheritanceFromInterface(ctor, iface)

{\r\n    if (ctor === iface) return true;\r\n\r\n    var metadata = ctor.$metadata$;\r\n    if (metadata != null) {\r\n

var interfaces = metadata.interfaces;\r\n        for (var i = 0; i < interfaces.length; i++) {\r\n            if

(isInheritanceFromInterface(interfaces[i], iface)) {\r\n                return true;\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    var

superPrototype = ctor.prototype != null ? Object.getPrototypeOf(ctor.prototype) : null;\r\n    var superConstructor =

superPrototype != null ? superPrototype.constructor : null;\r\n    return superConstructor != null &&

isInheritanceFromInterface(superConstructor, iface);\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *\r\n * @param {*} object\r\n * @param

{Function|Object} klass\r\n * @returns {Boolean}\r\n */\r\nKotlin.isType = function (object, klass) {\r\n    if (klass

=== Object) {\r\n        switch (typeof object) {\r\n            case \"string\":\r\n            case \"number\":\r\n            case

\"boolean\":\r\n            case \"function\":\r\n                return true;\r\n            default:\r\n                return object

instanceof Object;\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (object == null || klass == null || (typeof object !== 'object' && typeof

object !== 'function')) {\r\n        return false;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (typeof klass === \"function\" && object instanceof

klass) {\r\n        return true;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    var proto = Object.getPrototypeOf(klass);\r\n    var constructor = proto

!= null ? proto.constructor : null;\r\n    if (constructor != null && \"$metadata$\" in constructor) {\r\n        var

metadata = constructor.$metadata$;\r\n        if (metadata.kind === Kotlin.Kind.OBJECT) {\r\n            return object

=== klass;\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    var klassMetadata = klass.$metadata$;\r\n\r\n    // In WebKit (JavaScriptCore)

for some interfaces from DOM typeof returns \"object\", nevertheless they can be used in RHS of instanceof\r\n    if

(klassMetadata == null) {\r\n        return object instanceof klass;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (klassMetadata.kind ===

Kotlin.Kind.INTERFACE && object.constructor != null) {\r\n        return

isInheritanceFromInterface(object.constructor, klass);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return false;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isNumber =

function (a) {\r\n    return typeof a == \"number\" || a instanceof Kotlin.Long;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isChar = function

(value) {\r\n    return value instanceof Kotlin.BoxedChar\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isComparable = function (value) {\r\n

var type = typeof value;\r\n\r\n    return type === \"string\" ||\r\n           type === \"boolean\" ||\r\n
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Kotlin.isNumber(value) ||\r\n           Kotlin.isType(value,

Kotlin.kotlin.Comparable);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isCharSequence = function (value) {\r\n    return typeof value ===

\"string\" || Kotlin.isType(value, Kotlin.kotlin.CharSequence);\r\n};",null,"/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\npublic class Enum<T :

Enum<T>> : Comparable<Enum<T>> {\r\n    @JsName(\"name$\") private var _name: String = \"\"\r\n

@JsName(\"ordinal$\") private var _ordinal: Int = 0\r\n\r\n    val name: String\r\n        get() = _name\r\n\r\n    val

ordinal: Int\r\n        get() = _ordinal\r\n\r\n    override fun compareTo(other: Enum<T>) =

ordinal.compareTo(other.ordinal)\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?) = this === other\r\n\r\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int = js(\"Kotlin.identityHashCode\")(this)\r\n\r\n    override fun toString() = name\r\n\r\n    companion

object\r\n}",null,"/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ArraysKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component1(): T {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component1(): Byte {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component1(): Short {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component1(): Int {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component1(): Long {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component1(): Float {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component1(): Double {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component1(): Boolean {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component1(): Char

{\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component2(): T {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component2(): Byte {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component2(): Short {\n

return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component2(): Int {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component2(): Long {\n

return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component2(): Float {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from

the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component2(): Double {\n

  return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component2(): Boolean {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component2(): Char

{\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component3(): T {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component3(): Byte {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component3(): Short {\n
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return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component3(): Int {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component3(): Long {\n

return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component3(): Float {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component3(): Double {\n

return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component3(): Boolean {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component3(): Char

{\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component4(): T {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component4(): Byte {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component4(): Short {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component4(): Int {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component4(): Long {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component4(): Float {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component4(): Double {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component4(): Boolean {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component4(): Char

{\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component5(): T {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component5(): Byte {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component5(): Short {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component5(): Int {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component5(): Long {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component5(): Float {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component5(): Double {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component5(): Boolean {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component5(): Char

{\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element)

>= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

ByteArray.contains(element: Byte): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun ShortArray.contains(element: Short): Boolean {\n    return

indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

IntArray.contains(element: Int): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun LongArray.contains(element: Long): Boolean {\n    return

indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

FloatArray.contains(element: Float): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun DoubleArray.contains(element: Double): Boolean {\n
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return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator

fun BooleanArray.contains(element: Boolean): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun CharArray.contains(element: Char): Boolean {\n

return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.elementAt(index:

Int): T\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun ByteArray.elementAt(index: Int): Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Short\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun IntArray.elementAt(index: Int): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Long\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun FloatArray.elementAt(index: Int): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.elementAt(index: Int): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun CharArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Char\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Byte): Byte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Short): Short {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Float): Float {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Byte? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Short? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Int? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Long? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Float? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Double? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Boolean? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n

return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.find(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Byte? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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ShortArray.find(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.find(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    return

firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.find(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Long? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.find(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.find(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n

return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.find(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun CharArray.find(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n

return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.findLast(predicate: (Byte) -

> Boolean): Byte? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.findLast(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.findLast(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    return

lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.findLast(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Long? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.findLast(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.findLast(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double?

{\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.findLast(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching

the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.findLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.first(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.first(): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.first(): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.first(): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.first(): Long {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.first(): Float
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{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.first(): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n

return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.first(): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.first(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching

the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.first(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte {\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.first(predicate: (Short) -

> Boolean): Short {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun IntArray.first(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.first(predicate: (Long) -

> Boolean): Long {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.first(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.first(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.first(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.first(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    return if

(isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.firstOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or

`null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.firstOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.firstOrNull():

Int? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.firstOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.firstOrNull(): Float? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n
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*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.firstOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.firstOrNull(): Boolean? {\n    return

if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.firstOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n

return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    for (element in this)

if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Short? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double?

{\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Byte): Byte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Short):

Short {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of

this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->

Int): Int {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Float): Float {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->
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Double): Double {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.getOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return if

(index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

`null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Byte? {\n

return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

Short? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.getOrNull(index:

Int): Int? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.getOrNull(index:

Int): Long? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Float? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Double? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex)

get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this array.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Boolean? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if

(element == null) {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (this[index] == null) {\n                return index\n

}\n        }\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (element == this[index]) {\n                return index\n

       }\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.indexOf(element: Byte): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.indexOf(element: Short): Int {\n    for (index in

indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.indexOf(element: Int):

Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.indexOf(element: Long): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.indexOf(element: Float): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of

[element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.indexOf(element: Double): Int

{\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.indexOf(element: Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

    return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.indexOf(element: Char): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if
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(element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (predicate(this[index]))

{\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the

given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if
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(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.last(): T {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.last(): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.last(): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array

is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.last(): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.last(): Long {\n

  if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.last(): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.last(): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.last(): Boolean {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.last(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.last(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.last(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Byte {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.last(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Short {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.last(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.last(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Long {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws
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[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.last(predicate: (Float) ->

Boolean): Float {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.last(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.last(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.last(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if

(element == null) {\n        for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n            if (this[index] == null) {\n                return

index\n            }\n        }\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n            if (element == this[index]) {\n

              return index\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the

array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.lastIndexOf(element: Byte): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.lastIndexOf(element: Short): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.lastIndexOf(element: Int): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.lastIndexOf(element: Long): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.lastIndexOf(element: Float): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.lastIndexOf(element: Double): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.lastIndexOf(element: Boolean): Int {\n    for

(index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.lastIndexOf(element: Char): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index])

{\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size -

1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.lastOrNull():

Byte? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.lastOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size -

1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.lastOrNull(): Int?

{\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.lastOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.lastOrNull(): Float? {\n
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return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.lastOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.lastOrNull(): Boolean? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.lastOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element

= this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

     val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.random(): T {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.random(): Byte {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from

this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.random(): Short {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.random(): Int {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.random(): Long {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun FloatArray.random(): Float {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from

this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.random(): Double {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.random(): Boolean {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element

from this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.random(): Char {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun <T> Array<out T>.random(random: Random): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun ByteArray.random(random: Random): Byte {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun ShortArray.random(random: Random): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun IntArray.random(random: Random): Int {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun LongArray.random(random: Random): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun FloatArray.random(random: Random): Float {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun DoubleArray.random(random: Random): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.random(random: Random): Boolean {\n

 if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun CharArray.random(random: Random): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array

is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if

the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.single(): T {\n    return when

(size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.single(): Byte

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.single(): Short {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one
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element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.single(): Int {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.single(): Long

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.single(): Float {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.single(): Double {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.single():

Boolean {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 ->

this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.single(): Char {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or

more than one matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n

 var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one

matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.single(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte {\n    var single:

Byte? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Byte\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.single(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short {\n    var single: Short? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Short\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.single(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var single: Int? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun LongArray.single(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long {\n    var single: Long? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching
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the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Long\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.single(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float {\n    var single: Float? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Float\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.single(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    var single:

Double? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

       found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Double\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one

matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.single(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var

single: Boolean? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no

or more than one matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.single(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char

{\n    var single: Char? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Char\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<out T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or

`null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.singleOrNull(): Byte? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.singleOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.singleOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or

`null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.singleOrNull(): Long? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.singleOrNull(): Float? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.singleOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single

element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.singleOrNull():

Boolean? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is

empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.singleOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (size == 1)

this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n

 if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or

`null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    var single: Byte? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n
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 found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic

inline fun ShortArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    var single: Short? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    var single: Int? = null\n

var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n

single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one

element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    var

single: Long? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or

more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean):

Float? {\n    var single: Float? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return

null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.singleOrNull(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    var single: Double? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n

 if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n

}\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    var single: Boolean? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    var single: Char?

= null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return

null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.drop(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.drop(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.drop(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun IntArray.drop(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun LongArray.drop(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.drop(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.drop(n: Int): List<Double> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.drop(n: Int): List<Boolean>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun CharArray.drop(n: Int): List<Char> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.dropLast(n: Int): List<T>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun IntArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun LongArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Double>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun CharArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Char> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.dropLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if

(!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

 return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

   return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

  return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

  return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

         return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

 if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for

(item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n

    yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic
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inline fun ByteArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

          list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (item in this)\n

    if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

       list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (item in this)\n

   if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (item in

this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n

yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    var yielding = false\n

val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if

(!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (item in this)\n

 if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.filter(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filter(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.filter(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filter(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filter(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filter(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return
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filterTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.filter(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n

return filterTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filter(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns

the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of

an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun IntArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching

the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in

T>> Array<out T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Byte>>

ByteArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *
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@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>>

ShortArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Short) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>>

IntArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index,

element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>> LongArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C,

predicate: (index: Int, Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index,

element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the

given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Float) -> Boolean):

C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>>

DoubleArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>>

BooleanArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed

{ index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter R.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <reified R> Array<*>.filterIsInstance(): List<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n    return

filterIsInstanceTo(ArrayList<R>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are instances of specified type

parameter R to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Array<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is R)

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.filterNot(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filterNot(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.filterNot(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filterNot(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return
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filterNotTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filterNot(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filterNot(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double>

{\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.filterNot(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean):

List<Boolean> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements not matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filterNot(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements that are not `null`.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Array<out T?>.filterNotNull(): List<T> {\n    return

filterNotNullTo(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Array<out T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Long>> LongArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Float>>

FloatArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Double>> DoubleArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Boolean>> BooleanArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this)

if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out

T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.filterTo(destination: C,

predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return
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destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Int) -> Boolean):

C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Long>> LongArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Double>> DoubleArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Boolean>> BooleanArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Char>> CharArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.slice(indices:

IntRange): List<T> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start,

indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified

[indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Byte> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return

listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<Short> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Int> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Long> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Float> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Double> {\n

if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Boolean> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Char> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<T> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0)

return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Byte> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size

== 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n

  }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Short> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if
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(size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n

list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Int> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(size)\n    for

(index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun LongArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Long> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Float> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Double> {\n    val

size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<Boolean> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list

= ArrayList<Boolean>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<Char> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<T>.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): Array<T> {\n    val result = arrayOfNulls(this, indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): ShortArray {\n    val result = ShortArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(indices.size)\n    var targetIndex

= 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): LongArray {\n    val result = LongArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): FloatArray {\n    val result = FloatArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(indices.size)\n

var targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): BooleanArray {\n    val result = BooleanArray(indices.size)\n

var targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): CharArray {\n    val result = CharArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun
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<T> Array<T>.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): Array<T> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return copyOfRange(0, 0)\n

return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ByteArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return ByteArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ShortArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return ShortArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices

in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): IntArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return IntArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): LongArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return LongArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices

in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): FloatArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return FloatArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): DoubleArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return DoubleArray(0)\n

return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): BooleanArray

{\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return BooleanArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): CharArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return CharArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n

* @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.take(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.take(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.take(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun IntArray.take(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun LongArray.take(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.take(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.take(n: Int): List<Double> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>(n)\n

for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.take(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list =

ArrayList<Boolean>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.take(n: Int): List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if

(n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n

val list = ArrayList<Char>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.takeLast(n: Int): List<T>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun IntArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun LongArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =
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size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Double>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.takeLast(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list

= ArrayList<Boolean>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun CharArray.takeLast(n: Int):

List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list

= ArrayList<Char>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.takeLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if

(!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

 return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun ShortArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Int)

-> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

   if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

  return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun DoubleArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:
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(Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

 return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Byte)

-> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

 break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (item

in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): List<Int> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (item

in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.takeWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first

elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.takeWhile(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first

elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<T>.reverse(): Unit {\n

val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n
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   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex =

lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n

this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var

reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the

array in-place.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0)

return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index]

= this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with

elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.reversed(): List<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements

in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.reversed(): List<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val

list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.reversed(): List<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list =

toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.reversed(): List<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.reversed(): List<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.reversed(): List<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reversed(): List<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.reversed(): List<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.reversed(): List<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic

fun <T> Array<T>.reversedArray(): Array<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = arrayOfNulls(this,

size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.reversedArray(): ByteArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reversedArray():

ShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = ShortArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in

0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this

array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.reversedArray(): IntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val

result = IntArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.reversedArray(): LongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = LongArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.reversedArray():

FloatArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = FloatArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in

0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this

array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.reversedArray(): DoubleArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return
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this\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex -

i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.reversedArray(): BooleanArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result =

BooleanArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.reversedArray(): CharArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = CharArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Sorts elements in the array in-place according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector]

function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after

sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit

{\n    if (size > 1) sortWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It

means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according

to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

sortWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements

in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortDescending():

Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place

descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size >

1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n

reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that

equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Array<out T>.sorted(): List<T> {\n    return sortedArray().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sorted(): List<Byte> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sorted(): List<Short> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort()

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sorted(): List<Int> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sorted(): List<Long> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sorted(): List<Float> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort()

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sorted(): List<Double> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.sorted(): List<Char> {\n

return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<T>.sortedArray(): Array<T> {\n

if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of
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this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedArray(): ByteArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedArray(): ShortArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedArray(): IntArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortedArray(): LongArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortedArray(): FloatArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedArray(): DoubleArray {\n

 if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements

of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.sortedArray(): CharArray {\n

if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Array<T>.sortedArrayDescending(): Array<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortWith(reverseOrder()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedArrayDescending(): ByteArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sortedArrayDescending(): ShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedArrayDescending(): IntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this

array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortedArrayDescending():

LongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sortedArrayDescending(): FloatArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedArrayDescending(): DoubleArray {\n    if (isEmpty())

return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedArrayDescending(): CharArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted according the specified

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.sortedArrayWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Array<out T>

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortWith(comparator) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of all elements sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n *

The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n

 return sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort

order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Byte) -> R?): List<Byte> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Short) -> R?): List<Short> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order
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of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Int) -> R?): List<Int> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Long) -> R?): List<Long> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Float) -> R?): List<Float> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Double) -> R?): List<Double> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Boolean) -> R?): List<Boolean> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Char) -> R?): List<Char> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to natural

sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Array<out T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ByteArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Byte) -> R?): List<Byte> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ShortArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Short) -> R?): List<Short> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> IntArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Int) -> R?): List<Int> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> LongArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Long) -> R?): List<Long> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> FloatArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Float) -> R?): List<Float> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> DoubleArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Double) -> R?): List<Double> {\n

return sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Boolean) -> R?): List<Boolean> {\n

return sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> CharArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Char) -> R?): List<Char> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortedDescending():
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List<T> {\n    return sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedDescending(): List<Byte> {\n    return

copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their

natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedDescending(): List<Short> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort()

}.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.sortedDescending(): List<Int> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sortedDescending(): List<Long> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sortedDescending(): List<Float> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sortedDescending(): List<Double> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedDescending(): List<Char> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): List<T> {\n    return

sortedArrayWith(comparator).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): List<Byte> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>):

List<Short> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Int>): List<Int> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): List<Long> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply {

sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): List<Float> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>):

List<Double> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.sortedWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Boolean>): List<Boolean> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator)

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): List<Char> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply {

sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

<T> Array<out T>.asList(): List<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect

fun ByteArray.asList(): List<Byte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.asList(): List<Short>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

IntArray.asList(): List<Int>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

LongArray.asList(): List<Long>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.asList(): List<Float>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.asList(): List<Double>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect

fun BooleanArray.asList(): List<Boolean>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic

expect fun CharArray.asList(): List<Char>\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *deeply* equal

to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * If two

corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are also compared deeply.\n * If any of arrays contains itself on any

nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n * \n * The elements of other types are compared for equality with the
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[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepEquals(other:

Array<out T>): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n *

Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is

undefined.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n

* Returns a string representation of the contents of this array as if it is a [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists

too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level that reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent

recursion.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun <T> Array<out T>.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun ByteArray.contentEquals(other: ByteArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun ShortArray.contentEquals(other: ShortArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun IntArray.contentEquals(other: IntArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun LongArray.contentEquals(other: LongArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun FloatArray.contentEquals(other: FloatArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun DoubleArray.contentEquals(other:

DoubleArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one

another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are

compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is

equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun

BooleanArray.contentEquals(other: BooleanArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix

fun CharArray.contentEquals(other: CharArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of

this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentHashCode():

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun ByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code

based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun IntArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash

code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

LongArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun FloatArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash

code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a

hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

CharArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

ByteArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun ShortArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

IntArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun LongArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun CharArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or

its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the

[destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param

destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by

default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<out T>.copyInto(destination: Array<T>, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0,

endIndex: Int = size): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns

that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it

overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset

the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of
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the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this

array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex]

or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified

[destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the

[destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyInto(destination: ByteArray,

destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its

subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the

[destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param

destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by

default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun ShortArray.copyInto(destination: ShortArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int

= size): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n *

\n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyInto(destination: IntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the

subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *

@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

LongArray.copyInto(destination: LongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

LongArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's

allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyInto(destination: FloatArray, destinationOffset: Int =
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0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the

[destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even

specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy

to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.copyInto(destination: DoubleArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int =

size): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n *

\n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.copyInto(destination: BooleanArray, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the

[destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even

specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy

to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

CharArray.copyInto(destination: CharArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOf():

Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyOf():

ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.copyOf():

ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyOf(): IntArray\n\n/**\n

* Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.copyOf():

LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyOf():

FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.copyOf():

DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.copyOf():

BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun CharArray.copyOf():

CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n *

The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the

size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of

the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

ByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n

* \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If

[newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero

values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic

expect fun ShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the

original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values

if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the

original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values

if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun LongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of

the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of

the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a

copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with

`false` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `false` values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with null char (`\\u0000`)

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with null char (`\\u0000`) values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

CharArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with `null` values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the
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[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with `null` values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizingCopyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOf(newSize: Int):

Array<T?>\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array

which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in

`fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original

array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex

the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun

IntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in

`0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic

expect fun LongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which

is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive),

must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new

array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in

`fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must

be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\npublic expect fun CharArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Fills this array

or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<T>.fill(element: T, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun ByteArray.fill(element: Byte, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun ShortArray.fill(element: Short, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or
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its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun IntArray.fill(element: Int, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its

subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun LongArray.fill(element: Long, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun FloatArray.fill(element: Float, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun DoubleArray.fill(element: Double, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this

array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.fill(element: Boolean, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int

= size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun CharArray.fill(element: Char, fromIndex: Int = 0,

toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val <T> Array<out

T>.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\npublic val ByteArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid

indices for the array.\n */\npublic val ShortArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n *

Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val IntArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0,

lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val LongArray.indices:

IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic

val FloatArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for

the array.\n */\npublic val DoubleArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the

range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val BooleanArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0,

lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val CharArray.indices: IntRange\n

  get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size ==

0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n
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*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size ==

0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun ShortArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun LongArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun DoubleArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun CharArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val <T> Array<out T>.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index

for the array.\n */\npublic val ByteArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for

the array.\n */\npublic val ShortArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val IntArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val LongArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val FloatArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val DoubleArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val BooleanArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val CharArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T> Array<T>.plus(element: T):

Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun ByteArray.plus(element: Byte): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun

ShortArray.plus(element: Short): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun IntArray.plus(element: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect

operator fun LongArray.plus(element: Long): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun FloatArray.plus(element: Float):

FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun DoubleArray.plus(element: Double): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(element: Boolean): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun CharArray.plus(element: Char):

CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] collection.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T>

Array<T>.plus(elements: Collection<T>): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the
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original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

ByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<Byte>): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

ShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<Short>): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

IntArray.plus(elements: Collection<Int>): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

LongArray.plus(elements: Collection<Long>): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

FloatArray.plus(elements: Collection<Float>): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

DoubleArray.plus(elements: Collection<Double>): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(elements: Collection<Boolean>): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator

fun CharArray.plus(elements: Collection<Char>): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T> Array<T>.plus(elements:

Array<out T>): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements: ByteArray):

ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements: ShortArray):

ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: IntArray): IntArray\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun LongArray.plus(elements: LongArray): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect

operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements: FloatArray): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

DoubleArray.plus(elements: DoubleArray): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(elements: BooleanArray): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

CharArray.plus(elements: CharArray): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T>

Array<T>.plusElement(element: T): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun IntArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array

in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.sort():

Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic

expect fun ByteArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the

array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun FloatArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the

array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun

CharArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the natural order of its elements.\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArrayOfComparable\n */\npublic expect fun <T :
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Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by

the given [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>):

Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Boolean containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun

Array<out Boolean>.toBooleanArray(): BooleanArray {\n    return BooleanArray(size) { index -> this[index]

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Byte containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun

Array<out Byte>.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return ByteArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array of Char containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Char>.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n    return CharArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array of Double containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Double>.toDoubleArray(): DoubleArray {\n    return DoubleArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array of Float containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Float>.toFloatArray(): FloatArray {\n    return FloatArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array of Int containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Int>.toIntArray():

IntArray {\n    return IntArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Long containing all of

the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Long>.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    return

LongArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Short containing all of the elements of

this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Short>.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return ShortArray(size) {

index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Byte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array

containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.toTypedArray():

Array<Short>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\npublic expect fun IntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Int>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all

of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Long>\n\n/**\n *

Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Float>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements

of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Double>\n\n/**\n * Returns a

*typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Boolean>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun CharArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Char>\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given

array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned

map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Array<out

T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> ByteArray.associate(transform: (Byte) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> ShortArray.associate(transform: (Short) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,
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V> IntArray.associate(transform: (Int) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> LongArray.associate(transform: (Long) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> FloatArray.associate(transform: (Float) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> DoubleArray.associate(transform: (Double) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> BooleanArray.associate(transform: (Boolean) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> CharArray.associate(transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K):

Map<K, T> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, T>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the

elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> ByteArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K): Map<K, Byte> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Byte>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> ShortArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K): Map<K,

Short> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Short>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed

by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> IntArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Int) ->

K): Map<K, Int> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return
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associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Int>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the

elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> LongArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K): Map<K, Long> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Long>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> FloatArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K): Map<K,

Float> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Float>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed

by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> DoubleArray.associateBy(keySelector:

(Double) -> K): Map<K, Double> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Double>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the

elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> BooleanArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): Map<K, Boolean> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Boolean>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> CharArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K,

Char> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Char>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Array<out

T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> ByteArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K,

valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of

the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V> ShortArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): Map<K, V>

{\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by

[valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>
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IntArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> LongArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K,

valueTransform: (Long) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of

the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V> FloatArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): Map<K, V>

{\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by

[valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

DoubleArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> BooleanArray.associateBy(keySelector:

(Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> CharArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K,

valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function

applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, in T>> Array<out T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Byte>> ByteArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is

provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element

itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Short>> ShortArray.associateByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Short) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n *

where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the
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element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Int>> IntArray.associateByTo(destination:

M, keySelector: (Int) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n *

where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the

element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Long>>

LongArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Long) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to

each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same

key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

in Float>> FloatArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Float) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

 destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to

each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same

key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

in Double>> DoubleArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Double) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function

applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, in Boolean>> BooleanArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): M {\n

  for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Char>> CharArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is

provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last

one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out

T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the

given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added

to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ByteArray.associateByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector]

function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ShortArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector]
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function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> IntArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> LongArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Long) -> K, valueTransform:

(Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> FloatArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform:

(Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> DoubleArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Double) -> K,

valueTransform: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> BooleanArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K,

valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform:

(Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If

any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ByteArray.associateTo(destination: M,

transform: (Byte) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n *

provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have

the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

ShortArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Short) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]
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mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n

* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> IntArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Int) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> LongArray.associateTo(destination: M,

transform: (Long) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n *

provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have

the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

FloatArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Float) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n

* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> DoubleArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Double) -> Pair<K, V>): M

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function

applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets

added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

BooleanArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Boolean) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

 destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n

* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out

T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for

(item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the

given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.toCollection(destination:

C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>>

LongArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>> DoubleArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n

for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the

given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>>

BooleanArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Char>> CharArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.toHashSet(): HashSet<T> {\n    return
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toCollection(HashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Byte> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Short> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Int> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Long> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Float> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Double> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Boolean> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Char> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.toList(): List<Byte> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.toList(): List<Short> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.toList(): List<Int> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun LongArray.toList(): List<Long> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun FloatArray.toList(): List<Float> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.toList(): List<Double> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toList(): List<Boolean> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.toList(): List<Char> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements

of this array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n    return

ArrayList(this.asCollection())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Byte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(size)\n    for (item

in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Short> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(size)\n    for (item

in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Int> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Long> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Float> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Double> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>(size)\n    for (item in

this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Boolean> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>(size)\n
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for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Char> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Char>(size)\n

for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n

return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.toSet():

Set<Byte> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toSet():

Set<Short> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.toSet():

Set<Int> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toSet():

Set<Long> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.toSet():

Set<Float> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.toSet():

Set<Double> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n *

\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.toSet(): Set<Boolean> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n

 else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all

elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.toSet(): Set<Char> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else -

> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R> Array<out T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.flatMap(transform: (Byte) ->

Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> ShortArray.flatMap(transform: (Short) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.flatMap(transform: (Int) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.flatMap(transform: (Long) ->

Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> FloatArray.flatMap(transform: (Float) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.flatMap(transform: (Double) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),
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transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.flatMap(transform: (Boolean)

-> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of

all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.flatMap(transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform]

function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C

: MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Byte) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list

= transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> ShortArray.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Short) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Int) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

LongArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Long) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> FloatArray.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Float) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Double) ->

Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Boolean) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

CharArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list

= transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out

T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic
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inline fun <K> ByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K): Map<K, List<Byte>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Byte>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original

array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where

each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K): Map<K, List<Short>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Short>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

IntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K): Map<K, List<Int>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Int>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> LongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K): Map<K, List<Long>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Long>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

FloatArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K): Map<K, List<Float>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Float>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> DoubleArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K): Map<K, List<Double>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Double>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

BooleanArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): Map<K, List<Boolean>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Boolean>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, List<Char>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Char>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied

to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Array<out T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values
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returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

IntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

LongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

FloatArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

DoubleArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n

return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key

returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is

associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

BooleanArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n
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return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key

returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is

associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to

the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<T>>> Array<out T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<T>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Byte>>> ByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<Byte>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Short>>> ShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Short)

-> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Short>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Int>>> IntArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Int) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Int>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Long>>> LongArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Long) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Long>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Float>>> FloatArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Float) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Float>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Double>>> DoubleArray.groupByTo(destination: M,
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keySelector: (Double) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Double>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Boolean>>> BooleanArray.groupByTo(destination:

M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Boolean>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

MutableList<Char>>> CharArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in

this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Char>() }\n

list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function

applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to

the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n *

\n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Array<out T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

   val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

     val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> IntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> LongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:
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(Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

    val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> FloatArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

    val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> DoubleArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key =

keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n

list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> BooleanArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K,

valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> CharArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

   val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from an array to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Array<out T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T,

K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun

keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.map(transform:

(T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.map(transform: (Byte)

-> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.map(transform:

(Short) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.map(transform: (Int) ->
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R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results

of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.map(transform:

(Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.map(transform: (Float)

-> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.map(transform:

(Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.map(transform:

(Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.map(transform: (Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ByteArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Short) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied

to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Int) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied

to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Long) -> R): List<R> {\n

  return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Float) -

> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int,

Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the

result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.mapIndexed(transform:
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(index: Int, Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any> Array<out

T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original array\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out

T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index,

element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the

given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Array<out T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ShortArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Short) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

IntArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Int) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

LongArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Long) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

FloatArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Float) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and
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returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

DoubleArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Double) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

BooleanArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Boolean) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

CharArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any> Array<out T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in

the original array\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n

forEach { element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies

the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Byte) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ShortArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Short) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

   destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R,

C : MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Int) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> LongArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Long) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

  destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R,

C : MutableCollection<in R>> FloatArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Float) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic

inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Double) -> R): C {\n

 for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Boolean)

-> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies

the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharArray.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an
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[IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that

element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Byte>> {\n    return

IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n

* into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Short>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the

index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Int>>

{\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the

original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Long>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the

index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<Float>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Double>> {\n    return

IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n

* into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Boolean>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue]

containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<Char>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.distinct(): List<T> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.distinct(): List<Byte> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.distinct(): List<Short> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.distinct(): List<Int> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were

in the source array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.distinct(): List<Long> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.distinct(): List<Float> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.distinct(): List<Double> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.distinct(): List<Boolean> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same

order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.distinct(): List<Char> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having

distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same

order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K):
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List<T> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n

      if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements

from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the

resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ByteArray.distinctBy(selector: (Byte) -> K): List<Byte> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> ShortArray.distinctBy(selector: (Short) -> K): List<Short> {\n

 val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if

(set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the

given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting

list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> IntArray.distinctBy(selector:

(Int) -> K): List<Int> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key

= selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The

elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

LongArray.distinctBy(selector: (Long) -> K): List<Long> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

  return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> FloatArray.distinctBy(selector: (Float) -> K): List<Float> {\n

val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if

(set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the

given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting

list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

DoubleArray.distinctBy(selector: (Double) -> K): List<Double> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> BooleanArray.distinctBy(selector: (Boolean) -> K):

List<Boolean> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key

= selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The

elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.distinctBy(selector: (Char) -> K): List<Char> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this set and the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

<T> Array<out T>.intersect(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ByteArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ShortArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n
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*/\npublic infix fun IntArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun LongArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun FloatArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Float>): Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are

contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order

of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Boolean>): Set<Boolean> {\n

val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun CharArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Char>):

Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Array<out

T>.subtract(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return

set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the

specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

infix fun ByteArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this

array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of

the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun ShortArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that

are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int>

{\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.subtract(other:

Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

FloatArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Float>): Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this

array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of

the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n    val set

= this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that

are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Boolean>):

Set<Boolean> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

CharArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n

  return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out
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T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this)

set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given

array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Byte> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Short> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Int> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in

this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given

array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Long> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Float> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Double> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size))\n

for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements

from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Boolean> {\n    val set =

LinkedHashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Char> {\n

val set = LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the

end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Array<out T>.union(other: Iterable<T>):

Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing

all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of

the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun ByteArray.union(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ShortArray.union(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n *

\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other]

collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun

IntArray.union(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return

set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are

unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.union(other:

Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the

end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun FloatArray.union(other: Iterable<Float>):
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Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order

of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the

order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.union(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n

  val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct

elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

* Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other]

collection.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.union(other: Iterable<Boolean>): Set<Boolean> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n

*/\npublic infix fun CharArray.union(other: Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.all(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.all(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\npublic inline fun ShortArray.all(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.all(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n

return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.all(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.all(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.all(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.all(predicate: (Boolean) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.all(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.any():

Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun IntArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun LongArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return
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!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun CharArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.any(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.any(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.any(predicate: (Int) -

> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.any(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.any(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.any(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.any(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.any(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Array<out T>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun DoubleArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.count(): Int {\n

  return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.count(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given
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[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.count(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.count(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var

count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.count(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.count(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.count(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.count(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n

var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.count(predicate: (Boolean)

-> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.count(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Array<out T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Byte) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Short) -> R): R

{\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right

to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc:

R, Int) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator,

element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Long) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Float) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Double) -> R):

R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right

to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.fold(initial: R, operation:

(acc: R, Boolean) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun <R> CharArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element

in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each
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element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,

current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n

var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left

to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation:

(index: Int, acc: R, Byte) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,

current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline

fun <R> ShortArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Short) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R,

Int) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Long) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R,

Float) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Double) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc:

R, Boolean) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return
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accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldRight(initial: R,

operation: (T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

  accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Byte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index

= lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Short, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation:

(Int, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Long, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index

= lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Float, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.foldRight(initial: R,

operation: (Double, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0)

{\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Boolean, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index:

Int, T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of

an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Byte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>
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ShortArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Short, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, Int, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index

>= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int,

Long, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of

an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: R) -> R): R {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

BooleanArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.forEach(action: (Byte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.forEach(action: (Short) -> Unit): Unit {\n

for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun IntArray.forEach(action: (Int) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.forEach(action: (Long) -> Unit): Unit {\n

for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun FloatArray.forEach(action: (Float) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.forEach(action: (Double) ->
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Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.forEach(action: (Boolean) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.forEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item

in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index

with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int,

Byte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the

index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Short) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Int) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on

each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Long) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Float) ->

Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action]

on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of

an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Double) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int,

Boolean) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic

inline fun CharArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If

any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.max():

Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN`

returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.max(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.max(): T? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.max(): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there
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are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.max(): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n

for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.max(): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.max():

Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

* \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.max(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

  if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.max(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return

max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.max(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out

T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex =

this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

 maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.maxBy(selector: (Byte) -> R): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.maxBy(selector: (Short) -> R): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.maxBy(selector: (Int) -> R): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.maxBy(selector: (Long) -> R): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>
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FloatArray.maxBy(selector: (Float) -> R): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.maxBy(selector: (Double) -> R): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n

 val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

         maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.maxBy(selector: (Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem =

this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.maxBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value

according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null`

if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float?

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max

= this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

 return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>):
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Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements

is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.min(): Double? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.min(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n

      if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.min(): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.min():

Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.min(): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest

element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.min(): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.min():

Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.min(): Float? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.min(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return

min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.min(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out

T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex =

this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.minBy(selector: (Byte) -> R): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>
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ShortArray.minBy(selector: (Short) -> R): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.minBy(selector: (Int) -> R): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex

= this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.minBy(selector: (Long) -> R): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.minBy(selector: (Float) -> R): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.minBy(selector: (Double) -> R): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n

val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

    minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.minBy(selector: (Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem =

this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.minBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value

according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n

if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun
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ShortArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float?

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>):

Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun IntArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun LongArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun CharArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.none(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.none(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.none(predicate: (Int)

-> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.none(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.none(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.none(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.none(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.none(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to

current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Array<out T>.reduce(operation:

(acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short {\n

  if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

}\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduce(operation:

(acc: Int, Int) -> Int): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Float, Float) -> Float): Float {\n

if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator

= this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.reduce(operation: (acc:
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Double, Double) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty

array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Char,

Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Byte, Byte) ->

Byte): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator,

this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the

original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n *

and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Int, Int) -> Int):

Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator,

this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the

original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n *

and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Float, Float) -
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> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index

in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Double, Double) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

    throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Boolean,

Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array

can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Array<out

T>.reduceRight(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current

accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceRight(operation: (Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

 var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from

right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceRight(operation: (Short, acc: Short) -> Short): Short {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceRight(operation: (Int, acc:

Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array

can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last

element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.reduceRight(operation: (Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduceRight(operation: (Float,

acc: Float) -> Float): Float {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw
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UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current

accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.reduceRight(operation: (Double, acc: Double) -> Double):

Double {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRight(operation: (Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.reduceRight(operation: (Char, acc:

Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty

array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--

)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int,

Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n

* to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Short, acc:

Short) -> Short): Short {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n

* to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Int, acc: Int) ->

Int): Int {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var
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accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: Float) -> Float): Float {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

 if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to

each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum:

Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumBy(selector: (Byte) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumBy(selector: (Short) -> Int): Int {\n    var

sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.sumBy(selector: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.sumBy(selector: (Long) -> Int): Int {\n    var

sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumBy(selector: (Float) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumBy(selector: (Double) -> Int): Int {\n

var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic
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inline fun BooleanArray.sumBy(selector: (Boolean) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

 sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumBy(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int

{\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumByDouble(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Byte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumByDouble(selector:

(Short) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

  }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each

element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Long) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Float) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumByDouble(selector:

(Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Boolean) ->

Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Char) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are

any `null` elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Array<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Array<T> {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        if (element == null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n

}\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as Array<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

          second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair

of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.partition(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Byte>, List<Byte>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Byte>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Byte>()\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of

lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.partition(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Short>, List<Short>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Short>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        }

else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array
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into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.partition(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Int>, List<Int>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Int>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of

lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.partition(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Long>, List<Long>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Long>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else

{\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.partition(predicate: (Float)

-> Boolean): Pair<List<Float>, List<Float>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Float>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else

{\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.partition(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Double>, List<Double>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Double>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        }

else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array

into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.partition(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Boolean>, List<Boolean>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    val second

= ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n

} else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original

array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while

*second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.partition(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Char>, List<Char>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

        first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the

same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Array<out T>.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

<R> ByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Byte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> ShortArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Short, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

IntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Int, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> LongArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Long, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from
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the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

FloatArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Float, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> DoubleArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Double, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

BooleanArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Boolean, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> CharArray.zip(other: Array<out R>):

List<Pair<Char, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function

applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Array<out

T>.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> ByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Byte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ShortArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Short, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

IntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Int, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n

 val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> LongArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Long, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n

val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

FloatArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Float, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array
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with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

DoubleArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Double, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Boolean, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

CharArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Char, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with

the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Array<out T>.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

ByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Byte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> ShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Short, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

IntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Int, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> LongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Long, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

FloatArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Float, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> DoubleArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Double, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

<R> BooleanArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Boolean, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> CharArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):
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List<Pair<Char, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function

applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Array<out

T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> ByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Byte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n

 val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in

other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> ShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Short, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n

for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

IntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Int, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> LongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Long, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize =

size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element

in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

FloatArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Float, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> DoubleArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Double, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize =

size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element

in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Boolean, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> CharArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Char, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n

for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun ByteArray.zip(other: ByteArray):

List<Pair<Byte, Byte>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

ShortArray.zip(other: ShortArray): List<Pair<Short, Short>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.zip(other: IntArray):

List<Pair<Int, Int>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

LongArray.zip(other: LongArray): List<Pair<Long, Long>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun FloatArray.zip(other: FloatArray):

List<Pair<Float, Float>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

DoubleArray.zip(other: DoubleArray): List<Pair<Double, Double>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.zip(other: BooleanArray):

List<Pair<Boolean, Boolean>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

CharArray.zip(other: CharArray): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun

<V> ByteArray.zip(other: ByteArray, transform: (a: Byte, b: Byte) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

ShortArray.zip(other: ShortArray, transform: (a: Short, b: Short) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,
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other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V> IntArray.zip(other:

IntArray, transform: (a: Int, b: Int) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <V> LongArray.zip(other: LongArray, transform: (a: Long, b: Long) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

FloatArray.zip(other: FloatArray, transform: (a: Float, b: Float) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

DoubleArray.zip(other: DoubleArray, transform: (a: Double, b: Double) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: BooleanArray, transform: (a: Boolean, b: Boolean) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size =

minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i],

other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the

[other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n *

The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

CharArray.zip(other: CharArray, transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the

given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value

of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string

(which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun

<T, A : Appendable> Array<out T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\",

postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n

      } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n

return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which
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defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> ByteArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Byte) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> ShortArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Short) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> IntArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Int) -> CharSequence)? = null):

A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> LongArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Long) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> FloatArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Float) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given
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[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> DoubleArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Double) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> BooleanArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\",

postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Boolean) ->

CharSequence)? = null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count

> 1) buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> CharArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Char) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if

(limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if

supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only

the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit:

Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Byte) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:
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CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Short) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun IntArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Int) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun LongArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Long) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Float) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Double) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Boolean) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n

return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates

a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun CharArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Char) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.asIterable():

Iterable<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator()
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}\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being

iterated.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return

Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its

elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original

array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Long> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.asIterable():

Iterable<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable {

this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when

being iterated.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original

array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Char> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.asSequence():

Sequence<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun IntArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun LongArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.asSequence(): Sequence<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence

{ this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements

when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.asSequence(): Sequence<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence {

this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Array<out Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun Array<out Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:
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Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Array<out Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count

== 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun Array<out Long>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.average():

Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of

elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int =

0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else

sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.average():

Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of

elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int

= 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN

else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Array<out

Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun Array<out Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Array<out Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n

for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun Array<out Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var sum:

Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of

all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.sum(): Float

{\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun Array<out

Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sum(): Int {\n

var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sum(): Long {\n
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var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"RangesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntRange.random(): Int {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun LongRange.random(): Long {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from

this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharRange.random(): Char {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun IntRange.random(random: Random): Int {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextInt(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the

specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun LongRange.random(random: Random): Long {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextLong(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the

specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun CharRange.random(random: Random): Char {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextInt(first.toInt(), last.toInt() + 1).toChar()\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains the specified

[element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun IntRange.contains(element:

Int?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains

the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongRange.contains(element:

Long?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range

contains the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharRange.contains(element:

Char?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value]

belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator

fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun
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ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and

floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toLongExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous

semantics and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toLongExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value:

Float): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Int):
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Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and

floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks

if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and

floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value:

Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if

(it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator

fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this,

to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n

* \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Byte): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Byte.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -
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1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The

[to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned

progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Char.downTo(to: Char): CharProgression {\n    return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should

be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is

empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this,

to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Int): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Byte.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should

be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is

empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to]

value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Long):

LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this,

to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n

* The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -

1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to]

value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Short):

LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -
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1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n

*/\npublic fun IntProgression.reversed(): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -

step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same

step.\n */\npublic fun LongProgression.reversed(): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same

range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n */\npublic fun CharProgression.reversed(): CharProgression {\n

  return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the

same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun IntProgression.step(step: Int): IntProgression {\n

checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -

step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun

LongProgression.step(step: Long): LongProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression

that goes over the same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun CharProgression.step(step: Int):

CharProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if

(this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\ninternal fun Int.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toInt()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toInt()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Long.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toLong()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Short.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toShort()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toShort()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Double.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Long.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in Int.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toLong())

this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Double.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in

Int.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in Int.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toFloat())

this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Double.toLongExactOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (this in

Long.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Long.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toLong() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toLongExactOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (this in

Long.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Long.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toLong() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Int.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in Short.MIN_VALUE.toInt()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toInt())

this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Long.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toLong()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Double.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range

from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this`

value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this ..

(to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n *

\n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Long.until(to: Byte): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() - 1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from

this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() ..

(to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n *

\n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun
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Short.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from

this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Char.until(to: Char): CharRange {\n    if (to <= '\\u0000')

return CharRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1).toChar()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return

IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding

the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is

empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to: Int): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toInt() .. (to -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to:

Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toInt() .. (to -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to:

Short): IntRange {\n    return this .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to: Short): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Short): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to

but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to: Short): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: T): T {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n

* Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater

than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Byte):

Byte {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n

*/\npublic fun Short.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Short): Short {\n    return if (this < minimumValue)
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minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n

* @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

Int): Int {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Long.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Long):

Long {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n

*/\npublic fun Float.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Float): Float {\n    return if (this < minimumValue)

minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n

* @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun

Double.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Double): Double {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: T): T {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n

* Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less

than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Byte):

Byte {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Short.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Short):

Short {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Int): Int

{\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater

than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or

the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n

*/\npublic fun Long.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Long): Long {\n    return if (this > maximumValue)

maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n *

\n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun

Float.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Float): Float {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Double.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

Double): Double {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range,

or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than

[maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInComparable\n */\npublic fun

<T : Comparable<T>> T.coerceIn(minimumValue: T?, maximumValue: T?): T {\n    if (minimumValue !== null

&& maximumValue !== null) {\n        if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than
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minimum $minimumValue.\")\n        if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n        if (this >

maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    }\n    else {\n        if (minimumValue !== null && this <

minimumValue) return minimumValue\n        if (maximumValue !== null && this > maximumValue) return

maximumValue\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceIn(minimumValue: Byte,

maximumValue: Byte): Byte {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Short.coerceIn(minimumValue: Short,

maximumValue: Short): Short {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceIn(minimumValue: Int, maximumValue:

Int): Int {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an

empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue)

return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures

that this value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in

the range, or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater

than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun

Long.coerceIn(minimumValue: Long, maximumValue: Long): Long {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Float.coerceIn(minimumValue: Float,

maximumValue: Float): Float {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Double.coerceIn(minimumValue: Double,

maximumValue: Double): Double {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInFloatingPointRange\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T :
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Comparable<T>> T.coerceIn(range: ClosedFloatingPointRange<T>): T {\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        // this <

start equiv to this <= start && !(this >= start)\n        range.lessThanOrEquals(this, range.start) &&

!range.lessThanOrEquals(range.start, this) -> range.start\n        // this > end equiv to this >= end && !(this <= end)\n

      range.lessThanOrEquals(range.endInclusive, this) && !range.lessThanOrEquals(this, range.endInclusive) ->

range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<T>): T {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return

this.coerceIn<T>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an

empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive ->

range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n

*/\npublic fun Int.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<Int>): Int {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n

return this.coerceIn<Int>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce

value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this >

range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the

specified [range].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than

`range.start`, or `range.endInclusive` if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Long.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<Long>): Long

{\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return this.coerceIn<Long>(range)\n    }\n    if

(range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return

when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else ->

this\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\

r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class UByte @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Byte) : Comparable<UByte> {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

/**\r\n         * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UByte can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const

val MIN_VALUE: UByte = UByte(0)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an instance

of UByte can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UByte = UByte(-1)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n

* The number of bytes used to represent an instance of UByte in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val

SIZE_BYTES: Int = 1\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of UByte in a

binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 8\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this

value with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a

negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    @Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\r\n    public override inline operator

fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int = this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value

with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative

number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UShort): Int =

this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n

  * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or

a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UInt): Int = this.toUInt().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the
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specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

this.toULong().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

  public inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): UInt = this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other

value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other)\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().plus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value

from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other)\r\n

  /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

minus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().minus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().times(other)\r\n

/** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

times(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().times(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().div(other)\r\n    /**

Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other:

ULong): ULong = this.toULong().div(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the

other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().rem(other)\r\n

/** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().rem(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Increments this

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun inc(): UByte = UByte(data.inc())\r\n    /**

Decrements this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun dec(): UByte =

UByte(data.dec())\r\n\r\n    /** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rangeTo(other: UByte): UIntRange =

UIntRange(this.toUInt(), other.toUInt())\r\n\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun and(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data and

other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun or(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data or other.data)\r\n

  /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline infix fun xor(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data xor other.data)\r\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value.
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*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun inv(): UByte = UByte(data.inv())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Converts this [UByte] value to [Byte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE],

the resulting `Byte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UByte`. Otherwise the result is

negative.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Byte` value has the same binary representation as this `UByte` value.\r\n

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UByte] value to [Short].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Short` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `Short` value are the same as the bits of this

`UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data.toShort() and 0xFF\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Converts this [UByte] value to [Int].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Int` value represents the same numerical value as

this `UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `Int` value are the same as the bits of this

`UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 24 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toInt(): Int = data.toInt() and 0xFF\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UByte] value to [Long].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits of this

`UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 56 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toLong(): Long = data.toLong() and 0xFF\r\n\r\n    /** Returns

this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte = this\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Converts this [UByte] value to [UShort].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UShort` value represents the same numerical

value as this `UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UShort` value are the same as the

bits of this `UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = UShort(data.toShort() and 0xFF)\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [UInt].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UInt` value represents the same

numerical value as this `UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same

as the bits of this `UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 24 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = UInt(data.toInt() and 0xFF)\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Converts this [UByte] value to [ULong].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical

value as this `UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the

bits of this `UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 56 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong = ULong(data.toLong() and 0xFF)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [Float].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Float` value represents the same

numerical value as this `UByte`.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float =

this.toInt().toFloat()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [Double].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting

`Double` value represents the same numerical value as this `UByte`.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline fun toDouble(): Double = this.toInt().toDouble()\r\n\r\n    public override fun toString(): String =

toInt().toString()\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Byte] value to [UByte].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is positive,

the resulting `UByte` value represents the same numerical value as this `Byte`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UByte`

value has the same binary representation as this `Byte` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this)\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UByte].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is

positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n * the same

numerical value as this `Short`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits

of this `Short` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UByte].\r\n *\r\n * If this

value is positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n * the

same numerical value as this `Int`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8

bits of this `Int` value.\r\n
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Int.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UByte].\r\n *\r\n * If this

value is positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n * the

same numerical value as this `Long`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8

bits of this `Long` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Long.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\

r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class UInt @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Int) : Comparable<UInt> {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

/**\r\n         * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UInt can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const

val MIN_VALUE: UInt = UInt(0)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an instance of

UInt can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UInt = UInt(-1)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The

number of bytes used to represent an instance of UInt in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val

SIZE_BYTES: Int = 4\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of UInt in a binary

form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 32\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with

the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative

number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int =

this.compareTo(other.toUInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n     *

Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a

positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UShort): Int = this.compareTo(other.toUInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    @Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\r\n    public override inline operator

fun compareTo(other: UInt): Int = uintCompare(this.data, other.data)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with

the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative

number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

this.toULong().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt = this.plus(other.toUInt())\r\n

/** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

plus(other: UShort): UInt = this.plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt =

UInt(this.data.plus(other.data))\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().plus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Subtracts the other

value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt

= this.minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): UInt =

this.minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

  public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data.minus(other.data))\r\n    /** Subtracts the other

value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: ULong):

ULong = this.toULong().minus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt =
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this.times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt = this.times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by

the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt =

UInt(this.data.times(other.data))\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: ULong): ULong =

this.toULong().times(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt = this.div(other.toUInt())\r\n

/** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

div(other: UShort): UInt = this.div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt = uintDivide(this, other)\r\n    /**

Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other:

ULong): ULong = this.toULong().div(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the

other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UByte): UInt =

this.rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt = this.rem(other.toUInt())\r\n

/** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt = uintRemainder(this, other)\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of

dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other:

ULong): ULong = this.toULong().rem(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Increments this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun inc(): UInt = UInt(data.inc())\r\n    /** Decrements this

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun dec(): UInt = UInt(data.dec())\r\n\r\n

/** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline operator fun rangeTo(other: UInt): UIntRange = UIntRange(this, other)\r\n\r\n    /** Shifts this value left by

the [bitCount] number of bits. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun shl(bitCount: Int):

UInt = UInt(data shl bitCount)\r\n    /** Shifts this value right by the [bitCount] number of bits, filling the leftmost

bits with zeros. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun shr(bitCount: Int): UInt = UInt(data

ushr bitCount)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun and(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data and other.data)\r\n

/** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline

infix fun or(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data or other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between

the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun xor(other: UInt): UInt =

UInt(this.data xor other.data)\r\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline fun inv(): UInt = UInt(data.inv())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [Byte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If

this value is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte` value represents\r\n     * the same

numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits

of this `UInt` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UInt] value to [Short].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the resulting

`Short` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Short` value

is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `UInt` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Short` value may

be negative.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data.toShort()\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [Int].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to

[Int.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Int` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`. Otherwise

the result is negative.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Int` value has the same binary representation as this `UInt`

value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toInt(): Int = data\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts

this [UInt] value to [Long].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 32 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits of this

`UInt` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 32 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n
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@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toLong(): Long = data.toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [UByte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to

[UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n

 *\r\n     * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this `UInt` value.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte = data.toUByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts

this [UInt] value to [UShort].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the

resulting `UShort` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting

`UShort` value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `UInt` value.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = data.toUShort()\r\n    /** Returns this

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = this\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UInt] value to [ULong].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 32 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this

`UInt` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 32 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong = ULong(data.toLong() and

0xFFFF_FFFF)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [Float].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting value is the

closest `Float` to this `UInt` value.\r\n     * In case when this `UInt` value is exactly between two `Float`s,\r\n     *

the one with zero at least significant bit of mantissa is selected.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline fun toFloat(): Float = this.toDouble().toFloat()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to

[Double].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Double` value represents the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double = uintToDouble(data)\r\n\r\n    public

override fun toString(): String = toLong().toString()\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Byte] value to [UInt].\r\n

*\r\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Byte`.\r\n *\r\n

* The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `Byte` value,\r\n * whereas

the most significant 24 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is

positive, the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\r\n *\r\n * The least

significant 16 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `Short` value,\r\n * whereas the most

significant 16 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is

positive, the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Int`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UInt`

value has the same binary representation as this `Int` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Int.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this)\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is positive

and less than or equals to [UInt.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UInt` value represents\r\n * the same numerical

value as this `Long`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UInt` value is represented by the least significant 32 bits of this

`Long` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Long.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Float] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n * The

fractional part, if any, is rounded down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Float` value is negative or `NaN`,

[UInt.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `UInt.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Float.toUInt(): UInt = doubleToUInt(this.toDouble())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Double] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n *

The fractional part, if any, is rounded down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Double` value is negative or `NaN`,

[UInt.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `UInt.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Double.toUInt(): UInt = doubleToUInt(this)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin
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Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\

r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class UShort @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Short) : Comparable<UShort> {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

/**\r\n         * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UShort can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public

const val MIN_VALUE: UShort = UShort(0)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an

instance of UShort can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UShort = UShort(-1)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n         * The number of bytes used to represent an instance of UShort in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n

public const val SIZE_BYTES: Int = 2\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of

UShort in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 16\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified

other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int =

this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n

  * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or

a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

@Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\r\n    public override inline operator fun compareTo(other: UShort): Int

= this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for

order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than

other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline operator fun compareTo(other: UInt): Int = this.toUInt().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this

value with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a

negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

this.toULong().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

  public inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): UInt = this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other

value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other)\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().plus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value

from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other)\r\n

  /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

minus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().minus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().times(other)\r\n

/** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

times(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().times(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt =
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this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().div(other)\r\n    /**

Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other:

ULong): ULong = this.toULong().div(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the

other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().rem(other)\r\n

/** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().rem(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Increments this

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun inc(): UShort = UShort(data.inc())\r\n

/** Decrements this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun dec(): UShort =

UShort(data.dec())\r\n\r\n    /** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rangeTo(other: UShort): UIntRange =

UIntRange(this.toUInt(), other.toUInt())\r\n\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun and(other: UShort): UShort = UShort(this.data and

other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun or(other: UShort): UShort = UShort(this.data or

other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun xor(other: UShort): UShort = UShort(this.data xor

other.data)\r\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun inv():

UShort = UShort(data.inv())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Byte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value

is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical

value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this

`UShort` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UShort] value to [Short].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the resulting

`Short` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UShort`. Otherwise the result is negative.\r\n

*\r\n     * The resulting `Short` value has the same binary representation as this `UShort` value.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort]

value to [Int].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Int` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n

*\r\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the resulting `Int` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\r\n

* whereas the most significant 16 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline fun toInt(): Int = data.toInt() and 0xFFFF\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Long].\r\n     *\r\n

  * The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least

significant 16 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\r\n     * whereas the

most significant 48 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun

toLong(): Long = data.toLong() and 0xFFFF\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [UByte].\r\n

*\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n

* the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least

significant 8 bits of this `UShort` value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUByte():

UByte = data.toUByte()\r\n    /** Returns this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun

toUShort(): UShort = this\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [UInt].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting

`UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the

resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 16 bits are
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filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = UInt(data.toInt()

and 0xFFFF)\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [ULong].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `ULong`

value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the

resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 48 bits

are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong =

ULong(data.toLong() and 0xFFFF)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Float].\r\n     *\r\n     * The

resulting `Float` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float = this.toInt().toFloat()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts

this [UShort] value to [Double].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Double` value represents the same numerical value as

this `UShort`.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double =

this.toInt().toDouble()\r\n\r\n    public override fun toString(): String = toInt().toString()\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Converts this [Byte] value to [UShort].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `UShort` value represents the

same numerical value as this `Byte`.\r\n *\r\n * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UShort` value are the

same as the bits of this `Byte` value,\r\n * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled with the sign bit of this

value.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun Byte.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UShort].\r\n

*\r\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `UShort` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\r\n

*\r\n * The resulting `UShort` value has the same binary representation as this `Short` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this)\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UShort].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is

positive and less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\r\n * the same

numerical value as this `Int`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of

this `Int` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Int.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UShort].\r\n *\r\n * If

this value is positive and less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\r\n

* the same numerical value as this `Long`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least

significant 16 bits of this `Long` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Long.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A range of values of type `Char`.\r\n */\r\npublic class CharRange(start: Char,

endInclusive: Char) : CharProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Char> {\r\n    override val start: Char

get() = first\r\n    override val endInclusive: Char get() = last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: Char): Boolean =

first <= value && value <= last\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is CharRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first ==

other.first && last == other.last)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 *

first.toInt() + last.toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

  /** An empty range of values of type Char. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: CharRange = CharRange(1.toChar(),

0.toChar())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A range of values of type `Int`.\r\n */\r\npublic class IntRange(start: Int,

endInclusive: Int) : IntProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Int> {\r\n    override val start: Int get() =

first\r\n    override val endInclusive: Int get() = last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: Int): Boolean = first <=

value && value <= last\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is IntRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first &&

last == other.last)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first + last)\r\n\r\n

override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** An empty range of values

of type Int. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: IntRange = IntRange(1, 0)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A range of values
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of type `Long`.\r\n */\r\npublic class LongRange(start: Long, endInclusive: Long) : LongProgression(start,

endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Long> {\r\n    override val start: Long get() = first\r\n    override val endInclusive:

Long get() = last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: Long): Boolean = first <= value && value <= last\r\n\r\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is

LongRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first && last == other.last)\r\n\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (first xor (first ushr 32)) + (last xor (last ushr

32))).toInt()\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** An

empty range of values of type Long. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: LongRange = LongRange(1, 0)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\ninternal object EmptyIterator : ListIterator<Nothing> {\r\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun

nextIndex(): Int = 0\r\n    override fun previousIndex(): Int = -1\r\n    override fun next(): Nothing = throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n    override fun previous(): Nothing = throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal object EmptyList : List<Nothing>, Serializable, RandomAccess

{\r\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long = -7390468764508069838L\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean = other is List<*> && other.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 1\r\n    override fun

toString(): String = \"[]\"\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\r\n

override fun contains(element: Nothing): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements:

Collection<Nothing>): Boolean = elements.isEmpty()\r\n\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): Nothing = throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Empty list doesn't contain element at index $index.\")\r\n    override fun

indexOf(element: Nothing): Int = -1\r\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element: Nothing): Int = -1\r\n\r\n    override fun

iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\r\n    override fun listIterator(): ListIterator<Nothing> =

EmptyIterator\r\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<Nothing> {\r\n        if (index != 0) throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Index: $index\")\r\n        return EmptyIterator\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<Nothing> {\r\n        if (fromIndex == 0 && toIndex == 0) return this\r\n

    throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex, toIndex: $toIndex\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun

readResolve(): Any = EmptyList\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>.asCollection(): Collection<T> =

ArrayAsCollection(this, isVarargs = false)\r\n\r\nprivate class ArrayAsCollection<T>(val values: Array<out T>, val

isVarargs: Boolean) : Collection<T> {\r\n    override val size: Int get() = values.size\r\n    override fun isEmpty():

Boolean = values.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun contains(element: T): Boolean = values.contains(element)\r\n

override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean = elements.all { contains(it) }\r\n    override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> = values.iterator()\r\n    // override hidden toArray implementation to prevent copying of

values array\r\n    public fun toArray(): Array<out Any?> =

values.copyToArrayOfAny(isVarargs)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only list.  The returned list is

serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyReadOnlyList\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<T> emptyList(): List<T> = EmptyList\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only list of given elements.  The returned

list is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.readOnlyList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

listOf(vararg elements: T): List<T> = if (elements.size > 0) elements.asList() else emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns an empty read-only list.  The returned list is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyReadOnlyList\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T> listOf(): List<T> = emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty new [MutableList].\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyMutableList\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> mutableListOf():

MutableList<T> = ArrayList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty new [ArrayList].\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyArrayList\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> arrayListOf(): ArrayList<T> =
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ArrayList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [MutableList] with the given elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.mutableList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> mutableListOf(vararg elements: T):

MutableList<T> =\r\n    if (elements.size == 0) ArrayList() else ArrayList(ArrayAsCollection(elements, isVarargs =

true))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [ArrayList] with the given elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.arrayList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> arrayListOf(vararg elements: T):

ArrayList<T> =\r\n    if (elements.size == 0) ArrayList() else ArrayList(ArrayAsCollection(elements, isVarargs =

true))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only list either of single given element, if it is not null, or empty list if the

element is null. The returned list is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOfNotNull\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any> listOfNotNull(element: T?):

List<T> = if (element != null) listOf(element) else emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only list only of

those given elements, that are not null.  The returned list is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOfNotNull\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any> listOfNotNull(vararg elements:

T?): List<T> = elements.filterNotNull()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only list with the specified [size], where

each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The function [init] is called for

each list element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value for a list element given its

index.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.readOnlyListFromInitializer\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> List(size: Int, init: (index: Int) -

> T): List<T> = MutableList(size, init)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new mutable list with the specified [size], where

each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The function [init] is called for

each list element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value for a list element given its

index.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.mutableListFromInitializer\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> MutableList(size: Int, init:

(index: Int) -> T): MutableList<T> {\r\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\r\n    repeat(size) { index ->

list.add(init(index)) }\r\n    return list\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an [IntRange] of the valid indices for this

collection.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.indicesOfCollection\r\n */\r\npublic val

Collection<*>.indices: IntRange\r\n    get() = 0..size - 1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index of the last item in the list

or -1 if the list is empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.lastIndexOfList\r\n */\r\npublic

val <T> List<T>.lastIndex: Int\r\n    get() = this.size - 1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the collection is not

empty.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIsNotEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean =

!isEmpty()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this nullable collection is either null or empty.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIsNullOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Collection<T>?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty !=

null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return this == null || this.isEmpty()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this Collection if it's not `null`

and the empty list otherwise.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>?.orEmpty(): Collection<T> = this ?:

emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this List if it's not `null` and the empty list otherwise.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOrEmpty\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>?.orEmpty(): List<T> = this ?: emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this collection if it's not empty\r\n * or

the result of calling [defaultValue] function if the collection is empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -

> R): R where C : Collection<*>, C : R =\r\n    if (isEmpty()) defaultValue() else this\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Checks if

all elements in the specified collection are contained in this collection.\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety

restriction of `containsAll` that requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionContainsAll\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in
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some cases\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

Collection<T>.containsAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean = this.containsAll(elements)\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T>

List<T>.optimizeReadOnlyList() = when (size) {\r\n    0 -> emptyList()\r\n    1 -> listOf(this[0])\r\n    else ->

this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Searches this list or its range for the provided [element] using the binary search

algorithm.\r\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the Comparable natural ordering

of its elements,\r\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\r\n *\r\n * If the list contains multiple elements equal to the

specified [element], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\r\n *\r\n * `null` value is considered to be less

than any non-null value.\r\n *\r\n * @return the index of the element, if it is contained in the list within the specified

range;\r\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\r\n * The insertion point is defined as the

index at which the element should be inserted,\r\n * so that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains

sorted.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchOnComparable\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithBoundaries\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

List<T?>.binarySearch(element: T?, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Int {\r\n    rangeCheck(size,

fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    var low = fromIndex\r\n    var high = toIndex - 1\r\n\r\n    while (low <= high) {\r\n

val mid = (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\r\n        val midVal = get(mid)\r\n        val cmp =

compareValues(midVal, element)\r\n\r\n        if (cmp < 0)\r\n            low = mid + 1\r\n        else if (cmp > 0)\r\n

  high = mid - 1\r\n        else\r\n            return mid // key found\r\n    }\r\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not

found\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Searches this list or its range for the provided [element] using the binary search

algorithm.\r\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the specified [comparator],\r\n *

otherwise the result is undefined.\r\n *\r\n * If the list contains multiple elements equal to the specified [element],

there is no guarantee which one will be found.\r\n *\r\n * `null` value is considered to be less than any non-null

value.\r\n *\r\n * @return the index of the element, if it is contained in the list within the specified range;\r\n *

otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\r\n * The insertion point is defined as the index at

which the element should be inserted,\r\n * so that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains sorted

according to the specified [comparator].\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.binarySearch(element: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Int {\r\n

 rangeCheck(size, fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    var low = fromIndex\r\n    var high = toIndex - 1\r\n\r\n    while

(low <= high) {\r\n        val mid = (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\r\n        val midVal = get(mid)\r\n

val cmp = comparator.compare(midVal, element)\r\n\r\n        if (cmp < 0)\r\n            low = mid + 1\r\n        else if

(cmp > 0)\r\n            high = mid - 1\r\n        else\r\n            return mid // key found\r\n    }\r\n    return -(low + 1)  //

key not found\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Searches this list or its range for an element having the key returned by the

specified [selector] function\r\n * equal to the provided [key] value using the binary search algorithm.\r\n * The list

is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the Comparable natural ordering of keys of its

elements.\r\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\r\n *\r\n * If the list contains multiple elements with the specified

[key], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\r\n *\r\n * `null` value is considered to be less than any non-

null value.\r\n *\r\n * @return the index of the element with the specified [key], if it is contained in the list within

the specified range;\r\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\r\n * The insertion point is

defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\r\n * so that the list (or the specified subrange of list)

still remains sorted.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchByKey\r\n */\r\npublic inline

fun <T, K : Comparable<K>> List<T>.binarySearchBy(\r\n    key: K?,\r\n    fromIndex: Int = 0,\r\n    toIndex: Int =

size,\r\n    crossinline selector: (T) -> K?\r\n): Int =\r\n    binarySearch(fromIndex, toIndex) {

compareValues(selector(it), key) }\r\n\r\n// do not introduce this overload --- too rare\r\n//public fun <T, K>

List<T>.binarySearchBy(key: K, comparator: Comparator<K>, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size(), selector:

(T) -> K): Int =\r\n//        binarySearch(fromIndex, toIndex) { comparator.compare(selector(it), key)

}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Searches this list or its range for an element for which [comparison] function returns zero using

the binary search algorithm.\r\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the provided

[comparison],\r\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\r\n *\r\n * If the list contains multiple elements for which
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[comparison] returns zero, there is no guarantee which one will be found.\r\n *\r\n * @param comparison function

that compares an element of the list with the element being searched.\r\n *\r\n * @return the index of the found

element, if it is contained in the list within the specified range;\r\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-

insertion point - 1)`.\r\n * The insertion point is defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\r\n *

so that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains sorted.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithComparisonFunction\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.binarySearch(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size, comparison: (T) -> Int): Int {\r\n    rangeCheck(size,

fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    var low = fromIndex\r\n    var high = toIndex - 1\r\n\r\n    while (low <= high) {\r\n

val mid = (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\r\n        val midVal = get(mid)\r\n        val cmp =

comparison(midVal)\r\n\r\n        if (cmp < 0)\r\n            low = mid + 1\r\n        else if (cmp > 0)\r\n            high = mid

- 1\r\n        else\r\n            return mid // key found\r\n    }\r\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not found\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Checks that `from` and `to` are in\r\n * the range of [0..size] and throws an appropriate exception, if they aren't.\r\n

*/\r\nprivate fun rangeCheck(size: Int, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\r\n    when {\r\n        fromIndex > toIndex ->

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"fromIndex ($fromIndex) is greater than toIndex ($toIndex).\")\r\n        fromIndex

< 0 -> throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex ($fromIndex) is less than zero.\")\r\n        toIndex > size ->

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"toIndex ($toIndex) is greater than size ($size).\")\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal expect fun checkIndexOverflow(index: Int):

Int\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal expect fun checkCountOverflow(count: Int):

Int\r\n\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun throwIndexOverflow() { throw

ArithmeticException(\"Index overflow has happened.\")

}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun throwCountOverflow() { throw

ArithmeticException(\"Count overflow has happened.\") }\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\nprivate object EmptyMap : Map<Any?, Nothing>,

Serializable {\r\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long = 8246714829545688274\r\n\r\n    override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is Map<*, *> && other.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\r\n

override fun toString(): String = \"{}\"\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean

= true\r\n\r\n    override fun containsKey(key: Any?): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun containsValue(value:

Nothing): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun get(key: Any?): Nothing? = null\r\n    override val entries:

Set<Map.Entry<Any?, Nothing>> get() = EmptySet\r\n    override val keys: Set<Any?> get() = EmptySet\r\n

override val values: Collection<Nothing> get() = EmptyList\r\n\r\n    private fun readResolve(): Any =

EmptyMap\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only map of specified type.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map is

serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyReadOnlyMap\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<K, V> emptyMap(): Map<K, V> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (EmptyMap as Map<K,

V>)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only map with the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\r\n * where the

first value is the key and the second is the value.\r\n *\r\n * If multiple pairs have the same key, the resulting map

will contain the value from the last of those pairs.\r\n *\r\n * Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were

specified.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map is serializable (JVM).\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mapFromPairs\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> mapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<K,

V>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    if (pairs.size > 0) pairs.toMap(LinkedHashMap(mapCapacity(pairs.size))) else

emptyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only map.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map is serializable (JVM).\r\n

* @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyReadOnlyMap\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> mapOf(): Map<K, V> = emptyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns an empty new [MutableMap].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order.\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyMutableMap\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> mutableMapOf():
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MutableMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [MutableMap] with the specified contents,

given as a list of pairs\r\n * where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\r\n *\r\n * If multiple

pairs have the same key, the resulting map will contain the value from the last of those pairs.\r\n *\r\n * Entries of

the map are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mutableMapFromPairs\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyMutableMap\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> mutableMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): MutableMap<K, V> =\r\n    LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(pairs.size)).apply { putAll(pairs)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty new [HashMap].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> hashMapOf(): HashMap<K,

V> = HashMap<K, V>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [HashMap] with the specified contents, given as a list of

pairs\r\n * where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.hashMapFromPairs\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> hashMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): HashMap<K, V> = HashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(pairs.size)).apply { putAll(pairs) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns an empty new [LinkedHashMap].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun <K, V> linkedMapOf(): LinkedHashMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

new [LinkedHashMap] with the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\r\n * where the first component is the key

and the second is the value.\r\n *\r\n * If multiple pairs have the same key, the resulting map will contain the value

from the last of those pairs.\r\n *\r\n * Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.linkedMapFromPairs\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V>

linkedMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<K, V>): LinkedHashMap<K, V> =

pairs.toMap(LinkedHashMap(mapCapacity(pairs.size)))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calculate the initial capacity of a map,

based on Guava's com.google.common.collect.Maps approach. This is equivalent\r\n * to the Collection constructor

for HashSet, (c.size()/.75f) + 1, but provides further optimisations for very small or\r\n * very large sizes, allows

support non-collection classes, and provides consistency for all map based class construction.\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun mapCapacity(expectedSize: Int): Int {\r\n    if (expectedSize < 3) {\r\n

return expectedSize + 1\r\n    }\r\n    if (expectedSize < INT_MAX_POWER_OF_TWO) {\r\n        return

expectedSize + expectedSize / 3\r\n    }\r\n    return Int.MAX_VALUE // any large value\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate const val

INT_MAX_POWER_OF_TWO: Int = Int.MAX_VALUE / 2 + 1\r\n\r\n/** Returns `true` if this map is not empty.

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean =

!isEmpty()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this nullable map is either null or empty.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapIsNullOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return this == null || isEmpty()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Map] if its not `null`, or the empty [Map]

otherwise.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<K, V>?.orEmpty(): Map<K, V> = this ?:

emptyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this map if it's not empty\r\n * or the result of calling [defaultValue] function if

the map is empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <M, R> M.ifEmpty(defaultValue: ()

-> R): R where M : Map<*, *>, M : R =\r\n    if (isEmpty()) defaultValue() else this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Checks if the

map contains the given key.\r\n *\r\n * This method allows to use the `x in map` syntax for checking whether an

object is contained in the map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V> Map<out K, V>.contains(key: K): Boolean =

containsKey(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value corresponding to the given [key], or `null` if such a key is not

present in the map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V> Map<out K, V>.get(key: K): V? =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as Map<K, V>).get(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Allows to use the index

operator for storing values in a mutable map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K,
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V> MutableMap<K, V>.set(key: K, value: V): Unit {\r\n    put(key, value)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the

map contains the specified [key].\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `containsKey` that

requires to pass a key of type `K`.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K> Map<out K, *>.containsKey(key: K): Boolean =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as Map<K, *>).containsKey(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the

map maps one or more keys to the specified [value].\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of

`containsValue` that requires to pass a value of type `V`.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.containsValue\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, @kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes V> Map<K,

V>.containsValue(value: V): Boolean = this.containsValue(value)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the specified key and

its corresponding value from this map.\r\n *\r\n * @return the previous value associated with the key, or `null` if the

key was not present in the map.\r\n\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `remove` that requires to pass

a key of type `K`.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K,

V> MutableMap<out K, V>.remove(key: K): V? =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableMap<K, V>).remove(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the key component of the map entry.\r\n *\r\n * This

method allows to use destructuring declarations when working with maps, for example:\r\n * ```\r\n * for ((key,

value) in map) {\r\n *     // do something with the key and the value\r\n * }\r\n * ```\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.component1(): K =

key\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value component of the map entry.\r\n *\r\n * This method allows to use

destructuring declarations when working with maps, for example:\r\n * ```\r\n * for ((key, value) in map) {\r\n *     //

do something with the key and the value\r\n * }\r\n * ```\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

operator fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.component2(): V = value\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts entry to [Pair] with key

being first component and value being second.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V>

Map.Entry<K, V>.toPair(): Pair<K, V> = Pair(key, value)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value for the given key, or the

result of the [defaultValue] function if there was no entry for the given key.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.getOrElse\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V>

Map<K, V>.getOrElse(key: K, defaultValue: () -> V): V = get(key) ?: defaultValue()\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun

<K, V> Map<K, V>.getOrElseNullable(key: K, defaultValue: () -> V): V {\r\n    val value = get(key)\r\n    if (value

== null && !containsKey(key)) {\r\n        return defaultValue()\r\n    } else {\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return value as V\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value for

the given [key] or throws an exception if there is no such key in the map.\r\n *\r\n * If the map was created by

[withDefault], resorts to its `defaultValue` provider function\r\n * instead of throwing an exception.\r\n *\r\n *

@throws NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain a value for the specified key and\r\n * no implicit

default value was provided for that map.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.getValue(key: K): V = getOrImplicitDefault(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value for the given key. If the key

is not found in the map, calls the [defaultValue] function,\r\n * puts its result into the map under the given key and

returns it.\r\n *\r\n * Note that the operation is not guaranteed to be atomic if the map is being modified

concurrently.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.getOrPut\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V>

MutableMap<K, V>.getOrPut(key: K, defaultValue: () -> V): V {\r\n    val value = get(key)\r\n    return if (value ==

null) {\r\n        val answer = defaultValue()\r\n        put(key, answer)\r\n        answer\r\n    } else {\r\n        value\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an [Iterator] over the entries in the [Map].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.forOverEntries\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

<K, V> Map<out K, V>.iterator(): Iterator<Map.Entry<K, V>> = entries.iterator()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

[MutableIterator] over the mutable entries in the [MutableMap].\r\n *\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"mutableIterator\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K,

V> MutableMap<K, V>.iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> =

entries.iterator()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates the given [destination] map with entries having the keys of this map and
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the values obtained\r\n * by applying the [transform] function to each entry in this [Map].\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

<K, V, R, M : MutableMap<in K, in R>> Map<out K, V>.mapValuesTo(destination: M, transform: (Map.Entry<K,

V>) -> R): M {\r\n    return entries.associateByTo(destination, { it.key }, transform)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates

the given [destination] map with entries having the keys obtained\r\n * by applying the [transform] function to each

entry in this [Map] and the values of this map.\r\n *\r\n * In case if any two entries are mapped to the equal keys, the

value of the latter one will overwrite\r\n * the value associated with the former one.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K,

V, R, M : MutableMap<in R, in V>> Map<out K, V>.mapKeysTo(destination: M, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -

> R): M {\r\n    return entries.associateByTo(destination, transform, { it.value })\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Puts all the

given [pairs] into this [MutableMap] with the first component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.putAll(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\r\n    for ((key,

value) in pairs) {\r\n        put(key, value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Puts all the elements of the given collection into

this [MutableMap] with the first component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.putAll(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\r\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\r\n

   put(key, value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Puts all the elements of the given sequence into this [MutableMap] with

the first component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<in

K, in V>.putAll(pairs: Sequence<Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\r\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\r\n        put(key, value)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map with entries having the keys of this map and the values obtained by

applying the [transform]\r\n * function to each entry in this [Map].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original map.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapValues\r\n

*/\r\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K, V>.mapValues(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map<K, R>

{\r\n    return mapValuesTo(LinkedHashMap<K, R>(mapCapacity(size)), transform) //

.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new Map with entries having the keys obtained by applying

the [transform] function to each entry in this\r\n * [Map] and the values of this map.\r\n *\r\n * In case if any two

entries are mapped to the equal keys, the value of the latter one will overwrite\r\n * the value associated with the

former one.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapKeys\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.mapKeys(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map<R, V> {\r\n    return mapKeysTo(LinkedHashMap<R,

V>(mapCapacity(size)), transform) // .optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map containing all

key-value pairs with keys matching the given [predicate].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterKeys\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

<K, V> Map<out K, V>.filterKeys(predicate: (K) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\r\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K,

V>()\r\n    for (entry in this) {\r\n        if (predicate(entry.key)) {\r\n            result.put(entry.key, entry.value)\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map containing all key-value pairs with values matching

the given [predicate].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterValues\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.filterValues(predicate: (V) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\r\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\r\n    for

(entry in this) {\r\n        if (predicate(entry.value)) {\r\n            result.put(entry.key, entry.value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all entries matching the given [predicate] into the mutable map given

as [destination] parameter.\r\n *\r\n * @return the destination map.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterTo\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Map<out K, V>.filterTo(destination: M, predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): M {\r\n    for (element in this)

{\r\n        if (predicate(element)) {\r\n            destination.put(element.key, element.value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return destination\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs matching the given

[predicate].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filter\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.filter(predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\r\n    return filterTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(),

predicate)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all entries not matching the given [predicate] into the given [destination].\r\n

*\r\n * @return the destination map.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterNotTo\r\n */\r\npublic
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inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Map<out K, V>.filterNotTo(destination: M, predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): M {\r\n    for (element in this) {\r\n        if (!predicate(element)) {\r\n

destination.put(element.key, element.value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n    return destination\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

new map containing all key-value pairs not matching the given [predicate].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterNot\r\n

*/\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.filterNot(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Map<K, V>

{\r\n    return filterNotTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), predicate)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map containing

all key-value pairs from the given collection of pairs.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order

of the original collection.\r\n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <K, V> Iterable<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V> {\r\n    if (this is Collection) {\r\n        return

when (size) {\r\n            0 -> emptyMap()\r\n            1 -> mapOf(if (this is List) this[0] else iterator().next())\r\n

  else -> toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(size)))\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n    return

toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>()).optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs from the given collection of pairs.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\r\n    destination.apply {

putAll(this@toMap) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs from the given array of

pairs.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\r\n * If any of two pairs

would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> Array<out Pair<K,

V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V> = when (size) {\r\n    0 -> emptyMap()\r\n    1 -> mapOf(this[0])\r\n    else ->

toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(size)))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *  Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs from the given array of pairs.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K,

in V>> Array<out Pair<K, V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\r\n    destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs from the given sequence of pairs.\r\n *\r\n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\r\n * If any of two pairs would have the

same key the last one gets added to the map.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> Sequence<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K,

V> = toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>()).optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs from the given sequence of pairs.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\r\n    destination.apply {

putAll(this@toMap) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only map containing all key-value pairs from the original

map.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toMap(): Map<K, V> = when (size) {\r\n    0 ->

emptyMap()\r\n    1 -> toSingletonMap()\r\n    else -> toMutableMap()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new mutable

map containing all key-value pairs from the original map.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toMutableMap():

MutableMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map

with key-value pairs from the given map.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in

K, in V>> Map<out K, V>.toMap(destination: M): M =\r\n    destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding an entry to this map from a given key-value

[pair].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * The [pair] is iterated

in the end if it has a unique key.\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pair: Pair<K, V>):

Map<K, V> =\r\n    if (this.isEmpty()) mapOf(pair) else LinkedHashMap(this).apply { put(pair.first, pair.second)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from a given collection of

key-value [pairs].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * Those

[pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end in the order of [pairs] collection.\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun <K, V>

Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    if (this.isEmpty()) pairs.toMap() else

LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding

entries to this map from a given array of key-value [pairs].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\r\n * Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end in the order of [pairs] array.\r\n
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*/\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    if

(this.isEmpty()) pairs.toMap() else LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-

only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from a given sequence of key-value [pairs].\r\n *\r\n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated

in the end in the order of [pairs] sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs:

Sequence<Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs)

}.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries to this map

from another [map].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * Those

entries of another [map] that are missing in this map are iterated in the end in the order of that [map].\r\n */\r\npublic

operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(map: Map<out K, V>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    LinkedHashMap(this).apply

{ putAll(map) }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends or replaces the given [pair] in this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pair:

Pair<K, V>) {\r\n    put(pair.first, pair.second)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends or replaces all pairs from the given

collection of [pairs] in this mutable map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V>

MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>) {\r\n    putAll(pairs)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Appends or replaces all pairs from the given array of [pairs] in this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs:

Array<out Pair<K, V>>) {\r\n    putAll(pairs)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends or replaces all pairs from the given

sequence of [pairs] in this mutable map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V>

MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs: Sequence<Pair<K, V>>) {\r\n    putAll(pairs)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Appends or replaces all entries from the given [map] in this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(map:

Map<K, V>) {\r\n    putAll(map)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map containing all entries of the original map except

the entry with the given [key].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original

map.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(key: K): Map<K, V>

=\r\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(key) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map

containing all entries of the original map except those entries\r\n * the keys of which are contained in the given

[keys] collection.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Iterable<K>): Map<K, V>

=\r\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map

containing all entries of the original map except those entries\r\n * the keys of which are contained in the given

[keys] array.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Array<out K>): Map<K,

V> =\r\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

map containing all entries of the original map except those entries\r\n * the keys of which are contained in the given

[keys] sequence.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Sequence<K>): Map<K,

V> =\r\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the

entry with the given [key] from this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(key: K) {\r\n    remove(key)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all entries the keys of which are

contained in the given [keys] collection from this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Iterable<K>) {\r\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all entries the

keys of which are contained in the given [keys] array from this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Array<out K>) {\r\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all entries

from the keys of which are contained in the given [keys] sequence from this mutable map.\r\n
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Sequence<K>) {\r\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// do not expose for now

@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.optimizeReadOnlyMap() = when (size) {\r\n    0 ->

emptyMap()\r\n    1 -> toSingletonMapOrSelf()\r\n    else -> this\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SetsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal object EmptySet : Set<Nothing>, Serializable {\r\n    private const val

serialVersionUID: Long = 3406603774387020532\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is

Set<*> && other.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

\"[]\"\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\r\n    override fun

contains(element: Nothing): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<Nothing>):

Boolean = elements.isEmpty()\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\r\n\r\n    private

fun readResolve(): Any = EmptySet\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only set.  The returned set is

serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyReadOnlySet\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

emptySet(): Set<T> = EmptySet\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only set with the given elements.\r\n * Elements

of the set are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n * The returned set is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.readOnlySet\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> setOf(vararg elements: T): Set<T> = if

(elements.size > 0) elements.toSet() else emptySet()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only set.  The returned

set is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyReadOnlySet\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> setOf(): Set<T> = emptySet()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an

empty new [MutableSet].\r\n *\r\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyMutableSet\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> mutableSetOf():

MutableSet<T> = LinkedHashSet()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] with the given elements.\r\n *

Elements of the set are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.mutableSet\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> mutableSetOf(vararg elements: T):

MutableSet<T> = elements.toCollection(LinkedHashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\r\n\r\n/** Returns an empty

new [HashSet]. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> hashSetOf():

HashSet<T> = HashSet()\r\n\r\n/** Returns a new [HashSet] with the given elements. */\r\npublic fun <T>

hashSetOf(vararg elements: T): HashSet<T> =

elements.toCollection(HashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\r\n\r\n/** Returns an empty new [LinkedHashSet].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> linkedSetOf():

LinkedHashSet<T> = LinkedHashSet()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [LinkedHashSet] with the given elements.\r\n

* Elements of the set are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> linkedSetOf(vararg

elements: T): LinkedHashSet<T> = elements.toCollection(LinkedHashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\r\n\r\n/**

Returns this Set if it's not `null` and the empty set otherwise. */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T> Set<T>?.orEmpty(): Set<T> = this ?: emptySet()\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> Set<T>.optimizeReadOnlySet() =

when (size) {\r\n    0 -> emptySet()\r\n    1 -> setOf(iterator().next())\r\n    else -> this\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n@file:Suppress(\"PLA

TFORM_CLASS_MAPPED_TO_KOTLIN\")\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a signed

[Byte] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toByteOrNull(): Byte? = toByteOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Parses the string as a signed [Byte] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for

string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toByteOrNull(radix: Int): Byte?
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{\r\n    val int = this.toIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\r\n    if (int < Byte.MIN_VALUE || int > Byte.MAX_VALUE)

return null\r\n    return int.toByte()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the

result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic

fun String.toShortOrNull(): Short? = toShortOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number

and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toShortOrNull(radix: Int): Short? {\r\n    val int =

this.toIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\r\n    if (int < Short.MIN_VALUE || int > Short.MAX_VALUE) return null\r\n

 return int.toShort()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if

the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun

String.toIntOrNull(): Int? = toIntOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns

the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toIntOrNull(radix: Int): Int? {\r\n    checkRadix(radix)\r\n\r\n    val

length = this.length\r\n    if (length == 0) return null\r\n\r\n    val start: Int\r\n    val isNegative: Boolean\r\n    val

limit: Int\r\n\r\n    val firstChar = this[0]\r\n    if (firstChar < '0') {  // Possible leading sign\r\n        if (length == 1)

return null  // non-digit (possible sign) only, no digits after\r\n\r\n        start = 1\r\n\r\n        if (firstChar == '-') {\r\n

      isNegative = true\r\n            limit = Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n        } else if (firstChar == '+') {\r\n            isNegative =

false\r\n            limit = -Int.MAX_VALUE\r\n        } else\r\n            return null\r\n    } else {\r\n        start = 0\r\n

isNegative = false\r\n        limit = -Int.MAX_VALUE\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / radix\r\n    var

result = 0\r\n    for (i in start..(length - 1)) {\r\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\r\n\r\n        if (digit < 0) return

null\r\n        if (result < limitBeforeMul) return null\r\n\r\n        result *= radix\r\n\r\n        if (result < limit + digit)

return null\r\n\r\n        result -= digit\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return if (isNegative) result else -result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of

a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toLongOrNull(): Long? = toLongOrNull(radix =

10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a

valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix

for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toLongOrNull(radix: Int):

Long? {\r\n    checkRadix(radix)\r\n\r\n    val length = this.length\r\n    if (length == 0) return null\r\n\r\n    val start:

Int\r\n    val isNegative: Boolean\r\n    val limit: Long\r\n\r\n    val firstChar = this[0]\r\n    if (firstChar < '0') {  //

Possible leading sign\r\n        if (length == 1) return null  // non-digit (possible sign) only, no digits after\r\n\r\n

start = 1\r\n\r\n        if (firstChar == '-') {\r\n            isNegative = true\r\n            limit = Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n

} else if (firstChar == '+') {\r\n            isNegative = false\r\n            limit = -Long.MAX_VALUE\r\n        } else\r\n

       return null\r\n    } else {\r\n        start = 0\r\n        isNegative = false\r\n        limit = -Long.MAX_VALUE\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / radix\r\n    var result = 0L\r\n    for (i in start..(length - 1)) {\r\n        val

digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\r\n\r\n        if (digit < 0) return null\r\n        if (result < limitBeforeMul) return

null\r\n\r\n        result *= radix\r\n\r\n        if (result < limit + digit) return null\r\n\r\n        result -= digit\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return if (isNegative) result else -result\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun numberFormatError(input: String):

Nothing = throw NumberFormatException(\"Invalid number format: '$input'\")\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UnsignedKt\")\r\n@file:UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\

npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun uintCompare(v1: Int, v2: Int): Int = (v1 xor

Int.MIN_VALUE).compareTo(v2 xor Int.MIN_VALUE)\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun ulongCompare(v1:

Long, v2: Long): Int = (v1 xor Long.MIN_VALUE).compareTo(v2 xor

Long.MIN_VALUE)\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun uintDivide(v1: UInt, v2: UInt): UInt = (v1.toLong() /

v2.toLong()).toUInt()\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun uintRemainder(v1: UInt, v2: UInt): UInt = (v1.toLong() %

v2.toLong()).toUInt()\r\n\r\n// Division and remainder are based on Guava's UnsignedLongs implementation\r\n//
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Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun ulongDivide(v1: ULong, v2: ULong):

ULong {\r\n    val dividend = v1.toLong()\r\n    val divisor = v2.toLong()\r\n    if (divisor < 0) { // i.e., divisor >=

2^63:\r\n        return if (v1 < v2) ULong(0) else ULong(1)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Optimization - use signed division if

both dividend and divisor < 2^63\r\n    if (dividend >= 0) {\r\n        return ULong(dividend / divisor)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

// Otherwise, approximate the quotient, check, and correct if necessary.\r\n    val quotient = ((dividend ushr 1) /

divisor) shl 1\r\n    val rem = dividend - quotient * divisor\r\n    return ULong(quotient + if (ULong(rem) >=

ULong(divisor)) 1 else 0)\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun ulongRemainder(v1: ULong, v2: ULong):

ULong {\r\n    val dividend = v1.toLong()\r\n    val divisor = v2.toLong()\r\n    if (divisor < 0) { // i.e., divisor >=

2^63:\r\n        return if (v1 < v2) {\r\n            v1 // dividend < divisor\r\n        } else {\r\n            v1 - v2 // dividend

>= divisor\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Optimization - use signed modulus if both dividend and divisor < 2^63\r\n

if (dividend >= 0) {\r\n        return ULong(dividend % divisor)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Otherwise, approximate the

quotient, check, and correct if necessary.\r\n    val quotient = ((dividend ushr 1) / divisor) shl 1\r\n    val rem =

dividend - quotient * divisor\r\n    return ULong(rem - if (ULong(rem) >= ULong(divisor)) divisor else

0)\r\n}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun doubleToUInt(v: Double): UInt = when {\r\n    v.isNaN() -> 0u\r\n    v

<= UInt.MIN_VALUE.toDouble() -> UInt.MIN_VALUE\r\n    v >= UInt.MAX_VALUE.toDouble() ->

UInt.MAX_VALUE\r\n    v <= Int.MAX_VALUE -> v.toInt().toUInt()\r\n    else -> (v -

Int.MAX_VALUE).toInt().toUInt() + Int.MAX_VALUE.toUInt()      // Int.MAX_VALUE < v <

UInt.MAX_VALUE\r\n}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun doubleToULong(v: Double): ULong = when {\r\n

v.isNaN() -> 0u\r\n    v <= ULong.MIN_VALUE.toDouble() -> ULong.MIN_VALUE\r\n    v >=

ULong.MAX_VALUE.toDouble() -> ULong.MAX_VALUE\r\n    v < Long.MAX_VALUE ->

v.toLong().toULong()\r\n\r\n    // Real values from Long.MAX_VALUE to (Long.MAX_VALUE + 1) are not

representable in Double, so don't handle them.\r\n    else -> (v - 9223372036854775808.0).toLong().toULong() +

9223372036854775808uL      // Long.MAX_VALUE + 1 < v <

ULong.MAX_VALUE\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun uintToDouble(v: Int): Double = (v and

Int.MAX_VALUE).toDouble() + (v ushr 31 shl 30).toDouble() * 2\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun

ulongToDouble(v: Long): Double = (v ushr 11).toDouble() * 2048 + (v and 2047)\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun

ulongToString(v: Long): String = ulongToString(v, 10)\r\n\r\ninternal fun ulongToString(v: Long, base: Int): String

{\r\n    if (v >= 0) return v.toString(base)\r\n\r\n    var quotient = ((v ushr 1) / base) shl 1\r\n    var rem = v - quotient

* base\r\n    if (rem >= base) {\r\n        rem -= base\r\n        quotient += 1\r\n    }\r\n    return quotient.toString(base)

+ rem.toString(base)\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Given an [iterator] function constructs an [Iterable] instance that returns values

through the [Iterator]\r\n * provided by that function.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Building.iterable\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable(crossinline iterator: () -> Iterator<T>): Iterable<T> = object : Iterable<T> {\r\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = iterator()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A wrapper over another [Iterable] (or any other object that can produce

an [Iterator]) that returns\r\n * an indexing iterator.\r\n */\r\ninternal class IndexingIterable<out T>(private val

iteratorFactory: () -> Iterator<T>) : Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\r\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = IndexingIterator(iteratorFactory())\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the size of this

iterable if it is known, or `null` otherwise.\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun <T>

Iterable<T>.collectionSizeOrNull(): Int? = if (this is Collection<*>) this.size else null\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

size of this iterable if it is known, or the specified [default] value otherwise.\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun

<T> Iterable<T>.collectionSizeOrDefault(default: Int): Int = if (this is Collection<*>) this.size else

default\r\n\r\n/** Returns true when it's safe to convert this collection to a set without changing contains method

behavior. */\r\nprivate fun <T> Collection<T>.safeToConvertToSet() = size > 2 && this is ArrayList\r\n\r\n/**

Converts this collection to a set, when it's worth so and it doesn't change contains method behavior. */\r\ninternal
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fun <T> Iterable<T>.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(source: Iterable<T>): Collection<T> =\r\n    when (this)

{\r\n        is Set -> this\r\n        is Collection ->\r\n            when {\r\n                source is Collection && source.size <

2 -> this\r\n                else -> if (this.safeToConvertToSet()) toHashSet() else this\r\n            }\r\n        else ->

toHashSet()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/** Converts this collection to a set, when it's worth so and it doesn't change contains

method behavior. */\r\ninternal fun <T> Iterable<T>.convertToSetForSetOperation(): Collection<T> =\r\n    when

(this) {\r\n        is Set -> this\r\n        is Collection -> if (this.safeToConvertToSet()) toHashSet() else this\r\n

else -> toHashSet()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a single list of all elements from all collections in the given

collection.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.flattenIterable\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<Iterable<T>>.flatten(): List<T> {\r\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\r\n    for (element in this) {\r\n

result.addAll(element)\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\r\n * *first* list is

built from the first values of each pair from this collection,\r\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each

pair from this collection.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.unzipIterable\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<T, R> Iterable<Pair<T, R>>.unzip(): Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\r\n    val expectedSize =

collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\r\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>(expectedSize)\r\n    val listR =

ArrayList<R>(expectedSize)\r\n    for (pair in this) {\r\n        listT.add(pair.first)\r\n        listR.add(pair.second)\r\n

}\r\n    return listT to listR\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.sequences\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Given an [iterator] function constructs a [Sequence] that returns values through the

[Iterator]\r\n * provided by that function.\r\n * The values are evaluated lazily, and the sequence is potentially

infinite.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromIterator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence(crossinline iterator: () -> Iterator<T>):

Sequence<T> = object : Sequence<T> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = iterator()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Creates a sequence that returns all elements from this iterator. The sequence is constrained to be iterated only

once.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromIterator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

Iterator<T>.asSequence(): Sequence<T> = Sequence { this }.constrainOnce()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a sequence

that returns the specified values.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceOfValues\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T> sequenceOf(vararg elements: T): Sequence<T> = if (elements.isEmpty()) emptySequence()

else elements.asSequence()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> emptySequence():

Sequence<T> = EmptySequence\r\n\r\nprivate object EmptySequence : Sequence<Nothing>,

DropTakeSequence<Nothing> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\r\n    override fun

drop(n: Int) = EmptySequence\r\n    override fun take(n: Int) = EmptySequence\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this

sequence if it's not `null` and the empty sequence otherwise.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Usage.sequenceOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>?.orEmpty():

Sequence<T> = this ?: emptySequence()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence that iterates through the elements

either of this sequence\r\n * or, if this sequence turns out to be empty, of the sequence returned by [defaultValue]

function.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Usage.sequenceIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -> Sequence<T>):

Sequence<T> = sequence {\r\n    val iterator = this@ifEmpty.iterator()\r\n    if (iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n

yieldAll(iterator)\r\n    } else {\r\n        yieldAll(defaultValue())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence of all

elements from all sequences in this sequence.\r\n *\r\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T> Sequence<Sequence<T>>.flatten(): Sequence<T> = flatten { it.iterator() }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a sequence of all elements from all iterables in this sequence.\r\n *\r\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flattenSequenceOfIterable\")\r\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<Iterable<T>>.flatten(): Sequence<T> = flatten { it.iterator() }\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.flatten(iterator: (T) -> Iterator<R>): Sequence<R> {\r\n    if (this is TransformingSequence<*, *>)
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{\r\n        return (this as TransformingSequence<*, T>).flatten(iterator)\r\n    }\r\n    return FlatteningSequence(this,

{ it }, iterator)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\r\n * *first* list is built from the first values of each

pair from this sequence,\r\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each pair from this sequence.\r\n *\r\n

* The operation is _terminal_.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<Pair<T, R>>.unzip(): Pair<List<T>, List<R>>

{\r\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>()\r\n    val listR = ArrayList<R>()\r\n    for (pair in this) {\r\n

listT.add(pair.first)\r\n        listR.add(pair.second)\r\n    }\r\n    return listT to listR\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence

that returns the values from the underlying [sequence] that either match or do not match\r\n * the specified

[predicate].\r\n *\r\n * @param sendWhen If `true`, values for which the predicate returns `true` are returned.

Otherwise,\r\n * values for which the predicate returns `false` are returned\r\n */\r\ninternal class

FilteringSequence<T>(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val sendWhen: Boolean = true,\r\n

private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\r\n) : Sequence<T> {\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object :

Iterator<T> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1

for continue\r\n        var nextItem: T? = null\r\n\r\n        private fun calcNext() {\r\n            while (iterator.hasNext())

{\r\n                val item = iterator.next()\r\n                if (predicate(item) == sendWhen) {\r\n                    nextItem =

item\r\n                    nextState = 1\r\n                    return\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            nextState = 0\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): T {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n            if (nextState

== 0)\r\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n            val result = nextItem\r\n            nextItem = null\r\n

        nextState = -1\r\n            @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n            return result as T\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

  override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n            return nextState

== 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence which returns the results of applying the given [transformer]

function to the values\r\n * in the underlying [sequence].\r\n */\r\n\r\ninternal class TransformingSequence<T,

R>\r\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>, private val transformer: (T) -> R) : Sequence<R> {\r\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<R> = object : Iterator<R> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        override

fun next(): R {\r\n            return transformer(iterator.next())\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean

{\r\n            return iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    internal fun <E> flatten(iterator: (R) -> Iterator<E>):

Sequence<E> {\r\n        return FlatteningSequence<T, R, E>(sequence, transformer, iterator)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence which returns the results of applying the given [transformer] function to the

values\r\n * in the underlying [sequence], where the transformer function takes the index of the value in the

underlying\r\n * sequence along with the value itself.\r\n */\r\ninternal class TransformingIndexedSequence<T,

R>\r\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>, private val transformer: (Int, T) -> R) : Sequence<R> {\r\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<R> = object : Iterator<R> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var

index = 0\r\n        override fun next(): R {\r\n            return transformer(checkIndexOverflow(index++),

iterator.next())\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            return iterator.hasNext()\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence which combines values from the underlying [sequence] with their indices

and returns them as\r\n * [IndexedValue] objects.\r\n */\r\ninternal class

IndexingSequence<T>\r\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>) : Sequence<IndexedValue<T>> {\r\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = object : Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> {\r\n        val iterator =

sequence.iterator()\r\n        var index = 0\r\n        override fun next(): IndexedValue<T> {\r\n            return

IndexedValue(checkIndexOverflow(index++), iterator.next())\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean

{\r\n            return iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence which takes the values from

two parallel underlying sequences, passes them to the given\r\n * [transform] function and returns the values

returned by that function. The sequence stops returning\r\n * values as soon as one of the underlying sequences stops

returning values.\r\n */\r\ninternal class MergingSequence<T1, T2, V>\r\nconstructor(\r\n    private val sequence1:

Sequence<T1>,\r\n    private val sequence2: Sequence<T2>,\r\n    private val transform: (T1, T2) -> V\r\n) :

Sequence<V> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<V> = object : Iterator<V> {\r\n        val iterator1 =

sequence1.iterator()\r\n        val iterator2 = sequence2.iterator()\r\n        override fun next(): V {\r\n            return

transform(iterator1.next(), iterator2.next())\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            return

iterator1.hasNext() && iterator2.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class FlatteningSequence<T, R,
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E>\r\nconstructor(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val transformer: (T) -> R,\r\n    private val

iterator: (R) -> Iterator<E>\r\n) : Sequence<E> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E> = object : Iterator<E>

{\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var itemIterator: Iterator<E>? = null\r\n\r\n        override fun

next(): E {\r\n            if (!ensureItemIterator())\r\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n            return

itemIterator!!.next()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            return

ensureItemIterator()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        private fun ensureItemIterator(): Boolean {\r\n            if

(itemIterator?.hasNext() == false)\r\n                itemIterator = null\r\n\r\n            while (itemIterator == null) {\r\n

        if (!iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                    return false\r\n                } else {\r\n                    val element =

iterator.next()\r\n                    val nextItemIterator = iterator(transformer(element))\r\n                    if

(nextItemIterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                        itemIterator = nextItemIterator\r\n                        return true\r\n

          }\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return true\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that

supports drop(n) and take(n) operations\r\n */\r\ninternal interface DropTakeSequence<T> : Sequence<T> {\r\n

fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T>\r\n    fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that skips

[startIndex] values from the underlying [sequence]\r\n * and stops returning values right before [endIndex], i.e. stops

at `endIndex - 1`\r\n */\r\ninternal class SubSequence<T>(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private

val startIndex: Int,\r\n    private val endIndex: Int\r\n) : Sequence<T>, DropTakeSequence<T> {\r\n\r\n    init {\r\n

  require(startIndex >= 0) { \"startIndex should be non-negative, but is $startIndex\" }\r\n        require(endIndex >=

0) { \"endIndex should be non-negative, but is $endIndex\" }\r\n        require(endIndex >= startIndex) { \"endIndex

should be not less than startIndex, but was $endIndex < $startIndex\" }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private val count: Int get() =

endIndex - startIndex\r\n\r\n    override fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) emptySequence() else

SubSequence(sequence, startIndex + n, endIndex)\r\n    override fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) this

else SubSequence(sequence, startIndex, startIndex + n)\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator() = object : Iterator<T>

{\r\n\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var position = 0\r\n\r\n        // Shouldn't be called from

constructor to avoid premature iteration\r\n        private fun drop() {\r\n            while (position < startIndex &&

iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                iterator.next()\r\n                position++\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override

fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            drop()\r\n            return (position < endIndex) && iterator.hasNext()\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): T {\r\n            drop()\r\n            if (position >= endIndex)\r\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            position++\r\n            return iterator.next()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* A sequence that returns at most [count] values from the underlying [sequence], and stops returning values\r\n * as

soon as that count is reached.\r\n */\r\ninternal class TakeSequence<T>(\r\n    private val sequence:

Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val count: Int\r\n) : Sequence<T>, DropTakeSequence<T> {\r\n\r\n    init {\r\n

require(count >= 0) { \"count must be non-negative, but was $count.\" }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun drop(n: Int):

Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) emptySequence() else SubSequence(sequence, n, count)\r\n    override fun take(n:

Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) this else TakeSequence(sequence, n)\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\r\n        var left = count\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n\r\n

override fun next(): T {\r\n            if (left == 0)\r\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n            left--\r\n

       return iterator.next()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            return left > 0 &&

iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that returns values from the underlying

[sequence] while the [predicate] function returns\r\n * `true`, and stops returning values once the function returns

`false` for the next element.\r\n */\r\ninternal class TakeWhileSequence<T>\r\nconstructor(\r\n    private val

sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\r\n) : Sequence<T> {\r\n    override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var nextState: Int = -

1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\r\n        var nextItem: T? = null\r\n\r\n        private fun calcNext()

{\r\n            if (iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                val item = iterator.next()\r\n                if (predicate(item)) {\r\n

          nextState = 1\r\n                    nextItem = item\r\n                    return\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n

nextState = 0\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): T {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext() //

will change nextState\r\n            if (nextState == 0)\r\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n            val result = nextItem as T\r\n\r\n            // Clean next to avoid
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keeping reference on yielded instance\r\n            nextItem = null\r\n            nextState = -1\r\n            return result\r\n

     }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext() // will

change nextState\r\n            return nextState == 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that skips the

specified number of values from the underlying [sequence] and returns\r\n * all values after that.\r\n */\r\ninternal

class DropSequence<T>(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val count: Int\r\n) : Sequence<T>,

DropTakeSequence<T> {\r\n    init {\r\n        require(count >= 0) { \"count must be non-negative, but was $count.\"

}\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> = (count + n).let { n1 -> if (n1 < 0) DropSequence(this, n)

else DropSequence(sequence, n1) }\r\n    override fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T> = (count + n).let { n1 -> if (n1 < 0)

TakeSequence(this, n) else SubSequence(sequence, count, n1) }\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> =

object : Iterator<T> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var left = count\r\n\r\n        // Shouldn't be

called from constructor to avoid premature iteration\r\n        private fun drop() {\r\n            while (left > 0 &&

iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                iterator.next()\r\n                left--\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun

next(): T {\r\n            drop()\r\n            return iterator.next()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean

{\r\n            drop()\r\n            return iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that skips the

values from the underlying [sequence] while the given [predicate] returns `true` and returns\r\n * all values after

that.\r\n */\r\ninternal class DropWhileSequence<T>\r\nconstructor(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n

private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\r\n) : Sequence<T> {\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object :

Iterator<T> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var dropState: Int = -1 // -1 for not dropping, 1 for

nextItem, 0 for normal iteration\r\n        var nextItem: T? = null\r\n\r\n        private fun drop() {\r\n            while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                val item = iterator.next()\r\n                if (!predicate(item)) {\r\n

nextItem = item\r\n                    dropState = 1\r\n                    return\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            dropState =

0\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): T {\r\n            if (dropState == -1)\r\n                drop()\r\n\r\n            if

(dropState == 1) {\r\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n                val result = nextItem as T\r\n

          nextItem = null\r\n                dropState = 0\r\n                return result\r\n            }\r\n            return

iterator.next()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (dropState == -1)\r\n

drop()\r\n            return dropState == 1 || iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class

DistinctSequence<T, K>(private val source: Sequence<T>, private val keySelector: (T) -> K) : Sequence<T> {\r\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = DistinctIterator(source.iterator(), keySelector)\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate class

DistinctIterator<T, K>(private val source: Iterator<T>, private val keySelector: (T) -> K) : AbstractIterator<T>()

{\r\n    private val observed = HashSet<K>()\r\n\r\n    override fun computeNext() {\r\n        while

(source.hasNext()) {\r\n            val next = source.next()\r\n            val key = keySelector(next)\r\n\r\n            if

(observed.add(key)) {\r\n                setNext(next)\r\n                return\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        done()\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class GeneratorSequence<T : Any>(private val getInitialValue: () -> T?, private val

getNextValue: (T) -> T?) : Sequence<T> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\r\n

var nextItem: T? = null\r\n        var nextState: Int = -2 // -2 for initial unknown, -1 for next unknown, 0 for done, 1

for continue\r\n\r\n        private fun calcNext() {\r\n            nextItem = if (nextState == -2) getInitialValue() else

getNextValue(nextItem!!)\r\n            nextState = if (nextItem == null) 0 else 1\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun

next(): T {\r\n            if (nextState < 0)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n\r\n            if (nextState == 0)\r\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            val result = nextItem as T\r\n            // Do not clean nextItem (to avoid

keeping reference on yielded instance) -- need to keep state for getNextValue\r\n            nextState = -1\r\n

return result\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (nextState < 0)\r\n

calcNext()\r\n            return nextState == 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a wrapper sequence that

provides values of this sequence, but ensures it can be iterated only one time.\r\n *\r\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\r\n *\r\n * [IllegalStateException] is thrown on iterating the returned sequence from

the second time.\r\n *\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.constrainOnce(): Sequence<T> {\r\n    // as? does not

work in js\r\n    //return this as? ConstrainedOnceSequence<T> ?: ConstrainedOnceSequence(this)\r\n    return if

(this is ConstrainedOnceSequence<T>) this else ConstrainedOnceSequence(this)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

sequence which invokes the function to calculate the next value on each iteration until the function returns `null`.\r\n
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*\r\n * The returned sequence is constrained to be iterated only once.\r\n *\r\n * @see constrainOnce\r\n * @see

kotlin.sequences.sequence\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequence\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T : Any> generateSequence(nextFunction: () -> T?): Sequence<T> {\r\n    return

GeneratorSequence(nextFunction, { nextFunction() }).constrainOnce()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence

defined by the starting value [seed] and the function [nextFunction],\r\n * which is invoked to calculate the next

value based on the previous one on each iteration.\r\n *\r\n * The sequence produces values until it encounters first

`null` value.\r\n * If [seed] is `null`, an empty sequence is produced.\r\n *\r\n * The sequence can be iterated

multiple times, each time starting with [seed].\r\n *\r\n * @see kotlin.sequences.sequence\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequenceWithSeed\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\npublic fun <T : Any> generateSequence(seed: T?,

nextFunction: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> =\r\n    if (seed == null)\r\n        EmptySequence\r\n    else\r\n

GeneratorSequence({ seed }, nextFunction)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence defined by the function

[seedFunction], which is invoked to produce the starting value,\r\n * and the [nextFunction], which is invoked to

calculate the next value based on the previous one on each iteration.\r\n *\r\n * The sequence produces values until it

encounters first `null` value.\r\n * If [seedFunction] returns `null`, an empty sequence is produced.\r\n *\r\n * The

sequence can be iterated multiple times.\r\n *\r\n * @see kotlin.sequences.sequence\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequenceWithLazySeed\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any>

generateSequence(seedFunction: () -> T?, nextFunction: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> =\r\n

GeneratorSequence(seedFunction, nextFunction)\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"PreconditionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.contract\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] if the [value] is

false.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun require(value: Boolean): Unit {\r\n    contract {\r\n

returns() implies value\r\n    }\r\n    require(value) { \"Failed requirement.\" }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an

[IllegalArgumentException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the [value] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

require(value: Boolean, lazyMessage: () -> Any): Unit {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns() implies value\r\n    }\r\n

if (!value) {\r\n        val message = lazyMessage()\r\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(message.toString())\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] if the [value] is null. Otherwise returns the not null

value.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T : Any> requireNotNull(value: T?): T {\r\n

contract {\r\n        returns() implies (value != null)\r\n    }\r\n    return requireNotNull(value) { \"Required value was

null.\" }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the

[value] is null. Otherwise\r\n * returns the not null value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T : Any> requireNotNull(value: T?, lazyMessage: () -> Any): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns() implies (value

!= null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (value == null) {\r\n        val message = lazyMessage()\r\n        throw

IllegalArgumentException(message.toString())\r\n    } else {\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws

an [IllegalStateException] if the [value] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

check(value: Boolean): Unit {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns() implies value\r\n    }\r\n    check(value) { \"Check

failed.\" }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the

[value] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun check(value: Boolean, lazyMessage: () -> Any): Unit {\r\n

contract {\r\n        returns() implies value\r\n    }\r\n    if (!value) {\r\n        val message = lazyMessage()\r\n

throw IllegalStateException(message.toString())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] if the

[value] is null. Otherwise\r\n * returns the not null value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample
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samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T : Any> checkNotNull(value: T?): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns() implies (value != null)\r\n    }\r\n    return

checkNotNull(value) { \"Required value was null.\" }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] with

the result of calling [lazyMessage]  if the [value] is null. Otherwise\r\n * returns the not null value.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun <T : Any> checkNotNull(value: T?, lazyMessage: () -> Any): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns()

implies (value != null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (value == null) {\r\n        val message = lazyMessage()\r\n        throw

IllegalStateException(message.toString())\r\n    } else {\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws

an [IllegalStateException] with the given [message].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failWithError\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun error(message:

Any): Nothing = throw IllegalStateException(message.toString())\r\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS

AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

primitiveArrayConcat\nimport withType\nimport kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds

of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun <T>

Array<out T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun ByteArray.elementAt(index: Int): Byte

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun ShortArray.elementAt(index: Int): Short {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun IntArray.elementAt(index: Int): Int {\n

return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds

of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun

LongArray.elementAt(index: Int): Long {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun FloatArray.elementAt(index: Int): Float

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun DoubleArray.elementAt(index: Int): Double {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun BooleanArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Boolean {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun CharArray.elementAt(index: Int): Char {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original
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array.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.asList(): List<T> {\n    return

ArrayList<T>(this.unsafeCast<Array<Any?>>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ByteArray.asList(): List<Byte> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ShortArray.asList(): List<Short> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun IntArray.asList(): List<Int> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun LongArray.asList(): List<Long> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun FloatArray.asList(): List<Float> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun DoubleArray.asList(): List<Double> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun BooleanArray.asList(): List<Boolean> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\npublic actual fun CharArray.asList(): List<Char> {\n    return object : AbstractList<Char>(), RandomAccess {\n

     override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n

   override fun contains(element: Char): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int):

Char {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n

override fun indexOf(element: Char): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is Char) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: Char): Int {\n            if ((element as

Any?) !is Char) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *deeply* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same

elements in the same order.\n * \n * If two corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are also compared

deeply.\n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n * \n * The elements of

other types are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code

based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays

contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepHashCode\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the

contents of this array as if it is a [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains

itself on any nesting level that reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent recursion.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepToString\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepToString(): String {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays

are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n *

\n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers

it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating

point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun ByteArray.contentEquals(other:
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ByteArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun ShortArray.contentEquals(other:

ShortArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun IntArray.contentEquals(other:

IntArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally*

equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements

are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that

`NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun LongArray.contentEquals(other:

LongArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun FloatArray.contentEquals(other:

FloatArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun DoubleArray.contentEquals(other:

DoubleArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun BooleanArray.contentEquals(other:

BooleanArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun CharArray.contentEquals(other:

CharArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array

as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this

array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents

of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

ShortArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents

of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

IntArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of

this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

LongArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents

of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents
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of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

DoubleArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

CharArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the

contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.contentToString():

String {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun ByteArray.contentToString(): String {\n

 definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun ShortArray.contentToString(): String {\n

  definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun IntArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun LongArray.contentToString(): String {\n

  definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun FloatArray.contentToString(): String {\n

  definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun BooleanArray.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun CharArray.contentToString(): String {\n

 definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that

array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it

overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset

the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of

the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this

array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex]

or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified

[destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the

[destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun <T> Array<out T>.copyInto(destination: Array<T>, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): Array<T> {\n    arrayCopy(this, destination, destinationOffset,

startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the
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subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *

@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun ByteArray.copyInto(destination: ByteArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ByteArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun ShortArray.copyInto(destination: ShortArray, destinationOffset: Int =

0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ShortArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun IntArray.copyInto(destination: IntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): IntArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT
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_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun LongArray.copyInto(destination: LongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): LongArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun FloatArray.copyInto(destination: FloatArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): FloatArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun DoubleArray.copyInto(destination: DoubleArray, destinationOffset: Int

= 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): DoubleArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun BooleanArray.copyInto(destination: BooleanArray, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): BooleanArray {\n

arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>(), destination.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>(), destinationOffset,

startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the

subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *

@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or
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[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun CharArray.copyInto(destination: CharArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): CharArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Char>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Char>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun <T> Array<out T>.copyOf(): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun ByteArray.copyOf(): ByteArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun ShortArray.copyOf(): ShortArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun IntArray.copyOf(): IntArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun LongArray.copyOf(): LongArray {\n    return withType(\"LongArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun FloatArray.copyOf(): FloatArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun DoubleArray.copyOf(): DoubleArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic actual fun BooleanArray.copyOf():

BooleanArray {\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\", this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun CharArray.copyOf(): CharArray {\n    return withType(\"CharArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize]

is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater

than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ByteArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return fillFrom(this, ByteArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun ShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ShortArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new

array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return fillFrom(this, ShortArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a

copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with

zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated
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to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array

are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

IntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): IntArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\" }\n

return fillFrom(this, IntArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n

* \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If

[newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero

values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual

fun LongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): LongArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size:

$newSize.\" }\n    return withType(\"LongArray\", arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, 0L))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded

at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy

array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements

in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): FloatArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return fillFrom(this, FloatArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): DoubleArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new

array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return fillFrom(this, DoubleArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end

with `false` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `false` values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): BooleanArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size:

$newSize.\" }\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\", arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, false))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or

padded at the end with null char (`\\u0000`) values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with null char (`\\u0000`) values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

CharArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): CharArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return withType(\"CharArray\", fillFrom(this, CharArray(newSize)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end

with `null` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `null` values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizingCopyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.copyOf(newSize: Int):

Array<T?> {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return arrayCopyResize(this,

newSize, null)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n

* @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n
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*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Array<T> {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must

be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\npublic actual fun ByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ByteArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun ShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): ShortArray {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range

of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun

IntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): IntArray {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must

be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\npublic actual fun LongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): LongArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"LongArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified

range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n

* @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): FloatArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): DoubleArray {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range

of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): BooleanArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified

range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n

* @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun

CharArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): CharArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"CharArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified

[element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the

end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun <T> Array<T>.fill(element: T, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param
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fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun ByteArray.fill(element: Byte, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun ShortArray.fill(element: Short, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun IntArray.fill(element: Int, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun LongArray.fill(element: Long, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun FloatArray.fill(element: Float, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun DoubleArray.fill(element: Double, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param
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fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun BooleanArray.fill(element: Boolean, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun CharArray.fill(element: Char, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator

fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(element: T): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().concat(arrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator

fun ByteArray.plus(element: Byte): ByteArray {\n    return plus(byteArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ShortArray.plus(element: Short):

ShortArray {\n    return plus(shortArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline

operator fun IntArray.plus(element: Int): IntArray {\n    return plus(intArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun LongArray.plus(element: Long):

LongArray {\n    return plus(longArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline

operator fun FloatArray.plus(element: Float): FloatArray {\n    return plus(floatArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun DoubleArray.plus(element:

Double): DoubleArray {\n    return plus(doubleArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline operator fun BooleanArray.plus(element: Boolean): BooleanArray {\n    return

plus(booleanArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then

the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun

CharArray.plus(element: Char): CharArray {\n    return plus(charArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual operator fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(elements:

Collection<T>): Array<T> {\n    return arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic

actual operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<Byte>): ByteArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<Short>): ShortArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing
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all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: Collection<Int>): IntArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size +

elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual operator fun LongArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Long>): LongArray {\n    return arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic

actual operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements: Collection<Float>): FloatArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun DoubleArray.plus(elements: Collection<Double>): DoubleArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun BooleanArray.plus(elements: Collection<Boolean>): BooleanArray {\n    return

arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual operator fun CharArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Char>): CharArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size,

elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>):

Array<T> {\n    return this.asDynamic().concat(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements:

ByteArray): ByteArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements:

ShortArray): ShortArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: IntArray):

IntArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun LongArray.plus(elements:

LongArray): LongArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements:

FloatArray): FloatArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun DoubleArray.plus(elements:

DoubleArray): DoubleArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun BooleanArray.plus(elements:

BooleanArray): BooleanArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun CharArray.plus(elements:

CharArray): CharArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.plusElement(element: T): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().concat(arrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

IntArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic actual fun LongArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sort {

a: Long, b: Long -> a.compareTo(b) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

ShortArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

DoubleArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

CharArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the natural order

of its elements.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArrayOfComparable\n */\npublic actual fun

<T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-

place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that

equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.sort(comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArrayWith(this, comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

the array in-place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Byte, b: Byte) -> Int):

Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by

the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sort(noinline

comparison: (a: Short, b: Short) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-

place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Int, b: Int) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.sort(noinline comparison:

(a: Long, b: Long) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according

to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Float, b: Float) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sort(noinline comparison:

(a: Double, b: Double) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place

according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun CharArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Char, b: Char) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Unit {\n    if

(size > 1) sortArrayWith(this, comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun ByteArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Byte> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic actual fun ShortArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Short> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic actual fun IntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Int> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

LongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Long> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*
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object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Float> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*

object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

DoubleArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Double> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*

object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Boolean> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

*typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

CharArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Char> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ComparisonsKt\")\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Compares two values using the specified functions [selectors] to calculate the

result of the comparison.\r\n * The functions are called sequentially, receive the given values [a] and [b] and return

[Comparable]\r\n * objects. As soon as the [Comparable] instances returned by a function for [a] and [b] values do

not\r\n * compare as equal, the result of that comparison is returned.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithSelectors\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> compareValuesBy(a:

T, b: T, vararg selectors: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Int {\r\n    require(selectors.size > 0)\r\n    return

compareValuesByImpl(a, b, selectors)\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T> compareValuesByImpl(a: T, b: T, selectors:

Array<out (T) -> Comparable<*>?>): Int {\r\n    for (fn in selectors) {\r\n        val v1 = fn(a)\r\n        val v2 =

fn(b)\r\n        val diff = compareValues(v1, v2)\r\n        if (diff != 0) return diff\r\n    }\r\n    return

0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Compares two values using the specified [selector] function to calculate the result of the

comparison.\r\n * The function is applied to the given values [a] and [b] and return [Comparable] objects.\r\n * The

result of comparison of these [Comparable] instances is returned.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithSingleSelector\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> compareValuesBy(a: T, b: T, selector: (T) ->

Comparable<*>?): Int {\r\n    return compareValues(selector(a), selector(b))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Compares two

values using the specified [selector] function to calculate the result of the comparison.\r\n * The function is applied

to the given values [a] and [b] and return objects of type K which are then being\r\n * compared with the given

[comparator].\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareValuesBy(a: T, b: T, comparator:

Comparator<in K>, selector: (T) -> K): Int {\r\n    return comparator.compare(selector(a), selector(b))\r\n}\r\n\r\n////

Not so useful without type inference for receiver of expression\r\n//// compareValuesWith(v1, v2, compareBy {

it.prop1 } thenByDescending { it.prop2 })\r\n///**\r\n// * Compares two values using the specified

[comparator].\r\n// */\r\n//@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\n//public inline fun <T>

compareValuesWith(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<T>): Int = comparator.compare(a, b)\r\n//\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Compares two nullable [Comparable] values. Null is considered less than any value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValues\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Comparable<*>> compareValues(a: T?,

b: T?): Int {\r\n    if (a === b) return 0\r\n    if (a == null) return -1\r\n    if (b == null) return 1\r\n\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    return (a as Comparable<Any>).compareTo(b)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Creates a comparator using the sequence of functions to calculate a result of comparison.\r\n * The functions are

called sequentially, receive the given values `a` and `b` and return [Comparable]\r\n * objects. As soon as the

[Comparable] instances returned by a function for `a` and `b` values do not\r\n * compare as equal, the result of that

comparison is returned from the [Comparator].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithSelectors\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> compareBy(vararg selectors:

(T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> {\r\n    require(selectors.size > 0)\r\n    return Comparator { a, b ->

compareValuesByImpl(a, b, selectors) }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator using the function to

transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithSingleSelector\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic
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inline fun <T> compareBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b

-> compareValuesBy(a, b, selector) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator using the [selector] function to transform

values being compared and then applying\r\n * the specified [comparator] to compare transformed values.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareBy(comparator: Comparator<in K>,

crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(a, b, comparator,

selector) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a descending comparator using the function to transform value to a [Comparable]

instance for comparison.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByDescendingWithSingleSelector\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> compareByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) ->

Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(b, a, selector) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Creates a descending comparator using the [selector] function to transform values being compared and then

applying\r\n * the specified [comparator] to compare transformed values.\r\n *\r\n * Note that an order of

[comparator] is reversed by this wrapper.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByDescendingWithComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareByDescending(comparator: Comparator<in

K>, crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(b, a,

comparator, selector) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator comparing values after the primary comparator defined

them equal. It uses\r\n * the function to transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenBy\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b -

>\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenBy.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare

else compareValuesBy(a, b, selector)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator comparing values after the

primary comparator defined them equal. It uses\r\n * the [selector] function to transform values and then compares

them with the given [comparator].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByWithComparator\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

fun <T, K> Comparator<T>.thenBy(comparator: Comparator<in K>, crossinline selector: (T) -> K):

Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenBy.compare(a, b)\r\n        if

(previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(a, b, comparator, selector)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Creates a descending comparator using the primary comparator and\r\n * the function to transform value to a

[Comparable] instance for comparison.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByDescending\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T> Comparator<T>.thenByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\r\n

Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenByDescending.compare(a, b)\r\n        if

(previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(b, a, selector)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a

descending comparator comparing values after the primary comparator defined them equal. It uses\r\n * the

[selector] function to transform values and then compares them with the given [comparator].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByDescendingWithComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> Comparator<T>.thenByDescending(comparator:

Comparator<in K>, crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        val

previousCompare = this@thenByDescending.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare

else compareValuesBy(b, a, comparator, selector)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator using the primary

comparator and function to calculate a result of comparison.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenComparator\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenComparator(crossinline comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator {

a, b ->\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenComparator.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0)

previousCompare else comparison(a, b)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Combines this comparator and the given

[comparator] such that the latter is applied only\r\n * when the former considered values equal.\r\n *\r\n * @sample
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samples.comparisons.Comparisons.then\r\n */\r\npublic infix fun <T> Comparator<T>.then(comparator:

Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        val previousCompare =

this@then.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else comparator.compare(a, b)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Combines this comparator and the given [comparator] such that the latter is applied only\r\n *

when the former considered values equal.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenDescending\r\n */\r\npublic infix fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenDescending(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator<T> { a, b -

>\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenDescending.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0)

previousCompare else comparator.compare(b, a)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n// Not so useful without type inference for receiver of

expression\r\n/**\r\n * Extends the given [comparator] of non-nullable values to a comparator of nullable values\r\n

* considering `null` value less than any other value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any>

nullsFirst(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T?> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        when {\r\n

a === b -> 0\r\n            a == null -> -1\r\n            b == null -> 1\r\n            else -> comparator.compare(a, b)\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a comparator of nullable [Comparable] values\r\n * considering `null` value less

than any other value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T : Comparable<T>> nullsFirst(): Comparator<T?> =

nullsFirst(naturalOrder())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Extends the given [comparator] of non-nullable values to a comparator of

nullable values\r\n * considering `null` value greater than any other value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any>

nullsLast(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T?> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        when {\r\n

a === b -> 0\r\n            a == null -> 1\r\n            b == null -> -1\r\n            else -> comparator.compare(a, b)\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a comparator of nullable [Comparable] values\r\n * considering `null` value

greater than any other value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T : Comparable<T>> nullsLast(): Comparator<T?> =

nullsLast(naturalOrder())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a comparator that compares [Comparable] objects in natural

order.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.naturalOrderComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> naturalOrder(): Comparator<T> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")

(NaturalOrderComparator as Comparator<T>)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a comparator that compares [Comparable]

objects in reversed natural order.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

reverseOrder(): Comparator<T> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (ReverseOrderComparator as

Comparator<T>)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *  Returns a comparator that imposes the reverse ordering of this comparator.\r\n

*\r\n *  @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.reversed\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> Comparator<T>.reversed():

Comparator<T> = when (this) {\r\n    is ReversedComparator -> this.comparator\r\n    NaturalOrderComparator ->

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (ReverseOrderComparator as Comparator<T>)\r\n

ReverseOrderComparator -> @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (NaturalOrderComparator as

Comparator<T>)\r\n    else -> ReversedComparator(this)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class

ReversedComparator<T>(public val comparator: Comparator<T>) : Comparator<T> {\r\n    override fun compare(a:

T, b: T): Int = comparator.compare(b, a)\r\n    @Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\r\n    fun

reversed(): Comparator<T> = comparator\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate object NaturalOrderComparator :

Comparator<Comparable<Any>> {\r\n    override fun compare(a: Comparable<Any>, b: Comparable<Any>): Int =

a.compareTo(b)\r\n    @Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\r\n    fun reversed():

Comparator<Comparable<Any>> = ReverseOrderComparator\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate object ReverseOrderComparator :

Comparator<Comparable<Any>> {\r\n    override fun compare(a: Comparable<Any>, b: Comparable<Any>): Int =

b.compareTo(a)\r\n    @Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\r\n    fun reversed():

Comparator<Comparable<Any>> = NaturalOrderComparator\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0
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license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n\r\npublic actual

interface Comparator<T> {\r\n    @JsName(\"compare\")\r\n    actual fun compare(a: T, b: T): Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

actual inline fun <T> Comparator(crossinline comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Comparator<T> = object :

Comparator<T> {\r\n    override fun compare(a: T, b: T): Int = comparison(a, b)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StandardKt\")\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An exception is thrown to indicate that a method body remains

to be implemented.\r\n */\r\npublic class NotImplementedError(message: String = \"An operation is not

implemented.\") : Error(message)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Always throws [NotImplementedError] stating that operation is

not implemented.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun TODO(): Nothing = throw

NotImplementedError()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Always throws [NotImplementedError] stating that operation is not

implemented.\r\n *\r\n * @param reason a string explaining why the implementation is missing.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun TODO(reason: String): Nothing = throw

NotImplementedError(\"An operation is not implemented: $reason\")\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified

function [block] and returns its result.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#run).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <R> run(block: () -> R): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return block()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the

specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and returns its result.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage

information see the documentation for [scope functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-

functions.html#run).\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.run(block: T.() -> R): R

{\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return

block()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] with the given [receiver] as its receiver and returns

its result.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#with).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, R> with(receiver: T, block: T.() -> R): R {\r\n    contract

{\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return

receiver.block()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and returns

`this` value.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#apply).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> T.apply(block: T.() -> Unit): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    block()\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its argument and returns `this` value.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed

usage information see the documentation for [scope functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-

functions.html#also).\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T>

T.also(block: (T) -> Unit): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n

}\r\n    block(this)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its

argument and returns its result.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#let).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.let(block: (T) -> R): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return block(this)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

`this` value if it satisfies the given [predicate] or `null`, if it doesn't.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T> T.takeIf(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(predicate, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n

return if (predicate(this)) this else null\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `this` value if it _does not_ satisfy the given

[predicate] or `null`, if it does.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun

<T> T.takeUnless(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(predicate,
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InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return if (!predicate(this)) this else null\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Executes the given function [action] specified number of [times].\r\n *\r\n * A zero-based index of current iteration

is passed as a parameter to [action].\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.misc.ControlFlow.repeat\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun repeat(times: Int, action: (Int) -> Unit) {\r\n    contract {

callsInPlace(action) }\r\n\r\n    for (index in 0 until times) {\r\n        action(index)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of two values.\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T :

Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(),

b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float): Float {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double): Double {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of

three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T {\n

return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short, c: Short): Short {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long,

c: Long): Long {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double): Double {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of two values.\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun

<T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(),

b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float): Float {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double): Double {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of

three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T {\n

return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short, c: Short): Short {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long,

c: Long): Long {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller

of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double): Double {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component1(): T {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <T> List<T>.component2(): T {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component3(): T {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <T> List<T>.component4(): T {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component5(): T {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the collection.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection)\n
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return contains(element)\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n

if (this is List)\n        return get(index)\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Collection doesn't contain element at index $index.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T> List<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    return get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the

given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    if (this is List)\n        return

this.getOrElse(index, defaultValue)\n    if (index < 0)\n        return defaultValue(index)\n    val iterator = iterator()\n

 var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element = iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n

  return element\n    }\n    return defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> List<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    if (this is List)\n        return this.getOrNull(index)\n    if (index <

0)\n        return null\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element =

iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> List<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return

firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.first(): T {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return this.first()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator =

iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n

    return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException]

if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.first(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the

given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first element, or `null` if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    when

(this) {\n        is List -> {\n            if (isEmpty())\n                return null\n            else\n                return this[0]\n

}\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n

return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the list is empty.\n */\npublic

fun <T> List<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>
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Iterable<T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> List<T>.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this list.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.getOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return if (index >=

0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the collection

does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.indexOf(element: T):

Int {\n    if (this is List) return this.indexOf(element)\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the list does not contain element.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> List<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    return

indexOf(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

collection does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if

(predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the list does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the collection does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Iterable<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item

in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n

}\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the list

does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n

val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        if (predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n

    return iterator.nextIndex()\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.last(): T {\n    when (this)

{\n        is List -> return this.last()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n

           throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n            var last = iterator.next()\n            while

(iterator.hasNext())\n                last = iterator.next()\n            return last\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.last(): T {\n

if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var last: T? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return last as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n

while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val element = iterator.previous()\n        if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"List contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the collection does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if (this is List) return

this.lastIndexOf(element)\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n    }\n    return

lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the list does not contain element.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in
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some cases\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> List<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    return

lastIndexOf(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Iterable<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n

  else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            var last =

iterator.next()\n            while (iterator.hasNext())\n                last = iterator.next()\n            return last\n        }\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.lastOrNull(): T?

{\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.lastOrNull(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var last: T? = null\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last =

element\n        }\n    }\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n

val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val element = iterator.previous()\n

if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

collection.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.random(): T {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this collection using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun <T> Collection<T>.random(random: Random): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n    return elementAt(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the collection is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.single(): T {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return this.single()\n        else -> {\n

       val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection

is empty.\")\n            val single = iterator.next()\n            if (iterator.hasNext())\n                throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Collection has more than one element.\")\n            return single\n        }\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the list is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.single(): T {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"List has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Collection contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

    found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

single element, or `null` if the collection is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n        else ->

{\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            val single =

iterator.next()\n            if (iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            return single\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns single element, or `null` if the list is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found =

false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.drop(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return toList()\n

val list: ArrayList<T>\n    if (this is Collection<*>) {\n        val resultSize = size - n\n        if (resultSize <= 0)\n
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  return emptyList()\n        if (resultSize == 1)\n            return listOf(last())\n        list = ArrayList<T>(resultSize)\n

  if (this is List<T>) {\n            if (this is RandomAccess) {\n                for (index in n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n            } else {\n                for (item in listIterator(n))\n                    list.add(item)\n            }\n

        return list\n        }\n    }\n    else {\n        list = ArrayList<T>()\n    }\n    var count = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

   if (count >= n) list.add(item) else ++count\n    }\n    return list.optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.dropLast(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.dropLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator =

listIterator(size)\n        while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            if (!predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n                return

take(iterator.nextIndex() + 1)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.dropWhile(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if

(yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n

   }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<T>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, T) ->

Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Iterable<T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are

instances of specified type parameter R.\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R> Iterable<*>.filterIsInstance():

List<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n    return filterIsInstanceTo(ArrayList<R>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are instances of specified type parameter R to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <reified

R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(element is R) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

not matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean):

List<T> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that

are not `null`.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Iterable<T?>.filterNotNull(): List<T> {\n    return

filterNotNullTo(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Iterable<T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Iterable<T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Iterable<T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.slice(indices: IntRange): List<T> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return this.subList(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).toList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.slice(indices:
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Iterable<Int>): List<T> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n

val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.take(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (this is Collection<T>) {\n        if (n >= size) return toList()\n        if (n == 1) return

listOf(first())\n    }\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n

          break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list.optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.takeLast(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(last())\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    if (this is

RandomAccess) {\n        for (index in size - n until size)\n            list.add(this[index])\n    } else {\n        for (item in

listIterator(size - n))\n            list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> List<T>.takeLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return

emptyList()\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        if

(!predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n            iterator.next()\n            val expectedSize = size - iterator.nextIndex()\n

    if (expectedSize == 0) return emptyList()\n            return ArrayList<T>(expectedSize).apply {\n                while

(iterator.hasNext())\n                    add(iterator.next())\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.takeWhile(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the list in-place.\n */\npublic

expect fun <T> MutableList<T>.reverse(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.reversed(): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection && size <= 1) return toList()\n    val

list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to

natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that

equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> MutableList<T>.sortBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place descending according to natural sort

order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

MutableList<T>.sortByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place descending according to

their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> MutableList<T>.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

sortWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n *

\n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.sorted(): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) {\n        if (size <= 1)

return this.toList()\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return (toTypedArray<Comparable<T>>()

as Array<T>).apply { sort() }.asList()\n    }\n    return toMutableList().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

all elements sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to natural

sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>
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Iterable<T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.sortedDescending(): List<T>

{\n    return sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n       if (size <= 1) return this.toList()\n       @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n       return

(toTypedArray<Any?>() as Array<T>).apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n    }\n    return

toMutableList().apply { sortWith(comparator) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Boolean containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Boolean>.toBooleanArray(): BooleanArray {\n    val result

= BooleanArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Byte containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Byte>.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in

this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Char containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Char>.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n    val result =

CharArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Double containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Double>.toDoubleArray(): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Float containing

all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Float>.toFloatArray(): FloatArray {\n    val result

= FloatArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Int containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Int>.toIntArray(): IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n

    result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Long containing all of the elements

of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Long>.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    val result =

LongArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Short containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Short>.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    val result = ShortArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element

in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs

provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would

have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order

of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Iterable<T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>):

Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements

from the given collection indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *

\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

T>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and

indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Iterable<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with

key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given
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collection\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by

[keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, in T>>

Iterable<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given collection.\n *

\n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K,

V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given collection and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector]

function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n *

The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K,

V> Iterable<K>.associateWith(valueSelector: (K) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each

element of the given collection,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector]

function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the

map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Iterable<K>.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (K) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to

the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Iterable<T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toHashSet():

HashSet<T> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<T>(mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(12))))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptyList()\n            1 -> listOf(if (this is List) get(0) else

iterator().next())\n            else -> this.toMutableList()\n        }\n    }\n    return

this.toMutableList().optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n    if (this is Collection<T>)\n

return this.toMutableList()\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled

with all elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Collection<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n

return ArrayList(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptySet()\n            1 -> setOf(if (this is List) this[0] else

iterator().next())\n            else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n        }\n    }\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>()).optimizeReadOnlySet()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original collection.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original collection, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Iterable<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of
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the original collection by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to

each element of the original collection\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Iterable<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original collection by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<T>>> Iterable<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<T>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original collection\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Iterable<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a collection to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T, K>

{\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun keyOf(element:

T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each element in the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.map(transform:

(T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original collection.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

collection.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns

the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original collection\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n

* @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed {
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index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original collection\n * and appends the

results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to each element in the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any>

Iterable<T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in the original collection\n * and

appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach {

element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element of the original collection\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original collection\n * into an

[IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given collection.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list

are in the same order as they were in the source collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.distinct(): List<T> {\n

 return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given collection\n

* having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the

same order as they were in the source collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Iterable<T>.distinctBy(selector: (T)

-> K): List<T> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key =

selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Iterable<T>.intersect(other:

Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a set containing all elements that are contained by this collection and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T>

Iterable<T>.subtract(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    return when (this) {\n        is Collection<T> ->

LinkedHashSet(this)\n        else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>())\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing

all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original collection.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order

of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Iterable<T>.union(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return true\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if collection has at

least one element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.any(): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection) return !isEmpty()\n    return iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return false\n    for
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(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in

this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.count(): Int {\n    if (this is Collection) return size\n    var count =

0\n    for (element in this) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of

elements in this collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.count(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return 0\n    var count =

0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R

{\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original collection.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation:

(index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator

= operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and

current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> List<T>.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (T, acc: R) -> R):

R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(size)\n        while

(iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            accumulator = operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n        }\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original list and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> List<T>.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int,

T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(size)\n

while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            val index = iterator.previousIndex()\n            accumulator =

operation(index, iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n        }\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.HidesMembers\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this) action(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Double>.max(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max =

iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.max(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.max(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var

max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

 return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R

: Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return maxElem\n    var
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maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue <

v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return

maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n

val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements

is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.min(): Double? {\n    val iterator

= iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n

}\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.min(): Float? {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return

min\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min

= e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic

fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.min(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (min > e) min

= e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return minElem\n    var

minValue = selector(minElem)\n    do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue >

v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return

minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T?

{\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the collection has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.none(): Boolean {\n    if (this is

Collection) return isEmpty()\n    return !iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty())

return true\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element and returns the collection itself afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic

inline fun <T, C : Iterable<T>> C.onEach(action: (T) -> Unit): C {\n    return apply { for (element in this)

action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left

to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Iterable<T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty collection can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original collection.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Iterable<T>.reduceIndexed(operation:

(index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty collection can't be reduced.\")\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++),

accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element
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and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

<S, T : S> List<T>.reduceRight(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty list can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        accumulator =

operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original list and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

List<T>.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty list can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val index = iterator.previousIndex()\n

     accumulator = operation(index, iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumByDouble(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an

[IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

Iterable<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Iterable<T> {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (element == null) {\n            throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n    }\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as Iterable<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection

containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Any> List<T?>.requireNoNulls(): List<T> {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (element ==

null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n    }\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as List<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this collection into a list of

lists each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last list in the resulting list may have less elements than the

given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater

than the number of elements in this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.chunked(size: Int): List<List<T>> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Splits this collection into several lists each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform]

function to an each.\n * \n * @return list of results of the [transform] applied to an each list.\n * \n * Note that the

list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it

or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last list may have less elements than the

given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater

than the number of elements in this collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.chunked(size: Int, transform: (List<T>) -> R): List<R>

{\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.minus(element: T): List<T> {\n    val result =

ArrayList<T>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10))\n    var removed = false\n    return this.filterTo(result) { if (!removed

&& it == element) { removed = true; false } else true }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the

original collection except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * The [elements] array may be

converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable

implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    if (elements.isEmpty()) return this.toList()\n    val other

= elements.toHashSet()\n    return this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of
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the original collection except the elements contained in the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * The [elements]

collection may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a

correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this)\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toList()\n    return

this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection except the

elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * The [elements] sequence may be converted to a

[HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation

of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val other = elements.toHashSet()\n    if

(other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toList()\n    return this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.minusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n

return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original collection into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate]

yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>,

List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val second = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n

return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection and then the

given [element].\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.plus(element: T): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection)

return this.plus(element)\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Collection<T>.plus(element: T): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(size + 1)\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the

original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return this.plus(elements)\n    val

result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing all elements of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Collection<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size +

elements.size)\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return

this.plus(elements)\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection and then all elements of the given

[elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Collection<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    if

(elements is Collection) {\n        val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + elements.size)\n        result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n        return result\n    } else {\n        val result = ArrayList<T>(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n        return result\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original

collection and then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original

collection and then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Collection<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + 10)\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Collection<T>.plusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of
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snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this collection with the given [step], where each\n *

snapshot is a list.\n * \n * Several last lists may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and

[step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * @param size the

number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward

by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the

end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false): List<List<T>> {\n

checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    if (this is RandomAccess && this is List) {\n        val thisSize = this.size\n

val result = ArrayList<List<T>>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n        var index = 0\n        while (index < thisSize) {\n

       val windowSize = size.coerceAtMost(thisSize - index)\n            if (windowSize < size && !partialWindows)

break\n            result.add(List(windowSize) { this[it + index] })\n            index += step\n        }\n        return result\n

 }\n    val result = ArrayList<List<T>>()\n    windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

false).forEach {\n        result.add(it)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of results of applying the

given [transform] function to\n * an each list representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding

along this collection with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral

and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made

a snapshot of it.\n * Several last lists may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step]

must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an

each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if

any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

List<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    if (this is RandomAccess && this is List) {\n        val thisSize =

this.size\n        val result = ArrayList<R>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n        val window = MovingSubList(this)\n

var index = 0\n        while (index < thisSize) {\n            window.move(index, (index +

size).coerceAtMost(thisSize))\n            if (!partialWindows && window.size < size) break\n

result.add(transform(window))\n            index += step\n        }\n        return result\n    }\n    val result =

ArrayList<R>()\n    windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer = true).forEach {\n

result.add(transform(it))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this`

collection and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values

built from the elements of `this` collection and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V>

Iterable<T>.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = other.size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(element, other[i++]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] collection with the same index.\n * The returned list

has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\npublic infix fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 ->

t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` collection and the [other] collection

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V>

Iterable<T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val first = iterator()\n    val second
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= other.iterator()\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(collectionSizeOrDefault(10),

other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)))\n    while (first.hasNext() && second.hasNext()) {\n

list.add(transform(first.next(), second.next()))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs of each two

adjacent elements in this collection.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this collection contains less than two

elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.zipWithNext(): List<Pair<T, T>> {\n    return zipWithNext

{ a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to

an each pair of two adjacent elements in this collection.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this collection contains

less than two elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zipWithNext(transform: (a: T, b: T) -> R): List<R> {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return emptyList()\n    val result = mutableListOf<R>()\n    var current = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val next = iterator.next()\n        result.add(transform(current, next))\n        current

= next\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and

using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-

negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the

[truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable>

Iterable<T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence

= \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if

(limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if

supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only

the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this

collection as an [Iterable].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.asIterable():

Iterable<T> {\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original collection returning

its elements when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromCollection\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.asSequence():

Sequence<T> {\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Iterable<Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

 sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Iterable<Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double =

0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

}\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun Iterable<Long>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns
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an average value of elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun Iterable<Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Iterable<Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n

 for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun Iterable<Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var

sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.comparisons.naturalOrder\r\nimport kotlin.random.Random\r\n\r\n/** Returns

the array if it's not `null`, or an empty array otherwise. */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

<T> Array<out T>?.orEmpty(): Array<out T> = this ?:

emptyArray<T>()\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun <T> Collection<T>.toTypedArray():

Array<T> = copyToArray(this)\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"copyToArray\")\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun <T>

copyToArray(collection: Collection<T>): Array<T> {\r\n    return if (collection.asDynamic().toArray !==

undefined)\r\n        collection.asDynamic().toArray().unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n    else\r\n

copyToArrayImpl(collection).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"copyToArrayImpl\")\r\ninternal

actual fun copyToArrayImpl(collection: Collection<*>): Array<Any?> {\r\n    val array = emptyArray<Any?>()\r\n

 val iterator = collection.iterator()\r\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\r\n        array.asDynamic().push(iterator.next())\r\n

  return array\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"copyToExistingArrayImpl\")\r\ninternal actual fun <T>

copyToArrayImpl(collection: Collection<*>, array: Array<T>): Array<T> {\r\n    if (array.size < collection.size)\r\n

      return copyToArrayImpl(collection).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n\r\n    val iterator = collection.iterator()\r\n

var index = 0\r\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n        array[index++] = iterator.next().unsafeCast<T>()\r\n    }\r\n

if (index < array.size) {\r\n        array[index] = null.unsafeCast<T>()\r\n    }\r\n    return array\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns an immutable list containing only the specified object [element].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> listOf(element:

T): List<T> = arrayListOf(element)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an immutable set containing only the specified object

[element].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> setOf(element: T): Set<T> = hashSetOf(element)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an

immutable map, mapping only the specified key to the\r\n * specified value.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V>

mapOf(pair: Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> = hashMapOf(pair)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Fills the list with the provided

[value].\r\n *\r\n * Each element in the list gets replaced with the [value].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.fill(value: T): Unit {\r\n    for (index in 0..lastIndex) {\r\n        this[index] =

value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this list.\r\n *\r\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.shuffle(): Unit =
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shuffle(Random)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new list with the elements of this list randomly shuffled.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun <T> Iterable<T>.shuffled(): List<T> = toMutableList().apply {

shuffle() }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to their natural sort order.\r\n *\r\n * The sort

is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\r\n */\r\npublic

actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> MutableList<T>.sort(): Unit {\r\n    collectionsSort(this,

naturalOrder())\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to the order specified with

[comparator].\r\n *\r\n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Unit {\r\n

collectionsSort(this, comparator)\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T> collectionsSort(list: MutableList<T>, comparator:

Comparator<in T>) {\r\n    if (list.size <= 1) return\r\n\r\n    val array = copyToArray(list)\r\n

sortArrayWith(array, comparator)\r\n\r\n    for (i in 0 until array.size) {\r\n        list[i] = array[i]\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun <T> arrayOfNulls(reference: Array<T>, size: Int): Array<T> {\r\n    return

arrayOfNulls<Any>(size).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@JsNa

me(\"arrayCopy\")\r\ninternal fun <T> arrayCopy(source: Array<out T>, destination: Array<in T>,

destinationOffset: Int, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int) {\r\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(startIndex, endIndex,

source.size)\r\n    val rangeSize = endIndex - startIndex\r\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(destinationOffset,

destinationOffset + rangeSize, destination.size)\r\n\r\n    if (js(\"ArrayBuffer\").isView(destination) &&

js(\"ArrayBuffer\").isView(source)) {\r\n        val subrange = source.asDynamic().subarray(startIndex, endIndex)\r\n

      destination.asDynamic().set(subrange, destinationOffset)\r\n    } else {\r\n        if (source !== destination ||

destinationOffset <= startIndex) {\r\n            for (index in 0 until rangeSize) {\r\n

destination[destinationOffset + index] = source[startIndex + index]\r\n            }\r\n        } else {\r\n            for (index

in rangeSize - 1 downTo 0) {\r\n                destination[destinationOffset + index] = source[startIndex + index]\r\n

     }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// no singleton map implementation in js, return map as

is\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\ninternal actual inline fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.toSingletonMapOrSelf(): Map<K, V> = this\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\ninternal actual

inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toSingletonMap(): Map<K, V> =

this.toMutableMap()\r\n\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\ninternal actual inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.copyToArrayOfAny(isVarargs: Boolean): Array<out Any?> =\r\n    if (isVarargs)\r\n    // no need to

copy vararg array in JS\r\n        this\r\n    else\r\n        this.copyOf()\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal actual

fun checkIndexOverflow(index: Int): Int {\r\n    if (index < 0) {\r\n        throwIndexOverflow()\r\n    }\r\n    return

index\r\n}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal actual fun checkCountOverflow(count: Int): Int {\r\n    if (count < 0)

{\r\n        throwCountOverflow()\r\n    }\r\n    return count\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the given iterator itself. This allows to use an instance of iterator in a

`for` loop.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.iterator\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

operator fun <T> Iterator<T>.iterator(): Iterator<T> = this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an [Iterator] that wraps each

element produced by the original iterator\r\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.withIndexIterator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

Iterator<T>.withIndex(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = IndexingIterator(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Performs the given

[operation] on each element of this [Iterator].\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.forEachIterator\r\n

*/\r\npublic inline fun <T> Iterator<T>.forEach(operation: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\r\n    for (element in this)

operation(element)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Iterator transforming original `iterator` into iterator of [IndexedValue],

counting index from zero.\r\n */\r\ninternal class IndexingIterator<out T>(private val iterator: Iterator<T>) :

Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> {\r\n    private var index = 0\r\n    final override fun hasNext(): Boolean =

iterator.hasNext()\r\n    final override fun next(): IndexedValue<T> = IndexedValue(checkIndexOverflow(index++),

iterator.next())\r\n}\r\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language
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contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ComparisonsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

<T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte):

Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int\n\n/**\n

* Returns the greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline

fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float):

Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T :

Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte):

Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short, c:

Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int):

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float, c:

Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double, c:

Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values according to the order specified by the given

[comparator].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>):

T {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c, comparator), comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values

according to the order specified by the given [comparator].\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return if

(comparator.compare(a, b) >= 0) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n * If values are equal,

returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T):

T\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short):

Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int\n\n/**\n

* Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline

fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float):

Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T :

Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte):
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Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short, c:

Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int):

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float):

Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double, c:

Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values according to the order specified by the given

[comparator].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>):

T {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c, comparator), comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values

according to the order specified by the given [comparator].\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return if

(comparator.compare(a, b) <= 0) a else b\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all key-value pairs.\n

*/\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toList(): List<Pair<K, V>> {\n    if (size == 0)\n        return emptyList()\n

val iterator = entries.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        return emptyList()\n    val first = iterator.next()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return listOf(first.toPair())\n    val result = ArrayList<Pair<K, V>>(size)\n

result.add(first.toPair())\n    do {\n        result.add(iterator.next().toPair())\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked

on each entry of original map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K, V>.flatMap(transform: (Map.Entry<K,

V>) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each entry of original map, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Map<out K,

V>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n

val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each entry in the original map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapToList\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.map(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to each entry in the original map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Any> Map<out K,

V>.mapNotNull(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each entry in the original map\n * and appends

only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Map<out K, V>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R?): C {\n    forEach {

element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each entry of the original map\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Map<out K, V>.mapTo(destination: C, transform:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all entries match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.all(predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in this) if
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(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if map has at least one entry.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.any(): Boolean

{\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one entry matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.any(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return false\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of entries in this map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the number of entries matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.count(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Int {\n    if (isEmpty()) return 0\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

entry.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.HidesMembers\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.forEach(action:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry

yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no entries.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R :

Comparable<R>> Map<out K, V>.maxBy(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.maxBy(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry having the largest value according to the provided

[comparator] or `null` if there are no entries.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out

K, V>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.maxWith(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry yielding the smallest value of the given function

or `null` if there are no entries.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K, V>.minBy(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K,

V>? {\n    return entries.minBy(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry having the smallest value according to

the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no entries.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.minWith(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the map has no entries.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.none(): Boolean {\n

return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no entries match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.none(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each entry and

returns the map itself afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : Map<out K, V>>

M.onEach(action: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Unit): M {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element)

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original map returning its entries when being iterated.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.asIterable(): Iterable<Map.Entry<K,

V>> {\n    return entries\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original map returning its entries

when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.asSequence(): Sequence<Map.Entry<K, V>> {\n

return entries.asSequence()\n}\n\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

Float.rangeTo(that: Float): ClosedFloatingPointRange<Float> =\r\n

this.toDouble().rangeTo(that.toDouble()).unsafeCast<ClosedFloatingPointRange<Float>>()\r\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.sequences\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if [element] is found in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic operator fun
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<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Sequence<T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element)

>= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Sequence doesn't contain element at

index $index.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    if (index < 0)\n        return

defaultValue(index)\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element

= iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    if (index < 0)\n        return null\n    val iterator = iterator()\n

var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element = iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n

 return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Sequence<T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.first(): T {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n    return iterator.next()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the sequence is empty.\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    return iterator.next()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the

given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the sequence does not contain

element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

Sequence<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the sequence does not

contain such element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the sequence does not

contain such element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n

}\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.last(): T {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n
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var last = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n        last = iterator.next()\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.last(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): T {\n    var last: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            last = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return last as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the

sequence does not contain element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Sequence<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            lastIndex =

index\n        index++\n    }\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the sequence is

empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    var last = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n

 last = iterator.next()\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var last: T? = null\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            last = element\n        }\n    }\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element,

or throws an exception if the sequence is empty or has more than one element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.single(): T {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n    val single = iterator.next()\n    if (iterator.hasNext())\n

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Sequence has more than one element.\")\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.single(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Sequence contains more than one matching element.\")\n

     single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence

contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the sequence is empty or has more than one element.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    val single = iterator.next()\n    if (iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n

return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found or more than one element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

all elements except first [n] elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.drop(n: Int):

Sequence<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return when {\n        n

== 0 -> this\n        this is DropTakeSequence -> this.drop(n)\n        else -> DropSequence(this, n)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return DropWhileSequence(this, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return

FilteringSequence(this, true, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and
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returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    // TODO:

Rewrite with generalized MapFilterIndexingSequence\n    return

TransformingSequence(FilteringSequence(IndexingSequence(this), true, { predicate(it.index, it.value) }), { it.value

})\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in

T>> Sequence<T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter

R.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R>

Sequence<*>.filterIsInstance(): Sequence<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return filter { it is R } as Sequence<R>\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are instances of specified type parameter R to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is R)

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return FilteringSequence(this, false,

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements that are not `null`.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Sequence<T?>.filterNotNull(): Sequence<T> {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return filterNot { it == null } as Sequence<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Sequence<T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C

{\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing first [n] elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.take(n: Int): Sequence<T>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return when {\n        n == 0 ->

emptySequence()\n        this is DropTakeSequence -> this.take(n)\n        else -> TakeSequence(this, n)\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return

TakeWhileSequence(this, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.sorted(): Sequence<T> {\n    return object : Sequence<T> {\n        override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val sortedList = this@sorted.toMutableList()\n            sortedList.sort()\n

return sortedList.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence

sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is

_stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>
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Sequence<T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted

descending according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is

_stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence

sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements

preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.sortedDescending(): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative

to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return object : Sequence<T> {\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val sortedList = this@sortedWith.toMutableList()\n

sortedList.sortWith(comparator)\n            return sortedList.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given sequence.\n * \n *

If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K,

V> Sequence<T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the

given sequence indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, K> Sequence<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, T>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values

provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given sequence.\n

* \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

* \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Sequence<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T)

-> V): Map<K, V> {\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given sequence\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If

any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, in T>>

Sequence<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given sequence.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Sequence<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by

[transform] function applied to each element of the given sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same

key the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a
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[Map] where keys are elements from the given sequence and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function

applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

inline fun <K, V> Sequence<K>.associateWith(valueSelector: (K) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given sequence,\n * where key is the element

itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are

equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Sequence<K>.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (K) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to

the given [destination] collection.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toHashSet(): HashSet<T> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    return

this.toMutableList().optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T>

{\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Sequence<T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>()).optimizeReadOnlySet()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single sequence of all elements

from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>):

Sequence<R> {\n    return FlatteningSequence(this, transform, { it.iterator() })\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original sequence, to the given

[destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of

the original sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T,

K> Sequence<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to

each element of the original sequence\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original sequence.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Sequence<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K,
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MutableList<T>>> Sequence<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<T>() }\n

list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function

applied to each element of the original sequence\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied

to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n

* \n * @return The [destination] map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Sequence<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a sequence to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K> Sequence<T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K):

Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> =

this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the

original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.map(transform: (T) ->

R): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingSequence(this, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T,

R> Sequence<T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return

TransformingIndexedSequence(this, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing only the non-null

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R

: Any> Sequence<T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): Sequence<R> {\n    return

TransformingIndexedSequence(this, transform).filterNotNull()\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function

to each element and its index in the original sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index:

Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n

 return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original

sequence\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the

index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R :

Any> Sequence<T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingSequence(this,

transform).filterNotNull()\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in the original

sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach { element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return
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destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original sequence\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

 destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that wraps each element of

the original sequence\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n *\n *

The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.withIndex():

Sequence<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingSequence(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

only distinct elements from the given sequence.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting sequence are in the same order

as they were in the source sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.distinct(): Sequence<T> {\n    return this.distinctBy { it }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing only elements from the given sequence\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector]

function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting sequence are in the same order as they were in the source

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T, K>

Sequence<T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K): Sequence<T> {\n    return DistinctSequence(this, selector)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given sequence.\n * \n * The returned set preserves

the element iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<T>()\n    for (item in this)

set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if sequence has at least one element.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.any(): Boolean {\n    return iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element

matches the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.count(): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this)

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.count(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right

to current accumulator value and each element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) ->

R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The
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operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.max(): Double? {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return

max\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any

of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Float>.max(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max =

iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Sequence<T>.max(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n

var maxElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n

do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())

{\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.min(): Double? {\n

val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return

min\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min

= e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any

of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Float>.min(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min =

iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Sequence<T>.min(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no

elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n

var minElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n

do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())

{\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if the sequence has no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.none(): Boolean {\n    return

!iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is
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_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence which performs the given [action] on each element of

the original sequence as they pass through it.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.onEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Sequence<T> {\n    return

map {\n        action(it)\n        it\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying

[operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Sequence<T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator =

this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty sequence can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with

its index in the original sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Sequence<T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S

{\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty

sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())

{\n        accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.sumBy(selector: (T) ->

Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.sumByDouble(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an

[IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Sequence<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Sequence<T> {\n    return map { it ?:

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this sequence into a

sequence of lists each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last list in the resulting sequence may have less

elements than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive

and can be greater than the number of elements in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateful_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.chunked(size: Int): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    return

windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this sequence into several lists each not exceeding

the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return sequence of results of the

[transform] applied to an each list.\n * \n * Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is

valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a

snapshot of it.\n * The last list may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this sequence.\n *\n

* The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.chunked(size: Int, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

Sequence<R> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original sequence without the first occurrence of the given

[element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Sequence<T>.minus(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> {\n            var removed = false\n            return this@minus.filter { if (!removed && it == element) {

removed = true; false } else true }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements

of original sequence except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * Note that the source
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sequence and the array being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting

sequence. Changing any of them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n * \n * The [elements]

array may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct

and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Array<out

T>): Sequence<T> {\n    if (elements.isEmpty()) return this\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other = elements.toHashSet()\n            return this@minus.filterNot { it in other

}.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence except the

elements contained in the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the collection

being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of

them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n * \n * The [elements] collection may be converted

to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable

implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>):

Sequence<T> {\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperation()\n            if (other.isEmpty())\n                return this@minus.iterator()\n

   else\n                return this@minus.filterNot { it in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing all elements of original sequence except the elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n

* Note that the source sequence and the sequence being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested

from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n

* \n * The operation is _intermediate_ for this sequence and _terminal_ and _stateful_ for the [elements] sequence.\n

* \n * The [elements] sequence may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are

required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive

invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> {\n

return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other =

elements.toHashSet()\n            if (other.isEmpty())\n                return this@minus.iterator()\n            else\n

return this@minus.filterNot { it in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all

elements of the original sequence without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.minusElement(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the

original sequence into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n *

while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first

= ArrayList<T>()\n    val second = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original sequence and then the given

[element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Sequence<T>.plus(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return sequenceOf(this,

sequenceOf(element)).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and

then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the array being added are

iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between

successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

this.plus(elements.asList())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and then

all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the collection being added

are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between

successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return sequenceOf(this,
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elements.asSequence()).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and

then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the sequence being

added are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them

between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sequenceOf(this, elements).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original

sequence and then the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.plusElement(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n

return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding

along this sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a list.\n * \n * Several last lists may have less

elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of

elements in this sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the

number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows

controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial

windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

false)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of results of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each list

representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this sequence with the given [step].\n * \n

* Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You

should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last lists may

have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the

number of elements in this sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param

step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param

partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which

means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

Sequence<R> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

true).map(transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of values built from the elements of `this` sequence and the

[other] sequence with the same index.\n * The resulting sequence ends as soon as the shortest input sequence ends.\n

*\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.zip\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.zip(other:

Sequence<R>): Sequence<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return MergingSequence(this, other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence of values built from the elements of `this` sequence and the [other] sequence with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The resulting sequence ends

as soon as the shortest input sequence ends.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.zipWithTransform\n */\npublic fun <T, R, V>

Sequence<T>.zip(other: Sequence<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): Sequence<V> {\n    return

MergingSequence(this, other, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of pairs of each two adjacent elements in

this sequence.\n * \n * The returned sequence is empty if this sequence contains less than two elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.zipWithNext(): Sequence<Pair<T, T>> {\n    return zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to an each pair of two

adjacent elements in this sequence.\n * \n * The returned sequence is empty if this sequence contains less than two

elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic
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fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.zipWithNext(transform: (a: T, b: T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return sequence result@

{\n        val iterator = iterator()\n        if (!iterator.hasNext()) return@result\n        var current = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            val next = iterator.next()\n            yield(transform(current, next))\n

current = next\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and

using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-

negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the

[truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable>

Sequence<T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A

{\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n

      } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n

return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original sequence returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.asIterable(): Iterable<T> {\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this sequence as

a [Sequence].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.asSequence(): Sequence<T>

{\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Sequence<Byte>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun Sequence<Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Sequence<Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

  }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Long>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

   sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n
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*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Sequence<Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Sequence<Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n

  for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n",null,"/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SetsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original

set except the given [element].\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(element: T): Set<T> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size))\n    var removed = false\n    return this.filterTo(result) { if (!removed && it

== element) { removed = true; false } else true }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original

set except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements] array may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the

operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that

doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements: Array<out

T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n    result.removeAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the elements contained in the given [elements]

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements]

collection may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a

correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this)\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toSet()\n    if (other is

Set)\n        return this.filterNotTo(LinkedHashSet<T>()) { it in other }\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n

result.removeAll(other)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set

except the elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements] sequence may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the

operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that

doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements:

Sequence<T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n    result.removeAll(elements)\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the given [element].\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Set<T>.minusElement(element: T): Set<T> {\n    return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements of the original set and then the given [element] if it isn't already in this set.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>
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Set<T>.plus(element: T): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size + 1))\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the

original set and the given [elements] array,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * \n * The returned set preserves

the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>):

Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(this.size + elements.size))\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set and

the given [elements] collection,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n

val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(elements.collectionSizeOrNull()?.let { this.size + it } ?: this.size *

2))\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements of the original set and the given [elements] sequence,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Set<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(this.size * 2))\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of

the original set and then the given [element] if it isn't already in this set.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original set.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Set<T>.plusElement(element: T): Set<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun

CharSequence.elementAt(index: Int): Char\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or the result of calling

the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or `null` if

the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such character was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.find(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n

return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such character was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.findLast(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first character.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the char sequence is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.first(): Char {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first character matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

character is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.first(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    for (element

in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence contains no

character matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character, or `null` if the char sequence is

empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.firstOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if character was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.firstOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n
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*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char):

Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.getOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first character matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the char sequence does

not contain such character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n

  for (index in indices) {\n        if (predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last character matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the char sequence does

not contain such character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.indexOfLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n

 for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.last(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char

sequence is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given

[predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such character is found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.last(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char

sequence contains no character matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character, or `null` if the

char sequence is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lastOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[length - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such character

was found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.lastOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (index in

this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n

return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random character from this char sequence.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.random(): Char {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random character from this char sequence using the specified

source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun CharSequence.random(random: Random): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(length))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single character, or throws an exception if the char sequence is empty or has more than one character.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.single(): Char {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Char sequence has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

character matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.single(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    var single: Char? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Char sequence contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence

contains no character matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

Char\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single character, or `null` if the char sequence is empty or has more than one character.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.singleOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (length == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if character was not found or more than one

character was found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.singleOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n

var single: Char? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence with the first [n] characters removed.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.drop(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\"

}\n    return subSequence(n.coerceAtMost(length), length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with the first [n] characters
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removed.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun String.drop(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return substring(n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of

this char sequence with the last [n] characters removed.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is

negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.dropLast(n: Int):

CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((length -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with the last [n] characters removed.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun

String.dropLast(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return

take((length - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing all

characters except last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in

lastIndex downTo 0)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return subSequence(0, index + 1)\n    return

\"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing all characters except last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n

* \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic inline fun String.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): String {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return

substring(0, index + 1)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing all

characters except first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in

this.indices)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return subSequence(index, length)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a string containing all characters except first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic inline fun String.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String

{\n    for (index in this.indices)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return substring(index)\n    return

\"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing only those characters from the original char sequence that

match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.filter(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    return filterTo(StringBuilder(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing only those

characters from the original string that match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun String.filter(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return filterTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char

sequence containing only those characters from the original char sequence that match the given [predicate].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int,

Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return filterIndexedTo(StringBuilder(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string containing only those characters from the original string that match the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the character.\n */\npublic inline fun String.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean):

String {\n    return filterIndexedTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of a

character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the character.\n */\npublic

inline fun <C : Appendable> CharSequence.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Char) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.append(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing only

those characters from the original char sequence that do not match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.filterNot(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return filterNotTo(StringBuilder(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing only those characters from the original string that do not match

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun String.filterNot(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return

filterNotTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters not matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : Appendable>

CharSequence.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if
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(!predicate(element)) destination.append(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : Appendable>

CharSequence.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (index in 0 until length) {\n        val

element = get(index)\n        if (predicate(element)) destination.append(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing characters of the original char sequence at the

specified range of [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.slice(indices: IntRange): CharSequence {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return \"\"\n    return subSequence(indices)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing characters

of the original string at the specified range of [indices].\n */\npublic fun String.slice(indices: IntRange): String {\n

if (indices.isEmpty()) return \"\"\n    return substring(indices)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing

characters of the original char sequence at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.slice(indices:

Iterable<Int>): CharSequence {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return \"\"\n

val result = StringBuilder(size)\n    for (i in indices) {\n        result.append(get(i))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a string containing characters of the original string at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): String {\n    return (this as

CharSequence).slice(indices).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing the

first [n] characters from this char sequence, or the entire char sequence if this char sequence is shorter.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.take(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\"

}\n    return subSequence(0, n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the first [n]

characters from this string, or the entire string if this string is shorter.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun String.take(n: Int): String {\n    require(n

>= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return substring(0,

n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing the last [n]

characters from this char sequence, or the entire char sequence if this char sequence is shorter.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.takeLast(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than

zero.\" }\n    val length = length\n    return subSequence(length - n.coerceAtMost(length), length)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a string containing the last [n] characters from this string, or the entire string if this string is shorter.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

String.takeLast(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    val

length = length\n    return substring(length - n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this

char sequence containing last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

subSequence(index + 1, length)\n        }\n    }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

containing last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic

inline fun String.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

 if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return substring(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a subsequence of this char sequence containing the first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    for (index in 0 until length)\n        if (!predicate(get(index))) {\n            return subSequence(0,

index)\n        }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the first characters that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun

String.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in 0 until length)\n        if

(!predicate(get(index))) {\n            return substring(0, index)\n        }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char

sequence with characters in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.reversed(): CharSequence {\n    return

StringBuilder(this).reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with characters in reversed order.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.reversed(): String {\n    return (this as
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CharSequence).reversed().toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by

[transform] function\n * applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the

same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> CharSequence.associate(transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>):

Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the characters

from the given char sequence indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

character.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added

to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> CharSequence.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, Char> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Char>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any two characters would have

the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity

= mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value

pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each character of the given char sequence\n

* and value is the character itself.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector]

the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Char>>

CharSequence.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any

two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharSequence.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char)

-> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each character of the given char

sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharSequence.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Char) ->

Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are characters from the given char sequence and values are\n

* produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each character.\n * \n * If any two characters are equal, the

last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <V>

CharSequence.associateWith(valueSelector: (Char) -> V): Map<Char, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Char,

V>(mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each character of the given char

sequence,\n * where key is the character itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that

key.\n * \n * If any two characters are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Char, in V>>

CharSequence.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters to

the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharSequence.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toHashSet():
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HashSet<Char> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(length)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List]

containing all characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toList(): List<Char> {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -

> emptyList()\n        1 -> listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[MutableList] filled with all characters of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toMutableList():

MutableList<Char> {\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<Char>(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all

characters.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic

fun CharSequence.toSet(): Set<Char> {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n

      else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(length)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each character of original char sequence.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.flatMap(transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform]

function being invoked on each character of original char sequence, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>):

C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups characters of the original char sequence by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function\n * applied to each character and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list

of corresponding characters.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from

the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> CharSequence.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, List<Char>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Char>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each character of the original char sequence\n * by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function applied to the character\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

characters of the original char sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

character and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding characters.\n * \n

* @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Char>>> CharSequence.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Char>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each character of the original char sequence\n *

by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the character\n * and puts to the [destination] map

each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> CharSequence.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K,

valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a char sequence to be used later with one of group-and-

fold operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each character.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <K>

CharSequence.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (Char) -> K): Grouping<Char, K> {\n    return object :

Grouping<Char, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<Char> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n

override fun keyOf(element: Char): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character in the original char sequence.\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.map(transform: (Char) -> R):
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List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(length), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character and its index in the original char sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.mapIndexed(transform: (index:

Int, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(length), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character and its index in

the original char sequence.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character

itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any>

CharSequence.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

character and its index in the original char sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Char) ->

R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each character and its index in the original char

sequence\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the

index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, Char) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++,

item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each character in the original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any>

CharSequence.mapNotNull(transform: (Char) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each character in the original char sequence\n *

and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> R?): C {\n    forEach

{ element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each character of the original char sequence\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each character of the original char sequence\n * into an

[IndexedValue] containing the index of that character and the character itself.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Char>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all characters match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.all(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if char sequence has at least one character.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one character matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.any(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the length of this char sequence.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.count(): Int {\n    return length\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of characters matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.count(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n

for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator

value and each character with its index in the original char sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of a character, current accumulator value\n * and the character itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R):

R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++,

accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from right to left to each character and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each character with its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of a character, the character itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.foldRightIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each character.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.forEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each character, providing sequential index with the character.\n * @param [action]

function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and performs the desired action on the

character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest character or `null` if there are

no characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.max(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n

for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first character yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no characters.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharSequence.maxBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n

val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

         maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character having the largest

value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest character or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.min(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character yielding the

smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharSequence.minBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character having the smallest value

according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the char sequence has no characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no characters match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun
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CharSequence.none(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each character and returns the char sequence itself

afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <S : CharSequence> S.onEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): S

{\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

character and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each character.\n */\npublic

inline fun CharSequence.reduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first character and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each character with its index in the original char sequence.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of a character, current accumulator value\n * and the character itself and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int,

acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char

sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with last character and applying [operation] from right to left to each character and current accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduceRight(operation: (Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n

 }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last character and applying [operation] from

right to left\n * to each character with its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator value.\n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of a character, the character itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.sumBy(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each character in the char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.sumByDouble(selector: (Char)

-> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into a list of strings each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n *

The last string in the resulting list may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number

of elements to take in each string, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.chunked(size: Int): List<String> {\n    return windowed(size,

size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into several char sequences each not exceeding

the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return list of results of the

[transform] applied to an each char sequence.\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function

is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way,

unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last char sequence may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n *

@param size the number of elements to take in each char sequence, must be positive and can be greater than the

number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.chunked(size: Int, transform: (CharSequence) -> R):

List<R> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this

char sequence into a sequence of strings each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last string in the resulting

sequence may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in
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each string, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.chunkedSequence(size: Int): Sequence<String> {\n    return chunkedSequence(size) { it.toString()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into several char sequences each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and

applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return sequence of results of the [transform] applied to

an each char sequence.\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is

valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a

snapshot of it.\n * The last char sequence may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the

number of elements to take in each char sequence, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements

in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransformToSequence\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.chunkedSequence(size: Int, transform: (CharSequence) -

> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform =

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original char sequence into pair of char sequences,\n * where *first* char

sequence contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* char sequence contains

characters for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.partition(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Pair<CharSequence, CharSequence> {\n    val first = StringBuilder()\n    val second = StringBuilder()\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.append(element)\n        } else {\n

second.append(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original string into pair

of strings,\n * where *first* string contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* string

contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun String.partition(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Pair<String, String> {\n    val first = StringBuilder()\n    val second = StringBuilder()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.append(element)\n        } else {\n

second.append(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first.toString(), second.toString())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given [step], where

each\n * snapshot is a string.\n * \n * Several last strings may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n *

Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n *

@param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the

window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep

partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false): List<String> {\n    return

windowed(size, step, partialWindows) { it.toString() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of results of applying the given

[transform] function to\n * an each char sequence representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n *

sliding along this char sequence with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform]

function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some

way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last char sequences may have less characters than the given

[size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char

sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of

elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls

whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't

be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false, transform: (CharSequence) -> R): List<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    val thisSize

= this.length\n    val result = ArrayList<R>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n    var index = 0\n    while (index < thisSize)

{\n        val end = index + size\n        val coercedEnd = if (end > thisSize) { if (partialWindows) thisSize else break }

else end\n        result.add(transform(subSequence(index, coercedEnd)))\n        index += step\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char

sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a string.\n * \n * Several last strings may have less
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characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number

of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step

the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows

controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial

windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false): Sequence<String> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows) { it.toString()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of results of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each char

sequence representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given

[step].\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside

that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n *

Several last char sequences may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be

positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an

each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if

any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R>

CharSequence.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform:

(CharSequence) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    val windows = (if

(partialWindows) indices else 0 until length - size + 1) step step\n    return windows.asSequence().map { index ->

transform(subSequence(index, (index + size).coerceAtMost(length))) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the characters of `this` and the [other] char sequences with the same index\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.zip\n */\npublic infix fun CharSequence.zip(other:

CharSequence): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zip(other) { c1, c2 -> c1 to c2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from the characters of `this` and the [other] char sequences with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of characters.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.zipWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

CharSequence.zip(other: CharSequence, transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> V): List<V> {\n    val length =

minOf(this.length, other.length)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(length)\n    for (i in 0 until length) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs of each two adjacent

characters in this char sequence.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this char sequence contains less than two

characters.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.zipWithNext(): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return

zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to an each pair of two adjacent characters in this char sequence.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if

this char sequence contains less than two characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

inline fun <R> CharSequence.zipWithNext(transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    val size = length - 1\n

  if (size < 1) return emptyList()\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size)\n    for (index in 0 until size) {\n

result.add(transform(this[index], this[index + 1]))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance

that wraps the original char sequence returning its characters when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.asIterable(): Iterable<Char> {\n    if (this is String && isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return

Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original char sequence

returning its characters when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.asSequence(): Sequence<Char> {\n    if

(this is String && isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage
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kotlin.text\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.contract\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence

having leading and trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.trim(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\r\n    var startIndex = 0\r\n    var endIndex =

length - 1\r\n    var startFound = false\r\n\r\n    while (startIndex <= endIndex) {\r\n        val index = if (!startFound)

startIndex else endIndex\r\n        val match = predicate(this[index])\r\n\r\n        if (!startFound) {\r\n            if

(!match)\r\n                startFound = true\r\n            else\r\n                startIndex += 1\r\n        } else {\r\n            if

(!match)\r\n                break\r\n            else\r\n                endIndex -= 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

subSequence(startIndex, endIndex + 1)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing characters

matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun String.trim(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\r\n

(this as CharSequence).trim(predicate).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence

having leading characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.trimStart(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\r\n    for (index in this.indices)\r\n        if

(!predicate(this[index]))\r\n            return subSequence(index, length)\r\n\r\n    return \"\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a string having leading characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

String.trimStart(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\r\n    (this as

CharSequence).trimStart(predicate).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having

trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.trimEnd(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\r\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed())\r\n        if

(!predicate(this[index]))\r\n            return subSequence(0, index + 1)\r\n\r\n    return \"\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

a string having trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

String.trimEnd(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\r\n    (this as

CharSequence).trimEnd(predicate).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having

leading and trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trim(vararg chars:

Char): CharSequence = trim { it in chars }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing characters

from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.trim(vararg chars: Char): String = trim { it in chars

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading characters from the [chars] array

removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trimStart(vararg chars: Char): CharSequence = trimStart { it in chars

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading characters from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.trimStart(vararg chars: Char): String = trimStart { it in chars }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this

char sequence having trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.trimEnd(vararg chars: Char): CharSequence = trimEnd { it in chars }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

having trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.trimEnd(vararg chars: Char):

String = trimEnd { it in chars }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading and

trailing whitespace removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trim(): CharSequence =

trim(Char::isWhitespace)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing whitespace removed.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.trim(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trim().toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading

whitespace removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trimStart(): CharSequence =

trimStart(Char::isWhitespace)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading whitespace removed.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.trimStart(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trimStart().toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having trailing

whitespace removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trimEnd(): CharSequence =

trimEnd(Char::isWhitespace)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having trailing whitespace removed.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.trimEnd(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trimEnd().toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence

padded at the beginning\r\n * to the specified [length] with the specified character or space.\r\n *\r\n * @param

length the desired string length.\r\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less than the

[length] specified. Space is used by default.\r\n * @return Returns a char sequence of length at least [length]
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consisting of `this` char sequence prepended with [padChar] as many times\r\n * as are necessary to reach that

length.\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.padStart\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.padStart(length: Int,

padChar: Char = ' '): CharSequence {\r\n    if (length < 0)\r\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Desired length

$length is less than zero.\")\r\n    if (length <= this.length)\r\n        return this.subSequence(0, this.length)\r\n\r\n

val sb = StringBuilder(length)\r\n    for (i in 1..(length - this.length))\r\n        sb.append(padChar)\r\n

sb.append(this)\r\n    return sb\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Pads the string to the specified [length] at the beginning with the

specified character or space.\r\n *\r\n * @param length the desired string length.\r\n * @param padChar the

character to pad string with, if it has length less than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\r\n * @return

Returns a string of length at least [length] consisting of `this` string prepended with [padChar] as many times\r\n *

as are necessary to reach that length.\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.padStart\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.padStart(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).padStart(length,

padChar).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence padded at the end\r\n

* to the specified [length] with the specified character or space.\r\n *\r\n * @param length the desired string

length.\r\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less than the [length] specified. Space

is used by default.\r\n * @return Returns a char sequence of length at least [length] consisting of `this` char

sequence appended with [padChar] as many times\r\n * as are necessary to reach that length.\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.padEnd\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.padEnd(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '):

CharSequence {\r\n    if (length < 0)\r\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Desired length $length is less than

zero.\")\r\n    if (length <= this.length)\r\n        return this.subSequence(0, this.length)\r\n\r\n    val sb =

StringBuilder(length)\r\n    sb.append(this)\r\n    for (i in 1..(length - this.length))\r\n        sb.append(padChar)\r\n

return sb\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Pads the string to the specified [length] at the end with the specified character or

space.\r\n *\r\n * @param length the desired string length.\r\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if

it has length less than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\r\n * @return Returns a string of length at

least [length] consisting of `this` string appended with [padChar] as many times\r\n * as are necessary to reach that

length.\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.padEnd\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.padEnd(length: Int, padChar: Char = '

'): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).padEnd(length, padChar).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this

nullable char sequence is either `null` or empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIsNullOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean {\r\n    contract

{\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return this == null || this.length ==

0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence is empty (contains no characters).\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.stringIsEmpty\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.isEmpty(): Boolean = length == 0\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence is not

empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIsNotEmpty\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun CharSequence.isNotEmpty(): Boolean = length > 0\r\n\r\n// implemented differently in JVM and

JS\r\n//public fun String.isBlank(): Boolean = length() == 0 || all { it.isWhitespace() }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

`true` if this char sequence is not empty and contains some characters except of whitespace characters.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.stringIsNotBlank\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.isNotBlank(): Boolean = !isBlank()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this nullable char sequence is

either `null` or empty or consists solely of whitespace characters.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.stringIsNullOrBlank\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence?.isNullOrBlank(): Boolean {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrBlank !=

null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return this == null || this.isBlank()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Iterator for characters of the given char

sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun CharSequence.iterator(): CharIterator = object : CharIterator() {\r\n    private

var index = 0\r\n\r\n    public override fun nextChar(): Char = get(index++)\r\n\r\n    public override fun hasNext():

Boolean = index < length\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Returns the string if it is not `null`, or the empty string otherwise.

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String?.orEmpty(): String = this ?: \"\"\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

this char sequence if it's not empty\r\n * or the result of calling [defaultValue] function if the char sequence is

empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIfEmpty\r\n
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -

> R): R where C : CharSequence, C : R =\r\n    if (isEmpty()) defaultValue() else this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this

char sequence if it is not empty and doesn't consist solely of whitespace characters,\r\n * or the result of calling

[defaultValue] function otherwise.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIfBlank\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifBlank(defaultValue: () -

> R): R where C : CharSequence, C : R =\r\n    if (isBlank()) defaultValue() else this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

range of valid character indices for this char sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic val CharSequence.indices: IntRange\r\n

get() = 0..length - 1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index of the last character in the char sequence or -1 if it is

empty.\r\n */\r\npublic val CharSequence.lastIndex: Int\r\n    get() = this.length - 1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if

this CharSequence has Unicode surrogate pair at the specified [index].\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.hasSurrogatePairAt(index: Int): Boolean {\r\n    return index in 0..length - 2\r\n            &&

this[index].isHighSurrogate()\r\n            && this[index + 1].isLowSurrogate()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

substring specified by the given [range] of indices.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.substring(range: IntRange): String =

substring(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence specified

by the given [range] of indices.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.subSequence(range: IntRange): CharSequence =

subSequence(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence.\r\n

*\r\n * This extension is chosen only for invocation with old-named parameters.\r\n * Replace parameter names with

the same as those of [CharSequence.subSequence].\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false

warning\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use parameters named startIndex and endIndex.\",

ReplaceWith(\"subSequence(startIndex = start, endIndex = end)\"))\r\npublic inline fun String.subSequence(start:

Int, end: Int): CharSequence = subSequence(start, end)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring of chars from a range of

this char sequence starting at the [startIndex] and ending right before the [endIndex].\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex

the start index (inclusive).\r\n * @param endIndex the end index (exclusive). If not specified, the length of the char

sequence is used.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.substring(startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int = length): String = subSequence(startIndex, endIndex).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring of

chars at indices from the specified [range] of this char sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.substring(range:

IntRange): String = subSequence(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring

before the first occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.substringBefore(delimiter:

Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -

1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring before the first

occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which

defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.substringBefore(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue:

String = this): String {\r\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else

substring(0, index)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring after the first occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string

does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun String.substringAfter(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + 1,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring after the first occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not

contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringAfter(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + delimiter.length,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring before the last occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not

contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringBeforeLast(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns a substring before the last occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter,
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returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringBeforeLast(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns a substring after the last occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringAfterLast(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + 1,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring after the last occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not

contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringAfterLast(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + delimiter.length,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the given

range\r\n * is replaced with the [replacement] char sequence.\r\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character

to be replaced.\r\n * @param endIndex the index of the first character after the replacement to keep in the string.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun CharSequence.replaceRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, replacement: CharSequence):

CharSequence {\r\n    if (endIndex < startIndex)\r\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"End index

($endIndex) is less than start index ($startIndex).\")\r\n    val sb = StringBuilder()\r\n    sb.append(this, 0,

startIndex)\r\n    sb.append(replacement)\r\n    sb.append(this, endIndex, length)\r\n    return sb\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Replaces the part of the string at the given range with the [replacement] char sequence.\r\n * @param startIndex the

index of the first character to be replaced.\r\n * @param endIndex the index of the first character after the

replacement to keep in the string.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

String.replaceRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, replacement: CharSequence): String =\r\n    (this as

CharSequence).replaceRange(startIndex, endIndex, replacement).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence

with content of this char sequence where its part at the given [range]\r\n * is replaced with the [replacement] char

sequence.\r\n *\r\n * The end index of the [range] is included in the part to be replaced.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.replaceRange(range: IntRange, replacement: CharSequence): CharSequence =\r\n

replaceRange(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1, replacement)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace the part of string at the

given [range] with the [replacement] string.\r\n *\r\n * The end index of the [range] is included in the part to be

replaced.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.replaceRange(range: IntRange,

replacement: CharSequence): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).replaceRange(range,

replacement).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at

the given range is removed.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character to be removed.\r\n *

@param endIndex the index of the first character after the removed part to keep in the string.\r\n *\r\n * [endIndex]

is not included in the removed part.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.removeRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int):

CharSequence {\r\n    if (endIndex < startIndex)\r\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"End index

($endIndex) is less than start index ($startIndex).\")\r\n\r\n    if (endIndex == startIndex)\r\n        return

this.subSequence(0, length)\r\n\r\n    val sb = StringBuilder(length - (endIndex - startIndex))\r\n    sb.append(this, 0,

startIndex)\r\n    sb.append(this, endIndex, length)\r\n    return sb\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the part of a string at

a given range.\r\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character to be removed.\r\n * @param endIndex the

index of the first character after the removed part to keep in the string.\r\n *\r\n *  [endIndex] is not included in the

removed part.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.removeRange(startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).removeRange(startIndex, endIndex).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the given [range] is removed.\r\n *\r\n *

The end index of the [range] is included in the removed part.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.removeRange(range: IntRange): CharSequence = removeRange(range.start, range.endInclusive +

1)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the part of a string at the given [range].\r\n *\r\n * The end index of the [range] is

included in the removed part.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.removeRange(range:

IntRange): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).removeRange(range).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * If this char
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sequence starts with the given [prefix], returns a new char sequence\r\n * with the prefix removed. Otherwise,

returns a new char sequence with the same characters.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.removePrefix(prefix:

CharSequence): CharSequence {\r\n    if (startsWith(prefix)) {\r\n        return subSequence(prefix.length, length)\r\n

 }\r\n    return subSequence(0, length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * If this string starts with the given [prefix], returns a copy

of this string\r\n * with the prefix removed. Otherwise, returns this string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.removePrefix(prefix: CharSequence): String {\r\n    if (startsWith(prefix)) {\r\n        return

substring(prefix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * If this char sequence ends with the given

[suffix], returns a new char sequence\r\n * with the suffix removed. Otherwise, returns a new char sequence with the

same characters.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSuffix(suffix: CharSequence): CharSequence {\r\n    if

(endsWith(suffix)) {\r\n        return subSequence(0, length - suffix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return subSequence(0,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * If this string ends with the given [suffix], returns a copy of this string\r\n * with the

suffix removed. Otherwise, returns this string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.removeSuffix(suffix: CharSequence):

String {\r\n    if (endsWith(suffix)) {\r\n        return substring(0, length - suffix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return

this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * When this char sequence starts with the given [prefix] and ends with the given [suffix],\r\n *

returns a new char sequence having both the given [prefix] and [suffix] removed.\r\n * Otherwise returns a new char

sequence with the same characters.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSurrounding(prefix: CharSequence,

suffix: CharSequence): CharSequence {\r\n    if ((length >= prefix.length + suffix.length) && startsWith(prefix) &&

endsWith(suffix)) {\r\n        return subSequence(prefix.length, length - suffix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return

subSequence(0, length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes from a string both the given [prefix] and [suffix] if and only

if\r\n * it starts with the [prefix] and ends with the [suffix].\r\n * Otherwise returns this string unchanged.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun String.removeSurrounding(prefix: CharSequence, suffix: CharSequence): String {\r\n    if ((length

>= prefix.length + suffix.length) && startsWith(prefix) && endsWith(suffix)) {\r\n        return

substring(prefix.length, length - suffix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * When this char sequence

starts with and ends with the given [delimiter],\r\n * returns a new char sequence having this [delimiter] removed

both from the start and end.\r\n * Otherwise returns a new char sequence with the same characters.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun CharSequence.removeSurrounding(delimiter: CharSequence): CharSequence = removeSurrounding(delimiter,

delimiter)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the given [delimiter] string from both the start and the end of this string\r\n * if

and only if it starts with and ends with the [delimiter].\r\n * Otherwise returns this string unchanged.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun String.removeSurrounding(delimiter: CharSequence): String = removeSurrounding(delimiter,

delimiter)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string before the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement]

string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the

original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceBefore(delimiter: Char, replacement: String,

missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string before

the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter,

returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.replaceBefore(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val

index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index,

replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string after the first occurrence of given delimiter with the

[replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which

defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceAfter(delimiter: Char, replacement: String,

missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index + 1, length, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string

after the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the

delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.replaceAfter(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val

index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index +

delimiter.length, length, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string after the last occurrence of given
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delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceAfterLast(delimiter:

String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index +

delimiter.length, length, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string after the last occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceAfterLast(delimiter:

Char, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index + 1, length,

replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string before the last occurrence of given delimiter with the

[replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which

defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceBeforeLast(delimiter: Char, replacement: String,

missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string before

the last occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter,

returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.replaceBeforeLast(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n

val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index,

replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// public fun String.replace(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean): String

// JVM- and JS-specific\r\n// public fun String.replace(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean):

String // JVM- and JS-specific\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new string obtained by replacing each substring of this char

sequence that matches the given regular expression\r\n * with the given [replacement].\r\n *\r\n * The [replacement]

can consist of any combination of literal text and $-substitutions. To treat the replacement string\r\n * literally

escape it with the [kotlin.text.Regex.Companion.escapeReplacement] method.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replace(regex: Regex, replacement: String):

String = regex.replace(this, replacement)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new string obtained by replacing each substring

of this char sequence that matches the given regular expression\r\n * with the result of the given function [transform]

that takes [MatchResult] and returns a string to be used as a\r\n * replacement for that match.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replace(regex: Regex, noinline transform:

(MatchResult) -> CharSequence): String =\r\n    regex.replace(this, transform)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replaces the first

occurrence of the given regular expression [regex] in this char sequence with specified [replacement] expression.\r\n

*\r\n * @param replacement A replacement expression that can include substitutions. See [Regex.replaceFirst] for

details.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replaceFirst(regex: Regex,

replacement: String): String = regex.replaceFirst(this, replacement)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char

sequence matches the given regular expression.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun

CharSequence.matches(regex: Regex): Boolean = regex.matches(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Implementation of

[regionMatches] for CharSequences.\r\n * Invoked when it's already known that arguments are not Strings, so that

no additional type checks are performed.\r\n */\r\ninternal fun CharSequence.regionMatchesImpl(thisOffset: Int,

other: CharSequence, otherOffset: Int, length: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean): Boolean {\r\n    if ((otherOffset < 0) ||

(thisOffset < 0) || (thisOffset > this.length - length) || (otherOffset > other.length - length)) {\r\n        return false\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    for (index in 0 until length) {\r\n        if (!this[thisOffset + index].equals(other[otherOffset + index],

ignoreCase))\r\n            return false\r\n    }\r\n    return true\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence

starts with the specified character.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.startsWith(char: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Boolean =\r\n    this.length > 0 && this[0].equals(char, ignoreCase)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char

sequence ends with the specified character.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.endsWith(char: Char, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    this.length > 0 && this[lastIndex].equals(char, ignoreCase)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns `true` if this char sequence starts with the specified prefix.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.startsWith(prefix: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase &&
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this is String && prefix is String)\r\n        return this.startsWith(prefix)\r\n    else\r\n        return

regionMatchesImpl(0, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if a substring of this

char sequence starting at the specified offset [startIndex] starts with the specified prefix.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.startsWith(prefix: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if

(!ignoreCase && this is String && prefix is String)\r\n        return this.startsWith(prefix, startIndex)\r\n    else\r\n

 return regionMatchesImpl(startIndex, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this

char sequence ends with the specified suffix.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.endsWith(suffix: CharSequence,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase && this is String && suffix is String)\r\n        return

this.endsWith(suffix)\r\n    else\r\n        return regionMatchesImpl(length - suffix.length, suffix, 0, suffix.length,

ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// common prefix and suffix\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the longest string `prefix` such that

this char sequence and [other] char sequence both start with this prefix,\r\n * taking care not to split surrogate

pairs.\r\n * If this and [other] have no common prefix, returns the empty string.\r\n\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true`

to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.commonPrefixWith\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.commonPrefixWith(other:

CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String {\r\n    val shortestLength = minOf(this.length,

other.length)\r\n\r\n    var i = 0\r\n    while (i < shortestLength && this[i].equals(other[i], ignoreCase = ignoreCase))

{\r\n        i++\r\n    }\r\n    if (this.hasSurrogatePairAt(i - 1) || other.hasSurrogatePairAt(i - 1)) {\r\n        i--\r\n    }\r\n

 return subSequence(0, i).toString()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the longest string `suffix` such that this char

sequence and [other] char sequence both end with this suffix,\r\n * taking care not to split surrogate pairs.\r\n * If

this and [other] have no common suffix, returns the empty string.\r\n\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.commonSuffixWith\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.commonSuffixWith(other:

CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String {\r\n    val thisLength = this.length\r\n    val otherLength =

other.length\r\n    val shortestLength = minOf(thisLength, otherLength)\r\n\r\n    var i = 0\r\n    while (i <

shortestLength && this[thisLength - i - 1].equals(other[otherLength - i - 1], ignoreCase = ignoreCase)) {\r\n

i++\r\n    }\r\n    if (this.hasSurrogatePairAt(thisLength - i - 1) || other.hasSurrogatePairAt(otherLength - i - 1)) {\r\n

    i--\r\n    }\r\n    return subSequence(thisLength - i, thisLength).toString()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n//

indexOfAny()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the index of the first occurrence of any of the specified [chars] in this char

sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param

ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of

the first occurrence of matched character from [chars] or -1 if none of [chars] are found.\r\n *\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.indexOfAny(chars: CharArray, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    if

(!ignoreCase && chars.size == 1 && this is String) {\r\n        val char = chars.single()\r\n        return

nativeIndexOf(char, startIndex)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    for (index in startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..lastIndex) {\r\n        val

charAtIndex = get(index)\r\n        if (chars.any { it.equals(charAtIndex, ignoreCase) })\r\n            return index\r\n

}\r\n    return -1\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the index of the last occurrence of any of the specified [chars] in this char

sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param

startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the

string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n *

@return An index of the last occurrence of matched character from [chars] or -1 if none of [chars] are found.\r\n

*\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.lastIndexOfAny(chars: CharArray, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase && chars.size == 1 && this is String) {\r\n        val char =

chars.single()\r\n        return nativeLastIndexOf(char, startIndex)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    for (index in

startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo 0) {\r\n        val charAtIndex = get(index)\r\n        if (chars.any {

it.equals(charAtIndex, ignoreCase) })\r\n            return index\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return -1\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate fun

CharSequence.indexOf(other: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean, last: Boolean =

false): Int {\r\n    val indices = if (!last)\r\n        startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..endIndex.coerceAtMost(length)\r\n

else\r\n        startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo endIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)\r\n\r\n    if (this is String &&
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other is String) { // smart cast\r\n        for (index in indices) {\r\n            if (other.regionMatches(0, this, index,

other.length, ignoreCase))\r\n                return index\r\n        }\r\n    } else {\r\n        for (index in indices) {\r\n

if (other.regionMatchesImpl(0, this, index, other.length, ignoreCase))\r\n                return index\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return -1\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun CharSequence.findAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase:

Boolean, last: Boolean): Pair<Int, String>? {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase && strings.size == 1) {\r\n        val string =

strings.single()\r\n        val index = if (!last) indexOf(string, startIndex) else lastIndexOf(string, startIndex)\r\n

return if (index < 0) null else index to string\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val indices = if (!last)

startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..length else startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo 0\r\n\r\n    if (this is String)

{\r\n        for (index in indices) {\r\n            val matchingString = strings.firstOrNull { it.regionMatches(0, this,

index, it.length, ignoreCase) }\r\n            if (matchingString != null)\r\n                return index to matchingString\r\n

    }\r\n    } else {\r\n        for (index in indices) {\r\n            val matchingString = strings.firstOrNull {

it.regionMatchesImpl(0, this, index, it.length, ignoreCase) }\r\n            if (matchingString != null)\r\n

return index to matchingString\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return null\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the first occurrence of

any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally

ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a string. By default

`false`.\r\n * @return A pair of an index of the first occurrence of matched string from [strings] and the string

matched\r\n * or `null` if none of [strings] are found.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings]

have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [strings]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.findAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Pair<Int,

String>? =\r\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = false)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the last occurrence of

any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally

ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds

backward toward the beginning of the string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n * @return A pair of an index of the last occurrence of matched string from

[strings] and the string matched or `null` if none of [strings] are found.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when

strings in [strings] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the end toward the beginning of this

string, and finds at each position the first element in [strings]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun CharSequence.findLastAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Pair<Int, String>? =\r\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = true)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Finds the index of the first occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\r\n * starting from the

specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case

when matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of matched string from

[strings] or -1 if none of [strings] are found.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have

characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [strings]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.indexOfAny(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int =\r\n

findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = false)?.first ?: -1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the index of the last

occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and

optionally ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search

proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case

when matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the last occurrence of matched string from

[strings] or -1 if none of [strings] are found.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have

characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the end toward the beginning of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [strings]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.lastIndexOfAny(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Int =\r\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = true)?.first ?: -1\r\n\r\n\r\n//

indexOf\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index within this string of the first occurrence of the specified character, starting
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from the specified [startIndex].\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a

character. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of [char] or -1 if none is found.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun CharSequence.indexOf(char: Char, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n

return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\r\n        indexOfAny(charArrayOf(char), startIndex, ignoreCase)\r\n    else\r\n

     nativeIndexOf(char, startIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index within this char sequence of the first

occurrence of the specified [string],\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase

`true` to ignore character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the first

occurrence of [string] or `-1` if none is found.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.indexOf(string: String, startIndex:

Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\r\n        indexOf(string,

startIndex, length, ignoreCase)\r\n    else\r\n        nativeIndexOf(string, startIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

index within this char sequence of the last occurrence of the specified character,\r\n * starting from the specified

[startIndex].\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds

backward toward the beginning of the string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of [char] or -1 if none is

found.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.lastIndexOf(char: Char, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Int {\r\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\r\n        lastIndexOfAny(charArrayOf(char), startIndex,

ignoreCase)\r\n    else\r\n        nativeLastIndexOf(char, startIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index within this

char sequence of the last occurrence of the specified [string],\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\r\n *\r\n *

@param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning

of the string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n

* @return An index of the first occurrence of [string] or -1 if none is found.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.lastIndexOf(string: String, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    return

if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\r\n        indexOf(string, startIndex, 0, ignoreCase, last = true)\r\n    else\r\n

nativeLastIndexOf(string, startIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains the specified

[other] sequence of characters as a substring.\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

comparing strings. By default `false`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_OPERATOR_MODIFIER\")\r\npublic operator fun

CharSequence.contains(other: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    if (other is String)\r\n

   indexOf(other, ignoreCase = ignoreCase) >= 0\r\n    else\r\n        indexOf(other, 0, length, ignoreCase) >=

0\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains the specified character [char].\r\n *\r\n *

@param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing characters. By default `false`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_OPERATOR_MODIFIER\")\r\npublic operator fun

CharSequence.contains(char: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    indexOf(char, ignoreCase =

ignoreCase) >= 0\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains at least one match of the specified

regular expression [regex].\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

CharSequence.contains(regex: Regex): Boolean = regex.containsMatchIn(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n//

rangesDelimitedBy\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class DelimitedRangesSequence(\r\n    private val input: CharSequence,\r\n

private val startIndex: Int,\r\n    private val limit: Int,\r\n    private val getNextMatch: CharSequence.(currentIndex:

Int) -> Pair<Int, Int>?\r\n) : Sequence<IntRange> {\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<IntRange> = object :

Iterator<IntRange> {\r\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\r\n        var

currentStartIndex: Int = startIndex.coerceIn(0, input.length)\r\n        var nextSearchIndex: Int = currentStartIndex\r\n

      var nextItem: IntRange? = null\r\n        var counter: Int = 0\r\n\r\n        private fun calcNext() {\r\n            if

(nextSearchIndex < 0) {\r\n                nextState = 0\r\n                nextItem = null\r\n            } else {\r\n                if

(limit > 0 && ++counter >= limit || nextSearchIndex > input.length) {\r\n                    nextItem =

currentStartIndex..input.lastIndex\r\n                    nextSearchIndex = -1\r\n                } else {\r\n                    val

match = input.getNextMatch(nextSearchIndex)\r\n                    if (match == null) {\r\n                        nextItem =

currentStartIndex..input.lastIndex\r\n                        nextSearchIndex = -1\r\n                    } else {\r\n

val (index, length) = match\r\n                        nextItem = currentStartIndex until index\r\n
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currentStartIndex = index + length\r\n                        nextSearchIndex = currentStartIndex + if (length == 0) 1 else

0\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n                nextState = 1\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun next():

IntRange {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n            if (nextState == 0)\r\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            val result = nextItem as IntRange\r\n            // Clean next to avoid keeping

reference on yielded instance\r\n            nextItem = null\r\n            nextState = -1\r\n            return result\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n

return nextState == 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence of index ranges of substrings in this

char sequence around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\r\n *\r\n * @param delimiters One or more

characters to be used as delimiters.\r\n * @param startIndex The index to start searching delimiters from.\r\n *  No

range having its start value less than [startIndex] is returned.\r\n *  [startIndex] is coerced to be non-negative and not

greater than length of this string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a

delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default

means no limit is set.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun CharSequence.rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters: CharArray, startIndex: Int =

0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<IntRange> {\r\n    require(limit >= 0, { \"Limit must be

non-negative, but was $limit.\" })\r\n\r\n    return DelimitedRangesSequence(this, startIndex, limit, { currentIndex -

>\r\n        indexOfAny(delimiters, currentIndex, ignoreCase = ignoreCase).let { if (it < 0) null else it to 1 }\r\n

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence of index ranges of substrings in this char sequence around occurrences

of the specified [delimiters].\r\n *\r\n * @param delimiters One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\r\n *

@param startIndex The index to start searching delimiters from.\r\n *  No range having its start value less than

[startIndex] is returned.\r\n *  [startIndex] is coerced to be non-negative and not greater than length of this string.\r\n

* @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param

limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid

ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the

beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [delimiters]\r\n * that matches this

string at that position.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun CharSequence.rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters: Array<out String>,

startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<IntRange> {\r\n    require(limit >= 0, {

\"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" } )\r\n    val delimitersList = delimiters.asList()\r\n\r\n    return

DelimitedRangesSequence(this, startIndex, limit, { currentIndex -> findAnyOf(delimitersList, currentIndex,

ignoreCase = ignoreCase, last = false)?.let { it.first to it.second.length } })\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// split\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Splits this char sequence to a sequence of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\r\n *\r\n *

@param delimiters One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character

case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to

return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters]

have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [delimiters]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.splitToSequence(vararg delimiters: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0):

Sequence<String> =\r\n    rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).map { substring(it)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\r\n

*\r\n * @param delimiters One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of

substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in

[delimiters] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and

matches at each position the first element in [delimiters]\r\n * that is equal to a delimiter in this instance at that

position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.split(vararg delimiters: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int =

0): List<String> {\r\n    if (delimiters.size == 1) {\r\n        val delimiter = delimiters[0]\r\n        if

(!delimiter.isEmpty()) {\r\n            return split(delimiter, ignoreCase, limit)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).asIterable().map { substring(it)

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a sequence of strings around occurrences of the specified
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[delimiters].\r\n *\r\n * @param delimiters One or more characters to be used as delimiters.\r\n * @param

ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The

maximum number of substrings to return.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.splitToSequence(vararg delimiters:

Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<String> =\r\n    rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters,

ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).map { substring(it) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of

strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\r\n *\r\n * @param delimiters One or more characters to be

used as delimiters.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default

`false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.split(vararg delimiters: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\r\n    if

(delimiters.size == 1) {\r\n        return split(delimiters[0].toString(), ignoreCase, limit)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).asIterable().map { substring(it)

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiter].\r\n

* This is specialized version of split which receives single non-empty delimiter and offers better performance\r\n

*\r\n * @param delimiter String used as delimiter\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return.\r\n

*/\r\nprivate fun CharSequence.split(delimiter: String, ignoreCase: Boolean, limit: Int): List<String> {\r\n

require(limit >= 0, { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" })\r\n\r\n    var currentOffset = 0\r\n    var

nextIndex = indexOf(delimiter, currentOffset, ignoreCase)\r\n    if (nextIndex == -1 || limit == 1) {\r\n        return

listOf(this.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val isLimited = limit > 0\r\n    val result = ArrayList<String>(if (isLimited)

limit.coerceAtMost(10) else 10)\r\n    do {\r\n        result.add(substring(currentOffset, nextIndex))\r\n

currentOffset = nextIndex + delimiter.length\r\n        // Do not search for next occurrence if we're reaching limit\r\n

   if (isLimited && result.size == limit - 1) break\r\n        nextIndex = indexOf(delimiter, currentOffset,

ignoreCase)\r\n    } while (nextIndex != -1)\r\n\r\n    result.add(substring(currentOffset, length))\r\n    return

result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence around matches of the given regular expression.\r\n *\r\n *

@param limit Non-negative value specifying the maximum number of substrings to return.\r\n * Zero by default

means no limit is set.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.split(regex: Regex,

limit: Int = 0): List<String> = regex.split(this, limit)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a sequence of lines

delimited by any of the following character sequences: CRLF, LF or CR.\r\n *\r\n * The lines returned do not

include terminating line separators.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.lineSequence(): Sequence<String> =

splitToSequence(\"\\r\\n\", \"\\n\", \"\\r\")\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of lines delimited by any

of the following character sequences: CRLF, LF or CR.\r\n *\r\n * The lines returned do not include terminating line

separators.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.lines(): List<String> = lineSequence().toList()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.RegExp\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the characters in the specified array to a

string.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun String(chars: CharArray): String {\r\n    var result =

\"\"\r\n    for (char in chars) {\r\n        result += char\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the

characters from a portion of the specified array to a string.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

either [offset] or [length] are less than zero\r\n * or `offset + length` is out of [chars] array bounds.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun String(chars: CharArray, offset: Int, length: Int): String {\r\n    if

(offset < 0 || length < 0 || chars.size - offset < length)\r\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"size:

${chars.size}; offset: $offset; length: $length\")\r\n    var result = \"\"\r\n    for (index in offset until offset + length)

{\r\n        result += chars[index]\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Concatenates characters in this

[CharArray] into a String.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun

CharArray.concatToString(): String {\r\n    var result = \"\"\r\n    for (char in this) {\r\n        result += char\r\n    }\r\n

 return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Concatenates characters in this [CharArray] or its subrange into a String.\r\n *\r\n

* @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange of characters, 0 by default.\r\n * @param endIndex

the end (exclusive) of the subrange of characters, size of this array by default.\r\n *\r\n * @throws
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IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\r\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than [endIndex].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n@E

xperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun CharArray.concatToString(startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = this.size):

String {\r\n    AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, this.size)\r\n    var result = \"\"\r\n    for

(index in startIndex until endIndex) {\r\n        result += this[index]\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a [CharArray] containing characters of this string.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun String.toCharArray(): CharArray {\r\n

 return CharArray(length) { get(it) }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a [CharArray] containing characters of this string

or its substring.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the substring, 0 by default.\r\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the substring, length of this string by default.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex] is greater than the length of this

string.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than [endIndex].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n@E

xperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun String.toCharArray(startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = this.length):

CharArray {\r\n    AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, length)\r\n    return CharArray(endIndex

- startIndex) { get(startIndex + it) }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Decodes a string from the bytes in UTF-8 encoding in this

array.\r\n *\r\n * Malformed byte sequences are replaced by the replacement char `\\uFFFD`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun ByteArray.decodeToString(): String

{\r\n    return decodeUtf8(this, 0, size, false)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Decodes a string from the bytes in UTF-8 encoding

in this array or its subrange.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to decode, 0 by

default.\r\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to decode, size of this array by default.\r\n *

@param throwOnInvalidSequence specifies whether to throw an exception on malformed byte sequence or replace

it by the replacement char `\\uFFFD`.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than

zero or [endIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is

greater than [endIndex].\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the byte array contains malformed UTF-8 byte

sequence and [throwOnInvalidSequence] is true.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n@E

xperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun ByteArray.decodeToString(\r\n    startIndex: Int = 0,\r\n    endIndex: Int =

this.size,\r\n    throwOnInvalidSequence: Boolean = false\r\n): String {\r\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, this.size)\r\n    return decodeUtf8(this, startIndex, endIndex,

throwOnInvalidSequence)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Encodes this string to an array of bytes in UTF-8 encoding.\r\n *\r\n

* Any malformed char sequence is replaced by the replacement byte sequence.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun String.encodeToByteArray():

ByteArray {\r\n    return encodeUtf8(this, 0, length, false)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Encodes this string or its substring to

an array of bytes in UTF-8 encoding.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the substring to

encode, 0 by default.\r\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the substring to encode, length of this string by

default.\r\n * @param throwOnInvalidSequence specifies whether to throw an exception on malformed char

sequence or replace.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex]

is greater than the length of this string.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than

[endIndex].\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if this string contains malformed char sequence and

[throwOnInvalidSequence] is true.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n@E

xperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun String.encodeToByteArray(\r\n    startIndex: Int = 0,\r\n    endIndex: Int =

this.length,\r\n    throwOnInvalidSequence: Boolean = false\r\n): ByteArray {\r\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, length)\r\n    return encodeUtf8(this, startIndex, endIndex,

throwOnInvalidSequence)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to upper case using the rules

of the default locale.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.toUpperCase\r\n
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*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun String.toUpperCase(): String =

asDynamic().toUpperCase()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to lower case using the rules of

the default locale.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.toLowerCase\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun String.toLowerCase(): String =

asDynamic().toLowerCase()\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal actual inline fun

String.nativeIndexOf(str: String, fromIndex: Int): Int = asDynamic().indexOf(str,

fromIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal actual inline fun String.nativeLastIndexOf(str: String,

fromIndex: Int): Int = asDynamic().lastIndexOf(str, fromIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline

fun String.nativeStartsWith(s: String, position: Int): Boolean = asDynamic().startsWith(s,

position)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun String.nativeEndsWith(s: String): Boolean =

asDynamic().endsWith(s)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun String.substring(startIndex:

Int): String = asDynamic().substring(startIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

String.substring(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): String = asDynamic().substring(startIndex,

endIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.concat(str: String): String =

asDynamic().concat(str)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.match(regex: String):

Array<String>? = asDynamic().match(regex)\r\n\r\n//native public fun String.trim(): String\r\n//TODO:

String.replace to implement effective trimLeading and trimTrailing\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal

inline fun String.nativeReplace(pattern: RegExp, replacement: String): String = asDynamic().replace(pattern,

replacement)\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUME

NTS\")\r\npublic actual fun String.compareTo(other: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    if

(ignoreCase) {\r\n        val n1 = this.length\r\n        val n2 = other.length\r\n        val min = minOf(n1, n2)\r\n        if

(min == 0) return n1 - n2\r\n        var start = 0\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            val end = minOf(start + 16, min)\r\n

       var s1 = this.substring(start, end)\r\n            var s2 = other.substring(start, end)\r\n            if (s1 != s2) {\r\n

     s1 = s1.toUpperCase()\r\n                s2 = s2.toUpperCase()\r\n                if (s1 != s2) {\r\n                    s1 =

s1.toLowerCase()\r\n                    s2 = s2.toLowerCase()\r\n                    if (s1 != s2) {\r\n                        return

s1.compareTo(s2)\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            if (end == min) break\r\n            start =

end\r\n        }\r\n        return n1 - n2\r\n    } else {\r\n        return compareTo(other)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate val

STRING_CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER = Comparator<String> { a, b -> a.compareTo(b, ignoreCase = true)

}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual val String.Companion.CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER:

Comparator<String>\r\n    get() = STRING_CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class

UByteArray\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@Publish

edApi\r\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: ByteArray) : Collection<UByte> {\r\n\r\n    /**

Creates a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\r\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(ByteArray(size))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UByte = storage[index].toUByte()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the element at the given

[index] to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out

of bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UByte) {\r\n        storage[index] =

value.toByte()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\r\n    public override val size: Int

get() = storage.size\r\n\r\n    /** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\r\n    public override operator

fun iterator(): UByteIterator = Iterator(storage)\r\n\r\n    private class Iterator(private val array: ByteArray) :

UByteIterator() {\r\n        private var index = 0\r\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n        override

fun nextUByte() = if (index < array.size) array[index++].toUByte() else throw
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NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(element: UByte): Boolean {\r\n

  // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\r\n        // Currently JS BE does not generate special

bridge method for this method.\r\n        if ((element as Any?) !is UByte) return false\r\n\r\n        return

storage.contains(element.toByte())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<UByte>):

Boolean {\r\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UByte && storage.contains(it.toByte()) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new array of the

specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The

function [init] is called for each array element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value

for an array element given its index.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

UByteArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UByte): UByteArray {\r\n    return UByteArray(ByteArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toByte()

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ubyteArrayOf(vararg elements: UByte): UByteArray = elements\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class

UIntArray\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@Published

Api\r\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: IntArray) : Collection<UInt> {\r\n\r\n    /** Creates

a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\r\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(IntArray(size))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UInt = storage[index].toUInt()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the element at the given [index]

to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of

bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UInt) {\r\n        storage[index] = value.toInt()\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\r\n    public override val size: Int get() =

storage.size\r\n\r\n    /** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\r\n    public override operator fun

iterator(): UIntIterator = Iterator(storage)\r\n\r\n    private class Iterator(private val array: IntArray) : UIntIterator()

{\r\n        private var index = 0\r\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n        override fun nextUInt() =

if (index < array.size) array[index++].toUInt() else throw NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

 override fun contains(element: UInt): Boolean {\r\n        // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets

fixed.\r\n        // Currently JS BE does not generate special bridge method for this method.\r\n        if ((element as

Any?) !is UInt) return false\r\n\r\n        return storage.contains(element.toInt())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

containsAll(elements: Collection<UInt>): Boolean {\r\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UInt &&

storage.contains(it.toInt()) }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size ==

0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new array of the specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the

specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The function [init] is called for each array element sequentially starting

from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value for an array element given its index.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

UIntArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UInt): UIntArray {\r\n    return UIntArray(IntArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toInt()

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun uintArrayOf(vararg elements: UInt): UIntArray = elements\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class
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ULongArray\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@Publish

edApi\r\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: LongArray) : Collection<ULong> {\r\n\r\n    /**

Creates a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\r\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(LongArray(size))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): ULong = storage[index].toULong()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the element at the given

[index] to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out

of bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: ULong) {\r\n        storage[index] =

value.toLong()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\r\n    public override val size: Int

get() = storage.size\r\n\r\n    /** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\r\n    public override operator

fun iterator(): ULongIterator = Iterator(storage)\r\n\r\n    private class Iterator(private val array: LongArray) :

ULongIterator() {\r\n        private var index = 0\r\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n        override

fun nextULong() = if (index < array.size) array[index++].toULong() else throw

NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(element: ULong): Boolean {\r\n

   // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\r\n        // Currently JS BE does not generate special

bridge method for this method.\r\n        if ((element as Any?) !is ULong) return false\r\n\r\n        return

storage.contains(element.toLong())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<ULong>):

Boolean {\r\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is ULong && storage.contains(it.toLong()) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new array of the

specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The

function [init] is called for each array element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value

for an array element given its index.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ULongArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> ULong): ULongArray {\r\n    return ULongArray(LongArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toLong()

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ulongArrayOf(vararg elements: ULong): ULongArray = elements\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\

r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class ULong @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Long) : Comparable<ULong> {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

/**\r\n         * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of ULong can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public

const val MIN_VALUE: ULong = ULong(0)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an

instance of ULong can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: ULong = ULong(-1)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n         * The number of bytes used to represent an instance of ULong in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n

public const val SIZE_BYTES: Int = 8\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of

ULong in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 64\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified

other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int =

this.compareTo(other.toULong())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n

* Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a

positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UShort): Int = this.compareTo(other.toULong())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with
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the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative

number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UInt): Int =

this.compareTo(other.toULong())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n

* Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a

positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

@Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\r\n    public override inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int

= ulongCompare(this.data, other.data)\r\n\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): ULong =

this.plus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): ULong = this.plus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to

this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): ULong =

this.plus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data.plus(other.data))\r\n\r\n    /** Subtracts the

other value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other:

UByte): ULong = this.minus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): ULong =

this.minus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): ULong =

this.minus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: ULong): ULong =

ULong(this.data.minus(other.data))\r\n\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): ULong =

this.times(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): ULong =

this.times(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): ULong =

this.times(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: ULong): ULong =

ULong(this.data.times(other.data))\r\n\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): ULong =

this.div(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): ULong = this.div(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the

other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): ULong =

this.div(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun div(other: ULong): ULong = ulongDivide(this, other)\r\n\r\n    /** Calculates the

remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator

fun rem(other: UByte): ULong = this.rem(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value

by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): ULong =

this.rem(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): ULong =

this.rem(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong = ulongRemainder(this,

other)\r\n\r\n    /** Increments this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun inc():

ULong = ULong(data.inc())\r\n    /** Decrements this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline

operator fun dec(): ULong = ULong(data.dec())\r\n\r\n    /** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other]

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rangeTo(other: ULong): ULongRange =

ULongRange(this, other)\r\n\r\n    /** Shifts this value left by the [bitCount] number of bits. */\r\n
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@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun shl(bitCount: Int): ULong = ULong(data shl bitCount)\r\n

/** Shifts this value right by the [bitCount] number of bits, filling the leftmost bits with zeros. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun shr(bitCount: Int): ULong = ULong(data ushr bitCount)\r\n

/** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline infix fun and(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data and other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR

operation between the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun or(other: ULong):

ULong = ULong(this.data or other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun xor(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data xor

other.data)\r\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun inv():

ULong = ULong(data.inv())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Byte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value

is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical

value as this `ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this

`ULong` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[ULong] value to [Short].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the resulting

`Short` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Short`

value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `ULong` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Short`

value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short =

data.toShort()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Int].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or

equals to [Int.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Int` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this

`ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Int` value is represented by the least significant 32 bits of this `ULong`

value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Int` value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline fun toInt(): Int = data.toInt()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Long].\r\n     *\r\n     * If

this value is less than or equals to [Long.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Long` value represents\r\n     * the same

numerical value as this `ULong`. Otherwise the result is negative.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Long` value has the

same binary representation as this `ULong` value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun

toLong(): Long = data\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [UByte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is

less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical

value as this `ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of

this `ULong` value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte =

data.toUByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [UShort].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or

equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this

`ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `ULong`

value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = data.toUShort()\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [UInt].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to

[UInt.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UInt` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\r\n

*\r\n     * The resulting `UInt` value is represented by the least significant 32 bits of this `ULong` value.\r\n     */\r\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = data.toUInt()\r\n    /** Returns this value. */\r\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong = this\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[ULong] value to [Float].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting value is the closest `Float` to this `ULong` value.\r\n     * In

case when this `ULong` value is exactly between two `Float`s,\r\n     * the one with zero at least significant bit of

mantissa is selected.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float =

this.toDouble().toFloat()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Double].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting

value is the closest `Double` to this `ULong` value.\r\n     * In case when this `ULong` value is exactly between two

`Double`s,\r\n     * the one with zero at least significant bit of mantissa is selected.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double = ulongToDouble(data)\r\n\r\n    public

override fun toString(): String = ulongToString(data)\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Byte] value to

[ULong].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this
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`Byte`.\r\n *\r\n * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Byte`

value,\r\n * whereas the most significant 56 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Short] value to [ULong].\r\n *\r\n * If

this value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\r\n *\r\n * The

least significant 16 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Short` value,\r\n * whereas

the most significant 48 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Int] value to [ULong].\r\n *\r\n * If this

value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Int`.\r\n *\r\n * The least

significant 32 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Int` value,\r\n * whereas the most

significant 32 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Int.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Long] value to [ULong].\r\n *\r\n * If this

value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Long`.\r\n *\r\n * The

resulting `ULong` value has the same binary representation as this `Long` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Long.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Float] value to [ULong].\r\n *\r\n * The

fractional part, if any, is rounded down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Float` value is negative or `NaN`,

[ULong.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `ULong.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Float.toULong(): ULong = doubleToULong(this.toDouble())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Double] value to

[ULong].\r\n *\r\n * The fractional part, if any, is rounded down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Double` value is negative

or `NaN`, [ULong.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `ULong.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Double.toULong(): ULong = doubleToULong(this)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class

UShortArray\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@Publis

hedApi\r\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: ShortArray) : Collection<UShort> {\r\n\r\n

/** Creates a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\r\n    public constructor(size:

Int) : this(ShortArray(size))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be

called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UShort = storage[index].toUShort()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the element at the given

[index] to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out

of bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UShort) {\r\n        storage[index] =

value.toShort()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\r\n    public override val size: Int

get() = storage.size\r\n\r\n    /** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\r\n    public override operator

fun iterator(): UShortIterator = Iterator(storage)\r\n\r\n    private class Iterator(private val array: ShortArray) :

UShortIterator() {\r\n        private var index = 0\r\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n        override

fun nextUShort() = if (index < array.size) array[index++].toUShort() else throw

NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(element: UShort): Boolean {\r\n

   // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\r\n        // Currently JS BE does not generate special

bridge method for this method.\r\n        if ((element as Any?) !is UShort) return false\r\n\r\n        return

storage.contains(element.toShort())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<UShort>):
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Boolean {\r\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UShort && storage.contains(it.toShort()) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new array of the

specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The

function [init] is called for each array element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value

for an array element given its index.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

UShortArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UShort): UShortArray {\r\n    return UShortArray(ShortArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toShort()

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ushortArrayOf(vararg elements: UShort): UShortArray = elements\r\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UArraysKt\")\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmPacka

geName(\"kotlin.collections.unsigned\")\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component1(): UInt {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component1(): ULong {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component1(): UByte {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component1(): UShort {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component2(): UInt {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component2(): ULong {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component2(): UByte {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component2(): UShort {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component3(): UInt {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component3(): ULong {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component3(): UByte {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component3(): UShort {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component4(): UInt {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component4(): ULong {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component4(): UByte {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun
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UShortArray.component4(): UShort {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component5(): UInt {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component5(): ULong {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component5(): UByte {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component5(): UShort {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UIntArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UInt\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun ULongArray.elementAt(index: Int):

ULong\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UByteArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UByte\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UShortArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UShort\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UInt): UInt {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> ULong): ULong {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UByte): UByte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result

of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UShort): UShort {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

`null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UInt? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): ULong? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UByte? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UShort? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.find(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.find(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.find(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.find(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.findLast(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.findLast(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.findLast(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.findLast(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.first(): UInt {\n    return storage.first().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.first(): ULong {\n    return storage.first().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.first(): UByte {\n    return storage.first().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.first(): UShort {\n    return storage.first().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching

the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UIntArray.first(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.first(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.first(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.first(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.firstOrNull(): UInt? {\n    return

if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.firstOrNull(): ULong? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.firstOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.firstOrNull(): UShort? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UInt): UInt {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> ULong): ULong {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=
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lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UByte): UByte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UShort): UShort {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UIntArray.getOrNull(index: Int): UInt? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

ULong? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.getOrNull(index: Int): UByte?

{\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the

given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

UShort? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of

[element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.indexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.indexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst { predicate(it.toUInt())

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain

such element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toULong()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toUByte()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toUShort()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast { predicate(it.toUInt())

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain

such element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toULong()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toUByte()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toUShort()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UIntArray.last(): UInt {\n    return storage.last().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.last(): ULong {\n    return storage.last().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.last(): UByte {\n    return storage.last().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.last(): UShort {\n    return storage.last().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching

the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.last(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element =

this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains

no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.last(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.last(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.last(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index

of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.lastIndexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns
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last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.lastIndexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.lastIndexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.lastIndexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.lastOrNull(): UInt? {\n    return

if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.lastOrNull(): ULong? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.lastOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.lastOrNull(): UShort? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or

`null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.random(): UInt {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n

* \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.random(): ULong {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.random(): UByte {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.random(): UShort {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.random(random: Random): UInt
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{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.random(random: Random):

ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.random(random: Random):

UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.random(random: Random):

UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or

has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.single(): UInt {\n    return storage.single().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an

exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.single(): ULong {\n    return storage.single().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.single(): UByte {\n    return storage.single().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.single(): UShort {\n    return storage.single().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.single(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    var single: UInt? = null\n    var found = false\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UInt\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching

the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.single(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    var single: ULong? = null\n    var found = false\n

 for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as ULong\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.single(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    var single: UByte? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UByte\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.single(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    var single: UShort? = null\n    var found = false\n

  for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UShort\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if

the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.singleOrNull(): UInt? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.singleOrNull(): ULong? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single

element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.singleOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.singleOrNull(): UShort? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    var single: UInt? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

 found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    var single: ULong? = null\n    var found

= false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UByteArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    var single: UByte? = null\n    var found

= false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UShortArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    var single: UShort? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.drop(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.drop(n: Int): List<ULong> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.drop(n: Int): List<UByte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.drop(n: Int): List<UShort> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<ULong> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<UByte>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<UShort> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo

0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given
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[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UInt>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

          list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.dropWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<ULong>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filter(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UInt>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filter(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<ULong>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.filter(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UByte>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filter(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UShort>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UInt>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<ULong>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UByte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UShort>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate]

to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UInt) -> Boolean): C

{\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, ULong) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UByte) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UShort) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filterNot(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<UInt>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filterNot(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<ULong>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.filterNot(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<UByte>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filterNot(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<UShort>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching the given [predicate]

to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): C {\n    for
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(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UInt> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<ULong> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UByte> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UShort> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UInt> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UInt>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<ULong> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =
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ArrayList<ULong>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UByte> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UShort> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange):

UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ULongArray {\n    return

ULongArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UByteArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): UByteArray {\n    return

UByteArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): UShortArray {\n    return

UShortArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.take(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.take(n: Int): List<ULong> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<ULong>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.take(n: Int): List<UByte> {\n
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require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UByte>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.take(n: Int): List<UShort> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UShort>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<ULong>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<ULong>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UByte>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UShort>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>()\n    for (item in

this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.takeWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    val list = ArrayList<ULong>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UByte>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UShort>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.reversed(): List<UInt> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list with elements in reversed order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.reversed(): List<ULong> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.reversed(): List<UByte> {\n

if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.reversed(): List<UShort> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reversedArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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ULongArray.reversedArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reversedArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reversedArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if

(size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if

(size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sorted(): List<UInt> {\n    return

copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort

order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sorted():

List<ULong> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UByteArray.sorted(): List<UByte> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sorted(): List<UShort> {\n

return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UIntArray.sortedArray(): UIntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sortedArray(): ULongArray

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedArray(): UByteArray {\n

  if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements

of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sortedArray(): UShortArray

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortedArrayDescending():

UIntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sortedArrayDescending():

ULongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedArrayDescending():

UByteArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sortedArrayDescending():

UShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It

means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortedDescending(): List<UInt>

{\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sortedDescending(): List<ULong> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It

means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedDescending():

List<UByte> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve

their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UShortArray.sortedDescending(): List<UShort> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array of type [ByteArray], which is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n

* of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.asByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [IntArray], which

is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.asIntArray(): IntArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UIntArray.asList():

List<UInt>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun ULongArray.asList():

List<ULong>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UByteArray.asList():

List<UByte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UShortArray.asList():

List<UShort>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [LongArray], which is a view of this array where each element is

a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.asLongArray(): LongArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [ShortArray],

which is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.asShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [UByteArray],

which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of

this array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.asUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[UIntArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.asUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ULongArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.asULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type
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[UShortArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.asUShortArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

UIntArray.contentEquals(other: UIntArray): Boolean {\n    return storage.contentEquals(other.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of

the same elements in the same order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

ULongArray.contentEquals(other: ULongArray): Boolean {\n    return

storage.contentEquals(other.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal

to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByteArray.contentEquals(other:

UByteArray): Boolean {\n    return storage.contentEquals(other.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

UShortArray.contentEquals(other: UShortArray): Boolean {\n    return

storage.contentEquals(other.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.contentHashCode(): Int

{\n    return storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it

is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code

based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

return storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.contentHashCode():

Int {\n    return storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the

specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.contentToString(): String {\n

return joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.contentToString(): String {\n

return joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.contentToString(): String {\n

return joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.contentToString(): String {\n

return joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and

returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so

that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param

destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyInto(destination: UIntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

UIntArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyInto(destination: ULongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

ULongArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyInto(destination: UByteArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

UByteArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyInto(destination: UShortArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int =

size): UShortArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOf(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOf(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UByteArray.copyOf(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOf(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at

the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array

is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either

truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either

truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either

truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start

of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in

`fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UIntArray {\n    return

UIntArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in

`0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ULongArray {\n    return

ULongArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in

`0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UByteArray {\n    return

UByteArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in

`0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UShortArray {\n    return
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UShortArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the

specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param

toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.fill(element: UInt, fromIndex:

Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toInt(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array

or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.fill(element: ULong,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toLong(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.fill(element: UByte,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toByte(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.fill(element: UShort,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toShort(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UIntArray.indices: IntRange\n    get()

= storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val ULongArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UByteArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UShortArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UIntArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val ULongArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UByteArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UShortArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun UIntArray.plus(element: UInt): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage +

element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ULongArray.plus(element: ULong): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage +

element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given
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[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun UByteArray.plus(element: UByte): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage +

element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun UShortArray.plus(element: UShort): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage +

element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun UIntArray.plus(elements: Collection<UInt>): UIntArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toInt()\n    return

UIntArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun ULongArray.plus(elements: Collection<ULong>): ULongArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toLong()\n    return

ULongArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

operator fun UByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<UByte>): UByteArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toByte()\n    return

UByteArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun UShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<UShort>): UShortArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toShort()\n    return

UShortArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.plus(elements: UIntArray): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage + elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.plus(elements: ULongArray): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.plus(elements: UByteArray): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.plus(elements: UShortArray): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UIntArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun ULongArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UShortArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [ByteArray],

which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UByteArray.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[IntArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding

element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.toIntArray(): IntArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [LongArray],

which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ShortArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding

element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array

containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<UInt>

{\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<ULong> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.toTypedArray():

Array<UByte> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array

containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.toTypedArray():

Array<UShort> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UByte containing

all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UByte>.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array of type [UByteArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned

reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of

UInt containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out UInt>.toUIntArray(): UIntArray

{\n    return UIntArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [UIntArray], which is a

copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.toUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of ULong

containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out ULong>.toULongArray():

ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ULongArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.toULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

of UShort containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out UShort>.toUShortArray():

UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[UShortArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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ShortArray.toUShortArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single

list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.flatMap(transform: (UInt) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.flatMap(transform: (ULong) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.flatMap(transform: (UByte) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.flatMap(transform: (UShort) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UInt) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (ULong) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UByte) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UShort) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

UIntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UInt) -> K): Map<K, List<UInt>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<UInt>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

ULongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (ULong) -> K): Map<K, List<ULong>> {\n    return
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groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<ULong>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

UByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UByte) -> K): Map<K, List<UByte>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<UByte>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

UShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UShort) -> K): Map<K, List<UShort>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<UShort>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by

the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UIntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UInt) -> K, valueTransform: (UInt) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ULongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (ULong) -> K, valueTransform: (ULong) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UByte) -> K, valueTransform: (UByte) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UShort) -> K, valueTransform: (UShort) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to

the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The
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[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UInt>>> UIntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UInt) -> K): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UInt>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<ULong>>> ULongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (ULong) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<ULong>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UByte>>> UByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UByte) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UByte>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UShort>>> UShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UShort) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UShort>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by

the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UIntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UInt) -> K,

valueTransform: (UInt) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ULongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (ULong) -> K,

valueTransform: (ULong) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UByte) -> K,
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valueTransform: (UByte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UShort) -> K,

valueTransform: (UShort) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.map(transform: (UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.map(transform: (ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.map(transform: (UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.map(transform: (UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> ULongArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UByteArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UShortArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param
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[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UInt) -> R): C {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results

to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, ULong) -> R): C {\n

 var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n

* and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UByte) -> R): C {\n

var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n

* and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UShort) -> R): C {\n

 var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UInt) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (ULong) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UByte) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

      destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UShort) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps

each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element

itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<UInt>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<ULong>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.withIndex():
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Iterable<IndexedValue<UByte>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<UShort>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all

elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.all(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.all(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.all(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.all(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches

the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.any(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n

  return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.any(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.any(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.any(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.count(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.count(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UByteArray.count(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UShortArray.count(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UInt) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, ULong) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UByteArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UByte) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UShortArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UShort) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and

each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,

current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UInt) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, ULong) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UByte) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return
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accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UShort) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UInt, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (ULong, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UByte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UShort, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UInt, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, ULong, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UByte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),
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accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UShort, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UIntArray.forEach(action: (UInt) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.forEach(action: (ULong) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.forEach(action: (UByte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.forEach(action: (UShort) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UIntArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UInt) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, ULong) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UByte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UShort) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.max(): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.max(): ULong? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.max(): UByte? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.max(): UShort? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.maxBy(selector: (UInt) -> R): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem

= this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.maxBy(selector: (ULong) -> R): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.maxBy(selector: (UByte) -> R): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.maxBy(selector: (UShort) -> R): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UInt>): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in ULong>): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UByte>): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

    val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UShort>): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.min(): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty())
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return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.min(): ULong? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.min(): UByte? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.min(): UShort? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.minBy(selector: (UInt) -> R): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem =

this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.minBy(selector: (ULong) -> R): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.minBy(selector: (UByte) -> R): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.minBy(selector: (UShort) -> R): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UInt>): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in ULong>): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

     val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.minWith(comparator:
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Comparator<in UByte>): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

    val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UShort>): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.none(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.none(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.none(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.none(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduce(operation: (acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UByteArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes

the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

  throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

   throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceRight(operation: (UInt, acc: UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceRight(operation: (ULong, acc: ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceRight(operation: (UByte, acc: UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

 while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceRight(operation: (UShort, acc: UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n

* to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UInt, acc: UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from

right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, ULong, acc: ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UByte, acc: UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UShort, acc: UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),
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accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sumBy(selector: (UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sumBy(selector: (ULong) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum

+= selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.sumBy(selector: (UByte) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum

+= selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sumBy(selector: (UShort) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UInt) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sumByDouble(selector: (ULong) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UByte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UShort) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UIntArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<UInt, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> ULongArray.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<ULong, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UByteArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<UByte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UShortArray.zip(other:
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Array<out R>): List<Pair<UShort, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UIntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UInt, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ULongArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: ULong, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UByte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UShortArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UShort, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with

the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UIntArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UInt, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> ULongArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<ULong, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UByteArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UByte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UShortArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UShort, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UIntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UInt, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ULongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: ULong, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UByte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list

= ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

 if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UShort, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UIntArray.zip(other: UIntArray):

List<Pair<UInt, UInt>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULongArray.zip(other: ULongArray):

List<Pair<ULong, ULong>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByteArray.zip(other: UByteArray):

List<Pair<UByte, UByte>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShortArray.zip(other: UShortArray):

List<Pair<UShort, UShort>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform]

function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UIntArray.zip(other: UIntArray, transform: (a: UInt, b: UInt) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n
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}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

ULongArray.zip(other: ULongArray, transform: (a: ULong, b: ULong) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UByteArray.zip(other: UByteArray, transform: (a: UByte, b: UByte) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UShortArray.zip(other: UShortArray, transform: (a: UShort, b: UShort) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return storage.sum().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sum(): ULong {\n    return storage.sum().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UByteArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return sumBy { it.toUInt() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return sumBy { it.toUInt() }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UCollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UByte containing all of the
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elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Collection<UByte>.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    val result = UByteArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UInt containing

all of the elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Collection<UInt>.toUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    val result = UIntArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in

this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of ULong containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Collection<ULong>.toULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    val result = ULongArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UShort

containing all of the elements of this collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Collection<UShort>.toUShortArray():

UShortArray {\n    val result = UShortArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] =

element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UComparisonsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UInt, b:

UInt): UInt {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UByte, b: UByte): UByte {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UShort, b: UShort): UShort {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

maxOf(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun maxOf(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong): ULong {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

maxOf(a: UByte, b: UByte, c: UByte): UByte {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun maxOf(a: UShort, b: UShort, c: UShort): UShort {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

minOf(a: UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\n

return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UByte, b: UByte): UByte {\n

return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UShort, b: UShort): UShort {\n

return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

minOf(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun minOf(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong): ULong {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

minOf(a: UByte, b: UByte, c: UByte): UByte {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller

of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun minOf(a: UShort, b: UShort, c: UShort): UShort {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"URangesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntRange.random(): UInt {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range.\n

* \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongRange.random(): ULong {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

range using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is

empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntRange.random(random:

Random): UInt {\n    try {\n        return random.nextUInt(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n

throw NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using

the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongRange.random(random: Random):

ULong {\n    try {\n        return random.nextULong(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains the specified

[element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntRange.contains(element: UInt?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this range contains the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is

`null`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ULongRange.contains(element: ULong?): Boolean {\n    return element != null &&

contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:

UByte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun

ULongRange.contains(value: UByte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

operator fun ULongRange.contains(value: UInt): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:

ULong): Boolean {\n    return (value shr UInt.SIZE_BITS) == 0uL && contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:

UShort): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun

ULongRange.contains(value: UShort): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByte.downTo(to: UByte):

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toUInt(), to.toUInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UInt.downTo(to: UInt):

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression

from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal

to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULong.downTo(to: ULong):

ULongProgression {\n    return ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShort.downTo(to: UShort):

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toUInt(), to.toUInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntProgression.reversed():

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongProgression.reversed():

ULongProgression {\n    return ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression that goes over the same range with the given step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UIntProgression.step(step: Int):

UIntProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if

(this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range with the given

step.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULongProgression.step(step:

Long): ULongProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return

ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from

this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

UByte.until(to: UByte): UIntRange {\n    if (to <= UByte.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return

this.toUInt() .. (to - 1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to]

value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UInt.until(to: UInt): UIntRange {\n

if (to <= UInt.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to

`this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

infix fun ULong.until(to: ULong): ULongRange {\n    if (to <= ULong.MIN_VALUE) return

ULongRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1u).toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned
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range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShort.until(to:

UShort): UIntRange {\n    if (to <= UShort.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toUInt() .. (to -

1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return

this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: UInt):

UInt {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

ULong): ULong {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

UByte): UByte {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value

is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

UShort): UShort {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: UInt):

UInt {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

ULong): ULong {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

UByte): UByte {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

UShort): UShort {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range,

or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than

[maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceIn(minimumValue: UInt,

maximumValue: UInt): UInt {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot

coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this <
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minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    return

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or

[maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceIn(minimumValue: ULong,

maximumValue: ULong): ULong {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceIn(minimumValue: UByte,

maximumValue: UByte): UByte {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceIn(minimumValue: UShort,

maximumValue: UShort): UShort {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<UInt>):

UInt {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return this.coerceIn<UInt>(range)\n    }\n    if

(range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return

when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else ->

this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the

[range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive` if this value is greater than

`range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceIn(range:

ClosedRange<ULong>): ULong {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return

this.coerceIn<ULong>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value

to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this >

range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"USequencesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.sequences\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun
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Sequence<UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See

the License for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.annotation\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Contains the

list of code elements which are the possible annotation targets\r\n */\r\npublic enum class AnnotationTarget {\r\n

/** Class, interface or object, annotation class is also included */\r\n    CLASS,\r\n    /** Annotation class only */\r\n

  ANNOTATION_CLASS,\r\n    /** Generic type parameter (unsupported yet) */\r\n    TYPE_PARAMETER,\r\n

/** Property */\r\n    PROPERTY,\r\n    /** Field, including property's backing field */\r\n    FIELD,\r\n    /** Local

variable */\r\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\r\n    /** Value parameter of a function or a constructor */\r\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\r\n    /** Constructor only (primary or secondary) */\r\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\r\n    /**

Function (constructors are not included) */\r\n    FUNCTION,\r\n    /** Property getter only */\r\n

PROPERTY_GETTER,\r\n    /** Property setter only */\r\n    PROPERTY_SETTER,\r\n    /** Type usage */\r\n

TYPE,\r\n    /** Any expression */\r\n    EXPRESSION,\r\n    /** File */\r\n    FILE,\r\n    /** Type alias */\r\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    TYPEALIAS\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Contains the list of possible annotation's

retentions.\r\n *\r\n * Determines how an annotation is stored in binary output.\r\n */\r\npublic enum class

AnnotationRetention {\r\n    /** Annotation isn't stored in binary output */\r\n    SOURCE,\r\n    /** Annotation is

stored in binary output, but invisible for reflection */\r\n    BINARY,\r\n    /** Annotation is stored in binary output

and visible for reflection (default retention) */\r\n    RUNTIME\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This meta-annotation indicates

the kinds of code elements which are possible targets of an annotation.\r\n *\r\n * If the target meta-annotation is not

present on an annotation declaration, the annotation is applicable to the following elements:\r\n * [CLASS],

[PROPERTY], [FIELD], [LOCAL_VARIABLE], [VALUE_PARAMETER], [CONSTRUCTOR], [FUNCTION],

[PROPERTY_GETTER], [PROPERTY_SETTER].\r\n *\r\n * @property allowedTargets list of allowed annotation

targets\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\npublic

annotation class Target(vararg val allowedTargets: AnnotationTarget)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This meta-annotation

determines whether an annotation is stored in binary output and visible for reflection. By default, both are true.\r\n

*\r\n * @property value necessary annotation retention (RUNTIME, BINARY or SOURCE)\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\npublic annotation class Retention(val value:

AnnotationRetention = AnnotationRetention.RUNTIME)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This meta-annotation determines that an

annotation is applicable twice or more on a single code element\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\npublic annotation class Repeatable\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

This meta-annotation determines that an annotation is a part of public API and therefore should be included in the

generated\r\n * documentation for the element to which the annotation is applied.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\npublic annotation class

MustBeDocumented\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache
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License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n *

You may obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless

required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an

\"AS IS\" BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\r\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the

License.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.PlatformDependent\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Classes that inherit from this interface can be represented as a sequence of elements that can\r\n * be iterated

over.\r\n * @param T the type of element being iterated over. The iterator is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\npublic interface Iterable<out T> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns an iterator over the elements of this object.\r\n

*/\r\n    public operator fun iterator(): Iterator<T>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Classes that inherit from this interface can be

represented as a sequence of elements that can\r\n * be iterated over and that supports removing elements during

iteration.\r\n * @param T the type of element being iterated over. The mutable iterator is invariant on its element

type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableIterable<out T> : Iterable<T> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns an iterator over the

elements of this sequence that supports removing elements during iteration.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun iterator():

MutableIterator<T>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic collection of elements. Methods in this interface support only

read-only access to the collection;\r\n * read/write access is supported through the [MutableCollection] interface.\r\n

* @param E the type of elements contained in the collection. The collection is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\npublic interface Collection<out E> : Iterable<E> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the size

of the collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public val size: Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if the collection is empty

(contains no elements), `false` otherwise.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun isEmpty(): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Checks if

the specified element is contained in this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun contains(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Operations\r\n    /**\r\n

  * Checks if all elements in the specified collection are contained in this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun

containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic collection of

elements that supports adding and removing elements.\r\n *\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the

collection. The mutable collection is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableCollection<E> :

Collection<E>, MutableIterable<E> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n    override fun iterator():

MutableIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds the specified element to the

collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the element has been added, `false` if the collection does not support

duplicates\r\n     * and the element is already contained in the collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun add(element: E):

Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes a single instance of the specified element from this\r\n     * collection, if it is

present.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the element has been successfully removed; `false` if it was not present in

the collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun remove(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\r\n

/**\r\n     * Adds all of the elements of the specified collection to this collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if

any of the specified elements was added to the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n     */\r\n

public fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes all of this collection's elements

that are also contained in the specified collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if any of the specified elements was

removed from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun

removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Retains only the elements in this collection that

are contained in the specified collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if any element was removed from the

collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>):

Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes all elements from this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun clear():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic ordered collection of elements. Methods in this interface support only read-only

access to the list;\r\n * read/write access is supported through the [MutableList] interface.\r\n * @param E the type

of elements contained in the list. The list is covariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface List<out E> :

Collection<E> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean\r\n

override fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\r\n\r\n    //

Bulk Operations\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n    //
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Positional Access Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the element at the specified index in the list.\r\n     */\r\n

public operator fun get(index: Int): E\r\n\r\n    // Search Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the index of the first

occurrence of the specified element in the list, or -1 if the specified\r\n     * element is not contained in the list.\r\n

*/\r\n    public fun indexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the index of the last

occurrence of the specified element in the list, or -1 if the specified\r\n     * element is not contained in the list.\r\n

*/\r\n    public fun lastIndexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int\r\n\r\n    // List Iterators\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns

a list iterator over the elements in this list (in proper sequence).\r\n     */\r\n    public fun listIterator():

ListIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a list iterator over the elements in this list (in proper sequence), starting

at the specified [index].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // View\r\n

/**\r\n     * Returns a view of the portion of this list between the specified [fromIndex] (inclusive) and [toIndex]

(exclusive).\r\n     * The returned list is backed by this list, so non-structural changes in the returned list are reflected

in this list, and vice-versa.\r\n     *\r\n     * Structural changes in the base list make the behavior of the view

undefined.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<E>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic

ordered collection of elements that supports adding and removing elements.\r\n * @param E the type of elements

contained in the list. The mutable list is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableList<E> :

List<E>, MutableCollection<E> {\r\n    // Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds the specified element to

the end of this list.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` because the list is always modified as the result of this

operation.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    override fun remove(element: E):

Boolean\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds all of the elements of the specified

collection to the end of this list.\r\n     *\r\n     * The elements are appended in the order they appear in the [elements]

collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the list was changed as the result of the operation.\r\n     */\r\n    override

fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Inserts all of the elements of the specified

collection [elements] into this list at the specified [index].\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the list was changed as

the result of the operation.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n

override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n    override fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>):

Boolean\r\n    override fun clear(): Unit\r\n\r\n    // Positional Access Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Replaces the

element at the specified position in this list with the specified element.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return the element

previously at the specified position.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, element: E): E\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n

* Inserts an element into the list at the specified [index].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun add(index: Int, element: E):

Unit\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes an element at the specified [index] from the list.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return the

element that has been removed.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun removeAt(index: Int): E\r\n\r\n    // List Iterators\r\n

override fun listIterator(): MutableListIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int):

MutableListIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // View\r\n    override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

MutableList<E>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic unordered collection of elements that does not support duplicate

elements.\r\n * Methods in this interface support only read-only access to the set;\r\n * read/write access is

supported through the [MutableSet] interface.\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is

covariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface Set<out E> : Collection<E> {\r\n    // Query

Operations\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean\r\n    override fun contains(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Operations\r\n    override

fun containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic unordered

collection of elements that does not support duplicate elements, and supports\r\n * adding and removing

elements.\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The mutable set is invariant on its element

type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableSet<E> : Set<E>, MutableCollection<E> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n

override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // Modification Operations\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds the

specified element to the set.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the element has been added, `false` if the element is

already contained in the set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    override fun

remove(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\r\n\r\n    override fun addAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n    override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n    override fun
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retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n    override fun clear(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A collection that

holds pairs of objects (keys and values) and supports efficiently retrieving\r\n * the value corresponding to each key.

Map keys are unique; the map holds only one value for each key.\r\n * Methods in this interface support only read-

only access to the map; read-write access is supported through\r\n * the [MutableMap] interface.\r\n * @param K

the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its key type, as it\r\n *          can accept key as a parameter (of

[containsKey] for example) and return it in [keys] set.\r\n * @param V the type of map values. The map is covariant

on its value type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface Map<K, out V> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the

number of key/value pairs in the map.\r\n     */\r\n    public val size: Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if the map

is empty (contains no elements), `false` otherwise.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun isEmpty(): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Returns `true` if the map contains the specified [key].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean\r\n\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if the map maps one or more keys to the specified [value].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun

containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the value corresponding to the

given [key], or `null` if such a key is not present in the map.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun get(key: K): V?\r\n\r\n

  /**\r\n     * Returns the value corresponding to the given [key], or [defaultValue] if such a key is not present in the

map.\r\n     *\r\n     * @since JDK 1.8\r\n     */\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    @PlatformDependent\r\n    public

fun getOrDefault(key: K, defaultValue: @UnsafeVariance V): V {\r\n        // See default implementation in JDK

sources\r\n        return null as V\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Views\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all keys in

this map.\r\n     */\r\n    public val keys: Set<K>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Collection] of all values in

this map. Note that this collection may contain duplicate values.\r\n     */\r\n    public val values:

Collection<V>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all key/value pairs in this map.\r\n     */\r\n    public

val entries: Set<Map.Entry<K, V>>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Represents a key/value pair held by a [Map].\r\n     */\r\n

public interface Entry<out K, out V> {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns the key of this key/value pair.\r\n         */\r\n

  public val key: K\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns the value of this key/value pair.\r\n         */\r\n        public val

value: V\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A modifiable collection that holds pairs of objects (keys and values) and

supports efficiently retrieving\r\n * the value corresponding to each key. Map keys are unique; the map holds only

one value for each key.\r\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its key type.\r\n * @param V

the type of map values. The mutable map is invariant on its value type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableMap<K,

V> : Map<K, V> {\r\n    // Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Associates the specified [value] with the

specified [key] in the map.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return the previous value associated with the key, or `null` if the key

was not present in the map.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes the

specified key and its corresponding value from this map.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return the previous value associated with

the key, or `null` if the key was not present in the map.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun remove(key: K): V?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n

   * Removes the entry for the specified key only if it is mapped to the specified value.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true

if entry was removed\r\n     */\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    @PlatformDependent\r\n    public fun remove(key:

K, value: V): Boolean {\r\n        // See default implementation in JDK sources\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    //

Bulk Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Updates this map with key/value pairs from the specified map

[from].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>): Unit\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes all elements

from this map.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun clear(): Unit\r\n\r\n    // Views\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a [MutableSet] of all

keys in this map.\r\n     */\r\n    override val keys: MutableSet<K>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a

[MutableCollection] of all values in this map. Note that this collection may contain duplicate values.\r\n     */\r\n

override val values: MutableCollection<V>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a [MutableSet] of all key/value pairs in this

map.\r\n     */\r\n    override val entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Represents a key/value pair held by a [MutableMap].\r\n     */\r\n    public interface MutableEntry<K, V> :

Map.Entry<K, V> {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Changes the value associated with the key of this entry.\r\n         *\r\n

* @return the previous value corresponding to the key.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun setValue(newValue: V): V\r\n

 }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required by
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applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See

the License for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.internal\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the corresponding type parameter is not used for

unsafe operations such as casts or 'is' checks\r\n * That means it's completely safe to use generic types as argument

for such parameter.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE_PARAMETER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal

annotation class PureReifiable\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the corresponding built-in method exists depending on

platform.\r\n * Current implementation for JVM looks whether method with same JVM descriptor exists in the

module JDK.\r\n * For example MutableMap.remove(K, V) available only if corresponding\r\n * method

'java/util/Map.remove(Ljava/lang/Object;Ljava/lang/Object;)Z' is defined in JDK (i.e. for major versions >= 8)\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal

annotation class PlatformDependent\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.internal\r\n\r\n// a mod b (in arithmetical sense)\r\nprivate fun

mod(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\r\n    val mod = a % b\r\n    return if (mod >= 0) mod else mod + b\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun

mod(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\r\n    val mod = a % b\r\n    return if (mod >= 0) mod else mod + b\r\n}\r\n\r\n// (a -

b) mod c\r\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\r\n    return mod(mod(a, c) - mod(b, c),

c)\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long {\r\n    return mod(mod(a, c) - mod(b,

c), c)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of

the progression which is in the range\r\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in

case of a negative\r\n * [step].\r\n *\r\n * No validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters

should satisfy the condition:\r\n *\r\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <= end`,\r\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >=

end`.\r\n *\r\n * @param start first element of the progression\r\n * @param end ending bound for the

progression\r\n * @param step increment, or difference of successive elements in the progression\r\n * @return the

final element of the progression\r\n * @suppress\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun

getProgressionLastElement(start: Int, end: Int, step: Int): Int = when {\r\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end else end

- differenceModulo(end, start, step)\r\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end) end else end + differenceModulo(start, end, -

step)\r\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is zero.\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calculates the final

element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is in the range\r\n * from

[start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\r\n * [step].\r\n *\r\n * No

validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters should satisfy the condition:\r\n *\r\n * - either

`step > 0` and `start <= end`,\r\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >= end`.\r\n *\r\n * @param start first element of the

progression\r\n * @param end ending bound for the progression\r\n * @param step increment, or difference of

successive elements in the progression\r\n * @return the final element of the progression\r\n * @suppress\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun getProgressionLastElement(start: Long, end: Long, step: Long): Long = when

{\r\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step)\r\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end)

end else end + differenceModulo(start, end, -step)\r\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is

zero.\")\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over

a sequence of values of type `Byte`. */\r\npublic abstract class ByteIterator : Iterator<Byte> {\r\n    override final fun

next() = nextByte()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun

nextByte(): Byte\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Char`. */\r\npublic abstract class

CharIterator : Iterator<Char> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextChar()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the

sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextChar(): Char\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of

values of type `Short`. */\r\npublic abstract class ShortIterator : Iterator<Short> {\r\n    override final fun next() =

nextShort()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun
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nextShort(): Short\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Int`. */\r\npublic abstract class

IntIterator : Iterator<Int> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextInt()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the

sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextInt(): Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of

values of type `Long`. */\r\npublic abstract class LongIterator : Iterator<Long> {\r\n    override final fun next() =

nextLong()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun

nextLong(): Long\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Float`. */\r\npublic abstract class

FloatIterator : Iterator<Float> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextFloat()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in

the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextFloat(): Float\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a

sequence of values of type `Double`. */\r\npublic abstract class DoubleIterator : Iterator<Double> {\r\n    override

final fun next() = nextDouble()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public

abstract fun nextDouble(): Double\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Boolean`.

*/\r\npublic abstract class BooleanIterator : Iterator<Boolean> {\r\n    override final fun next() =

nextBoolean()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun

nextBoolean(): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Char`.\r\n * @property step the

number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n */\r\ninternal class CharProgressionIterator(first: Char,

last: Char, val step: Int) : CharIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement = last.toInt()\r\n    private var hasNext:

Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first.toInt() else

finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun nextChar(): Char {\r\n

val value = next\r\n        if (value == finalElement) {\r\n            if (!hasNext) throw

kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n        }\r\n        else {\r\n            next += step\r\n

}\r\n        return value.toChar()\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Int`.\r\n

* @property step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n */\r\ninternal class

IntProgressionIterator(first: Int, last: Int, val step: Int) : IntIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement = last\r\n

private var hasNext: Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first

else finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun nextInt(): Int {\r\n

val value = next\r\n        if (value == finalElement) {\r\n            if (!hasNext) throw

kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n        }\r\n        else {\r\n            next += step\r\n

}\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Long`.\r\n *

@property step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n */\r\ninternal class

LongProgressionIterator(first: Long, last: Long, val step: Long) : LongIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement =

last\r\n    private var hasNext: Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private var next = if

(hasNext) first else finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun

nextLong(): Long {\r\n        val value = next\r\n        if (value == finalElement) {\r\n            if (!hasNext) throw

kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n        }\r\n        else {\r\n            next += step\r\n

}\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.getProgressionLastElement\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of

type `Char`.\r\n */\r\npublic open class CharProgression\r\n    internal constructor\r\n    (\r\n            start: Char,\r\n

      endInclusive: Char,\r\n            step: Int\r\n    ) : Iterable<Char> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if (step == 0) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step == Int.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on

negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val first: Char =

start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: Char =

getProgressionLastElement(start.toInt(), endInclusive.toInt(), step).toChar()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The step of the
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progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val step: Int = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): CharIterator =

CharProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\r\n        other is CharProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first && last ==

other.last && step == other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 *

first.toInt() + last.toInt()) + step)\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else

\"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates CharProgression

within the specified bounds of a closed range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and

goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the

[step] must be negative.\r\n         *\r\n         * [step] must be greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to

zero.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Char, rangeEnd: Char, step: Int): CharProgression

= CharProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of type `Int`.\r\n

*/\r\npublic open class IntProgression\r\n    internal constructor\r\n    (\r\n            start: Int,\r\n            endInclusive:

Int,\r\n            step: Int\r\n    ) : Iterable<Int> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if (step == 0) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step == Int.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on

negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val first: Int =

start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: Int =

getProgressionLastElement(start.toInt(), endInclusive.toInt(), step).toInt()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The step of the

progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val step: Int = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): IntIterator =

IntProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\r\n        other is IntProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first && last ==

other.last && step == other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 *

first + last) + step)\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first

downTo $last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates IntProgression within the

specified bounds of a closed range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward

the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must

be negative.\r\n         *\r\n         * [step] must be greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to zero.\r\n

*/\r\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Int, rangeEnd: Int, step: Int): IntProgression =

IntProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of type `Long`.\r\n

*/\r\npublic open class LongProgression\r\n    internal constructor\r\n    (\r\n            start: Long,\r\n

endInclusive: Long,\r\n            step: Long\r\n    ) : Iterable<Long> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if (step == 0L) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step == Long.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Long.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on

negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val first: Long =

start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: Long =

getProgressionLastElement(start.toLong(), endInclusive.toLong(), step).toLong()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The step of

the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val step: Long = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): LongIterator =

LongProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\r\n        other is LongProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first && last ==

other.last && step == other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 *

(first xor (first ushr 32)) + (last xor (last ushr 32))) + (step xor (step ushr 32))).toInt()\r\n\r\n    override fun

toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates LongProgression within the specified bounds of a closed

range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not

excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must be negative.\r\n         *\r\n
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      * [step] must be greater than `Long.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to zero.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun

fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Long, rangeEnd: Long, step: Long): LongProgression = LongProgression(rangeStart,

rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a range of values (for

example, numbers or characters).\r\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/ranges.html) for more information.\r\n */\r\npublic interface

ClosedRange<T: Comparable<T>> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * The minimum value in the range.\r\n     */\r\n    public val

start: T\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The maximum value in the range (inclusive).\r\n     */\r\n    public val endInclusive:

T\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Checks whether the specified [value] belongs to the range.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun

contains(value: T): Boolean = value >= start && value <= endInclusive\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Checks whether the

range is empty.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun isEmpty(): Boolean = start > endInclusive\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in

writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a parameter passed to a function or a property getter/setter,\r\n * including

`this` and extension receiver parameters.\r\n */\r\npublic interface KParameter : KAnnotatedElement {\r\n    /**\r\n

 * 0-based index of this parameter in the parameter list of its containing callable.\r\n     */\r\n    public val index:

Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Name of this parameter as it was declared in the source code,\r\n     * or `null` if the

parameter has no name or its name is not available at runtime.\r\n     * Examples of nameless parameters include

`this` instance for member functions,\r\n     * extension receiver for extension functions or properties, parameters of

Java methods\r\n     * compiled without the debug information, and others.\r\n     */\r\n    public val name:

String?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Type of this parameter. For a `vararg` parameter, this is the type of the corresponding

array,\r\n     * not the individual element.\r\n     */\r\n    public val type: KType\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Kind of this

parameter.\r\n     */\r\n    public val kind: Kind\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Kind represents a particular position of the

parameter declaration in the source code,\r\n     * such as an instance, an extension receiver parameter or a value

parameter.\r\n     */\r\n    public enum class Kind {\r\n        /** Instance required to make a call to the member, or an

outer class instance for an inner class constructor. */\r\n        INSTANCE,\r\n\r\n        /** Extension receiver of an

extension function or property. */\r\n        EXTENSION_RECEIVER,\r\n\r\n        /** Ordinary named value

parameter. */\r\n        VALUE,\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * `true` if this parameter is optional and can be omitted

when making a call via [KCallable.callBy], or `false` otherwise.\r\n     *\r\n     * A parameter is optional in any of

the two cases:\r\n     * 1. The default value is provided at the declaration of this parameter.\r\n     * 2. The parameter

is declared in a member function and one of the corresponding parameters in the super functions is optional.\r\n

*/\r\n    public val isOptional: Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * `true` if this parameter is `vararg`.\r\n     * See the

[Kotlin language documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/functions.html#variable-number-of-

arguments-varargs)\r\n     * for more information.\r\n     */\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    public val isVararg:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a type. Type is usually

either a class with optional type arguments,\r\n * or a type parameter of some declaration, plus nullability.\r\n

*/\r\npublic interface KType : KAnnotatedElement {\r\n    /**\r\n     * The declaration of the classifier used in this

type.\r\n     * For example, in the type `List<String>` the classifier would be the [KClass] instance for [List].\r\n

*\r\n     * Returns `null` if this type is not denotable in Kotlin, for example if it is an intersection type.\r\n     */\r\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    public val classifier: KClassifier?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Type arguments passed for the

parameters of the classifier in this type.\r\n     * For example, in the type `Array<out Number>` the only type
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argument is `out Number`.\r\n     *\r\n     * In case this type is based on an inner class, the returned list contains the

type arguments provided for the innermost class first,\r\n     * then its outer class, and so on.\r\n     * For example, in

the type `Outer<A, B>.Inner<C, D>` the returned list is `[C, D, A, B]`.\r\n     */\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n

public val arguments: List<KTypeProjection>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * `true` if this type was marked nullable in the

source code.\r\n     *\r\n     * For Kotlin types, it means that `null` value is allowed to be represented by this type.\r\n

   * In practice it means that the type was declared with a question mark at the end.\r\n     * For non-Kotlin types, it

means the type or the symbol which was declared with this type\r\n     * is annotated with a runtime-retained

nullability annotation such as [javax.annotation.Nullable].\r\n     *\r\n     * Note that even if [isMarkedNullable] is

false, values of the type can still be `null`.\r\n     * This may happen if it is a type of the type parameter with a

nullable upper bound:\r\n     *\r\n     * ```\r\n     * fun <T> foo(t: T) {\r\n     *     // isMarkedNullable == false for t's

type, but t can be null here when T = \"Any?\"\r\n     * }\r\n     * ```\r\n     */\r\n    public val isMarkedNullable:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a type projection. Type projection is usually the argument to another type in

a type usage.\r\n * For example, in the type `Array<out Number>`, `out Number` is the covariant projection of the

type represented by the class `Number`.\r\n *\r\n * Type projection is either the star projection, or an entity

consisting of a specific type plus optional variance.\r\n *\r\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#type-projections)\r\n * for more information.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic data class KTypeProjection constructor(\r\n        /**\r\n         * The use-site

variance specified in the projection, or `null` if this is a star projection.\r\n         */\r\n        public val variance:

KVariance?,\r\n        /**\r\n         * The type specified in the projection, or `null` if this is a star projection.\r\n

*/\r\n        public val type: KType?\r\n) {\r\n    public companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Star projection,

denoted by the `*` character.\r\n         * For example, in the type `KClass<*>`, `*` is the star projection.\r\n         *

See the [Kotlin language documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#star-projections)\r\n

  * for more information.\r\n         */\r\n        public val STAR: KTypeProjection = KTypeProjection(null,

null)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates an invariant projection of a given type. Invariant projection is just the type

itself,\r\n         * without any use-site variance modifiers applied to it.\r\n         * For example, in the type

`Set<String>`, `String` is an invariant projection of the type represented by the class `String`.\r\n         */\r\n

public fun invariant(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\r\n                KTypeProjection(KVariance.INVARIANT,

type)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates a contravariant projection of a given type, denoted by the `in` modifier

applied to a type.\r\n         * For example, in the type `MutableList<in Number>`, `in Number` is a contravariant

projection of the type of class `Number`.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun contravariant(type: KType):

KTypeProjection =\r\n                KTypeProjection(KVariance.IN, type)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates a covariant

projection of a given type, denoted by the `out` modifier applied to a type.\r\n         * For example, in the type

`Array<out Number>`, `out Number` is a covariant projection of the type of class `Number`.\r\n         */\r\n

public fun covariant(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\r\n                KTypeProjection(KVariance.OUT, type)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may obtain a copy

of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\r\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See the License

for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents variance applied to a type parameter on the declaration site (*declaration-

site variance*),\r\n * or to a type in a projection (*use-site variance*).\r\n *\r\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#variance)\r\n * for more information.\r\n *\r\n *

@see [KTypeParameter.variance]\r\n * @see [KTypeProjection]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\nenum class

KVariance {\r\n    /**\r\n     * The affected type parameter or type is *invariant*, which means it has no variance

applied to it.\r\n     */\r\n    INVARIANT,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The affected type parameter or type is

*contravariant*. Denoted by the `in` modifier in the source code.\r\n     */\r\n    IN,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The affected

type parameter or type is *covariant*. Denoted by the `out` modifier in the source code.\r\n     */\r\n
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OUT,\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See

the License for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Visibility is an aspect of a Kotlin declaration regulating where that

declaration is accessible in the source code.\r\n * Visibility can be changed with one of the following modifiers:

`public`, `protected`, `internal`, `private`.\r\n *\r\n * Note that some Java visibilities such as package-private and

protected (which also gives access to items from the same package)\r\n * cannot be represented in Kotlin, so there's

no [KVisibility] value corresponding to them.\r\n *\r\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/visibility-modifiers.html)\r\n * for more information.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\nenum class KVisibility {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Visibility of declarations marked with the

`public` modifier, or with no modifier at all.\r\n     */\r\n    PUBLIC,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Visibility of declarations

marked with the `protected` modifier.\r\n     */\r\n    PROTECTED,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Visibility of declarations

marked with the `internal` modifier.\r\n     */\r\n    INTERNAL,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Visibility of declarations

marked with the `private` modifier.\r\n     */\r\n    PRIVATE,\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains

s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The type

with only one value: the `Unit` object. This type corresponds to the `void` type in Java.\r\n */\r\npublic object Unit

{\r\n    override fun toString() = \"kotlin.Unit\"\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"arrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun arrayIterator(array:

dynamic, type: String?) = when (type) {\r\n    null -> {\r\n        val arr: Array<dynamic> = array\r\n        object :

Iterator<dynamic> {\r\n            var index = 0\r\n            override fun hasNext() = index < arr.size\r\n            override

fun next() = if (index < arr.size) arr[index++] else throw NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

\"BooleanArray\" -> booleanArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"ByteArray\" -> byteArrayIterator(array)\r\n

\"ShortArray\" -> shortArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"CharArray\" -> charArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"IntArray\" ->

intArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"LongArray\" -> longArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"FloatArray\" ->

floatArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"DoubleArray\" -> doubleArrayIterator(array)\r\n    else -> throw

IllegalStateException(\"Unsupported type argument for arrayIterator:

$type\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun booleanArrayIterator(array: BooleanArray)

= object : BooleanIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n    override fun

nextBoolean() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"byteArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

byteArrayIterator(array: ByteArray) = object : ByteIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextByte() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"shortArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

shortArrayIterator(array: ShortArray) = object : ShortIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextShort() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"charArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

charArrayIterator(array: CharArray) = object : CharIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextChar() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"intArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun
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intArrayIterator(array: IntArray) = object : IntIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() = index <

array.size\r\n    override fun nextInt() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"floatArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

floatArrayIterator(array: FloatArray) = object : FloatIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextFloat() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"doubleArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

doubleArrayIterator(array: DoubleArray) = object : DoubleIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun

hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextDouble() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"longArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

longArrayIterator(array: LongArray) = object : LongIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextLong() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"PropertyMetadata\")\r\ninternal class

PropertyMetadata(@JsName(\"callableName\") val name:

String)\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"noWhenBranchMatched\")\r\ninternal fun noWhenBranchMatched(): Nothing = throw

NoWhenBranchMatchedException()\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"subSequence\")\r\ninternal fun subSequence(c:

CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence {\r\n    if (c is String) {\r\n        return

c.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\r\n    } else {\r\n        return c.asDynamic().`subSequence_vux9f0$`(startIndex,

endIndex)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"captureStack\")\r\ninternal fun captureStack(baseClass: JsClass<in

Throwable>, instance: Throwable) {\r\n    if (js(\"Error\").captureStackTrace) {\r\n

js(\"Error\").captureStackTrace(instance, instance::class.js);\r\n    } else {\r\n        instance.asDynamic().stack =

js(\"new Error()\").stack;\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"newThrowable\")\r\ninternal fun newThrowable(message:

String?, cause: Throwable?): Throwable {\r\n    val throwable = js(\"new Error()\")\r\n    throwable.message = if

(jsTypeOf(message) == \"undefined\") {\r\n        if (cause != null) cause.toString() else null\r\n    } else {\r\n

message\r\n    }\r\n    throwable.cause = cause\r\n    throwable.name = \"Throwable\"\r\n    return

throwable\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"BoxedChar\")\r\ninternal class BoxedChar(val c: Int) : Comparable<Int> {\r\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        return other is BoxedChar && c == other.c\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int {\r\n        return c\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String {\r\n        return

js(\"this.c\").unsafeCast<Char>().toString()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun compareTo(other: Int): Int {\r\n        return

js(\"this.c - other\").unsafeCast<Int>()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"valueOf\")\r\n    public fun valueOf(): Int {\r\n

  return c\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun <T> concat(args: Array<T>): T {\r\n

val typed = js(\"Array\")(args.size)\r\n    for (i in args.indices) {\r\n        val arr = args[i]\r\n        if (arr !is Array<*>)

{\r\n            typed[i] = js(\"[]\").slice.call(arr)\r\n        } else {\r\n            typed[i] = arr\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n    return

js(\"[]\").concat.apply(js(\"[]\"), typed);\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Concat regular Array's and TypedArray's into an Array.\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@JsName(\"arrayConcat\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\ninternal fun

<T> arrayConcat(a: T, b: T): T {\r\n    return concat(js(\"arguments\"))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Concat primitive arrays. Main

use: prepare vararg arguments.\r\n *  For compatibility with 1.1.0 the arguments may be a mixture of Array's and

TypedArray's.\r\n *\r\n *  If the first argument is TypedArray (Byte-, Short-, Char-, Int-, Float-, and DoubleArray)

returns a TypedArray, otherwise an Array.\r\n *  If the first argument has the $type$ property (Boolean-, Char-, and

LongArray) copy its value to result.$type$.\r\n *  If the first argument is a regular Array without the $type$ property

default to arrayConcat.\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@JsName(\"primitiveArrayConcat\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\ninter

nal fun <T> primitiveArrayConcat(a: T, b: T): T {\r\n    val args: Array<T> = js(\"arguments\")\r\n    if (a is

Array<*> && a.asDynamic().`$type$` === undefined) {\r\n        return concat(args)\r\n    } else {\r\n        var size =

0\r\n        for (i in args.indices) {\r\n            size += args[i].asDynamic().length as Int\r\n        }\r\n        val result =

js(\"new a.constructor(size)\")\r\n        kotlin.copyArrayType(a, result)\r\n        size = 0\r\n        for (i in args.indices)

{\r\n            val arr = args[i].asDynamic()\r\n            for (j in 0 until arr.length) {\r\n                result[size++] =

arr[j]\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return result\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayOf\")\r\ninternal fun

booleanArrayOf() = withType(\"BooleanArray\", js(\"[].slice.call(arguments)\"))\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"charArrayOf\")
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// The arguments have to be slice'd here because of Rhino (see KT-16974)\r\ninternal fun charArrayOf() =

withType(\"CharArray\", js(\"new

Uint16Array([].slice.call(arguments))\"))\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"longArrayOf\")\r\ninternal fun longArrayOf() =

withType(\"LongArray\",

js(\"[].slice.call(arguments)\"))\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"withType\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun

withType(type: String, array: dynamic): dynamic {\r\n    array.`$type$` = type\r\n    return array\r\n}","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Function corresponding to JavaScript's `typeof` operator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\npublic inline fun jsTypeOf(a:

Any?): String = js(\"typeof a\")\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty array of the specified type

[T].\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <T> emptyArray(): Array<T> = js(\"[]\")\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun <T>

arrayOf(vararg elements: T): Array<T> = definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun doubleArrayOf(vararg

elements: Double): DoubleArray = definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun floatArrayOf(vararg elements:

Float): FloatArray = definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun longArrayOf(vararg elements: Long):

LongArray = definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun intArrayOf(vararg elements: Int): IntArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun charArrayOf(vararg elements: Char): CharArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun shortArrayOf(vararg elements: Short): ShortArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun byteArrayOf(vararg elements: Byte): ByteArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun booleanArrayOf(vararg elements: Boolean): BooleanArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization function

[initializer].\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> =

UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization

function [initializer].\r\n *\r\n * The [mode] parameter is ignored. */\r\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(mode:

LazyThreadSafetyMode, initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> = UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new

instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization function [initializer].\r\n *\r\n * The [lock] parameter is

ignored.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(lock: Any?, initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> =

UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun fillFrom(src: dynamic, dst: dynamic): dynamic {\r\n    val srcLen:

Int = src.length\r\n    val dstLen: Int = dst.length\r\n    var index: Int = 0\r\n    while (index < srcLen && index <

dstLen) dst[index] = src[index++]\r\n    return dst\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun arrayCopyResize(source: dynamic,

newSize: Int, defaultValue: Any?): dynamic {\r\n    val result = source.slice(0, newSize)\r\n

copyArrayType(source, result)\r\n    var index: Int = source.length\r\n    if (newSize > index) {\r\n        result.length

= newSize\r\n        while (index < newSize) result[index++] = defaultValue\r\n    }\r\n    return

result\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> arrayPlusCollection(array: dynamic, collection: Collection<T>): dynamic {\r\n

val result = array.slice()\r\n    result.length += collection.size\r\n    copyArrayType(array, result)\r\n    var index: Int

= array.length\r\n    for (element in collection) result[index++] = element\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun

<T> fillFromCollection(dst: dynamic, startIndex: Int, collection: Collection<T>): dynamic {\r\n    var index =

startIndex\r\n    for (element in collection) dst[index++] = element\r\n    return dst\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun

copyArrayType(from: dynamic, to: dynamic) {\r\n    if (from.`$type$` !== undefined) {\r\n        to.`$type$` =

from.`$type$`\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun jsIsType(obj: dynamic, jsClass: dynamic) =

js(\"Kotlin\").isType(obj, jsClass)","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@JsName(\"CoroutineIm

pl\")\r\ninternal abstract class CoroutineImpl(private val resultContinuation: Continuation<Any?>) :
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Continuation<Any?> {\r\n    protected var state = 0\r\n    protected var exceptionState = 0\r\n    protected var result:

Any? = null\r\n    protected var exception: Throwable? = null\r\n    protected var finallyPath: Array<Int>? =

null\r\n\r\n    public override val context: CoroutineContext = resultContinuation.context\r\n\r\n    private var

intercepted_: Continuation<Any?>? = null\r\n\r\n    public fun intercepted(): Continuation<Any?> =\r\n

intercepted_\r\n            ?: (context[ContinuationInterceptor]?.interceptContinuation(this) ?: this)\r\n                .also {

intercepted_ = it }\r\n\r\n    override fun resumeWith(result: Result<Any?>) {\r\n        var current = this\r\n        var

currentResult: Any? = result.getOrNull()\r\n        var currentException: Throwable? =

result.exceptionOrNull()\r\n\r\n        // This loop unrolls recursion in current.resumeWith(param) to make saner and

shorter stack traces on resume\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            with(current) {\r\n                val completion =

resultContinuation\r\n\r\n                // Set result and exception fields in the current continuation\r\n                if

(currentException == null) {\r\n                    this.result = currentResult\r\n                } else {\r\n                    state =

exceptionState\r\n                    exception = currentException\r\n                }\r\n\r\n                try {\r\n                    val

outcome = doResume()\r\n                    if (outcome === COROUTINE_SUSPENDED) return\r\n

currentResult = outcome\r\n                    currentException = null\r\n                } catch (exception: dynamic) { //

Catch all exceptions\r\n                    currentResult = null\r\n                    currentException =

exception.unsafeCast<Throwable>()\r\n                }\r\n\r\n                releaseIntercepted() // this state machine

instance is terminating\r\n\r\n                if (completion is CoroutineImpl) {\r\n                    // unrolling recursion via

loop\r\n                    current = completion\r\n                } else {\r\n                    // top-level completion reached --

invoke and return\r\n                    currentException?.let {\r\n                        completion.resumeWithException(it)\r\n

                 } ?: completion.resume(currentResult)\r\n                    return\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    private fun releaseIntercepted() {\r\n        val intercepted = intercepted_\r\n        if (intercepted != null &&

intercepted !== this) {\r\n            context[ContinuationInterceptor]!!.releaseInterceptedContinuation(intercepted)\r\n

     }\r\n        this.intercepted_ = CompletedContinuation // just in case\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    protected abstract fun

doResume(): Any?\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal object CompletedContinuation : Continuation<Any?> {\r\n    override val

context: CoroutineContext\r\n        get() = error(\"This continuation is already complete\")\r\n\r\n    override fun

resumeWith(result: Result<Any?>) {\r\n        error(\"This continuation is already complete\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

override fun toString(): String = \"This continuation is already complete\"\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\", \"RedundantVisibilityModifier\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\nimport

kotlin.jvm.JvmField\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A discriminated union that encapsulates successful outcome with a value of

type [T]\r\n * or a failure with an arbitrary [Throwable] exception.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\

")\r\npublic inline class Result<out T> @PublishedApi internal constructor(\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal val

value: Any?\r\n) : Serializable {\r\n    // discovery\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if this instance represents

successful outcome.\r\n     * In this case [isFailure] returns `false`.\r\n     */\r\n    public val isSuccess: Boolean get()

= value !is Failure\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if this instance represents failed outcome.\r\n     * In this case

[isSuccess] returns `false`.\r\n     */\r\n    public val isFailure: Boolean get() = value is Failure\r\n\r\n    // value &

exception retrieval\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance represents

[success][Result.isSuccess] or `null`\r\n     * if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n     *\r\n     * This function is

shorthand for `getOrElse { null }` (see [getOrElse]) or\r\n     * `fold(onSuccess = { it }, onFailure = { null })` (see

[fold]).\r\n     */\r\n    @InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun getOrNull(): T? =\r\n        when {\r\n            isFailure ->

null\r\n            else -> value as T\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the encapsulated exception if this instance

represents [failure][isFailure] or `null`\r\n     * if it is [success][isSuccess].\r\n     *\r\n     * This function is shorthand

for `fold(onSuccess = { null }, onFailure = { it })` (see [fold]).\r\n     */\r\n    public fun exceptionOrNull():

Throwable? =\r\n        when (value) {\r\n            is Failure -> value.exception\r\n            else -> null\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Returns a string `Success(v)` if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess]\r\n     * where `v` is
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a string representation of the value or a string `Failure(x)` if\r\n     * it is [failure][isFailure] where `x` is a string

representation of the exception.\r\n     */\r\n    public override fun toString(): String =\r\n        when (value) {\r\n

  is Failure -> value.toString() // \"Failure($exception)\"\r\n            else -> \"Success($value)\"\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    //

companion with constructors\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Companion object for [Result] class that contains its constructor

functions\r\n     * [success] and [failure].\r\n     */\r\n    public companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns an

instance that encapsulates the given [value] as successful value.\r\n         */\r\n        @InlineOnly\r\n        public

inline fun <T> success(value: T): Result<T> =\r\n            Result(value)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns an instance

that encapsulates the given [exception] as failure.\r\n         */\r\n        @InlineOnly\r\n        public inline fun <T>

failure(exception: Throwable): Result<T> =\r\n            Result(createFailure(exception))\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    internal

class Failure(\r\n        @JvmField\r\n        val exception: Throwable\r\n    ) : Serializable {\r\n        override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is Failure && exception == other.exception\r\n        override fun hashCode():

Int = exception.hashCode()\r\n        override fun toString(): String = \"Failure($exception)\"\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates an instance of internal marker [Result.Failure] class to\r\n * make sure that this class is

not exposed in ABI.\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun createFailure(exception:

Throwable): Any =\r\n    Result.Failure(exception)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws exception if the result is failure. This

internal function minimizes\r\n * inlined bytecode for [getOrThrow] and makes sure that in the future we can\r\n *

add some exception-augmenting logic here (if needed).\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun Result<*>.throwOnFailure() {\r\n    if (value is

Result.Failure) throw value.exception\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] and returns its

encapsulated result if invocation was successful,\r\n * catching and encapsulating any thrown exception as a

failure.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R> runCatching(block: () -> R):

Result<R> {\r\n    return try {\r\n        Result.success(block())\r\n    } catch (e: Throwable) {\r\n

Result.failure(e)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and

returns its encapsulated result\r\n * if invocation was successful, catching and encapsulating any thrown exception

as a failure.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.runCatching(block: T.() -

> R): Result<R> {\r\n    return try {\r\n        Result.success(block())\r\n    } catch (e: Throwable) {\r\n

Result.failure(e)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// -- extensions ---\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance

represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or throws the encapsulated exception\r\n * if it is

[failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * This function is shorthand for `getOrElse { throw it }` (see [getOrElse]).\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <T> Result<T>.getOrThrow(): T {\r\n

throwOnFailure()\r\n    return value as T\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance

represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or the\r\n * result of [onFailure] function for encapsulated exception if it is

[failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * Note, that an exception thrown by [onFailure] function is rethrown by this

function.\r\n *\r\n * This function is shorthand for `fold(onSuccess = { it }, onFailure = onFailure)` (see [fold]).\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.getOrElse(onFailure:

(exception: Throwable) -> R): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(onFailure,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\r\n        null ->

value as T\r\n        else -> onFailure(exception)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated value if this

instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or the\r\n * [defaultValue] if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n

* This function is shorthand for `getOrElse { defaultValue }` (see [getOrElse]).\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.getOrDefault(defaultValue:

R): R {\r\n    if (isFailure) return defaultValue\r\n    return value as T\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the the result of

[onSuccess] for encapsulated value if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess]\r\n * or the result of

[onFailure] function for encapsulated exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * Note, that an exception

thrown by [onSuccess] or by [onFailure] function is rethrown by this function.\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T> Result<T>.fold(\r\n    onSuccess: (value: T)

-> R,\r\n    onFailure: (exception: Throwable) -> R\r\n): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(onSuccess,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n        callsInPlace(onFailure, InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n
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 return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\r\n        null -> onSuccess(value as T)\r\n        else ->

onFailure(exception)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// transformation\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated result of the given

[transform] function applied to encapsulated value\r\n * if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or

the\r\n * original encapsulated exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * Note, that an exception thrown

by [transform] function is rethrown by this function.\r\n * See [mapCatching] for an alternative that encapsulates

exceptions.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T> Result<T>.map(transform:

(value: T) -> R): Result<R> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(transform,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return when {\r\n        isSuccess -> Result.success(transform(value

as T))\r\n        else -> Result(value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated result of the given

[transform] function applied to encapsulated value\r\n * if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or

the\r\n * original encapsulated exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * Any exception thrown by

[transform] function is caught, encapsulated as a failure and returned by this function.\r\n * See [map] for an

alternative that rethrows exceptions.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T>

Result<T>.mapCatching(transform: (value: T) -> R): Result<R> {\r\n    return when {\r\n        isSuccess ->

runCatching { transform(value as T) }\r\n        else -> Result(value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

encapsulated result of the given [transform] function applied to encapsulated exception\r\n * if this instance

represents [failure][Result.isFailure] or the\r\n * original encapsulated value if it is [success][Result.isSuccess].\r\n

*\r\n * Note, that an exception thrown by [transform] function is rethrown by this function.\r\n * See

[recoverCatching] for an alternative that encapsulates exceptions.\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.recover(transform:

(exception: Throwable) -> R): Result<R> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(transform,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\r\n        null ->

this\r\n        else -> Result.success(transform(exception))\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated result

of the given [transform] function applied to encapsulated exception\r\n * if this instance represents

[failure][Result.isFailure] or the\r\n * original encapsulated value if it is [success][Result.isSuccess].\r\n *\r\n * Any

exception thrown by [transform] function is caught, encapsulated as a failure and returned by this function.\r\n * See

[recover] for an alternative that rethrows exceptions.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic

inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.recoverCatching(transform: (exception: Throwable) -> R): Result<R> {\r\n    val

value = value // workaround for inline classes BE bug\r\n    return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\r\n

  null -> this\r\n        else -> runCatching { transform(exception) }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// \"peek\" onto value/exception

and pipe\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Performs the given [action] on encapsulated exception if this instance represents

[failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n * Returns the original `Result` unchanged.\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <T> Result<T>.onFailure(action: (exception:

Throwable) -> Unit): Result<T> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(action,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    exceptionOrNull()?.let { action(it) }\r\n    return

this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Performs the given [action] on encapsulated value if this instance represents

[success][Result.isSuccess].\r\n * Returns the original `Result` unchanged.\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <T> Result<T>.onSuccess(action: (value: T) ->

Unit): Result<T> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(action, InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    if

(isSuccess) action(value as T)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n// -------------------\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Interface representing a continuation after a suspension point that returns a value of type `T`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic interface Continuation<in T> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * The context of the coroutine

that corresponds to this continuation.\r\n     */\r\n    public val context: CoroutineContext\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Resumes the execution of the corresponding coroutine passing a successful or failed [result] as the\r\n     * return

value of the last suspension point.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun resumeWith(result: Result<T>)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *
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Classes and interfaces marked with this annotation are restricted when used as receivers for extension\r\n *

`suspend` functions. These `suspend` extensions can only invoke other member or extension `suspend` functions on

this particular\r\n * receiver and are restricted from calling arbitrary suspension functions.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)

\r\npublic annotation class RestrictsSuspension\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Resumes the execution of the corresponding

coroutine passing [value] as the return value of the last suspension point.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Continuation<T>.resume(value: T): Unit =\r\n

  resumeWith(Result.success(value))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Resumes the execution of the corresponding coroutine so that

the [exception] is re-thrown right after the\r\n * last suspension point.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Continuation<T>.resumeWithException(exception: Throwable): Unit =\r\n

resumeWith(Result.failure(exception))\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a [Continuation] instance with the given [context]

and implementation of [resumeWith] method.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T> Continuation(\r\n    context: CoroutineContext,\r\n    crossinline resumeWith: (Result<T>) -> Unit\r\n):

Continuation<T> =\r\n    object : Continuation<T> {\r\n        override val context: CoroutineContext\r\n            get()

= context\r\n\r\n        override fun resumeWith(result: Result<T>) =\r\n            resumeWith(result)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a coroutine without a receiver and with result type [T].\r\n * This function creates a new,

fresh instance of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\r\n *\r\n * To start executing the created

coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\r\n * The [completion] continuation is

invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n * Subsequent invocation of any resume

function on the resulting continuation will produce an [IllegalStateException].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\npublic fun <T> (suspend () ->

T).createCoroutine(\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n): Continuation<Unit> =\r\n

SafeContinuation(createCoroutineUnintercepted(completion).intercepted(),

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a coroutine with receiver type [R] and result type [T].\r\n *

This function creates a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\r\n *\r\n * To start

executing the created coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\r\n * The

[completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n * Subsequent

invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation will produce an [IllegalStateException].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\npublic fun <R, T> (suspend R.() ->

T).createCoroutine(\r\n    receiver: R,\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n): Continuation<Unit> =\r\n

SafeContinuation(createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver, completion).intercepted(),

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Starts a coroutine without a receiver and with result type [T].\r\n *

This function creates and starts a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\r\n * The

[completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\npublic fun <T> (suspend () ->

T).startCoroutine(\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n) {\r\n

createCoroutineUnintercepted(completion).intercepted().resume(Unit)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Starts a coroutine with

receiver type [R] and result type [T].\r\n * This function creates and starts a new, fresh instance of suspendable

computation every time it is invoked.\r\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes

with a result or an exception.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\npublic

fun <R, T> (suspend R.() -> T).startCoroutine(\r\n    receiver: R,\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n) {\r\n

createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver, completion).intercepted().resume(Unit)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Obtains the

current continuation instance inside suspend functions and suspends\r\n * the currently running coroutine.\r\n *\r\n *

In this function both [Continuation.resume] and [Continuation.resumeWithException] can be used either

synchronously in\r\n * the same stack-frame where the suspension function is run or asynchronously later in the

same thread or\r\n * from a different thread of execution. Subsequent invocation of any resume function will

produce an [IllegalStateException].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic suspend inline fun
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<T> suspendCoroutine(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -> Unit): T =\r\n

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c: Continuation<T> ->\r\n        val safe =

SafeContinuation(c.intercepted())\r\n        block(safe)\r\n        safe.getOrThrow()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

context of the current coroutine.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"WRONG_MODIFIER_TARGET\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic suspend

inline val coroutineContext: CoroutineContext\r\n    get() {\r\n        throw NotImplementedError(\"Implemented as

intrinsic\")\r\n    }\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Starts an unintercepted coroutine without a

receiver and with result type [T] and executes it until its first suspension.\r\n * Returns the result of the coroutine or

throws its exception if it does not suspend or [COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] if it suspends.\r\n * In the latter case,

the [completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n *\r\n * The

coroutine is started directly in the invoker's thread without going through the [ContinuationInterceptor] that

might\r\n * be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext]. It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a

proper invocation\r\n * context is established.\r\n *\r\n * This function is designed to be used from inside of

[suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn] to resume the execution of the suspended\r\n * coroutine using a

reference to the suspending function.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

<T> (suspend () -> T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n): Any? =

this.asDynamic()(completion, false)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Starts an unintercepted coroutine with receiver type [R] and

result type [T] and executes it until its first suspension.\r\n * Returns the result of the coroutine or throws its

exception if it does not suspend or [COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] if it suspends.\r\n * In the latter case, the

[completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n *\r\n * The

coroutine is started directly in the invoker's thread without going through the [ContinuationInterceptor] that

might\r\n * be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext]. It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a

proper invocation\r\n * context is established.\r\n *\r\n * This function is designed to be used from inside of

[suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn] to resume the execution of the suspended\r\n * coroutine using a

reference to the suspending function.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun <R,

T> (suspend R.() -> T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\r\n    receiver: R,\r\n    completion:

Continuation<T>\r\n): Any? = this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion, false)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates

unintercepted coroutine without receiver and with result type [T].\r\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of

suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\r\n *\r\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke

`resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\r\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when

coroutine completes with result or exception.\r\n *\r\n * This function returns unintercepted continuation.\r\n *

Invocation of `resume(Unit)` starts coroutine immediately in the invoker's call stack without going through the\r\n *

[ContinuationInterceptor] that might be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext].\r\n * It is the invoker's

responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation context is established.\r\n * Note that [completion] of this function

may get invoked in an arbitrary context.\r\n *\r\n * [Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted

continuation.\r\n * Invocation of `resume(Unit)` on intercepted continuation guarantees that execution of\r\n * both

the coroutine and [completion] happens in the invocation context established by\r\n * [ContinuationInterceptor].\r\n

*\r\n * Repeated invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation corrupts the\r\n * state machine of

the coroutine and may result in arbitrary behaviour or exception.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic actual fun

<T> (suspend () -> T).createCoroutineUnintercepted(\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n): Continuation<Unit>

=\r\n    // Kotlin/JS suspend lambdas have an extra parameter `suspended`\r\n    if (this.asDynamic().length == 2)

{\r\n        // When `suspended` is true the continuation is created, but not executed\r\n

this.asDynamic()(completion, true)\r\n    } else {\r\n        createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(completion) {\r\n

      this.asDynamic()(completion)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates unintercepted coroutine with receiver

type [R] and result type [T].\r\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time
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it is invoked.\r\n *\r\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned

[Continuation] instance.\r\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when coroutine completes with result or

exception.\r\n *\r\n * This function returns unintercepted continuation.\r\n * Invocation of `resume(Unit)` starts

coroutine immediately in the invoker's call stack without going through the\r\n * [ContinuationInterceptor] that

might be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext].\r\n * It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a

proper invocation context is established.\r\n * Note that [completion] of this function may get invoked in an

arbitrary context.\r\n *\r\n * [Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted continuation.\r\n *

Invocation of `resume(Unit)` on intercepted continuation guarantees that execution of\r\n * both the coroutine and

[completion] happens in the invocation context established by\r\n * [ContinuationInterceptor].\r\n *\r\n * Repeated

invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation corrupts the\r\n * state machine of the coroutine and

may result in arbitrary behaviour or exception.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic actual fun <R, T> (suspend

R.() -> T).createCoroutineUnintercepted(\r\n    receiver: R,\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n):

Continuation<Unit> =\r\n    // Kotlin/JS suspend lambdas have an extra parameter `suspended`\r\n    if

(this.asDynamic().length == 3) {\r\n        // When `suspended` is true the continuation is created, but not executed\r\n

      this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion, true)\r\n    } else {\r\n

createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(completion) {\r\n            this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion)\r\n        }\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Intercepts this continuation with [ContinuationInterceptor].\r\n *\r\n * This function shall be used

on the immediate result of [createCoroutineUnintercepted] or [suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn],\r\n * in

which case it checks for [ContinuationInterceptor] in the continuation's [context][Continuation.context],\r\n *

invokes [ContinuationInterceptor.interceptContinuation], caches and returns the result.\r\n *\r\n * If this function is

invoked on other [Continuation] instances it returns `this` continuation unchanged.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic actual fun <T> Continuation<T>.intercepted(): Continuation<T> =\r\n    (this

as? CoroutineImpl)?.intercepted() ?: this\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate inline fun <T> createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(\r\n

  completion: Continuation<T>,\r\n    crossinline block: () -> Any?\r\n): Continuation<Unit> {\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    return object : CoroutineImpl(completion as Continuation<Any?>)

{\r\n        override fun doResume(): Any? {\r\n            exception?.let { throw it }\r\n            return block()\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n// Mirrors signature from JS IR BE\r\n// Used for

js.translator/testData/box/number/mulInt32.kt\r\n@library\r\n@JsName(\"imulEmulated\")\r\ninternal fun imul(x:

Int, y: Int): Int = definedExternally\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun isArrayish(o: dynamic) =

js(\"Kotlin\").isArrayish(o)","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license\r\n * that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.js\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun jsDeleteProperty(obj: Any, property: Any) {\r\n

js(\"delete obj[property]\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun jsBitwiseOr(lhs: Any?, rhs:

Any?): Int =\r\n    js(\"lhs | rhs\").unsafeCast<Int>()","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.math\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign

bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n *\r\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.withSign(sign: Double): Double {\r\n    val thisSignBit =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleSignBit(this).unsafeCast<Int>()\r\n    val newSignBit =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleSignBit(sign).unsafeCast<Int>()\r\n    return if (thisSignBit == newSignBit) this else -

this\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use

of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as

[Long]\r\n * according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"double format\" bit layout.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@library(\"doubleToBits\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.toBits(): Long =
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definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Long]\r\n *

according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"double format\" bit layout,\r\n * preserving `NaN` values exact

layout.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@library(\"doubleToRawBits\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.toRawBits():

Long = definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value corresponding to a given bit representation.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

Double.Companion.fromBits(bits: Long): Double =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleFromBits(bits).unsafeCast<Double>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a bit representation of the

specified floating-point value as [Int]\r\n * according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"single format\" bit layout.\r\n

*\r\n * Note that in Kotlin/JS [Float] range is wider than \"single format\" bit layout can represent,\r\n * so some

[Float] values may overflow, underflow or loose their accuracy after conversion to bits and back.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@library(\"floatToBits\")\r\npublic actual fun Float.toBits(): Int =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Int]\r\n *

according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"single format\" bit layout,\r\n * preserving `NaN` values exact layout.\r\n

*\r\n * Note that in Kotlin/JS [Float] range is wider than \"single format\" bit layout can represent,\r\n * so some

[Float] values may overflow, underflow or loose their accuracy after conversion to bits and back.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@library(\"floatToRawBits\")\r\npublic actual fun Float.toRawBits(): Int =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Float] value corresponding to a given bit representation.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

Float.Companion.fromBits(bits: Int): Float =

js(\"Kotlin\").floatFromBits(bits).unsafeCast<Float>()\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun Long(low: Int, high: Int) =

js(\"Kotlin\").Long.fromBits(low, high).unsafeCast<Long>()\r\ninternal inline val Long.low: Int get() =

this.asDynamic().getLowBits().unsafeCast<Int>()\r\ninternal inline val Long.high: Int get() =

this.asDynamic().getHighBits().unsafeCast<Int>()","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

representation of this [Long] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for number to string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun

Long.toString(radix: Int): String = asDynamic().toString(checkRadix(radix))","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n//

NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the list in-place.\n */\npublic

actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var

reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n//\n// NOTE:

THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun

CharSequence.elementAt(index: Int): Char {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, length: $length}\") }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS

FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport
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kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws

an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UIntArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UInt {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun ULongArray.elementAt(index: Int):

ULong {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UByteArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UByte {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UShortArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UShort {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UIntArray.asList(): List<UInt> {\n

return object : AbstractList<UInt>(), RandomAccess {\n        override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n        override fun contains(element: UInt): Boolean =

this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int): UInt {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n        override fun

indexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UInt) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n            if ((element as

Any?) !is UInt) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[List] that wraps the original array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun

ULongArray.asList(): List<ULong> {\n    return object : AbstractList<ULong>(), RandomAccess {\n        override

val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n        override

fun contains(element: ULong): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int): ULong

{\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n        override

fun indexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is ULong) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n            if ((element

as Any?) !is ULong) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual

fun UByteArray.asList(): List<UByte> {\n    return object : AbstractList<UByte>(), RandomAccess {\n

override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n

override fun contains(element: UByte): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int):

UByte {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n

override fun indexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UByte) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n            if ((element

as Any?) !is UByte) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual

fun UShortArray.asList(): List<UShort> {\n    return object : AbstractList<UShort>(), RandomAccess {\n

override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n

override fun contains(element: UShort): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index:

Int): UShort {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n

 override fun indexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UShort) return -1\n            return
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this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n            if ((element

as Any?) !is UShort) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n","@file:

Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\r\npackage jquery.ui\r\n\r\n\r\n//jquery UI\r\nimport jquery.JQuery\r\nimport

kotlin.js.Json\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-jquery'

package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.buttonset(): JQuery =

asDynamic().buttonset()\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-

js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog()\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-

jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(params: Json): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog(params)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String, param: String): Any?

= asDynamic().dialog(mode, param)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog(mode)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String, param: String, value:

Any?): JQuery = asDynamic().dialog(mode, param, value)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from

'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.button():

JQuery = asDynamic().button()\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.accordion(): JQuery =

asDynamic().accordion()\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-

js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.draggable(params: Json): JQuery =

asDynamic().draggable(params)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.selectable(): JQuery =

asDynamic().selectable()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\n\r\n@Target(CLASS, FUNCTION, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR,

VALUE_PARAMETER, PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER)\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use `external`

modifier instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic annotation class native(public val name: String =

\"\")\r\n\r\n@Target(FUNCTION)\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline extension function with body using

dynamic\")\r\npublic annotation class nativeGetter\r\n\r\n@Target(FUNCTION)\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline

extension function with body using dynamic\")\r\npublic annotation class

nativeSetter\r\n\r\n@Target(FUNCTION)\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline extension function with body using

dynamic\")\r\npublic annotation class nativeInvoke\r\n\r\n@Target(CLASS, FUNCTION, PROPERTY)\r\ninternal

annotation class library(public val name: String = \"\")\r\n\r\n@Target(CLASS)\r\ninternal annotation class

marker\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gives a declaration (a function, a property or a class) specific name in JavaScript.\r\n *\r\n *

This may be useful in the following cases:\r\n *\r\n *   * There are two functions for which the compiler gives same

name in JavaScript, you can\r\n *     mark one with `@JsName(...)` to prevent the compiler from reporting error.\r\n

*   * You are writing a JavaScript library in Kotlin. The compiler produces mangled names\r\n *     for functions

with parameters, which is unnatural for usual JavaScript developer.\r\n *     You can put `@JsName(...)` on

functions you want to be available from JavaScript.\r\n *   * For some reason you want to rename declaration, e.g.

there's common term in JavaScript\r\n *     for a concept provided by the declaration, which in uncommon in

Kotlin.\r\n *\r\n * Example:\r\n *\r\n * ``` kotlin\r\n * class Person(val name: String) {\r\n *     fun hello() {\r\n *

 println(\"Hello $name!\")\r\n *     }\r\n *\r\n *     @JsName(\"helloWithGreeting\")\r\n *     fun hello(greeting:

String) {\r\n *         println(\"$greeting $name!\")\r\n *     }\r\n * }\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * @property name the name

which compiler uses both for declaration itself and for all references to the declaration.\r\n *           It's required to

denote a valid JavaScript identifier.\r\n *\r\n */\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(CLASS,

FUNCTION, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR, PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER)\r\npublic actual
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annotation class JsName(actual val name: String)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Denotes an `external` declaration that must be

imported from native JavaScript library.\r\n *\r\n * The compiler produces the code relevant for the target module

system, for example, in case of CommonJS,\r\n * it will import the declaration via the `require(...)` function.\r\n

*\r\n * The annotation can be used on top-level external declarations (classes, properties, functions) and files.\r\n *

In case of file (which can't be `external`) the following rule applies: all the declarations in\r\n * the file must be

`external`. By applying `@JsModule(...)` on a file you tell the compiler to import a JavaScript object\r\n * that

contain all the declarations from the file.\r\n *\r\n * Example:\r\n *\r\n * ``` kotlin\r\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\r\n *

external abstract class JQuery() {\r\n *     // some declarations here\r\n * }\r\n *\r\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\r\n *

external fun JQuery(element: Element): JQuery\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * @property import name of a module to import

declaration from.\r\n *           It is not interpreted by the Kotlin compiler, it's passed as is directly to the target

module system.\r\n *\r\n * @see JsNonModule\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\r\npublic

annotation class JsModule(val import: String)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Denotes an `external` declaration that can be used

without module system.\r\n *\r\n * By default, an `external` declaration is available regardless your target module

system.\r\n * However, by applying [JsModule] annotation you can make a declaration unavailable to *plain*

module system.\r\n * Some JavaScript libraries are distributed both as a standalone downloadable piece of

JavaScript and as a module available\r\n * as an npm package.\r\n * To tell the Kotlin compiler to accept both cases,

you can augment [JsModule] with the `@JsNonModule` annotation.\r\n *\r\n * For example:\r\n *\r\n * ``` kotlin\r\n

* @JsModule(\"jquery\")\r\n * @JsNonModule\r\n * @JsName(\"$\")\r\n * external abstract class JQuery() {\r\n *

// some declarations here\r\n * }\r\n *\r\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\r\n * @JsNonModule\r\n * @JsName(\"$\")\r\n

* external fun JQuery(element: Element): JQuery\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * @see JsModule\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\r\npublic

annotation class JsNonModule\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds prefix to `external` declarations in a source file.\r\n *\r\n *

JavaScript does not have concept of packages (namespaces). They are usually emulated by nested objects.\r\n * The

compiler turns references to `external` declarations either to plain unprefixed names (in case of *plain* modules)\r\n

* or to plain imports.\r\n * However, if a JavaScript library provides its declarations in packages, you won't be

satisfied with this.\r\n * You can tell the compiler to generate additional prefix before references to `external`

declarations using the `@JsQualifier(...)`\r\n * annotation.\r\n *\r\n * Note that a file marked with the

`@JsQualifier(...)` annotation can't contain non-`external` declarations.\r\n *\r\n * Example:\r\n *\r\n * ```\r\n *

@file:JsQualifier(\"my.jsPackageName\")\r\n * package some.kotlinPackage\r\n *\r\n * external fun foo(x: Int)\r\n

*\r\n * external fun bar(): String\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * @property value the qualifier to add to the declarations in the

generated code.\r\n *           It must be a sequence of valid JavaScript identifiers separated by the `.` character.\r\n *

      Examples of valid qualifiers are: `foo`, `bar.Baz`, `_.$0.f`.\r\n *\r\n * @see JsModule\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FILE)\r\npublic annotation class

JsQualifier(val value: String)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exports top-level declaration.\r\n *\r\n * Used in future IR-based

backend.\r\n * Has no effect in current JS backend.\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\r\npublic

annotation class JsExport\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.jvm\r\n\r\n// these are used in common generated code in

stdlib\r\n\r\n// TODO: find how to deprecate these

ones\r\n\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FIELD)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\r\npublic actual

annotation class Volatile\r\n\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\r\npublic actual

annotation class Synchronized\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation

of the [MutableCollection] interface.\r\n *\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the collection. The
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collection is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableCollection<E>

protected actual constructor() : AbstractCollection<E>(), MutableCollection<E> {\r\n\r\n    actual abstract override

fun add(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    actual override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        val iterator =

iterator()\r\n        while (iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n            if (iterator.next() == element) {\r\n

iterator.remove()\r\n                return true\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return false\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override

fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\r\n        var modified = false\r\n        for (element in elements) {\r\n

          if (add(element)) modified = true\r\n        }\r\n        return modified\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun

removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = (this as MutableIterable<E>).removeAll { it in elements }\r\n

actual override fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = (this as MutableIterable<E>).removeAll { it !in

elements }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear(): Unit {\r\n        val iterator = this.iterator()\r\n        while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n            iterator.next()\r\n            iterator.remove()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"toJSON\")\r\n    open fun toJSON(): Any = this.toArray()\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT

AbstractList\r\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\r\n*/\r\n\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a

skeletal implementation of the [MutableList] interface.\r\n *\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the

list. The list is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableList<E> protected

actual constructor() : AbstractMutableCollection<E>(), MutableList<E> {\r\n    protected var modCount: Int =

0\r\n\r\n    abstract override fun add(index: Int, element: E): Unit\r\n    abstract override fun removeAt(index: Int):

E\r\n    abstract override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds the specified element to the end

of this list.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` because the list is always modified as the result of this operation.\r\n

*/\r\n    actual override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        add(size, element)\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

actual override fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\r\n        var _index = index\r\n        var

changed = false\r\n        for (e in elements) {\r\n            add(_index++, e)\r\n            changed = true\r\n        }\r\n

return changed\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n        removeRange(0, size)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = removeAll { it in elements }\r\n    actual override fun

retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = removeAll { it !in elements }\r\n\r\n\r\n    actual override fun

iterator(): MutableIterator<E> = IteratorImpl()\r\n\r\n    actual override fun contains(element: E): Boolean =

indexOf(element) >= 0\r\n\r\n    actual override fun indexOf(element: E): Int {\r\n        for (index in 0..lastIndex)

{\r\n            if (get(index) == element) {\r\n                return index\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return -1\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    actual override fun lastIndexOf(element: E): Int {\r\n        for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\r\n

if (get(index) == element) {\r\n                return index\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return -1\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun listIterator(): MutableListIterator<E> = listIterator(0)\r\n    actual override fun listIterator(index: Int):

MutableListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(index)\r\n\r\n\r\n    actual override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex:

Int): MutableList<E> = SubList(this, fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes the range of elements from

this list starting from [fromIndex] and ending with but not including [toIndex].\r\n     */\r\n    protected open fun

removeRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\r\n        val iterator = listIterator(fromIndex)\r\n        repeat(toIndex -

fromIndex) {\r\n            iterator.next()\r\n            iterator.remove()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares

this list with another list instance with the ordered structural equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true, if [other]

instance is a [List] of the same size, which contains the same elements in the same order.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other === this) return true\r\n        if (other !is List<*>) return

false\r\n\r\n        return AbstractList.orderedEquals(this, other)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the hash code

value for this list.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = AbstractList.orderedHashCode(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n

private open inner class IteratorImpl : MutableIterator<E> {\r\n        /** the index of the item that will be returned

on the next call to [next]`()` */\r\n        protected var index = 0\r\n        /** the index of the item that was returned on

the previous call to [next]`()`\r\n         * or [ListIterator.previous]`()` (for `ListIterator`),\r\n         * -1 if no such item

exists\r\n         */\r\n        protected var last = -1\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean = index < size\r\n\r\n

override fun next(): E {\r\n            if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n            last = index++\r\n
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     return get(last)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun remove() {\r\n            check(last != -1) { \"Call next() or

previous() before removing element from the iterator.\" }\r\n\r\n            removeAt(last)\r\n            index = last\r\n

    last = -1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Implementation of `MutableListIterator` for abstract lists.\r\n

*/\r\n    private inner class ListIteratorImpl(index: Int) : IteratorImpl(), MutableListIterator<E> {\r\n\r\n        init

{\r\n            AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, this@AbstractMutableList.size)\r\n            this.index = index\r\n

      }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = index > 0\r\n\r\n        override fun nextIndex(): Int =

index\r\n\r\n        override fun previous(): E {\r\n            if (!hasPrevious()) throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n\r\n

          last = --index\r\n            return get(last)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun previousIndex(): Int = index -

1\r\n\r\n        override fun add(element: E) {\r\n            add(index, element)\r\n            index++\r\n            last = -1\r\n

      }\r\n\r\n        override fun set(element: E) {\r\n            check(last != -1) { \"Call next() or previous() before

updating element value with the iterator.\" }\r\n            this@AbstractMutableList[last] = element\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    private class SubList<E>(private val list: AbstractMutableList<E>, private val fromIndex: Int, toIndex:

Int) : AbstractMutableList<E>(), RandomAccess {\r\n        private var _size: Int = 0\r\n\r\n        init {\r\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, list.size)\r\n            this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override fun add(index: Int, element: E) {\r\n            AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index,

_size)\r\n\r\n            list.add(fromIndex + index, element)\r\n            _size++\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun

get(index: Int): E {\r\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n            return list[fromIndex +

index]\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\r\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n            val result = list.removeAt(fromIndex + index)\r\n

_size--\r\n            return result\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E {\r\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n            return list.set(fromIndex + index, element)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override val size: Int get() = _size\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT AbstractMap\r\n * Copyright

2007 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the

[MutableMap] interface.\r\n *\r\n * The implementor is required to implement [entries] property, which should

return mutable set of map entries, and [put] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is

invariant on its key type.\r\n * @param V the type of map values. The map is invariant on its value type.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableMap<K, V> protected actual constructor() : AbstractMap<K, V>(),

MutableMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * A mutable [Map.Entry] shared by several [Map] implementations.\r\n

*/\r\n    internal open class SimpleEntry<K, V>(override val key: K, value: V) : MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>

{\r\n        constructor(entry: Map.Entry<K, V>) : this(entry.key, entry.value)\r\n\r\n        private var _value =

value\r\n\r\n        override val value: V get() = _value\r\n\r\n        override fun setValue(newValue: V): V {\r\n

val oldValue = this._value\r\n            this._value = newValue\r\n            return oldValue\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = entryHashCode(this)\r\n        override fun toString(): String = entryToString(this)\r\n

     override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = entryEquals(this, other)\r\n\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun

clear() {\r\n        entries.clear()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private var _keys: MutableSet<K>? = null\r\n    actual override val

keys: MutableSet<K>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_keys == null) {\r\n                _keys = object :

AbstractMutableSet<K>() {\r\n                    override fun add(element: K): Boolean = throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on keys\")\r\n                    override fun clear() {\r\n

        this@AbstractMutableMap.clear()\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun contains(element:

K): Boolean = containsKey(element)\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<K> {\r\n

                  val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\r\n                        return object : MutableIterator<K> {\r\n

       override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\r\n                            override fun next(): K =

entryIterator.next().key\r\n                            override fun remove() = entryIterator.remove()\r\n                        }\r\n

              }\r\n\r\n                    override fun remove(element: K): Boolean {\r\n                        if

(containsKey(element)) {\r\n                            this@AbstractMutableMap.remove(element)\r\n

return true\r\n                        }\r\n                        return false\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override val size:
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Int get() = this@AbstractMutableMap.size\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return _keys!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

actual abstract override fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\r\n\r\n    actual override fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>)

{\r\n        for ((key, value) in from) {\r\n            put(key, value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private var _values:

MutableCollection<V>? = null\r\n    actual override val values: MutableCollection<V>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if

(_values == null) {\r\n                _values = object : AbstractMutableCollection<V>() {\r\n                    override fun

add(element: V): Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on values\")\r\n

    override fun clear() = this@AbstractMutableMap.clear()\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun

contains(element: V): Boolean = containsValue(element)\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun iterator():

MutableIterator<V> {\r\n                        val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\r\n                        return object :

MutableIterator<V> {\r\n                            override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\r\n

       override fun next(): V = entryIterator.next().value\r\n                            override fun remove() =

entryIterator.remove()\r\n                        }\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override val size: Int get() =

this@AbstractMutableMap.size\r\n\r\n                    // TODO: should we implement them this way? Currently it's

unspecified in JVM\r\n                    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n                        if (this === other)

return true\r\n                        if (other !is Collection<*>) return false\r\n                        return

AbstractList.orderedEquals(this, other)\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override fun hashCode(): Int =

AbstractList.orderedHashCode(this)\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return _values!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun remove(key: K): V? {\r\n        val iter = entries.iterator()\r\n        while (iter.hasNext()) {\r\n            val

entry = iter.next()\r\n            val k = entry.key\r\n            if (key == k) {\r\n                val value = entry.value\r\n

     iter.remove()\r\n                return value\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the [MutableSet] interface.\r\n *\r\n *

@param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

abstract class AbstractMutableSet<E> protected actual constructor() : AbstractMutableCollection<E>(),

MutableSet<E> {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this set with another set instance with the unordered structural

equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true`, if [other] instance is a [Set] of the same size, all elements of which are

contained in this set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other === this) return

true\r\n        if (other !is Set<*>) return false\r\n        return AbstractSet.setEquals(this, other)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n

  * Returns the hash code value for this set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

AbstractSet.unorderedHashCode(this)\r\n\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a

[MutableList] implementation, which uses a resizable array as its backing storage.\r\n *\r\n * This implementation

doesn't provide a way to manage capacity, as backing JS array is resizeable itself.\r\n * There is no speed advantage

to pre-allocating array sizes in JavaScript, so this implementation does not include any of the\r\n * capacity and

\"growth increment\" concepts.\r\n */\r\npublic actual open class ArrayList<E> internal constructor(private var

array: Array<Any?>) : AbstractMutableList<E>(), MutableList<E>, RandomAccess {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates

an empty [ArrayList].\r\n     */\r\n    public actual constructor() : this(emptyArray()) {}\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates

an empty [ArrayList].\r\n     * @param initialCapacity initial capacity (ignored)\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    public actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int = 0) : this(emptyArray()) {}\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates an [ArrayList] filled from

the [elements] collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public actual constructor(elements: Collection<E>) :

this(elements.toTypedArray<Any?>()) {}\r\n\r\n    /** Does nothing in this ArrayList implementation. */\r\n

public actual fun trimToSize() {}\r\n\r\n    /** Does nothing in this ArrayList implementation. */\r\n    public actual

fun ensureCapacity(minCapacity: Int) {}\r\n\r\n    actual override val size: Int get() = array.size\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    actual override fun get(index: Int): E = array[rangeCheck(index)] as

E\r\n    actual override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E {\r\n        rangeCheck(index)\r\n
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@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return array[index].apply { array[index] = element } as E\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    actual override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        array.asDynamic().push(element)\r\n

modCount++\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun add(index: Int, element: E): Unit {\r\n

array.asDynamic().splice(insertionRangeCheck(index), 0, element)\r\n        modCount++\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\r\n        if (elements.isEmpty()) return false\r\n\r\n

array += elements.toTypedArray<Any?>()\r\n        modCount++\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override

fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\r\n        insertionRangeCheck(index)\r\n\r\n        if

(index == size) return addAll(elements)\r\n        if (elements.isEmpty()) return false\r\n        when (index) {\r\n

size -> return addAll(elements)\r\n            0 -> array = elements.toTypedArray<Any?>() + array\r\n            else ->

array = array.copyOfRange(0, index).asDynamic().concat(elements.toTypedArray<Any?>(),

array.copyOfRange(index, size))\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        modCount++\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\r\n        rangeCheck(index)\r\n        modCount++\r\n        return if (index ==

lastIndex)\r\n            array.asDynamic().pop()\r\n        else\r\n            array.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)[0]\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    actual override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        for (index in array.indices) {\r\n            if

(array[index] == element) {\r\n                array.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)\r\n                modCount++\r\n

return true\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return false\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun removeRange(fromIndex: Int,

toIndex: Int) {\r\n        modCount++\r\n        array.asDynamic().splice(fromIndex, toIndex - fromIndex)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n        array = emptyArray()\r\n        modCount++\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun indexOf(element: E): Int = array.indexOf(element)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun lastIndexOf(element:

E): Int = array.lastIndexOf(element)\r\n\r\n    override fun toString() = arrayToString(array)\r\n    override fun

toArray(): Array<Any?> = js(\"[]\").slice.call(array)\r\n\r\n\r\n    private fun rangeCheck(index: Int) = index.apply

{\r\n        AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun insertionRangeCheck(index: Int)

= index.apply {\r\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, size)\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@

kotlin.js.JsName(\"contentDeepHashCodeImpl\")\r\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepHashCodeImpl():

Int {\r\n    var result = 1\r\n    for (element in this) {\r\n        val elementHash = when {\r\n            element == null ->

0\r\n            isArrayish(element) -> (element.unsafeCast<Array<*>>()).contentDeepHashCodeImpl()\r\n\r\n

element is UByteArray   -> element.contentHashCode()\r\n            element is UShortArray  ->

element.contentHashCode()\r\n            element is UIntArray    -> element.contentHashCode()\r\n            element is

ULongArray   -> element.contentHashCode()\r\n\r\n            else                    -> element.hashCode()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

     result = 31 * result + elementHash\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T>

sortArrayWith(array: Array<out T>, comparison: (T, T) -> Int) {\r\n    if (getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\r\n

array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\r\n    } else {\r\n        mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0,

array.lastIndex, Comparator(comparison))\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> sortArrayWith(array: Array<out T>,

comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\r\n    if (getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\r\n        val comparison = { a: T, b: T ->

comparator.compare(a, b) }\r\n        array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\r\n    } else {\r\n

mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0, array.lastIndex, comparator)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T :

Comparable<T>> sortArray(array: Array<out T>) {\r\n    if (getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\r\n        val

comparison = { a: T, b: T -> a.compareTo(b) }\r\n        array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\r\n    } else {\r\n

mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0, array.lastIndex, naturalOrder())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate var

_stableSortingIsSupported: Boolean? = null\r\nprivate fun getStableSortingIsSupported(): Boolean {\r\n

_stableSortingIsSupported?.let { return it }\r\n    _stableSortingIsSupported = false\r\n\r\n    val array =

js(\"[]\").unsafeCast<Array<Int>>()\r\n    // known implementations may use stable sort for arrays of up to 512

elements\r\n    // so we create slightly more elements to test stability\r\n    for (index in 0 until 600)
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array.asDynamic().push(index)\r\n    val comparison = { a: Int, b: Int -> (a and 3) - (b and 3) }\r\n

array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\r\n    for (index in 1 until array.size) {\r\n        val a = array[index - 1]\r\n

val b = array[index]\r\n        if ((a and 3) == (b and 3) && a >= b) return false\r\n    }\r\n

_stableSortingIsSupported = true\r\n    return true\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T> mergeSort(array: Array<T>, start:

Int, endInclusive: Int, comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\r\n    val buffer =

arrayOfNulls<Any?>(array.size).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n    val result = mergeSort(array, buffer, start,

endInclusive, comparator)\r\n    if (result !== array) {\r\n        result.forEachIndexed { i, v -> array[i] = v }\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n// Both start and end are inclusive indices.\r\nprivate fun <T> mergeSort(array: Array<T>, buffer:

Array<T>, start: Int, end: Int, comparator: Comparator<in T>): Array<T> {\r\n    if (start == end) {\r\n        return

array\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val median = (start + end) / 2\r\n    val left = mergeSort(array, buffer, start, median,

comparator)\r\n    val right = mergeSort(array, buffer, median + 1, end, comparator)\r\n\r\n    val target = if (left ===

buffer) array else buffer\r\n\r\n    // Merge.\r\n    var leftIndex = start\r\n    var rightIndex = median + 1\r\n    for (i in

start..end) {\r\n        when {\r\n            leftIndex <= median && rightIndex <= end -> {\r\n                val leftValue =

left[leftIndex]\r\n                val rightValue = right[rightIndex]\r\n\r\n                if (comparator.compare(leftValue,

rightValue) <= 0) {\r\n                    target[i] = leftValue\r\n                    leftIndex++\r\n                } else {\r\n

    target[i] = rightValue\r\n                    rightIndex++\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            leftIndex <= median ->

{\r\n                target[i] = left[leftIndex]\r\n                leftIndex++\r\n            }\r\n            else /* rightIndex <= end */

-> {\r\n                target[i] = right[rightIndex]\r\n                rightIndex++\r\n                Unit  // TODO: Fix KT-

31506\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return target\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\ninternal interface

EqualityComparator {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Subclasses must override to return a value indicating\r\n     * whether or not

two keys or values are equal.\r\n     */\r\n    abstract fun equals(value1: Any?, value2: Any?): Boolean\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Subclasses must override to return the hash code of a given key.\r\n     */\r\n    abstract fun

getHashCode(value: Any?): Int\r\n\r\n\r\n    object HashCode : EqualityComparator {\r\n        override fun

equals(value1: Any?, value2: Any?): Boolean = value1 == value2\r\n\r\n        override fun getHashCode(value:

Any?): Int = value?.hashCode() ?: 0\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT AbstractHashMap\r\n * Copyright 2008

Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Hash table based implementation of the [MutableMap]

interface.\r\n *\r\n * This implementation makes no guarantees regarding the order of enumeration of [keys],

[values] and [entries] collections.\r\n */\r\npublic actual open class HashMap<K, V> : AbstractMutableMap<K, V>,

MutableMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    private inner class EntrySet : AbstractMutableSet<MutableEntry<K, V>>() {\r\n\r\n

     override fun add(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not

supported on entries\")\r\n        override fun clear() {\r\n            this@HashMap.clear()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override

operator fun contains(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = containsEntry(element)\r\n\r\n        override

operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> = internalMap.iterator()\r\n\r\n        override fun

remove(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean {\r\n            if (contains(element)) {\r\n

this@HashMap.remove(element.key)\r\n                return true\r\n            }\r\n            return false\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

override val size: Int get() = this@HashMap.size\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Internal implementation of the map:

either string-based or hashcode-based.\r\n     */\r\n    private val internalMap: InternalMap<K, V>\r\n\r\n    private

val equality: EqualityComparator\r\n\r\n    internal constructor(internalMap: InternalMap<K, V>) : super() {\r\n

this.internalMap = internalMap\r\n        this.equality = internalMap.equality\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs

an empty [HashMap] instance.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(InternalHashCodeMap(EqualityComparator.HashCode))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an empty [HashMap]

instance.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\r\n     * @param  loadFactor      the

load factor (ignored)\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor are
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negative\r\n     */\r\n    @Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : this() {\r\n        // This implementation of HashMap has

no need of load factors or capacities.\r\n        require(initialCapacity >= 0) { \"Negative initial capacity:

$initialCapacity\" }\r\n        require(loadFactor >= 0) { \"Non-positive load factor: $loadFactor\" }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an instance of

[HashMap] filled with the contents of the specified [original] map.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor(original:

Map<out K, V>) : this() {\r\n        this.putAll(original)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n

internalMap.clear()\r\n//        structureChanged(this)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun containsKey(key: K):

Boolean = internalMap.contains(key)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun containsValue(value: V): Boolean =

internalMap.any { equality.equals(it.value, value) }\r\n\r\n    private var _entries:

MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>? = null\r\n    actual override val entries:

MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_entries == null) {\r\n

_entries = createEntrySet()\r\n            }\r\n            return _entries!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    protected open fun

createEntrySet(): MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntrySet()\r\n\r\n    actual override operator

fun get(key: K): V? = internalMap.get(key)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? =

internalMap.put(key, value)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun remove(key: K): V? = internalMap.remove(key)\r\n\r\n

actual override val size: Int get() = internalMap.size\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Constructs the specialized

implementation of [HashMap] with [String] keys, which stores the keys as properties of\r\n * JS object without

hashing them.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <V> stringMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<String, V>): HashMap<String, V> {\r\n

return HashMap<String, V>(InternalStringMap(EqualityComparator.HashCode)).apply { putAll(pairs)

}\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT HashSet\r\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The implementation of the [MutableSet] interface, backed by a [HashMap]

instance.\r\n */\r\npublic actual open class HashSet<E> : AbstractMutableSet<E>, MutableSet<E> {\r\n\r\n

private val map: HashMap<E, Any>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new empty [HashSet].\r\n     */\r\n    actual

constructor() {\r\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new [HashSet] filled

with the elements of the specified collection.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor(elements: Collection<E>) {\r\n

map = HashMap<E, Any>(elements.size)\r\n        addAll(elements)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new

empty [HashSet].\r\n     *\r\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\r\n     * @param  loadFactor

   the load factor (ignored)\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor

are negative\r\n     */\r\n    @Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) {\r\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>(initialCapacity,

loadFactor)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Protected constructor to specify the underlying map. This is used by\r\n     * LinkedHashSet.\r\n\r\n     * @param

map underlying map to use.\r\n     */\r\n    internal constructor(map: HashMap<E, Any>) {\r\n        this.map =

map\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        val old = map.put(element, this)\r\n

return old == null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n        map.clear()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n//    public override

fun clone(): Any {\r\n//        return HashSet<E>(this)\r\n//    }\r\n\r\n    actual override operator fun

contains(element: E): Boolean = map.containsKey(element)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun isEmpty(): Boolean =

map.isEmpty()\r\n\r\n    actual override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E> = map.keys.iterator()\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun remove(element: E): Boolean = map.remove(element) != null\r\n\r\n    actual override val size: Int get()

= map.size\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of the specialized implementation of [HashSet] with the

specified [String] elements,\r\n * which elements the keys as properties of JS object without hashing them.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun stringSetOf(vararg elements: String): HashSet<String> {\r\n    return

HashSet(stringMapOf<Any>()).apply { addAll(elements) }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT InternalHashCodeMap\r\n *
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Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.AbstractMutableMap.SimpleEntry\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A simple wrapper around JavaScriptObject to

provide [java.util.Map]-like semantics for any\r\n * key type.\r\n *\r\n *\r\n * Implementation notes:\r\n *\r\n *\r\n *

A key's hashCode is the index in backingMap which should contain that key. Since several keys may\r\n * have the

same hash, each value in hashCodeMap is actually an array containing all entries whose\r\n * keys share the same

hash.\r\n */\r\ninternal class InternalHashCodeMap<K, V>(override val equality: EqualityComparator) :

InternalMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    private var backingMap: dynamic = createJsMap()\r\n    override var size: Int = 0\r\n

     private set\r\n\r\n    override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? {\r\n        val hashCode =

equality.getHashCode(key)\r\n        val chainOrEntry = getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode)\r\n        if (chainOrEntry

== null) {\r\n            // This is a new chain, put it to the map.\r\n            backingMap[hashCode] = SimpleEntry(key,

value)\r\n        } else {\r\n            if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\r\n                // It is an entry\r\n                val

entry: SimpleEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\r\n                if (equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\r\n                    return

entry.setValue(value)\r\n                } else {\r\n                    backingMap[hashCode] = arrayOf(entry,

SimpleEntry(key, value))\r\n                    size++\r\n                    return null\r\n                }\r\n            } else {\r\n

     // Chain already exists, perhaps key also exists.\r\n                val chain: Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> =

chainOrEntry\r\n                val entry = chain.findEntryInChain(key)\r\n                if (entry != null) {\r\n

return entry.setValue(value)\r\n                }\r\n                chain.asDynamic().push(SimpleEntry(key, value))\r\n

}\r\n        }\r\n        size++\r\n//        structureChanged(host)\r\n        return null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

remove(key: K): V? {\r\n        val hashCode = equality.getHashCode(key)\r\n        val chainOrEntry =

getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode) ?: return null\r\n        if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\r\n            val entry:

MutableEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\r\n            if (equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\r\n

jsDeleteProperty(backingMap, hashCode)\r\n                size--\r\n                return entry.value\r\n            } else {\r\n

          return null\r\n            }\r\n        } else {\r\n            val chain: Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> = chainOrEntry\r\n

         for (index in chain.indices) {\r\n                val entry = chain[index]\r\n                if (equality.equals(key,

entry.key)) {\r\n                    if (chain.size == 1) {\r\n                        chain.asDynamic().length = 0\r\n

// remove the whole array\r\n                        jsDeleteProperty(backingMap, hashCode)\r\n                    } else {\r\n

                // splice out the entry we're removing\r\n                        chain.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)\r\n

}\r\n                    size--\r\n//                structureChanged(host)\r\n                    return entry.value\r\n                }\r\n

    }\r\n        }\r\n        return null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun clear() {\r\n        backingMap = createJsMap()\r\n

size = 0\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(key: K): Boolean = getEntry(key) != null\r\n\r\n    override fun

get(key: K): V? = getEntry(key)?.value\r\n\r\n    private fun getEntry(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V>? {\r\n        val

chainOrEntry = getChainOrEntryOrNull(equality.getHashCode(key)) ?: return null\r\n        if (chainOrEntry !is

Array<*>) {\r\n            val entry: MutableEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\r\n            if (equality.equals(entry.key,

key)) {\r\n                return entry\r\n            } else {\r\n                return null\r\n            }\r\n        } else {\r\n            val

chain: Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> = chainOrEntry\r\n            return chain.findEntryInChain(key)\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    private fun Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>.findEntryInChain(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V>? =\r\n

firstOrNull { entry -> equality.equals(entry.key, key) }\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator():

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n\r\n        return object : MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n

     var state = -1 // -1 not ready, 0 - ready, 1 - done\r\n\r\n            val keys: Array<String> =

js(\"Object\").keys(backingMap)\r\n            var keyIndex = -1\r\n\r\n            var chainOrEntry: dynamic = null\r\n

     var isChain = false\r\n            var itemIndex = -1\r\n            var lastEntry: MutableEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n\r\n

    private fun computeNext(): Int {\r\n                if (chainOrEntry != null && isChain) {\r\n                    val

chainSize: Int = chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>>().size\r\n                    if (++itemIndex <

chainSize)\r\n                        return 0\r\n                }\r\n\r\n                if (++keyIndex < keys.size) {\r\n

chainOrEntry = backingMap[keys[keyIndex]]\r\n                    isChain = chainOrEntry is Array<*>\r\n

itemIndex = 0\r\n                    return 0\r\n                } else {\r\n                    chainOrEntry = null\r\n                    return

1\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n                if (state == -1)\r\n
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     state = computeNext()\r\n                return state == 0\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun next():

MutableEntry<K, V> {\r\n                if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n                val lastEntry =

if (isChain) {\r\n                    chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>>()[itemIndex]\r\n                }

else {\r\n                    chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<MutableEntry<K, V>>()\r\n                }\r\n                this.lastEntry =

lastEntry\r\n                state = -1\r\n                return lastEntry\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun remove() {\r\n

           checkNotNull(lastEntry)\r\n                this@InternalHashCodeMap.remove(lastEntry!!.key)\r\n

lastEntry = null\r\n                // the chain being iterated just got modified by InternalHashCodeMap.remove\r\n

    itemIndex--\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode: Int): dynamic

{\r\n        val chainOrEntry = backingMap[hashCode]\r\n        return if (chainOrEntry === undefined) null else

chainOrEntry\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The common interface of

[InternalStringMap] and [InternalHashCodeMap].\r\n */\r\ninternal interface InternalMap<K, V> :

MutableIterable<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n    val equality: EqualityComparator\r\n    val size: Int\r\n

 operator fun contains(key: K): Boolean\r\n    operator fun get(key: K): V?\r\n\r\n    fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\r\n

  fun remove(key: K): V?\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n\r\n    fun createJsMap(): dynamic {\r\n        val result =

js(\"Object.create(null)\")\r\n        // force to switch object representation to dictionary mode\r\n        result[\"foo\"] =

1\r\n        jsDeleteProperty(result, \"foo\")\r\n        return result\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT

InternalStringMap\r\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A simple wrapper around JavaScript Map for key type

is string.\r\n *\r\n * Though this map is instantiated only with K=String, the K type is not fixed to String

statically,\r\n * because we want to have it erased to Any? in order not to generate type-safe override bridges for\r\n

* [get], [contains], [remove] etc, if they ever are generated.\r\n */\r\ninternal class InternalStringMap<K,

V>(override val equality: EqualityComparator) : InternalMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    private var backingMap: dynamic =

createJsMap()\r\n    override var size: Int = 0\r\n        private set\r\n\r\n//    /**\r\n//     * A mod count to track 'value'

replacements in map to ensure that the 'value' that we have in the\r\n//     * iterator entry is guaranteed to be still

correct.\r\n//     * This is to optimize for the common scenario where the values are not modified during\r\n//     *

iterations where the entries are never stale.\r\n//     */\r\n//    private var valueMod: Int = 0\r\n\r\n    override operator

fun contains(key: K): Boolean {\r\n        if (key !is String) return false\r\n        return backingMap[key] !==

undefined\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override operator fun get(key: K): V? {\r\n        if (key !is String) return null\r\n        val

value = backingMap[key]\r\n        return if (value !== undefined) value.unsafeCast<V>() else null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n

override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? {\r\n        require(key is String)\r\n        val oldValue = backingMap[key]\r\n

    backingMap[key] = value\r\n\r\n        if (oldValue === undefined) {\r\n            size++\r\n//

structureChanged(host)\r\n            return null\r\n        } else {\r\n//            valueMod++\r\n            return

oldValue.unsafeCast<V>()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? {\r\n        if (key !is String)

return null\r\n        val value = backingMap[key]\r\n        if (value !== undefined) {\r\n

jsDeleteProperty(backingMap, key)\r\n            size--\r\n//            structureChanged(host)\r\n            return

value.unsafeCast<V>()\r\n        } else {\r\n//            valueMod++\r\n            return null\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n

override fun clear() {\r\n        backingMap = createJsMap()\r\n        size = 0\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    override fun

iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n        return object : MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>>

{\r\n            private val keys: Array<String> = js(\"Object\").keys(backingMap)\r\n            private val iterator =

keys.iterator()\r\n            private var lastKey: String? = null\r\n\r\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean =

iterator.hasNext()\r\n\r\n            override fun next(): MutableEntry<K, V> {\r\n                val key = iterator.next()\r\n

              lastKey = key\r\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n                return newMapEntry(key

as K)\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun remove() {\r\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n

       this@InternalStringMap.remove(checkNotNull(lastKey) as K)\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun
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newMapEntry(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V> = object : MutableEntry<K, V> {\r\n        override val key: K get() =

key\r\n        override val value: V get() = this@InternalStringMap[key].unsafeCast<V>()\r\n\r\n        override fun

setValue(newValue: V): V = this@InternalStringMap.put(key, newValue).unsafeCast<V>()\r\n\r\n        override fun

hashCode(): Int = AbstractMap.entryHashCode(this)\r\n        override fun toString(): String =

AbstractMap.entryToString(this)\r\n        override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =

AbstractMap.entryEquals(this, other)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT LinkedHashMap\r\n * Copyright 2008

Google Inc.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Hash table based implementation of the [MutableMap]

interface, which additionally preserves the insertion order\r\n * of entries during the iteration.\r\n *\r\n * The

insertion order is preserved by maintaining a doubly-linked list of all of its entries.\r\n */\r\npublic actual open class

LinkedHashMap<K, V> : HashMap<K, V>, MutableMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The entry we use includes

next/prev pointers for a doubly-linked circular\r\n     * list with a head node. This reduces the special cases we have

to deal with\r\n     * in the list operations.\r\n\r\n     * Note that we duplicate the key from the underlying hash map

so we can find\r\n     * the eldest entry. The alternative would have been to modify HashMap so more\r\n     * of the

code was directly usable here, but this would have added some\r\n     * overhead to HashMap, or to reimplement

most of the HashMap code here with\r\n     * small modifications. Paying a small storage cost only if you use\r\n

* LinkedHashMap and minimizing code size seemed like a better tradeoff\r\n     */\r\n    private class ChainEntry<K,

V>(key: K, value: V) : AbstractMutableMap.SimpleEntry<K, V>(key, value) {\r\n        internal var next:

ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n        internal var prev: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private inner class

EntrySet : AbstractMutableSet<MutableEntry<K, V>>() {\r\n\r\n        private inner class EntryIterator :

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n            // The last entry that was returned from this iterator.\r\n

private var last: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n\r\n            // The next entry to return from this iterator.\r\n

private var next: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n\r\n            init {\r\n                next = head\r\n//

recordLastKnownStructure(map, this)\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n

return next !== null\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun next(): MutableEntry<K, V> {\r\n//

checkStructuralChange(map, this)\r\n                if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n\r\n

val current = next!!\r\n                last = current\r\n                next = current.next.takeIf { it !== head }\r\n

return current\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun remove() {\r\n                check(last != null)\r\n//

checkStructuralChange(map, this)\r\n\r\n                last!!.remove()\r\n                map.remove(last!!.key)\r\n//

recordLastKnownStructure(map, this)\r\n                last = null\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun

add(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on

entries\")\r\n        override fun clear() {\r\n            this@LinkedHashMap.clear()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override

operator fun contains(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = containsEntry(element)\r\n\r\n        override

operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntryIterator()\r\n\r\n        override fun

remove(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean {\r\n            if (contains(element)) {\r\n

this@LinkedHashMap.remove(element.key)\r\n                return true\r\n            }\r\n            return false\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override val size: Int get() = this@LinkedHashMap.size\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    /*\r\n   * The head of the

insert order chain, which is a doubly-linked circular\r\n   * list.\r\n   *\r\n   * The most recently inserted node is at the

end of the chain, ie.\r\n   * chain.prev.\r\n   */\r\n    private var head: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Add this node to the end of the chain.\r\n     */\r\n    private fun ChainEntry<K, V>.addToEnd() {\r\n        // This

entry is not in the list.\r\n        check(next == null && prev == null)\r\n\r\n        val _head = head\r\n        if (_head

== null) {\r\n            head = this\r\n            next = this\r\n            prev = this\r\n        } else {\r\n            // Chain is

valid.\r\n            val _tail = checkNotNull(_head.prev)\r\n            // Update me.\r\n            prev = _tail\r\n            next

= _head\r\n            // Update my new siblings: current head and old tail\r\n            _head.prev = this\r\n

_tail.next = this\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Remove this node from the chain it is a part of.\r\n     */\r\n

private fun ChainEntry<K, V>.remove() {\r\n        if (this.next === this) {\r\n            // if this is single element,
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remove head\r\n            head = null\r\n        } else {\r\n            if (head === this) {\r\n                // if this is first

element, move head to next\r\n                head = next\r\n            }\r\n            next!!.prev = prev\r\n            prev!!.next

= next\r\n        }\r\n        next = null\r\n        prev = null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /*\r\n   * The hashmap that keeps track of our

entries and the chain. Note that we\r\n   * duplicate the key here to eliminate changes to HashMap and minimize

the\r\n   * code here, at the expense of additional space.\r\n   */\r\n    private val map: HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K,

V>>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an empty [LinkedHashMap] instance.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor() :

super() {\r\n        map = HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    internal constructor(backingMap:

HashMap<K, Any>) : super() {\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") // expected to work due to

erasure\r\n        map = backingMap as HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an

empty [LinkedHashMap] instance.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\r\n     *

@param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial

capacity or load factor are negative\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : super(initialCapacity, loadFactor) {\r\n        map =

HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity,

0.0f)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an instance of [LinkedHashMap] filled with the contents of the specified

[original] map.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor(original: Map<out K, V>) {\r\n        map = HashMap<K,

ChainEntry<K, V>>()\r\n        this.putAll(original)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n

map.clear()\r\n        head = null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n//    override fun clone(): Any {\r\n//        return

LinkedHashMap(this)\r\n//    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    actual override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean =

map.containsKey(key)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun containsValue(value: V): Boolean {\r\n        var node:

ChainEntry<K, V> = head ?: return false\r\n        do {\r\n            if (node.value == value) {\r\n                return

true\r\n            }\r\n            node = node.next!!\r\n        } while (node !== head)\r\n        return false\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n

 override fun createEntrySet(): MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntrySet()\r\n\r\n    actual

override operator fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)?.value\r\n\r\n    actual override fun put(key: K, value: V): V?

{\r\n        val old = map.get(key)\r\n        if (old == null) {\r\n            val newEntry = ChainEntry(key, value)\r\n

  map.put(key, newEntry)\r\n            newEntry.addToEnd()\r\n            return null\r\n        } else {\r\n            return

old.setValue(value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun remove(key: K): V? {\r\n        val entry =

map.remove(key)\r\n        if (entry != null) {\r\n            entry.remove()\r\n            return entry.value\r\n        }\r\n

return null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override val size: Int get() = map.size\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Constructs the

specialized implementation of [LinkedHashMap] with [String] keys, which stores the keys as properties of\r\n * JS

object without hashing them.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <V> linkedStringMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<String, V>):

LinkedHashMap<String, V> {\r\n    return LinkedHashMap<String, V>(stringMapOf<Any>()).apply { putAll(pairs)

}\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT LinkedHashSet\r\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The implementation of the [MutableSet] interface, backed by a [LinkedHashMap]

instance.\r\n *\r\n * This implementation preserves the insertion order of elements during the iteration.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual open class LinkedHashSet<E> : HashSet<E>, MutableSet<E> {\r\n\r\n    internal

constructor(map: LinkedHashMap<E, Any>) : super(map)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new empty

[LinkedHashSet].\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor() : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Constructs a new [LinkedHashSet] filled with the elements of the specified collection.\r\n     */\r\n    actual

constructor(elements: Collection<E>) : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>()) {\r\n        addAll(elements)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new empty [LinkedHashSet].\r\n     *\r\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial

capacity (ignored)\r\n     * @param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor are negative\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>(initialCapacity,
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loadFactor))\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\r\n\r\n//    public override

fun clone(): Any {\r\n//        return LinkedHashSet(this)\r\n//    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of

the specialized implementation of [LinkedHashSet] with the specified [String] elements,\r\n * which elements the

keys as properties of JS object without hashing them.\r\n */\r\npublic fun linkedStringSetOf(vararg elements:

String): LinkedHashSet<String> {\r\n    return LinkedHashSet(linkedStringMapOf<Any>()).apply {

addAll(elements) }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Do

not use Synchronized annotation in pure Kotlin/JS code\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic typealias

Synchronized = kotlin.jvm.Synchronized\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Do not use Volatile annotation in pure Kotlin/JS

code\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic typealias Volatile =

kotlin.jvm.Volatile\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun <R> synchronized(lock: Any,

block: () -> R): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n

return block()\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.io\r\n\r\ninternal abstract class BaseOutput {\r\n    open fun

println() {\r\n        print(\"\\n\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    open fun println(message: Any?) {\r\n        print(message)\r\n

println()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    abstract fun print(message: Any?)\r\n\r\n    open fun flush() {}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used

to make the declaration available outside of module to test it */\r\n@JsName(\"NodeJsOutput\")\r\ninternal class

NodeJsOutput(val outputStream: dynamic) : BaseOutput() {\r\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n        //

TODO: Using local variable because of bug in block decomposition lowering in IR backend\r\n        val

messageString = String(message)\r\n        outputStream.write(messageString)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used to

make the declaration available outside of module to test it */\r\n@JsName(\"OutputToConsoleLog\")\r\ninternal

class OutputToConsoleLog : BaseOutput() {\r\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n

console.log(message)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun println(message: Any?) {\r\n        console.log(message)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun println() {\r\n        console.log(\"\")\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used to make the

declaration available outside of module to test it and use at try.kotl.in

*/\r\n@JsName(\"BufferedOutput\")\r\ninternal open class BufferedOutput : BaseOutput() {\r\n    var buffer =

\"\"\r\n\r\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n        buffer += String(message)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

flush() {\r\n        buffer = \"\"\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of

module to test it */\r\n@JsName(\"BufferedOutputToConsoleLog\")\r\ninternal class BufferedOutputToConsoleLog

: BufferedOutput() {\r\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n        var s = String(message)\r\n        val i =

s.lastIndexOf('\\n')\r\n        if (i >= 0) {\r\n            buffer += s.substring(0, i)\r\n            flush()\r\n            s =

s.substring(i + 1)\r\n        }\r\n        buffer += s\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun flush() {\r\n        console.log(buffer)\r\n

    buffer = \"\"\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it and

use at try.kotl.in */\r\n@JsName(\"output\")\r\ninternal var output = run {\r\n    val isNode: Boolean = js(\"typeof

process !== 'undefined' && process.versions && !!process.versions.node\")\r\n    if (isNode)

NodeJsOutput(js(\"process.stdout\")) else

BufferedOutputToConsoleLog()\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\nprivate inline fun String(value: Any?):

String = js(\"String\")(value)\r\n\r\n/** Prints the line separator to the standard output stream. */\r\npublic actual fun

println() {\r\n    output.println()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Prints the given [message] and the line separator to the standard

output stream. */\r\npublic actual fun println(message: Any?) {\r\n    output.println(message)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Prints

the given [message] to the standard output stream. */\r\npublic actual fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n

output.print(message)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines.js.internal\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.Continuation\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.EmptyCoroutineContext\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal val
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EmptyContinuation = Continuation<Any?>(EmptyCoroutineContext) { result ->\r\n

result.getOrThrow()\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.CoroutineSingletons.*\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninterna

l actual class SafeContinuation<in T>\r\ninternal actual constructor(\r\n    private val delegate: Continuation<T>,\r\n

  initialResult: Any?\r\n) : Continuation<T> {\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal actual constructor(delegate:

Continuation<T>) : this(delegate, UNDECIDED)\r\n\r\n    public actual override val context: CoroutineContext\r\n

    get() = delegate.context\r\n\r\n    private var result: Any? = initialResult\r\n\r\n    public actual override fun

resumeWith(result: Result<T>) {\r\n        val cur = this.result\r\n        when {\r\n            cur === UNDECIDED ->

{\r\n                this.result = result.value\r\n            }\r\n            cur === COROUTINE_SUSPENDED -> {\r\n

 this.result = RESUMED\r\n                delegate.resumeWith(result)\r\n            }\r\n            else -> throw

IllegalStateException(\"Already resumed\")\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal actual fun

getOrThrow(): Any? {\r\n        if (result === UNDECIDED) {\r\n            result = COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n

       return COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n        }\r\n        val result = this.result\r\n        return when {\r\n

result === RESUMED -> COROUTINE_SUSPENDED // already called continuation, indicate

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED upstream\r\n            result is Result.Failure -> throw result.exception\r\n            else -

> result // either COROUTINE_SUSPENDED or data\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the [Date API](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Date)

to Kotlin.\r\n */\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic external class Date() {\r\n    public

constructor(milliseconds: Number)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(dateString: String)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year:

Int, month: Int)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year: Int,

month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute:

Int)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int)\r\n\r\n    public

constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int, millisecond: Number)\r\n\r\n    public

fun getDate(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getDay(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getFullYear(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun

getHours(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getMilliseconds(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getMinutes(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun

getMonth(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getSeconds(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getTime(): Double\r\n\r\n    public fun

getTimezoneOffset(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCDate(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCDay(): Int\r\n\r\n

public fun getUTCFullYear(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCHours(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun

getUTCMilliseconds(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCMinutes(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCMonth(): Int\r\n\r\n

  public fun getUTCSeconds(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun toDateString(): String\r\n\r\n    public fun toISOString():

String\r\n\r\n    public fun toJSON(): Json\r\n\r\n    public fun toLocaleDateString(locales: Array<String> =

definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n    public fun

toLocaleDateString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n    public fun

toLocaleString(locales: Array<String> = definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally):

String\r\n\r\n    public fun toLocaleString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n

  public fun toLocaleTimeString(locales: Array<String> = definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions =

definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n    public fun toLocaleTimeString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions =

definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n    public fun toTimeString(): String\r\n\r\n    public fun toUTCString():

String\r\n\r\n    public companion object {\r\n        public fun now(): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun parse(dateString:

String): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int,

month: Int, day: Int): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int): Double\r\n\r\n

public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int,

month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int,
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day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int, millisecond: Number): Double\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    public interface

LocaleOptions {\r\n        public var localeMatcher: String?\r\n\r\n        public var timeZone: String?\r\n\r\n

public var hour12: Boolean?\r\n\r\n        public var formatMatcher: String?\r\n\r\n        public var weekday:

String?\r\n\r\n        public var era: String?\r\n\r\n        public var year: String?\r\n\r\n        public var month:

String?\r\n\r\n        public var day: String?\r\n\r\n        public var hour: String?\r\n\r\n        public var minute:

String?\r\n\r\n        public var second: String?\r\n\r\n        public var timeZoneName: String?\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic inline fun dateLocaleOptions(init: Date.LocaleOptions.() -> Unit): Date.LocaleOptions {\r\n

val result = js(\"new Object()\").unsafeCast<Date.LocaleOptions>()\r\n    init(result)\r\n    return result\r\n}","/*\r\n

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source

code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.dom\r\n\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new element with the specified [name].\r\n *\r\n *

The element is initialized with the speicifed [init] function.\r\n */\r\npublic fun Document.createElement(name:

String, init: Element.() -> Unit): Element = createElement(name).apply(init)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends a newly

created element with the specified [name] to this element.\r\n *\r\n * The element is initialized with the speicifed

[init] function.\r\n */\r\npublic fun Element.appendElement(name: String, init: Element.() -> Unit): Element =\r\n

ownerDocument!!.createElement(name, init).also { appendChild(it) }\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.dom\r\n\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\n\r\n/** Returns true if the element has the given CSS class style in its 'class' attribute */\r\nfun

Element.hasClass(cssClass: String): Boolean =

className.matches(\"\"\"(^|.*\\s+)$cssClass($|\\s+.*)\"\"\".toRegex())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds CSS class to element.

Has no effect if all specified classes are already in class attribute of the element\r\n *\r\n * @return true if at least

one class has been added\r\n */\r\nfun Element.addClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean {\r\n    val

missingClasses = cssClasses.filterNot { hasClass(it) }\r\n    if (missingClasses.isNotEmpty()) {\r\n        val

presentClasses = className.trim()\r\n        className = buildString {\r\n            append(presentClasses)\r\n            if

(!presentClasses.isEmpty()) {\r\n                append(\" \")\r\n            }\r\n            missingClasses.joinTo(this, \" \")\r\n

     }\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return false\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all [cssClasses] from element. Has

no effect if all specified classes are missing in class attribute of the element\r\n *\r\n * @return true if at least one

class has been removed\r\n */\r\nfun Element.removeClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean {\r\n    if

(cssClasses.any { hasClass(it) }) {\r\n        val toBeRemoved = cssClasses.toSet()\r\n        className =

className.trim().split(\"\\\\s+\".toRegex()).filter { it !in toBeRemoved }.joinToString(\" \")\r\n        return true\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return false\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the string into a regular expression [Regex] with the default options.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.toRegex(): Regex = Regex(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Converts the string into a regular expression [Regex] with the specified single [option].\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.toRegex(option: RegexOption): Regex = Regex(this,

option)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the string into a regular expression [Regex] with the specified set of [options].\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.toRegex(options: Set<RegexOption>): Regex =

Regex(this, options)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Builds new string by populating newly created [StringBuilder] using provided

[builderAction]\r\n * and then converting it to [String].\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

buildString(builderAction: StringBuilder.() -> Unit): String =\r\n
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StringBuilder().apply(builderAction).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Builds new string by populating newly created

[StringBuilder] initialized with the given [capacity]\r\n * using provided [builderAction] and then converting it to

[String].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun buildString(capacity:

Int, builderAction: StringBuilder.() -> Unit): String =\r\n

StringBuilder(capacity).apply(builderAction).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all arguments to the given

[Appendable].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Appendable> T.append(vararg value: CharSequence?): T {\r\n    for (item in

value)\r\n        append(item)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all arguments to the given

StringBuilder.\r\n */\r\npublic fun StringBuilder.append(vararg value: String?): StringBuilder {\r\n    for (item in

value)\r\n        append(item)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all arguments to the given

StringBuilder.\r\n */\r\npublic fun StringBuilder.append(vararg value: Any?): StringBuilder {\r\n    for (item in

value)\r\n        append(item)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> Appendable.appendElement(element: T,

transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)?) {\r\n    when {\r\n        transform != null -> append(transform(element))\r\n

element is CharSequence? -> append(element)\r\n        element is Char -> append(element)\r\n        else ->

append(element.toString())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.dom\r\n\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets a value

indicating whether this node is a TEXT_NODE or a CDATA_SECTION_NODE.\r\n */\r\npublic val Node.isText:

Boolean\r\n    get() = nodeType == Node.TEXT_NODE || nodeType ==

Node.CDATA_SECTION_NODE\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets a value indicating whether this node is an [Element].\r\n

*/\r\npublic val Node.isElement: Boolean\r\n    get() = nodeType == Node.ELEMENT_NODE\r\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.events\r\n\r\npublic fun EventListener(handler: (Event) -> Unit): EventListener =

EventListenerHandler(handler)\r\n\r\nprivate class EventListenerHandler(private val handler: (Event) -> Unit) :

EventListener {\r\n    public override fun handleEvent(event: Event) {\r\n        handler(event)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    public

override fun toString(): String = \"EventListenerHandler($handler)\"\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom\r\n\r\npublic external interface ItemArrayLike<out T> {\r\n    val length: Int\r\n    fun item(index: Int):

T?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the view of this `ItemArrayLike<T>` collection as `List<T>`\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<T> ItemArrayLike<T>.asList(): List<T> = object : AbstractList<T>() {\r\n    override val size: Int get() =

this@asList.length\r\n\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): T = when (index) {\r\n        in 0..lastIndex ->

this@asList.item(index).unsafeCast<T>()\r\n        else -> throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index $index is not

in range [0..$lastIndex]\")\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.dom\r\n\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\n\r\n/** Removes all the

children from this node. */\r\npublic fun Node.clear() {\r\n    while (hasChildNodes()) {\r\n

removeChild(firstChild!!)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates text node and append it to the element.\r\n *\r\n *

@return this element\r\n */\r\nfun Element.appendText(text: String): Element {\r\n

appendChild(ownerDocument!!.createTextNode(text))\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Reinterprets this value as a value of the [dynamic type](/docs/reference/dynamic-type.html).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Any?.asDynamic(): dynamic = this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Reinterprets this value as a value of the specified type [T] without any actual type checking.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Any?.unsafeCast(): @kotlin.internal.NoInfer T =

this.asDynamic()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Reinterprets this `dynamic` value as a value of the specified type [T] without any

actual type checking.\r\n
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*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.DynamicExtension\r\n@JsName(\"unsafeCastDynamic\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\np

ublic inline fun <T> dynamic.unsafeCast(): @kotlin.internal.NoInfer T = this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Allows to iterate this

`dynamic` object in the following cases:\r\n * - when it has an `iterator` function,\r\n * - when it is an array\r\n * -

when it is an instance of [kotlin.collections.Iterable]\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.DynamicExtension\r\npublic operator

fun dynamic.iterator(): Iterator<dynamic> {\r\n    val r: Any? = this\r\n\r\n    return when {\r\n        this[\"iterator\"]

!= null ->\r\n            this[\"iterator\"]()\r\n        isArrayish(r) ->\r\n            r.unsafeCast<Array<*>>().iterator()\r\n\r\n

      else ->\r\n            (r as Iterable<*>).iterator()\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n// NOTE: Do not author your

exceptions as they are written in this file, instead use this template:\r\n/*\r\npublic open class MyException :

Exception {\r\n    constructor() : super()\r\n    constructor(message: String?) : super(message)\r\n

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : super(message, cause)\r\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) :

super(cause)\r\n}\r\n*/\r\n\r\n\r\n// TODO: remove workarounds for KT-22053 from direct Throwable

inheritors\r\n// TODO: remove primary constructors, make all secondary KT-

22055\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"USELESS_ELVIS_RIGHT_IS_NULL\")\r\npublic actual open class Error actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Throwable(message, cause ?: null) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null) {\r\n        Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, null, null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(message:

String?) : this(message, null) {\r\n        Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, message, null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause) {\r\n        Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, undefined,

cause)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"USELESS_ELVIS_RIGHT_IS_NULL\")\r\npublic actual open class

Exception actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Throwable(message, cause ?: null) {\r\n

actual constructor() : this(null, null) {\r\n        Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, null, null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null) {\r\n        Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this,

message, null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause) {\r\n

Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, undefined, cause)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

RuntimeException actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Exception(message, cause) {\r\n

actual constructor() : this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual

constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

IllegalArgumentException actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message,

cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n

  actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

IllegalStateException actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause)

{\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n

actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

IndexOutOfBoundsException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\r\n    actual

constructor() : this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class ConcurrentModificationException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class UnsupportedOperationException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\npublic actual open class NumberFormatException actual

constructor(message: String?) : IllegalArgumentException(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\npublic actual open class NullPointerException actual constructor(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

ClassCastException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class AssertionError private constructor(message: String?, cause:

Throwable?) : Error(message, cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\r\n    constructor(message: String?) :
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this(message, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: Any?) : this(message.toString(), message as?

Throwable)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class NoSuchElementException actual constructor(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic

actual open class ArithmeticException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\r\n

actual constructor() : this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class NoWhenBranchMatchedException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class UninitializedPropertyAccessException

actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\r\n    actual

constructor() : this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual

constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under

the module\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"throwNPE\")\r\ninternal fun throwNPE(message: String) {\r\n    throw

NullPointerException(message)\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"throwCCE\")\r\ninternal fun throwCCE() {\r\n    throw

ClassCastException(\"Illegal cast\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"throwISE\")\r\ninternal fun throwISE(message: String)

{\r\n    throw IllegalStateException(message)\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"throwUPAE\")\r\ninternal fun

throwUPAE(propertyName: String) {\r\n    throw UninitializedPropertyAccessException(\"lateinit property

${propertyName} has not been initialized\")\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"GroupingKt\")\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a source of elements with a [keyOf] function, which can be applied to

each element to get its key.\r\n *\r\n * A [Grouping] structure serves as an intermediate step in group-and-fold

operations:\r\n * they group elements by their keys and then fold each group with some aggregating operation.\r\n

*\r\n * It is created by attaching `keySelector: (T) -> K` function to a source of elements.\r\n * To get an instance of

[Grouping] use one of `groupingBy` extension functions:\r\n * - [Iterable.groupingBy]\r\n * -

[Sequence.groupingBy]\r\n * - [Array.groupingBy]\r\n * - [CharSequence.groupingBy]\r\n *\r\n * For the list of

group-and-fold operations available, see the [extension functions](#extension-functions) for `Grouping`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic interface Grouping<T, out K> {\r\n    /** Returns an [Iterator] over the

elements of the source of this grouping. */\r\n    fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T>\r\n    /** Extracts the key of an

[element]. */\r\n    fun keyOf(element: T): K\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by

key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing the previously accumulated

value and the current element as arguments, and stores the results in a new map.\r\n *\r\n * The key for each element

is provided by the [Grouping.keyOf] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation function is invoked on each element

with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the

current value of the accumulator of the group, can be `null` if it's the first `element` encountered in the group;\r\n *

- `element`: the element from the source being aggregated;\r\n *  - `first`: indicates whether it's the first `element`

encountered in the group.\r\n *\r\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the result of

aggregation of the group elements.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Grouping.aggregateByRadix\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.aggregate(\r\n    operation: (key: K,

accumulator: R?, element: T, first: Boolean) -> R\r\n): Map<K, R> {\r\n    return aggregateTo(mutableMapOf<K,

R>(), operation)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to

the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as

arguments,\r\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\r\n *\r\n * The key for each element is

provided by the [Grouping.keyOf] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element

with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the

current value of the accumulator of the group, can be `null` if it's the first `element` encountered in the group;\r\n *
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- `element`: the element from the source being aggregated;\r\n *  - `first`: indicates whether it's the first `element`

encountered in the group.\r\n *\r\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to some key,\r\n *

then the elements being aggregated for that key are never considered as `first`.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination]

map associating the key of each group with the result of aggregation of the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.aggregateByRadixTo\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M

: MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.aggregateTo(\r\n    destination: M,\r\n    operation: (key: K,

accumulator: R?, element: T, first: Boolean) -> R\r\n): M {\r\n    for (e in this.sourceIterator()) {\r\n        val key =

keyOf(e)\r\n        val accumulator = destination[key]\r\n        destination[key] = operation(key, accumulator, e,

accumulator == null && !destination.containsKey(key))\r\n    }\r\n    return destination\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups

elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n *

passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments, and stores the results in a new

map.\r\n * An initial value of accumulator is provided by [initialValueSelector] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param

initialValueSelector a function that provides an initial value of accumulator for each group.\r\n *  It's invoked with

parameters:\r\n *  - `key`: the key of the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the first element being encountered in that

group.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\r\n *

- `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of

the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return a [Map]

associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithComputedInitialValue\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.fold(\r\n    initialValueSelector: (key:

K, element: T) -> R,\r\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\r\n): Map<K, R> =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    aggregate { key, acc, e, first -> operation(key, if (first)

initialValueSelector(key, e) else acc as R, e) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key

and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing the previously accumulated value

and the current element as arguments,\r\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\r\n * An initial

value of accumulator is provided by [initialValueSelector] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param initialValueSelector a

function that provides an initial value of accumulator for each group.\r\n *  It's invoked with parameters:\r\n *  -

`key`: the key of the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the first element being encountered in that group.\r\n *\r\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to some key, that value is used as an initial value of\r\n * the

accumulator for that group and the [initialValueSelector] function is not called for that group.\r\n *\r\n * @param

operation a function that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `key`: the key of the

group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\r\n *  -

`element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the

key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithComputedInitialValueTo\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.foldTo(\r\n

  destination: M,\r\n    initialValueSelector: (key: K, element: T) -> R,\r\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: R,

element: T) -> R\r\n): M =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    aggregateTo(destination) { key, acc, e,

first -> operation(key, if (first) initialValueSelector(key, e) else acc as R, e) }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements

from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing

the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments, and stores the results in a new map.\r\n *

An initial value of accumulator is the same [initialValue] for each group.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation a function

that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the

accumulator of the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return a

[Map] associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithConstantInitialValue\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.fold(\r\n    initialValue: R,\r\n

operation: (accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\r\n): Map<K, R> =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n
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aggregate { _, acc, e, first -> operation(if (first) initialValue else acc as R, e) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from

the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing the

previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\r\n * and stores the results in the given

[destination] map.\r\n * An initial value of accumulator is the same [initialValue] for each group.\r\n *\r\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\r\n * that value is used as an initial

value of the accumulator for that group.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element

with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\r\n *  -

`element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the

key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithConstantInitialValueTo\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.foldTo(\r\n

  destination: M,\r\n    initialValue: R,\r\n    operation: (accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\r\n): M =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    aggregateTo(destination) { _, acc, e, first -> operation(if (first)

initialValue else acc as R, e) }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies

the reducing [operation] to the elements of each group\r\n * sequentially starting from the second element of the

group,\r\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\r\n * and stores the

results in a new map.\r\n * An initial value of accumulator is the first element of the group.\r\n *\r\n * @param

operation a function that is invoked on each subsequent element of the group with the following parameters:\r\n *  -

`key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of

the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return a [Map]

associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.reduceByMaxVowels\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <S, T : S,

K> Grouping<T, K>.reduce(\r\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: S, element: T) -> S\r\n): Map<K, S> =\r\n

aggregate { key, acc, e, first ->\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        if (first) e else operation(key,

acc as S, e)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies the reducing

[operation] to the elements of each group\r\n * sequentially starting from the second element of the group,\r\n *

passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\r\n * and stores the results in the

given [destination] map.\r\n * An initial value of accumulator is the first element of the group.\r\n *\r\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\r\n * that value is used as an initial

value of the accumulator for that group and the first element of that group is also\r\n * subjected to the

[operation].\r\n\r\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each subsequent element of the group with the

following parameters:\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\r\n *  - `element`:

the element from the source being folded;\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each

group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.reduceByMaxVowelsTo\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <S, T :

S, K, M : MutableMap<in K, S>> Grouping<T, K>.reduceTo(\r\n    destination: M,\r\n    operation: (key: K,

accumulator: S, element: T) -> S\r\n): M =\r\n    aggregateTo(destination) { key, acc, e, first ->\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        if (first) e else operation(key, acc as S, e)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and counts elements in each group to the given [destination]

map.\r\n *\r\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\r\n * that value

is used as an initial value of the counter for that group.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key

of each group with the count of elements in the group.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, Int>> Grouping<T, K>.eachCountTo(destination: M): M =\r\n    foldTo(destination, 0) { acc, _ -

> acc + 1 }\r\n\r\n/*\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and sums values provided by

the [valueSelector] function for elements in each group\r\n * to the given [destination] map.\r\n *\r\n *\r\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\r\n * that value is used as an initial

value of the sum for that group.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each group with the
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sum of elements in the group.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K,

Int>> Grouping<T, K>.eachSumOfTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) -> Int): M =\r\n        foldTo(destination, 0)

{ acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\r\n*/\r\n\r\n\r\n/*\r\n// TODO: sum by long and by double overloads\r\n\r\npublic

inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Long>> Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByLongTo(destination: M,

valueSelector: (T) -> Long): M =\r\n        foldTo(destination, 0L) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\r\n\r\npublic

inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByLong(valueSelector: (T) -> Long): Map<K, Long> =\r\n

fold(0L) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\r\n\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Double>>

Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByDoubleTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) -> Double): M =\r\n

foldTo(destination, 0.0) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\r\n\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T,

K>.sumEachByDouble(valueSelector: (T) -> Double): Map<K, Double> =\r\n        fold(0.0) { acc, e -> acc +

valueSelector(e)}\r\n*/\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping]

source by key and counts elements in each group.\r\n *\r\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with

the count of element in the group.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic actual fun <T, K> Grouping<T,

K>.eachCount(): Map<K, Int> =\r\n    fold(0) { acc, _ -> acc + 1 }\r\n\r\n/*\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the

[Grouping] source by key and sums values provided by the [valueSelector] function for elements in each group.\r\n

*\r\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the count of element in the group.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T, K>.eachSumOf(valueSelector: (T) -> Int):

Map<K, Int> =\r\n        fold(0) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e) }\r\n*/","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Math object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Math) to

Kotlin.\r\n */\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use top-level functions from kotlin.math package instead.\", level =

DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\r\npublic external object Math {\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.PI instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"PI\", \"kotlin.math.PI\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public val PI: Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use Random.nextDouble instead\", ReplaceWith(\"kotlin.random.Random.nextDouble()\",

\"kotlin.random.Random\"), level = DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\r\n    public fun random(): Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.abs instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"abs(value)\", \"kotlin.math.abs\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun abs(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.acos

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"acos(value)\", \"kotlin.math.acos\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun

acos(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.asin instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"asin(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.asin\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun asin(value: Double): Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.atan instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"atan(value)\", \"kotlin.math.atan\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun atan(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use

kotlin.math.atan2 instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"atan2(y, x)\", \"kotlin.math.atan2\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun atan2(y: Double, x: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use

kotlin.math.cos instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"cos(value)\", \"kotlin.math.cos\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n

public fun cos(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.sin instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"sin(value)\", \"kotlin.math.sin\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun sin(value:

Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.exp instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"exp(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.exp\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun exp(value: Double): Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun

max(vararg values: Int): Int\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun max(vararg values: Float): Float\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or

kotlin.math.max instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun max(vararg values: Double):

Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n

public fun min(vararg values: Int): Int\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\", level =
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DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun min(vararg values: Float): Float\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use minOf or

kotlin.math.min instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun min(vararg values: Double):

Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.sqrt instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"sqrt(value)\", \"kotlin.math.sqrt\"), level

= DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun sqrt(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.tan

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"tan(value)\", \"kotlin.math.tan\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun

tan(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.ln instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"ln(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.ln\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun log(value: Double): Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.pow instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"base.pow(exp)\", \"kotlin.math.pow\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun pow(base: Double, exp: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use

kotlin.math.round instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"round(value)\", \"kotlin.math.round\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun round(value: Number): Int\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.floor

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"floor(value)\", \"kotlin.math.floor\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun

floor(value: Number): Int\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.ceil instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"ceil(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.ceil\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun ceil(value: Number): Int\r\n\r\n

@PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun trunc(value: Number): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun sign(value:

Number): Double\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun sinh(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n

internal fun cosh(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun tanh(value: Double): Double\r\n

@PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun asinh(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun acosh(value:

Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun atanh(value: Double): Double\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n

internal fun hypot(x: Double, y: Double): Double\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun expm1(value: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun log10(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal

fun log2(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun log1p(value: Double): Double\r\n\r\n

@PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun clz32(value: Int): Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\",

ReplaceWith(\"minOf(a, b)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic fun Math.min(a: Long, b: Long): Long

= if (a <= b) a else b\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\",

ReplaceWith(\"maxOf(a, b)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic fun Math.max(a: Long, b: Long): Long

= if (a >= b) a else b\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An interface for indexing access to a

collection of key-value pairs, where type of key is [String] and type of value is [Any?][Any].\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface Json {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Calls to the function will be translated to indexing operation (square

brackets) on the receiver with [propertyName] as the argument.\r\n     *\r\n     * E.g. for next code:\r\n     *

```kotlin\r\n     * fun test(j: Json, p: String) = j[\"prop\"] + j.get(p)\r\n     * ```\r\n     *\r\n     * will be generated:\r\n

* ```js\r\n     * function test(j, p) {\r\n     *     return j[\"prop\"] + j[p];\r\n     * }\r\n     * ```\r\n     */\r\n    operator fun

get(propertyName: String): Any?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Calls of the function will be translated to an assignment of

[value] to the receiver indexed (with square brackets/index operation) with [propertyName].\r\n     *\r\n     * E.g. for

the following code:\r\n     * ```kotlin\r\n     * fun test(j: Json, p: String, newValue: Any) {\r\n     *     j[\"prop\"] =

1\r\n     *     j.set(p, newValue)\r\n     * }\r\n     * ```\r\n     *\r\n     * will be generated:\r\n     * ```js\r\n     * function

test(j, p, newValue) {\r\n     *     j[\"prop\"] = 1;\r\n     *     j[p] = newValue;\r\n     * }\r\n     * }\r\n     * ```\r\n

*/\r\n    operator fun set(propertyName: String, value: Any?): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a simple JavaScript

object (as [Json]) using provided key-value pairs as names and values of its properties.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

json(vararg pairs: Pair<String, Any?>): Json {\r\n    val res: dynamic = js(\"({})\")\r\n    for ((name, value) in pairs)

{\r\n        res[name] = value\r\n    }\r\n    return res\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds key-value pairs from [other] to

[this].\r\n * Returns the original receiver.\r\n */\r\npublic fun Json.add(other: Json): Json {\r\n    val keys:

Array<String> = js(\"Object\").keys(other)\r\n    for (key in keys) {\r\n        if

(other.asDynamic().hasOwnProperty(key)) {\r\n            this[key] = other[key];\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n    return
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this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript [JSON object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/JSON) to Kotlin.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic external object JSON {\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?):

String\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)): String\r\n    public fun

stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)? = definedExternally, space: Int): String\r\n

public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)? = definedExternally, space: String):

String\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: Array<String>): String\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?,

replacer: Array<String>, space: Int): String\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: Array<String>, space:

String): String\r\n\r\n    public fun <T> parse(text: String): T\r\n    public fun <T> parse(text: String, reviver: ((key:

String, value: Any?) -> Any?)): T\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n@file:Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\", \"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\r\npackage

kotlin.math\r\n\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\nimport kotlin.js.Math as nativeMath\r\n\r\n\r\n// region

================ Double Math ========================================\r\n\r\n/** Computes

the sine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sin(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sin(x)\r\n\r\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   -

`cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun cos(x:

Double): Double = nativeMath.cos(x)\r\n\r\n/** Computes the tangent of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun tan(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.tan(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc sine of the value

[x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    -

`asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual

inline fun asin(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.asin(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\r\n

* the returned value is an angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `acos(x)` is

`NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

acos(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.acos(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc tangent of the value [x];\r\n * the

returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atan(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.atan(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that correspond\r\n *

to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\r\n * the returned value is

an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\r\n *   -

`atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x <

0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0

< y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\r\n *   -

`atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\r\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\r\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and

`atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atan2(y:

Double, x: Double): Double = nativeMath.atan2(y, x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-

Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sinh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sinh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

- `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun cosh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.cosh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of

the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `tanh(-

Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun tanh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.tanh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned

value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is

`+Inf`\r\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun
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asinh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.asinh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\r\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun acosh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.acosh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The

returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   -

`tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\r\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atanh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.atanh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\r\n

*\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\r\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments

is `NaN` and the other is not infinite\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

hypot(x: Double, y: Double): Double = nativeMath.hypot(x, y)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the positive square root of

the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sqrt(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sqrt(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun exp(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.exp(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\r\n *\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce

more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   -

`expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n *\r\n * @see [exp] function.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun expm1(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.expm1(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0`

or `b == 1.0`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\r\n *

- `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\r\n *\r\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed

bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun log(x: Double, base: Double):

Double {\r\n    if (base <= 0.0 || base == 1.0) return Double.NaN\r\n    return nativeMath.log(x) /

nativeMath.log(base)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\r\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *

- `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun ln(x: Double): Double

= nativeMath.log(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see

[ln] function for special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun log10(x:

Double): Double = nativeMath.log10(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\r\n

*\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline

fun log2(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.log2(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `ln(x + 1)`.\r\n *\r\n * This function

can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)`

is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\r\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n

*\r\n * @see [ln] function\r\n * @see [expm1] function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun ln1p(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.log1p(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an

integer towards positive infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the smallest double value that is greater than or equal to the given

value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf`

or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline

fun ceil(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.ceil(x).unsafeCast<Double>() // TODO: Remove unsafe cast after

removing public js.math\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\r\n\r\n *

@return the largest double value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical

integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun floor(x: Double):

Double = nativeMath.floor(x).unsafeCast<Double>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer
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towards zero.\r\n *\r\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun truncate(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.trunc(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards the closest integer with ties rounded

towards even integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or

already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun round(x: Double): Double {\r\n

if (x % 0.5 != 0.0) {\r\n        return nativeMath.round(x).unsafeCast<Double>()\r\n    }\r\n    val floor = floor(x)\r\n

return if (floor % 2 == 0.0) floor else ceil(x)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for

[Double]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun abs(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.abs(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *

 - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sign(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sign(x)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the

result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun min(a: Double, b:

Double): Double = nativeMath.min(a, b)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value

is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun max(a:

Double, b: Double): Double = nativeMath.max(a, b)\r\n\r\n// extensions\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the

power [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\r\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\r\n *   -

`b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an integer\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Double.pow(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.pow(this, x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the integer power [n].\r\n *\r\n * See the other overload

of [pow] for details.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Double.pow(n: Int):

Double = nativeMath.pow(this, n.toDouble())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Double.absoluteValue: Double get() =

nativeMath.abs(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *   -

zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `NaN.sign` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Double.sign: Double get() =

nativeMath.sign(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Double.withSign(sign: Int): Double =

this.withSign(sign.toDouble())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the ulp (unit in the last place) of this value.\r\n *\r\n * An ulp

is a positive distance between this value and the next nearest [Double] value larger in magnitude.\r\n *\r\n * Special

Cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.ulp` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `x.ulp` is `+Inf` when `x` is `+Inf` or `-Inf`\r\n *   - `0.0.ulp` is

`Double.MIN_VALUE`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual val Double.ulp: Double get() = when {\r\n

this < 0 -> (-this).ulp\r\n    this.isNaN() || this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY -> this\r\n    this ==

Double.MAX_VALUE -> this - this.nextDown()\r\n    else -> this.nextUp() - this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

[Double] value nearest to this value in direction of positive infinity.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual

fun Double.nextUp(): Double = when {\r\n    this.isNaN() || this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY -> this\r\n    this

== 0.0 -> Double.MIN_VALUE\r\n    else -> Double.fromBits(this.toRawBits() + if (this > 0) 1 else -

1)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to this value in direction of negative infinity.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.nextDown(): Double = when {\r\n    this.isNaN() || this ==

Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY -> this\r\n    this == 0.0 -> -Double.MIN_VALUE\r\n    else ->

Double.fromBits(this.toRawBits() + if (this > 0) -1 else 1)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value

nearest to this value in direction from this value towards the value [to].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`x.nextTowards(y)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `y` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `x.nextTowards(x) == x`\r\n *\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.nextTowards(to: Double): Double = when {\r\n
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this.isNaN() || to.isNaN() -> Double.NaN\r\n    to == this -> to\r\n    to > this -> this.nextUp()\r\n    else /* to < this

*/ -> this.nextDown()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest integer and converts the

result to [Int].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() ==

Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x <

Int.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.roundToInt(): Int = when {\r\n    isNaN() -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot round NaN value.\")\r\n    this > Int.MAX_VALUE -> Int.MAX_VALUE\r\n

this < Int.MIN_VALUE -> Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n    else ->

nativeMath.round(this).unsafeCast<Double>().toInt()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest

integer and converts the result to [Long].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   -

`x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun

Double.roundToLong(): Long = when {\r\n    isNaN() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot round NaN

value.\")\r\n    this > Long.MAX_VALUE -> Long.MAX_VALUE\r\n    this < Long.MIN_VALUE ->

Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n    else -> nativeMath.round(this).unsafeCast<Double>().toLong()\r\n}\r\n\r\n//

endregion\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n// region ================ Float Math

========================================\r\n\r\n/** Computes the sine of the angle [x] given in

radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sin(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sin(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun cos(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.cos(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/** Computes the tangent of the

angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun tan(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.tan(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc sine of the value [x];\r\n * the returned

value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`,

when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun asin(x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.asin(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\r\n

* the returned value is an angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `acos(x)` is

`NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

acos(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.acos(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc tangent of the

value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n

*   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atan(x: Float):

Float = nativeMath.atan(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r,

theta)` that correspond\r\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] /

[x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-

0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\r\n

*   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0`

and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\r\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite

`x`\r\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and `atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun atan2(y: Float, x: Float): Float = nativeMath.atan2(y.toDouble(),

x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

- `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sinh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sinh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun cosh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.cosh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n

* Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun tanh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.tanh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n

*\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n

*   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun asinh(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.asinh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

inverse hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\r\n

*\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\r\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)`

is `+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun acosh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.acosh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\r\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-

Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atanh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.atanh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow

or underflow.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\r\n *   - returns `NaN` if

any of arguments is `NaN` and the other is not infinite\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun hypot(x: Float, y: Float): Float = nativeMath.hypot(x.toDouble(),

y.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the positive square root of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sqrt(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sqrt(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the

value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is

`0.0`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun exp(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.exp(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\r\n *\r\n * This function can be

implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n *\r\n * @see [exp] function.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun expm1(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.expm1(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given

[base].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is

`NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b

> 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\r\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\r\n *\r\n * See also

logarithm functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun log(x: Float, base: Float): Float =

log(x.toDouble(), base.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\r\n *   - `ln(+Inf)`

is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun ln(x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.log(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of

the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun log10(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.log10(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual

inline fun log2(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.log2(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `ln(a + 1)`.\r\n

*\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\r\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n *

- `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function\r\n * @see [expm1] function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun ln1p(x: Float): Float =
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nativeMath.log1p(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards positive

infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the smallest Float value that is greater than or equal to the given value [x] and is a

mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or

already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun ceil(x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.ceil(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer

towards negative infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the largest Float value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x]

and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf`

or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

floor(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.floor(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an

integer towards zero.\r\n *\r\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun truncate(x: Float): Float =

truncate(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards the closest integer with ties

rounded towards even integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-

Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

round(x: Float): Float = round(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given

value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property

for [Float]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun abs(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.abs(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the

value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *

- `sign(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sign(x: Float):

Float = nativeMath.sign(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n *\r\n *

If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual

inline fun min(a: Float, b: Float): Float = nativeMath.min(a, b)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n

*\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun max(a: Float, b: Float): Float = nativeMath.max(a, b)\r\n\r\n// extensions\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises

this value to the power [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\r\n *   -

`b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) ==

1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an integer\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.pow(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.pow(this.toDouble(), x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the integer power

[n].\r\n *\r\n * See the other overload of [pow] for details.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun Float.pow(n: Int): Float = nativeMath.pow(this.toDouble(), n.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n *

@see abs function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Float.absoluteValue:

Float get() = nativeMath.abs(this.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1.0`

if the value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special

case:\r\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val

Float.sign: Float get() = nativeMath.sign(this.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign

bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n *\r\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.withSign(sign: Float): Float =

this.toDouble().withSign(sign.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of

the [sign] value.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.withSign(sign:

Int): Float = this.toDouble().withSign(sign.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the

nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() ==

Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.roundToInt(): Int =
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toDouble().roundToInt()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to

[Long].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when

`x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.roundToLong(): Long =

toDouble().roundToLong()\r\n\r\n\r\n// endregion\r\n\r\n// region ================ Integer Math

========================================\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given

value [n].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(Int.MIN_VALUE)` is `Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n

*\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Int]\r\n */\r\n// TODO: remove manual 'or' when KT-19290 is

fixed\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun abs(n: Int): Int = if (n < 0) (-n or 0) else n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun min(a:

Int, b: Int): Int = nativeMath.min(a, b)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun max(a: Int, b: Int): Int = nativeMath.max(a,

b)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`Int.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Int.absoluteValue: Int get() =

abs(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - `0` if the value is

zero,\r\n *   - `1` if the value is positive\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual val Int.sign: Int get() = when

{\r\n    this < 0 -> -1\r\n    this > 0 -> 1\r\n    else -> 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the

given value [n].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(Long.MIN_VALUE)` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an

overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Long]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

actual fun abs(n: Long): Long = if (n < 0) -n else n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\npublic actual inline fun min(a: Long, b:

Long): Long = if (a <= b) a else b\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\npublic actual inline fun max(a: Long, b:

Long): Long = if (a >= b) a else b\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `Long.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see

abs function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Long.absoluteValue: Long

get() = abs(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - `0` if the

value is zero,\r\n *   - `1` if the value is positive\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual val Long.sign: Int

get() = when {\r\n    this < 0 -> -1\r\n    this > 0 -> 1\r\n    else -> 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// endregion\r\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the specified number is a\r\n * Not-a-Number (NaN) value, `false`

otherwise.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun Double.isNaN(): Boolean = this != this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the

specified number is a\r\n * Not-a-Number (NaN) value, `false` otherwise.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun Float.isNaN():

Boolean = this != this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this value is infinitely large in magnitude.\r\n */\r\npublic

actual fun Double.isInfinite(): Boolean = this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY || this ==

Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this value is infinitely large in magnitude.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual fun Float.isInfinite(): Boolean = this == Float.POSITIVE_INFINITY || this ==

Float.NEGATIVE_INFINITY\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the argument is a finite floating-point value; returns

`false` otherwise (for `NaN` and infinity arguments).\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun Double.isFinite(): Boolean =

!isInfinite() && !isNaN()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the argument is a finite floating-point value; returns

`false` otherwise (for `NaN` and infinity arguments).\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun Float.isFinite(): Boolean =

!isInfinite() && !isNaN()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Int]

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Int.countOneBits(): Int

{\r\n    // Hacker's Delight 5-1 algorithm\r\n    var v = this\r\n    v = (v and 0x55555555) + (v.ushr(1) and

0x55555555)\r\n    v = (v and 0x33333333) + (v.ushr(2) and 0x33333333)\r\n    v = (v and 0x0F0F0F0F) +
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(v.ushr(4) and 0x0F0F0F0F)\r\n    v = (v and 0x00FF00FF) + (v.ushr(8) and 0x00FF00FF)\r\n    v = (v and

0x0000FFFF) + (v.ushr(16))\r\n    return v\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive most significant

bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.In

lineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Int.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = kotlin.js.Math.clz32(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Int]

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun

Int.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int =\r\n    // Hacker's Delight 5-4 algorithm for expressing countTrailingZeroBits with

countLeadingZeroBits\r\n    Int.SIZE_BITS - (this or -this).inv().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Int] number,\r\n * or zero, if this

number is zero.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun

Int.takeHighestOneBit(): Int =\r\n    if (this == 0) 0 else 1.shl(Int.SIZE_BITS - 1 -

countLeadingZeroBits())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least

significant set bit of this [Int] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Int.takeLowestOneBit(): Int =\r\n    //

Hacker's Delight 2-1 algorithm for isolating rightmost 1-bit\r\n    this and -this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Int] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits

pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the

number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns

the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Int.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Int =\r\n

shl(bitCount) or ushr(Int.SIZE_BITS - bitCount)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int]

number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right

side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a

negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more

generally\r\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Int.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Int =\r\n

  shl(Int.SIZE_BITS - bitCount) or ushr(bitCount)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary

representation of this [Long] number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual

fun Long.countOneBits(): Int =\r\n    high.countOneBits() + low.countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number

of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int

=\r\n    when (val high = this.high) {\r\n        0 -> Int.SIZE_BITS + low.countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n        else ->

high.countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are

zero in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int

=\r\n    when (val low = this.low) {\r\n        0 -> Int.SIZE_BITS + high.countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n        else ->

low.countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the

most significant set bit of this [Long] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.takeHighestOneBit(): Long =\r\n

  when (val high = this.high) {\r\n        0 -> Long(low.takeHighestOneBit(), 0)\r\n        else -> Long(0,

high.takeHighestOneBit())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least

significant set bit of this [Long] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.takeLowestOneBit(): Long =\r\n

 when (val low = this.low) {\r\n        0 -> Long(0, high.takeLowestOneBit())\r\n        else ->

Long(low.takeLowestOneBit(), 0)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long] number
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left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter

the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Long

{\r\n    if ((bitCount and 31) != 0) {\r\n        val low = this.low\r\n        val high = this.high\r\n        val newLow =

low.shl(bitCount) or high.ushr(-bitCount)\r\n        val newHigh = high.shl(bitCount) or low.ushr(-bitCount)\r\n

return if ((bitCount and 32) == 0) Long(newLow, newHigh) else Long(newHigh, newLow)\r\n    } else {\r\n

return if ((bitCount and 32) == 0) this else Long(high, low)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Long] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits

pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the

number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

Long.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Long = rotateLeft(-bitCount)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Promise

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Promise) to Kotlin.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic open external class Promise<out T>(executor: (resolve: (T) -

> Unit, reject: (Throwable) -> Unit) -> Unit) {\r\n    @LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\n    public open fun <S>

then(onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?): Promise<S>\r\n\r\n    @LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\n    public open fun <S>

then(onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?, onRejected: ((Throwable) -> S)?): Promise<S>\r\n\r\n    public open fun <S>

catch(onRejected: (Throwable) -> S): Promise<S>\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        public fun <S> all(promise:

Array<out Promise<S>>): Promise<Array<out S>>\r\n\r\n        public fun <S> race(promise: Array<out

Promise<S>>): Promise<S>\r\n\r\n        public fun reject(e: Throwable): Promise<Nothing>\r\n\r\n        public fun

<S> resolve(e: S): Promise<S>\r\n        public fun <S> resolve(e: Promise<S>): Promise<S>\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// It's

workaround for KT-19672 since we can fix it properly until KT-11265 isn't fixed.\r\ninline fun <T, S>

Promise<Promise<T>>.then(\r\n    noinline onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?\r\n): Promise<S> {\r\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Promise<T>>().then(onFulfilled)\r\n}\r\n\r\ninline fun <T, S> Promise<Promise<T>>.then(\r\n

noinline onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?,\r\n    noinline onRejected: ((Throwable) -> S)?\r\n): Promise<S> {\r\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Promise<T>>().then(onFulfilled, onRejected)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.random\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.math.pow\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun defaultPlatformRandom(): Random =\r\n    Random(js(\"(Math.random()

* Math.pow(2, 32)) | 0\").unsafeCast<Int>())\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate val INV_2_26: Double = 2.0.pow(-26)\r\nprivate val

INV_2_53: Double = 2.0.pow(-53)\r\ninternal actual fun doubleFromParts(hi26: Int, low27: Int): Double =\r\n

hi26 * INV_2_26 + low27 * INV_2_53","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\nimport getKClass\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KClass\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.js.internal.KClassImpl\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the constructor of a

class. Instances of `JsClass` can be passed to JavaScript APIs that expect a constructor reference.\r\n */\r\nexternal

interface JsClass<T : Any> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the unqualified name of the class represented by this

instance.\r\n     */\r\n    val name: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use class literal and extension property `js`

instead.\", replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"T::class.js\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\nexternal fun <T : Any>

jsClass(): JsClass<T>\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use class literal and extension property `js` instead.\", replaceWith =
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ReplaceWith(\"this::class.js\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\nval <T : Any> T.jsClass: JsClass<T>\r\n

get() = when (jsTypeOf(this)) {\r\n        \"string\" -> js(\"String\")\r\n        \"number\" -> js(\"Number\")\r\n

\"boolean\" -> js(\"Boolean\")\r\n        else -> js(\"Object\").getPrototypeOf(this).constructor\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Obtains a constructor reference for the given `KClass`.\r\n */\r\nval <T : Any> KClass<T>.js: JsClass<T>\r\n    get()

= (this as KClassImpl<T>).jClass\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Obtains a `KClass` instance for the given constructor reference.\r\n

*/\r\nval <T : Any> JsClass<T>.kotlin: KClass<T>\r\n    get() = getKClass(this)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect.js.internal\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.*\r\n\r\ninternal abstract class KClassImpl<T : Any>(\r\n

internal open val jClass: JsClass<T>\r\n) : KClass<T> {\r\n    override val annotations: List<Annotation>\r\n

get() = TODO()\r\n    override val constructors: Collection<KFunction<T>>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override

val isAbstract: Boolean\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val isCompanion: Boolean\r\n        get() =

TODO()\r\n    override val isData: Boolean\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val isFinal: Boolean\r\n        get()

= TODO()\r\n    override val isInner: Boolean\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val isOpen: Boolean\r\n

get() = TODO()\r\n    override val isSealed: Boolean\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val members:

Collection<KCallable<*>>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val nestedClasses: Collection<KClass<*>>\r\n

 get() = TODO()\r\n    override val objectInstance: T?\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val qualifiedName:

String?\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val supertypes: List<KType>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override

val typeParameters: List<KTypeParameter>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val sealedSubclasses:

List<KClass<out T>>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val visibility: KVisibility?\r\n        get() =

TODO()\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        return other is KClassImpl<*> && jClass ==

other.jClass\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // TODO: use FQN\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = simpleName?.hashCode() ?:

0\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String {\r\n        // TODO: use FQN\r\n        return \"class $simpleName\"\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class SimpleKClassImpl<T : Any>(jClass: JsClass<T>) : KClassImpl<T>(jClass) {\r\n

override val simpleName: String? = jClass.asDynamic().`$metadata$`?.simpleName.unsafeCast<String?>()\r\n\r\n

override fun isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        return jsIsType(value, jClass)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal

class PrimitiveKClassImpl<T : Any>(\r\n    jClass: JsClass<T>,\r\n    private val givenSimpleName: String,\r\n

private val isInstanceFunction: (Any?) -> Boolean\r\n) : KClassImpl<T>(jClass) {\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other !is PrimitiveKClassImpl<*>) return false\r\n        return super.equals(other) &&

givenSimpleName == other.givenSimpleName\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override val simpleName: String? get() =

givenSimpleName\r\n\r\n    override fun isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        return

isInstanceFunction(value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal object NothingKClassImpl :

KClassImpl<Nothing>(js(\"Object\")) {\r\n    override val simpleName: String = \"Nothing\"\r\n\r\n    override fun

isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean = false\r\n\r\n    override val jClass: JsClass<Nothing>\r\n        get() = throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"There's no native JS class for Nothing type\")\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean = other === this\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect.js.internal\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.JsClass\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"PrimitiveClasses\")\r\ninternal object

PrimitiveClasses {\r\n    @JsName(\"anyClass\")\r\n    val anyClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Object\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Any>>(), \"Any\", { it is Any })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"numberClass\")\r\n    val numberClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Number>>(), \"Number\", { it is Number })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"nothingClass\")\r\n    val nothingClass = NothingKClassImpl\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"booleanClass\")\r\n

val booleanClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Boolean\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Boolean>>(), \"Boolean\", { it is

Boolean })\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"byteClass\")\r\n    val byteClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Byte>>(), \"Byte\", { it is Byte })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"shortClass\")\r\n    val shortClass =
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PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Short>>(), \"Short\", { it is Short })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"intClass\")\r\n    val intClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Int>>(),

\"Int\", { it is Int })\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"floatClass\")\r\n    val floatClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Float>>(), \"Float\", { it is Float })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"doubleClass\")\r\n    val doubleClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Double>>(), \"Double\", { it is Double })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"arrayClass\")\r\n    val arrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Array<*>>>(), \"Array\", { it is Array<*> })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"stringClass\")\r\n    val stringClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"String\").unsafeCast<JsClass<String>>(), \"String\", { it is String })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"throwableClass\")\r\n    val throwableClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Error\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Throwable>>(), \"Throwable\", { it is Throwable })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"booleanArrayClass\")\r\n    val booleanArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<BooleanArray>>(), \"BooleanArray\", { it is BooleanArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"charArrayClass\")\r\n    val charArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Uint16Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<CharArray>>(), \"CharArray\", { it is CharArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"byteArrayClass\")\r\n    val byteArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int8Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<ByteArray>>(), \"ByteArray\", { it is ByteArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"shortArrayClass\")\r\n    val shortArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int16Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<ShortArray>>(), \"ShortArray\", { it is ShortArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"intArrayClass\")\r\n    val intArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int32Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<IntArray>>(), \"IntArray\", { it is IntArray })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"longArrayClass\")\r\n    val longArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<LongArray>>(), \"LongArray\", { it is LongArray })\r\n\r\n

 @JsName(\"floatArrayClass\")\r\n    val floatArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Float32Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<FloatArray>>(), \"FloatArray\", { it is FloatArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"doubleArrayClass\")\r\n    val doubleArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Float64Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<DoubleArray>>(), \"DoubleArray\", { it is

DoubleArray })\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"functionClass\")\r\n    fun functionClass(arity: Int): KClassImpl<Any> {\r\n

  return functionClasses.get(arity) ?: run {\r\n            val result =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Function\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Any>>(), \"Function$arity\",\r\n

   { jsTypeOf(it) === \"function\" && it.asDynamic().length === arity })\r\n

functionClasses.asDynamic()[arity] = result\r\n            result\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate val functionClasses

= arrayOfNulls<KClassImpl<Any>>(0)","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under the

module\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.KClass\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.js.internal.*\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"getKClass\")\r\ninternal fun <T : Any> getKClass(jClass: JsClass<T>):

KClass<T> = getOrCreateKClass(jClass)\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"getKClassFromExpression\")\r\ninternal fun <T : Any>

getKClassFromExpression(e: T): KClass<T> =\r\n    when (jsTypeOf(e)) {\r\n        \"string\" ->

PrimitiveClasses.stringClass\r\n        \"number\" -> if (jsBitwiseOr(e, 0).asDynamic() === e)

PrimitiveClasses.intClass else PrimitiveClasses.doubleClass\r\n        \"boolean\" ->

PrimitiveClasses.booleanClass\r\n        \"function\" -> PrimitiveClasses.functionClass(e.asDynamic().length)\r\n

else -> {\r\n            when {\r\n                e is BooleanArray -> PrimitiveClasses.booleanArrayClass\r\n                e is

CharArray -> PrimitiveClasses.charArrayClass\r\n                e is ByteArray -> PrimitiveClasses.byteArrayClass\r\n

            e is ShortArray -> PrimitiveClasses.shortArrayClass\r\n                e is IntArray ->

PrimitiveClasses.intArrayClass\r\n                e is LongArray -> PrimitiveClasses.longArrayClass\r\n                e is

FloatArray -> PrimitiveClasses.floatArrayClass\r\n                e is DoubleArray ->
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PrimitiveClasses.doubleArrayClass\r\n                e is KClass<*> -> KClass::class\r\n                e is Array<*> ->

PrimitiveClasses.arrayClass\r\n                else -> {\r\n                    val constructor =

js(\"Object\").getPrototypeOf(e).constructor\r\n                    when {\r\n                        constructor === js(\"Object\")

-> PrimitiveClasses.anyClass\r\n                        constructor === js(\"Error\") -> PrimitiveClasses.throwableClass\r\n

                      else -> {\r\n                            val jsClass: JsClass<T> = constructor\r\n

getOrCreateKClass(jsClass)\r\n                        }\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n

}.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T : Any> getOrCreateKClass(jClass: JsClass<T>): KClass<T> {\r\n

  if (jClass === js(\"String\")) return PrimitiveClasses.stringClass.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\r\n\r\n    val metadata

= jClass.asDynamic().`$metadata$`\r\n\r\n    return if (metadata != null) {\r\n        if (metadata.`$kClass$` == null)

{\r\n            val kClass = SimpleKClassImpl(jClass)\r\n            metadata.`$kClass$` = kClass\r\n            kClass\r\n

  } else {\r\n            metadata.`$kClass$`\r\n        }\r\n    } else {\r\n        SimpleKClassImpl(jClass)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript [RegExp

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/RegExp) to Kotlin.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic external class RegExp(pattern: String, flags: String? =

definedExternally) {\r\n\r\n    public fun test(str: String): Boolean\r\n\r\n    public fun exec(str: String):

RegExpMatch?\r\n\r\n    public override fun toString(): String\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The lastIndex is a read/write

integer property of regular expressions that specifies the index at which to start the next match.\r\n     */\r\n    public

var lastIndex: Int\r\n\r\n    public val global: Boolean\r\n    public val ignoreCase: Boolean\r\n    public val multiline:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Resets the regular expression so that subsequent [RegExp.test] and [RegExp.exec] calls

will match starting with the beginning of the input string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun RegExp.reset() {\r\n    lastIndex =

0\r\n}\r\n\r\n// TODO: Inherit from array or introduce asArray() extension\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the return value of

[RegExp.exec].\r\n */\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic external interface RegExpMatch {\r\n

public val index: Int\r\n    public val input: String\r\n    public val length: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the entire

text matched by [RegExp.exec] if the [index] parameter is 0, or the text matched by the capturing parenthesis\r\n * at

the given index.\r\n */\r\npublic inline operator fun RegExpMatch.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the result of [RegExp.exec] to an array where the first element

contains the entire matched text and each subsequent\r\n * element is the text matched by each capturing

parenthesis.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun RegExpMatch.asArray(): Array<out String?> = unsafeCast<Array<out

String?>>()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.sequences\r\n\r\ninternal actual class ConstrainedOnceSequence<T> actual

constructor(sequence: Sequence<T>) : Sequence<T> {\r\n    private var sequenceRef: Sequence<T>? =

sequence\r\n\r\n    actual override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\r\n        val sequence = sequenceRef ?: throw

IllegalStateException(\"This sequence can be consumed only once.\")\r\n        sequenceRef = null\r\n        return

sequence.iterator()\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n// actually \\s is enough to match all whitespace, but

\\xA0 added because of different regexp behavior of Rhino used in Selenium tests\r\npublic actual fun

Char.isWhitespace(): Boolean = toString().matches(\"[\\\\s\\\\xA0]\")\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun Char.toLowerCase(): Char =

js(\"String.fromCharCode\")(toInt()).toLowerCase().charCodeAt(0).unsafeCast<Int>().toChar()\r\n\r\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Char.toUpperCase(): Char =

js(\"String.fromCharCode\")(toInt()).toUpperCase().charCodeAt(0).unsafeCast<Int>().toChar()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns `true` if this character is a Unicode high-surrogate code unit (also known as leading-surrogate code unit).\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual fun Char.isHighSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_HIGH_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_HIGH_SURROGATE\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this character
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is a Unicode low-surrogate code unit (also known as trailing-surrogate code unit).\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun

Char.isLowSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_LOW_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_LOW_SURROGATE\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

`true` if the contents of this string is equal to the word \"true\", ignoring case, and `false` otherwise.\r\n */\r\npublic

actual fun String.toBoolean(): Boolean = toLowerCase() == \"true\"\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a signed

[Byte] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toByte(): Byte = toByteOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a signed [Byte] number and returns the result.\r\n *

@throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

fun String.toByte(radix: Int): Byte = toByteOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the

string as a [Short] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toShort(): Short = toShortOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

fun String.toShort(radix: Int): Short = toShortOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the

string as an [Int] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toInt(): Int = toIntOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

fun String.toInt(radix: Int): Int = toIntOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as

a [Long] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toLong(): Long = toLongOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

fun String.toLong(radix: Int): Long = toLongOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the

string as a [Double] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a

valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toDouble(): Double =

(+(this.asDynamic())).unsafeCast<Double>().also {\r\n    if (it.isNaN() && !this.isNaN() || it == 0.0 &&

this.isBlank())\r\n        numberFormatError(this)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Float] number and

returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun String.toFloat(): Float =

toDouble().unsafeCast<Float>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Double] number and returns the result\r\n * or

`null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toDoubleOrNull():

Double? = (+(this.asDynamic())).unsafeCast<Double>().takeIf {\r\n    !(it.isNaN() && !this.isNaN() || it == 0.0 &&

this.isBlank())\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Float] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the

string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

String.toFloatOrNull(): Float? = toDoubleOrNull().unsafeCast<Float?>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

representation of this [Byte] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for number to string conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Byte.toString(radix: Int):

String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of this [Short] value in the

specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for number to
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string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

Short.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of this

[Int] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix

for number to string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Int.toString(radix: Int): String =

asDynamic().toString(checkRadix(radix))\r\n\r\nprivate fun String.isNaN(): Boolean = when (this.toLowerCase())

{\r\n    \"nan\", \"+nan\", \"-nan\" -> true\r\n    else -> false\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Checks whether the given [radix] is

valid radix for string to number and number to string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal actual fun

checkRadix(radix: Int): Int {\r\n    if (radix !in 2..36) {\r\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"radix $radix was

not in valid range 2..36\")\r\n    }\r\n    return radix\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun digitOf(char: Char, radix: Int): Int

= when {\r\n    char >= '0' && char <= '9' -> char - '0'\r\n    char >= 'A' && char <= 'Z' -> char - 'A' + 10\r\n    char

>= 'a' && char <= 'z' -> char - 'a' + 10\r\n    else -> -1\r\n}.let { if (it >= radix) -1 else it }\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.RegExp\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides enumeration values to use to set regular

expression options.\r\n */\r\npublic actual enum class RegexOption(val value: String) {\r\n    /** Enables case-

insensitive matching. */\r\n    IGNORE_CASE(\"i\"),\r\n    /** Enables multiline mode.\r\n     *\r\n     * In multiline

mode the expressions `^` and `$` match just after or just before,\r\n     * respectively, a line terminator or the end of

the input sequence. */\r\n    MULTILINE(\"m\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the results from a single

capturing group within a [MatchResult] of [Regex].\r\n *\r\n * @param value The value of captured group.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual data class MatchGroup(actual val value: String)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a compiled regular

expression.\r\n * Provides functions to match strings in text with a pattern, replace the found occurrences and split

text around matches.\r\n *\r\n * For pattern syntax reference see [MDN RegExp](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/RegExp#Special_characters_meaning_in_regular_expressions)\

r\n * and

[http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp](https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp).\r\n

*\r\n * @constructor Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the specified set of

[options].\r\n */\r\npublic actual class Regex actual constructor(pattern: String, options: Set<RegexOption>)

{\r\n\r\n    /** Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the specified single [option].

*/\r\n    public actual constructor(pattern: String, option: RegexOption) : this(pattern, setOf(option))\r\n\r\n    /**

Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the default options.  */\r\n    public actual

constructor(pattern: String) : this(pattern, emptySet())\r\n\r\n\r\n    /** The pattern string of this regular expression.

*/\r\n    public actual val pattern: String = pattern\r\n    /** The set of options that were used to create this regular

expression. */\r\n    public actual val options: Set<RegexOption> = options.toSet()\r\n    private val nativePattern:

RegExp = RegExp(pattern, options.map { it.value }.joinToString(separator = \"\") + \"g\")\r\n\r\n    /** Indicates

whether the regular expression matches the entire [input]. */\r\n    public actual infix fun matches(input:

CharSequence): Boolean {\r\n        nativePattern.reset()\r\n        val match = nativePattern.exec(input.toString())\r\n

    return match != null && match.index == 0 && nativePattern.lastIndex == input.length\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**

Indicates whether the regular expression can find at least one match in the specified [input]. */\r\n    public actual

fun containsMatchIn(input: CharSequence): Boolean {\r\n        nativePattern.reset()\r\n        return

nativePattern.test(input.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the first match of a regular expression in the [input],

beginning at the specified [startIndex].\r\n     *\r\n     * @param startIndex An index to start search with, by default

0. Must be not less than zero and not greater than `input.length()`\r\n     * @return An instance of [MatchResult] if

match was found or `null` otherwise.\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    public actual fun find(input:

CharSequence, startIndex: Int = 0): MatchResult? = nativePattern.findNext(input.toString(), startIndex)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Returns a sequence of all occurrences of a regular expression within the [input] string, beginning at the

specified [startIndex].\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.text.Regexps.findAll\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    public actual fun findAll(input:
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CharSequence, startIndex: Int = 0): Sequence<MatchResult> =\r\n        generateSequence({ find(input, startIndex) },

{ match -> match.next() })\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Attempts to match the entire [input] CharSequence against the

pattern.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return An instance of [MatchResult] if the entire input matches or `null` otherwise.\r\n

*/\r\n    public actual fun matchEntire(input: CharSequence): MatchResult? {\r\n        if (pattern.startsWith('^') &&

pattern.endsWith('$'))\r\n            return find(input)\r\n        else\r\n            return

Regex(\"^${pattern.trimStart('^').trimEnd('$')}$\", options).find(input)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Replaces all

occurrences of this regular expression in the specified [input] string with specified [replacement] expression.\r\n

*\r\n     * @param replacement A replacement expression that can include substitutions. See

[String.prototype.replace](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/String/replace) function docs for details.\r\n     */\r\n    public

actual fun replace(input: CharSequence, replacement: String): String = input.toString().nativeReplace(nativePattern,

replacement)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Replaces all occurrences of this regular expression in the specified [input] string

with the result of\r\n     * the given function [transform] that takes [MatchResult] and returns a string to be used as

a\r\n     * replacement for that match.\r\n     */\r\n    public actual inline fun replace(input: CharSequence, transform:

(MatchResult) -> CharSequence): String {\r\n        var match = find(input)\r\n        if (match == null) return

input.toString()\r\n\r\n        var lastStart = 0\r\n        val length = input.length\r\n        val sb =

StringBuilder(length)\r\n        do {\r\n            val foundMatch = match!!\r\n            sb.append(input, lastStart,

foundMatch.range.start)\r\n            sb.append(transform(foundMatch))\r\n            lastStart =

foundMatch.range.endInclusive + 1\r\n            match = foundMatch.next()\r\n        } while (lastStart < length &&

match != null)\r\n\r\n        if (lastStart < length) {\r\n            sb.append(input, lastStart, length)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

return sb.toString()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Replaces the first occurrence of this regular expression in the

specified [input] string with specified [replacement] expression.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param replacement A replacement

expression that can include substitutions. See [String.prototype.replace](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/String/replace) function docs for details.\r\n     */\r\n    public

actual fun replaceFirst(input: CharSequence, replacement: String): String {\r\n        val nonGlobalOptions =

options.map { it.value }.joinToString(separator = \"\")\r\n        return input.toString().nativeReplace(RegExp(pattern,

nonGlobalOptions), replacement)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Splits the [input] CharSequence around matches of

this regular expression.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param limit Non-negative value specifying the maximum number of

substrings the string can be split to.\r\n     * Zero by default means no limit is set.\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    public actual fun split(input:

CharSequence, limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\r\n        require(limit >= 0) { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was

$limit\" }\r\n        val matches = findAll(input).let { if (limit == 0) it else it.take(limit - 1) }\r\n        val result =

mutableListOf<String>()\r\n        var lastStart = 0\r\n\r\n        for (match in matches) {\r\n

result.add(input.subSequence(lastStart, match.range.start).toString())\r\n            lastStart = match.range.endInclusive

+ 1\r\n        }\r\n        result.add(input.subSequence(lastStart, input.length).toString())\r\n        return result\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the string representation of this regular expression, namely the [pattern] of this

regular expression.\r\n     *\r\n     * Note that another regular expression constructed from the same pattern string

may have different [options]\r\n     * and may match strings differently.\r\n     */\r\n    public override fun toString():

String = nativePattern.toString()\r\n\r\n    actual companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns a regular

expression that matches the specified [literal] string literally.\r\n         * No characters of that string will have special

meaning when searching for an occurrence of the regular expression.\r\n         */\r\n        public actual fun

fromLiteral(literal: String): Regex = Regex(escape(literal))\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns a regular expression

pattern string that matches the specified [literal] string literally.\r\n         * No characters of that string will have

special meaning when searching for an occurrence of the regular expression.\r\n         */\r\n        public actual fun

escape(literal: String): String = literal.nativeReplace(patternEscape, \"\\\\$&\")\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns a

literal replacement expression for the specified [literal] string.\r\n         * No characters of that string will have

special meaning when it is used as a replacement string in [Regex.replace] function.\r\n         */\r\n        public actual

fun escapeReplacement(literal: String): String = literal.nativeReplace(replacementEscape, \"$$$$\")\r\n\r\n
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private val patternEscape = RegExp(\"\"\"[-\\\\^$*+?.()|[\\]{}]\"\"\", \"g\")\r\n        private val replacementEscape =

RegExp(\"\"\"\\$\"\"\", \"g\")\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string

and the specified single [option].  */\r\n@Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\r\n@JsName(\"Regex_sb3q2\\$\")\r\npublic fun Regex_0(pattern: String, option:

RegexOption): Regex = Regex(pattern, setOf(option))\r\n\r\n/** Creates a regular expression from the specified

[pattern] string and the default options.  */\r\n@Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\r\n@JsName(\"Regex_61zpoe\\$\")\r\npublic fun Regex_1(pattern: String): Regex =

Regex(pattern, emptySet())\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate fun RegExp.findNext(input: String, from: Int): MatchResult?

{\r\n    this.lastIndex = from\r\n    val match = exec(input)\r\n    if (match == null) return null\r\n    val range =

match.index..lastIndex - 1\r\n\r\n    return object : MatchResult {\r\n        override val range: IntRange = range\r\n

 override val value: String\r\n            get() = match[0]!!\r\n\r\n        override val groups: MatchGroupCollection =

object : MatchGroupCollection, AbstractCollection<MatchGroup?>() {\r\n            override val size: Int get() =

match.length\r\n            override fun iterator(): Iterator<MatchGroup?> = indices.asSequence().map { this[it]

}.iterator()\r\n            override fun get(index: Int): MatchGroup? = match[index]?.let { MatchGroup(it) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n        private var groupValues_: List<String>? = null\r\n\r\n        override val groupValues:

List<String>\r\n            get() {\r\n                if (groupValues_ == null) {\r\n                    groupValues_ = object :

AbstractList<String>() {\r\n                        override val size: Int get() = match.length\r\n                        override fun

get(index: Int): String = match[index] ?: \"\"\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n                return groupValues_!!\r\n

        }\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): MatchResult? = this@findNext.findNext(input, if (range.isEmpty())

range.start + 1 else range.endInclusive + 1)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.js.RegExp\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal actual inline fun String.nativeIndexOf(ch: Char,

fromIndex: Int): Int = nativeIndexOf(ch.toString(), fromIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal actual

inline fun String.nativeLastIndexOf(ch: Char, fromIndex: Int): Int = nativeLastIndexOf(ch.toString(),

fromIndex)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this string starts with the specified prefix.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun

String.startsWith(prefix: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase)\r\n        return

nativeStartsWith(prefix, 0)\r\n    else\r\n        return regionMatches(0, prefix, 0, prefix.length,

ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if a substring of this string starting at the specified offset [startIndex]

starts with the specified prefix.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun

String.startsWith(prefix: String, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase)\r\n

 return nativeStartsWith(prefix, startIndex)\r\n    else\r\n        return regionMatches(startIndex, prefix, 0,

prefix.length, ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this string ends with the specified suffix.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun

String.endsWith(suffix: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase)\r\n        return

nativeEndsWith(suffix)\r\n    else\r\n        return regionMatches(length - suffix.length, suffix, 0, suffix.length,

ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\npublic fun String.matches(regex: String): Boolean {\r\n    val result =

this.match(regex)\r\n    return result != null && result.size != 0\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual fun

CharSequence.isBlank(): Boolean = length == 0 || (if (this is String) this else

this.toString()).matches(\"^[\\\\s\\\\xA0]+$\")\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARG

UMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun String?.equals(other: String?, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    if

(this == null)\r\n        other == null\r\n    else if (!ignoreCase)\r\n        this == other\r\n    else\r\n        other != null

&& this.toLowerCase() ==

other.toLowerCase()\r\n\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npubl

ic actual fun CharSequence.regionMatches(thisOffset: Int, other: CharSequence, otherOffset: Int, length: Int,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    regionMatchesImpl(thisOffset, other, otherOffset, length,
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ignoreCase)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a copy of this string having its first letter uppercased, or the original

string,\r\n * if it's empty or already starts with an upper case letter.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.capitalize\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.capitalize(): String {\r\n    return if (isNotEmpty())

substring(0, 1).toUpperCase() + substring(1) else this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a copy of this string having its

first letter lowercased, or the original string,\r\n * if it's empty or already starts with a lower case letter.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.decapitalize\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.decapitalize(): String {\r\n    return if

(isNotEmpty()) substring(0, 1).toLowerCase() + substring(1) else this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

containing this char sequence repeated [n] times.\r\n * @throws [IllegalArgumentException] when n < 0.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual fun CharSequence.repeat(n: Int): String {\r\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Count 'n' must be non-

negative, but was $n.\" }\r\n    return when (n) {\r\n        0 -> \"\"\r\n        1 -> this.toString()\r\n        else -> {\r\n

   var result = \"\"\r\n            if (!isEmpty()) {\r\n                var s = this.toString()\r\n                var count = n\r\n

   while (true) {\r\n                    if ((count and 1) == 1) {\r\n                        result += s\r\n                    }\r\n

count = count ushr 1\r\n                    if (count == 0) {\r\n                        break\r\n                    }\r\n                    s +=

s\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return result\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun

String.replace(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\r\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldValue), if (ignoreCase) \"gi\" else \"g\"),

Regex.escapeReplacement(newValue))\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUME

NTS\")\r\npublic actual fun String.replace(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\r\n

  nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldChar.toString()), if (ignoreCase) \"gi\" else \"g\"),

newChar.toString())\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic

actual fun String.replaceFirst(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\r\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldValue), if (ignoreCase) \"i\" else \"\"),

Regex.escapeReplacement(newValue))\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUME

NTS\")\r\npublic actual fun String.replaceFirst(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String

=\r\n    nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldChar.toString()), if (ignoreCase) \"i\" else \"\"),

newChar.toString())\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n\r\npublic actual interface Appendable {\r\n

public actual fun append(csq: CharSequence?): Appendable\r\n    public actual fun append(csq: CharSequence?,

start: Int, end: Int): Appendable\r\n    public actual fun append(c: Char): Appendable\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual class

StringBuilder(content: String = \"\") : Appendable, CharSequence {\r\n    actual constructor(capacity: Int) : this()

{}\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(content: CharSequence) : this(content.toString()) {}\r\n\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(\"\")\r\n\r\n    private var string: String = content\r\n\r\n    actual override val length: Int\r\n        get() =

string.asDynamic().length\r\n\r\n    actual override fun get(index: Int): Char =\r\n        string.getOrElse(index) {

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, length: $length}\") }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun

subSequence(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence = string.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun append(c: Char): StringBuilder {\r\n        string += c\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override

fun append(csq: CharSequence?): StringBuilder {\r\n        string += csq.toString()\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

actual override fun append(csq: CharSequence?, start: Int, end: Int): StringBuilder {\r\n        string +=

csq.toString().substring(start, end)\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual fun append(obj: Any?): StringBuilder

{\r\n        string += obj.toString()\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual fun reverse(): StringBuilder {\r\n

string = string.asDynamic().split(\"\").reverse().join(\"\")\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Clears the

content of this string builder making it empty.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.text.Strings.clearStringBuilder\r\n

*/\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n    public fun clear(): StringBuilder {\r\n        string = \"\"\r\n        return this\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = string\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Clears the content of this string builder

making it empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.clearStringBuilder\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\",
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\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\npublic actual inline fun StringBuilder.clear(): StringBuilder =

this.clear()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *  The exception thrown when a character encoding or decoding error occurs.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual open class

CharacterCodingException(message: String?) : Exception(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/** Returns the negative [size] if

[throwOnMalformed] is false, throws [CharacterCodingException] otherwise.

*/\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\r\nprivate fun malformed(size: Int, index: Int,

throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\r\n    if (throwOnMalformed) throw CharacterCodingException(\"Malformed

sequence starting at ${index - 1}\")\r\n    return -size\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns code point corresponding to UTF-

16 surrogate pair,\r\n * where the first of the pair is the [high] and the second is in the [string] at the [index].\r\n *

Returns zero if the pair is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

CharacterCodingException if the pair is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun

codePointFromSurrogate(string: String, high: Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\r\n

if (high !in 0xD800..0xDBFF || index >= endIndex) {\r\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n

}\r\n    val low = string[index].toInt()\r\n    if (low !in 0xDC00..0xDFFF) {\r\n        return malformed(0, index,

throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    return 0x10000 + ((high and 0x3FF) shl 10) or (low and 0x3FF)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of two bytes,\r\n * where the first byte of the sequence is the

[byte1] and the second byte is in the [bytes] array at the [index].\r\n * Returns zero if the sequence is malformed and

[throwOnMalformed] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the sequence of two bytes is

malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun codePointFrom2(bytes: ByteArray, byte1: Int,

index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\r\n    if (byte1 and 0x1E == 0 || index >= endIndex)

{\r\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\r\n    if

(byte2 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    return (byte1 shl

6) xor byte2 xor 0xF80\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of three bytes,\r\n

* where the first byte of the sequence is the [byte1] and the others are in the [bytes] array starting from the

[index].\r\n * Returns a non-positive value indicating number of bytes from [bytes] included in malformed

sequence\r\n * if the sequence is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

CharacterCodingException if the sequence of three bytes is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n

*/\r\nprivate fun codePointFrom3(bytes: ByteArray, byte1: Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed:

Boolean): Int {\r\n    if (index >= endIndex) {\r\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

  val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\r\n    if (byte1 and 0xF == 0) {\r\n        if (byte2 and 0xE0 != 0xA0) {\r\n            //

Non-shortest form\r\n            return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n        }\r\n    } else if (byte1 and

0xF == 0xD) {\r\n        if (byte2 and 0xE0 != 0x80) {\r\n            // Surrogate code point\r\n            return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n        }\r\n    } else if (byte2 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n        return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (index + 1 == endIndex) {\r\n        return malformed(1,

index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    val byte3 = bytes[index + 1].toInt()\r\n    if (byte3 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n

    return malformed(1, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return (byte1 shl 12) xor (byte2 shl 6) xor byte3

xor -0x1E080\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of four bytes,\r\n * where

the first byte of the sequence is the [byte1] and the others are in the [bytes] array starting from the [index].\r\n *

Returns a non-positive value indicating number of bytes from [bytes] included in malformed sequence\r\n * if the

sequence is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the

sequence of four bytes is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun codePointFrom4(bytes:

ByteArray, byte1: Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\r\n    if (index >= endIndex)

{\r\n        malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\r\n    if (byte1

and 0xF == 0x0) {\r\n        if (byte2 and 0xF0 <= 0x80) {\r\n            // Non-shortest form\r\n            return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n        }\r\n    } else if (byte1 and 0xF == 0x4) {\r\n        if (byte2 and
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0xF0 != 0x80) {\r\n            // Out of Unicode code points domain (larger than U+10FFFF)\r\n            return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n        }\r\n    } else if (byte1 and 0xF > 0x4) {\r\n        return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    } else if (byte2 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n        return malformed(0,

index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (index + 1 == endIndex) {\r\n        return malformed(1, index,

throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    val byte3 = bytes[index + 1].toInt()\r\n    if (byte3 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n

return malformed(1, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (index + 2 == endIndex) {\r\n        return

malformed(2, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    val byte4 = bytes[index + 2].toInt()\r\n    if (byte4 and 0xC0

!= 0x80) {\r\n        return malformed(2, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    return (byte1 shl 18) xor (byte2 shl

12) xor (byte3 shl 6) xor byte4 xor 0x381F80\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Maximum number of bytes needed to encode a

single char.\r\n *\r\n * Code points in `0..0x7F` are encoded in a single byte.\r\n * Code points in `0x80..0x7FF` are

encoded in two bytes.\r\n * Code points in `0x800..0xD7FF` or in `0xE000..0xFFFF` are encoded in three bytes.\r\n

* Surrogate code points in `0xD800..0xDFFF` are not Unicode scalar values, therefore aren't encoded.\r\n * Code

points in `0x10000..0x10FFFF` are represented by a pair of surrogate `Char`s and are encoded in four bytes.\r\n

*/\r\nprivate const val MAX_BYTES_PER_CHAR = 3\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The byte sequence a malformed UTF-16

char sequence is replaced by.\r\n */\r\nprivate val REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE: ByteArray =

byteArrayOf(0xEF.toByte(), 0xBF.toByte(), 0xBD.toByte())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Encodes the [string] using UTF-8 and

returns the resulting [ByteArray].\r\n *\r\n * @param string the string to encode.\r\n * @param startIndex the start

offset (inclusive) of the substring to encode.\r\n * @param endIndex the end offset (exclusive) of the substring to

encode.\r\n * @param throwOnMalformed whether to throw on malformed char sequence or replace by the

[REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE].\r\n *\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the char sequence is

malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n */\r\ninternal fun encodeUtf8(string: String, startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): ByteArray {\r\n    require(startIndex >= 0 && endIndex <=

string.length && startIndex <= endIndex)\r\n\r\n    val bytes = ByteArray((endIndex - startIndex) *

MAX_BYTES_PER_CHAR)\r\n    var byteIndex = 0\r\n    var charIndex = startIndex\r\n\r\n    while (charIndex <

endIndex) {\r\n        val code = string[charIndex++].toInt()\r\n        when {\r\n            code < 0x80 ->\r\n

bytes[byteIndex++] = code.toByte()\r\n            code < 0x800 -> {\r\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code shr 6) or

0xC0).toByte()\r\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n            }\r\n            code <

0xD800 || code >= 0xE000 -> {\r\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code shr 12) or 0xE0).toByte()\r\n

bytes[byteIndex++] = (((code shr 6) and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code and

0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n            }\r\n            else -> { // Surrogate char value\r\n                val codePoint =

codePointFromSurrogate(string, code, charIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\r\n                if (codePoint <= 0)

{\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] = REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[0]\r\n

bytes[byteIndex++] = REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[1]\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] =

REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[2]\r\n                } else {\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] = ((codePoint

shr 18) or 0xF0).toByte()\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] = (((codePoint shr 12) and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n

                 bytes[byteIndex++] = (((codePoint shr 6) and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++]

= ((codePoint and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n                    charIndex++\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return if (bytes.size == byteIndex) bytes else bytes.copyOf(byteIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The character

a malformed UTF-8 byte sequence is replaced by.\r\n */\r\nprivate const val REPLACEMENT_CHAR =

'\\uFFFD'\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Decodes the UTF-8 [bytes] array and returns the resulting [String].\r\n *\r\n * @param

bytes the byte array to decode.\r\n * @param startIndex the start offset (inclusive) of the array to be decoded.\r\n *

@param endIndex the end offset (exclusive) of the array to be encoded.\r\n * @param throwOnMalformed whether

to throw on malformed byte sequence or replace by the [REPLACEMENT_CHAR].\r\n *\r\n * @throws

CharacterCodingException if the array is malformed UTF-8 byte sequence and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n

*/\r\ninternal fun decodeUtf8(bytes: ByteArray, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): String

{\r\n    require(startIndex >= 0 && endIndex <= bytes.size && startIndex <= endIndex)\r\n\r\n    var byteIndex =

startIndex\r\n    val stringBuilder = StringBuilder()\r\n\r\n    while (byteIndex < endIndex) {\r\n        val byte =

bytes[byteIndex++].toInt()\r\n        when {\r\n            byte >= 0 ->\r\n
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stringBuilder.append(byte.toChar())\r\n            byte shr 5 == -2 -> {\r\n                val code = codePointFrom2(bytes,

byte, byteIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\r\n                if (code <= 0) {\r\n

stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\r\n                    byteIndex += -code\r\n                } else {\r\n

      stringBuilder.append(code.toChar())\r\n                    byteIndex += 1\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            byte

shr 4 == -2 -> {\r\n                val code = codePointFrom3(bytes, byte, byteIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\r\n

             if (code <= 0) {\r\n                    stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\r\n                    byteIndex

+= -code\r\n                } else {\r\n                    stringBuilder.append(code.toChar())\r\n                    byteIndex +=

2\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            byte shr 3 == -2 -> {\r\n                val code = codePointFrom4(bytes, byte,

byteIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\r\n                if (code <= 0) {\r\n

stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\r\n                    byteIndex += -code\r\n                } else {\r\n

      val high = (code - 0x10000) shr 10 or 0xD800\r\n                    val low = (code and 0x3FF) or 0xDC00\r\n

      stringBuilder.append(high.toChar())\r\n                    stringBuilder.append(low.toChar())\r\n

byteIndex += 3\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            else -> {\r\n                malformed(0, byteIndex,

throwOnMalformed)\r\n                stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return stringBuilder.toString()\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.time\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic actual enum class DurationUnit(internal

val scale: Double) {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one nanosecond, which is 1/1000 of a microsecond.\r\n

  */\r\n    NANOSECONDS(1e0),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one microsecond, which is 1/1000 of a

millisecond.\r\n     */\r\n    MICROSECONDS(1e3),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one millisecond, which

is 1/1000 of a second.\r\n     */\r\n    MILLISECONDS(1e6),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one second.\r\n

   */\r\n    SECONDS(1e9),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one minute.\r\n     */\r\n    MINUTES(60e9),\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one hour.\r\n     */\r\n    HOURS(3600e9),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit

representing one day, which is always equal to 24 hours.\r\n     */\r\n

DAYS(86400e9);\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal actual fun

convertDurationUnit(value: Double, sourceUnit: DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit): Double {\r\n    val

sourceCompareTarget = sourceUnit.scale.compareTo(targetUnit.scale)\r\n    return when {\r\n

sourceCompareTarget > 0 -> value * (sourceUnit.scale / targetUnit.scale)\r\n        sourceCompareTarget < 0 ->

value / (targetUnit.scale / sourceUnit.scale)\r\n        else -> value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.js.json\r\nimport kotlin.math.*\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun formatToExactDecimals(value: Double, decimals:

Int): String {\r\n    val rounded = if (decimals == 0) {\r\n        value\r\n    } else {\r\n        val pow =

10.0.pow(decimals)\r\n        @Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\", \"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\r\n

kotlin.js.Math.round(abs(value) * pow) / pow * sign(value)\r\n    }\r\n    return

rounded.asDynamic().toFixed(decimals).unsafeCast<String>()\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun

formatUpToDecimals(value: Double, decimals: Int): String {\r\n    return value.asDynamic().toLocaleString(\"en-

us\", json(\"maximumFractionDigits\" to decimals)).unsafeCast<String>()\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun

formatScientific(value: Double): String {\r\n    return

value.asDynamic().toExponential(2).unsafeCast<String>()\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.GlobalPerformance\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.Performance\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic actual object

MonoClock : Clock {\r\n\r\n    private val actualClock: Clock = run {\r\n        val isNode: Boolean = js(\"typeof

process !== 'undefined' && process.versions && !!process.versions.node\")\r\n\r\n        if (isNode)\r\n

HrTimeClock(js(\"process\").unsafeCast<Process>())\r\n        else\r\n
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js(\"self\").unsafeCast<GlobalPerformance?>()?.performance?.let(::PerformanceClock)\r\n                ?:

DateNowClock\r\n\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun markNow(): ClockMark =

actualClock.markNow()\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal external interface Process {\r\n    fun hrtime(time: Array<Double> =

definedExternally): Array<Double>\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal class

HrTimeClock(val process: Process) : Clock {\r\n\r\n    override fun markNow(): ClockMark = object : ClockMark()

{\r\n        val startedAt = process.hrtime()\r\n        override fun elapsedNow(): Duration =\r\n

process.hrtime(startedAt).let { (seconds, nanos) -> seconds.seconds + nanos.nanoseconds }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override

fun toString(): String =

\"Clock(process.hrtime())\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal class

PerformanceClock(val performance: Performance) : AbstractDoubleClock(unit = DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)

{\r\n    override fun read(): Double = performance.now()\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

\"Clock(self.performance.now())\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal object

DateNowClock : AbstractDoubleClock(unit = DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS) {\r\n    override fun read(): Double

= kotlin.js.Date.now()\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"Clock(Date.now())\"\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS

AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.khronos.webgl\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\npublic external interface WebGLContextAttributes {\r\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n

   get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var depth: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var stencil: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var antialias: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var premultipliedAlpha: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var preserveDrawingBuffer: Boolean? /* =

false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

WebGLContextAttributes(alpha: Boolean? = true, depth: Boolean? = true, stencil: Boolean? = false, antialias:

Boolean? = true, premultipliedAlpha: Boolean? = true, preserveDrawingBuffer: Boolean? = false,

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance: Boolean? = false, failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat: Boolean? = false):

WebGLContextAttributes {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\r\n    o[\"depth\"] = depth\r\n

o[\"stencil\"] = stencil\r\n    o[\"antialias\"] = antialias\r\n    o[\"premultipliedAlpha\"] = premultipliedAlpha\r\n

o[\"preserveDrawingBuffer\"] = preserveDrawingBuffer\r\n    o[\"preferLowPowerToHighPerformance\"] =

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance\r\n    o[\"failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat\"] =

failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLObject

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLBuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLBuffer) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class WebGLBuffer : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLFramebuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLFramebuffer) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLFramebuffer : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WebGLProgram](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLProgram) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLProgram : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[WebGLRenderbuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLRenderbuffer) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLRenderbuffer : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WebGLShader](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLShader) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLShader : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLTexture](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLTexture) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class WebGLTexture : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLUniformLocation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLUniformLocation) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLUniformLocation {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLActiveInfo](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLActiveInfo) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class WebGLActiveInfo {\r\n    open val size: Int\r\n    open val type: Int\r\n    open val name:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat {\r\n    open val rangeMin: Int\r\n

open val rangeMax: Int\r\n    open val precision: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

WebGLRenderingContextBase {\r\n    val canvas: HTMLCanvasElement\r\n    val drawingBufferWidth: Int\r\n

val drawingBufferHeight: Int\r\n    fun getContextAttributes(): WebGLContextAttributes?\r\n    fun isContextLost():

Boolean\r\n    fun getSupportedExtensions(): Array<String>?\r\n    fun getExtension(name: String): dynamic\r\n

fun activeTexture(texture: Int): Unit\r\n    fun attachShader(program: WebGLProgram?, shader: WebGLShader?):

Unit\r\n    fun bindAttribLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int, name: String): Unit\r\n    fun

bindBuffer(target: Int, buffer: WebGLBuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun bindFramebuffer(target: Int, framebuffer:

WebGLFramebuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun bindRenderbuffer(target: Int, renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Unit\r\n

fun bindTexture(target: Int, texture: WebGLTexture?): Unit\r\n    fun blendColor(red: Float, green: Float, blue:

Float, alpha: Float): Unit\r\n    fun blendEquation(mode: Int): Unit\r\n    fun blendEquationSeparate(modeRGB: Int,

modeAlpha: Int): Unit\r\n    fun blendFunc(sfactor: Int, dfactor: Int): Unit\r\n    fun blendFuncSeparate(srcRGB: Int,

dstRGB: Int, srcAlpha: Int, dstAlpha: Int): Unit\r\n    fun bufferData(target: Int, size: Int, usage: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

bufferData(target: Int, data: BufferDataSource?, usage: Int): Unit\r\n    fun bufferSubData(target: Int, offset: Int,

data: BufferDataSource?): Unit\r\n    fun checkFramebufferStatus(target: Int): Int\r\n    fun clear(mask: Int): Unit\r\n

 fun clearColor(red: Float, green: Float, blue: Float, alpha: Float): Unit\r\n    fun clearDepth(depth: Float): Unit\r\n

fun clearStencil(s: Int): Unit\r\n    fun colorMask(red: Boolean, green: Boolean, blue: Boolean, alpha: Boolean):

Unit\r\n    fun compileShader(shader: WebGLShader?): Unit\r\n    fun compressedTexImage2D(target: Int, level:

Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int, border: Int, data: ArrayBufferView): Unit\r\n    fun

compressedTexSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, data:

ArrayBufferView): Unit\r\n    fun copyTexImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, x: Int, y: Int, width:

Int, height: Int, border: Int): Unit\r\n    fun copyTexSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, x:

Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int): Unit\r\n    fun createBuffer(): WebGLBuffer?\r\n    fun createFramebuffer():

WebGLFramebuffer?\r\n    fun createProgram(): WebGLProgram?\r\n    fun createRenderbuffer():

WebGLRenderbuffer?\r\n    fun createShader(type: Int): WebGLShader?\r\n    fun createTexture():

WebGLTexture?\r\n    fun cullFace(mode: Int): Unit\r\n    fun deleteBuffer(buffer: WebGLBuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun

deleteFramebuffer(framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun deleteProgram(program: WebGLProgram?):

Unit\r\n    fun deleteRenderbuffer(renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun deleteShader(shader:

WebGLShader?): Unit\r\n    fun deleteTexture(texture: WebGLTexture?): Unit\r\n    fun depthFunc(func: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun depthMask(flag: Boolean): Unit\r\n    fun depthRange(zNear: Float, zFar: Float): Unit\r\n    fun

detachShader(program: WebGLProgram?, shader: WebGLShader?): Unit\r\n    fun disable(cap: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

disableVertexAttribArray(index: Int): Unit\r\n    fun drawArrays(mode: Int, first: Int, count: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

drawElements(mode: Int, count: Int, type: Int, offset: Int): Unit\r\n    fun enable(cap: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

enableVertexAttribArray(index: Int): Unit\r\n    fun finish(): Unit\r\n    fun flush(): Unit\r\n    fun

framebufferRenderbuffer(target: Int, attachment: Int, renderbuffertarget: Int, renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?):

Unit\r\n    fun framebufferTexture2D(target: Int, attachment: Int, textarget: Int, texture: WebGLTexture?, level: Int):
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Unit\r\n    fun frontFace(mode: Int): Unit\r\n    fun generateMipmap(target: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

getActiveAttrib(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int): WebGLActiveInfo?\r\n    fun getActiveUniform(program:

WebGLProgram?, index: Int): WebGLActiveInfo?\r\n    fun getAttachedShaders(program: WebGLProgram?):

Array<WebGLShader>?\r\n    fun getAttribLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, name: String): Int\r\n    fun

getBufferParameter(target: Int, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getParameter(pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getError():

Int\r\n    fun getFramebufferAttachmentParameter(target: Int, attachment: Int, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun

getProgramParameter(program: WebGLProgram?, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getProgramInfoLog(program:

WebGLProgram?): String?\r\n    fun getRenderbufferParameter(target: Int, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun

getShaderParameter(shader: WebGLShader?, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getShaderPrecisionFormat(shadertype:

Int, precisiontype: Int): WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat?\r\n    fun getShaderInfoLog(shader: WebGLShader?):

String?\r\n    fun getShaderSource(shader: WebGLShader?): String?\r\n    fun getTexParameter(target: Int, pname:

Int): Any?\r\n    fun getUniform(program: WebGLProgram?, location: WebGLUniformLocation?): Any?\r\n    fun

getUniformLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, name: String): WebGLUniformLocation?\r\n    fun

getVertexAttrib(index: Int, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getVertexAttribOffset(index: Int, pname: Int): Int\r\n    fun

hint(target: Int, mode: Int): Unit\r\n    fun isBuffer(buffer: WebGLBuffer?): Boolean\r\n    fun isEnabled(cap: Int):

Boolean\r\n    fun isFramebuffer(framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer?): Boolean\r\n    fun isProgram(program:

WebGLProgram?): Boolean\r\n    fun isRenderbuffer(renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Boolean\r\n    fun

isShader(shader: WebGLShader?): Boolean\r\n    fun isTexture(texture: WebGLTexture?): Boolean\r\n    fun

lineWidth(width: Float): Unit\r\n    fun linkProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Unit\r\n    fun pixelStorei(pname:

Int, param: Int): Unit\r\n    fun polygonOffset(factor: Float, units: Float): Unit\r\n    fun readPixels(x: Int, y: Int,

width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels: ArrayBufferView?): Unit\r\n    fun renderbufferStorage(target:

Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int): Unit\r\n    fun sampleCoverage(value: Float, invert: Boolean):

Unit\r\n    fun scissor(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int): Unit\r\n    fun shaderSource(shader: WebGLShader?,

source: String): Unit\r\n    fun stencilFunc(func: Int, ref: Int, mask: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilFuncSeparate(face: Int,

func: Int, ref: Int, mask: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilMask(mask: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilMaskSeparate(face: Int,

mask: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilOp(fail: Int, zfail: Int, zpass: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilOpSeparate(face: Int, fail:

Int, zfail: Int, zpass: Int): Unit\r\n    fun texImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int,

border: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels: ArrayBufferView?): Unit\r\n    fun texImage2D(target: Int, level: Int,

internalformat: Int, format: Int, type: Int, source: TexImageSource?): Unit\r\n    fun texParameterf(target: Int,

pname: Int, param: Float): Unit\r\n    fun texParameteri(target: Int, pname: Int, param: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

texSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels:

ArrayBufferView?): Unit\r\n    fun texSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, format: Int, type:

Int, source: TexImageSource?): Unit\r\n    fun uniform1f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float): Unit\r\n

fun uniform1fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform1fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform1i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun uniform1iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform1iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float,

y: Float): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun

uniform2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2i(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Int32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\r\n    fun

uniform3f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float): Unit\r\n    fun uniform3fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform3i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int, z: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

uniform3iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform3iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float,

y: Float, z: Float, w: Float): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array):

Unit\r\n    fun uniform4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4i(location:
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WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int, z: Int, w: Int): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Array<Int>): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun useProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Unit\r\n    fun validateProgram(program:

WebGLProgram?): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib1f(index: Int, x: Float): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib1fv(index: Int,

values: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib2f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib2fv(index:

Int, values: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib3f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float): Unit\r\n    fun

vertexAttrib3fv(index: Int, values: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib4f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float, w:

Float): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib4fv(index: Int, values: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttribPointer(index: Int,

size: Int, type: Int, normalized: Boolean, stride: Int, offset: Int): Unit\r\n    fun viewport(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int,

height: Int): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val COLOR_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val POINTS: Int\r\n        val LINES:

Int\r\n        val LINE_LOOP: Int\r\n        val LINE_STRIP: Int\r\n        val TRIANGLES: Int\r\n        val

TRIANGLE_STRIP: Int\r\n        val TRIANGLE_FAN: Int\r\n        val ZERO: Int\r\n        val ONE: Int\r\n        val

SRC_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR: Int\r\n        val SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val

ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n

  val DST_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR: Int\r\n        val SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE:

Int\r\n        val FUNC_ADD: Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION: Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_RGB:

Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val FUNC_SUBTRACT: Int\r\n        val

FUNC_REVERSE_SUBTRACT: Int\r\n        val BLEND_DST_RGB: Int\r\n        val BLEND_SRC_RGB: Int\r\n

   val BLEND_DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val BLEND_SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\r\n

      val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\r\n        val CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val

ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val BLEND_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\r\n

     val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\r\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val STREAM_DRAW: Int\r\n        val STATIC_DRAW:

Int\r\n        val DYNAMIC_DRAW: Int\r\n        val BUFFER_SIZE: Int\r\n        val BUFFER_USAGE: Int\r\n

val CURRENT_VERTEX_ATTRIB: Int\r\n        val FRONT: Int\r\n        val BACK: Int\r\n        val

FRONT_AND_BACK: Int\r\n        val CULL_FACE: Int\r\n        val BLEND: Int\r\n        val DITHER: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_TEST: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_TEST: Int\r\n        val SCISSOR_TEST: Int\r\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL: Int\r\n        val SAMPLE_ALPHA_TO_COVERAGE: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE: Int\r\n        val NO_ERROR: Int\r\n        val INVALID_ENUM: Int\r\n        val

INVALID_VALUE: Int\r\n        val INVALID_OPERATION: Int\r\n        val OUT_OF_MEMORY: Int\r\n        val

CW: Int\r\n        val CCW: Int\r\n        val LINE_WIDTH: Int\r\n        val ALIASED_POINT_SIZE_RANGE:

Int\r\n        val ALIASED_LINE_WIDTH_RANGE: Int\r\n        val CULL_FACE_MODE: Int\r\n        val

FRONT_FACE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_RANGE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val

DEPTH_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_FUNC: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_FUNC: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_FAIL: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_REF: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_VALUE_MASK:

Int\r\n        val STENCIL_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FUNC: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_FAIL: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_REF: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_VALUE_MASK: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val

VIEWPORT: Int\r\n        val SCISSOR_BOX: Int\r\n        val COLOR_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n        val
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COLOR_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\r\n        val PACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\r\n

  val MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val MAX_VIEWPORT_DIMS: Int\r\n        val SUBPIXEL_BITS: Int\r\n

     val RED_BITS: Int\r\n        val GREEN_BITS: Int\r\n        val BLUE_BITS: Int\r\n        val ALPHA_BITS:

Int\r\n        val DEPTH_BITS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BITS: Int\r\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_UNITS:

Int\r\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FACTOR: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_2D: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_BUFFERS: Int\r\n        val SAMPLES: Int\r\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE_VALUE: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE_INVERT: Int\r\n        val COMPRESSED_TEXTURE_FORMATS: Int\r\n        val

DONT_CARE: Int\r\n        val FASTEST: Int\r\n        val NICEST: Int\r\n        val GENERATE_MIPMAP_HINT:

Int\r\n        val BYTE: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_BYTE: Int\r\n        val SHORT: Int\r\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT: Int\r\n        val INT: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_INT: Int\r\n        val FLOAT: Int\r\n

val DEPTH_COMPONENT: Int\r\n        val ALPHA: Int\r\n        val RGB: Int\r\n        val RGBA: Int\r\n        val

LUMINANCE: Int\r\n        val LUMINANCE_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_4_4_4_4: Int\r\n

val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_5_5_1: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_6_5: Int\r\n        val

FRAGMENT_SHADER: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_SHADER: Int\r\n        val MAX_VERTEX_ATTRIBS: Int\r\n

   val MAX_VERTEX_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\r\n        val MAX_VARYING_VECTORS: Int\r\n        val

MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\r\n        val MAX_VERTEX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS:

Int\r\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\r\n        val MAX_FRAGMENT_UNIFORM_VECTORS:

Int\r\n        val SHADER_TYPE: Int\r\n        val DELETE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val LINK_STATUS: Int\r\n

val VALIDATE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val ATTACHED_SHADERS: Int\r\n        val ACTIVE_UNIFORMS: Int\r\n

      val ACTIVE_ATTRIBUTES: Int\r\n        val SHADING_LANGUAGE_VERSION: Int\r\n        val

CURRENT_PROGRAM: Int\r\n        val NEVER: Int\r\n        val LESS: Int\r\n        val EQUAL: Int\r\n        val

LEQUAL: Int\r\n        val GREATER: Int\r\n        val NOTEQUAL: Int\r\n        val GEQUAL: Int\r\n        val

ALWAYS: Int\r\n        val KEEP: Int\r\n        val REPLACE: Int\r\n        val INCR: Int\r\n        val DECR: Int\r\n

 val INVERT: Int\r\n        val INCR_WRAP: Int\r\n        val DECR_WRAP: Int\r\n        val VENDOR: Int\r\n

val RENDERER: Int\r\n        val VERSION: Int\r\n        val NEAREST: Int\r\n        val LINEAR: Int\r\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\r\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\r\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\r\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_S:

Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_T: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_2D: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_CUBE_MAP: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_X: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_X: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Y: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Y: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Z: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Z: Int\r\n        val

MAX_CUBE_MAP_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE0: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE1: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE2: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE3: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE4: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE5: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE6: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE7: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE8: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE9: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE10: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE11: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE12: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE13: Int\r\n

val TEXTURE14: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE15: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE16: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE17: Int\r\n

    val TEXTURE18: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE19: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE20: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE21:

Int\r\n        val TEXTURE22: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE23: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE24: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE25: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE26: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE27: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE28: Int\r\n

val TEXTURE29: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE30: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE31: Int\r\n        val ACTIVE_TEXTURE:

Int\r\n        val REPEAT: Int\r\n        val CLAMP_TO_EDGE: Int\r\n        val MIRRORED_REPEAT: Int\r\n

val FLOAT_VEC2: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_VEC3: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_VEC4: Int\r\n        val INT_VEC2:

Int\r\n        val INT_VEC3: Int\r\n        val INT_VEC4: Int\r\n        val BOOL: Int\r\n        val BOOL_VEC2: Int\r\n

    val BOOL_VEC3: Int\r\n        val BOOL_VEC4: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT2: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT3:

Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT4: Int\r\n        val SAMPLER_2D: Int\r\n        val SAMPLER_CUBE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_ENABLED: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_SIZE: Int\r\n        val
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VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_STRIDE: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_NORMALIZED: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_POINTER: Int\r\n

 val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_TYPE: Int\r\n        val IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_FORMAT:

Int\r\n        val COMPILE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val LOW_FLOAT: Int\r\n        val MEDIUM_FLOAT: Int\r\n

val HIGH_FLOAT: Int\r\n        val LOW_INT: Int\r\n        val MEDIUM_INT: Int\r\n        val HIGH_INT: Int\r\n

  val FRAMEBUFFER: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER: Int\r\n        val RGBA4: Int\r\n        val RGB5_A1:

Int\r\n        val RGB565: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT16: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_INDEX: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_INDEX8: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_STENCIL: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_WIDTH: Int\r\n

val RENDERBUFFER_HEIGHT: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_INTERNAL_FORMAT: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_RED_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_GREEN_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_BLUE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_ALPHA_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_DEPTH_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_STENCIL_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_NAME: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_LEVEL: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_FACE: Int\r\n        val COLOR_ATTACHMENT0:

Int\r\n        val DEPTH_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

DEPTH_STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val NONE: Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE:

Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS: Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED: Int\r\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

MAX_RENDERBUFFER_SIZE: Int\r\n        val INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION: Int\r\n        val

UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_PREMULTIPLY_ALPHA_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val

CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_COLORSPACE_CONVERSION_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val

BROWSER_DEFAULT_WEBGL: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLRenderingContext](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLRenderingContext) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLRenderingContext : WebGLRenderingContextBase,

RenderingContext {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val COLOR_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val POINTS: Int\r\n        val LINES:

Int\r\n        val LINE_LOOP: Int\r\n        val LINE_STRIP: Int\r\n        val TRIANGLES: Int\r\n        val

TRIANGLE_STRIP: Int\r\n        val TRIANGLE_FAN: Int\r\n        val ZERO: Int\r\n        val ONE: Int\r\n        val

SRC_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR: Int\r\n        val SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val

ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n

  val DST_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR: Int\r\n        val SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE:

Int\r\n        val FUNC_ADD: Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION: Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_RGB:

Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val FUNC_SUBTRACT: Int\r\n        val

FUNC_REVERSE_SUBTRACT: Int\r\n        val BLEND_DST_RGB: Int\r\n        val BLEND_SRC_RGB: Int\r\n

   val BLEND_DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val BLEND_SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\r\n

      val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\r\n        val CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val

ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val BLEND_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\r\n

     val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\r\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val STREAM_DRAW: Int\r\n        val STATIC_DRAW:

Int\r\n        val DYNAMIC_DRAW: Int\r\n        val BUFFER_SIZE: Int\r\n        val BUFFER_USAGE: Int\r\n

val CURRENT_VERTEX_ATTRIB: Int\r\n        val FRONT: Int\r\n        val BACK: Int\r\n        val

FRONT_AND_BACK: Int\r\n        val CULL_FACE: Int\r\n        val BLEND: Int\r\n        val DITHER: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_TEST: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_TEST: Int\r\n        val SCISSOR_TEST: Int\r\n        val
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POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL: Int\r\n        val SAMPLE_ALPHA_TO_COVERAGE: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE: Int\r\n        val NO_ERROR: Int\r\n        val INVALID_ENUM: Int\r\n        val

INVALID_VALUE: Int\r\n        val INVALID_OPERATION: Int\r\n        val OUT_OF_MEMORY: Int\r\n        val

CW: Int\r\n        val CCW: Int\r\n        val LINE_WIDTH: Int\r\n        val ALIASED_POINT_SIZE_RANGE:

Int\r\n        val ALIASED_LINE_WIDTH_RANGE: Int\r\n        val CULL_FACE_MODE: Int\r\n        val

FRONT_FACE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_RANGE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val

DEPTH_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_FUNC: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_FUNC: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_FAIL: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_REF: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_VALUE_MASK:

Int\r\n        val STENCIL_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FUNC: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_FAIL: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_REF: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_VALUE_MASK: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val

VIEWPORT: Int\r\n        val SCISSOR_BOX: Int\r\n        val COLOR_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n        val

COLOR_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\r\n        val PACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\r\n

  val MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val MAX_VIEWPORT_DIMS: Int\r\n        val SUBPIXEL_BITS: Int\r\n

     val RED_BITS: Int\r\n        val GREEN_BITS: Int\r\n        val BLUE_BITS: Int\r\n        val ALPHA_BITS:

Int\r\n        val DEPTH_BITS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BITS: Int\r\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_UNITS:

Int\r\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FACTOR: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_2D: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_BUFFERS: Int\r\n        val SAMPLES: Int\r\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE_VALUE: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE_INVERT: Int\r\n        val COMPRESSED_TEXTURE_FORMATS: Int\r\n        val

DONT_CARE: Int\r\n        val FASTEST: Int\r\n        val NICEST: Int\r\n        val GENERATE_MIPMAP_HINT:

Int\r\n        val BYTE: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_BYTE: Int\r\n        val SHORT: Int\r\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT: Int\r\n        val INT: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_INT: Int\r\n        val FLOAT: Int\r\n

val DEPTH_COMPONENT: Int\r\n        val ALPHA: Int\r\n        val RGB: Int\r\n        val RGBA: Int\r\n        val

LUMINANCE: Int\r\n        val LUMINANCE_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_4_4_4_4: Int\r\n

val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_5_5_1: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_6_5: Int\r\n        val

FRAGMENT_SHADER: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_SHADER: Int\r\n        val MAX_VERTEX_ATTRIBS: Int\r\n

   val MAX_VERTEX_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\r\n        val MAX_VARYING_VECTORS: Int\r\n        val

MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\r\n        val MAX_VERTEX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS:

Int\r\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\r\n        val MAX_FRAGMENT_UNIFORM_VECTORS:

Int\r\n        val SHADER_TYPE: Int\r\n        val DELETE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val LINK_STATUS: Int\r\n

val VALIDATE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val ATTACHED_SHADERS: Int\r\n        val ACTIVE_UNIFORMS: Int\r\n

      val ACTIVE_ATTRIBUTES: Int\r\n        val SHADING_LANGUAGE_VERSION: Int\r\n        val

CURRENT_PROGRAM: Int\r\n        val NEVER: Int\r\n        val LESS: Int\r\n        val EQUAL: Int\r\n        val

LEQUAL: Int\r\n        val GREATER: Int\r\n        val NOTEQUAL: Int\r\n        val GEQUAL: Int\r\n        val

ALWAYS: Int\r\n        val KEEP: Int\r\n        val REPLACE: Int\r\n        val INCR: Int\r\n        val DECR: Int\r\n

 val INVERT: Int\r\n        val INCR_WRAP: Int\r\n        val DECR_WRAP: Int\r\n        val VENDOR: Int\r\n

val RENDERER: Int\r\n        val VERSION: Int\r\n        val NEAREST: Int\r\n        val LINEAR: Int\r\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\r\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\r\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\r\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_S:

Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_T: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_2D: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_CUBE_MAP: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_X: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_X: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Y: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Y: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Z: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Z: Int\r\n        val

MAX_CUBE_MAP_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE0: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE1: Int\r\n        val
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TEXTURE2: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE3: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE4: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE5: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE6: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE7: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE8: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE9: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE10: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE11: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE12: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE13: Int\r\n

val TEXTURE14: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE15: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE16: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE17: Int\r\n

    val TEXTURE18: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE19: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE20: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE21:

Int\r\n        val TEXTURE22: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE23: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE24: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE25: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE26: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE27: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE28: Int\r\n

val TEXTURE29: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE30: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE31: Int\r\n        val ACTIVE_TEXTURE:

Int\r\n        val REPEAT: Int\r\n        val CLAMP_TO_EDGE: Int\r\n        val MIRRORED_REPEAT: Int\r\n

val FLOAT_VEC2: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_VEC3: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_VEC4: Int\r\n        val INT_VEC2:

Int\r\n        val INT_VEC3: Int\r\n        val INT_VEC4: Int\r\n        val BOOL: Int\r\n        val BOOL_VEC2: Int\r\n

    val BOOL_VEC3: Int\r\n        val BOOL_VEC4: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT2: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT3:

Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT4: Int\r\n        val SAMPLER_2D: Int\r\n        val SAMPLER_CUBE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_ENABLED: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_STRIDE: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_NORMALIZED: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_POINTER: Int\r\n

 val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_TYPE: Int\r\n        val IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_FORMAT:

Int\r\n        val COMPILE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val LOW_FLOAT: Int\r\n        val MEDIUM_FLOAT: Int\r\n

val HIGH_FLOAT: Int\r\n        val LOW_INT: Int\r\n        val MEDIUM_INT: Int\r\n        val HIGH_INT: Int\r\n

  val FRAMEBUFFER: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER: Int\r\n        val RGBA4: Int\r\n        val RGB5_A1:

Int\r\n        val RGB565: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT16: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_INDEX: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_INDEX8: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_STENCIL: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_WIDTH: Int\r\n

val RENDERBUFFER_HEIGHT: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_INTERNAL_FORMAT: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_RED_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_GREEN_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_BLUE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_ALPHA_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_DEPTH_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_STENCIL_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_NAME: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_LEVEL: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_FACE: Int\r\n        val COLOR_ATTACHMENT0:

Int\r\n        val DEPTH_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

DEPTH_STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val NONE: Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE:

Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS: Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED: Int\r\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

MAX_RENDERBUFFER_SIZE: Int\r\n        val INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION: Int\r\n        val

UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_PREMULTIPLY_ALPHA_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val

CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_COLORSPACE_CONVERSION_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val

BROWSER_DEFAULT_WEBGL: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLContextEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLContextEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class WebGLContextEvent(type: String, eventInit: WebGLContextEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val statusMessage: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

WebGLContextEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var statusMessage: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

WebGLContextEventInit(statusMessage: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): WebGLContextEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"statusMessage\"] =
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statusMessage\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ArrayBuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ArrayBuffer) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class ArrayBuffer(length: Int) : BufferDataSource {\r\n    open val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun slice(begin: Int, end: Int

= definedExternally): ArrayBuffer\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        fun isView(value: Any?): Boolean\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ArrayBufferView](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ArrayBufferView) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface ArrayBufferView : BufferDataSource {\r\n    val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    val byteOffset: Int\r\n

val byteLength: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int8Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int8Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Int8Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Int8Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val

byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Int8Array, offset: Int = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Int8Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Int8Array.get(index: Int): Byte =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Int8Array.set(index: Int, value: Byte): Unit {

asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint8Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint8Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Uint8Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Uint8Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val

byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Uint8Array, offset: Int = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Uint8Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint8Array.get(index: Int): Byte =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint8Array.set(index: Int, value: Byte): Unit

{ asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint8ClampedArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint8ClampedArray) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class Uint8ClampedArray : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n

constructor(array: Uint8ClampedArray)\r\n    constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\r\n    constructor(buffer:

ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n

override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun

set(array: Uint8ClampedArray, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint8ClampedArray\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

      val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Uint8ClampedArray.get(index: Int): Byte = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Uint8ClampedArray.set(index: Int, value: Byte): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Int16Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int16Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class Int16Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array:

Int16Array)\r\n    constructor(array: Array<Short>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer:

ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Int16Array,

offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Short>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int16Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT:

Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Int16Array.get(index: Int): Short =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Int16Array.set(index: Int, value: Short): Unit
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{ asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint16Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint16Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Uint16Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Uint16Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Short>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val

byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Uint16Array, offset: Int = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Short>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Uint16Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint16Array.get(index: Int): Short =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint16Array.set(index: Int, value: Short):

Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int32Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Int32Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Int32Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Int>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int

= definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Int32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

set(array: Array<Int>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int32Array\r\n\r\n

  companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun Int32Array.get(index: Int): Int = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Int32Array.set(index: Int, value: Int): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint32Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Uint32Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Uint32Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Int>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int

= definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Uint32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

fun set(array: Array<Int>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Uint32Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint32Array.get(index: Int): Int =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint32Array.set(index: Int, value: Int): Unit

{ asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Float32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Float32Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Float32Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array:

Float32Array)\r\n    constructor(array: Array<Float>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer:

ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Float32Array,

offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Float>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Float32Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT:

Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float32Array.get(index: Int): Float =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float32Array.set(index: Int, value: Float):

Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Float64Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Float64Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Float64Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array:

Float64Array)\r\n    constructor(array: Array<Double>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer:

ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Float64Array,

offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Double>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Float64Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT:

Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float64Array.get(index: Int): Double =
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asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float64Array.set(index: Int, value: Double):

Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataView](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataView) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

DataView(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, byteLength: Int = definedExternally) :

ArrayBufferView {\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val

byteLength: Int\r\n    fun getInt8(byteOffset: Int): Byte\r\n    fun getUint8(byteOffset: Int): Byte\r\n    fun

getInt16(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Short\r\n    fun getUint16(byteOffset: Int,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Short\r\n    fun getInt32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Int\r\n    fun getUint32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Int\r\n    fun

getFloat32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Float\r\n    fun getFloat64(byteOffset: Int,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Double\r\n    fun setInt8(byteOffset: Int, value: Byte): Unit\r\n    fun

setUint8(byteOffset: Int, value: Byte): Unit\r\n    fun setInt16(byteOffset: Int, value: Short, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setUint16(byteOffset: Int, value: Short, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setInt32(byteOffset: Int, value: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun setUint32(byteOffset: Int, value: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

setFloat32(byteOffset: Int, value: Float, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

setFloat64(byteOffset: Int, value: Double, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external @marker interface BufferDataSource {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface TexImageSource

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.clipboard\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ClipboardEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var clipboardData: DataTransfer? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ClipboardEventInit(clipboardData: DataTransfer? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): ClipboardEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"clipboardData\"] =

clipboardData\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ClipboardEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ClipboardEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class ClipboardEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ClipboardEventInit = definedExternally) : Event

{\r\n    open val clipboardData: DataTransfer?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Clipboard](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Clipboard) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class Clipboard : EventTarget {\r\n    fun read(): Promise<DataTransfer>\r\n    fun readText(): Promise<String>\r\n

fun write(data: DataTransfer): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun writeText(data: String): Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface ClipboardPermissionDescriptor {\r\n    var allowWithoutGesture: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ClipboardPermissionDescriptor(allowWithoutGesture: Boolean? = false): ClipboardPermissionDescriptor

{\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"allowWithoutGesture\"] = allowWithoutGesture\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage
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org.w3c.dom.css\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleDeclaration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleDeclaration) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CSSStyleDeclaration : ItemArrayLike<String> {\r\n    open var cssText:

String\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    open val parentRule: CSSRule?\r\n    open var cssFloat: String\r\n    open

var _dashed_attribute: String\r\n    open var _camel_cased_attribute: String\r\n    open var _webkit_cased_attribute:

String\r\n    open var alignContent: String\r\n    open var alignItems: String\r\n    open var alignSelf: String\r\n

open var animation: String\r\n    open var animationDelay: String\r\n    open var animationDirection: String\r\n

open var animationDuration: String\r\n    open var animationFillMode: String\r\n    open var

animationIterationCount: String\r\n    open var animationName: String\r\n    open var animationPlayState: String\r\n

 open var animationTimingFunction: String\r\n    open var backfaceVisibility: String\r\n    open var background:

String\r\n    open var backgroundAttachment: String\r\n    open var backgroundClip: String\r\n    open var

backgroundColor: String\r\n    open var backgroundImage: String\r\n    open var backgroundOrigin: String\r\n

open var backgroundPosition: String\r\n    open var backgroundRepeat: String\r\n    open var backgroundSize:

String\r\n    open var border: String\r\n    open var borderBottom: String\r\n    open var borderBottomColor:

String\r\n    open var borderBottomLeftRadius: String\r\n    open var borderBottomRightRadius: String\r\n    open

var borderBottomStyle: String\r\n    open var borderBottomWidth: String\r\n    open var borderCollapse: String\r\n

open var borderColor: String\r\n    open var borderImage: String\r\n    open var borderImageOutset: String\r\n

open var borderImageRepeat: String\r\n    open var borderImageSlice: String\r\n    open var borderImageSource:

String\r\n    open var borderImageWidth: String\r\n    open var borderLeft: String\r\n    open var borderLeftColor:

String\r\n    open var borderLeftStyle: String\r\n    open var borderLeftWidth: String\r\n    open var borderRadius:

String\r\n    open var borderRight: String\r\n    open var borderRightColor: String\r\n    open var borderRightStyle:

String\r\n    open var borderRightWidth: String\r\n    open var borderSpacing: String\r\n    open var borderStyle:

String\r\n    open var borderTop: String\r\n    open var borderTopColor: String\r\n    open var borderTopLeftRadius:

String\r\n    open var borderTopRightRadius: String\r\n    open var borderTopStyle: String\r\n    open var

borderTopWidth: String\r\n    open var borderWidth: String\r\n    open var bottom: String\r\n    open var

boxDecorationBreak: String\r\n    open var boxShadow: String\r\n    open var boxSizing: String\r\n    open var

breakAfter: String\r\n    open var breakBefore: String\r\n    open var breakInside: String\r\n    open var captionSide:

String\r\n    open var clear: String\r\n    open var clip: String\r\n    open var color: String\r\n    open var

columnCount: String\r\n    open var columnFill: String\r\n    open var columnGap: String\r\n    open var

columnRule: String\r\n    open var columnRuleColor: String\r\n    open var columnRuleStyle: String\r\n    open var

columnRuleWidth: String\r\n    open var columnSpan: String\r\n    open var columnWidth: String\r\n    open var

columns: String\r\n    open var content: String\r\n    open var counterIncrement: String\r\n    open var counterReset:

String\r\n    open var cursor: String\r\n    open var direction: String\r\n    open var display: String\r\n    open var

emptyCells: String\r\n    open var filter: String\r\n    open var flex: String\r\n    open var flexBasis: String\r\n    open

var flexDirection: String\r\n    open var flexFlow: String\r\n    open var flexGrow: String\r\n    open var flexShrink:

String\r\n    open var flexWrap: String\r\n    open var font: String\r\n    open var fontFamily: String\r\n    open var

fontFeatureSettings: String\r\n    open var fontKerning: String\r\n    open var fontLanguageOverride: String\r\n

open var fontSize: String\r\n    open var fontSizeAdjust: String\r\n    open var fontStretch: String\r\n    open var

fontStyle: String\r\n    open var fontSynthesis: String\r\n    open var fontVariant: String\r\n    open var

fontVariantAlternates: String\r\n    open var fontVariantCaps: String\r\n    open var fontVariantEastAsian: String\r\n

 open var fontVariantLigatures: String\r\n    open var fontVariantNumeric: String\r\n    open var fontVariantPosition:

String\r\n    open var fontWeight: String\r\n    open var hangingPunctuation: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n

open var hyphens: String\r\n    open var imageOrientation: String\r\n    open var imageRendering: String\r\n    open
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var imageResolution: String\r\n    open var imeMode: String\r\n    open var justifyContent: String\r\n    open var left:

String\r\n    open var letterSpacing: String\r\n    open var lineBreak: String\r\n    open var lineHeight: String\r\n

open var listStyle: String\r\n    open var listStyleImage: String\r\n    open var listStylePosition: String\r\n    open var

listStyleType: String\r\n    open var margin: String\r\n    open var marginBottom: String\r\n    open var marginLeft:

String\r\n    open var marginRight: String\r\n    open var marginTop: String\r\n    open var mark: String\r\n    open

var markAfter: String\r\n    open var markBefore: String\r\n    open var marks: String\r\n    open var

marqueeDirection: String\r\n    open var marqueePlayCount: String\r\n    open var marqueeSpeed: String\r\n    open

var marqueeStyle: String\r\n    open var mask: String\r\n    open var maskType: String\r\n    open var maxHeight:

String\r\n    open var maxWidth: String\r\n    open var minHeight: String\r\n    open var minWidth: String\r\n    open

var navDown: String\r\n    open var navIndex: String\r\n    open var navLeft: String\r\n    open var navRight:

String\r\n    open var navUp: String\r\n    open var objectFit: String\r\n    open var objectPosition: String\r\n    open

var opacity: String\r\n    open var order: String\r\n    open var orphans: String\r\n    open var outline: String\r\n

open var outlineColor: String\r\n    open var outlineOffset: String\r\n    open var outlineStyle: String\r\n    open var

outlineWidth: String\r\n    open var overflowWrap: String\r\n    open var overflowX: String\r\n    open var

overflowY: String\r\n    open var padding: String\r\n    open var paddingBottom: String\r\n    open var paddingLeft:

String\r\n    open var paddingRight: String\r\n    open var paddingTop: String\r\n    open var pageBreakAfter:

String\r\n    open var pageBreakBefore: String\r\n    open var pageBreakInside: String\r\n    open var perspective:

String\r\n    open var perspectiveOrigin: String\r\n    open var phonemes: String\r\n    open var position: String\r\n

open var quotes: String\r\n    open var resize: String\r\n    open var rest: String\r\n    open var restAfter: String\r\n

open var restBefore: String\r\n    open var right: String\r\n    open var tabSize: String\r\n    open var tableLayout:

String\r\n    open var textAlign: String\r\n    open var textAlignLast: String\r\n    open var textCombineUpright:

String\r\n    open var textDecoration: String\r\n    open var textDecorationColor: String\r\n    open var

textDecorationLine: String\r\n    open var textDecorationStyle: String\r\n    open var textIndent: String\r\n    open

var textJustify: String\r\n    open var textOrientation: String\r\n    open var textOverflow: String\r\n    open var

textShadow: String\r\n    open var textTransform: String\r\n    open var textUnderlinePosition: String\r\n    open var

top: String\r\n    open var transform: String\r\n    open var transformOrigin: String\r\n    open var transformStyle:

String\r\n    open var transition: String\r\n    open var transitionDelay: String\r\n    open var transitionDuration:

String\r\n    open var transitionProperty: String\r\n    open var transitionTimingFunction: String\r\n    open var

unicodeBidi: String\r\n    open var verticalAlign: String\r\n    open var visibility: String\r\n    open var voiceBalance:

String\r\n    open var voiceDuration: String\r\n    open var voicePitch: String\r\n    open var voicePitchRange:

String\r\n    open var voiceRate: String\r\n    open var voiceStress: String\r\n    open var voiceVolume: String\r\n

open var whiteSpace: String\r\n    open var widows: String\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var wordBreak:

String\r\n    open var wordSpacing: String\r\n    open var wordWrap: String\r\n    open var writingMode: String\r\n

open var zIndex: String\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): String\r\n    fun getPropertyValue(property: String):

String\r\n    fun getPropertyPriority(property: String): String\r\n    fun setProperty(property: String, value: String,

priority: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setPropertyValue(property: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun

setPropertyPriority(property: String, priority: String): Unit\r\n    fun removeProperty(property: String):

String\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun CSSStyleDeclaration.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class MediaList : ItemArrayLike<String> {\r\n    open var

mediaText: String\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): String?\r\n    fun

appendMedium(medium: String): Unit\r\n    fun deleteMedium(medium: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun MediaList.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[StyleSheet](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StyleSheet) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class StyleSheet {\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val href: String?\r\n    open val ownerNode:

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction?\r\n    open val parentStyleSheet: StyleSheet?\r\n    open val title: String?\r\n

 open val media: MediaList\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleSheet](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleSheet) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external
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abstract class CSSStyleSheet : StyleSheet {\r\n    open val ownerRule: CSSRule?\r\n    open val cssRules:

CSSRuleList\r\n    fun insertRule(rule: String, index: Int): Int\r\n    fun deleteRule(index: Int):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[StyleSheetList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StyleSheetList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class StyleSheetList : ItemArrayLike<StyleSheet> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun

item(index: Int): StyleSheet?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun StyleSheetList.get(index: Int):

StyleSheet? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[LinkStyle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/LinkStyle) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

LinkStyle {\r\n    val sheet: StyleSheet?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSRuleList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSRuleList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CSSRuleList : ItemArrayLike<CSSRule> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun

item(index: Int): CSSRule?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun CSSRuleList.get(index: Int):

CSSRule? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSRule) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class CSSRule {\r\n    open val type: Short\r\n    open var cssText: String\r\n    open val parentRule: CSSRule?\r\n

open val parentStyleSheet: CSSStyleSheet?\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\r\n

val CHARSET_RULE: Short\r\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\r\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\r\n        val

FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\r\n        val PAGE_RULE: Short\r\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\r\n        val

NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleRule) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CSSStyleRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open var selectorText: String\r\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class CSSImportRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open val href:

String\r\n    open val media: MediaList\r\n    open val styleSheet: CSSStyleSheet\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CSSGroupingRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSGroupingRule) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CSSGroupingRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open val cssRules: CSSRuleList\r\n    fun

insertRule(rule: String, index: Int): Int\r\n    fun deleteRule(index: Int): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CSSMediaRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSMediaRule) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CSSMediaRule : CSSGroupingRule {\r\n    open val media:

MediaList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSPageRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSPageRule) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CSSPageRule : CSSGroupingRule {\r\n    open var selectorText: String\r\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class CSSMarginRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open val name:

String\r\n    open val style: CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSNamespaceRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSNamespaceRule) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CSSNamespaceRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open val namespaceURI: String\r\n

open val prefix: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ElementCSSInlineStyle {\r\n    val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSS](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSS) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class CSS

{\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        fun escape(ident: String): String\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS

AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.events\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport
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org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[UIEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/UIEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

UIEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: UIEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val view: Window?\r\n

open val detail: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface UIEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var view: Window? /* = null

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var detail: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun UIEventInit(view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? =

false, composed: Boolean? = false): UIEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n

o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FocusEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FocusEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class FocusEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: FocusEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent {\r\n    open val

relatedTarget: EventTarget?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface FocusEventInit : UIEventInit {\r\n    var

relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun FocusEventInit(relatedTarget:

EventTarget? = null, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? =

false, composed: Boolean? = false): FocusEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [MouseEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MouseEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class MouseEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MouseEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent,

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\r\n    open val region: String?\r\n    open val screenX: Int\r\n    open val screenY:

Int\r\n    open val pageX: Double\r\n    open val pageY: Double\r\n    open val clientX: Int\r\n    open val clientY:

Int\r\n    open val offsetX: Double\r\n    open val offsetY: Double\r\n    open val ctrlKey: Boolean\r\n    open val

shiftKey: Boolean\r\n    open val altKey: Boolean\r\n    open val metaKey: Boolean\r\n    open val button: Short\r\n

open val buttons: Short\r\n    open val relatedTarget: EventTarget?\r\n    fun getModifierState(keyArg: String):

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface MouseEventInit : EventModifierInit {\r\n    var screenX: Int? /* = 0

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var screenY: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var clientX: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var clientY: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var button: Short? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var buttons: Short? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun MouseEventInit(screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? =

0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false,

altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock:

Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? =

false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MouseEventInit {\r\n    val o

= js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\r\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\r\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\r\n

o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\r\n    o[\"button\"] = button\r\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\r\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n

o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\r\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] =

modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\r\n

o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\r\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\r\n
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o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"]

= view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface EventModifierInit : UIEventInit

{\r\n    var ctrlKey: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var shiftKey: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var altKey: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var metaKey: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var modifierAltGraph: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierCapsLock: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierFn: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierFnLock: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierHyper: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

    get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierNumLock: Boolean? /* = false

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierScrollLock: Boolean?

/* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierSuper:

Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

modifierSymbol: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

 var modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun EventModifierInit(ctrlKey: Boolean?

= false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph:

Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? =

false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view:

Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): EventModifierInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] =

shiftKey\r\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] =

modifierAltGraph\r\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n

o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\r\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n

o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\r\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n

o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n

o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WheelEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WheelEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class WheelEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: WheelEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\r\n    open val

deltaX: Double\r\n    open val deltaY: Double\r\n    open val deltaZ: Double\r\n    open val deltaMode: Int\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val DOM_DELTA_PIXEL: Int\r\n        val DOM_DELTA_LINE: Int\r\n        val

DOM_DELTA_PAGE: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface WheelEventInit : MouseEventInit {\r\n    var

deltaX: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

deltaY: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var deltaZ:

Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var deltaMode:

Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun WheelEventInit(deltaX: Double? =

0.0, deltaY: Double? = 0.0, deltaZ: Double? = 0.0, deltaMode: Int? = 0, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0,

clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null,

ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false,

modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false,

modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false,
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modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): WheelEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"deltaX\"] = deltaX\r\n    o[\"deltaY\"] = deltaY\r\n    o[\"deltaZ\"] = deltaZ\r\n    o[\"deltaMode\"] =

deltaMode\r\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\r\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\r\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\r\n

o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\r\n    o[\"button\"] = button\r\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\r\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n

o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\r\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] =

modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\r\n

o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\r\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\r\n

o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"]

= view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[InputEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/InputEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class InputEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: InputEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent {\r\n    open val data:

String\r\n    open val isComposing: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface InputEventInit : UIEventInit {\r\n

var data: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

isComposing: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun InputEventInit(data: String? = \"\",

isComposing: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): InputEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"data\"] =

data\r\n    o[\"isComposing\"] = isComposing\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"]

= bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [KeyboardEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/KeyboardEvent) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class KeyboardEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: KeyboardEventInit =

definedExternally) : UIEvent {\r\n    open val key: String\r\n    open val code: String\r\n    open val location: Int\r\n

open val ctrlKey: Boolean\r\n    open val shiftKey: Boolean\r\n    open val altKey: Boolean\r\n    open val metaKey:

Boolean\r\n    open val repeat: Boolean\r\n    open val isComposing: Boolean\r\n    open val charCode: Int\r\n    open

val keyCode: Int\r\n    open val which: Int\r\n    fun getModifierState(keyArg: String): Boolean\r\n\r\n    companion

object {\r\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_STANDARD: Int\r\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_LEFT:

Int\r\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_RIGHT: Int\r\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_NUMPAD: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface KeyboardEventInit : EventModifierInit {\r\n    var key: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n

    get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var code: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var location: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var repeat: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var isComposing: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

fun KeyboardEventInit(key: String? = \"\", code: String? = \"\", location: Int? = 0, repeat: Boolean? = false,

isComposing: Boolean? = false, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false,

metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn:

Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock:

Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol:

Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): KeyboardEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"key\"] = key\r\n    o[\"code\"] = code\r\n    o[\"location\"] = location\r\n    o[\"repeat\"] =

repeat\r\n    o[\"isComposing\"] = isComposing\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\r\n

o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\r\n
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o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =

modifierFnLock\r\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] =

modifierNumLock\r\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] =

modifierSuper\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] =

modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CompositionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CompositionEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class CompositionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CompositionEventInit =

definedExternally) : UIEvent {\r\n    open val data: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CompositionEventInit

: UIEventInit {\r\n    var data: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CompositionEventInit(data: String? =

\"\", view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): CompositionEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"data\"] = data\r\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Event](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Event) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Event(type: String, eventInitDict: EventInit = definedExternally) {\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val target:

EventTarget?\r\n    open val currentTarget: EventTarget?\r\n    open val eventPhase: Short\r\n    open val bubbles:

Boolean\r\n    open val cancelable: Boolean\r\n    open val defaultPrevented: Boolean\r\n    open val composed:

Boolean\r\n    open val isTrusted: Boolean\r\n    open val timeStamp: Number\r\n    fun composedPath():

Array<EventTarget>\r\n    fun stopPropagation(): Unit\r\n    fun stopImmediatePropagation(): Unit\r\n    fun

preventDefault(): Unit\r\n    fun initEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean): Unit\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val NONE: Short\r\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\r\n        val AT_TARGET:

Short\r\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventTarget](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventTarget) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class EventTarget {\r\n    fun addEventListener(type: String, callback: EventListener?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun addEventListener(type: String, callback: ((Event) -> Unit)?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun removeEventListener(type: String, callback: EventListener?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun removeEventListener(type: String, callback: ((Event) -> Unit)?, options: dynamic

= definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun dispatchEvent(event: Event): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [EventListener](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventListener) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface EventListener {\r\n    fun handleEvent(event: Event): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS

AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Navigator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Navigator) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class Navigator : NavigatorID, NavigatorLanguage, NavigatorOnLine, NavigatorContentUtils, NavigatorCookies,

NavigatorPlugins, NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\r\n    open val serviceWorker: ServiceWorkerContainer\r\n

open val maxTouchPoints: Int\r\n    open val mediaDevices: MediaDevices\r\n    open val clipboard: Clipboard\r\n

fun vibrate(pattern: dynamic): Boolean\r\n    fun getUserMedia(constraints: MediaStreamConstraints,

successCallback: (MediaStream) -> Unit, errorCallback: (dynamic) -> Unit): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the
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JavaScript [Document](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Document) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class Document : Node, GlobalEventHandlers, DocumentAndElementEventHandlers,

NonElementParentNode, DocumentOrShadowRoot, ParentNode, GeometryUtils {\r\n    open val fullscreenEnabled:

Boolean\r\n    open val fullscreen: Boolean\r\n    var onfullscreenchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onfullscreenerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val rootElement: SVGSVGElement?\r\n    var title: String\r\n

open val referrer: String\r\n    var domain: String\r\n    open val activeElement: Element?\r\n    open val location:

Location?\r\n    var cookie: String\r\n    open val lastModified: String\r\n    open val readyState:

DocumentReadyState\r\n    var dir: String\r\n    var body: HTMLElement?\r\n    open val head:

HTMLHeadElement?\r\n    open val images: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val embeds: HTMLCollection\r\n    open

val plugins: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val links: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val forms: HTMLCollection\r\n

open val scripts: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val currentScript: HTMLOrSVGScriptElement?\r\n    open val

defaultView: Window?\r\n    var designMode: String\r\n    var onreadystatechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

fgColor: String\r\n    var linkColor: String\r\n    var vlinkColor: String\r\n    var alinkColor: String\r\n    var bgColor:

String\r\n    open val anchors: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val applets: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val all:

HTMLAllCollection\r\n    open val implementation: DOMImplementation\r\n    open val URL: String\r\n    open val

documentURI: String\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    open val compatMode: String\r\n    open val characterSet:

String\r\n    open val charset: String\r\n    open val inputEncoding: String\r\n    open val contentType: String\r\n

open val doctype: DocumentType?\r\n    open val documentElement: Element?\r\n    open val scrollingElement:

Element?\r\n    open val styleSheets: StyleSheetList\r\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerdown:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onpointerup: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerleave:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onblur:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplay:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onchange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclose: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncuechange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrag:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragenter:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var ondragstart: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onfocus: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousedown:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

 override var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n
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override var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeked:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override val fullscreenElement: Element?\r\n    override val

children: HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild:

Element?\r\n    override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    fun exitFullscreen(): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun

getElementsByName(elementName: String): NodeList\r\n    fun open(type: String = definedExternally, replace:

String = definedExternally): Document\r\n    fun open(url: String, name: String, features: String): Window\r\n    fun

close(): Unit\r\n    fun write(vararg text: String): Unit\r\n    fun writeln(vararg text: String): Unit\r\n    fun

hasFocus(): Boolean\r\n    fun execCommand(commandId: String, showUI: Boolean = definedExternally, value:

String = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun queryCommandEnabled(commandId: String): Boolean\r\n    fun

queryCommandIndeterm(commandId: String): Boolean\r\n    fun queryCommandState(commandId: String):

Boolean\r\n    fun queryCommandSupported(commandId: String): Boolean\r\n    fun

queryCommandValue(commandId: String): String\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n    fun captureEvents(): Unit\r\n    fun

releaseEvents(): Unit\r\n    fun getElementsByTagName(qualifiedName: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun

getElementsByTagNameNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun

getElementsByClassName(classNames: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun createElement(localName: String,

options: ElementCreationOptions = definedExternally): Element\r\n    fun createElementNS(namespace: String?,

qualifiedName: String, options: ElementCreationOptions = definedExternally): Element\r\n    fun

createDocumentFragment(): DocumentFragment\r\n    fun createTextNode(data: String): Text\r\n    fun

createCDATASection(data: String): CDATASection\r\n    fun createComment(data: String): Comment\r\n    fun

createProcessingInstruction(target: String, data: String): ProcessingInstruction\r\n    fun importNode(node: Node,

deep: Boolean = definedExternally): Node\r\n    fun adoptNode(node: Node): Node\r\n    fun

createAttribute(localName: String): Attr\r\n    fun createAttributeNS(namespace: String?, qualifiedName: String):

Attr\r\n    fun createEvent(interface_: String): Event\r\n    fun createRange(): Range\r\n    fun

createNodeIterator(root: Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: NodeFilter? = definedExternally):

NodeIterator\r\n    fun createNodeIterator(root: Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: ((Node) ->

Short)? = definedExternally): NodeIterator\r\n    fun createTreeWalker(root: Node, whatToShow: Int =

definedExternally, filter: NodeFilter? = definedExternally): TreeWalker\r\n    fun createTreeWalker(root: Node,

whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: ((Node) -> Short)? = definedExternally): TreeWalker\r\n    fun

elementFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double): Element?\r\n    fun elementsFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double):

Array<Element>\r\n    fun caretPositionFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double): CaretPosition?\r\n    override fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n

override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options:

BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad:

dynamic, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override

fun convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly

inline operator fun Document.get(name: String): dynamic = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Window](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Window) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class Window : EventTarget, GlobalEventHandlers, WindowEventHandlers,
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WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope, WindowSessionStorage, WindowLocalStorage, GlobalPerformance,

UnionMessagePortOrWindow {\r\n    override val performance: Performance\r\n    open val window: Window\r\n

open val self: Window\r\n    open val document: Document\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val location:

Location\r\n    open val history: History\r\n    open val customElements: CustomElementRegistry\r\n    open val

locationbar: BarProp\r\n    open val menubar: BarProp\r\n    open val personalbar: BarProp\r\n    open val scrollbars:

BarProp\r\n    open val statusbar: BarProp\r\n    open val toolbar: BarProp\r\n    open var status: String\r\n    open val

closed: Boolean\r\n    open val frames: Window\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val top: Window\r\n    open var

opener: Any?\r\n    open val parent: Window\r\n    open val frameElement: Element?\r\n    open val navigator:

Navigator\r\n    open val applicationCache: ApplicationCache\r\n    open val external: External\r\n    open val

screen: Screen\r\n    open val innerWidth: Int\r\n    open val innerHeight: Int\r\n    open val scrollX: Double\r\n

open val pageXOffset: Double\r\n    open val scrollY: Double\r\n    open val pageYOffset: Double\r\n    open val

screenX: Int\r\n    open val screenY: Int\r\n    open val outerWidth: Int\r\n    open val outerHeight: Int\r\n    open val

devicePixelRatio: Double\r\n    fun close(): Unit\r\n    fun stop(): Unit\r\n    fun focus(): Unit\r\n    fun blur():

Unit\r\n    fun open(url: String = definedExternally, target: String = definedExternally, features: String =

definedExternally): Window?\r\n    fun alert(): Unit\r\n    fun alert(message: String): Unit\r\n    fun

confirm(message: String = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun prompt(message: String = definedExternally,

default: String = definedExternally): String?\r\n    fun print(): Unit\r\n    fun requestAnimationFrame(callback:

(Double) -> Unit): Int\r\n    fun cancelAnimationFrame(handle: Int): Unit\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?,

targetOrigin: String, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun captureEvents(): Unit\r\n    fun

releaseEvents(): Unit\r\n    fun matchMedia(query: String): MediaQueryList\r\n    fun moveTo(x: Int, y: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun moveBy(x: Int, y: Int): Unit\r\n    fun resizeTo(x: Int, y: Int): Unit\r\n    fun resizeBy(x: Int, y: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun scroll(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun scroll(x: Double, y: Double):

Unit\r\n    fun scrollTo(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun scrollTo(x: Double, y:

Double): Unit\r\n    fun scrollBy(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun scrollBy(x: Double,

y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun getComputedStyle(elt: Element, pseudoElt: String? = definedExternally):

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Window.get(name: String): dynamic =

asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLAllCollection {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n//    fun

namedItem(name: String): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection?\r\n    fun item(nameOrIndex: String =

definedExternally): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection?\r\n}\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

HTMLAllCollection.get(index: Int): Element? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun HTMLAllCollection.get(name: String): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection? =

asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFormControlsCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFormControlsCollection)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFormControlsCollection : HTMLCollection {\r\n//    override

fun namedItem(name: String): UnionElementOrRadioNodeList?\r\n}\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly override

inline operator fun HTMLFormControlsCollection.get(name: String): UnionElementOrRadioNodeList? =

asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[RadioNodeList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/RadioNodeList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class RadioNodeList : NodeList, UnionElementOrRadioNodeList {\r\n    open var value:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptionsCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptionsCollection) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptionsCollection : HTMLCollection {\r\n    override var length: Int\r\n

open var selectedIndex: Int\r\n    fun add(element: UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement, before:

dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun remove(index: Int): Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun HTMLOptionsCollection.set(index: Int, option: HTMLOptionElement?): Unit { asDynamic()[index] =

option; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class HTMLElement : Element, ElementCSSInlineStyle, GlobalEventHandlers,
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DocumentAndElementEventHandlers, ElementContentEditable {\r\n    open var title: String\r\n    open var lang:

String\r\n    open var translate: Boolean\r\n    open var dir: String\r\n    open val dataset: DOMStringMap\r\n    open

var hidden: Boolean\r\n    open var tabIndex: Int\r\n    open var accessKey: String\r\n    open val accessKeyLabel:

String\r\n    open var draggable: Boolean\r\n    open val dropzone: DOMTokenList\r\n    open var contextMenu:

HTMLMenuElement?\r\n    open var spellcheck: Boolean\r\n    open var innerText: String\r\n    open val

offsetParent: Element?\r\n    open val offsetTop: Int\r\n    open val offsetLeft: Int\r\n    open val offsetWidth: Int\r\n

open val offsetHeight: Int\r\n    fun click(): Unit\r\n    fun focus(): Unit\r\n    fun blur(): Unit\r\n    fun

forceSpellCheck(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLUnknownElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLUnknownElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLUnknownElement : HTMLElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DOMStringMap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMStringMap) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class DOMStringMap {\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

DOMStringMap.get(name: String): String? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

DOMStringMap.set(name: String, value: String): Unit { asDynamic()[name] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLHtmlElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHtmlElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLHtmlElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var version:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHeadElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHeadElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLHeadElement : HTMLElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLTitleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTitleElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTitleElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var text:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBaseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBaseElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLBaseElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var href: String\r\n    open var

target: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLinkElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLinkElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLLinkElement : HTMLElement, LinkStyle {\r\n    open var scope:

String\r\n    open var workerType: WorkerType\r\n    open var href: String\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n

open var rel: String\r\n    @JsName(\"as\") open var as_: RequestDestination\r\n    open val relList:

DOMTokenList\r\n    open var media: String\r\n    open var nonce: String\r\n    open var hreflang: String\r\n    open

var type: String\r\n    open val sizes: DOMTokenList\r\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\r\n    open var charset:

String\r\n    open var rev: String\r\n    open var target: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMetaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMetaElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMetaElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open

var httpEquiv: String\r\n    open var content: String\r\n    open var scheme: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLStyleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLStyleElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLStyleElement : HTMLElement, LinkStyle {\r\n    open var media:

String\r\n    open var nonce: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBodyElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBodyElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLBodyElement : HTMLElement, WindowEventHandlers {\r\n    open var

text: String\r\n    open var link: String\r\n    open var vLink: String\r\n    open var aLink: String\r\n    open var

bgColor: String\r\n    open var background: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHeadingElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHeadingElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLHeadingElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLParagraphElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLParagraphElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLParagraphElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[HTMLHRElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHRElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLHRElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var color:

String\r\n    open var noShade: Boolean\r\n    open var size: String\r\n    open var width: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [HTMLPreElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLPreElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLPreElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var width:

Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLQuoteElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLQuoteElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLQuoteElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var cite:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOListElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOListElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var reversed: Boolean\r\n

open var start: Int\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var compact: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLUListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLUListElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLUListElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var compact:

Boolean\r\n    open var type: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLIElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLIElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLLIElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var value: Int\r\n    open var type:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDListElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDListElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var compact:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDivElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDivElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLDivElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAnchorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAnchorElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLAnchorElement : HTMLElement, HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\r\n

open var target: String\r\n    open var download: String\r\n    open var ping: String\r\n    open var rel: String\r\n

open val relList: DOMTokenList\r\n    open var hreflang: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var text:

String\r\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\r\n    open var coords: String\r\n    open var charset: String\r\n    open var

name: String\r\n    open var rev: String\r\n    open var shape: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDataElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDataElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDataElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var value:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTimeElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTimeElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTimeElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var dateTime:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSpanElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSpanElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLSpanElement : HTMLElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLBRElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBRElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLBRElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var clear:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\r\n    var href: String\r\n    val origin:

String\r\n    var protocol: String\r\n    var username: String\r\n    var password: String\r\n    var host: String\r\n    var

hostname: String\r\n    var port: String\r\n    var pathname: String\r\n    var search: String\r\n    var hash:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLModElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLModElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLModElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var cite: String\r\n    open var
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dateTime: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLPictureElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLPictureElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLPictureElement : HTMLElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLSourceElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSourceElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLSourceElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var src: String\r\n

 open var type: String\r\n    open var srcset: String\r\n    open var sizes: String\r\n    open var media:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLImageElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLImageElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLImageElement : HTMLElement, TexImageSource,

HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\r\n    open var alt: String\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var srcset: String\r\n

open var sizes: String\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n    open var useMap: String\r\n    open var isMap:

Boolean\r\n    open var width: Int\r\n    open var height: Int\r\n    open val naturalWidth: Int\r\n    open val

naturalHeight: Int\r\n    open val complete: Boolean\r\n    open val currentSrc: String\r\n    open var referrerPolicy:

String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var lowsrc: String\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var hspace:

Int\r\n    open var vspace: Int\r\n    open var longDesc: String\r\n    open var border: String\r\n    open val x: Int\r\n

open val y: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Image](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Image) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Image(width: Int = definedExternally, height: Int = definedExternally) : HTMLImageElement {\r\n    override val

children: HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild:

Element?\r\n    override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\r\n

override val nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n    override val

style: CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerup:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onchange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclose: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onended: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onfocus:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninvalid:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseout:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var
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onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplaying:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onresize:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeked: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var contentEditable: String\r\n    override val

isContentEditable: Boolean\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun

append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override

fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n

 override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLIFrameElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLIFrameElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLIFrameElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var

srcdoc: String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val sandbox: DOMTokenList\r\n    open var allowFullscreen:

Boolean\r\n    open var allowUserMedia: Boolean\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n

open var referrerPolicy: String\r\n    open val contentDocument: Document?\r\n    open val contentWindow:

Window?\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var scrolling: String\r\n    open var frameBorder: String\r\n    open

var longDesc: String\r\n    open var marginHeight: String\r\n    open var marginWidth: String\r\n    fun

getSVGDocument(): Document?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLEmbedElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLEmbedElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLEmbedElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var

type: String\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var

name: String\r\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLObjectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLObjectElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLObjectElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var data: String\r\n    open

var type: String\r\n    open var typeMustMatch: Boolean\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var useMap:

String\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n

open val contentDocument: Document?\r\n    open val contentWindow: Window?\r\n    open val willValidate:

Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage: String\r\n    open var align:

String\r\n    open var archive: String\r\n    open var code: String\r\n    open var declare: Boolean\r\n    open var

hspace: Int\r\n    open var standby: String\r\n    open var vspace: Int\r\n    open var codeBase: String\r\n    open var

codeType: String\r\n    open var border: String\r\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\r\n    fun checkValidity():

Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLParamElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLParamElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLParamElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open

var value: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var valueType: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the
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JavaScript [HTMLVideoElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLVideoElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLVideoElement : HTMLMediaElement, TexImageSource {\r\n

open var width: Int\r\n    open var height: Int\r\n    open val videoWidth: Int\r\n    open val videoHeight: Int\r\n

open var poster: String\r\n    open var playsInline: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAudioElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAudioElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLAudioElement : HTMLMediaElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open

class Audio(src: String = definedExternally) : HTMLAudioElement {\r\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\r\n

override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val

nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n    override val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerup:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onchange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclose: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onended: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onfocus:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninvalid:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseout:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplaying:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onresize:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeked: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override
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var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var contentEditable: String\r\n    override val

isContentEditable: Boolean\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun

append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override

fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n

 override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTrackElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTrackElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTrackElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var kind: String\r\n    open

var src: String\r\n    open var srclang: String\r\n    open var label: String\r\n    open var default: Boolean\r\n    open

val readyState: Short\r\n    open val track: TextTrack\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val NONE: Short\r\n

val LOADING: Short\r\n        val LOADED: Short\r\n        val ERROR: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLMediaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMediaElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMediaElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val error:

MediaError?\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var srcObject: dynamic\r\n    open val currentSrc: String\r\n    open

var crossOrigin: String?\r\n    open val networkState: Short\r\n    open var preload: String\r\n    open val buffered:

TimeRanges\r\n    open val readyState: Short\r\n    open val seeking: Boolean\r\n    open var currentTime:

Double\r\n    open val duration: Double\r\n    open val paused: Boolean\r\n    open var defaultPlaybackRate:

Double\r\n    open var playbackRate: Double\r\n    open val played: TimeRanges\r\n    open val seekable:

TimeRanges\r\n    open val ended: Boolean\r\n    open var autoplay: Boolean\r\n    open var loop: Boolean\r\n

open var controls: Boolean\r\n    open var volume: Double\r\n    open var muted: Boolean\r\n    open var

defaultMuted: Boolean\r\n    open val audioTracks: AudioTrackList\r\n    open val videoTracks: VideoTrackList\r\n

 open val textTracks: TextTrackList\r\n    fun load(): Unit\r\n    fun canPlayType(type: String):

CanPlayTypeResult\r\n    fun fastSeek(time: Double): Unit\r\n    fun getStartDate(): dynamic\r\n    fun play():

Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun pause(): Unit\r\n    fun addTextTrack(kind: TextTrackKind, label: String =

definedExternally, language: String = definedExternally): TextTrack\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

NETWORK_EMPTY: Short\r\n        val NETWORK_IDLE: Short\r\n        val NETWORK_LOADING: Short\r\n

   val NETWORK_NO_SOURCE: Short\r\n        val HAVE_NOTHING: Short\r\n        val HAVE_METADATA:

Short\r\n        val HAVE_CURRENT_DATA: Short\r\n        val HAVE_FUTURE_DATA: Short\r\n        val

HAVE_ENOUGH_DATA: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaError](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaError) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class MediaError {\r\n    open val code: Short\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

MEDIA_ERR_ABORTED: Short\r\n        val MEDIA_ERR_NETWORK: Short\r\n        val

MEDIA_ERR_DECODE: Short\r\n        val MEDIA_ERR_SRC_NOT_SUPPORTED: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AudioTrackList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AudioTrackList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class AudioTrackList : EventTarget {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open var onchange: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    fun getTrackById(id: String): AudioTrack?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun AudioTrackList.get(index: Int): AudioTrack? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AudioTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AudioTrack) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class AudioTrack : UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    open val

kind: String\r\n    open val label: String\r\n    open val language: String\r\n    open var enabled:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[VideoTrackList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/VideoTrackList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class VideoTrackList : EventTarget {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val selectedIndex: Int\r\n

  open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):

VideoTrack?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun VideoTrackList.get(index: Int): VideoTrack? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[VideoTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/VideoTrack) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class VideoTrack : UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    open val

kind: String\r\n    open val label: String\r\n    open val language: String\r\n    open var selected:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class TextTrackList : EventTarget {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open

var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):

TextTrack?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun TextTrackList.get(index: Int): TextTrack? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextTrack) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class TextTrack : EventTarget, UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\r\n    open val kind:

TextTrackKind\r\n    open val label: String\r\n    open val language: String\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    open val

inBandMetadataTrackDispatchType: String\r\n    open var mode: TextTrackMode\r\n    open val cues:

TextTrackCueList?\r\n    open val activeCues: TextTrackCueList?\r\n    open var oncuechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    fun addCue(cue: TextTrackCue): Unit\r\n    fun removeCue(cue: TextTrackCue):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class TextTrackCueList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun getCueById(id:

String): TextTrackCue?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun TextTrackCueList.get(index: Int):

TextTrackCue? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextTrackCue](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextTrackCue) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class TextTrackCue : EventTarget {\r\n    open val track: TextTrack?\r\n    open var id: String\r\n    open var

startTime: Double\r\n    open var endTime: Double\r\n    open var pauseOnExit: Boolean\r\n    open var onenter:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onexit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TimeRanges](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TimeRanges) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class TimeRanges {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun start(index: Int): Double\r\n    fun end(index: Int):

Double\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TrackEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TrackEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class TrackEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: TrackEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val track:

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface TrackEventInit : EventInit {\r\n

var track: UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun TrackEventInit(track:

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): TrackEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"track\"] = track\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMapElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMapElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLMapElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val areas:

HTMLCollection\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAreaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAreaElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLAreaElement : HTMLElement, HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\r\n    open

var alt: String\r\n    open var coords: String\r\n    open var shape: String\r\n    open var target: String\r\n    open var

download: String\r\n    open var ping: String\r\n    open var rel: String\r\n    open val relList: DOMTokenList\r\n

open var referrerPolicy: String\r\n    open var noHref: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableElement) to Kotlin\r\n
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*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var caption:

HTMLTableCaptionElement?\r\n    open var tHead: HTMLTableSectionElement?\r\n    open var tFoot:

HTMLTableSectionElement?\r\n    open val tBodies: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val rows: HTMLCollection\r\n

open var align: String\r\n    open var border: String\r\n    open var frame: String\r\n    open var rules: String\r\n

open var summary: String\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var bgColor: String\r\n    open var cellPadding:

String\r\n    open var cellSpacing: String\r\n    fun createCaption(): HTMLTableCaptionElement\r\n    fun

deleteCaption(): Unit\r\n    fun createTHead(): HTMLTableSectionElement\r\n    fun deleteTHead(): Unit\r\n    fun

createTFoot(): HTMLTableSectionElement\r\n    fun deleteTFoot(): Unit\r\n    fun createTBody():

HTMLTableSectionElement\r\n    fun insertRow(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLTableRowElement\r\n

fun deleteRow(index: Int): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableCaptionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableCaptionElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableCaptionElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableColElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableColElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableColElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var span: Int\r\n    open

var align: String\r\n    open var ch: String\r\n    open var chOff: String\r\n    open var vAlign: String\r\n    open var

width: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableSectionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableSectionElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableSectionElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val rows:

HTMLCollection\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var ch: String\r\n    open var chOff: String\r\n    open var

vAlign: String\r\n    fun insertRow(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLElement\r\n    fun deleteRow(index: Int):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableRowElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableRowElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableRowElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val rowIndex: Int\r\n

open val sectionRowIndex: Int\r\n    open val cells: HTMLCollection\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var ch:

String\r\n    open var chOff: String\r\n    open var vAlign: String\r\n    open var bgColor: String\r\n    fun

insertCell(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLElement\r\n    fun deleteCell(index: Int): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableCellElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableCellElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableCellElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var colSpan: Int\r\n

open var rowSpan: Int\r\n    open var headers: String\r\n    open val cellIndex: Int\r\n    open var scope: String\r\n

open var abbr: String\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var axis: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n    open

var width: String\r\n    open var ch: String\r\n    open var chOff: String\r\n    open var noWrap: Boolean\r\n    open

var vAlign: String\r\n    open var bgColor: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFormElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFormElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFormElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var acceptCharset: String\r\n

open var action: String\r\n    open var autocomplete: String\r\n    open var enctype: String\r\n    open var encoding:

String\r\n    open var method: String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var noValidate: Boolean\r\n    open var

target: String\r\n    open val elements: HTMLFormControlsCollection\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun submit():

Unit\r\n    fun reset(): Unit\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity():

Boolean\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLFormElement.get(index: Int): Element? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLFormElement.get(name: String):

UnionElementOrRadioNodeList? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLabelElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLabelElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLLabelElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var htmlFor: String\r\n    open val control: HTMLElement?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [HTMLInputElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLInputElement)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLInputElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var accept:
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String\r\n    open var alt: String\r\n    open var autocomplete: String\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n    open var

defaultChecked: Boolean\r\n    open var checked: Boolean\r\n    open var dirName: String\r\n    open var disabled:

Boolean\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open val files: FileList?\r\n    open var formAction:

String\r\n    open var formEnctype: String\r\n    open var formMethod: String\r\n    open var formNoValidate:

Boolean\r\n    open var formTarget: String\r\n    open var height: Int\r\n    open var indeterminate: Boolean\r\n

open var inputMode: String\r\n    open val list: HTMLElement?\r\n    open var max: String\r\n    open var

maxLength: Int\r\n    open var min: String\r\n    open var minLength: Int\r\n    open var multiple: Boolean\r\n    open

var name: String\r\n    open var pattern: String\r\n    open var placeholder: String\r\n    open var readOnly:

Boolean\r\n    open var required: Boolean\r\n    open var size: Int\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var step:

String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var defaultValue: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open var

valueAsDate: dynamic\r\n    open var valueAsNumber: Double\r\n    open var width: Int\r\n    open val willValidate:

Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels:

NodeList\r\n    open var selectionStart: Int?\r\n    open var selectionEnd: Int?\r\n    open var selectionDirection:

String?\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var useMap: String\r\n    fun stepUp(n: Int = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun stepDown(n: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n    fun select(): Unit\r\n    fun

setRangeText(replacement: String): Unit\r\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String, start: Int, end: Int,

selectionMode: SelectionMode = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setSelectionRange(start: Int, end: Int, direction:

String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLButtonElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLButtonElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLButtonElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n

open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var formAction: String\r\n    open

var formEnctype: String\r\n    open var formMethod: String\r\n    open var formNoValidate: Boolean\r\n    open var

formTarget: String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open var

menu: HTMLMenuElement?\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open

val validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLSelectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSelectElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLSelectElement : HTMLElement, ItemArrayLike<Element> {\r\n

  open var autocomplete: String\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val

form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var multiple: Boolean\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var required:

Boolean\r\n    open var size: Int\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val options: HTMLOptionsCollection\r\n

override var length: Int\r\n    open val selectedOptions: HTMLCollection\r\n    open var selectedIndex: Int\r\n    open

var value: String\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val

validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): Element?\r\n    fun

namedItem(name: String): HTMLOptionElement?\r\n    fun add(element:

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement, before: dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

remove(index: Int): Unit\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

HTMLSelectElement.get(index: Int): Element? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun HTMLSelectElement.set(index: Int, option: HTMLOptionElement?): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = option;

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDataListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDataListElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDataListElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val options:

HTMLCollection\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptGroupElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptGroupElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptGroupElement : HTMLElement,

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open var label:
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String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptionElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptionElement : HTMLElement,

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var label: String\r\n    open var defaultSelected: Boolean\r\n    open var selected:

Boolean\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open var text: String\r\n    open val index: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [Option](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Option) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Option(text: String = definedExternally, value: String = definedExternally, defaultSelected: Boolean =

definedExternally, selected: Boolean = definedExternally) : HTMLOptionElement {\r\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\r\n

override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val

nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n    override val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerup:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onchange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclose: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onended: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onfocus:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninvalid:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseout:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplaying:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onresize:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeked: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var
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onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var contentEditable: String\r\n    override val

isContentEditable: Boolean\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun

append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override

fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n

 override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTextAreaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTextAreaElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTextAreaElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var autocomplete:

String\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n    open var cols: Int\r\n    open var dirName: String\r\n    open var

disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var inputMode: String\r\n    open var

maxLength: Int\r\n    open var minLength: Int\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var placeholder: String\r\n

open var readOnly: Boolean\r\n    open var required: Boolean\r\n    open var rows: Int\r\n    open var wrap: String\r\n

  open val type: String\r\n    open var defaultValue: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open val textLength:

Int\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage:

String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    open var selectionStart: Int?\r\n    open var selectionEnd: Int?\r\n    open

var selectionDirection: String?\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n    fun select(): Unit\r\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String): Unit\r\n

 fun setRangeText(replacement: String, start: Int, end: Int, selectionMode: SelectionMode = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun setSelectionRange(start: Int, end: Int, direction: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLKeygenElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLKeygenElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLKeygenElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n

open var challenge: String\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open

var keytype: String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n

open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    fun

checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOutputElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOutputElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOutputElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val htmlFor:

DOMTokenList\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val type:

String\r\n    open var defaultValue: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n

open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    fun

checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLProgressElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLProgressElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLProgressElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var value: Double\r\n

open var max: Double\r\n    open val position: Double\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLMeterElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMeterElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMeterElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var value:

Double\r\n    open var min: Double\r\n    open var max: Double\r\n    open var low: Double\r\n    open var high:

Double\r\n    open var optimum: Double\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[HTMLFieldSetElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFieldSetElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFieldSetElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n

open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val

elements: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val

validationMessage: String\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLegendElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLegendElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLLegendElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var align: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ValidityState](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ValidityState) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class ValidityState {\r\n    open val valueMissing: Boolean\r\n    open val typeMismatch: Boolean\r\n

open val patternMismatch: Boolean\r\n    open val tooLong: Boolean\r\n    open val tooShort: Boolean\r\n    open val

rangeUnderflow: Boolean\r\n    open val rangeOverflow: Boolean\r\n    open val stepMismatch: Boolean\r\n    open

val badInput: Boolean\r\n    open val customError: Boolean\r\n    open val valid: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDetailsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDetailsElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDetailsElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var open:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMenuElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var type:

String\r\n    open var label: String\r\n    open var compact: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class

HTMLMenuItemElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var label: String\r\n    open var

icon: String\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open var checked: Boolean\r\n    open var radiogroup: String\r\n

open var default: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open class RelatedEvent(type: String, eventInitDict:

RelatedEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val relatedTarget: EventTarget?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface RelatedEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

RelatedEventInit(relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): RelatedEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDialogElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDialogElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDialogElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var open: Boolean\r\n    open

var returnValue: String\r\n    fun show(anchor: UnionElementOrMouseEvent = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

showModal(anchor: UnionElementOrMouseEvent = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun close(returnValue: String =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLScriptElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLScriptElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLScriptElement : HTMLElement, HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\r\n    open

var src: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var charset: String\r\n    open var async: Boolean\r\n    open var

defer: Boolean\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n    open var text: String\r\n    open var nonce: String\r\n    open

var event: String\r\n    open var htmlFor: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTemplateElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTemplateElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTemplateElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val content:

DocumentFragment\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSlotElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSlotElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLSlotElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    fun

assignedNodes(options: AssignedNodesOptions = definedExternally): Array<Node>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface AssignedNodesOptions {\r\n    var flatten: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

AssignedNodesOptions(flatten: Boolean? = false): AssignedNodesOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n
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o[\"flatten\"] = flatten\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLCanvasElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLCanvasElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLCanvasElement : HTMLElement, TexImageSource {\r\n    open var width:

Int\r\n    open var height: Int\r\n    fun getContext(contextId: String, vararg arguments: Any?):

RenderingContext?\r\n    fun toDataURL(type: String = definedExternally, quality: Any? = definedExternally):

String\r\n    fun toBlob(_callback: (Blob?) -> Unit, type: String = definedExternally, quality: Any? =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings {\r\n    var alpha:

Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings(alpha: Boolean? = true): CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasRenderingContext2D](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class CanvasRenderingContext2D : CanvasState, CanvasTransform,

CanvasCompositing, CanvasImageSmoothing, CanvasFillStrokeStyles, CanvasShadowStyles, CanvasFilters,

CanvasRect, CanvasDrawPath, CanvasUserInterface, CanvasText, CanvasDrawImage, CanvasHitRegion,

CanvasImageData, CanvasPathDrawingStyles, CanvasTextDrawingStyles, CanvasPath, RenderingContext {\r\n

open val canvas: HTMLCanvasElement\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasState {\r\n    fun save(): Unit\r\n

 fun restore(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasTransform {\r\n    fun scale(x: Double, y: Double):

Unit\r\n    fun rotate(angle: Double): Unit\r\n    fun translate(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun transform(a:

Double, b: Double, c: Double, d: Double, e: Double, f: Double): Unit\r\n    fun getTransform(): DOMMatrix\r\n

fun setTransform(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double, d: Double, e: Double, f: Double): Unit\r\n    fun

setTransform(transform: dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun resetTransform(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface CanvasCompositing {\r\n    var globalAlpha: Double\r\n    var globalCompositeOperation:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasImageSmoothing {\r\n    var imageSmoothingEnabled:

Boolean\r\n    var imageSmoothingQuality: ImageSmoothingQuality\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasFillStrokeStyles {\r\n    var strokeStyle: dynamic\r\n    var fillStyle: dynamic\r\n    fun

createLinearGradient(x0: Double, y0: Double, x1: Double, y1: Double): CanvasGradient\r\n    fun

createRadialGradient(x0: Double, y0: Double, r0: Double, x1: Double, y1: Double, r1: Double): CanvasGradient\r\n

 fun createPattern(image: dynamic, repetition: String): CanvasPattern?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasShadowStyles {\r\n    var shadowOffsetX: Double\r\n    var shadowOffsetY: Double\r\n    var shadowBlur:

Double\r\n    var shadowColor: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasFilters {\r\n    var filter:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasRect {\r\n    fun clearRect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h:

Double): Unit\r\n    fun fillRect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h: Double): Unit\r\n    fun strokeRect(x: Double,

y: Double, w: Double, h: Double): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasDrawPath {\r\n    fun

beginPath(): Unit\r\n    fun fill(fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun fill(path: Path2D,

fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun stroke(): Unit\r\n    fun stroke(path: Path2D): Unit\r\n

fun clip(fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun clip(path: Path2D, fillRule: CanvasFillRule =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun resetClip(): Unit\r\n    fun isPointInPath(x: Double, y: Double, fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun isPointInPath(path: Path2D, x: Double, y: Double, fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun isPointInStroke(x: Double, y: Double): Boolean\r\n    fun

isPointInStroke(path: Path2D, x: Double, y: Double): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasUserInterface {\r\n    fun drawFocusIfNeeded(element: Element): Unit\r\n    fun drawFocusIfNeeded(path:

Path2D, element: Element): Unit\r\n    fun scrollPathIntoView(): Unit\r\n    fun scrollPathIntoView(path: Path2D):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasText {\r\n    fun fillText(text: String, x: Double, y: Double,

maxWidth: Double = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun strokeText(text: String, x: Double, y: Double, maxWidth:

Double = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun measureText(text: String): TextMetrics\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface CanvasDrawImage {\r\n    fun drawImage(image: dynamic, dx: Double, dy: Double): Unit\r\n    fun

drawImage(image: dynamic, dx: Double, dy: Double, dw: Double, dh: Double): Unit\r\n    fun drawImage(image:
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dynamic, sx: Double, sy: Double, sw: Double, sh: Double, dx: Double, dy: Double, dw: Double, dh: Double):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasHitRegion {\r\n    fun addHitRegion(options: HitRegionOptions =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun removeHitRegion(id: String): Unit\r\n    fun clearHitRegions():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasImageData {\r\n    fun createImageData(sw: Double, sh: Double):

ImageData\r\n    fun createImageData(imagedata: ImageData): ImageData\r\n    fun getImageData(sx: Double, sy:

Double, sw: Double, sh: Double): ImageData\r\n    fun putImageData(imagedata: ImageData, dx: Double, dy:

Double): Unit\r\n    fun putImageData(imagedata: ImageData, dx: Double, dy: Double, dirtyX: Double, dirtyY:

Double, dirtyWidth: Double, dirtyHeight: Double): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasPathDrawingStyles {\r\n    var lineWidth: Double\r\n    var lineCap: CanvasLineCap\r\n    var lineJoin:

CanvasLineJoin\r\n    var miterLimit: Double\r\n    var lineDashOffset: Double\r\n    fun setLineDash(segments:

Array<Double>): Unit\r\n    fun getLineDash(): Array<Double>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasTextDrawingStyles {\r\n    var font: String\r\n    var textAlign: CanvasTextAlign\r\n    var textBaseline:

CanvasTextBaseline\r\n    var direction: CanvasDirection\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasPath {\r\n    fun

closePath(): Unit\r\n    fun moveTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun lineTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n

fun quadraticCurveTo(cpx: Double, cpy: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun bezierCurveTo(cp1x:

Double, cp1y: Double, cp2x: Double, cp2y: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1:

Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radius: Double): Unit\r\n    fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2:

Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double): Unit\r\n    fun rect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double,

h: Double): Unit\r\n    fun arc(x: Double, y: Double, radius: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double,

anticlockwise: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun ellipse(x: Double, y: Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY:

Double, rotation: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasGradient](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasGradient) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class CanvasGradient {\r\n    fun addColorStop(offset: Double, color: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasPattern](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasPattern) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CanvasPattern {\r\n    fun setTransform(transform: dynamic = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextMetrics](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextMetrics) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class TextMetrics {\r\n    open val width: Double\r\n    open val actualBoundingBoxLeft: Double\r\n    open

val actualBoundingBoxRight: Double\r\n    open val fontBoundingBoxAscent: Double\r\n    open val

fontBoundingBoxDescent: Double\r\n    open val actualBoundingBoxAscent: Double\r\n    open val

actualBoundingBoxDescent: Double\r\n    open val emHeightAscent: Double\r\n    open val emHeightDescent:

Double\r\n    open val hangingBaseline: Double\r\n    open val alphabeticBaseline: Double\r\n    open val

ideographicBaseline: Double\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface HitRegionOptions {\r\n    var path: Path2D? /* =

null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var fillRule: CanvasFillRule?

/* = CanvasFillRule.NONZERO */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

var id: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

parentID: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

cursor: String? /* = \"inherit\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

control: Element? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

label: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var role:

String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun HitRegionOptions(path: Path2D? =

null, fillRule: CanvasFillRule? = CanvasFillRule.NONZERO, id: String? = \"\", parentID: String? = null, cursor:

String? = \"inherit\", control: Element? = null, label: String? = null, role: String? = null): HitRegionOptions {\r\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"path\"] = path\r\n    o[\"fillRule\"] = fillRule\r\n    o[\"id\"] = id\r\n    o[\"parentID\"]

= parentID\r\n    o[\"cursor\"] = cursor\r\n    o[\"control\"] = control\r\n    o[\"label\"] = label\r\n    o[\"role\"] =
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role\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageData) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class ImageData : TexImageSource {\r\n    constructor(sw: Int, sh: Int)\r\n    constructor(data: Uint8ClampedArray,

sw: Int, sh: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val width: Int\r\n    open val height: Int\r\n    open val data:

Uint8ClampedArray\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Path2D](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Path2D) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Path2D() : CanvasPath {\r\n    constructor(path: Path2D)\r\n    constructor(paths: Array<Path2D>, fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally)\r\n    constructor(d: String)\r\n    fun addPath(path: Path2D, transform:

dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    override fun closePath(): Unit\r\n    override fun moveTo(x: Double, y:

Double): Unit\r\n    override fun lineTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun quadraticCurveTo(cpx:

Double, cpy: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun bezierCurveTo(cp1x: Double, cp1y: Double,

cp2x: Double, cp2y: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2:

Double, y2: Double, radius: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2:

Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun rect(x: Double, y: Double, w:

Double, h: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun arc(x: Double, y: Double, radius: Double, startAngle: Double,

endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean /* = definedExternally */): Unit\r\n    override fun ellipse(x: Double, y:

Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise:

Boolean /* = definedExternally */): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Touch](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Touch) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Touch {\r\n    open val region: String?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageBitmapRenderingContext](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageBitmapRenderingContext)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class ImageBitmapRenderingContext {\r\n    open val canvas:

HTMLCanvasElement\r\n    fun transferFromImageBitmap(bitmap: ImageBitmap?): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings {\r\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings(alpha: Boolean? = true): ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings {\r\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CustomElementRegistry](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CustomElementRegistry) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CustomElementRegistry {\r\n    fun define(name: String, constructor: () ->

dynamic, options: ElementDefinitionOptions = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun get(name: String): Any?\r\n    fun

whenDefined(name: String): Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ElementDefinitionOptions {\r\n

var extends: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ElementDefinitionOptions(extends:

String? = undefined): ElementDefinitionOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"extends\"] = extends\r\n\r\n

return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ElementContentEditable {\r\n    var contentEditable: String\r\n    val

isContentEditable: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransfer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransfer) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class DataTransfer {\r\n    open var dropEffect: String\r\n    open var effectAllowed: String\r\n    open val

items: DataTransferItemList\r\n    open val types: Array<out String>\r\n    open val files: FileList\r\n    fun

setDragImage(image: Element, x: Int, y: Int): Unit\r\n    fun getData(format: String): String\r\n    fun setData(format:

String, data: String): Unit\r\n    fun clearData(format: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [DataTransferItemList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransferItemList) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class DataTransferItemList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun add(data:

String, type: String): DataTransferItem?\r\n    fun add(data: File): DataTransferItem?\r\n    fun remove(index: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DataTransferItemList.get(index:

Int): DataTransferItem? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransferItem](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransferItem) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class DataTransferItem {\r\n    open val kind: String\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    fun
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getAsString(_callback: ((String) -> Unit)?): Unit\r\n    fun getAsFile(): File?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DragEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DragEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class DragEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: DragEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\r\n

open val dataTransfer: DataTransfer?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface DragEventInit : MouseEventInit {\r\n

var dataTransfer: DataTransfer? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun DragEventInit(dataTransfer:

DataTransfer? = null, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0,

buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false,

altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock:

Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? =

false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): DragEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"dataTransfer\"] = dataTransfer\r\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\r\n    o[\"screenY\"] =

screenY\r\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\r\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\r\n    o[\"button\"] = button\r\n    o[\"buttons\"]

= buttons\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\r\n

  o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\r\n

o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =

modifierFnLock\r\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] =

modifierNumLock\r\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] =

modifierSuper\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] =

modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

abstract class BarProp {\r\n    open val visible: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[History](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/History) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

History {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open var scrollRestoration: ScrollRestoration\r\n    open val state: Any?\r\n

 fun go(delta: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun back(): Unit\r\n    fun forward(): Unit\r\n    fun pushState(data:

Any?, title: String, url: String? = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun replaceState(data: Any?, title: String, url: String?

= definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Location](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Location) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class Location {\r\n    open var href: String\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    open var protocol: String\r\n    open

var host: String\r\n    open var hostname: String\r\n    open var port: String\r\n    open var pathname: String\r\n

open var search: String\r\n    open var hash: String\r\n    open val ancestorOrigins: Array<out String>\r\n    fun

assign(url: String): Unit\r\n    fun replace(url: String): Unit\r\n    fun reload(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [PopStateEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PopStateEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class PopStateEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PopStateEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\r\n    open val state: Any?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface PopStateEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var state:

Any? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun PopStateEventInit(state: Any? = null,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): PopStateEventInit {\r\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"state\"] = state\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HashChangeEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HashChangeEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class HashChangeEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: HashChangeEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\r\n    open val oldURL: String\r\n    open val newURL: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

HashChangeEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var oldURL: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var newURL: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun
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HashChangeEventInit(oldURL: String? = \"\", newURL: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): HashChangeEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"oldURL\"] = oldURL\r\n    o[\"newURL\"] = newURL\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PageTransitionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PageTransitionEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class PageTransitionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PageTransitionEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val persisted: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

PageTransitionEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var persisted: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

      set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

PageTransitionEventInit(persisted: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): PageTransitionEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"persisted\"] =

persisted\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[BeforeUnloadEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/BeforeUnloadEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class BeforeUnloadEvent : Event {\r\n    var returnValue: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract

class ApplicationCache : EventTarget {\r\n    open val status: Short\r\n    open var onchecking: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onnoupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var ondownloading: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var onupdateready: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var oncached: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onobsolete: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun update(): Unit\r\n    fun abort(): Unit\r\n    fun swapCache(): Unit\r\n\r\n

  companion object {\r\n        val UNCACHED: Short\r\n        val IDLE: Short\r\n        val CHECKING: Short\r\n

 val DOWNLOADING: Short\r\n        val UPDATEREADY: Short\r\n        val OBSOLETE: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorOnLine](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorOnLine) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface NavigatorOnLine {\r\n    val onLine: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ErrorEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ErrorEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class ErrorEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ErrorEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val message:

String\r\n    open val filename: String\r\n    open val lineno: Int\r\n    open val colno: Int\r\n    open val error:

Any?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ErrorEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var message: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var filename: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var lineno: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var colno: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var error: Any? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ErrorEventInit(message: String? = \"\", filename: String? = \"\", lineno: Int? = 0, colno: Int? = 0, error: Any? = null,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ErrorEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"message\"] = message\r\n    o[\"filename\"] = filename\r\n    o[\"lineno\"] = lineno\r\n

o[\"colno\"] = colno\r\n    o[\"error\"] = error\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PromiseRejectionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PromiseRejectionEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class PromiseRejectionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PromiseRejectionEventInit) :

Event {\r\n    open val promise: Promise<Any?>\r\n    open val reason: Any?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

PromiseRejectionEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var promise: Promise<Any?>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var reason: Any?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun PromiseRejectionEventInit(promise:

Promise<Any?>?, reason: Any? = undefined, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): PromiseRejectionEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"promise\"] = promise\r\n

o[\"reason\"] = reason\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =
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composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[GlobalEventHandlers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/GlobalEventHandlers) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface GlobalEventHandlers {\r\n    var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerup: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onblur: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncanplay: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncontextmenu:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncuechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var ondrag: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

ondragenter: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragleave:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragstart: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int,

Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onfocus: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oninput: ((InputEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

var onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpause:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onreset: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    var onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onseeked:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onselect: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onsubmit: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onwaiting: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowEventHandlers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowEventHandlers) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface WindowEventHandlers {\r\n    var onafterprint: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onbeforeprint: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onbeforeunload: ((BeforeUnloadEvent) -> String?)?\r\n    var

onhashchange: ((HashChangeEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onlanguagechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onoffline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ononline: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpagehide: ((PageTransitionEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpageshow:

((PageTransitionEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpopstate: ((PopStateEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onrejectionhandled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onstorage: ((StorageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onunhandledrejection: ((PromiseRejectionEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onunload: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface DocumentAndElementEventHandlers {\r\n    var oncopy:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpaste:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope {\r\n    val caches: CacheStorage\r\n
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val origin: String\r\n    fun fetch(input: dynamic, init: RequestInit = definedExternally): Promise<Response>\r\n

fun btoa(data: String): String\r\n    fun atob(data: String): String\r\n    fun setTimeout(handler: dynamic, timeout: Int

= definedExternally, vararg arguments: Any?): Int\r\n    fun clearTimeout(handle: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

 fun setInterval(handler: dynamic, timeout: Int = definedExternally, vararg arguments: Any?): Int\r\n    fun

clearInterval(handle: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun createImageBitmap(image: dynamic, options:

ImageBitmapOptions = definedExternally): Promise<ImageBitmap>\r\n    fun createImageBitmap(image: dynamic,

sx: Int, sy: Int, sw: Int, sh: Int, options: ImageBitmapOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<ImageBitmap>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorID](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorID) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

interface NavigatorID {\r\n    val appCodeName: String\r\n    val appName: String\r\n    val appVersion: String\r\n

val platform: String\r\n    val product: String\r\n    val productSub: String\r\n    val userAgent: String\r\n    val

vendor: String\r\n    val vendorSub: String\r\n    val oscpu: String\r\n    fun taintEnabled():

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorLanguage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorLanguage) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface NavigatorLanguage {\r\n    val language: String\r\n    val languages: Array<out

String>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface NavigatorContentUtils {\r\n    fun registerProtocolHandler(scheme:

String, url: String, title: String): Unit\r\n    fun registerContentHandler(mimeType: String, url: String, title: String):

Unit\r\n    fun isProtocolHandlerRegistered(scheme: String, url: String): String\r\n    fun

isContentHandlerRegistered(mimeType: String, url: String): String\r\n    fun unregisterProtocolHandler(scheme:

String, url: String): Unit\r\n    fun unregisterContentHandler(mimeType: String, url: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface NavigatorCookies {\r\n    val cookieEnabled: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorPlugins](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorPlugins) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface NavigatorPlugins {\r\n    val plugins: PluginArray\r\n    val mimeTypes: MimeTypeArray\r\n

fun javaEnabled(): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PluginArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PluginArray) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class PluginArray : ItemArrayLike<Plugin> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    fun refresh(reload: Boolean

= definedExternally): Unit\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): Plugin?\r\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

Plugin?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun PluginArray.get(index: Int): Plugin? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun PluginArray.get(name: String): Plugin? =

asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MimeTypeArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MimeTypeArray) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class MimeTypeArray : ItemArrayLike<MimeType> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override

fun item(index: Int): MimeType?\r\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

MimeType?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun MimeTypeArray.get(index: Int): MimeType? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun MimeTypeArray.get(name: String):

MimeType? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Plugin](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Plugin) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Plugin : ItemArrayLike<MimeType> {\r\n    open val name: String\r\n    open val description: String\r\n    open val

filename: String\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): MimeType?\r\n    fun

namedItem(name: String): MimeType?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Plugin.get(index:

Int): MimeType? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Plugin.get(name: String):

MimeType? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MimeType](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MimeType) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class MimeType {\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val description: String\r\n    open val suffixes: String\r\n

open val enabledPlugin: Plugin\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageBitmap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageBitmap) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class ImageBitmap : TexImageSource {\r\n    open val width: Int\r\n    open val height: Int\r\n    fun close():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ImageBitmapOptions {\r\n    var imageOrientation: ImageOrientation? /* =
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ImageOrientation.NONE */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

premultiplyAlpha: PremultiplyAlpha? /* = PremultiplyAlpha.DEFAULT */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var colorSpaceConversion: ColorSpaceConversion? /* =

ColorSpaceConversion.DEFAULT */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

var resizeWidth: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var resizeHeight:

Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var resizeQuality: ResizeQuality?

/* = ResizeQuality.LOW */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ImageBitmapOptions(imageOrientation: ImageOrientation? = ImageOrientation.NONE, premultiplyAlpha:

PremultiplyAlpha? = PremultiplyAlpha.DEFAULT, colorSpaceConversion: ColorSpaceConversion? =

ColorSpaceConversion.DEFAULT, resizeWidth: Int? = undefined, resizeHeight: Int? = undefined, resizeQuality:

ResizeQuality? = ResizeQuality.LOW): ImageBitmapOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"imageOrientation\"] = imageOrientation\r\n    o[\"premultiplyAlpha\"] = premultiplyAlpha\r\n

o[\"colorSpaceConversion\"] = colorSpaceConversion\r\n    o[\"resizeWidth\"] = resizeWidth\r\n

o[\"resizeHeight\"] = resizeHeight\r\n    o[\"resizeQuality\"] = resizeQuality\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [MessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessageEvent) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class MessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MessageEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val data: Any?\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    open val lastEventId:

String\r\n    open val source: UnionMessagePortOrWindow?\r\n    open val ports: Array<out MessagePort>\r\n    fun

initMessageEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean, data: Any?, origin: String, lastEventId:

String, source: UnionMessagePortOrWindow?, ports: Array<MessagePort>): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface MessageEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var data: Any? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var lastEventId: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var source: UnionMessagePortOrWindow? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>? /* = arrayOf() */\r\n

     get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun MessageEventInit(data: Any? = null, origin: String? = \"\", lastEventId: String? = \"\", source:

UnionMessagePortOrWindow? = null, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = arrayOf(), bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MessageEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"data\"] = data\r\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\r\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\r\n    o[\"source\"] = source\r\n

o[\"ports\"] = ports\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventSource](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventSource) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class EventSource(url: String, eventSourceInitDict: EventSourceInit = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\r\n    open

val url: String\r\n    open val withCredentials: Boolean\r\n    open val readyState: Short\r\n    var onopen: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun

close(): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val CONNECTING: Short\r\n        val OPEN: Short\r\n        val

CLOSED: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface EventSourceInit {\r\n    var withCredentials: Boolean?

/* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun EventSourceInit(withCredentials:

Boolean? = false): EventSourceInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"withCredentials\"] =

withCredentials\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebSocket](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebSocket) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class WebSocket(url: String, protocols: dynamic = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\r\n    open val url: String\r\n

open val readyState: Short\r\n    open val bufferedAmount: Int\r\n    var onopen: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val extensions: String\r\n    open

val protocol: String\r\n    var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var binaryType: BinaryType\r\n    fun
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close(code: Short = definedExternally, reason: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun send(data: String):

Unit\r\n    fun send(data: Blob): Unit\r\n    fun send(data: ArrayBuffer): Unit\r\n    fun send(data: ArrayBufferView):

Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val CONNECTING: Short\r\n        val OPEN: Short\r\n        val

CLOSING: Short\r\n        val CLOSED: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CloseEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CloseEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class CloseEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CloseEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val wasClean:

Boolean\r\n    open val code: Short\r\n    open val reason: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CloseEventInit :

EventInit {\r\n    var wasClean: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var code: Short? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var reason: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CloseEventInit(wasClean: Boolean? =

false, code: Short? = 0, reason: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): CloseEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"wasClean\"] = wasClean\r\n    o[\"code\"]

= code\r\n    o[\"reason\"] = reason\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MessageChannel](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessageChannel) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class MessageChannel {\r\n    open val port1: MessagePort\r\n    open val port2:

MessagePort\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MessagePort](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessagePort) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class MessagePort : EventTarget, UnionMessagePortOrWindow, UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker,

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n    open var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun

postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun start(): Unit\r\n    fun

close(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[BroadcastChannel](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/BroadcastChannel) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class BroadcastChannel(name: String) : EventTarget {\r\n    open val name: String\r\n    var

onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?): Unit\r\n    fun close():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerGlobalScope) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WorkerGlobalScope : EventTarget, WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope,

GlobalPerformance {\r\n    open val self: WorkerGlobalScope\r\n    open val location: WorkerLocation\r\n    open

val navigator: WorkerNavigator\r\n    open var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open

var onlanguagechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onoffline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

ononline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onrejectionhandled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onunhandledrejection: ((PromiseRejectionEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun importScripts(vararg urls: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\r\n    open var

onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun close(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SharedWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SharedWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SharedWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\r\n    open val

name: String\r\n    open val applicationCache: ApplicationCache\r\n    open var onconnect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    fun close(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AbstractWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AbstractWorker) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface AbstractWorker {\r\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Worker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Worker) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Worker(scriptURL: String, options: WorkerOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget, AbstractWorker

{\r\n    var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun
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terminate(): Unit\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface WorkerOptions {\r\n    var type: WorkerType? /* = WorkerType.CLASSIC

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var credentials:

RequestCredentials? /* = RequestCredentials.OMIT */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun WorkerOptions(type: WorkerType? =

WorkerType.CLASSIC, credentials: RequestCredentials? = RequestCredentials.OMIT): WorkerOptions {\r\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"type\"] = type\r\n    o[\"credentials\"] = credentials\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [SharedWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SharedWorker) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class SharedWorker(scriptURL: String, name: String = definedExternally,

options: WorkerOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget, AbstractWorker {\r\n    open val port: MessagePort\r\n

 override var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorConcurrentHardware](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorConcurrentHardware) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\r\n    val hardwareConcurrency:

Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WorkerNavigator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerNavigator) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class WorkerNavigator : NavigatorID, NavigatorLanguage, NavigatorOnLine,

NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\r\n    open val serviceWorker: ServiceWorkerContainer\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [WorkerLocation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerLocation) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class WorkerLocation {\r\n    open var href: String\r\n    open val origin:

String\r\n    open val protocol: String\r\n    open val host: String\r\n    open val hostname: String\r\n    open val port:

String\r\n    open val pathname: String\r\n    open val search: String\r\n    open val hash: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [Storage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Storage) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class Storage {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun key(index: Int): String?\r\n    fun getItem(key:

String): String?\r\n    fun setItem(key: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun removeItem(key: String): Unit\r\n    fun

clear(): Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Storage.get(key: String): String? =

asDynamic()[key]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Storage.set(key: String, value: String): Unit {

asDynamic()[key] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowSessionStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowSessionStorage) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface WindowSessionStorage {\r\n    val sessionStorage: Storage\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowLocalStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowLocalStorage) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface WindowLocalStorage {\r\n    val localStorage: Storage\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [StorageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StorageEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class StorageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: StorageEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\r\n    open val key: String?\r\n    open val oldValue: String?\r\n    open val newValue: String?\r\n    open val

url: String\r\n    open val storageArea: Storage?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface StorageEventInit : EventInit

{\r\n    var key: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

oldValue: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

newValue: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var url:

String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var storageArea:

Storage? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun StorageEventInit(key: String? = null,

oldValue: String? = null, newValue: String? = null, url: String? = \"\", storageArea: Storage? = null, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): StorageEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"key\"] = key\r\n    o[\"oldValue\"] = oldValue\r\n    o[\"newValue\"] = newValue\r\n

o[\"url\"] = url\r\n    o[\"storageArea\"] = storageArea\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class

HTMLAppletElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var alt: String\r\n    open var
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archive: String\r\n    open var code: String\r\n    open var codeBase: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n    open

var hspace: Int\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var _object: String\r\n    open var vspace: Int\r\n    open var

width: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMarqueeElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMarqueeElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMarqueeElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var behavior: String\r\n

open var bgColor: String\r\n    open var direction: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n    open var hspace: Int\r\n

open var loop: Int\r\n    open var scrollAmount: Int\r\n    open var scrollDelay: Int\r\n    open var trueSpeed:

Boolean\r\n    open var vspace: Int\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var onbounce: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var onfinish: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun start(): Unit\r\n

fun stop(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFrameSetElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFrameSetElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFrameSetElement : HTMLElement, WindowEventHandlers {\r\n    open

var cols: String\r\n    open var rows: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFrameElement :

HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var scrolling: String\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open

var frameBorder: String\r\n    open var longDesc: String\r\n    open var noResize: Boolean\r\n    open val

contentDocument: Document?\r\n    open val contentWindow: Window?\r\n    open var marginHeight: String\r\n

open var marginWidth: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDirectoryElement : HTMLElement

{\r\n    open var compact: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFontElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFontElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLFontElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var color: String\r\n    open var face:

String\r\n    open var size: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface External {\r\n    fun AddSearchProvider():

Unit\r\n    fun IsSearchProviderInstalled(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface EventInit {\r\n    var bubbles:

Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var cancelable:

Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var composed:

Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun EventInit(bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): EventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CustomEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CustomEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class CustomEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CustomEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val

detail: Any?\r\n    fun initCustomEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean, detail: Any?):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CustomEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var detail: Any? /* = null */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun CustomEventInit(detail: Any? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): CustomEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface EventListenerOptions {\r\n    var capture: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

EventListenerOptions(capture: Boolean? = false): EventListenerOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"capture\"] = capture\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface AddEventListenerOptions :

EventListenerOptions {\r\n    var passive: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\r\n    var once: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun AddEventListenerOptions(passive:

Boolean? = false, once: Boolean? = false, capture: Boolean? = false): AddEventListenerOptions {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"passive\"] = passive\r\n    o[\"once\"] = once\r\n    o[\"capture\"] = capture\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface NonElementParentNode {\r\n    fun getElementById(elementId: String):

Element?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[DocumentOrShadowRoot](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentOrShadowRoot) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface DocumentOrShadowRoot {\r\n    val fullscreenElement: Element?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [ParentNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ParentNode) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface ParentNode {\r\n    val children: HTMLCollection\r\n    val firstElementChild:

Element?\r\n    val lastElementChild: Element?\r\n    val childElementCount: Int\r\n    fun prepend(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun querySelector(selectors: String):

Element?\r\n    fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NonDocumentTypeChildNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NonDocumentTypeChildNode) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface NonDocumentTypeChildNode {\r\n    val previousElementSibling:

Element?\r\n    val nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ChildNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ChildNode) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

ChildNode {\r\n    fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun

replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun remove(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Slotable](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Slotable) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

Slotable {\r\n    val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class NodeList : ItemArrayLike<Node> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int):

Node?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun NodeList.get(index: Int): Node? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLCollection) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLCollection : UnionElementOrHTMLCollection, ItemArrayLike<Element> {\r\n

override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): Element?\r\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

Element?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLCollection.get(index: Int): Element? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLCollection.get(name: String):

Element? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationObserver](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationObserver) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class MutationObserver(callback: (Array<MutationRecord>, MutationObserver) -> Unit) {\r\n    fun

observe(target: Node, options: MutationObserverInit = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun disconnect(): Unit\r\n

fun takeRecords(): Array<MutationRecord>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationObserverInit](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationObserverInit) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface MutationObserverInit {\r\n    var childList: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var attributes: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var characterData: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var subtree: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var attributeOldValue: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var characterDataOldValue: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var attributeFilter: Array<String>?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MutationObserverInit(childList: Boolean? = false, attributes: Boolean? = undefined, characterData: Boolean? =

undefined, subtree: Boolean? = false, attributeOldValue: Boolean? = undefined, characterDataOldValue: Boolean? =

undefined, attributeFilter: Array<String>? = undefined): MutationObserverInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"childList\"] = childList\r\n    o[\"attributes\"] = attributes\r\n    o[\"characterData\"] = characterData\r\n

o[\"subtree\"] = subtree\r\n    o[\"attributeOldValue\"] = attributeOldValue\r\n    o[\"characterDataOldValue\"] =

characterDataOldValue\r\n    o[\"attributeFilter\"] = attributeFilter\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [MutationRecord](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationRecord) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class MutationRecord {\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val target: Node\r\n

open val addedNodes: NodeList\r\n    open val removedNodes: NodeList\r\n    open val previousSibling: Node?\r\n

open val nextSibling: Node?\r\n    open val attributeName: String?\r\n    open val attributeNamespace: String?\r\n
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open val oldValue: String?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Node](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Node) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class Node

: EventTarget {\r\n    open val nodeType: Short\r\n    open val nodeName: String\r\n    open val baseURI: String\r\n

open val isConnected: Boolean\r\n    open val ownerDocument: Document?\r\n    open val parentNode: Node?\r\n

open val parentElement: Element?\r\n    open val childNodes: NodeList\r\n    open val firstChild: Node?\r\n    open

val lastChild: Node?\r\n    open val previousSibling: Node?\r\n    open val nextSibling: Node?\r\n    open var

nodeValue: String?\r\n    open var textContent: String?\r\n    fun getRootNode(options: GetRootNodeOptions =

definedExternally): Node\r\n    fun hasChildNodes(): Boolean\r\n    fun normalize(): Unit\r\n    fun cloneNode(deep:

Boolean = definedExternally): Node\r\n    fun isEqualNode(otherNode: Node?): Boolean\r\n    fun

isSameNode(otherNode: Node?): Boolean\r\n    fun compareDocumentPosition(other: Node): Short\r\n    fun

contains(other: Node?): Boolean\r\n    fun lookupPrefix(namespace: String?): String?\r\n    fun

lookupNamespaceURI(prefix: String?): String?\r\n    fun isDefaultNamespace(namespace: String?): Boolean\r\n

fun insertBefore(node: Node, child: Node?): Node\r\n    fun appendChild(node: Node): Node\r\n    fun

replaceChild(node: Node, child: Node): Node\r\n    fun removeChild(child: Node): Node\r\n\r\n    companion object

{\r\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\r\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\r\n        val TEXT_NODE:

Short\r\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\r\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\r\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\r\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\r\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE:

Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\r\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\r\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING:

Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\r\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY:

Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface GetRootNodeOptions {\r\n    var composed: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

GetRootNodeOptions(composed: Boolean? = false): GetRootNodeOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLDocument](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLDocument) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class XMLDocument : Document {\r\n    override fun getElementById(elementId: String):

Element?\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun append(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override fun

querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* =

definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from:

dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun

convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ElementCreationOptions {\r\n    @JsName(\"is\") var is_: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ElementCreationOptions(is_: String? = undefined): ElementCreationOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"is\"] = is_\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMImplementation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMImplementation) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class DOMImplementation {\r\n    fun createDocumentType(qualifiedName: String,

publicId: String, systemId: String): DocumentType\r\n    fun createDocument(namespace: String?, qualifiedName:

String, doctype: DocumentType? = definedExternally): XMLDocument\r\n    fun createHTMLDocument(title:

String = definedExternally): Document\r\n    fun hasFeature(): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DocumentType](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentType) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class DocumentType : Node, ChildNode {\r\n    open val name: String\r\n    open val publicId: String\r\n
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open val systemId: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DocumentFragment](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentFragment) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class DocumentFragment : Node, NonElementParentNode, ParentNode {\r\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\r\n

override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    override fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\r\n    override

fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun

querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String):

NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ShadowRoot](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ShadowRoot) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class ShadowRoot : DocumentFragment, DocumentOrShadowRoot {\r\n    open val mode: ShadowRootMode\r\n

open val host: Element\r\n    override val fullscreenElement: Element?\r\n    override fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n

override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Element](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Element) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Element : Node, ParentNode, NonDocumentTypeChildNode, ChildNode, Slotable, GeometryUtils,

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction, UnionElementOrHTMLCollection, UnionElementOrRadioNodeList,

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\r\n    open var innerHTML: String\r\n    open var outerHTML: String\r\n    open val

namespaceURI: String?\r\n    open val prefix: String?\r\n    open val localName: String\r\n    open val tagName:

String\r\n    open var id: String\r\n    open var className: String\r\n    open val classList: DOMTokenList\r\n    open

var slot: String\r\n    open val attributes: NamedNodeMap\r\n    open val shadowRoot: ShadowRoot?\r\n    open var

scrollTop: Double\r\n    open var scrollLeft: Double\r\n    open val scrollWidth: Int\r\n    open val scrollHeight:

Int\r\n    open val clientTop: Int\r\n    open val clientLeft: Int\r\n    open val clientWidth: Int\r\n    open val

clientHeight: Int\r\n    fun requestFullscreen(): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun setPointerCapture(pointerId: Int): Unit\r\n

fun releasePointerCapture(pointerId: Int): Unit\r\n    fun hasPointerCapture(pointerId: Int): Boolean\r\n    fun

insertAdjacentHTML(position: String, text: String): Unit\r\n    fun hasAttributes(): Boolean\r\n    fun

getAttributeNames(): Array<String>\r\n    fun getAttribute(qualifiedName: String): String?\r\n    fun

getAttributeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): String?\r\n    fun setAttribute(qualifiedName: String, value:

String): Unit\r\n    fun setAttributeNS(namespace: String?, qualifiedName: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun

removeAttribute(qualifiedName: String): Unit\r\n    fun removeAttributeNS(namespace: String?, localName:

String): Unit\r\n    fun hasAttribute(qualifiedName: String): Boolean\r\n    fun hasAttributeNS(namespace: String?,

localName: String): Boolean\r\n    fun getAttributeNode(qualifiedName: String): Attr?\r\n    fun

getAttributeNodeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr?\r\n    fun setAttributeNode(attr: Attr): Attr?\r\n

fun setAttributeNodeNS(attr: Attr): Attr?\r\n    fun removeAttributeNode(attr: Attr): Attr\r\n    fun

attachShadow(init: ShadowRootInit): ShadowRoot\r\n    fun closest(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    fun

matches(selectors: String): Boolean\r\n    fun webkitMatchesSelector(selectors: String): Boolean\r\n    fun

getElementsByTagName(qualifiedName: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun

getElementsByTagNameNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun

getElementsByClassName(classNames: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun insertAdjacentElement(where: String,

element: Element): Element?\r\n    fun insertAdjacentText(where: String, data: String): Unit\r\n    fun

getClientRects(): Array<DOMRect>\r\n    fun getBoundingClientRect(): DOMRect\r\n    fun scrollIntoView():

Unit\r\n    fun scrollIntoView(arg: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun scroll(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun scroll(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun scrollTo(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun scrollTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun scrollBy(options: ScrollToOptions =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun scrollBy(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ShadowRootInit {\r\n    var mode: ShadowRootMode?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ShadowRootInit(mode:

ShadowRootMode?): ShadowRootInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"mode\"] = mode\r\n\r\n    return
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o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NamedNodeMap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NamedNodeMap) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class NamedNodeMap : ItemArrayLike<Attr> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun

item(index: Int): Attr?\r\n    fun getNamedItem(qualifiedName: String): Attr?\r\n    fun

getNamedItemNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr?\r\n    fun setNamedItem(attr: Attr): Attr?\r\n    fun

setNamedItemNS(attr: Attr): Attr?\r\n    fun removeNamedItem(qualifiedName: String): Attr\r\n    fun

removeNamedItemNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun NamedNodeMap.get(index: Int): Attr? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun NamedNodeMap.get(qualifiedName: String): Attr? = asDynamic()[qualifiedName]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [Attr](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Attr) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class Attr : Node {\r\n    open val namespaceURI: String?\r\n    open val prefix: String?\r\n    open

val localName: String\r\n    open val name: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open val ownerElement:

Element?\r\n    open val specified: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CharacterData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CharacterData) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CharacterData : Node, NonDocumentTypeChildNode, ChildNode {\r\n    open var data: String\r\n

open val length: Int\r\n    fun substringData(offset: Int, count: Int): String\r\n    fun appendData(data: String):

Unit\r\n    fun insertData(offset: Int, data: String): Unit\r\n    fun deleteData(offset: Int, count: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

replaceData(offset: Int, count: Int, data: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Text](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Text) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class Text(data:

String = definedExternally) : CharacterData, Slotable, GeometryUtils {\r\n    open val wholeText: String\r\n

override val previousElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val

assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n    fun splitText(offset: Int): Text\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* =

definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from:

dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun

convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CDATASection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CDATASection) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class CDATASection : Text {\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n

 override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ProcessingInstruction](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ProcessingInstruction) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class ProcessingInstruction : CharacterData, LinkStyle,

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction {\r\n    open val target: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Comment](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Comment) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Comment(data: String = definedExternally) : CharacterData {\r\n    override val previousElementSibling:

Element?\r\n    override val nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic):

Unit\r\n    override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic):

Unit\r\n    override fun remove(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Range](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Range) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class Range

{\r\n    open val startContainer: Node\r\n    open val startOffset: Int\r\n    open val endContainer: Node\r\n    open val
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endOffset: Int\r\n    open val collapsed: Boolean\r\n    open val commonAncestorContainer: Node\r\n    fun

createContextualFragment(fragment: String): DocumentFragment\r\n    fun setStart(node: Node, offset: Int): Unit\r\n

  fun setEnd(node: Node, offset: Int): Unit\r\n    fun setStartBefore(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun setStartAfter(node:

Node): Unit\r\n    fun setEndBefore(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun setEndAfter(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun

collapse(toStart: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun selectNode(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun

selectNodeContents(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun compareBoundaryPoints(how: Short, sourceRange: Range):

Short\r\n    fun deleteContents(): Unit\r\n    fun extractContents(): DocumentFragment\r\n    fun cloneContents():

DocumentFragment\r\n    fun insertNode(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun surroundContents(newParent: Node): Unit\r\n

 fun cloneRange(): Range\r\n    fun detach(): Unit\r\n    fun isPointInRange(node: Node, offset: Int): Boolean\r\n

fun comparePoint(node: Node, offset: Int): Short\r\n    fun intersectsNode(node: Node): Boolean\r\n    fun

getClientRects(): Array<DOMRect>\r\n    fun getBoundingClientRect(): DOMRect\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

     val START_TO_START: Short\r\n        val START_TO_END: Short\r\n        val END_TO_END: Short\r\n

val END_TO_START: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeIterator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeIterator) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class NodeIterator {\r\n    open val root: Node\r\n    open val referenceNode: Node\r\n    open val

pointerBeforeReferenceNode: Boolean\r\n    open val whatToShow: Int\r\n    open val filter: NodeFilter?\r\n    fun

nextNode(): Node?\r\n    fun previousNode(): Node?\r\n    fun detach(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [TreeWalker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TreeWalker) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class TreeWalker {\r\n    open val root: Node\r\n    open val whatToShow: Int\r\n    open val filter:

NodeFilter?\r\n    open var currentNode: Node\r\n    fun parentNode(): Node?\r\n    fun firstChild(): Node?\r\n    fun

lastChild(): Node?\r\n    fun previousSibling(): Node?\r\n    fun nextSibling(): Node?\r\n    fun previousNode():

Node?\r\n    fun nextNode(): Node?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeFilter](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeFilter) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

NodeFilter {\r\n    fun acceptNode(node: Node): Short\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val FILTER_ACCEPT:

Short\r\n        val FILTER_REJECT: Short\r\n        val FILTER_SKIP: Short\r\n        val SHOW_ALL: Int\r\n

val SHOW_ELEMENT: Int\r\n        val SHOW_ATTRIBUTE: Int\r\n        val SHOW_TEXT: Int\r\n        val

SHOW_CDATA_SECTION: Int\r\n        val SHOW_ENTITY_REFERENCE: Int\r\n        val SHOW_ENTITY:

Int\r\n        val SHOW_PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION: Int\r\n        val SHOW_COMMENT: Int\r\n        val

SHOW_DOCUMENT: Int\r\n        val SHOW_DOCUMENT_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

SHOW_DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT: Int\r\n        val SHOW_NOTATION: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [DOMTokenList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMTokenList) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class DOMTokenList : ItemArrayLike<String> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n

open var value: String\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): String?\r\n    fun contains(token: String): Boolean\r\n

fun add(vararg tokens: String): Unit\r\n    fun remove(vararg tokens: String): Unit\r\n    fun toggle(token: String,

force: Boolean = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun replace(token: String, newToken: String): Unit\r\n    fun

supports(token: String): Boolean\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DOMTokenList.get(index:

Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPointReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPointReadOnly) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class DOMPointReadOnly(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, w: Double) {\r\n    open val

x: Double\r\n    open val y: Double\r\n    open val z: Double\r\n    open val w: Double\r\n    fun

matrixTransform(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPoint](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPoint) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class DOMPoint : DOMPointReadOnly {\r\n    constructor(point: DOMPointInit)\r\n    constructor(x: Double =

definedExternally, y: Double = definedExternally, z: Double = definedExternally, w: Double =

definedExternally)\r\n    override var x: Double\r\n    override var y: Double\r\n    override var z: Double\r\n

override var w: Double\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPointInit](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPointInit) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

interface DOMPointInit {\r\n    var x: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\r\n    var y: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var z: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var w: Double? /* = 1.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun DOMPointInit(x: Double? = 0.0, y:

Double? = 0.0, z: Double? = 0.0, w: Double? = 1.0): DOMPointInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"x\"] =

x\r\n    o[\"y\"] = y\r\n    o[\"z\"] = z\r\n    o[\"w\"] = w\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMRect](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMRect) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class DOMRect(x: Double = definedExternally, y: Double = definedExternally, width: Double = definedExternally,

height: Double = definedExternally) : DOMRectReadOnly {\r\n    override var x: Double\r\n    override var y:

Double\r\n    override var width: Double\r\n    override var height: Double\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DOMRectReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMRectReadOnly) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class DOMRectReadOnly(x: Double, y: Double, width: Double, height: Double) {\r\n

open val x: Double\r\n    open val y: Double\r\n    open val width: Double\r\n    open val height: Double\r\n    open

val top: Double\r\n    open val right: Double\r\n    open val bottom: Double\r\n    open val left:

Double\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface DOMRectInit {\r\n    var x: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var y: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var width: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

DOMRectInit(x: Double? = 0.0, y: Double? = 0.0, width: Double? = 0.0, height: Double? = 0.0): DOMRectInit {\r\n

  val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"x\"] = x\r\n    o[\"y\"] = y\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] =

height\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface DOMRectList : ItemArrayLike<DOMRect> {\r\n

override fun item(index: Int): DOMRect?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

DOMRectList.get(index: Int): DOMRect? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMQuad](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMQuad) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class DOMQuad {\r\n    constructor(p1: DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p2: DOMPointInit = definedExternally,

p3: DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p4: DOMPointInit = definedExternally)\r\n    constructor(rect:

DOMRectInit)\r\n    open val p1: DOMPoint\r\n    open val p2: DOMPoint\r\n    open val p3: DOMPoint\r\n    open

val p4: DOMPoint\r\n    open val bounds: DOMRectReadOnly\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMMatrixReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMMatrixReadOnly) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class DOMMatrixReadOnly(numberSequence: Array<Double>) {\r\n    open val a:

Double\r\n    open val b: Double\r\n    open val c: Double\r\n    open val d: Double\r\n    open val e: Double\r\n

open val f: Double\r\n    open val m11: Double\r\n    open val m12: Double\r\n    open val m13: Double\r\n    open

val m14: Double\r\n    open val m21: Double\r\n    open val m22: Double\r\n    open val m23: Double\r\n    open val

m24: Double\r\n    open val m31: Double\r\n    open val m32: Double\r\n    open val m33: Double\r\n    open val

m34: Double\r\n    open val m41: Double\r\n    open val m42: Double\r\n    open val m43: Double\r\n    open val

m44: Double\r\n    open val is2D: Boolean\r\n    open val isIdentity: Boolean\r\n    fun translate(tx: Double, ty:

Double, tz: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scale(scale: Double, originX: Double =

definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scale3d(scale: Double, originX:

Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ: Double = definedExternally):

DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scaleNonUniform(scaleX: Double, scaleY: Double = definedExternally, scaleZ: Double =

definedExternally, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ: Double =

definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun rotate(angle: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY:

Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun rotateFromVector(x: Double, y: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun

rotateAxisAngle(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, angle: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun skewX(sx: Double):

DOMMatrix\r\n    fun skewY(sy: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun multiply(other: DOMMatrix): DOMMatrix\r\n

fun flipX(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun flipY(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun inverse(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun

transformPoint(point: DOMPointInit = definedExternally): DOMPoint\r\n    fun toFloat32Array(): Float32Array\r\n
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 fun toFloat64Array(): Float64Array\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMMatrix](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMMatrix) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class DOMMatrix() : DOMMatrixReadOnly {\r\n    constructor(transformList: String)\r\n    constructor(other:

DOMMatrixReadOnly)\r\n    constructor(array32: Float32Array)\r\n    constructor(array64: Float64Array)\r\n

constructor(numberSequence: Array<Double>)\r\n    override var a: Double\r\n    override var b: Double\r\n

override var c: Double\r\n    override var d: Double\r\n    override var e: Double\r\n    override var f: Double\r\n

override var m11: Double\r\n    override var m12: Double\r\n    override var m13: Double\r\n    override var m14:

Double\r\n    override var m21: Double\r\n    override var m22: Double\r\n    override var m23: Double\r\n

override var m24: Double\r\n    override var m31: Double\r\n    override var m32: Double\r\n    override var m33:

Double\r\n    override var m34: Double\r\n    override var m41: Double\r\n    override var m42: Double\r\n

override var m43: Double\r\n    override var m44: Double\r\n    fun multiplySelf(other: DOMMatrix):

DOMMatrix\r\n    fun preMultiplySelf(other: DOMMatrix): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun translateSelf(tx: Double, ty:

Double, tz: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scaleSelf(scale: Double, originX: Double =

definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scale3dSelf(scale: Double, originX:

Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ: Double = definedExternally):

DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scaleNonUniformSelf(scaleX: Double, scaleY: Double = definedExternally, scaleZ: Double =

definedExternally, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ: Double =

definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun rotateSelf(angle: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY:

Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun rotateFromVectorSelf(x: Double, y: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n

fun rotateAxisAngleSelf(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, angle: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun skewXSelf(sx:

Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun skewYSelf(sy: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun invertSelf(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun

setMatrixValue(transformList: String): DOMMatrix\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ScrollOptions {\r\n    var

behavior: ScrollBehavior? /* = ScrollBehavior.AUTO */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ScrollOptions(behavior:

ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO): ScrollOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"behavior\"] =

behavior\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ScrollToOptions](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ScrollToOptions) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface ScrollToOptions : ScrollOptions {\r\n    var left: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var top: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ScrollToOptions(left: Double? =

undefined, top: Double? = undefined, behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO): ScrollToOptions {\r\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"left\"] = left\r\n    o[\"top\"] = top\r\n    o[\"behavior\"] = behavior\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaQueryList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaQueryList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class MediaQueryList : EventTarget {\r\n    open val media: String\r\n    open val matches:

Boolean\r\n    open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun addListener(listener: EventListener?): Unit\r\n

fun addListener(listener: ((Event) -> Unit)?): Unit\r\n    fun removeListener(listener: EventListener?): Unit\r\n    fun

removeListener(listener: ((Event) -> Unit)?): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaQueryListEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaQueryListEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class MediaQueryListEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MediaQueryListEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val media: String\r\n    open val matches: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface MediaQueryListEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var media: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var matches: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MediaQueryListEventInit(media: String? = \"\", matches: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MediaQueryListEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"media\"] = media\r\n    o[\"matches\"] = matches\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[Screen](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Screen) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Screen {\r\n    open val availWidth: Int\r\n    open val availHeight: Int\r\n    open val width: Int\r\n    open val height:

Int\r\n    open val colorDepth: Int\r\n    open val pixelDepth: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CaretPosition](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CaretPosition) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CaretPosition {\r\n    open val offsetNode: Node\r\n    open val offset: Int\r\n    fun getClientRect():

DOMRect?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ScrollIntoViewOptions : ScrollOptions {\r\n    var block:

ScrollLogicalPosition? /* = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\r\n    var inline: ScrollLogicalPosition? /* = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ScrollIntoViewOptions(block: ScrollLogicalPosition? = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER, inline:

ScrollLogicalPosition? = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER, behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO):

ScrollIntoViewOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"block\"] = block\r\n    o[\"inline\"] = inline\r\n

o[\"behavior\"] = behavior\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface BoxQuadOptions {\r\n    var box:

CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var relativeTo: dynamic\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun BoxQuadOptions(box: CSSBoxType?

= CSSBoxType.BORDER, relativeTo: dynamic = undefined): BoxQuadOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"box\"] = box\r\n    o[\"relativeTo\"] = relativeTo\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ConvertCoordinateOptions {\r\n    var fromBox: CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var toBox: CSSBoxType? /* =

CSSBoxType.BORDER */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ConvertCoordinateOptions(fromBox:

CSSBoxType? = CSSBoxType.BORDER, toBox: CSSBoxType? = CSSBoxType.BORDER):

ConvertCoordinateOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"fromBox\"] = fromBox\r\n    o[\"toBox\"] =

toBox\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[GeometryUtils](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/GeometryUtils) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

interface GeometryUtils {\r\n    fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions = definedExternally):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions = definedExternally): DOMQuad\r\n    fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions = definedExternally): DOMQuad\r\n    fun

convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions =

definedExternally): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction

{\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface UnionElementOrHTMLCollection {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

@marker interface UnionElementOrRadioNodeList {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface UnionMessagePortOrWindow

{\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

@marker interface HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface RenderingContext

{\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\r\npublic external interface DocumentReadyState {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.LOADING: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"loading\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\r\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.INTERACTIVE: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"interactive\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\r\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.COMPLETE: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"complete\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface CanPlayTypeResult {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val
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CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.EMPTY: CanPlayTypeResult get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\r\npublic inline val CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.MAYBE:

CanPlayTypeResult get() = \"maybe\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\r\npublic inline val

CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.PROBABLY: CanPlayTypeResult get() =

\"probably\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface TextTrackMode {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.DISABLED: TextTrackMode get() =

\"disabled\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.HIDDEN: TextTrackMode get() =

\"hidden\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.SHOWING: TextTrackMode get() =

\"showing\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface TextTrackKind {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.SUBTITLES: TextTrackKind get() =

\"subtitles\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.CAPTIONS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"captions\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.DESCRIPTIONS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"descriptions\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.CHAPTERS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"chapters\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.METADATA: TextTrackKind get() =

\"metadata\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface SelectionMode {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

SelectionMode.Companion.SELECT: SelectionMode get() =

\"select\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\r\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.START:

SelectionMode get() = \"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\r\npublic inline val

SelectionMode.Companion.END: SelectionMode get() =

\"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\r\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.PRESERVE:

SelectionMode get() = \"preserve\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\r\npublic external interface CanvasFillRule {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasFillRule.Companion.NONZERO: CanvasFillRule get() =

\"nonzero\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasFillRule>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasFillRule.Companion.EVENODD: CanvasFillRule get() =

\"evenodd\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasFillRule>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ImageSmoothingQuality {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.LOW: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"low\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\r\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.MEDIUM: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"medium\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\r\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.HIGH: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"high\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface CanvasLineCap {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasLineCap.Companion.BUTT: CanvasLineCap get() =

\"butt\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasLineCap.Companion.ROUND:

CanvasLineCap get() = \"round\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasLineCap.Companion.SQUARE: CanvasLineCap get() =

\"square\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic
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external interface CanvasLineJoin {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasLineJoin.Companion.ROUND: CanvasLineJoin get() =

\"round\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasLineJoin.Companion.BEVEL:

CanvasLineJoin get() = \"bevel\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasLineJoin.Companion.MITER: CanvasLineJoin get() =

\"miter\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface CanvasTextAlign {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.START: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.END:

CanvasTextAlign get() = \"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.LEFT: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"left\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.RIGHT:

CanvasTextAlign get() = \"right\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.CENTER: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"center\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface CanvasTextBaseline {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.TOP: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"top\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.HANGING: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"hanging\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.MIDDLE: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"middle\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.ALPHABETIC: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"alphabetic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.IDEOGRAPHIC: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"ideographic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.BOTTOM: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"bottom\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface CanvasDirection {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasDirection.Companion.LTR: CanvasDirection get() =

\"ltr\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasDirection.Companion.RTL:

CanvasDirection get() = \"rtl\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasDirection.Companion.INHERIT: CanvasDirection get() =

\"inherit\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface ScrollRestoration {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ScrollRestoration.Companion.AUTO: ScrollRestoration get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollRestoration>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollRestoration.Companion.MANUAL: ScrollRestoration get() =

\"manual\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollRestoration>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ImageOrientation {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ImageOrientation.Companion.NONE: ImageOrientation get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageOrientation>()\r\npublic inline val ImageOrientation.Companion.FLIPY:

ImageOrientation get() = \"flipY\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageOrientation>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\r\npublic external interface PremultiplyAlpha {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.NONE: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\r\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.PREMULTIPLY: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"premultiply\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\r\npublic inline val
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PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.DEFAULT: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ColorSpaceConversion {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ColorSpaceConversion.Companion.NONE: ColorSpaceConversion get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ColorSpaceConversion>()\r\npublic inline val

ColorSpaceConversion.Companion.DEFAULT: ColorSpaceConversion get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ColorSpaceConversion>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ResizeQuality {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ResizeQuality.Companion.PIXELATED: ResizeQuality get() =

\"pixelated\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\r\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.LOW:

ResizeQuality get() = \"low\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\r\npublic inline val

ResizeQuality.Companion.MEDIUM: ResizeQuality get() =

\"medium\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\r\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.HIGH:

ResizeQuality get() = \"high\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\r\npublic external interface BinaryType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

BinaryType.Companion.BLOB: BinaryType get() = \"blob\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<BinaryType>()\r\npublic

inline val BinaryType.Companion.ARRAYBUFFER: BinaryType get() =

\"arraybuffer\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<BinaryType>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface WorkerType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

WorkerType.Companion.CLASSIC: WorkerType get() =

\"classic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<WorkerType>()\r\npublic inline val WorkerType.Companion.MODULE:

WorkerType get() = \"module\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<WorkerType>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\r\npublic external interface ShadowRootMode {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ShadowRootMode.Companion.OPEN: ShadowRootMode get() =

\"open\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ShadowRootMode>()\r\npublic inline val

ShadowRootMode.Companion.CLOSED: ShadowRootMode get() =

\"closed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ShadowRootMode>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ScrollBehavior {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ScrollBehavior.Companion.AUTO: ScrollBehavior get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\r\npublic inline val ScrollBehavior.Companion.INSTANT:

ScrollBehavior get() = \"instant\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollBehavior.Companion.SMOOTH: ScrollBehavior get() =

\"smooth\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface ScrollLogicalPosition {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.START: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.CENTER: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"center\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.END: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.NEAREST: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"nearest\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface CSSBoxType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CSSBoxType.Companion.MARGIN: CSSBoxType get() =

\"margin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\r\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.BORDER:

CSSBoxType get() = \"border\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\r\npublic inline val

CSSBoxType.Companion.PADDING: CSSBoxType get() =

\"padding\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\r\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.CONTENT:
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CSSBoxType get() = \"content\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.fetch\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Headers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Headers) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Headers(init: dynamic = definedExternally) {\r\n    fun append(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun

delete(name: String): Unit\r\n    fun get(name: String): String?\r\n    fun has(name: String): Boolean\r\n    fun

set(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Body](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Body) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface Body {\r\n

  val bodyUsed: Boolean\r\n    fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\r\n    fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\r\n    fun

formData(): Promise<FormData>\r\n    fun json(): Promise<Any?>\r\n    fun text():

Promise<String>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Request](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Request) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Request(input: dynamic, init: RequestInit = definedExternally) : Body {\r\n    open val method: String\r\n    open val

url: String\r\n    open val headers: Headers\r\n    open val type: RequestType\r\n    open val destination:

RequestDestination\r\n    open val referrer: String\r\n    open val referrerPolicy: dynamic\r\n    open val mode:

RequestMode\r\n    open val credentials: RequestCredentials\r\n    open val cache: RequestCache\r\n    open val

redirect: RequestRedirect\r\n    open val integrity: String\r\n    open val keepalive: Boolean\r\n    override val

bodyUsed: Boolean\r\n    fun clone(): Request\r\n    override fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\r\n

override fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\r\n    override fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\r\n    override fun json():

Promise<Any?>\r\n    override fun text(): Promise<String>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface RequestInit {\r\n

var method: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var headers:

dynamic\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var body: dynamic\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var referrer: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var referrerPolicy: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var mode: RequestMode?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var credentials: RequestCredentials?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var cache: RequestCache?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var redirect: RequestRedirect?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var integrity: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var keepalive: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var window: Any?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

RequestInit(method: String? = undefined, headers: dynamic = undefined, body: dynamic = undefined, referrer:

String? = undefined, referrerPolicy: dynamic = undefined, mode: RequestMode? = undefined, credentials:

RequestCredentials? = undefined, cache: RequestCache? = undefined, redirect: RequestRedirect? = undefined,

integrity: String? = undefined, keepalive: Boolean? = undefined, window: Any? = undefined): RequestInit {\r\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"method\"] = method\r\n    o[\"headers\"] = headers\r\n    o[\"body\"] = body\r\n

o[\"referrer\"] = referrer\r\n    o[\"referrerPolicy\"] = referrerPolicy\r\n    o[\"mode\"] = mode\r\n    o[\"credentials\"]

= credentials\r\n    o[\"cache\"] = cache\r\n    o[\"redirect\"] = redirect\r\n    o[\"integrity\"] = integrity\r\n

o[\"keepalive\"] = keepalive\r\n    o[\"window\"] = window\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the
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JavaScript [Response](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Response) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Response(body: dynamic = definedExternally, init: ResponseInit = definedExternally) : Body {\r\n

open val type: ResponseType\r\n    open val url: String\r\n    open val redirected: Boolean\r\n    open val status:

Short\r\n    open val ok: Boolean\r\n    open val statusText: String\r\n    open val headers: Headers\r\n    open val

body: dynamic\r\n    open val trailer: Promise<Headers>\r\n    override val bodyUsed: Boolean\r\n    fun clone():

Response\r\n    override fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\r\n    override fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\r\n

override fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\r\n    override fun json(): Promise<Any?>\r\n    override fun text():

Promise<String>\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        fun error(): Response\r\n        fun redirect(url: String, status:

Short = definedExternally): Response\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ResponseInit {\r\n    var status:

Short? /* = 200 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var statusText:

String? /* = \"OK\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var headers:

dynamic\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ResponseInit(status: Short? = 200,

statusText: String? = \"OK\", headers: dynamic = undefined): ResponseInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"status\"] = status\r\n    o[\"statusText\"] = statusText\r\n    o[\"headers\"] = headers\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic external interface RequestType {\r\n    companion

object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.EMPTY: RequestType get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.AUDIO: RequestType

get() = \"audio\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.FONT:

RequestType get() = \"font\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.IMAGE: RequestType get() =

\"image\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.SCRIPT:

RequestType get() = \"script\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.STYLE: RequestType get() =

\"style\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.TRACK:

RequestType get() = \"track\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.VIDEO: RequestType get() =

\"video\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface RequestDestination {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.EMPTY: RequestDestination get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.DOCUMENT: RequestDestination get() =

\"document\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.EMBED: RequestDestination get() =

\"embed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.FONT: RequestDestination get() =

\"font\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.IMAGE: RequestDestination get() =

\"image\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.MANIFEST: RequestDestination get() =

\"manifest\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.MEDIA: RequestDestination get() =

\"media\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.OBJECT: RequestDestination get() =

\"object\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.REPORT: RequestDestination get() =

\"report\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SCRIPT: RequestDestination get() =
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\"script\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SERVICEWORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"serviceworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SHAREDWORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"sharedworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.STYLE: RequestDestination get() =

\"style\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.WORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"worker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.XSLT: RequestDestination get() =

\"xslt\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface RequestMode {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.NAVIGATE: RequestMode get() =

\"navigate\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.SAME_ORIGIN: RequestMode get() = \"same-

origin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\r\npublic inline val RequestMode.Companion.NO_CORS:

RequestMode get() = \"no-cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.CORS: RequestMode get() = \"cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\r\n\r\n/*

please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic external interface RequestCredentials {\r\n    companion

object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val RequestCredentials.Companion.OMIT: RequestCredentials get() =

\"omit\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCredentials.Companion.SAME_ORIGIN: RequestCredentials get() = \"same-

origin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCredentials.Companion.INCLUDE: RequestCredentials get() =

\"include\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface RequestCache {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.DEFAULT: RequestCache get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.NO_STORE:

RequestCache get() = \"no-store\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.RELOAD: RequestCache get() =

\"reload\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.NO_CACHE:

RequestCache get() = \"no-cache\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.FORCE_CACHE: RequestCache get() = \"force-

cache\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.ONLY_IF_CACHED: RequestCache get() = \"only-if-

cached\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface RequestRedirect {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

RequestRedirect.Companion.FOLLOW: RequestRedirect get() =

\"follow\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\r\npublic inline val RequestRedirect.Companion.ERROR:

RequestRedirect get() = \"error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestRedirect.Companion.MANUAL: RequestRedirect get() =

\"manual\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface ResponseType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.BASIC: ResponseType get() =

\"basic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.CORS:

ResponseType get() = \"cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.DEFAULT: ResponseType get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.ERROR:
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ResponseType get() = \"error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.OPAQUE: ResponseType get() =

\"opaque\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.OPAQUEREDIRECT: ResponseType get() =

\"opaqueredirect\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStream](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStream) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class MediaStream() : EventTarget {\r\n    constructor(stream: MediaStream)\r\n    constructor(tracks:

Array<MediaStreamTrack>)\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    open val active: Boolean\r\n    var onaddtrack:

((MediaStreamTrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onremovetrack: ((MediaStreamTrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

fun getAudioTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\r\n    fun getVideoTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\r\n

fun getTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\r\n    fun getTrackById(trackId: String): MediaStreamTrack?\r\n    fun

addTrack(track: MediaStreamTrack): Unit\r\n    fun removeTrack(track: MediaStreamTrack): Unit\r\n    fun clone():

MediaStream\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStreamTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamTrack) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class MediaStreamTrack : EventTarget {\r\n    open val kind: String\r\n    open val id: String\r\n

open val label: String\r\n    open var enabled: Boolean\r\n    open val muted: Boolean\r\n    open var onmute:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onunmute: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val readyState:

MediaStreamTrackState\r\n    open var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onoverconstrained: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    fun clone(): MediaStreamTrack\r\n    fun stop(): Unit\r\n    fun getCapabilities():

MediaTrackCapabilities\r\n    fun getConstraints(): MediaTrackConstraints\r\n    fun getSettings():

MediaTrackSettings\r\n    fun applyConstraints(constraints: MediaTrackConstraints = definedExternally):

Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackSupportedConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackSupportedConstrain

ts) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface MediaTrackSupportedConstraints {\r\n    var width: Boolean? /* =

true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var aspectRatio: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var frameRate: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var facingMode: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var resizeMode: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var volume: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sampleRate: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sampleSize: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var echoCancellation: Boolean? /*

= true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var autoGainControl:

Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

noiseSuppression: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

 var latency: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

channelCount: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n
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var deviceId: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

groupId: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MediaTrackSupportedConstraints(width: Boolean? = true, height: Boolean? = true, aspectRatio: Boolean? = true,

frameRate: Boolean? = true, facingMode: Boolean? = true, resizeMode: Boolean? = true, volume: Boolean? = true,

sampleRate: Boolean? = true, sampleSize: Boolean? = true, echoCancellation: Boolean? = true, autoGainControl:

Boolean? = true, noiseSuppression: Boolean? = true, latency: Boolean? = true, channelCount: Boolean? = true,

deviceId: Boolean? = true, groupId: Boolean? = true): MediaTrackSupportedConstraints {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\r\n

o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\r\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\r\n

o[\"volume\"] = volume\r\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\r\n

o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\r\n

o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n    o[\"channelCount\"] =

channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface MediaTrackCapabilities {\r\n    var width: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var aspectRatio: DoubleRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var frameRate: DoubleRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var facingMode: Array<String>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var resizeMode: Array<String>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var volume: DoubleRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var sampleRate: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var sampleSize: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var echoCancellation: Array<Boolean>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\r\n    var autoGainControl: Array<Boolean>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var noiseSuppression: Array<Boolean>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var latency: DoubleRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\r\n    var channelCount: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var deviceId: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var groupId: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun MediaTrackCapabilities(width:

ULongRange? = undefined, height: ULongRange? = undefined, aspectRatio: DoubleRange? = undefined,

frameRate: DoubleRange? = undefined, facingMode: Array<String>? = undefined, resizeMode: Array<String>? =

undefined, volume: DoubleRange? = undefined, sampleRate: ULongRange? = undefined, sampleSize:

ULongRange? = undefined, echoCancellation: Array<Boolean>? = undefined, autoGainControl: Array<Boolean>?

= undefined, noiseSuppression: Array<Boolean>? = undefined, latency: DoubleRange? = undefined, channelCount:

ULongRange? = undefined, deviceId: String? = undefined, groupId: String? = undefined): MediaTrackCapabilities

{\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] =

aspectRatio\r\n    o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\r\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] =

resizeMode\r\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\r\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] =

sampleSize\r\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\r\n

o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n    o[\"channelCount\"] =

channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackConstraints) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface MediaTrackConstraints : MediaTrackConstraintSet {\r\n    var advanced:

Array<MediaTrackConstraintSet>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun MediaTrackConstraints(advanced:
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Array<MediaTrackConstraintSet>? = undefined, width: dynamic = undefined, height: dynamic = undefined,

aspectRatio: dynamic = undefined, frameRate: dynamic = undefined, facingMode: dynamic = undefined,

resizeMode: dynamic = undefined, volume: dynamic = undefined, sampleRate: dynamic = undefined, sampleSize:

dynamic = undefined, echoCancellation: dynamic = undefined, autoGainControl: dynamic = undefined,

noiseSuppression: dynamic = undefined, latency: dynamic = undefined, channelCount: dynamic = undefined,

deviceId: dynamic = undefined, groupId: dynamic = undefined): MediaTrackConstraints {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"advanced\"] = advanced\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n

o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\r\n    o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\r\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n

o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\r\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\r\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n

o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\r\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] =

autoGainControl\r\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n

o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface MediaTrackConstraintSet {\r\n    var width: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var aspectRatio: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var frameRate: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var facingMode: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var resizeMode: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var volume: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sampleRate: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sampleSize: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var echoCancellation: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var autoGainControl: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var noiseSuppression: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var latency: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var channelCount: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var deviceId: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var groupId: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MediaTrackConstraintSet(width: dynamic = undefined, height: dynamic = undefined, aspectRatio: dynamic =

undefined, frameRate: dynamic = undefined, facingMode: dynamic = undefined, resizeMode: dynamic = undefined,

volume: dynamic = undefined, sampleRate: dynamic = undefined, sampleSize: dynamic = undefined,

echoCancellation: dynamic = undefined, autoGainControl: dynamic = undefined, noiseSuppression: dynamic =

undefined, latency: dynamic = undefined, channelCount: dynamic = undefined, deviceId: dynamic = undefined,

groupId: dynamic = undefined): MediaTrackConstraintSet {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"width\"] =

width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\r\n    o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\r\n

o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\r\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\r\n

o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\r\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] =

echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\r\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] =

noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] =

deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackSettings](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackSettings) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface MediaTrackSettings {\r\n    var width: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var aspectRatio: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var frameRate: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var facingMode: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var resizeMode: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\r\n    var volume: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var sampleRate: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var sampleSize: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var echoCancellation: Boolean?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var autoGainControl: Boolean?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var noiseSuppression: Boolean?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var latency: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var channelCount: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var deviceId: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var groupId: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun MediaTrackSettings(width: Int? =

undefined, height: Int? = undefined, aspectRatio: Double? = undefined, frameRate: Double? = undefined,

facingMode: String? = undefined, resizeMode: String? = undefined, volume: Double? = undefined, sampleRate: Int?

= undefined, sampleSize: Int? = undefined, echoCancellation: Boolean? = undefined, autoGainControl: Boolean? =

undefined, noiseSuppression: Boolean? = undefined, latency: Double? = undefined, channelCount: Int? = undefined,

deviceId: String? = undefined, groupId: String? = undefined): MediaTrackSettings {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

 o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\r\n    o[\"frameRate\"] =

frameRate\r\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\r\n    o[\"volume\"] =

volume\r\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\r\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] =

echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\r\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] =

noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] =

deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStreamTrackEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamTrackEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class MediaStreamTrackEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MediaStreamTrackEventInit) :

Event {\r\n    open val track: MediaStreamTrack\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface MediaStreamTrackEventInit :

EventInit {\r\n    var track: MediaStreamTrack?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun MediaStreamTrackEventInit(track:

MediaStreamTrack?, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

MediaStreamTrackEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"track\"] = track\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external open class OverconstrainedErrorEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: OverconstrainedErrorEventInit) : Event

{\r\n    open val error: dynamic\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface OverconstrainedErrorEventInit : EventInit {\r\n

var error: dynamic /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun OverconstrainedErrorEventInit(error:

dynamic = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

OverconstrainedErrorEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"error\"] = error\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [MediaDevices](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaDevices) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class MediaDevices : EventTarget {\r\n    open var ondevicechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    fun enumerateDevices(): Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun getSupportedConstraints():

MediaTrackSupportedConstraints\r\n    fun getUserMedia(constraints: MediaStreamConstraints =

definedExternally): Promise<MediaStream>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaDeviceInfo](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaDeviceInfo) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class MediaDeviceInfo {\r\n    open val deviceId: String\r\n    open val kind: MediaDeviceKind\r\n

 open val label: String\r\n    open val groupId: String\r\n    fun toJSON(): dynamic\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract

class InputDeviceInfo : MediaDeviceInfo {\r\n    fun getCapabilities(): MediaTrackCapabilities\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStreamConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamConstraints) to Kotlin\r\n
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*/\r\npublic external interface MediaStreamConstraints {\r\n    var video: dynamic /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var audio: dynamic /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MediaStreamConstraints(video: dynamic = false, audio: dynamic = false): MediaStreamConstraints {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"video\"] = video\r\n    o[\"audio\"] = audio\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface ConstrainablePattern {\r\n    var onoverconstrained: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun getCapabilities():

Capabilities\r\n    fun getConstraints(): Constraints\r\n    fun getSettings(): Settings\r\n    fun

applyConstraints(constraints: Constraints = definedExternally): Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DoubleRange](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DoubleRange) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface DoubleRange {\r\n    var max: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var min: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun DoubleRange(max: Double? =

undefined, min: Double? = undefined): DoubleRange {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"max\"] = max\r\n

o[\"min\"] = min\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ConstrainDoubleRange : DoubleRange {\r\n

var exact: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ideal:

Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ConstrainDoubleRange(exact:

Double? = undefined, ideal: Double? = undefined, max: Double? = undefined, min: Double? = undefined):

ConstrainDoubleRange {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\r\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\r\n

o[\"max\"] = max\r\n    o[\"min\"] = min\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ULongRange {\r\n

var max: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var min: Int?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ULongRange(max: Int? = undefined, min: Int? = undefined): ULongRange {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"max\"] = max\r\n    o[\"min\"] = min\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ConstrainULongRange : ULongRange {\r\n    var exact: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var ideal: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ConstrainULongRange(exact: Int? =

undefined, ideal: Int? = undefined, max: Int? = undefined, min: Int? = undefined): ConstrainULongRange {\r\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\r\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\r\n    o[\"max\"] = max\r\n    o[\"min\"] =

min\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ConstrainBooleanParameters](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ConstrainBooleanParameters) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface ConstrainBooleanParameters {\r\n    var exact: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ideal: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ConstrainBooleanParameters(exact: Boolean? = undefined, ideal: Boolean? = undefined):

ConstrainBooleanParameters {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\r\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\r\n\r\n

 return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ConstrainDOMStringParameters](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ConstrainDOMStringParameters)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface ConstrainDOMStringParameters {\r\n    var exact: dynamic\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ideal: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ConstrainDOMStringParameters(exact: dynamic = undefined, ideal: dynamic = undefined):

ConstrainDOMStringParameters {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\r\n    o[\"ideal\"] =

ideal\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface Capabilities

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Capabilities(): Capabilities {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface Settings

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Settings(): Settings {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ConstraintSet
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{\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ConstraintSet(): ConstraintSet {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface Constraints : ConstraintSet {\r\n    var advanced:

Array<ConstraintSet>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Constraints(advanced:

Array<ConstraintSet>? = undefined): Constraints {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"advanced\"] =

advanced\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic external interface

MediaStreamTrackState {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

MediaStreamTrackState.Companion.LIVE: MediaStreamTrackState get() =

\"live\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaStreamTrackState>()\r\npublic inline val

MediaStreamTrackState.Companion.ENDED: MediaStreamTrackState get() =

\"ended\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaStreamTrackState>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface VideoFacingModeEnum {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.USER: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"user\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\r\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.ENVIRONMENT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"environment\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\r\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.LEFT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"left\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\r\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.RIGHT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"right\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface VideoResizeModeEnum {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

VideoResizeModeEnum.Companion.NONE: VideoResizeModeEnum get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoResizeModeEnum>()\r\npublic inline val

VideoResizeModeEnum.Companion.CROP_AND_SCALE: VideoResizeModeEnum get() = \"crop-and-

scale\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoResizeModeEnum>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface MediaDeviceKind {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

MediaDeviceKind.Companion.AUDIOINPUT: MediaDeviceKind get() =

\"audioinput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()\r\npublic inline val

MediaDeviceKind.Companion.AUDIOOUTPUT: MediaDeviceKind get() =

\"audiooutput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()\r\npublic inline val

MediaDeviceKind.Companion.VIDEOINPUT: MediaDeviceKind get() =

\"videoinput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO

NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\npublic external interface

PointerEventInit : MouseEventInit {\r\n    var pointerId: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var width: Double? /* = 1.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: Double? /* = 1.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var pressure: Float? /* = 0f */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var tangentialPressure: Float? /* = 0f */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var tiltX: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\r\n    var tiltY: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var twist: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var pointerType: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var isPrimary: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun PointerEventInit(pointerId: Int? = 0,

width: Double? = 1.0, height: Double? = 1.0, pressure: Float? = 0f, tangentialPressure: Float? = 0f, tiltX: Int? = 0,

tiltY: Int? = 0, twist: Int? = 0, pointerType: String? = \"\", isPrimary: Boolean? = false, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY:

Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? =

null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false,

modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false,

modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): PointerEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"pointerId\"] = pointerId\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"pressure\"] = pressure\r\n

 o[\"tangentialPressure\"] = tangentialPressure\r\n    o[\"tiltX\"] = tiltX\r\n    o[\"tiltY\"] = tiltY\r\n    o[\"twist\"] =

twist\r\n    o[\"pointerType\"] = pointerType\r\n    o[\"isPrimary\"] = isPrimary\r\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\r\n

o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\r\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\r\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\r\n    o[\"button\"] = button\r\n

 o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"]

= shiftKey\r\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] =

modifierAltGraph\r\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n

o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\r\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n

o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\r\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n

o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n

o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PointerEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PointerEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class PointerEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PointerEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\r\n

open val pointerId: Int\r\n    open val width: Double\r\n    open val height: Double\r\n    open val pressure: Float\r\n

open val tangentialPressure: Float\r\n    open val tiltX: Int\r\n    open val tiltY: Int\r\n    open val twist: Int\r\n    open

val pointerType: String\r\n    open val isPrimary: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.svg\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGElement : Element, ElementCSSInlineStyle, GlobalEventHandlers, SVGElementInstance {\r\n

open val dataset: DOMStringMap\r\n    open val ownerSVGElement: SVGSVGElement?\r\n    open val

viewportElement: SVGElement?\r\n    open var tabIndex: Int\r\n    fun focus(): Unit\r\n    fun blur():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface SVGBoundingBoxOptions {\r\n    var fill: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var stroke: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get()
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= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var markers: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var clipped: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

SVGBoundingBoxOptions(fill: Boolean? = true, stroke: Boolean? = false, markers: Boolean? = false, clipped:

Boolean? = false): SVGBoundingBoxOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"fill\"] = fill\r\n    o[\"stroke\"] =

stroke\r\n    o[\"markers\"] = markers\r\n    o[\"clipped\"] = clipped\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGGraphicsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGraphicsElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGGraphicsElement : SVGElement, SVGTests {\r\n    open val

transform: SVGAnimatedTransformList\r\n    fun getBBox(options: SVGBoundingBoxOptions =

definedExternally): DOMRect\r\n    fun getCTM(): DOMMatrix?\r\n    fun getScreenCTM():

DOMMatrix?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGeometryElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGeometryElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGGeometryElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n    open val pathLength:

SVGAnimatedNumber\r\n    fun isPointInFill(point: DOMPoint): Boolean\r\n    fun isPointInStroke(point:

DOMPoint): Boolean\r\n    fun getTotalLength(): Float\r\n    fun getPointAtLength(distance: Float):

DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGNumber](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGNumber) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGNumber {\r\n    open var value: Float\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLength](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLength) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGLength {\r\n    open val unitType: Short\r\n    open var value: Float\r\n    open var

valueInSpecifiedUnits: Float\r\n    open var valueAsString: String\r\n    fun newValueSpecifiedUnits(unitType:

Short, valueInSpecifiedUnits: Float): Unit\r\n    fun convertToSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short): Unit\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_NUMBER: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PERCENTAGE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_EMS: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_EXS: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PX: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_CM: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_MM: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_IN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PT: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PC: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [SVGAngle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAngle) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGAngle {\r\n    open val unitType: Short\r\n    open var value: Float\r\n    open var

valueInSpecifiedUnits: Float\r\n    open var valueAsString: String\r\n    fun newValueSpecifiedUnits(unitType:

Short, valueInSpecifiedUnits: Float): Unit\r\n    fun convertToSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short): Unit\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_UNSPECIFIED: Short\r\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_DEG: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_RAD: Short\r\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_GRAD: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGNameList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n

  fun initialize(newItem: dynamic): dynamic\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int): dynamic\r\n    fun

insertItemBefore(newItem: dynamic, index: Int): dynamic\r\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: dynamic, index: Int):

dynamic\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): dynamic\r\n    fun appendItem(newItem: dynamic):

dynamic\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGNameList.get(index: Int): dynamic =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGNameList.set(index: Int, newItem:

dynamic): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGNumberList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGNumberList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGNumberList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun

clear(): Unit\r\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGNumber): SVGNumber\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int):

SVGNumber\r\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGNumber, index: Int): SVGNumber\r\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: SVGNumber, index: Int): SVGNumber\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGNumber\r\n

fun appendItem(newItem: SVGNumber): SVGNumber\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun
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SVGNumberList.get(index: Int): SVGNumber? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun SVGNumberList.set(index: Int, newItem: SVGNumber): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem;

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLengthList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLengthList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGLengthList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun

clear(): Unit\r\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGLength): SVGLength\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int): SVGLength\r\n

fun insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGLength, index: Int): SVGLength\r\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: SVGLength,

index: Int): SVGLength\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGLength\r\n    fun appendItem(newItem: SVGLength):

SVGLength\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGLengthList.get(index: Int): SVGLength? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGLengthList.set(index: Int, newItem:

SVGLength): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedBoolean](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedBoolean) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedBoolean {\r\n    open var baseVal: Boolean\r\n    open val

animVal: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedEnumeration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedEnumeration) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedEnumeration {\r\n    open var baseVal: Short\r\n    open

val animVal: Short\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedInteger](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedInteger) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedInteger {\r\n    open var baseVal: Int\r\n    open val animVal:

Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedNumber](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedNumber) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedNumber {\r\n    open var baseVal: Float\r\n    open val animVal:

Float\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedLength](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedLength) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedLength {\r\n    open val baseVal: SVGLength\r\n    open val

animVal: SVGLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedAngle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedAngle) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedAngle {\r\n    open val baseVal: SVGAngle\r\n    open val

animVal: SVGAngle\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedString](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedString) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedString {\r\n    open var baseVal: String\r\n    open val animVal:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedRect](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedRect) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGAnimatedRect {\r\n    open val baseVal: DOMRect\r\n    open val animVal:

DOMRectReadOnly\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedNumberList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedNumberList) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedNumberList {\r\n    open val baseVal:

SVGNumberList\r\n    open val animVal: SVGNumberList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedLengthList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedLengthList) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedLengthList {\r\n    open val baseVal: SVGLengthList\r\n    open

val animVal: SVGLengthList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStringList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStringList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGStringList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n

  fun initialize(newItem: String): String\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int): String\r\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem:

String, index: Int): String\r\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: String, index: Int): String\r\n    fun removeItem(index:

Int): String\r\n    fun appendItem(newItem: String): String\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGStringList.get(index: Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGStringList.set(index: Int, newItem: String): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes
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the JavaScript [SVGUnitTypes](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGUnitTypes) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface SVGUnitTypes {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTests](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTests) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

SVGTests {\r\n    val requiredExtensions: SVGStringList\r\n    val systemLanguage:

SVGStringList\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface SVGFitToViewBox {\r\n    val viewBox: SVGAnimatedRect\r\n

  val preserveAspectRatio: SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGZoomAndPan](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGZoomAndPan) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface SVGZoomAndPan {\r\n    var zoomAndPan: Short\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGURIReference](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGURIReference) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface SVGURIReference {\r\n    val href: SVGAnimatedString\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGSVGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSVGElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGSVGElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGFitToViewBox,

SVGZoomAndPan, WindowEventHandlers {\r\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open var currentScale: Float\r\n    open val currentTranslate: DOMPointReadOnly\r\n    fun getIntersectionList(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, referenceElement: SVGElement?): NodeList\r\n    fun getEnclosureList(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, referenceElement: SVGElement?): NodeList\r\n    fun checkIntersection(element:

SVGElement, rect: DOMRectReadOnly): Boolean\r\n    fun checkEnclosure(element: SVGElement, rect:

DOMRectReadOnly): Boolean\r\n    fun deselectAll(): Unit\r\n    fun createSVGNumber(): SVGNumber\r\n    fun

createSVGLength(): SVGLength\r\n    fun createSVGAngle(): SVGAngle\r\n    fun createSVGPoint():

DOMPoint\r\n    fun createSVGMatrix(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun createSVGRect(): DOMRect\r\n    fun

createSVGTransform(): SVGTransform\r\n    fun createSVGTransformFromMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly):

SVGTransform\r\n    fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element\r\n    fun

suspendRedraw(maxWaitMilliseconds: Int): Int\r\n    fun unsuspendRedraw(suspendHandleID: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

unsuspendRedrawAll(): Unit\r\n    fun forceRedraw(): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGGElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class

SVGUnknownElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGDefsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGDefsElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGDefsElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGDescElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGDescElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGDescElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGMetadataElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGMetadataElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGMetadataElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGTitleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTitleElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTitleElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSymbolElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSymbolElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGSymbolElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGFitToViewBox

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGUseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGUseElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGUseElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference {\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open
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val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val instanceRoot: SVGElement?\r\n    open val animatedInstanceRoot:

SVGElement?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open class SVGUseElementShadowRoot : ShadowRoot {\r\n    override

fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n

override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface SVGElementInstance

{\r\n    val correspondingElement: SVGElement?\r\n    val correspondingUseElement:

SVGUseElement?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open class ShadowAnimation(source: dynamic, newTarget: dynamic)

{\r\n    open val sourceAnimation: dynamic\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSwitchElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSwitchElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGSwitchElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface GetSVGDocument {\r\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStyleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStyleElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGStyleElement : SVGElement, LinkStyle {\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var

media: String\r\n    open var title: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTransform](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTransform) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGTransform {\r\n    open val type: Short\r\n    open val matrix: DOMMatrix\r\n    open val angle:

Float\r\n    fun setMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): Unit\r\n    fun setTranslate(tx: Float, ty: Float): Unit\r\n

fun setScale(sx: Float, sy: Float): Unit\r\n    fun setRotate(angle: Float, cx: Float, cy: Float): Unit\r\n    fun

setSkewX(angle: Float): Unit\r\n    fun setSkewY(angle: Float): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_MATRIX: Short\r\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_TRANSLATE: Short\r\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_SCALE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_ROTATE: Short\r\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_SKEWX: Short\r\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_SKEWY: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTransformList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTransformList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGTransformList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun

clear(): Unit\r\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGTransform): SVGTransform\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int):

SVGTransform\r\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGTransform, index: Int): SVGTransform\r\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: SVGTransform, index: Int): SVGTransform\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int):

SVGTransform\r\n    fun appendItem(newItem: SVGTransform): SVGTransform\r\n    fun

createSVGTransformFromMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): SVGTransform\r\n    fun consolidate():

SVGTransform?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGTransformList.get(index: Int):

SVGTransform? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGTransformList.set(index: Int, newItem: SVGTransform): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedTransformList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedTransformList) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedTransformList {\r\n    open val baseVal:

SVGTransformList\r\n    open val animVal: SVGTransformList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPreserveAspectRatio](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPreserveAspectRatio) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPreserveAspectRatio {\r\n    open var align: Short\r\n    open var

meetOrSlice: Short\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_NONE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMIN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMIN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMIN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMID: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMID: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMID: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMAX: Short\r\n        val
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SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMAX: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMAX: Short\r\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_MEET: Short\r\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_SLICE: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedPreserveAspect

Ratio) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio {\r\n    open val baseVal:

SVGPreserveAspectRatio\r\n    open val animVal: SVGPreserveAspectRatio\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGPathElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPathElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPathElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGRectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGRectElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGRectElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val rx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val ry:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGCircleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGCircleElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGCircleElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n    open val cx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val r: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGEllipseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGEllipseElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGEllipseElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n    open val cx:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val rx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val ry: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLineElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLineElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGLineElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n    open val x1: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val y1: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val x2: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y2:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGMeshElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGMeshElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGMeshElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGURIReference {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedPoints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedPoints) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface SVGAnimatedPoints {\r\n    val points: SVGPointList\r\n    val animatedPoints:

SVGPointList\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPointList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val

numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n    fun initialize(newItem: DOMPoint): DOMPoint\r\n    fun

getItem(index: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: DOMPoint, index: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: DOMPoint, index: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun

appendItem(newItem: DOMPoint): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGPointList.get(index: Int): DOMPoint? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGPointList.set(index: Int, newItem: DOMPoint): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPolylineElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPolylineElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPolylineElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGAnimatedPoints

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPolygonElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPolygonElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPolygonElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGAnimatedPoints

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextContentElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextContentElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTextContentElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n    open val textLength:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val lengthAdjust: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    fun getNumberOfChars():

Int\r\n    fun getComputedTextLength(): Float\r\n    fun getSubStringLength(charnum: Int, nchars: Int): Float\r\n
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fun getStartPositionOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun getEndPositionOfChar(charnum: Int):

DOMPoint\r\n    fun getExtentOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMRect\r\n    fun getRotationOfChar(charnum: Int):

Float\r\n    fun getCharNumAtPosition(point: DOMPoint): Int\r\n    fun selectSubString(charnum: Int, nchars: Int):

Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val LENGTHADJUST_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val

LENGTHADJUST_SPACING: Short\r\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACINGANDGLYPHS: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextPositioningElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextPositioningElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTextPositioningElement : SVGTextContentElement {\r\n    open

val x: SVGAnimatedLengthList\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLengthList\r\n    open val dx:

SVGAnimatedLengthList\r\n    open val dy: SVGAnimatedLengthList\r\n    open val rotate:

SVGAnimatedNumberList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGTextElement : SVGTextPositioningElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGTSpanElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTSpanElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTSpanElement : SVGTextPositioningElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [SVGTextPathElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextPathElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTextPathElement : SVGTextContentElement, SVGURIReference

{\r\n    open val startOffset: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val method: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val

spacing: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_ALIGN: Short\r\n

   val TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_STRETCH: Short\r\n        val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_AUTO: Short\r\n        val

TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_EXACT: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGImageElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGImageElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGImageElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference,

HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\r\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val

preserveAspectRatio: SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGForeignObjectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGForeignObjectElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGForeignObjectElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGMarkerElement : SVGElement,

SVGFitToViewBox {\r\n    open val refX: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val refY: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val markerUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val markerWidth: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val

markerHeight: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val orientType: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val

orientAngle: SVGAnimatedAngle\r\n    open var orient: String\r\n    fun setOrientToAuto(): Unit\r\n    fun

setOrientToAngle(angle: SVGAngle): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_MARKERUNITS_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_MARKERUNITS_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\r\n

     val SVG_MARKERUNITS_STROKEWIDTH: Short\r\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_AUTO: Short\r\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_ANGLE:

Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSolidcolorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSolidcolorElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGSolidcolorElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGradientElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGGradientElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference,

SVGUnitTypes {\r\n    open val gradientUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val gradientTransform:

SVGAnimatedTransformList\r\n    open val spreadMethod: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n\r\n    companion object
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{\r\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_PAD: Short\r\n

     val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REFLECT: Short\r\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REPEAT: Short\r\n

val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\r\n

val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLinearGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLinearGradientElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGLinearGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\r\n    open val

x1: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y1: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val x2: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val y2: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGRadialGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGRadialGradientElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGRadialGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\r\n    open val

cx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val r: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val fx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val fy: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val fr:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGMeshGradientElement : SVGGradientElement

{\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGMeshrowElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGMeshpatchElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStopElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStopElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGStopElement : SVGElement {\r\n    open val offset:

SVGAnimatedNumber\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPatternElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPatternElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPatternElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGURIReference,

SVGUnitTypes {\r\n    open val patternUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val patternContentUnits:

SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val patternTransform: SVGAnimatedTransformList\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class

SVGHatchElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGHatchpathElement : SVGElement

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGCursorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGCursorElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGCursorElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference {\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGScriptElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGScriptElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGScriptElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference, HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\r\n

open var type: String\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGAElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference {\r\n    open val target:

SVGAnimatedString\r\n    open val download: SVGAnimatedString\r\n    open val rel: SVGAnimatedString\r\n

open val relList: SVGAnimatedString\r\n    open val hreflang: SVGAnimatedString\r\n    open val type:

SVGAnimatedString\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGViewElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGViewElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGViewElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGZoomAndPan {\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\r\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.files\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport
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org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Blob](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Blob) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Blob(blobParts: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally, options: BlobPropertyBag = definedExternally) {\r\n    open

val size: Int\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val isClosed: Boolean\r\n    fun slice(start: Int = definedExternally,

end: Int = definedExternally, contentType: String = definedExternally): Blob\r\n    fun close():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface BlobPropertyBag {\r\n    var type: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

BlobPropertyBag(type: String? = \"\"): BlobPropertyBag {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"type\"] =

type\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[File](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/File) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

File(fileBits: Array<dynamic>, fileName: String, options: FilePropertyBag = definedExternally) : Blob {\r\n    open

val name: String\r\n    open val lastModified: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface FilePropertyBag :

BlobPropertyBag {\r\n    var lastModified: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun FilePropertyBag(lastModified: Int? =

undefined, type: String? = \"\"): FilePropertyBag {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"lastModified\"] =

lastModified\r\n    o[\"type\"] = type\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

FileList : ItemArrayLike<File> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int):

File?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun FileList.get(index: Int): File? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileReader](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileReader) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class FileReader : EventTarget {\r\n    open val readyState: Short\r\n    open val result: dynamic\r\n    open val error:

dynamic\r\n    var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onerror:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun readAsArrayBuffer(blob: Blob):

Unit\r\n    fun readAsBinaryString(blob: Blob): Unit\r\n    fun readAsText(blob: Blob, label: String =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun readAsDataURL(blob: Blob): Unit\r\n    fun abort(): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion

object {\r\n        val EMPTY: Short\r\n        val LOADING: Short\r\n        val DONE: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [FileReaderSync](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileReaderSync) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class FileReaderSync {\r\n    fun readAsArrayBuffer(blob: Blob):

ArrayBuffer\r\n    fun readAsBinaryString(blob: Blob): String\r\n    fun readAsText(blob: Blob, label: String =

definedExternally): String\r\n    fun readAsDataURL(blob: Blob): String\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.notifications\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Notification](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Notification) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Notification(title: String, options: NotificationOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\r\n    var onclick:
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((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val title: String\r\n    open val dir:

NotificationDirection\r\n    open val lang: String\r\n    open val body: String\r\n    open val tag: String\r\n    open val

image: String\r\n    open val icon: String\r\n    open val badge: String\r\n    open val sound: String\r\n    open val

vibrate: Array<out Int>\r\n    open val timestamp: Number\r\n    open val renotify: Boolean\r\n    open val silent:

Boolean\r\n    open val noscreen: Boolean\r\n    open val requireInteraction: Boolean\r\n    open val sticky:

Boolean\r\n    open val data: Any?\r\n    open val actions: Array<out NotificationAction>\r\n    fun close():

Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        var permission: NotificationPermission\r\n        var maxActions: Int\r\n

 fun requestPermission(deprecatedCallback: (NotificationPermission) -> Unit = definedExternally):

Promise<NotificationPermission>\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface NotificationOptions {\r\n    var dir:

NotificationDirection? /* = NotificationDirection.AUTO */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var lang: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var body: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var tag: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var image: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var icon: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

  var badge: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sound:

String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var vibrate: dynamic\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var timestamp: Number?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var renotify: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var silent: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var noscreen: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var requireInteraction: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sticky: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var data: Any? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var actions: Array<NotificationAction>? /* =

arrayOf() */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun NotificationOptions(dir:

NotificationDirection? = NotificationDirection.AUTO, lang: String? = \"\", body: String? = \"\", tag: String? = \"\",

image: String? = undefined, icon: String? = undefined, badge: String? = undefined, sound: String? = undefined,

vibrate: dynamic = undefined, timestamp: Number? = undefined, renotify: Boolean? = false, silent: Boolean? =

false, noscreen: Boolean? = false, requireInteraction: Boolean? = false, sticky: Boolean? = false, data: Any? = null,

actions: Array<NotificationAction>? = arrayOf()): NotificationOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"dir\"]

= dir\r\n    o[\"lang\"] = lang\r\n    o[\"body\"] = body\r\n    o[\"tag\"] = tag\r\n    o[\"image\"] = image\r\n

o[\"icon\"] = icon\r\n    o[\"badge\"] = badge\r\n    o[\"sound\"] = sound\r\n    o[\"vibrate\"] = vibrate\r\n

o[\"timestamp\"] = timestamp\r\n    o[\"renotify\"] = renotify\r\n    o[\"silent\"] = silent\r\n    o[\"noscreen\"] =

noscreen\r\n    o[\"requireInteraction\"] = requireInteraction\r\n    o[\"sticky\"] = sticky\r\n    o[\"data\"] = data\r\n

o[\"actions\"] = actions\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface NotificationAction {\r\n    var action:

String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var title: String?\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var icon: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

NotificationAction(action: String?, title: String?, icon: String? = undefined): NotificationAction {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"action\"] = action\r\n    o[\"title\"] = title\r\n    o[\"icon\"] = icon\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface GetNotificationOptions {\r\n    var tag: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

GetNotificationOptions(tag: String? = \"\"): GetNotificationOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"tag\"] =

tag\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NotificationEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NotificationEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class NotificationEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: NotificationEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n
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open val notification: Notification\r\n    open val action: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

NotificationEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\r\n    var notification: Notification?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var action: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

NotificationEventInit(notification: Notification?, action: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): NotificationEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"notification\"] = notification\r\n    o[\"action\"] = action\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface NotificationPermission {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.DEFAULT: NotificationPermission get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\r\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.DENIED: NotificationPermission get() =

\"denied\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\r\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.GRANTED: NotificationPermission get() =

\"granted\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface NotificationDirection {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.AUTO: NotificationDirection get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\r\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.LTR: NotificationDirection get() =

\"ltr\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\r\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.RTL: NotificationDirection get() =

\"rtl\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.workers\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerRegistration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerRegistration) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerRegistration : EventTarget {\r\n    open val installing:

ServiceWorker?\r\n    open val waiting: ServiceWorker?\r\n    open val active: ServiceWorker?\r\n    open val scope:

String\r\n    open var onupdatefound: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val APISpace: dynamic\r\n    fun update():

Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun unregister(): Promise<Boolean>\r\n    fun methodName(): Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun

showNotification(title: String, options: NotificationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun

getNotifications(filter: GetNotificationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\r\n    open val

clients: Clients\r\n    open val registration: ServiceWorkerRegistration\r\n    open var oninstall: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open var onactivate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onfetch: ((FetchEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var onforeignfetch: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var onfunctionalevent: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onnotificationclick: ((NotificationEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open var onnotificationclose: ((NotificationEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun skipWaiting():

Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[ServiceWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorker) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class ServiceWorker : EventTarget, AbstractWorker, UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker,

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n    open val scriptURL: String\r\n    open val state:

ServiceWorkerState\r\n    open var onstatechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?,

transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerContainer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerContainer) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerContainer : EventTarget {\r\n    open val controller:

ServiceWorker?\r\n    open val ready: Promise<ServiceWorkerRegistration>\r\n    open var oncontrollerchange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun register(scriptURL:

String, options: RegistrationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<ServiceWorkerRegistration>\r\n    fun

getRegistration(clientURL: String = definedExternally): Promise<Any?>\r\n    fun getRegistrations():

Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun startMessages(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface RegistrationOptions {\r\n

var scope: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var type:

WorkerType? /* = WorkerType.CLASSIC */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun RegistrationOptions(scope: String? =

undefined, type: WorkerType? = WorkerType.CLASSIC): RegistrationOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"scope\"] = scope\r\n    o[\"type\"] = type\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerMessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerMessageEvent) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class ServiceWorkerMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict:

ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val data: Any?\r\n    open val origin:

String\r\n    open val lastEventId: String\r\n    open val source: UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\r\n    open val

ports: Array<out MessagePort>?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit : EventInit

{\r\n    var data: Any?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin:

String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var lastEventId: String?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var source:

UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

var ports: Array<MessagePort>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit(data:

Any? = undefined, origin: String? = undefined, lastEventId: String? = undefined, source:

UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker? = undefined, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = undefined, bubbles: Boolean? =

false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"data\"] = data\r\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\r\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\r\n

o[\"source\"] = source\r\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Client](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Client) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Client : UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n    open val url: String\r\n    open val frameType:

FrameType\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowClient](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowClient) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class WindowClient : Client {\r\n    open val visibilityState: dynamic\r\n    open val focused: Boolean\r\n

fun focus(): Promise<WindowClient>\r\n    fun navigate(url: String): Promise<WindowClient>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [Clients](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Clients) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class Clients {\r\n    fun get(id: String): Promise<Any?>\r\n    fun matchAll(options:

ClientQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun openWindow(url: String):

Promise<WindowClient?>\r\n    fun claim(): Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ClientQueryOptions {\r\n    var includeUncontrolled: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var type: ClientType? /* = ClientType.WINDOW */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun
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ClientQueryOptions(includeUncontrolled: Boolean? = false, type: ClientType? = ClientType.WINDOW):

ClientQueryOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"includeUncontrolled\"] = includeUncontrolled\r\n

o[\"type\"] = type\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ExtendableEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ExtendableEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class ExtendableEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableEventInit = definedExternally) : Event

{\r\n    fun waitUntil(f: Promise<Any?>): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ExtendableEventInit : EventInit

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ExtendableEventInit(bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ExtendableEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[InstallEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/InstallEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class InstallEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableEventInit = definedExternally) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n

fun registerForeignFetch(options: ForeignFetchOptions): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ForeignFetchOptions {\r\n    var scopes: Array<String>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var origins: Array<String>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ForeignFetchOptions(scopes:

Array<String>?, origins: Array<String>?): ForeignFetchOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"scopes\"] =

scopes\r\n    o[\"origins\"] = origins\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FetchEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FetchEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class FetchEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: FetchEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n    open val request: Request\r\n

  open val clientId: String?\r\n    open val isReload: Boolean\r\n    fun respondWith(r: Promise<Response>):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface FetchEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\r\n    var request: Request?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var clientId: String? /* = null */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var isReload: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

FetchEventInit(request: Request?, clientId: String? = null, isReload: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): FetchEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"request\"] = request\r\n    o[\"clientId\"] = clientId\r\n    o[\"isReload\"] = isReload\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external open class ForeignFetchEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ForeignFetchEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n

open val request: Request\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    fun respondWith(r: Promise<ForeignFetchResponse>):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ForeignFetchEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\r\n    var request:

Request?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin: String? /* =

\"null\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ForeignFetchEventInit(request:

Request?, origin: String? = \"null\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): ForeignFetchEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"request\"] = request\r\n    o[\"origin\"] =

origin\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n

return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ForeignFetchResponse {\r\n    var response: Response?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var headers: Array<String>?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ForeignFetchResponse(response: Response?, origin: String? = undefined, headers: Array<String>? = undefined):

ForeignFetchResponse {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"response\"] = response\r\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\r\n

o[\"headers\"] = headers\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ExtendableMessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ExtendableMessageEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class ExtendableMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableMessageEventInit

= definedExternally) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n    open val data: Any?\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    open val
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lastEventId: String\r\n    open val source: UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\r\n    open val ports:

Array<out MessagePort>?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ExtendableMessageEventInit : ExtendableEventInit

{\r\n    var data: Any?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin:

String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var lastEventId: String?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var source:

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ExtendableMessageEventInit(data:

Any? = undefined, origin: String? = undefined, lastEventId: String? = undefined, source:

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker? = undefined, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = undefined, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ExtendableMessageEventInit {\r\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"data\"] = data\r\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\r\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\r\n

o[\"source\"] = source\r\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Cache](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Cache) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Cache {\r\n    fun match(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Any?>\r\n

fun matchAll(request: dynamic = definedExternally, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun add(request: dynamic): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun addAll(requests: Array<dynamic>):

Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun put(request: dynamic, response: Response): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun delete(request:

dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Boolean>\r\n    fun keys(request: dynamic =

definedExternally, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface CacheQueryOptions {\r\n    var ignoreSearch: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ignoreMethod: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ignoreVary: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var cacheName: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CacheQueryOptions(ignoreSearch: Boolean? = false, ignoreMethod: Boolean? = false, ignoreVary: Boolean? =

false, cacheName: String? = undefined): CacheQueryOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"ignoreSearch\"]

= ignoreSearch\r\n    o[\"ignoreMethod\"] = ignoreMethod\r\n    o[\"ignoreVary\"] = ignoreVary\r\n

o[\"cacheName\"] = cacheName\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CacheBatchOperation {\r\n

var type: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var request:

Request?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var response: Response?\r\n

     get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var options: CacheQueryOptions?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun CacheBatchOperation(type: String? = undefined, request: Request? = undefined, response: Response? =

undefined, options: CacheQueryOptions? = undefined): CacheBatchOperation {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"type\"] = type\r\n    o[\"request\"] = request\r\n    o[\"response\"] = response\r\n    o[\"options\"] = options\r\n\r\n

 return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CacheStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CacheStorage) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CacheStorage {\r\n    fun match(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<Any?>\r\n    fun has(cacheName: String): Promise<Boolean>\r\n    fun open(cacheName: String):

Promise<Cache>\r\n    fun delete(cacheName: String): Promise<Boolean>\r\n    fun keys():

Promise<dynamic>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open class FunctionalEvent : ExtendableEvent {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external @marker interface UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\r\npublic external interface ServiceWorkerState {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.INSTALLING: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"installing\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.INSTALLED: ServiceWorkerState get() =
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\"installed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.ACTIVATING: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"activating\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.ACTIVATED: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"activated\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.REDUNDANT: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"redundant\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface FrameType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

FrameType.Companion.AUXILIARY: FrameType get() =

\"auxiliary\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\r\npublic inline val FrameType.Companion.TOP_LEVEL:

FrameType get() = \"top-level\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\r\npublic inline val

FrameType.Companion.NESTED: FrameType get() = \"nested\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\r\npublic

inline val FrameType.Companion.NONE: FrameType get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface ClientType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.WINDOW:

ClientType get() = \"window\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\r\npublic inline val

ClientType.Companion.WORKER: ClientType get() = \"worker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\r\npublic

inline val ClientType.Companion.SHAREDWORKER: ClientType get() =

\"sharedworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\r\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.ALL:

ClientType get() = \"all\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.xhr\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLHttpRequestEventTarget](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequestEventTarget) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class XMLHttpRequestEventTarget : EventTarget {\r\n    open var

onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onload: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open var ontimeout: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onloadend: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class XMLHttpRequestUpload : XMLHttpRequestEventTarget

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLHttpRequest](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class XMLHttpRequest : XMLHttpRequestEventTarget {\r\n    var onreadystatechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open val readyState: Short\r\n    var timeout: Int\r\n    var withCredentials: Boolean\r\n    open val

upload: XMLHttpRequestUpload\r\n    open val responseURL: String\r\n    open val status: Short\r\n    open val

statusText: String\r\n    var responseType: XMLHttpRequestResponseType\r\n    open val response: Any?\r\n    open

val responseText: String\r\n    open val responseXML: Document?\r\n    fun open(method: String, url: String):

Unit\r\n    fun open(method: String, url: String, async: Boolean, username: String? = definedExternally, password:

String? = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setRequestHeader(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun

send(body: dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun abort(): Unit\r\n    fun getResponseHeader(name: String):

String?\r\n    fun getAllResponseHeaders(): String\r\n    fun overrideMimeType(mime: String): Unit\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val UNSENT: Short\r\n        val OPENED: Short\r\n        val HEADERS_RECEIVED:
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Short\r\n        val LOADING: Short\r\n        val DONE: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FormData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FormData) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

FormData(form: HTMLFormElement = definedExternally) {\r\n    fun append(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n

 fun append(name: String, value: Blob, filename: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun delete(name: String):

Unit\r\n    fun get(name: String): dynamic\r\n    fun getAll(name: String): Array<dynamic>\r\n    fun has(name:

String): Boolean\r\n    fun set(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun set(name: String, value: Blob, filename:

String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ProgressEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ProgressEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class ProgressEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ProgressEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open

val lengthComputable: Boolean\r\n    open val loaded: Int\r\n    open val total: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface ProgressEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var lengthComputable: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var loaded: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var total: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ProgressEventInit(lengthComputable: Boolean? = false, loaded: Int? = 0, total: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ProgressEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"lengthComputable\"] = lengthComputable\r\n    o[\"loaded\"] = loaded\r\n    o[\"total\"] = total\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic external interface

XMLHttpRequestResponseType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.EMPTY: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.ARRAYBUFFER: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"arraybuffer\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.BLOB: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"blob\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.DOCUMENT: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"document\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.JSON: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"json\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.TEXT: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"text\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.BINARY\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.SOURCE\r\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\r\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KClass\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Signals that the annotated annotation class is a marker of an experimental

API.\r\n *\r\n * Any declaration annotated with that marker is considered an experimental declaration\r\n * and its

call sites should accept the experimental aspect of it either by using [UseExperimental],\r\n * or by being annotated

with that marker themselves, effectively causing further propagation of that experimental aspect.\r\n *\r\n * This

class is experimental itself and can only be used with the compiler argument `-Xuse-

experimental=kotlin.Experimental`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\n@Retention(BINARY)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"

1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\n@Suppress(\"ANNOTATION_CLASS_MEMBER\")\r\npu

blic annotation class Experimental(val level: Level = Level.ERROR) {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Severity of the diagnostic

that should be reported on usages of experimental API which did not explicitly accept the experimental aspect\r\n
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* of that API either by using [UseExperimental] or by being annotated with the corresponding marker

annotation.\r\n     */\r\n    public enum class Level {\r\n        /** Specifies that a warning should be reported on

incorrect usages of this experimental API. */\r\n        WARNING,\r\n        /** Specifies that an error should be

reported on incorrect usages of this experimental API. */\r\n        ERROR,\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Allows to use

experimental API denoted by the given markers in the annotated file, declaration, or expression.\r\n * If a

declaration is annotated with [UseExperimental], its usages are **not** required to opt-in to that experimental

API.\r\n *\r\n * This class is experimental itself and can only be used with the compiler argument `-Xuse-

experimental=kotlin.Experimental`.\r\n */\r\n@Target(\r\n    CLASS, PROPERTY, LOCAL_VARIABLE,

VALUE_PARAMETER, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION, PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER,

EXPRESSION, FILE,

TYPEALIAS\r\n)\r\n@Retention(SOURCE)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind

= RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic annotation class UseExperimental(\r\n    vararg val

markerClass: KClass<out Annotation>\r\n)\r\n\r\n\r\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR,

FUNCTION, TYPEALIAS)\r\n@Retention(BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class WasExperimental(\r\n    vararg

val markerClass: KClass<out Annotation>\r\n)\r\n","package kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This annotation marks the standard library API that is

considered experimental and is not subject to the\r\n * [general compatibility

guarantees](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/evolution/components-stability.html) given for the standard

library:\r\n * the behavior of such API may be changed or the API may be removed completely in any further

release.\r\n *\r\n * > Beware using the annotated API especially if you're developing a library, since your library

might become binary incompatible\r\n * with the future versions of the standard library.\r\n *\r\n * Any usage of a

declaration annotated with `@ExperimentalStdlibApi` must be accepted either by\r\n * annotating that usage with

the [UseExperimental] annotation, e.g. `@UseExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)`,\r\n * or by using the

compiler argument `-Xuse-experimental=kotlin.ExperimentalStdlibApi`.\r\n */\r\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.ERROR)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(\r\n    CLASS,\r\n

ANNOTATION_CLASS,\r\n    PROPERTY,\r\n    FIELD,\r\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\r\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\r\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\r\n    FUNCTION,\r\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\r\n

PROPERTY_SETTER,\r\n

TYPEALIAS\r\n)\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")  // TODO:

Remove experimental status from itself and advance SinceKotlin to 1.4\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Allows to infer generic type arguments of a function

from the calls in the annotated function parameter of that function.\r\n *\r\n * When this annotation is placed on a

generic function parameter of a function,\r\n * it enables to infer the type arguments of that generic function from

the lambda body passed to that parameter.\r\n *\r\n * The calls that affect inference are either members of the

receiver type of an annotated function parameter or\r\n * extensions for that type. The extensions must be

themselves annotated with `@BuilderInference`.\r\n *\r\n * Example: we declare\r\n * ```\r\n * fun <T>

sequence(@BuilderInference block: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T>\r\n * ```\r\n * and use it

like\r\n * ```\r\n * val result = sequence { yield(\"result\") }\r\n * ```\r\n * Here the type argument of the resulting

sequence is inferred to `String` from\r\n * the argument of the [SequenceScope.yield] function, that is called inside

the lambda passed to [sequence].\r\n *\r\n * Note: this annotation is experimental, see [ExperimentalTypeInference]

on how to opt-in for it.\r\n */\r\n@Target(VALUE_PARAMETER, FUNCTION,

PROPERTY)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTypeInfe

rence\r\npublic annotation class BuilderInference\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport
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kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The experimental multiplatform support API marker.\r\n

*\r\n * Any usage of a declaration annotated with `@ExperimentalMultiplatform` must be accepted either by\r\n *

annotating that usage with the [UseExperimental] annotation, e.g.

`@UseExperimental(ExperimentalMultiplatform::class)`,\r\n * or by using the compiler argument `-Xuse-

experimental=kotlin.ExperimentalMultiplatform`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Experimental\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\n@Target(\r\n    CLASS,\r\n    ANNOTATION_CLASS,\r\n

PROPERTY,\r\n    FIELD,\r\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\r\n    VALUE_PARAMETER,\r\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\r\n

 FUNCTION,\r\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\r\n    PROPERTY_SETTER,\r\n

TYPEALIAS\r\n)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalMultiplatform\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Marks an expected annotation class that it isn't required to have actual

counterparts in all platforms.\r\n *\r\n * This annotation is only applicable to `expect` annotation classes in multi-

platform projects and marks that class as \"optional\".\r\n * Optional expected class is allowed to have no

corresponding actual class on the platform. Optional annotations can only be used\r\n * to annotate something, not

as types in signatures. If an optional annotation has no corresponding actual class on a platform,\r\n * the annotation

entries where it's used are simply erased when compiling code on that platform.\r\n *\r\n * Note: this annotation is

experimental, see [ExperimentalMultiplatform] on how to opt-in for it.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@ExperimentalMultipl

atform\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic

annotation class OptionalExpectation\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.JsName\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Collection] interface.\r\n *\r\n * @param E the type of

elements contained in the collection. The collection is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic abstract class AbstractCollection<out E> protected constructor() :

Collection<E> {\r\n    abstract override val size: Int\r\n    abstract override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\r\n\r\n

override fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean = any { it == element }\r\n\r\n    override fun

containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean =\r\n        elements.all { contains(it) } // use

when js will support bound refs: elements.all(this::contains)\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = size ==

0\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\") {\r\n        if (it === this) \"(this

Collection)\" else it.toString()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns new array of type `Array<Any?>` with the

elements of this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    @JsName(\"toArray\")\r\n    protected open fun toArray(): Array<Any?> =

copyToArrayImpl(this)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Fills the provided [array] or creates new array of the same type\r\n     *

and fills it with the elements of this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    protected open fun <T> toArray(array: Array<T>):

Array<T> = copyToArrayImpl(this, array)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate enum class State

{\r\n    Ready,\r\n    NotReady,\r\n    Done,\r\n    Failed\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A base class to simplify implementing

iterators so that implementations only have to implement [computeNext]\r\n * to implement the iterator, calling

[done] when the iteration is complete.\r\n */\r\npublic abstract class AbstractIterator<T> : Iterator<T> {\r\n    private

var state = State.NotReady\r\n    private var nextValue: T? = null\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n

require(state != State.Failed)\r\n        return when (state) {\r\n            State.Done -> false\r\n            State.Ready ->

true\r\n            else -> tryToComputeNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun next(): T {\r\n        if (!hasNext())

throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n        state = State.NotReady\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return nextValue as T\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun

tryToComputeNext(): Boolean {\r\n        state = State.Failed\r\n        computeNext()\r\n        return state ==

State.Ready\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Computes the next item in the iterator.\r\n     *\r\n     * This callback method
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should call one of these two methods:\r\n     *\r\n     * * [setNext] with the next value of the iteration\r\n     * *

[done] to indicate there are no more elements\r\n     *\r\n     * Failure to call either method will result in the iteration

terminating with a failed state\r\n     */\r\n    abstract protected fun computeNext(): Unit\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the

next value in the iteration, called from the [computeNext] function\r\n     */\r\n    protected fun setNext(value: T):

Unit {\r\n        nextValue = value\r\n        state = State.Ready\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the state to done so

that the iteration terminates.\r\n     */\r\n    protected fun done() {\r\n        state = State.Done\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT AbstractList\r\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\r\n*/\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [List] interface.\r\n *\r\n *

This class is intended to help implementing read-only lists so it doesn't support concurrent modification tracking.\r\n

*\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the list. The list is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic abstract class AbstractList<out E> protected constructor() :

AbstractCollection<E>(), List<E> {\r\n    abstract override val size: Int\r\n    abstract override fun get(index: Int):

E\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E> = IteratorImpl()\r\n\r\n    override fun indexOf(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Int = indexOfFirst { it == element }\r\n\r\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Int = indexOfLast { it == element }\r\n\r\n    override fun listIterator(): ListIterator<E> =

ListIteratorImpl(0)\r\n\r\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(index)\r\n\r\n

override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<E> = SubList(this, fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    private

class SubList<out E>(private val list: AbstractList<E>, private val fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) : AbstractList<E>(),

RandomAccess {\r\n        private var _size: Int = 0\r\n\r\n        init {\r\n            checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, list.size)\r\n            this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun get(index: Int): E

{\r\n            checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n            return list[fromIndex + index]\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

override val size: Int get() = _size\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this list with other list instance with the

ordered structural equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [List] of the same size, which

contains the same elements in the same order.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if

(other === this) return true\r\n        if (other !is List<*>) return false\r\n\r\n        return orderedEquals(this, other)\r\n

 }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the hash code value for this list.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

orderedHashCode(this)\r\n\r\n    private open inner class IteratorImpl : Iterator<E> {\r\n        /** the index of the

item that will be returned on the next call to [next]`()` */\r\n        protected var index = 0\r\n\r\n        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = index < size\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): E {\r\n            if (!hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            return get(index++)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Implementation of

[ListIterator] for abstract lists.\r\n     */\r\n    private open inner class ListIteratorImpl(index: Int) : IteratorImpl(),

ListIterator<E> {\r\n\r\n        init {\r\n            checkPositionIndex(index, this@AbstractList.size)\r\n

this.index = index\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = index > 0\r\n\r\n        override fun

nextIndex(): Int = index\r\n\r\n        override fun previous(): E {\r\n            if (!hasPrevious()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            return get(--index)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun previousIndex(): Int =

index - 1\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    internal companion object {\r\n        internal fun checkElementIndex(index: Int, size: Int)

{\r\n            if (index < 0 || index >= size) {\r\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size:

$size\")\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        internal fun checkPositionIndex(index: Int, size: Int) {\r\n            if (index

< 0 || index > size) {\r\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size\")\r\n            }\r\n

     }\r\n\r\n        internal fun checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int, size: Int) {\r\n            if (fromIndex <

0 || toIndex > size) {\r\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex, toIndex: $toIndex,

size: $size\")\r\n            }\r\n            if (fromIndex > toIndex) {\r\n                throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex > toIndex: $toIndex\")\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

internal fun checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, size: Int) {\r\n            if (startIndex < 0 || endIndex >

size) {\r\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"startIndex: $startIndex, endIndex: $endIndex, size:

$size\")\r\n            }\r\n            if (startIndex > endIndex) {\r\n                throw
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IllegalArgumentException(\"startIndex: $startIndex > endIndex: $endIndex\")\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

internal fun orderedHashCode(c: Collection<*>): Int {\r\n            var hashCode = 1\r\n            for (e in c) {\r\n

    hashCode = 31 * hashCode + (e?.hashCode() ?: 0)\r\n            }\r\n            return hashCode\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

internal fun orderedEquals(c: Collection<*>, other: Collection<*>): Boolean {\r\n            if (c.size != other.size)

return false\r\n\r\n            val otherIterator = other.iterator()\r\n            for (elem in c) {\r\n                val elemOther =

otherIterator.next()\r\n                if (elem != elemOther) {\r\n                    return false\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n

       return true\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT AbstractMap\r\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Map]

interface.\r\n *\r\n * The implementor is required to implement [entries] property, which should return read-only set

of map entries.\r\n *\r\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its key type.\r\n * @param V

the type of map values. The map is covariant on its value type.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic abstract

class AbstractMap<K, out V> protected constructor() : Map<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    override fun containsKey(key: K):

Boolean {\r\n        return implFindEntry(key) != null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun containsValue(value:

@UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = entries.any { it.value == value }\r\n\r\n    internal fun containsEntry(entry:

Map.Entry<*, *>?): Boolean {\r\n        // since entry comes from @UnsafeVariance parameters it can be virtually

anything\r\n        if (entry !is Map.Entry<*, *>) return false\r\n        val key = entry.key\r\n        val value =

entry.value\r\n        val ourValue = get(key)\r\n\r\n        if (value != ourValue) {\r\n            return false\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        // Perhaps it was null and we don't contain the key?\r\n        if (ourValue == null &&

!containsKey(key)) {\r\n            return false\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Compares this map with other instance with the ordered structural equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true, if [other]

instance is a [Map] of the same size, all entries of which are contained in the [entries] set of this map.\r\n     */\r\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other === this) return true\r\n        if (other !is Map<*, *>)

return false\r\n        if (size != other.size) return false\r\n\r\n        return other.entries.all { containsEntry(it) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override operator fun get(key: K): V? = implFindEntry(key)?.value\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the

hash code value for this map.\r\n     *\r\n     * It is the same as the hashCode of [entries] set.\r\n     */\r\n    override

fun hashCode(): Int = entries.hashCode()\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = size == 0\r\n    override val

size: Int get() = entries.size\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all keys in this map.\r\n     *\r\n     *

Accessing this property first time creates a keys view from [entries].\r\n     * All subsequent accesses just return the

created instance.\r\n     */\r\n    override val keys: Set<K>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_keys == null) {\r\n

_keys = object : AbstractSet<K>() {\r\n                    override operator fun contains(element: K): Boolean =

containsKey(element)\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun iterator(): Iterator<K> {\r\n                        val

entryIterator = entries.iterator()\r\n                        return object : Iterator<K> {\r\n                            override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\r\n                            override fun next(): K =

entryIterator.next().key\r\n                        }\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override val size: Int get() =

this@AbstractMap.size\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return _keys!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

@kotlin.jvm.Volatile\r\n    private var _keys: Set<K>? = null\r\n\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

entries.joinToString(\", \", \"{\", \"}\") { toString(it) }\r\n\r\n    private fun toString(entry: Map.Entry<K, V>): String

= toString(entry.key) + \"=\" + toString(entry.value)\r\n\r\n    private fun toString(o: Any?): String = if (o === this)

\"(this Map)\" else o.toString()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Collection] of all values in this map.\r\n

*\r\n     * Accessing this property first time creates a values view from [entries].\r\n     * All subsequent accesses just

return the created instance.\r\n     */\r\n    override val values: Collection<V>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_values ==

null) {\r\n                _values = object : AbstractCollection<V>() {\r\n                    override operator fun

contains(element: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = containsValue(element)\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun

iterator(): Iterator<V> {\r\n                        val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\r\n                        return object :

Iterator<V> {\r\n                            override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\r\n

override fun next(): V = entryIterator.next().value\r\n                        }\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override
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val size: Int get() = this@AbstractMap.size\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return _values!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

@kotlin.jvm.Volatile\r\n    private var _values: Collection<V>? = null\r\n\r\n    private fun implFindEntry(key: K):

Map.Entry<K, V>? = entries.firstOrNull { it.key == key }\r\n\r\n    internal companion object {\r\n\r\n        internal

fun entryHashCode(e: Map.Entry<*, *>): Int = with(e) { (key?.hashCode() ?: 0) xor (value?.hashCode() ?: 0) }\r\n

   internal fun entryToString(e: Map.Entry<*, *>): String = with(e) { \"$key=$value\" }\r\n        internal fun

entryEquals(e: Map.Entry<*, *>, other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n            if (other !is Map.Entry<*, *>) return false\r\n

      return e.key == other.key && e.value == other.value\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Set] interface.\r\n *\r\n * This

class is intended to help implementing read-only sets so it doesn't support concurrent modification tracking.\r\n *\r\n

* @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic abstract class AbstractSet<out E> protected constructor() :

AbstractCollection<E>(), Set<E> {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this set with other set instance with the unordered

structural equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [Set] of the same size, all elements of which

are contained in this set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other === this) return

true\r\n        if (other !is Set<*>) return false\r\n        return setEquals(this, other)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns

the hash code value for this set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = unorderedHashCode(this)\r\n\r\n

internal companion object {\r\n        internal fun unorderedHashCode(c: Collection<*>): Int {\r\n            var

hashCode = 0\r\n            for (element in c) {\r\n                hashCode += (element?.hashCode() ?: 0)\r\n            }\r\n

      return hashCode\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        internal fun setEquals(c: Set<*>, other: Set<*>): Boolean {\r\n            if

(c.size != other.size) return false\r\n            return c.containsAll(other)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ArraysKt\")\r\n\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a single list of all elements from all

arrays in the given array.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.flattenArray\r\n */\r\npublic

fun <T> Array<out Array<out T>>.flatten(): List<T> {\r\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(sumBy { it.size })\r\n    for

(element in this) {\r\n        result.addAll(element)\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a pair of

lists, where\r\n * *first* list is built from the first values of each pair from this array,\r\n * *second* list is built from

the second values of each pair from this array.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.unzipArray\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T, R> Array<out Pair<T, R>>.unzip():

Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\r\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>(size)\r\n    val listR = ArrayList<R>(size)\r\n    for (pair in

this) {\r\n        listT.add(pair.first)\r\n        listR.add(pair.second)\r\n    }\r\n    return listT to listR\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns `true` if this nullable array is either null or empty.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Usage.arrayIsNullOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Array<*>?.isNullOrEmpty():

Boolean {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return this

== null || this.isEmpty()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this array if it's not empty\r\n * or the result of calling

[defaultValue] function if the array is empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Usage.arrayIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@Suppress(\"UPPER_BOUND_CANNOT_BE_ARR

AY\")\r\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -> R): R where C : Array<*>, C : R =\r\n    if

(isEmpty()) defaultValue() else

this\r\n\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@PublishedApi\

r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"contentDeepEquals\")\r\n@kotlin.js.JsName(\"contentDeepEqualsImpl\")\r\ninternal

fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepEqualsImpl(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\r\n    if (this === other) return

true\r\n    if (this.size != other.size) return false\r\n\r\n    for (i in indices) {\r\n        val v1 = this[i]\r\n        val v2 =
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other[i]\r\n\r\n        if (v1 === v2) {\r\n            continue\r\n        } else if (v1 == null || v2 == null) {\r\n            return

false\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        when {\r\n            v1 is Array<*>     && v2 is Array<*>     -> if

(!v1.contentDeepEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is ByteArray    && v2 is ByteArray    -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is ShortArray   && v2 is ShortArray   -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is IntArray     && v2 is IntArray     -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2))

return false\r\n            v1 is LongArray    && v2 is LongArray    -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n

v1 is FloatArray   && v2 is FloatArray   -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is DoubleArray  &&

v2 is DoubleArray  -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is CharArray    && v2 is CharArray    ->

if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is BooleanArray && v2 is BooleanArray -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n\r\n            v1 is UByteArray   && v2 is UByteArray   -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is UShortArray  && v2 is UShortArray  -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is UIntArray    && v2 is UIntArray    -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is ULongArray   && v2 is ULongArray   -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n\r\n            else -> if (v1 != v2) return false\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    }\r\n    return

true\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"contentDeepToString\")\r\n@

kotlin.js.JsName(\"contentDeepToStringImpl\")\r\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepToStringImpl():

String {\r\n    val length = size.coerceAtMost((Int.MAX_VALUE - 2) / 5) * 5 + 2 // in order not to overflow

Int.MAX_VALUE\r\n    return buildString(length) {\r\n        contentDeepToStringInternal(this, mutableListOf())\r\n

  }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\nprivate fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepToStringInternal(result: StringBuilder, processed: MutableList<Array<*>>) {\r\n    if (this in

processed) {\r\n        result.append(\"[...]\")\r\n        return\r\n    }\r\n    processed.add(this)\r\n

result.append('[')\r\n\r\n    for (i in indices) {\r\n        if (i != 0) {\r\n            result.append(\", \")\r\n        }\r\n        val

element = this[i]\r\n        when (element) {\r\n            null            -> result.append(\"null\")\r\n            is Array<*>

-> element.contentDeepToStringInternal(result, processed)\r\n            is ByteArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is ShortArray   -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n

         is IntArray     -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is LongArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is FloatArray   -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n

        is DoubleArray  -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is CharArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is BooleanArray ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n\r\n            is UByteArray   ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is UShortArray  -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n

          is UIntArray    -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is ULongArray   ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n\r\n            else            -> result.append(element.toString())\r\n        }\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n    result.append(']')\r\n    processed.removeAt(processed.lastIndex)\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Data class representing a value from a collection or sequence, along with its index

in that collection or sequence.\r\n *\r\n * @property value the underlying value.\r\n * @property index the index of

the value in the collection or sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic data class IndexedValue<out T>(public val index: Int, public

val value: T)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapAccessorsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KProperty\r\nimport kotlin.internal.Exact\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value of the property for the

given object from this read-only map.\r\n * @param thisRef the object for which the value is requested (not

used).\r\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property and lookup the value

corresponding to this name in the map.\r\n * @return the property value.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain value for the property name and doesn't provide an implicit

default (see [withDefault]).\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <V, V1 : V> Map<in
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String, @Exact V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): V1 =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as V1)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

value of the property for the given object from this mutable map.\r\n * @param thisRef the object for which the

value is requested (not used).\r\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property

and lookup the value corresponding to this name in the map.\r\n * @return the property value.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain value for the property name and doesn't provide an implicit

default (see [withDefault]).\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getVar\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline operator fun <V, V1 : V> MutableMap<in String, out @Exact V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property:

KProperty<*>): V1 =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as

V1)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use getValue() with two type parameters instead\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getVarContravariant\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInO

verloadResolution\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <V> MutableMap<in String, in

V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): V =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")

(getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as V)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Stores the value of the property for the given object in

this mutable map.\r\n * @param thisRef the object for which the value is requested (not used).\r\n * @param

property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property and store the value associated with that

name in the map.\r\n * @param value the value to set.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator

fun <V> MutableMap<in String, in V>.setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: V) {\r\n

this.put(property.name, value)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value for the given key, or the implicit default value for this map.\r\n *

By default no implicit value is provided for maps and a [NoSuchElementException] is thrown.\r\n * To create a map

with implicit default value use [withDefault] method.\r\n *\r\n * @throws NoSuchElementException when the map

doesn't contain a value for the specified key and no implicit default was provided for that map.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getOrImplicitDefaultNullable\")\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V {\r\n    if (this is MapWithDefault)\r\n        return

this.getOrImplicitDefault(key)\r\n\r\n    return getOrElseNullable(key, { throw NoSuchElementException(\"Key

$key is missing in the map.\") })\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a wrapper of this read-only map, having the implicit

default value provided with the specified function [defaultValue].\r\n *\r\n * This implicit default value is used when

the original map doesn't contain a value for the key specified\r\n * and a value is obtained with [Map.getValue]

function, for example when properties are delegated to the map.\r\n *\r\n * When this map already has an implicit

default value provided with a former call to [withDefault], it is being replaced by this call.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K,

V> Map<K, V>.withDefault(defaultValue: (key: K) -> V): Map<K, V> =\r\n    when (this) {\r\n        is

MapWithDefault -> this.map.withDefault(defaultValue)\r\n        else -> MapWithDefaultImpl(this, defaultValue)\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a wrapper of this mutable map, having the implicit default value provided with the

specified function [defaultValue].\r\n *\r\n * This implicit default value is used when the original map doesn't

contain a value for the key specified\r\n * and a value is obtained with [Map.getValue] function, for example when

properties are delegated to the map.\r\n *\r\n * When this map already has an implicit default value provided with a

former call to [withDefault], it is being replaced by this call.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"withDefaultMutable\")\r\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.withDefault(defaultValue: (key: K) -> V): MutableMap<K, V> =\r\n    when (this) {\r\n        is

MutableMapWithDefault -> this.map.withDefault(defaultValue)\r\n        else -> MutableMapWithDefaultImpl(this,

defaultValue)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate interface MapWithDefault<K, out V> : Map<K, V> {\r\n    public val map:

Map<K, V>\r\n    public fun getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate interface

MutableMapWithDefault<K, V> : MutableMap<K, V>, MapWithDefault<K, V> {\r\n    public override val map:

MutableMap<K, V>\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class MapWithDefaultImpl<K, out V>(public override val map: Map<K,
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V>, private val default: (key: K) -> V) : MapWithDefault<K, V> {\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

= map.equals(other)\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = map.hashCode()\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

map.toString()\r\n    override val size: Int get() = map.size\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean =

map.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean = map.containsKey(key)\r\n    override fun

containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = map.containsValue(value)\r\n    override fun get(key: K): V?

= map.get(key)\r\n    override val keys: Set<K> get() = map.keys\r\n    override val values: Collection<V> get() =

map.values\r\n    override val entries: Set<Map.Entry<K, V>> get() = map.entries\r\n\r\n    override fun

getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V = map.getOrElseNullable(key, { default(key) })\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate class

MutableMapWithDefaultImpl<K, V>(public override val map: MutableMap<K, V>, private val default: (key: K) ->

V) : MutableMapWithDefault<K, V> {\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = map.equals(other)\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = map.hashCode()\r\n    override fun toString(): String = map.toString()\r\n    override

val size: Int get() = map.size\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = map.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun

containsKey(key: K): Boolean = map.containsKey(key)\r\n    override fun containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance

V): Boolean = map.containsValue(value)\r\n    override fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)\r\n    override val keys:

MutableSet<K> get() = map.keys\r\n    override val values: MutableCollection<V> get() = map.values\r\n    override

val entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> get() = map.entries\r\n\r\n    override fun put(key: K,

value: V): V? = map.put(key, value)\r\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? = map.remove(key)\r\n    override fun

putAll(from: Map<out K, V>) = map.putAll(from)\r\n    override fun clear() = map.clear()\r\n\r\n    override fun

getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V = map.getOrElseNullable(key, { default(key) })\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.random.Random\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes a single instance of the specified

element from this\r\n * collection, if it is present.\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `remove`

that requires to pass an element of type `E`.\r\n *\r\n * @return `true` if the element has been successfully removed;

`false` if it was not present in the collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out T>.remove(element: T): Boolean =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as MutableCollection<T>).remove(element)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes

all of this collection's elements that are also contained in the specified collection.\r\n\r\n * Allows to overcome type-

safety restriction of `removeAll` that requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\r\n *\r\n * @return `true`

if any of the specified elements was removed from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out

T>.removeAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableCollection<T>).removeAll(elements)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Retains only the elements in this collection that are

contained in the specified collection.\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `retainAll` that

requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\r\n *\r\n * @return `true` if any element was removed from the

collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out T>.retainAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean

=\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as MutableCollection<T>).retainAll(elements)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Removes the element at the specified [index] from this list.\r\n * In Kotlin one should use the

[MutableList.removeAt] function instead.\r\n */\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use removeAt(index) instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"removeAt(index)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun <T> MutableList<T>.remove(index: Int): T = removeAt(index)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds the specified

[element] to this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(element: T) {\r\n    this.add(element)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of

the given [elements] collection to this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(elements: Iterable<T>) {\r\n

this.addAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of the given [elements] array to this mutable
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collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.plusAssign(elements: Array<T>) {\r\n    this.addAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of the

given [elements] sequence to this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator

fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(elements: Sequence<T>) {\r\n

this.addAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes a single instance of the specified [element] from this mutable

collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.minusAssign(element: T) {\r\n    this.remove(element)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements contained in

the given [elements] collection from this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements: Iterable<T>) {\r\n

this.removeAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements contained in the given [elements] array from

this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements: Array<T>) {\r\n    this.removeAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Removes all elements contained in the given [elements] sequence from this mutable collection.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.minusAssign(elements: Sequence<T>) {\r\n    this.removeAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements

of the given [elements] collection to this [MutableCollection].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.addAll(elements: Iterable<T>): Boolean {\r\n    when (elements) {\r\n        is Collection -> return

addAll(elements)\r\n        else -> {\r\n            var result: Boolean = false\r\n            for (item in elements)\r\n

if (add(item)) result = true\r\n            return result\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of the

given [elements] sequence to this [MutableCollection].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.addAll(elements: Sequence<T>): Boolean {\r\n    var result: Boolean = false\r\n    for (item in elements) {\r\n

if (add(item)) result = true\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of the given [elements]

array to this [MutableCollection].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.addAll(elements: Array<out

T>): Boolean {\r\n    return addAll(elements.asList())\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements from this

[MutableIterable] that match the given [predicate].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

MutableIterable<T>.removeAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate, true)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Retains only elements of this [MutableIterable] that match the given [predicate].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

MutableIterable<T>.retainAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate, false)\r\n\r\nprivate fun

<T> MutableIterable<T>.filterInPlace(predicate: (T) -> Boolean, predicateResultToRemove: Boolean): Boolean

{\r\n    var result = false\r\n    with(iterator()) {\r\n        while (hasNext())\r\n            if (predicate(next()) ==

predicateResultToRemove) {\r\n                remove()\r\n                result = true\r\n            }\r\n    }\r\n    return

result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableList] that match the given [predicate].\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.removeAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate,

true)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableList] that match the given [predicate].\r\n */\r\npublic

fun <T> MutableList<T>.retainAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate,

false)\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T> MutableList<T>.filterInPlace(predicate: (T) -> Boolean, predicateResultToRemove:

Boolean): Boolean {\r\n    if (this !is RandomAccess)\r\n        return (this as

MutableIterable<T>).filterInPlace(predicate, predicateResultToRemove)\r\n\r\n    var writeIndex: Int = 0\r\n    for

(readIndex in 0..lastIndex) {\r\n        val element = this[readIndex]\r\n        if (predicate(element) ==

predicateResultToRemove)\r\n            continue\r\n\r\n        if (writeIndex != readIndex)\r\n            this[writeIndex] =

element\r\n\r\n        writeIndex++\r\n    }\r\n    if (writeIndex < size) {\r\n        for (removeIndex in lastIndex

downTo writeIndex)\r\n            removeAt(removeIndex)\r\n\r\n        return true\r\n    } else {\r\n        return false\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given

[elements] collection.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Iterable<T>):

Boolean {\r\n    return removeAll(elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes

all elements from this [MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given [elements] sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Sequence<T>): Boolean {\r\n    val set =

elements.toHashSet()\r\n    return set.isNotEmpty() && removeAll(set)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements
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from this [MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given [elements] array.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\r\n    return elements.isNotEmpty() &&

removeAll(elements.toHashSet())\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableCollection] that are

contained in the given [elements] collection.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements:

Iterable<T>): Boolean {\r\n    return retainAll(elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Retains only elements of this [MutableCollection] that are contained in the given [elements] array.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\r\n    if

(elements.isNotEmpty())\r\n        return retainAll(elements.toHashSet())\r\n    else\r\n        return

retainNothing()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableCollection] that are contained in the

given [elements] sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Sequence<T>):

Boolean {\r\n    val set = elements.toHashSet()\r\n    if (set.isNotEmpty())\r\n        return retainAll(set)\r\n    else\r\n

    return retainNothing()\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun MutableCollection<*>.retainNothing(): Boolean {\r\n    val result =

isNotEmpty()\r\n    clear()\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this mutable list

using the specified [random] instance as the source of randomness.\r\n *\r\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\r\n    for (i in

lastIndex downTo 1) {\r\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\r\n        val copy = this[i]\r\n        this[i] = this[j]\r\n

this[j] = copy\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new list with the elements of this list randomly shuffled\r\n *

using the specified [random] instance as the source of randomness.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun

<T> Iterable<T>.shuffled(random: Random): List<T> = toMutableList().apply { shuffle(random) }\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nprivate open class ReversedListReadOnly<out T>(private val delegate: List<T>) :

AbstractList<T>() {\r\n    override val size: Int get() = delegate.size\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): T =

delegate[reverseElementIndex(index)]\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate class ReversedList<T>(private val delegate:

MutableList<T>) : AbstractMutableList<T>() {\r\n    override val size: Int get() = delegate.size\r\n    override fun

get(index: Int): T = delegate[reverseElementIndex(index)]\r\n\r\n    override fun clear() = delegate.clear()\r\n

override fun removeAt(index: Int): T = delegate.removeAt(reverseElementIndex(index))\r\n\r\n    override fun

set(index: Int, element: T): T = delegate.set(reverseElementIndex(index), element)\r\n    override fun add(index: Int,

element: T) {\r\n        delegate.add(reversePositionIndex(index), element)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun

List<*>.reverseElementIndex(index: Int) =\r\n    if (index in 0..lastIndex) lastIndex - index else throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Element index $index must be in range [${0..lastIndex}].\")\r\n\r\nprivate fun

List<*>.reversePositionIndex(index: Int) =\r\n    if (index in 0..size) size - index else throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Position index $index must be in range [${0..size}].\")\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

reversed read-only view of the original List.\r\n * All changes made in the original list will be reflected in the

reversed one.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.ReversedViews.asReversedList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.asReversed(): List<T> = ReversedListReadOnly(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a reversed mutable view of

the original mutable List.\r\n * All changes made in the original list will be reflected in the reversed one and vice

versa.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.ReversedViews.asReversedMutableList\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"asReversedMutable\")\r\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.asReversed():

MutableList<T> = ReversedList(this)\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\r\n@file:UseExperim

ental(ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.sequences\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.coroutines.*\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.*\r\nimport kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Builds a

[Sequence] lazily yielding values one by one.\r\n *\r\n * @see kotlin.sequences.generateSequence\r\n *\r\n *
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@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun <T>

sequence(@BuilderInference block: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T> = Sequence {

iterator(block) }\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use 'sequence { }' function instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"sequence(builderAction)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

buildSequence(@BuilderInference noinline builderAction: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T> =

Sequence { iterator(builderAction) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Builds an [Iterator] lazily yielding values one by one.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildIterator\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Building.iterable\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun <T>

iterator(@BuilderInference block: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Iterator<T> {\r\n    val iterator =

SequenceBuilderIterator<T>()\r\n    iterator.nextStep = block.createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver = iterator,

completion = iterator)\r\n    return iterator\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use 'iterator { }'

function instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"iterator(builderAction)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

buildIterator(@BuilderInference noinline builderAction: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Iterator<T> =

iterator(builderAction)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The scope for yielding values of a [Sequence] or an [Iterator], provides

[yield] and [yieldAll] suspension functions.\r\n *\r\n * @see sequence\r\n * @see iterator\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\r\n

*/\r\n@RestrictsSuspension\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic abstract class SequenceScope<in T> internal

constructor() {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Yields a value to the [Iterator] being built and suspends\r\n     * until the next value

is requested.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n     *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\r\n     */\r\n    public abstract suspend

fun yield(value: T)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Yields all values from the `iterator` to the [Iterator] being built\r\n     * and

suspends until all these values are iterated and the next one is requested.\r\n     *\r\n     * The sequence of values

returned by the given iterator can be potentially infinite.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n     */\r\n    public abstract suspend fun

yieldAll(iterator: Iterator<T>)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Yields a collections of values to the [Iterator] being built\r\n     *

and suspends until all these values are iterated and the next one is requested.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n     */\r\n    public suspend fun yieldAll(elements:

Iterable<T>) {\r\n        if (elements is Collection && elements.isEmpty()) return\r\n        return

yieldAll(elements.iterator())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Yields potentially infinite sequence of values  to the

[Iterator] being built\r\n     * and suspends until all these values are iterated and the next one is requested.\r\n     *\r\n

   * The sequence can be potentially infinite.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n     */\r\n    public suspend fun

yieldAll(sequence: Sequence<T>) = yieldAll(sequence.iterator())\r\n}\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use SequenceScope

class instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"SequenceScope<T>\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic typealias

SequenceBuilder<T> = SequenceScope<T>\r\n\r\nprivate typealias State = Int\r\n\r\nprivate const val

State_NotReady: State = 0\r\nprivate const val State_ManyNotReady: State = 1\r\nprivate const val

State_ManyReady: State = 2\r\nprivate const val State_Ready: State = 3\r\nprivate const val State_Done: State =

4\r\nprivate const val State_Failed: State = 5\r\n\r\nprivate class SequenceBuilderIterator<T> :

SequenceScope<T>(), Iterator<T>, Continuation<Unit> {\r\n    private var state = State_NotReady\r\n    private var

nextValue: T? = null\r\n    private var nextIterator: Iterator<T>? = null\r\n    var nextStep: Continuation<Unit>? =

null\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            when (state) {\r\n

State_NotReady -> {}\r\n                State_ManyNotReady ->\r\n                    if (nextIterator!!.hasNext()) {\r\n

           state = State_ManyReady\r\n                        return true\r\n                    } else {\r\n                        nextIterator

= null\r\n                    }\r\n                State_Done -> return false\r\n                State_Ready, State_ManyReady ->
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return true\r\n                else -> throw exceptionalState()\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            state = State_Failed\r\n            val

step = nextStep!!\r\n            nextStep = null\r\n            step.resume(Unit)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

next(): T {\r\n        when (state) {\r\n            State_NotReady, State_ManyNotReady -> return nextNotReady()\r\n

     State_ManyReady -> {\r\n                state = State_ManyNotReady\r\n                return nextIterator!!.next()\r\n

    }\r\n            State_Ready -> {\r\n                state = State_NotReady\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n                val result = nextValue as T\r\n                nextValue = null\r\n

         return result\r\n            }\r\n            else -> throw exceptionalState()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun

nextNotReady(): T {\r\n        if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException() else return next()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

private fun exceptionalState(): Throwable = when (state) {\r\n        State_Done -> NoSuchElementException()\r\n

  State_Failed -> IllegalStateException(\"Iterator has failed.\")\r\n        else -> IllegalStateException(\"Unexpected

state of the iterator: $state\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    override suspend fun yield(value: T) {\r\n        nextValue =

value\r\n        state = State_Ready\r\n        return suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c ->\r\n            nextStep

= c\r\n            COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override suspend fun yieldAll(iterator:

Iterator<T>) {\r\n        if (!iterator.hasNext()) return\r\n        nextIterator = iterator\r\n        state =

State_ManyReady\r\n        return suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c ->\r\n            nextStep = c\r\n

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Completion continuation implementation\r\n    override

fun resumeWith(result: Result<Unit>) {\r\n        result.getOrThrow() // just rethrow exception if it is there\r\n

state = State_Done\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override val context: CoroutineContext\r\n        get() =

EmptyCoroutineContext\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\ninternal fun checkWindowSizeStep(size: Int,

step: Int) {\r\n    require(size > 0 && step > 0) {\r\n        if (size != step)\r\n            \"Both size $size and step $step

must be greater than zero.\"\r\n        else\r\n            \"size $size must be greater than zero.\"\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal

fun <T> Sequence<T>.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int, partialWindows: Boolean, reuseBuffer: Boolean):

Sequence<List<T>> {\r\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\r\n    return Sequence { windowedIterator(iterator(),

size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer) }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> windowedIterator(iterator: Iterator<T>, size:

Int, step: Int, partialWindows: Boolean, reuseBuffer: Boolean): Iterator<List<T>> {\r\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())

return EmptyIterator\r\n    return iterator<List<T>> {\r\n        val gap = step - size\r\n        if (gap >= 0) {\r\n

var buffer = ArrayList<T>(size)\r\n            var skip = 0\r\n            for (e in iterator) {\r\n                if (skip > 0) { skip

-= 1; continue }\r\n                buffer.add(e)\r\n                if (buffer.size == size) {\r\n                    yield(buffer)\r\n

           if (reuseBuffer) buffer.clear() else buffer = ArrayList(size)\r\n                    skip = gap\r\n                }\r\n

}\r\n            if (buffer.isNotEmpty()) {\r\n                if (partialWindows || buffer.size == size) yield(buffer)\r\n

}\r\n        } else {\r\n            val buffer = RingBuffer<T>(size)\r\n            for (e in iterator) {\r\n

buffer.add(e)\r\n                if (buffer.isFull()) {\r\n                    yield(if (reuseBuffer) buffer else

ArrayList(buffer))\r\n                    buffer.removeFirst(step)\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            if (partialWindows)

{\r\n                while (buffer.size > step) {\r\n                    yield(if (reuseBuffer) buffer else ArrayList(buffer))\r\n

            buffer.removeFirst(step)\r\n                }\r\n                if (buffer.isNotEmpty()) yield(buffer)\r\n            }\r\n

 }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class MovingSubList<out E>(private val list: List<E>) : AbstractList<E>(),

RandomAccess {\r\n    private var fromIndex: Int = 0\r\n    private var _size: Int = 0\r\n\r\n    fun move(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int) {\r\n        checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, list.size)\r\n        this.fromIndex = fromIndex\r\n

      this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): E {\r\n

checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n        return list[fromIndex + index]\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int

get() = _size\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides ring buffer implementation.\r\n *\r\n * Buffer overflow is not allowed

so [add] doesn't overwrite tail but raises an exception.\r\n */\r\nprivate class RingBuffer<T>(val capacity: Int) :

AbstractList<T>(), RandomAccess {\r\n    init {\r\n        require(capacity >= 0) { \"ring buffer capacity should not be

negative but it is $capacity\" }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private val buffer = arrayOfNulls<Any?>(capacity)\r\n    private var

startIndex: Int = 0\r\n\r\n    override var size: Int = 0\r\n        private set\r\n\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): T {\r\n

     checkElementIndex(index, size)\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return
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buffer[startIndex.forward(index)] as T\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    fun isFull() = size == capacity\r\n\r\n    override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : AbstractIterator<T>() {\r\n        private var count = size\r\n        private var index =

startIndex\r\n\r\n        override fun computeNext() {\r\n            if (count == 0) {\r\n                done()\r\n            } else

{\r\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n                setNext(buffer[index] as T)\r\n                index =

index.forward(1)\r\n                count--\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    override fun <T> toArray(array: Array<T>): Array<T> {\r\n        val

result: Array<T?> =\r\n            if (array.size < this.size) array.copyOf(this.size) else array as Array<T?>\r\n\r\n

val size = this.size\r\n\r\n        var widx = 0\r\n        var idx = startIndex\r\n\r\n        while (widx < size && idx <

capacity) {\r\n            result[widx] = buffer[idx] as T\r\n            widx++\r\n            idx++\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        idx =

0\r\n        while (widx < size) {\r\n            result[widx] = buffer[idx] as T\r\n            widx++\r\n            idx++\r\n

}\r\n        if (result.size > this.size) result[this.size] = null\r\n\r\n        return result as Array<T>\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

override fun toArray(): Array<Any?> {\r\n        return toArray(arrayOfNulls(size))\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Add

[element] to the buffer or fail with [IllegalStateException] if no free space available in the buffer\r\n     */\r\n    fun

add(element: T) {\r\n        if (isFull()) {\r\n            throw IllegalStateException(\"ring buffer is full\")\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        buffer[startIndex.forward(size)] = element\r\n        size++\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes [n] first

elements from the buffer or fails with [IllegalArgumentException] if not enough elements in the buffer to

remove\r\n     */\r\n    fun removeFirst(n: Int) {\r\n        require(n >= 0) { \"n shouldn't be negative but it is $n\" }\r\n

     require(n <= size) { \"n shouldn't be greater than the buffer size: n = $n, size = $size\" }\r\n\r\n        if (n > 0)

{\r\n            val start = startIndex\r\n            val end = start.forward(n)\r\n\r\n            if (start > end) {\r\n

buffer.fill(null, start, capacity)\r\n                buffer.fill(null, 0, end)\r\n            } else {\r\n                buffer.fill(null,

start, end)\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            startIndex = end\r\n            size -= n\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n

@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\n    private inline fun Int.forward(n: Int): Int = (this + n) %

capacity\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n// UByteArray

=============================================================================\r\n@E

xperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun partition(\r\n    array: UByteArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\r\n    var i =

left\r\n    var j = right\r\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\r\n    while (i <= j) {\r\n        while (array[i] <

pivot)\r\n            i++\r\n        while (array[j] > pivot)\r\n            j--\r\n        if (i <= j) {\r\n            val tmp =

array[i]\r\n            array[i] = array[j]\r\n            array[j] = tmp\r\n            i++\r\n            j--\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return i\r\n}\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun quickSort(\r\n    array: UByteArray, left: Int, right:

Int) {\r\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\r\n    if (left < index - 1)\r\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\r\n

  if (index < right)\r\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\r\n}\r\n\r\n// UShortArray

=============================================================================\r\n@E

xperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun partition(\r\n    array: UShortArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\r\n    var i =

left\r\n    var j = right\r\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\r\n    while (i <= j) {\r\n        while (array[i] <

pivot)\r\n            i++\r\n        while (array[j] > pivot)\r\n            j--\r\n        if (i <= j) {\r\n            val tmp =

array[i]\r\n            array[i] = array[j]\r\n            array[j] = tmp\r\n            i++\r\n            j--\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return i\r\n}\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun quickSort(\r\n    array: UShortArray, left: Int, right:

Int) {\r\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\r\n    if (left < index - 1)\r\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\r\n

  if (index < right)\r\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\r\n}\r\n\r\n// UIntArray

=============================================================================\r\n@E

xperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun partition(\r\n    array: UIntArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\r\n    var i =

left\r\n    var j = right\r\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\r\n    while (i <= j) {\r\n        while (array[i] <

pivot)\r\n            i++\r\n        while (array[j] > pivot)\r\n            j--\r\n        if (i <= j) {\r\n            val tmp =

array[i]\r\n            array[i] = array[j]\r\n            array[j] = tmp\r\n            i++\r\n            j--\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return i\r\n}\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun quickSort(\r\n    array: UIntArray, left: Int, right:

Int) {\r\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\r\n    if (left < index - 1)\r\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\r\n
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  if (index < right)\r\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\r\n}\r\n\r\n// ULongArray

=============================================================================\r\n@E

xperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun partition(\r\n    array: ULongArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\r\n    var i =

left\r\n    var j = right\r\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\r\n    while (i <= j) {\r\n        while (array[i] <

pivot)\r\n            i++\r\n        while (array[j] > pivot)\r\n            j--\r\n        if (i <= j) {\r\n            val tmp =

array[i]\r\n            array[i] = array[j]\r\n            array[j] = tmp\r\n            i++\r\n            j--\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return i\r\n}\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun quickSort(\r\n    array: ULongArray, left: Int, right:

Int) {\r\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\r\n    if (left < index - 1)\r\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\r\n

  if (index < right)\r\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// Interfaces

=============================================================================\r\n/**\r

\n * Sorts the given array using qsort algorithm.\r\n */\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun

sortArray(array: UByteArray)    = quickSort(array, 0, array.size - 1)\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal

fun sortArray(array: UShortArray)   = quickSort(array, 0, array.size -

1)\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun sortArray(array: UIntArray)     = quickSort(array, 0, array.size -

1)\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun sortArray(array: ULongArray)    = quickSort(array, 0, array.size

- 1)","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.contracts\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.ContractsDsl\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This marker distinguishes the experimental contract declaration API and is

used to opt-in for that feature\r\n * when declaring contracts of user functions.\r\n *\r\n * Any usage of a declaration

annotated with `@ExperimentalContracts` must be accepted either by\r\n * annotating that usage with the

[UseExperimental] annotation, e.g. `@UseExperimental(ExperimentalContracts::class)`,\r\n * or by using the

compiler argument `-Xuse-experimental=kotlin.contracts.ExperimentalContracts`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Experimental\r\n@MustBeDocum

ented\r\npublic annotation class ExperimentalContracts\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a scope, where the functions of the

contract DSL, such as [returns], [callsInPlace], etc.,\r\n * can be used to describe the contract of a function.\r\n *\r\n

* This type is used as a receiver type of the lambda function passed to the [contract] function.\r\n *\r\n * @see

contract\r\n */\r\n@ContractsDsl\r\n@ExperimentalContracts\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic interface

ContractBuilder {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Describes a situation when a function returns normally, without any exceptions

thrown.\r\n     *\r\n     * Use [SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a conditional effect that happens in such

case.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample samples.contracts.returnsContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl public fun returns():

Returns\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Describes a situation when a function returns normally with the specified return

[value].\r\n     *\r\n     * The possible values of [value] are limited to `true`, `false` or `null`.\r\n     *\r\n     * Use

[SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a conditional effect that happens in such case.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    //

@sample samples.contracts.returnsTrueContract\r\n    // @sample samples.contracts.returnsFalseContract\r\n    //

@sample samples.contracts.returnsNullContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl public fun returns(value: Any?):

Returns\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Describes a situation when a function returns normally with any value that is not

`null`.\r\n     *\r\n     * Use [SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a conditional effect that happens in such

case.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample samples.contracts.returnsNotNullContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl public fun

returnsNotNull(): ReturnsNotNull\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Specifies that the function parameter [lambda] is invoked in

place.\r\n     *\r\n     * This contract specifies that:\r\n     * 1. the function [lambda] can only be invoked during the

call of the owner function,\r\n     *  and it won't be invoked after that owner function call is completed;\r\n     * 2.

_(optionally)_ the function [lambda] is invoked the amount of times specified by the [kind] parameter,\r\n     *  see

the [InvocationKind] enum for possible values.\r\n     *\r\n     * A function declaring the `callsInPlace` effect must

be _inline_.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    /* @sample samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\r\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\r\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\r\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\r\n    */\r\n    @ContractsDsl public fun <R> callsInPlace(lambda:
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Function<R>, kind: InvocationKind = InvocationKind.UNKNOWN): CallsInPlace\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies

how many times a function invokes its function parameter in place.\r\n *\r\n * See [ContractBuilder.callsInPlace] for

the details of the call-in-place function contract.\r\n

*/\r\n@ContractsDsl\r\n@ExperimentalContracts\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic enum class InvocationKind

{\r\n    /**\r\n     * A function parameter will be invoked one time or not invoked at all.\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl AT_MOST_ONCE,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

A function parameter will be invoked one or more times.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl AT_LEAST_ONCE,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

A function parameter will be invoked exactly one time.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl EXACTLY_ONCE,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

A function parameter is called in place, but it's unknown how many times it can be called.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    //

@sample samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl UNKNOWN\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Specifies the contract of a function.\r\n *\r\n * The contract description must be at the beginning of a function and

have at least one effect.\r\n *\r\n * Only the top-level functions can have a contract for now.\r\n *\r\n * @param

builder the lambda where the contract of a function is described with the help of the [ContractBuilder] members.\r\n

*\r\n */\r\n/* @sample samples.contracts.returnsContract\r\n* @sample samples.contracts.returnsTrueContract\r\n*

@sample samples.contracts.returnsFalseContract\r\n* @sample samples.contracts.returnsNullContract\r\n*

@sample samples.contracts.returnsNotNullContract\r\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\r\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\r\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\r\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\r\n*/\r\n@ContractsDsl\r\n@ExperimentalContracts\r\n@InlineOn

ly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\npublic inline fun contract(builder:

ContractBuilder.() -> Unit) { }","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Marks coroutine context element

that intercepts coroutine continuations.\r\n * The coroutines framework uses [ContinuationInterceptor.Key] to

retrieve the interceptor and\r\n * intercepts all coroutine continuations with [interceptContinuation] invocations.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic interface ContinuationInterceptor : CoroutineContext.Element {\r\n    /**\r\n

* The key that defines *the* context interceptor.\r\n     */\r\n    companion object Key :

CoroutineContext.Key<ContinuationInterceptor>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns continuation that wraps the original

[continuation], thus intercepting all resumptions.\r\n     * This function is invoked by coroutines framework when

needed and the resulting continuations are\r\n     * cached internally per each instance of the original

[continuation].\r\n     *\r\n     * This function may simply return original [continuation] if it does not want to

intercept this particular continuation.\r\n     *\r\n     * When the original [continuation] completes, coroutine

framework invokes [releaseInterceptedContinuation]\r\n     * with the resulting continuation if it was intercepted,

that is if `interceptContinuation` had previously\r\n     * returned a different continuation instance.\r\n     */\r\n

public fun <T> interceptContinuation(continuation: Continuation<T>): Continuation<T>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Invoked for the continuation instance returned by [interceptContinuation] when the original\r\n     * continuation

completes and will not be used anymore. This function is invoked only if [interceptContinuation]\r\n     * had

returned a different continuation instance from the one it was invoked with.\r\n     *\r\n     * Default implementation

does nothing.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param continuation Continuation instance returned by this interceptor's

[interceptContinuation] invocation.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun releaseInterceptedContinuation(continuation:

Continuation<*>) {\r\n        /* do nothing by default */\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Performance optimization for a singleton

Key\r\n    public override operator fun <E : CoroutineContext.Element> get(key: CoroutineContext.Key<E>): E?

=\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        if (key === Key) this as E else null\r\n\r\n    //

Performance optimization to a singleton Key\r\n    public override fun minusKey(key: CoroutineContext.Key<*>):

CoroutineContext =\r\n        if (key === Key) EmptyCoroutineContext else this\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-
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2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Persistent context for the coroutine. It is an indexed set of [Element] instances.\r\n

* An indexed set is a mix between a set and a map.\r\n * Every element in this set has a unique [Key].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic interface CoroutineContext {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the element with the

given [key] from this context or `null`.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>):

E?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Accumulates entries of this context starting with [initial] value and applying [operation]\r\n

 * from left to right to current accumulator value and each element of this context.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun <R>

fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a context containing elements from this

context and elements from  other [context].\r\n     * The elements from this context with the same key as in the other

one are dropped.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun plus(context: CoroutineContext): CoroutineContext =\r\n        if

(context === EmptyCoroutineContext) this else // fast path -- avoid lambda creation\r\n            context.fold(this) {

acc, element ->\r\n                val removed = acc.minusKey(element.key)\r\n                if (removed ===

EmptyCoroutineContext) element else {\r\n                    // make sure interceptor is always last in the context (and

thus is fast to get when present)\r\n                    val interceptor = removed[ContinuationInterceptor]\r\n                    if

(interceptor == null) CombinedContext(removed, element) else {\r\n                        val left =

removed.minusKey(ContinuationInterceptor)\r\n                        if (left === EmptyCoroutineContext)

CombinedContext(element, interceptor) else\r\n                            CombinedContext(CombinedContext(left,

element), interceptor)\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a context containing

elements from this context, but without an element with\r\n     * the specified [key].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun

minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Key for the elements of [CoroutineContext]. [E] is

a type of element with this key.\r\n     */\r\n    public interface Key<E : Element>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * An element of

the [CoroutineContext]. An element of the coroutine context is a singleton context by itself.\r\n     */\r\n    public

interface Element : CoroutineContext {\r\n        /**\r\n         * A key of this coroutine context element.\r\n         */\r\n

      public val key: Key<*>\r\n\r\n        public override operator fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E? =\r\n

 @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n            if (this.key == key) this as E else null\r\n\r\n        public override

fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R =\r\n            operation(initial, this)\r\n\r\n        public

override fun minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext =\r\n            if (this.key == key) EmptyCoroutineContext

else this\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.CoroutineContext.*\r\nimport kotlin.io.Serializable\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Base class for

[CoroutineContext.Element] implementations.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic abstract class

AbstractCoroutineContextElement(public override val key: Key<*>) : Element\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An empty coroutine

context.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic object EmptyCoroutineContext : CoroutineContext, Serializable

{\r\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long = 0\r\n    private fun readResolve(): Any =

EmptyCoroutineContext\r\n\r\n    public override fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E? = null\r\n    public

override fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R = initial\r\n    public override fun plus(context:

CoroutineContext): CoroutineContext = context\r\n    public override fun minusKey(key: Key<*>):

CoroutineContext = this\r\n    public override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\r\n    public override fun toString(): String =

\"EmptyCoroutineContext\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n//--------------------- internal impl ---------------------\r\n\r\n// this class is not

exposed, but is hidden inside implementations\r\n// this is a left-biased list, so that `plus` works

naturally\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal class CombinedContext(\r\n    private val left: CoroutineContext,\r\n

private val element: Element\r\n) : CoroutineContext, Serializable {\r\n\r\n    override fun <E : Element> get(key:

Key<E>): E? {\r\n        var cur = this\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            cur.element[key]?.let { return it }\r\n

val next = cur.left\r\n            if (next is CombinedContext) {\r\n                cur = next\r\n            } else {\r\n

return next[key]\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    public override fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R,

Element) -> R): R =\r\n        operation(left.fold(initial, operation), element)\r\n\r\n    public override fun
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minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext {\r\n        element[key]?.let { return left }\r\n        val newLeft =

left.minusKey(key)\r\n        return when {\r\n            newLeft === left -> this\r\n            newLeft ===

EmptyCoroutineContext -> element\r\n            else -> CombinedContext(newLeft, element)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

private fun size(): Int {\r\n        var cur = this\r\n        var size = 2\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            cur = cur.left as?

CombinedContext ?: return size\r\n            size++\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun contains(element: Element):

Boolean =\r\n        get(element.key) == element\r\n\r\n    private fun containsAll(context: CombinedContext):

Boolean {\r\n        var cur = context\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            if (!contains(cur.element)) return false\r\n

val next = cur.left\r\n            if (next is CombinedContext) {\r\n                cur = next\r\n            } else {\r\n

return contains(next as Element)\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\r\n        this === other || other is CombinedContext && other.size() == size() && other.containsAll(this)\r\n\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = left.hashCode() + element.hashCode()\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String =\r\n

  \"[\" + fold(\"\") { acc, element ->\r\n            if (acc.isEmpty()) element.toString() else \"$acc, $element\"\r\n        }

+ \"]\"\r\n\r\n    private fun writeReplace(): Any {\r\n        val n = size()\r\n        val elements =

arrayOfNulls<CoroutineContext>(n)\r\n        var index = 0\r\n        fold(Unit) { _, element -> elements[index++] =

element }\r\n        check(index == n)\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return

Serialized(elements as Array<CoroutineContext>)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private class Serialized(val elements:

Array<CoroutineContext>) : Serializable {\r\n        companion object {\r\n            private const val

serialVersionUID: Long = 0L\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        private fun readResolve(): Any =

elements.fold(EmptyCoroutineContext, CoroutineContext::plus)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"IntrinsicsKt\")\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.coroutines.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Obtains the current continuation instance inside suspend functions and either suspends\r\n * currently running

coroutine or returns result immediately without suspension.\r\n *\r\n * If the [block] returns the special

[COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] value, it means that suspend function did suspend the execution and will\r\n * not

return any result immediately. In this case, the [Continuation] provided to the [block] shall be\r\n * resumed by

invoking [Continuation.resumeWith] at some moment in the\r\n * future when the result becomes available to

resume the computation.\r\n *\r\n * Otherwise, the return value of the [block] must have a type assignable to [T] and

represents the result of this suspend function.\r\n * It means that the execution was not suspended and the

[Continuation] provided to the [block] shall not be invoked.\r\n * As the result type of the [block] is declared as

`Any?` and cannot be correctly type-checked,\r\n * its proper return type remains on the conscience of the suspend

function's author.\r\n *\r\n * Invocation of [Continuation.resumeWith] resumes coroutine directly in the invoker's

thread without going through the\r\n * [ContinuationInterceptor] that might be present in the coroutine's

[CoroutineContext].\r\n * It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation context is

established.\r\n * [Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted continuation.\r\n *\r\n * Note that

it is not recommended to call either [Continuation.resume] nor [Continuation.resumeWithException] functions

synchronously\r\n * in the same stackframe where suspension function is run. Use [suspendCoroutine] as a safer

way to obtain current\r\n * continuation instance.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\",

\"RedundantSuspendModifier\")\r\npublic suspend inline fun <T>

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -> Any?): T =\r\n    throw

NotImplementedError(\"Implementation of suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn is intrinsic\")\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

This value is used as a return value of [suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn] `block` argument to state that\r\n

* the execution was suspended and will not return any result immediately.\r\n *\r\n * **Note: this value should not

be used in general code.** Using it outside of the context of\r\n * `suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn`

function return value  (including, but not limited to,\r\n * storing this value in other properties, returning it from

other functions, etc)\r\n * can lead to unspecified behavior of the code.\r\n */\r\n// It is implemented as property with
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getter to avoid ProGuard <clinit> problem with multifile IntrinsicsKt class\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic val

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED: Any get() = CoroutineSingletons.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n\r\n// Using enum

here ensures two important properties:\r\n//  1. It makes SafeContinuation serializable with all kinds of serialization

frameworks (since all of them natively support enums)\r\n//  2. It improves debugging experience, since you clearly

see toString() value of those objects and what package they come from\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@PublishedApi

// This class is Published API via serialized representation of SafeContinuation, don't rename/move\r\ninternal enum

class CoroutineSingletons { COROUTINE_SUSPENDED, UNDECIDED, RESUMED }\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.experimental\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Byte.and(other: Byte): Byte =

(this.toInt() and other.toInt()).toByte()\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Byte.or(other: Byte): Byte =

(this.toInt() or other.toInt()).toByte()\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Byte.xor(other: Byte): Byte =

(this.toInt() xor other.toInt()).toByte()\r\n\r\n/** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Byte.inv(): Byte =

(this.toInt().inv()).toByte()\r\n\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Short.and(other: Short): Short

= (this.toInt() and other.toInt()).toShort()\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Short.or(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() or other.toInt()).toShort()\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Short.xor(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() xor other.toInt()).toShort()\r\n\r\n/** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Short.inv(): Short =

(this.toInt().inv()).toShort()\r\n\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.experimental\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The experimental marker for type

inference augmenting annotations.\r\n *\r\n * Any usage of a declaration annotated with

`@ExperimentalTypeInference` must be accepted either by\r\n * annotating that usage with the [UseExperimental]

annotation, e.g. `@UseExperimental(ExperimentalTypeInference::class)`,\r\n * or by using the compiler argument `-

Xuse-experimental=kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference`.\r\n */\r\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.ERROR)\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target

(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalTypeInference\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.internal\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the corresponding type

should be ignored during type inference.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class

NoInfer\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the constraint built for the type during type inference should be an equality

one.\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal

annotation class Exact\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that a corresponding member has the lowest priority in overload

resolution.\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class

LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the corresponding member has the highest priority

in overload resolution. Effectively this means that\r\n * an extension annotated with this annotation will win in

overload resolution over a member with the same signature.\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class
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HidesMembers\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The value of this type parameter should be mentioned in input types (argument types,

receiver type or expected type).\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE_PARAMETER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal

annotation class OnlyInputTypes\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that this function should not be called directly without

inlining\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation

class InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that this declaration can have dynamic receiver type.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class

DynamicExtension\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The value of this parameter should be a property reference expression

(`this::foo`), referencing a `lateinit` property,\r\n * the backing field of which is accessible at the point where the

corresponding argument is passed.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.VALUE_PARAMETER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Sin

ceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\ninternal annotation class AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that this

declaration is only completely supported since the specified version.\r\n *\r\n * The Kotlin compiler of an earlier

version is going to report a diagnostic on usages of this declaration.\r\n * The diagnostic message can be specified

with [message], or via [errorCode] (takes less space, but might not be immediately clear\r\n * to the user). The

diagnostic severity can be specified with [level]: WARNING/ERROR mean that either a warning or an error\r\n * is

going to be reported, HIDDEN means that the declaration is going to be removed from resolution completely.\r\n

*\r\n * [versionKind] specifies which version should be compared with the [version] value, when compiling the

usage of the annotated declaration.\r\n * Note that prior to 1.2, only

[RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION] was supported, so the Kotlin compiler before 1.2 is going

to\r\n * treat any [RequireKotlin] as if it requires the language version. Since 1.2, the Kotlin compiler supports\r\n *

[RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION], [RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION] and

[RequireKotlinVersionKind.API_VERSION].\r\n * If the actual value of [versionKind] is something different (e.g. a

new version kind, added in future versions of Kotlin),\r\n * Kotlin 1.2 is going to ignore this [RequireKotlin]

altogether, where as Kotlin before 1.2 is going to treat this as a requirement\r\n * on the language version.\r\n *\r\n *

This annotation is erased at compile time; its arguments are stored in a more compact form in the Kotlin

metadata.\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS, AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY, AnnotationTarget.CONSTRUCTOR,

AnnotationTarget.TYPEALIAS)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\r\n@Repeatable\r\n@SinceKotlin(

\"1.2\")\r\ninternal annotation class RequireKotlin(\r\n    val version: String,\r\n    val message: String = \"\",\r\n

val level: DeprecationLevel = DeprecationLevel.ERROR,\r\n    val versionKind: RequireKotlinVersionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION,\r\n    val errorCode: Int = -1\r\n)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The kind of

the version that is required by [RequireKotlin].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\ninternal enum class

RequireKotlinVersionKind {\r\n    LANGUAGE_VERSION,\r\n    COMPILER_VERSION,\r\n

API_VERSION,\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that this declaration is a part of special DSL, used for constructing

function's contract.\r\n */\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\ninternal

annotation class ContractsDsl\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.properties\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Standard property delegates.\r\n */\r\npublic object Delegates {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a property delegate for a

read/write property with a non-`null` value that is initialized not during\r\n     * object construction time but at a later

time. Trying to read the property before the initial value has been\r\n     * assigned results in an exception.\r\n

*\r\n     * @sample samples.properties.Delegates.notNullDelegate\r\n     */\r\n    public fun <T : Any> notNull():

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> = NotNullVar()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write

property that calls a specified callback function when changed.\r\n     * @param initialValue the initial value of the
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property.\r\n     * @param onChange the callback which is called after the change of the property is made. The value

of the property\r\n     *  has already been changed when this callback is invoked.\r\n     *\r\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.observableDelegate\r\n     */\r\n    public inline fun <T> observable(initialValue: T,

crossinline onChange: (property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) -> Unit):\r\n

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> =\r\n        object : ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue) {\r\n            override fun

afterChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) = onChange(property, oldValue, newValue)\r\n

 }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write property that calls a specified callback function

when changed,\r\n     * allowing the callback to veto the modification.\r\n     * @param initialValue the initial value

of the property.\r\n     * @param onChange the callback which is called before a change to the property value is

attempted.\r\n     *  The value of the property hasn't been changed yet, when this callback is invoked.\r\n     *  If the

callback returns `true` the value of the property is being set to the new value,\r\n     *  and if the callback returns

`false` the new value is discarded and the property remains its old value.\r\n     *\r\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.vetoableDelegate\r\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.throwVetoableDelegate\r\n     */\r\n    public inline fun <T> vetoable(initialValue: T,

crossinline onChange: (property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) -> Boolean):\r\n

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> =\r\n        object : ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue) {\r\n            override fun

beforeChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Boolean = onChange(property, oldValue,

newValue)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class NotNullVar<T : Any>() : ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> {\r\n

private var value: T? = null\r\n\r\n    public override fun getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): T {\r\n

   return value ?: throw IllegalStateException(\"Property ${property.name} should be initialized before get.\")\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    public override fun setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: T) {\r\n        this.value =

value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.properties\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Implements the core logic of a property delegate for a read/write property that calls callback functions when

changed.\r\n * @param initialValue the initial value of the property.\r\n */\r\npublic abstract class

ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue: T) : ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> {\r\n    private var value =

initialValue\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *  The callback which is called before a change to the property value is attempted.\r\n

   *  The value of the property hasn't been changed yet, when this callback is invoked.\r\n     *  If the callback returns

`true` the value of the property is being set to the new value,\r\n     *  and if the callback returns `false` the new value

is discarded and the property remains its old value.\r\n     */\r\n    protected open fun beforeChange(property:

KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Boolean = true\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The callback which is called after

the change of the property is made. The value of the property\r\n     * has already been changed when this callback is

invoked.\r\n     */\r\n    protected open fun afterChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Unit

{}\r\n\r\n    public override fun getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): T {\r\n        return value\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    public override fun setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: T) {\r\n        val oldValue =

this.value\r\n        if (!beforeChange(property, oldValue, value)) {\r\n            return\r\n        }\r\n        this.value =

value\r\n        afterChange(property, oldValue, value)\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.random\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.math.nextDown\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An abstract class that is implemented by random number generator

algorithms.\r\n *\r\n * The companion object [Random.Default] is the default instance of [Random].\r\n *\r\n * To

get a seeded instance of random generator use [Random] function.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.defaultRandom\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic abstract class Random {\r\n\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Gets the next random [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates an `Int` whose lower

[bitCount] bits are filled with random values and the remaining upper bits are zero.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param

bitCount number of bits to generate, must be in range 0..32, otherwise the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n

public abstract fun nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Int` from the random
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number generator.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between

`Int.MIN_VALUE` and `Int.MAX_VALUE` (inclusive).\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextInt(): Int =

nextBits(32)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Int` from the random number generator less

than the specified [until] bound.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between `0`

(inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\r\n     *\r\n     * @param until must be positive.\r\n     *\r\n

* @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is negative or zero.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextInt(until: Int):

Int = nextInt(0, until)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Int` from the random number generator in the

specified range.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between the specified [from]

(inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater

than or equal to [until].\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextInt(from: Int, until: Int): Int {\r\n

checkRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n        val n = until - from\r\n        if (n > 0 || n == Int.MIN_VALUE) {\r\n

val rnd = if (n and -n == n) {\r\n                val bitCount = fastLog2(n)\r\n                nextBits(bitCount)\r\n            }

else {\r\n                var v: Int\r\n                do {\r\n                    val bits = nextInt().ushr(1)\r\n                    v = bits %

n\r\n                } while (bits - v + (n - 1) < 0)\r\n                v\r\n            }\r\n            return from + rnd\r\n        } else

{\r\n            while (true) {\r\n                val rnd = nextInt()\r\n                if (rnd in from until until) return rnd\r\n

}\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Long` from the random number generator.\r\n     *\r\n

  * Generates a `Long` random value uniformly distributed between `Long.MIN_VALUE` and

`Long.MAX_VALUE` (inclusive).\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextLong(): Long = nextInt().toLong().shl(32) +

nextInt()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Long` from the random number generator less

than the specified [until] bound.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates a `Long` random value uniformly distributed between `0`

(inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\r\n     *\r\n     * @param until must be positive.\r\n     *\r\n

* @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is negative or zero.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextLong(until:

Long): Long = nextLong(0, until)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Long` from the random number

generator in the specified range.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates a `Long` random value uniformly distributed between the

specified [from] (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[from] is greater than or equal to [until].\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextLong(from: Long, until: Long): Long

{\r\n        checkRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n        val n = until - from\r\n        if (n > 0) {\r\n            val rnd: Long\r\n

          if (n and -n == n) {\r\n                val nLow = n.toInt()\r\n                val nHigh = (n ushr 32).toInt()\r\n

rnd = when {\r\n                    nLow != 0 -> {\r\n                        val bitCount = fastLog2(nLow)\r\n                        //

toUInt().toLong()\r\n                        nextBits(bitCount).toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF\r\n                    }\r\n

nHigh == 1 ->\r\n                        // toUInt().toLong()\r\n                        nextInt().toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF\r\n

           else -> {\r\n                        val bitCount = fastLog2(nHigh)\r\n

nextBits(bitCount).toLong().shl(32) + nextInt()\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n            } else {\r\n                var v:

Long\r\n                do {\r\n                    val bits = nextLong().ushr(1)\r\n                    v = bits % n\r\n                }

while (bits - v + (n - 1) < 0)\r\n                rnd = v\r\n            }\r\n            return from + rnd\r\n        } else {\r\n

while (true) {\r\n                val rnd = nextLong()\r\n                if (rnd in from until until) return rnd\r\n            }\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random [Boolean] value.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextBoolean():

Boolean = nextBits(1) != 0\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random [Double] value uniformly distributed between

0 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive).\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextDouble(): Double =

doubleFromParts(nextBits(26), nextBits(27))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Double` from

the random number generator less than the specified [until] bound.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates a `Double` random

value uniformly distributed between 0 (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive).\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [until] is negative or zero.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextDouble(until: Double):

Double = nextDouble(0.0, until)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Double` from the random number

generator in the specified range.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates a `Double` random value uniformly distributed between

the specified [from] (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n     *\r\n     * [from] and [until] must be finite

otherwise the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater than

or equal to [until].\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextDouble(from: Double, until: Double): Double {\r\n
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checkRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n        val size = until - from\r\n        val r = if (size.isInfinite() && from.isFinite()

&& until.isFinite()) {\r\n            val r1 = nextDouble() * (until / 2 - from / 2)\r\n            from + r1 + r1\r\n        } else

{\r\n            from + nextDouble() * size\r\n        }\r\n        return if (r >= until) until.nextDown() else r\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Gets the next random [Float] value uniformly distributed between 0 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive).\r\n

*/\r\n    public open fun nextFloat(): Float = nextBits(24) / (1 shl 24).toFloat()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Fills a subrange

of the specified byte [array] starting from [fromIndex] inclusive and ending [toIndex] exclusive\r\n     * with random

bytes.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return [array] with the subrange filled with random bytes.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun

nextBytes(array: ByteArray, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = array.size): ByteArray {\r\n        require(fromIndex in

0..array.size && toIndex in 0..array.size) { \"fromIndex ($fromIndex) or toIndex ($toIndex) are out of range:

0..${array.size}.\" }\r\n        require(fromIndex <= toIndex) { \"fromIndex ($fromIndex) must be not greater than

toIndex ($toIndex).\" }\r\n\r\n        val steps = (toIndex - fromIndex) / 4\r\n\r\n        var position = fromIndex\r\n

repeat(steps) {\r\n            val v = nextInt()\r\n            array[position] = v.toByte()\r\n            array[position + 1] =

v.ushr(8).toByte()\r\n            array[position + 2] = v.ushr(16).toByte()\r\n            array[position + 3] =

v.ushr(24).toByte()\r\n            position += 4\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        val remainder = toIndex - position\r\n        val vr =

nextBits(remainder * 8)\r\n        for (i in 0 until remainder) {\r\n            array[position + i] = vr.ushr(i *

8).toByte()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        return array\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Fills the specified byte [array] with random

bytes and returns it.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return [array] filled with random bytes.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun

nextBytes(array: ByteArray): ByteArray = nextBytes(array, 0, array.size)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates a byte array

of the specified [size], filled with random bytes.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextBytes(size: Int): ByteArray =

nextBytes(ByteArray(size))\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The default random number generator.\r\n     *\r\n     * On JVM

this generator is thread-safe, its methods can be invoked from multiple threads.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.defaultRandom\r\n     */\r\n    companion object Default : Random() {\r\n\r\n        private

val defaultRandom: Random = defaultPlatformRandom()\r\n\r\n        override fun nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int =

defaultRandom.nextBits(bitCount)\r\n        override fun nextInt(): Int = defaultRandom.nextInt()\r\n        override

fun nextInt(until: Int): Int = defaultRandom.nextInt(until)\r\n        override fun nextInt(from: Int, until: Int): Int =

defaultRandom.nextInt(from, until)\r\n\r\n        override fun nextLong(): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong()\r\n

override fun nextLong(until: Long): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong(until)\r\n        override fun nextLong(from:

Long, until: Long): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong(from, until)\r\n\r\n        override fun nextBoolean(): Boolean =

defaultRandom.nextBoolean()\r\n\r\n        override fun nextDouble(): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble()\r\n

override fun nextDouble(until: Double): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble(until)\r\n        override fun

nextDouble(from: Double, until: Double): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble(from, until)\r\n\r\n        override

fun nextFloat(): Float = defaultRandom.nextFloat()\r\n\r\n        override fun nextBytes(array: ByteArray): ByteArray

= defaultRandom.nextBytes(array)\r\n        override fun nextBytes(size: Int): ByteArray =

defaultRandom.nextBytes(size)\r\n        override fun nextBytes(array: ByteArray, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

ByteArray = defaultRandom.nextBytes(array, fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n        @Deprecated(\"Use Default

companion object instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\r\n

@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\r\n        @kotlin.jvm.JvmField\r\n        public val Companion:

Random.Companion = Random.Companion\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use Default companion object

instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\r\n    public object Companion : Random() {\r\n        override fun

nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int = Default.nextBits(bitCount)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a repeatable random

number generator seeded with the given [seed] `Int` value.\r\n *\r\n * Two generators with the same seed produce

the same sequence of values within the same version of Kotlin runtime.\r\n *\r\n * *Note:* Future versions of Kotlin

may change the algorithm of this seeded number generator so that it will return\r\n * a sequence of values different

from the current one for a given seed.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.random.Randoms.seededRandom\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun Random(seed: Int): Random = XorWowRandom(seed,

seed.shr(31))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a repeatable random number generator seeded with the given [seed] `Long`

value.\r\n *\r\n * Two generators with the same seed produce the same sequence of values within the same version

of Kotlin runtime.\r\n *\r\n * *Note:* Future versions of Kotlin may change the algorithm of this seeded number
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generator so that it will return\r\n * a sequence of values different from the current one for a given seed.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.random.Randoms.seededRandom\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun Random(seed:

Long): Random = XorWowRandom(seed.toInt(), seed.shr(32).toInt())\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random

`Int` from the random number generator in the specified [range].\r\n *\r\n * Generates an `Int` random value

uniformly distributed in the specified [range]:\r\n * from `range.start` inclusive to `range.endInclusive` inclusive.\r\n

*\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun

Random.nextInt(range: IntRange): Int = when {\r\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot

get random in empty range: $range\")\r\n    range.last < Int.MAX_VALUE -> nextInt(range.first, range.last + 1)\r\n

range.first > Int.MIN_VALUE -> nextInt(range.first - 1, range.last) + 1\r\n    else -> nextInt()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Gets the next random `Long` from the random number generator in the specified [range].\r\n *\r\n * Generates a

`Long` random value uniformly distributed in the specified [range]:\r\n * from `range.start` inclusive to

`range.endInclusive` inclusive.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun Random.nextLong(range: LongRange): Long = when {\r\n

range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in empty range: $range\")\r\n    range.last

< Long.MAX_VALUE -> nextLong(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\r\n    range.start > Long.MIN_VALUE ->

nextLong(range.start - 1, range.endInclusive) + 1\r\n    else -> nextLong()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal expect fun

defaultPlatformRandom(): Random\r\ninternal expect fun doubleFromParts(hi26: Int, low27: Int):

Double\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\r\ninternal fun fastLog2(value: Int): Int = 31 -

value.countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/** Takes upper [bitCount] bits (0..32) from this number. */\r\ninternal fun

Int.takeUpperBits(bitCount: Int): Int =\r\n    this.ushr(32 - bitCount) and (-bitCount).shr(31)\r\n\r\ninternal fun

checkRangeBounds(from: Int, until: Int) = require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\r\ninternal fun

checkRangeBounds(from: Long, until: Long) = require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until)

}\r\ninternal fun checkRangeBounds(from: Double, until: Double) = require(until > from) {

boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\r\n\r\ninternal fun boundsErrorMessage(from: Any, until: Any) = \"Random

range is empty: [$from, $until).\"\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.random\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from

the random number generator.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between

[UInt.MIN_VALUE] and [UInt.MAX_VALUE] (inclusive).\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(): UInt =

nextInt().toUInt()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from the random number generator less than the

specified [until] bound.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between `0` (inclusive)

and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(until: UInt): UInt =

nextUInt(0u, until)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from the random number generator in the specified

range.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between the specified [from] (inclusive)

and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater than or equal to

[until].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(from:

UInt, until: UInt): UInt {\r\n    checkUIntRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n\r\n    val signedFrom = from.toInt() xor

Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n    val signedUntil = until.toInt() xor Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n\r\n    val signedResult =

nextInt(signedFrom, signedUntil) xor Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n    return signedResult.toUInt()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets

the next random [UInt] from the random number generator in the specified [range].\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [UInt]

random value uniformly distributed in the specified [range]:\r\n * from `range.start` inclusive to

`range.endInclusive` inclusive.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(range: UIntRange):

UInt = when {\r\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in empty range:

$range\")\r\n    range.last < UInt.MAX_VALUE -> nextUInt(range.first, range.last + 1u)\r\n    range.first >

UInt.MIN_VALUE -> nextUInt(range.first - 1u, range.last) + 1u\r\n    else -> nextUInt()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets
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the next random [ULong] from the random number generator.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [ULong] random value

uniformly distributed between [ULong.MIN_VALUE] and [ULong.MAX_VALUE] (inclusive).\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextULong(): ULong =

nextLong().toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [ULong] from the random number generator less than

the specified [until] bound.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly distributed between `0`

(inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is

zero.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextULong(until:

ULong): ULong = nextULong(0uL, until)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [ULong] from the random number

generator in the specified range.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly distributed between the

specified [from] (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from]

is greater than or equal to [until].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

Random.nextULong(from: ULong, until: ULong): ULong {\r\n    checkULongRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n\r\n

val signedFrom = from.toLong() xor Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n    val signedUntil = until.toLong() xor

Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n\r\n    val signedResult = nextLong(signedFrom, signedUntil) xor Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n

return signedResult.toULong()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [ULong] from the random number

generator in the specified [range].\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly distributed in the

specified [range]:\r\n * from `range.start` inclusive to `range.endInclusive` inclusive.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextULong(range:

ULongRange): ULong = when {\r\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in

empty range: $range\")\r\n    range.last < ULong.MAX_VALUE -> nextULong(range.first, range.last + 1u)\r\n

range.first > ULong.MIN_VALUE -> nextULong(range.first - 1u, range.last) + 1u\r\n    else ->

nextULong()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Fills the specified unsigned byte [array] with random bytes and returns it.\r\n *\r\n

* @return [array] filled with random bytes.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUBytes(array:

UByteArray): UByteArray {\r\n    nextBytes(array.asByteArray())\r\n    return array\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates an

unsigned byte array of the specified [size], filled with random bytes.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUBytes(size: Int):

UByteArray = nextBytes(size).asUByteArray()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Fills a subrange of the specified `UByte` [array]

starting from [fromIndex] inclusive and ending [toIndex] exclusive with random UBytes.\r\n *\r\n * @return [array]

with the subrange filled with random bytes.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUBytes(array:

UByteArray, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = array.size): UByteArray {\r\n    nextBytes(array.asByteArray(),

fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n    return array\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun

checkUIntRangeBounds(from: UInt, until: UInt) = require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until)

}\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun checkULongRangeBounds(from: ULong, until: ULong) =

require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.random\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Random number

generator, algorithm \"xorwow\" from p. 5 of Marsaglia, \"Xorshift RNGs\".\r\n *\r\n * Cycles after 2^160 * (2^32-

1) repetitions.\r\n *\r\n * See http://www.jstatsoft.org/v08/i14/paper for details.\r\n */\r\ninternal class

XorWowRandom\r\ninternal constructor(\r\n    private var x: Int,\r\n    private var y: Int,\r\n    private var z: Int,\r\n

private var w: Int,\r\n    private var v: Int,\r\n    private var addend: Int\r\n) : Random() {\r\n\r\n    internal

constructor(seed1: Int, seed2: Int) :\r\n            this(seed1, seed2, 0, 0, seed1.inv(), (seed1 shl 10) xor (seed2 ushr

4))\r\n\r\n    init {\r\n        require((x or y or z or w or v) != 0) { \"Initial state must have at least one non-zero

element.\" }\r\n\r\n        // some trivial seeds can produce several values with zeroes in upper bits, so we discard first

64\r\n        repeat(64) { nextInt() }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun nextInt(): Int {\r\n        var t = x\r\n        t = t xor (t

ushr 2)\r\n        x = y\r\n        y = z\r\n        z = w\r\n        val v0 = v\r\n        w = v0\r\n        t = (t xor (t shl 1)) xor v0
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xor (v0 shl 4)\r\n        v = t\r\n        addend += 362437\r\n        return t + addend\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int =\r\n        nextInt().takeUpperBits(bitCount)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"RangesKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a range of floating point numbers.\r\n * Extends [ClosedRange] interface

providing custom operation [lessThanOrEquals] for comparing values of range domain type.\r\n *\r\n * This

interface is implemented by floating point ranges returned by [Float.rangeTo] and [Double.rangeTo] operators to\r\n

* achieve IEEE-754 comparison order instead of total order of floating point numbers.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic interface ClosedFloatingPointRange<T : Comparable<T>> :

ClosedRange<T> {\r\n    override fun contains(value: T): Boolean = lessThanOrEquals(start, value) &&

lessThanOrEquals(value, endInclusive)\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = !lessThanOrEquals(start,

endInclusive)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares two values of range domain type and returns true if first is less than or

equal to second.\r\n     */\r\n    fun lessThanOrEquals(a: T, b: T): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a range of

[Comparable] values.\r\n */\r\nprivate open class ComparableRange<T : Comparable<T>>(\r\n    override val start:

T,\r\n    override val endInclusive: T\r\n) : ClosedRange<T> {\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

{\r\n        return other is ComparableRange<*> && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                start ==

other.start && endInclusive == other.endInclusive)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int {\r\n        return if

(isEmpty()) -1 else 31 * start.hashCode() + endInclusive.hashCode()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String

= \"$start..$endInclusive\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A closed range of values of type `Double`.\r\n *\r\n * Numbers are

compared with the ends of this range according to IEEE-754.\r\n */\r\nprivate class ClosedDoubleRange(\r\n    start:

Double,\r\n    endInclusive: Double\r\n) : ClosedFloatingPointRange<Double> {\r\n    private val _start = start\r\n

private val _endInclusive = endInclusive\r\n    override val start: Double get() = _start\r\n    override val

endInclusive: Double get() = _endInclusive\r\n\r\n    override fun lessThanOrEquals(a: Double, b: Double): Boolean

= a <= b\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: Double): Boolean = value >= _start && value <= _endInclusive\r\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = !(_start <= _endInclusive)\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

{\r\n        return other is ClosedDoubleRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                _start ==

other._start && _endInclusive == other._endInclusive)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int {\r\n        return

if (isEmpty()) -1 else 31 * _start.hashCode() + _endInclusive.hashCode()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun toString():

String = \"$_start..$_endInclusive\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a range from this [Comparable] value to the

specified [that] value.\r\n *\r\n * This value needs to be smaller than [that] value, otherwise the returned range will

be empty.\r\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromComparable\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun <T :

Comparable<T>> T.rangeTo(that: T): ClosedRange<T> = ComparableRange(this, that)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a

range from this [Double] value to the specified [that] value.\r\n *\r\n * Numbers are compared with the ends of this

range according to IEEE-754.\r\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromDouble\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun Double.rangeTo(that: Double):

ClosedFloatingPointRange<Double> = ClosedDoubleRange(this, that)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this

iterable range contains the specified [element].\r\n *\r\n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T, R> R.contains(element:

T?): Boolean where T : Any, R : Iterable<T>, R : ClosedRange<T> =\r\n    element != null &&

contains(element)\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun checkStepIsPositive(isPositive: Boolean, step: Number) {\r\n    if

(!isPositive) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be positive, was: $step.\")\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a runtime representation of the given reified type [T] as an instance of

[KType].\r\n */\r\n@Suppress(\"unused\") // KT-

12448\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic inline fun <reified T> typeOf(): KType =\r\n

 throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"This function is implemented as an intrinsic on all supported
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platforms.\")\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CharsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Concatenates this Char and a String.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.plus\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun Char.plus(other: String): String = this.toString() +

other\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this character is equal to the [other] character, optionally ignoring character

case.\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing characters. By default

`false`.\r\n *\r\n * Two characters are considered the same ignoring case if at least one of the following is `true`:\r\n

*   - The two characters are the same (as compared by the == operator)\r\n *   - Applying the method [toUpperCase]

to each character produces the same result\r\n *   - Applying the method [toLowerCase] to each character produces

the same result\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.equals\r\n */\r\npublic fun Char.equals(other: Char,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (this == other) return true\r\n    if (!ignoreCase) return false\r\n\r\n

if (this.toUpperCase() == other.toUpperCase()) return true\r\n    if (this.toLowerCase() == other.toLowerCase())

return true\r\n    return false\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this character is a Unicode surrogate code unit.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun Char.isSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_SURROGATE\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Trims leading whitespace characters followed by [marginPrefix] from every line of a

source string and removes\r\n * the first and the last lines if they are blank (notice difference blank vs empty).\r\n

*\r\n * Doesn't affect a line if it doesn't contain [marginPrefix] except the first and the last blank lines.\r\n *\r\n *

Doesn't preserve the original line endings.\r\n *\r\n * @param marginPrefix non-blank string, which is used as a

margin delimiter. Default is `|` (pipe character).\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.trimMargin\r\n * @see

trimIndent\r\n * @see kotlin.text.isWhitespace\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.trimMargin(marginPrefix: String = \"|\"):

String =\r\n    replaceIndentByMargin(\"\", marginPrefix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Detects indent by [marginPrefix] as it does

[trimMargin] and replace it with [newIndent].\r\n *\r\n * @param marginPrefix non-blank string, which is used as a

margin delimiter. Default is `|` (pipe character).\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceIndentByMargin(newIndent:

String = \"\", marginPrefix: String = \"|\"): String {\r\n    require(marginPrefix.isNotBlank()) { \"marginPrefix must

be non-blank string.\" }\r\n    val lines = lines()\r\n\r\n    return lines.reindent(length + newIndent.length * lines.size,

getIndentFunction(newIndent), { line ->\r\n        val firstNonWhitespaceIndex = line.indexOfFirst {

!it.isWhitespace() }\r\n\r\n        when {\r\n            firstNonWhitespaceIndex == -1 -> null\r\n

line.startsWith(marginPrefix, firstNonWhitespaceIndex) -> line.substring(firstNonWhitespaceIndex +

marginPrefix.length)\r\n            else -> null\r\n        }\r\n    })\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Detects a common minimal indent

of all the input lines, removes it from every line and also removes the first and the last\r\n * lines if they are blank

(notice difference blank vs empty).\r\n *\r\n * Note that blank lines do not affect the detected indent level.\r\n *\r\n *

In case if there are non-blank lines with no leading whitespace characters (no indent at all) then the\r\n * common

indent is 0, and therefore this function doesn't change the indentation.\r\n *\r\n * Doesn't preserve the original line

endings.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.trimIndent\r\n * @see trimMargin\r\n * @see

kotlin.text.isBlank\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.trimIndent(): String = replaceIndent(\"\")\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Detects a

common minimal indent like it does [trimIndent] and replaces it with the specified [newIndent].\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.replaceIndent(newIndent: String = \"\"): String {\r\n    val lines = lines()\r\n\r\n    val minCommonIndent =

lines\r\n        .filter(String::isNotBlank)\r\n        .map(String::indentWidth)\r\n        .min() ?: 0\r\n\r\n    return

lines.reindent(length + newIndent.length * lines.size, getIndentFunction(newIndent), { line ->

line.drop(minCommonIndent) })\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Prepends [indent] to every line of the original string.\r\n *\r\n *

Doesn't preserve the original line endings.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.prependIndent(indent: String = \"    \"): String

=\r\n    lineSequence()\r\n        .map {\r\n            when {\r\n                it.isBlank() -> {\r\n                    when {\r\n

              it.length < indent.length -> indent\r\n                        else -> it\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n
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else -> indent + it\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        .joinToString(\"\\n\")\r\n\r\nprivate fun String.indentWidth(): Int =

indexOfFirst { !it.isWhitespace() }.let { if (it == -1) length else it }\r\n\r\nprivate fun getIndentFunction(indent:

String) = when {\r\n    indent.isEmpty() -> { line: String -> line }\r\n    else -> { line: String -> indent + line

}\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate inline fun List<String>.reindent(\r\n    resultSizeEstimate: Int,\r\n    indentAddFunction: (String)

-> String,\r\n    indentCutFunction: (String) -> String?\r\n): String {\r\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\r\n    return

mapIndexedNotNull { index, value ->\r\n        if ((index == 0 || index == lastIndex) && value.isBlank())\r\n

null\r\n        else\r\n            indentCutFunction(value)?.let(indentAddFunction) ?: value\r\n    }\r\n

.joinTo(StringBuilder(resultSizeEstimate), \"\\n\")\r\n        .toString()\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Represents a collection of captured groups in a single match of a regular expression.\r\n *\r\n * This collection has

size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups in the regular expression.\r\n * Groups are

indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0 corresponds to the entire match.\r\n *\r\n * An element

of the collection at the particular index can be `null`,\r\n * if the corresponding group in the regular expression is

optional and\r\n * there was no match captured by that group.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MatchGroupCollection :

Collection<MatchGroup?> {\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a group with the specified [index].\r\n     *\r\n     * @return An

instance of [MatchGroup] if the group with the specified [index] was matched or `null` otherwise.\r\n     *\r\n     *

Groups are indexed from 1 to the count of groups in the regular expression. A group with the index 0\r\n     *

corresponds to the entire match.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun get(index: Int): MatchGroup?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Extends [MatchGroupCollection] by introducing a way to get matched groups by name, when regex supports it.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic interface MatchNamedGroupCollection : MatchGroupCollection {\r\n

/**\r\n     * Returns a named group with the specified [name].\r\n     * @return An instance of [MatchGroup] if the

group with the specified [name] was matched or `null` otherwise.\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

there is no group with the specified [name] defined in the regex pattern.\r\n     * @throws

UnsupportedOperationException if getting named groups isn't supported on the current platform.\r\n     */\r\n

public operator fun get(name: String): MatchGroup?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the results from a single regular

expression match.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MatchResult {\r\n    /** The range of indices in the original string where

match was captured. */\r\n    public val range: IntRange\r\n    /** The substring from the input string captured by this

match. */\r\n    public val value: String\r\n    /**\r\n     * A collection of groups matched by the regular

expression.\r\n     *\r\n     * This collection has size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups

in the regular expression.\r\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0

corresponds to the entire match.\r\n     */\r\n    public val groups: MatchGroupCollection\r\n    /**\r\n     * A list of

matched indexed group values.\r\n     *\r\n     * This list has size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the

count of groups in the regular expression.\r\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the

index 0 corresponds to the entire match.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the group in the regular expression is optional and there

were no match captured by that group,\r\n     * corresponding item in [groupValues] is an empty string.\r\n     *\r\n

* @sample samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\r\n     */\r\n    public val groupValues:

List<String>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * An instance of [MatchResult.Destructured] wrapper providing components for

destructuring assignment of group values.\r\n     *\r\n     * component1 corresponds to the value of the first group,

component2 \u2014 of the second, and so on.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\r\n     */\r\n    public val destructured: Destructured get()

= Destructured(this)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a new [MatchResult] with the results for the next match, starting at the

position\r\n     *  at which the last match ended (at the character after the last matched character).\r\n     */\r\n

public fun next(): MatchResult?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Provides components for destructuring assignment of group

values.\r\n     *\r\n     * [component1] corresponds to the value of the first group, [component2] \u2014 of the

second, and so on.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the group in the regular expression is optional and there were no match

captured by that group,\r\n     * corresponding component value is an empty string.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\r\n     */\r\n    public class Destructured internal
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constructor(public val match: MatchResult) {\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n        public operator inline fun

component1():  String = match.groupValues[1]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n        public operator inline

fun component2():  String = match.groupValues[2]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n        public operator

inline fun component3():  String = match.groupValues[3]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n        public

operator inline fun component4():  String = match.groupValues[4]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component5():  String = match.groupValues[5]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component6():  String = match.groupValues[6]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component7():  String = match.groupValues[7]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component8():  String = match.groupValues[8]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component9():  String = match.groupValues[9]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component10(): String = match.groupValues[10]\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         *  Returns

destructured group values as a list of strings.\r\n         *  First value in the returned list corresponds to the value of

the first group, and so on.\r\n         *\r\n         * @sample

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\r\n         */\r\n        public fun toList(): List<String> =

match.groupValues.subList(1, match.groupValues.size)\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Defines names for

Unicode symbols used in proper Typography.\r\n */\r\npublic object Typography {\r\n    /** The character &#x22;

\u2013 quotation mark */\r\n    public const val quote: Char = '\\u0022'\r\n    /** The character &#x24; \u2013 dollar

sign */\r\n    public const val dollar: Char = '\\u0024'\r\n    /** The character &#x26; \u2013 ampersand */\r\n

public const val amp: Char = '\\u0026'\r\n    /** The character &#x3C; \u2013 less-than sign */\r\n    public const val

less: Char = '\\u003C'\r\n    /** The character &#x3E; \u2013 greater-than sign */\r\n    public const val greater: Char

= '\\u003E'\r\n    /** The non-breaking space character */\r\n    public const val nbsp: Char = '\\u00A0'\r\n    /** The

character &#xD7; */\r\n    public const val times: Char = '\\u00D7'\r\n    /** The character &#xA2; */\r\n    public

const val cent: Char = '\\u00A2'\r\n    /** The character &#xA3; */\r\n    public const val pound: Char = '\\u00A3'\r\n

  /** The character &#xA7; */\r\n    public const val section: Char = '\\u00A7'\r\n    /** The character &#xA9; */\r\n

 public const val copyright: Char = '\\u00A9'\r\n    /** The character &#xAB; */\r\n    public const val

leftGuillemete: Char = '\\u00AB'\r\n    /** The character &#xBB; */\r\n    public const val rightGuillemete: Char =

'\\u00BB'\r\n    /** The character &#xAE; */\r\n    public const val registered: Char = '\\u00AE'\r\n    /** The

character &#xB0; */\r\n    public const val degree: Char = '\\u00B0'\r\n    /** The character &#xB1; */\r\n    public

const val plusMinus: Char = '\\u00B1'\r\n    /** The character &#xB6; */\r\n    public const val paragraph: Char =

'\\u00B6'\r\n    /** The character &#xB7; */\r\n    public const val middleDot: Char = '\\u00B7'\r\n    /** The

character &#xBD; */\r\n    public const val half: Char = '\\u00BD'\r\n    /** The character &#x2013; */\r\n    public

const val ndash: Char = '\\u2013'\r\n    /** The character &#x2014; */\r\n    public const val mdash: Char =

'\\u2014'\r\n    /** The character &#x2018; */\r\n    public const val leftSingleQuote: Char = '\\u2018'\r\n    /** The

character &#x2019; */\r\n    public const val rightSingleQuote: Char = '\\u2019'\r\n    /** The character &#x201A;

*/\r\n    public const val lowSingleQuote: Char = '\\u201A'\r\n    /** The character &#x201C; */\r\n    public const

val leftDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201C'\r\n    /** The character &#x201D; */\r\n    public const val rightDoubleQuote:

Char = '\\u201D'\r\n    /** The character &#x201E; */\r\n    public const val lowDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201E'\r\n

/** The character &#x2020; */\r\n    public const val dagger: Char = '\\u2020'\r\n    /** The character &#x2021;

*/\r\n    public const val doubleDagger: Char = '\\u2021'\r\n    /** The character &#x2022; */\r\n    public const val

bullet: Char = '\\u2022'\r\n    /** The character &#x2026; */\r\n    public const val ellipsis: Char = '\\u2026'\r\n    /**

The character &#x2032; */\r\n    public const val prime: Char = '\\u2032'\r\n    /** The character &#x2033; */\r\n

public const val doublePrime: Char = '\\u2033'\r\n    /** The character &#x20AC; */\r\n    public const val euro:

Char = '\\u20AC'\r\n    /** The character &#x2122; */\r\n    public const val tm: Char = '\\u2122'\r\n    /** The

character &#x2248; */\r\n    public const val almostEqual: Char = '\\u2248'\r\n    /** The character &#x2260; */\r\n

public const val notEqual: Char = '\\u2260'\r\n    /** The character &#x2264; */\r\n    public const val lessOrEqual:

Char = '\\u2264'\r\n    /** The character &#x2265; */\r\n    public const val greaterOrEqual: Char =
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'\\u2265'\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A source of time for measuring time intervals.\r\n *\r\n * The only

operation provided by the clock is [markNow]. It returns a [ClockMark], which can be used to query the elapsed

time later.\r\n *\r\n * @see [measureTime]\r\n * @see [measureTimedValue]\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic interface Clock {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Marks a time point

on this clock.\r\n     *\r\n     * The returned [ClockMark] instance encapsulates captured time point and allows

querying\r\n     * the duration of time interval [elapsed][ClockMark.elapsedNow] from that point.\r\n     */\r\n

public fun markNow(): ClockMark\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a time point notched on a particular [Clock].

Remains bound to the clock it was taken from\r\n * and allows querying for the duration of time elapsed from that

point (see the function [elapsedNow]).\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic abstract

class ClockMark {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the amount of time passed from this clock mark on the clock from

which this mark was taken.\r\n     *\r\n     * Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent

invocations.\r\n     */\r\n    public abstract fun elapsedNow(): Duration\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a clock mark on

the same clock that is ahead of this clock mark by the specified [duration].\r\n     *\r\n     * The returned clock mark

is more _late_ when the [duration] is positive, and more _early_ when the [duration] is negative.\r\n     */\r\n

public open operator fun plus(duration: Duration): ClockMark = AdjustedClockMark(this, duration)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n

   * Returns a clock mark on the same clock that is behind this clock mark by the specified [duration].\r\n     *\r\n

* The returned clock mark is more _early_ when the [duration] is positive, and more _late_ when the [duration] is

negative.\r\n     */\r\n    public open operator fun minus(duration: Duration): ClockMark = plus(-duration)\r\n\r\n\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Returns true if this clock mark has passed according to the clock from which this mark was taken.\r\n

*\r\n     * Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent invocations.\r\n     * If the clock is

monotonic, it can change only from `false` to `true`, namely, when the clock mark becomes behind the current point

of the clock.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun hasPassedNow(): Boolean = !elapsedNow().isNegative()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Returns false if this clock mark has not passed according to the clock from which this mark was taken.\r\n     *\r\n

* Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent invocations.\r\n     * If the clock is

monotonic, it can change only from `true` to `false`, namely, when the clock mark becomes behind the current point

of the clock.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun hasNotPassedNow(): Boolean =

elapsedNow().isNegative()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inline

Only\r\n@Deprecated(\"Subtracting one ClockMark from another is not a well defined operation because these

clock marks could have been obtained from the different clocks.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic

inline operator fun ClockMark.minus(other: ClockMark): Duration = throw Error(\"Operation is

disallowed.\")\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@Deprecated

(\"Comparing one ClockMark to another is not a well defined operation because these clock marks could have been

obtained from the different clocks.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic inline operator fun

ClockMark.compareTo(other: ClockMark): Int = throw Error(\"Operation is

disallowed.\")\r\n\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\nprivate class AdjustedClockMark(val mark: ClockMark, val

adjustment: Duration) : ClockMark() {\r\n    override fun elapsedNow(): Duration = mark.elapsedNow() -

adjustment\r\n\r\n    override fun plus(duration: Duration): ClockMark = AdjustedClockMark(mark, adjustment +

duration)\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The most precise clock available in the platform.\r\n *\r\n * The clock

returns its readings from a source of monotonic time when it is available in a target platform,\r\n * and resorts to a

non-monotonic time source otherwise.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic expect

object MonoClock : Clock\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An abstract class used to implement clocks that return their readings as

[Long] values in the specified [unit].\r\n *\r\n * @property unit The unit in which this clock readings are

expressed.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic abstract class

AbstractLongClock(protected val unit: DurationUnit) : Clock {\r\n    /**\r\n     * This protected method should be
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overridden to return the current reading of the clock expressed as a [Long] number\r\n     * in the unit specified by

the [unit] property.\r\n     */\r\n    protected abstract fun read(): Long\r\n\r\n    private class LongClockMark(private

val startedAt: Long, private val clock: AbstractLongClock, private val offset: Duration) : ClockMark() {\r\n

override fun elapsedNow(): Duration = (clock.read() - startedAt).toDuration(clock.unit) - offset\r\n        override fun

plus(duration: Duration): ClockMark = LongClockMark(startedAt, clock, offset + duration)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override

fun markNow(): ClockMark = LongClockMark(read(), this, Duration.ZERO)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An abstract class

used to implement clocks that return their readings as [Double] values in the specified [unit].\r\n *\r\n * @property

unit The unit in which this clock readings are expressed.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic abstract class AbstractDoubleClock(protected val

unit: DurationUnit) : Clock {\r\n    /**\r\n     * This protected method should be overridden to return the current

reading of the clock expressed as a [Double] number\r\n     * in the unit specified by the [unit] property.\r\n     */\r\n

protected abstract fun read(): Double\r\n\r\n    private class DoubleClockMark(private val startedAt: Double, private

val clock: AbstractDoubleClock, private val offset: Duration) : ClockMark() {\r\n        override fun elapsedNow():

Duration = (clock.read() - startedAt).toDuration(clock.unit) - offset\r\n        override fun plus(duration: Duration):

ClockMark = DoubleClockMark(startedAt, clock, offset + duration)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun markNow():

ClockMark = DoubleClockMark(read(), this, Duration.ZERO)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A clock that has

programmatically updatable readings. It is useful as a predictable source of time in tests.\r\n *\r\n * The current

clock reading value can be advanced by the specified duration amount with the operator [plusAssign]:\r\n *\r\n *

```\r\n * val clock = TestClock()\r\n * clock += 10.seconds\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * Implementation note: the current

clock reading value is stored as a [Long] number of nanoseconds,\r\n * thus it's capable to represent a time range of

approximately \u00b1292 years.\r\n * Should the reading value overflow as the result of [plusAssign] operation, an

[IllegalStateException] is thrown.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic class TestClock

: AbstractLongClock(unit = DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS) {\r\n    private var reading: Long = 0L\r\n\r\n

override fun read(): Long = reading\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Advances the current reading value of this clock by the

specified [duration].\r\n     *\r\n     * [duration] value is rounded down towards zero when converting it to a [Long]

number of nanoseconds.\r\n     * For example, if the duration being added is `0.6.nanoseconds`, the clock reading

won't advance because\r\n     * the duration value will be rounded to zero nanoseconds.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws

IllegalStateException when the reading value overflows as the result of this operation.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator

fun plusAssign(duration: Duration) {\r\n        val delta = duration.toDouble(unit)\r\n        val longDelta =

delta.toLong()\r\n        reading = if (longDelta != Long.MIN_VALUE && longDelta != Long.MAX_VALUE) {\r\n

         // when delta fits in long, add it as long\r\n            val newReading = reading + longDelta\r\n            if (reading

xor longDelta >= 0 && reading xor newReading < 0) overflow(duration)\r\n            newReading\r\n        } else {\r\n

         // when delta is greater than long, add it as double\r\n            val newReading = reading + delta\r\n            if

(newReading > Long.MAX_VALUE || newReading < Long.MIN_VALUE) overflow(duration)\r\n

newReading.toLong()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun overflow(duration: Duration) {\r\n        throw

IllegalStateException(\"TestClock will overflow if its reading ${reading}ns is advanced by $duration.\")\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/*\r\npublic interface WallClock {\r\n    fun currentTimeMilliseconds(): Long\r\n\r\n    companion

object : WallClock, AbstractLongClock(unit = DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS) {\r\n        override fun

currentTimeMilliseconds(): Long = System.currentTimeMillis()\r\n        override fun read(): Long =

System.currentTimeMillis()\r\n        override fun toString(): String = \"WallClock(System.currentTimeMillis())\"\r\n

  }\r\n}\r\n*/","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.math.abs\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalTime::class)\r\nprivate inline val storageUnit get() =

DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the amount of time one instant of time is away from

another instant.\r\n *\r\n * A negative duration is possible in a situation when the second instant is earlier than the

first one.\r\n * An infinite duration value [Duration.INFINITE] can be used to represent infinite timeouts.\r\n *\r\n *

To construct a duration use either the extension function [toDuration],\r\n * or the extension properties [hours],
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[minutes], [seconds], and so on,\r\n * available on [Int], [Long], and [Double] numeric types.\r\n *\r\n * To get the

value of this duration expressed in a particular [duration units][DurationUnit]\r\n * use the functions [toInt],

[toLong], and [toDouble]\r\n * or the properties [inHours], [inMinutes], [inSeconds], [inNanoseconds], and so

on.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTO

R_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\npublic inline class Duration internal constructor(internal val value: Double) :

Comparable<Duration> {\r\n// TODO: backend fails on init block, wait for KT-28055\r\n\r\n//    init {\r\n//

require(_value.isNaN().not())\r\n//    }\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** The duration equal to exactly 0

seconds. */\r\n        public val ZERO: Duration = Duration(0.0)\r\n\r\n        /** The duration whose value is positive

infinity. It is useful for representing timeouts that should never expire. */\r\n        public val INFINITE: Duration =

Duration(Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY)\r\n\r\n        /** Converts the given time duration [value] expressed in the

specified [sourceUnit] into the specified [targetUnit]. */\r\n        public fun convert(value: Double, sourceUnit:

DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit): Double =\r\n            convertDurationUnit(value, sourceUnit, targetUnit)\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n    // arithmetic operators\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the negative of this value. */\r\n    public operator fun

unaryMinus(): Duration = Duration(-value)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is the sum of this and

[other] duration values. */\r\n    public operator fun plus(other: Duration): Duration = Duration(value +

other.value)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is the difference between this and [other] duration values.

*/\r\n    public operator fun minus(other: Duration): Duration = Duration(value - other.value)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a

duration whose value is this duration value multiplied by the given [scale] number. */\r\n    public operator fun

times(scale: Int): Duration = Duration(value * scale)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is this duration

value multiplied by the given [scale] number. */\r\n    public operator fun times(scale: Double): Duration =

Duration(value * scale)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is this duration value divided by the given

[scale] number. */\r\n    public operator fun div(scale: Int): Duration = Duration(value / scale)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a

duration whose value is this duration value divided by the given [scale] number. */\r\n    public operator fun

div(scale: Double): Duration = Duration(value / scale)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a number that is the ratio of [this] and

[other] duration values. */\r\n    public operator fun div(other: Duration): Double = this.value / other.value\r\n\r\n

/** Returns true, if the duration value is less than zero. */\r\n    public fun isNegative(): Boolean = value < 0\r\n\r\n

/** Returns true, if the duration value is greater than zero. */\r\n    public fun isPositive(): Boolean = value >

0\r\n\r\n    /** Returns true, if the duration value is infinite. */\r\n    public fun isInfinite(): Boolean =

value.isInfinite()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns true, if the duration value is finite. */\r\n    public fun isFinite(): Boolean =

value.isFinite()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the absolute value of this value. The returned value is always non-negative.

*/\r\n    public val absoluteValue: Duration get() = if (isNegative()) -this else this\r\n\r\n    override fun

compareTo(other: Duration): Int = this.value.compareTo(other.value)\r\n\r\n\r\n    // splitting to components\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Splits this duration into days, hours, minutes, seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action]

with these components.\r\n     * The result of [action] is returned as the result of this function.\r\n     *\r\n     * -

`nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than

1_000_000_000;\r\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number of seconds in this duration, and its absolute value

is less than 60;\r\n     * - `minutes` represents the whole number of minutes in this duration, and its absolute value is

less than 60;\r\n     * - `hours` represents the whole number of hours in this duration, and its absolute value is less

than 24;\r\n     * - `days` represents the whole number of days in this duration.\r\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in

[Int] range, i.e. it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\r\n     *   it is coerced into that

range.\r\n     */\r\n    public inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (days: Int, hours: Int, minutes: Int, seconds: Int,

nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T =\r\n        action(inDays.toInt(), hoursComponent, minutesComponent,

secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Splits this duration into hours, minutes, seconds,

and nanoseconds and executes the given [action] with these components.\r\n     * The result of [action] is returned as

the result of this function.\r\n     *\r\n     * - `nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this

duration, and its absolute value is less than 1_000_000_000;\r\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number of

seconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 60;\r\n     * - `minutes` represents the whole number of
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minutes in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 60;\r\n     * - `hours` represents the whole number of

hours in this duration.\r\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Int] range, i.e. it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less

than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\r\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\r\n     */\r\n    public inline fun <T>

toComponents(action: (hours: Int, minutes: Int, seconds: Int, nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T =\r\n

action(inHours.toInt(), minutesComponent, secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Splits this duration into minutes, seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action] with these

components.\r\n     * The result of [action] is returned as the result of this function.\r\n     *\r\n     * - `nanoseconds`

represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 1_000_000_000;\r\n

  * - `seconds` represents the whole number of seconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 60;\r\n     *

- `minutes` represents the whole number of minutes in this duration.\r\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Int] range,

i.e. it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\r\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\r\n

*/\r\n    public inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (minutes: Int, seconds: Int, nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T =\r\n

action(inMinutes.toInt(), secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Splits this duration into

seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action] with these components.\r\n     * The result of [action] is

returned as the result of this function.\r\n     *\r\n     * - `nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds

in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 1_000_000_000;\r\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number

of seconds in this duration.\r\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Long] range, i.e. it's greater than

[Long.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Long.MIN_VALUE],\r\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\r\n     */\r\n    public

inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (seconds: Long, nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T =\r\n

action(inSeconds.toLong(), nanosecondsComponent)\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal val hoursComponent:

Int get() = (inHours % 24).toInt()\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal val minutesComponent: Int get() = (inMinutes

% 60).toInt()\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal val secondsComponent: Int get() = (inSeconds % 60).toInt()\r\n

@PublishedApi\r\n    internal val nanosecondsComponent: Int get() = (inNanoseconds % 1e9).toInt()\r\n\r\n\r\n    //

conversion to units\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of the specified

[unit]. */\r\n    public fun toDouble(unit: DurationUnit): Double = convertDurationUnit(value, storageUnit,

unit)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the value of this duration expressed as a [Long] number of the specified [unit].\r\n

  *\r\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of [Long] type, it is coerced into that range, see the conversion

[Double.toLong] for details.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun toLong(unit: DurationUnit): Long =

toDouble(unit).toLong()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the value of this duration expressed as an [Int] number of the

specified [unit].\r\n     *\r\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of [Int] type, it is coerced into that range, see the

conversion [Double.toInt] for details.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun toInt(unit: DurationUnit): Int =

toDouble(unit).toInt()\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of days. */\r\n

public val inDays: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.DAYS)\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed

as a [Double] number of hours. */\r\n    public val inHours: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.HOURS)\r\n\r\n

/** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of minutes. */\r\n    public val inMinutes: Double

get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number

of seconds. */\r\n    public val inSeconds: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /** The value

of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of milliseconds. */\r\n    public val inMilliseconds: Double get() =

toDouble(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number

of microseconds. */\r\n    public val inMicroseconds: Double get() =

toDouble(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number

of nanoseconds. */\r\n    public val inNanoseconds: Double get() =

toDouble(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n    // shortcuts\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the value of this

duration expressed as a [Long] number of nanoseconds.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of [Long]

type, it is coerced into that range, see the conversion [Double.toLong] for details.\r\n     *\r\n     * The range of

durations that can be expressed as a `Long` number of nanoseconds is approximately \u00c2\u00b1292 years.\r\n

*/\r\n    public fun toLongNanoseconds(): Long = toLong(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Returns the value of this duration expressed as a [Long] number of milliseconds.\r\n     *\r\n     * The value is
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coerced to the range of [Long] type, if it doesn't fit in that range, see the conversion [Double.toLong] for details.\r\n

  *\r\n     * The range of durations that can be expressed as a `Long` number of milliseconds is approximately

\u00c2\u00b1292 million years.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun toLongMilliseconds(): Long =

toLong(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a string representation of this duration value

expressed in the unit which yields the most compact and readable number value.\r\n     *\r\n     * Special cases:\r\n

*  - zero duration is formatted as `\"0s\"`\r\n     *  - the infinite duration is formatted as `\"Infinity\"` without unit\r\n

 *  - very small durations (less than 1e-15 s) are expressed in seconds and formatted in scientific notation\r\n     *  -

very big durations (more than 1e+7 days) are expressed in days and formatted in scientific notation\r\n     *\r\n     *

@return the value of duration in the automatically determined unit followed by that unit abbreviated name: `d`, `h`,

`m`, `s`, `ms`, `us`, or `ns`.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.time.Durations.toStringDefault\r\n     */\r\n    override

fun toString(): String = when {\r\n        isInfinite() -> value.toString()\r\n        value == 0.0 -> \"0s\"\r\n        else ->

{\r\n            val absNs = absoluteValue.inNanoseconds\r\n            var scientific = false\r\n            var maxDecimals =

0\r\n            val unit = when {\r\n                absNs < 1e-6 -> DurationUnit.SECONDS.also { scientific = true }\r\n

         absNs < 1 -> DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS.also { maxDecimals = 7 }\r\n                absNs < 1e3 ->

DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS\r\n                absNs < 1e6 -> DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS\r\n                absNs

< 1e9 -> DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS\r\n                absNs < 1000e9 -> DurationUnit.SECONDS\r\n

absNs < 60_000e9 -> DurationUnit.MINUTES\r\n                absNs < 3600_000e9 -> DurationUnit.HOURS\r\n

     absNs < 86400e9 * 1e7 -> DurationUnit.DAYS\r\n                else -> DurationUnit.DAYS.also { scientific = true

}\r\n            }\r\n            val value = toDouble(unit)\r\n            when {\r\n                scientific ->

formatScientific(value)\r\n                maxDecimals > 0 -> formatUpToDecimals(value, maxDecimals)\r\n

else -> formatToExactDecimals(value, precision(abs(value)))\r\n            } + unit.shortName()\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    private fun precision(value: Double): Int = when {\r\n        value < 1 -> 3\r\n        value < 10 -> 2\r\n

value < 100 -> 1\r\n        else -> 0\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a string representation of this duration value

expressed in the given [unit]\r\n     * and formatted with the specified [decimals] number of digits after decimal

point.\r\n     *\r\n     * Special cases:\r\n     *  - the infinite duration is formatted as `\"Infinity\"` without unit\r\n

*\r\n     * @return the value of duration in the specified [unit] followed by that unit abbreviated name: `d`, `h`, `m`,

`s`, `ms`, `us`, or `ns`.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [decimals] is less than zero.\r\n     *\r\n

   * @sample samples.time.Durations.toStringDecimals\r\n     */\r\n    public fun toString(unit: DurationUnit,

decimals: Int = 0): String {\r\n        require(decimals >= 0) { \"decimals must be not negative, but was $decimals\"

}\r\n        if (isInfinite()) return value.toString()\r\n        val number = toDouble(unit)\r\n        return when {\r\n

abs(number) < 1e14 -> formatToExactDecimals(number, decimals.coerceAtMost(12))\r\n            else ->

formatScientific(number)\r\n        } + unit.shortName()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns an ISO-8601 based

string representation of this duration.\r\n     *\r\n     * The returned value is presented in the format `PThHmMs.fS`,

where `h`, `m`, `s` are the integer components of this duration (see [toComponents])\r\n     * and `f` is a fractional

part of second. Depending on the roundness of the value the fractional part can be formatted with either\r\n     * 0, 3,

6, or 9 decimal digits.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the hours component absolute value of this duration is greater than

[Int.MAX_VAlUE], it is replaced with [Int.MAX_VALUE],\r\n     * so the infinite duration is formatted as

`\"PT2147483647H\".\r\n     *\r\n     * Negative durations are indicated with the sign `-` in the beginning of the

returned string, for example, `\"-PT5M30S\"`.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.time.Durations.toIsoString\r\n

*/\r\n    public fun toIsoString(): String = buildString {\r\n        if (isNegative()) append('-')\r\n

append(\"PT\")\r\n        absoluteValue.toComponents { hours, minutes, seconds, nanoseconds ->\r\n            val

hasHours = hours != 0\r\n            val hasSeconds = seconds != 0 || nanoseconds != 0\r\n            val hasMinutes =

minutes != 0 || (hasSeconds && hasHours)\r\n            if (hasHours) {\r\n                append(hours).append('H')\r\n

   }\r\n            if (hasMinutes) {\r\n                append(minutes).append('M')\r\n            }\r\n            if (hasSeconds ||

(!hasHours && !hasMinutes)) {\r\n                append(seconds)\r\n                if (nanoseconds != 0) {\r\n

append('.')\r\n                    val nss = nanoseconds.toString().padStart(9, '0')\r\n                    when {\r\n

nanoseconds % 1_000_000 == 0 -> append(nss, 0, 3)\r\n                        nanoseconds % 1_000 == 0 -> append(nss,

0, 6)\r\n                        else -> append(nss)\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n                append('S')\r\n            }\r\n
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   }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n// constructing from number of units\r\n// extension functions\r\n\r\n/** Returns a

[Duration] equal to this [Int] number of the specified [unit].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic fun Int.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration =

toDouble().toDuration(unit)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of the specified [unit].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic fun Long.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration =

toDouble().toDuration(unit)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of the specified [unit].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic fun Double.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration

= Duration(convertDurationUnit(this, unit, storageUnit))\r\n\r\n// constructing from number of units\r\n// extension

properties\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of nanoseconds.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

nanoseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

nanoseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of

microseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.microseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

microseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.microseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

microseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.microseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of

milliseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

milliseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

milliseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of seconds.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of seconds.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of seconds.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of minutes.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of minutes.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of minutes.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of hours.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of hours.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of hours.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of days.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.days get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of days.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.days get() =
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toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of days.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.days get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\r\n\r\n\r\n/** Returns a duration whose value is the specified [duration] value

multiplied by this number.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

Int.times(duration: Duration): Duration = duration * this\r\n\r\n/** Returns a duration whose value is the specified

[duration] value multiplied by this number.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

Double.times(duration: Duration): Duration = duration * this\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal expect fun

formatToExactDecimals(value: Double, decimals: Int): String\r\ninternal expect fun formatUpToDecimals(value:

Double, decimals: Int): String\r\ninternal expect fun formatScientific(value: Double): String","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass()\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"DurationUnitKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.time\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The list of possible time measurement units, in which a duration can be expressed.\r\n

*\r\n * The smallest time unit is [NANOSECONDS] and the largest is [DAYS], which corresponds to exactly 24

[HOURS].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic expect enum class DurationUnit {\r\n

/**\r\n     * Time unit representing one nanosecond, which is 1/1000 of a microsecond.\r\n     */\r\n

NANOSECONDS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one microsecond, which is 1/1000 of a millisecond.\r\n

 */\r\n    MICROSECONDS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one millisecond, which is 1/1000 of a

second.\r\n     */\r\n    MILLISECONDS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one second.\r\n     */\r\n

SECONDS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one minute.\r\n     */\r\n    MINUTES,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time

unit representing one hour.\r\n     */\r\n    HOURS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one day, which is always

equal to 24 hours.\r\n     */\r\n    DAYS;\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Converts the given time duration [value] expressed in the

specified [sourceUnit] into the specified [targetUnit].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal expect fun convertDurationUnit(value: Double,

sourceUnit: DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit):

Double\r\n\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal fun DurationUnit.shortName(): String =

when (this) {\r\n    DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS -> \"ns\"\r\n    DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS -> \"us\"\r\n

DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS -> \"ms\"\r\n    DurationUnit.SECONDS -> \"s\"\r\n    DurationUnit.MINUTES ->

\"m\"\r\n    DurationUnit.HOURS -> \"h\"\r\n    DurationUnit.DAYS -> \"d\"\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This annotation marks the experimental preview of the

standard library API for measuring time and working with durations.\r\n *\r\n * > Note that this API is in a preview

state and has a very high chance of being changed in the future.\r\n * Do not use it if you develop a library since

your library will become binary incompatible\r\n * with the future versions of the standard library.\r\n *\r\n * Any

usage of a declaration annotated with `@ExperimentalTime` must be accepted either by\r\n * annotating that usage

with the [UseExperimental] annotation, e.g. `@UseExperimental(ExperimentalTime::class)`,\r\n * or by using the

compiler argument `-Xuse-experimental=kotlin.time.ExperimentalTime`.\r\n */\r\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.ERROR)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(\r\n    CLASS,\r\n

ANNOTATION_CLASS,\r\n    PROPERTY,\r\n    FIELD,\r\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\r\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\r\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\r\n    FUNCTION,\r\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\r\n

PROPERTY_SETTER,\r\n    TYPEALIAS\r\n)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalTime","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Executes

the given function [block] and returns the duration of elapsed time interval.\r\n *\r\n * The elapsed time is measured
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with [MonoClock].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic inline fun

measureTime(block: () -> Unit): Duration {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return MonoClock.measureTime(block)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Executes the given function [block] and returns the duration of elapsed time interval.\r\n *\r\n * The elapsed time is

measured with the specified `this` [Clock] instance.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic inline fun Clock.measureTime(block: () -> Unit):

Duration {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val

mark = markNow()\r\n    block()\r\n    return mark.elapsedNow()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Data class representing a

result of executing an action, along with the duration of elapsed time interval.\r\n *\r\n * @property value the result

of the action.\r\n * @property duration the time elapsed to execute the action.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic data class TimedValue<T>(val value: T, val duration:

Duration)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Executes the given function [block] and returns an instance of [TimedValue] class,

containing both\r\n * the result of the function execution and the duration of elapsed time interval.\r\n *\r\n * The

elapsed time is measured with [MonoClock].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic

inline fun <T> measureTimedValue(block: () -> T): TimedValue<T> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

MonoClock.measureTimedValue(block)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Executes the given [block] and returns an instance of

[TimedValue] class, containing both\r\n * the result of function execution and the duration of elapsed time

interval.\r\n *\r\n * The elapsed time is measured with the specified `this` [Clock] instance.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic inline fun <T> Clock.measureTimedValue(block: () -

> T): TimedValue<T> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    val mark = markNow()\r\n    val result = block()\r\n    return TimedValue(result,

mark.elapsedNow())\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a hash code value for the object or zero if the object is `null`.\r\n *\r\n * @see Any.hashCode\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Any?.hashCode(): Int = this?.hashCode() ?:

0\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a version of the Kotlin standard library.\r\n *\r\n * [major],

[minor] and [patch] are integer components of a version,\r\n * they must be non-negative and not greater than 255

([MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE]).\r\n *\r\n * @constructor Creates a version from all three components.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic class KotlinVersion(val major: Int, val minor: Int, val patch: Int) :

Comparable<KotlinVersion> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates a version from [major] and [minor] components, leaving

[patch] component zero.\r\n     */\r\n    public constructor(major: Int, minor: Int) : this(major, minor, 0)\r\n\r\n

private val version = versionOf(major, minor, patch)\r\n\r\n    private fun versionOf(major: Int, minor: Int, patch:

Int): Int {\r\n        require(major in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE && minor in

0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE && patch in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE) {\r\n            \"Version

components are out of range: $major.$minor.$patch\"\r\n        }\r\n        return major.shl(16) + minor.shl(8) +

patch\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the string representation of this version\r\n     */\r\n    override fun

toString(): String = \"$major.$minor.$patch\"\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (this

=== other) return true\r\n        val otherVersion = (other as? KotlinVersion) ?: return false\r\n        return this.version

== otherVersion.version\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = version\r\n\r\n    override fun

compareTo(other: KotlinVersion): Int = version - other.version\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if this version is

not less than the version specified\r\n     * with the provided [major] and [minor] components.\r\n     */\r\n    public

fun isAtLeast(major: Int, minor: Int): Boolean = // this.version >= versionOf(major, minor, 0)\r\n        this.major >

major || (this.major == major &&\r\n                this.minor >= minor)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if this

version is not less than the version specified\r\n     * with the provided [major], [minor] and [patch] components.\r\n
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  */\r\n    public fun isAtLeast(major: Int, minor: Int, patch: Int): Boolean = // this.version >= versionOf(major,

minor, patch)\r\n        this.major > major || (this.major == major &&\r\n                (this.minor > minor || this.minor

== minor &&\r\n                        this.patch >= patch))\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Maximum

value a version component can have, a constant value 255.\r\n         */\r\n        // NOTE: Must be placed before

CURRENT because its initialization requires this field being initialized in JS\r\n        public const val

MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE = 255\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns the current version of the Kotlin standard

library.\r\n         */\r\n        @kotlin.jvm.JvmField\r\n        public val CURRENT: KotlinVersion = KotlinVersion(1,

3, 50) // value is written here automatically during build\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"LateinitKt\")\r\n@file:Suppress(\"unused\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\nimport kotlin.internal.AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KProperty0\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this lateinit property has been assigned a value, and `false`

otherwise.\r\n *\r\n * Cannot be used in an inline function, to avoid binary compatibility issues.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\ninline val @receiver:AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral

KProperty0<*>.isInitialized: Boolean\r\n    get() = throw NotImplementedError(\"Implementation is

intrinsic\")\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"LazyKt\")\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a value with lazy initialization.\r\n *\r\n * To

create an instance of [Lazy] use the [lazy] function.\r\n */\r\npublic interface Lazy<out T> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets

the lazily initialized value of the current Lazy instance.\r\n     * Once the value was initialized it must not change

during the rest of lifetime of this Lazy instance.\r\n     */\r\n    public val value: T\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true`

if a value for this Lazy instance has been already initialized, and `false` otherwise.\r\n     * Once this function has

returned `true` it stays `true` for the rest of lifetime of this Lazy instance.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun isInitialized():

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that is already initialized with the specified

[value].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> lazyOf(value: T): Lazy<T> = InitializedLazyImpl(value)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An

extension to delegate a read-only property of type [T] to an instance of [Lazy].\r\n *\r\n * This extension allows to

use instances of Lazy for property delegation:\r\n * `val property: String by lazy { initializer }`\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T> Lazy<T>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property:

KProperty<*>): T = value\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies how a [Lazy] instance synchronizes initialization among

multiple threads.\r\n */\r\npublic enum class LazyThreadSafetyMode {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Locks are used to ensure

that only a single thread can initialize the [Lazy] instance.\r\n     */\r\n    SYNCHRONIZED,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Initializer function can be called several times on concurrent access to uninitialized [Lazy] instance value,\r\n     *

but only the first returned value will be used as the value of [Lazy] instance.\r\n     */\r\n    PUBLICATION,\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * No locks are used to synchronize an access to the [Lazy] instance value; if the instance is accessed from

multiple threads, its behavior is undefined.\r\n     *\r\n     * This mode should not be used unless the [Lazy] instance

is guaranteed never to be initialized from more than one thread.\r\n     */\r\n    NONE,\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal object

UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\r\n\r\n// internal to be called from lazy in JS\r\ninternal class UnsafeLazyImpl<out

T>(initializer: () -> T) : Lazy<T>, Serializable {\r\n    private var initializer: (() -> T)? = initializer\r\n    private var

_value: Any? = UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\r\n\r\n    override val value: T\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_value ===

UNINITIALIZED_VALUE) {\r\n                _value = initializer!!()\r\n                initializer = null\r\n            }\r\n

  @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n            return _value as T\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    override fun isInitialized():

Boolean = _value !== UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (isInitialized())

value.toString() else \"Lazy value not initialized yet.\"\r\n\r\n    private fun writeReplace(): Any =

InitializedLazyImpl(value)\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class InitializedLazyImpl<out T>(override val value: T) : Lazy<T>,

Serializable {\r\n\r\n    override fun isInitialized(): Boolean = true\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

value.toString()\r\n\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language
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contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"NumbersKt\")\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Int.countOneBits(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Int]

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun

Int.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero

in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Int.countTrailingZeroBits():

Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Int]

number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic

expect fun Int.takeHighestOneBit(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of

the least significant set bit of this [Int] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Int.takeLowestOneBit():

Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of

bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on

the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the

negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of

[Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun

Int.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Int\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int] number right by the

specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number

as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same

as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n *

Rotating by a multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Int.rotateRight(bitCount: Int):

Int\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.countOneBits():

Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation

of this [Long] number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun

Long.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are

zero in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.countTrailingZeroBits():

Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this

[Long] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.takeHighestOneBit():

Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this

[Long] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.takeLowestOneBit():

Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long] number left by the specified [bitCount] number

of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on

the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the

negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of

[Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun

Long.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long] number right
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by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the

number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is

the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n

* Rotating by a multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.rotateRight(bitCount: Int):

Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Byte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.countOneBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFF).countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive

most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Byte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFF).countLeadingZeroBits() - (Int.SIZE_BITS -

Byte.SIZE_BITS)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary

representation of this [Byte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() or 0x100).countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number

having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Byte] number,\r\n * or zero, if this

number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.takeHighestOneBit(): Byte = (toInt() and 0xFF).takeHighestOneBit().toByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [Byte] number,\r\n * or zero, if

this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.takeLowestOneBit(): Byte = toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toByte()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Byte] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits

pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the

number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Byte.SIZE_BITS] (8)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 8)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic fun Byte.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Byte =\r\n

(toInt().shl(bitCount and 7) or (toInt() and 0xFF).ushr(8 - (bitCount and 7))).toByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the

binary representation of this [Byte] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least

significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Byte.SIZE_BITS] (8)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 8)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic fun Byte.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Byte =\r\n

(toInt().shl(8 - (bitCount and 7)) or (toInt() and 0xFF).ushr(bitCount and 7)).toByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the

number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Short] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.countOneBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFFFF).countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive

most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Short] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =\r\n    (toInt() and 0xFFFF).countLeadingZeroBits() - (Int.SIZE_BITS -

Short.SIZE_BITS)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary

representation of this [Short] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() or 0x10000).countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number
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having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Short] number,\r\n * or zero, if this

number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.takeHighestOneBit(): Short = (toInt() and 0xFFFF).takeHighestOneBit().toShort()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [Short] number,\r\n * or zero, if

this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.takeLowestOneBit(): Short = toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toShort()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Short] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits

pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the

number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Short.SIZE_BITS] (16)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 16)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic fun Short.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Short =\r\n

(toInt().shl(bitCount and 15) or (toInt() and 0xFFFF).ushr(16 - (bitCount and 15))).toShort()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates

the binary representation of this [Short] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least

significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Short.SIZE_BITS] (16)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 16)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic fun Short.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Short =\r\n

(toInt().shl(16 - (bitCount and 15)) or (toInt() and 0xFFFF).ushr(bitCount and 15)).toShort()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@Suppres

s(\"INVISIBLE_MEMBER\", \"INVISIBLE_REFERENCE\")\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.30\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN, versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic inline

fun <R> suspend(noinline block: suspend () -> R): suspend () -> R = block\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"TuplesKt\")\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a generic

pair of two values.\r\n *\r\n * There is no meaning attached to values in this class, it can be used for any purpose.\r\n

* Pair exhibits value semantics, i.e. two pairs are equal if both components are equal.\r\n *\r\n * An example of

decomposing it into values:\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.pairDestructuring\r\n *\r\n * @param A type of the

first value.\r\n * @param B type of the second value.\r\n * @property first First value.\r\n * @property second

Second value.\r\n * @constructor Creates a new instance of Pair.\r\n */\r\npublic data class Pair<out A, out B>(\r\n

public val first: A,\r\n    public val second: B\r\n) : Serializable {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns string representation

of the [Pair] including its [first] and [second] values.\r\n     */\r\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"($first,

$second)\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a tuple of type [Pair] from this and [that].\r\n *\r\n * This can be useful for

creating [Map] literals with less noise, for example:\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mapFromPairs\r\n */\r\npublic infix fun <A, B> A.to(that: B): Pair<A, B> =

Pair(this, that)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this pair into a list.\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.pairToList\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T> Pair<T, T>.toList(): List<T> = listOf(first, second)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a triad of

values\r\n *\r\n * There is no meaning attached to values in this class, it can be used for any purpose.\r\n * Triple

exhibits value semantics, i.e. two triples are equal if all three components are equal.\r\n * An example of

decomposing it into values:\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.tripleDestructuring\r\n *\r\n * @param A type of

the first value.\r\n * @param B type of the second value.\r\n * @param C type of the third value.\r\n * @property
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first First value.\r\n * @property second Second value.\r\n * @property third Third value.\r\n */\r\npublic data class

Triple<out A, out B, out C>(\r\n    public val first: A,\r\n    public val second: B,\r\n    public val third: C\r\n) :

Serializable {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns string representation of the [Triple] including its [first], [second] and

[third] values.\r\n     */\r\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"($first, $second, $third)\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Converts this triple into a list.\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.tripleToList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> Triple<T, T,

T>.toList(): List<T> = listOf(first, second, third)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"INVISIBLE_REFERENCE\",

\"INVISIBLE_MEMBER\")\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\r\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Marks the API that

is dependent on the experimental unsigned types, including those types themselves.\r\n *\r\n * Usages of such API

will be reported as warnings unless an explicit opt-in with\r\n * the [UseExperimental] annotation, e.g.

`@UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)`,\r\n * or with the `-Xuse-

experimental=kotlin.ExperimentalUnsignedTypes` compiler option is given.\r\n *\r\n * It's recommended to

propagate the experimental status to the API that depends on unsigned types by annotating it with this

annotation.\r\n */\r\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.WARNING)\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\n@Target(CLASS, ANNOTATION_CLASS,

PROPERTY, FIELD, LOCAL_VARIABLE, VALUE_PARAMETER, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION,

PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER,

TYPEALIAS)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A range of values of type `UInt`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic class UIntRange(start: UInt, endInclusive:

UInt) : UIntProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<UInt> {\r\n    override val start: UInt get() = first\r\n

override val endInclusive: UInt get() = last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: UInt): Boolean = first <= value &&

value <= last\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean =\r\n        other is UIntRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                first == other.first && last

== other.last)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first.toInt() +

last.toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** An

empty range of values of type UInt. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: UIntRange = UIntRange(UInt.MAX_VALUE,

UInt.MIN_VALUE)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of type `UInt`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic open class UIntProgression\r\ninternal

constructor(\r\n    start: UInt,\r\n    endInclusive: UInt,\r\n    step: Int\r\n) : Iterable<UInt> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if

(step == 0.toInt()) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step ==

Int.MIN_VALUE) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE to avoid

overflow on negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val

first: UInt = start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: UInt =

getProgressionLastElement(start, endInclusive, step)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The step of the progression.\r\n     */\r\n

public val step: Int = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): UIntIterator = UIntProgressionIterator(first, last,

step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n    public open fun isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first

> last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is UIntProgression &&

(isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                first == other.first && last == other.last && step ==

other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * first.toInt() +

last.toInt()) + step.toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else

\"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates UIntProgression
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within the specified bounds of a closed range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and

goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the

[step] must be negative.\r\n         *\r\n         * [step] must be greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to

zero.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: UInt, rangeEnd: UInt, step: Int): UIntProgression

= UIntProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of

values of type `UInt`.\r\n * @property step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate class UIntProgressionIterator(first: UInt,

last: UInt, step: Int) : UIntIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement = last\r\n    private var hasNext: Boolean = if

(step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private val step = step.toUInt() // use 2-complement math for negative

steps\r\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean =

hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun nextUInt(): UInt {\r\n        val value = next\r\n        if (value == finalElement) {\r\n

     if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n        } else {\r\n            next

+= step\r\n        }\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `UByte`.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic abstract class UByteIterator :

Iterator<UByte> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextUByte()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence

without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextUByte(): UByte\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values

of type `UShort`. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic abstract class

UShortIterator : Iterator<UShort> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextUShort()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next

value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextUShort(): UShort\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator

over a sequence of values of type `UInt`. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic

abstract class UIntIterator : Iterator<UInt> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextUInt()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the

next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextUInt(): UInt\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator

over a sequence of values of type `ULong`. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic

abstract class ULongIterator : Iterator<ULong> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextULong()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns

the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextULong(): ULong\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n

* Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source

code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-

generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A

range of values of type `ULong`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic class

ULongRange(start: ULong, endInclusive: ULong) : ULongProgression(start, endInclusive, 1),

ClosedRange<ULong> {\r\n    override val start: ULong get() = first\r\n    override val endInclusive: ULong get() =

last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: ULong): Boolean = first <= value && value <= last\r\n\r\n    override fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is ULongRange

&& (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                first == other.first && last == other.last)\r\n\r\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (first xor (first shr 32)).toInt() + (last xor (last shr

32)).toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** An

empty range of values of type ULong. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: ULongRange =

ULongRange(ULong.MAX_VALUE, ULong.MIN_VALUE)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of

type `ULong`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic open class

ULongProgression\r\ninternal constructor(\r\n    start: ULong,\r\n    endInclusive: ULong,\r\n    step: Long\r\n) :

Iterable<ULong> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if (step == 0.toLong()) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must

be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step == Long.MIN_VALUE) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be

greater than Long.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in

the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val first: ULong = start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the

progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: ULong = getProgressionLastElement(start, endInclusive, step)\r\n\r\n
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/**\r\n     * The step of the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val step: Long = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator():

ULongIterator = ULongProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n

public open fun isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is ULongProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                first ==

other.first && last == other.last && step == other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if

(isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * (first xor (first shr 32)).toInt() + (last xor (last shr 32)).toInt()) + (step xor (step ushr

32)).toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo

$last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates ULongProgression within the

specified bounds of a closed range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward

the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must

be negative.\r\n         *\r\n         * [step] must be greater than `Long.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to zero.\r\n

*/\r\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: ULong, rangeEnd: ULong, step: Long): ULongProgression =

ULongProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of

values of type `ULong`.\r\n * @property step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate class ULongProgressionIterator(first:

ULong, last: ULong, step: Long) : ULongIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement = last\r\n    private var hasNext:

Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private val step = step.toULong() // use 2-complement

math for negative steps\r\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext():

Boolean = hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun nextULong(): ULong {\r\n        val value = next\r\n        if (value ==

finalElement) {\r\n            if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n

} else {\r\n            next += step\r\n        }\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.math\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

min(a: UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\r\n    return minOf(a, b)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

min(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\r\n    return minOf(a, b)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun max(a: UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\r\n    return maxOf(a, b)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun max(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\r\n    return maxOf(a, b)\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UNumbersKt\")\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set

bits in the binary representation of this [UInt] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.countOneBits(): Int = toInt().countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of

consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UInt] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = toInt().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UInt]

number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = toInt().countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [UInt] number,\r\n * or

zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli
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neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.takeHighestOneBit(): UInt = toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUInt()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [UInt] number,\r\n * or

zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.takeLowestOneBit(): UInt = toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUInt()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Rotates the binary representation of this [UInt] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The

most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right

side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit

count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of

[UInt.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UInt =

toInt().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUInt()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UInt] number right

by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the

number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is

the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n

* Rotating by a multiple of [UInt.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UInt =

toInt().rotateRight(bitCount).toUInt()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation

of this [ULong] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.countOneBits(): Int = toLong().countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the

number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [ULong] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = toLong().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [ULong]

number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = toLong().countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [ULong] number,\r\n *

or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.takeHighestOneBit(): ULong =

toLong().takeHighestOneBit().toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of

the least significant set bit of this [ULong] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.takeLowestOneBit(): ULong =

toLong().takeLowestOneBit().toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [ULong] number

left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter

the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [ULong.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): ULong =
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toLong().rotateLeft(bitCount).toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [ULong] number

right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter

the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [ULong.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): ULong =

toLong().rotateRight(bitCount).toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation

of this [UByte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.countOneBits(): Int = toUInt().countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number

of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UByte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = toByte().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UByte]

number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = toByte().countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [UByte] number,\r\n *

or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.takeHighestOneBit(): UByte =

toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the

least significant set bit of this [UByte] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.takeLowestOneBit(): UByte =

toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUByte()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UByte] number

left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter

the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UByte.SIZE_BITS] (8) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 8)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UByte =

toByte().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UByte] number

right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter

the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UByte.SIZE_BITS] (8) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 8)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UByte =

toByte().rotateRight(bitCount).toUByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation

of this [UShort] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.countOneBits(): Int = toUInt().countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the

number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UShort] number.\r\n
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = toShort().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UShort]

number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = toShort().countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [UShort] number,\r\n *

or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.takeHighestOneBit(): UShort =

toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUShort()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the

least significant set bit of this [UShort] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.takeLowestOneBit(): UShort =

toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUShort()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UShort] number

left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter

the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UShort.SIZE_BITS] (16) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 16)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UShort =

toShort().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUShort()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UShort] number

right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter

the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UShort.SIZE_BITS] (16) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 16)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UShort =

toShort().rotateRight(bitCount).toUShort()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\npackage kotlin.internal\r\n\r\n// (a - b) mod

c\r\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\r\n    val ac = a % c\r\n    val bc = b % c\r\n

return if (ac >= bc) ac - bc else ac - bc + c\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong):

ULong {\r\n    val ac = a % c\r\n    val bc = b % c\r\n    return if (ac >= bc) ac - bc else ac - bc + c\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is

in the range\r\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\r\n *

[step].\r\n *\r\n * No validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters should satisfy the

condition:\r\n *\r\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <= end`,\r\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >= end`.\r\n *\r\n * @param

start first element of the progression\r\n * @param end ending bound for the progression\r\n * @param step

increment, or difference of successive elements in the progression\r\n * @return the final element of the

progression\r\n * @suppress\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun

getProgressionLastElement(start: UInt, end: UInt, step: Int): UInt = when {\r\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end

else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step.toUInt())\r\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end) end else end +

differenceModulo(start, end, (-step).toUInt())\r\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is

zero.\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of
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the progression which is in the range\r\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in

case of a negative\r\n * [step].\r\n *\r\n * No validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters

should satisfy the condition:\r\n *\r\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <= end`,\r\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >=

end`.\r\n *\r\n * @param start first element of the progression\r\n * @param end ending bound for the

progression\r\n * @param step increment, or difference of successive elements in the progression\r\n * @return the

final element of the progression\r\n * @suppress\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun

getProgressionLastElement(start: ULong, end: ULong, step: Long): ULong = when {\r\n    step > 0 -> if (start >=

end) end else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step.toULong())\r\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end) end else end +

differenceModulo(start, end, (-step).toULong())\r\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is

zero.\")\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UStringsKt\")  // string representation of unsigned

numbers\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of this [Byte] value in the

specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for number to

string conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic /*inline*/

fun UByte.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of

this [Short] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid

radix for number to string conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic /*inline*/

fun UShort.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

representation of this [Int] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for number to string conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic /*inline*/

fun UInt.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toLong().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of

this [Long] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid

radix for number to string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic

fun ULong.toString(radix: Int): String = ulongToString(this.toLong(), checkRadix(radix))\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses

the string as a signed [UByte] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is

not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic

fun String.toUByte(): UByte = toUByteOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a

signed [UByte] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to

number conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

String.toUByte(radix: Int): UByte = toUByteOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses

the string as a [UShort] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a

valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

String.toUShort(): UShort = toUShortOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a

[UShort] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to

number conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

String.toUShort(radix: Int): UShort = toUShortOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the

string as an [UInt] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

String.toUInt(): UInt = toUIntOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UInt]

number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number

conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUInt(radix:
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Int): UInt = toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [ULong] number

and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toULong(): ULong

= toULongOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [ULong] number and returns

the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toULong(radix: Int): ULong =

toULongOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UByte]

number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUByteOrNull(): UByte? =

toUByteOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UByte] number and returns the result\r\n * or

`null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUByteOrNull(radix: Int):

UByte? {\r\n    val int = this.toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\r\n    if (int > UByte.MAX_VALUE) return null\r\n

return int.toUByte()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UShort] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null`

if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUShortOrNull(): UShort? =

toUShortOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UShort] number and returns the result\r\n * or

`null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUShortOrNull(radix: Int):

UShort? {\r\n    val int = this.toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\r\n    if (int > UShort.MAX_VALUE) return null\r\n

 return int.toUShort()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UInt] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null`

if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUIntOrNull(): UInt? =

toUIntOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UInt] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if

the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is

not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUIntOrNull(radix: Int): UInt?

{\r\n    checkRadix(radix)\r\n\r\n    val length = this.length\r\n    if (length == 0) return null\r\n\r\n    val limit: UInt =

UInt.MAX_VALUE\r\n    val start: Int\r\n\r\n    val firstChar = this[0]\r\n    if (firstChar < '0') {\r\n        if (length ==

1 || firstChar != '+') return null\r\n        start = 1\r\n    } else {\r\n        start = 0\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val uradix =

radix.toUInt()\r\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / uradix\r\n    var result = 0u\r\n    for (i in start until length) {\r\n

val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\r\n\r\n        if (digit < 0) return null\r\n        if (result > limitBeforeMul) return

null\r\n\r\n        result *= uradix\r\n\r\n        val beforeAdding = result\r\n        result += digit.toUInt()\r\n        if

(result < beforeAdding) return null // overflow has happened\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses

the string as an [ULong] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toULongOrNull():

ULong? = toULongOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [ULong] number and returns the

result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toULongOrNull(radix: Int):

ULong? {\r\n    checkRadix(radix)\r\n\r\n    val length = this.length\r\n    if (length == 0) return null\r\n\r\n    val

limit: ULong = ULong.MAX_VALUE\r\n    val start: Int\r\n\r\n    val firstChar = this[0]\r\n    if (firstChar < '0')

{\r\n        if (length == 1 || firstChar != '+') return null\r\n        start = 1\r\n    } else {\r\n        start = 0\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n    val uradix = radix.toUInt()\r\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / uradix\r\n    var result = 0uL\r\n    for (i

in start until length) {\r\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\r\n\r\n        if (digit < 0) return null\r\n        if (result >
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limitBeforeMul) return null\r\n\r\n        result *= uradix\r\n\r\n        val beforeAdding = result\r\n        result +=

digit.toUInt()\r\n        if (result < beforeAdding) return null // overflow has happened\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

result\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MathKt\")\r\n\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.math\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n// constants, can't use them from nativeMath as they are not constants there\r\n\r\n/** Ratio

of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, approximately 3.14159. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic const

val PI: Double = 3.141592653589793\r\n/** Base of the natural logarithms, approximately 2.71828.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic const val E: Double = 2.718281828459045\r\n\r\n// region

================ Double Math ========================================\r\n\r\n/** Computes

the sine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sin(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle

[x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun cos(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/** Computes the tangent of the

angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun tan(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc sine of

the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect

fun asin(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an

angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1`

or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun acos(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Computes the arc tangent of the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2`

radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

atan(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that

correspond\r\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\r\n * the

returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is

`0.0`\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-

PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)`

is `PI` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y <

0`\r\n *   - `atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\r\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\r\n *   - `atan2(NaN,

x)` and `atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atan2(y: Double, x: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sinh(NaN)`

is `NaN`\r\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect

fun sinh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect fun cosh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun tanh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun asinh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\r\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is

`+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun acosh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\r\n *   - `tanh(1.0)`

is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atanh(x: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\r\n *\r\n * Special
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cases:\r\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\r\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments is `NaN` and

the other is not infinite\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun hypot(x: Double, y: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the positive square root of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sqrt(x)`

is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sqrt(x: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun exp(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\r\n

*\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n *\r\n *

@see [exp] function.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun expm1(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if

either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf,

+Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\r\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b >

1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\r\n *\r\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and

[log2].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log(x: Double, base: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Computes the natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n

*   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\r\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ln(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the common

logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log10(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the binary

logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log2(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `ln(x + 1)`.\r\n

*\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\r\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n *

- `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function\r\n * @see [expm1] function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ln1p(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value

[x] to an integer towards positive infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the smallest double value that is greater than or equal to

the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN`

or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ceil(x:

Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\r\n\r\n *

@return the largest double value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical

integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun floor(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards zero.\r\n *\r\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part

truncated.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun truncate(x: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards the closest integer with ties rounded towards even

integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun round(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the absolute value of the given value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n *

@see absoluteValue extension property for [Double]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun abs(x:

Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *

- zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sign(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

smaller of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun min(a: Double, b: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun max(a: Double, b: Double): Double\r\n\r\n//
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extensions\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is

`1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\r\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\r\n *

- `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an

integer\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.pow(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises

this value to the integer power [n].\r\n *\r\n * See the other overload of [pow] for details.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.pow(n: Int): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute

value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Double.absoluteValue: Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of

this value:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is

positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val

Double.sign: Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n *\r\n * If

[sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

Double.withSign(sign: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign]

value.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.withSign(sign: Int): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the ulp (unit in the last place) of this value.\r\n *\r\n * An ulp is a positive distance between this value and

the next nearest [Double] value larger in magnitude.\r\n *\r\n * Special Cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.ulp` is `NaN`\r\n *   -

`x.ulp` is `+Inf` when `x` is `+Inf` or `-Inf`\r\n *   - `0.0.ulp` is `Double.MIN_VALUE`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Double.ulp: Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value

nearest to this value in direction of positive infinity.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

Double.nextUp(): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to this value in direction of negative

infinity.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.nextDown(): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

the [Double] value nearest to this value in direction from this value towards the value [to].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `x.nextTowards(y)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `y` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `x.nextTowards(x) == x`\r\n *\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.nextTowards(to: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds

this [Double] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive

infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\r\n

*   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

Double.roundToInt(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to

[Long].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when

`x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.roundToLong(): Long\r\n\r\n// endregion\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n//

region ================ Float Math ========================================\r\n\r\n/**

Computes the sine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sin(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/** Computes the cosine of the

angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun cos(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/** Computes the tangent of the angle

[x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun tan(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc sine of the

value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n

*    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun asin(x:

Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the

range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun acos(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc

tangent of the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atan(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that correspond\r\n * to the
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rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\r\n * the returned value is an

angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\r\n *   -

`atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x <

0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0

< y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\r\n *   -

`atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\r\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\r\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and

`atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atan2(y: Float, x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

sinh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

- `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

cosh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

 - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun tanh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun asinh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\r\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is

`+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun acosh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\r\n *   - `tanh(1.0)`

is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atanh(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\r\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments is `NaN` and

the other is not infinite\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun hypot(x: Float, y: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the positive square root of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is

`NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sqrt(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n

*   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun exp(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\r\n *\r\n

* This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

- `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n *\r\n * @see [exp]

function.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun expm1(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or

`b` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\r\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and

`+Inf` for `b > 1`\r\n *\r\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log(x: Float, base: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln(x)` is

`NaN` when `x < 0.0`\r\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect fun ln(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

@see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log10(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for

special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log2(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes

`ln(a + 1)`.\r\n *\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\r\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-

Inf`\r\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function\r\n * @see [expm1] function\r\n
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ln1p(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to

an integer towards positive infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the smallest Float value that is greater than or equal to the

given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or

`+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ceil(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the largest

Float value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun floor(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to

an integer towards zero.\r\n *\r\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun truncate(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x]

towards the closest integer with ties rounded towards even integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `round(x)` is `x`

where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect fun round(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Float]\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun abs(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of the given

value [x]:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is

positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

sign(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`,

then the result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun min(a: Float, b: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is

`NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun max(a: Float, b: Float): Float\r\n\r\n//

extensions\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is

`1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\r\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\r\n *

- `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an

integer\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.pow(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this

value to the integer power [n].\r\n *\r\n * See the other overload of [pow] for details.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.pow(n: Int): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value

of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Float.absoluteValue: Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this

value:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n

*\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Float.sign:

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n *\r\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the

sign of the result is undefined.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.withSign(sign: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.withSign(sign: Int): Float\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this

[Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive

infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\r\n

*   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

Float.roundToInt(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to

[Long].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when

`x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.roundToLong(): Long\r\n\r\n\r\n// endregion\r\n\r\n// region

================ Integer Math ========================================\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the absolute value of the given value [n].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(Int.MIN_VALUE)` is

`Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Int]\r\n
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun abs(n: Int): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun min(a: Int, b: Int): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun max(a: Int, b: Int): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `Int.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is

`Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect val Int.absoluteValue: Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1` if the value is

negative,\r\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1` if the value is positive\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect val Int.sign: Int\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [n].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `abs(Long.MIN_VALUE)` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see

absoluteValue extension property for [Long]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun abs(n: Long):

Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun min(a:

Long, b: Long): Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect fun max(a: Long, b: Long): Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `Long.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see

abs function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Long.absoluteValue: Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1` if the value is

positive\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Long.sign: Int\r\n\r\n\r\n//

endregion\r\n",null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null],"names":[],"mappings":"AAWC,0B;EAVG,IAAI,OAAO,M

AAO,KAAI,UAAW,IAAG,MAAM,IAA1C,C;IACI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAD,EAAW,CAAC,SAAD,CAAX,EAAwB

,OAAxB,C;;QAEL,IAAI,OAAO,OAAQ,KAAI,QAAvB,C;IACD,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,QAAP,C;;;IAGP,IAAI,O

AAQ,GAAE,E;IACd,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,OAAL,C;;AAEf,CAAC,CAAC,IAAD,oB;EACG,IAAI,IAAI,M;ECPZ,

MAAM,eAAgB,gB;IAClB,OAAoD,CAA5C,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAE,YAAW,SAAW,K

AAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,c;EACxE,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,SAAU,IAAG,CAA

C,OAAQ,KAAI,c;EAClD,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,U;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,

YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,WAAY,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,W;EACpD,C;EAEA,MAAM,WAAY,

gB;IACd,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,U;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,Y;EACxB,

C;EAEA,MAAM,cAAe,gB;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,Y;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,KA

AK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,W;EAC5C,C;EAEA,MAAM,QAAS,gB;IACX,OAA

O,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,O;EACjC,C;EAEA,MAAM,WAAY,gB;IACd,OAAO

,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,WAAW,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,C;EACjD,C;EAEA,MAAM,cAAe,gB;I

ACjB,IAAI,WAAW,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,MAAM,aAAR,GAAwB,MAAM,S;IACnE,OAA

O,GAAI,GAAE,KAAK,UAAU,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,e;MAAkB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;IAAK,CA

AtC,CAAwC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,CAAO,GAAE,G;EAC/F,C;EAEA,MAAM,kBAAmB,kB;IACrB,OAAO,MAA

M,OAAO,YAAY,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAD,C;EAC5D,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,mB;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CA

AV,C;MACI,OAAO,I;;IAEX,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,CA

AC,OAA3C,C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,CAAC,OAArB,EAA8B,CAAE,G

AAE,CAAlC,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAtC,C;MACI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAF,

EAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAR,CAAlB,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;;IAGf,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,gBAAi

B,mB;IACnB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,YAAY,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;EAC1D,C;EAEA,MAAM,c

AAe,kB;IACjB,IAAI,SAAS,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAE,GA

AE,CAApC,EAAuC,CAAC,EAAxC,C;MACI,MAAO,GAAqB,CAAjB,EAAG,GAAE,MAAO,GAAE,CAAG,IAA

E,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAD,CAAJ,CAAU,GAAE,C;;IAE7D,OAAO,M;EACX,C;EAEA,MAA

M,kBAAmB,kB;IACrB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,YAAY,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAD,C;EAC5D,C;EAEA,MAAM,mB

AAoB,oB;IACtB,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,gBAAP,C;EACd,C;ECnFA,MAAM,eAAgB,sB;IAClB,CAAC,aA

Ac,GAAE,I;IACjB,OAAO,C;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,uBAAwB,+C;IAC1B,MAAM,IAAK,GAAE,M;IACb,MAA

M,IAAK,GAAE,M;IACb,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,I;IACtB,OAAO,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,MAAT,EAAiB,

6BAA6B,CAAC,UAAD,CAA9C,C;EAC9B,C;;IAGI,GAAG,WAAY,GAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,MAAO,KAA

I,UAAW,GAAE,KAAK,QAAP,GAAkB,KAAK,UAArD,C;IACvC,GAAG,YAAa,GAAE,G;IAClB,OAAO,G;EAC
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X,C;EAEA,IAAI,gCAAgC,CAChC,UACa,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACL,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,kB;EAAmB,CA

D1C,CADb,aAIe,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACP,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,W;EAAY,CADjC,CAJf,CADgC,EAShC,

UACa,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACL,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,kB;EAAmB,CAD1C,CADb,aAIe,QAAS,IAAT,oC;I

ACP,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,W;EAAY,CADjC,CAJf,CATgC,C;;IAoBhC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,IAA

pB,C;MACI,KAAK,MAAO,GAAE,aACE,CAAC,KAAK,qBAAqB,EAA3B,CADF,aAEC,IAFD,aAGC,EAHD,cAI

E,EAJF,SAKH,EALG,iBAMK,EANL,C;;IASlB,OAAO,KAAK,M;EAChB,C;ECjDA,MAAM,QAAS,gB;IACX,O

AAoB,CAAZ,CAAE,GAAE,KAAQ,KAAG,EAAG,IAAG,E;EACjC,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,gB;IACV,OAAkB,

CAAV,CAAE,GAAE,GAAM,KAAG,EAAG,IAAG,E;EAC/B,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,gB;IACV,OAAO,CAAE,

GAAE,K;EACf,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,

MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAChE,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,MAA

M,KAAM,GAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAT,GAAc,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,C;EACpE,C;EAEA,MAAM,cAAe,

gB;IACjB,OAAO,MAAM,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;EACzB,C;EAEA,MAAM,aA

Ac,gB;IAChB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,

eAAgB,gB;IAClB,OAAO,CAAC,C;EACZ,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,UAAR,C;M

AAoB,OAAO,U;IAC3B,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,WAAR,C;MAAqB,OAAO,W;IAC5B,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,C;EACf,

C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MAAe,OAAO,C;IACtB,IAAI,CAAE,YAAW,MAA

M,UAAvB,C;MAAmC,OAAO,C;IAC1C,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,UAAV,CAAqB,CAArB,C;EACX,C;EAEA,MAA

M,UAAW,gB;IACb,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MAAe,OAAO,C;IACtB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,C

;EACxB,C;ECnDA,MAAM,OAAQ,yB;IACV,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAK,IAAG,I;;IAGnB,I

AAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,IAAI,IAAK,KAAI,IAAb,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,I;;IAG

pB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,OAAO,IAAI,OAAQ,KAAI,UAAvD,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAD,C;;IAGtB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAhD,C;MACI,OAAO,IA

AK,KAAI,IAAK,KAAI,IAAK,KAAI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,IAAK,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,IAAnC,C;;IAGzB,

OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,I;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,SAAU,kB;IACZ,IAAI,GAAI,IAAG,IAAX,C;MACI,OAAO,C;;I

AEX,IAAI,UAAU,OAAO,G;IACrB,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,OAAjB,C;MACI,OAAO,UAAW,KAAI,OAAO,GAAG,S

AAU,GAAE,GAAG,SAAS,EAAd,GAAmB,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAElF,IAAI,UAAW,KAAI,OAAnB,C;MA

CI,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAE5B,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,OAAjB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,G

AAD,C;;IAEhC,IAAI,SAAU,KAAI,OAAlB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAGjB,IAAI,MAAM,MA

AM,CAAC,GAAD,C;IAChB,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;EAC5B,C;EAGA,MAAM,SAAU,gB;IACZ,IAAI,

CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MACI,OAAO,M;;UAEN,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAArB,C;MACD,OAAO,O

;;;MAGP,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,E;;EAEzB,C;EAGA,IAAI,WAAW,a;EAGf,IAAI,iCAAiC,sB;;IAGjC,IAAI,EAAE,

8BAA+B,IAAG,GAApC,CAAJ,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAI,OAAO,EAAG,GAAE,QAAU,GAAE,C;MACxC,MA

AM,eAAe,CAAC,GAAD,EAAM,8BAAN,EAAsC,QAAU,IAAV,cAA4B,KAA5B,CAAtC,C;;IAEzB,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC,8BAAD,C;EACd,C;;IAGI,IAAI,OAAO,C;IACX,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,GAA

G,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAC,EAAjC,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;MAC1B,IAAM,GAA

G,IAAK,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,IAAM,GAAE,C;;IAEjC,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,iBAAkB,GAAE,iB;EC9

C1B,MAAM,KAAM,wB;IAKV,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,C;IAMlB,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,IAAK,GAAE,

C;EACtB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,GAAE,OACf,OADe,cAET,MAFS,cAGV,EAHU,C;EAgBzB,MAAM,

KAAK,UAAW,GAAE,E;EAQxB,MAAM,KAAK,QAAS,oB;IAClB,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,KAAM,GA

AE,GAA7B,C;MACE,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,CAAC,KAAD,C;MACrC,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QACE,OAA

O,S;;;IAIX,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CAAgB,KAAM,GAAE,CAAxB,EAA2B,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,G

AAE,EAAF,GAAO,CAA5C,C;IACV,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,KAAM,GAAE,GAA7B,C;MACE,MAAM

,KAAK,UAAU,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,G;;IAEjC,OAAO,G;EACT,C;EAWA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,oB;IA

CrB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAT,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,KAAK,gBAAzB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,MAAM,

KAAK,gBAA5B,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAZ,C;MACL,OAAO,MAA

M,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAF,CAAQ,OAAO,E;;;MAE5C,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CACF,KAAM,
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GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAkB,GAAE,CADrC,EAEF,KAAM,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAkB,GAAE,CAFrC,C

;;EAIX,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,SAAU,gC;IACnB,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,QAAz

B,C;EACT,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,6B;IACrB,IAAI,GAAG,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAlB,C;MACE,MAAM,KA

AK,CAAC,mCAAD,C;;IAGb,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAU,IAAG,E;IACzB,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,EAAG,GA

AE,KAAtB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAuB,GAAE,KAA1B,C;;IAGb,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

D,CAAI,IAAG,GAArB,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAd,E

AAmB,KAAnB,CAAyB,OAAO,E;;UACxD,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAD,CAAM,IAAG,CAAxB,C;MACL,

MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,+CAAgD,GAAE,GAAnD,C;;IAKb,IAAI,eAAe,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAA

I,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,CAAR,CAAT,C;IAEzC,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,KAAK,K;IACxB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,

EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAE,IAAG,CAArC,C;MACE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAD,EAAI,GAAG,OAAQ,GAAE,CAAjB,C;MACnB,IAAI,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,

EAAI,CAAE,GAAE,IAAR,CAAd,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;MACpB,IAAI,IAAK,GAAE,CAAX,C;QACE,IAAI,QAAQ,

MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,IAAR,CAAT,C;QAClC,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM

,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,CAAvB,C;;;QAEnC,MAAO,G

AAE,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,YAAD,C;QACxB,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAA

C,KAAD,CAAvB,C;;;IAGvB,OAAO,M;EACT,C;EAaA,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,E;EAOnC,

MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,E;EAOnC,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAA

iB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,C;EAOl

C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,

gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,

MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,C;EAIlC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C

;EAItC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAIrC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAS,GA

AE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,C;EAIzC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAClB,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAA

C,aAAW,GAAE,CAAd,EAAiB,UAAW,GAAE,CAA9B,C;EAIxB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,aAAW,GAAE,CAAjB,C;EAO5C,MAAM,KAAK,YAAa,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAE,IAAG,EAAN,C;EAI7C,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,MAAO,e;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,K;EACb,C;EAIA,

MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,e;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACzC,IAAI,mB

AAmB,E;EAChC,C;EAGA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,e;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,IAAI,K;EAC1B,

C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,wB;IAC7B,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAU,IAAG,E;IACzB,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CA

AE,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,KAAtB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAuB,GAAE,KAA1B,C;;IAGb,IAAI,IAAI,

OAAO,EAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,G;;IAGT,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;QAGE,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,C;QACtC,IAAI,MAAM,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,C;QAClB,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAD,CAAW,SAAS,CAAC,IAAD,C;Q

AC1C,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;;QAEj

D,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;;IAMvC,IAAI,eAAe,MAAM,KAAK,WAA

W,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,CAAR,CAAT,C;IAEzC,IAAI,MAAM,I;IACV,IAAI,SAAS,E;IACb,O

AAO,IAAP,C;MACE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,YAAD,C;MACpB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,MA

AM,SAAS,CAAC,YAAD,CAAhB,CAA+B,MAAM,E;MAC9D,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;MA

E5B,GAAI,GAAE,M;MACN,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,EAAd,C;QACE,OAAO,MAAO,GAAE,M;;;QAEhB,OAAO,M

AAM,OAAQ,GAAE,CAAvB,C;UACE,MAAO,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,M;;QAEjB,MAAO,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,M

AAO,GAAE,M;;;EAG7B,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,YAAa,e;IAChC,OAAO,IAAI,M;EACb,C;EAIA,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,e;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,K;EACb,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,e;IACvC,OA

AQ,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,CAAG,GACpB,IAAI,KADgB,GACR,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,IAAI,K;EACpD,C

;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,cAAe,e;IAClC,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,

MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;QACE,OAAO,E;;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,E;;;;MAGpC,IAAI,

MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,MAAN,GAAe,IAAI,K;MAC7C,KAAK,IAAI,MAAM,EAAf,EA

AmB,GAAI,GAAE,CAAzB,EAA4B,GAAG,EAA/B,C;QACE,IAAuB,CAAlB,GAAI,GAAG,CAAE,IAAG,GAAM

,KAAG,CAA1B,C;UACE,K;;;MAGJ,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,EAAR,GAAa,GAA
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I,GAAE,C;;EAE9C,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,e;IAC3B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,IAAG,I

AAI,KAAM,IAAG,C;EACzC,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,e;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,C;E

ACtB,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,MAAO,e;IAC1B,OAAuB,CAAf,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,C;EA

C5B,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,oB;IAC/B,OAAQ,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,KAAK,MAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,

KAAM,IAAG,KAAK,K;EAC3D,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,cAAe,oB;IAClC,OAAQ,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,K

AAK,MAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,KAAK,K;EAC3D,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,O

AAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,C;EAC/B,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,gBAAiB,oB;IACpC,

OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,C;EAChC,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,YAAa,oB;IAChC,

OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,C;EAC/B,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,oB;IACv

C,OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,C;EAChC,C;EASA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,oB;IAC5B

,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,C;;IAGT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,WAAW,E;IAC7B,IAA

I,WAAW,KAAK,WAAW,E;IAC/B,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAC,QAAhB,C;MACE,OAAO,E;;IAET,IAAI,CAAC,O

AAQ,IAAG,QAAhB,C;MACE,OAAO,C;;IAIT,IAAI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,WAAW,EAAnC,C;MAC

E,OAAO,E;;;MAEP,OAAO,C;;EAEX,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,e;IAC3B,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAA

C,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;;MAElB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAZ,C;;EAEzB,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IAGxB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,M

AAO,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACvB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACxB,I

AAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEtB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,E;IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,

MAAO,GAAE,K;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,K;I

AEvB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,EAAa,MAAM,CAAnB,EAAsB,MAAM,CAA5B,EAA+B,MAAM,C;IACrC,GAAI,IA

AG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;I

ACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,G

AAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,OAAO,MAA

M,KAAK,SAAS,CAAE,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAf,EAAqB,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAlC,C;EAC7B,

C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;EACjB,C;

EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;U

ACb,IAAI,KAAK,OAAO,EAAhB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAb,GAA0B,MAA

M,KAAK,K;;UACrD,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,MAA

M,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAb,GAA0B,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAG3D,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MAC

E,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;QACE,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;;;QA

E7B,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,OAAO,E;;;UAExC,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,

C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,CAAgB,OAAO,E;;IAI7C,IAAI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,M

AAM,KAAK,YAAZ,CAA0B,IACvC,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,YAAZ,CADlB,C;MAEE,OAAO,MA

AM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,EAAG,GAAE,KAAK,SAAS,EAAjC,C;;IAM/B,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MA

AO,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACvB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACxB,IA

AI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEtB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,E;IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,M

AAO,GAAE,K;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAE

vB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,EAAa,MAAM,CAAnB,EAAsB,MAAM,CAA5B,EAA+B,MAAM,C;IACrC,GAAI,IAAG

,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IAC

b,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI

,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI

,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAA

I,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAA

E,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACjD,GAAI,IAAG,K;I

ACP,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAE,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAf,EAAqB,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,

GAAlC,C;EAC7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,IAAI,KAAK,OAAO,EAAhB,C;MACE,MA

AM,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAD,C;;UACN,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAGpB,IAA
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I,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,IA

AZ,CAAkB,IAClC,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAZ,CADpB,C;QAEE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;Y

ACb,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;QACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,I;;;QAGlB,IA

AI,WAAW,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;QAC9B,IAAI,SAAS,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,UAAU,CAA

C,CAAD,C;QAC1C,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAZ,CAArB,C;UACE,OAAO,KAAK,WAA

W,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,IAAb,GAAoB,MAAM,KAAK,Q;;;UAEzD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,K

AAK,SAAS,CAAC,MAAD,CAAf,C;UACvB,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAA

R,C;UACvB,OAAO,M;;;;UAGN,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,

MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;QACE,OAAO,

IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;;;QAExB,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AD,CAAO,OAAO,E;;;UAEnC,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,

EAAb,CAAgB,OAAO,E;;IAQxC,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,KAAK,K;IACrB,IAAI,MAAM,I;IACV,OAAO,GAAG,m

BAAmB,CAAC,KAAD,CAA7B,C;MAGE,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GA

AG,SAAS,EAAG,GAAE,KAAK,SAAS,EAAhC,CAAd,C;MAIrB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAD,CAAS,GAAE,IAAI,IAAxB,C;MACpB,IAAI,QAAS,IAAK,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,IAAI

,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,IAAK,GAAE,EAAX,C;MAIvC,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAD,

C;MACtC,IAAI,YAAY,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;MAClC,OAAO,SAAS,WAAW,EAAG,IAAG,SAAS,YAA

Y,CAAC,GAAD,CAAtD,C;QACE,MAAO,IAAG,K;QACV,SAAU,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

D,C;QAClC,SAAU,GAAE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;MAKhC,IAAI,SAAS,OAAO,EAApB,C;QACE,SAAU,

GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,I;;MAGzB,GAAI,GAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,C;MACb,GAAI,GAAE,GAAG,SAA

S,CAAC,SAAD,C;;IAEpB,OAAO,G;EACT,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,oB;IAC3B,OAAO,IAAI,SA

AS,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAzB,C;EACtB,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UA

AU,IAAK,e;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAN,EAAa,CAAC,IAAI,MAAlB,C;EA

C7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAAM,GAA

E,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MADtB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,GAAI,o

B;IACvB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,

KAAK,MADtB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAA

C,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MADtB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,K

AAK,UAAU,UAAW,sB;IAC9B,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;;MAEP,IA

AI,MAAM,IAAI,K;MACd,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;QACf,OAAO,MAAM,KA

AK,SAAS,CACvB,GAAI,IAAG,OADgB,EAEtB,IAAK,IAAG,OAAS,GAAG,GAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,OAFZ,

C;;;QAI3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,GAAI,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAtB,C;;;EAGjC,C;

EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,sB;IAC/B,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OA

AO,I;;;MAEP,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;MACf,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,K;QACd,OA

AO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACtB,GAAI,KAAI,OAAS,GAAG,IAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAAE,OADZ,EAEvB,IAAK,I

AAG,OAFe,C;;;QAI3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACvB,IAAK,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EADI,EAEvB,IAAK,I

AAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,EAFO,C;;;EAKjC,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,sB;IACvC,OA

AQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;;MAEP,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;MACf,IAAI,OAA

Q,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,K;QACd,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACtB,GAAI,KAAI,OAAS

,GAAG,IAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAAE,OADZ,EAEvB,IAAK,KAAI,OAFc,C;;YAGtB,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,EAAf,C;Q

ACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,CAAP,C;;;QAE3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAA

C,IAAK,KAAK,OAAQ,GAAE,EAArB,EAA0B,CAA1B,C;;;EAGjC,C;EAGA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,oB;I

ACzB,OAAO,KAAM,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,IAAG,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,C;EAC1D,C;EAEA,MAAM,K

AAK,UAAU,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,Q;EAE7D,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,e;IACtB,OAAO,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAZ,C;EACnB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,e;IACtB,OAAO,IAAI,

IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAZ,C;EACnB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,e;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,SA

AS,E;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,UAAW,e;IAC5B,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU

,WAAY,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,O;EACxD,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,I;
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EAEjD,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,oB;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,OAAO,UAAxB,CAAmC,IAAnC,

EAAyC,KAAzC,C;EACX,C;EC3zBA,MAAM,aAAc,8B;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,qBAAsB,uB;IACxB,OAAO,G;

EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,kB;IAChB,IAAI,gB;MACA,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,E;MACP,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,SAAP,C;IAClB,C;IACA,mB;MACI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,SAAP,C

;IAClB,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,SAAU,mB;IACZ,yB;MACI,OAAO,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,I;IAC7B,C;EACJ,C;

EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,oB;IAChB,yB;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,KAAT,C;IACxB,C;EA

CJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,iB;IACV,yB;MACI,OAAO,MAAO,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAD,C;IAC

/B,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,mB;IAChB,yB;MACI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAD,CAAS,IAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAD,C;IACzB,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,qBAAsB,2C;EAC5B,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,oB;IACf,OAAO,K;

EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,wB;IACnB,gBAAgB,E;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,oBAAqB,wB;IACvB,gBAAg

B,E;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,kBAAmB,wB;IACrB,gBAAgB,E;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,mBAAoB,+B;IACtB,g

BAAgB,E;EACpB,C;;IAGI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAJ,CACF,iDAAkD,GAClD,qDAAsD,GACtD,uDAHE,C;EAIV,C;E

AEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,+B;IACnB,mB;MACI,OAAO,Y;IACX,C;EACJ,C;EC/EA,MAAM,UAAW,mB;IACb,IAAI,

QAAQ,OAAO,C;IACnB,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,QAAd,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO

,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;;MAEjC,OAAO,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,

C;;IAEpC,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,KAAM,KAAI,SAApC,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC,C

AAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;;IAEpC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAC5B,C;EAEA,MAAM,mBAAoB,mB;I

ACtB,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,C;EACpC,

C;EAEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,mB;IACnB,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;MAAW,OAAO,E;IAClB,IAAI,CAAE,GAA

E,CAAR,C;MAAW,OAAO,C;IAElB,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;MACI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;QAAa,OA

AO,C;MAEpB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;MACb,OAAO,EAAG,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,G

AAO,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,C;;IAG7C,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,GAAG,CAAE,KAAI,C

AAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAjB,GAAsB,E;EACzC,C;EAEA,MAAM,QAAS,oB;IACX,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAC,CAAP,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,QAAS,oB;IACX,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAC,CAAP,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,I;EAE3B,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,I;;

IAGlB,OAAyB,CAAhB,CAAE,GAAE,YAAY,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,KAAP,CAAe,GAAe,CAAZ,CAAE,GAAE,K

AAQ,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAW,GAAE,C;EACxE,C;EA4DE,a;IAzDE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,WAAJ,CAA

gB,CAAhB,C;IACV,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,YAAJ,CAAiB,GAAjB,C;IACjB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,YAAJ,CAAiB,GAAjB,C

;IACjB,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,UAAJ,CAAe,GAAf,C;IACf,IAAI,WAAW,C;IACf,IAAI,YAAY,C;IAEhB,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,E;IAChB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,KAAI,CAA3B,C;MACI,QAAS,GAAE,C;

MACX,SAAU,GAAE,C;;IAGhB,MAAM,aAAc,oB;MAChB,OAAO,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAF,GAAQ,KAAtB,C;IACjC,C;IAEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,oB;MACnB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,

CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAT,EAAqB,QAAQ,CA

AC,SAAD,CAA7B,C;IAC/B,C;IAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,oB;MAClB,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,GAAE,KAAK,K

;MAC1B,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,KAAK,M;MAC3B,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACrB,C;IAE

A,MAAM,YAAa,oB;MACf,OAAO,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAF,GAAQ,KA

AtB,C;IAChC,C;IAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,oB;MAClB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACnB,C;IAEA,MAAM,cAAe,oB;MACjB,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MACd,OA

AO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACrB,C;IAGA,MAAM,cAAe,oB;MACjB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;M

AChB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,a;IACjC,C;IAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,kB;MAClB,IAAc,CAAT,G

AAI,GAAE,CAAG,MAAI,GAAlB,C;QACI,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,C;;;QAGb,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,

G;QAChB,OAAsC,CAA9B,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAG,IAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,QA

AD,CAAW,GAAE,C;;IAErE,C;EACJ,CAAE,G;EAEF,MAAM,cAAe,gB;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,IAAK,GAA

E,CAAF,GAAM,MAAM,SAAS,E;EAC1C,C;EC9GA,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,UAAU,WAAY,KAAI,WAA3C,C;IAC

I,MAAM,UAAU,WAAY,qC;MACxB,QAAS,GAAE,QAAS,IAAG,C;MACvB,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,YAAD

,EAAe,QAAf,CAAyB,KAAI,Q;IACxD,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,UAAU,SAAU,KAAI,WAAzC,C;IACI,MA

AM,UAAU,SAAU,qC;MACtB,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,SAAS,E;MACjC,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,SAAU,IAAG,QAAS,G

AAE,aAAa,OAAtD,C;QACI,QAAS,GAAE,aAAa,O;;MAE5B,QAAS,IAAG,YAAY,O;MACxB,IAAI,YAAY,aAA
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a,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAD,EAAe,QAAf,C;MACrC,OAAO,SAAU,KAAI,EAAG,IAAG,SAAU,KAAI,Q;IAC7C,C;;E

AGJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;IACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;MACN,CAAE,GAAE,CAAC,C;MACL,I

AAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,IAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAApB,C;QACI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAEj

B,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,E;IACvB,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA

1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;MACP,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAT,C;QACI,OAAO,G;;MAEX,IAAI,CAAE,G

AAE,CAAR,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAErB,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACp

B,C;;EAsKF,a;IAlKE,IAAI,UAAU,qB;IACd,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAD,C;IAC9B,IAAI,iBAAiB,I

AAI,KAAK,CAAC,cAAD,C;IAC9B,IAAI,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAC,c;IAC7B,IAAI,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAC,c;IAE

7B,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;QACN,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,

CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI

,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C;;UAE5B,OAAO,M;;;UAEP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAD,C;UAChB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAb,C;YAAk

B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,IAAT,C;UACjC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,CAAb,C;Y

AAmB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,IAAV,C;UACnC,OAAgB,CAAR,CAAE,GA

AE,EAAI,IAAE,C;;MAE1B,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;QACN

,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,C;QAChB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;QACb,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,CAA7B,C;UAAmC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,IAAnB,C;QAClD,OAAgB,CAAR,CAAE,GAAE,EAAI,IAAE,C;MACtB,C;;IAGJ

,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;QACN,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CA

AI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,M

AAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C;;UAE5B,OAAO,M;;;UAGP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAF,CAAhB,EAAsB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,C;UAClC,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,QAAS,

GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAE,KAAI,QAAS,GAAE,EAAF,GAAe,CAAP,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,CAAE,GA

AE,CAAP,C;;MAElE,C;;IAMJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,qB;QACA,IAAI,CAAE,

IAAG,CAAC,cAAV,C;UAEI,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;YAEI,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;cAGI,OAAO,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,I;;;cAKzB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAG,C

AAE,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAZ,C;;;;YAKnB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAT,CAAd,C;;;cAGlB,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAC,cAAV,C;UAED,OAAO,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,C;;;UAKb,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,cA

AnB,C;YAEI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;YAEjB,MAAO,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,C;;UAEnB,OAA

O,M;;MAEf,C;MACA,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;;IAEjB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,

MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;UAEI,OAAO,G;;cAEN,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,cAAb,

C;UAED,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;YAGI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,I;;;YAIzB,O

AAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAT,CAAd,C;;;;UAK

nB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAL,C;UAEjB,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,cAA

T,C;YAEI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;YAEjB,MAAO,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,E;;UAGnB,OAAO,I

AAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,M;;MAE9B,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MAC

I,IAAI,MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IA

AI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GA

AE,C;;UAE5B,OAAO,M;;QAEX,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAS,CAAP,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,C

AAP,CAAT,CAAoB,GAAE,C;MACzC,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAA

O,gB;QACP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,I

AAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UACd,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UAEd,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,G

AAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;;QAExC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GA

AE,CAAL,C;MACnB,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,KAAK,EAA

G,GAAE,C;UACd,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UAEd,OAAQ,EAAG,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAA

E,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;;QAExC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,C;MACzB,C;;E
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AER,CAAE,G;EACF,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,e;MACP,IAAI,IAAI,C;MA

CR,IAAI,SAAS,SAAS,O;MAEtB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MAApB,EAA4B,CAAC,EAA

7B,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,KAAI,CAAC,QA

AnD,C;UACI,OAAO,Q;;QAEX,CAAE,IAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAEj

C,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACpB,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI

,MAAO,gB;MACP,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,O;IAC7B,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,K

AAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;IACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;MACN,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,M;I

AC7B,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAQT,oB;MAPE,oB;QACI,IAA

I,SAAS,CAAE,KAAI,C;QACnB,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,E;;QAEX,OAAO,EAAG,IAAG,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAD,CAAS,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,CAAvB,CAA0B,GAAE,C;MAC1C,C;IACJ,CAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IA

AL,EAAW,IAAI,IAAf,C;;EAIN,IAAI,OAAO,WAAW,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAlC,C;IACI,WAAW,OAAQ,gB;MACf,

OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,UAAW,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,UAAU,UAAW,KAAI,SAAS,UAA

U,U;IAC5F,C;;EAGJ,IAAI,OAAO,KAAK,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAApC,C;IAEI,KAAK,UAAU,KAAM,e;MAEn

B,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;QACE,MAAM,IAAI,SAAJ,CAAc,6BAAd,C;;MAGR,IAAI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IA

AD,C;MAGd,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,C;MAGvB,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACrB,IAAI,

gBAAgB,KAAM,IAAG,C;MAG7B,IAAI,IAAI,aAAc,GAAE,CAAE,GACxB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI,GAAE,aA

AP,EAAsB,CAAtB,CADgB,GAExB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAD,EAAgB,GAAhB,C;MAGV,IAAI,MAAM,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAD,C;MACnB,IAAI,cAAc,GAAI,KAAI,SAAU,GAClC,GADkC,GAC5B,GAAI,IAAG,C;MAGf,IAAI,Q

AAQ,WAAY,GAAE,CAAE,GAC1B,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI,GAAE,WAAP,EAAoB,CAApB,CADkB,GAE1B,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,WAAD,EAAc,GAAd,C;MAGV,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,KAAX,C;QACE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,C

AAI,GAAE,K;QACP,CAAC,E;;MAIH,OAAO,C;IACT,C;;EAiFF,a;;MA5EM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,CAAb,C;QAA

gB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,MAAO,GAAE,MAAb,C;MAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAD,E

AAS,MAAT,C;IACnB,C;;MAEI,IAAI,OAAO,GAAI,KAAI,WAAnB,C;QACI,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,O;;MAEd,KAA

M,GAAE,eAAe,CAAC,KAAM,IAAG,CAAV,EAAa,IAAI,OAAjB,C;MACvB,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAD,EAAQ,eAAe,CAAC,GAAD,EAAM,IAAI,OAAV,CAAvB,C;MACd,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,YAAR,CAAqB,IAA

I,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,GAAR,CAAlC,C;IACX,C;IAEA,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAD,EAAY,UAAZ,EAAw

B,WAAxB,EAAqC,UAArC,EAAiD,YAAjD,EAA+D,YAA/D,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,G

AAE,MAAM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OA

AO,UAAU,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzC,C;QACI,UAAU,UAAU,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,UAAU,K;;MAE/C,IAA

I,OAAO,UAAU,UAAU,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1C,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,OAAvB,E

AAgC,QAC1C,eAD0C,CAAhC,C;;;;MAQJ,CAAN,Y;MAAF,CAAE,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,IAAI,UAAJ,C

AAe,CAAf,CAAP,E;;;MAErB,IAAI,QAAQ,QAAQ,UAAU,M;MAC9B,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,UAAT,EAA

qB,OAArB,EAA8B,+B;QAE3C,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAD,CAA1B,C;MACrB,CAH+C,CAA9B,C;;IASzB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,M

AAM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UA

AU,UAAU,IAAK,KAAI,WAAxC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,KAAvB,EAA8B,kC;UA

E3C,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,CAAM,IAAI,CAAC,QAAD,EAAW,IAAX,C;QAClC,CAH+C,C

AA9B,C;;;IAU7B,IAAI,uC;MACA,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;QAAW,OAAO,E;MAClB,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,

CAAR,C;QAAW,OAAO,C;MAElB,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;UAAa,OAA

O,C;QAEpB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;QACb,OAAO,EAAG,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAA

O,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,C;;MAG7C,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,GAAG,CAAE,KAAI,CAA

E,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAjB,GAAsB,E;IACzC,C;IAEA,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MA

AM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UAA

U,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,MAAvB,EAA+B,mC;U

AE5C,OAAO,KAAK,UAAU,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,eAAgB,IAAG,oBAA1B,C;QACpC,CAHgD,CA

A/B,C;;;EAOjC,CAAE,G;EC/WF,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,QACH,OADG,aAEC,WAFD,UAGF,QAHE,C;EAMd,M

AAM,WAAY,8C;IACd,IAAI,qBAAqB,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IACxD,IAAI,kBAAmB

,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,kBAAkB,IAAK,IAAG,IAA5D,C;MACI,OAAO,kBAAkB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAD,C;;IA
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GtC,kBAAmB,GAAE,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,YAAb,C;IACpD,IAAI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAA

G,OAAQ,IAAG,kBAA7C,C;MACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,YAAD,C;;IAGrB,OAAO,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,UAA

D,EAAa,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,CAAlC,EAA2C,YAA3C,C;EAC5B,C;EAEA,MAAM,WAAY,qD;IACd,IA

AI,qBAAqB,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IACxD,IAAI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,kBAA

kB,IAAK,IAAG,IAA5D,C;MACI,kBAAkB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,KAAb,C;MAC3B,M;;IAGJ,kBAA

mB,GAAE,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,YAAb,C;IACpD,IAAI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,OAAQ,I

AAG,kBAA7C,C;MACI,UAAU,CAAC,YAAD,CAAe,GAAE,K;MAC3B,M;;IAGJ,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,UAA

D,EAAa,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,CAAlC,EAA2C,YAA3C,EAAyD,KAAzD,C;EACrB,C;;IAGI,IAAI,IAAK,

KAAI,KAAb,C;MAAoB,OAAO,I;IAE3B,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,W;IACnB,IAAI,QAAS,IAAG,IAAhB,C;MACI,IAA

I,aAAa,QAAQ,W;MACzB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,UAAU,OAA9B,EAAuC,CAAC,EAA

xC,C;QACI,IAAI,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAX,EAAgB,KAAhB,CAA9B,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;;;IA

KnB,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,UAAW,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,UAAL,CAAvB,GAA0C,I;IACt

F,IAAI,mBAAmB,cAAe,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,cAAc,YAAhB,GAA+B,I;IAC7E,OAAO,gBAAiB,IAAG,IAAK,IAA

G,0BAA0B,CAAC,gBAAD,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;EACjE,C;EAQA,MAAM,OAAQ,4B;IACV,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,

MAAd,C;MACI,QAAQ,OAAO,MAAf,C;aACS,Q;aACA,Q;aACA,S;aACA,U;UACD,OAAO,I;gBAEP,OAAO,M

AAO,YAAW,M;;;IAIrC,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,IAAK,KAAI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,QA

AS,IAAG,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,UAApD,CAApC,C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,IAAI,OAAO,KAAM,KAAI,UAAW,

IAAG,MAAO,YAAW,KAArD,C;MACI,OAAO,I;;IAGX,IAAI,QAAQ,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,C;IACjC,IA

AI,cAAc,KAAM,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,KAAK,YAAP,GAAsB,I;IACtD,IAAI,WAAY,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,YAAa,IA

AG,WAA3C,C;MACI,IAAI,WAAW,WAAW,W;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAM,KAAI,MAAM,KAAK,OAAjC,C;

QACI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,K;;;IAI1B,IAAI,gBAAgB,KAAK,W;IAGzB,IAAI,aAAc,IAAG,IAArB,C;MACI,OA

AO,MAAO,YAAW,K;;IAG7B,IAAI,aAAa,KAAM,KAAI,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,IAAG,MAAM,YAAa,IAAG,IA

A1E,C;MACI,OAAO,0BAA0B,CAAC,MAAM,YAAP,EAAqB,KAArB,C;;IAGrC,OAAO,K;EACX,C;EAEA,MA

AM,SAAU,gB;IACZ,OAAO,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,QAAS,IAAG,CAAE,YAAW,MAAM,K;EACtD,C;EAEA,MA

AM,OAAQ,oB;IACV,OAAO,KAAM,YAAW,MAAM,U;EAClC,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,oB;IAChB,IAAI,OAAO,

OAAO,K;IAElB,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAClB,IAAK,KAAI,SAAU,IACnB,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C

AAQ,IACvB,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,MAAM,OAAO,WAArB,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,

oB;IAClB,OAAO,OAAO,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,MAAM,OAAO,aAA

rB,C;EACrD,C;;;;;;;;;aCpD2C,gB;;;;;MCnDvC,4B;MAjBA,aAA6C,E;MAC7C,gBAAgD,C;IAFpD,C;;MAKgB,iB;I

AAA,C;;MAGA,oB;IAAA,C;;MAE6B,OAAQ,0BAAR,YAAQ,EAAU,KAAM,QAAhB,C;IAAR,C;;MAEN,gBAA

S,K;IAAT,C;;MAEJ,OAAnC,MAAmC,kBAA8B,IAA9B,C;IAAA,C;;MAEL,gB;IAAA,C;;MAE1B,8B;IAAA,C;;;;

MAAA,qC;QAAA,oB;;MAAA,8B;IAAA,C;;;MDdwC,oBAAa,MAAS,IAAT,CAAb,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;g

EAE5C,yB;MAAA,mB;MAAA,6B;QAC2D,YAAa,QAAS,IAAT,C;QAIvD,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAA

a,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IALgF,IAKrE,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QALwC,OAOhD,K;MA

PgD,C;KAD3D,C;;MAKiB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,MA

AM,CAAN,IAAW,KAAK,CAAL,C;;MAEf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAsB,MAAe,IAAf,C;M

ACtB,gBAAkB,c;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,E;QAAc,oBAAa,MAAb,EAAqB,KAArB,C;W

ACd,WAFS,IAET,S;QAAS,a;;QAZA,U;QAAA,SAaqB,MAbf,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;U

AakC,MAZ9B,CAAM,CAAN,IAYsC,IAZ3B,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAYH,OAAsB,M;;MAHlC,W;IAKJ,C;2EAEA,yB

;MAAA,iC;MAAA,6B;QACoF,YAAa,aAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;QAlBhF,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,

GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAiBoH,IAjBzG,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAiBiE,OAfzE,

K;MAeyE,C;KADpF,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAa,IAAb,WAAa,CAAD,IAAC,C;MACb,gBAAkB,W;MAEd,I

ADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,YADS,IACT,EAAY,KAAZ,E;QAAqB,a;;QA1BZ,U;QAAA,SA2BkB,M

A3BZ,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UA2B+B,MA1B3B,CAAM,CAAN,IA0BmC,IA1BxB,CA

AK,CAAL,C;;QA0BH,OAAmB,M;;MAF/B,W;IAIJ,C;qEAEA,yB;MAAA,2B;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;QAGiB,Q;Q

ADb,YAAY,UAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,IAAhB,C;QACC,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,

iB;UACI,YACY,eAAK,CAAL,E;UACpB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAG,GAAG,K;;QAEP,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KA

TA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,mB;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;QAGiB,Q;QADb,YAAY,QAAY,IAAZ,C;QACC,OAAA,K
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AAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,YACY,eAAK,CAAL,E;UACpB,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

D,CAAG,GAAG,K;;QAEP,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAsB,MAAY,IAAZ,C;MACt

B,gBAAkB,W;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,E;QAAc,oBAAa,MAAb,K;WACd,WAFS,IAET,

S;QAAS,a;;QA3DA,U;QAAA,SA4DkB,MA5DZ,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UA4D+B,MA3

D3B,CAAM,CAAN,IA2DmC,IA3DxB,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QA2DH,OAAmB,M;;MAH/B,W;IAKJ,C;qEAEA,yB;M

AAA,2B;MAAA,6B;QAC2E,YAAa,UAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;QAjEvE,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,

GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAgEwG,IAhE7F,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAgEwD,OA9

DhE,K;MA8DgE,C;KAD3E,C;;MAIiB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;

QACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,S;;MAEf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MEnFA,qC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAA4B,U;MAExB,iBACJ,

MAA4B,U;MAExB,yBACJ,MAAoC,kB;MAEhC,yBACJ,MAAoC,kB;MAEhC,WACJ,MAAsB,I;IAftB,C;;;;MAA

A,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAkBA,oC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAA2B,U;MAEvB,iBACJ,MAA2B,U;MAEvB,

yBACJ,MAAmC,kB;MAE/B,yBACJ,MAAmC,kB;MAE/B,WACJ,MAAqB,I;IAfrB,C;;;;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;;M

AAA,oC;IAAA,C;;MAkBA,kC;MAEI,iBACqB,W;MAErB,iBACqB,U;MAErB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;IA

Z1B,C;;;;MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;MAeA,mC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAAM,KAAoB,U;MAEtB,iBAC

J,MAAM,KAAoB,U;MAEtB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;IAZ1B,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAA

A,C;;MAeA,oC;MAEI,iBACuB,U;MAEvB,iBACuB,K;MAEvB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;IAZ1B,C;;;;MAA

A,2C;QAAA,0B;;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;MAeA,mC;MAEI,iBACsB,Q;MAEtB,iBACsB,G;MAEtB,kBACuB,C;MA

EvB,iBACsB,C;IAZ1B,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;MAeA,mC;MAEI,iBACmC,C;MAEnC,i

BACmC,K;MAEnC,0BAC4C,K;MAE5C,0BAC4C,K;MAE5C,yBAC2C,K;MAE3C,yBAC2C,K;MAE3C,qBACuC

,uB;MAEvC,qBACuC,sB;MAEvC,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;IA9B1B,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,m

C;IAAA,C;;MAiCA,qC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAEA,sC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,6C;

QAAA,4B;;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;aC0hcoB,gB;;;;cCppb0C,mB;;gBAyEvC,yB;eAAyB,wB;

;;uBAgBzB,gC;sBAAwB,+B;mCA4JjC,qB;mCA5ImC,qB;;kBAQ1B,2B;iBAA0B,0B;;;;;eCxZgB,wB;sBCQA,sB;i

BCPA,0B;;;;;aC1K8B,e;;;;;;;;;;;gCC1ChD,yC;+BCTA,uC;+BCDA,sC;;gCC+I/B,+B;gBClEqE,yB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MC1EE,wC;IANvF,C;IAAA,wD;MAO2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAP3C,8E;;MCSuF,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,w

D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,8E;;MZcI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAO

I,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAO

I,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,

C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B

,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAA

O,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;oGAiEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SA

AS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;
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MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAA

b,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,G

AAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAO

I,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;K

ARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KA

AJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,

CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,

yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAA

sD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SA

AS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,

uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KARA,C;oGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KA

AV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;qGAUA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;M

AChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;

KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;s

GAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB

;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,s

D;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,

mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI

,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAeW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,

e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,y

B;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,

I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QA

AhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC

9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyX

O,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;

QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;Y

AAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,

IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;

gFAEA,yB;MA0XA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1XA,uC;QAKW,sB;;UAyXS,Q;UAAhB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,0B;YAAsB,I

AzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,qBAAO,O;cAAP,uB;;;UAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;QA1XP,yB;MACJ,C;

KANA,C;sFAQA,yB;MAssCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAtsCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAqsCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ

,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAvsCc,SAusCV,CAAU,OAAV

,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAzsCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAysC

A,0D;MAAA,+C;MAzsCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAwsCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA1sCc,SA0sCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,

O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA5sCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA4sCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA5sCA

,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA2sCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cA

Ac,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA7sCc,SA6sCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBA

AO,I;;;QA/sCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA+sCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA/sCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA8sCO,

Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,

IAhtCc,SAgtCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAltCP,wB;MACJ,C;

KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAktCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAltCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAitCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ

,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAntCc,SAmtCV,CAAU,OAAV

,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QArtCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAqtC
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A,0D;MAAA,+C;MArtCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAotCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAA

d,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAttCc,SAstCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;c

AAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAxtCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAwtCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAxtCA,uC

;QAKW,qB;;UAutCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,U

AAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAztCc,SAytCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;

;QA3tCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA2tCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA3tCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA0tCO,Q;UAA

A,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA5tCc,

SA4tCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA9tCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA

,C;wFAQA,yB;MA8tCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MA9tCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA6tCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,s

BAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA/tCc,SA+tCV,CAAU,o

BAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAjuCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,IAyiL

O,qBAAQ,CAziLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAuiL

O,qBAAQ,CAviLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAqiL

O,qBAAQ,CAriLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAmiL

O,qBAAQ,CAniLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAiiL

O,qBAAQ,CAjiLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA+hL

O,qBAAQ,CA/hLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA6hL

O,qBAAQ,CA7hLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA2h

LO,qBAAQ,CA3hLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAy

hLO,qBAAQ,CAzhLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB

;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;MAA

A,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;

MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAA

A,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC

;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAA

wB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QA

KoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,

OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,

Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAA

O,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;Q

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;

;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA

,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;;MAaI,OA+3KO,qBAAQ

,CA/3KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAg4KO,qBAAQ,CAh4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAA

yB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAi4KO,qBAAQ,CAj4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,

C;;MAMI,OAk4KO,qBAAQ,CAl4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAm4KO,qBAA

Q,CAn4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAo4KO,qBAAQ,CAp4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GA

AyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAq4KO,qBAAQ,CAr4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACp

C,C;;MAMI,OAs4KO,qBAAQ,CAt4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAu4KO,qBAA

Q,CAv4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAA

O,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,I
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AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAA

hB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,

C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAA

hB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACr

D,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;+FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QA

IoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;

YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAA

S,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQ

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,G

AAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,

SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,K

AAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3

B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;Q

AKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,

C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI

,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SA

AS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FA

QA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KA

AJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,G

AAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,

CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,G

AAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IA

CjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MA

MI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW

,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CA

AT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,IAAI,eAAJ,C;QACI,wD;UA

CI,IAAI,UAAK,KAAL,SAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;;QAIf,8D;UACI,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,OAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C

;YACI,OAAO,O;;;;MAInB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OA

AO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MA

Gf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;

IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IAC

X,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,

wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IA

AI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,U

AAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,

CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAA

V,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CA

AJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;

UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI

,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAA

O,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;

MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAG

f,OAAO,E;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,wD;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAA
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J,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,

Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,

CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAA

A,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,U

AAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAA

A,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IA

AI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MA

AA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,u

B;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FA

YA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd

,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;K

AVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,

OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;

MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAA

R,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QA

Gf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,s

BAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OA

AO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;

QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,E

AAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAiBI,IAoyJO,qBAAQ,CApyJf,C;QACI,

MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,wBAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAkyJO,qBAAQ,CAlyJf,C;QACI

,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAgyJO,qBAAQ,CAhyJf,C;QAC

I,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA8xJO,qBAAQ,CA9xJf,C;QA

CI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA4xJO,qBAAQ,CA5xJf,C;Q

ACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA0xJO,qBAAQ,CA1xJf,C;

QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAwxJO,qBAAQ,CAxxJf,

C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAsxJO,qBAAQ,CAtxJf,

C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAoxJO,qBAAQ,CApxJf

,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,

+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;

UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAA

M,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,

Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,K

AAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,

C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SA

AK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;

MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,

cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEn

C,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;Q

AKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UA

AK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;M

ACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAA

L,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA

,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,O

AAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;

QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,
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uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAA

c,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,

C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OA

Aa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,

IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;;M

AiBsB,UAMA,M;MAPlB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;QACkB,OAAQ,WAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,

uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAK,KAAL,SAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;;QAID,SAAQ,WAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAA

c,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACV,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,OAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;;MAInB,OAAO,E;

IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,Y

AAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wB

AAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;

MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,u

B;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,O

AAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAX,C

AAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAA

d,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IAC

X,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAA

W,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAA

Q,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MA

Gf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;Q

ACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,OA2+IO,qBAAQ,

CA3+IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA4+IO,qBAAQ,CA5+IR,GAA

e,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA6+IO,qBAAQ,CA7+IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAy

B,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA8+IO,qBAAQ,CA9+IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mB

AAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA++IO,qBAAQ,CA/+IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,I

AAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAg/IO,qBAAQ,CAh/IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,

C;;MAMI,OAi/IO,qBAAQ,CAj/IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAk/I

O,qBAAQ,CAl/IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAm/IO,qBAAQ,CAn

/IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,u

C;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,

UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;4

FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QA

Ad,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAA

O,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAA

a,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;M

AAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAA

c,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;M

ACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,C

AAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAI

kB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK

,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,

yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OA

Ac,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;Q

AEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAA

R,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,U

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+
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C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;

UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAA

O,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;kFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;

KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFA

WA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAA

A,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA

,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4

B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OA

AO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,c

AAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MAC

X,C;KATA,C;;MAkBI,IAmuIO,qBAAQ,CAnuIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MA

AO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IA+tIO,qBAAQ,CA/tIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MA

CV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IA2tIO,qBAAQ,CA3tIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2B

AAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IAutIO,qBAAQ,CAvt

If,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI

,IAmtIO,qBAAQ,CAntIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,C

AAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IA+sIO,qBAAQ,CA/sIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MA

AO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IA2sIO,qBAAQ,CA3sIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;M

ACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IAusIO,qBAAQ,CAvsIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2

BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IAmsIO,qBAAQ,C

AnsIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;M

AMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,

CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,g

BAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MA

AM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MA

AM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MA

HlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX

,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,

I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UA

AL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aA

CH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAy

B,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAu

B,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAK

J,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,i

BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,Q

AAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBA

CQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;M

AAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAA

S,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;M

ACX,C;KAhBA,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;

QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;Y

ACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC

,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;

MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB

,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAv

B,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,
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UAST,M;QAXP,aAAmB,I;QACnB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI

,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QA

AQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhB

A,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAA

Y,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KA

AJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UA

AY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,iE;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;M

AAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C

;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB

,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;Q

AXP,aAAsB,I;QACtB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAG

hB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkB

A,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAuB,I;QACvB,YAAY,K;QACZ,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAA

W,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAA

M,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB

,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAA

M,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAA

uB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAsBI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI

,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,

UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;I

ACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAA

Q,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQo

B,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;MAC

Z,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YA

AW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO

,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I

;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAmB,I;M

ACnB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UA

CI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OA

AO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SA

AS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;

MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAsB,I;MACtB,YAAY,K;MACZ,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,

OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAuB,I;MACvB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M

;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;M
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AGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;iGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA

AA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SA

AhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,OAAO,I;YAClB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAA

Q,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,OAAO,I;QACnB,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MatpFI,IAAI,Eb+qFI

,KAAK,Ca/qFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8qFc,sD;Qa7qFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb8qFV,OAAO,oBAAo

B,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MajrFI,IAAI,Eb2rFI,KAAK,Ca3rFT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,cb0rFc,sD;QazrFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb0rFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP

,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;Ma7rFI,IAAI,EbusFI,KAAK,CavsFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbssFc,sD;QarsFd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbssFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CA

ApB,C;IACX,C;;MazsFI,IAAI,EbmtFI,KAAK,CantFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbktFc,sD;QajtFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ

,WAAjC,C;;MbktFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MartFI,I

AAI,Eb+tFI,KAAK,Ca/tFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8tFc,sD;Qa7tFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb8tFV,OAA

O,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MajuFI,IAAI,Eb2uFI,KAAK,Ca3uF

T,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb0uFc,sD;QazuFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb0uFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mB

AAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;Ma7uFI,IAAI,EbuvFI,KAAK,CavvFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbsvF

c,sD;QarvFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbsvFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EA

Ac,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MazvFI,IAAI,EbmwFI,KAAK,CanwFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbkwFc,sD;QajwFd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbkwFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,

C;IACX,C;;MarwFI,IAAI,Eb+wFI,KAAK,Ca/wFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8wFc,sD;Qa7wFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,

WAAjC,C;;Mb8wFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MajxFI,I

AAI,Eb2xFI,KAAK,Ca3xFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb0xFc,sD;QazxFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb0xFV,O

AAO,gBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Ma7xFI,IAAI,EbuyFI,KAAK,C

avyFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbsyFc,sD;QaryFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbsyFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV

,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MazyFI,IAAI,EbmzFI,KAAK,CanzFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,c

bkzFc,sD;QajzFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbkzFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU

,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MarzFI,IAAI,Eb+zFI,KAAK,Ca/zFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8zFc,sD;Qa7zFd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb8zFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,

C;IACX,C;;Maj0FI,IAAI,Eb20FI,KAAK,Ca30FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb00Fc,sD;Qaz0Fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,W

AAjC,C;;Mb00FV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Ma70FI,IA

AI,Ebu1FI,KAAK,Cav1FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbs1Fc,sD;Qar1Fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mbs1FV,OA

AO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Maz1FI,IAAI,Ebm2FI,KAAK,Ca

n2FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbk2Fc,sD;Qaj2Fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mbk2FV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,

mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Mar2FI,IAAI,Eb+2FI,KAAK,Ca/2FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8

2Fc,sD;Qa72Fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb82FV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,

EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Maj3FI,IAAI,Eb23FI,KAAK,Ca33FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb03Fc,sD;Qaz3Fd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb03FV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,

C;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;

UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf

,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,

WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CA

AR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QA

MI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,

gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA

,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CA

AL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAA

K,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;k

GAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,
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CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,C

AA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,

C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,

wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,Q

AAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,4C;MAA

A,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C

AAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,

+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;U

ACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,I

AAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;Q

AFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,I

AAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;

QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAA

W,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,

IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;

KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAA

b,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,

CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MA

AA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,

M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,W

AAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQi

B,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;Y

ACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAA

W,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,

WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;

eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MA

CX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAA

a,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,

IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,

yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,S

AAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UA

AU,iBAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kF

AkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAiaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAjaU,SAia

N,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAja1D,OAkaO,W;MAjaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;

MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAkaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAlaa,SAkaT,CAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAla1D,OAmaO,W;MAlaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+

D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAmaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAnac,SAmaV,CAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAna1D,OAoaO,W;MAnaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

AA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAoaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IApaY,SAoaR,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,

C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApa1D,OAqaO,W;MApaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;

QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAqaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAraa,SAqaT,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAw

B,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAra1D,OAsaO,W;MAraX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kB

AAS,gB;QAsaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAtac,SAsaV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAta1D,OAuaO,W;MAtaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;Q

AuaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAvae,SAuaX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,O

AAJ,C;;QAva1D,OAwaO,W;MAvaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAwaA,

Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAxagB,SAwaZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,
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C;;QAxa1D,OAyaO,W;MAxaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAyaA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzaA,uC;QAIW,kB

AAS,gB;QAyaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UAAsB,IAzaa,SAyaT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WA

AY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAza1D,OA0aO,W;MAzaX,C;KALA,C;gGAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAA

gB,gB;QAw8OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAt3OI,IAlFmC,SAkF/B,EAs3OkB,cAt3OlB,E

As3OkB,sBAt3OlB,WAs3O2B,IAt3O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAs3OZ,IAt3OY,C;;QAlF/C,OAoFO,W;MAnFX,C;K

APA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAy8OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,

WAAb,e;UAp3OI,IArFsC,SAqFlC,EAo3OkB,cAp3OlB,EAo3OkB,sBAp3OlB,WAo3O2B,IAp3O3B,CAAJ,C;YA

A2C,sBAo3OZ,IAp3OY,C;;QArF/C,OAuFO,W;MAtFX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,k

BAAgB,gB;QA08OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAl3OI,IAxFuC,SAwFnC,EAk3OkB,cAl3O

lB,EAk3OkB,sBAl3OlB,WAk3O2B,IAl3O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAk3OZ,IAl3OY,C;;QAxF/C,OA0FO,W;MAzF

X,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA28OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;

UAAa,WAAb,e;UAh3OI,IA3FqC,SA2FjC,EAg3OkB,cAh3OlB,EAg3OkB,sBAh3OlB,WAg3O2B,IAh3O3B,CAAJ

,C;YAA2C,sBAg3OZ,IAh3OY,C;;QA3F/C,OA6FO,W;MA5FX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;Q

AMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA48OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA92OI,IA9FsC,SA8FlC,EA82OkB

,cA92OlB,EA82OkB,sBA92OlB,WA82O2B,IA92O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA82OZ,IA92OY,C;;QA9F/C,OAgGO,

W;MA/FX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA68OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;Q

ACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA52OI,IAjGuC,SAiGnC,EA42OkB,cA52OlB,EA42OkB,sBA52OlB,WA42O2B,IA52O

3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA42OZ,IA52OY,C;;QAjG/C,OAmGO,W;MAlGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

AA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA88OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA12OI,IApGwC,SAoGp

C,EA02OkB,cA12OlB,EA02OkB,sBA12OlB,WA02O2B,IA12O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA02OZ,IA12OY,C;;QAp

G/C,OAsGO,W;MArGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA+8OV,gB;QAD

b,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAx2OI,IAvGyC,SAuGrC,EAw2OkB,cAx2OlB,EAw2OkB,sBAx2OlB,W

Aw2O2B,IAx2O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAw2OZ,IAx2OY,C;;QAvG/C,OAyGO,W;MAxGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,y

B;MAAA,+D;MAyGA,gC;MAs2OA,oC;MA/8OA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAg9OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,

iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UAAmB,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAt2O/B,IA1GsC,SA0GlC,CAA

U,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA1G/C,OA4GO,W;MA3GX,C;KAPA,C;;MAs4Oi

B,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAt3OI,IAAI,WAs3OkB,cAt3OlB,EAs3OkB,sBAt3OlB,WAs3

O2B,IAt3O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAs3OZ,IAt3OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA63OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,

C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAp3OI,IAAI,WAo3OkB,cAp3OlB,EAo3OkB,sBAp3OlB,WAo3O2B,IAp3O3B,CA

AJ,C;UAA2C,sBAo3OZ,IAp3OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA23OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAA

a,WAAb,e;QAl3OI,IAAI,WAk3OkB,cAl3OlB,EAk3OkB,sBAl3OlB,WAk3O2B,IAl3O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAk

3OZ,IAl3OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAy3OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAh3OI,

IAAI,WAg3OkB,cAh3OlB,EAg3OkB,sBAh3OlB,WAg3O2B,IAh3O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAg3OZ,IAh3OY,C;;

MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAu3OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA92OI,IAAI,WA82OkB

,cA92OlB,EA82OkB,sBA92OlB,WA82O2B,IA92O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA82OZ,IA92OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W

;IACX,C;;MAq3OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA52OI,IAAI,WA42OkB,cA52OlB,EA42O

kB,sBA52OlB,WA42O2B,IA52O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA42OZ,IA52OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAm3

OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA12OI,IAAI,WA02OkB,cA12OlB,EA02OkB,sBA12OlB,W

A02O2B,IA12O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA02OZ,IA12OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAi3OiB,gB;MADb,YA

AY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAx2OI,IAAI,WAw2OkB,cAx2OlB,EAw2OkB,sBAx2OlB,WAw2O2B,IAx2O3

B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAw2OZ,IAx2OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAs2OA,oC;MAt

2OA,oD;QA62OiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UAAmB,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UA

AA,cAAgB,iB;UAt2O/B,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAIW,kBAAmB,gB;QAOV,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cA

AhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,YAAJ,C;YAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAPpD,OAQO,W;MAPX,C;KALA,C;;MAWoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAA

J,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QA8EH,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CA9ES,SA8ER,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA9E3
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D,OA+EO,W;MA9EX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QA+EH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CA/EY,SA+EX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA/E

3D,OAgFO,W;MA/EX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAgFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAhFa,SAgFZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAhF

3D,OAiFO,W;MAhFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAiFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAjFW,SAiFV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAjF

3D,OAkFO,W;MAjFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAkFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAlFY,SAkFX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlF

3D,OAmFO,W;MAlFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAmFH,Q;QAAhB,iD

;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAnFa,SAmFZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAn

F3D,OAoFO,W;MAnFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAoFH,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CApFc,SAoFb,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAp

F3D,OAqFO,W;MApFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAqFH,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CArFe,SAqFd,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAr

F3D,OAsFO,W;MArFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAsFA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAtFA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,g

B;QAsFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UAAsB,IAAI,CAtFY,SAsFX,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WA

AY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAtF3D,OAuFO,W;MAtFX,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,OAAO,2BAAgB,gBAAhB,C;IACX,C;;M

AMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAA

I,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;Q

AAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA

MoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;

UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OA

AO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB

,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OA

AJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB

,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;

MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,

WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,U

AAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAC3D,OA

AO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAYoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,U

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IA

AI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,

OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QA

AsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMo

B,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,W

AAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QA

AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,

WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAC1D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM9lH
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e,W;;MN+lHtC,OAA4D,OAArD,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAAq

D,C;IAChE,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMtmHe,W;;MNumHtC,OczkHsC,OdykH/B,yBAAY,OAA

Q,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkH+B,C;Id0kH1C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,

C;QAAuB,OM9mHe,W;;MN+mHtC,OczkHuC,OdykHhC,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAu

B,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkHgC,C;Id0kH3C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMtnHe,W;;MNunHtC,OczkH

qC,OdykH9B,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkH8B,C;Id0kHzC,C;;

MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM9nHe,W;;MN+nHtC,OczkHsC,OdykH/B,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EA

A2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkH+B,C;Id0kH1C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM

toHe,W;;MNuoHtC,OczkHuC,OdykHhC,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B

,CczkHgC,C;Id0kH3C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM9oHe,W;;MN+oHtC,OczkHwC,OdykHjC,yB

AAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkHiC,C;Id0kH5C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAA

Q,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMtpHe,W;;MNupHtC,OczkHyC,OdykHlC,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,

GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkHkC,C;Id0kH7C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM9pHe,W;;MN+pHtC

,OAA4D,SAArD,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAAqD,C;IAChE,C;;

MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W

;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,

CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IA

AI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QA

Ac,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAA

R,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C

;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,

C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO

,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAe,IAAf,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KA

AJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,

IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;Q

AAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBA

AR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,

C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IAC

X,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OA

AO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAkB,IAAlB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;M

ACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAmB,IAAnB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAm

B,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB

,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAJ,C;;MAET,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,aAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,OAAQ,KAA3B,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MAC

E,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;

;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,cAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MAC

E,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;

;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAW,OAAQ,KAAnB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MA

CE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,

C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAS,OAAQ,KAAjB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;M

ACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL

,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;

MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WA

AL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAW,OAAQ,KAAnB,C;MACb,kBAAkB

,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,

WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,OAAQ,KAApB,C;MACb,kBA
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AkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAA

K,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,oBAAa,OAAQ,KAArB,C;MACb,kB

AAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UA

AK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,k

BAAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,U

AAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,yBAAY,CAAZ,EAA

e,CAAf,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;

MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,cAAU,CAAV,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B

,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,eAAW,CAAX,

C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,I

AAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,eAAS,CAAT,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,

aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAU,CAAV,C;MA

C9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,O

AAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAW,CAAX,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAA

R,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAY,CAAZ,C;MAC9B,

OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,

UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,oBAAa,CAAb,C;MAC9B,OAAO,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAA

uB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAU,CAAV,C;MAC9B,OAAO,

0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MaxgIR,

IAAI,EbigII,KAAK,CajgIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbggIc,sD;Qa//Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbggIV,IAAI

,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,iB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CA

AT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;

MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;Ma9hIR,IAAI,EbuhII,KAAK,CavhIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbshIc,sD;Qar

hId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbshIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK

,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MA

CnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAA

I,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MapjIR,I

AAI,Eb6iII,KAAK,Ca7iIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb4iIc,sD;Qa3iId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb4iIV,IAAI,M

AAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAA

T,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;

MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;Ma1kIR,IAAI,EbmkII,KAAK,CankIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbkkIc,sD;Qaj

kId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbkkIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK

,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MA

CnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAe,CAAf,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,q

DAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MahmIR,IA

AI,EbylII,KAAK,CazlIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwlIc,sD;QavlId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbwlIV,IAAI,M

AAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAA

T,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MAC

X,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C

;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MatnIR,IAAI,Eb+mII,KAAK,Ca/mIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8mIc,sD;Q

a7mId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb8mIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,K

AAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C

;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,I

AAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;Ma5o

IR,IAAI,EbqoII,KAAK,CaroIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbooIc,sD;QanoId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbooIV,I

AAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAA
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K,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C

;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,I

AAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MalqIR,IAAI,Eb2pII,KAAK,Ca3pIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb0pIc,

sD;QazpId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb0pIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI

,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP

,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAmB,CAAnB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;Q

ACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;

MaxrIR,IAAI,EbirII,KAAK,CajrIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbgrIc,sD;Qa/qId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbgrIV

,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MA

AK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAh

B,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAA

K,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;Ma7rII,IAAI,EbusII,KAAK,CavsIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbssIc,sD;QarsI

d,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbssIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;M

ACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,iB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAA

O,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,

U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MahtII,IAAI,Eb0tII,KAAK,Ca1tIT,CAA

J,C;QACI,cbytIc,sD;QaxtId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbytIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,

W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,

OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO

,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;ManuII,I

AAI,Eb6uII,KAAK,Ca7uIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb4uIc,sD;Qa3uId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb4uIV,IAAI

,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACt

B,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,

CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;M

ACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MatvII,IAAI,EbgwII,KAAK,CahwIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb+vIc,sD;Qa9vId,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb+vIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,I

AAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CA

AP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAe,CAAf,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WA

AI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MazwII,IAAI,EbmxII,KAAK,CanxIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbkxIc

,sD;QajxId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbkxIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WA

AW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,U

AAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,U

AA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;Ma5xII,IAAI,EbsyII,KA

AK,CatyIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbqyIc,sD;QapyId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbqyIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,

C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAC

X,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;Ma/yII,IAAI,EbyzII,KAAK,CazzIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwzIc,sD;QavzId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C

;;MbwzIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,O

AAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,

WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,K

AAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;Mal0II,IAAI,Eb40II,KAAK,Ca50IT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb20Ic,sD;Qa10Id,M

AAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb20IV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MAC

X,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,

CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAmB,CAAnB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B

,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;Mar1II,IAAI,Eb+1II,KAAK,Ca/1IT,CA

AJ,C;QACI,cb81Ic,sD;Qa71Id,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb81IV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAA

O,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAA
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Y,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,EAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OA

AO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;gGAE

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAA

C,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MAC

X,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,

U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QA

Gf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAA

d,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,C

AAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;Q

AMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAA

O,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MA

AA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,

CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA

,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UA

AK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;

kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;

MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,C

AA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,

C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;Q

AMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAA

O,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAO

iB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CA

AL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,u

C;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IA

AV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;M

AAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UA

AU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA

,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;

MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IA

AI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FA

eA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;U

ACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,

C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAA

b,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;

KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAA

A,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;M

ACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IA

AK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAmBI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CA

Ab,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,wB;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;

QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QA

CrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAA

kB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,U

AAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,

mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,i

BAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;Q
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ACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;M

ACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,

UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,m

C;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;

MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,

KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAA

O,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,C

AAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UA

AK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,

UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAE

R,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB

,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,I

AAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAA

P,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,W

AAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YA

AL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IA8kDO,qBAAQ,CA9kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,wB;

MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA4kDO,qBAAQ,CA5kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA0kDO,qBAAQ,CA1kDf,C;QAAe,OAA

O,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAwkDO,qBAAQ,CAxkDf,C

;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAskDO,qBAA

Q,CAtkDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAo

kDO,qBAAQ,CApkDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C

;;MAMI,IAkkDO,qBAAQ,CAlkDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAgkDO,qBAAQ,CAhkDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;

MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA8jDO,qBAAQ,CA9jDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAA

L,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAo/CO,qBAAQ,CAp/Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,aAAa,SA

Ab,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;MACb,gBAAgB,wB;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAA

Z,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAg/CO,qBAAQ,CAh/Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,

S;MACtB,aAAa,cAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YA

AY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA4+CO,qBAAQ,CA5+Cf,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,eAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,

OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAw+CO,qBAAQ,CAx

+Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,eAAS,gBAAT,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,

M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAo+CO,qB

AAQ,CAp+Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,O

AAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,I

Ag+CO,qBAAQ,CAh+Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAA

U,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,

C;;MAMI,IA49CO,qBAAQ,CA59Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAY,gBAAZ,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;M

AChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAA

O,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAw9CO,qBAAQ,CAx9Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,oBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACb,gBA

AgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MA

C5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAo9CO,qBAAQ,CAp9Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;

MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,C

AAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;Mej4JA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAt

G,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;U

AqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,
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C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf03Jf,sC;QAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDeh4JH,iBfg4JsB,Qeh4JtB,Cf

g4JG,E;;MAClB,C;KAPA,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,oD;Mev3JA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;

MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAw

Fe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+

EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mfg3Jf,sC;QAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDet3JH,2Bfs3JgC,Qet3JhC,Cfs3JG,E;

;MAClB,C;KAPA,C;;MAeI,oBAAS,cAAT,C;IACJ,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,

C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,

oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QA

CI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CA

AX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAQI,OAAqB,OAAd,sBAAc,C;IACzB,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;

MAA9B,OAAuC,OiB1/JhC,WjB0/JgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiBjgKh

C,WjBigKgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiBxgKhC,WjBwgKgC,C;IAC3C,

C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiB/gKhC,WjB+gKgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;

MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiBthKhC,WjBshKgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,O

AAuC,OiB7hKhC,WjB6hKgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,0B;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiBpiKhC,WjBoi

KgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAQI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scr5IiB,Q;Mdq5IK,mB;M

AA7B,OiB9iKO,W;IjB+iKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scn5IiB,Q;

Mdm5IK,iB;MAA7B,OiBtjKO,W;IjBujKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAA

d,Scj5IiB,Q;Mdi5IK,iB;MAA7B,OiB9jKO,W;IjB+jKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;M

ACD,kBAAd,Sc/4IiB,Q;Md+4IK,iB;MAA7B,OiBtkKO,W;IjBukKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAA

e,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,mB;MAA7B,OiB9kKO,W;IjB+kKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qB

AAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc54IiB,Q;Md44IK,iB;MAA7B,OiBtlKO,W;IjBulKX,C;;MAMI

,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc14IiB,Q;Md04IK,iB;MAA7B,OiB9lKO,W;IjB+l

KX,C;;MAMI,IAmvCO,qBAAQ,CAnvCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,iB;MAA7

B,OiBtmKO,W;IjBumKX,C;;MAQI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scv9IiB,Q;Mdu

9IK,sBAAS,cAAT,C;MAA7B,OiBhnKO,W;IjBinKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MA

CD,kBAAd,Scr9IiB,Q;Mdq9IK,6B;MAA7B,OiBxnKO,W;IjBynKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,

OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scn9IiB,Q;Mdm9IK,6B;MAA7B,OiBhoKO,W;IjBioKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CA

zqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scj9IiB,Q;Mdi9IK,6B;MAA7B,OiBxoKO,W;IjByoKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqC

O,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,6B;MAA7B,OiBhpKO,W;IjBipK

X,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc98IiB,Q;Md88IK,6B;MAA7B,OiBxp

KO,W;IjBypKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc58IiB,Q;Md48IK,6B;

MAA7B,OiBhqKO,W;IjBiqKX,C;;MAMI,IAirCO,qBAAQ,CAjrCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SA

AK,C;MAAiB,6B;MAA7B,OiBxqKO,W;IjByqKX,C;;MAQI,IAumCO,qBAAQ,CAvmCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MAC

D,kBAAd,SczhJiB,Q;MdyhJK,iC;MAA7B,OiBlrKO,W;IjBmrKX,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me1qKA,sC;MCjFA,k

C;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;

MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,E

AA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfmqKf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDezqKI,iBfyqKiB,

QezqKjB,CfyqKJ,E;MACX,C;KAPA,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MenrKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;

MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf

,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CA

A3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf4qKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDehrKI,iBfgrKiB,QehrKjB,CfgrKJ,E;MACX,C;

KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me1rKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C

,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB

,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OA

AA,C;MfmrKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDevrKI,iBfurKiB,QevrKjB,CfurKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,w

D;MejsKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,

C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA
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4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf0rKf,sC;QAII,OAA

O,mDe9rKI,iBf8rKiB,Qe9rKjB,Cf8rKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MexsKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;M

AAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDi

FA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2

B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfisKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDersKI,iBfqsKiB,QersKjB

,CfqsKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me/sKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,

C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UA

qEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;

UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfwsKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDe5sKI,iBf4sKiB,Qe5sKjB,Cf4sKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,

C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MettKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAA

W,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;Y

AAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C

;Mf+sKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDentKI,iBfmtKiB,QentKjB,CfmtKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me

7tKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MA

AA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,

CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfstKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDe

1tKI,iBf0tKiB,Qe1tKjB,Cf0tKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MepuKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,o

C;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uB

AOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4

DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf6tKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDejuKI,iBfiuKiB,QejuKjB,CfiuK

J,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;0GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MextKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MA

AA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,u

B;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,

C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfitKf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDevtKI,2BfutK2B,QevtK3B,CfutKJ,E;MACX,C;KAPA,C;4GAS

A,yB;MAAA,wD;MejuKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAA

X,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,O

A/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf0tKf,s

C;QAII,OAAO,mDe9tKI,2Bf8tK2B,Qe9tK3B,Cf8tKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MexuKA,sC;

MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;M

AD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,

CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfiuKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDeruKI,2Bfqu

K2B,QeruK3B,CfquKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me/uKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAs

G,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;

QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/E

N,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfwuKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDe5uKI,2Bf4uK2B,Qe5uK3B,Cf4uKJ,E;M

ACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MetvKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D

;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YA

AU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QA

AA,C;OAAA,C;Mf+uKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDenvKI,2BfmvK2B,QenvK3B,CfmvKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA

,yB;MAAA,wD;Me7vKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAA

X,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,O

A/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfsvKf,s

C;QAII,OAAO,mDe1vKI,2Bf0vK2B,Qe1vK3B,Cf0vKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MepwKA,

sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,

C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/

EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf6vKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDejwKI,

2BfiwK2B,QejwK3B,CfiwKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me3wKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC

;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCA
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Oe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM

,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfowKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDexwKI,2BfwwK2B,QexwK3B,Cfw

wKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MelxKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;

MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAw

Fe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+

EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf2wKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDe/wKI,2Bf+wK2B,Qe/wK3B,Cf+wKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C

;;MAaI,OAAO,sBAAW,cAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAMoB,kBcjqJQ,iB;MdiqJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBp0K1B,WjBo0

K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBc9pJQ,iB;Md8pJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiB30K1B,WjB20K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMo

B,kBc3pJQ,iB;Md2pJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBl1K1B,WjBk1K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBAAT,oB;MAAiB,m

B;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBz1K1B,WjBy1K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBctpJQ,iB;MdspJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBh

2K1B,WjBg2K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBcnpJQ,iB;MdmpJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBv2K1B,WjBu2K0B,C;IA

CrC,C;;MAMoB,kBAAT,oB;MAAiB,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiB92K1B,WjB82K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQI,OAAmC,O

AA5B,2BAAgB,UAAhB,CAA4B,C;IACvC,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiB93K9C,Wj

B83K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiBr4K9C,WjBq4K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MA

M0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiB54K9C,WjB44K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,

iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiBn5K9C,WjBm5K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiB

15K9C,WjB05K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiBj6K9C,WjBi6K8C,C;IAC

zD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiBx6K9C,WjBw6K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,0

B;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiB/6K9C,WjB+6K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAizBY,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,wBAAZ,C;I

AAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;

MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,o

BAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,C

AAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAOR,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;I

ACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACn

B,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER

,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX

,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MA

OI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAMY,0BAAO,CA

AP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;I

AAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C

;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAuNkB,wB;QAAW,2BAAK,KAAL,C;

MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAA1B,OAAO,qBAAa,gBAAb,EAAmB,gCAAnB,C;IACX,C;;MAM2B,wB;QAAW,wBAA

K,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvB,OAAO,+BAAU,gBAAV,GAAgB,6BAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAM2B,wB;QA

AW,wBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvB,OAAO,kBAAU,gBAAV,EAAgB,6BAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MA

M6B,wB;QAAW,0BAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OAAO,kCAAY,gBAAZ,GAAkB,+BAAlB,C;IA

CX,C;;MAM4B,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,kCAAW,gBAAX,GAAiB,8B

AAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM0B,wB;QAAW,uBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtB,OAAO,gCAAS,gBAAT,G

AAe,4BAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAM2B,wB;QAAW,wBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvB,OAAO,kBAAU,gB

AAV,EAAgB,6BAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,

gCAAW,gBAAX,GAAiB,8BAAjB,C;IACX,C;wFA0CA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,

eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAh

B,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UO50NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IA

AK,OAArB,C;;QP4vMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,

uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH

,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOz1NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,E

AAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPywMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,u
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E;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C

;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOt2NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,

MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPsxMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;

MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,

QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOn3NnB,wB

AAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPmyMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;

MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,

mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOh

4NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPgzMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;M

AAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1

B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OA

AV,C;UO74NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP6zMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0F

AaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAA

d,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,

CAAU,OAAV,C;UO15NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP00MA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;K

AXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,E

AAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,

SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOv6NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPu1MA,OAklBO,W;MA

jlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAklBA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAllBA,uC;QASI,eAAi

C,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UOp7NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAA

K,OAArB,C;;QPo2MA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,y

C;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+NL,Q;

QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAhOoC,WAgOhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAhO

hB,OAkOO,W;MAjOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAl

B,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAgOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,c

AAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAjOuC,WAiOnC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAjOhB,OAmOO,W;MAlOX

,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAA

kB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAwB,QAAxB,C;QAiOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,

aAlOwC,WAkOpC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAlOhB,OAoOO,W;MAnOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,y

B;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;Q

AC1B,kBAAc,mBAAsB,QAAtB,C;QAkOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAnOsC,WAmOlC,C

AAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAnOhB,OAqOO,W;MApOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA

,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAA

uB,QAAvB,C;QAmOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aApOuC,WAoOnC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,

EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QApOhB,OAsOO,W;MArOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA

AA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAwB,QAAxB,C;QAo

OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aArOwC,WAqOpC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;

QArOhB,OAuOO,W;MAtOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,

cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAyB,QAAzB,C;QAqOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAtOyC,WAsOrC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAtOhB,OAwOO,W;

MAvOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBA

AZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAA0B,QAA1B,C;QAsOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI

,WAAY,aAvO0C,WAuOtC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAvOhB,OAyOO,W;MAxOX,C;KAXA,C;

8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAyOA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzOA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,g

BAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAuOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;

UACI,WAAY,aAxOuC,WAwOnC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAxOhB,OA0OO,W;MAzOX,C;K

AXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,E
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AAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA1

OoC,WA0OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA1OiD,cA0OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1OhB,OA4OO,W;MA3OX,C

;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAk

B,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA2OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,a

A5OoC,WA4OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA5OiD,cA4OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA5OhB,OA8OO,W;MA7O

X,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,C

AAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA6OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA

AY,aA9OoC,WA8OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA9OiD,cA8OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA9OhB,OAgPO,W;M

A/OX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAA

Z,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aAhPoC,WAgPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAhPiD,cAgPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAhPhB,OAkPO,W;

MAjPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBA

AZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAiPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aAlPoC,WAkPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAlPiD,cAkPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAlPhB,OAoPO,W;M

AnPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAA

Z,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAmPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aApPoC,WAoPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EApPiD,cAoPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QApPhB,OAsPO,W;

MArPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBA

AZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAqPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI

,WAAY,aAtPoC,WAsPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAtPiD,cAsPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAtPhB,OAwPO,W;M

AvPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAA

Z,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAuPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aAxPoC,WAwPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAxPiD,cAwPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAxPhB,OA0PO,W;

MAzPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA0PA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1PA,yD;QAQI,eA

AiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAAY,aA1PoC,WA0PhC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EA1PiD,cA0PvB,CAAe,oBAAf,CA

A1B,C;;QA1PhB,OA4PO,W;MA3PX,C;KAVA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1

B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,W

AAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OA

AO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAA

Y,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAA

gB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;

MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,E

AA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;iGAEA,yB;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QAQoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,

WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAsBoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,

OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB

,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAU

oB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0

B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA

,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,

C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAA

J,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg
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B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,O

AAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEh

B,OAAO,W;IACX,C;mGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAQoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;U

AAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;Q

AEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAqBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAC

I,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QO50NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP80NA,OAAO,W;IACX

,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOz1Nn

B,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP21NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOt2NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IA

AK,OAArB,C;;MPw2NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOn3NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPq3NA,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;

QOh4NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPk4NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QO74NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,

EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP+4NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QO15NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP45N

A,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,

OAAV,C;QOv6NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPy6NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;U

ACI,WAAe,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UOp7NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPs7NA,OAAO,W;M

ACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAiBiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;

MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,

IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAA

Y,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QA

CI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SA

Ab,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,W

AAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;

QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,S

AAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;M

AMI,OAAO,wBAAa,eAAW,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAX,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBA

AZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAe,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAf,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAA

O,0BAAa,eAAa,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAb,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,C

AAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAe,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAf,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,e

AAgB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAhB,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C

;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAA

M,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,qB

AAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UA

AL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;I

AKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAA

M,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uB

AAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UA

AL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;I

AKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAA
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M,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uB

AAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UA

AL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;I

AKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,sBAA

K,CAAL,EAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMI,OAAO,iBAAe,aAAL

,SAAK,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WA

AA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAiB,gB

AAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAe,gBAAf,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,I

AAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAA

a,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAD

b,WAAW,iBAAiB,gBAAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;

;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAkB,gBAAlB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,W

AAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAmB,g

BAAnB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;I

ACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,

O;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH

,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,+BAAa,qBAAiB,YAA

Y,gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;U

AAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gB

AAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK

,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ

,CAArB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;U

AAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAmB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CA

AnB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAA

L,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,

CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;a

ACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,CAA

b,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA

,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAsB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAtB,CAAb,C;U

AHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;U

AAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAuB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAvB,CAAb,C;UAH

L,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAA

K,aAAM,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K

;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA+DA,gD;MA/DA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA+DD,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhE6B,SAgElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAjEhB,OAm

EO,W;MAlEX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAmEA,gD;MAnEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAmED,Q;QAA

hB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WApE6B,SAoElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QArE

hB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAuEA,gD;MAvEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAuED,

Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAxE6B,SAwElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,

C;;QAzEhB,OA2EO,W;MA1EX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA2EA,gD;MA3EA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;

QA2ED,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA5E6B,SA4ElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAA

O,IAAP,C;;QA7EhB,OA+EO,W;MA9EX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA+EA,gD;MA/EA,uC;QAIW,kB

AAU,gB;QA+ED,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhF6B,SAgFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WA

AY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAjFhB,OAmFO,W;MAlFX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAmFA,gD;MAnFA,uC;Q

AIW,kBAAU,gB;QAmFD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WApF6B,SAoFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OA

AZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QArFhB,OAuFO,W;MAtFX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAuFA,gD;MAvFA

,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAuFD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAxF6B,SAwFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UAC
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C,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAzFhB,OA2FO,W;MA1FX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA2FA,gD;

MA3FA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA2FD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA5F6B,SA4FlB,CAAU,OAAV,

C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA7FhB,OA+FO,W;MA9FX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA+

FA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MA/FA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA+FD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,W

AhG6B,SAgGlB,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAjGhB,OAmGO,W;MAlGX,C;KAL

A,C;uFAOA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAC

I,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAW

A,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,

UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MA

AA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OA

AV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MA

AA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UAC

C,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAI

oB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,W

AAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAA

hB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAA

O,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;

QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OA

AO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAA

O,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAiOA,+D;MAjOA,yC;QASW,kBA

AU,oB;QAiOD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAlOiD,WAkOvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhkQP,U;UADP,Y

PkkQe,WOlkQH,WPkkQwB,GOlkQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPgkQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/jQX,aP+jQgC,

GO/jQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP4jQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApOT,OAsOO,W;M

ArOX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsOA,+D;MAtOA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAsOD,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAvOoD,WAuO1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOjlQP,U;UADP,YPmlQe,WOnlQH,WPmlQwB,G

OnlQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPilQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOhlQX,aPglQgC,GOhlQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YAC

A,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP6kQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzOT,OA2OO,W;MA1OX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;

MAAA,wE;MA2OA,+D;MA3OA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA2OD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA5Oq

D,WA4O3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOlmQP,U;UADP,YPomQe,WOpmQH,WPomQwB,GOpmQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,aPkmQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjmQX,aPimQgC,GOjmQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP8lQ

A,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA9OT,OAgPO,W;MA/OX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAgPA,+D;

MAhPA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAgPD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAjPmD,WAiPzC,CAAY,OAAZ

,C;UOnnQP,U;UADP,YPqnQe,WOrnQH,WPqnQwB,GOrnQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPmnQuC,gB;YA

A5B,WOlnQX,aPknQgC,GOlnQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP+mQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAA

J,C;;QAnPT,OAqPO,W;MApPX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAqPA,+D;MArPA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;

QAqPD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAtPoD,WAsP1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpoQP,U;UADP,YPsoQe,

WOtoQH,WPsoQwB,GOtoQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPooQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOnoQX,aPmoQgC,GOno

QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPgoQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxPT,OA0PO,W;MAzP

X,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA0PA,+D;MA1PA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA0PD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAg

B,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA3PqD,WA2P3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOrpQP,U;UADP,YPupQe,WOvpQH,WPupQwB,GOvpQ

xB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPqpQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOppQX,aPopQgC,GOppQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,

e;;;YAEA,c;;UPipQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA7PT,OA+PO,W;MA9PX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MA

AA,wE;MA+PA,+D;MA/PA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA+PD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAhQsD,W

AgQ5C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOtqQP,U;UADP,YPwqQe,WOxqQH,WPwqQwB,GOxqQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;Y

ACH,aPsqQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOrqQX,aPqqQgC,GOrqQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPkqQA,iB;UA
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CA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlQT,OAoQO,W;MAnQX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAoQA,+D;MApQ

A,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAoQD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UArQuD,WAqQ7C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U

OvrQP,U;UADP,YPyrQe,WOzrQH,WPyrQwB,GOzrQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPurQuC,gB;YAA5B,W

OtrQX,aPsrQgC,GOtrQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPmrQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAv

QT,OAyQO,W;MAxQX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyQA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAzQA,yC;QA

SW,kBAAU,oB;QAyQD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,UA1QoD,WA0Q1C,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UOxsQ

P,U;UADP,YP0sQe,WO1sQH,WP0sQwB,GO1sQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPwsQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOvs

QX,aPusQgC,GOvsQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPosQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5Q

T,OA8QO,W;MA7QX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8QA,+D;MA9QA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8QD

,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA/QiD,WA+QvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO1tQP,U;UADP,YP4tQe,WO5tQH

,WP4tQwB,GO5tQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP0tQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOztQX,aPytQgC,GOztQhC,EAAS,

MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPstQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjRyD,cAiRrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjRT,OAmR

O,W;MAlRX,C;KAXA,C;sFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAmRA,+D;MAnRA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAmRD,Q;QAA

hB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UApRiD,WAoRvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO5uQP,U;UADP,YP8uQe,WO9uQH,WP8u

QwB,GO9uQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP4uQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO3uQX,aP2uQgC,GO3uQhC,EAAS,MA

AT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPwuQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAtRyD,cAsRrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAtRT,OAwRO,

W;MAvRX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAwRA,+D;MAxRA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAwRD,Q;QAAh

B,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAzRiD,WAyRvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO9vQP,U;UADP,YPgwQe,WOhwQH,WPgw

QwB,GOhwQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP8vQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO7vQX,aP6vQgC,GO7vQhC,EAAS,MA

AT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP0vQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA3RyD,cA2RrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA3RT,OA6RO,

W;MA5RX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA6RA,+D;MA7RA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA6RD,Q;QAAhB,

iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA9RiD,WA8RvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhxQP,U;UADP,YPkxQe,WOlxQH,WPkxQw

B,GOlxQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPgxQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/wQX,aP+wQgC,GO/wQhC,EAAS,MAAT,

C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP4wQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAhSyD,cAgSrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAhST,OAkSO,W;M

AjSX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAkSA,+D;MAlSA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAkSD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAnSiD,WAmSvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOlyQP,U;UADP,YPoyQe,WOpyQH,WPoyQwB,GOp

yQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkyQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjyQX,aPiyQgC,GOjyQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YAC

A,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP8xQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WArSyD,cAqSrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QArST,OAuSO,W;MAtSX,C;

KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAuSA,+D;MAvSA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAuSD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cA

AhB,e;UACI,UAxSiD,WAwSvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpzQP,U;UADP,YPszQe,WOtzQH,WPszQwB,GOtzQxB,C;

UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPozQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOnzQX,aPmzQgC,GOnzQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;Y

AEA,c;;UPgzQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA1SyD,cA0SrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA1ST,OA4SO,W;MA3SX,C;KAX

A,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA4SA,+D;MA5SA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA4SD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,

e;UACI,UA7SiD,WA6SvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOt0QP,U;UADP,YPw0Qe,WOx0QH,WPw0QwB,GOx0QxB,C;UA

CL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPs0QuC,gB;YAA5B,WOr0QX,aPq0QgC,GOr0QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,

c;;UPk0QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA/SyD,cA+SrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA/ST,OAiTO,W;MAhTX,C;KAXA,C;uF

AaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAiTA,+D;MAjTA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAiTD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

UAlTiD,WAkTvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOx1QP,U;UADP,YP01Qe,WO11QH,WP01QwB,GO11QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,

aAAJ,C;YACH,aPw1QuC,gB;YAA5B,WOv1QX,aPu1QgC,GOv1QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPo1

QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WApTyD,cAoTrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QApTT,OAsTO,W;MArTX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,y

B;MAAA,wE;MAsTA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAtTA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAsTD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,

cAAhB,0B;UACI,UAvTiD,WAuTvC,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UO12QP,U;UADP,YP42Qe,WO52QH,WP42QwB,GO52

QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP02QuC,gB;YAA5B,WOz2QX,aPy2QgC,GOz2QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YAC

A,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPs2QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAzTyD,cAyTrD,CAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAzTT,OA2TO,W;MA1TX,

C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhkQP,U;UADP,YPkkQe,WOlkQH,WPkkQwB,GOlkQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,aPgkQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/jQX,aP+jQgC,GO/jQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP4jQA,iB

;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,
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Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOjlQP,U;UADP,YP

mlQe,WOnlQH,WPmlQwB,GOnlQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPilQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOhlQX,aPglQgC,G

OhlQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP6kQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MAC

X,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOlmQP,U;UADP,YPomQe,WOpmQH,WPomQwB,GOpmQxB,C;UACL,IA

AI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkmQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjmQX,aPimQgC,GOjmQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U

P8lQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD

;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOnnQP,U;

UADP,YPqnQe,WOrnQH,WPqnQwB,GOrnQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPmnQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOlnQX,

aPknQgC,GOlnQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP+mQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OA

AO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpoQP,U;UADP,YPsoQe,WOtoQH,WPsoQwB,GOtoQxB,C;U

ACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPooQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOnoQX,aPmoQgC,GOnoQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YA

EA,c;;UPgoQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;M

AAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOr

pQP,U;UADP,YPupQe,WOvpQH,WPupQwB,GOvpQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPqpQuC,gB;YAA5B,W

OppQX,aPopQgC,GOppQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPipQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA

ET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;U

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOtqQP,U;UADP,YPwqQe,WOxqQH,WPwqQwB,GOxq

QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPsqQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOrqQX,aPqqQgC,GOrqQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA

,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPkqQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAA

Z,C;UOvrQP,U;UADP,YPyrQe,WOzrQH,WPyrQwB,GOzrQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPurQuC,gB;YAA

5B,WOtrQX,aPsrQgC,GOtrQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPmrQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;

;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAh

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UOxsQP,U;UADP,

YP0sQe,WO1sQH,WP0sQwB,GO1sQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPwsQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOvsQX,aPusQg

C,GOvsQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPosQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO1tQP,U;UADP,YP4tQe,WO5tQH,WP4tQwB,GO5tQxB,C;UACL,IA

AI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP0tQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOztQX,aPytQgC,GOztQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPst

QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+

D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C

;UO5uQP,U;UADP,YP8uQe,WO9uQH,WP8uQwB,GO9uQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP4uQuC,gB;YAA

5B,WO3uQX,aP2uQgC,GO3uQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPwuQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,

OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO9vQP,U;UADP,YPgwQe,WOh

wQH,WPgwQwB,GOhwQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP8vQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO7vQX,aP6vQgC,GO7vQh

C,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP0vQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W

;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhxQP,U;UADP,YPkxQe,WOlxQH,WPkxQwB,GOlxQxB,C;UAC

L,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPgxQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/wQX,aP+wQgC,GO/wQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,

c;;UP4wQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;M

AAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,O

AAZ,C;UOlyQP,U;UADP,YPoyQe,WOpyQH,WPoyQwB,GOpyQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkyQuC,gB

;YAA5B,WOjyQX,aPiyQgC,GOjyQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP8xQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,e

AAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAA

hB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpzQP,U;UADP,YPszQe,
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WOtzQH,WPszQwB,GOtzQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPozQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOnzQX,aPmzQgC,GOnzQ

hC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPgzQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cA

AA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOt0QP,U;UADP,YPw0Qe,WOx0QH,WPw0QwB,GOx0QxB,C;U

ACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPs0QuC,gB;YAA5B,WOr0QX,aPq0QgC,GOr0QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAE

A,c;;UPk0QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;

MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,

OAAZ,C;UOx1QP,U;UADP,YP01Qe,WO11QH,WP01QwB,GO11QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPw1QuC,

gB;YAA5B,WOv1QX,aPu1QgC,GOv1QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPo1QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA

AI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,o

BAAZ,C;UO12QP,U;UADP,YP42Qe,WO52QH,WP42QwB,GO52QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP02QuC,

gB;YAA5B,WOz2QX,aPy2QgC,GOz2QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPs2QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAA

I,eAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAQW,sC;

QAAA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASqD,OAAgB,qBAAhB,oBAAgB,C;MAAhB,C;MATrD,oE;QAU4C,gCAAY,

OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAV5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;4EAcA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAO

W,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,

CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,g

BAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,

OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;

QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX

,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,W

AAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAU

A,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAA

Y,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;M

AAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,

CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kB

AAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ

,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,

C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+U

O,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA+UA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA/UA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gB

AAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9Uh

B,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;0FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAgHP,g

B;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAjHwB,SAiHpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,W

AAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAjHhB,OAkHO,W;MAjHX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kB

AAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAmHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WApHwB,SAoHpB,

EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QApHhB,OAqHO,W;MApHX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAsHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;U

ACI,WAAY,WAvHwB,SAuHpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAvHhB,OAwHO,W;

MAvHX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAyHP,gB;QADb,YAA

Y,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA1HwB,SA0HpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB

,CAAJ,C;;QA1HhB,OA2HO,W;MA1HX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gB

AAb,C;QA4HP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA7HwB,SA6HpB,EAAU,cAAV,

EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA7HhB,OA8HO,W;MA7HX,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA

AA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+HP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,W

AhIwB,SAgIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAhIhB,OAiIO,W;MAhIX,C;KARA,C;

4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAkIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,

WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAnIwB,SAmIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAnIhB,OA
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oIO,W;MAnIX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAqIP,gB;QADb,

YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAtIwB,SAsIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAA

nB,CAAJ,C;;QAtIhB,OAuIO,W;MAtIX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAuIA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAvIA,uC;Q

AOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAwIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UACI,WAAY,WAzIwB,

SAyIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAzIhB,OA0IO,W;MAzIX,C;KARA,C;wGA

UA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QAo2Dd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA

11DmC,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,EA01DT,cA11DS,EA01DT,sBA11DS,WA01DA,IA11DA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAVh

F,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;4GAUA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAi2DiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,

e;UA11DmC,U;UAAA,yBA01DT,cA11DS,EA01DT,sBA11DS,WA01DA,IA11DA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAmBiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb

,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;

MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,W

AAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,

YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV

,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,S

AAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;

MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAA

b,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;

;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,

WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9

B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAA

V,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,

SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C

;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAQiB,UACiB,M;QAF9B,YAAY,C

;QACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,W

AAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBA

Aa,gB;QA0pDJ,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAlpDqB,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAkpDQ,OAlpDR,W;YAAsC,

6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAupDoB,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;U

AlpDqB,U;UAAA,wBAkpDQ,OAlpDR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAciB,Q;MAAb

,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IAC

X,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;

MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,

M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,g

B;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;

MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,C

AAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY

,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAKi

B,Q;QAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAC

hB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAe4B,mB;QAAE,2C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,2BAAjB,

C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,+C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,

mB;QAAE,gD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,8C;MAAF,

C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,+C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,

OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,gD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BA

AjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,iD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO

4B,mB;QAAE,kD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,+C;MA

AF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,aAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/
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B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,

C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;

MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;M

AQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;0FAE

A,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;

UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,

WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAF

V,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,

C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4F

AiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV

,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IA

AK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;

QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CA

AT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,

C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,S

AAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YA

CI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QA

Sc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAA

S,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;K

AfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBA

AU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C

;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;

QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,S

AAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,

C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QAC

V,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAV,UAAU,SAAV,O;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACV,I

AAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,cAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAuBI,UA

Ae,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,

C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,

GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KA

AV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OA

AO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eA

AL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MA

CX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,

EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;

MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,U

AAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAA

K,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAA

J,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,K

AAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB

,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;M

ACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,g

B;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,

qBAAmB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,I
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AAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,C;MACV,wBA

Aa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MA

Db,UAAU,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAA

I,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAsB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAtB,C;MAC

V,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASi

B,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAuB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAvB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAA

mB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAp

B,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI

,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SA

AK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OA

AJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,

KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eA

AL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OA

AO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU

,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;

MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,

C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MA

AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OA

AO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,I

AAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACt

D,OAAO,I;IACX,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UA

AgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,OAA

O,I;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OAAO,EA9hHA,qBAAQ,CA8hHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EA/hHA,qBAAQ,

CA+hHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAhiHA,qBAAQ,CAgiHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAjiHA,qBAAQ,CAii

HR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAliHA,qBAAQ,CAkiHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAniHA,qBAAQ,CAmiHR,C

;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EApiHA,qBAAQ,CAoiHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAriHA,qBAAQ,CAqiHR,C;IACX

,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAtiHA,qBAAQ,CAsiHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;

MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB

;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;

MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAA

wB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;Q

AAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAA

O,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q

;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAA

wB,OAAO,I;;QACrD,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAeI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAO

I,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,
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OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MAC

Z,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,O

AAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,

IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO

,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI

,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IAC

X,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU

,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAKoB

,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBA

AV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qB;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAcoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;Q

AKoB,Q;QADhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,cAAc,U

AAU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAkBoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,

C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EA

AU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,Y

AAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAA

V,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF

9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,

cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;

MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,W

AAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8

B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cA

Ac,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,

UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAs

B,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA

WoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;

;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QASoB,UAA8B,M;QAF9C,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;Q

AClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,W

AAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,oBAAhC,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;
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QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,Y

AAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU

,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAA

A,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAA

c,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,

yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C

;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CA

AhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;

KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,S

AAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACl

B,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,

OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAk

B,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,

C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAA

Y,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAA

V,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,w

B;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,

EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,Y

AAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,

CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;

QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI

,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAi

B,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAA

V,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAA

U,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGA

gBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cA

Ac,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,

C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C

;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,

SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,

OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OA

AO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,O

AAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,

C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IA

C1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C

;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MA

MoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;sFAEA,yB;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAA

sB,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;MAC1B,C;KALA,C;;MAciB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa

,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1
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B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,I

AAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QA

AmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,w

BAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;M

ASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EA

AO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B

,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IA

AhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAA

mB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;oGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;Q

AOiB,UAAa,M;QAD1B,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UAAmB,QAAO,cAA

P,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;MACvB,C;KARA,C;;MAoBiB,Q;MAHb,IA97IO,qBAAQ,CA87If,C;QAAe

,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;M

AAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QA

CtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IAh9IO,qBAAQ,C

Ag9If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G

;MACX,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe

,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA/9I

O,qBAAQ,CA+9If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI

,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;M

AQiB,Q;MAFb,IAp+IO,qBAAQ,CAo+If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,a

AAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO

,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAz+IO,qBAAQ,CAy+If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC

G,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;M

AEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA9+IO,qBAAQ,CA8+If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,C

AAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,

MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAn/IO,qBAAQ,CAm/If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UA

AU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,oBAAM,C

AAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IA1/IO,qBAAQ,CA0/If,C;QAAe

,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC;MA

Ab,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACt

B,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IAngJO,qBAAQ,CA

mgJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;

MACX,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,

OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAlgJ

O,qBAAQ,CAkgJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,

QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB

;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IAjlJO,qBAAQ,CAilJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gB

AAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aA

AU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IA/lJO,qBAAQ,CA+lJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,c

AAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CA

AV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,sC;QAMI,IA7mJO,qBAAQ,CA6mJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cA

AL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAA

V,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,K
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AAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,sC;QAMI,IA3nJO,qBAAQ,CA2nJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,

SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,O

AAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ

,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,s

C;QAMI,IAzoJO,qBAAQ,CAyoJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAA

K,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,

SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;Q

AMI,IAvpJO,qBAAQ,CAupJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;

QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAA

b,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,

UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,I

ArqJO,qBAAQ,CAqqJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACr

B,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;

UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAA

U,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IAnrJ

O,qBAAQ,CAmrJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IA

AI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI

,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;

YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAMI

,IAjsJO,qBAAQ,CAisJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACr

B,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;

UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAA

U,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,IArxJO,qBAAQ,CAqxJf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,

C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAA

O,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA1xJO,qBAAQ,CA0xJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MA

CG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,

CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA/xJO,qBAAQ,CA

+xJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK

,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9

C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IApyJO,qBAAQ,CAoyJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAA

L,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa

,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAzyJO,qBA

AQ,CAyyJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ

,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;

;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA9yJO,qBAAQ,CA8yJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAA

K,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAA

R,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAn

zJO,qBAAQ,CAmzJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QA

CI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,

MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAxzJO,qBAAQ,CAwzJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UA

AU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SA

AQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;M

AFb,IA7zJO,qBAAQ,CA6zJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV

,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;U

AAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IA74JO,qBAAQ,CA64Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MA
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CtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;MAAb,aAAU,C

AAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IA/5JO,qBAAQ,CA+5Jf,C;QAAe,

OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;M

AAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QA

CtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA96JO,qBAAQ,C

A86Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;M

AFb,IAn7JO,qBAAQ,CAm7Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAA

V,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C

;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAx7JO,qBAAQ,CAw7Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAA

b,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OA

AO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA77JO,qBAAQ,CA67Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;M

ACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C

;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAl8JO,qBAAQ,CAk8Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAA

K,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,oBAAM,CAAN,KA

AJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IAz8JO,qBAAQ,CAy8Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,

I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC;MAAb,aAA

U,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IAl9JO,qBAAQ,CAk9Jf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC

;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;

QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAj9JO,qBAAQ,

CAi9Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IAhiKO,qBAAQ,CAgiKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,

cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CA

AV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,sC;QAMI,IA9iKO,qBAAQ,CA8iKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAA

L,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,

OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KA

AJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,sC;QAMI,IA5jKO,qBAAQ,CA4jKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,S

AAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OA

Aa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,

C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC

;QAMI,IA1kKO,qBAAQ,CA0kKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAA

K,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,

SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;Q

AMI,IAxlKO,qBAAQ,CAwlKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C

;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SA

Ab,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YAC

I,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI

,IAtmKO,qBAAQ,CAsmKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;Q

ACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,

M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,U
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AAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IA

pnKO,qBAAQ,CAonKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACr

B,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;

UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAA

U,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IAloK

O,qBAAQ,CAkoKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IA

AI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI

,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;

YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAMI

,IAhpKO,qBAAQ,CAgpKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QA

CrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,

M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,U

AAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,IApuKO,qBAAQ,CAouK

f,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,C

AAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,

OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAzuKO,qBAAQ,CAyuKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,

C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,C

AAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA9uKO,qBA

AQ,CA8uKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAA

Q,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,

C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAnvKO,qBAAQ,CAmvKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,U

AAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,G

AAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,I

AxvKO,qBAAQ,CAwvKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB

;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAA

oC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA7vKO,qBAAQ,CA6vKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACt

B,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAA

W,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQi

B,Q;MAFb,IAlwKO,qBAAQ,CAkwKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAA

U,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CA

AjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAvwKO,qBAAQ,CAuwKf,C;QAAe,O

AAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAC

R,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IA

CX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA5wKO,qBAAQ,CA4wKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,i

C;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CA

AX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,OA31KO,qBAAQ,C;IA41KnB,C;;

MAQI,OA51KO,qBAAQ,C;IA61KnB,C;;MAQI,OA71KO,qBAAQ,C;IA81KnB,C;;MAQI,OA91KO,qBAAQ,C;IA

+1KnB,C;;MAQI,OA/1KO,qBAAQ,C;IAg2KnB,C;;MAQI,OAh2KO,qBAAQ,C;IAi2KnB,C;;MAQI,OAj2KO,qBA

AQ,C;IAk2KnB,C;;MAQI,OAl2KO,qBAAQ,C;IAm2KnB,C;;MAQI,OAn2KO,qBAAQ,C;IAo2KnB,C;;MAQoB,Q

;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO

,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAA

I,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C

;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UA

AwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OA

AO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV
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,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UA

AsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,

4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IApgLO,qBAAQ,CAogLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;

QACV,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAA

K,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOq

B,Q;QAHjB,IAzgLO,qBAAQ,CAygLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;

QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OA

AO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA9gLO,qBAAQ,CA

8gLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,

yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,

yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAnhLO,qBAAQ,CAmhLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+

BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,E

AAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAxhLO,qBAAQ,CAwhLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C

;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA7hLO

,qBAAQ,CA6hLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,i

BAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KA

XA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAliLO,qBAAQ,CAkiLf,C;UACI,MAAM,

mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAA

U,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAviLO,qBAAQ,CAuiLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kB

AAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,

CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAA

A,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5iLO,qBAAQ,CA4iLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAA

K,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wBAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,

E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;gGAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5nL

O,qBAAQ,CA4nLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;QAAjB,i

BAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IApoLO,qBAAQ,CAoo

Lf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,y

B;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;K

AdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5oLO,qBAAQ,CA4oLf,C;UACI,M

AAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgB

A,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAppLO,qBAAQ,CAopLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,

+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,E

AAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5pLO,qBAAQ,CA4pLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QA

CV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,

EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IApqLO,qBAAQ,CAoqLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,U

AAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,

KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,

Q;QAHjB,IA5qLO,qBAAQ,CA4qLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,
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C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IApr

LO,qBAAQ,CAorLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAj

B,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHj

B,IA5rLO,qBAAQ,CA4rLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;

QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAE

lB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;4FAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM6B,UAEO,M;QAJhC,YAA

Y,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,o

BAAJ,O;QACrB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAx

B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJ

hC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAA

J,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAw

B,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAE

U,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,U

AAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SA

AV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QA

M0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,k

BAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,s

BAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;

QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAA

J,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,

4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+B

AA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,U

AAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,M

AAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;

8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QAC

Z,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;Q

AClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,sBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;Q

AElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0GAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS6B,Q;QAFzB,YAAY,wB;

QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ

,O;QACrB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C

;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB

,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,E

AAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6

B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS

0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,U

AAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,C

AAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MA

AA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB

,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA
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9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAA

V,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4

GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,

MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;

UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CA

AZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,

YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,E

AAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA

6B,wBAA7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAsBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;

MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;

MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;

MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;

MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;

MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;

MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QACf,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;MA

CX,C;KATA,C;;MAgBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,

OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAA

kB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,S

AAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB

,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MA

ClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OA

AT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC

;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAkB,G;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,OAAO,S

AAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeoB,UAMT,M;MANP,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;MAId,OAAO,0D;I

ACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;

;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB

;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAA

A,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SA
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AhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QA

Gf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;Q

AQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI

,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,K

AAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,Y

AAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAA

Z,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,a

AAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAA

M,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KA

hBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;

;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB

;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;;Y

AEN,MAAO,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAoHI,Wk

B5pZO,MAAK,KlB4pZK,gBkB5pZL,ElBikZD,KA2FkB,OkB5pZjB,C;MlB6pZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,

aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9FqB,GA8FP,UAAK,CAAL,CA9FO,EAAnB,KA8FqB,CAAM

,CAAN,CA9FF,CA8FrB,C;;MA9FT,OAgGO,I;IA/FX,C;;MA0GI,WkB5qZO,MAAK,KlB4qZK,gBkB5qZL,ElB2k

ZD,KAiGkB,OkB5qZjB,C;MlB6qZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IA

AK,WApGqB,GAoGP,UAAK,CAAL,CApGO,EAAnB,KAoGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CApGF,CAoGrB,C;;MApGT,OA

sGO,I;IArGX,C;;MAgHI,WkB5rZO,MAAK,KlB4rZK,gBkB5rZL,ElBqlZD,KAuGkB,OkB5rZjB,C;MlB6rZZ,WA

AW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1GqB,GA0GP,UAAK,CAAL,CA1

GO,EAAnB,KA0GqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1GF,CA0GrB,C;;MA1GT,OA4GO,I;IA3GX,C;;MAsHI,WkB5sZO,MAA

K,KlB4sZK,gBkB5sZL,ElB+lZD,KA6GkB,OkB5sZjB,C;MlB6sZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV

,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAhHqB,GAgHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAhHO,EAAnB,KAgHqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA

hHF,CAgHrB,C;;MAhHT,OAkHO,I;IAjHX,C;;MA4HI,WkB5tZO,MAAK,KlB4tZK,gBkB5tZL,ElBymZD,KAmH

kB,OkB5tZjB,C;MlB6tZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAtHq

B,GAsHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAtHO,EAAnB,KAsHqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAtHF,CAsHrB,C;;MAtHT,OAwHO,I;IAvHX

,C;;MAkII,WkB5uZO,MAAK,KlB4uZK,gBkB5uZL,ElBmnZD,KAyHkB,OkB5uZjB,C;MlB6uZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,

IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5HqB,GA4HP,UAAK,CAAL,CA5HO,EAAnB

,KA4HqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5HF,CA4HrB,C;;MA5HT,OA8HO,I;IA7HX,C;;MAwII,WkB5vZO,MAAK,KlB4vZ

K,gBkB5vZL,ElB6nZD,KA+HkB,OkB5vZjB,C;MlB6vZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAk

B,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAlIqB,GAkIP,UAAK,CAAL,CAlIO,EAAnB,KAkIqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAlIF,CAkIrB,

C;;MAlIT,OAoIO,I;IAnIX,C;;MA8II,WkB5wZO,MAAK,KlB4wZK,gBkB5wZL,ElBuoZD,KAqIkB,OkB5wZjB,C;

MlB6wZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAxIqB,GAwIP,UAA

K,CAAL,CAxIO,EAAnB,KAwIqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAxIF,CAwIrB,C;;MAxIT,OA0IO,I;IAzIX,C;;MAoJI,WkB5x

ZO,MAAK,KlB4xZK,gBkB5xZL,ElBipZD,KA2IkB,OkB5xZjB,C;MlB6xZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAA

U,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9IqB,GA8IP,sBAAK,CAAL,EA9IO,EAAnB,KA8IqB,CAAM,CAA

N,CA9IF,CA8IrB,C;;MA9IT,OAgJO,I;IA/IX,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3pZA,iB;MlB2pZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5p

ZO,MAAK,KlB4pZK,gBkB5pZL,ElB4pZW,KAAM,OkB5pZjB,C;QlB6pZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU

,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,C

AAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;8EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3qZA,iB;MlB2qZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5qZ

O,MAAK,KlB4qZK,gBkB5qZL,ElB4qZW,KAAM,OkB5qZjB,C;QlB6qZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,C
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AAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3rZA,iB;MlB2rZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5rZO

,MAAK,KlB4rZK,gBkB5rZL,ElB4rZW,KAAM,OkB5rZjB,C;QlB6rZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CA

AV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ

,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;8EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3sZA,iB;MlB2sZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5sZO,MA

AK,KlB4sZK,gBkB5sZL,ElB4sZW,KAAM,OkB5sZjB,C;QlB6sZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,

MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;

QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3tZA,iB;MlB2tZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5tZO,MAAK,

KlB4tZK,gBkB5tZL,ElB4tZW,KAAM,OkB5tZjB,C;QlB6tZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAA

kB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET

,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3uZA,iB;MlB2uZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5uZO,MAAK,KlB

4uZK,gBkB5uZL,ElB4uZW,KAAM,OkB5uZjB,C;QlB6uZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAk

B,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,

OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3vZA,iB;MlB2vZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5vZO,MAAK,KlB4

vZK,gBkB5vZL,ElB4vZW,KAAM,OkB5vZjB,C;QlB6vZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,

IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,O

AAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3wZA,iB;MlB2wZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5wZO,MAAK,KlB4

wZK,gBkB5wZL,ElB4wZW,KAAM,OkB5wZjB,C;QlB6wZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAA

kB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET

,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MkB3xZA,iB;MlB2xZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5xZO,

MAAK,KlB4xZK,gBkB5xZL,ElB4xZW,KAAM,OkB5xZjB,C;QlB6xZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CA

AV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAA

J,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAqHoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBv4ZJ,MAAK,

KlBu4ZwB,wBA5FzB,KA4FyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBv4ZxB,ElBu4ZqD,SkBv4ZrD,ClBu4ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,

C;MACQ,OA9FL,KA8FK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;Q

ACpB,IAAK,WAhGqB,GAgGP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhGO,EAgGI,OAhGJ,CAgGrB,C;;MAhGT,OAk

GO,I;IAjGX,C;;MA+GoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBz5ZJ,MAAK,KlBy5ZwB,wBApGzB,K

AoGyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBz5ZxB,ElBy5ZqD,SkBz5ZrD,ClBy5ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtGL,KAsG

K,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxGqB,

GAwGP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxGO,EAwGI,OAxGJ,CAwGrB,C;;MAxGT,OA0GO,I;IAzGX,C;;MAu

HoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkB36ZJ,MAAK,KlB26ZwB,wBA5GzB,KA4GyB,EAAwB,EA

AxB,CkB36ZxB,ElB26ZqD,SkB36ZrD,ClB26ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9GL,KA8GK,W;MAAhB,OAA

gB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhHqB,GAgHP,UAAK,UA

AL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhHO,EAgHI,OAhHJ,CAgHrB,C;;MAhHT,OAkHO,I;IAjHX,C;;MA+HoB,gB;MAHhB,gBA

AgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkB77ZJ,MAAK,KlB67ZwB,wBApHzB,KAoHyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB77ZxB,ElB6

7ZqD,SkB77ZrD,ClB67ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtHL,KAsHK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,y

B;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxHqB,GAwHP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAx

HO,EAwHI,OAxHJ,CAwHrB,C;;MAxHT,OA0HO,I;IAzHX,C;;MAuIoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAA

W,iBkB/8ZJ,MAAK,KlB+8ZwB,wBA5HzB,KA4HyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB/8ZxB,ElB+8ZqD,SkB/8ZrD,ClB+8Z

D,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9HL,KA8HK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,S

AAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhIqB,GAgIP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhIO,EAgII,OAhIJ,CAgIrB,C

;;MAhIT,OAkIO,I;IAjIX,C;;MA+IoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBj+ZJ,MAAK,KlBi+ZwB,w

BApIzB,KAoIyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBj+ZxB,ElBi+ZqD,SkBj+ZrD,ClBi+ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtIL,

KAsIK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxI

qB,GAwIP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxIO,EAwII,OAxIJ,CAwIrB,C;;MAxIT,OA0IO,I;IAzIX,C;;MAuJoB,

gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBn/ZJ,MAAK,KlBm/ZwB,wBA5IzB,KA4IyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,Ck

Bn/ZxB,ElBm/ZqD,SkBn/ZrD,ClBm/ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9IL,KA8IK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhJqB,GAgJP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kB

AAL,SAhJO,EAgJI,OAhJJ,CAgJrB,C;;MAhJT,OAkJO,I;IAjJX,C;;MA+JoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,W
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AAW,iBkBrgaJ,MAAK,KlBqgawB,wBApJzB,KAoJyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBrgaxB,ElBqgaqD,SkBrgarD,ClBqga

D,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtJL,KAsJK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SA

AT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxJqB,GAwJP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxJO,EAwJI,OAxJJ,CAwJrB,

C;;MAxJT,OA0JO,I;IAzJX,C;;MAuKoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBvhaJ,MAAK,KlBuhawB

,wBA5JzB,KA4JyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBvhaxB,ElBuhaqD,SkBvharD,ClBuhaD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9

JL,KA8JK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,W

AhKqB,GAgKP,sBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAhKO,EAgKI,OAhKJ,CAgKrB,C;;MAhKT,OAkKO,I;IAjKX,C

;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBr4ZA,iB;MlBq4ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,

WAAW,ekBv4ZJ,MAAK,KlBu4ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBv4ZxB,ElBu4ZqD,SkBv4ZrD,ClBu4

ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,

K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;

MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBv5ZA,iB;MlBu5ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,

gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekBz5ZJ,MAAK,KlBy5ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBz5ZxB,ElBy5

ZqD,SkBz5ZrD,ClBy5ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KA

AK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CA

AJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBz6ZA,iB;MlBy6ZA,8C;QA

WoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekB36ZJ,MAAK,KlB26ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,E

AAxB,CkB36ZxB,ElB26ZqD,SkB36ZrD,ClB26ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SA

AV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkB37Z

A,iB;MlB27ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekB77ZJ,MAAK,KlB67ZwB,wBA

AN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB77ZxB,ElB67ZqD,SkB77ZrD,ClB67ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UA

AL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,k

F;MAAA,gE;MkB78ZA,iB;MlB68ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekB/8ZJ,MA

AK,KlB+8ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB/8ZxB,ElB+8ZqD,SkB/8ZrD,ClB+8ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,

C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WA

AI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;

+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkB/9ZA,iB;MlB+9ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB

,WAAW,ekBj+ZJ,MAAK,KlBi+ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBj+ZxB,ElBi+ZqD,SkBj+ZrD,ClBi+Z

D,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K

;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;M

ACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBj/ZA,iB;MlBi/ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gB

AAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekBn/ZJ,MAAK,KlBm/ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBn/ZxB,ElBm/ZqD

,SkBn/ZrD,ClBm/ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,

SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C

;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBngaA,iB;MlBmgaA,8C;QAWoB,

UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekBrgaJ,MAAK,KlBqgawB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C

kBrgaxB,ElBqgaqD,SkBrgarD,ClBqgaD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAq

B,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MkBrha

A,iB;MlBqhaA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekBvhaJ,MAAK,KlBuhawB,wBAA

N,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBvhaxB,ElBuhaqD,SkBvharD,ClBuhaD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,UAA

L,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MA0GI,WkBxnaO,MA

AK,KlBwnaK,gBkBxnaL,ElBuiaD,KAiFkB,OkBxnajB,C;MlBynaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV

,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WApFqB,GAoFP,UAAK,CAAL,CApFO,EAAnB,KAoFqB,CAAM,CAAN,CApF

F,CAoFrB,C;;MApFT,OAsFO,I;IArFX,C;;MAgGI,WkBxoaO,MAAK,KlBwoaK,gBkBxoaL,ElBijaD,KAuFkB,Ok
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BxoajB,C;MlByoaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1FqB,GA

0FP,UAAK,CAAL,CA1FO,EAAnB,KA0FqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1FF,CA0FrB,C;;MA1FT,OA4FO,I;IA3FX,C;;M

AsGI,WkBxpaO,MAAK,KlBwpaK,gBkBxpaL,ElB2jaD,KA6FkB,OkBxpajB,C;MlBypaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;

MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAhGqB,GAgGP,UAAK,CAAL,CAhGO,EAAnB,KAgGq

B,CAAM,CAAN,CAhGF,CAgGrB,C;;MAhGT,OAkGO,I;IAjGX,C;;MA4GI,WkBxqaO,MAAK,KlBwqaK,gBkBx

qaL,ElBqkaD,KAmGkB,OkBxqajB,C;MlByqaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M

;QACI,IAAK,WAtGqB,GAsGP,UAAK,CAAL,CAtGO,EAAnB,KAsGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAtGF,CAsGrB,C;;MAt

GT,OAwGO,I;IAvGX,C;;MAkHI,WkBxraO,MAAK,KlBwraK,gBkBxraL,ElB+kaD,KAyGkB,OkBxrajB,C;MlByra

Z,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5GqB,GA4GP,UAAK,CAA

L,CA5GO,EAAnB,KA4GqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5GF,CA4GrB,C;;MA5GT,OA8GO,I;IA7GX,C;;MAwHI,WkBxsa

O,MAAK,KlBwsaK,gBkBxsaL,ElBylaD,KA+GkB,OkBxsajB,C;MlBysaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAlHqB,GAkHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAlHO,EAAnB,KAkHqB,CAAM,CAA

N,CAlHF,CAkHrB,C;;MAlHT,OAoHO,I;IAnHX,C;;MA8HI,WkBxtaO,MAAK,KlBwtaK,gBkBxtaL,ElBmmaD,K

AqHkB,OkBxtajB,C;MlBytaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,W

AxHqB,GAwHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAxHO,EAAnB,KAwHqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAxHF,CAwHrB,C;;MAxHT,OA0HO

,I;IAzHX,C;;MAoII,WkBxuaO,MAAK,KlBwuaK,gBkBxuaL,ElB6maD,KA2HkB,OkBxuajB,C;MlByuaZ,WAAW,

iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9HqB,GA8HP,sBAAK,CAAL,EA9HO

,EA8HE,YA9HrB,KA8HqB,CAAM,CAAN,EA9HF,CA8HrB,C;;MA9HT,OAgIO,I;IA/HX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,g

E;MkBvnaA,iB;MlBunaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxnaO,MAAK,KlBwnaK,gBkBxnaL,ElBwnaW,KAAM,OkBxnajB,C;QlB

ynaZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,

CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;M

kBvoaA,iB;MlBuoaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxoaO,MAAK,KlBwoaK,gBkBxoaL,ElBwoaW,KAAM,OkBxoajB,C;QlByoa

Z,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CA

AV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB

vpaA,iB;MlBupaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxpaO,MAAK,KlBwpaK,gBkBxpaL,ElBwpaW,KAAM,OkBxpajB,C;QlBypaZ,

WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

V,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkBvq

aA,iB;MlBuqaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxqaO,MAAK,KlBwqaK,gBkBxqaL,ElBwqaW,KAAM,OkBxqajB,C;QlByqaZ,WA

AW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,E

AAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkBvraA,i

B;MlBuraA,8C;QAQI,WkBxraO,MAAK,KlBwraK,gBkBxraL,ElBwraW,KAAM,OkBxrajB,C;QlByraZ,WAAW,e

AAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB

,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkBvsaA,iB;MlB

usaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxsaO,MAAK,KlBwsaK,gBkBxsaL,ElBwsaW,KAAM,OkBxsajB,C;QlBysaZ,WAAW,eAAa,I

AAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MA

AM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkBvtaA,iB;MlButaA

,8C;QAQI,WkBxtaO,MAAK,KlBwtaK,gBkBxtaL,ElBwtaW,KAAM,OkBxtajB,C;QlBytaZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;

QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CA

AN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MkBvuaA,iB;MlB

uuaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxuaO,MAAK,KlBwuaK,gBkBxuaL,ElBwuaW,KAAM,OkBxuajB,C;QlByuaZ,WAAW,eAAa,

IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,kB

AAM,CAAN,EAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAwB8D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;

QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,y

B;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAGvN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB

;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,

CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,

SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MAC

P,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;
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MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MAFhB,MAA

O,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAA

U,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iB

AAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MA

EX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAA

P,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUyD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,U

AAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAF

hB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IA

AI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI

,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR

,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAA

O,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUuD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;Q

AAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsC,I;MAGlN,Q

;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QA

CI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;

UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;

UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,

gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,

uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MA

GpN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB

,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KA

A1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WA

Af,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,

MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUyD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E

;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAw

C,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SA

AS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OA

AQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;

MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAU0D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,

SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAA

A,YAAyC,I;MAGxN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,

IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gB

AAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,S

AAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAU2D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;

QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,y

B;QAAA,YAA0C,I;MAG1N,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB

;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,

CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MA

AO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gB

AAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MA

AM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;

MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;Q

ACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,oBAAV,

CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAi

C,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUyC,yB;QAAA,Y
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AA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,

YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAClN,OAAO,kBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EA

A2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B

,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0

B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,O

AA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUmC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MA

AM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;

MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAChN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA

3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUiC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,

sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAA

O,yB;QAAA,YAAsC,I;MAC5M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EA

AoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QA

AA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;

QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,

KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUmC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,

SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAA

A,YAAwC,I;MAChN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAA

pD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUoC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAu

B,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YA

AyC,I;MAClN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EA

A2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUqC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;M

AAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAA0C,I;

MACpN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,S

AA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,u

B;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC

9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3

D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,qBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB

,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,4BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAA

K,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,

8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,

CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,wBAAL,eAAK,C

;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C

;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,

OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,

C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;Q

AAE,OAAK,2BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACt

B,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,4BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54

OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBA

AL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAA

hB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,qBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAt9OO,qBAAQ,CAs9O

f,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,4BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,

C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAx9OO,qBAAQ,CAw9Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASo

B,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA19OO,qBAAQ,CA09Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;

MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,wBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB

,IA59OO,qBAAQ,CA49Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,

yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA99OO,qBAAQ,CA89Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8B

AAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAh+OO,qBAAQ,CA

g+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,2BAAL,eAAK,C;MA
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AP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAl+OO,qBAAQ,CAk+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MA

SoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,4BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAp+OO,qBAAQ,CAo+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO

,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADh

B,IAt+OO,qBAAQ,CAs+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAk

B,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MA

EJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;

MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,O

AAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MACl

B,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,

UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YA

AiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAA

S,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C

;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAA

b,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACj

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAA

gB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,w

CAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB

,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAA

O,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IA

AvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,

GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAA

gC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB

,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,M

AAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,Y

AAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACA,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADh

B,UAAiB,G;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C

;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAE

X,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI

,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACA,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MAD

hB,UAAiB,G;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,

C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MA

EX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MY7qcuF,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;MOcI,OAAO,sBAAI,

CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,yBAA

S,OAAT,C;MACX,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAUkC,qB;QAAE,MAAM,8BAA0B,iDAA8C,a

AA9C,MAA1B,C;MAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAF9B,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,sBAAI,KAAJ,C;MACX,OAAO,6B

AAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,uBAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAgBqB,Q;MARjB,IAAI,

8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAsB,KAwJf,IAAS,CAAT,IAxJe,KAwJD,IAAS,iBAxJvB,SAwJuB,CAA3B,GAxJI,SAwJkC,a
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AxJnB,KAwJmB,CAAtC,GAxJ0B,YAwJ4B,CAxJnC,KAwJmC,C;;MAvJ7D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,

aAAa,KAAb,C;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACv

B,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;IACX,C;sGAEA,y

B;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAA

sD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;;MAwBqB,Q;MARjB,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,YAAL,SAAK,EAAU,

KAAV,C;MAChB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAA

S,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,

OAAO,I;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;K

ARA,C;;MAeW,sB;;QAqFS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IArFH,SAqFO,CAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAtFP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAuSoB,Q;MADhB,W

AAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAjSc,SAiSV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OA

AO,O;;;MAlSf,OAqSO,I;IApSX,C;;MAOW,qB;;QAoSP,eAAoB,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,

C;UACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;UACvB,IAvSc,SAuSV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAO,O;YAAP,sB;;;QAE5B,

oBAAO,I;;;MAzSP,wB;IACJ,C;;MAQQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QA

Cf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,OAAO,QAAS,O;;IAG5B,C;;MAOI,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAA

A,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;;MAcQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAC

I,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;UAEP,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,C;;QAGX,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,U

AAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,OAAO,QAAS,O;;IAG5B,C;;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,

CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,C

AAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,

OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,2BAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,

IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,SAAK,eAAQ,OAAR,C;MAC9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QA

Aa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OA

AO,E;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,wBAAQ,OAAR,C;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,Y

AAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CA

AJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;UACX,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAmBiB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;

MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,

E;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,gBAAgB,E;QAChB,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,

OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,YAAY,K;UAC

hB,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAmBI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAh

B,C;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,Y;;;MAGxB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAQQ,k

BADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,M

AAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,WAAW,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;

QACpB,OAAO,I;;IAGnB,C;;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAK,

2BAAL,C;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,UAQT,M;QAVP,WAAe,I;Q

ACf,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OA

AO,O;YACP,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2E;

MACX,C;KAhBA,C;iFAkBA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QA

AS,cAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;UACvB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,g

CAAuB,kDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAXA,C;;MAoBiB,Q;MAHb,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,SAAK,mBAAY,OA

AZ,C;MAC9B,gBAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KA

AnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,4BAAY,OAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAOQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iB

AAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;;QAEvC,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,WAAW,QA

AS,O;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,I;;IAGnB,C;;MAMI,OAAW,mB
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AAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;M

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;QACvB,IA

AI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MAEnC,OAAO,I;IACX,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MA

AA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sB

AAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAU,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAOQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OA

AY,UAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;

QACV,aAAa,QAAS,O;QACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAzB,C;QACV,OAAO,M;;IAG

nB,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,cAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,

6BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,iCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MA

AA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAy

B,qDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAA

vB,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAuBQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,

sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;;QAE1C,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,aA

Aa,QAAS,O;QACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,OAAO,M;;IAGnB,C;;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAQ,

CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACI,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OA

AO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IAC

X,C;;MAsBsC,UAGT,MAHS,EAarB,M;MNpkBb,IAAI,EM2iBI,KAAK,CN3iBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cM0iBc,sD;QNzi

Bd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MM0iBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,mB;MACnB,Q;MACA,

IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAiB,iBAAO,CAAP,I;QACjB,IAAI,cAAc,CAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,W;QACX,IAAI,eAA

c,CAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAP,C;QACX,OAAO,iBAAa,UAAb,C;QACP,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,s

CAAJ,C;YAC0B,qB;YAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;cACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;;;YAEI,wCAAa,CA

Ab,C;YAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;cAAa,wB;cACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;;UAEb,OAAO,I;;;;QAIX,OAAO,gB;;MAE

X,YAAY,C;MACC,6B;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,0B;QACT,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;UAAgB,IAAK,WAAI,M

AAJ,C;;UAAe,qB;;MAExC,OAAY,qBAAL,IAAK,C;IAChB,C;;MNxkBI,IAAI,EMklBI,KAAK,CNllBT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,cMilBc,sD;QNhlBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MMilBV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAA

P,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,IAAI,CAAC,mB

AAL,C;UACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;UACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,

CAAL,C;cACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAS,YAAT,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAAL,C;;;;QAInB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0

FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;

UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,I

AAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,u

C;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAyEA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAzEU,SAyEN,CAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzE1D,OA0EO,W;MAzEX,C;KALA,C;kGAOA,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAk5BA,wE;MAl5BA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAm5BV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,c

AAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAz4BT,IAVmC,SAU/B,CAy4BkB,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAz4BlB,EAy4B+C,I

Az4B/C,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAy4BQ,IAz4BR,C;;QAV/C,OAYO,W;MAXX,C;KAPA,C;sGASA,yB;MAy4BA,wE;

MAz4BA,oD;QAg5BiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAz4BT,IAAI,UAy4Bk

B,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAz4BlB,EAy4B+C,IAz4B/C,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAy4BQ,IAz4BR,C;;QA

E/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;wGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAIW,kBAAmB,gB;QAOV,Q;QAAA,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;YAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAPpD,OAQO,

W;MAPX,C;KALA,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UA

AkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;

QAsBH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAtBS,SAsBR,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,

C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAtB3D,OAuBO,W;MAtBX,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,OAAO,6BAAgB,gBAAhB,

C;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAA
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Y,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA

MoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAA

Y,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,ObhqBe,W;;MaiqBtC,OA

A6D,SAAtD,SAAK,iBAAQ,OAAQ,MAAhB,EAAuB,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAAvB,CAAiD,C;IACjE,C;;

MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W

;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAA

J,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAkBiB,UACL,M;MNhvBR,IAAI,EMuuBI,KAAK,CNvuBT,CAAJ,C;QAC

I,cMsuBc,sD;QNruBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MMsuBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;

MACnB,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;UAAe,OAAO,mB;QACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;UAAY,O

AAO,OAAO,mBAAP,C;;MAEvB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;Q

AAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAY,qBAAL,IAAK,C;IA

ChB,C;;MAiBqC,IAGhB,I;MNzwBjB,IAAI,EM+vBI,KAAK,CN/vBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cM8vBc,sD;QN7vBd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MM8vBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,I

AAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAP,C;MACnB

,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;UACI,IA

AK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;;;QAEI,sCAAa,OAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAC

T,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;;MAEb,OAAO,I;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QA

MI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,W;QACX,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,IAAI,C

AAC,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAL,C;YACI,QAAS,O;YACT,mBAAmB,iBAAO,QAAS,YAAhB,I;YACnB,IAAI

,iBAAgB,CAApB,C;cAAuB,OAAO,W;YACI,kBAA3B,eAAa,YAAb,C;YACH,OAAgB,kBAAhB,C;cACI,sBAAa,

eAAb,C;YAFR,OF7uBD,W;;;QEmvBP,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KArBA,C;0FAuBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOi

B,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;Y

ACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAwBI,IAAI,wCAAsB,kBAAQ,CAAl

C,C;QAAqC,OAAO,mB;MAC5C,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;MA

AA,oD;MJzwBA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,C

AAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAA

c,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MIkwBf,sC;QAMI

,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDJxwBH,iBIwwBsB,QJxwBtB,CIwwBG,E;;MAClB,C;KAPA,C;wGASA,yB;MA

AA,oD;MJ/vBA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,C

AAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAA

c,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MIwvBf,sC;QAMI,I

AAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDJ9vBH,2BI8vBgC,QJ9vBhC,CI8vBG,E;;MAClB,C;KAPA,C;;MAeI,sBAAS,cAA

T,C;IACJ,C;;MAWgB,Q;MAHZ,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,kBAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;Q

AEwB,kBAA3C,sBC53BsD,sBD43BtD,uB;QAAmD,mB;QAA3D,OAAoE,OFxzBjE,WEwzBiE,C;;MAEjD,kBAA

hB,0B;MAAwB,oB;MAA/B,OF1zBO,W;IE2zBX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,wD;MJlzBA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;

QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAO

e,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,

CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MI2yBf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDJjzBI,iBIizBiB,QJjzBjB,CIizBJ,E;

MACX,C;KAPA,C;4GASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MJxyBA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,

6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;Y

AAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;Q

AAA,C;OAAA,C;MIiyBf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDJvyBI,2BIuyB2B,QJvyB3B,CIuyBJ,E;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAeI,

OAAO,wBAAW,cAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAWe,Q;MAHX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACG,IAAI,kBAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OA

AY,SAAL,SAAK,C;QAEe,kBAAlC,sBCr6BuD,sBDq6BvD,uB;QAA0C,iC;QAAlD,OAAyE,OFj2BrE,WEi2BqE,C

;;MAErD,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,mC;MAA/B,OFn2BO,W;IEo2BX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,oBAAa,c

AAb,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,

YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,cAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI
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,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,oC;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;M

AHX,aAAa,iBAAY,cAAZ,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,c

AAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAW,cAAX,C;

MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,

O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAS,cAAT,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;

MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAg

B,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aA

Aa,eAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EA

AO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA

AA,uC;QASI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAY,mBAA

oB,QAApB,C;QA+DH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAhE8C,SAgE/B,CAAU,O

AAV,C;UZhfnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QYgbA,OAkEO,W;MAjEX,C;KAXA,C;+FAa

A,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,

CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAuBL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aAxBoC,WAwBhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAxBhB,OA0BO,

W;MAzBX,C;KAXA,C;+FAaA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAwD,cAA

zC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyBL,Q;Q

AAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA1BoC,WA0BhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA1Bi

D,cA0BvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1BhB,OA4BO,W;MA3BX,C;KAVA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W

;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CA

AJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB

,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QZhfnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MYkfA,

OAAO,W;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAYI,aAAa,mBAA6D,

cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,CAA7D,C;QAYG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB

,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAXO,MAYP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAZe,aAYF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAZhB,OAAuB,M;MAC

3B,C;KAdA,C;;MAwBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EA

Aa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;

QACT,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAW,YAAY,mCAAwB,EA

AxB,CAAZ,CAAX,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAOqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eACH,C

;YAAK,kB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,cAAW,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAI,CAAJ,CAAlB,GAA8B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C

;YAAL,K;kBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;YAHV,K;;QAAP,W;;MAMJ,OAA4B,qBAAhB,gBAAL,SAAK,CAAgB,C;IA

ChC,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;MAChB,OAAO,0BAAa,gBAAb,C;IACX,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,iBAAU,SAAV,C;IACX,C;;MASqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eACH,C;

YAAK,iB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,aAAU,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,GAA+B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C;

YAAL,K;kBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;YAHL,K;;QAAP,W;;MAMJ,OAAwC,oBAAjC

,0BAAa,sBAAb,CAAiC,C;IAC5C,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAOA,gD;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;

QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAR6B,SAQlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAA

Y,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAThB,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,2

B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,

C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;uFAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,+D;MAzBA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;Q

AyBD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA1BiD,WA0BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UZj8BP,

U;UADP,YYm8Be,WZn8BH,WYm8BwB,GZn8BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aYi8BuC,gB;YAA5B,WZh8

BX,aYg8BgC,GZh8BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UY67BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA5B

T,OA8BO,W;MA7BX,C;KAVA,C;uFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8BA,+D;MA9BA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8BD
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,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA/BiD,WA+BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UZn9BP,U;UA

DP,YYq9Be,WZr9BH,WYq9BwB,GZr9BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aYm9BuC,gB;YAA5B,WZl9BX,aYk

9BgC,GZl9BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UY+8BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjCyD,cAiCrD,CAAe,OAAf,

CAAJ,C;;QAjCT,OAmCO,W;MAlCX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UZj8BP,U;UADP,YYm8Be,WZn8BH,WYm8B

wB,GZn8BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aYi8BuC,gB;YAA5B,WZh8BX,aYg8BgC,GZh8BhC,EAAS,MAAT

,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UY67BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;2FAiBA,

yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,O

AAZ,C;UZn9BP,U;UADP,YYq9Be,WZr9BH,WYq9BwB,GZr9BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aYm9BuC,gB

;YAA5B,WZl9BX,aYk9BgC,GZl9BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UY+8BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,e

AAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;4FAkBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAQW,sC;QA

AA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASqD,OAAA,oBAAgB,W;MAAhB,C;MATrD,oE;QAU4C,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;MA

AA,C;MAV5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;8EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,

kBAAM,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QAqEA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAA

Y,WAtEwC,SAsEpC,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAtEhB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,kF;MA

AA,gE;MA+BA,wE;MA/BA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QAgCP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;

QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAjC+C,SAiC3C,CAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,

sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAjChB,OAkCO,W;MAjCX,C;KARA,C;0GAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

wQA,wE;MAxQA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QAwQd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa

,sB;UA9PsB,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,CA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UA9PS,EA8PoB,IA9PpB,W;Y

AA6C,6B;;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;8GAUA,yB;MA8PA,wE;MA9PA,oD;QAqQiB,gB;QADb,YA

AY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA9PsB,U;UAAA,wBA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAA

nB,UA9PS,EA8PoB,IA9PpB,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;+FAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA

AA,oD;QAQiB,UACoC,M;QAFjD,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,U

AAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,

C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QA8NJ,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAg

B,yB;UAtNK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAsNQ,OAtNR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;gGA

QA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA2NoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAtNK,U;UAAA,wBAsNQ,O

AtNR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAciB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAA

a,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,

C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;

4FAEA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACD,2B;QAAV,O

AAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAA

K,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAuBI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAA

U,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAC

J,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MACH,kBADS,SACT,c;QAAoB,4BAAc,SAAd,C;;QACZ,iCAAa,sBAAb,C

;MAFZ,W;IAIJ,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;

8EAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5B,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,

OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiBI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,CAAC,mB;MAChC,OAAO,oBAAW,U;IA

CtB,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,K;QA

C5B,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;QACrD

,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiBoB,Q;MAFhB,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,c;MAC/B,YAAY,C;MACI,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MACtB,OAAO,K;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,c;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,IAAI,wCAAs

B,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,C;QAC5C,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA

AI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA

,C;;MAeoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WA
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AV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,gD;QASoB,UAAiD,M;QAFj

E,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAm

B,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,OAApD,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C

;;MAiBI,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;QACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,

C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;;MAGtB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASI,kBAAkB,O;MAC

lB,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;QACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,YAAY,QAAS,gB

;UACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,QAAS,WAA1B,EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;;MAGtB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,

Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;oGAEA,yB;MAAA,wE

;MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UAAgC,M;QAD7C,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAAM,OAAO,oB

AAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAApC,C;;MACvB,C;KARA,C;;MAiBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,

CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAi

B,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;U

AAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;M

ACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAA

R,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,C

AAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMI,e

AAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,

UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB

,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB

,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MAED,QAA

T,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;

MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ

,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;

MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CA

AR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,

CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,e

AAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,G

AAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF

,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAA

O,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O

;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,

O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MA

ED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,

OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAA

W,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,

IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,mB;MAC/B,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAW,U;IACvB,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5B,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAgBm

C,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;IACJ,C;oFAEA,yB

;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAII,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,o

CAA9B,C;QAC/B,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QA

AS,OAAhC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;kGAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAYmD,Q;

QAL/C,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,oCAA9B,C;QAC/B,Y

AAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,YAAnB,EA

AmB,oBAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,QAAS,OAA7D,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;8FAiB
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A,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAII,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,mCA

A8B,8BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAn

B,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4GAcA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAOI,eAAe,+BA

Aa,cAAb,C;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;

QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,YAAY,QAAS,gB;UACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,QAAS,WAA1B,

EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAuBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADh

B,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAMoB,UAMT,M;MANS,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,M

AAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;MAId,OAAO,mE;IACX,C;;MAMoB,UAMT,M;MANS,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;M

AId,OAAO,+D;IACX,C;;MAaI,OAAO,oBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAkBI,OAAO,sB

AAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CA

Ab,C;MACb,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MAvrCgB,Q;MAAA,OAwrCT,SAxrCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B

;QAAU,oB;QAwrCK,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,IAAY,OAxrCX,SAwrCW,UAAhB,C;UAAiC,YAAU,I;UAA3C,mBAAi

D,K;;;UAAjD,mBAA8D,I;;QAxrCvE,qB;UAwrCD,MAxrCqC,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;MAwrC1D,OAAqB,M;IACzB,C;;

MASI,IAAI,QnBg8IG,YAAQ,CmBh8If,C;QAAwB,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MACpC,YAAqB,UAAT,QAAS,C;M

AjuCd,kBAAY,gB;MAsBH,Q;MAAA,OA4sCT,SA5sCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI

,CA4sCF,qBA5sCa,OA4sCb,CA5sCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MA4sC3D,OA3sCO,W;IA4sCX,C;;MA

SI,YAAqB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MA

9uCT,kBAAY,gB;MAsBH,Q;MAAA,OAytCT,SAztCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,

CAytCF,qBAztCa,OAytCb,CAztCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAytC3D,OAxtCO,W;IAytCX,C;;MASI,

YAAqB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MA3vCT,kBAAY,gB;M

AsBH,Q;MAAA,OAsuCT,SAtuCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAsuCF,qBAtuCa,O

AsuCb,CAtuCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAsuC3D,OAruCO,W;IAsuCX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;M

AAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QA

QoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACG,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,

EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAsBI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAK,OAAL,C;

MACpC,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IAC

X,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAK,QAAL,C;MACpC,aA

Aa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;

MAMI,aAAa,iBAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,OAArB,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAA

P,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EA

AK,QAAL,C;MACpC,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;

MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mCAAJ,C;QACI,aAAa,iBAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,KAArB,IA

Ab,C;QACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACP,MAAO,gBAAO,QAAP,C;QACP,OAAO,M;;;QAEP,eAAa,iBAAa,S

AAb,C;QACN,OAAP,QAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;QACP,OAAO,Q;;IAEf,C;;MAMI,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,

EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAa,SAAK,

KAAL,GAAY,EAAZ,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,O

AAO,M;IACX,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,

yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAwB+C,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;

MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACpF,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,IAAI,0CAAwB,8BAA5B,C;Q

ACI,eAAe,SAAK,K;QACpB,aAAa,iBAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,IAAn

B,C;QACb,gBAAY,CAAZ,C;QACA,OAAO,UAAQ,QAAf,C;UACI,iBAAsB,eAAL,IAAK,EAAa,WAAW,OAAX,

IAAb,C;UACtB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAb,IAAqB,CAAC,cAA1B,C;YAA0C,K;Ub/8DlD,WAAW,iBag9Da,Ubh9Db,C;U

WDX,mBAAc,CAAd,YEi9DwB,UFj9DxB,Y;YXE6B,ea+8DS,sBFh9D3B,OEg9DgC,GAAK,OAAL,IAAL,Cb/8D
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T,C;;Ua+8DrB,MAAO,Wb98DR,Ia88DQ,C;UACP,oBAAS,IAAT,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,M;;MAEX,eAAa,gB;MACiE,k

BAA9E,iBAAiB,oBAAjB,EAA6B,IAA7B,EAAmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,cAAzC,EAAuE,KAAvE,C;ME7kEA,OAAgB,

qBAAhB,C;QAAgB,gC;QF8kEL,mBE9kEqB,OF8kErB,C;;MAEX,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAoBkD,oB;QAAA,OAA

Y,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACvF,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,IAAI,0CAAwB,8BAA5B

,C;QACI,eAAe,SAAK,K;QACpB,aAAa,iBAAa,CAAC,WAAW,IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,IA

Ab,C;QACb,eAAa,kBAAc,SAAd,C;QACb,YAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAf,C;UACI,QAAO,cAAK,KAAL,

EAA2B,eAAd,QAAQ,IAAR,IAAc,EAAa,QAAb,CAA3B,C;UACP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAD,IAAmB,QAAO,KAAP,GA

Ac,IAArC,C;YAA2C,K;UAC3C,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,QAAV,CAAJ,C;UACP,gBAAS,IAAT,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,M;

;MAEX,eAAa,gB;MACgE,kBAA7E,iBAAiB,oBAAjB,EAA6B,IAA7B,EAAmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,cAAzC,EAAuE,I

AAvE,C;MErnEA,OAAgB,qBAAhB,C;QAAgB,gC;QFsnEL,mBAAI,UEtnEiB,OFsnEjB,CAAJ,C;;MAEX,OAAO,

Q;IACX,C;;MAuBoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAXW,KAWW,O;MACtB,WAAW,iBDp/DJ,MAAK,KCo/DkB,mCAAwB,E

AAxB,CDp/DlB,ECo/D+C,SDp/D/C,CCo/DD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAg

B,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhBqB,GAgBP,OAhBO,EAAnB,KAgBqB,CAA

M,UAAN,EAAM,kBAAN,SAhBF,CAgBrB,C;;MAhBT,OAkBO,I;IAjBX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;M

Dl/DA,iB;MCk/DA,8C;QAWoB,UAEsB,M;QALtC,gBAAgB,KAAM,O;QACtB,WAAW,eDp/DJ,MAAK,KCo/Dk

B,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CDp/DlB,ECo/D+C,SDp/D/C,CCo/DD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,MAAM

,UAAN,EAAM,kBAAN,SAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAoCI,YAAY,oB;MACZ,aAZ

W,KAYQ,W;MACnB,WAAW,iBDjhEJ,MAAK,KCihEkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CDjhElB,ECihEqD,wBAbtD,KAas

D,EAAwB,EAAxB,CDjhErD,CCihED,C;MACX,OAAO,KAAM,UAAN,IAAmB,MAAO,UAAjC,C;QACI,IAAK,

WAfqB,GAeP,KAAM,OAfC,EAeO,MAAO,OAfd,CAerB,C;;MAfT,OAiBO,I;IAhBX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;M

AAA,gE;MD9gEA,iB;MC8gEA,8C;QAQI,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,KAAM,W;QACnB,WAAW,eDjhEJ,MAAK,K

CihEkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CDjhElB,ECihEqD,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CDjhErD,CCihED,C;QACX,O

AAO,KAAM,UAAN,IAAmB,MAAO,UAAjC,C;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,KAAM,OAAhB,EAAwB,MAAO,O

AA/B,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MA0BW,sB;;QAaP,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UA

Ad,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,W;UAAP,uB;;QACzB,abhpEoD,gB;QaipEpD,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,OAAO,QAAS,UA

AhB,C;UACI,WAAW,QAAS,O;UACpB,MAAO,WAnBkB,GAmBJ,OAnBI,EAmBK,IAnBL,CAmBlB,C;UACP,U

AAU,I;;QAEd,qBAAO,M;;;MAtBP,yB;IACJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;Mb1oEA,+D;Ma0oEA,uC;QAUI,eAAe,oB

;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,W;QAChC,abhpEoD,gB;QaipEpD,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,

OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,WAAW,QAAS,O;UACpB,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,

C;UACP,UAAU,I;;QAEd,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA8B6D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SA

AuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,

YAAoC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,S

AAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,I

AAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IA

CX,C;;MAUwC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAA

A,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MACjN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,S

AAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;

MAOI,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQoB,mB;QAAE,OAAA,eAAK,W;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MAAhB,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,

C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,I

AAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,

CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;

MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB

,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAA

kB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,q
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BAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;

;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OA

AO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GA

AgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GA

AgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;M

ACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;

MADhB,Y;MACgB,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,

C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAA

O,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MGz0EI,OAAO,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,UA

AZ,CAAT,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAW,UAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,CAAX,IAA4B,CAA

hC,GAAmC,CAAnC,GAA0C,C;IACrD,C;;MAwGI,OAAO,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,E

AAY,UAAZ,CAAT,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAW,UAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,CAAX,IA

A4B,CAAhC,GAAmC,CAAnC,GAA0C,C;IACrD,C;;MC5NI,IAAI,mBAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,W;MACX,e

AAe,iBAAQ,W;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,W;MACX,YAAY,QAAS,O;MACrB,IAAI,C

AAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,OhBwOiD,SgBxO1C,KhBwO+C,IAAL,EgBxO1C,KhBwOoD,MAAV,CgBx

OjD,C;;MACX,aAAa,iBAAsB,cAAtB,C;MACb,MAAO,WhBsOqD,SgBtOjD,KhBsOsD,IAAL,EgBtOjD,KhBsO2

D,MAAV,CgBtOrD,C;;QAEwB,kBAAhB,QAAS,O;QAApB,MAAO,WhBoOiD,SAAK,eAAL,EAAU,iBAAV,CgB

pOjD,C;;MACO,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAOA,gD;MAPA,uC;QAI

W,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;QAAA,OhB8QoE,iBAAQ,W;QgB9Q5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAR6B,

SAQlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAThB,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,

yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,OAAA,ShB8QoE,QAAQ,W;QgB9Q5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C

;8EAWA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAyBA,Q;QAAA,OhBuOuE,iBAAQ,W;Qg

BvO5F,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA1BiB,SA0Bb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA1BhB,OA2BO,W;

MA1BX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QA4EJ,Q;QAAA,OhB4KoE,iBAAQ,

W;QgB5K5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UApEK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAoEQ,OApER,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QA

R3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;gGAQA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAyEoB,Q;QAAA,OhB4KoE,iBAAQ,W;QgB5K5F,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UApEK,U;UAAA,wBAoEQ,OApER,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C

;KAPA,C;;MAciB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,ShBuOuE,QAAQ,W;MgBvO5F,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,W

AAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;M

ACN,OAAA,ShB2NoE,QAAQ,W;MgB3N5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,CAAC,mB;IACZ,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,K;MACN,OAAA,ShBuMoE,QAAQ,W;MgBvM5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,c;IACX,C;;M

AQoB,Q;MAFhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,C;MACtB,YAAY,C;MACI,OAAA,ShBqLoE,QAAQ,W;MgBrL

5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C

;;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,ShB4KoE,QAAQ,W;MgB5K5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAA

P,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,gB;;QJ29Cf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,e

AAO,I;UAAP,iB;;QACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,eAAO,O;UAAP,iB;;QA

CzB,eI/9CqB,QJ+9CN,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QIl+CiB,QJk+CT,CAAS,CAAT,C;UAC

R,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,eAAO,O;;

;MIx+CP,mB;IACJ,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,wC;QAKI,OAAe,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,UAAR,C;MACnB,

C;KANA,C;;MAcmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,gB;;QJkiDf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,eAA

O,I;UAAP,iB;;QACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,eAAO,O;UAAP,iB;;QACz
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B,eItiDqB,QJsiDN,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QIziDiB,QJyiDT,CAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IA

AI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,eAAO,O;;;MI/i

DP,mB;IACJ,C;;MAMI,OAAe,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,UAAR,C;IACnB,C;;MAQI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q

;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACN,OAAA,ShBuHoE,QAAQ,W;MgBvH5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOmC,Q;MAAA

,OhB8GqD,iBAAQ,W;MgB9G7E,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;IACJ,C;;

MAOI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAe,aAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;gFtBjNA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA

,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,O

AAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO

,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;;QAmBQ,OAAc,QAAP,MAAO,EAAQ,SAAR,C;;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BA

AuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;;QAUQ,OAAc,SAAP,MAAO,EAAS,SAAT,C;;;QAChB,+C;UACE,M

AAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;;QAUQ,OAAuD,OAAhD,MAAO,iBAAQ,eAAM,IAAd,E

AAuB,CAAA,cAAK,IAAL,IAAe,CAAf,IAAvB,CAAyC,C;;;QACzD,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB

,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;MAUI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;IAC9B,C;;MAUI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,

OAAT,C;IAC9B,C;;MAUI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;IAC9B,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,

C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OA

AO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MgBtDW,ShB8DM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;

MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC5E,C;;MgB/DW,ShBuEM,kBAAN,KAAM

,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgBxEW,ShBgFM,oBAAN,KA

AM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgBjFW,ShByFM,qBAAN,

KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,K

AAf,C;IACX,C;;MgBlGW,ShB0GM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,

GAAkC,K;IAC5E,C;;MgB3GW,ShBmHM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CA

AhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgBpHW,ShB4HM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT

,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgB7HW,ShBqIM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EA

AT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAA

M,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MgBtJW,ShB6JM,kBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAh

B,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgB9JW,ShBqKM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,C

AAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;M

gBxLW,ShB+LM,iBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC5E,C;

;MgBhMW,ShBuMM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7

E,C;;MgBxMW,ShB+MM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;I

AC9E,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAS,KAAM,WAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAS,KAAM,WAAf,C;IACX,C;;M

AOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MgBlPW,ShByP

M,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MAQI,OAAO

,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAA

yB,EAAzB,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAA

zB,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OA

AO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SA

AhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0

B,EAA1B,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAzB,M;IAC3B,C;;

MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA8B,EAA9B,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBA

AqB,SAArB,EAA8B,EAA9B,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CA

ArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,

OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAq

B,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,EAAzB,

EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAzB,M;IAC3

B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,
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yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,e

AAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA

8B,cAAD,aAA7B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,I

AA7B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,eAAhB,

EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;IAC1B,

C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,kBAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAv

B,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,cAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA8B,IAAD,aAA1D,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,O

AAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAA

L,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;IAC3B,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,IAAR,8BAAgC,G

AApC,GAAiE,OAAL,SAAK,CAAjE,GAA+E,I;IAC1F,C;;MAGI,OAAW,mEAAJ,GAAmE,OAAL,SAAK,SAAnE,

GAAiF,I;IAC5F,C;;MAGI,OAAW,YAAQ,aAAA,sCAAe,UAAf,EAA0B,sCAAe,UAAzC,CAAR,YAAJ,GAAqE,O

AAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAmF,I;IAC9F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAA,sCAAe,UAAf,EAA2B,sCAAe,UAA1C,CAAR,

4BAAJ,GAAuE,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAvE,GAAqF,I;IAChG,C;;MAGI,OuB3lBgB,UvB2lBG,sCAAe,UuB3lBlB,Ev

B2lB6B,sCAAe,UuB3lB5C,CvB2lBL,4BAAJ,GAAqE,mBAAL,SAAK,EAArE,GAAmF,I;IAC9F,C;;MAGI,OAA

W,iFAAJ,GAA4D,SAAK,QAAjE,GAA8E,I;IACzF,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAc,WAAd,EAAwC,UAAxC,CAAR,4B

AAJ,GAAqE,YAAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAkF,I;IAC7F,C;;MAGI,OuBvmBgB,UvBumBiB,WuBvmBjB,EvBumB0C

,UuBvmB1C,CvBumBL,4BAAJ,GAAmE,YAAL,SAAK,CAAnE,GAAgF,I;IAC3F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAe,mC

AAf,EAA0C,mCAA1C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAuE,uBAAL,SAAK,CAAvE,GAAqF,I;IAChG,C;;MAGI,OuB/mBgB,U

vB+mBkB,mCuB/mBlB,EvB+mB4C,mCuB/mB5C,CvB+mBL,4BAAJ,GAAqE,uBAAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAmF,I;

IAC9F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,MAAR,8BAAiC,KAArC,GAAmE,QAAL,SAAK,CAAnE,GAAkF,I;IAC7F,C;;MAGI,O

AAW,uEAAJ,GAAqE,QAAL,SAAK,SAArE,GAAoF,I;IAC/F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAA,uCAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4

B,uCAAgB,UAA5C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAyE,oBAAL,SAAK,EAAzE,GAAwF,I;IACnG,C;;MAGI,OuB/nBgB,UvB

+nBG,uCAAgB,UuB/nBnB,EvB+nB8B,uCAAgB,UuB/nB9C,CvB+nBL,4BAAJ,GAAuE,oBAAL,SAAK,EAAvE,

GAAsF,I;IACjG,C;;MAQI,OAAO,wBAAY,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBA

AH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,

IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAV,C;QAAoB,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MACrC,OAAO,yBAAiB,OAAR,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,CAAjB,C;IACX

,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MAAM,WAAV,C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,wBAAS,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IA

AjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,

MAAM,WAAV,C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAiB,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAz

B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MAAM,WAAV,C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAiB,E

AAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAA

L,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAA

U,M;MAC3C,OAAO,kBAAS,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,i

CAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAA

I,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EA

A1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,wBAAY,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAA

H,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,I

AAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAW,4

BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA

2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAA

X,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD

,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,Y

AAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,O

AAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA

2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,0BAAO,YAA

P,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,

C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,iBA
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AiB,IAA9C,C;QACI,IAAI,+BAAe,YAAf,KAAJ,C;UAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,6DAAiD,YAAjD,wCAAoF,YAApF,

OAAzB,C;QACvC,IAAI,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;UAAyB,OAAO,Y;QAChC,IAAI,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;UAA

yB,OAAO,Y;;;QAGhC,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,4BAAO,YAAP,KAA7B,C;UAAkD,OAAO,Y;QACzD,IAAI,

iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,4BAAO,YAAP,KAA7B,C;UAAkD,OAAO,Y;;MAE7D,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,e

AAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,

YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAU

I,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,

YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,

C;;MAUI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACv

C,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S

;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,6BAAe,YAAf,KAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,yCAAoF,YAApF,iBA

AzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;QAAy

B,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAj

D,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,

C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAi

D,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,

YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAYW,Q;MADP,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAA

M,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAGvB,IAAA,KAAM,0BAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,MAA7B,CA

AN,IAA6C,CAAC,KAAM,0BAAiB,KAAM,MAAvB,EAA8B,SAA9B,CAApD,C;QAAiG,OAAN,KAAM,M;WA

EjG,IAAA,KAAM,0BAAiB,KAAM,aAAvB,EAAqC,SAArC,CAAN,IAAoD,CAAC,KAAM,0BAAiB,SAAjB,EAA

uB,KAAM,aAA7B,CAA3D,C;QAA+G,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QACvG,gB;MALZ,W;IAOJ,C;;MAcW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8

CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAy

B,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,gCAAO,KAAM,MAAb,M;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,gCAAO,

KAAM,aAAb,M;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAcW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QA

CI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,K

AAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,gBAAO,KAAM,MAAb,C;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,gBAAO,KAAM,aAAb,

C;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAcW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WA

AL,SAAK,EAAe,KAAf,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB

,C;MAEvB,8BAAO,KAAM,MAAb,M;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,8BAAO,KAAM,aAAb,M;QAAmC,O

AAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MU1mCuF,wC;IANvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAO2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAP3C,

gF;;MccI,OAAO,sBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAUkC,qB;QAAE,MAAM,8BAA0B,+CAA4C,aAA5C,M

AA1B,C;MAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAA9B,OAAO,8BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,yBAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MAgBqB,Q;MANj

B,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,U

AAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OA

AO,aAAa,KAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAgBqB,Q;MANjB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,

YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,O

AAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASW,sB;;QAuDS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UAAM,IAvDH,SAuDO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;M

AxDP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAsLoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IA9K

c,SA8KV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MA/Kf,OAkLO,I;IAjLX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CA

AC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,QAAS,O;IACpB,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,i

E;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C

;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KATA,C;;MAiBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CA

AC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,QAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAS

iB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gB

AAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,E;IACX,C;+FAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;Q

AOiB,Q;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,
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UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;UACX,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAdA,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;

MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,gBAAgB,E;QAChB,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,m

BAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,YAAY,K;UAChB,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,S;MACX,C;

KAfA,C;;MAwBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,WA

AW,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;

MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAQT,M;QAVP,WAAe,I;QACf,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;YACP,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2E;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;

MAFb,gBAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;Q

ACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MA

Cf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,WAAW,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QA

CI,OAAO,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB

,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;

MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,aAAa,QAAS,O;MACtB,IAAI,Q

AAS,UAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,qCAAzB,C;MACV,OAAO,M;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;

MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,mD

AAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;

QAElB,OAAO,6E;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;;MA0BI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;M

ACX,aAAa,QAAS,O;MACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAF

hB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;Q

AAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAaW,Q;MZhUP,IAAI,EY+TI,KAAK,CZ/TT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cY8Tc

,sD;QZ7Td,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MY+TN,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAAU,gB;WACV,+C;QAAiC,OAAL

,SAAK,cAAK,CAAL,C;;QACzB,wBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAkB,

SAAlB,EAAwB,SAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,SAA9B,C;IACX,C;

;MAWgF,qB;QAAE,yBAAU,EAAG,MAAb,EAAoB,EAAG,MAAvB,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAsC,OAAA,EAA

G,M;IAAM,C;;MAA3H,OAAO,yBAAqB,sBAAkB,qBAAiB,SAAjB,CAAlB,EAA0C,IAA1C,EAAgD,+BAAhD,C

AArB,EAAyG,sBAAzG,C;IACX,C;oGAEA,yB;MAorBA,wE;MAprBA,oD;QA6rBiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,

2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAprBT,IAAI,UAorBkB,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAprBlB,EAo

rB+C,IAprB/C,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAorBQ,IAprBR,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;sGAcA,yB;MAAA,8

C;MAAA,0C;MAAA,8B;;QAOkB,qB;UAAE,c;QAAF,C;MAAA,C;MAPlB,sC;QAOW,Q;QAAP,OAAO,uCAAO,i

CAAP,gC;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,YA

AJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,KA

AxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,C;IACX,C;;MASuB,iB;IAAW,C;;MAAvB,Q;MAAP,OAAO,4CAAU,oBAAV,kC;IACX,C;;

MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAAI,OA

AJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAA

A,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OA

AJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAaW,Q;MZrcP,IAAI,EYocI,KAAK,CZpcT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cYmcc,sD;QZlcd

,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MYocN,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAAU,sB;WACV,+C;QAAiC,OAAL,SAAK,cA

AK,CAAL,C;;QACzB,wBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EA

AwB,SAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAUW,8B;IAAA,C;;MAEC,iBAA6B,iBAAZ,gBAAY,C;MAClB,QAAX,UAAW,C;M

ACX,OAAO,UAAW,W;IACtB,C;;;MALJ,0C;IAOJ,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MV7aA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;

QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAO

e,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,

CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MUsaf,sC;QAQI,OAAO,mDV9aI,iBU8aiB,QV9ajB,CU8aJ,E;M

ACX,C;KATA,C;0GAWA,yB;MAAA,sD;MVraA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;
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QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAA

U,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAA

A,C;OAAA,C;MU8Zf,sC;QAQI,OAAO,mDVtaI,2BUsa2B,QVta3B,CUsaJ,E;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAmBI,OAAO,

wBAAW,cAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAUW,sC;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;MAEC,iBAAiC,iBAAhB,oBAAgB,C;MACtB,WAA

X,UAAW,EAAS,uBAAT,C;MACX,OAAO,UAAW,W;IACtB,C;;;MALJ,0D;IAOJ,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA

AA,uC;QAWW,kBAAY,oB;QAuEH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAxEsC,SAw

EvB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UlBrCnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QkBnCA,OA0EO,W;MAzEX,C

;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QAWW,kBAAc,oB;QA0BL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA3B4B,WA2BxB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QA3BhB,OA6BO,W;

MA5BX,C;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAUW,kBAAc,oB;QA6BL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA9B4B,WA8BxB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA9ByC,cA8Bf,CAAe,OAAf,C

AA1B,C;;QA9BhB,OAgCO,W;MA/BX,C;KAXA,C;;MAuBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB

,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAYoB,Q;MAA

A,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,C

AA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,W

AAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QlBrCnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MkBuCA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;g

GAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,2C;QAcI,aAAa,oB;QAcG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

AbO,MAcP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAde,aAcF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAdhB,OAAuB,M;MAC3B,C;KAhBA,C;;MA4BoB

,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;

MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,

C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,0BAAa,cAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA4B,qBAAhB,iBAAL,SAAK,

CAAgB,C;IAChC,C;;MAQI,OAAO,0BAAa,gBAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAwC,oBAAjC,0BAAa,sBAAb,CAAiC

,C;IAC5C,C;;MAQiD,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAA3D,OAAO,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,SAAzB,EAAoC,c

AApC,C;IACX,C;yFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,

C;qFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA6BA,+D;MA7BA,yC;QAWW,kBAAU,oB;QA6BD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA9BiD,WA8BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UlBvfP,U;UADP,YkByfe,WlBzfH,WkByfwB,G

lBzfxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,akBufuC,gB;YAA5B,WlBtfX,akBsfgC,GlBtfhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;

;;YAEA,c;;UkBmfA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAhCT,OAkCO,W;MAjCX,C;KAZA,C;qFAcA,yB;MAA

A,wE;MAkCA,+D;MAlCA,yD;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QAkCD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB

;UACZ,UAnCiD,WAmCvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UlB3gBP,U;UADP,YkB6gBe,WlB7gBH,WkB6gBwB,GlB7gBxB,C;

UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,akB2gBuC,gB;YAA5B,WlB1gBX,akB0gBgC,GlB1gBhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;

;YAEA,c;;UkBugBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WArCyD,cAqCrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QArCT,OAuCO,W;MAtCX,C;K

AbA,C;yFAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAWoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,

UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UlBvfP,U;UADP,YkByfe,WlBzfH,WkByfwB,GlBzfxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a

kBufuC,gB;YAA5B,WlBtfX,akBsfgC,GlBtfhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UkBmfA,iB;UACA,IAAK,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yFAmBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UlB3gBP,U;UADP,YkB6gBe,WlB7gBH,

WkB6gBwB,GlB7gBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,akB2gBuC,gB;YAA5B,WlB1gBX,akB0gBgC,GlB1gBhC,

EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UkBugBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAlBA,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAUW,sC;QAAA,8C;MAVX,C;MAAA,gE;QAWqD,O

AAA,oBAAgB,W;MAAhB,C;MAXrD,oE;QAY4C,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAZ5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAUI,2D;

MAIJ,C;KAdA,C;;MAyBI,OAAO,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,SAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,gCAA4B,SAA5B

,EAAkC,SAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAoD,gBAA7C,gCAA4B,SAA5B,EAAkC,SAAlC,CAA6C,C;IACxD,C;4G

AEA,yB;MAuMA,wE;MAvMA,oD;QAgNiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA

vMsB,U;UAAA,wBAuMT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAvMS,EAuMoB,IAvMpB,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QA

ChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,oD;QAUiB,UACoC,M;QAFjD,YAAY,C;QAC

C,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,
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EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAsBI,OAA6C,gBAAtC,yBAAqB,SAArB,EA

A2B,SAA3B,CAAsC,C;IACjD,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA8JoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA

gB,yB;UAvJK,U;UAAA,wBAuJQ,OAvJR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBiB,Q;M

AAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IAC

X,C;;MASI,OAAO,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAU6B,S;IAAG,C;;MAA5B,OAAY,aAAL,SAAK,EAAW,eAA

X,C;IAChB,C;;MAWI,OAAO,qBAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,QAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,sB;MACG

,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MA

AA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;

MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,oBAAW,U;IACtB,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;M

ADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB

,E;;MACtB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KA

AnB,E;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;4FAEA,yB;M

AAA,wE;MAAA,gD;QAWoB,UAAiD,M;QAFjE,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,OA

ApD,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAqBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,oC;QASiB,UAAgC,M;QAD7C,YAAY,C;QA

CC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAA

pC,C;;MACvB,C;KAVA,C;;MAqBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UA

AU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,

QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,

MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;

MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV

,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,O

AAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAA

M,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,U

AAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAC

hC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,o

B;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC

,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;

MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV

,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,

OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QA

AS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,

C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,

IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAA

C,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OA

AO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BA

AW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;M

AQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,

QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAA
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jC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAW,U;IACvB,C;;MAUoB,Q;MA

AA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACr

D,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASe,qB;QACP,eAAO,EAAP,C;QAAA,OACA,E;MAFO,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,OAAO,kBAA

I,qBAAJ,C;IAIX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAMI,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,

C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,kCAA9B,C;QAC/B,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cA

Ac,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;gGAeA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,wE;MAAA,uC;QAcmD,Q;QAL/C,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mC

AA8B,kCAA9B,C;QAC/B,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,U

AAU,oBAAmB,YAAnB,EAAmB,oBAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,QAAS,OAA7D,C;;QAElB,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MA0BoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ

,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQe,qB;QAAE,e;UAA

M,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,mBAAxB,MAAzB,C;;QAAZ,S;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,OAAO,kBAAI,gCAAJ

,C;IACX,C;;MAeI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAoBI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,E

AAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;IACX,C;;MAQW,4B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;MAG0B,qB;QAAE,IAA

I,CAAC,iBAAD,IAAY,WAAM,eAAN,CAAhB,C;UAAiC,oBAAU,I;UAA3C,OAAiD,K;;;UAAjD,OAA8D,I;MAA

hE,C;IAAA,C;;MADzB,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MACA,OAAkB,SAAX,eAAW,EAAO,kEAAP,CAA8E,W;IACpG,C;;;M

AJJ,kD;IAMJ,C;;MAeW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MAG6B,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MA

D5B,YAAqB,UAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IAChD,C;;;MALJ,IA

AI,QzBq7JG,YAAQ,CyBr7Jf,C;QAAwB,OAAO,S;MAC/B,qD;IAMJ,C;;MAcW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MAMi

C,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAJhC,YAAqB,4BAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,U

AAV,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAW,W;;QAElB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IACpD,C;;;MAPJ,q

D;IASJ,C;;MAcW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MAMiC,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAJhC,Y

AAqB,YAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAW,W;;QAElB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW

,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IACpD,C;;;MAPJ,qD;IASJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,iBAA

M,OAAN,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;wFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;Q

ACZ,aAAa,gB;QACG,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KA

AM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;K

AlBA,C;;MA0BI,OAA6C,UAAtC,YAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,YAAW,OAAX,EAAjB,EAAsC,C;IACjD,C;;MAWI,OA

AY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAc,OAAT,QAAS,CAAd,C;IAChB,C;;MAWI,OAA+C,UAAxC,YAAW,SAAX,EAA0B,aAA

T,QAAS,CAA1B,EAAwC,C;IACnD,C;;MAWI,OAAkC,UAA3B,YAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,C;IACtC

,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MA0B+C,oB;QAAA,

OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACpF,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA2

D,KAA3D,C;IACX,C;;MAoBkD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACvF,OAAwE,OAAjE,8

BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA2D,IAA3D,CAAiE,EAAI,SAAJ,C;IAC5E,C;;MAWoD,cAA

M,EAAN,C;IAAS,C;;MAAzD,OAAO,oBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,UAA7B,C;IACX,C;;MAYI,OA

AO,oBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IACX,C;;MAaiC,aAAK,CAAL,C;IAAO,C;;MAApC,O

AAO,yBAAY,kBAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAc4B,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;MAAA,

2B;MAAA,wB;MAAA,kC;IASxB,C;;;;;;;;;oCARmB,sC;cACf,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAS,UAAd,C;gBAAyB,M;;;gBAA

zB,gB;;;;;;;mCACc,mBAAS,O;cACvB,gB;;;cAAA,KAAO,mBAAS,UAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;;gCACe,mBAAS,O;c

ACpB,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,6BAAU,kBAAV,EAAmB,eAAnB,CAAN,O;kBAAA,kBCpqDZ,yB;uBDoqDY,yB;cA

AA,Q;;cACA,qBAAU,e;cAHd,gB;;;cAKJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAAA,C;;MATwB,yD;uBAAA,4G;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iB

AAA,uB;MAAA,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,SAAS,0CAAT,C;IAUX,C;;MAY6D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,s

B;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAA

O,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,S

AAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP
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,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAYwC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;M

AAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MACjN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBA

AP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF

,W;IAC5F,C;;MAMoB,mB;QAAE,OAAA,eAAK,W;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MAAhB,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;

MAOI,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,G

AAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAE

J,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;M

AClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,

EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWo

B,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;

QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,

MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;Q

AAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB

,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OA

AW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UA

Ae,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q

;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACgB,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MA

EJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,

OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MEz3DI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,kB

AAc,KAAd,C;MR+sBgB,Q;MAAA,OQ9sBT,SR8sBS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAU,oB;QQ9

sBK,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,IAAY,OR8sBX,SQ9sBW,UAAhB,C;UAAiC,YAAU,I;UAA3C,mBAAiD,K;;;UAAjD,m

BAA8D,I;;QR8sBvE,qB;UQ9sBD,MR8sBqC,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;MQ9sB1D,OAAqB,M;IACzB,C;;MAWI,aAAa,qB

AAiB,SAAjB,C;MACN,YAAP,MAAO,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWI,YAAqB,gCAAT,QA

AS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,C;MAChB,IAAI,yBAAJ,C;Q

ACgB,kBAAY,sB;QRwqBZ,Q;QAAA,OQxqBL,SRwqBK,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA

AI,CQxqBwB,qBRwqBb,OQxqBa,CRwqB5B,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QQxqBvD,ORyqBG,W;;MQxq

BP,aAAa,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,mBAAU,KAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWI,aAAa,qBAAi

B,SAAjB,C;MACN,YAAP,MAAO,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,q

C;QAOI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAZ,CA

AjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASI,aAAa,q

BAAiB,YAAY,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,OAArB,IAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,S

AAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQuD,UAAT,M;MAA1C,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,WA

AS,4BAAT,QAAS,CAAT,YAA4C,cAAL,WAAvC,4BAA2D,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,IAAvE,CAAjB,C;MA

Cb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASI,aAAa,qB

AAiB,YAAY,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,IAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MA

AO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,

C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MhB1HuF,wC;IANvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAO2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAP3C,gF;;MCSuF,wC;IARvF,C;

IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;gGgBcA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,C

AAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KARA,C;gGAU

A,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;0EAUA,yB;MA

0CA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1CA,uC;QAKW,sB;;UAyCS,Q;UAAA,0B;UAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAg

B,oC;YAAM,IAzCH,SAyCO,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,qBAAO,O;cAAP,uB;;;UAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;QA1C
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P,yB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;kFAQA,yB;MA8GA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MA9GA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA6GO,Q;UA

AA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA/

Gc,SA+GV,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAjHP,wB;MACJ,C;KA

NA,C;;MAaI,ICwKgD,qBAAU,CDxK1D,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAK,CAAL,

C;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAu

B,6DAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;;MAaI,OCsJgD,qBAAU,CDtJnD,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;IACp

C,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;mF

AQA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,qBAAI,

KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,2BAA3B

,GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,gC;QA

AA,6B;QAAA,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,O

AAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,

Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,

EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAiBI,IC+FgD,qBAAU,CD/F1D,C;QAC

I,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAK,2BAAL,C;IACX,C;0EAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEn

C,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;;MAgBI,OC0EgD,qBAAU,CD1EnD,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,q

BAAK,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;Q

AAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAA

L,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;8EAWA,yB;

MAAA,mC;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBI,IC0CgD,qBAAU,

CD1C1D,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,

C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,4

BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,0CAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YA

AY,K;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ

,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,wDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAA

Y,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAsBI,OAAW,qBAAU,CAAd,GAAiB,

qBAAK,CAAL,CAAjB,GAA8B,I;IACzC,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;

QAFhB,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAA

V,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,OAAO,I;YAClB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,

C;UAAY,OAAO,I;QACnB,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MfrMI,IAAI,Ee8NI,KAAK,Cf9NT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ce6N

c,wD;Qf5Nd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Me6NV,OAAO,8BAAc,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAd,E

AAoC,gBAApC,C;IACX,C;;MfhOI,IAAI,Ee0OI,KAAK,Cf1OT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ceyOc,wD;QfxOd,MAAM,gCAAy

B,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeyOV,OE3E6E,oBF2E1D,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CE3E0D,C;IF4EjF,C;;Mf5OI,IAAI,

EesPI,KAAK,CftPT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ceqPc,wD;QfpPd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeqPV,OAAO,mBA

AkB,gBAAZ,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAY,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;;MfxPI,IAAI,EekQI,KAAK,CflQT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,ceiQc,wD;QfhQd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeiQV,OAAO,mBAAkB,gBAAZ,mBAAS,CAAT,I

AAY,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WA

A+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,

QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;QACf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,

iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OEvHoF,o

BFuHnE,CEvHmE,EFuHhE,QAAQ,CAAR,IEvHgE,C;;QFwH5F,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAA

A,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,

mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8
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BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;QACf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MA

AA,uC;QAMuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA

,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OElJqE,oBFkJpD,KElJoD,C;;QF

mJ7E,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8EAYA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAkEA,oC;MAlEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,oB;QAkEM,

Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,IApE6B,SAoEzB,CAAU,oBAAV,C

AAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QApExC,OAsEO,W;MArEX,C;KALA,C;8EAOA,yB;MAAA,yD;MA

2DA,oC;MA3DA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,oB;QA2DM,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,K

AAJ,C;UACd,IA7D6B,SA6DzB,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QA7DxC,OA+DO,

WA/DqC,W;MAChD,C;KALA,C;4FAOA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAkBA,gC;MAkoBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAppBA,uC;QA

MW,kBAAgB,oB;QAqpBV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP

,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAloB/B,IAnBoC,SAmBhC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2

C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAnB/C,OAqBO,W;MApBX,C;KAPA,C;4FASA,yB;MAAA,yD;MASA,gC;MAkoBA,6C;

MAAA,oC;MA3oBA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,oB;QA4oBV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;U

AAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAloB/B,IAVoC,SAUhC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAi

B,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAV/C,OAYO,WAZ4C,W;MACvD,C;KAPA,C;gGASA,yB;MA

AA,gC;MAkoBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAloBA,oD;QAyoBiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;U

AAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAloB/B,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,

CAAJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAcA,6C;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAdA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,oB;QAcH,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;U

AAM,IAAI,CAdU,SAcT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAd3D,OAeO,W;MAdX,

C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAOA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,oB;QAOH,Q;Q

AAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CAPU,SAOT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,

WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAP3D,OAQO,WARwC,W;MACnD,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;

MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,

oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;kFAQA,yB;MAAA,

oC;MAAA,oD;QAI0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,

oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAExC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeI,IAAI,OAAQ,

UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,E;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O

AAO,E;MAC9B,OAAO,uBAAU,OAAV,C;IACX,C;;MASc,Q;MAHV,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB

,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,E;MACtB,aAAa,mBAAc,IAAd,C;MACH,yB;MAAV,OAAU,cA

AV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,MAAO,gBAAO,qBAAI,CAAJ,CAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA

,8B;MAAA,uC;MAAA,qC;QAKY,Q;QAAR,OAA8B,MAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAM,OAAN,CAAe,W;MACjD,C;KAN

A,C;;MfhaI,IAAI,EegbI,KAAK,CfhbT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ce+ac,wD;Qf9ad,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Me+

aV,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAiB,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MflbI,IAAI,Ee4bI,KAAK,Cf5

bT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ce2bc,wD;Qf1bd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Me2bV,OE1R4F,oBF0R3E,CE1R2E,EF

0RtE,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CE1RsE,C;IF2RhG,C;;Mf9bI,IAAI,EewcI,KAAK,CfxcT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ceucc,

wD;Qftcd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeucV,aAAa,gB;MACb,OAAO,8BAAY,SAAW,eAAF,CAAE,E

AAa,MAAb,CAAX,IAAZ,EAA6C,MAA7C,C;IACX,C;;Mf3cI,IAAI,EeqdI,KAAK,CfrdT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ceodc,w

D;Qfndd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeodV,aAAa,gB;MACb,OEvT6E,oBFuT5D,SAAW,eAAF,CAAE,

EAAa,MAAb,CAAX,IEvT4D,C;IFwTjF,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,

WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,QAAQ,CA

AR,IAAZ,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4FAcA,yB;M

AAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,K

AAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OEhVqE,oBFgVpD,QAAQ,CAAR,IEhVoD,C;;;QFmV7E,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAZA

,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU

,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,KAAf,C;;QAEf,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAA

e,gBAAf,C;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,w

B;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OExWoF,oBFwWnE,CExWmE,EFwWhE,KE
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xWgE,C;;QF0W5F,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAiBI,OAAO,qBAAc,SAAd,CAAoB,U;IAC/B,C;kFAEA,yB;

MAAA,8B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,4B;QAKY,Q;QAAR,OAA8B,SAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAW,W;MAC7C,C;KANA,C;oF

AQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAkEA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAlEA,uC;QASI,eAAmC,cAAp

B,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+DH,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAhE8C,SAgE/B,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UrBjCnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAA

gB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QqB/BA,OAkEO,W;MAjEX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA

yBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzBA,yC;QASI,eAAmC,cAApB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC

5B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAuBL,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aA

xBuC,WAwBnC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAxBhB,OA0BO,W;MAzBX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,y

B;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA0BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1BA,yD;QAQI,eAAmC,cAApB,YA

AY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyBL,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aA1BoC,WA0BhC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EA1BiD,cA0BvB,CAAe,oBAA

f,CAA1B,C;;QA1BhB,OA4BO,W;MA3BX,C;KAVA,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD

;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0

B,oBAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4FAcA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;Q

AQoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,

eAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAe,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UrBjCn

B,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QqBmCA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;2FAaA,yB;MAAA,0

D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAgBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAhBA,2C;QAYI,aAAa,mBAA2C,cAApB,YAAY,

gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,CAA3C,C;QAYG,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAXO,M

AYP,aAAI,oBAAJ,EAZe,aAYF,CAAc,oBAAd,CAAb,C;;QAZhB,OAAuB,M;MAC3B,C;KAdA,C;8FAgBA,yB;M

AAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,wD;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ

,WAAY,aAAI,oBAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,oBAAd,CAAb,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAkBiB,Q;MAAA,

4B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,iC;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,

2BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UA

AK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,wBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;

MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMI,OAAO,2BAAa,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,

gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,kCA

Aa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAOA,6C;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAR6B,SAQlB,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAThB,OAWO,W

;MAVX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;Q

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;

QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;M

AzBA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAyBD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UA1BoD,W

A0B1C,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UrBneP,U;UADP,YqBqee,WrBreH,WqBqewB,GrBrexB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH

,aqBmeuC,gB;YAA5B,WrBleX,aqBkegC,GrBlehC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UqB+dA,iB;UACA,IAA

K,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5BT,OA8BO,W;MA7BX,C;KAVA,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8BA,6C;MAAA,oC;M

AAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MA9BA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8BD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,

oC;UACZ,UA/BiD,WA+BvC,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UrBrfP,U;UADP,YqBufe,WrBvfH,WqBufwB,GrBvfxB,C;UACL,

IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aqBqfuC,gB;YAA5B,WrBpfX,aqBofgC,GrBpfhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UqB

ifA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjCyD,cAiCrD,CAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjCT,OAmCO,W;MAlCX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,y

B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,oC;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UrBneP,U;UADP,YqBqee,WrBreH,WqBqewB,GrBrexB,C;UACL,IAAI

,aAAJ,C;YACH,aqBmeuC,gB;YAA5B,WrBleX,aqBkegC,GrBlehC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UqB+dA

,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;oFAiBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA

AA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UAAU,YAA
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Y,oBAAZ,C;UrBrfP,U;UADP,YqBufe,WrBvfH,WqBufwB,GrBvfxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aqBqfuC,gB;

YAA5B,WrBpfX,aqBofgC,GrBpfhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UqBifA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,

oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4

C;;QAQW,sC;QAAA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASwD,OAAgB,SAAhB,oBAAgB,C;MAAhB,C;MATxD,oE;QA

U+C,gCAAY,oBAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAV/C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;wEAcA,yB;MAAA,gE;M

AuEA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAvEA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAqEA,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAb,OA

Aa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAtEmB,SAsEf,CAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAtEhB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;K

ARA,C;sFAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA+BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA/BA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;

QAgCP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAjC0B,SAiCtB,EAAU,

cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAjChB,OAkCO,W;MAjCX,C;KARA,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA

,+D;MAUA,gC;MAkKA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA5KA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QA4Kd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B

;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAlKsB,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,EAkKT,cAlKS,EAkKT,sBAlKS,WAkKA,iBAl

KA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;uGAUA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAkKA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAl

KA,oD;QAyKiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAlKsB,U;UAAA,yBAkKT,cAl

KS,EAkKT,sBAlKS,WAkKA,iBAlKA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAA

A,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAQiB,UACiB,M;QAF9B,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;U

AAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MA

CX,C;KAXA,C;qFAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAQA,gC;MA2HA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAnIA,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QAkIJ

,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UA1HK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CA0HQ,oBA1HR,W;YAAs

C,6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;yFAQA,yB;MAAA,gC;MA2HA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA3HA,oD;QA+H

oB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UA1HK,U;UAAA,wBA0HQ,oBA1HR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;

QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;4EASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAKiB,Q;QAA

A,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KARA,C;;MAe4B,mB;QAAE,iC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;wEAEA,yB

;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UA

AM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OA

AO,EC3rByC,qBAAU,CD2rBnD,C;IACX,C;wEAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,

Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;Q

ACrD,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAeI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oB

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qB;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KAPA,C;0EASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,gD;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,cAAc,UA

AU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAA

A,gC;MAAA,gD;QASoB,UAA8B,M;QAF9C,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

UAAgB,oC;UAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,oBAAhC,C;;QACpC,OAAO

,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;mFAaA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kB

AAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,kCAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WA

AxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;iGAYA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;Q

ACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EA

A6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;gFAgBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,oC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;MAC1B,C;K

ALA,C;8FAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UAAa,M;QAD1B,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;

QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;MACvB,C;KARA,C;;

MAgBiB,Q;MAFb,IChyBgD,qBAAU,CDgyB1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;

MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEv

B,OAAO,G;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IC/yBgD,qBAAU,CD+yB1D,C;UAAe,

OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB

,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;
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UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGn

B,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,ICn0BgD,qBAAU,CDm0B1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,U

AAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW

,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,

Q;MAFb,ICh1BgD,qBAAU,CDg1B1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IC/1BgD,qBAAU,CD+1B1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;

QACtB,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,

O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,

QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAA

O,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,ICn3BgD,qBAAU,CDm3B1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qB

AAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,

gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,OCl4BgD

,qBAAU,C;IDm4B9D,C;0EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MA

CX,C;KARA,C;6EAUA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAKmC,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;QAArC,gB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA

,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IC35BgD,qBAAU,CD25B1D,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8

B,uCAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wB

AAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uD

;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IC36BgD,qBAAU,CD26B1D,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,u

CAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,

EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,u

D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

Z,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS

,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,kCAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,WAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MA

CX,C;KAXA,C;qGAaA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,w

B;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBA

AJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,wBAA

7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4EAiBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;Q

AKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QACC,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAA

P,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;Q

ADhB,UAAkB,G;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,OAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OA

AO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAsBI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAkBI,OAAO,s

BAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;IACX,C;;MAamC,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAA

7C,OAAO,6BAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,sBAAtB,C;IACX,C;;MAkBI,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA8

C,IAA9C,EAAgE,SAAhE,C;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAA

A,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,oB;QACG,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,I

AAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,

cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,oB;QACG,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,

C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAM,WAAX,EAAuB,MAAO,WAA9B,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAmCkD,OAAA,EA

AG,W;IAAW,C;;MADpB,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACjF,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAA

e,IAAf,EAAqB,cAArB,EAAqC,eAArC,C;IACX,C;;MAoBgD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;

MAOhE,Q;MANrB,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,eAAe,SAAK,O;MACpB,aAAa,iBAAa,CAAC,W

AAW,IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,IAAb,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAf,C;QA

CI,UAAU,QAAQ,IAAR,I;QACO,IAAI,MAAM,QAAV,C;UAAsB,IAAI,cAAJ,C;YAAoB,e;;YAAc,K;;;UAAa,U;Q
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AAtF,qB;QACA,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,UAAnB,CAAV,CAAJ,C;QACP,gBAAS,IAAT,I;

;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAmB0D,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MADpB,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QA

AA,iBAA0B,K;MACzF,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA6C,uBAA7C,C;IACX,C;;M

AuBoC,wB;QAAW,yBAAU,0CAAY,KAAZ,EAAkC,eAAd,QAAQ,YAAR,IAAc,EAAa,4BAAb,CAAlC,CAAV,C;

MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAHoB,sB;QAAA,SAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MAC7F,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0

B,MAA1B,C;MACA,cAAc,KAAK,cAAJ,GAAoB,yBAApB,GAAiC,WAAQ,mBAAS,IAAT,GAAgB,CAAhB,IAA

R,CAAlC,EAAkE,MAAlE,C;MACd,OAA4B,OAAb,aAAR,OAAQ,CAAa,EAAI,qDAAJ,C;IAChC,C;;MAoBI,aVh

vCO,MAAK,KUgvCY,gBVhvCZ,EUquCD,KAW2B,OVhvC1B,C;MUivCZ,WAAW,iBAAa,MAAb,C;MACX,aA

AU,CAAV,MAAkB,MAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAdqB,GAcP,iCAAK,CAAL,EAdO,EAcE,YAdrB,KAcqB,YAAM,

CAAN,EAdF,CAcrB,C;;MAdT,OAgBO,I;IAfX,C;wEAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MV/uCA,iB;MU+uCA,8C;Q

AQI,aVhvCO,MAAK,KUgvCO,SAAK,OVhvCZ,EUgvCoB,KAAM,OVhvC1B,C;QUivCZ,WAAW,eAAa,MAAb,

C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,MAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,6BAAM

,CAAN,EAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAyBW,sB;;QAaP,WAAW,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QA

CX,IAAI,OAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,qBAAO,W;UAAP,uB;;QACd,aAAa,iBAAa,IAAb,C;QACb,iBAAc,CAAd,UAA

sB,IAAtB,U;UACI,MAAO,WAjBkB,GAiBJ,iCAAK,KAAL,EAjBI,EAiBS,iCAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,EAjBT,C

AiBlB,C;;QAEX,qBAAO,M;;;MAnBP,yB;IACJ,C;uFAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAU

I,WAAW,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACX,IAAI,OAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,OAAO,W;QACrB,aAAa,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACb,i

BAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,IAAtB,U;UACI,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,QAAQ,CAA

R,IAAL,EAAvB,CAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MAwBoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,WAAL,eAAK,C;

MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADZ,wC;MAAA,S;QAAkB,OC3uC0B,qBAAU,C;;MD2uC1D,S;QAAiC,OAAO,W;MACxC

,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,WAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADZ,wC;MAA

A,S;QAAkB,OCnvC0B,qBAAU,C;;MDmvC1D,S;QAAiC,OAAO,e;MACxC,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MGn5

CsC,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C7B8FV,K;M6B9FD,C;IAAA,C;;MCAF,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL

,C7B0HV,K;M6B1HD,C;IAAA,C;;MCAE,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,CCqIV,K;MDrID,C;IAAA,C;;MEAE

,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C/ByGV,K;M+BzGD,C;IAAA,C;;MChDpC,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;

MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;I

ACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,C

AAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,s

BAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,

OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;I

ACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;uGAsCA,yB;MAkgGI,8

D;MAlgGJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAy/FT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QAz/FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KA

AJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MA8/FI,8D;MA9/FJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QA

AT,S;UAAc,gBAq/FT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QAr/FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;

MACjE,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MA0/FI,8D;MA1/FJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAi/FT,cAAR,iBAA

Q,C;;QAj/FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;M

As/FI,8D;MAt/FJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBA6+FT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QA7+FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sB

AAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAA

Y,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,

SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EA

AU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAA

V,C;MAChB,C;KAVA,C;;MAmBW,sB;;QAgNS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA

hNH,SAgNO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAjNP,yB;IACJ,C;;M

ASW,sB;;QAiNS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAjNH,SAiNO,CAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAlNP,yB;IACJ,C;;MASW,sB;;QAkNS,Q;QAAA,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAlNH,SAkNO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAA

P,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAnNP,yB;IACJ,C;;MASW,sB;;QAmNS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U
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AAgB,yB;UAAM,IAnNH,SAmNO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;

MApNP,yB;IACJ,C;yFAEA,yB;MA4kBA,+C;MA8wEI,0D;MA11FJ,uC;QAOW,qB;;UA4kBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,S

AuwEX,YAAR,iBAAQ,CAvwEW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YA

Cd,IA9kBc,SA8kBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAhlBP,wB;MA

CJ,C;KARA,C;yFAUA,yB;MAglBA,+C;MAwwEI,0D;MAx1FJ,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAglBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAiwE

X,YAAR,iBAAQ,CAjwEW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAl

lBc,SAklBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAplBP,wB;MACJ,C;K

ARA,C;yFAUA,yB;MAolBA,+C;MAkwEI,0D;MAt1FJ,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAolBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SA2vEX,YAA

R,iBAAQ,CA3vEW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAtlBc,SA

slBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAxlBP,wB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;

yFAUA,yB;MAwlBA,+C;MA4vEI,0D;MAp1FJ,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAwlBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAqvEX,YAAR,iBAA

Q,CArvEW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA1lBc,SA0lBV,C

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA5lBP,wB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;mFAU

A,yB;MAAA,8C;MjChJA,6B;MiCgJA,4B;QAQI,OjC9ImC,ciC8IpB,MAAR,iBAAQ,CjC9IoB,C;MiC+IvC,C;KAT

A,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;MF5IA,+B;ME4IA,4B;QAQI,OF1IsC,eE0IvB,MAAR,iBAAQ,CF1IuB,C;ME2I1C,C;

KATA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;MlCxMA,+B;MkCwMA,4B;QAQI,OlCtMsC,ekCsMvB,MAAR,iBAAQ,ClCtM

uB,C;MkCuM1C,C;KATA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;MhCtMA,iC;MgCsMA,4B;QAQI,OhCpMyC,gBgCoM1B,

MAAR,iBAAQ,ChCpM0B,C;MgCqM7C,C;KATA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;Q

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,

gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,

mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C

;MACV,C;KAVA,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAg

B,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;

KAVA,C;;MAkBI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GA

Ae,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IA

CpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,

C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,

OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAA

I,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;2FAE

A,yB;MAsqFI,8D;MAtqFJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBA+pFT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QA/pFhB,OAAO,O

AAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAoqFI,8D;MApqFJ,iD;Q

AOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBA6pFT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QA7pFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GA

AsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAkqFI,8D;MAlqFJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,g

BA2pFT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QA3pFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;K

ARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAgqFI,8D;MAhqFJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAypFT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QAzp

FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;;MAgBe,oBAAS,C;MAA

T,S;QAAc,gBAwnFT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MAxnFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;M

AQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBAunFT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MAvnFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,

GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBAsnFT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MAtnFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,s

BAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBAqnFT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MArnF

hB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;uFAEA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QA

AR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,OjC1eU,KiC0elB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QA

AR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,OFzeY,KEyepB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QAA

R,iBAAQ,EAAQ,OlC1hBY,KkC0hBpB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,
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QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,OhCzhBc,KgCyhBtB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MjChbA,6B;MiCgbA,

0BAOgC,yB;QjCvbhC,6B;;UiCubgC,qB;YAAE,yBjC7aK,ciC6aK,EjC7aL,CiC6aL,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C

;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UpC2rBf,0D;YACI,IoC5rB0B,UjC7aK,cHymCjB,YAAK,KAAL,C

GzmCiB,CiC6aL,CpC4rB1B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QoChsBP,0B;MACJ,C;KARA,C;i

GAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MF3aA,+B;ME2aA,0BAOgC,yB;QFlbhC,+B;;UEkbgC,qB;YAAE,yBFxaQ,eEwaE,EFxaF,C

EwaR,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UpC6rBf,0D;YACI,IoC9rB0B

,UFxaQ,elCsmCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CkCtmCoB,CEwaR,CpC8rB1B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;;UAGR,sBAAO,

E;;;QoClsBP,0B;MACJ,C;KARA,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MlCteA,+B;MkCseA,0BAOgC,yB;QlC7ehC,+B;;UkC

6egC,qB;YAAE,yBlCneQ,ekCmeE,ElCneF,CkCmeR,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAA

R,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UpC+oBf,0D;YACI,IoChpB0B,UlCneQ,eFmnCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CEnnCoB,CkCmeR,CpCgpB1

B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QoCppBP,0B;MACJ,C;KARA,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;Mh

CneA,iC;MgCmeA,0BAOgC,yB;QhC1ehC,iC;;UgC0egC,qB;YAAE,yBhCheW,gBgCgeD,EhCheC,CgCgeX,C;UA

AF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UpCipBf,0D;YACI,IoClpB0B,UhCheW,g

BJknCvB,YAAK,KAAL,CIlnCuB,CgCgeX,CpCkpB1B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QoCtp

BP,0B;MACJ,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MpCkwBA,0D;MAAA,+C;MG1tCA,6B;MiCwdA,yBAO+B,yB;

QjC/d/B,6B;;UiC+d+B,qB;YAAE,yBjCrdM,ciCqdI,EjCrdJ,CiCqdN,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAP/B,uC;Q

AOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UpC+vBD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YA

Ac,uB;YACV,IoChwByB,UjCrdM,cHqtCjB,YAAK,KAAL,CGrtCiB,CiCqdN,CpCgwBzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAA

P,uB;;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QoCpwBP,yB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MpCowBA,0D;MAAA,+C;M

kCvtCA,+B;MEmdA,yBAO+B,yB;QF1d/B,+B;;UE0d+B,qB;YAAE,yBFhdS,eEgdC,EFhdD,CEgdT,C;UAAF,C;Q

AAA,C;OAAA,C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UpCiwBD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAA

R,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IoClwByB,UFhdS,elCktCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CkCltCoB,CEgdT,CpC

kwBzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QoCtwBP,yB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,s

C;MpCstBA,0D;MAAA,+C;MEpuCA,+B;MkC8gBA,yBAO+B,yB;QlCrhB/B,+B;;UkCqhB+B,qB;YAAE,yBlC3g

BS,ekC2gBC,ElC3gBD,CkC2gBT,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;Up

CmtBD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IoCptByB,UlC3gBS

,eF+tCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CE/tCoB,CkC2gBT,CpCotBzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QoCxt

BP,yB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MpCwtBA,0D;MAAA,+C;MInuCA,iC;MgC2gBA,yBAO+B,yB;

QhClhB/B,iC;;UgCkhB+B,qB;YAAE,yBhCxgBY,gBgCwgBF,EhCxgBE,CgCwgBZ,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,

C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UpCqtBD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAA

c,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IoCttByB,UhCxgBY,gBJ8tCvB,YAAK,KAAL,CI9tCuB,CgCwgBZ,CpCstBzB,C;cAC

I,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QoC1tBP,yB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,4C;MjChgBA,6B

;MiCggBA,4B;QAQI,OjC9fmC,ciC8fpB,KAAR,iBAAQ,CjC9foB,C;MiC+fvC,C;KATA,C;iFAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;

MF5fA,+B;ME4fA,4B;QAQI,OF1fsC,eE0fvB,KAAR,iBAAQ,CF1fuB,C;ME2f1C,C;KATA,C;iFAWA,yB;MAAA,

4C;MlCxjBA,+B;MkCwjBA,4B;QAQI,OlCtjBsC,ekCsjBvB,KAAR,iBAAQ,ClCtjBuB,C;MkCujB1C,C;KATA,C;i

FAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;MhCtjBA,iC;MgCsjBA,4B;QAQI,OhCpjByC,gBgCojB1B,KAAR,iBAAQ,ChCpjB0B,C;M

gCqjB7C,C;KATA,C;iFAWA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAs5EI,0D;MAt5EJ,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SA84

EX,YA94EF,SA84EN,QAAQ,CA94EW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,

C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAb

A,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MA+4EI,0D;MA/4EJ,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAu4EX,YAv4EF,SAu4

EN,QAAQ,CAv4EW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAbA,C;iFAeA,yB;M

AAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAw4EI,0D;MAx4EJ,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAg4EX,YAh4EF,SAg4EN,QAAQ,CAh

4EW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAbA,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,

iE;MAi4EI,0D;MAj4EJ,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAy3EX,YAz3EF,SAy3EN,QAAQ,CAz3EW,CAAb,W;QA

Ad,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAA

O,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAbA,C;+FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,
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YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OjC1sBM,KiC0sBlB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OA

Ae,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OFzsBQ,KEysBpB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,O

AAe,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OlC1vBQ,KkC0vBpB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QA

OI,OAAe,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OhCzvBU,KgCyvBtB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,I

AAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iB

AAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IA

CpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;6FAEA,yB;MAA

A,+C;MA8wEI,0D;MA9wEJ,uC;QAOkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAuwEX,YAvwEF,SAuwEN,QAAQ,CAvwEW,CAAb,

W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB

,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAwwEI,0D;MAxwEJ,uC;QAOkB,Q;Q

AAA,OAAa,SAiwEX,YAjwEF,SAiwEN,QAAQ,CAjwEW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cA

Ac,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,

C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAkwEI,0D;MAlwEJ,uC;QAOkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SA2vEX,YA3vEF,SA2vEN,QAAQ,

CA3vEW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,+C;MA4vEI,0D;MA5vEJ,u

C;QAOkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAqvEX,YArvEF,SAqvEN,QAAQ,CArvEW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,

uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MA

CX,C;KAZA,C;qFAcA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C

;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;qFAYA,yB;

MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,mC;M

AAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAoBI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,

2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;Q

ACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,

mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;

MAUI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,

C;IACX,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MjCh1BA,6B;MiCg1BA,4B;QAOI,OjC70BmC,ciC60BpB,OAAR,iBAAQ,CjC

70BoB,C;MiC80BvC,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MF30BA,+B;ME20BA,4B;QAOI,OFx0BsC,eEw0BvB,

OAAR,iBAAQ,CFx0BuB,C;MEy0B1C,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MlCt4BA,+B;MkCs4BA,4B;QAOI,Ol

Cn4BsC,ekCm4BvB,OAAR,iBAAQ,ClCn4BuB,C;MkCo4B1C,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MhCn4BA,iC;

MgCm4BA,4B;QAOI,OhCh4ByC,gBgCg4B1B,OAAR,iBAAQ,ChCh4B0B,C;MgCi4B7C,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;

MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,wB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;Q

ACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAA

W,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAA

M,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,0D;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0B;

MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YA

CjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OA

AO,2D;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST

,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAG

hB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;qFAqB

A,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,4B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAsB,I;QACtB,YAAY,

K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;c

AAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,M

AAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4D;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;;MA2BI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sB

AAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;I

ACvC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBA

AQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;M
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ACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAA

W,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,

M;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;M

AGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB

,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,K

AAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MA

CnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAsB,I;MACtB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,

QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MvB3zCI,IAAI,EuBu0CI

,KAAK,CvBv0CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBs0Cc,sD;QvBr0Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBs0CV,OAAO,

uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MvBz0CI,IAAI,EuBq1CI,KAAK,CvBr

1CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBo1Cc,sD;QvBn1Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBo1CV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gB

AAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MvBv1CI,IAAI,EuBm2CI,KAAK,CvBn2CT,CAAJ,

C;QACI,cuBk2Cc,sD;QvBj2Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBk2CV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAA

O,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MvBr2CI,IAAI,EuBi3CI,KAAK,CvBj3CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBg

3Cc,sD;QvB/2Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBg3CV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAA

U,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MvBn3CI,IAAI,EuB+3CI,KAAK,CvB/3CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB83Cc,sD;QvB

73Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB83CV,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CA

Ad,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MvBj4CI,IAAI,EuB64CI,KAAK,CvB74CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB44Cc,sD;QvB34Cd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB44CV,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB

,C;IACX,C;;MvB/4CI,IAAI,EuB25CI,KAAK,CvB35CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB05Cc,sD;QvBz5Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB05CV,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;

MvB75CI,IAAI,EuBy6CI,KAAK,CvBz6CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBw6Cc,sD;QvBv6Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WA

AjC,C;;MuBw6CV,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;mGAEA,y

B;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAkzDI,8D;MAlzDJ,uC;QASI,iBAyyDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAzyDhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,

U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;Q

AGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAyyDI,8D;MAzyDJ,uC;QASI,iBAgyDg

B,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAhyDhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YAC

I,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,q

D;MAgyDI,8D;MAhyDJ,uC;QASI,iBAuxDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAvxDhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAuxDI,8D;MAvxDJ,uC;QASI,iBA8wDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CA9

wDhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QA

AQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;2FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,e

AAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,I

AAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAA

O,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE

,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqB

A,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAA

a,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,

WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

WiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI

,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;

;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,gB;QAwOA,Q;QAA

A,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAxOa,SAwOT,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxO1D,OAyOO,W;MAxOX,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,gB;
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QAyOA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAzOc,SAyOV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YA

AwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzO1D,OA0OO,W;MAzOX,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

OW,kBAAS,gB;QA0OA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA1Oc,SA0OV,CAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA1O1D,OA2OO,W;MA1OX,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,+

D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,gB;QA2OA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA3Oe,S

A2OX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA3O1D,OA4OO,W;MA3OX,C;KARA,C;kGA

UA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAgB,gB;QAqkGV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb

,C;UAAa,sB;UAphGT,IAjDsC,SAiDlC,EAohGkB,cAphGlB,EAohGkB,sBAphGlB,WAohG2B,IAphG3B,CAAJ,C;

YAA2C,sBAohGZ,IAphGY,C;;QAjD/C,OAmDO,W;MAlDX,C;KAVA,C;mGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

SW,kBAAgB,gB;QAskGV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAlhGT,IApDuC,SA

oDnC,EAkhGkB,cAlhGlB,EAkhGkB,sBAlhGlB,WAkhG2B,IAlhG3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAkhGZ,IAlhGY,C;;QA

pD/C,OAsDO,W;MArDX,C;KAVA,C;mGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAgB,gB;QAukGV,gB;QA

Db,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAhhGT,IAvDuC,SAuDnC,EAghGkB,cAhhGlB,EAgh

GkB,sBAhhGlB,WAghG2B,IAhhG3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAghGZ,IAhhGY,C;;QAvD/C,OAyDO,W;MAxDX,C;K

AVA,C;mGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAgB,gB;QAwkGV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAA

b,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA9gGT,IA1DwC,SA0DpC,EA8gGkB,cA9gGlB,EA8gGkB,sBA9gGlB,WA8gG2B,I

A9gG3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA8gGZ,IA9gGY,C;;QA1D/C,OA4DO,W;MA3DX,C;KAVA,C;;MA0iGiB,gB;MAD

b,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAphGT,IAAI,WAohGkB,cAphGlB,EAohGkB,sBAphGl

B,WAohG2B,IAphG3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAohGZ,IAphGY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA8hGiB,gB;MAD

b,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAlhGT,IAAI,WAkhGkB,cAlhGlB,EAkhGkB,sBAlhGlB

,WAkhG2B,IAlhG3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAkhGZ,IAlhGY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA4hGiB,gB;MADb,

YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAhhGT,IAAI,WAghGkB,cAhhGlB,EAghGkB,sBAhhGlB

,WAghG2B,IAhhG3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAghGZ,IAhhGY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA0hGiB,gB;MADb,

YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QA9gGT,IAAI,WA8gGkB,cA9gGlB,EA8gGkB,sBA9gGlB

,WA8gG2B,IA9gG3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA8gGZ,IA9gGY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,+D

;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,gB;QAwCH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CA

xCY,SAwCX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxC3D,OAyCO,W;MAxCX,C;KARA,

C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,gB;QAyCH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA

gB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAzCa,SAyCZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzC3D,OA0CO,

W;MAzCX,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,gB;QA0CH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CA1Ca,SA0CZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAA

J,C;;QA1C3D,OA2CO,W;MA1CX,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,gB;QA2CH,Q

;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CA3Cc,SA2Cb,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAy

B,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA3C3D,OA4CO,W;MA3CX,C;KARA,C;;MAiBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,O

AAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC

3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1

D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO

,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C

;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O9BjzDe,

W;;M8BkzDtC,OAA4D,SAmvCrD,cAAkB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAnvCN,OAAQ,MAmvCF,EAnvCS,OAAQ,aAAR,GA

AuB,CAAvB,IAmvCT,CAAlB,CAnvCqD,C;IAChE,C;;MAQI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O9B3zDe,W;;M8B
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4zDtC,OAA4D,SAsvCrD,eAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAtvCP,OAAQ,MAsvCD,EAtvCQ,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAA

vB,IAsvCR,CAAnB,CAtvCqD,C;IAChE,C;;MAQI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O9Br0De,W;;M8Bs0DtC,OAA

4D,UAyvCrD,eAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAzvCP,OAAQ,MAyvCD,EAzvCQ,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAyvC

R,CAAnB,CAzvCqD,C;IAChE,C;;MAQI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O9B/0De,W;;M8Bg1DtC,OAA4D,UA4v

CrD,gBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EA5vCR,OAAQ,MA4vCA,EA5vCO,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IA4vCP,CAAp

B,CA5vCqD,C;IAChE,C;;MAWkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ

,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QA

CV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ

,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C;MACG,

yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MA

WkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;M

ACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ

,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,I

AAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAkB,IAAlB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QA

Ac,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,cAAkB,aAAR,iBA

AQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;IACX,C;

;MAQI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,gBAAoB,aAAR,iBAA

Q,EAAW,OAAX,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,cAAkB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;;M

AQI,OAAO,eAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,iBAAQ,E

AAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,gBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;M

AkBiB,UACL,M;MvBthER,IAAI,EuB+gEI,KAAK,CvB/gET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB8gEc,sD;QvB7gEd,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB8gEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C

;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;

UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAkBiB,UACL,M;MvB9iER,IAAI,EuBuiEI,KA

AK,CvBviET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBsiEc,sD;QvBriEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBsiEV,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QA

AY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACE,2B;M

AAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAkBiB,UACL,M;MvBtkER,IAAI,EuB+jEI,KAAK,CvB/jET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB8jEc,sD;QvB7jEd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB8jEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,c

AAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACn

B,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAA

W,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAkBiB,UACL,M;MvB9lER,IAAI,

EuBulEI,KAAK,CvBvlET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBslEc,sD;QvBrlEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBslEV,I

AAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;

MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;

;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MvBnmEI,IAAI,EuB+mEI,KAAK,CvB/mET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB8mEc,sD;QvB7mEd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB8mEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;M

ACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OA

AO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IA

A7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MvBxnEI,IAAI,EuBooEI,KAAK,

CvBpoET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBmoEc,sD;QvBloEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBmoEV,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,M

AAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C

;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OA

AO,I;IACX,C;;MvB7oEI,IAAI,EuBypEI,KAAK,CvBzpET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBwpEc,sD;QvBvpEd,MAAM,gCAA
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yB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBwpEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KA

AK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAA

L,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IA

AK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MvBlqEI,IAAI,EuB8qEI,KAAK,CvB9qET,CAAJ,

C;QACI,cuB6qEc,sD;QvB5qEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB6qEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,O

AAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QA

AY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACX,iBAAc,O

AAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;mG

AEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAsiCI,8D;MAtiCJ,uC;QASI,iBA6hCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CA7hChB,WAA+B,CA

A/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C

;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MA6hCI,8D;MA7hCJ,uC;QASI,iBAo

hCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAphChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;

YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MA

AA,gD;MAohCI,8D;MAphCJ,uC;QASI,iBA2gCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CA3gChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MA

CX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MA2gCI,8D;MA3gCJ,uC;QASI,iBAkgCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C

AlgChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,Q

AAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAfA,C;2FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,Q;QADb,

WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UA

CJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,Q;Q

ADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K

;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,

Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YA

CI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

UiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C

;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;sFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;

QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACZ,C;KARA,C;sFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACZ,

C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACZ,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,

kD;MAAA,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACZ,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QA

OI,OAAO,mBAAkB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAlB,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;

QAOI,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,yC;MAA

A,4B;QAOI,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;

MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,qBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAApB,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C

;QACI,iB;QAhII,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;;IAmIZ,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QAlII,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;;I

AqIZ,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QApII,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;;IAuIZ,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,

C;QACI,iB;QAtII,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;;IAyIZ,C;;MAQoB,kBA+eT,cAAU,iBtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MA/eiB,mB;M

AAxB,OAAiC,SnB38E1B,WmB28E0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQoB,kBAkfT,eAAmB,UAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MAlfiB,

mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,SnBp9E1B,WmBo9E0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQoB,kBAqfT,eAAW,iBtB/yEM,QsB+yEjB,C;MAr

fiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,UnB79E1B,WmB69E0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQoB,kBAwfT,gBAAY,iBtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;

MAxfiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,UnBt+E1B,WmBs+E0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MAC

D,kBA0cd,cA1cA,SA0cU,QtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MA1csB,mB;MAA7B,OnBh/EO,W;ImBi/EX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,

mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBA4cd,eAAmB,UA5cnB,SA4cW,QAAQ,CAAnB,C;MA5csB,mB;MAA7B,O

nB1/EO,W;ImB2/EX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBA8cd,eA9cA,SA8cW,QtB/yEM,QsB+

yEjB,C;MA9csB,mB;MAA7B,OnBpgFO,W;ImBqgFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAgd
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d,gBAhdA,SAgdY,QtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;MAhdsB,mB;MAA7B,OnB9gFO,W;ImB+gFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,

C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAkad,cAlaA,SAkaU,QtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MAlasB,6B;MAA7B,OnBxhFO,W;Im

ByhFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAoad,eAAmB,UApanB,SAoaW,QAAQ,CAAnB,C;

MApasB,6B;MAA7B,OnBliFO,W;ImBmiFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAsad,eAtaA,S

AsaW,QtB/yEM,QsB+yEjB,C;MAtasB,8B;MAA7B,OnB5iFO,W;ImB6iFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OA

AO,S;MACD,kBAwad,gBAxaA,SAwaY,QtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;MAxasB,8B;MAA7B,OnBtjFO,W;ImBujFX,C;;M

AUoB,kBAyXT,cAAU,iBtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MAzXiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YnBjkF1B,WmBikF0B,C;IACrC

,C;;MAUoB,kBA0XT,eAAmB,UAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MA1XiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YnB5kF1B,WmB4kF0B,

C;IACrC,C;;MAUoB,kBA2XT,eAAW,iBtB/yEM,QsB+yEjB,C;MA3XiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YnBvlF1B,WmBul

F0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAUoB,kBA4XT,gBAAY,iBtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;MA5XiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YnBlmF1B,W

mBkmF0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAUI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAsCI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAUI,

OAAO,iB;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,SAAX,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;4FA

WA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,mBAAU,SAAV,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;8FAWA,yB;MAAA,yC;MA

AA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,SAAX,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;gGAWA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,qB

AAY,SAAZ,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBI,OAAe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,KAAM,QAApB,C;IACnB,C;;MASI,OA

Ae,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,KAAM,QAApB,C;IACnB,C;;MASI,OAAe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,KAAM,QAApB,C;IAC

nB,C;;MASI,OAAe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,KAAM,QAApB,C;IACnB,C;;MAQI,OAAe,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C

;;MAQI,OAAe,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAQI,OAAe,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAQI,OAAe,gBAAR,iB

AAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAUI,OAAO,0BAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,0B

AAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,0BAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB

,GAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,0BAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,C;IACX,C;sFAEA,yB;MtB/

0EA,8C;MsB+0EA,kF;QAmB6D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB

,c;QtB90E1H,UsB+0EA,iBtB/0EA,EsB+0EiB,WAAY,QtB/0E7B,EsB+0EsC,iBtB/0EtC,EsB+0EyD,UtB/0EzD,Es

B+0EqE,QtB/0ErE,C;QsBg1EA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MtB/0EA,8C;MsB+0EA,kF;QAmB

+D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QtB90E5H,UsB+0EA,iBtB/

0EA,EsB+0EiB,WAAY,QtB/0E7B,EsB+0EsC,iBtB/0EtC,EsB+0EyD,UtB/0EzD,EsB+0EqE,QtB/0ErE,C;QsBg1E

A,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MtB/6EA,8C;MsB+6EA,kF;QAmB+D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QA

AG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QtB96E5H,UsB+6EA,iBtB/6EA,EsB+6EiB,WAAY,QtB/6

E7B,EsB+6EsC,iBtB/6EtC,EsB+6EyD,UtB/6EzD,EsB+6EqE,QtB/6ErE,C;QsBg7EA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,

C;wFAwBA,yB;MtB/6EA,8C;MsB+6EA,kF;QAmBiE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,

wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QtB96E9H,UsB+6EA,iBtB/6EA,EsB+6EiB,WAAY,QtB/6E7B,EsB+6EsC,iBtB/6EtC,EsB+

6EyD,UtB/6EzD,EsB+6EqE,QtB/6ErE,C;QsBg7EA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;kFAwBA,yB;MAAA,uC;MA

AA,4B;QASI,OAAO,mBAAU,iBtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,yC;

MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA

,4B;QASI,OAAO,oBAAW,iBtB/yEM,QsB+yEjB,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,

OAAO,qBAAY,iBtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;MAAA,qC;QAWI,

OAAO,mBAAkB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAlB,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,yC;

MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;oFAcA,yB;MA

AA,+C;MAAA,yC;MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KAZ

A,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,2C;MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAoB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAApB

,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4FAcA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,uC;MAAA,gD;QAUI,OAAO,mBAAkB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EA

AY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAAlB,C;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,gD;QAUI,O

AAO,oBAAmB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA

,0D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,gD;QAUI,OAAO,oBAAmB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAAnB,C;M

ACX,C;KAXA,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,gD;QAUI,OAAO,qBAAoB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,S

AAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAApB,C;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAwByC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,

c;MAChE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,OjCv+FoB,KiCu+FzB,EAAsB,SAAtB,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;IACZ,C;;MAa2C,yB;Q

AAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAClE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,OF3+FsB,KE2+F3B,EAAuB,SAAvB,
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EAAkC,OAAlC,C;IACZ,C;;MAa2C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAClE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EA

AK,OlCjiGsB,KkCiiG3B,EAAuB,SAAvB,EAAkC,OAAlC,C;IACZ,C;;MAa6C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;

QAAA,UAAe,c;MACpE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,OhCriGwB,KgCqiG7B,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,OAAnC,C;IAC

Z,C;8FAQI,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,0

D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;+FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OA

AQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;+FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;M

AAR,C;KAAR,C;kGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;kGAQ

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;mGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;mGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cA

AR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;iFAEJ,yB;MAAA,uC;MtB78DA,iD;MsB68DA,qC;QAOqB,4B;QAAA,gBAAU

,OjC9lGM,K;QiC8lGjC,OAAO,mBtB/8DA,2BAxIK,gBAAW,SAAX,EAwIL,CsB+8DA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iF

AUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MtB/8DA,iD;MsB+8DA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,oBtBj9DA,qBsBi9DW,iBtBj9DX,EAxIK,mBsByl

EgB,OF7lGO,KpBogCvB,CAwIL,CsBi9DA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MtBj/DA,iD;MsBi/DA,

qC;QAOsB,4B;QAAA,gBAAU,OlC9oGO,K;QkC8oGnC,OAAO,oBtBn/DA,2BAxIK,eAAY,SAAZ,EAwIL,CsBm/

DA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,2C;MtBn/DA,iD;MsBm/DA,qC;QAOuB,4B;QAAA,gBAAU,OhC7o

GQ,K;QgC6oGrC,OAAO,qBtBr/DA,2BAxIK,gBAAa,SAAb,EAwIL,CsBq/DA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAkBoB,U

AAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,OjCvoGX,K;;MiCwoGjC,OAA

O,cAAU,MAAV,C;IACX,C;;MAUoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,

QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,

YAAkB,OFxoGT,K;;MEyoGnC,OAAO,eAAW,MAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAUoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,

aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,y

B;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,OlC3rGT,K;;MkC4rGnC,OAAO,eAAW,MAAX,C;IACX,C;;MA

UoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,

0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,OhC5rGP,K;;MgC6rGr

C,OAAO,gBAAY,MAAZ,C;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,uC;MtBriEA,iD;MsBqiEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,mBtBviEA,

qBsBuiEU,iBtBviEV,EsBuiEoB,QAAS,QtBviE7B,CsBuiEA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MtBviE

A,iD;MsBuiEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,oBtBziEA,qBsByiEW,iBtBziEX,EsByiEqB,QAAS,QtBziE9B,CsByiEA,C;MAC

X,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MtBzkEA,iD;MsBykEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,oBtB3kEA,qBsB2kEW,iBtB3kEX

,EsB2kEqB,QAAS,QtB3kE9B,CsB2kEA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,2C;MtB3kEA,iD;MsB2kEA,s

C;QAOI,OAAO,qBtB7kEA,qBsB6kEY,iBtB7kEZ,EsB6kEsB,QAAS,QtB7kE/B,CsB6kEA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;

MAkBI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAUI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,S

AAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAUI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAUI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C

;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAUI,OAAO,iBtB1tFiB,Q;IsB2tF5B,C;;MAUI,OAAO,iBtBjtFiB,Q;IsBktF5B,

C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAe,OAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACnB,C;KATA,C;;MAmBI,OAAO,iBtBjv

FiB,Q;IsBkvF5B,C;;MAQuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAnB,OAAO,iBAAM,cAAN,E

AAY,8BAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAQuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAnB,OAAO,iBAAM,c

AAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAQuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAnB,OAAO,iB

AAM,cAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAQuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAnB,OA

AO,iBAAM,cAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAQ4B,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAA

xB,OLn9GO,eAAW,+BKm9GA,gBLn9GA,GAAgB,kBKm9GV,8BLn9GU,CAAhB,CAAX,C;IKo9GX,C;gGAEA,

yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,StBnzFM,QsBmzFjB,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiB2B,wB;QAA

W,wBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvB,OJv+GO,cAAU,gCIu+GA,gBJv+GA,GAAe,iBIu+GT,6BJv+G

S,CAAf,CAAV,C;IIw+GX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,mBAAU,StBnzFO,QsBmzFjB,C;M

ACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiB4B,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OH3/GO,eAAW,kBG2/G

A,gBH3/GA,EAAgB,kBG2/GV,8BH3/GU,CAAhB,CAAX,C;IG4/GX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,yC;MAA

A,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAgB,OAAL,SAAK,CAAhB,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiB6B,wB;QAAW,0BAAK,KAAL

,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OD/gHO,gBAAY,gCC+gHA,gBD/gHA,GAAiB,mBC+gHX,+BD/gHW,CAAjB,C
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AAZ,C;ICghHX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,qBAAY,StBr2FK,QsBq2FjB,C;MACX,C;K

ATA,C;uFAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAwCA,gD;MAxCA,uC;QAOW,kBAAU,gB;QAwCD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAzC6B,SAyClB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;Q

A1ChB,OA4CO,W;MA3CX,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA4CA,gD;MA5CA,uC;QAOW,kBAAU,gB;Q

A4CD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA7C6B,SA6ClB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,O

AAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA9ChB,OAgDO,W;MA/CX,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAgDA,gD;MA

hDA,uC;QAOW,kBAAU,gB;QAgDD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAjD6B,SAi

DlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAlDhB,OAoDO,W;MAnDX,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,

yB;MAAA,+D;MAoDA,gD;MApDA,uC;QAOW,kBAAU,gB;QAoDD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UACZ,WArD6B,SAqDlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAtDhB,OAwDO,

W;MAvDX,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;K

AZA,C;2FAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,

WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;2FAcA,y

B;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,O

AAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;2FAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MA

AA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,O

AAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;uFAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA4HA,+D;MA5H

A,yC;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QA4HD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA7HoD,WA6H

1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BhiHP,U;UADP,Y6BkiHe,W7BliHH,W6BkiHwB,G7BliHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YAC

H,a6BgiHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B/hHX,a6B+hHgC,G7B/hHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B4hHA,iB;U

ACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA/HT,OAiIO,W;MAhIX,C;KAbA,C;uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAiIA,+D;MAjIA,yC

;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QAiID,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAlIqD,WAkI3C,CAA

Y,OAAZ,C;U7BpjHP,U;UADP,Y6BsjHe,W7BtjHH,W6BsjHwB,G7BtjHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6Boj

HuC,gB;YAA5B,W7BnjHX,a6BmjHgC,G7BnjHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BgjHA,iB;UACA,IA

AK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApIT,OAsIO,W;MArIX,C;KAbA,C;sFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsIA,+D;MAtIA,yC;QAYW,

kBAAU,oB;QAsID,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAvIqD,WAuI3C,CAAY,OAAZ

,C;U7BxkHP,U;UADP,Y6B0kHe,W7B1kHH,W6B0kHwB,G7B1kHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BwkHuC

,gB;YAA5B,W7BvkHX,a6BukHgC,G7BvkHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BokHA,iB;UACA,IAAK

,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzIT,OA2IO,W;MA1IX,C;KAbA,C;uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA2IA,+D;MA3IA,yC;QAYW,k

BAAU,oB;QA2ID,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA5IsD,WA4I5C,CAAY,OAAZ,

C;U7B5lHP,U;UADP,Y6B8lHe,W7B9lHH,W6B8lHwB,G7B9lHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6B4lHuC,gB;

YAA5B,W7B3lHX,a6B2lHgC,G7B3lHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BwlHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA

AI,OAAJ,C;;QA9IT,OAgJO,W;MA/IX,C;KAbA,C;uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAgJA,+D;MAhJA,yD;QAaW,kBAA

U,oB;QAgJD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAjJiD,WAiJvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7B

jnHP,U;UADP,Y6BmnHe,W7BnnHH,W6BmnHwB,G7BnnHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BinHuC,gB;YA

A5B,W7BhnHX,a6BgnHgC,G7BhnHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B6mHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAnJ

yD,cAmJrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAnJT,OAqJO,W;MApJX,C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAqJA,+D;

MArJA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QAqJD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAtJiD,WAs

JvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BtoHP,U;UADP,Y6BwoHe,W7BxoHH,W6BwoHwB,G7BxoHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C

;YACH,a6BsoHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7BroHX,a6BqoHgC,G7BroHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BkoH

A,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAxJyD,cAwJrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAxJT,OA0JO,W;MAzJX,C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;

MAAA,wE;MA0JA,+D;MA1JA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QA0JD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB

,yB;UACZ,UA3JiD,WA2JvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7B3pHP,U;UADP,Y6B6pHe,W7B7pHH,W6B6pHwB,G7B7pHx

B,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6B2pHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B1pHX,a6B0pHgC,G7B1pHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YA

CA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BupHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA7JyD,cA6JrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA7JT,OA+JO,W;MA9JX,

C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA+JA,+D;MA/JA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QA+JD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAhKiD,WAgKvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BhrHP,U;UADP,Y6BkrHe,W7BlrH
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H,W6BkrHwB,G7BlrHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BgrHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B/qHX,a6B+qHgC,G7B/qHh

C,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B4qHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAlKyD,cAkKrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA

lKT,OAoKO,W;MAnKX,C;KAdA,C;2FAgBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BhiHP,U;UADP,Y6BkiHe,W7BliHH,W6BkiHwB,G7Bl

iHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BgiHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B/hHX,a6B+hHgC,G7B/hHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;Y

ACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B4hHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;2FAoBA,y

B;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,O

AAZ,C;U7BpjHP,U;UADP,Y6BsjHe,W7BtjHH,W6BsjHwB,G7BtjHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BojHuC

,gB;YAA5B,W7BnjHX,a6BmjHgC,G7BnjHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BgjHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B

;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BxkHP,U;UADP,Y6B0kHe,W7B1kH

H,W6B0kHwB,G7B1kHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BwkHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7BvkHX,a6BukHgC,G7Bvk

HhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BokHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KAlBA,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7B5lHP,U;UADP,Y6B8lHe,W7B9lHH,W6B8lHwB,G7B9lHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,a

AAJ,C;YACH,a6B4lHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B3lHX,a6B2lHgC,G7B3lHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6

BwlHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,

sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BjnHP,U;UA

DP,Y6BmnHe,W7BnnHH,W6BmnHwB,G7BnnHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BinHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7Bh

nHX,a6BgnHgC,G7BhnHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B6mHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OA

Af,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BtoHP,U;UADP,Y6BwoHe,W7BxoHH,W

6BwoHwB,G7BxoHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BsoHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7BroHX,a6BqoHgC,G7BroHhC,

EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BkoHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAg

B,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7B3pHP,U;UADP,Y6B6pHe,W7B7pHH,W6B6pHwB,G7B7pHxB,C;UAC

L,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6B2pHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B1pHX,a6B0pHgC,G7B1pHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;Y

AEA,c;;U6BupHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqB

A,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,

OAAZ,C;U7BhrHP,U;UADP,Y6BkrHe,W7BlrHH,W6BkrHwB,G7BlrHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BgrH

uC,gB;YAA5B,W7B/qHX,a6B+qHgC,G7B/qHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B4qHA,iB;UACA,IAA

K,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAU

W,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuK

b,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;MAvKX,C;KAXA,C;+EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,k

BAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,C

AAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;MAvKX,C;KAXA,C;8EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBA

AM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,CAA

U,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;MAvKX,C;KAXA,C;+EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAM

,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,CAAU,I

AAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;MAvKX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eA

Aa,cAAb,C;QAqDP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAtDwB,S

AsDpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAtDhB,OAuDO,W;MAtDX,C;KAXA,C;6FAa

A,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAwDP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAA

a,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAzDwB,SAyDpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;

;QAzDhB,OA0DO,W;MAzDX,C;KAXA,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QA2

DP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA5DwB,SA4DpB,EAAU,c

AAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA5DhB,OA6DO,W;MA5DX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,g

E;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QA8DP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAA
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a,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA/DwB,SA+DpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA/DhB,OAgE

O,W;MA/DX,C;KAXA,C;;MAwBiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;Q

ACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAa

iB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAA

V,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAaiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;

MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAn

B,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAaiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;

QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MA

ChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,I

AAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAA

Y,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAA

a,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAS4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C

;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAS4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OA

AO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAS4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,

C;IACX,C;;MAS4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q

;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAA

O,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,C

AAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

L,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,

C;MACnB,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACnB,C;KAVA,C;+E

AYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACnB,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAA

A,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACnB,C;KAVA,C;;MAqBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;Q

AAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAA

A,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,

OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA

gB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,

YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;

MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QA

AM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI

,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,

K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;M

AUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,E

AAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;M

ADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OA

AvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAcoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAh

C,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAcoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,

C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAcoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;

;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAcoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAA
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gB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;M

ACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAlyCI,8D;MAkyCJ,gD;QAUoC,Q;QAHhC,YAzyCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q

A0yChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,E

AAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;2FAeA,yB;MAzyCI,8D;MAyyCJ,gD;QAUoC,Q;QAHh

C,YAhzCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAizChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAA

I,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;2FAeA,yB;MAhzCI,8D;

MAgzCJ,gD;QAUoC,Q;QAHhC,YAvzCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAwzChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAh

B,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;K

AbA,C;2FAeA,yB;MAvzCI,8D;MAuzCJ,gD;QAUoC,Q;QAHhC,YA9zCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+zChB,kBAAkB,

O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;

;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;yGAeA,yB;MA91CI,8D;MA81CJ,gD;QAUI,YAx2CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q

Ay2ChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,

EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yGAmBA,yB;MAz2CI,8D;MAy2CJ,gD;QA

UI,YAn3CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAo3ChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KA

AV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yGAmBA

,yB;MAp3CI,8D;MAo3CJ,gD;QAUI,YA93CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+3ChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,C

AAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yGAmBA,yB;MA/3CI,8D;MA+3CJ,gD;QAUI,YAz4CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA04ChB,kB

AAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WA

A7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MA0BoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAA

M,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OA

AP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B

,C;;MAYiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAA

O,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MAYiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;

QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MAYiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,

C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,

C;;MAYiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAA

O,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBA

AK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA9gDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA8gDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACR,IjCrtJ8D,YiCqtJ1D,GjCrtJ2E,KAAjB,EiCqtJpD,CjCrtJiF,KAA7B,CiCqtJ1D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAE

vB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MAC

G,OArhDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAqhDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IF5tJ+D,aE4tJ

3D,GF5tJ6E,KAAlB,EE4tJrD,CF5tJmF,KAA9B,CE4tJ3D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA5hDG,gBAAR,iB

AAQ,C;MA4hDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IlCnwJ4E,0BkCmwJxE,GlCnnJ8B,K

AAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EkCmwJlE,ClCnnJwB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkCmwJxE,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MA

EvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MA

CG,OAniDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAmiDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IhC1wJ6E,0

BgC0wJzE,GhCjoJ8B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EgC0wJnE,ChCjoJwB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CgC0wJzE,IAAJ,C

;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAlkDI,8D;MAkkDJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAA

e,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA7kDgB,cA6kDA,SA7kDR,QAAQ,C;QA8kDhB,IAAI,cAAa

,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,s

BAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,W

AAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MAnlDI,8D;MAmlDJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;

UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA9lDgB,cA8lDA,SA9lDR,QAAQ,C;QA+lDhB,IAAI,c

AAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QA

AQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YA
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CV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MApmDI,8D;MAomDJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mB

AAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA/mDgB,cA+mDA,SA/mDR,QAAQ,C;QAgnDh

B,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;

UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UA

AU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MArnDI,8D;MAqnDJ,sC;QASI,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAhoDgB,cAgoDA,SAhoDR,QAAQ,C;

QAioDhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,S

AAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;;MAiCiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA9qDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA8qDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB

;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UA

AoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,s

BAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OArrDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAqrDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C

;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA5rDG

,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA4rDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GA

AR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IA

AI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAnsDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAmsDhB,

aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6

B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;

MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA1uDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA0uDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ

,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IjCj7J8D,YiCi7J1D,GjCj7J2E,KAAjB,EiCi7JpD,CjCj7JiF,KAA7B,CiCi7J1D,IAAJ,C;U

AAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,s

BAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAjvDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAivDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C

;QACR,IFx7J+D,aEw7J3D,GFx7J6E,KAAlB,EEw7JrD,CFx7JmF,KAA9B,CEw7J3D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;M

AEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;M

ACG,OAxvDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAwvDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IlC/9J4E,

0BkC+9JxE,GlC/0J8B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EkC+9JlE,ClC/0JwB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkC+9JxE,IAAJ,C;

UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,

sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA/vDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA+vDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,

C;QACR,IhCt+J6E,0BgCs+JzE,GhC71J8B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EgCs+JnE,ChC71JwB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+

B,CgCs+JzE,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MA9xDI,8D;MA8xDJ,sC;QASI,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAzyDgB,cAyyDA,SAzyDR,QAAQ,C;Q

A0yDhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SA

Ab,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YA

CI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MA/yDI,8D;MA+yDJ,sC;

QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA1zDgB,cA0zDA,SA1zDR,QA

AQ,C;QA2zDhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,O

AAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAA

J,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MAh0DI,8D;MAg0

DJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA30DgB,cA20DA,SA30D

R,QAAQ,C;QA40DhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CA

AV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX

,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MAj1DI,8D;

MAi1DJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA51DgB,cA41DA,S

A51DR,QAAQ,C;QA61DhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAA

U,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;;MAiCiB,Q;MAFb,I
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AAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA14DG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA04Dh

B,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GA

A6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,

I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAj5DG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAi5DhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAA

Q,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,

C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL

,C;MACG,OAx5DG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAw5DhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAA

I,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA/5DG,gBAAR,iB

AAQ,C;MA+5DhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,C

AAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MA

WI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IAC

X,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAA

wB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM

,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C

;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAliEI,8D;MAkiEJ,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+B

AA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA5iED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA4iEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,

cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;qFAgBA,yB;MA

AA,4F;MA1iEI,8D;MA0iEJ,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,

kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OApjED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAojEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,W

AAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;qFAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAljEI,8

D;MAkjEJ,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK

,CAAL,C;QACD,OA5jED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA4jEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sB

AAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;qFAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA1jEI,8D;MA0jEJ,uC;Q

AUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QAC

D,OApkED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAokEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,C

AAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;mGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAlmEI,8D;MAkmEJ,uC;QAaqB,Q;Q

AHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA/mED,

cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+mEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KA

AL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;mGAmBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA7mEI,8D;MA6mEJ,uC;QAaq

B,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA

1nED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA0nEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK

,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;mGAmBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAxnEI,8D;MAwnEJ,uC;Q

AaqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD

,OAroED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAqoEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBA

AK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;mGAmBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAnoEI,8D;MAmoEJ,u

C;QAaqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACD,OAhpED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAgpEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8

B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;+FAmBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA9qEI,8D;MA8q

EJ,uC;QAS0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YArrEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAsrEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAA

c,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+FAgBA

,yB;MAAA,4F;MAtrEI,8D;MAsrEJ,uC;QAS0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA7rEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA8rEhB,IAAI,QA

AQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OA

AO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+FAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA9rEI,8D;MA8rEJ,uC;QAS0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YArsEgB,c
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AAR,iBAAQ,C;QAssEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,

YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,

EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+FAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAtsEI,8D;MAssEJ,uC;QAS

0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA7sEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA8sEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BA

A9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uB

AAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;6GAgBA,yB;MAAA,

4F;MA9uEI,8D;MA8uEJ,uC;QAY0B,Q;QAFtB,YAxvEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAyvEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UA

Ae,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAh

B,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;M

ACX,C;KAlBA,C;6GAoBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA1vEI,8D;MA0vEJ,uC;QAY0B,Q;QAFtB,YApwEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ

,C;QAqwEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI

,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,W

AA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;6GAoBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAtwEI,8D;MAswEJ,uC;QA

Y0B,Q;QAFtB,YAhxEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAixEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,

C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,

EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;6GAoBA,yB;

MAAA,4F;MAlxEI,8D;MAkxEJ,uC;QAY0B,Q;QAFtB,YA5xEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA6xEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

Z,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS

,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;mFAoBA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjC1/KiD,SiC0/KjD,GjC1/K2D,KAAK,GiC0/KzD,SAAS,OAAT,CjC1/Ko

E,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QiC4/KrD,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KAZA,C;mFAcA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADh

B,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjCxgLiD,SiCwgLjD,GjCxgL2D,KAAK

,GiCwgLzD,SAAS,OAAT,CjCxgLoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QiC0gLrD,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KAZA,C;mFAcA,yB;MAA

A,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjCt

hLiD,SiCshLjD,GjCthL2D,KAAK,GiCshLzD,SAAS,OAAT,CjCthLoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QiCwhLrD,OAAO,G;MA

CX,C;KAZA,C;mFAcA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjCpiLiD,SiCoiLjD,GjCpiL2D,KAAK,GiCoiLzD,SAAS,OAAT,CjCpiLoE,KAAX,I

AAf,C;;QiCsiLrD,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAsBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;M

ACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MA

UoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;M

AEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAC

Z,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MA6DI,WlBljLO,MAAK,KkBkjLK,clBljLL,EkBggLD,KA

kDkB,OlBljLjB,C;MkBmjLZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA

rDqB,GAqDP,sBAAK,CAAL,CArDO,EAAnB,KAqDqB,CAAM,CAAN,CArDF,CAqDrB,C;;MArDT,OAuDO,I;I

AtDX,C;;MAoEI,WlBrkLO,MAAK,KkBqkLK,clBrkLL,EkB4gLD,KAyDkB,OlBrkLjB,C;MkBskLZ,WAAW,iBA

Aa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5DqB,GA4DP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA5DO,EA

AnB,KA4DqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5DF,CA4DrB,C;;MA5DT,OA8DO,I;IA7DX,C;;MA2EI,WlBxlLO,MAAK,KkB

wlLK,clBxlLL,EkBwhLD,KAgEkB,OlBxlLjB,C;MkBylLZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAk

B,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAnEqB,GAmEP,sBAAK,CAAL,CAnEO,EAAnB,KAmEqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAnEF,C

AmErB,C;;MAnET,OAqEO,I;IApEX,C;;MAkFI,WlB3mLO,MAAK,KkB2mLK,clB3mLL,EkBoiLD,KAuEkB,OlB

3mLjB,C;MkB4mLZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1EqB,G

A0EP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA1EO,EAAnB,KA0EqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1EF,CA0ErB,C;;MA1ET,OA4EO,I;IA3EX,C;

+EAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlB9iLA,iB;MkB8iLA,8C;QAWI,WlBljLO,MAAK,KkBkjLK,clBljLL,EkBkjLW,KAAM,

OlBljLjB,C;QkBmjLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAA

U,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;+EAm

BA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBjkLA,iB;MkBikLA,8C;QAWI,WlBrkLO,MAAK,KkBqkLK,clBrkLL,EkBqkLW,KAAM,Ol
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BrkLjB,C;QkBskLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,

sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;+EAmBA

,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBplLA,iB;MkBolLA,8C;QAWI,WlBxlLO,MAAK,KkBwlLK,clBxlLL,EkBwlLW,KAAM,OlBxl

LjB,C;QkBylLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBA

AK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;+EAmBA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MlBvmLA,iB;MkBumLA,8C;QAWI,WlB3mLO,MAAK,KkB2mLK,clB3mLL,EkB2mLW,KAAM,OlB

3mLjB,C;QkB4mLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,

sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MAiFoB,

gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBlB/qLJ,MAAK,KkB+qLwB,wBAnDzB,KAmDyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C

lB/qLxB,EkB+qLqD,SlB/qLrD,CkB+qLD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OArDL,KAqDK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAvDqB,GAuDP,uBAAK,UAAL,EA

AK,kBAAL,UAvDO,EAuDI,OAvDJ,CAuDrB,C;;MAvDT,OAyDO,I;IAxDX,C;;MAyEoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c

;MAChB,WAAW,iBlBpsLJ,MAAK,KkBosLwB,wBA5DzB,KA4DyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClBpsLxB,EkBosLqD,SlB

psLrD,CkBosLD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9DL,KA8DK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,

IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhEqB,GAgEP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAhEO,EAgE

I,OAhEJ,CAgErB,C;;MAhET,OAkEO,I;IAjEX,C;;MAkFoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBlBztLJ,M

AAK,KkBytLwB,wBArEzB,KAqEyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClBztLxB,EkBytLqD,SlBztLrD,CkBytLD,C;MACX,QAA

Q,C;MACQ,OAvEL,KAuEK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K

;QACpB,IAAK,WAzEqB,GAyEP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAzEO,EAyEI,OAzEJ,CAyErB,C;;MAzET,OA

2EO,I;IA1EX,C;;MA2FoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBlB9uLJ,MAAK,KkB8uLwB,wBA9EzB,K

A8EyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClB9uLxB,EkB8uLqD,SlB9uLrD,CkB8uLD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAhFL,KAgF

K,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAlFqB,G

AkFP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAlFO,EAkFI,OAlFJ,CAkFrB,C;;MAlFT,OAoFO,I;IAnFX,C;+EAEA,yB;

MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MlB1qLA,iB;MkB0qLA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,elB/qL

J,MAAK,KkB+qLwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClB/qLxB,EkB+qLqD,SlB/qLrD,CkB+qLD,C;QACX,Q

AAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KA

nBA,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MlB/rLA,iB;MkB+rLA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QA

ChB,WAAW,elBpsLJ,MAAK,KkBosLwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClBpsLxB,EkBosLqD,SlBpsLrD,Ck

BosLD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAA

oB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OA

AO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MlBptLA,iB;MkBotLA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL

5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,elBztLJ,MAAK,KkBytLwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClBztLxB,EkBytL

qD,SlBztLrD,CkBytLD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAA

K,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CA

AJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;8EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MlBzuLA,iB;MkByuLA,8C;QAco

B,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,elB9uLJ,MAAK,KkB8uLwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB

,ClB9uLxB,EkB8uLqD,SlB9uLrD,CkB8uLD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,

EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;;MAgFI,WlBlzLO,MAAK,KkBkzLK,clBlzLL,Ek

BgwLD,KAkDkB,KlBlzLjB,C;MkBmzLZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QAC

I,IAAK,WArDqB,GAqDP,sBAAK,CAAL,CArDO,EAAnB,KAqDqB,aAAM,CAAN,CArDF,CAqDrB,C;;MArDT,

OAuDO,I;IAtDX,C;;MAoEI,WlBr0LO,MAAK,KkBq0LK,clBr0LL,EkB4wLD,KAyDkB,KlBr0LjB,C;MkBs0LZ,

WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5DqB,GA4DP,sBAAK,CAAL

,CA5DO,EAAnB,KA4DqB,aAAM,CAAN,CA5DF,CA4DrB,C;;MA5DT,OA8DO,I;IA7DX,C;;MA2EI,WlBx1LO,

MAAK,KkBw1LK,clBx1LL,EkBwxLD,KAgEkB,KlBx1LjB,C;MkBy1LZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAnEqB,GAmEP,sBAAK,CAAL,CAnEO,EAAnB,KAmEqB,aAAM,CA

AN,CAnEF,CAmErB,C;;MAnET,OAqEO,I;IApEX,C;;MAkFI,WlB32LO,MAAK,KkB22LK,clB32LL,EkBoyLD,K
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AuEkB,KlB32LjB,C;MkB42LZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,

WA1EqB,GA0EP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA1EO,EAAnB,KA0EqB,aAAM,CAAN,CA1EF,CA0ErB,C;;MA1ET,OA4EO,I

;IA3EX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlB9yLA,iB;MkB8yLA,8C;QAWI,WlBlzLO,MAAK,KkBkzLK,clBlzLL,EkBk

zLW,KAAM,KlBlzLjB,C;QkBmzLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;K

AjBA,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBj0LA,iB;MkBi0LA,8C;QAWI,WlBr0LO,MAAK,KkBq0LK,clBr0LL,EkBq

0LW,KAAM,KlBr0LjB,C;QkBs0LZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;K

AjBA,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBp1LA,iB;MkBo1LA,8C;QAWI,WlBx1LO,MAAK,KkBw1LK,clBx1LL,Ek

Bw1LW,KAAM,KlBx1LjB,C;QkBy1LZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,I

AAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C

;KAjBA,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBv2LA,iB;MkBu2LA,8C;QAWI,WlB32LO,MAAK,KkB22LK,clB32LL,E

kB22LW,KAAM,KlB32LjB,C;QkB42LZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,I

AAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C

;KAjBA,C;;MA2BoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,Mj

Ct+LiD,SiCs+LjD,GjCt+L2D,KAAK,GiCs+LzD,OjCt+LoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;MiCw+LrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAU

oB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,2B;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,MFj/LmD,UEi/LnD,G

Fj/L8D,KAAK,KEi/L5D,OFj/LuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;MEm/LvD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,

W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,MjClgMiD,SiCkgMjD,GjClgM2D,KAAK,GA

AW,CDgJ5C,SkCk3LxB,OlCl3LkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MiCogMrD,OAAO,G;IACX

,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,MjChhMiD,

SiCghMjD,GjChhM2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SgC+3LxB,OhC/3LkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IA

Af,C;;MiCkhMrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,0C;MjCp0LA,6B;MiCo0LA,4B;QAOI,OjCj0LmC,ciCi0

LpB,IAAR,iBAAQ,CjCj0LoB,C;MiCk0LvC,C;KARA,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,0C;MF/zLA,+B;ME+zLA,4B;QAOI,

OF5zLsC,eE4zLvB,IAAR,iBAAQ,CF5zLuB,C;ME6zL1C,C;KARA,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MA5hBA,wB;MA4

hBA,iBAOiB,yB;QlCz6Lb,6B;;UkCy6Le,OlCh6LoB,ckCg6LpB,ElCh6L8B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C;QkCg6LR,C

;OAAd,C;MAPjB,4B;QAphBoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ

,MjCthLiD,SiCshLjD,GjCthL2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,SkCs4Kf,OlCt4KyB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,M

AAX,IAAf,C;;QiCgjMrD,OAxhBO,G;MAyhBX,C;KARA,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAxhBA,wB;MAwhBA,iBA

OiB,yB;QhCl7Lb,6B;;UgCk7Le,OhCz6LoB,cgCy6LpB,EhCz6L8B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C;QgCy6LR,C;OAAd,

C;MAPjB,4B;QAhhBoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjCpi

LiD,SiCoiLjD,GjCpiL2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SgCm5Kf,OhCn5KyB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,I

AAf,C;;QiC0jMrD,OAphBO,G;MAqhBX,C;KARA,C;;MCvmMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,gBAAW,cAAX,C;M

ACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,

OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAA

O,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,gBAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUo

B,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,cAAZ,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;Q

ACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,

W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MlCDiD,SkCCjD,GlCD2D,KAAK,GkCCzD,OlCD

oE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;MkCGrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,2B;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MHZmD,UGYnD,GHZ8D,KAAK,KGY5D,OHZuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;MGcvD,OAAO

,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MlC7BiD

,SkC6BjD,GlC7B2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,SmCnHxB,OnCmHkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IA

Af,C;;MkC+BrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACZ,MlC3CiD,SkC2CjD,GlC3C2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SiCtGxB,OjCsGkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB

,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MkC6CrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MCtGI,OnCsCkE,YmCtCvD,CnCsCwE,KAAjB,EmCtCl
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D,CnCsC+E,KAA7B,CmCtCvD,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OJqCmE,aIrCxD,CJqC0E,KA

AlB,EIrCnD,CJqCiF,KAA9B,CIrCxD,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OpCIgF,0BoCJrE,CpCo

J2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EoCJhE,CpCoJsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CoCJrE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;

IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OlCGiF,0BkCHtE,ClC4I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EkCHjE,ClC4IsB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,

CkCHtE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CA

AN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;

MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFA

UA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MAC

X,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OnCtCkE,YmCsCvD,CnCtCwE,KAAjB,EmCsClD,CnCtC+E,KAA7B,CmCsCvD,KAAJ,G

AAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OJvCmE,aIuCxD,CJvC0E,KAAlB,EIuCnD,CJvCiF,KAA9B,CIuCxD,K

AAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OpCxEgF,0BoCwErE,CpCwE2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EoCw

EhE,CpCwEsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CoCwErE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OlCzEiF,0

BkCyEtE,ClCgE2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EkCyEjE,ClCgEsB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CkCyEtE,KAAJ,GAAY,

CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CA

AN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,

EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAA

O,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MA

AA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;gFC9IA,

yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,m

C;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;;QAqBQ,OAAc,WAAP,MAAO,EA

AS,SAAT,C;;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;;QAWQ,OAAc,YAAP

,MAAO,EAAU,SAAV,C;;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;MAWI,O

AAO,WAAW,IAAX,IAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;IAC9B,C;;MAWI,OAAO,WAAW,IAAX,IAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,

C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BrC0H4B,SqC1HnB,KrC0H6B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CqC1H5B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI

,OAAO,2BrC2H8B,UAAW,oBqC3HhC,KrC2H2B,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CqC3H9B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2B

pC0H8B,UAAW,oBoC1HhC,KpC0H2B,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CoC1H9B,C;IACX,C;;MAQY,Q;MAAD,cAAC,O

LwB4C,UKxB5C,KLwBkD,yBKxBxC,ELwBwC,CAAN,CKxB7C,wBAA8B,2BAA9B,Q;MAAA,W;QAAqC,oCp

CsLR,SoCtLiB,KL+GlB,K/BuEW,QAAV,CoCtLQ,C;;MAA5C,a;IACJ,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BnCuF4B,SmCvFnB,K

nCuF6B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CmCvF5B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BnCwF8B,UAAW,oBmCxFhC,KnCwF2B

,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,CmCxF9B,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBrCiEY,SqCjEI,SrCiEM,KAAL,GAAiB,

GAAtB,CqCjEZ,ErCiEY,SqCjEmB,ErCiET,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CqCjEZ,EAA4C,EAA5C,C;IAC3B,C;;MAWI

,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAWI,OAAO,wCAAiB,yBAA

gB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,M;IAC5B,C;;MAWI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBnC8BY,SmC9BI,SnC8BM,KAAL,GAAiB,K

AAtB,CmC9BZ,EnC8BY,SmC9BmB,EnC8BT,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CmC9BZ,EAA4C,EAA5C,C;IAC3B,C;;M

AQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO

,wCAAiB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA8B,cAAD,aAA7B,C;IAC5B,C;;MAQI,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAA3B,

EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAA

hB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,oBAAoB,kBAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9

B,C;MACA,OAAO,wCAAiB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,cAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,I

AAnB,GAA8B,IAAD,aAA1D,C;IAC5B,C;;MAUI,IrCtMgF,0BqCsM5E,ErCtDkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EqCsM

tE,6BAAM,UrCtDsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCsM5E,KAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAChC,WrCrBuB,

SqCqB5B,SrCrBsC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C;MqCqBV,YAAK,W;MAA9B,OpCnG6D,oBArDP,SAAU,CDmI7B,

SqCqBV,ErCrBoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GDAK,KCAO,KAAZ,IAAf,CAqDO,C;IoCoGjE,C;;M

AUI,IpClMkE,YoCkM9D,EpClM+E,KAAjB,EoCkMxD,4BAAK,UpClMgF,KAA7B,CoCkM9D,KAAJ,C;QAA0B,

OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OpC/G6D,coC+GtD,SpC/GsD,EArDP,SoCoKtC,EpCpKgD,KAAK,GAAY,CoCoK5D,

WpCpK4D,MAAZ,IAAf,CAqDO,C;IoCgHjE,C;;MAUI,ILtMmE,aKsM/D,ELtMiF,KAAlB,EKsMzD,6BAAM,ULt

MiF,KAA9B,CKsM/D,KAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,kCAAW,M;MAC7C,OL3H+D,iBK2HxD,SL3HwD,EAlDP,UK6
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KxC,EL7KmD,KAAK,UAAY,C/BkJ/C,UAAW,oBAAL,CoC2BtB,WpC3BsB,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BlJ+C,M

AAZ,CAAhB,CAkDO,C;IK4HnE,C;;MAUI,InClOiF,0BmCkO7E,EnCzFkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmCkOvE,8

BAAO,UnCzFqB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmCkO7E,KAAJ,C;QAA4B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MACjC,WnCxDuB,Sm

CwD5B,SnCxDsC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C;MmCwDV,YAAK,W;MAA9B,OpCvI6D,oBArDP,SAAU,CCoI7B,S

mCwDV,EnCxDoB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GCAK,KDAO,KAAZ,IAAf,CAqDO,C;IoCwIjE,C;;

MAYI,OpCxOkE,YoCwOvD,SpCxOwE,KAAjB,EoCwOhD,YpCxO6E,KAA7B,CoCwOvD,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAz

B,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OL7OmE,aK6OxD,SL7O0E,KAAlB,EK6OjD,YL7O+E,KAA9B,CK6OxD,IAAJ,G

AAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OrClRgF,0BqCkRrE,SrClI2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EqCkR9D,YrCl

IoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCkRrE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OnCvRiF,0BmCuRtE,S

nC9I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmCuR/D,YnC9IoB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmCuRtE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,

GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OpC5RkE,YoC4RvD,SpC5RwE,KAAjB,EoC4RhD,YpC5R6E,KAA7B,CoC4RvD,IA

AJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OLjSmE,aKiSxD,SLjS0E,KAAlB,EKiSjD,YLjS+E,KAA9B,CKi

SxD,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OrCtUgF,0BqCsUrE,SrCtL2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E

qCsU9D,YrCtLoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCsUrE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OnC3Ui

F,0BmC2UtE,SnClM2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmC2U/D,YnClMoB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmC2UtE,IAAJ,

GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,IpChVkE,YoCgV9D,YpChV+E,KAAjB,EoCgV/C,YpChV4E,KAA7

B,CoCgV9D,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IpCjVkE,

YoCiV9D,SpCjV+E,KAAjB,EoCiVvD,YpCjVoF,KAA7B,CoCiV9D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IpClVkE

,YoCkV9D,SpClV+E,KAAjB,EoCkVvD,YpClVoF,KAA7B,CoCkV9D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO

,S;IACX,C;;MAYI,ILxVmE,aKwV/D,YLxViF,KAAlB,EKwVhD,YLxV8E,KAA9B,CKwV/D,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MA

AM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,ILzVmE,aKyV/D,SLzViF,KAAlB,EKyVx

D,YLzVsF,KAA9B,CKyV/D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IL1VmE,aK0V/D,SL1ViF,KAAlB,EK0VxD,YL

1VsF,KAA9B,CK0V/D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAYI,IrChYgF,0BqCgY5E,YrCh

PkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EqCgY7D,YrChPmB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCgY5E,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,g

CAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IrCjYgF,0BqCiY5E,SrCjPkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GA

hJ8B,EqCiYrE,YrCjP2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCiY5E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IrClYgF,0BqCkY

5E,SrClPkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EqCkYrE,YrClP2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCkY5E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OA

AO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAYI,InCxYiF,0BmCwY7E,YnC/PkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmCwY9D,Y

nC/PmB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmCwY7E,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAA

pF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,InCzYiF,0BmCyY7E,SnChQkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmCyYtE,YnChQ2B,KAAL,GA

AiB,KAzI+B,CmCyY7E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,InC1YiF,0BmC0Y7E,SnCjQkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAz

I+B,EmC0YtE,YnCjQ2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmC0Y7E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,

C;;MAgBW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAe,KAAf,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,

C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,IpCrZ8D,YoCqZ9D,SpCrZ+E,KAAjB,EoCqZ

vD,KAAM,MpCrZ8E,KAA7B,CoCqZ9D,K;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;;QAC5B,IpCtZ8D,YoCsZ9D,SpCtZ+E,K

AAjB,EoCsZvD,KAAM,apCtZ8E,KAA7B,CoCsZ9D,K;UAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;UAC3B,gB;;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,

C;;MAgBW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UA

AV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,ILla+D,aKka/D,SLlaiF,KAAlB,EKkaxD,

KAAM,MLlagF,KAA9B,CKka/D,K;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;;QAC5B,ILna+D,aKma/D,SLnaiF,KAAlB,EKmax

D,KAAM,aLnagF,KAA9B,CKma/D,K;UAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;UAC3B,gB;;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MChdoB,Q;M

ADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MrCmDiD,SqCnDjD,GrCmD2D,K

AAK,GqCnDzD,OrCmDoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;MqCjDrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,2B;MAC

D,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MNsCmD,UMtCnD,GNsC8D,KAAK,KMtC5D,ONsCuE,K

AAX,CAAhB,C;;MMpCvD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MrCmBiD,SqCnBjD,GrCmB2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,SsCnKxB,OtCmKkC,KAAL,

GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MqCjBrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MrCGiD,SqCHjD,GrCG2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SoCpJxB,O

pCoJkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MqCDrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;;;;;;MC3DA,e;MAAA,iB;
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MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,0C;MAAA,C;MAII,kE;MAEA,wF;MAEA,oF;MAEA,wE;MAEA,kE;MAEA,oF;MA

EA,sF;MAEA,8E;MAEA,wE;MAEA,sF;MAEA,uF;MAEA,iE;MAEA,6E;MAEA,iE;MAEA,2E;IAhCJ,C;;;MAII,6

B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,iD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,+C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,yC;I

AAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,+C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;MA

EA,6B;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAA

A,gD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,qC;IAAA,

C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAhCJ,+oB;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,O;UAAA,2C;aAAA,kB;UAAA,sD;a

AAA,gB;UAAA,oD;aAAA,U;UAAA,8C;aAAA,O;UAAA,2C;aAAA,gB;UAAA,oD;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,a;

UAAA,iD;aAAA,U;UAAA,8C;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,M;UAAA,0C;aAAA,Y;UAAA,g

D;aAAA,M;UAAA,0C;aAAA,W;UAAA,+C;gBAAA,uE;;IAAA,C;;;MAqCA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;M

AAA,6C;MAAA,C;MAMI,0E;MAEA,0E;MAEA,4E;IAVJ,C;;;MAMI,gC;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,gC;MAA

A,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,gC;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAVJ,sI;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,Q;UAAA,+C;aAAA,Q;UA

AA,+C;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;gBAAA,0E;;IAAA,C;;;MAwB+B,oC;IAAD,C;;;MAQI,qB;QAAA,iD;MAAA,kB;IAA

D,C;;;IAEjC,C;;;IAMA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MCoPe,Q;MAAP,OAAO,uE;IACX,C;;;;;;;;MAiEI,OAAO,I;IACX,

C;;;;;;;;;ICtYJ,C;;;IAQA,C;;;MCjBI,UAAU,IAAI,C;MACd,OAAW,OAAO,CAAX,GAAc,GAAd,GAAuB,MAAM,

CAAN,I;IAClC,C;;MAGI,UAAU,SAAI,CAAJ,C;MACV,OAAW,kBAAO,CAAX,GAAc,GAAd,GAAuB,QAAM,C

AAN,C;IAClC,C;;MAII,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,IAAY,IAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,CAAZ,IAAJ,E

AA2B,CAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,MAAI,MAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,WAAY,MAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP

,CAAZ,CAAJ,EAA2B,CAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAoBI,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAD2E,OAC3D,SAAS,GAAb,GAAkB,GA

AlB,GAA2B,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAN,I;WACvC,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAF2

E,OAE3D,SAAS,GAAb,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,MAAM,iBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EAA6B,CAAC,IAA

D,IAA7B,CAAN,I;;QAC/B,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;IAHsD,C;;MAwB3E,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QAD+E,OAC/D,sB

AAS,GAAT,MAAJ,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,aAAM,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAN,C;

WACvC,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QAF+E,OAE/D,sBAAS,GAAT,MAAJ,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,QAAM,mBAAiB,KA

AjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EAA8B,IAAD,aAA7B,CAAN,C;;QAC/B,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;IAH0D,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IC

1DnF,C;;MAEgC,sB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,mC;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;M

AEgC,qB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,sB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,wB;I

AAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,yB;IAAA,C;;;MCtDiD,uB;MAAjB,gB;MAC5D,sBAA2B,IAAK,I;MAChC,iBAAmC

,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,SAAS,IAAvB,GAAiC,SAAS,I;MACzE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAM,IAAnB,GAAgC,mB;I

AHjB,C;;MAKA,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,UAAS,mBAAb,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;U

AAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,4BAAQ,SAAR,I;;MAEJ,OAAa,OAAN,KAAM,C;IACjB,C;;;MAO0E

,sB;MAAjB,gB;MACzD,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,SAAS,IAAvB,GAAiC,SAAS,I;MAC

zE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;IAHV,C;;MAKC,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,UA

AS,mBAAb,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,4BAAQ,SAAR,I;;MAE

J,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;;MAO8E,uB;MAAlB,gB;MAC5D,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAc,sBA

AS,IAAT,MAAd,GAAiC,sBAAS,IAAT,M;MAChE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;IAHT,C;;MAKA,q

B;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,cAAS,mBAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,

6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,8BAAQ,SAAR,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;;MCvBA,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,C

AAZ,C;QAAe,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC5B,IAAI,SAAQ,WAAZ,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,

C;MAG5C,aAGyB,K;MAEzB,YAG6F,OAArE,0BAA0B,KAAM,IAAhC,EAAyC,YAAa,IAAtD,EAA+D,IAA/D,C

AAqE,C;MAE7F,YAGuB,I;IAxBvB,C;;MA0BwC,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;IAAA,C

;;MAGH,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,aAAQ,SAAtB,GAAgC,aAAQ,S;IAAxC,C;;MAGjC,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAA

M,UAAnB,KAC7B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAtC,IAA8C,cAAQ,KAAM,KAD/B,CAA7B,

C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,OAAK,UAAM,IAAX,UAAqB,SAAK,IAA1B,KA

AN,SAA2C,SAA3C,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,oBAAE,UAAF,+BAAU,SAAV,eAAqB,SA

AnC,GAA8C,oBAAE,UAAF,qCAAgB,SAAhB,gBAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,yC;IAAA,C;

;MAS+F,2BAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAT/F,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAA

A,C;;;MAyDA,sC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC5B,IAAI,SAAQ,WAA
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Z,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,C;MAG5C,aAGwB,K;MAExB,YAG4F,0BAArC,KAAqC,EAAf,YAAe,E

AAN,IAAM,C;MAE5F,YAGuB,I;IAxBvB,C;;MA0BuC,kCAAuB,UAAvB,EAA8B,SAA9B,EAAoC,SAApC,C;IA

AA,C;;MAGF,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,aAAQ,SAAtB,GAAgC,aAAQ,S;IAAxC,C;;MAGjC,gDAA4B,kBAAa,

KAAM,UAAnB,KAC5B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAtC,IAA8C,cAAQ,KAAM,KADhC,CA

A5B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,MAAK,UAAL,QAAa,SAAb,IAAN,SAA2B,S

AA3B,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,cAAqB,SAAnC,GAAgD,UAAF

,2BAAgB,SAAhB,eAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,wC;IAAA,C;;MAS4F,0BAAe,UAAf,EAA2

B,QAA3B,EAAqC,IAArC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAT5F,+C;QAAA,8B;;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;;MAyDA,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,

gBAAJ,C;QAAgB,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC7B,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QAA4B,MAAa,gCAAyB,yEAAzB,C;M

AG7C,aAGyB,K;MAEzB,YAG+F,4BAAvC,KAAuC,EAAhB,YAAgB,EAAN,IAAM,C;MAE/F,YAGwB,I;IAxBx

B,C;;MA0BwC,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;IAAA,C;;MAGH,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,G

AAc,2BAAQ,SAAR,KAAd,GAAgC,2BAAQ,SAAR,K;IAAhC,C;;MAGjC,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC

7B,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CAAxB,IAA8C,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADjB,CA

A7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,iCAAM,iCAAM,eAAW,8BAAW,EAAX,CAAX,CAA

N,MAAoC,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAApC,CAAN,MAAuE,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAAvE,CAAiG

,Q;IAAzH,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,yBAAqB,SAArB,WAAd,GAAgD,U

AAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,yBAA6B,SAAD,aAA5B,W;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,yC;IAAA,C;;MASgG,2BAAgB,UAAhB,E

AA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAThG,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;;;MChJkD,+BAAS,UA

AT,UAAkB,wBAAS,iBAAT,M;IAAlB,C;;MAKlB,oCAAQ,iBAAR,K;IAAA,C;;;M3CDhC,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,

KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAqC,CAArC,C;IAApC,C;;MACe,8B;IAAA,C;;MACO,6B;IAAA,C;;MAEM,qBAAS,

KAAT,IAAkB,SAAS,S;IAA3B,C;;MAEZ,oBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAG9B,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACv

B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KADf,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAA

wB,OAAK,UAAM,IAAX,UAAqB,SAAK,IAA1B,K;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,2BAAE,UAAF,+BAAU,SAAV,C;IAAA,

C;;MAElC,mC;MACI,aAC8B,cAAY,OAAF,CAAE,CAAZ,EAAwB,OAAF,CAAE,CAAxB,C;IAFlC,C;;;;MAAA,0

C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;;MA0BA,gC;MAjBmD,0BAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,YAAtB,EAAoC,CAApC,C;IA

AlC,C;;MACe,iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,qBAAS,KAAT,IAAkB,SAAS,S;IAA3B,C;;MAEX,oBA

AQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAG9B,0CAAsB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACtB,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,

KADhB,CAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,MAAK,UAAL,QAAa,SAAb,I;IAAxB,C;;

MAE8B,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAElC,kC;MACI,aAC6B,aAAS,CAAT,EAAY,CAAZ,C;IAFjC,C;;;;

MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;;MA0BA,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,K;IAApC,

C;;MACe,iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,kCAAS,KAAT,UAAkB,sBAAS,SAAT,M;IAAlB,C;;MAEZ,k

CAAQ,SAAR,K;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACvB,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,k

BAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADD,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,iCAAM,eAAW,8B

AAW,EAAX,CAAX,CAAN,MAAoC,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAApC,CAA8D,Q;IAAtF,C;;MAE8B,OAAE

,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,W;IAAA,C;;MAElC,mC;MACI,aAC8B,qB;IAFlC,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC

;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;M4CjCA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,yC;MAAA,C;MAKI,sE;MAGA,0F;M

AGA,gE;IAXJ,C;;;MAKI,4B;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;;MAGA,4B;MAAA,kD;IAAA,C;;;MAGA,4B;MAAA,qC;IAA

A,C;;;MAXJ,sI;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,U;UAAA,6C;aAAA,oB;UAAA,uD;aAAA,O;UAAA,0C;gBAAA,mE;;I

AAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MCwBA,uC;MATI,wB;MAIA,gB;IAL0B,C;;MAU9B,yC;MACI,Y

AMmC,oBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,IAAtB,C;IAPvC,C;;MAeY,8DAAqC,IAArC,C;IAAA,C;;MAOA,uDAA8B,IAA9

B,C;IAAA,C;;MAOA,wDAA+B,IAA/B,C;IAAA,C;;;;MA7BZ,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MATI,oB;IA

XR,C;;MAeQ,gB;IAfR,C;;MAAA,2BAWQ,8CAXR,EAeQ,kCAfR,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAWQ,4DAXR,IAeQ,sC

AfR,O;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAWQ,yD;MAIA,qD;MAfR,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAWQ,4CAXR,IAeQ,oCAfR,I;IAA

A,C;;;;;MClCA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,mC;MAAA,C;MAYI,4D;MAKA,8C;MAKA,gD;IAtBJ,

C;;;MAYI,sB;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,sB;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,sB;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;;;MAtBJ,m

G;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,W;UAAA,wC;aAAA,I;UAAA,iC;aAAA,K;UAAA,kC;gBAAA,6D;;IAAA,C;;;MCA

A,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,qC;MAAA,C;MAYI,0D;MAKA,gE;MAKA,8D;MAKA,4D;IA3BJ,C;;

;MAYI,wB;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;
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MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;;MA3BJ,qJ;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,Q;UAAA,uC;aAAA,W;UAAA,0C;aAAA,U;UAAA,y

C;aAAA,S;UAAA,wC;gBAAA,+D;;IAAA,C;;;MCAA,oB;IAAA,C;;MAI8B,oB;IAAA,C;;;;MAJ9B,2B;QAAA,U;;

MAAA,oB;IAAA,C;;MCTQ,8B;MACI,aAAY,C;IADhB,C;;MAE6B,oBAAQ,gBAAI,O;IAAZ,C;;MACuB,Q;MAA

1B,IAAI,aAAQ,gBAAI,OAAhB,C;QAAA,OAAsB,iBAAI,iBAAJ,EAAI,yBAAJ,O;;;QAAkB,MAAM,2BAAyB,U

AAF,WAAvB,C;IAA9C,C;;;MAL9B,IAD8D,IAC9D,S;QACI,UAA0B,K;QAF0B,2C;;;QAAA,QAAM,IAAN,C;eA

SxD,c;YATwD,OAStC,qBAAqB,KAArB,C;eAClB,W;YAVwD,OAUzC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,Y;YAXwD,OA

WxC,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;eAChB,W;YAZwD,OAYzC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,U;YAbwD,OAa1C,iBAAiB,K

AAjB,C;eACd,W;YAdwD,OAczC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,Y;YAfwD,OAexC,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;eAChB,a;Y

AhBwD,OAgBvC,oBAAoB,KAApB,C;kBACT,MAAM,6BAAsB,2DAA+C,IAA/C,CAAtB,C;;IAjB0C,C;;MAqBH

,kC;MAAS,0B;MAC9D,aAAY,C;IADyC,C;;MAE5B,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACkC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAA

Q,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,W

AAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHwB,oD;IAAA,C;;MAON,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAEtB,oBAAQ,

kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAA

M,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOE,kC;MAAS,

wB;MAC1D,aAAY,C;IADqC,C;;MAExB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACgC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,

OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;I

AAlD,C;;;MAHsB,kD;IAAA,C;;MAOF,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAEtB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;

IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,

O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOF,kC;MAAS,sB;MACtD,

aAAY,C;IADiC,C;;MAEpB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC8B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;Q

AAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;M

AHoB,gD;IAAA,C;;MAOI,kC;MAAS,wB;MAC1D,aAAY,C;IADqC,C;;MAExB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;M

ACgC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAo

B,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHsB,kD;IAAA,C;;MAOE,kC;MAAS,yB;MAC5D,aAAY,C;

IADuC,C;;MAE1B,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACiC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OA

AwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHuB,mD

;IAAA,C;;MAOJ,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAEtB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;M

AA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2

BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOnB,wB;IAAD,C;;;MAGe,MAAM,mC;IAAN,C;;

MAI1C,IAAI,qBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,CxB2GiF,WwB3GrE,UxB2GqE,EwB3GzD,QxB2GyD,C;;;QwBzGxF,OAA

S,CAAY,qBAAsB,UAAtB,EAAkC,QAAlC,C;;IAE7B,C;;MAII,IAAI,KAAY,kBAAhB,C;QACI,KAAY,mBAAkB,

QAAlB,EAA4C,sCAAhB,QAAgB,EAA5C,C;;;QAEH,QAAT,SAA+C,CAAlB,IAAjC,KAAiC,EAAkB,O;;IAEvD,

C;;MAKwB,Q;MADpB,gBAAgB,IAAhB,KAAgB,E;MACI,IAAI,OCjGkB,ODiGT,OAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,CAAJ

,C;QAChB,OAAI,aAAJ,GAAmB,KAAM,WAAzB,GAAyC,I;;;QAEzC,c;;MAHJ,wB;MAKA,kBAAkB,K;MAClB,

iBAAiB,W;MACjB,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAGyB,U;IAAD,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,mCAAsB,WAAK,KAAM,E;IAC5C,

C;;MAGI,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAuC,oBAAnB,UAA5B,IAAe,EAAa,CAAmB,C;IAC3C,C;;MAGI,OAAR

,IAAI,EAAW,GAAN,K;IACL,C;;MAII,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;;MAKA,YAAY,MAAY,IAAK,OAAjB,C;MACZ,sBA

AU,IAAV,a;QACI,UAAU,KAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,

MAAK,GAAL,C;;;UAE1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;MAGnB,OAAO,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KA

AhB,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQW,WAAO,S;MAlBd,YAAY,MAAY,IAAK,OAAjB,C;MACZ,sBAAU,IAAV,a;QACI,UA

AU,KAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;;UA

E1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;MAYnB,OATO,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IAU3B,C;;MAa

I,WAAqB,S;MACrB,IAAI,qBAAmB,CAAY,OAAd,KAA2B,SAAhD,C;QAjCA,YAAY,MAkCM,IAlCW,OAAjB,

C;QACZ,sBAiCkB,IAjClB,a;UACI,UAgCc,IAhCJ,CAAK,CAAL,C;UACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAM,CAAN,

IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;;YAE1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;QA4Bf,OAzBG,EAAS,OAAO,OAA

M,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;;;QA2BnB,WAAW,C;QACX,0BAAU,IAAV,e;UACY,IAAoB,I;UAA5B,eAAQ,QA

AoB,OAApB,IAAQ,CAAH,GAAG,CAAY,OAApB,oCAAR,K;;QAEJ,aAAa,IAAjB,CAAC,YAAgB,CAAH,IAAG

,C;QEzFjB,IF0FyB,CE1FhB,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;UF0F4B,MEzFxB,UFyFqB,CEzFF,O;;QF0FnB,OAAO,C;
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QACP,0BAAU,IAAV,e;UAE0B,YACX,M;UAFX,YAAU,IAAQ,CAAH,GAAG,C;UACI,SAAJ,KAAI,O;UAAtB,a

AAU,CAAV,kB;YACI,OAAO,aAAP,EAAO,qBAAP,YAAiB,MAAI,CAAJ,C;;;QAGzB,OAAO,M;;IAEf,C;;MAG

gC,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAAhC,EAAE,MAAM,KAAiD,CAA3C,SAA2C,C;MAWrD,eAAiB,I;MAXW,OAYrB,K;IA

ZqB,C;;MAGH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,IAA/C,WAA+C,CAAnC,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,SAAD,CAAsB

,C;MAQ/C,eAAiB,I;MARQ,OASlB,K;IATkB,C;;MAGA,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA7B,EAAE,MAAM,KAA2C,CAA

rC,SAAqC,C;MAK/C,eAAiB,I;MALQ,OAMlB,K;IANkB,C;;MAKzB,eAAiB,I;MACjB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MGz

MsC,8C;MAClC,eAAsB,C;MACtB,wBAA+B,C;MAC/B,gBAA6B,I;MAC7B,mBAAsC,I;MACtC,qBAAyC,I;MA

EzC,yBAAgD,yBAAmB,Q;MAEnE,sBAAgD,I;IATf,C;;MAOjC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAMY,kBADR,M;MAAA,U;MAA

A,2C;QAAA,e;;QAES,gBADD,2CAAQ,yCAAR,gDAAwD,IAAxD,6BAAiE,I;QACzD,sBxCwEd,S;QwC1EF,SxC

2EG,S;;MwC3EH,a;IAAA,C;;MAKA,kBAAc,IAAd,C;MACiC,oB;MCqBrB,Q;MADR,IDpBsB,MCoBtB,W;QADJ

,mBACiB,I;;;QADjB,mBAEY,QDrBc,MCqBd,+D;;MDrBZ,yC;MACA,2BAAmC,MAAO,kBAA1C,C;MAGA,OA

AO,IAAP,C;QxCoCY,gBwCnCH,S;;QACD,iBAAiB,8B;QAGjB,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;UACI,qBAAc,e;;;UAEd,oBAAQ,

0B;UACR,wBAAY,kB;;;UAIZ,cAAc,oB;UACd,IAAI,YAAY,yBAAhB,C;YAAqC,M;UACrC,kBAAgB,O;UAChB

,qBAAmB,I;;;UAEnB,kBAAgB,I;UAChB,qBAAmB,S;;QAGvB,gC;QAEA,IAAI,wCAAJ,C;UAEI,YAAU,U;;;UA

GV,U;UAAA,0C;YEVhB,8BD2CQ,WAAO,qBAAP,CC3CR,C;YFUgB,a;;;YAAA,a;UAAA,mB;YAEK,UErBrB,o

BD6CQ,WDxB+B,eCwB/B,CC7CR,C;;UFsBgB,M;;;IAIhB,C;;MAGI,kBAAkB,mB;MAClB,IAAI,uBAAuB,gBA

AgB,IAA3C,C;QACI,uCAAQ,yCAAR,EAAmC,wCAA+B,WAA/B,C;;MAEvC,sBAAoB,mC;IACxB,C;;;MAKJ,q

C;IAAA,C;;M5C4DiD,MAAM,6B4C1DjC,uC5C0D+D,WAA9B,C;I4C1DvC,C;;M5C0DiC,MAAM,6B4CvDzC,u

C5CuDuE,WAA9B,C;I4CtDnD,C;;MAEkC,8C;IAAA,C;;;;MARtC,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;IGmDA,m

G;IAAA,yH;;MAKW,kC;MAAS,4C;IALpB,C;IAAA,kF;MAOY,Q;MAAA,sC;QAAiB,U;;MACjB,OAAO,oB;IAC

X,C;IATR,6G;;MA3GU,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAmBA,OAAK,SAAL,CA

AiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,KAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;MAiC6C,mB;QAC3C,OAAK,iCAAL,CAAiB,kBAAjB

,C;MAD2C,C;IAAA,C;;MAJnD,IAAS,SAAY,OAAjB,IAA2B,CAA/B,C;QAAA,OAES,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EA

A6B,IAA7B,C;;;QA8D0B,Q;QAhE9B,4DAImD,0DAJnD,EAgE8B,qBA5DS,UA4DT,qCAhE9B,C;;IAAA,C;;MA

wCmD,mB;QAC3C,OAAK,iCAAL,CAAiB,gBAAjB,EAA2B,kBAA3B,C;MAD2C,C;IAAA,C;;MAJnD,IAAS,SA

AY,OAAjB,IAA2B,CAA/B,C;QAAA,OAES,SAAL,CAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,IAAvC,C;;;QA0B0

B,Q;QA5B9B,4DAImD,sEAJnD,EA4B8B,qBAxBS,UAwBT,qCA5B9B,C;;IAAA,C;;MAoBC,kBAAD,M;MAAA,

kBAAC,qEAAD,4DAA2C,S;IAA3C,C;6CAGJ,yB;MAAA,mG;MAAA,yH;;QAKW,kC;QAAS,4C;MALpB,C;MA

AA,kF;QAOY,Q;QAAA,sC;UAAiB,U;;QACjB,OAAO,oB;MACX,C;MATR,6G;MAAA,oC;QAKkC,Q;QAA9B,m

EAA8B,oEAA9B,C;MAMJ,C;KAXA,C;;MCxH6C,OAAA,MAAa,YAAW,CAAX,C;IAAb,C;;MCDzC,OAAG,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAD,C;IACV,C;;MAII,OAAJ,GAAI,GAAE,G;IAAF,C;;MPL0C,cAAvC,C;IAAuC,C;;MCAC,S;IAA

A,C;;MAgCa,0BAAe,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAM4B,0BAAe,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAOhB,0BAAe,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;

;MAOV,Q;MAH1D,aAAkB,GAAI,O;MACtB,aAAkB,GAAI,O;MACtB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,OAAO,QAAQ,MAAR,

IAAkB,QAAQ,MAAjC,C;QAAyC,IAAI,KAAJ,IAAa,IAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;;MACtD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MASuC,Q;MALnC,aAAa,MAAO,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,OAAT,C;MA0BpB,IAzBc,MAyBL,OAAL,KAAkB,SAA

tB,C;QAzBsB,MA0BlB,UA1BU,MA0BS,O;;MAzBvB,YAAiB,MAAO,O;MACxB,IAAI,UAAU,KAAd,C;QACI,g

BAAgB,O;QAChB,OAAO,QAAQ,OAAf,C;UAAwB,OAAO,YAAP,EAAO,oBAAP,UAAkB,Y;;;MAE9C,OAAO,

M;IACX,C;;MAOoB,UAAmB,M;MAJnC,aAAa,KAAM,Q;MACnB,MAAO,OAAP,IAAiB,UAAW,K;MAc5B,IAb

c,KAaL,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QAbqB,MAcjB,UAdU,KAcS,O;;MAbvB,YAAiB,KAAM,O;MACP,4B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAY,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MAC9C,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;M

AIoB,UAAgB,M;MADhC,YAAY,U;MACI,4B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAY,IAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,

sBAAJ,YAAe,O;;MAC3C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,IAAK,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QACI,YAAc,IAAK,

O;;IAE3B,C;;MAE+D,OAAA,MAAa,QAAO,GAAP,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAb,C;;MOxF3D,kBAAkB,MAAa,eAAc,S

AAd,C;MAC/B,iBAAiB,MAAa,eAAc,IAAd,C;MAC9B,OAAW,gBAAe,UAAnB,GAA+B,SAA/B,GAAyC,CAAC,

S;IACrD,C;;MCcyE,OAAA,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;IAAb,C;;MA8BH,OAAA,MAAa,eAAc,IAAd,C;IAAb,C;;MA

GtB,OAAA,MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,GAAT,EAAc,IAAd,C;IAAlB,C;;MACN,OAAK,SAAY,a;IAAjB,C;;MACC,OA

AK,SAAY,c;IAAjB,C;;MCpDW,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,WAAW,KAAX,CAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MjEmf3C,Q;MAAA,Ic

xegB,KdweZ,IAAS,CAAT,IcxeY,KdweE,IAAS,wBAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UcxetB,KdwesB,C;;Qcxeb,MAAM,8
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BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdifW,Q;MAAA,IczegB,KdyeZ,IAAS,CAAT,IczeY,

KdyeE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UczetB,KdyesB,C;;Qczeb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B

,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdkfW,Q;MAAA,Ic1egB,Kd0eZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic1eY,Kd0eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,O

AAsC,Uc1etB,Kd0esB,C;;Qc1eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdmfW,Q

;MAAA,Ic3egB,Kd2eZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic3eY,Kd2eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc3etB,Kd2esB,C;;Qc3eb,

MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdofW,Q;MAAA,Ic5egB,Kd4eZ,IAAS,CA

AT,Ic5eY,Kd4eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc5etB,Kd4esB,C;;Qc5eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAv

B,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdqfW,Q;MAAA,Ic7egB,Kd6eZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic7eY,Kd6eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C

;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc7etB,Kd6esB,C;;Qc7eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;

MdsfW,Q;MAAA,Ic9egB,Kd8eZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic9eY,Kd8eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc9etB,Kd8esB,C

;;Qc9eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdufW,Q;MAAA,Ic/egB,Kd+eZ,I

AAS,CAAT,Ic/eY,Kd+eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc/etB,Kd+esB,C;;Qc/eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,

gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdwfW,Q;MAAA,IchfgB,KdgfZ,IAAS,CAAT,IchfY,KdgfE,IAAS,0BA

A3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UchftB,KdgfsB,C;;Qchfb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IA

CJ,C;;MAMI,OAAO,cAAa,SAAb,C;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAsC,OAA/B,SAA+B,C

;MAC1C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAuC,OAAhC,SAAgC,C;MAC3C,C;KANA,C;

oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAqC,OAA9B,SAA8B,C;MACzC,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,g

D;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAsC,OAA/B,SAA+B,C;MAC1C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,O

AAuC,OAAhC,SAAgC,C;MAC3C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAwC,OAAjC,SAAi

C,C;MAC5C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAyC,OAAlC,SAAkC,C;MAC7C,C;KANA

,C;;MAYW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,O;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBdmwM/B,YAAQ,C;Ic

nwMuB,C;;MACc,OAAY,WAAZ,gBAAY,EAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE5C,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,S

AAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,E;IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,uFAAD,CAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAA

O,E;MACvC,OAAmB,UAAZ,gBAAY,EAAQ,OAAR,C;IACvB,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,uFAAD,CAAJ,C

;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OAAmB,cAAZ,gBAAY,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IACvB,C;;;MAfJ,0C;IAiBJ,C;wFAsVA,yB;

MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmB0E,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,

gB;QACvI,UAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,WAAhB,EAA6B,iBAA7B,EAAgD,UAAhD,EAA4D,QAA5D,C;QACA,OAAO

,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,

aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WAA1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAAp

G,EAAgH,QAAhH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBsE,iC;U

AAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACnI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA2C,W

AA3C,EAAmF,iBAAnF,EAAsG,UAAtG,EAAkH,QAAlH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;

MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBkE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,

gB;QAC/H,UAAU,SAAV,EAAyC,WAAzC,EAA+E,iBAA/E,EAAkG,UAAlG,EAA8G,QAA9G,C;QACA,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,a

AAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WAA1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAAp

G,EAAgH,QAAhH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBsE,iC;U

AAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACnI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA2C,W

AA3C,EAAmF,iBAAnF,EAAsG,UAAtG,EAAkH,QAAlH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;uFAwBA,yB;

MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBwE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB

,gB;QACrI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA4C,WAA5C,EAAqF,iBAArF,EAAwG,UAAxG,EAAoH,QAApH,C;QACA,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;yFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmB0E,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,a

AAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACvI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA6C,WAA7C,EAAuF,iBAAvF,EAA0G,UAA

1G,EAAsH,QAAtH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;yFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;U

AAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WA

A1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAApG,EAAgH,QAAhH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;;MA+BI,OAAY

,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q

;IAC5B,C;;MAQW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,Q;MwCjkB9C,eAAiB,I;MxCikBjB,OwChkBO,K;IxCikBX,
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C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAQW,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAA8B,SAAY

,Q;MwC9lBjD,eAAiB,I;MxC8lBjB,OwC7lBO,K;IxC8lBX,C;;MAQW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,Q;MwCv

mB9C,eAAiB,I;MxCumBjB,OwCtmBO,K;IxCumBX,C;;MDvxBI,IAAI,ECmyBI,WAAW,CDnyBf,CAAJ,C;QACI

,cCkyBoB,0C;QDjyBpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCkyBV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,cAAU,OAA

V,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MDryBI,IAAI,ECizBI,WAAW,CDjzBf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCgzBoB,0C;QD/yBpB,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCgzBV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,eAAW,OAAX,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MDnzBI,IAAI,E

C+zBI,WAAW,CD/zBf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cC8zBoB,0C;QD7zBpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MC8zBV,O

AAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,eAAS,OAAT,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MDj0BI,IAAI,EC60BI,WAAW,CD70Bf,CAAJ,C;QAC

I,cC40BoB,0C;QD30BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MC40BH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,gBAAgB,SA

AhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,K;MwC/pB7B,eAAiB,I;MxC+pBjB,OwC9pBO,K;IxC+pBX,C;;MD/0BI,IAAI,EC21BI,WAA

W,CD31Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cC01BoB,0C;QDz1BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MC01BV,OAAO,SAAS

,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAW,OAAX,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MD71BI,IAAI,ECy2BI,WAAW,CDz2Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCw2B

oB,0C;QDv2BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCw2BV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAY,OAAZ,CA

Af,C;IACX,C;;MD32BI,IAAI,ECu3BI,WAAW,CDv3Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCs3BoB,0C;QDr3BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB

,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCs3BH,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAAyB,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,EAA+B,KAA/B,C;Mw

CzsBhC,eAAiB,I;MxCysBjB,OwCxsBO,K;IxCysBX,C;;MDz3BI,IAAI,ECq4BI,WAAW,CDr4Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,c

Co4BoB,0C;QDn4BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCo4BH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,SAAS,SAAT,E

AAe,iBAAU,OAAV,CAAf,C;MwCvtB7B,eAAiB,I;MxCutBjB,OwCttBO,K;IxCutBX,C;;MDv4BI,IAAI,ECo5BI,

WAAW,CDp5Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCm5BoB,0C;QDl5BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCm5BV,OAAO

,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,EAA+B,IAA/B,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,

EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,S

AAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MA

SI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,O

AAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,O

AAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;

MACN,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MwC9xB9C,eAAiB,I;MxC8xBjB,Ow

C7xBO,K;IxC8xBX,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAA

Y,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,

C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OA

A7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACN,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAA8B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MwC/zBjD,e

AAiB,I;MxC+zBjB,OwC9zBO,K;IxC+zBX,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,

C;MACN,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MwC10B9C,eAAiB,I;MxC00BjB,

OwCz0BO,K;IxC00BX,C;;MAagD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,

SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACr

B,C;;MAagD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA

7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAakD,yB;QA

AA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACjF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,

C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAa8C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,

uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC7E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAA

K,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAagD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;

MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAA

d,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAakD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACjF,oCAAa,2BAA

kB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IA

CrB,C;;MAaoD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACnF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OA

A7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAasD,yB;QA

AA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACrF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,

C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAagD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG

,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAA
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K,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,CAAQ,OAAR,CAAP,C;IAC5B

,C;iFAEA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,eAAY,OAAZ,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQ

A,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,gBAAa,OAAb,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;M

AwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,gBAAW,OAAX,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,

iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;M

AxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,kBAAa,OAAb,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;gFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,q

C;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,kBAAc,OAAd,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI

,OAwIO,gCAxIK,sBAAe,OAAf,CAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,

gCAxIK,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,OAAO,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;IAC

X,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OA

A3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,

CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mB

AAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,oBAAoB,

SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IA

AP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,

mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,oBAA

oB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB

,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,QAAP,C;IAC5B

,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQ

A,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;M

AAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD

;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA

,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QA

KI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OA

AO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qB

AAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,CAAQ,OAAR,CAAP,C;IAC

5B,C;;MAkB6C,OAAA,CAAE,iBAAU,CAAV,C;IAAa,C;;MAAxD,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAsGY,eAtGO,WA

sGP,C;;IArGhB,C;;MA4DI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,UAAU,SAAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAO,CA

AX,C;QAAc,cAAc,SAAd,EAAoB,UAApB,C;IAClB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,

MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;

MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAA

L,C;IAChB,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,gBAAc,SAAd,EAAoB,UAApB,C;IAClB,C;;MAMI,OAAO,

EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OA

AO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,

OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,E;MAAX,C;IAAA,C

;;MAAnB,OAAO,iBAAM,gBAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MoDnkDI,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAA

a,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,2B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAj

B,U;QACI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAc,sBAAK,YAAL,CAAd,C;QACA,sBAAK,YAA

L,EAAqB,GAArB,C;QACA,mC;;IAER,C;;MhDTI,OAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC

9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAR

A,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAR

A,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;

;MAgBI,OAAW,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;Q

AOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAeI,OAAO,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,QAAM,C

AAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,E

AAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,
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KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBW,UAAe,CAnEX,iBAm

Ec,CAnEd,MAAJ,GAmEe,CAnEf,GAmEkB,C;MAAzB,OAAa,CAnEF,iBAAK,GAAL,MAAJ,GAmEM,CAnEN,G

AAmB,G;IAoE9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,

CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CA

AP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC

9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAR

A,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAR

A,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;

;MAgBI,OAAW,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;Q

AOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAeI,OAAO,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,QAAM,C

AAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,E

AAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,

KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBW,UAAe,CAnEX,iBAm

Ec,CAnEd,MAAJ,GAmEe,CAnEf,GAmEkB,C;MAAzB,OAAa,CAnEF,iBAAK,GAAL,MAAJ,GAmEM,CAnEN,G

AAmB,G;IAoE9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,

CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CA

AP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MUnPW,Q;MAAA,IuCXgB,KvCWZ,IAAS,CAAT,IuCXY,KvCWE,IA

AS,2BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,qBuCXtB,KvCWsB,C;;QuCXb,MAAM,8BAA0B,mCAAyB,gBAAzB,MAA1B,C;

;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;M/BoPe,WgCjPY,KhCiPZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OgCjPF,KhCiPE,IAy/FT,gBAAR,iBAA

Q,C;;MAz/FT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBgCjPtB,KhCiPsB,C;;QgCjPb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cAAvB,MA

A1B,C;;MAAtC,a;IACJ,C;;MhC4Pe,WgClPY,KhCkPZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OgClPF,KhCkPE,IAq/FT,gBAA

R,iBAAQ,C;;MAr/FT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBgClPtB,KhCkPsB,C;;QgClPb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cA

AvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,a;IACJ,C;;MhC6Pe,WgCnPY,KhCmPZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OgCnPF,KhCmPE,IAi

/FT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MAj/FT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBgCnPtB,KhCmPsB,C;;QgCnPb,MAAM,8BAA0B,i

CAAuB,cAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,a;IACJ,C;;MhC8Pe,WgCpPY,KhCoPZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OgCpPF,Kh

CoPE,IA6+FT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MA7+FT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBgCpPtB,KhCoPsB,C;;QgCpPb,MAAM

,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,a;IACJ,C;;MAQW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBA

AY,K;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,U;IAAZ,C;;MACc,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE5C,o

CAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eA

AC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OhCmmBO,UgCnmBA,gBhCmmBR,QAAQ,EgCnmBoB,OjEyH

F,KiC0elB,C;IgClmBX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OhC+zBO,

cgC/zBA,gBhC+zBR,QAAQ,EgC/zBwB,OjEqHN,KiC0sBlB,C;IgC9zBX,C;;;MAfJ,4C;IAiBJ,C;;MAQW,8B;MAA

S,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,K;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,U;IAAZ,C;;MACe,OAAA,gBAAY,g

BAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE7C,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;

IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,OhColBO,UgCplBA,gBhCol

BR,QAAQ,EgCplBoB,OlC2GA,KEyepB,C;IgCnlBX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,O

AAO,E;MACxC,OhCgzBO,cgChzBA,gBhCgzBR,QAAQ,EgChzBwB,OlCuGJ,KEysBpB,C;IgC/yBX,C;;;MAfJ,4C

;IAiBJ,C;;MAQW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,K;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,U;IAAZ,

C;;MACe,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE7C,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAC

b,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,

OhCqkBO,UgCrkBA,gBhCqkBR,QAAQ,EgCrkBoB,OlE2CA,KkC0hBpB,C;IgCpkBX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,e

AAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,OhCiyBO,cgCjyBA,gBhCiyBR,QAAQ,EgCjyBwB,OlEuCJ,Kk

C0vBpB,C;IgChyBX,C;;;MAfJ,4C;IAiBJ,C;;MAQW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,K;IAAZ,C;

;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,U;IAAZ,C;;MACgB,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE9C,oCAAa,2BAA

kB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,S
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AAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,E;MACzC,OhCsjBO,UgCtjBA,gBhCsjBR,QAAQ,EgCtjBoB,OhE6BE,KgCyhBtB,C;IgCrj

BX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,SAAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,E;MACzC,OhCkxBO,cgClxBA,gBhCkxB

R,QAAQ,EgClxBwB,OhEyBF,KgCyvBtB,C;IgCjxBX,C;;;MAfJ,4C;IAiBJ,C;;MCrJ+C,OAAA,SAAY,Y;IAAZ,C;;

MAGH,OAAA,SAAY,S;IAAZ,C;;MAGY,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,MAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGa,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO

,IAAP,EAAa,KAAb,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGb,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,IAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAG4B,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,I

AAP,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGxC,OAAA,SAAY,S;IAAZ,C;;MAGG,OAAA,SAAY,Y;IAA

Z,C;;MAGY,OAAA,SAAY,WAAU,MAAV,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGX,OAAA,SAAY,a;IAAZ,C;;MCzBjB,oB;QAAA,O

AA0B,E;MAA1B,gB;IAAD,C;;;IAE9B,C;;;IAIA,C;;;IAIA,C;;;MAKkC,oB;QAAA,OAA0B,E;MAA1B,gB;IAAD,

C;;;IAEjC,C;;;MAqCsC,gB;IAAD,C;;;MAgCJ,sB;IAAD,C;;;IAEhC,C;;;MA8DoC,kB;IAAD,C;;;IAEnC,C;;;ICxJA,

C;;;IAIA,C;;;MnDHqE,uCoCAtB,E;IpCAsB,C;iGAErE,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QACsE,mBAAY,SAAZ,C;MA

AA,C;KADtE,C;;MAMI,OAAsB,UAAY,QAAvB,KAAmC,SAA9C,GACe,UAAY,UAD3B,GAGI,gBAAgB,UAAh

B,C;IACR,C;;MAII,YoChB2C,E;MpCiB3C,eAAe,UAAW,W;MAC1B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACU,KAAY,M

AAK,QAAS,OAAd,C;MACtB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUc,Q;MANV,IAAI,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,UAAW,KAA5B,

C;QACI,OAAO,gBAAgB,UAAhB,C;;MAEX,eAAe,UAAW,W;MAC1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,

C;QACI,MAAM,YAAN,EAAM,oBAAN,UAAiB,QAAS,O;;MAE9B,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAM,OAAlB,C;QACI,MAA

M,KAAN,IAAe,I;;MAEnB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAK6C,sBAAY,OAAZ,E;IAAA,C;;MAKF,oBAAU,OAAV,E;IA

AA,C;;MAMY,oBAAU,IAAV,E;IAAA,C;;MASlC,Q;MAAA,kC;MAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;QACI,sBAAK,KAAL

,EAAc,KAAd,C;;IAER,C;;MAQuD,qBAAQ,4BAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAMiB,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,oB;MAAxB,OH

R7C,W;IGQ6C,C;;MAQpD,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,cAAtB,C;IACJ,C;;MAQI,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,UAAtB

,C;IACJ,C;;MAGI,IAAI,IAAK,KAAL,IAAa,CAAjB,C;QAAoB,M;MAEpB,YAAY,YAAY,IAAZ,C;MACZ,gBAA

c,KAAd,EAAqB,UAArB,C;MAEA,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,KAAM,OAAxB,M;QACI,iBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,MAA

M,CAAN,CAAV,C;;IAER,C;;MAGI,OAAO,gBAAkB,IAAlB,O;IACX,C;;MAMI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8

B,QAA9B,EAAwC,MAAO,OAA/C,C;MACb,gBAAgB,WAAW,UAAX,I;MAChB,oCAAa,2BAAkB,iBAAlB,EA

AqC,oBAAoB,SAApB,IAArC,EAAoE,WAAY,OAAhF,C;MAEb,IAAI,WAAkB,QAAO,WAAP,CAAlB,IAAyC,W

AAkB,QAAO,MAAP,CAA/D,C;QACI,eAAsB,MAAY,UAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,QAArB,C;QACtB,WAAY,KAAI,Q

AAJ,EAAc,iBAAd,C;;;QAExB,IAAI,WAAW,WAAX,IAA0B,qBAAqB,UAAnD,C;UACI,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,S

AAtB,U;YACI,YAAY,oBAAoB,KAApB,IAAZ,IAAyC,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,IAAP,C;;;;UAG7C,mBAAc,YAAY,

CAAZ,IAAd,aAAmC,CAAnC,Y;YACI,YAAY,oBAAoB,OAApB,IAAZ,IAAyC,OAAO,aAAa,OAAb,IAAP,C;;;;I

AIzD,C;;MAIgF,gB;IAAA,C;kGAEhF,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAC8E,OAAK,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAAL,C;KAD

9E,C;;MAMI,OAAI,SAAJ,GAEI,SAFJ,GAII,SNwkBoB,Q;IM5kBxB,C;;MAUA,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,oB;;

MAEJ,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAII,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,oB;;MAEJ,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MoD1K2F,6B;IAAj

C,C;;MAKlD,eAAe,e;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,OAAA,QAAS,OAAT,EAAmB,OAAnB,CAAJ

,C;UACI,QAAS,S;UACT,OAAO,I;;;MAGf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAIoB,Q;MADhB,eAAe,K;MACC,0B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAI,OAAJ,CAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAW,I;;MAEjC,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;

MAEyG,qB;QAAE,OAAM,gBAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtC,Q;MAAD,OAA6B,YAA5B,iEAA4B,EAAU,

oDAAV,C;IAA7B,C;;MACuC,qB;QAAE,QAAO,gBAAP,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtC,Q;MAAD,OAA6B,YA

A5B,iEAA4B,EAAU,oDAAV,C;IAA7B,C;;MAG9D,eAAe,IAAK,W;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QA

AS,O;QACT,QAAS,S;;IAEjB,C;;MAGyB,OAAA,IAAK,U;IAAL,C;;;MC9BwD,oC;MACjF,gBAA8B,C;IADkB,C;

;MAa5C,iBAAI,SAAJ,EAAU,OAAV,C;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAKc,UACF,M;MAHR,aAAa,K;MACb,cAAc

,K;MACJ,0B;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,kBAAI,eAAJ,EAAI,uBAAJ,WAAc,CAAd,C;QACA,U

AAU,I;;MAEd,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAGI,yBAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAf,C;IACJ,C;;MAE4E,qB;QAAE,OAAM,gB

AAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAV,yBAAU,8CAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MACU,qB;QAAE,QAAO,gBAAP,mB;MAAF,

C;IAAA,C;;MAAV,yBAAU,8CAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAGb,iD;IAAA,C;;MAED,0BAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAApB,

C;;MAG/B,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;QACI,IAAI,wBAAI,KAAJ,GAAc,OAAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OA

AO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,sBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;QACI,IAAI,wBAAI,KAAJ,GAAc,O

AAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAE6D,iCAAa,CAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MACU,sDAAiB,K

AAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGK,uCAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMxE,eAAe,0BAAa,SAA

b,C;MACf,YAAO,UAAU,SAAV,I;MxDgEX,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,KAAtB,U;QwD/DiB,e;QACA,iB;;IAEjB,C;;
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MAQI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,K;MAE9B,OAAO,oCAA

a,uBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACxB,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,oCAAa,yBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAb,C;;MAG/B,oB;

MACI,eACsB,C;MACtB,cAIqB,E;IAPzB,C;;MASsC,sBAAQ,gB;IAAR,C;;MAIvB,Q;MADP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,

C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACtB,eAAO,mBAAP,EAAO,2BAAP,O;MACA,OAAO,wBAAI,WAAJ,C;IACX,C;;M5D

7BJ,IAAI,E4DgCU,gBAAQ,E5DhClB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4D+BwB,sE;Q5D9BxB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B

,C;;M4DgCF,6BAAS,WAAT,C;MACA,eAAQ,W;MACR,cAAO,E;IACX,C;;;MAGJ,oB;MAGmD,wD;MAG3C,oC

AAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAAyB,KAAnD,C;MACb,eAAa,K;IAJe,C;;MAOM,sBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAEN

,mB;IAAA,C;;MAG5B,IAAI,CAAC,kBAAL,C;QAAoB,MAAM,6B;MAE1B,eAAO,mCAAP,EAAO,YAAP,C;MA

CA,OAAO,wBAAI,WAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAEoC,sBAAQ,CAAR,I;IAAA,C;;MAGhC,wBAAI,YAAJ,EAAW,OAA

X,C;MACA,mC;MACA,cAAO,E;IACX,C;;M5DnEJ,IAAI,E4DsEU,gBAAQ,E5DtElB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4DqEwB,4

E;Q5DpExB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;M4DqEF,wBAAyB,WAAzB,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;IACJ,C;;;MAG

2G,8B;MAAtF,kB;MAA0C,4B;MAC/D,eAAyB,C;MAGrB,oCAAa,2BAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,

WAAK,KAA3C,C;MACb,eAAa,UAAU,gBAAV,I;IALG,C;;MAShB,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,YAA1B,

C;MAEb,WAAK,aAAI,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAJ,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;MACL,mC;IACJ,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,K

AAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KA

AlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,aAAa,WAAK,kBAAS,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAT,C;MAClB,mC;MACA,OAAO,M;IA

CX,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,OAAO,WAAK,aAAI,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAJ,E

AAuB,OAAvB,C;IAChB,C;;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;;MC1LgD,sB;MA4BnF,uBAAoC,I;MA2CpC,yBAA6C,I;IAv

EK,C;;MAKZ,wB;MAGlC,gBAAqB,K;IAHY,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MAKJ,oB;IAAA,C;;MAG1B,eAAe,IAAK,

S;MACpB,gBAAc,Q;MACd,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAE+B,iEAAc,IAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MACG,iEAAc,IAAd,C;IAAA,

C;;MACU,+DAAY,IAAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;;MAd5C,wE;MAAsC,2CAAK,KAAM,IAAX,EAAgB,KA

AM,MAAtB,C;MAAtC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAmBA,YAAQ,Q;IACZ,C;;MAMoB,sD;MAAS,6B;IAAT,C;;MACoC,MAA

M,qCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MAEpC,4BAAwB,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAEsD,sDAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3C,k

D;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,I;IAArB,C;;MACD,0BAAc,S;IAA

d,C;;;MAJ5B,oBAAoB,oCAAQ,W;MAC5B,6G;IAKJ,C;;MAGI,IAAI,+CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,C;QACI,4BAAwB,c

AAO,OAAP,C;QACxB,OAAO,I;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,4BAAwB,K;IAAxB,C;;;MA1BvC,I

AAI,4BAAJ,C;QACI,6F;;MA4BJ,OAAO,mC;IACX,C;;MAKqB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,InE2O2D,QAAQ,W;MmE3Ox

F,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAf,UnE8JsD,U;QmE9JjD,YnE2KiD,Y;QmE1KxD,iBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAA

T,C;;IAER,C;;MAMsB,sD;MAAS,oC;IAAT,C;;MACkC,MAAM,qCAA8B,gCAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MACjB,4BAAw

B,Q;IAAxB,C;;MAE+B,wDAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3C,kD;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;M

ACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,M;IAArB,C;;MACD,0BAAc,S;IAAd,C;;;MAJ5B,oBAAoB,oCAAQ,W;MAC5B,+G;I

AKJ,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,4BAAwB,K;IAAxB,C;;MAI3B,IAAI,SAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,iC

AAJ,C;QAA6B,OAAO,K;MACpC,OAAO,oCAAa,uBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACxB,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,o

CAAa,yBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAb,C;;;MAzBvC,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,iG;;MA2BJ,OAAO,qC;IACX,C;;MAGA,W

AAW,YAAQ,W;MACnB,OAAO,IAAK,UAAZ,C;QACI,YAAY,IAAK,O;QACjB,QAAQ,KAAM,I;QACd,IAAI,Y

AAO,CAAP,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,KAAM,M;UAClB,IAAK,S;UACL,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;MC

7HgF,oC;IAAjC,C;;MAQ3C,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAsB,OAAO,K;

MAC7B,OAAO,mCAAY,mBAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IACvB,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,mCAAY,2BAAkB,IAAl

B,C;IAAZ,C;;;MCb0D,8B;MAAlC,4B;IAArB,C;;IAoBF,C;;IAGoB,C;;MAEd,OAAA,oBAAM,O;IAAN,C;;MAEG

,Q;MAAA,oCAAM,0BAAW,KAAX,CAAN,4D;IAAA,C;;MAI9B,IAAa,I;MAFpB,0BAAW,KAAX,C;MAEoB,gB

AAb,qBAAM,KAAN,C;MAAqB,qC;MAA5B,OAAO,CAAa,O3DsCjB,S2DtCI,2D;IACX,C;;MAGU,oBAAY,MA

AK,OAAL,C;MAClB,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGU,oBAAY,QAAO,mCAAoB,KAApB,CAAP,EAAmC,C

AAnC,EAAsC,OAAtC,C;MAClB,qC;IACJ,C;;MAGI,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAE/B,uBAAA,o

B9D8vCoB,QM7yC0C,YwD+CrD,QxD/CqD,CN6yC1C,C;M8D7vCpB,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,mCA

AoB,KAApB,C;MAEA,IAAI,UAAS,SAAb,C;QAAmB,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;

QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAE3B,IADE,KACF,e;QAAQ,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;WACf,IAFE,KAEF,O;QAAK,uBxD

3DqD,YwD2D7C,QxD3D6C,CN6yC1C,Q8DlvC6B,oB9DkvC7B,C;;;Q8DjvCR,uBAAoC,cAA5B,oBAA4B,EAAV

,CAAU,EAAP,KAAO,CAAY,QxD5DE,YwD4DK,QxD5DL,CwD4DF,EAA4C,cAAN,oBAAM,EAAY,KAAZ,EA
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AmB,SAAnB,CAA5C,C;;MAG5D,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,0BAAW,KAAX,C;MACA,qC;MACA,O

AAW,UAAS,sBAAb,GACG,oBAAY,MADf,GAGG,oBAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,CAAmC,CAAn

C,C;IACR,C;;MAGkB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAd,mD;QACI,IAAI,4BAAM,KAAN,GAAgB,OAAhB,CAAJ,C;UACU,o

BAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,C;UAClB,qC;UACA,OAAO,I;;;MAGf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAGI,qC;MACM,

oBAAY,QAAO,SAAP,EAAkB,UAAU,SAAV,IAAlB,C;IACtB,C;;MAGI,uBpBhGuC,E;MoBiGvC,qC;IACJ,C;;M

AG+C,OAAM,QAAN,oBAAM,EAAQ,OAAR,C;IAAN,C;;MAEI,OAAM,YAAN,oBAAM,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAN

,C;;MAEzB,qBAAc,oBAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,OAAA,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,oBAAL,C;IAAf,C;;MAIlC,oCAA

a,kCAAyB,SAAzB,C;MADoB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKjC,oCAAa,mCAA0B,SAA1B,C;MAD6B,Y;IAAA,C;;;MA7G9C,

mD;MAG8B,sBpBPa,EoBOb,C;MAH9B,Y;IAAA,C;;MAU0B,+B;QAAA,kBAAuB,C;MALjD,mD;MAKsD,sBpB

dX,EoBcW,C;MALtD,Y;IAAA,C;;MAOA,mD;MAGqD,sBxDhBa,YwDgBR,QxDhBQ,CwDgBb,C;MAHrD,Y;IA

AA,C;;MCfgB,UACM,M;MAFtB,aAAa,C;MACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAEQ,oB;UA

AmB,U;;UACnB,IhBHiC,MAAa,YgBGnC,OhBHmC,CgBG9C,C;YAAwD,iCAAhC,OAAgC,C;;gBAExD,uC;YA

AmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;eACnC,wC;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;eACnC,sC;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;eACnC,u

C;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;;YAEA,kBAAR,OAAQ,C;;QATvC,wB;QAYA,SAAS,MAAK,MAAL,QAAc,WAA

d,I;;MAEb,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;M7DhBsG,4C;IAAtG,C;IAAA,6D;MAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;IAA

A,C;IAD5C,kF;;M8DLI,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACU,KAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;;;QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAx

C,EAAiD,cAAN,KAAM,CAAjD,+BAAuE,UAAvE,E;;IAER,C;;MAIyB,uB;QAAgB,OAAA,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAA

R,EAAW,CAAX,C;MAA3B,C;IAAA,C;;MADrB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAiB,gC;QACX,KAAY,MAAK,UAA

L,C;;;QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAxC,EAAiD,cAAN,KAAM,CAAjD,EAA4D,UAA5D,C;;IAER,C;;MAIy

C,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAAa,C;;MADpD,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAiB,gB;QACX,KAAY,MA

AK,UAAL,C;;;QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAxC,EAAiD,cAAN,KAAM,CAAjD,EAA4D,cAA5D,C;;IAER,

C;;;MAWyC,QAAC,IAAM,CAAP,KAAa,IAAM,CAAnB,K;IAAsB,C;;MAP3D,sC;QAAiC,OAAjC,yB;;MACA,4

BAA4B,K;MAE5B,YAAY,E;MAGZ,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,GAAtB,U;QAAiC,KAAY,MAAK,KAAL,C;MAC7C,

iBAAiB,kC;MACX,KAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;MAClB,mBAAc,CAAd,YAAsB,KAAM,OAA5B,Y;QACI,QAAQ,M

AAM,UAAQ,CAAR,IAAN,C;QACR,QAAQ,MAAM,OAAN,C;QACR,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,CAAP,OAAc,IAAM,

CAApB,KAA0B,KAAK,CAAnC,C;UAAsC,OAAO,K;;MAEjD,4BAA4B,I;MAC5B,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAII,aAA

a,gBAAmB,KAAM,OAAzB,O;MACb,aAAa,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,KAAzB,EAAgC,YAAhC,E

AA8C,UAA9C,C;MACb,IAAI,WAAW,KAAf,C;Q9EspVa,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,wB8ErpVI,M9EqpVJ,gB;U

AAa,W8ErpVT,M9EqpVJ,M;U8ErpVoC,M9EqpVV,c8ErpVU,E9EqpVV,sB8ErpVU,Y9EqpVD,I;;;I8EnpVvC,C;;

MAII,IAAI,UAAS,GAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAGX,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAR,IAAD,IAAgB,CAAhB,I;MAC

b,WAAW,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,KAAzB,EAAgC,MAAhC,EAAwC,UAAxC,C;MACX,YAAY,

YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,SAAS,CAAT,IAAzB,EAAqC,GAArC,EAA0C,UAA1C,C;MAEZ,aAAiB,

SAAS,MAAb,GAAqB,KAArB,GAAgC,M;MAG7C,gBAAgB,K;MAChB,iBAAiB,SAAS,CAAT,I;MACjB,aAAU,

KAAV,OAAiB,GAAjB,M;QAEQ,iBAAa,MAAb,IAAuB,cAAc,GAArC,C;UACI,gBAAgB,KAAK,SAAL,C;UACh

B,iBAAiB,MAAM,UAAN,C;UAEjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,UAAnB,CAAX,IAA6C,CAAjD,C;YA

CI,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,S;YACZ,6B;;;YAEA,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,U;YACZ,+B;;;cAGR,iBAAa,MAAb,C;UACI,

OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,KAAK,SAAL,C;UACZ,6B;;;UAGA,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,MAAM,UAAN,C;UACZ,+B;;;M

AMZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;;;MCpFI,2C;IAAA,C;;MAC+D,sBAAU,MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAEd,Q;MAAA,wEAAqB

,C;IAArB,C;;;;MAHjD,kD;QAAA,iC;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MCuBA,iC;MAKA,8B;MA8CA,0BAAmE,I;;;MA1En

E,oB;MAA+B,6B;IAA/B,C;;MAE6D,MAAM,qCAA8B,iCAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MAErD,WAAa,Q;IACjB,C;;MAEuE

,yCAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAEC,OAAA,iCAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MAGpE,IAAI,oBAAS,OAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,WA

Aa,cAAO,OAAQ,IAAf,C;QACb,OAAO,I;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,WAAa,K;IAAb,C;;;MA+C

/B,0BAAY,Q;IAEhB,C;;MAEmD,OAAA,0BAAY,gBAAS,GAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEgB,gBAAZ,0B;MAAY,c;;Q7

D23CnD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;UAAP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB

,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,I6D33CmD,uBAAS,gB7D23C9C,O6D33CwD,MAAV,Q7D23C5D,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YA

AP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M6D53CgD,iB;IAAA,C;;MAK/C,IAAI,+BAAJ,C;QACI,0BAAW,qB;;MAEf,OAAO,sC

;IACX,C;;MAE6E,iC;IAAA,C;;MAElC,OAAA,0BAAY,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEC,OAAA,0BAAY,aAAI,G

AAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEP,OAAA,0BAAY,cAAO,GAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEH,OAAA,0BAAY,K;IAAZ,
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C;;;MA7DtC,iD;MAAuD,8B;MArC3D,mB;MAsCQ,8BAAmB,W;MACnB,2BAAgB,WAAY,S;MAFhC,Y;IAAA,

C;;MAKA,iD;MAGuB,aAAK,kEAAL,Q;MAHvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAcyC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,iD;MASqE,

qB;MnElCrE,IAAI,EmEoCQ,mBAAmB,CnEpC3B,CAAJ,C;QACI,cmEmCgC,+C;QnElChC,MAAM,gCAAyB,OA

AQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,EmEqCQ,cAAc,CnErCtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBmEoC2B,yC;QnEnC3B,MAAM,gCAAy

B,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MmEuBV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAeA,iD;MAA2C,eAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;IAAA

,C;;MAGA,iD;MAG8C,qB;MAC1C,KAAK,gBAAO,QAAP,C;MAJT,Y;IAAA,C;;MA0C0E,gBAAnE,aAAmB,gE

AAnB,C;MAA2E,wB;MAAlF,O/DrCO,S;I+DsCX,C;;MCzGI,yB;;;MA2CI,UAAU,kBAAI,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,IAA

b,C;MACd,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAGI,kBAAI,Q;IACR,C;;MAM6D,OAAA,kBAAI,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;M

AEpB,OAAA,kBAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MAEY,OAAA,kBAAI,KAAK,W;IAAT,C;;MAEH,OAAA,kBAAI,cAAO,OAAP

,CAAJ,Q;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,OAAA,kBAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;;MA7DtC,iD;MAGoB,8B;MAVxB,mB;MAWQ,sBAAM,gB

;MAJV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAOA,iD;MAG2C,8B;MAjB/C,mB;MAkBQ,sBAAM,eAAgB,QAAS,KAAzB,C;MACN,qBA

AO,QAAP,C;MALJ,Y;IAAA,C;;MAiByC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,iD;MASkE,8B;MA/BtE,mB;MAgCQ,sB

AAM,eAAgB,eAAhB,EAAiC,UAAjC,C;MAVV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAaA,iD;MAA2C,eAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;

MAA3C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,iD;MAM0C,8B;MA3C9C,mB;MA4CQ,sBAAW,G;MAPf,Y;IAAA,C;;MAwCmC,gB

AA5B,eAAQ,eAAR,C;MAAoC,6B;MAA3C,OhELO,S;IgEMX,C;;MC/DyC,kC;MAErC,oBAAkC,kB;MAClC,sB

AAyB,C;IAHW,C;;MAAC,8B;IAAA,C;;MAGrC,0B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;MAII,eAAe,aAAS,qBAAY,G

AAZ,C;MACxB,mBAAmB,6BAAsB,QAAtB,C;MACnB,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;QAEI,kBAAW,QAAX,IAAuB,mCAAY,

GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;;;QAEvB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;UAEI,YAA+B,Y;UAC/B,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,

EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;YACI,OAAO,KAAM,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;;YAEb,kBAAW,QAAX,IAAuB,CAAQ,KAAR

,EAAe,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,CAAf,C;YACvB,6B;YACA,OAAO,I;;;;UAIX,YAAuC,Y;UACvC,cAAkB

,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;UAClB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,OAAM,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;UAEX,KAAY

,MAAK,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,CAAL,C;;;MAG1B,6B;MAEA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAIuB,Q;MADnB,e

AAe,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,C;MACL,oCAAsB,QAAtB,C;MAAA,iB;QAAmC,OAAO,I;;MAA7D,mBAAmB,I;MA

CnB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YAAgC,Y;QAChC,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;UpB

zDR,OoB0D6B,iBpB1DvB,CoB0DmC,QpB1DnC,C;UoB2DM,6B;UACA,OAAO,KAAM,M;;;UAEb,OAAO,I;;;;Q

AGX,YAAuC,Y;QACvC,8BAAc,KAAd,iB;UACI,cAAY,MAAM,KAAN,C;UACZ,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,GAAP,E

AAY,OAAM,IAAlB,CAAb,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAAlB,C;cACU,KAAN,UAA2B,C;cpBtE/C,Oo

BwEqC,iBpBxE/B,CoBwE2C,QpBxE3C,C;;;coB2EoB,KAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,C;;YAEtB,6B;YAEA,

OAAO,OAAM,M;;;;MAIzB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,oBAAa,kB;MACb,YAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAEyC,uBAAS,GA

AT,S;IAAA,C;;MAEV,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,GAAT,8B;IAAA,C;;MAGR,Q;MAAA,oCAAsB,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,

CAA/B,C;MAAA,iB;QAAoD,OAAO,I;;MAA9E,mBAAmB,I;MACnB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YAAgC,Y;QAChC,I

AAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;UAEP,OAAO,I;;;;QAGX,YAAuC,

Y;QACvC,OAAa,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;;IAErB,C;;MAGI,sB;;QlFg7BY,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAA

hB,e;UAAsB,IkFh7BK,aAAS,gBlFg7BA,OkFh7Ba,IAAb,MlFg7Bd,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qB

AAO,I;;;MkFj7BH,yB;IAAA,C;;MAIO,wD;MACH,aAAY,E;MAEZ,YAA0B,MAAa,MAAK,qCAAL,C;MACvC,g

BAAe,E;MAEf,oBAA4B,I;MAC5B,eAAc,K;MACd,iBAAgB,E;MAChB,iBAAqC,I;IATlC,C;;MAYC,IAAI,6BAA

wB,YAA5B,C;QACI,gBAAqB,iBAAqD,O;QAC1E,IAAI,4DAAc,SAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,C;;MAGf,IAAI,yDAAa,

SAAK,OAAtB,C;QACI,oBAAe,2CAAW,UAAK,aAAL,CAAX,C;QACf,eAAU,iC;QACV,iBAAY,C;QACZ,OAA

O,C;;;QAEP,oBAAe,I;QACf,OAAO,C;;IAEf,C;;MAGI,IAAI,eAAS,EAAb,C;QACI,aAAQ,oB;MACZ,OAAO,eAA

S,C;IACpB,C;;MAIoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACN,IAAI,YAAJ,C;QACZ,yBAA

qD,cAArD,C;;;QAEa,OAAb,iB;;MAHJ,oB;MAKA,iBAAiB,S;MACjB,aAAQ,E;MACR,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MrE7C

R,IqEgDyB,crEhDrB,QAAJ,C;QACI,cAhByB,0B;QAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MqE+CE,6BAA

yB,cAAO,6BAAY,IAAnB,C;MACzB,iBAAY,I;MAEZ,uC;IACJ,C;;;MArDJ,2D;IAuDJ,C;;MAGI,mBAAmB,kBA

AW,QAAX,C;MACnB,OAAW,iBAAiB,SAArB,GAAgC,IAAhC,GAA0C,Y;IACrD,C;;;;;MCtKI,aAAR,MAAM,O

AAe,CAAP,IAAO,C;MAEb,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,C;MrBXpB,OqBYqB,MrBZf,CqBYuB,KrBZvB,C;MqBaF,OA

AO,M;IACX,C;;;MCPmC,kC;MAEnC,oBAAkC,kB;MAClC,sBAAyB,C;IAHS,C;;MAAC,8B;IAAA,C;;MAGnC,0

B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;MAYI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,K;MAC3B,OAAO,kBAAW,GAAX,MAA

oB,S;IAC/B,C;;MAGI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,YAAY,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAA
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U,SAArB,GAAgC,KAAhC,GAA2D,I;IAC/D,C;;MvEPA,IAAI,EuEWQ,uBvEXR,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuEUN,eAAe,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACf,kBAAW,GAAX,IAAkB,K;MAElB

,IAAI,aAAa,SAAjB,C;QACI,6B;QAEA,OAAO,I;;;QAGP,OAAO,Q;;IAEf,C;;MAGI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OA

AO,I;MAC3B,YAAY,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACZ,IAAI,UAAU,SAAd,C;QtBnDJ,OsBoDyB,iBtBpDnB,CsBoD+B,

GtBpD/B,C;QsBqDE,6B;QAEA,OAAO,K;;;QAGP,OAAO,I;;IAEf,C;;MAII,oBAAa,kB;MACb,YAAO,C;IACX,C;

;MAIW,oD;MACH,cAAkC,MAAa,MAAK,mCAAL,C;MAC/C,kBAA4B,qBAAL,WAAK,C;MAC5B,iBAA+B,I;I

AH5B,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,eAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAMX,gB;MAHnB,UAAU,eAAS,O;MACnB,iBAAU,G;MAES,+E;

MAAnB,OAAO,iD;IACX,C;;MAIkC,UAA9B,M;MAAA,oC;MAA8B,YAAa,c;MvEchD,uB;MAeP,IAfoB,KAehB,

QAAJ,C;QACI,cAhByB,0B;QAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;QAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;MuEde,oBAAO,

sFAAP,C;IAC3B,C;;;MAjBJ,yD;IAmBJ,C;;MAEsD,8B;MAAA,oD;IAAA,C;;MACtB,uB;IAAA,C;;MACE,6CAAu

B,gBAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEU,OAAA,2BAAuB,aAAI,gBAAJ,EAAS,QAAT,C;IAAvB,C;;MAET,OAAA,mCAA

Y,uBAAc,IAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,mCAAY,uBAAc,IAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MACU,OAAA,mCAAY,qBAAY,I

AAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;IAAZ,C;;;MARM,iE;IAAA,C;;;MCNtD,sBAOsC,I;MA6CtC,yB;;;MArHmD,0CAAqC,G

AArC,EAA0C,KAA1C,C;MAC/C,oBAAuC,I;MACvC,oBAAuC,I;IAFb,C;;;MAK9B,oB;MAA+B,6B;IAA/B,C;;M

AEI,oB;MACI,cACsC,I;MAEtC,cACsC,I;MAGlC,cAAO,iC;IARf,C;;MAaQ,OAAO,gBAAS,I;IACpB,C;;MAII,IA

AI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MAEtB,cAAc,0B;MACd,cAAO,O;MACa,gBAAb,OAAQ,a;;MAAf,cpE8

DS,SoE9DoB,KAAO,iCpE8DzC,GAAqB,SAArB,GAA+B,I;MoE7D1B,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MxEgCR,IAAI,EwE7

Bc,eAAQ,IxE6BtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAdW,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MwE5BS,oCAAP,0BAA

O,C;MACP,gCAAI,cAAO,0BAAO,IAAd,C;MAEJ,cAAO,I;IACX,C;;;MAGqD,MAAM,qCAA8B,iCAA9B,C;IAA

N,C;;MAErD,WAAmB,Q;IACvB,C;;MAEuE,yCAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAEC,qD;IAAA,C;;MAGpE,IAAI,oBA

AS,OAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,WAAmB,cAAO,OAAQ,IAAf,C;QACnB,OAAO,I;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B

,OAAA,WAAmB,K;IAAnB,C;;;MxEEnC,IAAI,EwEgBM,0BAAQ,IAAR,IAAgB,0BAAQ,IxEhB9B,CAAJ,C;QAC

I,cAdW,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MwEgBN,YAAY,mB;MACZ,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;QACI,s

BAAO,S;QACP,yBAAO,S;QACP,yBAAO,S;;;QAGK,YAAa,KAAM,a;QxERhC,uB;QAeP,IAfoB,KAehB,QAAJ,

C;UACI,gBAhByB,0B;UAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,SAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;UAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;QwEQZ,+B;QAEA,y

BAAO,K;QACP,yBAAO,K;QAEP,qBAAa,S;QACb,qBAAa,S;;IAErB,C;;MAMI,IAAI,SAAK,aAAL,KAAc,SAAl

B,C;QAEI,sBAAO,I;;;QAEP,IAAI,wBAAS,SAAb,C;UAEI,sBAAO,sB;;QAEX,qDAAc,sB;QACd,qDAAc,sB;;MA

ElB,yBAAO,I;MACP,yBAAO,I;IACX,C;;MA6CI,kBAAI,Q;MACJ,sBAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQmD,OAAA,kBAAI,

mBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MAGlB,Q;MAAA,0B;MAAA,iB;QAAQ,OAAO,K;;MAA5C,WAA6B,I;;QAEzB,IAA

I,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,EAAc,KAAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;QAEX,OAAO,cAAA,IAAK,aAAL,C;;MACF,iBA

AS,mBAAT,C;MACT,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAG2E,uC;IAAA,C;;MAExB,Q;MAAJ,QAAI,OAAJ,kBAAI,WAAI,G

AAJ,CAAJ,6B;IAAA,C;;MAG3C,UAAU,kBAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;MACd,IAAI,OAAO,IAAX,C;QACI,eAAe,6BA

AW,GAAX,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;QACf,kBAAI,aAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,QAAT,C;QACK,wBAAT,QAAS,C;QACT,OA

AO,I;;;QAEP,OAAO,GAAI,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;IAEnB,C;;MAGI,YAAY,kBAAI,cAAO,GAAP,C;MAChB,IAAI,S

AAS,IAAb,C;QACU,sBAAN,KAAM,C;QACN,OAAO,KAAM,M;;MAEjB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAEsC,OAAA,kB

AAI,K;IAAJ,C;;;MArFtC,uD;MAGuB,qB;MAnJ3B,yB;MAoJQ,sBAAM,gB;MAJV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAOA,uD;MAA

oD,qB;MAvJxD,yB;MAyJc,Q;MAAN,sBAAM,+D;MAFV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAcyC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,uD;

MASqE,eAAM,eAAN,EAAuB,UAAvB,Q;MArKzE,yB;MAsKQ,sBAAM,gB;MAVV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAaA,uD;MA

A2C,qBAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,uD;MAG2C,qB;MA9K/C,yB;MA+KQ,sBAA

M,gB;MACN,KAAK,gBAAO,QAAP,C;MALT,Y;IAAA,C;;MAmEoD,gBAA7C,qBAAyB,eAAzB,C;MAAqD,wB;

MAA5D,OpEvKO,S;IoEwKX,C;;;;;MCzOI,uD;MAAmD,eAAM,GAAN,Q;MAPvD,yB;MAOI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA

,uD;MAGuB,eAAM,oBAAN,Q;MAZ3B,yB;MASI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKA,uD;MAG8C,eAAM,oBAAN,Q;MAjBlD,y

B;MAkBQ,qBAAO,QAAP,C;MAJJ,Y;IAAA,C;;MAgByC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,uD;MASqE,eAAM,qBA

AsB,eAAtB,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAN,Q;MA9BzE,yB;MAqBI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAWA,uD;MAA2C,qBAAK,eAAL,EA

AsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAa+C,gBAAxC,mBAAc,qBAAd,C;MAAgD,6B;MAAvD,OrE2BO,S;IqE1

BX,C;;;;;;;gFtE5CA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAA

c,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MAAA,6B;QAAsG,+C;MAAA,C;KAAtG,C;;MuEQI,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;ICfA,

C;;MAEQ,mBAAM,IAAN,C;IACJ,C;;MAGI,mBAAM,OAAN,C;MACA,c;IACJ,C;;IAIkB,C;;;MAKmC,qB;MAA
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7B,gC;IAAD,C;;MAGnB,oBA+DyC,OA/Dd,OA+Dc,C;MA9DzC,iBAAa,OAAM,aAAN,C;IACjB,C;;;MAKgC,qB;

IAFpC,C;;MAIQ,OAAQ,KAAI,OAAJ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGI,OAAQ,KAAI,OAAJ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGI,OAAQ,KAAI,E

AAJ,C;IACZ,C;;;MAKiC,qB;MACjC,cAAa,E;IAHjB,C;;MAMQ,eAoCyC,OApCxB,OAoCwB,C;IAnC7C,C;;MA

GI,cAAS,E;IACb,C;;;MAKwC,yB;IAF5C,C;;MAIQ,QAwByC,OAxB1B,OAwB0B,C;MAvBzC,QAAU,eAAF,CA

AE,EAAY,EAAZ,C;MACV,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;QACI,4BAAU,C1DiI0E,W0DjI9D,C1DiI8D,E0DjI3D,C1DiI2

D,C;Q0DhIpF,Y;QACA,IAAI,C1D4HiE,W0D5HrD,IAAI,CAAJ,I1D4HqD,C;;M0D1HzE,4BAAU,C;IACd,C;;MA

GI,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAJ,C;MACR,cAAS,E;IACb,C;;;;MAW6C,cAAa,KAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MAI7C,MAAO,U;IACX

,C;;MAII,MAAO,iBAAQ,OAAR,C;IACX,C;;MAII,MAAO,eAAM,OAAN,C;IACX,C;;M7BzCI,sC;MAAA,4C;IA

TJ,C;IAAA,yF;MAWoB,2B;IAAA,CAXpB,E;IAAA,4E;MAcY,wBAAW,MAAX,C;IAAA,C;IAdZ,sF;;MDiHW,Q;

MADP,e+B1JA,M/B0JA,C;MACO,Q+B3JP,M/B2JO,+D;M+B1JX,W;IAAA,C;;;MCAI,0B;MASA,gBAA2B,a;IA

V/B,C;;MAQgB,OAAA,eAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAKR,UAAU,IAAK,S;MAEX,YAAQ,2CAAR,C;QACI,gBAAc,MAA

O,M;WAEzB,YAAQ,yBAAR,C;QACI,gBAAc,yC;QACd,eAAS,oBAAW,MAAX,C;;;QAEL,MAAM,6BAAsB,iB

AAtB,C;IAEtB,C;;MASW,Q;MALP,IAAI,kBAAW,2CAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,yB;QACT,OAAO,yB;;MAEX,aAAa,

IAAK,S;MAEd,eAAW,yCAAX,C;QAAsB,gC;WACtB,0C;QAA4B,MAAM,MAAO,U;;QACjC,a;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,

C;;;MAlCA,0D;MACyD,6BAAK,QAAL,EAAe,2CAAf,C;MADzD,Y;IAAA,C;;MCqHA,aAAa,IAAb,MAAa,E;M

ACb,KAAK,MAAL,C;MACA,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MC3HyG,kBAApB,wBAAc,IAAd,C;MAA0B,I3EoE3G,a;M2E

pEiF,O3EqE1E,W;I2ErE0E,C;;MAQvC,kBAA1B,cAAhB,sCAAgB,EAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,IAApB,C;MAAiC,sB3E2

E3C,W2E3E2C,C;MAAjD,O3E4EO,W;I2E5EP,C;;MCZ8C,8B;MAAA,OCIN,aDJwB,yBAAa,QAAb,mCCIxB,CjE

6rBgC,sB;IgEjsB1B,C;;M7Fu8GvC,kBAAY,gB;MA8EH,Q;MAAhB,wB6F7gHqB,U7F6gHrB,gB;QAAgB,c6F7g

HK,U7F6gHrB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,C6F7gHkB,oB7F6gHP,O6F7gHO,C7F6gHtB,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;

;M6F7gH3D,qB7F8gHO,W;M6F7gHP,IvF4JwD,CuF5JpD,cvF4JqD,UuF5JzD,C;QhEoGuC,U;QgEnGnC,qBhEmG

yD,OAAtB,+BgEnGd,mBhEmGc,uBAAsB,CAAO,W;QkEvGpD,kBAAhB,sB;QFMQ,0C;QACA,IAAI,EhEkNoC,

0BAAU,CgElN9C,CAAJ,C;UACI,2BAAO,GAAP,C;;QAEW,sCAAa,GAAb,C;QALnB,sB5E8DG,W8EnE8B,W;Q

FYjC,OAAO,I;;MAGX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQmB,c;;Q7Fk7TC,Q;QAAhB,wB6Fl7TI,U7Fk7TJ,gB;UAAgB,c6F

l7TZ,U7Fk7TJ,M;UAAsB,I6Fl7TD,oB7Fk7Te,O6Fl7Tf,C7Fk7TC,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K

;;;M6Fn7TP,e;QACI,kBAA6B,MAAX,UAAW,C;QhE8EM,U;QgE7Eb,ahE6EmC,OAAtB,+BgE7EvB,mBhE6EuB,

uBAAsB,CAAO,W;QgE7EX,kBC5BjB,aD4BD,MC5BC,CjE0uC6C,uBAAzB,CAAyB,C;QVxlB9E,kBAAS,gB;Q

AyEA,U;QAAA,+B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,6B;UAAM,I0E/rB4C,4B1E+rB9B,S0E/rB8B,C1E+rB5

C,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;Q0E/rBtD,sBAAmF,e1EgsBhF,W0EhsBgF,EAAa,GAAb,C;QACnF,OAAO

,I;;MAGX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MGlCY,8BAAY,IAAK,UAAjB,IAA8B,uBAAY,IAAK,mB;IAA/C,C;;MAMA,8BA

AY,IAAK,a;IAAjB,C;;MCZwD,gCAAqB,OAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEjC,wB;IAAD,C;;MAE1B,eAAQ,KAAR,C;IA

CJ,C;;MAEyC,iCAAuB,cAAvB,M;IAAA,C;;;MCCO,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MACjB,OAAA,gBAAY,O;IAAZ,C;

;MAG3B,IADoC,KACpC,IAAG,CAAH,IADoC,KACpC,IAAM,sBAAN,C;QAD8B,OACX,gBAAY,MAAK,KAA

L,C;;;QACvB,MAAM,8BAA0B,WAAQ,KAAR,6BAAmC,sBAAnC,MAA1B,C;IAFgB,C;;;MAHc,4C;IAAA,C;;M

CJhD,OAAO,yBAAP,C;QACI,sBAAY,mCAAZ,C;;IAER,C;;MAQI,sBAAY,sCAAgB,gBAAe,IAAf,CAA5B,C;M

ACA,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MCb8C,gB;IAAA,C;;MAMwB,OAAK,S;IAAL,C;;MAQG,gB;IAAA,C;;MAmB5D,UAP

F,M;MAFP,QAAc,S;MAGV,cAAK,UAAL,U;QACI,mBAAK,UAAL,G;;QACJ,IvC3BqC,MAAa,YuC2BvC,CvC3

BuC,CuC2BlD,C;UAC6B,8BAAzB,CAAyB,C;;;UAGN,UAAlB,uDAAkB,Y;;MAP3B,a;IASJ,C;;;MCxB4G,Q;MA

AA,+BAAS,I;sCAAlB,O,2DAAA,O;;;;IAApE,C;;;;;;;;;MAC3B,iD;MAAuB,oBAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAC

H,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,IAAjB,C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,iD;MAAuC,oBAAK,OAA

L,EAAc,IAAd,C;MACnB,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,OAAX,EAAoB,IAApB,C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,i

D;MAAwC,oBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MACpB,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,SAAX,EAAsB,KAAtB,C

;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;MAM4G,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,I;sCAAlB,O,2DAAA,O;;;;IAApE,C;;;;;;;;;MAC/B,mD;MAAu

B,sBAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MACC,4BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,IAAjB,C;MADpC,Y;IAA

A,C;;MAIA,mD;MAAuC,sBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MACf,4BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,OAAX,EAAoB,I

AApB,C;MADpC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,mD;MAAwC,sBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAChB,4BAAY,MAAK,

KAAL,EAAW,SAAX,EAAsB,KAAtB,C;MADpC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKgG,qBAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;;IAA

1D,C;;;MACtC,0D;MAAuB,6BAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,0D;MAAuC,6BAAK,O
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AAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,0D;MAAwC,6BAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IA

AA,C;;MAGwG,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MAC9C,kE;MAAuB,qCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IA

AX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,kE;MAAuC,qCAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,kE;

MAAwC,qCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGqG,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;I

AA1D,C;;;MAC3C,+D;MAAuB,kCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,+D;MAAuC,kCAA

K,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,+D;MAAwC,kCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y

;IAAA,C;;8BAGuG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MAC/C,mE;MAAuB,sCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAG+G,4BAAiB,

OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MACrD,yE;MAAuB,4CAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;

;MACA,yE;MAAuC,4CAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,yE;MAAwC,4CAAK,SAAL,EA

AgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAG6G,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MACnD,uE;MA

AuB,0CAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,uE;MAAuC,0CAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;M

AAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,uE;MAAwC,0CAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;sCAI2G,O;;IAAh

E,C;;;MAC3C,+D;MAAuB,kCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAIkG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MAC1C,8D;MAAuB,i

CAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAGgG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MACxC,4D;MAAuB,+BAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;I

AAA,C;;MAG+F,mBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,KAAf,C;;IAA3D,C;;;MACpC,wD;MAAuB,sBAAK,IAAL,Q;MAAvB,Y

;IAAA,C;;MACA,wD;MAAgC,2BAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,wD;MAAiD,IAAY,I;

MAAzB,2BAAa,SAAR,OAAQ,CAAb,EAAyB,sDAAzB,C;MAApC,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAGoG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MAC5C,

gE;MAAuB,mCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAIiG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MACzC,6D;MAAuB,gCAAK,IAAL,C

;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAG4G,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MAClD,sE;MAAuB,yCAAK,IA

AL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,sE;MAAuC,yCAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C

;;MACA,sE;MAAwC,yCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGoH,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,

KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MAC1D,8E;MAAuB,iDAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,8E;MA

AuC,iDAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,8E;MAAwC,iDAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;

MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;MClHA,MAAM,yBAAqB,OAArB,C;IACV,C;;MAII,MAAM,uBAAmB,cAAnB,C;IACV,C;;

MAII,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAtB,C;IACV,C;;MAII,MAAM,4CAAqC,uBAAqB,YAArB,8BAArC,C;IACV,C;;MC2

BW,kBhGoBiD,oB;MgGO9C,Q;MAAA,OAAK,0B;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sBAAM,C

AAN,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;QAkFiD,U;QAjFnE,WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,EiGxLoB,CDqE

kC,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAiFhD,GCtJrC,CDsJqC,GAA6B,UAjFjC,WAiFiC,6DCtJnD,IAAM

,CAAN,IjGwLpB,C;;MiGxLA,ODuEO,W;ICvEP,C;;;;;MCsF0C,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GA

AmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOA,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MClDpB,Q;MADt

B,UAAmB,E;MACnB,wBAAsB,KAAtB,gB;QAAsB,aAAA,KAAtB,M;QAAK,IAAC,0BAAD,EAAO,2B;QACR,I

AAI,IAAJ,IAAY,K;;MAEhB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQgB,Q;MADZ,WAA0B,MAAa,MAAK,KAAL,C;MACvC,w

BAAY,IAAZ,gB;QAAY,UAAA,IAAZ,M;QACI,IAAU,KAAY,gBAAe,GAAf,CAAtB,C;UACI,UAAK,GAAL,IAA

Y,MAAM,GAAN,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,S;IACX,C;qEC5DA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAAW,K

AAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAPlD,C;qEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MA

AX,C;KAPlD,C;qEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAPlD,C;u

EASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KATnD,C;uEAWA,yB;MA

AA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KATnD,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAA

A,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KATnD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAkB+

D,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MAAX,C;KAlB/D,C;uEAoBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU

mD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAVnD,C;uEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,M

AAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KATnD,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK

,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAVnD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MA

AX,C;KAZpD,C;yEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAZpD,

C;yEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAaoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAbpD,C;yEAeA,yB;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAS+D,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MAAX,C;KAT/D,C;uEAWA,yB;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAQmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KARnD,C;qEAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MA

AA,oB;QAUkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAVlD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAcoD,
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OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAdpD,C;;MA8BI,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAR,IAAe,SAAQ,GAA3B,C;QA

AgC,OAAO,wCAAO,I;MAC9C,OAAO,IAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,CAAX,GAAoB,IAAW,KAAI,IAAJ,C;IAC1C,C;mE

AEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWiD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAXjD,C;yEAaA,yB;MAAA,i

B;MAAA,oB;QAOoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAPpD,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;

QAOmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAPnD,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAgBmD,OA

AA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAhBnD,C;uEAkBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUmD,OAAA,MAA

W,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAVnD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CA

AN,C;MAAX,C;KAVpD,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUuD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,

C;KAVvD,C;;MAoBI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAJ,KAAW,GAAf,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;;MAEtB,YAzBg

D,MAAW,OAyBzC,CAzByC,C;MA0B3D,OAAW,QAAQ,CAAR,KAAa,GAAxB,GAA6B,KAA7B,GAtC+C,MA

AW,MAsCb,CAtCa,C;IAuC9D,C;qEAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MA

AX,C;KAVlD,C;uEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAXn

D,C;wEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO6D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KAP7D,

C;wEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO6D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KAP7D,C;

qEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAayD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAAX,C;KAbzD,C;uE

AeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAOsD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,EAAY,CAAZ,C;MAAX,C;KAPtD,C;iGAm

BsD,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAAR,C;+EAaT,yB;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,SAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAAR,C;iFAE7C,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAK

8D,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAL,C;KAL9D,C;;MAmBI,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QADyC,OACrB,QAAP,

CAAC,SAAM,C;WACpB,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QAFyC,OAEW,S;WA

CpD,kBAAQ,wCAAO,UAAf,C;QAHyC,OAGb,YAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;;QAHC,OAI5B,OAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GA

AgB,S;IAJiB,C;;MAYzC,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QADwC,OACY,S;WA

CpD,kBAAQ,GAAR,C;QAFwC,OAEzB,wCAAO,U;;QACP,WAAc,UAAL,SAAK,CAAL,yBAAuB,YAAO,CAA

X,GAAc,CAAd,GAAqB,EAAxC,E;QAHgB,O3Cjb6B,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;;I2Cib1C,C;;MAWxC,IAAK,QAAL

,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QAD0C,OACU,S;WACpD,kBAAQ,GAAR,C;QAF0C,OAE3B,

CAAC,wCAAO,U;;QACR,WAAc,UAAL,SAAK,CAAL,yBAAuB,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,EAAd,GAAsB,CAAzC,E

;QAHkB,O3C3b2B,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;;I2C2bxC,C;;MAiB1C,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAmB,QAAH,E

AAG,CAAnB,C;QADuD,OACzB,wCAAO,I;WACrC,WAAM,SAAN,C;QAFuD,OAEzC,E;WACd,SAAK,SAAL,

C;QAHuD,OAGrC,OAAL,SAAK,C;;QAHqC,OAI1B,SAAL,SAAK,C;IAJ0B,C;;MAoBvD,uB;QAAW,MAAM,gC

AAyB,yBAAzB,C;WACjB,gBAAO,UAAP,C;QAFyC,OAEjB,U;WACxB,gBAAO,WAAP,C;QAHyC,OAGjB,W;;

QAHiB,OAIW,YAA5C,IAAW,OAAM,SAAN,CAAiC,C;;IAJX,C;;MAmBzC,uB;QAAW,MAAM,gCAAyB,yBAA

zB,C;WACjB,oD;QAF2C,+B;WAG3C,oD;QAH2C,+B;;QAAA,OAIS,uBAA5C,IAAW,OAAM,SAAN,CAAiC,C;;I

AJT,C;uEAa/C,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAPhD,C;uEAS

A,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAPhD,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,i

B;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAPhD,C;yEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;

QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KATjD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAA

A,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KATjD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,M

AAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KATjD,C;2EAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAkB4D,OAAA,MAA6C,OAA1B,CAA

0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7C,C;KAlB5D,C;yEAoBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,C

AAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAVjD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA

9B,C;KATjD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAVjD,

C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAZlD,C;2EAcA,yB;

MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAZlD,C;2EAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MA

AA,oB;QAakD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAblD,C;2EAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAS4D,

OAAA,MAA6C,OAA1B,CAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7C,C;KAT5D,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAQ

iD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KARjD,C;uEAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUgD,OAAA,M

AA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAVhD,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAckD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,

CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAdlD,C;uEAgBA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,0B;QAc6D,OAAmC,IAA7B,CAA6B,EAAZ,IAA
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Y,C;MAAnC,C;KAd7D,C;qEAgBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAW+C,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7

B,C;KAX/C,C;2EAaA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAPlD,C;

yEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAPjD,C;yEASA,yB;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAgBiD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAhBjD,C;yEAkBA,yB;MAAA,iB;M

AAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAVjD,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QA

UkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAVlD,C;iFAYA,yB;MA3gBA,iB;MA2gBA,oB;QAUqD,OA3

gBE,MAAW,OA2gBF,CA3gBE,C;MA2gBb,C;KAVrD,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,oB;QAQkD,OAAoB,M

AAZ,CAAY,C;MAApB,C;KARlD,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,

C;MAA7B,C;KAVhD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C

;KAXjD,C;wEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO0D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;K

AP1D,C;wEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO0D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KA

P1D,C;sEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAasD,OAAA,MAA8C,KAA1B,SAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9C,C;K

AbtD,C;uEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAOoD,OAAA,MAA8C,KAA1B,SAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9C,C;

KAPpD,C;kGAmBoD,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAgC,KAAZ,SAAY,C;MAAhC,C;KAAR,C;gF

AaT,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAiC,MAAZ,SAAY,C;MAAjC,C;KAAR,C;gFAE3C,yB;MAAA,

6C;MAAA,kC;QAO8D,OAA0C,SAArC,SAAqC,EAAZ,IAAY,C;MAA1C,C;KAP9D,C;iFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MA

AA,kC;QAK4D,OAA0C,SAArC,SAAqC,EAAZ,IAAY,C;MAA1C,C;KAL5D,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,4B

;QAYmD,OAAW,WAAX,SAAW,C;MAAX,C;KAZnD,C;sFAcA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,4B;QAYqD,OAAW,YA

AX,SAAW,C;MAAX,C;KAZrD,C;;MA8BqC,OAAI,IAAI,CAAR,GAAY,CAAC,CAAD,OAAM,CAAlB,GAA0B,

C;IAA1B,C;wEAErC,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAKoD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;

KALpD,C;wEAOA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAKoD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;K

ALpD,C;mGAiBgD,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAA,C;KAAR,C;;MAU5C,gBAAO,CA

AP,C;QADoC,OACxB,E;WACZ,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QAFoC,OAExB,C;;QAFwB,OAG5B,C;IAH4B,C;;MAiBD,OA

AI,eAAI,CAAR,GAAY,CAAD,aAAX,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOgB,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAA

Z,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOA,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;mGAYL,yB;

MAAA,mC;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAA,C;KAAR,C;;MAU9C,2BAAO,CAAP,C;QADqC,OACzB,

E;WACZ,2BAAO,CAAP,C;QAFqC,OAEzB,C;;QAFyB,OAG7B,C;IAH6B,C;;MCpkCG,qBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MA

MD,qBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAKM,qBAAQ,wCAAO,kBAAf,IAAoC,cAAQ,wCAAO,kB;IAAnD,C;;MAKD,qBAAQ

,uCAAM,kBAAd,IAAmC,cAAQ,uCAAM,kB;IAAjD,C;;MAKD,QAAC,qBAAD,IAAiB,CAAC,kB;IAAlB,C;;MA

KD,QAAC,uBAAD,IAAiB,CAAC,kB;IAAlB,C;;MAU1C,QAAQ,S;MACR,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,UAAP,KAAsB,C

AAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,UAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,SAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,SA

ApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,SAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,SAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IA

AM,QAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,QAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,KAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,K

AAK,EAA7B,K;MACJ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAO2D,OAAe,aAAM,SAAN,C;M

AAf,C;KAP3D,C;;MAgBI,YATsE,aAStC,EAAf,aAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,IAAR,CAAe,CATsC,CAStE,I;IAAA,C;;M

ASA,OAAI,cAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,CAAf,GAAsB,CAAE,IAAI,EAAJ,GAlB8C,uB;IAkBtE,C;;MAUA,oBAAS,CAA

C,SAAD,IAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAeA,oBAAI,QAAJ,GAAiB,cAAK,EAAL,GAAqB,Q;IAAtC,C;;MAgBA,oBAAI,EA

AJ,GAAoB,QAApB,GAAiC,cAAK,Q;IAAtC,C;;MASA,OAAK,a5ClEmD,uB4CkEnD,CAAL,GAA0B,a5CnE6B,s

B4CmE7B,CAA1B,I;IAAA,C;;MAQM,WAAW,S5C1EuC,c;M4C2EpD,e;QADJ,OACS,KA7E6D,a5CCf,sB4CDe,

CA6E7D,I;;;QADT,OA5EsE,aA8E1D,IA9E0D,C;;IA4EtE,C;;MAWM,UAAU,S5CtFuC,a;M4CuFnD,c;QADJ,OA

CS,KAAqB,sB5CtF0B,uB4CsF1B,CAArB,I;;;QADT,OAEgB,sBAAJ,GAAI,C;IAFhB,C;;MAYM,WAAW,S5CjGu

C,c;M4CkGpD,e;QAAK,UAAS,kB5CnGqC,sB4CmGrC,C;QADlB,O5CnG4C,MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,GAAT,E4Co

GvB,C5CpGuB,C;;;Q4CqGlD,aAAa,kBAAL,IAAK,C;QAFzB,O5CnG4C,MAAa,KAAK,U4CqG7C,C5CrG6C,EA

Ac,MAAd,C;;I4CmG9D,C;;MAYM,UAAU,S5C9GuC,a;M4C+GnD,c;QAAK,WAAa,iB5C9GkC,uB4C8GlC,C;QA

DtB,O5C/G4C,MAAa,KAAK,U4CgHhD,C5ChHgD,EAAc,IAAd,C;;;Q4CiHlD,YAAS,iBAAJ,GAAI,C;QAFrB,O5

C/G4C,MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,KAAT,E4CiHrB,C5CjHqB,C;;I4C+G9D,C;;MAkBA,IAAI,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,M

AAqB,CAAzB,C;QACI,UAAU,S5CjIyC,a;Q4CkInD,WAAW,S5CjIyC,c;Q4CkIpD,aAAa,GAAI,IAAI,QAAR,GA

AqB,IAAK,MAAK,CAAC,QAAD,IAAL,C;QACvC,cAAc,IAAK,IAAI,QAAT,GAAsB,GAAI,MAAK,CAAC,QA
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AD,IAAL,C;QACxC,OAAW,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,MAAqB,CAAhC,G5CtIwC,MAAa,KAAK,U4CsIlB,M5CtIkB,

E4CsIV,O5CtIU,C4CsI1D,G5CtIwC,MAAa,KAAK,U4CsIS,O5CtIT,E4CsIkB,M5CtIlB,C;;;Q4CwInD,Q;QAAA,I

AAI,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,MAAqB,CAAzB,C;UAAA,OAA4B,S;;uB5CtIiB,uB;U4CsIP,a5CvIM,sB;U4CuI5C,O5

CxIiC,MAAa,KAAK,kBAAc,MAAd,C;;Q4CwI1D,W;;IAER,C;kFAGA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,sC;QAaiE,6BAA

W,CAAC,QAAD,IAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAbjE,C;;MCtKI,OAAO,SAA8B,MAAK,WAAL,C;IACzC,C;;MAMI,OAA

O,SAA8B,MAAK,WAAL,EAAkB,UAAlB,C;IACzC,C;;MCpCI,gBAAH,IAAI,OAAO,EAAG,GAAE,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,EAAJ,CAAd,GAAyB,CAAhC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAMA,cAAO,QAAP,GAAkB,QAAQ,Q;IAA1

B,C;8EtFTJ,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAGI,OAAgB,QAAX,SAAW,EAAa,IAAb,C;MAAhB,C;KAHJ,C;;MuFm

BY,QxDdkC,OwDcnB,SAAf,C;aACJ,Q;UADI,OACQ,M;aACZ,Q;UAFI,OAEQ,M;aACZ,S;UAHI,OAGS,O;gBA

HT,OAII,MAAa,gBAAe,SAAf,CAAqB,Y;;IAJtC,C;;MAWC,Q;MAAD,OAAwB,CAAvB,iEAAuB,Q;IAAxB,C;;M

AMA,iBAAU,SAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MCjCR,8B;IADuC,C;;MACvC,4B;IAAA,C;;M/FWgC,MAAM,yB;I+FR1B,C;;

M/FQoB,MAAM,yB;I+FN1B,C;;M/FMoB,MAAM,yB;I+FJ1B,C;;M/FIoB,MAAM,yB;I+FF1B,C;;M/FEoB,MAA

M,yB;I+FA1B,C;;M/FAoB,MAAM,yB;I+FE1B,C;;M/FFoB,MAAM,yB;I+FI1B,C;;M/FJoB,MAAM,yB;I+FM1B,C

;;M/FNoB,MAAM,yB;I+FQ1B,C;;M/FRoB,MAAM,yB;I+FU1B,C;;M/FVoB,MAAM,yB;I+FY1B,C;;M/FZoB,MA

AM,yB;I+Fc1B,C;;M/FdoB,MAAM,yB;I+FgB1B,C;;M/FhBoB,MAAM,yB;I+FkB1B,C;;M/FlBoB,MAAM,yB;I+F

oB1B,C;;M/FpBoB,MAAM,yB;I+FsB1B,C;;M/FtBoB,MAAM,yB;I+FwB1B,C;;MAGR,OAAO,oCAA0B,oBAAU,

KAAM,OAAhB,C;IACrC,C;;MAG+B,gB;MAAA,8FAA0B,C;IAA1B,C;;MAI3B,OAAO,oBAAQ,eAAR,C;IACX,

C;;;MAG2D,sBAAc,MAAd,C;MACL,Q;MAAtD,4BAAmC,CAAmB,OAAZ,MAAY,WAAnB,kC;IADC,C;;MACp

C,gC;IAAA,C;;MAGW,cAAgB,W;MAAvB,OxDqCuD,MAAa,QwDrCpD,KxDqCoD,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IwDpCxE,

C;;;MAOA,sBAAc,MAAd,C;MAFA,wC;MACA,8C;IAHuC,C;;MAMnC,IAAI,0CAAJ,C;QAAsC,OAAO,K;MAC

7C,OAAa,uCAAO,KAAP,CAAN,IAAuB,+BAAmB,KAAM,kBAAzB,C;IAClC,C;;MAEyC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAGrC,

OAAO,0BAAmB,KAAnB,C;IACX,C;;;MAGJ,iC;MAAoC,sBAAoB,MAApB,C;MAChC,4BAAkC,S;IADtC,C;;M

ACI,gC;IAAA,C;;MAEgD,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGpC,MAAM,qCAA8B,6CAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MAEgC,iBAAU,I;IAAV,

C;;MAEb,Q;IAAA,C;;;;MAVnC,wC;QAAA,uB;;MAAA,iC;IAAA,C;;MC5EA,gC;MAEI,gBACe,wBAAoB,MAAp

B,EAA6D,KAA7D,EAAoE,gCAApE,C;MAEf,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,mCAA1E,C

;MAElB,oBACmB,+B;MAEnB,oBACmB,wBAAoB,OAApB,EAAkE,SAAlE,EAA6E,oCAA7E,C;MAEnB,iBACg

B,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA8D,MAA9D,EAAsE,iCAAtE,C;MAEhB,kBACiB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA+D,OAA/D,

EAAwE,kCAAxE,C;MAEjB,gBACe,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA6D,KAA7D,EAAoE,gCAApE,C;MAEf,kBACiB,wB

AAoB,MAApB,EAA+D,OAA/D,EAAwE,kCAAxE,C;MAEjB,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EA

A0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,kBACiB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAiE,OAAjE,EAA0E,kCAA1E,C;MAEjB,mBACkB,wB

AAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAkE,WAAlE,EAA

+E,sCAA/E,C;MAErB,yBACwB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAqE,cAArE,EAAqF,yCAArF,C;MAExB,sBACqB,wBAA

oB,WAApB,EAAwE,WAAxE,EAAqF,sCAArF,C;MAErB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,SAApB,EAAsE,WAAtE,EAAmF,s

CAAnF,C;MAErB,uBACsB,wBAAoB,UAApB,EAAwE,YAAxE,EAAsF,uCAAtF,C;MAEtB,qBACoB,wBAAoB,

UAApB,EAAsE,UAAtE,EAAkF,qCAAlF,C;MAEpB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAkE,WAAlE,EAA+E,sCAA/

E,C;MAErB,uBACsB,wBAAoB,YAApB,EAA0E,YAA1E,EAAwF,uCAAxF,C;MAEtB,wBACuB,wBAAoB,YAA

pB,EAA2E,aAA3E,EAA0F,wCAA1F,C;IA5D3B,C;;MAkE6C,qB;QAAE,O1D/DD,O0D+DU,EAAT,KAAiB,UAA

jB,IAAkC,EAAY,OAAf,KAA0B,a;MAA3D,C;IAAA,C;;MAFd,Q;MAAhB,U;MAAA,KAAgB,OAAhB,eAAgB,C

AAI,KAAJ,CAAhB,U;QAAA,a;;QACH,aAAa,wBAAoB,QAApB,EAA+D,kBAA/D,EACoB,mDADpB,C;QAEG,e

AAhB,UAAqC,M;QAHlC,SAIH,M;;MAJJ,a;IAMJ,C;;MAnEqF,6B;IAAU,C;;MAGD,0B;IAAa,C;;MAMT,8B;IAA

c,C;;MAGxB,6B;IAAW,C;;MAGR,6B;IAAY,C;;MAGlB,6B;IAAU,C;;MAGJ,6B;IAAY,C;;MAGT,6B;IAAa,C;;M

AGd,yB;IAAe,C;;MAGd,6B;IAAa,C;;MAGL,mC;IAAgB,C;;MAGP,gC;IAAmB,C;;MAGtB,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGl

B,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGZ,8B;IAAiB,C;;MAGvB,4B;IAAe,C;;MAGjB,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGN,8B;IAAiB,C;;MAGd,+

B;IAAkB,C;;;;MA5DzI,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,gC;IAAA,C;;;MCEkE,yBAAkB,MAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIxD,IAA

N,I;MAAA,Q3DH0C,O2DG3B,CAAf,C;aACI,Q;UAA6B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,Y;UAA7B,K;aACA,Q;UAAY,OAAI,

CAAY,CpDAhC,GoDAmC,CAAf,MAAkC,CAAtC,GAAyC,8BAAiB,SAA1D,GAAwE,8BAAiB,Y;UAArG,K;aA

CA,S;UAA8B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,a;UAA9B,K;aACA,U;UAA+B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,eAAgB,CAAY,OAA5B,C;UAA/

B,K;gBAGQ,6B;YAAsC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,kB;eACtC,0B;YAAmC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,0B;YAAmC,OAAj
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B,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,2B;YAAoC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,gB;eACpC,yB;YAAkC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,c;eAClC,0B;YAAmC

,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,2B;YAAoC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,gB;eACpC,4B;YAAqC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,iB;eACrC,6B;;

eACA,sB;YAAkC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,W;;YAE9B,kBAAkB,MAAa,gBAAe,CAAf,CAAkB,Y;YAE7C,oBAAgB,MA

AhB,C;cAAiD,OAAjB,8BAAiB,S;iBACjD,oBAAgB,KAAhB,C;cAAgD,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;;cAE5C,cAA0B,W;cA

C1B,yBAAkB,OAAlB,C;;;;UAxBxB,K;;MAAA,W;IAAA,C;;MAqCO,Q;MAJP,IAAI,WAAW,MAAf,C;QAA6B,O

AAO,8BAAiB,Y;;MAErD,eAAsB,MAAY,W;MAE3B,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QACH,IAAI,QAAS,SAAT,QAAJ,C;UACI,

aAAa,qBAAiB,MAAjB,C;UACb,oBAAsB,M;UACtB,a;;;UAES,OAAT,QAAS,S;;;;QAGb,4BAAiB,MAAjB,C;;M

ATJ,W;IAWJ,C;;MC9BI,sBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAiBkE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMJ,gB;IAAA,C;;MCjD1D

,qBAAwC,Q;IADK,C;;MAI1B,Q;MAAA,yB;MAAA,iB;QAAe,MAAM,6BAAsB,0CAAtB,C;;MAApC,eAAe,I;M

ACf,qBAAc,I;MACd,OAAO,QAAS,W;IACpB,C;;;MCN6C,OAAW,QAAX,8BAAW,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IAAX,C;qF

AEjD,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QACoD,OAAiF,OAArI,MAAoD,cAA0B,aAA1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,

CAAgC,C;MAAjF,C;KADpD,C;qFAGA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QACoD,OAAiF,OAArI,MAAoD,cAA0B,aAA

1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,C;MAAjF,C;KADpD,C;;MAMoD,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,mBAAL,EA

AyB,sCAAK,mBAA9B,CAAR,6B;IAAA,C;;MAKD,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,kBAAL,EAAwB,sCAAK,kBAA7B,C

AAR,6B;IAAA,C;;MCbH,cxFyKoB,uBwFzKpB,EAAiB,MAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMN,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAk

B,SAAlB,C;IAAlB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAOR,Q;MAA

A,0DAAmB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAx

B,C;;MAMd,Q;MAAA,wDAAiB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAjB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,wCAAY,KAAZ,oBAAsB,kBA

AkB,SAAlB,C;IAAtB,C;;MAMR,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAlB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,K

AAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAMqC,kBAA1C,CAAO,S;MAClD,IAAO,QrG0BD,WqG1BC,CA

AH,IAAc,CAAM,kBAApB,KrG0BE,WqG1B6B,KAAM,GAAN,IAAkB,kBAAjD,CAAJ,C;QACI,4B;MAFsC,OrG

4BnC,W;IqG5BmC,C;6EAK9C,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,4B;QAKmD,0B;MAAA,C;KALnD,C;;MAWgG,kBAA1C,

CAAO,S;MAAR,OACjD,EAAK,QrGoCgB,WqGpChB,CAAH,IAAc,CAAM,kBAApB,KrGoCmB,WqGpCY,KAA

M,GAAN,IAAkB,kBAAjD,CAAF,CrGoCO,GAAqB,WAArB,GAA+B,I;IqGrCW,C;yFAIrD,yB;MAAA,yD;MAA

A,4B;QAK0D,gC;MAAA,C;KAL1D,C;iFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,mC;QAO6D,OAAa,SAAR,SAAQ,EAAS,K

AAT,C;MAAb,C;KAP7D,C;iFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,mC;QAO8D,OAAa,SAAR,SAAQ,EAAS,KAAT,C;M

AAb,C;KAP9D,C;;MAeqD,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,WAAW,KAAX,CAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEf,QAAM,SxFyDwB,cw

FzD9B,C;aAClC,K;aAAA,M;aAAA,M;UADkC,OACT,I;gBADS,OAE1B,K;;IAF0B,C;;MAUlC,IAAI,EAAU,CAA

V,sBAAa,EAAb,CAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,WAAQ,KAAR,kCAAzB,C;;MAEV,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE2

D,Q;MACvD,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,EAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,E;WACrC,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,EAA

vB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,EAAP,GAAa,EAAb,I;WAC9B,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,GAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,EAA

P,GAAa,EAAb,I;;QACtB,S;MrGhCD,a;MqG4BgD,OAK/C,WAAJ,GAAiB,EAAjB,GAAyB,E;IAL0B,C;;MClI3D,

e;MAGqC,kB;MAHrC,iB;MAAA,uB;IAGoC,C;;MAHpC,qC;MAAA,C;MAII,qEACY,GADZ,C;MAEA,iEAIU,G

AJV,C;IANJ,C;;;MAII,wB;MAAA,uC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,wB;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MANJ,mF;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a

;aAAA,a;UAAA,4C;aAAA,W;UAAA,0C;gBAAA,4D;;IAAA,C;;;MAmBoC,kB;IAAD,C;;;MAAC,iB;IALpC,C;;M

AAA,sBAKoC,qCALpC,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAKoC,iDALpC,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKoC,sD;MALpC,a;IAA

A,C;;MAAA,2IAKoC,sCALpC,G;IAAA,C;;MAoJI,6B;MA1HA,eACoC,O;MACpC,eACsD,QAAR,OAAQ,C;MpG

4uC/C,kBAAM,iBAAa,wBoG3uC0B,OpG2uC1B,EAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,OoGhzCuC,OpG

gzCvC,W;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAc,IoGjzCuC,MpGizCrD,C;;MoGjzChB,uBAAoC,

WAAO,OAAP,EAAyC,epGkzCtE,WoGlzCsE,EAAyB,EAAzB,CAAzB,GAAwD,GAAxE,C;IAbd,C;;MAiBJ,MAA

d,oBAAc,C;MACd,YAAY,oBAAc,MAAK,KAAM,WAAX,C;MAC1B,OAAO,iBAAiB,KAAM,MAAN,KAAe,CA

AhC,IAAqC,oBAAc,UAAd,KAA2B,KAAM,O;IACjF,C;;MAIkB,MAAd,oBAAc,C;MACd,OAAO,oBAAc,MAAK

,KAAM,WAAX,C;IACzB,C;;MAQ4C,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAmB,OAAc,SAAd,oBAAc,EAAS,KAAM,WAAf

,EAA2B,UAA3B,C;IAAd,C;;MAS5D,mB;QAAE,+BAAK,aAAL,EAAY,kBAAZ,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAwC,

OAAA,KAAM,O;IAAO,C;;MAD3B,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAC7D,0BAAiB,6CAAjB,EAA8C,sBAA9C,C;IAAA,

C;;MAQA,IAAY,aAAR,YAAQ,EAAW,EAAX,CAAR,IAAmC,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,EAAT,CAAvC,C;QACI,O

AAO,kBAAK,KAAL,C;;QAEP,OAAkE,CAA3D,UAAM,MAA2B,UAAf,YAAR,YAAQ,qBAAU,EAAV,EAAe,qB

AAQ,EAAR,EAA3B,MAAN,EAAkD,YAAlD,CAA2D,eAAK,KAAL,C;IAC1E,C;;MAO8E,OAAA,KAAM,WzF4
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Ga,SyF5GY,oBzF4GZ,EyF5G2B,WzF4G3B,C;IyF5GnB,C;uGAE9E,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,wC;MAAA,mC;QAMI

,YAAY,kBAAK,KAAL,C;QACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UAAmB,OAAO,KAAM,W;QAEhC,gBAAgB,C;QAChB,aAAa,K

AAM,O;QACnB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;;UAEL,iBAAiB,oB;UACjB,EAAG,gBAAO,KAAP,EAAc,SAAd,EAAy

B,UAAW,MAAM,MAA1C,C;UACH,EAAG,gBAAO,UAAU,UAAV,CAAP,C;UACH,YAAY,UAAW,MAAM,aA

AjB,GAAgC,CAAhC,I;UACZ,QAAQ,UAAW,O;;QACd,oBAAY,MAAZ,IAAsB,aAAtB,C;QAET,IAAI,YAAY,M

AAhB,C;UACI,EAAG,gBAAO,KAAP,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,MAAzB,C;;QAGP,OAAO,EAAG,W;MACd,C;KAz

BA,C;;MAiCmC,gBAAR,Y;MpGupCpB,kBAAM,iBAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,2B;MA

Ab,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAc,IoG7tCc,MpG6tC5B,C;;MoG7tCZ,uBAAgD,epG8tC7C,WoG

9tC6C,EAAyB,EAAzB,C;MAChD,OAAO,KAAM,WzFwEgF,SyFxEvD,WAAO,YAAP,EAAgB,gBAAhB,CzFwE

uD,EyFxEpB,WzFwEoB,C;IyFvEjG,C;;MAS6C,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAMxC,Q;M1GvHlB,IAAI,E0GkHQ,SAAS

,C1GlHjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c0GiHsB,8C;Q1GhHtB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MI0EH,SsGuCW,qBAAQ

,KAAR,C;MAAd,cAAuC,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,EAAhB,GAA2B,OAAH,EAAG,EAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;

MAC9D,ajH9DgD,gB;MiH+DhD,gBAAgB,C;MAEF,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,MAAO,WAAU

,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,KAAM,MAAM,MAAnC,CAA0C,WAApD,C;QACP,YAAY,KAAM,MA

AM,aAAZ,GAA2B,CAA3B,I;;MAEhB,MAAO,WAAU,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,KAAM,OAA7B,

CAAqC,WAA/C,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASyC,OAAA,oBAAc,W;IAAd,C;;MAEzC,+B;MAmBI,uBAA4

B,WAAO,wBAAP,EAAkC,GAAlC,C;MAC5B,2BAAgC,WAAO,KAAP,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;IApBpC,C;;MAK4D,o

BAAM,oBAAO,OAAP,CAAN,C;IAAA,C;;MAMJ,OAAA,OzF4ByC,SyF5BnB,oBzF4BmB,EyF5BJ,MzF4BI,C;Iy

F5BzC,C;;MAMW,OAAA,OzFsB8B,SyFtBR,wBzFsBQ,EyFtBW,MzFsBX,C;IyFtB9B,C;;;;MAjBnE,sC;QAAA,q

B;;MAAA,+B;IAAA,C;;;MAjIA,+C;MACkE,kBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,MAAM,MAAN,CAAd,C;MADlE,Y;IAAA,C;

;MAGA,+C;MAC6C,kBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,UAAd,C;MAD7C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAyJ8D,iBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,MAA

M,MAAN,CAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAKrB,iBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,UAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAWlC,kC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,k

C;MAAA,kC;MACH,uBAA+B,a;MAI/B,sF;MAOA,sBAA0C,I;IAZvC,C;;MACH,2B;IAAA,C;;MAEY,qBAAA,k

BJtK8C,CIsKxC,CJtKwC,CIsK9C,C;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,4B;IAAA,C;;MAY2B,kC;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MACoB,OA

AA,kBAAM,O;IAAN,C;;MACQ,Q;MAAA,eAAA,kBJtLG,CIsLG,KJtLH,CIsLH,mBAAgB,E;IAAhB,C;;;MAH/C,

IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QACI,yH;;MAKJ,OAAO,kC;IACX,C;;MAEgC,OAAc,SAAd,kBAAc,EAAS,kBAAT,EAAoB,kBA

AM,UAAV,GAAqB,kBAAM,MAAN,GAAc,CAAd,IAArB,GAA0C,kBAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAA1D,C;IA

Ad,C;;MApBQ,kC;MAA+B,6B;IAA/B,C;;MACT,OAAA,kBAAM,O;IAAN,C;;MAC2C,qB;QAAE,yBAAK,EAAL

,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OAAqB,OAAb,aAAR,oBAAQ,CAAa,EAAI,iEAAJ,CAAiB,W;IAAtC,C;;MACL,

Q;MAAA,eAAA,kBJ3KU,CI2KJ,KJ3KI,CI2KV,YAAoB,oBAApB,O;IAAA,C;;;;MAbpD,sBAAiB,I;MACjB,YAA

Y,eAAK,KAAL,C;MACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QAAmB,OAAO,I;MAC1B,YAAY,aAAA,KAAM,MAAN,EAAa,sBAAY

,CAAZ,IAAb,C;MAEZ,iE;IA2BJ,C;;MvGpOsG,4C;IAAtG,C;IAAA,+D;MAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;

IAAA,C;IAD5C,oF;;McEiB,Q;MADb,aAAa,E;MACb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,KAAb,O;QACI,8B

AAU,IAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAa+B,Q;MAH3B,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,CAAvB,IAA4B,C

AAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,MAAb,QAAsB,MAAtD,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,WAAS,KAAM,OAAf,kBAA+B,

MAA/B,kBAAgD,MAA1E,C;MACV,aAAa,E;MACc,gBAAS,MAAT,I;MAA3B,iBAAc,MAAd,wB;QACI,8BAAU

,MAAM,KAAN,CAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,aAAa,E;MACb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,8BAAU,IAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAc2C,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,

wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,O;MACjF,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,SAAK,OAA9C,C;MA

Cb,aAAa,E;MACb,iBAAc,UAAd,UAA+B,QAA/B,U;QACI,8BAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAQ6B,qB;QAAE,+CAAI,EAAJ,E;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OAAO,kBAAU,gBAAV,EAAkB,+BA

AlB,C;IACX,C;;MAgB4C,qB;QAAE,+CAAI,qBAAa,EAAb,IAAJ,E;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAFP,0B;QAAA,aAAkB

,C;MAAG,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,O;MAC3E,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,gBAAzC,

C;MACb,OAAO,kBAAU,WAAW,UAAX,IAAV,EAAiC,2CAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAA

iB,CAAjB,EAAoB,gBAApB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAiBI,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAClB,wB;QAAA,WAA

gB,SAAK,O;MACrB,sC;QAAA,yBAAkC,K;MAElC,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,SAAK,

OAA9C,C;MACb,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,sBAAvC,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,

OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,gBAApB,EAA4B,KAA5B,C;IACX,C;;MAiBI,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,
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C;MAClB,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,O;MACrB,sC;QAAA,yBAAkC,K;MAElC,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA

+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,gBAAzC,C;MACb,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,sBAAvC

,C;IACX,C;;MAQwD,OAAA,SAAY,c;IAAZ,C;;MAQA,OAAA,SAAY,c;IAAZ,C;;MAG4B,OAAA,SAAY,SAAQ,

GAAR,EAAa,SAAb,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGI,OAAA,SAAY,aAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,SAAjB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGP,OAAA,S

AAY,YAAW,CAAX,EAAc,QAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGjB,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,CAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGK,OAAA,S

AAY,WAAU,UAAV,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGe,OAAA,SAAY,WAAU,UAAV,EAAsB,QAAtB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAG7B,OAA

A,SAAY,QAAO,GAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGS,OAAA,SAAY,OAAM,KAAN,C;IAAZ,C;;MAMyB,OAAA,SAAY,SA

AQ,OAAR,EAAiB,WAAjB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAIvC,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACpE,IAAI,UAAJ,C;QACI,SAAS,SAAK,

O;QACd,SAAS,KAAM,O;QACf,UZjCG,MAAK,KYiCQ,EZjCR,EYiCY,EZjCZ,C;QYkCR,IAAI,QAAO,CAAX,C

;UAAc,OAAO,KAAK,EAAL,I;QACrB,YAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,UZrCD,MAAK,KYqCY,QAAQ,E

AAR,IZrCZ,EYqCwB,GZrCxB,C;UYsCJ,SAAS,SAzB2E,WAyB5D,KAzB4D,EAyBrD,GAzBqD,C;UA0BpF,SAA

S,KA1B2E,WA0B3D,KA1B2D,EA0BpD,GA1BoD,C;UA2BpF,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAK,EAtD

+C,c;YAuDpD,KAAK,EAvD+C,c;YAwDpD,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;cACI,KAAK,EAjD2C,c;cAkDhD,KA

AK,EAlD2C,c;cAmDhD,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;gBACI,OAAU,iBAAH,EAAG,EAAU,EAAV,C;;;;UAItB,I

AAI,QAAO,GAAX,C;YAAgB,K;UAChB,QAAQ,G;;QAEZ,OAAO,KAAK,EAAL,I;;;QAEP,OAAO,4BAAU,KAA

V,C;;IAEf,C;;MAGyE,OAAE,UAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;IAAgC,C;;;MAI/F,oC;IAAA,C;;M0

FhPqE,O1F6Ke,kB0F7KE,oBAAH,EAAG,C1F6KF,E0F7Kc,S1F6Kd,C;I0F7Kf,C;;MAGI,O1F6Ke,sB0F7KM,oB

AAH,EAAG,C1F6KN,E0F7KkB,S1F6KlB,C;I0F7Kf,C;;MAMjC,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtE,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

L,C;QACI,O1FwKqF,qB0FxK7D,M1FwK6D,E0FxKrD,C1FwKqD,C;;;Q0FtKrF,OAAO,yBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,M

AAjB,EAAyB,CAAzB,EAA4B,MAAO,OAAnC,EAA2C,UAA3C,C;IACf,C;;MAMqE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC

vF,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,O1F6JqF,qB0F7J7D,M1F6J6D,E0F7JrD,U1F6JqD,C;;;Q0F3JrF,OAAO,yBAAc,U

AAd,EAA0B,MAA1B,EAAkC,CAAlC,EAAqC,MAAO,OAA5C,EAAoD,UAApD,C;IACf,C;;MAMkD,0B;QAAA,

aAAsB,K;MACpE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,O1FqJoE,mB0FrJ9C,M1FqJ8C,C;;;Q0FnJpE,OAAO,yBAAc,mB

AAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAd,EAAsC,MAAtC,EAA8C,CAA9C,EAAiD,MAAO,OAAxD,EAAgE,UAAhE,C;IACf,C

;;MAII,aAAa,S1F0J2D,O0F1JhD,K1F0JgD,C;M0FzJxE,OAAO,kBAAkB,MAAO,OAAP,KAAe,C;IAC5C,C;;MA

EoD,4BAAU,CAAV,IAA+D,QAA3C,6BAAJ,GAAoB,SAApB,GAA8B,SAAK,WAAY,EAAQ,eAAR,C;IAA/D,C;

;MAGH,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnE,Q;MAAA,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAA,OACI,a;;QACC,U;QAAA,IAAI,CAAC,U

AAL,C;UAAA,SACD,kBAAQ,KAAR,C;;UAEA,0B;UAAA,W;YAAiB,gBAAA,S1FqH2C,c0FrH3C,EAAsB,K1F

qHqB,c0FrH3C,C;;UAHhB,e;;QAFL,a;;MAAA,W;IAAA,C;;MAS8G,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACpI,oCAAkB,UAA

lB,EAA8B,KAA9B,EAAqC,WAArC,EAAkD,MAAlD,EAA0D,UAA1D,C;IAAA,C;;MAUA,O3FmKmD,mBAAS,

C2FnK5D,G1FwH4F,oB0FxHzD,C1FwHyD,E0FxHtD,C1FwHsD,CA1B5B,c0F9FvC,G1FqHoD,oB0FrHV,C1FqH

U,C0FrH7E,GAA2E,S;IAC/E,C;;MASI,O3FyJmD,mBAAS,C2FzJ5D,G1F8G4F,oB0F9GzD,C1F8GyD,E0F9GtD,

C1F8GsD,CAlB5B,c0F5FvC,G1F2GoD,oB0F3GV,C1F2GU,C0F3G7E,GAA2E,S;IAC/E,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;M3G

9DP,IAAI,E2G6DI,KAAK,C3G7DT,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2G4Dc,oD;Q3G3Dd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;

M2G4DH,QAAM,CAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,S;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAU,OAAL,SAAK,W;UAAV,K;gBAEI,aAA

a,E;UACb,IAAI,E3FmIoC,qBAAU,C2FnI9C,CAAJ,C;YACI,QAAQ,SAAK,W;YACb,YAAY,C;YACZ,OAAO,IA

AP,C;cACI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAU,CAAX,MAAiB,CAArB,C;gBACI,UAAU,C;;cAEd,QAAQ,UAAW,C;cACnB,IA

AI,UAAS,CAAb,C;gBACI,K;;cAEJ,KAAK,C;;;;UAGb,OAAO,M;;MAnBf,W;IAsBJ,C;;MAGqE,0B;QAAA,aAAs

B,K;MACvF,O1FuFiG,kB0FvFnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAO,QAAP,CAAb,EAAmC,UAAJ,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0

B,GAAzD,C1FuFmF,E0FvFpB,6BAAM,2BAAkB,QAAlB,C1FuFc,C;I0FvFjG,C;;MAG2D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;

MACjF,O1FmFiG,kB0FnFnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAe,oBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,CAAb,EAA6C,UAAJ,GAAgB,IAA

hB,GAA0B,GAAnE,C1FmFmF,E0FnFF,oBAAR,OAAQ,C1FmFE,C;I0FnFjG,C;;MAGsE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;M

AC5F,O1F+EiG,kB0F/EnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAO,QAAP,CAAb,EAAmC,UAAJ,GAAgB,GAAhB,GAAyB,EA

AxD,C1F+EmF,E0F/EtB,6BAAM,2BAAkB,QAAlB,C1F+EgB,C;I0F/EjG,C;;MAGgE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACt

F,O1F2EiG,kB0F3EnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAe,oBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,CAAb,EAA6C,UAAJ,GAAgB,GAAhB,G

AAyB,EAAlE,C1F2EmF,E0F3EJ,oBAAR,OAAQ,C1F2EI,C;I0F3EjG,C;;;;;MCzH8B,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,E;MAOh

D,gBAA6B,O;IAPA,C;;MAUjB,OAAO,aAAY,O;IAAnB,C;;MAGD,gBAAP,a;M7FwEG,Q;MAAA,I6FxEc,K7Fw

EV,IAAS,CAAT,I6FxEU,K7FwEI,IAAS,2BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,qB6FxExB,K7FwEwB,C;;Q6FxEf,MAAM,8
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BAA0B,mCAAyB,WAAzB,MAA1B,C;;MAAhC,W;IAAA,C;;MAE4E,OAAA,a3FyKY,W2FzKK,U3FyKL,E2FzK

iB,Q3FyKjB,C;I2FzKZ,C;;MAG5E,qCAAU,CAAV,C;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,SAAJ,GAAI,C;M

ACd,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,SAAJ,GAAI,C3F4J0E,W2F5JrD,K3F4JqD,E2F5J9C,G3F4J8C,C;M2F3JxF,

OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,SAAJ,GAAI,C;MACd,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,gBAAgB,aAAY,OAAM,EAAN

,CAAU,UAAU,MAAK,EAAL,C;MAChD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASI,gBAAS,E;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAEkC,

oB;IAAA,C;;;MApDlC,uD;MAAoC,2B;MAApC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,uD;MAA4C,0BAAK,OAAQ,WAAb,C;MAA

5C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,uD;MAAuB,0BAAK,EAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MA4D4D,OAAA,SAAK,Q;IAAL,C;;u

BAQgB,O;;IAA/B,C;;;MAC7C,kE;MAAuB,qCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MC9EA,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QAAs

B,MAAM,6BAAyB,qCAAkC,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAlC,CAAzB,C;MAC5B,OAAO,CAAC,IAAD,I;IACX,C;;MAUI,I

AAI,EAAS,KAAT,oBAAiB,KAAjB,KAA2B,SAAS,QAAxC,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAo

B,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,UAAU,kBAAO,KAAP,CAAc,I;MACxB,IAAI,EAAQ,KAAR,kBAAgB,KAAhB,CAAJ,C;Q

ACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,OAAO,SAAW,CAAC,OAAS,IAAV,KAAq

B,EAAhC,IAAwC,MAAQ,I;IAC3D,C;;MAUI,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAkB,CAAlB,IAAuB,SAAS,QAApC,C;QA

CI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAA

I,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,OAA

Q,SAAU,CAAX,GAAkB,KAAlB,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAWI,IAAI,SAAS,QAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,

EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAGX,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,

CAArB,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBA

ApB,C;;;YAER,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,EAArB,C;QACH,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OA

AO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;;YAER,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACH,OA

AO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAGX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO

,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,YAAY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAW,C;MAC7

B,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAG

X,OAAQ,SAAU,EAAX,GAAoB,SAAU,CAA9B,GAAqC,KAArC,GAA+C,O;IAC1D,C;;MAWI,IAAI,SAAS,QAA

b,C;QACI,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAGJ,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAAI

,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,CAArB,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,KAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EA

Aa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;;YAER,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,CAArB,C;QACH,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAA

kB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;;YAER,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,IAAgB

,CAApB,C;QACH,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;YACJ,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,

GAAtB,C;QACH,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAGX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,Q

AAjB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,YAAY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,C

AAR,IAAW,C;MAC7B,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAo

B,gBAApB,C;;MAGX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,g

BAApB,C;;MAEX,YAAY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAW,C;MAC7B,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB

,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,OAAQ,SAAU,EAAX,GAAoB,SAAU,

EAA9B,GAAuC,SAAU,CAAjD,GAAwD,KAAxD,GAAkE,O;IAC7E,C;;;;MAoC0B,UAGJ,MAHI,EAKJ,MALI,E

AMJ,MANI,EASJ,MATI,EAUJ,MAVI,EAWJ,MAXI,EAgBA,MAhBA,EAiBA,MAjBA,EAkBA,MAlBA,EAoBA,

MApBA,EAqBA,OArBA,EAsBA,OAtBA,EAuBA,O;M7G/JtB,IAAI,E6GiII,cAAc,CAAd,IAAmB,YAAY,MAAO,

OAAtC,IAAgD,cAAc,Q7GjIlE,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M6GiIV,YA

AY,cAAU,CAAC,WAAW,UAAX,IAAD,IAA0B,CAA1B,IAAV,C;MACZ,gBAAgB,C;MAChB,gBAAgB,U;MAE

hB,OAAO,YAAY,QAAnB,C;QACI,WAAW,mBAAO,gBAAP,EAAO,wBAAP,QAAoB,I;QAE3B,WAAO,GAAP,

C;UACI,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA0B,OAAL,IAAK,C;;cAC9B,WAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,MAAM,kBA

AN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA4C,OAArB,QAAS,CAAV,GAAgB,GAAM,C;UAC5C,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,

YAA+C,OAAxB,OAAS,EAAV,GAAmB,GAAM,C;;cAEnD,WAAO,KAAP,IAAiB,QAAQ,KAAzB,C;UACI,MA

AM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA6C,OAAtB,QAAS,EAAV,GAAiB,GAAM,C;UAC7C,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,

0BAAN,YAAuD,OAA/B,QAAS,CAAV,GAAiB,EAAlB,GAA2B,GAAM,C;UACvD,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0B

AAN,YAA+C,OAAxB,OAAS,EAAV,GAAmB,GAAM,C;;;UAG/C,gBAAgB,uBAAuB,MAAvB,EAA+B,IAA/B,E

AAqC,SAArC,EAAgD,QAAhD,EAA0D,gBAA1D,C;UAChB,IAAI,aAAa,CAAjB,C;YACI,MAAM,kBAAN,EAA
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M,0BAAN,YAAqB,0BAA0B,CAA1B,C;YACrB,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAqB,0BAA0B,CAA1B,C;

YACrB,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAqB,0BAA0B,CAA1B,C;;;YAErB,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN

,YAAkD,OAA3B,aAAc,EAAf,GAAsB,GAAM,C;YAClD,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAA6D,OAArC,aAA

c,EAAf,GAAuB,EAAxB,GAAiC,GAAM,C;YAC7D,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAA4D,OAApC,aAAc,CA

Af,GAAsB,EAAvB,GAAgC,GAAM,C;YAC5D,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAAoD,OAA7B,YAAc,EAAf,

GAAwB,GAAM,C;YACpD,6B;;;;MAMhB,OAAW,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,SAAlB,GAA6B,KAA7B,GAA8C,UAA

N,KAAM,EAAO,SAAP,C;IACzD,C;;;MAwByB,Q;M7G/LrB,IAAI,E6GyLI,cAAc,CAAd,IAAmB,YAAY,KAAM,

OAArC,IAA6C,cAAc,Q7GzL/D,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M6GyLV,g

BAAgB,U;MAChB,oBAAoB,sB;MAEpB,OAAO,YAAY,QAAnB,C;QACI,WAAW,KAAmB,CAAb,gBAAa,EAA

b,wBAAa,O;QAE1B,YAAQ,CAAR,C;UACI,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,IAAK,CAAZ,C;aAClB,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,

EAAd,C;UACI,WAAW,eAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,SAA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX

,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;YACI,aAAc,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;YACd,yBAAa,CAAC,IAAD,IAAb,K;;;YAEA,aAAc,gBA

AY,OAAL,IAAK,CAAZ,C;YACd,wBAAa,CAAb,I;;;cAGR,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,EAAd,C;UACI,aAAW,eAAe,K

AAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,SAA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX,IAAI,UAAQ,CAAZ,C;YACI,aA

Ac,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;YACd,yBAAa,CAAC,MAAD,IAAb,K;;;YAEA,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,MAAK,CAAZ,C;Y

ACd,wBAAa,CAAb,I;;;cAGR,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,EAAd,C;UACI,aAAW,eAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,S

AA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX,IAAI,UAAQ,CAAZ,C;YACI,aAAc,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;YACd,

yBAAa,CAAC,MAAD,IAAb,K;;;YAEA,WAAY,MAAD,GAAQ,KAAR,IAAqB,EAArB,GAA2B,K;YACtC,UAA

W,SAAS,IAAV,GAAoB,K;YAC9B,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,IAAK,CAAZ,C;YACd,aAAc,gBAAW,OAAJ,GAAI,C

AAX,C;YACd,wBAAa,CAAb,I;;;;UAIJ,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,SAAb,EAAwB,gBAAxB,C;UACA,aAAc,gBAAO,g

BAAP,C;;;MAK1B,OAAO,aAAc,W;IACzB,C;;MCxQA,e;MAEsC,0B;MAFtC,iB;MAAA,uB;IAEqC,C;;MAFrC,s

C;MAAA,C;MAGI,uEAGY,GAHZ,C;MAIA,yEAGa,MAHb,C;MAIA,yEAGa,SAHb,C;MAIA,+DAGQ,KAHR,C;

MAIA,+DAGQ,MAHR,C;MAIA,2DAGM,MAHN,C;MAIA,yDAGK,OAHL,C;IA3BJ,C;;;MAGI,yB;MAAA,wC;I

AAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA

,yB;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,iC;IAAA,C;;;MA3BJ,4Q;IAAA,C;;;

MAAA,a;aAAA,a;UAAA,6C;aAAA,c;UAAA,8C;aAAA,c;UAAA,8C;aAAA,S;UAAA,yC;aAAA,S;UAAA,yC;aA

AA,O;UAAA,uC;aAAA,M;UAAA,sC;gBAAA,6D;;IAAA,C;;;MAqCW,Q;MADP,0BAA2C,iBAAjB,UAAW,cAA

M,EAAU,UAAW,cAArB,C;MAEvC,0BAAsB,CAAtB,C;QAA2B,gBAAS,UAAW,cAAX,GAAmB,UAAW,cAAv

C,C;WAC3B,0BAAsB,CAAtB,C;QAA2B,gBAAS,UAAW,cAAX,GAAmB,UAAW,cAAvC,C;;QACnB,Y;MAHZ,

W;IAKJ,C;;MCtCkB,Q;MAAA,IAAI,aAAY,CAAhB,C;QACV,Y;;;QAEA,UjByY8C,MAAW,KiBzY/C,IjByY+C,

EiBzYtC,QjByYsC,C;QiBvYzD,OAAe,WjB6U2B,MAAW,KiB7U5B,KjB6U4B,CiB7UhC,GAAa,GAAnB,CAAf,

GAAyC,GAAzC,GjB0V2C,MAAW,MiB1VF,KjB0VE,C;;MiB/V1D,kB;MAOA,OAAe,OAAY,SAAQ,QAAR,C;I

AC/B,C;;MAGI,OAAa,KAAY,gBAAe,OAAf,EAAwB,MAAK,4BAA2B,QAA3B,CAAL,EAAxB,C;IAC7B,C;;MA

GI,OAAa,KAAY,eAAc,CAAd,C;IAC7B,C;;MCjBA,yB;MAUuB,wB;MALf,aAAR,OAAO,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAY,I

AAG,OAAO,SAAX,IAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,K;MADpE,qBAGQ,MAHR,GAIQ,gBAAY,OAAZ,CAJ

R,GAMQ,qBAAW,OAAX,IAAA,+CnGnBZ,4BmGmBY,4BACO,0B;IAXnB,C;;MAewC,OAAA,kBAAY,U;IAAZ

,C;;;;MAfxC,gC;QAAA,e;;MAAA,yB;IAAA,C;;MAwB2B,sB;IAAD,C;;MAEc,wC;MAAS,oB;MACzC,iBAAgB,w

BAAQ,S;IADQ,C;;M5G2E7B,Q4GxEC,6BAAQ,QAAO,cAAP,C;MAAyB,c7HflC,EAAI,CAAJ,C;M6He2C,Y7Hy

D3C,EAAI,CAAJ,C;M6HzDC,OAA4D,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAR,aAAwB,kBAAN,KAAM,CAAxB,C;IAApD,C;;;MA

H4B,kD;IAAA,C;;MAMF,gC;IAAA,C;;;MAK0B,uE;MAAhC,8B;IAAD,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,M;IAAZ,C;;

MACI,sC;IAAA,C;;;MAGtC,4B;MAE+B,uE;IAF/B,C;;MAGkC,OAAe,U;IAAf,C;;MACI,0B;IAAA,C;;;;MAJtC,m

C;QAAA,kB;;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MCKyC,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,uB;QAA

A,UAAoB,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,I;MAAM,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,I;MAAM,qC;QAAA,wBAAkC,K;MAAO

,+C;QAAA,kCAA4C,K;MAAO,4C;QAAA,+BAAyC,K;MACtT,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,E

AAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,

kB;MAC1B,EAAE,uBAAF,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iCAAF,IAAuC,+B;MACvC,EAAE,8BAAF,IAAoC,4B;M

AEpC,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAy0BwC,6B;QAAA,gBAAyB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aA

AuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/I,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IA
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Ae,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA2CkF,iBA

AY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UA

AY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBlC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;M

AsB/C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;

;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsB5C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;I

AAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBtC,iBAAY,KAAZ,

C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,

IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MCxlC3F,6B;QAAA,gBAA+B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

ACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0BgD,mC;QAAA,s

BAAgC,K;MAC5E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,qBAAF,IAA2B,mB;MAE3B,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MCkM+F,iBAAY,K

AAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MASV,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgCS,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgBN,iBAAY,KAAZ,

C;IAAA,C;;MCzR1D,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;

QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAChJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,

QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;M

AEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgBiC,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe

,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACvL,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF

,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkDiC,u

B;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;M

AAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAo

B,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAA

A,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAA

O,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBA

A0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;Q

AAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACn

vB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAA

E,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACr

B,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IA

Ae,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MA

ClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oB

AAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,

kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YA

AF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgDoC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAA

O,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA

6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QA

AA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;M

AAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SA

Ae,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC7lB,QAA

Q,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,

SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAA

kB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,

EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBA

AF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf

,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkCiC,sB;QAAA,SAAk

B,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,yB;QAAA,YAAkB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,

UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;

QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MA
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AO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBA

A6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;Q

AAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;

MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,S

AAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC70B,QA

AQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,

WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,

EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;

MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SA

AF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,

U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EA

AE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,I

AA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EA

AE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBiC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E

;MAAI,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAo

B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtM,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,

I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA+C

oC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,WAAiB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K

;MAAO,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,S

AAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,

0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,

K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAA

A,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B

;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjtB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAA

E,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,

W;MACnB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAk

B,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,E

AAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAA

F,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,

EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgBuC,oB;QAAA,OAAg

B,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aA

AuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC7K,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,MAAF,IA

AY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,

UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MC5NsF,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAuEF,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA

,C;;MAkCsC,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,M;IAAQ,C;;MA0C7D,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,UAAY,IAAZ,IAAo

B,K;IAAO,C;;MAmqBnC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAwBA,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAoBF,iBAAY,KAA

Z,C;IAAA,C;;MAuBM,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAsCjE,qB;QAAA,QAAiD,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;

MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAClK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MA

Cb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IAC

X,C;;MAgJ4F,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACsB,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgIpB,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;

;MACwB,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,M;IAAQ,C;;MAsThH,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MA

AO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB

,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,

C;;MAmDuC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACvD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;M

AoBmD,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MACjE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAsM

mC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAorE4B,S;;MAprEwB,kB;QAAA,KAAc,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,W
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AAoB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,oB;QA

AA,OAAgB,I;MACnP,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,I

AAF,IAAU,E;MACV,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MA

Cf,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuDsD,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,

I;MACpE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkB2C,yB;QAAA,YAAmB,S;M

AC1D,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,S;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgC0G,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;M

A0B1E,4B;QAAA,eAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UA

AgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAA

A,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO

,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB

,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAA

A,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MA

AO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtxB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;

MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAA

c,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UA

AF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;M

ACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EA

AE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IA

AqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAC

Z,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAA

gB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAqDoC,qB;QAAA,QAAc,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA

,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAClI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBsC,sB;

QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,

wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC5J,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EA

AE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;

MAgB0C,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,

WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,

IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAsEiC,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,E;MAAI,w

B;QAAA,WAAoB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,I;MAAM,

uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjN,QAAQ,E;MAER,EA

AE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;

MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF

,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBqE,sB;QAAA,SAAe,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;Q

AAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACzK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,Q

AAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MA

EhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAmLuF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAUE,iBAAY,

KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAaT,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;I

AAA,C;;MA2CjD,gC;QAAA,mBA6lD8C,M;;MA7lDe,gC;QAAA,mBAsmDT,S;;MAtmDyE,oC;QAAA,uBA6mDj

E,S;;MA7mD6I,2B;QAAA,cAAoB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,6B;QAAA,gBAonDlO,K;;MAnnDvE,

QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,sBAAF,IAA4B,

oB;MAC5B,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MAErB,O

AAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiCmC,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,E;MAAI,

sB;QAAA,SAAoC,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,E;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACnQ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF

,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA4BkC,+
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B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAC1D,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MAEvB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoDiC,w

B;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAe,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MA

AO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/K,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAC

hB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAk

B,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA4FgC,oB;QAAA,OA64C6C,S;;MA74CL,2B

;QAAA,cCvpFe,M;;MDwpFnF,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MAEnB,

OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkDoF,iBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,UAAY,GAAZ,IAAmB,K;IAAO,C;;MA8CvF,m

B;QAAA,MAAe,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;M

AAI,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAq

B,K;MACvO,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,UAAF,IA

AgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,E

AAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0F4B,uB;QAAA,UAAoB

,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtG,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;

MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiBkC,sB;QAAA,

SAAe,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjI,QAA

Q,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,

UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MASuC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACvD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SA

AF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAY0C,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAiB,K;MAAO,uB;Q

AAA,UAAoB,K;MAC7G,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SA

AF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA2DkF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAUS,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;M

ACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAuCtD,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,S;MAAW,6B;QAAA,

gBAA0B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,iC;QAAA,oBAA8B,S;MAAW,qC;QAAA,wBAAkC,S;MAAW

,+B;QAAA,kBAAkC,S;MAC1R,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MACl

B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,mBAAF,IAAyB,iB;MACzB,EAAE,uBAAF

,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MAEvB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgFqC,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACt

D,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAwByC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MACpD,

QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,IAAF,IAAU,G;MAEV,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA2HI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY

,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAesF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACW,iBAAY,aAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAiMT,iBA

AY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MA4CzD,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAA

K,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAC9F,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAA

E,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MAET,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0C8B,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,i

B;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MACtG,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,G

AAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MAEd,

OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKwF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAkHxD,wB;QAAA,WA0W+C,M;;MAzW3E,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAekC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,M

AAe,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAqVR,M;;MApV3E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,KAAF,I

AAW,G;MACX,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiC0C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,E;MAAI,uB;Q

AAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MA

CpK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,E

AAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiCwC,qB;QAAA,QA0Qy

D,Q;;MA1QK,sB;QAAA,SA0QL,Q;;MA1QoE,wB;QAAA,WAiQtF,M;;MAhQ3E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,

IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYiC,mB;Q

AAA,MA+P0C,Q;;MA/PJ,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MACzF,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,

YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAElB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAY2C,uB;QAAA,UA4OgC,Q;;MA5OU,qB;QAAA,QA4OV,Q;;M

A3OvE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiDm

F,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACI,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACH,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAML,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACA,OA

AQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACG,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMR,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACF,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAA

U,S;IAAV,C;;MAME,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACD,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACI,OAAe,c;IAAf,C;;MACJ,OAAW,U;I
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AAX,C;;MACA,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMF,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACF,OAAM,K;IA

AN,C;;MACK,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACA,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMU,OAAM,K;IAA

N,C;;MACG,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMhB,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,

C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;

MAME,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACF,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACC,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;M

ACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMG,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACI,

OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACC,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACL,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMT,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACA,OAA

M,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMC,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACE,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMJ,OAAO,M

;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAMD,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAA

V,C;;MAMK,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMZ,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACN,OAAM,K;IAAN

,C;;MACG,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMN,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;

MAMJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMM,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACE,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MA

MF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMa,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,

OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACH,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMvB,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OA

AS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACA,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MElrIlB,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,sB;Q

AAA,SAAmB,I;MAAM,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,I;MAAM,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,

0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MA

AM,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,I;MAAM,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,I;MAAM,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UA

AoB,I;MAAM,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MACrf,QAAQ,E

;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,W

AAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;

MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EA

AE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAA

oB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAsDyC,qB;Q

AAA,QAAqB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAsB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAA4B,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,S;MAA

W,0B;QAAA,aAA6B,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA6B,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA0B,S;

MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA0B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAAoC,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAAmC,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA

,mBAAoC,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAA4B,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW

,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MACtnB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,E

AAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,I

AAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB

,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,

SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

AEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYwC,wB;QAAA,WAA4C,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAk

B,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,

aAAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,gC;Q

AAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAA2B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;

MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAwB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAC9lB,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAA

F,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;

MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,k

BAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OA

AO,C;IACX,C;;MAsD0C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAA

W,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;

MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,k

BAA2B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAwB,S;MAAW,

wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MACziB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,E
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AAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IA

AkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,

EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kB

AAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAyDqC,qB;QAAA,QAAc,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAe

,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,a

AAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAmB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAmB,S;MAAW,gC;Q

AAA,mBAA6B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;

MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MACxhB,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WA

AF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAA

E,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAo

B,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgBsE,uB;QA

AA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAChJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OA

AF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEh

B,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAagD,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;M

AAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf

,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAwCyC,qB;QAAA,QAA

iB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,K;MAC9E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K

;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuB8B,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MACnE,QAAQ,E;MAE

R,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYuC,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,

S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MACpI,QAAQ,E;MA

ER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IA

AW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAY6B,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAC5D,QAAQ,

E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYsC,qB;QAAA,

QAAc,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAc,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MACvH,QAA

Q,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,K

AAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAe6C,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,S;MACxF,Q

AAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAe+C,qB;QAA

A,QAAiB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MACxF,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,

IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,QAAQ,E;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,QAAQ,E;MAGR,OAAO,C

;IACX,C;;MAOI,QAAQ,E;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAS8B,wB;QAAA,WAAkC,S;MAC5D,QAAQ,E;MAER,

EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAMsF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MA

ML,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACP,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAMD,

OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACU,OAAiB,gB;IAAjB,C;;MAMZ,OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACC,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACD,OA

Aa,Y;IAAb,C;;MC7oB7C,yB;QAAA,YAAkB,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAA

K,wB;QAAA,WAAmB,G;MAAI,kC;QAAA,qBAA6B,G;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;

MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAg

B,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA

,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB

;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;

MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,g

BAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,

8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;

MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC19B,QAAQ,E;M

AER,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,UAAF,

IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAC
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b,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QA

AF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EA

AE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB

,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACt

B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eA

AF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;

MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAA

F,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MC/CwC,oB;QAAA,OAAiB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;

QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACpI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,

QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuFuF,iB

AAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACe,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAgBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,U

AAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAgB5C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;

MAgG/C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAmNnC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAA

A,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAmHpD,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAq

B,O;IAAS,C;;MH/exG,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAA

W,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAqB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAm

C,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAuB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAA6B,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,yB;QA

AA,YAAsB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAe,S;MAC5Z,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAA

F,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACt

B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,UAAF,IA

AgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,Q;MAEd,O

AAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0C+B,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,G;MAAK,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MA

ChG,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MA

Ef,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAMmE,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAC

C,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,O

AAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAMc,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACG,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACH,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OA

AO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACG,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACH,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS

,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACO,OAAgB,e;IAAhB,C;;MACD,OAAe,c;I

AAf,C;;MACP,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMV,OAAW,U;IAA

X,C;;MACG,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACH,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMc,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;

MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMZ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACC,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAC

F,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACE,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACG,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACG,OAAiB,gB;IAAjB,C;;MAMF,

OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMP,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OA

AO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACF,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACQ,OAAiB,

gB;IAAjB,C;;MI1N5C,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAC9C,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;I

ACX,C;;MAiBkC,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAC9E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IA

AoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MASkF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MC+B5C,

mB;QAAA,MAwGuD,M;;MAxGG,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,mB;QAAA,MAAe,

E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,Q

AAiB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;

QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;

MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAsC,E;MAC/gB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MA

CX,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,OAAF,IA

Aa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,

MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAesE,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAClF,QA
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AQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,

C;IACX,C;;MASyC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MACpD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IA

CX,C;;MAoBqE,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QA

AA,WAAqB,K;MACrK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAM

2F,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAML,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACD,

OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACA,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MC9H/C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OP4qIW,S;;M

O3qIzE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgCg

D,oB;QAAA,OAAa,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAA2C,S;

MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,W

AAqB,K;MAC/S,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IA

AmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAA

E,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0CqC,mC;QAAA,sBAAgC,

K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAuSD,Q;;MAtSvE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,qBAAF,IAA2B,mB;MAC3B,EAAE,MAAF,IA

AY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAasC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,

WAAqB,K;MAChH,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAA

F,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IA

Ae,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAyBoD,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,uB;QAA

A,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpL,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAA

F,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,

EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkB2D,sB;QAAA,SAAk

B,M;MAAQ,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/J,QAAQ,E

;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,I

AAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAe4D,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;

QAAA,UAA0B,S;MAC/G,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAA

E,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgC6C,oB;QAAA,OAAa,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2

B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAmD,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;

MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpT,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;M

ACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAA

F,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,

OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA+BoC,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,K;MAAO,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;M

AAO,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MACnJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;M

ACpB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MAEjB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkBsC,oB;QAAA,

OAAgB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAsB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAA8B,S;MAC3J,Q

AAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EA

AE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuBsF,OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACD,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACC,OA

Aa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACD,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACA,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MAMlB,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACA,OAA

Y,W;IAAZ,C;;MACH,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMI,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;

IAAT,C;;MACM,OAAe,c;IAAf,C;;MACT,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MCtX3B,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,sB;QAA

A,SAAe,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;Q

AAA,WAAqB,K;MACrL,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EA

AE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAMiG,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACM,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACP,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;M

ACI,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACA,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MC7G3D,qB;QAAA,8C;MAAA,k

B;IAAD,C;;MAChC,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4C;MAAA,C;MAKI,0E;MAEA,sE;IAPJ,C;;;MAKI

,+B;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,+B;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;;MAPJ,yF;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,S;UAAA,+C;aA

AA,O;UAAA,6C;gBAAA,8D;;IAAA,C;;;;MAyBA,8B;IADmC,C;;;MAQnC,8B;IADqC,C;;;ICxDzC,C;;;ICMA,C;;;

ICCA,C;;;IA0BA,C;;;ICvBgD,C;;MAIiB,c;;Q5Hq8C7C,Q;QADhB,IAAI,mCAAsB,cAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;U
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AAP,e;;QACrB,sB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;UAAM,I4Hr8C6C,O5Hq8C/B,S4Hr8C+B,U5Hq8C7C,

C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M4Ht8CsD,iB;IAAA,C;;MAGhD,c;;Q5H66CG,Q;QADhB,IAAI

,c4H56CA,Q5H46CA,iB4H56CA,Q5H46CsB,UAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,O4H76CZ,Q5H66CY

,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,C4H76CP,oB5H66CkB,O4H76ClB,C5H66CG,C;YAAy

B,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;M4H96CH,iB;IAAA,C;;MAE8B,qBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAE6B,qB;QAC3

D,OAAI,OAAO,uBAAX,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6C,SAAH,EAAG,C;MADc,C;IAAA,C;;MAA7B,4BAAa,IAAb,E

AAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,wCAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAQU,uBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMgB,

yBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;;MC/BhE,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,+B;MAAA,C;

MACI,4C;MACA,kD;MACA,0C;MACA,8C;IAJJ,C;;;MACI,kB;MAAA,2B;IAAA,C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,8B;IAA

A,C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;;MAJJ,sH;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,O;U

AAA,gC;aAAA,U;UAAA,mC;aAAA,M;UAAA,+B;aAAA,Q;UAAA,iC;gBAAA,6D;;IAAA,C;;;MAYI,mD;MACA

,2BAA4B,I;IANhC,C;;MAUqB,IAAN,I;MnIUX,IAAI,EmIXQ,mDnIWR,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,g

CAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MmIZC,QAAM,oBAAN,M;aACH,M;UAAc,Y;UAAd,K;aACA,O;UAAe,W;UAAf,K;

gBACQ,wC;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMW,Q;MAHP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACtB,

mD;MAEA,OAAO,2F;IACX,C;;MAGI,iD;MACA,kB;MACA,OAAO,kD;IACX,C;;MAkBI,2BAAY,K;MACZ,gD;

IACJ,C;;MAMI,+C;IACJ,C;;;MCiCA,oC;MApFgE,6B;IAA1B,C;;MAIC,0C;IAAA,C;;MAEiB,uB;;Q9HmR3C,Q;Q

ADb,YAAY,C;QACC,sB;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,I8HpRmE,O9HoRrD,I8HpRqD,U9HoRnE,C;Y

ACI,sBAAO,K;YAAP,wB;;UACJ,qB;;QAEJ,sBAAO,E;;;M8HxRiD,0B;IAAA,C;;MAEI,sB;;Q9H4S5D,eAAoB,0B

AAa,SAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,I8H9SsE,O9H8SxD,QAAS,W8H9S+C,U9H8StE,C;YACI,q

BAAO,QAAS,Y;YAAhB,uB;;;QAGR,qBAAO,E;;;M8HlTqD,yB;IAAA,C;;MAEb,+CAAiB,CAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;M

AEU,+CAAiB,KAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEK,gCAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAE8C,uB;

MAA/E,kB;MAAmC,4B;MAC5D,eAAyB,C;MAGrB,+DAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,WAAK,KAA3

C,C;MACA,eAAa,UAAU,gBAAV,I;IALO,C;;MASpB,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEA,OAAO,wBA

AK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;MAS/B,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;M

AC3B,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,K;MAE9B,OAAO,2DAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACX,C;;MAK+B,oE

AAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAE/B,oB;MACI,eACsB,C;IAF1B,C;;MAIsC,sBAAQ,gB;IAAR,C;;MAInB,gB;MAD

X,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACX,iE;MAAX,OAAO,+B;IACX,C;;;MAGJ,oB;MAGwD,iD;MA

GhD,gEAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAAkB,KAA5C,C;MACA,eAAa,K;IAJoB,C;;MAOC,sBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAE

N,mB;IAAA,C;;MAG5B,IAAI,CAAC,kBAAL,C;QAAoB,MAAM,6B;MAC1B,OAAO,yBAAI,mCAAJ,EAAI,YA

AJ,E;IACX,C;;MAEoC,sBAAQ,CAAR,I;IAAA,C;;;MAGxC,sC;IAAA,C;;MAEQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAA

S,IAA1B,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KAAT,gBAAuB,IAAjD,C;;IAEd,C;;MAGI,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa

,QAAQ,IAAzB,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KAAT,gBAAuB,IAAjD,C;;IAEd,C;;MAGI,IAAI,YAAY,CAAZ

,IAAiB,UAAU,IAA/B,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,mBAAkC,OAAlC,gBAAkD,IAA5E,C;;MAEV,I

AAI,YAAY,OAAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,gBAAa,SAAb,oBAAmC,OAA5D,C;;IAEd,C;;MAGI,IAAI,aAAa,

CAAb,IAAkB,WAAW,IAAjC,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,iBAAc,UAAd,oBAAqC,QAArC,gBAAsD,IAAhF,C;;M

AEV,IAAI,aAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,iBAAc,UAAd,qBAAsC,QAA/D,C;;IAEd,C;;MAIc,UACsB,

M;MAFhC,iBAAe,C;MACL,mB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,aAAW,MAAK,UAAL,SAAiB,6DA

AiB,CAAlC,K;;MAEf,OAAO,U;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAHb,IAAI,CAAE,KAAF,KAAU,KAAM,KAApB,C;QAA

0B,OAAO,K;MAEjC,oBAAoB,KAAM,W;MACb,mB;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,gBAAgB,aAAc,O;

QAC9B,IAAI,cAAQ,SAAR,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;;MAlDJ,6C;QAAA,4B;;MAAA,

sC;IAAA,C;;;MCsCA,mC;MAzCA,uBAC6B,I;MAmC7B,yBACsC,I;IArHE,C;;MAGpC,OAAO,6BAAc,GAAd,S;I

ACX,C;;MAEwE,gBAAR,Y;MAAQ,c;;Q/H67CxD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;UA

AP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,I+H77CwD,O/H67C1C,O+H77C6C,MAAH,Q/

H67CxD,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M+H97CyD,iB;IAAA,C;;MAI5D,IAAI,gCAAJ,C;QA

A+B,OAAO,K;MACtC,UAAU,KAAM,I;MAChB,YAAY,KAAM,M;M3I8JO,Q;M2I7JzB,e3I6J4C,CAAnB,mDAA

mB,Y2I7JzB,G3I6JyB,C;M2I3J5C,IAAI,eAAS,QAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAIP,6B;MAAA,W;Q3IuKqB,

U;Q2IvKD,U3IuKoB,CAAnB,uDAAmB,oB2IvKP,G3IuKO,C;;M2IvK5C,W;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAGX,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MASI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,K;MAChC,IAAI,c
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AAQ,KAAM,KAAlB,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAEV,gBAAd,KAAM,Q;MAAQ,c;;Q/Hw4CT,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCA

AsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,C+

Hx4CK,2B/Hw4CM,O+Hx4CN,C/Hw4CT,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;M+Hz4CH,iB;IACJ,C

;;MAEwC,Q;MAAA,4CAAc,GAAd,8B;IAAA,C;;MAQT,OAAQ,SAAR,YAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAEG,qBAAQ,C;IA

AR,C;;MACH,OAAA,YAAQ,K;IAAR,C;;MAWX,wC;MAAS,sB;IAAT,C;;MACkD,+CAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;

MAI3C,kD;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,I;IAArB,C;;;MAH7B,oB

AAoB,6BAAQ,W;MAC5B,+F;IAIJ,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,qBAAiB,K;IAAjB,C;;;MAZvC,IAAI,4BAAJ,C;QACI,+E;;

MAcJ,OAAO,mC;IACX,C;;MAMmE,qB;QAAE,2CAAS,EAAT,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAArC,OAAQ,eAAR,YA

AQ,EAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,iCAA7B,C;IAAR,C;;MAEqB,+BAAS,KAAM,IAA

f,IAAsB,GAAtB,GAA4B,wBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,C;IAA5B,C;;MAEf,OAAI,MAAM,IAAV,GAAgB,YAAhB,GA

AoC,SAAF,CAAE,C;IAApC,C;;MAWlB,wC;MAAS,6B;IAAT,C;;MACgE,iDAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3D,kD;

IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,M;IAArB,C;;;MAH7B,oBAAoB,6B

AAQ,W;MAC5B,iG;IAIJ,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,qBAAiB,K;IAAjB,C;;;MAZvC,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,mF;;MAcJ,O

AAO,qC;IACX,C;;MAK0D,gBAAR,Y;MAAQ,sB;;Q/HoG9C,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UAAM,I+HpGsD,O/HoGxC,O+HpG2C,IAAH,M/HoGtD,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;

;;M+HrG+C,yB;IAAA,C;;MAEtD,qC;IAAA,C;;MAEqE,gC;MAAX,OAAU,CAAC,kBAAN,CAAM,0DAAmB,CA

ApB,KAA4B,oBAAjC,CAAiC,8DAAqB,CAAjD,C;IAAV,C;;MACG,OAAU,SAAL,CAAO,IAAF,mBAAL,CAAY

,MAAP,C;IAAV,C;;MAErD,IAAI,gCAAJ,C;QAA+B,OAAO,K;MACtC,OAAO,OAAA,CAAE,IAAF,EAAS,KAA

M,IAAf,KAAsB,OAAA,CAAE,MAAF,EAAW,KAAM,MAAjB,C;IACjC,C;;;;MAPJ,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;I

AAA,C;;;MC7GA,mC;MAlB+D,6B;IAA1B,C;;MAQjC,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0B

AAJ,C;QAAsB,OAAO,K;MAC7B,OAAO,sDAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAK+B,qEAAkB,IAAlB,

C;IAAA,C;;MAE/B,qC;IAAA,C;;MAGwB,Q;MADhB,iBAAe,C;MACC,mB;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,

yB;QACC,U;QAAb,2BAAa,yEAAuB,CAApC,K;;MAEJ,OAAO,U;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAF,KAAU,K

AAM,KAApB,C;QAA0B,OAAO,K;MACjC,OAAO,CAAE,qBAAY,KAAZ,C;IACb,C;;;;MAZJ,4C;QAAA,2B;;M

AAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MCZgB,Q;MpJ+2YA,U;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,uD;QAAgB,cAAhB,iB;QACI,YAAgB,OoJj

3YiB,OpJi3YjC,I;;MoJj3YJ,aAAa,iBpJm3YN,GoJn3YM,C;MACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,gBAAA,SAAh

B,M;QACW,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAFb,YAAY,iBAAa,gBAA

b,C;MACZ,YAAY,iBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,KAAM,WAAI,IA

AK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;IACX,C;;MAaW,4B;MAA

A,U;QAAqB,OAAL,SpJszMhB,YAAQ,C;;MoJtzMf,W;IACJ,C;;MAYI,OpJyyMO,qBAAQ,CoJzyMf,GAAe,cAAf,

GAAmC,S;IAAnC,C;;MASA,IAAI,cAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,SAAK,OAAL,KAAa,KAAM,

OAAvB,C;QAA6B,OAAO,K;MAEpC,4C;QACI,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACT,SAAS,MAAM,CAAN,C;QAET,I

AAI,OAAO,EAAX,C;UACI,Q;;cACG,IAAI,cAAc,UAAlB,C;UACH,OAAO,K;;QAIP,0BAAsB,kBAAtB,C;UAA4

C,IAAI,CAAI,kBAAH,EAAG,EAAkB,EAAlB,CAAR,C;YAA+B,OAAO,K;;cAClF,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;UAA4C,I

AAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,+BAAsB,uBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,C

AAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,6BAAsB,qBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,c

AAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,

EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,+BAAsB,uBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG

,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,gCAAsB,wBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAA

c,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAA

d,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,iCAAsB,yBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAA

R,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAE9E,qCAAsB,6BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;

YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,sCAAsB,8BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA

2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,oCAAsB,4BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,O

AAO,K;;cAC9E,qCAAsB,6BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAA

O,K;;cAEtE,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;UAAc,OAAO,K;;MAIrC,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOI,aAAa,CAAK,eAAL

,gBAAK,EAAa,SAAb,CAAL,GAA6C,CAA7C,QAAiD,CAAjD,I;MrD3FW,kBAAxB,mBqD4FmB,MrD5FnB,C;M

qD6FI,oD9I7BgD,gB8I6BhD,C;MADJ,OnIlCO,W8E1DsC,W;IqD+FjD,C;;MAII,IAAY,SAAR,0BAAJ,C;QACI,M
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AAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;QACP,M;;MAEJ,SAAU,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MACV,MAAO,gBAAO,EAAP,C;MAEP,4C;QA

CI,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,MAAO,gBAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEX,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAEV,IADE,OACF,S;

UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;aAC1B,mBAFE,OAEF,E;UAA2B,4BAAR,OAAQ,EAA4B,MAA5B,EAAoC,

SAApC,C;aAC3B,uBAHE,OAGF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,wBAJE,OAIF,E;UA

AmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,sBALE,OAKF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CA

Af,C;aAC1B,uBANE,OAMF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,wBAPE,OAOF,E;UAAm

B,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,yBARE,OAQF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,

C;aAC1B,uBATE,OASF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,0BAVE,OAUF,E;UAAmB,M

AAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAE1B,kBAZE,OAYF,c;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;a

AC1B,kBAbE,OAaF,e;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,kBAdE,OAcF,a;UAAmB,MAA

O,gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,kBAfE,OAeF,c;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;;U

AEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;MAIlC,MAAO,gBAAO,EAAP,C;MACP,SAAU,kBAAmB,iBAAV,SAAU

,CAAnB,C;IACd,C;;M9InJA,6B;IAAA,C;;MACsC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACI,Y;IAAA,C;;MACN,Q;IAAA,C;;MACI,S;IA

AA,C;;MACL,MAAM,6B;IAAN,C;;MACI,MAAM,6B;IAAN,C;;;;MANvC,oC;QAAA,mB;;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;;

MASA,yB;MACI,+C;IADJ,C;;MAGgD,qCAAoB,KAAM,U;IAA1B,C;;MACb,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;M

AEH,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MACiB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACgB,OAAA,QAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAE3B,MAAM,8

BAA0B,iDAA8C,KAA9C,MAA1B,C;IAAN,C;;MACM,S;IAAA,C;;MACI,S;IAAA,C;;MAEL,kC;IAAA,C;;MAC

Q,kC;IAAA,C;;MAEjD,IAAI,UAAS,CAAb,C;QAAgB,MAAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KAAnC,C;MACtB,OAAO,2B;IA

CX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,cAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,YAAW,CAAjC,C;QAAoC,OAAO,I;MAC3C,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,S

AAb,mBAAkC,OAA5D,C;IACV,C;;MAEiC,8B;IAAA,C;;;;MA5BrC,gC;QAAA,e;;MAAA,yB;IAAA,C;;MA+B8D

,6BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAoC,KAApC,C;IAAA,C;;MAE3B,oB;MAA0B,0B;IAA3B,C;;MACC,OAAA,WAAO,O;IAA

P,C;;MACG,OAAA,WNmzM3B,YAAQ,C;IMnzMmB,C;;MACW,OAAO,SAAP,WAAO,EAAS,OAAT,C;IAAP,C

;;MACyB,c;;Qaw4CtD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,cbv4CyD,Qau4CzD,iBbv4CyD,Qau4CnC,UAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UA

AP,e;;QACrB,Obx4C6C,Qaw4C7C,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,Cbx4CkD,oBaw4Cv

C,Obx4CuC,Caw4CtD,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;Mbz4CsD,iB;IAAA,C;;MACtB,OAAO,qB

AAP,WAAO,C;IAAP,C;;MAEQ,gBAAP,W;MAAA,OAAwB,cAAxB,GcqGpC,SdrGoC,GcuGpC,SNwkBoB,Q;IR/

qBgB,C;;;MAON,8B;IAAA,C;;MAMe,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,GAAgB,CAApB,GAAgC,OAAT,QAAS,CAAhC,GA

A8C,W;IAA9C,C;mFAErD,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,mB;QAK0C,kB;MAAA,C;KAL1C,C;+FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,mB;QAMwD,uB;MAAA,C;KANxD,C;2FAQA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,mB;QAMoD,uB;MAAA,C;KANp

D,C;;MAaI,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,KAAiB,CAArB,GAAwB,gBAAxB,GAAyC,iBAAU,sBAAkB,QAAlB,EAAwC,I

AAxC,CAAV,C;IAAzC,C;;MAOA,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,KAAiB,CAArB,GAAwB,gBAAxB,GAAyC,iBAAU,sBA

AkB,QAAlB,EAAwC,IAAxC,CAAV,C;IAAzC,C;;MAMuD,OAAI,eAAJ,GAAqB,OAAO,OAAP,CAArB,GAA0C,

W;IAA1C,C;;MAMQ,OAAS,cAAT,QAAS,C;IAAT,C;gFAEnE,yB;MAaA,gE;MAbA,6B;QAyBI,WAAW,eAduE,I

AcvE,C;QWDX,iBAAc,CAAd,UXbkF,IWalF,U;UXE6B,eAf2D,IAevD,CWDtB,KXCsB,CAAJ,C;;QAfyC,OAgB/

D,I;MAhB+D,C;KAX1E,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;QAYI,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QWDX,iBAAc,CAA

d,UXEO,IWFP,U;UXE6B,eAAI,KWDtB,KXCsB,CAAJ,C;;QAC7B,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAsBY,uBAAG

,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAH,C;IAAA,C;;MAQA,OAAA,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,I;IAAA,C;;MAOgD,QAAC,mB;I

AAD,C;;MAaxD,OAAO,qBAAgB,SAAK,U;IAChC,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAKgE,uCAAQ,W;MA

AR,C;KALhE,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAKoD,uCAAQ,W;MAAR,C;KALpD,C;;MAgBI,OAAI,mB

AAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;IAAnC,C;;MAWgH,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,QAAZ,C;IAAL,C;;MAElE,QAAM,cAA

N,C;aAC9C,C;UAD8C,OACzC,W;aACL,C;UAF8C,OAEzC,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;gBAFyC,OAGtC,S;;

IAHsC,C;;MAsBgB,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MACjG,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EA

A4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,

GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,cAAc,MAAd,EAAsB,OAAtB,C;Q

AEV,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAA

M,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;;MAiB8E,yB;QAAA,YAAi

B,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAC7G,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UAAU,S;MA

CV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAAK,C;QAC
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5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,UAAW,SAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;QAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,

C;UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,

G;;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4D;;QAsBqC,qB;UAA

E,qBAAc,iBAAS,EAAT,CAAd,EAA4B,WAA5B,C;QAAF,C;MAAA,C;MAtBrC,+D;QAkBI,yB;UAAA,YAAiB,C

;QACjB,uB;UAAA,UAAe,c;QAGf,+BAAa,SAAb,EAAwB,OAAxB,EAAiC,oCAAjC,C;MAAA,C;KAtBJ,C;;MA4

CoC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MACnE,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C

;MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,I

AAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,WAAW,MAAX,C;QAEV,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;

UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;

;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;;MAQQ,gBAAY,OAAZ,C;QAAuB,MAAM,gCAAyB,gB

AAa,SAAb,mCAAkD,OAAlD,OAAzB,C;WAC7B,gBAAY,CAAZ,C;QAAiB,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,yB

AA1B,C;WACvB,cAAU,IAAV,C;QAAkB,MAAM,8BAA0B,cAAW,OAAX,gCAA2C,IAA3C,OAA1B,C;IAEhC,

C;;MAcoC,MAAM,wBAAoB,8BAApB,C;IAAoD,C;;MAI1D,MAAM,wBAAoB,8BAApB,C;IAAoD,C;;;;wFiG9W

9F,yB;MhG+BA,wE;MgG/BA,uC;QAmBW,kBhGoBiD,oB;QgGO9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C

;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UAClB,WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,Gh

GmHhB,EgGjJyC,SA8BlB,CAAU,GAAV,EAAe,WAAf,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBA

AY,GAAZ,CAAnE,ChGmHvB,C;;QgGjJA,OAgCO,W;MA/BX,C;KApBA,C;;MA8Cc,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SAAK,iB

;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;QAClB,

WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,EgGnHuB,UAAU,GAAV,EAAe,WAAf,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,uBAAuB,CAA

C,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAAnE,ChGmHvB,C;;MgGjHA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B

;MhGvBA,wE;MgGuBA,6D;QAnCW,kBhGoBiD,oB;QgGO9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAA

U,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UA8BwE,U;UA7B1F,WhGmHJ,agGn

HgB,GhGmHhB,EgGtFkC,UA7BD,GA6BC,EA7BoB,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA6BzC,GAAW,

qBA7B3B,GA6B2B,EA7BT,CA6BS,CAAX,GAA6C,UA7BxD,WA6BwD,6DAA5D,EA7BiB,CA6BjB,ChGsFlC,C

;;QgGvFA,OA1BO,W;MA0BP,C;KAvBJ,C;kFA0BA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,0E;QAlCc,Q;QAAA,OA

AK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA6DQ,WA7DU,WAAY,G

AAZ,C;UA6DuF,U;UAAjG,WhGuDZ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,EgGvDiD,UA5DhB,GA4DgB,EA5DK,uBAAuB,CA

4DjE,WA5D8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA4D1B,GAAW,qBA5D1C,GA4D0C,EA5DxB,CA4DwB,CAAX,GAA6C,UA5

DvE,WA4DuE,6DAA5D,EA5DE,CA4DF,ChGuDjD,C;;QgGxDA,OACY,W;MADZ,C;KA5BJ,C;iFAgCA,yB;MA

AA,gB;MAAA,8B;MhGjFA,wE;MgGiFA,qD;QA7FW,kBhGoBiD,oB;QgGO9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAA

U,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UAkFiD,U;UAjFnE,

WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,EgGlCgC,UAjFsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAiFhD,kBAA6B,

UAjFjC,WAiFiC,6DAAvC,EAjFmB,CAiFnB,ChGkChC,C;;QgGnCA,OA9EO,W;MA8EP,C;KAjBJ,C;oFAoBA,y

B;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,kE;QAtFc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAA

U,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA2GQ,WA3GU,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UA2GgE,U;UAA1E,WhGSZ,agGnHgB,GhGm

HhB,EgGT+C,UA1GO,uBAAuB,CA0GjE,WA1G8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA0GjC,kBAA6B,UA1GhD,WA0GgD,6D

AAvC,EA1GI,CA0GJ,ChGS/C,C;;QgGVA,OACY,W;MADZ,C;KAtBJ,C;qFA0BA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;Mh

G/HA,wE;MgG+HA,uC;QA3IW,kBhGoBiD,oB;QgGO9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,m

B;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UACC,oB;UAkIc,U;UAAjC,IAlIkD,uBA

AuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAkItF,C;YADA,mBAjI+C,C;;;YAiI/C,mBACkB,UAlIW,GAkIX,EAAe,UA

lIC,WAkID,6DAAf,EAlI6B,CAkI7B,C;;UAlIlB,WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,mB;;QgGaA,OA9HO,W;MA8H

P,C;KAnBJ,C;sFAwBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,oD;QAxIc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,

C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA6JQ,WA7JU,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UACC,oB;UA8Jc,U;U

AAjC,IA9JkD,uBAAuB,CA4JjE,WA5J8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA8JtF,C;YADA,mBA7J+C,C;;;YA6J/C,mBACkB,U

A9JW,GA8JX,EAAe,UA9JC,WA8JD,6DAAf,EA9J6B,CA8J7B,C;;UAFV,WhGzCZ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,mB;;Q

gGyCA,OAAY,W;MAAZ,C;KAvBJ,C;;MAxIc,Q;MAAA,OAAK,0B;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,

UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;QACV,kBA+KG,WA/Ke,WAAY,GAAZ,C;QA2GgE,U;QAoE/E,WhG3DP,agGnHgB,G

hGmHhB,EgG2DmC,CA9KmB,uBAAuB,CA8KtE,WA9KmF,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA0GjC,GAoErC,CApEqC,GAA6
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B,UA1GhD,WA0GgD,6DAoEnD,IAAM,CAAN,IhG3DnC,C;;MgG2DA,OAAO,W;IAAP,C;;M8CnPkC,kB;MAAu

B,kB;IAAxB,C;;;MAAC,iB;IANtC,C;;MAM6D,iB;IAN7D,C;;MAAA,wBAMsC,qCANtC,EAM6D,qCAN7D,C;IA

AA,C;;MAAA,OAMsC,mDANtC,IAM6D,wCAN7D,O;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAMsC,sD;MAAuB,sD;MAN7D,a;IA

AA,C;;MAAA,4IAMsC,sCANtC,IAM6D,sCAN7D,I;IAAA,C;wF1IEA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAMuF,wC;M

ANvF,C;MAAA,wD;QAO2C,8B;MAAA,C;MAP3C,8E;MAAA,2B;QAMuF,2C;MAAA,C;KANvF,C;;MAcuC,wC

;IAAD,C;;MACmB,4BAAiB,wBAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;;MAQG,OAAI,oCAAJ,GAA2B,SAAK,KAAhC,GAA0C,I;IAA

1C,C;;MAMc,OAAI,oCAAJ,GAA2B,SAAK,KAAhC,GAA0C,S;IAA1C,C;;MAGrB,wBAAO,CAAP,IAAY,mC;IA

AZ,C;;MAK7C,kBADE,SACF,O;QADJ,OACc,S;WACV,kBAFE,SAEF,c;QAEQ,yCAAwB,MAAO,KAAP,GAAc,

CAAtC,C;UAJZ,OAIuD,S;;UAJvD,OAK6B,mBAAL,SAAK,CAAT,GAA+B,sBAA/B,GAAgD,S;;QALpE,OAOY,

sB;IAPZ,C;;MAaI,kBADE,SACF,O;QADJ,OACc,S;WACV,kBAFE,SAEF,c;QAFJ,OAE8B,mBAAL,SAAK,CAA

T,GAA+B,sBAA/B,GAAgD,S;;QAFrE,OAGY,sB;IAHZ,C;;MAagB,Q;MADhB,aAAa,gB;MACG,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACL,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb

,mBAAmB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,YAAY,iBAAa,YAAb,C;MACZ,YAAY,iBAAa,YAAb,C;MACC,2B;M

AAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;M

AEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;IACX,C;;MU3EqE,gB;IAAA,C;;MAQD,4BAAiB,SAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAOhE,OA

AgB,mBAAhB,C;QAAgB,8B;QAAM,UAAU,OAAV,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAKuC,0B;MACnC,eAAoB,C;IADc,C;;MAE

M,OAAA,eAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MACqC,Q;MAAhC,wBAAa,oBAAmB,mBAAnB,EAAmB,2BAAnB,QAAb,EAA0C,

eAAS,OAAnD,C;IAAA,C;;sFiI5BjD,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAUiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6

B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KAVJ,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;Q

AWiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KAXJ,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;M

AAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAKiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KALJ,C;;MAeI,SAAK,

aAAI,QAAS,aAAb,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;IACT,C;;M/IzCA,wB;MACI,8C;IADJ,C;;MAGgD,oCAAsB,KAAM,U;IA

A5B,C;;MACb,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEH,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEa,Y;IAAA,C;;MAC

O,Y;IAAA,C;;MACd,W;IAAA,C;;MACoB,6B;IAAA,C;;MACvB,6B;IAAA,C;;MACY,8B;IAAA,C;;MAEhB,6B;I

AAA,C;;;;MAjBrC,+B;QAAA,c;;MAAA,wB;IAAA,C;;MA0BuE,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,uE;IAA7B,C;;MAetC,OAAI

,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAjB,GAA0B,QAAN,KAAM,EAAM,qBAAc,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,CAAN,CA

A1B,GAA6E,U;IAA7E,C;kFAEJ,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,mB;QAO8C,iB;MAAA,C;KAP9C,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,

wE;MAAA,mB;QAQ4D,2B;MAAA,C;KAR5D,C;;MAsBiD,gBAA7C,qBAAoB,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAApB,C

;MAAqD,wB;MAArD,OUHO,S;IVGP,C;wFAEJ,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,mB;QAKsD,qB;MAAA,C;KALtD,C;;MA

a8G,gBAAvC,eAAc,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,C;MAA+C,wB;MAA/C,OUlB5D,S;IVkB4D,C;4FAEvE,yB;M

AAA,wE;MAAA,mB;QAK8D,2B;MAAA,C;KAL9D,C;;MAiB+E,OAAM,QAAN,KAAM,EAAM,qBAAc,YAAY,

KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,CAAN,C;IAAN,C;;MAS3E,IAAI,eAAe,CAAnB,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAe,CAAf,I;;MAEX,IA

AI,eAAe,UAAnB,C;QACI,OAAO,gBAAe,eAAe,CAAf,IAAf,K;;MAEX,OAAO,U;IACX,C;;;MAM+D,QAAC,mB

;IAAD,C;;MAa3D,OAAO,qBAAgB,mB;IAC3B,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,4B;QAM2D,uCAAQ,U;MAAR,

C;KAN3D,C;;MAiBI,OAAI,mBAAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;IAAnC,C;yFAEJ,yB;MAuBA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAvB

A,iC;QA8BiC,Q;QAxB2E,OAwBxD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,oBAxBoE,GAwBpE,C;MAxBwD,C;KAN5G,C;+EAQA,

yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QAKiC,Q;QAA7B,OAAgD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,YAAI,GAAJ,C;MAAhD,C;

KALJ,C;;MAYI,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;IACJ,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QAOiC,Q;Q

AA7B,OAAgD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,oBAAY,GAAZ,C;MAAhD,C;KAPJ,C;;MAkBsG,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAc,KAA

d,C;IAAL,C;kFAGtG,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QASiC,Q;QAA7B,OAAuD,CAA1B,+DAA0B,eAAO,

GAAP,C;MAAvD,C;KATJ,C;;MAsBoE,oB;IAAA,C;;MAaA,sB;IAAA,C;kFAEpE,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAI

gE,qBAAK,aAAL,EAAU,eAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAJhE,C;;MAYiF,Q;MAAA,mCAAI,GAAJ,oBAAY,c;IAAZ,C;uG

AGjF,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAMe,Q;QALX,YAAY,oBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAA

C,4BAAY,GAAZ,CAAtB,C;UACI,OAAO,c;;;UAGP,OAAO,sE;;MAEf,C;KARA,C;;MAoBkD,uCAAqB,GAArB,

C;IAAA,C;;MAYvC,Q;MADP,YAAY,oBAAI,GAAJ,C;MACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QACH,aAAa,c;QACb,sBAAI,GAAJ

,EAAS,MAAT,C;QACA,a;;;QAEA,Y;;MALJ,W;IAOJ,C;;MAQwF,OAAA,iBAAQ,W;IAAR,C;;MAQwB,OAAA,i

BAAQ,W;IAAR,C;;MYqwB5F,Q;MAAA,OZ9vBT,iBY8vBS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QZ9vBa

,WY+vBb,aAAgB,OZ/vBe,IY+vB/B,EZ/vBsC,SY+vBZ,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MZ/vBhB,OAA6B,W;IACjC,C;;
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MY6vBoB,Q;MAAA,OZnvBT,iBYmvBS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QZnvBa,WYovBb,aZpvB0B

,SYovBtB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAAyC,OZpvBC,MYovB1C,C;;MZpvBhB,OAA6B,W;IACjC,C;;MAMyB,Q;MA

ArB,wBAAqB,KAArB,gB;QAAqB,aAAA,KAArB,M;QAAK,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EA

AS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;;MAMyB,Q;MAAA,uB;MAArB,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAhB,IAAC,yBAAD,E

AAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;;MAMyB,Q;MAAA,uB;MAArB,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QA

AqB,wB;QAAhB,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,0

D;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAY,mBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,C;QY4sBH,Q;QAAA,OZ9vBT,iBY8v

BS,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UZ9vBa,WY+vBb,aAAgB,OZ/vBe,IY+vB/B,EZ7sB2C,SY6sBjB,C

AAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QZ7sBhB,OAlD6B,W;MAmDjC,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,uE;MAAA,u

C;QAYW,kBAAU,mBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,C;QY6rBD,Q;QAAA,OZnvBT,iBYmvBS,W;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UZnvBa,WYovBb,aZ9rByC,SY8rBrC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAAyC,OZpvBC,MYovB1C

,C;;QZ9rBhB,OAtD6B,W;MAuDjC,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QADd,aAAa,oB;Q

ACC,OAAA,SA3FsE,QAAQ,W;QA2F5F,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,KAAM,IAAhB,CAAJ,C;

YACI,MAAO,aAAI,KAAM,IAAV,EAAe,KAAM,MAArB,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAdA,C;8FAgBA,yB;

MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QADd,aAAa,oB;QACC,OAAA,SA3GsE,QAAQ,W;QA2G5F,OAAc,cAAd,C;U

AAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,KAAM,MAAhB,CAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,aAAI,KAAM,IAAV,EAAe,KAAM,MAAr

B,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAwBoB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SA3HoE,QAAQ,W;MA2H5F,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAA

zB,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,oB;QAfA,Q;QAAA,OA3

HoE,iBAAQ,W;QA2H5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAcmC,SAd/B,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,W

AAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;;QAapB,OAVO,W;MAWX,C;KARA,C;;MAiBoB,Q;MAAA

,OAAA,SApJoE,QAAQ,W;MAoJ5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;

UACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,w

E;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,oB;QAfH,Q;QAAA,OApJoE,iBAAQ,W;QAoJ5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,IAAI,CAckC,SAdjC,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;

;QAapB,OAVO,W;MAWX,C;KARA,C;;MAkBqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eAC

H,C;YAAK,iB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,aAAU,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,GAA+B,oBAAW,OAAh

D,C;YAAL,K;kBACQ,0BAAM,qBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,CAAN,C;YAHL,K;;QAAP,W;;MAMJ,OAAoC,o

BAA7B,mBAAM,oBAAN,CAA6B,C;IACxC,C;;MAMwB,SAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,kB;IAAA,C;;MAQyD,QA

AM,gBAAN,C;aACzD,C;UADyD,OACpD,U;aACL,C;UAFyD,OAEpD,MAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;gBAFoD

,OAGjD,mBAAM,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAN,C;;IAHiD,C;;MAUrC,OAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,k

B;IAAA,C;;MAQwD,OAA6B,oBAA7B,mBAAM,oBAAN,CAA6B,C;IAA7B,C;;MAMpC,SAApB,WAAoB,Y;M

AApB,kB;IAAA,C;;MAQiD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aACjD,C;UADiD,OAC5C,U;aACL,C;UAFiD,OaxY8B,uB;gBbwY9

B,OAGzC,uB;;IAHyC,C;;MAYc,4BAAc,SAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAO/D,WAAoB,0B;MAApB,kB;IAAA,C;;MASA,Q;

MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAAoB,MAAM,IAAN,C;;QAAqC,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,wB

AAS,UAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,C;QAAjE,OU5eO,W;;MV4eP,W;IAAA,C;;MASA,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C

;QAAA,OAA0B,MAAN,KAAM,C;;QAAiC,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,4B;QAAnE,OUrfO,W;;MVqfP,W

;IAAA,C;;MASA,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAA0B,QAAN,KAAM,C;;QAAiC,kBAApB,qBAAc,S

AAd,C;QAA4B,0B;QAAnE,OU9fO,W;;MV8fP,W;IAAA,C;;MASoB,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAA4B,4B;MA

A5B,OAA4C,oBUvgBrC,WVugBqC,C;IAA5C,C;;MASoB,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAA4B,+B;MAA5B,OUhh

BO,W;IVghBP,C;;MAQA,sBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;IACJ,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MA

CJ,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,yBAAO,G

AAP,C;IACJ,C;;MASwB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAsCL,6B;MAtCA,OAA+C,oBUlkBxC,WVkkBwC,C;IAA/C,

C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAqCK,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MArCV,OAAgD,oBU5kBzC,WV4kByC,C;IAAh

D,C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAoCK,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MApCV,OAAgD,oBUtlBzC,WVslByC,C;IAAh

D,C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAmCK,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MAnCV,OAAgD,oBUhmBzC,WVgmByC,C;I

AAhD,C;;MAQA,uBAAO,GAAP,C;IACJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EA
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AU,IAAV,C;MACd,C;KAPA,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;

MACd,C;KAPA,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;MACd,C;KA

PA,C;;MAWsD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aAClD,C;UADkD,OAC7C,U;aACL,C;UAFkD,gB;gBAAA,OAG1C,S;;IAH0C,C

;;MgJvsBlD,IAAI,wCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,SAAK,4BAAqB,GAArB,C;MAET,4B;MhJgQI,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgJ

3Pa,GhJ2Pb,C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgJ5PG,GhJ4PH,CAAtB,C;QgJ5PgC,MAAM,2BAAuB,wCAAvB,C

;;;QhJgQlC,2BAAO,sE;;MgJhQX,+B;IACJ,C;;MAYQ,kBADE,SACF,kB;QADJ,OACkC,YAAT,SAAK,IAAI,EAA

Y,YAAZ,C;;QADlC,OAEY,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;IAFZ,C;;MAgBI,kBADE,SACF,yB;QADJ,OA

CyC,cAAT,SAAK,IAAI,EAAY,YAAZ,C;;QADzC,OAEY,8BAA0B,SAA1B,EAAgC,YAAhC,C;IAFZ,C;;;;;;;;MA

gBuC,wB;MAAoC,0B;IAArC,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MACK,OAAI,OAAJ,QAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;IAAJ,C;;MAC

b,OAAI,SAAJ,QAAI,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,W;IAAJ,C;;MACH,OAAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAA

A,QAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,QAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACoB,OAAA,QAAI,qBAAc,KAAd,C;IA

AJ,C;;MACjC,OAAA,QAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACS,OAAA,QAAI,O;I

AAJ,C;;MACQ,OAAA,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAEA,gBAAJ,Q;MAAI,4B;MhJwMxC,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgJnMyD,G

hJmMzD,C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgJpM+C,GhJoM/C,CAAtB,C;QACI,2BgJrMwE,mB;;;QhJwMxE,2BA

AO,sE;;MgJxMoC,+B;IAAA,C;;;MAGL,wB;MAA2C,0B;IAA5C,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MACE,OAAI,OAAJ,Q

AAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;IAAJ,C;;MACb,OAAI,SAAJ,QAAI,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,W;IAAJ,C;;MACH,O

AAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,QAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MAC

oB,OAAA,QAAI,qBAAc,KAAd,C;IAAJ,C;;MACjC,OAAA,QAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,QAAI

,K;IAAJ,C;;MACS,OAAA,QAAI,O;IAAJ,C;;MACsB,OAAA,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAE/B,OAAA,QAAI,aAAI,GAA

J,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAJ,C;;MACP,OAAA,QAAI,cAAO,GAAP,C;IAAJ,C;;MACS,QAAI,gBAAO,IAAP,C;IAAJ,C

;;MACpB,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAE4B,gBAAJ,Q;MAAI,4B;MhJmLxC,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgJ9KyD,GhJ8KzD,C;M

ACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgJ/K+C,GhJ+K/C,CAAtB,C;QACI,2BgJhLwE,mB;;;QhJmLxE,2BAAO,sE;;MgJnLo

C,+B;IAAA,C;;oFCxFnD,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qC;QAUiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,eA

AO,OAAP,C;MAA3D,C;KAVJ,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,sC;QASiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA2D,CA

A9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,QAAV,C;MAA3D,C;KATJ,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,sC;QASiC,Q;Q

AA7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,QAAV,C;MAA3D,C;KATJ,C;;MAiB6D,kCAAS,KAAT,C;IAAA,C;;M

AOzD,SAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;IACT,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;

MACT,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;

4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,SAAK,cAA

O,OAAP,C;IACT,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C

;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA

,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;;MAYU,IAIe,I;MAHjB,kBADE,QACF,

c;QAAiB,OAAO,yBAAO,QAAP,C;;QAEpB,aAAsB,K;QACT,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,o

BAAI,IAAJ,CAAJ,C;YAAe,SAAS,I;;QAC5B,OAAO,M;;IAGnB,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,aAAsB,K;MACT,0B;MAA

b,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,oBAAI,IAAJ,CAAJ,C;UAAe,SAAS,I;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,yBAAgB,OAAT,QAAS,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAKkF,gCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAK

A,gCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,KAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAG9E,iBAAa,KAAb,C;MvI7FgB,kBuI8FX,oB;MACD,OAAO,q

BAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,kBAAV,6BAAJ,C;UACI,oB;UACA,WAAS,I;;MAGrB,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAK8E,

kCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAKA,kCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,KAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAI9D,UAGS,M

AHT,EAcY,MAdZ,EAc6B,M;MAfzC,IAAI,uCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAoC,cAA5B,sEAA4B,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,uBA

AzB,C;MAExC,iBAAsB,C;MACD,oC;MAArB,qBAAkB,CAAlB,mC;QACI,cAAc,sBAAK,SAAL,C;QACd,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,MAAsB,uBAA1B,C;UACI,Q;QAEJ,IAAI,eAAc,SAAlB,C;UACI,sBAAK,UAAL,EAAmB,OAAnB

,C;QAEJ,+B;;MAEJ,IAAI,aAAa,cAAjB,C;QACwB,oC;QAAiB,mB;QAArC,oE;UACI,2BAAS,WAAT,C;QAEJ,O

AAO,I;;;QAEP,OAAO,K;;IAEf,C;;MAMW,iBAAmB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MAnLG,Q;MAmL7B,O

AnL2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,UAAV,C;IAoL/D,C;;MAMI,UAAmB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACnB,OlJ7CwD,CkJ

6CjD,GlJ7CkD,UkJ6ClD,IAAoB,4BAAU,GAAV,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OxJgtMO,EwJhtMA,QxJwoMA,YAAQ,CA

wER,CwJhtMA,IAAyB,4BAAmB,UAAT,QAAS,CAAnB,C;IACpC,C;;MAMW,iBAAmB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,

SAAhC,C;MA9LG,Q;MA8L7B,OA9L2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,UAAV,C;IA+L/D,C;;MAMI,IxJksMO,EwJls
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MH,QxJ0nMG,YAAQ,CAwER,CwJlsMP,C;QACI,OAAO,4BAAmB,UAAT,QAAS,CAAnB,C;;QAEP,OAAO,wB;

IACf,C;;MAMI,UAAmB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACnB,IlJ7EwD,CkJ6EpD,GlJ7EqD,UkJ6EzD,C;QACI,OAAO,4BAA

U,GAAV,C;;QAEP,OAAO,wB;IACf,C;;MAGI,alJpFwD,CAAC,mB;MkJqFzD,iB;MACA,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MA

SI,aAAU,2BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,sBAAK

,CAAL,C;QACX,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,C;QACA,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,IAAV,C;;IAER,

C;;MAO+E,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,8B;MAAxB,OvIzMpD,W;IuIyMoD,C;;MClRiB,uB;MAAjC,0B;IAAD,C;;MA

CX,OAAA,eAAS,K;IAAT,C;;MACG,mCAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGgC,8B;MAAxC,0B;IA

AD,C;;MACM,OAAA,eAAS,K;IAAT,C;;MACG,mCAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAEX,eAAS,Q;I

AAT,C;;MACgB,OAAA,eAAS,kBAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;IAAT,C;;MAEO,OAAA,eAAS,aAAI,0BAAo

B,KAApB,CAAJ,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;IAAT,C;;MAE1C,eAAS,aAAI,2BAAqB,KAArB,CAAJ,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;IA

Cb,C;;;MAIgB,Q;MAAA,kC;MAAhB,IAAa,CAAT,0BAAJ,C;QAAA,OAA2B,8BAAY,KAAZ,I;;QAAuB,MAAM,

8BAA0B,mBAAgB,KAAhB,2BAA0C,gBAAG,2BAAH,CAA1C,OAA1B,C;IAAxD,C;;MAGgB,Q;MAAA,qB;MA

AhB,IAAa,CAAT,0BAAJ,C;QAAA,OAAsB,iBAAO,KAAP,I;;QAAkB,MAAM,8BAA0B,oBAAiB,KAAjB,2BAA

2C,gBAAG,cAAH,CAA3C,OAA1B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAQ2C,gCAAqB,SAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAQc,wBAAa,SAAb,C;

IAAA,C;;;;;M7I9B0B,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;M8Ic8G,mB;QAAE,kBAAS,aAAT

,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAT,oCAAS,sBAAT,C;IAAA,C;8FAErG,yB;MAAA,kD;M9IhBA,kC;MAAA,0C;;QAQ

uF,wC;MARvF,C;MAAA,wD;QAS2C,8B;MAAA,C;MAT3C,8E;;Q8ImB2I,mB;UAAE,gBAAS,qBAAT,C;QAAF,

C;MAAA,C;MAH3I,gC;QAGkI,kCAAS,mCAAT,C;MAAA,C;KAHlI,C;;MAaI,eAAe,6B;MACf,oBAA0B,+BAA

N,KAAM,EAAwC,QAAxC,EAA+D,QAA/D,C;MAC1B,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,gC;QA

GkI,gBAAS,aAAT,C;MAAA,C;KAHlI,C;;IAgB0C,C;;MA2BlC,IAAI,uCAA0B,QAAS,UAAvC,C;QAAkD,M;MA

ClD,OAAO,sBAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IACX,C;;MAUqD,6BAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;MAed,wB;MAC

vC,eAAoB,C;MACpB,mBAA4B,I;MAC5B,sBAAyC,I;MACzC,gBAAoC,I;IAJxC,C;;MAOQ,OAAO,IAAP,C;QA

CI,QAAM,YAAN,C;eACI,C;YAAA,K;eACA,C;YACI,IAAI,kCAAe,UAAnB,C;cACI,eAAQ,C;cACR,OAAO,I;;;c

AEP,sBAAe,I;;;YALvB,K;eAOA,C;YAAc,OAAO,K;eACrB,C;eAAA,C;YAAgC,OAAO,I;kBAC/B,MAAM,yB;;Q

AGlB,eAAQ,C;QACR,WAAW,4B;QACX,gBAAW,I;QACX,I/FhGR,oBD6CQ,WgGmDY,kBhGnDZ,CC7CR,C;;I

+FkGA,C;;MAGU,IASe,I;MATrB,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACI,C;aAAA,C;UAAsC,OAAO,qB;aAC7C,C;UACI,eAAQ,

C;UACR,OAAO,kCAAe,O;aAE1B,C;UACI,eAAQ,C;UACR,aACa,mF;UACb,mBAAY,I;UACZ,OAAO,M;gBAE

H,MAAM,yB;;IAEtB,C;;MAGI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;;QAA8B,OAAO,W;IAC/D,C;;MAE4C

,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACxC,C;UADwC,OAC1B,6B;aACd,C;UAFwC,OAExB,6BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;gBAFwB,OAGh

C,6BAAsB,uCAAoC,YAA1D,C;;IAHgC,C;;MAUK,oB;QACzC,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,yB;MAFyC,C;IAAA,

C;;MAF7C,mBAAY,K;MACZ,eAAQ,C;MACR,OAA6C,0CAAtC,c;IAIX,C;;MAMiD,oB;QACzC,wCAAW,C;QA

AX,OACA,yB;MAFyC,C;IAAA,C;;MAH7C,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,M;MACzB,sBAAe,Q;MACf,e

AAQ,C;MACR,OAA6C,6CAAtC,c;IAIX,C;;MhGrBO,Q;MADP,egG0BI,MhG1BJ,C;MACO,QgGyBH,MhGzBG,

+D;MgG0BH,eAAQ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGY,0C;IAAA,C;;;M9IpLuE,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IA

T3C,gF;sFAAA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,0C;;QAQuF,wC;MARvF,C;MAAA,wD;QAS2C,8B;MAAA,C;MAT3C,8E;

MAAA,2B;QAQuF,2C;MAAA,C;KARvF,C;;MAiBgE,mB;QAAE,sB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAT,OAAkB,2CAAT

,+BAAS,E;IAAlB,C;;MAOM,OAAI,QZy0MtD,YAAQ,CYz0M0C,GAAwB,eAAxB,GAAsD,WAAT,QAAS,C;IA

AtD,C;;MAKf,kC;IAAA,C;;MAE9C,6B;IAAA,C;;MACiD,kC;IAAA,C;;MACjB,kC;IAAA,C;;MACA,kC;IAAA,C

;;;;MAHhC,oC;QAAA,mB;;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;oFAMA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,4B;QAM4D,uCAAQ,e;MAAR,C

;KAN5D,C;;MAgB4F,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,wC;MAAA,wD;MAAA,kC;IAO5F,C;;;;;;;;;cANI,eAAe,

uBAAa,W;cAC5B,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;gBACI,gB;gCAAA,sCAAS,QAAT,O;oBAAA,kBcjER,yB;yBdiEQ,yB;g

BAAA,Q;;;gBAEA,gB;gCAAA,sCAAS,iCAAT,O;oBAAA,kBcnER,yB;yBdmEQ,yB;gBAAA,Q;;;;;;cAJJ,W;;cAA

A,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAMJ,C;;MAP4F,yD;uBAAA,uG;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;MAAA,C;IAAA,C;;MAAT,gB

AAS,uCAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAcX,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAAxB,4BAAQ,cAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAQU,OAAA,

EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAAxB,4BAAQ,gBAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAMxB,S;IAAG,C;;MAFzB,Q;MADZ,IAAI,8CAAJ,

C;QACI,OAA4C,CAApC,2EAAoC,kBAAQ,QAAR,C;;MAEhD,OAAO,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,gBAAzB,EAA

iC,QAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAFb,YAAY,gB;MACZ,YAAY,gB;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,s

B;QACT,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;
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IACX,C;;MAWI,wB;QAAA,WAAgC,I;MADhC,0B;MACA,0B;MACA,4B;IAH+B,C;;MAMQ,oD;MACnC,gBAA

e,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,OAAO,aAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,WAAW,

aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,wCAAU,IAAV,MAAmB,sCAAvB,C;UACI,gBAAW,I;UACX,iBAAY,C;UACZ,M;;;MAG

R,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAWW,Q;MARP,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QAC

I,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,a;MACb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MAEZ,OAAO,yE;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAA

a,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;;MAjCmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MA2C/B,0B;MAAmC,gC;IAA

/C,C;;MAC2C,0D;MACnC,gBAAe,oCAAS,W;IADW,C;;MAG/B,OAAO,6CAAY,aAAS,OAArB,C;IACX,C;;MA

GI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MARmC,4D;IAAA,C;;MAYnC,OAAO,uBAA4B,eAA5B,EAAsC,kBAAtC,EAAm

D,QAAnD,C;IACX,C;;;MASQ,0B;MAAmC,gC;IAA/C,C;;MAC2C,wE;MACnC,gBAAe,2CAAS,W;MACxB,aAA

Y,C;IAFuB,C;;MAIO,Q;MAAtC,OAAO,oDAAY,oBAAmB,iBAAnB,EAAmB,yBAAnB,QAAZ,EAAyC,aAAS,O

AAlD,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MATmC,mE;IAAA,C;;;MAkB/B,0B;IAAZ,C;;MAEQ,gBA

Ae,gCAAS,W;MACxB,aAAY,C;IAFqC,C;;MAIN,Q;MAAvC,OAAO,iBAAa,oBAAmB,iBAAnB,EAAmB,yBAAn

B,QAAb,EAA0C,aAAS,OAAnD,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MATiD,wD;IAAA,C;;;MAoBrD,

4B;MACA,4B;MACA,4B;IAHJ,C;;MAK2C,gD;MACnC,iBAAgB,gCAAU,W;MAC1B,iBAAgB,gCAAU,W;IAFS,

C;;MAI/B,OAAO,sCAAU,cAAU,OAApB,EAA4B,cAAU,OAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,cAAU,UAAV,IAAu

B,cAAU,U;IAC5C,C;;;MATmC,uD;IAAA,C;;;MAevC,0B;MACA,gC;MACA,0B;IAHJ,C;;MAK2C,sD;MACnC,g

BAAe,kCAAS,W;MACxB,oBAAiC,I;IAFE,C;;MAK/B,IAAI,CAAC,2BAAL,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,OAAO,

gCAAe,O;IAC1B,C;;MAGI,OAAO,2B;IACX,C;;MAGQ,Q;MAAJ,IAAI,iEAA2B,KAA/B,C;QACI,oBAAe,I;MAE

nB,OAAO,yBAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;UAEP,cAAc,aAAS,O;UACvB,uBAAu

B,wCAAS,2CAAY,OAAZ,CAAT,C;UACvB,IAAI,gBAAiB,UAArB,C;YACI,oBAAe,gB;YACf,OAAO,I;;;;MAIn

B,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;MA/BmC,0D;IAAA,C;;;;;;MAgDvC,0B;MACA,8B;MACA,0B;MC5QA,IAAI,EDgRQ,qBA

Ac,CChRtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD+Q2B,+CAA4C,iB;QC9QvE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,E

DiRQ,mBAAY,CCjRpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBDgRyB,6CAA0C,e;QC/QnE,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MA

FV,IAAI,EDkRQ,mBAAY,iBClRpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBDiRkC,0DAAuD,eAAvD,WAAmE,iB;QChRrG,MAAM,g

CAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;IDuQe,C;;MAYM,yBAAW,iBAAX,I;IAAA,C;;MAEU,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAgB,

eAAhB,GAAqC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,oBAAa,CAAb,IAAtB,EAAsC,eAAtC,C;IAArC,C;;MACA,OAAI,KAAK,

YAAT,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,iBAAtB,EAAkC,oBAAa,CAAb,IAAlC,C;IAA1B,C;;MA

Ef,wC;MAEtB,gBAAe,2BAAS,W;MACxB,gBAAe,C;IAHO,C;;MAOlB,OAAO,gBAAW,kCAAX,IAAyB,aAAS,

UAAzC,C;QACI,aAAS,O;QACT,qC;;IAER,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAQ,gBAAW,gCAAZ,IAAyB,aAAS,U;IAC7C,

C;;MAGI,a;MACA,IAAI,iBAAY,gCAAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,qC;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;;M

AxBsB,mD;IAAA,C;;;MAiC1B,0B;MACA,oB;MC5TA,IAAI,EDgUQ,gBAAS,CChUjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD+TsB,y

CAAsC,YAAtC,M;QC9TtB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;IDwTgB,C;;MASe,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAg

B,eAAhB,GAAqC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,CAAtB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;IAArC,C;;MACA,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GA

AgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,iBAAa,eAAb,EAAuB,CAAvB,C;IAA1B,C;;MAGrC,YAAW,yB;MACX,gBAAe,4BAAS,W;

IAFW,C;;MAK/B,IAAI,cAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,6B;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAGI,

OAAO,YAAO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAS,U;IAChC,C;;;MAbmC,oD;IAAA,C;;;MAuBvC,0B;MACA,4B;IAFJ,C;;MAI2C

,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,IAAI,aAAS,UAAb,C

;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,wCAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,iBAAY,C;UACZ,gBAAW,I;UACX,M;;;M

AGR,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAQiB,Q;MALb,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;Q

ACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aACa,gF;MAGb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,m

BAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;;MAnCmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MA4CvC,0B;MACA,oB;

MC7YA,IAAI,EDgZQ,gBAAS,CChZjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD+YsB,yCAAsC,YAAtC,M;QC9YtB,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;IDyYgB,C;;MK/TnB,SLuUmC,eAAQ,CAAR,I;MAAD,OAA4B,KAAK,CAAT,GAAY,yBAAZ

,GAAuC,iBAAa,eAAb,EAAuB,EAAvB,C;IAA/D,C;;MKvUlC,SLwUmC,eAAQ,CAAR,I;MAAD,OAA4B,KAAK,

CAAT,GAAY,yBAAZ,GAAuC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,YAAtB,EAA6B,EAA7B,C;IAA/D,C;;MAGrC,gBAAe,4B

AAS,W;MACxB,YAAW,yB;IAFwB,C;;MAM/B,OAAO,YAAO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAS,UAA5B,C;QACI,aAAS,O;Q

ACT,6B;;IAER,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MAp

BmC,oD;IAAA,C;;;MA8BvC,0B;MACA,4B;IAFJ,C;;MAK2C,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E
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;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,OAAO,aAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,

wCAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;UACI,gBAAW,I;UACX,iBAAY,C;UACZ,M;;;MAGR,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAQqB,Q;

MALjB,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,a;MAEJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,aACa,gF;QACb,gBAAW,I;QACX

,iBAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,M;;MAEX,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,a;MACJ,O

AAO,mBAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,aAAS,U;IACtC,C;;;MAnCmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MAuCL,sB;MAAiC,gC;IAAlC,C;;MA

CM,4BAAiB,aAAO,WAAxB,EAAoC,kBAApC,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGgE,2B;MAAtE,sB;MAAiC,gC;MAClE,kBAAu

B,c;IADS,C;;MAI5B,OAAO,aAAO,UAAd,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAO,O;QAClB,UAAU,mBAAY,IAAZ,C;QAEV,IA

AI,eAAS,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAb,C;UACI,mBAAQ,IAAR,C;UACA,M;;;MAIR,W;IACJ,C;;;MAIqC,wC;MAAuC,kC;

IAAxC,C;;MACG,oD;MACnC,gBAAmB,I;MACnB,iBAAqB,E;IAFc,C;;MAK/B,gBAAe,mBAAa,EAAjB,GAAqB

,+CAArB,GAA4C,2CAAa,4BAAb,C;MACvD,iBAAgB,qBAAJ,GAAsB,CAAtB,GAA6B,C;IAC7C,C;;MAQiB,Q;

MALb,IAAI,iBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,iB;MAEJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,8D;MA

Eb,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,iBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IAC

xB,C;;;MAzBmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MAwCvC,OAAW,iDAAJ,GAAwC,SAAxC,GAAkD,4BAAwB,SAAxB,C;IAC7D,

C;;MAc2C,qB;QAAE,6B;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvC,OAA2D,cAApD,sBAAkB,YAAlB,EAAgC,qCAAhC,CAA

oD,C;IAC/D,C;;MAoB0B,mB;QAAE,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAHtB,OAAI,YAAJ,GACI,2BADJ,GAGI,sBAAkB

,+BAAlB,EAA4B,YAA5B,C;IAHJ,C;;MAmBA,6BAAkB,YAAlB,EAAgC,YAAhC,C;IAAA,C;;MJ3mBJ,wB;MA

CI,8C;IADJ,C;;MAGgD,oCAAmB,KAAM,U;IAAzB,C;;MACb,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEH,Q;IAAA,

C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MACiB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACgB,OAAA,QAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAEtB,kC;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,6B;I

AAA,C;;;;MAdrC,+B;QAAA,c;;MAAA,wB;IAAA,C;;MAsBoC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAQe,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,GAAgB

,CAApB,GAAgC,MAAT,QAAS,CAAhC,GAA6C,U;IAA7C,C;iFAEnD,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,mB;QAKwC,iB;

MAAA,C;KALxC,C;6FAOA,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,mB;QAQsD,2B;MAAA,C;KARtD,C;;MAeiE,OAAS,aAAT,Q

AAS,EAAa,qBAAc,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAd,CAAb,C;IAAT,C;uFAEjE,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,mB;QAGgD,

qB;MAAA,C;KAHhD,C;;MAM2D,OAAS,aAAT,QAAS,EAAa,eAAQ,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAR,CAAb,C;IA

AT,C;2FAE3D,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,mB;QAGwD,2B;MAAA,C;KAHxD,C;;MASmE,OAAS,aAAT,QAAS,EAA

a,qBAAc,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAd,CAAb,C;IAAT,C;sFAEnE,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,4B;QAEkD,uCAAQ,U

;MAAR,C;KAFlD,C;;MAIgD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aAC5C,C;UAD4C,OACvC,U;aACL,C;UAF4C,OAEvC,MAAM,o

BAAW,OAAjB,C;gBAFuC,OAGpC,S;;IAHoC,C;;MIxEuC,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,g

F;;MCyBI,IAAI,E8I3BI,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,OAAO,C9I2BvB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8I3BI,aAAJ,GACI,yEADJ,GAGI,

8C;Q9IyBJ,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I8IvBd,C;;MAIoB,mB;QAAE,wBAAiB,gCAAjB,EAA6B,YAA7

B,EAAmC,YAAnC,EAAyC,sBAAzC,EAAyD,mBAAzD,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B

,IAA1B,C;MACA,oCAAgB,6EAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAI6B,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,wC;MAAA,wC;MA

AA,gD;MAAA,sD;MAAA,4D;MAAA,wB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,uB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,wB;MAAA,qB;MAAA,4B;

MAAA,kC;IAkCzB,C;;;;;;;;;+BAjCc,0BAAO,uBAAP,I;cACV,IAAI,kBAAO,CAAX,C;oCACiB,iBAAa,uBAAb,C;

kCACF,C;gBACD,6C;gBAAV,iB;;;;sCAaa,eAAc,uBAAd,C;gBACH,+C;gBAAV,gB;;;;;;;cAAA,KAAU,2BAAV,C

;gBAAA,gB;;;;cAAU,kC;cACN,mBAAO,WAAI,GAAJ,C;cACP,IAAI,mBAAO,SAAX,C;gBACI,gB;gCAAA,iCA

AU,8BAAJ,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6B,iBAAU,mBAAV,CAAnC,O;oBAAA,kBjI5CpB,yB;yBiI4CoB,yB;gBAAA,

Q;;;gBADJ,gB;;;;;cAEI,mBAAO,qBAAY,uBAAZ,C;cAFX,gB;;;cAFJ,gB;;;cAOA,IAAI,iCAAJ,C;gBACI,gB;;;;gB

ADJ,iB;;;;;cACI,IAAO,mBAAO,KAAd,IAAqB,uBAArB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;;cACI,gB;8BAAA,iCAAU,8BAAJ,GAAi

B,mBAAjB,GAA6B,iBAAU,mBAAV,CAAnC,O;kBAAA,kBjIlDpB,yB;uBiIkDoB,yB;cAAA,Q;;cACA,mBAAO,q

BAAY,uBAAZ,C;cAFX,gB;;;cAIA,IrJyH4C,CqJzHxC,mBrJyHyC,UqJzH7C,C;gBAAyB,gB;gCAAA,iCAAM,mB

AAN,O;oBAAA,kBjIrDzC,yB;yBiIqDyC,yB;gBAAA,Q;;;gBAAzB,iB;;;;;cA9BR,W;;cAyBI,iB;;;cAxBJ,iB;;;cAGI,

KAAU,yBAAV,C;gBAAA,iB;;;;6BAAU,sB;cACN,IAAI,kBAAO,CAAX,C;gBAAgB,oCAAQ,CAAR,I;gBAAW,i

B;;;;gBAA3B,iB;;;;;cACA,iBAAO,WAAI,YAAJ,C;cACP,IAAI,iBAAO,KAAP,KAAe,uBAAnB,C;gBACI,iB;gCA

AA,iCAAM,iBAAN,O;oBAAA,kBjI/BpB,yB;yBiI+BoB,yB;gBAAA,Q;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cAEI,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;gBA

AiB,iBAAO,Q;;gBAAa,oBAAS,iBAAU,uBAAV,C;cAC9C,kBAAO,c;cAHX,iB;;;cAHJ,iB;;;cASA,IrJ0IgD,CqJ1I5

C,iBrJ0I6C,UqJ1IjD,C;gBACI,IAAI,qCAAkB,iBAAO,KAAP,KAAe,uBAArC,C;kBAA2C,iB;kCAAA,iCAAM,iB

AAN,O;sBAAA,kBjIrC3D,yB;2BiIqC2D,yB;kBAAA,Q;;;kBAA3C,iB;;;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cAbJ,W;;cAaI,iB;;;cAZJ,iB

;;;cAgCJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAAA,C;;MAlCyB,yD;uBAAA,6K;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;MAAA,C;IAAA,C;;M
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ADzB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,2B;MAChC,OAAO,WAAkB,0EAAlB,C;IAmCX,C;;MAEiE,

uB;MAA7B,kB;MAChC,mBAA6B,C;MAC7B,eAAyB,C;IAFM,C;;MAK3B,+DAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,E

AAsC,WAAK,KAA3C,C;MACA,mBAAiB,S;MACjB,eAAa,UAAU,SAAV,I;IACjB,C;;MAGI,+DAAkB,KAAlB,E

AAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEA,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;MASc,uB;M

AArB,wB;M9IlDxB,IAAI,E8IoDQ,iBAAY,C9IpDpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8ImDyB,2DAAwD,a;Q9IlDjF,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M8IqDV,gBAAqB,gBAAmB,aAAnB,O;MACrB,oBAA8B,C;MAE9B,sBAAyB,C;IARF,

C;;MAQvB,0B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;MAMW,Q;MAFP,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAEA,OA

AO,sBAyFmC,CAzF5B,iBAyF6B,GAzFV,KAyFU,IAAD,IAAa,aAzFhD,4D;IACX,C;;MAEe,qBAAQ,a;IAAR,C;;

MAEwB,sC;MAAS,2B;MAC5C,eAAoB,oB;MACpB,eAAoB,4B;IAFe,C;;MASnB,Q;MAJZ,IAAI,iBAAS,CAAb,C

;QACI,W;;;QAGA,mBAAQ,sCAAO,YAAP,4DAAR,C;QACA,eA0EkC,CA1E1B,YA0E2B,GA1Eb,CA0Ea,IAAD,

IAAa,6B;QAzE/C,mC;;IAER,C;;;MAbmC,kD;IAAA,C;;MAmB0B,UAQ1C,MAR0C,EAe1C,MAf0C,EAqBtD,M;

MAtBP,aACQ,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,IAAK,KAAtB,GAAkC,UAAN,KAAM,EAAO,IAAK,KAAZ,CAAlC,GAAy

D,kD;MAE7D,WAAW,IAAK,K;MAEhB,WAAW,C;MACX,UAAU,iB;MAEV,OAAO,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,MAA

M,aAA5B,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,wBAAO,GAAP,gE;QACf,mB;QACA,iB;;MAGJ,MAAM,C;MACN,OAA

O,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,wBAAO,GAAP,gE;QACf,mB;QACA,iB;;MAEJ,IAAI,MAAO,OAA

P,GAAc,IAAK,KAAvB,C;QAA6B,OAAO,IAAK,KAAZ,IAAoB,I;MAEjD,OAAO,uD;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,qB

AAQ,gBAAa,SAAb,OAAR,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,6BAAsB,qBAAtB,C;;MAGV,cA6B0

C,CA7BnC,iBA6BoC,GA7BjB,SA6BiB,IAAD,IAAa,aA7BvD,IAAmC,O;MACnC,6B;IACJ,C;;M9I9HA,IAAI,E8I

oIQ,KAAK,C9IpIb,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8ImIkB,wC;Q9IlIlB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,E8IqI

Q,KAAK,S9IrIb,CAAJ,C;QACI,gB8IoIqB,wEAA8D,S;Q9InInF,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M8IqIN,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAR,C;QACI,YAAY,iB;QACZ,UAgBsC,CAhB5B,KAgB6B,GAhBf,CAgBe,IAAD,IAAa,a;QAdnD,IA

AI,QAAQ,GAAZ,C;UACW,OAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,KAAX,EAAkB,aAAlB,C;UACA,OAAP,aAAO,E

AAK,IAAL,EAAW,CAAX,EAAc,GAAd,C;;;UAEA,OAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,KAAX,EAAkB,GAAlB,

C;;QAGX,oBAAa,G;QACb,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;;IAER,C;;MAI8C,QAAC,YAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,a;IAAb,C;;;M

CjL9C,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;

MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,O1J8B4E,0B0J9BrE,kBAAM,CAAN,C1J8K2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E

0J9B1D,K1J8KgB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C0J9BrE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,O1J4B4E,0B0J5BrE,kBAAM,CAA

N,C1J4K2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E0J5B1D,K1J4KgB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C0J5BrE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QA

CJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,CAA

X,C;UACA,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKI,YAAY,aAA

U,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,UAAU,KA

AV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,

KAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,C;IACR,C;;MAMI,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,K

AAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,OxJK6E,0BwJLtE,kBAAM,CAAN,Cx

J8I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EwJL3D,KxJ8IgB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CwJLtE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,OxJG

6E,0BwJHtE,kBAAM,CAAN,CxJ4I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EwJH3D,KxJ4IgB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CwJH

tE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAA

W,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UACA,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;;MAGR,OAAO,C;IAC

X,C;;MAKI,YAAY,aAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,C

AAJ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QAC

I,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,C;IACR,C;;MAMI,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,k

BAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,OzJpB8D,Yy

JoBvD,kBAAM,CAAN,CzJpBwE,KAAjB,EyJoB5C,KzJpByE,KAA7B,CyJoBvD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,OzJtB8

D,YyJsBvD,kBAAM,CAAN,CzJtBwE,KAAjB,EyJsB5C,KzJtByE,KAA7B,CyJsBvD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAA

I,KAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UA

CA,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKI,YAAY,aAAU,KAA

V,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EA

AiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,
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EAAwB,KAAxB,C;IACR,C;;MAMI,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IA

AD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,O1H7C+D,a0H6CxD,kBAAM,CAAN,C1H7C

0E,KAAlB,E0H6C7C,K1H7C2E,KAA9B,C0H6CxD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,O1H/C+D,a0H+CxD,kBAAM,CAA

N,C1H/C0E,KAAlB,E0H+C7C,K1H/C2E,KAA9B,C0H+CxD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;UA

CI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UACA,kBAAM,CAAN,E

AAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKI,YAAY,aAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAA

uB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,Q

AAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,C;I

ACR,C;;MAQ+C,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAE

A,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,YAAU,KAAV

,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,

EAAoB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAApB,C;IAAA,C;;M5I1IuD,4C;IAAtG,C;IAAA,+D;MAC4C,+BAAW,CA

AX,EAAc,CAAd,C;IAAA,C;IAD5C,oF;;MHsBI,IAAI,EEjBI,SAAU,OAAV,GAAiB,CFiBrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,

qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MElBV,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAApB,EAAuB,CAAvB,EAA0B,SAA1

B,C;IACX,C;;MAGe,Q;MAAX,wBAAW,SAAX,gB;QAAW,SAAA,SAAX,M;QACI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAH,C;QA

CT,SAAS,GAAG,CAAH,C;QACT,WAAW,cAAc,EAAd,EAAkB,EAAlB,C;QACX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,

OAAO,I;;MAE1B,OAAO,C;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iC;QASI,OAAO,cAAc,SAAS,CAAT,CAAd,

EAA2B,SAAS,CAAT,CAA3B,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAqBI,OAAO,UAAW,SAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,CAAR,EAAq

B,SAAS,CAAT,CAArB,C;IACtB,C;;MAuBY,Q;MALR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;QAAa,OAAO,C;MACpB,IAAI,S

AAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,E;MACtB,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,C;MAGtB,OAA8B,iBAAtB,mDAAsB,EAAU,CAA

V,C;IAClC,C;;MAYsB,uB;QAAU,2BAAoB,CAApB,EAAuB,CAAvB,EAA0B,iBAA1B,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MF

vDlB,IAAI,EEsDI,SAAU,OAAV,GAAiB,CFtDrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;;MEqDV,sCAAkB,2BAAlB,C;IACJ,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;

MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqE

e,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA

4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPf,2B;QAOI,oCAAW,0BAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;0FASA,yB;MC1FA,kC;MAA

A,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;;QDkGe

,uB;UAAU,iBAAsB,kB;UAAtB,eAAkC,gB;UAAlC,OA1Dd,UAAW,SAAQ,SA0DW,CA1DX,CAAR,EAAqB,SA0

DC,CA1DD,CAArB,C;QA0DP,C;MAAA,C;MARf,uC;QAQI,oCAAW,sCAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;4GAUA,yB;

MAAA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;

MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+E

gB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPf,2B;QAOI,oCAAW,o

CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;8GASA,yB;MC7GA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BA

AW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;;QDuHe,uB;UAAU,iBAAsB,kB;UAAtB,eAAkC,gB;UAAlC,O

A/Ed,UAAW,SAAQ,SA+EW,CA/EX,CAAR,EAAqB,SA+EC,CA/ED,CAArB,C;QA+EP,C;MAAA,C;MAVf,uC;Q

AUI,oCAAW,gDAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAVJ,C;kFAYA,yB;MAAA,sC;MCzHA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,

C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDyHA,oBAQe,yB;QA9Gf,8D;;U

A8Ge,uB;YACP,sBAAsB,WAAY,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;YAClC,Q;YAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;c

AAA,OAA0B,e;;cAAqB,eAAsB,gB;cAArE,OAvGG,cAAc,SAuG8C,CAvG9C,CAAd,EAA2B,SAuGoC,CAvGpC,

CAA3B,C;;YAsGH,W;UADO,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MARf,sC;QAQI,oCAAW,kCAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;oFA

aA,yB;MCtIA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAA

A,C;MAD5C,kF;;QD8Ie,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,WAAY,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;UAClC,Q;UAAA,IAAI,oBA

AmB,CAAvB,C;YAAA,OAA0B,e;;YAAqB,iBAAsB,kB;YAAtB,eAAkC,gB;YAAjF,OAxGG,UAAW,SAAQ,SAw

GyC,CAxGzC,CAAR,EAAqB,SAwG+B,CAxG/B,CAArB,C;;UAuGd,W;QADO,C;MAAA,C;MARf,kD;QAQI,oC

AAW,8CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;sGAaA,yB;MAAA,sC;MCnJA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAA

A,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDmJA,8BAQe,yB;QAxIf,8D;;UAwIe,uB;

YACP,sBAAsB,qBAAsB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;YAC5C,Q;YAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;cAAA,O

AA0B,e;;cAAqB,eAAsB,gB;cAArE,OAjIG,cAAc,SAiI8C,CAjI9C,CAAd,EAA2B,SAiIoC,CAjIpC,CAA3B,C;;YA
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gIH,W;UADO,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MARf,sC;QAQI,oCAAW,4CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;wGAaA,yB;MChK

A,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,

kF;;QDwKe,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,qBAAsB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;UAC5C,Q;UAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CA

AvB,C;YAAA,OAA0B,e;;YAAqB,iBAAsB,kB;YAAtB,eAAkC,gB;YAAjF,OAlIG,UAAW,SAAQ,SAkIyC,CAlIz

C,CAAR,EAAqB,SAkI+B,CAlI/B,CAArB,C;;UAiId,W;QADO,C;MAAA,C;MARf,kD;QAQI,oCAAW,wDAAX,C

;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;kGAcA,yB;MC9KA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CA

AX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;;QDqLe,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,mBAAoB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C

;UAA1C,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,mBAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;QAFxC,C;MAAA,

C;MAPf,wC;QAOI,oCAAW,4CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;;MAmBe,uB;QACP,sBAAsB,SAAU,SAAQ,CAAR,EA

AW,CAAX,C;QAAhC,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,

C;MAFnD,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,sCAAW,kCAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAYc,uB;QACV,sBAAsB,mBAAoB,SAAQ,CAAR,

EAAW,CAAX,C;QAA1C,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CA

AX,C;MAFhD,C;IAAA,C;;MAAd,sCAAc,4CAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAaW,uB;QAEH,UAAM,CAAN,C;UADJ,OACe,

C;aACX,c;UAFJ,OAEiB,E;aACb,c;UAHJ,OAGiB,C;;UAHjB,OAIY,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;MA

LhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,sCAAW,6BAAX,C;IAAA,C;4FASJ,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,wD;MAAA,mB;QAOqE,kB

AAW,cAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPrE,C;;MAgBe,uB;QAEH,UAAM,CAAN,C;UADJ,OACe,C;aACX,c;UAFJ,OAEiB,

C;aACb,c;UAHJ,OAGiB,E;;UAHjB,OAIY,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;MALhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,

sCAAW,4BAAX,C;IAAA,C;0FASJ,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mB;QAOoE,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MAAA,C;K

APpE,C;;MAc4F,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,4F;IAA7B,C;;MAO6B,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,4F;IAA7B,C;;MAOA,IAEJ,IAFI

,EAGJ,M;MAFvD,kBAD2D,SAC3D,sB;QADqD,OAC5B,SAAK,W;WAC9B,WAF2D,SAE3D,wC;QAFqD,OAEE

,4F;WACvD,WAH2D,SAG3D,wC;QAHqD,OAGE,gG;;QAHF,OAI7C,uBAAmB,SAAnB,C;IAJ6C,C;;MAQrB,4B;

IAAD,C;;MACS,OAAA,eAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;IAAX,C;;MAER,sB;IAAA,C;;;MAGpC,sC;IAA

A,C;;MACwE,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAAF,C;;MAEtB,2C;IAAA,C;;;;MAHlD,6C;QAAA,4B;;M

AAA,sC;IAAA,C;;MAMA,sC;IAAA,C;;MACwE,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAAF,C;;MAEtB,2C;IA

AA,C;;;;MAHlD,6C;QAAA,4B;;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;I8I/SA,C;;;;;MA0EmE,oB;QAAA,2C;aAjB/D,kG;IAAA,C;;;

MAoBJ,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,wC;MAAA,C;MASI,4E;MAMA,8E;MAOA,4E;MAOA,kE;IA7

BJ,C;;;MASI,2B;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAMA,2B;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;;MAOA,2B;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAOA

,2B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MA7BJ,+K;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,c;UAAA,gD;aAAA,e;UAAA,iD;aAAA,c;UAAA,

gD;aAAA,S;UAAA,2C;gBAAA,oE;;IAAA,C;;;IA8DkE,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MlGRxB,oB;QAClC,WAAW,sBAAmB,Y

AAF,CAAE,CAAnB,C;QACX,cAAM,IAAN,C;QADA,OAEA,IAAK,a;MAH6B,C;IAAA,C;;;;;IAlH1C,C;;iFAUA,

yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAMI,6BD6CQ,WC7CkB,KD6ClB,CC7CR,C;MAAA,C;KANJ,C;2GAQA,yB;MAAA

,4B;MD6CQ,kD;MC7CR,uC;QAOI,6BD2CQ,WAAO,cC3CW,SD2CX,CAAP,CC3CR,C;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;+FAU

A,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,mD;;QASI,sC;QAAA,4C;MATJ,C;MAAA,yF;QAWoB,2B;MAAA,CAXpB,E;MAAA,4

E;QAcY,wBAAW,MAAX,C;MAAA,C;MAdZ,sF;MAAA,sC;QASI,0D;MAAA,C;KATJ,C;;MA8BI,4BAA0D,YA

AzC,wCAA6B,UAA7B,CAAyC,CAA1D,EAAyE,yBAAzE,C;IAAA,C;;MAgBA,4BAAoE,YAAnD,0CAA6B,QA

A7B,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAmD,CAApE,EAAmF,yBAAnF,C;IAAA,C;;MAYyC,YAAzC,wCAA6B,UAA7B,CAAy

C,CAtEzC,oBD6CQ,WCyBsD,kBDzBtD,CC7CR,C;IAuEJ,C;;MAauD,YAAnD,0CAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,UAAv

C,CAAmD,CApFnD,oBD6CQ,WCuCgE,kBDvChE,CC7CR,C;IAqFJ,C;;MAaI,OAAsC,8BAAtC,c;IAAA,C;8EAX

J,yB;MAAA,oE;MAAA,6E;;QAW0C,oB;UAClC,WAAW,sBAAmB,YAAF,CAAE,CAAnB,C;UACX,cAAM,IAA

N,C;UADA,OAEA,IAAK,a;QAH6B,C;MAAA,C;MAX1C,sC;QAWI,mBAAsC,8BAAtC,6B;QAAA,yD;MAAA,C;

KAXJ,C;qGAwBI,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,mB;QACI,MAAM,6BAAoB,0BAApB,C;MACV,C;KAFA,C;;MmG5IA,

yC;;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,kD;QAAA,iC;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;IA6BA,C;;MAKqB,Q;MADjB,OACI,QA

AQ,yCAAZ,GAAiB,0EAAjB,GAAgC,I;IADhC,C;;MAKA,OAAI,QAAQ,yCAAZ,GAAiB,mCAAjB,GAA4C,I;IA

A5C,C;;;;;MCpBQ,cAAc,GAAI,kBAAS,OAAQ,IAAjB,C;MAClB,IAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,C;QADA,OACuC,O;;Q

AEnC,kBAAkB,oBAAQ,yCAAR,C;QAClB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAJJ,OAI6B,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;;

UACrB,WAAW,OAAQ,kBAAS,yCAAT,C;UAL3B,OAMY,SAAS,mCAAb,GAAoC,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,W

AAzB,CAApC,GACI,oBAAgB,oBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,CAAhB,EAAgD,WAAhD,C;;;IAGhB,C;;MAZJ,

OAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,GAAuC,IAAvC,GACI,OAAQ,cAAK,IAAL,EAAW,4BAAX,C;IADZ,C;;;;;;;MAoCyB,Q;
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MADrB,OACI,OAAA,IAAK,IAAL,EAAY,GAAZ,CAAJ,GAAqB,0EAArB,GAAoC,I;IADpC,C;;MAIA,iBAAU,O

AAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGA,OAAI,OAAA,IAAK,IAAL,EAAY,GAAZ,CAAJ,GAAqB,mCAArB,G

AAgD,I;IAAhD,C;;;;MC1D0C,wB;IAAD,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;;MAEtD,qC;MAKI,4B;IALJ,C;;MAMqC,0C;IA

AA,C;;MAEwB,W;IAAA,C;;MACmB,c;IAAA,C;;MACJ,c;IAAA,C;;MACV,W;IAAA,C;;MACxB,Q;IAAA,C;;M

ACG,8B;IAAA,C;;;;MAb7C,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAsBI,kB;MACA,wB;IAF0B,C;;MAQlB,Q;M

AFJ,UAAU,I;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,YAAA,GAAI,UAAJ,aAAY,GAAZ,W;UAAwB,W;;QACxB,WAAW,

GAAI,O;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,iBAAK,GAAL,C;;;IAGnB,C;;MAGI,iBAAU,WA

AK,cAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,CAAf,EAAyC,cAAzC,C;IAAA,C;;UAKO,I;MAFP,+BAAQ,GAAR,U;QAAoB,O

AAO,W;;MAC3B,cAAc,WAAK,kBAAS,GAAT,C;MAEf,gBAAY,WAAZ,C;QAAoB,W;WACpB,gBAAY,mCAA

Z,C;QAAqC,qB;;QAC7B,2BAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,cAAzB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMc,IAAI,IAAJ,Q;MAHV,

UAAU,I;MACV,WAAW,C;MACX,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACU,uBAAI,OAAJ,GAAI,OAAJ,gC;QAAA,mB;UAAgC,O

AAO,I;;QAA7C,MAAM,M;QACN,mB;;IAER,C;;MAGI,+BAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,GAAoB,OAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAU

wB,Q;MAPxB,UAAU,O;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAS,GAAI,UAAb,CAAL,C;UAA4B,OA

AO,K;QACnC,WAAW,GAAI,O;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,gBAAS,0EAAT,C;;;IAG

nB,C;;MAGI,gBAAS,KAAT,KAAkB,yCAA4B,KAAM,SAAN,KAAgB,aAA5C,IAAsD,KAAM,eAAY,IAAZ,CA

A9E,C;IAAA,C;;MAE2B,OAAK,SAAL,WAAK,CAAL,GAA0B,SAAR,cAAQ,CAA1B,I;IAAA,C;;MAIvB,OAAI,

GnIqIoC,YAAU,CmIrIlD,GAAmB,OAAQ,WAA3B,GAA6C,GAAF,UAAQ,O;IACvD,C;;MAFA,aAAM,kBAAK,

EAAL,EAAS,+BAAT,CAAN,GAEI,G;IAFJ,C;;MAQW,6B;QAAyB,Q;QAAT,iBAAS,sBAAT,EAAS,8BAAT,UA

AoB,O;QAAQ,W;MAA5C,C;IAAA,C;;MAGO,Q;MANlB,QAAQ,a;MACR,eAAe,gBAA+B,CAA/B,O;MACf,gBA

AY,CAAZ,C;MACA,kBAAK,kBAAL,EAAW,oDAAX,C;MnJZJ,IAAI,EmJaM,YAAS,CnJbf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAd

W,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MmJaN,OAAO,+BAAW,qDAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,kD;MADq

B,wB;IAAD,C;;MACpB,oD;MACI,4B;IADJ,C;;;;MAAA,2D;QAAA,0C;;MAAA,oD;IAAA,C;;MAI0C,gBAAT,a;

MhKslUrB,Q;MADhB,kBgKrlUmD,mC;MhKslUnD,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cA

AwB,W0B3sUlD,c1B2sU+D,O0B3sU/D,C;;MsIqHyC,OhKulU9B,W;IgKvlU8B,C;;;;MC9ErC,MAAM,wBAAoB,s

EAApB,C;IAAN,C;8GA3BJ,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,sC;QA2BI,MAAM,6BAAoB,sEAApB,C;MAAN,C;KA3BJ,C;

;MAwC4C,4D;IAAA,C;;MAE5C,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,6C;MAAA,C;MAK0C,oG;MAAqB,g

F;MAAW,4E;IAL1E,C;;;MAK0C,gC;MAAA,uD;IAAA,C;;;MAAqB,gC;MAAA,6C;IAAA,C;;;MAAW,gC;MAAA

,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAL1E,sJ;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,qB;UAAA,4D;aAAA,W;UAAA,kD;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;gBA

AA,qF;;IAAA,C;;6EChDA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGsD,OAAiC,OAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC

,C;KAHtD,C;2EAKA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGqD,OAAgC,OAA1B,SAAL,GAAsB,KAAS,C;MAAhC,C;K

AHrD,C;6EAKA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGsD,OAAiC,OAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHt

D,C;6EAKA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAGqC,OAAqB,OAAP,CAAR,SAAe,C;MAArB,C;KAHrC,C;+EAMA,y

B;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGyD,OAAiC,QAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHzD,C;6EAKA,yB;M

AAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGwD,OAAgC,QAA1B,SAAL,GAAsB,KAAS,C;MAAhC,C;KAHxD,C;+EAKA,yB;MA

AA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGyD,OAAiC,QAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHzD,C;+EAKA,yB;MAAA,

4B;MAAA,4B;QAGuC,OAAqB,QAAP,CAAR,SAAe,C;MAArB,C;KAHvC,C;;ICpCA,C;;;ICAA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IA

OA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAQA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;MAiCI,uB;QAAA,UAAsB,E;MACtB,qB;QAAA,8B;

MACA,2B;QAAA,qE;MACA,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,E;MAJrB,sB;MACA,sB;MACA,kB;MACA,8B;MACA,0B;IAL

mC,C;;;MAQvC,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,kD;MAAA,C;MAKI,wG;MACA,wG;MACA,8F;IAPJ,

C;;;MAKI,qC;MAAA,yD;IAAA,C;;;MACA,qC;MAAA,yD;IAAA,C;;;MACA,qC;MAAA,oD;IAAA,C;;;MAPJ,6K;

IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,kB;UAAA,8D;aAAA,kB;UAAA,8D;aAAA,a;UAAA,yD;gBAAA,6E;;IAAA,C;;;IAUA,

C;;;MCjGA,yB;IAAA,C;;MAWiE,uB;IAAA,C;2HAE7D,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,kC;MAAA,0F;MAAA,6F;;QAUI,

wC;QAAS,6C;MAVb,C;MAAA,2G;QAWqF,sBAAS,QAAT,EAAmB,QAAnB,EAA6B,QAA7B,C;MAAA,C;MA

XrF,oG;MAAA,yC;QAUI,wDAA+B,YAA/B,C;MAAA,C;KAVJ,C;uHAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,kC;MAAA,wF

;MAAA,yF;;QAcI,wC;QAAS,6C;MAdb,C;MAAA,0G;QAe+F,6BAAS,QAAT,EAAmB,QAAnB,EAA6B,QAA7B,

C;MAAA,C;MAf/F,kG;MAAA,yC;QAcI,sDAA+B,YAA/B,C;MAAA,C;KAdJ,C;;;;MA3BJ,gC;QAAA,e;;MAAA,y

B;IAAA,C;;MAiDI,eAAwB,I;IADK,C;;MAIlB,Q;MAAA,mB;MAAA,iB;QAAS,MAAM,6BAAsB,cAAY,QAAS,a

AArB,uCAAtB,C;;MAAtB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,eAAa,K;IACjB,C;;;;;;;;;MCpDA,uBAAoB,Y;IADmB,C;;MA
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SsD,W;IAAA,C;;IAML,C;;MAGpF,OAAO,oB;IACX,C;;MAGI,eAAe,IAAK,gB;MACpB,IAAI,CAAC,0BAAa,Q

AAb,EAAuB,QAAvB,EAAiC,KAAjC,CAAL,C;QACI,M;;MAEJ,uBAAa,K;MACb,yBAAY,QAAZ,EAAsB,QAAt

B,EAAgC,KAAhC,C;IACJ,C;;;MC+LA,4B;IA/NJ,C;;MA0BqC,6BAAS,EAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAWU,4BAAQ,CAA

R,EAAW,KAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAazB,Q;MAHd,iBAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACA,QAAQ,QAAQ,IAAR,

I;MACR,IAAI,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAS,MAAK,WAAlB,C;QACc,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,IAAN,OAAY,CAAhB,C

;UACN,eAAe,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACf,6BAAS,QAAT,C;;;UAEA,K;;YAEI,WAAW,cAAU,KAAK,C;YAC1B,IAAI,

OAAO,C;;UACN,gBAAO,CAAP,IAAY,CAAZ,GAAgB,CAAhB,SAAqB,CAArB,C;UACT,Q;;QATJ,c;QAWA,O

AAO,OAAO,GAAP,I;;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,YAAU,c;UACV,IAAW,IAAP,qBAAkB,KAAtB,C;YAA6B,

OAAO,K;;;IAGhD,C;;MAOmC,OAAU,oBAAV,cAAU,CAAS,WAAI,EAAJ,CAAnB,yBAA6B,cAA7B,E;IAAA,C

;;MAWW,iCAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAiB5B,Q;MAPd,mBAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACA,QAAQ,eA

AQ,IAAR,C;MACR,IAAI,eAAI,CAAR,C;QACI,O;QACA,IAAI,aAAO,CAAD,aAAN,GAAY,CAAZ,CAAJ,C;UA

CI,WAAW,CAAE,Q;UACb,YAAa,qBAAO,EAAP,CAAW,Q;UAEpB,aAAQ,CAAR,C;YACI,eAAe,SAAS,IAAT,

C;YAEf,OAAmB,oBAAnB,sBAAS,QAAT,CAAmB,CAAnB,iB;;gBAEJ,cAAS,CAAT,C;YAEI,OAAU,oBAAV,c

AAU,CAAV,iB;;YAEA,iBAAe,SAAS,KAAT,C;YACf,OAAmB,oBAAnB,sBAAS,UAAT,CAAmB,CAAS,WAAI,

EAAJ,CAA5B,yBAAsC,cAAtC,E;;UAXR,U;;;UAeA,K;;YAEI,WAAW,eAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,C;YACtB,IAAI,Y

AAO,CAAP,C;;UACC,sBAAO,CAAP,MAAY,+BAAI,CAAJ,EAAZ,eAAqB,CAArB,C;UACT,MAAM,C;;QAEV,

OAAO,SAAO,GAAP,C;;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,YAAU,e;UACV,IAAW,IAAP,0CAAkB,KAAlB,CAAJ,C;

YAA6B,OAAO,K;;;IAGhD,C;;MAKyC,6BAAS,CAAT,MAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MAKF,uBAAgB,sBAAS,EAAT,CAAh

B,EAA8B,sBAAS,EAAT,CAA9B,C;IAAA,C;;MASa,+BAAW,GAAX,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAcxC,Q;M

AFR,mBAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACA,WAAW,QAAQ,I;MACX,IAAS,WAAL,IAAK,CAAL,IAA0B,S

AAL,IAAK,CAA1B,IAA8C,SAAN,KAAM,CAAlD,C;QACJ,SAAS,qBAAgB,QAAQ,CAAR,GAAY,OAAO,CAA

nC,C;QACT,cAAO,EAAP,GAAY,E;;;QAEZ,cAAO,oBAAe,I;;MAJ1B,Y;MAMA,OAAW,KAAK,KAAT,GAAsB,

SAAN,KAAM,CAAtB,GAAsC,C;IACjD,C;;MAKqC,6BAAS,EAAT,IAA0B,Q;IAA1B,C;;MAS+B,mB;QAAE,uB

AAa,iBAAb,sBAAqC,eAArC,+BAAqE,aAAM,OAA3E,M;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;M1JhKpE,IAAI,E0JgKqB,CAAb,8

BAAgB,KAAM,O1JhK9B,G0JgKiD,CAAX,0BAAc,KAAM,O1JhK1D,G0JgKsC,K1JhKtC,CAAJ,C;QACI,c0J+Jg

E,kD1J/JlD,E;QACd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,E0JiKQ,aAAa,O1JjKrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,g

B0JgKgC,mF;Q1J/JhC,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M0JiKN,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,SAAV,IAAD,IAAwB

,CAAxB,I;MAEZ,mBAAe,SAAf,C;MtJnDJ,iBAAc,CAAd,UsJoDW,KtJpDX,U;QsJqDQ,QAAQ,c;QACR,MAAM,

UAAN,IAAoB,OAAF,CAAE,C;QACpB,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IAAgC,OAAV,CAAE,KAAK,CAAG,C;Q

AChC,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IAAiC,OAAX,CAAE,KAAK,EAAI,C;QACjC,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,

IAAiC,OAAX,CAAE,KAAK,EAAI,C;QACjC,0BAAY,CAAZ,I;;MAGJ,gBAAgB,UAAU,UAAV,I;MAChB,SAAS

,sBAAS,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAT,C;MACT,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,SAAlB,M;QACI,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IA

AqC,OAAf,EAAG,MAAK,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAL,CAAY,C;;MAGzC,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAvB4C,yB;QAAA,YAAi

B,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,KAAM,O;aANrF,0H;IA6BA,C;;MAOyD,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,

KAAM,OAA1B,C;IAAA,C;;MAKP,8BAAU,cAAU,IAAV,CAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAGlD,8B;MAO2B,iB;MAEvB,u

BAAoC,uB;MAuBpC,+C;IAhCJ,C;;MAWgD,OAAA,oBAAc,kBAAS,QAAT,C;IAAd,C;;MACd,OAAA,oBAAc,U

;IAAd,C;;MACU,OAAA,oBAAc,iBAAQ,KAAR,C;IAAd,C;;MACW,OAAA,oBAAc,iBAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,KAAd,

C;IAAd,C;;MAEnB,OAAA,oBAAc,W;IAAd,C;;MACW,OAAA,oBAAc,kBAAS,KAAT,C;IAAd,C;;MACY,OAA

A,oBAAc,kBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,KAAf,C;IAAd,C;;MAEjB,OAAA,oBAAc,c;IAAd,C;;MAEF,OAAA,oBAAc,a;IA

Ad,C;;MACa,OAAA,oBAAc,oBAAW,KAAX,C;IAAd,C;;MACc,OAAA,oBAAc,oBAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,

C;IAAd,C;;MAE7B,OAAA,oBAAc,Y;IAAd,C;;MAEoB,OAAA,oBAAc,mBAAU,KAAV,C;IAAd,C;;MACP,OAA

A,oBAAc,mBAAU,IAAV,C;IAAd,C;;MACqC,OAAA,oBAAc,mBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,

C;IAAd,C;;;;MA9BxF,qC;QAAA,oB;;MAAA,8B;IAAA,C;;MAsCA,gC;MAC0B,iB;IAD1B,C;;MAEgD,OAAA,4B

AAQ,kBAAS,QAAT,C;IAAR,C;;;;MAFhD,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,gC;IAAA,C;;;MAiBmC,yBAAa,IAAb,EAAmB

,IAAK,IAAI,EAA5B,C;IAAA,C;;MAaC,yBAAa,IAAK,QAAlB,EAA2B,IAAK,YAAI,EAAJ,CAAQ,QAAxC,C;IA

AA,C;;MAcpC,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;WACzB,IAAA,KAAM,

KAAN,GAAa,UAAb,C;QAF8C,OAEhB,0BAAQ,KAAM,MAAd,EAAqB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAArB,C;

WAC9B,IAAA,KAAM,MAAN,GAAc,WAAd,C;QAH8C,OAGf,0BAAQ,KAAM,MAAN,GAAc,CAAd,IAAR,EA
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AyB,KAAM,KAA/B,IAAuC,CAAvC,I;;QAHe,OAItC,mB;IAJsC,C;;MAiB9C,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,

MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;WACzB,IAAA,KAAM,KAAN,+C;QAFiD,OAElB,2BAAS,KAAM,MAAf,

EAAsB,KAAM,aAAN,yBAAqB,CAArB,EAAtB,C;WAC/B,IAAA,KAAM,MAAN,+C;QAHiD,OAGjB,2BAAS,K

AAM,MAAN,8BAAc,CAAd,EAAT,EAA0B,KAAM,aAAhC,0BAAgD,CAAhD,E;;QAHiB,OAIzC,oB;IAJyC,C;;

MAYZ,Y3DtRiC,a2DsR5B,K3DtR4B,C2DsRjC,I;IAAA,C;;MAIrC,OAAA,SAAK,KAAK,EAAL,GAAU,QAAf,G

AAyC,CAAX,CAAC,QAAD,IAAW,KAAI,E;IAA7C,C;;M1JtTA,IAAI,E0JwTuD,QAAQ,I1JxT/D,CAAJ,C;QACI,

c0JuTuE,+B;Q1JtTvE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I0JsTyC,C;;M1JxTnD,IAAI,E0JyTyD,sBAAQ,IAAR,

K1JzTzD,CAAJ,C;QACI,c0JwTyE,+B;Q1JvTzE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I0JuT2C,C;;M1JzTrD,IAAI

,E0J0T6D,QAAQ,I1J1TrE,CAAJ,C;QACI,c0JyT6E,+B;Q1JxT7E,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I0JwT+C,

C;;MAEJ,oCAA0B,IAA1B,qBAAiC,KAAjC,kB;IAAA,C;;MChVpB,OrK2RE,SqK3RF,mBrK2RE,C;IqK3RF,C;;M

AWW,6BAAS,WAAT,EAAa,KAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MAY5C,qBAAqB,IAArB,EAA2B,KAA3B,C;MAEA,iBAAiB,Ir

K6JgB,KqK7JhB,GAAiB,W;MAClC,kBAAkB,KrK4Je,KqK5Jf,GAAkB,W;MAEpC,mBAAmB,0BAAQ,UAAR,E

AAoB,WAApB,IAAqC,W;MACxD,OrK8PmC,SqK9P5B,YrK8P4B,C;IqK7PvC,C;;MAaI,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C

;QAAmB,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;;QACzB,IrKEkE,YqKFlE,KAAM,KrKE6E,KAAjB,EqKFrD,4B

AAK,UrKE6E,KAA7B,CqKFlE,K;UAFiD,OAElB,sBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,ErKoBsB,SqKpBA,KAAM,KrKoBI,KA

AK,GAAW,CqKpBb,WrKoBa,MAAX,IAAf,CqKpBtB,C;;;UAC/B,IrKCkE,YqKDlE,KAAM,MrKC6E,KAAjB,Eq

KDpD,4BAAK,UrKC4E,KAA7B,CqKDlE,K;YAHiD,OrKsBI,SqKnBrB,sBrKgCsB,SqKhCb,KAAM,MrKgCiB,K

AAK,GAAY,CqKhC1B,WrKgC0B,MAAZ,IAAf,CqKhCtB,EAA2B,KAAM,KAAjC,CrKmB+B,KAAK,GAAW,C

qKnBN,WrKmBM,MAAX,IAAf,C;;;YqKtBJ,OAIzC,mB;;;IAJyC,C;;MAcd,OtIkPG,UsIlPH,oBtIkPG,C;IsIlPH,C;;

MAWY,8BAAU,2BAAV,EAAe,KAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAY/C,sBAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,KAA5B,C;MAEA,iBAAiB,I

tIgHkB,KsIhHlB,8B;MACjB,kBAAkB,KtI+GiB,KsI/GjB,8B;MAElB,mBAAmB,2BAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,

+B;MACnB,OtIqNsC,UsIrN/B,YtIqN+B,C;IsIpN1C,C;;MAaI,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,MAAM,gCAAyB,

uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;;QACzB,ItI9CmE,asI8CnE,KAAM,KtI9C+E,KAAlB,EsI8CtD,6BAAM,UtI9C8E,KAA9B,CsI

8CnE,K;UAFoD,OAEpB,uBAAU,KAAM,MAAhB,EtIjCuB,UsIiCA,KAAM,KtIjCK,KAAK,KAAW,C/B+J7C,UA

AW,oBAAL,CqK9HyB,WrK8HzB,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6C,MAAX,CAAhB,CsIiCvB,C;;;UAChC,ItI/Cm

E,asI+CnE,KAAM,MtI/C+E,KAAlB,EsI+CrD,6BAAM,UtI/C6E,KAA9B,CsI+CnE,K;YAHoD,OtI/BG,UsIkCtB,u

BtIrBuB,UsIqBb,KAAM,MtIrBkB,KAAK,UAAY,C/BkJ/C,UAAW,oBAAL,CqK7Hc,WrK6Hd,MAAK,CAAL,iB

AAN,C+BlJ+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,CsIqBvB,EAA4B,KAAM,KAAlC,CtIlCiC,KAAK,KAAW,C/B+J7C,UAAW,oBA

AL,CqK7HgC,WrK6HhC,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;;;YsI+BH,OAI5C,oB;;;IAJ4C,C;;M

AepD,4BAAU,KpIgkFH,QoIhkFP,C;MACA,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOsD,OpI+nF3C,eoI/nF2C,4BAAU,IAAV,CpI

+nF3C,C;IoI/nF2C,C;;MASN,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,KAAM,K;MACrF,4BAAU,KpI6iF

H,QoI7iFP,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAA0C,OAA1C,C;MACA,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;M3JlHI,IAAI,EV0B8D,YqK4FD,KrK5

FkB,KAAjB,EqK4FO,IrK5FsB,KAA7B,CqK4FD,I3JtH7D,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2JqH6E,+B;Q3JpH7E,MAAM,gCAAy

B,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I2JoH+C,C;;M3JtHzD,IAAI,EqBkC+D,asIsFC,KtItFiB,KAAlB,EsIsFS,ItItFqB,KAA9B,CsIs

FC,I3JxHhE,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2JuHgF,+B;Q3JtHhF,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I2JsHkD,C;;MCrI5D,iB;

MANA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,sB;M5JcA,IAAI,E4JPQ,CAAC,WAAK,QAAL,GAAU

,QAAV,GAAe,QAAf,GAAoB,QAArB,MAA2B,C5JOnC,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4JRwC,wD;Q5JSxC,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MIgHV,iBAAc,CAAd,UwJtHW,ExJsHX,U;QwJtHiB,c;;IAhBrB,C;;MAoBQ,QAAQ,Q;MACR,

IAAI,IAAO,MAAO,C;MAClB,WAAI,Q;MACJ,WAAI,Q;MACJ,WAAI,Q;MACJ,SAAS,Q;MACT,WAAI,E;MAC

J,IAAK,IAAO,KAAM,CAAd,GAAsB,EAAtB,GAA8B,MAAO,C;MACzC,WAAI,C;MACJ,gCAAU,MAAV,I;MA

CA,OAAO,IAAI,aAAJ,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAU,cAAV,cAAU,EAAc,QAAd,C;IAAV,C;;;MAzBJ,sD;MACQ,yBA

AK,KAAL,EAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,CAAnB,EAAsB,CAAtB,EAA+B,CAAN,KAAzB,EAAuC,SAAU,EAAX,GAA

oB,UAAW,CAArE,C;MADR,Y;IAAA,C;;;;MCL2C,qCAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,KAAkC,8BAAiB,KAAjB,

EAAwB,iBAAxB,C;IAAlC,C;;MACT,QAAC,8BAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,iBAAxB,C;IAAD,C;;;MAYlC,4B;MACA

,0C;IAFiD,C;;MACjD,2B;IAAA,C;;MACA,kC;IAAA,C;;MAII,OAAO,0CAAgC,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC/B,

mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,0BAAgB,KAAM,aAAtB,CADO,CAAhC,C;IAEX,C;;MAGI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAA

e,EAAf,GAAuB,MAAW,SAAN,UAAM,CAAX,QAAqC,SAAb,iBAAa,CAArC,I;IAClC,C;;MAEkC,OAAE,UAAF

,qBAAU,iB;IAAV,C;;;MAYlC,gBAAqB,K;MACrB,uBAA4B,Y;IALD,C;;MAMQ,oB;IAAA,C;;MACO,2B;IAAA,
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C;;MAEqB,YAAK,C;IAAL,C;;MAEf,gBAAS,aAAT,IAAmB,SAAS,oB;IAA5B,C;;MACd,SAAE,iBAAU,oBAAZ,

C;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,OAAO,4CAA+B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC9B,kBAAU,KAAM,SAAhB,IAA0B,yBAAiB

,KAAM,gBADnB,CAA/B,C;IAEX,C;;MAGI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAuB,MAAY,SAAP,aAAO,CAAZ,Q

AAuC,SAAd,oBAAc,CAAvC,I;IAClC,C;;MAEkC,OAAE,aAAF,qBAAW,oB;IAAX,C;;;MAUuC,2BAAgB,SAAh

B,EAAsB,IAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MASQ,6BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,IAAxB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWjF,0BAAmB,2BAAS,O

AAT,C;IAAnB,C;;MAIA,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QAAiB,MAAM,gCAAyB,iCAA8B,IAA9B,iBAAzB,C;IAC3B,C;

6ECxGA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,2B;QAOI,MAAM,mCAA8B,0EAA9B,C;MAAN,C;KAPJ,C;;MCS8D,OAAK,oB

AAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAAkB,K;IAAlB,C;;MAc1B,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtD,IAAI,cAAQ,KAAZ,C;QAAmB,O

AAO,I;MAC1B,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QAAiB,OAAO,K;MAExB,IvDpBiI,OAArI,MAAoD,cuDoB5C,SvDpBsE,I

AA1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CuDoB7H,KvDpB6H,OAArI,MAAoD,cuDoBtB,KvDpBgD,IAA1B

,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CuDoBjI,C;QAA+C,OAAO,I;MACtD,IvDxBiI,OAArI,MAAoD,cuDwB5

C,SvDxBsE,IAA1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CuDwB7H,KvDxB6H,OAArI,MAAoD,cuDwBtB,Kv

DxBgD,IAA1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CuDwBjI,C;QAA+C,OAAO,I;MACtD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;

;MAKyC,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,cAAL,EAAoB,sCAAK,cAAzB,CAAR,6B;IAAA,C;;MClBZ,4B;QAAA,eAAuB,

G;MAChD,wCAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,YAA1B,C;IAAA,C;;MAOoC,yB;QAAA,YAAoB,E;MAAI,4B;QAAA,eAA

uB,G;MhKGnF,IAAI,CgB0N+C,CAAC,QgJ5N5C,YhJ4N4C,ChB1NpD,C;QACI,cgKHiC,wC;QhKIjC,MAAM,gC

AAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgKHV,cAAY,gB;MAEC,yBAAS,mBAAS,YAAA,SAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,OAAM,K

AAzB,CAAT,I;MAAT,wBAAiD,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;MA0E9D,gBAAgB,iBA1ET,OA0ES,C;M1JssCT,kBAAoB,g

B;MAwQd,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,O0JxhDN,O1JwhDM,W;kBAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QA9PsB,U;Q

AAA,cA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,U;Q0Jz8ClB,kB;;YAHA,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,K

AA4C,Q1J48CG,I0J58CH,C;UAC5C,a;;UAEA,4B;UA9E+B,uB;;YjJ4EzB,kC;YAAA,wBT28CyC,IS38CzC,C;YA

AA,qB;YAAA,oB;YAAA,oB;YAAd,gE;cACI,IiJ7EkD,CAAI,aAAH,UjJ6ErC,YT08CqC,IS18CrC,YAAK,OAAL,

EiJ7EqC,CAAG,CjJ6EtD,C;gBACI,sBAAO,O;gBAAP,wB;;;YAGR,sBAAO,E;;;UiJjFH,iD;UAGI,gCAA2B,EAA3

B,C;YAHJ,2BAGqC,I;;gBACjC,IAAK,a1JmhD0C,I0JnhD1C,gBAAyB,uBAAzB,CAAL,C;YAJJ,2B1JuhDmD,IW

z3CsB,W+I1JI,0BAAuC,mBAAvC,I/I0JJ,C;;;Y+I9JzE,2BAKY,I;;UAyER,iE5JJD,yB4JIC,4B1Jy8C+C,I;;QA9PpB,

8B;UAA6C,6B;;;M0J1xChF,OAiFK,S1J0sCE,W0J1sCF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W

;IAzET,C;;MAiByC,gCAAc,EAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAKT,yB;QAAA,YAAoB,E;MAM3C,Q;MALL,cAAY,gB;M1J4l

BL,kBAAS,gB;MAyEA,U;MAAA,S0JnqBM,O1JmqBN,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAM,IU5

e6B,CAAC,QV4ehB,OU5egB,CV4e9B,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;M0JjqBrD,kB1JkqBE,W;MAsjBA,oB

AAM,iBAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,U;MAAA,+B;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,wB;QACT,aAA

Y,WOr2CpB,YPq2CkC,IOr2ClC,CPq2CoB,C;;M0JhyChB,sBAAsB,CAGjB,c1J8xCE,a0J9xCF,CAHiB,mBAGR,C

;MAED,yBAAS,mBAAS,YAAA,SAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,OAAM,KAAzB,CAAT,I;MAAT,wBAAiD,kBAAkB,SA

AlB,C;MAmC9D,gBAAgB,iBAnCT,OAmCS,C;M1JssCT,oBAAoB,gB;MAwQd,kB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,S0Jj

/CN,O1Ji/CM,W;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,0B;QA9PsB,U;QAAA,cA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAA

nB,U;Q0Jz8ClB,kB;Q1J2sC2B,c0J9sC3B,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,Q1J48CG,M0J58CH,C1J8s

CjB,G0J7sC3B,I1J6sC2B,G0J3sC3B,oBAxCmG,Q1Ji/CpD,M0Jj/CoD,kBAwCnG,Y5JJD,yB4JIC,4B1Jy8C+C,MA

9PpB,U;UAA6C,+B;;;M0JnvChF,OA0CK,S1J0sCE,a0J1sCF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CAC

A,W;IA1CT,C;;MASa,qB;QAEG,IAAG,QAAH,EAAG,CAAH,C;UAEQ,IAAA,EAAG,OAAH,GAAY,cAAO,OA

AnB,C;YAHZ,OAGyC,c;;YAHzC,OAIoB,E;;UAJpB,OAOY,iBAAS,E;MARpB,C;IAAA,C;;MAFmB,sB;QAAA,S

AAiB,M;MAC7C,OAYK,eAXA,OADL,uBACK,EAAI,4BAAJ,CAWA,EAAa,IAAb,C;IAZL,C;;MAcoC,uB;;QjJet

B,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAA,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IiJhB+C,CAAI,aAAH,UjJgBlC,iCAAK,KAA

L,EiJhBkC,CAAG,CjJgBnD,C;YACI,sBAAO,K;YAAP,wB;;;QAGR,sBAAO,E;;;MXPA,4B;M4Jb6B,OAA8C,OA

AM,EAAV,GAAc,gBAAd,GAA0B,E;IAApE,C;;MAGE,W;IAAK,C;;MACnC,uB;QAAkB,wBAAS,I;MAA3B,C;I

AAA,C;;MADR,IAAA,MhJoIgD,YAAU,CgJpI1D,C;QAD4C,OACxB,wB;;QADwB,OAEpC,kC;IAFoC,C;mBAK

hD,yB;M1JosCA,+D;MAwQA,wE;M0J58CA,sF;QAKI,gBAAgB,2B;Q1JssCT,kBAAoB,gB;QAwQd,gB;QADb,Y

AAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA9PsB,U;UAAA,cA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAn

B,U;U0Jz8ClB,kB;U1J2sC2B,c0J9sC3B,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,Q1J48CG,I0J58CH,C1J8sCj

B,G0J7sC3B,I1J6sC2B,G0J3sC3B,sC1Jy8C+C,I0Jz8C/C,a5JJD,yB4JIC,4B1Jy8C+C,IA9PpB,U;YAA6C,6B;;;Q0J/
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sChF,OAMK,S1J0sCE,W0J1sCF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W;MACT,C;KAdA,C;;;;;

;;;;;MC3BkD,oCAAa,IAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MAiBC,kB;IAArB,C;;MAE6B,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;I

AAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAl

B,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,

CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aA

AkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAA

N,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,EAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAQf,OAAA,UAAM,

YAAY,iBAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,UAAM,YAAY,KAA7B,C;IAAlB,C;;;6EhFjH5C,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,4B;QAI4C,

kBAAM,SAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAJ5C,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oC;QAI+D,kBAAM,SAAN,EAAY,MAA

Z,C;MAAA,C;KAJ/D,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,qC;QAIqE,sBAAM,SAAN,EAAY,OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;K

AJrE,C;qFCZA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,gC;QAMoB,gBAAhB,oB;QAAsB,a9EkEtB,W;Q8ElEA,O9EmEO,S8EnE8

B,W;MAArC,C;KANJ,C;uFAQA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0C;QAO4B,gBAAxB,mBAAc,QAAd,C;QAA8B,a9EyD9

B,W;Q8EzDA,O9E0DO,S8E1DsC,W;MAA7C,C;KAPJ,C;;MAaiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,K

AAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,

KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA

,KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAKQ,sB;QAAqB,yBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,

C;WACrB,sD;QAA4B,yBAAO,OAAP,C;WAC5B,2B;QAAmB,yBAAO,kBAAP,C;;QACX,yBAAe,SAAR,OAAQ,

CAAf,C;IAEhB,C;;MtF9C0C,iCAAqB,EAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAUvB,Q;MAAA,qBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;M

AAL,iB;QAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAA5C,UAAU,I;MACV,IAAI,MAAM,sCAAK,UAAX,IAAwB,MAAM,sCAAK,UA

AvC,C;QAAkD,OAAO,I;MACzD,OAAW,OAAJ,GAAI,C;IACf,C;;MAO4C,kCAAsB,EAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAUz

B,Q;MAAA,qBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;MAAL,iB;QAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAA5C,UAAU,I;MACV,IAAI,MAA

M,uCAAM,UAAZ,IAAyB,MAAM,uCAAM,UAAzC,C;QAAoD,OAAO,I;MAC3D,OAAW,QAAJ,GAAI,C;IACf,C

;;MAOwC,gCAAoB,EAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MA0ClB,Q;MAhClB,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,

IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;MAExB,S;MACA,c;MACA,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACh

B,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,OAAO,I;QAExB,QAAQ,C;QAER,IAAI,cAAa,E

AAjB,C;UACI,aAAa,I;UACb,QAAQ,W;;cACL,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACH,aAAa,K;UACb,QAAQ,W;;;UAER,

OAAO,I;;;QAEX,QAAQ,C;QACR,aAAa,K;QACb,QAAQ,W;;MAIZ,qBAAqB,QAAQ,KAAR,I;MACrB,aAAa,C;

MACK,gBAAS,CAAT,I;MAAlB,aAAU,KAAV,iB;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,

C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IAAI,SAAS,cAAb,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,6BAAU,

KAAV,C;QAEA,IAAI,UAAS,QAAQ,KAAR,IAAT,CAAJ,C;UAA4B,OAAO,I;QAEnC,kBAAU,KAAV,I;;MAGJ,

OAAW,UAAJ,GAAgB,MAAhB,GAA4B,CAAC,MAAD,I;IACvC,C;;MAO0C,iCAAqB,EAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MA0

CpB,Q;MAhClB,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;MA

ExB,S;MACA,c;MACA,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAA

U,CAAd,C;UAAiB,OAAO,I;QAExB,QAAQ,C;QAER,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACI,aAAa,I;UACb,gC;;cACG,IAA

I,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACH,aAAa,K;UACb,6B;;;UAEA,OAAO,I;;;QAEX,QAAQ,C;QACR,aAAa,K;QACb,6B;;MAI

J,qBAAqB,8BAAQ,KAAR,E;MACrB,e;MACkB,gBAAS,CAAT,I;MAAlB,aAAU,KAAV,iB;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ

,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IAAI,uBAAS,cA

AT,KAAJ,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,6CAAU,KAAV,E;QAEA,IAAI,uBAAS,8BAAQ,KAAR,EAAT,KAAJ,C;U

AA4B,OAAO,I;QAEnC,6CAAU,KAAV,E;;MAGJ,OAAW,UAAJ,GAAgB,MAAhB,GAA6B,MAAD,a;IACvC,C;;

MAGyD,MAAM,0BAAsB,6BAA0B,KAA1B,MAAtB,C;IAAN,C;uEoBtKzD,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBA

AiB,C;QACjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACf,iBAAiB,K;QAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;UACI,YAAgB,CAAC,U

AAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;UAC7C,YAAY,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C;UAEZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;Y

ACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,aAAa,I;;cAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;YAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,K;;cAEA,sB

AAY,CAAZ,I;;;QAIZ,OAAO,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;MACX,C;KA1BA,C;yEA4BA,y

B;MAAA,8B;MA5BA,oC;MA4BA,uC;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QA5BD,iBAAiB,C;QACjB,eAAe,qBAAS,C

AAT,I;QACf,iBAAiB,K;QAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;UACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q

;UAC7C,YAsBwB,SAtBZ,CAAU,mCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C;UAEZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AL,C;cACI,aAAa,I;;cAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;YAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,K;;cAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;QAW
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Z,OAPO,gCAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,CAOgC,W;MAAvC,C;KAJJ,C;iFAMA,yB;MAAA,mD

;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QA

AA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,

KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;QAEf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KATA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAXA,mD;MAAA,oC;

MAWA,uC;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QAAsB,oB;;UAXJ,kC;UAAA,qBAAL,WAAK,C;UAAL,qB;UAAA,oB

;UAAA,oB;UAAd,0D;YACI,IAAI,CAUyB,SAVxB,CAAU,mCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;cACI,mBAAO,gCA

AY,KAAZ,EAAmB,kBAAnB,C;cAAP,qB;;UAER,mBAAO,E;;;QAOP,OAA4C,2B;MAA5C,C;KAJJ,C;6EAMA,y

B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;

QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BA

AY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;;QAEf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KATA,C;+EAWA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAXA,m

D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAWA,uC;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QAAsB,kB;;UAXT,U;UAAA,SAAa,SAAR,Y

AAL,WAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;YAAc,yB;YACV,IAAI,CAUuB,SAVtB,CAAU,mCAAK,

KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;cACI,iBAAO,gCAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;cAAP,mB;;;UAER,iBAAO,E;

;;QAOP,OAA0C,yB;MAA1C,C;KAJJ,C;;MA1DI,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;M

AEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YA6DgE,4BA7D

1C,iCAAK,KAAL,EA6D0C,E;QA3DhE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAE

b,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;UAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAkDiD,OA9CtD,8BAAY,

UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;IA8CsD,C;;MAvC5D,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MA5BD,iBAAiB,C;MA

CjB,eAAe,qBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GA

AiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YAkEoD,4BAlE9B,mCAAK,KAAL,EAkE8B,E;QAhEpD,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;

UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;UAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAE

A,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAuDqC,OAnD1C,gCAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,CAOgC,W;IA4CU,C;;

MAKiB,oB;;QA3C/C,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CA0CsE,4BA1C3D

,iCAAK,KAAL,EA0C2D,EA1C1E,C;YACI,mBAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;;QAER,mB

AAO,E;;;MAuC2D,uB;IAAA,C;;MAhCjE,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MAAsB,oB;;QAXJ,kC;QAAA,wBAAL,WAA

K,C;QAAL,qB;QAAA,oB;QAAA,oB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CA+C0D,4BA/C/C,mCAAK,KAAL,EA+C+C,EA/C

9D,C;YACI,mBAAO,gCAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,kBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MA4C+C,OArCV,2B;

IAqCU,C;;MAKU,kB;;QApClD,Q;QAAA,OAAa,WAAR,yBAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UA

CV,IAAI,CAmCkE,4BAnCvD,iCAAK,KAAL,EAmCuD,EAnCtE,C;YACI,iBAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,

CAAR,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAgCyD,qB;IAAA,C;;MAzB/D,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MAAsB,

kB;;QAXT,U;QAAA,SAAa,WAAR,eAAL,WAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,yB;UACV,IA

AI,CAwCsD,4BAxC3C,mCAAK,KAAL,EAwC2C,EAxC1D,C;YACI,iBAAO,gCAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAA

R,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAqC6C,OA9BV,yB;IA8BU,C;;MA5FpD,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,m

BAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,

GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YHrBR,uBGqB8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EHrB9B,E;QGuBQ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;UAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,CAA

Z,I;;;MAgF+B,OA5EpC,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;IA4EoC,C;yEAE/C,yB;MAAA,8B;M

AAA,qC;MAAA,4B;QAI2C,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,KAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAO,W;MAA9B,C;KAJ1C,C;;MASoD,oB;;Q

A1E7B,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CHlDZ,uBGkDuB,iCAAK,KAAL

,EHlDvB,EGkDQ,C;YACI,mBAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MAsEy

C,uB;IAAA,C;mFAEpD,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;MAAA,4B;QAIgD,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,UAAtB,2DAAsB,CAA

Y,W;MAAnC,C;KAJ/C,C;;MASkD,kB;;QApEhC,Q;QAAA,OAAa,WAAR,yBAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd

,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,CHnEZ,uBGmEuB,iCAAK,KAAL,EHnEvB,EGmEQ,C;YACI,iBAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,

EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAgEuC,qB;IAAA,C;+EAElD,yB;MAAA,8B;MA

AA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAI8C,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,QAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAU,W;MAAjC,C;KAJ7C,C;;MAgB8C,uB;QA

AA,UAAgB,E;MAO5C,Q;MANd,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,MAAjB,wBAAzB,C;M

ACV,IAAI,UAAU,SAAK,OAAnB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAK,OAApB,C;MAE

hB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;MACK,gBAAS,SAAK,OAAd,I;MAAd,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,EAAG,gBAAO,OAA
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P,C;MACP,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACH,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAWwC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MACnD,Q;MAA

D,OAAuB,SAAtB,6DAAsB,EAAS,MAAT,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAA0B,W;IAAjD,C;;MAYwC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;

MAQ1C,Q;MAPd,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,MAAjB,wBAAzB,C;MACV,IAAI,UA

AU,SAAK,OAAnB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAK,OAApB,C;MAEhB,SAAS,mBA

Ac,MAAd,C;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACW,gBAAS,SAAK,OAAd,I;MAAd,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,EA

AG,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAWsC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MACjD,Q;MAAD,OAAuB,OAA

tB,6DAAsB,EAAO,MAAP,EAAe,OAAf,CAAwB,W;IAA/C,C;;MAaA,OAAO,qBAAgB,SAAK,OAAL,KAAe,C;I

AC1C,C;;MAQoD,4BAAU,C;IAAV,C;;MAQG,0BAAS,C;IAAT,C;mFAMvD,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAMuD,

QAAC,kB;MAAD,C;KANvD,C;yFAQA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAqB,QAAL,SAAK,C;MA

ChC,C;KAZA,C;;MAiB4D,kC;MAAS,uB;MACjE,eAAoB,C;IADoC,C;;MAGb,gB;MAAA,iE;MAAJ,4C;IAAA,C;

;MAEE,sBAAQ,yB;IAAR,C;;;MALe,4C;IAAA,C;;MAUd,uCAAQ,E;IAAR,C;;MAW1C,OA5DgD,qBAAU,CA4D

1D,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;IAAnC,C;6EAEJ,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,0C;QASI,OAAI,kBAAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAm

C,S;MAAnC,C;KATJ,C;;MAeY,uBAAG,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAH,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,

CAAd,I;IAAA,C;;MAMW,Q;MAAA,0BAAS,CAAT,I;MAAnB,OAAgB,CAAT,8BACgB,gBAAZ,qBAAK,KAAL

,CAAY,CADhB,IAEoB,eAAhB,qBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,CAAgB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAKuD,OCpIyC,oBDoI/B,K

AAM,MCpIyB,EDoIlB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,ICpIkB,C;IDoIzC,C;;MAKc,qCAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EA

AyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWM,2BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,GAAnB,C;IAAA,C;;M

ASjB,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,gB;MAAkB,OAAA,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,QAAxB,CAAkC,W;IAAlC,C;;MAK/B,O

AAA,8BAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,CAAiD,W;IAAjD,C;;MAMV,qC;

QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAC/E,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GC1K4F

,oBD0K/B,CC1K+B,ED0K5B,KC1K4B,C;ID2KhG,C;;MAMqD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACjF,YAAY,sBAAQ,S

AAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCnL4F,oBDmL/B,CCnL+B,EDmL5B,KCnL4B,C;ID

oLhG,C;;MAMkD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAC9E,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAA

wB,qBAAxB,GC5L4F,oBD4L/B,QAAQ,CAAR,IC5L+B,ED4LpB,gBC5LoB,C;ID6LhG,C;;MAMoD,qC;QAAA,w

BAAgC,S;MAChF,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCrM4F,oBDqM/

B,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,ICrM+B,EDqML,gBCrMK,C;IDsMhG,C;;MAMuD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACnF,YA

AY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GC9M4F,oBD8M/B,CC9M+B,ED8M5B,

KC9M4B,C;ID+MhG,C;;MAMyD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACrF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAA

S,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCvN4F,oBDuN/B,CCvN+B,EDuN5B,KCvN4B,C;IDwNhG,C;;MAMsD,qC;QAAA

,wBAAgC,S;MAClF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GChO4F,oBDg

O/B,QAAQ,CAAR,IChO+B,EDgOpB,gBChOoB,C;IDiOhG,C;;MAMwD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACpF,YAAY,

0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCzO4F,oBDyO/B,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,I

CzO+B,EDyOL,gBCzOK,C;ID0OhG,C;;MASI,IAAI,WAAW,UAAf,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,QAAb,oC

AAkD,UAAlD,OAA1B,C;MACV,SAAS,sB;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,CAAb,EAAgB,UAAhB,C;MAC

H,EAAG,gBAAO,WAAP,C;MACH,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,QAAb,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACH,OAAO,E;I

ACX,C;yFAEA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qD;MAAA,+D;QAOK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,aAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,E

AAyB,QAAzB,EAAmC,WAAnC,CAAgD,W;MAAvE,C;KAPJ,C;;MAgBI,+BAAa,KAAM,MAAnB,EAA0B,KAA

M,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAA1B,EAAkD,WAAlD,C;IAAA,C;yFAEJ,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gD;QA

OK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,aAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,WAApB,CAAiC,W;MAAxD,C;KAPJ,C;;MAkBI,I

AAI,WAAW,UAAf,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,QAAb,oCAAkD,UAAlD,OAA1B,C;MAEV,IAAI,aAAY,

UAAhB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;MAEhB,SAAS,mBAAc,oBAAU,QAAV,

GAAqB,UAArB,KAAd,C;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,CAAb,EAAgB,UAAhB,C;MACH,EAAG,gBAAO

,SAAP,EAAa,QAAb,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACH,OAAO,E;IACX,C;uFAEA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,k

D;QASK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,YAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,QAAxB,CAAkC,W;MAAzD,C;KATJ,C;;M

AgBqE,8BAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;uFAErE,yB;MAAA,

8B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,mC;QAOK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,YAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAY,KAAZ,CAAmB,W;MAA1C,C;K

APJ,C;;MAcI,IAAI,wBAAW,MAAX,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,MAAO,OAAnB,EAA2B,gBAA3B,C;;MAE

X,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAAI,wBAAW,MAAX,CAAJ,C;QACI,OC3VyE,oBD
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2VxD,MAAO,OC3ViD,C;;MD6V7E,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAAI,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,8BA

AY,CAAZ,EAAe,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAf,C;;MAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;M

AOI,IAAI,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OC9WwF,oBD8WvE,CC9WuE,ED8WpE,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IC9

WoE,C;;MDgX5F,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAK,qBAAU,MAAO,OAAP,GAAgB,MAAO,OAAvB,IAAV,CAA

D,IAA6C,wBAAW,MAAX,CAA7C,IAAmE,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAvE,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,MAAO,OAAnB,E

AA2B,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAA3B,C;;MAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAA

K,qBAAU,MAAO,OAAP,GAAgB,MAAO,OAAvB,IAAV,CAAD,IAA6C,wBAAW,MAAX,CAA7C,IAAmE,sBA

AS,MAAT,CAAvE,C;QACI,OCtYwF,oBDsYvE,MAAO,OCtYgE,EDsYxD,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,ICtYwD,C;;

MDwY5F,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAOmF,oCAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAOZ,sCAAkB,SAAlB,E

AA6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAMD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAClG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,I

AAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QA5JvB,U;QA4JM,OA5JgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EA4JyC,CA5JzC,EA4J4C

,KA5J5C,EA4JmD,WA5JnD,CAAgD,W;;MA4JvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAMwE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACpG,YAAY,s

BAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QArKvB,U;QAqKM,OArKgB,aAAt

B,+DAAsB,EAqKyC,CArKzC,EAqK4C,KArK5C,EAqKmD,WArKnD,CAAgD,W;;MAqKvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAMq

E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACjG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAi

B,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,CAAR,I;QAAb,eAAwB,gB;QA9K1E,U;QA8KM,OA9KgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,

UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EA8K4D,WA9K5D,CAAgD,W;;MA8KvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAMuE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;

MACnG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,Q

AAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,I;QAAb,eAAuC,gB;QAvLzF,U;QAuLM,OAvLgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,Q

AAzB,EAuL2E,WAvL3E,CAAgD,W;;MAuLvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAM2E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACvG,YAAY,0B

AAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAl

B,I;QAAb,eAAuC,gB;QAhMzF,U;QAgMM,OAhMgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAgM2E,

WAhM3E,CAAgD,W;;MAgMvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAMyE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACrG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;

MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,CAAR,I;QAAb,eAAwB,gB;

QAzM1E,U;QAyMM,OAzMgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAyM4D,WAzM5D,CAAgD,W;

;MAyMvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAM0E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACtG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI

,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAlNvB,U;QAkNM,OAlNgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAkNyC,CAlNzC,EAkN4C,

KAlN5C,EAkNmD,WAlNnD,CAAgD,W;;MAkNvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAM4E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACxG,YAAY

,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QA3NvB,U;QA2NM,OA3NgB,aA

AtB,+DAAsB,EA2NyC,CA3NzC,EA2N4C,KA3N5C,EA2NmD,WA3NnD,CAAgD,W;;MA2NvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAc

oF,OAAA,KAAM,iBAAQ,SAAR,EAAc,WAAd,C;IAAN,C;+EAEpF,yB;M0F7kBI,iE;MAAA,wC;M1F6kBJ,8C;Q

AOU,yB;;U0F9kBF,Y1F8kBJ,K0F9kBgB,c1F8kBF,S0F9kBE,C;UACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YAAmB,wB1F6kBT,S0F7k

BsB,W;YAAb,0B;;UAEnB,gBAAgB,C;UAChB,a1F0kBU,S0F1kBS,O;UACnB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;;YAEL,i

BAAiB,oB;YACjB,EAAG,gB1FskBG,S0FtkBH,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,UAAW,MAAM,MAA1C,C;YACH,EAAG,

gB1FqkBS,S0FrkBF,CAAU,UAAV,CAAP,C;YACH,YAAY,UAAW,MAAM,aAAjB,GAAgC,CAAhC,I;YACZ,Q

AAQ,UAAW,O;;UACd,oBAAY,MAAZ,IAAsB,aAAtB,C;UAET,IAAI,YAAY,MAAhB,C;YACI,EAAG,gB1F+jB

G,S0F/jBH,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,MAAzB,C;;UAGP,wBAAO,EAAG,W;;;Q1F4jBd,4B;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;;MAey

F,OAAA,KAAM,sBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,WAAnB,C;IAAN,C;;MAOnB,OAAA,KAAM,iBAAQ,SAAR,C;IAAN,C;

;MAOlE,IAAK,cAAc,CAAf,IAAsB,aAAa,CAAnC,IAA0C,cAAa,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,MAAd,IAAb,CAA1C,IAAi

F,eAAc,KAAM,OAAN,GAAe,MAAf,IAAd,CAArF,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAGX,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,MAAtB,U;

QACI,IAAI,CAA0B,SAAzB,qBAAK,aAAa,KAAb,IAAL,CAAyB,EAAO,iBAAM,cAAc,KAAd,IAAN,CAAP,EA

AmC,UAAnC,CAA9B,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAEf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAK+C,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACjE,OAA

A,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAA2B,SAAR,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAQ,EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,UAAb,C;IAA3B,C;;MA

KyC,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC/D,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAAmC,SAAhB,qBAAK,2BAAL,CAAgB,

EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,UAAb,C;IAAnC,C;;MAKqD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC3E,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf

,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAW,MAAX,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,MA

ArB,EAA6B,CAA7B,EAAgC,MAAO,OAAvC,EAA+C,UAA/C,C;IACf,C;;MAK0E,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC5F,

IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,aAAL,SAAK,EAAW,MAAX,EAAmB,UAAn
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B,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8B,MAA9B,EAAsC,CAAtC,EAAyC,MAAO,OAAhD,EAAwD,UAAx

D,C;IACf,C;;MAKuD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACzE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,

OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,EAAS,MAAT,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAlB,EAA0C,MAA1

C,EAAkD,CAAlD,EAAqD,MAAO,OAA5D,EAAoE,UAApE,C;IACf,C;;MAa8D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAChF,qB

X1lBO,MAAK,KW0lBe,SAAK,OX1lBpB,EW0lB4B,KAAM,OX1lBlC,C;MW4lBZ,QAAQ,C;MACR,OAAO,IAA

I,cAAJ,IAA8B,SAAR,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAQ,EAAO,iBAAM,CAAN,CAAP,EAA8B,UAA9B,CAArC,C;QACI,a;;

MAEJ,IAAS,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAmB,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAnB,CAAL,IAAwC,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAmB,IAAI,CAAJ,

IAAnB,CAA5C,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,CAAf,CAAkB,W;IAC7B,C;;MAU8D,0B;QAAA

,aAAsB,K;MAChF,iBAAiB,SAAK,O;MACtB,kBAAkB,KAAM,O;MACxB,qBXjnBO,MAAK,KWinBe,UXjnBf,E

WinB2B,WXjnB3B,C;MWmnBZ,QAAQ,C;MACR,OAAO,IAAI,cAAJ,IAA+C,SAAzB,qBAAK,aAAa,CAAb,GA

AiB,CAAjB,IAAL,CAAyB,EAAO,iBAAM,cAAc,CAAd,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAN,CAAP,EAAgD,UAAhD,CAAtD,

C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,IAAS,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAmB,aAAa,CAAb,GAAiB,CAAjB,IAAnB,CAAL,IAAqD,mBAAN,K

AAM,EAAmB,cAAc,CAAd,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAnB,CAAzD,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,OAAO,8BAAY,aAAa,CAAb,IA

AZ,EAA4B,UAA5B,CAAwC,W;IACnD,C;;MAaqD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAMnE,

UAAkB,M;MAL3C,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAA7B,IAAkC,6BAAtC,C;QACI,WAAiB,

SAAN,KAAM,C;QACjB,OC7oBwF,kB0F7KE,oB3F0zBrE,I2F1zBqE,C1F6KF,ED6oB7D,UC7oB6D,C;;MDgpBn

E,uBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAkB,oC;kBAA3C,gD;QACI,kBAAkB,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;QACR,c;;U7BiuSE

,U;UAAhB,4B6BjuSQ,K7BiuSR,kB;YAAgB,cAAhB,U6BjuSQ,K7BiuSR,S;YAAsB,I6BjuSC,SAAH,U7BiuSgB,o

B6BjuShB,CAAG,0B7BiuSD,C;cAAwB,aAAO,I;cAAP,e;;;UAC9C,aAAO,K;;;Q6BluSH,e;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAEf

,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAWyD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACxG,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,I

AAe,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAA7B,IAAkC,6BAAtC,C;QACI,WAAiB,SAAN,KAAM,C;QACjB,OCjqB4F,sB0F7

KM,oB3F80BzE,I2F90ByE,C1F6KN,EDiqB7D,UCjqB6D,C;;kBDqqBhG,iBAAyB,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,2BAAb,

CAAzB,WAAwD,CAAxD,U;QACI,kBAAkB,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;QACR,c;;U7BysSE,Q;UAAhB,wB6BzsSQ,K7Bys

SR,gB;YAAgB,cAAhB,U6BzsSQ,K7BysSR,O;YAAsB,I6BzsSC,SAAH,U7BysSgB,oB6BzsShB,CAAG,0B7BysS

D,C;cAAwB,aAAO,I;cAAP,e;;;UAC9C,aAAO,K;;;Q6B1sSH,e;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAG2

G,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,K;MAOrG,UAKA,M;MAXlB,cAAkB,CAAC,IAAL,GACV,aAAW,gBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,

CAAd,CAAX,EAAsC,eAAT,QAAS,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAtC,CADU,GAGV,SAAW,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,2BAAb,

CAAX,EAAmD,gBAAT,QAAS,EAAc,CAAd,CAAnD,C;MAEJ,IAAI,iCAAkB,yBAAtB,C;QACkB,yB;QAAd,OA

Ac,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAU,cAAN,KAAM,EAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,EAA8B,KAA

M,OAApC,EAA4C,UAA5C,CAAV,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;QAGD,2B;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACV,IA

AU,kBAAN,KAAM,EAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,OAA3B,EAAkC,KAAM,OAAxC,EAAgD,UAAhD,

CAAV,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGnB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAYsB,UAMA,M;MAflB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,O

AAQ,KAAR,KAAgB,CAAnC,C;QACI,aAAqB,UAAR,OAAQ,C;QACrB,YAAgB,CAAC,IAAL,GAAW,sBAAQ,

MAAR,EAAgB,UAAhB,CAAX,GAA4C,0BAAY,MAAZ,EAAoB,UAApB,C;QACxD,OAAW,QAAQ,CAAZ,GA

Ae,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAS,MAAT,C;;MAGpC,cAAkB,CAAC,IAAL,GAAW,aAAW,gBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,

CAAX,EAA6B,gBAA7B,CAAX,GAAoD,SAAW,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,2BAAb,CAAX,EAA0C,CAA1C,C;MAEl

E,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACkB,yB;oBAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,yB;UACmB,sB;;YVzpBrB,U;YAAA,SUypBa,OVzp

Bb,W;YAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAgB,2B;cAAM,IUypBgC,cVzpBlB,OUypBkB,EAAc,CAAd,sBVzpBlB,O

UypBmD,OAAjC,aVzpBhC,C;gBAAwB,qBAAO,O;gBAAP,uB;;;YAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;UUwpBC,uC;UACA,IAAI,s

BAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,YAAS,cAAT,C;;;;QAGD,2B;oBAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACmB,wB;;YV/pBrB,

U;YAAA,SU+pBa,OV/pBb,W;YAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAgB,6B;cAAM,IU+pBgC,kBV/pBlB,SU+pBkB,E

AAkB,CAAlB,sBV/pBlB,SU+pBuD,OAArC,aV/pBhC,C;gBAAwB,uBAAO,S;gBAAP,uB;;;YAC9C,uBAAO,I;;;U

U8pBC,2C;UACA,IAAI,wBAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,YAAS,gBAAT,C;;;MAInB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAc+D,0B;QAA

A,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtG,4BAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,KA

AlD,C;IAAA,C;;MAc+D,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAClH,4BAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,

UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,C;IAAA,C;;MAa4D,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;

MACvG,gB;MAAA,8CAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,KAAlD,mDAAmE,E;IAAnE,C;;

MAcgE,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnH,gB;MAAA,8CAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAn
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B,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,mDAAkE,E;IAAlE,C;;MAWwC,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAA

sB,K;MACnF,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAW,mBAAY,IAAZ,CAAX,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,UAA1C,C

ADJ,GCryB4F,kB0F7KE,oB3Fq9B5E,I2Fr9B4E,C1F6KF,EDwyBpE,UCxyBoE,C;IDyyBhG,C;;MASgD,0B;QAA

A,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACvF,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,UAAh

B,EAA4B,gBAA5B,EAAoC,UAApC,CADJ,GCnzB4F,kBDszB1E,MCtzB0E,EDszBlE,UCtzBkE,C;IDuzBhG,C;;

MAUgD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC/F,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,0BAAe,mB

AAY,IAAZ,CAAf,EAAkC,UAAlC,EAA8C,UAA9C,CADJ,GC/zBgG,sB0F7KM,oB3F++BhF,I2F/+BgF,C1F6KN,

EDk0BpE,UCl0BoE,C;IDm0BpG,C;;MAUoD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnG,OAA

W,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,CAD

J,GC90BgG,sBDi1B1E,MCj1B0E,EDi1BlE,UCj1BkE,C;IDk1BpG,C;;MAQ+D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACjF,OAA

I,yBAAJ,GACI,sBAAQ,KAAR,UAA4B,UAA5B,KAA2C,CAD/C,GAGI,sBAAQ,KAAR,EAAe,CAAf,EAAkB,gB

AAlB,EAA0B,UAA1B,KAAyC,C;IAH7C,C;;MAakD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACxE,6BAAQ,IAAR,UAA2B,UAA

3B,KAA0C,C;IAA1C,C;;MAMsE,OAAA,KAAM,yBAAgB,SAAhB,C;IAAN,C;;MAOtE,oB;MACA,8B;MACA,o

B;MACA,kC;IAJiC,C;;MAOa,gE;MAC1C,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,yBAAwC,WAAX,yCAAW,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,o

CAAM,OAAlB,C;MACxC,uBAA2B,sB;MAC3B,gBAA0B,I;MAC1B,eAAmB,C;IALuB,C;;MAQtC,IAAI,uBAAk

B,CAAtB,C;QACI,iBAAY,C;QACZ,gBAAW,I;;;QAEX,IAAI,4CAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,uDAAa,yCAA1B,IAAmC,uB

AAkB,yCAAM,OAA/D,C;UACI,gBAAW,qCAAyB,iBAAN,yCAAM,CAAzB,C;UACX,uBAAkB,E;;;UAElB,YA

AkB,iDAAN,yCAAM,EAAa,oBAAb,C;UAClB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;YACI,gBAAW,qCAAyB,iBAAN,yCAAM,C

AAzB,C;YACX,uBAAkB,E;;;YAElB,IAAK,QAAiB,KAAjB,aAAL,EAAY,SAAU,KAAV,a;YACZ,gBAAW,gCA

AwB,KAAxB,C;YACX,yBAAoB,QAAQ,MAAR,I;YACpB,uBAAkB,0BAAwB,WAAU,CAAd,GAAiB,CAAjB,G

AAwB,CAA5C,K;;;QAG1B,iBAAY,C;;IAEpB,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAJb,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAA

I,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,mE;MAEb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;;MA/C0C,+D;IAAA,C;;;M

AgEU,0C;QZvgCjD,SYwgCH,sBAAW,kBAAX,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAkD,kBAAlD,C;QAAA,OAAwE,KAAK,CA

AT,GAAY,IAAZ,GAAsB,OAAM,CAAN,C;MADtC,C;IAAA,C;;MAHM,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA

,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MhBhlC7H,IAAI,EgBilCI,SAAS,ChBjlCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cgBglCkB,oD;Q

hB/kClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgBilCV,OAAO,4BAAwB,SAAxB,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,KA

A1C,EAAiD,gDAAjD,C;IAGX,C;;MAqB4D,0C;QAAkB,Q;QAAA,oCAAU,sBAAV,EAA0B,YAA1B,EAAqD,kB

AArD,EAAwE,KAAxE,aAAsF,GAAG,UAAH,EAAe,WAAO,OAAtB,CAAtF,O;MAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAJc,0B;Q

AAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MhBvmCrI,IAAI,EgBwmCI,SAAS,Ch

BxmCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cgBumCkB,oD;QhBtmClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgBumCV,qBAAgC,O

AAX,UAAW,C;MAEhC,OAAO,4BAAwB,SAAxB,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,KAA1C,EAAiD,sDAAjD,C;IAEX,C

;;MAiB8E,qB;QAAE,yCAAU,EAAV,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MADX,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAA

a,C;MACzG,OAAsE,OAAtE,+BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,EAAI,iCAAJ,C;IAAtE,

C;;MAaqD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAC/F,IAAI,UAAW,OAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,C;Q

ACI,gBAAgB,WAAW,CAAX,C;QAChB,IAAI,EAAC,SAx8BuC,YAAU,CAw8BlD,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,mBA

AM,SAAN,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;;;MAI2E,kBAAb,cAAtE,+BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA

+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,C;MV0GtE,kBAAM,iBAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAb,OAAa

,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WUhLgF,uBVgLlE,IUhLkE,CVgLhF,C;;MUhLhB,OViLO,W;IUhLX,C;;MAU

8E,qB;QAAE,yCAAU,EAAV,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MADb,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MA

CvG,OAAsE,OAAtE,6BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,EAAI,mCAAJ,C;IAAtE,C;;MA

SmD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAC7F,IAAI,UAAW,OAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,C;QACI,

OAAO,mBAAoB,oBAAd,WAAW,CAAX,CAAc,CAApB,EAAgC,UAAhC,EAA4C,KAA5C,C;;MAG+E,kBAAb,c

AAtE,6BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,C;MViFtE,kBAAM,iBAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,

CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WUvJgF,uBVuJlE,IUvJkE,CVuJ

hF,C;;MUvJhB,OVwJO,W;IUvJX,C;;MhB7qCI,IAAI,EgBwrCI,SAAS,ChBxrCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cgBurCkB,oD;Qh

BtrClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgBwrCV,oBAAoB,C;MACpB,gBAAgB,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,a

AAnB,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;MAChB,IAAI,cAAa,EAAb,IAAmB,UAAS,CAAhC,C;QACI,OAAO,OAAO,SAAK,WA
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AZ,C;;MAGX,gBAAgB,QAAQ,C;MACxB,aAAa,iBAAsB,SAAJ,GAAqB,eAAN,KAAM,EAAa,EAAb,CAArB,G

AA2C,EAA7D,C;;QAET,MAAO,WAn4B6E,8BAm4B/D,aAn4B+D,EAm4BhD,SAn4BgD,CAAkC,WAm4B/G,C;

QACP,gBAAgB,YAAY,SAAU,OAAtB,I;QAEhB,IAAI,aAAa,MAAO,KAAP,MAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,CAAjB,

C;UAA2C,K;QAC3C,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,aAAnB,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;;MACP,sBAAa,EAAb,C;MAET

,MAAO,WA14BiF,8BA04BnE,aA14BmE,EA04BpD,gBA14BoD,CAAkC,WA04BnH,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,

C;;MASmD,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAAmB,OAAA,KAAM,eAAM,SAAN,EAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAN,C;;MAOxB,mC

AAgB,MAAhB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,IAA9B,E;IAAA,C;;MAOX,OAAe,UAAf,uBAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MkJ/vChD,

0B;MAII,aAC+B,e;MAC/B,cACgC,e;MAChC,WAC6B,e;MAC7B,YAC8B,e;MAC9B,eACiC,e;MACjC,YAC8B,g

B;MAC9B,aAC+B,gB;MAC/B,YAC8B,gB;MAC9B,aAC+B,gB;MAC/B,eACiC,gB;MACjC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC

,sBACwC,gB;MACxC,uBACyC,gB;MACzC,kBACoC,gB;MACpC,cACgC,gB;MAChC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,iB

ACmC,gB;MACnC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,YAC8B,gB;MAC9B,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,uBACyC,i

B;MACzC,wBAC0C,iB;MAC1C,sBACwC,iB;MACxC,uBACyC,iB;MACzC,wBAC0C,iB;MAC1C,sBACwC,iB;

MACxC,cACgC,iB;MAChC,oBACsC,iB;MACtC,cACgC,iB;MAChC,gBACkC,iB;MAClC,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,mB

ACqC,iB;MACrC,YAC8B,iB;MAC9B,UAC4B,iB;MAC5B,mBACqC,iB;MACrC,gBACkC,iB;MAClC,mBACqC,i

B;MACrC,sBACwC,iB;IAjF5C,C;;;;MAAA,iC;QAAA,gB;;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;;;;ICoBA,C;;MAmBmE,6BAAkB

,IAAlB,EAAwB,QAAxB,C;IAAA,C;;MAOC,wBAAM,QAAD,aAAL,C;IAAA,C;;MAS3B,QAAC,iBAAa,a;IAAd,

C;;MAQG,OAAA,iBAAa,a;IAAb,C;;4EAI5C,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,mC;QAIyE,MAAM,WAAM,0BAAN,C;MA

AN,C;KAJzE,C;mFAMA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,mC;QAIwE,MAAM,WAAM,0BAAN,C;MAAN,C;KAJxE,C;;M

AQiF,oB;MAAjD,gB;MAAqB,4B;IAAtB,C;;MACW,OAAA,SAAK,aAAL,cAAoB,eAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEa,6B

AAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,4BAAa,QAAb,CAAxB,C;IAAA,C;;;MCnEf,gB;IAAD,C;;MAO4F,oB;MAAnG,4B;MAA6

B,oB;MAAsC,sB;IAApE,C;;MACe,OAA2B,aAA1B,YAAM,OAAN,UAAe,gBAAf,CAA0B,EAAW,YAAM,KAAj

B,CAA3B,cAAoD,aAApD,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,2CAAc,gBAAd,EAAyB,YAAzB,EAAgC,0BAAS,QAAT,CAAhC,

C;IAAA,C;;;MAGnB,2CAAc,WAAd,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,gCAAS,KAArC,C;IAAA,C;;;MAUE,gB;IAAD,C;;M

AOgG,oB;MAAvG,4B;MAA+B,oB;MAAwC,sB;IAAxE,C;;MACa,OAA2B,aAA1B,YAAM,OAAN,GAAe,gBAA

W,EAAW,YAAM,KAAjB,CAA3B,cAAoD,aAApD,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,+CAAgB,gBAAhB,EAA2B,YAA3B,EAA

kC,0BAAS,QAAT,CAAlC,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGnB,+CAAgB,WAAhB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,gCAAS,KAAvC,C;I

AAA,C;;;MAmBf,oE;MACrB,mB;IAjBJ,C;;MAmBgC,qB;IAAA,C;;MAcd,Q;MAFV,YAAY,QAAS,kBAAS,SAA

T,C;MACrB,gBAAsB,uBAAN,KAAM,C;MACZ,IAAI,gDAA+B,4CAAnC,C;QAEN,iBAAiB,mBAAU,SAAV,C;

QACjB,IAAI,mBAAY,SAAZ,gBAAyB,CAAzB,IAA8B,mBAAY,UAAZ,eAAyB,CAA3D,C;UAA8D,gBAAS,QA

AT,C;QAC9D,iB;;;QAGA,mBAAiB,4BAAU,K;QAC3B,IAAI,sDAA+B,kDAAnC,C;UAAgE,gBAAS,QAAT,C;Q

ACrD,8BAAX,YAAW,C;;MATf,qB;IAWJ,C;;MAGI,MAAM,6BAAsB,4CAA0C,cAA1C,qCAAqE,QAArE,MAAt

B,C;IACV,C;;;MCnGmC,6C;IAAA,C;;MA0BnC,gC;MAP8C,0B;IAArB,C;;MAOzB,kC;MACI,YAC4B,aAAS,GA

AT,C;MAE5B,gBACgC,aAAS,wCAAO,kBAAhB,C;IALpC,C;;MASQ,2BAAoB,KAApB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAu

C,UAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MATR,yC;QAAA,wB;;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;MAe6C,oBAAS,CAAC,kBAAV,C;IAAA,C;;

MAGS,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAM,cAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGC,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAM,cAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGL,

oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGG,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGL,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAj

B,C;IAAA,C;;MAGG,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGA,OAAA,IAAK,cAAL,GAAa,KAAM,c;IAAnB,

C;;MAGhB,4BAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAGA,4BAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAGA,OAAM,WAAN,kBAAM,C;IAAN,C;;MAGF

,OAAM,SAAN,kBAAM,C;IAAN,C;;MAGU,OAAI,iBAAJ,GAAmB,IAAD,aAAlB,GAA6B,I;IAA7B,C;;MAEI,O

AAW,iBAAX,IAAK,cAAM,EAAU,KAAM,cAAhB,C;IAAX,C;uHAK/C,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAaI,cAAc,Y

AAP,WAAO,CAAd,EAAuB,mBAAvB,EAAuC,qBAAvC,EAAyD,qBAAzD,EAA2E,yBAA3E,C;MAAA,C;KAbJ,

C;uHAeA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAYI,cAAe,YAAR,YAAQ,CAAf,EAAwB,qBAAxB,EAA0C,qBAA1C,EAA

4D,yBAA5D,C;MAAA,C;KAZJ,C;uHAcA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAWI,cAAiB,YAAV,cAAU,CAAjB,EAA0

B,qBAA1B,EAA4C,yBAA5C,C;MAAA,C;KAXJ,C;;MAuBI,cAAiB,uBAAV,cAAU,CAAjB,EAA2B,yBAA3B,C;I

AAA,C;;MAGqC,OAAe,YAAd,eAAU,EAAI,C;IAAf,C;;MAEE,OAAiB,YAAhB,iBAAY,EAAI,C;IAAjB,C;;MAE

A,OAAiB,YAAhB,iBAAY,EAAI,C;IAAjB,C;;MAEI,OAAsB,YAArB,qBAAgB,KAAK,C;IAAtB,C;;MAMG,2BA

AoB,kBAApB,0CAAwC,IAAxC,C;IAAA,C;;MAOJ,OAAe,uBAAf,sBAAS,IAAT,CAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MAOF,OAAe

,YAAf,sBAAS,IAAT,CAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MAGV,6D;IAAA,C;;MAGC,8D;IAAA,C;;MAGE,gE;IAAA,C;;MAGA,gE
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;IAAA,C;;MAGK,qE;IAAA,C;;MAGA,qE;IAAA,C;;MAGD,oE;IAAA,C;;MAWF,kE;IAAA,C;;MASC,mE;IAAA,

C;;MAsBrB,UAaX,M;MAnBJ,sB;QAD8B,OACd,kBAAM,W;WACtB,2BAAS,GAAT,C;QAF8B,OAEd,I;;QAEZ,

YAAY,kBAAc,c;QAC1B,qBAAiB,KAAjB,C;QACA,sBAAkB,CAAlB,C;QAEI,YAAQ,MAAR,C;UAAqC,kD;UA

AO,eAAa,I;UAApB,OjK7I1C,S;;ciK8IK,YAAQ,CAAR,C;UAAsC,wD;UAAO,gBAAc,C;UAArB,OjK9I3C,W;;ci

K+IK,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,SAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,KAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ

,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,UAAU,KAAlB,C;;;UAC0B,iD;UAAO,eAAa,I;UAApB,OjKtJ/

B,W;;QiK4IC,e;QAYA,YAAY,sBAAS,IAAT,C;QAER,iB;UAAc,0BAAiB,KAAjB,C;aACd,oBAAc,CAAd,C;UA

AmB,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,aAA1B,C;;UACX,+BAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,iBvE+FH,MAAW,KuE/FM,KvE+F

N,CuE/FR,CAA7B,C;;QAvBc,OAoB1B,SAIS,UAAL,IAAK,C;;IAxBiB,C;;MA6B9B,YAAQ,CAAR,C;QADwC,O

AC3B,C;WACb,YAAQ,EAAR,C;QAFwC,OAE1B,C;WACd,YAAQ,GAAR,C;QAHwC,OAGzB,C;;QAHyB,OAIh

C,C;IAJgC,C;;MAoBJ,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,C;MAI7C,Q;MrKxPX,IAAI,EqKqPQ,YAAY,CrKrPpB,CAAJ,C;QACI

,cqKoPyB,oD;QrKnPzB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MqKoPN,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,kBAAM,

W;MAC/B,aAAa,sBAAS,IAAT,C;MAET,IvEiEsC,MAAW,KuEjE7C,MvEiE6C,CuEjEjD,GAAc,MAAd,C;QAAs

B,6BAAsB,MAAtB,EAAuC,eAAT,QAAS,EAAa,EAAb,CAAvC,C;;QACd,wBAAiB,MAAjB,C;MAFZ,OAAO,O

AGE,UAAL,IAAK,C;IACb,C;;MnF/QgB,gBAAhB,sB;MmFiSI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAkB,yBAAO,EAAP,C;MAClB

,yBAAO,IAAP,C;MACc,YAAd,kB;MA1LA,YAAe,YAAR,aAAQ,C;MAAf,cAAwB,sB;MAAxB,cAA0C,sB;MAA

1C,kBAA4D,0B;MA2LxD,eAAe,UAAS,C;MACxB,iBAAiB,YAAW,CAAX,IAAgB,gBAAe,C;MAChD,iBAAiB,

YAAW,CAAX,KAAiB,cAAc,QAA/B,C;MACjB,IAAI,QAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,KAAP,CAAc,gBAAO,EAAP,C;;

MAElB,IAAI,UAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,OAAP,CAAgB,gBAAO,EAAP,C;;MAEpB,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,QAAD,IAA

a,CAAC,UAA7B,CAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,OAAP,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAe,CAAnB,C;UACI,yBAAO,EAAP,C;UAC

A,UAAiC,WAAvB,WAAY,WAAW,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,EAAZ,C;UAE7B,kBAAc,OAAd,KAA2B,CAA3B,C;Y

AAgC,yBAAO,GAAP,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,CAAf,C;eAChC,kBAAc,IAAd,KAAuB,CAAvB,C;YAA4B,yBAAO,

GAAP,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,CAAf,C;;YACpB,yBAAO,GAAP,C;;QAGhB,yBAAO,EAAP,C;;MAxBuB,OjK7N5B,

S8EnE8B,W;ImFgSF,C;;;;;;MApSvC,c;MAiBkD,8D;MAjBlD,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAiBkD,sDAjBlD,G;IAAA,C;;

MAyU0D,OAAW,aAAX,SAAW,EAAW,IAAX,C;IAAX,C;;MAKC,OAAW,aAAX,oBAAW,EAAW,IAAX,C;IAA

X,C;;MAKE,oBAAS,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,yCAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAQ1B,oE;IAAA,C;;MAKC,sE;IAA

A,C;;MAKE,sE;IAAA,C;;MAKF,qE;IAAA,C;;MAKC,uE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,uE;IAAA,C;;MAKH,qE;IAAA,C;;MA

KC,uE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,uE;IAAA,C;;MAKR,gE;IAAA,C;;MAKC,kE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,kE;IAAA,C;;MAKH,gE;I

AAA,C;;MAKC,kE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,kE;IAAA,C;;MAKL,8D;IAAA,C;;MAKC,gE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,gE;IAAA,C;;

MAKJ,6D;IAAA,C;;MAKC,+D;IAAA,C;;MAKE,+D;IAAA,C;;MAOsC,8BAAW,SAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAMG,8BA

AW,SAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MC/ZxB,QAAM,SAAN,M;aAC5C,a;UAD4C,OAChB,I;aAC5B,c;UAF4C,OAEf,I;aAC7B,

c;UAH4C,OAGf,I;aAC7B,S;UAJ4C,OAIpB,G;aACxB,S;UAL4C,OAKpB,G;aACxB,O;UAN4C,OAMtB,G;aACtB,

M;UAP4C,OAOvB,G;gBAPuB,mC;;IAAA,C;;IChDhD,C;;qFCAA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,wB;QA2BI,WAhBO,c

AgBI,U;QAhBkB,KAiB7B,E;QAjBA,OAkBO,IAAK,a;MAjBhB,C;KAZA,C;;MA2BI,WAAW,mB;MACX,O;MA

CA,OAAO,IAAK,a;IAChB,C;;MAWgC,kB;MAAc,wB;IAAf,C;;;MAAC,iB;IARhC,C;;MAQ8C,oB;IAR9C,C;;MA

AA,sBAQgC,qCARhC,EAQ8C,8CAR9C,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAQgC,iDARhC,IAQ8C,8CAR9C,O;IAAA,C;;MA

AA,c;MAQgC,sD;MAAc,yD;MAR9C,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAQgC,sCARhC,IAQ8C,4CAR9C,I;IAAA,C;iGAUA,y

B;MAAA,wB;MAgBA,8C;MAhBA,wB;QA6BI,WAhBO,cAgBI,U;QACX,aAjBmC,KAiBtB,E;QAjBb,OAkBO,oB

AAW,MAAX,EAAmB,IAAK,aAAxB,C;MAjBX,C;KAdA,C;mGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,mC;QAaI,WAAW,

mB;QACX,aAAa,O;QACb,OAAO,oBAAW,MAAX,EAAmB,IAAK,aAAxB,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;4EC1DA,yB;

MAAA,8B;MAAA,4B;QAOyC,Q;QAAA,gFAAoB,C;MAApB,C;KAPzC,C;;MCqDI,qC;MA/CuB,kB;MAAgB,kB;

MAAgB,kB;MAMvD,iBAAsB,iBAAU,UAAV,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,UAAxB,C;IANA,C;;M1KmBtB,IAAI,E0

KViB,CAAT,sBAAY,GAAZ,KAA4C,CAAT,sBAAY,GAA/C,MAA+E,CAAT,sBAAY,GAAlF,C1KUR,CAAJ,C;

QACI,c0KVI,2E;Q1KWJ,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M0KTN,OAAO,CAAA,KAAM,IAAI,EAAV,KAA

gB,KAAM,IAAI,CAA1B,IAA+B,KAA/B,I;IACX,C;;MAKkC,OAAE,UAAF,oBAAS,UAAT,SAAgB,U;IAAhB,C;;

MAIV,gB;MADpB,IAAI,SAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MACP,iE;MAAD,mB;QAA6B,OAAO,K;;MAAvD,m

BAAmB,M;MACnB,OAAO,IAAK,UAAL,KAAgB,YAAa,U;IACxC,C;;MAE+B,qB;IAAA,C;;MAEqB,wBAAU,K

AAM,UAAhB,I;IAAA,C;;MAOhD,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAuB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,IACf
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,IAAK,MAAL,IAAc,KADtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAQA,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAuB,IAAK,MAAL,KAA

c,KAAd,KACd,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAsB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,IACf,IAAK,MAAL,IAAc,KADr

B,CADc,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIJ,uC;MACI,2BAIuC,G;MAEvC,eAIoC,kBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,

EAApB,C;IAXxC,C;;;;MAAA,8C;QAAA,6B;;MAAA,uC;IAAA,C;;;MA9CA,uD;MAG6C,0BAAK,KAAL,EAAY,

KAAZ,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAH7C,Y;IAAA,C;4FCKA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,MAAM,6BAAoB,6BA

ApB,C;MAAN,C;KAAR,C;;;;;MCYuC,+BAAoB,KAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MASiD,sB;IAAA,C;;MAE5F,e;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,8C;MAAA,C;MAKI,wF;MAKA,sF;MAMA,wE;IAhBJ,C;;;MAKI,iC;MAAA,iD;IAA

A,C;;;MAKA,iC;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;MAMA,iC;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAhBJ,iJ;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,c;U

AAA,sD;aAAA,a;UAAA,qD;aAAA,M;UAAA,8C;gBAAA,gE;;IAAA,C;;;MAyBA,mC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QA

AA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;MAII,qBAAsC,W;MACtC,gBAA2B,iC;IAFK,C;;MAWjB,Q;MALP,IAAI,kBAAW,

iCAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,mC;QACT,qBAAc,I;;MAGlB,OAAO,gF;IACX,C;;MAEoC,yBAAW,iC;IAAX,C;;MAEN,

OAAI,oBAAJ,GAA2B,SAAN,UAAM,CAA3B,GAA2C,iC;IAA3C,C;;MAEA,+BAAoB,UAApB,C;IAAA,C;;;MA

GI,4B;IAAD,C;;MAAC,2B;IAAA,C;;MAEE,W;IAAA,C;;MAEN,OAAM,SAAN,UAAM,C;IAAN,C;;oFC2CtC,yB

;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAM6C,OAAmB,aAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,C;MAAnB,C;KAN7C,C;oGAQA,yB;M9E7FA,i

B;M8E6FA,4B;QAMqD,O9E5FqB,a8E4FpB,YAAY,G9E5FQ,C8E4FrB,GAA6C,EAA7C,I;MAAA,C;KANrD,C;s

GAQA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;QAMsD,OAAmB,sBAAlB,YAAW,GAAO,C;MAAnB,C;KANtD,C;8FAQA,yB;

MAAA,0D;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAOmD,OAAuC,OAApB,kBAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,CAAoB,C;MAAvC,C;KA

PnD,C;4FASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAOkD,OAA2B,OAAnB,iBAAR,SAAQ,CAAmB,C;MAA

3B,C;KAPlD,C;;MAuBI,OAA+E,OAA9E,SAAQ,KAAI,WAAa,CAAjB,CAAR,GAAkD,CAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,M

AAK,CAAL,IAAU,WAAa,CAAvB,CAA4B,C;IAA/E,C;;MAeA,OAA+E,OAA9E,SAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAS,WAA

a,CAAtB,CAAR,GAAwD,CAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,OAAK,WAAa,CAAlB,CAAsB,C;IAA/E,C;oFAEJ,yB;MAAA,g

D;MAAA,4B;QAM8C,OAAqB,aAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,C;MAArB,C;KAN9C,C;oGAQA,yB;M9EtKA,iB;M8EsKA

,4B;QAOI,O9EtKsE,a8EsKrE,YAAY,K9EtKyD,C8EsKtE,GAA+C,EAA/C,I;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;sGASA,yB;MAA

A,kE;MAAA,4B;QAMuD,OAAqB,sBAApB,YAAW,KAAS,C;MAArB,C;KANvD,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MA

AA,4B;MAAA,4B;QAOqD,OAAyC,QAApB,kBAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,CAAoB,C;MAAzC,C;KAPrD,C;4FASA,y

B;MAAA,wD;MAAA,4B;MAAA,4B;QAOoD,OAA2B,QAAnB,iBAAR,SAAQ,CAAmB,C;MAA3B,C;KAPpD,C;;

MAuBI,OAAoF,QAAnF,SAAQ,KAAI,WAAa,EAAjB,CAAR,GAAqD,CAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,MAAK,EAAL,IA

AW,WAAa,EAAxB,CAA8B,C;IAApF,C;;MAeA,OAAoF,QAAnF,SAAQ,IAAI,EAAJ,IAAU,WAAa,EAAvB,CAA

R,GAA4D,CAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,OAAK,WAAa,EAAlB,CAAuB,C;IAApF,C;0E7KlRJ,yB;MAaA,kF;MAbA,wB

;QAuBI,IAAI,CAbI,KAaR,C;UACI,cAda,qB;UAeb,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAdd,C;KAXA,C;0EA

aA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,qC;QAUI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;;MAEd,C;KAdA,C;sFAgBA,yB;MAWA,kF;MAXA,wB;QAQW,yB;QAeP,IAfsB,KAelB,QAAJ,C;UACI,cAh

B2B,0B;UAiB3B,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;;UAEN,wBAnBkB,K;;QAAtB,4B;MACJ,C;KATA,C;wFA

WA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,qC;QAYI,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;;U

AEN,OAAO,K;;MAEf,C;KAlBA,C;oEAoBA,yB;MAaA,4E;MAbA,wB;QAuBI,IAAI,CAbE,KAaN,C;UACI,cAdW

,e;UAeX,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MAdd,C;KAXA,C;sEAaA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,qC;QAUI,IAAI,

CAAC,KAAL,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MAEd,C;KAdA,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAc

A,4E;MAdA,wB;QAWW,uB;QAeP,IAfoB,KAehB,QAAJ,C;UACI,cAhByB,0B;UAiBzB,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ

,WAA9B,C;;;UAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;QAApB,0B;MACJ,C;KAZA,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,qC;QAYI,IAAI,a

AAJ,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;UAEN,OAAO,K;;MAEf,C;KAlBA,C;oEAqB

A,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,0B;QAMiD,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;MAAN,C;KANjD,C;;M6C1DI,8B;MA

1DA,kB;IAD8B,C;;MAUQ,iD;IAAA,C;;MAMA,gD;IAAA,C;wFAItC,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,mB;QA

WgB,Q;QADR,mB;UADJ,OACiB,I;;UADjB,OAEY,2E;MAFZ,C;KATJ,C;;MAsBQ,kBADE,UACF,kB;QADJ,OA

CkB,UAAM,U;;QADxB,OAEY,I;IAFZ,C;;MAYI,kBADE,UACF,kB;QADJ,OACkB,UAAM,W;;QADxB,OAEY,s

BAAU,UAAV,O;IAFZ,C;;MAOJ,gC;IAAA,C;wHAKI,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,wB;QAKI,uBAAO,KAAP,C;MAAA

,C;KALJ,C;wHAOA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAKI,uBAAO,cAAc,SAAd,CAAP,C;MAAA,C;KALJ,

C;;;;MAZJ,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,gC;IAAA,C;;MAqBI,0B;IADkB,C;;MAI0B,+CAAoB,uBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,

C;IAApB,C;;MACb,OAAU,SAAV,cAAU,C;IAAV,C;;MACG,oBAAU,cAAV,M;IAAA,C;;;;;;;MA3F1C,c;MAOI,s
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D;MAPJ,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAOI,sCAPJ,G;IAAA,C;;MAsGI,OAAO,mBAAQ,SAAR,C;IAAP,C;;MAUA,IAAI,8

CAAJ,C;QAA6B,MAAM,eAAM,U;IAC7C,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,qB;MAtCQ,kD;MAsCR,wB;QAOW

,Q;;UACI,OAhDH,WAgDW,OAhDX,C;;;UAiDN,gC;YACS,OA3CH,WAAO,cA2CI,CA3CJ,CAAP,C;;;YAwCD,

O;;QAAP,W;MAKJ,C;KAZA,C;kFAcA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,qB;MApDQ,kD;MAoDR,mC;QAOW,Q;;UACI,O

A9DH,WA8DW,gBA9DX,C;;;UA+DN,gC;YACS,OAzDH,WAAO,cAyDI,CAzDJ,CAAP,C;;;YAsDD,O;;QAAP,

W;MAKJ,C;KAZA,C;8EAgBA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,4B;QAUW,Q;QADP,yB;QACA,O

AAO,gF;MACX,C;KAXA,C;+EAaA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAegB,UADL,M;QAAM,gBAAgB,2

B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,yF;;UACA,mBAAU,SAAV,C;QAFZ,a;MAIJ,C;KAlBA,C;kFAoBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8

B;MAAA,0C;QAUW,Q;QADP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,Y;QACtB,OAAO,gF;MACX,C;KAXA,C;qEAaA,y

B;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,kD;QAiB0B,UADf,M;QAAM,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,mBAAU,gFAAV

,C;;;UACA,mBAAU,SAAV,C;QAFZ,a;MAIJ,C;KApBA,C;mEAwBA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAA

A,uC;YAe8C,I;YADnC,M;QACH,wB;UAAa,gB;UAAO,SA3JhB,WA2JwB,UAAU,gFAAV,CA3JxB,C;;;UA4JI,o

BAAO,eAAP,C;QAFZ,a;MAIJ,C;KAlBA,C;gFAoBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;MA1GA,qB;MApDQ,

kD;MA8JR,uC;QAWW,Q;QACH,wB;UA/GG,U;;YA+GkC,U;YA9G9B,SA9DH,gBA4KuB,UAAU,sFAAV,CA5K

vB,C;;;YA+DN,gC;cACS,SAzDH,gBAAO,cAyDI,CAzDJ,CAAP,C;;;cAsDD,O;;UA+GU,a;;;UACL,uBAAO,eAAP

,C;QAFZ,W;MAIJ,C;KAfA,C;wEAiBA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,uC;QAcW,Q;QAAM,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UA

AQ,gB;;UACO,OAjMX,WAiMmB,UAAU,SAAV,CAjMnB,C;;QA+LR,W;MAIJ,C;KAlBA,C;wFAoBA,yB;MA/I

A,4B;MAAA,qB;MApDQ,kD;MAmMR,uC;QAYW,Q;QADP,YAAY,e;QACC,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,g

B;;UArJL,U;;YACI,SA9DH,WAmNkB,oBAnNlB,C;;;YA+DN,gC;cACS,SAzDH,WAAO,cAyDI,CAzDJ,CAAP,C;

;;cAsDD,O;;UAsJK,a;;QAFZ,W;MAIJ,C;KAhBA,C;;MA8BI,Q;MAAA,iD;QAAyB,Y;;MACzB,OAAO,S;IACX,C;

4EAEA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,oC;QAU0B,Q;QAAtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,gFAAP,C;;QAC

f,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MzCjTiC,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,kC;mBAA4C,O;;IAA/D,C;;0DAEhC,yB;MAAA,2D;

MAAA,mB;QAKoC,MAAM,8B;MAAN,C;KALpC,C;oEAOA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,yB;QAMkD,MAAM,6BAA

oB,sCAAmC,MAAvD,C;MAAN,C;KANlD,C;;MAoBI,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAYI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAYI,OA

AgB,MAAT,QAAS,C;IACpB,C;;MAYI,gB;MACA,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAaI,MAAM,SAAN,C;MACA,OAAO,S;I

ACX,C;;MAYI,OAAO,MAAM,SAAN,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAW,UAAU,SAAV,CAAJ,GAAqB,SAArB,GAA+B,

I;IAC1C,C;;MAWI,OAAW,CAAC,UAAU,SAAV,CAAL,GAAsB,SAAtB,GAAgC,I;IAC3C,C;;MAaI,iBAAc,CAA

d,UAAsB,KAAtB,U;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,C;;IAER,C;;M0K3IkF,Y;IAAA,C;;MCa9E,kB;MACA,oB;IAFgC,C;;M

AQS,aAAG,UAAH,UAAW,WAAX,M;IAAA,C;;;MAPzC,iB;IAhBJ,C;;MAiBI,kB;IAjBJ,C;;MAAA,gBAgBI,qCA

hBJ,EAiBI,wCAjBJ,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAgBI,sD;MACA,uD;MAjBJ,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAgBI,sCAhBJ,IAi

BI,wCAjBJ,I;IAAA,C;;MAgCoD,gBAAK,SAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAMN,iBAAO,eAAP,EAAc,gBAAd,

E;IAAA,C;;MAkB1C,kB;MACA,oB;MACA,kB;IAHyC,C;;MASA,aAAG,UAAH,UAAW,WAAX,UAAoB,UAAp

B,M;IAAA,C;;;MARzC,iB;IAhBJ,C;;MAiBI,kB;IAjBJ,C;;MAkBI,iB;IAlBJ,C;;MAAA,kBAgBI,qCAhBJ,EAiBI,w

CAjBJ,EAkBI,qCAlBJ,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAgBI,sD;MACA,uD;MACA,sD;MAlBJ,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAgB

I,sCAhBJ,IAiBI,wCAjBJ,IAkBI,sCAlBJ,I;IAAA,C;;MA+BmD,iBAAO,eAAP,EAAc,gBAAd,EAAsB,eAAtB,E;IA

AA,C;;ICrEnD,C;;;M3LII,6B;MAFyD,gB;IAAnC,C;;MAEtB,+B;MACI,iBAGoC,UAAM,CAAN,C;MAEpC,iBAG

oC,UAAM,MAAN,C;MAEpC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,C;IAnBtC,C;;;;MAAA,sC;QAAA,qB;;MAAA,+B;I

AAA,C;;MA6BmE,OAAa,0BAgJ1C,SAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EAAU,KAgJpD,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C;IAAb,C;;

MAQR,OAAa,0BAwIlC,SAAL,GAAiB,GAxIsB,EAAU,KEyI5C,KAAL,GAAiB,KFzIsB,C;IAAb,C;sGAE3D,yB;

MA+JA,6B;MChKA,8C;MDCA,wB;QAMyD,OCAS,YAAiB,CDkKhD,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CClKgD,M

AAjB,EDAe,KCAc,KAA7B,C;MDAT,C;KANzD,C;sGAQA,yB;MAiKA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgClKA,gD;

MhCCA,wB;QAM0D,OgCAS,aAAkB,ChCoKhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCpKgD,MAAlB,EhCA

gB,KgCAc,KAA9B,C;MhCAT,C;KAN1D,C;4FAQA,yB;MA+IA,6B;MA/IA,wB;QAEsD,OCMD,cAAU,CDgJ5B,c

AAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,cAtJsC,KAsJ5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,

MAAX,IAAf,C;MDNC,C;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA4IA,6B;MA5IA,wB;QAEuD,OCGF,cAAU,CDgJ5B,cAAU,S

AAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cFpJuC,KEoJ7B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,I

AAf,C;MDHE,C;KAFvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAyIA,6B;MAzIA,wB;QAEqD,OCAA,cAAU,CDgJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GA

AiB,GAAtB,CChJ4B,MAAK,GDAI,KCAO,KAAX,IAAf,C;MDAA,C;KAFrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAgJA,WAS6D,wB;
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MAT7D,+B;MAhJA,wB;QAEuD,OgCAA,eAAW,ChCuJ7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCvJ6B,MAA

K,KhCAI,KgCAO,KAAX,CAAhB,C;MhCAA,C;KAFvD,C;8FAIA,yB;MAkIA,6B;MAlIA,wB;QAEuD,OCMD,cA

AU,CDmI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cAzIwC,KAyI9B,KAAL,GAAiB,G

AAtB,CCnI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;MDNC,C;KAFvD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA+HA,6B;MA/HA,wB;QAEwD,OCGF,cAAU,

CDmI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cFvIyC,KEuI/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,

CDpI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;MDHE,C;KAFxD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA4HA,6B;MA5HA,wB;QAEsD,OCAA,cAAU,CDmI7

B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GDAK,KCAO,KAAZ,IAAf,C;MDAA,C;KAFtD,C;8FAGA,yB;

MAmIA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAnIA,wB;QAEwD,OgCAA,eAAW,ChC0I9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,

UAAN,CgC1I8B,MAAK,UhCAK,KgCAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;MhCAA,C;KAFxD,C;8FAIA,yB;MAqHA,6B;MArH

A,wB;QAEuD,OCMD,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cA

5HwC,KA4H9B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MDNC,C;KAFvD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAkHA,6B;

MAlHA,wB;QAEwD,OCGF,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CCuH

9C,cF1HyC,KE0H/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MDHE,C;KAFxD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA+GA,

6B;MA/GA,wB;QAEsD,OCAA,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH6B,MAAK,EDAK,KC

AO,KAAZ,CAAf,C;MDAA,C;KAFtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAsHA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAtHA,wB;QAEwD,Og

CAA,eAAW,ChC6H9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgC7H8B,MAAK,UhCAK,KgCAO,KAAZ,CAAh

B,C;MhCAA,C;KAFxD,C;0FAIA,yB;MAwGA,6B;MClGA,4C;MDNA,wB;QAEqD,OCMD,WDyGjB,cAAU,SAA

L,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,EDyGjB,cA/GoC,KA+G1B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,C;MDNC,C;KAFrD,C;0F

AGA,yB;MAqGA,6B;MClGA,4C;MDHA,wB;QAEsD,OCGF,WDyGjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,E

C0GjB,cF7GqC,KE6G3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,C;MDHE,C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAkGA,6B;MClG

A,4C;MDAA,wB;QAEoD,OCAA,WDyGjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,EDAkB,KCAlB,C;MDAA,C;

KAFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAyGA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgCzGA,8C;MhCAA,wB;QAEsD,OgCAA,YhCgHjB,e

AAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgChHiB,EhCAmB,KgCAnB,C;MhCAA,C;KAFtD,C;0FAIA,yB;MA2FA,6

B;MCrFA,kD;MDNA,wB;QAEqD,OCMD,cD4FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,ED4FjB,cAlGoC,KAk

G1B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;MDNC,C;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAwFA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MDHA,wB;QA

EsD,OCGF,cD4FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,EC6FjB,cFhGqC,KEgG3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD

7FiB,C;MDHE,C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAqFA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MDAA,wB;QAEoD,OCAA,cD4FjB,cAAU,SAA

L,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,EDAkB,KCAlB,C;MDAA,C;KAFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MA4FA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;

MgC5FA,oD;MhCAA,wB;QAEsD,OgCAA,ehCmGjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCnGiB,EhCAmB,

KgCAnB,C;MhCAA,C;KAFtD,C;0EAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,

KAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAF1C,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,K

AAX,C;MAAA,C;KAF1C,C;kGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAuEA,6B;MAvEA,wB;QAE8D,0BA8E3B,cAAU,SAAL,G

AAiB,GAAtB,CA9E2B,EA8E3B,cA9EoD,KA8E1C,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CA9E2B,C;MAAA,C;KAF9D,C;0FA

IA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgK5IJ,0B;MhK4II,wB;QAEmD,sBgK3IgC,OhK2I1B,IAAK,KgK3IX,GhK2IoB,KAAM,KgK3

IM,ChK2IhC,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgK1IJ,0B;MhK0II,wB;QAEkD,sBgKzI+B,OhKyIz

B,IAAK,KgKzIX,GhKyImB,KAAM,KgKzIM,ChKyI/B,C;MAAA,C;KAFlD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgKxIJ,0B

;MhKwII,wB;QAEmD,sBgKvIgC,OhKuI1B,IAAK,KgKvIX,GhKuIoB,KAAM,KgKvIM,ChKuIhC,C;MAAA,C;K

AFnD,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgKtIJ,0B;MhKsII,mB;QAEiC,sBgKrIqB,OAAP,ChKqIR,SgKrIe,ChKqIrB,C;M

AAA,C;KAFjC,C;;MAamC,gB;IAAA,C;kFACnC,yB;MgK9IJ,4B;MhK8II,mB;QASqC,OgKpJiD,QhKoJ5C,SgKpJ

Y,GhKoJE,GgKpJ8B,C;MhKoJjD,C;KATrC,C;;MAmBiC,OAAK,SAAL,GAAiB,G;IAAjB,C;gFACjC,yB;MAAA,

WASqD,wB;MATrD,mB;QASmC,OAAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,U;MAAA,C;KATnC,C;;MAaqC,W;IAAA,C;oF

ACrC,yB;MAAA,iC;MgKhLJ,4B;MhKgLI,mB;QASuC,uBgKtL+C,QhKsLnC,SgKtLG,GhKsLW,GgKtLqB,ChKs

L/C,C;MAAA,C;KATvC,C;gFAUA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QASmC,qBAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C;MAA

A,C;KATnC,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAAA,mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,

UAAN,C;MAAA,C;KATrC,C;;MAiBqC,OApDC,SAAL,GAAiB,G;IAoDb,C;;MAOE,OA3DD,SAAL,GAAiB,G;I

A2DX,C;;MAEE,OAAQ,CA7DX,SAAL,GAAiB,GA6DD,Y;IAAR,C;;;;;;MA/O7C,c;MAG6D,qD;MAH7D,a;IAA

A,C;;MAAA,2IAG6D,oCAH7D,G;IAAA,C;wEAmPA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAU0C,sBAAM,SAAN,C;MA

AA,C;KAV1C,C;0EAWA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;MAA
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A,C;KAX3C,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;MAAA,

C;KAXzC,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,SAAX,C;MAAA,C;

KAX1C,C;;M6BnRqB,sB;IAFrB,C;;MAaiD,O7B+OP,U6B/OO,aAAQ,KAAR,C7B+OP,C;I6B/OO,C;;MASzC,aA

AQ,KAAR,IAAiB,K7BuIc,K;I6BtInC,C;;MAGsC,OAAA,YAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAGmB,+BAAS,YAAT,C;IAAA,C

;;MAEF,wB;MAAhC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;IADF,C;;MAEO,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACgC,Q;MAA9B,IA

AI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,O7B0NO,U6B1NiB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,O7B0NjB,C;;;Q6B1N+

C,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;IAA5D,C;;;MAMtB,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OA

AO,K;MAExC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O7BmHO,K6BnHhB,C;IACnB,C;;MAGY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,gE;

MAA2B,c;;QZw4CvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,6B;QAAhB,OA

AgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;UYx4C6B,2BZw4CR,OYx4CQ,Q;UAAA,W;YAAuB,oBAAR,YAAQ,EZw4C/B,Oj

BzxCF,K6B/GiC,C;;UZw4C9C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;MYz4CH,iB;IACJ,C

;;MAEkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;MA7ClC,oD;MACgC,uBAAK,cAAU,IAAV,CAAL,

C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;;;MAPJ,OAKqB,qDALrB,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA

,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;IAAA,C;gFAuDA,yB;MAAA,yC;;QAWsC,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C7B8FV,K;Q6

B9FD,C;MAAA,C;MAXtC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAW,+BAAU,IAAV,GAAgB,uBAAhB,CAAX,C;MACX,C;KA

ZA,C;;MAiBqE,e;IAAA,C;;M5BjEjE,4B;MAFwD,gB;IAAnC,C;;MAErB,8B;MACI,iBAGmC,SAAK,CAAL,C;M

AEnC,iBAGmC,SAAK,EAAL,C;MAEnC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;IAnBtC,C;;;;MAAA,qC;QAAA,oB;;M

AAA,8B;IAAA,C;oGAsBA,yB;MDgLA,6B;MChKA,8C;MAhBA,wB;QAM0D,OAiBQ,YAAY,IAAK,KAAjB,EA

A6B,CDkK5D,cCnLsC,KDmL5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CClK4D,MAA7B,C;MAjBR,C;KAN1D,C;oGAQA,yB;

MCyKA,6B;MDjKA,8C;MARA,wB;QAM2D,OASO,YAAY,IAAK,KAAjB,EAA6B,CCmK5D,cD5KuC,KC4K7B,

KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnK4D,MAA7B,C;MATP,C;KAN3D,C;gGAQA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAOkE,m

BAAY,IAAK,KAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,KAA7B,C;MAAA,C;KAPlE,C;oGASA,yB;MAyKA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,

+B;M+B1KA,gD;M/BCA,wB;QAM0D,O+BAS,aAAkB,C/B4KhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B5K

gD,MAAlB,E/BAgB,K+BAc,KAA9B,C;M/BAT,C;KAN1D,C;0FAQA,yB;MD+IA,6B;MC/IA,wB;QAEsD,OAMD

,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,cCtJ6B,KDsJnB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;MANC,

C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MC6IA,6B;MD7IA,wB;QAEuD,OAGF,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cDpJ8B,K

CoJpB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;MAHE,C;KAFvD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,wB;Q

AEqD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAK,KAAM,KAAX,IAAf,C;MAAA,C;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAwJA,kBAS6D,s

B;MAT7D,+B;MAxJA,wB;QAEuD,O+BAA,eAAW,C/B+J7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6B,M

AAK,K/BAI,K+BAO,KAAX,CAAhB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFvD,C;4FAIA,yB;MDkIA,6B;MClIA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,

cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cCzI+B,KDyIrB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;MANC,C;

KAFvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MCgIA,6B;MDhIA,wB;QAEwD,OAGF,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cDvIgC,KCu

ItB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;MAHE,C;KAFxD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,wB;QAE

sD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,IAAf,C;MAAA,C;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA2IA,kBAS6D,sB;M

AT7D,+B;MA3IA,wB;QAEwD,O+BAA,eAAW,C/BkJ9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BlJ8B,MAAK

,U/BAK,K+BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFxD,C;4FAIA,yB;MDqHA,6B;MCrHA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,cA

Ae,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cC5H+B,KD4HrB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;M

ANC,C;KAFvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MCmHA,6B;MDnHA,wB;QAEwD,OAGF,cAAe,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAY,CCu

H9C,cD1HgC,KC0HtB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MAHE,C;KAFxD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAA

A,6B;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,qBAAe,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAf,C;MAAA,C;KAFtD,C;4FA

GA,yB;MA8HA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MA9HA,wB;QAEwD,O+BAA,eAAW,C/BqI9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,

CAAL,iBAAN,C+BrI8B,MAAK,U/BAK,K+BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFxD,C;wFAIA,yB;MDwGA,6

B;MClGA,4C;MANA,wB;QAEqD,OAMD,WAAW,IAAX,EDyGjB,cC/G2B,KD+GjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCz

GiB,C;MANC,C;KAFrD,C;wFAGA,yB;MCsGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MAHA,wB;QAEsD,OAGF,WAAW,IAAX,EC0

GjB,cD7G4B,KC6GlB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,C;MAHE,C;KAFtD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,w

B;QAEoD,kBAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAiHA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;

M+BjHA,8C;M/BAA,wB;QAEsD,O+BAA,Y/BwHjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BxHiB,E/BAmB,

K+BAnB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFtD,C;wFAIA,yB;MD2FA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MANA,wB;QAEqD,OAMD,cAAc,IAAd,ED
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4FjB,cClG2B,KDkGjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;MANC,C;KAFrD,C;wFAGA,yB;MCyFA,6B;MDtFA,k

D;MAHA,wB;QAEsD,OAGF,cAAc,IAAd,EC6FjB,cDhG4B,KCgGlB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,C;MAHE,

C;KAFtD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,wB;QAEoD,qBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;

wFAGA,yB;MAoGA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+BpGA,oD;M/BAA,wB;QAEsD,O+BAA,e/B2GjB,eAAW,oBA

AL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B3GiB,E/BAmB,K+BAnB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFtD,C;wEAIA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,m

B;QAEyC,qBAAK,SAAK,QAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAFzC,C;wEAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QAEyC,qBAAK,S

AAK,QAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAFzC,C;gGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAE6D,0BAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,

C;MAAA,C;KAF7D,C;wFAIA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,2B;QAEmD,qBAAK,aAAS,QAAd,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;

wFAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,2B;QAEmD,qBAAK,cAAU,QAAf,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,6

B;MAAA,wB;QAEiD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAc,KAAM,KAAzB,C;MAAA,C;KAFjD,C;sFAGA,yB;MAAA,6

B;MAAA,wB;QAEgD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAa,KAAM,KAAxB,C;MAAA,C;KAFhD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,

6B;MAAA,wB;QAEiD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAc,KAAM,KAAzB,C;MAAA,C;KAFjD,C;wEAGA,yB;MAAA,

6B;MAAA,mB;QAEgC,qBAAU,CAAL,SAAL,C;MAAA,C;KAFhC,C;8EAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mB;QAUm

C,OAAK,OAAL,SAAK,C;MAAL,C;KAVnC,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mB;QAUqC,OAAK,QAAL,SAA

K,C;MAAL,C;KAVrC,C;;MAoBiC,gB;IAAA,C;8EACjC,yB;MAAA,kBASqD,sB;MATrD,mB;QASmC,OAAK,oB

AAL,SAAK,CAAL,iB;MAAA,C;KATnC,C;gFAWA,yB;MDoEJ,0B;MAAA,+B;MCpEI,mB;QASqC,ODsEA,eAA

W,OCtEX,SDsEW,CAAX,C;MCtEA,C;KATrC,C;kFAUA,yB;MC2DJ,4B;MAAA,iC;MD3DI,mB;QASuC,OC6DA

,gBAAY,QD7DZ,SC6DY,CAAZ,C;MD7DA,C;KATvC,C;;MAYmC,W;IAAA,C;gFACnC,yB;MAAA,kBAS6D,sB

;MAT7D,+B;MAAA,mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C;MAAA,C;KATrC,C;gFAWA,yB;MA

SA,gD;MATA,mB;QAQqC,OAOE,aAAa,SAAb,C;MAPF,C;KARrC,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mB;QAMu

C,oBAAa,SAAb,C;MAAA,C;KANvC,C;;MAQyC,OArDD,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAqDe,W;IAAT,C;;;;;;MAzP7

C,c;MAG4D,qD;MAH5D,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAG4D,oCAH5D,G;IAAA,C;sEA6PA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;Q

AWwC,qBAAU,SAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAXxC,C;wEAYA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,qBAAU,SAAV,C;M

AAA,C;KAXzC,C;wEAYA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAUuC,qBAAK,SAAL,C;MAAA,C;KAVvC,C;wEAWA,y

B;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAWwC,qBAAK,SAAK,QAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAXxC,C;uEAaA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

4B;QASyC,oBAAkB,SAAlB,C;MAAA,C;KATzC,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAS0C,oBAAa,SAAb,C

;MAAA,C;KAT1C,C;;M6BpTqB,sB;IAFrB,C;;MAagD,O7BiRT,S6BjRS,aAAQ,KAAR,C7BiRT,C;I6BjRS,C;;MA

SxC,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAiB,K7BmKY,K;I6BlKjC,C;;MAGsC,OAAA,YAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAGkB,8BAAS,YAAT,

C;IAAA,C;;MAEF,uB;MAA/B,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;IADF,C;;MAEO,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;M

AA9B,IAAI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,O7B4PK,S6B5PmB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,O7B4PnB,C;;;

Q6B5PgD,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;IAA3D,C;;;MAMrB,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QA

AgC,OAAO,K;MAEvC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O7B+IK,K6B/Id,C;IACnB,C;;MAGY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,

gE;MAA2B,c;;Qbw4CvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,6B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;Uax4C6B,2Bbw4CR,Oax4CQ,O;UAAA,W;YAAsB,oBAAR,YAAQ,Ebw4C9B,O

hB7vCJ,K6B3IkC,C;;Ubw4C7C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;Maz4CH,iB;IACJ,C

;;MAEkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;MA7ClC,mD;MACgC,sBAAK,eAAS,IAAT,CAAL,

C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;;;MAPJ,OAKqB,oDALrB,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA

,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;IAAA,C;8EAuDA,yB;MAAA,uC;;QAWoC,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C7B0HV,K;Q

6B1HD,C;MAAA,C;MAXpC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,mBAAU,gCAAS,IAAT,GAAe,sBAAf,CAAV,C;MACX,C;KAZA

,C;;MAiBkE,e;IAAA,C;;M8J9C9D,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAqC,CAArC,C;IAApC,C;;

MACe,iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,W3LuCoB,Y2LvCpB,U3LuCqC,KAAjB,E2LvCX,K3LuCwC,K

AA7B,C2LvCpB,K;MAAA,S;QAAkB,O3LuCE,Y2LvCF,K3LuCmB,KAAjB,E2LvCO,S3LuCsB,KAA7B,C2LvCF

,K;;MAAlB,W;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,O3LqCgC,Y2LrChC,U3LqCiD,KAAjB,E2LrCxB,S3LqCqD,KAA7B,C2LrChC,I;I

AAA,C;;MAItB,UAAwB,M;MADhC,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACf,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6C

AAQ,KAAM,KAAd,QAAxB,CADe,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,MAAK,U3Ls

KA,K2LtKL,QAAqB,S3LsKhB,K2LtKL,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAElC,mC;MA

CI,aAC8B,cAAU,4BAAK,UAAf,EAA0B,4BAAK,UAA/B,C;IAFlC,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA

,C;;;MAmDA,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAuB,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MACpC,IAAI,SAAQ,WA
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AZ,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,C;MAG5C,aAGyB,K;MAEzB,YAGwB,4BAA0B,KAA1B,EAAiC,YAA

jC,EAA+C,IAA/C,C;MAExB,YAGuB,I;IAvB3B,C;;MAyB4C,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAAr

C,C;IAAA,C;;MAGH,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,G3Ld6B,Y2Lcf,U3LdgC,KAAjB,E2LcP,S3LdoC,KAA7B,C2Lcf,IAA

d,G3Ld6B,Y2LcG,U3Ldc,KAAjB,E2LcW,S3LdkB,KAA7B,C2LcG,I;IAAhC,C;;MAIzB,UAAwB,M;MADhC,iDA

A6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACrB,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,QAAxB,KAA8C,c

AAQ,KAAM,KADvC,CAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,MAAK,U3LmHN,

K2LnHC,QAAqB,S3LmHtB,K2LnHC,IAAN,SAAgD,SAAhD,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAgB

,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,cAAqB,SAAnC,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,eAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;IAA9

C,C;;MAElC,yC;IAAA,C;;MAS+F,2BAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAT/F,gD;Q

AAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAoBwE,uB;MACxE,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,OAAO,CAA1C,G3L/CkE,Y

2L+CrB,K3L/CsC,KAAjB,E2L+CZ,I3L/CyC,KAA7B,C2L+CrB,KAA7C,G3L/CkE,Y2L+CF,K3L/CmB,KAAjB,E

2L+CO,I3L/CsB,KAA7B,C2L+CF,K;MAChE,c3L6LmC,S2L7LhB,I3L6LgB,C;M2L5LnC,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,K

AAb,GAAwB,mB;IAJV,C;;MAMC,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,6BAAS,mBAAT,QAAJ,C;QA

CI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAEV,c3LzC6C,S2LyC7C,W3LzCuD,KAAK,G2

LyCpD,W3LzC+D,KAAX,IAAf,C;;M2L2CjD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;;IClHJ,C;;MAIgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MA

IgC,wB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAIgC,sB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAIgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;M7J3B5B,6B;MAFyD,gB;IA

AnC,C;;MAEtB,+B;MACI,iBAGoC,a;MAEpC,iBAGoC,c;MAEpC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;IAnBtC,C;;;;

MAAA,sC;QAAA,qB;;MAAA,+B;IAAA,C;sGAsBA,yB;MhC0LA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgClKA,gD;MAxB

A,wB;QAM0D,OAyBS,aAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAA8B,ChCoK5D,eAAW,oBgC7LyB,KhC6L9B,KAAK,CAAL,UA

AN,CgCpK4D,MAA9B,C;MAzBT,C;KAN1D,C;sGAQA,yB;M9BmLA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8BnKA,gD;MA

hBA,wB;QAM2D,OAiBQ,aAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAA8B,C9BqK5D,eAAW,oB8BtL0B,K9BsL/B,KAAK,CAAL,Y

AAN,C8BrK4D,MAA9B,C;MAjBR,C;KAN3D,C;sGAQA,yB;M/BkLA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+B1KA,gD;M

ARA,wB;QAMyD,OASU,aAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAA8B,C/B4K5D,eAAW,oB+BrLwB,K/BqL7B,KAAK,CAAL,iB

AAN,C+B5K4D,MAA9B,C;MATV,C;KANzD,C;kGAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,wB;QAOmE,oBAAa,IAAK,KA

AlB,EAAwB,KAAM,KAA9B,C;MAAA,C;KAPnE,C;4FASA,yB;MhCyJA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgCzJA,wB;

QAEuD,OASA,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,ChCuJ7C,eAAW,oBgChKiB,KhCgKtB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCv

J6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;MATA,C;KAFvD,C;4FAGA,yB;M9BuJA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8BvJA,wB;QAEwD,

OAMD,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,C9BwJ7C,eAAW,oB8B9JkB,K9B8JvB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BxJ6C,M

AAX,CAAhB,C;MANC,C;KAFxD,C;4FAGA,yB;M/B2JA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+B3JA,wB;QAEsD,OAGC,

eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,C/B+J7C,eAAW,oB+BlKgB,K/BkKrB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6C,MAAX,CA

AhB,C;MAHD,C;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEuD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAK,KAAM,K

AAX,CAAhB,C;MAAA,C;KAFvD,C;8FAIA,yB;MhC4IA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgC5IA,wB;QAEwD,OASA,

eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,ChC0I/C,eAAW,oBgCnJmB,KhCmJxB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgC1I+C,MAAZ,CA

AhB,C;MATA,C;KAFxD,C;8FAGA,yB;M9B0IA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B1IA,wB;QAEyD,OAMD,eAAM,IA

AK,KAAK,UAAY,C9B2I/C,eAAW,oB8BjJoB,K9BiJzB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8B3I+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAN

C,C;KAFzD,C;8FAGA,yB;M/B8IA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+B9IA,wB;QAEuD,OAGC,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,

UAAY,C/BkJ/C,eAAW,oB+BrJkB,K/BqJvB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BlJ+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAHD,C;KAFv

D,C;8FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEwD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAA

A,C;KAFxD,C;8FAIA,yB;MhC+HA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgC/HA,wB;QAEwD,OASA,eAAM,IAAK,KAA

K,UAAY,ChC6H/C,eAAW,oBgCtImB,KhCsIxB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgC7H+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MATA,C;K

AFxD,C;8FAGA,yB;M9B6HA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B7HA,wB;QAEyD,OAMD,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAA

Y,C9B8H/C,eAAW,oB8BpIoB,K9BoIzB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8B9H+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MANC,C;KAFzD,C

;8FAGA,yB;M/BiIA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+BjIA,wB;QAEuD,OAGC,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,C/BqI/C,

eAAW,oB+BxIkB,K/BwIvB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BrI+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAHD,C;KAFvD,C;8FAGA,yB;

MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEwD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAAA,C;KAFxD,C;0

FAIA,yB;MhCkHA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgCzGA,8C;MATA,wB;QAEsD,OASA,YAAY,IAAZ,EhCgHjB,e

AAW,oBgCzHe,KhCyHpB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgChHiB,C;MATA,C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;M9BgHA,aAS6D,

0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B1GA,8C;MANA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,YAAY,IAAZ,E9BiHjB,eAAW,oB8BvHgB,K9BuHrB,
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KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BjHiB,C;MANC,C;KAFvD,C;0FAGA,yB;M/BoHA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+BjHA,

8C;MAHA,wB;QAEqD,OAGC,YAAY,IAAZ,E/BwHjB,eAAW,oB+B3Hc,K/B2HnB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+Bx

HiB,C;MAHD,C;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,mBAAY,IAAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;MAAA

,C;KAFtD,C;0FAIA,yB;MhCqGA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgC5FA,oD;MATA,wB;QAEsD,OASA,eAAe,IAAf,

EhCmGjB,eAAW,oBgC5Ge,KhC4GpB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCnGiB,C;MATA,C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;M9B

mGA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B7FA,oD;MANA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,eAAe,IAAf,E9BoGjB,eAAW,oB8B1GgB

,K9B0GrB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BpGiB,C;MANC,C;KAFvD,C;0FAGA,yB;M/BuGA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B

;M+BpGA,oD;MAHA,wB;QAEqD,OAGC,eAAe,IAAf,E/B2GjB,eAAW,oB+B9Gc,K/B8GnB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAA

N,C+B3GiB,C;MAHD,C;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,sBAAe,IAAf,EAAqB,KAArB,C;

MAAA,C;KAFtD,C;0EAIA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAF1C,C;0

EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAF1C,C;kGAIA,yB;MAAA,gD;

MAAA,wB;QAE+D,2BAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;MAAA,C;KAF/D,C;0FAIA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,2B;QA

EoD,sBAAM,oBAAS,QAAT,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,2B;QAEoD,sBAAM,

6BAAU,QAAV,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEmD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAA

L,KAAc,KAAM,KAApB,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEkD,sBAAM,IA

AK,KAAL,IAAa,KAAM,KAAnB,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFlD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEmD,sB

AAM,IAAK,KAAL,KAAc,KAAM,KAApB,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;Q

AEiC,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAFjC,C;gFAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mB;QAUmC,OAAK,OAAL,S

AAK,S;MAAL,C;KAVnC,C;kFAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mB;QAUqC,OAAK,QAAL,SAAK,S;MAAL,C;KAV

rC,C;;MAqBiC,OAAA,SAAK,Q;IAAL,C;;MAUE,gB;IAAA,C;kFAEnC,yB;MhC+EJ,0B;MAAA,+B;MgC/EI,mB;

QASqC,OhCiFC,eAAW,OgCjFZ,ShCiFY,SAAX,C;MgCjFD,C;KATrC,C;oFAUA,yB;M9BsEJ,4B;MAAA,iC;M8

BtEI,mB;QASuC,O9BwEC,gBAAY,Q8BxEb,S9BwEa,SAAZ,C;M8BxED,C;KATvC,C;gFAUA,yB;M/BqEJ,6B;M

+BrEI,mB;QASmC,O/BuEC,c+BvED,S/BuEW,QAAV,C;M+BvED,C;KATnC,C;;MAYqC,W;IAAA,C;kFAErC,y

B;MASA,kD;MATA,mB;QAQqC,OASE,cAAc,SAAd,C;MATF,C;KARrC,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,mB;

QAQuC,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAAA,C;KARvC,C;;MAUyC,qBAAc,SAAd,C;IAAA,C;;;;;;MA5P7C,c;MAG6D,qD;M

AH7D,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAG6D,oCAH7D,G;IAAA,C;wEAgQA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW0C,sBAAW,o

BAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAX1C,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAA

K,CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAX3C,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;

MAAA,C;KAXzC,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAU0C,sBAAM,SAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAV1C,C;yEAYA,

yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAS2C,qBAAmB,SAAnB,C;MAAA,C;KAT3C,C;0EAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;

QAS4C,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAAA,C;KAT5C,C;;MDvTqB,sB;IAFrB,C;;MAaiD,OCgSP,UDhSO,aAAQ,KAAR,CCg

SP,C;IDhSO,C;;MASzC,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAiB,KC8Kc,K;ID7KnC,C;;MAGsC,OAAA,YAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAGm

B,+BAAS,YAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAEF,wB;MAAhC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;IADF,C;;MAEO,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;IAA

d,C;;MACgC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OC2QO,UD3QiB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAA

N,OC2QjB,C;;;QD3Q+C,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;IAA5D,C;;;MAMtB,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAA

D,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,K;MAExC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,OC0JO,KD1JhB,C;IACnB,C;;MAGY,Q;MA

A2B,gBAA3B,gE;MAA2B,c;;Qdw4CvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACr

B,6B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;Ucx4C6B,2Bdw4CR,Ocx4CQ,Q;UAAA,W;YAAuB,oBAAR,YAA

Q,Edw4C/B,OelvCF,KDtJiC,C;;Udw4C9C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;Mcz4CH,

iB;IACJ,C;;MAEkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;MA7ClC,oD;MACgC,uBAAK,iBAAU,IA

AV,CAAL,C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;;;MAPJ,OAKqB,qDALrB,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;IAAA

,C;;MAAA,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;IAAA,C;gFAuDA,yB;MAAA,yC;;QAWsC,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,CC

qIV,K;QDrID,C;MAAA,C;MAXtC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAW,kBAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,uBAAhB,CAAX,C;MAC

X,C;KAZA,C;;MAiBqE,e;IAAA,C;;M+J9CjE,kC;MAjByD,4BAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,YAAxB,K;IAAtC,C;;MACe

,iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,W9J+CoB,a8J/CpB,U9J+CsC,KAAlB,E8J/CX,K9J+CyC,KAA9B,C8J/

CpB,K;MAAA,S;QAAkB,O9J+CE,a8J/CF,K9J+CoB,KAAlB,E8J/CO,S9J+CuB,KAA9B,C8J/CF,K;;MAAlB,W;IA

AA,C;;MAEb,O9J6CiC,a8J7CjC,U9J6CmD,KAAlB,E8J7CzB,S9J6CuD,KAA9B,C8J7CjC,I;IAAA,C;;MAItB,UA

AwB,M;MADhC,8CAAwB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAChB,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KA
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Ad,QAAxB,CADgB,CAAxB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,M9JuKK,CArCkB,U8JlIjB,U

9JkI4B,KAAL,KAAoB,CATzB,U8JzHP,U9JyHa,yB8JzHH,E9JyHG,CAAN,CASyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MA

AK,Q8JvKV,Q9JuKK,CArCkB,U8JlIoB,S9JkIT,KAAL,KAAoB,CATzB,U8JzH6B,S9JyHvB,yB8JzHgC,E9JyHhC

,CAAN,CASyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,Q8JvKV,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,S;IAAV,

C;;MAElC,oC;MACI,aAC+B,iBAAW,6BAAM,UAAjB,EAA4B,6BAAM,UAAlC,C;IAFnC,C;;;;MAAA,2C;QAA

A,0B;;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAmDA,wC;MAjCI,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QAAwB,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MACrC,

IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QAA4B,MAAa,gCAAyB,yEAAzB,C;MAG7C,aAG0B,K;MAE1B,YAGyB,4BAA0B,KAA1B,EA

AiC,YAAjC,EAA+C,IAA/C,C;MAEzB,YAGwB,I;IAvB5B,C;;MAyB6C,oCAAyB,UAAzB,EAAgC,SAAhC,EAAs

C,SAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;MAGJ,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,G9JN8B,a8JMhB,U9JNkC,KAAlB,E8JMR,S9JNsC,KAA9B,

C8JMhB,IAAd,G9JN8B,a8JME,U9JNgB,KAAlB,E8JMU,S9JNoB,KAA9B,C8JME,I;IAAhC,C;;MAIzB,UAAwB,

M;MADhC,kDAA8B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACtB,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,Q

AAxB,KAA8C,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADxB,CAA9B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,O

AAM,M9JoHD,CArCkB,U8J/EX,U9J+EsB,KAAL,KAAoB,CATzB,U8JtED,U9JsEO,yB8JtEG,E9JsEH,CAAN,C

ASyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,Q8JpHJ,Q9JoHD,CArCkB,U8J/E0B,S9J+Ef,KAAL,KAAoB,CATzB,U8Jt

EmC,S9JsE7B,yB8JtEsC,E9JsEtC,CAAN,CASyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,Q8JpHJ,IAAN,SAAqF,cAAU

,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAAyB,QAA9G,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SA

AV,cAAqB,SAArB,WAAd,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,cAA6B,SAAD,aAA5B,W;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,0C;IA

AA,C;;MASmG,4BAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,IAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MATnG,iD;QAAA,gC;;MAAA,

0C;IAAA,C;;;MAoB4E,wB;MAC5E,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,kBAAO,CAA1C,G9JvCmE,a8JuCtB,K9JvCw

C,KAAlB,E8JuCb,I9JvC2C,KAA9B,C8JuCtB,KAA7C,G9JvCmE,a8JuCH,K9JvCqB,KAAlB,E8JuCM,I9JvCwB,K

AA9B,C8JuCH,K;MAChE,c9J4MsC,U8J5MnB,I9J4MmB,C;M8J3MtC,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;I

AJT,C;;MAMA,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,6BAAS,mBAAT,QAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAA

L,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAEV,c9JtC+C,U8JsC/C,W9JtC0D,KAAK,K8JsCvD,W9JtCkE,KAAX

,CAAhB,C;;M8JwCnD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;wECpHJ,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EA

AS,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,

C;MACX,C;KARA,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MACX,

C;KARA,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,

C;;MvL5BkD,OAAuB,0BAAtB,KAAO,WAAe,EAAU,KAAO,WAAjB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAEG,OAAC,gCAAuB,iBA

AU,gCAAV,C;IAAxB,C;;MAGD,OPwSZ,SAvGI,oBOjMS,EPiMd,KAAK,CAAL,iBOjMc,KPiMT,oBOjMuB,EPi

M5B,KAAK,CAAL,iBOjMc,CPwSH,QAAV,C;IOxSY,C;;MAEG,OPsSf,SAvGI,oBO/LY,EP+LjB,KAAK,CAAL,i

BO/LiB,QP+LZ,oBO/L0B,EP+L/B,KAAK,CAAL,iBO/LiB,CPsSN,QAAV,C;IOtSe,C;;MAOnD,eAAe,EwByLoB,

K;MxBxLnC,cAAc,EwBwLqB,K;MxBvLnC,IAAI,qBAAU,CAAd,C;QACI,OwB2C+D,axB3CpD,EwB2CsE,KAA

lB,ExB3C/C,EwB2C6E,KAA9B,CxB3CpD,IAAJ,GAAa,aAAb,GAA2B,a;;MAItC,IAAI,uBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,

OAAO,UAAM,aAAW,OAAX,CAAN,C;;MAIX,eAAiB,4BAAc,CAAd,CAAD,KAAoB,OAApB,CAAD,WAAkC,

CAAlC,C;MACf,UAAU,kBAAW,kBAAW,OAAX,CAAX,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAM,iCwBgCsD,aAAkB,CxBhCz

D,UAAM,GAAN,CwBgCyD,MAAlB,EAA8B,CxBhCvD,UAAM,OAAN,CwBgCuD,MAA9B,CxBhCvC,KAAJ,G

AAkC,CAAlC,GAAyC,CAApD,EAAN,C;IAEX,C;;MAOe,Q;MAHX,eAAe,EwBqKoB,K;MxBpKnC,cAAc,EwBo

KqB,K;MxBnKnC,IAAI,qBAAU,CAAd,C;QACW,IwBuBwD,axBvBpD,EwBuBsE,KAAlB,ExBvB/C,EwBuB6E,

KAA9B,CxBvBpD,IAAJ,C;UACH,S;;;UAEA,OwB8CgD,UxB9ChD,EwB8C2D,KAAK,UxB9C3D,EwB8CuE,KA

AZ,CAAhB,C;;QxBjDpD,W;;MAQJ,IAAI,uBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAM,gBAAW,OAAX,CAAN,C;;

MAIX,eAAiB,4BAAc,CAAd,CAAD,KAAoB,OAApB,CAAD,WAAkC,CAAlC,C;MACf,UAAU,kBAAW,kBAA

W,OAAX,CAAX,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAM,awBQsD,aAAkB,CxBR9D,UAAM,GAAN,CwBQ8D,MAAlB,EAA8B

,CxBR5D,UAAM,OAAN,CwBQ4D,MAA9B,CxBR5C,KAAJ,GAAkC,OAAlC,KAAN,CAAN,C;IACX,C;;MAII,I

AAE,QAAF,CAAE,CAAF,C;QADyC,OAC5B,W;;QACb,SP+LuC,aO/LlC,4BAAK,UP+L0C,KAAb,CO/LvC,C;U

AFyC,OAEP,4BAAK,U;;UACvC,SP8LuC,aO9LlC,4BAAK,UP8L0C,KAAb,CO9LvC,C;YAHyC,OAGP,4BAAK,

U;eACvC,SAAK,UAAL,C;YAJyC,OPyON,SOrOX,YAAF,CAAE,CPqOW,C;;;YOzOM,OPcY,SAAU,CA2N5B,S

OpOP,YAAnB,IAAI,UAAe,CPoOO,CA3N4B,MAAK,GAAW,CA2N5C,SOpOY,UPoOZ,CA3N4C,MAAX,IAAf,

C;;;;IOdZ,C;;MAUzC,IAAE,QAAF,CAAE,CAAF,C;QAD2C,OAC9B,2B;;QACb,SwByLuC,cxBzLlC,6BAAM,Uw
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ByL0C,KAAd,CxBzLvC,C;UAF2C,OAER,6BAAM,U;;UACzC,SwBwLuC,cxBxLlC,6BAAM,UwBwL0C,KAAd,

CxBxLvC,C;YAH2C,OAGR,6BAAM,U;eACzC,4C;YAJ2C,OwB+OL,UxB3Od,uBAAF,CAAE,CwB2Oc,C;;;YxB/

OK,OwBQY,UAAW,CAuO5B,UxBxOF,uBAA3B,IAAI,oBAAuB,CwBwOE,CAvO4B,MAAK,KAAW,CxBDzB,g

CwBCyB,MAAX,CAAhB,C;;;;IxBRZ,C;;MAYH,QAAC,CAAqB,GAAf,UAAP,IAAmC,CAAC,MAAO,EAAW,IA

AJ,EAAf,IAAgC,C;IAAnE,C;;MAGE,OAAC,qBAAO,EAAP,CAAW,WAAZ,GAAyB,IAAzB,GAAiC,YAAjC,W;I

AAA,C;;MAGA,uBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,EAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAG1C,IAAI,gBAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAS,WAA

F,CAAE,EAAS,IAAT,C;MAErB,eAAiB,qBAAO,CAAP,CAAD,yBAAa,IAAb,EAAD,WAAwB,CAAxB,C;MACf,

UAAU,WAAI,sCAAW,IAAX,EAAJ,C;MACV,IAAI,kBAAO,IAAX,C;QACI,uCAAO,IAAP,E;QACA,4CAAY,C

AAZ,E;;MAEJ,OAAgB,WAAT,QAAS,EAAS,IAAT,CAAT,GAA8B,WAAJ,GAAI,EAAS,IAAT,C;IACzC,C;oFw

LhGA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAO6C,OAAQ,a/LsLhB,c+LtLgB,C;MAAR,C;KAP7C,C;oGASA,yB;MtFuCA,i

B;MsFvCA,4B;QAOqD,OtFuCqB,azGsIrC,cyGtIqC,C;MsFvCrB,C;KAPrD,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;Q

AOsD,OAAQ,sB/LoKzB,c+LpKyB,C;MAAR,C;KAPtD,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;M/L6PA,6B;M+L7PA,4B;QAQ

mD,O/L+PZ,c+L/PoB,kB/L0JtB,c+L1JsB,C/L+PpB,C;M+L/PY,C;KARnD,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;M/LmPA,6B

;M+LnPA,4B;QAQkD,O/LqPX,c+LrPmB,iB/LgJrB,c+LhJqB,C/LqPnB,C;M+LrPW,C;KARlD,C;gFAUA,yB;MA

AA,4C;M/LyOA,6B;M+LzOA,sC;QAcyD,O/LqOlB,c+LrO0B,W/LgI5B,c+LhI4B,EAAW,QAAX,C/LqO1B,C;M+

LrOkB,C;KAdzD,C;kFAiBA,yB;MAAA,8C;M/LwNA,6B;M+LxNA,sC;QAc0D,O/LoNnB,c+LpN2B,Y/L+G7B,c+

L/G6B,EAAY,QAAZ,C/LoN3B,C;M+LpNmB,C;KAd1D,C;oFAiBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAO8C,OAAS,ah

KgHhB,cgKhHgB,C;MAAT,C;KAP9C,C;oGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,4B;QAOsD,OAAS,qBhKuGxB,cgKvGw

B,C;MAAT,C;KAPtD,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;QAOuD,OAAS,sBhK8FzB,cgK9FyB,C;MAAT,C;KA

PvD,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;MhK2LA,+B;MgK3LA,4B;QAQqD,OhK6LX,egK7LoB,kBhKoFvB,cgKpFuB,ChK

6LpB,C;MgK7LW,C;KARrD,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;MhKiLA,+B;MgKjLA,4B;QAQoD,OhKmLV,egKnLmB,i

BhK0EtB,cgK1EsB,ChKmLnB,C;MgKnLU,C;KARpD,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,4C;MhKuKA,+B;MgKvKA,sC;QAc

2D,OhKmKjB,egKnK0B,WhK0D7B,cgK1D6B,EAAW,QAAX,ChKmK1B,C;MgKnKiB,C;KAd3D,C;iFAgBA,yB;

MtFoDA,4C;M1EmGA,+B;MgKvJA,sC;QAc4D,OhKmJlB,e0EhGuB,W1ET1B,c0ES0B,EAAW,CsFnDK,QtFmD

L,IAAX,C1EgGvB,C;MgKnJkB,C;KAd5D,C;oFAgBA,yB;MhM8CI,6B;MgM9MJ,gD;MAgKA,4B;QAO8C,OAh

KO,a/LsLhB,CD0BE,cAAU,cAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC1BF,M+LtLgB,C;MAgKP,C;KAP9C,C;oGASA,yB;MtFzH

A,iB;MsFyHA,4B;QAOsD,OtFzHoB,a1G0GnC,cwLde,GAAY,G9E5FQ,C8E4FrB,GAA6C,EAA7C,I;MQ6BC,C;K

APtD,C;sGASA,yB;MR7BA,kE;MQ6BA,4B;QAOuD,OR9BkB,sBxLMlC,cwLNgB,GAAW,GAAO,C;MQ8BlB,C;

KAPvD,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;MhMkFA,0B;MAAA,+B;MgMlFA,4B;QAQqD,OhMqFZ,eAAW,OgMrFS,kBh

MdnB,cAAL,GAAiB,GgMcO,ChMqFT,CAAX,C;MgMrFY,C;KARrD,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;MhMwEA,0B;M

AAA,+B;MgMxEA,4B;QAQoD,OhM2EX,eAAW,OgM3EQ,iBhMxBlB,cAAL,GAAiB,GgMwBM,ChM2ER,CAA

X,C;MgM3EW,C;KARpD,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;MhMsCA,+B;MgMtCA,sC;QAc2D,OhMkCjB,egMlC0B,Wh

M7D7B,cgM6D6B,EAAW,QAAX,ChMkC1B,C;MgMlCiB,C;KAd3D,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MhMsBA,+B;M

gMtBA,sC;QAc4D,OhMkBlB,egMlB2B,YhM7E9B,cgM6E8B,EAAY,QAAZ,ChMkB3B,C;MgMlBkB,C;KAd5D,

C;oFAgBA,yB;M9LjCI,6B;M8L/MJ,gD;MAgPA,4B;QAO+C,OAhPM,a/LsLhB,CC2BE,cAAU,cAAL,GAAiB,KA

AtB,CD3BF,M+LtLgB,C;MAgPN,C;KAP/C,C;oGASA,yB;MtFzMA,iB;MsFyMA,4B;QAOuD,OtFzMmB,axGqHj

C,csLiDpC,GAAY,K9EtKyD,C8EsKtE,GAA+C,EAA/C,I;MQmCmD,C;KAPvD,C;sGASA,yB;MRnCA,kE;MQm

CA,4B;QAOwD,ORpCoB,sBtLzDnC,csLyDe,GAAW,KAAS,C;MQoCpB,C;KAPxD,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;M9

LGA,4B;MAAA,iC;M8LHA,4B;QAQuD,O9LMZ,gBAAY,Q8LNQ,kB9L7FrB,cAAL,GAAiB,K8L6FS,C9LMR,C

AAZ,C;M8LNY,C;KARvD,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;M9LPA,4B;MAAA,iC;M8LOA,4B;QAQsD,O9LJX,gBAA

Y,Q8LIO,iB9LvGpB,cAAL,GAAiB,K8LuGQ,C9LJP,CAAZ,C;M8LIW,C;KARtD,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;M9L

7BA,iC;M8L6BA,sC;QAc6D,O9LjChB,gB8LiC0B,W9LlI9B,c8LkI8B,EAAW,QAAX,C9LjC1B,C;M8LiCgB,C;K

Ad7D,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;M9L7CA,iC;M8L6CA,sC;QAc8D,O9LjDjB,gB8LiD2B,Y9LlJ/B,c8LkJ+B,EAA

Y,QAAZ,C9LjD3B,C;M8LiDiB,C;KAd9D,C;;MC9SI,ShMyHoD,cgMzH3C,ChMyH2C,EgMzHvC,ChMyHuC,C;

MgMxHpD,ShMwHoD,cgMxH3C,ChMwH2C,EgMxHvC,ChMwHuC,C;MgMvHpD,OhMiDkE,YgMjDvD,EhMiD

wE,KAAjB,EgMjDjD,EhMiD8E,KAA7B,CgMjDvD,KAAX,GhMgFsD,SgMhFjC,EhMgF2C,KAAK,GgMhF3C,E

hMgFuD,KAAZ,IAAf,CgMhFtD,GhMmEqD,SAAU,CAaT,SgMhFpB,EhMgF8B,KAAK,GgMhF9B,EhMgF0C,K

AAZ,IAAf,CAbS,MAAK,GgMnExB,ChMmEmC,KAAX,IAAf,C;IgMlEzD,C;;MAGI,SjKsHsD,eiKtH7C,CjKsH6
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C,EiKtHzC,CjKsHyC,C;MiKrHtD,SjKqHsD,eiKrH7C,CjKqH6C,EiKrHzC,CjKqHyC,C;MiKpHtD,OjKmDmE,aiK

nDxD,EjKmD0E,KAAlB,EiKnDlD,EjKmDgF,KAA9B,CiKnDxD,KAAX,GjK6EwD,UiK7EnC,EjK6E8C,KAAK,

UiK7E9C,EjK6E0D,KAAZ,CAAhB,CiK7ExD,GjKgEuD,UAAW,CAaV,UiK7EtB,EjK6EiC,KAAK,UiK7EjC,EjK

6E6C,KAAZ,CAAhB,CAbU,MAAK,KiKhE3B,CjKgEsC,KAAX,CAAhB,C;IiK/D3D,C;;MAqBI,WAAO,CAAP,C

;QAD8E,OhMsBZ,YgMrBlD,KhMqBmE,KAAjB,EgMrBzC,GhMqBsE,KAA7B,CgMrBlD,KAD8D,GAChD,GAD

gD,GhMqDxB,SgMpDf,GhMoDyB,KAAK,GgMpDxB,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EhMkQV,SgMlQuC,Ih

MkQvC,CgMlQU,ChMoDoC,KAAZ,IAAf,C;;YgMnDtD,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAF8E,OhMsBZ,YgMpBlD,KhMoBm

E,KAAjB,EgMpBzC,GhMoBsE,KAA7B,CgMpBlD,KAF8D,GAEhD,GAFgD,GhMwCzB,SgMtCd,GhMsCwB,KA

AK,GgMtCvB,mBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EhMiQV,SgMjQwC,CAAC,IAAD,IhMiQxC,CgMjQU,ChMsC

kC,KAAX,IAAf,C;;;QgMrC7C,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;IAHyD,C;;MAyB9E,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QADkF,OjKMf

,aiKLnD,KjKKqE,KAAlB,EiKL1C,GjKKwE,KAA9B,CiKLnD,KADkE,GACpD,GADoD,GjKgC1B,UiK/BjB,GjK

+B4B,KAAK,UiK/B3B,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EjKyPP,UiKzPoC,IjKyPpC,CiKzPO,CjK+BuC,KAAZ,

CAAhB,C;;YiK9BxD,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QAFkF,OjKMf,aiKJnD,KjKIqE,KAAlB,EiKJ1C,GjKIwE,KAA9B,CiKJn

D,KAFkE,GAEpD,GAFoD,GjKmB3B,UiKjBhB,GjKiB2B,KAAK,KiKjB1B,mBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,E

jKwPP,UiKxPsC,IAAD,ajKwPrC,CiKxPO,CjKiBqC,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;;QiKhB/C,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;IA

H6D,C;;M/L/ClF,8B;MAF0D,gB;IAAnC,C;;MAEvB,gC;MACI,iBAGqC,WAAO,CAAP,C;MAErC,iBAGqC,WA

AO,MAAP,C;MAErC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;IAnBtC,C;;;;MAAA,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,gC;IAAA,C;;

MA4B0D,OAAa,0BAkJjC,SAAL,GAAiB,KAlJqB,EAAU,KFiJ3C,KAAL,GAAiB,GEjJqB,C;IAAb,C;;MASU,OA

Aa,0BAyI3C,SAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EAAU,KAyIrD,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,C;IAAb,C;wGAEpE,yB;MAgKA,6

B;MDjKA,8C;MCCA,wB;QAMyD,ODAS,YAAiB,CCmKhD,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnKgD,MAAjB,EC

Ae,KDAc,KAA7B,C;MCAT,C;KANzD,C;wGAQA,yB;MAkKA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8BnKA,gD;M9BCA,w

B;QAM0D,O8BAS,aAAkB,C9BqKhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BrKgD,MAAlB,E9BAgB,K8BAc,

KAA9B,C;M9BAT,C;KAN1D,C;8FAQA,yB;MAgJA,6B;MAhJA,wB;QAEsD,ODMD,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAA

L,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,cEtJsC,KFsJ5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf

,C;MCNC,C;KAFtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA6IA,6B;MA7IA,wB;QAEuD,ODGF,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,

KAAtB,CDjJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cApJuC,KAoJ7B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;MCH

E,C;KAFvD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA0IA,6B;MA1IA,wB;QAEqD,ODAA,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,

CDjJ4B,MAAK,GCAI,KDAO,KAAX,IAAf,C;MCAA,C;KAFrD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAiJA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M

AjJA,wB;QAEuD,O8BAA,eAAW,C9BwJ7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BxJ6B,MAAK,K9BAI,K8B

AO,KAAX,CAAhB,C;M9BAA,C;KAFvD,C;gGAIA,yB;MAmIA,6B;MAnIA,wB;QAEuD,ODMD,cAAU,CCoI7B,

cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cEzIwC,KFyI9B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI8C,

MAAZ,IAAf,C;MCNC,C;KAFvD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAgIA,6B;MAhIA,wB;QAEwD,ODGF,cAAU,CCoI7B,cAAU,S

AAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cAvIyC,KAuI/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI8C,MAAZ,I

AAf,C;MCHE,C;KAFxD,C;gGAGA,yB;MA6HA,6B;MA7HA,wB;QAEsD,ODAA,cAAU,CCoI7B,cAAU,SAAL,G

AAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GCAK,KDAO,KAAZ,IAAf,C;MCAA,C;KAFtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAoIA,aAS6D,0B

;MAT7D,+B;MApIA,wB;QAEwD,O8BAA,eAAW,C9B2I9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8B3I8B,MA

AK,U9BAK,K8BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;M9BAA,C;KAFxD,C;gGAIA,yB;MAsHA,6B;MAtHA,wB;QAEuD,ODM

D,cAAe,YAAL,CCuH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cE5HwC,KF4H9B,KA

AL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MCNC,C;KAFvD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAmHA,6B;MAnHA,wB;QAEw

D,ODGF,cAAe,YAAL,CCuH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CCuH9C,cA1HyC,KA0H

/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MCHE,C;KAFxD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAgHA,6B;MAhHA,wB;

QAEsD,ODAA,cAAe,YAAL,CCuH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,ECAK,KDAO,KAAZ,CA

Af,C;MCAA,C;KAFtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAuHA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;MAvHA,wB;QAEwD,O8BAA,eAAW,C9

B8H9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8B9H8B,MAAK,U9BAK,K8BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;M9BAA,C;

KAFxD,C;4FAIA,yB;MAyGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCNA,wB;QAEqD,ODMD,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAt

B,CD1GiB,EDyGjB,cE/GoC,KF+G1B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,C;MCNC,C;KAFrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAsG

A,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCHA,wB;QAEsD,ODGF,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,EC0GjB,cA7GqC,

KA6G3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,C;MCHE,C;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAmGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCAA,w
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B;QAEoD,ODAA,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,ECAkB,KDAlB,C;MCAA,C;KAFpD,C;4FAG

A,yB;MA0GA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B1GA,8C;M9BAA,wB;QAEsD,O8BAA,Y9BiHjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SA

AK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BjHiB,E9BAmB,K8BAnB,C;M9BAA,C;KAFtD,C;4FAIA,yB;MA4FA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MCN

A,wB;QAEqD,ODMD,cC6FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,ED4FjB,cElGoC,KFkG1B,KAAL,GAAiB,

GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;MCNC,C;KAFrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAyFA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MCHA,wB;QAEsD,ODGF,cC6FjB,c

AAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,EC6FjB,cAhGqC,KAgG3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,C;MCHE,C;K

AFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAsFA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MCAA,wB;QAEoD,ODAA,cC6FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C

D7FiB,ECAkB,KDAlB,C;MCAA,C;KAFpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA6FA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B7FA,oD;M9BAA

,wB;QAEsD,O8BAA,e9BoGjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BpGiB,E9BAmB,K8BAnB,C;M9BAA,C;

KAFtD,C;4EAIA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,mB;QAE2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,KAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAF

3C,C;4EAGA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,mB;QAE2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,KAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAF3C,

C;oGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAwEA,6B;MAxEA,wB;QAE+D,0BA+E5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CA/E4B,EA

+E5B,cA/EqD,KA+E3C,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CA/E4B,C;MAAA,C;KAF/D,C;4FAIA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8JvHJ,4

B;M9JuHI,wB;QAEqD,uB8JtHiC,Q9JsH1B,IAAK,K8JtHX,G9JsHoB,KAAM,K8JtHM,C9JsHjC,C;MAAA,C;KAF

rD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8JrHJ,4B;M9JqHI,wB;QAEoD,uB8JpHgC,Q9JoHzB,IAAK,K8JpHX,G9JoHmB,K

AAM,K8JpHM,C9JoHhC,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8JnHJ,4B;M9JmHI,wB;QAEqD,uB8Jl

HiC,Q9JkH1B,IAAK,K8JlHX,G9JkHoB,KAAM,K8JlHM,C9JkHjC,C;MAAA,C;KAFrD,C;4EAGA,yB;MAAA,iC;

M8JjHJ,4B;M9JiHI,mB;QAEkC,uB8JhHsB,QAAP,C9JgHR,S8JhHe,C9JgHtB,C;MAAA,C;KAFlC,C;kFAIA,yB;M

AAA,0B;MAAA,mB;QAUmC,OAAK,OAAL,SAAK,C;MAAL,C;KAVnC,C;;MAoBqC,gB;IAAA,C;;MAUJ,OAA

K,SAAL,GAAiB,K;IAAjB,C;kFACjC,yB;MAAA,aASqD,0B;MATrD,mB;QASmC,OAAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,

Y;MAAA,C;KATnC,C;oFAWA,yB;MF+DJ,0B;MAAA,+B;ME/DI,mB;QASqC,OFiEE,eAAW,OEjEb,SFiEa,CAA

X,C;MEjEF,C;KATrC,C;;MAYuC,W;IAAA,C;kFACvC,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QASmC,qBAAU,SAAL,GAA

iB,KAAtB,C;MAAA,C;KATnC,C;oFAUA,yB;MAAA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;MAAA,mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBA

AL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C;MAAA,C;KATrC,C;;MAiBqC,OApDC,SAAL,GAAiB,K;IAoDb,C;;MAOE,OA3DD,

SAAL,GAAiB,K;IA2DX,C;;MAEE,OAAQ,CA7DX,SAAL,GAAiB,KA6DD,Y;IAAR,C;;;;;;MAhP7C,c;MAG8D,q

D;MAH9D,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAG8D,oCAH9D,G;IAAA,C;0EAoPA,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW4C,uBAA

Y,SAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAX5C,C;4EAYA,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAU6C,uBAAO,SAAP,C;MAAA,C;KAV7C,

C;4EAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,CAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAX3C,C;4

EAYA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW4C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,SAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAX5C,C;;M+

BpRqB,sB;IAFrB,C;;MAakD,O/B4PL,W+B5PK,aAAQ,KAAR,C/B4PL,C;I+B5PK,C;;MAS1C,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAi

B,K/BkJgB,K;I+BjJrC,C;;MAGsC,OAAA,YAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAGoB,gCAAS,YAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAEF,yB;MA

AjC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;IADF,C;;MAEO,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACiC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,eAAQ,YAAM,

OAAlB,C;QAAA,O/BuOS,W+BvOe,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,O/BuOf,C;;;Q+BvO8C,MAAM,2BAAuB,Y

AAM,WAA7B,C;IAA7D,C;;;MAMvB,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,SAAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,K;MAEzC,OAAe,

WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O/B8HS,K+B9HlB,C;IACnB,C;;MAGY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,gE;MAA2B,c;;QhBw4CvB,

U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,6B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAA

gB,2B;UgBx4C6B,2BhBw4CR,OgBx4CQ,S;UAAA,W;YAAwB,oBAAR,YAAQ,EhBw4ChC,Of9wCA,K+B1HgC,

C;;UhBw4C/C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;MgBz4CH,iB;IACJ,C;;MAEkC,OAA

A,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;MA7ClC,qD;MACgC,wBAAK,eAAW,IAAX,CAAL,C;MADhC,Y;I

AAA,C;;;;;MAPJ,OAKqB,sDALrB,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAKqB,0CA

LrB,G;IAAA,C;kFAuDA,yB;MAAA,2C;;QAWwC,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C/ByGV,K;Q+BzGD,C;MA

AA,C;MAXxC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAY,gCAAW,IAAX,GAAiB,wBAAjB,CAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAiB

wE,e;IAAA,C;;MiKhEb,OAAa,WAAb,SlM4KjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GkM5KkB,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAb,C;;MAUC,OA

Aa,WAAb,ShMmKlB,KAAL,GAAiB,KgMnKmB,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAb,C;;MAWF,OAAc,WjMyK5B,oBiMzKc,

SjMyKnB,KAAK,CAAL,iBiMzKiC,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAd,C;;MASV,uBAAc,SlKiKvB,KkKjKS,EAA6B,WAAW,

KAAX,CAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MASX,Q;MAAA,0DAAmB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAnB,C;;MASU,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,

KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAxB,C;;MASR,Q;MAAA,2DAAoB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAApB,C;;MASU

,Q;MAAA,2CAAe,KAAf,oBAAyB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAzB,C;;MAQd,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C
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;IAAlB,C;;MASU,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAQR,Q;MAAA,0DAAmB,

kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAnB,C;;MASU,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAxB,C;;MAYH,

kCAAsB,EAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWzB,Q;MAAA,sBAAL,SAAK,EAAa,KAAb,C;MAAL,iB;QAA4B,OAAO,I;;M

AA7C,UAAU,I;MACV,IjMhFkE,YiMgF9D,GjMhF+E,KAAjB,EAA6B,CDkK5D,SkMlFzB,6BAAM,UlMkF6B,K

AAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CClK4D,MAA7B,CiMgF9D,IAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,I;MAClC,OlMkJqC,UAAW,OkMlJzC

,GjM4E8B,KDsEW,CAAX,C;IkMjJzC,C;;MAQ8C,mCAAuB,EAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAW3B,Q;MAAA,sBAAL,SA

AK,EAAa,KAAb,C;MAAL,iB;QAA4B,OAAO,I;;MAA7C,UAAU,I;MACV,IjMtGkE,YiMsG9D,GjMtG+E,KAAj

B,EAA6B,CCmK5D,SgM7DzB,8BAAO,UhM6D4B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnK4D,MAA7B,CiMsG9D,IAAJ,C

;QAA4B,OAAO,I;MACnC,OhM6HuC,WAAY,QgM7H5C,GjMgEgC,KC6DY,CAAZ,C;IgM5H3C,C;;MAQ0C,iC

AAqB,EAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWtC,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QA

AiB,OAAO,I;MAExB,YAAkB,4BAAK,U;MACvB,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,E

AAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAV,IAAe,cAAa,EAAhC,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5C,QAAQ,C;;;QAER,QAAQ,

C;;MAGZ,ajMkGmC,SiMlGtB,KjMkGsB,C;MiMjGnC,qBjMnFoD,WiMmF/B,KjMnF+B,EiMmFvB,MjMnFuB,C;

MiMoFpD,aAAa,W;MACb,aAAU,KAAV,MAAsB,MAAtB,M;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAi

B,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IjMlJ8D,YiMkJ1D,MjMlJ2E,KAAjB,EiMkJjD,

cjMlJ8E,KAA7B,CiMkJ1D,IAAJ,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,SjMxGkD,SAAe,YiMwGjE,MjMxG4D,KAAK,Ei

MwGvD,MjMxGmE,KAAZ,CAAf,C;QiM0GlD,mBAAmB,M;QACnB,SjMrIiD,SiMqIjD,MjMrI2D,KAAK,GAA

W,CA2N5C,SiMtFrB,KjMsFqB,CA3N4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;QiMsIjD,IjMxJ8D,YiMwJ1D,MjMxJ2E,KAAjB,EiMwJ

jD,YjMxJ8E,KAA7B,CiMwJ1D,IAAJ,C;UAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAGtC,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQ4C,kCAAsB,EAAtB

,C;IAAA,C;;MAWxC,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;

MAExB,YAAmB,6BAAM,U;MACzB,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QA

CI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAV,IAAe,cAAa,EAAhC,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5C,QAAQ,C;;;QAER,QAAQ,C;;MAIZ,ajM

6CmC,SiM7CtB,KjM6CsB,C;MiM5CnC,qBlKrIsD,YkKqIjC,KlKrIiC,E/BwHjB,UAAW,oBiManB,MjMbc,KAAK,

CAAL,iBAAN,C+BxHiB,C;MkKsItD,aAAa,2B;MACb,aAAU,KAAV,MAAsB,MAAtB,M;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,q

BAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IlK/L+D,akK+L3D

,MlK/L6E,KAAlB,EkK+LlD,clK/LgF,KAA9B,CkK+L3D,IAAJ,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,SlK1JoD,UkK0JpD,

MlK1J+D,KAAK,UAAY,C/BqI/C,UAAW,oBiMqBlC,MjMrB6B,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BrI+C,MAAZ,CAAhB

,C;QkK4JpD,mBAAmB,M;QACnB,SlKvLmD,UkKuLnD,MlKvL8D,KAAK,KAAW,C/B+J7C,UAAW,oBAAL,C

AyDR,SiMjCrB,KjMiCqB,CAzDQ,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;QkKwLnD,IlKrM+D,akK

qM3D,MlKrM6E,KAAlB,EkKqMlD,YlKrMgF,KAA9B,CkKqM3D,IAAJ,C;UAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAGtC,OAAO,M;

IACX,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;I5G5LA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;S6GjE8B,iB;QAGD,iB;gCvHaqB,I;IUo

D9C,aAAJ,OAAO,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAY,IAAG,OAAO,SAAf,IAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,K;aAChE,MA

AJ,GAAY,iBAAhB,OAA6B,OAAb,CAAZ,GAAoD,gC;uDC1EJ,mC,EAAuB,wB;ekB2YrB,MAAW,KG1YlC,GH0

YkC,EG1Y1B,GH0Y0B,C;eAAX,MAAW,KGzYlC,GHyYkC,EGzY1B,GHyY0B,C;sBMrUnC,gBAA8B,CAA9B,

O;mEnFoKiC,oC;yB4FpGxB,C;gCAKY,eAAiB,OAAL,GAAK,CAAjB,EAAgC,OAAL,GAAK,CAAhC,EAA+C,O

AAL,GAAK,CAA/C,E;uBAwDd,K;2BnHrES,U;qBmJ/BJ,C;yBACI,C;sBACH,C;kBACJ,C;iBACD,C;mBACE,C;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;mB9ItGxC,gC;;;;M0LAsC,8C;MAClC,eAAsB,C;MACtB,wBAA+B,C;MAC/B,gBAA6B,I;MAC7B,

mBAAsC,I;MACtC,qBAAyC,I;MAEzC,yBAAgD,yBAAmB,Q;MAElC,gB;MAAjC,cAAiC,2CAAQ,yCAAR,gDA

AwD,IAAxD,6BAAiE,I;IATjE,C;;MAOjC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAKI,gBAAS,K;MACT,wB;IACJ,C;;MAGI,eAAQ,qB;

MACR,mBAAiB,S;MACjB,wB;IACJ,C;;MAGI,iBAA8B,yB;MC8EzB,Q;;QAHL,aD3EoD,e;QC4EpD,IAAI,WAA

W,mBAAf,C;UAEuC,CAAlC,kEAAkC,eAAO,MAAP,C;;;;QAEzC,gC;UACE,UAAW,6BAAoB,CAApB,C;;;UAPf

,O;;IDzEA,C;;;;;MAQe,0B;IAAD,C;;;MAKd,0B;MAUA,gBAA2B,a;IAX/B,C;;MASgB,OAAA,eAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;

MAMJ,sBAAW,SAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,K;WAEb,sBAAW,mBAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,O;QACT,eAAS,cAAO,KA

AP,C;;;QAGT,MAAM,2BAAsB,iBAAtB,C;;IAGlB,C;;MAIQ,sBAAW,SAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,SAAK,SAAL,C;

WAEb,sBAAW,mBAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,O;QACT,eAAS,6BAAoB,SAApB,C;;;QAGT,MAAM,2BAAsB,iBAAt

B,C;;IAGlB,C;;MAQW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,kBAAW,SAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,mB;;MAEb,aAAa,IAAK,S;MAEd,eAAW,

OAAX,C;QACI,0B;WAEJ,gC;QACI,MAAM,MAAO,U;;QAGb,a;;MARR,W;IAWJ,C;;;MAvDA,0D;MACyD,6BA

AK,QAAL,EAAe,SAAf,C;MADzD,Y;IAAA,C;;MEnCM,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;IAAA

,C;;MAQA,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,KAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;MAMc,OAAK,SAAL,C

AAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAA6C,O;IAA7C,C;;MAKA,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EAA

6B,IAA7B,CAAmC,O;IAAnC,C;;;MAUxB,wC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,+C;QAAA,8B;;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;MC/BI,y

C;;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,kD;QAAA,iC;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;;;MCoBY,cAAc,GAAI,kBAAS,OAAQ,IA

AjB,C;MAClB,IAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,C;QADA,OACuC,O;;QAEnC,kBAAkB,oBAAQ,yCAAR,C;QAClB,IAAI,

mBAAJ,C;UAJJ,OAI6B,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;;UACrB,WAAW,OAAQ,kBAAS,yCAAT,C;UAL3

B,OAMY,SAAS,mCAAb,GAAoC,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,WAAzB,CAApC,GACI,oBAAgB,oBAAgB,IAAhB,

EAAsB,OAAtB,CAAhB,EAAgD,WAAhD,C;;;IAGhB,C;;MAZJ,OAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,GAAuC,IAAvC,GACI,

OAAQ,cAAK,IAAL,EAAW,4BAAX,C;IADZ,C;;;;MAgC0B,Q;MAAtB,OAAI,IAAK,IAAL,KAAa,GAAjB,GAAs

B,wEAAtB,GAAqC,I;IAArC,C;;MAGA,iBAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGA,OAAI,IAAK,IAAL,

KAAa,GAAjB,GAAsB,mCAAtB,GAAiD,I;IAAjD,C;;;;;;;MCzD0C,wB;IAAD,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;;MAEtD,q

C;IAAA,C;;MAK6D,W;IAAA,C;;MACmB,c;IAAA,C;;MACJ,c;IAAA,C;;MACV,W;IAAA,C;;MACxB,Q;IAAA,C

;;MACG,8B;IAAA,C;;;;MAV7C,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAiB+B,gB;MAA4B,sB;IAA7B,C;;MAIlB,

Q;MAFJ,UAAU,I;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,YAAA,GAAI,QAAJ,aAAY,GAAZ,W;UAAwB,W;;QACxB,WA

AW,GAAI,K;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,iBAAK,GAAL,C;;;IAGnB,C;;MAGI,iBAAU

,SAAK,cAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,CAAf,EAAyC,YAAzC,C;IAAA,C;;UAKO,I;MAFP,6BAAQ,GAAR,U;QAAo

B,OAAO,S;;MAC3B,cAAc,SAAK,kBAAS,GAAT,C;MAEf,gBAAY,SAAZ,C;QAAoB,W;WACpB,gBAAY,mCA

AZ,C;QAAqC,mB;;QAC7B,2BAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAGI,OAAI,yCAAJ,GAA

6B,SAAK,SAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAA7B,GAAkD,C;IAAlD,C;;MAGA,+BAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,GAAoB,OAApB,C;IA

AA,C;;MAUwB,Q;MAPxB,UAAU,O;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAS,GAAI,QAAb,CAAL,C;

UAA4B,OAAO,K;QACnC,WAAW,GAAI,K;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,gBAAS,wEA

AT,C;;;IAGnB,C;;MAGI,gBAAS,KAAT,KAAkB,yCAA4B,KAAM,SAAN,KAAgB,aAA5C,IAAsD,KAAM,eAAY

,IAAZ,CAA9E,C;IAAA,C;;MAE2B,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAA0B,SAAR,YAAQ,CAA1B,I;IAAA,C;;MAI

vB,OAAI,G9KoJoC,YAAU,C8KpJlD,GAAmB,OAAQ,WAA3B,GAA2C,MAAM,IAAN,YAAa,OAAb,C;IAC/C,C;

;MAFA,aAAM,kBAAK,EAAL,EAAS,+BAAT,CAAN,GAEI,G;IAFJ,C;;;;;;ICvDR,C;;;MCI0C,uB;QAAU,qBAAM

,IAAK,OAAX,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MNgDb,oB;QACrB,WAAW,sBAAiB,CAAjB,C;QACX,cAAM,IAAN,C;QA

DA,OAEA,IAAK,Y;MAHgB,C;IAAA,C;;MAvDzB,oCAAyB,QAAzB,EAAmC,UAAnC,CAA+C,cAAO,IAAP,C;I

ACnD,C;;MAYI,sCAAyB,UAAzB,CAAqC,cAAO,IAAP,C;IACzC,C;;MAewB,4BAAiB,oCAAyB,QAAzB,EAAm

C,UAAnC,CAAjB,EAAiE,mBAAjE,C;IAAA,C;;MAcA,4BAAiB,sCAAyB,UAAzB,CAAjB,EAAuD,mBAAvD,C;I

AAA,C;;MAYpB,OMhDsC,gCNgDb,8BMhDa,CAAtC,c;INgDA,C;2FAVJ,yB;MAAA,0F;;QMtC0C,uB;UAAU,q
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BAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;QAAV,C;MAAA,C;;QNgDb,oB;UACrB,WAAW,sBAAiB,CAAjB,C;UACX,cAAM,IAA

N,C;UADA,OAEA,IAAK,Y;QAHgB,C;MAAA,C;MAV7B,sC;QMtCI,mBAAsC,gCNgDb,8BMhDa,CAAtC,6B;Q

NgDA,yD;MAAA,C;KAVJ,C;kHA4BI,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,mB;QACI,MAAM,6BAAoB,0BAApB,C;MACV,C;

KAFA,C;4IAMJ,yB;MAAA,yF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qB;MAAA,oC;QAMa,Q;;UAHL,aAAa,O;UACb,I

AAI,WAAW,mBAAf,C;YAEuC,CAAlC,kEAAkC,eAAO,MAAP,C;;;;UAEzC,gC;YACE,UAAW,6BAAoB,CAAp

B,C;;;YAPf,O;;MASJ,C;KAXA,C;;MMxE0C,uB;QAAU,qBAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtC,O

AAsC,wCAAtC,c;IAAA,C;8GArBJ,yB;;QAqB0C,uB;UAAU,qBAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;QAAV,C;MAAA,C;MArB

1C,sC;QAqBI,mBAAsC,sCAAtC,6B;QAAA,yD;MAAA,C;KArBJ,C;;MAiCI,MAAM,wBAAoB,sEAApB,C;IAAN

,C;2HAVJ,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QAUI,MAAM,6BAAoB,sEAApB,C;MAAN,C;KAVJ,C;mHAYA,yB;MAAA

,gE;MAAA,4B;QAMI,MAAM,6BAAoB,4CAApB,C;MAAN,C;KANJ,C;;MjM7BuF,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,wD;MA

S2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,8E;;MiMuB0C,uB;QAAU,qBAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MCVmF,mB;Q

AAE,qBAAc,qBAAd,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAT,OlML7B,2BkMKsC,mClMLtC,C;IkMK6B,C;;MAWhH,eAAe,

6B;MACf,oBAAkC,yBAAd,aAAc,EAAoC,QAApC,EAA2D,QAA3D,C;MAClC,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;IAa4C,C;;MA

iBpC,IAAI,uCAA0B,QAAS,UAAvC,C;QAAkD,M;MAClD,OAAO,sBAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IACX,C;;MAOqD,6

BAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;MAYd,0B;MACvC,eAAoB,C;MACpB,mBAA4B,I;MAC5B,sBAAyC,I;M

ACzC,gBAAoC,I;IAJxC,C;;MAOQ,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,QAAM,YAAN,C;eACI,C;YAAA,K;eACA,C;YACI,IA

AI,kCAAe,UAAnB,C;cACI,eAAQ,C;cACR,OAAO,I;;;cAEP,sBAAe,I;;;YALvB,K;eAOA,C;YAAc,OAAO,K;eACr

B,C;eAAA,C;YAAgC,OAAO,I;kBAC/B,MAAM,yB;;QAGlB,eAAQ,C;QACR,WAAW,4B;QACX,gBAAW,I;QAC

X,IAAK,cAAO,IAAP,C;;IAEb,C;;MAGU,IASe,I;MATrB,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACI,C;aAAA,C;UAAsC,OAAO,qB;a

AC7C,C;UACI,eAAQ,C;UACR,OAAO,kCAAe,O;aAE1B,C;UACI,eAAQ,C;UACR,aACa,iF;UACb,mBAAY,I;U

ACZ,OAAO,M;gBAEH,MAAM,yB;;IAEtB,C;;MAGI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;;QAA8B,OAAO

,W;IAC/D,C;;MAE4C,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACxC,C;UADwC,OAC1B,6B;aACd,C;UAFwC,OAExB,2BAAsB,sBAA

tB,C;gBAFwB,OAGhC,2BAAsB,uCAAoC,YAA1D,C;;IAHgC,C;;MAUR,oB;QAC5B,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,

mB;MAF4B,C;IAAA,C;;MAFhC,mBAAY,K;MACZ,eAAQ,C;MACR,ODpHkC,kCCoHF,0CDpHE,CAAtC,c;ICw

HA,C;;MAMoC,oB;QAC5B,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,mB;MAF4B,C;IAAA,C;;MAHhC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UA

Ad,C;QAAyB,M;MACzB,sBAAe,Q;MACf,eAAQ,C;MACR,OD9HkC,kCC8HF,6CD9HE,CAAtC,c;ICkIA,C;;MAI

I,eAAQ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGI,MAAM,S;IACV,C;;MAGY,0C;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;gBRxIc,S;cACF,

S;0BEGiB,sC;qBMsCH,C;yBACI,C;sBACH,C;kBACJ,C;iBACD,C;mBACE,C;;;;A3NvExC,CAJC,E;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1548150430_1675118114.9140959/0/kotlin-1-3-50-5-tgz/package/kotlin.js.map

 

1.132 yum 3.4.3-168.el7.centos 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.133 archaius-core 0.6.6 
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1.134 aws-java-sdk-apigatewayv2 1.12.199 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.135 jersey-common 2.35 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey Core Common module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright: (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
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JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: Creative Commons 1.0 (CC0)

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright
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Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0
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* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that
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     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.
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     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license
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     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits
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   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.
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   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone
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   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.
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   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.
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   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties
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   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
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   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands
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   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.136 aws-java-sdk-savingsplans 1.12.199 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.137 aws-java-sdk-cloudhsm 1.12.199 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.138 aws-java-sdk-workspacesweb 1.12.199 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.139 dropwizard-testing 2.0.25 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.140 aws-java-sdk-snowdevicemanagement

1.12.199 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.141 aws-java-sdk-macie 1.12.199 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.142 commons-lang3 2.6 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.143 swagger-annotations 2.0.7 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

package io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.info;

 

import io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.extensions.Extension;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Retention;

import java.lang.annotation.RetentionPolicy;

import java.lang.annotation.Target;

 

/**

* The annotation may be used in {@link Info#license()} to define a license for the OpenAPI spec.

*

* @see <a target="_new" href="https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-

Specification/blob/3.0.1/versions/3.0.1.md#licenseObject">License (OpenAPI specification)</a>

* @see io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.OpenAPIDefinition

* @see Info

**/

@Target({})

@Retention(RetentionPolicy.RUNTIME)

public @interface License {

   /**

    * The license name used for the API.

    *

    * @return the name of the license

    **/
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   String name() default "";

 

   /**

    * A URL to the license used for the API. MUST be in the format of a URL.

    *

    * @return the URL of the license

    **/

   String url() default "";

 

   /**

    * The list of optional extensions

    *

    * @return an optional array of extensions

    */

   Extension[] extensions() default {};

 

}

 

1.144 aws-java-sdk-iottwinmaker 1.12.199 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.145 jetty-util 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
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   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a
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    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
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every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.
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https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.146 kotlin-scripting-compiler-embeddable

1.3.50 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

The version of Rhino used in GWT is licensed under a dual license,

Netscape Public License 1.1 / GNU General Public License.

The text of the Netscape Public License

is provided below (http://website-archive.mozilla.org/www.mozilla.org/mpl/MPL/NPL/1.1/):

 

AMENDMENTS

 

The Netscape Public License Version 1.1 ("NPL") consists of the

Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 with the following Amendments,
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including Exhibit A-Netscape Public License.  Files identified with

"Exhibit A-Netscape Public License" are governed by the Netscape

Public License Version 1.1.

 

Additional Terms applicable to the Netscape Public License.

 

   I. Effect.

 

      These additional terms described in this Netscape Public

      License -- Amendments shall apply to the Mozilla Communicator

      client code and to all Covered Code under this License.

 

  II. ''Netscape's Branded Code'' means Covered Code that Netscape

      distributes and/or permits others to distribute under one or

      more trademark(s) which are controlled by Netscape but which

      are not licensed for use under this License.

 

 III. Netscape and logo.

 

      This License does not grant any rights to use the trademarks

      "Netscape'', the "Netscape N and horizon'' logo or the

      "Netscape lighthouse" logo, "Netcenter", "Gecko", "Java" or

      "JavaScript", "Smart Browsing" even if such marks are included

      in the Original Code or Modifications.

 

  IV. Inability to Comply Due to Contractual Obligation.

 

      Prior to licensing the Original Code under this License,

      Netscape has licensed third party code for use in Netscape's

      Branded Code. To the extent that Netscape is limited

      contractually from making such third party code available under

      this License, Netscape may choose to reintegrate such code into

      Covered Code without being required to distribute such code in

      Source Code form, even if such code would otherwise be

      considered ''Modifications'' under this License.

 

   V. Use of Modifications and Covered Code by Initial Developer.

 

       V.1. In General.

 

            The obligations of Section 3 apply to Netscape, except to

            the extent specified in this Amendment, Section V.2 and

            V.3.

 

       V.2. Other Products.

 

            Netscape may include Covered Code in products other than

            the Netscape's Branded Code which are released by
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            Netscape during the two (2) years following the release

            date of the Original Code, without such additional

            products becoming subject to the terms of this License,

            and may license such additional products on different

            terms from those contained in this License.

 

       V.3. Alternative Licensing.

 

            Netscape may license the Source Code of Netscape's

            Branded Code, including Modifications incorporated

            therein, without such Netscape Branded Code becoming

            subject to the terms of this License, and may license

            such Netscape Branded Code on different terms from those

            contained in this License.

 

   VI. Litigation.

 

       Notwithstanding the limitations of Section 11 above, the

       provisions regarding litigation in Section 11(a), (b) and (c)

       of the License shall apply to all disputes relating to this

       License.

 

 

EXHIBIT A-Netscape Public License.

 

 

   ''The contents of this file are subject to the Netscape Public

   License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

   except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

   the License at http://www.mozilla.org/NPL/

 

   Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

   IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

   implied. See the License for the specific language governing

   rights and limitations under the License.

 

   The Original Code is Mozilla Communicator client code, released

   March 31, 1998.

 

   The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

   Communications Corporation. Portions created by Netscape are

   Copyright (C) 1998-1999 Netscape Communications Corporation. All

   Rights Reserved.

 

   Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

 

   Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the
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   terms of the _____ license (the [___] License), in which case

   the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

   above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

   under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to

   use your version of this file under the NPL, indicate your

   decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with

   the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License.  If

   you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your

   version of this file under either the NPL or the [___] License."

 

 

----------------------

 

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

   Covered Code available to a third party.

 

   1.1. ''Contributor'' means each entity that creates or contributes

   to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. ''Contributor Version'' means the combination of the Original

   Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the

   Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. ''Covered Code'' means the Original Code or Modifications or

   the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each

   case including portions thereof.

 

   1.4. ''Electronic Distribution Mechanism'' means a mechanism

   generally accepted in the software development community for the

   electronic transfer of data.

 

   1.5. ''Executable'' means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

 

   1.6. ''Initial Developer'' means the individual or entity

   identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice

   required by Exhibit A.

 

   1.7. ''Larger Work'' means a work which combines Covered Code or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this

   License.

 

   1.8. ''License'' means this document.
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   1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

   maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

   or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

   herein.

 

   1.9. ''Modifications'' means any addition to or deletion from the

   substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

   Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files,

   a Modification is:

 

       A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

       containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

       previous Modifications.

 

   1.10. ''Original Code'' means Source Code of computer software

   code which is described in the Source Code notice required by

   Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release

   under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this

   License.

 

   1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.11. ''Source Code'' means the preferred form of the Covered Code

   for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains,

   plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to

   control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source

   code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or

   another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's

   choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form,

   provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is

   widely available for no charge.

 

   1.12. "You'' (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License or a future version of this License issued under

   Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You'' includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

   You. For purposes of this definition, "control'' means (a) the

   power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of

   such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of

   more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or

   beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. Source Code License.
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   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

   royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party

   intellectual property claims:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

       trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

       modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

       Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without

       Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

       selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

       sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

       Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

       effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

       Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

       granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code;

       2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements

       caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

       combination of the Original Code with other software or

       devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

   Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

       trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce,

       modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

       Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

       thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other

       Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger

       Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

       selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

       and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or

       portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications
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       made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the

       combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its

       Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

 

       (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

       effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use

       of the Covered Code.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

       granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

       Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version;

       3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications

       of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications

       made by that Contributor with other software (except as part

       of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under

       Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of

       Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Application of License.

 

   The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License, including without

   limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code

   may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a

   future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You

   must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source

   Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any

   Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable

   version of this License or the recipients' rights

   hereunder. However, You may include an additional document

   offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

 

   3.2. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must

   be made available in Source Code form under the terms of this

   License either on the same media as an Executable version or via

   an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom

   you made an Executable version available; and if made available

   via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for

   at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially became

   available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version

   of that particular Modification has been made available to such

   recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code

   version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution
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   Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

   3.3. Description of Modifications.

 

   You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain

   a file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered

   Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent

   statement that the Modification is derived, directly or

   indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer

   and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source

   Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related

   documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the

   Covered Code.

 

   3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

 

       (a) Third Party Claims.

 

       If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third

       party's intellectual property rights is required to exercise

       the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or

       2.2, Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

       distribution titled "LEGAL'' which describes the claim and the

       party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient

       will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such

       knowledge after the Modification is made available as

       described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify

       the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available

       thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying

       appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated

       to inform those who received the Covered Code that new

       knowledge has been obtained.

 

       (b) Contributor APIs.

 

       If Contributor's Modifications include an application

       programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent

       licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API,

       Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL

       file.

 

       (c)    Representations.

 

       Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

       Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

       Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

       Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed

       by this License.
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   3.5. Required Notices.

 

   You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the

   Source Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a

   particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must

   include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory)

   where a user would be likely to look for such a notice.  If You

   created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a

   Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A.  You must also

   duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code

   where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating

   to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

   for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one

   or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on

   Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

   Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such

   warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

   You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer

   and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

   requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered

   Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code

   version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this

   License, including a description of how and where You have

   fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be

   conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version,

   related documentation or collateral in which You describe

   recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may

   distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership

   rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

   different from this License, provided that You are in compliance

   with the terms of this License and that the license for the

   Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the

   recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set

   forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version

   under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that

   any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone,

   not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

   a result of any such terms You offer.
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   3.7. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other

   code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the

   Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the

   Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

   If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of

   this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due

   to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a)

   comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent

   possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they

   affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file

   described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all

   distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited

   by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently

   detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

   understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

   This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

   attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

   6.1. New Versions.

 

   Netscape Communications Corporation (''Netscape'') may publish

   revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each

   version will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

   6.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of

   the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of

   that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under

   the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by

   Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the

   terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

 

   6.3. Derivative Works.

 

   If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you
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   may only do in order to apply it to code which is not already

   Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your

   license so that the phrases ''Mozilla'', ''MOZILLAPL'', ''MOZPL'',

   ''Netscape'', "MPL", ''NPL'' or any confusingly similar phrase do

   not appear in your license (except to note that your license

   differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that

   Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the

   Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in

   the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in

   the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be

   deemed to be modifications of this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS'' BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS

   FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

   OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS

   AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

   8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the

   breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly

   granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions

   which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent

   infringement claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against

   Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or

   Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as

   "Participant") alleging that:

 

   (a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

   Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

   shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

   prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice

   You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually
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   agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of

   Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your

   litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against

   such Participant.  If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable

   royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in

   writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn,

   the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or

   2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice

   period specified above.

 

   (b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such

   Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such

   Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective

   as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had

   made, Modifications made by that Participant.

 

   8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against

   Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version

   directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is

   resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the

   initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable

   value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

   2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount

   or value of any payment or license.

 

   8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

   all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and

   resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive

   termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO

   ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

   FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

   MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES,

   EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO

   LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

   NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS
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   EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Code is a ''commercial item,'' as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of ''commercial

   computer software'' and ''commercial computer software

   documentation,'' as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

   (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48

   C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all

   U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

   rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed

   by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law,

   if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law

   provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party

   is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do

   business in the United States of America, any litigation relating

   to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the

   Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue

   lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party

   responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs

   and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

   the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International

   Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which

   provides that the language of a contract shall be construed

   against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

   indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

   and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

   distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

   herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

   of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

   Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

   Multiple-Licensed.  Multiple-Licensed means that the Initial
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   Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code

   under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any,

   specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in

   Exhibit A.

 

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

   ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public

   License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

   except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

   the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

   Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

   IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

   implied. See the License for the specific language governing

   rights and limitations under the License.

 

   The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

   The Initial Developer of the Original Code is

    ________________________. Portions created by

    ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

   Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

   Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

   terms of the _____ license (the [___] License), in which case

   the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

   above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

   under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to

   use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your

   decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with

   the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License.  If

   you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your

   version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

   [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the

   text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original

   Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the

   text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your

   Modifications.]

============================================================================

 

	  GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

	     Version 2, June 1991
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  Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

  51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

	    Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

 freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

 License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

 software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

 General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

 Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

 using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

 the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

 your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

 price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

 have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

 this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

 if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

 in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

 anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

 These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

 distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

 gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

 you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

 source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

 rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

 (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

 distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

 that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

 software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

 want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

 that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

 authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

 patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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 program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

 program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

 patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

 modification follow.

 

	  GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

    TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

 a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

 under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

 refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

 means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

 that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

 either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

 language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

 the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

 covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

 running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

 is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

 Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

 Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

 source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

 conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

 copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

 notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

 and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

 along with the Program.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

 you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

 of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

 distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

     a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

     stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

     b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

     whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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     part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

     parties under the terms of this License.

 

     c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

     when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

     interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

     announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

     notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

     a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

     these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

     License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

     does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

     the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

 These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

 identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

 and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

 themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

 sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

 distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

 on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

 this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

 entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

 Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

 your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

 exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

 collective works based on the Program.

 

 In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

 with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

 a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

 the scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

 under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

 Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

     a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

     source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

     1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

     b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

     years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

     cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

     machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

     distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

     customarily used for software interchange; or,
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     c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

     to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

     allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

     received the program in object code or executable form with such

     an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

 The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

 making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

 code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

 associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

 control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

 special exception, the source code distributed need not include

 anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

 form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

 operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

 itself accompanies the executable.

 

 If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

 access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

 access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

 distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

 compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

 except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

 otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

 void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

 this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

 parties remain in full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

 signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

 distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

 prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

 modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

 Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

 all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

 the Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

 Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

 original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

 these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

 restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

 this License.
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   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

 infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

 conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

 otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

 excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

 distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

 License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

 may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

 license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

 all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

 the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

 refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

 If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

 any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

 apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

 circumstances.

 

 It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

 patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

 such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

 integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

 implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

 generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

 through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

 system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

 to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

 impose that choice.

 

 This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

 be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

 certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

 original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

 may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

 those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

 countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

 the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

 of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

 be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

 address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

 specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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 later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

 Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

 this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

 Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

 programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

 to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

 Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

 make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

 of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

 of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

	    NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

 FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

 OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

 PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

 TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

 PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

 WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

 REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

 INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

 OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

 YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

	   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

 possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

 free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

 to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

 convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

 the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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     <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

     Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

     with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

     51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

 Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

 when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

     Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

     Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

     This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

     under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

 The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

 parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

 be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

 mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

 school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

 necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

 This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

 proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

 consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

 library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

 Public License instead of this License.
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============================================================================

/**

* Copyright 2010 Tim Down.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

The Trove library is licensed under the Lesser GNU Public License,

which is included with the distribution in a file called trove_license.txt.

 

 

The PrimeFinder and HashFunctions classes in Trove are subject to the

following license restrictions:

 

Copyright (c) 1999 CERN - European Organization for Nuclear Research.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation. CERN makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"

without expressed or implied warranty.

Copyright (c) 2005-2010 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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/*

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

The Apache 2 license (given in full in LICENSE.txt) applies to all code in this repository which is copyright

by JetBrains. The following sections of the repository contain third-party code, to which different licenses

may apply:

 

## Kotlin Compiler

 

The following modules contain third-party code and are incorporated into the Kotlin compiler and/or

the Kotlin IntelliJ IDEA plugin:

 

- Path: compiler/backend/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/codegen/inline/MaxStackFrameSizeAndLocalsCalculator.java

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: compiler/backend/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/codegen/inline/MaxLocalsCalculator.java

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: compiler/backend/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/codegen/optimization/common/MethodAnalyzer.kt

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: core/reflection.jvm/src/kotlin.reflect/jvm/internal/pcollections

    - License: MIT ([license/third_party/pcollections_LICENSE.txt][pcollections])

    - Origin: Derived from PCollections, A Persistent Java Collections Library (https://pcollections.org/)

 

- Path: eval4j/src/org/jetbrains/eval4j/interpreterLoop.kt

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom
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- Path: compiler/backend/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/codegen/optimization/common/OptimizationBasicInterpreter.java

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/asm_license.txt][asm])

    - Origin: Derived from ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework, Copyright (c) 2000-

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

 

- Path: js/js.ast

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/dart_LICENSE.txt][dart])

    - Origin: Originally part of the Dart compiler, (c) 2011 the Dart Project Authors,

 

- Path: js/js.inliner/src/org/jetbrains/kotlin/js/inline/FunctionInlineMutator.kt

    - License: BSD ([license/third_party/dart_LICENSE.txt][dart])

    - Origin: Originally part of the Dart compiler, (c) 2011 the Dart Project Authors,

 

- Path: js/js.parser/src/com/google

     - License: Netscape Public License 1.1 ([license/third_party/rhino_LICENSE.txt][rhino])

     - Origin: Originally part of GWT, (C) 2007-08 Google Inc., distributed under the Apache 2 license. The code

       is derived from Rhino, (C) 1997-1999 Netscape Communications Corporation, distributed under the

       Netscape Public License.

 

- Path: js/js.translator/qunit/qunit.js

     - License: MIT ([license/third_party/qunit_license.txt][qunit])

     - Origin: QUnit, Copyright (c) 2012 John Resig, Jrn Zaefferer,

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/src/kotlin/collections

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/gwt_license.txt][gwt])

     - Origin: Derived from GWT, (C) 2007-08 Google Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/unsigned/src/kotlin/UnsignedUtils.kt

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/guava_license.txt][guava])

     - Origin: Derived from Guava's UnsignedLongs, (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/jvm/src/kotlin/util/MathJVM.kt

     - License: Boost Software License 1.0 ([license/third_party/boost_LICENSE.txt][boost])

     - Origin: Derived from boost special math functions, Copyright Eric Ford & Hubert Holin 2001.

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/js/src/kotlin/collections

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/gwt_license.txt][gwt])

     - Origin: Derived from GWT, (C) 2007-08 Google Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/js-v1/src/js/long.js

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/closure-compiler_LICENSE.txt][closure-compiler])

     - Origin: Google Closure Library, Copyright 2009 The Closure Library Authors

 

- Path: libraries/stdlib/js-v1/src/js/polyfills.js

     - License: Boost Software License 1.0 ([license/third_party/boost_LICENSE.txt][boost])

     - Origin: Derived from boost special math functions, Copyright Eric Ford & Hubert Holin 2001.

 

- Path: plugins/lint/android-annotations
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     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: plugins/lint/lint-api

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: plugins/lint/lint-checks

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: plugins/lint/lint-idea

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

## Kotlin Test Data

 

The following source code is used for testing the Kotlin compiler and/or plugin and is not incorporated into

any distributions of the compiler, libraries or plugin:

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/android

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/com/android

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/org/eclipse

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

     - Origin: Eclipse JDT, Copyright (c) 2011, 2013 Stephan Herrmann and others.

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/androidx

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/edu/umd/cs/findbugs

     - License: LGPL 2.1 ([license/third_party/testdata/findbugs_license.txt][findbugs])

     - Origin: Bytecode Analysis Framework, Copyright (C) 2005 University of Maryland

 

- Path: third-party/jdk8-annotations/org/eclipse

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

     - Origin: Eclipse JDT, Copyright (c) 2011, 2013 Stephan Herrmann and others.

 

- Path: third-party/annotations/io/reactivex

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/rxjava_license.txt][rxjava])

     - Origin: RxJava, Copyright (c) 2016-present, RxJava Contributors
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- Path: third-party/annotations/lombok

     - License: MIT ([license/third_party/testdata/lombok_license.txt][lombok])

     - Origin: Project Lombok, Copyright (C) 2009-2013 The Project Lombok Authors

 

- Path: idea/idea-android/tests/org/jetbrains/kotlin/android/AndroidTestBase.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: idea/testData/android/lintQuickfix/requiresApi/RequiresApi.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: idea/testData/android/lint/IntRange.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: idea/testData/android/lint/RequiresPermission.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/aosp_license.txt][aosp])

     - Origin: Copyright (C) 2011-15 The Android Open Source Project

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-

tests/src/test/resources/testProject/allOpenSpring/src/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/spring_license.txt][spring])

     - Origin: Spring Framework, Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-tests/src/test/resources/testProject/AndroidDaggerProject

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/dagger_license.txt][dagger])

     - Origin: Dagger, Copyright (C) 2013 Square, Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-tests/src/test/resources/testProject/kapt2

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/dagger_license.txt][dagger])

     - Origin: Dagger, Copyright (C) 2013 Square, Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-maven-plugin-test/src/it/test-allopen-

spring/src/main/java/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/spring_license.txt][spring])

     - Origin: Spring Framework, Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

 

## Kotlin Tools and Libraries Tests

 

The following source code is used for testing the Kotlin tools and/or libraries and is not incorporated into

any distributions of the tools or libraries:

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-tests/src/test/kotlin/org/jetbrains/kotlin/gradle/PluginsDslIT.kt

     - License: Apache 2 ([license/third_party/testdata/gradle_license.txt][gradle])

     - Origin: Gradle, Copyright 2002-2017 Gradle, Inc.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-tests/target/test-
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classes/testProject/noArgJpa/src/javax/persistence/Entity.java

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

            and Eclipse Distribution License - v1.0

([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_distribution_license.txt][eclipse-distribution])

     - Origin: javax.persistence, Copyright (c) 2008, 2017 Sun Microsystems, Oracle Corporation.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-

tests/src/test/resources/testProject/noArgJpa/src/javax/persistence/Entity.java

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

            and Eclipse Distribution License - v1.0

([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_distribution_license.txt][eclipse-distribution])

     - Origin: javax.persistence, Copyright (c) 2008, 2017 Sun Microsystems, Oracle Corporation.

 

- Path: libraries/tools/kotlin-gradle-plugin-integration-

tests/src/test/resources/testProject/noArgJpa/src/javax/persistence/Embeddable.java

     - License: Eclipse Public License v1.0 ([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt][eclipse])

            and Eclipse Distribution License - v1.0

([license/third_party/testdata/eclipse_distribution_license.txt][eclipse-distribution])

     - Origin: javax.persistence, Copyright (c) 2008, 2017 Sun Microsystems, Oracle Corporation.

 

## Example Code

 

The following code is provided as examples and is not incorporated into

any distributions of the compiler, libraries or plugin:

 

- Path: libraries/examples/browser-example/src/js/jquery.js

     - License: MIT ([license/third_party/jquery_license.txt][jquery])

     - Origin: jQuery JavaScript Library v1.6.2, Copyright 2011, John Resig

 

- Path: libraries/examples/browser-example-with-library/src/js/jquery.js

     - License: MIT ([license/third_party/jquery_license.txt][jquery])

     - Origin: jQuery JavaScript Library v1.6.2, Copyright 2011, John Resig

 

[aosp]: third_party/aosp_license.txt

[asm]: third_party/asm_license.txt

[boost]: third_party/boost_LICENSE.txt

[closure-compiler]: third_party/closure-compiler_LICENSE.txt

[dagger]: third_party/testdata/dagger_license.txt

[dart]: third_party/dart_LICENSE.txt

[eclipse]: third_party/testdata/eclipse_license.txt

[eclipse-distribution]: third_party/testdata/eclipse_distribution_license.txt

[findbugs]: third_party/testdata/findbugs_license.txt

[gradle]: third_party/testdata/gradle_license.txt

[guava]: third_party/guava_license.txt

[gwt]: third_party/gwt_license.txt

[jquery]: third_party/jquery_license.txt

[lombok]: third_party/testdata/lombok_license.txt

[pcollections]: third_party/pcollections_LICENSE.txt
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[qunit]: third_party/qunit_license.txt

[rhino]: third_party/rhino_LICENSE.txt

[rxjava]: third_party/testdata/rxjava_license.txt

[spring]: third_party/testdata/spring_license.txt

Copyright (C) 2009-2015 The Project Lombok Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

SCALA LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2012 EPFL, Lausanne, unless otherwise specified.

All rights reserved.

 

This software was developed by the Programming Methods Laboratory of the

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software in source

or binary form for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

/* PRESENT 1 */

/* PRESENT 2 */

// PRESENT 3

/** ABSENT */

package/* ABSENT 1 */ normal

/* ABSENT 2 */

 

// COMMENTS: 3

 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/* ABSENT */

class Some
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// COMMENTS: 0

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This license applies to all parts of Dart that are not externally

maintained libraries. The external maintained libraries used by

Dart are:

 

7-Zip - in third_party/7zip

JSCRE - in runtime/third_party/jscre

Ant - in third_party/apache_ant

args4j - in third_party/args4j

bzip2 - in third_party/bzip2

dromaeo - in samples/third_party/dromaeo

Eclipse - in third_party/eclipse

gsutil = in third_party/gsutil

Guava - in third_party/guava

hamcrest - in third_party/hamcrest

Httplib2 - in samples/third_party/httplib2

JSON - in third_party/json

JUnit - in third_party/junit

Oauth - in samples/third_party/oauth2client

Rhino - in third_party/rhino

weberknecht - in third_party/weberknecht
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The libraries may have their own licenses; we recommend you read them,

as their terms may differ from the terms below.

 

Copyright 2012, the Dart project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.

*/

 

package org.jetbrains.idl2k.util

 

import org.xml.sax.InputSource

import java.io.File

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathFactory

 

fun readCopyrightNoticeFromProfile(copyrightProfile: File): String {

   val template = copyrightProfile.reader().use { reader ->

       XPathFactory.newInstance().newXPath().evaluate("/component/copyright/option[@name='notice']/@value",

InputSource(reader))

   }

   val yearTemplate = "&#36;today.year"

   val year = java.time.LocalDate.now().year.toString()

   assert(yearTemplate in template)
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   return template.replace(yearTemplate, year).lines().joinToString("", prefix = "/*\n", postfix = " */\n") { " * $it\n" }

}

/* PRESENT */

 

fun some() {}

 

// COMMENTS: 1

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

==============================================================================

Gradle Subcomponents:

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the slf4j package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SLF4J License

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

These terms are identical to those of the MIT License, also called the X License or the X11 License,

which is a simple, permissive non-copyleft free software license. It is deemed compatible with virtually

all types of licenses, commercial or otherwise. In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared it

compatible with GNU GPL. It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software Foundation as compatible

with Apache Software License.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the JUnit package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set

forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;
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ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered

by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or

through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that
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Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
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All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for the JCIFS package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JCIFS License

 

         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

              Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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               Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
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any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
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Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

               NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

            END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

/* PRESENT */

 

package normal

 

// COMMENTS: 1

Google Dart Js backend was removed - https://code.google.com/p/dart/source/detail?r=4771

 

According to http://www.apache.org/legal/3party.html we can include "Google Dart Js backend" in source form,

because code license is "New BSD License" (Authorized License).

 

This part of code will be removed when kotlin will be rewritten on kotlin.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

/* PRESENT */

 

foo()

 

// COMMENTS: 1

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.

*/

 

package org.jetbrains.kotlin.copyright

 

import junit.framework.AssertionFailedError

import org.jetbrains.kotlin.idea.copyright.UpdateKotlinCopyright

import org.jetbrains.kotlin.idea.test.KotlinLightCodeInsightFixtureTestCase

import org.jetbrains.kotlin.idea.test.PluginTestCaseBase

import org.jetbrains.kotlin.test.InTextDirectivesUtils

import org.junit.Assert

import java.io.File
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abstract class AbstractUpdateKotlinCopyrightTest : KotlinLightCodeInsightFixtureTestCase() {

   fun doTest(path: String) {

       myFixture.configureByFile(path)

 

       val fileText = myFixture.file.text.trim()

       val expectedNumberOfComments = InTextDirectivesUtils.getPrefixedInt(fileText, "// COMMENTS: ") ?: run {

           if (fileText.isNotEmpty()) {

               throw AssertionFailedError("Every test should assert number of comments with `COMMENTS`

directive")

           } else {

               0

           }

       }

 

       val comments = UpdateKotlinCopyright.getExistentComments(myFixture.file)

       for (comment in comments) {

           val commentText = comment.text

           when {

               commentText.contains("PRESENT") -> {

               }

               commentText.contains("ABSENT") -> {

                   throw AssertionFailedError("Unexpected comment found: `$commentText`")

               }

               else -> {

                   throw AssertionFailedError("A comment with bad directive found: `$commentText`")

               }

           }

       }

 

       Assert.assertEquals(

           "Wrong number of comments found:\n${comments.joinToString(separator = "\n") { it.text }}\n",

           expectedNumberOfComments, comments.size

       )

   }

 

   override fun getTestDataPath() = File(PluginTestCaseBase.getTestDataPathBase(), "/copyright").path +

File.separator

}

/*

* Copyright 2000-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.

*/

 

package tasks

 

import groovy.util.Node

import groovy.util.XmlParser

import org.gradle.api.DefaultTask
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import org.gradle.api.Project

import org.gradle.api.tasks.Input

import org.gradle.api.tasks.InputFile

import org.gradle.api.tasks.OutputFile

import org.gradle.api.tasks.TaskAction

import java.io.File

import java.util.*

 

 

 

 

open class WriteCopyrightToFile : DefaultTask() {

 

   @InputFile

   var path = project.file("${project.rootDir}/.idea/copyright/apache.xml")

 

   @OutputFile

   var outputFile: File? = null

 

   @Input

   var commented: Boolean = true

 

   @TaskAction

   fun write() {

       if (commented) {

           outputFile!!.writeText(project.readCopyrightCommented())

       } else {

           outputFile!!.writeText(project.readCopyright())

       }

   }

 

 

   fun Project.readCopyright(): String {

       val file = rootDir.resolve(".idea/copyright/apache.xml")

 

       assert(file.exists()) {

           "File $file with copyright not found"

       }

 

 

       val xmlParser = XmlParser()

       val node = xmlParser.parse(file)

       assert(node.attribute("name") == "CopyrightManager") {

           "Format changed occasionally?"

       }

 

       val copyrightBlock = node.children().filterIsInstance<Node>().single()

       val noticeNode = copyrightBlock.children().filterIsInstance<Node>().single { it.attribute("name") == "notice" }
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       return noticeNode.attribute("value").toString().replace("&#36;today.year",

GregorianCalendar()[Calendar.YEAR].toString())

   }

 

   fun Project.readCopyrightCommented(): String {

       return "/*\n" + readCopyright().prependIndent(" * ") + "\n */"

   }

}

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
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or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

/*

* Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
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so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The files in this package are taken from mozilla's Rhino project.

See http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/
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The files modified from Rhino 1.5R3

(ftp://ftp.mozilla.org/pub/js/rhino15R3.zip).

 

--

 

The contents of this package are subject to the Netscape Public

License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at http://www.mozilla.org/NPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied. See the License for the specific language governing

rights and limitations under the License.

 

The Original Code is Rhino code, released

May 6, 1999.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

Communications Corporation.  Portions created by Netscape are

Copyright (C) 1997-2000 Netscape Communications Corporation. All

Rights Reserved.

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

terms of the GNU Public License (the "GPL"), in which case the

provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of those above.

If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of the GPL and not to allow others to use your

version of this file under the NPL, indicate your decision by

deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL.  If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this

file under either the NPL or the GPL.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2000-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Kotlin Compiler distribution.                 ==
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  =========================================================================

 

  Kotlin Compiler

  Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o and respective authors and developers

Copyright (c) 2008 Harold Cooper

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 (EPL-1.0)

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

   a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

      documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

   b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

       i) changes to the Program, and

       ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include

additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software

distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement,

and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.
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"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or

when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with

this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

   a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

      Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

      reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

      perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

      Contributor, if any, and such derivative works,

      in source code and object code form.

 

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

      Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

      Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and

      otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any,

      in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply

      to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time

      the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the

      Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

      Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

      combinations which include the Contribution.

      No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

      licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

      provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

      patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

      Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

      brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

      property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

      rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes

      sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

      needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is

      required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is

      Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

      before distributing the Program.

 

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient
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      copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

      license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

   b) its license agreement:

 

       i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

       and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

       conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

       conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

       ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability

       for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

       consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

       iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

       offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

       iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

       Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

       manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

   a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

   b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to

identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,
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such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and

indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any

losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the

Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of

such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply

to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual

property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim,

and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such

claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor.

If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties

are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section,

the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result,

the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of

using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability

or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by

the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and

does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming

aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this

Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the

Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations

under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the

Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may

only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves

the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement

from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to

modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial

Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version

of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version

of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to

this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one

year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a

jury trial in any resulting litigation.
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The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Kohsuke Kawaguchi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

          GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

              Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

               Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
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Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

               NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

            END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/qunitjs/qunit
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The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.147 aws-java-sdk-iotthingsgraph 1.12.199 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.148 javassist 3.27.0-GA 
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1.148.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefineClassHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestMembersAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/DefinePackageHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/NestHostAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/HotSwapAgent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.
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*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872664_1613621010.52/0/javassist-3-27-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

 

1.149 dropwizard-jackson 2.0.25 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.150 aws-java-sdk-identitystore 1.12.199 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.151 kafka-clients 2.6.1 
1.151.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the EPLv2

License as described below.

 

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.
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   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent
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     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all
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        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such
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   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL
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   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice
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   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on zstd, which is available under the BSD 3-Clause License as described

below.

 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on zstd-jni, which is available under the BSD 2-Clause License

as described below.

 

Zstd-jni: JNI bindings to Zstd Library

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Luben Karavelov/ All rights reserved.

 

BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Kafka

Copyright 2020 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License. The source code of jersey can be found at https://github.com/jersey/jersey/.

 

1.152 amazon-dax-client 1.0.200704.0 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.153 aws-java-sdk-apprunner 1.12.199 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.154 aws-java-sdk-rdsdata 1.12.199 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.155 aws-java-sdk-dynamodb 1.12.199 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.156 aws-java-sdk-qldbsession 1.12.199 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/TimingInformationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/EndSessionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/CommitTransactionRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/AmazonQLDBSessionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/TimingInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/FetchPageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/AbortTransactionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/AmazonQLDBSessionAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/StartSessionResultMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/AbstractAmazonQLDBSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/CommitTransactionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/AmazonQLDBSessionClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/AbortTransactionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/AbortTransactionResultMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/FetchPageResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/EndSessionRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/AbstractAmazonQLDBSessionAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/AbortTransactionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/ValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/StartSessionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/EndSessionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/FetchPageRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/StartTransactionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/ValueHolderMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/IOUsageJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/Page.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/CapacityExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/StartSessionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/StartTransactionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/RateExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/CommitTransactionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/PageMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/EndSessionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/SendCommandResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/OccConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/ExecuteStatementResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/StartTransactionRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/IOUsage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/ExecuteStatementRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/AmazonQLDBSessionClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/ExecuteStatementRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/CommitTransactionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/BadRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/CommitTransactionResultMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/AbortTransactionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/FetchPageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/StartTransactionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/StartSessionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/AmazonQLDBSessionAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/StartSessionRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/AmazonQLDBSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/ExecuteStatementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/StartTransactionResultMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/FetchPageResultMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/RateExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/StartTransactionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/CapacityExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/TimingInformationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/ExecuteStatementResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/FetchPageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/SendCommandRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/OccConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/ValueHolderJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/StartSessionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/ExecuteStatementResultMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/AbortTransactionRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/SendCommandRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/EndSessionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/SendCommandResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/EndSessionResultMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/InvalidSessionExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/IOUsageMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/AmazonQLDBSessionAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/InvalidSessionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/PageJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/BadRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/transform/SendCommandRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016094_1667606984.2889125/0/aws-java-sdk-qldbsession-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldbsession/model/CommitTransactionResult.java

 

1.157 dropwizard-auth-ldap 1.0.4 
1.157.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1309839528_1650278640.46/0/dropwizard-auth-ldap-1-0-4-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.yammer.dropwizard/dropwizard-auth-ldap/pom.xml

 

1.158 dbus-glib 0.100-7.el7 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

The D-Bus glib bindings are licensed to you under your choice of the Academic

Free License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2.  Both

licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are under the GPL

only; in particular, but not limted to, tests/decode-gcov.c. Each source code

file is marked with the proper copyright information.

 

 

 

The Academic Free License

v. 2.1

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose

owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable

license to do the following:
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a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under

patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in

the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and

offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the

preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and

all available documentation describing how to modify the Original

Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the

Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original

Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy

this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code

in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit

inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the

address of that information repository in a notice immediately

following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor

the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their

trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this Original Work without express prior written

permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to

grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or

any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated

herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to

sell embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of

Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing

in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work

that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any
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Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark

notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any

notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an

"Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any

Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution

Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor

warrants that the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent

rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are

sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission

of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original

Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT

WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL

WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential

part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal

theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

character arising as a result of this License or the use of the

Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and

all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability

shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting

from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion

and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the

Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort

under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to

the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another

written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to

create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise

any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do

so except under the terms of this License (or another written

agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by

international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights

granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of
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this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate

automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted

to You by this License as of the date You commence an action,

including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any

licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent

infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software

or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating

to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction

wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary

business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its

conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of

this License or after its termination shall be subject to the

requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101

et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international

treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License

or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be

entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in

connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This

section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement

concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to

the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this

License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a

legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity

that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power,

direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not

otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and
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Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such

uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights

reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this

license without modification. This license may not be modified without

the express written permission of its copyright owner.

 

 

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential

differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other

open source licenses:

 

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache

licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with

those licenses.

  

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being

licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice

in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template

license. The BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

  

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD

and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

  

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT,

UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain

no explicit patent grant.

  

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the

licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the

BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

  

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the

copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of

the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed,

as is the case for the other licenses.

 

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute

without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the

license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice,

but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

--

START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

--

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.159 commons-pool 2.6.2 

 

1.160 metrics-logback 4.1.25 
1.160.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.161 utils 2.17.85 
1.161.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams
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- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.162 gdbm 1.10 8.el7
1.162.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007, 2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
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License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A
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"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
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makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
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   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
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   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
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User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
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   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
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provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may
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not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.163 jboss-logging 3.3.2.Final 
1.163.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.164 commons-digester 1.8.1 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Apache Commons Digester

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.165 aws-java-sdk-kms 1.12.199 
1.165.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.166 profiler 1.1.1 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>The Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068179877_1594279123.39/0/profiler-1-1-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.helger/profiler/pom.xml

 

1.167 aws-java-sdk-dataexchange 1.12.199 
1.167.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.168 dropwizard-lifecycle 2.0.25 
1.168.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.169 aws-java-sdk-keyspaces 1.12.199 
1.169.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.170 cryptsetup 2.0.3 6.el7
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1.170.1 Available under license : 
     CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL

SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT

RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS.

CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR

THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR

DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

PROVIDED HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights

(defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons

of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of

infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form

whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute

to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or

compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the

Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and

intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or

neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to,

the following:

 

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work;

   moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

   publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;

   rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a),

below;

   rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;

   database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of

11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any

amended or successor version of such directive); and

   other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any

national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly,

fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing

as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum
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duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such

Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action

to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of

Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective

under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to

each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions),

(iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including

without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed

effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not

invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise

any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes

of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

   No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

by this document.

   Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work,

express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for

a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence

of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

   Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use

thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer

disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

Work.

   Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or

obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

-----

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give

permission to link the code of portions of this program with the

OpenSSL library under certain conditions as described in each

individual source file, and distribute linked combinations

including the two.

 

You must obey the GNU Lesser General Public License in all respects

for all of the code used other than OpenSSL.  If you modify

file(s) with this exception, you may extend this exception to your

version of the file(s), but you are not obligated to do so.  If you

do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your

version.  If you delete this exception statement from all source

files in the program, then also delete it here.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

-----

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give

permission to link the code of portions of this program with the

OpenSSL library under certain conditions as described in each

individual source file, and distribute linked combinations

including the two.

 

You must obey the GNU General Public License in all respects

for all of the code used other than OpenSSL.  If you modify

file(s) with this exception, you may extend this exception to your

version of the file(s), but you are not obligated to do so.  If you

do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your

version.  If you delete this exception statement from all source

files in the program, then also delete it here.

 

1.171 aws-java-sdk-outposts 1.12.199 
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1.171.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListSitesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateOrderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateSiteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetSiteAddressRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/EC2CapacityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOutpostInstanceTypesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/DeleteSiteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/OpticalStandard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListOrdersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UpdateSiteRackPhysicalPropertiesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/AWSOutpostsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetCatalogItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/OrderStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateOrderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/DeleteSiteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListOutpostsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListSitesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/OrderSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/AWSOutpostsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/AbstractAWSOutpostsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/AWSOutpostsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UplinkCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/OutpostJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/OrderSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteRackPhysicalPropertiesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListOrdersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/OrderMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetSiteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/InternalServerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/LineItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetSiteAddressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CancelOrderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListOrdersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/PowerPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetSiteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOutpostResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateSiteRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListOutpostsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/DeleteOutpostResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CreateSiteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetSiteRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListCatalogItemsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CancelOrderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CatalogItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CancelOrderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListCatalogItemsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/LineItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/DeleteSiteRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateOutpostRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/AbstractAWSOutposts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateOutpostRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ServiceQuotaExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateSiteResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateOutpostRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/PaymentTerm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/SupportedStorageEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UpdateSiteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetOutpostRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetOrderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CatalogItemStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetCatalogItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListCatalogItemsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/Order.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/RackPhysicalProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UpdateOutpostRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CatalogItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CatalogItemClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/PaymentOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetCatalogItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteRackPhysicalPropertiesResultJsonUnmarshaller.j
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ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/PowerConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteRackPhysicalPropertiesRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/DeleteSiteResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetCatalogItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListOrdersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListOrdersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/LineItemStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/MaximumSupportedWeightLbs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/PowerFeedDrop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UpdateOutpostResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListCatalogItemsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteAddressResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateOutpostResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/AWSOutpostsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/Site.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetOrderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListSitesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/DeleteSiteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOutpostInstanceTypesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/SupportedHardwareType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/InstanceTypeItemMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CreateOrderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/OrderType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListOutpostsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/SiteMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UpdateSiteAddressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOutpostRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CancelOrderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UplinkGbps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/OutpostMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CreateOutpostRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetSiteAddressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOrderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOutpostRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetSiteAddressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/AWSOutposts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/LineItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CancelOrderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/InstanceTypeItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CreateOrderRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/ListCatalogItemsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/PowerDrawKva.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/LineItemRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateOrderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/SiteJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOrderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/EC2CapacityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetCatalogItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CreateOutpostResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UpdateSiteRackPhysicalPropertiesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CatalogItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/CreateOutpostRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/DeleteOutpostResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetOutpostResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/Outpost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/AddressMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListSitesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/RackPhysicalPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/AddressType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateOutpostResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetOutpostInstanceTypesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOrderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/DeleteOutpostRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/FiberOpticCableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/DeleteOutpostRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/InternalServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/OrderSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/DeleteOutpostRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/CreateSiteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetSiteResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/EC2Capacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UpdateSiteAddressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetOutpostInstanceTypesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/AddressJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/LineItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListOutpostsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/AWSOutpostsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/UpdateSiteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/RackPhysicalPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListOutpostsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ValidationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteAddressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/UpdateSiteAddressRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/OrderJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/AWSOutpostsAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ServiceQuotaExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/GetSiteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/InstanceTypeItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetSiteAddressResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/ListSitesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/LineItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015855_1675206459.4027982/0/aws-java-sdk-outposts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/outposts/model/transform/GetOutpostInstanceTypesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

 

1.172 apache-client 2.17.85 
1.172.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.
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- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.173 snake-yaml 1.30 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL

/ BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.174 elfutils 0.176-5.el7 
1.174.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
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products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible
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feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.
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 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
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non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
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machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.
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 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains
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a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,
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nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
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make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
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any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different
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permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form
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      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.175 commons-io 2.8.0 
1.175.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.176 client-spi 2.17.85 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.177 openjdk-jre 11.0.16u1 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

## Pako v1.0

 

### Pako License

<pre>

Copyright (C) 2014-2017 by Vitaly Puzrin and Andrei Tuputcyn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

(C) 2014-2017 Vitaly Puzrin and Andrey Tupitsin

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

</pre>

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

pi1k.txt

pi2k.txt

pi5k.txt

## JSZip v3.7.1

 

JSZip is dual licensed. You may use it under the MIT license *or* the GPLv3

license.

 

### The MIT License

```

Copyright (c) 2009-2016 Stuart Knightley, David Duponchel, Franz Buchinger, Antnio Afonso

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

```

 

### GPL version 3

```

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
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than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
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and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
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   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
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modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
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this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
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Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have
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actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

```

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."
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  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## JLine v3.20.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## The FreeType Project: Freetype v2.12.0

 

 

### FreeType Notice

 

```

FreeType comes with two licenses from which you can choose the one

which fits your needs best.

 

   The FreeType License (FTL) is the most commonly used one. It is

   a BSD-style license with a credit clause and thus compatible with

   the GNU Public License (GPL) version 3, but not with the

   GPL version 2.

 

   The GNU General Public License (GPL), version 2. Use it for all

   projects which use the GPLv2 also, or which need a license

   compatible to the GPLv2.

 

```

 

### FreeType License

```

                  The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg
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Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.
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Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted
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 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as
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     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   http://www.freetype.org

 

```

 

### GPL v2

 

```

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

#########################################################################

 

--- fthash.c and fthash.h are covered by the following notices ---

 

/*

* Copyright 2000 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

* Copyright 2001-2015

*   Francesco Zappa Nardelli

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

* OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR
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* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

 /**************************************************************************

  *

  * This file is based on code from bdf.c,v 1.22 2000/03/16 20:08:50

  *

  * taken from Mark Leisher's xmbdfed package

  *

  */

 

#########################################################################

 

 

--- FreeType 2 PSaux module is covered by the following notices ---

 

Copyright 2006-2014 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

This software, and all works of authorship, whether in source or

object code form as indicated by the copyright notice(s) included

herein (collectively, the "Work") is made available, and may only be

used, modified, and distributed under the FreeType Project License,

LICENSE.TXT.  Additionally, subject to the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License, each contributor to the Work hereby grants

to any individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by

the FreeType Project License and this section (hereafter, "You" or

"Your") a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those

patent claims licensable by such contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

contribution(s) with the Work to which such contribution(s) was

submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of

the date such litigation is filed.

 

By using, modifying, or distributing the Work you indicate that you

have read and understood the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License as well as those provided in this section,

and you accept them fully.

 

#########################################################################

 

```
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UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other
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dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

## Double-conversion v1.1.5

 

### Double-conversion License

 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/google/double-conversion/master/LICENSE

 

<pre>

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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</pre>

## Apache Xerces v2.12.1

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

  

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>

 

==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation., http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>
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### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:
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  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>

## PC/SC Lite v1.8.26

 

### PC/SC Lite License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@linuxnet.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Changes to this license can be made only by the copyright author with

explicit written consent.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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</pre>

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

<pre>

 

Must reproduce following license in documentation and/or other materials

provided with distribution:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

 

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived

from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.
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ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.

(See the file ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is

not needed as part of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not

limit you more than the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright

by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered

by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

</pre>

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

PRIMES

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
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http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility
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and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell
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   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.5.0

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice
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<pre>

 

   Apache Commons BCEL

   Copyright 2004-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),
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that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents
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constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on
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the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit
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geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:
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   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape security libraries.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

Communications Corporation.  Portions created by Netscape are

Copyright (C) 1994-2000 Netscape Communications Corporation.  All

Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v21.0.3

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses

 

 

 

Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally

 

Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
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the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :
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Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

```

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.12

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

 

Little Color Management System

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v6.0

 

### ASM License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 10.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories
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http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,
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DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Some files are under GNU GPL v3 or any later version

- doc/example/pcsc_demo.c

- the files in src/spy/

- the files in UnitaryTests/

 

   Copyright (C) 2003-2014  Ludovic Rousseau

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

Files src/auth.c and src/auth.h are:

* Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat

*

* All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

* AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

* THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*

* Author: Nikos Mavrogiannopoulos <nmav@redhat.com>

 

 

Files src/simclist.c and src/simclist.h are:

* Copyright (c) 2007,2008,2009,2010,2011 Mij <mij@bitchx.it>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## Harfbuzz v2.8

 

### Harfbuzz License

 

https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/master/COPYING
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<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010,2011,2012,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,2018,2019,2020  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018,2019,2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019,2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012  Mozilla Foundation

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008,2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2009  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2006  Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2005  David Turner

Copyright  2004,2007,2008,2009,2010  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

 

For full copyright notices consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source code, except for one section, is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Mozilla Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

 

### Mozilla ECC Notice

 

This notice is provided with respect to Elliptic Curve Cryptography,

which is included with JRE, JDK, and OpenJDK.

 

You are receiving a

[copy](http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk9/jdk9/jdk/file/tip/src/jdk.crypto.ec/share/native/libsunec/impl)

of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library in source

form with the JDK and OpenJDK source distributions, and as object code in

the JRE & JDK runtimes.

<pre>

In the case of the JRE & JDK runtimes, the terms of the Oracle license do

NOT apply to the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library; it is licensed under the

following license, separately from Oracle's JDK & JRE.  If you do not wish to

install the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library, you may delete the

Elliptic Curve Cryptography library:

  - On Solaris and Linux systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)/lib/libsunec.so

  - On Mac OSX systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)/lib/libsunec.dylib

  - On Windows systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)\bin\sunec.dll

 

</pre>

 

### Written Offer for Source Code

<pre>

 

For third party technology that you receive from Oracle in binary form

which is licensed under an open source license that gives you the right

to receive the source code for that binary, you can obtain a copy of

the applicable source code from this page:

   http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk9/jdk9/jdk/file/tip/src/jdk.crypto.ec/share/native/libsunec/impl

 

If the source code for the technology was not provided to you with the

binary, you can also receive a copy of the source code on physical

media by submitting a written request to:
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  Oracle America, Inc.

  Attn: Associate General Counsel,

  Development and Engineering Legal

  500 Oracle Parkway, 10th Floor

  Redwood Shores, CA 94065

 

Or, you may send an email to Oracle using the form at:

 

http://www.oracle.com/goto/opensourcecode/request

 

Your request should include:

 

 - The name of the component or binary file(s) for which you are requesting the source code

 

 - The name and version number of the Oracle product containing the binary

 

 - The date you received the Oracle product

 

 - Your name

 

 - Your company name (if applicable)

 

 - Your return mailing address and email and

 

 - A telephone number in the event we need to reach you.

 

We may charge you a fee to cover the cost of physical media and processing.

Your request must be sent (i) within three (3) years of the date you

received the Oracle product that included the component or binary

file(s) that are the subject of your request, or (ii) in the case of

code licensed under the GPL v3, for as long as Oracle offers spare

parts or customer support for that product model.

 

</pre>

 

### LGPL 2.1

<pre>

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
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as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
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linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.
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Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

</pre>

## zlib v1.2.11

 

### zlib License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

  claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

  in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

  appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

</pre>

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b

 

### CUP Parser Generator License

<pre>

 

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

</pre>

This is the copyright file

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited.

 

For more information about Jeff's photographs, please see:

     http://www.theFixx.org/Jeff

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.
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1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).
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2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this
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   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute
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or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *
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*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------
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10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as
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 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Santuario v2.3.0

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

<pre>

 

 Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java

 Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

 Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

 The development of this software was partly funded by the European

 Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.
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</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>
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Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>
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Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of

developing any document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this

deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]
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   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of

such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v60.2

 

### ICU4J License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE
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THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## JRuby Joni v2.1.16

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2017 JRuby Team

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
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OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## libpng v1.6.37

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.
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* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov
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and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale
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   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

</pre>

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under
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the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"
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   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than
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   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with
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the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and
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(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must
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be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *
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*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.
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10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------
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 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v33

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies
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of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## jQuery UI v1.12.1

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

## jQuery v3.5.1

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.5.1

Copyright 2005, 2018 jQuery Foundation, Inc. and other contributors
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http://jquery.com/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.5.1 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************

 

```

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/3c213aab32b3c014f171b1673d4ce9b5cd72bf1c/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions
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--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,
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       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer
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   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under
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applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).
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3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the
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first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *
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*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions
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If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this package are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this package except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License
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for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape Portable Runtime (NSPR).

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is

Netscape Communications Corporation.

Portions created by the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1998-2000

the Initial Developer. All Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

 

1.178 lucene-analyzers-common 5.5.5 
1.178.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:
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/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:
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 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss
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Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/
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The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java
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analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from
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 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.
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Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.179 annotations 13.0 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006 Sascha Weinreuter

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Subst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Language.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/PrintFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/RegExp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Identifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2012 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/TestOnly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/MagicConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/JdkConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/NotNull.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2009 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/NonNls.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Nullable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Nls.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/PropertyKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2000-2013 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/intellij/lang/annotations/Flow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138123144_1614251056.08/0/annotations-13-0-sources-3-

jar/org/jetbrains/annotations/Contract.java

 

1.180 kafka-avro-serializer 4.1.0 
1.180.1 Available under license : 

Apache Kafka

Copyright 2016 The Apache Software Foundation.
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License. The source code of jersey can be found at https://github.com/jersey/jersey/.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

<head>

 <meta charset="utf-8">

 <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge">

 <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

 <meta name="description" content="Home page of The Apache Software Foundation">

 

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="57x57" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-57x57.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="60x60" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-60x60.png">
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 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="72x72" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-72x72.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="76x76" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-76x76.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="114x114" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-114x114.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="120x120" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-120x120.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="144x144" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-144x144.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="152x152" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-152x152.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="180x180" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-180x180.png">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-32x32.png" sizes="32x32">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-194x194.png" sizes="194x194">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-96x96.png" sizes="96x96">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/android-chrome-192x192.png" sizes="192x192">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-16x16.png" sizes="16x16">

 <link rel="manifest" href="/favicons/manifest.json">

 <link rel="shortcut icon" href="/favicons/favicon.ico">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileColor" content="#603cba">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileImage" content="/favicons/mstile-144x144.png">

 <meta name="msapplication-config" content="/favicons/browserconfig.xml">

 <meta name="theme-color" content="#303284">

 

 <title>Apache License, Version 2.0</title>

 <link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Source+Sans+Pro:400,700%7cDroid+Serif:400,700'

rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

 <link href="/css/min.bootstrap.css" rel="stylesheet">

 <link href="/css/styles.css" rel="stylesheet"> 

  

 

   <!-- Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See

the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF

licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at .

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 . Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. -->

 

</head>

 

<body>

<!-- Navigation --> 

<header>

 <nav class="navbar navbar-default navbar-fixed-top">

   <div class="container">

     <div class="navbar-header">

       <button class="navbar-toggle" type="button" data-toggle="collapse" data-target="#mainnav-collapse">

         <span class="sr-only">Toggle navigation</span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>
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       </button>

       <a href="#" class="navbar-brand"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-home"></span></a>

     </div>

     <div class="collapse navbar-collapse" id="mainnav-collapse">

       <div style="line-height:20px; padding-top:5px; float:left"><a href="/">Home</a>&nbsp;&raquo&nbsp;<a

href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></div>

       <ul class="nav navbar-nav navbar-right">

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">About <span class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/members.html">Members</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">Process</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/glossary.html">Glossary</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/preFAQ.html">FAQ</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html ">Contact</a></li>      				

         	</ul>

         </li>

			<li><a href="/index.html#projects-list">Projects</a></li>

 				<li class="dropdown">

	        	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">People <span class="caret"></span></a>

	        	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/committer-index.html">Committers</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#meritocracy">Meritocracy</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#roles">Roles</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://planet.apache.org/">Planet Apache</a></li>

	        	</ul>

	        </li>

         <li class="dropdown">

           <a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Get Involved <span

class="caret"></span></a>

           <ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

             <li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Community Development</a></li>

                   <li><a href="http://helpwanted.apache.org/">Help Wanted</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://www.apachecon.com/">ApacheCon</a></li>

           </ul>

 				</li>

         <li><a href="/dyn/closer.cgi">Download</a></li>

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Support Apache <span

class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contributing.html">Donations</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/buy_stuff.html">Buy Stuff</a></li>
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     				<li><a href="/foundation/thanks.html">Thanks</a></li>

         	</ul>

         </li>

       </ul>

     </div>

   </div>

 </nav>

</header>

<!-- / Navigation -->

<div class="container">

 <div class="row">

   <div class="col-md-9 col-sm-8 col-xs-12">

     <img src="/img/asf_logo.png" alt="Apache Logo" style="max-width: 100%;">

   </div>

   <div class="col-md-3 col-sm-4 col-xs-12">

     <div class="input-group" style="margin-bottom: 5px;">

				<script>

 (function() {

   var cx = '005703438322411770421:5mgshgrgx2u';

   var gcse = document.createElement('script');

   gcse.type = 'text/javascript';

   gcse.async = true;

   gcse.src = (document.location.protocol == 'https:' ? 'https:' : 'http:') +

       '//cse.google.com/cse.js?cx=' + cx;

   var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0];

   s.parentNode.insertBefore(gcse, s);

 })();

</script>

		  <gcse:searchbox-only></gcse:searchbox-only>

			</div>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/governance/">The Apache Way</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs"

href="https://community.apache.org/contributors/">Contribute</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/thanks.html">ASF Sponsors</a>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

<div class="container"><style type="text/css">

/* The following code is added by mdx_elementid.py

  It was originally lifted from http://subversion.apache.org/style/site.css */

/*

* Hide class="elementid-permalink", except when an enclosing heading

* has the :hover property.

*/

.headerlink, .elementid-permalink {

 visibility: hidden;

}

h2:hover > .headerlink, h3:hover > .headerlink, h1:hover > .headerlink, h6:hover > .headerlink, h4:hover >
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.headerlink, h5:hover > .headerlink, dt:hover > .elementid-permalink { visibility: visible }</style>

<p>Apache License<br></br>Version 2.0, January 2004<br></br>

<a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/">http://www.apache.org/licenses/</a> </p>

<p>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION</p>

<p><strong><a name="definitions">1. Definitions</a></strong>.</p>

<p>"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.</p>

<p>"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the

copyright owner that is granting the License.</p>

<p>"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with

that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the

power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.</p>

<p>"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.</p>

<p>"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

and configuration files.</p>

<p>"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation

or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled

object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.</p>

<p>"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form,

made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that

is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the

Appendix below).</p>

<p>"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form,

that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial

revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as

a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License,

Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or

merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative

Works thereof.</p>

<p>"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original

version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or

Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for

inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal

Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the

purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic,

verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its

representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that

are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing

and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a

Contribution."</p>
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<p>"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on

behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.</p>

<p><strong><a name="copyright">2. Grant of Copyright License</a></strong>. Subject to the

terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You

a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly

display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.</p>

<p><strong><a name="patent">3. Grant of Patent License</a></strong>. Subject to the terms

and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a

perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use,

offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by

combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such

Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against

any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging

that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed.</p>

<p><strong><a name="redistribution">4. Redistribution</a></strong>. You may reproduce and

distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium,

with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that

You meet the following conditions:</p>

<ol style="list-style: lower-latin;">

<li>You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a

copy of this License; and</li>

 

<li>You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating

that You changed the files; and</li>

 

<li>You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You

distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from

the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and</li>

 

<li>If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution,

then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy

of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in

at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation,

if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated

by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally

appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only
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and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices

within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to

the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution

notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

<br/>

<br/>

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in

this License.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

<p><strong><a name="contributions">5. Submission of Contributions</a></strong>. Unless You

explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the

terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor

regarding such Contributions.</p>

<p><strong><a name="trademarks">6. Trademarks</a></strong>. This License does not grant

permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use

in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the

NOTICE file.</p>

<p><strong><a name="no-warranty">7. Disclaimer of Warranty</a></strong>. Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and

each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including,

without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You

are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise

of permissions under this License.</p>

<p><strong><a name="no-liability">8. Limitation of Liability</a></strong>. In no event and

under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and

grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result

of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including

but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer

failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses),

even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such

damages.</p>
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<p><strong><a name="additional">9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability</a></strong>.

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose

to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License.

However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor,

and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor

harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such

Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional

liability.</p>

<p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

<h1 id="apply">APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work<a class="headerlink" href="#apply"

title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included

on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

identification within third-party archives.</p>

<div class="codehilite"><pre>Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;);

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

</pre></div></div>

 

<!-- Footer -->

 

<footer class="bg-primary">

 <div class="container">

			<div class="row">

				<br />

				<div class="col-sm-1">

					

				</div>

				<div class="col-sm-2">

		        	<h5 class="white">Community</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>
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						<li><a href="/foundation/conferences.html">Conferences</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/gsoc.html">Summer of Code</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newcomers/">Getting Started</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">The Apache Way</a></li>

						<li><a href="/travel/">Travel Assistance</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Get Involved</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newbiefaq.html">Community FAQ</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Innovation</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://labs.apache.org/">Labs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licensing</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Tech Operations</h5>

		        <ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="/dev/">Developer Information</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/dev/infrastructure.html">Infrastructure</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/security/">Security</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://status.apache.org">Status</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        </ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Press</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/press/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/">ASF News</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/foundation/">Announcements</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://twitter.com/TheASF">Twitter Feed</a></li>

						<li><a href="/press/#contact">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Legal</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/legal/">Legal Affairs</a></li>
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						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/records/">Public Records</a></li>

           <li><a href="/foundation/policies/privacy.html">Privacy Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/exports/">Export Information</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">License/Distribution FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-1">

				</div>

 

			</div>

			<hr class="col-lg-12 hr-white" />

			<div class="row">

				<div class="col-lg-12">

					<p class="text-center">Copyright &#169; 2016 The Apache Software Foundation, Licensed under the <a

class="white" href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0</a>.</p>

					<p class="text-center">Apache and the Apache feather logo are trademarks of The Apache Software

Foundation.</p>

				</div>

			</div>

		</div>

 

</footer>

 

<!-- / Footer -->

 

<script src="/js/jquery-2.1.1.min.js"></script>

<script src="/js/bootstrap.js"></script>

</body>

</html>

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML 2.0//EN">

<html><head>

<title>301 Moved Permanently</title>

</head><body>

<h1>Moved Permanently</h1>

<p>The document has moved <a href="https://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php">here</a>.</p>

</body></html>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License as described below.

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL - Version 1.1)

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.
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1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.
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2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.
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3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

 

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the
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name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS
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NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2009-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The following commands were used to generate license and notice files. Replace <VERSION> with

the Schema Registry version, <SRC_PATH> with the path to the Schema Registry source directory,
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and <LICENSE_TOOL_PATH> with the path of the license tool.

 

cd <SRC_PATH>

mvn package -DskipTests

mkdir /tmp/jars

mkdir /tmp/overrides

cp package-schema-registry/target/kafka-schema-registry-package-<VERSION>-package/share/java/schema-

registry/*.jar /tmp/jars/

cp package-kafka-serde-tools/target/kafka-serde-tools-package-<VERSION>-package/share/java/kafka-serde-

tools/*.jar /tmp/jars/

cd <LICENSE_TOOL_PATH>

./bin/run_license_job.bash -i /tmp/jars -l <SRC_PATH>/licenses -n <SRC_PATH>/notices -h

<SRC_PATH>/licenses-and-notices.html -o /tmp/overrides

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">

 

<html lang="en-US">

<head>

 <title>GlassFish Dual License Header and License Notice GPL v2 and CDDL</title>

 <meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">

 <style type="text/css">

  li {display: block;}

 </style>

</head>

 

<body leftmargin="0" topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" bgcolor="#ffffff">

 

 <h3>COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0</h3>

 

 <ul>

  <li><p><b>1. Definitions.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.1. &ldquo;Contributor&rdquo;</b> means each individual or

      entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

      Modifications.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.2. &ldquo;Contributor Version&rdquo;</b> means

      the combination of the Original Software, prior

      Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

      Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

     </p>

    </li>
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    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.3. &ldquo;Covered Software&rdquo;</b> means (a)

      the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the

      combination of files containing Original Software with files

      containing Modifications, in each case including portions

      thereof.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.4. &ldquo;Executable&rdquo;</b> means the

      Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.5. &ldquo;Initial Developer&rdquo;</b> means

      the individual or entity that first makes Original Software

      available under this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.6. &ldquo;Larger Work&rdquo;</b> means a work

      which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with

      code not governed by the terms of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.7. &ldquo;License&rdquo;</b> means this document.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.8. &ldquo;Licensable&rdquo;</b> means having

      the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

      at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,

      any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

     </p>

    </li>
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    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.9. &ldquo;Modifications&rdquo;</b> means the

      Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>A.</b> Any file that results from an addition

        to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a

        file containing Original Software or previous

        Modifications;

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>B.</b> Any new file that contains any part of

        the Original Software or previous Modification; or

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>C.</b> Any new file that is contributed or

        otherwise made available under the terms of this

        License.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.10. &ldquo;Original Software&rdquo;</b> means

      the Source Code and Executable form of computer software

      code that is originally released under this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.11. &ldquo;Patent Claims&rdquo;</b> means any

      patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including

      without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

      in any patent Licensable by grantor.

     </p>

    </li>
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    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.12. &ldquo;Source Code&rdquo;</b> means (a) the

      common form of computer software code in which modifications

      are made and (b) associated documentation included in or

      with such code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.13. &ldquo;You&rdquo; (or

      &ldquo;Your&rdquo;)</b> means an individual or a legal

      entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

      the terms of, this License.  For legal entities,

      &ldquo;You&rdquo; includes any entity which controls, is

      controlled by, or is under common control with You.  For

      purposes of this definition, &ldquo;control&rdquo; means

      (a)&nbsp;the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

      or otherwise, or (b)&nbsp;ownership of more than fifty

      percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

      ownership of such entity.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>2. License Grants.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1

      below and subject to third party intellectual property

      claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a

      world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial

        Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

        portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or

        as part of a Larger Work; and
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       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using or selling of Original Software, to make,

        have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale,

        and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

        portions thereof).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.1(a)

        and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

        available to a third party under the terms of this License.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.1(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for code

        that You delete from the Original Software, or

        (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by: (i)&nbsp;the

        modification of the Original Software, or (ii)&nbsp;the

        combination of the Original Software with other software

        or devices.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.2. Contributor Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below

      and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

      each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,

      royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by

        Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by

        such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an
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        unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered

        Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

        Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its

        Contributor Version (or portions of such combination),

        to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

        otherwise dispose of: (1)&nbsp;Modifications made by

        that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2)&nbsp;the

        combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

        with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

        combination).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.2(a)

        and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available

        to a third party.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.2(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for any

        code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

        Version; (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by:

        (i)&nbsp;third party modifications of Contributor

        Version, or (ii)&nbsp;the combination of Modifications

        made by that Contributor with other software (except as

        part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or

        (3)&nbsp;under Patent Claims infringed by Covered

        Software in the absence of Modifications made by that

        Contributor.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>3. Distribution Obligations.</b></p>
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   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.1. Availability of Source Code.</b></p>

     <p>

      Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise

      make available in Executable form must also be made

      available in Source Code form and that Source Code form

      must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

      You must include a copy of this License with every copy of

      the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

      distribute or otherwise make available.  You must inform

      recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

      as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source

      Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

      customarily used for software exchange.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.2. Modifications.</b></p>

     <p>

      The Modifications that You create or to which You

      contribute are governed by the terms of this License.  You

      represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

      original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

      grant the rights conveyed by this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.3. Required Notices.</b></p>

     <p>

      You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

      that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

      You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

      trademark notices contained within the Covered Software,

      or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

      attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.4. Application of Additional Terms.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

      Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

      applicable version of this License or the

      recipients&rsquo; rights hereunder.  You may choose to

      offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

      indemnity or liability obligations to one or more

      recipients of Covered Software.  However, you may do so
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      only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

      Developer or any Contributor.  You must make it absolutely

      clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

      liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

      hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

      Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

      Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

      support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

      Software under the terms of this License or under the

      terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

      different from this License, provided that You are in

      compliance with the terms of this License and that the

      license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

      or alter the recipient&rsquo;s rights in the Source Code

      form from the rights set forth in this License.  If You

      distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

      different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

      any terms which differ from this License are offered by

      You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

      You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

      every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

      Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

      such terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.6. Larger Works.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

      Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

      License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

      product.  In such a case, You must make sure the

      requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

      Software.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>4. Versions of the License.</b></p>

   <ul>
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    <li>

     <p><b>4.1. New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward

      and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

      License from time to time.  Each version will be given a

      distinguishing version number.  Except as provided in

      Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

      right to modify this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.2. Effect of New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  If the Initial Developer includes a

      notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

      distributed or otherwise made available under any

      subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  Otherwise, You may also choose to

      use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

      available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

      License published by the license steward.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.3. Modified Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      When You are an Initial Developer and You want to

      create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

      create and use a modified version of this License if You:

      (a)&nbsp;rename the license and remove any references to

      the name of the license steward (except to note that the

      license differs from this License); and (b)&nbsp;otherwise

      make it clear that the license contains terms which differ

      from this License.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</b></p>

   <p>
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    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN

    &ldquo;AS IS&rdquo; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

    MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

    PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER

    OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

    CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.  NO USE OF ANY

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

    DISCLAIMER.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>6. TERMINATION.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.1.</b> This License and the rights granted

      hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply

      with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

      days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which, by

      their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination

      of this License shall survive.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.2.</b> If You assert a patent infringement claim

      (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

      or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

      You assert such claim is referred to as &ldquo;Participant&rdquo;)

      alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor

      Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software

      where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

      infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

      indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

      Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

      Sections&nbsp;2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

      from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

      expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

      period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

      against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written

      agreement with Participant.

     </p>
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    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.3.</b> In the event of termination under

      Sections&nbsp;6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

      that have been validly granted by You or any distributor

      hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

      to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</b></p>

   <p>

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER

    TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL

    YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY

    DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

    SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

    SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

    INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

    OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL

    HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  THIS

    LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH

    OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY&rsquo;S

    NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

    LIMITATION.  SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

    LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

    EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</b></p>

   <p>

    The Covered Software is a &ldquo;commercial item,&rdquo; as

    that term is defined in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;2.101 (Oct. 1995),

    consisting of &ldquo;commercial computer software&rdquo; (as

    that term is defined at 48

    C.F.R. &sect;&nbsp;252.227-7014(a)(1)) and &ldquo;commercial

    computer software documentation&rdquo; as such terms are used

    in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;12.212 (Sept. 1995).  Consistent with

    48 C.F.R.  12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

    (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

    Software with only those rights set forth herein.  This
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    U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

    any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

    addresses Government rights in computer software under this

    License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>9. MISCELLANEOUS.</b></p>

   <p>

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning

    subject matter hereof.  If any provision of this License is

    held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed

    only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.  This

    License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

    specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

    (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

    otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction&rsquo;s

    conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this

    License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

    located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice

    contained within the Original Software, with the losing party

    responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

    costs and reasonable attorneys&rsquo; fees and expenses.  The

    application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

    the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.  Any

    law or regulation which provides that the language of a

    contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

    apply to this License.  You agree that You alone are

    responsible for compliance with the United States export

    administration regulations (and the export control laws and

    regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

    otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</b></p>

   <p>

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each

    party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly

    or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this

    License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and

    Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

    basis.  Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to

    constitute any admission of liability.

   </p>

  </li>
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  <li>

   <p>

    <b>

     NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT

     AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

    </b>

   </p>

   <p>

    The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws

    of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions).

    Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

    jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of

    California and the state courts of the State of California, with

    venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

   </p>

  </li>

 </ul>

 

 <h3>The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991</h3>

 

 <p>

  Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 </p>

 <p>

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>Preamble</b></p>

 <p>

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

  freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public

  License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

  free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

  This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

  Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit

  to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered

  by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it

  to your programs, too.

 </p>

 <p>

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

  price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

  you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and

  charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

  or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or
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  use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can

  do these things.

 </p>

 <p>

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

  anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the

  rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities

  for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 </p>

 <p>

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

  gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights

  that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get

  the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know

  their rights.

 </p>

 <p>

  We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software,

  and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to

  copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 </p>

 <p>

  Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

  that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

  software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,

  we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original,

  so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

  original authors' reputations.

 </p>

 <p>

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

  individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

  proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent

  must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 </p>

 <p>

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

  modification follow.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION</b></p>

 <ul style="margin-left:0; padding-left:0; border-left:0">

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>0.</b> This License applies to any program or other work which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

    distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The
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    "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

    based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative

    work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

    Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

    and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation

    is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each

    licensee is addressed as "you".

   </p>

   <p>

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of

    running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

    is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

    (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

    is true depends on what the Program does.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>1.</b> You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

    source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

    conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

    copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices

    that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give

    any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with

    the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

    may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>2.</b> You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

    such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

    that you also meet all of these conditions:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

      that you changed the files and the date of any change.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>
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      b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole

      or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof,

      to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms

      of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

      you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

      most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

      appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

      else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

      the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a

      copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive

      but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the

      Program is not required to print an announcement.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

    sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

    considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

    and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

    separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

    which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must

    be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees

    extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless

    of who wrote it.

   </p>

   <p>

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

    your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

    exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective

    works based on the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

    with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

    a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

    the scope of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>3.</b> You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based
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    on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under

    the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one

    of the following:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

      to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of

      physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable

      copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the

      terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for

      software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

      distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

      only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

      program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

      accord with Subsection b above.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source

    code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that

    is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

    major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system

    on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

    the executable.

   </p>

   <p>

    If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

    to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to

    copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the
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    source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the

    source along with the object code.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>4.</b> You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the

    Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

    otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void,

    and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However,

    parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License

    will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain

    in full compliance.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>5.</b> You are not required to accept this License, since you have

    not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

    distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited

    by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

    distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate

    your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions

    for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>6.</b> Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

    Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

    licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms

    and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

    exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

    compliance by third parties to this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>7.</b> If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

    conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise)

    that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from

    the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

    simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent
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    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

    For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

    of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

    you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be

    to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

    particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

    the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

   </p>

   <p>

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

    or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

    this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

    software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

    Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

    distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

    distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

    choice.

   </p>

   <p>

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

    consequence of the rest of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>8.</b> If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

    original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

    add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

    countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

    not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation

    as if written in the body of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>9.</b> The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions

    will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail

    to address new problems or concerns.

   </p>

   <p>
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    Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

    specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

    version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either

    of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software

    Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License,

    you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>10.</b> If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

    to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

    Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions

    for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the

    free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

    sharing and reuse of software generally.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>NO WARRANTY</p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>11.</b> BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

    EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

    OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

    ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

    SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>12.</b> IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

    REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

    INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

    OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

    LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR

    THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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    EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</b></p>

   <p>

    If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

    use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

    which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

   </p>

   <p>

    To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

    them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

    of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

    pointer to where the full notice is found.

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

      under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

      Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

      option) any later version.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

      WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

      or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License

      for more details.

     </p>
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    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

      with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

   </p>

   <p>

    If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

    when it starts in an interactive mode:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author<br />

      Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

      `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

      it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

    parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may

    be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

    mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

    school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

    necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

      `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

     </p>

     <p>

      signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989<br />

      Ty Coon, President of Vice

     </p>

    </li>
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   </ul>

   <p>

    This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

    proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

    consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

    the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

    Public License instead of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li style="background-color:yellow;">

   <p><b>"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2</b></p>

   <p>

    Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to

    the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but

    only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's

    header the words<br />

    "Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

    exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

   </p>

   <p>

    Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

    a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the

    GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

   </p>

   <p>

    As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

    permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

    executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

    and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

    choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

    the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent

    module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.? If

    you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

    the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do

    so, delete this exception statement from your version.

   </p>

  </li>

 

 </ul>

 

</body>

</html>

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
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<title>Untitled Document</title>

</head>

 

<body>

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">

<HTML>

<!--  		@page { margin: 0.79in }  		P { margin-bottom: 0.08in }  		H1 { margin-top: 0in; margin-bottom: 0.17in; widows:

0; orphans: 0 }  		H1.western { font-family: "Times New Roman", serif; font-size: 12pt; font-weight: normal }  		H1.cjk

{ font-family: "Andale Sans UI"; font-size: 12pt; font-weight: normal }  		H1.ctl { font-family: "Tahoma"; font-size:

12pt; font-weight: normal }  	-->

<BODY DIR="LTR">

<p><strong>COMMON  DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1</strong></p>

<p>1.  Definitions.</p>

<blockquote>1.1.  &ldquo;Contributor&rdquo; means each individual or entity that creates or  contributes to the

creation of Modifications.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.2.  &ldquo;Contributor Version&rdquo; means the combination of the Original  Software, prior

Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the  Modifications made by that particular

Contributor.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.3.  &ldquo;Covered Software&rdquo; means (a) the Original Software, or (b)  Modifications, or (c)

the combination of files containing Original  Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

portions thereof.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.4.  &ldquo;Executable&rdquo; means the Covered Software in any form other than  Source

Code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.5.  &ldquo;Initial Developer&rdquo; means the individual or entity that first  makes Original

Software available under this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.6.  &ldquo;Larger Work&rdquo; means a work which combines Covered Software or  portions

thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.7.  &ldquo;License&rdquo; means this document.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.8.  &ldquo;Licensable&rdquo; means having the right to grant, to the maximum  extent possible,

whether at the time of the initial grant or  subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

herein.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.9.  &ldquo;Modifications&rdquo; means the Source Code and Executable form of any  of the

following:</blockquote>

<blockquote>A.  Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or  modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software  or previous Modifications;</blockquote>

<blockquote>B.  Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or  previous Modification;

or</blockquote>

<blockquote>C.  Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under  the terms of this

License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.10.  &ldquo;Original Software&rdquo; means the Source Code and Executable form of  computer

software code that is originally released under this  License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.11.  &ldquo;Patent Claims&rdquo; means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter  acquired,

including without limitation, method, process, and  apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by

grantor.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.12.  &ldquo;Source Code&rdquo; means (a) the common form of computer software code  in which

modifications are made and (b) associated documentation  included in or with such code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.13.  &ldquo;You&rdquo; (or &ldquo;Your&rdquo;) means an individual or a legal entity  exercising

rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this  License. For legal entities, &ldquo;You&rdquo; includes
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any entity which  controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For  purposes of this definition,

&ldquo;control&rdquo; means (a) the power,  direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more  than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding

shares or beneficial  ownership of such entity.</blockquote>

<p>2.  License Grants.</p>

<blockquote>2.1.  The Initial Developer Grant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Conditioned  upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third  party intellectual

property claims, the Initial Developer hereby  grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive

license:</blockquote>

<blockquote>(a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)  Licensable by Initial Developer,

to use, reproduce, modify, display,  perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions  thereof),

with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger  Work; and</blockquote>

<blockquote>(b)  under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of  Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer  for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or  portions

thereof).</blockquote>

<blockquote>(c)  The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the  date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the  Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>(d)  Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:  (1) for code that You delete

from the Original Software, or (2) for  infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original  Software, or (ii)

the combination of the Original Software with other  software or devices.</blockquote>

<blockquote>2.2.  Contributor Grant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Conditioned  upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third  party intellectual

property claims, each Contributor hereby grants  You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive

license:</blockquote>

<blockquote>(a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)  Licensable by Contributor to

use, reproduce, modify, display,  perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such  Contributor

(or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,  with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of

a  Larger Work; and</blockquote>

<blockquote>(b)  under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of  Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in  combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such  combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or  otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or  portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by  that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such  combination).</blockquote>

<blockquote>(c)  The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on  the date Contributor first

distributes or otherwise makes the  Modifications available to a third party.</blockquote>

<blockquote>(d)  Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:  (1) for any code that

Contributor has deleted from the Contributor  Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party  modifications

of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of  Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

(except as  part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under  Patent Claims infringed by Covered

Software in the absence of  Modifications made by that Contributor.</blockquote>

<p>3.  Distribution Obligations.</p>

<blockquote>3.1.  Availability of Source Code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Any  Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in  Executable form must also

be made available in Source Code form and  that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of  this

License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy  of the Source Code form of the Covered

Software You distribute or  otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such  Covered Software in

Executable form as to how they can obtain such  Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on
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or  through a medium customarily used for software exchange.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.2.  Modifications.</blockquote>

<blockquote>The  Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed  by the terms of this

License. You represent that You believe Your  Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have

sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.3.  Required Notices.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies  You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or  alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the

Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text  giving attribution to any Contributor or the

Initial Developer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.4.  Application of Additional Terms.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source  Code form that alters or

restricts the applicable version of this  License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer,  and to

charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability  obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However,  you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the  Initial Developer or any

Contributor. You must make it absolutely  clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability  obligation is

offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify  the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

liability  incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of  warranty, support, indemnity or liability

terms You offer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.5.  Distribution of Executable Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the  terms of this License or

under the terms of a license of Your choice,  which may contain terms different from this License, provided that

You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the  license for the Executable form does not attempt

to limit or alter  the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set  forth in this License. If You

distribute the Covered Software in  Executable form under a different license, You must make it  absolutely clear

that any terms which differ from this License are  offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every  Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or  such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.6.  Larger Works.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other  code not governed by the

terms of this License and distribute the  Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure  the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered  Software.</blockquote>

<p>4.  Versions of the License.</p>

<blockquote>4.1.  New Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Oracle  is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of  this License from

time to time. Each version will be given a  distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no  one

other than the license steward has the right to modify this  License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>4.2.  Effect of New Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered  Software available under

the terms of the version of the License  under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the  Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software  prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available  under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and  make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of  the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make  the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent  version of the License published by the license steward.</blockquote>

<blockquote>4.3.  Modified Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>When  You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for  Your Original Software,

You may create and use a modified version of  this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any
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references  to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license  differs from this License); and (b)

otherwise make it clear that the  license contains terms which differ from this License.</blockquote>

<p>5.  DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>COVERED  SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN &ldquo;AS IS&rdquo; BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,  WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF  DEFECTS,

MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR  NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF  THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE  DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER

OR ANY OTHER  CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART  OF THIS

LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER

THIS DISCLAIMER.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>6.  TERMINATION.</p>

<blockquote>6.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate  automatically if You fail to comply

with terms herein and fail to  cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which,

by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the  termination of this License shall survive.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.2.  If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory  judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the  Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim  is referred to

as &ldquo;Participant&rdquo;) alleging that the Participant  Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

Participant is a  Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the  Initial Developer) directly or

indirectly infringes any patent, then  any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such  Participant, the

Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not  the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate  prospectively and automatically at the

expiration of such 60 day  notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your  claim with respect

to the Participant Software against such  Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement  with

Participant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant  alleging that the Participant

Software directly or indirectly  infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license  or settlement)

prior to the initiation of patent infringement  litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such

Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in  determining the amount or value of any payment

or license.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end  user licenses that have been

validly granted by You or any  distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses  granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.</blockquote>

<p>7.  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>UNDER  NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL  DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED  SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY  PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR  LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR  ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY  SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR  PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S
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NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT  ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO

YOU.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>8.  U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>The  Covered Software is a &ldquo;commercial item,&rdquo; as that term is defined  in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct.

1995), consisting of &ldquo;commercial computer  software&rdquo; (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. &sect;

252.227-7014(a)(1)) and &ldquo;commercial computer software  documentation&rdquo; as such terms are used in

48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.  1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1  through 227.7202-4

(June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire  Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This

U.S.  Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other  FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government  rights in computer software under this License.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>9.  MISCELLANEOUS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>This  License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter  hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable,  such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make  it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the  jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original  Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides  otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's

conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the  jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with  the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the  International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or  regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be  construed against the

drafter shall not apply to this License. You  agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws  and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or  otherwise make available any Covered Software.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>10.  RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>As  between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is  responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly,  out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to  work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such  responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or  shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.</p>

</blockquote>

<hr />

<p>NOTICE  PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)</p>

<p>The  code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the  State of California (excluding conflict-

of-law provisions). Any  litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the  jurisdiction of the Federal Courts

of the Northern District of  California and the state courts of the State of California, with  venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California. </p>

<p><br />

   <br />

</p>

<h1><strong>The  GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991</strong></h1>
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<p>Copyright  (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.<br />

 59 Temple Place,  Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA</p>

<p>Everyone  is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies<br />

 of this  license document, but changing it is not allowed.</p>

<p><strong>Preamble</strong></p>

<p>The  licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to  share and change it. By contrast, the

GNU General Public License is  intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free  software--to make

sure the software is free for all its users. This  General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit  to using it. (Some other Free Software

Foundation software is covered  by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it  to your

programs, too.</p>

<p>When  we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our General Public Licenses are

designed to make sure that you have  the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for  this service if

you wish), that you receive source code or can get it  if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces

of it  in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.</p>

<p>To  protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone  to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These  restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you  distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.</p>

<p>For  example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis  or for a fee, you must give the

recipients all the rights that you  have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the  source code. And

you must show them these terms so they know their  rights.</p>

<p>We  protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and  (2) offer you this license which gives

you legal permission to copy,  distribute and/or modify the software.</p>

<p>Also,  for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that  everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free  software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,  we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the  original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect  on the

original authors' reputations.</p>

<p>Finally,  any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We  wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will  individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program  proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent  must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at

all.</p>

<p>The  precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and  modification follow.</p>

<p><strong>TERMS  AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND

MODIFICATION</strong></p>

<p><strong>0</strong>.  This License applies to any program or other work which contains a  notice placed by the

copyright holder saying it may be distributed  under the terms of this General Public License. The

&quot;Program&quot;,  below, refers to any such program or work, and a &quot;work based on  the Program&quot;

means either the Program or any derivative work  under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program

or  a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or  translated into another language. (Hereinafter,

translation is  included without limitation in the term &quot;modification&quot;.)  Each licensee is addressed as

&quot;you&quot;.</p>

<p>Activities  other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by  this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the  Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered  only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program  (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether  that is true depends on what the Program does.</p>

<p><strong>1</strong>.  You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source  code as you receive

it, in any medium, provided that you  conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the  notices that refer to this License and to the absence
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of any  warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this  License along with the Program.</p>

<p>You  may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you  may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.</p>

<p><strong>2</strong>.  You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of  it, thus forming a

work based on the Program, and copy and distribute  such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above,

provided that you also meet all of these conditions:</p>

<blockquote>a)  You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating  that you changed the files and

the date of any change.</blockquote>

<blockquote>b)  You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole  or in part contains or is

derived from the Program or any part  thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties  under the

terms of this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>c)  If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when  run, you must cause it,

when started running for such interactive use  in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement

including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is  no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

warranty) and that  users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and  telling the user how to view a

copy of this License. (Exception: if  the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an

announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print  an announcement.)</blockquote>

<p>These  requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable  sections of that work are not derived

from the Program, and can be  reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves,  then this

License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when  you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the  same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the  Program, the distribution of the whole

must be on the terms of this  License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire  whole, and thus to

each and every part regardless of who wrote it.</p>

<p>Thus,  it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your  rights to work written entirely by you;

rather, the intent is to  exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or  collective works based on the

Program.</p>

<p>In  addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program  with the Program (or with a work

based on the Program) on a volume of  a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under  the

scope of this License.</p>

<p><strong>3</strong>.  You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under  Section 2) in

object code or executable form under the terms of  Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the

following:</p>

<blockquote>a)  Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source  code, which must be

distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2  above on a medium customarily used for software interchange;

or,</blockquote>

<blockquote>b)  Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to  give any third party, for a

charge no more than your cost of  physically performing source distribution, a complete  machine-readable copy of

the corresponding source code, to be  distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,</blockquote>

<blockquote>c)  Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to  distribute corresponding source

code. (This alternative is allowed  only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the  program in

object code or executable form with such an offer, in  accord with Subsection b above.)</blockquote>

<p>The  source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for  making modifications to it. For an

executable work, complete source  code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any  associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to  control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as

a  special exception, the source code distributed need not include  anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary  form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the  operating system on which

the executable runs, unless that component  itself accompanies the executable.</p>
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<p>If  distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access  to copy from a designated place, then

offering equivalent access to  copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of  the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy  the source along with the object code.</p>

<p><strong>4</strong>.  You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program  except as expressly

provided under this License. Any attempt  otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is  void,

and will automatically terminate your rights under this  License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from  you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so  long as such parties remain in full

compliance.</p>

<p><strong>5</strong>.  You are not required to accept this License, since you have not  signed it. However,

nothing else grants you permission to modify or  distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by  modifying or distributing the Program (or any

work based on the  Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and  all its terms and conditions

for copying, distributing or modifying  the Program or works based on it.</p>

<p><strong>6</strong>.  Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the  Program), the recipient

automatically receives a license from the  original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject  to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further  restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights

granted  herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third  parties to this License.</p>

<p><strong>7</strong>.  If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent  infringement or for any

other reason (not limited to patent issues),  conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do  not excuse you from the conditions of this License.

If you cannot  distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under  this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a  consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example,  if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of  the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly  through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this  License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of

the  Program.</p>

<p>If  any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under  any particular circumstance, the balance of

the section is intended  to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other  circumstances.</p>

<p>It  is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any  patents or other property right claims or to

contest validity of any  such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the  integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is  implemented by public license practices. Many people have made  generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed  through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that  system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is  willing to distribute software through any other

system and a  licensee cannot impose that choice.</p>

<p>This  section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a  consequence of the rest of this

License.</p>

<p><strong>8</strong>.  If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in  certain countries either by

patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the  original copyright holder who places the Program under this License  may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding  those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

in or among  countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates  the limitation as if written in the

body of this License.</p>

<p><strong>9</strong>.  The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions  of the General

Public License from time to time. Such new versions  will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ

in  detail to address new problems or concerns.</p>

<p>Each  version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program  specifies a version number of this

License which applies to it and  &quot;any later version&quot;, you have the option of following the  terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version  published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program

does not  specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version  ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.</p>
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<p><strong>10</strong>.  If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free  programs whose

distribution conditions are different, write to the  author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by

the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation;  we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our

decision will be guided by  the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our  free software and of

promoting the sharing and reuse of software  generally.</p>

<p>NO  WARRANTY</p>

<p><strong>11</strong>.  BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY  FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT

WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER  PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM &quot;AS IS&quot; WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY  KIND, EITHER

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE  PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE

DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME  THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION.</p>

<p><strong>12</strong>.  IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING  WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR  DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES ARISING OUT

OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM  (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED  INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE  OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

SUCH  HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.</p>

<p>END  OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

<p><strong>How  to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</strong></p>

<p>If  you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest  possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make  it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under  these terms.</p>

<p>To  do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to  attach them to the start of each source file

to most effectively  convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least  the &quot;copyright&quot;

line and a pointer to where the full notice  is found.</p>

<blockquote>One  line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it  does.<br />

 Copyright (C) &lt;year&gt; &lt;name of author&gt;</blockquote>

<blockquote>This  program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it  under the terms of the GNU

General Public License as published by the  Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at  your

option) any later version.</blockquote>

<blockquote>This  program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See

the GNU  General Public License for more details.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along  with this program; if not,

write to the Free Software Foundation,  Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA</blockquote>

<p>Also  add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.</p>

<p>If  the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this  when it starts in an interactive mode:</p>

<blockquote>Gnomovision  version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with

ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free  software, and you are welcome to

redistribute it under certain  conditions; type `show c' for details.</blockquote>

<p>The  hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the  appropriate parts of the General Public
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License. Of course, the  commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and  `show c'; they could

even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever  suits your program.</p>

<p>You  should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your  school, if any, to sign a

&quot;copyright disclaimer&quot; for the  program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:</p>

<blockquote>Yoyodyne,  Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program  `Gnomovision' (which makes

passes at compilers) written by James  Hacker.</blockquote>

<blockquote>signature  of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989<br />

 Ty Coon, President of Vice</blockquote>

<p>This  General Public License does not permit incorporating your program  into proprietary programs. If your

program is a subroutine library,  you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary  applications with the

library. If this is what you want to do, use  the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.</p>

<li style="background-color:yellow;">

<p><strong>&quot;CLASSPATH&quot;  EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2</strong><br />

   <br />

 Certain  source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following  clarification and special exception to the

GPL Version 2, but only  where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's  header the words

&quot;Oracle designates this particular file as  subject to the &quot;Classpath&quot; exception as provided by

Oracle  in the License file that accompanied this code.&quot; <br />

 <br />

 Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is  making a combined work based on this

library.&nbsp; Thus, the terms  and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the  whole

combination. <br />

 <br />

 As a special exception, the  copyright holders of this library give you permission to link  this library with

independent modules to produce an executable,  regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and

to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each

linked independent  module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.&nbsp;  An independent module

is a module which is not derived from or  based on this library.&nbsp; If you modify this library, you may  extend

this exception to your version of the library, but you are  not obligated to do so.&nbsp; If you do not wish to do so,

delete  this exception statement from your version.</p>

</li>

<p><br />

   <br />

</p>

<p><br />

</p>

</body>

</html>

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package
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and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

<head>

 <meta charset="utf-8">

 <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge">

 <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

 <meta name="description" content="Home page of The Apache Software Foundation">

 

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="57x57" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-57x57.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="60x60" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-60x60.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="72x72" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-72x72.png">
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 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="76x76" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-76x76.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="114x114" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-114x114.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="120x120" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-120x120.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="144x144" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-144x144.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="152x152" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-152x152.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="180x180" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-180x180.png">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-32x32.png" sizes="32x32">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-194x194.png" sizes="194x194">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-96x96.png" sizes="96x96">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/android-chrome-192x192.png" sizes="192x192">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-16x16.png" sizes="16x16">

 <link rel="manifest" href="/favicons/manifest.json">

 <link rel="shortcut icon" href="/favicons/favicon.ico">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileColor" content="#603cba">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileImage" content="/favicons/mstile-144x144.png">

 <meta name="msapplication-config" content="/favicons/browserconfig.xml">

 <meta name="theme-color" content="#303284">

 

 <title>Licenses</title>

 <link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Source+Sans+Pro:400,700%7cDroid+Serif:400,700'

rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

 <link href="/css/min.bootstrap.css" rel="stylesheet">

 <link href="/css/styles.css" rel="stylesheet"> 

  

 

   <!-- Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See

the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF

licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at .

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 . Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. -->

 

</head>

 

<body>

<!-- Navigation --> 

<header>

 <nav class="navbar navbar-default navbar-fixed-top">

   <div class="container">

     <div class="navbar-header">

       <button class="navbar-toggle" type="button" data-toggle="collapse" data-target="#mainnav-collapse">

         <span class="sr-only">Toggle navigation</span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

       </button>
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       <a href="#" class="navbar-brand"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-home"></span></a>

     </div>

     <div class="collapse navbar-collapse" id="mainnav-collapse">

       <div style="line-height:20px; padding-top:5px; float:left"><a href="/">Home</a>&nbsp;&raquo&nbsp;<a

href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></div>

       <ul class="nav navbar-nav navbar-right">

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">About <span class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/members.html">Members</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">Process</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/glossary.html">Glossary</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/preFAQ.html">FAQ</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html ">Contact</a></li>      				

         	</ul>

         </li>

			<li><a href="/index.html#projects-list">Projects</a></li>

 				<li class="dropdown">

	        	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">People <span class="caret"></span></a>

	        	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/committer-index.html">Committers</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#meritocracy">Meritocracy</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#roles">Roles</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://planet.apache.org/">Planet Apache</a></li>

	        	</ul>

	        </li>

         <li class="dropdown">

           <a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Get Involved <span

class="caret"></span></a>

           <ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

             <li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Community Development</a></li>

                   <li><a href="http://helpwanted.apache.org/">Help Wanted</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://www.apachecon.com/">ApacheCon</a></li>

           </ul>

 				</li>

         <li><a href="/dyn/closer.cgi">Download</a></li>

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Support Apache <span

class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contributing.html">Donations</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/buy_stuff.html">Buy Stuff</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/thanks.html">Thanks</a></li>
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         	</ul>

         </li>

       </ul>

     </div>

   </div>

 </nav>

</header>

<!-- / Navigation -->

<div class="container">

 <div class="row">

   <div class="col-md-9 col-sm-8 col-xs-12">

     <img src="/img/asf_logo.png" alt="Apache Logo" style="max-width: 100%;">

   </div>

   <div class="col-md-3 col-sm-4 col-xs-12">

     <div class="input-group" style="margin-bottom: 5px;">

				<script>

 (function() {

   var cx = '005703438322411770421:5mgshgrgx2u';

   var gcse = document.createElement('script');

   gcse.type = 'text/javascript';

   gcse.async = true;

   gcse.src = (document.location.protocol == 'https:' ? 'https:' : 'http:') +

       '//cse.google.com/cse.js?cx=' + cx;

   var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0];

   s.parentNode.insertBefore(gcse, s);

 })();

</script>

		  <gcse:searchbox-only></gcse:searchbox-only>

			</div>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/governance/">The Apache Way</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs"

href="https://community.apache.org/contributors/">Contribute</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/thanks.html">ASF Sponsors</a>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

<div class="container"><style type="text/css">

/* The following code is added by mdx_elementid.py

  It was originally lifted from http://subversion.apache.org/style/site.css */

/*

* Hide class="elementid-permalink", except when an enclosing heading

* has the :hover property.

*/

.headerlink, .elementid-permalink {

 visibility: hidden;

}

h2:hover > .headerlink, h3:hover > .headerlink, h1:hover > .headerlink, h6:hover > .headerlink, h4:hover >

.headerlink, h5:hover > .headerlink, dt:hover > .elementid-permalink { visibility: visible }</style>
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<p>The Apache Software Foundation uses various licenses to <a href="#distributions">distribute

software and documentation</a>, to accept regular

<a href="#clas">contributions from individuals and corporations</a>, and to accept

larger <a href="#grants">grants of existing software products</a>.</p>

<p>These licenses help us achieve our goal of providing reliable and

long-lived software products through collaborative open source software

development. In all cases, contributors retain full rights to use their

original contributions for any other purpose outside of Apache while

providing the ASF and its projects the right to distribute and build upon

their work within Apache.</p>

<h1 id="distributions">Licensing of Distributions<a class="headerlink" href="#distributions" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>All software produced by The Apache Software Foundation or any of its

projects or subjects is licensed according to the terms of the documents

listed below.</p>

<h3 id="2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0 (current)<a class="headerlink" href="#2.0" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-2.0">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</a> (

<a href="LICENSE-2.0.txt">TXT</a> or <a href="LICENSE-2.0.html">HTML</a> )</p>

<p>The 2.0 version of the Apache License was approved by the ASF in 2004. The

goals of this license revision have been to reduce the number of frequently

asked questions, to allow the license to be reusable without modification

by any project (including non-ASF projects), to allow the license to be

included by reference instead of listed in every file, to clarify the

license on submission of contributions, to require a patent license on

contributions that necessarily infringe the contributor's own patents, and

to move comments regarding Apache and other inherited attribution notices

to a location outside the license terms (the <a href="example-NOTICE.txt">NOTICE

file</a> ).</p>

<p>The result is a license that is supposed to be compatible with other open

source licenses, while remaining true to the original goals of the Apache

Group and supportive of collaborative development across both nonprofit and

commercial organizations. The Apache Software Foundation is still trying to

determine if this version of the Apache License is <a href="GPL-compatibility.html">compatible with the

GPL</a>.</p>

<p>All packages produced by the ASF are implicitly licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0, unless otherwise explicitly stated. More developer

documentation on how to apply the Apache License to your work can be found

in * <a href="../dev/apply-license.html">Applying the Apache License, Version 2.0</a>

*.</p>

<h3 id="1.1">Apache License, Version 1.1 (historic)<a class="headerlink" href="#1.1" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-1.1">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-1.1</a> </p>

<p>The 1.1 version of the Apache License was approved by the ASF in 2000. The

primary change from the 1.0 license is in the 'advertising clause' (section

3 of the 1.0 license); derived products are no longer required to include

attribution in their advertising materials, only in their documentation.</p>

<p>Individual packages licensed under the 1.1 version may have used different
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wording due to varying requirements for attribution or mark identification,

but the binding terms were all the same.</p>

<h3 id="1.0">Apache License, Version 1.0 (historic)<a class="headerlink" href="#1.0" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-1.0">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-1.0</a> </p>

<p>This is the original Apache License which applies only to older versions of

Apache packages (such as version 1.2 of the Web server).</p>

<h1 id="clas">Contributor License Agreements<a class="headerlink" href="#clas" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>The ASF desires that all contributors of ideas, code, or documentation to

any Apache projects complete, sign, and submit (via fax or

email) an <a href="icla.pdf">Individual Contributor License Agreement</a> (ICLA).

The purpose of this agreement is to clearly define the

terms under which intellectual property has been contributed to the ASF and

thereby allow us to defend the project should there be a legal dispute

regarding the software at some future time. A signed ICLA is required to be

on file before an individual is given commit rights to an ASF project.</p>

<p>For a corporation that has assigned employees to work on an Apache project,

a <a href="cla-corporate.txt">Corporate CLA</a> (CCLA) is available for contributing

intellectual property via the corporation, that may have been assigned as

part of an employment agreement. Note that a Corporate CLA does not remove

the need for every developer to sign their own ICLA as an individual, to

cover any of their contributions which are not owned by the corporation

signing the CCLA.</p>

<p>The ICLA is not tied to any employer you may have, so it is recommended to

use one's personal email address in the contact details, rather than an @work

address.</p>

<p>Your Full name will be published unless you provide an alternative Public name.

For example if your full name is Andrew Bernard Charles Dickens, but you wish

to be known as Andrew Dickens, please enter the latter as your Public name.</p>

<p>The email address and other contact details are not published.</p>

<h1 id="grants">Software Grants<a class="headerlink" href="#grants" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>When an individual or corporation decides to donate a body of existing

software or documentation to one of the Apache projects, they need to

execute a formal <a href="software-grant-template.pdf">Software Grant Agreement</a> (SGA) with

the ASF. Typically, this is done after negotiating approval with the ASF

<a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a> or one of the PMCs, since the ASF

will not accept software unless there is a viable community available to

support a collaborative project.</p>

<h1 id="submitting">Submitting License Agreements and Grants<a class="headerlink" href="#submitting"

title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>Documents may be submitted by fax or email.</p>

<p>If submitting by fax, please print, sign, and fax all pages of the document

to +1-919-573-9199. Please send documents right-side-up, first page first;

and send only one document per fax.</p>

<p>If submitting by email, please fill the form with a pdf viewer,

print, sign, scan all pages into a single pdf file,

and email the pdf file as an attachment to secretary@apache.org. If possible,
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send the attachment from the email address in the document.

Please send only one document per email.</p>

<p>If you prefer to sign electronically, please fill the form, save it locally (e.g. icla.pdf), and sign the

file by preparing a detached PGP signature. For example,</p>

<blockquote>

<p>gpg --armor --detach-sign icla.pdf</p>

</blockquote>

<p>The above will create a file icla.pdf.asc. Send both the file and signature

as attachments in the same email to secretary@apache.org. Please send only one

document (file plus signature) per email. Please do not submit your public key to Apache.

Instead, please upload your public key to pgpkeys.mit.edu. </p>

<p>The files typically are named

icla.pdf and icla.pdf.asc for individual agreements;

ccla.pdf and ccla.pdf.asc  for corporate agreements;

software-grant.pdf and software-grant.pdf.asc for grants. </p>

<h1 id="crypto">Export restrictions<a class="headerlink" href="#crypto" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For export restriction information, please consult our <a href="/licenses/exports/">ASF Export

Classifications</a> page.</p>

<h1 id="trademarks">Trademark and Logo Usage<a class="headerlink" href="#trademarks" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For ASF trademark and logo usage information, please consult our <a href="/foundation/marks/">ASF

Trademark Use Policy</a> page.</p>

<h1 id="questions">Questions?<a class="headerlink" href="#questions" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For answers to frequently asked licensing questions, please consult our

<a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing Frequently Asked Questions</a> page.</p></div>

 

<!-- Footer -->

 

<footer class="bg-primary">

 <div class="container">

			<div class="row">

				<br />

				<div class="col-sm-1">

					

				</div>

				<div class="col-sm-2">

		        	<h5 class="white">Community</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/conferences.html">Conferences</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/gsoc.html">Summer of Code</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newcomers/">Getting Started</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">The Apache Way</a></li>

						<li><a href="/travel/">Travel Assistance</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Get Involved</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newbiefaq.html">Community FAQ</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>
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				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Innovation</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://labs.apache.org/">Labs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licensing</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Tech Operations</h5>

		        <ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="/dev/">Developer Information</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/dev/infrastructure.html">Infrastructure</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/security/">Security</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://status.apache.org">Status</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        </ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Press</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/press/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/">ASF News</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/foundation/">Announcements</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://twitter.com/TheASF">Twitter Feed</a></li>

						<li><a href="/press/#contact">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Legal</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/legal/">Legal Affairs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/records/">Public Records</a></li>

           <li><a href="/foundation/policies/privacy.html">Privacy Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/exports/">Export Information</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">License/Distribution FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>
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				<div class="col-sm-1">

				</div>

 

			</div>

			<hr class="col-lg-12 hr-white" />

			<div class="row">

				<div class="col-lg-12">

					<p class="text-center">Copyright &#169; 2016 The Apache Software Foundation, Licensed under the <a

class="white" href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0</a>.</p>

					<p class="text-center">Apache and the Apache feather logo are trademarks of The Apache Software

Foundation.</p>

				</div>

			</div>

		</div>

 

</footer>

 

<!-- / Footer -->

 

<script src="/js/jquery-2.1.1.min.js"></script>

<script src="/js/bootstrap.js"></script>

</body>

</html>

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: schema-registry

Source: https://github.com/confluentinc/schema-registry

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2015 Confluent, Inc.

License: Apache-2

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2015 Confluent, Inc.

License: Apache-2

 

License: Apache-2

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of

the License at

.

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the

License for the specific language overning permissions and limitations under

the License.
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.

On Debian systems, the Apache 2.0 license can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0.

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files;

if such notes are missing files have been created by

Tatu Saloranta.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.181 libverto 0.2.5 4.el7
1.181.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.182 pyliblzma 0.5.3 11.el7
1.182.1 Available under license : 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License
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without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it
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  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.183 resourcelocator 1.0.3 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2009, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at * Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2009, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at * Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

 

1.184 aws-java-sdk-opsworks 1.12.199 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.185 popt 1.13 16.el7
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1.185.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 1998  Red Hat Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.

 

1.186 activation-api 1.2.2 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Jakarta Activation

 

This content is produced and maintained by Jakarta Activation project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

1.187 gpgme 1.3.2-5.el7 
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1.187.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot
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use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.188 acl 2.2.51 15.el7
1.188.1 Available under license : 

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
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permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.189 netty-reactive-streams-http 2.0.5 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-Description: Reactive streams implementation for Netty.

Automatic-Module-Name: com.typesafe.netty.http

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.typesafe.netty.reactive-streams-http

Built-By: marcospereira

Bnd-LastModified: 1602622977569

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-DocURL: http://typesafe.com/

Bundle-Vendor: Typesafe

Import-Package: com.typesafe.netty;version="[2.0,3)",io.netty.buffer;v
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ersion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.

codec;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec.http;version="[4.1,5)"

,io.netty.handler.codec.http.websocketx;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.ut

il;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.concurrent;version="[4.1,5)",org.r

eactivestreams;version="[1.0,2)"

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-3.5.0.201709291849

Export-Package: com.typesafe.netty.http;uses:="io.netty.channel,io.net

ty.handler.codec.http,io.netty.handler.codec.http.websocketx,org.reac

tivestreams";version="2.0.5"

Bundle-Name: Netty Reactive Streams HTTP support

Bundle-Version: 2.0.5

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_181

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1169327406_1622201046.09/0/netty-reactive-streams-http-2-0-5-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.190 metrics-jvm 4.1.25 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.191 texinfo 5.1 5.el7
1.191.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
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form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
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 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
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terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
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   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
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it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
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form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
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 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
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and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
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to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

From RPM File Metadata:GPLv3+

 

1.192 j2objc-annotations 1.1 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2014, Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

JSR-330

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

================================================================================

================================================================================
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APACHE HARMONY SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Harmony includes a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code

for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions

of the following licenses.

 

 

 

License Notice for ICU4C version 3.4

====================================

 

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.
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================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for ICU4J version 4.2.1

======================================

 

ICU4J license - ICU4J 1.8.1 and later

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2009 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.
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================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for FDLIBM version 5.2

=====================================

 

Copyright (C) 2004 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is freely

granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

 

 

 

================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for ZLIB version 1.2.3

=====================================

 

(C) 1995-2004 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu
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================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

Visual C++ Runtime Files

========================

 

The file msvcr71.dll is the Microsoft(R) C Runtime Library.

The file msvcp71.dll is the Microsoft Multithreaded Standard C++ Library.

 

These files are redistributed from Microsoft(R) Visual Studio 7.1 as described in

the file "redist.txt" available with that product.

 

 

 

================================================================================

================================================================================

 

 

 

License Notice for Bouncy Castle version 1.45

=============================================

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2009 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================
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License Notice for MX4J 3.0.2.

==============================

 

The MX4J License, Version 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2004 by the MX4J contributors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

   if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

      "This product includes software developed by the

       MX4J project (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net)."

   Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

   if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The name "MX4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without prior written

   permission.

   For written permission, please contact

   biorn_steedom [at] users [dot] sourceforge [dot] net

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "MX4J",

   nor may "MX4J" appear in their name, without prior written

   permission of Simone Bordet.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MX4J CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
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OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

====================================================================

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the MX4J project.  For more information on

MX4J, please see the MX4J website (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net/).

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

=====================================================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group for which the following notice applies:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name
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in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for Little CMS

=====================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on Little cms

for which the following notice applies:

 

Copyright (c) 1998-2007 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================
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Notice for libpng

=================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on libpng

v1.2.38 for which the following notice applies:

 

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.2.38, July 16, 2009, are

Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2009 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5

with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Cosmin Truta

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5, October 3, 2002, are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Simon-Pierre Cadieux

  Eric S. Raymond

  Gilles Vollant

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

  There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the

  library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

  efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

  or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

  risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with

  the user.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Tom Lane

  Glenn Randers-Pehrson

  Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger

Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  John Bowler

  Kevin Bracey

  Sam Bushell
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  Magnus Holmgren

  Greg Roelofs

  Tom Tanner

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

  Andreas Dilger

  Dave Martindale

  Guy Eric Schalnat

  Paul Schmidt

  Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing Authors

and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,

including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of

fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.

assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,

or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG

Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

  be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

  source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without

fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to

supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use this

source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be

appreciated.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================
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Notice for Unicode Character Database

=====================================

 

Copyright (c) 1991-2005 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the

Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies

of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright

notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files

or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice

appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each

modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation

associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been

modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for IETF RFCs prior to 2005

==================================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on the work of

the following IETF RFCs.  Portions of the IETF RFC specifications may be
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included in source code comments for reference, and in accordance with

the licensing terms, the licenses are reproduced here:

 

RFC 1779 -  A String Representation of Distinguished Names

 

RFC 2045 - Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One: Format of

          Internet Message Bodies

 

RFC 2251 - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3)

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1997).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2253 - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3): UTF-8 String

          Representation of Distinguished Names

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1997).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2313 - PKCS #1: RSA Encryption

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1998).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2315 - PKCS #7: Cryptographic Message Syntax

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1998).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2459 - Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and CRL Profile

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1999).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2616 - Hypertext Transfer Protocol -- HTTP/1.1

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1999). All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2781 - UTF-16, an encoding of ISO 10646

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2891 - LDAP Control Extension for Server Side Sorting of Search Results

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 2985 - PKCS #9: Selected Object Classes and Attribute Types

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 3161 - Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Time-Stamp Protocol (TSP)

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2001).  All Rights Reserved.

 

RFC 3280 - Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure, Certificate and

          Certificate Revocation List (CRL) Profile

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

 

INTERNET-DRAFT - Persistent Search: A Simple LDAP Change Notification Mechanism

          <draft-ietf-ldapext-psearch-03.txt>

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1997-2000). All Rights Reserved.

 

The following statement applies to each RFC:
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  This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

  others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it

  or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published

  and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any

  kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

  included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

  document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

  the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

  Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of

  developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for

  copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be

  followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than

  English.

 

  The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

  revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

  This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

  "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

  TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

  BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION

  HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

 

Notice for IETF RFCs from 2005 onwards

======================================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on the work of

the following IETF RFCs.  Portions of the IETF RFC specifications may be

included in source code comments for reference, and in accordance with

the licensing terms, the licenses are reproduced here:

 

RFC 4122 - A Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) URN Namespace

          Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2005).

 

 

The following statement applies to this RFC:

    

     Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2005).

 

     This document is subject to the rights, licenses and restrictions

     contained in BCP 78, and except as set forth therein, the authors

     retain all their rights.

 

     This document and the information contained herein are provided

     on an "AS IS" basis and THE CONTRIBUTOR, THE ORGANIZATION HE/SHE
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     REPRESENTS OR IS SPONSORED BY (IF ANY), THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND

     THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES,

     EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT

     THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR

     ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for RSA Public-Key Cryptography Standards

================================================

 

Portions of Apache Harmony reference RSA Public-Key Cryptography Standards:

PKCS#7, PKCS#8 and PKSC#10. Portions of these standards are included

in Harmony Javadoc for reference, and in accordance with the licensing terms

for PKCS#7, PKCS#8 and PKSC#10, the full copyright statement is here:

 

Copyright  1991-1993 RSA Laboratories, a division of RSA Data Security, Inc.

License to copy this document is granted provided that it is identified as

"RSA Data Security, Inc. Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS)" in all

material mentioning or referencing this document.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for Apache Yoko

======================

 

This distribution may contain software that is based in part on Apache Yoko

for which the following notice applies:

 

Apache Yoko is an effort undergoing incubation at the Apache Software

Foundation (ASF). Incubation is required of all newly accepted projects until

a further review indicates that the infrastructure, communications, and decision

making process have stabilized in a manner consistent with other successful

ASF projects. While incubation status is not necessarily a reflection of the

completeness or stability of the code, it does indicate that the project has

yet to be fully endorsed by the ASF.
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http://incubator.apache.org/yoko/

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

Notice for the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler

==============================================

 

The license terms for the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler are available at

	http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

 

Source code for the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler can be found at:

	http://download.eclipse.org/eclipse/downloads/

 

Navigate to the version of ECJ used in this distribution, and the source is

provided in a ZIP file in the section titled "JDT Core Batch Compiler".

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License notice for the DejaVu fonts package

==============================================

 

Fonts are (c) Bitstream (see below). DejaVu changes are in public domain.

Glyphs imported from Arev fonts are (c) Tavmjung Bah (see below)

 

Bitstream Vera Fonts Copyright

------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003 by Bitstream, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Bitstream Vera is

a trademark of Bitstream, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and associated

documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce and distribute the

Font Software, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:
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The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in particular

the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may be modified and

additional glyphs or characters may be added to the Fonts, only if the fonts

are renamed to names not containing either the words "Bitstream" or the word

"Vera".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts or Font

Software that has been modified and is distributed under the "Bitstream

Vera" names.

 

The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but no

copy of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT,

TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL BITSTREAM OR THE GNOME

FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING

ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Gnome, the Gnome

Foundation, and Bitstream Inc., shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font Software

without prior written authorization from the Gnome Foundation or Bitstream

Inc., respectively. For further information, contact: fonts at gnome dot

org.

 

Arev Fonts Copyright

------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006 by Tavmjong Bah. All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and

associated documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce

and distribute the modifications to the Bitstream Vera Font Software,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software

typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in

particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may be

modified and additional glyphs or characters may be added to the

Fonts, only if the fonts are renamed to names not containing either

the words "Tavmjong Bah" or the word "Arev".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts

or Font Software that has been modified and is distributed under the

"Tavmjong Bah Arev" names.

 

The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but

no copy of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by

itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

TAVMJONG BAH BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Tavmjong Bah shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Font Software without prior written authorization

from Tavmjong Bah. For further information, contact: tavmjong @ free

. fr.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License notice for ASM

=======================

 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License notice for Junit

========================

 

This distribution may contain a jar file based on Junit 4.2.1 for

which the following notice applies:

 

Copyright 2001-2009 Kent Beck <kent@threeriversinstitute.org>

Copyright 2000-2009 Erich Gamma <erich_gamma@acm.org>

Copyright 2006-2009 David Saff <david@saff.net>

 

                        Common Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS
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"Contribution" means:

 

   a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

   documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

   b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

   i) changes to the Program, and

 

   ii) additions to the Program;

 

   where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

   distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

   from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

   itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

   include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

   software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

   license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

   a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

   Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

   reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

   distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

   such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

   Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

   Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

   transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

   object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

   Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by

   the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination

   to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply

   to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per
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   se is licensed hereunder.

 

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

   to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

   Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

   intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

   disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity

   based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a

   condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each

   Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other

   intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

   patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it

   is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing

   the Program.

 

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

   copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

   license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

   b) its license agreement:

 

   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

   conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of

   title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

   merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

   damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

   damages, such as lost profits;

 

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

   offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

   iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

   Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner

   on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

   a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and
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   b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
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Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation

is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.
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No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

The Apache Harmony DRLVM uses the Apache Portable Runtime which

includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and

license terms. Your use of the source code for the these subcomponents

is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

 

From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c,

file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994

*      The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:
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*      This product includes software developed by the University of

*      California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

 

From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_pton.c:

 

/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE.

 

From dso/aix/dso.c:

 

*  Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is

*  Copyright (c) 1992,1993,1995,1996,1997,1988

*  Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.

*

*  Not derived from licensed software.

*

*  Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute

*  this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable

*  for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked

*  as such, and this notice is not modified.
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From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:

 

 strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.

 Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

 

 *

 * cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.

 *       Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.

 *

 

 Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.  2001-2002.  All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

 must display the following acknowledgement:

 

    This product includes software developed or owned by  Caldera

    International, Inc.

 

 Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other
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 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA

 INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

 ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

 

 

 

License notice for Hamcrest

===========================

 

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO
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EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

 

 

===============================================================================

===============================================================================

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009, JSR305 expert group

All rights reserved.

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the JSR305 expert group nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

package java.security;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Legacy security code; do not use.

*/

public abstract class Permission implements Guard, Serializable {

   public Permission(String name) { }

 

   public final String getName() { return null; }

 

   public void checkGuard(Object obj) throws SecurityException { }

 

   public PermissionCollection newPermissionCollection() {
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       return new AllPermissionCollection();

   }

 

   public abstract String getActions();

 

   public abstract boolean implies(Permission permission);

}

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan XSLT processor)

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  =========================================================================

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

     

  =========================================================================

  The binary distribution package (ie. jars, samples and documentation) of

  this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

     

    - Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

        - CUP Parser Generator runtime (javacup\runtime) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================

  The source distribution package (ie. all source and tools required to build

  Xalan Java) of this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation
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        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

        - Ant - see LICENSE.txt

        - Stylebook doc tool - see LICENSE.txt   

     

    - Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

        - Lexical Analyzer Generator (JLex) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================      

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of Apache Xerces Java in xercesImpl.jar and xml-apis.jar

  were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.   

 

  =========================================================================  

  Apache xml-commons xml-apis (redistribution of xml-apis.jar)

 

  Apache XML Commons

  Copyright 2001-2003,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

APPLE PUBLIC SOURCE LICENSE Version 2.0 -  August 6, 2003

 

Please read this License carefully before downloading this software.  By

downloading or using this software, you are agreeing to be bound by the terms of

this License.  If you do not or cannot agree to the terms of this License,

please do not download or use the software.

 

Apple Note:  In January 2007, Apple changed its corporate name from "Apple

Computer, Inc." to "Apple Inc."  This change has been reflected below and

copyright years updated, but no other changes have been made to the APSL 2.0.
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1.	General; Definitions.  This License applies to any program or other work

which Apple Inc. ("Apple") makes publicly available and which contains a notice

placed by Apple identifying such program or work as "Original Code" and stating

that it is subject to the terms of this Apple Public Source License version 2.0

("License").  As used in this License:

 

1.1	 "Applicable Patent Rights" mean:  (a) in the case where Apple is the

grantor of rights, (i) claims of patents that are now or hereafter acquired,

owned by or assigned to Apple and (ii) that cover subject matter contained in

the Original Code, but only to the extent necessary to use, reproduce and/or

distribute the Original Code without infringement; and (b) in the case where You

are the grantor of rights, (i) claims of patents that are now or hereafter

acquired, owned by or assigned to You and (ii) that cover subject matter in Your

Modifications, taken alone or in combination with Original Code.

 

1.2	"Contributor" means any person or entity that creates or contributes to the

creation of Modifications.

 

1.3	 "Covered Code" means the Original Code, Modifications, the combination of

Original Code and any Modifications, and/or any respective portions thereof.

 

1.4	"Externally Deploy" means: (a) to sublicense, distribute or otherwise make

Covered Code available, directly or indirectly, to anyone other than You; and/or

(b) to use Covered Code, alone or as part of a Larger Work, in any way to

provide a service, including but not limited to delivery of content, through

electronic communication with a client other than You.

 

1.5	"Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof

with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

1.6	"Modifications" mean any addition to, deletion from, and/or change to, the

substance and/or structure of the Original Code, any previous Modifications, the

combination of Original Code and any previous Modifications, and/or any

respective portions thereof.  When code is released as a series of files, a

Modification is:  (a) any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

containing Covered Code; and/or (b) any new file or other representation of

computer program statements that contains any part of Covered Code.

 

1.7	"Original Code" means (a) the Source Code of a program or other work as

originally made available by Apple under this License, including the Source Code

of any updates or upgrades to such programs or works made available by Apple

under this License, and that has been expressly identified by Apple as such in

the header file(s) of such work; and (b) the object code compiled from such

Source Code and originally made available by Apple under this License

 

1.8	"Source Code" means the human readable form of a program or other work that

is suitable for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains,
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plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

compilation and installation of an executable (object code).

 

1.9	"You" or "Your" means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under this License.  For legal entities, "You" or "Your" includes any entity

which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, You, where

"control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or

management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of

such entity.

 

2.	Permitted Uses; Conditions & Restrictions.   Subject to the terms and

conditions of this License, Apple hereby grants You, effective on the date You

accept this License and download the Original Code, a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license, to the extent of Apple's Applicable Patent Rights and

copyrights covering the Original Code, to do the following:

 

2.1	Unmodified Code.  You may use, reproduce, display, perform, internally

distribute within Your organization, and Externally Deploy verbatim, unmodified

copies of the Original Code, for commercial or non-commercial purposes, provided

that in each instance:

 

(a)	You must retain and reproduce in all copies of Original Code the copyright

and other proprietary notices and disclaimers of Apple as they appear in the

Original Code, and keep intact all notices in the Original Code that refer to

this License; and

 

(b) 	You must include a copy of this License with every copy of Source Code of

Covered Code and documentation You distribute or Externally Deploy, and You may

not offer or impose any terms on such Source Code that alter or restrict this

License or the recipients' rights hereunder, except as permitted under Section

6.

 

2.2	Modified Code.  You may modify Covered Code and use, reproduce, display,

perform, internally distribute within Your organization, and Externally Deploy

Your Modifications and Covered Code, for commercial or non-commercial purposes,

provided that in each instance You also meet all of these conditions:

 

(a)	You must satisfy all the conditions of Section 2.1 with respect to the

Source Code of the Covered Code;

 

(b)	You must duplicate, to the extent it does not already exist, the notice in

Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code of all Your Modifications, and cause

the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files

and the date of any change; and

 

(c)	If You Externally Deploy Your Modifications, You must make Source Code of

all Your Externally Deployed Modifications either available to those to whom You
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have Externally Deployed Your Modifications, or publicly available.  Source Code

of Your Externally Deployed Modifications must be released under the terms set

forth in this License, including the license grants set forth in Section 3

below, for as long as you Externally Deploy the Covered Code or twelve (12)

months from the date of initial External Deployment, whichever is longer. You

should preferably distribute the Source Code of Your Externally Deployed

Modifications electronically (e.g. download from a web site).

 

2.3	Distribution of Executable Versions.  In addition, if You Externally Deploy

Covered Code (Original Code and/or Modifications) in object code, executable

form only, You must include a prominent notice, in the code itself as well as in

related documentation, stating that Source Code of the Covered Code is available

under the terms of this License with information on how and where to obtain such

Source Code.

 

2.4	Third Party Rights.  You expressly acknowledge and agree that although

Apple and each Contributor grants the licenses to their respective portions of

the Covered Code set forth herein, no assurances are provided by Apple or any

Contributor that the Covered Code does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Apple and each Contributor

disclaim any liability to You for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, You hereby assume sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow You to

distribute the Covered Code, it is Your responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Covered Code.

 

3.	Your Grants.  In consideration of, and as a condition to, the licenses

granted to You under this License, You hereby grant to any person or entity

receiving or distributing Covered Code under this License a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, perpetual, irrevocable license, under Your Applicable Patent

Rights and other intellectual property rights (other than patent) owned or

controlled by You, to use, reproduce, display, perform, modify, sublicense,

distribute and Externally Deploy Your Modifications of the same scope and extent

as Apple's licenses under Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above.

 

4.	Larger Works.  You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with

other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

Work as a single product.  In each such instance, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code or any portion

thereof.

 

5.	Limitations on Patent License.   Except as expressly stated in Section 2, no

other patent rights, express or implied, are granted by Apple herein.

Modifications and/or Larger Works may require additional patent licenses from

Apple which Apple may grant in its sole discretion.
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6.	Additional Terms.  You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,

warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations and/or other rights

consistent with the scope of the license granted herein ("Additional Terms") to

one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own

behalf and as Your sole responsibility, and not on behalf of Apple or any

Contributor. You must obtain the recipient's agreement that any such Additional

Terms are offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify, defend and

hold Apple and every Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by or

claims asserted against Apple or such Contributor by reason of any such

Additional Terms.

 

7.	Versions of the License.  Apple may publish revised and/or new versions of

this License from time to time.  Each version will be given a distinguishing

version number.  Once Original Code has been published under a particular

version of this License, You may continue to use it under the terms of that

version. You may also choose to use such Original Code under the terms of any

subsequent version of this License published by Apple.  No one other than Apple

has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this

License.

 

8.	NO WARRANTY OR SUPPORT.  The Covered Code may contain in whole or in part

pre-release, untested, or not fully tested works.  The Covered Code may contain

errors that could cause failures or loss of data, and may be incomplete or

contain inaccuracies.  You expressly acknowledge and agree that use of the

Covered Code, or any portion thereof, is at Your sole and entire risk.  THE

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY, UPGRADES OR SUPPORT OF

ANY KIND AND APPLE AND APPLE'S LICENSOR(S) (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS "APPLE"

FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECTIONS 8 AND 9) AND ALL CONTRIBUTORS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM

ALL WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF SATISFACTORY

QUALITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCURACY, OF QUIET ENJOYMENT,

AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.  APPLE AND EACH CONTRIBUTOR DOES NOT

WARRANT AGAINST INTERFERENCE WITH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE COVERED CODE, THAT THE

FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE COVERED CODE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, THAT THE

OPERATION OF THE COVERED CODE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, OR THAT

DEFECTS IN THE COVERED CODE WILL BE CORRECTED.  NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION

OR ADVICE GIVEN BY APPLE, AN APPLE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OR ANY CONTRIBUTOR

SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY.  You acknowledge that the Covered Code is not intended

for use in the operation of nuclear facilities, aircraft navigation,

communication systems, or air traffic control machines in which case the failure

of the Covered Code could lead to death, personal injury, or severe physical or

environmental damage.

 

9.	LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT

SHALL APPLE OR ANY CONTRIBUTOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LICENSE OR YOUR USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE COVERED CODE, OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, WHETHER UNDER A

THEORY OF CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), PRODUCTS LIABILITY OR
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OTHERWISE, EVEN IF APPLE OR SUCH CONTRIBUTOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES AND NOTWITHSTANDING THE FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY

REMEDY. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OF LIABILITY OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. In

no event shall Apple's total liability to You for all damages (other than as may

be required by applicable law) under this License exceed the amount of fifty

dollars ($50.00).

 

10.	Trademarks.  This License does not grant any rights to use the trademarks

or trade names  "Apple", "Mac", "Mac OS", "QuickTime", "QuickTime Streaming

Server" or any other trademarks, service marks, logos or trade names belonging

to Apple (collectively "Apple Marks") or to any trademark, service mark, logo or

trade name belonging to any Contributor.  You agree not to use any Apple Marks

in or as part of the name of products derived from the Original Code or to

endorse or promote products derived from the Original Code other than as

expressly permitted by and in strict compliance at all times with Apple's third

party trademark usage guidelines which are posted at

http://www.apple.com/legal/guidelinesfor3rdparties.html.

 

11.	Ownership. Subject to the licenses granted under this License, each

Contributor retains all rights, title and interest in and to any Modifications

made by such Contributor.  Apple retains all rights, title and interest in and

to the Original Code and any Modifications made by or on behalf of Apple ("Apple

Modifications"), and such Apple Modifications will not be automatically subject

to this License.  Apple may, at its sole discretion, choose to license such

Apple Modifications under this License, or on different terms from those

contained in this License or may choose not to license them at all.

 

12.	Termination.

 

12.1	Termination.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will

terminate:

 

(a)	automatically without notice from Apple if You fail to comply with any

term(s) of this License and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming

aware of such breach; (b)	immediately in the event of the circumstances

described in Section 13.5(b); or (c)	automatically without notice from Apple if

You, at any time during the term of this License, commence an action for patent

infringement against Apple; provided that Apple did not first commence an action

for patent infringement against You in that instance.

 

12.2	Effect of Termination.  Upon termination, You agree to immediately stop

any further use, reproduction, modification, sublicensing and distribution of

the Covered Code.  All sublicenses to the Covered Code which have been properly

granted prior to termination shall survive any termination of this License.

Provisions which, by their nature, should remain in effect beyond the

termination of this License shall survive, including but not limited to Sections

3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.2 and 13.  No party will be liable to any other for
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compensation, indemnity or damages of any sort solely as a result of terminating

this License in accordance with its terms, and termination of this License will

be without prejudice to any other right or remedy of any party.

 

13. 	Miscellaneous.

 

13.1	Government End Users.   The Covered Code is a "commercial item" as defined

in FAR 2.101.  Government software and technical data rights in the Covered Code

include only those rights customarily provided to the public as defined in this

License. This customary commercial license in technical data and software is

provided in accordance with FAR 12.211 (Technical Data) and 12.212 (Computer

Software) and, for Department of Defense purchases, DFAR 252.227-7015 (Technical

Data -- Commercial Items) and 227.7202-3 (Rights in Commercial Computer Software

or Computer Software Documentation).  Accordingly, all U.S. Government End Users

acquire Covered Code with only those rights set forth herein.

 

13.2	Relationship of Parties.  This License will not be construed as creating

an agency, partnership, joint venture or any other form of legal association

between or among You, Apple or any Contributor, and You will not represent to

the contrary, whether expressly, by implication, appearance or otherwise.

 

13.3	Independent Development.   Nothing in this License will impair Apple's

right to acquire, license, develop, have others develop for it, market and/or

distribute technology or products that perform the same or similar functions as,

or otherwise compete with, Modifications, Larger Works, technology or products

that You may develop, produce, market or distribute.

 

13.4	Waiver; Construction.  Failure by Apple or any Contributor to enforce any

provision of this License will not be deemed a waiver of future enforcement of

that or any other provision.  Any law or regulation which provides that the

language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter will not apply to

this License.

 

13.5	Severability.  (a) If for any reason a court of competent jurisdiction

finds any provision of this License, or portion thereof, to be unenforceable,

that provision of the License will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible

so as to effect the economic benefits and intent of the parties, and the

remainder of this License will continue in full force and effect.  (b)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if applicable law prohibits or restricts You from

fully and/or specifically complying with Sections 2 and/or 3 or prevents the

enforceability of either of those Sections, this License will immediately

terminate and You must immediately discontinue any use of the Covered Code and

destroy all copies of it that are in your possession or control.

 

13.6	Dispute Resolution.  Any litigation or other dispute resolution between

You and Apple relating to this License shall take place in the Northern District

of California, and You and Apple hereby consent to the personal jurisdiction of,

and venue in, the state and federal courts within that District with respect to
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this License. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

 

13.7	Entire Agreement; Governing Law.  This License constitutes the entire

agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof.  This

License shall be governed by the laws of the United States and the State of

California, except that body of California law concerning conflicts of law.

 

Where You are located in the province of Quebec, Canada, the following clause

applies:  The parties hereby confirm that they have requested that this License

and all related documents be drafted in English.  Les parties ont exig que le

prsent contrat et tous les documents connexes soient rdigs en anglais.

 

EXHIBIT A.

 

"Portions Copyright (c) 1999-2007 Apple Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

This file contains Original Code and/or Modifications of Original Code as

defined in and that are subject to the Apple Public Source License Version 2.0

(the 'License').  You may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.  Please obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.opensource.apple.com/apsl/ and read it before using this file.

 

The Original Code and all software distributed under the License are distributed

on an 'AS IS' basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

AND APPLE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION,

ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET

ENJOYMENT OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.  Please see the License for the specific language

governing rights and limitations under the License."

Apache Harmony

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Apache Harmony were originally developed by

Intel Corporation and are licensed to the Apache Software

Foundation under the "Software Grant and Corporate Contribution

License Agreement" and for which the following copyright notices

apply

        (C) Copyright 2005 Intel Corporation

        (C) Copyright 2005-2006 Intel Corporation

        (C) Copyright 2006 Intel Corporation

 

Portions of Apache Harmony's Class Library TEXT module contain JavaDoc

derived from the ICU project.

Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others
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The Apache Harmony Development Kit (HDK) contains a jar file from the

Apache Derby Project for which the following notice applies:

 

Apache Derby

Copyright 2004-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Derby were originally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally known as the "Derby CLA".

The following copyright notice(s) were affixed to portions of the code

with which this file is now or was at one time distributed

and are placed here unaltered.

 

(C) Copyright 1997,2004 International Business Machines Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 2003.

 

The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

 

 

 

Portions of the Apache Portable Runtime used by DRLVM were

developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

 

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security

Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

 

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C)

Caldera International Inc.

ICU

 

There are two licenses here:

- ICU license

- Unicode Terms of Use
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

From http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

X License (old version). For license pedigree see the

ICU FAQ at http://icu-project.org/userguide/icufaq.html

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2014 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unicode Terms of Use, from http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

 

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode

Privacy Policy. For trademark usage, see the Unicode Consortium Name and

Trademark Usage Policy.

 

Notice to End User: Terms of Use

Carefully read the following legal agreement ("Agreement"). Use or copying of

the software and/or codes provided with this agreement (The "Software")

constitutes your acceptance of these terms. If you have any questions about
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these terms of use, please contact the Unicode Consortium.

 

A. Unicode Copyright.

 1. Copyright  1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

 2. Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating

    that "Modification is permitted." Any person is hereby authorized, without

    fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works

    conforming to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions

    herein.

 3. Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and

    distribute all documents and files solely for informational purposes in

    the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard, subject to the

    Terms and Conditions herein.

 4. Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of

    the particular set of data files known as the "Unicode Character Database"

    can be found in Exhibit 1.

 5. Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights

    and restrictions of use. For the book editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier),

    these are found on the back of the title page. The online code charts

    carry specific restrictions. All other files, including online

    documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

    covered under these general Terms of Use.

 6. No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is

    charged for access to the "mirror" site.

 7. Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of

    this document must be verbatim.

B. Restricted Rights Legend. Any technical data or software which is licensed

  to the United States of America, its agencies and/or instrumentalities under

  this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software

  developed exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS

  252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For technical data, use,

  duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as

  set forth in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov

  1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance with FAR 12-212 or

  DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the

  Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

 1. This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical

    errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are periodically added to the

    information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of

    the publication and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or

    changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in this publication

    and/or website at any time.

 2. If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode,

    Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for any claim will be exchange of the

    defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

 3. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS

    PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR
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    STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF

    MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

    UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS

    IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

    REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

D. Waiver of Damages. In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for

  any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of any kind, or

  any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the

  possibility of the damage, including, without limitation, those resulting

  from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

  use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

E. Trademarks & Logos.

 1. The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc.

    The Unicode Consortium and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode,

    Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

    your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the

    Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

 2. The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark

    Policy) are incorporated herein by reference and you agree to abide by

    the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

    time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

 3. All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their

    respective owners.

F. Miscellaneous.

 1. Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the

    State of California, United States of America. Unicode makes no

    representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other

    locations. If you access this server from other locations, you are

    responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of

    this site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are

    governed solely by the laws of the State of California without regard to

    any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

    user agrees that any disputes regarding this site shall be resolved solely

    in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees

    said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to

    transfer the dispute to any other forum.

 2. Modification by Unicode Unicode shall have the right to modify this

    Agreement at any time by posting it to this site. The user may not assign

    any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written consent.

 3. Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this

    website or use of the information herein, except for those based on

    Unicodes net income.

 4. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or

    unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in

    effect.

 5. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between

    the parties.
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EXHIBIT 1

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online

code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/. Software

includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under the

directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,

INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA

FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO

BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in

http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software,

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

documentation, and

(c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software

as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
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TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/ . Unicode Software includes any source code

published in the Unicode Standard or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU

DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES

OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2006 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s)

and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software,

(b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data

File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

For org.w3c.dom code.

 

See <http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/>.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Android-specific code.                        ==

  =========================================================================

 

Android Code

Copyright 2005-2008 The Android Open Source Project

 

This product includes software developed as part of

The Android Open Source Project (http://source.android.com).

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Harmony distribution.                  ==

  =========================================================================

 

Apache Harmony

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Harmony were originally developed by

Intel Corporation and are licensed to the Apache Software

Foundation under the "Software Grant and Corporate Contribution

License Agreement", informally known as the "Intel Harmony CLA".

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the ICU License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2014 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the KXML License.                                  ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002,2003, Stefan Haustein, Oberhausen, Rhld., Germany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the W3C License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en

Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved. This program is

distributed under the W3C's Software Intellectual Property License.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the fdlibm License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 ******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003, International Business Machines Corporation and   *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                               *

******************************************************************************

 

Created on May 2, 2003

 

To change the template for this generated file go to

Window>Preferences>Java>Code Generation>Code and Comments

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-2005 - All Rights Reserved                     *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *
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Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. and others, 1996-2009 - All Rights Reserved         *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. and others, 1996-2009 - All Rights Reserved         *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

*   file name:  UBiDiProps.java

*   encoding:   US-ASCII

*   tab size:   8 (not used)

*   indentation:4

*

*   created on: 2005jan16

*   created by: Markus W. Scherer

*

*   Low-level Unicode bidi/shaping properties access.

*   Java port of ubidi_props.h/.c.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2004, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2009-2010, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-2003 - All Rights Reserved                     *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

#******************************************************************************

 

This locale data is based on the ICU's Vietnamese locale data (rev. 1.38)

found at:

 

http://oss.software.ibm.com/cvs/icu/icu/source/data/locales/vi.txt?rev=1.38
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999-2003 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation is

copyrighted and owned by IBM. These materials are provided

under terms of a License Agreement between IBM and Sun.

This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not be removed.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - 1997, All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998, All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation is

copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary

of IBM. These materials are provided under terms of a License

Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology is protected

by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1999 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 2002 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned
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subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996,1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996-1998 -  All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 1996-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

* others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Oracle designates certain files in this repository as subject to the "Classpath" exception.

The designated files include the following notices. In the following notices, the

LICENSE file referred to is:

 

**********************************

START LICENSE file

**********************************

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as
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"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire
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whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as
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expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a
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consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

**********************************

END LICENSE file

**********************************

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1999, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<?xml version="1.0"?>
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<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<code>Replaceable</code> is an interface representing a

string of characters that supports the replacement of a range of

itself with a new string of characters.  It is used by APIs that

change a piece of text while retaining metadata.  Metadata is data

other than the Unicode characters returned by char32At().  One

example of metadata is style attributes; another is an edit

history, marking each character with an author and revision number.

 

<p>An implicit aspect of the <code>Replaceable</code> API is that

during a replace operation, new characters take on the metadata of

the old characters.  For example, if the string "the <b>bold</b>

font" has range (4, 8) replaced with "strong", then it becomes "the

<b>strong</b> font".

 

<p><code>Replaceable</code> specifies ranges using a start

offset and a limit offset.  The range of characters thus specified

includes the characters at offset start..limit-1.  That is, the

start offset is inclusive, and the limit offset is exclusive.

 

<p><code>Replaceable</code> also includes API to access characters

in the string: <code>length()</code>, <code>charAt()</code>,

<code>char32At()</code>, and <code>extractBetween()</code>.

 

<p>For a subclass to support metadata, typical behavior of

<code>replace()</code> is the following:

<ul>

 <li>Set the metadata of the new text to the metadata of the first

 character replaced</li>

 <li>If no characters are replaced, use the metadata of the

 previous character</li>

 <li>If there is no previous character (i.e. start == 0), use the

 following character</li>

 <li>If there is no following character (i.e. the replaceable was

 empty), use default metadata<br>

 <li>If the code point U+FFFF is seen, it should be interpreted as

 a special marker having no metadata<li>

 </li>

</ul>

If this is not the behavior, the subclass should document any differences.

 

<p>Copyright &copy; IBM Corporation 1999.  All rights reserved.

 

@author Alan Liu

@stable ICU 2.0
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<code>ReplaceableString</code> is an adapter class that implements the

<code>Replaceable</code> API around an ordinary <code>StringBuffer</code>.

 

<p><em>Note:</em> This class does not support attributes and is not

intended for general use.  Most clients will need to implement

{@link Replaceable} in their text representation class.

 

<p>Copyright &copy; IBM Corporation 1999.  All rights reserved.

 

@see Replaceable

@author Alan Liu

@stable ICU 2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2007 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the

"Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and

to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do

so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission

notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the

above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated

documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or

in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS

INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written

authorization of the copyright holder.
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Generated automatically from the Common Locale Data Repository. DO NOT EDIT!

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2011 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the

"Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data

Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright

notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c)

there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as

well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR

ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2009, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1995, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1994, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1995, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1997, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1998, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2000, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2002, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003,2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1999 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2005, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2008, 2009,  Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Copyright 2009 Google Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2015 Google Inc.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Google designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Google in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licensed Materials - Property of IBM

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999 All Rights Reserved.

(C) IBM Corp. 1997-1998.  All Rights Reserved.

 

The program is provided "as is" without any warranty express or

implied, including the warranty of non-infringement and the implied

warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a particular purpose.

IBM will not be liable for any damages suffered by you as a result

of using the Program. In no event will IBM be liable for any

special, indirect or consequential damages or lost profits even if

IBM has been advised of the possibility of their occurrence. IBM

will not be liable for any third party claims against you.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

is licensed under the same terms.  The copyright and license information

for java/net/Inet4AddressImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/PlainDatagramSocketImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/PlainSocketImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/FileChannelImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/FileDispatcherImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/InheritedChannel.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/ServerSocketChannelImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

same terms. The copyright and license information for sun/nio/ch/Net.java

follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/io/FileSystem.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for
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java/lang/Long.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/IOStatus.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/io/UnixFileSystem.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/lang/Integer.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/NetworkInterface.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/SocketOptions.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/util/zip/ZipFile.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced
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by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or
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   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to
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   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent
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obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of
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all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."
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   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

JUnit

 

Common Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.
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"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:
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     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial
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Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such
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Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation

is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.193 libssh2 1.8.0-4.el7 
1.193.1 Available under license : 

/* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 Sara Golemon <sarag@libssh2.org>

* Copyright (c) 2005,2006 Mikhail Gusarov <dottedmag@dottedmag.net>

* Copyright (c) 2006-2007 The Written Word, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2007 Eli Fant <elifantu@mail.ru>

* Copyright (c) 2009-2014 Daniel Stenberg

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2009 Simon Josefsson

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

* with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

*   Redistributions of source code must retain the above

*   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*   following disclaimer.

*

*   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

*   provided with the distribution.

*

*   Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names

*   of any other contributors may be used to endorse or

*   promote products derived from this software without

*   specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

* CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

* OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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1.194 antlr-runtime 4.6 
1.194.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012-2016 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

* Use of this file is governed by the BSD 3-clause license that

* can be found in the LICENSE.txt file in the project root.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/Transition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/pattern/Chunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/PlusBlockStartState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/ParseTreeProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ParseInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ArrayPredictionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/CommonTokenFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/FailedPredicateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LookaheadEventInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/TokensStartState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATNSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/DecisionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerATNSimulator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/EmptyPredictionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/FlexibleHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerChannelAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/VocabularyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/Tree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/RuleContextWithAltNum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ParserInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/RuleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/EqualityComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/PredictionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/AbstractEqualityComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/AtomTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATNConfigSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LoopEndState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/Array2DHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerActionExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/StarBlockStartState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATNSimulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/RecognitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/RuleStartState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerPushModeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPathTokenElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ProfilingATNSimulator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/PredictionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/CommonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/SetTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/BasicBlockStartState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/PredicateTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/TestRig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/MurmurHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/SemanticContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/DefaultErrorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/dfa/LexerDFASerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/pattern/RuleTagToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerCustomAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/Triple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/BlockStartState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/EpsilonTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/DiagnosticErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/Trees.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/pattern/TagChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPathTokenAnywhereElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/PlusLoopbackState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/Interval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/TokenSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/UnbufferedCharStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/Lexer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LL1Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/DoubleKeyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ConsoleErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/NotSetTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/InterpreterRuleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/OrderedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/StarLoopbackState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ActionTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/ParseTreeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATNDeserializationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/dfa/DFA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/IntegerList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/ErrorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ListTokenSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ErrorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ANTLRInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/LexerNoViableAltException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/pattern/ParseTreePatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/UnbufferedTokenStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/ParseTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerMoreAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/SingletonPredictionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/PredictionContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/WildcardTransition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ParserRuleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATNState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/ParseCancellationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/NoViableAltException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/pattern/TokenTagToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/BlockEndState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/IterativeParseTreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/PredicateEvalInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/RuleTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/OrderedATNConfigSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ParserATNSimulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/RangeTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/DecisionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/BasicState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/RuntimeMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerModeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ANTLRErrorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATNType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/BufferedTokenStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/CommonTokenStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/Recognizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ContextSensitivityInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerPopModeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/StarLoopEntryState.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPathWildcardElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ANTLRFileStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPathLexerErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/TerminalNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/LexerInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/IntStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/AbstractPredicateTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/ParseTreeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/IntegerStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/pattern/ParseTreePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/DecisionEventInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/BaseErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATNConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerSkipAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/dfa/DFAState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPathWildcardAnywhereElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/pattern/ParseTreeMatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/RuleNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/MultiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/TerminalNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerActionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATNDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/SyntaxTree.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/dfa/DFASerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/TokenStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/ErrorNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/LogManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ProxyErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/AbstractParseTreeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/BailErrorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPathRuleAnywhereElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/WritableToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/pattern/TextChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/ATN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerTypeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/TokenFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/RuleStopState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/xpath/XPathRuleElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/CharStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/InputMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/AmbiguityInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/tree/ParseTreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/IntervalSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/PrecedencePredicateTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/ObjectEqualityComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/ANTLRErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/Vocabulary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerIndexedCustomAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/TokenStreamRewriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/misc/IntSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1113034101_1607377129.99/0/antlr4-runtime-4-6-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/runtime/atn/LexerATNConfig.java

 

1.195 aws-java-sdk-waf 1.12.199 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/XssMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateSizeConstraintSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ByteMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WafActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListXssMatchSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ByteMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ActivatedRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListXssMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ActivatedRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ExcludedRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRegexMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFBadRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFTagOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetByteMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRegexPatternSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexPatternSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ByteMatchSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WafOverrideActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteWebACLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteWebACLRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/IPSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/XssMatchTupleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/HTTPRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetGeoMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/IPSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GeoMatchSetUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRuleGroupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/XssMatchTupleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GeoMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexMatchTupleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFStaleDataExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TagInfoForResourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSampledRequestsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SizeConstraintSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateSqlInjectionMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRuleGroupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/PutLoggingConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetGeoMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/FieldToMatchMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexMatchTupleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateByteMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleGroupUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WebACLSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRegexMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRuleGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteLoggingConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GeoMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRateBasedRulesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WafActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateWebACLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SubscribedRuleGroupSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteSqlInjectionMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteIPSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRegexMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/PutLoggingConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexPatternSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListGeoMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetXssMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ActivatedRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFTagOperationInternalErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetGeoMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListXssMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListIPSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListActivatedRulesInRuleGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateSizeConstraintSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateSizeConstraintSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetPermissionPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WafRuleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteLoggingConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateXssMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteByteMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeletePermissionPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRateBasedRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/AssociateWebACLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexMatchTupleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WafOverrideActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ByteMatchTupleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetGeoMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRateBasedRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/FieldToMatchJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/HTTPRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetWebACLForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListWebACLsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRegexPatternSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SqlInjectionMatchTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetChangeTokenStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/XssMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteLoggingConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListSizeConstraintSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ByteMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFInternalErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/WafRegionalActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListLoggingConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetLoggingConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/IPSetDescriptorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSqlInjectionMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRegexPatternSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SizeConstraintMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRateBasedRuleManagedKeysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateWebACLRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRuleGroupRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRegexMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetIPSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListGeoMatchSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SubscribedRuleGroupSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetChangeTokenRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/IPSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/IPSetDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFLimitsExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteIPSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListIPSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetChangeTokenStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/PutLoggingConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRegexMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListByteMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRateBasedRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateByteMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRegexPatternSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SizeConstraintMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateIPSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SizeConstraintJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WebACLMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexPatternSetJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateXssMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetLoggingConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/LoggingConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteLoggingConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/XssMatchTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetIPSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateByteMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRulesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteGeoMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRateBasedRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateSqlInjectionMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateSizeConstraintSetRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetWebACLForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRegexPatternSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRegexPatternSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFUnavailableEntityExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateIPSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateByteMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFInvalidAccountExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateGeoMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListLoggingConfigurationsRequestProtocolMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteSizeConstraintSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ExcludedRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/AssociateWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListXssMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetChangeTokenResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexMatchTupleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateByteMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFDisallowedNameExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRateBasedRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRateBasedRulesRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateGeoMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TagInfoForResourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateSizeConstraintSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.j
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ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateSizeConstraintSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ChangeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteXssMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListActivatedRulesInRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRateBasedRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSizeConstraintSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRateBasedRuleManagedKeysRequestMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetChangeTokenRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleGroupSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFDisallowedNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteGeoMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateXssMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TagInfoForResourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSubscribedRuleGroupsRequestProtocolMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetGeoMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteLoggingConfigurationRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRegexMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRegexMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetSizeConstraintSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListResourcesForWebACLRequestProtocolMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/HTTPHeaderJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFInvalidRegexPatternExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRegexPatternSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteSqlInjectionMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateWebACLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRateBasedRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SizeConstraintSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/PredicateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteIPSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateXssMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/IPSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFBadRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/IPSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeletePermissionPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSizeConstraintSetsRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRegexMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateSizeConstraintSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRegexPatternSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRegexMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ByteMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetWebACLForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetIPSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetWebACLRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRegexPatternSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RuleUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WebACLSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/XssMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateGeoMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateXssMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateByteMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteGeoMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetChangeTokenStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteXssMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/LoggingConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetByteMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRegexPatternSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetChangeTokenRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateGeoMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RegexMatchSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRegexPatternSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SizeConstraintSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRegexMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFEntityMigrationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/PutLoggingConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFInvalidPermissionPolicyExceptionUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RegexPatternSetUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ByteMatchSetUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateSizeConstraintSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetGeoMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSubscribedRuleGroupsResultJsonUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WebACLUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RuleGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetLoggingConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetPermissionPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateSqlInjectionMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WebACLSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RateBasedRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexPatternSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListByteMatchSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateIPSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRegexPatternSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFStaleDataExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateIPSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFRegional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeletePermissionPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRegexMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRegexPatternSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateSqlInjectionMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateSizeConstraintSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetIPSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GeoMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GeoMatchConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFInvalidOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRegexPatternSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SqlInjectionMatchSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRateBasedRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRegexMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFEntityMigrationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFInvalidRegexPatternExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/HTTPHeaderMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/XssMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ParameterExceptionReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SizeConstraintSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ComparisonOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/PositionalConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/FieldToMatchJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRegexMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetByteMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRegexMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateGeoMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SampledHTTPRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetChangeTokenStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/AssociateWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFInternalErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetIPSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateIPSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFSubscriptionNotFoundExceptionUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRateBasedRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleGroupMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRegexPatternSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRegexMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSqlInjectionMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ActivatedRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleGroupUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteSqlInjectionMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/TextTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ByteMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/IPSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRegexMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSampledRequestsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRegexMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateSizeConstraintSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRegexMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFRegionalClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexPatternSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeletePermissionPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFTagOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRateBasedRulesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SizeConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRegexMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRateBasedRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/PredicateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetChangeTokenRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RuleGroupUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetWebACLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRateBasedRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleGroupSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleGroupJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GeoMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRateBasedRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateIPSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRegexMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleGroupUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateGeoMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSqlInjectionMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateXssMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RateBasedRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRegexMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GeoMatchConstraintJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateSqlInjectionMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFSubscriptionNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GeoMatchConstraintJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/XssMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SubscribedRuleGroupSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSubscribedRuleGroupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFTagOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateWebACLMigrationStackResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteByteMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFInvalidPermissionPolicyExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSubscribedRuleGroupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateWebACLRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/HTTPRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetChangeTokenRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SizeConstraintSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRegexMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFNonexistentContainerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRegexPatternSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SqlInjectionMatchSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteGeoMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListByteMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SizeConstraintSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRateBasedRuleManagedKeysResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFNonexistentItemExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteSizeConstraintSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GeoMatchConstraintMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFInvalidParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateXssMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateIPSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GeoMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleGroupJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListWebACLsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSubscribedRuleGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFRegionalClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WafOverrideActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SqlInjectionMatchTupleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/AssociateWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/XssMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetLoggingConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRegexMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexPatternSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRuleGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateIPSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRateBasedRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListGeoMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFNonexistentItemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFServiceLinkedRoleErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateGeoMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListResourcesForWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/HTTPHeaderJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/IPSetDescriptorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetSampledRequestsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TimeWindowJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRuleGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListXssMatchSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateXssMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexPatternSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRegexPatternSetRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSizeConstraintSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetChangeTokenStatusRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateByteMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteXssMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRuleGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WafAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TimeWindowMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListSqlInjectionMatchSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetIPSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WebACLUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/XssMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRegexMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListWebACLsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SizeConstraintSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SubscribedRuleGroupSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRegexMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ChangeTokenStatus.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/IPSetDescriptorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetIPSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFInvalidParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRateBasedRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/IPSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListResourcesForWebACLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRateBasedRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SizeConstraintSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AbstractAWSWAFAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteIPSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRegexPatternSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/IPSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WafOverrideActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFDisallowedNameExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetWebACLForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SizeConstraintSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetPermissionPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateGeoMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRegexMatchSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ActivatedRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WafActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetChangeTokenResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexPatternSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WebACLSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RateBasedRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetXssMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListWebACLsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteSizeConstraintSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GeoMatchConstraintMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateGeoMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RateBasedRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSizeConstraintSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFTagOperationInternalErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListSubscribedRuleGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRegexPatternSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRegexMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListGeoMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GeoMatchSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRuleGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSizeConstraintSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WebACL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRateBasedRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetPermissionPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateXssMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRateBasedRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteIPSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteXssMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SizeConstraintSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFInvalidPermissionPolicyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ByteMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetWebACLForResourceRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListByteMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GeoMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListActivatedRulesInRuleGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRegexPatternSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/PutPermissionPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TimeWindowJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/IPSetUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRegexMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFRegionalAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateXssMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/AssociateWebACLRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateWebACLMigrationStackRequestProtocolMa

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WebACLJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFRegionalAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateIPSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteByteMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListIPSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/TagInfoForResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFTagOperationInternalErrorExceptionUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WebACLJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFInvalidAccountExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/PutPermissionPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFNonEmptyEntityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleGroupUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListXssMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateGeoMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRegexPatternSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SizeConstraintSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateWebACLMigrationStackRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteGeoMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteXssMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateWebACLMigrationStackRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListWebACLsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ExcludedRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteByteMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRateBasedRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetLoggingConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/IPSetDescriptorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateSqlInjectionMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/XssMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateByteMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRulesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/TimeWindow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFInvalidRegexPatternException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateGeoMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRateBasedRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSampledRequestsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SizeConstraintSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/PutLoggingConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/XssMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteSizeConstraintSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteIPSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRateBasedRuleManagedKeysResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListByteMatchSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateByteMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SqlInjectionMatchTupleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ByteMatchTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSampledRequestsRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRuleGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateWebACLMigrationStackRequestMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AbstractAWSWAFRegional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSqlInjectionMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateSizeConstraintSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListActivatedRulesInRuleGroupRequestMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRateBasedRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateByteMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetChangeTokenStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteRuleGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFStaleDataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateGeoMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRegexPatternSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ByteMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRegexPatternSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ExcludedRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GeoMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/IPSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRulesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFSubscriptionNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateWebACLMigrationStackResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteByteMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteSqlInjectionMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexPatternSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateIPSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRateBasedRuleManagedKeysRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRateBasedRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SampledHTTPRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RegexPatternSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateByteMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteLoggingConfigurationRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AbstractAWSWAF.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateIPSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RegexMatchSetUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GeoMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetSizeConstraintSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFInvalidParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteIPSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ExcludedRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetChangeTokenStatusRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WafActionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/PutPermissionPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/IPSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/PutPermissionPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateGeoMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateIPSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRegexMatchSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListGeoMatchSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRegexPatternSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListGeoMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRegexPatternSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRegexPatternSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListIPSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/MatchFieldType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRateBasedRulesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateIPSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSubscribedRuleGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WafOverrideActionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListXssMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SubscribedRuleGroupSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ByteMatchSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteIPSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListActivatedRulesInRuleGroupResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetPermissionPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WebACLUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexPatternSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/XssMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSizeConstraintSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateSizeConstraintSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/XssMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSampledRequestsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateXssMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFRegionalAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetXssMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ByteMatchTupleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexPatternSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/PutLoggingConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/LoggingConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SizeConstraintSetUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexPatternSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/XssMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFNonEmptyEntityExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DisassociateWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRuleGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/PutLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/PutPermissionPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteGeoMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateXssMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/HTTPRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListLoggingConfigurationsResultJsonUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SqlInjectionMatchTupleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SampledHTTPRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSqlInjectionMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteXssMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRegexPatternSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRegexPatternSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListGeoMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateXssMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRegexMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetChangeTokenResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSqlInjectionMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/PredicateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRateBasedRuleManagedKeysRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/AWSWAFException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRegexMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RegexPatternSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/IPSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAF.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetIPSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ByteMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListWebACLsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WafActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ByteMatchTupleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRegexPatternSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteGeoMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFInvalidOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFBadRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListActivatedRulesInRuleGroupRequestProtocolM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListXssMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteByteMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteGeoMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRegexPatternSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GeoMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SampledHTTPRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListLoggingConfigurationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeletePermissionPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateGeoMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/FieldToMatchMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WafOverrideAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRuleGroupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/HTTPHeaderMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DisassociateWebACLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListLoggingConfigurationsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRateBasedRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateXssMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetByteMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFReferencedItemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRegexMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteSizeConstraintSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GeoMatchConstraintType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListSqlInjectionMatchSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListSubscribedRuleGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteLoggingConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateXssMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFReferencedItemExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ByteMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/XssMatchSetUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RegexMatchSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListByteMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetByteMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GeoMatchConstraintValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GeoMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRateBasedRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListIPSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFInternalErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RegexMatchTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRegexPatternSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListLoggingConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateByteMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListSizeConstraintSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteByteMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GeoMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetXssMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RuleGroupSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WebACLUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListWebACLsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFLimitsExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListGeoMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/PutLoggingConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFEntityMigrationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/LoggingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRateBasedRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListIPSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFInvalidAccountException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/XssMatchSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRegexPatternSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSizeConstraintSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetLoggingConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRateBasedRuleManagedKeysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFServiceLinkedRoleErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRateBasedRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateSizeConstraintSetRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TimeWindowMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateIPSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetByteMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateGeoMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRateBasedRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRegexPatternSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetLoggingConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRegexMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/IPSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSqlInjectionMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateByteMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateSizeConstraintSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFNonEmptyEntityExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetSqlInjectionMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/PredicateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/RateBasedRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateIPSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetByteMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetPermissionPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFReferencedItemExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListResourcesForWebACLRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRegexPatternSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRateBasedRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/PutPermissionPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetXssMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListWebACLsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ParameterExceptionField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRegexPatternSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/HTTPRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeletePermissionPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetXssMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SizeConstraintSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WAFLimitsExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetXssMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetSampledRequestsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/XssMatchSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListActivatedRulesInRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/TagInfoForResourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SqlInjectionMatchTupleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateWebACLMigrationStackResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateSizeConstraintSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetGeoMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/IPSetUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSqlInjectionMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFNonexistentItemExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateRateBasedRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RegexMatchSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRateBasedRuleManagedKeysResultJsonUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateIPSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GeoMatchSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/MigrationErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WebACLSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRulesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetByteMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListByteMatchSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRateBasedRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetSizeConstraintSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetXssMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSizeConstraintSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRateBasedRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFNonexistentContainerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteSizeConstraintSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListLoggingConfigurationsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DisassociateWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/XssMatchTupleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFServiceLinkedRoleErrorExceptionUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRegexPatternSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRuleGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRuleGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/PutPermissionPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WebACLMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateWebACLMigrationStackRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AbstractAWSWAFRegionalAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListSizeConstraintSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRateBasedRuleResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateSizeConstraintSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeleteByteMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RegexMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SizeConstraintSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleGroupSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateXssMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSampledRequestsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRegexPatternSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DisassociateWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ByteMatchSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetChangeTokenStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSizeConstraintSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRateBasedRuleRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/PutPermissionPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/WAFNonexistentContainerExceptionUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateWebACLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/WebACLUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListByteMatchSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/XssMatchTupleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListIPSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRateBasedRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RuleGroupSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRateBasedRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListActivatedRulesInRuleGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateByteMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRegexMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteXssMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListResourcesForWebACLRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GeoMatchSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetSqlInjectionMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetSqlInjectionMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRegexMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFInvalidOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeleteSizeConstraintSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/DeletePermissionPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListLoggingConfigurationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/SqlInjectionMatchSetUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/CreateGeoMatchSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/WAFUnavailableEntityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRegexPatternSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/LoggingConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateByteMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DeletePermissionPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateRegexPatternSetRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/UpdateRateBasedRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/IPSetDescriptorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListSizeConstraintSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/FieldToMatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/ListRuleGroupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRateBasedRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteSizeConstraintSetRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ByteMatchSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteXssMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/CreateByteMatchSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRuleGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ByteMatchTupleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteWebACLRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/HTTPHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/CreateRegexMatchSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/AWSWAFClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/GetRuleGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/UpdateRegexMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetRuleGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SizeConstraintJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/PredicateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/ListRegexPatternSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UpdateRegexMatchSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/GetPermissionPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListRegexMatchSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/IPSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SampledHTTPRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetPermissionPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/DeleteRegexMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf_regional/transform/GetGeoMatchSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ByteMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/RuleGroupMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/SqlInjectionMatchSetUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/RuleSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/DisassociateWebACLRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017190_1667606814.8602922/0/aws-java-sdk-waf-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/waf/model/waf/transform/ListIPSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

 

1.196 wget 1.14 18.el7_6.1
1.196.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
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work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.
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 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
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into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
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be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a
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covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.
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 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.197 expat 2.1.0-14.el7_9 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

                              and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Expat maintainers.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.198 aws-java-sdk-iotfleethub 1.12.199 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.199 aws-java-sdk-appconfig 1.12.199 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.200 jsr166e 1.1.0 

 

1.201 aws-java-sdk-cloudformation 1.12.199 
1.201.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.202 profiles 2.17.85 
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1.202.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.203 file-system 3.2-25.el7 
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1.203.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Public Domain

License: Public Domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595805_1613806386.92/0/filesystem-3.2-25.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

vXcgdFqD/filesystem.spec

 

1.204 j2objc-annotations 1.3 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

For org.w3c.dom code.

 

See <http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/>.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009, JSR305 expert group

All rights reserved.

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the JSR305 expert group nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

package java.security;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Legacy security code; do not use.

*/

public abstract class Permission implements Guard, Serializable {

   public Permission(String name) { }

 

   public final String getName() { return null; }

 

   public void checkGuard(Object obj) throws SecurityException { }
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   public PermissionCollection newPermissionCollection() {

       return new AllPermissionCollection();

   }

 

   public abstract String getActions();

 

   public abstract boolean implies(Permission permission);

}

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Android-specific code.                        ==

  =========================================================================

 

Android Code

Copyright 2005-2008 The Android Open Source Project

 

This product includes software developed as part of

The Android Open Source Project (http://source.android.com).

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Harmony distribution.                  ==

  =========================================================================

 

Apache Harmony

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Harmony were originally developed by

Intel Corporation and are licensed to the Apache Software

Foundation under the "Software Grant and Corporate Contribution

License Agreement", informally known as the "Intel Harmony CLA".

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the ICU License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2014 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the KXML License.                                  ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002,2003, Stefan Haustein, Oberhausen, Rhld., Germany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the W3C License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en

Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved. This program is

distributed under the W3C's Software Intellectual Property License.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file for the fdlibm License.                                   ==

  =========================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 ******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003, International Business Machines Corporation and   *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                               *

******************************************************************************

 

Created on May 2, 2003

 

To change the template for this generated file go to

Window>Preferences>Java>Code Generation>Code and Comments

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-2005 - All Rights Reserved                     *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *
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US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. and others, 1996-2009 - All Rights Reserved         *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. and others, 1996-2009 - All Rights Reserved         *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

*******************************************************************************

*   file name:  UBiDiProps.java

*   encoding:   US-ASCII

*   tab size:   8 (not used)

*   indentation:4

*

*   created on: 2005jan16

*   created by: Markus W. Scherer

*

*   Low-level Unicode bidi/shaping properties access.

*   Java port of ubidi_props.h/.c.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2003-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************
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Copyright (C) 2003-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2004, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2009, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2009-2010, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

Copyright (C) 2010, International Business Machines Corporation and         *

others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-2003 - All Rights Reserved                     *

                                                                           *

The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted   *

and owned by IBM, These materials are provided under terms of a License     *

Agreement between IBM and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple     *

US and International patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not    *

to removed.                                                                 *

#******************************************************************************

 

This locale data is based on the ICU's Vietnamese locale data (rev. 1.38)

found at:

 

http://oss.software.ibm.com/cvs/icu/icu/source/data/locales/vi.txt?rev=1.38
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999-2003 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation is

copyrighted and owned by IBM. These materials are provided

under terms of a License Agreement between IBM and Sun.

This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to IBM may not be removed.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - 1997, All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998, All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation is

copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary

of IBM. These materials are provided under terms of a License

Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology is protected

by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1999 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 2002 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms
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of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996,1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996-1998 -  All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996-1998 - All Rights Reserved

 

 The original version of this source code and documentation is copyrighted

and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM. These

materials are provided under terms of a License Agreement between Taligent

and Sun. This technology is protected by multiple US and International

patents. This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

 Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 1996-2004, International Business Machines Corporation and    *

* others. All Rights Reserved.                                                *

*******************************************************************************

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Oracle designates certain files in this repository as subject to the "Classpath" exception.

The designated files include the following notices. In the following notices, the

LICENSE file referred to is:

 

**********************************

START LICENSE file

**********************************

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,
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sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.
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8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER
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OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

**********************************

END LICENSE file

**********************************

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--
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Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1999, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

 

<!--

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<?xml version="1.0"?>

 

<!--
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Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

<code>Replaceable</code> is an interface representing a

string of characters that supports the replacement of a range of

itself with a new string of characters.  It is used by APIs that

change a piece of text while retaining metadata.  Metadata is data

other than the Unicode characters returned by char32At().  One

example of metadata is style attributes; another is an edit

history, marking each character with an author and revision number.

 

<p>An implicit aspect of the <code>Replaceable</code> API is that

during a replace operation, new characters take on the metadata of

the old characters.  For example, if the string "the <b>bold</b>

font" has range (4, 8) replaced with "strong", then it becomes "the

<b>strong</b> font".

 

<p><code>Replaceable</code> specifies ranges using a start

offset and a limit offset.  The range of characters thus specified

includes the characters at offset start..limit-1.  That is, the

start offset is inclusive, and the limit offset is exclusive.

 

<p><code>Replaceable</code> also includes API to access characters

in the string: <code>length()</code>, <code>charAt()</code>,

<code>char32At()</code>, and <code>extractBetween()</code>.

 

<p>For a subclass to support metadata, typical behavior of

<code>replace()</code> is the following:

<ul>

 <li>Set the metadata of the new text to the metadata of the first

 character replaced</li>

 <li>If no characters are replaced, use the metadata of the

 previous character</li>

 <li>If there is no previous character (i.e. start == 0), use the

 following character</li>

 <li>If there is no following character (i.e. the replaceable was

 empty), use default metadata<br>

 <li>If the code point U+FFFF is seen, it should be interpreted as

 a special marker having no metadata<li>

 </li>

</ul>

If this is not the behavior, the subclass should document any differences.

 

<p>Copyright &copy; IBM Corporation 1999.  All rights reserved.

 

@author Alan Liu

@stable ICU 2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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<code>ReplaceableString</code> is an adapter class that implements the

<code>Replaceable</code> API around an ordinary <code>StringBuffer</code>.

 

<p><em>Note:</em> This class does not support attributes and is not

intended for general use.  Most clients will need to implement

{@link Replaceable} in their text representation class.

 

<p>Copyright &copy; IBM Corporation 1999.  All rights reserved.

 

@see Replaceable

@author Alan Liu

@stable ICU 2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2007 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the

"Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and

to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do

so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission

notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the

above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated

documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or

in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS

INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written

authorization of the copyright holder.
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Generated automatically from the Common Locale Data Repository. DO NOT EDIT!

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2011 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the

"Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data

Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright

notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c)

there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as

well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR

ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1994, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1995, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 1996, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1997, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2000, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2001, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2002, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project
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Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2014 The Android Open Source Project

Copyright (c) 2009, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1995, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1994, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1995, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1995, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1996, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1997, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1997, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1998, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1998, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1999, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2000, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2002, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA
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or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version
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2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003,2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

(C) Copyright Taligent, Inc. 1996, 1997 - All Rights Reserved

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1996 - 1999 - All Rights Reserved

 

The original version of this source code and documentation

is copyrighted and owned by Taligent, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of IBM. These materials are provided under terms

of a License Agreement between Taligent and Sun. This technology

is protected by multiple US and International patents.

 

This notice and attribution to Taligent may not be removed.

Taligent is a registered trademark of Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2008, 2009,  Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any
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questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Copyright 2009 Google Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.
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This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this
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particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
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under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2015 Google Inc.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Google designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Google in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Licensed Materials - Property of IBM

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999 All Rights Reserved.

(C) IBM Corp. 1997-1998.  All Rights Reserved.

 

The program is provided "as is" without any warranty express or

implied, including the warranty of non-infringement and the implied

warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a particular purpose.

IBM will not be liable for any damages suffered by you as a result

of using the Program. In no event will IBM be liable for any

special, indirect or consequential damages or lost profits even if

IBM has been advised of the possibility of their occurrence. IBM

will not be liable for any third party claims against you.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

is licensed under the same terms.  The copyright and license information

for java/net/Inet4AddressImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/PlainDatagramSocketImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/PlainSocketImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/FileChannelImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/FileDispatcherImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/InheritedChannel.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2003, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

licensed under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/ServerSocketChannelImpl.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2012, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

same terms. The copyright and license information for sun/nio/ch/Net.java

follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided
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by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/io/FileSystem.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/lang/Long.java follows.
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Copyright (c) 1994, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

the same terms. The copyright and license information for

sun/nio/ch/IOStatus.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/io/UnixFileSystem.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/lang/Integer.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/NetworkInterface.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/net/SocketOptions.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 

under the same terms. The copyright and license information for

java/util/zip/ZipFile.java follows.

 

Copyright (c) 1995, 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan XSLT processor)

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  =========================================================================

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

     

  =========================================================================

  The binary distribution package (ie. jars, samples and documentation) of

  this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

     

    - Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

        - CUP Parser Generator runtime (javacup\runtime) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================

  The source distribution package (ie. all source and tools required to build

  Xalan Java) of this product includes software developed by the following:

     

    - The Apache Software Foundation

        - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt

        - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt

        - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt

        - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

        - Ant - see LICENSE.txt

        - Stylebook doc tool - see LICENSE.txt   
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    - Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

        - Lexical Analyzer Generator (JLex) - see LICENSE.txt

 

  =========================================================================      

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of Apache Xerces Java in xercesImpl.jar and xml-apis.jar

  were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.   

 

  =========================================================================  

  Apache xml-commons xml-apis (redistribution of xml-apis.jar)

 

  Apache XML Commons

  Copyright 2001-2003,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to
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most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the
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Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate
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works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though
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third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that
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choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
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GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

ICU

 

There are two licenses here:

- ICU license
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- Unicode Terms of Use

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

From http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

X License (old version). For license pedigree see the

ICU FAQ at http://icu-project.org/userguide/icufaq.html

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2014 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unicode Terms of Use, from http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

 

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the  Unicode

Privacy Policy. For trademark usage, see the Unicode Consortium Name and

Trademark Usage Policy.

 

Notice to End User: Terms of Use

Carefully read the following legal agreement ("Agreement"). Use or copying of

the software and/or codes provided with this agreement (The "Software")
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constitutes your acceptance of these terms. If you have any questions about

these terms of use, please contact the Unicode Consortium.

 

A. Unicode Copyright.

 1. Copyright  1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

 2. Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating

    that "Modification is permitted." Any person is hereby authorized, without

    fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works

    conforming to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions

    herein.

 3. Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and

    distribute all documents and files solely for informational purposes in

    the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard, subject to the

    Terms and Conditions herein.

 4. Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of

    the particular set of data files known as the "Unicode Character Database"

    can be found in Exhibit 1.

 5. Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights

    and restrictions of use. For the book editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier),

    these are found on the back of the title page. The online code charts

    carry specific restrictions. All other files, including online

    documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

    covered under these general Terms of Use.

 6. No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is

    charged for access to the "mirror" site.

 7. Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of

    this document must be verbatim.

B. Restricted Rights Legend. Any technical data or software which is licensed

  to the United States of America, its agencies and/or instrumentalities under

  this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software

  developed exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS

  252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For technical data, use,

  duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as

  set forth in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov

  1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance with FAR 12-212 or

  DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the

  Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

 1. This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical

    errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are periodically added to the

    information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of

    the publication and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or

    changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in this publication

    and/or website at any time.

 2. If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode,

    Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for any claim will be exchange of the

    defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

 3. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS
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    PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR

    STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF

    MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

    UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS

    IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE

    REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

D. Waiver of Damages. In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for

  any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of any kind, or

  any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the

  possibility of the damage, including, without limitation, those resulting

  from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

  use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

E. Trademarks & Logos.

 1. The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc.

    The Unicode Consortium and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode,

    Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

    your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the

    Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the Unicode trade names.

 2. The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark

    Policy) are incorporated herein by reference and you agree to abide by

    the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

    time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

 3. All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their

    respective owners.

F. Miscellaneous.

 1. Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the

    State of California, United States of America. Unicode makes no

    representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other

    locations. If you access this server from other locations, you are

    responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of

    this site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are

    governed solely by the laws of the State of California without regard to

    any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The

    user agrees that any disputes regarding this site shall be resolved solely

    in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user agrees

    said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to

    transfer the dispute to any other forum.

 2. Modification by Unicode Unicode shall have the right to modify this

    Agreement at any time by posting it to this site. The user may not assign

    any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written consent.

 3. Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this

    website or use of the information herein, except for those based on

    Unicodes net income.

 4. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or

    unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in

    effect.

 5. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between

    the parties.
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EXHIBIT 1

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online

code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/. Software

includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under the

directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,

INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA

FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO

BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in

http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software,

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

documentation, and

(c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software

as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,
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DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

JUnit

 

Common Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

        documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
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     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by

any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims

any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on

infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to

exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights

needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to

allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to

acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:

 

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;
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     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
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offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise

of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and

costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of

data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation

is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any

entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or

hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights

granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is
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filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to

serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version

of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of

the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated

in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/ . Unicode Software includes any source code
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published in the Unicode Standard or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU

DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES

OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2006 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s)

and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software,

(b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data

File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

 

1.205 dropwizard-validation 2.0.25 
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1.205.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015675_1667606622.8529255/0/dropwizard-validation-2-0-25-sources-1-

jar/io/dropwizard/validation/InterpolationHelper.java

 

1.206 pycurl 7.19.0 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
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it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
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the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (C) 2001-2008 by Kjetil Jacobsen <kjetilja at gmail.com>

Copyright (C) 2001-2008 by Markus F.X.J. Oberhumer <markus at oberhumer.com>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose
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with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.207 aws-java-sdk-

marketplacecommerceanalytics 1.12.199 
1.207.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.208 ion-java 1.0.2 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

Amazon Ion Java

Copyright 2007-2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.209 t-digest 3.2 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to Ted Dunning under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-

jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/FloatHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-

jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/AVLTreeDigest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-

jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/MergingDigest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-

jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/IntAVLTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-

jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/AVLGroupTree.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/Simple64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/TDigest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/Histogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/Sort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-

jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/AbstractTDigest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000864524_1646171528.06/0/t-digest-3-2-sources-jar/com/tdunning/math/stats/Centroid.java

 

1.210 aws-java-sdk-iot 1.12.199 
1.210.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.211 gpg-pubkey f4a80eb5-53a7ff4b 
1.211.1 Available under license : 

                         LICENSE TERMS

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Here is a list with collected copyright notices. For details see the

description of each individual package.  [Compiled by wk 2017-11-07]

 

 

GNUPG is

 

 Copyright (C) 1997-2017 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 1994-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2003-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2002 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB

 Copyright (C) 1995-1997, 2000-2007 Ulrich Drepper <drepper@gnu.ai.mit.edu>

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 1998 by The Internet Society.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 The OpenLDAP Foundation

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2004 Net Boolean Incorporated.

 Copyright (C) 2001-2004 IBM Corporation.

 Copyright (C) 1999-2003 Howard Y.H. Chu.

 Copyright (C) 1999-2003 Symas Corporation.

 Copyright (C) 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

 Copyright (C) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

 Copyright (C) 2000 Dimitrios Souflis

 Copyright (C) 2008,2009,2010,2012-2016 William Ahern

 

 GnuPG is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 GnuPG is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

 ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public

 License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBGCRYPT is

 

 Copyright (C) 1989,1991-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 1996 L. Peter Deutsch

 Copyright (C) 1997 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 1998 The Internet Society

 Copyright (C) 1996-1999 Peter Gutmann, Paul Kendall, and Chris Wedgwood

 Copyright (C) 1996-2006 Peter Gutmann, Matt Thomlinson and Blake Coverett
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 Copyright (C) 2003 Nikos Mavroyanopoulos

 Copyright (C) 2006-2007 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation)

 Copyright (C) 2012-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2012 Simon Josefsson, Niels Mller

 Copyright (c) 2012 Intel Corporation

 Copyright (C) 2013 Christian Grothoff

 Copyright (C) 2013-2017 Jussi Kivilinna

 Copyright (C) 2013-2014 Dmitry Eremin-Solenikov

 Copyright (C) 2014 Stephan Mueller

 Copyright (C) 2017 Bundesamt fr Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

 

 Libgcrypt is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 Libgcrypt is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBGPG-ERROR is

 

 Copyright (C) 2003-2004, 2010, 2013-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 libgpg-error is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

 modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 libgpg-error is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBASSUAN is

 

 Copyright (C) 1992-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 2000 Werner Koch (dd9jn)
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 Copyright (C) 2001-2016 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2004 Simon Josefsson

 

 Assuan is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 Assuan is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

LIBKSBA is

 

 Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2010, 2011

               2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2000, 2001 Fabio Fiorina

 

 The library and the header files are distributed under the following

 terms (LGPLv3+/GPLv2+):

 

 KSBA is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of either

 

   - the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

     Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at

     your option) any later version.

 

 or

 

   - the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

     Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at

     your option) any later version.

 

 or both in parallel, as here.

 

 KSBA is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

 ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public

 License for more details.

 

 The other parts (e.g. manual, build system, tests) are distributed
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 under the following terms (GPLv3):

 

 KSBA is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 KSBA is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 

 

NPTH is

 

 Copyright (C) 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015, 2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 nPth is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 nPth is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See

 the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 License along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

NTBTLS is

 

 Copyright (C) 2006-2014 Brainspark B.V.

 Copyright (C) 2014-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

 NTBTLS is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 NTBTLS is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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PINENTRY is

 

 Copyright (C) 1999 Robert Bihlmeyer <robbe@orcus.priv.at>

 Copyright (C) 2001-2004, 2007-2008, 2010, 2015-2016 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2002, 2008 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB (KDAB)

 Copyright (C) 2004 by Albrecht Dre <albrecht.dress@arcor.de>

 Copyright 2007 Ingo Klcker

 Copyright (C) 2014 Serge Voilokov

 Copyright (C) 2015 Daiki Ueno

 Copyright (C) 2015 Daniel Kahn Gillmor <dkg@fifthhorseman.net>

 Copyright 2016 Intevation GmbH

 

 PINENTRY is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 PINENTRY is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

GPGME is

 

 Copyright (C) 1991-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 2000-2001 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 2001-2017 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2002 Klarlvdalens Datakonsult AB

 Copyright (C) 2004-2008 Igor Belyi

 Copyright (C) 2002 John Goerzen

 Copyright (C) 2014, 2015 Martin Albrecht

 Copyright (C) 2015 Ben McGinnes

 Copyright (C) 2015-2016 Bundesamt fr Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

 Copyright (C) 2016 Intevation GmbH

 

 GPGME is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 GPGME is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

 along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

NSIS is

 

 Copyright 1999-2009 Nullsoft and Contributors

 Copyright 2002-2008 Amir Szekely

 Copyright 2003 Ramon

 

 This license applies to everything in the NSIS package, except where

 otherwise noted.

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any

 damages arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any

 purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and

 redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

    not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this

    software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

    documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

    not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

    distribution.

 

 The user interface used with the installer is

 

 Copyright 2002-2009 Joost Verburg

 

 [It is distributed along with NSIS and the same conditions as stated

  above apply]

 

 

TinySCHEME is part of the GnuPG package and is

 

 Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis

 All rights reserved.
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 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

LIBDNS is part of the GnuPG package and is

 

 Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012-2016  William Ahern

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
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 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

ZLIB is

 

 (C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

BZIP2 is

 

 This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

 documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

 rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

    not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

    software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

    documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

 3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

    not be misrepresented as being the original software.
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 4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior written

    permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

SQLITE has

 

 been put into the public-domain by its author D. Richard Hipp:

 The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

 a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

     May you do good and not evil.

     May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

     May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
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ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least
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   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
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terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

CC0 1.0 Universal

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS

   PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM

   THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED

   HEREUNDER.

 

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer

exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator

and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for

the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and

scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear

of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other

works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever

and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes.

These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free

culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific

works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in

part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any

expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person

associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she

is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily

elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its

terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the

Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.
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1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be

protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and

Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not

limited to, the following:

 

 i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display,

    communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or

    likeness depicted in a Work;

iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work,

    subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

 v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data

    in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the

    European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal

    protection of databases, and under any national implementation

    thereof, including any amended or successor version of such

    directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the

    world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national

    implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention

of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently,

irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of

Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes

of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as

future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or

treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever,

including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional

purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and

successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to

revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or

equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public

as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason

be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the

Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into

account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the

extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected

person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive,

irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and
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Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the

maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future

time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number

of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without

limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the

"License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was

applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any

reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such

partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder

of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she

will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related

Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of

action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's

express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned,

   surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or

   warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied,

   statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of

   title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non

   infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or

   the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to

   the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons

   that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without

   limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work.

   Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary

   consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

   Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a

   party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to

   this CC0 or use of the Work.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If
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the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
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copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
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   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
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doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
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that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.
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 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
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agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

[Note that only a few files are distributed under this license.]

 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this
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      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

# COPYING.other                                            -*- org -*-

#+TITLE: List of code with permissive licenses as used by GnuPG.

#+STARTUP: showall

 

* DNS resolver (dirmngr/dns.c)

 

 dns.c - Recursive, Reentrant DNS Resolver.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012-2016  William Ahern

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

 persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

 following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

 in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

 OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

 DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE

 USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

* TinySCHEME (tests/gpgscm/LICENSE.TinySCHEME)

 

 Copyright (c) 2000, Dimitrios Souflis
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 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of Dimitrios Souflis nor the names of the

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

* Regular expression support

 

 regexp/jimregexp.[ch]:

 

 Originally:

 

   Copyright (c) 1986 by University of Toronto.

   Written by Henry Spencer.  Not derived from licensed software.

 

 Subsequently modified by:

 

   1986 John Gilmore hoptoad!gnu

   1987 James A. Woods ames!jaw

   1993 Christopher Seiwald seiwald@vix.com

   2000, 2002 Christopher Seiwald <seiwald@perforce.com>

   2010 Steve Bennett <steveb@workware.net.au>

   2020 NIIBE Yutaka <gniibe@fsij.org>

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
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 purpose on any computer system, and to redistribute it freely,

 subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of

    this software, no matter how awful, even if they arise

    from defects in it.

 

 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either

    by explicit claim or by omission.

 

 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

    be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

 

 regexp/utf8.[ch] (see regexp/LICENSE):

 

 (c) 2010-2016 Steve Bennett <steveb@workware.net.au>

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

    provided with the distribution.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE JIM TCL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

 PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 JIM TCL PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

 ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation

 are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing

 official policies, either expressed or implied, of the Jim Tcl Project.

 

 

 UnicodeData.txt:
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 Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

 Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

 (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

 (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

 without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

 copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

 the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

 or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

 (a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

 of the Data Files or Software, or

 (b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

 Documentation.

 

 THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

 NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

 DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

 TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

 PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

 shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

 use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

 written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.212 cpp 4.8.5-44.el7 
1.212.1 Available under license : 

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2012  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Jan 21, 2002

 

The libgcj library is licensed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License.

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from

or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend

this exception to your version of the library, but you are not

obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this

exception statement from your version.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with libjava; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such
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   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

@ignore

@c Set file name and title for man page.

@setfilename gpl

@settitle GNU General Public License

@c man begin SEEALSO
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gfdl(7), fsf-funding(7).

@c man end

@c man begin COPYRIGHT

Copyright @copyright{} 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@c man end

@end ignore

@node Copying

@c man begin DESCRIPTION

@unnumbered GNU General Public License

@center Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

@c This file is intended to be included in another file.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. @url{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@heading Preamble

 

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom

to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains

free software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation,

use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it

applies also to any other work released this way by its authors.  You

can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you

have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom
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of others.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too,

receive or can get the source code.  And you must show them these

terms so they know their rights.

 

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the

manufacturer can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the

aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The

systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for

individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.

Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the

practice for those products.  If such problems arise substantially in

other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those

domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the

freedom of users.

 

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish

to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program

could make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL

assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@enumerate 0

@item Definitions.

 

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

``Copyright'' also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds
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of works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

``The Program'' refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.  ``Licensees'' and

``recipients'' may be individuals or organizations.

 

To ``modify'' a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of

an exact copy.  The resulting work is called a ``modified version'' of

the earlier work or a work ``based on'' the earlier work.

 

A ``covered work'' means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

To ``propagate'' a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

To ``convey'' a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user

through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not

conveying.

 

An interactive user interface displays ``Appropriate Legal Notices'' to

the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

@item Source Code.

 

The ``source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  ``Object code'' means any non-source form

of a work.

 

A ``Standard Interface'' means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

The ``System Libraries'' of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
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packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

``Major Component'', in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

The ``Corresponding Source'' for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can

regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

 

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same

work.

 

@item Basic Permissions.

 

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey,

without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force.

You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having

them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with

facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the

terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not

control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works for

you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and

control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your

copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
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Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the

conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such

circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with

respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit

operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against

the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid

circumvention of technological measures.

 

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

@item Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these

conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it,

and giving a relevant date.

 

@item

The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released
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under this License and any conditions added under section 7.  This

requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to ``keep intact all

notices''.

 

@item

You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to

anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This License will

therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms,

to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they

are packaged.  This License gives no permission to license the work in

any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have

separately received it.

 

@item

If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work

need not make them do so.

@end enumerate

 

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

``aggregate'' if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

@item  Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of

sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable

Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these

ways:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily

used for software interchange.

 

@item

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written

offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you
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offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give

anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the

Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is

covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used

for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable

cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access

to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

@item

Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written

offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This alternative is

allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you

received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection

6b.

 

@item

Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place

(gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to copy

the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be

on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports

equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions

next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.

Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain

obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to

satisfy these requirements.

 

@item

Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you

inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of

the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under

subsection 6d.

 

@end enumerate

 

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

A ``User Product'' is either (1) a ``consumer product'', which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal,

family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for

incorporation into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a

consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of

coverage.  For a particular product received by a particular user,

``normally used'' refers to a typical or common use of that class of
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product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way

in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected

to use, the product.  A product is a consumer product regardless of

whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or

non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant

mode of use of the product.

 

``Installation Information'' for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to

install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User

Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The

information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of

the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with

solely because modification has been made.

 

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or

updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the

recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or

installed.  Access to a network may be denied when the modification

itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network

or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the

network.

 

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

@item Additional Terms.

 

``Additional permissions'' are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders

of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms

of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

@item

Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author

attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices

displayed by works containing it; or

 

@item

Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

@item

Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

authors of the material; or

 

@item

Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade

names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

@item

Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by

anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with

contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any

liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those

licensors and authors.

@end enumerate

 

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered ``further

restrictions'' within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you
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received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the

above requirements apply either way.

 

@item Termination.

 

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run
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a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

An ``entity transaction'' is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

@item Patents.

 

A ``contributor'' is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's ``contributor version''.

 

A contributor's ``essential patent claims'' are all patent claims owned

or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, ``control'' includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

In the following three paragraphs, a ``patent license'' is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To ``grant'' such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  ``Knowingly relying'' means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

A patent license is ``discriminatory'' if it does not include within the

scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on

the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically

granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered work if you

are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the

business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the

third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the

work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties

who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent

license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by

you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in

connection with specific products or compilations that contain the

covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent
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license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

@item No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey

a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under

this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree

to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying

from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could

satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely

from conveying the Program.

 

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

@item Revised Versions of this License.

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or

of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.  If

the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General

Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.

 

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions

of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public
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statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to

choose that version for the Program.

 

Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS'' WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE

DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION.

 

@item Limitation of Liability.

 

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR

CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR

LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM

TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

@end enumerate

 

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.} 

Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

 

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

@smallexample

@var{program} Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type @samp{show w}.

This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

under certain conditions; type @samp{show c} for details.

@end smallexample

 

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show

the appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your

program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would

use an ``about box''.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

@url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.
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The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your

program into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine

library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library.  If this is what you want to do, use

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.  But

first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.

@c man end

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
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those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

This is an attempt to acknowledge early contributions to the garbage

collector.  Later contributions should instead be mentioned in

README.changes.

 

HISTORY -

 

 Early versions of this collector were developed as a part of research

projects supported in part by the National Science Foundation

and the Defense Advance Research Projects Agency.

 

The garbage collector originated as part of the run-time system for

the Russell programming language implementation. The first version of the

garbage collector was written primarily by Al Demers.  It was then refined

and mostly rewritten, primarily by Hans-J. Boehm, at Cornell U.,

the University of Washington, Rice University (where it was first used for

C and assembly code), Xerox PARC, SGI, and HP Labs.  However, significant

contributions have also been made by many others.

 

Some other contributors: 

 

More recent contributors are mentioned in the modification history in

README.changes.  My apologies for any omissions.

 

The SPARC specific code was originally contributed by Mark Weiser.

The Encore Multimax modifications were supplied by

Kevin Kenny (kenny@m.cs.uiuc.edu).  The adaptation to the IBM PC/RT is largely

due to Vernon Lee, on machines made available to Rice by IBM.

Much of the HP specific code and a number of good suggestions for improving the

generic code are due to Walter Underwood.

Robert Brazile (brazile@diamond.bbn.com) originally supplied the ULTRIX code.

Al Dosser (dosser@src.dec.com) and Regis Cridlig (Regis.Cridlig@cl.cam.ac.uk)

subsequently provided updates and information on variation between ULTRIX

systems.  Parag Patel (parag@netcom.com) supplied the A/UX code.

Jesper Peterson(jep@mtiame.mtia.oz.au), Michel Schinz, and

Martin Tauchmann (martintauchmann@bigfoot.com) supplied the Amiga port.

Thomas Funke (thf@zelator.in-berlin.de(?)) and
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Brian D.Carlstrom (bdc@clark.lcs.mit.edu) supplied the NeXT ports.

Douglas Steel (doug@wg.icl.co.uk) provided ICL DRS6000 code.

Bill Janssen (janssen@parc.xerox.com) supplied the SunOS dynamic loader

specific code. Manuel Serrano (serrano@cornas.inria.fr) supplied linux and

Sony News specific code.  Al Dosser provided Alpha/OSF/1 code.  He and

Dave Detlefs(detlefs@src.dec.com) also provided several generic bug fixes.

Alistair G. Crooks(agc@uts.amdahl.com) supplied the NetBSD and 386BSD ports.

Jeffrey Hsu (hsu@soda.berkeley.edu) provided the FreeBSD port.

Brent Benson (brent@jade.ssd.csd.harris.com) ported the collector to

a Motorola 88K processor running CX/UX (Harris NightHawk).

Ari Huttunen (Ari.Huttunen@hut.fi) generalized the OS/2 port to

nonIBM development environments (a nontrivial task).

Patrick Beard (beard@cs.ucdavis.edu) provided the initial MacOS port.

David Chase, then at Olivetti Research, suggested several improvements.

Scott Schwartz (schwartz@groucho.cse.psu.edu) supplied some of the

code to save and print call stacks for leak detection on a SPARC.

Jesse Hull and John Ellis supplied the C++ interface code.

Zhong Shao performed much of the experimentation that led to the

current typed allocation facility.  (His dynamic type inference code hasn't

made it into the released version of the collector, yet.)

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun Microsystems.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
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NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
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License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
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structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
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 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this
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case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
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Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
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Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The software in this package is distributed under the GNU General Public

License (with a special exception described below).

 

A copy of GNU General Public License (GPL) is included in this distribution,

in the file COPYING.  If you do not have the source code, it is available at:

 

   http://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/

 

 Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

 making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

 conditions of the GNU General Public License cover the whole

 combination.

 

 As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

 permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

 executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

 modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

 terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

 independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that
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 module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from

 or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend

 this exception to your version of the library, but you are not

 obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this

 exception statement from your version.

 

 

GNU Classpath also contains other (example) code distributed under other

terms.  External libraries included with GNU Classpath may also be

distributed under different licensing terms.

The location and the exact terms of this other code is mentioned below.

 

 

Directory examples.

All example code is distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL).

Each example source code files carries the following notice:

 

 GNU Classpath examples are free software; you can redistribute it

 and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at

 your option) any later version.

 

 GNU Classpath examples are distributed in the hope that they will be

 useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

 General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with GNU Classpath examples; see the file COPYING.  If not,

 write to the Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

 Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

For more information see the README file in the examples directory.

 

 

Directory native/fdlibm

fdlimb contains general algorithms useful for runtimes and compilers to

support strict double and float mathematical operations.

 

fdlibm files carry the following notices:

 

 Copyright (c) 1991 by AT&T.

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

 purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

 is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

 or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

 documentation for such software.
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 THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR AT&T MAKES ANY

 REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

 OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

 Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

 Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

 Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

 software is freely granted, provided that this notice

 is preserved.

 

The upstream for fdlibm is libgcj (http://gcc.gnu.org/java/), they sync

again with the 'real' upstream (http://www.netlib.org/fdlibm/readme).

 

 

The documentation of some of the files in org/ietf/jgss/ is derived from

the text of RFC 2853: Generic Security Service API Version 2: Java Bindings.

That document is covered under the following license notice:

 

 Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

 

 This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

 others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it

 or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published and

 distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

 provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

 included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

 document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

 the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

 Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of developing

 Internet standards in which case the procedures for copyrights defined

 in the Internet Standards process must be followed, or as required to

 translate it into languages other than English.

 

 The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

 revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

 This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

 "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

 TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN

 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

 

Directory external/w3c_dom
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Bindings for the Document Object Model (DOM) as published by the

World Wide Web Consortium. All files are distributed under the following

W3C Software Short Notice:

 

 Copyright (c) 2004 World Wide Web Consortium,

 

 (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research Consortium for

 Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University). All Rights Reserved. This

 work is distributed under the W3C(r) Software License [1] in the hope that

 it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

 warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

 [1] http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

 Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

 documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and

 without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include

 the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or

 portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of

 the redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or

 terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice

 should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within

 the body of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including

 the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the

 location from which the code is derived.)

 

 THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

 FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

 DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS,

 TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

 DOCUMENTATION.

 

 The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in

 advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

 written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

 associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright

 holders.
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Directory external/sax

Simple API for XML, a standard application interface for processing XML.

All files are distributed with the following short notice:

 

 NO WARRANTY!  This class is in the Public Domain.

 

The www.saxproject.org explains:

 

 Copyright Status

 

 SAX is free!

 

 In fact, it's not possible to own a license to SAX, since it's been

 placed in the public domain.

 

 No Warranty

 

 Because SAX is released to the public domain, there is no warranty

 for the design or for the software implementation, to the extent

 permitted by applicable law. Except when otherwise stated in writing

 the copyright holders and/or other parties provide SAX "as is" without

 warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not

 limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for

 a particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality and

 performance of SAX is with you. Should SAX prove defective, you assume

 the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

 

 In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in

 writing will any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify

 and/or redistribute SAX, be liable to you for damages, including any

 general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising out of

 the use or inability to use SAX (including but not limited to loss of

 data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by you or

 third parties or a failure of the SAX to operate with any other

 programs), even if such holder or other party has been advised of the

 possibility of such damages.

 

 Copyright Disclaimers

 

 This page includes statements to that effect by David Megginson, who

 would have been able to claim copyright for the original work.

 

 SAX 1.0

 

 Version 1.0 of the Simple API for XML (SAX), created collectively by

 the membership of the XML-DEV mailing list, is hereby released into

 the public domain.
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 No one owns SAX: you may use it freely in both commercial and

 non-commercial applications, bundle it with your software

 distribution, include it on a CD-ROM, list the source code in a book,

 mirror the documentation at your own web site, or use it in any other

 way you see fit.

 

 David Megginson, sax@megginson.com

 1998-05-11

 

 SAX 2.0

 

 I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

 XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

 documentation contained in this distribution into the Public

 Domain. SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

 purpose.

 

 David Megginson, david@megginson.com

 2000-05-05

 

 

Two files in gnu/xml/aelfred2 (SAXDriver.java and XmlParser.java) were

originally derived from code which carried the following notice:

 

 Copyright (c) 1997, 1998 by Microstar Software Ltd.

 

 AElfred is free for both commercial and non-commercial use and

 redistribution, provided that Microstar's copyright and disclaimer are

 retained intact.  You are free to modify AElfred for your own use and

 to redistribute AElfred with your modifications, provided that the

 modifications are clearly documented.

 

 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.  Please use it AT

 YOUR OWN RISK.

 

 

The files in resource/gnu/java/locale were generated by gnu.localegen

from the files distributed from date provided by CLDR.

All these files are distributed under the following terms:

 

 Copyright (C) 1991-2005 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed

 under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the

 "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation
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 (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without

 restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

 modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data

 Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

 Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright

 notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

 Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and

 this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c)

 there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as

 well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or

 Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

 THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR

 ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

 WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

 SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

 shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

 or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

 written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

 

The file native/jni/midi-dssi/gnu_javax_sound_midi_dssi_DSSISynthesizer.c

contains two functions (get_port_default and set_control) derived from

example code in the DSSI distribution (http://dssi.sourceforge.net).

The original DSSI example code is distributed under the following

terms:

 

Copyright 2004 Chris Cannam, Steve Harris and Sean Bolton.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice are included in

all copies or substantial portions of the software.

 

The files in java/util/concurrent and subdirectories (with the

exception of CopyOnWriteArrayList.java), along with

java.util.NavigableMap, java.util.NavigableSet, java.util.Deque and

java.util.ArrayDeque, are taken from JSR166 concurrency materials

maintained by Doug Lea and distributed under the following terms:
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Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

 

CopyOnWriteArrayList.java has been reimplemented for GNU Classpath,

and is distributed under the same terms as other GNU Classpath files,

as specified at the top of this file.

 

Directory external/relaxngDatatype

RELAX NG Pluggable Datatype Libraries. All files are distributed under

the following notice:

 

       Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun

       Microsystems. All rights reserved.

 

       Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

       without

       modification, are permitted provided that the following

       conditions are met:

 

           Redistributions of source code must retain the above

       copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following

       disclaimer.

 

           Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

           copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

           disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

       provided

           with the distribution.

 

           Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of

       its

           contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

       derived

           from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

       THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

       CONTRIBUTORS

       "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

       NOT

       LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

       FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

       SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

       INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

       DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

       SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
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       BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

       LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

       (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

       THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

       SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

* m4/ax_func_which_gethostbyname_r.m4

 

 Copyright  2005 Caolan McNamara <caolan@skynet.ie>

 Copyright  2005 Daniel Richard G. <skunk@iskunk.org>

 

 This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

 (at your option) any later version.

 

 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

 WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

 General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

 Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307,

 USA.

 

 As a special exception, the respective Autoconf Macro's copyright

 owner gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify the

 configure scripts that are the output of Autoconf when processing the

 Macro. You need not follow the terms of the GNU General Public License

 when using or distributing such scripts, even though portions of the

 text of the Macro appear in them. The GNU General Public License

 (GPL) does govern all other use of the material that constitutes the

 Autoconf Macro.

 

 This special exception to the GPL applies to versions of the

 Autoconf Macro released by the Autoconf Macro Archive. When you make

 and distribute a modified version of the Autoconf Macro, you may

 extend this special exception to the GPL to apply to your modified

 version as well.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is
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modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
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operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
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and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
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therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
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   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

 

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

 

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional

permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version

3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that

bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that

the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

 

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of

certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled

program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of

non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the

header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

 

0. Definitions.
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A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime

Library for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an

interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based

on the Runtime Library.

 

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without

modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of

the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any

subsequent versions published by the FSF.

 

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation,

modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with

the license of GCC.

 

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual

target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for

input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution

phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any

format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used

for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

 

The "Compilation Process" transforms code entirely represented in

non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in

Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example,

use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered

part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be

understood as starting with the output of the generators or

preprocessors.

 

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or

with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any

work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to

optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an

Eligible Compilation Process.

 

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

 

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by

combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such

propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that

all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You

may then convey such a combination under terms of your choice,

consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

 

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

 

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general
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presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft

requirements of the license of GCC.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during
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  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
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want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.
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 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.
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 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
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not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
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   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
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   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must
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suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
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add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
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provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
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licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
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consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.
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 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

==============================================================================

compiler_rt License

==============================================================================

 

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois

"BSD-Like" license and the MIT license.  As a user of this code you may choose

to use it under either license.  As a contributor, you agree to allow your code

to be used under both.

 

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

 

==============================================================================

 

University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by:

 

   LLVM Team
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   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

 

   http://llvm.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at

     Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

     endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE

SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

==============================================================================

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties.  Such software will

have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears.

This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply

to that code.

 

The disclaimer of warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License

applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the

other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the

University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this

Software.

 

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights,

licenses, and/or restrictions:

 

Program             Directory

-------             ---------

mach_override       lib/interception/mach_override

@node Library Copying

@appendixsec GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

@cindex LGPL, Lesser General Public License

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@appendixsubsec Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
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be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@iftex

@appendixsubsec TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

@center TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@end ifinfo

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center NO WARRANTY

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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@end enumerate

 

@iftex

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end iftex

@ifinfo

@center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@end ifinfo

 

@page

@appendixsubsec How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

@ignore

@c Set file name and title for man page.

@setfilename gfdl

@settitle GNU Free Documentation License

@c man begin SEEALSO

gpl(7), fsf-funding(7).

@c man end

@c man begin COPYRIGHT

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@c man end

@end ignore

@c Special handling for inclusion in the install manual.

@ifset gfdlhtml

@ifnothtml

@comment node-name,     next,          previous, up

@node    GNU Free Documentation License, Concept Index, Old, Top

@end ifnothtml

@html

<h1 align="center">Installing GCC: GNU Free Documentation License</h1>

@end html

@ifnothtml

@unnumbered GNU Free Documentation License

@end ifnothtml

@end ifset

@c man begin DESCRIPTION

@ifclear gfdlhtml

@node GNU Free Documentation License

@unnumbered GNU Free Documentation License

@end ifclear

 

@cindex FDL, GNU Free Documentation License

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
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@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the
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Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or
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@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY
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If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item
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Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
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the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or
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by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item
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AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A
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public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@unnumberedsec ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with...Texts.'' line with this:
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@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

@c man end

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.213 util-linux 2.23.2-65.el7_9.1 
1.213.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

size: 8388608, sector size: 512, PT: dos, offset: 446, id=0x8f8378c0

---

#1:         32       7648  0x83

#2:       7680       8704  0xa5

#5:       7936       4864  0x7 (freebsd)

#6:      12544       3584  0x7 (freebsd)

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
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version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available at the

Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPLv2.1 file.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available at the

Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3 file.

Initialize empty image

f1c9645dbc14efddc7d8a322685f26eb bsd.img

Create new DOS partition table

57e721e38d1266c2df055067c18f2cf9 bsd.img

 

---layout----------

__ts_dev__: 10 MB, 10485760 bytes, 20480 sectors

Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes

Disk label type: dos

Disk identifier: 0x00000001
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    Device Boot      Start         End      Blocks   Id  System

-------------------

 

Create 1st primary partition

ada64ace122978d00d1d1c0e5ee45d26 bsd.img

 

---layout----------

__ts_dev__: 10 MB, 10485760 bytes, 20480 sectors

Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes

Disk label type: dos

Disk identifier: 0x00000001

 

    Device Boot      Start         End      Blocks   Id  System

__ts_dev__1            2048        4095        1024   83  Linux

-------------------

 

Create 2st primary partition

1bebf87248e05d6e4e62b749da65d023 bsd.img

Set 2nd partition type

2d8e8dff51a88a045db233418dd73fbe bsd.img

 

---layout----------

__ts_dev__: 10 MB, 10485760 bytes, 20480 sectors

Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes

Disk label type: dos

Disk identifier: 0x00000001

 

    Device Boot      Start         End      Blocks   Id  System

__ts_dev__1            2048        4095        1024   83  Linux

__ts_dev__2            4096       20479        8192   a5  FreeBSD

-------------------

 

Create default BSD

2e1cee529cb59c9341afef0443f196a1 bsd.img

 

---layout----------

 

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.

Be careful before using the write command.

 

 

Command (m for help):

 

BSD disklabel command (m for help):
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4 partitions:

#       start       end      size     fstype   [fsize bsize   cpg]

 c:     4096     20479     16384     unused        0     0      

 d:        0     16064     16065     unused        0     0      

 

BSD disklabel command (m for help):

Command (m for help):

-------------------

 

b5c121c2091b2ff26b880551feac7112 bsd.img

 

---layout----------

 

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.

Be careful before using the write command.

 

 

Command (m for help):

 

BSD disklabel command (m for help):

4 partitions:

#       start       end      size     fstype   [fsize bsize   cpg]

 a:     4096      6144      2049     4.2BSD        0     0     0

 c:     4096     20479     16384     unused        0     0      

 d:        0     16064     16065     unused        0     0      

 

BSD disklabel command (m for help):

Command (m for help):

-------------------

 

 

 

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.

Be careful before using the write command.

 

 

Command (m for help):

 

BSD disklabel command (m for help):

0  unused           5  4.1BSD           9  4.4LFS           d  boot          

1  swap             6  Eighth Edition   a  unknown          e  ADOS          

2  Version 6        7  4.2BSD           b  HPFS             f  HFS           

3  Version 7        8  MS-DOS           c  ISO-9660        10  AdvFS         

4  System V      

 

BSD disklabel command (m for help): 
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1.214 aws-java-sdk-route53resolver 1.12.199 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.215 nspr 4.32.0-1.el7_9 
1.215.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in
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   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions
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--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses
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No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter
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   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.
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5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************
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************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions
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Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

1.216 httpcomponents-client 4.5.13 
1.216.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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=========================================================================

 

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0

 

Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.
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1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------
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2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to
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distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.
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3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.
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5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************
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************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions
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Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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1.217 aws-java-sdk-elasticsearch 1.12.199 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.218 aopalliance-repackaged 2.6.1 
1.218.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims
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     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.
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   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility
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   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it
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   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
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---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions
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   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
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   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications
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   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Eclipse GlassFish

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse GlassFish project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.glassfish

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse GlassFish, and GlassFish are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.
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SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-ha-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-logging-annotation-processor

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-shoal

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-cdi-porting-tck

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-jsftemplating

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2-extra

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-fighterfish

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.219 mime-pull 1.9.13 
1.219.1 Available under license : 

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2020 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

# Notices for Eclipse Metro

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Metro project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.metro
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## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Metro is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-xmlstreambuffer

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-policy

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-wsit

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-mimepull

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-ws-test-harness

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-package-rename-task

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-jax-ws

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-saaj

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-jwsdp-samples

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

addressing.xml Version: 2004/10 (n/a)

 

* License: W3C

* Project: https://www.w3.org/Submission/ws-addressing/

* Source: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing/

 

ant-launcher (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND SAX-PD AND W3C

* Project: https://ant.apache.org/
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* Source:

  http://central.maven.org/maven2/org/apache/ant/ant-launcher/1.10.2/ant-launcher-1.10.2-sources.jar

 

Apache Ant (1.6)

 

* License: Apache-1.1

* Project: https://ant.apache.org/

* Source: https://repo1.maven.org/maven2/ant/ant/1.6/ant-1.6-sources.jar

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

commons-logging (1.1.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-logging/

* Source:

  http://central.maven.org/maven2/commons-logging/commons-logging/1.1.2/commons-logging-1.1.2-sources.jar

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

maven-core (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project:

  https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/project-info.html

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/maven-plugin-tools-3.5.1/maven-plugin-annotations

 

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/

* Source: https://github.com/apache/maven/tree/master/maven-plugin-api

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)
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* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-settings (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

mex.xsd Version: 2004/09 (n/a)

 

* License: Oasis Style

* Project: https://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-MetadataExchange/#appendix-II

* Source: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/mex/MetadataExchange.xsd

 

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

 

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana

  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

 

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

 

* License: New BSD license

 

stax2-api (4.1)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/stax2-api

* Source:

  http://central.maven.org/maven2/org/codehaus/woodstox/stax2-api/4.1/stax2-api-4.1-sources.jar

 

testng (6.14.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND MIT

* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html

* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

 

woodstox-core-asl (4.4.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

woodstox-core-asl (5.1.0)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/woodstox

* Source: https://github.com/FasterXML/woodstox

 

ws-addr.wsd (1.0)

 

* License: W3C

* Project: https://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/
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* Source: https://www.w3.org/2006/03/addressing/ws-addr.xsd

 

wsat.xsd Version: 2004/10 (n/a)

 

* License: Oasis Style

* Project: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/10/wsat/

* Source: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/10/wsat/wsat.xsd

 

wscoor.xsd (1.0)

 

* License: OASIS Style

 

wscoor.xsd (1.1)

 

* License: Oasis (Custom)

* Project: http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-tx/wscoor/2006/06

* Source:

  http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-tx/wscoor/2006/06/wstx-wscoor-1.1-schema-200701.xsd

 

wsrm Version: 2005/02 (n/a)

 

* License: Oasis (Custom)

* Project: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/

* Source:

  http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrm.xsd;%20http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrm-

policy.xsd

 

wsrm.xsd (1.2)

 

* License: Oasis

 

wstx-wsat.xsd (1.1)

 

* License: Oasis (Custom)

 

xmlsec (1.5.8)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: http://santuario.apache.org/

* Source:

  https://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/apache/santuario/xmlsec/1.5.8/xmlsec-1.5.8-sources.jar

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,
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possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2020 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.220 aws-java-sdk-sso 1.12.199 
1.220.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.221 audit 2.8.5 4.el7
1.221.1 Available under license : 

/* auditctl-listing.c --

* Copyright 2014,16 Red Hat Inc., Durham, North Carolina.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

* it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

* the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

* (at your option) any later version.

*

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

* GNU General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

* along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

* Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

* Boston, MA 02110-1335, USA.

*

* Authors:

*     Steve Grubb <sgrubb@redhat.com>

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

�

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

�

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

�

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

�

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
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PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.222 xml-apis 1.4.01 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt 477038 2006-11-20 04:40:36Z mrglavas $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license

from the W3C, which is provided herein.

 

 

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:
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   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c

     and all subdirectories

    

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older

version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

 

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom

     and all subdirectories

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

  

The specification of DOM Level 3's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

 

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

  

The specification of DOM Level 1's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/1998/REC-DOM-Level-1-19981001/level-one-html.html

 

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:

   http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

 

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:

   http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/SAC/

   http://www.w3.org/2002/06/sacjava-1.3.zip

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SMIL came from:

   http://dev.w3.org/cvsweb/java/classes/org/w3c/dom/smil/

   (both ElementTimeControl.java and TimeEvent.java were taken at revision 1.1)

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SVG 1.1 came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/java.html

xml-commons/java/external/README.sax.txt $Id: README.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!
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All of the .java software and associated documentation about

SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the

public domain.

 

 

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the

megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax

     and all subdirectories

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax

     and all subdirectories

 

 

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html

	The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14

03:33:27Z mrglavas $

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip

(COPYRIGHT.html)

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and

License. The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications

to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified

versions of the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C

standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer

be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language binding, the package names can no

longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

 

Note: The original version of the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could

be found at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is
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hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.
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SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

1.223 aws-java-sdk-panorama 1.12.199 
1.223.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.224 aws-java-sdk-redshift 1.12.199 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.225 aws-java-sdk-

sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime 1.12.199 
1.225.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/BatchGetRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/AmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntimeClient.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/AmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntimeExcepti

on.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordErrorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/DeleteRecordResultJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/GetRecordRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/AmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntimeClientBuilder.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/AmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntimeAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/GetRecordRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/PutRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/FeatureValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/DeleteRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/AccessForbiddenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/InternalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/ServiceUnavailableExceptionUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordResultDetailJsonUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/InternalFailureExceptionUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-
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sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/AbstractAmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/BatchGetRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/BatchGetRecordResultDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordResultDetailMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/AbstractAmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntimeAsync

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/PutRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/AmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntimeAsyncClientB

uilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/AmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/AmazonSageMakerFeatureStoreRuntimeAsyncClient.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/ValidationErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordIdentifierMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/FeatureValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/PutRecordRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-
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sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/PutRecordResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/AccessForbiddenExceptionUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/BatchGetRecordError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/DeleteRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/DeleteRecordRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/GetRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/ServiceUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/PutRecordRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/ValidationErrorExceptionUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/BatchGetRecordIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/GetRecordResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/GetRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordIdentifierJsonUnmars
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haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/DeleteRecordRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/BatchGetRecordErrorJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015522_1667606591.3022811/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakerfeaturestoreruntime/model/transform/FeatureValueJsonUnmarshaller.java

 

1.226 aws-java-sdk-secretsmanager 1.12.199 
1.226.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.227 aws-java-sdk-mgn 1.12.199 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.228 aws-java-sdk-api-gateway 1.12.199 
1.228.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.229 aws-java-sdk-snowball 1.12.199 
1.229.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.230 grpc-protobuf-lite 1.24.0 
1.230.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such
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license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.231 libpwquality 1.2.3 5.el7
1.231.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpwquality release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpwquality, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License version 2 or later, in which case the provisions

of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
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USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

The full text of the GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2 is included

below.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
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those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.232 aws-java-sdk-codestar 1.12.199 
1.232.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.233 classmate 1.5.1 
1.233.1 Available under license : 

Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

This copy of Java ClassMate library is licensed under Apache (Software) License,

version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.234 gnupg 2.0.22 5.el7_5
1.234.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
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same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
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keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
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of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.
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 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further
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restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission
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to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this
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      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.235 curl 7.77.0 
1.235.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2021, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.236 lucene-memory 5.5.5 
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1.236.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/
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The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and
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"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---
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The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in
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 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary
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(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise
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contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.237 libuser 0.60 9.el7
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1.237.1 Available under license : 
                  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The
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former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

                 GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
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   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

 

1.238 guice 4.2.3 
1.238.1 Available under license : 

 

Google Guice - Core Library

Copyright 2006-2020 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.239 aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager

1.12.199 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/EdgeMetricMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/AmazonSagemakerEdgeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/SendHeartbeatRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/SendHeartbeatRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/GetDeviceRegistrationRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/GetDeviceRegistrationRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/GetDeviceRegistrationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/SendHeartbeatRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/SendHeartbeatResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/AmazonSagemakerEdgeManagerClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/GetDeviceRegistrationResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/Model.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/AmazonSagemakerEdgeManagerAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/InternalServiceExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/AbstractAmazonSagemakerEdgeManagerAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/SendHeartbeatResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/GetDeviceRegistrationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/AmazonSagemakerEdgeManagerClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/AmazonSagemakerEdgeManagerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/EdgeMetricJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/ModelMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/AmazonSagemakerEdgeManagerAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/AmazonSagemakerEdgeManagerAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/AbstractAmazonSagemakerEdgeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/InternalServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/transform/ModelJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017950_1667606598.104468/0/aws-java-sdk-sagemakeredgemanager-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sagemakeredgemanager/model/EdgeMetric.java

 

1.240 aws-java-sdk-glue 1.12.199 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.241 aws-java-sdk-finspace 1.12.199 
1.241.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.242 compress-lzf 1.0.2 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

# Compress LZF

 

This library contains efficient implementation of LZF compression format,

as well as additional helper classes that build on JDK-provided gzip (deflat)

codec.

 

## Licensing

 

Library is licensed under Apache License 2.0, as per accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credit

 

Library has been written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi).

It was started at Ning, inc., as an official Open Source process used by

platform backend, but after initial versions has been developed outside of

Ning by supporting community.

 

Other contributors include:
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* Jon Hartlaub (first versions of streaming reader/writer; unit tests)

* Cedrik Lime: parallel LZF implementation

 

Various community members have contributed bug reports, and suggested minor

fixes; these can be found from file "VERSION.txt" in SCM.

This copy of Compress-LZF library is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.243 aws-java-sdk-mediapackage 1.12.199 
1.243.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.244 jetty-continuation 9.4.18.v20190429 

 

1.245 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.19 
1.245.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

The MIT License

 

 Copyright (c) 2009 codehaus.org.

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876677_1643115784.16/0/animal-sniffer-annotations-1-19-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.codehaus.mojo/animal-sniffer-annotations/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The MIT License

*

* Copyright (c) 2008 Kohsuke Kawaguchi and codehaus.org.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

* THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258876677_1643115784.16/0/animal-sniffer-annotations-1-19-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/mojo/animal_sniffer/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

 

1.246 dropwizard-util 2.0.25 
1.246.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.247 easymock 3.4 
1.247.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Common Public License - v 1.0</TITLE>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">

</HEAD>

 

<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" VLINK="#800000">

 

 

<P ALIGN="CENTER"><B>Common Public License - v 1.0</B>

<P><B></B><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED

UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT").  ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE

OF THIS AGREEMENT.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>1.  DEFINITIONS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contribution" means:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed

under this Agreement, and<BR CLEAR="LEFT">

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	 	changes to the Program, and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii)		additions to the Program;</FONT></UL>
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<UL><FONT SIZE="2">where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by

that particular Contributor.  </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was

added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Contributions do not include additions to the Program which:  (i) are separate modules of software

distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of

the Program.  </FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily

infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance

with this Agreement.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all

Contributors.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>2.  GRANT OF RIGHTS</B></FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">a)	</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Subject to the terms of this

Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"> </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code

form.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">b) 	Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#008000"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use,

sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form.  This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the

time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents.  The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the

Contribution.  No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.   </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">c)	Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its
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Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.  Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient

for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.  As a

condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility

to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.  For example, if a third party patent license is required

to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing

the Program.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">d)	Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its

Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement. </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>3.  REQUIREMENTS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B>A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	its license agreement:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	effectively disclaims</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> on behalf of all Contributors all

warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii) 	effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including

direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iii)</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">	states that any provisions which differ from this

Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iv)	states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs

licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

exchange.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>
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<P><FONT SIZE="2">When the Program is made available in source code form:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it must be made available under this Agreement; and </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

</FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Contributors

may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a

manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>4.  COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end

users, business partners and the like.  While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does

not create potential liability for other Contributors.   Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a

commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses")

arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to

the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the

Program in a commercial product offering.  The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement.  In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor

must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial

Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations.  The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering,

Product X.  That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor.  If that Commercial Contributor then makes

performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone.  Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those

damages.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>5.  NO

WARRANTY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS

PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">the Program</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> and assumes all risks associated

with its exercise of rights under this Agreement</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">, including but not limited to the risks
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and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>6.  DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS

AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),</FONT><FONT

SIZE="2"> HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>7.  GENERAL</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable

under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this

Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent

applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that

Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.  In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed. </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of

the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after

becoming aware of such noncompliance.  If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees

to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.  However, Recipient's obligations

under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this

Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted  and may only be modified in the

following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">publish new versions

(including revisions) of this Agreement from time to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward.   IBM may

assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number.  The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">version.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">by

implication, estoppel or otherwise</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">  All rights in the
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Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual

property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this

Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose.  Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any

resulting litigation.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

 

</BODY>
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ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for EasyMock

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

EasyMock

Copyright 2001-2015 <a href="http://easymock.org/contributors.html" target="_blank">EasyMock contributors</a>

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Code Generation Library (http://cglib.sourceforge.net/)

 - dexmaker (http://code.google.com/p/dexmaker/dexmaker)

 - Hamcrest Core (https://github.com/hamcrest/JavaHamcrest/hamcrest-core)
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This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita'

 - Objenesis (http://objenesis.org)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'JUnit' (http://www.junit.org)

 - JUnit (http://junit.org)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'ObjectWeb' (http://www.objectweb.org/)

 - ASM Core (http://asm.objectweb.org/asm/)

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*
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*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.
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*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.248 chkconfig 1.7.6-1.el7 
1.248.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.249 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.10.5 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.250 lz4 1.9.1 
1.250.1 Available under license : 

This repository uses 2 different licenses :

- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license

- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

 

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file,

and with presence of COPYING or LICENSE file in associated directories.

 

This model is selected to emphasize that

files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party applications,

while all other files, in `programs`, `tests` or `examples`,

receive more limited attention and support for such scenario.

LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: liblz4

Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>

Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2011+ Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

The full text of license: https://github.com/Cyan4973/lz4/blob/master/lib/LICENSE

 

1.251 commons-validator 1.6 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Validator

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.252 aws-java-sdk-ecs 1.12.199 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.253 aws-java-sdk-appmesh 1.12.199 
1.253.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.254 aws-java-sdk-pinpointsmsvoice

1.12.199 
1.254.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.255 aws-java-sdk-clouddirectory 1.12.199 
1.255.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.256 dracut 033-572.el7 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
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patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
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   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
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Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.257 gson 2.9.0 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlTimeTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1296849109_1648622539.88/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/NumberTypeAdapter.java

 

1.258 aws-java-sdk-mq 1.12.199 
1.258.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.259 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.32 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*
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* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1182802247_1629961496.53/0/jul-to-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/bridge/SLF4JBridgeHandler.java

 

1.260 kotlinx-coroutines-core 1.1.1 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

==  in this case for the kotlix.coroutines library.                    ==

=========================================================================

 

kotlinx.coroutines library.

Copyright 2016-2018 JetBrains s.r.o and respective authors and developers

Copyright 2016-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Parker Moore

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.261 netty-codec-http 4.1.69.Final 
1.261.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/codec-http/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CorruptedWebSocketFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketCloseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketDecoderConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakeException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DeleteFileOnExitHook.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Adaptation of https://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or
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* substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageDecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CompressionEncoderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850592_1635490079.45/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

 

1.262 byte-buddy 1.11.0 
1.262.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright ${project.inceptionYear} - ${current.year} ${copyright.holder}

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.263 xerces-j 2.12.2 
1.263.1 Available under license : 

Apache XML Commons Resolver

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation http://www.apache.org/

 

Portions of this code are derived from classes placed in the

public domain by Arbortext on 10 Apr 2000. See:

http://www.arbortext.com/customer_support/updates_and_technical_notes/catalogs/docs/README.htm

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,
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      software copyright (c) 1999.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution.  ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer)

  Copyright 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

      http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems.,

      http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation.,

      http://www.ibm.com.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.264 lucene-queryparser 5.5.5 
1.264.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at
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http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors
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   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/
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Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.
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Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:
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analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801
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which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to
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have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.265 aws-java-sdk-fis 1.12.199 
1.265.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.266 aws-java-sdk-emrcontainers 1.12.199 
1.266.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.267 aws-java-sdk-cloudhsmv2 1.12.199 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.268 bean-validation-api 2.0.1.Final 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

Bean Validation API

 

License: Apache License, Version 2.0

See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

 

1.269 aws-java-sdk-ssooidc 1.12.199 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/AWSSSOOIDC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/CreateTokenResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/StartDeviceAuthorizationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/InvalidClientExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/AWSSSOOIDCAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/InvalidClientMetadataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/UnsupportedGrantTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/AWSSSOOIDCAsync.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/AbstractAWSSSOOIDCAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/InvalidGrantExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/StartDeviceAuthorizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/CreateTokenRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/AWSSSOOIDCAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/InternalServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/RegisterClientRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/SlowDownException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/AuthorizationPendingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/InvalidScopeExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/UnsupportedGrantTypeExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/CreateTokenRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/InvalidClientMetadataExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/ExpiredTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/RegisterClientRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/InvalidRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/InvalidClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/RegisterClientRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/UnauthorizedClientExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/AWSSSOOIDCClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/InvalidGrantException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/InvalidScopeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/StartDeviceAuthorizationRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/RegisterClientResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/SlowDownExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/CreateTokenResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/AuthorizationPendingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/RegisterClientResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/InternalServerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/AbstractAWSSSOOIDC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/ExpiredTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/AWSSSOOIDCClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/InvalidRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/transform/StartDeviceAuthorizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/AWSSSOOIDCException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/UnauthorizedClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/StartDeviceAuthorizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017339_1667607203.7334187/0/aws-java-sdk-ssooidc-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssooidc/model/CreateTokenRequest.java

 

1.270 aws-java-sdk-codebuild 1.12.199 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.271 picocontainer 2.15 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/composers/RegexComposer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/ComposingMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Paul Hammant & Obie Fernandez & Aslak                    *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Paul Hammant                                             *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/EmptyPicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/Behavior.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *
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* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by                                                          *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AnnotatedFieldInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/NamedFieldInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Injectors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Synchronizing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/adapters/AbstractAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/BehaviorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoVerificationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/annotations/Inject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/BasicComponentParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/annotations/Cache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/TransientPicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AnnotatedMethodInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/adapters/InstanceAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/ComponentParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/InjectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/TypedFieldInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/ImmutablePicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/SetterInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-
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jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/PropertyApplying.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/NullLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Synchronized.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/LifecycleComponentMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Locked.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/HiddenImplementation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Behaviors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/annotations/Nullable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/DefaultPicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AnnotatedFieldInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/AdaptingBehavior.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/CommandLinePicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AbstractInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Locking.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/NamedMethodInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/PropertyApplicator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/Characteristics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoClassNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/CollectionComponentParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Automating.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/NameBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/ImplementationHiding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-
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jar/org/picocontainer/PicoBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/TypedFieldInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/NamedFieldInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Automated.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Idea by Rachel Davies, Original code by Aslak Hellesoy and Paul Hammant   *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/ThreadCaching.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/MethodInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoCompositionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ConstructorInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AdaptingInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ConstructorInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/SetterInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Caching.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/ThreadCached.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/AnnotatedMethodInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/OptInCaching.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Cached.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Storing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Guarding.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Paul Hammant & Obie Fernandez & Aslak Helles&oslash;y    *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/NullComponentMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Paul Hammaant                                            *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/WriterComponentMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/ComponentMonitorHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/ConsoleComponentMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the license.html file.                                                    *

*                                                                           *

* Idea by Rachel Davies, Original code by Aslak Hellesoy and Paul Hammant   *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-
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jar/org/picocontainer/Disposable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/Startable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved. *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD * style

* license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in * the

* LICENSE.txt file. * * Original code by *

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/AbstractBehaviorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/PropertiesPicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/CommandLineArgumentsPicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ForgetfulConstructorInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Intercepted.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/SingleMemberInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/SystemPropertiesPicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Intercepting.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ParameterNameBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/MethodInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/AbstractParameter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoLifecycleException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

* Original Code By: Centerline Computers, Inc.                              *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/PrimitiveMemberChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Mauro Talevi                                             *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/monitors/AbstractComponentMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Decorated.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/references/ThreadLocalReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-
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jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/CompositeInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Injector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentMonitorStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Stored.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/references/SimpleReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentLifecycle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/ProviderAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Reinjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Guarded.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/InjectInto.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/MultiInjection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Provider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/Injector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/MultiInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/FactoryInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/references/ThreadLocalMapObjectReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/CompositeInjector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/security/CustomPermissionsURLClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/ObjectReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/injectors/Reinjection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Committers. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *
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* Original code by Joerg Schaibe                                            *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/BindKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Idea by Rachel Davies, Original code by various                           *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/MutablePicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/CompositePicoContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Idea by Rachel Davies, Original code by Jon Tirsen                        *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/Parameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/ConstantParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) NanoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *
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*                                                                           *

* Original code by Joerg Schaibe                                            *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/Decorating.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/FieldDecorating.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by the committers                                           *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/containers/AbstractDelegatingMutablePicoContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style

* license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the

* LICENSE.txt file.

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/classname/ClassLoadingPicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/DefaultConstructorParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/classname/ClassName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/classname/DefaultClassLoadingPicoContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/parameters/NullParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/classname/ClassPathElement.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/visitors/VerifyingVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/visitors/TraversalCheckingVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/Converters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/DefaultLifecycleState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/PicoVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/LifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/converters/Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/ReflectionLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/visitors/AbstractPicoVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/StartableLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/CompositeLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/visitors/MethodCallingVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/AbstractMonitoringLifecycleStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/LifecycleState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/ComponentAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/ReflectionLifecycleException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/lifecycle/JavaEE5LifecycleStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************
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* Copyright (C) PicoContainer Organization. All rights reserved.            *

* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD      *

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in *

* the LICENSE.txt file.                                                     *

*                                                                           *

* Original code by Jon Tirsen                                               *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1013480939_1590521618.42/0/picocontainer-2-15-sources-1-

jar/org/picocontainer/behaviors/AbstractBehavior.java

 

1.272 dropwizard-configuration 2.0.25 
1.272.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.273 aws-java-sdk-ram 1.12.199 
1.273.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.274 file 5.11-37.el7 
1.274.1 Available under license : 

$File: COPYING,v 1.1 2008/02/05 19:08:11 christos Exp $

Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin 1986, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1995.

Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;

maintained 1994- Christos Zoulas.

 

This software is not subject to any export provision of the United States

Department of Commerce, and may be exported to any country or planet.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

  this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.275 aws-java-sdk-applicationautoscaling

1.12.199 
1.275.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.276 geoipupdate 2.5.0 1.el7
1.276.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
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in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
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TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.277 aws-java-sdk-mediastore 1.12.199 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.278 annotations 4.1.1.4 
1.278.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258811491_1643111603.33/0/annotations-4-1-1-4-sources-

jar/android/annotation/SuppressLint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258811491_1643111603.33/0/annotations-4-1-1-4-sources-

jar/android/annotation/TargetApi.java

 

1.279 metrics-jmx 4.1.25 
1.279.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.280 selinux 2.5-15.el7 
1.280.1 Available under license : 

This library (libselinux) is public domain software, i.e. not copyrighted.

 

Warranty Exclusion

------------------

You agree that this software is a

non-commercially developed program that may contain "bugs" (as that

term is used in the industry) and that it may not function as intended.

The software is licensed "as is". NSA makes no, and hereby expressly

disclaims all, warranties, express, implied, statutory, or otherwise

with respect to the software, including noninfringement and the implied

warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

 

Limitation of Liability

-----------------------

In no event will NSA be liable for any damages, including loss of data,

lost profits, cost of cover, or other special, incidental,

consequential, direct or indirect damages arising from the software or

the use thereof, however caused and on any theory of liability. This

limitation will apply even if NSA has been advised of the possibility

of such damage. You acknowledge that this is a reasonable allocation of

risk.
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1.281 cache-api 1.1.1 
1.281.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
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names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.282 jersey-media-json-jackson 2.35 
1.282.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey Json Jackson module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms
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of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:
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* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.
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jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS
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   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.
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   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License
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     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add
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   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,
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   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing
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   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to
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   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers
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   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)
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   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
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   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY
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   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
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       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked
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   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.283 zlib 1.2.7-20.el7_9 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.284 aws-java-sdk-rds 1.12.199 
1.284.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.285 jetty-io 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.285.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License
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2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under
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    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.
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    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using
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and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will
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be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------
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Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm
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------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is
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granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.286 lucene-backward-codecs 5.5.5 
1.286.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was
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derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#
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# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*
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* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
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ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
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IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball
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were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.
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The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its
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original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.
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1.287 zstd-jni 1.4.4-7 
1.287.1 Available under license : 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.288 jest 0.1.1 
1.288.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.289 aws-java-sdk-globalaccelerator 1.12.199
1.289.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.290 awsjavasdkec 1.12.199 
1.290.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.291 aws-java-sdk-connectparticipant

1.12.199 
1.291.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.292 guice-throwingproviders 4.2.2 
1.292.1 Available under license : 

 

Google Guice - Extensions - ThrowingProviders

Copyright 2006-2018 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.293 metrics-annotation 4.1.25 
1.293.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.294 commons-codec 1.14 
1.294.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

1.295 aws-java-sdk-resourcegroups 1.12.199 
1.295.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.296 jakarta-annotation-api 1.3.5 
1.296.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
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   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's
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     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of
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   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,
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   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate
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   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is
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   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under
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   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)
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   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is
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   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.
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   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY
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   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under
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   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Jakarta Annotations

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Annotations project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.ca

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta Annotations is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/common-annotations-api

 

## Third-party Content

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.
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1.297 aws-java-sdk-iot1clickprojects 1.12.199 
1.297.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.298 nss 3.67.0-1.el7_9 
1.298.1 Available under license : 

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to
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   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered
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       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date
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The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions
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Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices
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(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.
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5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *
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*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove
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any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (c) 2006, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>
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Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.299 lucene-queries 5.5.5 
1.299.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice
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* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton
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were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE
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* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
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are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)
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The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was
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provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.
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A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from
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any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.300 grpc-protobuf 1.24.0 
1.300.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
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Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
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as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.301 aws-java-sdk-elasticbeanstalk 1.12.199 
1.301.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.302 systemd 219-78.el7_9.7 
1.302.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
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those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.303 spatial4j 0.5 

 

1.304 jersey-test-framework-provider-

inmemory 2.33 
1.304.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0
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## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1
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* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION
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       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.
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   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no
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     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,
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   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the
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   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation
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   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble
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   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not
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       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control
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   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from
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   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.
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       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an
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   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.305 aws-java-sdk-quicksight 1.12.199 
1.305.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Version.

    * </p>

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Version.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param version

    *        Version.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Dashboard.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDataSourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FolderSearchFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardPublishOptionsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetUsageConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TeradataParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnGroupSchemaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsForUserResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchFoldersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/VpcConnectionProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateThemeAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDashboardPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TileLayoutStyleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RegisteredUserQSearchBarEmbeddingConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSetPermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateTemplatePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDataSourcesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteDashboardRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/OracleParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateThemeAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnSchemaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ServiceNowParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateThemeAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ConcurrentUpdatingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDashboardPermissionsRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteAccountCustomizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListDashboardVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateTemplatePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AccountSettingsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnalysisSearchFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeUserRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SearchFoldersResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GetSessionEmbedUrlResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListNamespacesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplatesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderPermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplatePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateIpRestrictionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeVersionSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateThemePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAccountSettingsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeErrorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteFolderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListNamespacesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GenerateEmbedUrlForRegisteredUserResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/LogicalTableMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SheetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateVersionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeAliasMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDataSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/JoinKeyPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemeAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/BorderStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDataSourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TileLayoutStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SheetStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateTemplateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/JoinInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDataSourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateFolderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateSourceEntityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDashboardsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeFolderPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ResourceUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SearchAnalysesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AccountCustomizationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListAnalysesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateTemplateResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/MarginStyleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/MemberIdArnPairMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TagColumnOperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListIngestionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSourceParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateTemplateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisSearchFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnalysisSourceTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RenameColumnOperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FolderSearchFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnTagName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAnalysisPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/MemberIdArnPairJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListFolderMembersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnGroupColumnSchemaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDataSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateGroupMembershipRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GroupMemberJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GroupFilterOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAnalysisRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListThemeVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GenerateEmbedUrlForAnonymousUserRequestMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeAnalysisRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/PhysicalTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/NamespaceErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateIpRestrictionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAnalysisRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchGroupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDataSourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ErrorInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIAMPolicyAssignmentRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListFolderMembersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IAMPolicyAssignmentSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDataSetPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AmazonOpenSearchParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteThemeAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIngestionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IntegerParameterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsForUserRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchDashboardsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AmazonElasticsearchParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TileLayoutStyleJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateFolderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardSearchFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetReferenceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDataSourcePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListGroupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GetDashboardEmbedUrlResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataColorPalette.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UploadSettingsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardPublishOptionsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IngestionErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/MariaDbParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeIAMPolicyAssignmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateIpRestrictionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchAnalysesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SnowflakeParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateIngestionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateFolderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplateVersionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeUserRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplateVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ExportToCSVOption.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FolderSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ActiveIAMPolicyAssignment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UserJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RestoreAnalysisRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDataSourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIAMPolicyAssignmentResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchDashboardsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AuroraPostgreSqlParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TransformOperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateIAMPolicyAssignmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ResourcePermissionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateUserResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CancelIngestionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAnalysisPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IngestionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateFolderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteFolderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/JiraParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteAnalysisRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/OracleParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/JoinKeyPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemePermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateAnalysisResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteAccountCustomizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteAnalysisResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListGroupMembershipsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThemeVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDataSourcesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/User.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateAccountSettingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateIAMPolicyAssignmentRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ManifestFileLocationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetSchemaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/MariaDbParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisteredUserQSearchBarEmbeddingConfigurationMars
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haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateThemePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAccountCustomizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UploadSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AuroraParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateDataSourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeAccountSettingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FolderSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GeoSpatialColumnGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/LogicalTableSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListDashboardsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FilterOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListTemplateAliasesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SessionLifetimeInMinutesInvalidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateThemeAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteThemeAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeAccountCustomizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIngestionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RestoreAnalysisResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListUserGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Group.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeNamespaceResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ResourceExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAnalysisPermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateUserRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeFolderResolvedPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateAnalysisRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateTemplateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSourceErrorInfoType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListThemeAliasesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThemeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RowInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TagColumnOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSetPermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateErrorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/PreconditionNotMetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AssignmentStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplateRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisteredUserDashboardEmbeddingConfigurationMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateNamespaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteIAMPolicyAssignmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDataSourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IngestionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListIngestionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GenerateEmbedUrlForRegisteredUserRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/NamespaceErrorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IntegerParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSourcePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDashboardPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TileStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GetDashboardEmbedUrlRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListUsersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/AmazonQuickSightAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemeVersionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AdHocFilteringOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CalculatedColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/LogicalTableSourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplatePermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AmazonElasticsearchParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CastColumnTypeOperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/LinkSharingConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RegisteredUserQuickSightConsoleEmbeddingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RenameColumnOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RowLevelPermissionTagConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/JiraParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateVersionSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteThemeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/PrestoParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardVersionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDashboardResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DecimalParameterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ErrorInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateUserResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TagColumnOperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteFolderMembershipRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateDataSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDashboardPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UntagColumnOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIpRestrictionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/LinkSharingConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisSourceTemplateJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateNamespaceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/PhysicalTableMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDashboardsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSetUsageConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateFolderPermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardPermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UntagColumnOperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDashboardPublishedVersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteGroupMembershipResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListThemeVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateThemeAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteFolderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/NamespaceInfoV2JsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAnalysisPermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IdentityTypeNotSupportedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ExportToCSVOptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemeAliasRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/LinkSharingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateGroupMembershipResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnalysisSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SessionTagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeFolderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateSourceEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/OutputColumnJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ProjectOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AdHocFilteringOptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteThemeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FolderMemberJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SnowflakeParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThemeAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IAMPolicyAssignmentSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GroupJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateVersionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UserMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnonymousUserEmbeddingExperienceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GutterStyleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IAMPolicyAssignmentSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListUsersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Edition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateThemeAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardSearchFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDashboardPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/InputColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListDashboardVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchDashboardsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeErrorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDataSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RelationalTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateFolderPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/BorderStyleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ExportToCSVOptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SearchDashboardsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemeAliasesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SearchGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RdsParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateAccountCustomizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListNamespacesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListTemplateAliasesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GroupMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GeoSpatialColumnGroupJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GenerateEmbedUrlForRegisteredUserRequestMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListDashboardsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDataSourcesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TwitterParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AdHocFilteringOptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GenerateEmbedUrlForAnonymousUserResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeAccountSettingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateAnalysisResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateTemplateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RestoreAnalysisRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RowLevelPermissionTagRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListFoldersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/MariaDbParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAccountSettingsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListAnalysesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateAnalysisRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CustomSqlMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateVersionJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/JoinInstructionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SearchFoldersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UIColorPaletteMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GetDashboardEmbedUrlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SparkParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/PreconditionNotMetExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeUserResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FolderJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListThemesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAccountSettingsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CustomSql.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IAMPolicyAssignment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Parameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDashboardsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThemeSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/S3SourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateFolderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAccountCustomizationRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListUserGroupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CastColumnTypeOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemeAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/AbstractAmazonQuickSightAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateIngestionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemePermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateAnalysisPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateFolderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateTemplateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisErrorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/QueueInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemeAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateErrorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/InvalidNextTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RegisteredUserEmbeddingExperienceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAccountCustomizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/NamespaceInfoV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateThemeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateIngestionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DomainNotWhitelistedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeGroupMembershipRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TransformOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/MarginStyleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardPermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/LogicalTableSourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/MemberType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RowLevelPermissionTagConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListGroupMembershipsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/NamespaceError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateIpRestrictionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateFolderPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/QuickSightUserNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListFolderMembersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDataSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CredentialPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RdsParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisteredUserDashboardEmbeddingConfigurationJsonU

nmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDataSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteAnalysisResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GutterStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteDataSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateSourceEntityMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnGroupJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateIAMPolicyAssignmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListAnalysesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GenerateEmbedUrlForAnonymousUserRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeThemePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeGroupMembershipResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/PostgreSqlParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListFoldersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisteredUserQuickSightConsoleEmbeddingConfigurati

onMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateFolderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListFoldersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ManifestFileLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RowInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateGroupMembershipRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AthenaParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSetPermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAnalysisPermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSetPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GeoSpatialColumnGroupMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsForUserResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ManifestFileLocationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/AmazonQuickSight.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RowLevelPermissionDataSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ExasolParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UnsupportedPricingPlanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateFolderPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ExasolParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UnsupportedUserEditionExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AmazonOpenSearchParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardErrorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeTemplatePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDataSourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSourceParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteThemeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDataSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeNamespaceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/OutputColumnMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UnsupportedPricingPlanExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DomainNotWhitelistedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AthenaParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteTemplateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListDataSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CalculatedColumnJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardSourceEntityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDataSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisSourceEntityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsForUserRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderResolvedPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/PrestoParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplateResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GenerateEmbedUrlForRegisteredUserResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDashboardResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteThemeAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSetReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IntegerParameterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RowLevelPermissionTagConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchAnalysesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAnalysisRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplatesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/BorderStyleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardUIState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDataSourcePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteAccountCustomizationRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateAccountCustomizationRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SslPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateAnalysisRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSourceCredentialsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardFilterAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteTemplateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisSourceTemplateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AuroraParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FieldFolderJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RelationalTableJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GetSessionEmbedUrlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeGroupMembershipRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RegisterUserResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteUserRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UIColorPaletteJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GetSessionEmbedUrlResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteUserByPrincipalIdResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteIAMPolicyAssignmentResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ProjectOperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemeVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDashboardResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ResourceUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/S3ParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/OutputColumn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemeAliasesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAccountSettingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteFolderMembershipResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/StringParameterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDataSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CancelIngestionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDashboardRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateTemplateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateColumnsOperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DateTimeParameterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteFolderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsForUserRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDataSetPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ResourceExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThrottlingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisSourceEntityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TeradataParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteDataSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAnalysisResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardPublishOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListThemesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardSourceTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeTemplateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SessionLifetimeInMinutesInvalidExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListTemplateVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeGroupMembershipResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnLevelPermissionRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplatesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateIAMPolicyAssignmentResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CalculatedColumnMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplatePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardVersionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateUserRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateFolderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListNamespacesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSourceErrorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnonymousUserEmbeddingExperienceConfigurationMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GetDashboardEmbedUrlRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteIAMPolicyAssignmentRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSetImportMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SessionTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ConcurrentUpdatingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateSourceTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIAMPolicyAssignmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UIColorPalette.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeUserResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SnowflakeParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/AmazonQuickSightClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RegisterUserRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/InternalFailureExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GeoSpatialDataRole.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDashboardPermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplatePermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AwsIotAnalyticsParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataColorPaletteJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateAccountCustomizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IdentityType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/LogicalTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemeAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnLevelPermissionRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/MySqlParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateThemeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ServiceNowParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemePermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDashboardRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDataSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardErrorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IngestionRequestType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SearchGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TwitterParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateGroupMembershipRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateIpRestrictionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplateAliasesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/VpcConnectionPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnalysisErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CredentialPairJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardVersionSummaryMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateDashboardRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/MemberIdArnPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateIAMPolicyAssignmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListAnalysesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListNamespacesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDashboardRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListAnalysesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateAnalysisPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnGroupColumnSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/InvalidNextTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeAnalysisPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListFolderMembersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AmazonElasticsearchParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateThemeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnonymousUserEmbeddingExperienceConfigurationJson

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardSearchFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ProjectOperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/AbstractAmazonQuickSight.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisErrorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/NamespaceErrorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDataSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAccountCustomizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ResourceStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateAccountCustomizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ActiveIAMPolicyAssignmentJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardSourceEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RestoreAnalysisRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeIpRestrictionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnonymousUserDashboardEmbeddingConfigurationJson

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Analysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ErrorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteAccountCustomizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/QueueInfoMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RegisteredUserDashboardEmbeddingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnLevelPermissionRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/InternalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateIngestionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteFolderMembershipRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GroupFilterAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteTemplateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListThemeAliasesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GetSessionEmbedUrlRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListFoldersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SheetStyleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardPublishedVersionRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FieldFolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AccountCustomizationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateAccountCustomizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AuroraPostgreSqlParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateIAMPolicyAssignmentResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardSourceTemplateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FolderMemberMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GenerateEmbedUrlForAnonymousUserRequestProtocolM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GeoSpatialCountryCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateTemplateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RedshiftParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SheetControlsOptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateUserRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateFolderMembershipResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/MarginStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RedshiftParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnGroupColumnSchemaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TeradataParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GroupMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListUserGroupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListTemplatesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteUserResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CustomSqlJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/AmazonQuickSightAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSourcePermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FolderMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GroupMemberMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/InvalidParameterValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RowLevelPermissionTagRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteTemplateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetUsageConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteUserByPrincipalIdRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnalysisError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SearchAnalysesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThemeError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderResolvedPermissionsRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteUserByPrincipalIdRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListGroupMembershipsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ServiceNowParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListUsersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SslPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplatePermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateSourceAnalysisMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateFolderMembershipRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ActiveIAMPolicyAssignmentMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IngestionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateAccountCustomizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteFolderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/AmazonQuickSightAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeVersionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TextQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UserRole.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSourcePermissionsRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeIngestionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIngestionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SessionTagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FilterOperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDashboardVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemePermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ResourcePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchAnalysesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CancelIngestionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeFolderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateAnalysisRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UnsupportedUserEditionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThemeVersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FolderType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListDataSourcesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateTemplateRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RowInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ResourcePermissionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteTemplateResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateAccountSettingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateThemeAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/EmbeddingIdentityType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteUserResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeNamespaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardPublishedVersionResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/JiraParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/MySqlParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GetDashboardEmbedUrlResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnalysisFilterAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplateAliasesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RowLevelPermissionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GroupSearchFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/PostgreSqlParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UntagColumnOperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteUserRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/S3SourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GroupSearchFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeVersionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateThemeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnSchema.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FilterOperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnonymousUserDashboardEmbeddingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDashboardPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeIAMPolicyAssignmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisteredUserQSearchBarEmbeddingConfigurationJson

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/NamespaceInfoV2Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnGroupSchemaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FilterOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AccountSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ExceptionResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAccountCustomizationRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FileFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisteredUserQuickSightConsoleEmbeddingConfigurati

onJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetSchemaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AmazonQuickSightException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/InputColumnDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SparkParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplateRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateSourceAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDashboardPublishedVersionRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeThemePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteNamespaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AuroraPostgreSqlParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSourceErrorInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/QueueInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DateTimeParameterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIngestionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteUserRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AwsIotAnalyticsParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateAnalysisResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FolderSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteThemeAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteIAMPolicyAssignmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeAnalysisPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderPermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDataSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSetConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Folder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TileStyleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SheetStyleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TileStyleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeGroupMembershipRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeTemplateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDashboardRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RelationalTableMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListGroupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeAliasJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDashboardVersionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IngestionRequestSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/InputColumnMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/JoinType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeThemeAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThemeErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardSourceEntityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeThemeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Sheet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSourceCredentialsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateThemeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisterUserResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListUserGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDashboardResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDataSourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeNamespaceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteFolderMembershipResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDashboardPublishedVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardVersionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/StringParameterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeThemeAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IAMPolicyAssignmentMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SheetControlsOptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RowLevelPermissionFormatVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AnalysisSourceEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteUserByPrincipalIdResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SheetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateFolderMembershipRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardVersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisSearchFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/InvalidParameterValueExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSourceCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeIngestionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DateTimeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateColumnsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSourcePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateIAMPolicyAssignmentRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/AmazonQuickSightClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIpRestrictionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListFoldersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/NamespaceStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateThemeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisteredUserEmbeddingExperienceConfigurationMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/VpcConnectionPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeUserRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDataSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListUsersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AccountSettingsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAccountCustomizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisterUserRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteGroupMembershipResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ExasolParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateIAMPolicyAssignmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchGroupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListTemplateVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSourcePermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeAnalysisResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteNamespaceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateFolderMembershipRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAnalysisPermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListTemplatesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IdentityStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteAnalysisRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDashboardRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemeAliasesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListIngestionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateSourceTemplateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Template.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/StringParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDataSourcePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SqlServerParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemeAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteGroupMembershipRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DashboardError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDataSourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteNamespaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AwsIotAnalyticsParametersMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateFolderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateDataSetPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FolderFilterAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FolderMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThrottlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDataSetPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDataSourcePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteDataSourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SslProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteDataSourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnTagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/QuickSightUserNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateDataSourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ThemeVersionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SheetControlsOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RdsParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RenameColumnOperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListUsersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateThemeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeNamespaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Theme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TagResourceRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/PostgreSqlParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/Ingestion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListUserGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeThemeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDataSourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/IdentityTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AmazonOpenSearchParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GroupSearchFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAnalysisResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IAMPolicyAssignmentJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteThemeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteGroupMembershipRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateIngestionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplateVersionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateAliasMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSetPermissionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateDataSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisterUserRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchFoldersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListTemplateAliasesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListGroupMembershipsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GenerateEmbedUrlForAnonymousUserResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/PhysicalTableJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/PrestoParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/S3Parameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AuroraParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteThemeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDashboardResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteDashboardResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeDashboardRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SearchDashboardsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RowLevelPermissionDataSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateFolderMembershipResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/S3ParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/JoinInstructionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UploadSettingsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeTemplatePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSetReferenceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeFolderPermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RowLevelPermissionDataSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateIAMPolicyAssignmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSourceParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GutterStyleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeFolderResolvedPermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteThemeAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDataSourcePermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateSourceTemplateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TransformOperationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIpRestrictionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RowLevelPermissionTagRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SearchFoldersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeThemeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateDashboardRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AccountCustomization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/AthenaParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CancelIngestionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TwitterParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateGroupMembershipResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnGroupMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ThemeConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnSchemaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CancelIngestionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateColumnsOperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateFolderPermissionsRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/GenerateEmbedUrlForRegisteredUserRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateThemeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnalysisJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/RestoreAnalysisResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateAliasJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/LogicalTableJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateAccountCustomizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/SqlServerParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DecimalParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteFolderMembershipRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/FolderSearchFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateIAMPolicyAssignmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateVersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/S3Source.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CastColumnTypeOperationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteTemplateRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateAnalysisRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListIAMPolicyAssignmentsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeAccountCustomizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAccountSettingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SqlServerParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RedshiftParametersMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteAccountCustomizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/SparkParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSetPermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteDataSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/InputColumnJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateDataSourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/TemplateError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataSourceErrorInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/GetSessionEmbedUrlRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeTemplateResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/UpdateTemplatePermissionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteTemplateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ColumnGroupSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/OracleParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/JoinKeyProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/MySqlParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CreateGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListDataSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeAccountSettingsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListThemeVersionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/AnonymousUserDashboardEmbeddingConfigurationMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/TemplateSourceAnalysisJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/CreateDashboardResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListDataSourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteIAMPolicyAssignmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeIngestionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/FieldFolderMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeFolderResolvedPermissionsRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/RegisteredUserEmbeddingExperienceConfigurationJsonU

nmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ColumnTagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DecimalParameterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DataSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteAnalysisRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/CredentialPairMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DeleteGroupMembershipRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DashboardSourceTemplateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/DescribeIpRestrictionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DeleteUserByPrincipalIdRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/IngestionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DescribeDashboardRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/DataColorPaletteMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/UpdateFolderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListGroupMembershipsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/transform/ListDashboardVersionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016895_1667606488.2486048/0/aws-java-sdk-quicksight-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/quicksight/model/ListFolderMembersRequest.java
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1.306 scala 2.12.10 
1.306.1 Available under license : 

Scala includes the JLine library:

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

{% if site.thisScalaVersion != site.latestScalaVersion %}

<div class="version-notice">This is the specification of a previous version of Scala. See the <a href="{{

site.baseurl}}/../{{ site.latestScalaVersion }}/">Scala {{ site.latestScalaVersion }} spec</a>.</div>

{% endif %}

Scala

Copyright (c) 2002-2019 EPFL

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Lightbend, Inc.

 

Scala includes software developed at
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LAMP/EPFL (https://lamp.epfl.ch/) and

Lightbend, Inc. (https://www.lightbend.com/).

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This software includes projects with other licenses -- see `doc/LICENSE.md`.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Scala includes the ASM library.

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:2: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple2,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (a, b) => ... }

 val x: ((Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, b)) => a)

                                ^

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:3: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple2,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (param1, param2) => ... }

 val y: ((Int, Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, !!)) => a)

                                     ^

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:4: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple3,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (param1, ..., param3) => ... }

 val z: ((Int, Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, NotAPatternVariableName, c)) => a)

                                     ^

three errors found

Scala is licensed under the [Apache License Version 2.0](https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0).

 

## Scala License

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2019 EPFL

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Lightbend, Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

# Other Licenses

 

This software includes projects with the following licenses,

which are also included in the `licenses/` directory:
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### [Apache License](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jansi

 

### [BSD License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jline

 

### [BSD 3-Clause License](http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * asm

 

### [MIT License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jquery

 * tools tooltip

Scala includes the Tools Tooltip library:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Tero Piirainen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

(c) 2012-2014 GitHub

 

When using the GitHub logos, be sure to follow the GitHub logo guidelines (https://github.com/logos)

 

Font License: SIL OFL 1.1 (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL)

Applies to all font files

 

Code License: MIT (http://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/)

Applies to all other files

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Scala includes the JLine library, which includes the Jansi library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Scala includes the jQuery library:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 John Resig

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

(The MIT License)

Copyright (c) 2013 Greg Allen

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.307 json-c 0.11-4.el7_0 
1.307.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 Eric Haszlakiewicz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005 Metaparadigm Pte Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
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Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.308 aws-java-sdk-workdocs 1.12.199 
1.308.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.309 aws-java-sdk-detective 1.12.199 
1.309.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.310 aws-json-protocol 2.16.92 
1.310.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).
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**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.311 aws-java-sdk-s3outposts 1.12.199 
1.311.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.312 slf4j 1.6.6 
1.312.1 Available under license : 

Apache License 

Version 2.0, January 2004 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/ 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 

 

1. Definitions. 

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document. 

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License. 

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. 
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License. 

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files. 

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types. 

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below). 

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof. 

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." 

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form. 

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed. 

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions: 
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You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and  

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and  

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and  

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License. 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License. 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file. 

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages. 

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or
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rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability. 

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work 

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives. 

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] 

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); 

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. 

  You may obtain a copy of the License at 

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining
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a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.313 libgpg-error 1.12 3.el7
1.313.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
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is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do
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this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of
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   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
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 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.314 aws-java-sdk-kendra 1.12.199 
1.314.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.315 aws-java-sdk-logs 1.12.199 
1.315.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.316 libtasn 4.10-1.el7 
1.316.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.
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This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant
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Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG@.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''
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of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering
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more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
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@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.
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@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single
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copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item
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TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.
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@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.
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The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:
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                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
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library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
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Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
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   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
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free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.
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 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.
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 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works
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for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section
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   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
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   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
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code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
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that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
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modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could
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give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
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license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
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permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.317 grpc-stub 1.24.0 
1.317.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:
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You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf
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and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.318 device-mapper-multipath 0.4.9-

135.el7_9 
1.318.1 Available under license : 

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards
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changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
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it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
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creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
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   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any
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attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston,

   MA 02111-1307, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.319 aws-java-sdk-opsworkscm 1.12.199 
1.319.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.320 aws-java-sdk-translate 1.12.199 
1.320.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/InvalidFilterExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListTerminologiesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/AppliedTerminology.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/CreateParallelDataRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ParallelDataDataLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/UnsupportedLanguagePairException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/DetectedLanguageLowConfidenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/GetParallelDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListParallelDataRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListTextTranslationJobsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ServiceUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/EncryptionKeyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ParallelDataFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/UpdateParallelDataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/AmazonTranslateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/StopTextTranslationJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ParallelDataPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ConcurrentModificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ParallelDataStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TextTranslationJobProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/JobDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListTerminologiesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/InvalidParameterValueExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TranslateTextRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/DescribeTextTranslationJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DeleteParallelDataRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/GetTerminologyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/InternalServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DescribeTextTranslationJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TerminologyProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ParallelDataConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/CreateParallelDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ListTextTranslationJobsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListTextTranslationJobsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TerminologyData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/DeleteParallelDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TerminologyDataLocationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/Term.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TerminologyDataFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/StopTextTranslationJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/AmazonTranslateAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DeleteParallelDataResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/JobDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ServiceUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TranslationSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DescribeTextTranslationJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/StopTextTranslationJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/GetParallelDataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ImportTerminologyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/CreateParallelDataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/Directionality.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/GetTerminologyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/InvalidParameterValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/JobStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DetectedLanguageLowConfidenceExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ParallelDataDataLocationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/UpdateParallelDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/GetParallelDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TranslateTextRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ImportTerminologyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/GetTerminologyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/DeleteParallelDataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TerminologyDataLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListParallelDataResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/InputDataConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TerminologyPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/EncryptionKeyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/OutputDataConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/JobDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ParallelDataConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ConcurrentModificationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ListTerminologiesResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/MergeStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/AmazonTranslate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/UpdateParallelDataResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DeleteTerminologyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/InvalidRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/StartTextTranslationJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/InputDataConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/EncryptionKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListTextTranslationJobsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TerminologyDataLocationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TextTranslationJobPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ImportTerminologyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TextTranslationJobFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ListTextTranslationJobsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DeleteTerminologyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/CreateParallelDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TranslationSettingsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/OutputDataConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TooManyRequestsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/CreateParallelDataResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/AmazonTranslateAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ParallelDataConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TermMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TranslateTextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ListParallelDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TextTranslationJobPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/DeleteTerminologyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TooManyRequestsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/OutputDataConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/InputDataConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ImportTerminologyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DeleteParallelDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/StartTextTranslationJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ParallelDataPropertiesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/GetParallelDataRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/AmazonTranslateClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TranslateTextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TextTranslationJobFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/InvalidFilterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/StartTextTranslationJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/AppliedTerminologyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/UnsupportedLanguagePairExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/UpdateParallelDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TermJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/AmazonTranslateClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/GetTerminologyRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/AmazonTranslateAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TextSizeLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/GetTerminologyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/UpdateParallelDataRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/InvalidRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/EncryptionKeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TerminologyDataJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/DeleteTerminologyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/StopTextTranslationJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListParallelDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/AbstractAmazonTranslateAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/AppliedTerminologyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TranslationSettingsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/StartTextTranslationJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/Profanity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DeleteTerminologyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TerminologyPropertiesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/InternalServerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TranslateTextResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/StartTextTranslationJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TextTranslationJobFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/Formality.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/TextSizeLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ParallelDataDataLocationJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/DescribeTextTranslationJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/DescribeTextTranslationJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ListParallelDataResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/AbstractAmazonTranslate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/GetParallelDataResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ListTerminologiesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ParallelDataProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/TerminologyDataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/ListTerminologiesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/transform/StopTextTranslationJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018185_1667607028.5001016/0/aws-java-sdk-translate-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/translate/model/ImportTerminologyResult.java

 

1.321 jakarta-ws-rs-api 2.1.6 
1.321.1 Available under license : 

# Notices for the Jakarta RESTful Web Services Project

 

This content is produced and maintained by the **Jakarta RESTful Web Services**

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxrs

 

## Trademarks

 

**Jakarta RESTful Web Services** is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses
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This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxrs-api

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

javaee-api (7.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C

 

JUnit (4.11)

 

* License: Common Public License 1.0

 

Mockito (2.16.0)

 

* Project: http://site.mockito.org

* Source: https://github.com/mockito/mockito/releases/tag/v2.16.0

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS
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   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.
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   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License
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     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add
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   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,
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   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing
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   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to
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   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers
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   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)
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   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
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   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY
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   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
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       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked
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   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.322 jackson-jaxrs-base 2.10.5 
1.322.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.323 netty-resolver-dns 4.1.69.Final 
1.323.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver-dns/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/RotationalDnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsServerAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryContextManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/ShuffledDnsServerAddressStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SequentialDnsServerAddressStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SingletonDnsServerAddresses.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/PreferredAddressTypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DatagramDnsQueryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/TcpDnsQueryContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/resolver-dns/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/LoggingDnsQueryLifeCycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UnixResolverOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/AuthoritativeDnsServerCacheAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/AuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DirContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsCnameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsRecordResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NameServerComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopAuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsCnameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultAuthoritativeDnsServerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCnameCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsResolveContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddresses.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/RoundRobinDnsAddressResolverGroup.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/InflightNameResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/BiDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/MultiDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsCacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SingletonDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DefaultDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UniSequentialDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/LoggingDnsQueryLifecycleObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/UnixResolverDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/BiDnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/NoopDnsQueryLifecycleObserverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsServerAddressStreamProviders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/SequentialDnsServerAddressStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869477_1635493931.72/0/netty-resolver-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/dns/DnsNameResolverTimeoutException.java

 

1.324 aws-java-sdk-frauddetector 1.12.199 
1.324.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.325 aws-java-sdk-chimesdkmessaging

1.12.199 
1.325.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.326 schema-registry-common 1.1.1 
1.326.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

/*

* Copyright 2020 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 -->

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/software.amazon.glue/schema-registry-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/utils/GlueSchemaRegistryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/GlueSchemaRegistryCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/AWSSchemaRegistryClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/GlueSchemaRegistryCompressionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/AWSSchemaRegistryGlueClientRetryPolicyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/GlueSchemaRegistryDefaultCompression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/utils/AvroRecordType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/utils/AWSSchemaRegistryConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/caching/GlueSchemaRegistryDeserializerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/AWSDeserializerInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/caching/GlueSchemaRegistrySerializerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/GlueSchemaRegistryDataFormatSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/exception/GlueSchemaRegistryIncompatibleDataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/AWSSerializerInput.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/exception/AWSSchemaRegistryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/GlueSchemaRegistryDataFormatDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/caching/GlueSchemaRegistryCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/configs/GlueSchemaRegistryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/AWSSchemaNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018035_1667607008.204585/0/schema-registry-common-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/common/AWSSchemaNamingStrategyDefaultImpl.java

 

1.327 aws-java-sdk-events 1.12.199 
1.327.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.328 metrics-spi 2.17.85 
1.328.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************
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This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.329 rpm 4.11.3-45.el7 
1.329.1 Available under license : 

RPM is covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib subdirectory of the RPM source code

distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.

 

This alternative is provided to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.

 

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.
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 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
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and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
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with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
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SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.330 jmespath-java 1.12.199 
1.330.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016860_1667606867.8044322/0/jmespath-java-1-12-199-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.amazonaws/jmespath-java/pom.xml

 

1.331 listenablefuture 9999.0-empty-to-avoid-

conflict-with-guava 

 

1.332 aws-java-sdk-cognitosync 1.12.199 
1.332.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.333 aws-java-sdk-migrationhubconfig

1.12.199 
1.333.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.334 jersey-container-servlet 2.35 
1.334.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright
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All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc
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Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.
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org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the
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   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.
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     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements
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        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance
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   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.
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   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
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---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost
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       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey
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   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
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   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.335 openssl 1.0.2k-25.el7_9 
1.335.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2016 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/
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Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an Blowfish implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

 

1.336 e2fsprogs 1.42.9-19.el7 
1.336.1 Available under license : 

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities

were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0
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# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et

# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#

 

all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)

BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)

 

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install

 

install-shlibs-strip:: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM) -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>
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Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
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USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the translation

files of the EXT2 file system utilities.  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,
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	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c

@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371

Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/

 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005

+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,
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	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The

complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

 

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

 

  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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  DAMAGE.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library

General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please

see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files

comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.

 

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git

repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu) before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
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PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This
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license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
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prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
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   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
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that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
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whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
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the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
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conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is
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safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is
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provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
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using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,
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refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.337 aws-java-sdk-machinelearning 1.12.199 
1.337.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.338 aws-java-sdk-inspector2 1.12.199 
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1.338.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.339 p11-kit 0.23.5 3.el7
1.339.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011, Collabora Ltd.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*       following disclaimer.

*     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*       above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

*       the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

*       other materials provided with the distribution.

*     * The names of contributors to this software may not be

*       used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*       software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

* AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

* THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2007, 2011  Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

* Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2003  Internet Software Consortium.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

* REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
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* AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

* LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

* OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

* PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

     following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

     above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

     other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of contributors to this software may not be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.340 httpasyncclient 4.1.3 
1.340.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Apache HttpComponents AsyncClient

Copyright 2010-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.341 guice-assistedinject 4.2.2 
1.341.1 Available under license : 

 

Google Guice - Extensions - AssistedInject

Copyright 2006-2018 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.342 cpio 2.11-28.el7 
1.342.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
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know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
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exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
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measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
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   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
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modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
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   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
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 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
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you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
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the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands
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might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.343 commons-net 3.5 
1.343.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Net

Copyright 2001-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.344 aws-java-sdk-

serverlessapplicationrepository 1.12.199 
1.344.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.345 aws-java-sdk-amplifyuibuilder 1.12.199 
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1.345.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.346 zt 1.14 
1.346.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/AsiExtraField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ZipLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ZipExtraField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ZipShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ExtraFieldUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/ZipConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/extra/UnrecognizedExtraField.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
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* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/FileExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/FileUtilsV2_2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/StringBuilderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/commons/FilenameUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*    Copyright (C) 2012 ZeroTurnaround LLC <support@zeroturnaround.com>

*

*    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*    you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*    You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*    distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*    See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*    limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZTFileUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipInfoCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/NameMapper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/FileSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipEntryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/timestamps/PreJava8TimestampStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/Zips.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/timestamps/TimestampStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/timestamps/Java8TimestampStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipEntrySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/IdentityNameMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/timestamps/TimestampStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135879776_1613624027.25/0/zt-zip-1-14-sources-1-

jar/org/zeroturnaround/zip/ZipEntryCallback.java

 

1.347 httpcore-nio 4.4.13 
1.347.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore NIO

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.348 aws-java-sdk-networkfirewall 1.12.199 
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1.348.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.349 yum-metadata-parser 1.1.4 10.el7
1.349.1 Available under license : 

From RPM File Metadata:GPLv2

 

1.350 libdb 5.3.21 25.el7
1.350.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de> and others.

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software

unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.
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Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

NOTE

 

The license is based on the zlib/libpng license. For more details see

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/zlib-license.html. The intent of the

license is to:

 

- keep the license as simple as possible

- encourage the use of CuTest in both free and commercial applications

 and libraries

- keep the source code together

- give credit to the CuTest contributors for their work

 

If you ship CuTest in source form with your source distribution, the

following license document must be included with it in unaltered form.

If you find CuTest useful we would like to hear about it.

 

LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Asim Jalis

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in

a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
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appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.

This package was debianized by Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> on

Tue, 25 Jul 2006 11:43:45 +0100.

 

It was downloaded from <http://www.ch-werner.de/sqliteodbc/>

 

Upstream Author: Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

 

Copyright: Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

          OS/2 Port Copyright (c) 2004 Lorne R. Sunley <lsunley@mb.sympatico.ca>

 

License:

 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

The Debian packaging is (C) 2006, Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> and

is licensed under the GPL-3, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.
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/*-

* $Id$

*/

 

The following is the license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB

software.  For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions

other than those described here, or to purchase support for this software,

please contact Oracle at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on

*    how to obtain complete source code for the DB software and any

*    accompanying software that uses the DB software.  The source code

*    must either be included in the distribution or be available for no

*    more than the cost of distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be

*    freely redistributable under reasonable conditions.  For an

*    executable file, complete source code means the source code for all

*    modules it contains.  It does not include source code for modules or

*    files that typically accompany the major components of the operating

*    system on which the executable file runs.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

* NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

* OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

* IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1995, 1996

*	The President and Fellows of Harvard University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

<!--$Id$-->

<!--Copyright (c) 1997, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.-->

<!--See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.-->

<html>

<head>

<title>Berkeley DB: Berkeley DB Product License</title>

<meta name="description" content="Berkeley DB: An embedded database programmatic toolkit.">

<meta name="keywords"

content="embedded,database,programmatic,toolkit,btree,hash,hashing,transaction,transactions,locking,logging,acces

s method,access methods,Java,C,C++">

</head>

<body bgcolor=white>

<p align=center><b>Berkeley DB Product License</b></p>

<p>The license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB software may be found
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in the "LICENSE" file included in each Berkeley DB distribution.</p>

<p>For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions other than

those described in the "LICENSE" file, or to purchase support for this

software, please send email to

<a href="mailto:berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com">berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com</a>.</p>

<p><font size=1>Copyright (c) 1996, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.</font>

</body>

</html>

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.

 

1.351 jsr305 3.0.2 
1.351.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334730768_1653653249.5131547/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-8-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334730768_1653653249.5131547/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-8-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334730768_1653653249.5131547/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-8-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334730768_1653653249.5131547/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-8-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/ThreadSafe.java

 

1.352 aws-java-sdk-directory 1.12.199 
1.352.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.353 aws-java-sdk-sts 1.12.199 
1.353.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.354 aws-java-sdk-iotsitewise 1.12.199 
1.354.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.355 aws-java-sdk-workspaces 1.12.199 
1.355.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.356 gawk 4.0.2 4.el7_3.1
1.356.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
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License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A
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"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
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makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
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   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
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   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
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User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
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   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
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provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may
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not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General
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Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
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and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one
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of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
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particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
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   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.357 aws-java-sdk-timestreamwrite 1.12.199 
1.357.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.358 okio 1.17.5 
1.358.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
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indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
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choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.359 lucene-highlighter 5.5.5 
1.359.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form
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* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE
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LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)
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The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.
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The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.
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A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or
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modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.360 aws-java-sdk-lookoutequipment

1.12.199 
1.360.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.361 handy-uri-templates 2.1.8 
1.361.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013, Ryan J. McDonough

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/MalformedUriTemplateException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.damnhandy/handy-uri-templates/pom.xml
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012, Ryan J. McDonough

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/impl/Operator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/VariableExpansionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/impl/Modifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/UriTransient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/VarName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/impl/VarExploderFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/impl/UriTemplateParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/UriUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/UriTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/impl/VarSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/VarExploder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/Expression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884761_1592369589.04/0/handy-uri-templates-2-1-8-sources-

jar/com/damnhandy/uri/template/DefaultVarExploder.java
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1.362 aop-alliance 1.0 
1.362.1 Available under license : 

Public Domain

 

1.363 ca-certificates 2022.2.54-74.el7_9 
1.363.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Public Domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1425443200_1664017022.0583818/0/ca-certificates-2022.2.54-74.el7_9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-GCjLhYzR/ca-certificates.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

* License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

* file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1425443200_1664017022.0583818/0/ca-certificates-2022.2.54-74.el7_9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-GCjLhYzR/nssckbi.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

////

Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat, Inc.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

////

 

 

ca-legacy(8)

============

:doctype: manpage

:man source: ca-legacy
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NAME

----

ca-legacy - Manage the system configuration for legacy CA certificates

 

 

SYNOPSIS

--------

*ca-legacy* ['COMMAND']

 

 

DESCRIPTION

-----------

ca-legacy(8) is used to include or exclude a set of legacy Certificate Authority (CA)

certificates in the system's list of trusted CA certificates.

 

The list of CA certificates and trust flags included in the ca-certificates package

are based on the decisions made by Mozilla.org according to the Mozilla CA policy.

 

Occasionally, removal or distrust decisions made by Mozilla.org might be incompatible with the requirements

or limitations of some applications that also use the CA certificates list in the Linux environment.

 

The ca-certificates package might keep some CA certificates included and trusted by default,

as long as it is seen necessary by the maintainers, despite the fact that they have

been removed by Mozilla. These certificates are called legacy CA certificates.

 

The general requirements to keep legacy CA certificates included and trusted might change over time,

for example if functional limitations of software packages have been resolved.

Future versions of the ca-certificates package might reduce the set of legacy CA certificates

that are included and trusted by default.

 

The ca-legacy(8) command can be used to override the default behaviour.

 

The mechanisms to individually trust or distrust CA certificates as described in update-ca-trust(8) still apply.

 

 

COMMANDS

--------

*check*::

   The current configuration will be shown.

 

*default*::

   Configure the system to use the default configuration, as recommended

   by the package maintainers.

 

*disable*::

   Configure the system to explicitly disable legacy CA certificates.

   Using this configuration, the system will use the set of
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   included and trusted CA certificates as released by Mozilla.

 

*install*::

   The configuration file will be read and the system configuration

   will be set accordingly. This command is executed automatically during

   upgrades of the ca-certificates package.

 

 

FILES

-----

/etc/pki/ca-trust/ca-legacy.conf::

	A configuration file that will be used and modified by the ca-legacy command.

   The contents of the configuration file will be read on package upgrades.

 

AUTHOR

------

Written by Kai Engert.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1425443200_1664017022.0583818/0/ca-certificates-2022.2.54-74.el7_9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-GCjLhYzR/ca-legacy.8.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

////

Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat, Inc.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

////

 

 

update-ca-trust(8)

==================

:doctype: manpage

:man source: update-ca-trust

 

 

NAME

----

update-ca-trust - manage consolidated and dynamic configuration of CA

certificates and associated trust
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SYNOPSIS

--------

*update-ca-trust* ['COMMAND']

 

 

DESCRIPTION

-----------

update-ca-trust(8) is used to manage a consolidated and dynamic configuration

feature of Certificate Authority (CA) certificates and associated trust.

 

The feature is available for new applications that read the

consolidated configuration files found in the /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted directory

or that load the PKCS#11 module p11-kit-trust.so

 

Parts of the new feature are also provided in a way to make it useful

for legacy applications.

 

Many legacy applications expect CA certificates and trust configuration

in a fixed location, contained in files with particular path and name,

or by referring to a classic PKCS#11 trust module provided by the

NSS cryptographic library.

 

The dynamic configuration feature provides functionally compatible replacements

for classic configuration files and for the classic NSS trust module named libnssckbi.

 

In order to enable legacy applications, that read the classic files or

access the classic module, to make use of the new consolidated and dynamic configuration

feature, the classic filenames have been changed to symbolic links.

The symbolic links refer to dynamically created and consolidated

output stored below the /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted directory hierarchy.

 

The output is produced using the 'update-ca-trust' command (without parameters),

or using the 'update-ca-trust extract' command.

In order to produce the output, a flexible set of source configuration

is read, as described in section <<sourceconf,SOURCE CONFIGURATION>>.

 

In addition, the classic PKCS#11 module

is replaced with a new PKCS#11 module (p11-kit-trust.so) that dynamically

reads the same source configuration.

 

 

[[sourceconf]]

SOURCE CONFIGURATION

--------------------

The dynamic configuration feature uses several source directories that

will be scanned for any number of source files. *It is important to select
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the correct subdirectory for adding files, as the subdirectory defines how

contained certificates will be trusted or distrusted, and which file formats are read.*

 

Files in *subdirectories below the directory hierarchy /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/* contain CA certificates and

trust settings in the PEM file format. The trust settings found here will be

interpreted with a *low priority*.

 

Files in *subdirectories below the directory hierarchy /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/* contain CA certificates and

trust settings in the PEM file format. The trust settings found here will be

interpreted with a *high priority*.

 

.You may use the following rules of thumb to decide, whether your configuration files should be added to the /etc or

rather to the /usr directory hierarchy:

* If you are manually adding a configuration file to a system, you probably

want it to override any other default configuration, and you most likely should

add it to the respective subdirectory in the /etc hierarchy.

* If you are creating a package that provides additional root CA certificates,

that is intended for distribution to several computer systems, but you still

want to allow the administrator to override your list, then your package should

add your files to the respective subdirectory in the /usr hierarchy.

* If you are creating a package that is supposed to override the default system

trust settings, that is intended for distribution to several computer systems, then your package should install the files

to the respective

subdirectory in the /etc hierarchy.

 

.*QUICK HELP 1*: To add a certificate in the simple PEM or DER file formats to the list of CAs trusted on the

system:

* add it as a new file to directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/

* run 'update-ca-trust extract'

 

.*QUICK HELP 2*: If your certificate is in the extended BEGIN TRUSTED file format (which may contain

distrust/blacklist trust flags, or trust flags for usages other than TLS) then:

* add it as a new file to directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/

* run 'update-ca-trust extract'

 

.In order to offer simplicity and flexibility, the way certificate files are treated depends on the subdirectory they are

installed to.

* simple trust anchors subdirectory: /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/anchors/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/

* simple blacklist (distrust) subdirectory: /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/blacklist/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/blacklist/

* extended format directory: /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/

 

.In the main directories /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/ you may install one or multiple

files in the following file formats:

* certificate files that include trust flags,

 in the BEGIN/END TRUSTED CERTIFICATE file format

 (any file name), which have been created using the openssl x509 tool

 and the -addreject -addtrust options.

 Bundle files with multiple certificates are supported.
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* files in the p11-kit file format using the .p11-kit file name

 extension, which can (e.g.) be used to distrust certificates

 based on serial number and issuer name, without having the

 full certificate available.

 (This is currently an undocumented format, to be extended later.

  For examples of the supported formats, see the files

  shipped with the ca-certificates package.)

* certificate files without trust flags in either the DER file format or in

 the PEM (BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE) file format (any file name). Such files

 will be added with neutral trust, neither trusted nor distrusted.

 They will simply be known to the system, which might be helpful to

 assist cryptographic software in constructing chains of certificates.

 (If you want a CA certificate in these file formats to be trusted, you

  should remove it from this directory and move it to the

  ./anchors subdirectory instead.)

 

In the anchors subdirectories /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/anchors/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/

you may install one or multiple certificates in either the DER file

format or in the PEM (BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE) file format.

Each certificate will be treated as *trusted* for all purposes.

 

In the blacklist subdirectories /usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/blacklist/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/blacklist/

you may install one or multiple certificates in either the DER file

format or in the PEM (BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE) file format.

Each certificate will be treated as *distrusted* for all purposes.

 

Please refer to the x509(1) manual page for the documentation of the

BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE and BEGIN/END TRUSTED CERTIFICATE file formats.

 

Applications that rely on a static file for a list of trusted CAs

may load one of the files found in the /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted

directory. After modifying any file in the

/usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/

directories or in any of their subdirectories, or after adding a file,

it is necessary to run the 'update-ca-trust extract' command,

in order to update the consolidated files in /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/ .

 

Applications that load the classic PKCS#11 module using filename libnssckbi.so

(which has been converted into a symbolic link pointing to the new module)

and any application capable of

loading PKCS#11 modules and loading p11-kit-trust.so, will benefit from

the dynamically merged set of certificates and trust information stored in the

/usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ and /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/ directories.

 

 

[[extractconf]]

EXTRACTED CONFIGURATION

-----------------------
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The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/ contains generated CA certificate

bundle files which are created and updated, based on the <<sourceconf,SOURCE CONFIGURATION>>

by running the 'update-ca-trust extract' command.

 

If your application isn't able to load the PKCS#11 module p11-kit-trust.so,

then you can use these files in your application to load a list of global

root CA certificates.

 

Please never manually edit the files stored in this directory,

because your changes will be lost and the files automatically overwritten,

each time the 'update-ca-trust extract' command gets executed.

 

In order to install new trusted or distrusted certificates,

please rather install them in the respective subdirectory below the

/usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source/ or /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/

directories, as described in the <<sourceconf,SOURCE CONFIGURATION>> section.

 

The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/java/ contains

a CA certificate bundle in the java keystore file format.

Distrust information cannot be represented in this file format,

and distrusted certificates are missing from these files.

File cacerts contains CA certificates trusted for TLS server authentication.

 

The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/openssl/ contains

CA certificate bundle files in the extended BEGIN/END TRUSTED CERTIFICATE file format,

as described in the x509(1) manual page.

File ca-bundle.trust.crt contains the full set of all trusted

or distrusted certificates, including the associated trust flags.

 

The directory /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted/pem/ contains

CA certificate bundle files in the simple BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE file format,

as described in the x509(1) manual page.

Distrust information cannot be represented in this file format,

and distrusted certificates are missing from these files.

File tls-ca-bundle.pem contains CA certificates

trusted for TLS server authentication.

File email-ca-bundle.pem contains CA certificates

trusted for E-Mail protection.

File objsign-ca-bundle.pem contains CA certificates

trusted for code signing.

 

 

COMMANDS

--------

(absent/empty command)::

   Same as the *extract* command described below. (However, the command may

   print fewer warnings, as this command is being run during rpm package

   installation, where non-fatal status output is undesired.)
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*extract*::

   Instruct update-ca-trust to scan the <<sourceconf,SOURCE CONFIGURATION>> and produce

   updated versions of the consolidated configuration files stored below

   the /etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted directory hierarchy.

 

FILES

-----

/etc/pki/tls/certs/ca-bundle.crt::

	Classic filename, file contains a list of CA certificates trusted for TLS server authentication usage, in the simple

BEGIN/END CERTIFICATE file format, without distrust information.

	This file is a symbolic link that refers to the consolidated output created by the update-ca-trust command.

 

/etc/pki/tls/certs/ca-bundle.trust.crt::

	Classic filename, file contains a list of CA certificates in the extended BEGIN/END TRUSTED CERTIFICATE file

format, which includes trust (and/or distrust) flags specific to certificate usage.

	This file is a symbolic link that refers to the consolidated output created by the update-ca-trust command.

 

/etc/pki/java/cacerts::

	Classic filename, file contains a list of CA certificates trusted for TLS server authentication usage, in the Java

keystore file format, without distrust information.

	This file is a symbolic link that refers to the consolidated output created by the update-ca-trust command.

 

/usr/share/pki/ca-trust-source::

	Contains multiple, low priority source configuration files as explained in section <<sourceconf,SOURCE

CONFIGURATION>>. Please pay attention to the specific meanings of the respective subdirectories.

 

/etc/pki/ca-trust/source::

	Contains multiple, high priority source configuration files as explained in section <<sourceconf,SOURCE

CONFIGURATION>>. Please pay attention to the specific meanings of the respective subdirectories.

 

/etc/pki/ca-trust/extracted::

	Contains consolidated and automatically generated configuration files for consumption by applications,

	which are created using the 'update-ca-trust extract' command. Don't edit files in this directory, because they will be

overwritten.

	See section <<extractconf,EXTRACTED CONFIGURATION>> for additional details.

 

AUTHOR

------

Written by Kai Engert and Stef Walter.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1425443200_1664017022.0583818/0/ca-certificates-2022.2.54-74.el7_9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-GCjLhYzR/update-ca-trust.8.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

# it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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# the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

# (at your option) any later version.

# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

# GNU General Public License for more details.

# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

# along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1425443200_1664017022.0583818/0/ca-certificates-2022.2.54-74.el7_9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-GCjLhYzR/certdata2pem.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

# License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

# file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

#

# certdata.txt

#

# This file contains the object definitions for the certs and other

# information "built into" NSS.

#

# Object definitions:

#

#    Certificates

#

#  -- Attribute --               -- type --          -- value --

#  CKA_CLASS                     CK_OBJECT_CLASS     CKO_CERTIFICATE

#  CKA_TOKEN                     CK_BBOOL            CK_TRUE

#  CKA_PRIVATE                   CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_MODIFIABLE                CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_LABEL                     UTF8                (varies)

#  CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE          CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

#  CKA_SUBJECT                   DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_ID                        byte array          (varies)

#  CKA_ISSUER                    DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER             DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_VALUE                     DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_NSS_EMAIL                 ASCII7              (unused here)

#  CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER  DER+base64          (varies)

#

#    Trust

#

#  -- Attribute --              -- type --          -- value --
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#  CKA_CLASS                    CK_OBJECT_CLASS     CKO_TRUST

#  CKA_TOKEN                    CK_BBOOL            CK_TRUE

#  CKA_PRIVATE                  CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_MODIFIABLE               CK_BBOOL            CK_FALSE

#  CKA_LABEL                    UTF8                (varies)

#  CKA_ISSUER                   DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER            DER+base64          (varies)

#  CKA_CERT_HASH                binary+base64       (varies)

#  CKA_EXPIRES                  CK_DATE             (not used here)

#  CKA_TRUST_DIGITAL_SIGNATURE  CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_NON_REPUDIATION    CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT  CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_AGREEMENT      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_KEY_CERT_SIGN      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CRL_SIGN           CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH        CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CLIENT_AUTH        CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING       CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_END_SYSTEM   CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_TUNNEL       CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_IPSEC_USER         CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_TIME_STAMPING      CK_TRUST            (varies)

#  CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED   CK_BBOOL            (varies)

#  (other trust attributes can be defined)

#

 

#

# The object to tell NSS that this is a root list and we don't

# have to go looking for others.

#

BEGINDATA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_BUILTIN_ROOT_LIST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Mozilla Builtin Roots"

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:15:4b:5a:c3:94

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 12:00:00 1998

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 28 12:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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EB:D4:10:40:E4:BB:3E:C7:42:C9:E3:81:D3:1E:F2:A4:1A:48:B6:68:5C:96:E7:CE:F3:C1:DF:6C:D4:33:1C:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:BC:96:8B:D4:F4:9D:62:2A:A8:9A:81:F2:15:01:52:A4:1D:82:9C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\165\060\202\002\135\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\127\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166

\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\060\036\027\015\071\070\060\071\060\061\061\062\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\062\070\060\061\062\070\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142

\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\332\016\346\231

\215\316\243\343\117\212\176\373\361\213\203\045\153\352\110\037
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\361\052\260\271\225\021\004\275\360\143\321\342\147\146\317\034

\335\317\033\110\053\356\215\211\216\232\257\051\200\145\253\351

\307\055\022\313\253\034\114\160\007\241\075\012\060\315\025\215

\117\370\335\324\214\120\025\034\357\120\356\304\056\367\374\351

\122\362\221\175\340\155\325\065\060\216\136\103\163\362\101\351

\325\152\343\262\211\072\126\071\070\157\006\074\210\151\133\052

\115\305\247\124\270\154\211\314\233\371\074\312\345\375\211\365

\022\074\222\170\226\326\334\164\156\223\104\141\321\215\307\106

\262\165\016\206\350\031\212\325\155\154\325\170\026\225\242\351

\310\012\070\353\362\044\023\117\163\124\223\023\205\072\033\274

\036\064\265\213\005\214\271\167\213\261\333\037\040\221\253\011

\123\156\220\316\173\067\164\271\160\107\221\042\121\143\026\171

\256\261\256\101\046\010\310\031\053\321\106\252\110\326\144\052

\327\203\064\377\054\052\301\154\031\103\112\007\205\347\323\174

\366\041\150\357\352\362\122\237\177\223\220\317\002\003\001\000

\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\140\173\146\032\105\015\227\312\211\120\057\175\004\315\064

\250\377\374\375\113\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\326\163\347\174\117\166\320

\215\277\354\272\242\276\064\305\050\062\265\174\374\154\234\054

\053\275\011\236\123\277\153\136\252\021\110\266\345\010\243\263

\312\075\141\115\323\106\011\263\076\303\240\343\143\125\033\362

\272\357\255\071\341\103\271\070\243\346\057\212\046\073\357\240

\120\126\371\306\012\375\070\315\304\013\160\121\224\227\230\004

\337\303\137\224\325\025\311\024\101\234\304\135\165\144\025\015

\377\125\060\354\206\217\377\015\357\054\271\143\106\366\252\374

\337\274\151\375\056\022\110\144\232\340\225\360\246\357\051\217

\001\261\025\265\014\035\245\376\151\054\151\044\170\036\263\247

\034\161\142\356\312\310\227\254\027\135\212\302\370\107\206\156

\052\304\126\061\225\320\147\211\205\053\371\154\246\135\106\235

\014\252\202\344\231\121\335\160\267\333\126\075\141\344\152\341

\134\326\366\376\075\336\101\314\007\256\143\122\277\123\123\364

\053\351\307\375\266\367\202\137\205\322\101\030\333\201\263\004

\034\305\037\244\200\157\025\040\311\336\014\210\012\035\326\146

\125\342\374\110\311\051\046\151\340

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:15:4b:5a:c3:94

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 12:00:00 1998

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 28 12:00:00 2028
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:D4:10:40:E4:BB:3E:C7:42:C9:E3:81:D3:1E:F2:A4:1A:48:B6:68:5C:96:E7:CE:F3:C1:DF:6C:D4:33:1C:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:BC:96:8B:D4:F4:9D:62:2A:A8:9A:81:F2:15:01:52:A4:1D:82:9C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\274\226\213\324\364\235\142\052\250\232\201\362\025\001\122

\244\035\202\234

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\105\122\025\011\121\222\341\267\135\067\237\261\207\051\212

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\127\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\013\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\025\113\132\303\224

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:8b:5b:75:56:84:54:85:0b:00:cf:af:38:48:ce:b1:a4

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:AF:18:5E:94:2A:24:02:F9:EA:CB:C0:ED:5B:B8:76:EE:A3:C1:22:36:23:D0:04:47:E4:F3:BA:55:4B:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:42:85:DC:F7:EB:76:41:95:57:8E:13:6B:D4:B7:D1:E9:8E:46:A5

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110

\316\261\244

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\032\060\202\003\002\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204

\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110\316\261\244\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\312\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050

\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156
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\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164

\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\071\071\061\060\060

\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\067\061\066

\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012

\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056

\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040

\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060

\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040

\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\335\204\324\271\264\371\247\330\363\004\170

\234\336\075\334\154\023\026\331\172\335\044\121\146\300\307\046

\131\015\254\006\010\302\224\321\063\037\360\203\065\037\156\033

\310\336\252\156\025\116\124\047\357\304\155\032\354\013\343\016

\360\104\245\127\307\100\130\036\243\107\037\161\354\140\366\155

\224\310\030\071\355\376\102\030\126\337\344\114\111\020\170\116

\001\166\065\143\022\066\335\146\274\001\004\066\243\125\150\325

\242\066\011\254\253\041\046\124\006\255\077\312\024\340\254\312

\255\006\035\225\342\370\235\361\340\140\377\302\177\165\053\114

\314\332\376\207\231\041\352\272\376\076\124\327\322\131\170\333

\074\156\317\240\023\000\032\270\047\241\344\276\147\226\312\240

\305\263\234\335\311\165\236\353\060\232\137\243\315\331\256\170

\031\077\043\351\134\333\051\275\255\125\310\033\124\214\143\366

\350\246\352\307\067\022\134\243\051\036\002\331\333\037\073\264

\327\017\126\107\201\025\004\112\257\203\047\321\305\130\210\301

\335\366\252\247\243\030\332\150\252\155\021\121\341\277\145\153

\237\226\166\321\075\002\003\001\000\001\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\253\146

\215\327\263\272\307\232\266\346\125\320\005\361\237\061\215\132

\252\331\252\106\046\017\161\355\245\255\123\126\142\001\107\052

\104\351\376\077\164\013\023\233\271\364\115\033\262\321\137\262

\266\322\210\134\263\237\315\313\324\247\331\140\225\204\072\370

\301\067\035\141\312\347\260\305\345\221\332\124\246\254\061\201

\256\227\336\315\010\254\270\300\227\200\177\156\162\244\347\151

\023\225\145\037\304\223\074\375\171\217\004\324\076\117\352\367
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\236\316\315\147\174\117\145\002\377\221\205\124\163\307\377\066

\367\206\055\354\320\136\117\377\021\237\162\006\326\270\032\361

\114\015\046\145\342\104\200\036\307\237\343\335\350\012\332\354

\245\040\200\151\150\241\117\176\341\153\317\007\101\372\203\216

\274\070\335\260\056\021\261\153\262\102\314\232\274\371\110\042

\171\112\031\017\262\034\076\040\164\331\152\303\276\362\050\170

\023\126\171\117\155\120\352\033\260\265\127\261\067\146\130\043

\363\334\017\337\012\207\304\357\206\005\325\070\024\140\231\243

\113\336\006\226\161\054\362\333\266\037\244\357\077\356

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:8b:5b:75:56:84:54:85:0b:00:cf:af:38:48:ce:b1:a4

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:AF:18:5E:94:2A:24:02:F9:EA:CB:C0:ED:5B:B8:76:EE:A3:C1:22:36:23:D0:04:47:E4:F3:BA:55:4B:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:42:85:DC:F7:EB:76:41:95:57:8E:13:6B:D4:B7:D1:E9:8E:46:A5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\102\205\334\367\353\166\101\225\127\216\023\153\324\267\321

\351\216\106\245

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\107\274\030\127\321\030\240\170\055\354\161\350\052\225\163

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163
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\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\213\133\165\126\204\124\205\013\000\317\257\070\110

\316\261\244

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:61:70:cb:49:8c:5f:98:45:29:e7:b0:a6:d9:50:5b:7a

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

92:A9:D9:83:3F:E1:94:4D:B3:66:E8:BF:AE:7A:95:B6:48:0C:2D:6C:6C:2A:1B:E6:5D:42:36:B6:08:FC:A1:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:EF:43:D7:7F:CA:D4:61:51:BC:98:E0:C3:59:12:AF:9F:EB:63:11

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101
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\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120

\133\172

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\031\060\202\003\001\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137

\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120\133\172\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\312\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162

\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143

\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054

\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150

\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061

\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151

\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151

\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\071\071\061\060\060\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\067\061\066\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023

\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151

\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061

\071\071\071\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156

\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151
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\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103

\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120

\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055

\040\107\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\257\012\015\302\325\054\333\147\271\055\345\224

\047\335\245\276\340\260\115\217\263\141\126\074\326\174\303\364

\315\076\206\313\242\210\342\341\330\244\151\305\265\342\277\301

\246\107\120\136\106\071\213\325\226\272\265\157\024\277\020\316

\047\023\236\005\107\233\061\172\023\330\037\331\323\002\067\213

\255\054\107\360\216\201\006\247\015\060\014\353\367\074\017\040

\035\334\162\106\356\245\002\310\133\303\311\126\151\114\305\030

\301\221\173\013\325\023\000\233\274\357\303\110\076\106\140\040

\205\052\325\220\266\315\213\240\314\062\335\267\375\100\125\262

\120\034\126\256\314\215\167\115\307\040\115\247\061\166\357\150

\222\212\220\036\010\201\126\262\255\151\243\122\320\313\034\304

\043\075\037\231\376\114\350\026\143\216\306\010\216\366\061\366

\322\372\345\166\335\265\034\222\243\111\315\315\001\315\150\315

\251\151\272\243\353\035\015\234\244\040\246\301\240\305\321\106

\114\027\155\322\254\146\077\226\214\340\204\324\066\377\042\131

\305\371\021\140\250\137\004\175\362\032\366\045\102\141\017\304

\112\270\076\211\002\003\001\000\001\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\064\046\025

\074\300\215\115\103\111\035\275\351\041\222\327\146\234\267\336

\305\270\320\344\135\137\166\042\300\046\371\204\072\072\371\214

\265\373\354\140\361\350\316\004\260\310\335\247\003\217\060\363

\230\337\244\346\244\061\337\323\034\013\106\334\162\040\077\256

\356\005\074\244\063\077\013\071\254\160\170\163\113\231\053\337

\060\302\124\260\250\073\125\241\376\026\050\315\102\275\164\156

\200\333\047\104\247\316\104\135\324\033\220\230\015\036\102\224

\261\000\054\004\320\164\243\002\005\042\143\143\315\203\265\373

\301\155\142\153\151\165\375\135\160\101\271\365\277\174\337\276

\301\062\163\042\041\213\130\201\173\025\221\172\272\343\144\110

\260\177\373\066\045\332\225\320\361\044\024\027\335\030\200\153

\106\043\071\124\365\216\142\011\004\035\224\220\246\233\346\045

\342\102\105\252\270\220\255\276\010\217\251\013\102\030\224\317

\162\071\341\261\103\340\050\317\267\347\132\154\023\153\111\263

\377\343\030\174\211\213\063\135\254\063\327\247\371\332\072\125

\311\130\020\371\252\357\132\266\317\113\113\337\052

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END
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# Trust for "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:61:70:cb:49:8c:5f:98:45:29:e7:b0:a6:d9:50:5b:7a

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU="(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For

authorized use only",OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O="VeriSign, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Oct 01 00:00:00 1999

# Not Valid After : Wed Jul 16 23:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

92:A9:D9:83:3F:E1:94:4D:B3:66:E8:BF:AE:7A:95:B6:48:0C:2D:6C:6C:2A:1B:E6:5D:42:36:B6:08:FC:A1:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:EF:43:D7:7F:CA:D4:61:51:BC:98:E0:C3:59:12:AF:9F:EB:63:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verisign Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\141\357\103\327\177\312\324\141\121\274\230\340\303\131\022\257

\237\353\143\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\276\304\143\042\311\250\106\164\213\270\035\036\112\053\366

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\141\160\313\111\214\137\230\105\051\347\260\246\331\120

\133\172

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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# Certificate "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Serial Number: 946069240 (0x3863def8)

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 24 17:50:51 1999

# Not Valid After : Tue Jul 24 14:15:12 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6D:C4:71:72:E0:1C:BC:B0:BF:62:58:0D:89:5F:E2:B8:AC:9A:D4:F8:73:80:1E:0C:10:B9:C8:37:D2:1E:B1:77

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 50:30:06:09:1D:97:D4:F5:AE:39:F7:CB:E7:92:7D:7D:65:2D:34:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\004\070\143\336\370

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\052\060\202\003\022\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\070

\143\336\370\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006

\003\125\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163

\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151

\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050

\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071

\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155

\151\164\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\050\062\060\064\070\051\060\036\027\015\071\071\061

\062\062\064\061\067\065\060\065\061\132\027\015\062\071\060\067

\062\064\061\064\061\065\061\062\132\060\201\264\061\024\060\022

\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\013\024\067\167\167\167

\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123

\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171

\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151

\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050

\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\063\060\061\006

\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\255\115\113\251\022\206\262\352\243\040\007\025\026\144\052

\053\113\321\277\013\112\115\216\355\200\166\245\147\267\170\100

\300\163\102\310\150\300\333\123\053\335\136\270\166\230\065\223

\213\032\235\174\023\072\016\037\133\267\036\317\345\044\024\036

\261\201\251\215\175\270\314\153\113\003\361\002\014\334\253\245

\100\044\000\177\164\224\241\235\010\051\263\210\013\365\207\167

\235\125\315\344\303\176\327\152\144\253\205\024\206\225\133\227

\062\120\157\075\310\272\146\014\343\374\275\270\111\301\166\211

\111\031\375\300\250\275\211\243\147\057\306\237\274\161\031\140

\270\055\351\054\311\220\166\146\173\224\342\257\170\326\145\123

\135\074\326\234\262\317\051\003\371\057\244\120\262\324\110\316

\005\062\125\212\375\262\144\114\016\344\230\007\165\333\177\337

\271\010\125\140\205\060\051\371\173\110\244\151\206\343\065\077

\036\206\135\172\172\025\275\357\000\216\025\042\124\027\000\220

\046\223\274\016\111\150\221\277\370\107\323\235\225\102\301\016

\115\337\157\046\317\303\030\041\142\146\103\160\326\325\300\007
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\341\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\125\344\201\321\021\200\276\330\211\271

\010\243\061\371\241\044\011\026\271\160\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\073\233

\217\126\233\060\347\123\231\174\172\171\247\115\227\327\031\225

\220\373\006\037\312\063\174\106\143\217\226\146\044\372\100\033

\041\047\312\346\162\163\362\117\376\061\231\375\310\014\114\150

\123\306\200\202\023\230\372\266\255\332\135\075\361\316\156\366

\025\021\224\202\014\356\077\225\257\021\253\017\327\057\336\037

\003\217\127\054\036\311\273\232\032\104\225\353\030\117\246\037

\315\175\127\020\057\233\004\011\132\204\265\156\330\035\072\341

\326\236\321\154\171\136\171\034\024\305\343\320\114\223\073\145

\074\355\337\075\276\246\345\225\032\303\265\031\303\275\136\133

\273\377\043\357\150\031\313\022\223\047\134\003\055\157\060\320

\036\266\032\254\336\132\367\321\252\250\047\246\376\171\201\304

\171\231\063\127\272\022\260\251\340\102\154\223\312\126\336\376

\155\204\013\010\213\176\215\352\327\230\041\306\363\347\074\171

\057\136\234\321\114\025\215\341\354\042\067\314\232\103\013\227

\334\200\220\215\263\147\233\157\110\010\025\126\317\277\361\053

\174\136\232\166\351\131\220\305\174\203\065\021\145\121

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Serial Number: 946069240 (0x3863def8)

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048),OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 24 17:50:51 1999

# Not Valid After : Tue Jul 24 14:15:12 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6D:C4:71:72:E0:1C:BC:B0:BF:62:58:0D:89:5F:E2:B8:AC:9A:D4:F8:73:80:1E:0C:10:B9:C8:37:D2:1E:B1:77

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 50:30:06:09:1D:97:D4:F5:AE:39:F7:CB:E7:92:7D:7D:65:2D:34:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\120\060\006\011\035\227\324\365\256\071\367\313\347\222\175\175

\145\055\064\061

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\356\051\061\274\062\176\232\346\350\265\367\121\264\064\161\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\100\060\076\006\003\125

\004\013\024\067\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\137\062\060\064\070\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\050\062\060\064\070\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\070\143\336\370

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Serial Number: 33554617 (0x20000b9)

# Subject: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 12 18:46:00 2000

# Not Valid After : Mon May 12 23:59:00 2025

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

16:AF:57:A9:F6:76:B0:AB:12:60:95:AA:5E:BA:DE:F2:2A:B3:11:19:D6:44:AC:95:CD:4B:93:DB:F3:F2:6A:EB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D4:DE:20:D0:5E:66:FC:53:FE:1A:50:88:2C:78:DB:28:52:CA:E4:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\002\000\000\271

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\002

\000\000\271\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111

\105\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164

\151\155\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012

\103\171\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103

\171\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\060\036

\027\015\060\060\060\065\061\062\061\070\064\066\060\060\132\027

\015\062\065\060\065\061\062\062\063\065\071\060\060\132\060\132

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162

\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171\142\145

\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142\145\162

\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\243\004\273\042\253

\230\075\127\350\046\162\232\265\171\324\051\342\341\350\225\200

\261\260\343\133\216\053\051\232\144\337\241\135\355\260\011\005

\155\333\050\056\316\142\242\142\376\264\210\332\022\353\070\353

\041\235\300\101\053\001\122\173\210\167\323\034\217\307\272\271

\210\265\152\011\347\163\350\021\100\247\321\314\312\142\215\055

\345\217\013\246\120\322\250\120\303\050\352\365\253\045\207\212

\232\226\034\251\147\270\077\014\325\367\371\122\023\057\302\033

\325\160\160\360\217\300\022\312\006\313\232\341\331\312\063\172

\167\326\370\354\271\361\150\104\102\110\023\322\300\302\244\256

\136\140\376\266\246\005\374\264\335\007\131\002\324\131\030\230

\143\365\245\143\340\220\014\175\135\262\006\172\363\205\352\353

\324\003\256\136\204\076\137\377\025\355\151\274\371\071\066\162

\165\317\167\122\115\363\311\220\054\271\075\345\311\043\123\077

\037\044\230\041\134\007\231\051\275\306\072\354\347\156\206\072

\153\227\164\143\063\275\150\030\061\360\170\215\166\277\374\236

\216\135\052\206\247\115\220\334\047\032\071\002\003\001\000\001
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\243\105\060\103\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\345

\235\131\060\202\107\130\314\254\372\010\124\066\206\173\072\265

\004\115\360\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060

\006\001\001\377\002\001\003\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\205\014\135\216\344

\157\121\150\102\005\240\335\273\117\047\045\204\003\275\367\144

\375\055\327\060\343\244\020\027\353\332\051\051\266\171\077\166

\366\031\023\043\270\020\012\371\130\244\324\141\160\275\004\141

\152\022\212\027\325\012\275\305\274\060\174\326\351\014\045\215

\206\100\117\354\314\243\176\070\306\067\021\117\355\335\150\061

\216\114\322\263\001\164\356\276\165\136\007\110\032\177\160\377

\026\134\204\300\171\205\270\005\375\177\276\145\021\243\017\300

\002\264\370\122\067\071\004\325\251\061\172\030\277\240\052\364

\022\231\367\243\105\202\343\074\136\365\235\236\265\310\236\174

\056\310\244\236\116\010\024\113\155\375\160\155\153\032\143\275

\144\346\037\267\316\360\362\237\056\273\033\267\362\120\210\163

\222\302\342\343\026\215\232\062\002\253\216\030\335\351\020\021

\356\176\065\253\220\257\076\060\224\172\320\063\075\247\145\017

\365\374\216\236\142\317\107\104\054\001\135\273\035\265\062\322

\107\322\070\056\320\376\201\334\062\152\036\265\356\074\325\374

\347\201\035\031\303\044\102\352\143\071\251

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

# Issuer: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Serial Number: 33554617 (0x20000b9)

# Subject: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root,OU=CyberTrust,O=Baltimore,C=IE

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 12 18:46:00 2000

# Not Valid After : Mon May 12 23:59:00 2025

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

16:AF:57:A9:F6:76:B0:AB:12:60:95:AA:5E:BA:DE:F2:2A:B3:11:19:D6:44:AC:95:CD:4B:93:DB:F3:F2:6A:EB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D4:DE:20:D0:5E:66:FC:53:FE:1A:50:88:2C:78:DB:28:52:CA:E4:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\324\336\040\320\136\146\374\123\376\032\120\210\054\170\333\050

\122\312\344\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\254\266\224\245\234\027\340\327\221\122\233\261\227\006\246\344

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\102\141\154\164\151\155

\157\162\145\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\103\171

\142\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\102\141\154\164\151\155\157\162\145\040\103\171\142

\145\162\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\002\000\000\271

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1164660820 (0x456b5054)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 27 20:23:42 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Nov 27 20:53:42 2026

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

73:C1:76:43:4F:1B:C6:D5:AD:F4:5B:0E:76:E7:27:28:7C:8D:E5:76:16:C1:E6:E6:14:1A:2B:2C:BC:7D:8E:4C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B3:1E:B1:B7:40:E3:6C:84:02:DA:DC:37:D4:4D:F5:D4:67:49:52:F9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\105\153\120\124

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\221\060\202\003\171\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\105

\153\120\124\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003

\125\004\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164

\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157

\162\160\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145

\162\145\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026

\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062\067\062

\060\062\063\064\062\132\027\015\062\066\061\061\062\067\062\060

\065\063\064\062\132\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060

\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162

\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151

\156\143\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162

\145\146\145\162\145\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\013\023\026\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162

\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000
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\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\266\225\266\103\102\372\306

\155\052\157\110\337\224\114\071\127\005\356\303\171\021\101\150

\066\355\354\376\232\001\217\241\070\050\374\367\020\106\146\056

\115\036\032\261\032\116\306\321\300\225\210\260\311\377\061\213

\063\003\333\267\203\173\076\040\204\136\355\262\126\050\247\370

\340\271\100\161\067\305\313\107\016\227\052\150\300\042\225\142

\025\333\107\331\365\320\053\377\202\113\311\255\076\336\114\333

\220\200\120\077\011\212\204\000\354\060\012\075\030\315\373\375

\052\131\232\043\225\027\054\105\236\037\156\103\171\155\014\134

\230\376\110\247\305\043\107\134\136\375\156\347\036\264\366\150

\105\321\206\203\133\242\212\215\261\343\051\200\376\045\161\210

\255\276\274\217\254\122\226\113\252\121\215\344\023\061\031\350

\116\115\237\333\254\263\152\325\274\071\124\161\312\172\172\177

\220\335\175\035\200\331\201\273\131\046\302\021\376\346\223\342

\367\200\344\145\373\064\067\016\051\200\160\115\257\070\206\056

\236\177\127\257\236\027\256\353\034\313\050\041\137\266\034\330

\347\242\004\042\371\323\332\330\313\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\260\060\201\255\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\053\006\003\125\035\020\004\044\060\042

\200\017\062\060\060\066\061\061\062\067\062\060\062\063\064\062

\132\201\017\062\060\062\066\061\061\062\067\062\060\065\063\064

\062\132\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\150

\220\344\147\244\246\123\200\307\206\146\244\361\367\113\103\373

\204\275\155\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\150\220

\344\147\244\246\123\200\307\206\146\244\361\367\113\103\373\204

\275\155\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\366\175\007\101\000\004

\020\060\016\033\010\126\067\056\061\072\064\056\060\003\002\004

\220\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\223\324\060\260\327\003\040\052\320\371\143

\350\221\014\005\040\251\137\031\312\173\162\116\324\261\333\320

\226\373\124\132\031\054\014\010\367\262\274\205\250\235\177\155

\073\122\263\052\333\347\324\204\214\143\366\017\313\046\001\221

\120\154\364\137\024\342\223\164\300\023\236\060\072\120\343\264

\140\305\034\360\042\104\215\161\107\254\310\032\311\351\233\232

\000\140\023\377\160\176\137\021\115\111\033\263\025\122\173\311

\124\332\277\235\225\257\153\232\330\236\351\361\344\103\215\342

\021\104\072\277\257\275\203\102\163\122\213\252\273\247\051\317

\365\144\034\012\115\321\274\252\254\237\052\320\377\177\177\332

\175\352\261\355\060\045\301\204\332\064\322\133\170\203\126\354

\234\066\303\046\342\021\366\147\111\035\222\253\214\373\353\377

\172\356\205\112\247\120\200\360\247\134\112\224\056\137\005\231

\074\122\101\340\315\264\143\317\001\103\272\234\203\334\217\140

\073\363\132\264\264\173\256\332\013\220\070\165\357\201\035\146

\322\367\127\160\066\263\277\374\050\257\161\045\205\133\023\376

\036\177\132\264\074

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1164660820 (0x456b5054)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority,OU="(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.",OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is

incorporated by reference,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 27 20:23:42 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Nov 27 20:53:42 2026

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

73:C1:76:43:4F:1B:C6:D5:AD:F4:5B:0E:76:E7:27:28:7C:8D:E5:76:16:C1:E6:E6:14:1A:2B:2C:BC:7D:8E:4C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B3:1E:B1:B7:40:E3:6C:84:02:DA:DC:37:D4:4D:F5:D4:67:49:52:F9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\263\036\261\267\100\343\154\204\002\332\334\067\324\115\365\324

\147\111\122\371

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\245\303\355\135\335\076\000\301\075\207\222\037\035\077\344

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\260\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\163\040\151\156\143\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\145\144\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\145\162\145

\156\143\145\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\066\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\105\153\120\124

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "Certum Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 65568 (0x10020)

# Subject: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 11 10:46:39 2002

# Not Valid After : Fri Jun 11 10:46:39 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D8:E0:FE:BC:1D:B2:E3:8D:00:94:0F:37:D2:7D:41:34:4D:99:3E:73:4B:99:D5:65:6D:97:78:D4:D8:14:36:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:52:DC:40:F7:11:43:A2:2F:DE:9E:F7:34:8E:06:42:51:B1:81:18

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\000\040

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\014\060\202\001\364\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\001

\000\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\062\060\066\061\061\061\060\064\066\063

\071\132\027\015\062\067\060\066\061\061\061\060\064\066\063\071

\132\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103

\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001
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\001\000\316\261\301\056\323\117\174\315\045\316\030\076\117\304

\214\157\200\152\163\310\133\121\370\233\322\334\273\000\134\261

\240\374\165\003\356\201\360\210\356\043\122\351\346\025\063\215

\254\055\011\305\166\371\053\071\200\211\344\227\113\220\245\250

\170\370\163\103\173\244\141\260\330\130\314\341\154\146\176\234

\363\011\136\125\143\204\325\250\357\363\261\056\060\150\263\304

\074\330\254\156\215\231\132\220\116\064\334\066\232\217\201\210

\120\267\155\226\102\011\363\327\225\203\015\101\113\260\152\153

\370\374\017\176\142\237\147\304\355\046\137\020\046\017\010\117

\360\244\127\050\316\217\270\355\105\366\156\356\045\135\252\156

\071\276\344\223\057\331\107\240\162\353\372\246\133\257\312\123

\077\342\016\306\226\126\021\156\367\351\146\251\046\330\177\225

\123\355\012\205\210\272\117\051\245\102\214\136\266\374\205\040

\000\252\150\013\241\032\205\001\234\304\106\143\202\210\266\042

\261\356\376\252\106\131\176\317\065\054\325\266\332\135\367\110

\063\024\124\266\353\331\157\316\315\210\326\253\033\332\226\073

\035\131\002\003\001\000\001\243\023\060\021\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\270\215\316\357\347\024\272\317\356\260\104\222\154\264\071\076

\242\204\156\255\270\041\167\322\324\167\202\207\346\040\101\201

\356\342\370\021\267\143\321\027\067\276\031\166\044\034\004\032

\114\353\075\252\147\157\055\324\315\376\145\061\160\305\033\246

\002\012\272\140\173\155\130\302\232\111\376\143\062\013\153\343

\072\300\254\253\073\260\350\323\011\121\214\020\203\306\064\340

\305\053\340\032\266\140\024\047\154\062\167\214\274\262\162\230

\317\315\314\077\271\310\044\102\024\326\127\374\346\046\103\251

\035\345\200\220\316\003\124\050\076\367\077\323\370\115\355\152

\012\072\223\023\233\073\024\043\023\143\234\077\321\207\047\171

\345\114\121\343\001\255\205\135\032\073\261\325\163\020\244\323

\362\274\156\144\365\132\126\220\250\307\016\114\164\017\056\161

\073\367\310\107\364\151\157\025\362\021\136\203\036\234\174\122

\256\375\002\332\022\250\131\147\030\333\274\160\335\233\261\151

\355\200\316\211\100\110\152\016\065\312\051\146\025\041\224\054

\350\140\052\233\205\112\100\363\153\212\044\354\006\026\054\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 65568 (0x10020)

# Subject: CN=Certum CA,O=Unizeto Sp. z o.o.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 11 10:46:39 2002

# Not Valid After : Fri Jun 11 10:46:39 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D8:E0:FE:BC:1D:B2:E3:8D:00:94:0F:37:D2:7D:41:34:4D:99:3E:73:4B:99:D5:65:6D:97:78:D4:D8:14:36:24
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:52:DC:40:F7:11:43:A2:2F:DE:9E:F7:34:8E:06:42:51:B1:81:18

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\142\122\334\100\367\021\103\242\057\336\236\367\064\216\006\102

\121\261\201\030

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\054\217\237\146\035\030\220\261\107\046\235\216\206\202\214\251

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\123\160\056\040\172\040\157\056\157\056\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\000\040

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Comodo AAA Services root"

#

# Issuer: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 23:59:59 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D7:A7:A0:FB:5D:7E:27:31:D7:71:E9:48:4E:BC:DE:F7:1D:5F:0C:3E:0A:29:48:78:2B:C8:3E:E0:EA:69:9E:F4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:EB:23:A4:6D:17:D6:8F:D9:25:64:C2:F1:F1:60:17:64:D8:E3:49

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Comodo AAA Services root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016
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\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\062\060\202\003\032\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162

\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\036\027\015

\060\064\060\061\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062

\070\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\173\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141

\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040\103\101\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\014

\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\276\100\235\364\156\341

\352\166\207\034\115\105\104\216\276\106\310\203\006\235\301\052

\376\030\037\216\344\002\372\363\253\135\120\212\026\061\013\232

\006\320\305\160\042\315\111\055\124\143\314\266\156\150\106\013

\123\352\313\114\044\300\274\162\116\352\361\025\256\364\124\232

\022\012\303\172\262\063\140\342\332\211\125\363\042\130\363\336
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\334\317\357\203\206\242\214\224\117\237\150\362\230\220\106\204

\047\307\166\277\343\314\065\054\213\136\007\144\145\202\300\110

\260\250\221\371\141\237\166\040\120\250\221\307\146\265\353\170

\142\003\126\360\212\032\023\352\061\243\036\240\231\375\070\366

\366\047\062\130\157\007\365\153\270\373\024\053\257\267\252\314

\326\143\137\163\214\332\005\231\250\070\250\313\027\170\066\121

\254\351\236\364\170\072\215\317\017\331\102\342\230\014\253\057

\237\016\001\336\357\237\231\111\361\055\337\254\164\115\033\230

\265\107\305\345\051\321\371\220\030\307\142\234\276\203\307\046

\173\076\212\045\307\300\335\235\346\065\150\020\040\235\217\330

\336\322\303\204\234\015\136\350\057\311\002\003\001\000\001\243

\201\300\060\201\275\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\240\021\012\043\076\226\361\007\354\342\257\051\357\202\245\177

\320\060\244\264\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\173\006\003\125\035\037\004\164\060\162

\060\070\240\066\240\064\206\062\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143

\162\154\056\143\157\155\157\144\157\143\141\056\143\157\155\057

\101\101\101\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\056\143\162\154\060\066\240\064\240\062

\206\060\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143\157\155

\157\144\157\056\156\145\164\057\101\101\101\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\056\143

\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\010\126\374\002\360\233\350\377\244\372

\326\173\306\104\200\316\117\304\305\366\000\130\314\246\266\274

\024\111\150\004\166\350\346\356\135\354\002\017\140\326\215\120

\030\117\046\116\001\343\346\260\245\356\277\274\164\124\101\277

\375\374\022\270\307\117\132\364\211\140\005\177\140\267\005\112

\363\366\361\302\277\304\271\164\206\266\055\175\153\314\322\363

\106\335\057\306\340\152\303\303\064\003\054\175\226\335\132\302

\016\247\012\231\301\005\213\253\014\057\363\134\072\317\154\067

\125\011\207\336\123\100\154\130\357\374\266\253\145\156\004\366

\033\334\074\340\132\025\306\236\331\361\131\110\060\041\145\003

\154\354\351\041\163\354\233\003\241\340\067\255\240\025\030\217

\372\272\002\316\247\054\251\020\023\054\324\345\010\046\253\042

\227\140\370\220\136\164\324\242\232\123\275\362\251\150\340\242

\156\302\327\154\261\243\017\236\277\353\150\347\126\362\256\362

\343\053\070\072\011\201\265\153\205\327\276\055\355\077\032\267

\262\143\342\365\142\054\202\324\152\000\101\120\361\071\203\237

\225\351\066\226\230\156

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Comodo AAA Services root"

# Issuer: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB
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# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AAA Certificate Services,O=Comodo CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 23:59:59 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D7:A7:A0:FB:5D:7E:27:31:D7:71:E9:48:4E:BC:DE:F7:1D:5F:0C:3E:0A:29:48:78:2B:C8:3E:E0:EA:69:9E:F4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:EB:23:A4:6D:17:D6:8F:D9:25:64:C2:F1:F1:60:17:64:D8:E3:49

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Comodo AAA Services root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\353\043\244\155\027\326\217\331\045\144\302\361\361\140\027

\144\330\343\111

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\111\171\004\260\353\207\031\254\107\260\274\021\121\233\164\320

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\014\022\107\162\145\141\164\145

\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\103\157\155\157\144\157\040

\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\003\014\030\101\101\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1289 (0x509)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 18:27:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 18:23:33 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:A0:DD:7D:D7:20:AD:B7:FF:05:F8:3D:54:2B:20:9D:C7:FF:45:28:F7:D6:77:B1:83:89:FE:A5:E5:C4:9E:86

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:3A:FB:CF:12:40:36:4B:44:B2:16:20:88:80:48:39:19:93:7C:F7
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\011

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\267\060\202\003\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\005

\011\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062

\064\061\070\062\067\060\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\062\064

\061\070\062\063\063\063\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023

\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\232

\030\312\113\224\015\000\055\257\003\051\212\360\017\201\310\256

\114\031\205\035\010\237\253\051\104\205\363\057\201\255\062\036

\220\106\277\243\206\046\032\036\376\176\034\030\072\134\234\140

\027\052\072\164\203\063\060\175\141\124\021\313\355\253\340\346

\322\242\176\365\153\157\030\267\012\013\055\375\351\076\357\012

\306\263\020\351\334\302\106\027\370\135\375\244\332\377\236\111

\132\234\346\063\346\044\226\367\077\272\133\053\034\172\065\302

\326\147\376\253\146\120\213\155\050\140\053\357\327\140\303\307
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\223\274\215\066\221\363\177\370\333\021\023\304\234\167\166\301

\256\267\002\152\201\172\251\105\203\342\005\346\271\126\301\224

\067\217\110\161\143\042\354\027\145\007\225\212\113\337\217\306

\132\012\345\260\343\137\136\153\021\253\014\371\205\353\104\351

\370\004\163\362\351\376\134\230\214\365\163\257\153\264\176\315

\324\134\002\053\114\071\341\262\225\225\055\102\207\327\325\263

\220\103\267\154\023\361\336\335\366\304\370\211\077\321\165\365

\222\303\221\325\212\210\320\220\354\334\155\336\211\302\145\161

\226\213\015\003\375\234\277\133\026\254\222\333\352\376\171\174

\255\353\257\367\026\313\333\315\045\053\345\037\373\232\237\342

\121\314\072\123\014\110\346\016\275\311\264\166\006\122\346\021

\023\205\162\143\003\004\340\004\066\053\040\031\002\350\164\247

\037\266\311\126\146\360\165\045\334\147\301\016\141\140\210\263

\076\321\250\374\243\332\035\260\321\261\043\124\337\104\166\155

\355\101\330\301\262\042\266\123\034\337\065\035\334\241\167\052

\061\344\055\365\345\345\333\310\340\377\345\200\327\013\143\240

\377\063\241\017\272\054\025\025\352\227\263\322\242\265\276\362

\214\226\036\032\217\035\154\244\141\067\271\206\163\063\327\227

\226\236\043\175\202\244\114\201\342\241\321\272\147\137\225\007

\243\047\021\356\026\020\173\274\105\112\114\262\004\322\253\357

\325\375\014\121\316\120\152\010\061\371\221\332\014\217\144\134

\003\303\072\213\040\077\156\215\147\075\072\326\376\175\133\210

\311\136\373\314\141\334\213\063\167\323\104\062\065\011\142\004

\222\026\020\330\236\047\107\373\073\041\343\370\353\035\133\002

\003\001\000\001\243\201\260\060\201\255\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125

\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\032\204\142\274\110\114\063\045\004\324\356\320\366

\003\304\031\106\321\224\153\060\156\006\003\125\035\043\004\147

\060\145\200\024\032\204\142\274\110\114\063\045\004\324\356\320

\366\003\304\031\106\321\224\153\241\111\244\107\060\105\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023

\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\062\202\002\005\011\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\076\012\026\115\237

\006\133\250\256\161\135\057\005\057\147\346\023\105\203\304\066

\366\363\300\046\014\015\265\107\144\135\370\264\162\311\106\245

\003\030\047\125\211\170\175\166\352\226\064\200\027\040\334\347

\203\370\215\374\007\270\332\137\115\056\147\262\204\375\331\104

\374\167\120\201\346\174\264\311\015\013\162\123\370\166\007\007

\101\107\226\014\373\340\202\046\223\125\214\376\042\037\140\145

\174\137\347\046\263\367\062\220\230\120\324\067\161\125\366\222

\041\170\367\225\171\372\370\055\046\207\146\126\060\167\246\067

\170\063\122\020\130\256\077\141\216\362\152\261\357\030\176\112

\131\143\312\215\242\126\325\247\057\274\126\037\317\071\301\342

\373\012\250\025\054\175\115\172\143\306\154\227\104\074\322\157
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\303\112\027\012\370\220\322\127\242\031\121\245\055\227\101\332

\007\117\251\120\332\220\215\224\106\341\076\360\224\375\020\000

\070\365\073\350\100\341\264\156\126\032\040\314\157\130\215\355

\056\105\217\326\351\223\077\347\261\054\337\072\326\042\214\334

\204\273\042\157\320\370\344\306\071\351\004\210\074\303\272\353

\125\172\155\200\231\044\365\154\001\373\370\227\260\224\133\353

\375\322\157\361\167\150\015\065\144\043\254\270\125\241\003\321

\115\102\031\334\370\165\131\126\243\371\250\111\171\370\257\016

\271\021\240\174\267\152\355\064\320\266\046\142\070\032\207\014

\370\350\375\056\323\220\177\007\221\052\035\326\176\134\205\203

\231\260\070\010\077\351\136\371\065\007\344\311\142\156\127\177

\247\120\225\367\272\310\233\346\216\242\001\305\326\146\277\171

\141\363\074\034\341\271\202\134\135\240\303\351\330\110\275\031

\242\021\024\031\156\262\206\033\150\076\110\067\032\210\267\135

\226\136\234\307\357\047\142\010\342\221\031\134\322\361\041\335

\272\027\102\202\227\161\201\123\061\251\237\366\175\142\277\162

\341\243\223\035\314\212\046\132\011\070\320\316\327\015\200\026

\264\170\245\072\207\114\215\212\245\325\106\227\362\054\020\271

\274\124\042\300\001\120\151\103\236\364\262\357\155\370\354\332

\361\343\261\357\337\221\217\124\052\013\045\301\046\031\304\122

\020\005\145\325\202\020\352\302\061\315\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1289 (0x509)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 18:27:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 18:23:33 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:A0:DD:7D:D7:20:AD:B7:FF:05:F8:3D:54:2B:20:9D:C7:FF:45:28:F7:D6:77:B1:83:89:FE:A5:E5:C4:9E:86

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:3A:FB:CF:12:40:36:4B:44:B2:16:20:88:80:48:39:19:93:7C:F7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\072\373\317\022\100\066\113\104\262\026\040\210\200\110\071

\031\223\174\367

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\071\173\335\370\272\354\202\351\254\142\272\014\124\000\053

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\011

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1478 (0x5c6)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 19:11:23 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 19:06:44 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:F1:FC:7F:20:5D:F8:AD:DD:EB:7F:E0:07:DD:57:E3:AF:37:5A:9C:4D:8D:73:54:6B:F4:F1:FE:D1:E1:8D:35

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:49:14:F7:D8:74:95:1D:DD:AE:02:C0:BE:FD:3A:2D:82:75:51:85

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\306
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\235\060\202\004\205\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\005

\306\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\062

\064\061\071\061\061\062\063\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\062\064

\061\071\060\066\064\064\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023

\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\314

\127\102\026\124\234\346\230\323\323\115\356\376\355\307\237\103

\071\112\145\263\350\026\210\064\333\015\131\221\164\317\222\270

\004\100\255\002\113\061\253\274\215\221\150\330\040\016\032\001

\342\032\173\116\027\135\342\212\267\077\231\032\315\353\141\253

\302\145\246\037\267\267\275\267\217\374\375\160\217\013\240\147

\276\001\242\131\317\161\346\017\051\166\377\261\126\171\105\053

\037\236\172\124\350\243\051\065\150\244\001\117\017\244\056\067

\357\033\277\343\217\020\250\162\253\130\127\347\124\206\310\311

\363\133\332\054\332\135\216\156\074\243\076\332\373\202\345\335

\362\134\262\005\063\157\212\066\316\320\023\116\377\277\112\014

\064\114\246\303\041\275\120\004\125\353\261\273\235\373\105\036

\144\025\336\125\001\214\002\166\265\313\241\077\102\151\274\057

\275\150\103\026\126\211\052\067\141\221\375\246\256\116\300\313

\024\145\224\067\113\222\006\357\004\320\310\234\210\333\013\173

\201\257\261\075\052\304\145\072\170\266\356\334\200\261\322\323

\231\234\072\356\153\132\153\263\215\267\325\316\234\302\276\245

\113\057\026\261\236\150\073\006\157\256\175\237\370\336\354\314

\051\247\230\243\045\103\057\357\361\137\046\341\210\115\370\136

\156\327\331\024\156\031\063\151\247\073\204\211\223\304\123\125

\023\241\121\170\100\370\270\311\242\356\173\272\122\102\203\236

\024\355\005\122\132\131\126\247\227\374\235\077\012\051\330\334

\117\221\016\023\274\336\225\244\337\213\231\276\254\233\063\210

\357\265\201\257\033\306\042\123\310\366\307\356\227\024\260\305

\174\170\122\310\360\316\156\167\140\204\246\351\052\166\040\355

\130\001\027\060\223\351\032\213\340\163\143\331\152\222\224\111

\116\264\255\112\205\304\243\042\060\374\011\355\150\042\163\246

\210\014\125\041\130\305\341\072\237\052\335\312\341\220\340\331

\163\253\154\200\270\350\013\144\223\240\234\214\031\377\263\322

\014\354\221\046\207\212\263\242\341\160\217\054\012\345\315\155

\150\121\353\332\077\005\177\213\062\346\023\134\153\376\137\100

\342\042\310\264\264\144\117\326\272\175\110\076\250\151\014\327
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\273\206\161\311\163\270\077\073\235\045\113\332\377\100\353\002

\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\225\060\202\001\221\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\201\341

\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\331\060\201\326\060\201\323\006\011

\053\006\001\004\001\276\130\000\003\060\201\305\060\201\223\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\201\206\032\201\203\101

\156\171\040\165\163\145\040\157\146\040\164\150\151\163\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\143\157\156\163\164

\151\164\165\164\145\163\040\141\143\143\145\160\164\141\156\143

\145\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\121\165\157\126\141\144\151

\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\040\057

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\120

\162\141\143\164\151\143\145\040\123\164\141\164\145\155\145\156

\164\056\060\055\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\041

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\161\165\157\166\141

\144\151\163\147\154\157\142\141\154\056\143\157\155\057\143\160

\163\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\362\300\023\340\202\103\076

\373\356\057\147\062\226\065\134\333\270\313\002\320\060\156\006

\003\125\035\043\004\147\060\145\200\024\362\300\023\340\202\103

\076\373\356\057\147\062\226\065\134\333\270\313\002\320\241\111

\244\107\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\202\002\005\306\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\117\255\240\054\114\372\300\362\157\367\146\125\253\043\064

\356\347\051\332\303\133\266\260\203\331\320\320\342\041\373\363

\140\247\073\135\140\123\047\242\233\366\010\042\052\347\277\240

\162\345\234\044\152\061\261\220\172\047\333\204\021\211\047\246

\167\132\070\327\277\254\206\374\356\135\203\274\006\306\321\167

\153\017\155\044\057\113\172\154\247\007\226\312\343\204\237\255

\210\213\035\253\026\215\133\146\027\331\026\364\213\200\322\335

\370\262\166\303\374\070\023\252\014\336\102\151\053\156\363\074

\353\200\047\333\365\246\104\015\237\132\125\131\013\325\015\122

\110\305\256\237\362\057\200\305\352\062\120\065\022\227\056\301

\341\377\361\043\210\121\070\237\362\146\126\166\347\017\121\227

\245\122\014\115\111\121\225\066\075\277\242\113\014\020\035\206

\231\114\252\363\162\021\223\344\352\366\233\332\250\135\247\115

\267\236\002\256\163\000\310\332\043\003\350\371\352\031\164\142

\000\224\313\042\040\276\224\247\131\265\202\152\276\231\171\172

\251\362\112\044\122\367\164\375\272\116\346\250\035\002\156\261

\015\200\104\301\256\323\043\067\137\273\205\174\053\222\056\350

\176\245\213\335\231\341\277\047\157\055\135\252\173\207\376\012

\335\113\374\216\365\046\344\156\160\102\156\063\354\061\236\173

\223\301\344\311\151\032\075\300\153\116\042\155\356\253\130\115
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\306\320\101\301\053\352\117\022\207\136\353\105\330\154\365\230

\002\323\240\330\125\212\006\231\031\242\240\167\321\060\236\254

\314\165\356\203\365\260\142\071\317\154\127\342\114\322\221\013

\016\165\050\033\232\277\375\032\103\361\312\167\373\073\217\141

\270\151\050\026\102\004\136\160\052\034\041\330\217\341\275\043

\133\055\164\100\222\331\143\031\015\163\335\151\274\142\107\274

\340\164\053\262\353\175\276\101\033\265\300\106\305\241\042\313

\137\116\301\050\222\336\030\272\325\052\050\273\021\213\027\223

\230\231\140\224\134\043\317\132\047\227\136\013\005\006\223\067

\036\073\151\066\353\251\236\141\035\217\062\332\216\014\326\164

\076\173\011\044\332\001\167\107\304\073\315\064\214\231\365\312

\341\045\141\063\262\131\033\342\156\327\067\127\266\015\251\022

\332

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number: 1478 (0x5c6)

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 24 19:11:23 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 24 19:06:44 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:F1:FC:7F:20:5D:F8:AD:DD:EB:7F:E0:07:DD:57:E3:AF:37:5A:9C:4D:8D:73:54:6B:F4:F1:FE:D1:E1:8D:35

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:49:14:F7:D8:74:95:1D:DD:AE:02:C0:BE:FD:3A:2D:82:75:51:85

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\111\024\367\330\164\225\035\335\256\002\300\276\375\072\055

\202\165\121\205

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\205\074\142\224\227\143\271\252\375\211\116\257\157\340\317

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\005\306
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication Root CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 04:20:49 2003

# Not Valid After : Sat Sep 30 04:20:49 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:5E:72:ED:9F:56:0E:EC:6E:B4:80:00:73:A4:3F:C3:AD:19:19:5A:39:22:82:01:78:95:97:4A:99:02:6B:6C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 36:B1:2B:49:F9:81:9E:D7:4C:9E:BC:38:0F:C6:56:8F:5D:AC:B2:F7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\132\060\202\002\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040\124
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\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155

\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101

\061\060\036\027\015\060\063\060\071\063\060\060\064\062\060\064

\071\132\027\015\062\063\060\071\063\060\060\064\062\060\064\071

\132\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115

\040\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157

\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\263\263\376\177\323\155\261\357\026\174\127\245

\014\155\166\212\057\113\277\144\373\114\356\212\360\363\051\174

\365\377\356\052\340\351\351\272\133\144\042\232\232\157\054\072

\046\151\121\005\231\046\334\325\034\152\161\306\232\175\036\235

\335\174\154\306\214\147\147\112\076\370\161\260\031\047\251\011

\014\246\225\277\113\214\014\372\125\230\073\330\350\042\241\113

\161\070\171\254\227\222\151\263\211\176\352\041\150\006\230\024

\226\207\322\141\066\274\155\047\126\236\127\356\300\300\126\375

\062\317\244\331\216\302\043\327\215\250\363\330\045\254\227\344

\160\070\364\266\072\264\235\073\227\046\103\243\241\274\111\131

\162\114\043\060\207\001\130\366\116\276\034\150\126\146\257\315

\101\135\310\263\115\052\125\106\253\037\332\036\342\100\075\333

\315\175\271\222\200\234\067\335\014\226\144\235\334\042\367\144

\213\337\141\336\025\224\122\025\240\175\122\311\113\250\041\311

\306\261\355\313\303\225\140\321\017\360\253\160\370\337\313\115

\176\354\326\372\253\331\275\177\124\362\245\351\171\372\331\326

\166\044\050\163\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\163\111\231\150\334\205\133

\145\343\233\050\057\127\237\275\063\274\007\110\060\013\006\003

\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\150\100

\251\250\273\344\117\135\171\263\005\265\027\263\140\023\353\306

\222\135\340\321\323\152\376\373\276\233\155\277\307\005\155\131

\040\304\034\360\267\332\204\130\002\143\372\110\026\357\117\245

\013\367\112\230\362\077\236\033\255\107\153\143\316\010\107\353

\122\077\170\234\257\115\256\370\325\117\317\232\230\052\020\101

\071\122\304\335\331\233\016\357\223\001\256\262\056\312\150\102

\044\102\154\260\263\072\076\315\351\332\110\304\025\313\351\371

\007\017\222\120\111\212\335\061\227\137\311\351\067\252\073\131

\145\227\224\062\311\263\237\076\072\142\130\305\111\255\142\016

\161\245\062\252\057\306\211\166\103\100\023\023\147\075\242\124

\045\020\313\361\072\362\331\372\333\111\126\273\246\376\247\101

\065\303\340\210\141\311\210\307\337\066\020\042\230\131\352\260

\112\373\126\026\163\156\254\115\367\042\241\117\255\035\172\055

\105\047\345\060\301\136\362\332\023\313\045\102\121\225\107\003
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\214\154\041\314\164\102\355\123\377\063\213\217\017\127\001\026

\057\317\246\356\311\160\042\024\275\375\276\154\013\003

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication Root CA"

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust.net,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 04:20:49 2003

# Not Valid After : Sat Sep 30 04:20:49 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:5E:72:ED:9F:56:0E:EC:6E:B4:80:00:73:A4:3F:C3:AD:19:19:5A:39:22:82:01:78:95:97:4A:99:02:6B:6C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 36:B1:2B:49:F9:81:9E:D7:4C:9E:BC:38:0F:C6:56:8F:5D:AC:B2:F7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\066\261\053\111\371\201\236\327\114\236\274\070\017\306\126\217

\135\254\262\367

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\361\274\143\152\124\340\265\047\365\315\347\032\343\115\156\112

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155

\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF
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A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:13:43 2003

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 30 16:13:44 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:25:8A:12:A5:67:4A:EF:25:F2:8B:A7:DC:FA:EC:EE:A3:48:E5:41:E6:F5:CC:4E:E6:3B:71:B3:61:60:6A:C3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6E:3A:55:A4:19:0C:19:5C:93:84:3C:C0:DB:72:2E:31:30:61:F0:B1

# For Email Distrust After: Mon Mar 01 00:00:00 2021

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\275\060\202\003\245\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\047

\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155\145

\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101\070
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\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040

\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164

\060\036\027\015\060\063\060\071\063\060\061\066\061\063\064\063

\132\027\015\063\067\060\071\063\060\061\066\061\063\064\064\132

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164\060\202\001\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001

\001\000\267\066\125\345\245\135\030\060\340\332\211\124\221\374

\310\307\122\370\057\120\331\357\261\165\163\145\107\175\033\133

\272\165\305\374\241\210\044\372\057\355\312\010\112\071\124\304

\121\172\265\332\140\352\070\074\201\262\313\361\273\331\221\043

\077\110\001\160\165\251\005\052\255\037\161\363\311\124\075\035

\006\152\100\076\263\014\205\356\134\033\171\302\142\304\270\066

\216\065\135\001\014\043\004\107\065\252\233\140\116\240\146\075

\313\046\012\234\100\241\364\135\230\277\161\253\245\000\150\052

\355\203\172\017\242\024\265\324\042\263\200\260\074\014\132\121

\151\055\130\030\217\355\231\236\361\256\342\225\346\366\107\250

\326\014\017\260\130\130\333\303\146\067\236\233\221\124\063\067

\322\224\034\152\110\311\311\362\245\332\245\014\043\367\043\016

\234\062\125\136\161\234\204\005\121\232\055\375\346\116\052\064

\132\336\312\100\067\147\014\124\041\125\167\332\012\014\314\227

\256\200\334\224\066\112\364\076\316\066\023\036\123\344\254\116

\072\005\354\333\256\162\234\070\213\320\071\073\211\012\076\167

\376\165\002\001\003\243\202\001\104\060\202\001\100\060\022\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001

\014\060\074\006\003\125\035\037\004\065\060\063\060\061\240\057

\240\055\206\053\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057\143

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\056\143\162\154\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\343\224\365\261\115\351

\333\241\051\133\127\213\115\166\006\166\341\321\242\212\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\021

\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000

\007\060\047\006\003\125\035\021\004\040\060\036\201\034\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\100\143\150\141\155\142

\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\060\047\006\003\125\035

\022\004\040\060\036\201\034\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\162

\157\157\164\100\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056
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\157\162\147\060\130\006\003\125\035\040\004\121\060\117\060\115

\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\207\056\012\003\001\060\076\060

\074\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\060\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\143\160\163\056\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057\143\160\163\057\143\150\141\155

\142\145\162\163\162\157\157\164\056\150\164\155\154\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\014\101\227\302\032\206\300\042\174\237\373\220\363\032\321

\003\261\357\023\371\041\137\004\234\332\311\245\215\047\154\226

\207\221\276\101\220\001\162\223\347\036\175\137\366\211\306\135

\247\100\011\075\254\111\105\105\334\056\215\060\150\262\011\272

\373\303\057\314\272\013\337\077\167\173\106\175\072\022\044\216

\226\217\074\005\012\157\322\224\050\035\155\014\300\056\210\042

\325\330\317\035\023\307\360\110\327\327\005\247\317\307\107\236

\073\074\064\310\200\117\324\024\273\374\015\120\367\372\263\354

\102\137\251\335\155\310\364\165\317\173\301\162\046\261\001\034

\134\054\375\172\116\264\001\305\005\127\271\347\074\252\005\331

\210\351\007\106\101\316\357\101\201\256\130\337\203\242\256\312

\327\167\037\347\000\074\235\157\216\344\062\011\035\115\170\064

\170\064\074\224\233\046\355\117\161\306\031\172\275\040\042\110

\132\376\113\175\003\267\347\130\276\306\062\116\164\036\150\335

\250\150\133\263\076\356\142\175\331\200\350\012\165\172\267\356

\264\145\232\041\220\340\252\320\230\274\070\265\163\074\213\370

\334

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\061\060\063\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:13:43 2003

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 30 16:13:44 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:25:8A:12:A5:67:4A:EF:25:F2:8B:A7:DC:FA:EC:EE:A3:48:E5:41:E6:F5:CC:4E:E6:3B:71:B3:61:60:6A:C3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6E:3A:55:A4:19:0C:19:5C:93:84:3C:C0:DB:72:2E:31:30:61:F0:B1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Camerfirma Chambers of Commerce Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\156\072\125\244\031\014\031\134\223\204\074\300\333\162\056\061

\060\141\360\261

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\260\001\356\024\331\257\051\030\224\166\216\361\151\063\052\204

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Camerfirma Global Chambersign Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:14:18 2003

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 30 16:14:18 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EF:3C:B4:17:FC:8E:BF:6F:97:87:6C:9E:4E:CE:39:DE:1E:A5:FE:64:91:41:D1:02:8B:7D:11:C0:B2:29:8C:ED

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 33:9B:6B:14:50:24:9B:55:7A:01:87:72:84:D9:E0:2F:C3:D2:D8:E9

# For Email Distrust After: Mon Mar 01 00:00:00 2021

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Camerfirma Global Chambersign Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\175\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155
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\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\175\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\305\060\202\003\255\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\175\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\047

\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155\145

\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101\070

\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\060\036

\027\015\060\063\060\071\063\060\061\066\061\064\061\070\132\027

\015\063\067\060\071\063\060\061\066\061\064\061\070\132\060\175

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162

\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101\070\062

\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013\023

\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150\141\155

\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001

\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001\001\000\242\160

\242\320\237\102\256\133\027\307\330\175\317\024\203\374\117\311

\241\267\023\257\212\327\236\076\004\012\222\213\140\126\372\264

\062\057\210\115\241\140\010\364\267\011\116\240\111\057\111\326

\323\337\235\227\132\237\224\004\160\354\077\131\331\267\314\146
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\213\230\122\050\011\002\337\305\057\204\215\172\227\167\277\354

\100\235\045\162\253\265\077\062\230\373\267\267\374\162\204\345

\065\207\371\125\372\243\037\016\157\056\050\335\151\240\331\102

\020\306\370\265\104\302\320\103\177\333\274\344\242\074\152\125

\170\012\167\251\330\352\031\062\267\057\376\134\077\033\356\261

\230\354\312\255\172\151\105\343\226\017\125\366\346\355\165\352

\145\350\062\126\223\106\211\250\045\212\145\006\356\153\277\171

\007\320\361\267\257\355\054\115\222\273\300\250\137\247\147\175

\004\362\025\010\160\254\222\326\175\004\322\063\373\114\266\013

\013\373\032\311\304\215\003\251\176\134\362\120\253\022\245\241

\317\110\120\245\357\322\310\032\023\372\260\177\261\202\034\167

\152\017\137\334\013\225\217\357\103\176\346\105\011\045\002\001

\003\243\202\001\120\060\202\001\114\060\022\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\014\060\077\006

\003\125\035\037\004\070\060\066\060\064\240\062\240\060\206\056

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143\150\141\155\142

\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057\143\150\141\155\142

\145\162\163\151\147\156\162\157\157\164\056\143\162\154\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\103\234\066\237\260\236\060

\115\306\316\137\255\020\253\345\003\245\372\251\024\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\021\006

\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007

\060\052\006\003\125\035\021\004\043\060\041\201\037\143\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\162\157\157\164\100\143\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\060\052\006\003

\125\035\022\004\043\060\041\201\037\143\150\141\155\142\145\162

\163\151\147\156\162\157\157\164\100\143\150\141\155\142\145\162

\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\060\133\006\003\125\035\040\004

\124\060\122\060\120\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\207\056\012

\001\001\060\101\060\077\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001

\026\063\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\160\163\056\143\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057\143\160\163

\057\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\162\157\157\164

\056\150\164\155\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\074\073\160\221\371\004\124

\047\221\341\355\355\376\150\177\141\135\345\101\145\117\062\361

\030\005\224\152\034\336\037\160\333\076\173\062\002\064\265\014

\154\241\212\174\245\364\217\377\324\330\255\027\325\055\004\321

\077\130\200\342\201\131\210\276\300\343\106\223\044\376\220\275

\046\242\060\055\350\227\046\127\065\211\164\226\030\366\025\342

\257\044\031\126\002\002\262\272\017\024\352\306\212\146\301\206

\105\125\213\276\222\276\234\244\004\307\111\074\236\350\051\172

\211\327\376\257\377\150\365\245\027\220\275\254\231\314\245\206

\127\011\147\106\333\326\026\302\106\361\344\251\120\365\217\321

\222\025\323\137\076\306\000\111\072\156\130\262\321\321\047\015

\045\310\062\370\040\021\315\175\062\063\110\224\124\114\335\334

\171\304\060\237\353\216\270\125\265\327\210\134\305\152\044\075

\262\323\005\003\121\306\007\357\314\024\162\164\075\156\162\316
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\030\050\214\112\240\167\345\011\053\105\104\107\254\267\147\177

\001\212\005\132\223\276\241\301\377\370\347\016\147\244\107\111

\166\135\165\220\032\365\046\217\360

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\061\060\063\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Camerfirma Global Chambersign Root"

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:14:18 2003

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 30 16:14:18 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EF:3C:B4:17:FC:8E:BF:6F:97:87:6C:9E:4E:CE:39:DE:1E:A5:FE:64:91:41:D1:02:8B:7D:11:C0:B2:29:8C:ED

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 33:9B:6B:14:50:24:9B:55:7A:01:87:72:84:D9:E0:2F:C3:D2:D8:E9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Camerfirma Global Chambersign Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\063\233\153\024\120\044\233\125\172\001\207\162\204\331\340\057

\303\322\330\351

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\346\173\277\006\320\117\103\355\304\172\145\212\373\153\031

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\175\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "XRamp Global CA Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Serial Number:50:94:6c:ec:18:ea:d5:9c:4d:d5:97:ef:75:8f:a0:ad

# Subject: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 01 17:14:04 2004

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 01 05:37:19 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CE:CD:DC:90:50:99:D8:DA:DF:C5:B1:D2:09:B7:37:CB:E2:C1:8C:FB:2C:10:C0:FF:0B:CF:0D:32:86:FC:1A:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:01:86:D1:EB:9C:86:A5:41:04:CF:30:54:F3:4C:52:B7:E5:58:C6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "XRamp Global CA Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\120\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217

\240\255
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\060\060\202\003\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\120

\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217\240\255\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036

\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170\162\141

\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\130

\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\061\061\060\061\061\067\061

\064\060\064\132\027\015\063\065\060\061\060\061\060\065\063\067

\061\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167

\167\056\170\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056

\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122

\141\155\160\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\230\044\036\275\025\264\272

\337\307\214\245\047\266\070\013\151\363\266\116\250\054\056\041

\035\134\104\337\041\135\176\043\164\376\136\176\264\112\267\246

\255\037\256\340\006\026\342\233\133\331\147\164\153\135\200\217

\051\235\206\033\331\234\015\230\155\166\020\050\130\344\145\260

\177\112\230\171\237\340\303\061\176\200\053\265\214\300\100\073

\021\206\320\313\242\206\066\140\244\325\060\202\155\331\156\320

\017\022\004\063\227\137\117\141\132\360\344\371\221\253\347\035

\073\274\350\317\364\153\055\064\174\342\110\141\034\216\363\141

\104\314\157\240\112\251\224\260\115\332\347\251\064\172\162\070

\250\101\314\074\224\021\175\353\310\246\214\267\206\313\312\063

\073\331\075\067\213\373\172\076\206\054\347\163\327\012\127\254

\144\233\031\353\364\017\004\010\212\254\003\027\031\144\364\132

\045\042\215\064\054\262\366\150\035\022\155\323\212\036\024\332

\304\217\246\342\043\205\325\172\015\275\152\340\351\354\354\027

\273\102\033\147\252\045\355\105\203\041\374\301\311\174\325\142

\076\372\362\305\055\323\375\324\145\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\237\060\201\234\060\023\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024

\002\004\006\036\004\000\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\306\117\242\075\006\143\204\011\234\316\142\344\004\254

\215\134\265\351\266\033\060\066\006\003\125\035\037\004\057\060
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\055\060\053\240\051\240\047\206\045\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\170\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164

\171\056\143\157\155\057\130\107\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020

\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\221\025\071\003\001\033\147\373\112\034\371\012

\140\133\241\332\115\227\142\371\044\123\047\327\202\144\116\220

\056\303\111\033\053\232\334\374\250\170\147\065\361\035\360\021

\275\267\110\343\020\366\015\337\077\322\311\266\252\125\244\110

\272\002\333\336\131\056\025\133\073\235\026\175\107\327\067\352

\137\115\166\022\066\273\037\327\241\201\004\106\040\243\054\155

\251\236\001\176\077\051\316\000\223\337\375\311\222\163\211\211

\144\236\347\053\344\034\221\054\322\271\316\175\316\157\061\231

\323\346\276\322\036\220\360\011\024\171\134\043\253\115\322\332

\041\037\115\231\171\235\341\317\047\237\020\233\034\210\015\260

\212\144\101\061\270\016\154\220\044\244\233\134\161\217\272\273

\176\034\033\333\152\200\017\041\274\351\333\246\267\100\364\262

\213\251\261\344\357\232\032\320\075\151\231\356\250\050\243\341

\074\263\360\262\021\234\317\174\100\346\335\347\103\175\242\330

\072\265\251\215\362\064\231\304\324\020\341\006\375\011\204\020

\073\356\304\114\364\354\047\174\102\302\164\174\202\212\011\311

\264\003\045\274

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "XRamp Global CA Root"

# Issuer: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Serial Number:50:94:6c:ec:18:ea:d5:9c:4d:d5:97:ef:75:8f:a0:ad

# Subject: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority,O=XRamp Security Services

Inc,OU=www.xrampsecurity.com,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 01 17:14:04 2004

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 01 05:37:19 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CE:CD:DC:90:50:99:D8:DA:DF:C5:B1:D2:09:B7:37:CB:E2:C1:8C:FB:2C:10:C0:FF:0B:CF:0D:32:86:FC:1A:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:01:86:D1:EB:9C:86:A5:41:04:CF:30:54:F3:4C:52:B7:E5:58:C6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "XRamp Global CA Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\001\206\321\353\234\206\245\101\004\317\060\124\363\114\122

\267\345\130\306

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\241\013\104\263\312\020\330\000\156\235\017\330\017\222\012\321

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\167\167\167\056\170

\162\141\155\160\163\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\056\143\157\155

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\023\033\130\122\141\155\160

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\040\111\156\143\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023

\044\130\122\141\155\160\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\120\224\154\354\030\352\325\234\115\325\227\357\165\217

\240\255

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:06:20 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:06:20 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C3:84:6B:F2:4B:9E:93:CA:64:27:4C:0E:C6:7C:1E:CC:5E:02:4F:FC:AC:D2:D7:40:19:35:0E:81:FE:54:6A:E4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 27:96:BA:E6:3F:18:01:E2:77:26:1B:A0:D7:77:70:02:8F:20:EE:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END
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CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\000\060\202\002\350\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\041

\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156\143

\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040\104

\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\066\062\071\061\067

\060\066\062\060\132\027\015\063\064\060\066\062\071\061\067\060

\066\062\060\132\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150

\145\040\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023

\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\040\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015

\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001\001\000\336\235\327\352\127\030

\111\241\133\353\327\137\110\206\352\276\335\377\344\357\147\034

\364\145\150\263\127\161\240\136\167\273\355\233\111\351\160\200

\075\126\030\143\010\157\332\362\314\320\077\177\002\124\042\124

\020\330\262\201\324\300\165\075\113\177\307\167\303\076\170\253

\032\003\265\040\153\057\152\053\261\305\210\176\304\273\036\260

\301\330\105\047\157\252\067\130\367\207\046\327\330\055\366\251

\027\267\037\162\066\116\246\027\077\145\230\222\333\052\156\135

\242\376\210\340\013\336\177\345\215\025\341\353\313\072\325\342

\022\242\023\055\330\216\257\137\022\075\240\010\005\010\266\134

\245\145\070\004\105\231\036\243\140\140\164\305\101\245\162\142

\033\142\305\037\157\137\032\102\276\002\121\145\250\256\043\030

\152\374\170\003\251\115\177\200\303\372\253\132\374\241\100\244

\312\031\026\376\262\310\357\136\163\015\356\167\275\232\366\171

\230\274\261\007\147\242\025\015\335\240\130\306\104\173\012\076

\142\050\137\272\101\007\123\130\317\021\176\070\164\305\370\377
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\265\151\220\217\204\164\352\227\033\257\002\001\003\243\201\300

\060\201\275\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\304

\260\322\221\324\114\021\161\263\141\313\075\241\376\335\250\152

\324\343\060\201\215\006\003\125\035\043\004\201\205\060\201\202

\200\024\322\304\260\322\221\324\114\021\161\263\141\313\075\241

\376\335\250\152\324\343\241\147\244\145\060\143\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171

\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057

\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\202

\001\000\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\062\113\363\262\312\076\221\374\022\306\241\007

\214\216\167\240\063\006\024\134\220\036\030\367\010\246\075\012

\031\371\207\200\021\156\151\344\226\027\060\377\064\221\143\162

\070\356\314\034\001\243\035\224\050\244\061\366\172\304\124\327

\366\345\061\130\003\242\314\316\142\333\224\105\163\265\277\105

\311\044\265\325\202\002\255\043\171\151\215\270\266\115\316\317

\114\312\063\043\350\034\210\252\235\213\101\156\026\311\040\345

\211\236\315\073\332\160\367\176\231\046\040\024\124\045\253\156

\163\205\346\233\041\235\012\154\202\016\250\370\302\014\372\020

\036\154\226\357\207\015\304\017\141\213\255\356\203\053\225\370

\216\222\204\162\071\353\040\352\203\355\203\315\227\156\010\274

\353\116\046\266\163\053\344\323\366\114\376\046\161\342\141\021

\164\112\377\127\032\207\017\165\110\056\317\121\151\027\240\002

\022\141\225\325\321\100\262\020\114\356\304\254\020\103\246\245

\236\012\325\225\142\232\015\317\210\202\305\062\014\344\053\237

\105\346\015\237\050\234\261\271\052\132\127\255\067\017\257\035

\177\333\275\237

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

# Issuer: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority,O="The Go Daddy Group, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:06:20 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:06:20 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C3:84:6B:F2:4B:9E:93:CA:64:27:4C:0E:C6:7C:1E:CC:5E:02:4F:FC:AC:D2:D7:40:19:35:0E:81:FE:54:6A:E4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 27:96:BA:E6:3F:18:01:E2:77:26:1B:A0:D7:77:70:02:8F:20:EE:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\047\226\272\346\077\030\001\342\167\046\033\240\327\167\160\002

\217\040\356\344

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\221\336\006\045\253\332\375\062\027\014\273\045\027\052\204\147

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\150\145\040\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\107\162\157\165\160\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Class 2 CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:39:16 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:39:16 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

14:65:FA:20:53:97:B8:76:FA:A6:F0:A9:95:8E:55:90:E4:0F:CC:7F:AA:4F:B7:C2:C8:67:75:21:FB:5F:B6:58

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AD:7E:1C:28:B0:64:EF:8F:60:03:40:20:14:C3:D0:E3:37:0E:B5:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023
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\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023

\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\017\060\202\002\367\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023\051

\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\064\060

\066\062\071\061\067\063\071\061\066\132\027\015\063\064\060\066

\062\071\061\067\063\071\061\066\132\060\150\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143

\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\202\001\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002

\202\001\001\000\267\062\310\376\351\161\246\004\205\255\014\021

\144\337\316\115\357\310\003\030\207\077\241\253\373\074\246\237

\360\303\241\332\324\330\156\053\123\220\373\044\244\076\204\360

\236\350\137\354\345\047\104\365\050\246\077\173\336\340\052\360

\310\257\123\057\236\312\005\001\223\036\217\146\034\071\247\115

\372\132\266\163\004\045\146\353\167\177\347\131\306\112\231\045

\024\124\353\046\307\363\177\031\325\060\160\217\257\260\106\052

\377\255\353\051\355\327\237\252\004\207\243\324\371\211\245\064

\137\333\103\221\202\066\331\146\074\261\270\271\202\375\234\072

\076\020\310\073\357\006\145\146\172\233\031\030\075\377\161\121

\074\060\056\137\276\075\167\163\262\135\006\154\303\043\126\232
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\053\205\046\222\034\247\002\263\344\077\015\257\010\171\202\270

\066\075\352\234\323\065\263\274\151\312\365\314\235\350\375\144

\215\027\200\063\156\136\112\135\231\311\036\207\264\235\032\300

\325\156\023\065\043\136\337\233\137\075\357\326\367\166\302\352

\076\273\170\015\034\102\147\153\004\330\370\326\332\157\213\362

\104\240\001\253\002\001\003\243\201\305\060\201\302\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\277\137\267\321\316\335\037\206

\364\133\125\254\334\327\020\302\016\251\210\347\060\201\222\006

\003\125\035\043\004\201\212\060\201\207\200\024\277\137\267\321

\316\335\037\206\364\133\125\254\334\327\020\302\016\251\210\347

\241\154\244\152\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164

\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003

\125\004\013\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\202\001

\000\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\005\235\077\210\235\321\311\032\125\241\254\151\363

\363\131\332\233\001\207\032\117\127\251\241\171\011\052\333\367

\057\262\036\314\307\136\152\330\203\207\241\227\357\111\065\076

\167\006\101\130\142\277\216\130\270\012\147\077\354\263\335\041

\146\037\311\124\372\162\314\075\114\100\330\201\257\167\236\203

\172\273\242\307\365\064\027\216\331\021\100\364\374\054\052\115

\025\177\247\142\135\056\045\323\000\013\040\032\035\150\371\027

\270\364\275\213\355\050\131\335\115\026\213\027\203\310\262\145

\307\055\172\245\252\274\123\206\155\335\127\244\312\370\040\101

\013\150\360\364\373\164\276\126\135\172\171\365\371\035\205\343

\055\225\276\365\161\220\103\314\215\037\232\000\012\207\051\351

\125\042\130\000\043\352\343\022\103\051\133\107\010\335\214\101

\152\145\006\250\345\041\252\101\264\225\041\225\271\175\321\064

\253\023\326\255\274\334\342\075\071\315\275\076\165\160\241\030

\131\003\311\042\264\217\234\325\136\052\327\245\266\324\012\155

\370\267\100\021\106\232\037\171\016\142\277\017\227\354\340\057

\037\027\224

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Class 2 CA"

# Issuer: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority,O="Starfield Technologies, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 29 17:39:16 2004

# Not Valid After : Thu Jun 29 17:39:16 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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14:65:FA:20:53:97:B8:76:FA:A6:F0:A9:95:8E:55:90:E4:0F:CC:7F:AA:4F:B7:C2:C8:67:75:21:FB:5F:B6:58

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AD:7E:1C:28:B0:64:EF:8F:60:03:40:20:14:C3:D0:E3:37:0E:B5:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Class 2 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\255\176\034\050\260\144\357\217\140\003\100\040\024\303\320\343

\067\016\265\212

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\112\113\273\310\143\151\233\276\164\232\306\335\035\106\044

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\013\023

\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:e7:e0:e5:17:d8:46:fe:8f:e5:60:fc:1b:f0:30:39

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3E:90:99:B5:01:5E:8F:48:6C:00:BC:EA:9D:11:1E:E7:21:FA:BA:35:5A:89:BC:F1:DF:69:56:1E:3D:C6:32:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 05:63:B8:63:0D:62:D7:5A:BB:C8:AB:1E:4B:DF:B5:A8:99:B2:4D:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360

\060\071

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\267\060\202\002\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\014

\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360\060\071\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\061\060\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\061\060\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145

\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145

\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\255\016\025

\316\344\103\200\134\261\207\363\267\140\371\161\022\245\256\334

\046\224\210\252\364\316\365\040\071\050\130\140\014\370\200\332

\251\025\225\062\141\074\265\261\050\204\212\212\334\237\012\014

\203\027\172\217\220\254\212\347\171\123\134\061\204\052\366\017
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\230\062\066\166\314\336\335\074\250\242\357\152\373\041\362\122

\141\337\237\040\327\037\342\261\331\376\030\144\322\022\133\137

\371\130\030\065\274\107\315\241\066\371\153\177\324\260\070\076

\301\033\303\214\063\331\330\057\030\376\050\017\263\247\203\326

\303\156\104\300\141\065\226\026\376\131\234\213\166\155\327\361

\242\113\015\053\377\013\162\332\236\140\320\216\220\065\306\170

\125\207\040\241\317\345\155\012\310\111\174\061\230\063\154\042

\351\207\320\062\132\242\272\023\202\021\355\071\027\235\231\072

\162\241\346\372\244\331\325\027\061\165\256\205\175\042\256\077

\001\106\206\366\050\171\310\261\332\344\127\027\304\176\034\016

\260\264\222\246\126\263\275\262\227\355\252\247\360\267\305\250

\077\225\026\320\377\241\226\353\010\137\030\167\117\002\003\001

\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\105\353\242\257\364\222\313\202\061\055\121\213\247\247

\041\235\363\155\310\017\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060

\026\200\024\105\353\242\257\364\222\313\202\061\055\121\213\247

\247\041\235\363\155\310\017\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\242\016\274\337\342

\355\360\343\162\163\172\144\224\277\367\162\146\330\062\344\102

\165\142\256\207\353\362\325\331\336\126\263\237\314\316\024\050

\271\015\227\140\134\022\114\130\344\323\075\203\111\105\130\227

\065\151\032\250\107\352\126\306\171\253\022\330\147\201\204\337

\177\011\074\224\346\270\046\054\040\275\075\263\050\211\367\137

\377\042\342\227\204\037\351\145\357\207\340\337\301\147\111\263

\135\353\262\011\052\353\046\355\170\276\175\077\053\363\267\046

\065\155\137\211\001\266\111\133\237\001\005\233\253\075\045\301

\314\266\177\302\361\157\206\306\372\144\150\353\201\055\224\353

\102\267\372\214\036\335\142\361\276\120\147\267\154\275\363\361

\037\153\014\066\007\026\177\067\174\251\133\155\172\361\022\106

\140\203\327\047\004\276\113\316\227\276\303\147\052\150\021\337

\200\347\014\063\146\277\023\015\024\156\363\177\037\143\020\036

\372\215\033\045\155\154\217\245\267\141\001\261\322\243\046\241

\020\161\235\255\342\303\371\303\231\121\267\053\007\010\316\056

\346\120\262\247\372\012\105\057\242\360\362

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:e7:e0:e5:17:d8:46:fe:8f:e5:60:fc:1b:f0:30:39

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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3E:90:99:B5:01:5E:8F:48:6C:00:BC:EA:9D:11:1E:E7:21:FA:BA:35:5A:89:BC:F1:DF:69:56:1E:3D:C6:32:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 05:63:B8:63:0D:62:D7:5A:BB:C8:AB:1E:4B:DF:B5:A8:99:B2:4D:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\005\143\270\143\015\142\327\132\273\310\253\036\113\337\265\250

\231\262\115\103

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\207\316\013\173\052\016\111\000\341\130\161\233\067\250\223\162

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\347\340\345\027\330\106\376\217\345\140\374\033\360

\060\071

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:08:3b:e0:56:90:42:46:b1:a1:75:6a:c9:59:91:c7:4a

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:48:A0:E9:44:4C:78:CB:26:5E:05:8D:5E:89:44:B4:D8:4F:96:62:BD:26:DB:25:7F:89:34:A4:43:C7:01:61

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A8:98:5D:3A:65:E5:E5:C4:B2:D7:D6:6D:40:C6:DD:2F:B1:9C:54:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root CA"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221

\307\112

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\257\060\202\002\227\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\010

\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221\307\112\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\061\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103

\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013

\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143

\157\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147

\151\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\342\073\341\021\162\336\250\244\323\243\127

\252\120\242\217\013\167\220\311\242\245\356\022\316\226\133\001

\011\040\314\001\223\247\116\060\267\123\367\103\304\151\000\127

\235\342\215\042\335\207\006\100\000\201\011\316\316\033\203\277
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\337\315\073\161\106\342\326\146\307\005\263\166\047\026\217\173

\236\036\225\175\356\267\110\243\010\332\326\257\172\014\071\006

\145\177\112\135\037\274\027\370\253\276\356\050\327\164\177\172

\170\231\131\205\150\156\134\043\062\113\277\116\300\350\132\155

\343\160\277\167\020\277\374\001\366\205\331\250\104\020\130\062

\251\165\030\325\321\242\276\107\342\047\152\364\232\063\370\111

\010\140\213\324\137\264\072\204\277\241\252\112\114\175\076\317

\117\137\154\166\136\240\113\067\221\236\334\042\346\155\316\024

\032\216\152\313\376\315\263\024\144\027\307\133\051\236\062\277

\362\356\372\323\013\102\324\253\267\101\062\332\014\324\357\370

\201\325\273\215\130\077\265\033\350\111\050\242\160\332\061\004

\335\367\262\026\362\114\012\116\007\250\355\112\075\136\265\177

\243\220\303\257\047\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\003\336\120\065\126\321

\114\273\146\360\243\342\033\033\303\227\262\075\321\125\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\003\336\120\065\126

\321\114\273\146\360\243\342\033\033\303\227\262\075\321\125\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\313\234\067\252\110\023\022\012\372\335\104\234\117

\122\260\364\337\256\004\365\171\171\010\243\044\030\374\113\053

\204\300\055\271\325\307\376\364\301\037\130\313\270\155\234\172

\164\347\230\051\253\021\265\343\160\240\241\315\114\210\231\223

\214\221\160\342\253\017\034\276\223\251\377\143\325\344\007\140

\323\243\277\235\133\011\361\325\216\343\123\364\216\143\372\077

\247\333\264\146\337\142\146\326\321\156\101\215\362\055\265\352

\167\112\237\235\130\342\053\131\300\100\043\355\055\050\202\105

\076\171\124\222\046\230\340\200\110\250\067\357\360\326\171\140

\026\336\254\350\016\315\156\254\104\027\070\057\111\332\341\105

\076\052\271\066\123\317\072\120\006\367\056\350\304\127\111\154

\141\041\030\325\004\255\170\074\054\072\200\153\247\353\257\025

\024\351\330\211\301\271\070\154\342\221\154\212\377\144\271\167

\045\127\060\300\033\044\243\341\334\351\337\107\174\265\264\044

\010\005\060\354\055\275\013\277\105\277\120\271\251\363\353\230

\001\022\255\310\210\306\230\064\137\215\012\074\306\351\325\225

\225\155\336

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:08:3b:e0:56:90:42:46:b1:a1:75:6a:c9:59:91:c7:4a

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:48:A0:E9:44:4C:78:CB:26:5E:05:8D:5E:89:44:B4:D8:4F:96:62:BD:26:DB:25:7F:89:34:A4:43:C7:01:61

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A8:98:5D:3A:65:E5:E5:C4:B2:D7:D6:6D:40:C6:DD:2F:B1:9C:54:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\250\230\135\072\145\345\345\304\262\327\326\155\100\306\335\057

\261\234\124\066

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\171\344\251\204\015\175\072\226\327\300\117\342\103\114\211\056

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\073\340\126\220\102\106\261\241\165\152\311\131\221

\307\112

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:02:ac:5c:26:6a:0b:40:9b:8f:0b:79:f2:ae:46:25:77

# Subject: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

74:31:E5:F4:C3:C1:CE:46:90:77:4F:0B:61:E0:54:40:88:3B:A9:A0:1E:D0:0B:A6:AB:D7:80:6E:D3:B1:18:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:B7:EE:06:33:E2:59:DB:AD:0C:4C:9A:E6:D3:8F:1A:61:C7:DC:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\002\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106

\045\167

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\305\060\202\002\255\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\002

\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106\045\167\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\154

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141\156\143

\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015

\060\066\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063

\061\061\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\154\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111

\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167

\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141\156\143\145\040

\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\306\314\345\163\346

\373\324\273\345\055\055\062\246\337\345\201\077\311\315\045\111
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\266\161\052\303\325\224\064\147\242\012\034\260\137\151\246\100

\261\304\267\262\217\320\230\244\251\101\131\072\323\334\224\326

\074\333\164\070\244\112\314\115\045\202\367\112\245\123\022\070

\356\363\111\155\161\221\176\143\266\253\246\137\303\244\204\370

\117\142\121\276\370\305\354\333\070\222\343\006\345\010\221\014

\304\050\101\125\373\313\132\211\025\176\161\350\065\277\115\162

\011\075\276\072\070\120\133\167\061\033\215\263\307\044\105\232

\247\254\155\000\024\132\004\267\272\023\353\121\012\230\101\101

\042\116\145\141\207\201\101\120\246\171\134\211\336\031\112\127

\325\056\346\135\034\123\054\176\230\315\032\006\026\244\150\163

\320\064\004\023\134\241\161\323\132\174\125\333\136\144\341\067

\207\060\126\004\345\021\264\051\200\022\361\171\071\210\242\002

\021\174\047\146\267\210\267\170\362\312\012\250\070\253\012\144

\302\277\146\135\225\204\301\241\045\036\207\135\032\120\013\040

\022\314\101\273\156\013\121\070\270\113\313\002\003\001\000\001

\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\261\076\303\151\003\370\277\107\001\324\230\046\032\010\002\357

\143\144\053\303\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\261\076\303\151\003\370\277\107\001\324\230\046\032\010\002

\357\143\144\053\303\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\034\032\006\227\334\327\234

\237\074\210\146\006\010\127\041\333\041\107\370\052\147\252\277

\030\062\166\100\020\127\301\212\363\172\331\021\145\216\065\372

\236\374\105\265\236\331\114\061\113\270\221\350\103\054\216\263

\170\316\333\343\123\171\161\326\345\041\224\001\332\125\207\232

\044\144\366\212\146\314\336\234\067\315\250\064\261\151\233\043

\310\236\170\042\053\160\103\343\125\107\061\141\031\357\130\305

\205\057\116\060\366\240\061\026\043\310\347\342\145\026\063\313

\277\032\033\240\075\370\312\136\213\061\213\140\010\211\055\014

\006\134\122\267\304\371\012\230\321\025\137\237\022\276\174\066

\143\070\275\104\244\177\344\046\053\012\304\227\151\015\351\214

\342\300\020\127\270\310\166\022\221\125\362\110\151\330\274\052

\002\133\017\104\324\040\061\333\364\272\160\046\135\220\140\236

\274\113\027\011\057\264\313\036\103\150\311\007\047\301\322\134

\367\352\041\271\150\022\234\074\234\277\236\374\200\134\233\143

\315\354\107\252\045\047\147\240\067\363\000\202\175\124\327\251

\370\351\056\023\243\167\350\037\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:02:ac:5c:26:6a:0b:40:9b:8f:0b:79:f2:ae:46:25:77

# Subject: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US
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# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 10 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 10 00:00:00 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

74:31:E5:F4:C3:C1:CE:46:90:77:4F:0B:61:E0:54:40:88:3B:A9:A0:1E:D0:0B:A6:AB:D7:80:6E:D3:B1:18:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:B7:EE:06:33:E2:59:DB:AD:0C:4C:9A:E6:D3:8F:1A:61:C7:DC:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\267\356\006\063\342\131\333\255\014\114\232\346\323\217\032

\141\307\334\045

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\324\164\336\127\134\071\262\323\234\205\203\305\300\145\111\212

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\110\151\147\150\040\101\163\163\165\162\141

\156\143\145\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\002\254\134\046\152\013\100\233\217\013\171\362\256\106

\045\167

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SwissSign Platinum CA - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Platinum CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:4e:b2:00:67:0c:03:5d:4f

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Platinum CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:36:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:36:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3B:22:2E:56:67:11:E9:92:30:0D:C0:B1:5A:B9:47:3D:AF:DE:F8:C8:4D:0C:EF:7D:33:17:B4:C1:82:1D:14:36

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 56:E0:FA:C0:3B:8F:18:23:55:18:E5:D3:11:CA:E8:C2:43:31:AB:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Platinum CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\111\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023

\032\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\120\154\141\164\151

\156\165\155\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\111\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023

\032\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\120\154\141\164\151

\156\165\155\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\116\262\000\147\014\003\135\117

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\301\060\202\003\251\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\116

\262\000\147\014\003\135\117\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\111\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\043\060\041

\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156

\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\165\155\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\062\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\066\060

\060\132\027\015\063\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\066\060\060

\132\060\111\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163

\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003

\023\032\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\120\154\141\164

\151\156\165\155\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\337\242

\002\342\332\370\374\007\026\261\336\140\252\336\226\134\144\037

\307\057\176\317\147\372\104\102\326\166\143\225\256\353\257\162

\040\212\105\107\206\142\170\206\326\040\071\046\364\256\243\375

\043\347\245\234\265\042\041\031\267\067\223\042\300\120\234\202

\173\324\325\004\104\134\313\264\302\237\222\276\044\330\173\147

\042\342\151\137\345\005\170\324\207\331\161\160\063\045\123\264

\207\073\051\220\050\066\232\125\104\060\150\244\203\227\177\015

\036\234\166\377\025\235\140\227\000\215\212\205\003\354\200\276

\352\054\156\020\121\222\314\176\325\243\063\330\326\111\336\130
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\052\257\366\026\353\113\173\220\062\227\271\272\235\130\361\370

\127\111\004\036\242\135\006\160\335\161\333\371\335\213\232\033

\214\317\075\243\115\316\313\174\366\273\234\240\372\011\316\043

\142\262\351\015\037\342\162\050\217\237\254\150\040\175\157\073

\250\205\061\011\177\013\307\350\145\351\343\170\016\011\147\060

\213\064\202\373\135\340\314\235\201\155\142\356\010\036\004\054

\116\233\354\376\251\117\137\375\151\170\357\011\037\241\264\277

\372\363\357\220\036\114\005\213\036\352\172\221\172\303\327\345

\373\060\274\154\033\020\130\230\367\032\137\320\051\062\003\023

\106\115\141\152\205\114\122\164\057\006\037\173\021\342\204\227

\306\231\363\155\177\327\147\203\176\023\150\330\161\050\132\330

\316\335\350\020\024\232\376\155\043\207\156\216\132\160\074\325

\215\011\000\247\252\274\260\061\067\155\310\204\024\036\133\275

\105\143\040\153\113\164\214\275\333\072\016\301\317\132\026\217

\245\230\362\166\211\262\023\022\073\013\167\167\254\273\345\074

\051\112\222\162\312\141\032\053\136\114\342\203\164\167\372\065

\110\172\205\115\215\232\123\304\337\170\312\227\221\110\053\105

\053\001\367\034\032\242\355\030\272\012\275\203\372\157\274\215

\127\223\073\324\324\246\316\036\361\240\261\316\253\375\053\050

\232\117\033\327\303\162\333\244\304\277\135\114\365\335\173\226

\151\356\150\200\346\347\230\272\066\267\376\156\355\053\275\040

\370\145\031\332\125\011\176\045\334\376\141\142\162\371\176\030

\002\357\143\264\320\373\257\345\073\143\214\147\217\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\254\060\201\251\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\120\257\314\007\207\025\107\157\070\305\264\145

\321\336\225\252\351\337\234\314\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004

\030\060\026\200\024\120\257\314\007\207\025\107\157\070\305\264

\145\321\336\225\252\351\337\234\314\060\106\006\003\125\035\040

\004\077\060\075\060\073\006\011\140\205\164\001\131\001\001\001

\001\060\056\060\054\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026

\040\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157

\162\171\056\163\167\151\163\163\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155

\057\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\010\205\246\365\026\014\374\104\032\301\143

\340\371\125\106\010\374\160\034\102\050\226\216\267\305\301\101

\165\116\011\161\171\345\155\226\312\113\245\210\140\320\060\164

\270\312\010\334\264\060\236\100\007\026\153\145\225\167\001\256

\244\267\065\013\201\332\161\025\251\164\027\070\173\130\312\371

\057\373\300\145\166\215\133\001\271\175\336\202\075\144\270\276

\024\164\243\012\124\323\054\225\030\027\065\365\121\153\077\217

\242\226\141\071\170\153\113\345\246\240\370\123\337\121\020\223

\142\347\200\057\342\321\340\274\216\066\106\167\063\354\270\373

\216\232\054\211\115\061\021\017\046\236\004\273\267\004\215\013

\362\271\374\132\235\073\026\267\057\310\230\253\376\212\120\131

\056\243\073\374\051\135\213\301\113\311\342\212\023\035\261\277

\273\102\035\122\335\116\330\024\136\020\306\061\007\357\161\047
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\367\033\071\011\334\202\352\213\263\225\206\136\375\365\332\135

\061\246\340\061\266\224\346\104\111\164\305\026\345\367\037\003

\141\050\305\310\313\022\240\102\113\371\153\210\010\215\264\062

\030\363\165\237\304\177\000\117\005\225\234\243\027\002\303\263

\123\233\252\040\071\051\053\146\372\235\257\136\263\222\322\265

\246\341\032\371\055\101\151\201\024\264\264\265\355\211\075\316

\373\251\235\065\102\104\261\034\024\163\201\317\052\001\065\232

\061\325\055\217\155\204\337\200\115\127\343\077\305\204\165\332

\211\306\060\273\353\217\313\042\010\240\256\252\361\003\154\072

\113\115\011\245\016\162\306\126\153\041\102\116\043\045\024\150

\256\166\012\174\014\007\160\144\371\232\057\366\005\071\046\306

\014\217\031\177\103\136\156\364\133\025\057\333\141\135\346\147

\057\077\010\224\371\140\264\230\061\332\164\361\204\223\161\115

\137\373\140\130\321\373\304\301\155\211\242\273\040\037\235\161

\221\313\062\233\023\075\076\175\222\122\065\254\222\224\242\323

\030\302\174\307\352\257\166\005\026\335\147\047\302\176\034\007

\042\041\363\100\012\033\064\007\104\023\302\204\152\216\337\031

\132\277\177\353\035\342\032\070\321\134\257\107\222\153\200\265

\060\245\311\215\330\253\061\201\037\337\302\146\067\323\223\251

\205\206\171\145\322

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SwissSign Platinum CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Platinum CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:4e:b2:00:67:0c:03:5d:4f

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Platinum CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:36:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:36:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3B:22:2E:56:67:11:E9:92:30:0D:C0:B1:5A:B9:47:3D:AF:DE:F8:C8:4D:0C:EF:7D:33:17:B4:C1:82:1D:14:36

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 56:E0:FA:C0:3B:8F:18:23:55:18:E5:D3:11:CA:E8:C2:43:31:AB:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Platinum CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\126\340\372\300\073\217\030\043\125\030\345\323\021\312\350\302

\103\061\253\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\311\230\047\167\050\036\075\016\025\074\204\000\270\205\003\346

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\111\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061
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\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023

\032\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\120\154\141\164\151

\156\165\155\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\116\262\000\147\014\003\135\117

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:00:bb:40:1c:43:f5:5e:4f:b0

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:30:35 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:30:35 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

62:DD:0B:E9:B9:F5:0A:16:3E:A0:F8:E7:5C:05:3B:1E:CA:57:EA:55:C8:68:8F:64:7C:68:81:F2:C8:35:7B:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:C5:38:8A:B7:30:1B:1B:6E:D4:7A:E6:45:25:3A:6F:9F:1A:27:61

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\272\060\202\003\242\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023

\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147

\156\040\107\157\154\144\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\036

\027\015\060\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\060\063\065\132\027

\015\063\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\060\063\065\132\060\105

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147

\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\123

\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040\103\101

\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\257\344\356\176\213\044\016\022\156\251

\120\055\026\104\073\222\222\134\312\270\135\204\222\102\023\052

\274\145\127\202\100\076\127\044\315\120\213\045\052\267\157\374

\357\242\320\300\037\002\044\112\023\226\217\043\023\346\050\130

\000\243\107\307\006\247\204\043\053\273\275\226\053\177\125\314

\213\301\127\037\016\142\145\017\335\075\126\212\163\332\256\176

\155\272\201\034\176\102\214\040\065\331\103\115\204\372\204\333

\122\054\363\016\047\167\013\153\277\021\057\162\170\237\056\330

\076\346\030\067\132\052\162\371\332\142\220\222\225\312\037\234

\351\263\074\053\313\363\001\023\277\132\317\301\265\012\140\275

\335\265\231\144\123\270\240\226\263\157\342\046\167\221\214\340

\142\020\002\237\064\017\244\325\222\063\121\336\276\215\272\204

\172\140\074\152\333\237\053\354\336\336\001\077\156\115\345\120

\206\313\264\257\355\104\100\305\312\132\214\332\322\053\174\250

\356\276\246\345\012\252\016\245\337\005\122\267\125\307\042\135

\062\152\227\227\143\023\333\311\333\171\066\173\205\072\112\305

\122\211\371\044\347\235\167\251\202\377\125\034\245\161\151\053

\321\002\044\362\263\046\324\153\332\004\125\345\301\012\307\155

\060\067\220\052\344\236\024\063\136\026\027\125\305\133\265\313

\064\211\222\361\235\046\217\241\007\324\306\262\170\120\333\014

\014\013\174\013\214\101\327\271\351\335\214\210\367\243\115\262

\062\314\330\027\332\315\267\316\146\235\324\375\136\377\275\227

\076\051\165\347\176\247\142\130\257\045\064\245\101\307\075\274

\015\120\312\003\003\017\010\132\037\225\163\170\142\277\257\162

\024\151\016\245\345\003\016\170\216\046\050\102\360\007\013\142

\040\020\147\071\106\372\251\003\314\004\070\172\146\357\040\203

\265\214\112\126\216\221\000\374\216\134\202\336\210\240\303\342

\150\156\175\215\357\074\335\145\364\135\254\121\357\044\200\256

\252\126\227\157\371\255\175\332\141\077\230\167\074\245\221\266

\034\214\046\332\145\242\011\155\301\342\124\343\271\312\114\114

\200\217\167\173\140\232\036\337\266\362\110\036\016\272\116\124

\155\230\340\341\242\032\242\167\120\317\304\143\222\354\107\031
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\235\353\346\153\316\301\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\254\060\201

\251\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\045\173

\226\244\145\121\176\270\071\363\300\170\146\136\350\072\347\360

\356\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\133\045

\173\226\244\145\121\176\270\071\363\300\170\146\136\350\072\347

\360\356\060\106\006\003\125\035\040\004\077\060\075\060\073\006

\011\140\205\164\001\131\001\002\001\001\060\056\060\054\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\040\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\056\163\167\151\163

\163\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155\057\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\047\272

\343\224\174\361\256\300\336\027\346\345\330\325\365\124\260\203

\364\273\315\136\005\173\117\237\165\146\257\074\350\126\176\374

\162\170\070\003\331\053\142\033\000\271\370\351\140\315\314\316

\121\212\307\120\061\156\341\112\176\030\057\151\131\266\075\144

\201\053\343\203\204\346\042\207\216\175\340\356\002\231\141\270

\036\364\270\053\210\022\026\204\302\061\223\070\226\061\246\271

\073\123\077\303\044\223\126\133\151\222\354\305\301\273\070\000

\343\354\027\251\270\334\307\174\001\203\237\062\107\272\122\042

\064\035\062\172\011\126\247\174\045\066\251\075\113\332\300\202

\157\012\273\022\310\207\113\047\021\371\036\055\307\223\077\236

\333\137\046\153\122\331\056\212\361\024\306\104\215\025\251\267

\277\275\336\246\032\356\256\055\373\110\167\027\376\273\354\257

\030\365\052\121\360\071\204\227\225\154\156\033\303\053\304\164

\140\171\045\260\012\047\337\337\136\322\071\317\105\175\102\113

\337\263\054\036\305\306\135\312\125\072\240\234\151\232\217\332

\357\262\260\074\237\207\154\022\053\145\160\025\122\061\032\044

\317\157\061\043\120\037\214\117\217\043\303\164\101\143\034\125

\250\024\335\076\340\121\120\317\361\033\060\126\016\222\260\202

\205\330\203\313\042\144\274\055\270\045\325\124\242\270\006\352

\255\222\244\044\240\301\206\265\112\023\152\107\317\056\013\126

\225\124\313\316\232\333\152\264\246\262\333\101\010\206\047\167

\367\152\240\102\154\013\070\316\327\165\120\062\222\302\337\053

\060\042\110\320\325\101\070\045\135\244\351\135\237\306\224\165

\320\105\375\060\227\103\217\220\253\012\307\206\163\140\112\151

\055\336\245\170\327\006\332\152\236\113\076\167\072\040\023\042

\001\320\277\150\236\143\140\153\065\115\013\155\272\241\075\300

\223\340\177\043\263\125\255\162\045\116\106\371\322\026\357\260

\144\301\001\236\351\312\240\152\230\016\317\330\140\362\057\111

\270\344\102\341\070\065\026\364\310\156\117\367\201\126\350\272

\243\276\043\257\256\375\157\003\340\002\073\060\166\372\033\155

\101\317\001\261\351\270\311\146\364\333\046\363\072\244\164\362

\111\044\133\311\260\320\127\301\372\076\172\341\227\311

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:00:bb:40:1c:43:f5:5e:4f:b0

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:30:35 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:30:35 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

62:DD:0B:E9:B9:F5:0A:16:3E:A0:F8:E7:5C:05:3B:1E:CA:57:EA:55:C8:68:8F:64:7C:68:81:F2:C8:35:7B:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:C5:38:8A:B7:30:1B:1B:6E:D4:7A:E6:45:25:3A:6F:9F:1A:27:61

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\305\070\212\267\060\033\033\156\324\172\346\105\045\072\157

\237\032\047\141

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\044\167\331\250\221\321\073\372\210\055\302\377\370\315\063\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023

\026\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\273\100\034\103\365\136\117\260

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:4f:1b:d4:2f:54:bb:2f:4b

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:32:46 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:32:46 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:6C:4D:A2:BB:B9:BA:59:B6:F3:93:97:68:37:42:46:C3:C0:05:99:3F:A9:8F:02:0D:1D:ED:BE:D4:8A:81:D5
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9B:AA:E5:9F:56:EE:21:CB:43:5A:BE:25:93:DF:A7:F0:40:D1:1D:CB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\117\033\324\057\124\273\057\113

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\275\060\202\003\245\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\117

\033\324\057\124\273\057\113\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156

\040\123\151\154\166\145\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060

\036\027\015\060\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\062\064\066\132

\027\015\063\066\061\060\062\065\060\070\063\062\064\066\132\060

\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151

\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145\162

\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\304\361\207\177\323\170\061

\367\070\311\370\303\231\103\274\307\367\274\067\347\116\161\272

\113\217\245\163\035\134\156\230\256\003\127\256\070\067\103\057

\027\075\037\310\316\150\020\301\170\256\031\003\053\020\372\054

\171\203\366\350\271\150\271\125\362\004\104\247\071\371\374\004

\213\036\361\242\115\047\371\141\173\272\267\345\242\023\266\353

\141\076\320\154\321\346\373\372\136\355\035\264\236\240\065\133
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\241\222\313\360\111\222\376\205\012\005\076\346\331\013\342\117

\273\334\225\067\374\221\351\062\065\042\321\037\072\116\047\205

\235\260\025\224\062\332\141\015\107\115\140\102\256\222\107\350

\203\132\120\130\351\212\213\271\135\241\334\335\231\112\037\066

\147\273\110\344\203\266\067\353\110\072\257\017\147\217\027\007

\350\004\312\357\152\061\207\324\300\266\371\224\161\173\147\144

\270\266\221\112\102\173\145\056\060\152\014\365\220\356\225\346

\362\315\202\354\331\241\112\354\366\262\113\345\105\205\346\155

\170\223\004\056\234\202\155\066\251\304\061\144\037\206\203\013

\052\364\065\012\170\311\125\317\101\260\107\351\060\237\231\276

\141\250\006\204\271\050\172\137\070\331\033\251\070\260\203\177

\163\301\303\073\110\052\202\017\041\233\270\314\250\065\303\204

\033\203\263\076\276\244\225\151\001\072\211\000\170\004\331\311

\364\231\031\253\126\176\133\213\206\071\025\221\244\020\054\011

\062\200\140\263\223\300\052\266\030\013\235\176\215\111\362\020

\112\177\371\325\106\057\031\222\243\231\247\046\254\273\214\074

\346\016\274\107\007\334\163\121\361\160\144\057\010\371\264\107

\035\060\154\104\352\051\067\205\222\150\146\274\203\070\376\173

\071\056\323\120\360\037\373\136\140\266\251\246\372\047\101\361

\233\030\162\362\365\204\164\112\311\147\304\124\256\110\144\337

\214\321\156\260\035\341\007\217\010\036\231\234\161\351\114\330

\245\367\107\022\037\164\321\121\236\206\363\302\242\043\100\013

\163\333\113\246\347\163\006\214\301\240\351\301\131\254\106\372

\346\057\370\317\161\234\106\155\271\304\025\215\070\171\003\105

\110\357\304\135\327\010\356\207\071\042\206\262\015\017\130\103

\367\161\251\110\056\375\352\326\037\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\254\060\201\251\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\027\240\315\301\344\101\266\072\133\073\313\105\235\275\034\302

\230\372\206\130\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\027\240\315\301\344\101\266\072\133\073\313\105\235\275\034

\302\230\372\206\130\060\106\006\003\125\035\040\004\077\060\075

\060\073\006\011\140\205\164\001\131\001\003\001\001\060\056\060

\054\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\040\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\056\163

\167\151\163\163\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155\057\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\163\306\201\340\047\322\055\017\340\225\060\342\232\101\177

\120\054\137\137\142\141\251\206\152\151\030\014\164\111\326\135

\204\352\101\122\030\157\130\255\120\126\040\152\306\275\050\151

\130\221\334\221\021\065\251\072\035\274\032\245\140\236\330\037

\177\105\221\151\331\176\273\170\162\301\006\017\052\316\217\205

\160\141\254\240\315\013\270\071\051\126\204\062\116\206\273\075

\304\052\331\327\037\162\356\376\121\241\042\101\261\161\002\143

\032\202\260\142\253\136\127\022\037\337\313\335\165\240\300\135

\171\220\214\033\340\120\346\336\061\376\230\173\160\137\245\220

\330\255\370\002\266\157\323\140\335\100\113\042\305\075\255\072
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\172\237\032\032\107\221\171\063\272\202\334\062\151\003\226\156

\037\113\360\161\376\343\147\162\240\261\277\134\213\344\372\231

\042\307\204\271\033\215\043\227\077\355\045\340\317\145\273\365

\141\004\357\335\036\262\132\101\042\132\241\237\135\054\350\133

\311\155\251\014\014\170\252\140\306\126\217\001\132\014\150\274

\151\031\171\304\037\176\227\005\277\305\351\044\121\136\324\325

\113\123\355\331\043\132\066\003\145\243\301\003\255\101\060\363

\106\033\205\220\257\145\265\325\261\344\026\133\170\165\035\227

\172\155\131\251\052\217\173\336\303\207\211\020\231\111\163\170

\310\075\275\121\065\164\052\325\361\176\151\033\052\273\073\275

\045\270\232\132\075\162\141\220\146\207\356\014\326\115\324\021

\164\013\152\376\013\003\374\243\125\127\211\376\112\313\256\133

\027\005\310\362\215\043\061\123\070\322\055\152\077\202\271\215

\010\152\367\136\101\164\156\303\021\176\007\254\051\140\221\077

\070\312\127\020\015\275\060\057\307\245\346\101\240\332\256\005

\207\232\240\244\145\154\114\011\014\211\272\270\323\271\300\223

\212\060\372\215\345\232\153\025\001\116\147\252\332\142\126\076

\204\010\146\322\304\066\175\247\076\020\374\210\340\324\200\345

\000\275\252\363\116\006\243\172\152\371\142\162\343\011\117\353

\233\016\001\043\361\237\273\174\334\334\154\021\227\045\262\362

\264\143\024\322\006\052\147\214\203\365\316\352\007\330\232\152

\036\354\344\012\273\052\114\353\011\140\071\316\312\142\330\056

\156

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:4f:1b:d4:2f:54:bb:2f:4b

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 25 08:32:46 2006

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 25 08:32:46 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:6C:4D:A2:BB:B9:BA:59:B6:F3:93:97:68:37:42:46:C3:C0:05:99:3F:A9:8F:02:0D:1D:ED:BE:D4:8A:81:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9B:AA:E5:9F:56:EE:21:CB:43:5A:BE:25:93:DF:A7:F0:40:D1:1D:CB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\233\252\345\237\126\356\041\313\103\132\276\045\223\337\247\360

\100\321\035\313

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\340\006\241\311\175\317\311\374\015\300\126\165\226\330\142\023
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\117\033\324\057\124\273\057\113

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SecureTrust CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:f0:8e:5c:08:16:a5:ad:42:7f:f0:eb:27:18:59:d0

# Subject: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:31:18 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:40:55 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F1:C1:B5:0A:E5:A2:0D:D8:03:0E:C9:F6:BC:24:82:3D:D3:67:B5:25:57:59:B4:E7:1B:61:FC:E9:F7:37:5D:73

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 87:82:C6:C3:04:35:3B:CF:D2:96:92:D2:59:3E:7D:44:D9:34:FF:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureTrust CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165

\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165

\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030

\131\320

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\270\060\202\002\240\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\014

\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030\131\320\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\110

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162

\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\061

\060\067\061\071\063\061\061\070\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063

\061\061\071\064\060\065\065\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012

\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157

\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040

\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\253\244\201\345\225\315\365\366\024\216\302\117\312

\324\342\170\225\130\234\101\341\015\231\100\044\027\071\221\063

\146\351\276\341\203\257\142\134\211\321\374\044\133\141\263\340

\021\021\101\034\035\156\360\270\273\370\336\247\201\272\246\110

\306\237\035\275\276\216\251\101\076\270\224\355\051\032\324\216

\322\003\035\003\357\155\015\147\034\127\327\006\255\312\310\365

\376\016\257\146\045\110\004\226\013\135\243\272\026\303\010\117

\321\106\370\024\134\362\310\136\001\231\155\375\210\314\206\250

\301\157\061\102\154\122\076\150\313\363\031\064\337\273\207\030

\126\200\046\304\320\334\300\157\337\336\240\302\221\026\240\144

\021\113\104\274\036\366\347\372\143\336\146\254\166\244\161\243

\354\066\224\150\172\167\244\261\347\016\057\201\172\342\265\162

\206\357\242\153\213\360\017\333\323\131\077\272\162\274\104\044

\234\343\163\263\367\257\127\057\102\046\235\251\164\272\000\122

\362\113\315\123\174\107\013\066\205\016\146\251\010\227\026\064

\127\301\146\367\200\343\355\160\124\307\223\340\056\050\025\131

\207\272\273\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\235\060\201\232\060\023

\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024\002\004\006\036\004\000

\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\102\062\266\026

\372\004\375\376\135\113\172\303\375\367\114\100\035\132\103\257

\060\064\006\003\125\035\037\004\055\060\053\060\051\240\047\240

\045\206\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\163\145

\143\165\162\145\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\057\123\124

\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202

\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206
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\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\060\355\117\112

\341\130\072\122\162\133\265\246\243\145\030\246\273\121\073\167

\351\235\352\323\237\134\340\105\145\173\015\312\133\342\160\120

\262\224\005\024\256\111\307\215\101\007\022\163\224\176\014\043

\041\375\274\020\177\140\020\132\162\365\230\016\254\354\271\177

\335\172\157\135\323\034\364\377\210\005\151\102\251\005\161\310

\267\254\046\350\056\264\214\152\377\161\334\270\261\337\231\274

\174\041\124\053\344\130\242\273\127\051\256\236\251\243\031\046

\017\231\056\010\260\357\375\151\317\231\032\011\215\343\247\237

\053\311\066\064\173\044\263\170\114\225\027\244\006\046\036\266

\144\122\066\137\140\147\331\234\305\005\164\013\347\147\043\322

\010\374\210\351\256\213\177\341\060\364\067\176\375\306\062\332

\055\236\104\060\060\154\356\007\336\322\064\374\322\377\100\366

\113\364\146\106\006\124\246\362\062\012\143\046\060\153\233\321

\334\213\107\272\341\271\325\142\320\242\240\364\147\005\170\051

\143\032\157\004\326\370\306\114\243\232\261\067\264\215\345\050

\113\035\236\054\302\270\150\274\355\002\356\061

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SecureTrust CA"

# Issuer: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:0c:f0:8e:5c:08:16:a5:ad:42:7f:f0:eb:27:18:59:d0

# Subject: CN=SecureTrust CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:31:18 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:40:55 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F1:C1:B5:0A:E5:A2:0D:D8:03:0E:C9:F6:BC:24:82:3D:D3:67:B5:25:57:59:B4:E7:1B:61:FC:E9:F7:37:5D:73

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 87:82:C6:C3:04:35:3B:CF:D2:96:92:D2:59:3E:7D:44:D9:34:FF:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureTrust CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\207\202\306\303\004\065\073\317\322\226\222\322\131\076\175\104

\331\064\377\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\334\062\303\247\155\045\127\307\150\011\235\352\055\251\242\321

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\123\145\143\165
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\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\360\216\134\010\026\245\255\102\177\360\353\047\030

\131\320

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Secure Global CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:07:56:22:a4:e8:d4:8a:89:4d:f4:13:c8:f0:f8:ea:a5

# Subject: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:42:28 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:52:06 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

42:00:F5:04:3A:C8:59:0E:BB:52:7D:20:9E:D1:50:30:29:FB:CB:D4:1C:A1:B5:06:EC:27:F1:5A:DE:7D:AC:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3A:44:73:5A:E5:81:90:1F:24:86:61:46:1E:3B:9C:C4:5F:F5:3A:1B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Secure Global CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\007\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370

\352\245

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\003\274\060\202\002\244\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\007

\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370\352\245\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\112

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162

\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165\162\145

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\066

\061\061\060\067\061\071\064\062\062\070\132\027\015\062\071\061

\062\063\061\061\071\065\062\060\066\132\060\112\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\040\060\036\006\003\125

\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145\124\162\165\163\164\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\257\065\056\330\254\154\125\151\006

\161\345\023\150\044\263\117\330\314\041\107\370\361\140\070\211

\211\003\351\275\352\136\106\123\011\334\134\365\132\350\367\105

\052\002\353\061\141\327\051\063\114\316\307\174\012\067\176\017

\272\062\230\341\035\227\257\217\307\334\311\070\226\363\333\032

\374\121\355\150\306\320\156\244\174\044\321\256\102\310\226\120

\143\056\340\376\165\376\230\247\137\111\056\225\343\071\063\144

\216\036\244\137\220\322\147\074\262\331\376\101\271\125\247\011

\216\162\005\036\213\335\104\205\202\102\320\111\300\035\140\360

\321\027\054\225\353\366\245\301\222\243\305\302\247\010\140\015

\140\004\020\226\171\236\026\064\346\251\266\372\045\105\071\310

\036\145\371\223\365\252\361\122\334\231\230\075\245\206\032\014

\065\063\372\113\245\004\006\025\034\061\200\357\252\030\153\302

\173\327\332\316\371\063\040\325\365\275\152\063\055\201\004\373

\260\134\324\234\243\342\134\035\343\251\102\165\136\173\324\167

\357\071\124\272\311\012\030\033\022\231\111\057\210\113\375\120

\142\321\163\347\217\172\103\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\235\060

\201\232\060\023\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\024\002\004

\006\036\004\000\103\000\101\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\257\104\004\302\101\176\110\203\333\116\071\002\354\354\204\172

\346\316\311\244\060\064\006\003\125\035\037\004\055\060\053\060

\051\240\047\240\045\206\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162

\154\056\163\145\143\165\162\145\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157

\155\057\123\107\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\020\006\011\053\006

\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\143\032\010\100\175\244\136\123\015\167\330\172\256\037\015\013

\121\026\003\357\030\174\310\343\257\152\130\223\024\140\221\262

\204\334\210\116\276\071\212\072\363\346\202\211\135\001\067\263

\253\044\244\025\016\222\065\132\112\104\136\116\127\372\165\316
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\037\110\316\146\364\074\100\046\222\230\154\033\356\044\106\014

\027\263\122\245\333\245\221\221\317\067\323\157\347\047\010\072

\116\031\037\072\247\130\134\027\317\171\077\213\344\247\323\046

\043\235\046\017\130\151\374\107\176\262\320\215\213\223\277\051

\117\103\151\164\166\147\113\317\007\214\346\002\367\265\341\264

\103\265\113\055\024\237\371\334\046\015\277\246\107\164\006\330

\210\321\072\051\060\204\316\322\071\200\142\033\250\307\127\111

\274\152\125\121\147\025\112\276\065\007\344\325\165\230\067\171

\060\024\333\051\235\154\305\151\314\107\125\242\060\367\314\134

\177\302\303\230\034\153\116\026\200\353\172\170\145\105\242\000

\032\257\014\015\125\144\064\110\270\222\271\361\264\120\051\362

\117\043\037\332\154\254\037\104\341\335\043\170\121\133\307\026

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Secure Global CA"

# Issuer: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:07:56:22:a4:e8:d4:8a:89:4d:f4:13:c8:f0:f8:ea:a5

# Subject: CN=Secure Global CA,O=SecureTrust Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 07 19:42:28 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 19:52:06 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

42:00:F5:04:3A:C8:59:0E:BB:52:7D:20:9E:D1:50:30:29:FB:CB:D4:1C:A1:B5:06:EC:27:F1:5A:DE:7D:AC:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3A:44:73:5A:E5:81:90:1F:24:86:61:46:1E:3B:9C:C4:5F:F5:3A:1B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Secure Global CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\072\104\163\132\345\201\220\037\044\206\141\106\036\073\234\304

\137\365\072\033

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\364\047\015\324\355\334\145\026\111\155\075\332\277\156\336

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\012\023\027\123\145\143\165\162\145

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\123\145\143\165

\162\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\007\126\042\244\350\324\212\211\115\364\023\310\360\370

\352\245
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "COMODO Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4e:81:2d:8a:82:65:e0:0b:02:ee:3e:35:02:46:e5:3d

# Subject: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 01 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:2C:D6:3D:F7:80:6F:A3:99:ED:E8:09:11:6B:57:5B:F8:79:89:F0:65:18:F9:80:8C:86:05:03:17:8B:AF:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 66:31:BF:9E:F7:4F:9E:B6:C9:D5:A6:0C:BA:6A:BE:D1:F7:BD:EF:7B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\116\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106

\345\075

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\035\060\202\003\005\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\116

\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106\345\075\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162

\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\062\060\061\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065

\071\132\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145

\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162

\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117

\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\320\100\213\213\162\343\221\033\367

\121\301\033\124\004\230\323\251\277\301\346\212\135\073\207\373

\273\210\316\015\343\057\077\006\226\360\242\051\120\231\256\333

\073\241\127\260\164\121\161\315\355\102\221\115\101\376\251\310

\330\152\206\167\104\273\131\146\227\120\136\264\324\054\160\104

\317\332\067\225\102\151\074\060\304\161\263\122\360\041\115\241

\330\272\071\174\034\236\243\044\235\362\203\026\230\252\026\174

\103\233\025\133\267\256\064\221\376\324\142\046\030\106\232\077

\353\301\371\361\220\127\353\254\172\015\213\333\162\060\152\146

\325\340\106\243\160\334\150\331\377\004\110\211\167\336\265\351

\373\147\155\101\351\274\071\275\062\331\142\002\361\261\250\075

\156\067\234\342\057\342\323\242\046\213\306\270\125\103\210\341

\043\076\245\322\044\071\152\107\253\000\324\241\263\251\045\376

\015\077\247\035\272\323\121\301\013\244\332\254\070\357\125\120

\044\005\145\106\223\064\117\055\215\255\306\324\041\031\322\216

\312\005\141\161\007\163\107\345\212\031\022\275\004\115\316\116

\234\245\110\254\273\046\367\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\216\060

\201\213\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\013\130\345

\213\306\114\025\067\244\100\251\060\251\041\276\107\066\132\126

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001
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\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\111\006\003\125\035\037\004\102\060\100\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\143\157\155\157\144\157\143\141\056\143\157\155\057\103\117\115

\117\104\117\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\056\143\162\154\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\076\230\236\233\366\033\351\327\071\267\170\256\035\162\030

\111\323\207\344\103\202\353\077\311\252\365\250\265\357\125\174

\041\122\145\371\325\015\341\154\364\076\214\223\163\221\056\002

\304\116\007\161\157\300\217\070\141\010\250\036\201\012\300\057

\040\057\101\213\221\334\110\105\274\361\306\336\272\166\153\063

\310\000\055\061\106\114\355\347\235\317\210\224\377\063\300\126

\350\044\206\046\270\330\070\070\337\052\153\335\022\314\307\077

\107\027\114\242\302\006\226\011\326\333\376\077\074\106\101\337

\130\342\126\017\074\073\301\034\223\065\331\070\122\254\356\310

\354\056\060\116\224\065\264\044\037\113\170\151\332\362\002\070

\314\225\122\223\360\160\045\131\234\040\147\304\356\371\213\127

\141\364\222\166\175\077\204\215\125\267\350\345\254\325\361\365

\031\126\246\132\373\220\034\257\223\353\345\034\324\147\227\135

\004\016\276\013\203\246\027\203\271\060\022\240\305\063\025\005

\271\015\373\307\005\166\343\330\112\215\374\064\027\243\306\041

\050\276\060\105\061\036\307\170\276\130\141\070\254\073\342\001

\145

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "COMODO Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4e:81:2d:8a:82:65:e0:0b:02:ee:3e:35:02:46:e5:3d

# Subject: CN=COMODO Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 01 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0C:2C:D6:3D:F7:80:6F:A3:99:ED:E8:09:11:6B:57:5B:F8:79:89:F0:65:18:F9:80:8C:86:05:03:17:8B:AF:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 66:31:BF:9E:F7:4F:9E:B6:C9:D5:A6:0C:BA:6A:BE:D1:F7:BD:EF:7B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\146\061\277\236\367\117\236\266\311\325\246\014\272\152\276\321

\367\275\357\173
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\134\110\334\367\102\162\354\126\224\155\034\314\161\065\200\165

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\201\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\116\201\055\212\202\145\340\013\002\356\076\065\002\106

\345\075

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Network Solutions Certificate Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Network Solutions Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions L.L.C.,C=US

# Serial Number:57:cb:33:6f:c2:5c:16:e6:47:16:17:e3:90:31:68:e0

# Subject: CN=Network Solutions Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions L.L.C.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 01 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

15:F0:BA:00:A3:AC:7A:F3:AC:88:4C:07:2B:10:11:A0:77:BD:77:C0:97:F4:01:64:B2:F8:59:8A:BD:83:86:0C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:F8:A3:C3:EF:E7:B3:90:06:4B:83:90:3C:21:64:60:20:E5:DF:CE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Network Solutions Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114\056\114\056

\103\056\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157
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\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114\056\114\056

\103\056\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\127\313\063\157\302\134\026\346\107\026\027\343\220\061

\150\340

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\346\060\202\002\316\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\127

\313\063\157\302\134\026\346\107\026\027\343\220\061\150\340\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\142

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\041\060

\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040

\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114\056\114\056\103\056

\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\116\145\164\167\157

\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\062\060\061\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065

\071\132\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114\056

\114\056\103\056\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\344\274\176\222\060\155\306\330\216

\053\013\274\106\316\340\047\226\336\336\371\372\022\323\074\063

\163\263\004\057\274\161\214\345\237\266\042\140\076\137\135\316

\011\377\202\014\033\232\121\120\032\046\211\335\325\141\135\031

\334\022\017\055\012\242\103\135\027\320\064\222\040\352\163\317

\070\054\006\046\011\172\162\367\372\120\062\370\302\223\323\151

\242\043\316\101\261\314\344\325\037\066\321\212\072\370\214\143

\342\024\131\151\355\015\323\177\153\350\270\003\345\117\152\345

\230\143\151\110\005\276\056\377\063\266\351\227\131\151\370\147

\031\256\223\141\226\104\025\323\162\260\077\274\152\175\354\110

\177\215\303\253\252\161\053\123\151\101\123\064\265\260\271\305

\006\012\304\260\105\365\101\135\156\211\105\173\075\073\046\214
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\164\302\345\322\321\175\262\021\324\373\130\062\042\232\200\311

\334\375\014\351\177\136\003\227\316\073\000\024\207\047\160\070

\251\216\156\263\047\166\230\121\340\005\343\041\253\032\325\205

\042\074\051\265\232\026\305\200\250\364\273\153\060\217\057\106

\002\242\261\014\042\340\323\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\227\060

\201\224\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\041\060\311

\373\000\327\116\230\332\207\252\052\320\247\056\261\100\061\247

\114\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\122\006\003\125\035\037\004\113\060\111\060\107\240

\105\240\103\206\101\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\156\145\164\163\157\154\163\163\154\056\143\157\155\057\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\056\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\273\256\113\347\267\127

\353\177\252\055\267\163\107\205\152\301\344\245\035\344\347\074

\351\364\131\145\167\265\172\133\132\215\045\066\340\172\227\056

\070\300\127\140\203\230\006\203\237\271\166\172\156\120\340\272

\210\054\374\105\314\030\260\231\225\121\016\354\035\270\210\377

\207\120\034\202\302\343\340\062\200\277\240\013\107\310\303\061

\357\231\147\062\200\117\027\041\171\014\151\134\336\136\064\256

\002\265\046\352\120\337\177\030\145\054\311\362\143\341\251\007

\376\174\161\037\153\063\044\152\036\005\367\005\150\300\152\022

\313\056\136\141\313\256\050\323\176\302\264\146\221\046\137\074

\056\044\137\313\130\017\353\050\354\257\021\226\363\334\173\157

\300\247\210\362\123\167\263\140\136\256\256\050\332\065\054\157

\064\105\323\046\341\336\354\133\117\047\153\026\174\275\104\004

\030\202\263\211\171\027\020\161\075\172\242\026\116\365\001\315

\244\154\145\150\241\111\166\134\103\311\330\274\066\147\154\245

\224\265\324\314\271\275\152\065\126\041\336\330\303\353\373\313

\244\140\114\260\125\240\240\173\127\262

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Network Solutions Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Network Solutions Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions L.L.C.,C=US

# Serial Number:57:cb:33:6f:c2:5c:16:e6:47:16:17:e3:90:31:68:e0

# Subject: CN=Network Solutions Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions L.L.C.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 01 00:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

15:F0:BA:00:A3:AC:7A:F3:AC:88:4C:07:2B:10:11:A0:77:BD:77:C0:97:F4:01:64:B2:F8:59:8A:BD:83:86:0C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:F8:A3:C3:EF:E7:B3:90:06:4B:83:90:3C:21:64:60:20:E5:DF:CE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Network Solutions Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\370\243\303\357\347\263\220\006\113\203\220\074\041\144\140

\040\345\337\316

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\363\246\026\300\372\153\035\131\261\055\226\115\016\021\056

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114\056\114\056

\103\056\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\127\313\063\157\302\134\026\346\107\026\027\343\220\061

\150\340

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:1f:47:af:aa:62:00:70:50:54:4c:01:9e:9b:63:99:2a

# Subject: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 06 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:93:92:7A:06:14:54:97:89:AD:CE:2F:8F:34:F7:F0:B6:6D:0F:3A:E3:A3:B8:4D:21:EC:15:DB:BA:4F:AD:C7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:74:4E:9F:2B:4D:BA:EC:0F:31:2C:50:B6:56:3B:8E:2D:93:C3:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\037\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143

\231\052

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\211\060\202\002\017\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\037

\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143\231\052\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\205\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141

\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\063\060\066\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062\063\065\071

\065\071\132\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162

\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157

\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115

\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053

\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157
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\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\166\060\020\006

\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003

\142\000\004\003\107\173\057\165\311\202\025\205\373\165\344\221

\026\324\253\142\231\365\076\122\013\006\316\101\000\177\227\341

\012\044\074\035\001\004\356\075\322\215\011\227\014\340\165\344

\372\373\167\212\052\365\003\140\113\066\213\026\043\026\255\011

\161\364\112\364\050\120\264\376\210\034\156\077\154\057\057\011

\131\133\245\133\013\063\231\342\303\075\211\371\152\054\357\262

\323\006\351\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\165\161\247\031\110\031\274\235\235\352\101\107\337\224

\304\110\167\231\323\171\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\357\003\133\172\254

\267\170\012\162\267\210\337\377\265\106\024\011\012\372\240\346

\175\010\306\032\207\275\030\250\163\275\046\312\140\014\235\316

\231\237\317\134\017\060\341\276\024\061\352\002\060\024\364\223

\074\111\247\063\172\220\106\107\263\143\175\023\233\116\267\157

\030\067\200\123\376\335\040\340\065\232\066\321\307\001\271\346

\334\335\363\377\035\054\072\026\127\331\222\071\326

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:1f:47:af:aa:62:00:70:50:54:4c:01:9e:9b:63:99:2a

# Subject: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 06 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:93:92:7A:06:14:54:97:89:AD:CE:2F:8F:34:F7:F0:B6:6D:0F:3A:E3:A3:B8:4D:21:EC:15:DB:BA:4F:AD:C7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:74:4E:9F:2B:4D:BA:EC:0F:31:2C:50:B6:56:3B:8E:2D:93:C3:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\164\116\237\053\115\272\354\017\061\054\120\266\126\073\216

\055\223\303\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\174\142\377\164\235\061\123\136\150\112\325\170\252\036\277\043

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\105\103\103

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\037\107\257\252\142\000\160\120\124\114\001\236\233\143

\231\052

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:41:3d:72:c7:f4:6b:1f:81:43:7d:f1:d2:28:54:df:9a

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Sun Dec 11 16:03:44 2005

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 11 16:09:51 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

41:C9:23:86:6A:B4:CA:D6:B7:AD:57:80:81:58:2E:02:07:97:A6:CB:DF:4F:FF:78:CE:83:96:B3:89:37:D7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:22:A1:E1:5A:EA:16:35:21:F8:98:39:6A:46:46:B0:44:1B:0F:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113

\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142
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\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113

\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124

\337\232

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\361\060\202\002\331\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\101

\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124\337\232\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160\171\162

\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157

\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145

\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124

\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060

\065\061\062\061\061\061\066\060\063\064\064\132\027\015\063\067

\061\062\061\061\061\066\060\071\065\061\132\060\201\212\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160\171\162\151\147\150

\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165\156\144

\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144\061\050

\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105\040\127

\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\313\117\263\000\233\075\066

\335\371\321\111\152\153\020\111\037\354\330\053\262\306\370\062

\201\051\103\225\114\232\031\043\041\025\105\336\343\310\034\121

\125\133\256\223\350\067\377\053\153\351\324\352\276\052\335\250

\121\053\327\146\303\141\134\140\002\310\365\316\162\173\073\270
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\362\116\145\010\232\315\244\152\031\301\001\273\163\246\327\366

\303\335\315\274\244\213\265\231\141\270\001\242\243\324\115\324

\005\075\221\255\370\264\010\161\144\257\160\361\034\153\176\366

\303\167\235\044\163\173\344\014\214\341\331\066\341\231\213\005

\231\013\355\105\061\011\312\302\000\333\367\162\240\226\252\225

\207\320\216\307\266\141\163\015\166\146\214\334\033\264\143\242

\237\177\223\023\060\361\241\047\333\331\377\054\125\210\221\240

\340\117\007\260\050\126\214\030\033\227\104\216\211\335\340\027

\156\347\052\357\217\071\012\061\204\202\330\100\024\111\056\172

\101\344\247\376\343\144\314\301\131\161\113\054\041\247\133\175

\340\035\321\056\201\233\303\330\150\367\275\226\033\254\160\261

\026\024\013\333\140\271\046\001\005\002\003\001\000\001\243\121

\060\117\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\263\003\176\256\066

\274\260\171\321\334\224\046\266\021\276\041\262\151\206\224\060

\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001

\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\113\241\377\013\207\156\263\371\301\103\261

\110\363\050\300\035\056\311\011\101\372\224\000\034\244\244\253

\111\117\217\075\036\357\115\157\275\274\244\366\362\046\060\311

\020\312\035\210\373\164\031\037\205\105\275\260\154\121\371\066

\176\333\365\114\062\072\101\117\133\107\317\350\013\055\266\304

\031\235\164\305\107\306\073\152\017\254\024\333\074\364\163\234

\251\005\337\000\334\164\170\372\370\065\140\131\002\023\030\174

\274\373\115\260\040\155\103\273\140\060\172\147\063\134\305\231

\321\370\055\071\122\163\373\214\252\227\045\134\162\331\010\036

\253\116\074\343\201\061\237\003\246\373\300\376\051\210\125\332

\204\325\120\003\266\342\204\243\246\066\252\021\072\001\341\030

\113\326\104\150\263\075\371\123\164\204\263\106\221\106\226\000

\267\200\054\266\341\343\020\342\333\242\347\050\217\001\226\142

\026\076\000\343\034\245\066\201\030\242\114\122\166\300\021\243

\156\346\035\272\343\132\276\066\123\305\076\165\217\206\151\051

\130\123\265\234\273\157\237\134\305\030\354\335\057\341\230\311

\374\276\337\012\015

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:41:3d:72:c7:f4:6b:1f:81:43:7d:f1:d2:28:54:df:9a

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,OU=Copyright (c)

2005,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Sun Dec 11 16:03:44 2005

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 11 16:09:51 2037
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

41:C9:23:86:6A:B4:CA:D6:B7:AD:57:80:81:58:2E:02:07:97:A6:CB:DF:4F:FF:78:CE:83:96:B3:89:37:D7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:22:A1:E1:5A:EA:16:35:21:F8:98:39:6A:46:46:B0:44:1B:0F:A9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\042\241\341\132\352\026\065\041\370\230\071\152\106\106\260

\104\033\017\251

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\154\121\063\247\351\323\146\143\124\025\162\033\041\222\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113

\145\171\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\023\022\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\065\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040

\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\101\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\075\162\307\364\153\037\201\103\175\361\322\050\124

\337\232

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certigna"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:fe:dc:e3:01:0f:c9:48:ff

# Subject: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 29 15:13:05 2007

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 29 15:13:05 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:B6:A2:DB:2E:D7:CE:48:84:2F:7A:C5:32:41:C7:B7:1D:54:14:4B:FB:40:C1:1F:3F:1D:0B:42:F5:EE:A1:2D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:2E:13:63:45:86:A4:6F:1A:B2:60:68:37:58:2D:C4:AC:FD:94:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145

\162\164\151\147\156\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145

\162\164\151\147\156\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\250\060\202\002\220\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014

\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\003\014\010\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\060\036\027

\015\060\067\060\066\062\071\061\065\061\063\060\065\132\027\015

\062\067\060\066\062\071\061\065\061\063\060\065\132\060\064\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145\162\164\151

\147\156\141\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\310\150\361\311\326\326\263\064\165\046\202\036

\354\264\276\352\134\341\046\355\021\107\141\341\242\174\026\170

\100\041\344\140\236\132\310\143\341\304\261\226\222\377\030\155

\151\043\341\053\142\367\335\342\066\057\221\007\271\110\317\016

\354\171\266\054\347\064\113\160\010\045\243\074\207\033\031\362

\201\007\017\070\220\031\323\021\376\206\264\362\321\136\036\036

\226\315\200\154\316\073\061\223\266\362\240\320\251\225\022\175

\245\232\314\153\310\204\126\212\063\251\347\042\025\123\026\360

\314\027\354\127\137\351\242\012\230\011\336\343\137\234\157\334

\110\343\205\013\025\132\246\272\237\254\110\343\011\262\367\364

\062\336\136\064\276\034\170\135\102\133\316\016\042\217\115\220

\327\175\062\030\263\013\054\152\277\216\077\024\021\211\040\016

\167\024\265\075\224\010\207\367\045\036\325\262\140\000\354\157

\052\050\045\156\052\076\030\143\027\045\077\076\104\040\026\366
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\046\310\045\256\005\112\264\347\143\054\363\214\026\123\176\134

\373\021\032\010\301\106\142\237\042\270\361\302\215\151\334\372

\072\130\006\337\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\274\060\201\271\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\032\355\376\101\071

\220\264\044\131\276\001\362\122\325\105\366\132\071\334\021\060

\144\006\003\125\035\043\004\135\060\133\200\024\032\355\376\101

\071\220\264\044\131\276\001\362\122\325\105\366\132\071\334\021

\241\070\244\066\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150

\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003

\014\010\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\202\011\000\376\334\343

\001\017\311\110\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\021\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102

\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\205\003\036\222

\161\366\102\257\341\243\141\236\353\363\300\017\362\245\324\332

\225\346\326\276\150\066\075\176\156\037\114\212\357\321\017\041

\155\136\245\122\143\316\022\370\357\052\332\157\353\067\376\023

\002\307\313\073\076\042\153\332\141\056\177\324\162\075\335\060

\341\036\114\100\031\214\017\327\234\321\203\060\173\230\131\334

\175\306\271\014\051\114\241\063\242\353\147\072\145\204\323\226

\342\355\166\105\160\217\265\053\336\371\043\326\111\156\074\024

\265\306\237\065\036\120\320\301\217\152\160\104\002\142\313\256

\035\150\101\247\252\127\350\123\252\007\322\006\366\325\024\006

\013\221\003\165\054\154\162\265\141\225\232\015\213\271\015\347

\365\337\124\315\336\346\330\326\011\010\227\143\345\301\056\260

\267\104\046\300\046\300\257\125\060\236\073\325\066\052\031\004

\364\134\036\377\317\054\267\377\320\375\207\100\021\325\021\043

\273\110\300\041\251\244\050\055\375\025\370\260\116\053\364\060

\133\041\374\021\221\064\276\101\357\173\235\227\165\377\227\225

\300\226\130\057\352\273\106\327\273\344\331\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certigna"

# Issuer: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:fe:dc:e3:01:0f:c9:48:ff

# Subject: CN=Certigna,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 29 15:13:05 2007

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 29 15:13:05 2027

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:B6:A2:DB:2E:D7:CE:48:84:2F:7A:C5:32:41:C7:B7:1D:54:14:4B:FB:40:C1:1F:3F:1D:0B:42:F5:EE:A1:2D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B1:2E:13:63:45:86:A4:6F:1A:B2:60:68:37:58:2D:C4:AC:FD:94:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\261\056\023\143\105\206\244\157\032\262\140\150\067\130\055\304

\254\375\224\227

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\253\127\246\133\175\102\202\031\265\330\130\046\050\136\375\377

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\064\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\103\145

\162\164\151\147\156\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\376\334\343\001\017\311\110\377

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:15:c8:bd:65:47:5c:af:b8:97:00:5e:e4:06:d2:bc:9d

# Subject: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 20 02:31:27 2004

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 20 02:31:27 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C0:A6:F4:DC:63:A2:4B:FD:CF:54:EF:2A:6A:08:2A:0A:72:DE:35:80:3E:2F:F5:FF:52:7A:E5:D8:72:06:DF:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:65:0D:F1:7E:8E:7E:5B:82:40:A4:F4:56:4B:CF:E2:3D:69:C6:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322

\274\235

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\260\060\202\003\230\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\025

\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322\274\235\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\136

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145\120\113

\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036

\027\015\060\064\061\062\062\060\060\062\063\061\062\067\132\027

\015\063\064\061\062\062\060\060\062\063\061\062\067\132\060\136

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145\120\113

\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\341

\045\017\356\215\333\210\063\165\147\315\255\037\175\072\116\155

\235\323\057\024\363\143\164\313\001\041\152\067\352\204\120\007

\113\046\133\011\103\154\041\236\152\310\325\003\365\140\151\217

\314\360\042\344\037\347\367\152\042\061\267\054\025\362\340\376

\000\152\103\377\207\145\306\265\032\301\247\114\155\042\160\041

\212\061\362\227\164\211\011\022\046\034\236\312\331\022\242\225

\074\332\351\147\277\010\240\144\343\326\102\267\105\357\227\364

\366\365\327\265\112\025\002\130\175\230\130\113\140\274\315\327

\015\232\023\063\123\321\141\371\172\325\327\170\263\232\063\367

\000\206\316\035\115\224\070\257\250\354\170\121\160\212\134\020

\203\121\041\367\021\075\064\206\136\345\110\315\227\201\202\065

\114\031\354\145\366\153\305\005\241\356\107\023\326\263\041\047

\224\020\012\331\044\073\272\276\104\023\106\060\077\227\074\330

\327\327\152\356\073\070\343\053\324\227\016\271\033\347\007\111
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\177\067\052\371\167\170\317\124\355\133\106\235\243\200\016\221

\103\301\326\133\137\024\272\237\246\215\044\107\100\131\277\162

\070\262\066\154\067\377\231\321\135\016\131\012\253\151\367\300

\262\004\105\172\124\000\256\276\123\366\265\347\341\370\074\243

\061\322\251\376\041\122\144\305\246\147\360\165\007\006\224\024

\201\125\306\047\344\001\217\027\301\152\161\327\276\113\373\224

\130\175\176\021\063\261\102\367\142\154\030\326\317\011\150\076

\177\154\366\036\217\142\255\245\143\333\011\247\037\042\102\101

\036\157\231\212\076\327\371\077\100\172\171\260\245\001\222\322

\235\075\010\025\245\020\001\055\263\062\166\250\225\015\263\172

\232\373\007\020\170\021\157\341\217\307\272\017\045\032\164\052

\345\034\230\101\231\337\041\207\350\225\006\152\012\263\152\107

\166\145\366\072\317\217\142\027\031\173\012\050\315\032\322\203

\036\041\307\054\277\276\377\141\150\267\147\033\273\170\115\215

\316\147\345\344\301\216\267\043\146\342\235\220\165\064\230\251

\066\053\212\232\224\271\235\354\314\212\261\370\045\211\134\132

\266\057\214\037\155\171\044\247\122\150\303\204\065\342\146\215

\143\016\045\115\325\031\262\346\171\067\247\042\235\124\061\002

\003\001\000\001\243\152\060\150\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\036\014\367\266\147\362\341\222\046\011\105\300\125

\071\056\167\077\102\112\242\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\071\006\004\147\052\007\000\004\061\060

\057\060\055\002\001\000\060\011\006\005\053\016\003\002\032\005

\000\060\007\006\005\147\052\003\000\000\004\024\105\260\302\307

\012\126\174\356\133\170\014\225\371\030\123\301\246\034\330\020

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\011\263\203\123\131\001\076\225\111\271\361\201

\272\371\166\040\043\265\047\140\164\324\152\231\064\136\154\000

\123\331\237\362\246\261\044\007\104\152\052\306\245\216\170\022

\350\107\331\130\033\023\052\136\171\233\237\012\052\147\246\045

\077\006\151\126\163\303\212\146\110\373\051\201\127\164\006\312

\234\352\050\350\070\147\046\053\361\325\265\077\145\223\370\066

\135\216\215\215\100\040\207\031\352\357\047\300\075\264\071\017

\045\173\150\120\164\125\234\014\131\175\132\075\101\224\045\122

\010\340\107\054\025\061\031\325\277\007\125\306\273\022\265\227

\364\137\203\205\272\161\301\331\154\201\021\166\012\012\260\277

\202\227\367\352\075\372\372\354\055\251\050\224\073\126\335\322

\121\056\256\300\275\010\025\214\167\122\064\226\326\233\254\323

\035\216\141\017\065\173\233\256\071\151\013\142\140\100\040\066

\217\257\373\066\356\055\010\112\035\270\277\233\134\370\352\245

\033\240\163\246\330\370\156\340\063\004\137\150\252\047\207\355

\331\301\220\234\355\275\343\152\065\257\143\337\253\030\331\272

\346\351\112\352\120\212\017\141\223\036\342\055\031\342\060\224

\065\222\135\016\266\007\257\031\200\217\107\220\121\113\056\115

\335\205\342\322\012\122\012\027\232\374\032\260\120\002\345\001

\243\143\067\041\114\104\304\233\121\231\021\016\163\234\006\217

\124\056\247\050\136\104\071\207\126\055\067\275\205\104\224\341

\014\113\054\234\303\222\205\064\141\313\017\270\233\112\103\122
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\376\064\072\175\270\351\051\334\166\251\310\060\370\024\161\200

\306\036\066\110\164\042\101\134\207\202\350\030\161\213\101\211

\104\347\176\130\133\250\270\215\023\351\247\154\303\107\355\263

\032\235\142\256\215\202\352\224\236\335\131\020\303\255\335\342

\115\343\061\325\307\354\350\362\260\376\222\036\026\012\032\374

\331\363\370\047\266\311\276\035\264\154\144\220\177\364\344\304

\133\327\067\256\102\016\335\244\032\157\174\210\124\305\026\156

\341\172\150\056\370\072\277\015\244\074\211\073\170\247\116\143

\203\004\041\010\147\215\362\202\111\320\133\375\261\315\017\203

\204\324\076\040\205\367\112\075\053\234\375\052\012\011\115\352

\201\370\021\234

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:15:c8:bd:65:47:5c:af:b8:97:00:5e:e4:06:d2:bc:9d

# Subject: OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 20 02:31:27 2004

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 20 02:31:27 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C0:A6:F4:DC:63:A2:4B:FD:CF:54:EF:2A:6A:08:2A:0A:72:DE:35:80:3E:2F:F5:FF:52:7A:E5:D8:72:06:DF:D5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 67:65:0D:F1:7E:8E:7E:5B:82:40:A4:F4:56:4B:CF:E2:3D:69:C6:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\147\145\015\361\176\216\176\133\202\100\244\364\126\113\317\342

\075\151\306\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\056\000\312\046\006\220\075\255\376\157\025\150\323\153\263

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\014\041\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\310\275\145\107\134\257\270\227\000\136\344\006\322

\274\235
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "certSIGN ROOT CA"

#

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Serial Number:20:06:05:16:70:02

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 04 17:20:04 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 04 17:20:04 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EA:A9:62:C4:FA:4A:6B:AF:EB:E4:15:19:6D:35:1C:CD:88:8D:4F:53:F3:FA:8A:E6:D7:C4:66:A9:4E:60:42:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FA:B7:EE:36:97:26:62:FB:2D:B0:2A:F6:BF:03:FD:E8:7C:4B:2F:9B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN ROOT CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\040\006\005\026\160\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\070\060\202\002\040\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\040

\006\005\026\160\002\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\122\117\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145

\162\164\123\111\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\067\060\064\061\067\062\060\060

\064\132\027\015\063\061\060\067\060\064\061\067\062\060\060\064
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\132\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123

\111\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145

\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\267

\063\271\176\310\045\112\216\265\333\264\050\033\252\127\220\350

\321\042\323\144\272\323\223\350\324\254\206\141\100\152\140\127

\150\124\204\115\274\152\124\002\005\377\337\233\232\052\256\135

\007\217\112\303\050\177\357\373\053\372\171\361\307\255\360\020

\123\044\220\213\146\311\250\210\253\257\132\243\000\351\276\272

\106\356\133\163\173\054\027\202\201\136\142\054\241\002\145\263

\275\305\053\000\176\304\374\003\063\127\015\355\342\372\316\135

\105\326\070\315\065\266\262\301\320\234\201\112\252\344\262\001

\134\035\217\137\231\304\261\255\333\210\041\353\220\010\202\200

\363\060\243\103\346\220\202\256\125\050\111\355\133\327\251\020

\070\016\376\217\114\133\233\106\352\101\365\260\010\164\303\320

\210\063\266\174\327\164\337\334\204\321\103\016\165\071\241\045

\100\050\352\170\313\016\054\056\071\235\214\213\156\026\034\057

\046\202\020\342\343\145\224\012\004\300\136\367\135\133\370\020

\342\320\272\172\113\373\336\067\000\000\032\133\050\343\322\234

\163\076\062\207\230\241\311\121\057\327\336\254\063\263\117\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\306\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\340\214\233\333\045\111\263\361\174\206\326\262

\102\207\013\320\153\240\331\344\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\076\322\034\211

\056\065\374\370\165\335\346\177\145\210\364\162\114\311\054\327

\062\116\363\335\031\171\107\275\216\073\133\223\017\120\111\044

\023\153\024\006\162\357\011\323\241\241\343\100\204\311\347\030

\062\164\074\110\156\017\237\113\324\367\036\323\223\206\144\124

\227\143\162\120\325\125\317\372\040\223\002\242\233\303\043\223

\116\026\125\166\240\160\171\155\315\041\037\317\057\055\274\031

\343\210\061\370\131\032\201\011\310\227\246\164\307\140\304\133

\314\127\216\262\165\375\033\002\011\333\131\157\162\223\151\367

\061\101\326\210\070\277\207\262\275\026\171\371\252\344\276\210

\045\335\141\047\043\034\265\061\007\004\066\264\032\220\275\240

\164\161\120\211\155\274\024\343\017\206\256\361\253\076\307\240

\011\314\243\110\321\340\333\144\347\222\265\317\257\162\103\160

\213\371\303\204\074\023\252\176\222\233\127\123\223\372\160\302

\221\016\061\371\233\147\135\351\226\070\136\137\263\163\116\210

\025\147\336\236\166\020\142\040\276\125\151\225\103\000\071\115

\366\356\260\132\116\111\104\124\130\137\102\203

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "certSIGN ROOT CA"

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Serial Number:20:06:05:16:70:02

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA,O=certSIGN,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 04 17:20:04 2006

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 04 17:20:04 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EA:A9:62:C4:FA:4A:6B:AF:EB:E4:15:19:6D:35:1C:CD:88:8D:4F:53:F3:FA:8A:E6:D7:C4:66:A9:4E:60:42:BB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FA:B7:EE:36:97:26:62:FB:2D:B0:2A:F6:BF:03:FD:E8:7C:4B:2F:9B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN ROOT CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\372\267\356\066\227\046\142\373\055\260\052\366\277\003\375\350

\174\113\057\233

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\030\230\300\326\351\072\374\371\260\365\014\367\113\001\104\027

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\143\145\162

\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\040\006\005\026\160\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

#

# Issuer: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:49:41:2c:e4:00:10

# Subject: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 11 15:08:21 2008

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 06 15:08:21 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6C:61:DA:C3:A2:DE:F0:31:50:6B:E0:36:D2:A6:FE:40:19:94:FB:D1:3D:F9:C8:D4:66:59:92:74:C4:46:EC:98
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:08:3F:59:3F:15:A1:04:A0:69:A4:6B:A9:03:D0:06:B7:97:09:91

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303

\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303

\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\111\101\054\344\000\020

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\025\060\202\002\375\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\111

\101\054\344\000\020\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102

\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012

\014\014\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067

\060\065\006\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303

\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003
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\014\054\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040

\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221

\164\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\060\036

\027\015\060\070\061\062\061\061\061\065\060\070\062\061\132\027

\015\062\070\061\062\060\066\061\065\060\070\062\061\132\060\201

\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163

\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145\164\114

\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004

\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156

\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145\164\114

\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141\163\163

\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303\272\163

\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\304\044\136\163\276\113\155

\024\303\241\364\343\227\220\156\322\060\105\036\074\356\147\331

\144\340\032\212\177\312\060\312\203\343\040\301\343\364\072\323

\224\137\032\174\133\155\277\060\117\204\047\366\237\037\111\274

\306\231\012\220\362\017\365\177\103\204\067\143\121\213\172\245

\160\374\172\130\315\216\233\355\303\106\154\204\160\135\332\363

\001\220\043\374\116\060\251\176\341\047\143\347\355\144\074\240

\270\311\063\143\376\026\220\377\260\270\375\327\250\300\300\224

\103\013\266\325\131\246\236\126\320\044\037\160\171\257\333\071

\124\015\145\165\331\025\101\224\001\257\136\354\366\215\361\377

\255\144\376\040\232\327\134\353\376\246\037\010\144\243\213\166

\125\255\036\073\050\140\056\207\045\350\252\257\037\306\144\106

\040\267\160\177\074\336\110\333\226\123\267\071\167\344\032\342

\307\026\204\166\227\133\057\273\031\025\205\370\151\205\365\231

\247\251\362\064\247\251\266\246\003\374\157\206\075\124\174\166

\004\233\153\371\100\135\000\064\307\056\231\165\235\345\210\003

\252\115\370\003\322\102\166\300\033\002\003\000\250\213\243\105

\060\103\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006

\001\001\377\002\001\004\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\314\372\147\223\360\266\270\320\245\300\036\363\123\375\214

\123\337\203\327\226\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\253\177\356\034\026\251\234

\074\121\000\240\300\021\010\005\247\231\346\157\001\210\124\141

\156\361\271\030\255\112\255\376\201\100\043\224\057\373\165\174

\057\050\113\142\044\201\202\013\365\141\361\034\156\270\141\070

\353\201\372\142\241\073\132\142\323\224\145\304\341\346\155\202

\370\057\045\160\262\041\046\301\162\121\037\214\054\303\204\220

\303\132\217\272\317\364\247\145\245\353\230\321\373\005\262\106

\165\025\043\152\157\205\143\060\200\360\325\236\037\051\034\302

\154\260\120\131\135\220\133\073\250\015\060\317\277\175\177\316
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\361\235\203\275\311\106\156\040\246\371\141\121\272\041\057\173

\276\245\025\143\241\324\225\207\361\236\271\363\211\363\075\205

\270\270\333\276\265\271\051\371\332\067\005\000\111\224\003\204

\104\347\277\103\061\317\165\213\045\321\364\246\144\365\222\366

\253\005\353\075\351\245\013\066\142\332\314\006\137\066\213\266

\136\061\270\052\373\136\366\161\337\104\046\236\304\346\015\221

\264\056\165\225\200\121\152\113\060\246\260\142\241\223\361\233

\330\316\304\143\165\077\131\107\261

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

# Issuer: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:49:41:2c:e4:00:10

# Subject: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) F..tan..s..tv..ny,OU=Tan..s..tv..nykiad..k (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 11 15:08:21 2008

# Not Valid After : Wed Dec 06 15:08:21 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6C:61:DA:C3:A2:DE:F0:31:50:6B:E0:36:D2:A6:FE:40:19:94:FB:D1:3D:F9:C8:D4:66:59:92:74:C4:46:EC:98

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:08:3F:59:3F:15:A1:04:A0:69:A4:6B:A9:03:D0:06:B7:97:09:91

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanúsítvány"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\006\010\077\131\077\025\241\004\240\151\244\153\251\003\320\006

\267\227\011\221

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\241\267\377\163\335\326\327\064\062\030\337\374\074\255\210

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\003\014\054\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\101\162\141\156\171\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\107\157\154\144\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303

\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\111\101\054\344\000\020

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Serial Number: 1000 (0x3e8)

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 15 05:13:14 2003

# Not Valid After : Mon May 15 04:52:29 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F9:E6:7D:33:6C:51:00:2A:C0:54:C6:32:02:2D:66:DD:A2:E7:E3:FF:F1:0A:D0:61:ED:31:D8:BB:B4:10:CF:B2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:DA:A8:20:8D:09:D2:15:4D:24:B5:2F:CB:34:6E:B2:58:B2:8A:58

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\003\350

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\060\060\202\002\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\003

\350\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061
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\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015\060\063\060

\065\061\065\060\065\061\063\061\064\132\027\015\062\063\060\065

\061\065\060\064\065\062\062\071\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153

\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\254\377\070\266\351\146\002\111\343\242\264\341\220

\371\100\217\171\371\342\275\171\376\002\275\356\044\222\035\042

\366\332\205\162\151\376\327\077\011\324\335\221\265\002\234\320

\215\132\341\125\303\120\206\271\051\046\302\343\331\240\361\151

\003\050\040\200\105\042\055\126\247\073\124\225\126\042\131\037

\050\337\037\040\075\155\242\066\276\043\240\261\156\265\261\047

\077\071\123\011\352\253\152\350\164\262\302\145\134\216\277\174

\303\170\204\315\236\026\374\365\056\117\040\052\010\237\167\363

\305\036\304\232\122\146\036\110\136\343\020\006\217\042\230\341

\145\216\033\135\043\146\073\270\245\062\121\310\206\252\241\251

\236\177\166\224\302\246\154\267\101\360\325\310\006\070\346\324

\014\342\363\073\114\155\120\214\304\203\047\301\023\204\131\075

\236\165\164\266\330\002\136\072\220\172\300\102\066\162\354\152

\115\334\357\304\000\337\023\030\127\137\046\170\310\326\012\171

\167\277\367\257\267\166\271\245\013\204\027\135\020\352\157\341

\253\225\021\137\155\074\243\134\115\203\133\362\263\031\212\200

\213\013\207\002\003\001\000\001\243\046\060\044\060\022\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\003

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\306

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\016\106\325\074\256\342\207\331\136\201\213\002

\230\101\010\214\114\274\332\333\356\047\033\202\347\152\105\354

\026\213\117\205\240\363\262\160\275\132\226\272\312\156\155\356

\106\213\156\347\052\056\226\263\031\063\353\264\237\250\262\067

\356\230\250\227\266\056\266\147\047\324\246\111\375\034\223\145

\166\236\102\057\334\042\154\232\117\362\132\025\071\261\161\327

\053\121\350\155\034\230\300\331\052\364\241\202\173\325\311\101

\242\043\001\164\070\125\213\017\271\056\147\242\040\004\067\332

\234\013\323\027\041\340\217\227\171\064\157\204\110\002\040\063

\033\346\064\104\237\221\160\364\200\136\204\103\302\051\322\154

\022\024\344\141\215\254\020\220\236\204\120\273\360\226\157\105

\237\212\363\312\154\117\372\021\072\025\025\106\303\315\037\203

\133\055\101\022\355\120\147\101\023\075\041\253\224\212\252\116

\174\301\261\373\247\326\265\047\057\227\253\156\340\035\342\321

\034\054\037\104\342\374\276\221\241\234\373\326\051\123\163\206

\237\123\330\103\016\135\326\143\202\161\035\200\164\312\366\342
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\002\153\331\132

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Serial Number: 1000 (0x3e8)

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1,O=Hongkong Post,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 15 05:13:14 2003

# Not Valid After : Mon May 15 04:52:29 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F9:E6:7D:33:6C:51:00:2A:C0:54:C6:32:02:2D:66:DD:A2:E7:E3:FF:F1:0A:D0:61:ED:31:D8:BB:B4:10:CF:B2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:DA:A8:20:8D:09:D2:15:4D:24:B5:2F:CB:34:6E:B2:58:B2:8A:58

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\332\250\040\215\011\322\025\115\044\265\057\313\064\156\262

\130\262\212\130

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\250\015\157\071\170\271\103\155\167\102\155\230\132\314\043\312

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\003\350

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SecureSign RootCA11"

#

# Issuer: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP
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# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 08 04:56:47 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 08 04:56:47 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:0F:EE:FB:9E:3A:58:1A:D5:F9:E9:DB:75:89:98:57:43:D2:61:08:5C:4D:31:4F:6F:5D:72:59:AA:42:16:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3B:C4:9F:48:F8:F3:73:A0:9C:1E:BD:F8:5B:B1:C3:65:C7:D8:11:B3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureSign RootCA11"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\155\060\202\002\125\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\053

\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147\156

\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061\060\036\027\015\060\071\060

\064\060\070\060\064\065\066\064\067\132\027\015\062\071\060\064

\060\070\060\064\065\066\064\067\132\060\130\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004

\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367
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\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\375\167\252\245\034\220\005\073\313\114\233\063

\213\132\024\105\244\347\220\026\321\337\127\322\041\020\244\027

\375\337\254\326\037\247\344\333\174\367\354\337\270\003\332\224

\130\375\135\162\174\214\077\137\001\147\164\025\226\343\002\074

\207\333\256\313\001\216\302\363\146\306\205\105\364\002\306\072

\265\142\262\257\372\234\277\244\346\324\200\060\230\363\015\266

\223\217\251\324\330\066\362\260\374\212\312\054\241\025\063\225

\061\332\300\033\362\356\142\231\206\143\077\277\335\223\052\203

\250\166\271\023\037\267\316\116\102\205\217\042\347\056\032\362

\225\011\262\005\265\104\116\167\241\040\275\251\362\116\012\175

\120\255\365\005\015\105\117\106\161\375\050\076\123\373\004\330

\055\327\145\035\112\033\372\317\073\260\061\232\065\156\310\213

\006\323\000\221\362\224\010\145\114\261\064\006\000\172\211\342

\360\307\003\131\317\325\326\350\247\062\263\346\230\100\206\305

\315\047\022\213\314\173\316\267\021\074\142\140\007\043\076\053

\100\156\224\200\011\155\266\263\157\167\157\065\010\120\373\002

\207\305\076\211\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\370\115\117\262\245\206\324

\072\322\361\143\232\240\276\011\366\127\267\336\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\240\241\070\026\146\056\247\126\037\041\234\006\372\035\355

\271\042\305\070\046\330\116\117\354\243\177\171\336\106\041\241

\207\167\217\007\010\232\262\244\305\257\017\062\230\013\174\146

\051\266\233\175\045\122\111\103\253\114\056\053\156\172\160\257

\026\016\343\002\154\373\102\346\030\235\105\330\125\310\350\073

\335\347\341\364\056\013\034\064\134\154\130\112\373\214\210\120

\137\225\034\277\355\253\042\265\145\263\205\272\236\017\270\255

\345\172\033\212\120\072\035\275\015\274\173\124\120\013\271\102

\257\125\240\030\201\255\145\231\357\276\344\234\277\304\205\253

\101\262\124\157\334\045\315\355\170\342\216\014\215\011\111\335

\143\173\132\151\226\002\041\250\275\122\131\351\175\065\313\310

\122\312\177\201\376\331\153\323\367\021\355\045\337\370\347\371

\244\372\162\227\204\123\015\245\320\062\030\121\166\131\024\154

\017\353\354\137\200\214\165\103\203\303\205\230\377\114\236\055

\015\344\167\203\223\116\265\226\007\213\050\023\233\214\031\215

\101\047\111\100\356\336\346\043\104\071\334\241\042\326\272\003

\362

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SecureSign RootCA11"

# Issuer: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)
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# Subject: CN=SecureSign RootCA11,O="Japan Certification Services, Inc.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 08 04:56:47 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Apr 08 04:56:47 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:0F:EE:FB:9E:3A:58:1A:D5:F9:E9:DB:75:89:98:57:43:D2:61:08:5C:4D:31:4F:6F:5D:72:59:AA:42:16:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3B:C4:9F:48:F8:F3:73:A0:9C:1E:BD:F8:5B:B1:C3:65:C7:D8:11:B3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SecureSign RootCA11"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\073\304\237\110\370\363\163\240\234\036\275\370\133\261\303\145

\307\330\021\263

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\122\164\342\222\264\200\223\362\165\344\314\327\362\352\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\112\141\160\141\156\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\123\145\143\165\162\145\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

#

# Issuer: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:00:c2:7e:43:04:4e:47:3f:19

# Subject: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 16 11:30:18 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 30 11:30:18 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:5F:81:FE:A5:FA:B8:2C:64:BF:A2:EA:EC:AF:CD:E8:E0:77:FC:86:20:A7:CA:E5:37:16:3D:F3:6E:DB:F3:78

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:DF:74:FE:5C:F4:0F:4A:80:F9:E3:37:7D:54:DA:91:E1:01:31:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\012\060\202\002\362\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007

\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164

\144\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157

\100\145\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\060\036\027\015

\060\071\060\066\061\066\061\061\063\060\061\070\132\027\015\062

\071\061\062\063\060\061\061\063\060\061\070\132\060\201\202\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163

\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151
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\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\071

\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150

\165\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\351\370\217\363\143\255\332\206\330\247\340\102\373\317

\221\336\246\046\370\231\245\143\160\255\233\256\312\063\100\175

\155\226\156\241\016\104\356\341\023\235\224\102\122\232\275\165

\205\164\054\250\016\035\223\266\030\267\214\054\250\317\373\134

\161\271\332\354\376\350\176\217\344\057\035\262\250\165\207\330

\267\241\345\073\317\231\112\106\320\203\031\175\300\241\022\034

\225\155\112\364\330\307\245\115\063\056\205\071\100\165\176\024

\174\200\022\230\120\307\101\147\270\240\200\141\124\246\154\116

\037\340\235\016\007\351\311\272\063\347\376\300\125\050\054\002

\200\247\031\365\236\334\125\123\003\227\173\007\110\377\231\373

\067\212\044\304\131\314\120\020\143\216\252\251\032\260\204\032

\206\371\137\273\261\120\156\244\321\012\314\325\161\176\037\247

\033\174\365\123\156\042\137\313\053\346\324\174\135\256\326\302

\306\114\345\005\001\331\355\127\374\301\043\171\374\372\310\044

\203\225\363\265\152\121\001\320\167\326\351\022\241\371\032\203

\373\202\033\271\260\227\364\166\006\063\103\111\240\377\013\265

\372\265\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\200\060\176\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\313\017\306\337\102\103\314\075

\313\265\110\043\241\032\172\246\052\273\064\150\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\313\017\306\337\102\103\314

\075\313\265\110\043\241\032\172\246\052\273\064\150\060\033\006

\003\125\035\021\004\024\060\022\201\020\151\156\146\157\100\145

\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\311\321

\016\136\056\325\314\263\174\076\313\374\075\377\015\050\225\223

\004\310\277\332\315\171\270\103\220\360\244\276\357\362\357\041

\230\274\324\324\135\006\366\356\102\354\060\154\240\252\251\312

\361\257\212\372\077\013\163\152\076\352\056\100\176\037\256\124

\141\171\353\056\010\067\327\043\363\214\237\276\035\261\341\244

\165\333\240\342\124\024\261\272\034\051\244\030\366\022\272\242

\024\024\343\061\065\310\100\377\267\340\005\166\127\301\034\131

\362\370\277\344\355\045\142\134\204\360\176\176\037\263\276\371

\267\041\021\314\003\001\126\160\247\020\222\036\033\064\201\036

\255\234\032\303\004\074\355\002\141\326\036\006\363\137\072\207

\362\053\361\105\207\345\075\254\321\307\127\204\275\153\256\334

\330\371\266\033\142\160\013\075\066\311\102\362\062\327\172\141

\346\322\333\075\317\310\251\311\233\334\333\130\104\327\157\070

\257\177\170\323\243\255\032\165\272\034\301\066\174\217\036\155

\034\303\165\106\256\065\005\246\366\134\075\041\356\126\360\311

\202\042\055\172\124\253\160\303\175\042\145\202\160\226

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

# Issuer: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:00:c2:7e:43:04:4e:47:3f:19

# Subject: E=info@e-szigno.hu,CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 16 11:30:18 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 30 11:30:18 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:5F:81:FE:A5:FA:B8:2C:64:BF:A2:EA:EC:AF:CD:E8:E0:77:FC:86:20:A7:CA:E5:37:16:3D:F3:6E:DB:F3:78

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:DF:74:FE:5C:F4:0F:4A:80:F9:E3:37:7D:54:DA:91:E1:01:31:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\337\164\376\134\364\017\112\200\371\343\067\175\124\332\221

\341\001\061\216

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\111\364\003\274\104\055\203\276\110\151\175\051\144\374\261

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\014\036\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145

\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\062\060\060\071\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\302\176\103\004\116\107\077\031

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3
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# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:21:58:53:08:a2

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 10:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 18 10:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:22:D7:B7:F1:27:AD:6A:01:13:86:5B:DF:1C:D4:10:2E:7D:07:59:AF:63:5A:7C:F4:72:0D:C9:63:C5:3B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:9B:56:11:48:F0:1C:77:C5:45:78:C1:09:26:DF:5B:85:69:76:AD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\137\060\202\002\107\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\114\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\063\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\063\061

\070\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\060\063\061\070

\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125

\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001
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\012\002\202\001\001\000\314\045\166\220\171\006\170\042\026\365

\300\203\266\204\312\050\236\375\005\166\021\305\255\210\162\374

\106\002\103\307\262\212\235\004\137\044\313\056\113\341\140\202

\106\341\122\253\014\201\107\160\154\335\144\321\353\365\054\243

\017\202\075\014\053\256\227\327\266\024\206\020\171\273\073\023

\200\167\214\010\341\111\322\152\142\057\037\136\372\226\150\337

\211\047\225\070\237\006\327\076\311\313\046\131\015\163\336\260

\310\351\046\016\203\025\306\357\133\213\322\004\140\312\111\246

\050\366\151\073\366\313\310\050\221\345\235\212\141\127\067\254

\164\024\334\164\340\072\356\162\057\056\234\373\320\273\277\365

\075\000\341\006\063\350\202\053\256\123\246\072\026\163\214\335

\101\016\040\072\300\264\247\241\351\262\117\220\056\062\140\351

\127\313\271\004\222\150\150\345\070\046\140\165\262\237\167\377

\221\024\357\256\040\111\374\255\100\025\110\321\002\061\141\031

\136\270\227\357\255\167\267\144\232\172\277\137\301\023\357\233

\142\373\015\154\340\124\151\026\251\003\332\156\351\203\223\161

\166\306\151\205\202\027\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\217\360\113\177\250

\056\105\044\256\115\120\372\143\232\213\336\342\335\033\274\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\113\100\333\300\120\252\376\310\014\357\367\226\124

\105\111\273\226\000\011\101\254\263\023\206\206\050\007\063\312

\153\346\164\271\272\000\055\256\244\012\323\365\361\361\017\212

\277\163\147\112\203\307\104\173\170\340\257\156\154\157\003\051

\216\063\071\105\303\216\344\271\127\154\252\374\022\226\354\123

\306\055\344\044\154\271\224\143\373\334\123\150\147\126\076\203

\270\317\065\041\303\311\150\376\316\332\302\123\252\314\220\212

\351\360\135\106\214\225\335\172\130\050\032\057\035\336\315\000

\067\101\217\355\104\155\327\123\050\227\176\363\147\004\036\025

\327\212\226\264\323\336\114\047\244\114\033\163\163\166\364\027

\231\302\037\172\016\343\055\010\255\012\034\054\377\074\253\125

\016\017\221\176\066\353\303\127\111\276\341\056\055\174\140\213

\303\101\121\023\043\235\316\367\062\153\224\001\250\231\347\054

\063\037\072\073\045\322\206\100\316\073\054\206\170\311\141\057

\024\272\356\333\125\157\337\204\356\005\011\115\275\050\330\162

\316\323\142\120\145\036\353\222\227\203\061\331\263\265\312\107

\130\077\137

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:21:58:53:08:a2

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3
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# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 10:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Sun Mar 18 10:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B5:22:D7:B7:F1:27:AD:6A:01:13:86:5B:DF:1C:D4:10:2E:7D:07:59:AF:63:5A:7C:F4:72:0D:C9:63:C5:3B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D6:9B:56:11:48:F0:1C:77:C5:45:78:C1:09:26:DF:5B:85:69:76:AD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\233\126\021\110\360\034\167\305\105\170\301\011\046\337\133

\205\151\166\255

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\337\270\111\312\005\023\125\356\055\272\032\303\076\260\050

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\063\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\041\130\123\010\242

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

#

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:53:ec:3b:ee:fb:b2:48:5f

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 20 08:38:15 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 08:38:15 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

04:04:80:28:BF:1F:28:64:D4:8F:9A:D4:D8:32:94:36:6A:82:88:56:55:3F:3B:14:30:3F:90:14:7F:5D:40:EF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AE:C5:FB:3F:C8:E1:BF:C4:E5:4F:03:07:5A:9A:E8:00:B7:F7:B6:FA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\123\354\073\356\373\262\110\137

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\024\060\202\003\374\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\123

\354\073\356\373\262\110\137\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141

\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040

\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\036\027\015\060\071\060

\065\062\060\060\070\063\070\061\065\132\027\015\063\060\061\062

\063\061\060\070\063\070\061\065\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103

\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\226\153

\216\352\370\373\361\242\065\340\177\114\332\340\303\122\327\175

\266\020\310\002\136\263\103\052\304\117\152\262\312\034\135\050

\232\170\021\032\151\131\127\257\265\040\102\344\213\017\346\337

\133\246\003\222\057\365\021\344\142\327\062\161\070\331\004\014

\161\253\075\121\176\017\007\337\143\005\134\351\277\224\157\301

\051\202\300\264\332\121\260\301\074\273\255\067\112\134\312\361

\113\066\016\044\253\277\303\204\167\375\250\120\364\261\347\306

\057\322\055\131\215\172\012\116\226\151\122\002\252\066\230\354

\374\372\024\203\014\067\037\311\222\067\177\327\201\055\345\304
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\271\340\076\064\376\147\364\076\146\321\323\364\100\317\136\142

\064\017\160\006\076\040\030\132\316\367\162\033\045\154\223\164

\024\223\243\163\261\016\252\207\020\043\131\137\040\005\031\107

\355\150\216\222\022\312\135\374\326\053\262\222\074\040\317\341

\137\257\040\276\240\166\177\166\345\354\032\206\141\063\076\347

\173\264\077\240\017\216\242\271\152\157\271\207\046\157\101\154

\210\246\120\375\152\143\013\365\223\026\033\031\217\262\355\233

\233\311\220\365\001\014\337\031\075\017\076\070\043\311\057\217

\014\321\002\376\033\125\326\116\320\215\074\257\117\244\363\376

\257\052\323\005\235\171\010\241\313\127\061\264\234\310\220\262

\147\364\030\026\223\072\374\107\330\321\170\226\061\037\272\053

\014\137\135\231\255\143\211\132\044\040\166\330\337\375\253\116

\246\042\252\235\136\346\047\212\175\150\051\243\347\212\270\332

\021\273\027\055\231\235\023\044\106\367\305\342\330\237\216\177

\307\217\164\155\132\262\350\162\365\254\356\044\020\255\057\024

\332\377\055\232\106\161\107\276\102\337\273\001\333\364\177\323

\050\217\061\131\133\323\311\002\246\264\122\312\156\227\373\103

\305\010\046\157\212\364\273\375\237\050\252\015\325\105\363\023

\072\035\330\300\170\217\101\147\074\036\224\144\256\173\013\305

\350\331\001\210\071\032\227\206\144\101\325\073\207\014\156\372

\017\306\275\110\024\277\071\115\324\236\101\266\217\226\035\143

\226\223\331\225\006\170\061\150\236\067\006\073\200\211\105\141

\071\043\307\033\104\243\025\345\034\370\222\060\273\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\357\060\201\354\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\001\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\145\315\353\253\065\036\000\076\176

\325\164\300\034\264\163\107\016\032\144\057\060\201\246\006\003

\125\035\040\004\201\236\060\201\233\060\201\230\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\201\217\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\146\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\056\143

\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\134\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\120\036\116\000\120\000\141\000\163\000\145\000\157

\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\102

\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\156\000\157\000\166\000\141\000\040

\000\064\000\067\000\040\000\102\000\141\000\162\000\143\000\145

\000\154\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\040\000\060\000\070\000\060

\000\061\000\067\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\027\175\240\371\264\335\305\305

\353\255\113\044\265\241\002\253\335\245\210\112\262\017\125\113

\053\127\214\073\345\061\335\376\304\062\361\347\133\144\226\066

\062\030\354\245\062\167\327\343\104\266\300\021\052\200\271\075

\152\156\174\233\323\255\374\303\326\243\346\144\051\174\321\341

\070\036\202\053\377\047\145\257\373\026\025\304\056\161\204\345

\265\377\372\244\107\275\144\062\273\366\045\204\242\047\102\365

\040\260\302\023\020\021\315\020\025\272\102\220\052\322\104\341

\226\046\353\061\110\022\375\052\332\311\006\317\164\036\251\113
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\325\207\050\371\171\064\222\076\056\104\350\366\217\117\217\065

\077\045\263\071\334\143\052\220\153\040\137\304\122\022\116\227

\054\052\254\235\227\336\110\362\243\146\333\302\322\203\225\246

\146\247\236\045\017\351\013\063\221\145\012\132\303\331\124\022

\335\257\303\116\016\037\046\136\015\334\263\215\354\325\201\160

\336\322\117\044\005\363\154\116\365\114\111\146\215\321\377\322

\013\045\101\110\376\121\204\306\102\257\200\004\317\320\176\144

\111\344\362\337\242\354\261\114\300\052\035\347\264\261\145\242

\304\274\361\230\364\252\160\007\143\264\270\332\073\114\372\100

\042\060\133\021\246\360\005\016\306\002\003\110\253\206\233\205

\335\333\335\352\242\166\200\163\175\365\234\004\304\105\215\347

\271\034\213\236\352\327\165\321\162\261\336\165\104\347\102\175

\342\127\153\175\334\231\274\075\203\050\352\200\223\215\305\114

\145\301\160\201\270\070\374\103\061\262\366\003\064\107\262\254

\373\042\006\313\036\335\027\107\034\137\146\271\323\032\242\332

\021\261\244\274\043\311\344\276\207\377\271\224\266\370\135\040

\112\324\137\347\275\150\173\145\362\025\036\322\072\251\055\351

\330\153\044\254\227\130\104\107\255\131\030\361\041\145\160\336

\316\064\140\250\100\361\363\074\244\303\050\043\214\376\047\063

\103\100\240\027\074\353\352\073\260\162\246\243\271\112\113\136

\026\110\364\262\274\310\214\222\305\235\237\254\162\066\274\064

\200\064\153\251\213\222\300\270\027\355\354\166\123\365\044\001

\214\263\042\350\113\174\125\306\235\372\243\024\273\145\205\156

\156\117\022\176\012\074\235\225

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:53:ec:3b:ee:fb:b2:48:5f

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 20 08:38:15 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 08:38:15 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

04:04:80:28:BF:1F:28:64:D4:8F:9A:D4:D8:32:94:36:6A:82:88:56:55:3F:3B:14:30:3F:90:14:7F:5D:40:EF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AE:C5:FB:3F:C8:E1:BF:C4:E5:4F:03:07:5A:9A:E8:00:B7:F7:B6:FA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\305\373\077\310\341\277\304\345\117\003\007\132\232\350\000

\267\367\266\372

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\163\072\164\172\354\273\243\226\246\302\344\342\310\233\300\303

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\123\354\073\356\373\262\110\137

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Izenpe.com"

#

# Issuer: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Serial Number:00:b0:b7:5a:16:48:5f:bf:e1:cb:f5:8b:d7:19:e6:7d

# Subject: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 13 13:08:28 2007

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 13 08:27:25 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

25:30:CC:8E:98:32:15:02:BA:D9:6F:9B:1F:BA:1B:09:9E:2D:29:9E:0F:45:48:BB:91:4F:36:3B:C0:D4:53:1F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:78:3D:25:52:18:A7:4A:65:39:71:B5:2C:A2:9C:45:15:6F:E9:19

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Izenpe.com"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031

\346\175

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\361\060\202\003\331\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\000

\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031\346\175\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\070

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105\040\123

\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012\111\172

\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\062

\061\063\061\063\060\070\062\070\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\061

\063\060\070\062\067\062\065\132\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012

\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143

\157\155\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\311\323\172\312\017\036\254\247\206\350\026\145\152

\261\302\033\105\062\161\225\331\376\020\133\314\257\347\245\171

\001\217\211\303\312\362\125\161\367\167\276\167\224\363\162\244

\054\104\330\236\222\233\024\072\241\347\044\220\012\012\126\216

\305\330\046\224\341\331\110\341\055\076\332\012\162\335\243\231

\025\332\201\242\207\364\173\156\046\167\211\130\255\326\353\014

\262\101\172\163\156\155\333\172\170\101\351\010\210\022\176\207

\056\146\021\143\154\124\373\074\235\162\300\274\056\377\302\267

\335\015\166\343\072\327\367\264\150\276\242\365\343\201\156\301

\106\157\135\215\340\115\306\124\125\211\032\063\061\012\261\127

\271\243\212\230\303\354\073\064\305\225\101\151\176\165\302\074

\040\305\141\272\121\107\240\040\220\223\241\220\113\363\116\174

\205\105\124\232\321\005\046\101\260\265\115\035\063\276\304\003

\310\045\174\301\160\333\073\364\011\055\124\047\110\254\057\341

\304\254\076\310\313\222\114\123\071\067\043\354\323\001\371\340

\011\104\115\115\144\300\341\015\132\207\042\274\255\033\243\376

\046\265\025\363\247\374\204\031\351\354\241\210\264\104\151\204

\203\363\211\321\164\006\251\314\013\326\302\336\047\205\120\046

\312\027\270\311\172\207\126\054\032\001\036\154\276\023\255\020

\254\265\044\365\070\221\241\326\113\332\361\273\322\336\107\265

\361\274\201\366\131\153\317\031\123\351\215\025\313\112\313\251

\157\104\345\033\101\317\341\206\247\312\320\152\237\274\114\215

\006\063\132\242\205\345\220\065\240\142\134\026\116\360\343\242

\372\003\032\264\054\161\263\130\054\336\173\013\333\032\017\353

\336\041\037\006\167\006\003\260\311\357\231\374\300\271\117\013

\206\050\376\322\271\352\343\332\245\303\107\151\022\340\333\360

\366\031\213\355\173\160\327\002\326\355\207\030\050\054\004\044

\114\167\344\110\212\032\306\073\232\324\017\312\372\165\322\001

\100\132\215\171\277\213\317\113\317\252\026\301\225\344\255\114
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\212\076\027\221\324\261\142\345\202\345\200\004\244\003\176\215

\277\332\177\242\017\227\117\014\323\015\373\327\321\345\162\176

\034\310\167\377\133\232\017\267\256\005\106\345\361\250\026\354

\107\244\027\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\366\060\201\363\060\201

\260\006\003\125\035\021\004\201\250\060\201\245\201\017\151\156

\146\157\100\151\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155\244\201\221

\060\201\216\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\012\014\076\111\132

\105\116\120\105\040\123\056\101\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040

\101\060\061\063\063\067\062\066\060\055\122\115\145\162\143\056

\126\151\164\157\162\151\141\055\107\141\163\164\145\151\172\040

\124\061\060\065\065\040\106\066\062\040\123\070\061\103\060\101

\006\003\125\004\011\014\072\101\166\144\141\040\144\145\154\040

\115\145\144\151\164\145\162\162\141\156\145\157\040\105\164\157

\162\142\151\144\145\141\040\061\064\040\055\040\060\061\060\061

\060\040\126\151\164\157\162\151\141\055\107\141\163\164\145\151

\172\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\035\034\145

\016\250\362\045\173\264\221\317\344\261\261\346\275\125\164\154

\005\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\170\246\014\026\112\237\114\210\072\300\313

\016\245\026\175\237\271\110\137\030\217\015\142\066\366\315\031

\153\254\253\325\366\221\175\256\161\363\077\263\016\170\205\233

\225\244\047\041\107\102\112\174\110\072\365\105\174\263\014\216

\121\170\254\225\023\336\306\375\175\270\032\220\114\253\222\003

\307\355\102\001\316\017\330\261\372\242\222\341\140\155\256\172

\153\011\252\306\051\356\150\111\147\060\200\044\172\061\026\071

\133\176\361\034\056\335\154\011\255\362\061\301\202\116\271\273

\371\276\277\052\205\077\300\100\243\072\131\374\131\113\074\050

\044\333\264\025\165\256\015\210\272\056\163\300\275\130\207\345

\102\362\353\136\356\036\060\042\231\313\067\321\304\041\154\201

\354\276\155\046\346\034\344\102\040\236\107\260\254\203\131\160

\054\065\326\257\066\064\264\315\073\370\062\250\357\343\170\211

\373\215\105\054\332\234\270\176\100\034\141\347\076\242\222\054

\113\362\315\372\230\266\051\377\363\362\173\251\037\056\240\223

\127\053\336\205\003\371\151\067\313\236\170\152\005\264\305\061

\170\211\354\172\247\205\341\271\173\074\336\276\036\171\204\316

\237\160\016\131\302\065\056\220\052\061\331\344\105\172\101\244

\056\023\233\064\016\146\173\111\253\144\227\320\106\303\171\235

\162\120\143\246\230\133\006\275\110\155\330\071\203\160\350\065

\360\005\321\252\274\343\333\310\002\352\174\375\202\332\302\133

\122\065\256\230\072\255\272\065\223\043\247\037\110\335\065\106

\230\262\020\150\344\245\061\302\012\130\056\031\201\020\311\120

\165\374\352\132\026\316\021\327\356\357\120\210\055\141\377\077

\102\163\005\224\103\325\216\074\116\001\072\031\245\037\106\116

\167\320\135\345\201\042\041\207\376\224\175\204\330\223\255\326

\150\103\110\262\333\353\163\044\347\221\177\124\244\266\200\076

\235\243\074\114\162\302\127\304\240\324\314\070\047\316\325\006
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\236\242\110\331\351\237\316\202\160\066\223\232\073\337\226\041

\343\131\267\014\332\221\067\360\375\131\132\263\231\310\151\154

\103\046\001\065\143\140\125\211\003\072\165\330\272\112\331\124

\377\356\336\200\330\055\321\070\325\136\055\013\230\175\076\154

\333\374\046\210\307

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Izenpe.com"

# Issuer: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Serial Number:00:b0:b7:5a:16:48:5f:bf:e1:cb:f5:8b:d7:19:e6:7d

# Subject: CN=Izenpe.com,O=IZENPE S.A.,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 13 13:08:28 2007

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 13 08:27:25 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

25:30:CC:8E:98:32:15:02:BA:D9:6F:9B:1F:BA:1B:09:9E:2D:29:9E:0F:45:48:BB:91:4F:36:3B:C0:D4:53:1F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:78:3D:25:52:18:A7:4A:65:39:71:B5:2C:A2:9C:45:15:6F:E9:19

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Izenpe.com"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\170\075\045\122\030\247\112\145\071\161\265\054\242\234\105

\025\157\351\031

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\246\260\315\205\200\332\134\120\064\243\071\220\057\125\147\163

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\070\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\111\132\105\116\120\105

\040\123\056\101\056\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\014\012

\111\172\145\156\160\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\260\267\132\026\110\137\277\341\313\365\213\327\031

\346\175

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"
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#

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:a3:da:42:7e:a4:b1:ae:da

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:29:50 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:29:50 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

06:3E:4A:FA:C4:91:DF:D3:32:F3:08:9B:85:42:E9:46:17:D8:93:D7:FE:94:4E:10:A7:93:7E:E2:9D:96:93:C0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 78:6A:74:AC:76:AB:14:7F:9C:6A:30:50:BA:9E:A8:7E:FE:9A:CE:3C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023

\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023

\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\117\060\202\005\067\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007

\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056

\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060

\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157

\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070

\060\061\061\062\062\071\065\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\067\063

\061\061\062\062\071\065\060\132\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004

\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143

\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141

\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141

\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070

\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103

\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051

\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162

\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157

\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\257\000\313\160\067\053

\200\132\112\072\154\170\224\175\243\177\032\037\366\065\325\275

\333\313\015\104\162\076\046\262\220\122\272\143\073\050\130\157

\245\263\155\224\246\363\335\144\014\125\366\366\347\362\042\042

\200\136\341\142\306\266\051\341\201\154\362\277\345\175\062\152

\124\240\062\031\131\376\037\213\327\075\140\206\205\044\157\343

\021\263\167\076\040\226\065\041\153\263\010\331\160\056\144\367

\204\222\123\326\016\260\220\212\212\343\207\215\006\323\275\220

\016\342\231\241\033\206\016\332\232\012\273\013\141\120\006\122

\361\236\177\166\354\313\017\320\036\015\317\231\060\075\034\304

\105\020\130\254\326\323\350\327\345\352\305\001\007\167\326\121

\346\003\177\212\110\245\115\150\165\271\351\274\236\116\031\161

\365\062\113\234\155\140\031\013\373\314\235\165\334\277\046\315

\217\223\170\071\171\163\136\045\016\312\134\353\167\022\007\313

\144\101\107\162\223\253\120\303\353\011\166\144\064\322\071\267

\166\021\011\015\166\105\304\251\256\075\152\257\265\175\145\057

\224\130\020\354\134\174\257\176\342\266\030\331\320\233\116\132

\111\337\251\146\013\314\074\306\170\174\247\234\035\343\316\216
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\123\276\005\336\140\017\153\345\032\333\077\343\341\041\311\051

\301\361\353\007\234\122\033\001\104\121\074\173\045\327\304\345

\122\124\135\045\007\312\026\040\270\255\344\101\356\172\010\376

\231\157\203\246\221\002\260\154\066\125\152\347\175\365\226\346

\312\201\326\227\361\224\203\351\355\260\261\153\022\151\036\254

\373\135\251\305\230\351\264\133\130\172\276\075\242\104\072\143

\131\324\013\045\336\033\117\275\345\001\236\315\322\051\325\237

\027\031\012\157\277\014\220\323\011\137\331\343\212\065\314\171

\132\115\031\067\222\267\304\301\255\257\364\171\044\232\262\001

\013\261\257\134\226\363\200\062\373\134\075\230\361\240\077\112

\336\276\257\224\056\331\125\232\027\156\140\235\143\154\270\143

\311\256\201\134\030\065\340\220\273\276\074\117\067\042\271\176

\353\317\236\167\041\246\075\070\201\373\110\332\061\075\053\343

\211\365\320\265\275\176\340\120\304\022\211\263\043\232\020\061

\205\333\256\157\357\070\063\030\166\021\002\003\001\000\001\243

\202\001\154\060\202\001\150\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\014\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\371\044\254\017\262\265\370\171\300\372

\140\210\033\304\331\115\002\236\027\031\060\201\343\006\003\125

\035\043\004\201\333\060\201\330\200\024\371\044\254\017\262\265

\370\171\300\372\140\210\033\304\331\115\002\236\027\031\241\201

\264\244\201\261\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115

\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145

\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167

\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155

\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162

\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\003\023\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146

\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055

\040\062\060\060\070\202\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\075\006\003\125\035\040\004\066\060\064\060\062\006\004\125

\035\040\000\060\052\060\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\034\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\160\157\154\151\143\171

\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\220\022\257\042\065\302\243\071\360\056\336\351\265

\351\170\174\110\276\077\175\105\222\136\351\332\261\031\374\026

\074\237\264\133\146\236\152\347\303\271\135\210\350\017\255\317

\043\017\336\045\072\136\314\117\245\301\265\055\254\044\322\130

\007\336\242\317\151\204\140\063\350\020\015\023\251\043\320\205

\345\216\173\246\236\075\162\023\162\063\365\252\175\306\143\037

\010\364\376\001\177\044\317\053\054\124\011\336\342\053\155\222

\306\071\117\026\352\074\176\172\106\324\105\152\106\250\353\165

\202\126\247\253\240\174\150\023\063\366\235\060\360\157\047\071
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\044\043\052\220\375\220\051\065\362\223\337\064\245\306\367\370

\357\214\017\142\112\174\256\323\365\124\370\215\266\232\126\207

\026\202\072\063\253\132\042\010\367\202\272\352\056\340\107\232

\264\265\105\243\005\073\331\334\056\105\100\073\352\334\177\350

\073\353\321\354\046\330\065\244\060\305\072\254\127\236\263\166

\245\040\173\371\036\112\005\142\001\246\050\165\140\227\222\015

\156\076\115\067\103\015\222\025\234\030\042\315\121\231\240\051

\032\074\137\212\062\063\133\060\307\211\057\107\230\017\243\003

\306\366\361\254\337\062\360\331\201\032\344\234\275\366\200\024

\360\321\054\271\205\365\330\243\261\310\245\041\345\034\023\227

\356\016\275\337\051\251\357\064\123\133\323\344\152\023\204\006

\266\062\002\304\122\256\042\322\334\262\041\102\032\332\100\360

\051\311\354\012\014\134\342\320\272\314\110\323\067\012\314\022

\012\212\171\260\075\003\177\151\113\364\064\040\175\263\064\352

\216\113\144\365\076\375\263\043\147\025\015\004\270\360\055\301

\011\121\074\262\154\025\360\245\043\327\203\164\344\345\056\311

\376\230\047\102\306\253\306\236\260\320\133\070\245\233\120\336

\176\030\230\265\105\073\366\171\264\350\367\032\173\006\203\373

\320\213\332\273\307\275\030\253\010\157\074\200\153\100\077\031

\031\272\145\212\346\276\325\134\323\066\327\357\100\122\044\140

\070\147\004\061\354\217\363\202\306\336\271\125\363\073\061\221

\132\334\265\010\025\255\166\045\012\015\173\056\207\342\014\246

\006\274\046\020\155\067\235\354\335\170\214\174\200\305\360\331

\167\110\320

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:a3:da:42:7e:a4:b1:ae:da

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:29:50 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:29:50 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

06:3E:4A:FA:C4:91:DF:D3:32:F3:08:9B:85:42:E9:46:17:D8:93:D7:FE:94:4E:10:A7:93:7E:E2:9D:96:93:C0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 78:6A:74:AC:76:AB:14:7F:9C:6A:30:50:BA:9E:A8:7E:FE:9A:CE:3C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\170\152\164\254\166\253\024\177\234\152\060\120\272\236\250\176

\376\232\316\074
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\200\236\204\132\016\145\013\027\002\363\125\030\052\076\327

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023

\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\040\157\146\040\103\157\155

\155\145\162\143\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060

\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\243\332\102\176\244\261\256\332

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

#

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid (see

current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:c9:cd:d3:e9:d5:7d:23:ce

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:31:40 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:31:40 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

13:63:35:43:93:34:A7:69:80:16:A0:D3:24:DE:72:28:4E:07:9D:7B:52:20:BB:8F:BD:74:78:16:EE:BE:BA:CA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4A:BD:EE:EC:95:0D:35:9C:89:AE:C7:52:A1:2C:5B:29:F6:D6:AA:0C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151
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\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\111\060\202\005\061\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007

\023\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056

\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103

\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\055\040\062\060\060\070\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070\060\061

\061\062\063\061\064\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\067\063\061\061

\062\063\061\064\060\132\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023

\072\115\141\144\162\151\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162

\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040

\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143
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\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006

\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055

\040\062\060\060\070\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\300\337\126\323\344\072\233\166\105\264

\023\333\377\301\266\031\213\067\101\030\225\122\107\353\027\235

\051\210\216\065\154\006\062\056\107\142\363\111\004\277\175\104

\066\261\161\314\275\132\011\163\325\331\205\104\377\221\127\045

\337\136\066\216\160\321\134\161\103\035\331\332\357\134\322\373

\033\275\072\265\313\255\243\314\104\247\015\256\041\025\077\271

\172\133\222\165\330\244\022\070\211\031\212\267\200\322\342\062

\157\126\234\221\326\210\020\013\263\164\144\222\164\140\363\366

\317\030\117\140\262\043\320\307\073\316\141\113\231\217\302\014

\320\100\262\230\334\015\250\116\243\271\012\256\140\240\255\105

\122\143\272\146\275\150\340\371\276\032\250\201\273\036\101\170

\165\323\301\376\000\125\260\207\124\350\047\220\065\035\114\063

\255\227\374\227\056\230\204\277\054\311\243\277\321\230\021\024

\355\143\370\312\230\210\130\027\231\355\105\003\227\176\074\206

\036\210\214\276\362\221\204\217\145\064\330\000\114\175\267\061

\027\132\051\172\012\030\044\060\243\067\265\172\251\001\175\046

\326\371\016\216\131\361\375\033\063\265\051\073\027\073\101\266

\041\335\324\300\075\245\237\237\037\103\120\311\273\274\154\172

\227\230\356\315\214\037\373\234\121\256\213\160\275\047\237\161

\300\153\254\175\220\146\350\327\135\072\015\260\325\302\215\325

\310\235\235\301\155\320\320\277\121\344\343\370\303\070\066\256

\326\247\165\346\257\204\103\135\223\222\014\152\007\336\073\035

\230\042\326\254\301\065\333\243\240\045\377\162\265\166\035\336

\155\351\054\146\054\122\204\320\105\222\316\034\345\345\063\035

\334\007\123\124\243\252\202\073\232\067\057\334\335\240\144\351

\346\335\275\256\374\144\205\035\074\247\311\006\336\204\377\153

\350\153\032\074\305\242\263\102\373\213\011\076\137\010\122\307

\142\304\324\005\161\277\304\144\344\370\241\203\350\076\022\233

\250\036\324\066\115\057\161\366\215\050\366\203\251\023\322\141

\301\221\273\110\300\064\217\101\214\113\114\333\151\022\377\120

\224\234\040\203\131\163\355\174\241\362\361\375\335\367\111\323

\103\130\240\126\143\312\075\075\345\065\126\131\351\016\312\040

\314\053\113\223\051\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\152\060

\202\001\146\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060

\006\001\001\377\002\001\014\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\271\011\312\234\036\333\323\154\072\153\256\355\124\361

\133\223\006\065\056\136\060\201\341\006\003\125\035\043\004\201

\331\060\201\326\200\024\271\011\312\234\036\333\323\154\072\153

\256\355\124\361\133\223\006\065\056\136\241\201\262\244\201\257

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125
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\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070\202

\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\075\006\003\125\035

\040\004\066\060\064\060\062\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\052\060

\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\034\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\160\157\154\151\143\171\056\143\141\155\145\162

\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\200\210\177

\160\336\222\050\331\005\224\106\377\220\127\251\361\057\337\032

\015\153\372\174\016\034\111\044\171\047\330\106\252\157\051\131

\122\210\160\022\352\335\075\365\233\123\124\157\341\140\242\250

\011\271\354\353\131\174\306\065\361\334\030\351\361\147\345\257

\272\105\340\011\336\312\104\017\302\027\016\167\221\105\172\063

\137\137\226\054\150\213\301\107\217\230\233\075\300\354\313\365

\325\202\222\204\065\321\276\066\070\126\162\061\133\107\055\252

\027\244\143\121\353\012\001\255\177\354\165\236\313\241\037\361

\177\022\261\271\344\144\177\147\326\043\052\364\270\071\135\230

\350\041\247\341\275\075\102\032\164\232\160\257\150\154\120\135

\111\317\377\373\016\135\346\054\107\327\201\072\131\000\265\163

\153\143\040\366\061\105\010\071\016\364\160\176\100\160\132\077

\320\153\102\251\164\075\050\057\002\155\165\162\225\011\215\110

\143\306\306\043\127\222\223\136\065\301\215\371\012\367\054\235

\142\034\366\255\174\335\246\061\036\266\261\307\176\205\046\372

\244\152\265\332\143\060\321\357\223\067\262\146\057\175\005\367

\347\267\113\230\224\065\300\331\072\051\301\235\262\120\063\035

\112\251\132\246\311\003\357\355\364\347\250\156\212\264\127\204

\353\244\077\320\356\252\252\207\133\143\350\223\342\153\250\324

\270\162\170\153\033\355\071\344\135\313\233\252\207\325\117\116

\000\376\331\152\237\074\061\017\050\002\001\175\230\350\247\260

\242\144\236\171\370\110\362\025\251\314\346\310\104\353\077\170

\231\362\173\161\076\074\361\230\247\305\030\022\077\346\273\050

\063\102\351\105\012\174\155\362\206\171\057\305\202\031\175\011

\211\174\262\124\166\210\256\336\301\363\314\341\156\333\061\326

\223\256\231\240\357\045\152\163\230\211\133\072\056\023\210\036

\277\300\222\224\064\033\343\047\267\213\036\157\102\377\347\351

\067\233\120\035\055\242\371\002\356\313\130\130\072\161\274\150

\343\252\301\257\034\050\037\242\334\043\145\077\201\352\256\231

\323\330\060\317\023\015\117\025\311\204\274\247\110\055\370\060

\043\167\330\106\113\171\155\366\214\355\072\177\140\021\170\364
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\351\233\256\325\124\300\164\200\321\013\102\237\301

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid (see

current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Serial Number:00:c9:cd:d3:e9:d5:7d:23:ce

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008,O=AC Camerfirma S.A.,serialNumber=A82743287,L=Madrid

(see current address at www.camerfirma.com/address),C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 01 12:31:40 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 31 12:31:40 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

13:63:35:43:93:34:A7:69:80:16:A0:D3:24:DE:72:28:4E:07:9D:7B:52:20:BB:8F:BD:74:78:16:EE:BE:BA:CA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4A:BD:EE:EC:95:0D:35:9C:89:AE:C7:52:A1:2C:5B:29:F6:D6:AA:0C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\112\275\356\354\225\015\065\234\211\256\307\122\241\054\133\051

\366\326\252\014

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\236\200\377\170\001\014\056\301\066\275\376\226\220\156\010\363

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\254\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125

\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\007\023\072\115\141\144\162\151

\144\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141

\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141

\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144

\162\145\163\163\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011

\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\012\023\022\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155

\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\150\141\155\142\145\162\163

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\055\040\062\060\060\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\311\315\323\351\325\175\043\316

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com, Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

45:14:0B:32:47:EB:9C:C8:C5:B4:F0:D7:B5:30:91:F7:32:92:08:9E:6E:5A:63:E2:74:9D:D3:AC:A9:19:8E:DA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 47:BE:AB:C9:22:EA:E8:0E:78:78:34:62:A7:9F:45:C2:54:FD:E6:8B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\305\060\202\002\255\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000
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\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023

\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157\040

\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\061\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007

\101\162\151\172\157\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007

\023\012\123\143\157\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143

\157\155\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\023\050\107\157\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\277\161\142\010

\361\372\131\064\367\033\311\030\243\367\200\111\130\351\042\203

\023\246\305\040\103\001\073\204\361\346\205\111\237\047\352\366

\204\033\116\240\264\333\160\230\307\062\001\261\005\076\007\116

\356\364\372\117\057\131\060\042\347\253\031\126\153\342\200\007

\374\363\026\165\200\071\121\173\345\371\065\266\164\116\251\215

\202\023\344\266\077\251\003\203\372\242\276\212\025\152\177\336

\013\303\266\031\024\005\312\352\303\250\004\224\073\106\174\062

\015\363\000\146\042\310\215\151\155\066\214\021\030\267\323\262

\034\140\264\070\372\002\214\316\323\335\106\007\336\012\076\353

\135\174\310\174\373\260\053\123\244\222\142\151\121\045\005\141

\032\104\201\214\054\251\103\226\043\337\254\072\201\232\016\051

\305\034\251\351\135\036\266\236\236\060\012\071\316\361\210\200

\373\113\135\314\062\354\205\142\103\045\064\002\126\047\001\221

\264\073\160\052\077\156\261\350\234\210\001\175\237\324\371\333

\123\155\140\235\277\054\347\130\253\270\137\106\374\316\304\033

\003\074\011\353\111\061\134\151\106\263\340\107\002\003\001\000

\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\072\232\205\007\020\147\050\266\357\366\275\005\101\156\040

\301\224\332\017\336\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\231\333\135\171\325\371\227

\131\147\003\141\361\176\073\006\061\165\055\241\040\216\117\145

\207\264\367\246\234\274\330\351\057\320\333\132\356\317\164\214

\163\264\070\102\332\005\173\370\002\165\270\375\245\261\327\256

\366\327\336\023\313\123\020\176\212\106\321\227\372\267\056\053
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\021\253\220\260\047\200\371\350\237\132\351\067\237\253\344\337

\154\263\205\027\235\075\331\044\117\171\221\065\326\137\004\353

\200\203\253\232\002\055\265\020\364\330\220\307\004\163\100\355

\162\045\240\251\237\354\236\253\150\022\231\127\306\217\022\072

\011\244\275\104\375\006\025\067\301\233\344\062\243\355\070\350

\330\144\363\054\176\024\374\002\352\237\315\377\007\150\027\333

\042\220\070\055\172\215\321\124\361\151\343\137\063\312\172\075

\173\012\343\312\177\137\071\345\342\165\272\305\166\030\063\316

\054\360\057\114\255\367\261\347\316\117\250\304\233\112\124\006

\305\177\175\325\010\017\342\034\376\176\027\270\254\136\366\324

\026\262\103\011\014\115\366\247\153\264\231\204\145\312\172\210

\342\342\104\276\134\367\352\034\365

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com, Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="GoDaddy.com,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

45:14:0B:32:47:EB:9C:C8:C5:B4:F0:D7:B5:30:91:F7:32:92:08:9E:6E:5A:63:E2:74:9D:D3:AC:A9:19:8E:DA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 47:BE:AB:C9:22:EA:E8:0E:78:78:34:62:A7:9F:45:C2:54:FD:E6:8B

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\107\276\253\311\042\352\350\016\170\170\064\142\247\237\105\302

\124\375\346\213

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\072\274\042\301\346\373\215\233\073\047\112\062\033\232\001

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\107\157\104\141\144\144\171\056\143\157\155\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\107\157

\040\104\141\144\144\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164
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\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:E1:CB:0B:F9:D2:F9:E1:02:99:3F:BE:21:51:52:C3:B2:DD:0C:AB:DE:1C:68:E5:31:9B:83:91:54:DB:B7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:1C:06:7C:EE:2B:0C:3D:F8:55:AB:2D:92:F4:FE:39:D4:E7:0F:0E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150
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\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\335\060\202\002\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156

\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154

\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071

\132\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172

\157\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143

\157\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143

\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151

\145\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055

\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\275\355\301\003\374\366\217\374\002\261\157\133

\237\110\331\235\171\342\242\267\003\141\126\030\303\107\266\327

\312\075\065\056\211\103\367\241\151\233\336\212\032\375\023\040

\234\264\111\167\062\051\126\375\271\354\214\335\042\372\162\334

\047\141\227\356\366\132\204\354\156\031\271\211\054\334\204\133

\325\164\373\153\137\305\211\245\020\122\211\106\125\364\270\165

\034\346\177\344\124\256\113\370\125\162\127\002\031\370\027\161

\131\353\036\050\007\164\305\235\110\276\154\264\364\244\260\363

\144\067\171\222\300\354\106\136\177\341\155\123\114\142\257\315

\037\013\143\273\072\235\373\374\171\000\230\141\164\317\046\202

\100\143\363\262\162\152\031\015\231\312\324\016\165\314\067\373

\213\211\301\131\361\142\177\137\263\137\145\060\370\247\267\115

\166\132\036\166\136\064\300\350\226\126\231\212\263\360\177\244

\315\275\334\062\061\174\221\317\340\137\021\370\153\252\111\134
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\321\231\224\321\242\343\143\133\011\166\265\126\142\341\113\164

\035\226\324\046\324\010\004\131\320\230\016\016\346\336\374\303

\354\037\220\361\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\174\014\062\037\247\331\060

\177\304\175\150\243\142\250\241\316\253\007\133\047\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\021\131\372\045\117\003\157\224\231\073\232\037\202\205\071

\324\166\005\224\136\341\050\223\155\142\135\011\302\240\250\324

\260\165\070\361\064\152\235\344\237\212\206\046\121\346\054\321

\306\055\156\225\040\112\222\001\354\270\212\147\173\061\342\147

\056\214\225\003\046\056\103\235\112\061\366\016\265\014\273\267

\342\067\177\042\272\000\243\016\173\122\373\153\273\073\304\323

\171\121\116\315\220\364\147\007\031\310\074\106\172\015\001\175

\305\130\347\155\346\205\060\027\232\044\304\020\340\004\367\340

\362\177\324\252\012\377\102\035\067\355\224\345\144\131\022\040

\167\070\323\062\076\070\201\165\226\163\372\150\217\261\313\316

\037\305\354\372\234\176\317\176\261\361\007\055\266\374\277\312

\244\277\320\227\005\112\274\352\030\050\002\220\275\124\170\011

\041\161\323\321\175\035\331\026\260\251\141\075\320\012\000\042

\374\307\173\313\011\144\105\013\073\100\201\367\175\174\062\365

\230\312\130\216\175\052\356\220\131\163\144\371\066\164\136\045

\241\365\146\005\056\177\071\025\251\052\373\120\213\216\205\151

\364

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:E1:CB:0B:F9:D2:F9:E1:02:99:3F:BE:21:51:52:C3:B2:DD:0C:AB:DE:1C:68:E5:31:9B:83:91:54:DB:B7:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:1C:06:7C:EE:2B:0C:3D:F8:55:AB:2D:92:F4:FE:39:D4:E7:0F:0E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\034\006\174\356\053\014\075\370\125\253\055\222\364\376\071
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\324\347\017\016

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\071\201\306\122\176\226\151\374\374\312\146\355\005\362\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\062

\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

56:8D:69:05:A2:C8:87:08:A4:B3:02:51:90:ED:CF:ED:B1:97:4A:60:6A:13:C6:E5:29:0F:CB:2A:E6:3E:DA:B5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 92:5A:8F:8D:2C:6D:04:E0:66:5F:59:6A:FF:22:D8:63:E8:25:6F:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157
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\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\357\060\202\002\327\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156

\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073\060

\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154

\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071

\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061

\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\230\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156\141\061\023\060\021

\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164\164\163\144\141\154

\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\164\141\162

\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151

\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004

\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171
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\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\325\014\072\304\052\371\116\342\365\276

\031\227\137\216\210\123\261\037\077\313\317\237\040\023\155\051

\072\310\017\175\074\367\153\166\070\143\331\066\140\250\233\136

\134\000\200\262\057\131\177\366\207\371\045\103\206\347\151\033

\122\232\220\341\161\343\330\055\015\116\157\366\310\111\331\266

\363\032\126\256\053\266\164\024\353\317\373\046\343\032\272\035

\226\056\152\073\130\224\211\107\126\377\045\240\223\160\123\203

\332\204\164\024\303\147\236\004\150\072\337\216\100\132\035\112

\116\317\103\221\073\347\126\326\000\160\313\122\356\173\175\256

\072\347\274\061\371\105\366\302\140\317\023\131\002\053\200\314

\064\107\337\271\336\220\145\155\002\317\054\221\246\246\347\336

\205\030\111\174\146\116\243\072\155\251\265\356\064\056\272\015

\003\270\063\337\107\353\261\153\215\045\331\233\316\201\321\105

\106\062\226\160\207\336\002\016\111\103\205\266\154\163\273\144

\352\141\101\254\311\324\124\337\207\057\307\042\262\046\314\237

\131\124\150\237\374\276\052\057\304\125\034\165\100\140\027\205

\002\125\071\213\177\005\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\234\137\000\337\252

\001\327\060\053\070\210\242\270\155\112\234\362\021\221\203\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\113\066\246\204\167\151\335\073\031\237\147\043\010

\157\016\141\311\375\204\334\137\330\066\201\315\330\033\101\055

\237\140\335\307\032\150\331\321\156\206\341\210\043\317\023\336

\103\317\342\064\263\004\235\037\051\325\277\370\136\310\325\301

\275\356\222\157\062\164\362\221\202\057\275\202\102\172\255\052

\267\040\175\115\274\172\125\022\302\025\352\275\367\152\225\056

\154\164\237\317\034\264\362\305\001\243\205\320\162\076\255\163

\253\013\233\165\014\155\105\267\216\224\254\226\067\265\240\320

\217\025\107\016\343\350\203\335\217\375\357\101\001\167\314\047

\251\142\205\063\362\067\010\357\161\317\167\006\336\310\031\035

\210\100\317\175\106\035\377\036\307\341\316\377\043\333\306\372

\215\125\116\251\002\347\107\021\106\076\364\375\275\173\051\046

\273\251\141\142\067\050\266\055\052\366\020\206\144\311\160\247

\322\255\267\051\160\171\352\074\332\143\045\237\375\150\267\060

\354\160\373\165\212\267\155\140\147\262\036\310\271\351\330\250

\157\002\213\147\015\115\046\127\161\332\040\374\301\112\120\215

\261\050\272

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,
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Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2,O="Starfield Technologies,

Inc.",L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

56:8D:69:05:A2:C8:87:08:A4:B3:02:51:90:ED:CF:ED:B1:97:4A:60:6A:13:C6:E5:29:0F:CB:2A:E6:3E:DA:B5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 92:5A:8F:8D:2C:6D:04:E0:66:5F:59:6A:FF:22:D8:63:E8:25:6F:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\222\132\217\215\054\155\004\340\146\137\131\152\377\042\330\143

\350\045\157\077

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\027\065\164\257\173\141\034\353\364\371\074\342\356\100\371\242

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\123\164\141\162\146\151\145

\154\144\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Commercial"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:77:77:06:27:26:a9:b1:7c

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:06:06 2010
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# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:06:06 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

03:76:AB:1D:54:C5:F9:80:3C:E4:B2:E2:01:A0:EE:7E:EF:7B:57:B6:36:E8:A9:3C:9B:8D:48:60:C9:6F:5F:A7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:B5:B6:32:45:5F:9C:BE:EC:57:5F:80:DC:E9:6E:2C:C7:B2:78:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Commercial"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155

\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155

\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\167\167\006\047\046\251\261\174

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\114\060\202\002\064\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\167

\167\006\047\046\251\261\174\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154\060\036\027\015

\061\060\060\061\062\071\061\064\060\066\060\066\132\027\015\063

\060\061\062\063\061\061\064\060\066\060\066\132\060\104\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151

\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\366\033\117\147\007\053\241\025\365\006\042\313\037

\001\262\343\163\105\006\104\111\054\273\111\045\024\326\316\303

\267\253\054\117\306\101\062\224\127\372\022\247\133\016\342\217

\037\036\206\031\247\252\265\055\271\137\015\212\302\257\205\065
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\171\062\055\273\034\142\067\362\261\133\112\075\312\315\161\137

\351\102\276\224\350\310\336\371\042\110\144\306\345\253\306\053

\155\255\005\360\372\325\013\317\232\345\360\120\244\213\073\107

\245\043\133\172\172\370\063\077\270\357\231\227\343\040\301\326

\050\211\317\224\373\271\105\355\343\100\027\021\324\164\360\013

\061\342\053\046\152\233\114\127\256\254\040\076\272\105\172\005

\363\275\233\151\025\256\175\116\040\143\304\065\166\072\007\002

\311\067\375\307\107\356\350\361\166\035\163\025\362\227\244\265

\310\172\171\331\102\252\053\177\134\376\316\046\117\243\146\201

\065\257\104\272\124\036\034\060\062\145\235\346\074\223\136\120

\116\172\343\072\324\156\314\032\373\371\322\067\256\044\052\253

\127\003\042\050\015\111\165\177\267\050\332\165\277\216\343\334

\016\171\061\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\235\223\306\123\213\136\312\257\077

\237\036\017\345\231\225\274\044\366\224\217\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\130\254\364\004\016\315\300\015\377\012\375\324\272\026\137\051

\275\173\150\231\130\111\322\264\035\067\115\177\047\175\106\006

\135\103\306\206\056\076\163\262\046\175\117\223\251\266\304\052

\232\253\041\227\024\261\336\214\323\253\211\025\330\153\044\324

\361\026\256\330\244\134\324\177\121\216\355\030\001\261\223\143

\275\274\370\141\200\232\236\261\316\102\160\342\251\175\006\045

\175\047\241\376\157\354\263\036\044\332\343\113\125\032\000\073

\065\264\073\331\327\135\060\375\201\023\211\362\302\006\053\355

\147\304\216\311\103\262\134\153\025\211\002\274\142\374\116\362

\265\063\252\262\157\323\012\242\120\343\366\073\350\056\104\302

\333\146\070\251\063\126\110\361\155\033\063\215\015\214\077\140

\067\235\323\312\155\176\064\176\015\237\162\166\213\033\237\162

\375\122\065\101\105\002\226\057\034\262\232\163\111\041\261\111

\107\105\107\264\357\152\064\021\311\115\232\314\131\267\326\002

\236\132\116\145\265\224\256\033\337\051\260\026\361\277\000\236

\007\072\027\144\265\004\265\043\041\231\012\225\073\227\174\357

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Commercial"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:77:77:06:27:26:a9:b1:7c

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:06:06 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:06:06 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

03:76:AB:1D:54:C5:F9:80:3C:E4:B2:E2:01:A0:EE:7E:EF:7B:57:B6:36:E8:A9:3C:9B:8D:48:60:C9:6F:5F:A7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F9:B5:B6:32:45:5F:9C:BE:EC:57:5F:80:DC:E9:6E:2C:C7:B2:78:B7
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Commercial"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\265\266\062\105\137\234\276\354\127\137\200\334\351\156\054

\307\262\170\267

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\202\222\272\133\357\315\212\157\246\075\125\371\204\366\326\267

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155

\145\162\143\151\141\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\167\167\006\047\046\251\261\174

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Networking"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:7c:4f:04:39:1c:d4:99:2d

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:08:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:08:24 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0A:81:EC:5A:92:97:77:F1:45:90:4A:F3:8D:5D:50:9F:66:B5:E2:C5:8F:CD:B5:31:05:8B:0E:17:F3:F0:B4:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 29:36:21:02:8B:20:ED:02:F5:66:C5:32:D1:D6:ED:90:9F:45:00:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Networking"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026
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\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\174\117\004\071\034\324\231\055

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\114\060\202\002\064\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\174

\117\004\071\034\324\231\055\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\151\156\147\060\036\027\015

\061\060\060\061\062\071\061\064\060\070\062\064\132\027\015\063

\060\061\062\063\061\061\064\060\070\062\064\132\060\104\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\101\146\146\151

\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\151

\156\147\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\264\204\314\063\027\056\153\224\154\153\141\122\240

\353\243\317\171\224\114\345\224\200\231\313\125\144\104\145\217

\147\144\342\006\343\134\067\111\366\057\233\204\204\036\055\362

\140\235\060\116\314\204\205\342\054\317\036\236\376\066\253\063

\167\065\104\330\065\226\032\075\066\350\172\016\330\325\107\241

\152\151\213\331\374\273\072\256\171\132\325\364\326\161\273\232

\220\043\153\232\267\210\164\207\014\036\137\271\236\055\372\253

\123\053\334\273\166\076\223\114\010\010\214\036\242\043\034\324

\152\255\042\272\231\001\056\155\145\313\276\044\146\125\044\113

\100\104\261\033\327\341\302\205\300\336\020\077\075\355\270\374

\361\361\043\123\334\277\145\227\157\331\371\100\161\215\175\275

\225\324\316\276\240\136\047\043\336\375\246\320\046\016\000\051

\353\074\106\360\075\140\277\077\120\322\334\046\101\121\236\024

\067\102\004\243\160\127\250\033\207\355\055\372\173\356\214\012

\343\251\146\211\031\313\101\371\335\104\066\141\317\342\167\106

\310\175\366\364\222\201\066\375\333\064\361\162\176\363\014\026

\275\264\025\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\007\037\322\347\234\332\302\156\242
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\100\264\260\172\120\020\120\164\304\310\275\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\211\127\262\026\172\250\302\375\326\331\233\233\064\302\234\264

\062\024\115\247\244\337\354\276\247\276\370\103\333\221\067\316

\264\062\056\120\125\032\065\116\166\103\161\040\357\223\167\116

\025\160\056\207\303\301\035\155\334\313\265\047\324\054\126\321

\122\123\072\104\322\163\310\304\033\005\145\132\142\222\234\356

\101\215\061\333\347\064\352\131\041\325\001\172\327\144\270\144

\071\315\311\355\257\355\113\003\110\247\240\231\001\200\334\145

\243\066\256\145\131\110\117\202\113\310\145\361\127\035\345\131

\056\012\077\154\330\321\365\345\011\264\154\124\000\012\340\025

\115\207\165\155\267\130\226\132\335\155\322\000\240\364\233\110

\276\303\067\244\272\066\340\174\207\205\227\032\025\242\336\056

\242\133\275\257\030\371\220\120\315\160\131\370\047\147\107\313

\307\240\007\072\175\321\054\135\154\031\072\146\265\175\375\221

\157\202\261\276\010\223\333\024\107\361\242\067\307\105\236\074

\307\167\257\144\250\223\337\366\151\203\202\140\362\111\102\064

\355\132\000\124\205\034\026\066\222\014\134\372\246\255\277\333

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Networking"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:7c:4f:04:39:1c:d4:99:2d

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Networking,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:08:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 14:08:24 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

0A:81:EC:5A:92:97:77:F1:45:90:4A:F3:8D:5D:50:9F:66:B5:E2:C5:8F:CD:B5:31:05:8B:0E:17:F3:F0:B4:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 29:36:21:02:8B:20:ED:02:F5:66:C5:32:D1:D6:ED:90:9F:45:00:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Networking"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\051\066\041\002\213\040\355\002\365\146\305\062\321\326\355\220

\237\105\000\057

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\102\145\312\276\001\232\232\114\251\214\101\111\315\300\325\177

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\151\156\147

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\174\117\004\071\034\324\231\055

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Premium"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:6d:8c:14:46:b1:a6:0a:ee

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:10:36 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:10:36 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

70:A7:3F:7F:37:6B:60:07:42:48:90:45:34:B1:14:82:D5:BF:0E:69:8E:CC:49:8D:F5:25:77:EB:F2:E9:3B:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:A6:33:2C:E0:03:6F:B1:85:F6:63:4F:7D:6A:06:65:26:32:28:27

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\155\214\024\106\261\246\012\356

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\106\060\202\003\056\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\155

\214\024\106\261\246\012\356\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\014\023\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163

\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\060\036\027\015\061\060\060

\061\062\071\061\064\061\060\063\066\132\027\015\064\060\061\062

\063\061\061\064\061\060\063\066\132\060\101\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\101\146\146\151\162\155\124

\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\304\022\337

\251\137\376\101\335\335\365\237\212\343\366\254\341\074\170\232

\274\330\360\177\172\240\063\052\334\215\040\133\256\055\157\347

\223\331\066\160\152\150\317\216\121\243\205\133\147\004\240\020

\044\157\135\050\202\301\227\127\330\110\051\023\266\341\276\221

\115\337\205\014\123\030\232\036\044\242\117\217\360\242\205\013

\313\364\051\177\322\244\130\356\046\115\311\252\250\173\232\331

\372\070\336\104\127\025\345\370\214\310\331\110\342\015\026\047

\035\036\310\203\205\045\267\272\252\125\101\314\003\042\113\055

\221\215\213\346\211\257\146\307\351\377\053\351\074\254\332\322

\263\303\341\150\234\211\370\172\000\126\336\364\125\225\154\373

\272\144\335\142\213\337\013\167\062\353\142\314\046\232\233\273

\252\142\203\114\264\006\172\060\310\051\277\355\006\115\227\271

\034\304\061\053\325\137\274\123\022\027\234\231\127\051\146\167

\141\041\061\007\056\045\111\235\030\362\356\363\053\161\214\265

\272\071\007\111\167\374\357\056\222\220\005\215\055\057\167\173

\357\103\277\065\273\232\330\371\163\247\054\362\320\127\356\050

\116\046\137\217\220\150\011\057\270\370\334\006\351\056\232\076

\121\247\321\042\304\012\247\070\110\154\263\371\377\175\253\206

\127\343\272\326\205\170\167\272\103\352\110\177\366\330\276\043

\155\036\277\321\066\154\130\134\361\356\244\031\124\032\365\003

\322\166\346\341\214\275\074\263\323\110\113\342\310\370\177\222

\250\166\106\234\102\145\076\244\036\301\007\003\132\106\055\270

\227\363\267\325\262\125\041\357\272\334\114\000\227\373\024\225

\047\063\277\350\103\107\106\322\010\231\026\140\073\232\176\322

\346\355\070\352\354\001\036\074\110\126\111\011\307\114\067\000

\236\210\016\300\163\341\157\146\351\162\107\060\076\020\345\013

\003\311\232\102\000\154\305\224\176\141\304\212\337\177\202\032

\013\131\304\131\062\167\263\274\140\151\126\071\375\264\006\173

\054\326\144\066\331\275\110\355\204\037\176\245\042\217\052\270

\102\364\202\267\324\123\220\170\116\055\032\375\201\157\104\327

\073\001\164\226\102\340\000\342\056\153\352\305\356\162\254\273

\277\376\352\252\250\370\334\366\262\171\212\266\147\002\003\001
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\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\235\300\147\246\014\042\331\046\365\105\253\246\145\122\021

\047\330\105\254\143\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\263\127\115\020\142\116

\072\344\254\352\270\034\257\062\043\310\263\111\132\121\234\166

\050\215\171\252\127\106\027\325\365\122\366\267\104\350\010\104

\277\030\204\322\013\200\315\305\022\375\000\125\005\141\207\101

\334\265\044\236\074\304\330\310\373\160\236\057\170\226\203\040

\066\336\174\017\151\023\210\245\165\066\230\010\246\306\337\254

\316\343\130\326\267\076\336\272\363\353\064\100\330\242\201\365

\170\077\057\325\245\374\331\242\324\136\004\016\027\255\376\101

\360\345\262\162\372\104\202\063\102\350\055\130\367\126\214\142

\077\272\102\260\234\014\134\176\056\145\046\134\123\117\000\262

\170\176\241\015\231\055\215\270\035\216\242\304\260\375\140\320

\060\244\216\310\004\142\251\304\355\065\336\172\227\355\016\070

\136\222\057\223\160\245\251\234\157\247\175\023\035\176\306\010

\110\261\136\147\353\121\010\045\351\346\045\153\122\051\221\234

\322\071\163\010\127\336\231\006\264\133\235\020\006\341\302\000

\250\270\034\112\002\012\024\320\301\101\312\373\214\065\041\175

\202\070\362\251\124\221\031\065\223\224\155\152\072\305\262\320

\273\211\206\223\350\233\311\017\072\247\172\270\241\360\170\106

\372\374\067\057\345\212\204\363\337\376\004\331\241\150\240\057

\044\342\011\225\006\325\225\312\341\044\226\353\174\366\223\005

\273\355\163\351\055\321\165\071\327\347\044\333\330\116\137\103

\217\236\320\024\071\277\125\160\110\231\127\061\264\234\356\112

\230\003\226\060\037\140\006\356\033\043\376\201\140\043\032\107

\142\205\245\314\031\064\200\157\263\254\032\343\237\360\173\110

\255\325\001\331\147\266\251\162\223\352\055\146\265\262\270\344

\075\074\262\357\114\214\352\353\007\277\253\065\232\125\206\274

\030\246\265\250\136\264\203\154\153\151\100\323\237\334\361\303

\151\153\271\341\155\011\364\361\252\120\166\012\172\175\172\027

\241\125\226\102\231\061\011\335\140\021\215\005\060\176\346\216

\106\321\235\024\332\307\027\344\005\226\214\304\044\265\033\317

\024\007\262\100\370\243\236\101\206\274\004\320\153\226\310\052

\200\064\375\277\357\006\243\335\130\305\205\075\076\217\376\236

\051\340\266\270\011\150\031\034\030\103

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Premium"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:6d:8c:14:46:b1:a6:0a:ee

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:10:36 2010
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# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:10:36 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

70:A7:3F:7F:37:6B:60:07:42:48:90:45:34:B1:14:82:D5:BF:0E:69:8E:CC:49:8D:F5:25:77:EB:F2:E9:3B:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:A6:33:2C:E0:03:6F:B1:85:F6:63:4F:7D:6A:06:65:26:32:28:27

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\246\063\054\340\003\157\261\205\366\143\117\175\152\006\145

\046\062\050\047

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\304\135\016\110\266\254\050\060\116\012\274\371\070\026\207\127

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\155\214\024\106\261\246\012\356

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

#

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:74:97:25:8a:c7:3f:7a:54

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:20:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:20:24 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BD:71:FD:F6:DA:97:E4:CF:62:D1:64:7A:DD:25:81:B0:7D:79:AD:F8:39:7E:B4:EC:BA:9C:5E:84:88:82:14:23

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:23:6B:00:2F:1D:16:86:53:01:55:6C:11:A4:37:CA:EB:FF:C3:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\164\227\045\212\307\077\172\124

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\376\060\202\001\205\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\164

\227\045\212\307\077\172\124\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146

\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004

\003\014\027\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120

\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\105\103\103\060\036\027\015\061\060

\060\061\062\071\061\064\062\060\062\064\132\027\015\064\060\061

\062\063\061\061\064\062\060\062\064\132\060\105\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\105\103

\103\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\015\060\136\033\025\235\003

\320\241\171\065\267\072\074\222\172\312\025\034\315\142\363\234

\046\134\007\075\345\124\372\243\326\314\022\352\364\024\137\350

\216\031\253\057\056\110\346\254\030\103\170\254\320\067\303\275

\262\315\054\346\107\342\032\346\143\270\075\056\057\170\304\117

\333\364\017\244\150\114\125\162\153\225\035\116\030\102\225\170

\314\067\074\221\342\233\145\053\051\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\232\257\051\172\300\021\065\065

\046\121\060\000\303\152\376\100\325\256\326\074\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060

\027\011\363\207\210\120\132\257\310\300\102\277\107\137\365\154

\152\206\340\304\047\164\344\070\123\327\005\177\033\064\343\306

\057\263\312\011\074\067\235\327\347\270\106\361\375\241\342\161
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\002\060\102\131\207\103\324\121\337\272\323\011\062\132\316\210

\176\127\075\234\137\102\153\365\007\055\265\360\202\223\371\131

\157\256\144\372\130\345\213\036\343\143\276\265\201\315\157\002

\214\171

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:74:97:25:8a:c7:3f:7a:54

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC,O=AffirmTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 29 14:20:24 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 14:20:24 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BD:71:FD:F6:DA:97:E4:CF:62:D1:64:7A:DD:25:81:B0:7D:79:AD:F8:39:7E:B4:EC:BA:9C:5E:84:88:82:14:23

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:23:6B:00:2F:1D:16:86:53:01:55:6C:11:A4:37:CA:EB:FF:C3:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\043\153\000\057\035\026\206\123\001\125\154\021\244\067\312

\353\377\303\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\144\260\011\125\317\261\325\231\342\276\023\253\246\135\352\115

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\101\146\146\151\162\155

\124\162\165\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027

\101\146\146\151\162\155\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\145\155

\151\165\155\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\164\227\045\212\307\077\172\124

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Network CA"

#
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# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 279744 (0x444c0)

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 22 12:07:37 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 12:07:37 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:58:46:8D:55:F5:8E:49:7E:74:39:82:D2:B5:00:10:B6:D1:65:37:4A:CF:83:A7:D4:A3:2D:B7:68:C4:40:8E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 07:E0:32:E0:20:B7:2C:3F:19:2F:06:28:A2:59:3A:19:A7:0F:06:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\004\104\300

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\273\060\202\002\243\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\004

\104\300\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164
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\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\062\062\061\062\060\067\063

\067\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061\062\060\067\063\067

\132\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\343\373\175\243\162\272\302\360\311\024\207\365\153\001

\116\341\156\100\007\272\155\047\135\177\367\133\055\263\132\307

\121\137\253\244\062\246\141\207\266\156\017\206\322\060\002\227

\370\327\151\127\241\030\071\135\152\144\171\306\001\131\254\074

\061\112\070\174\322\004\322\113\050\350\040\137\073\007\242\314

\115\163\333\363\256\117\307\126\325\132\247\226\211\372\363\253

\150\324\043\206\131\047\317\011\047\274\254\156\162\203\034\060

\162\337\340\242\351\322\341\164\165\031\275\052\236\173\025\124

\004\033\327\103\071\255\125\050\305\342\032\273\364\300\344\256

\070\111\063\314\166\205\237\071\105\322\244\236\362\022\214\121

\370\174\344\055\177\365\254\137\353\026\237\261\055\321\272\314

\221\102\167\114\045\311\220\070\157\333\360\314\373\216\036\227

\131\076\325\140\116\346\005\050\355\111\171\023\113\272\110\333

\057\371\162\323\071\312\376\037\330\064\162\365\264\100\317\061

\001\303\354\336\021\055\027\135\037\270\120\321\136\031\247\151

\336\007\063\050\312\120\225\371\247\124\313\124\206\120\105\251

\371\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\010\166\315\313\007\377\044\366\305

\315\355\273\220\274\342\204\067\106\165\367\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\246

\250\255\042\316\001\075\246\243\377\142\320\110\235\213\136\162

\260\170\104\343\334\034\257\011\375\043\110\372\275\052\304\271

\125\004\265\020\243\215\047\336\013\202\143\320\356\336\014\067

\171\101\133\042\262\260\232\101\134\246\160\340\324\320\167\313

\043\323\000\340\154\126\057\341\151\015\015\331\252\277\041\201

\120\331\006\245\250\377\225\067\320\252\376\342\263\365\231\055

\105\204\212\345\102\011\327\164\002\057\367\211\330\231\351\274

\047\324\107\215\272\015\106\034\167\317\024\244\034\271\244\061

\304\234\050\164\003\064\377\063\031\046\245\351\015\164\267\076

\227\306\166\350\047\226\243\146\335\341\256\362\101\133\312\230

\126\203\163\160\344\206\032\322\061\101\272\057\276\055\023\132
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\166\157\116\350\116\201\016\077\133\003\042\240\022\276\146\130

\021\112\313\003\304\264\052\052\055\226\027\340\071\124\274\110

\323\166\047\235\232\055\006\246\311\354\071\322\253\333\237\232

\013\047\002\065\051\261\100\225\347\371\350\234\125\210\031\106

\326\267\064\365\176\316\071\232\331\070\361\121\367\117\054

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Trusted Network CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number: 279744 (0x444c0)

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 22 12:07:37 2008

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 12:07:37 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:58:46:8D:55:F5:8E:49:7E:74:39:82:D2:B5:00:10:B6:D1:65:37:4A:CF:83:A7:D4:A3:2D:B7:68:C4:40:8E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 07:E0:32:E0:20:B7:2C:3F:19:2F:06:28:A2:59:3A:19:A7:0F:06:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\007\340\062\340\040\267\054\077\031\057\006\050\242\131\072\031

\247\017\006\236

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\325\351\201\100\305\030\151\374\106\054\211\165\142\017\252\170

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\176\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164

\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162

\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\004\104\300

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 28 07:24:33 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:D8:8F:E1:10:1C:41:AE:3E:80:1B:F8:BE:56:35:0E:E9:BA:D1:A6:B9:BD:51:5E:DC:5C:6D:5B:87:11:AC:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:9E:87:6D:D3:EB:FC:42:26:97:A3:B5:A3:7A:A0:76:A9:06:23:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\173\060\202\002\143\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116\055

\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157\157
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\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041\124

\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\070\062\070\060\067\062\064\063\063

\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\260\176\162\270\244\003\224\346\247\336\011\070\221\112

\021\100\207\247\174\131\144\024\173\265\021\020\335\376\277\325

\300\273\126\342\205\045\364\065\162\017\370\123\320\101\341\104

\001\302\264\034\303\061\102\026\107\205\063\042\166\262\012\157

\017\345\045\120\117\205\206\276\277\230\056\020\147\036\276\021

\005\206\005\220\304\131\320\174\170\020\260\200\134\267\341\307

\053\165\313\174\237\256\265\321\235\043\067\143\247\334\102\242

\055\222\004\033\120\301\173\270\076\033\311\126\004\213\057\122

\233\255\251\126\351\301\377\255\251\130\207\060\266\201\367\227

\105\374\031\127\073\053\157\344\107\364\231\105\376\035\361\370

\227\243\210\035\067\034\134\217\340\166\045\232\120\370\240\124

\377\104\220\166\043\322\062\306\303\253\006\277\374\373\277\363

\255\175\222\142\002\133\051\323\065\243\223\232\103\144\140\135

\262\372\062\377\073\004\257\115\100\152\371\307\343\357\043\375

\153\313\345\017\213\070\015\356\012\374\376\017\230\237\060\061

\335\154\122\145\371\213\201\276\042\341\034\130\003\272\221\033

\211\007\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\152\070\133\046\215\336\213\132\362

\117\172\124\203\031\030\343\010\065\246\272\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\074

\325\167\075\332\337\211\272\207\014\010\124\152\040\120\222\276

\260\101\075\271\046\144\203\012\057\350\100\300\227\050\047\202

\060\112\311\223\377\152\347\246\000\177\211\102\232\326\021\345

\123\316\057\314\362\332\005\304\376\342\120\304\072\206\175\314

\332\176\020\011\073\222\065\052\123\262\376\353\053\005\331\154

\135\346\320\357\323\152\146\236\025\050\205\172\350\202\000\254

\036\247\011\151\126\102\323\150\121\030\276\124\232\277\104\101

\272\111\276\040\272\151\134\356\270\167\315\316\154\037\255\203

\226\030\175\016\265\024\071\204\361\050\351\055\243\236\173\036

\172\162\132\203\263\171\157\357\264\374\320\012\245\130\117\106

\337\373\155\171\131\362\204\042\122\256\017\314\373\174\073\347

\152\312\107\141\303\172\370\323\222\004\037\270\040\204\341\066

\124\026\307\100\336\073\212\163\334\337\306\011\114\337\354\332
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\377\324\123\102\241\311\362\142\035\042\203\074\227\305\371\031

\142\047\254\145\042\327\323\074\306\345\216\262\123\314\111\316

\274\060\376\173\016\063\220\373\355\322\024\221\037\007\257

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 28 07:24:33 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:D8:8F:E1:10:1C:41:AE:3E:80:1B:F8:BE:56:35:0E:E9:BA:D1:A6:B9:BD:51:5E:DC:5C:6D:5B:87:11:AC:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:9E:87:6D:D3:EB:FC:42:26:97:A3:B5:A3:7A:A0:76:A9:06:23:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\236\207\155\323\353\374\102\046\227\243\265\243\172\240\166

\251\006\043\110

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\010\217\366\371\173\267\362\261\247\036\233\352\352\275\171

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041

\124\127\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"
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#

# Issuer: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0f:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

# Subject: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 27 17:19:37 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 31 18:19:22 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0A:A4:D5:CC:BA:B4:FB:A3:59:E3:E6:01:DD:53:D9:4E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C1:77:CB:4B:E0:B4:26:8E:F5:C7:CF:45:99:22:B9:B0:CE:BA:21:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\017\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377

\377\377

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\212\060\202\003\162\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\017

\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\137

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164\141

\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151\147\151

\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\040\060

\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021\151\156

\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156\154\060

\036\027\015\060\067\060\067\062\067\061\067\061\071\063\067\132
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\027\015\062\065\060\063\063\061\061\070\061\071\062\062\132\060

\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164

\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151\147

\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\040

\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021\151

\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156\154

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\254\260\130\301\000\275\330\041\010\013\053\232\376\156\126

\060\005\237\033\167\220\020\101\134\303\015\207\021\167\216\201

\361\312\174\351\214\152\355\070\164\065\273\332\337\371\273\300

\011\067\264\226\163\201\175\063\032\230\071\367\223\157\225\177

\075\271\261\165\207\272\121\110\350\213\160\076\225\004\305\330

\266\303\026\331\210\260\261\207\035\160\332\206\264\017\024\213

\172\317\020\321\164\066\242\022\173\167\206\112\171\346\173\337

\002\021\150\245\116\206\256\064\130\233\044\023\170\126\042\045

\036\001\213\113\121\161\373\202\314\131\226\151\210\132\150\123

\305\271\015\002\067\313\113\274\146\112\220\176\052\013\005\007

\355\026\137\125\220\165\330\106\311\033\203\342\010\276\361\043

\314\231\035\326\052\017\203\040\025\130\047\202\056\372\342\042

\302\111\261\271\001\201\152\235\155\235\100\167\150\166\116\041

\052\155\204\100\205\116\166\231\174\202\363\363\267\002\131\324

\046\001\033\216\337\255\123\006\321\256\030\335\342\262\072\313

\327\210\070\216\254\133\051\271\031\323\230\371\030\003\317\110

\202\206\146\013\033\151\017\311\353\070\210\172\046\032\005\114

\222\327\044\324\226\362\254\122\055\243\107\325\122\366\077\376

\316\204\006\160\246\252\076\242\362\266\126\064\030\127\242\344

\201\155\347\312\360\152\323\307\221\153\002\203\101\174\025\357

\153\232\144\136\343\320\074\345\261\353\173\135\206\373\313\346

\167\111\315\243\145\334\367\271\234\270\344\013\137\223\317\314

\060\032\062\034\316\034\143\225\245\371\352\341\164\213\236\351

\053\251\060\173\240\030\037\016\030\013\345\133\251\323\321\154

\036\007\147\217\221\113\251\212\274\322\146\252\223\001\210\262

\221\372\061\134\325\246\301\122\010\011\315\012\143\242\323\042

\246\350\241\331\071\006\227\365\156\215\002\220\214\024\173\077

\200\315\033\234\272\304\130\162\043\257\266\126\237\306\172\102

\063\051\007\077\202\311\346\037\005\015\315\114\050\066\213\323

\310\076\034\306\210\357\136\356\211\144\351\035\353\332\211\176

\062\246\151\321\335\314\210\237\321\320\311\146\041\334\006\147

\305\224\172\232\155\142\114\175\314\340\144\200\262\236\107\216

\243\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\210\150\277\340\216\065\304\073\070\153

\142\367\050\073\204\201\310\014\327\115\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\073\002

\215\313\074\060\350\156\240\255\362\163\263\137\236\045\023\004
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\005\323\366\343\213\273\013\171\316\123\336\344\226\305\321\257

\163\274\325\303\320\100\125\174\100\177\315\033\137\011\325\362

\174\237\150\035\273\135\316\172\071\302\214\326\230\173\305\203

\125\250\325\175\100\312\340\036\367\211\136\143\135\241\023\302

\135\212\266\212\174\000\363\043\303\355\205\137\161\166\360\150

\143\252\105\041\071\110\141\170\066\334\361\103\223\324\045\307

\362\200\145\341\123\002\165\121\374\172\072\357\067\253\204\050

\127\014\330\324\324\231\126\154\343\242\376\131\204\264\061\350

\063\370\144\224\224\121\227\253\071\305\113\355\332\335\200\013

\157\174\051\015\304\216\212\162\015\347\123\024\262\140\101\075

\204\221\061\150\075\047\104\333\345\336\364\372\143\105\310\114

\076\230\365\077\101\272\116\313\067\015\272\146\230\361\335\313

\237\134\367\124\066\202\153\054\274\023\141\227\102\370\170\273

\314\310\242\237\312\360\150\275\153\035\262\337\215\157\007\235

\332\216\147\307\107\036\312\271\277\052\102\221\267\143\123\146

\361\102\243\341\364\132\115\130\153\265\344\244\063\255\134\160

\035\334\340\362\353\163\024\221\232\003\301\352\000\145\274\007

\374\317\022\021\042\054\256\240\275\072\340\242\052\330\131\351

\051\323\030\065\244\254\021\137\031\265\265\033\377\042\112\134

\306\172\344\027\357\040\251\247\364\077\255\212\247\232\004\045

\235\016\312\067\346\120\375\214\102\051\004\232\354\271\317\113

\162\275\342\010\066\257\043\057\142\345\312\001\323\160\333\174

\202\043\054\026\061\014\306\066\007\220\172\261\037\147\130\304

\073\130\131\211\260\214\214\120\263\330\206\313\150\243\304\012

\347\151\113\040\316\301\036\126\113\225\251\043\150\330\060\330

\303\353\260\125\121\315\345\375\053\270\365\273\021\237\123\124

\366\064\031\214\171\011\066\312\141\027\045\027\013\202\230\163

\014\167\164\303\325\015\307\250\022\114\307\247\124\161\107\056

\054\032\175\311\343\053\073\110\336\047\204\247\143\066\263\175

\217\240\144\071\044\015\075\173\207\257\146\134\164\033\113\163

\262\345\214\360\206\231\270\345\305\337\204\301\267\353

END

 

# Trust for Certificate "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

# Issuer: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0f:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

# Subject: E=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 27 17:19:37 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 31 18:19:22 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0A:A4:D5:CC:BA:B4:FB:A3:59:E3:E6:01:DD:53:D9:4E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C1:77:CB:4B:E0:B4:26:8E:F5:C7:CF:45:99:22:B9:B0:CE:BA:21:2F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Explicitly Distrust DigiNotar Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\301\167\313\113\340\264\046\216\365\307\317\105\231\042\271\260
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\316\272\041\057

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\012\244\325\314\272\264\373\243\131\343\346\001\335\123\331\116

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\017\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377\377

\377\377

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_NOT_TRUSTED

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Security Communication RootCA2"

#

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 29 05:00:39 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue May 29 05:00:39 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

51:3B:2C:EC:B8:10:D4:CD:E5:DD:85:39:1A:DF:C6:C2:DD:60:D8:7B:B7:36:D2:B5:21:48:4A:A4:7A:0E:BE:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:3B:8C:F2:F8:10:B3:7D:78:B4:CE:EC:19:19:C3:73:34:B9:C7:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END
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CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056

\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036

\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\060\036

\027\015\060\071\060\065\062\071\060\065\060\060\063\071\132\027

\015\062\071\060\065\062\071\060\065\060\060\063\071\132\060\135

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162

\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054

\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\320\025

\071\122\261\122\263\272\305\131\202\304\135\122\256\072\103\145

\200\113\307\362\226\274\333\066\227\326\246\144\214\250\136\360

\343\012\034\367\337\227\075\113\256\366\135\354\041\265\101\253

\315\271\176\166\237\276\371\076\066\064\240\073\301\366\061\021

\105\164\223\075\127\200\305\371\211\231\312\345\253\152\324\265

\332\101\220\020\301\326\326\102\211\302\277\364\070\022\225\114

\124\005\367\066\344\105\203\173\024\145\326\334\014\115\321\336

\176\014\253\073\304\025\276\072\126\246\132\157\166\151\122\251

\172\271\310\353\152\232\135\122\320\055\012\153\065\026\011\020

\204\320\152\312\072\006\000\067\107\344\176\127\117\077\213\353

\147\270\210\252\305\276\123\125\262\221\304\175\271\260\205\031

\006\170\056\333\141\032\372\205\365\112\221\241\347\026\325\216

\242\071\337\224\270\160\037\050\077\213\374\100\136\143\203\074

\203\052\032\231\153\317\336\131\152\073\374\157\026\327\037\375

\112\020\353\116\202\026\072\254\047\014\123\361\255\325\044\260

\153\003\120\301\055\074\026\335\104\064\047\032\165\373\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026
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\004\024\012\205\251\167\145\005\230\174\100\201\370\017\227\054

\070\361\012\354\074\317\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\114\072\243\104\254

\271\105\261\307\223\176\310\013\012\102\337\144\352\034\356\131

\154\010\272\211\137\152\312\112\225\236\172\217\007\305\332\105

\162\202\161\016\072\322\314\157\247\264\241\043\273\366\044\237

\313\027\376\214\246\316\302\322\333\314\215\374\161\374\003\051

\301\154\135\063\137\144\266\145\073\211\157\030\166\170\365\334

\242\110\037\031\077\216\223\353\361\372\027\356\315\116\343\004

\022\125\326\345\344\335\373\076\005\174\342\035\136\306\247\274

\227\117\150\072\365\351\056\012\103\266\257\127\134\142\150\174

\267\375\243\212\204\240\254\142\276\053\011\207\064\360\152\001

\273\233\051\126\074\376\000\067\317\043\154\361\116\252\266\164

\106\022\154\221\356\064\325\354\232\221\347\104\276\220\061\162

\325\111\002\366\002\345\364\037\353\174\331\226\125\251\377\354

\212\371\231\107\377\065\132\002\252\004\313\212\133\207\161\051

\221\275\244\264\172\015\275\232\365\127\043\000\007\041\027\077

\112\071\321\005\111\013\247\266\067\201\245\135\214\252\063\136

\201\050\174\247\175\047\353\000\256\215\067

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Security Communication RootCA2"

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication RootCA2,O="SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD.",C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 29 05:00:39 2009

# Not Valid After : Tue May 29 05:00:39 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

51:3B:2C:EC:B8:10:D4:CD:E5:DD:85:39:1A:DF:C6:C2:DD:60:D8:7B:B7:36:D2:B5:21:48:4A:A4:7A:0E:BE:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5F:3B:8C:F2:F8:10:B3:7D:78:B4:CE:EC:19:19:C3:73:34:B9:C7:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\073\214\362\370\020\263\175\170\264\316\354\031\031\303\163

\064\271\307\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\154\071\175\244\016\125\131\262\077\326\101\261\022\120\336\103

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "EC-ACC"

#

# Issuer: CN=EC-ACC,OU=Jerarquia Entitats de Certificacio Catalanes,OU=Vegeu https://www.catcert.net/verarrel

(c)03,OU=Serveis Publics de Certificacio,O=Agencia Catalana de Certificacio (NIF Q-0801176-I),C=ES

# Serial Number:ee:2b:3d:eb:d4:21:de:14:a8:62:ac:04:f3:dd:c4:01

# Subject: CN=EC-ACC,OU=Jerarquia Entitats de Certificacio Catalanes,OU=Vegeu

https://www.catcert.net/verarrel (c)03,OU=Serveis Publics de Certificacio,O=Agencia Catalana de Certificacio (NIF

Q-0801176-I),C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 07 23:00:00 2003

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 07 22:59:59 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:49:7F:01:60:2F:31:54:24:6A:E2:8C:4D:5A:EF:10:F1:D8:7E:BB:76:62:6F:4A:E0:B7:F9:5B:A7:96:87:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 28:90:3A:63:5B:52:80:FA:E6:77:4C:0B:6D:A7:D6:BA:A6:4A:F2:E8

# For Server Distrust After: Sat Dec 28 00:00:00 2019

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "EC-ACC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\363\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\103\141\164\141\154\141\156\141\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040\050\116\111\106

\040\121\055\060\070\060\061\061\067\066\055\111\051\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\166\145\151\163\040

\120\165\142\154\151\143\163\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013

\023\054\126\145\147\145\165\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057

\167\167\167\056\143\141\164\143\145\162\164\056\156\145\164\057
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\166\145\162\141\162\162\145\154\040\050\143\051\060\063\061\065

\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\112\145\162\141\162\161\165

\151\141\040\105\156\164\151\164\141\164\163\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040\103\141\164\141

\154\141\156\145\163\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\003\023\006

\105\103\055\101\103\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\363\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\103\141\164\141\154\141\156\141\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040\050\116\111\106

\040\121\055\060\070\060\061\061\067\066\055\111\051\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\166\145\151\163\040

\120\165\142\154\151\143\163\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013

\023\054\126\145\147\145\165\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057

\167\167\167\056\143\141\164\143\145\162\164\056\156\145\164\057

\166\145\162\141\162\162\145\154\040\050\143\051\060\063\061\065

\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\112\145\162\141\162\161\165

\151\141\040\105\156\164\151\164\141\164\163\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040\103\141\164\141

\154\141\156\145\163\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\003\023\006

\105\103\055\101\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\356\053\075\353\324\041\336\024\250\142\254\004\363\335

\304\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\126\060\202\004\076\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\356

\053\075\353\324\041\336\024\250\142\254\004\363\335\304\001\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\363\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\101\147\145\156\143\151\141

\040\103\141\164\141\154\141\156\141\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040\050\116\111\106\040\121

\055\060\070\060\061\061\067\066\055\111\051\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\166\145\151\163\040\120\165

\142\154\151\143\163\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\143\151\157\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054

\126\145\147\145\165\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167

\167\056\143\141\164\143\145\162\164\056\156\145\164\057\166\145

\162\141\162\162\145\154\040\050\143\051\060\063\061\065\060\063

\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\112\145\162\141\162\161\165\151\141

\040\105\156\164\151\164\141\164\163\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040\103\141\164\141\154\141
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\156\145\163\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\003\023\006\105\103

\055\101\103\103\060\036\027\015\060\063\060\061\060\067\062\063

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\061\060\061\060\067\062\062\065

\071\065\071\132\060\201\363\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\101

\147\145\156\143\151\141\040\103\141\164\141\154\141\156\141\040

\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040

\050\116\111\106\040\121\055\060\070\060\061\061\067\066\055\111

\051\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\166

\145\151\163\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\163\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\061\065\060\063\006

\003\125\004\013\023\054\126\145\147\145\165\040\150\164\164\160

\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\141\164\143\145\162\164\056

\156\145\164\057\166\145\162\141\162\162\145\154\040\050\143\051

\060\063\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\112\145\162

\141\162\161\165\151\141\040\105\156\164\151\164\141\164\163\040

\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040

\103\141\164\141\154\141\156\145\163\061\017\060\015\006\003\125

\004\003\023\006\105\103\055\101\103\103\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\263\042\307\117\342

\227\102\225\210\107\203\100\366\035\027\363\203\163\044\036\121

\363\230\212\303\222\270\377\100\220\005\160\207\140\311\000\251

\265\224\145\031\042\025\027\302\103\154\146\104\232\015\004\076

\071\157\245\113\172\252\143\267\212\104\235\331\143\221\204\146

\340\050\017\272\102\343\156\216\367\024\047\223\151\356\221\016

\243\137\016\261\353\146\242\162\117\022\023\206\145\172\076\333

\117\007\364\247\011\140\332\072\102\231\307\262\177\263\026\225

\034\307\371\064\265\224\205\325\231\136\240\110\240\176\347\027

\145\270\242\165\270\036\363\345\102\175\257\355\363\212\110\144

\135\202\024\223\330\300\344\377\263\120\162\362\166\366\263\135

\102\120\171\320\224\076\153\014\000\276\330\153\016\116\052\354

\076\322\314\202\242\030\145\063\023\167\236\232\135\032\023\330

\303\333\075\310\227\172\356\160\355\247\346\174\333\161\317\055

\224\142\337\155\326\365\070\276\077\245\205\012\031\270\250\330

\011\165\102\160\304\352\357\313\016\310\064\250\022\042\230\014

\270\023\224\266\113\354\360\320\220\347\047\002\003\001\000\001

\243\201\343\060\201\340\060\035\006\003\125\035\021\004\026\060

\024\201\022\145\143\137\141\143\143\100\143\141\164\143\145\162

\164\056\156\145\164\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\240\303\213\104\252\067\245\105\277\227\200\132\321\361\170

\242\233\351\135\215\060\177\006\003\125\035\040\004\170\060\166

\060\164\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\365\170\001\003\001\012\060

\145\060\054\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\040\150

\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\141\164\143\145

\162\164\056\156\145\164\057\166\145\162\141\162\162\145\154\060
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\065\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\051\032\047\126

\145\147\145\165\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\143\141\164\143\145\162\164\056\156\145\164\057\166\145\162

\141\162\162\145\154\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\240\110\133\202\001\366

\115\110\270\071\125\065\234\200\172\123\231\325\132\377\261\161

\073\314\071\011\224\136\326\332\357\276\001\133\135\323\036\330

\375\175\117\315\240\101\340\064\223\277\313\342\206\234\067\222

\220\126\034\334\353\051\005\345\304\236\307\065\337\212\014\315

\305\041\103\351\252\210\345\065\300\031\102\143\132\002\136\244

\110\030\072\205\157\334\235\274\077\235\234\301\207\270\172\141

\010\351\167\013\177\160\253\172\335\331\227\054\144\036\205\277

\274\164\226\241\303\172\022\354\014\032\156\203\014\074\350\162

\106\237\373\110\325\136\227\346\261\241\370\344\357\106\045\224

\234\211\333\151\070\276\354\134\016\126\307\145\121\345\120\210

\210\277\102\325\053\075\345\371\272\236\056\263\312\364\163\222

\002\013\276\114\146\353\040\376\271\313\265\231\177\346\266\023

\372\312\113\115\331\356\123\106\006\073\306\116\255\223\132\201

\176\154\052\113\152\005\105\214\362\041\244\061\220\207\154\145

\234\235\245\140\225\072\122\177\365\321\253\010\156\363\356\133

\371\210\075\176\270\157\156\003\344\102

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\071\061\062\062\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "EC-ACC"

# Issuer: CN=EC-ACC,OU=Jerarquia Entitats de Certificacio Catalanes,OU=Vegeu https://www.catcert.net/verarrel

(c)03,OU=Serveis Publics de Certificacio,O=Agencia Catalana de Certificacio (NIF Q-0801176-I),C=ES

# Serial Number:ee:2b:3d:eb:d4:21:de:14:a8:62:ac:04:f3:dd:c4:01

# Subject: CN=EC-ACC,OU=Jerarquia Entitats de Certificacio Catalanes,OU=Vegeu

https://www.catcert.net/verarrel (c)03,OU=Serveis Publics de Certificacio,O=Agencia Catalana de Certificacio (NIF

Q-0801176-I),C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 07 23:00:00 2003

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 07 22:59:59 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:49:7F:01:60:2F:31:54:24:6A:E2:8C:4D:5A:EF:10:F1:D8:7E:BB:76:62:6F:4A:E0:B7:F9:5B:A7:96:87:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 28:90:3A:63:5B:52:80:FA:E6:77:4C:0B:6D:A7:D6:BA:A6:4A:F2:E8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "EC-ACC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\050\220\072\143\133\122\200\372\346\167\114\013\155\247\326\272

\246\112\362\350

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\353\365\235\051\015\141\371\102\037\174\302\272\155\343\025\011

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\363\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\103\141\164\141\154\141\156\141\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040\050\116\111\106

\040\121\055\060\070\060\061\061\067\066\055\111\051\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\166\145\151\163\040

\120\165\142\154\151\143\163\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013

\023\054\126\145\147\145\165\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057

\167\167\167\056\143\141\164\143\145\162\164\056\156\145\164\057

\166\145\162\141\162\162\145\154\040\050\143\051\060\063\061\065

\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\112\145\162\141\162\161\165

\151\141\040\105\156\164\151\164\141\164\163\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\040\103\141\164\141

\154\141\156\145\163\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\003\023\006

\105\103\055\101\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\356\053\075\353\324\041\336\024\250\142\254\004\363\335

\304\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 06 13:49:52 2011

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 01 13:49:52 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BC:10:4F:15:A4:8B:E7:09:DC:A5:42:A7:E1:D4:B9:DF:6F:05:45:27:E8:02:EA:A9:2D:59:54:44:25:8A:FE:71

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FE:45:65:9B:79:03:5B:98:A1:61:B5:51:2E:AC:DA:58:09:48:22:4D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145

\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023

\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155

\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145

\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023

\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155

\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\061\060\202\003\031\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023\067

\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151

\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111

\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\040\062\060\061\061\060\036\027\015\061\061\061\062\060

\066\061\063\064\071\065\062\132\027\015\063\061\061\062\060\061

\061\063\064\071\065\062\132\060\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012
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\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145

\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060

\076\006\003\125\004\003\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\061\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\251\123\000\343\056\246\366\216\372\140\330\055\225\076\370\054

\052\124\116\315\271\204\141\224\130\117\217\075\213\344\103\363

\165\211\215\121\344\303\067\322\212\210\115\171\036\267\022\335

\103\170\112\212\222\346\327\110\325\017\244\072\051\104\065\270

\007\366\150\035\125\315\070\121\360\214\044\061\205\257\203\311

\175\351\167\257\355\032\173\235\027\371\263\235\070\120\017\246

\132\171\221\200\257\067\256\246\323\061\373\265\046\011\235\074

\132\357\121\305\053\337\226\135\353\062\036\002\332\160\111\354

\156\014\310\232\067\215\367\361\066\140\113\046\054\202\236\320

\170\363\015\017\143\244\121\060\341\371\053\047\022\007\330\352

\275\030\142\230\260\131\067\175\276\356\363\040\121\102\132\203

\357\223\272\151\025\361\142\235\237\231\071\202\241\267\164\056

\213\324\305\013\173\057\360\310\012\332\075\171\012\232\223\034

\245\050\162\163\221\103\232\247\321\115\205\204\271\251\164\217

\024\100\307\334\336\254\101\144\154\264\031\233\002\143\155\044

\144\217\104\262\045\352\316\135\164\014\143\062\134\215\207\345

\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\211\060\201\206\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003

\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\246\221\102\375\023\141\112\043\236\010\244\051

\345\330\023\004\043\356\101\045\060\107\006\003\125\035\036\004

\100\060\076\240\074\060\005\202\003\056\147\162\060\005\202\003

\056\145\165\060\006\202\004\056\145\144\165\060\006\202\004\056

\157\162\147\060\005\201\003\056\147\162\060\005\201\003\056\145

\165\060\006\201\004\056\145\144\165\060\006\201\004\056\157\162

\147\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\037\357\171\101\341\173\156\077\262\214\206

\067\102\112\116\034\067\036\215\146\272\044\201\311\117\022\017

\041\300\003\227\206\045\155\135\323\042\051\250\154\242\015\251

\353\075\006\133\231\072\307\314\303\232\064\177\253\016\310\116

\034\341\372\344\334\315\015\276\277\044\376\154\347\153\302\015

\310\006\236\116\215\141\050\246\152\375\345\366\142\352\030\074

\116\240\123\235\262\072\234\353\245\234\221\026\266\115\202\340

\014\005\110\251\154\365\314\370\313\235\111\264\360\002\245\375

\160\003\355\212\041\245\256\023\206\111\303\063\163\276\207\073

\164\213\027\105\046\114\026\221\203\376\147\175\315\115\143\147

\372\363\003\022\226\170\006\215\261\147\355\216\077\276\237\117

\002\365\263\011\057\363\114\207\337\052\313\225\174\001\314\254
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\066\172\277\242\163\172\367\217\301\265\232\241\024\262\217\063

\237\015\357\042\334\146\173\204\275\105\027\006\075\074\312\271

\167\064\217\312\352\317\077\061\076\343\210\343\200\111\045\310

\227\265\235\232\231\115\260\074\370\112\000\233\144\335\237\071

\113\321\047\327\270

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011"

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 06 13:49:52 2011

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 01 13:49:52 2031

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BC:10:4F:15:A4:8B:E7:09:DC:A5:42:A7:E1:D4:B9:DF:6F:05:45:27:E8:02:EA:A9:2D:59:54:44:25:8A:FE:71

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FE:45:65:9B:79:03:5B:98:A1:61:B5:51:2E:AC:DA:58:09:48:22:4D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\376\105\145\233\171\003\133\230\241\141\265\121\056\254\332\130

\011\110\042\115

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\163\237\114\113\163\133\171\351\372\272\034\357\156\313\325\311

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145

\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023

\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155

\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Serial Number:57:0a:11:97:42:c4:e3:cc

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Sep 22 11:22:02 2011

# Not Valid After : Sun Sep 22 11:22:02 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:92:60:84:EC:96:3A:64:B9:6E:2A:BE:01:CE:0B:A8:6A:64:FB:FE:BC:C7:AA:B5:AF:C1:55:B3:7F:D7:60:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:73:B3:87:06:5A:28:84:8A:F2:F3:4A:CE:19:2B:DD:C7:8E:9C:AC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062

\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062

\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\127\012\021\227\102\304\343\314

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\273\060\202\003\243\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\127

\012\021\227\102\304\343\314\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004
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\006\023\002\111\124\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005

\115\151\154\141\156\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032

\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060

\063\063\065\070\065\062\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\003\014\036\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164

\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\071\062\062\061\061\062

\062\060\062\132\027\015\063\060\060\071\062\062\061\061\062\062

\060\062\132\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\111\124\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154

\141\156\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164

\141\154\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065

\070\065\062\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156

\164\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\247\306\304\245\051\244\054\357\345\030\305\260\120\243\157

\121\073\237\012\132\311\302\110\070\012\302\034\240\030\177\221

\265\207\271\100\077\335\035\150\037\010\203\325\055\036\210\240

\370\217\126\217\155\231\002\222\220\026\325\137\010\154\211\327

\341\254\274\040\302\261\340\203\121\212\151\115\000\226\132\157

\057\300\104\176\243\016\344\221\315\130\356\334\373\307\036\105

\107\335\047\271\010\001\237\246\041\035\365\101\055\057\114\375

\050\255\340\212\255\042\264\126\145\216\206\124\217\223\103\051

\336\071\106\170\243\060\043\272\315\360\175\023\127\300\135\322

\203\153\110\114\304\253\237\200\132\133\072\275\311\247\042\077

\200\047\063\133\016\267\212\014\135\007\067\010\313\154\322\172

\107\042\104\065\305\314\314\056\216\335\052\355\267\175\146\015

\137\141\121\042\125\033\343\106\343\343\075\320\065\142\232\333

\257\024\310\133\241\314\211\033\341\060\046\374\240\233\037\201

\247\107\037\004\353\243\071\222\006\237\231\323\277\323\352\117

\120\234\031\376\226\207\036\074\145\366\243\030\044\203\206\020

\347\124\076\250\072\166\044\117\201\041\305\343\017\002\370\223

\224\107\040\273\376\324\016\323\150\271\335\304\172\204\202\343

\123\124\171\335\333\234\322\362\007\233\056\266\274\076\355\205

\155\357\045\021\362\227\032\102\141\367\112\227\350\213\261\020

\007\372\145\201\262\242\071\317\367\074\377\030\373\306\361\132

\213\131\342\002\254\173\222\320\116\024\117\131\105\366\014\136

\050\137\260\350\077\105\317\317\257\233\157\373\204\323\167\132

\225\157\254\224\204\236\356\274\300\112\217\112\223\370\104\041

\342\061\105\141\120\116\020\330\343\065\174\114\031\264\336\005

\277\243\006\237\310\265\315\344\037\327\027\006\015\172\225\164

\125\015\150\032\374\020\033\142\144\235\155\340\225\240\303\224

\007\127\015\024\346\275\005\373\270\237\346\337\213\342\306\347

\176\226\366\123\305\200\064\120\050\130\360\022\120\161\027\060

\272\346\170\143\274\364\262\255\233\053\262\376\341\071\214\136

\272\013\040\224\336\173\203\270\377\343\126\215\267\021\351\073
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\214\362\261\301\135\235\244\013\114\053\331\262\030\365\265\237

\113\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\122\330\210\072\310\237\170\146\355\211\363

\173\070\160\224\311\002\002\066\320\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\122\330\210\072\310\237\170\146\355

\211\363\173\070\160\224\311\002\002\066\320\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\013

\173\162\207\300\140\246\111\114\210\130\346\035\210\367\024\144

\110\246\330\130\012\016\117\023\065\337\065\035\324\355\006\061

\310\201\076\152\325\335\073\032\062\356\220\075\021\322\056\364

\216\303\143\056\043\146\260\147\276\157\266\300\023\071\140\252

\242\064\045\223\165\122\336\247\235\255\016\207\211\122\161\152

\026\074\031\035\203\370\232\051\145\276\364\077\232\331\360\363

\132\207\041\161\200\115\313\340\070\233\077\273\372\340\060\115

\317\206\323\145\020\031\030\321\227\002\261\053\162\102\150\254

\240\275\116\132\332\030\277\153\230\201\320\375\232\276\136\025

\110\315\021\025\271\300\051\134\264\350\210\367\076\066\256\267

\142\375\036\142\336\160\170\020\034\110\133\332\274\244\070\272

\147\355\125\076\136\127\337\324\003\100\114\201\244\322\117\143

\247\011\102\011\024\374\000\251\302\200\163\117\056\300\100\331

\021\173\110\352\172\002\300\323\353\050\001\046\130\164\301\300

\163\042\155\223\225\375\071\175\273\052\343\366\202\343\054\227

\137\116\037\221\224\372\376\054\243\330\166\032\270\115\262\070

\117\233\372\035\110\140\171\046\342\363\375\251\320\232\350\160

\217\111\172\326\345\275\012\016\333\055\363\215\277\353\343\244

\175\313\307\225\161\350\332\243\174\305\302\370\164\222\004\033

\206\254\244\042\123\100\266\254\376\114\166\317\373\224\062\300

\065\237\166\077\156\345\220\156\240\246\046\242\270\054\276\321

\053\205\375\247\150\310\272\001\053\261\154\164\035\270\163\225

\347\356\267\307\045\360\000\114\000\262\176\266\013\213\034\363

\300\120\236\045\271\340\010\336\066\146\377\067\245\321\273\124

\144\054\311\047\265\113\222\176\145\377\323\055\341\271\116\274

\177\244\101\041\220\101\167\246\071\037\352\236\343\237\320\146

\157\005\354\252\166\176\277\153\026\240\353\265\307\374\222\124

\057\053\021\047\045\067\170\114\121\152\260\363\314\130\135\024

\361\152\110\025\377\302\007\266\261\215\017\216\134\120\106\263

\075\277\001\230\117\262\131\124\107\076\064\173\170\155\126\223

\056\163\352\146\050\170\315\035\024\277\240\217\057\056\270\056

\216\362\024\212\314\351\265\174\373\154\235\014\245\341\226

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT
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# Serial Number:57:0a:11:97:42:c4:e3:cc

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milan,C=IT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Sep 22 11:22:02 2011

# Not Valid After : Sun Sep 22 11:22:02 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:92:60:84:EC:96:3A:64:B9:6E:2A:BE:01:CE:0B:A8:6A:64:FB:FE:BC:C7:AA:B5:AF:C1:55:B3:7F:D7:60:66

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:73:B3:87:06:5A:28:84:8A:F2:F3:4A:CE:19:2B:DD:C7:8E:9C:AC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\363\163\263\207\006\132\050\204\212\362\363\112\316\031\053\335

\307\216\234\254

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\301\015\117\007\243\033\303\376\126\075\004\274\021\366\246

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\115\151\154\141\156\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062

\060\071\066\067\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\127\012\021\227\102\304\343\314

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:38:03 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:38:03 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:11:40:25:19:7C:5B:B9:5D:94:E6:3D:55:CD:43:79:08:47:B6:46:B2:3C:DF:11:AD:A4:A0:0E:FF:15:FB:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 49:0A:75:74:DE:87:0A:47:FE:58:EE:F6:C7:6B:EB:C6:0B:12:40:99

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\131\060\202\003\101\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\002

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\036\027\015\061\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\063\070\060\063\132

\027\015\064\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\063\070\060\063\132\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\327\307\136\367\301\007\324\167\373\103\041\364\364\365\151\344

\356\062\001\333\243\206\037\344\131\015\272\347\165\203\122\353

\352\034\141\025\110\273\035\007\312\214\256\260\334\226\235\352

\303\140\222\206\202\050\163\234\126\006\377\113\144\360\014\052

\067\111\265\345\317\014\174\356\361\112\273\163\060\145\363\325

\057\203\266\176\343\347\365\236\253\140\371\323\361\235\222\164

\212\344\034\226\254\133\200\351\265\364\061\207\243\121\374\307

\176\241\157\216\123\167\324\227\301\125\063\222\076\030\057\165
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\324\255\206\111\313\225\257\124\006\154\330\006\023\215\133\377

\341\046\031\131\300\044\272\201\161\171\220\104\120\150\044\224

\137\270\263\021\361\051\101\141\243\101\313\043\066\325\301\361

\062\120\020\116\177\364\206\223\354\204\323\216\274\113\277\134

\001\116\007\075\334\024\212\224\012\244\352\163\373\013\121\350

\023\007\030\372\016\361\053\321\124\025\175\074\341\367\264\031

\102\147\142\136\167\340\242\125\354\266\331\151\027\325\072\257

\104\355\112\305\236\344\172\047\174\345\165\327\252\313\045\347

\337\153\012\333\017\115\223\116\250\240\315\173\056\362\131\001

\152\267\015\270\007\201\176\213\070\033\070\346\012\127\231\075

\356\041\350\243\365\014\026\335\213\354\064\216\234\052\034\000

\025\027\215\150\203\322\160\237\030\010\315\021\150\325\311\153

\122\315\304\106\217\334\265\363\330\127\163\036\351\224\071\004

\277\323\336\070\336\264\123\354\151\034\242\176\304\217\344\033

\160\255\362\242\371\373\367\026\144\146\151\237\111\121\242\342

\025\030\147\006\112\177\325\154\265\115\263\063\340\141\353\135

\276\351\230\017\062\327\035\113\074\056\132\001\122\221\011\362

\337\352\215\330\006\100\143\252\021\344\376\303\067\236\024\122

\077\364\342\314\362\141\223\321\375\147\153\327\122\256\277\150

\253\100\103\240\127\065\123\170\360\123\370\141\102\007\144\306

\327\157\233\114\070\015\143\254\142\257\066\213\242\163\012\015

\365\041\275\164\252\115\352\162\003\111\333\307\137\035\142\143

\307\375\335\221\354\063\356\365\155\264\156\060\150\336\310\326

\046\260\165\136\173\264\007\040\230\241\166\062\270\115\154\117

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\311\200\167\340\142\222\202\365\106\234\363

\272\367\114\303\336\270\243\255\071\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\123\137\041

\365\272\260\072\122\071\054\222\260\154\000\311\357\316\040\357

\006\362\226\236\351\244\164\177\172\026\374\267\365\266\373\025

\033\077\253\246\300\162\135\020\261\161\356\274\117\343\255\254

\003\155\056\161\056\257\304\343\255\243\275\014\021\247\264\377

\112\262\173\020\020\037\247\127\101\262\300\256\364\054\131\326

\107\020\210\363\041\121\051\060\312\140\206\257\106\253\035\355

\072\133\260\224\336\104\343\101\010\242\301\354\035\326\375\117

\266\326\107\320\024\013\312\346\312\265\173\167\176\101\037\136

\203\307\266\214\071\226\260\077\226\201\101\157\140\220\342\350

\371\373\042\161\331\175\263\075\106\277\264\204\257\220\034\017

\217\022\152\257\357\356\036\172\256\002\112\212\027\053\166\376

\254\124\211\044\054\117\077\266\262\247\116\214\250\221\227\373

\051\306\173\134\055\271\313\146\266\267\250\133\022\121\205\265

\011\176\142\170\160\376\251\152\140\266\035\016\171\014\375\312

\352\044\200\162\303\227\077\362\167\253\103\042\012\307\353\266

\014\204\202\054\200\153\101\212\010\300\353\245\153\337\231\022

\313\212\325\136\200\014\221\340\046\010\066\110\305\372\070\021

\065\377\045\203\055\362\172\277\332\375\216\376\245\313\105\054
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\037\304\210\123\256\167\016\331\232\166\305\216\054\035\243\272

\325\354\062\256\300\252\254\367\321\172\115\353\324\007\342\110

\367\042\216\260\244\237\152\316\216\262\262\140\364\243\042\320

\043\353\224\132\172\151\335\017\277\100\127\254\153\131\120\331

\243\231\341\156\376\215\001\171\047\043\025\336\222\235\173\011

\115\132\347\113\110\060\132\030\346\012\155\346\217\340\322\273

\346\337\174\156\041\202\301\150\071\115\264\230\130\146\142\314

\112\220\136\303\372\047\004\261\171\025\164\231\314\276\255\040

\336\046\140\034\353\126\121\246\243\352\344\243\077\247\377\141

\334\361\132\115\154\062\043\103\356\254\250\356\356\112\022\011

\074\135\161\302\276\171\372\302\207\150\035\013\375\134\151\314

\006\320\232\175\124\231\052\311\071\032\031\257\113\052\103\363

\143\135\132\130\342\057\343\035\344\251\326\320\012\320\236\277

\327\201\011\361\311\307\046\015\254\230\026\126\240

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:38:03 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:38:03 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:11:40:25:19:7C:5B:B9:5D:94:E6:3D:55:CD:43:79:08:47:B6:46:B2:3C:DF:11:AD:A4:A0:0E:FF:15:FB:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 49:0A:75:74:DE:87:0A:47:FE:58:EE:F6:C7:6B:EB:C6:0B:12:40:99

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\111\012\165\164\336\207\012\107\376\130\356\366\307\153\353\306

\013\022\100\231

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\247\322\376\105\373\144\132\250\131\220\233\170\104\233\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\001\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:28:58 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:28:58 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

ED:F7:EB:BC:A2:7A:2A:38:4D:38:7B:7D:40:10:C6:66:E2:ED:B4:84:3E:4C:29:B4:AE:1D:5B:93:32:E6:B2:4D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DA:FA:F7:FA:66:84:EC:06:8F:14:50:BD:C7:C2:81:A5:BC:A9:64:57

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\131\060\202\003\101\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\002

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060
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\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\036\027\015\061\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\062\070\065\070\132

\027\015\064\060\061\060\062\066\060\070\062\070\065\070\132\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163\040

\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\245\332\012\225\026\120\343\225\362\136\235\166\061\006\062\172

\233\361\020\166\270\000\232\265\122\066\315\044\107\260\237\030

\144\274\232\366\372\325\171\330\220\142\114\042\057\336\070\075

\326\340\250\351\034\054\333\170\021\351\216\150\121\025\162\307

\363\063\207\344\240\135\013\134\340\127\007\052\060\365\315\304

\067\167\050\115\030\221\346\277\325\122\375\161\055\160\076\347

\306\304\212\343\360\050\013\364\166\230\241\213\207\125\262\072

\023\374\267\076\047\067\216\042\343\250\117\052\357\140\273\075

\267\071\303\016\001\107\231\135\022\117\333\103\372\127\241\355

\371\235\276\021\107\046\133\023\230\253\135\026\212\260\067\034

\127\235\105\377\210\226\066\277\273\312\007\173\157\207\143\327

\320\062\152\326\135\154\014\361\263\156\071\342\153\061\056\071

\000\047\024\336\070\300\354\031\146\206\022\350\235\162\026\023

\144\122\307\251\067\034\375\202\060\355\204\030\035\364\256\134

\377\160\023\000\353\261\365\063\172\113\326\125\370\005\215\113

\151\260\365\263\050\066\134\024\304\121\163\115\153\013\361\064

\007\333\027\071\327\334\050\173\153\365\237\363\056\301\117\027

\052\020\363\314\312\350\353\375\153\253\056\232\237\055\202\156

\004\324\122\001\223\055\075\206\374\176\374\337\357\102\035\246

\153\357\271\040\306\367\275\240\247\225\375\247\346\211\044\330

\314\214\064\154\342\043\057\331\022\032\041\271\125\221\157\013

\221\171\031\014\255\100\210\013\160\342\172\322\016\330\150\110

\273\202\023\071\020\130\351\330\052\007\306\022\333\130\333\322

\073\125\020\107\005\025\147\142\176\030\143\246\106\077\011\016

\124\062\136\277\015\142\172\047\357\200\350\333\331\113\006\132

\067\132\045\320\010\022\167\324\157\011\120\227\075\310\035\303

\337\214\105\060\126\306\323\144\253\146\363\300\136\226\234\303

\304\357\303\174\153\213\072\171\177\263\111\317\075\342\211\237

\240\060\113\205\271\234\224\044\171\217\175\153\251\105\150\017

\053\320\361\332\034\313\151\270\312\111\142\155\310\320\143\142

\335\140\017\130\252\217\241\274\005\245\146\242\317\033\166\262

\204\144\261\114\071\122\300\060\272\360\214\113\002\260\266\267

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\107\270\315\377\345\157\356\370\262\354\057

\116\016\371\045\260\216\074\153\303\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110
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\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\000\040\043

\101\065\004\220\302\100\142\140\357\342\065\114\327\077\254\342

\064\220\270\241\157\166\372\026\026\244\110\067\054\351\220\302

\362\074\370\012\237\330\201\345\273\133\332\045\054\244\247\125

\161\044\062\366\310\013\362\274\152\370\223\254\262\007\302\137

\237\333\314\310\212\252\276\152\157\341\111\020\314\061\327\200

\273\273\310\330\242\016\144\127\352\242\365\302\251\061\025\322

\040\152\354\374\042\001\050\317\206\270\200\036\251\314\021\245

\074\362\026\263\107\235\374\322\200\041\304\313\320\107\160\101

\241\312\203\031\010\054\155\362\135\167\234\212\024\023\324\066

\034\222\360\345\006\067\334\246\346\220\233\070\217\134\153\033

\106\206\103\102\137\076\001\007\123\124\135\145\175\367\212\163

\241\232\124\132\037\051\103\024\047\302\205\017\265\210\173\032

\073\224\267\035\140\247\265\234\347\051\151\127\132\233\223\172

\103\060\033\003\327\142\310\100\246\252\374\144\344\112\327\221

\123\001\250\040\210\156\234\137\104\271\313\140\201\064\354\157

\323\175\332\110\137\353\264\220\274\055\251\034\013\254\034\325

\242\150\040\200\004\326\374\261\217\057\273\112\061\015\112\206

\034\353\342\066\051\046\365\332\330\304\362\165\141\317\176\256

\166\143\112\172\100\145\223\207\370\036\200\214\206\345\206\326

\217\016\374\123\054\140\350\026\141\032\242\076\103\173\315\071

\140\124\152\365\362\211\046\001\150\203\110\242\063\350\311\004

\221\262\021\064\021\076\352\320\103\031\037\003\223\220\014\377

\121\075\127\364\101\156\341\313\240\276\353\311\143\315\155\314

\344\370\066\252\150\235\355\275\135\227\160\104\015\266\016\065

\334\341\014\135\273\240\121\224\313\176\026\353\021\057\243\222

\105\310\114\161\331\274\311\231\122\127\106\057\120\317\275\065

\151\364\075\025\316\006\245\054\017\076\366\201\272\224\273\303

\273\277\145\170\322\206\171\377\111\073\032\203\014\360\336\170

\354\310\362\115\114\032\336\202\051\370\301\132\332\355\356\346

\047\136\350\105\320\235\034\121\250\150\253\104\343\320\213\152

\343\370\073\273\334\115\327\144\362\121\276\346\252\253\132\351

\061\356\006\274\163\277\023\142\012\237\307\271\227

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA,O=Buypass AS-983163327,C=NO

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 26 08:28:58 2010

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 26 08:28:58 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

ED:F7:EB:BC:A2:7A:2A:38:4D:38:7B:7D:40:10:C6:66:E2:ED:B4:84:3E:4C:29:B4:AE:1D:5B:93:32:E6:B2:4D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DA:FA:F7:FA:66:84:EC:06:8F:14:50:BD:C7:C2:81:A5:BC:A9:64:57

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\332\372\367\372\146\204\354\006\217\024\120\275\307\302\201\245

\274\251\144\127

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\075\073\030\236\054\144\132\350\325\210\316\016\371\067\302\354

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\117\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\014\024\102\165\171\160\141\163

\163\040\101\123\055\071\070\063\061\066\063\063\062\067\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\014\027\102\165\171\160\141\163\163

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:29:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FD:73:DA:D3:1C:64:4F:F1:B4:3B:EF:0C:CD:DA:96:71:0B:9C:D9:87:5E:CA:7E:31:70:7A:F3:E9:6D:52:2B:BD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 55:A6:72:3E:CB:F2:EC:CD:C3:23:74:70:19:9D:2A:BE:11:E3:81:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163
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\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\303\060\202\002\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123\145

\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154\141

\163\163\040\063\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\060\061\061\060

\062\071\065\066\132\027\015\063\063\061\060\060\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124

\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162

\151\163\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142

\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171

\163\164\145\155\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164

\145\162\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124

\145\154\145\123\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157

\164\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\275\165\223\360\142\042

\157\044\256\340\172\166\254\175\275\331\044\325\270\267\374\315
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\360\102\340\353\170\210\126\136\233\232\124\035\115\014\212\366

\323\317\160\364\122\265\330\223\004\343\106\206\161\101\112\053

\360\052\054\125\003\326\110\303\340\071\070\355\362\134\074\077

\104\274\223\075\141\253\116\315\015\276\360\040\047\130\016\104

\177\004\032\207\245\327\226\024\066\220\320\111\173\241\165\373

\032\153\163\261\370\316\251\011\054\362\123\325\303\024\104\270

\206\245\366\213\053\071\332\243\063\124\331\372\162\032\367\042

\025\034\210\221\153\177\146\345\303\152\200\260\044\363\337\206

\105\210\375\031\177\165\207\037\037\261\033\012\163\044\133\271

\145\340\054\124\310\140\323\146\027\077\341\314\124\063\163\221

\002\072\246\177\173\166\071\242\037\226\266\070\256\265\310\223

\164\035\236\271\264\345\140\235\057\126\321\340\353\136\133\114

\022\160\014\154\104\040\253\021\330\364\031\366\322\234\122\067

\347\372\266\302\061\073\112\324\024\231\255\307\032\365\135\137

\372\007\270\174\015\037\326\203\036\263\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\265

\003\367\166\073\141\202\152\022\252\030\123\353\003\041\224\277

\376\316\312\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\126\075\357\224\325\275\332\163\262

\130\276\256\220\255\230\047\227\376\001\261\260\122\000\270\115

\344\033\041\164\033\176\300\356\136\151\052\045\257\134\326\035

\332\322\171\311\363\227\051\340\206\207\336\004\131\017\361\131

\324\144\205\113\231\257\045\004\036\311\106\251\227\336\202\262

\033\160\237\234\366\257\161\061\335\173\005\245\054\323\271\312

\107\366\312\362\366\347\255\271\110\077\274\026\267\301\155\364

\352\011\257\354\363\265\347\005\236\246\036\212\123\121\326\223

\201\314\164\223\366\271\332\246\045\005\164\171\132\176\100\076

\202\113\046\021\060\156\341\077\101\307\107\000\065\325\365\323

\367\124\076\201\075\332\111\152\232\263\357\020\075\346\353\157

\321\310\042\107\313\314\317\001\061\222\331\030\343\042\276\011

\036\032\076\132\262\344\153\014\124\172\175\103\116\270\211\245

\173\327\242\075\226\206\314\362\046\064\055\152\222\235\232\032

\320\060\342\135\116\004\260\137\213\040\176\167\301\075\225\202

\321\106\232\073\074\170\270\157\241\320\015\144\242\170\036\051

\116\223\303\244\124\024\133

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE
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# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:29:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FD:73:DA:D3:1C:64:4F:F1:B4:3B:EF:0C:CD:DA:96:71:0B:9C:D9:87:5E:CA:7E:31:70:7A:F3:E9:6D:52:2B:BD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 55:A6:72:3E:CB:F2:EC:CD:C3:23:74:70:19:9D:2A:BE:11:E3:81:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\125\246\162\076\313\362\354\315\303\043\164\160\031\235\052\276

\021\343\201\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\373\100\250\116\071\222\212\035\376\216\057\304\047\352\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623603 (0x983f3)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:35:58 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:35:58 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

49:E7:A4:42:AC:F0:EA:62:87:05:00:54:B5:25:64:B6:50:E4:F4:9E:42:E3:48:D6:AA:38:E0:39:E9:57:B1:C1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:E8:AB:B0:36:15:33:FB:80:F7:9B:1B:6D:29:D3:FF:8D:5F:00:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\363

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\063\060\202\003\033\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\011

\203\363\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

\060\036\027\015\060\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\063\065\065\070

\132\027\015\062\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\063\065\065\070\132

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\323\262\112\317\172\107\357\165\233\043\372\072\057\326\120\105

\211\065\072\306\153\333\376\333\000\150\250\340\003\021\035\067

\120\010\237\115\112\150\224\065\263\123\321\224\143\247\040\126

\257\336\121\170\354\052\075\363\110\110\120\076\012\337\106\125

\213\047\155\303\020\115\015\221\122\103\330\207\340\135\116\066

\265\041\312\137\071\100\004\137\133\176\314\243\306\053\251\100

\036\331\066\204\326\110\363\222\036\064\106\040\044\301\244\121

\216\112\032\357\120\077\151\135\031\177\105\303\307\001\217\121
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\311\043\350\162\256\264\274\126\011\177\022\313\034\261\257\051

\220\012\311\125\314\017\323\264\032\355\107\065\132\112\355\234

\163\004\041\320\252\275\014\023\265\000\312\046\154\304\153\014

\224\132\225\224\332\120\232\361\377\245\053\146\061\244\311\070

\240\337\035\037\270\011\056\363\247\350\147\122\253\225\037\340

\106\076\330\244\303\312\132\305\061\200\350\110\232\237\224\151

\376\031\335\330\163\174\201\312\226\336\216\355\263\062\005\145

\204\064\346\346\375\127\020\265\137\166\277\057\260\020\015\305

\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\032\060\202\001\026\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\375\332\024\304\237\060\336

\041\275\036\102\071\374\253\143\043\111\340\361\204\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\323

\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\313\060\201\310\060\201\200\240\176

\240\174\206\172\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143

\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157

\157\164\045\062\060\103\154\141\163\163\045\062\060\063\045\062

\060\103\101\045\062\060\062\045\062\060\062\060\060\071\054\117

\075\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054

\103\075\104\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\162\145\166\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\103

\240\101\240\077\206\075\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154

\057\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164\137\143\154

\141\163\163\137\063\137\143\141\137\062\137\062\060\060\071\056

\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\177\227\333\060\310\337\244\234\175

\041\172\200\160\316\024\022\151\210\024\225\140\104\001\254\262

\351\060\117\233\120\302\146\330\176\215\060\265\160\061\351\342

\151\307\363\160\333\040\025\206\320\015\360\276\254\001\165\204

\316\176\237\115\277\267\140\073\234\363\312\035\342\136\150\330

\243\235\227\345\100\140\322\066\041\376\320\264\270\027\332\164

\243\177\324\337\260\230\002\254\157\153\153\054\045\044\162\241

\145\356\045\132\345\346\062\347\362\337\253\111\372\363\220\151

\043\333\004\331\347\134\130\374\145\324\227\276\314\374\056\012

\314\045\052\065\004\370\140\221\025\165\075\101\377\043\037\031

\310\154\353\202\123\004\246\344\114\042\115\215\214\272\316\133

\163\354\144\124\120\155\321\234\125\373\151\303\066\303\214\274

\074\205\246\153\012\046\015\340\223\230\140\256\176\306\044\227

\212\141\137\221\216\146\222\011\207\066\315\213\233\055\076\366

\121\324\120\324\131\050\275\203\362\314\050\173\123\206\155\330

\046\210\160\327\352\221\315\076\271\312\300\220\156\132\306\136

\164\145\327\134\376\243\342

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623603 (0x983f3)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:35:58 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:35:58 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

49:E7:A4:42:AC:F0:EA:62:87:05:00:54:B5:25:64:B6:50:E4:F4:9E:42:E3:48:D6:AA:38:E0:39:E9:57:B1:C1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:E8:AB:B0:36:15:33:FB:80:F7:9B:1B:6D:29:D3:FF:8D:5F:00:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\350\253\260\066\025\063\373\200\367\233\033\155\051\323\377

\215\137\000\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\315\340\045\151\215\107\254\234\211\065\220\367\375\121\075\057

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\062\060\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\363

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623604 (0x983f4)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:50:46 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:50:46 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EE:C5:49:6B:98:8C:E9:86:25:B9:34:09:2E:EC:29:08:BE:D0:B0:F3:16:C2:D4:73:0C:84:EA:F1:F3:D3:48:81

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:C9:1B:0B:95:B4:10:98:42:FA:D0:D8:22:79:FE:60:FA:B9:16:83
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\364

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\103\060\202\003\053\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\011

\203\364\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003

\014\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062

\060\060\071\060\036\027\015\060\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\065

\060\064\066\132\027\015\062\071\061\061\060\065\060\070\065\060

\064\066\132\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124

\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125

\004\003\014\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126

\040\062\060\060\071\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\231\361\204\064\160\272\057\267\060\240

\216\275\174\004\317\276\142\274\231\375\202\227\322\172\012\147

\226\070\011\366\020\116\225\042\163\231\215\332\025\055\347\005

\374\031\163\042\267\216\230\000\274\074\075\254\241\154\373\326

\171\045\113\255\360\314\144\332\210\076\051\270\017\011\323\064
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\335\063\365\142\321\341\315\031\351\356\030\117\114\130\256\342

\036\326\014\133\025\132\330\072\270\304\030\144\036\343\063\262

\265\211\167\116\014\277\331\224\153\023\227\157\022\243\376\231

\251\004\314\025\354\140\150\066\355\010\173\267\365\277\223\355

\146\061\203\214\306\161\064\207\116\027\352\257\213\221\215\034

\126\101\256\042\067\136\067\362\035\331\321\055\015\057\151\121

\247\276\146\246\212\072\052\275\307\032\261\341\024\360\276\072

\035\271\317\133\261\152\376\264\261\106\040\242\373\036\073\160

\357\223\230\175\214\163\226\362\305\357\205\160\255\051\046\374

\036\004\076\034\240\330\017\313\122\203\142\174\356\213\123\225

\220\251\127\242\352\141\005\330\371\115\304\047\372\156\255\355

\371\327\121\367\153\245\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\044\060

\202\001\040\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\323

\224\212\114\142\023\052\031\056\314\257\162\212\175\066\327\232

\034\334\147\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\201\335\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\325\060\201

\322\060\201\207\240\201\204\240\201\201\206\177\154\144\141\160

\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122

\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\154\141

\163\163\045\062\060\063\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060\062\045

\062\060\105\126\045\062\060\062\060\060\071\054\117\075\104\055

\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104

\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166

\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\106\240\104\240

\102\206\100\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164\137\143\154\141\163\163

\137\063\137\143\141\137\062\137\145\166\137\062\060\060\071\056

\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\064\355\173\132\074\244\224\210\357

\032\021\165\007\057\263\376\074\372\036\121\046\353\207\366\051

\336\340\361\324\306\044\011\351\301\317\125\033\264\060\331\316

\032\376\006\121\246\025\244\055\357\262\113\277\040\050\045\111

\321\246\066\167\064\350\144\337\122\261\021\307\163\172\315\071

\236\302\255\214\161\041\362\132\153\257\337\074\116\125\257\262

\204\145\024\211\271\167\313\052\061\276\317\243\155\317\157\110

\224\062\106\157\347\161\214\240\246\204\031\067\007\362\003\105

\011\053\206\165\174\337\137\151\127\000\333\156\330\246\162\042

\113\120\324\165\230\126\337\267\030\377\103\103\120\256\172\104

\173\360\171\121\327\103\075\247\323\201\323\360\311\117\271\332

\306\227\206\320\202\303\344\102\155\376\260\342\144\116\016\046

\347\100\064\046\265\010\211\327\010\143\143\070\047\165\036\063

\352\156\250\335\237\231\117\164\115\201\211\200\113\335\232\227

\051\134\057\276\201\101\271\214\377\352\175\140\006\236\315\327

\075\323\056\243\025\274\250\346\046\345\157\303\334\270\003\041

\352\237\026\361\054\124\265
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 623604 (0x983f4)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 08:50:46 2009

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 05 08:50:46 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EE:C5:49:6B:98:8C:E9:86:25:B9:34:09:2E:EC:29:08:BE:D0:B0:F3:16:C2:D4:73:0C:84:EA:F1:F3:D3:48:81

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:C9:1B:0B:95:B4:10:98:42:FA:D0:D8:22:79:FE:60:FA:B9:16:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\226\311\033\013\225\264\020\230\102\372\320\330\042\171\376\140

\372\271\026\203

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\306\103\054\136\055\315\304\064\300\120\117\021\002\117\266

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014

\041\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\040\105\126\040\062\060

\060\071

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\011\203\364

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "CA Disig Root R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number:00:92:b8:88:db:b0:8a:c1:63

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK
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# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 19 09:15:30 2012

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 19 09:15:30 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E2:3D:4A:03:6D:7B:70:E9:F5:95:B1:42:20:79:D2:B9:1E:DF:BB:1F:B6:51:A0:63:3E:AA:8A:9D:C5:F8:07:03

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:61:EB:EA:A4:DE:E4:25:4B:69:1A:98:A5:57:47:C2:34:C7:D9:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig Root R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\151\060\202\003\121\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023

\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151

\163\151\147\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061

\062\060\067\061\071\060\071\061\065\063\060\132\027\015\064\062

\060\067\061\071\060\071\061\065\063\060\132\060\122\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003

\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040

\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103

\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001
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\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\242\243\304\000\011\326\205\135\055\155\024\366\302\303\163\236

\065\302\161\125\176\201\373\253\106\120\340\301\174\111\170\346

\253\171\130\074\332\377\174\034\237\330\227\002\170\076\153\101

\004\351\101\275\276\003\054\105\366\057\144\324\253\135\243\107

\075\144\233\351\150\232\306\314\033\077\272\276\262\213\064\002

\056\230\125\031\374\214\157\252\137\332\114\316\115\003\041\243

\330\322\064\223\126\226\313\114\014\000\026\074\137\032\315\310

\307\154\246\255\323\061\247\274\350\345\341\146\326\322\373\003

\264\101\145\311\020\256\016\005\143\306\200\152\151\060\375\322

\356\220\357\015\047\337\237\225\163\364\341\045\332\154\026\336

\101\070\064\352\213\374\321\350\004\024\141\055\101\176\254\307

\167\116\313\121\124\373\136\222\030\033\004\132\150\306\311\304

\372\267\023\240\230\267\021\053\267\326\127\314\174\236\027\321

\313\045\376\206\116\044\056\126\014\170\115\236\001\022\246\053

\247\001\145\156\174\142\035\204\204\337\352\300\153\265\245\052

\225\203\303\123\021\014\163\035\013\262\106\220\321\102\072\316

\100\156\225\255\377\306\224\255\156\227\204\216\175\157\236\212

\200\015\111\155\163\342\173\222\036\303\363\301\363\353\056\005

\157\331\033\317\067\166\004\310\264\132\344\027\247\313\335\166

\037\320\031\166\350\054\005\263\326\234\064\330\226\334\141\207

\221\005\344\104\010\063\301\332\271\010\145\324\256\262\066\015

\353\272\070\272\014\345\233\236\353\215\146\335\231\317\326\211

\101\366\004\222\212\051\051\155\153\072\034\347\165\175\002\161

\016\363\300\347\275\313\031\335\235\140\262\302\146\140\266\261

\004\356\311\346\206\271\232\146\100\250\347\021\355\201\105\003

\213\366\147\131\350\301\006\021\275\335\317\200\002\117\145\100

\170\134\107\120\310\233\346\037\201\173\344\104\250\133\205\232

\342\336\132\325\307\371\072\104\146\113\344\062\124\174\344\154

\234\263\016\075\027\242\262\064\022\326\176\262\250\111\273\321

\172\050\100\276\242\026\037\337\344\067\037\021\163\373\220\012

\145\103\242\015\174\370\006\001\125\063\175\260\015\270\364\365

\256\245\102\127\174\066\021\214\173\136\304\003\235\214\171\235

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\265\231\370\257\260\224\365\343\040\326\012

\255\316\116\126\244\056\156\102\355\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\046\006\136

\160\347\145\063\310\202\156\331\234\027\072\033\172\146\262\001

\366\170\073\151\136\057\352\377\116\371\050\303\230\052\141\114

\264\044\022\212\175\155\021\024\367\234\265\312\346\274\236\047

\216\114\031\310\251\275\172\300\327\066\016\155\205\162\156\250

\306\242\155\366\372\163\143\177\274\156\171\010\034\235\212\237

\032\212\123\246\330\273\331\065\125\261\021\305\251\003\263\126

\073\271\204\223\042\136\176\301\366\022\122\213\352\054\147\274

\376\066\114\365\270\317\321\263\111\222\073\323\051\016\231\033

\226\367\141\270\073\304\053\266\170\154\264\043\157\360\375\323
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\262\136\165\037\231\225\250\254\366\332\341\305\061\173\373\321

\106\263\322\274\147\264\142\124\272\011\367\143\260\223\242\232

\371\351\122\056\213\140\022\253\374\365\140\126\357\020\134\213

\304\032\102\334\203\133\144\016\313\265\274\326\117\301\174\074

\156\215\023\155\373\173\353\060\320\334\115\257\305\325\266\245

\114\133\161\311\350\061\276\350\070\006\110\241\032\342\352\322

\336\022\071\130\032\377\200\016\202\165\346\267\311\007\154\016

\357\377\070\361\230\161\304\267\177\016\025\320\045\151\275\042

\235\053\355\005\366\106\107\254\355\300\360\324\073\342\354\356

\226\133\220\023\116\036\126\072\353\260\357\226\273\226\043\021

\272\362\103\206\164\144\225\310\050\165\337\035\065\272\322\067

\203\070\123\070\066\073\317\154\351\371\153\016\320\373\004\350

\117\167\327\145\001\170\206\014\172\076\041\142\361\177\143\161

\014\311\237\104\333\250\047\242\165\276\156\201\076\327\300\353

\033\230\017\160\134\064\262\212\314\300\205\030\353\156\172\263

\367\132\241\007\277\251\102\222\363\140\042\227\344\024\241\007

\233\116\166\300\216\175\375\244\045\307\107\355\377\037\163\254

\314\303\245\351\157\012\216\233\145\302\120\205\265\243\240\123

\022\314\125\207\141\363\201\256\020\106\141\275\104\041\270\302

\075\164\317\176\044\065\372\034\007\016\233\075\042\312\357\061

\057\214\254\022\275\357\100\050\374\051\147\237\262\023\117\146

\044\304\123\031\351\036\051\025\357\346\155\260\177\055\147\375

\363\154\033\165\106\243\345\112\027\351\244\327\013

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "CA Disig Root R2"

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number:00:92:b8:88:db:b0:8a:c1:63

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R2,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 19 09:15:30 2012

# Not Valid After : Sat Jul 19 09:15:30 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E2:3D:4A:03:6D:7B:70:E9:F5:95:B1:42:20:79:D2:B9:1E:DF:BB:1F:B6:51:A0:63:3E:AA:8A:9D:C5:F8:07:03

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B5:61:EB:EA:A4:DE:E4:25:4B:69:1A:98:A5:57:47:C2:34:C7:D9:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig Root R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\141\353\352\244\336\344\045\113\151\032\230\245\127\107\302

\064\307\331\161

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\001\373\330\047\247\027\232\105\124\070\032\103\001\073\003
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\222\270\210\333\260\212\301\143

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ACCVRAIZ1"

#

# Issuer: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Serial Number:5e:c3:b7:a6:43:7f:a4:e0

# Subject: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 05 09:37:37 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 09:37:37 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:6E:C0:12:E1:A7:DA:9D:BE:34:19:4D:47:8A:D7:C0:DB:18:22:FB:07:1D:F1:29:81:49:6E:D1:04:38:41:13

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 93:05:7A:88:15:C6:4F:CE:88:2F:FA:91:16:52:28:78:BC:53:64:17

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACCVRAIZ1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\136\303\267\246\103\177\244\340

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\323\060\202\005\273\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\136

\303\267\246\103\177\244\340\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004

\003\014\011\101\103\103\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015

\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\036\027\015\061\061

\060\065\060\065\060\071\063\067\063\067\132\027\015\063\060\061

\062\063\061\060\071\063\067\063\067\132\060\102\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103\126\122\101\111\132\061

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014\007\120\113\111\101\103

\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\103\103

\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\233

\251\253\277\141\112\227\257\057\227\146\232\164\137\320\331\226

\375\317\342\344\146\357\037\037\107\063\302\104\243\337\232\336

\037\265\124\335\025\174\151\065\021\157\273\310\014\216\152\030

\036\330\217\331\026\274\020\110\066\134\360\143\263\220\132\134

\044\067\327\243\326\313\011\161\271\361\001\162\204\260\175\333

\115\200\315\374\323\157\311\370\332\266\016\202\322\105\205\250

\033\150\250\075\350\364\104\154\275\241\302\313\003\276\214\076

\023\000\204\337\112\110\300\343\042\012\350\351\067\247\030\114

\261\011\015\043\126\177\004\115\331\027\204\030\245\310\332\100

\224\163\353\316\016\127\074\003\201\072\235\012\241\127\103\151

\254\127\155\171\220\170\345\265\264\073\330\274\114\215\050\241

\247\243\247\272\002\116\045\321\052\256\355\256\003\042\270\153

\040\017\060\050\124\225\177\340\356\316\012\146\235\321\100\055

\156\042\257\235\032\301\005\031\322\157\300\362\237\370\173\263

\002\102\373\120\251\035\055\223\017\043\253\306\301\017\222\377

\320\242\025\365\123\011\161\034\377\105\023\204\346\046\136\370

\340\210\034\012\374\026\266\250\163\006\270\360\143\204\002\240

\306\132\354\347\164\337\160\256\243\203\045\352\326\307\227\207

\223\247\306\212\212\063\227\140\067\020\076\227\076\156\051\025

\326\241\017\321\210\054\022\237\157\252\244\306\102\353\101\242

\343\225\103\323\001\205\155\216\273\073\363\043\066\307\376\073

\340\241\045\007\110\253\311\211\164\377\010\217\200\277\300\226

\145\363\356\354\113\150\275\235\210\303\061\263\100\361\350\317

\366\070\273\234\344\321\177\324\345\130\233\174\372\324\363\016

\233\165\221\344\272\122\056\031\176\321\365\315\132\031\374\272

\006\366\373\122\250\113\231\004\335\370\371\264\213\120\243\116

\142\211\360\207\044\372\203\102\301\207\372\325\055\051\052\132

\161\172\144\152\327\047\140\143\015\333\316\111\365\215\037\220
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\211\062\027\370\163\103\270\322\132\223\206\141\326\341\165\012

\352\171\146\166\210\117\161\353\004\045\326\012\132\172\223\345

\271\113\027\100\017\261\266\271\365\336\117\334\340\263\254\073

\021\160\140\204\112\103\156\231\040\300\051\161\012\300\145\002

\003\001\000\001\243\202\002\313\060\202\002\307\060\175\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001\004\161\060\157\060\114\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\002\206\100\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\057\146\151\154

\145\141\144\155\151\156\057\101\162\143\150\151\166\157\163\057

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\057\162\141\151

\172\141\143\143\166\061\056\143\162\164\060\037\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\023\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\157

\143\163\160\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\207\264\343\337\067\047\223\125\366

\126\352\201\345\066\314\214\036\077\275\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\322\207\264\343\337\067\047\223

\125\366\126\352\201\345\066\314\214\036\077\275\060\202\001\163

\006\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\152\060\202\001\146\060\202\001

\142\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\202\001\130\060\202\001\042\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\202\001\024\036\202\001

\020\000\101\000\165\000\164\000\157\000\162\000\151\000\144\000

\141\000\144\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\103\000\145\000

\162\000\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\143\000

\151\000\363\000\156\000\040\000\122\000\141\000\355\000\172\000

\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\101\000

\103\000\103\000\126\000\040\000\050\000\101\000\147\000\145\000

\156\000\143\000\151\000\141\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000

\124\000\145\000\143\000\156\000\157\000\154\000\157\000\147\000

\355\000\141\000\040\000\171\000\040\000\103\000\145\000\162\000

\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\143\000\151\000

\363\000\156\000\040\000\105\000\154\000\145\000\143\000\164\000

\162\000\363\000\156\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\054\000\040\000

\103\000\111\000\106\000\040\000\121\000\064\000\066\000\060\000

\061\000\061\000\065\000\066\000\105\000\051\000\056\000\040\000

\103\000\120\000\123\000\040\000\145\000\156\000\040\000\150\000

\164\000\164\000\160\000\072\000\057\000\057\000\167\000\167\000

\167\000\056\000\141\000\143\000\143\000\166\000\056\000\145\000

\163\060\060\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\044\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\143\166\056\145

\163\057\154\145\147\151\163\154\141\143\151\157\156\137\143\056

\150\164\155\060\125\006\003\125\035\037\004\116\060\114\060\112

\240\110\240\106\206\104\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\141\143\143\166\056\145\163\057\146\151\154\145\141\144\155

\151\156\057\101\162\143\150\151\166\157\163\057\143\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\057\162\141\151\172\141\143\143

\166\061\137\144\145\162\056\143\162\154\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\027\006\003\125\035
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\021\004\020\060\016\201\014\141\143\143\166\100\141\143\143\166

\056\145\163\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\227\061\002\237\347\375\103\147\110

\104\024\344\051\207\355\114\050\146\320\217\065\332\115\141\267

\112\227\115\265\333\220\340\005\056\016\306\171\320\362\227\151

\017\275\004\107\331\276\333\265\051\332\233\331\256\251\231\325

\323\074\060\223\365\215\241\250\374\006\215\104\364\312\026\225

\174\063\334\142\213\250\067\370\047\330\011\055\033\357\310\024

\047\040\251\144\104\377\056\326\165\252\154\115\140\100\031\111

\103\124\143\332\342\314\272\146\345\117\104\172\133\331\152\201

\053\100\325\177\371\001\047\130\054\310\355\110\221\174\077\246

\000\317\304\051\163\021\066\336\206\031\076\235\356\031\212\033

\325\260\355\216\075\234\052\300\015\330\075\146\343\074\015\275

\325\224\134\342\342\247\065\033\004\000\366\077\132\215\352\103

\275\137\211\035\251\301\260\314\231\342\115\000\012\332\311\047

\133\347\023\220\134\344\365\063\242\125\155\334\340\011\115\057

\261\046\133\047\165\000\011\304\142\167\051\010\137\236\131\254

\266\176\255\237\124\060\042\003\301\036\161\144\376\371\070\012

\226\030\335\002\024\254\043\313\006\034\036\244\175\215\015\336

\047\101\350\255\332\025\267\260\043\335\053\250\323\332\045\207

\355\350\125\104\115\210\364\066\176\204\232\170\254\367\016\126

\111\016\326\063\045\326\204\120\102\154\040\022\035\052\325\276

\274\362\160\201\244\160\140\276\005\265\233\236\004\104\276\141

\043\254\351\245\044\214\021\200\224\132\242\242\271\111\322\301

\334\321\247\355\061\021\054\236\031\246\356\341\125\341\300\352

\317\015\204\344\027\267\242\174\245\336\125\045\006\356\314\300

\207\134\100\332\314\225\077\125\340\065\307\270\204\276\264\135

\315\172\203\001\162\356\207\346\137\035\256\265\205\306\046\337

\346\301\232\351\036\002\107\237\052\250\155\251\133\317\354\105

\167\177\230\047\232\062\135\052\343\204\356\305\230\146\057\226

\040\035\335\330\303\047\327\260\371\376\331\175\315\320\237\217

\013\024\130\121\237\057\213\303\070\055\336\350\217\326\215\207

\244\365\126\103\026\231\054\364\244\126\264\064\270\141\067\311

\302\130\200\033\240\227\241\374\131\215\351\021\366\321\017\113

\125\064\106\052\213\206\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ACCVRAIZ1"

# Issuer: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Serial Number:5e:c3:b7:a6:43:7f:a4:e0

# Subject: C=ES,O=ACCV,OU=PKIACCV,CN=ACCVRAIZ1

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 05 09:37:37 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 09:37:37 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:6E:C0:12:E1:A7:DA:9D:BE:34:19:4D:47:8A:D7:C0:DB:18:22:FB:07:1D:F1:29:81:49:6E:D1:04:38:41:13
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 93:05:7A:88:15:C6:4F:CE:88:2F:FA:91:16:52:28:78:BC:53:64:17

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACCVRAIZ1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\005\172\210\025\306\117\316\210\057\372\221\026\122\050\170

\274\123\144\027

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\320\240\132\356\005\266\011\224\041\241\175\361\262\051\202\002

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\014\011\101\103\103

\126\122\101\111\132\061\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\014

\007\120\113\111\101\103\103\126\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\103\103\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\136\303\267\246\103\177\244\340

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TWCA Global Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 3262 (0xcbe)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 27 06:28:33 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

59:76:90:07:F7:68:5D:0F:CD:50:87:2F:9F:95:D5:75:5A:5B:2B:45:7D:81:F3:69:2B:61:0A:98:67:2F:0E:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9C:BB:48:53:F6:A4:F6:D3:52:A4:E8:32:52:55:60:13:F5:AD:AF:65

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Global Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116
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\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\014\276

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\101\060\202\003\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\014

\276\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\062\060\066\062\067\060\066\062

\070\063\063\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071

\065\071\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\124\127\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111

\127\101\116\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023

\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\003\023\023\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\260\005\333\310\353\214\304\156\212

\041\357\216\115\234\161\012\037\122\160\355\155\202\234\227\305

\327\114\116\105\111\313\100\102\265\022\064\154\031\302\164\244

\061\137\205\002\227\354\103\063\012\123\322\234\214\216\267\270

\171\333\053\325\152\362\216\146\304\356\053\001\007\222\324\263

\320\002\337\120\366\125\257\146\016\313\340\107\140\057\053\062

\071\065\122\072\050\203\370\173\026\306\030\270\142\326\107\045

\221\316\360\031\022\115\255\143\365\323\077\165\137\051\360\241

\060\034\052\240\230\246\025\275\356\375\031\066\360\342\221\103

\217\372\312\326\020\047\111\114\357\335\301\361\205\160\233\312

\352\250\132\103\374\155\206\157\163\351\067\105\251\360\066\307

\314\210\165\036\273\154\006\377\233\153\076\027\354\141\252\161

\174\306\035\242\367\111\351\025\265\074\326\241\141\365\021\367

\005\157\035\375\021\276\320\060\007\302\051\260\011\116\046\334
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\343\242\250\221\152\037\302\221\105\210\134\345\230\270\161\245

\025\031\311\174\165\021\314\160\164\117\055\233\035\221\104\375

\126\050\240\376\273\206\152\310\372\134\013\130\334\306\113\166

\310\253\042\331\163\017\245\364\132\002\211\077\117\236\042\202

\356\242\164\123\052\075\123\047\151\035\154\216\062\054\144\000

\046\143\141\066\116\243\106\267\077\175\263\055\254\155\220\242

\225\242\316\317\332\202\347\007\064\031\226\351\270\041\252\051

\176\246\070\276\216\051\112\041\146\171\037\263\303\265\011\147

\336\326\324\007\106\363\052\332\346\042\067\140\313\201\266\017

\240\017\351\310\225\177\277\125\221\005\172\317\075\025\300\157

\336\011\224\001\203\327\064\033\314\100\245\360\270\233\147\325

\230\221\073\247\204\170\225\046\244\132\010\370\053\164\264\000

\004\074\337\270\024\216\350\337\251\215\154\147\222\063\035\300

\267\322\354\222\310\276\011\277\054\051\005\157\002\153\236\357

\274\277\052\274\133\300\120\217\101\160\161\207\262\115\267\004

\251\204\243\062\257\256\356\153\027\213\262\261\376\154\341\220

\214\210\250\227\110\316\310\115\313\363\006\317\137\152\012\102

\261\036\036\167\057\216\240\346\222\016\006\374\005\042\322\046

\341\061\121\175\062\334\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\043\060\041

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\137\064\201\166\357\226\035\325\345\265\331

\002\143\204\026\301\256\240\160\121\247\367\114\107\065\310\013

\327\050\075\211\161\331\252\063\101\352\024\033\154\041\000\300

\154\102\031\176\237\151\133\040\102\337\242\322\332\304\174\227

\113\215\260\350\254\310\356\245\151\004\231\012\222\246\253\047

\056\032\115\201\277\204\324\160\036\255\107\376\375\112\235\063

\340\362\271\304\105\010\041\012\332\151\151\163\162\015\276\064

\376\224\213\255\303\036\065\327\242\203\357\345\070\307\245\205

\037\253\317\064\354\077\050\376\014\361\127\206\116\311\125\367

\034\324\330\245\175\006\172\157\325\337\020\337\201\116\041\145

\261\266\341\027\171\225\105\006\316\137\314\334\106\211\143\150

\104\215\223\364\144\160\240\075\235\050\005\303\071\160\270\142

\173\040\375\344\333\351\010\241\270\236\075\011\307\117\373\054

\370\223\166\101\336\122\340\341\127\322\235\003\274\167\236\376

\236\051\136\367\301\121\140\037\336\332\013\262\055\165\267\103

\110\223\347\366\171\306\204\135\200\131\140\224\374\170\230\217

\074\223\121\355\100\220\007\337\144\143\044\313\116\161\005\241

\327\224\032\210\062\361\042\164\042\256\245\246\330\022\151\114

\140\243\002\356\053\354\324\143\222\013\136\276\057\166\153\243

\266\046\274\217\003\330\012\362\114\144\106\275\071\142\345\226

\353\064\143\021\050\314\225\361\255\357\357\334\200\130\110\351

\113\270\352\145\254\351\374\200\265\265\310\105\371\254\301\237

\331\271\352\142\210\216\304\361\113\203\022\255\346\213\204\326

\236\302\353\203\030\237\152\273\033\044\140\063\160\314\354\367

\062\363\134\331\171\175\357\236\244\376\311\043\303\044\356\025

\222\261\075\221\117\046\206\275\146\163\044\023\352\244\256\143
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\301\255\175\204\003\074\020\170\206\033\171\343\304\363\362\004

\225\040\256\043\202\304\263\072\000\142\277\346\066\044\341\127

\272\307\036\220\165\325\137\077\225\141\053\301\073\315\345\263

\150\141\320\106\046\251\041\122\151\055\353\056\307\353\167\316

\246\072\265\003\063\117\166\321\347\134\124\001\135\313\170\364

\311\014\277\317\022\216\027\055\043\150\224\347\253\376\251\262

\053\006\320\004\315

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TWCA Global Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Serial Number: 3262 (0xcbe)

# Subject: CN=TWCA Global Root CA,OU=Root CA,O=TAIWAN-CA,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 27 06:28:33 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 15:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

59:76:90:07:F7:68:5D:0F:CD:50:87:2F:9F:95:D5:75:5A:5B:2B:45:7D:81:F3:69:2B:61:0A:98:67:2F:0E:1B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9C:BB:48:53:F6:A4:F6:D3:52:A4:E8:32:52:55:60:13:F5:AD:AF:65

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TWCA Global Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\234\273\110\123\366\244\366\323\122\244\350\062\122\125\140\023

\365\255\257\145

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\003\176\317\346\236\074\163\172\052\220\007\151\377\053\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\124\101\111\127\101\116

\055\103\101\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\013\023\007\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\124\127\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\014\276

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Serial Number:00:95:be:16:a0:f7:2e:46:f1:7b:39:82:72:fa:8b:cd:96

# Subject: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 12:00:50 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Oct 18 12:00:50 2032

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DD:69:36:FE:21:F8:F0:77:C1:23:A1:A5:21:C1:22:24:F7:22:55:B7:3E:03:A7:26:06:93:E8:A2:4B:0F:A3:89

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:13:BB:96:F1:D5:86:9B:C1:4E:6A:92:F6:CF:F6:34:69:87:82:37

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372

\213\315\226

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\070\060\202\003\040\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372\213\315\226

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154\151

\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003

\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\060

\061\070\061\062\060\060\065\060\132\027\015\063\062\061\060\061

\070\061\062\060\060\065\060\132\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141

\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141

\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166
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\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\302\276\353\047\360\041\243\363\151\046\125\176\235\305

\125\026\221\134\375\357\041\277\123\200\172\055\322\221\214\143

\061\360\354\044\360\303\245\322\162\174\020\155\364\067\267\345

\346\174\171\352\214\265\202\213\256\110\266\254\000\334\145\165

\354\052\115\137\301\207\365\040\145\053\201\250\107\076\211\043

\225\060\026\220\177\350\127\007\110\347\031\256\277\105\147\261

\067\033\006\052\376\336\371\254\175\203\373\136\272\344\217\227

\147\276\113\216\215\144\007\127\070\125\151\064\066\075\023\110

\357\117\342\323\146\036\244\317\032\267\136\066\063\324\264\006

\275\030\001\375\167\204\120\000\105\365\214\135\350\043\274\176

\376\065\341\355\120\173\251\060\215\031\323\011\216\150\147\135

\277\074\227\030\123\273\051\142\305\312\136\162\301\307\226\324

\333\055\240\264\037\151\003\354\352\342\120\361\014\074\360\254

\363\123\055\360\034\365\355\154\071\071\163\200\026\310\122\260

\043\315\340\076\334\335\074\107\240\273\065\212\342\230\150\213

\276\345\277\162\356\322\372\245\355\022\355\374\230\030\251\046

\166\334\050\113\020\040\034\323\177\026\167\055\355\157\200\367

\111\273\123\005\273\135\150\307\324\310\165\026\077\211\132\213

\367\027\107\324\114\361\322\211\171\076\115\075\230\250\141\336

\072\036\322\370\136\003\340\301\311\034\214\323\215\115\323\225

\066\263\067\137\143\143\233\063\024\360\055\046\153\123\174\211

\214\062\302\156\354\075\041\000\071\311\241\150\342\120\203\056

\260\072\053\363\066\240\254\057\344\157\141\302\121\011\071\076

\213\123\271\273\147\332\334\123\271\166\131\066\235\103\345\040

\340\075\062\140\205\042\121\267\307\063\273\335\025\057\244\170

\246\007\173\201\106\066\004\206\335\171\065\307\225\054\073\260

\243\027\065\345\163\037\264\134\131\357\332\352\020\145\173\172

\320\177\237\263\264\052\067\073\160\213\233\133\271\053\267\354

\262\121\022\227\123\051\132\324\360\022\020\334\117\002\273\022

\222\057\142\324\077\151\103\174\015\326\374\130\165\001\210\235

\130\026\113\336\272\220\377\107\001\211\006\152\366\137\262\220

\152\263\002\246\002\210\277\263\107\176\052\331\325\372\150\170

\065\115\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003

\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\360\217\131\070\000\263\365\217\232\226\014\325

\353\372\173\252\027\350\023\022\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\276\344\134\142

\116\044\364\014\010\377\360\323\014\150\344\223\111\042\077\104

\047\157\273\155\336\203\146\316\250\314\015\374\365\232\006\345

\167\024\221\353\235\101\173\231\052\204\345\377\374\041\301\135

\360\344\037\127\267\165\251\241\137\002\046\377\327\307\367\116

\336\117\370\367\034\106\300\172\117\100\054\042\065\360\031\261

\320\153\147\054\260\250\340\300\100\067\065\366\204\134\134\343

\257\102\170\376\247\311\015\120\352\015\204\166\366\121\357\203

\123\306\172\377\016\126\111\056\217\172\326\014\346\047\124\343
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\115\012\140\162\142\315\221\007\326\245\277\310\231\153\355\304

\031\346\253\114\021\070\305\157\061\342\156\111\310\077\166\200

\046\003\046\051\340\066\366\366\040\123\343\027\160\064\027\235

\143\150\036\153\354\303\115\206\270\023\060\057\135\106\015\107

\103\325\033\252\131\016\271\134\215\006\110\255\164\207\137\307

\374\061\124\101\023\342\307\041\016\236\340\036\015\341\300\173

\103\205\220\305\212\130\306\145\012\170\127\362\306\043\017\001

\331\040\113\336\017\373\222\205\165\052\134\163\215\155\173\045

\221\312\356\105\256\006\113\000\314\323\261\131\120\332\072\210

\073\051\103\106\136\227\053\124\316\123\157\215\112\347\226\372

\277\161\016\102\213\174\375\050\240\320\110\312\332\304\201\114

\273\242\163\223\046\310\353\014\326\046\210\266\300\044\317\273

\275\133\353\165\175\351\010\216\206\063\054\171\167\011\151\245

\211\374\263\160\220\207\166\217\323\042\273\102\316\275\163\013

\040\046\052\320\233\075\160\036\044\154\315\207\166\251\027\226

\267\317\015\222\373\216\030\251\230\111\321\236\376\140\104\162

\041\271\031\355\302\365\061\361\071\110\210\220\044\165\124\026

\255\316\364\370\151\024\144\071\373\243\270\272\160\100\307\047

\034\277\304\126\123\372\143\145\320\363\034\016\026\365\153\206

\130\115\030\324\344\015\216\245\235\133\221\334\166\044\120\077

\306\052\373\331\267\234\265\326\346\320\331\350\031\213\025\161

\110\255\267\352\330\131\210\324\220\277\026\263\331\351\254\131

\141\124\310\034\272\312\301\312\341\271\040\114\217\072\223\211

\245\240\314\277\323\366\165\244\165\226\155\126

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

# Issuer: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Serial Number:00:95:be:16:a0:f7:2e:46:f1:7b:39:82:72:fa:8b:cd:96

# Subject: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1,O=TeliaSonera

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 12:00:50 2007

# Not Valid After : Mon Oct 18 12:00:50 2032

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DD:69:36:FE:21:F8:F0:77:C1:23:A1:A5:21:C1:22:24:F7:22:55:B7:3E:03:A7:26:06:93:E8:A2:4B:0F:A3:89

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:13:BB:96:F1:D5:86:9B:C1:4E:6A:92:F6:CF:F6:34:69:87:82:37

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\023\273\226\361\325\206\233\301\116\152\222\366\317\366\064

\151\207\202\067

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\067\101\111\033\030\126\232\046\365\255\302\146\373\100\245\114

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\014\013\124\145\154

\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004

\003\014\026\124\145\154\151\141\123\157\156\145\162\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\225\276\026\240\367\056\106\361\173\071\202\162\372

\213\315\226

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:6a:68:3e:9c:51:9b:cb:53

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 05 12:09:48 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Mar 03 12:09:48 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:BF:D5:2B:B0:D7:D9:BD:92:BF:5D:4D:C1:3D:A2:55:C0:2C:54:2F:37:83:65:EA:89:39:11:F5:5E:55:F2:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:C6:E7:08:49:06:6E:F3:92:D4:5C:A0:0D:6D:A3:62:8F:C3:52:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150
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\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\152\150\076\234\121\233\313\123

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\113\060\202\004\063\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\152

\150\076\234\121\233\313\123\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\124\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014

\006\101\156\153\141\162\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012

\014\067\105\055\124\165\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102

\151\154\151\305\237\151\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152

\151\154\145\162\151\040\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154

\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125

\004\013\014\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164

\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172

\151\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165

\147\162\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\063\060\063\060\065\061\062\060\071\064\070\132\027\015\062\063

\060\063\060\063\061\062\060\071\064\070\132\060\201\262\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162\141\061\100\060\076

\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165\304\237\162\141\040

\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151\155\040\124\145\153

\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040\166\145\040\110\151

\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236\056\061\046

\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055\124\165\147\162\141

\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115

\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014

\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171
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\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\342\365\077\223\005\121\036\205\142\124\136\172\013\365\030

\007\203\256\176\257\174\367\324\212\153\245\143\103\071\271\113

\367\303\306\144\211\075\224\056\124\200\122\071\071\007\113\113

\335\205\007\166\207\314\277\057\225\114\314\175\247\075\274\107

\017\230\160\370\214\205\036\164\216\222\155\033\100\321\231\015

\273\165\156\310\251\153\232\300\204\061\257\312\103\313\353\053

\064\350\217\227\153\001\233\325\016\112\010\252\133\222\164\205

\103\323\200\256\241\210\133\256\263\352\136\313\026\232\167\104

\310\241\366\124\150\316\336\217\227\053\272\133\100\002\014\144

\027\300\265\223\315\341\361\023\146\316\014\171\357\321\221\050

\253\137\240\022\122\060\163\031\216\217\341\214\007\242\303\273

\112\360\352\037\025\250\356\045\314\244\106\370\033\042\357\263

\016\103\272\054\044\270\305\054\134\324\034\370\135\144\275\303

\223\136\050\247\077\047\361\216\036\323\052\120\005\243\125\331

\313\347\071\123\300\230\236\214\124\142\213\046\260\367\175\215

\174\344\306\236\146\102\125\202\107\347\262\130\215\146\367\007

\174\056\066\346\120\034\077\333\103\044\305\277\206\107\171\263

\171\034\367\132\364\023\354\154\370\077\342\131\037\225\356\102

\076\271\255\250\062\205\111\227\106\376\113\061\217\132\313\255

\164\107\037\351\221\267\337\050\004\042\240\324\017\135\342\171

\117\352\154\205\206\275\250\246\316\344\372\303\341\263\256\336

\074\121\356\313\023\174\001\177\204\016\135\121\224\236\023\014

\266\056\245\114\371\071\160\066\157\226\312\056\014\104\125\305

\312\372\135\002\243\337\326\144\214\132\263\001\012\251\265\012

\107\027\377\357\221\100\052\216\241\106\072\061\230\345\021\374

\314\273\111\126\212\374\271\320\141\232\157\145\154\346\303\313

\076\165\111\376\217\247\342\211\305\147\327\235\106\023\116\061

\166\073\044\263\236\021\145\206\253\177\357\035\324\370\274\347

\254\132\134\267\132\107\134\125\316\125\264\042\161\133\133\013

\360\317\334\240\141\144\352\251\327\150\012\143\247\340\015\077

\240\257\323\252\322\176\357\121\240\346\121\053\125\222\025\027

\123\313\267\146\016\146\114\370\371\165\114\220\347\022\160\307

\105\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\056\343\333\262\111\320\234\124\171\134\372

\047\052\376\314\116\322\350\116\124\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\056\343\333\262\111\320\234\124\171

\134\372\047\052\376\314\116\322\350\116\124\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\005

\067\072\364\115\267\105\342\105\165\044\217\266\167\122\350\034

\330\020\223\145\363\362\131\006\244\076\036\051\354\135\321\320

\253\174\340\012\220\110\170\355\116\230\003\231\376\050\140\221

\035\060\035\270\143\174\250\346\065\265\372\323\141\166\346\326

\007\113\312\151\232\262\204\172\167\223\105\027\025\237\044\320

\230\023\022\377\273\240\056\375\116\114\207\370\316\134\252\230
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\033\005\340\000\106\112\202\200\245\063\213\050\334\355\070\323

\337\345\076\351\376\373\131\335\141\204\117\322\124\226\023\141

\023\076\217\200\151\276\223\107\265\065\103\322\132\273\075\134

\357\263\102\107\315\073\125\023\006\260\011\333\375\143\366\072

\210\012\231\157\176\341\316\033\123\152\104\146\043\121\010\173

\274\133\122\242\375\006\067\070\100\141\217\112\226\270\220\067

\370\146\307\170\220\000\025\056\213\255\121\065\123\007\250\153

\150\256\371\116\074\007\046\315\010\005\160\314\071\077\166\275

\245\323\147\046\001\206\246\123\322\140\073\174\103\177\125\212

\274\225\032\301\050\071\114\037\103\322\221\364\162\131\212\271

\126\374\077\264\235\332\160\234\166\132\214\103\120\356\216\060

\162\115\337\377\111\367\306\251\147\331\155\254\002\021\342\072

\026\045\247\130\010\313\157\123\101\234\110\070\107\150\063\321

\327\307\217\324\164\041\324\303\005\220\172\377\316\226\210\261

\025\051\135\043\253\320\140\241\022\117\336\364\027\315\062\345

\311\277\310\103\255\375\056\216\361\257\342\364\230\372\022\037

\040\330\300\247\014\205\305\220\364\073\055\226\046\261\054\276

\114\253\353\261\322\212\311\333\170\023\017\036\011\235\155\217

\000\237\002\332\301\372\037\172\172\011\304\112\346\210\052\227

\237\211\213\375\067\137\137\072\316\070\131\206\113\257\161\013

\264\330\362\160\117\237\062\023\343\260\247\127\345\332\332\103

\313\204\064\362\050\304\352\155\364\052\357\301\153\166\332\373

\176\273\205\074\322\123\302\115\276\161\341\105\321\375\043\147

\015\023\165\373\317\145\147\042\235\256\260\011\321\011\377\035

\064\277\376\043\227\067\322\071\372\075\015\006\013\264\333\073

\243\253\157\134\035\266\176\350\263\202\064\355\006\134\044

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Serial Number:6a:68:3e:9c:51:9b:cb:53

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority,OU=E-Tugra Sertifikasyon Merkezi,O=E-Tu..ra EBG Bili..im

Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A....,L=Ankara,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 05 12:09:48 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Mar 03 12:09:48 2023

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:BF:D5:2B:B0:D7:D9:BD:92:BF:5D:4D:C1:3D:A2:55:C0:2C:54:2F:37:83:65:EA:89:39:11:F5:5E:55:F2:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:C6:E7:08:49:06:6E:F3:92:D4:5C:A0:0D:6D:A3:62:8F:C3:52:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\121\306\347\010\111\006\156\363\222\324\134\240\015\155\243\142

\217\303\122\071

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\241\003\143\260\275\041\161\160\212\157\023\072\273\171\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\012\014\067\105\055\124\165

\304\237\162\141\040\105\102\107\040\102\151\154\151\305\237\151

\155\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152\151\154\145\162\151\040

\166\145\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056

\305\236\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\014\035\105\055

\124\165\147\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163

\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\055\124\165\147\162\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\152\150\076\234\121\233\313\123

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:40:14 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

91:E2:F5:78:8D:58:10:EB:A7:BA:58:73:7D:E1:54:8A:8E:CA:CD:01:45:98:BC:0B:14:3E:04:1B:17:05:25:52

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:0D:2D:7D:88:4F:40:2E:61:7E:A5:62:32:17:65:CF:17:D8:94:E9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\303\060\202\002\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123\145

\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154\141

\163\163\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\060\061\061\060

\064\060\061\064\132\027\015\063\063\061\060\060\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124

\055\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162

\151\163\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142

\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171

\163\164\145\155\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164

\145\162\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124

\145\154\145\123\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157

\164\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017
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\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\252\137\332\033\137\350

\163\221\345\332\134\364\242\346\107\345\363\150\125\140\005\035

\002\244\263\233\131\363\036\212\257\064\255\374\015\302\331\110

\031\356\151\217\311\040\374\041\252\007\031\355\260\134\254\145

\307\137\355\002\174\173\174\055\033\326\272\271\200\302\030\202

\026\204\372\146\260\010\306\124\043\201\344\315\271\111\077\366

\117\156\067\110\050\070\017\305\276\347\150\160\375\071\227\115

\322\307\230\221\120\252\304\104\263\043\175\071\107\351\122\142

\326\022\223\136\267\061\226\102\005\373\166\247\036\243\365\302

\374\351\172\305\154\251\161\117\352\313\170\274\140\257\307\336

\364\331\313\276\176\063\245\156\224\203\360\064\372\041\253\352

\216\162\240\077\244\336\060\133\357\206\115\152\225\133\103\104

\250\020\025\034\345\001\127\305\230\361\346\006\050\221\252\040

\305\267\123\046\121\103\262\013\021\225\130\341\300\017\166\331

\300\215\174\201\363\162\160\236\157\376\032\216\331\137\065\306

\262\157\064\174\276\110\117\342\132\071\327\330\235\170\236\237

\206\076\003\136\031\213\104\242\325\307\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\277

\131\040\066\000\171\240\240\042\153\214\325\362\141\322\270\054

\313\202\112\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\061\003\242\141\013\037\164\350\162

\066\306\155\371\115\236\372\042\250\341\201\126\317\315\273\237

\352\253\221\031\070\257\252\174\025\115\363\266\243\215\245\364

\216\366\104\251\247\350\041\225\255\076\000\142\026\210\360\002

\272\374\141\043\346\063\233\060\172\153\066\142\173\255\004\043

\204\130\145\342\333\053\212\347\045\123\067\142\123\137\274\332

\001\142\051\242\246\047\161\346\072\042\176\301\157\035\225\160

\040\112\007\064\337\352\377\025\200\345\272\327\172\330\133\165

\174\005\172\051\107\176\100\250\061\023\167\315\100\073\264\121

\107\172\056\021\343\107\021\336\235\146\320\213\325\124\146\372

\203\125\352\174\302\051\211\033\351\157\263\316\342\005\204\311

\057\076\170\205\142\156\311\137\301\170\143\164\130\300\110\030

\014\231\071\353\244\314\032\265\171\132\215\025\234\330\024\015

\366\172\007\127\307\042\203\005\055\074\233\045\046\075\030\263

\251\103\174\310\310\253\144\217\016\243\277\234\033\235\060\333

\332\320\031\056\252\074\361\373\063\200\166\344\315\255\031\117

\005\047\216\023\241\156\302

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)
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# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2,OU=T-Systems Trust Center,O=T-Systems Enterprise Services

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 01 10:40:14 2008

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 23:59:59 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

91:E2:F5:78:8D:58:10:EB:A7:BA:58:73:7D:E1:54:8A:8E:CA:CD:01:45:98:BC:0B:14:3E:04:1B:17:05:25:52

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:0D:2D:7D:88:4F:40:2E:61:7E:A5:62:32:17:65:CF:17:D8:94:E9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\015\055\175\210\117\100\056\141\176\245\142\062\027\145\317

\027\330\224\351

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\233\236\344\173\154\037\000\162\032\314\301\167\171\337\152

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\124\055\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\105\156\164\145\162\160\162\151\163\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\124\055\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\124\055\124\145\154\145\123

\145\143\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

#

# Issuer: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Serial Number:5c:33:cb:62:2c:5f:b3:32

# Subject: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 07 14:58:30 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:56:BE:A2:44:B7:A9:1E:B3:5D:53:CA:9A:D7:86:4A:CE:01:8E:2D:35:D5:F8:F9:6D:DF:68:A6:F4:1A:A4:74
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:B1:F5:3E:55:0C:1D:C5:F1:D4:E6:B7:6A:46:4B:55:06:02:AC:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\134\063\313\142\054\137\263\062

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\167\060\202\002\137\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\134

\063\313\142\054\137\263\062\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004

\003\014\025\101\164\157\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122

\157\157\164\040\062\060\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\012\014\004\101\164\157\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\067\060\067\061\064

\065\070\063\060\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\062\063\065

\071\065\071\132\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014

\025\101\164\157\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157

\164\040\062\060\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014

\004\101\164\157\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\104\105\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\225\205\073\227\157\052\073\056\073\317\246\363\051

\065\276\317\030\254\076\252\331\370\115\240\076\032\107\271\274

\232\337\362\376\314\076\107\350\172\226\302\044\216\065\364\251

\014\374\202\375\155\301\162\142\047\275\352\153\353\347\212\314

\124\076\220\120\317\200\324\225\373\350\265\202\324\024\305\266

\251\125\045\127\333\261\120\366\260\140\144\131\172\151\317\003

\267\157\015\276\312\076\157\164\162\352\252\060\052\163\142\276

\111\221\141\310\021\376\016\003\052\367\152\040\334\002\025\015

\136\025\152\374\343\202\301\265\305\235\144\011\154\243\131\230

\007\047\307\033\226\053\141\164\161\154\103\361\367\065\211\020
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\340\236\354\125\241\067\042\242\207\004\005\054\107\175\264\034

\271\142\051\146\050\312\267\341\223\365\244\224\003\231\271\160

\205\265\346\110\352\215\120\374\331\336\314\157\007\016\335\013

\162\235\200\060\026\007\225\077\050\016\375\305\165\117\123\326

\164\232\264\044\056\216\002\221\317\166\305\233\036\125\164\234

\170\041\261\360\055\361\013\237\302\325\226\030\037\360\124\042

\172\214\007\002\003\001\000\001\243\175\060\173\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\247\245\006\261\054\246\011\140\356

\321\227\351\160\256\274\073\031\154\333\041\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\247\245\006\261\054\246\011

\140\356\321\227\351\160\256\274\073\031\154\333\041\060\030\006

\003\125\035\040\004\021\060\017\060\015\006\013\053\006\001\004

\001\260\055\003\004\001\001\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\046\167\064\333\224

\110\206\052\101\235\054\076\006\220\140\304\214\254\013\124\270

\037\271\173\323\007\071\344\372\076\173\262\075\116\355\237\043

\275\227\363\153\134\357\356\375\100\246\337\241\223\241\012\206

\254\357\040\320\171\001\275\170\367\031\330\044\061\064\004\001

\246\272\025\232\303\047\334\330\117\017\314\030\143\377\231\017

\016\221\153\165\026\341\041\374\330\046\307\107\267\246\317\130

\162\161\176\272\341\115\225\107\073\311\257\155\241\264\301\354

\211\366\264\017\070\265\342\144\334\045\317\246\333\353\232\134

\231\241\305\010\336\375\346\332\325\326\132\105\014\304\267\302

\265\024\357\264\021\377\016\025\265\365\365\333\306\275\353\132

\247\360\126\042\251\074\145\124\306\025\250\275\206\236\315\203

\226\150\172\161\201\211\341\013\341\352\021\033\150\010\314\151

\236\354\236\101\236\104\062\046\172\342\207\012\161\075\353\344

\132\244\322\333\305\315\306\336\140\177\271\363\117\104\222\357

\052\267\030\076\247\031\331\013\175\261\067\101\102\260\272\140

\035\362\376\011\021\260\360\207\173\247\235

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

# Issuer: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Serial Number:5c:33:cb:62:2c:5f:b3:32

# Subject: C=DE,O=Atos,CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 07 14:58:30 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 31 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F3:56:BE:A2:44:B7:A9:1E:B3:5D:53:CA:9A:D7:86:4A:CE:01:8E:2D:35:D5:F8:F9:6D:DF:68:A6:F4:1A:A4:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:B1:F5:3E:55:0C:1D:C5:F1:D4:E6:B7:6A:46:4B:55:06:02:AC:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\261\365\076\125\014\035\305\361\324\346\267\152\106\113\125

\006\002\254\041

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\271\304\062\113\254\177\135\146\314\167\224\273\052\167\126

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\074\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\101\164\157

\163\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\122\157\157\164\040\062\060

\061\061\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\101\164\157

\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\134\063\313\142\054\137\263\062

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:78:58:5f:2e:ad:2c:19:4b:e3:37:07:35:34:13:28:b5:96:d4:65:93

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 17:27:44 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 17:27:44 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:86:6F:D1:B2:76:B5:7E:57:8E:92:1C:65:82:8A:2B:ED:58:E9:F2:F2:88:05:41:34:B7:F1:F4:BF:C9:CC:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1B:8E:EA:57:96:29:1A:C9:39:EA:B8:0A:81:1A:73:73:C0:93:79:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END
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CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\170\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023

\050\265\226\324\145\223

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\170

\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023\050\265\226

\324\145\223\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\061\067\062\067\064\064\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\061\067\062\067\064\064\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\061\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\240\276\120\020\216\351\362\154\100

\264\004\234\205\271\061\312\334\055\344\021\251\004\074\033\125

\301\347\130\060\035\044\264\303\357\205\336\214\054\341\301\075

\337\202\346\117\255\107\207\154\354\133\111\301\112\325\273\217

\354\207\254\177\202\232\206\354\075\003\231\122\001\322\065\236

\254\332\360\123\311\146\074\324\254\002\001\332\044\323\073\250

\002\106\257\244\034\343\370\163\130\166\267\366\016\220\015\265

\360\317\314\372\371\306\114\345\303\206\060\012\215\027\176\065

\353\305\337\273\016\234\300\215\207\343\210\070\205\147\372\076

\307\253\340\023\234\005\030\230\317\223\365\261\222\264\374\043

\323\317\325\304\047\111\340\236\074\233\010\243\213\135\052\041

\340\374\071\252\123\332\175\176\317\032\011\123\274\135\005\004

\317\241\112\217\213\166\202\015\241\370\322\307\024\167\133\220

\066\007\201\233\076\006\372\122\136\143\305\246\000\376\245\351

\122\033\122\265\222\071\162\003\011\142\275\260\140\026\156\246

\335\045\302\003\146\335\363\004\321\100\342\116\213\206\364\157

\345\203\240\047\204\136\004\301\365\220\275\060\075\304\357\250

\151\274\070\233\244\244\226\321\142\332\151\300\001\226\256\313

\304\121\064\352\014\252\377\041\216\131\217\112\134\344\141\232
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\247\322\351\052\170\215\121\075\072\025\356\242\131\216\251\134

\336\305\371\220\042\345\210\105\161\335\221\231\154\172\237\075

\075\230\174\136\366\276\026\150\240\136\256\013\043\374\132\017

\252\042\166\055\311\241\020\035\344\323\104\043\220\210\237\306

\052\346\327\365\232\263\130\036\057\060\211\010\033\124\242\265

\230\043\354\010\167\034\225\135\141\321\313\211\234\137\242\112

\221\232\357\041\252\111\026\010\250\275\141\050\061\311\164\255

\205\366\331\305\261\213\321\345\020\062\115\137\213\040\072\074

\111\037\063\205\131\015\333\313\011\165\103\151\163\373\153\161

\175\360\337\304\114\175\306\243\056\310\225\171\313\163\242\216

\116\115\044\373\136\344\004\276\162\033\246\047\055\111\132\231

\172\327\134\011\040\267\177\224\271\117\361\015\034\136\210\102

\033\021\267\347\221\333\236\154\364\152\337\214\006\230\003\255

\314\050\357\245\107\363\123\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\243\227\326\363

\136\242\020\341\253\105\237\074\027\144\074\356\001\160\234\314

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\030\372\133\165\374\076\172\307\137\167\307\312

\337\317\137\303\022\304\100\135\324\062\252\270\152\327\325\025

\025\106\230\043\245\346\220\133\030\231\114\343\255\102\243\202

\061\066\210\315\351\373\304\004\226\110\213\001\307\215\001\317

\133\063\006\226\106\146\164\035\117\355\301\266\271\264\015\141

\314\143\176\327\056\167\214\226\034\052\043\150\153\205\127\166

\160\063\023\376\341\117\246\043\167\030\372\032\214\350\275\145

\311\317\077\364\311\027\334\353\307\274\300\004\056\055\106\057

\151\146\303\033\217\376\354\076\323\312\224\277\166\012\045\015

\251\173\002\034\251\320\073\137\013\300\201\072\075\144\341\277

\247\055\116\275\115\304\330\051\306\042\030\320\305\254\162\002

\202\077\252\072\242\072\042\227\061\335\010\143\303\165\024\271

\140\050\055\133\150\340\026\251\146\202\043\121\365\353\123\330

\061\233\173\351\267\235\113\353\210\026\317\371\135\070\212\111

\060\217\355\361\353\031\364\167\032\061\030\115\147\124\154\057

\157\145\371\333\075\354\041\354\136\364\364\213\312\140\145\124

\321\161\144\364\371\246\243\201\063\066\063\161\360\244\170\137

\116\255\203\041\336\064\111\215\350\131\254\235\362\166\132\066

\362\023\364\257\340\011\307\141\052\154\367\340\235\256\273\206

\112\050\157\056\356\264\171\315\220\063\303\263\166\372\365\360

\154\235\001\220\372\236\220\366\234\162\317\107\332\303\037\344

\065\040\123\362\124\321\337\141\203\246\002\342\045\070\336\205

\062\055\136\163\220\122\135\102\304\316\075\113\341\371\031\204

\035\325\242\120\314\101\373\101\024\303\275\326\311\132\243\143

\146\002\200\275\005\072\073\107\234\354\000\046\114\365\210\121

\277\250\043\177\030\007\260\013\355\213\046\241\144\323\141\112

\353\134\237\336\263\257\147\003\263\037\335\155\135\151\150\151

\253\136\072\354\174\151\274\307\073\205\116\236\025\271\264\025

\117\303\225\172\130\327\311\154\351\154\271\363\051\143\136\264
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\054\360\055\075\355\132\145\340\251\133\100\302\110\231\201\155

\236\037\006\052\074\022\264\213\017\233\242\044\360\246\215\326

\172\340\113\266\144\226\143\225\204\302\112\315\034\056\044\207

\063\140\345\303

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:78:58:5f:2e:ad:2c:19:4b:e3:37:07:35:34:13:28:b5:96:d4:65:93

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 17:27:44 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 17:27:44 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:86:6F:D1:B2:76:B5:7E:57:8E:92:1C:65:82:8A:2B:ED:58:E9:F2:F2:88:05:41:34:B7:F1:F4:BF:C9:CC:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1B:8E:EA:57:96:29:1A:C9:39:EA:B8:0A:81:1A:73:73:C0:93:79:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\216\352\127\226\051\032\311\071\352\270\012\201\032\163\163

\300\223\171\147

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\244\274\133\077\376\067\232\372\144\360\342\372\005\075\013\253

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\170\130\137\056\255\054\031\113\343\067\007\065\064\023

\050\265\226\324\145\223

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"
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#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:44:57:34:24:5b:81:89:9b:35:f2:ce:b8:2b:3b:5b:a7:26:f0:75:28

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 18:59:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 18:59:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8F:E4:FB:0A:F9:3A:4D:0D:67:DB:0B:EB:B2:3E:37:C7:1B:F3:25:DC:BC:DD:24:0E:A0:4D:AF:58:B4:7E:18:40

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 09:3C:61:F3:8B:8B:DC:7D:55:DF:75:38:02:05:00:E1:25:F5:C8:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\104\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073

\133\247\046\360\165\050

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\104

\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073\133\247\046

\360\165\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\061\070\065\071\063\062\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\061\070\065\071\063\062\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023
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\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\062\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\241\256\045\262\001\030\334\127\210

\077\106\353\371\257\342\353\043\161\342\232\321\141\146\041\137

\252\257\047\121\345\156\033\026\324\055\175\120\260\123\167\275

\170\072\140\342\144\002\233\174\206\233\326\032\216\255\377\037

\025\177\325\225\036\022\313\346\024\204\004\301\337\066\263\026

\237\212\343\311\333\230\064\316\330\063\027\050\106\374\247\311

\360\322\264\325\115\011\162\111\371\362\207\343\251\332\175\241

\175\153\262\072\045\251\155\122\104\254\370\276\156\373\334\246

\163\221\220\141\246\003\024\040\362\347\207\243\210\255\255\240

\214\377\246\013\045\122\045\347\026\001\325\313\270\065\201\014

\243\073\360\341\341\374\132\135\316\200\161\155\370\111\253\076

\073\272\270\327\200\001\373\245\353\133\263\305\136\140\052\061

\240\257\067\350\040\072\237\250\062\054\014\314\011\035\323\236

\216\135\274\114\230\356\305\032\150\173\354\123\246\351\024\065

\243\337\315\200\237\014\110\373\034\364\361\277\112\270\372\325

\214\161\112\307\037\255\376\101\232\263\203\135\362\204\126\357

\245\127\103\316\051\255\214\253\125\277\304\373\133\001\335\043

\041\241\130\000\216\303\320\152\023\355\023\343\022\053\200\334

\147\346\225\262\315\036\042\156\052\370\101\324\362\312\024\007

\215\212\125\022\306\151\365\270\206\150\057\123\136\260\322\252

\041\301\230\346\060\343\147\125\307\233\156\254\031\250\125\246

\105\006\320\043\072\333\353\145\135\052\021\021\360\073\117\312

\155\364\064\304\161\344\377\000\132\366\134\256\043\140\205\163

\361\344\020\261\045\256\325\222\273\023\301\014\340\071\332\264

\071\127\265\253\065\252\162\041\073\203\065\347\061\337\172\041

\156\270\062\010\175\035\062\221\025\112\142\162\317\343\167\241

\274\325\021\033\166\001\147\010\340\101\013\303\353\025\156\370

\244\031\331\242\253\257\342\047\122\126\053\002\212\054\024\044

\371\277\102\002\277\046\310\306\217\340\156\070\175\123\055\345

\355\230\263\225\143\150\177\371\065\364\337\210\305\140\065\222

\300\174\151\034\141\225\026\320\353\336\013\257\076\004\020\105

\145\130\120\070\257\110\362\131\266\026\362\074\015\220\002\306

\160\056\001\255\074\025\327\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\355\347\157\166

\132\277\140\354\111\133\306\245\167\273\162\026\161\233\304\075

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\221\337\200\077\103\011\176\161\302\367\353\263

\210\217\341\121\262\274\075\165\371\050\135\310\274\231\233\173

\135\252\345\312\341\012\367\350\262\323\237\335\147\061\176\272

\001\252\307\152\101\073\220\324\010\134\262\140\152\220\360\310

\316\003\142\371\213\355\373\156\052\334\006\115\074\051\017\211

\026\212\130\114\110\017\350\204\141\352\074\162\246\167\344\102

\256\210\243\103\130\171\176\256\312\245\123\015\251\075\160\275
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\040\031\141\244\154\070\374\103\062\341\301\107\377\370\354\361

\021\042\062\226\234\302\366\133\151\226\173\040\014\103\101\232

\133\366\131\031\210\336\125\210\067\121\013\170\134\012\036\243

\102\375\307\235\210\017\300\362\170\002\044\124\223\257\211\207

\210\311\112\200\035\352\320\156\076\141\056\066\273\065\016\047

\226\375\146\064\073\141\162\163\361\026\134\107\006\124\111\000

\172\130\022\260\012\357\205\375\261\270\063\165\152\223\034\022

\346\140\136\157\035\177\311\037\043\313\204\141\237\036\202\104

\371\137\255\142\125\044\232\122\230\355\121\347\241\176\227\072

\346\057\037\021\332\123\200\054\205\236\253\065\020\333\042\137

\152\305\136\227\123\362\062\002\011\060\243\130\360\015\001\325

\162\306\261\174\151\173\303\365\066\105\314\141\156\136\114\224

\305\136\256\350\016\136\213\277\367\315\340\355\241\016\033\063

\356\124\030\376\017\276\357\176\204\153\103\343\160\230\333\135

\165\262\015\131\007\205\025\043\071\326\361\337\251\046\017\326

\110\307\263\246\042\365\063\067\132\225\107\237\173\272\030\025

\157\377\326\024\144\203\111\322\012\147\041\333\017\065\143\140

\050\042\343\261\225\203\315\205\246\335\057\017\347\147\122\156

\273\057\205\174\365\112\163\347\305\076\300\275\041\022\005\077

\374\267\003\111\002\133\310\045\346\342\124\070\365\171\207\214

\035\123\262\116\205\173\006\070\307\054\370\370\260\162\215\045

\345\167\122\364\003\034\110\246\120\137\210\040\060\156\362\202

\103\253\075\227\204\347\123\373\041\301\117\017\042\232\206\270

\131\052\366\107\075\031\210\055\350\205\341\236\354\205\010\152

\261\154\064\311\035\354\110\053\073\170\355\146\304\216\171\151

\203\336\177\214

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:44:57:34:24:5b:81:89:9b:35:f2:ce:b8:2b:3b:5b:a7:26:f0:75:28

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 18:59:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 18:59:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8F:E4:FB:0A:F9:3A:4D:0D:67:DB:0B:EB:B2:3E:37:C7:1B:F3:25:DC:BC:DD:24:0E:A0:4D:AF:58:B4:7E:18:40

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 09:3C:61:F3:8B:8B:DC:7D:55:DF:75:38:02:05:00:E1:25:F5:C8:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\011\074\141\363\213\213\334\175\125\337\165\070\002\005\000\341

\045\365\310\066
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\257\014\206\156\277\100\055\177\013\076\022\120\272\022\075\006

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\104\127\064\044\133\201\211\233\065\362\316\270\053\073

\133\247\046\360\165\050

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:2e:f5:9b:02:28:a7:db:7a:ff:d5:a3:a9:ee:bd:03:a0:cf:12:6a:1d

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 20:26:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 20:26:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:EF:81:DE:20:2E:B0:18:45:2E:43:F8:64:72:5C:EA:5F:BD:1F:C2:D9:D2:05:73:07:09:C5:D8:B8:69:0F:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 48:12:BD:92:3C:A8:C4:39:06:E7:30:6D:27:96:E6:A4:CF:22:2E:7D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144
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\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\056\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275

\003\240\317\022\152\035

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\056

\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275\003\240\317

\022\152\035\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\061\061\062\062\060\062\066\063\062\132\027\015\064

\062\060\061\061\062\062\060\062\066\063\062\132\060\110\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\263\313\016\020\147\216\352\024\227

\247\062\052\012\126\066\177\150\114\307\263\157\072\043\024\221

\377\031\177\245\312\254\356\263\166\235\172\351\213\033\253\153

\061\333\372\013\123\114\257\305\245\032\171\074\212\114\377\254

\337\045\336\116\331\202\062\013\104\336\312\333\214\254\243\156

\026\203\073\246\144\113\062\211\373\026\026\070\176\353\103\342

\323\164\112\302\142\012\163\012\335\111\263\127\322\260\012\205

\235\161\074\336\243\313\300\062\363\001\071\040\103\033\065\321

\123\263\261\356\305\223\151\202\076\026\265\050\106\241\336\352

\211\011\355\103\270\005\106\212\206\365\131\107\276\033\157\001

\041\020\271\375\251\322\050\312\020\071\011\312\023\066\317\234

\255\255\100\164\171\053\002\077\064\377\372\040\151\175\323\356

\141\365\272\263\347\060\320\067\043\206\162\141\105\051\110\131

\150\157\167\246\056\201\276\007\115\157\257\316\304\105\023\221

\024\160\006\217\037\237\370\207\151\261\016\357\303\211\031\353

\352\034\141\374\172\154\212\334\326\003\013\236\046\272\022\335

\324\124\071\253\046\243\063\352\165\201\332\055\315\017\117\344

\003\321\357\025\227\033\153\220\305\002\220\223\146\002\041\261

\107\336\213\232\112\200\271\125\217\265\242\057\300\326\063\147

\332\176\304\247\264\004\104\353\107\373\346\130\271\367\014\360

\173\053\261\300\160\051\303\100\142\055\073\110\151\334\043\074

\110\353\173\011\171\251\155\332\250\060\230\317\200\162\003\210

\246\133\106\256\162\171\174\010\003\041\145\256\267\341\034\245
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\261\052\242\061\336\146\004\367\300\164\350\161\336\377\075\131

\314\226\046\022\213\205\225\127\032\253\153\165\013\104\075\021

\050\074\173\141\267\342\217\147\117\345\354\074\114\140\200\151

\127\070\036\001\133\215\125\350\307\337\300\314\167\043\064\111

\165\174\366\230\021\353\055\336\355\101\056\024\005\002\177\340

\376\040\353\065\347\021\254\042\316\127\075\336\311\060\155\020

\003\205\315\361\377\214\026\265\301\262\076\210\154\140\177\220

\117\225\367\366\055\255\001\071\007\004\372\165\200\175\277\111

\120\355\357\311\304\174\034\353\200\176\333\266\320\335\023\376

\311\323\234\327\262\227\251\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\306\027\320\274

\250\352\002\103\362\033\006\231\135\053\220\040\271\327\234\344

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\064\141\331\126\265\022\207\125\115\335\243\065

\061\106\273\244\007\162\274\137\141\142\350\245\373\013\067\261

\074\266\263\372\051\235\177\002\365\244\311\250\223\267\172\161

\050\151\217\163\341\122\220\332\325\276\072\345\267\166\152\126

\200\041\337\135\346\351\072\236\345\076\366\242\151\307\052\012

\260\030\107\334\040\160\175\122\243\076\131\174\301\272\311\310

\025\100\141\312\162\326\160\254\322\267\360\034\344\206\051\360

\316\357\150\143\320\265\040\212\025\141\232\176\206\230\264\311

\302\166\373\314\272\060\026\314\243\141\306\164\023\345\153\357

\243\025\352\003\376\023\213\144\344\323\301\322\350\204\373\111

\321\020\115\171\146\353\252\375\364\215\061\036\160\024\255\334

\336\147\023\114\201\025\141\274\267\331\221\167\161\031\201\140

\273\360\130\245\265\234\013\367\217\042\125\047\300\113\001\155

\073\231\015\324\035\233\143\147\057\320\356\015\312\146\274\224

\117\246\255\355\374\356\143\254\127\077\145\045\317\262\206\217

\320\010\377\270\166\024\156\336\345\047\354\253\170\265\123\271

\266\077\350\040\371\322\250\276\141\106\312\207\214\204\363\371

\361\240\150\233\042\036\201\046\233\020\004\221\161\300\006\037

\334\240\323\271\126\247\343\230\055\177\203\235\337\214\053\234

\062\216\062\224\360\001\074\042\052\237\103\302\056\303\230\071

\007\070\173\374\136\000\102\037\363\062\046\171\203\204\366\345

\360\301\121\022\300\013\036\004\043\014\124\245\114\057\111\305

\112\321\266\156\140\015\153\374\153\213\205\044\144\267\211\016

\253\045\107\133\074\317\176\111\275\307\351\012\306\332\367\176

\016\027\010\323\110\227\320\161\222\360\017\071\076\064\152\034

\175\330\362\042\256\273\151\364\063\264\246\110\125\321\017\016

\046\350\354\266\013\055\247\205\065\315\375\131\310\237\321\315

\076\132\051\064\271\075\204\316\261\145\324\131\221\221\126\165

\041\301\167\236\371\172\341\140\235\323\255\004\030\364\174\353

\136\223\217\123\112\042\051\370\110\053\076\115\206\254\133\177

\313\006\231\131\140\330\130\145\225\215\104\321\367\177\176\047

\177\175\256\200\365\007\114\266\076\234\161\124\231\004\113\375

\130\371\230\364
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:2e:f5:9b:02:28:a7:db:7a:ff:d5:a3:a9:ee:bd:03:a0:cf:12:6a:1d

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3,O=QuoVadis Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 20:26:32 2012

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 12 20:26:32 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:EF:81:DE:20:2E:B0:18:45:2E:43:F8:64:72:5C:EA:5F:BD:1F:C2:D9:D2:05:73:07:09:C5:D8:B8:69:0F:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 48:12:BD:92:3C:A8:C4:39:06:E7:30:6D:27:96:E6:A4:CF:22:2E:7D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\110\022\275\222\074\250\304\071\006\347\060\155\047\226\346\244

\317\042\056\175

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\175\271\255\124\157\150\241\337\211\127\003\227\103\260\327

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\023\025\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\056\365\233\002\050\247\333\172\377\325\243\251\356\275

\003\240\317\022\152\035

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:93:1c:3a:d6:39:67:ea:67:23:bf:c3:af:9a:f4:4b

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US
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# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7D:05:EB:B6:82:33:9F:8C:94:51:EE:09:4E:EB:FE:FA:79:53:A1:14:ED:B2:F4:49:49:45:2F:AB:7D:2F:C1:85

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A1:4B:48:D9:43:EE:0A:0E:40:90:4F:3C:E0:A4:C0:91:93:51:5D:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232

\364\113

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\226\060\202\002\176\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\013

\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232\364\113\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157

\157\164\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061

\062\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062

\060\060\060\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104
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\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145

\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145

\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\062\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\331\347\050

\057\122\077\066\162\111\210\223\064\363\370\152\036\061\124\200

\237\255\124\101\265\107\337\226\250\324\257\200\055\271\012\317

\165\375\211\245\175\044\372\343\042\014\053\274\225\027\013\063

\277\031\115\101\006\220\000\275\014\115\020\376\007\265\347\034

\156\042\125\061\145\227\275\323\027\322\036\142\363\333\352\154

\120\214\077\204\014\226\317\267\313\003\340\312\155\241\024\114

\033\211\335\355\000\260\122\174\257\221\154\261\070\023\321\351

\022\010\300\000\260\034\053\021\332\167\160\066\233\256\316\171

\207\334\202\160\346\011\164\160\125\151\257\243\150\237\277\335

\266\171\263\362\235\160\051\125\364\253\377\225\141\363\311\100

\157\035\321\276\223\273\323\210\052\273\235\277\162\132\126\161

\073\077\324\363\321\012\376\050\357\243\356\331\231\257\003\323

\217\140\267\362\222\241\261\275\211\211\037\060\315\303\246\056

\142\063\256\026\002\167\104\132\347\201\012\074\247\104\056\171

\270\077\004\274\134\240\207\341\033\257\121\216\315\354\054\372

\370\376\155\360\072\174\252\213\344\147\225\061\215\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\316\303\112\271\231\125\362\270\333\140\277\251\176\275

\126\265\227\066\247\326\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\312\245\125\214\343\310

\101\156\151\047\247\165\021\357\074\206\066\157\322\235\306\170

\070\035\151\226\242\222\151\056\070\154\233\175\004\324\211\245

\261\061\067\212\311\041\314\253\154\315\213\034\232\326\277\110

\322\062\146\301\212\300\363\057\072\357\300\343\324\221\206\321

\120\343\003\333\163\167\157\112\071\123\355\336\046\307\265\175

\257\053\102\321\165\142\343\112\053\002\307\120\113\340\151\342

\226\154\016\104\146\020\104\217\255\005\353\370\171\254\246\033

\350\067\064\235\123\311\141\252\242\122\257\112\160\026\206\302

\072\310\261\023\160\066\330\317\356\364\012\064\325\133\114\375

\007\234\242\272\331\001\162\134\363\115\301\335\016\261\034\015

\304\143\276\255\364\024\373\211\354\242\101\016\114\314\310\127

\100\320\156\003\252\315\014\216\211\231\231\154\360\074\060\257

\070\337\157\274\243\276\051\040\047\253\164\377\023\042\170\336

\227\122\125\036\203\265\124\040\003\356\256\300\117\126\336\067

\314\303\177\252\004\047\273\323\167\270\142\333\027\174\234\050

\042\023\163\154\317\046\365\212\051\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:93:1c:3a:d6:39:67:ea:67:23:bf:c3:af:9a:f4:4b

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7D:05:EB:B6:82:33:9F:8C:94:51:EE:09:4E:EB:FE:FA:79:53:A1:14:ED:B2:F4:49:49:45:2F:AB:7D:2F:C1:85

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A1:4B:48:D9:43:EE:0A:0E:40:90:4F:3C:E0:A4:C0:91:93:51:5D:3F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\113\110\331\103\356\012\016\100\220\117\074\340\244\300\221

\223\121\135\077

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\222\070\271\370\143\044\202\145\054\127\063\346\376\201\217\235

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\223\034\072\326\071\147\352\147\043\277\303\257\232

\364\113

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:a1:5a:fa:1d:df:a0:b5:49:44:af:cd:24:a0:6c:ec

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013
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# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7E:37:CB:8B:4C:47:09:0C:AB:36:55:1B:A6:F4:5D:B8:40:68:0F:BA:16:6A:95:2D:B1:00:71:7F:43:05:3F:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F5:17:A2:4F:9A:48:C6:C9:F8:A2:00:26:9F:DC:0F:48:2C:AB:30:89

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240

\154\354

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\106\060\202\001\315\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\013

\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240\154\354\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\145\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156

\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056

\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040

\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\063\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004
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\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056

\143\157\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111

\104\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\031\347\274\254\104\145\355\315\270\077\130\373\215\261\127

\251\104\055\005\025\362\357\013\377\020\164\237\265\142\122\137

\146\176\037\345\334\033\105\171\013\314\306\123\012\235\215\135

\002\331\251\131\336\002\132\366\225\052\016\215\070\112\212\111

\306\274\306\003\070\007\137\125\332\176\011\156\342\177\136\320

\105\040\017\131\166\020\326\240\044\360\055\336\066\362\154\051

\071\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\313\320\275\251\341\230\005\121\241\115\067\242\203\171\316

\215\035\052\344\204\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\045\244\201\105\002\153\022\113

\165\164\117\310\043\343\160\362\165\162\336\174\211\360\317\221

\162\141\236\136\020\222\131\126\271\203\307\020\347\070\351\130

\046\066\175\325\344\064\206\071\002\060\174\066\123\360\060\345

\142\143\072\231\342\266\243\073\233\064\372\036\332\020\222\161

\136\221\023\247\335\244\156\222\314\062\326\365\041\146\307\057

\352\226\143\152\145\105\222\225\001\264

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:0b:a1:5a:fa:1d:df:a0:b5:49:44:af:cd:24:a0:6c:ec

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

7E:37:CB:8B:4C:47:09:0C:AB:36:55:1B:A6:F4:5D:B8:40:68:0F:BA:16:6A:95:2D:B1:00:71:7F:43:05:3F:C2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F5:17:A2:4F:9A:48:C6:C9:F8:A2:00:26:9F:DC:0F:48:2C:AB:30:89

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\365\027\242\117\232\110\306\311\370\242\000\046\237\334\017\110

\054\253\060\211

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\174\177\145\061\014\201\337\215\272\076\231\342\134\255\156\373
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\101\163\163\165\162\145\144\040\111\104\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\013\241\132\372\035\337\240\265\111\104\257\315\044\240

\154\354

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:03:3a:f1:e6:a7:11:a9:a0:bb:28:64:b1:1d:09:fa:e5

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:3C:CB:B7:60:31:E5:E0:13:8F:8D:D3:9A:23:F9:DE:47:FF:C3:5E:43:C1:14:4C:EA:27:D4:6A:5A:B1:CB:5F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:3C:24:F9:BF:D6:66:76:1B:26:80:73:FE:06:D1:CC:8D:4F:82:A4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011

\372\345

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\216\060\202\002\166\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\003

\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011\372\345\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\062\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060\060

\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103

\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013

\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143

\157\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147

\151\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\273\067\315\064\334\173\153\311\262\150\220

\255\112\165\377\106\272\041\012\010\215\365\031\124\311\373\210

\333\363\256\362\072\211\221\074\172\346\253\006\032\153\317\254

\055\350\136\011\044\104\272\142\232\176\326\243\250\176\340\124

\165\040\005\254\120\267\234\143\032\154\060\334\332\037\031\261

\327\036\336\375\327\340\313\224\203\067\256\354\037\103\116\335

\173\054\322\275\056\245\057\344\251\270\255\072\324\231\244\266

\045\351\233\153\000\140\222\140\377\117\041\111\030\367\147\220

\253\141\006\234\217\362\272\351\264\351\222\062\153\265\363\127

\350\135\033\315\214\035\253\225\004\225\111\363\065\055\226\343

\111\155\335\167\343\373\111\113\264\254\125\007\251\217\225\263

\264\043\273\114\155\105\360\366\251\262\225\060\264\375\114\125

\214\047\112\127\024\174\202\235\315\163\222\323\026\112\006\014

\214\120\321\217\036\011\276\027\241\346\041\312\375\203\345\020

\274\203\245\012\304\147\050\366\163\024\024\075\106\166\303\207

\024\211\041\064\115\257\017\105\014\246\111\241\272\273\234\305

\261\063\203\051\205\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017
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\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\116\042\124\040\030\225

\346\343\156\346\017\372\372\271\022\355\006\027\217\071\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\140\147\050\224\157\016\110\143\353\061\335\352\147\030

\325\211\175\074\305\213\112\177\351\276\333\053\027\337\260\137

\163\167\052\062\023\071\201\147\102\204\043\362\105\147\065\354

\210\277\370\217\260\141\014\064\244\256\040\114\204\306\333\370

\065\341\166\331\337\246\102\273\307\104\010\206\177\066\164\044

\132\332\154\015\024\131\065\275\362\111\335\266\037\311\263\015

\107\052\075\231\057\273\134\273\265\324\040\341\231\137\123\106

\025\333\150\233\360\363\060\325\076\061\342\215\204\236\343\212

\332\332\226\076\065\023\245\137\360\371\160\120\160\107\101\021

\127\031\116\300\217\256\006\304\225\023\027\057\033\045\237\165

\362\261\216\231\241\157\023\261\101\161\376\210\052\310\117\020

\040\125\327\363\024\105\345\340\104\364\352\207\225\062\223\016

\376\123\106\372\054\235\377\213\042\271\113\331\011\105\244\336

\244\270\232\130\335\033\175\122\237\216\131\103\210\201\244\236

\046\325\157\255\335\015\306\067\175\355\003\222\033\345\167\137

\166\356\074\215\304\135\126\133\242\331\146\156\263\065\067\345

\062\266

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root G2"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:03:3a:f1:e6:a7:11:a9:a0:bb:28:64:b1:1d:09:fa:e5

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:3C:CB:B7:60:31:E5:E0:13:8F:8D:D3:9A:23:F9:DE:47:FF:C3:5E:43:C1:14:4C:EA:27:D4:6A:5A:B1:CB:5F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:3C:24:F9:BF:D6:66:76:1B:26:80:73:FE:06:D1:CC:8D:4F:82:A4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\074\044\371\277\326\146\166\033\046\200\163\376\006\321\314

\215\117\202\244

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\344\246\212\310\124\254\122\102\106\012\375\162\110\033\052\104

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\072\361\346\247\021\251\240\273\050\144\261\035\011

\372\345

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Global Root G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:55:56:bc:f2:5e:a4:35:35:c3:a4:0f:d5:ab:45:72

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:AD:66:48:F8:10:41:38:C7:38:F3:9E:A4:32:01:33:39:3E:3A:18:CC:02:29:6E:F9:7C:2A:C9:EF:67:31:D0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7E:04:DE:89:6A:3E:66:6D:00:E6:87:D3:3F:FA:D9:3B:E8:3D:34:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145
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\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253

\105\162

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\077\060\202\001\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253\105\162\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\141\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\111\156

\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167\167\167\056

\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\063\060\036

\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060\060\132\060\141

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107

\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\335\247\331\273\212\270\013

\373\013\177\041\322\360\276\276\163\363\063\135\032\274\064\352

\336\306\233\274\320\225\366\360\314\320\013\272\141\133\121\106

\176\236\055\237\356\216\143\014\027\354\007\160\365\317\204\056

\100\203\234\350\077\101\155\073\255\323\244\024\131\066\170\235

\003\103\356\020\023\154\162\336\256\210\247\241\153\265\103\316

\147\334\043\377\003\034\243\342\076\243\102\060\100\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\263\333\110\244\371\241\305

\330\256\066\101\314\021\143\151\142\051\274\113\306\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061

\000\255\274\362\154\077\022\112\321\055\071\303\012\011\227\163

\364\210\066\214\210\047\273\346\210\215\120\205\247\143\371\236

\062\336\146\223\017\361\314\261\011\217\335\154\253\372\153\177

\240\002\060\071\146\133\302\144\215\270\236\120\334\250\325\111

\242\355\307\334\321\111\177\027\001\270\310\206\217\116\214\210

\053\250\232\251\212\305\321\000\275\370\124\342\232\345\133\174

\263\047\027
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Global Root G3"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:55:56:bc:f2:5e:a4:35:35:c3:a4:0f:d5:ab:45:72

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:AD:66:48:F8:10:41:38:C7:38:F3:9E:A4:32:01:33:39:3E:3A:18:CC:02:29:6E:F9:7C:2A:C9:EF:67:31:D0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7E:04:DE:89:6A:3E:66:6D:00:E6:87:D3:3F:FA:D9:3B:E8:3D:34:9E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Global Root G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\176\004\336\211\152\076\146\155\000\346\207\323\077\372\331\073

\350\075\064\236

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\365\135\244\120\245\373\050\176\036\017\015\314\226\127\126\312

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\125\126\274\362\136\244\065\065\303\244\017\325\253

\105\162

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

#

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US
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# Serial Number:05:9b:1b:57:9e:8e:21:32:e2:39:07:bd:a7:77:75:5c

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:2F:7B:DC:F1:A7:AF:9E:6C:E6:72:01:7F:4F:12:AB:F7:72:40:C7:8E:76:1A:C2:03:D1:D9:D2:0A:C8:99:88

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DD:FB:16:CD:49:31:C9:73:A2:03:7D:3F:C8:3A:4D:7D:77:5D:05:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167

\165\134

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\220\060\202\003\170\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\005

\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167\165\134\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\142

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\167

\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040

\107\064\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\070\060\061\061\062\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\061\062\060\060\060
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\060\132\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\013\023\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056

\143\157\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122

\157\157\164\040\107\064\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\277\346\220\163\150\336\273\344\135

\112\074\060\042\060\151\063\354\302\247\045\056\311\041\075\362

\212\330\131\302\341\051\247\075\130\253\166\232\315\256\173\033

\204\015\304\060\037\363\033\244\070\026\353\126\306\227\155\035

\253\262\171\362\312\021\322\344\137\326\005\074\122\017\122\037

\306\236\025\245\176\276\237\251\127\026\131\125\162\257\150\223

\160\302\262\272\165\231\152\163\062\224\321\020\104\020\056\337

\202\363\007\204\346\164\073\155\161\342\055\014\033\356\040\325

\311\040\035\143\051\055\316\354\136\116\310\223\370\041\141\233

\064\353\005\306\136\354\133\032\274\353\311\317\315\254\064\100

\137\261\172\146\356\167\310\110\250\146\127\127\237\124\130\216

\014\053\267\117\247\060\331\126\356\312\173\135\343\255\311\117

\136\345\065\347\061\313\332\223\136\334\216\217\200\332\266\221

\230\100\220\171\303\170\307\266\261\304\265\152\030\070\003\020

\215\330\324\067\244\056\005\175\210\365\202\076\020\221\160\253

\125\202\101\062\327\333\004\163\052\156\221\001\174\041\114\324

\274\256\033\003\165\135\170\146\331\072\061\104\232\063\100\277

\010\327\132\111\244\302\346\251\240\147\335\244\047\274\241\117

\071\265\021\130\027\367\044\134\106\217\144\367\301\151\210\166

\230\166\075\131\135\102\166\207\211\227\151\172\110\360\340\242

\022\033\146\232\164\312\336\113\036\347\016\143\256\346\324\357

\222\222\072\236\075\334\000\344\105\045\211\266\232\104\031\053

\176\300\224\264\322\141\155\353\063\331\305\337\113\004\000\314

\175\034\225\303\217\367\041\262\262\021\267\273\177\362\325\214

\160\054\101\140\252\261\143\030\104\225\032\166\142\176\366\200

\260\373\350\144\246\063\321\211\007\341\275\267\346\103\244\030

\270\246\167\001\341\017\224\014\041\035\262\124\051\045\211\154

\345\016\122\121\107\164\276\046\254\266\101\165\336\172\254\137

\215\077\311\274\323\101\021\022\133\345\020\120\353\061\305\312

\162\026\042\011\337\174\114\165\077\143\354\041\137\304\040\121

\153\157\261\253\206\213\117\302\326\105\137\235\040\374\241\036

\305\300\217\242\261\176\012\046\231\365\344\151\057\230\035\055

\365\331\251\262\035\345\033\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\354\327\343\202

\322\161\135\144\114\337\056\147\077\347\272\230\256\034\017\117

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\273\141\331\175\251\154\276\027\304\221\033\303

\241\242\000\215\343\144\150\017\126\317\167\256\160\371\375\232
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\112\231\271\311\170\134\014\014\137\344\346\024\051\126\013\066

\111\135\104\143\340\255\234\226\030\146\033\043\015\075\171\351

\155\153\326\124\370\322\074\301\103\100\256\035\120\365\122\374

\220\073\273\230\231\151\153\307\301\247\250\150\244\047\334\235

\371\047\256\060\205\271\366\147\115\072\076\217\131\071\042\123

\104\353\310\135\003\312\355\120\172\175\142\041\012\200\310\163

\146\321\240\005\140\137\350\245\264\247\257\250\367\155\065\234

\174\132\212\326\242\070\231\363\170\213\364\115\322\040\013\336

\004\356\214\233\107\201\162\015\300\024\062\357\060\131\056\256

\340\161\362\126\344\152\227\157\222\120\155\226\215\150\172\232

\262\066\024\172\006\362\044\271\011\021\120\327\010\261\270\211

\172\204\043\141\102\051\345\243\315\242\040\101\327\321\234\144

\331\352\046\241\213\024\327\114\031\262\120\101\161\075\077\115

\160\043\206\014\112\334\201\322\314\062\224\204\015\010\011\227

\034\117\300\356\153\040\164\060\322\340\071\064\020\205\041\025

\001\010\350\125\062\336\161\111\331\050\027\120\115\346\276\115

\321\165\254\320\312\373\101\270\103\245\252\323\303\005\104\117

\054\066\233\342\372\342\105\270\043\123\154\006\157\147\125\177

\106\265\114\077\156\050\132\171\046\322\244\250\142\227\322\036

\342\355\112\213\274\033\375\107\112\015\337\147\146\176\262\133

\101\320\073\344\364\073\364\004\143\351\357\302\124\000\121\240

\212\052\311\316\170\314\325\352\207\004\030\263\316\257\111\210

\257\363\222\231\266\263\346\141\017\322\205\000\347\120\032\344

\033\225\235\031\241\271\234\261\233\261\000\036\357\320\017\117

\102\154\311\012\274\356\103\372\072\161\245\310\115\046\245\065

\375\211\135\274\205\142\035\062\322\240\053\124\355\232\127\301

\333\372\020\317\031\267\213\112\033\217\001\266\047\225\123\350

\266\211\155\133\274\150\324\043\350\213\121\242\126\371\360\246

\200\240\326\036\263\274\017\017\123\165\051\252\352\023\167\344

\336\214\201\041\255\007\020\107\021\255\207\075\007\321\165\274

\317\363\146\176

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Serial Number:05:9b:1b:57:9e:8e:21:32:e2:39:07:bd:a7:77:75:5c

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4,OU=www.digicert.com,O=DigiCert Inc,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 12:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After : Fri Jan 15 12:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:2F:7B:DC:F1:A7:AF:9E:6C:E6:72:01:7F:4F:12:AB:F7:72:40:C7:8E:76:1A:C2:03:D1:D9:D2:0A:C8:99:88

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DD:FB:16:CD:49:31:C9:73:A2:03:7D:3F:C8:3A:4D:7D:77:5D:05:E4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\335\373\026\315\111\061\311\163\242\003\175\077\310\072\115\175

\167\135\005\344

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\170\362\374\252\140\037\057\264\353\311\067\272\123\056\165\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\111\156\143\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023

\020\167\167\167\056\144\151\147\151\143\145\162\164\056\143\157

\155\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\005\233\033\127\236\216\041\062\342\071\007\275\247\167

\165\134

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4c:aa:f9:ca:db:63:6f:e0:1f:f7:4e:d8:5b:03:86:9d

# Subject: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 19 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

52:F0:E1:C4:E5:8E:C6:29:29:1B:60:31:7F:07:46:71:B8:5D:7E:A8:0D:5B:07:27:34:63:53:4B:32:B4:02:34

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AF:E5:D2:44:A8:D1:19:42:30:FF:47:9F:E2:F8:97:BB:CD:7A:8C:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102
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\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003

\206\235

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\330\060\202\003\300\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\114

\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003\206\235\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\201

\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162

\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125

\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\061\061\071

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\107\102\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023

\022\107\162\145\141\164\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163

\164\145\162\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141

\154\146\157\162\144\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021

\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117

\104\117\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202
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\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\221

\350\124\222\322\012\126\261\254\015\044\335\305\317\104\147\164

\231\053\067\243\175\043\160\000\161\274\123\337\304\372\052\022

\217\113\177\020\126\275\237\160\162\267\141\177\311\113\017\027

\247\075\343\260\004\141\356\377\021\227\307\364\206\076\012\372

\076\134\371\223\346\064\172\331\024\153\347\234\263\205\240\202

\172\166\257\161\220\327\354\375\015\372\234\154\372\337\260\202

\364\024\176\371\276\304\246\057\117\177\231\177\265\374\147\103

\162\275\014\000\326\211\353\153\054\323\355\217\230\034\024\253

\176\345\343\156\374\330\250\344\222\044\332\103\153\142\270\125

\375\352\301\274\154\266\213\363\016\215\232\344\233\154\151\231

\370\170\110\060\105\325\255\341\015\074\105\140\374\062\226\121

\047\274\147\303\312\056\266\153\352\106\307\307\040\240\261\037

\145\336\110\010\272\244\116\251\362\203\106\067\204\353\350\314

\201\110\103\147\116\162\052\233\134\275\114\033\050\212\134\042

\173\264\253\230\331\356\340\121\203\303\011\106\116\155\076\231

\372\225\027\332\174\063\127\101\074\215\121\355\013\266\134\257

\054\143\032\337\127\310\077\274\351\135\304\233\257\105\231\342

\243\132\044\264\272\251\126\075\317\157\252\377\111\130\276\360

\250\377\364\270\255\351\067\373\272\270\364\013\072\371\350\103

\102\036\211\330\204\313\023\361\331\273\341\211\140\270\214\050

\126\254\024\035\234\012\347\161\353\317\016\335\075\251\226\241

\110\275\074\367\257\265\015\042\114\300\021\201\354\126\073\366

\323\242\342\133\267\262\004\042\122\225\200\223\151\350\216\114

\145\361\221\003\055\160\164\002\352\213\147\025\051\151\122\002

\273\327\337\120\152\125\106\277\240\243\050\141\177\160\320\303

\242\252\054\041\252\107\316\050\234\006\105\166\277\202\030\047

\264\325\256\264\313\120\346\153\364\114\206\161\060\351\246\337

\026\206\340\330\377\100\335\373\320\102\210\177\243\063\072\056

\134\036\101\021\201\143\316\030\161\153\053\354\246\212\267\061

\134\072\152\107\340\303\171\131\326\040\032\257\362\152\230\252

\162\274\127\112\322\113\235\273\020\374\260\114\101\345\355\035

\075\136\050\235\234\314\277\263\121\332\247\107\345\204\123\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\273\257\176\002\075\372\246\361\074\204\216\255\356

\070\230\354\331\062\062\324\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\012\361\325\106

\204\267\256\121\273\154\262\115\101\024\000\223\114\234\313\345

\300\124\317\240\045\216\002\371\375\260\242\015\365\040\230\074

\023\055\254\126\242\260\326\176\021\222\351\056\272\236\056\232

\162\261\275\031\104\154\141\065\242\232\264\026\022\151\132\214

\341\327\076\244\032\350\057\003\364\256\141\035\020\033\052\244

\213\172\305\376\005\246\341\300\326\310\376\236\256\217\053\272

\075\231\370\330\163\011\130\106\156\246\234\364\327\047\323\225

\332\067\203\162\034\323\163\340\242\107\231\003\070\135\325\111
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\171\000\051\034\307\354\233\040\034\007\044\151\127\170\262\071

\374\072\204\240\265\234\174\215\277\056\223\142\047\267\071\332

\027\030\256\275\074\011\150\377\204\233\074\325\326\013\003\343

\127\236\024\367\321\353\117\310\275\207\043\267\266\111\103\171

\205\134\272\353\222\013\241\306\350\150\250\114\026\261\032\231

\012\350\123\054\222\273\241\011\030\165\014\145\250\173\313\043

\267\032\302\050\205\303\033\377\320\053\142\357\244\173\011\221

\230\147\214\024\001\315\150\006\152\143\041\165\003\200\210\212

\156\201\306\205\362\251\244\055\347\364\245\044\020\107\203\312

\315\364\215\171\130\261\006\233\347\032\052\331\235\001\327\224

\175\355\003\112\312\360\333\350\251\001\076\365\126\231\311\036

\216\111\075\273\345\011\271\340\117\111\222\075\026\202\100\314

\314\131\306\346\072\355\022\056\151\074\154\225\261\375\252\035

\173\177\206\276\036\016\062\106\373\373\023\217\165\177\114\213

\113\106\143\376\000\064\100\160\301\303\271\241\335\246\160\342

\004\263\101\274\351\200\221\352\144\234\172\341\042\003\251\234

\156\157\016\145\117\154\207\207\136\363\156\240\371\165\245\233

\100\350\123\262\047\235\112\271\300\167\041\215\377\207\362\336

\274\214\357\027\337\267\111\013\321\362\156\060\013\032\016\116

\166\355\021\374\365\351\126\262\175\277\307\155\012\223\214\245

\320\300\266\035\276\072\116\224\242\327\156\154\013\302\212\174

\372\040\363\304\344\345\315\015\250\313\221\222\261\174\205\354

\265\024\151\146\016\202\347\315\316\310\055\246\121\177\041\301

\065\123\205\006\112\135\237\255\273\033\137\164

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Serial Number:4c:aa:f9:ca:db:63:6f:e0:1f:f7:4e:d8:5b:03:86:9d

# Subject: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority,O=COMODO CA Limited,L=Salford,ST=Greater

Manchester,C=GB

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 19 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

52:F0:E1:C4:E5:8E:C6:29:29:1B:60:31:7F:07:46:71:B8:5D:7E:A8:0D:5B:07:27:34:63:53:4B:32:B4:02:34

# Fingerprint (SHA1): AF:E5:D2:44:A8:D1:19:42:30:FF:47:9F:E2:F8:97:BB:CD:7A:8C:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\257\345\322\104\250\321\031\102\060\377\107\237\342\370\227\273

\315\172\214\264
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\061\260\161\100\066\314\024\066\221\255\304\076\375\354\030

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\102

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\010\023\022\107\162\145\141\164

\145\162\040\115\141\156\143\150\145\163\164\145\162\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\123\141\154\146\157\162\144\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\103\117\115\117\104\117

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\023\042\103\117\115\117\104\117\040\122\123\101

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\252\371\312\333\143\157\340\037\367\116\330\133\003

\206\235

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:01:fd:6d:30:fc:a3:ca:51:a8:1b:bc:64:0e:35:03:2d

# Subject: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:93:C9:B0:2F:D8:AA:13:E2:1C:31:22:8A:CC:B0:81:19:64:3B:74:9C:89:89:64:B1:74:6D:46:C3:D4:CB:D2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:8F:1B:57:33:0D:BB:A2:D0:7A:6C:51:F7:0E:E9:0D:DA:B9:AD:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006
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\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\001\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065

\003\055

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\336\060\202\003\306\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\001

\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065\003\055\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\201

\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162

\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145

\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125

\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123

\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125

\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\123

\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060

\062\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061

\061\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145\171\040

\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\124

\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\125

\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\200\022\145\027\066\016\303\333\010\263\320
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\254\127\015\166\355\315\047\323\114\255\120\203\141\342\252\040

\115\011\055\144\011\334\316\211\237\314\075\251\354\366\317\301

\334\361\323\261\326\173\067\050\021\053\107\332\071\306\274\072

\031\264\137\246\275\175\235\243\143\102\266\166\362\251\073\053

\221\370\342\157\320\354\026\040\220\011\076\342\350\164\311\030

\264\221\324\142\144\333\177\243\006\361\210\030\152\220\042\074

\274\376\023\360\207\024\173\366\344\037\216\324\344\121\306\021

\147\106\010\121\313\206\024\124\077\274\063\376\176\154\234\377

\026\235\030\275\121\216\065\246\247\146\310\162\147\333\041\146

\261\324\233\170\003\300\120\072\350\314\360\334\274\236\114\376

\257\005\226\065\037\127\132\267\377\316\371\075\267\054\266\366

\124\335\310\347\022\072\115\256\114\212\267\134\232\264\267\040

\075\312\177\042\064\256\176\073\150\146\001\104\347\001\116\106

\123\233\063\140\367\224\276\123\067\220\163\103\363\062\303\123

\357\333\252\376\164\116\151\307\153\214\140\223\336\304\307\014

\337\341\062\256\314\223\073\121\170\225\147\213\356\075\126\376

\014\320\151\017\033\017\363\045\046\153\063\155\367\156\107\372

\163\103\345\176\016\245\146\261\051\174\062\204\143\125\211\304

\015\301\223\124\060\031\023\254\323\175\067\247\353\135\072\154

\065\134\333\101\327\022\332\251\111\013\337\330\200\212\011\223

\142\216\265\146\317\045\210\315\204\270\261\077\244\071\017\331

\002\236\353\022\114\225\174\363\153\005\251\136\026\203\314\270

\147\342\350\023\235\314\133\202\323\114\263\355\133\377\336\345

\163\254\043\073\055\000\277\065\125\164\011\111\330\111\130\032

\177\222\066\346\121\222\016\363\046\175\034\115\027\274\311\354

\103\046\320\277\101\137\100\251\104\104\364\231\347\127\207\236

\120\037\127\124\250\076\375\164\143\057\261\120\145\011\346\130

\102\056\103\032\114\264\360\045\107\131\372\004\036\223\324\046

\106\112\120\201\262\336\276\170\267\374\147\025\341\311\127\204

\036\017\143\326\351\142\272\326\137\125\056\352\134\306\050\010

\004\045\071\270\016\053\251\362\114\227\034\007\077\015\122\365

\355\357\057\202\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\123\171\277\132\252\053\112

\317\124\200\341\330\233\300\235\362\262\003\146\313\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002

\001\000\134\324\174\015\317\367\001\175\101\231\145\014\163\305

\122\237\313\370\317\231\006\177\033\332\103\025\237\236\002\125

\127\226\024\361\122\074\047\207\224\050\355\037\072\001\067\242

\166\374\123\120\300\204\233\306\153\116\272\214\041\117\242\216

\125\142\221\363\151\025\330\274\210\343\304\252\013\375\357\250

\351\113\125\052\006\040\155\125\170\051\031\356\137\060\134\113

\044\021\125\377\044\232\156\136\052\053\356\013\115\237\177\367

\001\070\224\024\225\103\007\011\373\140\251\356\034\253\022\214

\240\232\136\247\230\152\131\155\213\077\010\373\310\321\105\257

\030\025\144\220\022\017\163\050\056\305\342\044\116\374\130\354

\360\364\105\376\042\263\353\057\216\322\331\105\141\005\301\227
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\157\250\166\162\217\213\214\066\257\277\015\005\316\161\215\346

\246\157\037\154\246\161\142\305\330\320\203\162\014\361\147\021

\211\014\234\023\114\162\064\337\274\325\161\337\252\161\335\341

\271\154\214\074\022\135\145\332\275\127\022\266\103\153\377\345

\336\115\146\021\121\317\231\256\354\027\266\350\161\221\214\336

\111\376\335\065\161\242\025\047\224\034\317\141\343\046\273\157

\243\147\045\041\135\346\335\035\013\056\150\033\073\202\257\354

\203\147\205\324\230\121\164\261\271\231\200\211\377\177\170\031

\134\171\112\140\056\222\100\256\114\067\052\054\311\307\142\310

\016\135\367\066\133\312\340\045\045\001\264\335\032\007\234\167

\000\077\320\334\325\354\075\324\372\273\077\314\205\326\157\177

\251\055\337\271\002\367\365\227\232\265\065\332\303\147\260\207

\112\251\050\236\043\216\377\134\047\153\341\260\117\363\007\356

\000\056\324\131\207\313\122\101\225\352\364\107\327\356\144\101

\125\174\215\131\002\225\335\142\235\302\271\356\132\050\164\204

\245\233\267\220\307\014\007\337\365\211\066\164\062\326\050\301

\260\260\013\340\234\114\303\034\326\374\343\151\265\107\106\201

\057\242\202\253\323\143\104\160\304\215\377\055\063\272\255\217

\173\265\160\210\256\076\031\317\100\050\330\374\310\220\273\135

\231\042\365\122\346\130\305\037\210\061\103\356\210\035\327\306

\216\074\103\152\035\247\030\336\175\075\026\361\142\371\312\220

\250\375

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:01:fd:6d:30:fc:a3:ca:51:a8:1b:bc:64:0e:35:03:2d

# Subject: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E7:93:C9:B0:2F:D8:AA:13:E2:1C:31:22:8A:CC:B0:81:19:64:3B:74:9C:89:89:64:B1:74:6D:46:C3:D4:CB:D2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2B:8F:1B:57:33:0D:BB:A2:D0:7A:6C:51:F7:0E:E9:0D:DA:B9:AD:8E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\053\217\033\127\063\015\273\242\320\172\154\121\367\016\351\015

\332\271\255\216

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\033\376\151\321\221\267\031\063\243\162\250\017\341\125\345\265

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\001\375\155\060\374\243\312\121\250\033\274\144\016\065

\003\055

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:5c:8b:99:c5:5a:94:c5:d2:71:56:de:cd:89:80:cc:26

# Subject: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:F4:60:D5:4B:9C:86:DA:BF:BC:FC:57:12:E0:40:0D:2B:ED:3F:BC:4D:4F:BD:AA:86:E0:6A:DC:D2:A9:AD:7A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:CB:CA:5D:B2:D5:2A:7F:69:3B:67:4D:E5:F0:5A:1D:0C:95:7D:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006
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\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\134\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200

\314\046

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\217\060\202\002\025\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\134

\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200\314\046\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\210\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145

\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023

\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023

\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\103\103\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\062\060\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023

\012\116\145\167\040\112\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\007\023\013\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164

\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040

\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122

\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\032\254\124\132\251\371\150

\043\347\172\325\044\157\123\306\132\330\113\253\306\325\266\321

\346\163\161\256\335\234\326\014\141\375\333\240\211\003\270\005

\024\354\127\316\356\135\077\342\041\263\316\367\324\212\171\340
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\243\203\176\055\227\320\141\304\361\231\334\045\221\143\253\177

\060\243\264\160\342\307\241\063\234\363\277\056\134\123\261\137

\263\175\062\177\212\064\343\171\171\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\072\341\011\206\324\317\031\302

\226\166\164\111\166\334\340\065\306\143\143\232\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060

\066\147\241\026\010\334\344\227\000\101\035\116\276\341\143\001

\317\073\252\102\021\144\240\235\224\071\002\021\171\134\173\035

\372\144\271\356\026\102\263\277\212\302\011\304\354\344\261\115

\002\061\000\351\052\141\107\214\122\112\113\116\030\160\366\326

\104\326\156\365\203\272\155\130\275\044\331\126\110\352\357\304

\242\106\201\210\152\072\106\321\251\233\115\311\141\332\321\135

\127\152\030

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Serial Number:5c:8b:99:c5:5a:94:c5:d2:71:56:de:cd:89:80:cc:26

# Subject: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Jersey City,ST=New

Jersey,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 01 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:F4:60:D5:4B:9C:86:DA:BF:BC:FC:57:12:E0:40:0D:2B:ED:3F:BC:4D:4F:BD:AA:86:E0:6A:DC:D2:A9:AD:7A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D1:CB:CA:5D:B2:D5:2A:7F:69:3B:67:4D:E5:F0:5A:1D:0C:95:7D:F0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\313\312\135\262\325\052\177\151\073\147\115\345\360\132\035

\014\225\175\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\372\150\274\331\265\177\255\375\311\035\006\203\050\314\044\301

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\116\145\167\040\112

\145\162\163\145\171\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\023\013

\112\145\162\163\145\171\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006
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\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122

\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\056\060\054\006

\003\125\004\003\023\045\125\123\105\122\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\134\213\231\305\132\224\305\322\161\126\336\315\211\200

\314\046

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Serial Number:60:59:49:e0:26:2e:bb:55:f9:0a:77:8a:71:f9:4a:d8:6c

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:9F:BC:14:8A:3D:D0:0F:D2:4E:A1:34:58:CC:43:BF:A7:F5:9C:81:82:D7:83:A5:13:F6:EB:EC:10:0C:89:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:24:C6:30:CD:A4:18:EF:20:69:FF:AD:4F:DD:5F:46:3A:1B:69:AA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\140\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371

\112\330\154

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\036\060\202\001\244\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\140

\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371\112\330\154

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\120\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036

\027\015\061\062\061\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\063\070\060\061\061\071\060\063\061\064\060\067\132\060\120

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023

\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053

\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\107\105\016\226\373\175\135\277

\351\071\321\041\370\237\013\266\325\173\036\222\072\110\131\034

\360\142\061\055\300\172\050\376\032\247\134\263\266\314\227\347

\105\324\130\372\321\167\155\103\242\300\207\145\064\012\037\172

\335\353\074\063\241\305\235\115\244\157\101\225\070\177\311\036

\204\353\321\236\111\222\207\224\207\014\072\205\112\146\237\235

\131\223\115\227\141\006\206\112\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\075\346\051\110\233\352\007\312

\041\104\112\046\336\156\336\322\203\320\237\131\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000

\345\151\022\311\156\333\306\061\272\011\101\341\227\370\373\375

\232\342\175\022\311\355\174\144\323\313\005\045\213\126\331\240

\347\136\135\116\013\203\234\133\166\051\240\011\046\041\152\142

\002\060\161\322\265\217\134\352\073\341\170\011\205\250\165\222

\073\310\134\375\110\357\015\164\042\250\010\342\156\305\111\316

\307\014\274\247\141\151\361\367\073\341\052\313\371\053\363\146

\220\067

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5
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# Serial Number:60:59:49:e0:26:2e:bb:55:f9:0a:77:8a:71:f9:4a:d8:6c

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

17:9F:BC:14:8A:3D:D0:0F:D2:4E:A1:34:58:CC:43:BF:A7:F5:9C:81:82:D7:83:A5:13:F6:EB:EC:10:0C:89:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:24:C6:30:CD:A4:18:EF:20:69:FF:AD:4F:DD:5F:46:3A:1B:69:AA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\044\306\060\315\244\030\357\040\151\377\255\117\335\137\106

\072\033\151\252

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\255\073\034\002\036\212\272\027\164\070\201\014\242\274\010

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\065\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\140\131\111\340\046\056\273\125\371\012\167\212\161\371

\112\330\154

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number: 10003001 (0x98a239)

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 14 11:28:42 2013

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 13 23:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:4F:B0:B9:5A:B8:B3:00:32:F4:32:B8:6F:53:5F:E1:72:C1:85:D0:FD:39:86:58:37:CF:36:18:7F:A6:F4:28

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:EB:6B:41:51:92:59:E0:F3:E7:85:00:C0:3D:B6:88:97:C9:EE:FC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\242\071

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\164\060\202\003\134\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\000

\230\242\071\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116

\114\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060\036

\027\015\061\063\061\061\061\064\061\061\062\070\064\062\132\027

\015\062\070\061\061\061\063\062\063\060\060\060\060\132\060\132

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145

\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145

\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\276\062\242\124\017

\160\373\054\134\131\353\154\304\244\121\350\205\052\263\314\112

\064\362\260\137\363\016\307\034\075\123\036\210\010\150\330\157

\075\255\302\236\314\202\147\007\047\207\150\161\072\237\165\226

\042\106\005\260\355\255\307\133\236\052\336\234\374\072\306\225
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\247\365\027\147\030\347\057\111\010\014\134\317\346\314\064\355

\170\373\120\261\334\153\062\360\242\376\266\074\344\354\132\227

\307\077\036\160\010\060\240\334\305\263\155\157\320\202\162\021

\253\322\201\150\131\202\027\267\170\222\140\372\314\336\077\204

\353\215\070\063\220\012\162\043\372\065\314\046\161\061\321\162

\050\222\331\133\043\155\146\265\155\007\102\353\246\063\316\222

\333\300\366\154\143\170\315\312\116\075\265\345\122\233\361\276

\073\346\124\140\260\146\036\011\253\007\376\124\211\021\102\321

\367\044\272\140\170\032\230\367\311\021\375\026\301\065\032\124

\165\357\103\323\345\256\116\316\347\173\303\306\116\141\121\113

\253\232\105\113\241\037\101\275\110\123\025\161\144\013\206\263

\345\056\276\316\244\033\301\051\204\242\265\313\010\043\166\103

\042\044\037\027\004\324\156\234\306\374\177\053\146\032\354\212

\345\326\317\115\365\143\011\267\025\071\326\173\254\353\343\174

\351\116\374\165\102\310\355\130\225\014\006\102\242\234\367\344

\160\263\337\162\157\132\067\100\211\330\205\244\327\361\013\336

\103\031\324\112\130\054\214\212\071\236\277\204\207\361\026\073

\066\014\351\323\264\312\154\031\101\122\011\241\035\260\152\277

\202\357\160\121\041\062\334\005\166\214\313\367\144\344\003\120

\257\214\221\147\253\305\362\356\130\330\336\276\367\347\061\317

\154\311\073\161\301\325\210\265\145\274\300\350\027\027\007\022

\265\134\322\253\040\223\264\346\202\203\160\066\305\315\243\215

\255\213\354\243\301\103\207\346\103\342\064\276\225\213\065\355

\007\071\332\250\035\172\237\066\236\022\260\014\145\022\220\025

\140\331\046\100\104\343\126\140\245\020\324\152\074\375\101\334

\016\132\107\266\357\227\141\165\117\331\376\307\262\035\324\355

\135\111\263\251\152\313\146\204\023\325\134\240\334\337\156\167

\006\321\161\165\310\127\157\257\017\167\133\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\124\255\372\307\222\127\256\312\065\234\056\022\373\344\272\135

\040\334\224\127\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\060\231\235\005\062\310\136\016

\073\230\001\072\212\244\347\007\367\172\370\347\232\337\120\103

\123\227\052\075\312\074\107\230\056\341\025\173\361\222\363\141

\332\220\045\026\145\300\237\124\135\016\003\073\133\167\002\234

\204\266\015\230\137\064\335\073\143\302\303\050\201\302\234\051

\056\051\342\310\303\001\362\063\352\052\252\314\011\010\367\145

\147\306\315\337\323\266\053\247\275\314\321\016\160\137\270\043

\321\313\221\116\012\364\310\172\345\331\143\066\301\324\337\374

\042\227\367\140\135\352\051\057\130\262\275\130\275\215\226\117

\020\165\277\110\173\075\121\207\241\074\164\042\302\374\007\177

\200\334\304\254\376\152\301\160\060\260\351\216\151\342\054\151

\201\224\011\272\335\376\115\300\203\214\224\130\300\106\040\257

\234\037\002\370\065\125\111\057\106\324\300\360\240\226\002\017

\063\305\161\363\236\043\175\224\267\375\072\323\011\203\006\041

\375\140\075\256\062\300\322\356\215\246\360\347\264\202\174\012
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\314\160\311\171\200\370\376\114\367\065\204\031\212\061\373\012

\331\327\177\233\360\242\232\153\303\005\112\355\101\140\024\060

\321\252\021\102\156\323\043\002\004\013\306\145\335\335\122\167

\332\201\153\262\250\372\001\070\271\226\352\052\154\147\227\211

\224\236\274\341\124\325\344\152\170\357\112\275\053\232\075\100

\176\306\300\165\322\156\373\150\060\354\354\213\235\371\111\065

\232\032\054\331\263\225\071\325\036\222\367\246\271\145\057\345

\075\155\072\110\114\010\334\344\050\022\050\276\175\065\134\352

\340\026\176\023\033\152\327\076\327\236\374\055\165\262\301\024

\325\043\003\333\133\157\013\076\170\057\015\336\063\215\026\267

\110\347\203\232\201\017\173\301\103\115\125\004\027\070\112\121

\325\131\242\211\164\323\237\276\036\113\327\306\155\267\210\044

\157\140\221\244\202\205\133\126\101\274\320\104\253\152\023\276

\321\054\130\267\022\063\130\262\067\143\334\023\365\224\035\077

\100\121\365\117\365\072\355\310\305\353\302\036\035\026\225\172

\307\176\102\161\223\156\113\025\267\060\337\252\355\127\205\110

\254\035\152\335\071\151\344\341\171\170\276\316\005\277\241\014

\367\200\173\041\147\047\060\131

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number: 10003001 (0x98a239)

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 14 11:28:42 2013

# Not Valid After : Mon Nov 13 23:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3C:4F:B0:B9:5A:B8:B3:00:32:F4:32:B8:6F:53:5F:E1:72:C1:85:D0:FD:39:86:58:37:CF:36:18:7F:A6:F4:28

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D8:EB:6B:41:51:92:59:E0:F3:E7:85:00:C0:3D:B6:88:97:C9:EE:FC

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\353\153\101\121\222\131\340\363\347\205\000\300\075\266\210

\227\311\356\374

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\106\147\007\333\020\057\031\214\065\120\140\321\013\364\067

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061
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\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\242\071

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number: 10000013 (0x98968d)

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 08 11:19:29 2010

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 08 11:10:28 2022

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4D:24:91:41:4C:FE:95:67:46:EC:4C:EF:A6:CF:6F:72:E2:8A:13:29:43:2F:9D:8A:90:7A:C4:CB:5D:AD:C1:5A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 76:E2:7E:C1:4F:DB:82:C1:C0:A6:75:B5:05:BE:3D:29:B4:ED:DB:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\226\215
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\160\060\202\003\130\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\000

\230\226\215\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116

\114\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015

\061\060\061\062\060\070\061\061\061\071\062\071\132\027\015\062

\062\061\062\060\070\061\061\061\060\062\070\132\060\130\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\036\060\034\006

\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145\162\040

\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145\162\040

\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040\105\126\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\343\307\176\211\371\044\113\072\322

\063\203\065\054\151\354\334\011\244\343\121\250\045\053\171\270

\010\075\340\221\272\204\205\306\205\244\312\346\311\056\123\244

\311\044\036\375\125\146\161\135\054\305\140\150\004\267\331\302

\122\046\070\210\244\326\073\100\246\302\315\077\315\230\223\263

\124\024\130\226\125\325\120\376\206\255\244\143\177\134\207\366

\216\346\047\222\147\027\222\002\003\054\334\326\146\164\355\335

\147\377\301\141\215\143\117\017\233\155\027\060\046\357\253\322

\037\020\240\371\305\177\026\151\201\003\107\355\036\150\215\162

\241\115\262\046\306\272\154\137\155\326\257\321\261\023\216\251

\255\363\136\151\165\046\030\076\101\053\041\177\356\213\135\007

\006\235\103\304\051\012\053\374\052\076\206\313\074\203\072\371

\311\015\332\305\231\342\274\170\101\063\166\341\277\057\135\345

\244\230\120\014\025\335\340\372\234\177\070\150\320\262\246\172

\247\321\061\275\176\212\130\047\103\263\272\063\221\323\247\230

\025\134\232\346\323\017\165\331\374\101\230\227\076\252\045\333

\217\222\056\260\173\014\137\361\143\251\067\371\233\165\151\114

\050\046\045\332\325\362\022\160\105\125\343\337\163\136\067\365

\041\154\220\216\065\132\311\323\043\353\323\300\276\170\254\102

\050\130\146\245\106\155\160\002\327\020\371\113\124\374\135\206

\112\207\317\177\312\105\254\021\132\265\040\121\215\057\210\107

\227\071\300\317\272\300\102\001\100\231\110\041\013\153\247\322

\375\226\325\321\276\106\235\111\340\013\246\240\042\116\070\320

\301\074\060\274\160\217\054\165\314\320\305\214\121\073\075\224

\010\144\046\141\175\271\303\145\217\024\234\041\320\252\375\027

\162\003\217\275\233\214\346\136\123\236\271\235\357\202\273\341

\274\342\162\101\133\041\224\323\105\067\224\321\337\011\071\135

\347\043\252\232\035\312\155\250\012\206\205\212\202\276\102\007

\326\362\070\202\163\332\207\133\345\074\323\236\076\247\073\236
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\364\003\263\371\361\175\023\164\002\377\273\241\345\372\000\171

\034\246\146\101\210\134\140\127\246\056\011\304\272\375\232\317

\247\037\100\303\273\314\132\012\125\113\073\070\166\121\270\143

\213\204\224\026\346\126\363\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\376\253\000\220

\230\236\044\374\251\314\032\212\373\047\270\277\060\156\250\073

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\317\167\054\156\126\276\116\263\266\204\000\224

\253\107\311\015\322\166\307\206\237\035\007\323\266\264\273\010

\170\257\151\322\013\111\336\063\305\254\255\302\210\002\175\006

\267\065\002\301\140\311\277\304\350\224\336\324\323\251\023\045

\132\376\156\242\256\175\005\334\175\363\154\360\176\246\215\356

\331\327\316\130\027\350\251\051\256\163\110\207\347\233\312\156

\051\241\144\137\031\023\367\256\006\020\377\121\306\233\115\125

\045\117\223\231\020\001\123\165\361\023\316\307\246\101\101\322

\277\210\245\177\105\374\254\270\245\265\063\014\202\304\373\007

\366\152\345\045\204\137\006\312\301\206\071\021\333\130\315\167

\073\054\302\114\017\136\232\343\360\253\076\141\033\120\044\302

\300\364\361\031\360\021\051\266\245\030\002\233\327\143\114\160

\214\107\243\003\103\134\271\135\106\240\015\157\377\131\216\276

\335\237\162\303\133\053\337\214\133\316\345\014\106\154\222\262

\012\243\114\124\102\030\025\022\030\275\332\374\272\164\156\377

\301\266\240\144\330\251\137\125\256\237\134\152\166\226\330\163

\147\207\373\115\177\134\356\151\312\163\020\373\212\251\375\236

\275\066\070\111\111\207\364\016\024\360\351\207\270\077\247\117

\172\132\216\171\324\223\344\273\150\122\204\254\154\351\363\230

\160\125\162\062\371\064\253\053\111\265\315\040\142\344\072\172

\147\143\253\226\334\155\256\227\354\374\237\166\126\210\056\146

\317\133\266\311\244\260\327\005\272\341\047\057\223\273\046\052

\242\223\260\033\363\216\276\035\100\243\271\066\217\076\202\032

\032\136\210\352\120\370\131\342\203\106\051\013\343\104\134\341

\225\266\151\220\232\024\157\227\256\201\317\150\357\231\232\276

\265\347\341\177\370\372\023\107\026\114\314\155\010\100\347\213

\170\157\120\202\104\120\077\146\006\212\253\103\204\126\112\017

\040\055\206\016\365\322\333\322\172\212\113\315\245\350\116\361

\136\046\045\001\131\043\240\176\322\366\176\041\127\327\047\274

\025\127\114\244\106\301\340\203\036\014\114\115\037\117\006\031

\342\371\250\364\072\202\241\262\171\103\171\326\255\157\172\047

\220\003\244\352\044\207\077\331\275\331\351\362\137\120\111\034

\356\354\327\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA"
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# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number: 10000013 (0x98968d)

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 08 11:19:29 2010

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 08 11:10:28 2022

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4D:24:91:41:4C:FE:95:67:46:EC:4C:EF:A6:CF:6F:72:E2:8A:13:29:43:2F:9D:8A:90:7A:C4:CB:5D:AD:C1:5A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 76:E2:7E:C1:4F:DB:82:C1:C0:A6:75:B5:05:BE:3D:29:B4:ED:DB:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\166\342\176\301\117\333\202\301\300\246\165\265\005\276\075\051

\264\355\333\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\374\006\257\173\350\032\361\232\264\350\322\160\037\300\365\272

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\226\215

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:c8:44:b5:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 18:12:23 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 18:12:23 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5D:56:49:9B:E4:D2:E0:8B:CF:CA:D0:8A:3E:38:72:3D:50:50:3B:DE:70:69:48:E4:2F:55:60:30:19:E5:28:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:71:7E:AA:4A:D9:4E:C9:55:84:99:60:2D:48:DE:5F:BC:F0:3A:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\012

\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000\000\002\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\112

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144\145\156

\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015\061\064

\060\061\061\066\061\070\061\062\062\063\132\027\015\063\064\060

\061\061\066\061\070\061\062\062\063\132\060\112\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\247\120\031\336\077\231\075\324\063

\106\361\157\121\141\202\262\251\117\217\147\211\135\204\331\123

\335\014\050\331\327\360\377\256\225\103\162\231\371\265\135\174

\212\301\102\341\061\120\164\321\201\015\174\315\233\041\253\103

\342\254\255\136\206\156\363\011\212\037\132\062\275\242\353\224

\371\350\134\012\354\377\230\322\257\161\263\264\123\237\116\207

\357\222\274\275\354\117\062\060\210\113\027\136\127\304\123\302
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\366\002\227\215\331\142\053\277\044\037\142\215\337\303\270\051

\113\111\170\074\223\140\210\042\374\231\332\066\310\302\242\324

\054\124\000\147\065\156\163\277\002\130\360\244\335\345\260\242

\046\172\312\340\066\245\031\026\365\375\267\357\256\077\100\365

\155\132\004\375\316\064\312\044\334\164\043\033\135\063\023\022

\135\304\001\045\366\060\335\002\135\237\340\325\107\275\264\353

\033\241\273\111\111\330\237\133\002\363\212\344\044\220\344\142

\117\117\301\257\213\016\164\027\250\321\162\210\152\172\001\111

\314\264\106\171\306\027\261\332\230\036\007\131\372\165\041\205

\145\335\220\126\316\373\253\245\140\235\304\235\371\122\260\213

\275\207\371\217\053\043\012\043\166\073\367\063\341\311\000\363

\151\371\113\242\340\116\274\176\223\071\204\007\367\104\160\176

\376\007\132\345\261\254\321\030\314\362\065\345\111\111\010\312

\126\311\075\373\017\030\175\213\073\301\023\302\115\217\311\117

\016\067\351\037\241\016\152\337\142\056\313\065\006\121\171\054

\310\045\070\364\372\113\247\211\134\234\322\343\015\071\206\112

\164\174\325\131\207\302\077\116\014\134\122\364\075\367\122\202

\361\352\243\254\375\111\064\032\050\363\101\210\072\023\356\350

\336\377\231\035\137\272\313\350\036\362\271\120\140\300\061\323

\163\345\357\276\240\355\063\013\164\276\040\040\304\147\154\360

\010\003\172\125\200\177\106\116\226\247\364\036\076\341\366\330

\011\341\063\144\053\143\327\062\136\237\371\300\173\017\170\157

\227\274\223\232\371\234\022\220\170\172\200\207\025\327\162\164

\234\125\164\170\261\272\341\156\160\004\272\117\240\272\150\303

\173\377\061\360\163\075\075\224\052\261\013\101\016\240\376\115

\210\145\153\171\063\264\327\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\355\104\031\300

\323\360\006\213\356\244\173\276\102\347\046\124\310\216\066\166

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\015\256\220\062\366\246\113\174\104\166\031\141

\036\047\050\315\136\124\357\045\274\343\010\220\371\051\327\256

\150\010\341\224\000\130\357\056\056\176\123\122\214\266\134\007

\352\210\272\231\213\120\224\327\202\200\337\141\011\000\223\255

\015\024\346\316\301\362\067\224\170\260\137\234\263\242\163\270

\217\005\223\070\315\215\076\260\270\373\300\317\261\362\354\055

\055\033\314\354\252\232\263\252\140\202\033\055\073\303\204\075

\127\212\226\036\234\165\270\323\060\315\140\010\203\220\323\216

\124\361\115\146\300\135\164\003\100\243\356\205\176\302\037\167

\234\006\350\301\247\030\135\122\225\355\311\335\045\236\155\372

\251\355\243\072\064\320\131\173\332\355\120\363\065\277\355\353

\024\115\061\307\140\364\332\361\207\234\342\110\342\306\305\067

\373\006\020\372\165\131\146\061\107\051\332\166\232\034\351\202

\256\357\232\271\121\367\210\043\232\151\225\142\074\345\125\200

\066\327\124\002\377\361\271\135\316\324\043\157\330\105\204\112

\133\145\357\211\014\335\024\247\040\313\030\245\045\264\015\371

\001\360\242\322\364\000\310\164\216\241\052\110\216\145\333\023
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\304\342\045\027\175\353\276\207\133\027\040\124\121\223\112\123

\003\013\354\135\312\063\355\142\375\105\307\057\133\334\130\240

\200\071\346\372\327\376\023\024\246\355\075\224\112\102\164\324

\303\167\131\163\315\217\106\276\125\070\357\372\350\221\062\352

\227\130\004\042\336\070\303\314\274\155\311\063\072\152\012\151

\077\240\310\352\162\217\214\143\206\043\275\155\074\226\236\225

\340\111\114\252\242\271\052\033\234\066\201\170\355\303\350\106

\342\046\131\104\165\036\331\165\211\121\315\020\204\235\141\140

\313\135\371\227\042\115\216\230\346\343\177\366\133\273\256\315

\312\112\201\153\136\013\363\121\341\164\053\351\176\047\247\331

\231\111\116\370\245\200\333\045\017\034\143\142\212\311\063\147

\153\074\020\203\306\255\336\250\315\026\216\215\360\007\067\161

\237\362\253\374\101\365\301\213\354\000\067\135\011\345\116\200

\357\372\261\134\070\006\245\033\112\341\334\070\055\074\334\253

\037\220\032\325\112\234\356\321\160\154\314\356\364\127\370\030

\272\204\156\207

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:c8:44:b5:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 18:12:23 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 18:12:23 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5D:56:49:9B:E4:D2:E0:8B:CF:CA:D0:8A:3E:38:72:3D:50:50:3B:DE:70:69:48:E4:2F:55:60:30:19:E5:28:AE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): DF:71:7E:AA:4A:D9:4E:C9:55:84:99:60:2D:48:DE:5F:BC:F0:3A:25

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\161\176\252\112\331\116\311\125\204\231\140\055\110\336\137

\274\360\072\045

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\263\076\167\163\165\356\240\323\343\176\111\143\111\131\273\307

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\310\104\265\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:cf:46:7c:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 17:53:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 17:53:32 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:D0:89:5A:9A:44:8A:26:20:91:63:55:22:D1:F5:20:10:B5:86:7A:CA:E1:2C:78:EF:95:8F:D4:F4:38:9F:2F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BA:29:41:60:77:98:3F:F4:F3:EF:F2:31:05:3B:2E:EA:6D:4D:45:FD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123

\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123

\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\146\060\202\003\116\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\012
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\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000\000\002\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\115

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163

\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144\145\156

\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123\145\143

\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027

\015\061\064\060\061\061\066\061\067\065\063\063\062\132\027\015

\063\064\060\061\061\066\061\067\065\063\063\062\132\060\115\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162\165\163\164

\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144\145\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123\145\143\164

\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\042\224

\374\244\110\257\350\107\153\012\373\047\166\344\362\077\212\073

\172\112\054\061\052\214\215\260\251\303\061\153\250\167\166\204

\046\266\254\201\102\015\010\353\125\130\273\172\370\274\145\175

\362\240\155\213\250\107\351\142\166\036\021\356\010\024\321\262

\104\026\364\352\320\372\036\057\136\333\313\163\101\256\274\000

\260\112\053\100\262\254\341\073\113\302\055\235\344\241\233\354

\032\072\036\360\010\263\320\344\044\065\007\237\234\264\311\122

\155\333\007\312\217\265\133\360\203\363\117\307\055\245\310\255

\313\225\040\244\061\050\127\130\132\344\215\033\232\253\236\015

\014\362\012\063\071\042\071\012\227\056\363\123\167\271\104\105

\375\204\313\066\040\201\131\055\232\157\155\110\110\141\312\114

\337\123\321\257\122\274\104\237\253\057\153\203\162\357\165\200

\332\006\063\033\135\310\332\143\306\115\315\254\146\061\315\321

\336\076\207\020\066\341\271\244\172\357\140\120\262\313\312\246

\126\340\067\257\253\064\023\071\045\350\071\146\344\230\172\252

\022\230\234\131\146\206\076\255\361\260\312\076\006\017\173\360

\021\113\067\240\104\155\173\313\250\214\161\364\325\265\221\066

\314\360\025\306\053\336\121\027\261\227\114\120\075\261\225\131

\174\005\175\055\041\325\000\277\001\147\242\136\173\246\134\362

\367\042\361\220\015\223\333\252\104\121\146\314\175\166\003\353

\152\250\052\070\031\227\166\015\153\212\141\371\274\366\356\166

\375\160\053\335\051\074\370\012\036\133\102\034\213\126\057\125

\033\034\241\056\265\307\026\346\370\252\074\222\216\151\266\001

\301\265\206\235\211\017\013\070\224\124\350\352\334\236\075\045

\274\123\046\355\325\253\071\252\305\100\114\124\253\262\264\331

\331\370\327\162\333\034\274\155\275\145\137\357\210\065\052\146

\057\356\366\263\145\360\063\215\174\230\101\151\106\017\103\034

\151\372\233\265\320\141\152\315\312\113\331\114\220\106\253\025

\131\241\107\124\051\056\203\050\137\034\302\242\253\162\027\000

\006\216\105\354\213\342\063\075\177\332\031\104\344\142\162\303

\337\042\306\362\126\324\335\137\225\162\355\155\137\367\110\003

\133\375\305\052\240\366\163\043\204\020\033\001\347\002\003\001
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\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\343\161\340\236\330\247\102\331\333\161\221\153\224\223

\353\303\243\321\024\243\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\107\372\335\012\260\021

\221\070\255\115\135\367\345\016\227\124\031\202\110\207\124\214

\252\144\231\330\132\376\210\001\305\130\245\231\261\043\124\043

\267\152\035\040\127\345\001\142\101\027\323\011\333\165\313\156

\124\220\165\376\032\237\201\012\302\335\327\367\011\320\133\162

\025\344\036\011\152\075\063\363\041\232\346\025\176\255\121\325

\015\020\355\175\102\300\217\356\300\232\010\325\101\326\134\016

\041\151\156\200\141\016\025\300\270\317\305\111\022\122\314\276

\072\314\324\056\070\005\336\065\375\037\157\270\200\150\230\075

\115\240\312\100\145\322\163\174\365\213\331\012\225\077\330\077

\043\155\032\321\052\044\031\331\205\263\027\357\170\156\251\130

\321\043\323\307\023\355\162\045\177\135\261\163\160\320\177\006

\227\011\204\051\200\141\035\372\136\377\163\254\240\343\211\270

\034\161\025\306\336\061\177\022\334\341\155\233\257\347\350\237

\165\170\114\253\106\073\232\316\277\005\030\135\115\025\074\026

\232\031\120\004\232\262\232\157\145\213\122\137\074\130\004\050

\045\300\146\141\061\176\271\340\165\271\032\250\201\326\162\027

\263\305\003\061\065\021\170\170\242\340\351\060\214\177\200\337

\130\337\074\272\047\226\342\200\064\155\343\230\323\144\047\254

\110\176\050\167\134\306\045\141\045\370\205\014\145\372\304\062

\057\245\230\005\344\370\013\147\026\026\306\202\270\062\031\371

\371\271\171\334\037\315\353\257\253\016\335\033\333\105\344\172

\347\002\342\225\135\374\151\360\123\151\141\225\165\171\013\136

\125\346\070\034\224\251\131\063\236\310\161\164\171\177\121\211

\266\310\152\270\060\310\152\070\303\156\236\341\067\026\352\005

\142\114\133\022\107\355\247\264\263\130\126\307\111\363\177\022

\150\011\061\161\360\155\370\116\107\373\326\205\356\305\130\100

\031\244\035\247\371\113\103\067\334\150\132\117\317\353\302\144

\164\336\264\025\331\364\124\124\032\057\034\327\227\161\124\220

\216\331\040\235\123\053\177\253\217\342\352\060\274\120\067\357

\361\107\265\175\174\054\004\354\150\235\264\111\104\020\364\162

\113\034\144\347\374\346\153\220\335\151\175\151\375\000\126\245

\267\254\266\255\267\312\076\001\357\234

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Serial Number:0a:01:42:80:00:00:01:45:23:cf:46:7c:00:00:00:02

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1,O=IdenTrust,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 16 17:53:32 2014
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# Not Valid After : Mon Jan 16 17:53:32 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:D0:89:5A:9A:44:8A:26:20:91:63:55:22:D1:F5:20:10:B5:86:7A:CA:E1:2C:78:EF:95:8F:D4:F4:38:9F:2F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BA:29:41:60:77:98:3F:F4:F3:EF:F2:31:05:3B:2E:EA:6D:4D:45:FD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\272\051\101\140\167\230\077\364\363\357\362\061\005\073\056\352

\155\115\105\375

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\067\006\245\260\374\211\235\272\364\153\214\032\144\315\325\272

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\144\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\111\144

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\123

\145\143\164\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\102\200\000\000\001\105\043\317\106\174\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1246989352 (0x4a538c28)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 17:25:54 2009

# Not Valid After : Sat Dec 07 17:55:54 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:DF:57:74:B0:3E:7F:EF:5F:E4:0D:93:1A:7B:ED:F1:BB:2E:6B:42:73:8C:4E:6D:38:41:10:3D:3A:A7:F3:39

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8C:F4:27:FD:79:0C:3A:D1:66:06:8D:E8:1E:57:EF:BB:93:22:72:D4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\112\123\214\050

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\076\060\202\003\046\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\112

\123\214\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164

\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050

\143\051\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054

\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150
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\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163

\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055

\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\067\060\067\061\067\062

\065\065\064\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\060\067\061\067\065\065

\065\064\132\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006

\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055

\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060

\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164

\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171

\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\272\204\266\162\333\236\014\153\342\231\351

\060\001\247\166\352\062\270\225\101\032\311\332\141\116\130\162

\317\376\366\202\171\277\163\141\006\012\245\047\330\263\137\323

\105\116\034\162\326\116\062\362\162\212\017\367\203\031\320\152

\200\200\000\105\036\260\307\347\232\277\022\127\047\034\243\150

\057\012\207\275\152\153\016\136\145\363\034\167\325\324\205\215

\160\041\264\263\062\347\213\242\325\206\071\002\261\270\322\107

\316\344\311\111\304\073\247\336\373\124\175\127\276\360\350\156

\302\171\262\072\013\125\342\120\230\026\062\023\134\057\170\126

\301\302\224\263\362\132\344\047\232\237\044\327\306\354\320\233

\045\202\343\314\302\304\105\305\214\227\172\006\153\052\021\237

\251\012\156\110\073\157\333\324\021\031\102\367\217\007\277\365

\123\137\234\076\364\027\054\346\151\254\116\062\114\142\167\352

\267\350\345\273\064\274\031\213\256\234\121\347\267\176\265\123

\261\063\042\345\155\317\160\074\032\372\342\233\147\266\203\364

\215\245\257\142\114\115\340\130\254\144\064\022\003\370\266\215

\224\143\044\244\161\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\152\162\046\172\320\036

\357\175\347\073\151\121\324\154\215\237\220\022\146\253\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\171\237\035\226\306\266\171\077\042\215\207\323\207\003

\004\140\152\153\232\056\131\211\163\021\254\103\321\365\023\377

\215\071\053\300\362\275\117\160\214\251\057\352\027\304\013\124

\236\324\033\226\230\063\074\250\255\142\242\000\166\253\131\151

\156\006\035\176\304\271\104\215\230\257\022\324\141\333\012\031

\106\107\363\353\367\143\301\100\005\100\245\322\267\364\265\232
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\066\277\251\210\166\210\004\125\004\053\234\207\177\032\067\074

\176\055\245\032\330\324\211\136\312\275\254\075\154\330\155\257

\325\363\166\017\315\073\210\070\042\235\154\223\232\304\075\277

\202\033\145\077\246\017\135\252\374\345\262\025\312\265\255\306

\274\075\320\204\350\352\006\162\260\115\071\062\170\277\076\021

\234\013\244\235\232\041\363\360\233\013\060\170\333\301\334\207

\103\376\274\143\232\312\305\302\034\311\307\215\377\073\022\130

\010\346\266\075\354\172\054\116\373\203\226\316\014\074\151\207

\124\163\244\163\302\223\377\121\020\254\025\124\001\330\374\005

\261\211\241\177\164\203\232\111\327\334\116\173\212\110\157\213

\105\366

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number: 1246989352 (0x4a538c28)

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2,OU="(c) 2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 17:25:54 2009

# Not Valid After : Sat Dec 07 17:55:54 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

43:DF:57:74:B0:3E:7F:EF:5F:E4:0D:93:1A:7B:ED:F1:BB:2E:6B:42:73:8C:4E:6D:38:41:10:3D:3A:A7:F3:39

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8C:F4:27:FD:79:0C:3A:D1:66:06:8D:E8:1E:57:EF:BB:93:22:72:D4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\364\047\375\171\014\072\321\146\006\215\350\036\127\357\273

\223\042\162\324

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\113\342\311\221\226\145\014\364\016\132\223\222\240\012\376\262

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162
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\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\112\123\214\050

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:a6:8b:79:29:00:00:00:00:50:d0:91:f9

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 18 15:25:36 2012

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 18 15:55:36 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

02:ED:0E:B2:8C:14:DA:45:16:5C:56:67:91:70:0D:64:51:D7:FB:56:F0:B2:AB:1D:3B:8E:B0:70:E5:6E:DF:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:D8:06:40:DF:9B:25:F5:12:25:3A:11:EA:F7:59:8A:EB:14:B5:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END
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CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\000\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\371\060\202\002\200\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\000

\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056

\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167

\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154

\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003

\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156

\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157

\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145

\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105\103\061\060\036\027\015\061\062

\061\062\061\070\061\065\062\065\063\066\132\027\015\063\067\061

\062\061\070\061\065\065\065\063\066\132\060\201\277\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\145

\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155\163\061\071\060\067

\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\061\062\040

\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040

\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165

\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060\061\006\003\125\004\003

\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164
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\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105\103\061\060\166\060\020

\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042

\003\142\000\004\204\023\311\320\272\155\101\173\342\154\320\353

\125\137\146\002\032\044\364\133\211\151\107\343\270\302\175\361

\362\002\305\237\240\366\133\325\213\006\031\206\117\123\020\155

\007\044\047\241\240\370\325\107\031\141\114\175\312\223\047\352

\164\014\357\157\226\011\376\143\354\160\135\066\255\147\167\256

\311\235\174\125\104\072\242\143\121\037\365\343\142\324\251\107

\007\076\314\040\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\267\143\347\032\335\215\351\010\246\125\203\244

\340\152\120\101\145\021\102\111\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\141\171\330\345\102

\107\337\034\256\123\231\027\266\157\034\175\341\277\021\224\321

\003\210\165\344\215\211\244\212\167\106\336\155\141\357\002\365

\373\265\337\314\376\116\377\376\251\346\247\002\060\133\231\327

\205\067\006\265\173\010\375\353\047\213\112\224\371\341\372\247

\216\046\010\350\174\222\150\155\163\330\157\046\254\041\002\270

\231\267\046\101\133\045\140\256\320\110\032\356\006

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:a6:8b:79:29:00:00:00:00:50:d0:91:f9

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1,OU="(c) 2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 18 15:25:36 2012

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 18 15:55:36 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

02:ED:0E:B2:8C:14:DA:45:16:5C:56:67:91:70:0D:64:51:D7:FB:56:F0:B2:AB:1D:3B:8E:B0:70:E5:6E:DF:F5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:D8:06:40:DF:9B:25:F5:12:25:3A:11:EA:F7:59:8A:EB:14:B5:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\330\006\100\337\233\045\365\022\045\072\021\352\367\131\212

\353\024\265\107

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\266\176\035\360\130\305\111\154\044\073\075\355\230\030\355\274

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\277\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\062\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\063\060

\061\006\003\125\004\003\023\052\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\105

\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\000\246\213\171\051\000\000\000\000\120\320\221\371

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "CFCA EV ROOT"

#

# Issuer: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Serial Number: 407555286 (0x184accd6)

# Subject: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 08 03:07:01 2012

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 03:07:01 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:C3:D7:8E:4E:1D:5E:45:54:7A:04:E6:87:3E:64:F9:0C:F9:53:6D:1C:CC:2E:F8:00:F3:55:C4:C5:FD:70:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:B8:29:4B:55:84:AB:6B:58:C2:90:46:6C:AC:3F:B8:39:8F:84:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CFCA EV ROOT"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END
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CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\030\112\314\326

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\215\060\202\003\165\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\030

\112\314\326\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\116\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156

\141\040\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106

\103\101\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124\060\036\027\015\061\062

\060\070\060\070\060\063\060\067\060\061\132\027\015\062\071\061

\062\063\061\060\063\060\067\060\061\132\060\126\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\060\060\056\006\003\125

\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040\106\151\156\141\156\143

\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101\040\105\126\040\122\117

\117\124\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\327\135\153\315\020\077\037\005\131\325\005\115\067

\261\016\354\230\053\216\025\035\372\223\113\027\202\041\161\020

\122\327\121\144\160\026\302\125\151\115\216\025\155\237\277\014

\033\302\340\243\147\326\014\254\317\042\256\257\167\124\052\113

\114\212\123\122\172\303\356\056\336\263\161\045\301\351\135\075

\356\241\057\243\367\052\074\311\043\035\152\253\035\241\247\361

\363\354\240\325\104\317\025\317\162\057\035\143\227\350\231\371

\375\223\244\124\200\114\122\324\122\253\056\111\337\220\315\270

\137\276\077\336\241\312\115\040\324\045\350\204\051\123\267\261

\210\037\377\372\332\220\237\012\251\055\101\077\261\361\030\051

\356\026\131\054\064\111\032\250\006\327\250\210\322\003\162\172

\062\342\352\150\115\156\054\226\145\173\312\131\372\362\342\335

\356\060\054\373\314\106\254\304\143\353\157\177\066\053\064\163

\022\224\177\337\314\046\236\361\162\135\120\145\131\217\151\263

\207\136\062\157\303\030\212\265\225\217\260\172\067\336\132\105

\073\307\066\341\357\147\321\071\323\227\133\163\142\031\110\055

\207\034\006\373\164\230\040\111\163\360\005\322\033\261\240\243

\267\033\160\323\210\151\271\132\326\070\364\142\334\045\213\170
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\277\370\350\176\270\134\311\225\117\137\247\055\271\040\153\317

\153\335\365\015\364\202\267\364\262\146\056\020\050\366\227\132

\173\226\026\217\001\031\055\154\156\177\071\130\006\144\203\001

\203\203\303\115\222\335\062\306\207\244\067\351\026\316\252\055

\150\257\012\201\145\072\160\301\233\255\115\155\124\312\052\055

\113\205\033\263\200\346\160\105\015\153\136\065\360\177\073\270

\234\344\004\160\211\022\045\223\332\012\231\042\140\152\143\140

\116\166\006\230\116\275\203\255\035\130\212\045\205\322\307\145

\036\055\216\306\337\266\306\341\177\212\004\041\025\051\164\360

\076\234\220\235\014\056\361\212\076\132\252\014\011\036\307\325

\074\243\355\227\303\036\064\372\070\371\010\016\343\300\135\053

\203\321\126\152\311\266\250\124\123\056\170\062\147\075\202\177

\164\320\373\341\266\005\140\271\160\333\216\013\371\023\130\157

\161\140\020\122\020\271\301\101\011\357\162\037\147\061\170\377

\226\005\215\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\343\376\055\375\050\320\013

\265\272\266\242\304\277\006\252\005\214\223\373\057\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\343\376\055\375\050\320\013

\265\272\266\242\304\277\006\252\005\214\223\373\057\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\045\306\272\153\353\207\313\336\202\071\226\075\360\104\247

\153\204\163\003\336\235\053\117\272\040\177\274\170\262\317\227

\260\033\234\363\327\171\056\365\110\266\322\373\027\210\346\323

\172\077\355\123\023\320\342\057\152\171\313\000\043\050\346\036

\067\127\065\211\204\302\166\117\064\066\255\147\303\316\101\006

\210\305\367\356\330\032\270\326\013\177\120\377\223\252\027\113

\214\354\355\122\140\262\244\006\352\116\353\364\153\031\375\353

\365\032\340\045\052\232\334\307\101\066\367\310\164\005\204\071

\225\071\326\013\073\244\047\372\010\330\134\036\370\004\140\122

\021\050\050\003\377\357\123\146\000\245\112\064\026\146\174\375

\011\244\256\236\147\032\157\101\013\153\006\023\233\217\206\161

\005\264\057\215\211\146\063\051\166\124\232\021\370\047\372\262

\077\221\340\316\015\033\363\060\032\255\277\042\135\033\323\277

\045\005\115\341\222\032\177\231\237\074\104\223\312\324\100\111

\154\200\207\327\004\072\303\062\122\065\016\126\370\245\335\175

\304\213\015\021\037\123\313\036\262\027\266\150\167\132\340\324

\313\310\007\256\365\072\056\216\067\267\320\001\113\103\051\167

\214\071\227\217\202\132\370\121\345\211\240\030\347\150\177\135

\012\056\373\243\107\016\075\246\043\172\306\001\307\217\310\136

\277\155\200\126\276\212\044\272\063\352\237\341\062\021\236\361

\322\117\200\366\033\100\257\070\236\021\120\171\163\022\022\315

\346\154\235\054\210\162\074\060\201\006\221\042\352\131\255\332

\031\056\042\302\215\271\214\207\340\146\274\163\043\137\041\144

\143\200\110\365\240\074\030\075\224\310\110\101\035\100\272\136

\376\376\126\071\241\310\317\136\236\031\144\106\020\332\027\221

\267\005\200\254\213\231\222\175\347\242\330\007\013\066\047\347
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\110\171\140\212\303\327\023\134\370\162\100\337\112\313\317\231

\000\012\000\013\021\225\332\126\105\003\210\012\237\147\320\325

\171\261\250\215\100\155\015\302\172\100\372\363\137\144\107\222

\313\123\271\273\131\316\117\375\320\025\123\001\330\337\353\331

\346\166\357\320\043\273\073\251\171\263\325\002\051\315\211\243

\226\017\112\065\347\116\102\300\165\315\007\317\346\054\353\173

\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "CFCA EV ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Serial Number: 407555286 (0x184accd6)

# Subject: CN=CFCA EV ROOT,O=China Financial Certification Authority,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 08 03:07:01 2012

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 03:07:01 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:C3:D7:8E:4E:1D:5E:45:54:7A:04:E6:87:3E:64:F9:0C:F9:53:6D:1C:CC:2E:F8:00:F3:55:C4:C5:FD:70:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:B8:29:4B:55:84:AB:6B:58:C2:90:46:6C:AC:3F:B8:39:8F:84:83

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CFCA EV ROOT"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\270\051\113\125\204\253\153\130\302\220\106\154\254\077\270

\071\217\204\203

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\341\266\355\046\172\172\104\060\063\224\253\173\047\201\060

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\103\150\151\156\141\040

\106\151\156\141\156\143\151\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\103\106\103\101

\040\105\126\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\030\112\314\326

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:76:b1:20:52:74:f0:85:87:46:b3:f8:23:1a:f6:c2:c0

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 01 15:00:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 01 15:10:31 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:9C:08:E8:6E:B0:F7:67:CF:AD:65:CD:98:B6:21:49:E5:49:4A:67:F5:84:5E:7B:D1:ED:01:9F:27:B8:6B:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:F9:40:76:18:D3:D7:6A:4B:98:F0:A8:35:9E:0C:FD:27:AC:CC:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366

\302\300

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\265\060\202\002\235\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366\302\300\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\155

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040
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\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162

\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111

\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101\060\036\027

\015\061\064\061\062\060\061\061\065\060\060\063\062\132\027\015

\063\071\061\062\060\061\061\065\061\060\063\061\132\060\155\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042

\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106

\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163

\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123

\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\330\027\267

\034\112\044\052\326\227\261\312\342\036\373\175\070\357\230\365

\262\071\230\116\047\270\021\135\173\322\045\224\210\202\025\046

\152\033\061\273\250\133\041\041\053\330\017\116\237\132\361\261

\132\344\171\326\062\043\053\341\123\314\231\105\134\173\117\255

\274\277\207\112\013\113\227\132\250\366\110\354\175\173\015\315

\041\006\337\236\025\375\101\212\110\267\040\364\241\172\033\127

\324\135\120\377\272\147\330\043\231\037\310\077\343\336\377\157

\133\167\261\153\156\270\311\144\367\341\312\101\106\016\051\161

\320\271\043\374\311\201\137\116\367\157\337\277\204\255\163\144

\273\267\102\216\151\366\324\166\035\176\235\247\270\127\212\121

\147\162\327\324\250\270\225\124\100\163\003\366\352\364\353\376

\050\102\167\077\235\043\033\262\266\075\200\024\007\114\056\117

\367\325\012\026\015\275\146\103\067\176\043\103\171\303\100\206

\365\114\051\332\216\232\255\015\245\004\207\210\036\205\343\351

\123\325\233\310\213\003\143\170\353\340\031\112\156\273\057\153

\063\144\130\223\255\151\277\217\033\357\202\110\307\002\003\001

\000\001\243\121\060\117\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003

\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\065

\017\310\066\143\136\342\243\354\371\073\146\025\316\121\122\343

\221\232\075\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001

\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\100\114\373\207\262\231\201

\220\176\235\305\260\260\046\315\210\173\053\062\215\156\270\041

\161\130\227\175\256\067\024\257\076\347\367\232\342\175\366\161

\230\231\004\252\103\164\170\243\343\111\141\076\163\214\115\224

\340\371\161\304\266\026\016\123\170\037\326\242\207\057\002\071

\201\051\074\257\025\230\041\060\376\050\220\000\214\321\341\313

\372\136\310\375\370\020\106\073\242\170\102\221\027\164\125\012

\336\120\147\115\146\321\247\377\375\331\300\265\250\243\212\316

\146\365\017\103\315\247\053\127\173\143\106\152\252\056\122\330

\364\355\341\155\255\051\220\170\110\272\341\043\252\243\211\354

\265\253\226\300\264\113\242\035\227\236\172\362\156\100\161\337
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\150\361\145\115\316\174\005\337\123\145\251\245\360\261\227\004

\160\025\106\003\230\324\322\277\124\264\240\130\175\122\157\332

\126\046\142\324\330\333\211\061\157\034\360\042\302\323\142\034

\065\315\114\151\025\124\032\220\230\336\353\036\137\312\167\307

\313\216\075\103\151\234\232\130\320\044\073\337\033\100\226\176

\065\255\201\307\116\161\272\210\023

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:76:b1:20:52:74:f0:85:87:46:b3:f8:23:1a:f6:c2:c0

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Mon Dec 01 15:00:32 2014

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 01 15:10:31 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:9C:08:E8:6E:B0:F7:67:CF:AD:65:CD:98:B6:21:49:E5:49:4A:67:F5:84:5E:7B:D1:ED:01:9F:27:B8:6B:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:F9:40:76:18:D3:D7:6A:4B:98:F0:A8:35:9E:0C:FD:27:AC:CC:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\017\371\100\166\030\323\327\152\113\230\360\250\065\236\014\375

\047\254\314\355

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\244\353\271\141\050\056\267\057\230\260\065\046\220\231\121\035

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\102\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\261\040\122\164\360\205\207\106\263\370\043\032\366

\302\300

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:3e:8a:5d:07:ec:55:d2:32:d5:b7:e3:b6:5f:01:eb:2d:dc:e4:d6:e4

# Subject: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 19 07:43:30 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 19 07:43:30 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:33:9D:33:28:1A:0B:56:E5:57:D3:D3:2B:1C:E7:F9:36:7E:B0:94:BD:5F:A7:2A:7E:50:04:C8:DE:D7:CA:FE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:52:FA:95:3F:ED:DB:24:60:BD:6E:28:F3:9C:CC:CF:5E:B3:3F:DE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\076\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001

\353\055\334\344\326\344

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\162\060\202\002\132\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\076

\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001\353\055\334

\344\326\344\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120

\114\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152

\157\167\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172

\145\156\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006
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\003\125\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117

\124\040\103\101\062\060\036\027\015\061\065\061\060\061\071\060

\067\064\063\063\060\132\027\015\063\065\061\060\061\071\060\067

\064\063\063\060\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\120\114\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113

\162\141\152\157\167\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154

\151\143\172\145\156\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040

\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\267\274\076\120\250\113\315

\100\265\316\141\347\226\312\264\241\332\014\042\260\372\265\173

\166\000\167\214\013\317\175\250\206\314\046\121\344\040\075\205

\014\326\130\343\347\364\052\030\235\332\321\256\046\356\353\123

\334\364\220\326\023\112\014\220\074\303\364\332\322\216\015\222

\072\334\261\261\377\070\336\303\272\055\137\200\271\002\275\112

\235\033\017\264\303\302\301\147\003\335\334\033\234\075\263\260

\336\000\036\250\064\107\273\232\353\376\013\024\275\066\204\332

\015\040\277\372\133\313\251\026\040\255\071\140\356\057\165\266

\347\227\234\371\076\375\176\115\157\115\057\357\210\015\152\372

\335\361\075\156\040\245\240\022\264\115\160\271\316\327\162\073

\211\223\247\200\204\034\047\111\162\111\265\377\073\225\236\301

\314\310\001\354\350\016\212\012\226\347\263\246\207\345\326\371

\005\053\015\227\100\160\074\272\254\165\132\234\325\115\235\002

\012\322\113\233\146\113\106\007\027\145\255\237\154\210\000\334

\042\211\340\341\144\324\147\274\061\171\141\074\273\312\101\315

\134\152\000\310\074\070\216\130\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\056\026

\251\112\030\265\313\314\365\157\120\363\043\137\370\135\347\254

\360\310\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\265\163\370\003\334\131\133\035\166\351

\243\052\173\220\050\262\115\300\063\117\252\232\261\324\270\344

\047\377\251\226\231\316\106\340\155\174\114\242\070\244\006\160

\360\364\101\021\354\077\107\215\077\162\207\371\073\375\244\157

\053\123\000\340\377\071\271\152\007\016\353\035\034\366\242\162

\220\313\202\075\021\202\213\322\273\237\052\257\041\346\143\206

\235\171\031\357\367\273\014\065\220\303\212\355\117\017\365\314

\022\331\244\076\273\240\374\040\225\137\117\046\057\021\043\203

\116\165\007\017\277\233\321\264\035\351\020\004\376\312\140\217

\242\114\270\255\317\341\220\017\315\256\012\307\135\173\267\120

\322\324\141\372\325\025\333\327\237\207\121\124\353\245\343\353

\311\205\240\045\040\067\373\216\316\014\064\204\341\074\201\262

\167\116\103\245\210\137\206\147\241\075\346\264\134\141\266\076

\333\376\267\050\305\242\007\256\265\312\312\215\052\022\357\227

\355\302\060\244\311\052\172\373\363\115\043\033\231\063\064\240

\056\365\251\013\077\324\135\341\317\204\237\342\031\302\137\212
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\326\040\036\343\163\267

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

# Issuer: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:3e:8a:5d:07:ec:55:d2:32:d5:b7:e3:b6:5f:01:eb:2d:dc:e4:d6:e4

# Subject: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2,O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 19 07:43:30 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Oct 19 07:43:30 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:33:9D:33:28:1A:0B:56:E5:57:D3:D3:2B:1C:E7:F9:36:7E:B0:94:BD:5F:A7:2A:7E:50:04:C8:DE:D7:CA:FE

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E2:52:FA:95:3F:ED:DB:24:60:BD:6E:28:F3:9C:CC:CF:5E:B3:3F:DE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\122\372\225\077\355\333\044\140\275\156\050\363\234\314\317

\136\263\077\336

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\144\301\211\260\044\261\214\261\007\176\211\236\121\236\231

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\113\162\141\152\157\167

\141\040\111\172\142\141\040\122\157\172\154\151\143\172\145\156

\151\157\167\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\014\017\123\132\101\106\111\122\040\122\117\117\124\040

\103\101\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\076\212\135\007\354\125\322\062\325\267\343\266\137\001

\353\055\334\344\326\344

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies
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S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:21:d6:d0:4a:4f:25:0f:c9:32:37:fc:aa:5e:12:8d:e9

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 06 08:39:56 2011

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 06 08:39:56 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B6:76:F2:ED:DA:E8:77:5C:D3:6C:B0:F6:3C:D1:D4:60:39:61:F4:9E:62:65:BA:01:3A:2F:03:07:B6:D0:B8:04

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D3:DD:48:3E:2B:BF:4C:05:E8:AF:10:F5:FA:76:26:CF:D3:DC:30:92

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022

\215\351

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\322\060\202\003\272\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\041

\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022\215\351\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\060\201

\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\042

\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145\164\157
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\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006

\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103\101\040

\062\060\042\030\017\062\060\061\061\061\060\060\066\060\070\063

\071\065\066\132\030\017\062\060\064\066\061\060\060\066\060\070

\063\071\065\066\132\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\120\114\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031

\125\156\151\172\145\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125

\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\040\103\101\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\275\371\170\370\346\325\200

\014\144\235\206\033\226\144\147\077\042\072\036\165\001\175\357

\373\134\147\214\311\314\134\153\251\221\346\271\102\345\040\113

\233\332\233\173\271\231\135\331\233\200\113\327\204\100\053\047

\323\350\272\060\273\076\011\032\247\111\225\357\053\100\044\302

\227\307\247\356\233\045\357\250\012\000\227\205\132\252\235\334

\051\311\342\065\007\353\160\115\112\326\301\263\126\270\241\101

\070\233\321\373\061\177\217\340\137\341\261\077\017\216\026\111

\140\327\006\215\030\371\252\046\020\253\052\323\320\321\147\215

\033\106\276\107\060\325\056\162\321\305\143\332\347\143\171\104

\176\113\143\044\211\206\056\064\077\051\114\122\213\052\247\300

\342\221\050\211\271\300\133\371\035\331\347\047\255\377\232\002

\227\301\306\120\222\233\002\054\275\251\271\064\131\012\277\204

\112\377\337\376\263\237\353\331\236\340\230\043\354\246\153\167

\026\052\333\314\255\073\034\244\207\334\106\163\136\031\142\150

\105\127\344\220\202\102\273\102\326\360\141\340\301\243\075\146

\243\135\364\030\356\210\311\215\027\105\051\231\062\165\002\061

\356\051\046\310\153\002\346\265\142\105\177\067\025\132\043\150

\211\324\076\336\116\047\260\360\100\014\274\115\027\313\115\242

\263\036\320\006\132\335\366\223\317\127\165\231\365\372\206\032

\147\170\263\277\226\376\064\334\275\347\122\126\345\263\345\165

\173\327\101\221\005\334\135\151\343\225\015\103\271\374\203\226

\071\225\173\154\200\132\117\023\162\306\327\175\051\172\104\272

\122\244\052\325\101\106\011\040\376\042\240\266\133\060\215\274

\211\014\325\327\160\370\207\122\375\332\357\254\121\056\007\263

\116\376\320\011\332\160\357\230\372\126\346\155\333\265\127\113

\334\345\054\045\025\310\236\056\170\116\370\332\234\236\206\054

\312\127\363\032\345\310\222\213\032\202\226\172\303\274\120\022

\151\330\016\132\106\213\072\353\046\372\043\311\266\260\201\276

\102\000\244\370\326\376\060\056\307\322\106\366\345\216\165\375
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\362\314\271\320\207\133\314\006\020\140\273\203\065\267\136\147

\336\107\354\231\110\361\244\241\025\376\255\214\142\216\071\125

\117\071\026\271\261\143\235\377\267\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\266\241

\124\071\002\303\240\077\216\212\274\372\324\370\034\246\321\072

\016\375\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\161\245\016\316\344\351\277\077\070\325

\211\132\304\002\141\373\114\305\024\027\055\213\117\123\153\020

\027\374\145\204\307\020\111\220\336\333\307\046\223\210\046\157

\160\326\002\136\071\240\367\217\253\226\265\245\023\134\201\024

\155\016\201\202\021\033\212\116\306\117\245\335\142\036\104\337

\011\131\364\133\167\013\067\351\213\040\306\370\012\116\056\130

\034\353\063\320\317\206\140\311\332\373\200\057\236\114\140\204

\170\075\041\144\326\373\101\037\030\017\347\311\165\161\275\275

\134\336\064\207\076\101\260\016\366\271\326\077\011\023\226\024

\057\336\232\035\132\271\126\316\065\072\260\137\160\115\136\343

\051\361\043\050\162\131\266\253\302\214\146\046\034\167\054\046

\166\065\213\050\247\151\240\371\073\365\043\335\205\020\164\311

\220\003\126\221\347\257\272\107\324\022\227\021\042\343\242\111

\224\154\347\267\224\113\272\055\244\332\063\213\114\246\104\377

\132\074\306\035\144\330\265\061\344\246\074\172\250\127\013\333

\355\141\032\313\361\316\163\167\143\244\207\157\114\121\070\326

\344\137\307\237\266\201\052\344\205\110\171\130\136\073\370\333

\002\202\147\301\071\333\303\164\113\075\066\036\371\051\223\210

\150\133\250\104\031\041\360\247\350\201\015\054\350\223\066\264

\067\262\312\260\033\046\172\232\045\037\232\232\200\236\113\052

\077\373\243\232\376\163\062\161\302\236\306\162\341\212\150\047

\361\344\017\264\304\114\245\141\223\370\227\020\007\052\060\045

\251\271\310\161\270\357\150\314\055\176\365\340\176\017\202\250

\157\266\272\154\203\103\167\315\212\222\027\241\236\133\170\026

\075\105\342\063\162\335\341\146\312\231\323\311\305\046\375\015

\150\004\106\256\266\331\233\214\276\031\276\261\306\362\031\343

\134\002\312\054\330\157\112\007\331\311\065\332\100\165\362\304

\247\031\157\236\102\020\230\165\346\225\213\140\274\355\305\022

\327\212\316\325\230\134\126\226\003\305\356\167\006\065\377\317

\344\356\077\023\141\356\333\332\055\205\360\315\256\235\262\030

\011\105\303\222\241\162\027\374\107\266\240\013\054\361\304\336

\103\150\010\152\137\073\360\166\143\373\314\006\054\246\306\342

\016\265\271\276\044\217

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies
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S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:21:d6:d0:4a:4f:25:0f:c9:32:37:fc:aa:5e:12:8d:e9

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Unizeto Technologies

S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 06 08:39:56 2011

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 06 08:39:56 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B6:76:F2:ED:DA:E8:77:5C:D3:6C:B0:F6:3C:D1:D4:60:39:61:F4:9E:62:65:BA:01:3A:2F:03:07:B6:D0:B8:04

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D3:DD:48:3E:2B:BF:4C:05:E8:AF:10:F5:FA:76:26:CF:D3:DC:30:92

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\335\110\076\053\277\114\005\350\257\020\365\372\166\046\317

\323\334\060\222

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\155\106\236\331\045\155\010\043\133\136\164\175\036\047\333\362

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\200\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\125\156\151\172\145

\164\157\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040

\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103

\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124

\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\103

\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\326\320\112\117\045\017\311\062\067\374\252\136\022

\215\351

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research
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Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:11:21 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:11:21 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A0:40:92:9A:02:CE:53:B4:AC:F4:F2:FF:C6:98:1C:E4:49:6F:75:5E:6D:45:FE:0B:2A:69:2B:CD:52:52:3F:36

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 01:0C:06:95:A6:98:19:14:FF:BF:5F:C6:B0:B6:95:EA:29:E9:12:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\013\060\202\003\363\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145
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\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023

\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155

\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\067

\060\067\061\060\061\061\062\061\132\027\015\064\060\060\066\063

\060\061\060\061\061\062\061\132\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125

\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141

\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162

\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040

\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061

\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061

\065\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\302\370\251\077\033\211\374\074\074\004\135\075\220\066

\260\221\072\171\074\146\132\357\155\071\001\111\032\264\267\317

\177\115\043\123\267\220\000\343\023\052\050\246\061\361\221\000

\343\050\354\256\041\101\316\037\332\375\175\022\133\001\203\017

\271\260\137\231\341\362\022\203\200\115\006\076\337\254\257\347

\241\210\153\061\257\360\213\320\030\063\270\333\105\152\064\364

\002\200\044\050\012\002\025\225\136\166\052\015\231\072\024\133

\366\313\313\123\274\023\115\001\210\067\224\045\033\102\274\042

\330\216\243\226\136\072\331\062\333\076\350\360\020\145\355\164

\341\057\247\174\257\047\064\273\051\175\233\266\317\011\310\345

\323\012\374\210\145\145\164\012\334\163\034\134\315\100\261\034

\324\266\204\214\114\120\317\150\216\250\131\256\302\047\116\202

\242\065\335\024\364\037\377\262\167\325\207\057\252\156\175\044

\047\347\306\313\046\346\345\376\147\007\143\330\105\015\335\072

\131\145\071\130\172\222\231\162\075\234\204\136\210\041\270\325

\364\054\374\331\160\122\117\170\270\275\074\053\213\225\230\365

\263\321\150\317\040\024\176\114\134\137\347\213\345\365\065\201

\031\067\327\021\010\267\146\276\323\112\316\203\127\000\072\303

\201\370\027\313\222\066\135\321\243\330\165\033\341\213\047\352

\172\110\101\375\105\031\006\255\047\231\116\301\160\107\335\265

\237\201\123\022\345\261\214\110\135\061\103\027\343\214\306\172

\143\226\113\051\060\116\204\116\142\031\136\074\316\227\220\245

\177\001\353\235\340\370\213\211\335\045\230\075\222\266\176\357

\331\361\121\121\175\055\046\310\151\131\141\340\254\152\270\052

\066\021\004\172\120\275\062\204\276\057\334\162\325\327\035\026

\107\344\107\146\040\077\364\226\305\257\216\001\172\245\017\172
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\144\365\015\030\207\331\256\210\325\372\204\301\072\300\151\050

\055\362\015\150\121\252\343\245\167\306\244\220\016\241\067\213

\061\043\107\301\011\010\353\156\367\170\233\327\202\374\204\040

\231\111\031\266\022\106\261\373\105\125\026\251\243\145\254\234

\007\017\352\153\334\037\056\006\162\354\206\210\022\344\055\333

\137\005\057\344\360\003\323\046\063\347\200\302\315\102\241\027

\064\013\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\161\025\147\310\310\311\275\165\135

\162\320\070\030\152\235\363\161\044\124\013\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\165

\273\155\124\113\252\020\130\106\064\362\142\327\026\066\135\010

\136\325\154\310\207\275\264\056\106\362\061\370\174\352\102\265

\223\026\125\334\241\014\022\240\332\141\176\017\130\130\163\144

\162\307\350\105\216\334\251\362\046\077\306\171\214\261\123\010

\063\201\260\126\023\276\346\121\134\330\233\012\117\113\234\126

\123\002\351\117\366\015\140\352\115\102\125\350\174\033\041\041

\323\033\072\314\167\362\270\220\361\150\307\371\132\376\372\055

\364\277\311\365\105\033\316\070\020\052\067\212\171\243\264\343

\011\154\205\206\223\377\211\226\047\170\201\217\147\343\106\164

\124\216\331\015\151\342\112\364\115\164\003\377\262\167\355\225

\147\227\344\261\305\253\277\152\043\350\324\224\342\104\050\142

\304\113\342\360\330\342\051\153\032\160\176\044\141\223\173\117

\003\062\045\015\105\044\053\226\264\106\152\277\112\013\367\232

\217\301\254\032\305\147\363\157\064\322\372\163\143\214\357\026

\260\250\244\106\052\370\353\022\354\162\264\357\370\053\176\214

\122\300\213\204\124\371\057\076\343\125\250\334\146\261\331\341

\137\330\263\214\131\064\131\244\253\117\154\273\037\030\333\165

\253\330\313\222\315\224\070\141\016\007\006\037\113\106\020\361

\025\276\215\205\134\073\112\053\201\171\017\264\151\237\111\120

\227\115\367\016\126\135\300\225\152\302\066\303\033\150\311\365

\052\334\107\232\276\262\316\305\045\350\372\003\271\332\371\026

\156\221\204\365\034\050\310\374\046\314\327\034\220\126\247\137

\157\072\004\274\315\170\211\013\216\017\057\243\252\117\242\033

\022\075\026\010\100\017\361\106\114\327\252\173\010\301\012\365

\155\047\336\002\217\312\303\265\053\312\351\353\310\041\123\070

\245\314\073\330\167\067\060\242\117\331\157\321\362\100\255\101

\172\027\305\326\112\065\211\267\101\325\174\206\177\125\115\203

\112\245\163\040\300\072\257\220\361\232\044\216\331\216\161\312

\173\270\206\332\262\217\231\076\035\023\015\022\021\356\324\253

\360\351\025\166\002\344\340\337\252\040\036\133\141\205\144\100

\251\220\227\015\255\123\322\132\035\207\152\000\227\145\142\264

\276\157\152\247\365\054\102\355\062\255\266\041\236\276\274

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:11:21 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:11:21 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A0:40:92:9A:02:CE:53:B4:AC:F4:F2:FF:C6:98:1C:E4:49:6F:75:5E:6D:45:FE:0B:2A:69:2B:CD:52:52:3F:36

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 01:0C:06:95:A6:98:19:14:FF:BF:5F:C6:B0:B6:95:EA:29:E9:12:A6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\001\014\006\225\246\230\031\024\377\277\137\306\260\266\225\352

\051\351\022\246

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\377\342\333\003\331\313\113\351\017\255\204\375\173\030\316

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\100\060\076\006\003\125\004\003

\023\067\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

#
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# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and

Research Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:37:12 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:37:12 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

44:B5:45:AA:8A:25:E6:5A:73:CA:15:DC:27:FC:36:D2:4C:1C:B9:95:3A:06:65:39:B1:15:82:DC:48:7B:48:33

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:F1:71:8D:92:D5:9A:F3:7D:74:97:B4:BC:6F:84:68:0B:BA:B6:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003

\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003

\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\303\060\202\002\112\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000
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\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\201\252\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015

\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060

\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003\023\073\110\145

\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040

\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163

\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\067\060\067\061\060\063\067\061\062\132\027\015\064\060\060\066

\063\060\061\060\063\067\061\062\132\060\201\252\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125

\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156\163\061\104\060\102\006\003

\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003\023\073\110\145\154\154\145

\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144

\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164

\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\040\062\060\061\065\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316

\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\222\240

\101\350\113\202\204\134\342\370\061\021\231\206\144\116\011\045

\057\235\101\057\012\256\065\117\164\225\262\121\144\153\215\153

\346\077\160\225\360\005\104\107\246\162\070\120\166\225\002\132

\216\256\050\236\371\055\116\231\357\054\110\157\114\045\051\350

\321\161\133\337\035\301\165\067\264\327\372\173\172\102\234\152

\012\126\132\174\151\013\252\200\011\044\154\176\301\106\243\102

\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\264\042

\013\202\231\044\001\016\234\273\344\016\375\277\373\227\040\223

\231\052\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\147

\000\060\144\002\060\147\316\026\142\070\242\254\142\105\247\251

\225\044\300\032\047\234\062\073\300\300\325\272\251\347\370\004

\103\123\205\356\122\041\336\235\365\045\203\076\236\130\113\057

\327\147\023\016\041\002\060\005\341\165\001\336\150\355\052\037

\115\114\011\010\015\354\113\255\144\027\050\347\165\316\105\145

\162\041\027\313\042\101\016\214\023\230\070\232\124\155\233\312

\342\174\352\002\130\042\221

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015,O=Hellenic Academic and

Research Institutions Cert. Authority,L=Athens,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 07 10:37:12 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat Jun 30 10:37:12 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

44:B5:45:AA:8A:25:E6:5A:73:CA:15:DC:27:FC:36:D2:4C:1C:B9:95:3A:06:65:39:B1:15:82:DC:48:7B:48:33

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9F:F1:71:8D:92:D5:9A:F3:7D:74:97:B4:BC:6F:84:68:0B:BA:B6:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\361\161\215\222\325\232\363\175\164\227\264\274\157\204\150

\013\272\266\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\201\345\264\027\353\302\365\341\113\015\101\173\111\222\376\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\252\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\101\164\150\145\156

\163\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\012\023\073\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\145\162\164\056\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\104\060\102\006\003\125\004\003

\023\073\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145

\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ISRG Root X1"

#
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# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:00:82:10:cf:b0:d2:40:e3:59:44:63:e0:bb:63:82:8b:00

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 04 11:04:38 2015

# Not Valid After : Mon Jun 04 11:04:38 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

96:BC:EC:06:26:49:76:F3:74:60:77:9A:CF:28:C5:A7:CF:E8:A3:C0:AA:E1:1A:8F:FC:EE:05:C0:BD:DF:08:C6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:BD:2A:79:A1:07:6A:31:F2:1D:25:36:35:CB:03:9D:43:29:A5:E8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143

\202\213\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\153\060\202\003\123\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143\202\213\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051

\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145

\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125

\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\061

\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\066\060\064\061\061\060\064\063\070

\132\027\015\063\065\060\066\060\064\061\061\060\064\063\070\132

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156
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\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\255\350\044\163\364\024\067\363\233\236\053\127\050\034

\207\276\334\267\337\070\220\214\156\074\346\127\240\170\367\165

\302\242\376\365\152\156\366\000\117\050\333\336\150\206\154\104

\223\266\261\143\375\024\022\153\277\037\322\352\061\233\041\176

\321\063\074\272\110\365\335\171\337\263\270\377\022\361\041\232

\113\301\212\206\161\151\112\146\146\154\217\176\074\160\277\255

\051\042\006\363\344\300\346\200\256\342\113\217\267\231\176\224

\003\237\323\107\227\174\231\110\043\123\350\070\256\117\012\157

\203\056\321\111\127\214\200\164\266\332\057\320\070\215\173\003

\160\041\033\165\362\060\074\372\217\256\335\332\143\253\353\026

\117\302\216\021\113\176\317\013\350\377\265\167\056\364\262\173

\112\340\114\022\045\014\160\215\003\051\240\341\123\044\354\023

\331\356\031\277\020\263\112\214\077\211\243\141\121\336\254\207

\007\224\364\143\161\354\056\342\157\133\230\201\341\211\134\064

\171\154\166\357\073\220\142\171\346\333\244\232\057\046\305\320

\020\341\016\336\331\020\216\026\373\267\367\250\367\307\345\002

\007\230\217\066\010\225\347\342\067\226\015\066\165\236\373\016

\162\261\035\233\274\003\371\111\005\330\201\335\005\264\052\326

\101\351\254\001\166\225\012\017\330\337\325\275\022\037\065\057

\050\027\154\322\230\301\250\011\144\167\156\107\067\272\316\254

\131\136\150\235\177\162\326\211\305\006\101\051\076\131\076\335

\046\365\044\311\021\247\132\243\114\100\037\106\241\231\265\247

\072\121\156\206\073\236\175\162\247\022\005\170\131\355\076\121

\170\025\013\003\217\215\320\057\005\262\076\173\112\034\113\163

\005\022\374\306\352\340\120\023\174\103\223\164\263\312\164\347

\216\037\001\010\320\060\324\133\161\066\264\007\272\301\060\060

\134\110\267\202\073\230\246\175\140\212\242\243\051\202\314\272

\275\203\004\033\242\203\003\101\241\326\005\361\033\302\266\360

\250\174\206\073\106\250\110\052\210\334\166\232\166\277\037\152

\245\075\031\217\353\070\363\144\336\310\053\015\012\050\377\367

\333\342\025\102\324\042\320\047\135\341\171\376\030\347\160\210

\255\116\346\331\213\072\306\335\047\121\156\377\274\144\365\063

\103\117\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\171\264\131\346\173\266\345\344\001

\163\200\010\210\310\032\130\366\351\233\156\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\125

\037\130\251\274\262\250\120\320\014\261\330\032\151\040\047\051

\010\254\141\165\134\212\156\370\202\345\151\057\325\366\126\113

\271\270\163\020\131\323\041\227\176\347\114\161\373\262\322\140

\255\071\250\013\352\027\041\126\205\361\120\016\131\353\316\340

\131\351\272\311\025\357\206\235\217\204\200\366\344\351\221\220
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\334\027\233\142\033\105\360\146\225\322\174\157\302\352\073\357

\037\317\313\326\256\047\361\251\260\310\256\375\175\176\232\372

\042\004\353\377\331\177\352\221\053\042\261\027\016\217\362\212

\064\133\130\330\374\001\311\124\271\270\046\314\212\210\063\211

\114\055\204\074\202\337\356\226\127\005\272\054\273\367\304\267

\307\116\073\202\276\061\310\042\163\163\222\321\302\200\244\071

\071\020\063\043\202\114\074\237\206\262\125\230\035\276\051\206

\214\042\233\236\342\153\073\127\072\202\160\115\334\011\307\211

\313\012\007\115\154\350\135\216\311\357\316\253\307\273\265\053

\116\105\326\112\320\046\314\345\162\312\010\152\245\225\343\025

\241\367\244\355\311\054\137\245\373\377\254\050\002\056\276\327

\173\273\343\161\173\220\026\323\007\136\106\123\174\067\007\102

\214\323\304\226\234\325\231\265\052\340\225\032\200\110\256\114

\071\007\316\314\107\244\122\225\053\272\270\373\255\322\063\123

\175\345\035\115\155\325\241\261\307\102\157\346\100\047\065\134

\243\050\267\007\215\347\215\063\220\347\043\237\373\120\234\171

\154\106\325\264\025\263\226\156\176\233\014\226\072\270\122\055

\077\326\133\341\373\010\302\204\376\044\250\243\211\332\254\152

\341\030\052\261\250\103\141\133\323\037\334\073\215\166\362\055

\350\215\165\337\027\063\154\075\123\373\173\313\101\137\377\334

\242\320\141\070\341\226\270\254\135\213\067\327\165\325\063\300

\231\021\256\235\101\301\162\165\204\276\002\101\102\137\147\044

\110\224\321\233\047\276\007\077\271\270\117\201\164\121\341\172

\267\355\235\043\342\276\340\325\050\004\023\074\061\003\236\335

\172\154\217\306\007\030\306\177\336\107\216\077\050\236\004\006

\317\245\124\064\167\275\354\211\233\351\027\103\337\133\333\137

\376\216\036\127\242\315\100\235\176\142\042\332\336\030\047

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ISRG Root X1"

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:00:82:10:cf:b0:d2:40:e3:59:44:63:e0:bb:63:82:8b:00

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X1,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 04 11:04:38 2015

# Not Valid After : Mon Jun 04 11:04:38 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

96:BC:EC:06:26:49:76:F3:74:60:77:9A:CF:28:C5:A7:CF:E8:A3:C0:AA:E1:1A:8F:FC:EE:05:C0:BD:DF:08:C6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CA:BD:2A:79:A1:07:6A:31:F2:1D:25:36:35:CB:03:9D:43:29:A5:E8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\275\052\171\241\007\152\061\362\035\045\066\065\313\003\235
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\103\051\245\350

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\014\322\371\340\332\027\163\351\355\206\115\245\343\160\347\116

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\202\020\317\260\322\100\343\131\104\143\340\273\143

\202\213\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

#

# Issuer: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:5d:93:8d:30:67:36:c8:06:1d:1a:c7:54:84:69:07

# Subject: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 29 15:59:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:C5:57:0C:29:01:8C:4D:67:B1:AA:12:7B:AF:12:F7:03:B4:61:1E:BC:17:B7:DA:B5:57:38:94:17:9B:93:FA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): EC:50:35:07:B2:15:C4:95:62:19:E2:A8:9A:5B:42:99:2C:4C:2C:20

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061
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\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\135\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151

\007

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\203\060\202\003\153\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\135

\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151\007\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\073\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040\122\101\111

\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\060\036\027\015\060\070

\061\060\062\071\061\065\065\071\065\066\132\027\015\063\060\060

\061\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\073\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\272\161\200\172\114\206\156\177

\310\023\155\300\306\175\034\000\227\217\054\014\043\273\020\232

\100\251\032\267\207\210\370\233\126\152\373\346\173\216\213\222

\216\247\045\135\131\021\333\066\056\267\121\027\037\251\010\037

\004\027\044\130\252\067\112\030\337\345\071\324\127\375\327\301

\054\221\001\221\342\042\324\003\300\130\374\167\107\354\217\076

\164\103\272\254\064\215\115\070\166\147\216\260\310\157\060\063

\130\161\134\264\365\153\156\324\001\120\270\023\176\154\112\243

\111\321\040\031\356\274\300\051\030\145\247\336\376\357\335\012

\220\041\347\032\147\222\102\020\230\137\117\060\274\076\034\105

\264\020\327\150\100\024\300\100\372\347\167\027\172\346\013\217

\145\133\074\331\232\122\333\265\275\236\106\317\075\353\221\005

\002\300\226\262\166\114\115\020\226\073\222\372\234\177\017\231

\337\276\043\065\105\036\002\134\376\265\250\233\231\045\332\136

\363\042\303\071\365\344\052\056\323\306\037\304\154\252\305\034

\152\001\005\112\057\322\305\301\250\064\046\135\146\245\322\002

\041\371\030\267\006\365\116\231\157\250\253\114\121\350\317\120

\030\305\167\310\071\011\054\111\222\062\231\250\273\027\027\171

\260\132\305\346\243\304\131\145\107\065\203\136\251\350\065\013

\231\273\344\315\040\306\233\112\006\071\265\150\374\042\272\356

\125\214\053\116\352\363\261\343\374\266\231\232\325\102\372\161

\115\010\317\207\036\152\161\175\371\323\264\351\245\161\201\173

\302\116\107\226\245\366\166\205\243\050\217\351\200\156\201\123

\245\155\137\270\110\371\302\371\066\246\056\111\377\270\226\302

\214\007\263\233\210\130\374\353\033\034\336\055\160\342\227\222
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\060\241\211\343\274\125\250\047\326\113\355\220\255\213\372\143

\045\131\055\250\065\335\312\227\063\274\345\315\307\235\321\354

\357\136\016\112\220\006\046\143\255\271\331\065\055\007\272\166

\145\054\254\127\217\175\364\007\224\327\201\002\226\135\243\007

\111\325\172\320\127\371\033\347\123\106\165\252\260\171\102\313

\150\161\010\351\140\275\071\151\316\364\257\303\126\100\307\255

\122\242\011\344\157\206\107\212\037\353\050\047\135\203\040\257

\004\311\154\126\232\213\106\365\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\203

\060\201\200\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\367

\175\305\375\304\350\232\033\167\144\247\365\035\240\314\277\207

\140\232\155\060\076\006\003\125\035\040\004\067\060\065\060\063

\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\053\060\051\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\143\145\162\164\056\146\156\155\164\056\145\163\057\144\160

\143\163\057\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\007\220\112\337\363\043\116\360\303

\234\121\145\233\234\042\242\212\014\205\363\163\051\153\115\376

\001\342\251\014\143\001\277\004\147\245\235\230\137\375\001\023

\372\354\232\142\351\206\376\266\142\322\156\114\224\373\300\165

\105\174\145\014\370\262\067\317\254\017\317\215\157\371\031\367

\217\354\036\362\160\236\360\312\270\357\267\377\166\067\166\133

\366\156\210\363\257\142\062\042\223\015\072\152\216\024\146\014

\055\123\164\127\145\036\325\262\335\043\201\073\245\146\043\047

\147\011\217\341\167\252\103\315\145\121\010\355\121\130\376\346

\071\371\313\107\204\244\025\361\166\273\244\356\244\073\304\137

\357\262\063\226\021\030\267\311\145\276\030\341\243\244\334\372

\030\371\323\274\023\233\071\172\064\272\323\101\373\372\062\212

\052\267\053\206\013\151\203\070\276\315\212\056\013\160\255\215

\046\222\356\036\365\001\053\012\331\326\227\233\156\340\250\031

\034\072\041\213\014\036\100\255\003\347\335\146\176\365\271\040

\015\003\350\226\371\202\105\324\071\340\240\000\135\327\230\346

\175\236\147\163\303\232\052\367\253\213\241\072\024\357\064\274

\122\016\211\230\232\004\100\204\035\176\105\151\223\127\316\353

\316\370\120\174\117\034\156\004\103\233\371\326\073\043\030\351

\352\216\321\115\106\215\361\073\344\152\312\272\373\043\267\233

\372\231\001\051\132\130\132\055\343\371\324\155\016\046\255\301

\156\064\274\062\370\014\005\372\145\243\333\073\067\203\042\351

\326\334\162\063\375\135\362\040\275\166\074\043\332\050\367\371

\033\353\131\144\325\334\137\162\176\040\374\315\211\265\220\147

\115\142\172\077\116\255\035\303\071\376\172\364\050\026\337\101

\366\110\200\005\327\017\121\171\254\020\253\324\354\003\146\346

\152\260\272\061\222\102\100\152\276\072\323\162\341\152\067\125

\274\254\035\225\267\151\141\362\103\221\164\346\240\323\012\044

\106\241\010\257\326\332\105\031\226\324\123\035\133\204\171\360

\300\367\107\357\213\217\305\006\256\235\114\142\235\377\106\004

\370\323\311\266\020\045\100\165\376\026\252\311\112\140\206\057
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\272\357\060\167\344\124\342\270\204\231\130\200\252\023\213\121

\072\117\110\366\213\266\263

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

# Issuer: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:5d:93:8d:30:67:36:c8:06:1d:1a:c7:54:84:69:07

# Subject: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 29 15:59:56 2008

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

EB:C5:57:0C:29:01:8C:4D:67:B1:AA:12:7B:AF:12:F7:03:B4:61:1E:BC:17:B7:DA:B5:57:38:94:17:9B:93:FA

# Fingerprint (SHA1): EC:50:35:07:B2:15:C4:95:62:19:E2:A8:9A:5B:42:99:2C:4C:2C:20

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\354\120\065\007\262\025\304\225\142\031\342\250\232\133\102\231

\054\114\054\040

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\011\004\264\323\275\321\240\024\375\032\322\107\304\127\035

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\135\223\215\060\147\066\310\006\035\032\307\124\204\151

\007

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:cf:99:bf:8c:0a:39:e2:f0:78:8a:43:e6:96:36:5b:ca
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# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 17 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8E:CD:E6:88:4F:3D:87:B1:12:5B:A3:1A:C3:FC:B1:3D:70:16:DE:7F:57:CC:90:4F:E1:CB:97:C6:AE:98:19:6E

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8D:A7:F9:65:EC:5E:FC:37:91:0F:1C:6E:59:FD:C1:CC:6A:6E:DE:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103

\346\226\066\133\312

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\101\060\202\002\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103\346\226\066

\133\312\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015

\061\065\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063

\070\060\061\061\067\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060

\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\262\170\200\161\312\170\325\343

\161\257\107\200\120\164\175\156\330\327\210\166\364\231\150\367

\130\041\140\371\164\204\001\057\254\002\055\206\323\240\103\172

\116\262\244\320\066\272\001\276\215\333\110\310\007\027\066\114
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\364\356\210\043\307\076\353\067\365\265\031\370\111\150\260\336

\327\271\166\070\035\141\236\244\376\202\066\245\345\112\126\344

\105\341\371\375\264\026\372\164\332\234\233\065\071\057\372\260

\040\120\006\154\172\320\200\262\246\371\257\354\107\031\217\120

\070\007\334\242\207\071\130\370\272\325\251\371\110\147\060\226

\356\224\170\136\157\211\243\121\300\060\206\146\241\105\146\272

\124\353\243\303\221\371\110\334\377\321\350\060\055\175\055\164

\160\065\327\210\044\367\236\304\131\156\273\163\207\027\362\062

\106\050\270\103\372\267\035\252\312\264\362\237\044\016\055\113

\367\161\134\136\151\377\352\225\002\313\070\212\256\120\070\157

\333\373\055\142\033\305\307\036\124\341\167\340\147\310\017\234

\207\043\326\077\100\040\177\040\200\304\200\114\076\073\044\046

\216\004\256\154\232\310\252\015\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060

\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\204\030\314

\205\064\354\274\014\224\224\056\010\131\234\307\262\020\116\012

\010\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\230\362\067\132\101\220\241\032\305\166\121

\050\040\066\043\016\256\346\050\273\252\370\224\256\110\244\060

\177\033\374\044\215\113\264\310\241\227\366\266\361\172\160\310

\123\223\314\010\050\343\230\045\317\043\244\371\336\041\323\174

\205\011\255\116\232\165\072\302\013\152\211\170\166\104\107\030

\145\154\215\101\216\073\177\232\313\364\265\247\120\327\005\054

\067\350\003\113\255\351\141\240\002\156\365\362\360\305\262\355

\133\267\334\372\224\134\167\236\023\245\177\122\255\225\362\370

\223\073\336\213\134\133\312\132\122\133\140\257\024\367\113\357

\243\373\237\100\225\155\061\124\374\102\323\307\106\037\043\255

\331\017\110\160\232\331\165\170\161\321\162\103\064\165\156\127

\131\302\002\134\046\140\051\317\043\031\026\216\210\103\245\324

\344\313\010\373\043\021\103\350\103\051\162\142\241\251\135\136

\010\324\220\256\270\330\316\024\302\320\125\362\206\366\304\223

\103\167\146\141\300\271\350\101\327\227\170\140\003\156\112\162

\256\245\321\175\272\020\236\206\154\033\212\271\131\063\370\353

\304\220\276\361\271

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:cf:99:bf:8c:0a:39:e2:f0:78:8a:43:e6:96:36:5b:ca

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 1,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Jan 17 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8E:CD:E6:88:4F:3D:87:B1:12:5B:A3:1A:C3:FC:B1:3D:70:16:DE:7F:57:CC:90:4F:E1:CB:97:C6:AE:98:19:6E
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8D:A7:F9:65:EC:5E:FC:37:91:0F:1C:6E:59:FD:C1:CC:6A:6E:DE:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\215\247\371\145\354\136\374\067\221\017\034\156\131\375\301\314

\152\156\336\026

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\306\277\256\354\376\255\057\030\306\210\150\060\374\310\346

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\317\231\277\214\012\071\342\360\170\212\103

\346\226\066\133\312

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d2:96:35:86:9f:0a:0f:e5:86:78:f8:5b:26:bb:8a:37

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:A5:B2:AA:8C:65:40:1A:82:96:01:18:F8:0B:EC:4F:62:30:4D:83:CE:C4:71:3A:19:C3:9C:01:1E:A4:6D:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5A:8C:EF:45:D7:A6:98:59:76:7A:8C:8B:44:96:B5:78:CF:47:4B:1A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156
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\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370

\133\046\273\212\067

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\101\060\202\003\051\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370\133\046\273

\212\067\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005

\000\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015

\061\065\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064

\060\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\255\226\237\055\234\112\114\112

\201\171\121\231\354\212\313\153\140\121\023\274\115\155\006\374

\260\010\215\335\031\020\152\307\046\014\065\330\300\157\040\204

\351\224\261\233\205\003\303\133\333\112\350\310\370\220\166\331

\133\117\343\114\350\006\066\115\314\232\254\075\014\220\053\222

\324\006\031\140\254\067\104\171\205\201\202\255\132\067\340\015

\314\235\246\114\122\166\352\103\235\267\004\321\120\366\125\340

\325\322\246\111\205\351\067\351\312\176\256\134\225\115\110\232

\077\256\040\132\155\210\225\331\064\270\122\032\103\220\260\277

\154\005\271\266\170\267\352\320\344\072\074\022\123\142\377\112

\362\173\276\065\005\251\022\064\343\363\144\164\142\054\075\000

\111\132\050\376\062\104\273\207\335\145\047\002\161\073\332\112

\367\037\332\315\367\041\125\220\117\017\354\256\202\341\237\153

\331\105\323\273\360\137\207\355\074\054\071\206\332\077\336\354

\162\125\353\171\243\255\333\335\174\260\272\034\316\374\336\117

\065\166\317\017\370\170\037\152\066\121\106\047\141\133\351\236

\317\360\242\125\175\174\045\212\157\057\264\305\317\204\056\053

\375\015\121\020\154\373\137\033\274\033\176\305\256\073\230\001

\061\222\377\013\127\364\232\262\271\127\351\253\357\015\166\321
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\360\356\364\316\206\247\340\156\351\264\151\241\337\151\366\063

\306\151\056\227\023\236\245\207\260\127\020\201\067\311\123\263

\273\177\366\222\321\234\320\030\364\222\156\332\203\117\246\143

\231\114\245\373\136\357\041\144\172\040\137\154\144\205\025\313

\067\351\142\014\013\052\026\334\001\056\062\332\076\113\365\236

\072\366\027\100\224\357\236\221\010\206\372\276\143\250\132\063

\354\313\164\103\225\371\154\151\122\066\307\051\157\374\125\003

\134\037\373\237\275\107\353\347\111\107\225\013\116\211\042\011

\111\340\365\141\036\361\277\056\212\162\156\200\131\377\127\072

\371\165\062\243\116\137\354\355\050\142\331\115\163\362\314\201

\027\140\355\315\353\334\333\247\312\305\176\002\275\362\124\010

\124\375\264\055\011\054\027\124\112\230\321\124\341\121\147\010

\322\355\156\176\157\077\322\055\201\131\051\146\313\220\071\225

\021\036\164\047\376\335\353\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060

\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\260\014\360

\114\060\364\005\130\002\110\375\063\345\122\257\113\204\343\146

\122\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\252\250\200\217\016\170\243\340\242\324\315

\346\365\230\172\073\352\000\003\260\227\016\223\274\132\250\366

\054\214\162\207\251\261\374\177\163\375\143\161\170\245\207\131

\317\060\341\015\020\262\023\132\155\202\365\152\346\200\237\240

\005\013\150\344\107\153\307\152\337\266\375\167\062\162\345\030

\372\011\364\240\223\054\135\322\214\165\205\166\145\220\014\003

\171\267\061\043\143\255\170\203\011\206\150\204\312\377\371\317

\046\232\222\171\347\315\113\305\347\141\247\027\313\363\251\022

\223\223\153\247\350\057\123\222\304\140\130\260\314\002\121\030

\133\205\215\142\131\143\266\255\264\336\232\373\046\367\000\047

\300\135\125\067\164\231\311\120\177\343\131\056\104\343\054\045

\356\354\114\062\167\264\237\032\351\113\135\040\305\332\375\034

\207\026\306\103\350\324\273\046\232\105\160\136\251\013\067\123

\342\106\173\047\375\340\106\362\211\267\314\102\266\313\050\046

\156\331\245\311\072\310\101\023\140\367\120\214\025\256\262\155

\032\025\032\127\170\346\222\052\331\145\220\202\077\154\002\257

\256\022\072\047\226\066\004\327\035\242\200\143\251\233\361\345

\272\264\174\024\260\116\311\261\037\164\137\070\366\121\352\233

\372\054\242\021\324\251\055\047\032\105\261\257\262\116\161\015

\300\130\106\326\151\006\313\123\313\263\376\153\101\315\101\176

\175\114\017\174\162\171\172\131\315\136\112\016\254\233\251\230

\163\171\174\264\364\314\271\270\007\014\262\164\134\270\307\157

\210\241\220\247\364\252\371\277\147\072\364\032\025\142\036\267

\237\276\075\261\051\257\147\241\022\362\130\020\031\123\003\060

\033\270\032\211\366\234\275\227\003\216\243\011\363\035\213\041

\361\264\337\344\034\321\237\145\002\006\352\134\326\023\263\204

\357\242\245\134\214\167\051\247\150\300\153\256\100\322\250\264

\352\315\360\215\113\070\234\031\232\033\050\124\270\211\220\357

\312\165\201\076\036\362\144\044\307\030\257\116\377\107\236\007
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\366\065\145\244\323\012\126\377\365\027\144\154\357\250\042\045

\111\223\266\337\000\027\332\130\176\135\356\305\033\260\321\321

\137\041\020\307\371\363\272\002\012\047\007\305\361\326\307\323

\340\373\011\140\154

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d2:96:35:86:9f:0a:0f:e5:86:78:f8:5b:26:bb:8a:37

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 2,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:A5:B2:AA:8C:65:40:1A:82:96:01:18:F8:0B:EC:4F:62:30:4D:83:CE:C4:71:3A:19:C3:9C:01:1E:A4:6D:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5A:8C:EF:45:D7:A6:98:59:76:7A:8C:8B:44:96:B5:78:CF:47:4B:1A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\132\214\357\105\327\246\230\131\166\172\214\213\104\226\265\170

\317\107\113\032

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\345\215\316\250\102\342\172\300\052\134\174\236\046\277\146

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\322\226\065\206\237\012\017\345\206\170\370

\133\046\273\212\067

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 3"

#
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# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d5:74:97:36:66:3f:3b:0b:9a:d9:e8:9e:76:03:f2:4a

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:CE:6C:FE:7B:F1:4E:60:B2:E3:47:B8:DF:E8:68:CB:31:D0:2E:BB:3A:DA:27:15:69:F5:03:43:B4:6D:B3:A4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0D:44:DD:8C:3C:8C:1A:1A:58:75:64:81:E9:0F:2E:2A:FF:B3:D2:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350

\236\166\003\362\112

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\266\060\202\001\133\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350\236\166\003

\362\112\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\071

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\065

\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\063\060\131\060\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002

\001\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\051

\227\247\306\101\177\300\015\233\350\001\033\126\306\362\122\245

\272\055\262\022\350\322\056\327\372\311\305\330\252\155\037\163
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\201\073\073\230\153\071\174\063\245\305\116\206\216\200\027\150

\142\105\127\175\104\130\035\263\067\345\147\010\353\146\336\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\253

\266\333\327\006\236\067\254\060\206\007\221\160\307\234\304\031

\261\170\300\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003

\111\000\060\106\002\041\000\340\205\222\243\027\267\215\371\053

\006\245\223\254\032\230\150\141\162\372\341\241\320\373\034\170

\140\246\103\231\305\270\304\002\041\000\234\002\357\361\224\234

\263\226\371\353\306\052\370\266\054\376\072\220\024\026\327\214

\143\044\110\034\337\060\175\325\150\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 3"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d5:74:97:36:66:3f:3b:0b:9a:d9:e8:9e:76:03:f2:4a

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 3,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

18:CE:6C:FE:7B:F1:4E:60:B2:E3:47:B8:DF:E8:68:CB:31:D0:2E:BB:3A:DA:27:15:69:F5:03:43:B4:6D:B3:A4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0D:44:DD:8C:3C:8C:1A:1A:58:75:64:81:E9:0F:2E:2A:FF:B3:D2:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\015\104\335\214\074\214\032\032\130\165\144\201\351\017\056\052

\377\263\322\156

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\240\324\357\013\367\265\330\111\225\052\354\365\304\374\201\207

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\325\164\227\066\146\077\073\013\232\331\350

\236\166\003\362\112

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Amazon Root CA 4"

#

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d7:c1:bb:10:4c:29:43:e5:71:7b:7b:2c:c8:1a:c1:0e

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:5D:28:41:9E:D0:20:25:CF:A6:90:38:CD:62:39:62:45:8D:A5:C6:95:FB:DE:A3:C2:2B:0B:FB:25:89:70:92

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:10:84:07:D6:F8:BB:67:98:0C:C2:E2:44:C2:EB:AE:1C:EF:63:BE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173

\054\310\032\301\016

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\362\060\202\001\170\240\003\002\001\002\002\023\006

\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173\054\310\032

\301\016\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\071

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\065
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\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\071\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\064\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002

\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\322\253\212\067

\117\243\123\015\376\301\212\173\113\250\173\106\113\143\260\142

\366\055\033\333\010\161\041\322\000\350\143\275\232\047\373\360

\071\156\135\352\075\245\311\201\252\243\133\040\230\105\135\026

\333\375\350\020\155\343\234\340\343\275\137\204\142\363\160\144

\063\240\313\044\057\160\272\210\241\052\240\165\370\201\256\142

\006\304\201\333\071\156\051\260\036\372\056\134\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\323\354\307\072

\145\156\314\341\332\166\232\126\373\234\363\206\155\127\345\201

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060

\145\002\060\072\213\041\361\275\176\021\255\320\357\130\226\057

\326\353\235\176\220\215\053\317\146\125\303\054\343\050\251\160

\012\107\016\360\067\131\022\377\055\231\224\050\116\052\117\065

\115\063\132\002\061\000\352\165\000\116\073\304\072\224\022\221

\311\130\106\235\041\023\162\247\210\234\212\344\114\112\333\226

\324\254\213\153\153\111\022\123\063\255\327\344\276\044\374\265

\012\166\324\245\274\020

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Amazon Root CA 4"

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Serial Number:06:6c:9f:d7:c1:bb:10:4c:29:43:e5:71:7b:7b:2c:c8:1a:c1:0e

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 4,O=Amazon,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Sat May 26 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E3:5D:28:41:9E:D0:20:25:CF:A6:90:38:CD:62:39:62:45:8D:A5:C6:95:FB:DE:A3:C2:2B:0B:FB:25:89:70:92

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:10:84:07:D6:F8:BB:67:98:0C:C2:E2:44:C2:EB:AE:1C:EF:63:BE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Amazon Root CA 4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\366\020\204\007\326\370\273\147\230\014\302\342\104\302\353\256

\034\357\143\276

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\211\274\047\325\353\027\215\006\152\151\325\375\211\107\264\315

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\155\141\172\157\156

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\155\141\172\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\023\006\154\237\327\301\273\020\114\051\103\345\161\173\173

\054\310\032\301\016

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

#

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:24:32:75:f2:1d:2f:d2:09:33:f7:b4:6a:ca:d0:f3:98

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9D:19:0B:2E:31:45:66:68:5B:E8:A8:89:E2:7A:A8:C7:D7:AE:1D:8A:AD:DB:A3:C1:EC:F9:D2:48:63:CD:34:B9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:7F:61:1E:29:91:6B:53:82:FB:72:E7:44:D9:8D:C3:CC:53:6D:64

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\044\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320

\363\230

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\366\060\202\002\336\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\044

\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320\363\230\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\105

\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\066\060\036\027\015\061\061\061\060\061\070\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123

\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061

\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\066\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\307\071\327

\111\144\251\231\202\042\114\352\105\331\007\026\343\173\364\203

\350\231\163\372\153\261\066\340\232\167\240\100\302\201\215\001

\307\314\214\275\217\175\367\171\343\172\114\003\115\331\373\375
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\207\070\050\054\335\232\213\124\010\333\147\373\033\214\376\050

\222\057\276\267\262\110\247\201\241\330\136\210\303\314\071\100

\101\132\321\334\345\332\020\237\057\332\001\115\375\056\106\174

\371\056\047\012\151\067\356\221\243\033\152\314\104\277\033\307

\303\324\021\262\120\140\227\011\275\056\042\365\101\204\146\237

\315\100\246\251\000\200\301\037\225\222\237\336\363\110\357\333

\035\167\141\374\177\337\356\226\244\162\320\266\076\377\170\047

\257\313\222\025\151\010\333\143\020\342\346\227\254\156\334\254

\366\242\316\036\107\231\271\211\267\022\346\241\324\315\131\021

\147\303\157\205\330\102\116\050\276\131\125\131\004\225\253\217

\067\200\277\015\360\374\037\072\144\061\130\201\170\327\342\065

\366\040\077\051\270\217\026\156\076\110\334\265\114\007\341\362

\032\352\176\012\171\326\250\275\353\135\206\053\115\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\063\101\350\310\071\022\025\223\110\362\226\062\056\132

\365\332\224\137\123\140\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\025\343\163\127\261\027

\266\137\111\151\104\246\366\136\172\147\254\322\336\165\111\253

\376\045\125\307\072\311\104\025\020\156\277\061\153\313\331\007

\223\177\034\205\143\000\343\062\022\340\314\313\373\071\154\217

\342\123\342\074\100\063\331\244\214\107\346\255\130\373\211\257

\343\336\206\051\126\064\054\105\270\022\372\104\211\156\055\024

\045\050\044\001\145\326\352\122\254\005\156\126\022\011\075\320

\164\364\327\275\006\312\250\072\215\126\102\372\215\162\076\164

\361\003\162\337\207\033\136\016\172\125\226\054\070\267\230\205

\315\115\063\104\311\224\217\132\061\060\067\113\243\072\022\263

\347\066\321\041\150\113\055\070\346\123\256\034\045\126\010\126

\003\147\204\235\306\303\316\044\142\307\114\066\317\260\006\104

\267\365\137\002\335\331\124\351\057\220\116\172\310\116\203\100

\014\232\227\074\067\277\277\354\366\360\264\205\167\050\301\013

\310\147\202\020\027\070\242\267\006\352\233\277\072\370\351\043

\007\277\164\340\230\070\025\125\170\356\162\000\134\031\243\364

\322\063\340\377\275\321\124\071\051\017

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:24:32:75:f2:1d:2f:d2:09:33:f7:b4:6a:ca:d0:f3:98

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US
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# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9D:19:0B:2E:31:45:66:68:5B:E8:A8:89:E2:7A:A8:C7:D7:AE:1D:8A:AD:DB:A3:C1:EC:F9:D2:48:63:CD:34:B9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:7F:61:1E:29:91:6B:53:82:FB:72:E7:44:D9:8D:C3:CC:53:6D:64

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 1 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\177\141\036\051\221\153\123\202\373\162\347\104\331\215\303

\314\123\155\144

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\250\264\332\366\144\113\036\202\371\106\075\124\032\174\260

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\061\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\044\062\165\362\035\057\322\011\063\367\264\152\312\320

\363\230

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

#

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:64:82:9e:fc:37:1e:74:5d:fc:97:ff:97:c8:b1:ff:41

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:62:7D:18:B5:8A:D5:6D:DE:33:1A:30:45:6B:C6:5C:60:1A:4E:9B:18:DE:DC:EA:08:E7:DA:AA:07:81:5F:F0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 40:B3:31:A0:E9:BF:E8:55:BC:39:93:CA:70:4F:4E:C2:51:D4:1D:8F

# For Email Distrust After: Wed Aug 31 00:00:00 2022

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\144\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261

\377\101

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\366\060\202\002\336\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\144

\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261\377\101\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\105
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\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\066\060\036\027\015\061\061\061\060\061\070\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123

\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062

\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\066\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\315\314\351

\005\310\143\205\313\077\100\143\027\275\030\372\065\346\004\147

\127\145\230\051\244\117\311\134\217\017\064\322\370\332\250\023

\142\252\270\036\120\147\170\260\026\114\240\071\251\025\172\256

\355\322\242\300\360\220\067\051\030\046\134\350\015\074\266\154

\111\077\301\340\334\331\113\266\024\031\013\246\323\226\341\326

\011\343\031\046\034\371\037\145\113\371\032\103\034\000\203\326

\320\252\111\242\324\333\346\142\070\272\120\024\103\155\371\061

\370\126\026\331\070\002\221\317\353\154\335\273\071\116\231\341

\060\147\105\361\324\360\215\303\337\376\362\070\007\041\175\000

\136\126\104\263\344\140\275\221\053\234\253\133\004\162\017\262

\050\331\162\253\005\040\102\045\251\133\003\152\040\020\314\061

\360\053\332\065\054\320\373\232\227\116\360\202\113\053\330\137

\066\243\013\055\257\143\015\035\045\177\241\156\134\142\241\215

\050\076\241\374\034\040\370\001\057\272\125\232\021\260\031\322

\310\120\171\153\016\152\005\327\252\004\066\262\243\362\341\137

\167\247\167\234\345\036\334\351\337\152\301\145\135\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\207\214\040\225\310\230\112\321\326\200\006\112\220\064

\104\337\034\115\277\260\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\201\216\262\245\146\226

\267\041\245\266\357\157\043\132\137\333\201\305\102\245\170\301

\151\375\364\074\327\371\134\153\160\162\032\374\132\227\115\000

\200\210\210\202\212\303\161\015\216\305\211\233\054\355\215\013

\322\162\124\365\175\324\134\103\127\351\363\256\245\002\021\366

\166\053\201\127\335\175\332\164\060\375\124\107\366\340\026\156

\246\264\012\110\346\347\165\007\017\051\031\071\316\171\364\266

\154\305\137\231\325\037\113\372\337\155\054\074\015\124\200\160

\360\210\013\200\317\306\150\242\270\035\160\331\166\214\374\356
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\245\311\317\255\035\317\231\045\127\132\142\105\313\026\153\275

\111\315\245\243\214\151\171\045\256\270\114\154\213\100\146\113

\026\077\317\002\032\335\341\154\153\007\141\152\166\025\051\231

\177\033\335\210\200\301\277\265\217\163\305\246\226\043\204\246

\050\206\044\063\152\001\056\127\163\045\266\136\277\217\346\035

\141\250\100\051\147\035\207\233\035\177\233\237\231\315\061\326

\124\276\142\273\071\254\150\022\110\221\040\245\313\261\335\376

\157\374\132\344\202\125\131\257\061\251

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\062\060\070\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

END

 

# Trust for "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:64:82:9e:fc:37:1e:74:5d:fc:97:ff:97:c8:b1:ff:41

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 18 00:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After : Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:62:7D:18:B5:8A:D5:6D:DE:33:1A:30:45:6B:C6:5C:60:1A:4E:9B:18:DE:DC:EA:08:E7:DA:AA:07:81:5F:F0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 40:B3:31:A0:E9:BF:E8:55:BC:39:93:CA:70:4F:4E:C2:51:D4:1D:8F

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 2 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\100\263\061\240\351\277\350\125\274\071\223\312\160\117\116\302

\121\324\035\217

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\175\013\203\345\373\174\255\007\117\040\251\265\337\143\355\171

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151
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\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\144\202\236\374\067\036\164\135\374\227\377\227\310\261

\377\101

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1039788 (0xfddac)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 20 08:25:51 2013

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 20 08:25:51 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:A8:6D:04:12:1E:B8:7F:02:7C:66:F5:33:03:C2:8E:57:39:F9:43:FC:84:B3:8A:D6:AF:00:90:35:DD:94:57

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6C:7C:CC:E7:D4:AE:51:5F:99:08:CD:3F:F6:E8:C3:78:DF:6F:EF:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\063\040\062\060\061\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\063\040\062\060\061\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\017\335\254

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\016\060\202\002\366\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\017
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\335\254\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003

\014\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\040\062\060\061\063\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\071

\062\060\060\070\062\065\065\061\132\027\015\062\070\060\071\062

\060\060\070\062\065\065\061\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012

\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037

\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\063\040\062\060\061\063\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\304\173\102\222\202\037\354\355\124\230\216\022\300\312\011\337

\223\156\072\223\134\033\344\020\167\236\116\151\210\154\366\341

\151\362\366\233\242\141\261\275\007\040\164\230\145\361\214\046

\010\315\250\065\312\200\066\321\143\155\350\104\172\202\303\154

\136\336\273\350\066\322\304\150\066\214\237\062\275\204\042\340

\334\302\356\020\106\071\155\257\223\071\256\207\346\303\274\011

\311\054\153\147\133\331\233\166\165\114\013\340\273\305\327\274

\076\171\362\137\276\321\220\127\371\256\366\146\137\061\277\323

\155\217\247\272\112\363\043\145\273\267\357\243\045\327\012\352

\130\266\357\210\372\372\171\262\122\130\325\360\254\214\241\121

\164\051\225\252\121\073\220\062\003\237\034\162\164\220\336\075

\355\141\322\345\343\375\144\107\345\271\267\112\251\367\037\256

\226\206\004\254\057\343\244\201\167\267\132\026\377\330\017\077

\366\267\170\314\244\257\372\133\074\022\133\250\122\211\162\357

\210\363\325\104\201\206\225\043\237\173\335\274\331\064\357\174

\224\074\252\300\101\302\343\235\120\032\300\344\031\042\374\263

\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\005\060\202\001\001\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\077\220\310\175\307\025\157

\363\044\217\251\303\057\113\242\017\041\262\057\347\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\276

\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\266\060\201\263\060\164\240\162\240

\160\206\156\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143\164

\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057

\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157\157

\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060\063\045\062\060\062\060\061

\063\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060\107\155

\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154\151\163

\164\060\073\240\071\240\067\206\065\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057

\143\162\154\057\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157\164

\137\143\141\137\063\137\062\060\061\063\056\143\162\154\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001
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\001\000\016\131\016\130\344\164\110\043\104\317\064\041\265\234

\024\032\255\232\113\267\263\210\155\134\251\027\160\360\052\237

\215\173\371\173\205\372\307\071\350\020\010\260\065\053\137\317

\002\322\323\234\310\013\036\356\005\124\256\067\223\004\011\175

\154\217\302\164\274\370\034\224\276\061\001\100\055\363\044\040

\267\204\125\054\134\310\365\164\112\020\031\213\243\307\355\065

\326\011\110\323\016\300\272\071\250\260\106\002\260\333\306\210

\131\302\276\374\173\261\053\317\176\142\207\125\226\314\001\157

\233\147\041\225\065\213\370\020\374\161\033\267\113\067\151\246

\073\326\354\213\356\301\260\363\045\311\217\222\175\241\352\303

\312\104\277\046\245\164\222\234\343\164\353\235\164\331\313\115

\207\330\374\264\151\154\213\240\103\007\140\170\227\351\331\223

\174\302\106\274\233\067\122\243\355\212\074\023\251\173\123\113

\111\232\021\005\054\013\156\126\254\037\056\202\154\340\151\147

\265\016\155\055\331\344\300\025\361\077\372\030\162\341\025\155

\047\133\055\060\050\053\237\110\232\144\053\231\357\362\165\111

\137\134

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 1039788 (0xfddac)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 20 08:25:51 2013

# Not Valid After : Wed Sep 20 08:25:51 2028

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

A1:A8:6D:04:12:1E:B8:7F:02:7C:66:F5:33:03:C2:8E:57:39:F9:43:FC:84:B3:8A:D6:AF:00:90:35:DD:94:57

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6C:7C:CC:E7:D4:AE:51:5F:99:08:CD:3F:F6:E8:C3:78:DF:6F:EF:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root CA 3 2013"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\154\174\314\347\324\256\121\137\231\010\315\077\366\350\303\170

\337\157\357\227

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\042\146\230\176\326\003\340\301\161\346\165\315\126\105\277

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101
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\040\063\040\062\060\061\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\017\335\254

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 25 08:25:55 2013

# Not Valid After : Sun Oct 25 08:25:55 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

46:ED:C3:68:90:46:D5:3A:45:3F:B3:10:4A:B8:0D:CA:EC:65:8B:26:60:EA:16:29:DD:7E:86:79:90:64:87:16

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:43:64:9B:EC:CE:27:EC:ED:3A:3F:0B:8F:0D:E4:E8:91:DD:EE:CA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040

\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122
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\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040

\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\143\060\202\003\113\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145\040

\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003\125

\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154\151

\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157\152

\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165\162

\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055\060

\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145

\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060\064

\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040\113

\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040\123

\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165\162

\165\155\040\061\060\036\027\015\061\063\061\061\062\065\060\070

\062\065\065\065\132\027\015\064\063\061\060\062\065\060\070\062

\065\065\065\132\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\124\122\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107

\145\142\172\145\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102

\060\100\006\003\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145

\040\102\151\154\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153

\156\157\154\157\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155

\141\040\113\165\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124

\101\113\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155

\165\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040

\115\145\162\153\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123

\115\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111

\124\101\113\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040

\113\157\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040
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\055\040\123\165\162\165\155\040\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\257\165\060\063\252\273

\153\323\231\054\022\067\204\331\215\173\227\200\323\156\347\377

\233\120\225\076\220\225\126\102\327\031\174\046\204\215\222\372

\001\035\072\017\342\144\070\267\214\274\350\210\371\213\044\253

\056\243\365\067\344\100\216\030\045\171\203\165\037\073\377\154

\250\305\306\126\370\264\355\212\104\243\253\154\114\374\035\320

\334\357\150\275\317\344\252\316\360\125\367\242\064\324\203\153

\067\174\034\302\376\265\003\354\127\316\274\264\265\305\355\000

\017\123\067\052\115\364\117\014\203\373\206\317\313\376\214\116

\275\207\371\247\213\041\127\234\172\337\003\147\211\054\235\227

\141\247\020\270\125\220\177\016\055\047\070\164\337\347\375\332

\116\022\343\115\025\042\002\310\340\340\374\017\255\212\327\311

\124\120\314\073\017\312\026\200\204\320\121\126\303\216\126\177

\211\042\063\057\346\205\012\275\245\250\033\066\336\323\334\054

\155\073\307\023\275\131\043\054\346\345\244\367\330\013\355\352

\220\100\104\250\225\273\223\325\320\200\064\266\106\170\016\037

\000\223\106\341\356\351\371\354\117\027\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\145\077

\307\212\206\306\074\335\074\124\134\065\370\072\355\122\014\107

\127\310\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\052\077\341\361\062\216\256\341\230

\134\113\136\317\153\036\152\011\322\042\251\022\307\136\127\175

\163\126\144\200\204\172\223\344\011\271\020\315\237\052\047\341

\000\167\276\110\310\065\250\201\237\344\270\054\311\177\016\260

\322\113\067\135\352\271\325\013\136\064\275\364\163\051\303\355

\046\025\234\176\010\123\212\130\215\320\113\050\337\301\263\337

\040\363\371\343\343\072\337\314\234\224\330\116\117\303\153\027

\267\367\162\350\255\146\063\265\045\123\253\340\370\114\251\235

\375\362\015\272\256\271\331\252\306\153\371\223\273\256\253\270

\227\074\003\032\272\103\306\226\271\105\162\070\263\247\241\226

\075\221\173\176\300\041\123\114\207\355\362\013\124\225\121\223

\325\042\245\015\212\361\223\016\076\124\016\260\330\311\116\334

\362\061\062\126\352\144\371\352\265\235\026\146\102\162\363\177

\323\261\061\103\374\244\216\027\361\155\043\253\224\146\370\255

\373\017\010\156\046\055\177\027\007\011\262\214\373\120\300\237

\226\215\317\266\375\000\235\132\024\232\277\002\104\365\301\302

\237\042\136\242\017\241\343

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

# Issuer: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu
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SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu

SM,O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma Kurumu - TUBITAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 25 08:25:55 2013

# Not Valid After : Sun Oct 25 08:25:55 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

46:ED:C3:68:90:46:D5:3A:45:3F:B3:10:4A:B8:0D:CA:EC:65:8B:26:60:EA:16:29:DD:7E:86:79:90:64:87:16

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:43:64:9B:EC:CE:27:EC:ED:3A:3F:0B:8F:0D:E4:E8:91:DD:EE:CA

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\103\144\233\354\316\047\354\355\072\077\013\217\015\344\350

\221\335\356\312

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\334\000\201\334\151\057\076\057\260\073\366\075\132\221\216\111

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\023\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\102\060\100\006\003

\125\004\012\023\071\124\165\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\163\164\151\162\155\141\040\113\165

\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\013\023\044\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\040\055\040\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\124\125\102\111\124\101\113\040

\113\141\155\165\040\123\115\040\123\123\114\040\113\157\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\151\040\055\040\123\165

\162\165\155\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

#
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# Issuer: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Serial Number:7d:09:97:fe:f0:47:ea:7a

# Subject: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 26 05:13:15 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 15:59:59 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:FF:8F:D0:44:33:48:7D:6A:8A:A6:0C:1A:29:76:7A:9F:C2:BB:B0:5E:42:0F:71:3A:13:B9:92:89:1D:38:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:36:38:5B:81:1A:25:C3:9B:31:4E:83:CA:E9:34:66:70:CC:74:B4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114

\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114

\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\175\011\227\376\360\107\352\172

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\210\060\202\003\160\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\175

\011\227\376\360\107\352\172\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\116\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051

\107\125\101\116\107\040\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111

\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131

\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\003\014\026\107\104\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125

\124\110\040\122\065\040\122\117\117\124\060\036\027\015\061\064
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\061\061\062\066\060\065\061\063\061\065\132\027\015\064\060\061

\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132\060\142\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\062\060\060\006\003\125

\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040\104\117\116\107\040\103

\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105\040\101\125\124\110\117

\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104\103\101\040\124\162\165

\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040\122\117\117\124\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\331

\243\026\360\310\164\164\167\233\357\063\015\073\006\176\125\374

\265\140\217\166\206\022\102\175\126\146\076\210\202\355\162\143

\016\236\213\335\064\054\002\121\121\303\031\375\131\124\204\311

\361\153\263\114\260\351\350\106\135\070\306\242\247\056\021\127

\272\202\025\242\234\217\155\260\231\112\012\362\353\211\160\143

\116\171\304\267\133\275\242\135\261\362\101\002\053\255\251\072

\243\354\171\012\354\137\072\343\375\357\200\074\255\064\233\032

\253\210\046\173\126\242\202\206\037\353\065\211\203\177\137\256

\051\116\075\266\156\354\256\301\360\047\233\256\343\364\354\357

\256\177\367\206\075\162\172\353\245\373\131\116\247\353\225\214

\042\071\171\341\055\010\217\314\274\221\270\101\367\024\301\043

\251\303\255\232\105\104\263\262\327\054\315\306\051\342\120\020

\256\134\313\202\216\027\030\066\175\227\346\210\232\260\115\064

\011\364\054\271\132\146\052\260\027\233\236\036\166\235\112\146

\061\101\337\077\373\305\006\357\033\266\176\032\106\066\367\144

\143\073\343\071\030\043\347\147\165\024\325\165\127\222\067\275

\276\152\033\046\120\362\066\046\006\220\305\160\001\144\155\166

\146\341\221\333\156\007\300\141\200\056\262\056\057\214\160\247

\321\073\074\263\221\344\156\266\304\073\160\362\154\222\227\011

\315\107\175\030\300\363\273\236\017\326\213\256\007\266\132\017

\316\013\014\107\247\345\076\270\275\175\307\233\065\240\141\227

\072\101\165\027\314\053\226\167\052\222\041\036\331\225\166\040

\147\150\317\015\275\337\326\037\011\152\232\342\314\163\161\244

\057\175\022\200\267\123\060\106\136\113\124\231\017\147\311\245

\310\362\040\301\202\354\235\021\337\302\002\373\032\073\321\355

\040\232\357\145\144\222\020\015\052\342\336\160\361\030\147\202

\214\141\336\270\274\321\057\234\373\017\320\053\355\033\166\271

\344\071\125\370\370\241\035\270\252\200\000\114\202\347\262\177

\011\270\274\060\240\057\015\365\122\236\216\367\222\263\012\000

\035\000\124\227\006\340\261\007\331\307\017\134\145\175\074\155

\131\127\344\355\245\215\351\100\123\237\025\113\240\161\366\032

\041\343\332\160\006\041\130\024\207\205\167\171\252\202\171\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\342\311\100\237\115\316\350\232\241\174\317\016\077

\145\305\051\210\152\031\121\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\321\111\127\340
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\247\314\150\130\272\001\017\053\031\315\215\260\141\105\254\021

\355\143\120\151\370\037\177\276\026\217\375\235\353\013\252\062

\107\166\322\147\044\355\275\174\063\062\227\052\307\005\206\146

\015\027\175\024\025\033\324\353\375\037\232\366\136\227\151\267

\032\045\244\012\263\221\077\137\066\254\213\354\127\250\076\347

\201\212\030\127\071\205\164\032\102\307\351\133\023\137\217\371

\010\351\222\164\215\365\107\322\253\073\326\373\170\146\116\066

\175\371\351\222\351\004\336\375\111\143\374\155\373\024\161\223

\147\057\107\112\267\271\377\036\052\163\160\106\060\277\132\362

\057\171\245\341\215\014\331\371\262\143\067\214\067\145\205\160

\152\134\133\011\162\271\255\143\074\261\335\370\374\062\277\067

\206\344\273\216\230\047\176\272\037\026\341\160\021\362\003\337

\045\142\062\047\046\030\062\204\237\377\000\072\023\272\232\115

\364\117\270\024\160\042\261\312\053\220\316\051\301\160\364\057

\235\177\362\220\036\326\132\337\267\106\374\346\206\372\313\340

\040\166\172\272\246\313\365\174\336\142\245\261\213\356\336\202

\146\212\116\072\060\037\077\200\313\255\047\272\014\136\327\320

\261\126\312\167\161\262\265\165\241\120\251\100\103\027\302\050

\331\317\122\213\133\310\143\324\102\076\240\063\172\106\056\367

\012\040\106\124\176\152\117\061\361\201\176\102\164\070\145\163

\047\356\306\174\270\216\327\245\072\327\230\241\234\214\020\125

\323\333\113\354\100\220\362\315\156\127\322\142\016\174\127\223

\261\247\155\315\235\203\273\052\347\345\266\073\161\130\255\375

\321\105\274\132\221\356\123\025\157\323\105\011\165\156\272\220

\135\036\004\317\067\337\036\250\146\261\214\346\040\152\357\374

\110\116\164\230\102\257\051\157\056\152\307\373\175\321\146\061

\042\314\206\000\176\146\203\014\102\364\275\064\222\303\032\352

\117\312\176\162\115\013\160\214\246\110\273\246\241\024\366\373

\130\104\231\024\256\252\013\223\151\240\051\045\112\245\313\053

\335\212\146\007\026\170\025\127\161\033\354\365\107\204\363\236

\061\067\172\325\177\044\255\344\274\375\375\314\156\203\350\014

\250\267\101\154\007\335\275\074\206\227\057\322

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Serial Number:7d:09:97:fe:f0:47:ea:7a

# Subject: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT,O="GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY

CO.,LTD.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 26 05:13:15 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 15:59:59 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BF:FF:8F:D0:44:33:48:7D:6A:8A:A6:0C:1A:29:76:7A:9F:C2:BB:B0:5E:42:0F:71:3A:13:B9:92:89:1D:38:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0F:36:38:5B:81:1A:25:C3:9B:31:4E:83:CA:E9:34:66:70:CC:74:B4
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\017\066\070\133\201\032\045\303\233\061\116\203\312\351\064\146

\160\314\164\264

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\143\314\331\075\064\065\134\157\123\243\342\010\160\110\037\264

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\107\125\101\116\107\040

\104\117\116\107\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\124\105

\040\101\125\124\110\117\122\111\124\131\040\103\117\056\054\114

\124\104\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\107\104

\103\101\040\124\162\165\163\164\101\125\124\110\040\122\065\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\175\011\227\376\360\107\352\172

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:da:9b:ec:71:f3:03:b0:19

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:23:16 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:0E:9C:86:CD:8F:E4:68:C1:77:69:59:F4:9E:A7:74:FA:54:86:84:B6:C4:06:F3:90:92:61:F4:DC:E2:57:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FF:BD:CD:E7:82:C8:43:5E:3C:6F:26:86:5C:CA:A8:3A:45:5B:C3:0A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\060\060\202\003\030\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010

\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157

\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040

\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040\103\101\055\061\060\036

\027\015\061\066\060\062\060\064\061\062\063\062\061\066\132\027

\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061\067\062\063\061\066\132\060\201

\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061
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\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141

\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033

\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163

\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164

\040\103\101\055\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\277\216\267\225\342\302\046\022\153\063

\031\307\100\130\012\253\131\252\215\000\243\374\200\307\120\173

\216\324\040\046\272\062\022\330\043\124\111\045\020\042\230\235

\106\322\301\311\236\116\033\056\054\016\070\363\032\045\150\034

\246\132\005\346\036\213\110\277\230\226\164\076\151\312\351\265

\170\245\006\274\325\000\136\011\012\362\047\172\122\374\055\325

\261\352\264\211\141\044\363\032\023\333\251\317\122\355\014\044

\272\271\236\354\176\000\164\372\223\255\154\051\222\256\121\264

\273\323\127\277\263\363\250\215\234\364\044\113\052\326\231\236

\364\236\376\300\176\102\072\347\013\225\123\332\267\150\016\220

\114\373\160\077\217\112\054\224\363\046\335\143\151\251\224\330

\020\116\305\107\010\220\231\033\027\115\271\154\156\357\140\225

\021\216\041\200\265\275\240\163\330\320\262\167\304\105\352\132

\046\373\146\166\166\370\006\037\141\155\017\125\305\203\267\020

\126\162\006\007\245\363\261\032\003\005\144\016\235\132\212\326

\206\160\033\044\336\376\050\212\053\320\152\260\374\172\242\334

\262\171\016\213\145\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\356\153\111\074\172\077

\015\343\261\011\267\212\310\253\031\237\163\063\120\347\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\356\153\111\074\172

\077\015\343\261\011\267\212\310\253\031\237\163\063\120\347\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\045\030\324\221\217\023\356\217\036\035\021\123

\332\055\104\051\031\240\036\153\061\236\115\016\236\255\075\134

\101\157\225\053\044\241\171\230\072\070\066\373\273\146\236\110

\377\220\220\357\075\324\270\233\264\207\165\077\040\233\316\162

\317\241\125\301\115\144\242\031\006\241\007\063\014\013\051\345

\361\352\253\243\354\265\012\164\220\307\175\162\362\327\134\237

\221\357\221\213\267\334\355\146\242\317\216\146\073\274\237\072

\002\340\047\335\026\230\300\225\324\012\244\344\201\232\165\224

\065\234\220\137\210\067\006\255\131\225\012\260\321\147\323\031

\312\211\347\062\132\066\034\076\202\250\132\223\276\306\320\144

\221\266\317\331\266\030\317\333\176\322\145\243\246\304\216\027

\061\301\373\176\166\333\323\205\343\130\262\167\172\166\073\154

\057\120\034\347\333\366\147\171\037\365\202\225\232\007\247\024

\257\217\334\050\041\147\011\322\326\115\132\034\031\034\216\167
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\134\303\224\044\075\062\153\113\176\324\170\224\203\276\067\115

\316\137\307\036\116\074\340\211\063\225\013\017\245\062\326\074

\132\171\054\031

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:da:9b:ec:71:f3:03:b0:19

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:16 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:23:16 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:0E:9C:86:CD:8F:E4:68:C1:77:69:59:F4:9E:A7:74:FA:54:86:84:B6:C4:06:F3:90:92:61:F4:DC:E2:57:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): FF:BD:CD:E7:82:C8:43:5E:3C:6F:26:86:5C:CA:A8:3A:45:5B:C3:0A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\377\275\315\347\202\310\103\136\074\157\046\206\134\312\250\072

\105\133\303\012

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\156\205\361\334\032\000\323\042\325\262\262\254\153\067\005\105

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\332\233\354\161\363\003\260\031

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:25:a1:df:ca:33:cb:59:02

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 17:26:39 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

07:53:E9:40:37:8C:1B:D5:E3:83:6E:39:5D:AE:A5:CB:83:9E:50:46:F1:BD:0E:AE:19:51:CF:10:FE:C7:C9:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:BE:6D:CB:56:F1:55:B9:63:D4:12:CA:4E:06:34:C7:94:B2:1C:C0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014

\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145
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\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\045\241\337\312\063\313\131\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\057\060\202\004\027\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\045

\241\337\312\063\313\131\002\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014

\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007

\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122

\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040

\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040\103\101\055\062\060\036\027

\015\061\066\060\062\060\064\061\062\063\062\062\063\132\027\015

\063\064\061\062\063\061\061\067\062\066\063\071\132\060\201\244

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040

\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040

\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145\162\164\040

\103\101\055\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\247\040\156\302\052\242\142\044\225\220\166

\310\070\176\200\322\253\301\233\145\005\224\364\301\012\020\325

\002\254\355\237\223\307\207\310\260\047\053\102\014\075\012\076

\101\132\236\165\335\215\312\340\233\354\150\062\244\151\222\150

\214\013\201\016\126\240\076\032\335\054\045\024\202\057\227\323

\144\106\364\124\251\334\072\124\055\061\053\231\202\362\331\052

\327\357\161\000\270\061\244\276\172\044\007\303\102\040\362\212

\324\222\004\033\145\126\114\154\324\373\266\141\132\107\043\264

\330\151\264\267\072\320\164\074\014\165\241\214\116\166\241\351

\333\052\245\073\372\316\260\377\176\152\050\375\047\034\310\261

\351\051\361\127\156\144\264\320\301\025\155\016\276\056\016\106

\310\136\364\121\376\357\016\143\072\073\161\272\317\157\131\312

\014\343\233\135\111\270\114\342\127\261\230\212\102\127\234\166

\357\357\275\321\150\250\322\364\011\273\167\065\276\045\202\010

\304\026\054\104\040\126\251\104\021\167\357\135\264\035\252\136
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\153\076\213\062\366\007\057\127\004\222\312\365\376\235\302\351

\350\263\216\114\113\002\061\331\344\074\110\202\047\367\030\202

\166\110\072\161\261\023\241\071\325\056\305\064\302\035\142\205

\337\003\376\115\364\257\075\337\134\133\215\372\160\341\245\176

\047\307\206\056\152\217\022\306\204\136\103\121\120\234\031\233

\170\346\374\366\355\107\176\173\075\146\357\023\023\210\137\074

\241\143\373\371\254\207\065\237\363\202\236\244\077\012\234\061

\151\213\231\244\210\112\216\156\146\115\357\026\304\017\171\050

\041\140\015\205\026\175\327\124\070\361\222\126\375\265\063\114

\203\334\327\020\237\113\375\306\370\102\275\272\174\163\002\340

\377\175\315\133\341\324\254\141\173\127\325\112\173\133\324\205

\130\047\135\277\370\053\140\254\240\046\256\024\041\047\306\167

\232\063\200\074\136\106\077\367\303\261\243\206\063\306\350\136

\015\271\065\054\252\106\301\205\002\165\200\240\353\044\373\025

\252\344\147\177\156\167\077\364\004\212\057\174\173\343\027\141

\360\335\011\251\040\310\276\011\244\320\176\104\303\262\060\112

\070\252\251\354\030\232\007\202\053\333\270\234\030\255\332\340

\106\027\254\317\135\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\331\376\041\100\156\224\236

\274\233\075\234\175\230\040\031\345\214\060\142\262\060\037\006

\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\331\376\041\100\156\224

\236\274\233\075\234\175\230\040\031\345\214\060\142\262\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\236\105\236\014\073\266\357\341\072\310\174\321\000

\075\317\342\352\006\265\262\072\273\006\113\150\172\320\043\227

\164\247\054\360\010\330\171\132\327\132\204\212\330\022\232\033

\331\175\134\115\160\305\245\371\253\345\243\211\211\335\001\372

\354\335\371\351\222\227\333\260\106\102\363\323\142\252\225\376

\061\147\024\151\130\220\012\252\013\356\067\043\307\120\121\264

\365\176\236\343\173\367\344\314\102\062\055\111\014\313\377\111

\014\233\036\064\375\156\156\226\212\171\003\266\157\333\011\313

\375\137\145\024\067\341\070\365\363\141\026\130\344\265\155\015

\013\004\033\077\120\055\177\263\307\172\032\026\200\140\370\212

\037\351\033\052\306\371\272\001\032\151\277\322\130\307\124\127

\010\217\341\071\140\167\113\254\131\204\032\210\361\335\313\117

\170\327\347\341\063\055\374\356\101\372\040\260\276\313\367\070

\224\300\341\320\205\017\273\355\054\163\253\355\376\222\166\032

\144\177\133\015\063\011\007\063\173\006\077\021\244\134\160\074

\205\300\317\343\220\250\203\167\372\333\346\305\214\150\147\020

\147\245\122\055\360\304\231\217\177\277\321\153\342\265\107\326

\331\320\205\231\115\224\233\017\113\215\356\000\132\107\035\021

\003\254\101\030\257\207\267\157\014\072\217\312\317\334\003\301

\242\011\310\345\375\200\136\310\140\102\001\033\032\123\132\273

\067\246\267\274\272\204\351\036\154\032\324\144\332\324\103\376

\223\213\113\362\054\171\026\020\324\223\013\210\217\241\330\206

\024\106\221\107\233\050\044\357\127\122\116\134\102\234\252\367
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\111\354\047\350\100\036\263\246\211\042\162\234\365\015\063\264

\130\243\060\073\335\324\152\124\223\276\032\115\363\223\224\367

\374\204\013\077\204\040\134\064\003\104\305\332\255\274\012\301

\002\317\036\345\224\331\363\216\133\330\114\360\235\354\141\027

\273\024\062\124\014\002\051\223\036\222\206\366\177\357\347\222

\005\016\131\335\231\010\056\056\372\234\000\122\323\305\146\051

\344\247\227\104\244\016\050\201\023\065\305\366\157\144\346\101

\304\325\057\314\064\105\045\317\101\000\226\075\112\056\302\226

\230\117\116\112\234\227\267\333\037\222\062\310\377\017\121\156

\326\354\011

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:25:a1:df:ca:33:cb:59:02

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de

R.L.,L=Panama City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 31 17:26:39 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

07:53:E9:40:37:8C:1B:D5:E3:83:6E:39:5D:AE:A5:CB:83:9E:50:46:F1:BD:0E:AE:19:51:CF:10:FE:C7:C9:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B8:BE:6D:CB:56:F1:55:B9:63:D4:12:CA:4E:06:34:C7:94:B2:1C:C0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\276\155\313\126\361\125\271\143\324\022\312\116\006\064\307

\224\262\034\300

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\242\341\370\030\013\272\105\325\307\101\052\273\067\122\105\144

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\244\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014
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\026\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\122\157\157\164\103\145

\162\164\040\103\101\055\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\045\241\337\312\063\313\131\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TrustCor ECA-1"

#

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:84:82:2c:5f:1c:62:d0:40

# Subject: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:33 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:28:07 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:88:5D:B1:9C:01:D9:12:C5:75:93:88:93:8C:AF:BB:DF:03:1A:B2:D4:8E:91:EE:15:58:9B:42:97:1D:03:9C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:D1:DF:95:95:67:6B:63:C0:F0:5B:1C:17:4D:8B:84:0B:C8:78:BD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor ECA-1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012
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\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\040\060\202\003\010\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010

\014\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\007\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157

\162\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040

\122\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124

\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\003\014\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\105\103\101\055\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\060\064

\061\062\063\062\063\063\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\061

\067\062\070\060\067\132\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\120\101\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014

\006\120\141\156\141\155\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007

\014\013\120\141\156\141\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\012\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122

\056\114\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162

\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025

\006\003\125\004\003\014\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040

\105\103\101\055\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\317\217\340\021\265\237\250\166\166\333

\337\017\124\357\163\143\051\202\255\107\306\243\153\355\376\137

\063\370\103\121\351\032\063\221\061\027\240\164\304\324\247\001

\346\262\222\076\152\235\355\016\371\164\230\100\323\077\003\200

\006\202\100\350\261\342\247\121\247\035\203\046\153\253\336\372

\027\221\053\330\306\254\036\261\236\031\001\325\227\246\352\015

\267\304\125\037\047\174\322\010\325\166\037\051\025\207\100\071

\335\070\105\021\165\320\232\247\064\340\277\315\310\122\035\271

\107\176\015\270\273\306\014\366\163\127\026\132\176\103\221\037

\125\072\306\155\104\004\252\234\251\234\247\114\211\027\203\256

\243\004\136\122\200\213\036\022\045\021\031\327\014\175\175\061
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\104\101\352\333\257\260\034\357\201\320\054\305\232\041\233\075

\355\102\073\120\046\362\354\316\161\141\006\142\041\124\116\177

\301\235\076\177\040\214\200\313\052\330\227\142\310\203\063\221

\175\260\242\132\017\127\350\073\314\362\045\262\324\174\057\354

\115\306\241\072\025\172\347\266\135\065\365\366\110\112\066\105

\146\324\272\230\130\301\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\104\236\110\365\314\155

\110\324\240\113\177\376\131\044\057\203\227\231\232\206\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\104\236\110\365\314

\155\110\324\240\113\177\376\131\044\057\203\227\231\232\206\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\005\076\065\134\025\160\233\311\307\163\141\157

\162\053\324\302\217\362\103\135\002\316\304\224\271\224\021\203

\147\135\342\147\154\165\166\277\273\014\252\066\306\255\107\223

\143\334\036\176\326\336\056\376\351\031\062\070\003\177\024\366

\000\163\054\131\261\041\006\341\373\254\030\225\014\243\377\231

\226\367\053\047\233\325\044\314\035\335\301\072\340\230\104\260

\304\344\076\167\261\163\251\144\054\366\034\001\174\077\135\105

\205\300\205\347\045\217\225\334\027\363\074\237\032\156\260\312

\343\035\052\351\114\143\372\044\141\142\326\332\176\266\034\154

\365\002\035\324\052\335\125\220\353\052\021\107\074\056\136\164

\262\202\042\245\175\123\037\105\354\047\221\175\347\042\026\350

\300\150\066\330\306\361\117\200\104\062\371\341\321\321\035\252

\336\250\253\234\004\257\255\040\016\144\230\115\245\153\300\110

\130\226\151\115\334\007\214\121\223\242\337\237\017\075\213\140

\264\202\215\252\010\116\142\105\340\371\013\322\340\340\074\133

\336\134\161\047\045\302\346\003\201\213\020\123\343\307\125\242

\264\237\327\346

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TrustCor ECA-1"

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Serial Number:00:84:82:2c:5f:1c:62:d0:40

# Subject: CN=TrustCor ECA-1,OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority,O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L.,L=Panama

City,ST=Panama,C=PA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 12:32:33 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 17:28:07 2029

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:88:5D:B1:9C:01:D9:12:C5:75:93:88:93:8C:AF:BB:DF:03:1A:B2:D4:8E:91:EE:15:58:9B:42:97:1D:03:9C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:D1:DF:95:95:67:6B:63:C0:F0:5B:1C:17:4D:8B:84:0B:C8:78:BD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TrustCor ECA-1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\321\337\225\225\147\153\143\300\360\133\034\027\115\213\204

\013\310\170\275

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\047\222\043\035\012\365\100\174\351\346\153\235\330\365\347\154

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\234\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\120\141\156\141\155

\141\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\007\014\013\120\141\156\141

\155\141\040\103\151\164\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\012

\014\033\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\123\171\163\164\145

\155\163\040\123\056\040\144\145\040\122\056\114\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\014\036\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\014

\016\124\162\165\163\164\103\157\162\040\105\103\101\055\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\204\202\054\137\034\142\320\100

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:2c:9b:d3:16:80:32:99

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 17:39:39 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 17:39:39 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:66:6A:56:2E:E0:BE:5C:E9:25:C1:D8:89:0A:6F:76:A8:7E:C1:6D:4D:7D:5F:29:EA:74:19:CF:20:12:3B:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B7:AB:33:08:D1:EA:44:77:BA:14:80:12:5A:6F:BD:A9:36:49:0C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\173\054\233\323\026\200\062\231

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\335\060\202\003\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\173

\054\233\323\026\200\062\231\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005

\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007

\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012

\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056

\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\122\123\101\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\067

\063\071\063\071\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\067\063

\071\063\071\132\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145

\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157

\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017

\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157

\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\371\017\335\243\053\175\313\320\052\376\354\147\205

\246\347\056\033\272\167\341\343\365\257\244\354\372\112\135\221
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\304\127\107\153\030\167\153\166\362\375\223\344\075\017\302\026

\236\013\146\303\126\224\236\027\203\205\316\126\357\362\026\375

\000\142\365\042\011\124\350\145\027\116\101\271\340\117\106\227

\252\033\310\270\156\142\136\151\261\137\333\052\002\176\374\154

\312\363\101\330\355\320\350\374\077\141\110\355\260\003\024\035

\020\016\113\031\340\273\116\354\206\145\377\066\363\136\147\002

\013\235\206\125\141\375\172\070\355\376\342\031\000\267\157\241

\120\142\165\164\074\240\372\310\045\222\264\156\172\042\307\370

\036\241\343\262\335\221\061\253\053\035\004\377\245\112\004\067

\351\205\244\063\053\375\342\326\125\064\174\031\244\112\150\307

\262\250\323\267\312\241\223\210\353\301\227\274\214\371\035\331

\042\204\044\164\307\004\075\152\251\051\223\314\353\270\133\341

\376\137\045\252\064\130\310\301\043\124\235\033\230\021\303\070

\234\176\075\206\154\245\017\100\206\174\002\364\134\002\117\050

\313\256\161\237\017\072\310\063\376\021\045\065\352\374\272\305

\140\075\331\174\030\325\262\251\323\165\170\003\162\042\312\072

\303\037\357\054\345\056\251\372\236\054\266\121\106\375\257\003

\326\352\140\150\352\205\026\066\153\205\351\036\300\263\335\304

\044\334\200\052\201\101\155\224\076\310\340\311\201\101\000\236

\136\277\177\305\010\230\242\030\054\102\100\263\371\157\070\047

\113\116\200\364\075\201\107\340\210\174\352\034\316\265\165\134

\121\056\034\053\177\032\162\050\347\000\265\321\164\306\327\344

\237\255\007\223\266\123\065\065\374\067\344\303\366\135\026\276

\041\163\336\222\012\370\240\143\152\274\226\222\152\076\370\274

\145\125\233\336\365\015\211\046\004\374\045\032\246\045\151\313

\302\155\312\174\342\131\137\227\254\353\357\056\310\274\327\033

\131\074\053\314\362\031\310\223\153\047\143\031\317\374\351\046

\370\312\161\233\177\223\376\064\147\204\116\231\353\374\263\170

\011\063\160\272\146\246\166\355\033\163\353\032\245\015\304\042

\023\040\224\126\012\116\054\154\116\261\375\317\234\011\272\242

\063\355\207\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\335\004\011\007\242\365\172\175\122

\123\022\222\225\356\070\200\045\015\246\131\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\335\004\011\007\242\365\172

\175\122\123\022\222\225\356\070\200\045\015\246\131\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\040\030\021\224\051\373\046\235\034\036\036\160\141\361\225

\162\223\161\044\255\150\223\130\216\062\257\033\263\160\003\374

\045\053\164\205\220\075\170\152\364\271\213\245\227\073\265\030

\221\273\036\247\371\100\133\221\371\125\231\257\036\021\320\134

\035\247\146\343\261\224\007\014\062\071\246\352\033\260\171\330

\035\234\160\104\343\212\335\304\371\225\037\212\070\103\077\001

\205\245\107\247\075\106\262\274\345\042\150\367\173\234\330\054

\076\012\041\310\055\063\254\277\305\201\231\061\164\301\165\161

\305\276\261\360\043\105\364\235\153\374\031\143\235\243\274\004

\306\030\013\045\273\123\211\017\263\200\120\336\105\356\104\177
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\253\224\170\144\230\323\366\050\335\207\330\160\145\164\373\016

\271\023\353\247\017\141\251\062\226\314\336\273\355\143\114\030

\273\251\100\367\240\124\156\040\210\161\165\030\352\172\264\064

\162\340\043\047\167\134\266\220\352\206\045\100\253\357\063\017

\313\237\202\276\242\040\373\366\265\055\032\346\302\205\261\164

\017\373\310\145\002\244\122\001\107\335\111\042\301\277\330\353

\153\254\176\336\354\143\063\025\267\043\010\217\306\017\215\101

\132\335\216\305\271\217\345\105\077\170\333\272\322\033\100\261

\376\161\115\077\340\201\242\272\136\264\354\025\340\223\335\010

\037\176\341\125\231\013\041\336\223\236\012\373\346\243\111\275

\066\060\376\347\167\262\240\165\227\265\055\201\210\027\145\040

\367\332\220\000\237\311\122\314\062\312\065\174\365\075\017\330

\053\327\365\046\154\311\006\064\226\026\352\160\131\032\062\171

\171\013\266\210\177\017\122\110\075\277\154\330\242\104\056\321

\116\267\162\130\323\211\023\225\376\104\253\370\327\213\033\156

\234\274\054\240\133\325\152\000\257\137\067\341\325\372\020\013

\230\234\206\347\046\217\316\360\354\156\212\127\013\200\343\116

\262\300\240\143\141\220\272\125\150\067\164\152\266\222\333\237

\241\206\042\266\145\047\016\354\266\237\102\140\344\147\302\265

\332\101\013\304\323\213\141\033\274\372\037\221\053\327\104\007

\136\272\051\254\331\305\351\357\123\110\132\353\200\361\050\130

\041\315\260\006\125\373\047\077\123\220\160\251\004\036\127\047

\271

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:2c:9b:d3:16:80:32:99

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 17:39:39 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 17:39:39 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:66:6A:56:2E:E0:BE:5C:E9:25:C1:D8:89:0A:6F:76:A8:7E:C1:6D:4D:7D:5F:29:EA:74:19:CF:20:12:3B:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B7:AB:33:08:D1:EA:44:77:BA:14:80:12:5A:6F:BD:A9:36:49:0C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\253\063\010\321\352\104\167\272\024\200\022\132\157\275\251

\066\111\014\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\206\151\022\300\160\361\354\254\254\302\325\274\245\133\241\051
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\173\054\233\323\026\200\062\231

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:75:e6:df:cb:c1:68:5b:a8

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:14:03 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:14:03 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:17:BB:06:CC:60:07:DA:1B:96:1C:92:0B:8A:B4:CE:3F:AD:82:0E:4A:A3:0B:9A:CB:C4:A7:4E:BD:CE:BC:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:19:7C:39:24:E6:54:AF:1B:C4:AB:20:95:7A:E2:C3:0E:13:02:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\165\346\337\313\301\150\133\250

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\215\060\202\002\024\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\165

\346\337\313\301\150\133\250\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\002\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170

\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165

\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123

\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061

\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\070\061\064\060

\063\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\070\061\064\060\063

\132\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057

\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\105\156\251\120\304\246\043\066\236

\137\050\215\027\313\226\042\144\077\334\172\216\035\314\010\263

\242\161\044\272\216\111\271\004\033\107\226\130\253\055\225\310

\355\236\010\065\310\047\353\211\214\123\130\353\142\212\376\360

\133\017\153\061\122\143\101\073\211\315\354\354\266\215\031\323

\064\007\334\273\306\006\177\302\105\225\354\313\177\250\043\340

\011\351\201\372\363\107\323\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\202\321\205\163\060\347\065\004\323\216

\002\222\373\345\244\321\304\041\350\315\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\202\321\205\163\060\347\065\004

\323\216\002\222\373\345\244\321\304\041\350\315\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\157
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\347\353\131\021\244\140\317\141\260\226\173\355\005\371\057\023

\221\334\355\345\374\120\153\021\106\106\263\034\041\000\142\273

\276\303\347\350\315\007\231\371\015\013\135\162\076\304\252\002

\060\037\274\272\013\342\060\044\373\174\155\200\125\012\231\076

\200\015\063\345\146\243\263\243\273\245\325\213\217\011\054\246

\135\176\342\360\007\010\150\155\322\174\151\156\137\337\345\152

\145

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:75:e6:df:cb:c1:68:5b:a8

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:14:03 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:14:03 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:17:BB:06:CC:60:07:DA:1B:96:1C:92:0B:8A:B4:CE:3F:AD:82:0E:4A:A3:0B:9A:CB:C4:A7:4E:BD:CE:BC:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C3:19:7C:39:24:E6:54:AF:1B:C4:AB:20:95:7A:E2:C3:0E:13:02:6A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\303\031\174\071\044\346\124\257\033\304\253\040\225\172\342\303

\016\023\002\152

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\056\332\344\071\177\234\217\067\321\160\237\046\027\121\072\216

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\061\060\057\006

\003\125\004\003\014\050\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\165\346\337\313\301\150\133\250

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:56:b6:29:cd:34:bc:78:f6

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL

Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 31 18:14:37 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 30 18:14:37 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:7B:F1:6C:C2:24:85:A7:BB:E2:AA:86:96:75:07:61:B0:AE:39:BE:3B:2F:E9:D0:CC:6D:4E:F7:34:91:42:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:3A:F0:52:9B:D0:32:A0:F4:4A:83:CD:D4:BA:A9:7B:7C:2E:C4:9A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105

\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105

\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\126\266\051\315\064\274\170\366

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\353\060\202\003\323\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\126

\266\051\315\064\274\170\366\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014

\005\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014

\007\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004

\012\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151

\157\156\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114

\056\143\157\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\065\063\061\061\070\061\064\063\067\132\027\015\064\062

\060\065\063\060\061\070\061\064\063\067\132\060\201\202\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006

\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006

\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\003

\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101\040\122\062

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\217\066\145\100\341\326\115\300\327\264\351\106\332\153\352

\063\107\315\114\371\175\175\276\275\055\075\360\333\170\341\206

\245\331\272\011\127\150\355\127\076\240\320\010\101\203\347\050

\101\044\037\343\162\025\320\001\032\373\136\160\043\262\313\237

\071\343\317\305\116\306\222\155\046\306\173\273\263\332\047\235

\012\206\351\201\067\005\376\360\161\161\354\303\034\351\143\242

\027\024\235\357\033\147\323\205\125\002\002\326\111\311\314\132

\341\261\367\157\062\237\311\324\073\210\101\250\234\275\313\253

\333\155\173\011\037\242\114\162\220\332\053\010\374\317\074\124

\316\147\017\250\317\135\226\031\013\304\343\162\353\255\321\175

\035\047\357\222\353\020\277\133\353\073\257\317\200\335\301\322

\226\004\133\172\176\244\251\074\070\166\244\142\216\240\071\136

\352\167\317\135\000\131\217\146\054\076\007\242\243\005\046\021

\151\227\352\205\267\017\226\013\113\310\100\341\120\272\056\212

\313\367\017\232\042\347\177\232\067\023\315\362\115\023\153\041

\321\300\314\042\362\241\106\366\104\151\234\312\141\065\007\000

\157\326\141\010\021\352\272\270\366\351\263\140\345\115\271\354

\237\024\146\311\127\130\333\315\207\151\370\212\206\022\003\107

\277\146\023\166\254\167\175\064\044\205\203\315\327\252\234\220

\032\237\041\054\177\170\267\144\270\330\350\246\364\170\263\125

\313\204\322\062\304\170\256\243\217\141\335\316\010\123\255\354

\210\374\025\344\232\015\346\237\032\167\316\114\217\270\024\025

\075\142\234\206\070\006\000\146\022\344\131\166\132\123\300\002

\230\242\020\053\150\104\173\216\171\316\063\112\166\252\133\201

\026\033\265\212\330\320\000\173\136\142\264\011\326\206\143\016
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\246\005\225\111\272\050\213\210\223\262\064\034\330\244\125\156

\267\034\320\336\231\125\073\043\364\042\340\371\051\146\046\354

\040\120\167\333\112\013\217\276\345\002\140\160\101\136\324\256

\120\071\042\024\046\313\262\073\163\164\125\107\007\171\201\071

\250\060\023\104\345\004\212\256\226\023\045\102\017\271\123\304

\233\374\315\344\034\336\074\372\253\326\006\112\037\147\246\230

\060\034\335\054\333\334\030\225\127\146\306\377\134\213\126\365

\167\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\371\140\273\324\343\325\064\366

\270\365\006\200\045\247\163\333\106\151\250\236\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\371\140\273\324\343\325\064\366\270

\365\006\200\045\247\163\333\106\151\250\236\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\126

\263\216\313\012\235\111\216\277\244\304\221\273\146\027\005\121

\230\165\373\345\120\054\172\236\361\024\372\253\323\212\076\377

\221\051\217\143\213\330\264\251\124\001\015\276\223\206\057\371

\112\155\307\136\365\127\371\312\125\034\022\276\107\017\066\305

\337\152\267\333\165\302\107\045\177\271\361\143\370\150\055\125

\004\321\362\215\260\244\317\274\074\136\037\170\347\245\240\040

\160\260\004\305\267\367\162\247\336\042\015\275\063\045\106\214

\144\222\046\343\076\056\143\226\332\233\214\075\370\030\011\327

\003\314\175\206\202\340\312\004\007\121\120\327\377\222\325\014

\357\332\206\237\231\327\353\267\257\150\342\071\046\224\272\150

\267\277\203\323\352\172\147\075\142\147\256\045\345\162\350\342

\344\354\256\022\366\113\053\074\237\351\260\100\363\070\124\263

\375\267\150\310\332\306\217\121\074\262\373\221\334\034\347\233

\235\341\267\015\162\217\342\244\304\251\170\371\353\024\254\306

\103\005\302\145\071\050\030\002\303\202\262\235\005\276\145\355

\226\137\145\164\074\373\011\065\056\173\234\023\375\033\017\135

\307\155\201\072\126\017\314\073\341\257\002\057\042\254\106\312

\106\074\240\034\114\326\104\264\136\056\134\025\146\011\341\046

\051\376\306\122\141\272\261\163\377\303\014\234\345\154\152\224

\077\024\312\100\026\225\204\363\131\251\254\137\114\141\223\155

\321\073\314\242\225\014\042\246\147\147\104\056\271\331\322\212

\101\263\146\013\132\373\175\043\245\362\032\260\377\336\233\203

\224\056\321\077\337\222\267\221\257\005\073\145\307\240\154\261

\315\142\022\303\220\033\343\045\316\064\274\157\167\166\261\020

\303\367\005\032\300\326\257\164\142\110\027\167\222\151\220\141

\034\336\225\200\164\124\217\030\034\303\363\003\320\277\244\103

\165\206\123\030\172\012\056\011\034\066\237\221\375\202\212\042

\113\321\016\120\045\335\313\003\014\027\311\203\000\010\116\065

\115\212\213\355\360\002\224\146\054\104\177\313\225\047\226\027

\255\011\060\254\266\161\027\156\213\027\366\034\011\324\055\073

\230\245\161\323\124\023\331\140\363\365\113\146\117\372\361\356

\040\022\215\264\254\127\261\105\143\241\254\166\251\302\373

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:56:b6:29:cd:34:bc:78:f6

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2,O=SSL

Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 31 18:14:37 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 30 18:14:37 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:7B:F1:6C:C2:24:85:A7:BB:E2:AA:86:96:75:07:61:B0:AE:39:BE:3B:2F:E9:D0:CC:6D:4E:F7:34:91:42:5C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:3A:F0:52:9B:D0:32:A0:F4:4A:83:CD:D4:BA:A9:7B:7C:2E:C4:9A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\072\360\122\233\320\062\240\364\112\203\315\324\272\251\173

\174\056\304\232

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\341\036\061\130\032\256\124\123\002\366\027\152\021\173\115\225

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\202\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164

\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\067\060\065

\006\003\125\004\003\014\056\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105

\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122

\123\101\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\126\266\051\315\064\274\170\366

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

#
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# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:2c:29:9c:5b:16:ed:05:95

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:15:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:15:23 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

22:A2:C1:F7:BD:ED:70:4C:C1:E7:01:B5:F4:08:C3:10:88:0F:E9:56:B5:DE:2A:4A:44:F9:9C:87:3A:25:A7:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4C:DD:51:A3:D1:F5:20:32:14:B0:C6:C5:32:23:03:91:C7:46:42:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\054\051\234\133\026\355\005\225

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\224\060\202\002\032\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\054

\051\234\133\026\355\005\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\002\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170

\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165

\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123

\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064
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\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155

\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\105\103\103\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061\062\061\070

\061\065\062\063\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062\061\070\061

\065\062\063\132\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145

\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157

\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017

\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157

\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\105\103\103\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075

\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\252\022\107

\220\230\033\373\357\303\100\007\203\040\116\361\060\202\242\006

\321\362\222\206\141\362\366\041\150\312\000\304\307\352\103\000

\124\206\334\375\037\337\000\270\101\142\134\334\160\026\062\336

\037\231\324\314\305\007\310\010\037\141\026\007\121\075\175\134

\007\123\343\065\070\214\337\315\237\331\056\015\112\266\031\056

\132\160\132\006\355\276\360\241\260\312\320\011\051\243\143\060

\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\133\312\136\345

\336\322\201\252\315\250\055\144\121\266\331\162\233\227\346\117

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\133\312

\136\345\336\322\201\252\315\250\055\144\121\266\331\162\233\227

\346\117\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\150

\000\060\145\002\061\000\212\346\100\211\067\353\351\325\023\331

\312\324\153\044\363\260\075\207\106\130\032\354\261\337\157\373

\126\272\160\153\307\070\314\350\261\214\117\017\367\361\147\166

\016\203\320\036\121\217\002\060\075\366\043\050\046\114\306\140

\207\223\046\233\262\065\036\272\326\367\074\321\034\316\372\045

\074\246\032\201\025\133\363\022\017\154\356\145\212\311\207\250

\371\007\340\142\232\214\134\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:2c:29:9c:5b:16:ed:05:95

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 18:15:23 2016

# Not Valid After : Tue Feb 12 18:15:23 2041

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

22:A2:C1:F7:BD:ED:70:4C:C1:E7:01:B5:F4:08:C3:10:88:0F:E9:56:B5:DE:2A:4A:44:F9:9C:87:3A:25:A7:C8
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4C:DD:51:A3:D1:F5:20:32:14:B0:C6:C5:32:23:03:91:C7:46:42:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\114\335\121\243\321\365\040\062\024\260\306\305\062\043\003\221

\307\106\102\155

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\123\042\145\203\102\001\124\300\316\102\271\132\174\362\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\105\103

\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\054\051\234\133\026\355\005\225

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Serial Number:45:e6:bb:03:83:33:c3:85:65:48:e6:ff:45:51

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 10 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 10 00:00:00 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:AB:EA:FE:37:D0:6C:A2:2A:BA:73:91:C0:03:3D:25:98:29:52:C4:53:64:73:49:76:3A:3A:B5:AD:6C:CF:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 80:94:64:0E:B5:A7:A1:CA:11:9C:1F:DD:D5:9F:81:02:63:A7:FB:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\105\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\203\060\202\003\153\240\003\002\001\002\002\016\105

\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\114\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\066

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\061\064

\061\062\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\064\061

\062\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\114\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\066\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154

\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\225\007\350\163\312\146\371

\354\024\312\173\074\367\015\010\361\264\105\013\054\202\264\110

\306\353\133\074\256\203\270\101\222\063\024\244\157\177\351\052

\314\306\260\210\153\305\266\211\321\306\262\377\024\316\121\024

\041\354\112\335\033\132\306\326\207\356\115\072\025\006\355\144

\146\013\222\200\312\104\336\163\224\116\363\247\211\177\117\170

\143\010\310\022\120\155\102\146\057\115\271\171\050\115\122\032

\212\032\200\267\031\201\016\176\304\212\274\144\114\041\034\103

\150\327\075\074\212\305\262\146\325\220\232\267\061\006\305\276

\342\155\062\006\246\036\371\271\353\252\243\270\277\276\202\143

\120\320\360\030\211\337\344\017\171\365\352\242\037\052\322\160

\056\173\347\274\223\273\155\123\342\110\174\214\020\007\070\377
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\146\262\167\141\176\340\352\214\074\252\264\244\366\363\225\112

\022\007\155\375\214\262\211\317\320\240\141\167\310\130\164\260

\324\043\072\367\135\072\312\242\333\235\011\336\135\104\055\220

\361\201\315\127\222\372\176\274\120\004\143\064\337\153\223\030

\276\153\066\262\071\344\254\044\066\267\360\357\266\034\023\127

\223\266\336\262\370\342\205\267\163\242\270\065\252\105\362\340

\235\066\241\157\124\212\361\162\126\156\056\210\305\121\102\104

\025\224\356\243\305\070\226\233\116\116\132\013\107\363\006\066

\111\167\060\274\161\067\345\246\354\041\010\165\374\346\141\026

\077\167\325\331\221\227\204\012\154\324\002\115\164\300\024\355

\375\071\373\203\362\136\024\241\004\260\013\351\376\356\217\341

\156\013\262\010\263\141\146\011\152\261\006\072\145\226\131\300

\360\065\375\311\332\050\215\032\021\207\160\201\012\250\232\165

\035\236\072\206\005\000\236\333\200\326\045\371\334\005\236\047

\131\114\166\071\133\352\371\245\241\330\203\017\321\377\337\060

\021\371\205\317\063\110\365\312\155\144\024\054\172\130\117\323

\113\010\111\305\225\144\032\143\016\171\075\365\263\214\312\130

\255\234\102\105\171\156\016\207\031\134\124\261\145\266\277\214

\233\334\023\351\015\157\270\056\334\147\156\311\213\021\265\204

\024\212\000\031\160\203\171\221\227\221\324\032\047\277\067\036

\062\007\330\024\143\074\050\114\257\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\256\154

\005\243\223\023\342\242\347\342\327\034\326\307\360\177\310\147

\123\240\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\256

\154\005\243\223\023\342\242\347\342\327\034\326\307\360\177\310

\147\123\240\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\203\045\355\350\321\375\225\122\315

\236\300\004\240\221\151\346\134\320\204\336\334\255\242\117\350

\107\170\326\145\230\251\133\250\074\207\174\002\212\321\156\267

\026\163\346\137\300\124\230\325\164\276\301\315\342\021\221\255

\043\030\075\335\341\162\104\226\264\225\136\300\173\216\231\170

\026\103\023\126\127\263\242\263\073\265\167\334\100\162\254\243

\353\233\065\076\261\010\041\241\347\304\103\067\171\062\276\265

\347\234\054\114\274\103\051\231\216\060\323\254\041\340\343\035

\372\330\007\063\166\124\000\042\052\271\115\040\056\160\150\332

\345\123\374\203\134\323\235\362\377\104\014\104\146\362\322\343

\275\106\000\032\155\002\272\045\135\215\241\061\121\335\124\106

\034\115\333\231\226\357\032\034\004\134\246\025\357\170\340\171

\376\135\333\076\252\114\125\375\232\025\251\157\341\246\373\337

\160\060\351\303\356\102\106\355\302\223\005\211\372\175\143\173

\077\320\161\201\174\000\350\230\256\016\170\064\303\045\373\257

\012\237\040\153\335\073\023\217\022\214\342\101\032\110\172\163

\240\167\151\307\266\134\177\202\310\036\376\130\033\050\053\250

\154\255\136\155\300\005\322\173\267\353\200\376\045\067\376\002

\233\150\254\102\135\303\356\365\314\334\360\120\165\322\066\151

\234\346\173\004\337\156\006\151\266\336\012\011\110\131\207\353
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\173\024\140\172\144\252\151\103\357\221\307\114\354\030\335\154

\357\123\055\214\231\341\136\362\162\076\317\124\310\275\147\354

\244\017\114\105\377\323\271\060\043\007\114\217\020\277\206\226

\331\231\132\264\231\127\034\244\314\273\025\211\123\272\054\005

\017\344\304\236\031\261\030\064\325\114\235\272\355\367\037\257

\044\225\004\170\250\003\273\356\201\345\332\137\174\213\112\241

\220\164\045\247\263\076\113\310\054\126\275\307\310\357\070\342

\134\222\360\171\367\234\204\272\164\055\141\001\040\176\176\321

\362\117\007\131\137\213\055\103\122\353\106\014\224\341\365\146

\107\171\167\325\124\133\037\255\044\067\313\105\132\116\240\104

\110\310\330\260\231\305\025\204\011\366\326\111\111\300\145\270

\346\032\161\156\240\250\361\202\350\105\076\154\326\002\327\012

\147\203\005\132\311\244\020

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Serial Number:45:e6:bb:03:83:33:c3:85:65:48:e6:ff:45:51

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R6

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 10 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 10 00:00:00 2034

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2C:AB:EA:FE:37:D0:6C:A2:2A:BA:73:91:C0:03:3D:25:98:29:52:C4:53:64:73:49:76:3A:3A:B5:AD:6C:CF:69

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 80:94:64:0E:B5:A7:A1:CA:11:9C:1F:DD:D5:9F:81:02:63:A7:FB:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root CA - R6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\224\144\016\265\247\241\312\021\234\037\335\325\237\201\002

\143\247\373\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\117\335\007\344\324\042\144\071\036\014\067\102\352\321\306\256

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\066\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\105\346\273\003\203\063\303\205\145\110\346\377\105\121
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:21:2a:56:0c:ae:da:0c:ab:40:45:bf:2b:a2:2d:3a:ea

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 09 09:48:34 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri May 09 09:58:33 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:60:F9:1C:36:24:DA:BA:95:70:B5:FE:A0:DB:E3:6F:F1:1A:83:23:BE:94:86:85:4F:B3:F3:4A:55:71:19:8D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E0:11:84:5E:34:DE:BE:88:81:B9:9C:F6:16:26:D1:96:1F:C3:B9:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055

\072\352

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\151\060\202\001\357\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\041
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\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055\072\352\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\155\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165

\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144

\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105

\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\065\060\071\060\071\064\070\063\064\132\027\015\064\062\060

\065\060\071\060\071\065\070\063\063\132\060\155\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\020\060\016\006\003\125

\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124\105\040\106\157\165\156

\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144\157\162\163\145\144\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\117\111\123\124\105\040

\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\114\351\120\300\306\017\162\030\274\330\361\272\263\211\342

\171\112\243\026\247\153\124\044\333\121\377\352\364\011\044\303

\013\042\237\313\152\047\202\201\015\322\300\257\061\344\164\202

\156\312\045\331\214\165\235\361\333\320\232\242\113\041\176\026

\247\143\220\322\071\324\261\207\170\137\030\226\017\120\033\065

\067\017\152\306\334\331\023\115\244\216\220\067\346\275\133\061

\221\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\110\207\024\254\343\303\236\220\140\072\327\312\211\356\323

\255\214\264\120\146\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067

\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\046\307\151\133\334\325

\347\262\347\310\014\214\214\303\335\171\214\033\143\325\311\122

\224\116\115\202\112\163\036\262\200\204\251\045\300\114\132\155

\111\051\140\170\023\342\176\110\353\144\002\061\000\333\064\040

\062\010\377\232\111\002\266\210\336\024\257\135\154\231\161\215

\032\077\213\327\340\242\066\206\034\007\202\072\166\123\375\302

\242\355\357\173\260\200\117\130\017\113\123\071\275

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Serial Number:21:2a:56:0c:ae:da:0c:ab:40:45:bf:2b:a2:2d:3a:ea

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA,OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed,O=WISeKey,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 09 09:48:34 2017
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# Not Valid After : Fri May 09 09:58:33 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

85:60:F9:1C:36:24:DA:BA:95:70:B5:FE:A0:DB:E3:6F:F1:1A:83:23:BE:94:86:85:4F:B3:F3:4A:55:71:19:8D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E0:11:84:5E:34:DE:BE:88:81:B9:9C:F6:16:26:D1:96:1F:C3:B9:31

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GC CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\340\021\204\136\064\336\276\210\201\271\234\366\026\046\321\226

\037\303\271\061

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\251\326\271\055\057\223\144\370\245\151\312\221\351\150\007\043

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\127\111\123\145\113\145

\171\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\117\111\123\124

\105\040\106\157\165\156\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\156\144

\157\162\163\145\144\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\117\111\123\124\105\040\127\111\123\145\113\145\171\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\103\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\052\126\014\256\332\014\253\100\105\277\053\242\055

\072\352

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "UCA Global G2 Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:5d:df:b1:da:5a:a3:ed:5d:be:5a:65:20:65:03:90:ef

# Subject: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 11 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9B:EA:11:C9:76:FE:01:47:64:C1:BE:56:A6:F9:14:B5:A5:60:31:7A:BD:99:88:39:33:82:E5:16:1A:A0:49:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 28:F9:78:16:19:7A:FF:18:25:18:AA:44:FE:C1:A0:CE:5C:B6:4C:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Global G2 Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\135\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003

\220\357

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\106\060\202\003\056\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\135

\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003\220\357\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\075

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101\040\107

\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027

\015\061\066\060\063\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\064\060\061\062\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\075\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101\040\107\154

\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\305\346\053

\157\174\357\046\005\047\243\201\044\332\157\313\001\371\231\232

\251\062\302\042\207\141\101\221\073\313\303\150\033\006\305\114

\251\053\301\147\027\042\035\053\355\371\051\211\223\242\170\275

\222\153\240\243\015\242\176\312\223\263\246\321\214\065\325\165

\371\027\366\317\105\305\345\172\354\167\223\240\217\043\256\016

\032\003\177\276\324\320\355\056\173\253\106\043\133\377\054\346

\124\172\224\300\052\025\360\311\215\260\172\073\044\341\327\150

\342\061\074\006\063\106\266\124\021\246\245\057\042\124\052\130

\015\001\002\361\372\025\121\147\154\300\372\327\266\033\177\321

\126\210\057\032\072\215\073\273\202\021\340\107\000\320\122\207

\253\373\206\176\017\044\153\100\235\064\147\274\215\307\055\206

\157\171\076\216\251\074\027\113\177\260\231\343\260\161\140\334
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\013\365\144\303\316\103\274\155\161\271\322\336\047\133\212\350

\330\306\256\341\131\175\317\050\055\065\270\225\126\032\361\262

\130\113\267\022\067\310\174\263\355\113\200\341\215\372\062\043

\266\157\267\110\225\010\261\104\116\205\214\072\002\124\040\057

\337\277\127\117\073\072\220\041\327\301\046\065\124\040\354\307

\077\107\354\357\132\277\113\172\301\255\073\027\120\134\142\330

\017\113\112\334\053\372\156\274\163\222\315\354\307\120\350\101

\226\327\251\176\155\330\351\035\217\212\265\271\130\222\272\112

\222\053\014\126\375\200\353\010\360\136\051\156\033\034\014\257

\217\223\211\255\333\275\243\236\041\312\211\031\354\337\265\303

\032\353\026\376\170\066\114\326\156\320\076\027\034\220\027\153

\046\272\373\172\057\277\021\034\030\016\055\163\003\217\240\345

\065\240\132\342\114\165\035\161\341\071\070\123\170\100\314\203

\223\327\012\236\235\133\217\212\344\345\340\110\344\110\262\107

\315\116\052\165\052\173\362\042\366\311\276\011\221\226\127\172

\210\210\254\356\160\254\371\334\051\343\014\034\073\022\116\104

\326\247\116\260\046\310\363\331\032\227\221\150\352\357\215\106

\006\322\126\105\130\232\074\014\017\203\270\005\045\303\071\317

\073\244\064\211\267\171\022\057\107\305\347\251\227\151\374\246

\167\147\265\337\173\361\172\145\025\344\141\126\145\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\201\304\214\314\365\344\060\377\245\014\010\137\214\025

\147\041\164\001\337\337\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\023\145\042\365\216\053

\255\104\344\313\377\271\150\346\303\200\110\075\004\173\372\043

\057\172\355\066\332\262\316\155\366\346\236\345\137\130\217\313

\067\062\241\310\145\266\256\070\075\065\033\076\274\073\266\004

\320\274\371\111\365\233\367\205\305\066\266\313\274\370\310\071

\325\344\137\007\275\025\124\227\164\312\312\355\117\272\272\144

\166\237\201\270\204\105\111\114\215\157\242\353\261\314\321\303

\224\332\104\302\346\342\352\030\350\242\037\047\005\272\327\345

\326\251\315\335\357\166\230\215\000\016\315\033\372\003\267\216

\200\130\016\047\077\122\373\224\242\312\136\145\311\326\204\332

\271\065\161\363\046\300\117\167\346\201\047\322\167\073\232\024

\157\171\364\366\320\341\323\224\272\320\127\121\275\047\005\015

\301\375\310\022\060\356\157\215\021\053\010\235\324\324\277\200

\105\024\232\210\104\332\060\352\264\247\343\356\357\133\202\325

\076\326\255\170\222\333\134\074\363\330\255\372\270\153\177\304

\066\050\266\002\025\212\124\054\234\260\027\163\216\320\067\243

\024\074\230\225\000\014\051\005\133\236\111\111\261\137\307\343

\313\317\047\145\216\065\027\267\127\310\060\331\101\133\271\024

\266\350\302\017\224\061\247\224\230\314\152\353\265\341\047\365

\020\250\001\350\216\022\142\350\210\314\265\177\106\227\300\233

\020\146\070\032\066\106\137\042\150\075\337\311\306\023\047\253

\123\006\254\242\074\206\006\145\157\261\176\261\051\104\232\243

\272\111\151\050\151\217\327\345\137\255\004\206\144\157\032\240
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\014\305\010\142\316\200\243\320\363\354\150\336\276\063\307\027

\133\177\200\304\114\114\261\246\204\212\303\073\270\011\315\024

\201\272\030\343\124\127\066\376\333\057\174\107\241\072\063\310

\371\130\073\104\117\261\312\002\211\004\226\050\150\305\113\270

\046\211\273\326\063\057\120\325\376\232\211\272\030\062\222\124

\306\133\340\235\371\136\345\015\042\233\366\332\342\310\041\262

\142\041\252\206\100\262\056\144\323\137\310\343\176\021\147\105

\037\005\376\343\242\357\263\250\263\363\175\217\370\014\037\042

\037\055\160\264\270\001\064\166\060\000\345\043\170\247\126\327

\120\037\212\373\006\365\302\031\360\320

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "UCA Global G2 Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:5d:df:b1:da:5a:a3:ed:5d:be:5a:65:20:65:03:90:ef

# Subject: CN=UCA Global G2 Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 11 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Mon Dec 31 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9B:EA:11:C9:76:FE:01:47:64:C1:BE:56:A6:F9:14:B5:A5:60:31:7A:BD:99:88:39:33:82:E5:16:1A:A0:49:3C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 28:F9:78:16:19:7A:FF:18:25:18:AA:44:FE:C1:A0:CE:5C:B6:4C:8A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Global G2 Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\050\371\170\026\031\172\377\030\045\030\252\104\376\301\240\316

\134\266\114\212

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\376\360\304\112\360\134\142\062\237\034\272\170\251\120\370

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\107\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\135\337\261\332\132\243\355\135\276\132\145\040\145\003

\220\357

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "UCA Extended Validation Root"

#

# Issuer: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:4f:d2:2b:8f:f5:64:c8:33:9e:4f:34:58:66:23:70:60

# Subject: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 13 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 31 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:3A:F9:B3:54:73:75:5C:96:84:FC:06:D7:D8:CB:70:EE:5C:28:E7:73:FB:29:4E:B4:1E:E7:17:22:92:4D:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A3:A1:B0:6F:24:61:23:4A:E3:36:A5:C2:37:FC:A6:FF:DD:F0:D7:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Extended Validation Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\117\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043

\160\140

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\132\060\202\003\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\117

\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043\160\140\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\107

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164

\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101\040\105

\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141\164\151

\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\063\061
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\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\061\062\063\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014

\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125

\004\003\014\034\125\103\101\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144

\040\126\141\154\151\144\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\251\011\007\050\023\002\260\231\340\144\252\036\103\026\172

\163\261\221\240\165\076\250\372\343\070\000\172\354\211\152\040

\017\213\305\260\233\063\003\132\206\306\130\206\325\301\205\273

\117\306\234\100\115\312\276\356\151\226\270\255\201\060\232\174

\222\005\353\005\053\232\110\320\270\166\076\226\310\040\273\322

\260\361\217\330\254\105\106\377\252\147\140\264\167\176\152\037

\074\032\122\172\004\075\007\074\205\015\204\320\037\166\012\367

\152\024\337\162\343\064\174\127\116\126\001\076\171\361\252\051

\073\154\372\370\217\155\115\310\065\337\256\353\334\044\356\171

\105\247\205\266\005\210\336\210\135\045\174\227\144\147\011\331

\277\132\025\005\206\363\011\036\354\130\062\063\021\363\167\144

\260\166\037\344\020\065\027\033\362\016\261\154\244\052\243\163

\374\011\037\036\062\031\123\021\347\331\263\054\056\166\056\241

\243\336\176\152\210\011\350\362\007\212\370\262\315\020\347\342

\163\100\223\273\010\321\077\341\374\013\224\263\045\357\174\246

\327\321\257\237\377\226\232\365\221\173\230\013\167\324\176\350

\007\322\142\265\225\071\343\363\361\155\017\016\145\204\212\143

\124\305\200\266\340\236\113\175\107\046\247\001\010\135\321\210

\236\327\303\062\104\372\202\112\012\150\124\177\070\123\003\314

\244\000\063\144\121\131\013\243\202\221\172\136\354\026\302\363

\052\346\142\332\052\333\131\142\020\045\112\052\201\013\107\007

\103\006\160\207\322\372\223\021\051\172\110\115\353\224\307\160

\115\257\147\325\121\261\200\040\001\001\264\172\010\246\220\177

\116\340\357\007\101\207\257\152\245\136\213\373\317\120\262\232

\124\257\303\211\272\130\055\365\060\230\261\066\162\071\176\111

\004\375\051\247\114\171\344\005\127\333\224\271\026\123\215\106

\263\035\225\141\127\126\177\257\360\026\133\141\130\157\066\120

\021\013\330\254\053\225\026\032\016\037\010\315\066\064\145\020

\142\146\325\200\137\024\040\137\055\014\240\170\012\150\326\054

\327\351\157\053\322\112\005\223\374\236\157\153\147\377\210\361

\116\245\151\112\122\067\005\352\306\026\215\322\304\231\321\202

\053\073\272\065\165\367\121\121\130\363\310\007\335\344\264\003

\177\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\331\164\072\344\060\075\015\367\022\334\176

\132\005\237\036\064\232\367\341\024\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\066\215

\227\314\102\025\144\051\067\233\046\054\326\373\256\025\151\054

\153\032\032\367\137\266\371\007\114\131\352\363\311\310\271\256
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\314\272\056\172\334\300\365\260\055\300\073\257\237\160\005\021

\152\237\045\117\001\051\160\343\345\014\341\352\132\174\334\111

\273\301\036\052\201\365\026\113\162\221\310\242\061\271\252\332

\374\235\037\363\135\100\002\023\374\116\034\006\312\263\024\220

\124\027\031\022\032\361\037\327\014\151\132\366\161\170\364\224

\175\221\013\216\354\220\124\216\274\157\241\114\253\374\164\144

\375\161\232\370\101\007\241\315\221\344\074\232\340\233\062\071

\163\253\052\325\151\310\170\221\046\061\175\342\307\060\361\374

\024\170\167\022\016\023\364\335\026\224\277\113\147\173\160\123

\205\312\260\273\363\070\115\054\220\071\300\015\302\135\153\351

\342\345\325\210\215\326\054\277\253\033\276\265\050\207\022\027

\164\156\374\175\374\217\320\207\046\260\033\373\271\154\253\342

\236\075\025\301\073\056\147\002\130\221\237\357\370\102\037\054

\267\150\365\165\255\317\265\366\377\021\175\302\360\044\245\255

\323\372\240\074\251\372\135\334\245\240\357\104\244\276\326\350

\345\344\023\226\027\173\006\076\062\355\307\267\102\274\166\243

\330\145\070\053\070\065\121\041\016\016\157\056\064\023\100\341

\053\147\014\155\112\101\060\030\043\132\062\125\231\311\027\340

\074\336\366\354\171\255\053\130\031\242\255\054\042\032\225\216

\276\226\220\135\102\127\304\371\024\003\065\053\034\055\121\127

\010\247\072\336\077\344\310\264\003\163\302\301\046\200\273\013

\102\037\255\015\257\046\162\332\314\276\263\243\203\130\015\202

\305\037\106\121\343\234\030\314\215\233\215\354\111\353\165\120

\325\214\050\131\312\164\064\332\214\013\041\253\036\352\033\345

\307\375\025\076\300\027\252\373\043\156\046\106\313\372\371\261

\162\153\151\317\042\204\013\142\017\254\331\031\000\224\242\166

\074\324\055\232\355\004\236\055\006\142\020\067\122\034\205\162

\033\047\345\314\306\061\354\067\354\143\131\233\013\035\166\314

\176\062\232\210\225\010\066\122\273\336\166\137\166\111\111\255

\177\275\145\040\262\311\301\053\166\030\166\237\126\261

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "UCA Extended Validation Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number:4f:d2:2b:8f:f5:64:c8:33:9e:4f:34:58:66:23:70:60

# Subject: CN=UCA Extended Validation Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 13 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After : Fri Dec 31 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:3A:F9:B3:54:73:75:5C:96:84:FC:06:D7:D8:CB:70:EE:5C:28:E7:73:FB:29:4E:B4:1E:E7:17:22:92:4D:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): A3:A1:B0:6F:24:61:23:4A:E3:36:A5:C2:37:FC:A6:FF:DD:F0:D7:3A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Extended Validation Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\243\241\260\157\044\141\043\112\343\066\245\302\067\374\246\377

\335\360\327\072

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\363\137\103\306\064\233\332\277\214\176\005\123\255\226\342

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\125\103\101

\040\105\170\164\145\156\144\145\144\040\126\141\154\151\144\141

\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\117\322\053\217\365\144\310\063\236\117\064\130\146\043

\160\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certigna Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:ca:e9:1b:89:f1:55:03:0d:a3:e6:41:6d:c4:e3:a6:e1

# Subject: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 01 08:32:27 2013

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 08:32:27 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:8D:3D:23:EE:DB:50:A4:59:E5:51:97:60:1C:27:77:4B:9D:7B:18:C9:4D:5A:05:95:11:A1:02:50:B9:31:68

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2D:0D:52:14:FF:9E:AD:99:24:01:74:20:47:6E:6C:85:27:27:F5:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304

\343\246\341

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\133\060\202\004\103\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304\343\246\341

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164

\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060\060

\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063\066

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164\151

\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061

\063\061\060\060\061\060\070\063\062\062\067\132\027\015\063\063

\061\060\060\061\060\070\063\062\062\067\132\060\132\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020\006\003

\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157\164\151\163\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060\060\062\040\064\070

\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063\066\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\315\030\071\145\032\131\261\352

\144\026\016\214\224\044\225\174\203\323\305\071\046\334\014\357

\026\127\215\327\330\254\243\102\177\202\312\355\315\133\333\016

\267\055\355\105\010\027\262\331\263\313\326\027\122\162\050\333

\216\116\236\212\266\013\371\236\204\232\115\166\336\042\051\134

\322\263\322\006\076\060\071\251\164\243\222\126\034\241\157\114

\012\040\155\237\043\172\264\306\332\054\344\035\054\334\263\050

\320\023\362\114\116\002\111\241\124\100\236\346\345\005\240\055

\204\310\377\230\154\320\353\212\032\204\010\036\267\150\043\356

\043\325\160\316\155\121\151\020\356\241\172\302\321\042\061\302

\202\205\322\362\125\166\120\174\045\172\311\204\134\013\254\335

\102\116\053\347\202\242\044\211\313\220\262\320\356\043\272\146

\114\273\142\244\371\123\132\144\173\174\230\372\243\110\236\017

\225\256\247\030\364\152\354\056\003\105\257\360\164\370\052\315

\172\135\321\276\104\046\062\051\361\361\365\154\314\176\002\041
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\013\237\157\244\077\276\235\123\342\317\175\251\054\174\130\032

\227\341\075\067\067\030\146\050\322\100\305\121\212\214\303\055

\316\123\210\044\130\144\060\026\305\252\340\326\012\246\100\337

\170\366\365\004\174\151\023\204\274\321\321\247\006\317\001\367

\150\300\250\127\273\072\141\255\004\214\223\343\255\374\360\333

\104\155\131\334\111\131\256\254\232\231\066\060\101\173\166\063

\042\207\243\302\222\206\156\371\160\356\256\207\207\225\033\304

\172\275\061\363\324\322\345\231\377\276\110\354\165\365\170\026

\035\246\160\301\177\074\033\241\222\373\317\310\074\326\305\223

\012\217\365\125\072\166\225\316\131\230\212\011\225\167\062\232

\203\272\054\004\072\227\275\324\057\276\327\154\233\242\312\175

\155\046\311\125\325\317\303\171\122\010\011\231\007\044\055\144

\045\153\246\041\151\233\152\335\164\115\153\227\172\101\275\253

\027\371\220\027\110\217\066\371\055\325\305\333\356\252\205\105

\101\372\315\072\105\261\150\346\066\114\233\220\127\354\043\271

\207\010\302\304\011\361\227\206\052\050\115\342\164\300\332\304

\214\333\337\342\241\027\131\316\044\131\164\061\332\177\375\060

\155\331\334\341\152\341\374\137\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001

\032\060\202\001\026\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\030\207\126\340\156\167\356\044\065\074\116\163\232\037\326

\341\342\171\176\053\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026

\200\024\030\207\126\340\156\167\356\044\065\074\116\163\232\037

\326\341\342\171\176\053\060\104\006\003\125\035\040\004\075\060

\073\060\071\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\061\060\057\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\163\072\057

\057\167\167\167\167\056\143\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\056\146

\162\057\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\145\163\057\060\155\006\003

\125\035\037\004\146\060\144\060\057\240\055\240\053\206\051\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\143\145\162\164\151\147

\156\141\056\146\162\057\143\145\162\164\151\147\156\141\162\157

\157\164\143\141\056\143\162\154\060\061\240\057\240\055\206\053

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056\144\150\151\155\171

\157\164\151\163\056\143\157\155\057\143\145\162\164\151\147\156

\141\162\157\157\164\143\141\056\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\224

\270\236\117\360\343\225\010\042\347\315\150\101\367\034\125\325

\174\000\342\055\072\211\135\150\070\057\121\042\013\112\215\313

\351\273\135\076\273\134\075\261\050\376\344\123\125\023\317\241

\220\033\002\035\137\146\106\011\063\050\341\015\044\227\160\323

\020\037\352\144\127\226\273\135\332\347\304\214\117\114\144\106

\035\134\207\343\131\336\102\321\233\250\176\246\211\335\217\034

\311\060\202\355\073\234\315\300\351\031\340\152\330\002\165\067

\253\367\064\050\050\221\362\004\012\117\065\343\140\046\001\372

\320\021\214\371\021\152\356\257\075\303\120\323\217\137\063\171

\074\206\250\163\105\220\214\040\266\162\163\027\043\276\007\145

\345\170\222\015\272\001\300\353\214\034\146\277\254\206\167\001
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\224\015\234\346\351\071\215\037\246\121\214\231\014\071\167\341

\264\233\372\034\147\127\157\152\152\216\251\053\114\127\171\172

\127\042\317\315\137\143\106\215\134\131\072\206\370\062\107\142

\243\147\015\030\221\334\373\246\153\365\110\141\163\043\131\216

\002\247\274\104\352\364\111\235\361\124\130\371\140\257\332\030

\244\057\050\105\334\172\240\210\206\135\363\073\347\377\051\065

\200\374\144\103\224\346\343\034\157\276\255\016\052\143\231\053

\311\176\205\366\161\350\006\003\225\376\336\217\110\034\132\324

\222\350\053\356\347\061\333\272\004\152\207\230\347\305\137\357

\175\247\042\367\001\330\115\371\211\320\016\232\005\131\244\236

\230\331\157\053\312\160\276\144\302\125\243\364\351\257\303\222

\051\334\210\026\044\231\074\215\046\230\266\133\267\314\316\267

\067\007\375\046\331\230\205\044\377\131\043\003\232\355\235\235

\250\344\136\070\316\327\122\015\157\322\077\155\261\005\153\111

\316\212\221\106\163\364\366\057\360\250\163\167\016\145\254\241

\215\146\122\151\176\113\150\014\307\036\067\047\203\245\214\307

\002\344\024\315\111\001\260\163\263\375\306\220\072\157\322\154

\355\073\356\354\221\276\242\103\135\213\000\112\146\045\104\160

\336\100\017\370\174\025\367\242\316\074\327\136\023\214\201\027

\030\027\321\275\361\167\020\072\324\145\071\301\047\254\127\054

\045\124\377\242\332\117\212\141\071\136\256\075\112\214\275

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certigna Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Serial Number:00:ca:e9:1b:89:f1:55:03:0d:a3:e6:41:6d:c4:e3:a6:e1

# Subject: CN=Certigna Root CA,OU=0002 48146308100036,O=Dhimyotis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 01 08:32:27 2013

# Not Valid After : Sat Oct 01 08:32:27 2033

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D4:8D:3D:23:EE:DB:50:A4:59:E5:51:97:60:1C:27:77:4B:9D:7B:18:C9:4D:5A:05:95:11:A1:02:50:B9:31:68

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2D:0D:52:14:FF:9E:AD:99:24:01:74:20:47:6E:6C:85:27:27:F5:43

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certigna Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\055\015\122\024\377\236\255\231\044\001\164\040\107\156\154\205

\047\047\365\103

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\016\134\060\142\047\353\133\274\327\256\142\272\351\325\337\167

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\104\150\151\155\171\157

\164\151\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\060\060

\060\062\040\064\070\061\064\066\063\060\070\061\060\060\060\063

\066\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\103\145\162\164

\151\147\156\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\312\351\033\211\361\125\003\015\243\346\101\155\304

\343\246\341

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign Root CA - G1"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:31:f5:e4:62:0c:6c:58:ed:d6:d8

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

40:F6:AF:03:46:A9:9A:A1:CD:1D:55:5A:4E:9C:CE:62:C7:F9:63:46:03:EE:40:66:15:83:3D:C8:C8:D0:03:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:C7:AD:8F:73:AC:4E:C1:B5:75:4D:A5:40:F4:FC:CF:7C:B5:8E:8C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147
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\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\061\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\224\060\202\002\174\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\061

\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013

\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043

\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124

\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151

\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157

\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\223\113\273\351\146

\212\356\235\133\325\064\223\320\033\036\303\347\236\270\144\063

\177\143\170\150\264\315\056\161\165\327\233\040\306\115\051\274

\266\150\140\212\367\041\232\126\065\132\363\166\275\330\315\232

\377\223\126\113\245\131\006\241\223\064\051\335\026\064\165\116

\362\201\264\307\226\116\255\031\025\122\112\376\074\160\165\160

\315\257\053\253\025\232\063\074\252\263\213\252\315\103\375\365

\352\160\377\355\317\021\073\224\316\116\062\026\323\043\100\052

\167\263\257\074\001\054\154\355\231\054\213\331\116\151\230\262

\367\217\101\260\062\170\141\326\015\137\303\372\242\100\222\035

\134\027\346\160\076\065\347\242\267\302\142\342\253\244\070\114

\265\071\065\157\352\003\151\372\072\124\150\205\155\326\362\057

\103\125\036\221\015\016\330\325\152\244\226\321\023\074\054\170

\120\350\072\222\322\027\126\345\065\032\100\034\076\215\054\355

\071\337\102\340\203\101\164\337\243\315\302\206\140\110\150\343

\151\013\124\000\213\344\166\151\041\015\171\116\064\010\136\024

\302\314\261\267\255\327\174\160\212\307\205\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\373

\357\015\206\236\260\343\335\251\271\361\041\027\177\076\374\360

\167\053\032\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060
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\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\131\377\362\214\365\207\175\161

\075\243\237\033\133\321\332\370\323\234\153\066\275\233\251\141

\353\336\026\054\164\075\236\346\165\332\327\272\247\274\102\027

\347\075\221\353\345\175\335\076\234\361\317\222\254\154\110\314

\302\042\077\151\073\305\266\025\057\243\065\306\150\052\034\127

\257\071\357\215\320\065\303\030\014\173\000\126\034\315\213\031

\164\336\276\017\022\340\320\252\241\077\002\064\261\160\316\235

\030\326\010\003\011\106\356\140\340\176\266\304\111\004\121\175

\160\140\274\252\262\377\171\162\172\246\035\075\137\052\370\312

\342\375\071\267\107\271\353\176\337\004\043\257\372\234\006\007

\351\373\143\223\200\100\265\306\154\012\061\050\316\014\237\317

\263\043\065\200\101\215\154\304\067\173\201\057\200\241\100\102

\205\351\331\070\215\350\241\123\315\001\277\151\350\132\006\362

\105\013\220\372\256\341\277\235\362\256\127\074\245\256\262\126

\364\213\145\100\351\375\061\201\054\364\071\011\330\356\153\247

\264\246\035\025\245\230\367\001\201\330\205\175\363\121\134\161

\210\336\272\314\037\200\176\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign Root CA - G1"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:31:f5:e4:62:0c:6c:58:ed:d6:d8

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - G1,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

40:F6:AF:03:46:A9:9A:A1:CD:1D:55:5A:4E:9C:CE:62:C7:F9:63:46:03:EE:40:66:15:83:3D:C8:C8:D0:03:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8A:C7:AD:8F:73:AC:4E:C1:B5:75:4D:A5:40:F4:FC:CF:7C:B5:8E:8C

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\212\307\255\217\163\254\116\301\265\165\115\245\100\364\374\317

\174\265\216\214

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\234\102\204\127\335\313\013\247\056\225\255\266\363\332\274\254

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145
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\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\061\365\344\142\014\154\130\355\326\330

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:3c:f6:07:a9:68:70:0e:da:8b:84

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

86:A1:EC:BA:08:9C:4A:8D:3B:BE:27:34:C6:12:BA:34:1D:81:3E:04:3C:F9:E8:A8:62:CD:5C:57:A3:6B:BE:6B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 30:43:FA:4F:F2:57:DC:A0:C3:80:EE:2E:58:EA:78:B2:3F:E6:BB:C1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\074\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\116\060\202\001\323\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\074

\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\111\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145

\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125

\004\012\023\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040

\107\063\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060

\060\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111

\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151

\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154

\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060

\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\043\245\014\270\055\022\365\050\363

\261\262\335\342\002\022\200\236\071\137\111\115\237\311\045\064

\131\164\354\273\006\034\347\300\162\257\350\256\057\341\101\124

\207\024\250\112\262\350\174\202\346\133\152\265\334\263\165\316

\213\006\320\206\043\277\106\325\216\017\077\004\364\327\034\222

\176\366\245\143\302\365\137\216\056\117\241\030\031\002\053\062

\012\202\144\175\026\223\321\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\174\135\002\204\023\324\314\212\233\201

\316\027\034\056\051\036\234\110\143\102\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\276

\363\141\317\002\020\035\144\225\007\270\030\156\210\205\005\057

\203\010\027\220\312\037\212\114\350\015\033\172\261\255\325\201

\011\107\357\073\254\010\004\174\134\231\261\355\107\007\322\002

\061\000\235\272\125\374\251\112\350\355\355\346\166\001\102\173

\310\370\140\331\215\121\213\125\073\373\214\173\353\145\011\303

\370\226\315\107\250\202\362\026\125\167\044\176\022\020\225\004

\054\243

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:3c:f6:07:a9:68:70:0e:da:8b:84

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - G3,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

86:A1:EC:BA:08:9C:4A:8D:3B:BE:27:34:C6:12:BA:34:1D:81:3E:04:3C:F9:E8:A8:62:CD:5C:57:A3:6B:BE:6B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 30:43:FA:4F:F2:57:DC:A0:C3:80:EE:2E:58:EA:78:B2:3F:E6:BB:C1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\372\117\362\127\334\240\303\200\356\056\130\352\170\262

\077\346\273\301

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\316\013\162\321\237\210\216\320\120\003\350\343\270\213\147\100

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\153\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\074\366\007\251\150\160\016\332\213\204

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign Root CA - C1"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:00:ae:cf:00:ba:c4:cf:32:f8:43:b2

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

12:56:09:AA:30:1D:A0:A2:49:B9:7A:82:39:CB:6A:34:21:6F:44:DC:AC:9F:39:54:B1:42:92:F2:E8:C8:60:8F
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:2E:F1:DF:FC:B2:09:28:CF:5D:D4:D5:67:37:B1:51:CB:86:4F:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - C1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\000\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\163\060\202\002\133\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\000

\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\126\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040

\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103

\061\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\317\353\251\271\361\231

\005\314\330\050\041\112\363\163\064\121\204\126\020\365\240\117

\054\022\343\372\023\232\047\320\317\371\171\032\164\137\035\171
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\071\374\133\370\160\216\340\222\122\367\344\045\371\124\203\331

\035\323\310\132\205\077\136\307\266\007\356\076\300\316\232\257

\254\126\102\052\071\045\160\326\277\265\173\066\255\254\366\163

\334\315\327\035\212\203\245\373\053\220\025\067\153\034\046\107

\334\073\051\126\223\152\263\301\152\072\235\075\365\301\227\070

\130\005\213\034\021\343\344\264\270\135\205\035\203\376\170\137

\013\105\150\030\110\245\106\163\064\073\376\017\310\166\273\307

\030\363\005\321\206\363\205\355\347\271\331\062\255\125\210\316

\246\266\221\260\117\254\176\025\043\226\366\077\360\040\064\026

\336\012\306\304\004\105\171\177\247\375\276\322\251\245\257\234

\305\043\052\367\074\041\154\275\257\217\116\305\072\262\363\064

\022\374\337\200\032\111\244\324\251\225\367\236\211\136\242\211

\254\224\313\250\150\233\257\212\145\047\315\211\356\335\214\265

\153\051\160\103\240\151\013\344\271\017\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\376\241

\340\160\036\052\003\071\122\132\102\276\134\221\205\172\030\252

\115\265\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\302\112\126\372\025\041\173\050\242

\351\345\035\373\370\055\304\071\226\101\114\073\047\054\304\154

\030\025\200\306\254\257\107\131\057\046\013\343\066\260\357\073

\376\103\227\111\062\231\022\025\133\337\021\051\377\253\123\370

\273\301\170\017\254\234\123\257\127\275\150\214\075\151\063\360

\243\240\043\143\073\144\147\042\104\255\325\161\313\126\052\170

\222\243\117\022\061\066\066\342\336\376\000\304\243\140\017\047

\255\240\260\212\265\066\172\122\241\275\047\364\040\047\142\350

\115\224\044\023\344\012\004\351\074\253\056\310\103\011\112\306

\141\004\345\111\064\176\323\304\310\365\017\300\252\351\272\124

\136\363\143\053\117\117\120\324\376\271\173\231\214\075\300\056

\274\002\053\323\304\100\344\212\007\061\036\233\316\046\231\023

\373\021\352\232\042\014\021\031\307\136\033\201\120\060\310\226

\022\156\347\313\101\177\221\073\242\107\267\124\200\033\334\000

\314\232\220\352\303\303\120\006\142\014\060\300\025\110\247\250

\131\174\341\256\042\242\342\012\172\017\372\142\253\122\114\341

\361\337\312\276\203\015\102

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign Root CA - C1"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:00:ae:cf:00:ba:c4:cf:32:f8:43:b2

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - C1,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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12:56:09:AA:30:1D:A0:A2:49:B9:7A:82:39:CB:6A:34:21:6F:44:DC:AC:9F:39:54:B1:42:92:F2:E8:C8:60:8F

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:2E:F1:DF:FC:B2:09:28:CF:5D:D4:D5:67:37:B1:51:CB:86:4F:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - C1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\347\056\361\337\374\262\011\050\317\135\324\325\147\067\261\121

\313\206\117\001

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\343\135\001\041\372\170\132\260\337\272\322\356\052\137\150

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\000\256\317\000\272\304\317\062\370\103\262

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

#

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:71:b6:82:56:b8:12:7c:9c:a8

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BC:4D:80:9B:15:18:9D:78:DB:3E:1D:8C:F4:F9:72:6A:79:5D:A1:64:3C:A5:F1:35:8E:1D:DB:0E:DC:0D:7E:B3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B6:AF:43:C2:9B:81:53:7D:F6:EF:6B:C3:1F:1F:60:15:0C:EE:48:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\173\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\053\060\202\001\261\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\173

\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145

\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\023\013\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103

\063\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147

\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\375\245\141\256\173\046\020\035\351\267\042

\060\256\006\364\201\263\261\102\161\225\071\274\323\122\343\257

\257\371\362\227\065\222\066\106\016\207\225\215\271\071\132\351

\273\337\320\376\310\007\101\074\273\125\157\203\243\152\373\142

\260\201\211\002\160\175\110\305\112\343\351\042\124\042\115\223

\273\102\014\257\167\234\043\246\175\327\141\021\316\145\307\370

\177\376\365\362\251\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\373\132\110\320\200\040\100\362\250\351\000\007

\151\031\167\247\346\303\364\317\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110
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\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\264\330\057

\002\211\375\266\114\142\272\103\116\023\204\162\265\256\335\034

\336\326\265\334\126\217\130\100\132\055\336\040\114\042\203\312

\223\250\176\356\022\100\307\326\207\117\370\337\205\002\060\034

\024\144\344\174\226\203\021\234\260\321\132\141\113\246\017\111

\323\000\374\241\374\344\245\377\177\255\327\060\320\307\167\177

\276\201\007\125\060\120\040\024\365\127\070\012\250\061\121

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

# Issuer: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:7b:71:b6:82:56:b8:12:7c:9c:a8

# Subject: CN=emSign ECC Root CA - C3,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After : Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BC:4D:80:9B:15:18:9D:78:DB:3E:1D:8C:F4:F9:72:6A:79:5D:A1:64:3C:A5:F1:35:8E:1D:DB:0E:DC:0D:7E:B3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B6:AF:43:C2:9B:81:53:7D:F6:EF:6B:C3:1F:1F:60:15:0C:EE:48:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign ECC Root CA - C3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\266\257\103\302\233\201\123\175\366\357\153\303\037\037\140\025

\014\356\110\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\123\263\243\201\356\327\020\370\323\260\035\027\222\365\325

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\003\023\027\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\173\161\266\202\126\270\022\174\234\250

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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#

# Certificate "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

#

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Serial Number:08:16:5f:8a:4c:a5:ec:00:c9:93:40:df:c4:c6:ae:23:b8:1c:5a:a4

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Sat Jun 03 02:29:46 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 03 02:29:46 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:2F:C0:3F:0C:83:B0:90:BB:FA:40:60:4B:09:88:44:6C:76:36:18:3D:F9:84:6E:17:10:1A:44:7F:B8:EF:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:A2:D0:EC:20:52:81:5B:C1:F3:F8:64:02:24:4E:C2:8E:02:4B:02

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\010\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306

\256\043\270\034\132\244

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\317\060\202\003\267\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\010

\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306\256\043\270

\034\132\244\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110
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\113\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147

\040\113\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011

\110\157\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163

\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147

\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\061\067\060\066\060\063\060\062\062

\071\064\066\132\027\015\064\062\060\066\060\063\060\062\062\071

\064\066\132\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\110\113\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156

\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023

\011\110\157\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\012\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157

\163\164\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156

\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\263\210\327\352\316\017\040\116\276\346\326

\003\155\356\131\374\302\127\337\051\150\241\203\016\076\150\307

\150\130\234\034\140\113\211\103\014\271\324\025\262\356\301\116

\165\351\265\247\357\345\351\065\231\344\314\034\347\113\137\215

\063\060\040\063\123\331\246\273\325\076\023\216\351\037\207\111

\255\120\055\120\312\030\276\001\130\242\023\160\226\273\211\210

\126\200\134\370\275\054\074\341\114\127\210\273\323\271\225\357

\313\307\366\332\061\164\050\246\346\124\211\365\101\061\312\345

\046\032\315\202\340\160\332\073\051\273\325\003\365\231\272\125

\365\144\321\140\016\263\211\111\270\212\057\005\322\204\105\050

\174\217\150\120\022\170\374\013\265\123\313\302\230\034\204\243

\236\260\276\043\244\332\334\310\053\036\332\156\105\036\211\230

\332\371\000\056\006\351\014\073\160\325\120\045\210\231\313\315

\163\140\367\325\377\065\147\305\241\274\136\253\315\112\270\105

\353\310\150\036\015\015\024\106\022\343\322\144\142\212\102\230

\274\264\306\010\010\370\375\250\114\144\234\166\001\275\057\251

\154\063\017\330\077\050\270\074\151\001\102\206\176\151\301\311

\006\312\345\172\106\145\351\302\326\120\101\056\077\267\344\355

\154\327\277\046\001\021\242\026\051\112\153\064\006\220\354\023

\322\266\373\152\166\322\074\355\360\326\055\335\341\025\354\243

\233\057\054\311\076\053\344\151\073\377\162\045\261\066\206\133

\307\177\153\213\125\033\112\305\040\141\075\256\313\120\341\010

\072\276\260\217\143\101\123\060\010\131\074\230\035\167\272\143

\221\172\312\020\120\140\277\360\327\274\225\207\217\227\305\376

\227\152\001\224\243\174\133\205\035\052\071\072\320\124\241\321

\071\161\235\375\041\371\265\173\360\342\340\002\217\156\226\044

\045\054\240\036\054\250\304\211\247\357\355\231\006\057\266\012

\114\117\333\242\314\067\032\257\107\205\055\212\137\304\064\064

\114\000\375\030\223\147\023\321\067\346\110\264\213\006\305\127

\173\031\206\012\171\313\000\311\122\257\102\377\067\217\341\243

\036\172\075\120\253\143\006\347\025\265\077\266\105\067\224\067
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\261\176\362\110\303\177\305\165\376\227\215\105\217\032\247\032

\162\050\032\100\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\027\235\315\036

\213\326\071\053\160\323\134\324\240\270\037\260\000\374\305\141

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\027\235\315\036\213

\326\071\053\160\323\134\324\240\270\037\260\000\374\305\141\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\126\325\173\156\346\042\001\322\102\233\030\325\016

\327\146\043\134\343\376\240\307\222\322\351\224\255\113\242\306

\354\022\174\164\325\110\322\131\024\231\300\353\271\321\353\364

\110\060\133\255\247\127\163\231\251\323\345\267\321\056\131\044

\130\334\150\056\056\142\330\152\344\160\013\055\040\120\040\244

\062\225\321\000\230\273\323\375\367\062\362\111\256\306\172\340

\107\276\156\316\313\243\162\072\055\151\135\313\310\350\105\071

\324\372\102\301\021\114\167\135\222\373\152\377\130\104\345\353

\201\236\257\240\231\255\276\251\001\146\313\070\035\074\337\103

\037\364\115\156\264\272\027\106\374\175\375\207\201\171\152\015

\063\017\372\057\370\024\271\200\263\135\115\252\227\341\371\344

\030\305\370\325\070\214\046\074\375\362\050\342\356\132\111\210

\054\337\171\075\216\236\220\074\275\101\112\072\335\133\366\232

\264\316\077\045\060\177\062\175\242\003\224\320\334\172\241\122

\336\156\223\215\030\046\375\125\254\275\217\233\322\317\257\347

\206\054\313\037\011\157\243\157\251\204\324\163\277\115\241\164

\033\116\043\140\362\314\016\252\177\244\234\114\045\250\262\146

\073\070\377\331\224\060\366\162\204\276\150\125\020\017\306\163

\054\026\151\223\007\376\261\105\355\273\242\125\152\260\332\265

\112\002\045\047\205\327\267\267\206\104\026\211\154\200\053\076

\227\251\234\325\176\125\114\306\336\105\020\034\352\351\073\237

\003\123\356\356\172\001\002\026\170\324\350\302\276\106\166\210

\023\077\042\273\110\022\035\122\000\264\002\176\041\032\036\234

\045\364\363\075\136\036\322\034\371\263\055\266\367\067\134\306

\313\041\116\260\367\231\107\030\205\301\053\272\125\256\006\352

\320\007\262\334\253\320\202\226\165\316\322\120\376\231\347\317

\057\237\347\166\321\141\052\373\041\273\061\320\252\237\107\244

\262\042\312\026\072\120\127\304\133\103\147\305\145\142\003\111

\001\353\103\331\330\370\236\255\317\261\143\016\105\364\240\132

\054\233\055\305\246\300\255\250\107\364\047\114\070\015\056\033

\111\073\122\364\350\210\203\053\124\050\324\362\065\122\264\062

\203\142\151\144\014\221\234\237\227\352\164\026\375\037\021\006

\232\233\364

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"
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# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Serial Number:08:16:5f:8a:4c:a5:ec:00:c9:93:40:df:c4:c6:ae:23:b8:1c:5a:a4

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 3,O=Hongkong Post,L=Hong Kong,ST=Hong Kong,C=HK

# Not Valid Before: Sat Jun 03 02:29:46 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Jun 03 02:29:46 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5A:2F:C0:3F:0C:83:B0:90:BB:FA:40:60:4B:09:88:44:6C:76:36:18:3D:F9:84:6E:17:10:1A:44:7F:B8:EF:D6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:A2:D0:EC:20:52:81:5B:C1:F3:F8:64:02:24:4E:C2:8E:02:4B:02

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Hongkong Post Root CA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\242\320\354\040\122\201\133\301\363\370\144\002\044\116\302

\216\002\113\002

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\374\237\275\163\060\002\212\375\077\363\130\271\313\040\360

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\113\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\023\011\110\157\156\147\040\113

\157\156\147\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\110\157

\156\147\040\113\157\156\147\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\110\157\156\147\153\157\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\110\157\156\147\153\157

\156\147\040\120\157\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\010\026\137\212\114\245\354\000\311\223\100\337\304\306

\256\043\270\034\132\244

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

#

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:d9:b5:43:7f:af:a9:39:0f:00:00:00:00:55:65:ad:58

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 27 11:11:16 2015
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# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 27 11:41:16 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DB:35:17:D1:F6:73:2A:2D:5A:B9:7C:53:3E:C7:07:79:EE:32:70:A6:2F:B4:AC:42:38:37:24:60:E6:F0:1E:88

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 14:88:4E:86:26:37:B0:26:AF:59:62:5C:40:77:EC:35:29:BA:96:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125

\145\255\130

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\113\060\202\004\063\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125\145\255\130
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\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165\163

\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013

\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163

\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162\155

\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040

\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156

\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151

\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060\060

\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\065\062\067\061\061\061\061\061\066

\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\062\067\061\061\064\061\061\066\132

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\261\354\054\102\356\342\321\060\377\245\222\107\342\055

\303\272\144\227\155\312\367\015\265\131\301\263\313\250\150\031

\330\257\204\155\060\160\135\176\363\056\322\123\231\341\376\037

\136\331\110\257\135\023\215\333\377\143\063\115\323\000\002\274

\304\370\321\006\010\224\171\130\212\025\336\051\263\375\375\304

\117\350\252\342\240\073\171\315\277\153\103\062\335\331\164\020

\271\367\364\150\324\273\320\207\325\252\113\212\052\157\052\004

\265\262\246\307\240\172\346\110\253\322\321\131\314\326\176\043

\346\227\154\360\102\345\334\121\113\025\101\355\111\112\311\336

\020\227\326\166\301\357\245\265\066\024\227\065\330\170\042\065

\122\357\103\275\333\047\333\141\126\202\064\334\313\210\140\014

\013\132\345\054\001\306\124\257\327\252\301\020\173\322\005\132

\270\100\236\206\247\303\220\206\002\126\122\011\172\234\322\047

\202\123\112\145\122\152\365\074\347\250\362\234\257\213\275\323

\016\324\324\136\156\207\236\152\075\105\035\321\135\033\364\351

\012\254\140\231\373\211\264\377\230\054\317\174\035\351\002\252

\004\232\036\270\334\210\156\045\263\154\146\367\074\220\363\127

\301\263\057\365\155\362\373\312\241\370\051\235\106\213\263\152

\366\346\147\007\276\054\147\012\052\037\132\262\076\127\304\323
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\041\041\143\145\122\221\033\261\231\216\171\176\346\353\215\000

\331\132\252\352\163\350\244\202\002\107\226\376\133\216\124\141

\243\353\057\113\060\260\213\043\165\162\174\041\074\310\366\361

\164\324\034\173\243\005\125\356\273\115\073\062\276\232\167\146

\236\254\151\220\042\007\037\141\072\226\276\345\232\117\314\005

\074\050\131\323\301\014\124\250\131\141\275\310\162\114\350\334

\237\207\177\275\234\110\066\136\225\243\016\271\070\044\125\374

\165\146\353\002\343\010\064\051\112\306\343\053\057\063\240\332

\243\206\245\022\227\375\200\053\332\024\102\343\222\275\076\362

\135\136\147\164\056\034\210\107\051\064\137\342\062\250\234\045

\067\214\272\230\000\227\213\111\226\036\375\045\212\254\334\332

\330\135\164\156\146\260\377\104\337\241\030\306\276\110\057\067

\224\170\370\225\112\077\177\023\136\135\131\375\164\206\103\143

\163\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\237\070\304\126\043\303\071\350\240

\161\154\350\124\114\344\350\072\261\277\147\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\022

\345\102\246\173\213\017\014\344\106\245\266\140\100\207\214\045

\176\255\270\150\056\133\306\100\166\074\003\370\311\131\364\363

\253\142\316\020\215\264\132\144\214\150\300\260\162\103\064\322

\033\013\366\054\123\322\312\220\113\206\146\374\252\203\042\364

\213\032\157\046\110\254\166\167\010\277\305\230\134\364\046\211

\236\173\303\271\144\062\001\177\323\303\335\130\155\354\261\253

\204\125\164\167\204\004\047\122\153\206\114\316\335\271\145\377

\326\306\136\237\232\020\231\113\165\152\376\152\351\227\040\344

\344\166\172\306\320\044\252\220\315\040\220\272\107\144\373\177

\007\263\123\170\265\012\142\362\163\103\316\101\053\201\152\056

\205\026\224\123\324\153\137\162\042\253\121\055\102\325\000\234

\231\277\336\273\224\073\127\375\232\365\206\313\126\073\133\210

\001\345\174\050\113\003\371\111\203\174\262\177\174\343\355\216

\241\177\140\123\216\125\235\120\064\022\017\267\227\173\154\207

\112\104\347\365\155\354\200\067\360\130\031\156\112\150\166\360

\037\222\344\352\265\222\323\141\121\020\013\255\247\331\137\307

\137\334\037\243\134\214\241\176\233\267\236\323\126\157\146\136

\007\226\040\355\013\164\373\146\116\213\021\025\351\201\111\176

\157\260\324\120\177\042\327\137\145\002\015\246\364\205\036\330

\256\006\113\112\247\322\061\146\302\370\316\345\010\246\244\002

\226\104\150\127\304\325\063\317\031\057\024\304\224\034\173\244

\331\360\237\016\261\200\342\321\236\021\144\251\210\021\072\166

\202\345\142\302\200\330\244\203\355\223\357\174\057\220\260\062

\114\226\025\150\110\122\324\231\010\300\044\350\034\343\263\245

\041\016\222\300\220\037\317\040\137\312\073\070\307\267\155\072

\363\346\104\270\016\061\153\210\216\160\353\234\027\122\250\101

\224\056\207\266\347\246\022\305\165\337\133\300\012\156\173\244

\344\136\206\371\066\224\337\167\303\351\015\300\071\361\171\273

\106\216\253\103\131\047\267\040\273\043\351\126\100\041\354\061
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\075\145\252\103\362\075\337\160\104\341\272\115\046\020\073\230

\237\363\310\216\033\070\126\041\152\121\223\323\221\312\106\332

\211\267\075\123\203\054\010\037\213\217\123\335\377\254\037

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

 

# Trust for "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Serial Number:00:d9:b5:43:7f:af:a9:39:0f:00:00:00:00:55:65:ad:58

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4,OU="(c) 2015 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use

only",OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms,O="Entrust, Inc.",C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 27 11:11:16 2015

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 27 11:41:16 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

DB:35:17:D1:F6:73:2A:2D:5A:B9:7C:53:3E:C7:07:79:EE:32:70:A6:2F:B4:AC:42:38:37:24:60:E6:F0:1E:88

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 14:88:4E:86:26:37:B0:26:AF:59:62:5C:40:77:EC:35:29:BA:96:01

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\024\210\116\206\046\067\260\046\257\131\142\134\100\167\354\065

\051\272\226\001

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\123\361\203\043\267\174\216\005\361\214\161\070\116\037\210

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\123\145\145\040\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\154\145\147\141\154\055\164\145\162

\155\163\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051

\040\062\060\061\065\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\040\055\040\146\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162

\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\062\060

\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\331\265\103\177\257\251\071\017\000\000\000\000\125

\145\255\130

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:66:f2:3d:af:87:de:8b:b1:4a:ea:0c:57:31:01:c2:ec

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 23:06:45 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:16:04 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

35:8D:F3:9D:76:4A:F9:E1:B7:66:E9:C9:72:DF:35:2E:E1:5C:FA:C2:27:AF:6A:D1:D7:0E:8E:4A:6E:DC:BA:02

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 99:9A:64:C3:7F:F4:7D:9F:AB:95:F1:47:69:89:14:60:EE:C4:C3:C5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\146\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001

\302\354

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\131\060\202\001\337\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\146

\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001\302\354\060
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\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\145\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103

\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\066\060\064\006\003

\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060

\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\070\062\063\060\066

\064\065\132\027\015\064\062\060\067\061\070\062\063\061\066\060

\064\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162

\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162

\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\067\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\324\274\075\002\102\165\101\023\043\315\200\004\206\002\121

\057\152\250\201\142\013\145\314\366\312\235\036\157\112\146\121

\242\003\331\235\221\372\266\026\261\214\156\336\174\315\333\171

\246\057\316\273\316\161\057\345\245\253\050\354\143\004\146\231

\370\372\362\223\020\005\341\201\050\102\343\306\150\364\346\033

\204\140\112\211\257\355\171\017\073\316\361\366\104\365\001\170

\300\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\310\313\231\162\160\122\014\370\346\276\262\004\127\051\052

\317\102\020\355\065\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067

\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\130\362\115\352\014\371

\137\136\356\140\051\313\072\362\333\326\062\204\031\077\174\325

\057\302\261\314\223\256\120\273\011\062\306\306\355\176\311\066

\224\022\344\150\205\006\242\033\320\057\002\061\000\231\351\026

\264\016\372\126\110\324\244\060\026\221\170\333\124\214\145\001

\212\347\120\146\302\061\267\071\272\270\032\042\007\116\374\153

\124\026\040\377\053\265\347\114\014\115\246\117\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:66:f2:3d:af:87:de:8b:b1:4a:ea:0c:57:31:01:c2:ec

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 23:06:45 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:16:04 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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35:8D:F3:9D:76:4A:F9:E1:B7:66:E9:C9:72:DF:35:2E:E1:5C:FA:C2:27:AF:6A:D1:D7:0E:8E:4A:6E:DC:BA:02

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 99:9A:64:C3:7F:F4:7D:9F:AB:95:F1:47:69:89:14:60:EE:C4:C3:C5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\231\232\144\303\177\364\175\237\253\225\361\107\151\211\024\140

\356\304\303\305

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\335\241\003\346\112\223\020\321\277\360\031\102\313\376\355\147

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\146\362\075\257\207\336\213\261\112\352\014\127\061\001

\302\354

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:1e:d3:97:09:5f:d8:b4:b3:47:70:1e:aa:be:7f:45:b3

# Subject: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 22:51:22 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:00:23 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C7:41:F7:0F:4B:2A:8D:88:BF:2E:71:C1:41:22:EF:53:EF:10:EB:A0:CF:A5:E6:4C:FA:20:F4:18:85:30:73:E0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 73:A5:E6:4A:3B:FF:83:16:FF:0E:DC:CC:61:8A:90:6E:4E:AE:4D:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177

\105\263

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\250\060\202\003\220\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\036

\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177\105\263\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\062\060\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\071\061\062\061\070\062

\062\065\061\062\062\132\027\015\064\062\060\067\061\070\062\063

\060\060\062\063\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\067\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\133\276

\224\063\214\051\225\221\026\012\225\275\107\142\301\211\363\231

\066\337\106\220\311\245\355\170\152\157\107\221\150\370\047\147

\120\063\035\241\246\373\340\345\103\243\204\002\127\001\135\234
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\110\100\202\123\020\274\277\307\073\150\220\266\202\055\345\364

\145\320\314\155\031\314\225\371\173\254\112\224\255\016\336\113

\103\035\207\007\222\023\220\200\203\144\065\071\004\374\345\351

\154\263\266\037\120\224\070\145\120\134\027\106\271\266\205\265

\034\265\027\350\326\105\235\330\262\046\260\312\304\160\112\256

\140\244\335\263\331\354\374\073\325\127\162\274\077\310\311\262

\336\113\153\370\043\154\003\300\005\275\225\307\315\163\073\146

\200\144\343\032\254\056\371\107\005\362\006\266\233\163\365\170

\063\133\307\241\373\047\052\241\264\232\221\214\221\323\072\202

\076\166\100\264\315\122\141\121\160\050\077\305\305\132\362\311

\214\111\273\024\133\115\310\377\147\115\114\022\226\255\365\376

\170\250\227\207\327\375\136\040\200\334\241\113\042\373\324\211

\255\272\316\107\227\107\125\173\217\105\310\147\050\204\225\034

\150\060\357\357\111\340\065\173\144\347\230\260\224\332\115\205

\073\076\125\304\050\257\127\363\236\023\333\106\047\237\036\242

\136\104\203\244\245\312\325\023\263\113\077\304\343\302\346\206

\141\244\122\060\271\172\040\117\157\017\070\123\313\063\014\023

\053\217\326\232\275\052\310\055\261\034\175\113\121\312\107\321

\110\047\162\135\207\353\325\105\346\110\145\235\257\122\220\272

\133\242\030\145\127\022\237\150\271\324\025\153\224\304\151\042

\230\364\063\340\355\371\121\216\101\120\311\064\117\166\220\254

\374\070\301\330\341\173\271\343\343\224\341\106\151\313\016\012

\120\153\023\272\254\017\067\132\267\022\265\220\201\036\126\256

\127\042\206\331\311\322\321\327\121\343\253\073\306\125\375\036

\016\323\164\012\321\332\252\352\151\270\227\050\217\110\304\007

\370\122\103\072\364\312\125\065\054\260\246\152\300\234\371\362

\201\341\022\152\300\105\331\147\263\316\377\043\242\211\012\124

\324\024\271\052\250\327\354\371\253\315\045\130\062\171\217\220

\133\230\071\304\010\006\301\254\177\016\075\000\245\002\003\001

\000\001\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\011\313\131\177\206\262\160\217\032\303\071\343\300\331

\351\277\273\115\262\043\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202

\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\254\257\076\135

\302\021\226\211\216\243\347\222\326\227\025\270\023\242\246\102

\056\002\315\026\005\131\047\312\040\350\272\270\350\032\354\115

\250\227\126\256\145\103\261\217\000\233\122\315\125\315\123\071

\155\142\114\213\015\133\174\056\104\277\203\020\217\363\123\202

\200\303\117\072\307\156\021\077\346\343\026\221\204\373\155\204

\177\064\164\255\211\247\316\271\327\327\237\204\144\222\276\225

\241\255\011\123\063\335\356\012\352\112\121\216\157\125\253\272

\265\224\106\256\214\177\330\242\120\045\145\140\200\106\333\063

\004\256\154\265\230\164\124\045\334\223\344\370\343\125\025\075

\270\155\303\012\244\022\301\151\205\156\337\144\361\123\231\341

\112\165\040\235\225\017\344\326\334\003\361\131\030\350\107\211

\262\127\132\224\266\251\330\027\053\027\111\345\166\313\301\126
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\231\072\067\261\377\151\054\221\221\223\341\337\114\243\067\166

\115\241\237\370\155\036\035\323\372\354\373\364\105\035\023\155

\317\367\131\345\042\047\162\053\206\363\127\273\060\355\044\115

\334\175\126\273\243\263\370\064\171\211\301\340\362\002\141\367

\246\374\017\273\034\027\013\256\101\331\174\275\047\243\375\056

\072\321\223\224\261\163\035\044\213\257\133\040\211\255\267\147

\146\171\365\072\306\246\226\063\376\123\222\310\106\261\021\221

\306\231\177\217\311\326\146\061\040\101\020\207\055\014\326\301

\257\064\230\312\144\203\373\023\127\321\301\360\074\172\214\245

\301\375\225\041\240\161\301\223\147\161\022\352\217\210\012\151

\031\144\231\043\126\373\254\052\056\160\276\146\304\014\204\357

\345\213\363\223\001\370\152\220\223\147\113\262\150\243\265\142

\217\351\077\214\172\073\136\017\347\214\270\306\174\357\067\375

\164\342\310\117\063\162\341\224\071\155\275\022\257\276\014\116

\160\174\033\157\215\263\062\223\163\104\026\155\350\364\367\340

\225\200\217\226\135\070\244\364\253\336\012\060\207\223\330\115

\000\161\142\105\047\113\072\102\204\133\177\145\267\147\064\122

\055\234\026\153\252\250\330\173\243\102\114\161\307\014\312\076

\203\344\246\357\267\001\060\136\121\243\171\365\160\151\246\101

\104\017\206\260\054\221\306\075\352\256\017\204

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:1e:d3:97:09:5f:d8:b4:b3:47:70:1e:aa:be:7f:45:b3

# Subject: CN=Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 18 22:51:22 2019

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 18 23:00:23 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

C7:41:F7:0F:4B:2A:8D:88:BF:2E:71:C1:41:22:EF:53:EF:10:EB:A0:CF:A5:E6:4C:FA:20:F4:18:85:30:73:E0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 73:A5:E6:4A:3B:FF:83:16:FF:0E:DC:CC:61:8A:90:6E:4E:AE:4D:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft RSA Root Certificate Authority 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\163\245\346\112\073\377\203\026\377\016\334\314\141\212\220\156

\116\256\115\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\020\377\000\377\317\311\370\307\172\300\356\065\216\311\017\107

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\323\227\011\137\330\264\263\107\160\036\252\276\177

\105\263

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

#

# Issuer: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:01:54:48:ef:21:fd:97:59:0d:f5:04:0a

# Subject: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 22 12:07:06 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri Aug 22 12:07:06 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:B0:0B:30:83:9B:9B:C3:2C:32:E4:44:79:05:95:06:41:F2:64:21:B1:5E:D0:89:19:8B:51:8A:E2:EA:1B:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:D4:83:03:4F:9E:9A:48:80:5F:72:37:D4:A9:A6:EF:CB:7C:1F:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

\060\061\067

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143
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\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\001\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\100\060\202\001\345\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\001

\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014

\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144

\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110

\125\055\062\063\065\070\064\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003

\125\004\003\014\025\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\061\067\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\070\062\062\061\062\060\067\060\066\132\027\015\064\062\060

\070\062\062\061\062\060\067\060\066\132\060\161\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024

\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040

\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\014\016\126

\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064\064\071\067\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\061\067\060\131\060

\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\226\334\075\212\330\260\173\157

\306\047\276\104\220\261\263\126\025\173\216\103\044\175\032\204

\131\356\143\150\262\306\136\207\320\025\110\036\250\220\255\275

\123\242\332\336\072\220\246\140\137\150\062\265\206\101\337\207

\133\054\173\305\376\174\172\332\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\207\021\025\010\321\252\301\170

\014\261\257\316\306\311\220\357\277\060\004\300\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\207\021\025\010\321\252\301

\170\014\261\257\316\306\311\220\357\277\060\004\300\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\111\000\060\106\002\041

\000\265\127\335\327\212\125\013\066\341\206\104\372\324\331\150

\215\270\334\043\212\212\015\324\057\175\352\163\354\277\115\154

\250\002\041\000\313\245\264\022\372\347\265\350\317\176\223\374

\363\065\217\157\116\132\174\264\274\116\262\374\162\252\133\131

\371\347\334\061

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

# Issuer: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:01:54:48:ef:21:fd:97:59:0d:f5:04:0a

# Subject: CN=e-Szigno Root CA 2017,OID.2.5.4.97=VATHU-23584497,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 22 12:07:06 2017

# Not Valid After : Fri Aug 22 12:07:06 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

BE:B0:0B:30:83:9B:9B:C3:2C:32:E4:44:79:05:95:06:41:F2:64:21:B1:5E:D0:89:19:8B:51:8A:E2:EA:1B:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:D4:83:03:4F:9E:9A:48:80:5F:72:37:D4:A9:A6:EF:CB:7C:1F:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "e-Szigno Root CA 2017"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\324\203\003\117\236\232\110\200\137\162\067\324\251\246\357

\313\174\037\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\037\366\236\204\256\247\264\041\316\036\130\175\321\204\230

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\141\014\016\126\101\124\110\125\055\062\063\065\070\064

\064\071\067\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\014\025\145\055

\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062

\060\061\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\001\124\110\357\041\375\227\131\015\365\004\012

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "certSIGN Root CA G2"

#

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Serial Number:11:00:34:b6:4e:c6:36:2d:36
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# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 06 09:27:35 2017

# Not Valid After : Thu Feb 06 09:27:35 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

65:7C:FE:2F:A7:3F:AA:38:46:25:71:F3:32:A2:36:3A:46:FC:E7:02:09:51:71:07:02:CD:FB:B6:EE:DA:33:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 26:F9:93:B4:ED:3D:28:27:B0:B9:4B:A7:E9:15:1D:A3:8D:92:E5:32

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN Root CA G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\021\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\107\060\202\003\057\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\021

\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\122\117\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023

\013\103\105\122\124\123\111\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\013\023\023\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040

\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\067

\060\062\060\066\060\071\062\067\063\065\132\027\015\064\062\060

\062\060\066\060\071\062\067\063\065\132\060\101\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111\107\116\040\123\101\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023\143\145\162\164\123\111

\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\300\305

\165\031\221\175\104\164\164\207\376\016\073\226\334\330\001\026

\314\356\143\221\347\013\157\316\073\012\151\032\174\302\343\257
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\202\216\206\327\136\217\127\353\323\041\131\375\071\067\102\060

\276\120\352\266\017\251\210\330\056\055\151\041\347\321\067\030

\116\175\221\325\026\137\153\133\000\302\071\103\015\066\205\122

\271\123\145\017\035\102\345\217\317\005\323\356\334\014\032\331

\270\213\170\042\147\344\151\260\150\305\074\344\154\132\106\347

\315\307\372\357\304\354\113\275\152\244\254\375\314\050\121\357

\222\264\051\253\253\065\232\114\344\304\010\306\046\314\370\151

\237\344\234\360\051\323\134\371\306\026\045\236\043\303\040\301

\075\017\077\070\100\260\376\202\104\070\252\132\032\212\153\143

\130\070\264\025\323\266\021\151\173\036\124\356\214\032\042\254

\162\227\077\043\131\233\311\042\204\301\007\117\314\177\342\127

\312\022\160\273\246\145\363\151\165\143\275\225\373\033\227\315

\344\250\257\366\321\116\250\331\212\161\044\315\066\075\274\226

\304\361\154\251\256\345\317\015\156\050\015\260\016\265\312\121

\173\170\024\303\040\057\177\373\024\125\341\021\231\375\325\012

\241\236\002\343\142\137\353\065\113\054\270\162\350\076\075\117

\254\054\273\056\206\342\243\166\217\345\223\052\317\245\253\310

\134\215\113\006\377\022\106\254\170\313\024\007\065\340\251\337

\213\351\257\025\117\026\211\133\275\366\215\306\131\256\210\205

\016\301\211\353\037\147\305\105\216\377\155\067\066\053\170\146

\203\221\121\053\075\377\121\167\166\142\241\354\147\076\076\201

\203\340\126\251\120\037\037\172\231\253\143\277\204\027\167\361

\015\073\337\367\234\141\263\065\230\212\072\262\354\074\032\067

\077\176\217\222\317\331\022\024\144\332\020\002\025\101\377\117

\304\353\034\243\311\372\231\367\106\351\341\030\331\261\270\062

\055\313\024\014\120\330\203\145\203\356\271\134\317\313\005\132

\114\372\031\227\153\326\135\023\323\302\134\124\274\062\163\240

\170\365\361\155\036\313\237\245\246\237\042\334\321\121\236\202

\171\144\140\051\023\076\243\375\117\162\152\253\342\324\345\270

\044\125\054\104\113\212\210\104\234\312\204\323\052\073\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\202\041\055\146\306\327\240\340\025\353\316\114\011

\167\304\140\236\124\156\003\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\140\336\032\270\347

\362\140\202\325\003\063\201\313\006\212\361\042\111\351\350\352

\221\177\306\063\136\150\031\003\206\073\103\001\317\007\160\344

\010\036\145\205\221\346\021\042\267\365\002\043\216\256\271\036

\175\037\176\154\346\275\045\325\225\032\362\005\246\257\205\002

\157\256\370\326\061\377\045\311\112\310\307\212\251\331\237\113

\111\233\021\127\231\222\103\021\336\266\063\244\314\327\215\144

\175\324\315\074\050\054\264\232\226\352\115\365\304\104\304\045

\252\040\200\330\051\125\367\340\101\374\006\046\377\271\066\365

\103\024\003\146\170\341\021\261\332\040\137\106\000\170\000\041

\245\036\000\050\141\170\157\250\001\001\217\235\064\232\377\364

\070\220\373\270\321\263\162\006\311\161\346\201\305\171\355\013

\246\171\362\023\013\234\367\135\016\173\044\223\264\110\333\206
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\137\336\120\206\170\347\100\346\061\250\220\166\160\141\257\234

\067\054\021\265\202\267\252\256\044\064\133\162\014\151\015\315

\131\237\366\161\257\234\013\321\012\070\371\006\042\203\123\045

\014\374\121\304\346\276\342\071\225\013\044\255\257\321\225\344

\226\327\164\144\153\161\116\002\074\252\205\363\040\243\103\071

\166\133\154\120\376\232\234\024\036\145\024\212\025\275\243\202

\105\132\111\126\152\322\234\261\143\062\345\141\340\123\042\016

\247\012\111\352\313\176\037\250\342\142\200\366\020\105\122\230

\006\030\336\245\315\057\177\252\324\351\076\010\162\354\043\003

\002\074\246\252\330\274\147\164\075\024\027\373\124\113\027\343

\323\171\075\155\153\111\311\050\016\056\164\120\277\014\331\106

\072\020\206\311\247\077\351\240\354\177\353\245\167\130\151\161

\346\203\012\067\362\206\111\152\276\171\010\220\366\002\026\144

\076\345\332\114\176\014\064\311\371\137\266\263\050\121\247\247

\053\252\111\372\215\145\051\116\343\153\023\247\224\243\055\121

\155\170\014\104\313\337\336\010\157\316\243\144\253\323\225\204

\324\271\122\124\162\173\226\045\314\274\151\343\110\156\015\320

\307\235\047\232\252\370\023\222\335\036\337\143\237\065\251\026

\066\354\214\270\203\364\075\211\217\315\264\027\136\327\263\027

\101\020\135\047\163\140\205\127\111\042\007

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "certSIGN Root CA G2"

# Issuer: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Serial Number:11:00:34:b6:4e:c6:36:2d:36

# Subject: OU=certSIGN ROOT CA G2,O=CERTSIGN SA,C=RO

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 06 09:27:35 2017

# Not Valid After : Thu Feb 06 09:27:35 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

65:7C:FE:2F:A7:3F:AA:38:46:25:71:F3:32:A2:36:3A:46:FC:E7:02:09:51:71:07:02:CD:FB:B6:EE:DA:33:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 26:F9:93:B4:ED:3D:28:27:B0:B9:4B:A7:E9:15:1D:A3:8D:92:E5:32

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "certSIGN Root CA G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\371\223\264\355\075\050\047\260\271\113\247\351\025\035\243

\215\222\345\062

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\361\165\212\306\031\317\224\267\367\145\040\207\303\227\307

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\122\117\061
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\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\103\105\122\124\123\111

\107\116\040\123\101\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\023\023

\143\145\162\164\123\111\107\116\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\021\000\064\266\116\306\066\055\066

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:05:f7:0e:86:da:49:f3:46:35:2e:ba:b2

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:34:12 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:34:12 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

97:55:20:15:F5:DD:FC:3C:87:88:C0:06:94:45:55:40:88:94:45:00:84:F1:00:86:70:86:BC:1A:2B:B5:8D:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:8F:36:4F:E1:58:97:44:21:59:87:A5:2A:9A:D0:69:95:26:7F:B5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150
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\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\005\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\332\060\202\003\302\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\005

\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\210\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\124\162\165

\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\067\060\070\062\063\061

\071\063\064\061\062\132\027\015\064\062\060\070\062\063\061\071

\063\064\061\062\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010

\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\007\014\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\012\014\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110

\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060

\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166

\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\271\135\121\050\113\074\067\222\321\202\316\275\035\275\315

\335\270\253\317\012\076\341\135\345\334\252\011\271\127\002\076

\346\143\141\337\362\017\202\143\256\243\367\254\163\321\174\347

\263\013\257\010\000\011\131\177\315\051\052\210\223\207\027\030

\200\355\210\262\264\266\020\037\055\326\137\125\242\023\135\321

\306\353\006\126\211\210\376\254\062\235\375\134\303\005\307\156

\356\206\211\272\210\003\235\162\041\206\220\256\217\003\245\334

\237\210\050\313\243\222\111\017\354\320\017\342\155\104\117\200

\152\262\324\347\240\012\123\001\272\216\227\221\166\156\274\374

\325\153\066\346\100\210\326\173\057\137\005\350\054\155\021\363

\347\262\276\222\104\114\322\227\244\376\322\162\201\103\007\234

\351\021\076\365\213\032\131\175\037\150\130\335\004\000\054\226

\363\103\263\176\230\031\164\331\234\163\331\030\276\101\307\064
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\171\331\364\142\302\103\271\263\047\260\042\313\371\075\122\307

\060\107\263\311\076\270\152\342\347\350\201\160\136\102\213\117

\046\245\376\072\302\040\156\273\370\026\216\315\014\251\264\033

\154\166\020\341\130\171\106\076\124\316\200\250\127\011\067\051

\033\231\023\217\014\310\326\054\034\373\005\350\010\225\075\145

\106\334\356\315\151\342\115\217\207\050\116\064\013\076\317\024

\331\273\335\266\120\232\255\167\324\031\326\332\032\210\310\116

\033\047\165\330\262\010\361\256\203\060\271\021\016\315\207\360

\204\215\025\162\174\241\357\314\362\210\141\272\364\151\273\014

\214\013\165\127\004\270\116\052\024\056\075\017\034\036\062\246

\142\066\356\146\342\042\270\005\100\143\020\042\363\063\035\164

\162\212\054\365\071\051\240\323\347\033\200\204\055\305\075\343

\115\261\375\032\157\272\145\007\073\130\354\102\105\046\373\330

\332\045\162\304\366\000\261\042\171\275\343\174\131\142\112\234

\005\157\075\316\346\326\107\143\231\306\044\157\162\022\310\254

\177\220\264\013\221\160\350\267\346\026\020\161\027\316\336\006

\117\110\101\175\065\112\243\211\362\311\113\173\101\021\155\147

\267\010\230\114\345\021\031\256\102\200\334\373\220\005\324\370

\120\312\276\344\255\307\302\224\327\026\235\346\027\217\257\066

\373\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\231\340\031\147\015\142\333\166\263\332

\075\270\133\350\375\102\322\061\016\207\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\230\163

\160\342\260\323\355\071\354\114\140\331\251\022\206\027\036\226

\320\350\124\050\073\144\055\041\246\370\235\126\023\152\110\075

\117\307\076\051\333\155\130\203\124\075\207\175\043\005\324\344

\034\334\350\070\145\206\305\165\247\132\333\065\005\275\167\336

\273\051\067\100\005\007\303\224\122\237\312\144\335\361\033\053

\334\106\012\020\002\061\375\112\150\015\007\144\220\346\036\365

\052\241\250\273\074\135\371\243\010\013\021\014\361\077\055\020

\224\157\376\342\064\207\203\326\317\345\033\065\155\322\003\341

\260\015\250\240\252\106\047\202\066\247\025\266\010\246\102\124

\127\266\231\132\342\013\171\220\327\127\022\121\065\031\210\101

\150\045\324\067\027\204\025\373\001\162\334\225\336\122\046\040

\230\046\342\166\365\047\157\372\000\073\112\141\331\015\313\121

\223\052\375\026\006\226\247\043\232\043\110\376\121\275\266\304

\260\261\124\316\336\154\101\255\026\147\176\333\375\070\315\271

\070\116\262\301\140\313\235\027\337\130\236\172\142\262\046\217

\164\225\233\344\133\035\322\017\335\230\034\233\131\271\043\323

\061\240\246\377\070\335\317\040\117\351\130\126\072\147\303\321

\366\231\231\235\272\066\266\200\057\210\107\117\206\277\104\072

\200\344\067\034\246\272\352\227\230\021\320\204\142\107\144\036

\252\356\100\277\064\261\234\217\116\341\362\222\117\037\216\363

\236\227\336\363\246\171\152\211\161\117\113\047\027\110\376\354

\364\120\017\117\111\175\314\105\343\275\172\100\305\101\334\141

\126\047\006\151\345\162\101\201\323\266\001\211\240\057\072\162
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\171\376\072\060\277\101\354\307\142\076\221\113\307\331\061\166

\102\371\367\074\143\354\046\214\163\014\175\032\035\352\250\174

\207\250\302\047\174\341\063\101\017\317\317\374\000\240\042\200

\236\112\247\157\000\260\101\105\267\042\312\150\110\305\102\242

\256\335\035\362\340\156\116\005\130\261\300\220\026\052\244\075

\020\100\276\217\142\143\203\251\234\202\175\055\002\351\203\060

\174\313\047\311\375\036\146\000\260\056\323\041\057\216\063\026

\154\230\355\020\250\007\326\314\223\317\333\321\151\034\344\312

\311\340\266\234\351\316\161\161\336\154\077\026\244\171

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:05:f7:0e:86:da:49:f3:46:35:2e:ba:b2

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:34:12 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:34:12 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

97:55:20:15:F5:DD:FC:3C:87:88:C0:06:94:45:55:40:88:94:45:00:84:F1:00:86:70:86:BC:1A:2B:B5:8D:C8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2F:8F:36:4F:E1:58:97:44:21:59:87:A5:2A:9A:D0:69:95:26:7F:B5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\217\066\117\341\130\227\104\041\131\207\245\052\232\320\151

\225\046\177\265

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\034\030\055\057\272\137\155\241\154\274\307\253\221\307\016

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\014\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\014\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\005\367\016\206\332\111\363\106\065\056\272\262

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:0d:6a:5f:08:3f:28:5c:3e:51:95:df:5d

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:35:10 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:35:10 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

94:5B:BC:82:5E:A5:54:F4:89:D1:FD:51:A7:3D:DF:2E:A6:24:AC:70:19:A0:52:05:22:5C:22:A7:8C:CF:A8:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B4:90:82:DD:45:0C:BE:8B:5B:B1:66:D3:E2:A4:08:26:CD:ED:42:CF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157
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\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\015\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\140\060\202\002\007\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\015

\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010

\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145

\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120

\062\065\066\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\065\061\060\132\027\015\064\062

\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\065\061\060\132\060\201\221\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164

\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162

\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105

\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\131\060\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206

\110\316\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\176\373\154\346\043\343

\163\062\010\312\140\346\123\234\272\164\215\030\260\170\220\122

\200\335\070\300\112\035\321\250\314\223\244\227\006\070\312\015

\025\142\306\216\001\052\145\235\252\337\064\221\056\201\301\344

\063\222\061\304\375\011\072\246\077\255\243\103\060\101\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\017\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\005\003\003\007\006\000

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\243\101\006\254\220

\155\321\112\353\165\245\112\020\231\263\261\241\213\112\367\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\107\000\060\104

\002\040\007\346\124\332\016\240\132\262\256\021\237\207\305\266

\377\151\336\045\276\370\240\267\010\363\104\316\052\337\010\041

\014\067\002\040\055\046\003\240\005\275\153\321\366\134\370\145

\314\206\155\263\234\064\110\143\204\011\305\215\167\032\342\314

\234\341\164\173

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:0d:6a:5f:08:3f:28:5c:3e:51:95:df:5d

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:35:10 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:35:10 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

94:5B:BC:82:5E:A5:54:F4:89:D1:FD:51:A7:3D:DF:2E:A6:24:AC:70:19:A0:52:05:22:5C:22:A7:8C:CF:A8:B4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B4:90:82:DD:45:0C:BE:8B:5B:B1:66:D3:E2:A4:08:26:CD:ED:42:CF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P256 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\264\220\202\335\105\014\276\213\133\261\146\323\342\244\010\046

\315\355\102\317

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\104\343\215\135\066\206\046\350\015\005\322\131\247\203\124

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\062\065\066\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\015\152\137\010\077\050\134\076\121\225\337\135

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#
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# Certificate "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:08:bd:85:97:6c:99:27:a4:80:68:47:3b

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:36:43 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:36:43 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:90:38:59:C8:C0:C3:EB:B8:75:9E:CE:4E:25:57:22:5F:F5:75:8B:BD:38:EB:D4:82:76:60:1E:1B:D5:80:97

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:F3:A3:C8:CF:6F:C3:04:2E:6D:0E:67:32:C5:9E:68:95:0D:5E:D2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\010\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\235\060\202\002\044\240\003\002\001\002\002\014\010
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\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010

\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145

\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167

\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120

\063\070\064\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\067\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\066\064\063\132\027\015\064\062

\060\070\062\063\061\071\063\066\064\063\132\060\201\221\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156\157\151\163\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150\151\143\141\147\157

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\124\162\165\163\164

\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156\147\163\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\124\162

\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\105

\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\153\332\015\165\065\010\061\107\005

\256\105\231\125\361\021\023\056\112\370\020\061\043\243\176\203

\323\177\050\010\072\046\032\072\317\227\202\037\200\267\047\011

\217\321\216\060\304\012\233\016\254\130\004\253\367\066\175\224

\043\244\233\012\212\213\253\353\375\071\045\146\361\136\376\214

\256\215\101\171\235\011\140\316\050\251\323\212\155\363\326\105

\324\362\230\204\070\145\240\243\103\060\101\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\017\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\005\003\003\007\006\000\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\125\251\204\211\322\301\062\275

\030\313\154\246\007\116\310\347\235\276\202\220\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\067

\001\222\227\105\022\176\240\363\076\255\031\072\162\335\364\120

\223\003\022\276\104\322\117\101\244\214\234\235\037\243\366\302

\222\347\110\024\376\116\233\245\221\127\256\306\067\162\273\002

\060\147\045\012\261\014\136\356\251\143\222\157\345\220\013\376

\146\042\312\107\375\212\061\367\203\376\172\277\020\276\030\053

\036\217\366\051\036\224\131\357\216\041\067\313\121\230\245\156

\113

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"
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# Issuer: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Serial Number:08:bd:85:97:6c:99:27:a4:80:68:47:3b

# Subject: CN=Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority,O="Trustwave Holdings,

Inc.",L=Chicago,ST=Illinois,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 23 19:36:43 2017

# Not Valid After : Sat Aug 23 19:36:43 2042

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:90:38:59:C8:C0:C3:EB:B8:75:9E:CE:4E:25:57:22:5F:F5:75:8B:BD:38:EB:D4:82:76:60:1E:1B:D5:80:97

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E7:F3:A3:C8:CF:6F:C3:04:2E:6D:0E:67:32:C5:9E:68:95:0D:5E:D2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Trustwave Global ECC P384 Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\347\363\243\310\317\157\303\004\056\155\016\147\062\305\236\150

\225\015\136\322

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\352\317\140\304\073\271\025\051\100\241\227\355\170\047\223\326

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\221\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\010\023\010\111\154\154\151\156

\157\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\150

\151\143\141\147\157\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030

\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\110\157\154\144\151\156

\147\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\003\023\061\124\162\165\163\164\167\141\166\145\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\014\010\275\205\227\154\231\047\244\200\150\107\073

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

#

# Issuer: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Serial Number:01:94:30:1e:a2:0b:dd:f5:c5:33:2a:b1:43:44:71:f8:d6:50:4d:0d

# Subject: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR
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# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 18 08:58:42 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 18 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:F4:38:DC:F8:FF:D1:FA:8F:42:91:15:FF:E5:F8:2A:E1:E0:6E:0C:70:C3:75:FA:AD:71:7B:34:A4:9E:72:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8F:6B:F2:A9:27:4A:DA:14:A0:C4:F4:8E:61:27:F9:C0:1E:78:5D:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\001\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104

\161\370\326\120\115\015

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\242\060\202\003\212\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\001

\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104\161\370\326

\120\115\015\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014

\005\000\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113

\122\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105

\122\040\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106

\117\122\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125

\004\003\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027

\015\061\067\060\070\061\070\060\070\065\070\064\062\132\027\015

\063\067\060\070\061\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\151\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\046\060\044
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\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040\102\125\123

\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122\115\040\103

\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\014\051\116

\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\324\361\223\134\265\100

\211\012\253\015\220\133\120\143\256\220\224\164\027\105\162\326

\173\145\132\051\113\247\126\240\113\270\057\102\165\351\331\173

\044\132\061\145\253\027\027\321\063\072\331\021\334\100\066\207

\337\307\152\351\046\136\131\212\167\343\350\110\234\061\026\372

\076\221\261\312\311\243\342\237\316\041\123\243\002\066\060\313

\122\002\345\332\062\135\303\305\346\371\356\021\307\213\311\104

\036\204\223\030\112\264\237\345\022\144\151\320\046\205\142\001

\266\311\002\035\276\203\121\273\134\332\370\255\025\152\231\367

\222\124\367\064\133\351\277\352\051\201\022\324\123\221\226\263

\221\132\335\376\220\163\050\373\060\106\265\312\010\007\307\161

\162\311\146\323\064\227\366\214\364\030\112\341\320\075\132\105

\266\151\247\051\373\043\316\210\330\022\234\000\110\250\246\017

\263\073\222\215\161\016\164\305\213\310\114\371\364\233\216\270

\074\151\355\157\073\120\057\130\355\304\260\320\034\033\152\014

\342\274\104\252\330\315\024\135\224\170\141\277\016\156\332\052

\274\057\014\013\161\246\263\026\077\234\346\371\314\237\123\065

\342\003\240\240\030\277\273\361\276\364\326\214\207\015\102\367

\006\271\361\155\355\004\224\250\376\266\323\006\306\100\141\337

\235\235\363\124\166\316\123\072\001\246\222\101\354\004\243\217

\015\242\325\011\312\326\313\232\361\357\103\135\300\253\245\101

\317\134\123\160\160\311\210\246\055\324\153\141\163\120\046\206

\141\016\137\033\302\053\342\214\325\273\235\301\003\102\272\224

\332\137\251\260\312\314\115\012\357\107\151\003\057\042\373\361

\050\316\277\135\120\145\250\220\155\263\164\260\010\307\254\250

\321\353\076\234\374\135\032\203\056\053\313\265\363\104\235\072

\247\027\141\226\242\161\323\160\226\025\115\267\114\163\356\031

\134\305\133\076\101\376\254\165\140\073\033\143\316\000\335\332

\010\220\142\264\345\055\356\110\247\153\027\231\124\276\207\112

\343\251\136\004\114\353\020\155\124\326\357\361\350\362\142\026

\313\200\153\355\075\355\365\037\060\245\256\113\311\023\355\212

\001\001\311\270\121\130\300\146\072\261\146\113\304\325\061\002

\142\351\164\204\014\333\115\106\055\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\322\237\210

\337\241\315\054\275\354\365\073\001\001\223\063\047\262\353\140

\113\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\062\312\200\263\235\075\124\006\335\322

\322\056\360\244\001\041\013\147\110\312\155\216\340\310\252\015

\252\215\041\127\217\306\076\172\312\333\121\324\122\263\324\226
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\204\245\130\140\177\345\013\216\037\365\334\012\025\201\345\073

\266\267\042\057\011\234\023\026\261\154\014\065\010\155\253\143

\162\355\334\276\354\307\127\346\060\040\161\326\327\020\301\023

\125\001\214\052\103\344\101\361\317\072\172\123\222\316\242\003

\005\015\070\337\002\273\020\056\331\073\322\233\172\300\241\246

\370\265\061\346\364\165\311\271\123\231\165\107\042\132\024\025

\307\170\033\266\235\351\014\370\033\166\361\205\204\336\241\332

\022\357\244\342\020\227\172\170\336\014\121\227\250\041\100\213

\206\275\015\360\136\116\113\066\273\073\040\037\212\102\126\341

\013\032\277\173\320\042\103\054\104\214\373\345\052\264\154\034

\034\272\224\340\023\176\041\346\232\302\313\305\102\144\264\036

\224\173\010\045\310\161\314\207\105\127\205\323\237\051\142\042

\203\121\227\000\030\227\167\152\230\222\311\174\140\154\337\154

\175\112\344\160\114\302\236\270\035\367\320\064\307\017\314\373

\247\377\003\276\255\160\220\332\013\335\310\155\227\137\232\177

\011\062\101\375\315\242\314\132\155\114\362\252\111\376\146\370

\351\330\065\353\016\050\036\356\110\057\072\320\171\011\070\174

\246\042\202\223\225\320\003\276\276\002\240\005\335\040\042\343

\157\035\210\064\140\306\346\012\271\011\165\013\360\007\350\151

\226\065\307\373\043\201\216\070\071\270\105\053\103\170\242\321

\054\024\377\015\050\162\162\225\233\136\011\333\211\104\230\252

\241\111\273\161\122\362\277\366\377\047\241\066\257\270\266\167

\210\335\072\244\155\233\064\220\334\024\135\060\277\267\353\027

\344\207\267\161\320\241\327\167\025\324\102\327\362\363\061\231

\135\233\335\026\155\077\352\006\043\370\106\242\042\355\223\366

\335\232\346\052\207\261\230\124\361\042\367\153\105\343\342\216

\166\035\232\215\304\006\215\066\267\024\363\235\124\151\267\216

\074\325\244\155\223\201\267\255\366\275\144\173\302\311\150\071

\240\222\234\315\064\206\221\220\372\144\121\235\376\376\353\245

\365\165\336\211\367\162

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Serial Number:01:94:30:1e:a2:0b:dd:f5:c5:33:2a:b1:43:44:71:f8:d6:50:4d:0d

# Subject: CN=NAVER Global Root Certification Authority,O=NAVER BUSINESS PLATFORM Corp.,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 18 08:58:42 2017

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 18 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

88:F4:38:DC:F8:FF:D1:FA:8F:42:91:15:FF:E5:F8:2A:E1:E0:6E:0C:70:C3:75:FA:AD:71:7B:34:A4:9E:72:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8F:6B:F2:A9:27:4A:DA:14:A0:C4:F4:8E:61:27:F9:C0:1E:78:5D:D1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NAVER Global Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\217\153\362\251\047\112\332\024\240\304\364\216\141\047\371\300

\036\170\135\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\176\101\366\045\073\365\011\263\027\350\106\075\277\320\233

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\151\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\012\014\035\116\101\126\105\122\040

\102\125\123\111\116\105\123\123\040\120\114\101\124\106\117\122

\115\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\014\051\116\101\126\105\122\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\001\224\060\036\242\013\335\365\305\063\052\261\103\104

\161\370\326\120\115\015

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

#

# Issuer: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:62:f6:32:6c:e5:c4:e3:68:5c:1b:62:dd:9c:2e:9d:95

# Subject: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 20 09:37:33 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 20 09:37:33 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:41:53:B1:3D:2C:F9:DD:B7:53:BF:BE:1A:4E:0A:E0:8D:0A:A4:18:70:58:FE:60:A2:B8:62:B2:E4:B8:7B:CB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:FF:D9:9E:C0:65:0D:03:CE:75:93:D2:ED:3F:2D:32:C9:E3:E5:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122
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\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124

\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124

\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\142\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056

\235\225

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\156\060\202\001\363\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\142

\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056\235\225\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\170\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\016\060

\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162\145\163\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\121\062

\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003

\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122\105\123\040\123\105

\107\125\122\117\123\060\036\027\015\061\070\061\062\062\060\060

\071\063\067\063\063\132\027\015\064\063\061\062\062\060\060\071

\063\067\063\063\132\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013

\014\005\103\145\162\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141

\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064

\112\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122

\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122

\126\111\104\117\122\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\366\272\127\123\310\312\253\337\066

\112\122\041\344\227\322\203\147\236\360\145\121\320\136\207\307

\107\261\131\362\127\107\233\000\002\223\104\027\151\333\102\307

\261\262\072\030\016\264\135\214\263\146\135\241\064\371\066\054
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\111\333\363\106\374\263\104\151\104\023\146\375\327\305\375\257

\066\115\316\003\115\007\161\317\257\152\005\322\242\103\132\012

\122\157\001\003\116\216\213\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\001\271\057\357\277\021\206\140\362

\117\320\101\156\253\163\037\347\322\156\111\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\256

\112\343\053\100\303\164\021\362\225\255\026\043\336\116\014\032

\346\135\245\044\136\153\104\173\374\070\342\117\313\234\105\027

\021\114\024\047\046\125\071\165\112\003\314\023\220\237\222\002

\061\000\372\112\154\140\210\163\363\356\270\230\142\251\316\053

\302\331\212\246\160\061\035\257\260\224\114\353\117\306\343\321

\363\142\247\074\377\223\056\007\134\111\001\147\151\022\002\162

\277\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

# Issuer: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:62:f6:32:6c:e5:c4:e3:68:5c:1b:62:dd:9c:2e:9d:95

# Subject: CN=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS,OID.2.5.4.97=VATES-

Q2826004J,OU=Ceres,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 20 09:37:33 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Dec 20 09:37:33 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

55:41:53:B1:3D:2C:F9:DD:B7:53:BF:BE:1A:4E:0A:E0:8D:0A:A4:18:70:58:FE:60:A2:B8:62:B2:E4:B8:7B:CB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 62:FF:D9:9E:C0:65:0D:03:CE:75:93:D2:ED:3F:2D:32:C9:E3:E5:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM SERVIDORES SEGUROS"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\142\377\331\236\300\145\015\003\316\165\223\322\355\077\055\062

\311\343\345\112

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\031\066\234\122\003\057\322\321\273\043\314\335\036\022\125\273

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\014\005\103\145\162

\145\163\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124
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\105\123\055\121\062\070\062\066\060\060\064\112\061\054\060\052

\006\003\125\004\003\014\043\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\106

\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\040\123\105\122\126\111\104\117\122

\105\123\040\123\105\107\125\122\117\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\142\366\062\154\345\304\343\150\134\033\142\335\234\056

\235\225

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:a8:4c:50:ab:9f:8d:32:b5:1d:03:8f:57:dc

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:9A:F0:A7:72:9E:6F:89:26:9C:13:1E:A6:A3:A1:6F:CD:86:38:9F:DC:AB:3C:47:A4:A6:75:C1:61:A3:F9:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 76:18:D1:F3:80:24:3D:52:40:C6:11:6A:AD:57:77:09:7D:81:30:A0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217

\127\334

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\160\060\202\003\130\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217\127\334\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\122

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123\145

\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\064\065\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142

\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157

\157\164\040\122\064\065\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\334\171\314\155\006\371\155\273\340

\126\004\154\177\340\165\314\055\005\111\350\113\334\124\354\133

\167\225\162\277\177\142\235\205\251\212\044\120\137\123\345\333

\164\157\244\051\133\023\052\011\255\232\305\057\302\367\166\073

\241\105\106\252\103\346\044\376\053\260\157\062\160\031\106\132

\171\046\057\374\075\175\137\144\313\127\314\141\141\250\331\225

\156\343\225\240\156\177\107\022\030\326\357\003\311\373\212\372

\232\275\202\025\251\125\167\113\021\117\131\340\153\303\161\363

\014\330\124\325\201\150\076\023\271\025\056\207\212\074\104\047

\066\142\044\156\370\054\005\162\060\141\275\102\221\043\304\235

\045\247\331\124\232\024\243\061\255\200\171\014\247\143\154\230

\243\254\127\107\063\037\145\226\341\320\322\065\332\371\161\367

\241\246\045\265\101\135\337\076\140\330\321\366\237\245\362\270

\314\023\252\217\371\262\156\341\203\055\223\335\076\205\032\335

\350\261\134\046\001\313\111\205\374\374\322\324\177\205\142\206

\164\371\313\354\065\042\242\014\060\217\073\253\171\353\126\362

\372\102\363\355\371\037\105\211\100\051\255\352\222\164\352\122

\375\126\264\053\332\242\355\165\302\156\253\316\122\220\113\366

\336\360\111\217\232\110\324\210\031\155\105\346\314\214\271\335

\144\140\140\002\100\370\271\317\274\130\353\075\205\271\306\012

\323\234\007\146\217\307\030\071\043\106\341\074\036\243\057\120

\141\222\013\075\053\154\361\243\107\070\127\221\253\015\217\306

\235\115\004\322\046\122\134\345\245\375\052\055\026\052\001\151

\347\251\175\341\066\267\261\052\305\331\261\215\275\271\213\316

\314\213\241\076\013\110\315\120\225\064\304\330\010\131\330\153

\046\364\276\365\324\042\027\000\127\311\256\233\004\060\063\237
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\013\373\337\126\242\311\156\124\166\332\261\227\142\047\131\017

\021\212\042\033\144\226\077\250\361\267\044\112\215\074\123\174

\155\203\166\075\262\046\110\163\365\104\026\001\055\011\052\216

\026\226\120\320\163\006\135\273\042\110\202\114\012\106\132\077

\200\377\134\362\362\232\254\054\010\340\326\352\360\022\070\201

\117\246\020\355\106\253\314\026\234\013\317\144\246\231\002\205

\104\147\106\255\375\115\347\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\223\025\050

\156\356\217\010\262\065\306\236\142\171\164\247\261\016\053\173

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\105\012\370\321\134\254\142\201\320\004\327\266

\377\127\121\211\013\014\313\336\044\145\067\373\253\236\355\146

\364\352\014\031\151\211\270\031\261\060\126\264\331\366\367\276

\306\256\227\313\105\366\021\214\072\060\144\114\301\237\131\300

\106\102\010\006\107\144\027\170\340\225\007\006\326\214\242\254

\251\331\077\323\173\126\117\374\304\207\050\337\266\053\026\043

\300\237\037\133\343\326\104\136\042\117\043\004\214\065\026\265

\171\007\206\134\057\227\342\366\010\144\246\334\333\250\212\343

\244\173\167\015\321\051\223\050\040\264\123\243\113\116\137\336

\301\366\165\043\374\037\074\170\117\160\061\170\057\242\065\124

\161\004\254\310\304\155\303\366\221\261\376\315\356\104\156\201

\366\100\305\076\052\001\277\253\114\261\003\077\015\021\344\017

\322\044\343\042\210\233\237\137\107\075\121\111\340\011\067\176

\027\041\061\166\267\147\161\110\050\113\045\327\020\350\237\141

\131\026\305\076\062\116\037\014\316\243\314\017\344\307\021\007

\042\057\070\010\335\133\227\353\102\154\131\232\232\356\172\320

\235\337\305\333\011\103\056\012\252\031\075\153\350\152\060\172

\127\346\277\263\152\071\251\217\343\361\117\145\150\266\275\237

\050\217\241\026\132\011\120\072\062\056\035\057\104\021\102\246

\000\346\061\230\377\055\241\017\346\244\140\126\317\171\327\262

\116\327\260\372\156\014\127\043\307\316\037\245\261\114\155\031

\111\236\016\177\160\217\161\077\130\050\237\165\335\141\340\072

\267\071\266\356\227\324\065\121\373\213\111\140\310\074\146\256

\227\356\215\046\131\127\273\170\360\172\120\060\011\260\140\252

\237\116\334\311\076\036\072\334\142\223\063\260\072\124\164\157

\054\061\105\321\153\021\062\152\150\166\366\075\366\152\023\136

\044\230\347\352\035\232\317\170\202\007\140\367\115\020\323\201

\232\105\215\236\257\233\334\200\307\103\262\225\150\244\303\016

\350\012\107\025\277\124\063\334\001\347\325\246\036\163\330\172

\262\277\057\255\343\125\060\236\337\016\101\274\340\021\365\241

\014\250\042\341\343\000\243\116\160\174\222\343\004\321\172\102

\212\165\220\131\343\233\321\114\242\144\275\163\171\233\157\362

\263\301\366\074

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:a8:4c:50:ab:9f:8d:32:b5:1d:03:8f:57:dc

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

31:9A:F0:A7:72:9E:6F:89:26:9C:13:1E:A6:A3:A1:6F:CD:86:38:9F:DC:AB:3C:47:A4:A6:75:C1:61:A3:F9:74

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 76:18:D1:F3:80:24:3D:52:40:C6:11:6A:AD:57:77:09:7D:81:30:A0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root R45"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\166\030\321\363\200\044\075\122\100\306\021\152\255\127\167\011

\175\201\060\240

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\304\173\263\016\124\107\034\103\054\213\276\160\205\142\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\122\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\250\114\120\253\237\215\062\265\035\003\217

\127\334

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:aa:27:1d:95:46:5d:d6:f1:9e:e5:b8:90:0a

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:BF:6F:B8:1F:D4:17:EA:41:28:CD:6F:81:72:A3:C9:40:20:94:F7:4A:B2:ED:3A:06:B4:40:5D:04:F3:0B:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 18:2E:1F:32:4F:89:DF:BE:FE:88:89:F0:93:C2:C4:A0:2B:67:75:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270

\220\012

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\041\060\202\001\247\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\166

\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270\220\012\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\122\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123\145\143\165\162

\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\065\060

\036\027\015\062\060\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\064\065\060\063\061\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060

\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003\125

\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\123

\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164\040

\105\064\065\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001

\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\371\171\213\201\107
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\067\211\226\077\105\111\120\177\032\046\013\223\062\176\056\300

\300\247\010\232\303\156\217\233\076\013\042\354\067\123\267\157

\212\260\274\047\067\113\155\251\106\073\331\037\377\245\241\104

\273\055\163\277\236\101\007\134\123\233\121\010\072\132\273\157

\070\307\026\221\170\302\112\023\151\035\202\337\132\057\000\210

\226\242\056\034\164\371\235\176\146\067\212\243\102\060\100\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\337\023\136\213\137

\302\100\002\375\126\267\224\114\266\036\325\246\261\024\226\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145

\002\060\023\260\276\327\161\040\076\344\253\234\316\066\022\175

\137\114\037\052\265\151\105\063\137\323\055\132\262\344\210\307

\336\012\066\102\062\171\235\246\153\272\341\371\104\052\173\212

\303\022\002\061\000\240\146\034\116\207\235\207\311\355\231\114

\033\012\356\055\140\303\067\307\035\315\265\162\260\331\306\357

\274\362\377\077\360\122\335\010\347\252\144\171\303\344\151\127

\221\057\244\313\174

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:76:53:fe:aa:27:1d:95:46:5d:d6:f1:9e:e5:b8:90:0a

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 18 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sat Mar 18 00:00:00 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

5C:BF:6F:B8:1F:D4:17:EA:41:28:CD:6F:81:72:A3:C9:40:20:94:F7:4A:B2:ED:3A:06:B4:40:5D:04:F3:0B:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 18:2E:1F:32:4F:89:DF:BE:FE:88:89:F0:93:C2:C4:A0:2B:67:75:21

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Secure Mail Root E45"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\030\056\037\062\117\211\337\276\376\210\211\360\223\302\304\240

\053\147\165\041

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\305\374\306\056\237\364\122\055\052\250\244\272\373\147\062\377

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\050\060\046\006\003
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\125\004\003\023\037\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\115\141\151\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\064\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\166\123\376\252\047\035\225\106\135\326\361\236\345\270

\220\012

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root R46"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:b9:d7:23:18:9e:40:5f:0a:9d:2d:d0:df:25:67:d1

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:A3:12:6D:8D:3A:11:D1:C4:85:5A:4F:80:7C:BA:D6:CF:91:9D:3A:5A:88:B0:3B:EA:2C:63:72:D9:3C:40:C9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 53:A2:B0:4B:CA:6B:D6:45:E6:39:8A:8E:C4:0D:D2:BF:77:C3:A2:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root R46"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320

\337\045\147\321
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\132\060\202\003\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320\337\045\147

\321\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\063

\062\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\063\062

\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012

\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055

\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\254\254\164\062\350\263\145\345\272\355\103\046\035\246\211

\015\105\272\051\210\262\244\035\143\335\323\301\054\011\127\211

\071\241\125\351\147\064\167\014\156\344\125\035\122\045\322\023

\153\136\341\035\251\267\175\211\062\137\015\236\237\054\172\143

\140\100\037\246\260\266\170\217\231\124\226\010\130\256\344\006

\274\142\005\002\026\277\257\250\043\003\266\224\017\274\156\154

\302\313\325\246\273\014\351\366\301\002\373\041\336\146\335\027

\253\164\102\357\360\164\057\045\364\352\153\125\133\220\333\235

\337\136\207\012\100\373\255\031\153\373\367\312\140\210\336\332

\301\217\326\256\325\177\324\074\203\356\327\026\114\203\105\063

\153\047\320\206\320\034\055\153\363\253\175\361\205\251\365\050

\322\255\357\363\204\113\034\207\374\023\243\072\162\242\132\021

\053\326\047\161\047\355\201\055\155\146\201\222\207\264\033\130

\172\314\077\012\372\106\117\115\170\134\370\053\110\343\004\204

\313\135\366\264\152\263\145\374\102\236\121\046\043\040\313\075

\024\371\201\355\145\026\000\117\032\144\227\146\010\317\214\173

\343\053\300\235\371\024\362\033\361\126\152\026\277\054\205\205

\315\170\070\232\353\102\152\002\064\030\203\027\116\224\126\370

\266\202\265\363\226\335\075\363\276\177\040\167\076\173\031\043

\153\054\324\162\163\103\127\175\340\370\327\151\117\027\066\004

\371\300\220\140\067\105\336\346\014\330\164\215\256\234\242\155

\164\135\102\276\006\365\331\144\156\002\020\254\211\260\114\073

\007\115\100\176\044\305\212\230\202\171\216\244\247\202\040\215

\043\372\047\161\311\337\306\101\164\240\115\366\221\026\334\106

\214\137\051\143\061\131\161\014\330\157\302\266\062\175\373\346

\135\123\246\176\025\374\273\165\174\135\354\370\366\027\034\354

\307\153\031\313\363\173\360\053\007\245\331\154\171\124\166\154

\235\034\246\156\016\351\171\014\250\043\152\243\337\033\060\061

\237\261\124\173\376\152\313\146\252\334\145\320\242\236\112\232

\007\041\153\201\217\333\304\131\372\336\042\300\004\234\343\252
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\133\066\223\350\075\275\172\241\235\013\166\261\013\307\235\375

\317\230\250\006\302\370\052\243\241\203\240\267\045\162\245\002

\343\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\003\134\253\163\201\207\250\314\260\246

\325\224\342\066\226\111\377\005\231\054\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\174\170

\354\366\002\054\273\133\176\222\053\135\071\334\276\330\035\242

\102\063\115\371\357\244\052\073\104\151\036\254\331\105\243\116

\074\247\330\044\121\262\124\034\223\116\304\357\173\223\205\140

\046\352\011\110\340\365\273\307\351\150\322\273\152\061\161\314

\171\256\021\250\360\231\375\345\037\274\057\250\314\127\353\166

\304\041\246\107\123\125\115\150\277\005\244\356\327\046\253\142

\332\103\067\113\342\306\265\345\262\203\031\072\307\323\333\115

\236\010\172\363\356\317\076\142\373\254\350\140\314\321\307\241

\134\203\105\304\105\314\363\027\153\024\311\004\002\076\322\044

\246\171\351\036\316\242\347\301\131\025\237\035\342\113\232\076

\237\166\010\055\153\330\272\127\024\332\203\352\376\214\125\351

\320\116\251\314\167\061\261\104\021\172\134\261\076\323\024\105

\025\030\142\044\023\322\313\115\316\134\203\301\066\362\020\265

\016\210\155\270\341\126\237\211\336\226\146\071\107\144\054\156

\115\256\142\173\277\140\164\031\270\126\254\222\254\026\062\355

\255\150\125\376\230\272\323\064\336\364\311\141\303\016\206\366

\113\204\140\356\015\173\265\062\130\171\221\125\054\201\103\263

\164\037\172\252\045\236\035\327\241\213\271\315\102\056\004\244

\146\203\115\211\065\266\154\250\066\112\171\041\170\042\320\102

\274\321\100\061\220\241\276\004\317\312\147\355\365\360\200\323

\140\311\203\052\042\005\320\007\073\122\277\014\236\252\053\371

\273\346\037\217\045\272\205\215\027\036\002\376\135\120\004\127

\317\376\055\274\357\134\300\032\253\266\237\044\306\337\163\150

\110\220\054\024\364\077\122\032\344\322\313\024\303\141\151\317

\342\371\030\305\272\063\237\024\243\004\135\271\161\367\265\224

\330\366\063\301\132\301\064\213\174\233\335\223\072\347\023\242

\160\141\237\257\217\353\330\305\165\370\063\146\324\164\147\072

\067\167\234\347\335\244\017\166\103\146\212\103\362\237\373\014

\102\170\143\321\342\017\157\173\324\241\075\164\227\205\267\110

\071\101\326\040\374\320\072\263\372\350\157\304\212\272\161\067

\276\213\227\261\170\061\117\263\347\266\003\023\316\124\235\256

\045\131\314\177\065\137\010\367\100\105\061\170\052\172

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root R46"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:b9:d7:23:18:9e:40:5f:0a:9d:2d:d0:df:25:67:d1
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# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root R46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

4F:A3:12:6D:8D:3A:11:D1:C4:85:5A:4F:80:7C:BA:D6:CF:91:9D:3A:5A:88:B0:3B:EA:2C:63:72:D9:3C:40:C9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 53:A2:B0:4B:CA:6B:D6:45:E6:39:8A:8E:C4:0D:D2:BF:77:C3:A2:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root R46"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\123\242\260\113\312\153\326\105\346\071\212\216\304\015\322\277

\167\303\242\220

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\304\024\060\344\372\146\103\224\052\152\033\044\137\031\320\357

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\271\327\043\030\236\100\137\012\235\055\320

\337\045\147\321

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign Root E46"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:ba:33:6e:d4:bc:e6:24:68:c5:0d:84:1d:98:e8:43

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B9:C4:4D:84:B8:04:3E:10:50:EA:31:A6:9F:51:49:55:D7:BF:D2:E2:C6:B4:93:01:01:9A:D6:1D:9F:50:58

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:B4:6C:D5:FE:80:06:EB:E2:2F:4A:BB:08:33:A0:AF:DB:B9:DD:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root E46"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204

\035\230\350\103

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\013\060\202\001\221\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204\035\230\350

\103\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\106\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003

\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\105\064\066\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\063\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\063\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\102\105\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\234\016\261\317\267\350\236\122\167\165\064

\372\245\106\247\255\062\031\062\264\007\251\047\312\224\273\014

\322\012\020\307\332\211\260\227\014\160\023\011\001\216\330\352

\107\352\276\262\200\053\315\374\050\015\333\254\274\244\206\067

\355\160\010\000\165\352\223\013\173\056\122\234\043\150\043\006

\103\354\222\057\123\204\333\373\107\024\007\350\137\224\147\135

\311\172\201\074\040\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\061\012\220\217\266\306\235\322\104\113\200
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\265\242\346\037\261\022\117\033\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\337\124\220

\355\233\357\213\224\002\223\027\202\231\276\263\236\054\366\013

\221\214\237\112\024\261\366\144\274\273\150\121\023\014\003\367

\025\213\204\140\271\213\377\122\216\347\214\274\034\002\060\074

\371\021\324\214\116\300\301\141\302\025\114\252\253\035\013\061

\137\073\034\342\000\227\104\061\346\376\163\226\057\332\226\323

\376\010\007\263\064\211\274\005\237\367\036\206\356\213\160

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign Root E46"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Serial Number:11:d2:bb:ba:33:6e:d4:bc:e6:24:68:c5:0d:84:1d:98:e8:43

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root E46,O=GlobalSign nv-sa,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 20 00:00:00 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Mar 20 00:00:00 2046

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

CB:B9:C4:4D:84:B8:04:3E:10:50:EA:31:A6:9F:51:49:55:D7:BF:D2:E2:C6:B4:93:01:01:9A:D6:1D:9F:50:58

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:B4:6C:D5:FE:80:06:EB:E2:2F:4A:BB:08:33:A0:AF:DB:B9:DD:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign Root E46"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\071\264\154\325\376\200\006\353\342\057\112\273\010\063\240\257

\333\271\335\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\270\146\355\336\010\203\343\311\342\001\064\006\254\121\157

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\107\154\157\142\141\154

\123\151\147\156\040\156\166\055\163\141\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\105\064\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\322\273\272\063\156\324\274\346\044\150\305\015\204

\035\230\350\103

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number:5a:4b:bd:5a:fb:4f:8a:5b:fa:65:e5

# Subject: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 10 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 10 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:29:6A:51:82:D1:D4:51:A2:E3:7F:43:9B:74:DA:AF:A2:67:52:33:29:F9:0F:9A:0D:20:07:C3:34:E2:3C:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D0:67:C1:13:51:01:0C:AA:D0:C7:6A:65:37:31:16:26:4F:53:71:A2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\132\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\202\060\202\003\152\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\132

\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\115\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\155\157

\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122

\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062

\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\066\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003
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\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012

\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156

\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125

\123\124\040\062\060\062\060\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\256\056\126\255\033\034\357\366

\225\217\240\167\033\053\323\143\217\204\115\105\242\017\237\133

\105\253\131\173\121\064\371\354\213\212\170\305\335\153\257\275

\304\337\223\105\036\277\221\070\013\256\016\026\347\101\163\370

\333\273\321\270\121\340\313\203\073\163\070\156\167\212\017\131

\143\046\315\247\052\316\124\373\270\342\300\174\107\316\140\174

\077\262\163\362\300\031\266\212\222\207\065\015\220\050\242\344

\025\004\143\076\272\257\356\174\136\314\246\213\120\262\070\367

\101\143\312\316\377\151\217\150\016\225\066\345\314\271\214\011

\312\113\335\061\220\226\310\314\037\375\126\226\064\333\216\034

\352\054\276\205\056\143\335\252\251\225\323\375\051\225\023\360

\310\230\223\331\055\026\107\220\021\203\242\072\042\242\050\127

\242\353\376\300\214\050\240\246\175\347\052\102\073\202\200\143

\245\143\037\031\314\174\262\146\250\302\323\155\067\157\342\176

\006\121\331\105\204\037\022\316\044\122\144\205\013\110\200\116

\207\261\042\042\060\252\353\256\276\340\002\340\100\350\260\102

\200\003\121\252\264\176\252\104\327\103\141\363\242\153\026\211

\111\244\243\244\053\212\002\304\170\364\150\212\301\344\172\066

\261\157\033\226\033\167\111\215\324\311\006\162\217\317\123\343

\334\027\205\040\112\334\230\047\323\221\046\053\107\036\151\007

\257\336\242\344\344\324\153\013\263\136\174\324\044\200\107\051

\151\073\156\350\254\375\100\353\330\355\161\161\053\362\350\130

\035\353\101\227\042\305\037\324\071\320\047\217\207\343\030\364

\340\251\106\015\365\164\072\202\056\320\156\054\221\243\061\134

\073\106\352\173\004\020\126\136\200\035\365\245\145\350\202\374

\342\007\214\142\105\365\040\336\106\160\206\241\274\223\323\036

\164\246\154\260\054\367\003\014\210\014\313\324\162\123\206\274

\140\106\363\230\152\302\361\277\103\371\160\040\167\312\067\101

\171\125\122\143\215\133\022\237\305\150\304\210\235\254\362\060

\253\267\243\061\227\147\255\217\027\017\154\307\163\355\044\224

\153\310\203\232\320\232\067\111\004\253\261\026\310\154\111\111

\055\253\241\320\214\222\362\101\112\171\041\045\333\143\327\266

\234\247\176\102\151\373\072\143\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060

\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\334\056\037

\321\141\067\171\344\253\325\325\263\022\161\150\075\152\150\234

\042\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\334\056

\037\321\141\067\171\344\253\325\325\263\022\161\150\075\152\150

\234\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\221\360\102\002\150\100\356\303\150\300

\124\057\337\354\142\303\303\236\212\240\061\050\252\203\216\244
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\126\226\022\020\206\126\272\227\162\322\124\060\174\255\031\325

\035\150\157\373\024\102\330\215\016\363\265\321\245\343\002\102

\136\334\350\106\130\007\065\002\060\340\274\164\112\301\103\052

\377\333\032\320\260\257\154\303\375\313\263\365\177\155\003\056

\131\126\235\055\055\065\214\262\326\103\027\054\222\012\313\135

\350\214\017\113\160\103\320\202\377\250\314\277\244\224\300\276

\207\275\212\343\223\173\306\217\233\026\235\047\145\274\172\305

\102\202\154\134\007\320\251\301\210\140\104\351\230\205\026\137

\370\217\312\001\020\316\045\303\371\140\033\240\305\227\303\323

\054\210\061\242\275\060\354\320\320\300\022\361\301\071\343\345

\365\370\326\112\335\064\315\373\157\301\117\343\000\213\126\342

\222\367\050\262\102\167\162\043\147\307\077\021\025\262\304\003

\005\276\273\021\173\012\277\250\156\347\377\130\103\317\233\147

\240\200\007\266\035\312\255\155\352\101\021\176\055\164\223\373

\302\274\276\121\104\305\357\150\045\047\200\343\310\240\324\022

\354\331\245\067\035\067\174\264\221\312\332\324\261\226\201\357

\150\134\166\020\111\257\176\245\067\200\261\034\122\275\063\201

\114\217\371\335\145\331\024\315\212\045\130\364\342\305\203\245

\011\220\324\154\024\143\265\100\337\353\300\374\304\130\176\015

\024\026\207\124\047\156\126\344\160\204\270\154\062\022\176\202

\061\103\276\327\335\174\241\255\256\326\253\040\022\357\012\303

\020\214\111\226\065\334\013\165\136\261\117\325\117\064\016\021

\040\007\165\103\105\351\243\021\332\254\243\231\302\266\171\047

\342\271\357\310\342\366\065\051\172\164\372\305\177\202\005\142

\246\012\352\150\262\171\107\006\156\362\127\250\025\063\306\367

\170\112\075\102\173\153\176\376\367\106\352\321\353\216\357\210

\150\133\350\301\331\161\176\375\144\357\377\147\107\210\130\045

\057\076\206\007\275\373\250\345\202\250\254\245\323\151\103\315

\061\210\111\204\123\222\300\261\071\033\071\203\001\060\304\362

\251\372\320\003\275\162\067\140\126\037\066\174\275\071\221\365

\155\015\277\173\327\222

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

# Issuer: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number:5a:4b:bd:5a:fb:4f:8a:5b:fa:65:e5

# Subject: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2020,O=e-commerce monitoring GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Feb 10 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 10 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

9A:29:6A:51:82:D1:D4:51:A2:E3:7F:43:9B:74:DA:AF:A2:67:52:33:29:F9:0F:9A:0D:20:07:C3:34:E2:3C:9A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): D0:67:C1:13:51:01:0C:AA:D0:C7:6A:65:37:31:16:26:4F:53:71:A2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\320\147\301\023\121\001\014\252\320\307\152\145\067\061\026\046

\117\123\161\242

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\212\307\157\313\155\343\314\242\361\174\203\372\016\170\327\350

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155

\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040

\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\132\113\275\132\373\117\212\133\372\145\345

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Serial Number:0d:d3:e3:bc:6c:f9:6b:b1

# Subject: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 04 10:00:38 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 30 10:00:38 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FB:8F:EC:75:91:69:B9:10:6B:1E:51:16:44:C6:18:C5:13:04:37:3F:6C:06:43:08:8D:8B:EF:FD:1B:99:75:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:6E:68:D0:CC:15:B6:A0:5F:1E:C1:5F:AE:02:FC:6B:2F:5D:6F:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040
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\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116

\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116

\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\015\323\343\274\154\371\153\261

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\357\060\202\003\327\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\015

\323\343\274\154\371\153\261\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125

\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003

\125\004\012\023\036\101\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144

\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143

\151\157\156\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116

\106\040\103\101\040\122\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125

\004\003\023\031\101\116\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123

\145\162\166\145\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027

\015\061\071\060\071\060\064\061\060\060\060\063\070\132\027\015

\063\071\060\070\063\060\061\060\060\060\063\070\132\060\201\204

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070

\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\116\106\040

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122\141\151\172

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116\106\040\123

\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\333\353\153\053\346\144\124\225\202\220\243

\162\244\031\001\235\234\013\201\137\163\111\272\247\254\363\004

\116\173\226\013\354\021\340\133\246\034\316\033\322\015\203\034
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\053\270\236\035\176\105\062\140\017\007\351\167\130\176\237\152

\310\141\116\266\046\301\114\215\377\114\357\064\262\037\145\330

\271\170\365\255\251\161\271\357\117\130\035\245\336\164\040\227

\241\355\150\114\336\222\027\113\274\253\377\145\232\236\373\107

\331\127\162\363\011\241\256\166\104\023\156\234\055\104\071\274

\371\307\073\244\130\075\101\275\264\302\111\243\310\015\322\227

\057\007\145\122\000\247\156\310\257\150\354\364\024\226\266\127

\037\126\303\071\237\053\155\344\363\076\366\065\144\332\014\034

\241\204\113\057\113\113\342\054\044\235\155\223\100\353\265\043

\216\062\312\157\105\323\250\211\173\036\317\036\372\133\103\213

\315\315\250\017\152\312\014\136\271\236\107\217\360\331\266\012

\013\130\145\027\063\271\043\344\167\031\175\313\112\056\222\173

\117\057\020\167\261\215\057\150\234\142\314\340\120\370\354\221

\247\124\114\127\011\325\166\143\305\350\145\036\356\155\152\317

\011\235\372\174\117\255\140\010\375\126\231\017\025\054\173\251

\200\253\214\141\217\112\007\166\102\336\075\364\335\262\044\063

\133\270\265\243\104\311\254\177\167\074\035\043\354\202\251\246

\342\310\006\114\002\376\254\134\231\231\013\057\020\212\246\364

\177\325\207\164\015\131\111\105\366\360\161\134\071\051\326\277

\112\043\213\365\137\001\143\322\207\163\050\265\113\012\365\370

\253\202\054\176\163\045\062\035\013\143\012\027\201\000\377\266

\166\136\347\264\261\100\312\041\273\325\200\121\345\110\122\147

\054\322\141\211\007\015\017\316\102\167\300\104\163\234\104\120

\240\333\020\012\055\225\034\201\257\344\034\345\024\036\361\066

\101\001\002\057\175\163\247\336\102\314\114\351\211\015\126\367

\237\221\324\003\306\154\311\217\333\330\034\340\100\230\135\146

\231\230\200\156\055\377\001\305\316\313\106\037\254\002\306\103

\346\256\242\204\074\305\116\036\075\155\311\024\114\343\056\101

\273\312\071\277\066\074\052\031\252\101\207\116\245\316\113\062

\171\335\220\111\177\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\234\137\320\154\143

\243\137\223\312\223\230\010\255\214\207\245\054\134\301\067\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\234\137\320\154\143\243

\137\223\312\223\230\010\255\214\207\245\054\134\301\067\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\116\036\271\212\306\240\230\077\156\303\151\300\152

\134\111\122\254\313\053\135\170\070\301\325\124\204\237\223\360

\207\031\075\054\146\211\353\015\102\374\314\360\165\205\077\213

\364\200\135\171\345\027\147\275\065\202\342\362\074\216\175\133

\066\313\132\200\000\051\362\316\053\054\361\217\252\155\005\223

\154\162\307\126\353\337\120\043\050\345\105\020\075\350\147\243

\257\016\125\017\220\011\142\357\113\131\242\366\123\361\300\065

\344\057\301\044\275\171\057\116\040\042\073\375\032\040\260\244

\016\054\160\355\164\077\270\023\225\006\121\310\350\207\046\312

\244\133\152\026\041\222\335\163\140\236\020\030\336\074\201\352

\350\030\303\174\211\362\213\120\076\275\021\342\025\003\250\066
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\175\063\001\154\110\025\327\210\220\231\004\305\314\346\007\364

\274\364\220\355\023\342\352\213\303\217\243\063\017\301\051\114

\023\116\332\025\126\161\163\162\202\120\366\232\063\174\242\261

\250\032\064\164\145\134\316\321\353\253\123\340\032\200\330\352

\072\111\344\046\060\233\345\034\212\250\251\025\062\206\231\222

\012\020\043\126\022\340\366\316\114\342\273\276\333\215\222\163

\001\146\057\142\076\262\162\047\105\066\355\115\126\343\227\231

\377\072\065\076\245\124\112\122\131\113\140\333\356\376\170\021

\177\112\334\024\171\140\266\153\144\003\333\025\203\341\242\276

\366\043\227\120\360\011\063\066\247\161\226\045\363\271\102\175

\333\070\077\054\130\254\350\102\341\016\330\323\073\114\056\202

\351\203\056\153\061\331\335\107\206\117\155\227\221\056\117\342

\050\161\065\026\321\362\163\376\045\053\007\107\044\143\047\310

\370\366\331\153\374\022\061\126\010\300\123\102\257\234\320\063

\176\374\006\360\061\104\003\024\361\130\352\362\152\015\251\021

\262\203\276\305\032\277\007\352\131\334\243\210\065\357\234\166

\062\074\115\006\042\316\025\345\335\236\330\217\332\336\322\304

\071\345\027\201\317\070\107\353\177\210\155\131\033\337\237\102

\024\256\176\317\250\260\146\145\332\067\257\237\252\075\352\050

\266\336\325\061\130\026\202\133\352\273\031\165\002\163\032\312

\110\032\041\223\220\012\216\223\204\247\175\073\043\030\222\211

\240\215\254

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Serial Number:0d:d3:e3:bc:6c:f9:6b:b1

# Subject: CN=ANF Secure Server Root CA,OU=ANF CA Raiz,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificacion,C=ES,serialNumber=G63287510

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 04 10:00:38 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Aug 30 10:00:38 2039

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FB:8F:EC:75:91:69:B9:10:6B:1E:51:16:44:C6:18:C5:13:04:37:3F:6C:06:43:08:8D:8B:EF:FD:1B:99:75:99

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5B:6E:68:D0:CC:15:B6:A0:5F:1E:C1:5F:AE:02:FC:6B:2F:5D:6F:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANF Secure Server Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\156\150\320\314\025\266\240\137\036\301\137\256\002\374\153

\057\135\157\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\046\246\104\132\331\257\116\057\262\035\266\145\260\116\350\226

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066

\063\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101

\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\101\116\106\040\103\101\040\122

\141\151\172\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\116

\106\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\015\323\343\274\154\371\153\261

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum EC-384 CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:78:8f:27:5c:81:12:52:20:a5:04:d0:2d:dd:ba:73:f4

# Subject: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 26 07:24:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Thu Mar 26 07:24:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:32:80:85:62:53:18:AA:50:D1:73:C9:8D:8B:DA:09:D5:7E:27:41:3D:11:4C:F7:87:A0:F5:D0:6C:03:0C:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:3E:78:3C:AC:DF:F4:A2:CC:AC:67:55:69:56:D7:E5:16:3C:E1:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum EC-384 CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101

END
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CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\170\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272

\163\364

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\145\060\202\001\353\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\170

\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272\163\364\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\164\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060\037\006\003

\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104\141\164\141

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023

\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055\063\070\064\040\103

\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\063\062\066\060\067\062\064\065

\064\132\027\015\064\063\060\063\062\066\060\067\062\064\065\064

\132\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114

\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143

\157\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123

\056\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145

\162\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103

\055\063\070\064\040\103\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110

\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\304

\050\216\253\030\133\152\276\156\144\067\143\344\315\354\253\072

\367\314\241\270\016\202\111\327\206\051\237\241\224\362\343\140

\170\230\201\170\006\115\362\354\232\016\127\140\203\237\264\346

\027\057\032\263\135\002\133\211\043\074\302\021\005\052\247\210

\023\030\363\120\204\327\275\064\054\047\211\125\377\316\114\347

\337\246\037\050\304\360\124\303\271\174\267\123\255\353\302\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\215

\006\146\164\044\166\072\363\211\367\274\326\275\107\175\057\274

\020\137\113\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003
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\150\000\060\145\002\060\003\125\055\246\346\030\304\174\357\311

\120\156\301\047\017\234\207\257\156\325\033\010\030\275\222\051

\301\357\224\221\170\322\072\034\125\211\142\345\033\011\036\272

\144\153\361\166\264\324\002\061\000\264\102\204\231\377\253\347

\236\373\221\227\047\135\334\260\133\060\161\316\136\070\032\152

\331\045\347\352\367\141\222\126\370\352\332\066\302\207\145\226

\056\162\045\057\177\337\303\023\311

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Certum EC-384 CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:78:8f:27:5c:81:12:52:20:a5:04:d0:2d:dd:ba:73:f4

# Subject: CN=Certum EC-384 CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 26 07:24:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Thu Mar 26 07:24:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

6B:32:80:85:62:53:18:AA:50:D1:73:C9:8D:8B:DA:09:D5:7E:27:41:3D:11:4C:F7:87:A0:F5:D0:6C:03:0C:F6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F3:3E:78:3C:AC:DF:F4:A2:CC:AC:67:55:69:56:D7:E5:16:3C:E1:ED

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum EC-384 CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\363\076\170\074\254\337\364\242\314\254\147\125\151\126\327\345

\026\074\341\355

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\266\145\263\226\140\227\022\241\354\116\341\075\243\306\311\361

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\105\103\055

\063\070\064\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\170\217\047\134\201\022\122\040\245\004\320\055\335\272

\163\364

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Certum Trusted Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:1e:bf:59:50:b8:c9:80:37:4c:06:f7:eb:55:4f:b5:ed

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 16 12:10:13 2018

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 16 12:10:13 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FE:76:96:57:38:55:77:3E:37:A9:5E:7A:D4:D9:CC:96:C3:01:57:C1:5D:31:76:5B:A9:B1:57:04:E1:AE:78:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C8:83:44:C0:18:AE:9F:CC:F1:87:B7:8F:22:D1:C5:D7:45:84:BA:E5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117

\265\355

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\300\060\202\003\250\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\036
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\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117\265\355\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\060\172

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060

\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104

\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056

\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165

\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164

\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070

\060\063\061\066\061\062\061\060\061\063\132\027\015\064\063\060

\063\061\066\061\062\061\060\061\063\132\060\172\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157\040\104\141\164\141\040

\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056\101\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026

\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165\163\164\145\144\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\321\055\216\273\267\066\352\155\067

\221\237\116\223\247\005\344\051\003\045\316\034\202\367\174\231

\237\101\006\315\355\243\272\300\333\011\054\301\174\337\051\176

\113\145\057\223\247\324\001\153\003\050\030\243\330\235\005\301

\052\330\105\361\221\336\337\073\320\200\002\214\317\070\017\352

\247\134\170\021\244\301\310\205\134\045\323\323\262\347\045\317

\021\124\227\253\065\300\036\166\034\357\000\123\237\071\334\024

\245\054\042\045\263\162\162\374\215\263\345\076\010\036\024\052

\067\013\210\074\312\260\364\310\302\241\256\274\301\276\051\147

\125\342\374\255\131\134\376\275\127\054\260\220\215\302\355\067

\266\174\231\210\265\325\003\232\075\025\015\075\072\250\250\105

\360\225\116\045\131\035\315\230\151\273\323\314\062\311\215\357

\201\376\255\175\211\273\272\140\023\312\145\225\147\240\363\031

\366\003\126\324\152\323\047\342\241\255\203\360\112\022\042\167

\034\005\163\342\031\161\102\300\354\165\106\232\220\130\340\152

\216\053\245\106\060\004\216\031\262\027\343\276\251\272\177\126

\361\044\003\327\262\041\050\166\016\066\060\114\171\325\101\232

\232\250\270\065\272\014\072\362\104\033\040\210\367\305\045\327

\075\306\343\076\103\335\207\376\304\352\365\123\076\114\145\377

\073\112\313\170\132\153\027\137\015\307\303\117\116\232\052\242

\355\127\115\042\342\106\232\077\017\221\064\044\175\125\343\214

\225\067\323\032\360\011\053\054\322\311\215\264\015\000\253\147

\051\050\330\001\365\031\004\266\035\276\166\376\162\134\304\205

\312\322\200\101\337\005\250\243\325\204\220\117\013\363\340\077

\233\031\322\067\211\077\362\173\122\034\214\366\341\367\074\007

\227\214\016\242\131\201\014\262\220\075\323\343\131\106\355\017

\251\247\336\200\153\132\252\007\266\031\313\274\127\363\227\041
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\172\014\261\053\164\076\353\332\247\147\055\114\304\230\236\066

\011\166\146\146\374\032\077\352\110\124\034\276\060\275\200\120

\277\174\265\316\000\366\014\141\331\347\044\003\340\343\001\201

\016\275\330\205\064\210\275\262\066\250\173\134\010\345\104\200

\214\157\370\057\325\041\312\035\034\320\373\304\265\207\321\072

\116\307\166\265\065\110\265\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\214\373\034\165

\274\002\323\237\116\056\110\331\371\140\124\252\304\263\117\372

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\110\242\325\000\013\056\320\077\274\034\325\265

\124\111\036\132\153\364\344\362\340\100\067\340\314\024\173\271

\311\372\065\265\165\027\223\152\005\151\205\234\315\117\031\170

\133\031\201\363\143\076\303\316\133\217\365\057\136\001\166\023

\077\054\000\271\315\226\122\071\111\155\004\116\305\351\017\206

\015\341\372\263\137\202\022\361\072\316\146\006\044\064\053\350

\314\312\347\151\334\207\235\302\064\327\171\321\323\167\270\252

\131\130\376\235\046\372\070\206\076\235\212\207\144\127\345\027

\072\342\371\215\271\343\063\170\301\220\330\270\335\267\203\121

\344\304\314\043\325\006\174\346\121\323\315\064\061\300\366\106

\273\013\255\374\075\020\005\052\073\112\221\045\356\214\324\204

\207\200\052\274\011\214\252\072\023\137\350\064\171\120\301\020

\031\371\323\050\036\324\321\121\060\051\263\256\220\147\326\037

\012\143\261\305\251\306\102\061\143\027\224\357\151\313\057\372

\214\024\175\304\103\030\211\331\360\062\100\346\200\342\106\137

\345\343\301\000\131\250\371\350\040\274\211\054\016\107\064\013

\352\127\302\123\066\374\247\324\257\061\315\376\002\345\165\372

\271\047\011\371\363\365\073\312\175\237\251\042\313\210\311\252

\321\107\075\066\167\250\131\144\153\047\317\357\047\301\343\044

\265\206\367\256\176\062\115\260\171\150\321\071\350\220\130\303

\203\274\017\054\326\227\353\316\014\341\040\307\332\267\076\303

\077\277\057\334\064\244\373\053\041\315\147\217\113\364\343\352

\324\077\347\117\272\271\245\223\105\034\146\037\041\372\144\136

\157\340\166\224\062\313\165\365\156\345\366\217\307\270\244\314

\250\226\175\144\373\044\132\112\003\154\153\070\306\350\003\103

\232\367\127\271\263\051\151\223\070\364\003\362\273\373\202\153

\007\040\321\122\037\232\144\002\173\230\146\333\134\115\132\017

\320\204\225\240\074\024\103\006\312\312\333\270\101\066\332\152

\104\147\207\257\257\343\105\021\025\151\010\262\276\026\071\227

\044\157\022\105\321\147\135\011\250\311\025\332\372\322\246\137

\023\141\037\277\205\254\264\255\255\005\224\010\203\036\165\027

\323\161\073\223\120\043\131\240\355\074\221\124\235\166\000\305

\303\270\070\333

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Trust for "Certum Trusted Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Serial Number:1e:bf:59:50:b8:c9:80:37:4c:06:f7:eb:55:4f:b5:ed

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Root CA,OU=Certum Certification Authority,O=Asseco Data Systems S.A.,C=PL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 16 12:10:13 2018

# Not Valid After : Mon Mar 16 12:10:13 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

FE:76:96:57:38:55:77:3E:37:A9:5E:7A:D4:D9:CC:96:C3:01:57:C1:5D:31:76:5B:A9:B1:57:04:E1:AE:78:FD

# Fingerprint (SHA1): C8:83:44:C0:18:AE:9F:CC:F1:87:B7:8F:22:D1:C5:D7:45:84:BA:E5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certum Trusted Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\203\104\300\030\256\237\314\361\207\267\217\042\321\305\327

\105\204\272\345

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\341\302\347\376\114\204\257\131\016\057\364\124\157\352\051

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\114\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\101\163\163\145\143\157

\040\104\141\164\141\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\123\056

\101\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\013\023\036\103\145\162

\164\165\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\145\162\164\165\155\040\124\162\165

\163\164\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\277\131\120\270\311\200\067\114\006\367\353\125\117

\265\355

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "TunTrust Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Serial Number:13:02:d5:e2:40:4c:92:46:86:16:67:5d:b4:bb:bb:b2:6b:3e:fc:13

# Subject: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 26 08:57:56 2019
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# Not Valid After : Tue Apr 26 08:57:56 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:44:10:2A:B5:8C:B8:54:19:45:1C:8E:19:D9:AC:F3:66:2C:AF:BC:61:4B:6A:53:96:0A:30:F7:D0:E2:EB:41

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:E9:70:84:0F:E0:73:0F:9D:F6:0C:7F:2C:4B:EE:20:46:34:9C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TunTrust Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\023\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273

\273\262\153\076\374\023

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\263\060\202\003\233\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\023

\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273\273\262\153

\076\374\023\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\116\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156

\143\145\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154

\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\071\060\064\062\066\060

\070\065\067\065\066\132\027\015\064\064\060\064\062\066\060\070

\065\067\065\066\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\124\116\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101

\147\145\156\143\145\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040
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\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\303\315\323\374\275\004\123

\335\014\040\072\325\210\056\005\113\101\365\203\202\176\367\131

\237\236\236\143\350\163\332\366\006\251\117\037\264\371\013\037

\071\214\232\040\320\176\006\324\354\064\331\206\274\165\133\207

\210\360\322\331\324\243\012\262\154\033\353\111\054\076\254\135

\330\224\003\240\354\064\345\060\304\065\175\373\046\115\033\156

\060\124\330\365\200\105\234\071\255\234\311\045\004\115\232\220

\076\116\100\156\212\153\315\051\147\306\314\055\340\164\350\005

\127\012\110\120\372\172\103\332\176\354\133\232\016\142\166\376

\352\235\035\205\162\354\021\273\065\350\037\047\277\301\241\307

\273\110\026\335\126\327\314\116\240\341\271\254\333\325\203\031

\032\205\321\224\227\327\312\243\145\013\363\070\371\002\256\335

\366\147\317\311\077\365\212\054\107\032\231\157\005\015\375\320

\035\202\061\374\051\314\000\130\227\221\114\200\000\034\063\205

\226\057\313\101\302\213\020\204\303\011\044\211\037\265\017\331

\331\167\107\030\222\224\140\134\307\231\003\074\376\367\225\247

\175\120\241\200\302\251\203\255\130\226\125\041\333\206\131\324

\257\306\274\335\201\156\007\333\140\142\376\354\020\156\332\150

\001\364\203\033\251\076\242\133\043\327\144\306\337\334\242\175

\330\113\272\202\322\121\370\146\277\006\106\344\171\052\046\066

\171\217\037\116\231\035\262\217\014\016\034\377\311\135\300\375

\220\020\246\261\067\363\315\072\044\156\264\205\220\277\200\271

\014\214\325\233\326\310\361\126\077\032\200\211\172\251\342\033

\062\121\054\076\362\337\173\366\135\172\051\031\216\345\310\275

\066\161\213\135\114\302\035\077\255\130\242\317\075\160\115\246

\120\230\045\334\043\371\270\130\101\010\161\277\117\270\204\240

\217\000\124\025\374\221\155\130\247\226\073\353\113\226\047\315

\153\242\241\206\254\015\174\124\346\146\114\146\137\220\276\041

\232\002\106\055\344\203\302\200\271\317\113\076\350\177\074\001

\354\217\136\315\177\322\050\102\001\225\212\342\227\075\020\041

\175\366\235\034\305\064\241\354\054\016\012\122\054\022\125\160

\044\075\313\302\024\065\103\135\047\116\276\300\275\252\174\226

\347\374\236\141\255\104\323\000\227\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\006\232\233

\037\123\175\361\365\244\310\323\206\076\241\163\131\264\367\104

\041\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\006

\232\233\037\123\175\361\365\244\310\323\206\076\241\163\131\264

\367\104\041\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\252\005\156\266\335\025\311\277\263

\306\040\366\006\107\260\206\223\045\323\215\271\310\000\077\227

\365\122\047\210\161\311\164\375\353\312\144\333\133\357\036\135
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\272\277\321\353\356\134\151\272\026\310\363\271\217\323\066\056

\100\111\007\015\131\336\213\020\260\111\005\342\377\221\077\113

\267\335\002\216\370\201\050\134\314\334\155\257\137\024\234\175

\130\170\015\366\200\011\271\351\016\227\051\031\270\267\353\370

\026\313\125\022\344\306\175\273\304\354\370\265\034\116\076\147

\277\305\137\033\155\155\107\050\252\004\130\141\326\166\277\042

\177\320\007\152\247\144\123\360\227\215\235\200\077\273\301\007

\333\145\257\346\233\062\232\303\124\223\304\034\010\303\104\373

\173\143\021\103\321\152\032\141\152\171\155\220\117\051\216\107

\005\301\022\151\151\326\306\066\061\341\374\372\200\272\134\117

\304\353\267\062\254\370\165\141\027\327\020\031\271\361\322\011

\357\172\102\235\133\132\013\324\306\225\116\052\316\377\007\327

\117\176\030\006\210\361\031\265\331\230\273\256\161\304\034\347

\164\131\130\357\014\211\317\213\037\165\223\032\004\024\222\110

\120\251\353\127\051\000\026\343\066\034\310\370\277\360\063\325

\101\017\304\314\074\335\351\063\103\001\221\020\053\036\321\271

\135\315\062\031\213\217\214\040\167\327\042\304\102\334\204\026

\233\045\155\350\264\125\161\177\260\174\263\323\161\111\271\317

\122\244\004\077\334\075\240\273\257\063\236\012\060\140\216\333

\235\135\224\250\275\140\347\142\200\166\201\203\014\214\314\060

\106\111\342\014\322\250\257\353\141\161\357\347\042\142\251\367

\134\144\154\237\026\214\147\066\047\105\365\011\173\277\366\020

\012\361\260\215\124\103\214\004\272\243\077\357\342\065\307\371

\164\340\157\064\101\320\277\163\145\127\040\371\233\147\172\146

\150\044\116\200\145\275\020\231\006\131\362\145\257\270\306\107

\273\375\220\170\213\101\163\056\257\125\037\334\073\222\162\156

\204\323\320\141\114\015\314\166\127\342\055\205\042\025\066\015

\353\001\235\353\330\353\304\204\231\373\300\014\314\062\350\343

\167\332\203\104\213\236\125\050\300\213\130\323\220\076\116\033

\000\361\025\255\203\053\232

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "TunTrust Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Serial Number:13:02:d5:e2:40:4c:92:46:86:16:67:5d:b4:bb:bb:b2:6b:3e:fc:13

# Subject: CN=TunTrust Root CA,O=Agence Nationale de Certification Electronique,C=TN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 26 08:57:56 2019

# Not Valid After : Tue Apr 26 08:57:56 2044

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

2E:44:10:2A:B5:8C:B8:54:19:45:1C:8E:19:D9:AC:F3:66:2C:AF:BC:61:4B:6A:53:96:0A:30:F7:D0:E2:EB:41

# Fingerprint (SHA1): CF:E9:70:84:0F:E0:73:0F:9D:F6:0C:7F:2C:4B:EE:20:46:34:9C:BB

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TunTrust Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\351\160\204\017\340\163\017\235\366\014\177\054\113\356\040

\106\064\234\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\205\023\271\220\133\066\134\266\136\270\132\370\340\061\127\264

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\101\147\145\156\143\145

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\145\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\161\165\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\165\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\023\002\325\342\100\114\222\106\206\026\147\135\264\273

\273\262\153\076\374\023

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:39:ca:93:1c:ef:43:f3:c6:8e:93:c7:f4:64:89:38:7e

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:55:38 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:55:37 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:5D:0E:8E:DA:79:52:5B:F9:BE:B1:1B:14:D2:10:0D:32:94:98:5F:0C:62:D9:FA:BD:9C:D9:99:EC:CB:7B:1D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 02:2D:05:82:FA:88:CE:14:0C:06:79:DE:7F:14:10:E9:45:D7:A5:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165
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\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\071\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211

\070\176

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\244\060\202\003\214\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\071

\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211\070\176\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\154

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060

\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014

\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123\101\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015

\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\060\065\065\063\070\132\027\015\064

\065\060\062\061\063\061\060\065\065\063\067\132\060\154\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101

\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156

\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110

\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\213\302\347\257\145

\233\005\147\226\311\015\044\271\320\016\144\374\316\342\044\030

\054\204\177\167\121\313\004\021\066\270\136\355\151\161\247\236

\344\045\011\227\147\301\107\302\317\221\026\066\142\075\070\004

\341\121\202\377\254\322\264\151\335\056\354\021\243\105\356\153

\153\073\114\277\214\215\244\036\235\021\271\351\070\371\172\016

\014\230\342\043\035\321\116\143\324\347\270\101\104\373\153\257

\153\332\037\323\305\221\210\133\244\211\222\321\201\346\214\071

\130\240\326\151\103\251\255\230\122\130\156\333\012\373\153\317
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\150\372\343\244\136\072\105\163\230\007\352\137\002\162\336\014

\245\263\237\256\251\035\267\035\263\374\212\131\347\156\162\145

\255\365\060\224\043\007\363\202\026\113\065\230\234\123\273\057

\312\344\132\331\307\215\035\374\230\231\373\054\244\202\153\360

\052\037\216\013\137\161\134\134\256\102\173\051\211\201\313\003

\243\231\312\210\236\013\100\011\101\063\333\346\130\172\375\256

\231\160\300\132\017\326\023\206\161\057\166\151\374\220\335\333

\055\156\321\362\233\365\032\153\236\157\025\214\172\360\113\050

\240\042\070\200\044\154\066\244\073\362\060\221\363\170\023\317

\301\077\065\253\361\035\021\043\265\103\042\236\001\222\267\030

\002\345\021\321\202\333\025\000\314\141\067\301\052\174\232\341

\320\272\263\120\106\356\202\254\235\061\370\373\043\342\003\000

\110\160\243\011\046\171\025\123\140\363\070\134\255\070\352\201

\000\143\024\271\063\136\335\013\333\240\105\007\032\063\011\370

\115\264\247\002\246\151\364\302\131\005\210\145\205\126\256\113

\313\340\336\074\175\055\032\310\351\373\037\243\141\112\326\052

\023\255\167\114\032\030\233\221\017\130\330\006\124\305\227\370

\252\077\040\212\246\205\246\167\366\246\374\034\342\356\156\224

\063\052\203\120\204\012\345\117\206\370\120\105\170\000\201\353

\133\150\343\046\215\314\173\134\121\364\024\054\100\276\032\140

\035\172\162\141\035\037\143\055\210\252\316\242\105\220\010\374

\153\276\263\120\052\132\375\250\110\030\106\326\220\100\222\220

\012\204\136\150\061\370\353\355\015\323\035\306\175\231\030\125

\126\047\145\056\215\105\305\044\354\316\343\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\012\110\043\246\140\244\222\012\063\352\223\133\305\127\352\045

\115\275\022\356\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\076\220\110\252\156\142\025\045

\146\173\014\325\214\213\211\235\327\355\116\007\357\234\320\024

\137\136\120\275\150\226\220\244\024\021\252\150\155\011\065\071

\100\011\332\364\011\054\064\245\173\131\204\111\051\227\164\310

\007\036\107\155\362\316\034\120\046\343\236\075\100\123\077\367

\177\226\166\020\305\106\245\320\040\113\120\364\065\073\030\364

\125\152\101\033\107\006\150\074\273\011\010\142\331\137\125\102

\252\254\123\205\254\225\126\066\126\253\344\005\214\305\250\332

\037\243\151\275\123\017\304\377\334\312\343\176\362\114\210\206

\107\106\032\363\000\365\200\221\242\334\103\102\224\233\040\360

\321\315\262\353\054\123\302\123\170\112\117\004\224\101\232\217

\047\062\301\345\111\031\277\361\362\302\213\250\012\071\061\050

\264\175\142\066\054\115\354\037\063\266\176\167\155\176\120\360

\237\016\327\021\217\317\030\305\343\047\376\046\357\005\235\317

\317\067\305\320\173\332\073\260\026\204\014\072\223\326\276\027

\333\017\076\016\031\170\011\307\251\002\162\042\113\367\067\166

\272\165\304\205\003\132\143\325\261\165\005\302\271\275\224\255

\214\025\231\247\223\175\366\305\363\252\164\317\004\205\224\230

\000\364\342\371\312\044\145\277\340\142\257\310\305\372\262\311
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\236\126\110\332\171\375\226\166\025\276\243\216\126\304\263\064

\374\276\107\364\301\264\250\374\325\060\210\150\356\313\256\311

\143\304\166\276\254\070\030\341\136\134\317\256\072\042\121\353

\321\213\263\363\053\063\007\124\207\372\264\262\023\173\272\123

\004\142\001\235\361\300\117\356\341\072\324\213\040\020\372\002

\127\346\357\301\013\267\220\106\234\031\051\214\334\157\240\112

\151\151\224\267\044\145\240\377\254\077\316\001\373\041\056\375

\150\370\233\362\245\317\061\070\134\025\252\346\227\000\301\337

\132\245\247\071\252\351\204\177\074\121\250\072\331\224\133\214

\277\117\010\161\345\333\250\134\324\322\246\376\000\243\306\026

\307\017\350\200\316\034\050\144\164\031\010\323\102\343\316\000

\135\177\261\334\023\260\341\005\313\321\040\252\206\164\236\071

\347\221\375\377\133\326\367\255\246\057\003\013\155\343\127\124

\353\166\123\030\215\021\230\272

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:39:ca:93:1c:ef:43:f3:c6:8e:93:c7:f4:64:89:38:7e

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:55:38 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:55:37 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:5D:0E:8E:DA:79:52:5B:F9:BE:B1:1B:14:D2:10:0D:32:94:98:5F:0C:62:D9:FA:BD:9C:D9:99:EC:CB:7B:1D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 02:2D:05:82:FA:88:CE:14:0C:06:79:DE:7F:14:10:E9:45:D7:A5:6D

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\055\005\202\372\210\316\024\014\006\171\336\177\024\020\351

\105\327\245\155

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\145\107\233\130\206\335\054\360\374\242\204\037\036\226\304\221

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\122\123

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\071\312\223\034\357\103\363\306\216\223\307\364\144\211

\070\176

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:67:74:9d:8d:77:d8:3b:6a:db:22:f4:ff:59:e2:bf:ce

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:01:10 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:01:09 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3F:99:CC:47:4A:CF:CE:4D:FE:D5:87:94:66:5E:47:8D:15:47:73:9F:2E:78:0F:1B:B4:CA:9B:13:30:97:D4:01

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BC:B0:C1:9D:E9:98:92:70:19:38:57:E9:8D:A7:B4:5D:6E:EE:01:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\147\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342
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\277\316

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\124\060\202\001\333\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\147

\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342\277\316\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\154\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110\101

\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015\062\061\060

\062\061\071\061\061\060\061\061\060\132\027\015\064\065\060\062

\061\063\061\061\060\061\060\071\132\060\154\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004

\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144

\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143

\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103

\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\110\101\122\111

\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110

\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\070

\010\376\261\240\226\322\172\254\257\111\072\320\300\340\303\073

\050\252\361\162\155\145\000\107\210\204\374\232\046\153\252\113

\272\154\004\012\210\136\027\362\125\207\374\060\260\064\342\064

\130\127\032\204\123\351\060\331\251\362\226\164\303\121\037\130

\111\061\314\230\116\140\021\207\165\323\162\224\220\117\233\020

\045\052\250\170\055\276\220\101\130\220\025\162\247\241\267\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\311

\033\123\201\022\376\004\325\026\321\252\274\232\157\267\240\225

\031\156\312\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003

\147\000\060\144\002\060\021\336\256\370\334\116\210\260\251\360

\042\255\302\121\100\357\140\161\055\356\217\002\304\135\003\160

\111\244\222\352\305\024\210\160\246\323\015\260\252\312\054\100

\234\373\351\202\156\232\002\060\053\107\232\007\306\321\302\201

\174\312\013\226\030\101\033\243\364\060\011\236\265\043\050\015

\237\024\266\074\123\242\114\006\151\175\372\154\221\306\052\111

\105\346\354\267\023\341\072\154

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR
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# Serial Number:67:74:9d:8d:77:d8:3b:6a:db:22:f4:ff:59:e2:bf:ce

# Subject: CN=HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:01:10 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:01:09 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

3F:99:CC:47:4A:CF:CE:4D:FE:D5:87:94:66:5E:47:8D:15:47:73:9F:2E:78:0F:1B:B4:CA:9B:13:30:97:D4:01

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BC:B0:C1:9D:E9:98:92:70:19:38:57:E9:8D:A7:B4:5D:6E:EE:01:48

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA TLS ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\260\301\235\351\230\222\160\031\070\127\351\215\247\264\135

\156\356\001\110

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\367\114\345\146\065\321\267\233\214\042\223\164\323\113\260

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\124\114\123\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\147\164\235\215\167\330\073\152\333\042\364\377\131\342

\277\316

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:55:52:f8:1e:db:1b:24:2c:9e:bb:96:18:cd:02:28:3e

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:58:46 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:58:45 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:E7:AB:E3:06:86:B1:63:48:AF:D1:C6:1B:68:66:A0:EA:7F:48:21:E6:7D:5E:8A:F9:37:CF:80:11:BC:75:0D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:C6:90:0A:77:3A:B6:BC:F4:65:AD:AC:FC:E3:F7:07:00:6E:DE:6E
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002

\050\076

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\252\060\202\003\222\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\125

\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002\050\076\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\157

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060

\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014

\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\122

\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060

\036\027\015\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\060\065\070\064\066\132

\027\015\064\065\060\062\061\063\061\060\065\070\064\065\132\060

\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067

\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151

\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122

\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164
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\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003

\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040

\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\201\333\127\102\220\054\164\065\364\370\270\164\031\115\253

\011\132\167\105\201\163\142\260\065\237\370\320\267\063\000\207

\023\266\226\253\016\124\022\060\007\274\233\267\110\327\321\031

\203\256\216\330\251\361\251\000\204\260\214\136\236\350\014\217

\124\151\277\366\324\010\117\046\160\376\030\101\143\032\263\062

\213\100\370\007\253\127\061\360\306\026\166\147\232\264\335\057

\362\321\153\305\320\222\204\221\161\156\017\056\143\351\037\123

\244\335\122\023\314\011\203\051\201\014\305\123\165\104\261\016

\147\123\030\320\303\037\210\113\237\224\044\264\051\274\273\350

\116\375\157\322\025\035\111\334\215\160\362\021\032\040\121\125

\021\272\210\157\304\367\120\171\326\252\061\342\204\075\136\062

\310\167\052\120\161\345\013\057\351\266\352\357\253\012\063\071

\016\375\217\245\147\103\202\216\230\151\011\011\033\100\315\070

\147\107\352\311\354\227\161\022\336\044\365\162\074\321\367\103

\114\046\367\220\262\211\351\105\113\125\075\061\005\172\101\342

\225\272\103\300\027\305\266\205\075\031\215\144\160\363\133\254

\315\237\323\051\165\207\113\225\147\152\246\370\321\335\274\220

\206\211\103\051\251\067\133\365\135\260\046\132\123\102\166\220

\053\317\236\126\154\053\124\317\134\232\145\337\133\213\110\140

\070\174\373\305\013\317\166\004\143\002\063\052\175\365\203\147

\347\372\306\103\375\053\017\324\046\057\167\244\062\301\044\352

\144\235\277\263\070\161\061\104\362\107\270\242\146\101\241\373

\233\173\274\307\106\152\165\277\132\242\214\350\152\104\301\270

\226\265\300\062\010\055\173\164\065\163\262\312\306\376\257\021

\162\030\366\347\310\302\317\245\052\352\173\326\131\350\174\240

\262\152\100\011\151\016\245\226\333\321\000\271\361\210\156\066

\360\210\262\235\361\122\362\303\174\277\060\211\074\012\151\371

\042\244\145\341\233\340\164\306\261\205\227\226\054\256\224\217

\120\246\071\022\037\276\107\362\201\170\323\165\066\236\175\132

\040\227\342\122\256\231\237\306\174\233\146\363\376\330\317\356

\275\227\006\035\055\205\334\076\066\123\226\173\040\272\350\310

\341\255\226\142\076\021\174\263\000\204\236\247\114\161\253\112

\067\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\240\326\007\075\136\044\367\173\240\104

\056\044\122\015\031\252\053\004\221\247\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\015\107

\371\011\146\061\122\354\171\356\302\250\362\150\076\355\226\105

\313\072\246\230\143\077\352\053\115\116\003\320\034\202\341\313

\323\345\326\253\133\147\050\274\235\376\014\231\012\200\125\247

\316\033\043\141\015\260\127\360\376\340\312\276\346\220\333\203

\054\276\203\216\364\171\266\376\320\015\102\247\130\037\151\352
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\201\365\005\245\376\106\150\353\154\170\311\340\352\347\346\336

\061\305\322\325\054\202\143\050\235\135\250\032\176\210\346\347

\053\361\054\325\320\005\236\334\055\275\067\146\324\004\242\247

\255\277\072\302\250\073\255\377\215\235\063\340\271\232\204\241

\207\037\166\364\202\164\327\016\371\060\110\076\133\210\076\252

\134\153\326\057\014\350\216\163\302\030\221\203\071\266\146\132

\320\037\140\047\135\115\343\366\072\015\146\120\234\170\173\253

\363\023\020\256\017\057\253\350\144\263\030\040\235\106\065\144

\045\163\352\233\020\134\130\065\211\261\106\110\247\364\254\324

\035\236\133\314\251\245\032\023\117\044\120\252\331\033\155\261

\100\373\235\335\130\164\304\302\157\024\162\354\333\065\237\270

\124\165\105\303\246\310\032\050\065\072\256\145\362\251\230\316

\257\133\311\070\214\061\073\177\314\334\226\375\342\133\326\320

\131\364\166\272\013\313\117\203\020\307\100\320\035\140\351\052

\345\110\130\167\014\105\151\276\031\161\004\044\342\343\044\037

\112\310\301\076\231\365\226\230\070\110\045\241\025\260\033\327

\342\204\030\133\366\161\065\232\150\173\100\314\030\134\014\044

\235\324\225\365\231\252\106\352\256\254\277\364\024\031\044\350

\214\354\343\365\274\006\150\212\052\014\005\137\012\227\165\247

\334\176\300\375\327\172\030\337\060\321\070\113\037\260\230\160

\277\314\174\163\360\156\304\061\245\244\227\035\254\277\316\154

\041\112\276\047\043\147\363\006\126\201\012\221\216\266\341\003

\005\063\054\332\064\010\115\116\120\043\255\037\245\305\324\172

\376\352\011\354\247\050\140\213\106\174\265\352\233\335\117\371

\347\153\025\306\210\317\103\333\345\047\334\004\126\156\157\106

\025\361\126\055\350\134\014\163\303\043\201\070\040\313\311\014

\151\317\054\253\073\204\140\063\031\122\375\151\024\063

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:55:52:f8:1e:db:1b:24:2c:9e:bb:96:18:cd:02:28:3e

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:58:46 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 10:58:45 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

1B:E7:AB:E3:06:86:B1:63:48:AF:D1:C6:1B:68:66:A0:EA:7F:48:21:E6:7D:5E:8A:F9:37:CF:80:11:BC:75:0D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:C6:90:0A:77:3A:B6:BC:F4:65:AD:AC:FC:E3:F7:07:00:6E:DE:6E

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\306\220\012\167\072\266\274\364\145\255\254\374\343\367\007
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\000\156\336\156

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\157\355\134\327\210\314\070\251\334\351\335\331\135\333\330\355

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\125\122\370\036\333\033\044\054\236\273\226\030\315\002

\050\076

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

#

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:31:68:d9:d8:e1:62:57:1e:d2:19:44:88:e6:10:7d:f0

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:03:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:03:33 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:D4:B5:37:3C:B0:DE:36:76:9C:12:33:92:80:D8:27:46:B3:AA:6C:D4:26:E7:97:A3:1B:AB:E4:27:9C:F0:0B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BE:64:D3:DA:14:4B:D2:6B:CD:AF:8F:DB:A6:A6:72:F8:DE:26:F9:00

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164
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\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\061\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020

\175\360

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\132\060\202\001\341\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\061

\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020\175\360\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\157\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\110\101

\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015

\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\061\060\063\063\064\132\027\015\064

\065\060\062\061\063\061\061\060\063\063\063\132\060\157\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101

\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156

\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\014\036\110

\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\007\030\255\225\226\224\320\134\017\202\367

\052\100\372\002\311\311\075\066\246\243\004\152\301\155\225\001

\210\140\022\124\154\134\242\053\156\023\072\210\225\014\034\046

\206\066\112\211\031\267\030\336\073\350\250\120\037\312\337\133

\277\111\200\025\333\343\060\341\035\132\307\052\212\001\007\376

\155\054\064\357\050\050\227\274\301\371\127\206\225\213\065\317

\236\132\321\150\225\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\122\010\322\276\062\201\045\375\365\032\227
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\354\116\137\032\273\123\315\220\255\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110

\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\114\061\105\106

\117\250\346\276\303\167\262\032\030\113\055\210\173\130\346\253

\224\153\104\003\260\027\377\337\202\163\104\121\054\375\223\035

\006\173\024\322\211\354\100\014\357\041\001\056\002\060\057\311

\056\132\154\054\035\331\225\340\236\260\271\134\122\174\366\370

\070\312\056\361\324\035\362\242\111\242\225\370\301\130\136\117

\376\163\012\357\061\260\253\043\130\023\214\213\336\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:31:68:d9:d8:e1:62:57:1e:d2:19:44:88:e6:10:7d:f0

# Subject: CN=HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:03:34 2021

# Not Valid After : Mon Feb 13 11:03:33 2045

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:D4:B5:37:3C:B0:DE:36:76:9C:12:33:92:80:D8:27:46:B3:AA:6C:D4:26:E7:97:A3:1B:AB:E4:27:9C:F0:0B

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BE:64:D3:DA:14:4B:D2:6B:CD:AF:8F:DB:A6:A6:72:F8:DE:26:F9:00

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Client ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\276\144\323\332\024\113\322\153\315\257\217\333\246\246\162\370

\336\046\371\000

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\255\270\120\246\251\202\172\154\075\032\252\244\322\143\244\104

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\003\014\036\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\154\151\145\156\164

\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\061\150\331\330\341\142\127\036\322\031\104\210\346\020

\175\360
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

#

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:1b:70:e9:d2:ff:ae:6c:71

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 23 15:22:07 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon May 05 15:22:07 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:DE:05:83:EF:D2:B2:6E:03:61:DA:99:DA:9D:F4:64:8D:EF:7E:E8:44:1C:3B:72:8A:FA:9B:CD:E0:F9:B2:6A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0B:BE:C2:27:22:49:CB:39:AA:DB:35:5C:53:E3:8C:AE:78:FF:B6:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\033\160\351\322\377\256\154\161

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\024\060\202\003\374\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\033

\160\351\322\377\256\154\161\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071
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\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141

\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040

\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\036\027\015\061\064\060

\071\062\063\061\065\062\062\060\067\132\027\015\063\066\060\065

\060\065\061\065\062\062\060\067\132\060\121\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\106\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\040\103

\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064\060\066\070\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\312\226\153

\216\352\370\373\361\242\065\340\177\114\332\340\303\122\327\175

\266\020\310\002\136\263\103\052\304\117\152\262\312\034\135\050

\232\170\021\032\151\131\127\257\265\040\102\344\213\017\346\337

\133\246\003\222\057\365\021\344\142\327\062\161\070\331\004\014

\161\253\075\121\176\017\007\337\143\005\134\351\277\224\157\301

\051\202\300\264\332\121\260\301\074\273\255\067\112\134\312\361

\113\066\016\044\253\277\303\204\167\375\250\120\364\261\347\306

\057\322\055\131\215\172\012\116\226\151\122\002\252\066\230\354

\374\372\024\203\014\067\037\311\222\067\177\327\201\055\345\304

\271\340\076\064\376\147\364\076\146\321\323\364\100\317\136\142

\064\017\160\006\076\040\030\132\316\367\162\033\045\154\223\164

\024\223\243\163\261\016\252\207\020\043\131\137\040\005\031\107

\355\150\216\222\022\312\135\374\326\053\262\222\074\040\317\341

\137\257\040\276\240\166\177\166\345\354\032\206\141\063\076\347

\173\264\077\240\017\216\242\271\152\157\271\207\046\157\101\154

\210\246\120\375\152\143\013\365\223\026\033\031\217\262\355\233

\233\311\220\365\001\014\337\031\075\017\076\070\043\311\057\217

\014\321\002\376\033\125\326\116\320\215\074\257\117\244\363\376

\257\052\323\005\235\171\010\241\313\127\061\264\234\310\220\262

\147\364\030\026\223\072\374\107\330\321\170\226\061\037\272\053

\014\137\135\231\255\143\211\132\044\040\166\330\337\375\253\116

\246\042\252\235\136\346\047\212\175\150\051\243\347\212\270\332

\021\273\027\055\231\235\023\044\106\367\305\342\330\237\216\177

\307\217\164\155\132\262\350\162\365\254\356\044\020\255\057\024

\332\377\055\232\106\161\107\276\102\337\273\001\333\364\177\323

\050\217\061\131\133\323\311\002\246\264\122\312\156\227\373\103

\305\010\046\157\212\364\273\375\237\050\252\015\325\105\363\023

\072\035\330\300\170\217\101\147\074\036\224\144\256\173\013\305

\350\331\001\210\071\032\227\206\144\101\325\073\207\014\156\372

\017\306\275\110\024\277\071\115\324\236\101\266\217\226\035\143

\226\223\331\225\006\170\061\150\236\067\006\073\200\211\105\141

\071\043\307\033\104\243\025\345\034\370\222\060\273\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\357\060\201\354\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\145\315\353\253\065\036\000\076\176\325\164\300\034

\264\163\107\016\032\144\057\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001
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\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\001\060\201\246\006\003

\125\035\040\004\201\236\060\201\233\060\201\230\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\201\217\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\146\151

\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163\151\157\156\141\154\056\143

\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\134\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\120\036\116\000\120\000\141\000\163\000\145\000\157

\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000\102

\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\156\000\157\000\166\000\141\000\040

\000\064\000\067\000\040\000\102\000\141\000\162\000\143\000\145

\000\154\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\040\000\060\000\070\000\060

\000\061\000\067\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\164\207\050\002\053\167\037\146

\211\144\355\217\164\056\106\034\273\250\370\370\013\035\203\266

\072\247\350\105\212\007\267\340\076\040\313\341\010\333\023\010

\370\050\241\065\262\200\263\013\121\300\323\126\232\215\063\105

\111\257\111\360\340\075\007\172\105\023\132\377\310\227\330\323

\030\054\175\226\370\335\242\145\103\160\223\220\025\272\220\337

\350\031\260\333\054\212\140\017\267\157\224\007\036\035\246\311

\205\366\275\064\370\100\170\142\020\160\072\276\175\113\071\201

\251\020\324\226\101\273\370\137\034\013\035\010\362\261\260\211

\172\362\367\240\340\304\217\213\170\265\073\130\245\043\216\117

\125\376\066\073\340\014\267\312\052\060\101\040\264\200\315\256

\374\166\146\163\250\256\156\341\174\332\003\350\224\040\346\042

\243\320\037\220\135\040\123\024\046\127\332\124\227\337\026\104

\020\001\036\210\146\217\162\070\223\335\040\267\064\276\327\361

\356\143\216\107\171\050\006\374\363\131\105\045\140\042\063\033

\243\137\250\272\052\332\032\075\315\100\352\214\356\005\025\225

\325\245\054\040\057\247\230\050\356\105\374\361\270\210\000\054

\217\102\332\121\325\234\345\023\150\161\105\103\213\236\013\041

\074\113\134\005\334\032\237\230\216\332\275\042\236\162\315\255

\012\313\314\243\147\233\050\164\304\233\327\032\074\004\130\246

\202\235\255\307\173\157\377\200\226\351\370\215\152\275\030\220

\035\377\111\032\220\122\067\223\057\074\002\135\202\166\013\121

\347\026\307\127\370\070\371\247\315\233\042\124\357\143\260\025

\155\123\145\003\112\136\112\240\262\247\216\111\000\131\070\325

\307\364\200\144\365\156\225\120\270\021\176\025\160\070\112\260

\177\320\304\062\160\300\031\377\311\070\055\024\054\146\364\102

\104\346\125\166\033\200\025\127\377\300\247\247\252\071\252\330

\323\160\320\056\272\353\224\152\372\137\064\206\347\142\265\375

\212\360\060\205\224\311\257\044\002\057\157\326\335\147\376\343

\260\125\117\004\230\117\244\101\126\342\223\320\152\350\326\363

\373\145\340\316\165\304\061\131\014\356\202\310\014\140\063\112

\031\272\204\147\047\017\274\102\135\275\044\124\015\354\035\160

\006\137\244\274\372\040\174\125

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Serial Number:1b:70:e9:d2:ff:ae:6c:71

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 23 15:22:07 2014

# Not Valid After : Mon May 05 15:22:07 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

57:DE:05:83:EF:D2:B2:6E:03:61:DA:99:DA:9D:F4:64:8D:EF:7E:E8:44:1C:3B:72:8A:FA:9B:CD:E0:F9:B2:6A

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0B:BE:C2:27:22:49:CB:39:AA:DB:35:5C:53:E3:8C:AE:78:FF:B6:FE

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\276\302\047\042\111\313\071\252\333\065\134\123\343\214\256

\170\377\266\376

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\116\156\233\124\114\312\267\372\110\344\220\261\025\113\034\243

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\121\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\014\071\101\165\164\157\162\151

\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\143\151\157\156\040\106\151\162\155\141\160\162\157\146\145\163

\151\157\156\141\154\040\103\111\106\040\101\066\062\066\063\064

\060\066\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\033\160\351\322\377\256\154\161

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "vTrus ECC Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:6e:6a:bc:59:aa:53:be:98:39:67:a2:d2:6b:a4:3b:e6:6d:1c:d6:da

# Subject: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:26:44 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:26:44 2043
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# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:FB:BA:2C:32:23:8E:2A:98:54:7A:F9:79:31:E5:50:42:8B:9B:3F:1C:8E:EB:66:33:DC:FA:86:C5:B2:7D:D3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:9C:DB:B0:FC:F6:02:13:B6:52:32:A6:A3:91:3F:16:70:DA:C3:E1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus ECC Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\156\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244

\073\346\155\034\326\332

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\017\060\202\001\225\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\156

\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244\073\346\155

\034\326\332\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060

\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150

\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\067

\063\061\060\067\062\066\064\064\132\027\015\064\063\060\067\063

\061\060\067\062\066\064\064\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012

\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056

\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021

\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\145\120\112\256\214\171\226

\112\252\034\010\303\243\242\315\376\131\126\101\167\375\046\224

\102\273\035\315\010\333\163\262\133\165\363\317\234\116\202\364

\277\370\141\046\205\154\326\205\133\162\160\322\375\333\142\264
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\337\123\213\275\261\104\130\142\102\011\307\372\177\133\020\347

\376\100\375\300\330\303\053\062\347\160\246\267\246\040\125\035

\173\200\135\113\217\147\114\361\020\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\230\071\315\276\330\262\214\367

\262\253\341\255\044\257\173\174\241\333\037\317\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060

\127\235\335\126\361\307\343\351\270\111\120\153\233\151\303\157

\354\303\175\045\344\127\225\023\100\233\122\323\073\363\100\031

\274\046\307\055\006\236\265\173\066\237\365\045\324\143\153\000

\002\061\000\351\323\306\236\126\232\052\314\241\332\077\310\146

\053\323\130\234\040\205\372\253\221\212\160\160\021\070\140\144

\013\142\011\221\130\000\371\115\373\064\150\332\011\255\041\006

\030\224\316

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "vTrus ECC Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:6e:6a:bc:59:aa:53:be:98:39:67:a2:d2:6b:a4:3b:e6:6d:1c:d6:da

# Subject: CN=vTrus ECC Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:26:44 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:26:44 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

30:FB:BA:2C:32:23:8E:2A:98:54:7A:F9:79:31:E5:50:42:8B:9B:3F:1C:8E:EB:66:33:DC:FA:86:C5:B2:7D:D3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): F6:9C:DB:B0:FC:F6:02:13:B6:52:32:A6:A3:91:3F:16:70:DA:C3:E1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus ECC Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\366\234\333\260\374\366\002\023\266\122\062\246\243\221\077\026

\160\332\303\341

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\113\301\365\122\214\233\103\341\076\217\125\124\027\215\205

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\166\124\162\165\163\040\105\103

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\156\152\274\131\252\123\276\230\071\147\242\322\153\244

\073\346\155\034\326\332

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "vTrus Root CA"

#

# Issuer: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:43:e3:71:13:d8:b3:59:14:5d:b7:ce:8c:fd:35:fd:6f:bc:05:8d:45

# Subject: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:24:05 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:24:05 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8A:71:DE:65:59:33:6F:42:6C:26:E5:38:80:D0:0D:88:A1:8D:A4:C6:A9:1F:0D:CB:61:94:E2:06:C5:C9:63:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 84:1A:69:FB:F5:CD:1A:25:34:13:3D:E3:F8:FC:B8:99:D0:C9:14:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\103\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065

\375\157\274\005\215\105

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\126\060\202\003\076\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\103

\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065\375\157\274
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\005\215\105\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165

\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\067\063

\061\060\067\062\064\060\065\132\027\015\064\063\060\067\063\061

\060\067\062\064\060\065\132\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023

\023\151\124\162\165\163\103\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054

\114\164\144\056\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166

\124\162\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\275\125\174

\141\323\270\035\004\142\005\240\256\154\267\160\264\101\352\113

\003\136\020\077\220\132\034\213\073\260\146\213\154\110\246\034

\042\272\325\100\222\356\063\262\043\131\311\216\274\130\332\213

\236\320\031\362\057\131\306\214\143\132\272\237\243\013\260\263

\232\134\272\021\270\022\351\014\273\317\156\154\200\207\051\024

\003\054\215\044\232\310\144\203\265\152\254\023\054\063\361\237

\334\054\141\074\032\077\160\125\233\255\000\122\177\317\004\271

\376\066\372\234\300\026\256\142\376\226\114\103\176\125\024\276

\032\263\322\155\302\257\166\146\225\153\052\260\224\167\205\136

\004\017\142\035\143\165\367\153\347\313\133\232\160\354\076\147

\005\360\376\007\010\200\317\050\333\005\306\024\047\057\206\175

\360\047\336\377\346\176\063\110\347\013\036\130\321\047\053\123

\016\127\112\145\327\373\242\200\140\374\114\274\065\123\001\152

\227\162\202\257\361\035\160\350\234\365\357\136\302\154\307\107

\176\132\224\205\046\115\073\272\353\114\350\260\011\302\145\302

\235\235\011\233\116\265\227\005\254\365\006\240\367\066\005\176

\364\220\262\153\304\264\371\144\352\351\032\012\310\015\250\355

\047\311\324\347\263\271\253\202\042\220\047\075\052\350\174\220

\357\274\117\375\342\012\044\247\336\145\044\244\135\352\300\166

\060\323\167\120\370\015\004\233\224\066\001\163\312\006\130\246

\323\073\334\372\004\106\023\125\212\311\104\107\270\121\071\032

\056\350\064\342\171\313\131\112\012\177\274\246\357\037\003\147

\152\131\053\045\142\223\331\123\031\146\074\047\142\051\206\115

\244\153\356\377\324\116\272\325\264\342\216\110\132\000\031\011

\361\005\331\316\221\261\367\353\351\071\117\366\157\004\103\232

\125\365\076\005\024\275\277\263\131\264\330\216\063\204\243\220

\122\252\263\002\225\140\371\014\114\150\371\356\325\027\015\370

\161\127\265\045\344\051\356\145\135\257\321\356\074\027\013\132

\103\305\245\206\352\044\236\342\005\007\334\064\102\022\221\326

\071\164\256\114\101\202\333\362\246\110\321\263\233\363\063\252

\363\246\300\305\116\365\364\235\166\143\346\002\306\042\113\301

\225\077\120\144\054\124\345\266\360\074\051\317\127\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\124\142\160\143\361\165\204\103\130\216\321\026\040\261\306
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\254\032\274\366\211\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\051\272\222\111\247\255

\360\361\160\303\344\227\360\237\251\045\325\153\236\064\376\346

\032\144\366\072\153\122\262\020\170\032\237\114\332\212\332\354

\034\067\122\340\102\113\373\154\166\312\044\013\071\022\025\235

\237\021\055\374\171\144\334\340\340\365\335\340\127\311\245\262

\166\160\120\244\376\267\012\160\325\240\064\361\165\327\115\111

\272\021\321\263\330\354\202\377\353\016\304\277\144\055\175\143

\156\027\170\354\135\174\210\310\353\216\127\166\331\131\004\372

\274\122\037\105\254\360\172\200\354\354\157\166\256\221\333\020

\216\004\334\222\337\240\366\346\256\111\323\301\154\022\033\314

\051\252\371\010\245\342\067\024\312\261\270\146\357\032\202\344

\360\370\361\247\026\151\267\333\251\141\074\237\365\061\313\344

\000\106\302\057\164\261\261\327\201\356\250\046\225\274\210\257

\114\065\007\052\002\312\170\024\155\107\053\100\126\351\313\052

\140\241\147\003\240\316\214\274\260\162\147\304\061\316\333\064

\345\045\003\140\045\173\161\230\344\300\033\053\137\164\102\322

\113\305\131\010\007\207\276\305\303\177\347\226\331\341\334\050

\227\326\217\005\343\365\233\116\312\035\120\107\005\123\260\312

\071\347\205\240\211\301\005\073\001\067\323\077\111\342\167\353

\043\310\210\146\073\075\071\166\041\106\361\354\137\043\270\353

\242\146\165\164\301\100\367\330\150\232\223\342\055\251\056\275

\034\243\036\310\164\306\244\055\172\040\253\073\270\260\106\375

\157\335\137\122\125\165\142\360\227\240\174\327\070\375\045\337

\315\240\233\020\317\213\270\070\136\136\305\264\246\002\066\241

\036\137\034\317\342\226\235\051\252\375\230\256\122\341\363\101

\122\373\251\056\162\226\237\047\343\252\163\175\370\032\043\146

\173\073\253\145\260\062\001\113\025\076\075\242\117\014\053\065

\242\306\331\147\022\065\060\315\166\056\026\263\231\236\115\117

\116\055\073\064\103\341\232\016\015\244\146\227\272\322\034\112

\114\054\052\213\213\201\117\161\032\251\335\134\173\173\010\305

\000\015\067\100\343\174\173\124\137\057\205\137\166\366\367\247

\260\034\127\126\301\162\350\255\242\257\215\063\111\272\037\212

\334\346\164\174\140\206\157\207\227\173

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "vTrus Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Serial Number:43:e3:71:13:d8:b3:59:14:5d:b7:ce:8c:fd:35:fd:6f:bc:05:8d:45

# Subject: CN=vTrus Root CA,O="iTrusChina Co.,Ltd.",C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 31 07:24:05 2018

# Not Valid After : Fri Jul 31 07:24:05 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):
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8A:71:DE:65:59:33:6F:42:6C:26:E5:38:80:D0:0D:88:A1:8D:A4:C6:A9:1F:0D:CB:61:94:E2:06:C5:C9:63:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 84:1A:69:FB:F5:CD:1A:25:34:13:3D:E3:F8:FC:B8:99:D0:C9:14:B7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "vTrus Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\204\032\151\373\365\315\032\045\064\023\075\343\370\374\270\231

\320\311\024\267

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\311\067\337\372\153\061\204\144\305\352\021\152\033\165\374

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\151\124\162\165\163\103

\150\151\156\141\040\103\157\056\054\114\164\144\056\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\166\124\162\165\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\103\343\161\023\330\263\131\024\135\267\316\214\375\065

\375\157\274\005\215\105

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "ISRG Root X2"

#

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:41:d2:9d:d1:72:ea:ee:a7:80:c1:2c:6c:e9:2f:87:52

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 04 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Mon Sep 17 16:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

69:72:9B:8E:15:A8:6E:FC:17:7A:57:AF:B7:17:1D:FC:64:AD:D2:8C:2F:CA:8C:F1:50:7E:34:45:3C:CB:14:70

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BD:B1:B9:3C:D5:97:8D:45:C6:26:14:55:F8:DB:95:C7:5A:D1:53:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057

\207\122

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\033\060\202\001\241\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\101

\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057\207\122\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\117\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\123\145

\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040

\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023\014

\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\062\060\036\027\015

\062\060\060\071\060\064\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064

\060\060\071\061\067\061\066\060\060\060\060\132\060\117\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150

\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023

\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130\062\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\315\233\325\237\200\203\012\354\011\112\363

\026\112\076\134\317\167\254\336\147\005\015\035\007\266\334\026

\373\132\213\024\333\342\161\140\304\272\105\225\021\211\216\352

\006\337\367\052\026\034\244\271\305\305\062\340\003\340\036\202

\030\070\213\327\105\330\012\152\156\346\000\167\373\002\121\175

\042\330\012\156\232\133\167\337\360\372\101\354\071\334\165\312

\150\007\014\037\352\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\174\102\226\256\336\113\110\073\372\222\370

\236\214\317\155\213\251\162\067\225\060\012\006\010\052\206\110
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\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\173\171\116\106

\120\204\302\104\207\106\033\105\160\377\130\231\336\364\375\244

\322\125\246\040\055\164\326\064\274\101\243\120\137\001\047\126

\264\276\047\165\006\257\022\056\165\230\215\374\002\061\000\213

\365\167\154\324\310\145\252\340\013\054\356\024\235\047\067\244

\371\123\245\121\344\051\203\327\370\220\061\133\102\237\012\365

\376\256\000\150\347\214\111\017\266\157\133\133\025\362\347

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "ISRG Root X2"

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Serial Number:41:d2:9d:d1:72:ea:ee:a7:80:c1:2c:6c:e9:2f:87:52

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X2,O=Internet Security Research Group,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 04 00:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Mon Sep 17 16:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

69:72:9B:8E:15:A8:6E:FC:17:7A:57:AF:B7:17:1D:FC:64:AD:D2:8C:2F:CA:8C:F1:50:7E:34:45:3C:CB:14:70

# Fingerprint (SHA1): BD:B1:B9:3C:D5:97:8D:45:C6:26:14:55:F8:DB:95:C7:5A:D1:53:AF

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ISRG Root X2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\275\261\271\074\325\227\215\105\306\046\024\125\370\333\225\307

\132\321\123\257

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\236\304\036\043\074\246\337\317\243\176\155\340\024\346\345

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\111\156\164\145\162\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\122\145\163\145

\141\162\143\150\040\107\162\157\165\160\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\003\023\014\111\123\122\107\040\122\157\157\164\040\130

\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\101\322\235\321\162\352\356\247\200\301\054\154\351\057

\207\122

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

#

# Issuer: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:2d:dd:ac:ce:62:97:94:a1:43:e8:b0:cd:76:6a:5e:60

# Subject: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 22 09:46:04 2019

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F0:15:CE:3C:C2:39:BF:EF:06:4B:E9:F1:D2:C4:17:E1:A0:26:4A:0A:94:BE:1F:0C:8D:12:18:64:EB:69:49:CC

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6A:92:E4:A8:EE:1B:EC:96:45:37:E3:29:57:49:CD:96:E3:E5:D2:60

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\055\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152

\136\140

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\152\060\202\003\122\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\055

\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152\136\140\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\117

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167\141

\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114\164

\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110\151\120
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\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061\060

\036\027\015\061\071\060\062\062\062\060\071\064\066\060\064\132

\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167

\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114

\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110\151

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\061

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\364\036\177\122\163\062\014\163\344\275\023\164\243\324\060

\250\320\256\113\330\266\337\165\107\146\364\174\347\071\004\036

\152\160\040\322\132\107\162\147\125\364\245\350\235\325\036\041

\241\360\147\272\314\041\150\276\104\123\277\215\371\342\334\057

\125\310\067\077\037\244\300\234\263\344\167\134\240\106\376\167

\372\032\240\070\352\355\232\162\336\053\275\224\127\072\272\354

\171\347\137\175\102\144\071\172\046\066\367\044\360\325\057\272

\225\230\021\146\255\227\065\326\165\001\200\340\257\364\204\141

\214\015\036\137\174\207\226\136\101\257\353\207\352\370\135\361

\056\210\005\076\114\042\273\332\037\052\335\122\106\144\071\363

\102\316\331\236\014\263\260\167\227\144\234\300\364\243\056\037

\225\007\260\027\337\060\333\000\030\226\114\241\201\113\335\004

\155\123\243\075\374\007\254\324\305\067\202\353\344\225\010\031

\050\202\322\102\072\243\330\123\354\171\211\140\110\140\310\162

\222\120\334\003\217\203\077\262\102\127\132\333\152\351\021\227

\335\205\050\274\060\114\253\343\302\261\105\104\107\037\340\212

\026\007\226\322\041\017\123\300\355\251\176\324\116\354\233\011

\354\257\102\254\060\326\277\321\020\105\340\246\026\262\245\305

\323\117\163\224\063\161\002\241\152\243\326\063\227\117\041\143

\036\133\217\331\301\136\105\161\167\017\201\135\137\041\232\255

\203\314\372\136\326\215\043\137\033\075\101\257\040\165\146\132

\112\366\237\373\253\030\367\161\300\266\035\061\354\073\040\353

\313\342\270\365\256\222\262\367\341\204\113\362\242\362\223\232

\042\236\323\024\157\066\124\275\037\136\131\025\271\163\250\301

\174\157\173\142\351\026\154\107\132\145\363\016\021\233\106\331

\375\155\334\326\234\300\264\175\245\260\335\077\126\157\241\371

\366\344\022\110\375\006\177\022\127\266\251\043\117\133\003\303

\340\161\052\043\267\367\260\261\073\274\230\275\326\230\250\014

\153\366\216\022\147\246\362\262\130\344\002\011\023\074\251\273

\020\264\322\060\105\361\354\367\000\021\337\145\370\334\053\103

\125\277\026\227\304\017\325\054\141\204\252\162\206\376\346\072

\176\302\077\175\356\374\057\024\076\346\205\335\120\157\267\111

\355\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\362\167\027\372\136\250\376\366\075\161

\325\150\272\311\106\014\070\330\257\260\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\120\121
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\360\165\334\160\004\343\377\252\165\324\161\242\313\236\217\250

\251\323\257\165\307\124\317\072\034\004\231\042\254\304\021\342

\357\063\112\246\043\035\016\015\107\330\067\307\157\257\064\177

\117\201\153\065\117\351\162\245\061\342\170\347\367\116\224\030

\133\100\175\317\153\041\124\206\346\225\172\373\306\312\352\234

\110\116\127\011\135\057\254\364\245\264\227\063\130\325\254\171

\251\314\137\371\205\372\122\305\215\370\221\024\353\072\015\027

\320\122\302\173\343\302\163\216\106\170\006\070\054\350\134\332

\146\304\364\244\360\126\031\063\051\132\145\222\005\107\106\112

\253\204\303\036\047\241\037\021\222\231\047\165\223\017\274\066

\073\227\127\217\046\133\014\273\234\017\324\156\060\007\324\334

\137\066\150\146\071\203\226\047\046\212\310\304\071\376\232\041

\157\325\162\206\351\177\142\345\227\116\320\044\320\100\260\320

\165\010\216\275\150\356\010\327\156\174\020\160\106\033\174\340

\210\262\236\162\206\231\001\343\277\237\111\031\264\045\276\126

\145\256\027\143\345\036\337\350\377\107\245\277\341\046\005\204

\344\260\300\257\347\010\231\250\014\136\046\200\105\324\370\150

\057\226\217\256\342\112\034\234\026\014\023\157\070\207\366\273

\310\064\137\222\003\121\171\160\246\337\313\365\231\115\171\315

\116\274\127\237\103\116\153\056\053\030\370\152\163\214\272\305

\065\357\071\152\101\036\317\161\250\242\262\206\007\133\072\311

\341\357\077\145\004\200\107\062\104\160\225\116\061\147\152\164

\133\020\105\165\352\260\237\320\346\065\376\116\237\213\314\053

\222\105\133\156\045\140\205\106\315\321\252\260\166\146\223\167

\226\276\203\276\070\266\044\116\046\013\314\355\172\126\032\340

\351\132\306\144\255\114\172\000\110\104\057\271\100\273\023\076

\276\025\170\235\205\201\112\052\127\336\325\031\103\332\333\312

\133\107\206\203\013\077\266\015\166\170\163\171\042\136\261\200

\037\317\276\321\077\126\020\230\053\225\207\241\037\235\144\024

\140\071\054\263\000\125\056\344\365\263\016\127\304\221\101\000

\234\077\350\245\337\352\366\377\310\360\255\155\122\250\027\253

\233\141\374\022\121\065\344\045\375\257\252\152\206\071

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

# Issuer: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Serial Number:2d:dd:ac:ce:62:97:94:a1:43:e8:b0:cd:76:6a:5e:60

# Subject: CN=HiPKI Root CA - G1,O="Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.",C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 22 09:46:04 2019

# Not Valid After : Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

F0:15:CE:3C:C2:39:BF:EF:06:4B:E9:F1:D2:C4:17:E1:A0:26:4A:0A:94:BE:1F:0C:8D:12:18:64:EB:69:49:CC

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6A:92:E4:A8:EE:1B:EC:96:45:37:E3:29:57:49:CD:96:E3:E5:D2:60

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HiPKI Root CA - G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\152\222\344\250\356\033\354\226\105\067\343\051\127\111\315\226

\343\345\322\140

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\105\337\026\145\113\350\150\232\217\166\137\377\200\236\323

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\110

\151\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\055\335\254\316\142\227\224\241\103\350\260\315\166\152

\136\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

#

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:7e:f5:3f:93:fd:a5:09:21:b2:a6

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:85:D7:0B:96:4F:19:1A:73:E4:AF:0D:54:AE:7A:0E:07:AA:FD:AF:9B:71:DD:08:62:13:8A:B7:32:5A:24:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6B:A0:B0:98:E1:71:EF:5A:AD:FE:48:15:80:77:10:F4:BD:6F:0B:28

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004
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\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\334\060\202\001\203\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003

\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040

\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012

\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\061\062

\061\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060

\061\061\071\060\063\061\064\060\067\132\060\120\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147

\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040

\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003

\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\131\060\023

\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\270\306\171\323\217\154\045\016\237

\056\071\031\034\003\244\256\232\345\071\007\011\026\312\143\261

\271\206\370\212\127\301\127\316\102\372\163\241\367\145\102\377

\036\301\000\262\156\163\016\377\307\041\345\030\244\252\331\161

\077\250\324\271\316\214\035\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\124\260\173\255\105\270\342\100\177

\373\012\156\373\276\063\311\074\243\204\325\060\012\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\107\000\060\104\002\040\042\117

\164\162\271\140\257\361\346\234\240\026\005\120\137\303\136\073

\156\141\164\357\276\001\304\276\030\110\131\141\202\062\002\040

\046\235\124\143\100\336\067\140\120\317\310\330\355\235\202\256

\067\230\274\243\217\114\114\251\064\053\154\357\373\225\233\046

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:7e:f5:3f:93:fd:a5:09:21:b2:a6

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After : Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

B0:85:D7:0B:96:4F:19:1A:73:E4:AF:0D:54:AE:7A:0E:07:AA:FD:AF:9B:71:DD:08:62:13:8A:B7:32:5A:24:A2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6B:A0:B0:98:E1:71:EF:5A:AD:FE:48:15:80:77:10:F4:BD:6F:0B:28

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\153\240\260\230\341\161\357\132\255\376\110\025\200\167\020\364

\275\157\013\050

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\051\370\155\341\210\277\242\145\177\252\304\315\017\177\374

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\176\365\077\223\375\245\011\041\262\246

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R1"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:93:6f:31:b0:13:49:88:6b:a2:17

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016
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# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:47:43:2A:BD:E7:B7:FA:90:FC:2E:6B:59:10:1B:12:80:E0:E1:C7:E4:E4:0F:A3:C6:88:7F:FF:57:A7:F4:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E5:8C:1C:C4:91:3B:38:63:4B:E9:10:6E:E3:AD:8E:6B:9D:D9:81:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\127\060\202\003\077\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\107\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163

\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157

\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151

\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003

\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\021

\002\213\036\343\241\167\233\073\334\277\224\076\267\225\247\100

\074\241\375\202\371\175\062\006\202\161\366\366\214\177\373\350

\333\274\152\056\227\227\243\214\113\371\053\366\261\371\316\204
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\035\261\371\305\227\336\357\271\362\243\351\274\022\211\136\247

\252\122\253\370\043\047\313\244\261\234\143\333\327\231\176\360

\012\136\353\150\246\364\306\132\107\015\115\020\063\343\116\261

\023\243\310\030\154\113\354\374\011\220\337\235\144\051\045\043

\007\241\264\322\075\056\140\340\317\322\011\207\273\315\110\360

\115\302\302\172\210\212\273\272\317\131\031\326\257\217\260\007

\260\236\061\361\202\301\300\337\056\246\155\154\031\016\265\330

\176\046\032\105\003\075\260\171\244\224\050\255\017\177\046\345

\250\010\376\226\350\074\150\224\123\356\203\072\210\053\025\226

\011\262\340\172\214\056\165\326\234\353\247\126\144\217\226\117

\150\256\075\227\302\204\217\300\274\100\300\013\134\275\366\207

\263\065\154\254\030\120\177\204\340\114\315\222\323\040\351\063

\274\122\231\257\062\265\051\263\045\052\264\110\371\162\341\312

\144\367\346\202\020\215\350\235\302\212\210\372\070\146\212\374

\143\371\001\371\170\375\173\134\167\372\166\207\372\354\337\261

\016\171\225\127\264\275\046\357\326\001\321\353\026\012\273\216

\013\265\305\305\212\125\253\323\254\352\221\113\051\314\031\244

\062\045\116\052\361\145\104\320\002\316\252\316\111\264\352\237

\174\203\260\100\173\347\103\253\247\154\243\217\175\211\201\372

\114\245\377\325\216\303\316\113\340\265\330\263\216\105\317\166

\300\355\100\053\375\123\017\260\247\325\073\015\261\212\242\003

\336\061\255\314\167\352\157\173\076\326\337\221\042\022\346\276

\372\330\062\374\020\143\024\121\162\336\135\326\026\223\275\051

\150\063\357\072\146\354\007\212\046\337\023\327\127\145\170\047

\336\136\111\024\000\242\000\177\232\250\041\266\251\261\225\260

\245\271\015\026\021\332\307\154\110\074\100\340\176\015\132\315

\126\074\321\227\005\271\313\113\355\071\113\234\304\077\322\125

\023\156\044\260\326\161\372\364\301\272\314\355\033\365\376\201

\101\330\000\230\075\072\310\256\172\230\067\030\005\225\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\344\257\053\046\161\032\053\110\047\205\057\122\146

\054\357\360\211\023\161\076\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\237\252\102\046\333

\013\233\276\377\036\226\222\056\076\242\145\112\152\230\272\042

\313\175\301\072\330\202\012\006\306\366\245\336\300\116\207\146

\171\241\371\246\130\234\252\371\265\346\140\347\340\350\261\036

\102\101\063\013\067\075\316\211\160\025\312\265\044\250\317\153

\265\322\100\041\230\317\042\064\317\073\305\042\204\340\305\016

\212\174\135\210\344\065\044\316\233\076\032\124\036\156\333\262

\207\247\374\363\372\201\125\024\142\012\131\251\042\005\061\076

\202\326\356\333\127\064\274\063\225\323\027\033\350\047\242\213

\173\116\046\032\172\132\144\266\321\254\067\361\375\240\363\070

\354\162\360\021\165\235\313\064\122\215\346\166\153\027\306\337

\206\253\047\216\111\053\165\146\201\020\041\246\352\076\364\256

\045\377\174\025\336\316\214\045\077\312\142\160\012\367\057\011

\146\007\310\077\034\374\360\333\105\060\337\142\210\301\265\017
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\235\303\237\112\336\131\131\107\305\207\042\066\346\202\247\355

\012\271\342\007\240\215\173\172\112\074\161\322\342\003\241\037

\062\007\335\033\344\102\316\014\000\105\141\200\265\013\040\131

\051\170\275\371\125\313\143\305\074\114\364\266\377\333\152\137

\061\153\231\236\054\301\153\120\244\327\346\030\024\275\205\077

\147\253\106\237\240\377\102\247\072\177\134\313\135\260\160\035

\053\064\365\324\166\011\014\353\170\114\131\005\363\063\102\303

\141\025\020\033\167\115\316\042\214\324\205\362\105\175\267\123

\352\357\100\132\224\012\134\040\137\116\100\135\142\042\166\337

\377\316\141\275\214\043\170\322\067\002\340\216\336\321\021\067

\211\366\277\355\111\007\142\256\222\354\100\032\257\024\011\331

\320\116\262\242\367\276\356\356\330\377\334\032\055\336\270\066

\161\342\374\171\267\224\045\321\110\163\133\241\065\347\263\231

\147\165\301\031\072\053\107\116\323\102\216\375\061\310\026\146

\332\322\014\074\333\263\216\311\241\015\200\017\173\026\167\024

\277\377\333\011\224\262\223\274\040\130\025\351\333\161\103\363

\336\020\303\000\334\250\052\225\266\302\326\077\220\153\166\333

\154\376\214\274\362\160\065\014\334\231\031\065\334\327\310\106

\143\325\066\161\256\127\373\267\202\155\334

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R1"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:93:6f:31:b0:13:49:88:6b:a2:17

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R1,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

D9:47:43:2A:BD:E7:B7:FA:90:FC:2E:6B:59:10:1B:12:80:E0:E1:C7:E4:E4:0F:A3:C6:88:7F:FF:57:A7:F4:CF

# Fingerprint (SHA1): E5:8C:1C:C4:91:3B:38:63:4B:E9:10:6E:E3:AD:8E:6B:9D:D9:81:4A

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\345\214\034\304\221\073\070\143\113\351\020\156\343\255\216\153

\235\331\201\112

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\005\376\320\277\161\250\243\166\143\332\001\340\330\122\334\100

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145
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\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\223\157\061\260\023\111\210\153\242\027

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R2"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:ae:c5:8d:04:25:1a:ab:11:25:aa

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:25:CD:97:22:9D:BF:70:35:6B:DA:4E:B3:CC:73:40:31:E2:4C:F0:0F:AF:CF:D3:2D:C7:6E:B5:84:1C:7E:A8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9A:44:49:76:32:DB:DE:FA:D0:BC:FB:5A:7B:17:BD:9E:56:09:24:94

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\127\060\202\003\077\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\107\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003

\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163

\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\062\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157

\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151

\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003

\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\316\336

\375\246\373\354\354\024\064\074\007\006\132\154\131\367\031\065

\335\367\301\235\125\252\323\315\073\244\223\162\357\012\372\155

\235\366\360\205\200\133\241\110\122\237\071\305\267\356\050\254

\357\313\166\150\024\271\337\255\001\154\231\037\304\042\035\237

\376\162\167\340\054\133\257\344\004\277\117\162\240\032\064\230

\350\071\150\354\225\045\173\166\241\346\151\271\205\031\275\211

\214\376\255\355\066\352\163\274\377\203\342\313\175\301\322\316

\112\263\215\005\236\213\111\223\337\301\133\320\156\136\360\056

\060\056\202\374\372\274\264\027\012\110\345\210\233\305\233\153

\336\260\312\264\003\360\332\364\220\270\145\144\367\134\114\255

\350\176\146\136\231\327\270\302\076\310\320\023\235\255\356\344

\105\173\211\125\367\212\037\142\122\204\022\263\302\100\227\343

\212\037\107\221\246\164\132\322\370\261\143\050\020\270\263\011

\270\126\167\100\242\046\230\171\306\376\337\045\356\076\345\240

\177\324\141\017\121\113\074\077\214\332\341\160\164\330\302\150

\241\371\301\014\351\241\342\177\273\125\074\166\006\356\152\116

\314\222\210\060\115\232\275\117\013\110\232\204\265\230\243\325

\373\163\301\127\141\335\050\126\165\023\256\207\216\347\014\121

\011\020\165\210\114\274\215\371\173\074\324\042\110\037\052\334

\353\153\273\104\261\313\063\161\062\106\257\255\112\361\214\350

\164\072\254\347\032\042\163\200\322\060\367\045\102\307\042\073

\073\022\255\226\056\306\303\166\007\252\040\267\065\111\127\351

\222\111\350\166\026\162\061\147\053\226\176\212\243\307\224\126

\042\277\152\113\176\001\041\262\043\062\337\344\232\104\155\131

\133\135\365\000\240\034\233\306\170\227\215\220\377\233\310\252

\264\257\021\121\071\136\331\373\147\255\325\133\021\235\062\232

\033\275\325\272\133\245\311\313\045\151\123\125\047\134\340\312

\066\313\210\141\373\036\267\320\313\356\026\373\323\246\114\336

\222\245\324\342\337\365\006\124\336\056\235\113\264\223\060\252

\201\316\335\032\334\121\163\015\117\160\351\345\266\026\041\031

\171\262\346\211\013\165\144\312\325\253\274\011\301\030\241\377

\324\124\241\205\074\375\024\044\003\262\207\323\244\267\002\003
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\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\273\377\312\216\043\237\117\231\312\333\342\150\246

\245\025\047\027\036\331\016\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\037\312\316\335\307

\276\241\237\331\047\114\013\334\027\230\021\152\210\336\075\346

\161\126\162\262\236\032\116\234\325\053\230\044\135\233\153\173

\260\063\202\011\275\337\045\106\352\230\236\266\033\376\203\074

\322\142\141\301\004\355\316\340\305\311\310\023\023\125\347\250

\143\255\214\173\001\376\167\060\341\316\150\233\005\370\022\356

\171\061\240\101\105\065\050\012\161\244\044\117\214\334\074\202

\007\137\146\334\175\020\376\014\141\263\005\225\356\341\256\201

\017\250\370\307\217\115\250\043\002\046\153\035\203\122\125\316

\265\057\000\312\200\100\340\341\164\254\140\365\207\200\235\256

\066\144\221\135\260\150\030\352\212\141\311\167\250\227\304\311

\307\245\374\125\113\363\360\177\271\145\075\047\150\320\314\153

\372\123\235\341\221\032\311\135\032\226\155\062\207\355\003\040

\310\002\316\132\276\331\352\375\262\115\304\057\033\337\137\172

\365\370\213\306\356\061\072\045\121\125\147\215\144\062\173\351

\236\303\202\272\052\055\351\036\264\340\110\006\242\374\147\257

\037\042\002\163\373\040\012\257\235\124\113\241\315\377\140\107

\260\077\135\357\033\126\275\227\041\226\055\012\321\136\235\070

\002\107\154\271\364\366\043\045\270\240\152\232\053\167\010\372

\304\261\050\220\046\130\010\074\342\176\252\327\075\157\272\061

\210\012\005\353\047\265\241\111\356\240\105\124\173\346\047\145

\231\040\041\250\243\274\373\030\226\273\122\157\014\355\203\121

\114\351\131\342\040\140\305\302\145\222\202\214\363\020\037\016

\212\227\276\167\202\155\077\217\035\135\274\111\047\275\314\117

\017\341\316\166\206\004\043\305\300\214\022\133\375\333\204\240

\044\361\110\377\144\174\320\276\134\026\321\357\231\255\300\037

\373\313\256\274\070\042\006\046\144\332\332\227\016\077\050\025

\104\250\117\000\312\360\232\314\317\164\152\264\076\074\353\225

\354\265\323\132\330\201\231\351\103\030\067\353\263\273\321\130

\142\101\363\146\322\217\252\170\225\124\040\303\132\056\164\053

\325\321\276\030\151\300\254\325\244\317\071\272\121\204\003\145

\351\142\300\142\376\330\115\125\226\342\320\021\372\110\064\021

\354\236\355\005\035\344\310\326\035\206\313

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R2"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:ae:c5:8d:04:25:1a:ab:11:25:aa

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R2,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016
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# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

8D:25:CD:97:22:9D:BF:70:35:6B:DA:4E:B3:CC:73:40:31:E2:4C:F0:0F:AF:CF:D3:2D:C7:6E:B5:84:1C:7E:A8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9A:44:49:76:32:DB:DE:FA:D0:BC:FB:5A:7B:17:BD:9E:56:09:24:94

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\232\104\111\166\062\333\336\372\320\274\373\132\173\027\275\236

\126\011\044\224

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\036\071\300\123\346\036\051\202\013\312\122\125\066\135\127\334

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\256\305\215\004\045\032\253\021\045\252

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R3"

#

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:b8:82:eb:20:f8:25:27:6d:3d:66

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:D8:A7:3E:E2:08:D9:BC:DB:0D:95:65:20:93:4B:4E:40:E6:94:82:59:6E:8B:6F:73:C8:42:6B:01:0A:6F:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ED:E5:71:80:2B:C8:92:B9:5B:83:3C:D2:32:68:3F:09:CD:A0:1E:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\011\060\202\001\216\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012

\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\063\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154

\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142

\000\004\037\117\063\207\063\051\212\241\204\336\313\307\041\130

\101\211\352\126\235\053\113\205\306\035\114\047\274\177\046\121

\162\157\342\237\326\243\312\314\105\024\106\213\255\357\176\206

\214\354\261\176\057\377\251\161\235\030\204\105\004\101\125\156

\053\352\046\177\273\220\001\343\113\031\272\344\124\226\105\011

\261\325\154\221\104\255\204\023\216\232\214\015\200\014\062\366

\340\047\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\301\361\046\272\240\055\256\205\201\317\323\361\052\022

\275\270\012\147\375\274\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\366\341\040\225\024\173

\124\243\220\026\021\277\204\310\352\157\153\027\236\036\106\230

\040\233\237\323\015\331\254\323\057\315\174\370\133\056\125\273
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\277\335\222\367\244\014\334\061\341\242\002\061\000\374\227\146

\146\345\103\026\023\203\335\307\337\057\276\024\070\355\001\316

\261\027\032\021\165\351\275\003\217\046\176\204\345\311\140\246

\225\327\124\131\267\347\021\054\211\324\271\356\027

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R3"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:b8:82:eb:20:f8:25:27:6d:3d:66

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R3,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:D8:A7:3E:E2:08:D9:BC:DB:0D:95:65:20:93:4B:4E:40:E6:94:82:59:6E:8B:6F:73:C8:42:6B:01:0A:6F:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ED:E5:71:80:2B:C8:92:B9:5B:83:3C:D2:32:68:3F:09:CD:A0:1E:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\355\345\161\200\053\310\222\271\133\203\074\322\062\150\077\011

\315\240\036\106

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\347\235\130\002\224\106\121\224\345\340\042\112\213\347\163

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\270\202\353\040\370\045\047\155\075\146

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "GTS Root R4"

#
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# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:c0:68:ef:63:1a:9c:72:90:50:52

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:9D:FA:40:58:C5:E2:63:12:3B:39:8A:E7:95:57:3C:4E:13:13:C8:3F:E6:8F:93:55:6C:D5:E8:03:1B:3C:7D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 77:D3:03:67:B5:E0:0C:15:F6:0C:38:61:DF:7C:E1:3B:92:46:4D:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040

\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\011\060\202\001\216\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\002

\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122\060\012\006\010

\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012

\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122

\064\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\063\066\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154

\145\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142
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\000\004\363\164\163\247\150\213\140\256\103\270\065\305\201\060

\173\113\111\235\373\301\141\316\346\336\106\275\153\325\141\030

\065\256\100\335\163\367\211\221\060\132\353\074\356\205\174\242

\100\166\073\251\306\270\107\330\052\347\222\221\152\163\351\261

\162\071\237\051\237\242\230\323\137\136\130\206\145\017\241\204

\145\006\321\334\213\311\307\163\310\214\152\057\345\304\253\321

\035\212\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\200\114\326\353\164\377\111\066\243\325\330\374\265\076

\305\152\360\224\035\214\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\350\100\377\203\336\003

\364\237\256\035\172\247\056\271\257\117\366\203\035\016\055\205

\001\035\321\331\152\354\017\302\257\307\136\126\136\134\325\034

\130\042\050\013\367\060\266\057\261\174\002\061\000\360\141\074

\247\364\240\202\343\041\325\204\035\163\206\234\055\257\312\064

\233\361\237\271\043\066\342\274\140\003\235\200\263\232\126\310

\341\342\273\024\171\312\315\041\324\224\265\111\103

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "GTS Root R4"

# Issuer: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Serial Number:02:03:e5:c0:68:ef:63:1a:9c:72:90:50:52

# Subject: CN=GTS Root R4,O=Google Trust Services LLC,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2016

# Not Valid After : Sun Jun 22 00:00:00 2036

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

34:9D:FA:40:58:C5:E2:63:12:3B:39:8A:E7:95:57:3C:4E:13:13:C8:3F:E6:8F:93:55:6C:D5:E8:03:1B:3C:7D

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 77:D3:03:67:B5:E0:0C:15:F6:0C:38:61:DF:7C:E1:3B:92:46:4D:47

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GTS Root R4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\167\323\003\147\265\340\014\025\366\014\070\141\337\174\341\073

\222\106\115\107

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\226\203\167\031\115\166\263\235\145\122\344\035\042\245\350

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\023\031\107\157\157\147\154\145

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040
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\114\114\103\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\124

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\002\003\345\300\150\357\143\032\234\162\220\120\122

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "Telia Root CA v2"

#

# Issuer: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Serial Number:01:67:5f:27:d6:fe:7a:e3:e4:ac:be:09:5b:05:9e

# Subject: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 29 11:55:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Nov 29 11:55:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:2B:69:74:2F:CB:1E:5B:2A:BF:98:89:8B:94:57:21:87:54:4E:5B:4D:99:11:78:65:73:62:1F:6A:74:B8:2C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:99:CD:D1:73:50:8A:C4:47:05:08:9C:8C:88:FB:BE:A0:2B:40:CD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Telia Root CA v2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\001\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005

\236

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\164\060\202\003\134\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\001

\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005\236\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\104\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040\106\151\156

\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\166\062\060\036\027\015\061\070\061\061\062\071\061\061\065

\065\065\064\132\027\015\064\063\061\061\062\071\061\061\065\065

\065\064\132\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\106\111\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154

\151\141\040\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\262\320\077\007\274\342

\173\320\153\231\370\342\167\151\347\316\235\244\003\274\202\155

\241\376\201\145\037\114\047\254\216\000\272\026\173\353\060\152

\000\300\263\164\150\176\262\257\307\325\142\263\172\077\120\312

\214\066\104\044\143\322\066\351\014\205\366\103\166\325\114\241

\140\162\147\342\050\063\245\313\061\270\072\042\043\064\270\175

\275\126\042\100\235\352\364\173\003\255\150\374\262\201\117\230

\320\164\352\215\345\175\315\143\303\243\366\336\222\302\130\031

\340\226\273\305\304\251\075\245\164\226\376\257\371\211\252\275

\225\027\124\330\170\104\361\014\167\025\222\340\230\102\247\244

\326\252\040\222\315\301\240\263\226\262\072\204\102\215\175\325

\225\344\326\333\351\142\304\130\263\171\305\214\323\065\063\203

\237\165\241\122\047\141\070\361\131\075\216\120\340\275\171\074

\347\154\226\376\136\331\002\145\264\216\134\320\021\064\337\135

\277\122\247\201\000\303\177\231\105\231\025\325\027\310\012\123

\354\143\363\231\175\314\151\022\206\302\027\360\001\236\277\204

\274\321\122\313\033\222\146\316\244\123\345\241\277\304\333\011

\326\346\211\126\053\310\343\174\336\343\377\211\345\065\156\050

\350\154\013\043\121\251\045\005\353\110\370\335\261\312\372\154

\010\121\357\267\030\154\104\312\046\341\163\306\211\006\201\345

\212\254\260\342\051\306\271\044\263\153\104\021\364\245\103\302

\114\103\345\160\066\214\266\063\127\172\225\056\202\240\364\134

\020\263\141\203\366\002\005\206\056\174\055\154\334\003\106\156

\065\223\325\172\225\057\336\040\330\133\176\224\220\004\152\272

\131\075\004\005\165\235\067\242\016\056\075\353\301\244\122\203

\376\320\153\324\146\216\334\306\351\022\116\035\052\127\252\020

\274\174\136\202\175\246\246\311\362\055\271\365\027\047\255\321

\016\211\124\053\225\372\300\255\035\230\024\170\063\102\206\012

\251\163\265\373\164\015\267\033\060\031\304\132\016\034\047\267

\332\030\320\377\212\310\005\272\361\252\034\242\067\267\346\110

\244\106\054\224\352\250\166\142\107\213\020\123\007\110\127\154

\342\222\115\266\256\005\313\334\301\112\136\217\254\075\031\116

\302\355\140\165\053\333\301\312\102\325\002\003\001\000\001\243
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\143\060\141\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\162\254\344\063\171\252\105\207\366\375\254\035\236\326\307\057

\206\330\044\071\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\162

\254\344\063\171\252\105\207\366\375\254\035\236\326\307\057\206

\330\044\071\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\240\073\131\247\011\224\076\066

\204\322\176\057\071\245\226\227\372\021\255\374\147\363\161\011

\362\262\211\204\147\104\257\271\357\355\226\354\234\144\333\062

\060\157\147\232\254\176\137\262\253\001\066\176\201\372\344\204

\136\322\254\066\340\153\142\305\175\113\016\202\155\322\166\142

\321\376\227\370\237\060\174\030\371\264\122\167\202\035\166\333

\323\035\251\360\301\232\000\275\155\165\330\175\347\372\307\070

\243\234\160\350\106\171\003\257\056\164\333\165\370\156\123\014

\003\310\231\032\211\065\031\074\323\311\124\174\250\360\054\346

\156\007\171\157\152\341\346\352\221\202\151\012\035\303\176\131

\242\236\153\106\025\230\133\323\257\106\035\142\310\316\200\122

\111\021\077\311\004\022\303\023\174\077\073\212\226\333\074\240

\036\012\264\213\124\262\044\147\015\357\202\313\276\074\175\321

\342\177\256\026\326\126\130\271\332\040\261\203\025\241\357\212

\115\062\157\101\057\023\122\202\224\327\032\301\170\242\121\335

\053\160\155\267\032\371\367\260\340\147\227\126\333\174\141\123

\011\003\050\002\100\307\263\330\375\234\160\152\306\050\303\205

\351\342\355\032\223\240\336\113\230\242\204\076\005\167\001\226

\075\373\264\040\017\234\162\002\172\022\057\325\243\272\121\170

\257\052\053\104\145\116\265\375\012\350\301\315\171\207\141\053

\336\200\127\105\277\147\361\233\221\136\245\244\354\131\110\020

\015\070\307\260\372\303\104\155\004\365\170\120\034\222\226\133

\332\365\270\056\272\133\317\345\360\152\235\113\057\130\163\055

\117\055\304\034\076\364\263\077\253\025\016\073\031\101\212\244

\301\127\022\146\161\114\372\123\343\127\353\142\225\011\236\124

\335\321\302\074\127\074\275\070\255\230\144\267\270\003\232\123

\126\140\135\263\330\102\033\134\113\022\212\034\353\353\175\306

\172\151\307\047\177\244\370\213\362\344\224\146\207\113\351\224

\007\011\022\171\212\262\353\164\004\334\316\364\104\131\340\026

\312\305\054\130\327\074\173\317\142\206\152\120\175\065\066\146

\247\373\067\347\050\307\330\320\255\245\151\224\217\350\301\337

\044\370\033\007\061\207\201\330\135\366\350\050\330\112\122\200

\254\023\356\120\024\036\230\307

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "Telia Root CA v2"

# Issuer: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Serial Number:01:67:5f:27:d6:fe:7a:e3:e4:ac:be:09:5b:05:9e
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# Subject: CN=Telia Root CA v2,O=Telia Finland Oyj,C=FI

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 29 11:55:54 2018

# Not Valid After : Sun Nov 29 11:55:54 2043

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

24:2B:69:74:2F:CB:1E:5B:2A:BF:98:89:8B:94:57:21:87:54:4E:5B:4D:99:11:78:65:73:62:1F:6A:74:B8:2C

# Fingerprint (SHA1): B9:99:CD:D1:73:50:8A:C4:47:05:08:9C:8C:88:FB:BE:A0:2B:40:CD

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Telia Root CA v2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\271\231\315\321\163\120\212\304\107\005\010\234\214\210\373\276

\240\053\100\315

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\016\217\254\252\202\337\205\261\364\334\020\034\374\231\331\110

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\014\021\124\145\154\151\141\040

\106\151\156\154\141\156\144\040\117\171\152\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\003\014\020\124\145\154\151\141\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\001\147\137\047\326\376\172\343\344\254\276\011\133\005

\236

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:7c:c9:8f:2b:84:d7:df:ea:0f:c9:65:9a:d3:4b:4d:96

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 09:45:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:44:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E5:9A:AA:81:60:09:C2:2B:FF:5B:25:BA:D3:7D:F3:06:F0:49:79:7C:1F:81:D8:5A:B0:89:E6:57:BD:8F:00:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:5B:98:F0:E3:B5:F7:74:3C:ED:E6:B0:36:7D:32:CD:F4:09:41:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\174\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113

\115\226

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\333\060\202\002\140\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\174

\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113\115\226\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\110\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142

\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062\061\061\060

\071\064\065\060\060\132\027\015\063\065\060\062\061\061\060\071

\064\064\065\071\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\306\313\307\050\321\373\204\365\232

\357\102\024\040\341\103\153\156\165\255\374\053\003\204\324\166

\223\045\327\131\073\101\145\153\036\346\064\052\273\164\366\022

\316\350\155\347\253\344\074\116\077\104\010\213\315\026\161\313

\277\222\231\364\244\327\074\120\124\122\220\205\203\170\224\147

\147\243\034\011\031\075\165\064\205\336\355\140\175\307\014\264

\101\122\271\156\345\356\102\243\202\001\015\060\202\001\011\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\163\221\020\253\377

\125\263\132\174\011\045\325\262\272\010\240\153\253\037\155\060
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\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\201\306\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\276\060\201\273\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\142\162\137\162\157\157\164\137

\143\141\137\061\137\062\060\062\060\056\143\162\154\060\171\240

\167\240\165\206\163\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145

\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\102

\122\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060

\061\045\062\060\062\060\062\060\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141

\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\224\220\055\023

\372\341\143\370\141\143\350\255\205\170\124\221\234\270\223\070

\076\032\101\332\100\026\123\102\010\312\057\216\361\076\201\126

\300\252\330\355\030\304\260\256\364\076\372\046\002\061\000\363

\050\342\306\333\053\231\373\267\121\270\044\243\244\224\172\032

\077\346\066\342\003\127\063\212\060\313\202\307\326\024\021\325

\165\143\133\024\225\234\037\001\317\330\325\162\247\017\073

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:7c:c9:8f:2b:84:d7:df:ea:0f:c9:65:9a:d3:4b:4d:96

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 09:45:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:44:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

E5:9A:AA:81:60:09:C2:2B:FF:5B:25:BA:D3:7D:F3:06:F0:49:79:7C:1F:81:D8:5A:B0:89:E6:57:BD:8F:00:44

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1F:5B:98:F0:E3:B5:F7:74:3C:ED:E6:B0:36:7D:32:CD:F4:09:41:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST BR Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\133\230\360\343\265\367\164\074\355\346\260\066\175\062\315

\364\011\101\147

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\252\113\325\355\367\343\125\056\217\162\012\363\165\270\355

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\122\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\174\311\217\053\204\327\337\352\017\311\145\232\323\113

\115\226

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

#

# Certificate "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

#

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:5f:02:41:d7:7a:87:7c:4c:03:a3:ac:96:8d:fb:ff:d0

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 10:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

08:17:0D:1A:A3:64:53:90:1A:2F:95:92:45:E3:47:DB:0C:8D:37:AB:AA:BC:56:B8:1A:A1:00:DC:95:89:70:DB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:DB:8C:21:59:69:03:90:D8:7C:9C:12:86:54:CF:9D:3D:F4:DD:07

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\020\137\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373

\377\320

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\333\060\202\002\140\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\137

\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373\377\320\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\110\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003

\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142

\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061

\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\062\061\061\061

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\065\060\062\061\061\060\071

\065\071\065\071\132\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104

\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\361\013\335\206\103\040\031\337\227

\205\350\042\112\233\317\235\230\277\264\005\046\311\313\343\246

\322\217\305\236\170\173\061\211\251\211\255\047\074\145\020\202

\374\337\303\235\116\360\063\043\304\322\062\365\034\260\337\063

\027\135\305\360\261\212\371\357\271\267\024\312\051\112\302\017

\251\177\165\145\111\052\060\147\364\144\367\326\032\167\332\303

\302\227\141\102\173\111\255\243\202\001\015\060\202\001\011\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\177\020\001\026\067

\072\244\050\344\120\370\244\367\354\153\062\266\376\351\213\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\201\306\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\276\060\201\273\060\076\240

\074\240\072\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\145\166\137\162\157\157\164\137

\143\141\137\061\137\062\060\062\060\056\143\162\154\060\171\240

\167\240\165\206\163\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145

\143\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\105

\126\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060

\061\045\062\060\062\060\062\060\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141

\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\312\074\306\052

\165\302\136\165\142\071\066\000\140\132\213\301\223\231\314\331

\333\101\073\073\207\231\027\073\325\314\117\312\042\367\240\200

\313\371\264\261\033\126\365\162\322\374\031\321\002\061\000\221

\367\060\223\077\020\106\053\161\244\320\073\104\233\300\051\002
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\005\262\101\167\121\363\171\132\236\216\024\240\116\102\322\133

\201\363\064\152\003\347\042\070\120\133\355\031\117\103\026

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Trust for "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:5f:02:41:d7:7a:87:7c:4c:03:a3:ac:96:8d:fb:ff:d0

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 11 10:00:00 2020

# Not Valid After : Sun Feb 11 09:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (SHA-256):

08:17:0D:1A:A3:64:53:90:1A:2F:95:92:45:E3:47:DB:0C:8D:37:AB:AA:BC:56:B8:1A:A1:00:DC:95:89:70:DB

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 61:DB:8C:21:59:69:03:90:D8:7C:9C:12:86:54:CF:9D:3D:F4:DD:07

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST EV Root CA 1 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\141\333\214\041\131\151\003\220\330\174\234\022\206\124\317\235

\075\364\335\007

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\055\235\160\237\110\231\021\006\021\373\351\313\060\300\156

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\110\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023

\031\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\137\002\101\327\172\207\174\114\003\243\254\226\215\373

\377\320

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CAEDICOM Root"

# Issuer: C=ES,O=EDICOM,CN=CAEDICOM Root

# Serial Number:fb:71:26:58:ad:99:e5
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# Subject: C=ES,O=EDICOM,CN=CAEDICOM Root

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 21 11:06:35 2014

# Not Valid After: Sun May 21 10:20:00 2034

# Fingerprint (MD5): cd:d5:a1:fe:28:31:9c:13:be:d5:c1:e8:cf:56:f0:76

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 55:9b:ba:7b:0f:fe:80:d6:d3:82:9b:1f:d0:7a:a4:d3:22:19:47:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CAEDICOM Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\066\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\103\101\105

\104\111\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164\061\017\060\015\006\003

\125\004\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117\115\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\066\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\103\101\105

\104\111\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164\061\017\060\015\006\003

\125\004\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117\115\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\000\373\161\046\130\255\231\345

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\121\060\202\003\071\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\000

\373\161\046\130\255\231\345\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\066\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\003\014\015\103\101\105\104\111\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117

\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\036

\027\015\061\064\060\065\062\061\061\061\060\066\063\065\132\027

\015\063\064\060\065\062\061\061\060\062\060\060\060\132\060\066

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\103\101\105\104\111

\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\333\200\312\350\111\164\307\323\070

\056\361\305\043\142\374\066\214\057\036\176\071\013\351\006\364

\125\233\245\230\051\224\355\206\107\062\203\363\305\222\172\005

\327\051\002\076\026\303\050\177\065\144\051\172\171\273\241\342

\036\141\024\215\347\000\320\334\242\124\145\212\337\151\271\161

\107\177\070\070\026\106\247\151\061\021\065\114\341\052\177\377

\155\117\225\075\343\135\110\115\031\123\010\132\153\041\325\022
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\060\151\227\220\257\055\301\365\177\101\137\111\066\217\115\270

\036\032\225\137\332\017\157\134\025\065\304\021\274\137\205\233

\275\255\073\125\136\273\337\316\273\257\134\231\140\335\037\151

\032\111\110\041\371\011\012\317\162\247\360\362\336\345\170\031

\276\022\335\315\207\171\101\316\057\105\327\013\221\020\021\004

\036\022\235\362\070\003\137\026\151\256\240\012\332\300\371\353

\240\015\030\017\171\136\221\235\344\037\024\234\064\023\031\002

\104\272\121\303\356\171\262\140\024\243\257\274\110\055\050\070

\150\001\103\144\312\016\206\203\142\320\212\031\246\047\361\053

\173\113\051\041\133\232\314\150\102\020\310\113\117\017\043\262

\210\174\304\134\156\027\160\305\167\257\225\300\045\244\042\012

\323\174\371\330\162\310\320\055\275\247\350\322\055\213\114\241

\156\012\374\264\100\063\273\232\153\374\244\352\311\376\340\064

\210\103\314\306\274\077\165\322\245\251\257\372\227\271\076\267

\316\124\240\115\300\135\056\301\050\330\143\124\162\270\254\132

\365\072\373\040\141\006\072\364\240\053\070\253\314\203\014\111

\324\156\076\155\017\076\163\057\066\346\363\117\263\300\000\321

\105\111\133\214\366\243\230\035\204\177\231\012\303\352\012\074

\303\323\044\170\110\147\365\033\073\016\035\016\103\261\004\165

\301\240\071\166\213\366\331\002\245\035\341\236\133\007\273\066

\127\112\041\115\371\211\151\264\154\017\327\257\240\025\044\231

\347\370\327\123\224\354\022\277\244\245\327\355\356\216\065\167

\167\334\246\177\040\124\222\326\143\326\162\236\115\052\266\217

\163\363\031\241\304\260\037\346\064\243\013\000\076\227\111\047

\141\252\252\004\101\063\070\265\120\121\314\066\025\333\037\377

\275\312\110\203\110\247\263\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\024\315\052\131\170

\143\253\141\031\350\270\075\241\340\132\300\165\347\371\313\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\024\315\052

\131\170\143\253\141\031\350\270\075\241\340\132\300\165\347\371

\313\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\075\011\031\000\266\221\002\154\354\016\367

\341\342\142\260\277\063\015\375\125\022\364\010\232\367\053\055

\256\367\234\107\330\037\006\001\023\265\216\347\262\202\013\075

\204\131\103\324\007\330\053\134\020\172\044\054\312\215\350\325

\243\071\234\061\314\353\340\072\341\325\277\317\307\207\173\140

\377\107\071\327\243\104\326\010\046\133\317\132\124\354\210\323

\216\017\171\074\310\243\117\246\302\216\047\360\336\022\256\136

\031\255\347\042\126\212\130\062\340\371\006\320\251\052\264\065

\233\014\206\046\121\000\224\107\120\374\245\304\045\141\371\130

\360\105\160\056\111\166\177\021\326\157\265\371\051\005\341\015

\303\116\130\037\257\035\354\067\320\112\371\006\006\201\323\333

\240\226\270\016\221\060\171\346\120\337\210\270\013\251\134\324

\007\364\311\250\314\175\217\223\143\011\144\000\005\052\150\146

\103\273\242\273\376\225\256\371\304\245\012\210\142\110\170\045

\174\052\077\021\144\246\323\042\040\107\235\062\326\362\343\310
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\244\141\164\347\202\302\104\272\240\321\135\137\274\361\104\016

\203\117\034\120\205\304\351\347\154\374\346\270\125\341\242\032

\200\267\220\104\247\204\042\227\107\042\336\253\070\067\317\265

\362\034\076\102\160\273\165\266\145\050\153\313\177\202\065\252

\366\363\040\170\050\163\007\226\060\160\245\052\161\134\241\171

\244\026\271\106\075\136\264\000\111\205\211\323\016\337\201\256

\130\215\130\326\341\305\104\170\056\034\040\273\242\107\227\277

\166\024\073\251\050\217\237\013\165\322\241\074\355\053\307\216

\220\241\172\242\231\060\142\374\205\035\065\163\073\363\265\131

\042\033\315\010\261\014\235\165\152\333\205\073\016\207\237\062

\117\222\000\001\001\114\111\150\202\200\101\154\371\375\161\275

\213\364\170\012\140\243\236\261\122\035\300\212\343\236\305\277

\053\031\152\230\247\261\336\025\120\237\252\224\045\217\251\200

\202\247\162\272\111\144\011\047\141\053\156\274\043\050\063\135

\236\156\360\271\275\040\062\214\335\240\013\231\273\264\204\004

\044\165\051\226\367\247\245\027\270\121\005\353\164\255\121\171

\226\374\273\373\337\011\055\010\222\104\316\300\322\263\030\307

\024\042\277\041\361

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CAEDICOM Root"

# Issuer: C=ES,O=EDICOM,CN=CAEDICOM Root

# Serial Number:fb:71:26:58:ad:99:e5

# Subject: C=ES,O=EDICOM,CN=CAEDICOM Root

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 21 11:06:35 2014

# Not Valid After: Sun May 21 10:20:00 2034

# Fingerprint (MD5): cd:d5:a1:fe:28:31:9c:13:be:d5:c1:e8:cf:56:f0:76

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 55:9b:ba:7b:0f:fe:80:d6:d3:82:9b:1f:d0:7a:a4:d3:22:19:47:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CAEDICOM Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\125\233\272\173\017\376\200\326\323\202\233\037\320\172\244\323

\042\031\107\220

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\315\325\241\376\050\061\234\023\276\325\301\350\317\126\360\166

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\066\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\103\101\105

\104\111\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164\061\017\060\015\006\003

\125\004\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117\115\061\013\060\011\006
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\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\000\373\161\046\130\255\231\345

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "I.CA Root CA/RSA"

# Issuer: 2.5.4.5=NTRCZ-26439395,CN=I.CA Root CA/RSA,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,C=CZ

# Serial Number:05:f5:e1:00

# Subject: 2.5.4.5=NTRCZ-26439395,CN=I.CA Root CA/RSA,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 27 12:20:00 2015

# Not Valid After: Sun May 27 12:20:00 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): 34:ba:8d:c4:33:9a:b5:27:ee:bd:5b:7c:7d:82:97:7f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9b:09:59:89:81:54:08:1b:f6:a9:0e:9b:9e:58:a4:69:0c:9b:a1:04

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA Root CA/RSA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255

\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040

\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\111\056\103\101\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\057\122\123\101\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\005\023\016\116\124\122\103\132\055\062\066\064\063\071\063

\071\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255

\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040

\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\111\056\103\101\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\057\122\123\101\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\005\023\016\116\124\122\103\132\055\062\066\064\063\071\063

\071\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\005\365\341\000
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\176\060\202\004\146\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\005

\365\341\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015

\005\000\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\132\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156

\303\255\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303

\255\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\111\056\103\101\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\057\122\123\101\061\027\060\025\006

\003\125\004\005\023\016\116\124\122\103\132\055\062\066\064\063

\071\063\071\065\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\065\062\067\061\062

\062\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\065\062\067\061\062\062

\060\060\060\132\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\103\132\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162

\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215

\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056

\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\111\056\103

\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\057\122\123\101\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\005\023\016\116\124\122\103\132\055\062\066

\064\063\071\063\071\065\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\252\077\125\265\211\257\166\024\006

\052\144\046\224\070\017\137\366\334\004\157\061\105\365\012\375

\073\177\233\162\157\370\100\174\376\135\375\064\231\005\070\224

\111\272\261\360\275\370\231\134\300\121\372\252\015\373\346\161

\025\205\143\021\052\167\006\221\222\006\210\263\374\024\341\231

\106\264\051\202\256\204\203\356\265\046\207\156\370\213\125\104

\235\100\330\377\052\132\252\350\177\322\145\341\024\107\302\174

\061\375\165\141\012\033\214\200\112\236\264\342\056\024\107\061

\356\274\005\121\256\246\176\317\021\270\305\110\275\005\124\302

\204\344\247\150\153\370\270\372\176\050\311\271\317\344\041\117

\145\311\210\150\240\070\331\165\245\021\073\114\034\156\113\036

\324\206\154\301\255\005\107\323\054\224\015\314\207\055\032\055

\303\326\314\336\204\376\354\153\300\341\043\023\241\323\234\030

\176\340\162\327\134\125\274\114\263\100\061\033\234\100\315\232

\353\200\016\161\256\327\142\156\132\026\117\037\366\145\105\321

\237\172\205\101\031\302\172\072\316\041\222\344\224\160\114\273

\250\101\306\304\273\065\315\365\072\236\143\251\215\240\152\321

\040\104\252\052\266\110\245\162\303\316\236\344\130\110\107\011

\177\002\101\363\015\034\155\011\170\360\327\024\321\240\125\374

\021\326\132\032\000\171\345\073\346\010\313\122\236\244\011\253

\153\347\154\234\052\057\042\175\373\271\120\262\336\120\323\057

\014\162\271\326\263\267\263\010\346\353\173\254\364\264\305\366

\301\062\037\247\031\041\365\334\136\067\252\307\037\123\233\103

\076\346\236\237\332\015\327\126\242\017\123\151\055\125\277\353

\206\170\021\277\246\327\132\115\363\016\223\163\352\377\016\320

\347\217\361\310\263\360\330\030\163\154\245\162\210\361\160\114
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\107\124\266\233\132\321\274\046\067\215\030\337\233\153\056\333

\013\045\263\212\262\343\255\006\134\155\273\175\027\003\007\001

\212\060\227\211\164\155\112\224\167\056\353\356\317\260\036\265

\352\166\364\265\024\070\225\327\325\331\057\077\262\244\046\314

\115\243\134\215\011\363\136\014\205\062\316\126\154\002\010\361

\113\243\253\277\310\124\240\005\205\164\344\165\035\172\274\234

\073\140\075\152\375\031\221\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\036

\060\202\001\032\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\166\271\003\110\373\325\030\241\241\067\240\355\314\150\202\114

\122\064\066\015\060\201\327\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\317\060

\201\314\060\201\311\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\201\300\060\201

\275\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\201\260\032\201

\255\124\145\156\164\157\040\153\166\141\154\151\146\151\153\157

\166\141\156\171\040\163\171\163\164\145\155\157\166\171\040\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\164\040\142\171\154\040\166\171

\144\141\156\040\160\157\144\154\145\040\172\141\153\157\156\141

\040\062\062\067\057\062\060\060\060\040\123\142\056\040\166\040

\160\154\141\164\156\145\155\040\172\156\145\156\151\057\124\150

\151\163\040\161\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\163\171\163

\164\145\155\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040

\167\141\163\040\151\163\163\165\145\144\040\141\143\143\157\162

\144\151\156\147\040\164\157\040\101\143\164\040\116\157\056\040

\062\062\067\057\062\060\060\060\040\103\157\154\154\056\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\003\202\002

\001\000\031\124\002\045\203\333\042\226\213\035\225\236\231\333

\064\316\223\320\037\056\173\134\140\044\152\014\327\205\104\170

\037\034\111\362\024\370\203\124\031\246\235\062\146\270\043\246

\073\206\052\237\066\374\027\374\120\017\140\306\067\375\044\250

\367\171\247\216\277\330\007\025\124\136\122\014\276\370\246\330

\310\101\104\361\366\023\334\203\031\133\257\335\144\367\063\026

\207\017\025\132\361\144\274\324\347\125\077\062\070\211\232\363

\314\110\305\154\061\161\222\232\046\027\302\174\107\002\155\065

\047\237\363\032\341\252\035\015\164\021\251\223\174\101\250\157

\273\216\234\305\001\344\163\366\272\120\056\346\020\324\274\157

\023\232\070\271\151\106\245\006\326\362\114\154\067\253\074\370

\333\032\306\125\360\310\370\035\041\156\057\000\152\261\342\155

\132\004\055\175\335\011\117\366\357\024\057\300\022\352\011\031

\053\032\312\240\161\233\261\072\062\274\377\103\030\363\175\057

\365\056\210\351\121\266\361\111\220\114\377\046\307\303\131\335

\164\137\301\120\135\070\134\235\150\125\151\152\264\100\167\311

\137\062\051\110\124\223\301\263\041\043\166\241\125\060\151\043

\077\061\111\304\241\315\073\166\131\225\132\202\264\255\161\265

\276\246\221\314\200\025\112\057\316\224\256\030\125\111\165\040

\104\270\363\001\233\301\170\054\216\020\114\247\144\255\255\072

\353\114\035\126\056\177\224\324\036\320\012\325\311\124\201\016

\036\376\367\224\371\141\072\077\065\356\323\140\311\373\110\262
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\156\302\331\276\172\156\230\005\160\000\243\321\027\307\306\064

\257\154\365\115\217\135\122\014\335\200\233\172\155\347\230\343

\071\205\134\077\213\314\104\242\100\066\062\223\022\126\220\002

\236\076\131\150\002\037\126\210\036\257\301\376\017\173\125\215

\227\331\273\246\223\107\272\174\370\107\266\071\327\214\362\100

\154\207\234\014\376\055\335\334\161\374\016\221\010\244\103\075

\212\127\335\335\007\353\247\227\121\320\272\204\231\255\213\171

\376\311\004\220\203\023\053\351\227\015\145\211\362\021\055\067

\216\113\270\273\322\172\071\052\305\334\320\135\015\335\004\047

\230\237\130\375\216\206\273\005\177\360\355\067\222\220\335\234

\275\374

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "I.CA Root CA/RSA"

# Issuer: 2.5.4.5=NTRCZ-26439395,CN=I.CA Root CA/RSA,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,C=CZ

# Serial Number:05:f5:e1:00

# Subject: 2.5.4.5=NTRCZ-26439395,CN=I.CA Root CA/RSA,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 27 12:20:00 2015

# Not Valid After: Sun May 27 12:20:00 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): 34:ba:8d:c4:33:9a:b5:27:ee:bd:5b:7c:7d:82:97:7f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9b:09:59:89:81:54:08:1b:f6:a9:0e:9b:9e:58:a4:69:0c:9b:a1:04

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA Root CA/RSA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\233\011\131\211\201\124\010\033\366\251\016\233\236\130\244\151

\014\233\241\004

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\064\272\215\304\063\232\265\047\356\275\133\174\175\202\227\177

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255

\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040

\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\111\056\103\101\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\057\122\123\101\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\005\023\016\116\124\122\103\132\055\062\066\064\063\071\063

\071\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\004\005\365\341\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "MULTICERT Root Certification Authority 01"

# Issuer: CN=MULTICERT Root Certification Authority 01,O=MULTICERT - Serviços de Certificação

Electrónica S.A.,C=PT

# Serial Number:54:4d:a5:bc:40:35:56:5a

# Subject: CN=MULTICERT Root Certification Authority 01,O=MULTICERT - Serviços de Certificação

Electrónica S.A.,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 04 08:59:47 2014

# Not Valid After: Mon Apr 04 08:59:47 2039

# Fingerprint (MD5): 30:b4:c2:a5:23:02:1d:2e:1b:c0:59:f2:ca:23:99:20

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:af:7a:31:b5:99:46:0d:46:9d:60:41:14:5b:13:65:1d:f9:17:0a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "MULTICERT Root Certification Authority 01"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124

\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\012\014\071\115\125\114\124\111

\103\105\122\124\040\055\040\123\145\162\166\151\303\247\157\163

\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\303\247\303

\243\157\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\303\263\156\151\143\141\040

\123\056\101\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\014\051\115

\125\114\124\111\103\105\122\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\060\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124

\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\012\014\071\115\125\114\124\111

\103\105\122\124\040\055\040\123\145\162\166\151\303\247\157\163

\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\303\247\303

\243\157\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\303\263\156\151\143\141\040

\123\056\101\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\014\051\115

\125\114\124\111\103\105\122\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\010\124\115\245\274\100\065\126\132

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\361\060\202\003\331\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\124

\115\245\274\100\065\126\132\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\120\124\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\012\014

\071\115\125\114\124\111\103\105\122\124\040\055\040\123\145\162

\166\151\303\247\157\163\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\303\247\303\243\157\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\303

\263\156\151\143\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\062\060\060\006\003

\125\004\003\014\051\115\125\114\124\111\103\105\122\124\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\060\061\060\036

\027\015\061\064\060\064\060\064\060\070\065\071\064\067\132\027

\015\063\071\060\064\060\064\060\070\065\071\064\067\132\060\201

\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061\102

\060\100\006\003\125\004\012\014\071\115\125\114\124\111\103\105

\122\124\040\055\040\123\145\162\166\151\303\247\157\163\040\144

\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\303\247\303\243\157

\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\303\263\156\151\143\141\040\123\056

\101\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\014\051\115\125\114

\124\111\103\105\122\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\060\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\316\334\077\364\031\156\273\025\151

\206\364\344\315\347\072\160\073\307\232\213\073\203\000\201\133

\373\040\026\132\276\277\130\000\137\051\346\127\157\176\212\054

\025\007\134\032\143\214\102\137\026\335\332\211\204\105\127\027

\226\240\234\241\165\042\101\032\072\375\305\027\221\023\366\276

\142\012\274\156\045\055\133\300\214\020\146\367\342\326\373\334

\110\061\243\032\250\345\115\110\311\242\034\163\376\217\146\100

\143\167\131\007\074\075\024\237\324\367\205\221\320\303\102\365

\033\141\263\167\200\200\052\155\022\002\226\213\121\331\301\157

\047\013\032\007\064\000\377\322\131\114\051\350\327\031\143\330

\221\264\077\374\216\016\045\362\241\022\007\145\312\065\336\253

\376\026\243\010\214\257\177\176\022\364\131\026\005\037\350\255

\164\171\062\367\170\002\266\264\314\253\333\036\070\141\004\031

\172\101\100\332\132\021\144\165\002\375\144\321\326\224\102\017

\042\347\145\315\257\220\016\014\133\061\001\231\121\357\105\214

\175\245\070\332\236\174\113\344\246\350\263\244\202\326\003\064

\056\117\267\121\253\167\070\011\365\006\376\334\146\033\017\077

\372\175\357\214\125\276\340\015\206\225\241\334\275\304\303\010

\321\105\036\362\275\276\160\361\346\046\306\273\010\261\050\245

\302\245\355\210\326\241\300\373\043\361\047\071\314\341\204\007

\031\274\176\366\314\070\377\156\020\273\106\351\043\211\044\201

\377\000\342\121\000\334\122\120\175\023\120\175\026\075\100\215
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\323\277\371\212\145\330\142\022\051\167\302\272\302\111\064\117

\212\171\151\311\113\025\363\064\336\317\257\206\342\345\310\251

\126\141\114\006\124\132\305\154\031\352\363\310\104\315\044\032

\166\321\161\000\131\153\331\165\233\316\375\020\376\261\203\242

\245\267\222\206\166\233\112\367\035\334\214\205\246\130\255\212

\246\150\151\027\311\155\033\246\317\047\113\051\054\335\161\102

\032\211\020\345\325\233\022\137\111\213\204\274\330\010\134\373

\317\070\102\257\276\321\156\173\221\252\146\100\305\005\176\053

\320\146\266\307\337\122\376\364\105\155\043\222\041\236\022\001

\220\163\203\342\245\011\015\327\300\370\205\225\036\143\321\077

\065\332\224\321\067\331\365\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\325\071\034\234\133

\157\004\252\242\225\114\357\040\335\051\164\244\305\105\161\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\325\071\034

\234\133\157\004\252\242\225\114\357\040\335\051\164\244\305\105

\161\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\077\347\137\363\042\026\336\203\236\040\344

\202\347\345\236\167\311\373\053\260\164\015\337\033\164\042\017

\163\020\241\260\027\354\114\014\324\050\160\152\146\162\104\151

\020\223\166\065\317\057\370\217\074\253\031\174\161\222\225\161

\033\067\025\302\033\050\172\357\156\170\070\337\373\217\233\001

\040\334\257\366\326\215\011\146\332\304\106\251\374\225\252\104

\043\022\337\107\300\260\025\354\265\261\236\154\017\221\252\246

\072\345\301\015\140\154\120\100\160\134\134\310\316\263\314\353

\355\252\210\031\126\245\244\310\014\172\345\166\100\147\063\264

\075\226\334\167\313\043\170\371\123\133\317\215\336\261\247\216

\132\172\242\062\143\243\210\327\045\141\132\135\111\072\162\346

\317\252\224\206\154\156\367\202\340\216\147\223\050\305\250\015

\115\357\070\255\171\112\146\215\204\001\010\004\171\363\122\306

\101\347\232\142\006\263\365\022\036\354\331\000\103\323\353\226

\167\164\341\171\371\024\224\204\155\272\124\202\005\214\337\001

\362\060\210\201\254\172\057\213\103\054\166\064\316\065\347\207

\216\116\013\012\245\032\127\261\123\132\277\153\330\276\000\176

\306\371\356\146\061\010\261\337\224\063\204\234\167\117\173\144

\057\357\216\017\131\050\042\313\360\134\076\053\375\065\326\225

\377\003\354\145\122\176\276\362\031\370\173\325\122\054\122\167

\232\221\146\101\160\215\325\111\347\013\110\177\212\256\336\105

\075\335\376\346\322\344\222\303\173\316\060\240\111\156\067\255

\250\323\054\266\075\236\041\333\006\127\342\360\256\006\373\331

\305\021\067\241\173\333\035\021\174\150\166\040\076\365\274\245

\331\146\265\041\255\105\046\306\135\036\002\243\101\304\324\175

\201\031\313\027\227\006\017\346\354\164\000\106\304\165\335\075

\360\103\064\257\246\274\374\366\202\373\317\305\372\263\017\045

\245\077\146\020\326\236\202\245\333\072\023\171\336\215\251\327

\246\215\206\322\057\331\151\015\342\165\170\176\111\137\042\253

\206\160\050\121\263\172\266\240\171\372\324\345\203\247\260\167
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\312\333\001\202\357\342\276\115\057\323\300\115\320\343\151\156

\174\046\233\353\246\373\105\357\261\004\212\057\252\041\006\366

\346\324\274\101\043

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "MULTICERT Root Certification Authority 01"

# Issuer: CN=MULTICERT Root Certification Authority 01,O=MULTICERT - Serviços de Certificação

Electrónica S.A.,C=PT

# Serial Number:54:4d:a5:bc:40:35:56:5a

# Subject: CN=MULTICERT Root Certification Authority 01,O=MULTICERT - Serviços de Certificação

Electrónica S.A.,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 04 08:59:47 2014

# Not Valid After: Mon Apr 04 08:59:47 2039

# Fingerprint (MD5): 30:b4:c2:a5:23:02:1d:2e:1b:c0:59:f2:ca:23:99:20

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:af:7a:31:b5:99:46:0d:46:9d:60:41:14:5b:13:65:1d:f9:17:0a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "MULTICERT Root Certification Authority 01"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\257\172\061\265\231\106\015\106\235\140\101\024\133\023\145

\035\371\027\012

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\264\302\245\043\002\035\056\033\300\131\362\312\043\231\040

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124

\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\012\014\071\115\125\114\124\111

\103\105\122\124\040\055\040\123\145\162\166\151\303\247\157\163

\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\303\247\303

\243\157\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\303\263\156\151\143\141\040

\123\056\101\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\014\051\115

\125\114\124\111\103\105\122\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\124\115\245\274\100\065\126\132

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Certification Authority of WoSign G2"

# Issuer: CN=Certification Authority of WoSign G2,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Serial Number:6b:25:da:8a:88:9d:7c:bc:0f:05:b3:b1:7a:61:45:44

# Subject: CN=Certification Authority of WoSign G2,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Sat Nov 08 00:58:58 2014

# Not Valid After: Tue Nov 08 00:58:58 2044

# Fingerprint (MD5): c8:1c:7d:19:aa:cb:71:93:f2:50:f8:52:a8:1e:ba:60

# Fingerprint (SHA1): fb:ed:dc:90:65:b7:27:20:37:bc:55:0c:9c:56:de:bb:f2:78:94:e1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certification Authority of WoSign G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\003\023\044\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146

\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\003\023\044\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146

\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\153\045\332\212\210\235\174\274\017\005\263\261\172\141

\105\104

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\174\060\202\002\144\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\153

\045\332\212\210\235\174\274\017\005\263\261\172\141\105\104\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\130

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146\040\127

\157\123\151\147\156\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\064\061\061
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\060\070\060\060\065\070\065\070\132\027\015\064\064\061\061\060

\070\060\060\065\070\065\070\132\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012

\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151

\164\145\144\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\040

\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\276\305\304\240\042\200\111\117\277\331\207\021\306

\123\341\273\017\275\140\177\257\366\202\016\037\334\260\216\075

\227\340\120\074\217\072\357\146\073\105\007\233\040\370\343\327

\045\206\065\220\026\242\135\157\060\031\010\207\013\177\006\262

\235\142\217\336\257\222\245\140\324\053\200\232\122\077\365\232

\203\351\064\132\313\331\325\142\134\346\016\340\337\006\230\016

\200\174\312\264\035\023\210\153\016\250\044\167\003\320\356\133

\363\312\151\221\065\071\126\305\155\343\367\075\117\136\223\070

\044\312\030\351\044\313\222\003\335\314\034\075\011\160\344\040

\344\361\256\254\273\163\151\243\143\072\017\105\017\241\112\232

\302\321\143\254\313\020\370\075\346\116\050\267\353\304\225\261

\254\375\136\253\372\101\313\135\235\113\334\364\174\166\357\147

\177\000\172\215\322\240\032\134\115\042\341\265\332\335\166\263

\324\166\337\136\270\213\230\310\024\124\314\153\027\222\267\340

\112\277\111\224\141\013\070\220\217\135\044\154\045\173\073\171

\331\342\176\235\255\237\230\241\006\374\170\024\140\127\370\356

\200\167\261\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\372\140\251\353\145\305\335\026

\024\010\116\014\017\215\233\340\367\144\257\147\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\127\303\172\066\202\234\215\230\342\253\100\252\107\217\307\247

\133\355\174\347\075\146\132\073\061\273\337\363\026\063\221\374

\174\173\245\302\246\146\343\252\260\267\047\230\077\111\327\140

\147\147\077\066\117\112\313\361\024\372\132\207\050\034\355\217

\101\062\306\225\371\175\332\275\173\133\302\260\041\343\217\106

\334\041\070\103\164\114\373\060\370\027\162\301\062\374\310\221

\027\304\314\130\067\116\013\314\132\367\041\065\050\203\154\140

\055\104\353\122\214\120\075\265\154\022\327\372\011\273\154\262

\112\261\305\211\344\374\323\122\330\141\027\376\172\224\204\217

\171\266\063\131\272\017\304\013\342\160\240\113\170\056\372\310

\237\375\257\221\145\012\170\070\025\345\227\027\024\335\371\340

\054\064\370\070\320\204\042\000\300\024\121\030\053\002\334\060

\132\360\350\001\174\065\072\043\257\010\344\257\252\216\050\102

\111\056\360\365\231\064\276\355\017\113\030\341\322\044\074\273

\135\107\267\041\362\215\321\012\231\216\343\156\076\255\160\340

\217\271\312\314\156\201\061\366\173\234\172\171\344\147\161\030

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Certification Authority of WoSign G2"

# Issuer: CN=Certification Authority of WoSign G2,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Serial Number:6b:25:da:8a:88:9d:7c:bc:0f:05:b3:b1:7a:61:45:44

# Subject: CN=Certification Authority of WoSign G2,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Sat Nov 08 00:58:58 2014

# Not Valid After: Tue Nov 08 00:58:58 2044

# Fingerprint (MD5): c8:1c:7d:19:aa:cb:71:93:f2:50:f8:52:a8:1e:ba:60

# Fingerprint (SHA1): fb:ed:dc:90:65:b7:27:20:37:bc:55:0c:9c:56:de:bb:f2:78:94:e1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certification Authority of WoSign G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\373\355\334\220\145\267\047\040\067\274\125\014\234\126\336\273

\362\170\224\341

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\034\175\031\252\313\161\223\362\120\370\122\250\036\272\140

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\003\023\044\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146

\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\153\045\332\212\210\235\174\274\017\005\263\261\172\141

\105\104

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CA WoSign ECC Root"

# Issuer: CN=CA WoSign ECC Root,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Serial Number:68:4a:58:70:80:6b:f0:8f:02:fa:f6:de:e8:b0:90:90

# Subject: CN=CA WoSign ECC Root,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Sat Nov 08 00:58:58 2014
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# Not Valid After: Tue Nov 08 00:58:58 2044

# Fingerprint (MD5): 80:c6:53:ee:61:82:28:72:f0:ff:21:b9:17:ca:b2:20

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d2:7a:d2:be:ed:94:c0:a1:3c:c7:25:21:ea:5d:71:be:81:19:f3:2b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA WoSign ECC Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\101\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\040

\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\101\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\040

\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\150\112\130\160\200\153\360\217\002\372\366\336\350\260

\220\220

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\011\060\202\001\217\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\150

\112\130\160\200\153\360\217\002\372\366\336\350\260\220\220\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\106\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\103\101\040\114

\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023

\022\103\101\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122

\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\061\064\061\061\060\070\060\060\065

\070\065\070\132\027\015\064\064\061\061\060\070\060\060\065\070

\065\070\132\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\103\116\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123

\151\147\156\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\101\040\127\157\123\151

\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\060\166\060\020\006

\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003

\142\000\004\341\375\216\270\103\044\253\226\173\205\302\272\013

\255\215\340\072\343\044\271\322\261\276\210\072\312\277\112\270

\371\357\054\057\257\121\120\074\107\165\154\370\224\267\233\374

\050\036\305\124\314\143\235\026\113\123\301\347\040\253\315\254
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\045\322\177\217\302\301\132\202\136\060\213\172\124\316\003\265

\221\177\252\224\320\321\212\110\314\202\005\046\241\325\121\022

\326\173\066\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\252\375\325\132\243\366\207\213\062\205\375\321\062

\133\200\105\223\363\003\270\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075

\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\344\244\204\260\201

\325\075\260\164\254\224\244\350\016\075\000\164\114\241\227\153

\371\015\121\074\241\331\073\364\015\253\251\237\276\116\162\312

\205\324\331\354\265\062\105\030\157\253\255\002\060\175\307\367

\151\143\057\241\341\230\357\023\020\321\171\077\321\376\352\073

\177\336\126\364\220\261\025\021\330\262\042\025\320\057\303\046

\056\153\361\221\262\220\145\364\232\346\220\356\112

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CA WoSign ECC Root"

# Issuer: CN=CA WoSign ECC Root,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Serial Number:68:4a:58:70:80:6b:f0:8f:02:fa:f6:de:e8:b0:90:90

# Subject: CN=CA WoSign ECC Root,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Sat Nov 08 00:58:58 2014

# Not Valid After: Tue Nov 08 00:58:58 2044

# Fingerprint (MD5): 80:c6:53:ee:61:82:28:72:f0:ff:21:b9:17:ca:b2:20

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d2:7a:d2:be:ed:94:c0:a1:3c:c7:25:21:ea:5d:71:be:81:19:f3:2b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA WoSign ECC Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\322\172\322\276\355\224\300\241\074\307\045\041\352\135\161\276

\201\031\363\053

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\306\123\356\141\202\050\162\360\377\041\271\027\312\262\040

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\101\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\040

\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\020\150\112\130\160\200\153\360\217\002\372\366\336\350\260

\220\220

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CCA India 2015 SPL"

# Issuer: CN=CCA India 2015 SPL,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number: 10165 (0x27b5)

# Subject: CN=CCA India 2015 SPL,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 29 11:36:43 2015

# Not Valid After: Wed Jan 29 11:36:43 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 16:da:3e:ac:1d:0a:57:a9:b4:e2:de:d0:93:96:dc:d4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3b:c6:dc:e0:03:07:bd:67:60:41:eb:d8:59:70:c6:2f:8f:da:51:09

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CCA India 2015 SPL"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\065\040\123\120\114

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\065\040\123\120\114

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\047\265

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\053\060\202\002\023\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\047

\265\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\065\040\123\120\114

\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\061\062\071\061\061\063\066\064\063

\132\027\015\062\065\060\061\062\071\061\061\063\066\064\063\132
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\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\065\040\123\120\114

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\227\327\066\211\075\067\101\016\221\077\153\040\137\374\072

\176\073\132\135\057\303\014\207\123\074\030\242\310\141\163\015

\010\016\126\036\322\156\140\245\127\145\334\376\317\120\206\017

\132\116\253\142\213\004\312\126\357\341\321\236\256\164\255\252

\372\077\101\130\321\125\160\160\076\105\311\033\200\163\374\010

\210\344\213\162\250\012\265\051\127\260\255\012\221\101\032\234

\137\120\175\254\027\032\045\133\041\360\225\053\347\337\067\254

\064\363\007\260\361\035\301\023\357\173\056\072\305\251\141\220

\262\170\137\124\120\074\263\132\125\143\266\313\020\243\157\373

\015\364\266\357\346\010\336\242\020\277\166\227\177\352\331\226

\321\324\303\163\002\161\264\251\260\254\254\037\027\040\245\107

\106\326\104\002\070\231\276\313\024\170\376\346\137\304\177\335

\157\351\252\107\024\220\021\330\035\200\300\025\324\214\240\231

\343\031\016\012\017\314\032\010\234\324\123\007\000\340\037\111

\277\202\202\114\317\233\330\156\323\324\021\000\022\154\017\175

\140\147\112\214\120\333\362\057\340\271\171\207\203\303\134\302

\071\002\003\001\000\001\243\063\060\061\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\021\006\003\125

\035\016\004\012\004\010\114\021\160\252\217\335\037\007\060\013

\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\055

\274\214\025\312\064\355\114\050\042\273\341\123\045\113\072\227

\251\355\046\242\244\253\115\373\012\022\156\347\065\346\147\016

\030\201\142\066\245\314\302\337\032\345\150\001\201\116\263\231

\324\107\025\022\235\166\351\241\246\023\035\260\377\175\273\127

\343\357\131\233\310\073\120\151\306\143\072\254\240\301\345\220

\350\144\051\134\110\101\151\067\254\073\273\335\343\125\306\327

\222\015\225\203\260\050\127\302\243\251\226\247\312\336\114\036

\232\377\076\245\056\047\136\333\146\147\047\205\357\253\212\134

\163\174\210\315\107\146\360\235\203\314\204\217\342\051\364\037

\101\157\267\365\041\015\365\224\126\121\343\374\377\023\130\267

\237\003\356\051\237\322\001\260\142\236\224\275\031\206\132\103

\372\152\211\201\260\352\134\030\207\312\200\225\373\355\001\277

\021\032\337\225\024\256\056\342\257\315\221\220\272\263\047\303

\157\020\330\331\016\264\245\164\154\201\267\137\031\314\376\047

\116\263\105\230\130\030\234\127\304\222\162\022\317\247\202\071

\325\341\020\227\012\206\060\105\205\143\250\153\115\232\374

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CCA India 2015 SPL"

# Issuer: CN=CCA India 2015 SPL,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number: 10165 (0x27b5)

# Subject: CN=CCA India 2015 SPL,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 29 11:36:43 2015

# Not Valid After: Wed Jan 29 11:36:43 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 16:da:3e:ac:1d:0a:57:a9:b4:e2:de:d0:93:96:dc:d4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3b:c6:dc:e0:03:07:bd:67:60:41:eb:d8:59:70:c6:2f:8f:da:51:09

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CCA India 2015 SPL"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\073\306\334\340\003\007\275\147\140\101\353\330\131\160\306\057

\217\332\121\011

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\026\332\076\254\035\012\127\251\264\342\336\320\223\226\334\324

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\065\040\123\120\114

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\047\265

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Swedish Government Root Authority v3"

# Issuer: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v3,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Serial Number:32:69:a2:bf:40:6b:8d:b4:47:83:64:3c:8b:0d:c9:43

# Subject: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v3,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 29 11:32:32 2015

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 29 11:42:09 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): 63:e2:fd:ea:a2:55:6a:70:54:fb:3a:22:e3:34:b1:17

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:6f:88:f9:ac:16:3c:53:00:9e:ef:92:0c:40:67:75:6a:15:71:7e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swedish Government Root Authority v3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156

\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156

\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\062\151\242\277\100\153\215\264\107\203\144\074\213\015

\311\103

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\252\060\202\003\222\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\062

\151\242\277\100\153\215\264\107\203\144\074\213\015\311\103\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\146

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040

\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156\143\145

\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003

\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\166\063\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\071\062\071

\061\061\063\062\063\062\132\027\015\064\060\060\071\062\071\061

\061\064\062\060\071\132\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\123\105\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037

\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111

\156\163\165\162\141\156\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061

\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157

\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\063\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\272

\036\242\151\033\150\117\134\217\272\364\043\307\136\146\005\170

\205\066\130\243\242\177\147\357\242\014\026\222\244\112\213\340
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\240\222\207\125\067\013\304\321\304\320\100\103\227\062\120\117

\354\225\107\267\077\257\103\005\345\204\227\011\357\126\124\347

\103\063\107\375\255\361\072\233\230\244\341\344\121\243\271\254

\214\013\356\045\006\011\362\323\272\065\147\141\214\302\275\046

\313\327\143\314\327\203\063\331\114\342\357\371\033\237\250\313

\015\166\001\055\162\311\042\273\150\221\336\220\017\073\075\264

\102\275\031\175\237\204\134\074\176\102\067\206\261\140\302\110

\207\122\116\134\127\376\316\222\256\312\076\126\267\263\236\225

\232\224\370\057\241\320\242\056\302\124\132\154\314\314\326\255

\113\107\320\056\207\202\063\250\173\120\071\247\052\054\261\133

\047\012\237\255\365\024\353\374\215\123\262\163\053\124\043\364

\214\227\231\227\373\065\334\314\265\372\063\024\046\215\165\247

\044\246\350\024\056\055\246\200\050\203\232\077\270\312\073\307

\365\030\340\375\354\216\171\373\252\102\154\112\113\026\176\363

\202\003\156\272\347\021\006\245\237\204\053\322\140\155\351\106

\356\101\132\226\271\024\375\034\077\206\022\361\124\046\046\375

\147\200\057\345\250\055\050\056\103\267\144\302\357\344\267\176

\226\334\204\213\047\331\166\075\230\201\123\024\334\102\105\241

\124\147\371\332\030\146\220\012\264\107\220\074\001\345\053\243

\146\357\157\373\062\203\361\063\175\062\041\154\245\105\025\077

\057\363\125\221\110\223\237\045\317\055\074\071\073\122\015\032

\257\307\337\253\157\200\330\220\313\236\161\162\152\102\151\223

\352\222\000\075\111\004\331\243\134\272\105\373\002\020\377\255

\151\164\122\245\070\143\232\146\210\004\262\021\272\023\252\071

\325\203\137\355\145\133\123\310\235\134\262\205\240\170\160\065

\115\134\044\020\244\366\061\052\222\125\101\331\363\027\154\231

\023\130\372\335\050\320\154\023\275\133\207\215\223\203\255\130

\051\126\025\264\130\047\112\233\021\154\240\246\147\105\072\316

\320\330\316\377\220\063\354\132\061\115\017\122\022\373\255\366

\141\137\344\057\157\015\146\060\345\240\117\317\317\375\137\002

\003\001\000\001\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\234\274\001\347\253\144\065\365\061\233\215\265

\373\027\231\210\002\313\233\362\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004

\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\207\253

\152\344\347\153\044\122\075\366\042\203\117\123\004\105\062\234

\141\132\026\134\234\104\265\243\321\226\320\100\376\317\146\025

\136\176\100\000\040\025\375\247\252\144\332\247\141\146\150\302

\335\122\161\045\240\152\271\335\300\315\316\206\010\324\074\065

\021\057\175\364\157\322\332\014\227\003\145\227\203\264\076\072

\313\011\164\215\353\005\312\172\351\200\260\267\121\055\042\223

\343\232\031\356\355\227\010\041\203\255\307\012\221\137\304\312

\333\136\257\270\347\214\272\072\111\322\125\003\065\031\031\120

\112\342\206\247\273\170\075\225\375\261\037\106\362\117\146\362

\373\277\205\144\266\012\043\030\222\011\236\111\105\061\266\326

\024\127\236\374\211\105\164\177\071\314\300\152\150\310\317\107
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\320\341\036\307\323\057\055\371\054\044\073\374\152\272\224\023

\336\314\162\362\242\035\313\037\237\325\203\167\046\136\176\233

\240\257\151\237\170\333\245\301\156\161\134\110\102\116\053\330

\170\270\325\017\245\077\154\313\217\220\315\107\330\220\031\111

\205\326\154\374\342\253\252\102\277\313\023\227\277\151\104\165

\143\065\055\332\240\307\375\141\367\312\101\075\124\234\364\066

\300\344\156\041\110\237\135\161\142\201\323\362\045\346\131\214

\131\101\046\110\247\343\353\147\152\323\354\064\267\230\367\314

\312\243\066\006\225\347\310\060\131\367\377\311\241\321\344\171

\274\337\023\037\056\331\263\165\321\004\267\043\011\041\314\035

\041\034\047\234\016\053\372\301\207\030\311\372\371\111\203\214

\022\026\373\305\022\316\073\017\102\372\360\005\145\176\250\307

\353\122\112\371\230\136\161\243\254\022\307\050\161\032\132\165

\317\207\312\037\067\050\034\024\235\220\120\157\306\277\112\314

\307\045\317\061\335\133\221\116\166\250\021\325\166\146\331\277

\200\163\142\260\354\303\376\104\274\315\131\023\013\014\055\330

\241\314\252\142\115\124\105\136\244\122\243\214\127\074\024\061

\223\124\316\245\026\124\136\055\102\263\356\145\251\266\235\077

\154\316\141\331\126\313\336\352\240\126\336\155\206\003\372\267

\201\152\214\322\330\363\327\266\300\254\051\204\131\043\016\233

\227\152\346\240\316\325\052\124\030\357\120\230\171\040

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Swedish Government Root Authority v3"

# Issuer: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v3,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Serial Number:32:69:a2:bf:40:6b:8d:b4:47:83:64:3c:8b:0d:c9:43

# Subject: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v3,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 29 11:32:32 2015

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 29 11:42:09 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): 63:e2:fd:ea:a2:55:6a:70:54:fb:3a:22:e3:34:b1:17

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:6f:88:f9:ac:16:3c:53:00:9e:ef:92:0c:40:67:75:6a:15:71:7e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swedish Government Root Authority v3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\157\210\371\254\026\074\123\000\236\357\222\014\100\147\165

\152\025\161\176

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\143\342\375\352\242\125\152\160\124\373\072\042\343\064\261\027

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156

\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\062\151\242\277\100\153\215\264\107\203\144\074\213\015

\311\103

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Swedish Government Root Authority v2"

# Issuer: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v2,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Serial Number:54:12:15:9f:ab:8a:75:93:44:94:ca:77:40:56:2e:ef

# Subject: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v2,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 05 11:15:23 2015

# Not Valid After: Sat May 05 11:24:19 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): 33:85:e1:95:66:4b:83:50:73:42:c2:e0:da:a0:40:92

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 32:f4:42:09:3b:36:d7:03:1b:75:ca:4d:ad:dc:b3:27:fa:a0:2b:9c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swedish Government Root Authority v2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156

\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156

\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145
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\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\124\022\025\237\253\212\165\223\104\224\312\167\100\126

\056\357

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\013\060\202\003\363\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\124

\022\025\237\253\212\165\223\104\224\312\167\100\126\056\357\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\146

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040

\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156\143\145

\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003

\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\166\062\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\065\060\065

\061\061\061\065\062\063\132\027\015\064\060\060\065\060\065\061

\061\062\064\061\071\132\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\123\105\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037

\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111

\156\163\165\162\141\156\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061

\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157

\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\062\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\310

\256\265\103\274\102\105\113\065\143\077\002\113\305\377\333\066

\327\047\305\302\256\105\146\243\161\207\026\115\211\117\141\224

\340\126\106\270\320\104\023\346\163\220\360\141\170\101\212\340

\032\176\067\254\002\051\276\350\377\002\046\306\032\174\012\261

\217\144\051\242\332\007\212\325\044\205\150\031\222\062\337\237

\051\140\130\155\052\205\200\021\066\311\266\302\323\236\204\014

\272\121\021\314\124\351\253\006\060\022\217\040\167\005\300\306

\215\232\233\131\310\266\205\350\160\007\002\261\036\377\327\151

\317\026\106\213\141\057\102\315\122\246\330\016\172\057\207\055

\306\057\074\042\103\261\223\176\303\026\166\331\314\327\213\354

\021\033\320\311\161\024\302\211\111\176\361\244\020\252\065\074

\250\033\273\377\354\062\100\345\275\052\363\246\001\023\310\214

\227\031\220\316\143\371\260\153\175\367\371\212\316\156\340\205

\347\333\224\325\172\040\045\240\065\360\251\367\257\132\050\132

\014\310\363\164\071\213\061\073\042\314\111\045\311\157\270\134

\172\056\054\226\343\057\243\076\312\171\167\151\221\132\370\360

\305\123\067\116\123\155\111\047\126\142\312\345\371\163\140\251

\027\073\133\242\045\257\055\173\311\267\333\317\031\021\072\063

\161\071\131\132\003\351\347\054\014\377\155\234\162\143\143\200

\005\130\123\206\334\050\165\026\302\345\360\023\131\241\201\377
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\005\014\231\250\266\074\154\056\305\016\000\230\201\351\203\167

\146\103\073\132\216\205\105\114\262\317\271\075\344\234\066\223

\100\172\123\025\051\324\021\220\272\241\140\212\235\253\364\112

\112\152\335\207\252\301\355\005\332\236\133\126\341\210\117\052

\153\225\050\206\146\120\241\357\332\112\262\220\012\066\067\111

\205\227\102\170\007\147\346\233\040\241\014\154\311\317\317\376

\167\225\204\132\172\073\027\260\357\114\367\055\221\252\317\031

\157\306\371\022\050\347\036\012\246\226\315\041\260\003\142\120

\203\006\040\346\350\336\337\103\026\026\271\201\240\360\201\064

\133\313\301\211\366\363\350\042\270\316\270\122\076\121\036\261

\005\270\267\003\053\013\254\164\165\123\044\341\166\270\117\045

\166\135\357\321\232\363\156\112\270\174\113\370\212\300\031\002

\003\001\000\001\243\201\264\060\201\261\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\022\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\001\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\143\153\102\140\123\127\021

\273\310\044\211\045\002\146\104\164\241\015\045\156\060\020\006

\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060

\021\006\003\125\035\040\004\012\060\010\060\006\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\107\006\003\125\035\045\004\100\060\076\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\003\001\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003

\002\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\004\006\012\053\006\001

\004\001\202\067\012\003\014\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003

\003\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\010\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\043

\056\252\205\227\113\244\134\020\257\332\370\075\275\223\130\057

\170\373\031\167\003\071\026\107\111\162\125\314\207\350\275\244

\177\322\253\044\254\347\324\120\356\235\330\203\306\231\040\373

\026\057\210\306\027\067\312\213\036\253\320\342\154\007\130\270

\144\221\241\020\241\151\067\165\136\376\332\163\024\346\212\153

\276\302\140\041\057\300\371\243\004\110\066\133\067\276\332\154

\375\351\226\216\236\361\123\174\217\145\104\247\125\175\013\224

\116\124\366\377\062\275\057\175\234\245\136\102\304\114\051\343

\020\144\057\346\317\132\073\064\125\050\141\321\047\022\273\156

\124\233\201\130\254\325\136\235\127\003\240\115\321\377\067\164

\246\215\363\371\225\375\052\211\165\172\171\067\375\046\171\057

\047\163\177\251\031\040\345\320\137\230\350\226\005\217\230\171

\351\171\020\101\051\001\103\365\151\067\314\120\020\150\265\330

\104\116\016\362\231\343\047\054\152\216\137\273\175\273\153\161

\113\006\212\335\052\330\012\077\133\310\162\056\130\141\012\017

\201\150\036\107\307\351\055\272\357\215\334\016\243\043\303\262

\055\265\107\261\213\264\076\047\110\347\334\010\142\014\124\376

\103\327\225\112\277\007\057\112\100\176\006\245\121\207\046\211

\005\335\074\312\117\376\034\047\351\333\210\036\300\262\376\343

\357\037\176\261\350\131\225\240\117\253\012\211\000\340\163\262

\347\034\301\027\120\200\207\114\322\103\031\131\225\322\133\024

\133\012\133\300\174\211\161\172\265\012\300\212\105\057\356\304

\300\376\124\055\347\225\044\167\005\056\356\164\306\240\220\261
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\163\334\102\326\240\165\311\130\131\005\242\336\021\277\131\351

\015\247\046\302\156\300\106\212\306\036\323\365\352\017\175\075

\162\315\031\225\114\272\340\150\227\215\130\300\152\357\171\367

\262\150\152\270\162\066\303\044\014\350\062\355\275\361\237\310

\357\336\165\322\333\166\251\224\047\070\364\001\141\277\146\070

\217\152\075\334\000\133\263\374\104\337\003\113\371\361\166\045

\065\377\122\037\010\035\320\245\024\351\213\006\053\170\203\054

\161\134\117\221\207\143\326\014\016\005\210\074\224\240\261\132

\124\026\337\335\121\303\250\066\056\054\202\174\271\232\260

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Swedish Government Root Authority v2"

# Issuer: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v2,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Serial Number:54:12:15:9f:ab:8a:75:93:44:94:ca:77:40:56:2e:ef

# Subject: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v2,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 05 11:15:23 2015

# Not Valid After: Sat May 05 11:24:19 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): 33:85:e1:95:66:4b:83:50:73:42:c2:e0:da:a0:40:92

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 32:f4:42:09:3b:36:d7:03:1b:75:ca:4d:ad:dc:b3:27:fa:a0:2b:9c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swedish Government Root Authority v2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\062\364\102\011\073\066\327\003\033\165\312\115\255\334\263\047

\372\240\053\234

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\063\205\341\225\146\113\203\120\163\102\302\340\332\240\100\222

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156

\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\124\022\025\237\253\212\165\223\104\224\312\167\100\126

\056\357

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Tunisian Root Certificate Authority - TunRootCA2"

# Issuer: O=National Digital Certification Agency,CN=Tunisian Root Certificate Authority - TunRootCA2,C=TN

# Serial Number:21:66:15:05:05:27:05:05:bc:8a:b0:1d:af:0a:be:c4

# Subject: O=National Digital Certification Agency,CN=Tunisian Root Certificate Authority - TunRootCA2,C=TN

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 05 08:57:01 2015

# Not Valid After: Wed May 05 08:57:01 2027

# Fingerprint (MD5): 03:d1:25:b1:f0:55:ad:ca:dd:7c:59:93:50:ef:17:21

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:38:63:3c:90:56:ae:88:14:a0:65:d2:3b:dc:60:a0:ee:70:2f:a7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Tunisian Root Certificate Authority - TunRootCA2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\023\060\124\165\156\151\163\151

\141\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\124\165\156\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\061\056\060\054\006\003

\125\004\012\023\045\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\104\151

\147\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\147\145\156\143\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\023\060\124\165\156\151\163\151

\141\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\124\165\156\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\061\056\060\054\006\003

\125\004\012\023\045\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\104\151

\147\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\147\145\156\143\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\146\025\005\005\047\005\005\274\212\260\035\257\012

\276\304

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\274\060\202\003\244\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\041

\146\025\005\005\047\005\005\274\212\260\035\257\012\276\304\060
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\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\170

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061\071\060

\067\006\003\125\004\003\023\060\124\165\156\151\163\151\141\156

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\124\165

\156\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004

\012\023\045\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\104\151\147\151

\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\060\036\027\015\061\065\060\065

\060\065\060\070\065\067\060\061\132\027\015\062\067\060\065\060

\065\060\070\065\067\060\061\132\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003

\023\060\124\165\156\151\163\151\141\156\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\124\165\156\122\157\157\164\103

\101\062\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\012\023\045\116\141\164

\151\157\156\141\154\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\147\145\156

\143\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\260\007\347\142\373\320\015\125\316\147\267\127\215

\156\014\251\047\124\036\353\251\044\253\147\217\217\234\141\017

\333\050\062\057\073\370\054\145\222\055\256\272\063\222\300\053

\236\362\037\136\155\043\135\263\130\037\215\241\300\155\165\205

\012\260\023\116\133\126\106\213\071\275\013\202\273\072\103\233

\010\272\106\356\371\027\353\315\310\327\343\165\023\336\256\121

\110\012\316\040\225\106\237\002\354\125\214\164\252\132\374\374

\352\011\063\065\156\243\107\006\307\335\176\204\150\016\307\022

\312\224\303\355\346\154\002\155\336\002\211\065\263\004\313\105

\370\174\107\244\323\037\337\345\134\043\342\363\042\173\271\113

\242\375\027\065\135\110\351\277\365\263\045\143\213\347\170\353

\374\165\047\275\210\134\246\205\077\101\337\225\174\335\172\106

\217\376\036\332\261\253\330\323\216\315\006\214\311\330\122\102

\021\122\242\203\217\134\203\173\344\047\266\217\037\240\136\075

\322\165\175\171\123\223\006\227\343\003\307\226\054\332\001\074

\171\305\073\120\350\260\323\241\244\342\323\203\175\104\370\020

\317\240\032\052\362\145\200\275\167\301\230\145\166\256\022\041

\142\312\072\276\276\265\231\303\133\304\321\277\233\300\012\312

\130\036\025\246\327\041\136\261\115\012\345\160\170\232\150\346

\164\146\062\024\052\036\021\276\210\367\006\366\125\243\303\037

\156\027\220\125\321\212\100\211\126\103\325\117\346\242\311\210

\144\000\005\121\077\127\264\074\266\276\152\221\161\100\361\242

\134\361\327\355\234\266\127\366\131\324\052\021\345\324\345\277

\273\036\321\310\327\137\104\005\233\273\211\072\255\247\103\167

\176\025\140\174\210\135\233\354\245\134\322\106\255\014\213\124

\105\324\224\121\125\105\122\252\134\330\021\254\370\126\042\154

\331\322\024\351\267\116\102\205\124\106\370\001\306\075\046\006

\167\350\262\065\033\360\235\102\311\177\376\200\047\001\120\313
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\177\305\254\124\372\153\155\226\214\101\244\241\322\347\265\221

\110\157\167\034\213\302\053\164\376\074\134\304\135\224\316\253

\361\040\226\153\301\014\132\137\371\345\065\271\154\243\020\147

\357\221\252\110\016\357\110\267\166\130\142\331\276\236\102\263

\244\275\065\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\314\163\305\243\152\051\061\227\247

\215\240\330\124\301\012\165\266\043\077\246\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000

\056\362\207\110\355\231\236\237\001\014\074\311\012\170\123\174

\030\065\336\266\345\154\364\000\200\341\233\213\331\372\373\252

\373\145\267\322\311\365\327\247\313\176\311\261\242\161\130\155

\131\067\326\340\063\020\312\265\331\162\333\116\045\067\252\246

\335\035\030\275\365\311\212\234\172\210\356\037\002\304\055\222

\124\175\127\342\134\031\030\043\002\172\134\111\225\266\230\347

\302\140\101\145\100\273\354\132\267\161\234\120\362\163\166\373

\137\015\357\065\317\264\151\215\205\350\114\220\027\003\013\311

\263\056\040\067\143\021\142\246\117\343\064\340\373\171\125\347

\306\302\256\102\376\260\064\154\111\043\016\162\007\173\146\005

\125\110\373\022\017\240\300\372\116\321\373\075\314\376\375\026

\113\126\120\315\021\054\247\233\367\261\012\317\246\353\357\335

\216\270\256\102\010\174\244\214\224\352\206\307\103\343\367\074

\212\337\107\322\060\100\310\055\123\365\157\021\111\314\041\214

\226\103\117\020\240\107\241\126\215\037\034\133\330\126\133\353

\064\166\341\065\072\161\324\314\041\057\236\065\050\362\132\336

\236\344\356\107\152\020\350\070\275\112\264\175\004\177\005\256

\110\012\264\003\277\056\263\012\033\237\313\255\335\115\320\207

\041\267\107\166\202\203\055\307\127\276\232\025\243\033\060\030

\154\243\072\161\157\144\107\050\222\333\021\141\040\232\167\145

\055\371\254\126\023\154\113\243\137\377\233\244\350\357\347\130

\350\173\236\073\177\152\247\276\071\012\023\224\311\110\116\146

\144\330\123\114\354\101\153\375\374\066\056\327\016\337\141\013

\173\265\100\254\335\102\111\155\236\200\277\140\225\360\351\300

\077\173\273\030\351\070\265\126\116\247\176\212\142\357\230\036

\370\170\100\251\273\330\351\345\264\264\371\343\147\234\354\123

\317\270\102\264\057\223\201\065\240\154\366\272\040\212\150\075

\367\155\377\177\323\114\367\172\224\150\003\167\103\073\065\121

\252\123\022\076\107\023\024\071\254\326\145\217\250\106\377\074

\041\364\322\277\320\110\244\176\247\121\233\227\022\365\231\064

\027\043\126\204\023\143\313\064\312\037\312\272\250\007\051\363

\103\044\012\111\177\375\016\324\220\360\253\103\041\142\234\217

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate
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# Trust for "Tunisian Root Certificate Authority - TunRootCA2"

# Issuer: O=National Digital Certification Agency,CN=Tunisian Root Certificate Authority - TunRootCA2,C=TN

# Serial Number:21:66:15:05:05:27:05:05:bc:8a:b0:1d:af:0a:be:c4

# Subject: O=National Digital Certification Agency,CN=Tunisian Root Certificate Authority - TunRootCA2,C=TN

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 05 08:57:01 2015

# Not Valid After: Wed May 05 08:57:01 2027

# Fingerprint (MD5): 03:d1:25:b1:f0:55:ad:ca:dd:7c:59:93:50:ef:17:21

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:38:63:3c:90:56:ae:88:14:a0:65:d2:3b:dc:60:a0:ee:70:2f:a7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Tunisian Root Certificate Authority - TunRootCA2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\226\070\143\074\220\126\256\210\024\240\145\322\073\334\140\240

\356\160\057\247

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\003\321\045\261\360\125\255\312\335\174\131\223\120\357\027\041

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\116\061

\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\023\060\124\165\156\151\163\151

\141\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\124\165\156\122\157\157\164\103\101\062\061\056\060\054\006\003

\125\004\012\023\045\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\104\151

\147\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\147\145\156\143\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\041\146\025\005\005\047\005\005\274\212\260\035\257\012

\276\304

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "OpenTrust Root CA G1"

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G1,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:b3:90:55:39:7d:7f:36:6d:64:c2:a7:9f:6b:63:8e:67

# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G1,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 08:45:50 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 76:00:cc:81:29:cd:55:5e:88:6a:7a:2e:f7:4d:39:da

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 79:91:e8:34:f7:e2:ee:dd:08:95:01:52:e9:55:2d:14:e9:58:d5:7e
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OpenTrust Root CA G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\263\220\125\071\175\177\066\155\144\302\247\237

\153\143\216\147

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\157\060\202\003\127\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\040\263\220\125\071\175\177\066\155\144\302\247\237\153\143\216

\147\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\061\060\036\027\015\061\064\060\065\062\066\060\070\064\065

\065\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106

\122\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156

\124\162\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024

\117\160\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\107\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\370\171\106\332\226\305\060\136\212\161\003

\055\160\244\273\260\305\010\334\315\346\065\300\200\244\021\055

\335\346\207\256\135\075\221\322\207\154\067\267\332\142\236\233

\302\044\327\217\361\333\246\246\337\106\157\121\246\161\313\076

\033\061\147\142\367\021\133\064\047\325\171\116\214\233\130\275

\042\020\015\134\047\014\335\060\345\250\323\135\041\070\164\027

\376\343\037\266\117\073\153\055\333\175\140\037\214\175\114\005
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\302\353\001\026\025\230\024\216\321\220\167\042\077\354\302\071

\270\171\072\360\111\044\342\225\221\334\141\064\222\214\124\164

\357\261\175\214\001\342\070\175\301\137\152\137\044\262\216\142

\027\255\171\040\255\253\035\267\340\264\226\110\117\146\103\020

\006\026\044\003\341\340\234\216\306\106\117\216\032\231\341\217

\271\216\063\154\151\336\130\255\240\016\247\144\124\021\151\104

\146\117\114\022\247\216\054\175\304\324\133\305\000\064\060\301

\331\231\376\062\316\007\204\264\116\315\012\377\066\115\142\361

\247\143\127\344\333\152\247\256\277\053\271\311\346\262\047\211

\345\176\232\034\115\150\306\301\030\336\063\053\121\106\113\034

\216\367\075\014\371\212\064\024\304\373\063\065\043\361\314\361

\052\307\245\273\260\242\316\376\123\153\115\101\033\146\050\262

\226\372\247\256\012\116\271\071\063\104\234\164\301\223\034\370

\340\236\044\045\103\361\233\043\202\252\337\054\040\260\334\066

\116\003\263\174\002\324\346\173\032\252\207\023\277\076\241\164

\273\233\016\341\300\223\237\327\244\146\312\273\033\073\343\060

\364\063\131\212\007\162\003\125\347\163\152\003\061\156\157\226

\033\343\242\237\257\222\307\355\365\102\267\045\114\073\023\004

\317\034\226\257\034\042\243\320\253\005\262\114\022\043\122\334

\375\031\133\047\234\036\073\172\375\102\043\333\043\200\023\360

\274\121\025\124\224\246\167\076\320\164\121\275\121\024\010\071

\067\313\037\064\251\060\235\122\204\056\125\220\261\272\337\125

\000\013\330\126\055\261\111\111\162\200\251\142\327\300\366\030

\021\004\125\315\164\173\317\141\160\171\364\173\054\134\134\222

\374\345\270\132\253\114\223\225\241\047\356\245\276\317\161\043

\102\272\233\166\055\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\227\106\041\127\041\065

\332\066\125\307\363\361\067\160\345\010\366\223\051\266\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\227\106\041\127\041

\065\332\066\125\307\363\361\067\160\345\010\366\223\051\266\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\035\335\002\140\174\340\065\247\346\230\173\352\104

\316\147\100\117\362\223\156\146\324\071\211\046\254\323\115\004

\074\273\207\041\077\067\364\161\045\332\113\272\253\226\202\201

\221\266\355\331\261\244\145\227\342\157\144\131\244\226\356\140

\312\037\043\373\105\272\377\217\044\360\312\251\061\177\171\037

\200\263\055\062\272\144\147\140\257\271\131\315\337\232\111\323

\250\202\261\371\230\224\212\314\340\273\340\004\033\231\140\261

\106\145\334\010\242\262\106\236\104\210\352\223\176\127\026\322

\025\162\137\056\113\253\324\235\143\270\343\110\345\376\204\056

\130\012\237\103\035\376\267\030\222\206\103\113\016\234\062\206

\054\140\365\351\110\352\225\355\160\051\361\325\057\375\065\264

\127\317\333\205\110\231\271\302\157\154\217\315\170\225\254\144

\050\375\126\260\303\157\303\276\131\122\341\137\204\217\200\362

\364\015\066\255\166\263\243\265\341\144\166\072\130\334\175\117

\136\126\154\345\125\131\127\245\337\361\212\146\060\214\324\122
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\142\070\167\264\276\050\327\312\066\304\233\005\360\370\025\333

\333\361\357\064\235\035\170\112\210\126\147\156\140\377\217\310

\213\341\216\275\102\251\063\012\131\102\022\022\052\372\261\235

\103\216\005\233\231\332\142\255\127\066\263\035\266\015\171\055

\226\270\353\362\014\113\014\245\224\306\060\247\046\031\055\355

\114\006\120\060\361\375\130\075\271\113\027\137\031\264\152\204

\124\264\070\117\071\242\015\226\150\303\050\224\375\355\055\037

\112\153\103\226\056\220\001\020\373\070\246\201\013\320\277\165

\323\324\271\316\361\077\157\016\034\036\067\161\345\030\207\165

\031\077\120\271\136\244\105\064\255\260\312\346\345\023\166\017

\061\024\251\216\055\224\326\325\205\115\163\025\117\113\362\262

\076\355\154\275\375\016\235\146\163\260\075\264\367\277\250\340

\021\244\304\256\165\011\112\143\000\110\040\246\306\235\013\011

\212\264\340\346\316\076\307\076\046\070\351\053\336\246\010\111

\003\004\220\212\351\217\277\350\266\264\052\243\043\215\034\034

\262\071\222\250\217\002\134\100\071\165\324\163\101\002\167\336

\315\340\103\207\326\344\272\112\303\154\022\177\376\052\346\043

\326\214\161

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "OpenTrust Root CA G1"

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G1,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:b3:90:55:39:7d:7f:36:6d:64:c2:a7:9f:6b:63:8e:67

# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G1,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 08:45:50 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 76:00:cc:81:29:cd:55:5e:88:6a:7a:2e:f7:4d:39:da

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 79:91:e8:34:f7:e2:ee:dd:08:95:01:52:e9:55:2d:14:e9:58:d5:7e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OpenTrust Root CA G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\171\221\350\064\367\342\356\335\010\225\001\122\351\125\055\024

\351\130\325\176

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\166\000\314\201\051\315\125\136\210\152\172\056\367\115\071\332

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160
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\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\263\220\125\071\175\177\066\155\144\302\247\237

\153\143\216\147

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "OpenTrust Root CA G2"

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G2,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:a1:69:1b:bf:bd:b9:bd:52:96:8f:23:e8:48:bf:26:11

# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G2,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 57:24:b6:59:24:6b:ae:c8:fe:1c:0c:20:f2:c0:4e:eb

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 79:5f:88:60:c5:ab:7c:3d:92:e6:cb:f4:8d:e1:45:cd:11:ef:60:0b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OpenTrust Root CA G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\241\151\033\277\275\271\275\122\226\217\043\350

\110\277\046\021

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\157\060\202\003\127\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021
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\040\241\151\033\277\275\271\275\122\226\217\043\350\110\277\046

\021\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\064\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106

\122\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156

\124\162\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024

\117\160\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\314\266\127\245\063\224\020\201\062\123\337

\141\176\017\166\071\317\134\302\123\165\035\111\172\226\070\335

\242\163\152\361\157\336\136\242\132\271\161\041\276\066\331\241

\374\274\356\154\250\174\064\032\161\032\350\032\330\137\016\104

\006\355\247\340\363\322\141\013\340\062\242\226\321\070\360\302

\332\001\027\374\344\254\117\350\356\211\036\164\253\117\277\036

\011\266\066\152\126\363\341\356\226\211\146\044\006\344\315\102

\072\112\335\340\232\260\304\202\105\263\376\311\253\134\174\076

\311\353\027\057\014\175\156\256\245\217\310\254\045\012\157\372

\325\105\230\322\065\011\366\003\103\224\376\331\277\040\225\171

\200\230\212\331\211\065\273\121\033\244\067\175\374\231\073\253

\377\277\254\015\217\103\261\231\173\026\020\176\035\157\107\304

\025\217\004\226\010\006\102\004\370\204\326\035\274\221\246\102

\276\111\325\152\210\077\274\055\121\321\236\215\340\122\314\127

\335\065\065\130\333\264\217\044\210\344\213\337\334\153\124\322

\201\053\262\316\222\113\034\037\106\372\035\330\222\313\166\147

\265\011\231\011\345\254\027\024\125\160\306\074\240\126\012\003

\263\334\142\031\337\310\265\060\177\365\074\046\165\021\275\327

\033\263\207\236\007\257\145\161\345\240\317\032\247\011\020\035

\223\211\146\133\350\074\142\062\265\265\072\156\351\205\001\213

\236\103\214\147\163\050\131\133\353\343\334\054\314\245\046\162

\142\022\264\346\234\203\104\366\121\244\342\300\172\044\127\312

\016\245\077\072\265\073\213\345\166\356\160\346\222\336\026\134

\050\133\227\031\047\222\376\172\222\124\316\223\071\012\026\207

\274\143\263\365\261\223\134\340\156\267\320\352\371\142\062\210

\104\373\277\047\050\266\060\225\135\022\050\271\225\276\217\123

\030\345\242\030\026\342\126\244\262\054\020\365\035\067\246\370

\267\366\320\131\134\211\367\302\325\265\224\164\321\325\376\033

\266\360\346\326\036\173\322\074\313\250\343\365\030\363\041\037

\156\357\115\150\006\173\055\135\156\103\211\246\300\371\240\277

\202\036\317\123\177\264\353\054\333\135\366\152\175\100\044\005

\162\211\070\001\223\313\161\302\071\135\006\021\366\157\170\370

\067\015\071\204\047\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017
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\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\152\071\372\102\042\367

\346\211\000\115\136\175\063\203\313\270\156\167\206\257\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\152\071\372\102\042

\367\346\211\000\115\136\175\063\203\313\270\156\167\206\257\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\230\313\253\100\074\345\063\002\227\177\055\207\246

\217\324\136\112\257\270\036\347\273\161\373\200\144\045\251\263

\032\076\150\135\047\046\247\272\052\341\360\127\203\012\144\117

\036\042\164\033\351\220\137\360\254\317\377\117\150\172\070\244

\020\154\015\261\307\244\167\200\030\266\242\050\104\166\247\064

\235\161\204\057\312\131\322\107\210\231\101\042\311\060\230\141

\156\075\250\250\005\155\321\037\300\121\104\126\177\047\065\002

\335\136\230\012\102\353\060\277\215\241\233\121\252\073\352\223

\106\144\305\000\171\336\041\153\366\127\240\206\327\006\162\354

\160\106\113\213\163\335\240\041\165\076\334\035\300\217\323\117

\163\034\205\331\376\177\142\310\225\157\266\323\173\214\272\123

\302\157\233\104\114\171\320\035\160\263\327\237\002\364\262\007

\260\307\345\370\255\043\016\246\126\311\051\022\167\110\331\057

\106\375\073\360\374\164\160\222\245\216\070\010\037\144\060\266

\267\113\373\066\254\020\216\240\122\063\143\235\003\065\126\305

\151\275\306\043\132\047\224\366\244\022\370\055\063\074\241\126

\245\137\326\031\351\355\174\010\275\167\315\047\144\314\224\332

\116\106\120\207\340\371\301\123\200\036\273\255\373\107\122\213

\033\375\242\371\336\016\042\267\075\063\131\154\324\336\365\225

\006\062\015\121\031\101\134\076\117\006\367\271\053\200\047\366

\243\252\172\174\006\341\103\303\023\071\142\032\066\275\340\050

\056\224\002\344\051\056\140\125\256\100\075\260\164\222\136\360

\040\144\226\077\137\105\135\210\265\212\332\002\240\133\105\124

\336\070\075\011\300\250\112\145\106\026\374\252\277\124\116\115

\133\276\070\103\267\050\312\213\063\252\032\045\272\045\134\051

\057\133\112\156\214\352\055\234\052\366\005\166\340\167\227\200

\210\335\147\023\157\035\150\044\213\117\267\164\201\345\364\140

\237\172\125\327\076\067\332\026\153\076\167\254\256\030\160\225

\010\171\051\003\212\376\301\073\263\077\032\017\244\073\136\037

\130\241\225\311\253\057\163\112\320\055\156\232\131\017\125\030

\170\055\074\121\246\227\213\346\273\262\160\252\114\021\336\377

\174\053\067\324\172\321\167\064\217\347\371\102\367\074\201\014

\113\122\012

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "OpenTrust Root CA G2"

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G2,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:a1:69:1b:bf:bd:b9:bd:52:96:8f:23:e8:48:bf:26:11
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# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G2,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 57:24:b6:59:24:6b:ae:c8:fe:1c:0c:20:f2:c0:4e:eb

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 79:5f:88:60:c5:ab:7c:3d:92:e6:cb:f4:8d:e1:45:cd:11:ef:60:0b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OpenTrust Root CA G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\171\137\210\140\305\253\174\075\222\346\313\364\215\341\105\315

\021\357\140\013

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\127\044\266\131\044\153\256\310\376\034\014\040\362\300\116\353

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\241\151\033\277\275\271\275\122\226\217\043\350

\110\277\046\021

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "OpenTrust Root CA G3"

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G3,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:e6:f8:4c:fc:24:b0:be:05:40:ac:da:83:1b:34:60:3f

# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G3,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 21:37:b4:17:16:92:7b:67:46:70:a9:96:d7:a8:13:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6e:26:64:f3:56:bf:34:55:bf:d1:93:3f:7c:01:de:d8:13:da:8a:a6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OpenTrust Root CA G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\346\370\114\374\044\260\276\005\100\254\332\203

\033\064\140\077

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\041\060\202\001\246\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\040\346\370\114\374\044\260\276\005\100\254\332\203\033\064\140

\077\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\100\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162\165\163\164

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160\145\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\063\060

\036\027\015\061\064\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060

\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162\165

\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160\145

\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107

\063\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\112\356\130\256\115\312\146

\336\006\072\243\021\374\340\030\360\156\034\272\055\060\014\211

\331\326\356\233\163\203\251\043\025\214\057\131\212\132\335\024

\352\235\131\053\103\267\006\354\062\266\272\356\101\265\255\135

\241\205\314\352\035\024\146\243\147\176\106\342\224\363\347\266

\126\241\025\131\241\117\067\227\271\042\036\275\021\353\364\262

\037\136\303\024\232\345\331\227\231\243\143\060\141\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\107\167\303\024\213\142\071

\014\311\157\341\120\115\320\020\130\334\225\210\155\060\037\006

\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\107\167\303\024\213\142

\071\014\311\157\341\120\115\320\020\130\334\225\210\155\060\012

\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060\146\002
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\061\000\217\250\334\235\272\014\004\027\372\025\351\075\057\051

\001\227\277\201\026\063\100\223\154\374\371\355\200\160\157\252

\217\333\204\302\213\365\065\312\006\334\144\157\150\026\341\217

\221\271\002\061\000\330\113\245\313\302\320\010\154\351\030\373

\132\335\115\137\044\013\260\000\041\045\357\217\247\004\046\161

\342\174\151\345\135\232\370\101\037\073\071\223\223\235\125\352

\315\215\361\373\301

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "OpenTrust Root CA G3"

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G3,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:e6:f8:4c:fc:24:b0:be:05:40:ac:da:83:1b:34:60:3f

# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G3,O=OpenTrust,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 21:37:b4:17:16:92:7b:67:46:70:a9:96:d7:a8:13:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6e:26:64:f3:56:bf:34:55:bf:d1:93:3f:7c:01:de:d8:13:da:8a:a6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "OpenTrust Root CA G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\156\046\144\363\126\277\064\125\277\321\223\077\174\001\336\330

\023\332\212\246

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\041\067\264\027\026\222\173\147\106\160\251\226\327\250\023\044

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\100\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\014\011\117\160\145\156\124\162

\165\163\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\014\024\117\160

\145\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\346\370\114\374\044\260\276\005\100\254\332\203

\033\064\140\077

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Certplus Root CA G1"

# Issuer: CN=Certplus Root CA G1,O=Certplus,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:55:83:e4:2d:3e:54:56:85:2d:83:37:b7:2c:dc:46:11

# Subject: CN=Certplus Root CA G1,O=Certplus,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7f:09:9c:f7:d9:b9:5c:69:69:56:d5:37:3e:14:0d:42

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 22:fd:d0:b7:fd:a2:4e:0d:ac:49:2c:a0:ac:a6:7b:6a:1f:e3:f7:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certplus Root CA G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162

\164\160\154\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162

\164\160\154\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\125\203\344\055\076\124\126\205\055\203\067\267

\054\334\106\021

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\153\060\202\003\123\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\040\125\203\344\055\076\124\126\205\055\203\067\267\054\334\106

\021\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162

\164\160\154\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\061

\060\036\027\015\061\064\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162

\164\160\154\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\061

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001
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\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\332\120\207\266\332\270\251\076\235\144\372\126\063\232\126

\075\026\345\003\225\262\064\034\232\155\142\005\324\330\217\347

\211\144\237\272\333\144\213\144\346\171\052\141\315\257\217\132

\211\221\145\271\130\374\264\003\137\221\077\055\020\025\340\176

\317\274\374\177\103\147\250\255\136\066\043\330\230\263\115\363

\103\236\071\174\052\374\354\210\325\210\356\160\275\205\026\055

\352\113\211\074\243\161\102\376\034\375\323\034\055\020\270\206

\124\352\103\270\333\306\207\332\250\256\200\045\317\172\046\035

\252\221\260\110\157\256\265\336\236\330\327\372\000\375\306\217

\320\121\273\142\175\244\261\214\262\377\040\021\272\065\143\005

\206\107\140\103\063\220\366\107\242\003\117\226\115\235\117\301

\352\352\234\242\376\064\056\336\267\312\033\166\244\267\255\237

\351\250\324\170\077\170\376\362\070\011\066\035\322\026\002\310

\354\052\150\257\365\216\224\357\055\023\172\036\102\112\035\025

\061\256\014\004\127\374\141\163\363\061\126\206\061\200\240\304

\021\156\060\166\343\224\360\137\004\304\254\207\162\211\230\305

\235\314\127\010\232\364\014\374\175\172\005\072\372\107\200\071

\266\317\204\023\167\157\047\352\377\226\147\027\010\155\351\015

\326\043\120\060\260\025\164\023\076\345\057\377\016\315\304\013

\112\135\360\330\000\063\111\146\353\241\030\174\131\056\075\050

\271\141\161\313\265\245\272\270\352\334\342\160\157\010\152\334

\207\147\064\357\337\060\162\335\363\311\077\043\377\065\341\276

\041\051\040\060\201\344\031\245\040\351\045\312\163\061\164\051

\276\342\102\325\363\262\046\146\307\150\375\031\263\347\040\223

\231\350\135\340\136\207\347\106\350\045\234\012\051\044\324\315

\130\206\122\100\044\262\173\017\230\022\040\044\366\220\154\107

\310\015\273\030\040\056\331\375\374\213\362\051\352\207\164\225

\340\102\120\170\204\004\101\141\260\364\041\043\217\055\313\050

\041\362\152\154\364\032\246\305\024\264\067\145\117\225\375\200

\310\370\162\345\045\153\304\140\261\173\155\216\112\212\163\316

\131\373\160\172\163\006\023\331\323\164\067\044\101\012\021\157

\227\334\347\344\176\241\275\025\362\272\207\017\075\150\212\026

\007\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\250\301\300\233\221\250\103\025\174\135

\006\047\264\052\121\330\227\013\201\261\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\250\301\300\233\221\250\103\025\174

\135\006\047\264\052\121\330\227\013\201\261\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\234

\126\157\001\176\321\275\114\365\212\306\360\046\037\344\340\070

\030\314\062\303\051\073\235\101\051\064\141\306\327\360\000\241

\353\244\162\217\224\027\274\023\054\165\264\127\356\012\174\011

\172\334\325\312\241\320\064\023\370\167\253\237\345\376\330\036

\164\212\205\007\217\177\314\171\172\312\226\315\315\375\117\373

\375\043\015\220\365\364\136\323\306\141\175\236\021\340\002\356

\011\004\331\007\335\246\212\267\014\203\044\273\203\120\222\376
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\140\165\021\076\330\235\260\212\172\265\340\235\233\313\220\122

\113\260\223\052\324\076\026\063\345\236\306\145\025\076\144\073

\004\077\333\014\217\137\134\035\151\037\257\363\351\041\214\363

\357\227\366\232\267\031\266\204\164\234\243\124\265\160\116\143

\330\127\135\123\041\233\100\222\103\372\326\167\125\063\117\144

\325\373\320\054\152\216\155\045\246\357\205\350\002\304\123\076

\271\236\207\274\314\065\032\336\241\351\212\143\207\145\036\021

\052\333\143\167\227\024\276\232\024\231\021\262\300\356\260\117

\370\024\041\062\103\117\237\253\242\313\250\017\252\073\006\125

\306\022\051\127\010\324\067\327\207\047\255\111\131\247\221\253

\104\172\136\215\160\333\227\316\110\120\261\163\223\366\360\203

\140\371\315\361\341\061\375\133\174\161\041\143\024\024\252\257

\305\336\223\176\150\261\354\042\242\252\220\165\236\265\103\162

\352\144\243\204\113\375\014\250\046\153\161\227\356\126\143\146

\350\102\124\371\307\035\337\320\217\133\337\310\060\157\210\376

\015\304\063\034\123\250\243\375\110\020\362\344\012\116\341\025

\127\374\156\144\060\302\125\021\334\352\251\315\112\124\254\051

\143\104\317\112\100\240\326\150\131\033\063\371\357\072\213\333

\040\222\334\102\204\277\001\253\207\300\325\040\202\333\306\271

\203\205\102\134\017\103\073\152\111\065\325\230\364\025\277\372

\141\201\014\011\040\030\322\320\027\014\313\110\000\120\351\166

\202\214\144\327\072\240\007\125\314\036\061\300\357\072\264\145

\373\343\277\102\153\236\017\250\275\153\230\334\330\333\313\213

\244\335\327\131\364\156\335\376\252\303\221\320\056\102\007\300

\014\115\123\315\044\261\114\133\036\121\364\337\351\222\372

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Certplus Root CA G1"

# Issuer: CN=Certplus Root CA G1,O=Certplus,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:55:83:e4:2d:3e:54:56:85:2d:83:37:b7:2c:dc:46:11

# Subject: CN=Certplus Root CA G1,O=Certplus,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7f:09:9c:f7:d9:b9:5c:69:69:56:d5:37:3e:14:0d:42

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 22:fd:d0:b7:fd:a2:4e:0d:ac:49:2c:a0:ac:a6:7b:6a:1f:e3:f7:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certplus Root CA G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\042\375\320\267\375\242\116\015\254\111\054\240\254\246\173\152

\037\343\367\146

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\177\011\234\367\331\271\134\151\151\126\325\067\076\024\015\102

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162

\164\160\154\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\125\203\344\055\076\124\126\205\055\203\067\267

\054\334\106\021

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Certplus Root CA G2"

# Issuer: CN=Certplus Root CA G2,O=Certplus,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:d9:91:ce:ae:a3:e8:c5:e7:ff:e9:02:af:cf:73:bc:55

# Subject: CN=Certplus Root CA G2,O=Certplus,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 00:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): a7:ee:c4:78:2d:1b:ee:2d:b9:29:ce:d6:a7:96:32:31

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4f:65:8e:1f:e9:06:d8:28:02:e9:54:47:41:c9:54:25:5d:69:cc:1a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certplus Root CA G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162

\164\160\154\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162

\164\160\154\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\331\221\316\256\243\350\305\347\377\351\002\257
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\317\163\274\125

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\034\060\202\001\242\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\040\331\221\316\256\243\350\305\347\377\351\002\257\317\163\274

\125\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\076\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154\165\163\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\036\027

\015\061\064\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\063\070\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\076\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154\165\163\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\166\060

\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000

\042\003\142\000\004\315\017\133\126\202\337\360\105\032\326\255

\367\171\360\035\311\254\226\326\236\116\234\037\264\102\021\312

\206\277\155\373\205\243\305\345\031\134\327\356\246\077\151\147

\330\170\342\246\311\304\333\055\171\056\347\213\215\002\157\061

\042\115\006\343\140\162\105\235\016\102\167\236\316\317\345\177

\205\233\030\344\374\314\056\162\323\026\223\116\312\231\143\134

\241\005\052\154\006\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\332\203\143\002\171\216\332\114\306\074\043

\024\330\217\303\040\253\050\140\131\060\037\006\003\125\035\043

\004\030\060\026\200\024\332\203\143\002\171\216\332\114\306\074

\043\024\330\217\303\040\253\050\140\131\060\012\006\010\052\206

\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\160\376\260

\013\331\367\203\227\354\363\125\035\324\334\263\006\016\376\063

\230\235\213\071\220\153\224\041\355\266\327\135\326\114\327\041

\247\347\277\041\017\053\315\367\052\334\205\007\235\002\061\000

\206\024\026\345\334\260\145\302\300\216\024\237\277\044\026\150

\345\274\371\171\151\334\255\105\053\367\266\061\163\314\006\245

\123\223\221\032\223\256\160\152\147\272\327\236\345\141\032\137

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Certplus Root CA G2"

# Issuer: CN=Certplus Root CA G2,O=Certplus,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:20:d9:91:ce:ae:a3:e8:c5:e7:ff:e9:02:af:cf:73:bc:55

# Subject: CN=Certplus Root CA G2,O=Certplus,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Mon May 26 00:00:00 2014
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# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): a7:ee:c4:78:2d:1b:ee:2d:b9:29:ce:d6:a7:96:32:31

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4f:65:8e:1f:e9:06:d8:28:02:e9:54:47:41:c9:54:25:5d:69:cc:1a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certplus Root CA G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\117\145\216\037\351\006\330\050\002\351\124\107\101\311\124\045

\135\151\314\032

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\247\356\304\170\055\033\356\055\271\051\316\326\247\226\062\061

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\145\162\164\160\154

\165\163\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\103\145\162

\164\160\154\165\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\040\331\221\316\256\243\350\305\347\377\351\002\257

\317\163\274\125

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Government Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: O=Government Root Certification Authority,C=TW

# Serial Number:b6:4b:88:07:e2:23:ee:c8:5c:12:ad:a6:0e:06:a1:f2

# Subject: O=Government Root Certification Authority,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 28 08:58:51 2012

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2f:d4:2d:cd:86:7f:36:b0:5f:1c:e0:53:8d:b6:a2:5b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b0:91:aa:91:38:47:f3:13:d7:27:bc:ef:c8:17:9f:08:6f:3a:8c:0f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Government Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\077\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\107\157\166\145\162\156
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\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\077\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\266\113\210\007\342\043\356\310\134\022\255\246\016

\006\241\362

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\113\060\202\003\063\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\266\113\210\007\342\043\356\310\134\022\255\246\016\006\241\362

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\077\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\060

\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\107\157\166\145\162\156\155

\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\036\027\015\061\062\060\071\062\070\060\070\065\070\065\061

\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\061\065\065\071\065\071\132

\060\077\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\266\377\227\074\201\276\001\130\044\047\257\216\001\053

\326\162\222\060\062\033\137\233\174\324\324\177\350\241\140\163

\060\127\020\000\372\120\226\044\376\120\346\214\072\225\321\127

\171\204\325\147\123\014\052\202\076\030\134\270\060\046\032\326

\136\306\055\262\004\121\016\357\337\014\143\107\353\304\022\010

\121\053\231\161\136\325\151\173\341\135\311\167\035\040\354\126

\216\345\141\140\055\374\351\034\200\337\372\152\203\273\005\265

\036\043\022\234\202\312\012\363\024\035\040\344\006\217\103\044

\231\237\266\012\223\132\163\033\026\071\276\005\266\361\214\245

\144\222\217\005\344\134\166\367\071\303\317\055\275\016\330\313

\250\016\061\233\311\106\017\147\123\103\004\217\310\262\310\203

\200\137\272\362\017\253\201\065\242\040\041\227\316\017\211\064

\170\017\317\037\116\351\373\214\050\074\336\064\347\355\237\322

\146\365\305\312\061\170\322\316\120\321\140\202\143\235\340\114

\367\007\256\203\064\235\111\111\103\324\176\275\055\342\352\307

\161\145\200\010\344\066\236\171\160\012\074\207\051\351\344\222
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\224\352\006\222\051\047\170\346\255\327\075\351\012\013\136\364

\340\326\206\235\055\162\313\213\144\126\346\364\256\170\245\240

\071\063\130\074\334\250\217\215\264\152\055\375\210\163\351\225

\120\163\004\337\021\210\076\102\326\002\164\373\054\304\157\274

\154\326\340\200\157\321\206\245\062\127\003\326\115\364\116\012

\231\042\166\176\112\100\202\370\311\344\116\313\123\055\307\261

\266\342\323\302\165\047\156\271\016\161\262\064\374\277\034\116

\302\075\370\066\351\012\314\130\232\241\030\206\116\342\341\252

\263\163\131\156\136\235\264\302\010\257\257\134\375\244\002\157

\377\270\015\273\325\253\327\156\237\032\117\221\100\360\037\106

\125\155\240\222\303\211\315\267\261\377\034\263\313\243\234\012

\343\376\315\252\274\001\354\335\124\312\221\335\117\023\207\244

\366\230\357\375\111\326\127\052\074\246\134\366\140\067\277\330

\076\176\116\150\052\043\062\072\276\156\344\042\075\007\044\317

\212\313\233\135\121\263\060\322\161\155\316\106\212\155\174\112

\063\104\332\022\057\066\113\362\351\361\121\011\155\333\152\227

\016\027\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\325\147\035\340\234\172\054\234\313

\305\230\347\035\007\046\052\206\354\164\315\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\220

\073\345\302\123\102\050\352\365\061\116\216\075\221\236\115\011

\363\330\261\122\346\117\254\014\061\041\273\361\352\231\314\203

\374\266\050\344\354\204\007\016\017\116\227\273\157\150\106\217

\016\121\025\225\370\072\073\037\137\202\016\014\161\016\274\221

\117\256\063\056\043\101\364\046\153\117\023\207\372\170\366\056

\302\017\221\005\227\252\152\301\152\237\274\204\236\010\052\047

\335\332\207\027\206\341\263\312\135\355\070\251\051\156\204\336

\106\153\374\047\031\120\245\022\172\214\175\142\374\332\347\314

\274\237\111\257\006\270\047\047\362\211\367\026\075\030\346\275

\336\365\214\022\221\237\343\004\215\376\007\024\032\132\254\071

\202\033\361\070\031\341\143\343\257\154\266\246\121\027\353\372

\113\353\213\042\366\227\376\020\072\137\224\240\113\123\161\077

\132\341\020\370\162\217\226\200\335\215\002\230\000\141\075\215

\274\055\261\107\314\332\135\341\040\247\214\061\134\361\343\332

\271\012\206\107\310\241\075\007\243\074\246\163\156\224\221\355

\156\044\072\371\311\060\321\007\250\201\175\046\175\175\204\337

\206\311\213\345\256\015\036\276\211\110\121\025\203\230\226\057

\112\353\163\064\327\164\315\311\157\320\302\272\053\366\232\376

\231\335\140\024\216\033\371\234\071\074\177\103\211\123\350\345

\302\253\276\042\255\047\070\233\167\050\267\243\143\143\247\201

\347\251\151\105\353\216\170\126\314\005\204\307\373\255\266\060

\174\143\005\237\055\214\044\177\113\213\222\374\070\036\237\240

\245\127\263\156\235\330\144\270\160\232\140\122\160\310\251\320

\377\306\234\355\020\141\136\315\203\016\156\350\115\002\101\112

\342\166\004\171\326\124\077\212\230\062\024\240\335\055\234\347

\272\202\161\243\206\125\051\231\322\051\333\165\072\367\333\103
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\377\266\133\373\267\176\065\200\216\015\154\256\171\267\066\055

\227\122\241\260\007\234\007\345\053\066\315\003\227\224\275\055

\016\064\006\374\300\026\211\374\067\124\344\326\317\075\023\004

\362\221\331\311\066\056\076\305\132\320\245\114\202\303\377\056

\174\046\166\367\363\375\105\242\245\156\125\256\056\314\317\054

\211\064\332\366\015\347\221\250\020\352\027\235\362\366\354

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Government Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: O=Government Root Certification Authority,C=TW

# Serial Number:b6:4b:88:07:e2:23:ee:c8:5c:12:ad:a6:0e:06:a1:f2

# Subject: O=Government Root Certification Authority,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Fri Sep 28 08:58:51 2012

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2f:d4:2d:cd:86:7f:36:b0:5f:1c:e0:53:8d:b6:a2:5b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b0:91:aa:91:38:47:f3:13:d7:27:bc:ef:c8:17:9f:08:6f:3a:8c:0f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Government Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\260\221\252\221\070\107\363\023\327\047\274\357\310\027\237\010

\157\072\214\017

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\057\324\055\315\206\177\066\260\137\034\340\123\215\266\242\133

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\077\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\012\014\047\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\266\113\210\007\342\043\356\310\134\022\255\246\016

\006\241\362

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "A-Trust-Qual-02"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-Qual-02,OU=A-Trust-Qual-02,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr. Datenverkehr

GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number:14:4d:e4

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-Qual-02,OU=A-Trust-Qual-02,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 01 11:23:33 2014

# Not Valid After: Mon Jul 01 09:23:33 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 4b:d4:35:43:a8:b2:43:6d:d7:78:e2:89:a2:a9:39:ab

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cd:78:7a:3d:5c:ba:82:07:08:28:48:36:5e:9a:cd:e9:68:33:64:d8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-Qual-02"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006\003

\125\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141

\154\055\060\062\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\101

\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006\003

\125\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141

\154\055\060\062\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\101

\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\024\115\344

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\313\060\202\002\263\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\024

\115\344\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101

\124\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162
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\165\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150

\145\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151

\155\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166

\145\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006

\003\125\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165

\141\154\055\060\062\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017

\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\062\060

\036\027\015\061\064\060\067\060\061\061\061\062\063\063\063\132

\027\015\062\064\060\067\060\061\060\071\062\063\063\063\132\060

\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145\162

\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155\040

\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145\162

\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154

\055\060\062\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\101\055

\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\062\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\226\221

\253\327\216\260\131\270\001\275\264\036\255\231\375\241\374\352

\014\226\153\217\056\111\110\330\351\344\044\202\341\330\272\314

\353\336\007\134\110\306\031\202\001\107\102\011\341\174\271\237

\256\217\366\356\136\153\250\250\126\210\070\126\263\346\376\311

\235\117\064\070\121\074\234\276\363\254\234\034\310\075\134\232

\204\256\367\224\054\024\262\144\067\140\216\024\260\073\052\315

\211\265\042\257\367\344\177\356\054\053\063\371\216\074\255\114

\242\127\017\373\202\305\216\037\001\337\123\214\301\025\244\335

\356\232\222\022\322\050\351\142\027\045\140\061\357\317\061\224

\363\175\363\344\074\041\253\220\374\155\317\143\247\306\022\000

\161\111\327\034\310\240\355\143\232\175\343\217\050\335\140\371

\330\346\026\253\046\321\320\057\275\347\015\011\337\156\324\354

\345\070\123\364\144\013\272\132\314\200\265\070\131\354\200\131

\145\204\061\152\137\125\221\114\044\345\044\232\203\204\172\276

\200\361\356\137\040\007\252\167\027\154\013\342\125\252\226\170

\010\002\236\227\360\053\256\130\365\200\120\077\376\073\002\003

\001\000\001\243\066\060\064\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\021\006\003\125\035\016\004

\012\004\010\102\075\053\044\246\301\105\316\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\141

\061\363\210\065\011\270\136\234\305\350\071\244\072\146\377\002

\264\227\035\376\113\071\272\205\230\203\050\240\332\366\116\114

\263\255\104\312\374\321\076\231\332\346\327\224\137\166\333\073

\221\225\152\374\200\237\101\041\136\150\373\326\150\005\152\342

\231\107\377\156\216\216\363\023\126\376\303\176\007\317\005\114

\103\132\251\102\270\071\303\234\360\025\103\354\250\376\216\142

\004\016\156\122\123\033\247\234\347\154\073\145\307\001\177\346
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\005\252\162\177\341\053\024\224\010\375\156\210\343\310\224\247

\336\126\373\021\230\027\011\001\332\042\305\063\077\041\315\164

\245\253\311\060\143\210\333\112\047\002\273\320\144\005\004\155

\164\013\003\307\054\362\166\261\174\136\201\243\176\224\366\171

\072\302\176\352\361\123\327\205\130\236\220\034\235\327\261\172

\364\017\232\207\102\052\303\204\217\177\320\152\065\022\036\325

\214\161\214\070\102\232\065\255\335\252\062\023\166\105\006\341

\243\133\352\366\212\226\377\274\145\065\373\152\062\313\141\135

\331\323\046\210\304\073\200\150\126\137\325\372\201\142\335

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "A-Trust-Qual-02"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-Qual-02,OU=A-Trust-Qual-02,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr. Datenverkehr

GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number:14:4d:e4

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-Qual-02,OU=A-Trust-Qual-02,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 01 11:23:33 2014

# Not Valid After: Mon Jul 01 09:23:33 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 4b:d4:35:43:a8:b2:43:6d:d7:78:e2:89:a2:a9:39:ab

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cd:78:7a:3d:5c:ba:82:07:08:28:48:36:5e:9a:cd:e9:68:33:64:d8

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-Qual-02"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\315\170\172\075\134\272\202\007\010\050\110\066\136\232\315\351

\150\063\144\330

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\113\324\065\103\250\262\103\155\327\170\342\211\242\251\071\253

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006\003

\125\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141

\154\055\060\062\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\101

\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\062

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\024\115\344

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Thailand National Root Certification Authority - G1"

# Issuer: CN=Thailand National Root Certification Authority - G1,OU=Thailand National Root Certification

Authority,O=Electronic Transactions Development Agency (Public Organization),C=TH

# Serial Number:51:52:c5:8c

# Subject: CN=Thailand National Root Certification Authority - G1,OU=Thailand National Root Certification

Authority,O=Electronic Transactions Development Agency (Public Organization),C=TH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 27 09:40:22 2013

# Not Valid After: Thu Mar 27 10:10:22 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): da:9d:b6:26:4a:e5:22:a0:bb:8d:a4:f7:bc:0d:25:cc

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 66:f2:dc:fb:3f:81:4d:de:e9:b3:20:6f:11:de:fe:1b:fb:df:e1:32

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Thailand National Root Certification Authority - G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\110

\061\111\060\107\006\003\125\004\012\014\100\105\154\145\143\164

\162\157\156\151\143\040\124\162\141\156\163\141\143\164\151\157

\156\163\040\104\145\166\145\154\157\160\155\145\156\164\040\101

\147\145\156\143\171\040\050\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\117\162

\147\141\156\151\172\141\164\151\157\156\051\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\150\141\151\154\141\156\144\040\116

\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\061\074\060\072\006\003\125\004\003\014\063\124

\150\141\151\154\141\156\144\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\110

\061\111\060\107\006\003\125\004\012\014\100\105\154\145\143\164

\162\157\156\151\143\040\124\162\141\156\163\141\143\164\151\157

\156\163\040\104\145\166\145\154\157\160\155\145\156\164\040\101

\147\145\156\143\171\040\050\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\117\162
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\147\141\156\151\172\141\164\151\157\156\051\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\150\141\151\154\141\156\144\040\116

\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\061\074\060\072\006\003\125\004\003\014\063\124

\150\141\151\154\141\156\144\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\121\122\305\214

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\201\060\202\004\151\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\121

\122\305\214\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015

\005\000\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\124\110\061\111\060\107\006\003\125\004\012\014\100\105\154\145

\143\164\162\157\156\151\143\040\124\162\141\156\163\141\143\164

\151\157\156\163\040\104\145\166\145\154\157\160\155\145\156\164

\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\040\050\120\165\142\154\151\143\040

\117\162\147\141\156\151\172\141\164\151\157\156\051\061\067\060

\065\006\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\150\141\151\154\141\156\144

\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\074\060\072\006\003\125\004\003\014

\063\124\150\141\151\154\141\156\144\040\116\141\164\151\157\156

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\061\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\063\062\067\060\071

\064\060\062\062\132\027\015\063\066\060\063\062\067\061\060\061

\060\062\062\132\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\124\110\061\111\060\107\006\003\125\004\012\014\100\105

\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\143\040\124\162\141\156\163\141

\143\164\151\157\156\163\040\104\145\166\145\154\157\160\155\145

\156\164\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\040\050\120\165\142\154\151

\143\040\117\162\147\141\156\151\172\141\164\151\157\156\051\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\150\141\151\154\141

\156\144\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\074\060\072\006\003\125\004

\003\014\063\124\150\141\151\154\141\156\144\040\116\141\164\151

\157\156\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\326\272\112\344\214\361\232\056\211

\027\302\100\363\202\000\061\376\023\002\172\145\312\010\330\253
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\042\261\002\232\161\064\112\144\131\202\345\102\106\353\043\366

\213\132\042\261\317\066\347\163\155\024\155\367\111\224\136\357

\347\064\131\147\366\250\317\126\131\043\204\125\342\373\032\021

\312\243\371\212\253\147\036\202\023\320\213\071\232\277\017\302

\017\074\326\141\330\352\233\317\025\016\276\324\360\314\077\163

\234\004\364\242\161\163\175\200\260\235\061\361\006\371\260\023

\345\210\111\060\366\026\175\210\127\051\072\054\242\214\220\230

\316\021\026\316\115\121\017\374\307\262\314\362\146\030\041\200

\005\210\255\271\320\305\013\170\001\376\116\322\010\213\066\361

\126\317\156\272\163\046\013\326\367\245\106\152\151\116\226\266

\247\006\126\314\346\056\061\237\156\213\355\234\000\125\107\364

\173\246\172\266\337\001\035\110\004\013\253\102\302\160\112\224

\275\374\254\121\362\253\077\326\353\140\337\010\377\365\022\262

\211\052\172\271\105\231\045\175\174\357\317\025\320\110\054\020

\326\324\274\010\047\265\206\051\324\343\323\304\052\220\022\366

\242\052\371\213\257\026\377\002\363\172\156\317\242\313\152\264

\340\162\013\373\076\205\177\342\207\340\057\103\043\370\205\311

\231\352\326\100\336\240\373\347\336\166\377\217\200\071\353\147

\022\023\246\373\345\243\374\046\200\131\143\362\322\043\353\037

\306\110\163\121\235\267\263\240\133\253\152\210\371\277\373\161

\121\334\156\266\166\357\260\133\362\313\210\060\272\006\333\033

\101\323\125\264\255\264\352\040\041\374\324\167\266\075\133\241

\014\055\045\041\122\043\122\327\064\123\155\026\004\122\146\370

\325\352\361\054\130\362\073\261\361\176\103\265\334\202\270\136

\343\207\341\243\244\137\347\211\016\274\234\351\051\072\045\247

\330\117\152\207\324\226\104\227\030\026\207\302\161\122\205\316

\172\214\255\036\147\276\272\055\277\243\041\047\305\347\060\351

\006\231\033\260\014\343\276\122\145\223\115\141\113\362\070\346

\217\030\361\002\122\230\056\246\016\035\005\317\046\354\001\043

\007\066\366\340\023\067\251\107\210\003\207\107\313\335\262\001

\037\137\144\033\004\233\305\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\177\043

\166\267\203\052\161\367\054\321\210\017\335\114\137\062\012\150

\273\177\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\177\043\166

\267\203\052\161\367\054\321\210\017\335\114\137\062\012\150\273

\177\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\015\145\034\132\007\251\236\254\114\311\137

\117\335\061\154\331\342\123\035\077\221\215\132\263\214\275\064

\236\056\115\312\130\323\257\131\142\111\066\163\260\141\166\021

\276\213\066\307\224\252\370\066\151\007\040\337\134\057\013\366

\216\002\026\357\122\006\070\335\355\064\140\252\207\136\027\316

\070\155\120\115\345\337\345\121\276\035\004\226\364\334\352\345

\331\352\216\336\237\164\313\202\224\123\201\154\373\136\054\325

\241\165\226\115\373\060\134\315\141\240\236\241\314\202\271\122

\162\013\207\143\141\173\141\064\164\266\056\335\342\341\207\265

\111\024\141\025\107\112\113\076\167\271\010\322\066\117\130\147
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\102\211\200\170\132\022\043\355\105\073\335\277\040\046\124\374

\133\077\140\001\030\101\343\147\165\023\267\052\025\160\314\313

\171\322\024\370\363\302\340\052\020\367\371\102\330\334\332\012

\323\001\005\333\127\230\311\266\353\014\231\012\312\214\175\357

\073\026\050\300\367\137\341\107\121\323\370\006\105\007\360\013

\272\302\234\230\354\322\177\115\176\375\006\374\163\302\302\125

\022\142\320\043\104\337\042\344\370\171\347\245\020\116\076\311

\216\252\203\351\066\352\253\171\306\005\204\315\226\150\174\164

\254\077\062\377\256\311\100\354\217\120\277\120\250\267\116\325

\255\066\152\327\047\063\372\347\330\055\331\067\230\205\033\246

\014\352\173\020\023\160\036\236\210\305\334\076\216\271\015\125

\337\001\316\320\111\166\121\333\020\142\170\101\255\151\143\245

\225\011\267\030\006\157\375\004\147\324\020\017\116\333\073\137

\014\143\174\353\144\275\156\113\000\250\201\372\222\062\206\060

\214\011\277\175\130\077\145\015\251\067\321\105\343\146\151\304

\150\364\142\251\250\036\067\331\056\231\111\240\260\006\214\100

\177\205\261\365\361\114\113\070\240\010\314\052\331\226\300\354

\300\015\074\056\105\127\303\357\225\332\266\313\356\133\145\250

\053\062\257\311\047\371\025\123\067\165\130\037\113\352\227\242

\042\134\147\126\342\240\314\065\304\254\303\061\100\271\234\003

\172\275\311\110\016\352\152\025\332\234\274\170\157\311\025\347

\144\003\331\111\023\146\105\113\055\364\204\231\263\352\247\022

\225\345\223\056\374

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Thailand National Root Certification Authority - G1"

# Issuer: CN=Thailand National Root Certification Authority - G1,OU=Thailand National Root Certification

Authority,O=Electronic Transactions Development Agency (Public Organization),C=TH

# Serial Number:51:52:c5:8c

# Subject: CN=Thailand National Root Certification Authority - G1,OU=Thailand National Root Certification

Authority,O=Electronic Transactions Development Agency (Public Organization),C=TH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 27 09:40:22 2013

# Not Valid After: Thu Mar 27 10:10:22 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): da:9d:b6:26:4a:e5:22:a0:bb:8d:a4:f7:bc:0d:25:cc

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 66:f2:dc:fb:3f:81:4d:de:e9:b3:20:6f:11:de:fe:1b:fb:df:e1:32

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Thailand National Root Certification Authority - G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\146\362\334\373\077\201\115\336\351\263\040\157\021\336\376\033

\373\337\341\062

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\332\235\266\046\112\345\042\240\273\215\244\367\274\015\045\314

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\110

\061\111\060\107\006\003\125\004\012\014\100\105\154\145\143\164

\162\157\156\151\143\040\124\162\141\156\163\141\143\164\151\157

\156\163\040\104\145\166\145\154\157\160\155\145\156\164\040\101

\147\145\156\143\171\040\050\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\117\162

\147\141\156\151\172\141\164\151\157\156\051\061\067\060\065\006

\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\150\141\151\154\141\156\144\040\116

\141\164\151\157\156\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\061\074\060\072\006\003\125\004\003\014\063\124

\150\141\151\154\141\156\144\040\116\141\164\151\157\156\141\154

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\121\122\305\214

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Certification Authority of WoSign"

# Issuer: CN=Certification Authority of WoSign,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Serial Number:5e:68:d6:11:71:94:63:50:56:00:68:f3:3e:c9:c5:91

# Subject: CN=Certification Authority of WoSign,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Sat Aug 08 01:00:01 2009

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 08 01:00:01 2039

# Fingerprint (MD5): a1:f2:f9:b5:d2:c8:7a:74:b8:f3:05:f1:d7:e1:84:8d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b9:42:94:bf:91:ea:8f:b6:4b:e6:10:97:c7:fb:00:13:59:b6:76:cb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certification Authority of WoSign"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\052\060\050\006

\003\125\004\003\023\041\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146
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\040\127\157\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\052\060\050\006

\003\125\004\003\023\041\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146

\040\127\157\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\136\150\326\021\161\224\143\120\126\000\150\363\076\311

\305\221

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\166\060\202\003\136\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\136

\150\326\021\161\224\143\120\126\000\150\363\076\311\305\221\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\125

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\052\060\050\006\003\125

\004\003\023\041\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146\040\127

\157\123\151\147\156\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\070\060\070\060

\061\060\060\060\061\132\027\015\063\071\060\070\060\070\060\061

\060\060\060\061\132\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\103\116\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127

\157\123\151\147\156\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144

\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\157\146\040\127\157\123\151\147\156\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\275\312\215

\254\270\221\025\126\227\173\153\134\172\302\336\153\331\241\260

\303\020\043\372\247\241\262\314\061\372\076\331\246\051\157\026

\075\340\153\370\270\100\137\333\071\250\000\172\213\240\115\124

\175\302\042\170\374\216\011\270\250\205\327\314\225\227\113\164

\330\236\176\360\000\344\016\211\256\111\050\104\032\020\231\062

\017\045\210\123\244\015\263\017\022\010\026\013\003\161\047\034

\177\341\333\322\375\147\150\304\005\135\012\016\135\160\327\330

\227\240\274\123\101\232\221\215\364\236\066\146\172\176\126\301

\220\137\346\261\150\040\066\244\214\044\054\054\107\013\131\166

\146\060\265\276\336\355\217\370\235\323\273\001\060\346\362\363

\016\340\054\222\200\363\205\371\050\212\264\124\056\232\355\367

\166\374\025\150\026\353\112\154\353\056\022\217\324\317\376\014

\307\134\035\013\176\005\062\276\136\260\011\052\102\325\311\116

\220\263\131\015\273\172\176\315\325\010\132\264\177\330\034\151
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\021\371\047\017\173\006\257\124\203\030\173\341\335\124\172\121

\150\156\167\374\306\277\122\112\146\106\241\262\147\032\273\243

\117\167\240\276\135\377\374\126\013\103\162\167\220\312\236\371

\362\071\365\015\251\364\352\327\347\263\020\057\060\102\067\041

\314\060\160\311\206\230\017\314\130\115\203\273\175\345\032\245

\067\215\266\254\062\227\000\072\143\161\044\036\236\067\304\377

\164\324\067\300\342\376\210\106\140\021\335\010\077\120\066\253

\270\172\244\225\142\152\156\260\312\152\041\132\151\363\363\373

\035\160\071\225\363\247\156\246\201\211\241\210\305\073\161\312

\243\122\356\203\273\375\240\167\364\344\157\347\102\333\155\112

\231\212\064\110\274\027\334\344\200\010\042\266\362\061\300\077

\004\076\353\237\040\171\326\270\006\144\144\002\061\327\251\315

\122\373\204\105\151\011\000\052\334\125\213\304\006\106\113\300

\112\035\011\133\071\050\375\251\253\316\000\371\056\110\113\046

\346\060\114\245\130\312\264\104\202\117\347\221\036\063\303\260

\223\377\021\374\201\322\312\037\161\051\335\166\117\222\045\257

\035\201\267\017\057\214\303\006\314\057\047\243\112\344\016\231

\272\174\036\105\037\177\252\031\105\226\375\374\075\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\341\146\317\016\321\361\263\113\267\006\040\024\376\207

\022\325\366\376\373\076\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\250\313\162\100\262\166

\301\176\173\374\255\144\343\062\173\314\074\266\135\106\323\365

\054\342\160\135\310\056\330\006\175\230\321\013\041\240\211\131

\044\001\235\371\257\011\175\012\043\202\064\325\374\174\162\231

\271\243\327\124\364\352\122\160\016\305\365\326\073\341\072\011

\062\346\041\071\223\275\263\025\352\117\152\364\365\213\077\057

\174\215\130\056\305\341\071\240\076\307\075\112\163\236\100\172

\300\053\141\251\147\311\363\044\271\263\155\125\054\132\035\236

\045\162\316\013\255\252\307\125\142\013\276\373\143\263\141\104

\043\243\313\341\032\016\367\232\006\115\336\324\043\116\041\226

\133\071\133\127\035\057\135\010\136\011\171\377\174\227\265\115

\203\256\015\326\346\243\171\340\063\320\231\226\002\060\247\076

\377\322\243\103\077\005\132\006\352\104\002\332\174\370\110\320

\063\251\371\007\307\225\341\365\076\365\135\161\272\362\225\251

\164\210\141\131\343\277\312\132\023\272\162\264\214\135\066\207

\351\246\305\074\023\277\336\320\104\046\356\267\354\056\160\372

\327\235\267\254\345\305\100\132\346\327\154\173\054\303\126\233

\107\315\013\316\372\033\264\041\327\267\146\270\364\045\060\213

\134\015\271\352\147\262\364\155\256\325\241\236\117\330\237\351

\047\002\260\035\006\326\217\343\373\110\022\237\177\021\241\020

\076\114\121\072\226\260\321\023\361\307\330\046\256\072\312\221

\304\151\235\337\001\051\144\121\157\150\332\024\354\010\101\227

\220\215\320\262\200\362\317\302\075\277\221\150\305\200\147\036

\304\140\023\125\325\141\231\127\174\272\225\017\141\111\072\312

\165\274\311\012\223\077\147\016\022\362\050\342\061\033\300\127
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\026\337\010\174\031\301\176\017\037\205\036\012\066\174\133\176

\047\274\172\277\340\333\364\332\122\275\336\014\124\160\061\221

\103\225\310\274\360\076\335\011\176\060\144\120\355\177\001\244

\063\147\115\150\117\276\025\357\260\366\002\021\242\033\023\045

\072\334\302\131\361\343\134\106\273\147\054\002\106\352\036\110

\246\346\133\331\265\274\121\242\222\226\333\252\306\067\042\246

\376\314\040\164\243\055\251\056\153\313\300\202\021\041\265\223

\171\356\104\206\276\327\036\344\036\373

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Certification Authority of WoSign"

# Issuer: CN=Certification Authority of WoSign,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Serial Number:5e:68:d6:11:71:94:63:50:56:00:68:f3:3e:c9:c5:91

# Subject: CN=Certification Authority of WoSign,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Sat Aug 08 01:00:01 2009

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 08 01:00:01 2039

# Fingerprint (MD5): a1:f2:f9:b5:d2:c8:7a:74:b8:f3:05:f1:d7:e1:84:8d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b9:42:94:bf:91:ea:8f:b6:4b:e6:10:97:c7:fb:00:13:59:b6:76:cb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certification Authority of WoSign"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\271\102\224\277\221\352\217\266\113\346\020\227\307\373\000\023

\131\266\166\313

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\362\371\265\322\310\172\164\270\363\005\361\327\341\204\215

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\052\060\050\006

\003\125\004\003\023\041\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\157\146

\040\127\157\123\151\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\136\150\326\021\161\224\143\120\126\000\150\363\076\311

\305\221

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CA "

# Issuer: CN=CA ,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Serial Number:50:70:6b:cd:d8:13:fc:1b:4e:3b:33:72:d2:11:48:8d

# Subject: CN=CA ,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Sat Aug 08 01:00:01 2009

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 08 01:00:01 2039

# Fingerprint (MD5): 78:83:5b:52:16:76:c4:24:3b:83:78:e8:ac:da:9a:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 16:32:47:8d:89:f9:21:3a:92:00:85:63:f5:a4:a7:d3:12:40:8a:d6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA "

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\014\022\103\101\040\346\262\203\351\200\232\346

\240\271\350\257\201\344\271\246

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\014\022\103\101\040\346\262\203\351\200\232\346

\240\271\350\257\201\344\271\246

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\120\160\153\315\330\023\374\033\116\073\063\162\322\021

\110\215

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\130\060\202\003\100\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\120

\160\153\315\330\023\374\033\116\073\063\162\322\021\110\215\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\106

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\032\060

\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\103

\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\003\014\022\103\101\040\346\262\203\351\200\232\346\240\271

\350\257\201\344\271\246\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\070\060\070

\060\061\060\060\060\061\132\027\015\063\071\060\070\060\070\060

\061\060\060\060\061\132\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004
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\006\023\002\103\116\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021

\127\157\123\151\147\156\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145

\144\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\014\022\103\101\040\346

\262\203\351\200\232\346\240\271\350\257\201\344\271\246\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\320

\111\041\036\045\374\207\301\052\302\254\333\166\206\006\116\347

\320\164\064\334\355\145\065\374\120\326\210\077\244\360\177\353

\017\137\171\057\211\261\375\274\143\130\067\223\233\070\370\267

\133\251\372\330\161\307\264\274\200\227\215\154\113\361\120\325

\052\051\252\250\031\172\226\346\225\216\164\355\227\012\127\165

\364\005\333\155\013\071\271\001\177\252\366\326\332\154\346\005

\340\244\115\122\374\333\320\164\267\021\214\173\215\117\377\207

\203\256\377\005\003\023\127\120\067\376\214\226\122\020\114\137

\277\224\161\151\331\226\076\014\103\117\276\060\300\237\071\164

\117\006\105\135\243\326\126\071\150\007\314\207\117\120\167\223

\161\331\104\010\261\212\064\351\211\254\333\233\116\341\331\344

\122\105\214\056\024\037\221\153\031\035\150\051\054\126\304\342

\036\023\127\144\360\141\343\271\021\337\260\341\127\240\033\255

\327\137\321\257\333\053\055\077\320\150\216\017\352\237\017\213

\065\130\033\023\034\364\336\065\241\012\135\326\352\337\022\157

\300\373\151\007\106\162\334\201\366\004\043\027\340\115\165\341

\162\157\260\050\353\233\341\341\203\241\237\112\135\257\314\233

\372\002\040\266\030\142\167\221\073\243\325\145\255\334\174\220

\167\034\104\101\244\112\213\353\225\162\351\366\011\144\334\250

\055\237\164\170\350\301\242\011\143\234\357\240\333\117\235\225

\253\040\117\267\260\367\207\134\246\240\344\067\070\307\134\343

\065\017\054\255\243\200\242\354\056\135\300\317\355\213\005\302

\346\163\156\366\211\325\365\322\106\216\352\155\143\033\036\212

\311\175\246\370\234\353\345\325\143\205\115\163\146\151\021\376

\310\016\364\301\307\146\111\123\176\344\031\153\361\351\172\131

\243\155\176\305\027\346\047\306\357\033\333\157\374\015\115\006

\001\264\016\134\060\106\125\140\257\070\145\072\312\107\272\254

\054\314\106\037\262\106\226\077\363\355\046\005\356\167\241\152

\153\176\055\155\130\134\112\324\216\147\270\361\332\325\106\212

\047\371\021\362\311\102\376\116\336\337\037\134\304\244\206\207

\026\063\241\247\027\030\245\015\344\005\345\053\302\053\013\242

\225\220\271\375\140\074\116\211\076\347\234\356\037\273\001\002

\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\340\115\277\334\233\101\135\023\350\144\360\247

\351\025\244\341\201\301\272\061\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\152\212\160\070

\131\266\332\213\030\310\276\052\323\266\031\325\146\051\172\135

\315\133\057\163\034\046\116\243\175\157\253\267\051\115\246\351

\245\021\203\247\071\163\257\020\104\222\346\045\135\117\141\372

\310\006\276\116\113\357\376\363\061\376\306\174\160\012\101\130
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\332\350\231\113\226\311\170\274\230\174\002\051\355\011\200\346

\012\072\202\002\052\342\311\057\310\126\031\046\356\170\034\043

\375\367\223\145\116\347\363\230\230\257\315\335\331\236\100\210

\061\050\072\253\056\013\260\254\014\044\372\172\046\230\363\022

\141\020\364\135\027\367\176\342\170\227\124\342\214\350\051\272

\214\020\062\275\335\063\153\070\206\176\071\075\016\003\162\247

\135\171\217\105\212\131\256\133\041\156\061\106\325\131\215\317

\025\137\335\061\045\317\333\140\326\201\104\162\051\002\127\366

\226\324\326\377\352\051\333\071\305\270\054\212\032\215\316\313

\347\102\061\206\005\150\016\236\024\335\000\220\272\151\105\010

\333\156\220\201\206\247\052\005\077\346\204\071\370\267\371\127

\137\114\244\171\132\020\014\136\325\153\377\065\137\005\121\036

\154\243\165\251\317\120\203\323\174\364\146\367\202\215\075\014

\175\350\337\173\250\016\033\054\234\256\100\160\207\332\355\247

\026\202\132\276\065\154\040\116\042\141\331\274\121\172\315\172

\141\334\113\021\371\376\147\064\317\056\004\146\141\134\127\227

\043\214\363\206\033\110\337\052\257\247\301\377\330\216\076\003

\273\330\052\260\372\024\045\262\121\153\206\103\205\056\007\043

\026\200\215\114\373\264\143\073\314\303\164\355\033\243\036\376

\065\017\137\174\035\026\206\365\016\303\225\361\057\257\135\045

\073\121\346\327\166\101\070\321\113\003\071\050\245\036\221\162

\324\175\253\227\063\304\323\076\340\151\266\050\171\240\011\215

\034\321\377\101\162\110\006\374\232\056\347\040\371\233\242\336

\211\355\256\074\011\257\312\127\263\222\211\160\100\344\057\117

\302\160\203\100\327\044\054\153\347\011\037\323\325\307\301\010

\364\333\016\073\034\007\013\103\021\204\041\206\351\200\324\165

\330\253\361\002\142\301\261\176\125\141\317\023\327\046\260\327

\234\313\051\213\070\112\013\016\220\215\272\241

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CA "

# Issuer: CN=CA ,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Serial Number:50:70:6b:cd:d8:13:fc:1b:4e:3b:33:72:d2:11:48:8d

# Subject: CN=CA ,O=WoSign CA Limited,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Sat Aug 08 01:00:01 2009

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 08 01:00:01 2039

# Fingerprint (MD5): 78:83:5b:52:16:76:c4:24:3b:83:78:e8:ac:da:9a:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 16:32:47:8d:89:f9:21:3a:92:00:85:63:f5:a4:a7:d3:12:40:8a:d6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA "

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\026\062\107\215\211\371\041\072\222\000\205\143\365\244\247\323

\022\100\212\326

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\170\203\133\122\026\166\304\044\073\203\170\350\254\332\232\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\012\023\021\127\157\123\151\147\156

\040\103\101\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\014\022\103\101\040\346\262\203\351\200\232\346

\240\271\350\257\201\344\271\246

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\120\160\153\315\330\023\374\033\116\073\063\162\322\021

\110\215

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SSC GDL CA Root B"

# Issuer: CN=SSC GDL CA Root B,OU=CA ROOT Services,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Serial Number:3e:8c:4f:bc:e4:29:83:82:4d:84:55:8e:d5:35:80:cf

# Subject: CN=SSC GDL CA Root B,OU=CA ROOT Services,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 04 14:20:15 2013

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 04 14:21:55 2033

# Fingerprint (MD5): ca:b5:ab:b2:55:7b:93:36:32:53:23:ed:79:27:30:4a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c8:60:a3:18:fc:f5:b7:13:0b:10:07:ad:7f:61:4a:40:ff:ff:18:5f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSC GDL CA Root B"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\103\101\040\122\117\117\124\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003

\023\021\123\123\103\040\107\104\114\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164\040\102

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\103\101\040\122\117\117\124\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003

\023\021\123\123\103\040\107\104\114\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164\040\102

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\076\214\117\274\344\051\203\202\115\204\125\216\325\065

\200\317

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\256\060\202\003\226\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\076

\214\117\274\344\051\203\202\115\204\125\216\325\065\200\317\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\161

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155\145\156

\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\166\151

\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\013\023\020\103\101\040\122\117\117\124\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\163\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021

\123\123\103\040\107\104\114\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\040

\102\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\066\060\064\061\064\062\060\061

\065\132\027\015\063\063\060\066\060\064\061\064\062\061\065\065

\132\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124

\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164

\155\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153

\141\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\103\101\040\122\117\117\124\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004

\003\023\021\123\123\103\040\107\104\114\040\103\101\040\122\157

\157\164\040\102\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\217\225\351\322\353\301\163\045\307\070\147

\360\203\216\123\274\266\313\316\272\163\333\117\047\366\042\220

\077\102\277\041\326\336\142\202\264\157\004\005\111\011\073\167

\001\327\113\137\122\322\331\031\307\155\174\014\251\072\011\142

\344\052\030\151\214\240\335\353\254\023\266\016\071\021\200\151

\116\143\137\334\074\015\372\331\214\142\276\144\205\062\062\131

\227\120\223\211\337\373\377\324\330\145\161\307\106\125\242\033

\231\141\037\334\120\000\310\027\171\350\120\260\014\136\346\376

\166\246\001\116\011\310\160\154\372\220\263\136\334\075\007\315

\111\243\116\126\136\022\117\144\101\177\176\014\025\303\240\336

\263\243\051\006\111\104\241\137\157\077\201\240\104\115\360\173

\012\070\050\355\022\356\143\227\303\173\135\214\117\161\335\225
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\072\332\056\250\001\106\012\363\154\350\265\361\037\010\000\361

\100\222\033\046\000\061\165\071\106\111\046\271\244\324\161\167

\021\244\117\063\314\011\333\331\321\041\113\222\104\254\316\170

\142\202\027\373\372\022\264\175\325\362\206\355\364\176\226\024

\346\215\003\122\257\315\027\242\325\034\245\376\201\246\232\355

\175\344\331\016\062\146\020\217\333\331\063\061\201\176\051\127

\357\314\262\241\140\356\212\133\271\145\333\177\033\232\054\217

\047\061\211\212\050\265\257\261\126\324\003\042\356\045\117\330

\232\275\322\154\127\274\203\246\110\037\054\125\007\011\064\053

\271\171\054\002\245\240\137\174\166\237\044\062\074\055\222\337

\353\110\127\207\241\366\376\043\372\064\253\211\365\150\033\216

\037\252\156\016\245\322\041\322\357\271\321\261\111\127\065\132

\204\323\036\342\002\155\122\020\177\342\214\115\041\333\062\062

\034\175\314\226\042\003\055\152\247\006\102\155\156\220\207\372

\034\134\260\117\320\003\101\023\372\013\123\346\301\020\002\110

\013\167\143\364\245\234\121\173\230\146\327\305\166\062\345\157

\135\024\141\175\014\273\155\225\100\332\251\046\307\367\251\313

\322\376\047\301\053\366\261\150\206\376\343\142\122\231\120\216

\053\336\101\041\007\033\207\365\100\035\160\255\317\375\302\103

\250\065\126\021\102\305\313\136\146\241\310\250\150\367\376\114

\127\141\066\122\201\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\162\003\106\207\141\366

\035\263\324\225\143\271\120\167\156\015\253\230\376\057\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002

\001\000\010\333\212\062\201\164\063\161\026\354\041\205\123\110

\012\157\037\162\343\343\004\370\056\267\077\363\044\225\117\234

\355\023\341\210\202\002\366\146\367\267\261\055\200\047\255\256

\270\155\376\043\007\021\010\253\164\141\214\050\022\371\366\020

\064\360\317\266\174\243\165\055\022\324\224\337\164\356\261\230

\253\261\356\042\142\113\131\037\177\376\032\145\255\115\342\244

\021\077\023\041\264\330\065\213\166\100\246\137\275\063\021\337

\230\343\041\136\035\243\273\170\066\002\073\330\375\144\204\332

\067\315\131\355\374\014\320\164\244\153\161\074\066\022\104\236

\176\156\117\012\041\034\145\037\113\022\154\277\216\162\326\335

\076\000\160\230\001\105\053\354\225\220\343\323\151\070\347\053

\235\176\145\131\133\341\333\205\312\143\376\253\277\344\320\375

\344\122\272\032\346\376\306\220\272\173\316\361\244\142\305\107

\276\044\307\240\172\345\041\341\306\010\340\014\211\203\217\200

\151\375\356\240\337\172\114\072\323\110\052\026\277\256\246\225

\265\335\150\037\373\016\265\005\214\321\262\104\174\140\060\126

\166\027\265\065\117\250\325\012\353\302\265\156\002\356\234\137

\016\243\261\001\250\345\123\157\176\203\101\037\025\330\377\341

\302\266\032\361\106\234\144\240\032\340\112\312\270\246\264\211

\044\356\173\225\231\142\324\342\100\273\316\243\232\175\035\162

\363\033\201\101\167\000\136\354\074\242\060\005\074\315\174\110

\066\023\310\062\260\153\157\237\070\050\070\151\134\173\346\342
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\255\203\273\155\023\321\056\267\321\166\157\135\060\136\271\120

\105\110\326\110\200\223\121\311\026\251\020\135\147\306\313\176

\147\175\005\117\364\040\357\044\045\136\355\147\103\306\373\156

\171\373\262\362\310\311\316\101\174\005\340\255\213\315\012\105

\056\342\142\237\227\221\364\371\143\354\362\302\140\212\334\033

\377\041\250\377\043\207\214\163\215\260\072\314\037\217\061\162

\012\375\226\241\337\032\123\323\066\266\260\167\106\336\003\366

\302\200\056\157\227\043\341\021\314\121\230\077\356\100\377\364

\075\233\210\177\214\273\341\131\206\275\011\064\047\134\236\012

\223\062\073\125\052\251\136\013\015\017\251\246\121\004\342\233

\052\021

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SSC GDL CA Root B"

# Issuer: CN=SSC GDL CA Root B,OU=CA ROOT Services,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Serial Number:3e:8c:4f:bc:e4:29:83:82:4d:84:55:8e:d5:35:80:cf

# Subject: CN=SSC GDL CA Root B,OU=CA ROOT Services,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 04 14:20:15 2013

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 04 14:21:55 2033

# Fingerprint (MD5): ca:b5:ab:b2:55:7b:93:36:32:53:23:ed:79:27:30:4a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c8:60:a3:18:fc:f5:b7:13:0b:10:07:ad:7f:61:4a:40:ff:ff:18:5f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSC GDL CA Root B"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\310\140\243\030\374\365\267\023\013\020\007\255\177\141\112\100

\377\377\030\137

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\312\265\253\262\125\173\223\066\062\123\043\355\171\047\060\112

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\103\101\040\122\117\117\124\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003

\023\021\123\123\103\040\107\104\114\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164\040\102

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\020\076\214\117\274\344\051\203\202\115\204\125\216\325\065

\200\317

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SAPO Class 2 Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 2 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 2 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 15 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 14 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0a:7b:e7:df:15:44:93:ed:92:72:42:1a:28:4b:0c:ee

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e4:55:01:60:8a:a1:ef:89:e2:7b:8c:d3:c3:b3:4c:03:b0:38:e6:d7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SAPO Class 2 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040
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\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\130\060\202\003\100\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145\162

\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007\023

\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040\101

\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146\151

\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164\040

\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023

\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100\164

\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172\141

\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\071\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\027\015\063\060\060\071\061\064\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\267\174\151\174\140\365\154\046\364\252\034\027\177\135

\324\021\113\347\363\332\347\163\247\372\244\102\111\150\077\332
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\245\100\134\006\150\137\116\314\275\276\201\070\044\055\314\046

\240\104\155\003\313\043\340\273\336\205\123\113\224\137\137\173

\252\310\032\227\376\327\043\223\355\260\152\275\330\374\000\076

\263\222\004\340\113\276\117\073\230\247\235\355\315\143\360\201

\347\154\230\324\154\140\125\000\345\271\074\346\064\225\135\340

\375\161\207\351\377\201\356\345\167\157\030\377\363\311\174\245

\225\335\202\334\024\331\242\341\276\315\047\163\273\105\133\077

\164\261\142\170\146\020\042\054\365\150\363\027\210\026\073\232

\033\035\373\024\256\015\272\362\220\125\242\325\060\326\053\225

\062\307\071\156\173\145\322\167\070\316\156\126\245\331\043\253

\070\262\073\121\205\300\035\033\267\021\057\005\151\107\330\002

\312\222\250\341\063\336\205\010\233\355\220\325\330\041\231\161

\277\266\365\163\357\147\010\230\144\322\362\052\172\113\041\026

\341\037\130\141\336\221\107\037\041\237\037\376\214\043\206\203

\030\047\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\014\006\003\125

\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\253\235\043\223\375\037\063\112\062\055\252\044

\132\362\055\144\251\001\232\101\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\126\122\121\271

\017\002\341\366\056\234\261\061\132\246\370\316\274\356\002\204

\025\011\361\050\122\137\347\341\054\275\333\171\012\172\277\353

\142\236\325\206\107\051\356\164\060\354\114\165\265\036\343\252

\063\357\255\341\152\114\277\067\001\276\125\203\114\251\122\330

\067\230\120\157\150\335\107\101\267\054\060\310\156\114\007\054

\306\323\111\271\265\134\322\313\314\324\066\306\007\015\030\117

\077\143\000\304\354\266\210\373\001\144\143\255\321\367\167\174

\144\124\053\022\075\064\025\205\360\240\272\171\051\137\230\233

\102\352\256\301\250\237\023\211\212\155\351\270\070\311\141\355

\140\354\367\052\130\005\233\241\140\170\203\027\341\176\137\350

\375\170\340\153\126\052\206\166\256\133\302\136\353\105\344\060

\270\061\355\144\261\135\056\300\075\200\015\307\047\023\323\166

\342\206\373\334\333\200\012\201\341\375\010\371\013\304\061\264

\143\133\347\214\063\345\006\266\122\152\263\327\351\153\343\062

\170\062\146\224\116\335\215\167\155\323\044\050\133\124\141\167

\002\147\165\224\113\127\113\346\154\305\071\157

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SAPO Class 2 Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 2 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 2 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA
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# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 15 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 14 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0a:7b:e7:df:15:44:93:ed:92:72:42:1a:28:4b:0c:ee

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e4:55:01:60:8a:a1:ef:89:e2:7b:8c:d3:c3:b3:4c:03:b0:38:e6:d7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SAPO Class 2 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\344\125\001\140\212\241\357\211\342\173\214\323\303\263\114\003

\260\070\346\327

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\012\173\347\337\025\104\223\355\222\162\102\032\050\113\014\356

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SAPO Class 3 Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 3 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 3 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 15 00:00:00 2010
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# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 14 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 54:e5:eb:35:d1:75:05:3c:7c:df:30:d6:bf:f3:ff:53

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 38:dd:76:59:c7:35:10:0b:00:a2:37:e4:91:b7:bc:0f:fc:d2:31:6c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SAPO Class 3 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\130\060\202\004\100\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\002

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060
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\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145\162

\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007\023

\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040\101

\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146\151

\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164\040

\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023

\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100\164

\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172\141

\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\071\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\027\015\063\060\060\071\061\064\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\312\170\032\007\274\366\373\264\267\211\274\320\031\126

\070\052\131\235\007\352\032\371\370\370\150\147\136\217\357\312

\367\365\152\211\346\243\225\177\251\333\051\044\034\065\320\070

\226\154\076\126\044\377\136\142\121\220\056\207\350\234\307\332

\274\063\361\236\241\157\013\216\012\044\364\370\115\220\246\262

\315\136\021\323\302\227\114\365\137\100\035\046\044\115\215\011

\020\013\377\273\040\033\223\046\031\014\103\077\351\216\274\061

\067\020\156\221\312\110\202\126\106\307\274\271\072\236\106\201

\146\317\331\350\134\020\317\071\236\145\303\236\305\132\364\113

\314\104\231\146\206\364\162\033\243\123\111\352\256\107\315\062

\015\160\346\240\240\166\007\235\377\130\357\344\074\221\300\265

\344\334\270\001\014\323\376\263\102\240\073\141\002\324\067\133

\327\114\105\225\322\165\135\365\156\060\137\127\121\213\262\377

\176\310\213\234\252\243\101\067\014\020\221\250\246\205\134\271

\307\217\005\121\262\320\170\322\342\113\111\351\324\032\247\073

\254\252\063\346\232\052\003\100\230\157\164\122\023\061\224\321

\022\301\264\313\060\371\377\104\270\222\133\122\326\060\331\063

\321\165\343\031\245\026\025\267\124\127\361\126\120\316\116\276
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\003\073\057\354\266\060\356\024\140\136\137\172\065\364\116\144

\007\021\352\245\007\146\033\156\223\342\260\117\136\326\340\104

\340\263\334\256\357\270\375\250\263\354\354\345\071\210\104\264

\241\273\024\140\144\217\326\222\223\313\363\314\120\335\351\007

\310\147\147\371\360\207\204\221\262\000\142\351\277\112\025\164

\305\277\004\114\005\106\135\012\313\345\352\141\000\341\157\101

\261\064\216\246\000\242\174\246\245\246\372\154\114\103\345\250

\046\232\064\230\036\207\230\347\114\170\321\217\237\005\125\135

\212\113\311\317\240\013\175\006\220\234\030\222\262\304\262\327

\343\105\331\153\163\303\227\071\277\051\036\006\011\125\100\272

\274\332\110\165\103\355\376\104\176\075\054\346\142\221\003\375

\075\211\357\176\364\135\044\217\245\013\053\263\076\172\051\050

\274\273\077\277\353\167\205\004\046\213\224\262\220\365\353\215

\117\242\104\042\120\250\234\052\104\110\000\170\031\253\235\010

\226\025\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\014\006\003\125

\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\141\263\171\122\235\112\225\222\121\216\202\044

\160\323\216\100\310\305\146\320\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\177\306\263\044

\204\120\067\371\304\260\305\060\074\026\351\120\015\172\272\264

\073\322\043\345\351\211\170\152\345\343\033\005\036\221\034\316

\006\227\215\146\026\007\104\357\201\271\010\176\243\307\071\064

\270\277\232\155\215\260\301\040\102\056\015\367\013\006\003\117

\156\313\274\267\260\057\031\161\215\216\257\012\115\130\061\213

\104\231\052\050\146\205\307\200\046\146\260\107\302\071\262\372

\117\076\125\275\334\211\047\113\163\063\004\376\173\107\220\311

\005\300\055\063\370\267\010\202\051\101\103\375\046\123\346\372

\037\067\126\215\117\027\272\330\375\072\204\160\330\076\360\063

\256\304\005\110\124\241\271\325\041\077\352\076\307\251\061\107

\367\233\256\112\142\230\321\147\040\145\336\171\341\261\062\036

\153\337\373\200\153\107\134\071\307\016\010\252\307\243\356\051

\351\064\342\233\371\165\270\046\353\210\235\264\071\021\056\160

\375\121\004\062\273\017\171\204\120\041\105\174\057\344\331\377

\045\070\006\043\253\116\261\016\334\073\061\012\255\332\113\000

\151\153\056\342\303\014\311\005\001\105\146\341\245\211\141\034

\144\231\215\013\230\220\263\176\146\073\013\330\253\350\165\016

\331\177\232\156\175\311\203\047\311\274\350\064\070\302\132\207

\062\162\007\014\376\325\224\321\360\300\170\362\200\250\106\365

\153\232\354\342\331\026\216\212\372\204\366\321\122\311\234\262

\041\126\140\103\246\020\367\177\111\277\276\007\323\120\144\155

\002\272\052\125\054\317\331\302\156\257\174\013\110\320\361\341

\247\302\255\164\217\206\344\355\252\372\134\203\175\102\350\175

\007\035\007\125\314\053\151\062\271\167\202\150\306\167\362\042

\151\246\311\012\135\207\231\345\161\236\175\057\023\036\322\364

\375\011\171\047\130\053\012\207\201\052\373\152\043\055\113\044

\205\164\026\107\030\017\011\305\376\251\110\044\343\254\320\151

\075\137\123\230\062\275\354\340\121\301\123\112\261\366\073\360
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\064\110\365\232\336\334\321\340\343\275\045\263\104\350\072\163

\311\171\320\254\321\355\342\000\012\137\241\035\146\131\112\163

\150\324\005\162\063\070\247\153\257\221\333\015\307\214\100\350

\236\220\210\311\373\376\044\327\201\254\363\336

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SAPO Class 3 Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 3 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 3 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 15 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 14 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 54:e5:eb:35:d1:75:05:3c:7c:df:30:d6:bf:f3:ff:53

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 38:dd:76:59:c7:35:10:0b:00:a2:37:e4:91:b7:bc:0f:fc:d2:31:6c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SAPO Class 3 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\070\335\166\131\307\065\020\013\000\242\067\344\221\267\274\017

\374\322\061\154

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\124\345\353\065\321\165\005\074\174\337\060\326\277\363\377\123

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SAPO Class 4 Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 4 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number: 3 (0x3)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 4 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 15 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 14 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): f8:a7:f6:89:94:8c:61:f7:43:98:36:df:22:82:9b:3b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:a8:f5:ff:c4:3a:f4:a9:bc:89:88:1e:bf:99:20:ff:91:e9:fd:0a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SAPO Class 4 Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040
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\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\003

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\130\060\202\004\100\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\003

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145\162

\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007\023

\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040\101

\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146\151

\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006\003

\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164\040

\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023

\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100\164

\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172\141

\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\071\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060

\132\027\015\063\060\060\071\061\064\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\333\334\355\110\232\240\243\237\340\021\216\331\310\222

\165\072\125\301\121\042\312\013\172\244\065\015\305\346\127\055
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\203\360\052\157\042\070\067\061\155\174\205\044\242\006\057\103

\202\075\105\060\100\045\034\356\130\107\101\346\360\236\000\036

\370\364\057\021\273\222\262\230\105\055\323\037\200\311\166\024

\023\303\314\100\346\255\353\071\140\374\317\310\337\052\375\214

\022\121\357\317\014\144\306\127\350\043\121\135\347\146\122\352

\146\275\223\177\235\172\050\361\031\160\156\204\237\060\107\267

\260\071\153\023\054\353\113\115\056\257\077\277\375\002\023\112

\071\347\076\063\305\020\221\121\276\017\107\235\115\122\374\054

\363\343\023\242\000\202\341\024\014\315\322\236\263\362\340\201

\332\276\231\222\123\343\175\231\167\103\341\341\110\051\201\236

\326\005\127\072\161\334\076\230\255\130\160\157\106\273\176\062

\003\342\203\233\131\127\367\370\263\315\124\026\354\266\255\241

\034\032\222\321\324\051\236\217\315\263\350\175\120\361\302\202

\254\272\275\264\165\126\240\365\105\135\030\175\054\214\361\173

\101\314\206\261\232\204\113\012\052\135\233\226\341\315\372\253

\026\047\101\347\225\065\246\313\212\247\226\363\245\314\121\371

\055\175\036\103\373\334\155\265\271\070\275\005\373\130\372\056

\323\354\136\144\055\257\130\001\112\174\042\106\323\101\313\075

\344\226\136\111\103\070\273\211\353\364\234\151\071\022\003\134

\204\273\345\214\036\352\340\146\273\300\277\214\376\236\012\115

\075\150\077\100\166\326\062\251\352\105\270\152\007\122\216\315

\121\361\135\050\143\014\323\131\070\374\311\375\202\311\105\040

\274\346\350\314\242\014\313\173\144\071\111\106\105\365\163\034

\152\227\040\353\041\102\367\264\040\122\267\112\375\165\274\313

\017\014\147\021\127\037\367\060\361\253\220\314\135\074\226\005

\142\323\312\125\001\113\106\305\200\207\034\162\320\163\124\041

\352\327\243\234\323\256\177\324\123\331\050\374\127\336\345\077

\122\112\273\310\046\044\107\123\034\163\272\317\306\264\060\315

\136\161\307\126\274\111\070\045\346\305\020\011\170\331\324\035

\134\315\156\355\333\221\134\241\123\024\126\252\215\047\251\246

\216\033\002\003\001\000\001\243\077\060\075\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\014\006\003\125

\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\026\204\055\373\033\347\264\036\150\230\323\102

\040\032\156\176\117\221\127\002\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\173\343\015\143

\072\144\040\155\314\374\054\270\351\326\253\333\327\253\046\051

\107\242\014\126\355\165\314\225\231\122\066\313\040\373\021\064

\027\102\116\165\005\260\330\344\270\260\204\057\230\031\271\373

\320\071\154\162\006\030\311\134\212\172\164\010\067\110\151\375

\042\241\135\305\327\170\023\360\050\102\101\303\311\303\071\011

\007\324\241\370\067\042\151\344\337\062\125\157\302\174\271\223

\361\262\067\165\314\256\322\063\226\214\066\367\001\355\343\144

\351\013\150\133\020\252\001\066\231\174\317\232\224\135\375\032

\131\141\242\145\025\175\236\027\144\324\237\123\230\001\375\161

\127\320\135\100\021\026\077\077\104\322\257\311\374\010\062\175

\166\370\325\103\350\334\066\150\007\303\116\303\226\227\127\306

\175\066\136\333\160\255\376\256\324\210\235\265\244\140\326\243
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\142\276\174\371\064\036\374\273\364\112\162\305\203\036\106\150

\303\016\227\203\030\075\323\016\012\021\065\174\151\225\305\253

\052\365\310\071\020\115\014\211\060\051\211\111\033\104\227\221

\364\352\145\041\033\077\012\103\162\202\034\155\021\135\340\042

\105\137\141\114\242\246\372\337\243\106\272\341\201\140\154\062

\264\374\344\334\066\005\344\063\367\353\217\167\111\252\215\012

\357\110\212\346\101\227\176\073\253\103\207\362\010\140\013\157

\327\131\146\375\053\273\057\316\063\117\162\340\266\327\263\123

\127\211\360\073\274\156\342\020\277\163\076\142\217\245\010\351

\123\147\301\116\301\056\102\103\247\262\244\371\026\213\102\356

\334\064\177\110\263\220\333\044\342\310\344\123\065\123\234\352

\067\205\317\277\230\006\065\107\046\327\256\155\335\204\251\143

\130\046\101\365\165\062\056\141\236\117\223\122\122\366\132\043

\353\301\240\163\046\045\042\102\221\221\221\200\117\377\210\316

\136\163\347\226\302\355\011\022\367\166\226\251\171\142\220\111

\201\203\237\014\062\062\342\133\312\335\110\064\254\207\216\161

\225\256\114\344\174\170\035\247\121\303\275\021\372\002\321\225

\211\163\010\106\042\211\151\000\317\117\200\301\115\133\224\304

\312\231\121\230\057\015\275\175\124\144\324\012\332\047\131\247

\067\273\126\014\320\006\242\162\271\022\271\133

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SAPO Class 4 Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 4 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number: 3 (0x3)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pkiadmin@trustcentre.co.za,CN=SAPO Class 4 Root CA,OU=SAPO Trust

Centre,O=South African Post Office Limited,L=Somerset West,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 15 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 14 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): f8:a7:f6:89:94:8c:61:f7:43:98:36:df:22:82:9b:3b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:a8:f5:ff:c4:3a:f4:a9:bc:89:88:1e:bf:99:20:ff:91:e9:fd:0a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SAPO Class 4 Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\250\365\377\304\072\364\251\274\211\210\036\277\231\040\377

\221\351\375\012

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\247\366\211\224\214\141\367\103\230\066\337\042\202\233\073

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\007

\023\015\123\157\155\145\162\163\145\164\040\127\145\163\164\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\012\023\041\123\157\165\164\150\040

\101\146\162\151\143\141\156\040\120\157\163\164\040\117\146\146

\151\143\145\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\123\101\120\117\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\123\101\120\117\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\051\060\047\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\032\160\153\151\141\144\155\151\156\100

\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\162\145\056\143\157\056\172

\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\003

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CA Disig Root R1"

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R1,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number:c3:03:9a:ee:50:90:6e:28

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R1,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 19 09:06:56 2012

# Not Valid After: Sat Jul 19 09:06:56 2042

# Fingerprint (MD5): be:ec:11:93:9a:f5:69:21:bc:d7:c1:c0:67:89:cc:2a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8e:1c:74:f8:a6:20:b9:e5:8a:f4:61:fa:ec:2b:47:56:51:1a:52:c6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig Root R1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\303\003\232\356\120\220\156\050

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\151\060\202\003\121\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\303\003\232\356\120\220\156\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023

\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151

\163\151\147\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060\036\027\015\061

\062\060\067\061\071\060\071\060\066\065\066\132\027\015\064\062

\060\067\061\071\060\071\060\066\065\066\132\060\122\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003

\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040

\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\103

\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157\164\040\122\061\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\252\303\170\367\334\230\243\247\132\136\167\030\262\335\004\144

\017\143\375\233\226\011\200\325\350\252\245\342\234\046\224\072

\350\231\163\214\235\337\327\337\203\363\170\117\100\341\177\322

\247\322\345\312\023\223\347\355\306\167\137\066\265\224\257\350

\070\216\333\233\345\174\273\314\215\353\165\163\341\044\315\346

\247\055\031\056\330\326\212\153\024\353\010\142\012\330\334\263

\000\115\303\043\174\137\103\010\043\062\022\334\355\014\255\300

\175\017\245\172\102\331\132\160\331\277\247\327\001\034\366\233

\253\216\267\112\206\170\240\036\126\061\256\357\202\012\200\101

\367\033\311\256\253\062\046\324\054\153\355\175\153\344\342\136

\042\012\105\313\204\061\115\254\376\333\321\107\272\371\140\227

\071\261\145\307\336\373\231\344\012\042\261\055\115\345\110\046

\151\253\342\252\363\373\374\222\051\062\351\263\076\115\037\047

\241\315\216\271\027\373\045\076\311\156\363\167\332\015\022\366

\135\307\273\066\020\325\124\326\363\340\342\107\110\346\336\024

\332\141\122\257\046\264\365\161\117\311\327\322\006\337\143\312

\377\041\350\131\006\340\010\325\204\025\123\367\103\345\174\305

\240\211\230\153\163\306\150\316\145\336\275\177\005\367\261\356

\366\127\241\140\225\305\314\352\223\072\276\231\256\233\002\243
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\255\311\026\265\316\335\136\231\170\176\032\071\176\262\300\005

\244\300\202\245\243\107\236\214\352\134\266\274\147\333\346\052

\115\322\004\334\243\256\105\367\274\213\234\034\247\326\325\003

\334\010\313\056\026\312\134\100\063\350\147\303\056\347\246\104

\352\021\105\034\065\145\055\036\105\141\044\033\202\056\245\235

\063\135\145\370\101\371\056\313\224\077\037\243\014\061\044\104

\355\307\136\255\120\272\306\101\233\254\360\027\145\300\370\135

\157\133\240\012\064\074\356\327\352\210\237\230\371\257\116\044

\372\227\262\144\166\332\253\364\355\343\303\140\357\325\371\002

\310\055\237\203\257\147\151\006\247\061\125\325\317\113\157\377

\004\005\307\130\254\137\026\033\345\322\243\353\061\333\037\063

\025\115\320\362\245\123\365\313\341\075\116\150\055\330\022\335

\252\362\346\115\233\111\345\305\050\241\272\260\132\306\240\265

\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\211\012\264\070\223\032\346\253\356\233\221

\030\371\365\074\076\065\320\323\202\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\062\213\366

\235\112\311\276\024\345\214\254\070\312\072\011\324\033\316\206

\263\335\353\324\272\050\276\022\256\105\054\004\164\254\023\121

\305\130\030\146\115\202\332\325\334\223\300\047\341\276\174\237

\122\236\022\126\366\325\234\251\364\165\234\372\067\022\217\034

\223\354\127\376\007\017\253\325\022\367\017\256\141\136\126\200

\111\365\374\060\365\233\117\037\101\057\034\204\323\211\307\342

\332\002\166\355\011\317\154\301\270\034\203\034\026\372\224\315

\175\240\310\030\322\310\235\156\365\275\151\324\155\075\065\350

\036\242\117\140\327\007\051\374\262\243\244\235\156\025\222\126

\031\114\012\260\351\174\322\031\115\102\106\354\275\375\366\127

\133\335\230\176\244\115\314\162\003\203\130\135\357\223\072\101

\172\143\252\174\072\250\365\254\244\321\335\242\055\266\052\374

\237\001\216\342\020\261\304\312\344\147\333\125\045\031\077\375

\350\066\176\263\341\341\201\257\021\026\213\120\227\140\031\202

\000\300\153\115\163\270\321\023\007\076\352\266\061\117\360\102

\232\155\342\021\164\345\224\254\215\204\225\074\041\257\305\332

\107\310\337\071\142\142\313\133\120\013\327\201\100\005\234\233

\355\272\266\213\036\004\157\226\040\071\355\244\175\051\333\110

\316\202\334\324\002\215\035\004\061\132\307\113\360\154\141\122

\327\264\121\302\201\154\315\341\373\247\241\322\222\166\317\261

\017\067\130\244\362\122\161\147\077\014\210\170\200\211\301\310

\265\037\222\143\276\247\172\212\126\054\032\250\246\234\265\135

\263\143\320\023\040\241\353\221\154\320\215\175\257\337\013\344

\027\271\206\236\070\261\224\014\130\214\340\125\252\073\143\155

\232\211\140\270\144\052\222\306\067\364\176\103\103\267\163\350

\001\347\177\227\017\327\362\173\031\375\032\327\217\311\372\205

\153\172\235\236\211\266\246\050\231\223\210\100\367\076\315\121

\243\312\352\357\171\107\041\265\376\062\342\307\303\121\157\276

\200\164\360\244\303\072\362\117\351\137\337\031\012\362\073\023
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\103\254\061\244\263\347\353\374\030\326\001\251\363\052\217\066

\016\353\264\261\274\267\114\311\153\277\241\363\331\364\355\342

\360\343\355\144\236\075\057\226\122\117\200\123\213

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CA Disig Root R1"

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R1,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number:c3:03:9a:ee:50:90:6e:28

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R1,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 19 09:06:56 2012

# Not Valid After: Sat Jul 19 09:06:56 2042

# Fingerprint (MD5): be:ec:11:93:9a:f5:69:21:bc:d7:c1:c0:67:89:cc:2a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8e:1c:74:f8:a6:20:b9:e5:8a:f4:61:fa:ec:2b:47:56:51:1a:52:c6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig Root R1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\216\034\164\370\246\040\271\345\212\364\141\372\354\053\107\126

\121\032\122\306

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\276\354\021\223\232\365\151\041\274\327\301\300\147\211\314\052

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\040\122\157\157

\164\040\122\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\303\003\232\356\120\220\156\050

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Autoridad Certificadora Raíz Nacional de Uruguay"

# Issuer: C=UY,O=AGESIC,CN=Autoridad Certificadora Raíz Nacional de Uruguay
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# Serial Number:02:ee:00:9b:66:d8:6a:1d:67:fe:da:8a:25:6f:21:5a:75:1b

# Subject: C=UY,O=AGESIC,CN=Autoridad Certificadora Raíz Nacional de Uruguay

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 03 15:02:49 2011

# Not Valid After: Wed Oct 29 15:02:49 2031

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7b:b7:e7:2e:64:18:e4:11:0c:f7:42:78:3e:65:a2:ae

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7a:1c:dd:e3:d2:19:7e:71:37:43:3d:3f:99:c0:b3:69:f7:06:c7:49

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad Certificadora Raíz Nacional de Uruguay"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\101\165\164

\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\116\141\143\151\157

\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\125\162\165\147\165\141\171\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\107\105\123\111\103\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\101\165\164

\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\116\141\143\151\157

\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\125\162\165\147\165\141\171\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\107\105\123\111\103\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\002\356\000\233\146\330\152\035\147\376\332\212\045\157

\041\132\165\033

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\235\060\202\004\205\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\002

\356\000\233\146\330\152\035\147\376\332\212\045\157\041\132\165

\033\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\132\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\101\165\164

\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\116\141\143\151\157

\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\125\162\165\147\165\141\171\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\107\105\123\111\103\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131\060\036\027\015

\061\061\061\061\060\063\061\065\060\062\064\071\132\027\015\063

\061\061\060\062\071\061\065\060\062\064\071\132\060\132\061\072

\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\101\165\164\157\162\151\144

\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141

\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040
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\144\145\040\125\162\165\147\165\141\171\061\017\060\015\006\003

\125\004\012\023\006\101\107\105\123\111\103\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131\060\202\002\040\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\015\000

\060\202\002\010\002\202\002\001\000\227\304\037\052\104\241\201

\113\110\221\165\335\353\332\217\312\033\213\362\264\074\054\306

\345\364\301\036\321\270\060\023\157\134\237\345\121\226\177\032

\244\026\376\322\324\035\045\366\320\346\067\140\137\000\243\031

\251\354\047\277\120\055\005\240\134\136\223\353\343\150\375\233

\075\271\024\066\055\347\045\025\020\220\032\222\311\021\261\051

\227\223\126\125\142\255\107\254\177\325\014\167\226\322\223\150

\152\061\335\124\357\223\362\012\117\240\137\002\132\357\266\104

\076\347\231\262\216\105\336\240\367\300\350\110\260\107\354\336

\102\024\333\065\173\240\151\374\036\300\001\051\026\332\063\241

\041\241\062\062\020\166\175\250\307\300\056\163\203\144\374\132

\367\233\066\214\151\355\040\125\043\171\315\363\363\154\153\140

\134\170\215\374\075\205\054\274\251\367\160\350\245\312\115\330

\174\230\357\206\166\030\204\325\100\051\020\047\062\347\357\003

\104\013\117\311\052\361\266\264\053\240\325\003\224\204\041\323

\164\363\051\155\170\360\005\152\256\001\017\141\037\306\245\360

\307\202\025\331\073\373\335\213\164\151\356\344\307\307\364\021

\334\024\121\301\204\032\045\126\023\153\133\316\137\054\375\213

\033\055\017\310\300\125\252\030\117\230\234\317\242\167\010\264

\065\225\330\271\213\234\111\016\264\020\013\374\374\107\115\324

\232\127\371\237\172\275\351\127\273\264\017\137\025\220\330\150

\154\325\205\045\203\055\206\014\107\142\227\263\171\115\271\145

\010\167\122\157\112\343\156\200\300\254\243\325\274\352\111\342

\145\342\114\131\152\202\336\053\365\252\076\376\145\350\121\160

\115\067\204\006\004\077\222\203\324\126\050\343\045\325\124\312

\205\356\126\300\056\316\371\160\020\022\137\135\236\306\274\113

\020\035\126\155\312\162\301\123\011\052\023\075\330\265\371\034

\073\105\306\207\024\320\070\176\236\041\137\374\166\035\377\013

\051\102\333\241\304\171\071\341\115\325\206\120\343\362\340\263

\327\131\233\336\077\036\032\003\363\324\151\206\113\107\034\062

\177\074\007\011\023\020\247\233\007\060\167\063\274\151\021\321

\064\075\174\020\052\270\036\216\275\107\336\371\262\171\125\146

\041\002\007\373\071\054\012\027\241\002\001\003\243\202\001\135

\060\202\001\131\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\142\006\003\125\035\037\004\133\060\131

\060\054\240\052\240\050\206\046\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167

\167\167\056\141\147\145\163\151\143\056\147\165\142\056\165\171

\057\141\143\162\156\057\141\143\162\156\056\143\162\154\060\051

\240\047\240\045\206\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\165\143\145\056\147\165\142\056\165\171\057\141\143\162\156

\057\141\143\162\156\056\143\162\154\060\201\262\006\003\125\035

\040\004\201\252\060\201\247\060\134\006\013\140\206\132\204\342

\256\035\204\210\005\000\060\115\060\113\006\010\053\006\001\005
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\005\007\002\001\026\077\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\165\143\145\056\147\165\142\056\165\171\057\151\156\146\157

\162\155\141\143\151\157\156\055\164\145\143\156\151\143\141\057

\160\157\154\151\164\151\143\141\163\057\143\160\137\141\143\162

\156\056\160\144\146\060\107\006\013\140\206\132\204\342\256\035

\204\210\005\001\060\070\060\066\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\001\026\052\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141

\147\145\163\151\143\056\147\165\142\056\165\171\057\141\143\162

\156\057\143\160\163\137\141\143\162\156\056\160\144\146\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\222\236\221\270\125\050\075

\167\102\054\063\245\230\137\320\311\254\215\265\243\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\135\347\253\131\352\111\334\277\106\103\375\224\273\230\160

\224\024\372\316\003\135\361\175\061\023\222\116\205\044\060\024

\153\154\323\347\316\346\171\325\333\116\125\116\027\053\327\223

\105\337\023\014\047\147\035\307\102\220\124\060\306\361\250\151

\050\264\116\246\155\245\065\246\120\226\150\111\243\356\057\013

\253\374\003\002\120\150\361\225\051\076\161\054\334\332\345\055

\331\166\056\356\126\063\176\027\241\047\002\341\241\047\050\041

\212\277\001\347\142\307\273\262\045\004\332\033\246\043\214\174

\223\272\311\213\353\012\371\067\267\224\071\375\115\217\176\242

\334\201\157\033\255\024\017\133\040\003\170\101\163\147\236\322

\227\027\220\052\212\124\113\247\171\177\044\022\221\237\073\054

\307\067\244\014\134\162\152\023\236\062\011\047\353\103\062\165

\137\327\107\303\052\105\123\025\126\166\117\273\011\350\204\140

\021\357\163\325\347\120\156\151\050\375\353\306\313\312\116\023

\143\015\016\067\054\061\037\333\247\130\240\262\375\015\027\207

\263\222\256\033\050\200\037\266\222\176\206\021\341\366\114\230

\177\146\213\037\023\111\003\102\374\373\230\234\356\206\226\251

\056\005\176\160\034\301\167\310\351\135\202\270\016\316\133\144

\005\143\356\077\006\055\066\014\351\037\162\133\036\254\335\046

\365\034\070\156\375\214\075\115\206\353\047\313\312\003\215\100

\363\052\321\212\330\064\016\302\255\265\210\355\207\232\212\205

\242\207\357\351\271\070\347\150\226\243\001\317\202\075\034\113

\050\235\047\365\371\231\226\173\110\375\254\320\360\062\367\070

\004\335\115\231\256\016\222\202\303\372\074\033\023\307\150\267

\135\340\223\106\270\270\270\244\014\304\033\306\272\106\226\335

\236\125\017\107\235\366\201\245\254\145\131\330\335\256\006\154

\340\103\202\306\147\330\160\002\065\365\066\004\343\112\071\251

\165\002\036\346\077\106\317\234\054\036\204\210\027\252\046\251

\246\103\200\340\300\133\243\144\203\233\232\355\153\001\145\266

\301\075\030\354\223\031\146\224\250\323\021\120\231\172\210\175

\257\076\177\224\220\073\012\303\152\267\215\137\322\247\121\321

\062\037\271\362\062\175\167\223\155\103\354\101\151\253\317\311

\141

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Autoridad Certificadora Raíz Nacional de Uruguay"

# Issuer: C=UY,O=AGESIC,CN=Autoridad Certificadora Raíz Nacional de Uruguay

# Serial Number:02:ee:00:9b:66:d8:6a:1d:67:fe:da:8a:25:6f:21:5a:75:1b

# Subject: C=UY,O=AGESIC,CN=Autoridad Certificadora Raíz Nacional de Uruguay

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 03 15:02:49 2011

# Not Valid After: Wed Oct 29 15:02:49 2031

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7b:b7:e7:2e:64:18:e4:11:0c:f7:42:78:3e:65:a2:ae

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7a:1c:dd:e3:d2:19:7e:71:37:43:3d:3f:99:c0:b3:69:f7:06:c7:49

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad Certificadora Raíz Nacional de Uruguay"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\172\034\335\343\322\031\176\161\067\103\075\077\231\300\263\151

\367\006\307\111

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\173\267\347\056\144\030\344\021\014\367\102\170\076\145\242\256

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\101\165\164

\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\116\141\143\151\157

\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\125\162\165\147\165\141\171\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\101\107\105\123\111\103\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\002\356\000\233\146\330\152\035\147\376\332\212\045\157

\041\132\165\033

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ApplicationCA2 Root"

# Issuer: CN=ApplicationCA2 Root,OU=GPKI,O=Japanese Government,C=JP

# Serial Number:31:32:35:33:37:32:38:32:38:32:38

# Subject: CN=ApplicationCA2 Root,OU=GPKI,O=Japanese Government,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 12 15:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After: Sat Mar 12 15:00:00 2033

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7b:4c:15:74:3b:54:96:07:aa:95:3b:60:10:23:cf:f3
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): f0:0f:c3:7d:6a:1c:92:61:fb:6b:c1:c2:18:49:8c:5a:a4:dc:51:fb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ApplicationCA2 Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141\160\141\156\145

\163\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\103\101\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141\160\141\156\145

\163\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\103\101\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\061\062\065\063\067\062\070\062\070\062\070

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\367\060\202\002\337\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\061

\062\065\063\067\062\070\062\070\062\070\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\130\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\012\023\023\112\141\160\141\156\145\163\145\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\023

\004\107\120\113\111\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023

\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\103\101\062\040\122

\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\061\063\060\063\061\062\061\065\060

\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\063\060\063\061\062\061\065\060\060

\060\060\132\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\112\120\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141\160

\141\156\145\163\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164

\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\101\160\160\154\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\103\101\062\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\246\252

\255\045\145\326\000\021\326\350\172\166\252\364\346\264\113\363

\314\303\122\264\215\254\246\117\265\222\161\157\106\265\325\255
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\213\022\042\027\045\316\105\350\024\172\205\232\344\043\020\250

\372\261\147\120\345\155\107\340\152\211\023\343\256\256\065\361

\364\102\305\005\367\115\227\176\074\050\374\260\046\221\036\214

\036\070\032\226\334\130\104\227\142\343\062\310\321\025\101\115

\165\230\170\276\253\150\251\136\355\107\276\244\272\216\241\002

\227\336\223\164\231\155\147\264\005\045\356\224\310\355\252\244

\272\062\154\102\021\353\276\313\027\006\220\341\223\205\310\144

\050\316\037\107\307\300\135\140\356\166\066\334\063\073\121\353

\173\317\162\330\017\170\250\031\202\010\220\076\032\230\215\216

\264\317\025\066\246\156\335\267\342\115\100\040\123\331\166\052

\320\170\254\211\360\117\213\062\155\104\352\056\272\260\251\353

\211\335\267\157\171\017\253\201\156\270\346\213\051\013\131\257

\266\111\015\121\054\251\375\235\050\143\146\270\160\225\163\232

\330\372\073\063\274\102\102\033\062\254\261\062\373\075\002\003

\001\000\001\243\201\301\060\201\276\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\126\247\254\252\002\035\262\254\075\220\016\240

\157\056\101\306\166\347\173\332\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\174\006\003\125\035\021\004

\165\060\163\244\161\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\112\120\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\346

\227\245\346\234\254\345\233\275\346\224\277\345\272\234\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\013\014\022\346\224\277\345\272\234\350

\252\215\350\250\274\345\237\272\347\233\244\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\343\202\242\343\203\227\343\203\252\343

\202\261\343\203\274\343\202\267\343\203\247\343\203\263\103\101

\062\040\122\157\157\164\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\177\232\011\165\254

\007\321\162\164\056\167\127\060\302\004\234\324\200\246\203\347

\245\240\033\237\376\253\363\200\275\325\112\243\241\217\266\114

\140\021\347\312\341\140\201\327\110\301\040\131\245\141\062\213

\235\236\227\323\146\203\332\145\056\130\076\333\345\057\245\315

\214\163\246\121\276\130\050\240\171\134\151\057\103\337\143\262

\211\107\312\273\336\271\064\021\143\240\016\045\027\345\207\364

\035\260\260\245\317\101\250\164\306\350\123\325\102\364\202\055

\123\011\021\150\046\161\224\165\023\115\252\166\210\074\164\261

\326\343\114\117\142\303\111\114\116\155\361\160\176\303\177\246

\005\314\170\233\351\201\333\250\310\307\134\236\374\222\222\055

\246\227\362\070\265\156\163\225\014\300\077\316\246\224\060\265

\372\005\267\336\236\040\252\374\023\144\311\212\272\144\357\342

\143\344\330\230\256\153\265\076\246\125\270\063\076\054\162\373

\054\021\000\373\133\026\057\204\322\023\236\372\005\305\301\313

\162\116\042\335\204\312\113\274\322\055\206\032\004\166\131\037

\111\102\142\073\023\037\026\350\272\327\375

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ApplicationCA2 Root"

# Issuer: CN=ApplicationCA2 Root,OU=GPKI,O=Japanese Government,C=JP

# Serial Number:31:32:35:33:37:32:38:32:38:32:38

# Subject: CN=ApplicationCA2 Root,OU=GPKI,O=Japanese Government,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 12 15:00:00 2013

# Not Valid After: Sat Mar 12 15:00:00 2033

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7b:4c:15:74:3b:54:96:07:aa:95:3b:60:10:23:cf:f3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f0:0f:c3:7d:6a:1c:92:61:fb:6b:c1:c2:18:49:8c:5a:a4:dc:51:fb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ApplicationCA2 Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\360\017\303\175\152\034\222\141\373\153\301\302\030\111\214\132

\244\334\121\373

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\173\114\025\164\073\124\226\007\252\225\073\140\020\043\317\363

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\130\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141\160\141\156\145

\163\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\034\060\032

\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\103\101\062\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\061\062\065\063\067\062\070\062\070\062\070

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GlobalSign"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Serial Number:2a:38:a4:1c:96:0a:04:de:42:b2:28:a5:0b:e8:34:98:02

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After: Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 20:f0:27:68:d1:7e:a0:9d:0e:e6:2a:ca:df:5c:89:8e

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 69:69:56:2e:40:80:f4:24:a1:e7:19:9f:14:ba:f3:ee:58:ab:6a:bb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\052\070\244\034\226\012\004\336\102\262\050\245\013\350

\064\230\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\341\060\202\001\207\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\052

\070\244\034\226\012\004\336\102\262\050\245\013\350\064\230\002

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\060\120\061\044

\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141\154\123

\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\107

\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\060\036

\027\015\061\062\061\061\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\063\070\060\061\061\071\060\063\061\064\060\067\132\060\120

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157\142\141

\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023

\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156

\060\131\060\023\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\010\052

\206\110\316\075\003\001\007\003\102\000\004\270\306\171\323\217

\154\045\016\237\056\071\031\034\003\244\256\232\345\071\007\011

\026\312\143\261\271\206\370\212\127\301\127\316\102\372\163\241

\367\145\102\377\036\301\000\262\156\163\016\377\307\041\345\030

\244\252\331\161\077\250\324\271\316\214\035\243\102\060\100\060
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\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\124\260\173\255\105

\270\342\100\177\373\012\156\373\276\063\311\074\243\204\325\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\002\003\110\000\060\105

\002\041\000\334\222\241\240\023\246\317\003\260\346\304\041\227

\220\372\024\127\055\003\354\356\074\323\156\312\250\154\166\274

\242\336\273\002\040\047\250\205\047\065\233\126\306\243\362\107

\322\267\156\033\002\000\027\252\147\246\025\221\336\372\224\354

\173\013\370\237\204

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GlobalSign"

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Serial Number:2a:38:a4:1c:96:0a:04:de:42:b2:28:a5:0b:e8:34:98:02

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign,O=GlobalSign,OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 13 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After: Tue Jan 19 03:14:07 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 20:f0:27:68:d1:7e:a0:9d:0e:e6:2a:ca:df:5c:89:8e

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 69:69:56:2e:40:80:f4:24:a1:e7:19:9f:14:ba:f3:ee:58:ab:6a:bb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GlobalSign"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\151\126\056\100\200\364\044\241\347\031\237\024\272\363\356

\130\253\152\273

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\360\047\150\321\176\240\235\016\346\052\312\337\134\211\216

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\107\154\157

\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\122\064\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\012\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151\147\156\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\154\157\142\141\154\123\151

\147\156

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\052\070\244\034\226\012\004\336\102\262\050\245\013\350

\064\230\002

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:65:63:71:85:d3:6f:45:c6:8f:7f:31:f9:09:87:92:82

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8d:d1:96:24:c4:4c:8f:5d:26:f4:6c:8d:52:41:1a:c6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 26:a1:6c:23:5a:24:72:22:9b:23:62:80:25:bc:80:97:c8:85:24:a1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\020\145\143\161\205\323\157\105\306\217\177\061\371\011\207

\222\202

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\366\060\202\003\336\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\145

\143\161\205\323\157\105\306\217\177\061\371\011\207\222\202\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\201

\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\035

\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\105

\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156\164\145

\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\066\060\036\027\015\061\062\061\060\061\070\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123

\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074

\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063

\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\066\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\267\016\262

\372\115\274\232\162\025\373\167\133\333\375\103\017\313\013\367

\140\056\263\053\176\014\273\123\362\314\116\145\363\031\273\377

\065\035\367\323\251\273\100\055\265\335\170\324\246\371\067\352

\205\005\173\155\267\346\023\113\006\174\373\166\143\217\040\035

\055\070\053\004\205\362\350\260\321\137\115\112\041\311\152\330

\224\352\036\002\120\246\252\220\007\240\107\041\352\146\371\004

\240\346\203\360\304\365\136\226\342\047\115\141\303\263\301\214

\042\266\146\241\000\321\126\051\373\355\301\177\044\312\075\372

\132\224\260\204\303\307\272\103\034\375\144\016\361\050\373\107

\131\362\046\341\061\271\104\371\253\335\373\276\276\054\067\343

\254\013\030\323\374\001\242\361\244\012\065\202\107\114\253\275

\212\136\337\023\205\374\040\314\110\131\257\257\101\157\313\043

\315\312\223\247\335\325\137\310\144\073\377\001\003\240\012\117

\055\156\075\204\276\257\310\062\262\123\051\220\025\367\260\005

\232\012\074\366\271\006\220\311\245\341\135\240\073\260\376\250

\266\277\365\211\050\127\044\072\041\206\161\344\334\212\213\101

\125\354\036\060\044\131\321\300\131\270\170\257\252\132\164\336

\045\200\060\230\355\060\104\157\041\160\034\333\022\123\016\326
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\246\050\146\223\054\037\314\117\074\033\201\305\271\366\170\157

\320\062\072\010\162\333\153\016\106\027\205\224\363\274\357\274

\367\244\136\216\351\351\265\144\345\267\113\105\022\054\114\067

\267\140\103\012\115\161\006\000\224\046\065\164\037\273\172\071

\134\116\073\346\270\003\342\307\223\213\204\054\045\111\105\335

\177\043\224\140\037\313\351\315\366\253\227\367\141\347\373\177

\142\201\310\334\012\060\134\030\174\346\316\357\307\156\036\207

\174\263\351\312\310\173\152\364\150\374\203\245\014\126\264\272

\262\215\112\012\307\227\227\305\210\060\025\075\020\010\124\025

\162\162\147\063\063\364\174\267\316\000\047\123\145\316\044\361

\132\144\347\066\057\362\056\002\302\227\337\162\350\002\036\240

\367\075\265\373\150\140\003\372\063\251\346\022\155\006\341\251

\250\135\116\074\376\331\347\000\145\254\266\031\115\173\203\177

\064\107\352\341\030\155\261\213\034\171\253\347\235\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\071\161\010\000\076\336\310\206\347\220\377\344\375\041

\017\316\044\031\026\366\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\120\153\210\115\140\110

\316\132\343\042\316\147\174\204\247\315\034\375\351\014\003\214

\066\257\012\207\016\152\256\127\256\001\320\066\273\362\375\271

\163\301\137\265\250\256\114\242\372\111\313\007\106\026\066\275

\343\310\127\070\176\070\344\277\045\063\140\306\334\067\234\143

\273\136\230\036\032\262\202\360\256\246\167\021\200\104\107\241

\051\305\360\263\072\316\230\360\270\354\323\016\200\006\167\043

\060\114\377\171\144\143\042\133\167\223\103\113\165\263\333\073

\156\073\112\335\361\310\256\265\067\212\225\210\072\020\150\160

\070\271\133\160\176\325\103\311\374\137\117\345\346\173\066\356

\360\040\355\107\127\023\046\020\136\024\006\015\173\166\007\302

\306\055\026\364\256\247\154\017\274\210\017\117\054\002\266\243

\327\042\346\231\107\065\330\215\245\117\201\022\072\021\175\263

\314\013\165\363\036\160\243\033\003\352\372\232\350\346\056\066

\071\314\231\316\072\077\014\267\256\370\103\231\260\223\156\157

\252\331\017\152\061\221\273\234\323\264\050\373\203\114\172\163

\202\120\147\322\016\254\355\140\305\262\135\065\230\317\207\176

\036\131\035\044\274\126\272\332\244\132\330\314\346\274\036\020

\217\033\214\216\363\301\333\267\276\324\260\133\145\217\026\150

\363\126\305\052\031\026\115\017\270\145\207\155\044\203\270\142

\334\340\107\141\032\210\173\316\116\177\375\334\306\015\132\232

\244\363\265\114\366\335\061\246\350\035\021\041\063\060\004\141

\175\034\340\076\117\215\077\265\213\022\000\132\175\251\241\000

\324\203\353\160\273\030\370\244\322\034\201\055\267\010\021\310

\046\173\266\324\345\017\003\106\162\324\045\100\036\276\111\135

\155\223\361\134\262\073\165\124\151\072\240\356\114\042\272\254

\232\342\010\255\105\143\005\112\122\065\166\304\064\365\136\007

\062\255\334\174\046\321\133\217\255\344\346\252\033\165\237\353

\135\264\350\300\251\025\174\116\112\007\162\337\106\311\324\221
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\222\165\126\260\341\356\067\066\145\050\305\025\310\053\166\314

\155\157\031\203\364\375\332\025\342\101\347\063\171\106\203\127

\371\361\245\266\155\323\274\327\123\347\356\161\155\170\251\227

\247\356\040\234\031\025\162\025\075\004

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:65:63:71:85:d3:6f:45:c6:8f:7f:31:f9:09:87:92:82

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8d:d1:96:24:c4:4c:8f:5d:26:f4:6c:8d:52:41:1a:c6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 26:a1:6c:23:5a:24:72:22:9b:23:62:80:25:bc:80:97:c8:85:24:a1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G6"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\241\154\043\132\044\162\042\233\043\142\200\045\274\200\227

\310\205\044\241

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\215\321\226\044\304\114\217\135\046\364\154\215\122\101\032\306

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\145\143\161\205\323\157\105\306\217\177\061\371\011\207

\222\202

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:4c:79:b5:9a:28:9c:76:31:64:f5:89:44:d0:91:02:de

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 36:c9:b7:4b:6c:b0:21:4c:c7:11:17:b1:18:fe:2b:4d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:d5:2d:b9:33:01:a4:fd:29:1a:8c:96:45:a0:8f:ee:7f:52:92:82

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\020\114\171\265\232\050\234\166\061\144\365\211\104\320\221

\002\336

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\247\060\202\002\055\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\114

\171\265\232\050\234\166\061\144\365\211\104\320\221\002\336\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\224\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103

\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\037\060\035\006\003

\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\124\162

\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\105\060\103\006

\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156\164\145\143\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162

\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040

\107\064\060\036\027\015\061\062\061\060\061\070\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063\065\071\065

\071\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155

\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141

\156\164\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157

\162\153\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155

\141\156\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165

\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\064\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\127\317\352\263\071\115\077\241\041\340\156\057\070\162\306

\207\227\363\205\013\107\347\017\121\310\321\364\231\233\312\131

\145\377\114\371\352\013\267\045\325\322\366\354\061\055\062\142

\022\327\166\206\247\372\070\311\145\324\376\163\342\204\071\370

\114\111\142\023\335\272\325\210\240\137\075\310\117\260\077\217

\241\120\021\344\223\106\255\303\137\313\361\244\152\225\126\350

\300\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\044\235\274\322\161\367\035\302\045\276\042\361\211\245\054

\025\073\064\036\136\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\061\000\271\146\150\145\333\005\320

\070\175\016\363\310\165\141\270\320\050\304\261\112\063\121\130

\373\362\074\020\310\256\107\170\166\312\146\044\027\206\076\120

\126\156\245\055\231\210\270\275\044\002\060\003\352\247\347\250

\074\352\235\142\306\137\124\332\230\364\167\275\117\217\030\234

\221\134\107\153\100\115\020\035\263\341\211\312\013\042\310\032

\305\305\376\213\335\301\337\157\170\237\221

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

# Issuer: CN=Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:4c:79:b5:9a:28:9c:76:31:64:f5:89:44:d0:91:02:de

# Subject: CN=Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4,OU=Symantec Trust

Network,O=Symantec Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Oct 18 00:00:00 2012

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 36:c9:b7:4b:6c:b0:21:4c:c7:11:17:b1:18:fe:2b:4d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:d5:2d:b9:33:01:a4:fd:29:1a:8c:96:45:a0:8f:ee:7f:52:92:82

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Symantec Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\325\055\271\063\001\244\375\051\032\214\226\105\240\217\356

\177\122\222\202

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\066\311\267\113\154\260\041\114\307\021\027\261\030\376\053\115

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\123\171\155\141\156\164

\145\143\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\123\171\155\141\156

\164\145\143\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154

\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\171\265\232\050\234\166\061\144\365\211\104\320\221

\002\336

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Halcom Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Halcom Root CA,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Serial Number: 504275 (0x7b1d3)

# Subject: CN=Halcom Root CA,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 08 09:55:41 2012

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 08 09:55:41 2032

# Fingerprint (MD5): c3:8b:d2:53:ac:00:ec:d1:db:97:61:a5:38:d9:7d:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 53:5b:00:16:72:ab:bf:7b:6c:c2:54:05:ae:4d:24:fe:03:3f:d1:cc

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Halcom Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\007\261\323

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\036\060\202\002\006\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\007

\261\323\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005

\000\060\067\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157

\155\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143

\157\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\062

\060\062\060\070\060\071\065\065\064\061\132\027\015\063\062\060

\062\060\070\060\071\065\065\064\061\132\060\067\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061\017\060\015\006\003\125

\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\211\271\205\312\376\364\165\175\177\354\235\102

\067\272\272\215\274\354\075\027\003\375\331\105\145\326\315\311

\116\137\214\110\134\227\010\127\024\213\055\234\074\220\111\231
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\317\151\257\111\215\333\034\001\260\156\351\364\352\221\147\135

\312\263\151\117\330\314\301\015\075\356\252\003\166\340\311\160

\242\237\376\353\233\320\266\311\226\323\360\373\133\320\360\007

\253\114\136\115\244\342\107\136\005\150\164\246\216\042\107\356

\176\323\147\204\124\067\222\107\016\363\243\354\025\032\363\155

\173\277\031\065\041\217\202\113\254\124\234\011\315\156\266\301

\127\275\320\111\075\157\237\163\216\261\154\176\275\376\326\273

\075\003\350\346\114\032\264\356\257\264\203\116\062\220\124\366

\116\033\341\057\316\245\064\032\216\243\040\371\331\076\042\153

\157\156\343\372\331\063\134\010\240\367\025\000\075\234\020\222

\112\125\315\200\262\006\252\375\327\217\267\132\222\047\044\017

\063\074\050\272\361\037\150\265\167\051\136\256\302\332\215\066

\160\342\172\062\033\043\246\336\305\141\015\232\245\022\040\265

\363\226\131\265\002\003\001\000\001\243\063\060\061\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\021

\006\003\125\035\016\004\012\004\010\116\224\330\212\143\302\317

\171\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\051\276\347\261\344\372\003\242\017\257\166\131\235\370

\116\123\115\074\004\203\237\241\342\214\366\224\331\264\256\150

\052\126\153\062\123\050\203\007\162\114\260\116\250\035\201\203

\041\147\003\067\321\214\306\301\116\204\351\064\073\323\365\365

\047\266\215\043\005\122\270\114\062\362\056\332\321\052\175\076

\203\003\052\322\261\343\232\351\212\203\102\360\054\012\241\123

\017\300\053\342\217\032\116\225\271\105\274\113\147\072\275\062

\363\255\245\217\217\303\056\352\366\364\173\142\320\156\156\305

\141\061\023\146\346\147\111\231\073\057\200\117\172\174\163\212

\003\015\137\365\263\062\050\012\212\300\341\371\270\243\046\356

\334\033\127\317\166\032\117\123\276\366\112\213\127\027\053\057

\231\206\252\336\214\332\266\250\154\337\150\066\326\141\213\156

\300\163\116\267\071\105\364\175\316\111\304\363\035\371\251\167

\154\357\357\222\025\023\047\231\106\350\237\251\212\033\237\051

\057\242\035\076\326\053\307\344\125\020\072\030\367\263\173\117

\056\307\000\042\355\344\061\320\347\270\344\124\117\301\200\105

\045\156

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Halcom Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Halcom Root CA,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Serial Number: 504275 (0x7b1d3)

# Subject: CN=Halcom Root CA,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 08 09:55:41 2012

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 08 09:55:41 2032

# Fingerprint (MD5): c3:8b:d2:53:ac:00:ec:d1:db:97:61:a5:38:d9:7d:87
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 53:5b:00:16:72:ab:bf:7b:6c:c2:54:05:ae:4d:24:fe:03:3f:d1:cc

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Halcom Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\123\133\000\026\162\253\277\173\154\302\124\005\256\115\044\376

\003\077\321\314

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\303\213\322\123\254\000\354\321\333\227\141\245\070\331\175\207

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\007\261\323

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Swisscom Root EV CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Swisscom Root EV CA 2,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Serial Number:f2:fa:64:e2:74:63:d3:8d:fd:10:1d:04:1f:76:ca:58

# Subject: CN=Swisscom Root EV CA 2,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 24 09:45:08 2011

# Not Valid After: Wed Jun 25 08:45:08 2031

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7b:30:34:9f:dd:0a:4b:6b:35:ca:31:51:28:5d:ae:ec

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e7:a1:90:29:d3:d5:52:dc:0d:0f:c6:92:d3:ea:88:0d:15:2e:1a:6b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swisscom Root EV CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\036\060\034\006\003\125
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\004\003\023\025\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\105\126\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\036\060\034\006\003\125

\004\003\023\025\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\105\126\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\362\372\144\342\164\143\323\215\375\020\035\004\037

\166\312\130

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\340\060\202\003\310\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\362\372\144\342\164\143\323\215\375\020\035\004\037\166\312\130

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143\157

\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147\151

\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004

\003\023\025\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164

\040\105\126\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\066

\062\064\060\071\064\065\060\070\132\027\015\063\061\060\066\062

\065\060\070\064\065\060\070\132\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012

\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003

\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145

\163\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\123\167\151\163

\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\105\126\040\103\101\040

\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\304\367\035\057\127\352\127\154\367\160\135\143\260\161

\122\011\140\104\050\063\243\172\116\012\372\330\352\154\213\121

\026\032\125\256\124\046\304\314\105\007\101\117\020\171\177\161

\322\172\116\077\070\116\263\000\306\225\312\133\315\301\052\203

\327\047\037\061\016\043\026\267\045\313\034\264\271\200\062\136

\032\235\223\361\350\074\140\054\247\136\127\031\130\121\136\274

\054\126\013\270\330\357\213\202\264\074\270\302\044\250\023\307

\240\041\066\033\172\127\051\050\247\056\277\161\045\220\363\104

\203\151\120\244\344\341\033\142\031\224\011\243\363\303\274\357

\364\275\354\333\023\235\317\235\110\011\122\147\300\067\051\021
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\036\373\322\021\247\205\030\164\171\344\117\205\024\353\122\067

\342\261\105\330\314\015\103\177\256\023\322\153\053\077\247\302

\342\250\155\166\133\103\237\276\264\235\263\046\206\073\037\177

\345\362\350\146\050\026\045\320\113\227\070\247\344\317\011\321

\066\303\013\276\332\073\104\130\215\276\361\236\011\153\076\363

\062\307\053\207\306\354\136\234\366\207\145\255\063\051\304\057

\211\331\271\313\311\003\235\373\154\224\121\227\020\033\206\013

\032\033\077\366\002\176\173\324\305\121\144\050\235\365\323\254

\203\201\210\323\164\264\131\235\301\353\141\063\132\105\321\313

\071\320\006\152\123\140\035\257\366\373\151\274\152\334\001\317

\275\371\217\331\275\133\301\072\137\216\332\017\113\251\233\235

\052\050\153\032\012\174\074\253\042\013\345\167\055\161\366\202

\065\201\256\370\173\201\346\352\376\254\364\032\233\164\134\350

\217\044\366\135\235\106\304\054\322\036\053\041\152\203\047\147

\125\112\244\343\310\062\227\146\220\162\332\343\324\144\056\137

\343\241\152\366\140\324\347\065\315\312\304\150\215\327\161\310

\323\044\063\163\261\154\371\152\341\050\333\137\306\075\350\276

\125\346\067\033\355\044\331\017\031\217\137\143\030\130\120\201

\121\145\157\362\237\176\152\004\347\064\044\161\272\166\113\130

\036\031\275\025\140\105\252\014\022\100\001\235\020\342\307\070

\007\162\012\145\300\266\273\045\051\332\026\236\213\065\213\141

\355\345\161\127\203\265\074\161\237\343\117\277\176\036\201\237

\101\227\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\206\060\201\203\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006

\003\125\035\041\004\026\060\024\060\022\006\007\140\205\164\001

\123\002\002\006\007\140\205\164\001\123\002\002\060\022\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\003

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\105\331\245\201\156

\075\210\115\215\161\322\106\301\156\105\036\363\304\200\235\060

\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\105\331\245\201

\156\075\210\115\215\161\322\106\301\156\105\036\363\304\200\235

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\224\072\163\006\237\122\113\060\134\324\376\261

\134\045\371\327\216\157\365\207\144\237\355\024\216\270\004\216

\050\113\217\252\173\216\071\264\331\130\366\173\241\065\012\241

\235\212\367\143\345\353\275\071\202\324\343\172\055\157\337\023

\074\272\376\176\126\230\013\363\124\237\315\104\116\156\074\341

\076\025\277\006\046\235\344\360\220\266\324\302\236\060\056\037

\357\307\172\304\120\307\352\173\332\120\313\172\046\313\000\264

\132\253\265\223\037\200\211\204\004\225\215\215\177\011\223\277

\324\250\250\344\143\155\331\144\344\270\051\132\010\277\120\341

\204\017\125\173\137\010\042\033\365\275\231\036\024\366\316\364

\130\020\202\263\012\075\031\301\277\133\253\252\231\330\362\061

\275\345\070\146\334\130\005\307\355\143\032\056\012\227\174\207

\223\053\262\212\343\361\354\030\345\165\266\051\207\347\334\213

\032\176\264\330\311\323\212\027\154\175\051\104\276\212\252\365

\176\072\056\150\061\223\271\152\332\232\340\333\351\056\245\204

\315\034\012\270\112\010\371\234\361\141\046\230\223\267\173\146
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\354\221\136\335\121\077\333\163\017\255\004\130\011\335\004\002

\225\012\076\323\166\337\246\020\036\200\075\350\315\244\144\321

\063\307\222\307\342\116\104\343\011\311\116\302\135\207\016\022

\236\277\017\311\005\020\336\172\243\261\074\362\077\245\252\047

\171\255\061\175\037\375\374\031\151\305\335\271\077\174\315\306

\264\302\060\036\176\156\222\327\177\141\166\132\217\353\225\115

\274\021\156\041\174\131\067\231\320\006\274\371\006\155\062\026

\245\331\151\250\341\334\074\200\036\140\121\334\327\124\041\036

\312\142\167\117\372\330\217\263\053\072\015\170\162\311\150\101

\132\107\112\302\243\353\032\327\012\253\074\062\125\310\012\021

\234\337\164\326\360\100\025\035\310\271\217\265\066\305\257\370

\042\270\312\035\363\326\266\031\017\237\141\145\152\352\164\310

\174\217\303\117\135\145\202\037\331\015\211\332\165\162\373\357

\361\107\147\023\263\310\321\031\210\047\046\232\231\171\177\036

\344\054\077\173\356\361\336\115\213\226\227\303\325\077\174\033

\043\355\244\263\035\026\162\103\113\040\341\131\176\302\350\255

\046\277\242\367

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Swisscom Root EV CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Swisscom Root EV CA 2,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Serial Number:f2:fa:64:e2:74:63:d3:8d:fd:10:1d:04:1f:76:ca:58

# Subject: CN=Swisscom Root EV CA 2,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 24 09:45:08 2011

# Not Valid After: Wed Jun 25 08:45:08 2031

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7b:30:34:9f:dd:0a:4b:6b:35:ca:31:51:28:5d:ae:ec

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e7:a1:90:29:d3:d5:52:dc:0d:0f:c6:92:d3:ea:88:0d:15:2e:1a:6b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swisscom Root EV CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\347\241\220\051\323\325\122\334\015\017\306\222\323\352\210\015

\025\056\032\153

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\173\060\064\237\335\012\113\153\065\312\061\121\050\135\256\354

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145
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\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\036\060\034\006\003\125

\004\003\023\025\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\105\126\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\362\372\144\342\164\143\323\215\375\020\035\004\037

\166\312\130

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CFCA GT CA"

# Issuer: O=CFCA GT CA,C=CN

# Serial Number:19:99:3c:3f

# Subject: O=CFCA GT CA,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jun 13 08:15:09 2011

# Not Valid After: Tue Jun 09 08:15:09 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2c:cd:f3:c5:59:a6:84:64:a0:67:50:ff:4b:4c:d6:14

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ea:bd:a2:40:44:0a:bb:d6:94:93:0a:01:d0:97:64:c6:c2:d7:79:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CFCA GT CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\042\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\106\103\101\040\107

\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\042\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\106\103\101\040\107

\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\031\231\074\077

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\037\060\202\002\007\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\031

\231\074\077\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\042\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\106\103\101

\040\107\124\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\066\061\063
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\060\070\061\065\060\071\132\027\015\062\066\060\066\060\071\060

\070\061\065\060\071\132\060\042\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012

\103\106\103\101\040\107\124\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\277\163\306\132\053

\214\170\366\130\267\374\322\027\220\245\053\164\354\201\054\223

\315\122\314\156\344\052\313\044\241\061\344\255\060\156\343\230

\042\061\327\041\233\237\325\017\067\057\132\273\070\242\267\171

\046\147\326\015\305\027\052\234\271\124\004\341\015\165\206\156

\330\314\305\200\147\033\310\214\055\000\046\206\074\172\171\076

\266\251\302\116\040\260\067\227\306\205\166\022\202\012\347\124

\273\213\376\075\256\343\354\153\130\103\366\245\067\353\130\242

\275\220\304\345\373\312\153\312\060\154\267\173\211\366\061\322

\214\377\117\302\226\045\103\251\161\065\045\013\030\341\254\310

\243\044\266\161\223\214\361\135\374\234\020\005\173\377\300\133

\340\261\227\255\037\330\376\105\365\300\037\235\133\107\071\034

\006\372\333\146\205\333\044\043\352\173\322\071\040\370\353\052

\262\032\121\363\224\132\050\002\116\247\134\107\156\317\374\331

\350\346\141\132\026\047\307\025\015\230\331\350\323\003\065\220

\051\337\262\057\215\020\167\043\310\270\172\323\021\141\152\363

\377\201\222\245\354\102\113\150\116\200\327\002\003\001\000\001

\243\135\060\133\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\214\166\120\316\045\323\171\053\074\364\155\235\232\341\236

\005\117\350\075\045\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\306

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\214\166\120\316\045

\323\171\053\074\364\155\235\232\341\236\005\117\350\075\045\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\276\273\226\130\324\335\211\211\017\054\315\372\143

\105\166\015\071\200\232\215\372\250\105\141\075\041\125\350\316

\150\307\031\351\302\261\007\302\213\073\057\317\141\205\220\247

\122\027\062\072\257\012\005\025\310\306\316\335\216\224\046\006

\370\320\140\356\263\156\324\015\272\132\335\253\240\174\120\162

\246\325\220\223\126\327\131\071\333\350\177\263\225\170\123\201

\122\122\137\364\222\201\002\301\373\042\271\321\003\127\247\176

\313\373\300\106\274\023\164\114\050\053\166\222\151\037\301\120

\221\021\305\114\336\013\224\214\027\203\214\257\067\207\264\352

\153\157\242\132\065\101\141\205\057\234\027\300\373\271\016\242

\141\006\107\166\274\220\011\230\164\015\322\010\057\275\344\015

\162\361\246\137\303\174\300\175\352\274\323\253\040\221\313\134

\005\214\235\250\065\372\066\126\273\011\363\204\135\326\361\342

\054\236\331\176\361\202\240\341\267\057\176\355\371\173\240\000

\270\262\336\035\171\341\201\363\122\131\232\024\135\347\302\021

\363\232\303\072\170\043\276\116\146\336\244\071\151\362\230\072

\054\012\000

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CFCA GT CA"

# Issuer: O=CFCA GT CA,C=CN

# Serial Number:19:99:3c:3f

# Subject: O=CFCA GT CA,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jun 13 08:15:09 2011

# Not Valid After: Tue Jun 09 08:15:09 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2c:cd:f3:c5:59:a6:84:64:a0:67:50:ff:4b:4c:d6:14

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ea:bd:a2:40:44:0a:bb:d6:94:93:0a:01:d0:97:64:c6:c2:d7:79:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CFCA GT CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\352\275\242\100\104\012\273\326\224\223\012\001\320\227\144\306

\302\327\171\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\054\315\363\305\131\246\204\144\240\147\120\377\113\114\326\024

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\042\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\106\103\101\040\107

\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\031\231\074\077

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Digidentity L3 Root CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Digidentity L3 Root CA - G2,O=Digidentity B.V.,C=NL

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Digidentity L3 Root CA - G2,O=Digidentity B.V.,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 29 10:44:19 2011

# Not Valid After: Mon Nov 10 10:44:19 2031

# Fingerprint (MD5): 26:8f:5b:c8:b6:3f:88:8c:4c:49:08:2e:18:c1:02:10

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f1:38:a3:30:a4:ea:98:6b:eb:52:0b:b1:10:35:87:6e:fb:9d:7f:1c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Digidentity L3 Root CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\104\151\147\151\144\145

\156\164\151\164\171\040\102\056\126\056\061\044\060\042\006\003

\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\144\145\156\164\151\164\171

\040\114\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\104\151\147\151\144\145

\156\164\151\164\171\040\102\056\126\056\061\044\060\042\006\003

\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\144\145\156\164\151\164\171

\040\114\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\241\060\202\003\211\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\104\151\147\151\144\145\156

\164\151\164\171\040\102\056\126\056\061\044\060\042\006\003\125

\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\144\145\156\164\151\164\171\040

\114\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060

\036\027\015\061\061\060\064\062\071\061\060\064\064\061\071\132

\027\015\063\061\061\061\061\060\061\060\064\064\061\071\132\060

\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\104\151\147\151\144\145\156

\164\151\164\171\040\102\056\126\056\061\044\060\042\006\003\125

\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\144\145\156\164\151\164\171\040

\114\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\270\021\243\105\336\001\107\126\015\142\270\216\272\130\146\134

\372\062\306\153\200\156\270\177\370\123\337\176\337\142\250\301

\127\117\232\105\045\310\112\105\055\123\070\044\263\040\254\117

\352\255\377\232\020\257\177\342\016\312\264\016\044\045\221\316

\166\216\020\251\057\231\123\247\220\113\004\213\155\172\271\101

\033\323\001\171\214\237\101\153\271\220\327\201\022\032\007\226

\320\011\257\351\344\152\041\123\200\270\206\236\142\150\103\255

\263\152\025\372\366\155\003\062\152\065\261\120\023\110\307\172

\265\041\023\234\004\234\332\223\371\152\053\301\247\030\375\366
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\300\176\131\366\373\347\016\021\265\334\043\352\034\357\147\005

\127\316\027\351\361\173\261\321\062\044\214\317\145\347\324\274

\066\031\160\174\242\047\041\326\200\322\055\025\117\112\265\340

\125\220\225\121\223\041\200\363\234\104\037\377\035\125\125\344

\342\020\021\224\026\123\320\376\257\363\357\227\272\106\342\167

\133\313\326\242\131\021\210\246\347\125\101\303\222\145\035\043

\024\142\024\177\045\162\040\366\244\207\051\157\007\374\376\340

\320\030\322\227\371\024\216\066\306\350\014\030\227\361\166\034

\364\044\332\343\112\371\267\114\022\031\147\363\360\341\123\373

\135\344\300\164\143\137\045\221\012\331\076\364\063\254\344\013

\165\137\316\346\230\274\124\015\235\242\061\305\025\124\135\042

\034\213\072\124\246\015\321\327\043\072\254\076\252\112\027\144

\166\055\015\373\124\345\353\202\074\071\101\103\235\341\256\171

\140\317\146\356\307\161\203\173\014\153\011\333\236\242\115\116

\106\223\150\267\372\147\341\332\277\337\221\200\332\243\242\211

\255\136\154\314\113\167\165\144\157\215\044\343\210\210\013\343

\077\351\277\247\345\126\142\015\203\177\275\152\141\310\220\211

\170\133\014\257\022\052\342\223\255\144\347\331\105\056\366\260

\310\253\105\356\160\070\157\273\065\076\026\376\253\236\303\146

\057\363\276\011\140\325\157\200\275\115\333\257\215\376\014\140

\063\153\017\350\235\153\304\060\167\237\054\120\070\320\230\151

\354\067\350\236\017\344\142\352\372\377\021\104\124\331\357\315

\223\165\221\114\341\211\145\246\224\271\123\371\371\111\143\305

\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\211\060\201\206\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\053\043\040\140\275\055\212\210\107

\254\255\053\276\002\071\272\230\324\354\230\060\104\006\003\125

\035\040\004\075\060\073\060\071\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\061

\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\043\150\164

\164\160\072\057\057\160\153\151\056\144\151\147\151\144\145\156

\164\151\164\171\056\145\165\057\166\141\154\151\144\141\164\151

\145\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\251\375\357\272\217\033\176\062\022\147\035

\101\015\055\246\213\317\362\364\255\126\170\176\012\230\330\233

\250\321\264\113\054\046\254\344\322\177\147\067\275\011\215\345

\271\163\021\072\156\011\307\127\144\007\041\064\370\016\135\052

\330\221\174\361\124\121\274\234\360\014\152\102\364\074\001\116

\223\105\101\075\254\363\230\113\036\161\036\063\131\062\377\174

\060\360\134\344\341\276\055\056\265\352\335\142\041\016\075\264

\015\225\374\311\270\331\272\240\367\142\247\355\303\003\256\010

\054\101\325\357\103\161\070\267\024\162\256\077\364\024\164\107

\330\336\214\121\171\316\357\261\124\254\160\107\226\176\055\056

\335\233\356\241\001\056\031\357\276\130\140\161\055\255\227\133

\132\140\060\313\062\202\142\116\126\345\147\152\264\322\061\124

\162\077\002\320\274\060\071\217\267\103\011\052\037\046\073\014

\307\174\035\233\200\140\204\016\351\056\322\371\025\273\133\340

\212\244\000\351\343\051\373\050\133\275\066\105\140\041\103\061
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\377\160\241\137\134\203\133\227\174\015\267\123\131\354\230\265

\116\342\051\261\324\174\106\343\350\343\103\352\072\226\065\037

\123\361\004\026\045\343\054\363\150\241\246\221\337\025\373\275

\237\346\116\236\302\124\153\176\042\127\343\244\234\134\042\045

\037\201\257\231\310\337\021\025\110\103\370\263\063\251\043\177

\016\063\217\274\106\035\103\264\073\140\365\227\205\031\242\026

\260\125\334\032\160\051\145\332\331\176\011\027\064\353\211\272

\351\141\222\330\336\064\143\074\112\125\152\277\332\206\355\316

\063\336\273\123\157\317\034\332\224\117\166\124\254\145\125\020

\123\232\310\270\153\334\006\346\272\345\121\325\101\177\037\304

\300\101\241\140\221\064\363\023\202\321\241\167\323\367\114\344

\031\377\327\104\232\260\265\274\334\312\136\217\334\316\361\240

\151\066\340\104\222\056\231\372\274\257\263\307\170\072\125\146

\307\153\245\344\151\046\351\064\035\037\052\227\012\351\167\251

\167\133\163\110\062\201\277\377\321\354\203\305\160\203\151\236

\230\033\303\127\337\221\225\034\200\374\215\350\226\203\005\323

\237\172\210\173\372\350\127\361\301\204\050\275\315\326\034\314

\245\342\111\012\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Digidentity L3 Root CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Digidentity L3 Root CA - G2,O=Digidentity B.V.,C=NL

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Digidentity L3 Root CA - G2,O=Digidentity B.V.,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 29 10:44:19 2011

# Not Valid After: Mon Nov 10 10:44:19 2031

# Fingerprint (MD5): 26:8f:5b:c8:b6:3f:88:8c:4c:49:08:2e:18:c1:02:10

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f1:38:a3:30:a4:ea:98:6b:eb:52:0b:b1:10:35:87:6e:fb:9d:7f:1c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Digidentity L3 Root CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\361\070\243\060\244\352\230\153\353\122\013\261\020\065\207\156

\373\235\177\034

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\217\133\310\266\077\210\214\114\111\010\056\030\301\002\020

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\104\151\147\151\144\145

\156\164\151\164\171\040\102\056\126\056\061\044\060\042\006\003
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\125\004\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\144\145\156\164\151\164\171

\040\114\063\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SITHS Root CA v1"

# Issuer: CN=SITHS Root CA v1,O=Inera AB,C=SE

# Serial Number:90:66:61:a8:62:3d:65:44:77:04:3f:71:9a:c3:97:0c

# Subject: CN=SITHS Root CA v1,O=Inera AB,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 29 07:54:49 2012

# Not Valid After: Mon Mar 29 07:54:49 2032

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7f:7b:02:6c:68:9f:32:03:c7:af:04:9d:ec:23:df:f3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:5f:78:75:be:e7:43:3e:b0:79:ea:ab:7d:05:bb:0f:7a:f2:bc:cc

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SITHS Root CA v1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\111\156\145\162\141\040

\101\102\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\123\111\124

\110\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\111\156\145\162\141\040

\101\102\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\123\111\124

\110\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\220\146\141\250\142\075\145\104\167\004\077\161\232

\303\227\014

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\223\060\202\003\173\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\220\146\141\250\142\075\145\104\167\004\077\161\232\303\227\014

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061\021
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\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\111\156\145\162\141\040\101

\102\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\123\111\124\110

\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061\060\036\027\015

\061\062\060\063\062\071\060\067\065\064\064\071\132\027\015\063

\062\060\063\062\071\060\067\065\064\064\071\132\060\073\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\012\014\010\111\156\145\162\141\040\101\102\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\123\111\124\110\123\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\300\355\346\236\250\254

\250\377\330\065\271\374\373\360\225\117\077\075\107\043\321\222

\311\311\370\360\342\037\206\255\210\077\340\000\317\117\021\225

\141\075\245\326\040\031\321\210\322\302\126\011\105\040\241\052

\352\042\303\352\272\314\102\151\236\270\205\237\160\300\154\247

\276\157\243\134\335\103\210\007\315\312\051\337\151\172\037\055

\237\126\152\033\142\040\041\141\306\120\113\145\165\111\106\277

\134\327\051\036\302\036\205\102\341\016\070\115\303\066\161\102

\104\121\072\321\130\314\311\264\252\154\100\307\203\361\307\011

\237\112\363\153\363\007\026\065\364\202\216\136\213\204\334\161

\171\271\373\156\127\105\267\305\160\072\377\102\002\321\064\277

\205\160\155\117\217\347\037\031\041\367\325\064\274\356\131\346

\056\042\363\161\202\142\031\237\005\144\174\073\042\161\030\245

\055\301\170\130\231\321\257\336\224\100\006\031\166\023\120\207

\043\313\107\127\256\154\305\023\352\232\205\122\303\312\127\046

\037\336\026\155\255\161\176\362\330\141\375\346\066\116\161\032

\235\323\040\065\255\022\041\130\165\066\213\211\026\244\067\050

\317\240\203\072\100\243\312\021\357\264\345\220\033\343\145\222

\147\230\157\016\051\345\147\030\327\210\372\215\266\307\172\245

\240\177\221\036\253\266\371\164\230\166\122\140\057\132\067\231

\250\333\321\076\326\204\152\157\122\323\264\332\032\307\270\262

\321\224\021\037\305\210\211\351\133\251\243\224\346\242\175\115

\247\062\211\241\336\046\153\315\325\243\362\062\033\332\065\023

\211\021\111\115\277\106\061\273\351\055\023\370\016\000\245\376

\003\365\126\106\074\217\023\053\340\345\307\036\003\337\212\352

\106\205\105\206\331\355\136\013\270\144\223\364\320\130\056\051

\215\105\127\115\211\165\220\145\314\152\073\301\234\200\271\264

\200\065\003\216\337\156\052\223\276\246\276\012\001\104\157\100

\163\252\052\202\034\204\166\177\151\335\261\273\222\130\350\100

\121\162\134\367\076\071\104\372\245\231\240\177\215\213\260\101

\130\167\255\042\305\240\300\272\375\061\231\065\152\331\311\040

\032\136\363\275\274\010\177\335\111\055\057\235\221\020\015\133

\250\077\317\264\127\163\073\133\340\147\002\003\001\000\001\243

\201\221\060\201\216\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\114\006\003\125\035\040\004\105\060

\103\060\101\006\011\052\205\160\112\010\001\002\001\001\060\064

\060\062\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\046\150\164

\164\160\072\057\057\143\160\163\056\163\151\164\150\163\056\163
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\145\057\163\151\164\150\163\162\157\157\164\143\141\166\061\056

\150\164\155\154\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\062

\371\235\117\151\351\230\215\240\326\214\175\371\035\316\243\074

\272\166\025\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\037\077\343\170\130\310\012\312\064

\042\011\330\262\005\213\321\145\234\341\327\327\175\012\300\034

\230\245\044\122\070\063\332\144\042\043\200\256\376\075\200\276

\117\217\335\203\366\015\114\063\132\325\243\073\120\212\122\132

\046\024\163\121\224\344\122\227\143\333\267\006\250\357\217\255

\342\355\336\243\277\040\321\106\333\055\170\350\054\047\104\234

\074\354\267\027\374\211\227\363\243\242\136\302\131\123\340\317

\344\265\001\073\143\123\050\323\257\146\113\064\071\257\141\016

\076\233\356\263\211\326\223\240\073\001\304\263\043\124\020\074

\115\327\252\260\332\331\154\312\060\104\055\335\262\050\142\212

\101\140\362\100\023\154\260\174\076\101\340\213\246\064\361\347

\256\121\207\003\216\231\177\331\150\242\366\234\015\171\202\262

\237\337\044\310\146\140\350\266\110\104\047\310\153\126\267\104

\205\316\002\267\323\212\161\134\127\121\127\041\214\352\302\121

\017\120\077\200\253\004\115\311\122\335\344\245\362\056\037\155

\165\272\207\035\220\013\356\030\204\200\163\273\213\225\204\212

\141\015\116\135\142\237\343\146\014\373\066\016\047\323\110\370

\006\210\006\245\137\356\176\134\335\255\012\035\075\034\252\100

\171\230\171\270\120\214\066\215\013\012\066\013\325\076\347\135

\201\335\154\334\155\261\157\015\164\236\054\057\302\005\362\104

\021\262\063\372\201\305\112\155\076\105\326\054\342\153\137\056

\344\103\225\121\033\231\061\005\337\045\033\163\321\173\234\304

\163\111\373\142\140\331\151\143\335\321\076\145\155\107\372\144

\114\003\130\120\331\246\276\345\052\150\353\077\213\020\361\346

\273\042\006\050\232\240\244\230\151\157\066\264\324\015\016\014

\175\300\051\061\273\054\003\047\341\147\247\275\321\213\056\266

\207\304\012\340\011\013\202\241\346\117\130\235\373\330\370\141

\341\312\227\304\270\267\120\071\314\061\116\375\055\034\032\366

\107\343\154\354\033\005\350\177\027\065\020\204\332\063\347\064

\346\265\244\353\304\042\007\112\366\233\130\330\017\234\100\373

\261\213\137\242\375\231\352\242\173\131\142\321\136\256\321\112

\162\030\053\113\066\071\162\007\232\132\360\143\072\317\033\371

\317\335\110\163\131\160\344

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SITHS Root CA v1"

# Issuer: CN=SITHS Root CA v1,O=Inera AB,C=SE

# Serial Number:90:66:61:a8:62:3d:65:44:77:04:3f:71:9a:c3:97:0c

# Subject: CN=SITHS Root CA v1,O=Inera AB,C=SE
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# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 29 07:54:49 2012

# Not Valid After: Mon Mar 29 07:54:49 2032

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7f:7b:02:6c:68:9f:32:03:c7:af:04:9d:ec:23:df:f3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 58:5f:78:75:be:e7:43:3e:b0:79:ea:ab:7d:05:bb:0f:7a:f2:bc:cc

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SITHS Root CA v1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\130\137\170\165\276\347\103\076\260\171\352\253\175\005\273\017

\172\362\274\314

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\177\173\002\154\150\237\062\003\307\257\004\235\354\043\337\363

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\111\156\145\162\141\040

\101\102\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020\123\111\124

\110\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\220\146\141\250\142\075\145\104\167\004\077\161\232

\303\227\014

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority (G02)"

# Issuer: CN=Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority (G02),O=Macao Post,C=MO

# Serial Number:52:ac:be:07:11:49:97:bb:1f:bf:87:1b:25:17:bf:a4

# Subject: CN=Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority (G02),O=Macao Post,C=MO

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jan 06 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 05 23:59:59 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): a1:2d:ed:eb:8a:3b:88:2f:fa:38:f3:86:a4:fb:bc:f2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:14:31:51:e0:2b:45:dd:ba:dd:5d:8e:56:53:0d:aa:e3:28:cf:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority (G02)"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061
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\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040

\120\157\163\164\061\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\003\023\070\115

\141\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\050\107\060\062\051

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040

\120\157\163\164\061\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\003\023\070\115

\141\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\050\107\060\062\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\122\254\276\007\021\111\227\273\037\277\207\033\045\027

\277\244

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\226\060\202\003\176\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\122

\254\276\007\021\111\227\273\037\277\207\033\045\027\277\244\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\145

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040\120\157

\163\164\061\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\003\023\070\115\141\143

\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124\162\165

\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\050\107\060\062\051\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\061\060\066\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\060\060\061\060\065\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\115\117\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115

\141\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\061\101\060\077\006\003\125

\004\003\023\070\115\141\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145

\123\151\147\156\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\050\107\060\062\051\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\370\207

\247\164\314\135\043\136\256\253\226\334\327\044\050\035\244\024

\146\327\240\150\214\136\235\105\324\324\051\323\263\013\353\255

\026\352\235\122\021\311\244\341\160\345\335\276\016\034\021\167

\353\237\243\160\170\027\217\271\076\027\123\151\251\353\365\125

\371\225\227\351\337\071\166\236\037\122\027\264\033\000\022\320

\315\074\343\252\111\321\236\101\067\066\365\141\315\043\017\127
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\261\366\115\323\333\015\102\123\002\210\364\360\251\206\213\127

\317\162\012\325\224\113\132\332\067\345\075\107\131\147\276\323

\216\126\325\127\071\320\047\333\237\111\117\250\026\124\277\170

\137\317\034\235\136\241\013\214\203\003\263\014\024\311\132\251

\273\377\306\256\131\317\365\145\037\043\211\001\123\212\325\133

\027\235\233\377\230\121\017\103\111\367\252\054\355\345\351\206

\072\063\120\163\334\122\245\153\143\204\351\023\242\174\307\167

\032\363\252\251\015\013\116\116\035\104\303\162\073\231\131\347

\101\042\073\054\124\136\022\061\226\150\101\031\325\355\165\247

\271\127\133\021\366\232\244\111\057\142\363\013\230\121\033\263

\063\102\322\314\324\141\031\303\323\334\233\373\223\262\142\315

\066\373\214\351\032\156\032\261\071\044\216\135\331\076\073\206

\174\210\346\267\047\003\370\225\121\260\277\120\067\376\370\116

\023\001\033\047\055\233\222\320\162\127\327\243\232\126\350\153

\243\367\125\336\100\135\342\010\037\134\273\121\246\236\264\335

\016\246\032\131\142\147\206\163\020\225\235\225\315\272\277\330

\234\052\016\213\166\231\223\324\113\260\350\124\077\015\330\212

\371\200\317\101\375\001\172\105\174\175\326\075\116\371\142\117

\101\045\174\252\155\130\126\033\007\264\163\252\037\021\037\074

\272\123\043\340\355\112\315\226\211\334\110\320\115\142\313\223

\007\366\240\256\123\027\174\137\134\007\034\005\114\253\114\152

\252\302\017\240\031\153\171\171\302\174\263\251\375\075\373\314

\174\161\305\273\276\045\155\041\247\373\326\276\140\363\265\251

\251\154\164\030\077\250\236\102\140\101\362\071\055\035\302\015

\163\362\340\261\266\112\032\030\275\167\151\031\327\322\172\261

\334\226\065\232\330\046\205\203\266\023\051\302\343\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\002\201\267\266\146\370\222\105\155\302\161\322\237\354

\057\323\272\037\271\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\130\123\213\276\317\101

\262\117\266\325\336\112\150\315\145\317\306\100\212\254\113\232

\133\143\155\275\361\077\131\120\102\320\337\232\343\137\126\221

\263\133\233\331\105\006\103\357\223\033\375\063\167\035\006\124

\070\110\361\124\214\072\123\153\073\161\065\011\166\145\351\127

\017\103\366\221\232\336\020\273\272\150\222\052\045\313\147\104

\011\153\277\235\227\146\313\251\105\266\276\067\231\035\165\045

\276\075\074\143\154\277\251\023\107\307\162\214\313\303\317\364

\366\207\005\231\211\027\250\064\040\361\337\241\047\147\323\247

\043\357\253\131\203\075\032\330\052\315\302\255\112\060\014\006

\072\040\213\244\370\332\106\067\103\056\264\211\035\204\163\212

\140\276\144\061\047\102\300\353\162\141\155\314\336\174\163\053

\350\277\071\102\136\171\221\354\200\033\252\066\166\116\041\350

\206\004\227\011\050\313\107\347\100\324\054\136\032\136\110\372

\256\307\351\004\352\107\044\233\276\361\107\236\325\325\172\321

\136\324\205\362\013\043\004\230\324\053\232\126\162\106\114\101

\232\063\360\222\264\277\101\324\275\233\260\263\361\365\023\326
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\257\133\324\362\321\101\360\107\135\172\274\172\131\361\175\140

\150\224\016\112\117\201\222\042\252\037\304\074\276\034\072\072

\114\360\160\241\177\273\237\334\322\305\244\361\046\156\341\363

\046\251\160\373\361\211\226\142\025\134\131\240\265\043\372\226

\152\262\032\222\075\015\044\112\053\270\010\376\157\337\334\302

\356\226\377\316\277\173\270\371\204\357\101\073\344\115\271\207

\221\272\306\137\310\355\360\313\213\323\017\221\366\040\336\221

\230\306\347\110\144\321\316\123\022\356\304\025\155\334\200\120

\033\023\140\117\171\133\374\032\234\376\242\237\240\021\063\221

\311\113\155\072\146\226\055\323\070\370\331\231\201\264\104\046

\177\261\347\236\160\155\035\155\365\042\011\344\254\031\066\373

\047\005\330\172\233\331\274\236\033\332\031\067\330\361\335\025

\230\144\033\217\123\360\050\235\254\024\272\137\151\317\226\043

\356\126\254\231\315\072\217\325\136\031\346\142\023\072\137\353

\213\137\026\300\073\341\321\223\217\126\141\067\005\320\171\033

\375\250\274\017\171\322\263\346\323\146

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority (G02)"

# Issuer: CN=Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority (G02),O=Macao Post,C=MO

# Serial Number:52:ac:be:07:11:49:97:bb:1f:bf:87:1b:25:17:bf:a4

# Subject: CN=Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority (G02),O=Macao Post,C=MO

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jan 06 00:00:00 2010

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 05 23:59:59 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): a1:2d:ed:eb:8a:3b:88:2f:fa:38:f3:86:a4:fb:bc:f2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:14:31:51:e0:2b:45:dd:ba:dd:5d:8e:56:53:0d:aa:e3:28:cf:90

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority (G02)"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\006\024\061\121\340\053\105\335\272\335\135\216\126\123\015\252

\343\050\317\220

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\055\355\353\212\073\210\057\372\070\363\206\244\373\274\362

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040

\120\157\163\164\061\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\003\023\070\115

\141\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146
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\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\050\107\060\062\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\122\254\276\007\021\111\227\273\037\277\207\033\045\027

\277\244

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v2"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v2,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da Informacao -

ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v2,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da Informacao -

ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jun 21 19:04:57 2010

# Not Valid After: Wed Jun 21 19:04:57 2023

# Fingerprint (MD5): 00:11:ae:73:15:fb:2d:6d:88:d8:43:bd:b4:b6:4c:5f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a9:82:2e:6c:69:33:c6:3c:14:8c:2d:ca:a4:4a:5c:f1:aa:d2:c4:2e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141

\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141\040\166\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141
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\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\241\060\202\004\211\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000\060

\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102\162

\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064\111

\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141

\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141\040

\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055\040

\111\124\111\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101\165

\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141\163

\151\154\145\151\162\141\040\166\062\060\036\027\015\061\060\060

\066\062\061\061\071\060\064\065\067\132\027\015\062\063\060\066

\062\061\061\071\060\064\065\067\132\060\201\227\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102\162\141\163\151\154\061\075

\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\124

\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141\040\144\141\040\111\156\146

\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055\040\111\124\111\061\064\060

\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141

\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141

\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141\163\151\154\145\151\162\141

\040\166\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002

\202\002\001\000\272\106\244\016\335\347\100\362\265\240\174\122

\225\127\105\374\155\204\363\206\001\311\205\003\255\230\253\322

\362\136\005\231\311\273\157\142\147\375\167\104\271\003\007\074

\322\033\000\142\324\160\054\102\203\171\146\253\231\126\256\201

\274\152\111\275\363\164\017\142\267\353\133\007\146\224\102\044

\235\106\254\232\102\030\060\360\044\250\121\101\352\253\225\361

\250\053\002\170\151\265\051\047\136\234\056\163\306\376\043\245

\343\246\316\375\154\033\153\000\124\353\000\255\117\072\114\074

\347\012\210\133\332\136\232\013\126\344\265\124\070\035\362\012

\223\144\116\303\101\222\123\040\052\317\374\164\156\324\333\063

\070\142\344\376\216\114\130\034\367\217\052\115\377\305\222\331

\011\122\275\317\160\000\235\151\232\063\152\210\207\105\041\231

\026\121\015\064\337\202\275\264\151\250\174\174\324\335\323\362
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\025\134\113\305\130\020\352\205\031\313\066\042\130\052\162\014

\232\226\336\312\317\010\121\141\277\264\005\051\006\053\206\220

\376\351\115\303\004\005\107\313\317\166\331\177\161\246\207\173

\025\100\344\063\200\170\007\035\244\362\216\233\100\073\311\162

\120\337\151\276\360\054\226\037\220\265\325\256\164\343\145\264

\214\032\351\152\033\373\162\134\305\202\124\352\340\123\007\304

\314\022\351\367\336\327\057\324\110\057\107\077\046\141\004\261

\022\232\063\153\265\206\113\023\053\320\206\235\107\355\151\373

\374\204\022\146\370\126\345\016\212\154\166\304\153\032\172\302

\240\132\022\321\043\211\130\001\174\010\130\332\025\216\025\331

\176\175\067\266\244\105\365\003\205\314\107\372\213\171\105\270

\146\142\063\323\046\112\336\034\351\324\177\346\155\046\271\074

\175\315\017\050\012\051\017\233\335\143\253\271\246\107\032\204

\327\205\244\003\145\006\004\113\122\215\203\064\102\177\061\216

\021\056\346\263\147\225\100\176\227\172\100\000\371\021\154\203

\070\130\255\003\063\133\246\304\301\305\260\254\015\251\006\360

\246\151\001\064\266\351\370\224\110\117\076\246\165\011\354\112

\305\073\340\311\136\260\062\377\237\151\131\317\074\060\157\015

\316\047\127\354\132\033\150\377\354\117\157\170\062\076\171\305

\264\135\225\177\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\365\060\201\362\060

\116\006\003\125\035\040\004\107\060\105\060\103\006\005\140\114

\001\001\000\060\072\060\070\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\054\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\141\143\162\141\151\172

\056\151\143\160\142\162\141\163\151\154\056\147\157\166\056\142

\162\057\104\120\103\141\143\162\141\151\172\056\160\144\146\060

\077\006\003\125\035\037\004\070\060\066\060\064\240\062\240\060

\206\056\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\141\143\162\141\151\172\056

\151\143\160\142\162\141\163\151\154\056\147\157\166\056\142\162

\057\114\103\122\141\143\162\141\151\172\166\062\056\143\162\154

\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\014\071\040

\072\267\001\037\313\327\050\175\101\240\307\372\112\255\062\044

\276\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\014\071\040\072

\267\001\037\313\327\050\175\101\240\307\372\112\255\062\044\276

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\015\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\131\232\024\151\030\155\175\051\103\160\175

\166\233\141\337\167\216\032\166\344\251\326\313\166\244\026\014

\114\224\022\306\220\321\201\003\305\255\006\331\055\104\274\262

\011\166\011\200\071\147\000\030\064\155\006\012\346\265\020\131

\110\272\165\140\374\077\216\035\030\125\160\053\236\113\225\254

\211\253\012\167\044\173\141\304\307\221\046\216\106\023\121\067

\266\214\047\012\323\015\360\232\053\042\203\203\263\275\203\065

\255\233\074\274\170\203\051\065\141\066\370\021\161\063\040\124

\143\123\105\001\330\023\132\204\073\327\146\023\044\267\304\106

\305\042\330\163\044\356\034\023\027\226\310\045\350\033\036\317

\337\205\120\155\074\352\367\120\236\033\227\336\247\153\333\326

\163\322\317\174\120\300\260\214\345\123\022\172\206\071\254\065
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\133\147\307\352\324\373\321\302\135\352\016\227\163\230\256\051

\277\344\072\363\004\066\120\054\355\336\036\333\205\350\035\204

\011\356\363\246\203\063\133\157\107\171\117\110\265\374\270\046

\023\253\252\263\364\141\021\373\105\147\363\035\076\156\376\052

\113\046\104\032\237\261\242\340\074\332\340\344\005\072\170\254

\373\250\241\115\277\135\054\167\051\220\315\023\035\357\006\050

\330\267\024\363\133\310\311\236\247\176\061\022\212\170\142\304

\321\005\274\006\002\143\004\053\015\211\335\344\134\133\062\200

\104\324\102\354\052\363\362\100\207\061\325\076\342\012\062\014

\024\215\325\162\155\013\346\375\215\344\250\363\005\215\165\027

\167\233\012\271\372\220\222\231\145\210\062\147\103\005\216\055

\013\025\273\065\361\141\350\331\147\167\355\026\345\350\001\055

\153\064\077\216\203\263\367\352\017\112\036\076\065\204\235\214

\200\064\077\251\225\350\303\255\304\315\236\312\024\026\054\031

\236\344\066\213\271\271\243\102\045\007\076\303\345\325\150\117

\240\146\034\246\263\266\163\034\220\032\077\100\271\032\126\102

\160\207\377\157\055\017\021\375\036\377\367\205\060\025\016\343

\027\061\356\047\225\314\311\351\231\036\227\307\155\133\007\265

\005\152\075\362\105\337\272\202\171\044\160\056\233\202\037\146

\251\245\155\047\314\366\052\242\321\137\205\157\340\106\235\252

\322\245\116\125\016

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v2"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v2,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da Informacao -

ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v2,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da Informacao -

ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jun 21 19:04:57 2010

# Not Valid After: Wed Jun 21 19:04:57 2023

# Fingerprint (MD5): 00:11:ae:73:15:fb:2d:6d:88:d8:43:bd:b4:b6:4c:5f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a9:82:2e:6c:69:33:c6:3c:14:8c:2d:ca:a4:4a:5c:f1:aa:d2:c4:2e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\251\202\056\154\151\063\306\074\024\214\055\312\244\112\134\361

\252\322\304\056

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\000\021\256\163\025\373\055\155\210\330\103\275\264\266\114\137
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141

\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141\040\166\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Swisscom Root CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Swisscom Root CA 2,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Serial Number:1e:9e:28:e8:48:f2:e5:ef:c3:7c:4a:1e:5a:18:67:b6

# Subject: CN=Swisscom Root CA 2,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 24 08:38:14 2011

# Not Valid After: Wed Jun 25 07:38:14 2031

# Fingerprint (MD5): 5b:04:69:ec:a5:83:94:63:18:a7:86:d0:e4:f2:6e:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 77:47:4f:c6:30:e4:0f:4c:47:64:3f:84:ba:b8:c6:95:4a:8a:41:ec

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swisscom Root CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\003\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061
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\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\003\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\236\050\350\110\362\345\357\303\174\112\036\132\030

\147\266

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\331\060\202\003\301\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\036

\236\050\350\110\362\345\357\303\174\112\036\132\030\147\266\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\144

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155

\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147\151\164

\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003

\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\066\062\064\060\070

\063\070\061\064\132\027\015\063\061\060\066\062\065\060\067\063

\070\061\064\132\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\143\150\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167

\151\163\163\143\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023

\034\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\225\102\116\204\235

\121\346\323\011\350\162\132\043\151\333\170\160\216\026\361\053

\217\015\003\316\223\314\056\000\010\173\253\063\214\364\351\100

\346\027\114\253\236\270\107\024\062\167\062\335\050\014\336\030

\113\137\166\237\370\071\073\374\116\211\330\174\305\147\357\253

\322\271\064\137\153\072\363\144\066\316\302\260\317\023\150\312

\310\313\353\265\342\075\056\041\337\352\054\324\340\371\160\226

\114\377\152\130\230\267\027\344\033\122\345\176\007\000\035\137

\332\346\076\225\004\267\151\210\071\241\101\140\045\141\113\225

\071\150\142\034\261\013\005\211\300\066\202\024\041\077\256\333

\241\375\274\157\034\140\206\266\123\224\111\271\053\106\305\117

\000\053\277\241\273\313\077\340\307\127\034\127\350\326\151\370

\301\044\122\235\210\125\335\302\207\056\164\043\320\024\375\052

\107\132\273\246\235\375\224\344\321\212\245\137\206\143\166\205

\313\257\377\111\050\374\200\355\114\171\322\273\344\300\357\001

\356\120\101\010\065\043\160\053\251\026\264\214\156\205\351\266

\021\317\061\335\123\046\033\337\055\132\112\002\100\374\304\300
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\266\351\061\032\010\050\345\140\303\037\304\220\216\020\142\140

\104\015\354\012\276\125\030\161\054\245\364\262\274\025\142\377

\034\343\276\035\332\036\127\263\074\176\315\202\035\221\343\113

\353\054\122\064\260\212\375\022\116\226\260\353\160\177\236\071

\367\146\102\261\253\254\122\332\166\100\127\173\052\275\350\156

\003\262\013\200\205\210\235\014\307\302\167\260\232\232\127\364

\270\372\023\134\150\223\072\147\244\227\320\033\231\267\206\062

\113\140\330\316\357\320\014\177\225\237\157\207\117\207\212\216

\137\010\174\252\133\374\132\276\241\221\237\125\175\116\260\013

\151\314\260\224\250\247\207\362\323\112\120\334\137\162\260\026

\165\036\313\264\030\142\232\260\247\071\252\233\237\146\330\215

\246\154\226\025\343\346\362\370\361\203\142\154\273\125\351\141

\223\243\075\365\261\127\213\117\043\260\233\345\224\152\057\337

\214\337\225\121\051\140\241\013\051\344\134\125\130\267\250\374

\231\356\045\115\114\016\263\323\114\217\204\350\051\017\375\020

\124\002\205\310\371\345\303\213\317\347\017\002\003\001\000\001

\243\201\206\060\201\203\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\041\004\026\060

\024\060\022\006\007\140\205\164\001\123\002\001\006\007\140\205

\164\001\123\002\001\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\007\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\115\046\040\042\211\113\323\325\244\012\241\157

\336\342\022\201\305\361\074\056\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004

\030\060\026\200\024\115\046\040\042\211\113\323\325\244\012\241

\157\336\342\022\201\305\361\074\056\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\062\012\262

\244\033\313\175\276\202\127\211\271\152\177\363\364\301\056\021

\175\270\031\076\171\267\250\250\162\067\146\233\032\355\254\023

\073\016\277\142\360\234\337\236\173\241\123\110\016\101\172\312

\040\247\027\033\266\170\354\100\221\363\102\255\020\303\134\357

\377\140\131\177\315\205\243\213\075\110\034\045\002\074\147\175

\365\062\351\057\060\345\175\245\172\070\320\363\146\052\146\036

\215\063\203\212\157\174\156\250\132\165\232\270\327\332\130\110

\104\107\250\114\372\114\111\012\112\302\022\067\250\100\014\303

\310\341\320\127\015\227\062\225\307\072\237\227\323\127\370\013

\336\345\162\363\243\333\377\265\330\131\262\163\335\115\052\161

\262\272\111\365\313\034\325\365\171\310\231\263\374\301\114\164

\343\264\275\051\067\025\004\050\036\336\105\106\160\354\257\272

\170\016\212\052\316\000\171\334\300\137\031\147\054\153\113\357

\150\150\013\103\343\254\301\142\011\357\246\335\145\141\240\257

\204\125\110\221\122\034\306\045\221\052\320\301\042\043\141\131

\257\105\021\205\035\001\044\064\217\317\263\377\027\162\040\023

\302\200\252\041\054\161\071\016\320\217\134\301\323\321\216\042

\162\106\114\035\226\256\117\161\261\341\005\051\226\131\364\273

\236\165\075\317\015\067\015\142\333\046\214\143\251\043\337\147

\006\074\174\072\332\064\102\341\146\264\106\004\336\306\226\230

\017\113\110\172\044\062\165\221\237\254\367\150\351\052\271\125

\145\316\135\141\323\047\160\330\067\376\237\271\257\240\056\126
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\267\243\145\121\355\073\253\024\277\114\121\003\350\137\212\005

\233\356\212\156\234\357\277\150\372\310\332\013\343\102\311\320

\027\024\234\267\112\340\257\223\047\041\125\046\265\144\057\215

\361\377\246\100\005\205\005\134\312\007\031\134\013\023\050\114

\130\177\302\245\357\105\332\140\323\256\145\141\235\123\203\164

\302\256\362\134\302\026\355\222\076\204\076\163\140\210\274\166

\364\054\317\320\175\175\323\270\136\321\221\022\020\351\315\335

\312\045\343\325\355\231\057\276\165\201\113\044\371\105\106\224

\311\051\041\123\234\046\105\252\023\027\344\347\315\170\342\071

\301\053\022\236\246\236\033\305\346\016\331\061\331

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Swisscom Root CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=Swisscom Root CA 2,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Serial Number:1e:9e:28:e8:48:f2:e5:ef:c3:7c:4a:1e:5a:18:67:b6

# Subject: CN=Swisscom Root CA 2,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 24 08:38:14 2011

# Not Valid After: Wed Jun 25 07:38:14 2031

# Fingerprint (MD5): 5b:04:69:ec:a5:83:94:63:18:a7:86:d0:e4:f2:6e:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 77:47:4f:c6:30:e4:0f:4c:47:64:3f:84:ba:b8:c6:95:4a:8a:41:ec

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swisscom Root CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\167\107\117\306\060\344\017\114\107\144\077\204\272\270\306\225

\112\212\101\354

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\004\151\354\245\203\224\143\030\247\206\320\344\362\156\031

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\003\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\036\236\050\350\110\362\345\357\303\174\112\036\132\030

\147\266
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "IGC/A AC racine Etat francais"

# Issuer: CN=IGC/A AC racine Etat francais,OU=0002 130007669,O=ANSSI,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:21:85:0c:b3:9c:6a:32:fa:be:67:1b:81:3f:a4:86:15:8f

# Subject: CN=IGC/A AC racine Etat francais,OU=0002 130007669,O=ANSSI,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 08 09:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After: Sat Apr 15 09:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): f4:f5:81:33:de:2e:15:b5:70:3a:57:3c:26:0a:72:8d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1a:c9:2f:09:ea:89:e2:8b:12:6d:fa:c5:1e:3a:f7:ea:90:95:a3:ee

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IGC/A AC racine Etat francais"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\116\123\123\111\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060\060\060\062\040\061

\063\060\060\060\067\066\066\071\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\111\107\103\057\101\040\101\103\040\162\141\143\151

\156\145\040\105\164\141\164\040\146\162\141\156\143\141\151\163

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\116\123\123\111\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060\060\060\062\040\061

\063\060\060\060\067\066\066\071\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\111\107\103\057\101\040\101\103\040\162\141\143\151

\156\145\040\105\164\141\164\040\146\162\141\156\143\141\151\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\041\205\014\263\234\152\062\372\276\147\033\201\077

\244\206\025\217

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\303\060\202\003\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\041\205\014\263\234\152\062\372\276\147\033\201\077\244\206\025

\217\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\116\123\123\111\061
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\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060\060\060\062\040\061

\063\060\060\060\067\066\066\071\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\111\107\103\057\101\040\101\103\040\162\141\143\151

\156\145\040\105\164\141\164\040\146\162\141\156\143\141\151\163

\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\067\060\070\060\071\060\060\060\060

\132\027\015\062\070\060\064\061\065\060\071\060\060\060\060\132

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\116\123\123\111\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060\060\060\062\040\061

\063\060\060\060\067\066\066\071\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\111\107\103\057\101\040\101\103\040\162\141\143\151

\156\145\040\105\164\141\164\040\146\162\141\156\143\141\151\163

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\252\174\050\237\021\060\230\315\157\156\054\205\022\046\073

\010\006\312\101\375\122\117\103\275\300\046\047\161\166\032\131

\226\330\011\353\007\252\046\116\117\076\113\241\343\227\207\205

\146\201\161\311\271\025\166\157\167\120\030\223\020\055\067\210

\115\027\267\363\105\275\042\056\267\047\230\133\307\005\375\275

\063\355\242\365\123\035\050\043\145\277\100\065\156\316\152\013

\303\251\365\045\014\253\042\360\270\300\304\175\067\014\243\142

\174\356\264\333\075\041\071\247\234\211\343\233\242\020\370\212

\266\112\057\056\230\151\053\152\240\206\332\361\010\345\276\114

\147\026\055\045\141\363\325\015\013\027\104\107\011\324\106\005

\235\017\300\210\115\141\344\044\304\307\150\011\257\254\322\257

\271\225\046\157\200\004\374\166\254\252\307\043\266\344\006\221

\125\104\354\144\333\231\201\034\322\126\164\375\326\062\050\273

\313\311\067\015\373\151\154\157\272\243\153\006\214\152\100\056

\027\072\071\352\320\014\337\132\034\272\157\244\062\260\270\314

\076\167\033\323\213\037\206\372\377\076\076\157\134\210\106\347

\343\017\372\253\035\363\175\113\370\124\156\116\314\334\062\132

\143\170\242\062\257\063\170\352\103\341\114\172\115\327\224\006

\055\346\117\245\102\222\257\050\212\117\303\025\354\251\153\251

\337\340\335\023\002\274\314\175\377\055\346\007\251\276\165\226

\352\102\136\133\032\336\242\063\263\143\275\253\005\371\213\346

\275\115\321\155\126\232\353\211\074\237\300\170\344\276\045\160

\006\305\021\163\240\310\312\024\313\072\324\362\234\052\074\332

\137\027\063\331\166\024\067\252\111\207\145\331\364\331\056\031

\137\371\240\315\250\271\101\062\155\161\246\244\313\367\143\042

\320\051\344\272\201\032\152\051\035\232\245\244\134\106\124\044

\105\324\310\355\172\171\205\354\204\167\156\147\115\144\017\103

\336\172\203\244\247\330\333\265\123\114\376\142\310\023\303\142

\066\245\050\061\062\233\264\226\207\342\231\306\037\126\277\106

\243\251\144\061\345\325\261\113\250\146\314\133\241\377\026\374

\012\070\052\150\217\167\045\046\255\221\164\205\150\310\177\032

\345\132\024\270\175\016\267\043\061\300\144\267\005\057\101\130

\125\002\003\001\000\001\243\173\060\171\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125
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\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\026\006\003\125

\035\040\004\017\060\015\060\013\006\011\052\201\172\001\201\137

\001\001\002\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\237\252

\323\051\226\337\000\345\103\340\361\143\254\336\022\216\302\047

\170\372\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\237

\252\323\051\226\337\000\345\103\340\361\143\254\336\022\216\302

\047\170\372\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\165\265\165\321\216\066\146\234\110

\367\205\015\116\005\273\115\232\234\264\016\050\242\004\274\120

\060\273\364\224\114\230\220\205\253\340\122\144\117\322\322\056

\142\223\220\260\205\015\210\124\373\306\124\154\236\353\225\171

\200\136\242\227\026\037\362\147\164\101\234\125\364\267\152\233

\112\026\206\275\005\037\146\200\160\176\311\321\365\055\041\161

\120\071\245\255\210\246\046\034\213\327\045\034\072\326\343\364

\302\014\237\127\301\144\310\127\121\043\026\043\215\017\043\152

\126\113\377\372\306\237\065\223\306\042\300\145\361\257\336\251

\154\030\276\127\145\131\315\364\043\125\144\041\330\355\225\141

\151\063\162\152\121\366\237\345\225\155\216\336\153\163\047\023

\224\136\176\227\110\300\062\026\276\075\067\355\326\334\216\274

\134\055\374\142\250\317\366\220\367\261\213\011\353\072\044\143

\015\310\226\105\324\057\167\110\102\365\055\142\347\047\013\340

\021\206\031\335\247\020\367\143\006\221\060\151\132\165\364\254

\371\241\215\227\306\240\357\072\037\223\045\110\126\072\032\210

\041\031\223\303\225\040\111\010\125\111\115\242\123\234\231\234

\163\151\056\247\365\312\267\016\045\357\067\043\137\220\330\103

\176\356\204\027\152\047\136\177\322\055\077\254\076\257\060\247

\215\221\304\364\217\011\035\363\367\221\016\343\030\272\334\104

\311\175\005\123\003\267\156\240\363\171\327\321\032\117\320\270

\154\210\166\301\200\230\125\205\123\141\317\104\127\114\336\116

\015\026\121\361\075\211\201\256\175\013\255\212\265\356\126\304

\306\314\021\013\030\324\374\375\171\373\376\004\021\234\043\357

\166\162\307\215\276\271\036\170\166\362\232\034\255\143\102\307

\330\355\155\141\220\302\041\052\017\010\024\055\040\103\045\174

\030\265\267\240\244\175\271\245\014\031\376\311\253\075\347\133

\336\257\372\127\031\047\205\347\043\016\364\315\015\031\060\076

\212\344\306\021\036\360\264\175\151\143\233\016\226\206\220\340

\373\003\157\133\131\076\035\041\365\127\147\126\046\362\207\031

\007\204\272\054\220\072\303\050\244\005\132\040\315\251\133\225

\165\071\177\042\120\012\116\177\027\367\263\254\323\007\246\276

\055\122\012\060\114\170\020

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "IGC/A AC racine Etat francais"

# Issuer: CN=IGC/A AC racine Etat francais,OU=0002 130007669,O=ANSSI,C=FR
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# Serial Number:11:21:85:0c:b3:9c:6a:32:fa:be:67:1b:81:3f:a4:86:15:8f

# Subject: CN=IGC/A AC racine Etat francais,OU=0002 130007669,O=ANSSI,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 08 09:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After: Sat Apr 15 09:00:00 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): f4:f5:81:33:de:2e:15:b5:70:3a:57:3c:26:0a:72:8d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1a:c9:2f:09:ea:89:e2:8b:12:6d:fa:c5:1e:3a:f7:ea:90:95:a3:ee

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IGC/A AC racine Etat francais"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\032\311\057\011\352\211\342\213\022\155\372\305\036\072\367\352

\220\225\243\356

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\364\365\201\063\336\056\025\265\160\072\127\074\046\012\162\215

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\136\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\116\123\123\111\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060\060\060\062\040\061

\063\060\060\060\067\066\066\071\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\111\107\103\057\101\040\101\103\040\162\141\143\151

\156\145\040\105\164\141\164\040\146\162\141\156\143\141\151\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\041\205\014\263\234\152\062\372\276\147\033\201\077

\244\206\025\217

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "PersonalID Trustworthy RootCA 2011"

# Issuer: CN=PersonalID Trustworthy RootCA 2011,OU=Certificate Services,O=PersonalID Ltd.,C=IL

# Serial Number:58:cb:f9:64:96:71:74:95:40:f4:ad:08:ac:64:e4:e3

# Subject: CN=PersonalID Trustworthy RootCA 2011,OU=Certificate Services,O=PersonalID Ltd.,C=IL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Sep 01 08:35:21 2011

# Not Valid After: Sun Sep 01 08:45:16 2041

# Fingerprint (MD5): 20:3c:23:dc:f6:7a:97:14:0e:5f:48:b4:7d:ad:ac:c8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:94:ce:31:26:ff:1a:22:4c:dd:4d:ee:b4:f4:ec:1d:a3:68:ef:6a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "PersonalID Trustworthy RootCA 2011"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\120\145\162\163\157\156

\141\154\111\104\040\114\164\144\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125

\004\013\014\024\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004

\003\014\042\120\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\111\104\040\124\162

\165\163\164\167\157\162\164\150\171\040\122\157\157\164\103\101

\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\120\145\162\163\157\156

\141\154\111\104\040\114\164\144\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125

\004\013\014\024\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004

\003\014\042\120\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\111\104\040\124\162

\165\163\164\167\157\162\164\150\171\040\122\157\157\164\103\101

\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\130\313\371\144\226\161\164\225\100\364\255\010\254\144

\344\343

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\062\060\202\004\032\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\130

\313\371\144\226\161\164\225\100\364\255\010\254\144\344\343\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\163

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\120\145\162\163\157\156\141\154

\111\104\040\114\164\144\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\013

\014\024\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014

\042\120\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\111\104\040\124\162\165\163

\164\167\157\162\164\150\171\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\062

\060\061\061\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\071\060\061\060\070\063

\065\062\061\132\027\015\064\061\060\071\060\061\060\070\064\065

\061\066\132\060\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\111\114\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\120\145\162

\163\157\156\141\154\111\104\040\114\164\144\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\013\014\024\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\053\060\051\006

\003\125\004\003\014\042\120\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\111\104

\040\124\162\165\163\164\167\157\162\164\150\171\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\062\060\061\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011
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\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\260\225\214\140\376\005\016

\152\063\355\367\213\343\362\325\362\174\323\126\102\124\367\053

\362\210\245\365\347\267\154\207\001\053\151\276\005\111\104\330

\333\041\172\052\327\212\061\241\041\020\236\323\342\156\143\202

\205\124\204\115\050\046\033\342\023\367\121\373\057\353\022\325

\075\071\214\144\237\244\023\207\303\330\311\372\051\043\216\011

\217\111\106\304\324\311\127\130\151\237\027\317\163\164\245\356

\312\030\271\307\301\060\315\117\072\065\010\123\370\354\032\373

\157\060\355\366\237\011\360\360\320\304\216\073\171\116\056\205

\042\134\324\175\160\321\377\222\272\037\324\125\123\147\272\050

\130\055\367\023\214\374\245\013\234\070\246\106\034\016\350\252

\170\053\365\012\060\323\073\140\206\310\177\245\233\242\143\001

\057\320\323\022\045\205\176\226\315\061\261\344\233\216\352\054

\223\244\142\250\067\325\366\217\337\041\232\323\076\035\341\120

\021\160\124\233\004\027\235\115\253\141\316\217\052\054\357\171

\346\167\105\131\326\150\325\266\113\232\253\221\113\016\141\027

\271\130\302\236\146\241\217\211\301\103\040\102\260\177\200\234

\112\052\267\172\040\101\306\115\304\222\157\172\176\135\133\271

\243\311\116\312\345\120\145\274\000\000\171\107\360\105\004\260

\042\373\016\230\252\141\035\117\140\143\162\217\265\260\004\224

\177\020\254\031\077\047\142\151\326\034\127\335\071\117\070\352

\000\232\375\050\235\100\046\300\100\235\304\240\111\310\101\265

\147\075\240\113\224\051\022\251\130\047\131\004\177\217\321\214

\176\014\263\010\027\064\254\217\271\134\275\351\160\241\176\302

\245\145\141\351\266\020\120\217\334\344\164\141\361\137\162\173

\177\134\057\055\174\253\326\103\061\020\034\131\167\312\110\112

\030\242\144\013\000\131\147\307\324\312\303\233\032\010\122\025

\276\327\305\306\267\057\346\142\234\246\307\330\336\360\025\373

\256\071\125\055\157\120\165\056\375\240\007\264\137\172\176\004

\213\366\231\242\165\355\311\073\325\075\317\147\122\075\076\357

\037\160\232\030\074\247\040\006\111\014\261\145\254\063\273\324

\177\107\151\210\366\212\201\356\235\324\264\307\057\003\350\256

\032\311\126\005\147\151\250\310\201\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\301\060\201\276\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001

\001\377\002\001\002\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\307\177\013\310\057\127\216\051\362\366\001\213\353\047\245\126

\216\375\244\036\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025

\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\152\006\003\125\035\040\004\143\060

\141\060\137\006\010\053\006\001\004\001\341\030\001\060\123\060

\121\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\105\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\151\143\141\056\143\157\056\151

\154\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\057\143\160\163

\057\120\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\111\104\137\120\162\141\143

\164\151\143\145\137\123\164\141\164\145\155\145\156\164\056\160

\144\146\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\102\145\213\044\372\222\025\064\032\034
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\372\310\316\115\172\057\173\337\320\003\101\034\324\244\341\373

\350\314\255\011\335\035\244\010\331\250\040\175\227\237\014\111

\361\245\302\346\325\167\106\227\176\244\220\242\171\351\275\032

\136\064\202\146\011\122\374\120\321\217\320\253\034\242\377\377

\075\356\376\043\370\277\043\263\315\276\341\367\317\344\330\022

\343\224\310\116\314\327\173\260\067\233\167\352\355\134\201\310

\314\217\316\071\343\344\145\135\336\202\330\217\043\151\341\121

\257\137\267\117\220\151\244\231\145\123\272\346\375\257\170\147

\224\112\310\303\177\214\002\117\112\346\207\230\366\070\267\110

\370\155\050\177\367\306\154\045\124\375\056\326\352\332\006\342

\261\375\007\150\360\257\200\214\264\302\351\164\025\244\032\277

\271\312\103\133\022\347\205\107\136\122\003\360\221\340\351\120

\161\324\041\002\054\173\206\221\160\066\306\234\266\164\371\052

\125\367\041\373\157\240\006\135\327\060\022\362\121\361\311\070

\066\217\310\146\141\101\331\307\113\202\150\122\243\365\211\014

\025\274\116\052\225\254\061\151\247\033\342\324\327\110\364\221

\365\003\174\171\026\076\054\015\151\341\212\067\036\237\174\030

\125\101\057\137\347\244\162\233\125\363\343\001\260\002\245\204

\022\152\100\246\253\344\241\254\353\003\331\274\137\044\126\047

\255\040\340\146\065\105\075\107\011\360\005\261\157\161\176\100

\260\320\025\136\053\254\122\201\250\373\203\365\054\127\104\206

\064\344\024\152\343\317\175\232\167\330\154\110\134\313\232\341

\246\373\277\021\242\006\345\037\161\275\064\265\317\275\304\102

\026\305\051\370\324\300\114\212\262\336\305\224\202\206\233\314

\340\251\006\104\061\044\044\115\372\355\341\102\045\146\242\301

\327\200\027\357\172\225\145\103\076\146\323\005\361\001\344\102

\126\104\000\170\153\235\066\040\373\145\377\100\134\350\150\065

\037\341\046\240\202\003\166\003\313\160\106\021\044\256\337\057

\140\375\361\047\000\003\275\113\047\333\274\234\227\067\121\053

\345\170\264\301\066\220\020\214\377\075\000\324\272\110\237\110

\312\207\061\232\355\304\232\123\322\335\163\024\077\011\202\241

\135\145\116\115\046\342

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "PersonalID Trustworthy RootCA 2011"

# Issuer: CN=PersonalID Trustworthy RootCA 2011,OU=Certificate Services,O=PersonalID Ltd.,C=IL

# Serial Number:58:cb:f9:64:96:71:74:95:40:f4:ad:08:ac:64:e4:e3

# Subject: CN=PersonalID Trustworthy RootCA 2011,OU=Certificate Services,O=PersonalID Ltd.,C=IL

# Not Valid Before: Thu Sep 01 08:35:21 2011

# Not Valid After: Sun Sep 01 08:45:16 2041

# Fingerprint (MD5): 20:3c:23:dc:f6:7a:97:14:0e:5f:48:b4:7d:ad:ac:c8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:94:ce:31:26:ff:1a:22:4c:dd:4d:ee:b4:f4:ec:1d:a3:68:ef:6a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "PersonalID Trustworthy RootCA 2011"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\224\316\061\046\377\032\042\114\335\115\356\264\364\354\035

\243\150\357\152

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\074\043\334\366\172\227\024\016\137\110\264\175\255\254\310

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\163\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\120\145\162\163\157\156

\141\154\111\104\040\114\164\144\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125

\004\013\014\024\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004

\003\014\042\120\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\111\104\040\124\162

\165\163\164\167\157\162\164\150\171\040\122\157\157\164\103\101

\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\130\313\371\144\226\161\164\225\100\364\255\010\254\144

\344\343

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Swedish Government Root Authority v1"

# Issuer: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v1,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Serial Number:3e:bd:43:96:a3:65:42:a8:49:b6:91:a8:12:51:26:cf

# Subject: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v1,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 14 13:33:23 2010

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 14 13:43:19 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8f:a9:d7:45:06:57:d0:80:00:cf:96:04:55:8e:64:c4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 11:e1:9b:bc:74:7b:1a:ed:0d:b8:33:c9:4c:ac:6c:3f:85:bd:eb:db

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swedish Government Root Authority v1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156
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\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156

\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\076\275\103\226\243\145\102\250\111\266\221\250\022\121

\046\317

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\255\060\202\002\225\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\076

\275\103\226\243\145\102\250\111\266\221\250\022\121\046\317\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\146

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040

\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156\143\145

\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003

\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\166\061\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\064\061\064

\061\063\063\063\062\063\132\027\015\063\060\060\064\061\064\061

\063\064\063\061\071\132\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\123\105\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037

\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111

\156\163\165\162\141\156\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061

\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157

\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\061\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\312

\034\117\164\025\367\325\136\311\300\130\204\062\347\334\374\121

\221\220\316\021\042\341\045\160\203\102\160\373\160\334\033\013

\157\302\055\320\212\333\135\126\051\252\267\136\205\265\167\347

\301\132\040\142\310\227\102\141\302\103\160\333\130\154\165\340

\013\266\062\212\340\244\055\105\276\347\133\073\213\172\261\375

\005\314\063\177\237\360\133\355\162\216\315\063\323\311\022\213

\300\223\100\243\217\206\156\337\215\210\363\346\152\114\157\245

\106\372\150\246\133\020\226\203\056\127\240\117\217\025\131\066
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\245\156\150\204\105\036\020\207\266\342\125\325\270\277\253\267

\256\145\277\127\107\214\304\343\344\002\215\363\334\063\333\357

\047\107\370\354\313\362\074\347\011\363\371\345\371\213\307\351

\132\340\055\223\253\252\051\066\057\176\306\310\366\360\346\200

\105\061\026\064\152\360\350\111\071\104\141\000\363\233\346\276

\012\145\033\062\043\171\142\167\254\042\177\033\244\135\172\260

\347\254\330\340\166\003\057\175\357\153\367\067\357\243\242\144

\034\314\327\175\332\202\242\316\265\001\115\370\011\054\065\002

\003\001\000\001\243\127\060\125\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\001\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\135\007\272\367\215\135\111\360\134

\225\220\011\363\136\352\254\320\366\103\266\060\020\006\011\053

\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\060\337\244\234\350\224\163\051\153\256\037\014\160\272\114

\376\144\175\254\117\257\111\017\162\213\244\262\000\110\151\116

\325\362\204\063\013\215\163\333\316\151\016\267\142\277\261\221

\344\152\341\022\111\174\106\107\233\204\330\230\051\054\007\203

\044\360\036\353\161\235\221\150\172\367\133\103\255\202\004\017

\103\337\046\275\202\135\266\221\274\142\276\103\132\243\124\157

\176\121\061\055\371\067\234\266\037\250\373\347\021\233\026\013

\356\141\022\124\325\245\204\331\377\237\222\047\235\123\367\266

\013\063\027\306\353\262\352\202\362\366\103\166\034\274\061\223

\060\235\351\110\142\016\076\103\073\254\051\314\224\340\053\154

\232\277\027\336\361\312\360\346\035\205\322\017\253\275\207\235

\202\115\206\060\065\264\011\323\100\250\273\267\042\376\170\250

\333\321\120\151\200\063\140\055\175\217\204\271\354\207\322\230

\351\013\314\333\171\030\161\023\130\240\371\153\326\316\344\106

\114\000\167\212\057\134\235\256\211\005\353\352\034\340\232\143

\371\273\106\243\271\112\275\235\032\175\312\204\315\376\220\361

\272

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Swedish Government Root Authority v1"

# Issuer: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v1,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Serial Number:3e:bd:43:96:a3:65:42:a8:49:b6:91:a8:12:51:26:cf

# Subject: CN=Swedish Government Root Authority v1,O=Swedish Social Insurance Agency,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 14 13:33:23 2010

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 14 13:43:19 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8f:a9:d7:45:06:57:d0:80:00:cf:96:04:55:8e:64:c4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 11:e1:9b:bc:74:7b:1a:ed:0d:b8:33:c9:4c:ac:6c:3f:85:bd:eb:db

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swedish Government Root Authority v1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\341\233\274\164\173\032\355\015\270\063\311\114\254\154\077

\205\275\353\333

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\217\251\327\105\006\127\320\200\000\317\226\004\125\216\144\304

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\146\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\123\167\145\144\151\163

\150\040\123\157\143\151\141\154\040\111\156\163\165\162\141\156

\143\145\040\101\147\145\156\143\171\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\003\023\044\123\167\145\144\151\163\150\040\107\157\166\145

\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\076\275\103\226\243\145\102\250\111\266\221\250\022\121

\046\317

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Swiss Government Root CA II"

# Issuer: CN=Swiss Government Root CA II,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=The Federal Authorities

of the Swiss Confederation,C=CH

# Serial Number:0e:9f:17:99:a5:b1:3d:9c:cb:ec:06:eb:a3:f0:0e:69

# Subject: CN=Swiss Government Root CA II,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=The Federal

Authorities of the Swiss Confederation,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 16 09:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After: Fri Feb 16 08:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (MD5): 30:b0:e4:cf:bf:f5:89:dc:bf:52:2d:88:1c:cb:aa:b3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c7:f7:cb:e2:02:36:66:f9:86:02:5d:4a:3e:31:3f:29:eb:0c:5b:38

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swiss Government Root CA II"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106
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\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151

\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040

\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\151\145\163\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\123

\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106

\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151

\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040

\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\151\145\163\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\123

\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\016\237\027\231\245\261\075\234\313\354\006\353\243\360

\016\151

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\010\070\060\202\006\040\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\016

\237\027\231\245\261\075\234\313\354\006\353\243\360\016\151\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106\145\144

\145\162\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163

\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040\103\157

\156\146\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\042

\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151

\145\163\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\123\167\151

\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\111\111\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\062

\061\066\060\071\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\065\060\062\061

\066\060\070\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004

\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150
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\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162

\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\123\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166

\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\111\111\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\251\054\022\355\277\300\042\351\206\350\034\067\202

\203\233\150\005\157\026\343\210\250\001\017\313\161\236\177\107

\220\113\314\045\167\310\360\327\151\056\221\150\127\041\262\262

\007\041\063\356\114\244\067\045\230\114\264\106\062\116\326\371

\153\213\121\212\357\054\067\362\230\325\365\324\264\267\347\000

\312\357\301\023\136\224\253\156\273\234\275\372\153\217\253\370

\036\066\126\151\070\146\072\320\364\063\015\000\071\002\250\305

\034\013\041\267\134\040\014\141\320\255\256\316\216\136\331\072

\351\336\377\107\174\170\127\016\034\161\364\140\034\335\333\232

\030\051\257\331\200\243\237\205\204\143\063\221\357\275\164\356

\335\003\172\310\372\340\204\346\331\275\116\176\372\156\117\166

\321\135\076\250\350\207\105\220\171\363\255\256\365\302\135\021

\115\051\367\210\023\311\325\223\163\001\253\335\355\375\257\167

\373\151\116\357\217\122\034\317\365\054\132\154\354\376\202\233

\333\174\071\253\165\043\176\070\220\117\224\216\055\142\130\236

\367\347\162\374\224\133\162\126\305\235\243\256\253\265\266\300

\327\166\120\000\074\077\107\210\222\132\140\324\277\062\033\246

\224\100\015\166\171\351\074\316\344\263\035\307\214\365\350\206

\061\271\330\053\120\112\200\022\211\327\054\120\200\346\147\057

\266\223\234\255\254\005\122\042\123\040\231\016\275\227\306\341

\332\163\251\035\211\362\304\131\346\207\346\126\053\016\225\002

\032\207\306\171\376\231\152\351\164\354\360\022\371\024\050\040

\225\226\072\057\135\127\265\157\377\223\274\266\050\152\054\244

\050\170\106\141\257\101\044\244\363\372\004\216\361\212\031\242

\221\163\342\167\217\264\247\371\234\377\156\121\354\275\037\226

\023\350\143\221\136\207\150\157\353\330\174\056\020\117\120\030

\220\307\267\164\357\063\300\201\337\063\343\032\223\053\125\004

\054\174\322\053\267\143\014\376\255\173\275\266\072\227\271\075

\003\043\164\163\003\246\054\131\000\154\325\325\350\354\257\102

\314\323\177\160\213\140\140\347\262\240\266\212\122\114\376\012

\226\313\317\072\260\130\010\356\034\102\311\206\167\102\156\077

\264\254\220\000\130\102\034\100\304\156\270\105\310\274\063\066

\337\275\047\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\002\134\060\202\002\130

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\201\235\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\225\060\201\222\060

\201\217\006\010\140\205\164\001\021\003\025\001\060\201\202\060

\104\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\070\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\160\153\151\056\141\144\155\151

\156\056\143\150\057\143\160\163\057\103\120\123\137\062\137\061
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\066\137\067\065\066\137\061\137\061\067\137\063\137\062\061\137

\061\056\160\144\146\060\072\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\002\060\056\032\054\124\150\151\163\040\151\163\040\164\150\145

\040\123\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156

\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111\111\040\103\120\123

\056\060\201\217\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\207\060\201\204\060

\201\201\240\177\240\175\206\173\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\141

\144\155\151\156\144\151\162\056\141\144\155\151\156\056\143\150

\072\063\070\071\057\143\156\075\123\167\151\163\163\045\062\060

\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\045\062\060\122\157\157

\164\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060\111\111\054\157\165\075\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\045\062\060\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\054\157\165\075\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\157\075\101\144\155\151\156\054\143

\075\103\110\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\345\204

\157\211\151\075\166\000\027\177\301\253\275\256\137\301\175\272

\341\142\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\201\343\006\003\125\035\043\004\201\333\060\201\330

\200\024\345\204\157\211\151\075\166\000\027\177\301\253\275\256

\137\301\175\272\341\142\241\201\255\244\201\252\060\201\247\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\073\060\071

\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106\145\144\145\162

\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\040\157

\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040\103\157\156\146

\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163

\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\123\167\151\163\163

\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\111\111\202\020\016\237\027\231\245\261\075\234

\313\354\006\353\243\360\016\151\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\203\067\127\165

\311\070\120\277\101\006\226\160\302\331\307\327\260\132\000\315

\243\100\117\323\322\371\212\207\221\262\211\313\135\244\274\157

\117\076\124\366\312\074\263\304\114\213\307\076\364\331\304\142

\335\307\125\236\321\371\322\104\347\036\117\317\350\356\053\034

\250\001\360\063\007\373\341\073\024\323\317\120\221\136\330\352

\102\306\171\130\205\252\373\334\333\160\312\225\371\364\016\142

\002\160\151\104\055\150\117\321\160\352\050\122\146\267\161\336

\045\350\241\247\157\260\241\046\307\327\312\040\144\334\300\163

\074\020\242\024\036\364\255\301\076\024\220\071\066\143\210\157

\050\340\140\245\221\367\142\344\232\317\322\265\161\236\135\073

\366\231\054\355\221\072\010\234\264\204\205\111\343\341\272\246

\266\150\263\266\266\117\113\134\123\012\127\154\241\007\222\366

\142\236\250\372\212\326\363\153\247\017\262\053\146\275\257\102

\107\010\117\350\327\174\237\206\017\372\132\203\276\055\157\000

\004\265\166\207\026\257\335\117\072\226\264\064\127\267\342\377
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\101\377\336\102\034\146\305\205\353\302\162\037\270\034\116\356

\027\362\142\357\012\004\254\233\253\241\362\356\356\242\100\044

\034\107\336\102\213\030\264\251\127\263\117\074\142\062\034\255

\154\104\255\274\325\034\143\070\075\311\063\246\373\274\050\067

\104\106\343\172\142\372\200\110\065\342\236\033\210\031\114\263

\101\375\356\167\340\131\200\032\141\036\065\244\101\172\263\301

\215\104\351\305\041\131\351\254\323\104\312\166\205\066\024\106

\012\036\026\064\246\304\064\167\303\202\070\110\041\002\376\022

\154\332\327\352\260\354\366\315\054\314\363\233\012\143\200\323

\365\013\175\004\055\204\015\302\331\114\053\227\361\325\124\367

\217\263\012\342\275\130\074\231\362\257\071\033\220\371\073\347

\267\105\347\132\152\175\301\237\024\157\060\127\230\031\240\007

\103\353\356\321\010\206\327\111\234\022\012\000\073\017\247\101

\261\112\253\220\263\324\275\011\347\210\017\236\044\016\053\373

\141\075\125\231\323\130\344\270\307\175\364\025\115\145\016\030

\171\101\311\273\351\232\301\131\030\104\064\142\325\350\070\173

\312\205\030\230\206\171\315\175\272\107\333\225

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Swiss Government Root CA II"

# Issuer: CN=Swiss Government Root CA II,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=The Federal Authorities

of the Swiss Confederation,C=CH

# Serial Number:0e:9f:17:99:a5:b1:3d:9c:cb:ec:06:eb:a3:f0:0e:69

# Subject: CN=Swiss Government Root CA II,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=The Federal

Authorities of the Swiss Confederation,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 16 09:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After: Fri Feb 16 08:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (MD5): 30:b0:e4:cf:bf:f5:89:dc:bf:52:2d:88:1c:cb:aa:b3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c7:f7:cb:e2:02:36:66:f9:86:02:5d:4a:3e:31:3f:29:eb:0c:5b:38

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swiss Government Root CA II"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\307\367\313\342\002\066\146\371\206\002\135\112\076\061\077\051

\353\014\133\070

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\260\344\317\277\365\211\334\277\122\055\210\034\313\252\263

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\247\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106
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\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151

\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040

\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\151\145\163\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\123

\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\016\237\027\231\245\261\075\234\313\354\006\353\243\360

\016\151

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Swiss Government Root CA I"

# Issuer: CN=Swiss Government Root CA I,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=The Federal Authorities

of the Swiss Confederation,C=CH

# Serial Number:fd:75:04:8d:7a:60:86:93:69:4c:aa:00:3c:65:d3:3d

# Subject: CN=Swiss Government Root CA I,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=The Federal

Authorities of the Swiss Confederation,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 15 09:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After: Thu Feb 15 08:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (MD5): c7:c9:da:9b:76:e1:ac:86:6b:34:bd:03:3f:e3:cf:d2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a1:58:51:87:15:65:86:ce:f9:c4:54:e2:2a:b1:5c:58:74:56:07:b4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swiss Government Root CA I"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106

\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151

\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040

\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\151\145\163\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\123

\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106

\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151

\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040

\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\151\145\163\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\123

\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\375\165\004\215\172\140\206\223\151\114\252\000\074

\145\323\075

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\010\064\060\202\006\034\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\375\165\004\215\172\140\206\223\151\114\252\000\074\145\323\075

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106\145

\144\145\162\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145

\163\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040\103

\157\156\146\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\151\145\163\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\123\167

\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\062

\061\065\060\071\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\065\060\062\061

\065\060\070\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004

\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150

\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162

\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\043\060\041

\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\123\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166

\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\111\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002
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\001\000\310\016\162\364\001\057\206\173\013\302\143\260\215\150

\355\037\075\336\271\203\233\134\241\135\272\017\066\047\021\004

\255\006\124\040\267\036\240\346\316\276\360\231\151\162\031\065

\144\146\061\215\054\275\216\102\012\237\306\312\251\220\054\332

\274\205\060\003\331\062\226\226\360\276\240\042\015\044\154\324

\306\177\132\114\121\044\055\124\162\010\174\063\351\314\050\307

\146\145\043\151\153\225\264\353\276\343\207\347\143\327\344\373

\007\255\022\222\353\347\344\012\103\262\251\337\307\220\274\046

\133\221\371\243\267\207\234\224\271\020\215\210\305\130\134\062

\274\026\354\016\127\117\376\247\223\170\217\340\305\071\273\007

\210\140\301\124\145\353\207\276\237\061\227\161\074\372\213\310

\203\154\122\226\340\254\300\357\313\151\010\225\133\340\340\273

\257\047\244\302\027\361\121\237\204\166\141\330\044\342\376\141

\155\144\065\111\352\071\304\041\142\275\314\342\002\377\110\153

\070\257\151\307\271\222\055\202\021\215\275\013\211\205\052\352

\267\264\262\315\113\353\321\372\252\360\340\114\011\074\115\337

\366\061\035\206\060\250\101\210\127\160\054\047\121\336\317\213

\116\077\002\362\120\245\027\340\147\033\162\014\101\061\037\001

\242\226\076\074\333\002\266\235\224\346\002\116\363\360\031\202

\262\010\043\023\353\221\315\121\323\252\106\302\163\230\230\077

\272\303\356\232\374\372\315\257\162\012\067\023\217\371\240\120

\263\352\373\077\054\274\372\143\125\065\364\322\274\270\161\322

\221\353\351\312\312\134\354\121\146\250\236\131\005\042\057\243

\032\333\117\340\105\142\043\074\135\125\373\060\225\053\064\242

\317\247\264\113\300\063\311\064\121\235\323\263\053\337\305\352

\054\054\307\337\104\037\266\215\271\376\363\134\315\067\057\260

\154\234\112\010\275\350\365\326\372\160\345\151\062\067\134\137

\013\313\077\344\210\002\314\312\263\170\057\175\277\110\263\041

\260\037\210\171\233\132\212\161\330\041\204\051\017\112\004\061

\052\275\015\041\104\316\164\235\046\323\111\035\370\206\250\345

\022\167\305\300\163\014\120\203\152\220\153\241\312\370\320\225

\331\065\206\307\021\243\073\024\307\313\206\130\126\015\373\203

\367\001\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\002\131\060\202\002\125\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\201\233\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\223\060\201\220\060\201

\215\006\010\140\205\164\001\021\003\001\000\060\201\200\060\103

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\067\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\160\153\151\056\141\144\155\151\156

\056\143\150\057\143\160\163\057\103\120\123\137\062\137\061\066

\137\067\065\066\137\061\137\061\067\137\063\137\061\137\060\056

\160\144\146\060\071\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060

\055\032\053\124\150\151\163\040\151\163\040\164\150\145\040\123

\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111\040\103\120\123\056\060\201

\216\006\003\125\035\037\004\201\206\060\201\203\060\201\200\240

\176\240\174\206\172\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\141\144\155\151

\156\144\151\162\056\141\144\155\151\156\056\143\150\072\063\070

\071\057\143\156\075\123\167\151\163\163\045\062\060\107\157\166
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\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062

\060\103\101\045\062\060\111\054\157\165\075\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\045\062\060\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\054\157\165\075\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\054\157\075\101\144\155\151\156\054\143\075\103\110\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\265\033\203\273\073\117

\262\322\373\345\003\216\324\141\135\321\032\216\260\242\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201

\343\006\003\125\035\043\004\201\333\060\201\330\200\024\265\033

\203\273\073\117\262\322\373\345\003\216\324\141\135\321\032\216

\260\242\241\201\254\244\201\251\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004

\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150

\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162

\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\043\060\041

\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\123\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166

\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\111\202\021\000\375\165\004\215\172\140\206\223\151\114\252\000

\074\145\323\075\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\045\332\337\170\260\046\334\237

\231\353\063\234\311\105\272\134\143\122\215\156\003\163\252\164

\110\305\015\013\322\027\014\054\013\322\306\045\203\324\124\315

\007\201\124\057\147\166\045\247\351\327\177\226\107\167\244\035

\233\105\377\361\330\366\236\107\016\164\214\023\304\362\276\326

\007\050\030\074\230\165\301\333\353\222\210\046\346\006\144\216

\371\322\375\342\231\065\201\321\330\165\027\265\163\352\335\350

\030\042\225\026\031\012\131\052\042\334\206\132\103\117\045\150

\066\251\330\223\000\217\136\305\303\141\206\360\322\024\011\225

\121\304\176\330\122\356\260\215\212\210\161\245\327\050\247\364

\334\006\130\045\136\304\125\030\010\225\164\174\270\001\347\116

\330\326\366\174\040\103\110\015\243\340\336\124\304\250\137\000

\111\103\323\105\073\202\145\156\356\213\243\001\042\126\232\361

\316\051\345\014\304\153\355\347\116\370\261\125\201\255\161\377

\204\373\010\127\346\107\312\255\207\370\106\370\372\360\065\204

\355\264\330\210\227\042\167\244\217\026\310\074\147\321\341\156

\004\254\173\217\066\315\336\245\010\254\052\215\365\247\035\237

\307\303\221\041\102\243\206\201\271\052\330\261\351\070\035\124

\010\230\071\012\021\312\062\016\063\315\364\114\352\250\112\006

\351\030\076\101\306\317\240\366\340\053\153\040\216\247\040\002

\353\060\101\201\260\350\344\256\244\030\211\053\337\024\360\022

\051\155\170\372\115\104\373\262\064\345\257\363\216\065\367\303

\316\054\013\030\264\320\171\217\023\277\003\213\146\270\265\141

\324\254\016\375\170\075\011\255\265\322\054\117\126\101\231\210

\104\014\176\147\343\144\237\372\132\052\130\167\121\151\261\315
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\054\232\247\064\020\005\164\372\156\105\143\313\213\122\255\107

\221\242\022\310\242\046\004\305\320\042\036\003\263\262\222\067

\124\127\375\211\203\165\003\155\055\073\263\361\244\242\020\174

\234\223\215\243\120\204\071\213\225\131\101\366\002\166\006\212

\274\016\220\347\331\072\353\255\046\136\127\123\321\157\310\165

\340\253\221\173\153\241\177\371\033\120\250\334\376\115\006\341

\025\212\244\020\353\036\006\317\124\110\025\226\050\266\043\037

\032\343\174\245\217\372\067\127

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Swiss Government Root CA I"

# Issuer: CN=Swiss Government Root CA I,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=The Federal Authorities

of the Swiss Confederation,C=CH

# Serial Number:fd:75:04:8d:7a:60:86:93:69:4c:aa:00:3c:65:d3:3d

# Subject: CN=Swiss Government Root CA I,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=The Federal

Authorities of the Swiss Confederation,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 15 09:00:00 2011

# Not Valid After: Thu Feb 15 08:59:59 2035

# Fingerprint (MD5): c7:c9:da:9b:76:e1:ac:86:6b:34:bd:03:3f:e3:cf:d2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a1:58:51:87:15:65:86:ce:f9:c4:54:e2:2a:b1:5c:58:74:56:07:b4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swiss Government Root CA I"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\130\121\207\025\145\206\316\371\304\124\342\052\261\134\130

\164\126\007\264

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\307\311\332\233\166\341\254\206\153\064\275\003\077\343\317\322

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\246\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110

\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\012\023\062\124\150\145\040\106

\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151

\145\163\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\123\167\151\163\163\040

\103\157\156\146\145\144\145\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\151\145\163\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\123

\167\151\163\163\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\111
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\375\165\004\215\172\140\206\223\151\114\252\000\074

\145\323\075

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "LuxTrust Global Root"

# Issuer: CN=LuxTrust Global Root,O=LuxTrust s.a.,C=LU

# Serial Number: 3000 (0xbb8)

# Subject: CN=LuxTrust Global Root,O=LuxTrust s.a.,C=LU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 17 09:51:37 2011

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 17 09:51:37 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 42:a5:21:7a:4c:af:c7:bf:fd:a7:f5:b2:10:4c:3e:be

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c9:3c:34:ea:90:d9:13:0c:0f:03:00:4b:98:bd:8b:35:70:91:56:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "LuxTrust Global Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\125\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\114\165\170\124\162\165

\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\125\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\114\165\170\124\162\165

\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\013\270

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\144\060\202\002\114\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\013

\270\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\125\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\114\165\170\124\162\165
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\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\061\061\060\063\061\067

\060\071\065\061\063\067\132\027\015\062\061\060\063\061\067\060

\071\065\061\063\067\132\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\114\125\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015

\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\061\035\060

\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\262\177\247

\100\360\042\312\014\366\353\261\361\313\016\225\127\100\165\257

\240\077\076\316\354\252\062\127\346\031\261\147\103\230\132\153

\174\263\270\372\170\234\252\246\204\262\140\033\200\101\316\143

\315\037\027\010\231\244\365\357\076\022\307\114\260\127\232\134

\170\100\170\374\105\215\332\221\147\334\072\121\271\155\163\346

\267\071\216\166\072\264\037\005\365\151\125\371\223\317\170\210

\112\276\252\233\327\173\107\133\106\004\114\202\026\246\065\366

\374\164\337\326\264\257\330\342\265\047\021\164\131\242\302\146

\054\150\012\341\230\210\210\074\212\005\165\024\343\270\256\363

\010\204\233\152\301\077\061\030\257\047\245\113\233\244\375\171

\061\336\230\075\016\141\312\207\230\301\370\212\060\234\372\076

\063\325\245\304\003\007\341\367\226\164\030\000\047\070\047\321

\053\252\252\341\101\105\213\157\361\045\302\334\242\227\225\307

\102\024\063\135\171\204\043\152\347\145\300\127\240\330\135\251

\143\001\347\260\344\213\350\370\305\143\270\345\154\164\220\075

\307\167\374\053\272\171\351\244\306\022\170\247\377\002\003\001

\000\001\243\140\060\136\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\027\025\205\211\011\057\044\207\157\077\035\033\344\362\226

\171\203\110\023\316\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\027\025\205\211\011\057\044\207\157\077\035\033\344\362\226\171

\203\110\023\316\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\132\360\034\320\324\120\317\101

\176\346\270\235\175\303\160\320\136\066\377\156\216\172\057\336

\110\021\325\064\056\074\267\105\302\124\045\247\341\301\036\067

\203\266\224\256\266\105\110\003\352\225\276\353\234\152\264\067

\134\037\056\323\153\202\201\103\133\012\077\021\125\143\254\372

\174\010\002\067\240\074\071\004\063\376\227\062\310\122\345\331

\045\115\260\306\356\150\037\160\252\163\316\127\003\334\175\012

\015\063\362\322\132\337\012\154\073\314\021\121\227\032\244\041

\242\205\065\002\327\200\042\322\204\262\370\300\252\150\277\325

\353\252\303\013\253\241\174\053\367\365\073\207\341\124\127\354

\005\044\357\171\102\116\363\213\150\237\344\156\313\202\231\311

\314\052\334\123\302\037\160\203\253\041\017\126\264\110\377\337

\007\042\263\214\371\035\246\004\337\055\003\066\271\335\157\376

\061\210\146\377\154\155\104\064\257\010\167\076\046\322\162\364
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\273\107\126\223\074\230\143\341\063\273\231\043\222\265\203\171

\350\035\237\147\255\142\326\211\326\366\374\047\336\062\047\313

\204\332\167\205\041\241\022\041

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "LuxTrust Global Root"

# Issuer: CN=LuxTrust Global Root,O=LuxTrust s.a.,C=LU

# Serial Number: 3000 (0xbb8)

# Subject: CN=LuxTrust Global Root,O=LuxTrust s.a.,C=LU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 17 09:51:37 2011

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 17 09:51:37 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 42:a5:21:7a:4c:af:c7:bf:fd:a7:f5:b2:10:4c:3e:be

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c9:3c:34:ea:90:d9:13:0c:0f:03:00:4b:98:bd:8b:35:70:91:56:11

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "LuxTrust Global Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\311\074\064\352\220\331\023\014\017\003\000\113\230\275\213\065

\160\221\126\021

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\102\245\041\172\114\257\307\277\375\247\365\262\020\114\076\276

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\125\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\114\165\170\124\162\165

\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\013\270

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "AC1 RAIZ MTIN"

# Issuer: C=ES,L=MADRID,O=MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO E INMIGRACION,OU=SUBDIRECCION

GENERAL DE PROCESO DE DATOS,OU=PRESTADOR DE SERVICIOS DE CERTIFICACION
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MTIN,2.5.4.5=S2819001E,CN=AC1 RAIZ MTIN

# Serial Number:05:0b:41:5e:82:7b

# Subject: C=ES,L=MADRID,O=MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO E INMIGRACION,OU=SUBDIRECCION

GENERAL DE PROCESO DE DATOS,OU=PRESTADOR DE SERVICIOS DE CERTIFICACION

MTIN,2.5.4.5=S2819001E,CN=AC1 RAIZ MTIN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 16:17:45 2009

# Not Valid After: Sun Nov 03 16:17:45 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 27:13:d5:2c:70:06:3e:15:7b:d3:62:59:32:ea:01:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6a:d2:3b:9d:c4:8e:37:5f:85:9a:d9:ca:b5:85:32:5c:23:89:40:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC1 RAIZ MTIN"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\342\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\101\103

\061\040\122\101\111\132\040\115\124\111\116\061\022\060\020\006

\003\125\004\005\023\011\123\062\070\061\071\060\060\061\105\061

\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\120\122\105\123\124\101

\104\117\122\040\104\105\040\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123

\040\104\105\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\103\111\117

\116\040\115\124\111\116\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023

\050\123\125\102\104\111\122\105\103\103\111\117\116\040\107\105

\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\120\122\117\103\105\123\117

\040\104\105\040\104\101\124\117\123\061\054\060\052\006\003\125

\004\012\023\043\115\111\116\111\123\124\105\122\111\117\040\104

\105\040\124\122\101\102\101\112\117\040\105\040\111\116\115\111

\107\122\101\103\111\117\116\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007

\023\006\115\101\104\122\111\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\342\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\101\103

\061\040\122\101\111\132\040\115\124\111\116\061\022\060\020\006

\003\125\004\005\023\011\123\062\070\061\071\060\060\061\105\061

\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\120\122\105\123\124\101

\104\117\122\040\104\105\040\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123

\040\104\105\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\103\111\117

\116\040\115\124\111\116\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023

\050\123\125\102\104\111\122\105\103\103\111\117\116\040\107\105

\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\120\122\117\103\105\123\117

\040\104\105\040\104\101\124\117\123\061\054\060\052\006\003\125

\004\012\023\043\115\111\116\111\123\124\105\122\111\117\040\104

\105\040\124\122\101\102\101\112\117\040\105\040\111\116\115\111

\107\122\101\103\111\117\116\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007

\023\006\115\101\104\122\111\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004
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\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\005\013\101\136\202\173

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\011\111\060\202\007\061\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\005

\013\101\136\202\173\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\060\201\342\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003

\023\015\101\103\061\040\122\101\111\132\040\115\124\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\123\062\070\061\071\060

\060\061\105\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\120\122

\105\123\124\101\104\117\122\040\104\105\040\123\105\122\126\111

\103\111\117\123\040\104\105\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103

\101\103\111\117\116\040\115\124\111\116\061\061\060\057\006\003

\125\004\013\023\050\123\125\102\104\111\122\105\103\103\111\117

\116\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\120\122\117

\103\105\123\117\040\104\105\040\104\101\124\117\123\061\054\060

\052\006\003\125\004\012\023\043\115\111\116\111\123\124\105\122

\111\117\040\104\105\040\124\122\101\102\101\112\117\040\105\040

\111\116\115\111\107\122\101\103\111\117\116\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\101\104\122\111\104\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\036\027\015\060\071\061

\061\060\065\061\066\061\067\064\065\132\027\015\061\071\061\061

\060\063\061\066\061\067\064\065\132\060\201\342\061\026\060\024

\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\101\103\061\040\122\101\111\132\040

\115\124\111\116\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\123

\062\070\061\071\060\060\061\105\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004

\013\023\054\120\122\105\123\124\101\104\117\122\040\104\105\040

\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123\040\104\105\040\103\105\122

\124\111\106\111\103\101\103\111\117\116\040\115\124\111\116\061

\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\123\125\102\104\111\122

\105\103\103\111\117\116\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104

\105\040\120\122\117\103\105\123\117\040\104\105\040\104\101\124

\117\123\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\012\023\043\115\111\116

\111\123\124\105\122\111\117\040\104\105\040\124\122\101\102\101

\112\117\040\105\040\111\116\115\111\107\122\101\103\111\117\116

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\101\104\122\111

\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\334

\315\315\261\277\336\045\365\377\034\063\163\231\074\033\241\155

\365\240\304\175\233\070\146\215\011\337\003\154\127\065\264\023

\101\376\343\137\346\042\004\130\030\271\116\151\063\004\077\225

\307\331\116\377\063\064\247\062\100\062\223\127\376\201\257\045

\103\134\035\375\173\127\013\142\010\147\147\142\264\343\345\130

\045\200\346\252\206\142\100\347\117\020\141\051\111\046\253\115

\174\241\253\133\141\061\201\006\152\144\224\115\047\370\113\036
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\321\325\103\342\327\261\155\366\366\377\264\160\125\366\010\231

\267\164\001\340\363\236\265\174\344\004\210\010\120\131\170\037

\032\224\333\357\310\311\211\323\067\270\363\075\206\321\031\313

\203\132\020\007\010\117\231\164\002\007\360\062\121\310\373\346

\320\074\046\166\175\162\176\254\166\067\301\212\165\040\134\100

\334\204\077\320\111\174\115\147\256\071\357\344\316\200\341\312

\235\346\055\253\056\346\022\225\332\371\373\337\343\342\214\075

\207\373\105\156\104\253\366\170\222\047\024\241\135\153\117\160

\173\127\163\357\371\135\250\017\165\237\357\021\140\031\204\260

\144\100\356\330\251\206\372\245\327\105\364\021\157\361\206\310

\064\133\210\110\316\272\335\315\233\335\210\343\001\066\350\254

\152\350\022\013\260\340\173\220\036\205\013\111\211\001\366\377

\202\337\130\145\042\203\110\326\007\320\034\146\374\146\050\072

\304\303\345\370\231\145\047\122\130\363\153\361\157\002\104\204

\165\320\244\343\150\123\141\162\357\366\057\251\263\254\365\364

\366\320\134\334\151\114\314\171\322\244\033\310\163\006\064\164

\264\361\152\312\051\050\307\064\204\133\043\330\272\000\214\314

\011\301\307\157\135\004\253\267\117\046\167\251\065\317\040\326

\263\377\061\151\320\064\373\045\354\150\226\012\242\335\203\037

\312\074\217\164\066\045\124\357\365\030\173\302\044\061\321\373

\202\004\256\004\202\326\365\002\051\161\341\222\161\164\216\333

\252\161\035\304\073\306\142\046\154\206\074\043\125\353\051\321

\037\253\312\036\143\347\263\163\264\247\270\052\072\366\037\373

\207\145\210\374\363\237\376\277\353\325\035\266\250\003\351\145

\203\031\214\340\030\355\027\330\034\015\075\234\212\130\177\002

\003\001\000\001\243\202\003\001\060\202\002\375\060\067\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001\004\053\060\051\060\047\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\033\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\143\141\056\155\164\151\156\056\145\163\057\155\164\151\156

\057\157\143\163\160\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\033\006\003\125\035\021\004\024\060\022

\201\020\141\144\155\151\156\137\143\141\100\155\164\151\156\056

\145\163\060\033\006\003\125\035\022\004\024\060\022\201\020\141

\144\155\151\156\137\143\141\100\155\164\151\156\056\145\163\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\162\006\003\125\035\037\004\153\060\151\060\062\240\060\240

\056\206\054\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\141\056\155\164\151

\156\056\145\163\057\155\164\151\156\057\143\162\154\057\115\124

\111\116\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\122\141\151\172\060

\063\240\061\240\057\206\055\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\141

\062\056\155\164\151\156\056\145\163\057\155\164\151\156\057\143

\162\154\057\115\124\111\116\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144

\122\141\151\172\060\201\271\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\261\060

\201\256\060\201\253\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\331\005\002

\004\001\060\201\233\060\060\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\044\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\141\056\155\164\151

\156\056\145\163\057\155\164\151\156\057\104\120\103\171\120\157

\154\151\164\151\143\141\163\060\147\006\010\053\006\001\005\005
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\007\002\002\060\133\032\131\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\144\157\040\162\141\355\172\056\040\103\157\156\163\165\154\164

\145\040\154\141\163\040\143\157\156\144\151\143\151\157\156\145

\163\040\144\145\040\165\163\157\040\145\156\040\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\143\141\056\155\164\151\156\056\145\163\057\155\164

\151\156\057\104\120\103\171\120\157\154\151\164\151\143\141\163

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\063\103\030\263\304

\113\035\313\037\371\360\116\374\337\112\344\025\140\310\203\060

\202\001\026\006\003\125\035\043\004\202\001\015\060\202\001\011

\200\024\063\103\030\263\304\113\035\313\037\371\360\116\374\337

\112\344\025\140\310\203\241\201\350\244\201\345\060\201\342\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\101\103\061\040\122\101

\111\132\040\115\124\111\116\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005

\023\011\123\062\070\061\071\060\060\061\105\061\065\060\063\006

\003\125\004\013\023\054\120\122\105\123\124\101\104\117\122\040

\104\105\040\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123\040\104\105\040

\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\103\111\117\116\040\115\124

\111\116\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023\050\123\125\102

\104\111\122\105\103\103\111\117\116\040\107\105\116\105\122\101

\114\040\104\105\040\120\122\117\103\105\123\117\040\104\105\040

\104\101\124\117\123\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\012\023\043

\115\111\116\111\123\124\105\122\111\117\040\104\105\040\124\122

\101\102\101\112\117\040\105\040\111\116\115\111\107\122\101\103

\111\117\116\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\101

\104\122\111\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\202\006\005\013\101\136\202\173\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\231\343\252

\016\221\323\222\251\352\377\104\147\323\240\055\040\147\363\020

\017\032\067\167\135\122\106\346\152\270\367\210\363\202\303\052

\364\141\015\054\237\057\206\055\141\351\140\131\275\267\117\257

\223\011\034\371\063\167\100\234\241\174\145\334\136\220\225\251

\364\276\202\364\374\202\035\036\305\075\340\134\256\336\055\325

\143\166\253\361\354\044\247\040\370\036\350\317\161\202\003\335

\216\166\142\052\265\051\210\023\044\255\134\364\240\112\270\352

\023\212\126\215\152\057\150\071\162\206\130\304\244\253\165\174

\104\347\032\204\014\215\021\334\031\271\034\066\356\363\377\121

\233\263\103\310\045\176\347\016\110\243\344\117\006\055\025\036

\240\246\107\220\127\073\370\057\055\333\043\272\353\043\223\260

\270\122\033\140\034\324\031\260\155\170\217\113\235\247\013\050

\147\112\335\170\110\275\261\076\230\324\273\025\376\263\137\155

\035\165\310\036\317\017\256\112\032\135\207\054\006\164\154\012

\205\123\044\136\172\311\240\174\161\233\222\135\157\110\177\266

\130\161\262\114\246\032\011\043\064\120\161\025\153\107\333\373

\276\032\155\302\214\224\057\007\147\040\042\147\143\267\253\306

\031\234\226\015\142\352\010\244\032\160\357\251\271\357\116\305

\100\274\342\207\127\363\003\312\050\231\032\300\125\140\165\173

\143\276\144\077\226\116\113\217\375\055\246\164\300\337\111\072

\354\125\176\146\323\272\375\357\223\261\143\362\133\077\355\166
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\241\331\323\014\376\056\157\012\246\123\113\357\321\363\107\255

\271\036\354\114\037\276\320\203\123\303\233\025\105\377\056\007

\321\332\152\222\105\346\154\127\133\044\056\121\151\311\060\317

\327\373\244\001\065\132\315\247\353\024\157\264\267\140\042\010

\305\161\310\223\342\276\045\137\365\014\372\130\121\075\173\310

\057\067\371\223\034\052\011\340\147\375\226\211\102\312\353\066

\260\326\033\246\120\017\132\235\166\377\244\117\306\354\015\304

\341\320\347\130\076\326\171\300\167\115\014\325\263\344\230\115

\335\106\056\122\260\342\017\015\102\066\245\020\044\122\050\276

\142\065\102\071\311\172\226\037\356\346\113\131\077\044\163\213

\277\042\113\146\362\333\017\065\361\067\235\240\044

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "AC1 RAIZ MTIN"

# Issuer: C=ES,L=MADRID,O=MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO E INMIGRACION,OU=SUBDIRECCION

GENERAL DE PROCESO DE DATOS,OU=PRESTADOR DE SERVICIOS DE CERTIFICACION

MTIN,2.5.4.5=S2819001E,CN=AC1 RAIZ MTIN

# Serial Number:05:0b:41:5e:82:7b

# Subject: C=ES,L=MADRID,O=MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO E INMIGRACION,OU=SUBDIRECCION

GENERAL DE PROCESO DE DATOS,OU=PRESTADOR DE SERVICIOS DE CERTIFICACION

MTIN,2.5.4.5=S2819001E,CN=AC1 RAIZ MTIN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 05 16:17:45 2009

# Not Valid After: Sun Nov 03 16:17:45 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 27:13:d5:2c:70:06:3e:15:7b:d3:62:59:32:ea:01:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6a:d2:3b:9d:c4:8e:37:5f:85:9a:d9:ca:b5:85:32:5c:23:89:40:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC1 RAIZ MTIN"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\152\322\073\235\304\216\067\137\205\232\331\312\265\205\062\134

\043\211\100\161

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\047\023\325\054\160\006\076\025\173\323\142\131\062\352\001\005

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\342\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\101\103

\061\040\122\101\111\132\040\115\124\111\116\061\022\060\020\006

\003\125\004\005\023\011\123\062\070\061\071\060\060\061\105\061

\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\013\023\054\120\122\105\123\124\101

\104\117\122\040\104\105\040\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123

\040\104\105\040\103\105\122\124\111\106\111\103\101\103\111\117
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\116\040\115\124\111\116\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\013\023

\050\123\125\102\104\111\122\105\103\103\111\117\116\040\107\105

\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\120\122\117\103\105\123\117

\040\104\105\040\104\101\124\117\123\061\054\060\052\006\003\125

\004\012\023\043\115\111\116\111\123\124\105\122\111\117\040\104

\105\040\124\122\101\102\101\112\117\040\105\040\111\116\115\111

\107\122\101\103\111\117\116\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007

\023\006\115\101\104\122\111\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\005\013\101\136\202\173

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2011"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2011,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Serial Number:3f:8b:c8:b5:fc:9f:b2:96:43:b5:69:d6:6c:42:e1:44

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2011,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 22 22:05:28 2011

# Not Valid After: Sat Mar 22 22:13:04 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): ce:04:90:d5:e5:6c:34:a5:ae:0b:e9:8b:e5:81:18:5d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8f:43:28:8a:d2:72:f3:10:3b:6f:b1:42:84:85:ea:30:14:c0:bc:fe

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2011"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\077\213\310\265\374\237\262\226\103\265\151\326\154\102

\341\104

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\355\060\202\003\325\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\077

\213\310\265\374\237\262\226\103\265\151\326\154\102\341\104\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151\156\147

\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\122\145

\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025

\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162

\141\164\151\157\156\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051

\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\061\060\036\027\015\061\061\060

\063\062\062\062\062\060\065\062\070\132\027\015\063\066\060\063

\062\062\062\062\061\063\060\064\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151\156\147\164\157\156\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\122\145\144\155\157\156\144

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157

\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156

\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\115\151\143\162\157

\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\062\060\061\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\262\200\101\252\065\070\115\023\162\062\150

\042\115\270\262\361\377\325\122\274\154\307\365\322\112\214\066

\356\321\302\134\176\214\212\256\257\023\050\157\300\163\343\072

\316\320\045\250\132\072\155\357\250\270\131\253\023\043\150\315

\014\051\207\321\157\200\134\217\104\177\135\220\001\122\130\254

\121\305\137\052\207\334\334\330\012\035\301\003\271\173\260\126

\350\243\336\144\141\302\236\370\363\174\271\354\015\265\124\376

\114\266\145\117\210\360\234\110\231\014\102\013\011\174\061\131

\027\171\006\170\050\215\211\072\114\003\045\276\161\152\134\013
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\347\204\140\244\231\042\343\322\257\204\244\247\373\321\230\355

\014\251\336\224\211\341\016\240\334\300\316\231\075\352\010\122

\273\126\171\344\037\204\272\036\270\264\304\111\134\117\061\113

\207\335\335\005\147\046\231\200\340\161\021\243\270\245\101\342

\244\123\271\367\062\051\203\014\023\277\066\136\004\263\113\103

\107\057\153\342\221\036\323\230\117\335\102\007\310\350\035\022

\374\231\251\153\076\222\176\310\326\151\072\374\144\275\266\011

\235\312\375\014\013\242\233\167\140\113\003\224\244\060\151\022

\326\102\055\301\101\114\312\334\252\375\217\133\203\106\232\331

\374\261\321\343\263\311\177\110\172\315\044\360\101\217\134\164

\320\254\260\020\040\006\111\267\307\055\041\310\127\343\320\206

\363\003\150\373\320\316\161\301\211\231\112\144\001\154\375\354

\060\221\317\101\074\222\307\345\272\206\035\141\204\307\137\203

\071\142\256\264\222\057\107\363\013\370\125\353\240\037\131\320

\273\164\233\036\320\166\346\362\351\006\327\020\350\372\144\336

\151\306\065\226\210\002\360\106\270\077\047\231\157\313\161\211

\051\065\367\110\026\002\065\217\325\171\174\115\002\317\137\353

\212\203\117\105\161\210\371\251\015\116\162\351\302\234\007\317

\111\033\116\004\016\143\121\214\136\330\000\301\125\054\266\306

\340\302\145\116\311\064\071\365\234\263\304\176\350\141\156\023

\137\025\304\137\331\176\355\035\316\356\104\354\313\056\206\261

\354\070\366\160\355\253\134\023\301\331\017\015\307\200\262\125

\355\064\367\254\233\344\303\332\347\107\074\246\265\217\061\337

\305\113\257\353\361\002\003\001\000\001\243\121\060\117\060\013

\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\162\055\072\002\061\220\103\271\024

\005\116\341\352\247\307\061\321\043\211\064\060\020\006\011\053

\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\177\162\317\017\267\305\025\333\233\300\111\312\046\133\376

\236\023\346\323\360\322\333\227\137\362\113\077\115\263\256\031

\256\355\327\227\240\254\357\251\072\243\302\101\260\345\270\221

\236\023\201\044\003\346\011\375\077\127\100\071\041\044\126\321

\020\057\113\100\251\066\206\113\264\123\127\232\373\361\176\211

\217\021\376\030\154\121\252\350\355\011\225\265\345\161\311\241

\351\207\165\246\025\177\311\176\067\124\136\164\223\305\303\147

\314\015\117\153\250\027\014\155\010\222\176\213\335\201\252\055

\160\041\303\075\006\024\273\277\044\136\247\204\327\077\017\041

\042\275\113\000\006\333\227\034\330\136\324\305\013\134\207\156

\120\244\350\303\070\244\373\313\054\305\222\146\233\205\136\313

\172\154\223\174\200\051\130\133\127\265\100\151\272\010\171\246

\144\142\025\235\207\226\105\265\146\043\040\003\213\034\163\240

\323\242\171\063\340\120\131\206\333\057\345\002\045\352\163\052

\237\000\024\310\066\307\222\073\351\116\000\354\330\126\011\271

\063\111\022\322\124\013\001\253\254\107\266\221\051\175\114\264

\165\200\122\001\350\312\202\366\237\314\254\234\217\027\352\057

\046\260\253\162\254\013\376\236\121\036\307\103\125\147\117\121
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\263\127\326\266\354\356\122\267\072\351\116\341\327\201\210\274

\117\216\165\273\113\250\360\065\252\046\324\147\147\111\262\160

\114\073\223\334\035\337\170\220\206\162\262\070\244\321\334\222

\115\311\130\353\053\022\134\324\073\256\214\153\260\203\345\001

\077\370\011\062\366\223\065\064\042\257\335\067\015\167\011\200

\053\315\110\000\361\214\231\031\107\005\001\351\321\277\321\116

\320\346\050\103\067\231\244\012\112\010\331\232\161\163\322\252

\315\061\023\143\166\241\067\157\222\070\036\175\022\074\146\062

\347\313\155\341\374\122\211\335\312\326\146\005\232\226\141\276

\242\050\307\034\243\247\066\120\074\072\244\337\112\156\346\207

\073\316\353\360\340\201\067\235\023\074\122\216\275\271\035\064

\306\035\325\012\152\075\230\051\160\214\211\052\321\253\202\020

\110\037\334\364\357\245\305\273\125\032\070\143\204\116\267\154

\255\225\124\354\145\042\020\111\027\270\300\036\307\017\254\124

\107

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2011"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2011,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Serial Number:3f:8b:c8:b5:fc:9f:b2:96:43:b5:69:d6:6c:42:e1:44

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2011,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Mar 22 22:05:28 2011

# Not Valid After: Sat Mar 22 22:13:04 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): ce:04:90:d5:e5:6c:34:a5:ae:0b:e9:8b:e5:81:18:5d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8f:43:28:8a:d2:72:f3:10:3b:6f:b1:42:84:85:ea:30:14:c0:bc:fe

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2011"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\217\103\050\212\322\162\363\020\073\157\261\102\204\205\352\060

\024\300\274\376

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\316\004\220\325\345\154\064\245\256\013\351\213\345\201\030\135

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012
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\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\077\213\310\265\374\237\262\226\103\265\151\326\154\102

\341\104

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CCA India 2011"

# Issuer: CN=CCA India 2011,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number: 10126 (0x278e)

# Subject: CN=CCA India 2011,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 11 06:48:52 2011

# Not Valid After: Fri Mar 11 06:48:52 2016

# Fingerprint (MD5): 6e:3e:bc:f1:11:03:dc:4f:58:d5:2c:b0:74:f4:18:c8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): be:d5:25:d1:ac:63:a7:fc:6a:66:0b:a7:a8:95:81:8d:5e:8d:d5:64

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CCA India 2011"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\047\216

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\043\060\202\002\013\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\047
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\216\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\061\060\036\027\015

\061\061\060\063\061\061\060\066\064\070\065\062\132\027\015\061

\066\060\063\061\061\060\066\064\070\065\062\132\060\072\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061\022\060\020\006

\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040\120\113\111\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103\101\040\111\156

\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\207\012\036\016\271\240\250

\040\230\032\270\172\025\366\107\361\277\322\306\047\344\022\152

\226\004\147\165\315\214\306\343\364\335\312\325\304\034\065\356

\115\351\344\042\324\227\070\327\254\143\151\110\300\174\171\142

\277\307\042\111\133\106\301\361\030\024\116\030\035\054\245\132

\222\270\205\025\257\027\126\023\216\237\026\016\042\226\201\204

\171\043\102\354\117\336\257\366\277\211\117\000\136\346\327\010

\322\225\224\232\023\054\004\021\203\357\221\217\010\125\254\172

\126\104\233\305\364\324\027\353\344\167\115\224\341\101\130\021

\351\242\252\011\206\055\046\041\040\365\300\314\303\025\314\114

\011\273\335\334\365\122\003\171\140\217\074\171\072\045\064\043

\207\110\165\362\101\160\115\032\060\010\206\165\316\130\031\250

\327\025\176\043\362\347\111\276\377\376\127\122\170\102\363\046

\167\335\172\367\142\345\313\135\226\063\224\223\273\304\032\026

\257\010\127\353\234\345\367\043\164\215\351\035\013\261\212\224

\163\231\021\221\305\150\240\361\212\015\201\255\264\121\150\156

\111\206\000\006\122\116\051\103\347\002\003\001\000\001\243\063

\060\061\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\021\006\003\125\035\016\004\012\004\010\115\007

\250\143\362\333\034\337\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\156\024\332\040\362\110\153\144\377

\052\164\315\126\265\305\071\017\176\141\037\065\131\033\035\050

\155\043\164\235\170\277\253\255\211\000\271\160\205\365\350\024

\076\344\354\237\226\144\134\322\261\042\040\243\010\234\350\014

\113\150\050\216\125\005\277\076\340\116\332\330\234\320\156\040

\354\376\172\073\302\066\107\227\330\053\010\263\256\302\321\346

\010\077\112\350\072\077\126\365\340\345\077\362\151\266\171\022

\340\360\071\267\030\354\322\351\204\016\030\070\026\212\111\073

\157\127\325\071\073\277\023\360\300\247\315\362\075\036\154\221

\247\167\143\274\253\331\126\070\017\112\271\031\300\053\214\373

\227\037\306\247\354\206\316\323\215\343\321\373\165\321\361\367

\246\143\304\317\350\261\244\222\105\150\362\350\214\261\255\176

\055\040\373\270\245\124\355\312\015\217\062\035\150\246\061\156

\260\310\236\325\372\277\006\233\157\051\175\172\003\111\277\053

\173\131\223\024\305\352\313\361\114\051\202\016\051\356\212\124
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\174\074\315\125\202\045\162\016\161\116\045\170\115\323\116\131

\100\312\316\363\231\321\242

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CCA India 2011"

# Issuer: CN=CCA India 2011,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number: 10126 (0x278e)

# Subject: CN=CCA India 2011,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 11 06:48:52 2011

# Not Valid After: Fri Mar 11 06:48:52 2016

# Fingerprint (MD5): 6e:3e:bc:f1:11:03:dc:4f:58:d5:2c:b0:74:f4:18:c8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): be:d5:25:d1:ac:63:a7:fc:6a:66:0b:a7:a8:95:81:8d:5e:8d:d5:64

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CCA India 2011"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\276\325\045\321\254\143\247\374\152\146\013\247\250\225\201\215

\136\215\325\144

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\156\076\274\361\021\003\334\117\130\325\054\260\164\364\030\310

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\061\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\047\216

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ANCERT Certificados Notariales V2"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Certificados Notariales V2,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L.U. - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:09:bd:56:05:2a:13:16:f4:68:4f:74:0e:a9:7d:1c:48

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Certificados Notariales V2,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L.U. - CIF
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B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 25 16:56:14 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat May 25 16:56:14 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 75:70:cb:6e:6b:d6:9b:7d:90:bb:69:5e:59:f0:62:b4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6f:62:de:b8:6c:85:58:5a:e4:2e:47:8d:b4:d7:6d:b3:67:58:5a:e6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Certificados Notariales V2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\125\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071

\070\070\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\101\116\103

\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163

\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\145\163\040\126\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\125\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071

\070\070\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\101\116\103

\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163

\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\145\163\040\126\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\011\275\126\005\052\023\026\364\150\117\164\016\251\175

\034\110

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\022\060\202\004\372\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\011

\275\126\005\052\023\026\364\150\117\164\016\251\175\034\110\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\174

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\101\060

\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040

\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056\125\056

\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070

\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\101\116\103\105\122

\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\116

\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\145\163\040\126\062\060\036\027\015
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\061\060\060\065\062\065\061\066\065\066\061\064\132\027\015\063

\060\060\065\062\065\061\066\065\066\061\064\132\060\174\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\101\060\077\006

\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040\116\157

\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056\125\056\040\055

\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\101\116\103\105\122\124\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\116\157\164

\141\162\151\141\154\145\163\040\126\062\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\262\346\271\306\035

\152\052\055\111\305\374\374\324\144\100\320\340\024\056\367\240

\302\377\222\363\101\246\264\077\332\276\031\024\221\224\166\323

\025\314\136\177\170\120\172\333\332\305\105\252\313\034\043\171

\163\220\250\273\147\001\163\216\316\100\371\032\251\252\207\344

\223\222\017\134\150\134\136\360\006\140\053\130\334\074\155\074

\307\172\060\153\005\252\222\206\163\052\322\362\032\210\304\333

\345\132\146\216\165\311\102\077\233\210\050\100\036\365\251\134

\036\372\310\101\241\060\253\013\234\356\026\242\301\055\245\205

\372\355\240\014\350\177\226\112\173\275\217\232\242\030\166\322

\257\335\267\075\020\253\122\020\210\256\035\353\270\062\164\226

\364\267\252\047\367\245\007\015\343\224\127\152\124\040\167\315

\035\274\171\055\344\234\264\336\121\210\376\126\326\075\213\241

\317\372\122\036\214\005\163\167\326\005\317\143\000\121\207\141

\343\120\276\231\227\341\374\036\021\171\153\116\152\317\234\205

\012\034\226\052\300\040\066\024\305\011\027\142\073\364\255\352

\325\327\375\320\071\052\170\323\320\242\317\310\163\060\011\107

\305\116\031\375\270\060\324\017\200\230\210\206\301\114\101\172

\043\305\103\375\136\022\270\076\017\261\267\201\142\014\176\157

\343\173\232\302\302\107\021\041\037\317\236\321\060\316\203\301

\020\115\100\167\327\265\302\113\062\100\102\372\233\260\254\317

\353\041\330\031\353\144\305\153\335\125\055\200\207\104\174\114

\074\253\015\330\022\277\064\202\214\261\252\304\270\153\350\016

\106\167\322\213\006\035\102\373\254\275\311\347\063\263\042\157

\176\325\056\003\305\137\005\026\206\174\355\343\236\321\026\167

\032\106\330\311\320\214\344\134\134\041\005\221\361\144\344\254

\305\067\256\265\275\147\023\256\051\345\263\102\304\160\011\243

\135\114\353\067\040\343\360\365\163\063\073\302\374\216\121\205

\066\052\313\201\333\016\211\043\331\342\341\150\272\054\104\167

\076\034\100\272\360\147\216\030\207\360\075\327\351\077\107\133

\065\102\315\247\004\316\110\162\051\005\032\264\321\242\347\015

\171\212\226\155\147\122\055\073\043\346\371\202\234\326\263\171

\136\024\336\145\110\063\374\035\102\350\055\002\003\001\000\001

\243\202\001\216\060\202\001\212\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\202\001\045\006\003\125

\035\040\004\202\001\034\060\202\001\030\060\202\001\024\006\011

\053\006\001\004\001\201\223\150\001\060\202\001\005\060\045\006
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\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\031\150\164\164\160\072

\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155

\057\143\160\163\060\201\333\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\002\060\201\316\060\015\026\006\101\116\103\105\122\124\060\003

\002\001\001\036\201\274\000\101\000\147\000\145\000\156\000\143

\000\151\000\141\000\040\000\116\000\157\000\164\000\141\000\162

\000\151\000\141\000\154\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\103

\000\145\000\162\000\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143\000\141

\000\143\000\151\000\157\000\156\000\056\000\040\000\120\000\141

\000\163\000\145\000\157\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\154\000\240

\000\107\000\145\000\156\000\145\000\162\000\141\000\154\000\040

\000\115\000\141\000\162\000\164\000\151\000\156\000\145\000\172

\000\040\000\103\000\141\000\155\000\160\000\157\000\163\000\040

\000\064\000\066\000\040\000\066\000\141\000\040\000\160\000\154

\000\141\000\156\000\164\000\141\000\040\000\062\000\070\000\060

\000\061\000\060\000\040\000\115\000\141\000\144\000\162\000\151

\000\144\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\366\022\072

\253\173\130\301\215\103\157\166\201\322\362\270\323\357\027\352

\013\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\366\022

\072\253\173\130\301\215\103\157\166\201\322\362\270\323\357\027

\352\013\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\124\065\323\242\145\311\331\066\305\123

\321\264\215\162\064\211\272\247\010\237\351\065\020\271\270\014

\006\371\144\252\225\226\050\250\310\243\200\334\126\300\277\162

\115\126\277\177\135\004\325\255\050\133\115\275\363\303\017\025

\260\161\332\126\215\100\125\127\246\175\142\242\255\023\151\121

\252\224\120\272\275\000\060\120\365\335\244\116\011\172\224\061

\153\333\163\003\275\363\332\032\017\214\057\262\311\067\274\124

\325\013\043\067\365\344\133\067\146\211\117\264\307\005\244\145

\334\131\060\246\023\053\176\025\355\354\020\027\211\122\311\235

\337\242\114\355\366\017\036\246\111\260\015\121\263\061\261\121

\231\313\264\321\043\170\322\113\250\264\035\026\246\240\320\076

\007\176\145\077\045\316\144\116\033\056\113\115\202\205\032\145

\333\356\342\003\360\131\044\005\217\231\357\171\202\337\356\052

\067\150\303\152\120\001\131\137\237\150\334\054\121\140\053\135

\340\122\074\073\160\270\000\323\067\250\076\133\036\166\010\132

\324\273\166\060\256\371\310\362\216\244\217\012\165\175\032\230

\341\277\320\066\224\057\074\301\122\323\151\352\032\140\067\214

\200\333\115\155\306\232\135\215\240\141\121\273\075\015\346\022

\240\237\157\131\126\164\062\147\012\374\067\006\301\072\344\053

\216\204\037\332\041\014\111\210\103\323\245\365\202\015\166\206

\303\054\314\220\273\263\270\253\306\313\256\300\027\121\236\323

\200\367\044\332\034\354\316\022\203\316\116\066\060\071\165\370

\164\166\220\202\236\076\100\114\014\024\271\032\036\110\152\260

\061\352\210\177\200\101\100\123\173\070\113\207\220\140\172\113

\316\147\106\150\165\167\216\000\135\040\260\344\223\067\155\003

\337\130\071\350\232\305\244\353\354\141\063\010\205\044\153\117
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\006\351\255\220\245\066\142\154\343\335\175\011\037\063\277\267

\273\367\311\165\005\367\133\253\372\207\131\257\032\147\020\176

\204\334\214\160\326\104\351\020\301\330\233\056\321\306\100\152

\352\346\132\017\020\175\154\373\125\207\272\115\265\161\003\236

\027\217\170\332\125\075\127\136\042\012\152\230\360\215\010\315

\335\226\102\132\033\315\272\157\047\270\164\047\250\077\345\240

\326\163\307\136\057\041

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ANCERT Certificados Notariales V2"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Certificados Notariales V2,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L.U. - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:09:bd:56:05:2a:13:16:f4:68:4f:74:0e:a9:7d:1c:48

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Certificados Notariales V2,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L.U. - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 25 16:56:14 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat May 25 16:56:14 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 75:70:cb:6e:6b:d6:9b:7d:90:bb:69:5e:59:f0:62:b4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6f:62:de:b8:6c:85:58:5a:e4:2e:47:8d:b4:d7:6d:b3:67:58:5a:e6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Certificados Notariales V2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\157\142\336\270\154\205\130\132\344\056\107\215\264\327\155\263

\147\130\132\346

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\165\160\313\156\153\326\233\175\220\273\151\136\131\360\142\264

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\125\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071

\070\070\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\101\116\103

\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163

\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\145\163\040\126\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\011\275\126\005\052\023\026\364\150\117\164\016\251\175

\034\110
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ANCERT Certificados CGN V2"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Certificados CGN V2,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L.U. - CIF B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:0f:38:8c:70:fe:a6:95:5d:e9:5d:9c:87:af:79:04:99

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Certificados CGN V2,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L.U. - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 25 16:31:22 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat May 25 16:31:23 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 92:45:af:c3:89:71:e6:87:1d:8e:5a:20:a6:33:0e:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7e:b1:a0:42:9b:e5:f4:28:ac:2b:93:97:1d:7c:84:48:a5:36:07:0c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Certificados CGN V2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\125\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071

\070\070\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\101\116\103

\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163

\040\103\107\116\040\126\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\125\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071

\070\070\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\101\116\103

\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163

\040\103\107\116\040\126\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\017\070\214\160\376\246\225\135\351\135\234\207\257\171

\004\231

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\007\004\060\202\004\354\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\017

\070\214\160\376\246\225\135\351\135\234\207\257\171\004\231\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\165

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\101\060

\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040

\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056\125\056

\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070

\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\101\116\103\105\122

\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\103

\107\116\040\126\062\060\036\027\015\061\060\060\065\062\065\061

\066\063\061\062\062\132\027\015\063\060\060\065\062\065\061\066

\063\061\062\063\132\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101

\147\145\156\143\151\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040

\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156

\040\123\056\114\056\125\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070

\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003

\023\032\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\144\157\163\040\103\107\116\040\126\062\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\235\122\160

\351\047\030\203\312\352\304\231\330\246\341\056\024\257\156\036

\016\144\312\201\067\125\047\034\027\167\130\147\037\214\311\371

\302\212\142\145\050\164\233\342\321\276\125\007\166\166\356\174

\155\116\143\133\036\112\045\165\340\007\241\320\322\202\247\316

\017\063\353\272\024\300\145\262\112\056\345\145\274\042\322\257

\032\016\312\313\363\144\145\053\054\231\243\227\213\213\165\060

\376\146\372\301\117\113\067\120\214\077\363\336\231\172\116\207

\234\040\106\162\227\376\126\033\146\116\240\202\123\243\134\330

\050\106\014\005\027\157\070\326\134\237\016\045\042\301\206\343

\134\032\124\333\256\235\145\175\000\222\337\250\041\041\305\133

\020\046\164\341\261\163\127\144\174\175\027\003\014\352\367\024

\227\017\371\305\356\135\165\260\305\306\012\013\264\076\111\343

\031\306\233\104\223\374\132\025\144\012\262\203\377\200\136\210

\011\320\312\040\243\133\373\333\315\341\032\167\043\030\160\032

\213\355\104\077\326\032\250\066\070\341\235\057\247\167\304\172

\263\300\162\262\162\315\036\077\020\136\032\210\164\215\360\022

\305\367\257\111\334\225\257\053\115\264\220\312\371\356\357\014

\343\277\026\067\043\123\343\051\372\364\164\151\150\075\127\155

\024\140\212\144\151\050\144\115\372\066\107\375\270\022\316\303

\206\252\134\334\146\071\007\117\073\343\343\305\150\256\316\340

\071\134\040\203\077\022\012\070\263\000\301\134\023\227\042\136

\072\113\065\231\370\304\036\336\371\210\021\216\204\311\213\062

\362\322\327\277\042\007\077\140\170\056\165\034\242\272\043\022

\323\360\117\120\071\354\311\167\047\307\132\052\216\323\271\265

\164\004\231\025\057\056\206\137\217\006\301\312\352\342\250\037

\115\175\063\204\221\244\222\303\320\246\110\135\146\032\167\204
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\040\120\234\352\004\013\014\043\226\317\261\234\374\271\272\037

\227\250\323\253\003\145\057\175\256\124\307\171\342\034\066\335

\155\322\006\230\001\375\316\374\077\113\303\322\256\377\211\330

\071\061\003\330\261\144\167\003\306\370\243\215\374\052\171\347

\020\275\271\155\221\034\076\235\313\274\125\177\042\376\141\204

\370\330\324\247\041\172\071\136\162\062\353\114\165\002\003\001

\000\001\243\202\001\216\060\202\001\212\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\202\001\045\006

\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\034\060\202\001\030\060\202\001\024

\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\201\223\150\004\060\202\001\005\060

\045\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\031\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\143\145\162\164\056\143

\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\201\333\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\002\002\060\201\316\060\015\026\006\101\116\103\105\122\124

\060\003\002\001\001\036\201\274\000\101\000\147\000\145\000\156

\000\143\000\151\000\141\000\040\000\116\000\157\000\164\000\141

\000\162\000\151\000\141\000\154\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040

\000\103\000\145\000\162\000\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143

\000\141\000\143\000\151\000\157\000\156\000\056\000\040\000\120

\000\141\000\163\000\145\000\157\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\154

\000\240\000\107\000\145\000\156\000\145\000\162\000\141\000\154

\000\040\000\115\000\141\000\162\000\164\000\151\000\156\000\145

\000\172\000\040\000\103\000\141\000\155\000\160\000\157\000\163

\000\040\000\064\000\066\000\040\000\066\000\141\000\040\000\160

\000\154\000\141\000\156\000\164\000\141\000\040\000\062\000\070

\000\060\000\061\000\060\000\040\000\115\000\141\000\144\000\162

\000\151\000\144\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\005

\156\341\241\232\356\007\257\316\365\264\323\145\075\004\120\342

\320\233\104\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\005\156\341\241\232\356\007\257\316\365\264\323\145\075\004\120

\342\320\233\104\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\177\124\100\031\044\312\114\023

\366\023\371\134\142\225\060\325\270\340\223\200\154\324\025\106

\324\047\076\222\122\252\334\201\143\206\100\333\325\045\257\237

\223\154\012\365\115\241\376\124\226\135\207\257\021\223\017\213

\362\343\360\037\112\237\374\251\321\311\120\167\137\230\010\010

\055\172\213\201\020\314\073\002\124\130\345\306\247\364\367\312

\350\366\067\006\176\347\021\327\154\205\143\367\250\243\016\342

\045\142\004\244\362\142\123\234\107\264\247\144\273\201\345\326

\136\126\021\276\105\021\141\302\146\351\364\015\164\250\253\371

\133\277\202\262\221\246\120\373\207\176\157\273\310\353\005\242

\271\020\327\033\102\007\125\317\211\346\277\373\271\360\152\071

\127\123\160\214\275\113\243\151\277\037\213\246\134\115\145\212

\271\000\011\350\150\277\011\047\007\115\136\332\122\011\214\345

\161\223\212\314\205\216\322\067\136\123\334\202\155\013\126\112

\204\171\012\364\020\045\104\365\157\135\032\146\265\315\325\020

\113\207\132\116\324\177\344\161\254\356\150\237\274\372\056\130
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\301\304\236\177\244\131\205\340\122\016\362\307\107\165\025\055

\054\166\214\017\105\005\065\140\370\173\073\167\062\177\050\200

\011\332\061\274\161\175\341\254\221\315\140\012\171\040\354\156

\073\267\204\340\162\363\251\112\320\057\344\133\343\322\032\324

\112\274\365\166\371\177\052\031\110\353\335\016\317\231\126\105

\270\175\326\011\216\016\316\263\204\150\111\204\124\065\113\344

\231\033\257\363\250\024\363\124\230\012\200\176\117\274\362\146

\055\046\377\060\215\247\366\275\333\232\217\345\341\337\273\267

\062\016\371\222\157\151\343\344\166\323\000\066\361\055\136\307

\023\137\325\331\152\055\350\321\033\153\166\313\030\156\016\005

\020\365\132\362\111\033\131\264\205\352\312\031\164\314\273\122

\342\067\214\302\152\002\045\302\322\161\244\222\333\216\311\326

\251\156\320\205\050\155\134\155\010\170\002\260\171\014\127\157

\013\132\001\343\204\204\002\366\317\362\253\143\353\002\152\271

\313\112\030\325\071\042\074\126\112\252\225\210\346\060\000\037

\215\041\041\311\127\356\271\267\104\051\210\117\266\053\247\024

\356\216\356\157\276\026\320\023

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ANCERT Certificados CGN V2"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Certificados CGN V2,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L.U. - CIF B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:0f:38:8c:70:fe:a6:95:5d:e9:5d:9c:87:af:79:04:99

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Certificados CGN V2,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L.U. - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 25 16:31:22 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat May 25 16:31:23 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 92:45:af:c3:89:71:e6:87:1d:8e:5a:20:a6:33:0e:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7e:b1:a0:42:9b:e5:f4:28:ac:2b:93:97:1d:7c:84:48:a5:36:07:0c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Certificados CGN V2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\176\261\240\102\233\345\364\050\254\053\223\227\035\174\204\110

\245\066\007\014

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\222\105\257\303\211\161\346\207\035\216\132\040\246\063\016\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\101\060\077\006\003\125\004\012\023\070\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145
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\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\125\056\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071

\070\070\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\023\032\101\116\103

\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163

\040\103\107\116\040\126\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\017\070\214\160\376\246\225\135\351\135\234\207\257\171

\004\231

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "EE Certification Centre Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pki@sk.ee,CN=EE Certification Centre Root CA,O=AS

Sertifitseerimiskeskus,C=EE

# Serial Number:54:80:f9:a0:73:ed:3f:00:4c:ca:89:d8:e3:71:e6:4a

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pki@sk.ee,CN=EE Certification Centre Root CA,O=AS

Sertifitseerimiskeskus,C=EE

# Not Valid Before: Sat Oct 30 10:10:30 2010

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 17 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 43:5e:88:d4:7d:1a:4a:7e:fd:84:2e:52:eb:01:d4:6f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c9:a8:b9:e7:55:80:5e:58:e3:53:77:a7:25:eb:af:c3:7b:27:cc:d7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "EE Certification Centre Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\105\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\014\031\101\123\040\123\145\162

\164\151\146\151\164\163\145\145\162\151\155\151\163\153\145\163

\153\165\163\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\105

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103

\145\156\164\162\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\030\060

\026\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\011\160\153

\151\100\163\153\056\145\145

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\105\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\014\031\101\123\040\123\145\162

\164\151\146\151\164\163\145\145\162\151\155\151\163\153\145\163

\153\165\163\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\105
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\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103

\145\156\164\162\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\030\060

\026\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\011\160\153

\151\100\163\153\056\145\145

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\124\200\371\240\163\355\077\000\114\312\211\330\343\161

\346\112

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\003\060\202\002\353\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\124

\200\371\240\163\355\077\000\114\312\211\330\343\161\346\112\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\165

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\105\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\012\014\031\101\123\040\123\145\162\164\151

\146\151\164\163\145\145\162\151\155\151\163\153\145\163\153\165

\163\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\105\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\145\156

\164\162\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\030\060\026\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\011\160\153\151\100

\163\153\056\145\145\060\042\030\017\062\060\061\060\061\060\063

\060\061\060\061\060\063\060\132\030\017\062\060\063\060\061\062

\061\067\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\165\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\105\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\012\014\031\101\123\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\164\163\145

\145\162\151\155\151\163\153\145\163\153\165\163\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\105\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\145\156\164\162\145\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\030\060\026\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\011\160\153\151\100\163\153\056\145\145

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\310\040\300\354\340\305\113\253\007\170\225\363\104\356\373

\013\014\377\164\216\141\273\261\142\352\043\330\253\241\145\062

\172\353\216\027\117\226\330\012\173\221\242\143\154\307\214\114

\056\171\277\251\005\374\151\134\225\215\142\371\271\160\355\303

\121\175\320\223\346\154\353\060\113\341\274\175\277\122\233\316

\156\173\145\362\070\261\300\242\062\357\142\262\150\340\141\123

\301\066\225\377\354\224\272\066\256\234\034\247\062\017\345\174

\264\306\157\164\375\173\030\350\254\127\355\006\040\113\062\060

\130\133\375\315\250\346\241\374\160\274\216\222\163\333\227\247

\174\041\256\075\301\365\110\207\154\047\275\237\045\164\201\125

\260\367\165\366\075\244\144\153\326\117\347\316\100\255\017\335

\062\323\274\212\022\123\230\311\211\373\020\035\115\176\315\176

\037\126\015\041\160\205\366\040\203\037\366\272\037\004\217\352

\167\210\065\304\377\352\116\241\213\115\077\143\033\104\303\104

\324\045\166\312\267\215\327\036\112\146\144\315\134\305\234\203

\341\302\010\210\232\354\116\243\361\076\034\054\331\154\035\241
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\113\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\212\060\201\207\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\022\362\132\076\352\126\034\277

\315\006\254\361\361\045\311\251\113\324\024\231\060\105\006\003

\125\035\045\004\076\060\074\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003

\002\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\001\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\003\003\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\004\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\010\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\003\011\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\173\366\344\300\015\252\031\107\267

\115\127\243\376\255\273\261\152\325\017\236\333\344\143\305\216

\241\120\126\223\226\270\070\300\044\042\146\274\123\024\141\225

\277\320\307\052\226\071\077\175\050\263\020\100\041\152\304\257

\260\122\167\030\341\226\330\126\135\343\335\066\136\035\247\120

\124\240\305\052\344\252\214\224\212\117\235\065\377\166\244\006

\023\221\242\242\175\000\104\077\125\323\202\074\032\325\133\274

\126\114\042\056\106\103\212\044\100\055\363\022\270\073\160\032

\244\226\271\032\257\207\101\032\152\030\015\006\117\307\076\156

\271\051\115\015\111\211\021\207\062\133\346\113\004\310\344\134

\346\164\163\224\135\026\230\023\225\376\373\333\261\104\345\072

\160\254\067\153\346\263\063\162\050\311\263\127\240\366\002\026

\210\006\013\266\246\113\040\050\324\336\075\213\255\067\005\123

\164\376\156\314\274\103\027\161\136\371\305\314\032\251\141\356

\367\166\014\363\162\364\162\255\317\162\002\066\007\107\317\357

\031\120\211\140\314\351\044\225\017\302\313\035\362\157\166\220

\307\314\165\301\226\305\235

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "EE Certification Centre Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pki@sk.ee,CN=EE Certification Centre Root CA,O=AS

Sertifitseerimiskeskus,C=EE

# Serial Number:54:80:f9:a0:73:ed:3f:00:4c:ca:89:d8:e3:71:e6:4a

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=pki@sk.ee,CN=EE Certification Centre Root CA,O=AS

Sertifitseerimiskeskus,C=EE

# Not Valid Before: Sat Oct 30 10:10:30 2010

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 17 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 43:5e:88:d4:7d:1a:4a:7e:fd:84:2e:52:eb:01:d4:6f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c9:a8:b9:e7:55:80:5e:58:e3:53:77:a7:25:eb:af:c3:7b:27:cc:d7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "EE Certification Centre Root CA"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\311\250\271\347\125\200\136\130\343\123\167\247\045\353\257\303

\173\047\314\327

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\136\210\324\175\032\112\176\375\204\056\122\353\001\324\157

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\105\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\012\014\031\101\123\040\123\145\162

\164\151\146\151\164\163\145\145\162\151\155\151\163\153\145\163

\153\165\163\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\014\037\105\105

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103

\145\156\164\162\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\030\060

\026\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\011\160\153

\151\100\163\153\056\145\145

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\124\200\371\240\163\355\077\000\114\312\211\330\343\161

\346\112

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "DigiNotar Root CA G2"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA G2,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0a:82:bd:1e:14:4e:88:14:d7:5b:1a:55:27:be:bf:3e

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA G2,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 03 13:59:02 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Jul 03 13:59:02 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): c2:96:e0:e4:97:2c:aa:61:c4:9b:9b:77:18:38:5c:9e

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:d9:bc:b5:68:e0:39:d0:73:a7:4a:71:d8:51:1f:74:76:08:9c:c3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiNotar Root CA G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\062\061\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011

\001\026\021\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141
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\162\056\156\154

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\062\061\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011

\001\026\021\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141

\162\056\156\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\202\275\036\024\116\210\024\327\133\032\125\047\276

\277\076

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\220\060\202\003\170\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\012

\202\275\036\024\116\210\024\327\133\032\125\047\276\277\076\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\142

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164\141

\162\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\104\151\147\151

\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\062

\061\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\021\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056

\156\154\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\067\060\063\061\063\065\071

\060\062\132\027\015\062\071\060\067\060\063\061\063\065\071\060

\062\132\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116

\114\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151

\116\157\164\141\162\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024

\104\151\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\107\062\061\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\021\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157

\164\141\162\056\156\154\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\277\256\020\001\373\114\076\266\254

\003\365\230\317\043\222\050\244\023\075\032\332\240\117\213\145

\345\056\344\340\246\216\070\165\073\345\263\130\025\334\062\145

\376\176\166\030\005\331\202\251\266\241\366\375\304\273\153\154

\173\044\264\201\365\054\075\207\251\300\103\327\334\070\054\340

\115\022\204\027\274\015\114\323\161\113\063\270\102\004\061\161

\307\044\036\105\027\320\374\151\052\132\041\225\215\004\207\214

\300\167\023\142\215\275\344\310\217\212\020\025\175\165\305\240

\166\145\260\216\001\066\016\210\011\174\240\243\071\045\253\150

\222\255\346\064\171\357\224\027\322\153\057\040\060\005\251\221

\071\254\014\134\001\307\245\162\260\217\017\030\215\242\071\332

\334\064\224\104\245\220\100\105\270\356\347\344\153\364\151\067
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\330\325\242\200\057\325\371\366\115\046\353\123\240\241\205\137

\320\275\312\055\034\046\256\160\230\075\032\274\161\143\043\231

\103\211\256\074\073\131\147\123\066\066\102\015\341\145\020\010

\232\123\271\350\176\341\260\272\043\332\233\042\107\055\263\133

\175\304\177\002\372\062\116\026\376\372\212\253\131\032\266\142

\072\275\310\240\133\257\343\223\271\134\206\264\215\347\040\013

\156\004\004\375\322\245\246\356\375\264\051\031\041\357\102\221

\043\204\112\053\372\016\112\064\315\260\260\225\172\004\015\250

\060\136\075\040\173\077\152\003\105\333\005\005\224\220\307\326

\116\146\204\002\073\200\314\337\342\207\154\144\322\160\137\117

\160\273\154\103\030\032\351\154\340\200\126\305\305\346\000\255

\337\115\355\121\215\306\352\011\361\011\012\242\332\123\107\117

\233\230\323\340\311\276\330\207\134\245\123\243\215\253\323\274

\056\013\172\277\106\021\143\244\130\025\252\034\156\376\111\006

\123\002\112\363\323\362\101\315\127\137\225\045\270\341\207\363

\140\227\177\354\041\211\312\323\166\154\335\121\221\106\063\100

\330\110\224\055\352\005\162\273\264\034\241\124\267\307\346\351

\112\176\053\262\327\041\031\137\000\344\232\134\215\241\070\257

\071\052\354\140\065\110\130\057\171\242\312\114\052\344\176\250

\021\210\121\355\277\017\073\156\005\261\200\107\071\344\147\342

\207\141\304\216\254\207\311\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\051\015\333\077

\007\122\345\013\324\041\150\056\044\112\336\133\132\226\362\041

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\042\357\356\300\123\343\244\145\343\317\040\256

\023\342\242\336\327\067\053\124\017\016\233\215\137\230\347\151

\052\036\073\245\265\131\274\254\176\152\346\226\060\336\227\001

\375\164\366\137\045\000\367\243\143\212\264\261\015\302\031\030

\003\316\345\060\041\022\221\060\161\342\221\213\363\334\153\303

\005\255\314\055\142\230\066\047\135\243\340\025\233\202\075\032

\150\165\225\335\172\150\052\017\042\151\066\063\267\153\242\050

\206\120\221\125\021\132\022\000\214\235\121\334\340\262\126\275

\120\105\164\377\224\173\321\327\360\073\344\115\341\104\351\337

\153\204\342\042\114\225\170\264\224\314\127\011\236\041\207\254

\226\241\023\033\013\305\231\147\134\035\361\025\265\064\334\274

\370\036\354\253\077\224\047\262\211\231\374\325\130\076\245\244

\006\323\103\371\034\066\015\217\002\020\134\365\005\000\167\372

\247\354\231\126\316\230\005\370\162\246\271\005\033\043\016\016

\100\147\265\171\112\144\073\201\265\241\212\021\133\237\207\031

\174\360\224\116\063\243\121\020\325\273\275\121\213\150\030\007

\256\032\127\377\104\033\307\337\133\323\263\315\371\260\157\115

\302\313\202\345\213\156\051\320\131\201\234\154\116\375\173\020

\327\166\020\237\054\105\201\376\135\160\254\274\200\313\362\041

\302\303\142\042\333\030\116\020\217\105\260\033\232\042\043\244

\324\034\367\152\242\063\337\371\314\005\250\125\350\275\227\205

\250\336\263\145\335\116\004\022\170\235\351\312\223\066\052\001
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\112\174\315\340\020\303\224\110\220\241\235\207\350\165\324\040

\317\207\021\065\352\360\300\167\047\302\122\366\055\157\207\231

\047\265\371\200\376\356\106\252\377\366\075\305\277\140\252\064

\141\065\053\363\002\001\212\112\234\012\042\141\376\231\013\005

\131\362\204\205\252\254\220\067\037\367\237\024\350\323\176\275

\004\106\077\155\366\340\334\102\116\201\374\135\340\232\126\161

\230\142\117\343\136\374\171\371\313\314\305\270\134\005\061\310

\142\366\251\157\377\153\343\360\166\323\352\276\347\101\001\367

\014\247\104\123\051\340\335\357\331\153\054\130\310\327\230\342

\035\344\051\263\213\345\154\166\311\143\203\155\032\171\156\163

\114\340\300\313

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "DigiNotar Root CA G2"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA G2,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0a:82:bd:1e:14:4e:88:14:d7:5b:1a:55:27:be:bf:3e

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA G2,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 03 13:59:02 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Jul 03 13:59:02 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): c2:96:e0:e4:97:2c:aa:61:c4:9b:9b:77:18:38:5c:9e

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 43:d9:bc:b5:68:e0:39:d0:73:a7:4a:71:d8:51:1f:74:76:08:9c:c3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiNotar Root CA G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\103\331\274\265\150\340\071\320\163\247\112\161\330\121\037\164

\166\010\234\303

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\302\226\340\344\227\054\252\141\304\233\233\167\030\070\134\236

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\142\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\062\061\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011

\001\026\021\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141

\162\056\156\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\202\275\036\024\116\210\024\327\133\032\125\047\276
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\277\076

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Federal Common Policy CA"

# Issuer: CN=Federal Common Policy CA,OU=FPKI,O=U.S. Government,C=US

# Serial Number: 304 (0x130)

# Subject: CN=Federal Common Policy CA,OU=FPKI,O=U.S. Government,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 01 16:45:27 2010

# Not Valid After: Sun Dec 01 16:45:27 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8c:42:b6:36:0d:d0:24:ce:4c:b1:ba:06:d2:6a:6b:c9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 90:5f:94:2f:d9:f2:8f:67:9b:37:81:80:fd:4f:84:63:47:f6:45:c1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Federal Common Policy CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\131\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107

\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\023\004\106\120\113\111\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004

\003\023\030\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\103\157\155\155\157

\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\131\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107

\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\023\004\106\120\113\111\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004

\003\023\030\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\103\157\155\155\157

\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\001\060

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\140\060\202\003\110\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\001

\060\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\131\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107

\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125
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\004\013\023\004\106\120\113\111\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004

\003\023\030\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\103\157\155\155\157

\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061

\060\061\062\060\061\061\066\064\065\062\067\132\027\015\063\060

\061\062\060\061\061\066\064\065\062\067\132\060\131\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\030\060\026\006\003

\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\106

\120\113\111\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\106\145

\144\145\162\141\154\040\103\157\155\155\157\156\040\120\157\154

\151\143\171\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\330\165\373\065\026\064\132\101\277

\132\257\134\060\004\024\034\255\170\104\265\352\046\352\165\141

\307\315\066\171\370\174\330\275\051\121\146\131\041\343\171\253

\324\170\276\260\055\260\241\325\262\065\026\043\320\314\036\276

\016\350\253\334\303\311\326\022\327\247\162\150\030\061\270\027

\042\262\076\176\272\010\155\306\375\321\130\054\151\240\003\360

\052\243\366\077\041\045\075\337\267\062\305\216\047\263\043\245

\340\122\263\135\226\351\260\270\305\305\237\273\305\240\156\202

\100\273\305\047\005\066\111\326\046\047\151\014\064\217\317\047

\172\052\012\243\101\137\215\035\003\206\203\025\340\125\301\305

\230\054\236\354\032\162\334\110\301\076\371\204\322\204\202\301

\033\303\164\066\267\271\307\066\062\172\370\062\266\320\066\256

\042\030\061\214\120\163\041\236\376\203\073\060\210\044\343\351

\301\176\336\355\230\307\037\222\020\212\237\133\142\057\235\244

\274\325\205\157\072\375\311\123\247\040\113\252\333\040\253\041

\116\035\015\116\346\230\205\345\253\021\107\135\235\077\304\043

\300\343\024\006\156\376\235\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\060

\060\202\001\054\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\201\351\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\001\013\004\201\334\060\201\331\060\077\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\060\005\206\063\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\150\164\164

\160\056\146\160\153\151\056\147\157\166\057\146\143\160\143\141

\057\143\141\103\145\162\164\163\111\163\163\165\145\144\102\171

\146\143\160\143\141\056\160\067\143\060\201\225\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\060\005\206\201\210\154\144\141\160\072\057\057

\154\144\141\160\056\146\160\153\151\056\147\157\166\057\143\156

\075\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\045\062\060\103\157\155\155\157

\156\045\062\060\120\157\154\151\143\171\045\062\060\103\101\054

\157\165\075\106\120\113\111\054\157\075\125\056\123\056\045\062

\060\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\054\143\075\125\123

\077\143\101\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\073\142

\151\156\141\162\171\054\143\162\157\163\163\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\120\141\151\162\073\142\151\156\141\162

\171\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\255\014\172\165

\134\345\363\230\304\171\230\016\254\050\375\227\364\347\002\374
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\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\217\163\332\341\177\200\261\207\366\354\054\317

\321\204\143\036\366\361\210\267\232\362\021\265\357\124\255\212

\156\030\067\050\357\134\033\344\357\120\267\154\046\030\043\042

\115\035\046\107\040\351\011\234\342\160\142\161\253\021\317\221

\211\350\263\365\052\240\107\300\024\313\116\102\301\335\014\016

\033\360\207\133\354\345\167\327\252\340\124\327\105\364\205\076

\354\264\035\336\174\212\177\133\115\234\226\212\320\242\062\237

\332\154\061\014\370\244\357\176\163\350\221\334\010\172\160\132

\240\257\142\201\131\370\000\164\242\310\335\124\312\101\126\107

\275\351\300\117\355\040\335\343\245\011\337\256\050\302\374\321

\310\027\330\022\307\157\336\056\351\275\232\221\362\074\132\224

\056\221\042\200\211\241\214\130\314\203\172\046\031\165\002\245

\016\175\012\046\163\121\352\206\313\007\250\310\375\143\132\065

\233\322\257\277\117\061\110\301\204\160\333\065\173\232\031\017

\345\217\364\152\014\157\063\331\353\034\160\242\015\343\271\120

\003\141\002\377\112\354\222\244\334\055\356\052\064\223\007\267

\054\347\030\217

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Federal Common Policy CA"

# Issuer: CN=Federal Common Policy CA,OU=FPKI,O=U.S. Government,C=US

# Serial Number: 304 (0x130)

# Subject: CN=Federal Common Policy CA,OU=FPKI,O=U.S. Government,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 01 16:45:27 2010

# Not Valid After: Sun Dec 01 16:45:27 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8c:42:b6:36:0d:d0:24:ce:4c:b1:ba:06:d2:6a:6b:c9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 90:5f:94:2f:d9:f2:8f:67:9b:37:81:80:fd:4f:84:63:47:f6:45:c1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Federal Common Policy CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\220\137\224\057\331\362\217\147\233\067\201\200\375\117\204\143

\107\366\105\301

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\102\266\066\015\320\044\316\114\261\272\006\322\152\153\311

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\131\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107

\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125
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\004\013\023\004\106\120\113\111\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004

\003\023\030\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\040\103\157\155\155\157

\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\001\060

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Autoridad de Certificacion Raiz del Estado Venezolano"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=acraiz@suscerte.gob.ve,OU=Superintendencia de Servicios de Certificacion

Electronica,O=Sistema Nacional de Certificacion Electronica,ST=Distrito Capital,L=Caracas,C=VE,CN=Autoridad

de Certificacion Raiz del Estado Venezolano

# Serial Number: 10 (0xa)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=acraiz@suscerte.gob.ve,OU=Superintendencia de Servicios de Certificacion

Electronica,O=Sistema Nacional de Certificacion Electronica,ST=Distrito Capital,L=Caracas,C=VE,CN=Autoridad

de Certificacion Raiz del Estado Venezolano

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 28 16:41:36 2010

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 23 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 96:14:69:08:a8:36:59:d7:a0:35:14:89:58:50:5b:ab

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:8e:be:9c:0f:46:c0:79:c3:c7:af:e0:7a:2f:dd:9f:ae:5f:8a:5c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Raiz del Estado Venezolano"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\036\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\122\141\151\172\040\144

\145\154\040\105\163\164\141\144\157\040\126\145\156\145\172\157

\154\141\156\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\126

\105\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\141\162\141

\143\141\163\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151

\163\164\162\151\164\157\040\103\141\160\151\164\141\154\061\066

\060\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\123\151\163\164\145\155\141

\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143\164

\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\013\023

\072\123\165\160\145\162\151\156\164\145\156\144\145\156\143\151

\141\040\144\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\151\157\163\040\144

\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040

\105\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\045\060\043\006
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\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\026\141\143\162\141

\151\172\100\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157\142\056

\166\145

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\036\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\122\141\151\172\040\144

\145\154\040\105\163\164\141\144\157\040\126\145\156\145\172\157

\154\141\156\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\126

\105\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\141\162\141

\143\141\163\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151

\163\164\162\151\164\157\040\103\141\160\151\164\141\154\061\066

\060\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\123\151\163\164\145\155\141

\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143\164

\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\013\023

\072\123\165\160\145\162\151\156\164\145\156\144\145\156\143\151

\141\040\144\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\151\157\163\040\144

\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040

\105\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\045\060\043\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\026\141\143\162\141

\151\172\100\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157\142\056

\166\145

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\012

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\011\230\060\202\007\200\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\012

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060

\202\001\036\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\101\165

\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\122\141\151\172\040\144\145

\154\040\105\163\164\141\144\157\040\126\145\156\145\172\157\154

\141\156\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\126\105

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\141\162\141\143

\141\163\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151\163

\164\162\151\164\157\040\103\141\160\151\164\141\154\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\123\151\163\164\145\155\141\040

\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143\164\162

\157\156\151\143\141\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\013\023\072

\123\165\160\145\162\151\156\164\145\156\144\145\156\143\151\141

\040\144\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\151\157\163\040\144\145

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\105

\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\045\060\043\006\011
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\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\026\141\143\162\141\151

\172\100\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157\142\056\166

\145\060\036\027\015\061\060\061\062\062\070\061\066\064\061\063

\066\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\062\063\062\063\065\071\065\071

\132\060\202\001\036\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\122\141\151\172\040

\144\145\154\040\105\163\164\141\144\157\040\126\145\156\145\172

\157\154\141\156\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\126\105\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\141\162

\141\143\141\163\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104

\151\163\164\162\151\164\157\040\103\141\160\151\164\141\154\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\123\151\163\164\145\155

\141\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\013

\023\072\123\165\160\145\162\151\156\164\145\156\144\145\156\143

\151\141\040\144\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\151\157\163\040

\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156

\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\045\060\043

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\026\141\143\162

\141\151\172\100\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157\142

\056\166\145\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002

\202\002\001\000\301\073\357\023\122\361\231\126\343\264\154\005

\341\032\151\026\141\046\206\170\257\016\374\345\100\005\012\343

\331\070\005\114\250\324\265\300\306\052\317\057\171\253\241\244

\120\357\065\021\037\356\202\044\027\374\243\034\253\376\007\006

\177\067\177\007\130\133\023\331\177\000\137\053\260\117\332\237

\311\260\130\063\141\341\117\320\025\316\056\153\350\044\214\345

\045\276\205\133\355\114\077\001\201\216\346\231\030\122\046\131

\233\022\230\145\034\225\276\165\231\026\014\144\104\341\367\362

\171\010\264\341\107\127\261\112\334\107\102\233\160\113\072\332

\314\321\151\221\006\077\316\150\373\371\206\115\003\334\203\242

\272\025\026\376\254\311\266\016\147\263\261\064\072\073\316\104

\213\243\216\110\356\003\060\267\032\226\147\305\144\045\231\002

\363\352\164\165\176\246\222\025\023\321\000\025\353\206\134\364

\173\031\210\177\350\056\021\044\136\070\153\201\235\274\160\136

\367\061\162\052\057\035\137\310\316\044\074\175\162\070\230\277

\107\275\247\063\002\373\017\344\235\352\146\140\043\115\371\117

\033\207\135\315\277\270\354\027\174\252\353\116\066\211\017\077

\011\247\240\335\172\313\016\223\022\040\220\245\321\214\377\205

\053\174\336\336\176\015\120\204\106\204\144\155\312\361\043\053

\336\177\332\015\066\267\243\336\142\046\025\032\352\372\256\344

\270\366\175\021\001\244\222\323\362\311\157\245\363\150\000\036

\322\151\216\331\353\347\022\254\110\053\014\266\231\224\115\075

\360\025\133\131\167\300\051\326\211\114\053\310\025\072\072\306

\305\160\121\153\102\157\264\323\003\242\161\173\316\114\160\114
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\152\040\225\001\126\123\157\324\122\057\050\276\054\235\145\227

\062\131\073\172\152\334\204\142\210\030\367\360\332\050\243\355

\231\065\263\004\162\044\240\232\050\073\141\166\224\162\153\235

\111\124\057\055\042\376\143\017\222\251\254\062\173\074\031\270

\004\233\247\267\177\322\273\255\103\237\135\363\134\345\154\313

\167\047\274\201\347\256\353\117\142\052\043\047\120\362\240\126

\223\347\346\137\070\041\137\357\305\211\326\054\207\366\212\373

\066\173\133\056\274\220\241\356\314\114\065\126\251\032\267\220

\306\263\345\163\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\002\333\060\202\002

\327\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001

\001\377\002\001\002\060\067\006\003\125\035\022\004\060\060\056

\202\017\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157\142\056\166

\145\240\033\006\005\140\206\136\002\002\240\022\014\020\122\111

\106\055\107\055\062\060\060\060\064\060\063\066\055\060\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\255\273\042\035\306\340\322

\001\250\375\166\120\122\223\355\230\301\115\256\323\060\202\001

\120\006\003\125\035\043\004\202\001\107\060\202\001\103\200\024

\255\273\042\035\306\340\322\001\250\375\166\120\122\223\355\230

\301\115\256\323\241\202\001\046\244\202\001\042\060\202\001\036

\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\101\165\164\157\162

\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\143\151\157\156\040\122\141\151\172\040\144\145\154\040\105

\163\164\141\144\157\040\126\145\156\145\172\157\154\141\156\157

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\126\105\061\020\060

\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\141\162\141\143\141\163\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151\163\164\162\151

\164\157\040\103\141\160\151\164\141\154\061\066\060\064\006\003

\125\004\012\023\055\123\151\163\164\145\155\141\040\116\141\143

\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151

\143\141\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\013\023\072\123\165\160

\145\162\151\156\164\145\156\144\145\156\143\151\141\040\144\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\151\157\163\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143

\164\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\045\060\043\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\026\141\143\162\141\151\172\100\163

\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157\142\056\166\145\202\001

\012\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\067

\006\003\125\035\021\004\060\060\056\202\017\163\165\163\143\145

\162\164\145\056\147\157\142\056\166\145\240\033\006\005\140\206

\136\002\002\240\022\014\020\122\111\106\055\107\055\062\060\060

\060\064\060\063\066\055\060\060\124\006\003\125\035\037\004\115

\060\113\060\044\240\042\240\040\206\036\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157

\142\056\166\145\057\154\143\162\060\043\240\041\240\037\206\035

\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\141\143\162\141\151\172\056\163\165

\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157\142\056\166\145\060\067\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001\004\053\060\051\060\047\006
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\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\033\150\164\164\160\072

\057\057\157\143\163\160\056\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056

\147\157\142\056\166\145\060\100\006\003\125\035\040\004\071\060

\067\060\065\006\005\140\206\136\001\002\060\054\060\052\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\036\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157

\142\056\166\145\057\144\160\143\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\034\131\020\345

\136\244\121\301\107\273\145\262\013\125\342\057\251\243\047\274

\341\074\212\307\154\003\126\243\251\051\242\233\212\225\330\037

\367\266\022\140\026\276\172\364\375\003\201\117\375\201\201\252

\117\201\160\036\056\357\300\222\022\173\273\017\205\210\304\371

\035\101\265\272\044\052\303\050\046\023\312\371\000\373\327\303

\134\371\150\351\033\301\030\042\311\242\154\144\303\370\071\303

\116\041\335\326\302\336\345\266\054\311\134\070\360\336\136\152

\344\047\364\270\063\304\313\141\222\063\123\250\314\374\235\315

\123\373\050\013\357\355\177\260\217\164\042\266\065\127\200\250

\256\005\256\051\012\073\262\244\375\075\343\324\301\220\366\077

\316\274\344\104\376\321\301\176\050\057\375\000\044\062\040\210

\304\157\030\173\221\016\110\220\274\226\142\140\201\155\024\000

\032\121\272\265\135\151\215\141\107\034\054\254\116\105\040\251

\110\105\243\207\111\243\170\220\335\066\102\177\330\166\157\375

\155\203\001\306\371\177\230\040\177\226\056\042\140\253\242\047

\300\260\065\044\320\311\277\063\231\042\123\016\156\037\142\114

\046\374\044\063\312\301\003\314\251\027\141\143\063\044\314\150

\100\357\257\242\342\205\303\210\060\323\105\033\356\126\352\126

\012\017\012\107\233\060\131\330\111\321\060\220\014\047\052\046

\010\050\134\062\037\047\327\255\013\111\345\027\121\143\317\346

\015\073\140\121\032\275\103\011\120\346\221\265\143\346\144\227

\252\013\227\023\001\006\206\134\245\037\225\276\120\216\013\262

\322\144\177\333\253\114\346\103\306\344\205\215\152\376\215\376

\273\224\125\036\221\123\047\010\323\272\147\075\072\241\311\301

\305\024\272\371\103\134\305\216\041\214\202\242\375\052\062\045

\325\026\214\025\126\300\230\374\056\262\216\031\244\026\161\303

\113\335\161\376\161\354\042\035\360\301\214\230\201\207\264\277

\002\270\304\060\061\107\302\300\260\257\173\063\143\012\335\254

\105\233\301\314\200\207\364\331\230\136\234\206\376\232\004\377

\146\112\374\173\141\124\276\127\143\005\007\306\247\001\165\131

\344\156\071\073\000\364\252\235\363\237\210\277\317\321\045\053

\337\177\163\355\026\206\251\220\145\017\160\051

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Autoridad de Certificacion Raiz del Estado Venezolano"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=acraiz@suscerte.gob.ve,OU=Superintendencia de Servicios de Certificacion
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Electronica,O=Sistema Nacional de Certificacion Electronica,ST=Distrito Capital,L=Caracas,C=VE,CN=Autoridad

de Certificacion Raiz del Estado Venezolano

# Serial Number: 10 (0xa)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=acraiz@suscerte.gob.ve,OU=Superintendencia de Servicios de Certificacion

Electronica,O=Sistema Nacional de Certificacion Electronica,ST=Distrito Capital,L=Caracas,C=VE,CN=Autoridad

de Certificacion Raiz del Estado Venezolano

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 28 16:41:36 2010

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 23 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 96:14:69:08:a8:36:59:d7:a0:35:14:89:58:50:5b:ab

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:8e:be:9c:0f:46:c0:79:c3:c7:af:e0:7a:2f:dd:9f:ae:5f:8a:5c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion Raiz del Estado Venezolano"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\071\216\276\234\017\106\300\171\303\307\257\340\172\057\335\237

\256\137\212\134

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\226\024\151\010\250\066\131\327\240\065\024\211\130\120\133\253

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\036\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\122\141\151\172\040\144

\145\154\040\105\163\164\141\144\157\040\126\145\156\145\172\157

\154\141\156\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\126

\105\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\103\141\162\141

\143\141\163\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151

\163\164\162\151\164\157\040\103\141\160\151\164\141\154\061\066

\060\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\123\151\163\164\145\155\141

\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\105\154\145\143\164

\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\103\060\101\006\003\125\004\013\023

\072\123\165\160\145\162\151\156\164\145\156\144\145\156\143\151

\141\040\144\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\151\157\163\040\144

\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040

\105\154\145\143\164\162\157\156\151\143\141\061\045\060\043\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\026\141\143\162\141

\151\172\100\163\165\163\143\145\162\164\145\056\147\157\142\056

\166\145

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\012

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "China Internet Network Information Center EV Certificates Root"

# Issuer: CN=China Internet Network Information Center EV Certificates Root,O=China Internet Network

Information Center,C=CN

# Serial Number:48:9f:00:01

# Subject: CN=China Internet Network Information Center EV Certificates Root,O=China Internet Network

Information Center,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 31 07:11:25 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Aug 31 07:11:25 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 55:5d:63:00:97:bd:6a:97:f5:67:ab:4b:fb:6e:63:15

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4f:99:aa:93:fb:2b:d1:37:26:a1:99:4a:ce:7f:f0:05:f2:93:5d:1e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "China Internet Network Information Center EV Certificates Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116

\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\103\150\151\156\141

\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\145

\156\164\145\162\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\003\014\076\103

\150\151\156\141\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157

\156\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\105\126\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116

\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\103\150\151\156\141

\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\145

\156\164\145\162\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\003\014\076\103

\150\151\156\141\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157

\156\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\105\126\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\110\237\000\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\367\060\202\002\337\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\110
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\237\000\001\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\103\116\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\103\150\151

\156\141\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145\164\167

\157\162\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156\040

\103\145\156\164\145\162\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\003\014

\076\103\150\151\156\141\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040

\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164

\151\157\156\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\105\126\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\060

\036\027\015\061\060\060\070\063\061\060\067\061\061\062\065\132

\027\015\063\060\060\070\063\061\060\067\061\061\062\065\132\060

\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\103\150\151\156\141\040

\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153

\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\145\156

\164\145\162\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\003\014\076\103\150

\151\156\141\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156

\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\105\126\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\233\176\163

\356\275\073\170\252\144\103\101\365\120\337\224\362\056\262\215

\112\216\106\124\322\041\022\310\071\062\102\006\351\203\325\237

\122\355\345\147\003\073\124\301\214\231\231\314\351\300\017\377

\015\331\204\021\262\270\321\313\133\334\036\371\150\061\144\341

\233\372\164\353\150\271\040\225\367\306\017\215\107\254\132\006

\335\141\253\342\354\330\237\027\055\234\312\074\065\227\125\161

\315\103\205\261\107\026\365\054\123\200\166\317\323\000\144\275

\100\231\335\314\330\333\304\237\326\023\137\101\203\213\371\015

\207\222\126\064\154\032\020\013\027\325\132\034\227\130\204\074

\204\032\056\134\221\064\156\031\137\177\027\151\305\145\357\153

\041\306\325\120\072\277\141\271\005\215\357\157\064\072\262\157

\024\143\277\026\073\233\251\052\375\267\053\070\146\006\305\054

\342\252\147\036\105\247\215\004\146\102\366\217\053\357\210\040

\151\217\062\214\024\163\332\053\206\221\143\042\232\362\247\333

\316\211\213\253\135\307\024\301\133\060\152\037\261\267\236\056

\201\001\002\355\317\226\136\143\333\250\346\070\267\002\003\001

\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060

\026\200\024\174\162\113\071\307\300\333\142\245\117\233\252\030

\064\222\242\312\203\202\131\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\174\162\113\071\307\300\333\142\245\117\233\252\030

\064\222\242\312\203\202\131\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\052\303\307\103\067

\217\335\255\244\262\014\356\334\024\155\217\050\244\230\111\313
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\014\200\352\363\355\043\146\165\175\305\323\041\147\171\321\163

\305\265\003\267\130\254\014\124\057\306\126\023\017\061\332\006

\347\145\073\035\157\066\333\310\035\371\375\200\006\312\243\075

\146\026\250\235\114\026\175\300\225\106\265\121\344\342\037\327

\352\006\115\143\215\226\214\357\347\063\127\102\072\353\214\301

\171\310\115\166\175\336\366\261\267\201\340\240\371\241\170\106

\027\032\126\230\360\116\075\253\034\355\354\071\334\007\110\367

\143\376\006\256\302\244\134\152\133\062\210\305\307\063\205\254

\146\102\107\302\130\044\231\341\345\076\345\165\054\216\103\326

\135\074\170\036\250\225\202\051\120\321\321\026\272\357\301\276

\172\331\264\330\314\036\114\106\341\167\261\061\253\275\052\310

\316\217\156\241\135\177\003\165\064\344\255\211\105\124\136\276

\256\050\245\273\077\170\171\353\163\263\012\015\375\276\311\367

\126\254\366\267\355\057\233\041\051\307\070\266\225\304\004\362

\303\055\375\024\052\220\231\271\007\314\237

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "China Internet Network Information Center EV Certificates Root"

# Issuer: CN=China Internet Network Information Center EV Certificates Root,O=China Internet Network

Information Center,C=CN

# Serial Number:48:9f:00:01

# Subject: CN=China Internet Network Information Center EV Certificates Root,O=China Internet Network

Information Center,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 31 07:11:25 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Aug 31 07:11:25 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 55:5d:63:00:97:bd:6a:97:f5:67:ab:4b:fb:6e:63:15

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4f:99:aa:93:fb:2b:d1:37:26:a1:99:4a:ce:7f:f0:05:f2:93:5d:1e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "China Internet Network Information Center EV Certificates Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\117\231\252\223\373\053\321\067\046\241\231\112\316\177\360\005

\362\223\135\036

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\125\135\143\000\227\275\152\227\365\147\253\113\373\156\143\025

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116

\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\012\014\051\103\150\151\156\141

\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\145
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\156\164\145\162\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\003\014\076\103

\150\151\156\141\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157

\156\040\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\105\126\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\110\237\000\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Verizon Global Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Verizon Global Root CA,OU=OmniRoot,O=Verizon Business,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Verizon Global Root CA,OU=OmniRoot,O=Verizon Business,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 30 14:27:04 2009

# Not Valid After: Sun Jul 30 14:27:04 2034

# Fingerprint (MD5): f4:c3:f3:e9:53:c2:94:65:27:3d:52:89:f1:8e:5b:1c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 91:21:98:ee:f2:3d:ca:c4:09:39:31:2f:ee:97:dd:56:0b:ae:49:b1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verizon Global Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\014\020\126\145\162\151\172\157

\156\040\102\165\163\151\156\145\163\163\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\013\014\010\117\155\156\151\122\157\157\164\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\126\145\162\151\172\157\156\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\014\020\126\145\162\151\172\157

\156\040\102\165\163\151\156\145\163\163\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\013\014\010\117\155\156\151\122\157\157\164\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\126\145\162\151\172\157\156\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\165\060\202\002\135\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\014\020\126\145\162\151\172\157\156

\040\102\165\163\151\156\145\163\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\013\014\010\117\155\156\151\122\157\157\164\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\126\145\162\151\172\157\156\040\107

\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027

\015\060\071\060\067\063\060\061\064\062\067\060\064\132\027\015

\063\064\060\067\063\060\061\064\062\067\060\064\132\060\134\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\012\014\020\126\145\162\151\172\157\156\040\102

\165\163\151\156\145\163\163\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013

\014\010\117\155\156\151\122\157\157\164\061\037\060\035\006\003

\125\004\003\014\026\126\145\162\151\172\157\156\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\212\000\014\160

\035\277\353\064\206\303\231\105\065\036\177\103\367\253\157\044

\055\315\031\302\020\273\260\312\051\133\251\040\253\253\162\054

\304\342\002\071\155\202\270\305\021\352\370\373\263\236\142\370

\063\036\260\037\311\343\366\067\333\004\310\073\143\117\066\342

\205\244\045\035\307\151\037\004\275\150\105\023\226\007\037\224

\120\365\076\305\047\124\236\300\111\127\104\216\007\143\324\246

\256\355\042\231\314\115\226\151\004\023\156\166\211\237\164\026

\224\371\035\124\275\242\271\322\203\001\042\014\115\104\200\252

\376\065\211\047\045\247\206\211\306\325\032\222\343\217\305\225

\240\024\162\232\350\126\305\002\125\034\227\371\040\056\320\365

\074\023\031\132\366\341\371\013\003\202\151\247\214\267\326\157

\234\126\076\235\350\052\011\140\155\113\346\373\213\231\024\367

\064\117\145\131\200\215\271\127\310\242\065\041\330\210\161\126

\135\356\202\127\055\046\220\030\237\232\234\234\217\357\324\305

\143\247\124\175\107\221\207\175\032\022\250\033\030\157\251\157

\261\047\272\344\004\164\316\067\036\177\146\305\002\003\001\000

\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\114\070\021\270\230\000\133\132\053\160\076\252\170\344\325

\147\147\147\247\176\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\001\137\240\261\006\001\364

\171\327\145\030\140\076\317\171\240\272\302\043\117\043\337\207

\226\137\201\016\070\025\056\134\310\002\150\051\040\374\213\356

\245\212\030\201\144\134\230\065\176\071\060\202\244\202\212\120

\265\272\303\350\132\326\250\236\342\303\027\333\333\304\353\260

\012\040\015\351\236\343\377\140\124\107\361\073\235\324\050\074

\242\256\243\373\252\213\202\042\052\065\207\220\270\034\131\107
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\220\325\235\056\372\111\343\145\250\066\353\307\344\034\150\334

\263\061\154\253\116\316\044\200\025\310\020\131\020\021\162\115

\172\234\230\234\304\374\141\340\263\262\235\116\240\306\302\131

\253\030\326\242\125\105\354\051\252\045\067\326\116\112\075\013

\100\301\344\223\344\374\315\221\013\370\346\253\314\263\166\304

\142\277\031\355\206\266\171\303\051\124\124\274\231\175\106\127

\317\246\317\364\124\052\232\003\145\107\001\241\102\052\313\045

\107\156\174\136\000\113\221\331\371\033\020\006\160\371\102\025

\246\137\252\327\100\036\375\311\110\235\227\201\352\134\150\302

\240\347\211\241\123\115\277\307\343

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Verizon Global Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Verizon Global Root CA,OU=OmniRoot,O=Verizon Business,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Verizon Global Root CA,OU=OmniRoot,O=Verizon Business,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jul 30 14:27:04 2009

# Not Valid After: Sun Jul 30 14:27:04 2034

# Fingerprint (MD5): f4:c3:f3:e9:53:c2:94:65:27:3d:52:89:f1:8e:5b:1c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 91:21:98:ee:f2:3d:ca:c4:09:39:31:2f:ee:97:dd:56:0b:ae:49:b1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Verizon Global Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\221\041\230\356\362\075\312\304\011\071\061\057\356\227\335\126

\013\256\111\261

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\364\303\363\351\123\302\224\145\047\075\122\211\361\216\133\034

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\014\020\126\145\162\151\172\157

\156\040\102\165\163\151\156\145\163\163\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\013\014\010\117\155\156\151\122\157\157\164\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\126\145\162\151\172\157\156\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SwissSign Silver Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:aa:88:b0:5a:0b:b1:76:9b

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 04 13:19:14 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Aug 04 13:19:14 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 40:e4:e0:25:6e:96:e0:01:a1:c8:4c:43:4c:f9:dc:33

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8d:08:fc:43:c0:77:0c:a8:4f:4d:cc:b2:d4:1a:5d:95:6d:78:6d:c4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Silver Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023

\035\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023

\035\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\252\210\260\132\013\261\166\233

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\176\060\202\003\146\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\252\210\260\132\013\261\166\233\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023

\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147

\156\040\123\151\154\166\145\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\070\060\064\061

\063\061\071\061\064\132\027\015\063\067\060\070\060\064\061\063

\061\071\061\064\132\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006
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\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123

\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040

\123\151\154\166\145\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055

\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002

\202\002\001\000\276\207\233\005\346\161\174\122\157\155\354\067

\251\351\263\334\314\137\177\323\120\352\041\233\004\360\075\277

\276\216\311\245\024\026\062\020\317\231\374\354\160\255\110\066

\147\044\014\027\062\326\051\345\112\071\261\067\353\246\170\014

\154\157\031\312\116\367\121\332\032\350\372\041\070\154\225\234

\057\326\213\314\073\002\233\277\046\233\021\105\266\270\064\132

\035\246\124\110\122\310\235\170\161\316\110\112\314\247\170\203

\334\150\253\146\036\167\007\323\066\030\010\327\324\155\140\370

\360\171\323\063\066\011\222\143\267\004\232\365\247\226\332\105

\257\164\032\374\202\343\250\133\016\072\077\122\127\230\176\274

\234\214\301\300\262\132\337\304\176\376\014\246\124\166\203\176

\272\335\347\052\364\112\066\117\207\145\056\245\272\071\215\131

\141\051\363\323\216\044\160\214\123\233\021\245\107\007\262\165

\005\134\015\204\331\104\331\315\311\046\104\127\156\002\175\225

\001\324\253\044\206\356\075\160\373\127\372\260\051\024\320\235

\362\305\227\313\011\312\361\362\075\347\330\113\226\351\210\057

\236\107\121\212\124\145\230\110\322\022\344\124\167\014\007\346

\276\133\234\361\335\003\176\215\204\374\276\311\142\325\374\311

\072\350\211\265\137\302\005\122\141\360\234\076\354\056\115\214

\162\221\216\310\103\301\242\050\136\365\200\044\334\342\057\207

\073\123\000\345\313\360\262\174\215\171\031\240\210\315\170\370

\305\212\132\167\345\006\254\335\112\336\346\160\156\276\257\276

\365\261\253\016\010\260\333\240\077\224\305\276\022\271\274\173

\047\171\265\062\051\135\256\305\040\043\222\003\173\124\071\260

\211\042\124\155\022\343\303\170\352\072\100\375\244\223\254\351

\055\210\074\333\246\107\146\114\337\330\027\355\026\336\032\326

\327\101\146\277\035\200\361\244\340\144\021\051\136\014\047\005

\142\353\345\304\004\142\321\304\237\014\152\125\326\130\070\234

\146\017\235\373\253\124\200\231\234\354\111\326\202\237\332\105

\326\077\123\006\003\267\375\037\354\206\175\164\340\244\264\350

\062\266\252\007\043\370\357\044\101\236\143\060\170\364\124\335

\216\360\132\070\216\022\177\170\307\157\002\126\041\063\316\270

\270\255\151\125\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\241\214\105\223\012\022\143

\013\247\127\137\062\112\175\341\041\347\267\076\146\060\037\006

\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\241\214\105\223\012\022

\143\013\247\127\137\062\112\175\341\041\347\267\076\146\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002

\001\000\207\256\141\155\110\070\052\306\034\334\112\056\204\170

\111\300\043\052\105\270\065\115\321\005\372\271\005\063\304\144
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\275\333\255\124\026\052\260\076\015\132\050\332\246\032\200\163

\014\304\101\157\257\270\064\266\167\324\133\216\035\013\213\106

\220\104\265\263\356\111\030\211\301\113\064\263\207\065\164\242

\236\105\147\355\105\161\146\266\271\241\045\163\327\302\254\210

\373\322\035\247\153\332\300\132\346\330\131\144\064\227\145\040

\061\063\003\117\316\255\011\236\256\351\302\076\030\165\264\063

\045\022\273\005\354\120\272\161\100\342\275\336\210\106\005\041

\204\213\243\053\036\353\060\060\211\277\021\365\134\104\370\221

\213\113\131\105\013\060\015\312\014\117\157\143\276\004\376\301

\355\340\207\376\310\315\126\277\345\334\216\172\324\326\051\116

\200\333\253\233\077\216\145\007\042\367\104\315\226\037\055\307

\365\011\266\230\160\377\070\334\120\025\021\204\073\177\251\360

\330\044\124\310\027\214\053\023\111\326\231\177\105\321\017\216

\277\151\162\067\123\007\364\346\256\375\133\076\171\271\006\315

\270\201\170\264\115\240\320\065\272\344\256\377\323\111\274\065

\355\143\306\263\374\343\253\141\132\005\266\013\344\377\251\052

\276\337\124\116\302\113\134\150\332\243\062\242\311\115\127\030

\123\064\131\074\146\231\327\074\002\170\247\114\161\320\277\333

\361\304\074\347\001\346\004\362\104\366\110\046\060\063\311\261

\001\031\353\002\361\314\041\372\072\002\060\027\235\310\137\200

\077\335\045\254\002\233\343\027\336\275\312\222\024\322\122\201

\123\346\352\374\060\147\062\251\142\366\223\027\025\007\061\136

\017\033\151\365\364\251\267\174\055\263\355\204\104\062\107\050

\007\073\206\151\105\251\307\066\226\220\162\164\330\022\246\163

\043\321\116\271\266\172\072\304\051\241\120\006\021\271\331\364

\046\156\142\010\022\040\026\360\001\127\027\324\005\066\147\227

\353\121\371\377\063\044\014\005\017\126\277\357\075\034\122\216

\212\336\151\017\132\037\360\325\003\061\104\263\222\306\352\165

\250\256\273\307\140\003\210\230\377\307\004\204\122\220\206\341

\264\223\251\120\057\350\353\322\066\254\060\140\247\320\003\023

\265\012

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SwissSign Silver Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:aa:88:b0:5a:0b:b1:76:9b

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 04 13:19:14 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Aug 04 13:19:14 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 40:e4:e0:25:6e:96:e0:01:a1:c8:4c:43:4c:f9:dc:33

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8d:08:fc:43:c0:77:0c:a8:4f:4d:cc:b2:d4:1a:5d:95:6d:78:6d:c4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Silver Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\215\010\374\103\300\167\014\250\117\115\314\262\324\032\135\225

\155\170\155\304

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\100\344\340\045\156\226\340\001\241\310\114\103\114\371\334\063

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023

\035\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\123\151\154\166\145

\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\252\210\260\132\013\261\166\233

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SwissSign Platinum Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Platinum Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:22:3f:a9:17:20:de:81:94

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Platinum Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 04 13:34:04 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Aug 04 13:34:04 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 20:de:12:0b:a8:6e:d9:34:a8:4e:b2:0d:1e:a6:43:39

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a1:e7:c6:00:aa:41:70:e5:b7:4b:c9:4f:9b:97:03:ed:c2:61:b4:b9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Platinum Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023

\037\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\120\154\141\164\151

\156\165\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023

\037\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\120\154\141\164\151

\156\165\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\042\077\251\027\040\336\201\224

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\201\060\202\003\151\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\042

\077\251\027\040\336\201\224\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156

\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\165\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\070\060\064

\061\063\063\064\060\064\132\027\015\063\067\060\070\060\064\061

\063\063\064\060\064\132\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014

\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156

\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\165\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101\040\055\040\107\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\224\240\357\023\033\237\104\040\033

\315\305\252\042\273\331\362\122\076\172\132\130\167\346\215\241

\053\311\334\244\363\344\263\023\224\000\142\233\034\362\103\120

\103\201\176\257\060\066\111\254\030\211\014\030\105\270\076\307

\124\155\343\330\232\131\153\212\032\045\251\266\265\015\267\175

\043\360\137\175\250\007\251\367\076\206\056\310\001\115\334\346

\066\355\035\345\067\007\151\022\113\343\203\321\004\034\044\360

\037\160\161\347\031\355\163\110\156\225\053\025\266\126\346\002

\337\126\351\233\372\352\246\356\340\302\303\272\340\314\306\310

\173\327\157\072\225\233\072\217\276\133\054\322\251\240\070\076

\326\210\341\261\142\023\216\334\253\060\147\315\250\152\246\143

\053\202\260\313\307\075\116\355\162\366\175\253\062\116\145\002

\353\017\231\164\370\034\032\050\214\016\105\000\223\054\024\237

\155\307\033\236\366\212\334\173\170\343\264\224\107\035\115\005

\155\204\172\220\124\262\236\213\165\302\200\337\207\071\077\237

\373\110\124\007\215\240\051\365\371\140\137\132\162\350\273\233

\240\102\340\010\000\064\243\025\074\023\343\326\032\153\002\262

\224\041\243\235\101\274\052\153\116\063\073\246\224\070\374\075

\307\053\063\263\056\053\006\164\254\233\020\157\305\116\105\367

\135\241\126\003\054\015\137\172\275\036\336\035\167\220\153\332

\245\055\212\114\351\337\101\364\347\113\354\175\225\102\237\114

\251\011\017\103\210\077\075\223\347\053\364\172\110\332\150\304
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\335\022\200\061\032\135\044\124\046\246\044\041\263\114\255\332

\027\010\066\002\127\306\234\206\160\311\165\311\236\174\141\330

\170\346\271\350\024\151\371\034\020\050\022\135\113\165\120\272

\074\320\147\160\125\125\126\113\373\075\034\330\333\171\115\227

\337\270\236\333\027\054\325\065\007\270\120\251\367\216\367\126

\377\172\147\103\117\040\331\312\146\326\070\140\113\356\224\061

\326\015\242\110\233\377\064\151\224\306\065\365\226\210\357\252

\146\314\201\246\353\114\123\377\062\164\247\266\235\230\127\264

\272\046\251\361\063\063\142\176\072\260\003\021\127\377\334\157

\021\043\255\076\306\012\320\314\124\267\055\302\223\035\345\302

\246\214\307\330\357\123\367\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\126\052\077\220

\130\364\027\132\024\262\327\010\033\205\133\124\152\124\032\050

\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\126\052\077

\220\130\364\027\132\024\262\327\010\033\205\133\124\152\124\032

\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\154\355\212\347\103\250\171\047\233\270\317

\207\076\144\070\030\214\021\102\222\206\067\340\130\303\033\356

\004\056\367\204\354\203\020\150\014\177\170\055\234\302\227\216

\066\116\026\330\016\352\153\110\255\117\236\135\015\314\015\251

\076\030\205\176\314\150\231\071\065\326\330\237\206\301\062\373

\115\145\263\042\024\113\310\205\146\332\027\377\161\221\254\234

\126\127\336\161\054\126\102\277\370\315\016\360\242\323\377\322

\042\025\373\320\170\012\176\341\260\132\316\216\067\333\251\236

\347\225\317\143\362\054\015\322\372\157\363\310\325\373\000\267

\367\065\147\020\323\173\122\354\020\062\370\277\335\136\311\246

\202\244\361\260\277\035\056\335\045\344\275\115\360\065\251\221

\001\107\370\020\002\224\133\353\076\353\015\272\325\035\143\054

\245\056\253\347\343\036\243\356\113\252\137\261\146\001\264\202

\132\371\106\113\307\361\370\337\054\276\375\165\335\226\070\232

\067\072\156\245\346\062\025\156\263\220\300\071\212\164\245\225

\240\276\015\056\211\171\315\051\126\216\303\136\127\121\304\005

\157\004\125\217\201\351\114\275\131\106\313\052\274\115\311\035

\362\306\117\005\344\310\004\015\367\156\117\332\303\072\234\322

\302\365\351\306\044\172\024\076\034\102\060\250\002\105\061\251

\374\120\251\334\334\206\070\017\133\223\077\177\010\116\152\015

\047\072\020\171\126\303\025\270\076\006\206\366\331\160\147\257

\165\172\213\342\130\314\306\165\117\062\125\305\154\024\011\050

\073\362\225\344\152\336\054\050\007\255\240\175\007\050\335\324

\132\243\351\246\174\023\214\231\013\122\170\333\331\321\337\076

\132\103\166\177\106\140\123\302\315\347\166\107\174\125\315\264

\071\144\020\133\225\113\065\135\104\203\044\325\340\056\044\014

\301\200\156\151\000\200\006\167\012\146\202\020\014\121\157\067

\211\127\333\363\114\345\270\271\356\043\146\227\140\267\122\335

\331\226\373\272\212\073\240\115\316\136\360\104\114\220\314\041

\117\033\072\230\153\216\061\203\371\203\010\122\313\031\301\065
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\153\356\241\025\133\210\077\155\254\362\064\222\123\246\060\052

\023\327\346\206\250\135\331\102\322\307\235\251\172\213\313\337

\356\242\061\302\345

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SwissSign Platinum Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Platinum Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:22:3f:a9:17:20:de:81:94

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Platinum Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 04 13:34:04 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Aug 04 13:34:04 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 20:de:12:0b:a8:6e:d9:34:a8:4e:b2:0d:1e:a6:43:39

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a1:e7:c6:00:aa:41:70:e5:b7:4b:c9:4f:9b:97:03:ed:c2:61:b4:b9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Platinum Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\241\347\306\000\252\101\160\345\267\113\311\117\233\227\003\355

\302\141\264\271

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\336\022\013\250\156\331\064\250\116\262\015\036\246\103\071

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023

\037\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\120\154\141\164\151

\156\165\155\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\042\077\251\027\040\336\201\224

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SwissSign Gold Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:de:c4:f2:44:f3:1d:a6:fc
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# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 04 13:31:47 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Aug 04 13:31:47 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): c2:64:4c:e2:7d:eb:6c:7b:ec:36:e0:39:df:68:9c:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0b:71:99:a1:c7:f3:ad:df:7b:a7:ea:b8:eb:57:4a:e8:0d:60:dd:de

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Gold Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\336\304\362\104\363\035\246\374

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\172\060\202\003\142\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\336\304\362\104\363\035\246\374\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023

\014\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147

\156\040\107\157\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055

\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\070\060\064\061\063\063

\061\064\067\132\027\015\063\067\060\070\060\064\061\063\063\061

\064\067\132\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\103\110\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151

\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\044\060\042\006\003\125

\004\003\023\033\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157

\154\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060

\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000

\303\350\237\310\145\132\235\147\033\301\105\227\264\264\207\103

\133\141\140\200\236\362\177\136\371\147\104\335\104\372\253\265
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\253\167\377\052\031\114\316\157\304\217\101\237\340\342\315\162

\340\321\324\122\141\101\011\012\277\012\160\373\340\203\151\141

\051\312\333\042\232\133\245\346\335\027\225\260\157\204\216\072

\076\144\132\101\373\033\130\374\375\053\076\262\244\346\254\311

\202\274\316\366\225\370\227\167\355\046\366\130\256\236\047\342

\017\203\354\305\066\130\310\173\317\325\207\241\251\207\032\023

\147\141\001\155\246\151\234\342\220\361\053\150\145\363\350\260

\174\374\202\075\336\255\330\012\000\011\104\171\023\234\360\376

\156\165\173\302\274\263\131\001\013\174\305\325\055\360\277\377

\155\127\322\111\201\353\264\263\120\254\133\371\013\025\025\214

\151\377\243\071\001\355\374\334\334\047\227\216\173\213\325\152

\246\326\340\035\137\315\001\221\346\365\042\230\272\056\011\030

\070\157\023\250\201\322\373\041\067\347\055\264\142\347\201\220

\260\306\171\131\267\147\165\376\276\217\073\372\066\354\257\255

\322\117\164\066\001\345\127\253\043\004\314\112\136\227\317\176

\306\357\214\314\225\043\151\215\313\070\307\031\366\326\212\000

\024\036\064\075\157\332\014\013\303\272\227\374\021\113\122\141

\076\277\063\147\123\020\277\170\033\011\302\107\272\036\257\130

\365\165\201\177\275\126\361\353\126\327\331\151\014\007\351\067

\061\260\022\034\062\357\126\331\276\172\053\174\275\323\075\274

\152\063\115\072\074\120\020\207\047\307\172\012\147\123\333\177

\200\233\350\236\043\372\371\010\072\213\241\216\064\132\110\063

\137\144\323\227\206\007\031\175\210\224\316\052\174\305\152\337

\257\274\251\237\315\072\246\272\273\124\371\177\217\337\317\016

\132\304\255\232\274\263\072\167\163\203\114\223\074\220\150\265

\174\120\225\021\310\202\136\224\161\320\101\030\373\311\306\145

\354\316\211\266\316\042\263\021\133\077\340\235\076\033\030\150

\015\252\003\241\147\131\277\153\235\274\370\362\145\057\232\101

\072\105\330\136\320\066\154\157\073\036\143\264\216\230\114\023

\333\041\016\237\173\355\352\240\252\161\303\353\243\240\322\045

\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\134\227\006\106\064\253\337\060\305\174\305

\015\125\161\146\060\265\140\217\236\060\037\006\003\125\035\043

\004\030\060\026\200\024\134\227\006\106\064\253\337\060\305\174

\305\015\125\161\146\060\265\140\217\236\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\167\113

\115\336\352\205\112\253\054\047\326\105\307\361\137\040\301\133

\140\355\007\313\242\063\334\066\317\307\224\361\006\307\325\332

\317\315\255\204\076\377\022\110\177\101\350\245\146\127\060\304

\035\344\247\032\057\055\102\301\357\106\163\262\325\365\132\375

\016\172\153\322\310\061\243\015\110\226\127\145\143\125\030\300

\374\344\212\314\230\206\133\253\014\212\047\067\372\043\150\131

\134\046\327\241\301\302\271\116\054\377\051\136\346\224\013\276

\315\162\117\225\350\217\366\367\270\076\136\316\317\236\021\311

\254\003\051\110\212\251\266\246\064\271\254\100\377\304\266\163

\067\261\307\177\251\121\333\113\052\107\137\100\044\007\210\006
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\267\044\263\373\177\367\260\213\063\372\277\043\165\243\134\376

\252\145\032\302\276\361\175\201\167\003\201\261\215\327\225\015

\172\074\102\230\267\217\251\175\120\341\337\122\006\232\240\122

\124\170\203\007\141\122\011\067\136\212\234\247\306\121\321\134

\143\321\204\334\302\333\322\372\133\030\066\175\146\274\324\050

\227\057\165\226\034\204\007\254\213\216\123\021\276\044\041\252

\147\362\301\255\210\234\323\260\170\147\170\365\323\130\003\040

\012\135\040\361\265\347\145\314\016\040\343\325\337\346\057\031

\053\205\150\301\004\046\317\217\355\005\123\241\335\007\016\353

\101\046\307\264\251\054\133\343\151\075\146\300\142\033\300\252

\206\300\067\303\061\004\206\160\071\276\153\137\041\100\101\240

\177\345\331\017\070\113\160\137\111\370\205\270\053\056\252\037

\223\101\103\370\373\262\164\074\037\113\127\133\267\324\121\241

\222\112\316\276\020\242\356\330\024\042\173\271\101\275\215\351

\210\251\321\217\003\032\140\377\077\207\211\240\231\047\042\146

\260\076\150\236\162\210\121\070\235\023\076\105\155\005\345\106

\265\163\355\103\206\261\024\012\036\274\332\015\277\036\044\134

\146\217\016\276\241\375\306\353\151\274\103\171\327\003\166\371

\334\207\231\270\230\304\315\177\155\020\371\020\276\054\102\376

\234\051\115\203\153\012\275\265\216\304\110\212\375\041\007\246

\200\175\037\233\351\253\275\202\141\104\012\161\047\137\155\233

\220\236\256\377\066\044\263\150\003\326\225\214\153\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SwissSign Gold Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Serial Number:de:c4:f2:44:f3:1d:a6:fc

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold Root CA - G3,O=SwissSign AG,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 04 13:31:47 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Aug 04 13:31:47 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): c2:64:4c:e2:7d:eb:6c:7b:ec:36:e0:39:df:68:9c:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0b:71:99:a1:c7:f3:ad:df:7b:a7:ea:b8:eb:57:4a:e8:0d:60:dd:de

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SwissSign Gold Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\161\231\241\307\363\255\337\173\247\352\270\353\127\112\350

\015\140\335\336

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\302\144\114\342\175\353\154\173\354\066\340\071\337\150\234\147

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\123\167\151\163\163\123

\151\147\156\040\101\107\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\123\167\151\163\163\123\151\147\156\040\107\157\154\144\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\336\304\362\104\363\035\246\374

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SITHS CA v3"

# Issuer: CN=SITHS CA v3,O=Carelink,C=SE

# Serial Number:1b:d4:0e:d4:34:d1:da:15:a6:00:30:15:02:4d:a4:6c

# Subject: CN=SITHS CA v3,O=Carelink,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 28 10:27:50 2005

# Not Valid After: Sat Nov 28 06:02:38 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 51:c6:bb:37:df:2c:7b:55:0f:84:d4:f3:68:5a:be:eb

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 16:d8:66:35:af:13:41:cd:34:79:94:45:eb:60:3e:27:37:02:96:5d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SITHS CA v3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\066\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\141\162\145\154\151

\156\153\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\014\013\123\111\124

\110\123\040\103\101\040\166\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\066\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\141\162\145\154\151

\156\153\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\014\013\123\111\124

\110\123\040\103\101\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\033\324\016\324\064\321\332\025\246\000\060\025\002\115

\244\154

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\003\141\060\202\002\111\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\033

\324\016\324\064\321\332\025\246\000\060\025\002\115\244\154\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\066

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\141\162\145\154\151\156\153

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\014\013\123\111\124\110\123

\040\103\101\040\166\063\060\036\027\015\060\065\061\061\062\070

\061\060\062\067\065\060\132\027\015\061\065\061\061\062\070\060

\066\060\062\063\070\132\060\066\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\123\105\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010

\103\141\162\145\154\151\156\153\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\003\014\013\123\111\124\110\123\040\103\101\040\166\063\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\305

\331\133\321\324\053\177\100\147\356\241\133\135\321\332\152\271

\031\061\362\360\046\111\001\145\374\101\124\361\226\221\354\052

\356\004\104\044\036\100\234\347\027\120\077\352\034\174\356\270

\067\071\374\307\323\257\233\156\135\337\076\276\005\374\352\312

\331\371\105\126\341\225\234\261\320\132\217\376\310\052\246\327

\152\154\340\155\135\354\134\166\376\341\231\107\232\251\173\247

\352\346\157\124\002\047\115\121\116\050\075\254\006\072\201\202

\246\034\275\113\244\355\122\022\334\212\052\353\047\364\301\042

\112\020\204\132\165\265\200\042\126\145\353\314\200\362\245\341

\144\276\174\336\017\275\047\007\114\051\133\252\261\357\264\173

\377\207\064\350\243\223\102\313\075\140\273\167\323\302\057\136

\024\370\163\157\244\177\240\234\001\325\325\251\273\014\127\217

\314\300\073\221\170\236\222\071\171\062\114\104\177\307\013\175

\336\372\314\176\332\314\336\015\324\146\266\142\246\063\277\154

\371\325\335\107\122\160\224\313\145\340\105\267\015\327\257\225

\110\327\101\243\073\040\120\015\074\024\125\223\314\352\015\002

\003\001\000\001\243\153\060\151\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\000\060\021\006\011

\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\002\004\060

\024\006\003\125\035\040\004\015\060\013\060\011\006\007\052\205

\160\112\001\001\003\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\174\056\071

\043\062\104\350\017\116\146\362\015\050\376\100\276\302\266\342

\240\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\010\123\132\210\051\015\365\124\330\253\261

\203\271\047\151\132\252\137\053\130\111\324\271\337\157\353\307

\006\353\375\207\232\277\312\022\337\172\236\001\042\045\143\122

\205\157\247\057\016\227\164\140\214\340\110\200\163\335\102\215

\041\355\017\162\177\164\006\156\120\126\073\055\207\354\201\130

\213\066\307\312\000\373\244\004\266\057\070\130\216\167\361\006

\304\055\054\047\055\030\202\013\212\137\042\224\024\025\143\070

\306\245\261\272\340\254\276\076\046\077\221\273\034\203\374\016

\312\311\067\276\067\327\360\173\363\214\330\274\220\013\364\000

\277\124\274\152\112\130\347\312\133\014\031\123\102\007\225\127
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\065\270\117\226\123\232\250\230\335\116\175\125\264\234\343\272

\300\066\271\267\334\002\230\370\366\345\060\276\054\167\262\363

\311\342\002\243\346\367\104\174\326\152\177\320\170\276\071\163

\370\013\302\037\122\000\016\115\173\306\012\356\142\313\011\325

\017\012\060\207\202\223\274\312\021\244\037\011\372\372\067\120

\354\073\342\074\044\240\200\050\314\373\246\335\357\067\232\251

\061\335\337\352\121

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SITHS CA v3"

# Issuer: CN=SITHS CA v3,O=Carelink,C=SE

# Serial Number:1b:d4:0e:d4:34:d1:da:15:a6:00:30:15:02:4d:a4:6c

# Subject: CN=SITHS CA v3,O=Carelink,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 28 10:27:50 2005

# Not Valid After: Sat Nov 28 06:02:38 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 51:c6:bb:37:df:2c:7b:55:0f:84:d4:f3:68:5a:be:eb

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 16:d8:66:35:af:13:41:cd:34:79:94:45:eb:60:3e:27:37:02:96:5d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SITHS CA v3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\026\330\146\065\257\023\101\315\064\171\224\105\353\140\076\047

\067\002\226\135

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\306\273\067\337\054\173\125\017\204\324\363\150\132\276\353

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\066\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\103\141\162\145\154\151

\156\153\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\014\013\123\111\124

\110\123\040\103\101\040\166\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\033\324\016\324\064\321\332\025\246\000\060\025\002\115

\244\154

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Certinomis - Autorité Racine"

# Issuer: CN=Certinomis - Autorité Racine,OU=0002 433998903,O=Certinomis,C=FR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Certinomis - Autorité Racine,OU=0002 433998903,O=Certinomis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 17 08:28:59 2008

# Not Valid After: Sun Sep 17 08:28:59 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7f:30:78:8c:03:e3:ca:c9:0a:e2:c9:ea:1e:aa:55:1a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2e:14:da:ec:28:f0:fa:1e:8e:38:9a:4e:ab:eb:26:c0:0a:d3:83:c3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certinomis - Autorité Racine"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\145\162\164\151\156

\157\155\151\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060

\060\060\062\040\064\063\063\071\071\070\071\060\063\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\014\035\103\145\162\164\151\156\157\155

\151\163\040\055\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\164\303\251\040\122

\141\143\151\156\145

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\145\162\164\151\156

\157\155\151\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060

\060\060\062\040\064\063\063\071\071\070\071\060\063\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\014\035\103\145\162\164\151\156\157\155

\151\163\040\055\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\164\303\251\040\122

\141\143\151\156\145

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\234\060\202\003\204\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\145\162\164\151\156\157

\155\151\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060\060

\060\062\040\064\063\063\071\071\070\071\060\063\061\046\060\044

\006\003\125\004\003\014\035\103\145\162\164\151\156\157\155\151

\163\040\055\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\164\303\251\040\122\141

\143\151\156\145\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\071\061\067\060\070

\062\070\065\071\132\027\015\062\070\060\071\061\067\060\070\062
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\070\065\071\132\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\106\122\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\145

\162\164\151\156\157\155\151\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004

\013\023\016\060\060\060\062\040\064\063\063\071\071\070\071\060

\063\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\014\035\103\145\162\164

\151\156\157\155\151\163\040\055\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\164

\303\251\040\122\141\143\151\156\145\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\235\205\237\206\323\343

\257\307\262\153\156\063\340\236\267\102\064\125\235\371\201\276

\143\330\043\166\016\227\124\315\231\114\032\361\071\307\210\330

\027\120\014\236\141\332\300\116\125\336\347\132\270\172\116\167

\207\015\345\270\353\372\236\136\173\036\304\317\050\164\307\223

\365\024\306\042\050\004\371\221\303\253\047\163\152\016\056\115

\363\056\050\037\160\337\125\057\116\355\307\161\157\011\162\056

\355\325\062\227\320\361\130\167\321\140\274\116\136\333\232\204

\366\107\141\105\053\366\120\246\177\152\161\047\110\204\065\236

\254\376\151\251\236\172\136\065\045\372\264\247\111\065\167\226

\247\066\133\341\315\337\043\160\330\135\114\245\010\203\361\246

\044\070\023\250\354\057\250\241\147\307\246\055\206\107\356\212

\374\354\233\016\164\364\053\111\002\173\220\165\214\374\231\071

\001\071\326\112\211\345\236\166\253\076\226\050\070\046\213\335

\215\214\300\366\001\036\157\245\061\022\070\175\225\302\161\356

\355\164\256\344\066\242\103\165\325\361\000\233\342\344\327\314

\102\003\113\170\172\345\175\273\270\256\056\040\223\323\344\141

\337\161\341\166\147\227\077\266\337\152\163\132\144\042\345\102

\333\317\201\003\223\330\364\343\020\340\162\366\000\160\254\360

\301\172\017\005\177\317\064\151\105\265\223\344\031\333\122\026

\043\005\211\016\215\110\344\045\157\263\170\277\142\365\007\372

\225\044\302\226\262\350\243\043\302\135\003\374\303\323\345\174

\311\165\043\327\364\365\274\336\344\337\315\200\277\221\210\175

\247\023\264\071\272\054\272\275\321\153\314\363\245\050\355\104

\236\175\122\243\157\226\056\031\176\034\363\133\307\026\216\273

\140\175\167\146\107\124\202\000\021\140\154\062\301\250\070\033

\353\156\230\023\326\356\070\365\360\237\016\357\376\061\201\301

\322\044\225\057\123\172\151\242\360\017\206\105\216\130\202\053

\114\042\324\136\240\347\175\046\047\110\337\045\106\215\112\050

\174\206\236\371\233\032\131\271\145\277\005\335\266\102\135\075

\346\000\110\202\136\040\367\021\202\336\312\330\237\346\067\107

\046\036\353\170\367\141\303\101\144\130\002\101\371\332\340\321

\370\371\350\375\122\070\266\365\211\337\002\003\001\000\001\243

\133\060\131\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\015

\214\266\141\332\104\270\321\024\175\303\276\175\136\110\360\316

\312\152\260\060\027\006\003\125\035\040\004\020\060\016\060\014

\006\012\052\201\172\001\126\002\002\000\001\001\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000
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\044\076\140\006\176\035\357\072\076\333\352\257\034\232\054\001

\013\364\305\265\331\111\061\364\135\101\215\211\014\116\377\154

\242\375\377\342\006\310\071\237\361\132\251\335\042\130\025\250

\212\323\261\346\062\011\202\003\154\327\077\010\307\370\271\272

\000\155\271\326\374\122\062\135\244\177\244\061\224\273\266\114

\070\177\050\060\065\377\237\043\123\267\266\356\024\160\000\100

\053\332\107\253\064\176\136\247\126\060\141\053\213\103\254\375

\266\210\050\365\153\266\076\140\112\272\102\220\064\147\215\352

\353\137\105\124\073\027\254\213\344\306\145\017\356\320\214\135

\146\071\316\062\247\330\020\227\300\176\064\234\237\224\363\366

\206\037\317\033\163\255\224\171\207\150\160\303\063\245\160\347

\330\325\070\224\157\143\171\353\277\012\016\010\347\305\057\017

\102\240\053\024\100\377\041\340\005\305\047\341\204\021\023\272

\326\206\035\101\013\023\043\211\323\311\013\350\212\272\172\243

\243\163\067\065\200\175\022\270\063\167\100\070\300\372\136\060

\322\362\266\243\261\326\242\225\227\201\233\122\355\151\114\377

\200\344\123\333\124\133\003\155\124\137\261\270\357\044\275\157

\237\021\303\307\144\302\017\050\142\205\146\136\032\173\262\267

\357\256\065\311\031\063\250\270\047\333\063\125\277\150\341\165

\110\104\126\373\315\323\110\273\107\211\072\254\151\365\200\306

\344\104\120\057\124\304\252\103\305\061\061\130\275\226\305\352

\165\154\232\165\261\115\370\367\227\377\226\026\362\227\115\350

\366\363\021\371\072\175\212\070\156\004\313\341\323\105\025\252

\245\321\035\235\135\143\350\044\346\066\024\342\207\255\033\131

\365\104\233\373\327\167\174\037\001\160\142\241\040\032\242\305

\032\050\364\041\003\356\056\331\301\200\352\271\331\202\326\133

\166\302\313\073\265\322\000\360\243\016\341\255\156\100\367\333

\240\264\320\106\256\025\327\104\302\115\065\371\322\013\362\027

\366\254\146\325\044\262\117\321\034\231\300\156\365\175\353\164

\004\270\371\115\167\011\327\264\317\007\060\011\361\270\000\126

\331\027\026\026\012\053\206\337\217\001\031\032\345\273\202\143

\377\276\013\166\026\136\067\067\346\330\164\227\242\231\105\171

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Certinomis - Autorité Racine"

# Issuer: CN=Certinomis - Autorité Racine,OU=0002 433998903,O=Certinomis,C=FR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Certinomis - Autorité Racine,OU=0002 433998903,O=Certinomis,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 17 08:28:59 2008

# Not Valid After: Sun Sep 17 08:28:59 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7f:30:78:8c:03:e3:ca:c9:0a:e2:c9:ea:1e:aa:55:1a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2e:14:da:ec:28:f0:fa:1e:8e:38:9a:4e:ab:eb:26:c0:0a:d3:83:c3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certinomis - Autorité Racine"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\056\024\332\354\050\360\372\036\216\070\232\116\253\353\046\300

\012\323\203\303

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\177\060\170\214\003\343\312\311\012\342\311\352\036\252\125\032

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\103\145\162\164\151\156

\157\155\151\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\023\016\060

\060\060\062\040\064\063\063\071\071\070\071\060\063\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\014\035\103\145\162\164\151\156\157\155

\151\163\040\055\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\164\303\251\040\122

\141\143\151\156\145

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ANF Server CA"

# Issuer: CN=ANF Server CA,2.5.4.5=G63287510,OU=ANF Clase 1 CA,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificación,L=Barcelona (see current address at https://www.anf.es/address/),ST=Barcelona,C=ES

# Serial Number: 78923 (0x1344b)

# Subject: CN=ANF Server CA,2.5.4.5=G63287510,OU=ANF Clase 1 CA,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificación,L=Barcelona (see current address at https://www.anf.es/address/),ST=Barcelona,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 30 23:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Nov 30 23:00:00 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8c:18:ed:28:bf:45:19:e6:49:98:e1:35:22:2f:54:c6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ce:a9:89:0d:85:d8:07:53:a6:26:28:6c:da:d7:8c:b5:66:d7:0c:f2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANF Server CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\331\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\014\011\102\141\162\143\145

\154\157\156\141\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\007\014\076\102
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\141\162\143\145\154\157\156\141\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\146

\056\145\163\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\057\051\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\101\116\106\040\101\165\164\157

\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013

\014\016\101\116\106\040\103\154\141\163\145\040\061\040\103\101

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070

\067\065\061\060\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\101

\116\106\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\331\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\014\011\102\141\162\143\145

\154\157\156\141\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\007\014\076\102

\141\162\143\145\154\157\156\141\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\146

\056\145\163\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\057\051\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\101\116\106\040\101\165\164\157

\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013

\014\016\101\116\106\040\103\154\141\163\145\040\061\040\103\101

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070

\067\065\061\060\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\101

\116\106\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\064\113

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\235\060\202\005\205\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\001

\064\113\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\201\331\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\014\011\102\141\162\143

\145\154\157\156\141\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\007\014\076

\102\141\162\143\145\154\157\156\141\040\050\163\145\145\040\143

\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141

\164\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156

\146\056\145\163\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\057\051\061\050

\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\101\116\106\040\101\165\164

\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004

\013\014\016\101\116\106\040\103\154\141\163\145\040\061\040\103

\101\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062

\070\067\065\061\060\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015
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\101\116\106\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\060\036\027

\015\060\071\061\061\063\060\062\063\060\060\060\060\132\027\015

\062\061\061\061\063\060\062\063\060\060\060\060\132\060\201\331

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\010\014\011\102\141\162\143\145\154\157\156

\141\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\007\014\076\102\141\162\143

\145\154\157\156\141\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145

\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\150\164

\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\146\056\145\163

\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\057\051\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\012\014\037\101\116\106\040\101\165\164\157\162\151\144

\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143

\151\303\263\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013\014\016\101

\116\106\040\103\154\141\163\145\040\061\040\103\101\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070\067\065\061

\060\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\101\116\106\040

\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\277\352\110\247\232\210

\071\153\054\110\100\007\004\223\174\367\270\055\176\245\067\342

\141\326\041\374\220\067\313\151\076\136\213\067\337\133\157\073

\330\266\303\210\100\220\364\235\014\134\020\122\261\263\345\137

\221\020\346\375\250\200\024\137\323\213\275\134\275\017\043\222

\011\067\343\162\322\146\224\013\134\164\224\057\136\362\116\330

\003\306\263\316\126\245\034\331\173\375\117\007\114\324\267\332

\137\051\115\165\362\037\125\317\062\043\034\106\011\047\035\105

\354\361\214\064\211\336\173\026\247\103\136\212\053\351\224\103

\036\327\076\223\155\157\211\075\274\356\261\310\267\377\311\175

\343\137\015\157\167\170\365\052\056\215\304\213\230\227\060\261

\106\132\013\143\160\324\170\307\206\263\177\377\047\102\252\237

\212\156\155\241\224\312\354\207\002\034\326\124\113\375\274\211

\233\246\143\070\146\214\026\211\211\227\303\120\350\366\102\001

\247\167\175\020\031\222\003\350\135\105\310\025\305\207\033\015

\221\362\306\071\234\173\363\300\012\231\370\356\203\157\176\102

\167\021\216\303\037\034\162\057\075\033\002\003\001\000\001\243

\202\002\152\060\202\002\146\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\276\073\366\264\061\267\163\044\110\071\305\127\023\224

\165\252\237\201\077\054\060\202\001\011\006\003\125\035\043\004

\202\001\000\060\201\375\200\024\276\073\366\264\061\267\163\044

\110\071\305\127\023\224\165\252\237\201\077\054\241\201\337\244

\201\334\060\201\331\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\105\123\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\014\011\102\141\162

\143\145\154\157\156\141\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\007\014

\076\102\141\162\143\145\154\157\156\141\040\050\163\145\145\040

\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040

\141\164\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141

\156\146\056\145\163\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\057\051\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\101\116\106\040\101\165
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\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\013\014\016\101\116\106\040\103\154\141\163\145\040\061\040

\103\101\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063

\062\070\067\065\061\060\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014

\015\101\116\106\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\202\003

\001\064\113\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\061\006\012\053\006\001\004\001\201\217\034\052\006\004

\043\033\041\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141

\156\146\056\145\163\057\101\103\057\101\103\124\101\123\057\067

\070\071\062\063\060\030\006\012\053\006\001\004\001\201\217\034

\023\001\004\012\033\010\070\060\061\055\063\064\060\060\060\070

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001\004\054\060\052\060\050

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\034\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\146\056\145\163\057\101\103

\057\122\103\057\157\143\163\160\060\143\006\003\125\035\037\004

\134\060\132\060\053\240\051\240\047\206\045\150\164\164\160\163

\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\146\056\145\163\057\101\103

\057\101\116\106\123\145\162\166\145\162\103\101\056\143\162\154

\060\053\240\051\240\047\206\045\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\141\156\146\056\145\163\057\101\103\057\101\116

\106\123\145\162\166\145\162\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\026\006

\003\125\035\022\004\017\060\015\201\013\151\156\146\157\100\141

\156\146\056\145\163\060\026\006\003\125\035\021\004\017\060\015

\201\013\151\156\146\157\100\141\156\146\056\145\163\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\265\306\307\274\106\372\102\134\023\301\224\165\063\126\277

\057\247\007\163\354\067\343\103\164\352\371\146\117\136\215\177

\360\346\171\303\115\365\331\070\245\314\312\103\364\123\200\206

\277\274\320\021\135\220\304\302\100\107\353\305\207\223\301\266

\170\136\232\256\207\365\142\020\131\114\114\155\006\276\231\023

\025\263\263\372\034\162\176\340\042\041\001\130\065\070\150\242

\344\370\341\360\360\066\120\221\340\264\167\334\143\204\063\222

\140\270\313\026\362\322\143\073\114\134\065\072\347\254\002\123

\305\034\201\001\167\307\034\021\037\124\060\357\124\217\045\372

\211\047\224\064\243\017\024\117\157\351\163\331\030\142\347\356

\010\350\311\203\173\310\063\233\174\104\232\174\032\220\265\322

\161\211\337\075\364\034\117\116\121\340\311\153\266\252\013\036

\331\060\017\323\143\325\355\160\364\301\203\355\006\105\232\250

\352\264\211\067\375\132\067\107\357\221\171\247\065\377\360\334

\060\355\015\024\147\333\174\132\340\217\155\063\376\074\236\025

\063\303\303\055\016\135\252\174\015\216\061\226\115\213\377\005

\325

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ANF Server CA"

# Issuer: CN=ANF Server CA,2.5.4.5=G63287510,OU=ANF Clase 1 CA,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificación,L=Barcelona (see current address at https://www.anf.es/address/),ST=Barcelona,C=ES

# Serial Number: 78923 (0x1344b)

# Subject: CN=ANF Server CA,2.5.4.5=G63287510,OU=ANF Clase 1 CA,O=ANF Autoridad de

Certificación,L=Barcelona (see current address at https://www.anf.es/address/),ST=Barcelona,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 30 23:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Nov 30 23:00:00 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8c:18:ed:28:bf:45:19:e6:49:98:e1:35:22:2f:54:c6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ce:a9:89:0d:85:d8:07:53:a6:26:28:6c:da:d7:8c:b5:66:d7:0c:f2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANF Server CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\316\251\211\015\205\330\007\123\246\046\050\154\332\327\214\265

\146\327\014\362

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\030\355\050\277\105\031\346\111\230\341\065\042\057\124\306

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\331\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\010\014\011\102\141\162\143\145

\154\157\156\141\061\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\007\014\076\102

\141\162\143\145\154\157\156\141\040\050\163\145\145\040\143\165

\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164

\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\146

\056\145\163\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\057\051\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\101\116\106\040\101\165\164\157

\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\013

\014\016\101\116\106\040\103\154\141\163\145\040\061\040\103\101

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\107\066\063\062\070

\067\065\061\060\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\101

\116\106\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\064\113

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Thawte Premium Server CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=premium-server@thawte.com,CN=Thawte Premium Server CA,OU=Certification

Services Division,O=Thawte Consulting cc,L=Cape Town,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number:36:12:22:96:c5:e3:38:a5:20:a1:d2:5f:4c:d7:09:54

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=premium-server@thawte.com,CN=Thawte Premium Server CA,OU=Certification

Services Division,O=Thawte Consulting cc,L=Cape Town,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 00:00:00 1996

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 01 23:59:59 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): a6:6b:60:90:23:9b:3f:2d:bb:98:6f:d6:a7:19:0d:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e0:ab:05:94:20:72:54:93:05:60:62:02:36:70:f7:cd:2e:fc:66:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Thawte Premium Server CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007

\023\011\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156

\163\165\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151

\163\151\157\156\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\124

\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\123\145

\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\061\050\060\046\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\031\160\162\145\155\151\165\155\055

\163\145\162\166\145\162\100\164\150\141\167\164\145\056\143\157

\155

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007

\023\011\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156

\163\165\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151

\163\151\157\156\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\124

\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\123\145

\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\061\050\060\046\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\031\160\162\145\155\151\165\155\055

\163\145\162\166\145\162\100\164\150\141\167\164\145\056\143\157
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\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\066\022\042\226\305\343\070\245\040\241\322\137\114\327

\011\124

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\066\060\202\002\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\066

\022\042\226\305\343\070\245\040\241\322\137\114\327\011\124\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145\162\156

\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011

\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006\003\125

\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156\163\165

\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151\163\151

\157\156\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\124\150\141

\167\164\145\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\123\145\162\166

\145\162\040\103\101\061\050\060\046\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\011\001\026\031\160\162\145\155\151\165\155\055\163\145

\162\166\145\162\100\164\150\141\167\164\145\056\143\157\155\060

\036\027\015\071\066\060\070\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\062\061\060\061\060\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060

\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145\162

\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023

\011\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006\003

\125\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156\163

\165\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003\125

\004\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151\163

\151\157\156\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\124\150

\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\123\145\162

\166\145\162\040\103\101\061\050\060\046\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\031\160\162\145\155\151\165\155\055\163

\145\162\166\145\162\100\164\150\141\167\164\145\056\143\157\155

\060\201\237\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\201\215\000\060\201\211\002\201\201\000\322\066\066

\152\213\327\302\133\236\332\201\101\142\217\070\356\111\004\125

\326\320\357\034\033\225\026\107\357\030\110\065\072\122\364\053

\152\006\217\073\057\352\126\343\257\206\215\236\027\367\236\264

\145\165\002\115\357\313\011\242\041\121\330\233\320\147\320\272

\015\222\006\024\163\324\223\313\227\052\000\234\134\116\014\274

\372\025\122\374\362\104\156\332\021\112\156\010\237\057\055\343

\371\252\072\206\163\266\106\123\130\310\211\005\275\203\021\270

\163\077\252\007\215\364\102\115\347\100\235\034\067\002\003\001
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\000\001\243\023\060\021\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\201\201\000\145\220\254\210\017\126

\331\346\060\064\324\046\307\320\120\361\222\336\153\324\071\210

\011\042\306\246\143\203\003\367\231\167\330\262\345\030\270\135

\143\363\324\163\373\154\234\231\170\361\113\170\175\031\044\303

\053\002\204\370\274\042\331\212\042\327\240\374\161\354\221\207

\040\361\270\354\261\345\125\200\254\075\122\310\071\016\302\360

\300\005\117\326\202\165\214\275\137\322\334\166\232\005\022\311

\257\162\303\334\045\176\244\115\216\027\245\340\207\177\341\232

\132\341\140\334\144\043\074\102\056\115

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Thawte Premium Server CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=premium-server@thawte.com,CN=Thawte Premium Server CA,OU=Certification

Services Division,O=Thawte Consulting cc,L=Cape Town,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number:36:12:22:96:c5:e3:38:a5:20:a1:d2:5f:4c:d7:09:54

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=premium-server@thawte.com,CN=Thawte Premium Server CA,OU=Certification

Services Division,O=Thawte Consulting cc,L=Cape Town,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 00:00:00 1996

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 01 23:59:59 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): a6:6b:60:90:23:9b:3f:2d:bb:98:6f:d6:a7:19:0d:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e0:ab:05:94:20:72:54:93:05:60:62:02:36:70:f7:cd:2e:fc:66:66

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Thawte Premium Server CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\340\253\005\224\040\162\124\223\005\140\142\002\066\160\367\315

\056\374\146\146

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\246\153\140\220\043\233\077\055\273\230\157\326\247\031\015\106

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\316\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007

\023\011\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156

\163\165\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151
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\163\151\157\156\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\124

\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\145\155\151\165\155\040\123\145

\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\061\050\060\046\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\031\160\162\145\155\151\165\155\055

\163\145\162\166\145\162\100\164\150\141\167\164\145\056\143\157

\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\066\022\042\226\305\343\070\245\040\241\322\137\114\327

\011\124

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Thawte Server CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=server-certs@thawte.com,CN=Thawte Server CA,OU=Certification Services

Division,O=Thawte Consulting cc,L=Cape Town,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number:34:a4:ff:f6:30:af:4c:a5:3c:33:17:42:a1:94:66:75

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=server-certs@thawte.com,CN=Thawte Server CA,OU=Certification Services

Division,O=Thawte Consulting cc,L=Cape Town,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 00:00:00 1996

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 01 23:59:59 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): ee:fe:61:69:65:6e:f8:9c:c6:2a:f4:d7:2b:63:ef:a2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9f:ad:91:a6:ce:6a:c6:c5:00:47:c4:4e:c9:d4:a5:0d:92:d8:49:79

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Thawte Server CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\304\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007

\023\011\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156

\163\165\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151

\163\151\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\124

\150\141\167\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\061

\046\060\044\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\027

\163\145\162\166\145\162\055\143\145\162\164\163\100\164\150\141

\167\164\145\056\143\157\155

END
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CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\304\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007

\023\011\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156

\163\165\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151

\163\151\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\124

\150\141\167\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\061

\046\060\044\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\027

\163\145\162\166\145\162\055\143\145\162\164\163\100\164\150\141

\167\164\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\064\244\377\366\060\257\114\245\074\063\027\102\241\224

\146\165

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\042\060\202\002\213\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\064

\244\377\366\060\257\114\245\074\063\027\102\241\224\146\165\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\304\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145\162\156

\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011

\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006\003\125

\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156\163\165

\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151\163\151

\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\124\150\141

\167\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\061\046\060

\044\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\027\163\145

\162\166\145\162\055\143\145\162\164\163\100\164\150\141\167\164

\145\056\143\157\155\060\036\027\015\071\066\060\070\060\061\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\061\060\061\060\061\062\063

\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\304\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\132\101\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014

\127\145\163\164\145\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156

\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164

\145\040\103\157\156\163\165\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\040\104\151\166\151\163\151\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\003\023\020\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\145
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\162\040\103\101\061\046\060\044\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\027\163\145\162\166\145\162\055\143\145\162\164

\163\100\164\150\141\167\164\145\056\143\157\155\060\201\237\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\201

\215\000\060\201\211\002\201\201\000\323\244\120\156\310\377\126

\153\346\317\135\266\352\014\150\165\107\242\252\302\332\204\045

\374\250\364\107\121\332\205\265\040\164\224\206\036\017\165\311

\351\010\141\365\006\155\060\156\025\031\002\351\122\300\142\333

\115\231\236\342\152\014\104\070\315\376\276\343\144\011\160\305

\376\261\153\051\266\057\111\310\073\324\047\004\045\020\227\057

\347\220\155\300\050\102\231\327\114\103\336\303\365\041\155\124

\237\135\303\130\341\300\344\331\133\260\270\334\264\173\337\066

\072\302\265\146\042\022\326\207\015\002\003\001\000\001\243\023

\060\021\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\201\201\000\276\100\151\101\157\306\333\301\247\277

\007\300\105\344\320\265\103\036\114\225\063\065\351\136\302\076

\050\366\250\015\120\325\377\342\014\017\374\120\002\216\256\221

\271\255\064\212\215\237\047\161\252\031\314\113\350\004\312\324

\027\153\022\032\326\306\137\326\315\136\377\211\166\277\330\110

\330\131\275\010\212\211\035\127\315\105\036\122\272\022\232\204

\372\030\211\137\350\371\060\065\152\001\140\271\231\200\203\205

\012\156\332\364\311\217\136\163\055\061\112\143\240\164\362\037

\213\042\322\051\076\353

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Thawte Server CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=server-certs@thawte.com,CN=Thawte Server CA,OU=Certification Services

Division,O=Thawte Consulting cc,L=Cape Town,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Serial Number:34:a4:ff:f6:30:af:4c:a5:3c:33:17:42:a1:94:66:75

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=server-certs@thawte.com,CN=Thawte Server CA,OU=Certification Services

Division,O=Thawte Consulting cc,L=Cape Town,ST=Western Cape,C=ZA

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 01 00:00:00 1996

# Not Valid After: Fri Jan 01 23:59:59 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): ee:fe:61:69:65:6e:f8:9c:c6:2a:f4:d7:2b:63:ef:a2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9f:ad:91:a6:ce:6a:c6:c5:00:47:c4:4e:c9:d4:a5:0d:92:d8:49:79

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Thawte Server CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\255\221\246\316\152\306\305\000\107\304\116\311\324\245\015

\222\330\111\171
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\356\376\141\151\145\156\370\234\306\052\364\327\053\143\357\242

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\304\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\132\101

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\010\023\014\127\145\163\164\145

\162\156\040\103\141\160\145\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007

\023\011\103\141\160\145\040\124\157\167\156\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\012\023\024\124\150\141\167\164\145\040\103\157\156

\163\165\154\164\151\156\147\040\143\143\061\050\060\046\006\003

\125\004\013\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151

\163\151\157\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\124

\150\141\167\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\101\061

\046\060\044\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\027

\163\145\162\166\145\162\055\143\145\162\164\163\100\164\150\141

\167\164\145\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\064\244\377\366\060\257\114\245\074\063\027\102\241\224

\146\165

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "TC TrustCenter Universal CA III"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA III,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:63:25:00:01:00:02:14:8d:33:15:02:e4:6c:f4

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA III,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 09 08:15:27 2009

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 9f:dd:db:ab:ff:8e:ff:45:21:5f:f0:6c:9d:8f:fe:2b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:56:cd:7b:57:96:98:95:d0:e1:41:46:68:06:fb:b8:c6:11:06:87

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Universal CA III"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165
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\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\111\111

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\143\045\000\001\000\002\024\215\063\025\002\344\154\364

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\341\060\202\002\311\240\003\002\001\002\002\016\143

\045\000\001\000\002\024\215\063\025\002\344\154\364\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\173\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145

\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060\042\006\003\125

\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164

\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163

\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\111\111\060\036\027\015\060\071\060

\071\060\071\060\070\061\065\062\067\132\027\015\062\071\061\062

\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\173\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145

\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023

\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040

\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103

\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040

\103\101\040\111\111\111\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\302\332\234\142\260\271\161\022\260

\013\310\032\127\262\256\203\024\231\263\064\113\233\220\242\305

\347\347\057\002\240\115\055\244\372\205\332\233\045\205\055\100

\050\040\155\352\340\275\261\110\203\042\051\104\237\116\203\356
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\065\121\023\163\164\325\274\362\060\146\224\123\300\100\066\057

\014\204\145\316\017\156\302\130\223\350\054\013\072\351\301\216

\373\362\153\312\074\342\234\116\216\344\371\175\323\047\237\033

\325\147\170\207\055\177\013\107\263\307\350\311\110\174\257\057

\314\012\331\101\357\237\376\232\341\262\256\371\123\265\345\351

\106\237\140\343\337\215\323\177\373\226\176\263\265\162\370\113

\255\010\171\315\151\211\100\047\365\052\301\255\103\354\244\123

\310\141\266\367\322\171\052\147\030\166\110\155\133\045\001\321

\046\305\267\127\151\043\025\133\141\212\255\360\033\055\331\257

\134\361\046\220\151\251\325\014\100\365\063\200\103\217\234\243

\166\052\105\264\257\277\177\076\207\077\166\305\315\052\336\040

\305\026\130\313\371\033\365\017\313\015\021\122\144\270\322\166

\142\167\203\361\130\237\377\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141

\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\126\347\341

\133\045\103\200\340\366\214\341\161\274\216\345\200\057\304\110

\342\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\126\347\341

\133\045\103\200\340\366\214\341\161\274\216\345\200\057\304\110

\342\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\203\307\257\352\177\115\012\074\071\261\150

\276\173\155\211\056\351\263\011\347\030\127\215\205\232\027\363

\166\102\120\023\017\307\220\157\063\255\305\111\140\053\154\111

\130\031\324\342\276\267\277\253\111\274\224\310\253\276\050\154

\026\150\340\310\227\106\040\240\150\147\140\210\071\040\121\330

\150\001\021\316\247\366\021\007\366\354\354\254\032\037\262\146

\156\126\147\140\172\164\136\300\155\227\066\256\265\015\135\146

\163\300\045\062\105\330\112\006\007\217\304\267\007\261\115\006

\015\341\245\353\364\165\312\272\234\320\275\263\323\062\044\114

\356\176\342\166\004\113\111\123\330\362\351\124\063\374\345\161

\037\075\024\134\226\113\361\072\362\000\273\154\264\372\226\125

\010\210\011\301\314\221\031\051\260\040\055\377\313\070\244\100

\341\027\276\171\141\200\377\007\003\206\114\116\173\006\237\021

\206\215\211\356\047\304\333\342\274\031\216\013\303\303\023\307

\055\003\143\073\323\350\344\242\052\302\202\010\224\026\124\360

\357\037\047\220\045\270\015\016\050\033\107\167\107\275\034\250

\045\361\224\264\146

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "TC TrustCenter Universal CA III"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA III,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter

GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:63:25:00:01:00:02:14:8d:33:15:02:e4:6c:f4

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA III,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter
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GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 09 08:15:27 2009

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 9f:dd:db:ab:ff:8e:ff:45:21:5f:f0:6c:9d:8f:fe:2b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:56:cd:7b:57:96:98:95:d0:e1:41:46:68:06:fb:b8:c6:11:06:87

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Universal CA III"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\226\126\315\173\127\226\230\225\320\341\101\106\150\006\373\270

\306\021\006\207

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\335\333\253\377\216\377\105\041\137\360\154\235\217\376\053

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\143\045\000\001\000\002\024\215\063\025\002\344\154\364

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "KEYNECTIS ROOT CA"

# Issuer: CN=KEYNECTIS ROOT CA,OU=ROOT,O=KEYNECTIS,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:21:bc:27:6c:55:47:af:58:4e:ef:d4:ce:d6:29:b2:a2:85

# Subject: CN=KEYNECTIS ROOT CA,OU=ROOT,O=KEYNECTIS,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): cc:4d:ae:fb:30:6b:d8:38:fe:50:eb:86:61:4b:d2:26

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9c:61:5c:4d:4d:85:10:3a:53:26:c2:4d:ba:ea:e4:a2:d2:d5:cc:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "KEYNECTIS ROOT CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\113\105\131\116\105\103

\124\111\123\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\122\117

\117\124\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\113\105\131

\116\105\103\124\111\123\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\113\105\131\116\105\103

\124\111\123\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\122\117

\117\124\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\113\105\131

\116\105\103\124\111\123\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\041\274\047\154\125\107\257\130\116\357\324\316\326

\051\262\242\205

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\345\060\202\002\315\240\003\002\001\002\002\022\021

\041\274\047\154\125\107\257\130\116\357\324\316\326\051\262\242

\205\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\113\105\131\116\105\103

\124\111\123\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\122\117

\117\124\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\113\105\131

\116\105\103\124\111\123\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\060\036

\027\015\060\071\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\062\060\060\065\062\066\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\114

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\113\105\131\116\105\103\124\111

\123\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\122\117\117\124

\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\113\105\131\116\105

\103\124\111\123\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\306\375\263

\027\205\241\255\046\033\225\151\065\041\075\244\210\372\336\333

\140\066\100\027\151\302\024\143\373\270\331\302\164\025\067\056

\234\320\040\315\151\215\204\062\242\205\114\024\264\233\362\045

\263\124\052\203\077\055\276\017\363\073\144\321\377\240\120\357

\167\117\073\116\341\077\013\144\205\232\272\130\176\322\303\142

\323\144\045\242\324\262\227\074\167\135\143\052\063\222\374\315

\202\015\233\124\225\207\365\265\353\214\315\133\321\312\060\057

\311\210\106\265\315\015\021\264\030\217\356\321\241\076\135\025

\350\050\317\337\303\220\233\154\314\321\014\105\167\263\072\353
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\212\220\035\351\257\144\152\211\173\251\075\103\164\372\344\147

\042\241\373\334\115\304\365\142\311\312\045\264\311\200\140\063

\251\335\173\240\002\277\226\045\012\136\311\137\051\173\264\027

\201\213\155\201\031\320\331\203\134\005\217\101\151\032\151\103

\200\237\250\257\340\351\214\221\213\047\053\242\046\140\315\017

\362\244\243\002\203\216\030\201\302\027\212\103\025\371\155\363

\035\020\244\132\234\104\141\043\041\172\330\373\321\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\300\060\201\275\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\004\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\127\006\003

\125\035\037\004\120\060\116\060\114\240\112\240\110\206\106\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\145

\162\055\143\162\154\056\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\062\056\143\157\155\057\113\145\171\156\145\143\164\151\163\057

\113\105\131\116\105\103\124\111\123\137\122\117\117\124\137\103

\101\056\143\162\154\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\357\267\043\227\320\250\221\177\246\317\246\041\300\064\237\314

\167\101\341\320\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200

\024\357\267\043\227\320\250\221\177\246\317\246\041\300\064\237

\314\167\101\341\320\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\032\061\151\231\102\302\345

\100\205\242\237\222\303\143\324\217\041\071\250\031\041\376\172

\374\303\115\100\363\053\350\113\254\133\114\131\223\306\334\176

\013\257\174\137\225\205\153\275\307\157\272\301\276\370\306\072

\147\113\223\306\005\151\076\044\055\360\033\221\306\076\077\354

\102\030\223\154\003\044\212\156\371\040\147\053\174\155\253\064

\311\052\042\063\015\327\175\217\356\322\066\144\102\310\065\232

\156\031\141\313\215\147\360\150\247\320\044\005\346\303\027\272

\105\256\174\103\265\200\170\003\115\040\163\005\374\103\020\235

\065\151\102\165\224\045\202\053\246\073\220\030\336\301\251\257

\363\055\225\277\225\247\317\030\227\341\131\342\242\257\032\026

\141\015\367\023\161\123\223\067\375\074\257\000\035\154\213\024

\257\106\226\214\266\122\174\314\055\116\315\341\351\113\012\356

\232\376\172\230\347\051\272\033\332\034\272\334\153\315\004\016

\046\100\251\353\163\074\376\120\250\021\047\125\275\333\216\113

\357\117\030\355\025\377\275\206\230\146\356\232\045\161\064\154

\120\361\262\121\313\146\235\115\051

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "KEYNECTIS ROOT CA"

# Issuer: CN=KEYNECTIS ROOT CA,OU=ROOT,O=KEYNECTIS,C=FR

# Serial Number:11:21:bc:27:6c:55:47:af:58:4e:ef:d4:ce:d6:29:b2:a2:85

# Subject: CN=KEYNECTIS ROOT CA,OU=ROOT,O=KEYNECTIS,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2009
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# Not Valid After: Tue May 26 00:00:00 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): cc:4d:ae:fb:30:6b:d8:38:fe:50:eb:86:61:4b:d2:26

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 9c:61:5c:4d:4d:85:10:3a:53:26:c2:4d:ba:ea:e4:a2:d2:d5:cc:97

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "KEYNECTIS ROOT CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\234\141\134\115\115\205\020\072\123\046\302\115\272\352\344\242

\322\325\314\227

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\314\115\256\373\060\153\330\070\376\120\353\206\141\113\322\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\113\105\131\116\105\103

\124\111\123\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\122\117

\117\124\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\113\105\131

\116\105\103\124\111\123\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\022\021\041\274\047\154\125\107\257\130\116\357\324\316\326

\051\262\242\205

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "I.CA - Standard Certification Authority, 09/2009"

# Issuer: OU=I.CA - Provider of Certification Services,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA - Standard

Certification Authority\, 09/2009,C=CZ

# Serial Number:16:e3:60

# Subject: OU=I.CA - Provider of Certification Services,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA - Standard

Certification Authority\, 09/2009,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Sun Sep 01 00:00:00 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 86:ef:8e:31:9d:9f:85:69:a2:a4:1a:12:71:68:ba:1b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 90:de:ce:77:f8:c8:25:34:0e:62:eb:d6:35:e1:be:20:cf:73:27:dd

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA - Standard Certification Authority, 09/2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\253\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132

\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\014\060\111\056\103\101\040

\055\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157

\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\062\060\060\006\003

\125\004\013\014\051\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\120\162\157\166

\151\144\145\162\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\253\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132

\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\014\060\111\056\103\101\040

\055\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157

\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\062\060\060\006\003

\125\004\013\014\051\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\120\162\157\166

\151\144\145\162\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\026\343\140

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\052\060\202\003\022\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\026

\343\140\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\201\253\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\132\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\014\060\111\056\103\101

\040\055\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053

\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164

\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\062\060\060\006

\003\125\004\013\014\051\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\120\162\157

\166\151\144\145\162\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060

\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\061\071\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060

\201\253\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\014\060\111\056\103\101\040\055
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\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053\006\003

\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162\164

\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157\162

\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\062\060\060\006\003\125

\004\013\014\051\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\120\162\157\166\151

\144\145\162\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\250\010

\126\022\077\373\224\203\251\140\166\275\105\203\176\226\064\074

\317\111\116\326\317\374\040\341\341\261\002\024\155\255\312\176

\120\162\051\251\375\234\167\046\070\144\367\103\101\077\024\202

\004\242\101\220\002\347\231\367\203\142\170\104\205\350\235\005

\160\324\376\170\241\164\064\307\254\073\205\002\335\356\121\133

\106\073\123\063\326\147\354\354\024\056\343\304\345\263\164\203

\000\314\306\226\346\034\203\332\334\030\120\151\372\335\103\321

\216\100\375\026\244\267\214\145\207\340\276\254\227\037\260\161

\353\000\145\127\026\316\154\207\257\227\210\360\135\367\207\115

\072\021\012\242\302\104\024\300\026\362\117\365\333\225\102\257

\051\263\051\240\203\121\156\376\074\121\127\223\060\045\046\272

\073\152\206\310\366\013\321\161\077\234\267\072\310\316\147\011

\214\372\100\033\172\154\336\310\034\240\306\134\273\141\030\210

\077\056\131\035\126\374\172\105\234\246\331\070\331\305\140\314

\271\101\125\267\312\274\115\356\264\247\304\366\240\016\274\211

\305\001\225\261\134\337\117\360\314\302\315\102\273\137\002\003

\001\000\001\243\125\060\123\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\021\006\003\125\035\040\004

\012\060\010\060\006\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\301\114\070\224\325\200\206\110\331\042

\220\054\323\356\031\020\333\147\107\207\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\243\313

\321\175\164\373\065\170\007\222\350\356\150\351\344\122\136\360

\330\143\221\224\237\150\373\276\133\272\251\341\143\167\253\120

\166\306\351\126\107\124\120\231\264\045\213\350\301\031\162\066

\132\011\276\347\326\372\302\266\062\075\107\303\120\116\231\156

\223\066\305\212\121\167\143\340\111\063\253\074\037\212\351\073

\331\206\265\050\307\302\165\161\133\146\152\215\130\016\363\165

\220\265\255\054\201\030\315\234\330\303\315\117\361\373\151\040

\227\300\110\317\023\105\022\265\034\366\076\203\342\116\136\335

\131\306\153\112\340\110\316\331\052\235\145\072\275\057\360\360

\114\274\011\172\313\067\000\244\077\073\014\043\335\343\373\306

\102\242\264\266\346\322\162\205\114\337\263\336\026\247\176\035

\347\324\317\255\253\263\120\344\160\214\337\260\160\220\311\206

\236\356\174\204\213\144\034\153\341\150\025\176\311\245\164\340

\116\367\132\352\335\022\061\253\221\100\205\161\013\316\051\050
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\371\156\070\024\134\035\376\354\021\277\115\103\176\236\137\070

\277\327\352\236\223\057\320\035\164\265\005\011\323\042

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "I.CA - Standard Certification Authority, 09/2009"

# Issuer: OU=I.CA - Provider of Certification Services,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA - Standard

Certification Authority\, 09/2009,C=CZ

# Serial Number:16:e3:60

# Subject: OU=I.CA - Provider of Certification Services,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA - Standard

Certification Authority\, 09/2009,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Sun Sep 01 00:00:00 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 86:ef:8e:31:9d:9f:85:69:a2:a4:1a:12:71:68:ba:1b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 90:de:ce:77:f8:c8:25:34:0e:62:eb:d6:35:e1:be:20:cf:73:27:dd

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA - Standard Certification Authority, 09/2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\220\336\316\167\370\310\045\064\016\142\353\326\065\341\276\040

\317\163\047\335

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\206\357\216\061\235\237\205\151\242\244\032\022\161\150\272\033

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\253\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132

\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\014\060\111\056\103\101\040

\055\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157

\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\062\060\060\006\003

\125\004\013\014\051\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\120\162\157\166

\151\144\145\162\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\026\343\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "I.CA - Qualified Certification Authority, 09/2009"

# Issuer: OU=I.CA - Accredited Provider of Certification Services,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA -

Qualified Certification Authority\, 09/2009,C=CZ

# Serial Number:a0:37:a0

# Subject: OU=I.CA - Accredited Provider of Certification Services,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA -

Qualified Certification Authority\, 09/2009,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Sun Sep 01 00:00:00 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8d:63:9b:56:c1:14:e4:ee:9a:12:85:86:11:90:82:a3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d2:44:1a:a8:c2:03:ae:ca:a9:6e:50:1f:12:4d:52:b6:8f:e4:c3:75

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA - Qualified Certification Authority, 09/2009"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\267\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132

\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\111\056\103\101\040

\055\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053

\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164

\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\075\060\073\006

\003\125\004\013\014\064\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\101\143\143

\162\145\144\151\164\145\144\040\120\162\157\166\151\144\145\162

\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\267\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132

\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\111\056\103\101\040

\055\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053

\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164

\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\075\060\073\006

\003\125\004\013\014\064\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\101\143\143

\162\145\144\151\164\145\144\040\120\162\157\166\151\144\145\162

\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\240\067\240

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\036\060\202\004\006\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\000

\240\067\240\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\201\267\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\103\132\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\111\056\103

\101\040\055\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141

\165\164\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\075\060

\073\006\003\125\004\013\014\064\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\101

\143\143\162\145\144\151\164\145\144\040\120\162\157\166\151\144

\145\162\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\036\027\015

\060\071\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\061

\071\060\071\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\201\267\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061\072\060\070

\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\121\165

\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\054

\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004

\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162\164\151\146

\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\164

\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013

\014\064\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\101\143\143\162\145\144\151

\164\145\144\040\120\162\157\166\151\144\145\162\040\157\146\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\265\066\204\313\102\202\360\317\145

\342\124\232\130\163\054\343\353\025\127\122\360\317\042\130\210

\204\015\170\052\357\324\161\346\375\212\106\041\326\077\147\256

\064\161\346\247\222\064\057\041\176\346\333\160\112\340\344\202

\350\243\274\221\226\000\337\072\051\073\076\206\024\043\212\127

\143\357\056\351\033\163\347\066\212\141\172\220\261\304\277\252

\215\003\305\261\204\366\321\337\022\260\224\160\360\007\154\241

\133\072\073\127\164\025\200\064\106\363\173\056\202\244\047\264

\246\002\334\271\345\114\146\311\244\323\376\003\076\366\202\223

\275\000\165\047\374\200\141\026\116\044\261\317\045\141\055\213

\364\140\262\364\053\046\164\244\201\077\277\051\367\017\013\307

\273\303\056\251\003\202\335\177\314\032\334\121\151\222\111\276

\300\023\360\117\021\343\053\311\005\165\041\322\072\236\121\247

\006\025\244\134\346\037\350\144\235\153\042\160\363\246\355\273
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\020\273\276\040\312\066\266\351\343\201\343\101\026\222\306\172

\172\073\167\255\243\134\170\015\370\230\167\017\330\154\221\136

\354\110\344\305\044\001\313\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\056

\060\202\001\052\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\347\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\337

\060\201\334\060\201\331\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\201\320\060

\201\315\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\201\300\032

\201\275\124\145\156\164\157\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153

\141\164\040\152\145\040\166\171\144\141\156\040\152\141\153\157

\040\153\166\141\154\151\146\151\153\157\166\141\156\171\040\163

\171\163\164\145\155\157\166\171\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151

\153\141\164\040\160\157\144\154\145\040\172\141\153\157\156\141

\040\143\056\040\062\062\067\057\062\060\060\060\040\123\142\056

\040\166\040\160\154\141\164\156\145\155\040\172\156\145\156\151

\057\124\150\151\163\040\151\163\040\161\165\141\154\151\146\151

\145\144\040\163\171\163\164\145\155\040\143\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\145\040\141\143\143\157\162\144\151\156\147\040

\164\157\040\103\172\145\143\150\040\101\143\164\040\116\157\056

\040\062\062\067\057\062\060\060\060\040\103\157\154\154\056\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\171\313\320\043\351\072

\147\160\221\164\117\323\121\342\340\040\375\341\050\373\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\175\225\245\066\327\210\130\150\021\317\145\373\133\015

\057\366\164\201\213\131\331\235\111\270\365\071\226\311\360\262

\017\004\314\130\214\372\004\062\254\300\107\276\055\303\336\223

\213\246\226\105\256\126\164\345\232\113\242\077\252\046\304\050

\126\141\044\005\127\137\231\244\307\147\260\030\122\311\373\101

\250\371\344\361\236\062\316\236\025\105\331\135\254\373\236\333

\233\307\074\217\257\333\113\242\043\350\073\051\160\161\030\245

\370\343\207\256\041\023\152\364\151\052\131\016\061\263\050\123

\072\142\232\254\010\223\174\251\207\266\137\132\246\030\302\320

\302\363\135\214\157\247\077\060\211\070\353\224\023\052\110\132

\336\171\345\220\313\136\244\271\027\266\143\006\071\137\310\066

\143\021\364\266\022\317\110\166\211\074\152\127\371\353\163\042

\367\372\076\005\256\072\300\306\016\222\115\317\324\211\124\321

\032\202\152\067\133\226\050\250\000\042\203\316\320\052\271\263

\215\123\130\056\145\134\325\362\333\214\001\045\163\154\227\213

\374\140\001\354\100\223\301\355\121\270\252\313\142\330\045\060

\242\075

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "I.CA - Qualified Certification Authority, 09/2009"

# Issuer: OU=I.CA - Accredited Provider of Certification Services,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA -
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Qualified Certification Authority\, 09/2009,C=CZ

# Serial Number:a0:37:a0

# Subject: OU=I.CA - Accredited Provider of Certification Services,O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA -

Qualified Certification Authority\, 09/2009,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 01 00:00:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Sun Sep 01 00:00:00 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8d:63:9b:56:c1:14:e4:ee:9a:12:85:86:11:90:82:a3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d2:44:1a:a8:c2:03:ae:ca:a9:6e:50:1f:12:4d:52:b6:8f:e4:c3:75

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA - Qualified Certification Authority, 09/2009"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\322\104\032\250\302\003\256\312\251\156\120\037\022\115\122\266

\217\344\303\165

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\215\143\233\126\301\024\344\356\232\022\205\206\021\220\202\243

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\267\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132

\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\014\061\111\056\103\101\040

\055\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\054\040\060\071\057\062\060\060\071\061\055\060\053

\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164

\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\061\075\060\073\006

\003\125\004\013\014\064\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\101\143\143

\162\145\144\151\164\145\144\040\120\162\157\166\151\144\145\162

\040\157\146\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\240\067\240

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "VI Registru Centras RCSC (RootCA)"

# Issuer: CN=VI Registru Centras RCSC (RootCA),OU=Registru Centro Sertifikavimo Centras,O=VI Registru

Centras - I.k. 124110246,C=LT

# Serial Number:03:a3:a4:57:b5:f0:f3:86:4a:11:63:e8:98:ff:16:9c

# Subject: CN=VI Registru Centras RCSC (RootCA),OU=Registru Centro Sertifikavimo Centras,O=VI Registru
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Centras - I.k. 124110246,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jul 21 11:47:46 2008

# Not Valid After: Sun Jul 21 11:47:46 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 41:5b:95:78:0d:d1:c3:a7:dc:d9:ba:fe:e7:27:b6:14

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 97:1d:34:86:fc:1e:8e:63:15:f7:c6:f2:e1:29:67:c7:24:34:22:14

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "VI Registru Centras RCSC (RootCA)"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124

\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\023\044\126\111\040\122\145

\147\151\163\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\055

\040\111\056\153\056\040\061\062\064\061\061\060\062\064\066\061

\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\122\145\147\151\163\164

\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\157\040\123\145\162\164\151\146

\151\153\141\166\151\155\157\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\126\111\040\122\145\147

\151\163\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\122\103

\123\103\040\050\122\157\157\164\103\101\051

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124

\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\023\044\126\111\040\122\145

\147\151\163\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\055

\040\111\056\153\056\040\061\062\064\061\061\060\062\064\066\061

\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\122\145\147\151\163\164

\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\157\040\123\145\162\164\151\146

\151\153\141\166\151\155\157\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\126\111\040\122\145\147

\151\163\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\122\103

\123\103\040\050\122\157\157\164\103\101\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\243\244\127\265\360\363\206\112\021\143\350\230\377

\026\234

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\212\060\202\004\162\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\003

\243\244\127\265\360\363\206\112\021\143\350\230\377\026\234\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061\055

\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\023\044\126\111\040\122\145\147\151

\163\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\055\040\111

\056\153\056\040\061\062\064\061\061\060\062\064\066\061\056\060
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\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\122\145\147\151\163\164\162\165

\040\103\145\156\164\162\157\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153

\141\166\151\155\157\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\052\060

\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\126\111\040\122\145\147\151\163

\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\122\103\123\103

\040\050\122\157\157\164\103\101\051\060\036\027\015\060\070\060

\067\062\061\061\061\064\067\064\066\132\027\015\062\064\060\067

\062\061\061\061\064\067\064\066\132\060\201\230\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061\055\060\053\006\003\125

\004\012\023\044\126\111\040\122\145\147\151\163\164\162\165\040

\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\055\040\111\056\153\056\040\061

\062\064\061\061\060\062\064\066\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004

\013\023\045\122\145\147\151\163\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164

\162\157\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\166\151\155\157

\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004

\003\023\041\126\111\040\122\145\147\151\163\164\162\165\040\103

\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\122\103\123\103\040\050\122\157\157

\164\103\101\051\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\310\231\362\042\307\263\207\025\056\247\313

\115\106\253\147\227\317\017\163\167\003\367\144\174\166\110\062

\040\364\243\330\131\235\024\251\037\240\036\221\016\015\255\365

\376\147\222\221\023\040\041\115\012\125\156\161\372\254\027\313

\000\375\016\120\002\063\333\251\330\275\141\032\375\340\020\127

\261\125\171\140\031\264\124\171\236\373\200\060\342\310\102\311

\122\002\010\330\254\057\303\161\101\124\002\365\201\212\022\343

\151\002\245\207\241\160\175\005\276\245\142\277\005\260\010\226

\107\157\177\223\212\255\340\254\323\102\336\275\346\217\024\345

\163\050\240\003\233\101\372\345\076\367\071\164\056\144\364\237

\113\300\365\170\231\124\153\345\025\040\374\351\062\162\100\253

\145\165\274\074\106\064\322\370\020\141\307\014\170\307\174\300

\021\121\321\005\066\373\370\234\377\055\270\345\161\055\111\360

\127\110\263\223\216\234\373\072\311\113\155\061\327\122\325\126

\351\204\056\221\324\002\035\262\200\005\201\305\200\312\051\301

\064\147\271\257\004\060\103\366\257\102\107\336\374\001\056\350

\102\234\276\262\013\024\344\064\334\335\255\123\204\172\330\003

\126\321\302\014\324\227\051\370\114\362\265\034\337\235\203\256

\137\132\045\113\242\260\050\345\277\132\013\320\234\250\234\160

\052\155\016\056\341\047\277\255\013\157\021\323\370\106\055\364

\227\104\113\312\260\310\346\066\157\042\272\216\344\122\225\026

\354\104\152\324\120\036\230\050\371\150\244\272\336\236\060\355

\242\311\122\241\311\065\212\100\341\215\233\233\375\361\106\213

\244\307\117\160\140\121\215\362\222\251\316\272\214\057\111\122

\022\147\320\365\253\004\045\100\164\003\342\330\255\241\164\130

\141\267\265\016\363\177\045\054\021\143\257\361\022\303\364\244

\163\232\144\254\356\246\006\217\362\274\234\254\050\251\134\025

\323\063\255\320\066\310\041\160\153\274\052\037\325\253\270\001

\130\166\374\073\021\115\373\362\034\110\044\021\375\115\217\031
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\051\256\153\350\155\136\262\241\015\170\316\322\143\203\164\264

\315\051\114\277\233\160\210\117\022\015\105\347\276\017\145\304

\326\070\044\344\112\025\213\321\152\352\273\066\241\241\220\245

\123\310\245\326\145\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\315\060\201\312

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\003\004\043\060\041

\060\010\006\006\004\000\216\106\001\001\060\013\006\006\004\000

\216\106\001\003\002\001\012\060\010\006\006\004\000\216\106\001

\004\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\274\163\076

\057\234\221\014\273\217\315\167\231\076\314\205\344\314\130\150

\021\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003

\002\001\000\060\105\006\003\125\035\040\004\076\060\074\060\072

\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\361\067\001\001\001\060\053\060

\051\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\162\143\163\143\056\154\164\057

\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\031\170

\054\121\023\137\274\231\116\134\247\001\374\336\266\376\251\035

\206\061\021\173\172\231\212\263\210\222\245\140\322\004\143\071

\274\257\216\330\361\053\105\162\062\051\074\055\342\331\330\075

\164\372\107\065\207\334\020\000\066\101\075\355\252\176\262\314

\304\032\351\061\264\365\221\321\204\112\347\365\334\317\106\147

\002\231\257\270\167\372\176\355\041\157\226\043\024\161\077\320

\130\276\252\333\103\054\067\240\035\006\151\064\360\117\217\165

\356\263\322\001\273\354\034\351\217\251\211\357\370\324\033\101

\002\231\276\360\137\272\216\054\302\041\160\336\121\201\330\367

\274\270\303\063\203\303\227\312\011\163\304\351\167\310\162\364

\134\255\017\015\212\352\355\322\012\001\316\353\127\235\025\360

\051\025\357\131\234\257\254\222\202\160\014\230\330\042\235\057

\230\065\251\321\212\211\274\325\235\125\302\056\236\007\045\106

\366\222\115\120\372\075\211\362\337\223\277\223\224\320\331\257

\127\243\363\146\346\216\361\350\240\033\030\006\223\132\054\211

\015\066\304\372\040\263\334\050\365\152\356\217\061\233\131\070

\330\116\152\240\043\041\344\206\253\345\373\140\243\321\315\132

\054\102\111\246\016\125\044\045\065\375\322\072\257\153\130\246

\221\106\137\151\313\275\176\046\233\336\010\275\036\354\236\246

\370\234\165\244\100\066\225\113\042\117\306\266\175\162\121\274

\343\302\150\315\315\345\213\276\300\302\117\233\156\145\316\026

\267\010\210\307\207\336\377\062\214\313\353\102\101\254\373\327

\317\001\103\370\157\300\326\013\360\367\222\351\313\105\135\144

\261\367\312\074\273\211\010\226\311\332\016\341\161\052\017\354

\244\102\055\343\152\017\107\107\260\123\246\326\205\120\227\060

\327\214\056\137\106\042\320\254\316\074\136\234\036\162\203\375

\014\247\370\027\062\273\141\336\343\117\057\030\216\202\265\207

\033\164\005\060\112\277\152\036\110\074\124\050\261\135\235\222

\137\233\020\343\056\042\212\257\335\066\144\177\023\166\107\203

\065\225\032\224\217\365\304\123\155\071\275\325\213\365\312\317
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\030\103\005\001\223\244\066\336\060\322\024\363\260\144\265\312

\316\225\367\272\164\354\212\163\076\122\323\136\123\000

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "VI Registru Centras RCSC (RootCA)"

# Issuer: CN=VI Registru Centras RCSC (RootCA),OU=Registru Centro Sertifikavimo Centras,O=VI Registru

Centras - I.k. 124110246,C=LT

# Serial Number:03:a3:a4:57:b5:f0:f3:86:4a:11:63:e8:98:ff:16:9c

# Subject: CN=VI Registru Centras RCSC (RootCA),OU=Registru Centro Sertifikavimo Centras,O=VI Registru

Centras - I.k. 124110246,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jul 21 11:47:46 2008

# Not Valid After: Sun Jul 21 11:47:46 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 41:5b:95:78:0d:d1:c3:a7:dc:d9:ba:fe:e7:27:b6:14

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 97:1d:34:86:fc:1e:8e:63:15:f7:c6:f2:e1:29:67:c7:24:34:22:14

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "VI Registru Centras RCSC (RootCA)"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\227\035\064\206\374\036\216\143\025\367\306\362\341\051\147\307

\044\064\042\024

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\101\133\225\170\015\321\303\247\334\331\272\376\347\047\266\024

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124

\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012\023\044\126\111\040\122\145

\147\151\163\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\055

\040\111\056\153\056\040\061\062\064\061\061\060\062\064\066\061

\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\122\145\147\151\163\164

\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\157\040\123\145\162\164\151\146

\151\153\141\166\151\155\157\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\126\111\040\122\145\147

\151\163\164\162\165\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\163\040\122\103

\123\103\040\050\122\157\157\164\103\101\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\243\244\127\265\360\363\206\112\021\143\350\230\377

\026\234

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CCA India 2007"

# Issuer: CN=CCA India 2007,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number: 10112 (0x2780)

# Subject: CN=CCA India 2007,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 13 07:02:48 2007

# Not Valid After: Sat Jul 04 07:02:48 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 69:60:ec:be:8c:94:d7:6e:6f:2e:c4:78:2f:55:f0:83

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 97:22:6a:ae:4a:7a:64:a5:9b:d1:67:87:f2:7f:84:1c:0a:00:1f:d0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CCA India 2007"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\047\200

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\043\060\202\002\013\240\003\002\001\002\002\002\047

\200\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\060\067\060\036\027\015

\060\067\060\066\061\063\060\067\060\062\064\070\132\027\015\061

\065\060\067\060\064\060\067\060\062\064\070\132\060\072\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061\022\060\020\006

\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040\120\113\111\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103\101\040\111\156

\144\151\141\040\062\060\060\067\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000
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\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\337\217\307\312\112\234\322

\107\342\216\062\202\236\121\351\010\011\167\374\267\176\047\173

\116\135\153\370\210\157\350\013\343\300\066\233\200\351\345\060

\260\124\367\246\060\376\067\152\130\113\324\170\137\124\236\261

\076\171\075\017\023\127\342\106\225\072\035\134\141\065\202\355

\365\303\264\260\122\150\250\370\006\053\236\121\113\302\130\005

\364\313\231\147\254\232\041\055\071\320\370\317\230\210\233\037

\175\365\261\266\300\103\120\203\203\255\253\375\326\326\372\374

\365\017\306\115\247\112\005\225\236\270\132\131\061\124\015\270

\311\274\067\102\222\073\003\323\364\072\334\057\115\370\056\106

\031\255\007\032\045\153\143\125\346\366\135\315\106\333\225\111

\225\271\147\215\104\356\311\370\155\312\214\311\015\232\366\056

\147\337\171\223\307\102\070\144\052\307\121\071\244\005\226\333

\276\245\010\017\324\020\265\357\301\307\212\014\322\322\234\377

\311\061\345\121\131\015\053\100\342\211\047\366\225\333\261\344

\241\053\320\265\103\104\330\336\237\226\332\231\255\232\330\174

\334\043\220\264\005\046\322\214\355\002\003\001\000\001\243\063

\060\061\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\021\006\003\125\035\016\004\012\004\010\117\036

\300\130\047\330\270\344\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\162\206\117\110\202\350\305\360\331

\270\260\107\063\031\357\313\006\201\250\266\254\207\303\271\111

\225\222\052\201\130\327\053\216\242\270\047\240\114\023\120\235

\034\265\161\114\142\121\210\226\014\162\377\013\140\304\065\341

\370\045\156\271\301\341\247\126\072\376\206\343\115\300\253\332

\324\052\160\233\255\132\235\330\045\321\272\205\337\302\033\353

\064\326\010\167\003\060\144\177\326\366\021\011\215\255\176\236

\171\177\233\233\243\224\104\340\164\267\267\211\312\354\004\137

\213\317\342\353\343\106\333\066\367\235\061\256\206\164\251\235

\355\334\160\117\323\063\134\060\206\040\256\062\301\054\217\047

\064\266\167\136\000\032\222\212\276\210\331\070\133\324\303\132

\270\017\223\044\326\052\256\060\110\101\366\143\045\317\115\207

\051\236\263\253\364\364\254\107\204\131\052\317\375\355\257\224

\015\120\000\047\063\163\356\167\346\343\111\270\247\114\046\301

\316\221\152\027\262\322\101\265\251\232\335\330\115\325\343\020

\265\322\075\305\364\321\014\335\274\254\227\322\227\130\350\130

\026\005\232\306\255\275\152

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CCA India 2007"

# Issuer: CN=CCA India 2007,O=India PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number: 10112 (0x2780)

# Subject: CN=CCA India 2007,O=India PKI,C=IN
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# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 13 07:02:48 2007

# Not Valid After: Sat Jul 04 07:02:48 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 69:60:ec:be:8c:94:d7:6e:6f:2e:c4:78:2f:55:f0:83

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 97:22:6a:ae:4a:7a:64:a5:9b:d1:67:87:f2:7f:84:1c:0a:00:1f:d0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CCA India 2007"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\227\042\152\256\112\172\144\245\233\321\147\207\362\177\204\034

\012\000\037\320

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\140\354\276\214\224\327\156\157\056\304\170\057\125\360\203

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\111\156\144\151\141\040

\120\113\111\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\103\103

\101\040\111\156\144\151\141\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\002\047\200

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v1"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v1,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da Informacao -

ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v1,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da Informacao -

ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 29 19:17:10 2008

# Not Valid After: Thu Jul 29 19:17:10 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 93:f1:ad:34:0b:2b:e7:a8:54:60:e2:73:8c:a4:94:31

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 70:5d:2b:45:65:c7:04:7a:54:06:94:a7:9a:f7:ab:b8:42:bd:c1:61

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141

\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141\040\166\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141

\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\200\060\202\003\150\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102\162

\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064\111

\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141

\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141\040

\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055\040

\111\124\111\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101\165

\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141\163

\151\154\145\151\162\141\040\166\061\060\036\027\015\060\070\060

\067\062\071\061\071\061\067\061\060\132\027\015\062\061\060\067

\062\071\061\071\061\067\061\060\132\060\201\227\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061\023\060\021\006\003\125

\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102\162\141\163\151\154\061\075

\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\124

\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141\040\144\141\040\111\156\146

\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055\040\111\124\111\061\064\060
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\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141

\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141

\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141\163\151\154\145\151\162\141

\040\166\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\316\034\350\276\223\064\316\311\261\344\124\356

\011\366\354\244\010\205\240\077\306\212\306\160\060\247\200\214

\355\076\001\124\007\214\031\043\073\237\273\307\264\213\040\261

\342\367\101\026\055\136\207\146\272\260\007\335\157\321\077\074

\332\310\131\063\235\025\260\237\222\310\126\124\130\212\072\047

\242\064\036\233\170\265\267\315\345\233\351\300\056\022\236\160

\170\007\372\216\362\114\300\370\345\162\174\036\251\251\140\003

\127\046\107\333\203\166\303\316\310\022\273\321\377\357\256\263

\142\175\232\240\344\274\156\175\001\056\064\140\334\207\340\137

\177\005\160\134\060\025\054\302\165\243\077\120\003\146\043\146

\054\347\164\167\170\333\146\027\337\371\037\015\202\150\217\165

\207\367\351\061\172\123\117\317\130\142\273\100\242\064\317\300

\160\204\120\227\025\332\040\113\351\373\114\102\255\053\150\216

\243\331\255\005\142\376\010\164\304\350\301\314\205\023\316\255

\050\060\120\335\336\300\201\301\111\260\136\056\046\070\351\143

\004\063\167\265\200\166\315\052\177\362\074\254\135\223\102\071

\364\242\163\105\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\324\060\201\321\060

\116\006\003\125\035\040\004\107\060\105\060\103\006\005\140\114

\001\001\000\060\072\060\070\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\054\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\141\143\162\141\151\172

\056\151\143\160\142\162\141\163\151\154\056\147\157\166\056\142

\162\057\104\120\103\141\143\162\141\151\172\056\160\144\146\060

\077\006\003\125\035\037\004\070\060\066\060\064\240\062\240\060

\206\056\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\141\143\162\141\151\172\056

\151\143\160\142\162\141\163\151\154\056\147\157\166\056\142\162

\057\114\103\122\141\143\162\141\151\172\166\061\056\143\162\154

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\102\262\054\134\164

\001\007\276\233\377\125\063\073\356\051\273\135\221\277\006\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\131\154\212\166\351\031\161\127\203\376\247\364

\172\017\236\201\320\317\007\034\014\043\351\044\015\121\313\063

\350\052\011\303\172\377\016\243\200\206\140\301\160\227\340\300

\012\125\335\244\145\114\217\247\107\260\127\267\363\253\304\303

\031\343\230\354\015\260\033\121\221\311\331\011\326\351\152\263

\347\014\260\262\222\207\373\216\115\025\354\022\024\031\170\014

\142\352\024\071\030\012\305\125\333\123\205\334\173\050\372\025

\161\243\312\164\045\202\017\147\047\064\327\256\122\023\002\373

\305\357\232\200\045\245\122\236\071\016\355\072\364\170\007\137

\325\050\172\012\112\365\320\303\147\367\214\130\027\157\012\000

\243\046\020\264\140\042\072\112\110\245\332\340\251\204\336\103

\333\237\103\247\077\050\004\107\222\057\367\347\144\165\041\322
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\117\201\316\252\076\144\016\343\016\255\125\232\176\224\233\064

\301\320\256\151\116\036\243\331\263\207\127\332\160\302\132\175

\207\315\371\277\067\336\355\126\065\367\267\042\016\117\222\270

\077\010\337\234\236\230\136\362\157\271\372\233\054\370\315\105

\330\162\262\040

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v1"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v1,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da Informacao -

ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v1,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da Informacao -

ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 29 19:17:10 2008

# Not Valid After: Thu Jul 29 19:17:10 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 93:f1:ad:34:0b:2b:e7:a8:54:60:e2:73:8c:a4:94:31

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 70:5d:2b:45:65:c7:04:7a:54:06:94:a7:9a:f7:ab:b8:42:bd:c1:61

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira v1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\160\135\053\105\145\307\004\172\124\006\224\247\232\367\253\270

\102\275\301\141

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\361\255\064\013\053\347\250\124\140\342\163\214\244\224\061

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141

\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141\040\166\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ipsCA Global CA Root"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=global01@ipsca.com,CN=ipsCA Global CA Root,OU=ipsCA,O=IPS Certification

Authority s.l. ipsCA,L=Madrid,ST=Madrid,C=ES

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=global01@ipsca.com,CN=ipsCA Global CA Root,OU=ipsCA,O=IPS Certification

Authority s.l. ipsCA,L=Madrid,ST=Madrid,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Mon Sep 07 14:38:44 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 25 14:38:44 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 25:2a:c6:c5:89:68:39:f9:55:72:02:16:5e:a3:9e:d2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3c:71:d7:0e:35:a5:da:a8:b2:e3:81:2d:c3:67:74:17:f5:99:0d:f3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ipsCA Global CA Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162

\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160

\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160

\163\103\101\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\151\160

\163\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157

\157\164\061\041\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011

\001\026\022\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\100\151\160\163\143

\141\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162

\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160

\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160

\163\103\101\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\151\160

\163\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157

\157\164\061\041\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011
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\001\026\022\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\100\151\160\163\143

\141\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\007\060\202\004\357\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151\144

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160\163

\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160\163

\103\101\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\151\160\163

\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164\061\041\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001

\026\022\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\100\151\160\163\143\141

\056\143\157\155\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\067\061\064

\063\070\064\064\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\062\065\061\064\063

\070\064\064\132\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\105\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115

\141\144\162\151\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006

\115\141\144\162\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023

\046\111\120\123\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154

\056\040\151\160\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013

\023\005\151\160\163\103\101\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\151\160\163\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103

\101\040\122\157\157\164\061\041\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\022\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\100

\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\247\357\314\200\060\260

\221\044\117\260\150\370\303\312\055\025\070\125\130\202\342\070

\143\260\367\243\222\157\203\270\260\136\260\214\254\124\261\167

\320\120\340\227\263\220\255\212\263\037\071\053\105\126\367\252

\342\337\174\262\354\157\123\057\232\313\320\346\146\313\311\023

\350\162\342\264\315\061\127\207\022\265\223\350\372\162\316\352

\107\362\214\264\260\143\327\004\000\267\144\066\071\227\350\225

\361\210\371\161\015\003\047\214\141\317\010\203\226\117\203\305

\116\350\134\370\006\160\361\002\252\034\036\251\310\252\176\347

\135\315\215\074\024\157\147\320\033\251\043\110\213\041\050\072

\212\114\346\021\061\371\041\056\262\147\146\306\051\156\224\223

\317\100\226\374\260\075\277\262\264\223\277\126\161\266\245\101

\207\260\130\265\131\043\050\111\270\230\371\120\036\055\025\050
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\013\114\254\111\321\204\251\233\232\347\162\124\267\070\320\333

\311\376\251\163\325\155\020\315\216\165\353\376\227\375\200\074

\374\264\330\110\364\231\106\013\210\024\244\266\056\333\114\140

\364\041\301\154\200\225\024\325\257\325\002\003\001\000\001\243

\202\002\044\060\202\002\040\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\025\246\226\200\261\025\113\061\303\302\234\366\347\023

\013\113\363\030\315\206\060\201\337\006\003\125\035\043\004\201

\327\060\201\324\200\024\025\246\226\200\261\025\113\061\303\302

\234\366\347\023\013\113\363\030\315\206\241\201\270\244\201\265

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162

\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160

\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160

\163\103\101\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\151\160

\163\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157

\157\164\061\041\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011

\001\026\022\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\100\151\160\163\143

\141\056\143\157\155\202\001\000\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\107\006\003\125\035\045\004\100\060\076\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\001\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\003\002\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\003\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\003\004\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\010

\006\012\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\012\003\004\060\035\006\003

\125\035\021\004\026\060\024\201\022\147\154\157\142\141\154\060

\061\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\060\035\006\003\125

\035\022\004\026\060\024\201\022\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061

\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\060\101\006\003\125\035

\037\004\072\060\070\060\066\240\064\240\062\206\060\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\056

\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\057\143\162\154\057\143\162

\154\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\056\143\162\154\060\070\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001\004\054\060\052\060\050\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\034\150\164\164\160\072

\057\057\143\162\154\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\056\151\160

\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\030\364\256\376\200

\017\216\301\167\157\242\132\107\110\237\043\125\241\123\153\371

\135\247\060\245\044\276\103\057\370\301\321\127\371\076\054\200

\045\314\106\251\066\363\111\133\035\366\174\327\143\263\115\076

\170\366\247\264\002\167\370\171\015\076\152\313\030\140\270\375

\000\257\014\335\124\343\124\217\042\075\363\020\157\021\015\265

\036\172\215\047\314\010\270\133\303\270\032\137\053\247\140\077

\000\034\367\017\134\102\146\144\236\207\022\200\160\211\340\372

\127\050\016\116\037\020\057\331\005\200\266\200\057\034\151\360
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\366\266\145\064\005\157\312\331\076\370\324\135\067\062\307\270

\053\314\377\163\223\000\161\340\001\310\252\103\275\251\361\316

\372\200\371\361\103\022\221\246\145\345\140\007\115\107\272\053

\057\004\366\112\205\051\210\145\020\311\262\123\142\234\154\233

\140\134\032\033\323\256\305\035\162\231\006\377\005\314\206\046

\163\264\324\124\005\335\036\153\000\073\267\211\350\343\221\002

\040\022\353\357\351\376\012\051\043\201\043\243\000\332\160\314

\222\137\067\043\320\034\173\065\134\003\172

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ipsCA Global CA Root"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=global01@ipsca.com,CN=ipsCA Global CA Root,OU=ipsCA,O=IPS Certification

Authority s.l. ipsCA,L=Madrid,ST=Madrid,C=ES

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=global01@ipsca.com,CN=ipsCA Global CA Root,OU=ipsCA,O=IPS Certification

Authority s.l. ipsCA,L=Madrid,ST=Madrid,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Mon Sep 07 14:38:44 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 25 14:38:44 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 25:2a:c6:c5:89:68:39:f9:55:72:02:16:5e:a3:9e:d2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3c:71:d7:0e:35:a5:da:a8:b2:e3:81:2d:c3:67:74:17:f5:99:0d:f3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ipsCA Global CA Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\074\161\327\016\065\245\332\250\262\343\201\055\303\147\164\027

\365\231\015\363

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\045\052\306\305\211\150\071\371\125\162\002\026\136\243\236\322

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\262\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162

\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160

\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160

\163\103\101\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\151\160

\163\103\101\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157

\157\164\061\041\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011

\001\026\022\147\154\157\142\141\154\060\061\100\151\160\163\143
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\141\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ipsCA Main CA Root"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=main01@ipsca.com,CN=ipsCA Main CA Root,OU=ipsCA,O=IPS Certification

Authority s.l. ipsCA,L=Madrid,ST=Madrid,C=ES

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=main01@ipsca.com,CN=ipsCA Main CA Root,OU=ipsCA,O=IPS Certification

Authority s.l. ipsCA,L=Madrid,ST=Madrid,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Mon Sep 07 14:54:36 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 25 14:54:36 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 30:c9:08:dd:d7:3e:63:a4:09:28:14:c7:4e:b9:7e:2c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cf:e4:31:3d:ba:05:b8:a7:c3:00:63:99:5a:9e:b7:c2:47:ad:8f:d5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ipsCA Main CA Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162

\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160

\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160

\163\103\101\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\151\160

\163\103\101\040\115\141\151\156\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164

\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\020\155\141\151\156\060\061\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157

\155

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162

\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101
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\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160

\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160

\163\103\101\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\151\160

\163\103\101\040\115\141\151\156\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164

\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\020\155\141\151\156\060\061\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157

\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\356\060\202\004\326\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151\144

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160\163

\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160\163

\103\101\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\151\160\163

\103\101\040\115\141\151\156\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\061

\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\020

\155\141\151\156\060\061\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155

\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\071\060\067\061\064\065\064\063\066

\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\062\065\061\064\065\064\063\066\132

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162

\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160

\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160

\163\103\101\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\151\160

\163\103\101\040\115\141\151\156\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164

\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\020\155\141\151\156\060\061\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157

\155\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\225\060\045\262\175\042\114\332\077\026\302\147\337\145

\314\353\105\222\107\145\236\254\166\317\154\152\311\316\003\315

\243\303\070\162\343\155\245\153\245\122\207\346\142\245\373\001

\175\357\147\104\313\266\101\357\013\140\175\112\375\042\355\241

\343\364\235\262\102\140\316\066\015\051\131\171\356\142\007\172

\271\023\115\304\143\065\227\266\246\365\006\214\355\031\145\077

\214\046\064\177\356\350\051\226\213\253\174\166\200\024\304\047

\121\234\143\277\052\224\206\030\217\220\236\205\375\032\331\164
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\160\320\177\354\035\244\054\172\121\305\201\024\253\125\263\142

\225\203\017\203\110\150\206\267\357\077\006\213\216\245\150\302

\243\131\246\231\120\113\015\274\134\162\025\340\262\105\213\036

\131\311\052\117\133\326\242\277\301\177\275\250\246\242\175\174

\051\004\341\033\272\102\301\154\316\331\273\272\124\060\075\047

\207\301\234\270\017\262\333\137\104\200\232\152\103\115\026\323

\334\304\160\250\216\230\150\034\342\062\303\261\107\040\213\013

\152\212\237\377\125\301\217\275\166\171\056\170\233\060\010\160

\056\157\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\002\023\060\202\002\017\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\141\355\071\215\153\074

\341\066\306\317\333\101\374\033\103\121\127\313\115\153\060\201

\333\006\003\125\035\043\004\201\323\060\201\320\200\024\141\355

\071\215\153\074\341\066\306\317\333\101\374\033\103\121\127\313

\115\153\241\201\264\244\201\261\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125

\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003

\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006

\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160\163\103\101\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\023\022\151\160\163\103\101\040\115\141\151\156

\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\020\155\141\151\156\060\061\100

\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\202\001\000\060\014\006\003

\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125\035

\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\107\006\003\125\035\045\004\100

\060\076\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\001\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\003\002\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\003

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\004\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\003\010\006\012\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\012\003\004

\060\033\006\003\125\035\021\004\024\060\022\201\020\155\141\151

\156\060\061\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\060\033\006

\003\125\035\022\004\024\060\022\201\020\155\141\151\156\060\061

\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\060\072\006\003\125\035

\037\004\063\060\061\060\057\240\055\240\053\206\051\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\155\141\151\156\060\061\056\151\160

\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\057\143\162\154\057\155\141\151\156

\060\061\056\143\162\154\060\066\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\001\001\004\052\060\050\060\046\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\060\001\206\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\155\141

\151\156\060\061\056\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157\155\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\106\234\017\142\266\332\075\034\151\076\276\042\301\351

\176\040\357\311\356\372\306\020\236\145\135\117\270\104\263\324

\041\151\126\117\162\176\142\336\233\111\207\235\343\310\140\255

\157\260\006\067\035\100\341\175\072\320\023\326\227\342\207\166

\367\037\115\323\203\055\012\271\210\131\322\041\317\346\300\166
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\217\265\111\153\371\074\315\136\053\251\351\244\051\023\317\012

\372\235\223\055\333\070\341\162\052\015\073\057\160\227\275\331

\263\004\261\242\156\372\157\204\317\140\161\073\232\343\205\330

\177\270\015\062\033\240\372\005\144\026\150\044\073\233\370\314

\052\000\021\177\300\052\334\075\351\051\224\161\002\243\030\156

\054\014\060\005\316\230\226\115\032\366\121\143\241\106\364\057

\217\121\037\075\256\207\122\375\300\073\223\310\214\162\321\161

\310\231\352\175\244\014\214\237\061\207\172\367\333\225\360\277

\157\105\317\254\205\337\321\106\136\145\102\223\112\020\027\164

\030\005\002\132\114\222\067\341\342\055\103\012\272\232\252\104

\114\207\315\304\224\334\157\033\152\307\022\222\144\267\000\370

\045\115

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ipsCA Main CA Root"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=main01@ipsca.com,CN=ipsCA Main CA Root,OU=ipsCA,O=IPS Certification

Authority s.l. ipsCA,L=Madrid,ST=Madrid,C=ES

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=main01@ipsca.com,CN=ipsCA Main CA Root,OU=ipsCA,O=IPS Certification

Authority s.l. ipsCA,L=Madrid,ST=Madrid,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Mon Sep 07 14:54:36 2009

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 25 14:54:36 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 30:c9:08:dd:d7:3e:63:a4:09:28:14:c7:4e:b9:7e:2c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cf:e4:31:3d:ba:05:b8:a7:c3:00:63:99:5a:9e:b7:c2:47:ad:8f:d5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ipsCA Main CA Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\344\061\075\272\005\270\247\303\000\143\231\132\236\267\302

\107\255\217\325

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\311\010\335\327\076\143\244\011\050\024\307\116\271\176\054

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\115\141\144\162\151

\144\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\115\141\144\162

\151\144\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\012\023\046\111\120\123

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\163\056\154\056\040\151\160

\163\103\101\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\151\160
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\163\103\101\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\151\160

\163\103\101\040\115\141\151\156\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164

\061\037\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\020\155\141\151\156\060\061\100\151\160\163\143\141\056\143\157

\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Actalis Authentication CA G1"

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication CA G1,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milano,C=IT

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication CA G1,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milano,C=IT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 23 14:06:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 25 14:06:00 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): c2:2a:59:ab:cf:15:2f:4c:f7:e6:31:a3:16:ae:84:0c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 91:58:c5:ef:98:73:01:a8:90:3c:fd:ab:03:d7:2d:a1:d8:89:09:c9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Actalis Authentication CA G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\152\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\115\151\154\141\156\157

\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154

\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065

\062\060\071\066\067\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034

\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\152\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\115\151\154\141\156\157

\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154

\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065

\062\060\071\066\067\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034

\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\061

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\224\060\202\002\174\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\152\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\115\151\154\141\156\157\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151

\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062

\060\071\066\067\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\101

\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\061\060\036\027\015\060

\071\060\066\062\063\061\064\060\066\060\060\132\027\015\062\062

\060\066\062\065\061\064\060\066\060\060\132\060\152\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061\017\060\015\006\003

\125\004\007\014\006\115\151\154\141\156\157\061\043\060\041\006

\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\123\056

\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065\062\060\071\066\067

\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\101\143\164\141\154

\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\103\101\040\107\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060

\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\303\034\206\064\077\047\122\102

\140\272\053\140\320\041\053\311\327\351\100\165\072\154\130\017

\043\073\317\206\076\324\144\253\156\332\352\310\052\330\225\105

\337\311\034\322\045\222\236\020\230\132\213\161\151\300\225\351

\366\153\150\334\367\266\304\015\376\156\365\160\073\301\244\250

\117\040\242\047\013\237\361\022\165\174\317\256\177\136\313\170

\002\130\050\327\057\252\333\240\256\164\075\176\253\366\351\162

\241\052\317\326\220\140\337\340\240\065\312\300\333\004\304\007

\126\374\146\165\214\216\172\023\241\074\006\153\032\346\177\071

\234\210\344\204\157\242\342\177\153\237\354\001\252\322\304\313

\262\354\232\075\270\027\030\254\037\140\231\063\346\353\005\335

\314\362\151\147\260\016\276\050\044\103\313\055\271\107\204\031

\371\352\344\361\365\150\364\237\307\173\120\121\257\242\374\157

\167\210\061\277\222\333\177\234\305\265\254\241\010\230\347\152

\063\376\321\273\000\341\267\005\010\257\363\246\126\210\066\075

\343\212\112\342\015\235\200\206\146\237\324\302\243\120\272\034

\022\327\207\212\061\112\270\025\002\003\001\000\001\243\105\060

\103\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001

\001\377\002\001\000\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\001\273\326\233\126\264\176\346\305\130\335\054\230\364\312\162

\366\137\063\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\241\040\326\313\242\064\155\074

\156\341\125\322\112\320\331\272\262\067\121\210\167\047\356\002

\110\223\105\101\342\165\121\362\031\224\011\240\363\270\175\272
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\003\200\043\240\045\357\001\031\265\331\032\172\055\343\102\212

\261\206\061\017\226\354\146\204\362\316\043\022\106\226\153\061

\136\006\272\257\243\122\252\102\040\250\321\256\252\233\337\304

\027\236\123\160\001\264\251\032\332\150\310\143\017\266\132\163

\123\321\151\021\006\023\122\347\153\250\005\061\267\260\374\207

\106\305\165\210\201\361\137\170\002\347\237\255\234\273\124\355

\137\231\152\067\325\353\125\263\052\300\103\140\121\334\264\161

\222\046\243\017\314\172\075\334\300\102\211\027\051\010\147\124

\144\305\371\250\104\274\204\161\130\226\075\147\127\177\273\254

\220\263\161\042\277\076\272\254\146\046\105\020\263\360\037\072

\072\150\245\120\065\312\264\027\221\006\001\054\367\015\260\160

\262\133\126\165\271\167\231\300\331\225\205\002\055\163\146\007

\311\117\231\021\356\133\053\250\343\150\043\005\250\363\004\017

\006\273\037\011\216\306\133\035

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Actalis Authentication CA G1"

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication CA G1,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milano,C=IT

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication CA G1,O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967,L=Milano,C=IT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 23 14:06:00 2009

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 25 14:06:00 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): c2:2a:59:ab:cf:15:2f:4c:f7:e6:31:a3:16:ae:84:0c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 91:58:c5:ef:98:73:01:a8:90:3c:fd:ab:03:d7:2d:a1:d8:89:09:c9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Actalis Authentication CA G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\221\130\305\357\230\163\001\250\220\074\375\253\003\327\055\241

\330\211\011\311

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\302\052\131\253\317\025\057\114\367\346\061\243\026\256\204\014

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\152\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\124\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\115\151\154\141\156\157

\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\101\143\164\141\154

\151\163\040\123\056\160\056\101\056\057\060\063\063\065\070\065

\062\060\071\066\067\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034

\101\143\164\141\154\151\163\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\061
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "A-Trust-Qual-03"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-Qual-03,OU=A-Trust-Qual-03,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr. Datenverkehr

GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number: 255636 (0x3e694)

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-Qual-03,OU=A-Trust-Qual-03,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 24 22:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Apr 24 22:00:00 2018

# Fingerprint (MD5): d8:7e:32:ef:69:f8:bf:72:03:1d:40:82:e8:a7:75:af

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 42:ef:dd:e6:bf:f3:5e:d0:ba:e6:ac:dd:20:4c:50:ae:86:c4:f4:fa

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-Qual-03"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006\003

\125\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141

\154\055\060\063\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\101

\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006\003

\125\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141

\154\055\060\063\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\101

\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\063
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\003\346\224

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\313\060\202\002\263\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\003

\346\224\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101

\124\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162

\165\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150

\145\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151

\155\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166

\145\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006

\003\125\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165

\141\154\055\060\063\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017

\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\063\060

\036\027\015\060\070\060\064\062\064\062\062\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\061\070\060\064\062\064\062\062\060\060\060\060\132\060

\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145\162

\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155\040

\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145\162

\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154

\055\060\063\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\101\055

\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\063\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\263\236

\044\210\034\322\317\100\003\110\152\252\245\240\053\275\226\365

\174\012\237\237\253\120\220\333\101\316\126\200\171\052\300\375

\223\123\172\234\133\363\131\141\044\210\143\243\325\030\356\233

\204\164\204\234\354\214\075\332\301\206\172\157\066\056\046\353

\176\075\311\076\255\347\256\113\164\167\050\053\044\040\377\052

\056\302\225\144\020\366\176\173\303\267\332\021\175\236\253\355

\057\214\031\242\034\235\214\314\063\160\165\011\007\376\136\373

\100\244\045\214\057\375\265\121\147\072\250\053\114\237\326\150

\235\140\233\244\305\143\260\356\160\315\050\077\112\164\352\131

\371\165\305\000\006\156\037\260\143\301\052\252\023\135\374\313

\322\145\033\071\061\042\132\302\171\042\135\031\361\113\302\276

\316\034\210\001\164\361\046\101\167\062\071\306\214\120\150\317

\123\205\103\212\017\240\217\356\216\013\222\243\000\100\276\300

\242\131\136\054\241\104\270\376\037\042\323\014\272\320\350\357

\051\344\162\067\112\213\370\026\354\042\062\007\052\043\054\363

\243\327\315\312\251\247\117\162\277\274\021\216\250\033\002\003

\001\000\001\243\066\060\064\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\021\006\003\125\035\016\004

\012\004\010\106\006\337\067\362\302\067\020\060\016\006\003\125
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\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\161

\010\324\046\104\276\200\342\153\102\265\052\120\375\135\350\214

\140\363\234\266\222\201\162\070\262\157\251\076\201\362\303\064

\044\123\241\121\122\310\245\211\323\274\334\333\022\271\333\251

\260\130\357\300\010\146\062\142\343\341\363\243\130\243\167\156

\356\344\241\273\127\021\150\167\063\010\364\315\131\270\352\135

\033\011\306\254\314\215\013\272\315\337\326\232\276\253\166\000

\255\175\026\113\144\134\337\230\076\153\155\136\054\174\071\025

\131\102\067\040\074\237\303\334\177\365\123\066\267\342\307\244

\042\214\172\276\161\275\115\263\150\310\270\251\211\377\161\060

\213\317\221\155\362\205\056\245\112\042\176\162\336\324\256\261

\355\014\357\374\105\175\055\334\044\255\355\171\007\345\255\117

\262\351\122\164\111\270\214\122\372\275\022\344\031\303\374\121

\215\026\343\153\150\156\071\232\337\051\071\245\273\261\241\027

\301\027\343\165\152\374\175\261\162\074\337\301\352\345\243\034

\324\235\131\033\032\164\037\151\052\203\124\044\030\323\356\345

\340\203\127\276\033\342\320\037\255\154\065\276\215\272\137

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "A-Trust-Qual-03"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-Qual-03,OU=A-Trust-Qual-03,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr. Datenverkehr

GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number: 255636 (0x3e694)

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-Qual-03,OU=A-Trust-Qual-03,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 24 22:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Apr 24 22:00:00 2018

# Fingerprint (MD5): d8:7e:32:ef:69:f8:bf:72:03:1d:40:82:e8:a7:75:af

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 42:ef:dd:e6:bf:f3:5e:d0:ba:e6:ac:dd:20:4c:50:ae:86:c4:f4:fa

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-Qual-03"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\102\357\335\346\277\363\136\320\272\346\254\335\040\114\120\256

\206\304\364\372

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\330\176\062\357\151\370\277\162\003\035\100\202\350\247\165\257

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\213\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124
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\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\030\060\026\006\003

\125\004\013\014\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141

\154\055\060\063\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\014\017\101

\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\003\346\224

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "AddTrust External CA Root"

# Issuer: CN=AddTrust External CA Root,OU=AddTrust External TTP Network,O=AddTrust AB,C=SE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AddTrust External CA Root,OU=AddTrust External TTP Network,O=AddTrust AB,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 30 10:48:38 2000

# Not Valid After: Sat May 30 10:48:38 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1d:35:54:04:85:78:b0:3f:42:42:4d:bf:20:73:0a:3f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 02:fa:f3:e2:91:43:54:68:60:78:57:69:4d:f5:e4:5b:68:85:18:68

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AddTrust External CA Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\101\144\144\124\162\165

\163\164\040\101\102\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\023\035

\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141

\154\040\124\124\120\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164

\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\101\144\144\124\162\165

\163\164\040\101\102\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\023\035

\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141
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\154\040\124\124\120\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164

\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\066\060\202\003\036\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061\024

\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\101\144\144\124\162\165\163

\164\040\101\102\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\023\035\101

\144\144\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141\154

\040\124\124\120\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164\040

\105\170\164\145\162\156\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164

\060\036\027\015\060\060\060\065\063\060\061\060\064\070\063\070

\132\027\015\062\060\060\065\063\060\061\060\064\070\063\070\132

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\101\144\144\124\162\165

\163\164\040\101\102\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\023\035

\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141

\154\040\124\124\120\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164

\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\267\367\032\063\346\362\000\004\055\071\340\116\133\355

\037\274\154\017\315\265\372\043\266\316\336\233\021\063\227\244

\051\114\175\223\237\275\112\274\223\355\003\032\343\217\317\345

\155\120\132\326\227\051\224\132\200\260\111\172\333\056\225\375

\270\312\277\067\070\055\036\076\221\101\255\160\126\307\360\117

\077\350\062\236\164\312\310\220\124\351\306\137\017\170\235\232

\100\074\016\254\141\252\136\024\217\236\207\241\152\120\334\327

\232\116\257\005\263\246\161\224\234\161\263\120\140\012\307\023

\235\070\007\206\002\250\351\250\151\046\030\220\253\114\260\117

\043\253\072\117\204\330\337\316\237\341\151\157\273\327\102\327

\153\104\344\307\255\356\155\101\137\162\132\161\010\067\263\171

\145\244\131\240\224\067\367\000\057\015\302\222\162\332\320\070

\162\333\024\250\105\304\135\052\175\267\264\326\304\356\254\315

\023\104\267\311\053\335\103\000\045\372\141\271\151\152\130\043

\021\267\247\063\217\126\165\131\365\315\051\327\106\267\012\053

\145\266\323\102\157\025\262\270\173\373\357\351\135\123\325\064

\132\047\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\334\060\201\331\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\255\275\230\172\064\264\046\367

\372\304\046\124\357\003\275\340\044\313\124\032\060\013\006\003
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\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\201\231\006\003\125

\035\043\004\201\221\060\201\216\200\024\255\275\230\172\064\264

\046\367\372\304\046\124\357\003\275\340\044\313\124\032\241\163

\244\161\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123

\105\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\101\144\144\124

\162\165\163\164\040\101\102\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013

\023\035\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\170\164\145\162

\156\141\154\040\124\124\120\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\144\144\124\162\165

\163\164\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141\154\040\103\101\040\122

\157\157\164\202\001\001\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\260\233\340\205\045\302

\326\043\342\017\226\006\222\235\101\230\234\331\204\171\201\331

\036\133\024\007\043\066\145\217\260\330\167\273\254\101\154\107

\140\203\121\260\371\062\075\347\374\366\046\023\307\200\026\245

\277\132\374\207\317\170\171\211\041\232\342\114\007\012\206\065

\274\362\336\121\304\322\226\267\334\176\116\356\160\375\034\071

\353\014\002\121\024\055\216\275\026\340\301\337\106\165\347\044

\255\354\364\102\264\205\223\160\020\147\272\235\006\065\112\030

\323\053\172\314\121\102\241\172\143\321\346\273\241\305\053\302

\066\276\023\015\346\275\143\176\171\173\247\011\015\100\253\152

\335\217\212\303\366\366\214\032\102\005\121\324\105\365\237\247

\142\041\150\025\040\103\074\231\347\174\275\044\330\251\221\027

\163\210\077\126\033\061\070\030\264\161\017\232\315\310\016\236

\216\056\033\341\214\230\203\313\037\061\361\104\114\306\004\163

\111\166\140\017\307\370\275\027\200\153\056\351\314\114\016\132

\232\171\017\040\012\056\325\236\143\046\036\125\222\224\330\202

\027\132\173\320\274\307\217\116\206\004

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "AddTrust External CA Root"

# Issuer: CN=AddTrust External CA Root,OU=AddTrust External TTP Network,O=AddTrust AB,C=SE

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AddTrust External CA Root,OU=AddTrust External TTP Network,O=AddTrust AB,C=SE

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 30 10:48:38 2000

# Not Valid After: Sat May 30 10:48:38 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1d:35:54:04:85:78:b0:3f:42:42:4d:bf:20:73:0a:3f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 02:fa:f3:e2:91:43:54:68:60:78:57:69:4d:f5:e4:5b:68:85:18:68

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AddTrust External CA Root"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\372\363\342\221\103\124\150\140\170\127\151\115\365\344\133

\150\205\030\150

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\035\065\124\004\205\170\260\077\102\102\115\277\040\163\012\077

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\157\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\105\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\101\144\144\124\162\165

\163\164\040\101\102\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\013\023\035

\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141

\154\040\124\124\120\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\101\144\144\124\162\165\163\164

\040\105\170\164\145\162\156\141\154\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ECRaizEstado"

# Issuer: CN=ECRaizEstado,O=SCEE,C=PT

# Serial Number:42:ea:5b:0a:51:11:26:7c:d8:27:74:b7:df:7f:71

# Subject: CN=ECRaizEstado,O=SCEE,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 23 13:41:27 2006

# Not Valid After: Sun Jun 23 13:41:27 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): c2:db:ab:8e:96:52:c5:ee:ae:f2:55:00:89:6d:55:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:13:85:3e:45:c4:39:a2:da:71:8c:df:b6:f3:e0:33:e0:4f:ee:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ECRaizEstado"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\123\103\105\105\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\105\103\122\141\151\172\105

\163\164\141\144\157

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\123\103\105\105\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\105\103\122\141\151\172\105

\163\164\141\144\157

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\102\352\133\012\121\021\046\174\330\047\164\267\337\177

\161

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\156\060\202\003\126\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\102

\352\133\012\121\021\046\174\330\047\164\267\337\177\161\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\063\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061\015\060\013

\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\123\103\105\105\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\003\014\014\105\103\122\141\151\172\105\163\164\141

\144\157\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\066\062\063\061\063\064\061

\062\067\132\027\015\063\060\060\066\062\063\061\063\064\061\062

\067\132\060\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120

\124\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\123\103\105\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\105\103\122\141\151

\172\105\163\164\141\144\157\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\333\357\242\103\156\310\251\375

\156\327\337\254\242\222\204\241\310\131\240\014\232\123\376\357

\256\314\031\015\162\212\244\302\063\043\357\347\006\162\352\155

\113\072\101\122\017\311\110\016\055\347\272\144\356\242\072\114

\143\134\146\051\213\337\251\210\305\275\350\361\367\216\113\374

\001\074\104\022\071\052\160\242\300\333\305\242\337\137\307\113

\306\250\334\075\141\174\112\130\301\104\062\223\336\160\231\241

\043\046\126\077\243\341\352\137\060\106\330\170\365\060\243\226

\011\211\260\075\361\206\223\005\266\022\152\030\215\360\245\144

\073\053\207\144\136\075\027\216\013\156\346\230\314\227\070\070

\040\214\160\132\151\053\275\145\215\315\067\131\134\154\321\162

\164\131\006\116\310\267\001\327\167\277\360\110\206\250\263\032

\135\101\324\067\027\021\020\137\112\156\215\165\305\003\100\175

\041\256\000\360\333\374\237\154\072\146\244\337\367\312\337\200

\146\132\331\330\177\024\242\046\031\364\256\013\041\340\312\076

\005\335\026\330\176\131\332\241\260\151\303\235\064\023\372\145

\111\071\207\356\166\057\215\275\074\047\031\003\116\255\016\013

\053\054\306\056\161\023\065\051\127\351\160\334\033\121\352\315

\227\361\225\215\262\206\372\046\006\057\200\032\225\361\230\073

\356\366\345\206\245\316\033\001\345\364\351\063\312\017\125\104

\137\150\212\054\307\133\146\050\335\226\113\203\235\136\035\176

\030\325\376\262\140\373\232\121\150\303\226\214\037\150\113\120

\122\013\066\346\061\047\344\327\051\014\033\332\033\057\341\004

\123\270\324\171\111\260\073\201\136\010\210\042\167\342\051\300

\256\162\252\253\264\162\122\275\154\273\365\272\170\331\234\270
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\040\157\060\215\112\235\062\371\364\001\346\142\171\230\102\100

\005\172\157\034\052\077\265\373\337\315\030\100\216\345\020\304

\071\133\126\361\074\127\005\253\322\071\115\077\370\213\043\307

\153\271\100\261\342\376\377\263\034\012\151\037\233\214\017\264

\037\340\012\336\110\375\215\137\217\231\365\001\166\005\066\135

\216\334\063\216\121\156\021\342\101\375\314\267\215\052\137\076

\222\345\362\261\340\244\043\342\242\267\306\215\030\233\051\112

\321\106\177\364\144\040\030\335\002\003\001\000\001\243\177\060

\175\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\161\177\065

\336\365\167\161\155\035\022\234\341\220\244\272\360\251\203\217

\200\060\073\006\003\125\035\040\004\064\060\062\060\060\006\004

\125\035\040\000\060\050\060\046\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\001\026\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\145

\143\145\145\056\147\157\166\056\160\164\057\144\160\143\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002

\001\000\214\255\234\162\245\265\147\166\147\070\207\351\072\214

\376\235\131\065\276\220\361\003\000\240\130\330\230\321\277\374

\374\363\120\334\264\145\325\332\272\360\214\056\174\015\346\011

\221\137\115\243\366\135\170\234\130\135\152\160\224\243\257\333

\057\000\311\003\100\153\337\121\003\026\031\214\053\274\231\066

\366\300\255\222\030\023\214\247\355\035\322\337\003\220\005\354

\260\223\230\233\367\115\132\023\370\347\233\367\066\166\336\174

\046\370\021\070\117\111\116\263\163\037\137\047\133\341\236\062

\036\366\300\230\033\331\040\054\134\226\215\206\311\013\105\327

\222\255\212\275\352\127\242\243\126\266\040\074\354\262\307\071

\176\260\200\376\275\121\053\052\264\303\162\151\303\371\107\056

\156\377\234\207\355\334\165\313\020\210\340\264\316\056\016\123

\035\013\350\156\036\102\114\320\276\071\170\165\311\024\336\047

\221\163\252\354\152\200\360\360\027\226\142\117\276\004\313\342

\247\345\135\017\223\105\313\131\110\046\023\336\335\261\365\012

\332\026\261\250\035\217\176\130\033\267\325\011\336\210\153\316

\204\076\250\276\122\142\312\322\241\241\307\313\074\026\340\166

\126\060\077\346\017\153\006\167\376\144\235\132\152\163\174\356

\336\041\351\232\111\227\067\266\204\177\242\221\076\105\373\327

\132\006\305\207\065\334\272\110\114\206\001\010\107\066\266\070

\120\225\021\231\163\321\067\111\012\372\102\117\057\020\124\323

\101\220\372\310\334\273\021\334\015\314\175\174\233\334\016\221

\161\206\115\270\362\025\232\053\070\027\021\241\362\236\250\154

\234\343\316\256\342\346\113\213\362\212\006\073\007\167\002\021

\356\203\352\235\146\206\312\360\142\251\325\127\203\244\025\361

\105\024\376\032\165\177\245\017\334\122\164\131\165\012\370\373

\125\101\251\134\215\061\104\335\315\224\116\063\321\033\101\252

\333\327\241\074\360\305\110\155\105\101\065\265\171\203\346\371

\115\361\126\070\327\277\100\042\373\040\200\343\034\302\131\106

\007\143\002\141\000\073\233\120\273\103\303\260\351\012\232\270

\166\364\107\141\125\144\160\117\067\331\234\021\243\023\262\341
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\335\100\102\273\230\327\240\006\213\346\150\127\113\016\070\150

\177\272

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ECRaizEstado"

# Issuer: CN=ECRaizEstado,O=SCEE,C=PT

# Serial Number:42:ea:5b:0a:51:11:26:7c:d8:27:74:b7:df:7f:71

# Subject: CN=ECRaizEstado,O=SCEE,C=PT

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 23 13:41:27 2006

# Not Valid After: Sun Jun 23 13:41:27 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): c2:db:ab:8e:96:52:c5:ee:ae:f2:55:00:89:6d:55:95

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 39:13:85:3e:45:c4:39:a2:da:71:8c:df:b6:f3:e0:33:e0:4f:ee:71

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ECRaizEstado"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\071\023\205\076\105\304\071\242\332\161\214\337\266\363\340\063

\340\117\356\161

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\302\333\253\216\226\122\305\356\256\362\125\000\211\155\125\225

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\120\124\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\123\103\105\105\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014\105\103\122\141\151\172\105

\163\164\141\144\157

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\102\352\133\012\121\021\046\174\330\047\164\267\337\177

\161

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Configuration"

# Issuer: CN=Posta CA Root,CN=AIA,CN=Public Key

Services,CN=Services,CN=Configuration,DC=ca,DC=posta,DC=rs

# Serial Number:48:fc:7e:f5
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# Subject: CN=Posta CA Root,CN=AIA,CN=Public Key

Services,CN=Services,CN=Configuration,DC=ca,DC=posta,DC=rs

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 20 12:22:08 2008

# Not Valid After: Fri Oct 20 12:52:08 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): 18:02:b0:01:27:03:6a:19:1b:32:3b:83:de:9a:a9:85

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d6:bf:79:94:f4:2b:e5:fa:29:da:0b:d7:58:7b:59:1f:47:a4:4f:22

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Configuration"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\022\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054

\144\001\031\026\002\162\163\061\025\060\023\006\012\011\222\046

\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\005\160\157\163\164\141\061\022

\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\002

\143\141\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\103\157\156

\146\151\147\165\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\003\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\034\060

\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\113

\145\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\014\060\012\006

\003\125\004\003\023\003\101\111\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\003\023\015\120\157\163\164\141\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\022\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054

\144\001\031\026\002\162\163\061\025\060\023\006\012\011\222\046

\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\005\160\157\163\164\141\061\022

\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\002

\143\141\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\103\157\156

\146\151\147\165\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\003\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\034\060

\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\113

\145\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\014\060\012\006

\003\125\004\003\023\003\101\111\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\003\023\015\120\157\163\164\141\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\110\374\176\365

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\037\060\202\006\007\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\110

\374\176\365\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\256\061\022\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223
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\362\054\144\001\031\026\002\162\163\061\025\060\023\006\012\011

\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\005\160\157\163\164\141

\061\022\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031

\026\002\143\141\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\103

\157\156\146\151\147\165\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\003\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\113\145\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\014\060

\012\006\003\125\004\003\023\003\101\111\101\061\026\060\024\006

\003\125\004\003\023\015\120\157\163\164\141\040\103\101\040\122

\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\060\062\060\061\062\062

\062\060\070\132\027\015\062\070\061\060\062\060\061\062\065\062

\060\070\132\060\201\256\061\022\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211

\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\002\162\163\061\025\060\023\006\012

\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\005\160\157\163\164

\141\061\022\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001

\031\026\002\143\141\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015

\103\157\156\146\151\147\165\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\003\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\120\165\142\154\151

\143\040\113\145\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\014

\060\012\006\003\125\004\003\023\003\101\111\101\061\026\060\024

\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\120\157\163\164\141\040\103\101\040

\122\157\157\164\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\250\362\275\210\276\300\257\104\276\233\112

\242\143\034\326\126\253\035\051\262\034\252\025\036\105\321\254

\235\240\141\325\065\371\344\132\203\066\143\103\336\070\127\025

\374\360\224\142\364\007\200\127\203\127\250\263\025\274\373\115

\043\170\137\332\366\307\201\026\276\253\337\347\334\203\123\163

\053\266\335\143\210\215\105\363\015\335\175\277\350\210\260\146

\301\103\135\067\322\155\241\234\232\106\303\263\077\320\302\240

\212\224\056\203\246\074\303\140\275\054\314\036\213\143\202\166

\101\050\344\025\153\134\014\141\071\125\070\101\312\310\146\350

\307\270\227\122\020\046\160\267\007\267\011\036\246\023\136\256

\231\132\046\157\144\075\354\304\323\245\271\134\166\144\255\143

\175\210\203\342\113\314\015\336\324\306\323\010\102\365\133\027

\365\161\341\221\055\003\237\236\034\334\213\162\244\350\107\144

\020\207\144\060\163\330\362\264\361\127\046\223\127\313\266\307

\015\210\213\035\317\005\060\135\004\326\166\067\350\040\062\127

\277\017\234\063\306\010\214\366\264\302\251\006\260\133\060\241

\036\055\022\272\077\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\003\101\060\202

\003\075\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\201\272\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\262\060\201

\257\060\201\254\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\372\070\012\012\001

\001\060\201\234\060\060\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001

\026\044\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\141\056
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\160\157\163\164\141\056\162\163\057\144\157\153\165\155\145\156

\164\141\143\151\152\141\060\150\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\134\032\132\117\166\157\040\152\145\040\145\154\145

\153\164\162\157\156\163\153\151\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151

\153\141\164\040\122\117\117\124\040\103\101\040\163\145\162\166

\145\162\141\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\143\151\157

\156\157\147\040\164\145\154\141\040\120\157\163\164\145\072\040

\042\120\157\163\164\141\040\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\042\056

\060\021\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003

\002\000\007\060\202\001\274\006\003\125\035\037\004\202\001\263

\060\202\001\257\060\201\311\240\201\306\240\201\303\244\201\300

\060\201\275\061\022\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054

\144\001\031\026\002\162\163\061\025\060\023\006\012\011\222\046

\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\005\160\157\163\164\141\061\022

\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\002

\143\141\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\103\157\156

\146\151\147\165\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\003\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\034\060

\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\113

\145\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\014\060\012\006

\003\125\004\003\023\003\101\111\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\003\023\015\120\157\163\164\141\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\003\023\004\103\122\114\061

\060\201\340\240\201\335\240\201\332\206\201\243\154\144\141\160

\072\057\057\154\144\141\160\056\143\141\056\160\157\163\164\141

\056\162\163\057\143\156\075\120\157\163\164\141\045\062\060\103

\101\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\054\143\156\075\101\111\101\054

\143\156\075\120\165\142\154\151\143\045\062\060\113\145\171\045

\062\060\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\143\156\075\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\054\143\156\075\103\157\156\146\151\147

\165\162\141\164\151\157\156\054\144\143\075\143\141\054\144\143

\075\160\157\163\164\141\054\144\143\075\162\163\077\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\122\145\166\157\143\141\164\151

\157\156\114\151\163\164\045\063\102\142\151\156\141\162\171\206

\062\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153

\141\164\151\056\143\141\056\160\157\163\164\141\056\162\163\057

\143\162\154\057\120\157\163\164\141\103\101\122\157\157\164\056

\143\162\154\060\053\006\003\125\035\020\004\044\060\042\200\017

\062\060\060\070\061\060\062\060\061\062\062\062\060\070\132\201

\017\062\060\062\070\061\060\062\060\061\062\065\062\060\070\132

\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\362\313\215

\342\065\357\020\103\304\332\173\312\372\353\211\003\241\042\257

\270\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\362\313\215\342

\065\357\020\103\304\332\173\312\372\353\211\003\241\042\257\270

\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206\366\175\007\101\000\004\020\060

\016\033\010\126\067\056\061\072\064\056\060\003\002\004\220\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\160\106\241\310\344\027\005\146\017\235\342\103\061
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\110\035\222\220\031\304\205\001\205\026\156\370\222\316\173\256

\122\026\304\227\215\012\050\175\325\313\154\343\325\345\016\062

\117\310\150\055\064\010\075\163\250\223\102\051\063\106\014\104

\147\361\320\232\234\151\001\345\221\361\015\311\151\074\063\113

\116\031\223\143\063\005\051\041\241\330\377\076\124\253\236\366

\241\172\002\327\334\377\245\076\124\170\371\323\301\312\022\225

\371\211\236\024\342\362\241\104\262\313\351\055\165\065\314\226

\125\273\070\013\210\046\332\326\254\357\323\122\242\013\113\072

\123\332\113\042\123\314\312\052\044\232\142\252\304\062\232\176

\334\314\301\262\154\315\217\331\264\300\317\365\002\300\214\053

\204\133\033\100\274\020\320\120\341\141\326\146\126\232\004\221

\245\343\325\275\240\056\042\201\261\331\070\332\344\250\207\137

\074\106\004\226\336\311\232\073\277\255\170\154\035\111\111\264

\151\271\160\017\005\222\126\266\375\257\256\370\040\055\107\043

\317\266\034\315\304\233\200\116\371\277\061\300\124\276\273\061

\177\363\076

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Configuration"

# Issuer: CN=Posta CA Root,CN=AIA,CN=Public Key

Services,CN=Services,CN=Configuration,DC=ca,DC=posta,DC=rs

# Serial Number:48:fc:7e:f5

# Subject: CN=Posta CA Root,CN=AIA,CN=Public Key

Services,CN=Services,CN=Configuration,DC=ca,DC=posta,DC=rs

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 20 12:22:08 2008

# Not Valid After: Fri Oct 20 12:52:08 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): 18:02:b0:01:27:03:6a:19:1b:32:3b:83:de:9a:a9:85

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d6:bf:79:94:f4:2b:e5:fa:29:da:0b:d7:58:7b:59:1f:47:a4:4f:22

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Configuration"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\277\171\224\364\053\345\372\051\332\013\327\130\173\131\037

\107\244\117\042

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\030\002\260\001\047\003\152\031\033\062\073\203\336\232\251\205

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\022\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054

\144\001\031\026\002\162\163\061\025\060\023\006\012\011\222\046

\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\005\160\157\163\164\141\061\022
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\060\020\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\002

\143\141\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\103\157\156

\146\151\147\165\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\003\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\034\060

\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\113

\145\171\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\014\060\012\006

\003\125\004\003\023\003\101\111\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\003\023\015\120\157\163\164\141\040\103\101\040\122\157\157

\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\110\374\176\365

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "FNMT-RCM"

# Issuer: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:81:bb:dd:6b:24:1f:da:b4:be:8f:1b:da:08:55:c4

# Subject: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 29 15:59:55 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0c:5a:dd:5a:ae:29:f7:a7:76:79:fa:41:51:fe:f0:35

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b8:65:13:0b:ed:ca:38:d2:7f:69:92:94:20:77:0b:ed:86:ef:bc:10

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "FNMT-RCM"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\201\273\335\153\044\037\332\264\276\217\033\332\010
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\125\304

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\204\060\202\003\154\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\000

\201\273\335\153\044\037\332\264\276\217\033\332\010\125\304\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\073

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040\122\101

\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\060\036\027\015\060

\070\061\060\062\071\061\065\065\071\065\065\132\027\015\063\060

\060\061\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\073\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040

\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\272\161\200\172\114\206\156

\177\310\023\155\300\306\175\034\000\227\217\054\014\043\273\020

\232\100\251\032\267\207\210\370\233\126\152\373\346\173\216\213

\222\216\247\045\135\131\021\333\066\056\267\121\027\037\251\010

\037\004\027\044\130\252\067\112\030\337\345\071\324\127\375\327

\301\054\221\001\221\342\042\324\003\300\130\374\167\107\354\217

\076\164\103\272\254\064\215\115\070\166\147\216\260\310\157\060

\063\130\161\134\264\365\153\156\324\001\120\270\023\176\154\112

\243\111\321\040\031\356\274\300\051\030\145\247\336\376\357\335

\012\220\041\347\032\147\222\102\020\230\137\117\060\274\076\034

\105\264\020\327\150\100\024\300\100\372\347\167\027\172\346\013

\217\145\133\074\331\232\122\333\265\275\236\106\317\075\353\221

\005\002\300\226\262\166\114\115\020\226\073\222\372\234\177\017

\231\337\276\043\065\105\036\002\134\376\265\250\233\231\045\332

\136\363\042\303\071\365\344\052\056\323\306\037\304\154\252\305

\034\152\001\005\112\057\322\305\301\250\064\046\135\146\245\322

\002\041\371\030\267\006\365\116\231\157\250\253\114\121\350\317

\120\030\305\167\310\071\011\054\111\222\062\231\250\273\027\027

\171\260\132\305\346\243\304\131\145\107\065\203\136\251\350\065

\013\231\273\344\315\040\306\233\112\006\071\265\150\374\042\272

\356\125\214\053\116\352\363\261\343\374\266\231\232\325\102\372

\161\115\010\317\207\036\152\161\175\371\323\264\351\245\161\201

\173\302\116\107\226\245\366\166\205\243\050\217\351\200\156\201

\123\245\155\137\270\110\371\302\371\066\246\056\111\377\270\226

\302\214\007\263\233\210\130\374\353\033\034\336\055\160\342\227

\222\060\241\211\343\274\125\250\047\326\113\355\220\255\213\372

\143\045\131\055\250\065\335\312\227\063\274\345\315\307\235\321

\354\357\136\016\112\220\006\046\143\255\271\331\065\055\007\272

\166\145\054\254\127\217\175\364\007\224\327\201\002\226\135\243

\007\111\325\172\320\127\371\033\347\123\106\165\252\260\171\102

\313\150\161\010\351\140\275\071\151\316\364\257\303\126\100\307
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\255\122\242\011\344\157\206\107\212\037\353\050\047\135\203\040

\257\004\311\154\126\232\213\106\365\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\203\060\201\200\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\367\175\305\375\304\350\232\033\167\144\247\365\035\240\314\277

\207\140\232\155\060\076\006\003\125\035\040\004\067\060\065\060

\063\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\053\060\051\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167

\167\056\143\145\162\164\056\146\156\155\164\056\145\163\057\144

\160\143\163\057\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\166\271\046\327\274\140\174\073

\303\307\204\121\222\131\171\266\215\277\123\340\274\210\240\265

\331\114\351\255\365\146\116\357\240\140\310\013\270\221\355\063

\216\202\361\206\225\376\306\323\032\211\253\117\073\331\063\037

\320\013\307\261\365\117\244\113\273\003\014\043\134\154\260\336

\254\162\372\151\336\000\020\315\361\326\317\066\122\276\177\374

\046\101\363\362\374\060\342\061\306\333\020\076\251\164\272\117

\354\355\040\231\311\260\342\242\243\251\102\231\063\313\177\367

\252\002\351\044\226\052\370\344\316\135\101\240\006\011\125\132

\332\337\032\117\353\071\374\137\340\251\251\104\327\030\352\225

\261\104\173\332\352\070\011\164\036\147\050\077\340\213\071\054

\123\372\014\340\071\367\053\032\016\061\001\324\146\171\210\164

\235\110\110\216\264\223\141\346\277\051\011\357\276\006\251\032

\154\010\160\004\012\277\156\011\166\244\144\103\316\037\127\235

\227\236\154\370\164\027\034\121\003\372\140\123\324\126\106\226

\320\120\237\306\235\063\363\103\261\250\327\242\311\260\311\203

\261\175\307\334\254\201\166\327\211\355\103\046\326\377\242\134

\242\055\240\044\107\252\106\232\151\061\011\301\375\020\171\260

\205\354\160\040\346\075\101\124\242\112\142\057\326\336\114\303

\234\217\275\313\246\125\224\034\335\275\101\317\050\145\215\320

\115\327\207\321\114\323\103\163\041\354\327\056\027\147\062\207

\266\320\033\164\252\151\307\344\154\207\327\175\031\232\354\075

\104\361\252\202\131\162\315\105\333\332\146\102\341\070\154\066

\137\124\335\046\126\127\242\331\076\244\012\362\357\374\031\200

\037\333\272\252\200\274\330\121\315\124\152\325\177\330\157\265

\334\026\373\100\342\125\124\220\303\335\207\063\321\377\036\245

\142\213\066\104\254\250\277\300\326\304\224\167\263\275\304\165

\044\151\351\377\071\224\253\374\121\147\044\352\100\036\353\211

\055\023\006\175\256\007\241\303\014\365\324\132\262\116\267\041

\035\027\305\345\271\362\037\343\206\001\135\013\006\171\135\311

\312\077\026\176\201\036\115\176\360\232\074\045\305\316\164\171

\236\112\341\361\351\365\045\106\366\304\336\344\104\144\163\035

\306\071\076\172\346\205\173\030

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "FNMT-RCM"

# Issuer: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Serial Number:81:bb:dd:6b:24:1f:da:b4:be:8f:1b:da:08:55:c4

# Subject: OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM,O=FNMT-RCM,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Oct 29 15:59:55 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0c:5a:dd:5a:ae:29:f7:a7:76:79:fa:41:51:fe:f0:35

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b8:65:13:0b:ed:ca:38:d2:7f:69:92:94:20:77:0b:ed:86:ef:bc:10

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "FNMT-RCM"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\145\023\013\355\312\070\322\177\151\222\224\040\167\013\355

\206\357\274\020

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\014\132\335\132\256\051\367\247\166\171\372\101\121\376\360\065

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\014\010\106\116\115\124\055\122

\103\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\103\040

\122\101\111\132\040\106\116\115\124\055\122\103\115

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\201\273\335\153\044\037\332\264\276\217\033\332\010

\125\304

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "StartCom Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=StartCom Certification Authority,OU=Secure Digital Certificate Signing,O=StartCom Ltd.,C=IL

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=StartCom Certification Authority,OU=Secure Digital Certificate Signing,O=StartCom Ltd.,C=IL

# Not Valid Before: Sun Sep 17 19:46:36 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Sep 17 19:46:36 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): 22:4d:8f:8a:fc:f7:35:c2:bb:57:34:90:7b:8b:22:16

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3e:2b:f7:f2:03:1b:96:f3:8c:e6:c4:d8:a8:5d:3e:2d:58:47:6a:0f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "StartCom Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\175\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\123\164\141\162\164\103

\157\155\040\114\164\144\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013

\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123\151\147

\156\151\156\147\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\123

\164\141\162\164\103\157\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\175\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\123\164\141\162\164\103

\157\155\040\114\164\144\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013

\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123\151\147

\156\151\156\147\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\123

\164\141\162\164\103\157\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\311\060\202\005\261\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\175\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\123\164\141\162\164\103\157

\155\040\114\164\144\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123\151\147\156

\151\156\147\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\123\164

\141\162\164\103\157\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036

\027\015\060\066\060\071\061\067\061\071\064\066\063\066\132\027

\015\063\066\060\071\061\067\061\071\064\066\063\066\132\060\175

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\123\164\141\162\164\103\157\155

\040\114\164\144\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013\023\042

\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123\151\147\156\151

\156\147\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\123\164\141

\162\164\103\157\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164
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\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\301\210

\333\011\274\154\106\174\170\237\225\173\265\063\220\362\162\142

\326\301\066\040\042\044\136\316\351\167\362\103\012\242\006\144

\244\314\216\066\370\070\346\043\360\156\155\261\074\335\162\243

\205\034\241\323\075\264\063\053\323\057\257\376\352\260\101\131

\147\266\304\006\175\012\236\164\205\326\171\114\200\067\172\337

\071\005\122\131\367\364\033\106\103\244\322\205\205\322\303\161

\363\165\142\064\272\054\212\177\036\217\356\355\064\320\021\307

\226\315\122\075\272\063\326\335\115\336\013\073\112\113\237\302

\046\057\372\265\026\034\162\065\167\312\074\135\346\312\341\046

\213\032\066\166\134\001\333\164\024\045\376\355\265\240\210\017

\335\170\312\055\037\007\227\060\001\055\162\171\372\106\326\023

\052\250\271\246\253\203\111\035\345\362\357\335\344\001\216\030

\012\217\143\123\026\205\142\251\016\031\072\314\265\146\246\302

\153\164\007\344\053\341\166\076\264\155\330\366\104\341\163\142

\037\073\304\276\240\123\126\045\154\121\011\367\252\253\312\277

\166\375\155\233\363\235\333\277\075\146\274\014\126\252\257\230

\110\225\072\113\337\247\130\120\331\070\165\251\133\352\103\014

\002\377\231\353\350\154\115\160\133\051\145\234\335\252\135\314

\257\001\061\354\014\353\322\215\350\352\234\173\346\156\367\047

\146\014\032\110\327\156\102\343\077\336\041\076\173\341\015\160

\373\143\252\250\154\032\124\264\134\045\172\311\242\311\213\026

\246\273\054\176\027\136\005\115\130\156\022\035\001\356\022\020

\015\306\062\177\030\377\374\364\372\315\156\221\350\066\111\276

\032\110\151\213\302\226\115\032\022\262\151\027\301\012\220\326

\372\171\042\110\277\272\173\151\370\160\307\372\172\067\330\330

\015\322\166\117\127\377\220\267\343\221\322\335\357\302\140\267

\147\072\335\376\252\234\360\324\213\177\162\042\316\306\237\227

\266\370\257\212\240\020\250\331\373\030\306\266\265\134\122\074

\211\266\031\052\163\001\012\017\003\263\022\140\362\172\057\201

\333\243\156\377\046\060\227\365\213\335\211\127\266\255\075\263

\257\053\305\267\166\002\360\245\326\053\232\206\024\052\162\366

\343\063\214\135\011\113\023\337\273\214\164\023\122\113\002\003

\001\000\001\243\202\002\122\060\202\002\116\060\014\006\003\125

\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125\035\017

\004\004\003\002\001\256\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\116\013\357\032\244\100\133\245\027\151\207\060\312\064\150

\103\320\101\256\362\060\144\006\003\125\035\037\004\135\060\133

\060\054\240\052\240\050\206\046\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143

\145\162\164\056\163\164\141\162\164\143\157\155\056\157\162\147

\057\163\146\163\143\141\055\143\162\154\056\143\162\154\060\053

\240\051\240\047\206\045\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154

\056\163\164\141\162\164\143\157\155\056\157\162\147\057\163\146

\163\143\141\055\143\162\154\056\143\162\154\060\202\001\135\006

\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\124\060\202\001\120\060\202\001\114

\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\265\067\001\001\001\060\202\001
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\073\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\043\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\145\162\164\056\163\164\141\162\164

\143\157\155\056\157\162\147\057\160\157\154\151\143\171\056\160

\144\146\060\065\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\051

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\145\162\164\056\163\164\141\162

\164\143\157\155\056\157\162\147\057\151\156\164\145\162\155\145

\144\151\141\164\145\056\160\144\146\060\201\320\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\201\303\060\047\026\040\123\164\141

\162\164\040\103\157\155\155\145\162\143\151\141\154\040\050\123

\164\141\162\164\103\157\155\051\040\114\164\144\056\060\003\002

\001\001\032\201\227\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\040\114\151\141

\142\151\154\151\164\171\054\040\162\145\141\144\040\164\150\145

\040\163\145\143\164\151\157\156\040\052\114\145\147\141\154\040

\114\151\155\151\164\141\164\151\157\156\163\052\040\157\146\040

\164\150\145\040\123\164\141\162\164\103\157\155\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\040\141\166\141\151

\154\141\142\154\145\040\141\164\040\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\145\162\164\056\163\164\141\162\164\143\157\155\056\157\162

\147\057\160\157\154\151\143\171\056\160\144\146\060\021\006\011

\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060

\070\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\015\004\053\026\051

\123\164\141\162\164\103\157\155\040\106\162\145\145\040\123\123

\114\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\026\154\231

\364\146\014\064\365\320\205\136\175\012\354\332\020\116\070\034

\136\337\246\045\005\113\221\062\301\350\073\361\075\335\104\011

\133\007\111\212\051\313\146\002\267\261\232\367\045\230\011\074

\216\033\341\335\066\207\053\113\273\150\323\071\146\075\240\046

\307\362\071\221\035\121\253\202\173\176\325\316\132\344\342\003

\127\160\151\227\010\371\136\130\246\012\337\214\006\232\105\026

\026\070\012\136\127\366\142\307\172\002\005\346\274\036\265\362

\236\364\251\051\203\370\262\024\343\156\050\207\104\303\220\032

\336\070\251\074\254\103\115\144\105\316\335\050\251\134\362\163

\173\004\370\027\350\253\261\363\056\134\144\156\163\061\072\022

\270\274\263\021\344\175\217\201\121\232\073\215\211\364\115\223

\146\173\074\003\355\323\232\035\232\363\145\120\365\240\320\165

\237\057\257\360\352\202\103\230\370\151\234\211\171\304\103\216

\106\162\343\144\066\022\257\367\045\036\070\211\220\167\176\303

\153\152\271\303\313\104\113\254\170\220\213\347\307\054\036\113

\021\104\310\064\122\047\315\012\135\237\205\301\211\325\032\170

\362\225\020\123\062\335\200\204\146\165\331\265\150\050\373\141

\056\276\204\250\070\300\231\022\206\245\036\147\144\255\006\056

\057\251\160\205\307\226\017\174\211\145\365\216\103\124\016\253

\335\245\200\071\224\140\300\064\311\226\160\054\243\022\365\037

\110\173\275\034\176\153\267\235\220\364\042\073\256\370\374\052

\312\372\202\122\240\357\257\113\125\223\353\301\265\360\042\213
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\254\064\116\046\042\004\241\207\054\165\112\267\345\175\023\327

\270\014\144\300\066\322\311\057\206\022\214\043\011\301\033\202

\073\163\111\243\152\127\207\224\345\326\170\305\231\103\143\343

\115\340\167\055\341\145\231\162\151\004\032\107\011\346\017\001

\126\044\373\037\277\016\171\251\130\056\271\304\011\001\176\225

\272\155\000\006\076\262\352\112\020\071\330\320\053\365\277\354

\165\277\227\002\305\011\033\010\334\125\067\342\201\373\067\204

\103\142\040\312\347\126\113\145\352\376\154\301\044\223\044\241

\064\353\005\377\232\042\256\233\175\077\361\145\121\012\246\060

\152\263\364\210\034\200\015\374\162\212\350\203\136

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "StartCom Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=StartCom Certification Authority,OU=Secure Digital Certificate Signing,O=StartCom Ltd.,C=IL

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=StartCom Certification Authority,OU=Secure Digital Certificate Signing,O=StartCom Ltd.,C=IL

# Not Valid Before: Sun Sep 17 19:46:36 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Sep 17 19:46:36 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): 22:4d:8f:8a:fc:f7:35:c2:bb:57:34:90:7b:8b:22:16

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3e:2b:f7:f2:03:1b:96:f3:8c:e6:c4:d8:a8:5d:3e:2d:58:47:6a:0f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "StartCom Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\053\367\362\003\033\226\363\214\346\304\330\250\135\076\055

\130\107\152\017

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\042\115\217\212\374\367\065\302\273\127\064\220\173\213\042\026

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\175\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\114\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\123\164\141\162\164\103

\157\155\040\114\164\144\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013

\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123\151\147

\156\151\156\147\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\123

\164\141\162\164\103\157\155\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4,OU=(c) 2007 VeriSign\, Inc. - For

authorized use only,OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O=VeriSign\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:2f:80:fe:23:8c:0e:22:0f:48:67:12:28:91:87:ac:b3

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4,OU=(c) 2007 VeriSign\, Inc. - For

authorized use only,OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O=VeriSign\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 05 00:00:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3a:52:e1:e7:fd:6f:3a:e3:6f:f3:6f:99:1b:f9:22:41

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 22:d5:d8:df:8f:02:31:d1:8d:f7:9d:b7:cf:8a:2d:64:c9:3f:6c:3a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\063\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163
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\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\063\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\057\200\376\043\214\016\042\017\110\147\022\050\221\207

\254\263

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\204\060\202\003\012\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\057

\200\376\043\214\016\042\017\110\147\022\050\221\207\254\263\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\312\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006

\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126

\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145

\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061

\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147

\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165

\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154

\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151

\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142

\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\064\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\061

\060\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061

\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004

\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143

\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151

\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157

\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\067\040\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040

\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157

\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105

\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147

\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\120\165\142\154\151\143

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\064\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075

\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\247\126\172

\174\122\332\144\233\016\055\134\330\136\254\222\075\376\001\346

\031\112\075\024\003\113\372\140\047\040\331\203\211\151\372\124

\306\232\030\136\125\052\144\336\006\366\215\112\073\255\020\074

\145\075\220\210\004\211\340\060\141\263\256\135\001\247\173\336

\174\262\276\312\145\141\000\206\256\332\217\173\320\211\255\115
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\035\131\232\101\261\274\107\200\334\236\142\303\371\243\201\262

\060\201\257\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\155\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\014

\004\141\060\137\241\135\240\133\060\131\060\127\060\125\026\011

\151\155\141\147\145\057\147\151\146\060\041\060\037\060\007\006

\005\053\016\003\002\032\004\024\217\345\323\032\206\254\215\216

\153\303\317\200\152\324\110\030\054\173\031\056\060\045\026\043

\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\154\157\147\157\056\166\145\162\151

\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155\057\166\163\154\157\147\157\056

\147\151\146\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\263\026

\221\375\356\246\156\344\265\056\111\217\207\170\201\200\354\345

\261\265\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150

\000\060\145\002\060\146\041\014\030\046\140\132\070\173\126\102

\340\247\374\066\204\121\221\040\054\166\115\103\075\304\035\204

\043\320\254\326\174\065\006\316\315\151\275\220\015\333\154\110

\102\035\016\252\102\002\061\000\234\075\110\071\043\071\130\032

\025\022\131\152\236\357\325\131\262\035\122\054\231\161\315\307

\051\337\033\052\141\173\161\321\336\363\300\345\015\072\112\252

\055\247\330\206\052\335\056\020

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4,OU=(c) 2007 VeriSign\, Inc. - For

authorized use only,OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O=VeriSign\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:2f:80:fe:23:8c:0e:22:0f:48:67:12:28:91:87:ac:b3

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4,OU=(c) 2007 VeriSign\, Inc. - For

authorized use only,OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O=VeriSign\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 05 00:00:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3a:52:e1:e7:fd:6f:3a:e3:6f:f3:6f:99:1b:f9:22:41

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 22:d5:d8:df:8f:02:31:d1:8d:f7:9d:b7:cf:8a:2d:64:c9:3f:6c:3a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\042\325\330\337\217\002\061\321\215\367\235\267\317\212\055\144

\311\077\154\072

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\072\122\341\347\375\157\072\343\157\363\157\231\033\371\042\101

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\312\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\105\060\103\006\003\125\004\003\023

\074\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\103\154\141\163\163\040

\063\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\064

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\057\200\376\043\214\016\042\017\110\147\022\050\221\207

\254\263

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "thawte Primary Root CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G2,OU=(c) 2007 thawte\, Inc. - For authorized use only,O=thawte\,

Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:35:fc:26:5c:d9:84:4f:c9:3d:26:3d:57:9b:ae:d7:56

# Subject: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G2,OU=(c) 2007 thawte\, Inc. - For authorized use only,O=thawte\,

Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 05 00:00:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 74:9d:ea:60:24:c4:fd:22:53:3e:cc:3a:72:d9:29:4f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): aa:db:bc:22:23:8f:c4:01:a1:27:bb:38:dd:f4:1d:db:08:9e:f0:12

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "thawte Primary Root CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013

\023\057\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165

\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154
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\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167

\164\145\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013

\023\057\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165

\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154

\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167

\164\145\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\065\374\046\134\331\204\117\311\075\046\075\127\233\256

\327\126

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\210\060\202\002\015\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\065

\374\046\134\331\204\117\311\075\046\075\127\233\256\327\126\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\204\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164\145\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013\023\057\050\143\051

\040\062\060\060\067\040\164\150\141\167\164\145\054\040\111\156

\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151

\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162

\151\155\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040

\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\061\060\065\060\060\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062\063\065\071\065

\071\132\060\201\204\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141

\167\164\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\070\060\066\006\003\125

\004\013\023\057\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\164\150\141

\167\164\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040

\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157

\156\154\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\164\150

\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\242\325\234\202\173\225\235\361\122\170\207\376\212\026\277

\005\346\337\243\002\117\015\007\306\000\121\272\014\002\122\055

\042\244\102\071\304\376\217\352\311\301\276\324\115\377\237\172

\236\342\261\174\232\255\247\206\011\163\207\321\347\232\343\172
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\245\252\156\373\272\263\160\300\147\210\242\065\324\243\232\261

\375\255\302\357\061\372\250\271\363\373\010\306\221\321\373\051

\225\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\232\330\000\060\000\347\153\177\205\030\356\213\266\316\212

\014\370\021\341\273\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\151\000\060\146\002\061\000\335\370\340\127\107\133\247

\346\012\303\275\365\200\212\227\065\015\033\211\074\124\206\167

\050\312\241\364\171\336\265\346\070\260\360\145\160\214\177\002

\124\302\277\377\330\241\076\331\317\002\061\000\304\215\224\374

\334\123\322\334\235\170\026\037\025\063\043\123\122\343\132\061

\135\235\312\256\275\023\051\104\015\047\133\250\347\150\234\022

\367\130\077\056\162\002\127\243\217\241\024\056

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "thawte Primary Root CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G2,OU=(c) 2007 thawte\, Inc. - For authorized use only,O=thawte\,

Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:35:fc:26:5c:d9:84:4f:c9:3d:26:3d:57:9b:ae:d7:56

# Subject: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G2,OU=(c) 2007 thawte\, Inc. - For authorized use only,O=thawte\,

Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 05 00:00:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 74:9d:ea:60:24:c4:fd:22:53:3e:cc:3a:72:d9:29:4f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): aa:db:bc:22:23:8f:c4:01:a1:27:bb:38:dd:f4:1d:db:08:9e:f0:12

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "thawte Primary Root CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\252\333\274\042\043\217\304\001\241\047\273\070\335\364\035\333

\010\236\360\022

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\235\352\140\044\304\375\042\123\076\314\072\162\331\051\117

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\204\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013

\023\057\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165
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\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154

\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167

\164\145\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\065\374\046\134\331\204\117\311\075\046\075\127\233\256

\327\126

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2,OU=(c) 2007 GeoTrust Inc. - For authorized use

only,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:3c:b2:f4:48:0a:00:e2:fe:eb:24:3b:5e:60:3e:c3:6b

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2,OU=(c) 2007 GeoTrust Inc. - For authorized use

only,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 05 00:00:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 01:5e:d8:6b:bd:6f:3d:8e:a1:31:f8:12:e0:98:73:6a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8d:17:84:d5:37:f3:03:7d:ec:70:fe:57:8b:51:9a:99:e6:10:d7:b0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162

\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\107\145\157\124

\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040

\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157

\156\154\171\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145

\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162

\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004
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\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\107\145\157\124

\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040

\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157

\156\154\171\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145

\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\074\262\364\110\012\000\342\376\353\044\073\136\140\076

\303\153

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\256\060\202\002\065\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\074

\262\364\110\012\000\342\376\353\044\073\136\140\076\303\153\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\230\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006

\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111

\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143

\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040

\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157

\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\066

\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145\157\124\162\165\163

\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\040\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\061\060\065

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\062

\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023

\015\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\071

\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\060

\067\040\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\040

\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144

\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\066\060\064\006\003\125

\004\003\023\055\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151

\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107

\062\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005

\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\025\261\350\375\003\025\103

\345\254\353\207\067\021\142\357\322\203\066\122\175\105\127\013

\112\215\173\124\073\072\156\137\025\002\300\120\246\317\045\057

\175\312\110\270\307\120\143\034\052\041\010\174\232\066\330\013

\376\321\046\305\130\061\060\050\045\363\135\135\243\270\266\245

\264\222\355\154\054\237\353\335\103\211\242\074\113\110\221\035

\120\354\046\337\326\140\056\275\041\243\102\060\100\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\025\137\065\127\121\125\373
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\045\262\255\003\151\374\001\243\372\276\021\125\325\060\012\006

\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060

\144\226\131\246\350\011\336\213\272\372\132\210\210\360\037\221

\323\106\250\362\112\114\002\143\373\154\137\070\333\056\101\223

\251\016\346\235\334\061\034\262\240\247\030\034\171\341\307\066

\002\060\072\126\257\232\164\154\366\373\203\340\063\323\010\137

\241\234\302\133\237\106\326\266\313\221\006\143\242\006\347\063

\254\076\250\201\022\320\313\272\320\222\013\266\236\226\252\004

\017\212

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2,OU=(c) 2007 GeoTrust Inc. - For authorized use

only,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:3c:b2:f4:48:0a:00:e2:fe:eb:24:3b:5e:60:3e:c3:6b

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2,OU=(c) 2007 GeoTrust Inc. - For authorized use

only,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 05 00:00:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 01:5e:d8:6b:bd:6f:3d:8e:a1:31:f8:12:e0:98:73:6a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8d:17:84:d5:37:f3:03:7d:ec:70:fe:57:8b:51:9a:99:e6:10:d7:b0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\215\027\204\325\067\363\003\175\354\160\376\127\213\121\232\231

\346\020\327\260

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\001\136\330\153\275\157\075\216\241\061\370\022\340\230\163\152

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162

\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\067\040\107\145\157\124

\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040

\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157

\156\154\171\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145

\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\074\262\364\110\012\000\342\376\353\044\073\136\140\076

\303\153

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority,OU=(c) 2008 VeriSign\, Inc. - For authorized use

only,OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O=VeriSign\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:40:1a:c4:64:21:b3:13:21:03:0e:bb:e4:12:1a:c5:1d

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority,OU=(c) 2008 VeriSign\, Inc. - For authorized use

only,OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O=VeriSign\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 02 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8e:ad:b5:01:aa:4d:81:e4:8c:1d:d1:e1:14:00:95:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 36:79:ca:35:66:87:72:30:4d:30:a5:fb:87:3b:0f:a7:7b:b7:0d:54

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\275\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\003\023

\057\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\125\156\151\166\145\162

\163\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\275\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003
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\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\003\023

\057\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\125\156\151\166\145\162

\163\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\100\032\304\144\041\263\023\041\003\016\273\344\022\032

\305\035

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\271\060\202\003\241\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\100

\032\304\144\041\263\023\041\003\016\273\344\022\032\305\035\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\275\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027

\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147

\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013

\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\126\145\162\151

\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162

\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040

\157\156\154\171\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\003\023\057\126

\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036

\027\015\060\070\060\064\060\062\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201

\275\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027

\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123\151\147

\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\013

\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165\163\164

\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\126\145\162\151

\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162

\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040

\157\156\154\171\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\003\023\057\126

\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\307

\141\067\136\261\001\064\333\142\327\025\233\377\130\132\214\043

\043\326\140\216\221\327\220\230\203\172\346\130\031\070\214\305

\366\345\144\205\264\242\161\373\355\275\271\332\315\115\000\264

\310\055\163\245\307\151\161\225\037\071\074\262\104\007\234\350
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\016\372\115\112\304\041\337\051\141\217\062\042\141\202\305\207

\037\156\214\174\137\026\040\121\104\321\160\117\127\352\343\034

\343\314\171\356\130\330\016\302\263\105\223\300\054\347\232\027

\053\173\000\067\172\101\063\170\341\063\342\363\020\032\177\207

\054\276\366\365\367\102\342\345\277\207\142\211\137\000\113\337

\305\335\344\165\104\062\101\072\036\161\156\151\313\013\165\106

\010\321\312\322\053\225\320\317\373\271\100\153\144\214\127\115

\374\023\021\171\204\355\136\124\366\064\237\010\001\363\020\045

\006\027\112\332\361\035\172\146\153\230\140\146\244\331\357\322

\056\202\361\360\357\011\352\104\311\025\152\342\003\156\063\323

\254\237\125\000\307\366\010\152\224\271\137\334\340\063\361\204

\140\371\133\047\021\264\374\026\362\273\126\152\200\045\215\002

\003\001\000\001\243\201\262\060\201\257\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\155\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\001\014\004\141\060\137\241\135\240\133\060

\131\060\127\060\125\026\011\151\155\141\147\145\057\147\151\146

\060\041\060\037\060\007\006\005\053\016\003\002\032\004\024\217

\345\323\032\206\254\215\216\153\303\317\200\152\324\110\030\054

\173\031\056\060\045\026\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\154\157

\147\157\056\166\145\162\151\163\151\147\156\056\143\157\155\057

\166\163\154\157\147\157\056\147\151\146\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\266\167\372\151\110\107\237\123\022\325\302

\352\007\062\166\007\321\227\007\031\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\112\370\370

\260\003\346\054\147\173\344\224\167\143\314\156\114\371\175\016

\015\334\310\271\065\271\160\117\143\372\044\372\154\203\214\107

\235\073\143\363\232\371\166\062\225\221\261\167\274\254\232\276

\261\344\061\041\306\201\225\126\132\016\261\302\324\261\246\131

\254\361\143\313\270\114\035\131\220\112\357\220\026\050\037\132

\256\020\373\201\120\070\014\154\314\361\075\303\365\143\343\263

\343\041\311\044\071\351\375\025\146\106\364\033\021\320\115\163

\243\175\106\371\075\355\250\137\142\324\361\077\370\340\164\127

\053\030\235\201\264\304\050\332\224\227\245\160\353\254\035\276

\007\021\360\325\333\335\345\214\360\325\062\260\203\346\127\342

\217\277\276\241\252\277\075\035\265\324\070\352\327\260\134\072

\117\152\077\217\300\146\154\143\252\351\331\244\026\364\201\321

\225\024\016\175\315\225\064\331\322\217\160\163\201\173\234\176

\275\230\141\330\105\207\230\220\305\353\206\060\306\065\277\360

\377\303\125\210\203\113\357\005\222\006\161\362\270\230\223\267

\354\315\202\141\361\070\346\117\227\230\052\132\215

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority"
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# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority,OU=(c) 2008 VeriSign\, Inc. - For authorized use

only,OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O=VeriSign\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:40:1a:c4:64:21:b3:13:21:03:0e:bb:e4:12:1a:c5:1d

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority,OU=(c) 2008 VeriSign\, Inc. - For authorized use

only,OU=VeriSign Trust Network,O=VeriSign\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 02 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8e:ad:b5:01:aa:4d:81:e4:8c:1d:d1:e1:14:00:95:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 36:79:ca:35:66:87:72:30:4d:30:a5:fb:87:3b:0f:a7:7b:b7:0d:54

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\066\171\312\065\146\207\162\060\115\060\245\373\207\073\017\247

\173\267\015\124

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\216\255\265\001\252\115\201\344\214\035\321\341\024\000\225\031

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\275\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\126\145\162\151\123

\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\013\023\026\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\124\162\165

\163\164\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\013\023\061\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\126\145

\162\151\123\151\147\156\054\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106

\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163

\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\003\023

\057\126\145\162\151\123\151\147\156\040\125\156\151\166\145\162

\163\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\100\032\304\144\041\263\023\041\003\016\273\344\022\032

\305\035

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "thawte Primary Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G3,OU=(c) 2008 thawte\, Inc. - For authorized use only,OU=Certification

Services Division,O=thawte\, Inc.,C=US
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# Serial Number:60:01:97:b7:46:a7:ea:b4:b4:9a:d6:4b:2f:f7:90:fb

# Subject: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G3,OU=(c) 2008 thawte\, Inc. - For authorized use only,OU=Certification

Services Division,O=thawte\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 02 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): fb:1b:5d:43:8a:94:cd:44:c6:76:f2:43:4b:47:e7:31

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f1:8b:53:8d:1b:e9:03:b6:a6:f0:56:43:5b:17:15:89:ca:f3:6b:f2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "thawte Primary Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013

\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151\163\151\157

\156\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013\023\057\050\143\051\040

\062\060\060\070\040\164\150\141\167\164\145\054\040\111\156\143

\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172

\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\044\060\042\006

\003\125\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\151

\155\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013

\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151\163\151\157

\156\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013\023\057\050\143\051\040

\062\060\060\070\040\164\150\141\167\164\145\054\040\111\156\143

\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172

\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\044\060\042\006

\003\125\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\151

\155\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\140\001\227\267\106\247\352\264\264\232\326\113\057\367

\220\373

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\052\060\202\003\022\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\140
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\001\227\267\106\247\352\264\264\232\326\113\057\367\220\373\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\025

\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164\145\054

\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151\163\151\157\156\061

\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013\023\057\050\143\051\040\062\060

\060\070\040\164\150\141\167\164\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\040

\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144

\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\044\060\042\006\003\125

\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\151\155\141

\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063\060

\036\027\015\060\070\060\064\060\062\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\063\067\061\062\060\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060

\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164\145

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023

\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151\163\151\157\156

\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013\023\057\050\143\051\040\062

\060\060\070\040\164\150\141\167\164\145\054\040\111\156\143\056

\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145

\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\044\060\042\006\003

\125\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\151\155

\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\063

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\262\277\047\054\373\333\330\133\335\170\173\033\236\167\146

\201\313\076\274\174\256\363\246\047\232\064\243\150\061\161\070

\063\142\344\363\161\146\171\261\251\145\243\245\213\325\217\140

\055\077\102\314\252\153\062\300\043\313\054\101\335\344\337\374

\141\234\342\163\262\042\225\021\103\030\137\304\266\037\127\154

\012\005\130\042\310\066\114\072\174\245\321\317\206\257\210\247

\104\002\023\164\161\163\012\102\131\002\370\033\024\153\102\337

\157\137\272\153\202\242\235\133\347\112\275\036\001\162\333\113

\164\350\073\177\177\175\037\004\264\046\233\340\264\132\254\107

\075\125\270\327\260\046\122\050\001\061\100\146\330\331\044\275

\366\052\330\354\041\111\134\233\366\172\351\177\125\065\176\226

\153\215\223\223\047\313\222\273\352\254\100\300\237\302\370\200

\317\135\364\132\334\316\164\206\246\076\154\013\123\312\275\222

\316\031\006\162\346\014\134\070\151\307\004\326\274\154\316\133

\366\367\150\234\334\045\025\110\210\241\351\251\370\230\234\340

\363\325\061\050\141\021\154\147\226\215\071\231\313\302\105\044

\071\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\255\154\252\224\140\234\355\344\377\372
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\076\012\164\053\143\003\367\266\131\277\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\032\100

\330\225\145\254\011\222\211\306\071\364\020\345\251\016\146\123

\135\170\336\372\044\221\273\347\104\121\337\306\026\064\012\357

\152\104\121\352\053\007\212\003\172\303\353\077\012\054\122\026

\240\053\103\271\045\220\077\160\251\063\045\155\105\032\050\073

\047\317\252\303\051\102\033\337\073\114\300\063\064\133\101\210

\277\153\053\145\257\050\357\262\365\303\252\146\316\173\126\356

\267\310\313\147\301\311\234\032\030\270\304\303\111\003\361\140

\016\120\315\106\305\363\167\171\367\266\025\340\070\333\307\057

\050\240\014\077\167\046\164\331\045\022\332\061\332\032\036\334

\051\101\221\042\074\151\247\273\002\362\266\134\047\003\211\364

\006\352\233\344\162\202\343\241\011\301\351\000\031\323\076\324

\160\153\272\161\246\252\130\256\364\273\351\154\266\357\207\314

\233\273\377\071\346\126\141\323\012\247\304\134\114\140\173\005

\167\046\172\277\330\007\122\054\142\367\160\143\331\071\274\157

\034\302\171\334\166\051\257\316\305\054\144\004\136\210\066\156

\061\324\100\032\142\064\066\077\065\001\256\254\143\240

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "thawte Primary Root CA - G3"

# Issuer: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G3,OU=(c) 2008 thawte\, Inc. - For authorized use only,OU=Certification

Services Division,O=thawte\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:60:01:97:b7:46:a7:ea:b4:b4:9a:d6:4b:2f:f7:90:fb

# Subject: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G3,OU=(c) 2008 thawte\, Inc. - For authorized use only,OU=Certification

Services Division,O=thawte\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 02 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): fb:1b:5d:43:8a:94:cd:44:c6:76:f2:43:4b:47:e7:31

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f1:8b:53:8d:1b:e9:03:b6:a6:f0:56:43:5b:17:15:89:ca:f3:6b:f2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "thawte Primary Root CA - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\361\213\123\215\033\351\003\266\246\360\126\103\133\027\025\211

\312\363\153\362

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\373\033\135\103\212\224\315\104\306\166\362\103\113\107\347\061

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123
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\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\164\150\141\167\164

\145\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013

\023\037\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\104\151\166\151\163\151\157

\156\061\070\060\066\006\003\125\004\013\023\057\050\143\051\040

\062\060\060\070\040\164\150\141\167\164\145\054\040\111\156\143

\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172

\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\044\060\042\006

\003\125\004\003\023\033\164\150\141\167\164\145\040\120\162\151

\155\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107

\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\140\001\227\267\106\247\352\264\264\232\326\113\057\367

\220\373

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU=(c) 2008 GeoTrust Inc. - For authorized use

only,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:15:ac:6e:94:19:b2:79:4b:41:f6:27:a9:c3:18:0f:1f

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU=(c) 2008 GeoTrust Inc. - For authorized use

only,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 02 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): b5:e8:34:36:c9:10:44:58:48:70:6d:2e:83:d4:b8:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 03:9e:ed:b8:0b:e7:a0:3c:69:53:89:3b:20:d2:d9:32:3a:4c:2a:fd

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162

\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\107\145\157\124

\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040

\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157

\156\154\171\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145

\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164
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\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162

\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\107\145\157\124

\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040

\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157

\156\154\171\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145

\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\254\156\224\031\262\171\113\101\366\047\251\303\030

\017\037

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\376\060\202\002\346\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\025

\254\156\224\031\262\171\113\101\366\047\251\303\030\017\037\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165\163

\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023

\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165

\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154

\171\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145\157\124

\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063\060\036\027\015\060\070\060

\064\060\062\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\061\062

\060\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\230\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143

\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\013\023\060\050\143\051\040

\062\060\060\070\040\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111\156

\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040\141\165\164\150\157\162\151

\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157\156\154\171\061\066\060\064

\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040

\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\334\342\136\142\130\035\063\127\071\062\063

\372\353\313\207\214\247\324\112\335\006\210\352\144\216\061\230
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\245\070\220\036\230\317\056\143\053\360\106\274\104\262\211\241

\300\050\014\111\160\041\225\237\144\300\246\223\022\002\145\046

\206\306\245\211\360\372\327\204\240\160\257\117\032\227\077\006

\104\325\311\353\162\020\175\344\061\050\373\034\141\346\050\007

\104\163\222\042\151\247\003\210\154\235\143\310\122\332\230\047

\347\010\114\160\076\264\311\022\301\305\147\203\135\063\363\003

\021\354\152\320\123\342\321\272\066\140\224\200\273\141\143\154

\133\027\176\337\100\224\036\253\015\302\041\050\160\210\377\326

\046\154\154\140\004\045\116\125\176\175\357\277\224\110\336\267

\035\335\160\215\005\137\210\245\233\362\302\356\352\321\100\101

\155\142\070\035\126\006\305\003\107\121\040\031\374\173\020\013

\016\142\256\166\125\277\137\167\276\076\111\001\123\075\230\045

\003\166\044\132\035\264\333\211\352\171\345\266\263\073\077\272

\114\050\101\177\006\254\152\216\301\320\366\005\035\175\346\102

\206\343\245\325\107\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\304\171\312\216\241\116

\003\035\034\334\153\333\061\133\224\076\077\060\177\055\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\055\305\023\317\126\200\173\172\170\275\237\256\054\231

\347\357\332\337\224\136\011\151\247\347\156\150\214\275\162\276

\107\251\016\227\022\270\112\361\144\323\071\337\045\064\324\301

\315\116\201\360\017\004\304\044\263\064\226\306\246\252\060\337

\150\141\163\327\371\216\205\211\357\016\136\225\050\112\052\047

\217\020\216\056\174\206\304\002\236\332\014\167\145\016\104\015

\222\375\375\263\026\066\372\021\015\035\214\016\007\211\152\051

\126\367\162\364\335\025\234\167\065\146\127\253\023\123\330\216

\301\100\305\327\023\026\132\162\307\267\151\001\304\172\261\203

\001\150\175\215\101\241\224\030\301\045\134\374\360\376\203\002

\207\174\015\015\317\056\010\134\112\100\015\076\354\201\141\346

\044\333\312\340\016\055\007\262\076\126\334\215\365\101\205\007

\110\233\014\013\313\111\077\175\354\267\375\313\215\147\211\032

\253\355\273\036\243\000\010\010\027\052\202\134\061\135\106\212

\055\017\206\233\164\331\105\373\324\100\261\172\252\150\055\206

\262\231\042\341\301\053\307\234\370\363\137\250\202\022\353\031

\021\055

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU=(c) 2008 GeoTrust Inc. - For authorized use

only,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:15:ac:6e:94:19:b2:79:4b:41:f6:27:a9:c3:18:0f:1f

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3,OU=(c) 2008 GeoTrust Inc. - For authorized use
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only,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 02 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 01 23:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): b5:e8:34:36:c9:10:44:58:48:70:6d:2e:83:d4:b8:05

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 03:9e:ed:b8:0b:e7:a0:3c:69:53:89:3b:20:d2:d9:32:3a:4c:2a:fd

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\003\236\355\270\013\347\240\074\151\123\211\073\040\322\331\062

\072\114\052\375

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\265\350\064\066\311\020\104\130\110\160\155\056\203\324\270\005

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\230\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162

\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004

\013\023\060\050\143\051\040\062\060\060\070\040\107\145\157\124

\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\040\055\040\106\157\162\040

\141\165\164\150\157\162\151\172\145\144\040\165\163\145\040\157

\156\154\171\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\107\145

\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\254\156\224\031\262\171\113\101\366\047\251\303\030

\017\037

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "E-ME SSI (RCA)"

# Issuer: CN=E-ME SSI (RCA),OU=Sertifikacijas pakalpojumu dala,C=LV

# Serial Number:2e:ef:db:fb:d8:89:3d:8f:49:1c:93:72:fe:45:df:ed

# Subject: CN=E-ME SSI (RCA),OU=Sertifikacijas pakalpojumu dala,C=LV

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 19 08:45:56 2009

# Not Valid After: Wed May 19 08:48:15 2027

# Fingerprint (MD5): cb:bd:c3:68:2d:b3:cb:18:59:d3:29:52:e8:c6:64:89

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c9:32:1d:e6:b5:a8:26:66:cf:69:71:a1:8a:56:f2:d3:a8:67:56:02

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-ME SSI (RCA)"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\164\151\146

\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157

\152\165\155\165\040\144\141\154\141\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\003\023\016\105\055\115\105\040\123\123\111\040\050\122\103

\101\051

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\164\151\146

\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157

\152\165\155\165\040\144\141\154\141\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\003\023\016\105\055\115\105\040\123\123\111\040\050\122\103

\101\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\056\357\333\373\330\211\075\217\111\034\223\162\376\105

\337\355

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\340\060\202\003\310\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\056

\357\333\373\330\211\075\217\111\034\223\162\376\105\337\355\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\120

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153

\141\143\151\152\141\163\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157\152\165

\155\165\040\144\141\154\141\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003

\023\016\105\055\115\105\040\123\123\111\040\050\122\103\101\051

\060\036\027\015\060\071\060\065\061\071\060\070\064\065\065\066

\132\027\015\062\067\060\065\061\071\060\070\064\070\061\065\132

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\164\151\146

\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157

\152\165\155\165\040\144\141\154\141\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\003\023\016\105\055\115\105\040\123\123\111\040\050\122\103

\101\051\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\304\004\153\000\303\260\340\056\073\350\123\005\005

\010\276\310\204\047\125\326\035\212\022\342\027\042\132\154\377

\263\335\266\231\303\312\301\352\371\330\045\265\337\072\235\235

\077\122\305\351\362\254\277\211\164\212\124\256\116\317\156\362
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\136\256\332\275\022\007\231\225\317\144\253\376\231\221\144\131

\214\311\276\104\152\061\233\230\352\272\352\321\041\016\050\013

\071\233\343\326\212\246\367\002\272\077\075\331\131\364\171\231

\336\323\044\233\213\160\033\052\204\326\345\011\017\046\046\044

\130\217\045\136\363\305\235\164\211\245\066\305\345\122\262\353

\350\206\223\107\156\247\051\207\244\176\334\264\243\313\062\126

\367\105\200\332\134\307\057\240\247\327\357\365\374\265\250\315

\204\225\142\370\251\053\043\073\155\323\267\222\310\352\301\274

\024\115\350\153\234\026\172\323\354\007\373\007\045\020\117\024

\207\173\222\066\316\126\202\145\113\023\046\006\330\243\243\246

\337\302\172\373\173\065\005\242\023\075\076\166\274\034\127\203

\003\121\307\064\336\132\365\074\275\066\045\234\026\017\115\316

\350\015\032\313\135\103\242\024\157\272\174\140\324\002\205\166

\305\153\052\270\105\261\134\167\107\021\255\240\045\251\146\221

\214\121\027\155\141\125\012\031\077\233\002\377\304\365\326\322

\263\351\045\123\341\004\075\217\042\320\242\145\345\256\247\264

\340\035\221\152\302\206\222\367\072\135\023\247\172\114\102\337

\132\263\112\210\104\054\357\107\272\251\257\326\317\142\163\212

\006\042\026\054\302\354\037\006\250\323\107\120\131\062\022\345

\271\235\142\065\236\312\136\012\264\235\043\210\302\323\117\054

\054\311\223\350\176\270\011\354\246\331\335\143\341\311\250\152

\150\334\204\121\254\132\022\347\073\246\265\007\012\261\252\116

\263\264\242\127\337\067\154\026\116\253\231\062\172\360\234\043

\045\213\312\232\250\214\340\070\041\264\316\367\154\141\310\342

\014\022\131\006\201\046\066\132\017\065\163\324\026\105\375\336

\225\336\326\113\134\237\163\331\276\031\275\347\277\344\125\152

\310\153\104\367\307\270\063\210\171\031\015\006\144\350\257\013

\241\165\014\122\145\272\012\043\225\161\367\143\374\176\345\214

\217\314\321\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\265\060\201\262\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\030

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\003\004\014\060\012\060\010

\006\006\004\000\216\106\001\001\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\073\046\003\272\317\343\131\106\102\120\255\024

\234\277\003\073\357\326\076\061\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004

\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\104\006\003\125\035

\040\004\075\060\073\060\071\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\372

\075\001\001\001\060\052\060\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\001\026\034\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\145

\155\145\056\154\166\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\205\346\246\224\344\331\106\137\235\277\223\273

\371\153\166\144\050\256\277\074\105\052\212\223\171\154\323\113

\210\206\040\153\042\046\070\075\034\023\252\353\141\227\154\056

\076\127\234\154\103\242\336\155\100\304\061\362\155\272\106\026

\263\055\306\273\246\334\345\057\261\330\301\325\221\036\021\177

\373\137\241\334\035\141\370\155\233\141\360\342\077\053\161\325

\015\313\336\337\145\077\240\157\225\233\172\313\333\065\067\051
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\135\136\235\271\124\261\254\140\022\345\143\331\315\257\122\033

\005\226\023\174\332\044\165\001\255\324\236\245\313\301\022\105

\117\127\257\043\277\051\274\352\216\255\170\370\207\043\350\110

\313\100\250\276\135\063\326\354\306\006\103\302\147\052\350\343

\205\056\140\236\104\057\053\117\061\261\007\235\225\041\325\052

\222\257\200\221\323\307\051\275\315\361\025\014\237\001\356\370

\055\073\244\007\160\111\171\044\355\274\241\323\226\121\202\237

\302\310\274\336\043\232\307\120\053\232\266\170\122\252\316\225

\366\140\073\242\231\371\046\146\364\107\054\101\045\274\101\372

\326\213\177\275\137\202\174\323\105\205\264\114\330\354\263\027

\357\104\072\365\050\145\357\365\236\161\314\041\336\350\326\121

\034\020\373\100\374\111\345\134\204\027\257\252\031\136\242\355

\116\036\242\373\312\107\034\034\144\076\024\221\242\071\031\064

\210\177\221\313\073\235\031\160\352\050\373\374\120\017\314\275

\075\136\002\003\153\171\065\104\101\166\356\266\055\164\204\341

\202\161\323\045\260\323\303\231\104\253\077\342\014\245\356\275

\246\374\244\021\000\356\234\275\067\321\326\142\304\060\024\055

\020\012\227\212\210\365\045\074\226\276\106\100\032\212\300\205

\166\304\240\111\340\111\245\347\031\265\011\363\314\115\355\026

\136\232\324\323\310\151\320\330\212\067\205\153\116\344\252\007

\222\134\324\161\161\201\110\323\170\365\126\140\376\314\002\324

\000\223\037\114\222\100\227\276\162\123\171\056\046\122\276\246

\243\164\261\224\331\024\143\072\156\133\321\074\222\047\122\220

\062\132\222\322\017\116\133\013\006\072\142\345\326\047\014\001

\366\045\002\270\213\020\051\102\251\367\151\312\334\353\012\222

\113\050\061\206

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "E-ME SSI (RCA)"

# Issuer: CN=E-ME SSI (RCA),OU=Sertifikacijas pakalpojumu dala,C=LV

# Serial Number:2e:ef:db:fb:d8:89:3d:8f:49:1c:93:72:fe:45:df:ed

# Subject: CN=E-ME SSI (RCA),OU=Sertifikacijas pakalpojumu dala,C=LV

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 19 08:45:56 2009

# Not Valid After: Wed May 19 08:48:15 2027

# Fingerprint (MD5): cb:bd:c3:68:2d:b3:cb:18:59:d3:29:52:e8:c6:64:89

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c9:32:1d:e6:b5:a8:26:66:cf:69:71:a1:8a:56:f2:d3:a8:67:56:02

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "E-ME SSI (RCA)"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\311\062\035\346\265\250\046\146\317\151\161\241\212\126\362\323

\250\147\126\002
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\313\275\303\150\055\263\313\030\131\323\051\122\350\306\144\211

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\120\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\013\023\037\123\145\162\164\151\146

\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157

\152\165\155\165\040\144\141\154\141\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\003\023\016\105\055\115\105\040\123\123\111\040\050\122\103

\101\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\056\357\333\373\330\211\075\217\111\034\223\162\376\105

\337\355

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ACEDICOM Root"

# Issuer: C=ES,O=EDICOM,OU=PKI,CN=ACEDICOM Root

# Serial Number:61:8d:c7:86:3b:01:82:05

# Subject: C=ES,O=EDICOM,OU=PKI,CN=ACEDICOM Root

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 18 16:24:22 2008

# Not Valid After: Thu Apr 13 16:24:22 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): 42:81:a0:e2:1c:e3:55:10:de:55:89:42:65:96:22:e6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e0:b4:32:2e:b2:f6:a5:68:b6:54:53:84:48:18:4a:50:36:87:43:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACEDICOM Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\101\103\105

\104\111\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164\061\014\060\012\006\003

\125\004\013\014\003\120\113\111\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\101\103\105

\104\111\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164\061\014\060\012\006\003

\125\004\013\014\003\120\113\111\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004
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\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\141\215\307\206\073\001\202\005

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\265\060\202\003\235\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\141

\215\307\206\073\001\202\005\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\104\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\003\014\015\101\103\105\104\111\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164

\061\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\013\014\003\120\113\111\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117\115\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\060\036\027\015

\060\070\060\064\061\070\061\066\062\064\062\062\132\027\015\062

\070\060\064\061\063\061\066\062\064\062\062\132\060\104\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\101\103\105\104\111\103\117

\115\040\122\157\157\164\061\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\013\014

\003\120\113\111\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\014\006\105

\104\111\103\117\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\105\123\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\377\222\225\341\150\006\166\264\054\310\130\110\312

\375\200\124\051\125\143\044\377\220\145\233\020\165\173\303\152

\333\142\002\001\362\030\206\265\174\132\070\261\344\130\271\373

\323\330\055\237\275\062\067\277\054\025\155\276\265\364\041\322

\023\221\331\007\255\001\005\326\363\275\167\316\137\102\201\012

\371\152\343\203\000\250\053\056\125\023\143\201\312\107\034\173

\134\026\127\172\033\203\140\004\072\076\145\303\315\001\336\336

\244\326\014\272\216\336\331\004\356\027\126\042\233\217\143\375

\115\026\013\267\173\167\214\371\045\265\321\155\231\022\056\117

\032\270\346\352\004\222\256\075\021\271\121\102\075\207\260\061

\205\257\171\132\234\376\347\116\136\222\117\103\374\253\072\255

\245\022\046\146\271\342\014\327\230\316\324\130\245\225\100\012

\267\104\235\023\164\053\302\245\353\042\025\230\020\330\213\305

\004\237\035\217\140\345\006\033\233\317\271\171\240\075\242\043

\077\102\077\153\372\034\003\173\060\215\316\154\300\277\346\033

\137\277\147\270\204\031\325\025\357\173\313\220\066\061\142\311

\274\002\253\106\137\233\376\032\150\224\064\075\220\216\255\366

\344\035\011\177\112\210\070\077\276\147\375\064\226\365\035\274

\060\164\313\070\356\325\154\253\324\374\364\000\267\000\133\205

\062\026\166\063\351\330\243\231\235\005\000\252\026\346\363\201

\175\157\175\252\206\155\255\025\164\323\304\242\161\252\364\024

\175\347\062\270\037\274\325\361\116\275\157\027\002\071\327\016

\225\102\072\307\000\076\351\046\143\021\352\013\321\112\377\030

\235\262\327\173\057\072\331\226\373\350\036\222\256\023\125\310

\331\047\366\334\110\033\260\044\301\205\343\167\235\232\244\363

\014\021\035\015\310\264\024\356\265\202\127\011\277\040\130\177
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\057\042\043\330\160\313\171\154\311\113\362\251\052\310\374\207

\053\327\032\120\370\047\350\057\103\343\072\275\330\127\161\375

\316\246\122\133\371\335\115\355\345\366\157\211\355\273\223\234

\166\041\165\360\222\114\051\367\057\234\001\056\376\120\106\236

\144\014\024\263\007\133\305\302\163\154\361\007\134\105\044\024

\065\256\203\361\152\115\211\172\372\263\330\055\146\360\066\207

\365\053\123\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\252\060\201\247\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\246\263\341\053

\053\111\266\327\163\241\252\224\365\001\347\163\145\114\254\120

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\246\263\341\053\053

\111\266\327\163\241\252\224\365\001\347\163\145\114\254\120\060

\104\006\003\125\035\040\004\075\060\073\060\071\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\061\060\057\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001

\026\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\141\143\145\144\151\143\157

\155\056\145\144\151\143\157\155\147\162\157\165\160\056\143\157

\155\057\144\157\143\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\316\054\013\122\121\142\046

\175\014\047\203\217\305\366\332\240\150\173\117\222\136\352\244

\163\062\021\123\104\262\104\313\235\354\017\171\102\263\020\246

\307\015\235\313\266\372\077\072\174\352\277\210\123\033\074\367

\202\372\005\065\063\341\065\250\127\300\347\375\215\117\077\223

\062\117\170\146\003\167\007\130\351\225\310\176\076\320\171\000

\214\362\033\121\063\233\274\224\351\072\173\156\122\055\062\236

\043\244\105\373\266\056\023\260\213\030\261\335\316\325\035\247

\102\177\125\276\373\133\273\107\324\374\044\315\004\256\226\005

\025\326\254\316\060\363\312\013\305\272\342\042\340\246\255\042

\344\002\356\164\021\177\114\377\170\035\065\332\346\002\064\353

\030\022\141\167\006\011\026\143\352\030\255\242\207\037\362\307

\200\011\011\165\116\020\250\217\075\206\270\165\021\300\044\142

\212\226\173\112\105\351\354\131\305\276\153\203\346\341\350\254

\265\060\036\376\005\007\200\371\341\043\015\120\217\005\230\377

\054\137\350\073\266\255\317\201\265\041\207\312\010\052\043\047

\060\040\053\317\355\224\133\254\262\172\322\307\050\241\212\013

\233\115\112\054\155\205\077\011\162\074\147\342\331\334\007\272

\353\145\173\132\001\143\326\220\133\117\027\146\075\177\013\031

\243\223\143\020\122\052\237\024\026\130\342\334\245\364\241\026

\213\016\221\213\201\312\233\131\372\330\153\221\007\145\125\137

\122\037\257\072\373\220\335\151\245\133\234\155\016\054\266\372

\316\254\245\174\062\112\147\100\334\060\064\043\335\327\004\043

\146\360\374\125\200\247\373\146\031\202\065\147\142\160\071\136

\157\307\352\220\100\104\010\036\270\262\326\333\356\131\247\015

\030\171\064\274\124\030\136\123\312\064\121\355\105\012\346\216

\307\202\066\076\247\070\143\251\060\054\027\020\140\222\237\125

\207\022\131\020\302\017\147\151\021\314\116\036\176\112\232\255

\257\100\250\165\254\126\220\164\270\240\234\245\171\157\334\351

\032\310\151\005\351\272\372\003\263\174\344\340\116\302\316\235
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\350\266\106\015\156\176\127\072\147\224\302\313\037\234\167\112

\147\116\151\206\103\223\070\373\266\333\117\203\221\324\140\176

\113\076\053\070\007\125\230\136\244

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ACEDICOM Root"

# Issuer: C=ES,O=EDICOM,OU=PKI,CN=ACEDICOM Root

# Serial Number:61:8d:c7:86:3b:01:82:05

# Subject: C=ES,O=EDICOM,OU=PKI,CN=ACEDICOM Root

# Not Valid Before: Fri Apr 18 16:24:22 2008

# Not Valid After: Thu Apr 13 16:24:22 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): 42:81:a0:e2:1c:e3:55:10:de:55:89:42:65:96:22:e6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e0:b4:32:2e:b2:f6:a5:68:b6:54:53:84:48:18:4a:50:36:87:43:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACEDICOM Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\340\264\062\056\262\366\245\150\266\124\123\204\110\030\112\120

\066\207\103\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\102\201\240\342\034\343\125\020\336\125\211\102\145\226\042\346

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\101\103\105

\104\111\103\117\115\040\122\157\157\164\061\014\060\012\006\003

\125\004\013\014\003\120\113\111\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\012\014\006\105\104\111\103\117\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\105\123

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\141\215\307\206\073\001\202\005

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Autoridad Certificadora Raiz de la Secretaria de Economia"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=acrse@economia.gob.mx,O=Secretaria de Economia,OU=Direccion General de

Normatividad Mercantil,CN=Autoridad Certificadora Raiz de la Secretaria de Economia,STREET=Insurgentes Sur
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1940,2.5.4.17=01030,C=MX,ST=Distrito Federal,L=Alvaro Obregon

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=acrse@economia.gob.mx,O=Secretaria de Economia,OU=Direccion General de

Normatividad Mercantil,CN=Autoridad Certificadora Raiz de la Secretaria de Economia,STREET=Insurgentes Sur

1940,2.5.4.17=01030,C=MX,ST=Distrito Federal,L=Alvaro Obregon

# Not Valid Before: Sun May 08 00:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Thu May 08 00:00:00 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 07:61:92:04:7e:a6:b9:cd:5e:6b:00:7a:e3:bf:1d:04

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 34:d4:99:42:6f:9f:c2:bb:27:b0:75:ba:b6:82:aa:e5:ef:fc:ba:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad Certificadora Raiz de la Secretaria de Economia"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\061\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\007\023\016\101

\154\166\141\162\157\040\117\142\162\145\147\157\156\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151\163\164\162\151\164\157

\040\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\115\130\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\021\023\005

\060\061\060\063\060\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\011\023\024

\111\156\163\165\162\147\145\156\164\145\163\040\123\165\162\040

\061\071\064\060\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\023\071\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\144\145\040\154

\141\040\123\145\143\162\145\164\141\162\151\141\040\144\145\040

\105\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004

\013\023\053\104\151\162\145\143\143\151\157\156\040\107\145\156

\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\116\157\162\155\141\164\151\166

\151\144\141\144\040\115\145\162\143\141\156\164\151\154\061\037

\060\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\123\145\143\162\145\164\141

\162\151\141\040\144\145\040\105\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061

\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\025

\141\143\162\163\145\100\145\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\056\147

\157\142\056\155\170

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\061\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\007\023\016\101

\154\166\141\162\157\040\117\142\162\145\147\157\156\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151\163\164\162\151\164\157

\040\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\115\130\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\021\023\005

\060\061\060\063\060\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\011\023\024

\111\156\163\165\162\147\145\156\164\145\163\040\123\165\162\040

\061\071\064\060\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\023\071\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151
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\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\144\145\040\154

\141\040\123\145\143\162\145\164\141\162\151\141\040\144\145\040

\105\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004

\013\023\053\104\151\162\145\143\143\151\157\156\040\107\145\156

\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\116\157\162\155\141\164\151\166

\151\144\141\144\040\115\145\162\143\141\156\164\151\154\061\037

\060\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\123\145\143\162\145\164\141

\162\151\141\040\144\145\040\105\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061

\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\025

\141\143\162\163\145\100\145\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\056\147

\157\142\056\155\170

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\224\060\202\004\174\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\202\001\061\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\007\023\016\101\154

\166\141\162\157\040\117\142\162\145\147\157\156\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151\163\164\162\151\164\157\040

\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\115\130\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\021\023\005\060

\061\060\063\060\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\011\023\024\111

\156\163\165\162\147\145\156\164\145\163\040\123\165\162\040\061

\071\064\060\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\023\071\101\165

\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\144\145\040\154\141

\040\123\145\143\162\145\164\141\162\151\141\040\144\145\040\105

\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\013

\023\053\104\151\162\145\143\143\151\157\156\040\107\145\156\145

\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\116\157\162\155\141\164\151\166\151

\144\141\144\040\115\145\162\143\141\156\164\151\154\061\037\060

\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\123\145\143\162\145\164\141\162

\151\141\040\144\145\040\105\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061\044

\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\025\141

\143\162\163\145\100\145\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\056\147\157

\142\056\155\170\060\036\027\015\060\065\060\065\060\070\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\065\060\065\060\070\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\060\202\001\061\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004

\007\023\016\101\154\166\141\162\157\040\117\142\162\145\147\157

\156\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151\163\164

\162\151\164\157\040\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\130\061\016\060\014\006\003\125

\004\021\023\005\060\061\060\063\060\061\035\060\033\006\003\125

\004\011\023\024\111\156\163\165\162\147\145\156\164\145\163\040

\123\165\162\040\061\071\064\060\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\023\071\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162
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\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040

\144\145\040\154\141\040\123\145\143\162\145\164\141\162\151\141

\040\144\145\040\105\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061\064\060\062

\006\003\125\004\013\023\053\104\151\162\145\143\143\151\157\156

\040\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\116\157\162\155

\141\164\151\166\151\144\141\144\040\115\145\162\143\141\156\164

\151\154\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\123\145\143

\162\145\164\141\162\151\141\040\144\145\040\105\143\157\156\157

\155\151\141\061\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\011\001\026\025\141\143\162\163\145\100\145\143\157\156\157\155

\151\141\056\147\157\142\056\155\170\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\301\144\240\364\347\122

\160\262\352\223\023\364\065\072\037\352\072\034\305\033\213\130

\341\226\326\002\101\136\216\205\100\377\101\146\100\123\374\230

\265\321\062\062\227\147\100\200\235\356\040\077\016\124\373\102

\007\373\167\032\231\330\206\364\034\052\210\045\363\351\104\243

\116\376\007\276\261\310\357\074\215\207\340\036\312\111\020\073

\050\357\044\121\241\374\210\027\112\347\034\310\124\147\143\350

\152\061\346\103\154\366\100\021\206\304\126\356\275\311\035\246

\106\074\036\106\302\202\215\056\251\350\356\166\012\103\340\162

\115\214\364\305\006\372\054\001\000\063\140\316\070\160\064\153

\027\032\353\172\144\141\247\223\244\145\152\327\043\307\166\172

\224\121\013\354\236\250\317\073\242\120\062\034\102\275\143\341

\207\313\271\205\110\016\300\325\130\266\366\316\113\362\007\317

\343\004\325\037\302\326\243\156\243\273\266\267\156\304\361\242

\037\026\274\266\055\260\357\364\132\233\051\215\274\341\374\007

\133\036\011\063\202\170\314\100\155\161\263\143\023\057\323\114

\066\254\071\117\306\301\260\266\365\205\002\003\001\000\001\243

\201\262\060\201\257\060\063\006\003\125\035\037\004\054\060\052

\060\050\240\046\240\044\206\042\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\141

\143\056\145\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\056\147\157\142\056\155

\170\057\154\141\163\164\056\143\162\154\060\107\006\003\125\035

\040\004\100\060\076\060\074\006\010\140\203\144\145\012\202\074

\001\060\060\060\056\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026

\042\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\141\143\056\145\143\157\156\157

\155\151\141\056\147\157\142\056\155\170\057\143\160\163\056\150

\164\155\154\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\021\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004

\003\002\000\007\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\114\052\170\123\004\226\163\140

\253\065\254\300\304\343\347\310\160\245\051\057\207\030\345\250

\202\336\007\325\010\364\317\236\075\236\374\112\054\026\174\237

\242\235\145\020\314\301\033\233\152\147\332\262\263\035\377\315

\144\172\070\143\255\110\375\363\162\341\372\237\273\127\335\277

\314\302\124\330\225\074\146\327\153\006\272\257\251\340\155\010

\357\244\266\220\075\014\156\040\027\247\226\247\174\150\112\234
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\230\304\007\157\301\002\142\221\070\233\235\343\212\171\123\235

\237\044\166\045\366\255\050\126\006\252\357\007\254\272\366\154

\344\045\061\175\210\200\072\170\106\370\171\341\070\340\023\347

\141\051\107\363\313\024\000\323\332\342\335\355\163\337\113\362

\143\344\046\330\165\320\115\103\024\220\026\224\107\001\377\241

\131\113\344\166\233\131\003\336\326\027\366\173\327\134\370\351

\343\157\310\116\340\107\046\261\342\234\174\112\061\345\144\021

\340\260\137\332\221\066\110\037\372\011\212\145\150\365\016\302

\237\357\270\152\317\167\376\022\355\066\332\021\066\255\031\152

\302\324\216\122\327\150\357\061

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Autoridad Certificadora Raiz de la Secretaria de Economia"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=acrse@economia.gob.mx,O=Secretaria de Economia,OU=Direccion General de

Normatividad Mercantil,CN=Autoridad Certificadora Raiz de la Secretaria de Economia,STREET=Insurgentes Sur

1940,2.5.4.17=01030,C=MX,ST=Distrito Federal,L=Alvaro Obregon

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=acrse@economia.gob.mx,O=Secretaria de Economia,OU=Direccion General de

Normatividad Mercantil,CN=Autoridad Certificadora Raiz de la Secretaria de Economia,STREET=Insurgentes Sur

1940,2.5.4.17=01030,C=MX,ST=Distrito Federal,L=Alvaro Obregon

# Not Valid Before: Sun May 08 00:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Thu May 08 00:00:00 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 07:61:92:04:7e:a6:b9:cd:5e:6b:00:7a:e3:bf:1d:04

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 34:d4:99:42:6f:9f:c2:bb:27:b0:75:ba:b6:82:aa:e5:ef:fc:ba:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad Certificadora Raiz de la Secretaria de Economia"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\064\324\231\102\157\237\302\273\047\260\165\272\266\202\252\345

\357\374\272\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\007\141\222\004\176\246\271\315\136\153\000\172\343\277\035\004

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\061\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\007\023\016\101

\154\166\141\162\157\040\117\142\162\145\147\157\156\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\010\023\020\104\151\163\164\162\151\164\157

\040\106\145\144\145\162\141\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\115\130\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\021\023\005

\060\061\060\063\060\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\011\023\024

\111\156\163\165\162\147\145\156\164\145\163\040\123\165\162\040
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\061\071\064\060\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\023\071\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\144\145\040\154

\141\040\123\145\143\162\145\164\141\162\151\141\040\144\145\040

\105\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004

\013\023\053\104\151\162\145\143\143\151\157\156\040\107\145\156

\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\116\157\162\155\141\164\151\166

\151\144\141\144\040\115\145\162\143\141\156\164\151\154\061\037

\060\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\123\145\143\162\145\164\141

\162\151\141\040\144\145\040\105\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\061

\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\025

\141\143\162\163\145\100\145\143\157\156\157\155\151\141\056\147

\157\142\056\155\170

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Correo Uruguayo - Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Correo Uruguayo - Root CA,OU=SERVICIOS ELECTRONICOS,O=ADMINISTRACION

NACIONAL DE CORREOS,C=UY

# Serial Number:ca:22:79:08:23:2a:f0:f5:82:b8:85:d3:63:dd:f1

# Subject: CN=Correo Uruguayo - Root CA,OU=SERVICIOS ELECTRONICOS,O=ADMINISTRACION

NACIONAL DE CORREOS,C=UY

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jul 14 16:52:15 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 31 02:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 24:6d:ab:d2:f2:ea:4a:66:ae:5b:bc:ae:50:ad:6e:56

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f9:dd:19:26:6b:20:43:f1:fe:4b:3d:cb:01:90:af:f1:1f:31:a6:9d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Correo Uruguayo - Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\101\104\115\111\116\111

\123\124\122\101\103\111\117\116\040\116\101\103\111\117\116\101

\114\040\104\105\040\103\117\122\122\105\117\123\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123

\040\105\114\105\103\124\122\117\116\111\103\117\123\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\014\031\103\157\162\162\145\157\040\125

\162\165\147\165\141\171\157\040\055\040\122\157\157\164\040\103
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\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\101\104\115\111\116\111

\123\124\122\101\103\111\117\116\040\116\101\103\111\117\116\101

\114\040\104\105\040\103\117\122\122\105\117\123\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123

\040\105\114\105\103\124\122\117\116\111\103\117\123\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\014\031\103\157\162\162\145\157\040\125

\162\165\147\165\141\171\157\040\055\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\312\042\171\010\043\052\360\365\202\270\205\323\143

\335\361

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\032\060\202\004\002\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\000

\312\042\171\010\043\052\360\365\202\270\205\323\143\335\361\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\177

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\101\104\115\111\116\111\123\124

\122\101\103\111\117\116\040\116\101\103\111\117\116\101\114\040

\104\105\040\103\117\122\122\105\117\123\061\037\060\035\006\003

\125\004\013\014\026\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123\040\105

\114\105\103\124\122\117\116\111\103\117\123\061\042\060\040\006

\003\125\004\003\014\031\103\157\162\162\145\157\040\125\162\165

\147\165\141\171\157\040\055\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060

\036\027\015\060\070\060\067\061\064\061\066\065\062\061\065\132

\027\015\063\060\061\062\063\061\060\062\065\071\065\071\132\060

\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131\061\053

\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\101\104\115\111\116\111\123

\124\122\101\103\111\117\116\040\116\101\103\111\117\116\101\114

\040\104\105\040\103\117\122\122\105\117\123\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\013\014\026\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123\040

\105\114\105\103\124\122\117\116\111\103\117\123\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\003\014\031\103\157\162\162\145\157\040\125\162

\165\147\165\141\171\157\040\055\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\261\075\322\247\045\160\227\203\170\016\327\062\311\146\016

\170\043\344\052\033\354\303\357\123\205\203\273\312\317\176\352

\123\231\155\047\125\310\321\070\041\100\156\111\115\303\075\366

\011\053\006\031\103\251\230\311\001\116\364\252\200\060\007\125

\363\365\267\175\231\267\163\205\325\034\145\126\154\015\062\233

\010\016\064\141\052\100\011\204\067\303\146\355\015\114\234\014
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\170\100\072\354\355\253\314\244\204\362\165\061\225\100\250\252

\273\223\265\167\230\154\362\310\340\041\132\043\344\102\247\223

\310\250\035\070\316\244\032\100\100\277\074\223\220\233\137\326

\224\301\042\133\106\327\305\000\025\325\217\306\367\336\013\257

\156\213\005\217\133\200\225\016\243\275\223\314\220\362\175\343

\110\176\262\315\007\075\033\355\024\220\164\363\335\064\037\174

\344\003\131\361\055\315\340\243\240\073\041\056\134\256\254\010

\006\120\025\061\065\356\137\371\037\015\064\245\200\156\142\162

\117\343\041\272\070\100\135\137\333\150\052\134\064\306\010\073

\366\174\056\250\215\304\267\246\255\331\233\277\031\101\016\110

\071\011\146\156\015\064\001\305\273\007\021\043\244\332\376\140

\226\050\107\334\217\147\233\023\257\175\171\016\170\315\300\214

\057\273\041\054\374\164\026\036\336\300\062\235\372\170\072\206

\272\076\311\170\012\000\321\344\340\311\022\342\133\334\353\273

\200\232\062\065\253\360\060\303\016\110\204\057\215\010\012\366

\054\214\115\062\200\105\125\010\333\315\015\250\277\010\172\270

\347\150\135\232\224\211\225\274\374\232\216\270\177\072\330\154

\325\364\030\254\151\342\244\301\013\263\037\243\202\237\363\212

\074\205\100\070\011\372\302\005\076\341\234\211\372\303\005\154

\010\217\135\121\364\177\273\304\363\154\001\275\075\117\304\031

\213\071\331\312\314\351\171\210\004\125\253\155\270\332\026\105

\145\071\025\005\030\373\013\054\163\001\355\224\122\345\175\014

\001\073\011\240\115\361\075\010\201\146\064\066\027\104\360\147

\363\133\362\005\266\041\230\130\331\364\241\067\331\157\346\357

\126\304\373\277\126\142\002\254\060\060\266\002\326\322\026\374

\116\352\207\103\232\150\135\210\243\221\106\050\053\277\071\025

\025\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\221\060\201\216\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\175\273\151\353\210\141\341\100

\317\107\043\144\000\206\242\146\153\334\204\225\060\114\006\003

\125\035\040\004\105\060\103\060\101\006\004\125\035\040\000\060

\071\060\067\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\053\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\157\162\162\145\157

\056\143\157\155\056\165\171\057\143\157\162\162\145\157\143\145

\162\164\057\143\160\163\056\160\144\146\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\126\337

\023\211\276\142\267\016\201\041\163\244\324\067\312\355\267\057

\225\164\327\211\370\113\107\201\356\147\355\270\051\337\041\240

\374\124\147\147\310\127\054\133\241\012\165\170\041\041\312\240

\250\337\153\234\331\066\002\215\270\001\301\157\216\173\154\311

\244\262\305\106\251\312\114\002\201\372\243\173\235\075\110\346

\312\100\146\322\104\235\166\340\125\271\246\234\247\321\103\330

\365\240\264\235\370\367\345\246\246\102\363\002\062\131\106\162

\053\024\354\136\145\325\121\201\170\316\252\057\215\226\211\171

\152\373\017\310\133\317\264\256\220\266\137\343\174\142\154\267

\246\377\220\201\265\230\221\163\022\060\257\307\350\201\002\150

\163\051\273\130\165\075\267\326\103\325\256\115\362\102\271\360
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\337\332\061\000\023\332\341\263\266\006\213\133\375\311\230\270

\242\023\321\272\217\301\212\032\236\017\377\202\276\004\202\345

\053\223\076\036\265\242\014\033\306\032\260\163\211\166\203\274

\216\073\273\027\155\024\303\213\276\175\025\046\265\251\234\027

\172\120\172\055\353\351\231\224\256\230\020\275\356\052\135\135

\326\216\064\133\254\036\207\140\153\230\307\207\217\323\234\262

\150\005\111\007\371\251\061\146\234\376\277\247\131\350\054\360

\066\324\362\250\031\202\300\236\247\071\371\261\230\064\243\037

\372\315\311\031\055\170\336\267\375\142\360\223\243\376\000\133

\326\012\344\363\176\174\227\050\341\005\354\005\064\105\023\377

\051\023\141\212\047\117\333\270\322\222\041\047\265\210\167\147

\250\176\317\044\074\207\010\004\063\163\217\013\266\206\370\317

\357\262\246\044\036\013\221\221\000\120\026\062\022\330\011\045

\332\143\116\335\333\055\327\347\004\153\343\143\037\251\376\251

\001\143\304\312\114\024\150\203\274\005\254\131\026\373\156\241

\007\157\273\113\276\155\230\110\166\045\173\112\021\226\124\010

\254\251\363\067\253\203\303\321\315\201\230\300\345\100\065\270

\237\221\347\157\346\113\040\026\212\123\173\254\072\321\230\065

\124\320\324\277\256\176\232\113\036\351\165\243\045\260\073\347

\145\277\117\225\364\035\275\304\272\311\115\201\121\302\077\132

\331\022\364\041\033\326\225\352\075\220\376\251\223\342

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Correo Uruguayo - Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Correo Uruguayo - Root CA,OU=SERVICIOS ELECTRONICOS,O=ADMINISTRACION

NACIONAL DE CORREOS,C=UY

# Serial Number:ca:22:79:08:23:2a:f0:f5:82:b8:85:d3:63:dd:f1

# Subject: CN=Correo Uruguayo - Root CA,OU=SERVICIOS ELECTRONICOS,O=ADMINISTRACION

NACIONAL DE CORREOS,C=UY

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jul 14 16:52:15 2008

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 31 02:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 24:6d:ab:d2:f2:ea:4a:66:ae:5b:bc:ae:50:ad:6e:56

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f9:dd:19:26:6b:20:43:f1:fe:4b:3d:cb:01:90:af:f1:1f:31:a6:9d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Correo Uruguayo - Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\371\335\031\046\153\040\103\361\376\113\075\313\001\220\257\361

\037\061\246\235

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\044\155\253\322\362\352\112\146\256\133\274\256\120\255\156\126
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END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\131\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\014\042\101\104\115\111\116\111

\123\124\122\101\103\111\117\116\040\116\101\103\111\117\116\101

\114\040\104\105\040\103\117\122\122\105\117\123\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\013\014\026\123\105\122\126\111\103\111\117\123

\040\105\114\105\103\124\122\117\116\111\103\117\123\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\003\014\031\103\157\162\162\145\157\040\125

\162\165\147\165\141\171\157\040\055\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\312\042\171\010\043\052\360\365\202\270\205\323\143

\335\361

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CNNIC ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=CNNIC ROOT,O=CNNIC,C=CN

# Serial Number:49:33:00:01

# Subject: CN=CNNIC ROOT,O=CNNIC,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Mon Apr 16 07:09:14 2007

# Not Valid After: Fri Apr 16 07:09:14 2027

# Fingerprint (MD5): 21:bc:82:ab:49:c4:13:3b:4b:b2:2b:5c:6b:90:9c:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8b:af:4c:9b:1d:f0:2a:92:f7:da:12:8e:b9:1b:ac:f4:98:60:4b:6f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CNNIC ROOT"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\062\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\103\116\116\111\103\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\103\116\116\111\103\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\062\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\103\116\116\111\103\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\103\116\116\111\103\040

\122\117\117\124
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\111\063\000\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\125\060\202\002\075\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\111

\063\000\001\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\062\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\116\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\103\116\116\111

\103\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\103\116\116\111

\103\040\122\117\117\124\060\036\027\015\060\067\060\064\061\066

\060\067\060\071\061\064\132\027\015\062\067\060\064\061\066\060

\067\060\071\061\064\132\060\062\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\116\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005

\103\116\116\111\103\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012

\103\116\116\111\103\040\122\117\117\124\060\202\001\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\323\065\367\077\163

\167\255\350\133\163\027\302\321\157\355\125\274\156\352\350\244

\171\262\154\303\243\357\341\237\261\073\110\205\365\232\134\041

\042\020\054\305\202\316\332\343\232\156\067\341\207\054\334\271

\014\132\272\210\125\337\375\252\333\037\061\352\001\361\337\071

\001\301\023\375\110\122\041\304\125\337\332\330\263\124\166\272

\164\261\267\175\327\300\350\366\131\305\115\310\275\255\037\024

\332\337\130\104\045\062\031\052\307\176\176\216\256\070\260\060

\173\107\162\011\061\360\060\333\303\033\166\051\273\151\166\116

\127\371\033\144\242\223\126\267\157\231\156\333\012\004\234\021

\343\200\037\313\143\224\020\012\251\341\144\202\061\371\214\047

\355\246\231\000\366\160\223\030\370\241\064\206\243\335\172\302

\030\171\366\172\145\065\317\220\353\275\063\223\237\123\253\163

\073\346\233\064\040\057\035\357\251\035\143\032\240\200\333\003

\057\371\046\032\206\322\215\273\251\276\122\072\207\147\110\015

\277\264\240\330\046\276\043\137\163\067\177\046\346\222\004\243

\177\317\040\247\267\363\072\312\313\231\313\002\003\001\000\001

\243\163\060\161\060\021\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001

\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030

\060\026\200\024\145\362\061\255\052\367\367\335\122\226\012\307

\002\301\016\357\246\325\073\021\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125\035\017

\004\004\003\002\001\376\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\145\362\061\255\052\367\367\335\122\226\012\307\002\301\016

\357\246\325\073\021\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\113\065\356\314\344\256\277

\303\156\255\237\225\073\113\077\133\036\337\127\051\242\131\312

\070\342\271\032\377\236\346\156\062\335\036\256\352\065\267\365

\223\221\116\332\102\341\303\027\140\120\362\321\134\046\271\202

\267\352\155\344\234\204\347\003\171\027\257\230\075\224\333\307

\272\000\347\270\277\001\127\301\167\105\062\014\073\361\264\034
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\010\260\375\121\240\241\335\232\035\023\066\232\155\267\307\074

\271\341\305\331\027\372\203\325\075\025\240\074\273\036\013\342

\310\220\077\250\206\014\374\371\213\136\205\313\117\133\113\142

\021\107\305\105\174\005\057\101\261\236\020\151\033\231\226\340

\125\171\373\116\206\231\270\224\332\206\070\152\223\243\347\313

\156\345\337\352\041\125\211\234\175\175\177\230\365\000\211\356

\343\204\300\134\226\265\305\106\352\106\340\205\125\266\033\311

\022\326\301\315\315\200\363\002\001\074\310\151\313\105\110\143

\330\224\320\354\205\016\073\116\021\145\364\202\214\246\075\256

\056\042\224\011\310\134\352\074\201\135\026\052\003\227\026\125

\011\333\212\101\202\236\146\233\021

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CNNIC ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=CNNIC ROOT,O=CNNIC,C=CN

# Serial Number:49:33:00:01

# Subject: CN=CNNIC ROOT,O=CNNIC,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Mon Apr 16 07:09:14 2007

# Not Valid After: Fri Apr 16 07:09:14 2027

# Fingerprint (MD5): 21:bc:82:ab:49:c4:13:3b:4b:b2:2b:5c:6b:90:9c:19

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8b:af:4c:9b:1d:f0:2a:92:f7:da:12:8e:b9:1b:ac:f4:98:60:4b:6f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CNNIC ROOT"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\213\257\114\233\035\360\052\222\367\332\022\216\271\033\254\364

\230\140\113\157

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\041\274\202\253\111\304\023\073\113\262\053\134\153\220\234\031

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\062\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\103\116\116\111\103\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\103\116\116\111\103\040

\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\111\063\000\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Common Policy"

# Issuer: CN=Common Policy,OU=FBCA,O=U.S. Government,C=us

# Serial Number:29:36:47:aa:e3:8a:ac:86:4a:23:56:f2:ca:b7:61:af

# Subject: CN=Common Policy,OU=FBCA,O=U.S. Government,C=us

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 15 15:58:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Fri Oct 15 16:08:00 2027

# Fingerprint (MD5): f0:58:c5:03:82:67:17:ab:8f:da:03:10:27:8e:19:c2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cb:44:a0:97:85:7c:45:fa:18:7e:d9:52:08:6c:b9:84:1f:2d:51:b5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Common Policy"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\165\163\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107

\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\023\004\106\102\103\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\003\023\015\103\157\155\155\157\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\165\163\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107

\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\023\004\106\102\103\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\003\023\015\103\157\155\155\157\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\051\066\107\252\343\212\254\206\112\043\126\362\312\267

\141\257

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\241\060\202\002\211\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\051

\066\107\252\343\212\254\206\112\043\126\362\312\267\141\257\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\116

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\165\163\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107\157\166

\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013

\023\004\106\102\103\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\103\157\155\155\157\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\060\036

\027\015\060\067\061\060\061\065\061\065\065\070\060\060\132\027

\015\062\067\061\060\061\065\061\066\060\070\060\060\132\060\116
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\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\165\163\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107\157\166

\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013

\023\004\106\102\103\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\103\157\155\155\157\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\227

\215\275\063\047\344\255\133\373\170\275\057\107\107\156\307\170

\351\223\234\244\336\311\034\375\057\033\071\070\254\107\027\300

\176\167\051\000\073\003\037\150\017\315\115\245\356\167\270\054

\142\153\061\366\372\162\011\175\060\051\006\174\347\174\243\075

\204\030\212\035\256\054\222\250\037\350\136\117\215\216\353\077

\032\370\234\012\147\235\260\147\115\360\056\320\060\336\303\224

\260\240\317\056\012\064\177\124\011\323\066\275\244\111\127\122

\163\351\235\376\344\110\171\106\033\133\215\062\344\245\110\144

\363\042\015\222\235\010\025\277\140\074\203\367\107\042\045\042

\255\051\161\267\167\357\027\311\242\266\224\136\310\060\220\244

\024\110\134\126\127\013\101\114\005\324\052\114\077\256\022\233

\131\021\165\160\007\042\151\055\054\323\061\314\222\176\314\315

\244\176\224\107\252\234\011\010\366\113\257\122\350\152\100\221

\305\125\275\100\261\310\155\127\206\225\027\346\037\163\276\107

\056\076\213\114\027\271\271\045\034\245\122\027\066\010\131\300

\102\276\012\053\264\126\121\074\033\125\311\214\220\167\353\002

\003\001\000\001\243\173\060\171\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\057\130\227\330\251\005\230\245\126\037\373\331

\253\165\357\002\074\066\064\307\060\022\006\011\053\006\001\004

\001\202\067\025\001\004\005\002\003\001\000\001\060\043\006\011

\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\002\004\026\004\024\166\267\140

\226\335\024\126\051\254\165\205\323\160\143\301\274\107\206\034

\213\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\140\256\363\110\026\100\162\246\010\210\311

\274\107\054\044\113\135\240\221\163\355\145\170\220\360\147\220

\172\245\277\012\255\266\052\371\231\147\337\203\305\167\037\064

\011\070\371\176\236\101\340\110\140\376\342\252\135\207\210\352

\210\375\134\105\262\311\152\332\175\244\255\261\117\277\034\015

\237\036\232\300\325\024\163\070\053\212\170\100\156\060\367\142

\341\315\231\374\121\151\147\154\021\335\270\020\243\150\336\046

\245\126\375\066\154\067\230\154\373\356\174\074\154\153\160\077

\367\110\067\011\217\013\102\201\255\106\106\270\013\203\006\364

\033\070\240\177\117\315\013\357\203\211\207\227\034\212\060\147

\334\375\124\241\003\176\001\313\205\114\261\013\051\303\276\354

\174\341\077\017\011\122\074\057\247\232\110\376\067\351\021\006

\130\341\066\101\212\304\266\277\216\335\316\112\263\274\032\300

\315\372\032\231\322\161\233\372\317\274\362\304\124\243\210\065

\166\314\033\054\106\157\014\264\321\303\141\166\222\164\021\352

\113\200\215\034\211\021\213\354\133\377\027\311\110\374\347\340
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\006\021\342\204\136

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Common Policy"

# Issuer: CN=Common Policy,OU=FBCA,O=U.S. Government,C=us

# Serial Number:29:36:47:aa:e3:8a:ac:86:4a:23:56:f2:ca:b7:61:af

# Subject: CN=Common Policy,OU=FBCA,O=U.S. Government,C=us

# Not Valid Before: Mon Oct 15 15:58:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Fri Oct 15 16:08:00 2027

# Fingerprint (MD5): f0:58:c5:03:82:67:17:ab:8f:da:03:10:27:8e:19:c2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cb:44:a0:97:85:7c:45:fa:18:7e:d9:52:08:6c:b9:84:1f:2d:51:b5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Common Policy"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\313\104\240\227\205\174\105\372\030\176\331\122\010\154\271\204

\037\055\121\265

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\360\130\305\003\202\147\027\253\217\332\003\020\047\216\031\302

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\116\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\165\163\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\125\056\123\056\040\107

\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\023\004\106\102\103\101\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\003\023\015\103\157\155\155\157\156\040\120\157\154\151\143\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\051\066\107\252\343\212\254\206\112\043\126\362\312\267

\141\257

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority,O=Macao Post,C=MO

# Serial Number:43:11:5a:96:1f:65:5a:d6:f0:33:12:fd:ed:d0:b9:75

# Subject: CN=Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority,O=Macao Post,C=MO
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# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 30 00:00:00 2003

# Not Valid After: Tue Jan 29 23:59:59 2013

# Fingerprint (MD5): 6d:38:c4:9b:22:24:4c:a3:a8:b3:a0:93:45:e1:57:fa

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:c3:2e:6b:52:4e:4d:65:38:8b:9e:ce:dc:63:71:34:ed:41:93:a3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040

\120\157\163\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\115

\141\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040

\120\157\163\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\115

\141\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\103\021\132\226\037\145\132\326\360\063\022\375\355\320

\271\165

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\145\060\202\002\115\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\103

\021\132\226\037\145\132\326\360\063\022\375\355\320\271\165\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\004\005\000\060\137

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040\120\157

\163\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\115\141\143

\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124\162\165

\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\036\027\015\060\063\060\061\063\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\061\063\060\061\062\071\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060

\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040\120

\157\163\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\115\141
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\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124\162

\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\242\034\266\270\270\261\315\124\111\203\256\072\307\255\204

\320\135\377\225\253\365\377\001\033\136\357\040\076\275\200\040

\111\054\150\262\203\061\354\225\055\156\111\262\173\277\144\237

\127\055\325\042\153\356\127\227\164\207\352\373\120\315\162\347

\044\055\160\124\274\244\342\052\205\265\002\371\247\140\266\162

\131\353\121\254\106\112\374\247\165\373\004\324\000\377\332\014

\316\313\223\017\062\171\166\326\046\340\315\162\015\113\352\046

\217\113\174\326\343\142\150\210\046\320\115\267\232\047\233\300

\233\266\022\301\233\354\004\321\065\332\047\276\060\342\175\003

\316\106\070\010\157\341\367\236\054\016\272\012\061\327\302\152

\104\206\147\321\350\111\223\024\300\314\136\221\247\373\126\272

\201\000\070\154\322\231\301\277\134\350\244\355\112\234\352\342

\122\275\343\371\213\370\104\346\304\100\101\315\357\000\114\271

\302\251\374\001\364\356\376\260\221\017\200\161\266\345\221\150

\242\345\147\327\350\345\350\243\316\164\254\136\027\255\073\021

\104\027\136\145\166\262\042\115\270\013\073\351\077\211\151\365

\263\002\003\001\000\001\243\035\060\033\060\014\006\003\125\035

\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\004\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\240\224\121\001\330\314\373

\027\176\334\235\176\301\210\262\134\027\317\260\306\044\311\064

\260\006\145\231\023\124\105\207\027\175\301\310\056\141\064\356

\306\155\303\115\152\251\036\253\075\043\024\342\005\010\230\125

\002\016\274\151\213\327\317\117\137\045\320\147\271\126\076\113

\353\103\202\015\327\050\053\313\357\021\232\360\332\144\151\160

\342\230\052\000\206\157\230\352\113\016\232\234\215\274\252\117

\270\375\157\373\123\044\163\257\324\231\274\365\156\314\226\076

\326\135\327\064\065\151\171\261\321\312\165\311\300\204\275\056

\161\245\032\201\221\374\033\211\302\062\107\062\174\150\301\273

\124\342\041\200\154\366\356\154\306\007\226\136\075\300\271\152

\063\304\005\160\251\154\236\325\154\336\306\365\223\147\157\225

\011\300\150\345\370\343\341\062\344\243\015\151\241\015\252\100

\300\343\204\241\313\375\061\056\320\006\224\066\350\240\041\377

\164\335\021\067\111\046\121\105\117\221\022\040\126\362\277\001

\374\331\361\027\156\232\370\134\031\234\064\042\304\046\321\205

\010\204\322\010\003\110\312\030\006

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority"
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# Issuer: CN=Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority,O=Macao Post,C=MO

# Serial Number:43:11:5a:96:1f:65:5a:d6:f0:33:12:fd:ed:d0:b9:75

# Subject: CN=Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority,O=Macao Post,C=MO

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 30 00:00:00 2003

# Not Valid After: Tue Jan 29 23:59:59 2013

# Fingerprint (MD5): 6d:38:c4:9b:22:24:4c:a3:a8:b3:a0:93:45:e1:57:fa

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 89:c3:2e:6b:52:4e:4d:65:38:8b:9e:ce:dc:63:71:34:ed:41:93:a3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Macao Post eSignTrust Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\211\303\056\153\122\116\115\145\070\213\236\316\334\143\161\064

\355\101\223\243

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\155\070\304\233\042\044\114\243\250\263\240\223\105\341\127\372

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\115\117\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\115\141\143\141\157\040

\120\157\163\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\023\062\115

\141\143\141\157\040\120\157\163\164\040\145\123\151\147\156\124

\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\103\021\132\226\037\145\132\326\360\063\022\375\355\320

\271\165

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number:98:96:8c

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 26 11:18:17 2008

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 25 11:03:10 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7c:a5:0f:f8:5b:9a:7d:6d:30:ae:54:5a:e3:42:a2:8a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:af:82:79:91:86:c7:b4:75:07:cb:cf:03:57:46:eb:04:dd:b7:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\226\214

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\312\060\202\003\262\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\000

\230\226\214\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116

\114\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\036

\027\015\060\070\060\063\062\066\061\061\061\070\061\067\132\027

\015\062\060\060\063\062\065\061\061\060\063\061\060\132\060\132

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145

\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145

\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\305\131\347\157\165

\252\076\113\234\265\270\254\236\013\344\371\331\312\253\135\217

\265\071\020\202\327\257\121\340\073\341\000\110\152\317\332\341

\006\103\021\231\252\024\045\022\255\042\350\000\155\103\304\251

\270\345\037\211\113\147\275\141\110\357\375\322\340\140\210\345

\271\030\140\050\303\167\053\255\260\067\252\067\336\144\131\052
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\106\127\344\113\271\370\067\174\325\066\347\200\301\266\363\324

\147\233\226\350\316\327\306\012\123\320\153\111\226\363\243\013

\005\167\110\367\045\345\160\254\060\024\040\045\343\177\165\132

\345\110\370\116\173\003\007\004\372\202\141\207\156\360\073\304

\244\307\320\365\164\076\245\135\032\010\362\233\045\322\366\254

\004\046\076\125\072\142\050\245\173\262\060\257\370\067\302\321

\272\326\070\375\364\357\111\060\067\231\046\041\110\205\001\251

\345\026\347\334\220\125\337\017\350\070\315\231\067\041\117\135

\365\042\157\152\305\022\026\140\027\125\362\145\146\246\247\060

\221\070\301\070\035\206\004\204\272\032\045\170\136\235\257\314

\120\140\326\023\207\122\355\143\037\155\145\175\302\025\030\164

\312\341\176\144\051\214\162\330\026\023\175\013\111\112\361\050

\033\040\164\153\305\075\335\260\252\110\011\075\056\202\224\315

\032\145\331\053\210\232\231\274\030\176\237\356\175\146\174\076

\275\224\270\201\316\315\230\060\170\301\157\147\320\276\137\340

\150\355\336\342\261\311\054\131\170\222\252\337\053\140\143\362

\345\136\271\343\312\372\177\120\206\076\242\064\030\014\011\150

\050\021\034\344\341\271\134\076\107\272\062\077\030\314\133\204

\365\363\153\164\304\162\164\341\343\213\240\112\275\215\146\057

\352\255\065\332\040\323\210\202\141\360\022\042\266\274\320\325

\244\354\257\124\210\045\044\074\247\155\261\162\051\077\076\127

\246\177\125\257\156\046\306\376\347\314\100\134\121\104\201\012

\170\336\112\316\125\277\035\325\331\267\126\357\360\166\377\013

\171\265\257\275\373\251\151\221\106\227\150\200\024\066\035\263

\177\273\051\230\066\245\040\372\202\140\142\063\244\354\326\272

\007\247\156\305\317\024\246\347\326\222\064\330\201\365\374\035

\135\252\134\036\366\243\115\073\270\367\071\002\003\001\000\001

\243\201\227\060\201\224\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\122\006\003\125\035\040\004\113

\060\111\060\107\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\077\060\075\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\061\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\160\153\151\157\166\145\162\150\145\151\144

\056\156\154\057\160\157\154\151\143\151\145\163\057\162\157\157

\164\055\160\157\154\151\143\171\055\107\062\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\221\150\062\207\025\035\211\342\265\361

\254\066\050\064\215\013\174\142\210\353\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\250\101

\112\147\052\222\201\202\120\156\341\327\330\263\071\073\363\002

\025\011\120\121\357\055\275\044\173\210\206\073\371\264\274\222

\011\226\271\366\300\253\043\140\006\171\214\021\116\121\322\171

\200\063\373\235\110\276\354\101\103\201\037\176\107\100\034\345

\172\010\312\252\213\165\255\024\304\302\350\146\074\202\007\247

\346\047\202\133\030\346\017\156\331\120\076\212\102\030\051\306

\264\126\374\126\020\240\005\027\275\014\043\177\364\223\355\234

\032\121\276\335\105\101\277\221\044\264\037\214\351\137\317\173

\041\231\237\225\237\071\072\106\034\154\371\315\173\234\220\315

\050\251\307\251\125\273\254\142\064\142\065\023\113\024\072\125
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\203\271\206\215\222\246\306\364\007\045\124\314\026\127\022\112

\202\170\310\024\331\027\202\046\055\135\040\037\171\256\376\324

\160\026\026\225\203\330\065\071\377\122\135\165\034\026\305\023

\125\317\107\314\165\145\122\112\336\360\260\247\344\012\226\013

\373\255\302\342\045\204\262\335\344\275\176\131\154\233\360\360

\330\347\312\362\351\227\070\176\211\276\314\373\071\027\141\077

\162\333\072\221\330\145\001\031\035\255\120\244\127\012\174\113

\274\234\161\163\052\105\121\031\205\314\216\375\107\247\164\225

\035\250\321\257\116\027\261\151\046\302\252\170\127\133\305\115

\247\345\236\005\027\224\312\262\137\240\111\030\215\064\351\046

\154\110\036\252\150\222\005\341\202\163\132\233\334\007\133\010

\155\175\235\327\215\041\331\374\024\040\252\302\105\337\077\347

\000\262\121\344\302\370\005\271\171\032\214\064\363\236\133\344

\067\133\153\112\337\054\127\212\100\132\066\272\335\165\104\010

\067\102\160\014\376\334\136\041\240\243\212\300\220\234\150\332

\120\346\105\020\107\170\266\116\322\145\311\303\067\337\341\102

\143\260\127\067\105\055\173\212\234\277\005\352\145\125\063\367

\071\020\305\050\052\041\172\033\212\304\044\371\077\025\310\232

\025\040\365\125\142\226\355\155\223\120\274\344\252\170\255\331

\313\012\145\207\246\146\301\304\201\243\167\072\130\036\013\356

\203\213\235\036\322\122\244\314\035\157\260\230\155\224\061\265

\370\161\012\334\271\374\175\062\140\346\353\257\212\001

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number:98:96:8c

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 26 11:18:17 2008

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 25 11:03:10 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7c:a5:0f:f8:5b:9a:7d:6d:30:ae:54:5a:e3:42:a2:8a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 59:af:82:79:91:86:c7:b4:75:07:cb:cf:03:57:46:eb:04:dd:b7:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\131\257\202\171\221\206\307\264\165\007\313\317\003\127\106\353

\004\335\267\026

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\174\245\017\370\133\232\175\155\060\256\124\132\343\102\242\212

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\014\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\014\042\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\226\214

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "NetLock Platina (Class Platinum) Ftanúsítvány"

# Issuer: CN=NetLock Platina (Class Platinum) Ftanúsítvány,OU=Tanúsítványkiadók (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:49:41:2d:ec:00:10

# Subject: CN=NetLock Platina (Class Platinum) Ftanúsítvány,OU=Tanúsítványkiadók (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 11 15:12:44 2008

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 06 15:12:44 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): d5:97:88:da:64:16:e7:1d:66:4a:a6:ea:37:fc:7a:dc

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ec:93:de:08:3c:93:d9:33:a9:86:b3:d5:cd:e2:5a:cb:2f:ee:cf:8e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Platina (Class Platinum) Ftanúsítvány"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\255\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\014\062\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\141\040\050\103

\154\141\163\163\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\165\155\051\040\106

\305\221\164\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\255\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\014\062\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\141\040\050\103

\154\141\163\163\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\165\155\051\040\106

\305\221\164\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\111\101\055\354\000\020

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\041\060\202\004\011\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\111

\101\055\354\000\020\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\060\201\255\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102

\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012

\014\014\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067

\060\065\006\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303

\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\051\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003

\014\062\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\120\154\141\164\151\156

\141\040\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\165

\155\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166

\303\241\156\171\060\036\027\015\060\070\061\062\061\061\061\065

\061\062\064\064\132\027\015\062\070\061\062\060\066\061\065\061

\062\064\064\132\060\201\255\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102

\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012

\014\014\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067

\060\065\006\003\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303

\255\164\166\303\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\051\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003

\014\062\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\120\154\141\164\151\156

\141\040\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\165

\155\051\040\106\305\221\164\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166

\303\241\156\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\315\362\356\304\032\172\353\164\051\114\266

\275\344\326\012\027\154\145\342\146\075\304\321\274\014\266\132

\326\053\160\137\055\314\041\321\131\020\344\261\023\275\366\314

\042\225\326\154\106\116\221\062\263\353\365\254\313\004\001\117
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\166\335\123\076\170\237\371\136\274\265\202\023\106\312\020\343

\035\055\151\053\224\062\020\163\041\253\251\070\305\343\156\023

\144\325\143\251\355\011\146\354\212\157\211\215\021\206\320\365

\277\062\226\013\165\160\365\050\130\102\136\254\151\264\365\374

\221\071\056\242\221\100\321\074\124\101\207\043\144\120\110\171

\150\113\150\223\113\162\353\200\151\263\112\034\220\276\262\101

\243\245\315\027\300\321\032\151\177\002\030\112\265\142\207\046

\127\055\154\250\054\041\071\365\227\136\233\232\246\370\347\114

\171\304\173\073\126\334\172\370\264\130\316\166\012\256\042\125

\353\217\307\204\144\173\275\153\312\225\117\330\276\061\023\277

\215\241\012\053\325\171\267\365\166\255\332\121\134\201\107\142

\250\252\377\317\123\340\064\161\317\015\045\123\251\236\143\107

\257\205\221\370\317\031\021\345\116\371\317\355\343\065\005\001

\042\003\317\232\174\352\035\121\132\313\375\163\075\071\013\061

\353\304\073\312\205\052\021\024\000\240\033\201\242\011\210\110

\363\174\242\144\241\354\147\264\130\207\360\024\352\251\276\245

\042\101\115\354\275\244\016\350\075\207\367\057\252\316\065\206

\117\060\127\222\215\066\256\170\326\375\030\374\327\045\036\317

\172\374\031\375\240\077\162\027\066\010\101\077\227\066\225\014

\211\225\161\105\372\204\326\324\040\140\263\105\012\362\267\225

\075\013\345\244\303\270\022\362\221\154\351\155\140\203\366\105

\021\005\272\346\107\203\331\221\342\156\341\273\106\153\110\033

\274\306\373\317\176\336\054\273\220\204\356\266\047\071\347\215

\242\061\017\337\201\267\054\154\000\342\261\330\052\027\134\033

\036\107\211\113\027\121\024\100\100\117\304\071\030\062\302\200

\140\066\345\172\107\147\366\250\005\124\301\135\226\240\037\266

\210\122\014\002\276\215\125\176\024\113\303\242\001\356\234\212

\101\135\371\137\226\221\011\216\264\344\265\305\004\337\326\066

\255\131\264\262\327\002\003\000\363\221\243\105\060\103\060\022

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002

\001\004\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\346\241\023

\203\376\227\113\362\330\377\061\241\247\164\063\211\316\136\177

\244\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000

\003\202\002\001\000\151\204\102\300\343\136\023\141\227\040\111

\361\364\026\205\245\237\244\021\010\045\304\143\206\217\360\113

\257\263\051\365\007\127\032\142\307\033\105\156\257\135\026\267

\301\320\144\203\073\227\365\103\266\105\220\361\146\052\203\044

\052\377\210\351\172\013\371\302\133\172\257\143\367\011\170\206

\110\131\064\136\233\152\020\116\361\156\225\211\066\112\150\320

\157\233\340\176\117\267\065\017\343\171\261\005\257\047\174\252

\211\012\103\336\372\014\357\331\127\057\050\161\315\151\153\122

\102\311\212\060\105\131\241\314\372\131\112\217\367\326\335\104

\245\263\056\133\021\030\342\262\265\347\021\123\070\376\202\114

\323\163\276\145\222\032\072\250\322\322\252\274\324\276\155\066

\122\377\153\324\322\265\033\067\363\027\102\361\056\247\325\220

\154\164\235\164\365\372\137\042\033\323\334\165\250\265\377\362

\032\321\274\053\000\134\074\305\270\206\010\124\111\242\234\043
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\373\357\246\215\160\364\102\122\115\033\040\000\201\370\240\270

\364\164\043\234\276\364\271\016\354\036\152\330\145\112\025\165

\361\167\133\156\330\261\346\017\264\226\270\035\372\206\310\222

\156\213\351\175\337\242\016\325\361\361\174\256\112\343\146\277

\135\374\133\357\110\262\236\151\307\175\220\240\125\266\224\160

\201\271\012\275\211\165\123\354\204\251\003\245\337\121\231\010

\320\164\014\002\326\163\162\006\173\213\273\135\252\116\374\147

\147\330\216\020\003\031\055\067\072\324\167\251\072\034\235\300

\171\173\154\051\167\062\115\112\213\060\210\302\347\066\316\150

\243\232\230\206\371\211\025\236\277\252\121\175\361\120\106\124

\017\002\056\134\237\343\336\127\063\025\376\030\222\141\250\322

\051\005\135\145\104\036\233\343\357\373\334\005\337\025\253\246

\330\013\244\163\262\114\072\340\236\324\263\152\345\072\016\012

\360\116\317\170\201\037\276\251\230\157\261\107\121\175\102\063

\066\263\246\251\002\122\005\164\176\052\154\324\252\222\126\260

\076\073\043\130\261\215\065\247\023\217\147\036\161\025\246\263

\265\003\206\270\040\146\300\110\157\271\254\324\112\003\125\262

\067\337\004\335\042\014\123\206\052\112\052\241\301\070\076\074

\345\074\337\165\227

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "NetLock Platina (Class Platinum) Ftanúsítvány"

# Issuer: CN=NetLock Platina (Class Platinum) Ftanúsítvány,OU=Tanúsítványkiadók (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:49:41:2d:ec:00:10

# Subject: CN=NetLock Platina (Class Platinum) Ftanúsítvány,OU=Tanúsítványkiadók (Certification

Services),O=NetLock Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Dec 11 15:12:44 2008

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 06 15:12:44 2028

# Fingerprint (MD5): d5:97:88:da:64:16:e7:1d:66:4a:a6:ea:37:fc:7a:dc

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ec:93:de:08:3c:93:d9:33:a9:86:b3:d5:cd:e2:5a:cb:2f:ee:cf:8e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Platina (Class Platinum) Ftanúsítvány"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\354\223\336\010\074\223\331\063\251\206\263\325\315\342\132\313

\057\356\317\216

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\325\227\210\332\144\026\347\035\146\112\246\352\067\374\172\334

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\255\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\014\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\013\014\056\124\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303

\241\156\171\153\151\141\144\303\263\153\040\050\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\051\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\003\014\062\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\141\040\050\103

\154\141\163\163\040\120\154\141\164\151\156\165\155\051\040\106

\305\221\164\141\156\303\272\163\303\255\164\166\303\241\156\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\111\101\055\354\000\020

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "AC Raíz Certicámara S.A."

# Issuer: CN=AC Raíz Certicámara S.A.,O=Sociedad Cameral de Certificación Digital - Certicámara S.A.,C=CO

# Serial Number:07:7e:52:93:7b:e0:15:e3:57:f0:69:8c:cb:ec:0c

# Subject: CN=AC Raíz Certicámara S.A.,O=Sociedad Cameral de Certificación Digital - Certicámara S.A.,C=CO

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 27 20:46:29 2006

# Not Valid After: Tue Apr 02 21:42:02 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 93:2a:3e:f6:fd:23:69:0d:71:20:d4:2b:47:99:2b:a6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cb:a1:c5:f8:b0:e3:5e:b8:b9:45:12:d3:f9:34:a2:e9:06:10:d3:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC Raíz Certicámara S.A."

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\117\061

\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\012\014\076\123\157\143\151\145\144

\141\144\040\103\141\155\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\040\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\055\040\103\145\162\164\151\143\303\241\155

\141\162\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\003\014\032\101\103\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\103\145\162\164

\151\143\303\241\155\141\162\141\040\123\056\101\056

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\117\061
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\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\012\014\076\123\157\143\151\145\144

\141\144\040\103\141\155\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\040\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\055\040\103\145\162\164\151\143\303\241\155

\141\162\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\003\014\032\101\103\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\103\145\162\164

\151\143\303\241\155\141\162\141\040\123\056\101\056

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\007\176\122\223\173\340\025\343\127\360\151\214\313\354

\014

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\146\060\202\004\116\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\007

\176\122\223\173\340\025\343\127\360\151\214\313\354\014\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\173\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\117\061\107\060\105

\006\003\125\004\012\014\076\123\157\143\151\145\144\141\144\040

\103\141\155\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\040\104\151\147\151\164\141

\154\040\055\040\103\145\162\164\151\143\303\241\155\141\162\141

\040\123\056\101\056\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\014\032

\101\103\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\103\145\162\164\151\143\303

\241\155\141\162\141\040\123\056\101\056\060\036\027\015\060\066

\061\061\062\067\062\060\064\066\062\071\132\027\015\063\060\060

\064\060\062\062\061\064\062\060\062\132\060\173\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\117\061\107\060\105\006\003\125

\004\012\014\076\123\157\143\151\145\144\141\144\040\103\141\155

\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\143\151\303\263\156\040\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\040\055

\040\103\145\162\164\151\143\303\241\155\141\162\141\040\123\056

\101\056\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\014\032\101\103\040

\122\141\303\255\172\040\103\145\162\164\151\143\303\241\155\141

\162\141\040\123\056\101\056\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\253\153\211\243\123\314\110\043

\010\373\303\317\121\226\010\056\270\010\172\155\074\220\027\206

\251\351\355\056\023\064\107\262\320\160\334\311\074\320\215\312

\356\113\027\253\320\205\260\247\043\004\313\250\242\374\345\165

\333\100\312\142\211\217\120\236\001\075\046\133\030\204\034\313

\174\067\267\175\354\323\177\163\031\260\152\262\330\210\212\055

\105\164\250\367\263\270\300\324\332\315\042\211\164\115\132\025

\071\163\030\164\117\265\353\231\247\301\036\210\264\302\223\220

\143\227\363\247\247\022\262\011\042\007\063\331\221\315\016\234

\037\016\040\307\356\273\063\215\217\302\322\130\247\137\375\145

\067\342\210\302\330\217\206\165\136\371\055\247\207\063\362\170

\067\057\213\274\035\206\067\071\261\224\362\330\274\112\234\203

\030\132\006\374\363\324\324\272\214\025\011\045\360\371\266\215
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\004\176\027\022\063\153\127\110\114\117\333\046\036\353\314\220

\347\213\371\150\174\160\017\243\052\320\072\070\337\067\227\342

\133\336\200\141\323\200\330\221\203\102\132\114\004\211\150\021

\074\254\137\150\200\101\314\140\102\316\015\132\052\014\017\233

\060\300\246\360\206\333\253\111\327\227\155\110\213\371\003\300

\122\147\233\022\367\302\362\056\230\145\102\331\326\232\343\320

\031\061\014\255\207\325\127\002\172\060\350\206\046\373\217\043

\212\124\207\344\277\074\356\353\303\165\110\137\036\071\157\201

\142\154\305\055\304\027\124\031\267\067\215\234\067\221\310\366

\013\325\352\143\157\203\254\070\302\363\077\336\232\373\341\043

\141\360\310\046\313\066\310\241\363\060\217\244\243\242\241\335

\123\263\336\360\232\062\037\203\221\171\060\301\251\037\123\233

\123\242\025\123\077\335\235\263\020\073\110\175\211\017\374\355

\003\365\373\045\144\165\016\027\031\015\217\000\026\147\171\172

\100\374\055\131\007\331\220\372\232\255\075\334\200\212\346\134

\065\242\147\114\021\153\261\370\200\144\000\055\157\042\141\305

\254\113\046\345\132\020\202\233\244\203\173\064\367\236\211\221

\040\227\216\267\102\307\146\303\320\351\244\326\365\040\215\304

\303\225\254\104\012\235\133\163\074\046\075\057\112\276\247\311

\247\020\036\373\237\120\151\363\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\346

\060\201\343\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\321

\011\320\351\327\316\171\164\124\371\072\060\263\364\155\054\003

\003\033\150\060\201\240\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\230\060\201

\225\060\201\222\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\201\211\060\053\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\037\150\164\164\160\072

\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\145\162\164\151\143\141\155\141\162

\141\056\143\157\155\057\144\160\143\057\060\132\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\116\032\114\114\151\155\151\164\141

\143\151\157\156\145\163\040\144\145\040\147\141\162\141\156\164

\355\141\163\040\144\145\040\145\163\164\145\040\143\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\040\163\145\040\160\165\145\144\145

\156\040\145\156\143\157\156\164\162\141\162\040\145\156\040\154

\141\040\104\120\103\056\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\134\224\265\270\105\221

\115\216\141\037\003\050\017\123\174\346\244\131\251\263\212\172

\305\260\377\010\174\054\243\161\034\041\023\147\241\225\022\100

\065\203\203\217\164\333\063\134\360\111\166\012\201\122\335\111

\324\232\062\063\357\233\247\313\165\345\172\313\227\022\220\134

\272\173\305\233\337\273\071\043\310\377\230\316\012\115\042\001

\110\007\176\212\300\325\040\102\224\104\357\277\167\242\211\147

\110\033\100\003\005\241\211\354\317\142\343\075\045\166\146\277

\046\267\273\042\276\157\377\071\127\164\272\172\311\001\225\301

\225\121\350\253\054\370\261\206\040\351\077\313\065\133\322\027

\351\052\376\203\023\027\100\356\210\142\145\133\325\073\140\351

\173\074\270\311\325\177\066\002\045\252\150\302\061\025\267\060

\145\353\177\035\110\171\261\317\071\342\102\200\026\323\365\223
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\043\374\114\227\311\132\067\154\174\042\330\112\315\322\216\066

\203\071\221\220\020\310\361\311\065\176\077\270\323\201\306\040

\144\032\266\120\302\041\244\170\334\320\057\073\144\223\164\360

\226\220\361\357\373\011\132\064\100\226\360\066\022\301\243\164

\214\223\176\101\336\167\213\354\206\331\322\017\077\055\321\314

\100\242\211\146\110\036\040\263\234\043\131\163\251\104\163\274

\044\171\220\126\067\263\306\051\176\243\017\361\051\071\357\176

\134\050\062\160\065\254\332\270\310\165\146\374\233\114\071\107

\216\033\157\233\115\002\124\042\063\357\141\272\236\051\204\357

\116\113\063\107\166\227\152\313\176\137\375\025\246\236\102\103

\133\146\132\212\210\015\367\026\271\077\121\145\053\146\152\213

\321\070\122\242\326\106\021\372\374\232\034\164\236\217\227\013

\002\117\144\306\365\150\323\113\055\377\244\067\036\213\077\277

\104\276\141\106\241\204\075\010\047\114\201\040\167\211\010\352

\147\100\136\154\010\121\137\064\132\214\226\150\315\327\367\211

\302\034\323\062\000\257\122\313\323\140\133\052\072\107\176\153

\060\063\241\142\051\177\112\271\341\055\347\024\043\016\016\030

\107\341\171\374\025\125\320\261\374\045\161\143\165\063\034\043

\053\257\134\331\355\107\167\140\016\073\017\036\322\300\334\144

\005\211\374\170\326\134\054\046\103\251

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "AC Raíz Certicámara S.A."

# Issuer: CN=AC Raíz Certicámara S.A.,O=Sociedad Cameral de Certificación Digital - Certicámara S.A.,C=CO

# Serial Number:07:7e:52:93:7b:e0:15:e3:57:f0:69:8c:cb:ec:0c

# Subject: CN=AC Raíz Certicámara S.A.,O=Sociedad Cameral de Certificación Digital - Certicámara S.A.,C=CO

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 27 20:46:29 2006

# Not Valid After: Tue Apr 02 21:42:02 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 93:2a:3e:f6:fd:23:69:0d:71:20:d4:2b:47:99:2b:a6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cb:a1:c5:f8:b0:e3:5e:b8:b9:45:12:d3:f9:34:a2:e9:06:10:d3:36

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC Raíz Certicámara S.A."

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\313\241\305\370\260\343\136\270\271\105\022\323\371\064\242\351

\006\020\323\066

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\052\076\366\375\043\151\015\161\040\324\053\107\231\053\246

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\173\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\117\061
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\107\060\105\006\003\125\004\012\014\076\123\157\143\151\145\144

\141\144\040\103\141\155\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\303\263\156\040\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\055\040\103\145\162\164\151\143\303\241\155

\141\162\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\003\014\032\101\103\040\122\141\303\255\172\040\103\145\162\164

\151\143\303\241\155\141\162\141\040\123\056\101\056

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\007\176\122\223\173\340\025\343\127\360\151\214\313\354

\014

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Cisco Root CA 2048"

# Issuer: CN=Cisco Root CA 2048,O=Cisco Systems

# Serial Number:5f:f8:7b:28:2b:54:dc:8d:42:a3:15:b5:68:c9:ad:ff

# Subject: CN=Cisco Root CA 2048,O=Cisco Systems

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 14 20:17:12 2004

# Not Valid After: Mon May 14 20:25:42 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): be:39:5a:be:07:8a:b1:12:17:25:cc:1d:46:34:3c:b2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): de:99:0c:ed:99:e0:43:1f:60:ed:c3:93:7e:7c:d5:bf:0e:d9:e5:fa

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Cisco Root CA 2048"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\065\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\103\151\163

\143\157\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\103\151\163\143\157\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\064\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\065\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\103\151\163

\143\157\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\103\151\163\143\157\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\064\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\137\370\173\050\053\124\334\215\102\243\025\265\150\311

\255\377
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\103\060\202\002\053\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\137

\370\173\050\053\124\334\215\102\243\025\265\150\311\255\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\065

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\103\151\163\143\157

\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004

\003\023\022\103\151\163\143\157\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\062\060\064\070\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\065\061\064\062

\060\061\067\061\062\132\027\015\062\071\060\065\061\064\062\060

\062\065\064\062\132\060\065\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\103\151\163\143\157\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\103\151\163\143\157\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\064\070\060\202\001\040

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001\001\000\260\232\271

\253\247\257\012\167\247\342\161\266\264\146\142\224\170\210\107

\306\142\125\204\100\062\277\300\253\056\245\034\161\326\274\156

\173\250\252\272\156\322\025\210\110\105\235\242\374\203\320\314

\271\214\340\046\150\160\112\170\337\041\027\236\364\141\005\311

\025\310\317\026\332\065\141\211\224\103\250\204\250\061\230\170

\233\271\116\157\054\123\022\154\315\035\255\053\044\273\061\304

\053\377\203\104\157\266\075\044\167\011\352\277\052\250\037\152

\126\366\040\017\021\124\227\201\165\247\045\316\131\152\202\145

\357\267\352\347\342\215\165\213\156\362\335\117\246\136\142\234

\317\020\012\144\320\116\155\316\053\314\133\365\140\245\047\107

\215\151\364\177\316\033\160\336\160\033\040\326\156\315\246\001

\250\074\022\322\251\077\240\153\136\273\216\040\213\172\221\343

\265\150\356\240\347\304\001\164\250\123\013\053\112\232\017\145

\022\016\202\115\216\143\375\357\353\233\032\333\123\246\023\140

\257\302\175\327\307\154\027\045\324\163\373\107\144\120\201\200

\224\114\341\277\256\113\034\337\222\355\056\005\337\002\001\003

\243\121\060\117\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\047\363\310

\025\036\156\232\002\011\026\255\053\240\211\140\137\332\173\057

\252\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003

\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\235\235\204\204\243\101\251\174\167

\014\267\123\312\116\104\120\142\357\124\174\323\165\027\034\350

\340\306\110\113\266\376\114\072\031\201\126\260\126\356\031\226

\142\252\132\243\144\301\366\116\124\063\306\167\376\305\034\272

\345\135\045\312\365\360\223\232\203\021\056\346\313\370\164\105

\376\347\005\270\253\347\337\313\113\341\067\204\332\271\213\227

\160\036\360\342\213\327\260\330\016\235\261\151\326\052\221\173

\251\111\117\176\346\216\225\330\203\047\074\325\150\111\016\324

\235\366\056\353\247\276\353\060\244\254\037\104\374\225\253\063

\006\373\175\140\012\336\264\212\143\260\234\251\362\244\271\123
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\001\207\320\150\244\047\177\253\377\351\372\311\100\070\210\147

\264\071\306\204\157\127\311\123\333\272\216\356\300\103\262\370

\011\203\156\377\146\317\076\357\027\263\130\030\045\011\064\136

\343\313\326\024\266\354\362\222\157\164\344\057\201\052\325\222

\221\340\340\227\074\062\150\005\205\113\321\367\127\342\122\035

\223\032\124\237\005\160\300\112\161\140\036\103\013\140\036\376

\243\316\201\031\341\013\065

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Cisco Root CA 2048"

# Issuer: CN=Cisco Root CA 2048,O=Cisco Systems

# Serial Number:5f:f8:7b:28:2b:54:dc:8d:42:a3:15:b5:68:c9:ad:ff

# Subject: CN=Cisco Root CA 2048,O=Cisco Systems

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 14 20:17:12 2004

# Not Valid After: Mon May 14 20:25:42 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): be:39:5a:be:07:8a:b1:12:17:25:cc:1d:46:34:3c:b2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): de:99:0c:ed:99:e0:43:1f:60:ed:c3:93:7e:7c:d5:bf:0e:d9:e5:fa

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Cisco Root CA 2048"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\231\014\355\231\340\103\037\140\355\303\223\176\174\325\277

\016\331\345\372

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\276\071\132\276\007\212\261\022\027\045\314\035\106\064\074\262

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\065\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\103\151\163

\143\157\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\061\033\060\031\006\003

\125\004\003\023\022\103\151\163\143\157\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\064\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\137\370\173\050\053\124\334\215\102\243\025\265\150\311

\255\377

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CA Disig"

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=CA Disig,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 22 01:39:34 2006

# Not Valid After: Tue Mar 22 01:39:34 2016

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3f:45:96:39:e2:50:87:f7:bb:fe:98:0c:3c:20:98:e6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2a:c8:d5:8b:57:ce:bf:2f:49:af:f2:fc:76:8f:51:14:62:90:7a:41

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\003\023\010\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\003\023\010\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\017\060\202\002\367\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154

\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151

\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004

\003\023\010\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\060\036\027\015\060

\066\060\063\062\062\060\061\063\071\063\064\132\027\015\061\066

\060\063\062\062\060\061\063\071\063\064\132\060\112\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061\023\060\021\006\003

\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163\154\141\166\141\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104\151\163\151\147\040

\141\056\163\056\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\023\010\103

\101\040\104\151\163\151\147\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052
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\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060

\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\222\366\061\301\175\210\375\231

\001\251\330\173\362\161\165\361\061\306\363\165\146\372\121\050

\106\204\227\170\064\274\154\374\274\105\131\210\046\030\112\304

\067\037\241\112\104\275\343\161\004\365\104\027\342\077\374\110

\130\157\134\236\172\011\272\121\067\042\043\146\103\041\260\074

\144\242\370\152\025\016\077\353\121\341\124\251\335\006\231\327

\232\074\124\213\071\003\077\017\305\316\306\353\203\162\002\250

\037\161\363\055\370\165\010\333\142\114\350\372\316\371\347\152

\037\266\153\065\202\272\342\217\026\222\175\005\014\154\106\003

\135\300\355\151\277\072\301\212\240\350\216\331\271\105\050\207

\010\354\264\312\025\276\202\335\265\104\213\055\255\206\014\150

\142\155\205\126\362\254\024\143\072\306\321\231\254\064\170\126

\113\317\266\255\077\214\212\327\004\345\343\170\114\365\206\252

\365\217\372\075\154\161\243\055\312\147\353\150\173\156\063\251

\014\202\050\250\114\152\041\100\025\040\014\046\133\203\302\251

\026\025\300\044\202\135\053\026\255\312\143\366\164\000\260\337

\103\304\020\140\126\147\143\105\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\377

\060\201\374\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\215

\262\111\150\235\162\010\045\271\300\047\365\120\223\126\110\106

\161\371\217\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\066\006\003\125\035\021\004\057\060\055\201\023

\143\141\157\160\145\162\141\164\157\162\100\144\151\163\151\147

\056\163\153\206\026\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056

\144\151\163\151\147\056\163\153\057\143\141\060\146\006\003\125

\035\037\004\137\060\135\060\055\240\053\240\051\206\047\150\164

\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\144\151\163\151\147\056\163

\153\057\143\141\057\143\162\154\057\143\141\137\144\151\163\151

\147\056\143\162\154\060\054\240\052\240\050\206\046\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\143\141\056\144\151\163\151\147\056\163\153\057

\143\141\057\143\162\154\057\143\141\137\144\151\163\151\147\056

\143\162\154\060\032\006\003\125\035\040\004\023\060\021\060\017

\006\015\053\201\036\221\223\346\012\000\000\000\001\001\001\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\135\064\164\141\114\257\073\330\377\237\155\130\066

\034\075\013\201\015\022\053\106\020\200\375\347\074\047\320\172

\310\251\266\176\164\060\063\243\072\212\173\164\300\171\171\102

\223\155\377\261\051\024\202\253\041\214\057\027\371\077\046\057

\365\131\306\357\200\006\267\232\111\051\354\316\176\161\074\152

\020\101\300\366\323\232\262\174\132\221\234\300\254\133\310\115

\136\367\341\123\377\103\167\374\236\113\147\154\327\363\203\321

\240\340\177\045\337\270\230\013\232\062\070\154\060\240\363\377

\010\025\063\367\120\112\173\076\243\076\040\251\334\057\126\200

\012\355\101\120\260\311\364\354\262\343\046\104\000\016\157\236

\006\274\042\226\123\160\145\304\120\012\106\153\244\057\047\201

\022\047\023\137\020\241\166\316\212\173\067\352\303\071\141\003

\225\230\072\347\154\210\045\010\374\171\150\015\207\175\142\370
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\264\137\373\305\330\114\275\130\274\077\103\133\324\036\001\115

\074\143\276\043\357\214\315\132\120\270\150\124\371\012\231\063

\021\000\341\236\302\106\167\202\365\131\006\214\041\114\207\011

\315\345\250

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CA Disig"

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=CA Disig,O=Disig a.s.,L=Bratislava,C=SK

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 22 01:39:34 2006

# Not Valid After: Tue Mar 22 01:39:34 2016

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3f:45:96:39:e2:50:87:f7:bb:fe:98:0c:3c:20:98:e6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2a:c8:d5:8b:57:ce:bf:2f:49:af:f2:fc:76:8f:51:14:62:90:7a:41

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CA Disig"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\052\310\325\213\127\316\277\057\111\257\362\374\166\217\121\024

\142\220\172\101

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\077\105\226\071\342\120\207\367\273\376\230\014\074\040\230\346

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\113\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\102\162\141\164\151\163

\154\141\166\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\104

\151\163\151\147\040\141\056\163\056\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\003\023\010\103\101\040\104\151\163\151\147

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "InfoNotary CSP Root"

# Issuer: C=BG+1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=csp@infonotary.com+OU=InfoNotary CSP Root+DC=root-
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ca+O=InfoNotary PLC+CN=InfoNotary CSP Root

# Serial Number:1a:af:92:6c:8f:93:af:60

# Subject: C=BG+1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=csp@infonotary.com+OU=InfoNotary CSP Root+DC=root-

ca+O=InfoNotary PLC+CN=InfoNotary CSP Root

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 06 17:33:05 2006

# Not Valid After: Fri Mar 06 17:33:05 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): e2:d8:f8:67:f4:50:94:35:fc:5e:05:fc:82:22:95:c3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 04:46:c8:bb:9a:69:83:c9:5c:8a:2e:54:64:68:7c:11:15:aa:b7:4a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "InfoNotary CSP Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\201\222\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\014\002\102

\107\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\014\016\111\156\146\157\116\157

\164\141\162\171\040\120\114\103\060\025\006\012\011\222\046\211

\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\007\162\157\157\164\055\143\141\060

\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157\164\141

\162\171\040\103\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\032\006\003\125

\004\013\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157\164\141\162\171\040\103

\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\011\001\026\022\143\163\160\100\151\156\146\157\156\157

\164\141\162\171\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\201\222\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\014\002\102

\107\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\014\016\111\156\146\157\116\157

\164\141\162\171\040\120\114\103\060\025\006\012\011\222\046\211

\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\007\162\157\157\164\055\143\141\060

\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157\164\141

\162\171\040\103\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\032\006\003\125

\004\013\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157\164\141\162\171\040\103

\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\011\001\026\022\143\163\160\100\151\156\146\157\156\157

\164\141\162\171\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\032\257\222\154\217\223\257\140

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\304\060\202\005\254\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\032

\257\222\154\217\223\257\140\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201\225\061\201\222\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\014\002\102\107\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\014\016

\111\156\146\157\116\157\164\141\162\171\040\120\114\103\060\025
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\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\007\162\157

\157\164\055\143\141\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\111\156

\146\157\116\157\164\141\162\171\040\103\123\120\040\122\157\157

\164\060\032\006\003\125\004\013\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157

\164\141\162\171\040\103\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\037\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\022\143\163\160\100

\151\156\146\157\156\157\164\141\162\171\056\143\157\155\060\042

\030\017\062\060\060\066\060\063\060\066\061\067\063\063\060\065

\132\030\017\062\060\062\066\060\063\060\066\061\067\063\063\060

\065\132\060\201\225\061\201\222\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\014

\002\102\107\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\014\016\111\156\146\157

\116\157\164\141\162\171\040\120\114\103\060\025\006\012\011\222

\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\007\162\157\157\164\055\143

\141\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157

\164\141\162\171\040\103\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\032\006

\003\125\004\013\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157\164\141\162\171

\040\103\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\037\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\022\143\163\160\100\151\156\146\157

\156\157\164\141\162\171\056\143\157\155\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\234\315\244\136\037

\244\176\010\202\117\200\166\301\047\214\107\026\140\237\163\254

\311\221\177\055\020\154\073\224\111\234\102\063\137\224\361\203

\041\011\221\367\222\267\017\070\105\213\224\007\112\253\376\077

\066\065\133\321\325\122\070\102\106\350\107\307\112\120\063\310

\344\340\163\266\220\232\272\243\210\070\323\053\102\300\156\337

\242\023\027\362\117\271\347\362\041\335\145\372\246\375\122\302

\140\262\313\117\067\275\257\047\216\151\153\062\100\123\131\365

\362\061\166\210\006\155\150\237\060\274\267\201\034\216\147\143

\303\005\145\367\063\366\131\251\253\263\212\107\013\024\023\307

\066\335\042\373\370\104\064\065\101\050\300\201\272\116\265\161

\023\257\003\250\111\012\056\244\233\141\167\153\035\044\322\245

\361\055\321\107\136\202\377\110\203\260\025\230\107\336\166\373

\117\116\300\277\124\111\146\274\117\001\321\174\072\145\376\305

\254\160\133\305\025\033\162\245\175\246\133\073\027\303\276\303

\077\135\022\177\147\055\166\107\014\213\277\026\043\265\203\162

\315\200\315\350\272\257\136\150\063\070\324\220\355\156\322\351

\126\004\044\241\371\276\154\136\312\236\043\040\222\053\232\015

\113\115\343\242\110\217\276\355\252\016\214\276\251\070\160\271

\020\177\062\135\200\047\132\003\340\324\107\063\045\132\166\251

\203\331\230\100\355\177\165\002\357\356\141\221\254\061\076\200

\323\064\113\360\302\116\065\060\111\136\267\051\350\175\041\260

\377\052\171\234\064\061\031\146\063\040\141\032\057\260\202\325

\261\147\123\220\015\235\052\227\050\156\267\146\077\032\177\246

\304\232\150\226\346\146\133\172\067\337\132\167\025\340\331\343

\174\263\262\320\325\150\333\076\035\130\037\216\312\230\164\143

\277\324\175\066\150\356\320\057\244\052\362\210\057\167\303\022

\077\215\250\045\054\004\151\130\246\313\264\071\361\210\320\246
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\336\226\316\163\102\106\323\243\371\361\330\216\212\235\156\212

\300\122\117\105\267\160\376\034\173\075\015\226\334\371\220\226

\155\306\030\241\102\302\266\334\331\043\037\227\223\233\017\031

\371\260\267\077\045\164\275\202\123\354\015\057\155\326\077\122

\057\330\166\320\045\275\320\271\365\275\017\002\003\001\000\001

\243\202\002\020\060\202\002\014\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\104\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\001\001\004\070\060\066\060\064\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\060\001\206\050\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\157\143\163

\160\056\151\156\146\157\156\157\164\141\162\171\056\143\157\155

\057\162\145\163\160\157\156\144\145\162\056\143\147\151\060\126

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\013\004\112\060\110\060\106

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\005\206\072\154\144\141\160

\072\057\057\154\144\141\160\056\151\156\146\157\156\157\164\141

\162\171\056\143\157\155\057\144\143\075\162\157\157\164\055\143

\141\054\144\143\075\151\156\146\157\156\157\164\141\162\171\054

\144\143\075\143\157\155\060\201\252\006\003\125\035\040\004\201

\242\060\201\237\060\157\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\201\255\000

\001\060\142\060\072\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026

\056\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157

\162\171\056\151\156\146\157\156\157\164\141\162\171\056\143\157

\155\057\143\160\163\057\161\143\160\163\056\150\164\155\154\060

\044\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\030\032\026\111

\156\146\157\116\157\164\141\162\171\040\103\123\120\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\060\054\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\201\255

\000\000\060\037\060\035\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001

\026\021\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\162\143

\056\142\147\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\177\006\003\125\035\021\004\170\060\166\244

\164\060\162\061\160\060\013\006\003\125\004\021\014\004\061\060

\060\060\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\014\005\123\157\146\151\141

\060\023\006\003\125\004\024\014\014\053\063\065\071\062\071\070

\067\065\067\061\067\060\033\006\006\125\004\012\144\001\001\014

\021\061\063\061\062\067\066\070\062\067\072\102\125\114\123\124

\101\124\060\041\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\010\014

\024\061\066\040\111\166\141\156\040\126\141\163\157\166\040\123

\164\162\145\145\164\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\335\324\116\147\103\077\323\352\142\350\332\211\156\216\073\156

\013\273\225\237\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\030\233\374\015\301\370\161\254

\324\314\024\265\047\011\301\130\112\064\100\346\233\145\312\340

\361\213\122\075\226\176\211\036\336\250\025\372\335\224\056\203

\306\066\135\033\041\251\066\016\134\075\111\210\014\123\041\135

\037\155\111\066\157\234\120\353\333\144\317\211\272\257\136\255

\024\104\207\142\357\060\174\300\226\337\160\071\313\073\121\356

\053\374\010\005\207\126\315\063\045\340\200\032\340\246\347\015

\103\114\000\043\103\126\242\016\031\124\342\215\321\015\026\271

\132\157\233\167\345\034\251\203\213\050\361\341\062\166\137\107
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\260\232\066\352\262\157\335\206\061\130\376\006\151\260\303\140

\246\373\330\050\324\010\335\361\156\116\032\275\315\267\254\276

\042\207\026\111\261\070\000\325\214\103\051\347\051\153\053\022

\142\131\252\103\360\264\162\210\070\326\002\137\037\332\044\222

\215\215\174\374\037\175\070\220\130\013\037\034\267\034\273\066

\047\055\132\034\307\061\335\264\053\235\275\107\241\061\267\011

\021\342\315\157\247\156\364\270\243\051\217\363\140\277\247\035

\340\117\227\045\045\012\060\111\307\376\172\071\104\324\323\145

\357\210\135\377\331\356\123\071\274\072\104\250\061\073\045\227

\173\232\277\321\335\153\342\327\022\152\373\062\273\321\330\216

\363\226\263\217\220\352\170\130\301\012\333\245\045\276\212\003

\037\345\222\322\274\177\244\162\344\353\126\172\251\372\174\270

\361\240\277\046\376\112\064\317\045\252\144\304\273\173\355\030

\345\114\054\157\101\145\355\340\273\075\054\165\125\157\344\025

\006\305\113\154\223\366\017\125\314\223\165\205\141\046\003\322

\314\225\313\172\020\040\047\126\172\277\165\130\334\365\015\226

\331\112\007\204\330\042\233\020\321\326\006\156\026\007\003\263

\257\171\343\240\027\272\270\103\010\102\235\074\073\047\314\174

\021\324\176\061\363\146\121\002\021\162\072\243\351\162\275\225

\135\241\025\177\107\023\071\225\262\265\256\366\361\141\164\060

\170\307\146\001\323\262\160\227\010\311\015\044\364\104\052\160

\246\235\057\022\144\006\156\212\215\040\343\176\332\361\124\277

\015\024\254\051\276\175\177\177\271\153\105\002\121\147\025\131

\242\016\041\047\311\202\147\061

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "InfoNotary CSP Root"

# Issuer: C=BG+1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=csp@infonotary.com+OU=InfoNotary CSP Root+DC=root-

ca+O=InfoNotary PLC+CN=InfoNotary CSP Root

# Serial Number:1a:af:92:6c:8f:93:af:60

# Subject: C=BG+1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=csp@infonotary.com+OU=InfoNotary CSP Root+DC=root-

ca+O=InfoNotary PLC+CN=InfoNotary CSP Root

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 06 17:33:05 2006

# Not Valid After: Fri Mar 06 17:33:05 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): e2:d8:f8:67:f4:50:94:35:fc:5e:05:fc:82:22:95:c3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 04:46:c8:bb:9a:69:83:c9:5c:8a:2e:54:64:68:7c:11:15:aa:b7:4a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "InfoNotary CSP Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\004\106\310\273\232\151\203\311\134\212\056\124\144\150\174\021

\025\252\267\112
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\342\330\370\147\364\120\224\065\374\136\005\374\202\042\225\303

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\201\222\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\014\002\102

\107\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\014\016\111\156\146\157\116\157

\164\141\162\171\040\120\114\103\060\025\006\012\011\222\046\211

\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\007\162\157\157\164\055\143\141\060

\032\006\003\125\004\003\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157\164\141

\162\171\040\103\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\032\006\003\125

\004\013\014\023\111\156\146\157\116\157\164\141\162\171\040\103

\123\120\040\122\157\157\164\060\037\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\011\001\026\022\143\163\160\100\151\156\146\157\156\157

\164\141\162\171\056\143\157\155

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\032\257\222\154\217\223\257\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "UCA Global Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Global Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number: 8 (0x8)

# Subject: CN=UCA Global Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 31 00:00:00 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): c1:d9:51:c0:84:b8:6a:75:e8:2f:d7:d6:5f:7e:ac:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0b:97:2c:9e:a6:e7:cc:58:d9:3b:20:bf:71:ec:41:2e:72:09:fa:bf

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Global Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023\017\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061
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\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023\017\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\010

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\222\060\202\003\172\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\010

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163

\164\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023\017\125\103\101\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\060

\070\060\061\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067

\061\062\063\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\072\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163\164\061\030\060

\026\006\003\125\004\003\023\017\125\103\101\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060

\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\332\263\345\006\120\077\366\163

\367\304\062\277\106\245\045\142\063\207\260\150\376\247\337\210

\003\143\175\002\226\375\353\207\311\356\342\010\273\235\273\273

\344\101\217\307\060\211\017\155\044\300\004\154\024\224\201\115

\240\015\164\146\363\360\205\257\370\144\031\336\271\351\201\223

\320\050\205\231\107\102\112\054\074\070\047\112\314\377\371\154

\031\327\265\363\357\233\256\133\064\006\327\217\242\023\006\234

\212\204\102\325\263\243\220\150\155\201\220\356\115\204\354\114

\160\116\055\336\044\071\316\031\000\103\223\170\371\010\206\035

\103\321\364\162\274\005\300\147\372\300\121\322\311\205\007\044

\256\071\036\172\315\101\322\066\253\141\352\053\253\360\040\125

\231\074\155\055\034\056\056\165\226\330\162\227\340\014\312\151

\163\356\165\053\025\011\340\216\155\273\332\023\377\106\250\350

\000\014\254\007\057\035\271\272\271\321\240\367\231\236\164\134

\031\005\146\061\317\076\052\122\376\157\237\363\271\275\371\301

\201\365\067\332\056\114\201\045\135\366\331\224\232\323\065\213

\040\050\067\137\121\353\175\142\307\251\223\321\371\320\064\313

\251\047\046\054\050\220\222\073\125\143\267\027\016\124\163\253

\257\174\354\072\253\160\063\254\041\373\042\046\263\206\254\043

\251\327\177\155\313\010\040\362\257\100\365\377\104\107\161\335

\047\335\023\050\241\352\166\071\371\020\240\240\115\100\244\047

\262\131\025\053\154\055\044\267\044\143\170\367\103\030\172\017

\115\021\343\350\254\207\102\215\347\130\161\244\253\156\242\300

\227\174\273\343\023\113\312\333\273\153\010\371\151\264\004\162

\325\303\106\271\167\352\377\272\373\351\360\072\014\065\366\217

\017\256\006\204\026\335\224\125\324\357\312\047\267\003\074\305

\034\046\052\365\074\250\245\225\233\206\361\212\211\147\370\307
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\014\146\261\355\101\277\202\246\000\150\072\042\064\356\036\353

\345\157\211\164\117\152\252\152\250\127\147\122\324\040\141\301

\316\123\313\375\044\177\137\046\337\241\010\151\226\240\236\376

\111\103\342\323\352\332\304\361\210\061\041\156\034\341\315\363

\165\016\040\104\026\314\175\163\164\065\105\054\073\201\324\040

\354\266\011\214\076\110\262\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\242

\060\201\237\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\143

\006\003\125\035\045\004\134\060\132\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\003\001\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\002\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\003\003\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003

\004\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\005\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\003\006\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\007\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\010\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\003\011\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\331\303

\323\370\200\222\147\314\135\322\072\242\327\161\242\264\304\070

\200\055\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\320\210\171\312\010\252\367\013\064\240

\116\011\302\351\176\065\110\211\160\204\043\057\121\303\053\057

\136\333\123\153\133\165\010\052\124\272\062\016\325\306\161\205

\261\227\111\200\366\204\320\360\272\267\161\224\310\171\153\246

\305\104\350\102\242\255\045\055\127\057\346\326\061\051\372\031

\211\124\051\176\267\176\107\066\151\055\156\062\274\324\165\332

\102\163\270\116\345\203\100\163\262\135\337\324\104\163\246\142

\013\333\252\156\005\214\310\177\106\117\071\205\220\235\274\033

\124\051\254\245\327\376\345\130\126\127\155\054\231\241\111\041

\325\141\306\214\141\341\165\044\301\001\335\055\033\066\303\057

\022\314\013\326\170\213\165\200\351\101\271\210\261\312\074\251

\026\306\116\025\343\162\066\366\324\240\101\205\257\212\145\160

\115\265\104\020\120\354\355\337\155\346\331\306\300\022\361\113

\072\057\163\351\074\251\356\033\252\057\065\245\233\237\115\305

\064\204\137\046\024\151\263\043\261\211\162\024\370\351\115\121

\042\003\377\112\206\304\034\350\173\171\012\333\107\045\201\176

\374\064\204\254\131\270\130\103\344\075\103\011\124\164\302\320

\375\331\357\156\131\367\162\140\231\166\157\365\047\247\273\203

\244\112\201\354\051\201\364\167\113\341\102\022\125\324\206\052

\022\266\360\125\233\001\056\335\366\250\343\031\303\316\107\057

\300\170\141\030\132\307\145\374\235\106\133\127\334\174\016\273

\226\203\020\174\125\030\011\004\256\321\367\213\052\076\240\346

\120\326\060\066\327\347\213\070\123\354\111\104\340\317\244\337

\361\123\173\213\132\266\366\021\220\113\326\165\363\376\002\363

\051\257\360\043\162\175\024\355\251\135\337\172\201\236\233\222

\042\374\036\370\001\105\101\227\307\153\001\141\276\063\150\362

\240\145\204\146\274\340\052\244\150\323\161\354\307\010\336\243

\303\311\066\112\064\361\027\342\200\257\040\041\223\224\036\346

\025\323\124\142\361\265\070\057\343\314\271\147\004\251\272\345

\356\371\020\156\313\056\176\023\257\222\024\376\363\047\163\173

\070\374\163\155\271\271\210\366\156\214\013\365\374\377\011\016
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\263\055\136\173\165\343\222\044\342\346\341\130\076\113\050\003

\165\153\030\233\107\014

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "UCA Global Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Global Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number: 8 (0x8)

# Subject: CN=UCA Global Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 31 00:00:00 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): c1:d9:51:c0:84:b8:6a:75:e8:2f:d7:d6:5f:7e:ac:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0b:97:2c:9e:a6:e7:cc:58:d9:3b:20:bf:71:ec:41:2e:72:09:fa:bf

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Global Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\227\054\236\246\347\314\130\331\073\040\277\161\354\101\056

\162\011\372\277

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\301\331\121\300\204\270\152\165\350\057\327\326\137\176\254\106

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023\017\125\103\101

\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\010

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "UCA Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number: 9 (0x9)

# Subject: CN=UCA Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 2004
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# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 31 00:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8f:91:e7:ee:e3:fc:da:86:ca:fc:dc:70:ed:b7:b7:0c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 82:50:be:d5:a2:14:43:3a:66:37:7c:bc:10:ef:83:f6:69:da:3a:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\023\010\125\103\101

\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\023\010\125\103\101

\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\011

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\204\060\202\002\154\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\011

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165\163

\164\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\023\010\125\103\101\040

\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\061\060\061\060\060

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\060\060\060

\060\060\060\132\060\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\103\116\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156

\151\124\162\165\163\164\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\023

\010\125\103\101\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\263\135\007\312\206\046

\175\153\342\373\070\011\016\314\202\302\152\032\000\242\025\137

\326\351\324\001\267\126\003\001\131\217\365\070\151\044\166\302

\136\053\305\366\053\277\257\373\101\375\017\132\374\253\327\203

\160\115\060\230\321\236\262\166\273\222\326\273\351\020\050\151

\050\066\104\350\361\054\327\130\174\044\326\177\002\072\360\201

\153\141\140\077\364\063\336\155\345\352\050\122\117\374\251\035

\143\174\013\272\352\256\304\150\106\344\336\217\301\247\262\266

\130\132\155\035\054\331\214\072\267\210\313\205\324\367\350\003

\136\375\262\115\120\350\326\037\377\256\002\077\213\117\226\041
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\074\233\327\045\311\035\077\373\230\261\131\344\360\251\073\257

\263\315\205\054\342\140\106\314\157\216\240\353\360\064\305\361

\102\030\140\256\022\355\106\165\034\345\330\251\226\132\276\336

\132\326\170\147\226\133\223\167\120\362\156\033\336\226\121\112

\246\326\113\103\165\041\146\215\167\354\002\204\166\134\104\020

\266\035\141\154\344\243\040\175\267\215\272\017\221\165\307\215

\337\274\002\140\250\051\250\275\075\103\002\003\001\000\001\243

\201\242\060\201\237\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\143\006\003\125\035\045\004\134\060\132\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\003\001\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\002\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\003\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\003\004\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\005\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\003\006\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003

\007\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\010\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\003\011\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\333\037\065\363\153\114\377\102\061\144\233\315\273\132\036\035

\110\020\267\356\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\070\154\267\210\361\255\372\130

\067\164\321\350\160\336\234\047\131\313\344\025\327\240\303\140

\327\210\200\004\305\060\114\075\324\032\353\006\136\131\107\346

\274\146\313\340\010\374\350\065\354\142\175\312\300\332\301\170

\257\345\106\157\373\211\202\043\217\366\327\123\146\125\240\336

\045\022\073\161\066\026\125\022\166\373\075\370\124\133\061\272

\000\006\370\175\125\345\247\166\203\252\134\112\227\246\052\050

\337\275\306\154\013\043\225\216\063\177\036\136\100\037\023\124

\054\234\345\265\016\335\027\050\256\153\001\323\122\051\365\042

\037\220\071\364\334\142\150\360\074\206\107\354\270\005\105\273

\267\014\226\224\306\147\313\043\161\320\216\164\042\326\101\353

\003\250\266\352\276\304\001\022\265\263\135\100\166\006\040\324

\144\270\051\106\006\212\316\037\223\232\020\356\373\252\132\264

\334\057\325\053\313\366\327\005\204\230\005\221\013\204\367\075

\372\326\371\172\372\054\025\352\066\202\103\267\267\270\343\363

\161\001\355\103\103\242\005\105\303\050\005\007\065\343\001\245

\070\036\200\324\327\303\331\336

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "UCA Root"

# Issuer: CN=UCA Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Serial Number: 9 (0x9)

# Subject: CN=UCA Root,O=UniTrust,C=CN

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 31 00:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 8f:91:e7:ee:e3:fc:da:86:ca:fc:dc:70:ed:b7:b7:0c
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 82:50:be:d5:a2:14:43:3a:66:37:7c:bc:10:ef:83:f6:69:da:3a:67

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UCA Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\202\120\276\325\242\024\103\072\146\067\174\274\020\357\203\366

\151\332\072\147

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\217\221\347\356\343\374\332\206\312\374\334\160\355\267\267\014

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\063\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\116\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\125\156\151\124\162\165

\163\164\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\003\023\010\125\103\101

\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\011

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "DigiNotar Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0c:76:da:9c:91:0c:4e:2c:9e:fe:15:d0:58:93:3c:4c

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 16 17:19:36 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Mar 31 18:19:21 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7a:79:54:4d:07:92:3b:5b:ff:41:f0:0e:c7:39:a2:98

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c0:60:ed:44:cb:d8:81:bd:0e:f8:6c:0b:a2:87:dd:cf:81:67:47:8c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiNotar Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021
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\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\166\332\234\221\014\116\054\236\376\025\320\130\223

\074\114

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\212\060\202\003\162\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\014

\166\332\234\221\014\116\054\236\376\025\320\130\223\074\114\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\137

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164\141

\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151\147\151

\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\040\060

\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021\151\156

\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156\154\060

\036\027\015\060\067\060\065\061\066\061\067\061\071\063\066\132

\027\015\062\065\060\063\063\061\061\070\061\071\062\061\132\060

\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157\164

\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151\147

\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\040

\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021\151

\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156\154

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\254\260\130\301\000\275\330\041\010\013\053\232\376\156\126

\060\005\237\033\167\220\020\101\134\303\015\207\021\167\216\201

\361\312\174\351\214\152\355\070\164\065\273\332\337\371\273\300

\011\067\264\226\163\201\175\063\032\230\071\367\223\157\225\177

\075\271\261\165\207\272\121\110\350\213\160\076\225\004\305\330

\266\303\026\331\210\260\261\207\035\160\332\206\264\017\024\213

\172\317\020\321\164\066\242\022\173\167\206\112\171\346\173\337

\002\021\150\245\116\206\256\064\130\233\044\023\170\126\042\045

\036\001\213\113\121\161\373\202\314\131\226\151\210\132\150\123

\305\271\015\002\067\313\113\274\146\112\220\176\052\013\005\007

\355\026\137\125\220\165\330\106\311\033\203\342\010\276\361\043
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\314\231\035\326\052\017\203\040\025\130\047\202\056\372\342\042

\302\111\261\271\001\201\152\235\155\235\100\167\150\166\116\041

\052\155\204\100\205\116\166\231\174\202\363\363\267\002\131\324

\046\001\033\216\337\255\123\006\321\256\030\335\342\262\072\313

\327\210\070\216\254\133\051\271\031\323\230\371\030\003\317\110

\202\206\146\013\033\151\017\311\353\070\210\172\046\032\005\114

\222\327\044\324\226\362\254\122\055\243\107\325\122\366\077\376

\316\204\006\160\246\252\076\242\362\266\126\064\030\127\242\344

\201\155\347\312\360\152\323\307\221\153\002\203\101\174\025\357

\153\232\144\136\343\320\074\345\261\353\173\135\206\373\313\346

\167\111\315\243\145\334\367\271\234\270\344\013\137\223\317\314

\060\032\062\034\316\034\143\225\245\371\352\341\164\213\236\351

\053\251\060\173\240\030\037\016\030\013\345\133\251\323\321\154

\036\007\147\217\221\113\251\212\274\322\146\252\223\001\210\262

\221\372\061\134\325\246\301\122\010\011\315\012\143\242\323\042

\246\350\241\331\071\006\227\365\156\215\002\220\214\024\173\077

\200\315\033\234\272\304\130\162\043\257\266\126\237\306\172\102

\063\051\007\077\202\311\346\037\005\015\315\114\050\066\213\323

\310\076\034\306\210\357\136\356\211\144\351\035\353\332\211\176

\062\246\151\321\335\314\210\237\321\320\311\146\041\334\006\147

\305\224\172\232\155\142\114\175\314\340\144\200\262\236\107\216

\243\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\210\150\277\340\216\065\304\073\070\153

\142\367\050\073\204\201\310\014\327\115\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\073\002

\215\313\074\060\350\156\240\255\362\163\263\137\236\045\023\004

\005\323\366\343\213\273\013\171\316\123\336\344\226\305\321\257

\163\274\325\303\320\100\125\174\100\177\315\033\137\011\325\362

\174\237\150\035\273\135\316\172\071\302\214\326\230\173\305\203

\125\250\325\175\100\312\340\036\367\211\136\143\135\241\023\302

\135\212\266\212\174\000\363\043\303\355\205\137\161\166\360\150

\143\252\105\041\071\110\141\170\066\334\361\103\223\324\045\307

\362\200\145\341\123\002\165\121\374\172\072\357\067\253\204\050

\127\014\330\324\324\231\126\154\343\242\376\131\204\264\061\350

\063\370\144\224\224\121\227\253\071\305\113\355\332\335\200\013

\157\174\051\015\304\216\212\162\015\347\123\024\262\140\101\075

\204\221\061\150\075\047\104\333\345\336\364\372\143\105\310\114

\076\230\365\077\101\272\116\313\067\015\272\146\230\361\335\313

\237\134\367\124\066\202\153\054\274\023\141\227\102\370\170\273

\314\310\242\237\312\360\150\275\153\035\262\337\215\157\007\235

\332\216\147\307\107\036\312\271\277\052\102\221\267\143\123\146

\361\102\243\341\364\132\115\130\153\265\344\244\063\255\134\160

\035\334\340\362\353\163\024\221\232\003\301\352\000\145\274\007

\374\317\022\021\042\054\256\240\275\072\340\242\052\330\131\351

\051\323\030\065\244\254\021\137\031\265\265\033\377\042\112\134

\306\172\344\027\357\040\251\247\364\077\255\212\247\232\004\045
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\235\016\312\067\346\120\375\214\102\051\004\232\354\271\317\113

\162\275\342\010\066\257\043\057\142\345\312\001\323\160\333\174

\202\043\054\026\061\014\306\066\007\220\172\261\037\147\130\304

\073\130\131\211\260\214\214\120\263\330\206\313\150\243\304\012

\347\151\113\040\316\301\036\126\113\225\251\043\150\330\060\330

\303\353\260\125\121\315\345\375\053\270\365\273\021\237\123\124

\366\064\031\214\171\011\066\312\141\027\045\027\013\202\230\163

\014\167\164\303\325\015\307\250\022\114\307\247\124\161\107\056

\054\032\175\311\343\053\073\110\336\047\204\247\143\066\263\175

\217\240\144\071\044\015\075\173\207\257\146\134\164\033\113\163

\262\345\214\360\206\231\270\345\305\337\204\301\267\353

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "DigiNotar Root CA"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Serial Number:0c:76:da:9c:91:0c:4e:2c:9e:fe:15:d0:58:93:3c:4c

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@diginotar.nl,CN=DigiNotar Root CA,O=DigiNotar,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 16 17:19:36 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Mar 31 18:19:21 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7a:79:54:4d:07:92:3b:5b:ff:41:f0:0e:c7:39:a2:98

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c0:60:ed:44:cb:d8:81:bd:0e:f8:6c:0b:a2:87:dd:cf:81:67:47:8c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiNotar Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\300\140\355\104\313\330\201\275\016\370\154\013\242\207\335\317

\201\147\107\214

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\172\171\124\115\007\222\073\133\377\101\360\016\307\071\242\230

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\012\023\011\104\151\147\151\116\157

\164\141\162\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\104\151

\147\151\116\157\164\141\162\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061

\040\060\036\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\021

\151\156\146\157\100\144\151\147\151\156\157\164\141\162\056\156

\154

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\014\166\332\234\221\014\116\054\236\376\025\320\130\223
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\074\114

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate

Authority,OU=http://certificates.starfieldtech.com/repository/,O=Starfield Technologies\,

Inc.,L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate

Authority,OU=http://certificates.starfieldtech.com/repository/,O=Starfield Technologies\,

Inc.,L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jun 02 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): cf:8f:3b:62:a3:ca:ca:71:1b:a3:e1:cb:48:57:35:1f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5d:00:38:60:f0:02:ed:82:9d:ea:a4:18:68:f7:88:18:6d:62:12:7f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072

\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\056\163\164\141

\162\146\151\145\154\144\164\145\143\150\056\143\157\155\057\162

\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\057\061\066\060\064\006\003

\125\004\003\023\055\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012
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\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072

\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\056\163\164\141

\162\146\151\145\154\144\164\145\143\150\056\143\157\155\057\162

\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\057\061\066\060\064\006\003

\125\004\003\023\055\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\176\060\202\003\146\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157\156

\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157\164

\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150\156

\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072\060

\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\056\163\164\141\162

\146\151\145\154\144\164\145\143\150\056\143\157\155\057\162\145

\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\057\061\066\060\064\006\003\125

\004\003\023\055\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\066\060\062\060\060\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\062\071\061\062\063\061\062\063\065\071\065\071

\132\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125

\123\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172

\157\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143

\157\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\012\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143

\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\056\163\164

\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\164\145\143\150\056\143\157\155\057

\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\057\061\066\060\064\006

\003\125\004\003\023\055\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040

\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\362\314\126\052\115\346\026\067\132\227\352\155
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\065\070\321\020\233\333\270\334\251\004\011\225\063\056\011\305

\000\173\032\170\102\217\310\364\005\216\376\322\150\203\036\116

\231\315\027\333\107\076\120\363\211\322\347\334\230\373\005\370

\252\326\143\364\124\115\301\161\003\260\037\033\166\263\032\064

\060\163\361\050\062\140\203\375\264\234\327\266\322\042\067\174

\031\252\073\336\023\020\151\156\134\006\323\157\243\362\146\132

\166\102\110\257\200\321\124\131\075\324\271\324\333\355\271\253

\071\231\364\356\142\253\341\170\162\173\330\070\215\100\266\314

\334\022\000\160\103\205\151\330\030\343\312\127\162\237\264\337

\077\374\042\250\102\122\365\167\133\231\360\126\055\046\160\026

\066\022\302\047\236\127\246\174\320\043\361\171\334\243\223\130

\050\070\075\237\255\066\103\356\067\373\370\371\103\255\310\126

\362\224\022\136\102\353\163\270\023\015\313\246\325\206\271\252

\050\152\124\003\241\077\017\051\353\011\000\350\077\136\242\177

\027\075\241\053\370\276\320\165\035\244\204\343\253\027\145\006

\122\000\257\261\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\264\306\177\032\103\314\233

\165\135\057\304\113\362\213\230\020\351\361\121\020\060\037\006

\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\264\306\177\032\103\314

\233\165\135\057\304\113\362\213\230\020\351\361\121\020\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\254\200\273\304\045\005\013\130\244\344\176\051\176\257

\274\073\354\055\300\104\056\371\221\340\322\073\062\047\220\055

\366\200\011\134\302\253\145\044\332\070\020\106\304\111\322\375

\232\253\050\110\167\210\306\351\157\321\107\221\325\065\117\024

\011\250\133\100\007\035\174\161\126\313\211\102\324\277\141\300

\042\367\056\337\253\363\162\103\213\100\350\224\353\260\046\332

\321\023\323\253\320\066\055\056\072\225\263\167\056\025\071\030

\014\151\272\252\200\355\361\123\116\063\233\150\004\342\240\060

\056\327\321\135\324\246\146\235\204\346\347\273\074\211\273\066

\235\374\027\251\075\125\053\212\373\233\304\114\204\377\337\322

\276\151\033\164\260\250\366\352\260\234\262\051\164\201\114\150

\072\232\177\163\045\071\365\023\340\146\221\151\324\127\113\267

\356\255\105\340\054\303\210\323\276\224\111\211\037\377\160\325

\133\155\071\023\260\035\313\230\346\147\143\015\143\366\373\303

\327\141\162\203\210\077\160\176\123\311\236\211\124\326\117\177

\175\161\271\256\361\140\213\167\140\354\370\277\372\152\243\234

\001\042

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate
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Authority,OU=http://certificates.starfieldtech.com/repository/,O=Starfield Technologies\,

Inc.,L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate

Authority,OU=http://certificates.starfieldtech.com/repository/,O=Starfield Technologies\,

Inc.,L=Scottsdale,ST=Arizona,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jun 02 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 31 23:59:59 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): cf:8f:3b:62:a3:ca:ca:71:1b:a3:e1:cb:48:57:35:1f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5d:00:38:60:f0:02:ed:82:9d:ea:a4:18:68:f7:88:18:6d:62:12:7f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\135\000\070\140\360\002\355\202\235\352\244\030\150\367\210\030

\155\142\022\177

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\317\217\073\142\243\312\312\161\033\243\341\313\110\127\065\037

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\162\151\172\157

\156\141\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\007\023\012\123\143\157

\164\164\163\144\141\154\145\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012

\023\034\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\124\145\143\150

\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\072

\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\023\061\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\163\056\163\164\141

\162\146\151\145\154\144\164\145\143\150\056\143\157\155\057\162

\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\057\061\066\060\064\006\003

\125\004\003\023\055\123\164\141\162\146\151\145\154\144\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "I.CA - Qualified root certificate"
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# Issuer: O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA - Qualified root certificate,C=CZ

# Serial Number:9d:2a:60

# Subject: O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA - Qualified root certificate,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Tue Apr 01 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2018

# Fingerprint (MD5): 48:d1:1e:62:78:01:c2:6e:43:69:a4:2c:ee:13:0a:b5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 64:90:2a:d7:27:7a:f3:e3:2c:d8:cc:1d:c7:9d:e1:fd:7f:80:69:ea

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA - Qualified root certificate"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041\111\056\103\101\040\055

\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\162\157\157\164\040

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157

\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041\111\056\103\101\040\055

\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\162\157\157\164\040

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157

\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\235\052\140

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\071\060\202\003\041\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\000

\235\052\140\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103

\132\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041\111\056\103\101

\040\055\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\162\157\157

\164\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\055\060

\053\006\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165

\164\157\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056\060\036\027\015

\060\070\060\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\061

\070\060\064\060\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\150\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061\052\060\050\006
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\003\125\004\003\014\041\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\121\165\141

\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\162\157\157\164\040\143\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\012

\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151

\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141

\054\040\141\056\163\056\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\253\010\210\244\360\164\362\237\370

\333\326\167\215\060\031\076\246\305\307\212\305\275\335\346\002

\256\216\075\120\165\270\257\175\066\253\376\365\355\010\147\264

\000\212\230\301\003\143\210\121\362\033\066\211\164\132\055\310

\304\202\304\077\271\210\375\154\375\072\035\025\005\104\225\200

\032\246\206\313\041\165\220\205\134\260\160\000\207\064\250\321

\037\111\375\154\070\155\152\254\270\105\237\274\024\327\146\324

\041\343\047\012\215\165\340\132\057\012\113\264\347\176\163\243

\052\275\160\361\221\206\010\217\277\220\204\034\207\251\365\231

\045\045\224\301\343\156\007\301\113\007\133\124\374\064\313\106

\067\234\305\241\040\316\246\254\207\251\203\074\070\117\300\100

\363\351\377\233\327\071\166\344\023\043\165\265\377\241\102\256

\134\206\117\305\116\103\266\231\013\122\123\040\250\263\302\114

\323\000\054\025\322\131\154\012\237\041\265\163\026\171\036\206

\045\356\032\373\223\236\255\143\361\114\342\166\061\136\067\357

\374\320\251\066\344\371\021\351\172\374\120\347\101\043\003\064

\270\175\272\016\317\335\123\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\352\060

\201\347\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\201\244\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\234\060\201

\231\060\201\226\006\014\053\006\001\004\001\201\270\110\001\004

\000\001\060\201\205\060\201\202\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\166\032\164\124\145\156\164\157\040\143\145\162\164

\151\146\151\153\141\164\040\152\145\040\166\171\144\141\156\040

\152\141\153\157\040\153\166\141\154\151\146\151\153\157\166\141

\156\171\040\163\171\163\164\145\155\157\166\171\040\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\164\040\166\040\163\157\165\154\141\144

\165\040\163\145\040\172\141\153\157\156\145\155\040\062\062\067

\057\062\060\060\060\040\123\142\056\040\166\040\160\154\141\164

\156\145\155\040\172\156\145\156\151\056\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\150\235\176\326\304\045\071\373\073\240\067

\326\117\334\214\321\172\360\126\131\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\162\365\274

\006\215\322\054\226\362\202\333\130\173\107\360\100\144\345\056

\033\357\372\340\372\323\361\162\110\001\104\362\210\364\336\230

\201\123\204\347\175\116\107\347\061\067\126\256\263\301\060\157

\306\253\110\203\365\230\123\122\151\052\050\301\100\145\353\145

\347\264\060\013\360\253\016\245\022\045\277\364\120\135\277\243

\176\345\321\164\370\012\050\256\102\234\260\024\122\304\240\140

\135\367\105\027\102\272\102\055\233\222\373\156\224\263\160\107

\040\010\235\123\360\260\255\275\251\204\132\335\007\052\014\315
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\053\155\141\050\337\073\222\050\354\121\201\177\121\174\216\056

\177\235\351\274\301\064\075\213\255\201\255\361\036\164\146\103

\074\101\115\270\056\063\117\261\072\036\333\022\337\066\216\161

\377\127\143\261\326\217\264\075\206\022\152\317\102\060\264\223

\026\352\231\352\002\133\376\010\356\262\117\160\277\063\000\347

\172\112\070\241\362\110\221\246\036\313\043\262\070\235\360\056

\111\242\311\210\126\145\145\216\072\147\105\214\214\013\342\252

\261\113\007\377\261\037\272\024\317\162\372\247\170

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "I.CA - Qualified root certificate"

# Issuer: O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA - Qualified root certificate,C=CZ

# Serial Number:9d:2a:60

# Subject: O=První certifikaní autorita\, a.s.,CN=I.CA - Qualified root certificate,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Tue Apr 01 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2018

# Fingerprint (MD5): 48:d1:1e:62:78:01:c2:6e:43:69:a4:2c:ee:13:0a:b5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 64:90:2a:d7:27:7a:f3:e3:2c:d8:cc:1d:c7:9d:e1:fd:7f:80:69:ea

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA - Qualified root certificate"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\144\220\052\327\047\172\363\343\054\330\314\035\307\235\341\375

\177\200\151\352

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\110\321\036\142\170\001\302\156\103\151\244\054\356\023\012\265

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\014\041\111\056\103\101\040\055

\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\162\157\157\164\040

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\055\060\053\006

\003\125\004\012\014\044\120\162\166\156\303\255\040\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\304\215\156\303\255\040\141\165\164\157

\162\151\164\141\054\040\141\056\163\056

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\235\052\140

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "I.CA - Standard root certificate"

# Issuer: O=Prvni certifikacni autorita a.s.,CN=I.CA - Standard root certificate,C=CZ

# Serial Number:13:d6:20

# Subject: O=Prvni certifikacni autorita a.s.,CN=I.CA - Standard root certificate,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Tue Apr 01 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2018

# Fingerprint (MD5): 04:68:e9:24:7e:41:ce:d7:6c:44:16:30:70:3d:dd:b9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ab:16:dd:14:4e:cd:c0:fc:4b:aa:b6:2e:cf:04:08:89:6f:de:52:b7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA - Standard root certificate"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\111\056\103\101\040\055

\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\162\157\157\164\040\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\012\023\040\120\162\166\156\151\040\143\145\162\164\151

\146\151\153\141\143\156\151\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141

\040\141\056\163\056

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\111\056\103\101\040\055

\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\162\157\157\164\040\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\012\023\040\120\162\166\156\151\040\143\145\162\164\151

\146\151\153\141\143\156\151\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141

\040\141\056\163\056

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\023\326\040

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\056\060\202\003\026\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\023

\326\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132

\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\111\056\103\101\040

\055\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\162\157\157\164\040

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\012\023\040\120\162\166\156\151\040\143\145\162\164
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\151\146\151\153\141\143\156\151\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\164

\141\040\141\056\163\056\060\036\027\015\060\070\060\064\060\061

\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\061\070\060\064\060\061\060

\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\132\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040

\111\056\103\101\040\055\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040

\162\157\157\164\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\120\162\166\156\151

\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\143\156\151\040\141\165

\164\157\162\151\164\141\040\141\056\163\056\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\321\055\025\304

\071\114\152\241\304\345\363\053\264\375\251\026\351\270\121\217

\067\221\331\247\323\227\220\266\160\151\207\365\257\131\322\142

\101\130\325\363\225\215\002\025\372\146\234\301\041\024\330\037

\255\372\052\154\164\126\241\142\341\361\260\255\270\376\322\243

\340\221\241\265\256\123\255\215\244\015\017\131\140\227\052\374

\243\056\163\065\043\163\314\250\246\241\024\155\277\211\303\204

\070\363\144\131\314\061\363\340\371\047\140\012\074\101\005\157

\132\122\360\217\156\122\156\354\136\210\157\340\100\214\041\107

\127\042\351\070\156\346\372\363\044\264\256\257\057\163\077\200

\325\062\217\214\331\204\031\330\140\316\333\151\215\076\257\002

\257\256\336\257\120\365\317\346\263\141\030\304\340\335\360\116

\112\146\015\172\163\040\267\344\324\223\206\107\141\330\117\312

\072\216\253\302\077\306\042\027\243\135\235\040\306\305\016\044

\151\310\246\175\146\006\315\106\346\063\341\103\164\223\365\203

\142\322\260\105\042\001\244\166\275\353\121\223\130\154\372\032

\241\237\165\200\332\330\000\342\361\210\115\077\002\003\001\000

\001\243\201\352\060\201\347\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\353\067\244\276\271\157\140\027\373\323\377\055\140

\341\004\036\257\317\306\323\060\201\244\006\003\125\035\040\004

\201\234\060\201\231\060\201\226\006\014\053\006\001\004\001\201

\270\110\001\001\000\001\060\201\205\060\201\202\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\166\032\164\124\145\156\164\157\040

\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\164\040\152\145\040\166\171

\144\141\156\040\152\141\153\157\040\153\166\141\154\151\146\151

\153\157\166\141\156\171\040\163\171\163\164\145\155\157\166\171

\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\164\040\166\040\163\157

\165\154\141\144\165\040\163\145\040\172\141\153\157\156\145\155

\040\062\062\067\057\062\060\060\060\040\123\142\056\040\166\040

\160\154\141\164\156\145\155\040\172\156\145\156\151\056\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\027\042\130\252\057\030\125\002\241\114\066\111\067\113

\233\163\272\256\143\066\016\213\053\204\105\067\314\372\340\147

\367\240\163\152\147\150\126\274\141\250\064\232\050\272\146\054

\141\233\213\034\370\004\160\214\206\343\101\357\224\171\015\335
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\064\207\004\356\265\236\061\153\071\364\176\130\345\362\260\004

\115\251\127\045\111\340\013\325\344\354\175\016\076\073\001\340

\214\374\122\220\223\346\362\260\253\365\061\167\314\321\311\103

\202\253\017\056\264\371\230\256\076\343\104\364\244\003\151\125

\332\134\216\333\301\271\254\344\230\325\166\025\106\241\056\132

\014\042\140\240\302\353\160\177\161\003\260\150\323\061\144\315

\352\313\113\125\211\202\076\134\146\313\032\010\230\107\302\336

\331\056\070\114\005\375\055\214\372\343\042\045\271\222\375\326

\262\055\312\242\064\234\337\111\357\325\204\001\054\222\377\005

\101\012\147\306\102\153\236\313\330\237\220\274\015\017\020\175

\307\146\275\352\163\007\340\030\352\121\201\264\105\100\074\017

\241\042\067\025\001\205\251\056\174\016\137\135\316\152\223\276

\331\276

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "I.CA - Standard root certificate"

# Issuer: O=Prvni certifikacni autorita a.s.,CN=I.CA - Standard root certificate,C=CZ

# Serial Number:13:d6:20

# Subject: O=Prvni certifikacni autorita a.s.,CN=I.CA - Standard root certificate,C=CZ

# Not Valid Before: Tue Apr 01 00:00:00 2008

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 01 00:00:00 2018

# Fingerprint (MD5): 04:68:e9:24:7e:41:ce:d7:6c:44:16:30:70:3d:dd:b9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ab:16:dd:14:4e:cd:c0:fc:4b:aa:b6:2e:cf:04:08:89:6f:de:52:b7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "I.CA - Standard root certificate"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\253\026\335\024\116\315\300\374\113\252\266\056\317\004\010\211

\157\336\122\267

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\004\150\351\044\176\101\316\327\154\104\026\060\160\075\335\271

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\132\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\023\040\111\056\103\101\040\055

\040\123\164\141\156\144\141\162\144\040\162\157\157\164\040\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\061\051\060\047\006\003

\125\004\012\023\040\120\162\166\156\151\040\143\145\162\164\151

\146\151\153\141\143\156\151\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\164\141

\040\141\056\163\056

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\023\326\040

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "e-Guven Kok Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Saglayicisi"

# Issuer: CN=e-Guven Kok Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Saglayicisi,O=Elektronik Bilgi Guvenligi A.S.,C=TR

# Serial Number:44:99:8d:3c:c0:03:27:bd:9c:76:95:b9:ea:db:ac:b5

# Subject: CN=e-Guven Kok Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Saglayicisi,O=Elektronik Bilgi Guvenligi A.S.,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 04 11:32:48 2007

# Not Valid After: Wed Jan 04 11:32:48 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3d:41:29:cb:1e:aa:11:74:cd:5d:b0:62:af:b0:43:5b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): dd:e1:d2:a9:01:80:2e:1d:87:5e:84:b3:80:7e:4b:b1:fd:99:41:34

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "e-Guven Kok Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Saglayicisi"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\105\154\145\153\164\162

\157\156\151\153\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\107\165\166\145\156

\154\151\147\151\040\101\056\123\056\061\074\060\072\006\003\125

\004\003\023\063\145\055\107\165\166\145\156\040\113\157\153\040

\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151

\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\040\123\141\147\154

\141\171\151\143\151\163\151

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\105\154\145\153\164\162

\157\156\151\153\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\107\165\166\145\156

\154\151\147\151\040\101\056\123\056\061\074\060\072\006\003\125

\004\003\023\063\145\055\107\165\166\145\156\040\113\157\153\040

\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151

\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\040\123\141\147\154

\141\171\151\143\151\163\151

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\104\231\215\074\300\003\047\275\234\166\225\271\352\333

\254\265

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\266\060\202\002\236\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\104

\231\215\074\300\003\047\275\234\166\225\271\352\333\254\265\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\165

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156

\151\153\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\107\165\166\145\156\154\151

\147\151\040\101\056\123\056\061\074\060\072\006\003\125\004\003

\023\063\145\055\107\165\166\145\156\040\113\157\153\040\105\154

\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151

\153\141\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\040\123\141\147\154\141\171

\151\143\151\163\151\060\036\027\015\060\067\060\061\060\064\061

\061\063\062\064\070\132\027\015\061\067\060\061\060\064\061\061

\063\062\064\070\132\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\124\122\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\105

\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\040\102\151\154\147\151\040

\107\165\166\145\156\154\151\147\151\040\101\056\123\056\061\074

\060\072\006\003\125\004\003\023\063\145\055\107\165\166\145\156

\040\113\157\153\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\040

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172\155\145\164

\040\123\141\147\154\141\171\151\143\151\163\151\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\303\022\040

\236\260\136\000\145\215\116\106\273\200\134\351\054\006\227\325

\363\162\311\160\271\347\113\145\200\301\113\276\176\074\327\124

\061\224\336\325\022\272\123\026\002\352\130\143\357\133\330\363

\355\052\032\252\161\110\243\334\020\055\137\137\353\134\113\234

\226\010\102\045\050\021\314\212\132\142\001\120\325\353\011\123

\057\370\303\217\376\263\374\375\235\242\343\137\175\276\355\013

\340\140\353\151\354\063\355\330\215\373\022\111\203\000\311\213

\227\214\073\163\052\062\263\022\367\271\115\362\364\115\155\307

\346\326\046\067\010\362\331\375\153\134\243\345\110\134\130\274

\102\276\003\132\201\272\034\065\014\000\323\365\043\176\161\060

\010\046\070\334\045\021\107\055\363\272\043\020\245\277\274\002

\367\103\136\307\376\260\067\120\231\173\017\223\316\346\103\054

\303\176\015\362\034\103\146\140\313\141\061\107\207\243\117\256

\275\126\154\114\274\274\370\005\312\144\364\351\064\241\054\265

\163\341\302\076\350\310\311\064\045\010\134\363\355\246\307\224

\237\255\210\103\045\327\341\071\140\376\254\071\131\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\237\356\104\263\224\325\372\221\117\056\331\125\232\004

\126\333\055\304\333\245\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\177\137\271\123\133\143

\075\165\062\347\372\304\164\032\313\106\337\106\151\034\122\317

\252\117\302\150\353\377\200\251\121\350\075\142\167\211\075\012

\165\071\361\156\135\027\207\157\150\005\301\224\154\331\135\337
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\332\262\131\313\245\020\212\312\314\071\315\237\353\116\336\122

\377\014\360\364\222\251\362\154\123\253\233\322\107\240\037\164

\367\233\232\361\057\025\237\172\144\060\030\007\074\052\017\147

\312\374\017\211\141\235\145\245\074\345\274\023\133\010\333\343

\377\355\273\006\273\152\006\261\172\117\145\306\202\375\036\234

\213\265\015\356\110\273\270\275\252\010\264\373\243\174\313\237

\315\220\166\134\206\226\170\127\012\146\371\130\032\235\375\227

\051\140\336\021\246\220\034\031\034\356\001\226\042\064\064\056

\221\371\267\304\047\321\173\346\277\373\200\104\132\026\345\353

\340\324\012\070\274\344\221\343\325\353\134\301\254\337\033\152

\174\236\345\165\322\266\227\207\333\314\207\053\103\072\204\010

\257\253\074\333\367\074\146\061\206\260\235\123\171\355\370\043

\336\102\343\055\202\361\017\345\372\227

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "e-Guven Kok Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Saglayicisi"

# Issuer: CN=e-Guven Kok Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Saglayicisi,O=Elektronik Bilgi Guvenligi A.S.,C=TR

# Serial Number:44:99:8d:3c:c0:03:27:bd:9c:76:95:b9:ea:db:ac:b5

# Subject: CN=e-Guven Kok Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Saglayicisi,O=Elektronik Bilgi Guvenligi A.S.,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 04 11:32:48 2007

# Not Valid After: Wed Jan 04 11:32:48 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3d:41:29:cb:1e:aa:11:74:cd:5d:b0:62:af:b0:43:5b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): dd:e1:d2:a9:01:80:2e:1d:87:5e:84:b3:80:7e:4b:b1:fd:99:41:34

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "e-Guven Kok Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Saglayicisi"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\335\341\322\251\001\200\056\035\207\136\204\263\200\176\113\261

\375\231\101\064

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\075\101\051\313\036\252\021\164\315\135\260\142\257\260\103\133

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\023\037\105\154\145\153\164\162

\157\156\151\153\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\107\165\166\145\156

\154\151\147\151\040\101\056\123\056\061\074\060\072\006\003\125

\004\003\023\063\145\055\107\165\166\145\156\040\113\157\153\040

\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151

\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\040\123\141\147\154

\141\171\151\143\151\163\151
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\104\231\215\074\300\003\047\275\234\166\225\271\352\333

\254\265

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Japanese Government"

# Issuer: OU=ApplicationCA,O=Japanese Government,C=JP

# Serial Number: 49 (0x31)

# Subject: OU=ApplicationCA,O=Japanese Government,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 12 15:00:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 12 15:00:00 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7e:23:4e:5b:a7:a5:b4:25:e9:00:07:74:11:62:ae:d6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7f:8a:b0:cf:d0:51:87:6a:66:f3:36:0f:47:c8:8d:8c:d3:35:fc:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Japanese Government"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141\160\141\156\145

\163\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\013\023\015\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141\160\141\156\145

\163\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\013\023\015\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\061

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\240\060\202\002\210\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\061

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141\160\141\156\145\163
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\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\026\060\024

\006\003\125\004\013\023\015\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\067\061\062\061\062\061\065

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\061\067\061\062\061\062\061\065\060

\060\060\060\132\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\112\120\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141

\160\141\156\145\163\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156

\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\013\023\015\101\160\160\154

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\247\155\340\164\116\207

\217\245\006\336\150\242\333\206\231\113\144\015\161\360\012\005

\233\216\252\341\314\056\322\152\073\301\172\264\227\141\215\212

\276\306\232\234\006\264\206\121\344\067\016\164\170\176\137\212

\177\224\244\327\107\010\375\120\132\126\344\150\254\050\163\240

\173\351\177\030\222\100\117\055\235\365\256\104\110\163\066\006

\236\144\054\073\064\043\333\134\046\344\161\171\217\324\156\171

\042\271\223\301\312\315\301\126\355\210\152\327\240\071\041\004

\127\054\242\365\274\107\101\117\136\064\042\225\265\037\051\155

\136\112\363\115\162\276\101\126\040\207\374\351\120\107\327\060

\024\356\134\214\125\272\131\215\207\374\043\336\223\320\004\214

\375\357\155\275\320\172\311\245\072\152\162\063\306\112\015\005

\027\052\055\173\261\247\330\326\360\276\364\077\352\016\050\155

\101\141\043\166\170\303\270\145\244\363\132\256\314\302\252\331

\347\130\336\266\176\235\205\156\237\052\012\157\237\003\051\060

\227\050\035\274\267\317\124\051\116\121\061\371\047\266\050\046

\376\242\143\346\101\026\360\063\230\107\002\003\001\000\001\243

\201\236\060\201\233\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\124\132\313\046\077\161\314\224\106\015\226\123\352\153\110\320

\223\376\102\165\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\131\006\003\125\035\021\004\122\060\120\244

\116\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\346\227\245\346\234

\254\345\233\275\346\224\277\345\272\234\061\043\060\041\006\003

\125\004\013\014\032\343\202\242\343\203\227\343\203\252\343\202

\261\343\203\274\343\202\267\343\203\247\343\203\263\103\101\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\071\152\104\166\167\070\072\354\243\147\106\017

\371\213\006\250\373\152\220\061\316\176\354\332\321\211\174\172

\353\056\014\275\231\062\347\260\044\326\303\377\365\262\210\011

\207\054\343\124\341\243\246\262\010\013\300\205\250\310\322\234

\161\366\035\237\140\374\070\063\023\341\236\334\013\137\332\026

\120\051\173\057\160\221\017\231\272\064\064\215\225\164\305\176

\170\251\146\135\275\312\041\167\102\020\254\146\046\075\336\221

\253\375\025\360\157\355\154\137\020\370\363\026\366\003\212\217

\247\022\021\014\313\375\077\171\301\234\375\142\356\243\317\124

\014\321\053\137\027\076\343\076\277\300\053\076\011\233\376\210
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\246\176\264\222\027\374\043\224\201\275\156\247\305\214\302\353

\021\105\333\370\101\311\226\166\352\160\137\171\022\153\344\243

\007\132\005\357\047\111\317\041\237\212\114\011\160\146\251\046

\301\053\021\116\063\322\016\374\326\154\322\016\062\144\150\377

\255\005\170\137\003\035\250\343\220\254\044\340\017\100\247\113

\256\213\050\267\202\312\030\007\346\267\133\164\351\040\031\177

\262\033\211\124

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Japanese Government"

# Issuer: OU=ApplicationCA,O=Japanese Government,C=JP

# Serial Number: 49 (0x31)

# Subject: OU=ApplicationCA,O=Japanese Government,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 12 15:00:00 2007

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 12 15:00:00 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7e:23:4e:5b:a7:a5:b4:25:e9:00:07:74:11:62:ae:d6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7f:8a:b0:cf:d0:51:87:6a:66:f3:36:0f:47:c8:8d:8c:d3:35:fc:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Japanese Government"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\177\212\260\317\320\121\207\152\146\363\066\017\107\310\215\214

\323\065\374\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\176\043\116\133\247\245\264\045\351\000\007\164\021\142\256\326

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\112\141\160\141\156\145

\163\145\040\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\013\023\015\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\061

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "AdminCA-CD-T01"

# Issuer: CN=AdminCA-CD-T01,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=admin,C=CH

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AdminCA-CD-T01,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=admin,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jan 25 13:36:19 2006

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 25 12:36:19 2016

# Fingerprint (MD5): 5b:9e:fd:3b:60:35:ea:68:8e:52:fe:13:19:14:4a:a3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6b:81:44:6a:5c:dd:f4:74:a0:f8:00:ff:be:69:fd:0d:b6:28:75:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AdminCA-CD-T01"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023

\016\101\144\155\151\156\103\101\055\103\104\055\124\060\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023

\016\101\144\155\151\156\103\101\055\103\104\055\124\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\115\060\202\003\065\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\016

\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145

\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\151\145\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016

\101\144\155\151\156\103\101\055\103\104\055\124\060\061\060\036

\027\015\060\066\060\061\062\065\061\063\063\066\061\071\132\027
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\015\061\066\060\061\062\065\061\062\063\066\061\071\132\060\155

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061\016\060

\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\151\145\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\101

\144\155\151\156\103\101\055\103\104\055\124\060\061\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\322\064

\045\061\231\251\054\070\125\370\143\121\365\060\050\110\331\136

\046\004\001\343\020\027\044\102\320\177\237\362\110\307\350\024

\016\014\232\062\252\141\164\044\007\243\006\076\344\012\301\037

\127\105\024\217\177\255\157\251\277\030\076\307\143\106\150\051

\157\041\301\161\107\171\267\103\174\105\176\260\105\225\047\074

\305\276\154\040\250\331\132\200\123\205\305\156\171\134\332\001

\312\151\251\264\301\324\355\154\024\327\022\113\364\211\342\007

\177\020\237\027\025\352\112\304\253\353\102\044\027\375\277\305

\272\300\201\137\320\017\234\207\223\242\036\361\367\200\125\154

\042\345\113\132\026\253\156\340\270\205\022\035\220\063\054\154

\073\054\365\071\313\312\316\103\066\203\316\367\267\050\204\356

\074\314\201\223\376\133\015\355\211\271\066\027\337\236\351\227

\242\007\176\323\054\351\225\266\370\051\232\274\054\341\370\210

\254\123\127\021\204\226\005\132\324\115\271\374\325\116\073\311

\154\316\201\376\137\020\163\364\355\264\125\345\003\202\314\051

\275\366\243\142\232\306\313\350\041\273\235\076\374\011\002\003

\001\000\001\243\201\367\060\201\364\060\022\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\000\060\201\256

\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\246\060\201\243\060\201\240\006\010

\140\205\164\001\021\003\025\001\060\201\223\060\110\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\074\032\072\124\150\151\163\040

\151\163\040\164\150\145\040\101\144\155\151\156\103\101\055\103

\104\055\124\060\061\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\145\040\120\162\141\143\164\151\143\145\040\123\164\141\164\145

\155\145\156\164\056\060\107\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\001\026\073\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\160\153

\151\056\141\144\155\151\156\056\143\150\057\160\157\154\151\143

\171\057\103\120\123\137\062\137\061\066\137\067\065\066\137\061

\137\061\067\137\063\137\062\061\137\061\056\160\144\146\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\052\304\151\012\241\306\125

\306\003\156\160\316\206\201\263\244\017\252\031\333\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\237\176\172\155\273\254\214\216\140\224\145\321\103\120\321

\277\155\152\101\375\022\342\315\306\037\046\146\355\312\235\072

\101\145\170\316\364\002\260\123\372\103\217\344\331\273\256\124

\200\027\045\140\022\111\201\164\350\073\263\333\145\134\051\124

\311\346\105\236\236\224\021\204\124\162\050\317\067\300\365\125
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\243\121\053\243\310\120\346\351\014\024\023\320\057\244\001\374

\106\367\076\057\333\324\364\113\024\370\262\000\035\013\374\120

\027\053\371\360\132\175\154\371\373\243\013\212\300\247\062\010

\175\127\113\050\277\006\236\027\024\102\345\054\346\242\200\026

\116\377\017\235\074\034\370\025\302\122\165\230\324\370\026\211

\320\115\347\050\010\307\225\050\116\346\213\201\111\231\332\047

\075\351\372\171\060\331\154\250\337\253\072\033\020\212\321\166

\344\110\376\071\212\170\210\033\201\146\303\006\144\242\166\005

\312\224\047\264\166\361\332\202\373\265\104\020\143\103\303\243

\306\306\004\307\017\313\361\266\217\347\134\212\246\121\226\311

\337\200\314\265\321\040\263\103\323\024\307\335\261\120\155\225

\172

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "AdminCA-CD-T01"

# Issuer: CN=AdminCA-CD-T01,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=admin,C=CH

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=AdminCA-CD-T01,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=admin,C=CH

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jan 25 13:36:19 2006

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 25 12:36:19 2016

# Fingerprint (MD5): 5b:9e:fd:3b:60:35:ea:68:8e:52:fe:13:19:14:4a:a3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6b:81:44:6a:5c:dd:f4:74:a0:f8:00:ff:be:69:fd:0d:b6:28:75:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AdminCA-CD-T01"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\153\201\104\152\134\335\364\164\240\370\000\377\276\151\375\015

\266\050\165\026

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\133\236\375\073\140\065\352\150\216\122\376\023\031\024\112\243

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\155\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\110\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023

\016\101\144\155\151\156\103\101\055\103\104\055\124\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Admin-Root-CA"

# Issuer: CN=Admin-Root-CA,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=admin,C=ch

# Serial Number:3b:f3:81:d0

# Subject: CN=Admin-Root-CA,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=admin,C=ch

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 15 08:51:07 2001

# Not Valid After: Wed Nov 10 07:51:07 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): f3:7e:3a:13:dc:74:63:06:74:1a:3c:38:32:8c:fb:a9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 25:3f:77:5b:0e:77:97:ab:64:5f:15:91:55:97:c3:9e:26:36:31:d1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Admin-Root-CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\101\144\155\151\156\055\122\157\157\164\055\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\101\144\155\151\156\055\122\157\157\164\055\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\073\363\201\320

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\125\060\202\004\075\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\073

\363\201\320\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143
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\150\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151

\156\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166

\151\143\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004

\003\023\015\101\144\155\151\156\055\122\157\157\164\055\103\101

\060\036\027\015\060\061\061\061\061\065\060\070\065\061\060\067

\132\027\015\062\061\061\061\061\060\060\067\065\061\060\067\132

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\101\144\155\151\156\055\122\157\157\164\055\103\101\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\313

\340\257\104\024\042\376\152\027\111\362\135\235\317\134\002\142

\013\200\271\132\277\250\125\063\173\243\022\044\136\114\157\073

\101\211\116\203\075\237\263\225\046\064\246\314\022\364\314\235

\207\136\075\014\015\027\057\205\046\076\052\046\131\163\241\250

\274\073\353\345\106\270\363\131\173\040\261\136\100\001\155\272

\147\263\153\353\357\305\342\371\065\335\014\152\006\266\232\050

\232\160\263\100\051\166\300\161\106\021\153\103\257\345\126\101

\373\346\034\071\203\115\267\366\242\261\146\311\250\015\262\360

\167\276\066\301\040\047\062\271\314\327\132\312\366\027\101\066

\115\373\273\125\201\143\234\223\136\203\153\177\270\025\167\162

\174\175\115\011\153\131\225\346\355\060\253\104\106\331\025\001

\245\133\211\145\266\340\050\331\050\010\225\176\010\043\262\042

\350\337\045\114\074\150\367\156\347\113\307\220\375\204\101\046

\276\134\203\072\327\043\171\267\032\370\007\031\202\132\151\130

\305\377\210\162\053\307\276\370\323\055\063\167\247\026\022\250

\213\041\306\102\256\172\144\257\362\263\300\355\167\344\151\002

\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\375\060\202\001\371\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\201\231

\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\221\060\201\216\060\201\213\006\010

\140\205\164\001\021\003\001\000\060\177\060\053\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\037\032\035\124\150\151\163\040\151

\163\040\164\150\145\040\101\144\155\151\156\055\122\157\157\164

\055\103\101\040\103\120\123\060\120\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\002\001\026\104\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056

\151\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\153\056\141\144\155\151\156

\056\143\150\057\120\113\111\057\154\151\156\153\163\057\103\120

\123\137\062\137\061\066\137\067\065\066\137\061\137\061\067\137

\063\137\061\137\060\056\160\144\146\060\177\006\003\125\035\037

\004\170\060\166\060\164\240\162\240\160\244\156\060\154\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\101\144\155\151\156\055\122

\157\157\164\055\103\101\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023
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\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\016\060

\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\202\237\372\043\163\040\361\227\213\262\114

\115\276\102\305\177\146\315\144\350\060\201\231\006\003\125\035

\043\004\201\221\060\201\216\200\024\202\237\372\043\163\040\361

\227\213\262\114\115\276\102\305\177\146\315\144\350\241\160\244

\156\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151

\143\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003

\023\015\101\144\155\151\156\055\122\157\157\164\055\103\101\202

\004\073\363\201\320\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\170\117\172\134\046\021\247

\056\256\232\103\312\134\065\202\106\176\310\066\217\172\146\265

\251\062\010\034\014\344\156\241\361\310\301\324\344\200\347\214

\275\143\261\014\337\362\271\076\302\013\161\100\151\106\243\154

\364\133\017\015\041\104\307\052\053\075\032\013\300\240\301\314

\210\312\034\077\254\122\266\366\147\315\114\155\304\276\043\375

\101\053\004\156\167\245\026\170\351\233\134\043\317\201\032\006

\041\143\152\334\051\121\262\072\371\233\367\135\261\055\365\004

\027\006\177\234\350\067\205\055\356\061\274\056\001\370\304\353

\153\216\064\305\071\071\366\224\230\273\037\016\036\021\057\250

\214\007\012\110\242\214\152\231\205\064\267\052\141\205\170\032

\051\151\037\235\045\120\121\004\312\027\303\071\070\007\161\347

\321\230\233\325\321\030\025\226\274\342\363\311\147\053\361\011

\262\316\234\364\103\046\001\372\127\153\220\251\261\276\350\065

\325\151\377\360\071\025\116\274\137\360\317\073\364\276\043\077

\105\146\304\264\226\135\276\217\015\336\307\155\011\102\363\211

\371\361\077\365\164\117\337\270\145

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Admin-Root-CA"

# Issuer: CN=Admin-Root-CA,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=admin,C=ch

# Serial Number:3b:f3:81:d0

# Subject: CN=Admin-Root-CA,OU=Certification Authorities,OU=Services,O=admin,C=ch

# Not Valid Before: Thu Nov 15 08:51:07 2001

# Not Valid After: Wed Nov 10 07:51:07 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): f3:7e:3a:13:dc:74:63:06:74:1a:3c:38:32:8c:fb:a9
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 25:3f:77:5b:0e:77:97:ab:64:5f:15:91:55:97:c3:9e:26:36:31:d1

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Admin-Root-CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\045\077\167\133\016\167\227\253\144\137\025\221\125\227\303\236

\046\066\061\321

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\363\176\072\023\334\164\143\006\164\032\074\070\062\214\373\251

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\154\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\141\144\155\151\156\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\163\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\101\144\155\151\156\055\122\157\157\164\055\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\073\363\201\320

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "TÜBTAK UEKAE Kök Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs - Sürüm 3"

# Issuer: CN=TÜBTAK UEKAE Kök Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs - Sürüm 3,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon

Merkezi,OU=Ulusal Elektronik ve Kriptoloji Aratrma Enstitüsü - UEKAE,O=Türkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik

Aratrma Kurumu - TÜBTAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Serial Number: 17 (0x11)

# Subject: CN=TÜBTAK UEKAE Kök Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs - Sürüm 3,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon

Merkezi,OU=Ulusal Elektronik ve Kriptoloji Aratrma Enstitüsü - UEKAE,O=Türkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik

Aratrma Kurumu - TÜBTAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 24 11:37:07 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 21 11:37:07 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): ed:41:f5:8c:50:c5:2b:9c:73:e6:ee:6c:eb:c2:a8:26

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1b:4b:39:61:26:27:6b:64:91:a2:68:6d:d7:02:43:21:2d:1f:1d:96

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TÜBTAK UEKAE Kök Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs - Sürüm 3"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\053\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\122\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\014\017\107\145\142\172

\145\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\107\060\105\006

\003\125\004\012\014\076\124\303\274\162\153\151\171\145\040\102

\151\154\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157

\154\157\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155

\141\040\113\165\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\303\234\102\304

\260\124\101\113\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\013\014\077\125

\154\165\163\141\154\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153

\040\166\145\040\113\162\151\160\164\157\154\157\152\151\040\101

\162\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155\141\040\105\156\163\164\151

\164\303\274\163\303\274\040\055\040\125\105\113\101\105\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\013\014\032\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\061\112\060\110\006\003\125\004\003\014\101\124\303

\234\102\304\260\124\101\113\040\125\105\113\101\105\040\113\303

\266\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172

\155\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304\261

\163\304\261\040\055\040\123\303\274\162\303\274\155\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\053\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\122\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\014\017\107\145\142\172

\145\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\107\060\105\006

\003\125\004\012\014\076\124\303\274\162\153\151\171\145\040\102

\151\154\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157

\154\157\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155

\141\040\113\165\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\303\234\102\304

\260\124\101\113\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\013\014\077\125

\154\165\163\141\154\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153

\040\166\145\040\113\162\151\160\164\157\154\157\152\151\040\101

\162\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155\141\040\105\156\163\164\151

\164\303\274\163\303\274\040\055\040\125\105\113\101\105\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\013\014\032\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\061\112\060\110\006\003\125\004\003\014\101\124\303

\234\102\304\260\124\101\113\040\125\105\113\101\105\040\113\303

\266\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172

\155\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304\261

\163\304\261\040\055\040\123\303\274\162\303\274\155\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\021

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\202\005\027\060\202\003\377\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\021

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\202\001\053\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\014\017\107\145\142\172\145

\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\107\060\105\006\003

\125\004\012\014\076\124\303\274\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151

\154\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154

\157\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155\141

\040\113\165\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\303\234\102\304\260

\124\101\113\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\013\014\077\125\154

\165\163\141\154\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\040

\166\145\040\113\162\151\160\164\157\154\157\152\151\040\101\162

\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155\141\040\105\156\163\164\151\164

\303\274\163\303\274\040\055\040\125\105\113\101\105\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\013\014\032\113\141\155\165\040\123\145\162

\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145

\172\151\061\112\060\110\006\003\125\004\003\014\101\124\303\234

\102\304\260\124\101\113\040\125\105\113\101\105\040\113\303\266

\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172\155

\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304\261\163

\304\261\040\055\040\123\303\274\162\303\274\155\040\063\060\036

\027\015\060\067\060\070\062\064\061\061\063\067\060\067\132\027

\015\061\067\060\070\062\061\061\061\063\067\060\067\132\060\202

\001\053\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\014\017\107\145\142\172\145\040

\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\107\060\105\006\003\125

\004\012\014\076\124\303\274\162\153\151\171\145\040\102\151\154

\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157\154\157

\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155\141\040

\113\165\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\303\234\102\304\260\124

\101\113\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\013\014\077\125\154\165

\163\141\154\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\040\166

\145\040\113\162\151\160\164\157\154\157\152\151\040\101\162\141

\305\237\164\304\261\162\155\141\040\105\156\163\164\151\164\303

\274\163\303\274\040\055\040\125\105\113\101\105\061\043\060\041

\006\003\125\004\013\014\032\113\141\155\165\040\123\145\162\164

\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153\145\172

\151\061\112\060\110\006\003\125\004\003\014\101\124\303\234\102

\304\260\124\101\113\040\125\105\113\101\105\040\113\303\266\153

\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172\155\145

\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304\261\163\304

\261\040\055\040\123\303\274\162\303\274\155\040\063\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\212\155

\113\377\020\210\072\303\366\176\224\350\352\040\144\160\256\041

\201\276\072\173\074\333\361\035\122\177\131\372\363\042\114\225

\240\220\274\110\116\021\253\373\267\265\215\172\203\050\214\046

\106\330\116\225\100\207\141\237\305\236\155\201\207\127\154\212
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\073\264\146\352\314\100\374\343\252\154\262\313\001\333\062\277

\322\353\205\317\241\015\125\303\133\070\127\160\270\165\306\171

\321\024\060\355\033\130\133\153\357\065\362\241\041\116\305\316

\174\231\137\154\271\270\042\223\120\247\315\114\160\152\276\152

\005\177\023\234\053\036\352\376\107\316\004\245\157\254\223\056

\174\053\237\236\171\023\221\350\352\236\312\070\165\216\142\260

\225\223\052\345\337\351\136\227\156\040\137\137\204\172\104\071

\031\100\034\272\125\053\373\060\262\201\357\204\343\334\354\230

\070\071\003\205\010\251\124\003\005\051\360\311\217\213\352\013

\206\145\031\021\323\351\011\043\336\150\223\003\311\066\034\041

\156\316\214\146\361\231\060\330\327\263\303\035\370\201\056\250

\275\202\013\146\376\202\313\341\340\032\202\303\100\201\002\003

\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\275\210\207\311\217\366\244\012\013\252\353\305\376\221

\043\235\253\112\212\062\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\035\174\372\111\217

\064\351\267\046\222\026\232\005\164\347\113\320\155\071\154\303

\046\366\316\270\061\274\304\337\274\052\370\067\221\030\334\004

\310\144\231\053\030\155\200\003\131\311\256\370\130\320\076\355

\303\043\237\151\074\206\070\034\236\357\332\047\170\321\204\067

\161\212\074\113\071\317\176\105\006\326\055\330\212\115\170\022

\326\255\302\323\313\322\320\101\363\046\066\112\233\225\154\014

\356\345\321\103\047\146\301\210\367\172\263\040\154\352\260\151

\053\307\040\350\014\003\304\101\005\231\342\077\344\153\370\240

\206\201\307\204\306\037\325\113\201\022\262\026\041\054\023\241

\200\262\136\014\112\023\236\040\330\142\100\253\220\352\144\112

\057\254\015\001\022\171\105\250\057\207\031\150\310\342\205\307

\060\262\165\371\070\077\262\300\223\264\153\342\003\104\316\147

\240\337\211\326\255\214\166\243\023\303\224\141\053\153\331\154

\301\007\012\042\007\205\154\205\044\106\251\276\077\213\170\204

\202\176\044\014\235\375\201\067\343\045\250\355\066\116\225\054

\311\234\220\332\354\251\102\074\255\266\002

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "TÜBTAK UEKAE Kök Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs - Sürüm 3"

# Issuer: CN=TÜBTAK UEKAE Kök Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs - Sürüm 3,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon

Merkezi,OU=Ulusal Elektronik ve Kriptoloji Aratrma Enstitüsü - UEKAE,O=Türkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik

Aratrma Kurumu - TÜBTAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR

# Serial Number: 17 (0x11)

# Subject: CN=TÜBTAK UEKAE Kök Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs - Sürüm 3,OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon

Merkezi,OU=Ulusal Elektronik ve Kriptoloji Aratrma Enstitüsü - UEKAE,O=Türkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik

Aratrma Kurumu - TÜBTAK,L=Gebze - Kocaeli,C=TR
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# Not Valid Before: Fri Aug 24 11:37:07 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 21 11:37:07 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): ed:41:f5:8c:50:c5:2b:9c:73:e6:ee:6c:eb:c2:a8:26

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1b:4b:39:61:26:27:6b:64:91:a2:68:6d:d7:02:43:21:2d:1f:1d:96

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TÜBTAK UEKAE Kök Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs - Sürüm 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\113\071\141\046\047\153\144\221\242\150\155\327\002\103\041

\055\037\035\226

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\355\101\365\214\120\305\053\234\163\346\356\154\353\302\250\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\053\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\122\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\007\014\017\107\145\142\172

\145\040\055\040\113\157\143\141\145\154\151\061\107\060\105\006

\003\125\004\012\014\076\124\303\274\162\153\151\171\145\040\102

\151\154\151\155\163\145\154\040\166\145\040\124\145\153\156\157

\154\157\152\151\153\040\101\162\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155

\141\040\113\165\162\165\155\165\040\055\040\124\303\234\102\304

\260\124\101\113\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\013\014\077\125

\154\165\163\141\154\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153

\040\166\145\040\113\162\151\160\164\157\154\157\152\151\040\101

\162\141\305\237\164\304\261\162\155\141\040\105\156\163\164\151

\164\303\274\163\303\274\040\055\040\125\105\113\101\105\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\013\014\032\113\141\155\165\040\123\145

\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\163\171\157\156\040\115\145\162\153

\145\172\151\061\112\060\110\006\003\125\004\003\014\101\124\303

\234\102\304\260\124\101\113\040\125\105\113\101\105\040\113\303

\266\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172

\155\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304\261

\163\304\261\040\055\040\123\303\274\162\303\274\155\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\021

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Halcom CA FO"

# Issuer: CN=Halcom CA FO,O=Halcom,C=SI
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# Serial Number: 113253 (0x1ba65)

# Subject: CN=Halcom CA FO,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Sun Jun 05 10:33:31 2005

# Not Valid After: Fri Jun 05 10:33:31 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0b:09:2c:1c:d7:21:86:6f:94:37:6f:e6:a7:f3:22:4d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 04:09:56:5b:77:da:58:2e:64:95:ac:00:60:a7:23:54:e6:4b:01:92

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Halcom CA FO"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\065\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023\014\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\103\101\040\106\117

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\065\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023\014\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\103\101\040\106\117

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\272\145

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\032\060\202\002\002\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\001

\272\145\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\065\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157

\155\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023\014\110\141\154\143

\157\155\040\103\101\040\106\117\060\036\027\015\060\065\060\066

\060\065\061\060\063\063\063\061\132\027\015\062\060\060\066\060

\065\061\060\063\063\063\061\132\060\065\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012

\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004

\003\023\014\110\141\154\143\157\155\040\103\101\040\106\117\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\274\243\046\001\226\345\235\254\032\002\002\071\174\254\334\006

\114\067\112\256\007\110\165\350\047\034\244\061\375\012\247\043

\135\174\077\016\372\360\214\221\157\125\064\204\003\164\314\003

\065\170\315\161\301\107\033\273\352\041\156\270\007\336\041\222

\252\254\271\336\067\242\037\364\232\034\033\310\356\020\203\326

\123\103\310\335\351\363\220\106\071\162\012\116\374\022\051\111
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\201\130\046\072\161\023\014\173\123\217\337\146\162\074\027\334

\336\341\171\112\237\351\140\076\155\065\344\115\121\321\034\300

\032\060\134\006\077\163\103\310\315\066\364\036\302\207\214\117

\110\237\332\165\127\052\114\257\215\124\074\104\137\230\074\120

\332\320\030\006\174\140\156\322\204\377\147\205\220\075\136\306

\353\330\172\243\265\155\014\276\165\270\251\332\126\161\066\132

\356\353\111\123\076\342\031\166\174\102\253\241\220\361\367\057

\270\272\112\101\264\053\244\056\141\066\347\326\332\177\365\237

\215\270\113\133\204\065\120\305\275\005\252\252\302\014\164\101

\143\127\031\216\377\341\106\346\173\005\044\376\231\335\061\275

\002\003\001\000\001\243\063\060\061\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\021\006\003\125\035

\016\004\012\004\010\110\040\034\142\015\130\122\045\060\013\006

\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\133\165

\365\346\060\106\130\212\367\017\321\117\013\001\130\004\271\144

\344\060\015\076\166\331\153\023\255\034\156\311\114\360\154\346

\102\021\375\353\203\357\120\330\273\124\235\264\221\212\132\265

\204\017\214\106\315\074\202\250\245\036\040\234\320\365\101\006

\312\001\053\230\260\352\051\120\037\342\164\173\131\202\312\012

\345\156\116\256\260\067\355\076\314\272\062\331\077\013\150\054

\262\323\074\334\070\305\021\326\033\063\356\271\242\152\104\223

\033\120\352\141\033\171\127\121\126\236\062\320\063\170\264\317

\107\052\373\367\315\361\347\155\340\272\144\373\025\233\276\312

\261\362\107\001\177\340\114\267\245\101\254\036\331\032\154\221

\341\320\250\112\303\136\170\053\172\200\300\117\315\045\137\120

\047\306\274\130\165\234\035\265\232\135\225\163\363\204\146\323

\315\155\035\315\340\132\316\040\070\357\222\163\170\136\002\326

\215\371\164\324\267\211\330\214\373\173\325\213\161\325\031\027

\046\330\044\111\074\125\274\202\207\332\143\273\071\327\216\221

\317\064\160\134\163\117\320\120\107\132\373\345\132\121

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Halcom CA FO"

# Issuer: CN=Halcom CA FO,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Serial Number: 113253 (0x1ba65)

# Subject: CN=Halcom CA FO,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Sun Jun 05 10:33:31 2005

# Not Valid After: Fri Jun 05 10:33:31 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0b:09:2c:1c:d7:21:86:6f:94:37:6f:e6:a7:f3:22:4d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 04:09:56:5b:77:da:58:2e:64:95:ac:00:60:a7:23:54:e6:4b:01:92

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Halcom CA FO"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\004\011\126\133\167\332\130\056\144\225\254\000\140\247\043\124

\346\113\001\222

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\013\011\054\034\327\041\206\157\224\067\157\346\247\363\042\115

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\065\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\023\014\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\103\101\040\106\117

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\272\145

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Halcom CA PO 2"

# Issuer: CN=Halcom CA PO 2,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Serial Number: 79074 (0x134e2)

# Subject: CN=Halcom CA PO 2,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Sat Feb 07 18:33:31 2004

# Not Valid After: Thu Feb 07 18:33:31 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1d:64:96:af:2d:82:1a:30:0b:a0:62:0d:76:bc:53:aa

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7f:bb:6a:cd:7e:0a:b4:38:da:af:6f:d5:02:10:d0:07:c6:c0:82:9c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Halcom CA PO 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\103\101\040\120\117\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155
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\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\103\101\040\120\117\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\064\342

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\031\060\202\001\202\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\001

\064\342\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\067\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157

\155\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143

\157\155\040\103\101\040\120\117\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\064

\060\062\060\067\061\070\063\063\063\061\132\027\015\061\071\060

\062\060\067\061\070\063\063\063\061\132\060\067\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061\017\060\015\006\003\125

\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143\157\155\040\103\101\040\120

\117\040\062\060\201\237\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\201\215\000\060\201\211\002\201\201\000

\224\027\362\111\067\060\062\011\010\074\276\365\067\267\164\154

\020\073\313\042\161\007\006\271\306\354\332\110\363\237\047\155

\144\215\125\336\171\107\120\373\150\316\171\001\276\247\033\366

\141\255\175\061\013\123\040\255\061\361\133\316\043\372\377\314

\022\002\132\000\234\374\315\153\022\122\350\254\324\063\073\163

\046\020\161\220\100\277\003\210\337\274\137\041\015\214\326\212

\223\037\347\256\025\124\306\114\344\231\141\222\340\367\215\162

\307\334\142\023\063\243\076\111\051\373\204\277\160\072\221\041

\002\003\001\000\001\243\063\060\061\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\021\006\003\125\035

\016\004\012\004\010\110\257\127\146\277\322\300\002\060\013\006

\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\201\201\000\220\026\127

\166\270\171\316\374\304\321\067\000\242\315\377\070\007\021\163

\023\005\111\355\337\301\305\316\306\100\330\367\002\226\015\267

\157\021\204\070\146\373\161\367\020\001\147\174\135\175\044\332

\366\144\073\010\200\110\246\116\275\104\342\260\007\062\217\174

\206\067\106\157\300\203\003\223\265\364\363\022\174\243\350\313

\342\072\043\170\372\150\157\376\130\312\014\247\127\121\055\142

\220\371\344\250\334\365\312\337\016\207\121\156\067\165\046\016

\327\176\170\212\003\242\225\031\266\136\221\001\126

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Halcom CA PO 2"
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# Issuer: CN=Halcom CA PO 2,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Serial Number: 79074 (0x134e2)

# Subject: CN=Halcom CA PO 2,O=Halcom,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Sat Feb 07 18:33:31 2004

# Not Valid After: Thu Feb 07 18:33:31 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1d:64:96:af:2d:82:1a:30:0b:a0:62:0d:76:bc:53:aa

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7f:bb:6a:cd:7e:0a:b4:38:da:af:6f:d5:02:10:d0:07:c6:c0:82:9c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Halcom CA PO 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\177\273\152\315\176\012\264\070\332\257\157\325\002\020\320\007

\306\300\202\234

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\035\144\226\257\055\202\032\060\013\240\142\015\166\274\123\252

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\067\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\012\023\006\110\141\154\143\157\155

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\003\023\016\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\103\101\040\120\117\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\064\342

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Root CA,OU=GPKI,O=Government of Korea,C=KR

# Serial Number:3c:c2:81:4b:00:e7:52:4d:9b:aa:47:b7:e1:61:f5:0e

# Subject: CN=Root CA,OU=GPKI,O=Government of Korea,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Sun Apr 21 09:07:23 2002

# Not Valid After: Sat Apr 21 09:07:23 2012

# Fingerprint (MD5): c7:bd:11:d6:91:8a:35:82:c5:36:66:01:7c:6f:47:79

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 63:4c:3b:02:30:cf:1b:78:b4:56:9f:ec:f2:c0:4a:86:52:ef:ef:0e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\003\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\003\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\074\302\201\113\000\347\122\115\233\252\107\267\341\141

\365\016

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\231\060\202\002\201\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\074

\302\201\113\000\347\122\115\233\252\107\267\341\141\365\016\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\114

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\034\060

\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145

\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060\013\006

\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\020\060\016\006\003

\125\004\003\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015

\060\062\060\064\062\061\060\071\060\067\062\063\132\027\015\061

\062\060\064\062\061\060\071\060\067\062\063\132\060\114\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145\156\164

\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004

\003\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\041\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001

\016\000\060\202\001\011\002\202\001\000\100\326\241\102\027\054

\125\100\337\232\172\303\221\364\343\275\221\053\365\333\134\146

\057\211\134\375\170\324\011\114\075\247\304\234\056\372\360\131

\266\275\264\322\215\050\010\253\257\023\101\256\200\102\364\353

\134\055\137\176\103\172\065\265\257\077\334\304\075\066\105\222

\262\270\176\015\274\254\307\301\144\330\336\155\316\263\244\216

\120\176\110\364\255\216\331\206\031\065\003\212\167\050\165\055

\202\133\112\354\245\313\161\002\364\104\061\203\112\171\354\316

\145\377\034\241\063\146\257\133\062\145\376\346\255\207\047\114

\375\117\030\011\230\144\176\077\316\067\126\363\302\340\306\231

\233\000\113\067\230\357\034\143\052\225\256\255\003\317\072\134

\042\016\075\331\365\160\161\166\373\104\317\053\000\041\046\160
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\072\341\252\353\315\111\373\073\142\270\164\132\126\245\362\054

\222\076\265\000\274\204\277\140\343\102\156\215\243\340\144\266

\255\245\103\230\367\141\337\305\350\340\360\325\246\275\240\151

\157\162\156\216\215\017\313\366\370\353\366\314\133\163\235\325

\055\361\316\027\333\336\010\177\334\215\002\003\001\000\001\243

\170\060\166\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\002\023\356\256\034\040\070\054\251\360\157\352\137\237\007\072

\223\357\107\164\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\002

\023\356\256\034\040\070\054\251\360\157\352\137\237\007\072\223

\357\107\164\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\023\006\003\125\035\040\004\014\060\012\060\010

\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\000\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\001\250\251

\310\046\174\254\076\264\367\266\222\301\176\363\250\220\155\175

\027\314\150\014\104\302\345\014\122\370\261\002\117\312\071\073

\127\130\346\337\277\144\012\215\106\264\324\331\262\347\203\007

\255\113\375\021\277\357\347\231\300\211\335\270\304\247\350\055

\204\222\315\037\327\030\307\173\206\117\353\271\136\136\311\325

\260\340\364\372\366\244\301\220\346\155\334\366\016\113\341\357

\335\065\071\376\361\306\154\220\101\244\141\211\043\346\244\077

\143\147\272\361\236\167\343\016\355\052\173\343\172\045\163\110

\067\177\171\345\052\123\006\331\214\262\010\157\064\004\133\211

\166\007\253\054\243\050\001\377\023\122\164\240\023\123\221\146

\070\302\211\245\031\110\112\060\270\304\276\144\334\354\237\060

\131\232\146\305\226\037\175\023\060\352\175\012\337\326\275\202

\060\050\350\115\215\332\160\312\200\233\034\150\025\174\103\263

\212\365\057\151\004\206\027\017\060\242\217\321\066\327\215\031

\112\152\153\070\027\144\053\273\011\322\253\326\021\256\366\247

\271\053\220\147\212\052\004\332\066\223\033\174\076

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Root CA,OU=GPKI,O=Government of Korea,C=KR

# Serial Number:3c:c2:81:4b:00:e7:52:4d:9b:aa:47:b7:e1:61:f5:0e

# Subject: CN=Root CA,OU=GPKI,O=Government of Korea,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Sun Apr 21 09:07:23 2002

# Not Valid After: Sat Apr 21 09:07:23 2012

# Fingerprint (MD5): c7:bd:11:d6:91:8a:35:82:c5:36:66:01:7c:6f:47:79

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 63:4c:3b:02:30:cf:1b:78:b4:56:9f:ec:f2:c0:4a:86:52:ef:ef:0e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\143\114\073\002\060\317\033\170\264\126\237\354\362\300\112\206

\122\357\357\016

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\307\275\021\326\221\212\065\202\305\066\146\001\174\157\107\171

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\003\023\007\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\074\302\201\113\000\347\122\115\233\252\107\267\341\141

\365\016

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GPKIRootCA"

# Issuer: CN=GPKIRootCA,OU=GPKI,O=Government of Korea,C=KR

# Serial Number:45:f8:e0:e4:01:c5:3e:71:e6:bd:71:6d:97:9c:41:23

# Subject: CN=GPKIRootCA,OU=GPKI,O=Government of Korea,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 15 06:00:04 2007

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 15 06:00:04 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): b4:81:9e:89:ac:17:24:fd:2a:42:85:27:1d:0c:2b:5d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:cb:59:4f:b4:ed:d8:95:76:3f:d5:25:4e:95:9a:66:74:c6:ee:b2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GPKIRootCA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\023\060\021

\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\120\113\111\122\157\157\164\103

\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\023\060\021

\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\120\113\111\122\157\157\164\103

\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\105\370\340\344\001\305\076\161\346\275\161\155\227\234

\101\043

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\212\060\202\002\162\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\105

\370\340\344\001\305\076\161\346\275\161\155\227\234\101\043\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\117

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\034\060

\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156\155\145

\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060\013\006

\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\023\060\021\006\003

\125\004\003\023\012\107\120\113\111\122\157\157\164\103\101\060

\036\027\015\060\067\060\063\061\065\060\066\060\060\060\064\132

\027\015\061\067\060\063\061\065\060\066\060\060\060\064\132\060

\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156\155

\145\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060\013

\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\120\113\111\122\157\157\164\103\101

\060\202\001\041\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\016\000\060\202\001\011\002\202\001\000

\132\053\101\025\233\333\166\046\001\360\124\162\013\207\023\037

\240\320\077\226\252\015\263\064\201\336\110\132\237\363\160\132

\302\361\072\236\004\360\116\224\171\227\341\364\265\024\114\327

\157\304\213\030\267\334\022\053\035\012\233\356\040\014\133\217

\377\371\257\202\236\230\106\320\075\135\050\363\227\026\301\134

\345\126\277\104\244\000\241\172\313\233\172\133\334\324\355\373

\362\240\002\147\000\036\104\345\212\001\334\245\243\116\376\326

\014\147\312\111\271\360\320\240\371\115\037\003\323\206\357\015

\205\165\115\363\355\373\315\152\146\004\127\364\127\233\254\146

\212\117\302\250\117\161\211\011\335\114\000\337\226\273\325\220

\012\264\266\152\155\306\277\323\231\051\377\142\360\020\332\105

\254\011\162\013\202\020\350\025\250\213\137\342\242\132\171\036

\302\147\375\351\104\127\013\003\320\041\025\121\260\000\363\217

\155\342\043\360\111\041\331\155\317\142\075\354\353\375\050\222

\001\077\172\243\162\174\353\363\256\347\370\012\354\156\255\172

\233\125\311\060\113\234\266\141\106\153\130\032\376\237\110\035

\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037\006\003\125\035\043

\004\030\060\026\200\024\026\147\062\364\150\136\150\061\107\333
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\355\354\316\141\056\232\044\106\304\175\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\026\147\062\364\150\136\150\061\107\333\355

\354\316\141\056\232\044\106\304\175\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\256\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\065\143

\122\306\140\030\034\267\302\301\132\130\002\354\007\325\241\220

\223\374\200\107\320\122\170\253\205\370\166\323\270\260\030\062

\240\266\220\150\023\146\075\157\257\216\334\366\243\304\316\071

\137\257\355\012\146\340\174\021\310\014\313\236\037\070\051\212

\213\336\310\143\056\307\264\322\316\066\221\224\340\117\204\222

\266\252\042\250\375\061\247\063\110\311\133\366\023\330\026\026

\353\037\077\245\116\006\223\072\331\006\145\060\226\372\215\006

\333\241\032\364\053\372\017\150\360\301\053\174\235\005\327\011

\102\073\322\057\221\220\374\016\153\070\133\262\165\251\127\234

\127\144\365\230\040\244\377\324\060\004\344\316\037\220\311\057

\301\337\132\126\270\313\252\252\264\277\353\270\367\042\112\115

\301\065\364\145\275\170\274\157\170\033\126\072\201\350\015\365

\302\245\027\060\323\215\127\167\313\245\301\114\261\060\335\064

\270\253\222\012\042\002\066\213\366\154\367\141\271\010\356\060

\255\032\250\104\361\056\062\354\203\242\110\110\072\147\137\351

\157\033\027\063\010\052\301\311\303\147\232\016\205\147

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GPKIRootCA"

# Issuer: CN=GPKIRootCA,OU=GPKI,O=Government of Korea,C=KR

# Serial Number:45:f8:e0:e4:01:c5:3e:71:e6:bd:71:6d:97:9c:41:23

# Subject: CN=GPKIRootCA,OU=GPKI,O=Government of Korea,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 15 06:00:04 2007

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 15 06:00:04 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): b4:81:9e:89:ac:17:24:fd:2a:42:85:27:1d:0c:2b:5d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 20:cb:59:4f:b4:ed:d8:95:76:3f:d5:25:4e:95:9a:66:74:c6:ee:b2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GPKIRootCA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\313\131\117\264\355\330\225\166\077\325\045\116\225\232\146

\164\306\356\262

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\264\201\236\211\254\027\044\375\052\102\205\047\035\014\053\135

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\117\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\107\157\166\145\162\156

\155\145\156\164\040\157\146\040\113\157\162\145\141\061\015\060

\013\006\003\125\004\013\023\004\107\120\113\111\061\023\060\021

\006\003\125\004\003\023\012\107\120\113\111\122\157\157\164\103

\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\105\370\340\344\001\305\076\161\346\275\161\155\227\234

\101\043

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ACNLB"

# Issuer: O=ACNLB,C=SI

# Serial Number:3e:c3:86:8e

# Subject: O=ACNLB,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 15 11:52:45 2003

# Not Valid After: Mon May 15 12:22:45 2023

# Fingerprint (MD5): ba:92:64:42:16:1f:cb:a1:16:48:1a:f6:40:5c:59:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 04:56:f2:3d:1e:9c:43:ae:cb:0d:80:7f:1c:06:47:55:1a:05:f4:56

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACNLB"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\035\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\103\116\114\102

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\035\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\103\116\114\102

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\076\303\206\216

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\267\060\202\002\237\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\076

\303\206\216\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\035\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123
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\111\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\103\116\114

\102\060\036\027\015\060\063\060\065\061\065\061\061\065\062\064

\065\132\027\015\062\063\060\065\061\065\061\062\062\062\064\065

\132\060\035\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111

\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\103\116\114\102

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\277\166\165\075\014\174\100\072\146\137\115\214\373\335\074

\056\376\175\224\144\355\112\324\111\110\241\356\221\161\262\171

\310\216\053\037\252\360\062\264\050\262\243\302\165\117\244\351

\246\032\366\242\146\141\043\047\141\054\156\027\220\013\372\336

\036\161\122\002\051\004\231\171\254\300\260\300\146\230\230\021

\067\144\020\317\234\274\073\102\034\051\134\125\220\366\172\042

\116\126\257\067\150\277\164\072\154\074\306\230\314\140\041\277

\342\010\047\344\331\053\274\343\204\225\327\324\044\140\374\176

\055\057\235\041\353\235\221\306\273\244\321\353\311\022\255\243

\350\310\265\177\125\113\353\231\002\124\304\201\034\014\256\071

\344\152\172\005\330\116\160\240\372\003\167\263\256\330\270\024

\222\373\101\167\023\065\152\267\242\312\210\113\255\055\121\274

\166\232\154\273\100\275\347\044\114\042\246\346\375\116\010\173

\235\013\020\326\022\322\246\306\241\144\062\364\001\163\226\201

\342\110\260\301\050\143\075\073\347\147\254\156\305\024\365\027

\023\242\234\037\053\127\360\025\047\165\135\335\261\064\326\223

\021\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\376\060\201\373\060\021\006\011

\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060

\077\006\003\125\035\037\004\070\060\066\060\064\240\062\240\060

\244\056\060\054\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123

\111\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\103\116\114

\102\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\003\023\004\103\122\114\061

\060\053\006\003\125\035\020\004\044\060\042\200\017\062\060\060

\063\060\065\061\065\061\061\065\062\064\065\132\201\017\062\060

\062\063\060\065\061\065\061\062\062\062\064\065\132\060\013\006

\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\314\273\273\206\326\157\370\276\264

\107\042\167\263\266\255\327\001\131\226\115\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\314\273\273\206\326\157\370\276\264\107

\042\167\263\266\255\327\001\131\226\115\060\014\006\003\125\035

\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\011\052\206\110\206

\366\175\007\101\000\004\020\060\016\033\010\126\066\056\060\072

\064\056\060\003\002\004\220\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\021\147\313\313\232

\153\040\041\335\157\151\203\325\077\015\272\223\025\227\116\160

\166\046\134\350\236\044\347\067\376\074\120\364\324\371\052\057

\014\023\241\135\004\274\320\260\351\302\003\027\205\005\141\075

\300\247\252\166\114\303\270\072\203\251\206\317\003\371\167\016

\053\262\075\166\033\145\321\152\161\140\161\333\273\270\172\216

\362\371\041\203\370\127\114\250\307\335\145\306\356\357\157\263

\266\231\273\264\303\320\253\137\262\240\176\335\164\041\054\303
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\132\353\215\241\312\330\360\310\027\355\166\272\204\143\156\133

\271\265\312\155\327\374\064\071\200\057\272\117\337\215\330\374

\030\304\074\212\065\057\167\202\226\255\040\222\030\262\347\066

\364\256\062\164\270\107\321\330\017\330\054\313\152\302\000\165

\371\054\370\102\016\313\376\163\223\251\217\341\307\256\041\067

\363\312\271\014\264\347\211\176\161\034\126\064\040\303\361\064

\271\125\113\323\123\122\361\007\055\053\076\133\031\100\237\020

\355\323\051\063\305\257\017\020\126\207\332\073\310\261\355\070

\331\031\373\113\360\120\055\244\315\324\130

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ACNLB"

# Issuer: O=ACNLB,C=SI

# Serial Number:3e:c3:86:8e

# Subject: O=ACNLB,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Thu May 15 11:52:45 2003

# Not Valid After: Mon May 15 12:22:45 2023

# Fingerprint (MD5): ba:92:64:42:16:1f:cb:a1:16:48:1a:f6:40:5c:59:87

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 04:56:f2:3d:1e:9c:43:ae:cb:0d:80:7f:1c:06:47:55:1a:05:f4:56

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACNLB"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\004\126\362\075\036\234\103\256\313\015\200\177\034\006\107\125

\032\005\364\126

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\272\222\144\102\026\037\313\241\026\110\032\366\100\134\131\207

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\035\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\101\103\116\114\102

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\076\303\206\216

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate
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# Certificate "state-institutions"

# Issuer: OU=sigen-ca,O=state-institutions,C=si

# Serial Number:3b:3c:f9:c9

# Subject: OU=sigen-ca,O=state-institutions,C=si

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 29 21:27:46 2001

# Not Valid After: Tue Jun 29 21:57:46 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 49:ef:a6:a1:f0:de:8e:a7:6a:ee:5b:7d:1e:5f:c4:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3e:42:a1:87:06:bd:0c:9c:cf:59:47:50:d2:e4:d6:ab:00:48:fd:c4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "state-institutions"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\163\151\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\163\164\141\164\145\055

\151\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\163\151\147\145\156\055\143\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\163\151\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\163\164\141\164\145\055

\151\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\163\151\147\145\156\055\143\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\073\074\371\311

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\031\060\202\003\001\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\073

\074\371\311\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\163

\151\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\163\164\141\164

\145\055\151\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\163\151\147\145\156\055\143

\141\060\036\027\015\060\061\060\066\062\071\062\061\062\067\064

\066\132\027\015\062\061\060\066\062\071\062\061\065\067\064\066

\132\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\163\151

\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\163\164\141\164\145

\055\151\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\061\021\060

\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\163\151\147\145\156\055\143\141

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\260\345\145\262\300\254\144\226\362\210\033\263\355\236\344

\002\306\117\053\210\316\056\212\121\200\165\257\020\133\362\313

\070\146\233\242\016\155\064\107\226\245\222\021\257\366\065\107
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\242\167\042\014\316\026\210\142\252\323\111\156\030\274\056\104

\330\276\306\236\302\032\031\254\101\216\374\060\007\002\362\306

\152\324\133\043\000\357\101\064\330\244\163\143\337\042\222\063

\204\001\245\215\363\203\134\372\270\324\172\065\337\354\370\155

\017\340\114\355\255\234\072\175\206\326\245\010\224\276\175\172

\021\037\376\205\077\124\132\210\143\207\234\245\261\247\116\315

\267\104\163\257\317\212\111\153\037\343\315\327\111\115\132\053

\027\346\134\166\263\273\162\271\157\047\322\233\211\025\210\337

\020\137\166\041\001\152\307\025\061\012\321\234\130\370\050\026

\005\155\331\116\331\241\327\007\040\313\113\046\211\115\222\262

\247\272\226\350\343\130\217\042\234\001\226\132\304\367\061\115

\013\111\265\341\170\141\342\124\030\006\273\236\124\064\176\014

\076\353\356\265\200\037\335\026\204\035\150\070\146\147\163\370

\221\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\037\060\202\001\033\060\021

\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000

\007\060\137\006\003\125\035\037\004\130\060\126\060\124\240\122

\240\120\244\116\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\163\151\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\163\164

\141\164\145\055\151\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\163\151\147\145\156

\055\143\141\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\003\023\004\103\122

\114\061\060\053\006\003\125\035\020\004\044\060\042\200\017\062

\060\060\061\060\066\062\071\062\061\062\067\064\066\132\201\017

\062\060\062\061\060\066\062\071\062\061\065\067\064\066\132\060

\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\161\173\212\006\037\061\005

\125\253\140\022\167\107\040\036\003\210\030\354\211\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\161\173\212\006\037\061\005\125

\253\140\022\167\107\040\036\003\210\030\354\211\060\014\006\003

\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\011\052\206

\110\206\366\175\007\101\000\004\020\060\016\033\010\126\065\056

\060\072\064\056\060\003\002\004\220\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\000\272\143

\064\363\030\030\356\256\176\215\222\307\065\365\302\023\324\326

\000\252\041\062\026\326\320\133\372\051\260\215\372\027\167\222

\371\245\266\366\371\207\077\006\017\040\356\142\075\064\367\251

\057\307\251\073\320\047\210\114\254\335\311\251\345\132\130\205

\327\022\065\075\334\260\202\133\162\364\273\163\267\373\376\070

\041\230\004\200\262\210\142\017\036\254\072\026\251\346\263\012

\366\025\020\105\003\243\227\342\315\254\020\334\371\000\036\277

\163\154\103\354\167\042\026\006\057\226\203\211\173\260\270\123

\104\101\010\334\200\037\005\333\031\011\166\207\276\065\235\116

\041\113\264\223\301\150\072\235\137\066\376\241\256\060\054\113

\336\170\044\072\130\326\026\103\357\235\231\070\213\052\230\376

\060\321\302\352\326\257\045\325\245\166\013\271\357\100\071\056

\366\353\337\062\136\035\175\207\265\104\314\002\071\322\046\225

\162\330\157\205\103\250\217\016\243\106\316\327\316\350\271\126

\251\370\211\027\022\037\103\111\006\172\062\347\077\276\157\171
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\276\326\063\327\114\074\050\374\022\361\166\166\030

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "state-institutions"

# Issuer: OU=sigen-ca,O=state-institutions,C=si

# Serial Number:3b:3c:f9:c9

# Subject: OU=sigen-ca,O=state-institutions,C=si

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 29 21:27:46 2001

# Not Valid After: Tue Jun 29 21:57:46 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 49:ef:a6:a1:f0:de:8e:a7:6a:ee:5b:7d:1e:5f:c4:46

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3e:42:a1:87:06:bd:0c:9c:cf:59:47:50:d2:e4:d6:ab:00:48:fd:c4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "state-institutions"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\102\241\207\006\275\014\234\317\131\107\120\322\344\326\253

\000\110\375\304

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\111\357\246\241\360\336\216\247\152\356\133\175\036\137\304\106

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\075\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\163\151\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\023\022\163\164\141\164\145\055

\151\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\013\023\010\163\151\147\145\156\055\143\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\073\074\371\311

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD."

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication EV RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication EV RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 06 02:12:32 2007

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 06 02:12:32 2037
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# Fingerprint (MD5): 22:2d:a6:01:ea:7c:0a:f7:f0:6c:56:43:3f:77:76:d3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): fe:b8:c4:32:dc:f9:76:9a:ce:ae:3d:d8:90:8f:fd:28:86:65:64:7d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD."

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\140\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023

\041\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\140\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023

\041\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\175\060\202\002\145\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\140\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124

\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056

\054\114\124\104\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041

\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\103\101

\061\060\036\027\015\060\067\060\066\060\066\060\062\061\062\063

\062\132\027\015\063\067\060\066\060\066\060\062\061\062\063\062

\132\060\140\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120

\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115

\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103

\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013

\023\041\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165

\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367
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\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\274\177\354\127\233\044\340\376\234\272\102\171

\251\210\212\372\200\340\365\007\051\103\352\216\012\064\066\215

\034\372\247\265\071\170\377\227\165\367\057\344\252\153\004\204

\104\312\246\342\150\216\375\125\120\142\017\244\161\016\316\007

\070\055\102\205\120\255\074\226\157\213\325\242\016\317\336\111

\211\075\326\144\056\070\345\036\154\265\127\212\236\357\110\016

\315\172\151\026\207\104\265\220\344\006\235\256\241\004\227\130

\171\357\040\112\202\153\214\042\277\354\037\017\351\204\161\355

\361\016\344\270\030\023\314\126\066\135\321\232\036\121\153\071

\156\140\166\210\064\013\363\263\321\260\235\312\141\342\144\035

\301\106\007\270\143\335\036\063\145\263\216\011\125\122\075\265

\275\377\007\353\255\141\125\030\054\251\151\230\112\252\100\305

\063\024\145\164\000\371\221\336\257\003\110\305\100\124\334\017

\204\220\150\040\305\222\226\334\056\345\002\105\252\300\137\124

\370\155\352\111\317\135\154\113\257\357\232\302\126\134\306\065

\126\102\152\060\137\302\253\366\342\075\077\263\311\021\217\061

\114\327\237\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\065\112\365\115\257\077\327\202

\070\254\253\161\145\027\165\214\235\125\223\346\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\250\207\351\354\370\100\147\135\303\301\146\307\100\113\227

\374\207\023\220\132\304\357\240\312\137\213\267\247\267\361\326

\265\144\267\212\263\270\033\314\332\373\254\146\210\101\316\350

\374\344\333\036\210\246\355\047\120\033\002\060\044\106\171\376

\004\207\160\227\100\163\321\300\301\127\031\232\151\245\047\231

\253\235\142\204\366\121\301\054\311\043\025\330\050\267\253\045

\023\265\106\341\206\002\377\046\214\304\210\222\035\126\376\031

\147\362\125\344\200\243\153\234\253\167\341\121\161\015\040\333

\020\232\333\275\166\171\007\167\231\050\255\232\136\332\261\117

\104\054\065\216\245\226\307\375\203\360\130\306\171\326\230\174

\250\215\376\206\076\007\026\222\341\173\347\035\354\063\166\176

\102\056\112\205\371\221\211\150\204\003\201\245\233\232\276\343

\067\305\124\253\126\073\030\055\101\244\014\370\102\333\231\240

\340\162\157\273\135\341\026\117\123\012\144\371\116\364\277\116

\124\275\170\154\210\352\277\234\023\044\302\160\151\242\177\017

\310\074\255\010\311\260\230\100\243\052\347\210\203\355\167\217

\164

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD."

# Issuer: OU=Security Communication EV RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP
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# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: OU=Security Communication EV RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 06 02:12:32 2007

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 06 02:12:32 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 22:2d:a6:01:ea:7c:0a:f7:f0:6c:56:43:3f:77:76:d3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): fe:b8:c4:32:dc:f9:76:9a:ce:ae:3d:d8:90:8f:fd:28:86:65:64:7d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD."

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\376\270\304\062\334\371\166\232\316\256\075\330\220\217\375\050

\206\145\144\175

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\042\055\246\001\352\174\012\367\360\154\126\103\077\167\166\323

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\140\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023

\041\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "D-TRUST Qualified Root CA 1 2007:PN"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Qualified Root CA 1 2007:PN,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 206554 (0x326da)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Qualified Root CA 1 2007:PN,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 08 11:47:46 2007

# Not Valid After: Fri Jun 08 11:47:46 2012

# Fingerprint (MD5): b7:b0:d1:ec:1a:03:3e:ce:a9:15:11:cc:b1:6f:b2:ae

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e3:d7:36:06:99:6c:df:ef:61:fa:04:c3:35:e9:8e:a9:61:04:26:4a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Qualified Root CA 1 2007:PN"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003\014

\043\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151

\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\060

\067\072\120\116

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003\014

\043\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151

\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\060

\067\072\120\116

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\003\046\332

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\347\060\202\003\317\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\003

\046\332\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003

\014\043\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\121\165\141\154\151\146

\151\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060

\060\067\072\120\116\060\036\027\015\060\067\060\066\060\070\061

\061\064\067\064\066\132\027\015\061\062\060\066\060\070\061\061

\064\067\064\066\132\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\104\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104

\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\054\060\052\006

\003\125\004\003\014\043\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\121\165

\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\061\040\062\060\060\067\072\120\116\060\202\001\044\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\021

\000\060\202\001\014\002\202\001\001\000\211\331\377\323\377\067

\374\127\210\025\140\301\275\057\150\020\200\267\055\131\245\242

\112\307\012\326\057\216\100\067\173\052\062\252\306\266\023\015

\040\347\117\376\077\016\156\255\371\124\317\153\005\013\376\151

\362\372\274\201\077\336\355\263\063\273\071\054\164\304\064\366

\264\372\303\323\322\130\312\171\160\217\143\343\225\064\370\071

\127\237\001\164\213\227\234\255\352\034\273\145\375\112\346\044

\070\111\076\236\262\306\120\343\134\326\073\351\207\071\167\331

\244\036\007\050\240\135\222\207\053\114\213\165\305\100\003\275
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\077\100\015\224\074\073\024\247\340\256\162\275\053\353\322\361

\260\336\010\342\321\244\021\326\070\302\116\362\022\167\037\317

\110\106\013\370\027\063\233\203\037\010\270\005\347\106\123\113

\210\173\207\374\322\243\075\105\162\351\016\031\264\005\212\152

\037\067\014\017\014\314\310\250\271\133\002\272\363\270\243\015

\017\303\024\353\153\173\067\201\352\236\130\321\260\267\107\113

\005\061\004\351\114\012\241\300\222\024\275\043\067\322\041\366

\344\300\354\116\231\177\215\215\350\121\002\005\000\351\314\105

\051\243\202\001\302\060\202\001\276\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\054\114\366\232\052\237\050\202\001\301\231

\006\021\257\263\113\174\267\232\376\060\070\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\001\001\004\054\060\052\060\050\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\060\001\206\034\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\161\165

\141\154\056\157\143\163\160\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056

\156\145\164\060\027\006\003\125\035\040\004\020\060\016\060\014

\006\012\053\006\001\004\001\245\064\002\037\001\060\063\006\003

\125\035\021\004\054\060\052\201\020\151\156\146\157\100\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\206\026\150\164\164\160\072

\057\057\167\167\167\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\060\030\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\003\004\014\060

\012\060\010\006\006\004\000\216\106\001\001\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\331\006\003

\125\035\037\004\201\321\060\201\316\060\201\313\240\201\310\240

\201\305\206\177\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143

\164\157\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\103\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\121\165

\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062

\060\103\101\045\062\060\061\045\062\060\062\060\060\067\045\063

\101\120\116\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\045\062\060

\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141\164\151\157\156\154

\151\163\164\206\102\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\143\162\154\057

\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\161\165\141\154\151\146\151\145

\144\137\162\157\157\164\137\143\141\137\061\137\062\060\060\067

\137\160\156\056\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\151\251\361\204\310

\266\006\235\032\027\007\145\363\252\107\234\367\162\252\075\257

\046\146\345\024\041\016\316\033\211\076\212\124\310\377\066\311

\035\054\212\021\345\315\307\162\244\204\133\036\133\303\065\065

\261\261\155\113\252\010\324\331\324\342\375\007\113\344\126\133

\366\312\160\310\165\272\234\176\104\016\005\212\375\326\033\164

\323\273\322\345\132\344\332\366\017\262\037\215\124\314\025\145

\376\166\032\054\020\271\306\324\044\046\073\014\255\150\111\157

\143\254\254\130\136\326\027\271\006\150\014\264\060\314\341\267

\346\077\300\356\322\017\115\240\330\242\137\174\200\310\340\027

\212\124\367\105\010\162\167\112\113\263\051\240\223\240\341\312
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\103\301\163\055\273\332\264\222\361\134\346\020\046\325\210\361

\206\347\076\033\142\047\046\314\273\316\314\060\336\317\330\272

\377\214\202\067\036\154\105\204\331\043\265\206\226\227\016\307

\252\042\215\117\242\373\051\003\260\032\334\020\124\143\275\234

\326\236\234\344\037\062\227\220\320\327\232\273\171\243\043\217

\264\165\256\144\310\167\227\372\054\043\215

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "D-TRUST Qualified Root CA 1 2007:PN"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Qualified Root CA 1 2007:PN,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 206554 (0x326da)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Qualified Root CA 1 2007:PN,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 08 11:47:46 2007

# Not Valid After: Fri Jun 08 11:47:46 2012

# Fingerprint (MD5): b7:b0:d1:ec:1a:03:3e:ce:a9:15:11:cc:b1:6f:b2:ae

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e3:d7:36:06:99:6c:df:ef:61:fa:04:c3:35:e9:8e:a9:61:04:26:4a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Qualified Root CA 1 2007:PN"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\343\327\066\006\231\154\337\357\141\372\004\303\065\351\216\251

\141\004\046\112

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\267\260\321\354\032\003\076\316\251\025\021\314\261\157\262\256

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\054\060\052\006\003\125\004\003\014

\043\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151

\145\144\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\040\062\060\060

\067\072\120\116

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\003\046\332

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root Class 2 CA 2007"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 2 CA 2007,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 200341 (0x30e95)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 2 CA 2007,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 16 05:20:47 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon May 16 05:20:47 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2c:c2:b0:d5:d6:22:c5:2e:90:1e:f4:63:3f:0f:bb:32

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4a:05:8f:df:d7:61:db:21:b0:c2:ee:48:57:9b:e2:7f:42:a4:da:1c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 2 CA 2007"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\113\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014

\034\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\113\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014

\034\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\003\016\225

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\225\060\202\003\175\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\003

\016\225\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\113\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003

\014\034\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067\060\036

\027\015\060\067\060\065\061\066\060\065\062\060\064\067\132\027

\015\062\062\060\065\061\066\060\065\062\060\064\067\132\060\113

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040

\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\104

\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154\141\163

\163\040\062\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067\060\202\001\042\060
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\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\263\315\344\204

\025\111\370\344\326\316\204\263\232\255\366\060\165\220\015\204

\353\356\332\263\172\165\052\342\073\244\352\060\054\353\075\167

\215\201\204\150\112\246\244\150\334\220\163\141\064\145\007\035

\043\245\014\346\277\323\335\063\135\332\062\355\246\015\123\246

\164\152\134\031\131\246\114\265\057\171\001\136\236\177\112\372

\272\311\047\176\324\377\315\000\131\040\353\006\314\263\104\317

\326\205\351\355\073\014\154\301\352\214\134\340\271\251\002\360

\023\000\047\223\234\120\376\315\023\117\155\033\152\252\335\017

\377\106\045\031\334\341\136\120\254\032\177\016\313\332\356\040

\374\303\364\234\112\170\065\156\356\061\307\105\026\162\205\322

\202\040\333\122\105\174\074\277\131\127\371\207\164\126\230\133

\035\120\216\314\057\263\263\077\213\356\354\067\111\001\210\357

\330\041\014\223\323\366\156\211\117\272\027\313\104\201\267\173

\247\043\273\164\012\323\330\352\067\105\047\377\334\360\236\103

\343\272\173\212\033\232\175\351\206\240\376\057\321\326\366\207

\127\252\362\051\224\207\163\025\372\152\116\255\002\003\001\000

\001\243\202\001\200\060\202\001\174\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\221\060\253\366\363\306\104\267\353\335\050

\274\017\024\237\122\135\142\177\002\060\071\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\001\001\004\055\060\053\060\051\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\060\001\206\035\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\165\163

\145\162\163\056\157\143\163\160\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164

\056\156\145\164\060\063\006\003\125\035\021\004\054\060\052\201

\020\151\156\146\157\100\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\206\026\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\311\006\003\125\035

\037\004\201\301\060\201\276\060\201\273\240\201\270\240\201\265

\206\166\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143\164\157

\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103

\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157\157\164

\045\062\060\103\154\141\163\163\045\062\060\062\045\062\060\103

\101\045\062\060\062\060\060\067\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141

\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\206\073\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\143\162\154\057\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157

\164\137\143\154\141\163\163\137\062\137\143\141\137\062\060\060

\067\056\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\133\213\362\103\343\005\056

\144\037\325\222\251\121\153\144\374\016\106\314\007\231\342\267

\374\223\051\040\334\374\057\140\344\254\175\045\062\355\020\341

\017\157\333\362\274\116\356\101\311\263\324\007\110\172\012\257

\244\266\377\121\060\355\313\322\234\353\177\120\356\113\342\142
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\247\064\302\040\366\363\366\365\066\300\313\221\020\353\355\056

\215\364\007\032\041\014\065\167\364\174\055\215\111\245\327\013

\104\150\325\322\342\345\014\170\070\023\312\261\114\122\252\052

\345\325\257\134\005\071\235\055\255\276\043\126\325\057\125\363

\336\235\253\202\066\240\115\267\131\221\107\356\336\203\245\352

\073\136\047\005\200\013\155\054\120\364\001\067\325\243\167\027

\354\376\335\204\364\305\370\120\222\320\113\306\056\243\213\100

\344\303\067\243\167\275\316\054\125\342\254\337\135\144\000\272

\276\247\152\061\006\374\231\153\120\025\045\235\251\166\232\247

\115\052\232\002\143\353\160\347\376\021\046\320\030\305\246\037

\012\103\223\362\030\331\365\071\171\270\007\135\214\037\346\077

\363\305\313\041\146\061\173\173\317

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root Class 2 CA 2007"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 2 CA 2007,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 200341 (0x30e95)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 2 CA 2007,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 16 05:20:47 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon May 16 05:20:47 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2c:c2:b0:d5:d6:22:c5:2e:90:1e:f4:63:3f:0f:bb:32

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 4a:05:8f:df:d7:61:db:21:b0:c2:ee:48:57:9b:e2:7f:42:a4:da:1c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 2 CA 2007"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\112\005\217\337\327\141\333\041\260\302\356\110\127\233\342\177

\102\244\332\034

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\054\302\260\325\326\042\305\056\220\036\364\143\077\017\273\062

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\113\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014

\034\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\003\016\225

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2007"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2007,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 200342 (0x30e96)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2007,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 16 05:20:47 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon May 16 05:20:47 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1e:24:0e:a0:f8:76:d7:85:a3:f5:f8:a1:49:3d:2e:ba

# Fingerprint (SHA1): fd:1e:d1:e2:02:1b:0b:9f:73:e8:eb:75:ce:23:43:6b:bc:c7:46:eb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2007"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\113\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014

\034\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\113\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014

\034\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154

\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\003\016\226

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\225\060\202\003\175\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\003

\016\226\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\113\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003

\014\034\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067\060\036

\027\015\060\067\060\065\061\066\060\065\062\060\064\067\132\027

\015\062\062\060\065\061\066\060\065\062\060\064\067\132\060\113
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\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163\164\040

\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014\034\104

\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154\141\163

\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\272\215\315\065

\123\062\356\246\275\110\220\232\362\352\350\130\017\107\146\250

\314\156\011\022\344\241\313\133\337\223\270\366\351\071\071\370

\306\330\351\317\032\206\274\246\256\017\214\257\010\105\343\362

\216\053\302\134\131\053\372\214\066\263\160\035\310\120\074\245

\126\276\352\256\351\107\366\347\111\017\257\177\224\046\324\002

\032\007\270\272\071\125\316\237\273\042\071\051\330\065\305\231

\003\041\330\247\070\143\361\344\064\337\107\256\237\067\361\154

\240\231\302\042\260\155\162\334\042\311\061\071\350\126\327\240

\217\072\041\133\206\232\117\050\371\034\166\367\314\117\077\371

\116\167\213\052\234\212\252\171\101\212\325\034\331\071\157\230

\311\136\105\227\035\011\224\031\331\120\121\205\162\163\277\254

\113\235\164\064\161\207\041\026\017\176\356\322\111\176\312\111

\323\371\222\052\107\110\117\017\135\132\241\313\325\050\354\360

\222\305\162\103\106\353\263\003\246\363\127\045\112\012\141\204

\012\046\326\357\246\270\330\024\215\170\271\323\267\045\321\116

\343\132\026\252\354\237\007\356\043\020\175\265\002\003\001\000

\001\243\202\001\200\060\202\001\174\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\202\057\066\043\111\170\040\102\327\260\122

\130\240\326\164\124\025\170\277\252\060\071\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\001\001\004\055\060\053\060\051\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\060\001\206\035\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\165\163

\145\162\163\056\157\143\163\160\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164

\056\156\145\164\060\063\006\003\125\035\021\004\054\060\052\201

\020\151\156\146\157\100\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145

\164\206\026\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\144\055

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\201\311\006\003\125\035

\037\004\201\301\060\201\276\060\201\273\240\201\270\240\201\265

\206\166\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\145\143\164\157

\162\171\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103

\116\075\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\045\062\060\122\157\157\164

\045\062\060\103\154\141\163\163\045\062\060\063\045\062\060\103

\101\045\062\060\062\060\060\067\054\117\075\104\055\124\162\165

\163\164\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\103\075\104\105\077\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\162\145\166\157\143\141

\164\151\157\156\154\151\163\164\206\073\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\143\162\154\057\144\055\164\162\165\163\164\137\162\157\157

\164\137\143\154\141\163\163\137\063\137\143\141\137\062\060\060

\067\056\143\162\154\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001
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\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\125\016\150\012\215\334\331

\250\206\140\002\151\171\215\175\351\220\302\331\035\035\265\016

\273\163\222\144\143\024\106\114\320\152\273\243\165\135\206\031

\070\141\206\035\270\212\042\064\243\264\065\025\263\251\140\114

\124\027\237\261\336\133\062\342\176\153\336\117\042\360\055\035

\042\004\236\266\112\117\253\054\126\235\343\335\354\261\046\116

\052\327\125\302\076\275\202\327\276\125\273\105\310\051\133\206

\074\235\077\150\104\104\104\066\015\150\277\256\001\242\031\265

\114\227\377\362\226\074\147\262\102\336\017\341\240\227\116\312

\347\064\145\256\225\202\141\147\046\163\055\335\173\347\225\113

\016\041\252\222\256\114\374\306\263\251\345\231\203\062\071\360

\140\302\114\121\250\301\107\024\065\211\245\115\066\017\237\033

\002\161\101\215\102\112\044\370\257\156\235\015\160\206\215\252

\142\023\036\003\213\044\371\303\124\223\111\205\033\165\166\142

\177\042\377\111\275\166\163\014\077\230\255\052\262\372\347\305

\337\164\365\377\151\061\125\012\072\300\031\142\065\304\111\271

\053\031\035\364\160\231\356\330\334

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2007"

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2007,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number: 200342 (0x30e96)

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2007,O=D-Trust GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 16 05:20:47 2007

# Not Valid After: Mon May 16 05:20:47 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1e:24:0e:a0:f8:76:d7:85:a3:f5:f8:a1:49:3d:2e:ba

# Fingerprint (SHA1): fd:1e:d1:e2:02:1b:0b:9f:73:e8:eb:75:ce:23:43:6b:bc:c7:46:eb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2007"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\375\036\321\342\002\033\013\237\163\350\353\165\316\043\103\153

\274\307\106\353

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\036\044\016\240\370\166\327\205\243\365\370\241\111\075\056\272

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\113\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\014\014\104\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\107\155\142\110\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\014

\034\104\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\154
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\141\163\163\040\063\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\067

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\003\016\226

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SSC Root CA A"

# Issuer: CN=SSC Root CA A,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Serial Number:66:07:a3:d2:9d:29:56:18:0e:e1:5e:59:98:b1:84:55

# Subject: CN=SSC Root CA A,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 27 12:18:52 2006

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 28 12:05:04 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): 46:8c:21:0e:ab:92:21:46:59:db:a6:db:00:61:de:26

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5a:5a:4d:af:78:61:26:7c:4b:1f:1e:67:58:6b:ae:6e:d4:fe:b9:3f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSC Root CA A"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\146\007\243\322\235\051\126\030\016\341\136\131\230\261
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\204\125

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\052\060\202\004\022\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\146

\007\243\322\235\051\126\030\016\341\136\131\230\261\204\125\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\164

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155\145\156

\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\166\151

\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026\060\024

\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\101\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\062\062\067\061\062

\061\070\065\062\132\027\015\062\066\061\062\062\070\061\062\060

\065\060\064\132\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\114\124\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153

\141\151\164\155\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151

\146\151\153\141\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\101\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\272\352\117\276\204

\300\031\044\212\041\251\114\231\175\367\014\325\245\121\222\250

\145\343\211\243\013\146\347\102\370\171\322\017\203\043\173\267

\246\301\044\326\065\326\330\345\001\312\160\261\026\326\107\156

\276\020\154\176\351\120\156\166\367\345\344\203\017\170\325\240

\163\365\215\321\231\037\224\104\043\226\306\356\162\132\371\332

\135\074\221\257\154\350\227\350\206\135\367\236\213\372\304\254

\146\117\344\162\077\073\335\236\116\065\322\023\037\175\273\104

\113\364\123\254\326\024\327\100\071\272\300\077\374\205\040\323

\304\000\320\347\330\107\231\004\171\207\206\100\262\254\136\311

\165\040\303\011\024\257\004\216\246\242\255\052\127\210\145\241

\314\050\276\066\311\037\045\017\303\153\042\204\071\167\116\072

\003\300\152\333\076\272\266\211\236\344\327\056\232\267\103\001

\077\371\332\254\251\254\344\167\063\207\355\013\071\335\307\301

\255\015\131\203\060\321\066\004\130\264\144\116\346\377\010\350

\102\261\200\253\370\230\377\363\051\206\026\021\044\116\011\241

\317\060\177\274\136\260\012\152\241\161\153\365\232\022\153\045

\155\167\002\242\106\136\371\151\057\373\073\030\225\137\216\134

\227\224\140\136\035\161\250\101\264\135\317\132\172\147\343\324

\112\065\037\067\340\166\026\003\073\364\121\234\230\024\051\111

\210\014\102\320\055\155\251\247\100\046\072\171\000\060\073\300

\273\104\230\255\044\316\321\226\334\211\170\201\366\132\133\102

\274\164\341\207\323\145\310\107\346\066\262\314\301\157\300\307

\334\200\045\122\074\061\220\335\311\310\120\250\172\273\166\340
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\357\023\224\316\004\176\152\266\116\167\371\203\320\157\370\072

\320\012\103\312\272\020\266\377\074\035\224\140\224\204\155\365

\245\311\175\114\012\176\057\217\157\375\335\055\173\112\351\357

\064\333\273\176\377\014\157\067\372\371\303\314\311\057\321\351

\054\075\052\254\154\046\073\320\011\136\304\200\047\213\335\141

\360\347\225\121\103\304\015\346\061\320\170\326\301\306\302\146

\001\321\343\314\307\323\036\025\005\066\333\224\232\354\122\303

\221\307\057\261\364\003\367\007\254\323\113\221\253\126\074\320

\256\375\137\155\055\323\000\021\317\223\275\002\003\001\000\001

\243\201\267\060\201\264\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\075\006\003\125\035\040\004\066

\060\064\060\062\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\257\145\001\002

\000\060\043\060\041\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026

\025\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\163\163\143\056

\154\164\057\143\160\163\060\063\006\003\125\035\037\004\054\060

\052\060\050\240\046\240\044\206\042\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\163\163\143\056\154\164\057\162\157\157\164\055

\141\057\143\141\143\162\154\056\143\162\154\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\314\277\336\247\220\167\142\152\035\170

\151\056\012\070\233\167\121\123\003\360\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\076\257

\310\250\307\063\117\360\156\232\103\341\362\260\127\122\341\234

\236\006\137\102\326\361\375\312\213\121\077\341\307\145\151\117

\164\031\120\212\317\030\223\111\215\240\034\260\073\075\216\110

\223\331\350\005\176\304\011\261\017\122\212\153\227\157\327\216

\074\200\000\320\101\163\255\075\303\104\007\161\152\217\142\176

\005\330\123\140\162\261\001\351\000\142\252\015\330\330\111\302

\264\175\015\133\263\227\051\066\231\271\247\321\113\230\153\104

\274\262\022\216\166\144\165\114\015\315\302\056\263\130\374\172

\117\125\263\131\177\135\340\057\060\063\317\210\033\151\351\115

\212\220\236\220\271\061\072\363\242\005\274\376\371\335\120\215

\016\224\031\235\176\215\252\025\176\017\122\223\045\344\201\016

\226\055\034\003\034\060\203\021\226\102\251\230\244\235\137\311

\251\134\073\111\150\302\204\155\231\332\366\376\242\362\334\067

\136\215\172\345\245\127\312\043\113\223\135\222\052\125\204\263

\226\263\036\230\224\111\174\154\074\334\236\035\266\253\303\254

\011\305\235\336\067\327\124\304\234\255\077\260\326\151\001\345

\020\206\175\271\201\203\156\234\146\116\225\005\222\220\061\207

\046\262\332\221\164\275\204\344\161\150\344\166\000\340\166\163

\064\107\206\225\145\272\133\220\242\155\005\051\170\140\353\206

\371\022\115\350\010\126\244\314\214\242\126\112\316\200\364\024

\141\042\345\253\035\072\101\073\204\327\202\170\005\057\254\035

\043\150\253\162\171\205\315\106\346\172\247\202\132\050\320\025

\075\035\333\214\230\120\316\373\257\130\073\323\251\256\200\073

\026\000\166\047\325\160\351\011\215\066\224\011\177\343\357\140

\020\121\312\306\125\160\146\253\121\157\363\121\117\022\126\256

\373\327\331\015\340\372\253\020\336\152\201\254\205\167\055\254
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\172\143\173\106\341\067\332\127\156\255\145\374\041\004\231\205

\001\317\043\072\062\305\355\132\233\325\241\202\004\167\021\105

\216\244\104\175\302\313\313\247\017\350\022\272\362\156\272\217

\063\060\033\335\051\370\360\102\243\156\102\245\156\372\126\245

\251\120\203\321\005\146\026\213\055\373\346\222\321\346\154\013

\325\132\051\155\053\317\171\327\331\332\117\360\150\266

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SSC Root CA A"

# Issuer: CN=SSC Root CA A,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Serial Number:66:07:a3:d2:9d:29:56:18:0e:e1:5e:59:98:b1:84:55

# Subject: CN=SSC Root CA A,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 27 12:18:52 2006

# Not Valid After: Mon Dec 28 12:05:04 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): 46:8c:21:0e:ab:92:21:46:59:db:a6:db:00:61:de:26

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5a:5a:4d:af:78:61:26:7c:4b:1f:1e:67:58:6b:ae:6e:d4:fe:b9:3f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSC Root CA A"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\132\132\115\257\170\141\046\174\113\037\036\147\130\153\256\156

\324\376\271\077

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\214\041\016\253\222\041\106\131\333\246\333\000\141\336\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\146\007\243\322\235\051\126\030\016\341\136\131\230\261

\204\125

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SSC Root CA B"

# Issuer: CN=SSC Root CA B,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Serial Number:be:92:83:18:f3:55:8a:78:a3:67:59:1c:69:24:09:3f

# Subject: CN=SSC Root CA B,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 27 12:22:50 2006

# Not Valid After: Fri Dec 25 12:08:26 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): da:26:b6:e6:c7:c2:f7:b7:9e:46:59:b3:57:77:18:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3e:84:d3:bc:c5:44:c0:f6:fa:19:43:5c:85:1f:3f:2f:cb:a8:e8:14

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSC Root CA B"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\102

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\102

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\276\222\203\030\363\125\212\170\243\147\131\034\151

\044\011\077

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\053\060\202\004\023\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\276\222\203\030\363\125\212\170\243\147\131\034\151\044\011\077

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061\053
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\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155\145

\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\166

\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036\006

\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\102\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\062\062\067\061

\062\062\062\065\060\132\027\015\062\066\061\062\062\065\061\062

\060\070\062\066\132\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\114\124\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123

\153\141\151\164\155\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164

\151\146\151\153\141\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141

\163\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123

\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\102\060\202\002\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\301\363\125\365

\107\121\116\125\027\145\215\260\262\101\050\241\112\321\237\113

\366\163\377\076\322\311\115\131\077\344\267\307\237\006\135\330

\074\243\210\204\340\163\135\375\005\352\307\216\327\244\004\152

\353\237\275\103\375\024\222\106\270\305\272\252\355\140\354\354

\312\220\215\012\162\251\101\233\324\235\274\260\154\242\021\037

\144\313\347\035\324\105\147\016\011\153\345\170\354\361\077\004

\124\363\232\231\307\131\321\322\171\247\244\032\260\174\111\374

\034\207\124\136\170\006\325\335\035\314\205\240\102\170\325\320

\260\212\352\350\361\241\236\126\357\323\301\175\207\254\347\332

\150\117\031\326\157\340\223\255\111\134\163\024\301\106\152\235

\367\130\100\331\127\130\116\154\067\364\162\043\004\370\333\112

\260\336\361\101\226\022\100\241\025\213\147\270\136\170\126\313

\177\344\276\300\111\150\221\270\107\010\223\201\301\265\033\061

\006\323\200\173\321\105\241\317\014\075\141\363\222\370\361\260

\025\016\370\056\060\133\000\243\111\367\155\376\356\334\277\210

\317\360\175\127\076\257\300\321\212\353\174\322\155\061\125\372

\204\215\163\152\332\160\200\304\364\302\317\220\216\060\232\341

\306\065\162\001\010\346\077\346\146\000\243\362\370\222\035\274

\122\354\217\366\334\367\012\357\274\020\207\371\204\030\214\136

\037\003\270\377\065\057\001\152\345\360\133\142\174\343\263\177

\063\252\224\327\116\121\201\265\350\127\170\217\042\226\251\014

\211\124\076\266\356\331\163\137\144\364\104\341\361\152\030\377

\122\226\304\034\277\211\227\244\303\247\312\176\030\156\026\334

\023\214\273\325\265\045\011\206\257\366\057\105\224\052\060\301

\024\224\065\366\135\312\045\225\234\261\130\211\270\265\140\205

\311\306\276\024\031\243\076\371\126\205\253\312\154\326\231\171

\242\112\024\157\303\072\330\347\146\121\012\351\034\376\314\151

\346\064\154\364\201\333\175\242\021\370\114\304\207\005\026\075

\353\227\164\077\156\354\234\271\266\047\214\044\337\055\263\257

\335\023\141\166\217\377\362\114\340\010\031\060\062\044\062\134
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\066\200\027\356\206\311\337\057\121\342\126\256\203\222\360\263

\275\330\207\072\054\236\304\334\151\231\371\313\002\003\001\000

\001\243\201\267\060\201\264\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\075\006\003\125\035\040\004

\066\060\064\060\062\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\257\145\001

\002\000\060\043\060\041\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001

\026\025\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\163\163\143

\056\154\164\057\143\160\163\060\063\006\003\125\035\037\004\054

\060\052\060\050\240\046\240\044\206\042\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\143\162\154\056\163\163\143\056\154\164\057\162\157\157\164

\055\142\057\143\141\143\162\154\056\143\162\154\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\234\003\360\250\322\230\162\150\256

\362\355\340\117\342\205\016\262\045\116\317\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\254

\134\274\057\374\256\001\044\246\020\076\254\250\341\247\047\231

\215\312\210\301\035\075\221\366\242\176\245\361\230\101\377\252

\141\370\011\276\315\032\045\141\164\264\303\257\102\132\011\017

\221\001\276\110\225\364\312\167\136\013\203\316\204\235\317\100

\375\200\054\275\343\146\065\012\270\261\372\140\332\345\330\124

\265\113\227\272\242\032\303\040\151\215\264\106\163\134\252\277

\275\173\377\032\060\064\130\100\371\053\140\013\171\104\371\367

\242\226\013\153\122\173\360\053\113\073\322\213\240\153\223\075

\311\127\143\212\153\314\120\023\217\167\250\121\276\032\114\055

\114\135\014\220\133\216\363\357\120\040\155\201\346\121\111\253

\304\347\327\135\010\053\121\374\075\106\022\347\321\245\166\305

\123\044\005\311\252\323\216\130\305\363\212\164\222\062\355\360

\057\335\253\255\351\322\065\217\164\043\343\231\000\342\213\060

\344\303\102\256\360\273\351\342\010\033\112\160\055\175\370\322

\232\047\221\102\160\165\172\010\176\276\057\034\177\067\075\250

\213\334\106\162\365\350\157\066\150\372\156\215\040\235\324\365

\007\161\277\275\047\102\271\163\050\326\354\111\264\005\205\117

\150\110\366\253\224\337\016\243\106\024\140\302\061\040\073\353

\056\133\336\325\241\054\155\345\122\372\201\137\227\210\311\143

\275\001\354\343\315\153\012\065\302\311\070\343\016\363\130\033

\175\332\220\155\267\365\310\130\126\235\256\001\337\221\235\255

\125\202\003\014\021\164\004\221\206\307\174\223\214\363\047\373

\305\044\127\156\213\331\033\230\235\210\061\360\257\167\270\015

\264\314\317\366\012\157\022\233\354\011\053\123\211\354\104\340

\241\151\213\250\164\206\164\030\122\340\322\277\240\241\145\041

\271\010\203\172\363\244\365\370\136\067\045\107\231\246\135\327

\042\132\333\223\147\027\333\020\343\214\321\022\221\107\212\225

\245\107\241\003\370\113\056\041\305\220\142\260\177\047\243\333

\025\177\070\177\154\177\116\005\305\003\264\055\337\105\137\165

\054\035\361\137\246\265\366\027\071\101\351\370\145\302\036\130

\021\312\174\216\342\265\272\222\017\147\267\217\353\231\324\061

\373\162\173\132\230\137\222\224\307\004\352\060\366\273\032

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SSC Root CA B"

# Issuer: CN=SSC Root CA B,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Serial Number:be:92:83:18:f3:55:8a:78:a3:67:59:1c:69:24:09:3f

# Subject: CN=SSC Root CA B,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 27 12:22:50 2006

# Not Valid After: Fri Dec 25 12:08:26 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): da:26:b6:e6:c7:c2:f7:b7:9e:46:59:b3:57:77:18:65

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3e:84:d3:bc:c5:44:c0:f6:fa:19:43:5c:85:1f:3f:2f:cb:a8:e8:14

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSC Root CA B"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\076\204\323\274\305\104\300\366\372\031\103\134\205\037\077\057

\313\250\350\024

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\332\046\266\346\307\302\367\267\236\106\131\263\127\167\030\145

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\102

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\276\222\203\030\363\125\212\170\243\147\131\034\151

\044\011\077

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SSC Root CA C"

# Issuer: CN=SSC Root CA C,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Serial Number:34:b9:12:9f:ac:c7:92:55:42:5c:de:57:ff:e3:c0:05
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# Subject: CN=SSC Root CA C,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 27 12:26:30 2006

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 22 12:11:30 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3c:4c:25:cc:0a:19:ca:ee:6a:eb:55:16:00:86:72:5f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 23:e8:33:23:3e:7d:0c:c9:2b:7c:42:79:ac:19:c2:f4:74:d6:04:ca

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSC Root CA C"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\103

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\064\271\022\237\254\307\222\125\102\134\336\127\377\343

\300\005

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\052\060\202\004\022\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\064

\271\022\237\254\307\222\125\102\134\336\127\377\343\300\005\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\164

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155\145\156

\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\166\151

\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036\006\003

\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026\060\024

\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\103\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\062\062\067\061\062
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\062\066\063\060\132\027\015\062\066\061\062\062\062\061\062\061

\061\063\060\132\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\114\124\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153

\141\151\164\155\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151

\146\151\153\141\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\103\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\241\105\042\372\214

\314\251\157\004\263\364\150\062\026\151\021\117\171\337\103\275

\121\140\160\032\230\335\170\170\226\230\142\367\160\113\201\250

\340\035\004\211\364\217\353\156\351\360\377\201\330\056\175\257

\027\040\361\042\357\360\077\105\107\100\264\313\262\270\040\077

\076\112\150\120\377\232\006\327\227\305\267\212\026\056\161\322

\107\163\135\030\145\057\357\071\063\350\266\125\257\046\255\002

\200\351\143\327\041\160\007\076\314\276\137\211\300\370\316\035

\045\156\303\374\177\126\071\141\321\216\302\046\172\347\170\002

\012\131\335\125\043\260\370\065\247\342\253\363\253\057\327\265

\213\012\052\162\124\053\155\171\274\362\331\351\103\371\317\361

\216\146\022\367\227\131\052\331\327\224\334\370\224\263\105\243

\257\026\055\263\200\312\075\316\350\246\307\012\224\164\374\067

\232\351\077\014\067\026\040\103\311\107\160\273\214\205\374\230

\211\051\313\207\031\176\031\123\020\211\200\165\256\023\361\277

\244\135\060\005\051\174\250\367\266\136\007\060\025\210\256\115

\025\240\312\315\327\377\253\243\006\127\017\247\343\211\151\034

\326\032\321\324\047\337\226\306\070\134\257\167\376\025\253\104

\101\175\323\230\273\250\040\030\257\213\155\324\132\302\330\226

\215\110\365\007\061\176\141\364\141\233\122\201\100\216\112\047

\004\262\007\323\002\020\224\363\373\335\261\173\160\270\264\310

\201\365\000\007\246\215\210\005\115\304\217\226\316\324\266\300

\301\146\214\052\254\150\112\311\106\334\015\346\056\250\171\050

\175\167\103\160\026\176\034\032\072\246\171\117\023\100\211\261

\062\273\011\106\021\015\164\274\047\345\330\355\055\372\120\051

\334\045\312\227\020\347\251\242\141\056\072\211\246\104\141\276

\117\136\222\011\355\334\056\246\357\123\273\141\045\330\047\245

\024\106\051\205\046\000\330\371\371\005\325\173\026\061\102\103

\005\027\221\234\112\140\100\044\155\265\155\172\171\373\234\232

\143\303\230\151\345\167\142\043\052\121\211\017\154\262\375\303

\312\330\364\032\103\224\320\175\013\341\130\076\032\310\164\204

\233\367\254\202\256\121\105\222\322\006\131\341\263\301\336\245

\037\223\042\171\330\315\304\171\140\043\225\002\003\001\000\001

\243\201\267\060\201\264\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\075\006\003\125\035\040\004\066

\060\064\060\062\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\257\145\001\002

\000\060\043\060\041\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026

\025\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\163\163\143\056
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\154\164\057\143\160\163\060\063\006\003\125\035\037\004\054\060

\052\060\050\240\046\240\044\206\042\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\143\162\154\056\163\163\143\056\154\164\057\162\157\157\164\055

\143\057\143\141\143\162\154\056\143\162\154\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\210\007\163\366\361\274\122\032\132\035

\075\221\142\355\135\254\235\013\345\267\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\037\220

\161\120\230\325\331\064\322\226\204\030\302\254\106\002\040\034

\313\071\261\267\257\005\244\327\130\363\221\121\175\216\201\047

\234\350\222\261\347\034\237\072\213\020\122\163\114\302\307\102

\035\320\353\336\052\312\042\121\175\214\164\172\032\374\274\244

\363\163\310\146\043\304\056\103\020\107\340\212\151\127\356\057

\362\000\122\260\060\222\252\326\324\025\305\127\313\140\172\364

\016\215\376\036\011\143\164\217\340\376\276\120\331\001\071\126

\272\120\114\366\343\105\232\273\122\166\336\176\235\373\215\302

\124\061\076\307\261\074\076\337\343\117\375\335\233\044\151\174

\355\350\161\266\102\006\307\037\305\137\373\040\165\333\301\375

\351\154\242\052\220\324\206\375\315\015\377\340\005\212\130\141

\075\237\304\231\057\355\333\174\304\015\230\230\125\234\164\242

\027\136\333\252\021\344\067\014\044\377\040\147\321\045\333\232

\211\240\145\210\061\221\004\161\137\040\224\130\063\066\035\062

\336\157\327\147\010\251\240\073\375\333\244\120\045\226\036\251

\137\211\027\245\227\231\121\225\151\333\304\361\217\364\157\060

\053\131\363\254\165\207\063\175\006\335\341\301\153\326\304\311

\136\160\104\172\152\307\234\167\073\026\376\376\165\276\237\054

\321\300\003\356\021\171\165\354\251\133\034\172\205\265\050\120

\040\251\032\035\346\173\214\063\030\377\301\355\310\166\145\037

\035\360\114\073\247\333\352\315\126\330\224\127\077\340\110\251

\177\214\063\113\275\364\014\145\024\200\202\364\065\167\330\004

\020\160\316\017\154\301\131\313\231\255\201\356\336\075\110\320

\172\210\057\100\223\327\234\272\171\204\030\200\165\337\320\132

\337\121\167\076\130\211\151\165\107\061\344\152\026\160\124\004

\354\275\134\171\123\143\322\342\136\275\115\045\332\021\266\017

\252\351\054\256\365\321\251\215\002\126\313\374\260\044\352\214

\272\160\377\062\320\267\306\004\052\143\325\312\106\221\325\231

\162\011\007\136\050\003\253\022\034\045\263\154\072\131\145\264

\164\155\055\055\031\162\157\375\347\230\021\207\036\163\043\277

\065\361\233\266\303\331\314\073\120\174\162\350\317\136\300\230

\314\056\003\375\037\057\312\164\134\261\034\321\354\151

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SSC Root CA C"

# Issuer: CN=SSC Root CA C,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT
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# Serial Number:34:b9:12:9f:ac:c7:92:55:42:5c:de:57:ff:e3:c0:05

# Subject: CN=SSC Root CA C,OU=Certification Authority,O=Skaitmeninio sertifikavimo centras,C=LT

# Not Valid Before: Wed Dec 27 12:26:30 2006

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 22 12:11:30 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3c:4c:25:cc:0a:19:ca:ee:6a:eb:55:16:00:86:72:5f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 23:e8:33:23:3e:7d:0c:c9:2b:7c:42:79:ac:19:c2:f4:74:d6:04:ca

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSC Root CA C"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\043\350\063\043\076\175\014\311\053\174\102\171\254\031\302\364

\164\326\004\312

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\074\114\045\314\012\031\312\356\152\353\125\026\000\206\162\137

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\164\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\124\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\123\153\141\151\164\155

\145\156\151\156\151\157\040\163\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141

\166\151\155\157\040\143\145\156\164\162\141\163\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\013\023\027\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\123\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\103

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\064\271\022\237\254\307\222\125\102\134\336\127\377\343

\300\005

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Autoridad de Certificacion de la Abogacia"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion de la Abogacia,O=Consejo General de la Abogacia NIF:Q-2863006I,C=ES

# Serial Number:90:8b:32:4f:c1:90:1a:ce:b4:c3:38:09:cd:cf:e4

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion de la Abogacia,O=Consejo General de la Abogacia NIF:Q-

2863006I,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jun 13 22:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Thu Jun 13 22:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 15:ee:9f:5a:a0:85:28:df:6b:dd:34:a3:a0:56:d8:30

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7f:8a:77:83:6b:dc:6d:06:8f:8b:07:37:fc:c5:72:54:13:06:8c:a4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion de la Abogacia"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\171\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\103\157\156\163\145\152

\157\040\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\154\141\040

\101\142\157\147\141\143\151\141\040\116\111\106\072\121\055\062

\070\066\063\060\060\066\111\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\144\145\040

\154\141\040\101\142\157\147\141\143\151\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\171\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\103\157\156\163\145\152

\157\040\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\154\141\040

\101\142\157\147\141\143\151\141\040\116\111\106\072\121\055\062

\070\066\063\060\060\066\111\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\144\145\040

\154\141\040\101\142\157\147\141\143\151\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\220\213\062\117\301\220\032\316\264\303\070\011\315

\317\344

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\274\060\202\003\244\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\000

\220\213\062\117\301\220\032\316\264\303\070\011\315\317\344\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\171

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\103\157\156\163\145\152\157\040

\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\154\141\040\101\142

\157\147\141\143\151\141\040\116\111\106\072\121\055\062\070\066

\063\060\060\066\111\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051

\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\144\145\040\154\141

\040\101\142\157\147\141\143\151\141\060\036\027\015\060\065\060

\066\061\063\062\062\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\060\060\066

\061\063\062\062\060\060\060\060\132\060\171\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004

\012\023\055\103\157\156\163\145\152\157\040\107\145\156\145\162

\141\154\040\144\145\040\154\141\040\101\142\157\147\141\143\151

\141\040\116\111\106\072\121\055\062\070\066\063\060\060\066\111
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\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\101\165\164\157\162

\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\143\151\157\156\040\144\145\040\154\141\040\101\142\157\147

\141\143\151\141\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\264\262\127\356\205\360\043\350\015\373\262

\200\204\361\020\147\253\262\371\111\337\134\336\133\344\217\051

\031\123\311\325\350\034\120\153\141\002\214\207\360\217\074\301

\105\222\013\254\231\241\306\032\205\326\075\255\176\046\246\035

\270\075\262\263\076\212\305\012\062\323\113\221\357\111\165\176

\126\367\376\240\010\142\106\053\316\352\362\121\237\140\336\062

\310\355\032\247\317\165\134\353\075\300\275\232\110\245\206\224

\316\130\120\024\352\152\341\232\364\214\145\225\341\140\025\045

\225\022\366\272\170\213\262\300\355\346\154\227\044\132\035\344

\164\103\312\070\304\065\224\130\216\365\212\260\150\074\050\054

\104\226\011\277\011\133\162\012\347\147\074\220\271\124\070\164

\124\273\155\055\152\103\310\274\357\011\254\037\043\350\122\126

\136\065\027\137\053\273\136\315\145\122\245\024\174\073\262\252

\351\335\047\265\067\043\073\006\015\054\173\215\272\332\157\146

\027\206\247\266\327\036\007\135\036\154\031\227\310\345\043\163

\170\321\256\371\036\272\241\256\111\042\355\145\161\037\177\367

\132\164\104\215\103\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\076\060\202

\001\072\060\067\006\003\125\035\021\004\060\060\056\201\021\141

\143\100\141\143\141\142\157\147\141\143\151\141\056\157\162\147

\206\031\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\141

\142\157\147\141\143\151\141\056\157\162\147\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\021\006\011

\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\374\210\114\216\155\004

\241\040\220\323\370\034\232\263\147\004\137\171\200\306\060\201

\253\006\003\125\035\040\004\201\243\060\201\240\060\201\235\006

\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\201\025\012\001\001\060\201\215\060

\051\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\141\142\157\147\141\143

\151\141\056\157\162\147\057\144\157\143\060\140\006\010\053\006

\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\124\032\122\103\157\156\163\165\154

\164\145\040\154\141\040\144\145\143\154\141\162\141\143\151\157

\156\040\144\145\040\160\162\141\143\164\151\143\141\163\040\144

\145\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040

\145\156\040\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\143

\141\142\157\147\141\143\151\141\056\157\162\147\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\230\247\372\071\265\163\021\046\177\274\211\077\264\153\045\063

\061\012\206\070\153\311\036\025\227\024\340\322\114\055\205\364

\074\164\233\215\050\021\373\314\016\046\271\200\203\026\321\371

\106\230\266\106\007\216\146\205\155\160\300\272\114\200\363\244

\360\325\067\124\053\257\146\204\162\163\371\110\057\011\316\341
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\205\001\312\217\340\207\336\240\227\320\224\264\015\265\115\016

\147\054\310\140\304\062\224\300\101\201\007\215\272\277\251\350

\014\100\232\102\170\005\135\201\353\142\034\344\117\024\012\075

\013\076\037\351\364\315\175\356\105\273\274\336\135\363\230\227

\046\173\306\023\051\370\053\177\032\324\352\372\262\156\040\236

\332\027\352\241\222\275\067\351\016\273\273\221\325\045\366\140

\135\205\041\120\133\377\124\135\365\113\073\264\303\051\021\130

\002\366\045\344\341\202\202\273\242\215\347\221\044\136\100\221

\236\107\007\214\063\127\324\142\061\121\166\165\205\103\157\011

\253\021\245\045\051\271\330\377\137\245\367\077\353\145\073\035

\357\206\345\026\042\325\036\312\062\151\175\176\005\327\060\047

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Autoridad de Certificacion de la Abogacia"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion de la Abogacia,O=Consejo General de la Abogacia NIF:Q-2863006I,C=ES

# Serial Number:90:8b:32:4f:c1:90:1a:ce:b4:c3:38:09:cd:cf:e4

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion de la Abogacia,O=Consejo General de la Abogacia NIF:Q-

2863006I,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Mon Jun 13 22:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Thu Jun 13 22:00:00 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 15:ee:9f:5a:a0:85:28:df:6b:dd:34:a3:a0:56:d8:30

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 7f:8a:77:83:6b:dc:6d:06:8f:8b:07:37:fc:c5:72:54:13:06:8c:a4

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridad de Certificacion de la Abogacia"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\177\212\167\203\153\334\155\006\217\213\007\067\374\305\162\124

\023\006\214\244

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\025\356\237\132\240\205\050\337\153\335\064\243\240\126\330\060

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\171\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\012\023\055\103\157\156\163\145\152

\157\040\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\040\144\145\040\154\141\040

\101\142\157\147\141\143\151\141\040\116\111\106\072\121\055\062

\070\066\063\060\060\066\111\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\144\145\040

\154\141\040\101\142\157\147\141\143\151\141

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\220\213\062\117\301\220\032\316\264\303\070\011\315

\317\344

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Root CA Generalitat Valenciana"

# Issuer: CN=Root CA Generalitat Valenciana,OU=PKIGVA,O=Generalitat Valenciana,C=ES

# Serial Number:3b:45:e5:68

# Subject: CN=Root CA Generalitat Valenciana,OU=PKIGVA,O=Generalitat Valenciana,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 06 16:22:47 2001

# Not Valid After: Thu Jul 01 15:22:47 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2c:8c:17:5e:b1:54:ab:93:17:b5:36:5a:db:d1:c6:f2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a0:73:e5:c5:bd:43:61:0d:86:4c:21:13:0a:85:58:57:cc:9c:ea:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Root CA Generalitat Valenciana"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\107\145\156\145\162\141

\154\151\164\141\164\040\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\120\113\111\107\126

\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\151\164\141\164\040

\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\107\145\156\145\162\141

\154\151\164\141\164\040\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\120\113\111\107\126

\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\151\164\141\164\040

\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\073\105\345\150

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\213\060\202\005\163\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\073
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\105\345\150\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\107\145\156\145

\162\141\154\151\164\141\164\040\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141

\156\141\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\120\113\111

\107\126\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\040\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\151\164\141

\164\040\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141\060\036\027\015

\060\061\060\067\060\066\061\066\062\062\064\067\132\027\015\062

\061\060\067\060\061\061\065\062\062\064\067\132\060\150\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\037\060\035\006

\003\125\004\012\023\026\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\151\164\141

\164\040\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141\061\017\060\015

\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\120\113\111\107\126\101\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040

\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\151\164\141\164\040\126\141\154\145

\156\143\151\141\156\141\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\306\052\253\127\021\067\057\042\212

\312\003\164\035\312\355\055\242\013\274\063\122\100\046\107\276

\132\151\246\073\162\066\027\114\350\337\270\273\057\166\341\100

\106\164\145\002\220\122\010\264\377\250\214\301\340\307\211\126

\020\071\063\357\150\264\137\137\332\155\043\241\211\136\042\243

\112\006\360\047\360\127\271\370\351\116\062\167\012\077\101\144

\363\353\145\356\166\376\124\252\175\035\040\256\363\327\164\302

\012\137\365\010\050\122\010\314\125\135\322\017\333\232\201\245

\273\241\263\301\224\315\124\340\062\165\061\221\032\142\262\336

\165\342\317\117\211\331\221\220\017\101\033\264\132\112\167\275

\147\203\340\223\347\136\247\014\347\201\323\364\122\254\123\262

\003\307\104\046\373\171\345\313\064\140\120\020\173\033\333\153

\327\107\253\137\174\150\312\156\235\101\003\020\356\153\231\173

\136\045\250\302\253\344\300\363\134\234\343\276\316\061\114\144

\036\136\200\242\365\203\176\014\326\312\214\125\216\276\340\276

\111\007\017\243\044\101\172\130\035\204\352\130\022\310\341\267

\355\357\223\336\224\010\061\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\003\073

\060\202\003\067\060\062\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001

\004\046\060\044\060\042\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\001

\206\026\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\157\143\163\160\056\160\153

\151\056\147\166\141\056\145\163\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\002\060\202\002\064

\006\003\125\035\040\004\202\002\053\060\202\002\047\060\202\002

\043\006\012\053\006\001\004\001\277\125\002\001\000\060\202\002

\023\060\202\001\350\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060

\202\001\332\036\202\001\326\000\101\000\165\000\164\000\157\000

\162\000\151\000\144\000\141\000\144\000\040\000\144\000\145\000

\040\000\103\000\145\000\162\000\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000

\143\000\141\000\143\000\151\000\363\000\156\000\040\000\122\000

\141\000\355\000\172\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000
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\141\000\040\000\107\000\145\000\156\000\145\000\162\000\141\000

\154\000\151\000\164\000\141\000\164\000\040\000\126\000\141\000

\154\000\145\000\156\000\143\000\151\000\141\000\156\000\141\000

\056\000\015\000\012\000\114\000\141\000\040\000\104\000\145\000

\143\000\154\000\141\000\162\000\141\000\143\000\151\000\363\000

\156\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\120\000\162\000\341\000

\143\000\164\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\163\000\040\000\144\000

\145\000\040\000\103\000\145\000\162\000\164\000\151\000\146\000

\151\000\143\000\141\000\143\000\151\000\363\000\156\000\040\000

\161\000\165\000\145\000\040\000\162\000\151\000\147\000\145\000

\040\000\145\000\154\000\040\000\146\000\165\000\156\000\143\000

\151\000\157\000\156\000\141\000\155\000\151\000\145\000\156\000

\164\000\157\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\154\000\141\000

\040\000\160\000\162\000\145\000\163\000\145\000\156\000\164\000

\145\000\040\000\101\000\165\000\164\000\157\000\162\000\151\000

\144\000\141\000\144\000\040\000\144\000\145\000\040\000\103\000

\145\000\162\000\164\000\151\000\146\000\151\000\143\000\141\000

\143\000\151\000\363\000\156\000\040\000\163\000\145\000\040\000

\145\000\156\000\143\000\165\000\145\000\156\000\164\000\162\000

\141\000\040\000\145\000\156\000\040\000\154\000\141\000\040\000

\144\000\151\000\162\000\145\000\143\000\143\000\151\000\363\000

\156\000\040\000\167\000\145\000\142\000\040\000\150\000\164\000

\164\000\160\000\072\000\057\000\057\000\167\000\167\000\167\000

\056\000\160\000\153\000\151\000\056\000\147\000\166\000\141\000

\056\000\145\000\163\000\057\000\143\000\160\000\163\060\045\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\031\150\164\164\160\072

\057\057\167\167\167\056\160\153\151\056\147\166\141\056\145\163

\057\143\160\163\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\173

\065\323\100\322\034\170\031\146\357\164\020\050\334\076\117\262

\170\004\374\060\201\225\006\003\125\035\043\004\201\215\060\201

\212\200\024\173\065\323\100\322\034\170\031\146\357\164\020\050

\334\076\117\262\170\004\374\241\154\244\152\060\150\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\037\060\035\006\003

\125\004\012\023\026\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\151\164\141\164

\040\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\013\023\006\120\113\111\107\126\101\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\107

\145\156\145\162\141\154\151\164\141\164\040\126\141\154\145\156

\143\151\141\156\141\202\004\073\105\345\150\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\044

\141\116\365\265\310\102\002\052\263\134\165\255\305\155\312\347

\224\077\245\150\225\210\301\124\300\020\151\242\022\057\030\077

\045\120\250\174\112\352\306\011\331\364\165\306\100\332\257\120

\235\075\245\026\273\155\061\306\307\163\012\110\376\040\162\355

\157\314\350\203\141\026\106\220\001\225\113\175\216\232\122\011

\057\366\157\034\344\241\161\317\214\052\132\027\163\203\107\115

\017\066\373\004\115\111\121\342\024\311\144\141\373\324\024\340

\364\236\267\064\217\012\046\275\227\134\364\171\072\112\060\031
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\314\255\117\240\230\212\264\061\227\052\342\163\155\176\170\270

\370\210\211\117\261\042\221\144\113\365\120\336\003\333\345\305

\166\347\023\146\165\176\145\373\001\237\223\207\210\235\371\106

\127\174\115\140\257\230\163\023\043\244\040\221\201\372\320\141

\146\270\175\321\257\326\157\036\154\075\351\021\375\251\371\202

\042\206\231\063\161\132\352\031\127\075\221\315\251\300\243\156

\007\023\246\311\355\370\150\243\236\303\132\162\011\207\050\321

\304\163\304\163\030\137\120\165\026\061\237\267\350\174\303

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Root CA Generalitat Valenciana"

# Issuer: CN=Root CA Generalitat Valenciana,OU=PKIGVA,O=Generalitat Valenciana,C=ES

# Serial Number:3b:45:e5:68

# Subject: CN=Root CA Generalitat Valenciana,OU=PKIGVA,O=Generalitat Valenciana,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 06 16:22:47 2001

# Not Valid After: Thu Jul 01 15:22:47 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2c:8c:17:5e:b1:54:ab:93:17:b5:36:5a:db:d1:c6:f2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a0:73:e5:c5:bd:43:61:0d:86:4c:21:13:0a:85:58:57:cc:9c:ea:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Root CA Generalitat Valenciana"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\240\163\345\305\275\103\141\015\206\114\041\023\012\205\130\127

\314\234\352\106

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\054\214\027\136\261\124\253\223\027\265\066\132\333\321\306\362

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\012\023\026\107\145\156\145\162\141

\154\151\164\141\164\040\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\120\113\111\107\126

\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\107\145\156\145\162\141\154\151\164\141\164\040

\126\141\154\145\156\143\151\141\156\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\073\105\345\150

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "VAS Latvijas Pasts SSI(RCA)"

# Issuer: CN=VAS Latvijas Pasts SSI(RCA),OU=Sertifikacijas pakalpojumi,O=VAS Latvijas Pasts -

Vien.reg.Nr.40003052790,C=LV

# Serial Number:63:06:86:a7:c5:37:65:a5:43:90:a8:6a:58:cc:d4:32

# Subject: CN=VAS Latvijas Pasts SSI(RCA),OU=Sertifikacijas pakalpojumi,O=VAS Latvijas Pasts -

Vien.reg.Nr.40003052790,C=LV

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 13 09:22:10 2006

# Not Valid After: Fri Sep 13 09:27:57 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): fd:49:be:5b:18:5a:25:ec:f9:c3:54:85:10:40:e8:d4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 08:64:18:e9:06:ce:e8:9c:23:53:b6:e2:7f:bd:9e:74:39:f7:63:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "VAS Latvijas Pasts SSI(RCA)"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126

\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\012\023\054\126\101\123\040\114

\141\164\166\151\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\055\040

\126\151\145\156\056\162\145\147\056\116\162\056\064\060\060\060

\063\060\065\062\067\071\060\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163

\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157\152\165\155\151\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\126\101\123\040\114\141\164\166\151

\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\123\123\111\050\122\103

\101\051

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126

\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\012\023\054\126\101\123\040\114

\141\164\166\151\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\055\040

\126\151\145\156\056\162\145\147\056\116\162\056\064\060\060\060

\063\060\065\062\067\071\060\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163

\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157\152\165\155\151\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\126\101\123\040\114\141\164\166\151

\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\123\123\111\050\122\103

\101\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\143\006\206\247\305\067\145\245\103\220\250\152\130\314

\324\062
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\251\060\202\005\221\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\143

\006\206\247\305\067\145\245\103\220\250\152\130\314\324\062\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126\061\065

\060\063\006\003\125\004\012\023\054\126\101\123\040\114\141\164

\166\151\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\055\040\126\151

\145\156\056\162\145\147\056\116\162\056\064\060\060\060\063\060

\065\062\067\071\060\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013\023\032

\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163\040\160

\141\153\141\154\160\157\152\165\155\151\061\044\060\042\006\003

\125\004\003\023\033\126\101\123\040\114\141\164\166\151\152\141

\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\123\123\111\050\122\103\101\051

\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\071\061\063\060\071\062\062\061\060

\132\027\015\062\064\060\071\061\063\060\071\062\067\065\067\132

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126

\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\012\023\054\126\101\123\040\114

\141\164\166\151\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\055\040

\126\151\145\156\056\162\145\147\056\116\162\056\064\060\060\060

\063\060\065\062\067\071\060\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163

\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157\152\165\155\151\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\126\101\123\040\114\141\164\166\151

\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\123\123\111\050\122\103

\101\051\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\233\270\371\375\141\125\057\117\244\245\024\265\056

\216\271\044\217\254\373\261\124\077\100\377\117\305\345\206\150

\173\123\223\373\065\202\065\250\120\056\224\122\240\333\203\076

\165\332\025\160\254\011\317\356\202\111\255\066\111\271\264\161

\213\264\000\241\102\006\312\010\012\143\227\266\010\374\356\264

\334\230\170\031\202\311\370\177\144\076\252\311\376\261\215\353

\260\144\365\274\363\304\076\072\220\352\116\216\077\033\031\274

\152\203\303\221\074\154\125\373\012\122\300\350\341\135\167\205

\063\305\111\337\354\152\277\277\154\067\376\216\111\242\025\030

\316\213\216\153\036\070\243\060\157\210\201\176\162\126\104\032

\304\172\071\017\366\304\217\226\324\262\353\000\116\134\336\273

\347\073\267\346\044\005\223\153\115\346\221\104\277\356\230\033

\307\205\033\021\101\173\042\066\247\276\076\350\172\067\334\030

\336\220\235\217\315\262\327\232\077\342\027\177\133\014\341\357

\077\146\075\156\044\344\260\316\303\014\210\154\224\332\070\045

\174\122\071\343\163\024\263\000\105\143\232\014\102\100\136\004

\306\367\162\144\316\311\156\063\263\344\323\155\044\225\067\223

\176\362\000\135\031\213\037\363\103\163\250\237\105\322\006\251

\354\264\102\273\372\356\014\307\117\077\121\037\321\257\320\254

\030\177\207\201\042\376\251\335\007\226\155\174\370\116\331\115

\072\120\151\325\101\176\305\332\164\330\216\163\345\176\203\341
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\303\031\201\267\275\277\100\216\276\056\232\242\014\252\116\002

\056\273\052\341\010\135\061\003\311\254\047\260\257\334\325\310

\024\175\100\235\125\211\041\371\220\314\324\311\140\101\163\253

\350\315\330\072\125\071\012\202\231\376\233\365\365\074\034\221

\313\300\372\106\124\256\041\374\052\254\134\173\336\172\227\161

\375\154\153\315\110\232\244\333\201\174\030\067\057\220\175\141

\224\275\027\311\134\266\124\026\167\312\011\112\252\351\274\117

\224\165\001\132\126\274\222\322\217\271\327\227\336\126\164\001

\367\026\161\111\261\365\030\106\231\101\356\142\341\263\054\145

\165\151\051\162\103\003\370\233\037\372\070\364\236\354\100\020

\216\254\227\325\260\063\276\237\030\334\055\367\101\170\124\112

\142\104\347\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\375\060\202\001\371

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\030\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\003\004\014\060\012

\060\010\006\006\004\000\216\106\001\001\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\314\303\365\146\377\163\254\070\132\226

\033\041\211\270\201\114\037\313\136\045\060\020\006\011\053\006

\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\202\001\211

\006\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\200\060\202\001\174\060\202\001

\170\006\013\053\006\001\004\001\201\304\131\001\001\002\060\202

\001\147\060\202\001\070\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002

\060\202\001\052\036\202\001\046\000\123\000\151\000\163\000\040

\000\151\000\162\000\040\000\163\000\145\000\162\000\164\000\151

\000\146\000\151\000\153\000\141\000\164\000\163\000\054\000\040

\000\153\000\157\000\040\000\151\000\172\000\144\000\145\000\166

\000\151\000\163\000\040\000\126\000\101\000\123\000\040\000\114

\000\141\000\164\000\166\000\151\000\152\000\141\000\163\000\040

\000\120\000\141\000\163\000\164\000\163\000\054\000\040\000\156

\000\157\000\144\000\162\000\157\000\163\000\151\000\156\000\157

\000\164\000\040\000\141\000\164\000\142\000\151\000\154\000\163

\000\164\000\151\000\142\000\165\000\040\000\105\000\154\000\145

\000\153\000\164\000\162\000\157\000\156\000\151\000\163\000\153

\000\157\000\040\000\144\000\157\000\153\000\165\000\155\000\145

\000\156\000\164\000\165\000\040\000\154\000\151\000\153\000\165

\000\155\000\141\000\155\000\040\000\165\000\156\000\040\000\105

\000\151\000\162\000\157\000\160\000\141\000\163\000\040\000\120

\000\141\000\162\000\154\000\141\000\155\000\145\000\156\000\164

\000\141\000\040\000\144\000\151\000\162\000\145\000\153\000\164

\000\151\000\166\000\141\000\151\000\040\000\061\000\071\000\071

\000\071\000\057\000\071\000\063\000\057\000\105\000\113\060\051

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\145\055\155\145\056\154\166\057\162

\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\037\050\112

\065\220\041\143\150\012\057\170\257\243\036\202\046\227\243\077

\047\031\322\113\243\102\172\006\023\145\133\301\004\313\353\175

\174\357\224\362\361\211\365\267\337\122\002\041\151\322\352\226
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\064\345\240\317\227\270\234\125\016\020\205\243\024\136\054\005

\370\265\072\166\363\371\172\270\336\266\014\047\151\362\313\224

\221\013\035\271\325\216\157\231\057\315\362\031\126\071\072\110

\126\360\001\377\202\165\266\262\375\321\324\365\362\143\127\114

\115\241\176\314\020\272\004\151\357\364\024\374\263\227\037\105

\356\157\112\050\177\321\306\047\274\307\243\251\153\173\355\202

\023\157\253\336\017\373\161\353\134\021\032\251\054\320\060\237

\374\066\067\126\357\225\351\272\267\023\266\256\237\002\141\255

\236\354\153\004\157\066\237\017\231\367\302\311\310\114\050\271

\050\324\041\327\236\124\325\300\316\364\216\344\125\224\173\217

\044\306\070\374\253\172\244\126\167\075\250\105\357\144\222\244

\320\112\176\273\163\213\364\015\122\163\270\072\110\136\103\200

\323\251\160\167\142\377\307\050\034\163\036\103\346\047\044\133

\111\271\346\066\244\216\375\305\055\057\172\245\171\022\172\327

\041\262\045\155\310\017\242\303\141\113\345\110\342\127\272\237

\362\212\041\335\333\144\360\332\031\337\316\300\233\200\071\302

\167\167\143\025\123\162\204\372\244\217\007\067\206\041\175\120

\372\075\152\067\333\221\016\067\263\375\316\013\312\173\141\320

\234\164\234\175\070\150\155\351\173\035\326\361\052\264\357\073

\140\122\167\005\346\002\302\137\214\133\274\360\175\267\163\307

\221\153\262\052\263\143\243\064\325\253\255\045\161\107\377\032

\076\172\266\215\225\166\303\356\246\315\003\011\154\356\105\147

\230\317\231\110\166\301\316\212\164\232\150\122\001\064\042\310

\355\342\024\013\204\275\156\020\214\261\162\233\276\350\010\327

\127\325\177\352\264\001\075\116\344\342\350\147\347\214\176\351

\347\102\021\357\225\106\310\221\326\276\047\027\200\031\064\230

\347\306\337\036\374\041\137\236\206\075\274\176\360\234\275\162

\236\364\107\202\133\161\147\363\372\334\124\114\250\134\330\131

\307\320\007\016\023\063\047\274\364\151\360\153\041

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "VAS Latvijas Pasts SSI(RCA)"

# Issuer: CN=VAS Latvijas Pasts SSI(RCA),OU=Sertifikacijas pakalpojumi,O=VAS Latvijas Pasts -

Vien.reg.Nr.40003052790,C=LV

# Serial Number:63:06:86:a7:c5:37:65:a5:43:90:a8:6a:58:cc:d4:32

# Subject: CN=VAS Latvijas Pasts SSI(RCA),OU=Sertifikacijas pakalpojumi,O=VAS Latvijas Pasts -

Vien.reg.Nr.40003052790,C=LV

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 13 09:22:10 2006

# Not Valid After: Fri Sep 13 09:27:57 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): fd:49:be:5b:18:5a:25:ec:f9:c3:54:85:10:40:e8:d4

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 08:64:18:e9:06:ce:e8:9c:23:53:b6:e2:7f:bd:9e:74:39:f7:63:16

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "VAS Latvijas Pasts SSI(RCA)"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\010\144\030\351\006\316\350\234\043\123\266\342\177\275\236\164

\071\367\143\026

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\375\111\276\133\030\132\045\354\371\303\124\205\020\100\350\324

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\126

\061\065\060\063\006\003\125\004\012\023\054\126\101\123\040\114

\141\164\166\151\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\055\040

\126\151\145\156\056\162\145\147\056\116\162\056\064\060\060\060

\063\060\065\062\067\071\060\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\143\151\152\141\163

\040\160\141\153\141\154\160\157\152\165\155\151\061\044\060\042

\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\126\101\123\040\114\141\164\166\151

\152\141\163\040\120\141\163\164\163\040\123\123\111\050\122\103

\101\051

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\143\006\206\247\305\067\145\245\103\220\250\152\130\314

\324\062

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ANCERT Certificados CGN"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Certificados CGN,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:44:74:ec:c8:6c:72:1e:58:dd:b8:2c:7e:f4:fc:95

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Certificados CGN,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 11 17:27:12 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 11 17:27:12 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1c:4b:e2:c6:2d:b9:ac:31:14:f4:40:07:69:cb:1f:40

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 11:c5:b5:f7:55:52:b0:11:66:9c:2e:97:17:de:6d:9b:ff:5f:a8:10

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Certificados CGN"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040\103

\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\103\107\116

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040\103

\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\103\107\116

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\104\164\354\310\154\162\036\130\335\270\054\176\364\374

\225

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\052\060\202\004\022\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\104

\164\354\310\154\162\036\130\335\270\054\176\364\374\225\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\174\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\113\060\111

\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040\116

\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056\040\125\156

\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040\103\111\106\040

\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\040\060\036\006\003\125

\004\003\023\027\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\103\107\116\060\036\027\015\060

\064\060\062\061\061\061\067\062\067\061\062\132\027\015\062\064

\060\062\061\061\061\067\062\067\061\062\132\060\174\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\113\060\111\006\003

\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040\116\157\164

\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056\040\125\156\151\160

\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070

\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\144\157\163\040\103\107\116\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\220\165\077\077\014\254
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\312\324\174\304\110\247\030\273\072\273\241\273\325\173\337\213

\031\344\202\104\373\145\354\266\022\141\076\151\042\031\142\065

\044\266\325\020\006\251\105\152\044\052\365\047\214\170\074\310

\271\363\005\154\305\002\003\322\116\200\144\354\206\253\170\224

\042\002\000\265\150\233\324\345\125\137\340\310\200\060\347\013

\277\153\327\004\216\116\171\230\160\114\034\046\271\263\250\352

\360\021\242\271\212\123\002\046\165\022\211\341\373\210\116\131

\172\000\321\202\330\026\256\345\266\274\225\045\140\100\167\045

\033\236\357\215\344\375\360\117\063\061\045\277\356\172\012\124

\360\220\070\147\022\173\245\140\332\014\001\211\232\166\207\056

\365\033\103\173\345\347\046\112\373\025\142\253\105\033\173\325

\012\245\115\154\115\253\237\050\110\204\341\203\165\270\030\160

\125\123\333\320\337\051\220\257\071\306\027\225\301\224\305\136

\331\145\137\135\377\156\026\225\230\041\237\136\115\360\315\061

\071\041\003\027\015\221\037\241\125\231\101\354\125\311\273\075

\231\134\233\305\177\321\034\136\352\123\002\003\001\000\001\243

\202\001\247\060\202\001\243\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\202\001\040\006\003\125\035

\040\004\202\001\027\060\202\001\023\060\202\001\017\006\011\053

\006\001\004\001\201\223\150\004\060\202\001\000\060\045\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\031\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\057

\143\160\163\060\201\326\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002

\060\201\311\060\015\026\006\101\116\103\105\122\124\060\003\002

\001\001\032\201\267\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040\116\157\164

\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\143\151\157\156\056\040\114\141\040\144\145\143\154\141

\162\141\143\151\157\156\040\144\145\040\160\162\141\143\164\151

\143\141\163\040\144\145\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\141\143

\151\157\156\040\161\165\145\040\162\151\147\145\040\145\154\040

\146\165\156\143\151\157\156\141\155\151\145\156\164\157\040\144

\145\040\154\141\040\160\162\145\163\145\156\164\145\040\141\165

\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\163\145\040\145\156\143\165\145

\156\164\162\141\040\144\151\163\160\157\156\151\142\154\145\040

\145\156\040\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156

\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\034\006\003

\125\035\021\004\025\060\023\201\021\141\156\143\145\162\164\100

\141\156\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\354\127\237\310\166\042\157\314\072

\256\133\360\055\241\142\130\321\215\002\314\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\354\127\237\310\166\042\157\314\072\256

\133\360\055\241\142\130\321\215\002\314\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\213\075

\337\334\066\054\177\047\234\374\265\130\123\161\012\022\135\020

\144\121\161\265\112\126\364\136\104\147\036\357\035\262\361\244

\121\074\147\154\054\145\226\172\241\022\243\257\013\010\067\016

\231\326\156\050\207\013\142\253\116\170\116\162\201\233\337\021
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\117\211\140\310\121\246\033\006\011\161\163\174\067\267\034\070

\067\232\371\207\341\357\241\356\177\327\300\352\071\024\372\174

\157\013\371\206\312\346\305\167\151\240\237\215\051\243\167\156

\305\314\332\366\335\006\172\323\151\146\076\140\073\343\062\337

\256\360\033\236\052\235\314\204\337\032\020\107\355\245\126\226

\102\067\265\055\162\015\101\022\223\272\062\210\104\310\256\011

\304\275\200\355\375\140\017\162\262\266\144\366\143\040\062\160

\167\207\056\063\056\237\065\310\137\250\222\126\267\377\044\072

\054\135\362\046\005\150\031\362\121\147\317\337\122\011\351\202

\004\172\153\202\247\177\345\322\251\164\153\030\046\310\272\324

\325\036\245\113\073\046\301\235\042\341\373\022\275\325\142\106

\325\327\135\322\335\303\374\141\015\060\005\117\005\213

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ANCERT Certificados CGN"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Certificados CGN,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:44:74:ec:c8:6c:72:1e:58:dd:b8:2c:7e:f4:fc:95

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Certificados CGN,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 11 17:27:12 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 11 17:27:12 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1c:4b:e2:c6:2d:b9:ac:31:14:f4:40:07:69:cb:1f:40

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 11:c5:b5:f7:55:52:b0:11:66:9c:2e:97:17:de:6d:9b:ff:5f:a8:10

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Certificados CGN"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\305\265\367\125\122\260\021\146\234\056\227\027\336\155\233

\377\137\250\020

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\034\113\342\306\055\271\254\061\024\364\100\007\151\313\037\100

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\174\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040\103

\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\040\060\036

\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\145
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\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\103\107\116

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\104\164\354\310\154\162\036\130\335\270\054\176\364\374

\225

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ANCERT Certificados Notariales"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Certificados Notariales,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:f4:cf:89:ea:dd:a4:c6:3e:91:ad:48:0e:2d:22:36:84

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Certificados Notariales,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 11 15:58:30 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 11 15:58:26 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 45:f7:50:11:4e:c5:ad:bd:53:68:86:63:ec:7b:6a:e1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c0:9a:b0:c8:ad:71:14:71:4e:d5:e2:1a:5a:27:6a:dc:d5:e7:ef:cb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Certificados Notariales"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114

\056\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040

\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\116\157\164\141

\162\151\141\154\145\163

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114

\056\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040

\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103
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\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\116\157\164\141

\162\151\141\154\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\364\317\211\352\335\244\306\076\221\255\110\016\055

\042\066\204

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\074\060\202\004\044\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\364\317\211\352\335\244\306\076\221\255\110\016\055\042\066\204

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143\151

\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056

\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040\103

\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\116\157\164\141\162

\151\141\154\145\163\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\062\061\061\061

\065\065\070\063\060\132\027\015\062\064\060\062\061\061\061\065

\065\070\062\066\132\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\105\123\061\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102

\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154

\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157

\156\040\123\056\114\056\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156

\141\154\040\055\040\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071

\070\070\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\101\116\103

\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163

\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\145\163\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\360\221\017\320

\147\055\051\262\143\115\037\065\171\366\145\153\271\363\363\265

\130\223\047\144\117\247\325\133\202\005\162\233\177\035\256\010

\322\214\320\321\311\140\260\231\031\065\326\031\306\000\071\151

\175\042\357\164\042\203\264\176\352\020\213\076\063\034\341\335

\144\066\051\363\122\112\156\101\303\276\121\014\037\143\270\277

\215\251\077\061\061\073\273\361\066\104\074\047\145\024\171\165

\346\020\244\074\130\033\313\123\142\022\365\207\132\106\242\171

\243\140\343\026\250\336\204\246\372\345\314\304\020\062\366\102

\332\107\115\030\075\346\172\017\053\016\143\377\147\175\103\325

\164\026\220\064\264\017\316\046\163\041\301\112\332\144\344\117

\343\043\265\331\366\253\267\112\177\226\341\313\107\375\006\103

\321\224\064\151\012\376\075\350\146\252\046\014\325\143\071\006

\160\223\255\174\263\344\107\301\073\107\216\151\227\014\221\240

\114\007\217\311\200\114\256\160\223\150\217\241\303\042\302\361

\165\233\050\175\222\222\125\072\250\131\031\354\022\061\034\357

\235\027\334\271\100\011\133\364\055\023\046\163\002\003\001\000
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\001\243\202\001\247\060\202\001\243\060\034\006\003\125\035\021

\004\025\060\023\201\021\141\156\143\145\162\164\100\141\156\143

\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030

\060\026\200\024\204\367\372\162\136\210\144\146\035\050\214\260

\167\275\014\152\237\114\115\142\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\202\001\040\006\003\125

\035\040\004\202\001\027\060\202\001\023\060\202\001\017\006\011

\053\006\001\004\001\201\223\150\001\060\202\001\000\060\045\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\031\150\164\164\160\072

\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155

\057\143\160\163\060\201\326\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\002\060\201\311\060\015\026\006\101\116\103\105\122\124\060\003

\002\001\001\032\201\267\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040\116\157

\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\056\040\114\141\040\144\145\143\154

\141\162\141\143\151\157\156\040\144\145\040\160\162\141\143\164

\151\143\141\163\040\144\145\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\141

\143\151\157\156\040\161\165\145\040\162\151\147\145\040\145\154

\040\146\165\156\143\151\157\156\141\155\151\145\156\164\157\040

\144\145\040\154\141\040\160\162\145\163\145\156\164\145\040\141

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\163\145\040\145\156\143\165

\145\156\164\162\141\040\144\151\163\160\157\156\151\142\154\145

\040\145\156\040\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141

\156\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006

\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\204\367\372\162\136\210\144\146

\035\050\214\260\167\275\014\152\237\114\115\142\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\057\370\345\330\063\245\302\224\156\136\300\361\356\241\114\012

\255\206\017\300\063\335\236\322\331\233\356\305\053\205\051\166

\254\245\022\123\223\035\252\007\354\351\071\144\013\150\360\165

\044\351\321\206\214\234\123\152\353\025\241\011\267\031\007\271

\235\217\002\262\033\111\160\302\143\164\335\013\252\376\007\306

\067\126\306\203\376\300\117\034\314\070\252\375\356\125\230\211

\134\302\123\255\040\207\272\026\144\122\141\354\301\237\273\324

\142\321\052\310\135\360\053\370\332\022\316\043\313\261\314\301

\322\012\275\374\300\200\116\125\111\372\211\330\144\243\112\312

\356\213\327\345\355\222\373\140\342\342\052\317\055\050\076\246

\377\200\234\145\314\022\236\245\034\164\131\220\245\207\177\147

\025\200\020\300\241\321\250\060\354\241\002\221\212\132\323\043

\027\223\132\107\041\171\352\063\172\017\177\070\065\232\312\126

\270\277\144\272\247\260\265\121\035\026\236\216\211\175\070\072

\313\204\115\007\230\330\345\341\214\005\152\245\067\014\326\171

\051\076\361\102\304\266\367\352\031\240\141\340\002\116\277\022

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ANCERT Certificados Notariales"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Certificados Notariales,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:f4:cf:89:ea:dd:a4:c6:3e:91:ad:48:0e:2d:22:36:84

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Certificados Notariales,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal - CIF

B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 11 15:58:30 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 11 15:58:26 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 45:f7:50:11:4e:c5:ad:bd:53:68:86:63:ec:7b:6a:e1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c0:9a:b0:c8:ad:71:14:71:4e:d5:e2:1a:5a:27:6a:dc:d5:e7:ef:cb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Certificados Notariales"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\300\232\260\310\255\161\024\161\116\325\342\032\132\047\152\334

\325\347\357\313

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\105\367\120\021\116\305\255\275\123\150\206\143\354\173\152\341

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\203\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114

\056\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040

\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\163\040\116\157\164\141

\162\151\141\154\145\163

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\364\317\211\352\335\244\306\076\221\255\110\016\055

\042\066\204

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ANCERT Corporaciones de Derecho Publico"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Corporaciones de Derecho Publico,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal -

CIF B83395988,C=ES
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# Serial Number:3f:b2:e5:f2:d1:7c:8b:18:64:56:62:a9:39:81:7f:a7

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Corporaciones de Derecho Publico,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal

- CIF B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 11 17:22:45 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 11 17:22:45 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 20:6b:d6:8b:4a:8f:48:ab:e4:88:09:0d:e5:65:1a:50

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0c:fd:83:db:ae:44:b9:a0:c8:f6:76:f3:b5:70:65:0b:94:b6:9d:bf

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Corporaciones de Derecho Publico"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\214\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114

\056\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040

\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\060\060

\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103

\157\162\160\157\162\141\143\151\157\156\145\163\040\144\145\040

\104\145\162\145\143\150\157\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\157

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\214\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114

\056\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040

\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\060\060

\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103

\157\162\160\157\162\141\143\151\157\156\145\163\040\144\145\040

\104\145\162\145\143\150\157\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\157

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\077\262\345\362\321\174\213\030\144\126\142\251\071\201

\177\247

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\115\060\202\004\065\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\077

\262\345\362\321\174\213\030\144\126\142\251\071\201\177\247\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\214\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\113

\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143\151\141

\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056\040
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\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040\103\111

\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\060\060\056\006

\003\125\004\003\023\047\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\157\162

\160\157\162\141\143\151\157\156\145\163\040\144\145\040\104\145

\162\145\143\150\157\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\157\060\036\027

\015\060\064\060\062\061\061\061\067\062\062\064\065\132\027\015

\062\064\060\062\061\061\061\067\062\062\064\065\132\060\201\214

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\113\060

\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040

\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114\056\040\125

\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040\103\111\106

\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\060\060\056\006\003

\125\004\003\023\047\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\143\151\157\156\145\163\040\144\145\040\104\145\162

\145\143\150\157\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\157\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\242\041\225

\207\334\212\353\326\172\220\250\150\065\375\027\374\164\072\124

\020\222\065\223\102\165\056\330\076\313\251\224\241\276\152\067

\077\122\272\244\173\332\204\231\026\171\116\000\150\324\037\023

\351\106\073\074\112\235\203\072\330\041\357\302\362\100\105\341

\017\140\105\004\355\374\212\030\056\371\075\344\244\021\062\040

\216\072\267\356\226\100\025\032\231\351\041\235\162\254\315\037

\211\256\252\331\241\100\260\250\147\276\374\172\016\107\261\136

\274\370\060\152\216\067\237\005\102\354\054\303\246\033\213\253

\304\120\075\372\344\163\365\041\260\270\125\137\207\340\242\107

\070\057\100\137\117\154\253\224\044\126\343\114\217\176\220\351

\047\202\050\233\230\272\232\326\265\233\127\157\153\025\034\371

\273\160\051\175\074\367\023\250\321\161\361\260\376\210\105\161

\251\245\164\145\313\303\371\365\003\017\020\303\206\060\000\156

\301\300\046\242\210\376\041\307\062\075\273\306\173\033\267\233

\212\263\372\261\174\161\331\001\247\102\220\252\057\230\220\204

\252\336\306\255\354\074\121\112\005\035\001\121\233\002\003\001

\000\001\243\202\001\247\060\202\001\243\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\202\001\040\006

\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\027\060\202\001\023\060\202\001\017

\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\201\223\150\003\060\202\001\000\060

\045\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\031\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\156\143\145\162\164\056\143

\157\155\057\143\160\163\060\201\326\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\002\002\060\201\311\060\015\026\006\101\116\103\105\122\124

\060\003\002\001\001\032\201\267\101\147\145\156\143\151\141\040

\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\056\040\114\141\040\144\145

\143\154\141\162\141\143\151\157\156\040\144\145\040\160\162\141

\143\164\151\143\141\163\040\144\145\040\143\145\162\164\151\146

\151\141\143\151\157\156\040\161\165\145\040\162\151\147\145\040
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\145\154\040\146\165\156\143\151\157\156\141\155\151\145\156\164

\157\040\144\145\040\154\141\040\160\162\145\163\145\156\164\145

\040\141\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\040\163\145\040\145\156

\143\165\145\156\164\162\141\040\144\151\163\160\157\156\151\142

\154\145\040\145\156\040\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\141\156\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\057\143\160\163\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060

\034\006\003\125\035\021\004\025\060\023\201\021\141\156\143\145

\162\164\100\141\156\143\145\162\164\056\143\157\155\060\037\006

\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\214\114\036\067\014\261

\237\322\254\104\013\072\276\002\317\364\215\055\146\225\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\214\114\036\067\014\261\237

\322\254\104\013\072\276\002\317\364\215\055\146\225\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\107\164\300\224\221\342\245\373\230\122\104\223\154\304\300

\035\340\171\333\151\144\055\141\256\244\167\221\065\265\267\312

\227\252\300\261\206\365\033\150\153\252\130\262\174\077\347\003

\047\370\101\161\274\246\322\040\251\200\225\242\107\255\155\106

\164\255\204\233\330\157\251\365\271\057\155\233\300\335\231\207

\355\131\262\165\201\245\211\205\052\314\320\205\201\115\363\257

\167\336\214\301\050\232\102\254\005\207\014\064\234\161\207\375

\354\001\024\037\276\303\056\360\337\372\044\246\135\037\074\361

\242\013\121\210\001\256\022\207\244\265\135\161\262\337\357\015

\174\040\343\177\023\013\115\246\300\167\314\077\326\017\161\307

\161\114\056\036\372\031\006\145\311\255\126\154\167\215\106\077

\275\060\203\036\340\056\125\270\170\043\164\074\130\012\143\072

\115\201\173\157\065\160\256\266\045\331\366\044\376\043\306\332

\032\210\257\250\024\223\163\340\300\133\260\061\151\032\366\051

\137\126\267\032\012\302\371\013\352\002\301\063\021\142\152\174

\103\350\352\032\253\220\000\205\340\105\017\175\216\272\120\325

\306

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ANCERT Corporaciones de Derecho Publico"

# Issuer: CN=ANCERT Corporaciones de Derecho Publico,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal -

CIF B83395988,C=ES

# Serial Number:3f:b2:e5:f2:d1:7c:8b:18:64:56:62:a9:39:81:7f:a7

# Subject: CN=ANCERT Corporaciones de Derecho Publico,O=Agencia Notarial de Certificacion S.L. Unipersonal

- CIF B83395988,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Wed Feb 11 17:22:45 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 11 17:22:45 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 20:6b:d6:8b:4a:8f:48:ab:e4:88:09:0d:e5:65:1a:50

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 0c:fd:83:db:ae:44:b9:a0:c8:f6:76:f3:b5:70:65:0b:94:b6:9d:bf

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ANCERT Corporaciones de Derecho Publico"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\014\375\203\333\256\104\271\240\310\366\166\363\265\160\145\013

\224\266\235\277

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\040\153\326\213\112\217\110\253\344\210\011\015\345\145\032\120

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\214\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123

\061\113\060\111\006\003\125\004\012\023\102\101\147\145\156\143

\151\141\040\116\157\164\141\162\151\141\154\040\144\145\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\143\151\157\156\040\123\056\114

\056\040\125\156\151\160\145\162\163\157\156\141\154\040\055\040

\103\111\106\040\102\070\063\063\071\065\071\070\070\061\060\060

\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\101\116\103\105\122\124\040\103

\157\162\160\157\162\141\143\151\157\156\145\163\040\144\145\040

\104\145\162\145\143\150\157\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\157

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\077\262\345\362\321\174\213\030\144\126\142\251\071\201

\177\247

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GLOBALTRUST"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@globaltrust.info,CN=GLOBALTRUST,OU=GLOBALTRUST Certification

Service,O=ARGE DATEN - Austrian Society for Data Protection,ST=Austria,L=Vienna,C=AT

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@globaltrust.info,CN=GLOBALTRUST,OU=GLOBALTRUST Certification

Service,O=ARGE DATEN - Austrian Society for Data Protection,ST=Austria,L=Vienna,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Aug 07 14:12:35 2006

# Not Valid After: Thu Sep 18 14:12:35 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): df:0d:bc:7c:c8:36:b7:76:99:a1:ab:f0:d2:0f:89:6a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 34:2c:d9:d3:06:2d:a4:8c:34:69:65:29:7f:08:1e:bc:2e:f6:8f:dc

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\324\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145\156\156

\141\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164

\162\151\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122

\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040

\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114\117\102\101\114

\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123

\124\061\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001

\026\025\151\156\146\157\100\147\154\157\142\141\154\164\162\165

\163\164\056\151\156\146\157

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\324\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145\156\156

\141\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164

\162\151\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122

\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040

\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114\117\102\101\114

\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123

\124\061\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001

\026\025\151\156\146\157\100\147\154\157\142\141\154\164\162\165

\163\164\056\151\156\146\157

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\376\060\202\005\346\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\324\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145\156\156\141

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122\107

\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162\151

\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040\104

\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114\117\102\101\114\124

\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151
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\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\003\023\013\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124

\061\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\025\151\156\146\157\100\147\154\157\142\141\154\164\162\165\163

\164\056\151\156\146\157\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\070\060\067

\061\064\061\062\063\065\132\027\015\063\066\060\071\061\070\061

\064\061\062\063\065\132\060\201\324\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023

\006\126\151\145\156\156\141\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010

\023\007\101\165\163\164\162\151\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125

\004\012\023\061\101\122\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055

\040\101\165\163\164\162\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164

\171\040\146\157\162\040\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145

\143\164\151\157\156\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041

\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143

\145\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\114\117\102

\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\061\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\025\151\156\146\157\100\147\154\157

\142\141\154\164\162\165\163\164\056\151\156\146\157\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\322\022

\107\354\137\230\350\015\206\025\111\304\335\354\236\361\154\315

\121\266\373\225\117\213\304\220\075\123\063\261\323\023\305\110

\342\245\277\365\364\003\204\017\234\170\161\366\222\227\361\133

\131\165\030\077\047\013\121\057\134\150\307\241\353\000\363\366

\225\075\151\303\176\302\254\304\012\066\162\172\133\246\320\367

\001\173\050\307\052\307\062\140\356\131\270\327\013\047\335\263

\105\005\053\173\144\247\163\134\350\223\002\227\150\354\374\204

\333\236\324\325\201\107\306\234\300\254\227\313\031\352\207\245

\012\243\270\165\044\347\120\047\015\253\026\371\126\135\261\201

\001\026\175\363\351\341\044\363\010\041\271\272\254\135\236\307

\110\171\177\152\312\337\071\167\004\155\033\156\072\315\177\316

\134\110\254\022\074\131\362\152\317\200\110\341\366\000\147\170

\040\340\375\265\144\173\027\227\263\345\047\335\105\153\233\141

\231\006\276\362\347\236\244\155\213\073\153\014\201\356\264\157

\241\276\032\022\101\113\236\255\016\371\106\264\132\321\003\000

\224\026\300\300\363\254\373\174\274\226\300\051\330\371\063\026

\211\243\016\035\225\331\003\324\041\014\335\126\010\111\145\310

\215\253\041\037\124\273\231\274\361\104\133\173\000\030\375\052

\031\130\322\005\311\331\051\066\045\376\167\356\153\131\124\117

\010\024\242\231\011\105\127\255\007\336\042\374\207\034\240\357

\240\171\335\012\175\300\177\065\350\014\146\115\343\265\152\026

\131\161\133\363\220\260\122\136\221\002\307\250\271\302\004\157

\236\117\264\000\055\354\010\354\256\100\156\360\051\047\042\071

\266\315\240\206\020\272\013\065\354\173\132\015\266\171\303\372

\307\255\301\373\353\355\053\204\015\352\336\371\353\232\131\063

\154\301\053\022\214\270\076\305\066\043\070\032\326\167\223\220
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\326\167\165\152\130\031\027\241\025\216\156\166\016\243\163\341

\134\225\111\333\301\017\224\024\305\325\142\033\231\253\070\325

\147\156\322\251\031\341\132\072\207\152\110\077\221\226\343\306

\305\047\153\127\164\061\230\366\076\161\161\355\176\336\260\115

\054\363\356\217\333\173\150\327\020\104\051\255\354\253\120\131

\122\232\154\152\162\024\115\026\024\121\367\327\176\037\002\003

\001\000\001\243\202\001\327\060\202\001\323\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\300\001\325\340\170\037\057\164\072\343

\353\300\041\122\246\004\356\046\313\244\060\202\001\001\006\003

\125\035\043\004\201\371\060\201\366\200\024\300\001\325\340\170

\037\057\164\072\343\353\300\041\122\246\004\356\046\313\244\241

\201\332\244\201\327\060\201\324\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\101\124\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006

\126\151\145\156\156\141\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023

\007\101\165\163\164\162\151\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004

\012\023\061\101\122\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040

\101\165\163\164\162\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171

\040\146\157\162\040\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143

\164\151\157\156\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107

\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\114\117\102\101

\114\124\122\125\123\124\061\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\025\151\156\146\157\100\147\154\157\142

\141\154\164\162\165\163\164\056\151\156\146\157\202\001\000\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\306\060\021\006

\003\125\035\040\004\012\060\010\060\006\006\004\125\035\040\000

\060\075\006\003\125\035\021\004\066\060\064\201\025\151\156\146

\157\100\147\154\157\142\141\154\164\162\165\163\164\056\151\156

\146\157\206\033\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\147

\154\157\142\141\154\164\162\165\163\164\056\151\156\146\157\060

\075\006\003\125\035\022\004\066\060\064\201\025\151\156\146\157

\100\147\154\157\142\141\154\164\162\165\163\164\056\151\156\146

\157\206\033\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\147\154

\157\142\141\154\164\162\165\163\164\056\151\156\146\157\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002

\001\000\025\073\210\203\136\016\336\076\360\076\135\334\055\241

\112\372\050\245\326\007\245\044\110\316\236\171\350\171\232\134

\044\216\130\162\024\101\205\307\105\356\074\050\151\070\111\256

\042\215\273\214\005\155\256\145\273\207\271\176\166\073\050\143

\152\326\157\063\060\210\176\125\005\272\271\025\003\230\035\142

\322\316\300\017\156\034\232\064\356\344\257\037\142\321\354\264

\171\317\317\151\222\212\130\375\301\307\166\013\134\315\122\064

\110\153\345\013\177\311\062\022\337\230\012\026\331\063\126\026

\217\337\103\077\327\275\077\305\036\305\255\041\254\207\054\232

\344\034\037\205\003\254\213\307\267\063\142\111\301\370\252\053

\116\135\207\076\166\122\256\131\176\061\341\174\272\122\213\130
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\220\327\200\106\013\064\066\336\357\021\311\134\042\106\302\074

\247\177\142\004\157\337\076\110\216\352\013\076\010\254\030\032

\122\326\361\366\324\142\057\003\271\232\326\074\123\177\125\046

\306\065\053\041\164\260\211\220\124\344\001\210\134\234\205\052

\232\145\136\113\127\362\200\034\354\147\064\232\106\334\002\166

\376\162\067\162\011\261\360\043\217\130\263\002\175\356\170\016

\271\075\163\022\055\125\237\027\143\257\256\330\256\163\266\307

\120\152\205\301\333\175\373\224\131\160\306\303\007\154\126\305

\260\007\374\116\175\223\035\271\047\300\260\225\325\347\174\005

\274\367\017\012\263\364\156\025\127\111\033\265\024\000\244\060

\053\132\364\126\130\277\166\064\242\075\376\001\046\360\335\270

\155\360\244\347\274\040\366\121\010\366\343\067\211\127\066\366

\367\057\376\315\270\144\275\352\327\246\320\377\170\357\176\341

\034\036\124\176\017\064\031\201\020\163\322\343\170\006\027\266

\322\121\373\065\170\166\332\167\203\067\101\076\055\106\250\176

\206\336\126\364\312\220\236\264\255\260\036\105\030\074\064\210

\002\207\350\360\066\221\353\362\347\265\322\004\271\056\270\135

\215\035\232\056\013\026\031\315\166\244\253\373\321\342\243\242

\334\204\175\173\352\120\352\365\262\004\073\211\122\072\262\303

\031\117\271\046\261\274\274\054\262\341\201\246\263\141\265\364

\105\140\057\054\165\305\310\055\210\113\046\273\160\356\073\177

\001\055

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GLOBALTRUST"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@globaltrust.info,CN=GLOBALTRUST,OU=GLOBALTRUST Certification

Service,O=ARGE DATEN - Austrian Society for Data Protection,ST=Austria,L=Vienna,C=AT

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@globaltrust.info,CN=GLOBALTRUST,OU=GLOBALTRUST Certification

Service,O=ARGE DATEN - Austrian Society for Data Protection,ST=Austria,L=Vienna,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Mon Aug 07 14:12:35 2006

# Not Valid After: Thu Sep 18 14:12:35 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): df:0d:bc:7c:c8:36:b7:76:99:a1:ab:f0:d2:0f:89:6a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 34:2c:d9:d3:06:2d:a4:8c:34:69:65:29:7f:08:1e:bc:2e:f6:8f:dc

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\064\054\331\323\006\055\244\214\064\151\145\051\177\010\036\274

\056\366\217\334

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\337\015\274\174\310\066\267\166\231\241\253\360\322\017\211\152

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\324\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145\156\156

\141\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164

\162\151\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122

\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040

\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061

\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114\117\102\101\114

\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\003\023\013\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123

\124\061\044\060\042\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001

\026\025\151\156\146\157\100\147\154\157\142\141\154\164\162\165

\163\164\056\151\156\146\157

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Certipost E-Trust TOP Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certipost E-Trust TOP Root CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:05:52:64:c1:95

# Subject: CN=Certipost E-Trust TOP Root CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 26 10:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Sat Jul 26 10:00:00 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): b8:d3:12:03:4e:8c:0c:5a:47:c9:b6:c5:9e:5b:97:fd

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 05:60:a2:c7:38:ff:98:d1:17:2a:94:fe:45:fb:8a:47:d6:65:37:1e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certipost E-Trust TOP Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\123\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160

\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\124\117\120\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\123\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160

\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\124\117\120\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\301\225

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\314\060\202\002\264\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\301\225\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\123\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\163\056\141

\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023

\035\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\105\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\124\117\120\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036

\027\015\060\065\060\067\062\066\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\027

\015\062\065\060\067\062\066\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\034\060

\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\046\060\044\006

\003\125\004\003\023\035\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040

\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\124\117\120\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\245\324\113\100\326\373\361\065\030\073\242\260

\103\344\311\125\241\300\007\273\010\276\072\031\265\043\303\036

\235\263\010\112\364\103\113\351\301\031\140\220\337\204\327\130

\306\072\335\012\054\225\054\275\227\177\376\242\165\332\006\343

\253\233\154\321\270\317\104\206\301\122\140\267\334\076\073\260

\362\351\304\121\074\112\271\203\271\116\141\152\003\233\034\122

\200\072\120\264\040\262\333\323\262\306\124\177\313\140\233\310

\044\236\257\011\307\145\015\050\366\332\232\042\302\063\156\362

\363\045\324\244\371\226\365\157\252\074\153\334\101\060\345\346

\157\312\110\037\060\170\035\171\175\247\321\277\256\305\136\103

\371\306\057\203\166\233\064\112\244\050\130\053\250\210\205\104

\152\053\362\126\102\166\231\220\063\252\356\371\041\317\362\075

\371\167\204\313\335\051\204\304\324\212\052\244\071\134\076\371

\034\045\150\115\365\347\233\135\261\032\064\136\312\002\163\371

\010\304\014\155\136\335\022\052\345\173\305\066\170\122\235\062

\301\305\050\245\040\250\345\230\015\271\157\317\271\200\236\345

\276\271\233\375\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\240\060\201\235\060
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\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\113\336\276\005\061

\056\363\065\310\330\312\247\126\305\224\015\264\132\145\305\060

\110\006\003\125\035\040\004\101\060\077\060\075\006\011\003\220

\016\007\001\000\001\002\000\060\060\060\056\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\002\001\026\042\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167

\167\056\145\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\142\145\057\103\120\123

\057\121\116\143\145\162\164\163\040\060\021\006\011\140\206\110

\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\211\143\314\242\316\370\124\152\174\131\064\170\253\001\264\226

\055\052\041\156\100\055\137\320\226\042\231\203\005\034\345\044

\315\342\365\065\004\277\000\226\007\354\262\244\072\152\053\043

\076\311\017\312\023\035\270\044\226\011\046\330\074\052\201\316

\341\201\310\311\163\076\365\273\017\010\036\220\340\260\222\271

\322\072\227\120\340\006\216\344\202\060\074\140\040\267\244\356

\253\211\006\341\374\045\273\221\324\371\267\137\150\143\250\240

\150\206\153\247\354\222\313\042\372\120\133\023\130\047\256\053

\103\013\266\027\306\060\162\004\063\104\046\112\104\007\037\163

\240\203\101\051\340\222\006\274\325\001\352\376\274\257\161\353

\040\037\012\135\015\240\051\136\316\344\101\121\125\226\303\037

\264\061\245\243\363\123\352\377\302\234\206\162\317\066\114\126

\132\006\062\176\136\253\112\241\316\247\353\237\244\214\052\271

\044\213\270\265\363\006\115\246\312\175\231\373\366\125\352\256

\110\171\356\046\131\323\037\014\123\025\367\142\121\371\204\015

\226\154\136\261\010\346\131\010\053\046\051\012\301\203\100\163

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Certipost E-Trust TOP Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certipost E-Trust TOP Root CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:05:52:64:c1:95

# Subject: CN=Certipost E-Trust TOP Root CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 26 10:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Sat Jul 26 10:00:00 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): b8:d3:12:03:4e:8c:0c:5a:47:c9:b6:c5:9e:5b:97:fd

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 05:60:a2:c7:38:ff:98:d1:17:2a:94:fe:45:fb:8a:47:d6:65:37:1e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certipost E-Trust TOP Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\005\140\242\307\070\377\230\321\027\052\224\376\105\373\212\107
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\326\145\067\036

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\323\022\003\116\214\014\132\107\311\266\305\236\133\227\375

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\123\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160

\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\046\060

\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\124\117\120\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\301\225

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Certipost E-Trust Primary Qualified CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certipost E-Trust Primary Qualified CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:05:52:64:c4:25

# Subject: CN=Certipost E-Trust Primary Qualified CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 26 10:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Sun Jul 26 10:00:00 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 10:0e:ad:f3:5c:84:1d:8e:03:5f:2d:c9:39:37:f5:52

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:2c:df:15:94:04:9c:bf:17:a2:04:6c:c6:39:bb:38:88:e0:2e:33

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certipost E-Trust Primary Qualified CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160

\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\057\060

\055\006\003\125\004\003\023\046\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162

\171\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160
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\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\057\060

\055\006\003\125\004\003\023\046\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162

\171\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\304\045

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\336\060\202\002\306\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\304\045\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\134\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\163\056\141

\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\023

\046\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\105\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\121\165\141\154\151

\146\151\145\144\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\065\060\067\062

\066\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\060\060\067\062\066

\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023

\023\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057

\156\056\166\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\023\046\103

\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164

\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151

\145\144\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\256\040\322\170\333\232\240\162\234\004

\122\045\054\155\122\330\327\047\211\063\240\341\262\325\373\060

\165\153\055\177\034\147\216\016\347\037\022\337\027\171\030\273

\264\033\157\370\075\165\033\236\147\067\360\361\372\017\165\355

\206\235\003\004\241\050\160\055\074\262\153\240\163\121\343\065

\251\164\245\010\076\224\205\047\066\052\252\162\144\374\167\356

\166\224\034\162\353\277\062\307\167\003\152\045\202\011\005\257

\137\140\074\177\254\033\274\222\350\074\164\131\316\361\174\124

\055\070\256\226\360\254\157\241\063\014\041\132\001\272\043\040

\133\240\206\002\325\123\334\111\037\250\062\263\257\073\106\073

\266\357\237\071\263\070\013\347\172\212\366\050\371\247\157\120

\051\310\171\130\213\111\322\245\330\205\176\126\361\151\025\170

\104\021\065\327\245\124\076\253\146\045\322\333\343\030\361\056

\053\342\161\043\011\067\144\103\102\164\062\226\167\336\227\242

\351\226\206\234\045\104\011\324\001\235\121\176\063\267\011\104

\345\200\227\015\144\133\167\030\227\245\113\251\236\020\235\207

\372\126\247\317\012\175\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\240\060\201

\235\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\360\170\371

\007\167\020\273\334\036\241\256\171\373\060\020\333\306\064\370
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\027\060\110\006\003\125\035\040\004\101\060\077\060\075\006\011

\003\220\016\007\001\000\001\002\000\060\060\060\056\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\042\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\167\167\167\056\145\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\142\145\057\103

\120\123\057\121\116\143\145\162\164\163\040\060\021\006\011\140

\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\154\341\330\137\164\130\351\160\111\326\312\015\054\130

\332\312\144\266\121\117\303\006\144\001\351\212\163\035\236\317

\106\170\277\073\205\206\342\075\112\030\224\052\201\167\157\202

\370\157\364\356\042\374\235\030\041\162\140\273\030\200\202\225

\373\371\367\225\044\201\146\301\265\303\265\322\266\166\213\073

\201\134\270\241\016\053\001\024\213\200\011\100\356\370\140\114

\031\344\027\315\047\001\263\143\022\005\244\010\311\264\277\236

\120\116\265\336\017\222\063\146\165\320\075\347\043\174\352\045

\161\174\376\076\056\066\171\241\345\051\120\043\065\005\225\170

\273\237\171\144\334\127\110\047\054\342\134\063\315\302\273\176

\150\167\247\057\243\111\027\162\341\000\204\153\175\172\257\071

\013\054\325\330\127\144\062\154\204\012\152\166\072\323\254\315

\235\261\347\067\334\354\014\057\305\127\140\337\210\365\103\261

\001\144\046\264\047\202\020\262\243\120\357\227\346\177\277\221

\207\263\333\220\251\052\342\172\064\154\163\111\364\350\215\056

\153\212\335\241\212\177\143\320\277\130\036\257\314\077\222\120

\055\321

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Certipost E-Trust Primary Qualified CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certipost E-Trust Primary Qualified CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:05:52:64:c4:25

# Subject: CN=Certipost E-Trust Primary Qualified CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 26 10:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Sun Jul 26 10:00:00 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 10:0e:ad:f3:5c:84:1d:8e:03:5f:2d:c9:39:37:f5:52

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 74:2c:df:15:94:04:9c:bf:17:a2:04:6c:c6:39:bb:38:88:e0:2e:33

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certipost E-Trust Primary Qualified CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\164\054\337\025\224\004\234\277\027\242\004\154\306\071\273\070

\210\340\056\063

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\020\016\255\363\134\204\035\216\003\137\055\311\071\067\365\122

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160

\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\057\060

\055\006\003\125\004\003\023\046\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162

\171\040\121\165\141\154\151\146\151\145\144\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\304\045

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Certipost E-Trust Primary Normalised CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certipost E-Trust Primary Normalised CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:05:52:64:c7:61

# Subject: CN=Certipost E-Trust Primary Normalised CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 26 10:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Sun Jul 26 10:00:00 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 21:ef:b8:50:40:39:3f:75:6f:27:fe:e3:ea:58:70:eb

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a5:9c:9b:10:ec:73:57:51:5a:bb:66:0c:4d:94:f7:3b:9e:6e:92:72

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certipost E-Trust Primary Normalised CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160

\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\060\060

\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162

\171\040\116\157\162\155\141\154\151\163\145\144\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160

\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\060\060

\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162
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\171\040\116\157\162\155\141\154\151\163\145\144\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\307\141

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\340\060\202\002\310\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004

\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\307\141\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\135\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\163\056\141

\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\003\023

\047\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\105\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\116\157\162\155\141

\154\151\163\145\144\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\065\060\067

\062\066\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\060\060\067\062

\066\061\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012

\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056

\057\156\056\166\056\061\060\060\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047

\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163

\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162\171\040\116\157\162\155\141\154

\151\163\145\144\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060

\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\325\263\252\122\204\172\027\223

\042\017\270\004\030\312\311\362\202\052\254\025\013\247\120\161

\266\114\045\153\367\377\001\252\127\132\167\116\136\023\024\015

\125\362\036\361\205\315\205\327\202\034\014\332\011\053\275\375

\274\236\376\155\211\115\242\002\044\346\121\352\067\177\061\106

\132\173\232\166\263\056\240\135\137\344\370\231\012\007\276\356

\222\046\022\311\173\347\135\154\320\203\107\016\300\214\247\321

\171\127\300\013\031\234\233\236\103\305\116\221\045\316\210\053

\155\171\331\171\212\326\146\116\042\303\032\105\116\357\310\260

\142\046\116\046\124\120\237\014\157\263\153\314\174\237\177\336

\017\015\265\217\303\153\324\341\302\373\273\126\120\252\214\075

\217\000\213\074\374\110\027\152\322\132\363\165\155\145\201\275

\106\135\237\242\142\123\256\316\363\251\344\221\053\132\046\303

\171\146\321\246\123\146\065\034\006\161\261\356\231\016\304\373

\130\022\254\042\106\055\342\042\222\333\341\074\277\273\376\206

\347\223\064\163\317\170\151\323\313\336\371\014\262\150\332\311

\212\012\140\124\304\363\126\143\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\240

\060\201\235\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\110\006\003\125\035\040\004\101\060\077\060

\075\006\011\003\220\016\007\001\000\001\002\000\060\060\060\056

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\042\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\145\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\142

\145\057\103\120\123\057\121\116\143\145\162\164\163\040\060\035
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\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\021\362\013\226\322\063\070

\201\127\130\023\375\100\244\021\157\116\231\372\147\060\021\006

\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\065\153\117\336\235\363\003\266\035\310\274\215

\347\136\152\236\251\351\355\242\053\227\352\257\321\341\106\323

\002\111\175\304\122\205\353\272\366\323\277\071\142\030\235\223

\111\275\170\003\277\323\136\025\335\357\047\034\341\273\105\001

\042\201\000\115\072\340\205\312\132\062\003\314\040\217\257\357

\301\333\250\372\363\334\327\262\261\017\003\201\011\051\340\161

\174\213\372\177\313\066\156\033\350\024\316\360\113\046\241\062

\051\117\314\264\365\207\110\014\023\374\307\235\257\253\324\223

\365\052\115\177\110\202\130\076\027\377\303\200\052\253\077\127

\125\270\071\054\146\020\144\046\155\214\153\326\335\240\203\032

\132\126\021\226\106\275\256\160\050\326\070\127\133\221\325\077

\115\351\254\263\303\044\112\226\145\134\064\320\036\324\277\010

\245\227\135\367\106\333\166\360\315\076\165\143\000\053\257\255

\256\206\336\137\246\231\124\015\205\043\245\374\272\355\033\122

\372\111\030\167\205\133\252\162\233\047\010\065\105\067\047\333

\227\311\372\213\075\310\320\235\336\132\357\135\243\026\266\230

\171\312\174\313

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Certipost E-Trust Primary Normalised CA"

# Issuer: CN=Certipost E-Trust Primary Normalised CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:05:52:64:c7:61

# Subject: CN=Certipost E-Trust Primary Normalised CA,O=Certipost s.a./n.v.,C=BE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jul 26 10:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Sun Jul 26 10:00:00 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 21:ef:b8:50:40:39:3f:75:6f:27:fe:e3:ea:58:70:eb

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a5:9c:9b:10:ec:73:57:51:5a:bb:66:0c:4d:94:f7:3b:9e:6e:92:72

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Certipost E-Trust Primary Normalised CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\245\234\233\020\354\163\127\121\132\273\146\014\115\224\367\073

\236\156\222\162

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\041\357\270\120\100\071\077\165\157\047\376\343\352\130\160\353

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\103\145\162\164\151\160

\157\163\164\040\163\056\141\056\057\156\056\166\056\061\060\060

\056\006\003\125\004\003\023\047\103\145\162\164\151\160\157\163

\164\040\105\055\124\162\165\163\164\040\120\162\151\155\141\162

\171\040\116\157\162\155\141\154\151\163\145\144\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\005\122\144\307\141

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Cybertrust Global Root"

# Issuer: CN=Cybertrust Global Root,O=Cybertrust\, Inc

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:0f:85:aa:2d:48

# Subject: CN=Cybertrust Global Root,O=Cybertrust\, Inc

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 15 08:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 15 08:00:00 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 72:e4:4a:87:e3:69:40:80:77:ea:bc:e3:f4:ff:f0:e1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5f:43:e5:b1:bf:f8:78:8c:ac:1c:c7:ca:4a:9a:c6:22:2b:cc:34:c6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Cybertrust Global Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\103\171\142

\145\162\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\171\142\145\162\164\162\165\163

\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\103\171\142

\145\162\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\171\142\145\162\164\162\165\163

\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\017\205\252\055\110

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\241\060\202\002\211\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\004
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\000\000\000\000\001\017\205\252\055\110\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\073\061\030\060\026\006

\003\125\004\012\023\017\103\171\142\145\162\164\162\165\163\164

\054\040\111\156\143\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026

\103\171\142\145\162\164\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\060\066\061\062\061\065

\060\070\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\061\061\062\061\065\060

\070\060\060\060\060\132\060\073\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004

\012\023\017\103\171\142\145\162\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111

\156\143\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\171\142

\145\162\164\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122

\157\157\164\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\370\310\274\275\024\120\146\023\377\360\323\171

\354\043\362\267\032\307\216\205\361\022\163\246\031\252\020\333

\234\242\145\164\132\167\076\121\175\126\366\334\043\266\324\355

\137\130\261\067\115\325\111\016\156\365\152\207\326\322\214\322

\047\306\342\377\066\237\230\145\240\023\116\306\052\144\233\325

\220\022\317\024\006\364\073\343\324\050\276\350\016\370\253\116

\110\224\155\216\225\061\020\134\355\242\055\275\325\072\155\262

\034\273\140\300\106\113\001\365\111\256\176\106\212\320\164\215

\241\014\002\316\356\374\347\217\270\153\146\363\177\104\000\277

\146\045\024\053\335\020\060\035\007\226\077\115\366\153\270\217

\267\173\014\245\070\353\336\107\333\325\135\071\374\210\247\363

\327\052\164\361\350\132\242\073\237\120\272\246\214\105\065\302

\120\145\225\334\143\202\357\335\277\167\115\234\142\311\143\163

\026\320\051\017\111\251\110\360\263\252\267\154\305\247\060\071

\100\135\256\304\342\135\046\123\360\316\034\043\010\141\250\224

\031\272\004\142\100\354\037\070\160\167\022\006\161\247\060\030

\135\045\047\245\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\245\060\201\242\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\266\010\173\015\172

\314\254\040\114\206\126\062\136\317\253\156\205\055\160\127\060

\077\006\003\125\035\037\004\070\060\066\060\064\240\062\240\060

\206\056\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\062\056\160\165

\142\154\151\143\055\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\057\143

\162\154\057\143\164\057\143\164\162\157\157\164\056\143\162\154

\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\266\010\173

\015\172\314\254\040\114\206\126\062\136\317\253\156\205\055\160

\127\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\126\357\012\043\240\124\116\225\227\311\370

\211\332\105\301\324\243\000\045\364\037\023\253\267\243\205\130

\151\302\060\255\330\025\212\055\343\311\315\201\132\370\163\043

\132\247\174\005\363\375\042\073\016\321\006\304\333\066\114\163

\004\216\345\260\042\344\305\363\056\245\331\043\343\270\116\112

\040\247\156\002\044\237\042\140\147\173\213\035\162\011\305\061

\134\351\171\237\200\107\075\255\241\013\007\024\075\107\377\003
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\151\032\014\013\104\347\143\045\247\177\262\311\270\166\204\355

\043\366\175\007\253\105\176\323\337\263\277\351\212\266\315\250

\242\147\053\122\325\267\145\360\071\114\143\240\221\171\223\122

\017\124\335\203\273\237\321\217\247\123\163\303\313\377\060\354

\174\004\270\330\104\037\223\137\161\011\042\267\156\076\352\034

\003\116\235\032\040\141\373\201\067\354\136\374\012\105\253\327

\347\027\125\320\240\352\140\233\246\366\343\214\133\051\302\006

\140\024\235\055\227\114\251\223\025\235\141\304\001\137\110\326

\130\275\126\061\022\116\021\310\041\340\263\021\221\145\333\264

\246\210\070\316\125

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Cybertrust Global Root"

# Issuer: CN=Cybertrust Global Root,O=Cybertrust\, Inc

# Serial Number:04:00:00:00:00:01:0f:85:aa:2d:48

# Subject: CN=Cybertrust Global Root,O=Cybertrust\, Inc

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 15 08:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 15 08:00:00 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 72:e4:4a:87:e3:69:40:80:77:ea:bc:e3:f4:ff:f0:e1

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5f:43:e5:b1:bf:f8:78:8c:ac:1c:c7:ca:4a:9a:c6:22:2b:cc:34:c6

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Cybertrust Global Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\103\345\261\277\370\170\214\254\034\307\312\112\232\306\042

\053\314\064\306

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\162\344\112\207\343\151\100\200\167\352\274\343\364\377\360\341

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\073\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\023\017\103\171\142

\145\162\164\162\165\163\164\054\040\111\156\143\061\037\060\035

\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\103\171\142\145\162\164\162\165\163

\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\004\000\000\000\000\001\017\205\252\055\110

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "IGC/A"

# Issuer:

1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=igca@sgdn.pm.gouv.fr,CN=IGC/A,OU=DCSSI,O=PM/SGDN,L=Paris,ST=France,C=FR

# Serial Number:39:11:45:10:94

# Subject:

1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=igca@sgdn.pm.gouv.fr,CN=IGC/A,OU=DCSSI,O=PM/SGDN,L=Paris,ST=France,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 13 14:29:23 2002

# Not Valid After: Sat Oct 17 14:29:22 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0c:7f:dd:6a:f4:2a:b9:c8:9b:bd:20:7e:a9:db:5c:37

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 60:d6:89:74:b5:c2:65:9e:8a:0f:c1:88:7c:88:d2:46:69:1b:18:2c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IGC/A"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\106\162\141\156\143

\145\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\023\005\120\141\162\151

\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\120\115\057\123

\107\104\116\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\104\103

\123\123\111\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\003\023\005\111\107

\103\057\101\061\043\060\041\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\011\001\026\024\151\147\143\141\100\163\147\144\156\056\160\155

\056\147\157\165\166\056\146\162

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\106\162\141\156\143

\145\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\023\005\120\141\162\151

\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\120\115\057\123

\107\104\116\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\104\103

\123\123\111\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\003\023\005\111\107

\103\057\101\061\043\060\041\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\011\001\026\024\151\147\143\141\100\163\147\144\156\056\160\155

\056\147\157\165\166\056\146\162

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\005\071\021\105\020\224

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\002\060\202\002\352\240\003\002\001\002\002\005\071

\021\105\020\224\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001
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\005\005\000\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\106\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\106\162

\141\156\143\145\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\023\005\120

\141\162\151\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\120

\115\057\123\107\104\116\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023

\005\104\103\123\123\111\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\003\023

\005\111\107\103\057\101\061\043\060\041\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\011\001\026\024\151\147\143\141\100\163\147\144\156

\056\160\155\056\147\157\165\166\056\146\162\060\036\027\015\060

\062\061\062\061\063\061\064\062\071\062\063\132\027\015\062\060

\061\060\061\067\061\064\062\071\062\062\132\060\201\205\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122\061\017\060\015\006

\003\125\004\010\023\006\106\162\141\156\143\145\061\016\060\014

\006\003\125\004\007\023\005\120\141\162\151\163\061\020\060\016

\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\120\115\057\123\107\104\116\061\016

\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\104\103\123\123\111\061\016

\060\014\006\003\125\004\003\023\005\111\107\103\057\101\061\043

\060\041\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\024\151

\147\143\141\100\163\147\144\156\056\160\155\056\147\157\165\166

\056\146\162\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002

\202\001\001\000\262\037\321\320\142\305\063\073\300\004\206\210

\263\334\370\210\367\375\337\103\337\172\215\232\111\134\366\116

\252\314\034\271\241\353\047\211\362\106\351\073\112\161\325\035

\216\055\317\346\255\253\143\120\307\124\013\156\022\311\220\066

\306\330\057\332\221\252\150\305\162\376\027\012\262\027\176\171

\265\062\210\160\312\160\300\226\112\216\344\125\315\035\047\224

\277\316\162\052\354\134\371\163\040\376\275\367\056\211\147\270

\273\107\163\022\367\321\065\151\072\362\012\271\256\377\106\102

\106\242\277\241\205\032\371\277\344\377\111\205\367\243\160\206

\062\034\135\237\140\367\251\255\245\377\317\321\064\371\175\133

\027\306\334\326\016\050\153\302\335\361\365\063\150\235\116\374

\207\174\066\022\326\243\200\350\103\015\125\141\224\352\144\067

\107\352\167\312\320\262\130\005\303\135\176\261\250\106\220\061

\126\316\160\052\226\262\060\270\167\346\171\300\275\051\073\375

\224\167\114\275\040\315\101\045\340\056\307\033\273\356\244\004

\101\322\135\255\022\152\212\233\107\373\311\335\106\100\341\235

\074\063\320\265\002\003\001\000\001\243\167\060\165\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013

\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\106\060\025\006\003\125

\035\040\004\016\060\014\060\012\006\010\052\201\172\001\171\001

\001\001\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\243\005\057

\030\140\120\302\211\012\335\053\041\117\377\216\116\250\060\061

\066\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\243\005

\057\030\140\120\302\211\012\335\053\041\117\377\216\116\250\060

\061\066\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\005\334\046\330\372\167\025\104\150\374

\057\146\072\164\340\135\344\051\377\006\007\023\204\112\253\317
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\155\240\037\121\224\370\111\313\164\066\024\274\025\335\333\211

\057\335\217\240\135\174\365\022\353\237\236\070\244\107\314\263

\226\331\276\234\045\253\003\176\063\017\225\201\015\375\026\340

\210\276\067\360\154\135\320\061\233\062\053\135\027\145\223\230

\140\274\156\217\261\250\074\036\331\034\363\251\046\102\371\144

\035\302\347\222\366\364\036\132\252\031\122\135\257\350\242\367

\140\240\366\215\360\211\365\156\340\012\005\001\225\311\213\040

\012\272\132\374\232\054\074\275\303\267\311\135\170\045\005\077

\126\024\233\014\332\373\072\110\376\227\151\136\312\020\206\367

\116\226\004\010\115\354\260\276\135\334\073\216\117\301\375\232

\066\064\232\114\124\176\027\003\110\225\010\021\034\007\157\205

\010\176\135\115\304\235\333\373\256\316\262\321\263\270\203\154

\035\262\263\171\361\330\160\231\176\360\023\002\316\136\335\121

\323\337\066\201\241\033\170\057\161\263\361\131\114\106\030\050

\253\205\322\140\126\132

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "IGC/A"

# Issuer:

1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=igca@sgdn.pm.gouv.fr,CN=IGC/A,OU=DCSSI,O=PM/SGDN,L=Paris,ST=France,C=FR

# Serial Number:39:11:45:10:94

# Subject:

1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=igca@sgdn.pm.gouv.fr,CN=IGC/A,OU=DCSSI,O=PM/SGDN,L=Paris,ST=France,C=FR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Dec 13 14:29:23 2002

# Not Valid After: Sat Oct 17 14:29:22 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0c:7f:dd:6a:f4:2a:b9:c8:9b:bd:20:7e:a9:db:5c:37

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 60:d6:89:74:b5:c2:65:9e:8a:0f:c1:88:7c:88:d2:46:69:1b:18:2c

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "IGC/A"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\140\326\211\164\265\302\145\236\212\017\301\210\174\210\322\106

\151\033\030\054

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\014\177\335\152\364\052\271\310\233\275\040\176\251\333\134\067

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\205\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\106\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\023\006\106\162\141\156\143

\145\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\007\023\005\120\141\162\151

\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\120\115\057\123
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\107\104\116\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\013\023\005\104\103

\123\123\111\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\003\023\005\111\107

\103\057\101\061\043\060\041\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\011\001\026\024\151\147\143\141\100\163\147\144\156\056\160\155

\056\147\157\165\166\056\146\162

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\005\071\021\105\020\224

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "S-TRUST Authentication and Encryption Root CA 2005:PN"

# Issuer: CN=S-TRUST Authentication and Encryption Root CA 2005:PN,O=Deutscher Sparkassen Verlag

GmbH,L=Stuttgart,ST=Baden-Wuerttemberg (BW),C=DE

# Serial Number:37:19:18:e6:53:54:7c:1a:b5:b8:cb:59:5a:db:35:b7

# Subject: CN=S-TRUST Authentication and Encryption Root CA 2005:PN,O=Deutscher Sparkassen Verlag

GmbH,L=Stuttgart,ST=Baden-Wuerttemberg (BW),C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Fri Jun 21 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 04:4b:fd:c9:6c:da:2a:32:85:7c:59:84:61:46:8a:64

# Fingerprint (SHA1): be:b5:a9:95:74:6b:9e:df:73:8b:56:e6:df:43:7a:77:be:10:6b:81

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "S-TRUST Authentication and Encryption Root CA 2005:PN"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\010\023\027\102\141\144\145\156

\055\127\165\145\162\164\164\145\155\142\145\162\147\040\050\102

\127\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\123\164\165

\164\164\147\141\162\164\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023

\040\104\145\165\164\163\143\150\145\162\040\123\160\141\162\153

\141\163\163\145\156\040\126\145\162\154\141\147\040\107\155\142

\110\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\123\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\141\156\144\040\105\156\143\162\171\160\164\151\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\065\072\120

\116

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105
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\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\010\023\027\102\141\144\145\156

\055\127\165\145\162\164\164\145\155\142\145\162\147\040\050\102

\127\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\123\164\165

\164\164\147\141\162\164\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023

\040\104\145\165\164\163\143\150\145\162\040\123\160\141\162\153

\141\163\163\145\156\040\126\145\162\154\141\147\040\107\155\142

\110\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\123\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\141\156\144\040\105\156\143\162\171\160\164\151\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\065\072\120

\116

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\067\031\030\346\123\124\174\032\265\270\313\131\132\333

\065\267

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\173\060\202\003\143\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\067

\031\030\346\123\124\174\032\265\270\313\131\132\333\065\267\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\040

\060\036\006\003\125\004\010\023\027\102\141\144\145\156\055\127

\165\145\162\164\164\145\155\142\145\162\147\040\050\102\127\051

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\123\164\165\164\164

\147\141\162\164\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040\104

\145\165\164\163\143\150\145\162\040\123\160\141\162\153\141\163

\163\145\156\040\126\145\162\154\141\147\040\107\155\142\110\061

\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\123\055\124\122\125\123

\124\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\141\156\144\040\105\156\143\162\171\160\164\151\157\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\065\072\120\116\060

\036\027\015\060\065\060\066\062\062\060\060\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\063\060\060\066\062\061\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060

\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\010\023\027\102\141\144\145\156\055

\127\165\145\162\164\164\145\155\142\145\162\147\040\050\102\127

\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\123\164\165\164

\164\147\141\162\164\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023\040

\104\145\165\164\163\143\150\145\162\040\123\160\141\162\153\141

\163\163\145\156\040\126\145\162\154\141\147\040\107\155\142\110

\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\123\055\124\122\125

\123\124\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\141\156\144\040\105\156\143\162\171\160\164\151\157\156

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\065\072\120\116

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\331\265\112\301\323\063\352\323\106\263\321\342\114\322\365

\266\203\320\157\325\030\351\223\257\047\216\023\315\265\045\066
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\120\064\022\144\051\241\125\341\072\140\223\236\050\311\343\363

\233\341\004\260\043\277\225\212\216\133\033\101\177\132\303\350

\115\114\325\044\026\076\207\110\324\047\256\346\367\123\035\273

\014\000\357\076\141\161\255\277\072\172\130\037\224\075\134\201

\325\325\157\337\270\233\322\365\345\313\203\162\222\302\123\262

\202\002\353\255\255\137\026\055\222\123\166\361\211\266\054\365

\301\057\340\247\112\157\240\060\152\062\353\232\164\003\150\170

\023\235\312\057\233\013\035\276\317\165\015\046\227\233\307\365

\136\012\237\170\337\263\274\354\232\272\357\125\217\033\232\246

\007\143\051\027\131\142\011\052\171\007\167\245\340\321\027\151

\351\133\335\366\220\253\342\230\012\000\321\045\155\236\327\205

\207\057\222\361\321\166\203\117\013\072\131\067\050\057\063\247

\027\120\326\040\013\012\364\046\371\237\070\347\055\244\270\233

\211\215\255\255\311\152\175\211\027\273\366\177\200\203\172\346

\355\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\222\060\201\217\060\022\006\003

\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\000

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\051\006\003\125\035\021\004\042\060\040\244\036\060\034\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\003\023\021\123\124\122\157\156\154

\151\156\145\061\055\062\060\064\070\055\065\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\017\312\036\134\171\340\242\363\051\266

\322\205\263\013\112\265\145\354\153\122\060\037\006\003\125\035

\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\017\312\036\134\171\340\242\363\051

\266\322\205\263\013\112\265\145\354\153\122\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\257

\001\360\355\031\074\050\350\115\134\273\245\143\034\210\063\003

\247\000\207\244\037\040\253\326\034\343\006\037\227\176\124\275

\267\321\262\311\325\332\200\354\027\327\212\365\173\302\000\366

\351\021\157\204\240\132\045\061\342\211\371\244\000\077\061\150

\056\325\075\350\156\346\325\035\074\077\262\275\237\167\353\235

\323\214\272\300\327\266\115\354\123\234\017\004\156\352\065\147

\127\343\012\145\173\220\072\341\117\076\303\000\222\172\273\005

\211\163\214\313\246\115\300\373\366\002\326\260\007\243\003\302

\047\100\237\014\344\205\202\055\257\232\102\035\320\307\215\370

\100\356\235\006\127\034\331\242\330\200\024\376\341\143\055\062

\207\325\224\122\226\072\106\306\161\226\075\367\230\016\262\221

\252\217\332\364\116\044\000\071\125\350\255\027\271\323\064\053

\112\251\100\314\027\052\125\145\101\164\102\176\365\300\257\310

\223\255\362\030\133\075\211\014\333\107\071\044\370\340\114\362

\037\260\075\012\312\005\116\211\041\032\343\052\231\254\374\177

\241\361\017\033\037\075\236\004\203\335\226\331\035\072\224

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "S-TRUST Authentication and Encryption Root CA 2005:PN"
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# Issuer: CN=S-TRUST Authentication and Encryption Root CA 2005:PN,O=Deutscher Sparkassen Verlag

GmbH,L=Stuttgart,ST=Baden-Wuerttemberg (BW),C=DE

# Serial Number:37:19:18:e6:53:54:7c:1a:b5:b8:cb:59:5a:db:35:b7

# Subject: CN=S-TRUST Authentication and Encryption Root CA 2005:PN,O=Deutscher Sparkassen Verlag

GmbH,L=Stuttgart,ST=Baden-Wuerttemberg (BW),C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 22 00:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Fri Jun 21 23:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): 04:4b:fd:c9:6c:da:2a:32:85:7c:59:84:61:46:8a:64

# Fingerprint (SHA1): be:b5:a9:95:74:6b:9e:df:73:8b:56:e6:df:43:7a:77:be:10:6b:81

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "S-TRUST Authentication and Encryption Root CA 2005:PN"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\276\265\251\225\164\153\236\337\163\213\126\346\337\103\172\167

\276\020\153\201

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\004\113\375\311\154\332\052\062\205\174\131\204\141\106\212\144

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\256\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105

\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\010\023\027\102\141\144\145\156

\055\127\165\145\162\164\164\145\155\142\145\162\147\040\050\102

\127\051\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\007\023\011\123\164\165

\164\164\147\141\162\164\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\012\023

\040\104\145\165\164\163\143\150\145\162\040\123\160\141\162\153

\141\163\163\145\156\040\126\145\162\154\141\147\040\107\155\142

\110\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\123\055\124\122

\125\123\124\040\101\165\164\150\145\156\164\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\141\156\144\040\105\156\143\162\171\160\164\151\157

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\060\065\072\120

\116

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\067\031\030\346\123\124\174\032\265\270\313\131\132\333

\065\267

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "TC TrustCenter Universal CA I"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA I,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:1d:a2:00:01:00:02:ec:b7:60:80:78:8d:b6:06
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# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA I,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 22 15:54:28 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 31 22:59:59 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 45:e1:a5:72:c5:a9:36:64:40:9e:f5:e4:58:84:67:8c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6b:2f:34:ad:89:58:be:62:fd:b0:6b:5c:ce:bb:9d:d9:4f:4e:39:f3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Universal CA I"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\171\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\171\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\035\242\000\001\000\002\354\267\140\200\170\215\266\006

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\335\060\202\002\305\240\003\002\001\002\002\016\035

\242\000\001\000\002\354\267\140\200\170\215\266\006\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\171\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145

\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060\042\006\003\125

\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164

\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163

\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\063\062
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\062\061\065\065\064\062\070\132\027\015\062\065\061\062\063\061

\062\062\065\071\065\071\132\060\171\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023

\023\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040

\107\155\142\110\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124

\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156

\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\061\046\060\044\006\003

\125\004\003\023\035\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156

\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101

\040\111\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\244\167\043\226\104\257\220\364\061\247\020\364\046

\207\234\363\070\331\017\136\336\317\101\350\061\255\306\164\221

\044\226\170\036\011\240\233\232\225\112\112\365\142\174\002\250

\312\254\373\132\004\166\071\336\137\361\371\263\277\363\003\130

\125\322\252\267\343\004\042\321\370\224\332\042\010\000\215\323

\174\046\135\314\167\171\347\054\170\071\250\046\163\016\242\135

\045\151\205\117\125\016\232\357\306\271\104\341\127\075\337\037

\124\042\345\157\145\252\063\204\072\363\316\172\276\125\227\256

\215\022\017\024\063\342\120\160\303\111\207\023\274\121\336\327

\230\022\132\357\072\203\063\222\006\165\213\222\174\022\150\173

\160\152\017\265\233\266\167\133\110\131\235\344\357\132\255\363

\301\236\324\327\105\116\312\126\064\041\274\076\027\133\157\167

\014\110\001\103\051\260\335\077\226\156\346\225\252\014\300\040

\266\375\076\066\047\234\343\134\317\116\201\334\031\273\221\220

\175\354\346\227\004\036\223\314\042\111\327\227\206\266\023\012

\074\103\043\167\176\360\334\346\315\044\037\073\203\233\064\072

\203\064\343\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037\006\003

\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\222\244\165\054\244\236\276

\201\104\353\171\374\212\305\225\245\353\020\165\163\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\222\244\165\054\244\236\276

\201\104\353\171\374\212\305\225\245\353\020\165\163\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\050\322\340\206\325\346\370\173\360\227\334\042\153\073\225

\024\126\017\021\060\245\232\117\072\260\072\340\006\313\145\365

\355\306\227\047\376\045\362\127\346\136\225\214\076\144\140\025

\132\177\057\015\001\305\261\140\375\105\065\317\360\262\277\006

\331\357\132\276\263\142\041\264\327\253\065\174\123\076\246\047

\361\241\055\332\032\043\235\314\335\354\074\055\236\047\064\135

\017\302\066\171\274\311\112\142\055\355\153\331\175\101\103\174

\266\252\312\355\141\261\067\202\025\011\032\212\026\060\330\354

\311\326\107\162\170\113\020\106\024\216\137\016\257\354\307\057

\253\020\327\266\361\156\354\206\262\302\350\015\222\163\334\242

\364\017\072\277\141\043\020\211\234\110\100\156\160\000\263\323

\272\067\104\130\021\172\002\152\210\360\067\064\360\031\351\254

\324\145\163\366\151\214\144\224\072\171\205\051\260\026\053\014
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\202\077\006\234\307\375\020\053\236\017\054\266\236\343\025\277

\331\066\034\272\045\032\122\075\032\354\042\014\034\340\244\242

\075\360\350\071\317\201\300\173\355\135\037\157\305\320\013\327

\230

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "TC TrustCenter Universal CA I"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA I,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:1d:a2:00:01:00:02:ec:b7:60:80:78:8d:b6:06

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA I,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 22 15:54:28 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 31 22:59:59 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 45:e1:a5:72:c5:a9:36:64:40:9e:f5:e4:58:84:67:8c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6b:2f:34:ad:89:58:be:62:fd:b0:6b:5c:ce:bb:9d:d9:4f:4e:39:f3

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Universal CA I"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\153\057\064\255\211\130\276\142\375\260\153\134\316\273\235\331

\117\116\071\363

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\105\341\245\162\305\251\066\144\100\236\365\344\130\204\147\214

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\171\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\035\242\000\001\000\002\354\267\140\200\170\215\266\006

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "TC TrustCenter Universal CA II"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:19:33:00:01:00:02:28:1a:9a:04:bc:f2:55:45

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 22 15:58:34 2006

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 31 22:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): a2:08:e4:b3:3e:ef:de:08:4b:60:d0:bf:79:52:49:8d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8c:c4:30:7b:c6:07:55:e7:b2:2d:d9:f7:fe:a2:45:93:6c:7c:f2:88

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Universal CA II"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\031\063\000\001\000\002\050\032\232\004\274\362\125\105

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\337\060\202\003\307\240\003\002\001\002\002\016\031

\063\000\001\000\002\050\032\232\004\274\362\125\105\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\172\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145

\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060\042\006\003\125
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\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164

\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163

\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\111\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\063

\062\062\061\065\065\070\063\064\132\027\015\063\060\061\062\063

\061\062\062\065\071\065\071\132\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012

\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162

\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033

\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125

\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006

\003\125\004\003\023\036\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145

\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103

\101\040\111\111\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\213\324\167\153\064\154\345\066\330\152\134

\136\070\356\374\325\035\171\003\073\173\203\142\104\202\116\210

\355\336\203\377\356\314\120\142\005\005\225\231\166\230\366\271

\362\137\330\006\221\222\302\366\055\146\027\037\375\123\003\350

\250\215\143\251\156\341\326\033\214\274\230\263\213\073\324\344

\056\312\175\205\111\046\133\171\270\032\213\100\236\177\273\311

\077\143\054\317\321\132\174\272\050\042\101\022\132\115\371\027

\167\374\205\375\302\111\340\052\030\177\351\240\054\234\371\104

\374\014\150\071\102\365\047\005\276\216\025\172\140\235\360\073

\307\074\346\076\026\274\257\166\336\152\267\242\341\253\106\105

\353\214\145\175\321\227\363\227\021\045\253\131\353\240\042\331

\202\335\230\355\176\342\372\240\141\012\112\062\336\054\027\367

\155\104\352\201\107\131\227\127\067\003\071\335\136\202\042\324

\063\270\372\046\011\266\274\071\210\057\121\025\116\233\303\073

\337\023\202\210\335\113\064\362\063\326\220\351\363\123\334\065

\174\300\303\331\174\170\263\315\160\077\215\152\340\243\201\110

\344\051\255\143\270\360\374\050\144\073\231\263\175\376\232\235

\210\366\231\042\010\221\107\026\211\065\170\135\167\241\317\277

\111\341\375\044\224\053\151\066\173\350\034\346\052\220\212\133

\325\073\064\131\102\334\155\317\273\017\101\034\125\315\365\015

\133\056\026\042\046\357\141\036\227\374\342\123\310\317\133\243

\307\251\361\272\016\206\022\313\023\312\025\307\354\344\066\215

\332\134\023\075\145\322\016\135\160\164\334\277\217\172\152\301

\056\017\323\306\136\017\053\131\154\314\141\154\376\300\141\116

\331\346\117\106\262\132\342\031\024\160\204\370\040\000\355\001

\247\227\176\303\275\022\134\222\043\027\240\245\035\105\027\025

\043\232\222\010\265\042\210\215\334\053\044\353\340\261\027\150

\323\257\141\275\331\205\170\366\215\272\170\312\067\215\143\276

\347\254\037\337\245\107\011\271\310\045\061\124\106\121\021\125

\015\211\134\215\332\322\030\055\163\362\270\325\047\365\110\042

\067\321\142\367\173\015\310\070\213\241\112\260\374\320\361\353

\267\206\143\347\340\016\163\177\375\162\121\265\351\175\342\125
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\005\144\170\147\177\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\315\327\220\241\156

\243\277\333\060\326\332\062\045\220\014\346\071\036\200\145\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\315\327\220\241\156

\243\277\333\060\326\332\062\045\220\014\346\071\036\200\145\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\176\026\210\350\023\016\066\314\156\052\205\007\070

\306\126\211\172\343\107\041\146\114\120\010\061\132\121\320\374

\246\136\024\165\336\114\073\354\361\355\314\176\021\007\112\141

\356\352\263\216\072\244\063\306\355\212\102\146\117\361\074\173

\311\245\005\101\231\261\354\054\133\356\334\226\322\210\123\113

\170\064\271\156\346\273\017\305\172\246\174\016\030\337\157\017

\164\114\321\251\361\241\351\330\124\144\314\136\226\170\242\126

\032\301\163\262\025\306\127\005\337\332\367\110\044\212\216\177

\152\251\371\115\351\076\152\316\140\054\175\055\220\010\366\143

\217\025\320\055\234\214\377\361\375\374\014\026\120\126\024\373

\272\227\206\356\264\111\003\124\356\033\131\177\060\072\002\202

\206\041\256\376\360\025\362\337\116\203\346\231\305\272\065\367

\040\220\214\070\355\165\317\341\056\367\004\060\373\121\255\216

\202\044\100\312\175\051\135\325\331\367\145\144\374\252\237\164

\270\175\222\135\322\204\051\340\023\352\212\367\320\253\304\256

\357\025\305\302\211\362\173\266\073\111\230\141\363\116\162\221

\067\214\111\222\351\310\354\052\240\367\111\156\174\015\044\306

\153\154\362\070\057\312\160\005\345\177\337\306\053\053\200\200

\325\332\157\313\100\273\330\033\360\044\311\020\310\104\002\176

\056\323\230\252\242\015\361\053\320\332\372\216\034\377\124\350

\341\112\156\335\250\326\170\265\067\245\254\144\325\024\043\307

\016\245\353\341\011\070\327\300\174\140\245\135\230\217\214\002

\325\334\126\250\363\115\130\251\013\324\174\144\164\001\062\362

\337\017\112\212\251\002\242\242\035\204\167\302\361\314\227\275

\064\031\164\135\342\164\076\165\047\367\257\277\356\174\016\155

\124\210\246\126\342\046\255\061\022\074\036\101\171\155\027\352

\023\136\037\365\134\237\111\131\243\262\057\243\102\303\372\250

\176\277\245\237\110\311\140\142\142\012\337\275\105\336\343\102

\265\121\226\375\304\365\032\231\270\122\242\104\315\055\141\214

\025\217\201\325\135\242\324\220\075\214\156\100\141\303\131\135

\330\331\341\366\164\107\042\171\164\175\332\312\243\157\067\025

\066\360\054\032\161\074\021\166\337\135\032\076\124\143\170\153

\145\176\037

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "TC TrustCenter Universal CA II"
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# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:19:33:00:01:00:02:28:1a:9a:04:bc:f2:55:45

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Universal CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Universal CA,O=TC TrustCenter

GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Wed Mar 22 15:58:34 2006

# Not Valid After: Tue Dec 31 22:59:59 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): a2:08:e4:b3:3e:ef:de:08:4b:60:d0:bf:79:52:49:8d

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8c:c4:30:7b:c6:07:55:e7:b2:2d:d9:f7:fe:a2:45:93:6c:7c:f2:88

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Universal CA II"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\214\304\060\173\306\007\125\347\262\055\331\367\376\242\105\223

\154\174\362\210

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\242\010\344\263\076\357\336\010\113\140\320\277\171\122\111\215

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\172\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\013\023\033\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154

\040\103\101\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\125\156\151

\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\031\063\000\001\000\002\050\032\232\004\274\362\125\105

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA II"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:2e:6a:00:01:00:02:1f:d7:52:21:2c:11:5c:3b

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 14:38:43 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 31 22:59:59 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): ce:78:33:5c:59:78:01:6e:18:ea:b9:36:a0:b9:2e:23

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ae:50:83:ed:7c:f4:5c:bc:8f:61:c6:21:fe:68:5d:79:42:21:15:6e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA II"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\166\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103

\101\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\124\103\040\124

\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\166\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103

\101\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\124\103\040\124

\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\056\152\000\001\000\002\037\327\122\041\054\021\134\073

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\252\060\202\003\222\240\003\002\001\002\002\016\056

\152\000\001\000\002\037\327\122\041\054\021\134\073\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\166\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145

\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125

\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164

\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\101\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103

\101\040\111\111\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\061\061\062\061\064

\063\070\064\063\132\027\015\062\065\061\062\063\061\062\062\065

\071\065\071\132\060\166\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142

\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124

\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\101\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034
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\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103\101\040\111\111\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\253\200\207

\233\216\360\303\174\207\327\350\044\202\021\263\074\335\103\142

\356\370\303\105\332\350\341\240\137\321\052\262\352\223\150\337

\264\310\326\103\351\304\165\131\177\374\341\035\370\061\160\043

\033\210\236\047\271\173\375\072\322\311\251\351\024\057\220\276

\003\122\301\111\315\366\375\344\010\146\013\127\212\242\102\240

\270\325\177\151\134\220\062\262\227\015\312\112\334\106\076\002

\125\211\123\343\032\132\313\066\306\007\126\367\214\317\021\364

\114\273\060\160\004\225\245\366\071\214\375\163\201\010\175\211

\136\062\036\042\251\042\105\113\260\146\056\060\314\237\145\375

\374\313\201\251\361\340\073\257\243\206\321\211\352\304\105\171

\120\135\256\351\041\164\222\115\213\131\202\217\224\343\351\112

\361\347\111\260\024\343\365\142\313\325\162\275\037\271\322\237

\240\315\250\372\001\310\331\015\337\332\374\107\235\263\310\124

\337\111\112\361\041\251\376\030\116\356\110\324\031\273\357\175

\344\342\235\313\133\266\156\377\343\315\132\347\164\202\005\272

\200\045\070\313\344\151\236\257\101\252\032\204\365\002\003\001

\000\001\243\202\001\064\060\202\001\060\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\343\253\124\114\200\241\333\126\103\267

\221\112\313\363\202\172\023\134\010\253\060\201\355\006\003\125

\035\037\004\201\345\060\201\342\060\201\337\240\201\334\240\201

\331\206\065\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\164\162

\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\145\162\056\144\145\057\143\162\154

\057\166\062\057\164\143\137\143\154\141\163\163\137\062\137\143

\141\137\111\111\056\143\162\154\206\201\237\154\144\141\160\072

\057\057\167\167\167\056\164\162\165\163\164\143\145\156\164\145

\162\056\144\145\057\103\116\075\124\103\045\062\060\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\045\062\060\103\154\141\163\163

\045\062\060\062\045\062\060\103\101\045\062\060\111\111\054\117

\075\124\103\045\062\060\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145

\162\045\062\060\107\155\142\110\054\117\125\075\162\157\157\164

\143\145\162\164\163\054\104\103\075\164\162\165\163\164\143\145

\156\164\145\162\054\104\103\075\144\145\077\143\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\122\145\166\157\143\141\164\151\157\156

\114\151\163\164\077\142\141\163\145\077\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\214\327

\337\176\356\033\200\020\263\203\365\333\021\352\153\113\250\222

\030\331\367\007\071\365\054\276\006\165\172\150\123\025\034\352

\112\355\136\374\043\262\023\240\323\011\377\366\366\056\153\101

\161\171\315\342\155\375\256\131\153\205\035\270\116\042\232\355

\146\071\156\113\224\346\125\374\013\033\213\167\301\123\023\146

\211\331\050\326\213\363\105\112\143\267\375\173\013\141\135\270

\155\276\303\334\133\171\322\355\206\345\242\115\276\136\164\174
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\152\355\026\070\037\177\130\201\132\032\353\062\210\055\262\363

\071\167\200\257\136\266\141\165\051\333\043\115\210\312\120\050

\313\205\322\323\020\242\131\156\323\223\124\000\172\242\106\225

\206\005\234\251\031\230\345\061\162\014\000\342\147\331\100\340

\044\063\173\157\054\271\134\253\145\235\054\254\166\352\065\231

\365\227\271\017\044\354\307\166\041\050\145\256\127\350\007\210

\165\112\126\240\322\005\072\244\346\215\222\210\054\363\362\341

\301\306\141\333\101\305\307\233\367\016\032\121\105\302\141\153

\334\144\047\027\214\132\267\332\164\050\315\227\344\275

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA II"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:2e:6a:00:01:00:02:1f:d7:52:21:2c:11:5c:3b

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jan 12 14:38:43 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 31 22:59:59 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): ce:78:33:5c:59:78:01:6e:18:ea:b9:36:a0:b9:2e:23

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ae:50:83:ed:7c:f4:5c:bc:8f:61:c6:21:fe:68:5d:79:42:21:15:6e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Class 2 CA II"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\256\120\203\355\174\364\134\274\217\141\306\041\376\150\135\171

\102\041\025\156

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\316\170\063\134\131\170\001\156\030\352\271\066\240\271\056\043

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\166\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\062\040\103

\101\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\124\103\040\124

\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\062\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\056\152\000\001\000\002\037\327\122\041\054\021\134\073

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA II"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:05:c0:00:01:00:02:41:d0:06:0a:4d:ce:75:10

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 23 14:10:23 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 31 22:59:59 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 9d:fb:f9:ac:ed:89:33:22:f4:28:48:83:25:23:5b:e0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a6:9a:91:fd:05:7f:13:6a:42:63:0b:b1:76:0d:2d:51:12:0c:16:50

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA II"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\166\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\103

\101\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\124\103\040\124

\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\064\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\166\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\103

\101\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\124\103\040\124

\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\064\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\005\300\000\001\000\002\101\320\006\012\115\316\165\020

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\266\060\202\002\236\240\003\002\001\002\002\016\005

\300\000\001\000\002\101\320\006\012\115\316\165\020\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\166\061\013
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\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145

\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125

\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164

\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\103\101\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\103

\101\040\111\111\060\036\027\015\060\066\060\063\062\063\061\064

\061\060\062\063\132\027\015\062\065\061\062\063\061\062\062\065

\071\065\071\132\060\166\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\104\105\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103

\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142

\110\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124

\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\064\040\103\101\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034

\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103

\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\103\101\040\111\111\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\265\315\114

\234\255\256\121\273\174\110\305\015\051\206\172\024\255\331\120

\075\011\162\040\015\024\266\143\306\376\130\236\340\041\136\363

\217\042\031\334\116\221\040\315\157\210\051\242\263\301\254\052

\162\272\213\124\270\100\137\362\252\370\103\206\302\060\134\314

\247\135\177\306\010\111\344\016\071\057\216\030\326\221\335\043

\026\171\200\333\154\110\035\274\301\337\050\020\143\321\201\343

\335\337\057\171\165\242\033\170\362\224\001\346\020\142\171\313

\240\175\002\300\064\202\173\307\300\255\035\114\327\152\226\166

\133\277\046\204\110\375\207\366\204\012\252\222\007\231\110\074

\141\274\116\205\130\307\227\055\375\201\112\241\306\233\022\365

\102\120\321\144\076\211\150\202\042\160\335\365\372\343\050\102

\057\116\062\363\263\243\066\212\152\326\142\134\254\372\001\155

\264\340\162\056\225\150\264\361\223\014\306\212\202\322\035\123

\352\174\340\077\102\267\022\132\270\315\332\245\006\147\313\241

\167\175\245\226\360\222\036\147\016\035\102\106\346\371\355\373

\107\123\177\127\004\106\037\106\137\307\256\340\217\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\037\352\273\076\045\033\006\275\245\335\142\005\176\306

\114\132\277\350\017\103\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\130\244\053\233\114\367

\344\244\222\244\234\145\230\031\142\042\374\162\062\351\004\135

\304\304\160\055\132\106\336\114\107\212\045\271\242\335\356\352

\022\257\110\215\357\053\147\333\073\314\064\230\052\367\010\107

\377\042\257\173\361\364\353\342\070\002\063\030\165\050\033\236

\166\145\254\210\003\162\362\070\107\035\214\365\237\012\210\123

\020\024\273\200\345\014\263\135\215\027\356\036\031\034\206\215

\024\147\170\214\222\313\036\041\111\367\177\323\030\277\234\171
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\370\135\010\171\265\252\152\115\222\066\154\274\171\353\016\075

\171\212\330\366\243\126\160\135\336\333\117\171\322\172\322\225

\134\206\047\145\276\240\323\007\201\100\125\335\020\313\340\113

\210\202\300\220\175\070\347\277\226\341\227\272\232\253\102\017

\323\237\330\236\025\063\021\313\367\202\171\365\265\300\101\126

\222\341\337\125\003\255\110\317\323\362\056\261\307\055\126\114

\144\164\052\061\316\334\165\251\124\107\244\247\102\162\011\347

\341\002\246\107\262\004\315\102\023\341\141\014\340\170\072\042

\040\242\034\140\102\206\207\367\245\346

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA II"

# Issuer: CN=TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Serial Number:05:c0:00:01:00:02:41:d0:06:0a:4d:ce:75:10

# Subject: CN=TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA II,OU=TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA,O=TC TrustCenter GmbH,C=DE

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 23 14:10:23 2006

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 31 22:59:59 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 9d:fb:f9:ac:ed:89:33:22:f4:28:48:83:25:23:5b:e0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a6:9a:91:fd:05:7f:13:6a:42:63:0b:b1:76:0d:2d:51:12:0c:16:50

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TC TrustCenter Class 4 CA II"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\246\232\221\375\005\177\023\152\102\143\013\261\166\015\055\121

\022\014\026\120

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\235\373\371\254\355\211\063\042\364\050\110\203\045\043\133\340

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\166\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\105\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\124\103\040\124\162\165

\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\042\060

\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\124\103\040\124\162\165\163\164

\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163\040\064\040\103

\101\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\124\103\040\124

\162\165\163\164\103\145\156\164\145\162\040\103\154\141\163\163

\040\064\040\103\101\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\016\005\300\000\001\000\002\101\320\006\012\115\316\165\020

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Swisscom Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=Swisscom Root CA 1,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Serial Number:5c:0b:85:5c:0b:e7:59:41:df:57:cc:3f:7f:9d:a8:36

# Subject: CN=Swisscom Root CA 1,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 18 12:06:20 2005

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 18 22:06:20 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): f8:38:7c:77:88:df:2c:16:68:2e:c2:e2:52:4b:b8:f9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5f:3a:fc:0a:8b:64:f6:86:67:34:74:df:7e:a9:a2:fe:f9:fa:7a:51

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swisscom Root CA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\003\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\003\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\134\013\205\134\013\347\131\101\337\127\314\077\177\235

\250\066

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\331\060\202\003\301\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\134

\013\205\134\013\347\131\101\337\127\314\077\177\235\250\066\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\144

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061\021\060
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\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155

\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147\151\164

\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003

\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015\060\065\060\070\061\070\061\062

\060\066\062\060\132\027\015\062\065\060\070\061\070\062\062\060

\066\062\060\132\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\143\150\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167

\151\163\163\143\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023

\034\104\151\147\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\061\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\320\271\260\250\014

\331\273\077\041\370\033\325\063\223\200\026\145\040\165\262\075

\233\140\155\106\310\214\061\157\027\303\372\232\154\126\355\074

\305\221\127\303\315\253\226\111\220\052\031\113\036\243\155\127

\335\361\053\142\050\165\105\136\252\326\133\372\013\045\330\241

\026\371\034\304\056\346\225\052\147\314\320\051\156\074\205\064

\070\141\111\261\000\237\326\072\161\137\115\155\316\137\271\251

\344\211\177\152\122\372\312\233\362\334\251\371\235\231\107\077

\116\051\137\264\246\215\135\173\013\231\021\003\003\376\347\333

\333\243\377\035\245\315\220\036\001\037\065\260\177\000\333\220

\157\306\176\173\321\356\172\172\247\252\014\127\157\244\155\305

\023\073\260\245\331\355\062\034\264\136\147\213\124\334\163\207

\345\323\027\174\146\120\162\135\324\032\130\301\331\317\330\211

\002\157\247\111\264\066\135\320\244\336\007\054\266\165\267\050

\221\326\227\276\050\365\230\036\352\133\046\311\275\260\227\163

\332\256\221\046\353\150\301\371\071\025\326\147\113\012\155\117

\313\317\260\344\102\161\214\123\171\347\356\341\333\035\240\156

\035\214\032\167\065\134\026\036\053\123\037\064\213\321\154\374

\362\147\007\172\365\255\355\326\232\253\241\261\113\341\314\067

\137\375\177\315\115\256\270\037\234\103\371\052\130\125\103\105

\274\226\315\160\016\374\311\343\146\272\116\215\073\201\313\025

\144\173\271\224\350\135\063\122\205\161\056\117\216\242\006\021

\121\311\343\313\241\156\061\010\144\014\302\322\074\365\066\350

\327\320\016\170\043\040\221\311\044\052\145\051\133\042\367\041

\316\203\136\244\363\336\113\323\150\217\106\165\134\203\011\156

\051\153\304\160\214\365\235\327\040\057\377\106\322\053\070\302

\057\165\034\075\176\332\245\357\036\140\205\151\102\323\314\370

\143\376\036\103\071\205\246\266\143\101\020\263\163\036\274\323

\372\312\175\026\107\342\247\325\320\243\212\012\010\226\142\126

\156\064\333\331\002\271\060\165\343\004\322\347\217\302\260\021

\100\012\254\325\161\002\142\213\061\276\335\306\043\130\061\102

\103\055\164\371\306\236\246\212\017\351\376\277\203\346\103\127

\044\272\357\106\064\252\327\022\001\070\355\002\003\001\000\001
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\243\201\206\060\201\203\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\035\006\003\125\035\041\004\026\060

\024\060\022\006\007\140\205\164\001\123\000\001\006\007\140\205

\164\001\123\000\001\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\007\060\037\006\003\125\035\043

\004\030\060\026\200\024\003\045\057\336\157\202\001\072\134\054

\334\053\241\151\265\147\324\214\323\375\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\003\045\057\336\157\202\001\072\134\054\334

\053\241\151\265\147\324\214\323\375\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\065\020\313

\354\246\004\015\015\017\315\300\333\253\250\362\210\227\014\337

\223\057\115\174\100\126\061\172\353\244\017\140\315\172\363\276

\303\047\216\003\076\244\335\022\357\176\036\164\006\074\077\061

\362\034\173\221\061\041\264\360\320\154\227\324\351\227\262\044

\126\036\126\303\065\275\210\005\017\133\020\032\144\341\307\202

\060\371\062\255\236\120\054\347\170\005\320\061\261\132\230\212

\165\116\220\134\152\024\052\340\122\107\202\140\346\036\332\201

\261\373\024\013\132\361\237\322\225\272\076\320\033\326\025\035

\243\276\206\325\333\017\300\111\144\273\056\120\031\113\322\044

\370\335\036\007\126\320\070\240\225\160\040\166\214\327\335\036

\336\237\161\304\043\357\203\023\134\243\044\025\115\051\100\074

\152\304\251\330\267\246\104\245\015\364\340\235\167\036\100\160

\046\374\332\331\066\344\171\344\265\077\274\233\145\276\273\021

\226\317\333\306\050\071\072\010\316\107\133\123\132\305\231\376

\135\251\335\357\114\324\306\245\255\002\346\214\007\022\036\157

\003\321\157\240\243\363\051\275\022\307\120\242\260\177\210\251

\231\167\232\261\300\245\071\056\134\174\151\342\054\260\352\067

\152\244\341\132\341\365\120\345\203\357\245\273\052\210\347\214

\333\375\155\136\227\031\250\176\146\165\153\161\352\277\261\307

\157\240\364\216\244\354\064\121\133\214\046\003\160\241\167\325

\001\022\127\000\065\333\043\336\016\212\050\231\375\261\020\157

\113\377\070\055\140\116\054\234\353\147\265\255\111\356\113\037

\254\257\373\015\220\132\146\140\160\135\252\315\170\324\044\356

\310\101\240\223\001\222\234\152\236\374\271\044\305\263\025\202

\176\276\256\225\053\353\261\300\332\343\001\140\013\136\151\254

\204\126\141\276\161\027\376\035\023\017\376\306\207\105\351\376

\062\240\032\015\023\244\224\125\161\245\026\213\272\312\211\260

\262\307\374\217\330\124\265\223\142\235\316\317\131\373\075\030

\316\052\313\065\025\202\135\377\124\042\133\161\122\373\267\311

\376\140\233\000\101\144\360\252\052\354\266\102\103\316\211\146

\201\310\213\237\071\124\003\045\323\026\065\216\204\320\137\372

\060\032\365\232\154\364\016\123\371\072\133\321\034

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate
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# Trust for "Swisscom Root CA 1"

# Issuer: CN=Swisscom Root CA 1,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Serial Number:5c:0b:85:5c:0b:e7:59:41:df:57:cc:3f:7f:9d:a8:36

# Subject: CN=Swisscom Root CA 1,OU=Digital Certificate Services,O=Swisscom,C=ch

# Not Valid Before: Thu Aug 18 12:06:20 2005

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 18 22:06:20 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): f8:38:7c:77:88:df:2c:16:68:2e:c2:e2:52:4b:b8:f9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5f:3a:fc:0a:8b:64:f6:86:67:34:74:df:7e:a9:a2:fe:f9:fa:7a:51

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Swisscom Root CA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\072\374\012\213\144\366\206\147\064\164\337\176\251\242\376

\371\372\172\121

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\370\070\174\167\210\337\054\026\150\056\302\342\122\113\270\371

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\143\150\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\012\023\010\123\167\151\163\163\143

\157\155\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\104\151\147

\151\164\141\154\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\163\061\033\060\031\006\003\125

\004\003\023\022\123\167\151\163\163\143\157\155\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\134\013\205\134\013\347\131\101\337\127\314\077\177\235

\250\066

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA,OU=e-Szigno CA,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:cc:b8:e7:bf:4e:29:1a:fd:a2:dc:66:a5:1c:2c:0f:11

# Subject: CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA,OU=e-Szigno CA,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 06 12:28:44 2005

# Not Valid After: Thu Apr 06 12:28:44 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): f0:96:b6:2f:c5:10:d5:67:8e:83:25:32:e8:5e:2e:e5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 23:88:c9:d3:71:cc:9e:96:3d:ff:7d:3c:a7:ce:fc:d6:25:ec:19:0d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\162\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\013\023\013\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\103\101

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\115\151\143\162\157

\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\162\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\013\023\013\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\103\101

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\115\151\143\162\157

\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\314\270\347\277\116\051\032\375\242\334\146\245\034

\054\017\021

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\007\250\060\202\006\220\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\314\270\347\277\116\051\032\375\242\334\146\245\034\054\017\021

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\162\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021

\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163

\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\115\151\143\162

\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\024\060\022\006\003\125

\004\013\023\013\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\103\101\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\115\151\143\162\157\163

\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\065\060\064\060\066\061\062\062

\070\064\064\132\027\015\061\067\060\064\060\066\061\062\062\070

\064\064\132\060\162\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\110\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144

\141\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015

\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\024\060

\022\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157
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\040\103\101\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060

\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\355\310\000\325\201\173\315\070

\000\107\314\333\204\301\041\151\054\164\220\014\041\331\123\207

\355\076\103\104\123\257\253\370\200\233\074\170\215\324\215\256

\270\357\323\021\334\201\346\317\073\226\214\326\157\025\306\167

\176\241\057\340\137\222\266\047\327\166\232\035\103\074\352\331

\354\057\356\071\363\152\147\113\213\202\317\042\370\145\125\376

\054\313\057\175\110\172\075\165\371\252\240\047\273\170\302\006

\312\121\302\176\146\113\257\315\242\247\115\002\202\077\202\254

\205\306\341\017\220\107\231\224\012\161\162\223\052\311\246\300

\276\074\126\114\163\222\047\361\153\265\365\375\374\060\005\140

\222\306\353\226\176\001\221\302\151\261\036\035\173\123\105\270

\334\101\037\311\213\161\326\124\024\343\213\124\170\077\276\364

\142\073\133\365\243\354\325\222\164\342\164\060\357\001\333\341

\324\253\231\233\052\153\370\275\246\034\206\043\102\137\354\111

\336\232\213\133\364\162\072\100\305\111\076\245\276\216\252\161

\353\154\372\365\032\344\152\375\173\175\125\100\357\130\156\346

\331\325\274\044\253\301\357\267\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\004

\067\060\202\004\063\060\147\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001

\001\004\133\060\131\060\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060

\001\206\034\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\162\143\141\056\145

\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\057\157\143\163\160\060

\055\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\002\206\041\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\145\055\163\172\151\147\156\157

\056\150\165\057\122\157\157\164\103\101\056\143\162\164\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\202\001\163\006\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\152\060\202\001\146

\060\202\001\142\006\014\053\006\001\004\001\201\250\030\002\001

\001\001\060\202\001\120\060\050\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\001\026\034\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\145

\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\057\123\132\123\132\057

\060\202\001\042\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\002\060\202

\001\024\036\202\001\020\000\101\000\040\000\164\000\141\000\156

\000\372\000\163\000\355\000\164\000\166\000\341\000\156\000\171

\000\040\000\351\000\162\000\164\000\145\000\154\000\155\000\145

\000\172\000\351\000\163\000\351\000\150\000\145\000\172\000\040

\000\351\000\163\000\040\000\145\000\154\000\146\000\157\000\147

\000\141\000\144\000\341\000\163\000\341\000\150\000\157\000\172

\000\040\000\141\000\040\000\123\000\172\000\157\000\154\000\147

\000\341\000\154\000\164\000\141\000\164\000\363\000\040\000\123

\000\172\000\157\000\154\000\147\000\341\000\154\000\164\000\141

\000\164\000\341\000\163\000\151\000\040\000\123\000\172\000\141

\000\142\000\341\000\154\000\171\000\172\000\141\000\164\000\141

\000\040\000\163\000\172\000\145\000\162\000\151\000\156\000\164

\000\040\000\153\000\145\000\154\000\154\000\040\000\145\000\154
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\000\152\000\341\000\162\000\156\000\151\000\072\000\040\000\150

\000\164\000\164\000\160\000\072\000\057\000\057\000\167\000\167

\000\167\000\056\000\145\000\055\000\163\000\172\000\151\000\147

\000\156\000\157\000\056\000\150\000\165\000\057\000\123\000\132

\000\123\000\132\000\057\060\201\310\006\003\125\035\037\004\201

\300\060\201\275\060\201\272\240\201\267\240\201\264\206\041\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\145\055\163\172\151\147

\156\157\056\150\165\057\122\157\157\164\103\101\056\143\162\154

\206\201\216\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\154\144\141\160\056\145

\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150\165\057\103\116\075\115\151

\143\162\157\163\145\143\045\062\060\145\055\123\172\151\147\156

\157\045\062\060\122\157\157\164\045\062\060\103\101\054\117\125

\075\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\045\062\060\103\101\054\117

\075\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\045\062\060\114\164\144\056

\054\114\075\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\054\103\075\110\125

\077\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\122\145\166\157

\143\141\164\151\157\156\114\151\163\164\073\142\151\156\141\162

\171\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\201\226\006\003\125\035\021\004\201\216\060\201\213\201

\020\151\156\146\157\100\145\055\163\172\151\147\156\157\056\150

\165\244\167\060\165\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\003\014\032

\115\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156

\303\263\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\061\026\060\024\006\003

\125\004\013\014\015\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\303\263\040\110

\123\132\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\113\146\164\056\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\060\201\254\006\003\125

\035\043\004\201\244\060\201\241\200\024\307\240\111\165\026\141

\204\333\061\113\204\322\361\067\100\220\357\116\334\367\241\166

\244\164\060\162\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110

\125\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141

\160\145\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\115

\151\143\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\024\060\022

\006\003\125\004\013\023\013\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040

\103\101\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\202\021\000\314\270\347\277\116\051\032

\375\242\334\146\245\034\054\017\021\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\307\240\111\165\026\141\204\333\061\113\204\322

\361\067\100\220\357\116\334\367\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\323\023\234\146

\143\131\056\312\134\160\014\374\203\274\125\261\364\216\007\154

\146\047\316\301\073\040\251\034\273\106\124\160\356\132\314\240

\167\352\150\104\047\353\362\051\335\167\251\325\373\343\324\247

\004\304\225\270\013\341\104\150\140\007\103\060\061\102\141\345

\356\331\345\044\325\033\337\341\112\033\252\237\307\137\370\172

\021\352\023\223\000\312\212\130\261\356\355\016\115\264\327\250
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\066\046\174\340\072\301\325\127\202\361\165\266\375\211\137\332

\363\250\070\237\065\006\010\316\042\225\276\315\325\374\276\133

\336\171\153\334\172\251\145\146\276\261\045\132\137\355\176\323

\254\106\155\114\364\062\207\264\040\004\340\154\170\260\167\321

\205\106\113\246\022\267\165\350\112\311\126\154\327\222\253\235

\365\111\070\322\117\123\343\125\220\021\333\230\226\306\111\362

\076\364\237\033\340\367\210\334\045\142\231\104\330\163\277\077

\060\363\014\067\076\324\302\050\200\163\261\001\267\235\132\226

\024\001\113\251\021\235\051\152\056\320\135\201\300\317\262\040

\103\307\003\340\067\116\135\012\334\131\040\045

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA,OU=e-Szigno CA,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number:cc:b8:e7:bf:4e:29:1a:fd:a2:dc:66:a5:1c:2c:0f:11

# Subject: CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA,OU=e-Szigno CA,O=Microsec Ltd.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Wed Apr 06 12:28:44 2005

# Not Valid After: Thu Apr 06 12:28:44 2017

# Fingerprint (MD5): f0:96:b6:2f:c5:10:d5:67:8e:83:25:32:e8:5e:2e:e5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 23:88:c9:d3:71:cc:9e:96:3d:ff:7d:3c:a7:ce:fc:d6:25:ec:19:0d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\043\210\311\323\161\314\236\226\075\377\175\074\247\316\374\326

\045\354\031\015

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\360\226\266\057\305\020\325\147\216\203\045\062\350\136\056\345

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\162\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\115\151\143

\162\157\163\145\143\040\114\164\144\056\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\013\023\013\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\103\101

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\115\151\143\162\157

\163\145\143\040\145\055\123\172\151\147\156\157\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\314\270\347\277\116\051\032\375\242\334\146\245\034
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\054\017\021

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "LGPKI"

# Issuer: OU=Application CA G2,O=LGPKI,C=JP

# Serial Number: 49 (0x31)

# Subject: OU=Application CA G2,O=LGPKI,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 31 15:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After: Thu Mar 31 14:59:59 2016

# Fingerprint (MD5): f3:d7:52:a8:75:fd:18:ec:e1:7d:35:b1:70:6e:a5:9c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:83:38:f1:13:e3:6a:7b:ab:dd:08:f7:77:63:91:a6:87:36:58:2e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "LGPKI"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\013\023\021\101\160\160\154\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\013\023\021\101\160\160\154\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\061

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\240\060\202\002\210\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\061

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\016

\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061\032

\060\030\006\003\125\004\013\023\021\101\160\160\154\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\060\066

\060\063\063\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\061\066\060

\063\063\061\061\064\065\071\065\071\132\060\071\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\016\060\014\006\003\125
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\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061\032\060\030\006\003\125

\004\013\023\021\101\160\160\154\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040

\103\101\040\107\062\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\271\065\306\020\370\333\150\333\007\304

\100\114\260\035\036\066\334\303\101\366\317\125\025\155\010\177

\134\306\150\125\345\347\127\361\226\121\346\341\115\170\017\156

\100\025\160\073\145\376\021\337\347\323\326\130\065\073\341\237

\002\374\224\122\106\056\263\236\140\233\002\236\311\202\322\366

\343\256\011\117\204\104\266\142\233\000\121\150\270\072\255\354

\144\321\062\113\351\224\104\203\264\016\316\041\211\153\260\066

\300\230\306\113\234\302\076\133\140\052\011\061\053\055\253\114

\336\261\240\375\130\126\302\203\035\040\274\304\204\011\207\173

\250\225\227\306\045\216\203\340\076\223\015\321\307\175\163\251

\250\374\031\000\100\056\042\270\172\063\101\365\170\375\132\161

\347\202\331\110\210\134\354\250\205\207\055\155\200\211\147\032

\151\276\020\300\132\216\355\210\175\076\157\054\070\153\067\316

\107\330\242\061\060\336\176\123\145\154\213\206\123\101\040\154

\275\110\245\176\257\000\132\126\022\130\201\321\334\211\131\371

\265\356\370\115\232\330\104\051\213\171\247\367\042\252\352\174

\134\264\026\210\040\015\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\262\060\201

\257\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\177\270\135\216

\304\030\153\306\175\314\056\351\256\316\064\347\027\135\340\241

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\114\006\003\125\035\037\004\105\060\103\060\101\240\077\240

\075\244\073\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\112\120\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120

\113\111\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\013\023\021\101\160\160

\154\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\062\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\177\270\135\216

\304\030\153\306\175\314\056\351\256\316\064\347\027\135\340\241

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\074\330\163\066\100\006\110\112\124\031\365\047

\110\071\045\245\156\102\347\266\315\033\313\071\064\267\233\354

\117\052\276\167\344\312\204\374\035\353\233\042\100\325\364\373

\150\207\162\374\107\135\152\016\122\112\343\265\135\110\306\042

\226\346\063\155\155\253\366\315\327\313\044\132\214\250\105\236

\076\141\202\175\224\325\005\360\032\065\137\161\057\056\124\265

\101\005\357\206\015\122\357\234\230\033\361\054\114\072\321\363

\206\323\214\076\172\057\206\105\216\203\062\046\133\277\123\312

\016\121\126\334\232\302\132\060\031\015\247\236\325\252\233\040

\071\151\170\041\364\227\155\321\016\021\114\056\323\033\132\260

\371\227\170\134\052\217\122\145\356\114\102\045\302\067\060\016

\155\053\065\224\203\006\350\257\105\073\004\146\247\060\273\371

\340\041\073\143\156\175\104\135\072\152\123\357\021\027\044\375

\124\262\132\154\163\126\041\311\154\055\227\244\102\263\047\141

\005\041\143\155\352\050\274\117\032\157\102\334\230\253\125\323
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\036\033\300\222\077\233\301\346\073\027\126\342\304\230\103\045

\356\266\313\000

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "LGPKI"

# Issuer: OU=Application CA G2,O=LGPKI,C=JP

# Serial Number: 49 (0x31)

# Subject: OU=Application CA G2,O=LGPKI,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Fri Mar 31 15:00:00 2006

# Not Valid After: Thu Mar 31 14:59:59 2016

# Fingerprint (MD5): f3:d7:52:a8:75:fd:18:ec:e1:7d:35:b1:70:6e:a5:9c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 96:83:38:f1:13:e3:6a:7b:ab:dd:08:f7:77:63:91:a6:87:36:58:2e

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "LGPKI"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\226\203\070\361\023\343\152\173\253\335\010\367\167\143\221\246

\207\066\130\056

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\363\327\122\250\165\375\030\354\341\175\065\261\160\156\245\234

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\071\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061

\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\013\023\021\101\160\160\154\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\061

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "AC RAIZ DNIE"

# Issuer: CN=AC RAIZ DNIE,OU=DNIE,O=DIRECCION GENERAL DE LA POLICIA,C=ES

# Serial Number:d2:85:70:fd:ae:a7:d6:5f:11:84:15:c6:31:b5:cb

# Subject: CN=AC RAIZ DNIE,OU=DNIE,O=DIRECCION GENERAL DE LA POLICIA,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 16 10:37:25 2006
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# Not Valid After: Fri Feb 08 22:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): 15:5e:f5:11:7a:a2:c1:15:0e:92:7e:66:fe:3b:84:c3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b3:8f:ec:ec:0b:14:8a:a6:86:c3:d0:0f:01:ec:c8:84:8e:80:85:eb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ DNIE"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\104\111\122\105\103\103

\111\117\116\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\114

\101\040\120\117\114\111\103\111\101\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\014\004\104\116\111\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004

\003\014\014\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\104\116\111\105

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\104\111\122\105\103\103

\111\117\116\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\114

\101\040\120\117\114\111\103\111\101\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\014\004\104\116\111\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004

\003\014\014\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\104\116\111\105

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\322\205\160\375\256\247\326\137\021\204\025\306\061

\265\313

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\277\060\202\003\247\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\000

\322\205\160\375\256\247\326\137\021\204\025\306\061\265\313\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\135

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\050\060

\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\104\111\122\105\103\103\111\117

\116\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\114\101\040

\120\117\114\111\103\111\101\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013

\014\004\104\116\111\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014

\014\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\104\116\111\105\060\036\027

\015\060\066\060\062\061\066\061\060\063\067\062\065\132\027\015

\063\066\060\062\060\070\062\062\065\071\065\071\132\060\135\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\104\111\122\105\103\103\111\117\116

\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\114\101\040\120

\117\114\111\103\111\101\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\013\014

\004\104\116\111\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\003\014\014

\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\104\116\111\105\060\202\002\042
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\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\200\000\255

\014\303\243\040\007\243\143\377\367\064\240\315\356\152\124\010

\027\135\261\001\025\247\346\271\137\212\161\377\014\302\035\352

\067\363\336\223\177\326\005\115\204\262\325\327\034\014\364\304

\221\160\100\016\132\310\230\244\200\350\015\063\300\007\363\267

\365\254\241\070\172\300\146\124\044\374\122\314\060\052\362\303

\304\241\054\166\277\301\300\277\202\361\233\360\150\172\023\100

\310\227\274\034\045\007\010\012\267\226\357\314\051\124\340\346

\145\055\352\262\056\261\011\151\022\116\060\325\330\370\274\000

\200\057\115\223\017\315\056\127\033\063\273\237\060\116\304\245

\313\171\247\373\342\064\030\266\040\236\033\237\135\247\311\072

\255\105\144\263\030\316\021\022\234\155\036\125\105\050\204\234

\127\147\115\371\313\342\213\217\130\011\324\071\377\310\066\322

\070\342\014\145\177\025\016\175\301\007\335\251\042\337\221\000

\304\154\161\064\164\334\071\352\352\117\104\151\177\130\333\130

\012\122\161\053\354\251\035\120\164\063\371\051\152\372\376\231

\364\347\314\105\105\155\312\132\045\242\022\343\316\327\070\005

\071\360\032\011\365\166\131\316\142\157\172\064\015\054\321\274

\004\022\354\075\123\310\372\320\002\313\316\075\041\265\305\340

\071\063\145\317\071\123\311\233\106\371\235\063\363\131\200\010

\101\276\157\113\240\372\112\316\244\166\034\205\342\257\257\024

\235\145\254\367\177\227\344\063\111\246\257\276\316\053\067\361

\056\301\163\005\234\234\140\114\235\060\015\227\124\236\201\142

\273\347\340\057\367\024\007\024\251\167\221\351\334\221\225\216

\323\210\220\063\107\157\161\303\024\151\372\246\055\001\036\033

\352\323\056\342\177\013\334\317\347\042\360\361\101\243\001\222

\345\200\323\276\251\142\250\125\210\013\064\064\354\334\041\025

\252\357\326\042\136\211\365\121\222\023\052\157\200\026\331\261

\015\331\056\370\020\270\302\376\122\105\063\234\035\070\174\334

\025\151\064\163\277\240\054\273\021\173\224\315\370\067\055\157

\075\357\203\132\306\036\233\164\111\217\331\302\215\276\026\166

\120\310\132\321\045\026\366\366\314\214\234\132\060\236\145\276

\320\232\110\223\327\372\150\015\165\061\207\371\367\002\003\001

\000\001\243\173\060\171\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\216\105\364\237\163\305\377\057\033\005\333\001\107\140

\033\003\212\201\267\272\060\067\006\003\125\035\040\004\060\060

\056\060\054\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\044\060\042\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\026\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\167\167\167\056\144\156\151\145\056\145\163\057\144\160\143\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\165\345\163\311\121\121\057\213\031\240\207\351\377

\256\066\066\246\374\101\037\343\036\327\161\140\031\306\157\232

\002\060\275\142\161\255\163\376\221\055\116\344\046\100\104\251

\256\170\046\043\061\151\334\232\163\226\036\111\121\013\340\357

\301\270\103\357\161\234\356\101\267\305\120\037\062\204\236\042
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\206\361\367\037\217\331\255\053\116\332\227\050\227\273\226\232

\032\370\261\331\172\004\363\124\231\022\031\226\025\200\147\071

\377\002\137\172\374\125\102\120\132\346\271\242\377\270\250\142

\036\024\315\331\077\276\243\145\110\305\073\327\067\316\015\372

\050\220\332\277\371\343\121\107\045\175\112\323\147\115\207\252

\142\274\136\354\172\200\104\174\367\237\012\275\145\127\224\312

\362\021\146\326\122\177\344\072\160\165\004\315\073\227\324\066

\162\367\121\126\277\064\365\322\101\341\264\332\250\103\376\153

\022\111\022\264\135\317\042\102\226\214\010\043\046\214\262\020

\116\135\252\123\356\001\057\165\345\271\242\021\063\304\327\152

\375\370\016\312\156\202\331\347\273\131\043\116\265\371\021\035

\057\153\043\365\173\021\040\352\101\022\220\062\106\333\061\073

\251\301\133\163\150\072\106\033\214\376\227\267\126\271\141\231

\314\116\360\203\372\067\361\336\034\235\034\161\213\003\223\303

\304\163\202\056\250\230\035\144\242\232\214\367\124\010\115\317

\352\201\313\365\133\011\231\143\257\165\214\226\370\171\065\325

\334\353\101\201\171\070\204\136\157\361\157\142\166\333\221\316

\132\205\140\071\035\133\342\052\057\103\045\333\302\172\044\323

\025\260\242\361\214\240\175\153\110\011\023\377\242\114\146\212

\354\160\122\011\123\214\060\314\270\325\272\044\334\060\231\076

\241\136\267\337\201\254\354\067\276\116\233\047\130\336\176\241

\233\124\177\006\266\057\344\062\120\375\347\020\273\250\315\332

\030\033\324\143\146\075\352\121\161\071\364\234\076\337\132\364

\332\307\114\046\355\213\265\041\272\064\171\002\163\141\020\332

\230\061\250\140\313\176\007\247\320\267\005\103\211\133\315\205

\046\331\260\121\257\367\214\122\252\022\247\130\337\222\233\147

\362\235\362\346\364\151\061\364\026\347\336\167\133\036\335\232

\005\001\255

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "AC RAIZ DNIE"

# Issuer: CN=AC RAIZ DNIE,OU=DNIE,O=DIRECCION GENERAL DE LA POLICIA,C=ES

# Serial Number:d2:85:70:fd:ae:a7:d6:5f:11:84:15:c6:31:b5:cb

# Subject: CN=AC RAIZ DNIE,OU=DNIE,O=DIRECCION GENERAL DE LA POLICIA,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 16 10:37:25 2006

# Not Valid After: Fri Feb 08 22:59:59 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): 15:5e:f5:11:7a:a2:c1:15:0e:92:7e:66:fe:3b:84:c3

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b3:8f:ec:ec:0b:14:8a:a6:86:c3:d0:0f:01:ec:c8:84:8e:80:85:eb

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "AC RAIZ DNIE"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\263\217\354\354\013\024\212\246\206\303\320\017\001\354\310\204

\216\200\205\353

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\025\136\365\021\172\242\301\025\016\222\176\146\376\073\204\303

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\012\014\037\104\111\122\105\103\103

\111\117\116\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\114

\101\040\120\117\114\111\103\111\101\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\013\014\004\104\116\111\105\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004

\003\014\014\101\103\040\122\101\111\132\040\104\116\111\105

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\000\322\205\160\375\256\247\326\137\021\204\025\306\061

\265\313

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "TÜRKTRUST Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs"

# Issuer: O=TÜRKTRUST Bilgi letiim ve Biliim Güvenlii Hizmetleri A.. (c) Kasm

2005,L=Ankara,C=TR,CN=TÜRKTRUST Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: O=TÜRKTRUST Bilgi letiim ve Biliim Güvenlii Hizmetleri A.. (c) Kasm

2005,L=Ankara,C=TR,CN=TÜRKTRUST Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 07 10:07:57 2005

# Not Valid After: Wed Sep 16 10:07:57 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 37:a5:6e:d4:b1:25:84:97:b7:fd:56:15:7a:f9:a2:00

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b4:35:d4:e1:11:9d:1c:66:90:a7:49:eb:b3:94:bd:63:7b:a7:82:b7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TÜRKTRUST Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\077\060\075\006\003\125\004\003\014\066\124\303

\234\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157

\156\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151

\172\155\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304

\261\163\304\261\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141

\162\141\061\135\060\133\006\003\125\004\012\014\124\124\303\234
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\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\304\260

\154\145\164\151\305\237\151\155\040\166\145\040\102\151\154\151

\305\237\151\155\040\107\303\274\166\145\156\154\151\304\237\151

\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236

\056\040\050\143\051\040\113\141\163\304\261\155\040\062\060\060

\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\077\060\075\006\003\125\004\003\014\066\124\303

\234\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157

\156\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151

\172\155\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304

\261\163\304\261\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141

\162\141\061\135\060\133\006\003\125\004\012\014\124\124\303\234

\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\304\260

\154\145\164\151\305\237\151\155\040\166\145\040\102\151\154\151

\305\237\151\155\040\107\303\274\166\145\156\154\151\304\237\151

\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236

\056\040\050\143\051\040\113\141\163\304\261\155\040\062\060\060

\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\074\060\202\003\044\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\276\061\077\060\075\006\003\125\004\003\014\066\124\303\234

\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157\156

\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151\172

\155\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304\261

\163\304\261\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\122

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141\162

\141\061\135\060\133\006\003\125\004\012\014\124\124\303\234\122

\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\304\260\154

\145\164\151\305\237\151\155\040\166\145\040\102\151\154\151\305

\237\151\155\040\107\303\274\166\145\156\154\151\304\237\151\040

\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236\056

\040\050\143\051\040\113\141\163\304\261\155\040\062\060\060\065

\060\036\027\015\060\065\061\061\060\067\061\060\060\067\065\067

\132\027\015\061\065\060\071\061\066\061\060\060\067\065\067\132

\060\201\276\061\077\060\075\006\003\125\004\003\014\066\124\303

\234\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157

\156\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151

\172\155\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304

\261\163\304\261\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124
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\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141

\162\141\061\135\060\133\006\003\125\004\012\014\124\124\303\234

\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\304\260

\154\145\164\151\305\237\151\155\040\166\145\040\102\151\154\151

\305\237\151\155\040\107\303\274\166\145\156\154\151\304\237\151

\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236

\056\040\050\143\051\040\113\141\163\304\261\155\040\062\060\060

\065\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\251\066\176\303\221\103\114\303\031\230\010\310\307\130

\173\117\026\214\245\316\111\001\037\163\016\254\165\023\246\372

\236\054\040\336\330\220\016\012\321\151\322\047\373\252\167\237

\047\122\045\342\313\135\330\330\203\120\027\175\212\265\202\077

\004\216\264\325\360\111\247\144\267\036\056\137\040\234\120\165

\117\257\341\265\101\024\364\230\222\210\307\345\345\144\107\141

\107\171\375\300\121\361\301\231\347\334\316\152\373\257\265\001

\060\334\106\034\357\212\354\225\357\334\377\257\020\034\353\235

\330\260\252\152\205\030\015\027\311\076\277\361\233\320\011\211

\102\375\240\102\264\235\211\121\125\051\317\033\160\274\204\124

\255\301\023\037\230\364\056\166\140\213\135\077\232\255\312\014

\277\247\126\133\217\167\270\325\236\171\111\222\077\340\361\227

\044\172\154\233\027\017\155\357\123\230\221\053\344\017\276\131

\171\007\170\273\227\225\364\237\151\324\130\207\012\251\343\314

\266\130\031\237\046\041\261\304\131\215\262\101\165\300\255\151

\316\234\000\010\362\066\377\076\360\241\017\032\254\024\375\246

\140\017\002\003\001\000\001\243\103\060\101\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\331\067\263\116\005\375\331\317\237\022

\026\256\266\211\057\353\045\072\210\034\060\017\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\005\003\003\007\006\000\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000

\162\140\226\267\311\334\330\051\136\043\205\137\262\263\055\166

\373\210\327\027\376\173\155\105\270\366\205\154\237\042\374\052

\020\042\354\252\271\060\366\253\130\326\071\020\061\231\051\000

\275\211\146\101\373\164\336\221\301\030\013\237\265\141\313\235

\072\276\365\250\224\243\042\125\156\027\111\377\322\051\361\070

\046\135\357\245\252\072\371\161\173\346\332\130\035\323\164\302

\001\372\076\151\130\137\255\313\150\276\024\056\233\154\300\266

\334\240\046\372\167\032\342\044\332\032\067\340\147\255\321\163

\203\015\245\032\035\156\022\222\176\204\142\000\027\275\274\045

\030\127\362\327\251\157\131\210\274\064\267\056\205\170\235\226

\334\024\303\054\212\122\233\226\214\122\146\075\206\026\213\107

\270\121\011\214\352\175\315\210\162\263\140\063\261\360\012\104

\357\017\365\011\067\210\044\016\054\153\040\072\242\372\021\362

\100\065\234\104\150\143\073\254\063\157\143\274\054\273\362\322

\313\166\175\175\210\330\035\310\005\035\156\274\224\251\146\214

\167\161\307\372\221\372\057\121\236\351\071\122\266\347\004\102

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "TÜRKTRUST Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs"

# Issuer: O=TÜRKTRUST Bilgi letiim ve Biliim Güvenlii Hizmetleri A.. (c) Kasm

2005,L=Ankara,C=TR,CN=TÜRKTRUST Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: O=TÜRKTRUST Bilgi letiim ve Biliim Güvenlii Hizmetleri A.. (c) Kasm

2005,L=Ankara,C=TR,CN=TÜRKTRUST Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 07 10:07:57 2005

# Not Valid After: Wed Sep 16 10:07:57 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 37:a5:6e:d4:b1:25:84:97:b7:fd:56:15:7a:f9:a2:00

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b4:35:d4:e1:11:9d:1c:66:90:a7:49:eb:b3:94:bd:63:7b:a7:82:b7

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TÜRKTRUST Elektronik Sertifika Hizmet Salaycs"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\264\065\324\341\021\235\034\146\220\247\111\353\263\224\275\143

\173\247\202\267

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\067\245\156\324\261\045\204\227\267\375\126\025\172\371\242\000

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\276\061\077\060\075\006\003\125\004\003\014\066\124\303

\234\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\105\154\145\153\164\162\157

\156\151\153\040\123\145\162\164\151\146\151\153\141\040\110\151

\172\155\145\164\040\123\141\304\237\154\141\171\304\261\143\304

\261\163\304\261\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124

\122\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\101\156\153\141

\162\141\061\135\060\133\006\003\125\004\012\014\124\124\303\234

\122\113\124\122\125\123\124\040\102\151\154\147\151\040\304\260

\154\145\164\151\305\237\151\155\040\166\145\040\102\151\154\151

\305\237\151\155\040\107\303\274\166\145\156\154\151\304\237\151

\040\110\151\172\155\145\164\154\145\162\151\040\101\056\305\236

\056\040\050\143\051\040\113\141\163\304\261\155\040\062\060\060

\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "A-Trust-nQual-03"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-nQual-03,OU=A-Trust-nQual-03,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number: 93214 (0x16c1e)

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-nQual-03,OU=A-Trust-nQual-03,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 17 22:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 17 22:00:00 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 49:63:ae:27:f4:d5:95:3d:d8:db:24:86:b8:9c:07:53

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d3:c0:63:f2:19:ed:07:3e:34:ad:5d:75:0b:32:76:29:ff:d5:9a:f2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-nQual-03"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\215\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\013\014\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165

\141\154\055\060\063\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020

\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\215\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\013\014\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165

\141\154\055\060\063\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020

\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\154\036

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\317\060\202\002\267\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\001

\154\036\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005
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\000\060\201\215\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101

\124\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162

\165\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150

\145\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151

\155\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166

\145\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121

\165\141\154\055\060\063\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014

\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060

\063\060\036\027\015\060\065\060\070\061\067\062\062\060\060\060

\060\132\027\015\061\065\060\070\061\067\062\062\060\060\060\060

\132\060\201\215\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101

\124\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162

\165\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150

\145\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151

\155\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166

\145\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006

\003\125\004\013\014\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121

\165\141\154\055\060\063\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014

\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060

\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\255\075\141\156\003\363\220\073\300\101\013\204\200\315

\354\052\243\235\153\273\156\302\102\204\367\121\024\341\240\250

\055\121\243\121\362\336\043\360\064\104\377\224\353\314\005\043

\225\100\271\007\170\245\045\366\012\275\105\206\350\331\275\300

\004\216\205\104\141\357\177\247\311\372\301\045\314\205\054\143

\077\005\140\163\111\005\340\140\170\225\020\113\334\371\021\131

\316\161\177\100\233\212\252\044\337\013\102\342\333\126\274\112

\322\245\014\233\267\103\076\335\203\323\046\020\002\317\352\043

\304\111\116\345\323\351\264\210\253\014\256\142\222\324\145\207

\331\152\327\364\205\237\344\063\042\045\245\345\310\063\272\303

\307\101\334\137\306\152\314\000\016\155\062\250\266\207\066\000

\142\167\233\036\037\064\313\220\074\170\210\164\005\353\171\365

\223\161\145\312\235\307\153\030\055\075\134\116\347\325\370\077

\061\175\217\207\354\012\042\057\043\351\376\273\175\311\340\364

\354\353\174\304\260\303\055\142\265\232\161\326\261\152\350\354

\331\355\325\162\354\276\127\001\316\005\125\237\336\321\140\210

\020\263\002\003\001\000\001\243\066\060\064\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\021\006\003

\125\035\016\004\012\004\010\104\152\225\147\125\171\021\117\060

\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202

\001\001\000\125\324\124\321\131\110\134\263\223\205\252\277\143

\057\344\200\316\064\243\064\142\076\366\330\356\147\210\061\004

\003\157\013\324\007\373\116\165\017\323\056\323\300\027\307\306

\050\354\006\015\021\044\016\016\245\135\277\214\262\023\226\161

\334\324\316\016\015\012\150\062\154\271\101\061\031\253\261\007
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\173\115\230\323\134\260\321\360\247\102\240\265\304\216\257\376

\361\077\364\357\117\106\000\166\353\002\373\371\235\322\100\226

\307\210\072\270\237\021\171\363\200\145\250\275\037\323\170\201

\240\121\114\067\264\246\135\045\160\321\146\311\150\371\056\021

\024\150\361\124\230\010\254\046\222\017\336\211\236\324\372\263

\171\053\322\243\171\324\354\213\254\207\123\150\102\114\121\121

\164\036\033\047\056\343\365\037\051\164\115\355\257\367\341\222

\231\201\350\276\072\307\027\120\366\267\306\374\233\260\212\153

\326\210\003\221\217\006\167\072\205\002\335\230\325\103\170\077

\306\060\025\254\233\153\313\127\267\211\121\213\072\350\311\204

\014\333\261\120\040\012\032\112\272\152\032\275\354\033\310\305

\204\232\315

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "A-Trust-nQual-03"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-nQual-03,OU=A-Trust-nQual-03,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number: 93214 (0x16c1e)

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-nQual-03,OU=A-Trust-nQual-03,O=A-Trust Ges. f. Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 17 22:00:00 2005

# Not Valid After: Mon Aug 17 22:00:00 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 49:63:ae:27:f4:d5:95:3d:d8:db:24:86:b8:9c:07:53

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d3:c0:63:f2:19:ed:07:3e:34:ad:5d:75:0b:32:76:29:ff:d5:9a:f2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-nQual-03"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\323\300\143\362\031\355\007\076\064\255\135\165\013\062\166\051

\377\325\232\362

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\111\143\256\047\364\325\225\075\330\333\044\206\270\234\007\123

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\215\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\012\014\077\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\040\107\145\163\056\040\146\056\040\123\151\143\150\145

\162\150\145\151\164\163\163\171\163\164\145\155\145\040\151\155

\040\145\154\145\153\164\162\056\040\104\141\164\145\156\166\145

\162\153\145\150\162\040\107\155\142\110\061\031\060\027\006\003

\125\004\013\014\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165
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\141\154\055\060\063\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\014\020

\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\001\154\036

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CertRSA01"

# Issuer: CN=CertRSA01,OU=ROOTCA,O=KISA,C=KR

# Serial Number: 3 (0x3)

# Subject: CN=CertRSA01,OU=ROOTCA,O=KISA,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 02 15:00:00 2000

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 03 14:59:59 2010

# Fingerprint (MD5): 9f:6c:1f:0f:07:ac:19:21:f9:15:bb:d5:c7:2c:d8:2a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f5:c2:7c:f5:ff:f3:02:9a:cf:1a:1a:4b:ec:7e:e1:96:4c:77:d7:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CertRSA01"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\122\117\117\124\103\101\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\122\123

\101\060\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\122\117\117\124\103\101\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\122\123

\101\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\003

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\112\060\202\003\062\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\003

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\015
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\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101\061\017\060

\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\122\117\117\124\103\101\061\022

\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\122\123\101

\060\061\060\036\027\015\060\060\060\063\060\062\061\065\060\060

\060\060\132\027\015\061\060\060\063\060\063\061\064\065\071\065

\071\132\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113

\122\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\122\117\117\124\103

\101\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164

\122\123\101\060\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\316\317\355\341\350\126\035\311\113\062

\140\233\052\267\227\207\141\006\064\150\313\027\256\300\170\305

\306\021\133\113\174\227\253\271\154\116\057\000\366\123\054\351

\341\234\132\220\152\075\172\070\070\065\132\255\034\012\131\205

\273\365\143\147\011\023\351\046\117\330\074\135\357\123\102\336

\105\142\344\076\315\162\244\372\263\300\340\037\216\224\342\145

\055\125\301\025\222\054\157\363\103\324\065\005\005\064\067\240

\054\264\163\133\361\047\046\224\232\365\272\022\314\372\170\065

\242\255\124\325\146\217\021\352\246\031\115\327\023\065\124\173

\221\227\003\107\143\260\251\017\150\276\322\364\236\352\215\265

\173\104\265\271\055\070\311\000\343\345\277\306\165\211\003\231

\377\214\113\010\017\302\005\061\244\115\027\021\316\303\165\017

\153\260\137\320\254\206\255\175\351\240\210\271\306\022\326\300

\072\054\322\157\154\047\035\252\377\105\233\306\003\020\002\151

\371\006\357\237\042\240\070\070\202\310\044\021\254\241\236\217

\115\276\170\137\337\272\077\203\003\175\121\243\370\307\135\250

\221\150\037\036\162\335\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\001\113\060

\202\001\107\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\377\212

\106\162\063\130\350\110\210\042\252\027\150\332\026\110\011\213

\065\221\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\377

\212\106\162\063\130\350\110\210\042\252\027\150\332\026\110\011

\213\065\221\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\025\006\003\125\035\040\004\016\060\014\060\012

\006\010\052\203\032\214\232\104\002\001\060\060\006\003\125\035

\021\004\051\060\047\244\045\060\043\061\041\060\037\006\003\125

\004\003\014\030\355\225\234\352\265\255\354\240\225\353\263\264

\353\263\264\355\230\270\354\204\274\355\204\260\060\060\006\003

\125\035\022\004\051\060\047\244\045\060\043\061\041\060\037\006

\003\125\004\003\014\030\355\225\234\352\265\255\354\240\225\353

\263\264\353\263\264\355\230\270\354\204\274\355\204\260\060\022

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002

\001\001\060\014\006\003\125\035\044\004\005\060\003\200\001\000

\060\130\006\003\125\035\037\004\121\060\117\060\115\240\113\240

\111\206\107\154\144\141\160\072\057\057\144\151\162\163\171\163

\056\162\157\157\164\143\141\056\157\162\056\153\162\072\063\070

\071\057\103\116\075\122\117\117\124\055\122\123\101\055\103\122

\114\054\040\117\125\075\122\117\117\124\103\101\054\040\117\075
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\113\111\123\101\054\040\103\075\113\122\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\054\074

\244\043\154\102\370\211\050\107\120\174\343\346\347\043\055\066

\066\306\210\052\221\230\373\036\174\017\253\235\021\255\165\254

\344\134\153\061\021\164\063\142\157\324\006\221\021\306\162\164

\230\057\260\142\373\064\051\257\024\362\306\144\340\277\253\313

\127\271\141\234\363\142\115\063\171\327\146\052\121\314\334\000

\124\005\001\126\176\214\266\216\023\364\055\231\121\341\232\170

\274\125\121\112\111\332\133\013\202\373\103\075\332\315\223\011

\313\265\243\011\303\260\175\131\110\242\233\330\373\067\303\157

\016\067\352\005\227\277\322\156\241\310\350\303\373\363\255\062

\310\125\222\064\102\340\324\022\345\324\355\041\212\347\230\222

\377\134\327\245\146\252\277\361\072\174\055\302\340\125\065\005

\332\221\152\007\123\321\205\261\224\307\046\015\033\150\051\010

\301\041\223\017\153\242\140\270\123\257\104\331\144\135\323\156

\233\204\022\170\061\030\332\163\277\254\044\370\253\055\277\016

\176\272\173\011\312\132\211\250\054\122\314\114\164\255\331\137

\263\267\326\005\367\101\137\161\345\146\031\006\045\171

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CertRSA01"

# Issuer: CN=CertRSA01,OU=ROOTCA,O=KISA,C=KR

# Serial Number: 3 (0x3)

# Subject: CN=CertRSA01,OU=ROOTCA,O=KISA,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 02 15:00:00 2000

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 03 14:59:59 2010

# Fingerprint (MD5): 9f:6c:1f:0f:07:ac:19:21:f9:15:bb:d5:c7:2c:d8:2a

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f5:c2:7c:f5:ff:f3:02:9a:cf:1a:1a:4b:ec:7e:e1:96:4c:77:d7:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CertRSA01"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\365\302\174\365\377\363\002\232\317\032\032\113\354\176\341\226

\114\167\327\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\237\154\037\017\007\254\031\041\371\025\273\325\307\054\330\052

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\101\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101\061\017

\060\015\006\003\125\004\013\023\006\122\117\117\124\103\101\061
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\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\003\023\011\103\145\162\164\122\123

\101\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\003

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "KISA RootCA 1"

# Issuer: CN=KISA RootCA 1,OU=Korea Certification Authority Central,O=KISA,C=KR

# Serial Number: 4 (0x4)

# Subject: CN=KISA RootCA 1,OU=Korea Certification Authority Central,O=KISA,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 24 08:05:46 2005

# Not Valid After: Sun Aug 24 08:05:46 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 68:9b:17:c6:54:e0:e0:e0:99:55:16:42:f7:5a:86:d8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 02:72:68:29:3e:5f:5d:17:aa:a4:b3:c3:e6:36:1e:1f:92:57:5e:aa

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "KISA RootCA 1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\113\111\123\101\061\056

\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\014\045\113\157\162\145\141\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\154\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\113\111\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\113\111\123\101\061\056

\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\014\045\113\157\162\145\141\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\154\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\113\111\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\004

END
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CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\163\060\202\002\133\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\004

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\015

\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\113\111\123\101\061\056\060

\054\006\003\125\004\013\014\045\113\157\162\145\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\154\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\113\111\123\101\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\061\060\036\027\015\060\065\060\070\062\064\060

\070\060\065\064\066\132\027\015\062\065\060\070\062\064\060\070

\060\065\064\066\132\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\113\122\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\113

\111\123\101\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\014\045\113\157

\162\145\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164

\162\141\154\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\113\111

\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\061\060\202\001\040\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001\001\000\274\004\344\372

\023\071\360\064\226\040\153\154\150\273\372\333\167\377\047\367

\254\354\057\347\375\360\177\155\157\214\052\315\045\011\133\044

\364\241\150\374\050\354\311\045\342\254\355\336\310\063\204\365

\260\245\011\072\247\261\107\110\305\314\117\214\171\234\371\006

\127\175\335\356\070\366\317\024\262\234\352\323\300\135\167\142

\360\107\015\271\032\100\123\134\144\160\257\010\132\300\367\317

\165\371\154\215\144\050\036\040\376\267\033\031\323\132\146\203

\162\342\260\233\275\323\045\025\015\062\157\144\067\224\205\106

\310\162\276\167\325\156\037\050\057\307\151\355\347\203\211\063

\130\323\336\240\277\100\350\103\120\356\334\115\153\274\245\352

\246\310\141\216\365\303\144\257\006\025\334\051\213\077\165\214

\274\161\104\333\374\255\265\027\035\155\211\203\317\306\063\275

\277\105\242\376\012\237\243\021\137\017\271\037\234\032\302\106

\314\234\050\146\237\160\046\074\056\337\252\200\376\214\305\004

\011\045\117\315\223\107\074\067\352\002\147\222\376\374\042\044

\134\254\322\054\340\134\001\063\212\301\031\333\002\001\003\243

\062\060\060\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\277\266

\047\330\003\132\166\145\114\141\001\101\126\061\345\213\173\072

\331\314\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003

\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\023\257\121\013\336\212\152\133\346

\232\012\310\261\220\112\116\241\002\235\314\210\322\253\146\275

\075\354\273\261\102\225\152\262\134\132\377\241\143\144\226\251

\150\025\177\045\136\212\370\244\163\301\200\212\205\012\016\122

\350\062\347\105\370\116\145\200\221\231\164\103\345\105\235\111

\052\360\224\225\335\351\341\060\322\023\156\311\116\261\167\345

\004\317\255\132\036\224\011\132\327\074\010\034\256\172\351\024

\062\301\105\255\322\046\110\162\254\250\101\332\360\041\207\071
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\136\337\374\144\377\141\164\052\234\331\233\213\137\302\067\223

\330\243\067\057\073\223\153\262\033\007\247\177\011\120\357\323

\072\276\041\153\212\220\073\047\112\121\116\153\236\234\207\235

\370\170\220\061\355\021\047\306\250\131\276\374\030\013\373\216

\176\056\102\341\355\347\011\041\275\271\023\305\126\147\364\046

\246\102\103\220\104\124\264\161\233\166\344\032\022\254\032\050

\000\337\233\301\325\370\333\134\243\370\222\261\275\264\324\371

\120\331\000\002\117\333\203\320\021\117\244\102\126\141\072\176

\023\062\323\204\037\311\272

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "KISA RootCA 1"

# Issuer: CN=KISA RootCA 1,OU=Korea Certification Authority Central,O=KISA,C=KR

# Serial Number: 4 (0x4)

# Subject: CN=KISA RootCA 1,OU=Korea Certification Authority Central,O=KISA,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Aug 24 08:05:46 2005

# Not Valid After: Sun Aug 24 08:05:46 2025

# Fingerprint (MD5): 68:9b:17:c6:54:e0:e0:e0:99:55:16:42:f7:5a:86:d8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 02:72:68:29:3e:5f:5d:17:aa:a4:b3:c3:e6:36:1e:1f:92:57:5e:aa

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "KISA RootCA 1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\162\150\051\076\137\135\027\252\244\263\303\346\066\036\037

\222\127\136\252

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\150\233\027\306\124\340\340\340\231\125\026\102\367\132\206\330

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\014\004\113\111\123\101\061\056

\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\014\045\113\157\162\145\141\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\154\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\014\015\113\111\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\004

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "KISA RootCA 3"

# Issuer: CN=KISA RootCA 3,OU=Korea Certification Authority Central,O=KISA,C=KR

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=KISA RootCA 3,OU=Korea Certification Authority Central,O=KISA,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 19 06:39:51 2004

# Not Valid After: Wed Nov 19 06:39:51 2014

# Fingerprint (MD5): 93:eb:36:13:0b:c1:54:f1:3e:75:05:e5:e0:1c:d4:37

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5f:4e:1f:cf:31:b7:91:3b:85:0b:54:f6:e5:ff:50:1a:2b:6f:c6:cf

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "KISA RootCA 3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101\061\056

\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\113\157\162\145\141\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\154\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\113\111\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101\061\056

\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\113\157\162\145\141\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\154\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\113\111\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\122\060\202\004\072\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\002

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061\015

\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101\061\056\060

\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\113\157\162\145\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150
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\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\154\061\026\060

\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\113\111\123\101\040\122\157\157

\164\103\101\040\063\060\036\027\015\060\064\061\061\061\071\060

\066\063\071\065\061\132\027\015\061\064\061\061\061\071\060\066

\063\071\065\061\132\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\113\122\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113

\111\123\101\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\113\157

\162\145\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157

\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164

\162\141\154\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\113\111

\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\040\063\060\202\001\040\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\015\000\060\202\001\010\002\202\001\001\000\336\272\355\027

\145\256\321\275\112\075\254\333\200\162\314\130\341\347\341\223

\332\314\060\172\317\357\013\256\055\247\103\253\277\247\102\317

\010\126\010\244\107\035\175\372\206\357\330\060\227\046\064\141

\074\200\016\370\324\353\237\374\042\060\033\241\155\076\343\114

\322\125\116\026\100\067\302\366\007\156\333\007\265\245\214\226

\201\342\233\134\176\224\141\310\316\204\074\261\372\000\346\162

\323\011\205\167\351\334\136\041\117\264\344\116\364\342\027\253

\120\257\034\377\241\071\130\165\133\022\262\226\271\215\360\160

\142\110\133\126\050\052\245\207\221\066\271\036\044\365\271\272

\173\266\122\121\133\027\132\140\005\154\234\302\346\306\214\076

\371\352\335\074\214\377\211\336\103\160\254\035\270\361\165\315

\070\312\123\015\107\150\152\306\074\030\312\275\341\264\276\016

\364\320\343\322\023\372\260\121\021\021\324\101\253\350\364\071

\216\341\064\204\117\013\223\252\152\070\374\345\306\170\107\256

\166\027\372\241\200\067\006\000\025\010\375\153\043\216\372\162

\015\225\326\113\142\261\150\302\335\064\233\135\002\001\003\243

\202\002\017\060\202\002\013\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030

\060\026\200\024\217\201\360\332\246\315\164\074\276\146\364\025

\153\106\244\376\006\050\314\252\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\217\201\360\332\246\315\164\074\276\146\364\025\153

\106\244\376\006\050\314\252\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\202\001\056\006\003\125\035\040

\004\202\001\045\060\202\001\041\060\202\001\035\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\202\001\023\060\060\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\001\026\044\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\162

\157\157\164\143\141\056\157\162\056\153\162\057\162\143\141\057

\143\160\163\056\150\164\155\154\060\201\336\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\002\002\060\201\321\036\201\316\307\164\000\040\307

\170\311\235\301\034\262\224\000\040\254\365\307\170\307\170\311

\235\301\034\307\205\262\310\262\344\000\050\000\124\000\150\000

\151\000\163\000\040\000\143\000\145\000\162\000\164\000\151\000

\146\000\151\000\143\000\141\000\164\000\145\000\040\000\151\000

\163\000\040\000\141\000\143\000\143\000\162\000\145\000\144\000

\151\000\164\000\145\000\144\000\040\000\165\000\156\000\144\000

\145\000\162\000\040\000\105\000\154\000\145\000\143\000\164\000
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\162\000\157\000\156\000\151\000\143\000\040\000\123\000\151\000

\147\000\156\000\141\000\164\000\165\000\162\000\145\000\040\000

\101\000\143\000\164\000\040\000\157\000\146\000\040\000\164\000

\150\000\145\000\040\000\122\000\145\000\160\000\165\000\142\000

\154\000\151\000\143\000\040\000\157\000\146\000\040\000\113\000

\157\000\162\000\145\000\141\000\051\060\063\006\003\125\035\021

\004\054\060\052\244\050\060\046\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\014\033\355\225\234\352\265\255\354\240\225\353\263\264\353

\263\264\355\230\270\354\247\204\355\235\245\354\233\220\060\063

\006\003\125\035\022\004\054\060\052\244\050\060\046\061\044\060

\042\006\003\125\004\003\014\033\355\225\234\352\265\255\354\240

\225\353\263\264\353\263\264\355\230\270\354\247\204\355\235\245

\354\233\220\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\014\006\003\125\035\044\004\005\060\003\200

\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\317\326\367\016\375\260\214\156\005\025

\216\250\134\053\262\132\321\036\127\246\136\030\252\202\021\010

\374\231\267\133\247\343\310\322\242\323\371\044\064\367\343\344

\256\211\124\107\323\151\111\311\200\301\021\353\342\051\307\366

\006\213\137\272\342\136\317\253\303\316\317\356\222\045\334\237

\071\036\016\003\364\336\220\133\241\160\231\134\307\163\116\311

\244\165\111\173\045\241\237\202\222\215\115\354\141\305\014\062

\247\307\070\070\200\125\072\052\203\035\234\144\171\271\015\247

\065\112\150\357\217\377\005\330\272\116\126\141\330\370\112\160

\230\010\226\223\330\140\307\072\354\137\237\035\053\065\117\110

\024\241\232\273\157\356\322\003\206\123\361\020\307\007\124\142

\136\066\216\342\034\053\035\027\115\346\365\132\357\212\272\202

\350\167\331\050\021\176\067\207\112\224\012\311\100\351\065\245

\072\373\144\076\362\137\026\172\363\166\327\316\356\077\104\035

\105\252\137\021\252\123\034\072\037\122\121\142\124\017\243\220

\065\317\115\157\272\307\276\054\011\361\065\370\001\273\044\335

\060\274\110\017\356\331

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "KISA RootCA 3"

# Issuer: CN=KISA RootCA 3,OU=Korea Certification Authority Central,O=KISA,C=KR

# Serial Number: 2 (0x2)

# Subject: CN=KISA RootCA 3,OU=Korea Certification Authority Central,O=KISA,C=KR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 19 06:39:51 2004

# Not Valid After: Wed Nov 19 06:39:51 2014

# Fingerprint (MD5): 93:eb:36:13:0b:c1:54:f1:3e:75:05:e5:e0:1c:d4:37

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5f:4e:1f:cf:31:b7:91:3b:85:0b:54:f6:e5:ff:50:1a:2b:6f:c6:cf

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "KISA RootCA 3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\137\116\037\317\061\267\221\073\205\013\124\366\345\377\120\032

\053\157\306\317

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\223\353\066\023\013\301\124\361\076\165\005\345\340\034\324\067

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\113\122\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\012\023\004\113\111\123\101\061\056

\060\054\006\003\125\004\013\023\045\113\157\162\145\141\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\103\145\156\164\162\141\154\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\113\111\123\101\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\040\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "NetLock Minositett Kozjegyzoi (Class QA) Tanusitvanykiado"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@netlock.hu,CN=NetLock Minositett Kozjegyzoi (Class QA)

Tanusitvanykiado,OU=Tanusitvanykiadok,O=NetLock Halozatbiztonsagi Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number: 123 (0x7b)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@netlock.hu,CN=NetLock Minositett Kozjegyzoi (Class QA)

Tanusitvanykiado,OU=Tanusitvanykiadok,O=NetLock Halozatbiztonsagi Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Sun Mar 30 01:47:11 2003

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 15 01:47:11 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): d4:80:65:68:24:f9:89:22:28:db:f5:a4:9a:17:8f:14

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 01:68:97:e1:a0:b8:f2:c3:b1:34:66:5c:20:a7:27:b7:a1:58:e2:8f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Minositett Kozjegyzoi (Class QA) Tanusitvanykiado"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\311\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\116\145
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\164\114\157\143\153\040\110\141\154\157\172\141\164\142\151\172

\164\157\156\163\141\147\151\040\113\146\164\056\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\013\023\021\124\141\156\165\163\151\164\166\141

\156\171\153\151\141\144\157\153\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\023\071\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\115\151\156\157\163

\151\164\145\164\164\040\113\157\172\152\145\147\171\172\157\151

\040\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\121\101\051\040\124\141\156\165

\163\151\164\166\141\156\171\153\151\141\144\157\061\036\060\034

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\017\151\156\146

\157\100\156\145\164\154\157\143\153\056\150\165

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\311\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\110\141\154\157\172\141\164\142\151\172

\164\157\156\163\141\147\151\040\113\146\164\056\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\013\023\021\124\141\156\165\163\151\164\166\141

\156\171\153\151\141\144\157\153\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\023\071\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\115\151\156\157\163

\151\164\145\164\164\040\113\157\172\152\145\147\171\172\157\151

\040\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\121\101\051\040\124\141\156\165

\163\151\164\166\141\156\171\153\151\141\144\157\061\036\060\034

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\017\151\156\146

\157\100\156\145\164\154\157\143\153\056\150\165

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\173

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\321\060\202\005\271\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\173

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\311\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061

\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160\145

\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\116\145\164

\114\157\143\153\040\110\141\154\157\172\141\164\142\151\172\164

\157\156\163\141\147\151\040\113\146\164\056\061\032\060\030\006

\003\125\004\013\023\021\124\141\156\165\163\151\164\166\141\156

\171\153\151\141\144\157\153\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003

\023\071\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\115\151\156\157\163\151

\164\145\164\164\040\113\157\172\152\145\147\171\172\157\151\040

\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\121\101\051\040\124\141\156\165\163

\151\164\166\141\156\171\153\151\141\144\157\061\036\060\034\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\017\151\156\146\157

\100\156\145\164\154\157\143\153\056\150\165\060\036\027\015\060

\063\060\063\063\060\060\061\064\067\061\061\132\027\015\062\062

\061\062\061\065\060\061\064\067\061\061\132\060\201\311\061\013
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\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125\061\021\060\017\006

\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160\145\163\164\061\047

\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\116\145\164\114\157\143\153

\040\110\141\154\157\172\141\164\142\151\172\164\157\156\163\141

\147\151\040\113\146\164\056\061\032\060\030\006\003\125\004\013

\023\021\124\141\156\165\163\151\164\166\141\156\171\153\151\141

\144\157\153\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004\003\023\071\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\115\151\156\157\163\151\164\145\164\164

\040\113\157\172\152\145\147\171\172\157\151\040\050\103\154\141

\163\163\040\121\101\051\040\124\141\156\165\163\151\164\166\141

\156\171\153\151\141\144\157\061\036\060\034\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\017\151\156\146\157\100\156\145\164

\154\157\143\153\056\150\165\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060

\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\307\122\045\262\330\075\324\204

\125\011\247\033\275\154\271\024\364\212\002\333\166\374\152\052

\170\253\345\167\360\156\340\214\043\147\333\245\144\231\271\335

\001\076\157\357\055\232\074\042\360\135\311\127\240\125\101\177

\362\103\136\130\202\123\061\145\316\036\362\046\272\000\124\036

\257\260\274\034\344\122\214\240\062\257\267\067\261\123\147\150

\164\147\120\366\055\056\144\336\256\046\171\337\337\231\206\253

\253\177\205\354\240\373\200\314\364\270\014\036\223\105\143\271

\334\270\133\233\355\133\071\324\137\142\260\247\216\174\146\070

\054\252\261\010\143\027\147\175\314\275\263\361\303\077\317\120

\071\355\321\031\203\025\333\207\022\047\226\267\332\352\345\235

\274\272\352\071\117\213\357\164\232\347\305\320\322\352\206\121

\034\344\376\144\010\050\004\171\005\353\312\305\161\016\013\357

\253\352\354\022\021\241\030\005\062\151\321\014\054\032\075\045

\231\077\265\174\312\155\260\256\231\231\372\010\140\347\031\302

\362\275\121\323\314\323\002\254\301\021\014\200\316\253\334\224

\235\153\243\071\123\072\326\205\002\003\000\305\175\243\202\002

\300\060\202\002\274\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\004\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\202\002\165\006\011\140

\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\015\004\202\002\146\026\202\002\142

\106\111\107\131\105\114\105\115\041\040\105\172\145\156\040\164

\141\156\165\163\151\164\166\141\156\171\040\141\040\116\145\164

\114\157\143\153\040\113\146\164\056\040\115\151\156\157\163\151

\164\145\164\164\040\123\172\157\154\147\141\154\164\141\164\141

\163\151\040\123\172\141\142\141\154\171\172\141\164\141\142\141

\156\040\154\145\151\162\164\040\145\154\152\141\162\141\163\157

\153\040\141\154\141\160\152\141\156\040\153\145\163\172\165\154

\164\056\040\101\040\155\151\156\157\163\151\164\145\164\164\040

\145\154\145\153\164\162\157\156\151\153\165\163\040\141\154\141

\151\162\141\163\040\152\157\147\150\141\164\141\163\040\145\162

\166\145\156\171\145\163\165\154\145\163\145\156\145\153\054\040

\166\141\154\141\155\151\156\164\040\145\154\146\157\147\141\144

\141\163\141\156\141\153\040\146\145\154\164\145\164\145\154\145
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\040\141\040\115\151\156\157\163\151\164\145\164\164\040\123\172

\157\154\147\141\154\164\141\164\141\163\151\040\123\172\141\142

\141\154\171\172\141\164\142\141\156\054\040\141\172\040\101\154

\164\141\154\141\156\157\163\040\123\172\145\162\172\157\144\145

\163\151\040\106\145\154\164\145\164\145\154\145\153\142\145\156

\040\145\154\157\151\162\164\040\145\154\154\145\156\157\162\172

\145\163\151\040\145\154\152\141\162\141\163\040\155\145\147\164

\145\164\145\154\145\056\040\101\040\144\157\153\165\155\145\156

\164\165\155\157\153\040\155\145\147\164\141\154\141\154\150\141

\164\157\153\040\141\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167

\167\056\156\145\164\154\157\143\153\056\150\165\057\144\157\143

\163\057\040\143\151\155\145\156\040\166\141\147\171\040\153\145

\162\150\145\164\157\153\040\141\172\040\151\156\146\157\100\156

\145\164\154\157\143\153\056\156\145\164\040\145\055\155\141\151

\154\040\143\151\155\145\156\056\040\127\101\122\116\111\116\107

\041\040\124\150\145\040\151\163\163\165\141\156\143\145\040\141

\156\144\040\164\150\145\040\165\163\145\040\157\146\040\164\150

\151\163\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\141

\162\145\040\163\165\142\152\145\143\164\040\164\157\040\164\150

\145\040\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\121\165\141\154\151\146

\151\145\144\040\103\120\123\040\141\166\141\151\154\141\142\154

\145\040\141\164\040\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\167\167\167

\056\156\145\164\154\157\143\153\056\150\165\057\144\157\143\163

\057\040\157\162\040\142\171\040\145\055\155\141\151\154\040\141

\164\040\151\156\146\157\100\156\145\164\154\157\143\153\056\156

\145\164\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\011\152\142

\026\222\260\132\273\125\016\313\165\062\072\062\345\262\041\311

\050\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\221\152\120\234\333\170\201\233\077\213\102

\343\073\374\246\303\356\103\340\317\363\342\200\065\111\105\166

\002\342\343\057\005\305\361\052\347\300\101\063\306\266\233\320

\063\071\315\300\333\241\255\154\067\002\114\130\101\073\362\227

\222\306\110\250\315\345\212\071\211\141\371\122\227\351\275\366

\371\224\164\350\161\016\274\167\206\303\006\314\132\174\112\176

\064\120\060\056\373\177\062\232\215\075\363\040\133\370\152\312

\206\363\061\114\054\131\200\002\175\376\070\311\060\165\034\267

\125\343\274\237\272\250\155\204\050\005\165\263\213\015\300\221

\124\041\347\246\013\264\231\365\121\101\334\315\243\107\042\331

\307\001\201\304\334\107\117\046\352\037\355\333\315\015\230\364

\243\234\264\163\062\112\226\231\376\274\177\310\045\130\370\130

\363\166\146\211\124\244\246\076\304\120\134\272\211\030\202\165

\110\041\322\117\023\350\140\176\007\166\333\020\265\121\346\252

\271\150\252\315\366\235\220\165\022\352\070\032\312\104\350\267

\231\247\052\150\225\146\225\253\255\357\211\313\140\251\006\022

\306\224\107\351\050

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "NetLock Minositett Kozjegyzoi (Class QA) Tanusitvanykiado"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@netlock.hu,CN=NetLock Minositett Kozjegyzoi (Class QA)

Tanusitvanykiado,OU=Tanusitvanykiadok,O=NetLock Halozatbiztonsagi Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Serial Number: 123 (0x7b)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@netlock.hu,CN=NetLock Minositett Kozjegyzoi (Class QA)

Tanusitvanykiado,OU=Tanusitvanykiadok,O=NetLock Halozatbiztonsagi Kft.,L=Budapest,C=HU

# Not Valid Before: Sun Mar 30 01:47:11 2003

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 15 01:47:11 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): d4:80:65:68:24:f9:89:22:28:db:f5:a4:9a:17:8f:14

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 01:68:97:e1:a0:b8:f2:c3:b1:34:66:5c:20:a7:27:b7:a1:58:e2:8f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "NetLock Minositett Kozjegyzoi (Class QA) Tanusitvanykiado"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\001\150\227\341\240\270\362\303\261\064\146\134\040\247\047\267

\241\130\342\217

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\324\200\145\150\044\371\211\042\050\333\365\244\232\027\217\024

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\311\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\110\125

\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\165\144\141\160

\145\163\164\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\116\145

\164\114\157\143\153\040\110\141\154\157\172\141\164\142\151\172

\164\157\156\163\141\147\151\040\113\146\164\056\061\032\060\030

\006\003\125\004\013\023\021\124\141\156\165\163\151\164\166\141

\156\171\153\151\141\144\157\153\061\102\060\100\006\003\125\004

\003\023\071\116\145\164\114\157\143\153\040\115\151\156\157\163

\151\164\145\164\164\040\113\157\172\152\145\147\171\172\157\151

\040\050\103\154\141\163\163\040\121\101\051\040\124\141\156\165

\163\151\164\166\141\156\171\153\151\141\144\157\061\036\060\034

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\017\151\156\146

\157\100\156\145\164\154\157\143\153\056\150\165

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\173

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "A-CERT ADVANCED"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@a-cert.at,CN=A-CERT ADVANCED,OU=A-CERT Certification

Service,O=ARGE DATEN - Austrian Society for Data Protection,L=Vienna,ST=Austria,C=AT

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@a-cert.at,CN=A-CERT ADVANCED,OU=A-CERT Certification

Service,O=ARGE DATEN - Austrian Society for Data Protection,L=Vienna,ST=Austria,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Sat Oct 23 14:14:14 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Oct 23 14:14:14 2011

# Fingerprint (MD5): b4:4a:db:e8:59:16:46:1e:5a:d8:6e:da:06:43:52:62

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 29:64:b6:86:13:5b:5d:fd:dd:32:53:a8:9b:bc:24:d7:4b:08:c6:4d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-CERT ADVANCED"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\314\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145

\156\156\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122

\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040

\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\101\055\103\105\122\124

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023

\017\101\055\103\105\122\124\040\101\104\126\101\116\103\105\104

\061\035\060\033\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\016\151\156\146\157\100\141\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\314\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145

\156\156\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122

\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040

\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\101\055\103\105\122\124

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023

\017\101\055\103\105\122\124\040\101\104\126\101\116\103\105\104

\061\035\060\033\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\016\151\156\146\157\100\141\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\323\060\202\005\273\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\314\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164\162\151

\141\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145\156

\156\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122\107

\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162\151

\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040\104

\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061\045

\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\101\055\103\105\122\124\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145

\162\166\151\143\145\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023\017

\101\055\103\105\122\124\040\101\104\126\101\116\103\105\104\061

\035\060\033\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\016

\151\156\146\157\100\141\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164\060\036

\027\015\060\064\061\060\062\063\061\064\061\064\061\064\132\027

\015\061\061\061\060\062\063\061\064\061\064\061\064\132\060\201

\314\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164\162\151\141

\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145\156\156

\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122\107\105

\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162\151\141

\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040\104\141

\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\101\055\103\105\122\124\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162

\166\151\143\145\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023\017\101

\055\103\105\122\124\040\101\104\126\101\116\103\105\104\061\035

\060\033\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026\016\151

\156\146\157\100\141\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\335\353

\227\043\057\246\235\376\201\140\246\312\371\001\371\223\256\375

\265\101\152\171\077\043\225\234\114\173\017\036\066\041\356\303

\322\250\305\140\163\057\242\244\260\257\271\270\256\306\152\334

\076\261\260\030\236\321\006\023\315\017\370\230\065\204\000\314

\173\341\153\345\135\033\163\244\022\336\011\025\265\365\002\133

\364\110\275\363\014\337\332\061\276\152\211\230\350\017\234\225

\073\037\257\247\230\273\154\253\255\155\277\331\025\046\057\366

\341\216\160\135\155\350\165\353\173\332\301\171\354\112\006\352

\316\374\303\100\124\124\263\134\062\170\022\365\266\131\316\147

\106\337\367\172\045\271\006\202\203\105\377\300\334\200\040\111

\133\373\164\046\267\010\317\052\151\134\203\225\265\114\363\072

\272\324\363\254\356\122\004\367\106\331\045\346\110\306\354\061
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\007\244\126\375\037\107\323\071\215\157\363\350\021\241\243\272

\332\000\064\074\050\262\262\005\131\217\010\025\171\207\267\050

\010\065\326\174\347\312\127\203\277\137\174\270\255\303\163\132

\027\040\146\043\047\035\205\244\245\224\274\013\200\023\002\003

\001\000\001\243\202\002\274\060\202\002\270\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\067\177\076\076\231\161\140\312\044\324

\221\023\171\320\164\051\264\250\044\330\060\201\371\006\003\125

\035\043\004\201\361\060\201\356\200\024\067\177\076\076\231\161

\140\312\044\324\221\023\171\320\164\051\264\250\044\330\241\201

\322\244\201\317\060\201\314\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\101\124\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101

\165\163\164\162\151\141\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023

\006\126\151\145\156\156\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012

\023\061\101\122\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101

\165\163\164\162\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040

\146\157\162\040\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164

\151\157\156\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\101\055

\103\105\122\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\030\060\026\006\003

\125\004\003\023\017\101\055\103\105\122\124\040\101\104\126\101

\116\103\105\104\061\035\060\033\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\011\001\026\016\151\156\146\157\100\141\055\143\145\162\164

\056\141\164\202\001\000\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004

\003\002\001\346\060\107\006\003\125\035\045\004\100\060\076\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\001\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\003\002\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\003\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\003\004\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003

\010\006\012\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\012\003\004\060\021\006

\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\377

\060\121\006\003\125\035\040\004\112\060\110\060\106\006\010\052

\050\000\030\001\001\001\003\060\072\060\070\006\010\053\006\001

\005\005\007\002\001\026\054\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167

\167\056\141\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164\057\143\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\055\160\157\154\151\143\171\056\150

\164\155\154\060\073\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\010

\004\056\026\054\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\141

\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164\057\143\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\055\160\157\154\151\143\171\056\150\164\155\154

\060\031\006\003\125\035\021\004\022\060\020\201\016\151\156\146

\157\100\141\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164\060\057\006\003\125

\035\022\004\050\060\046\201\016\151\156\146\157\100\141\055\143

\145\162\164\056\141\164\206\024\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167

\167\167\056\141\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164\060\105\006\003

\125\035\037\004\076\060\074\060\072\240\070\240\066\206\064\150

\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\163\145\143\165\162\145\056\141\055

\143\145\162\164\056\141\164\057\143\147\151\055\142\151\156\057

\141\055\143\145\162\164\055\141\144\166\141\156\143\145\144\056
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\143\147\151\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\045\365\042\370\037\164\155\253\275

\373\367\344\356\074\275\041\057\161\126\204\166\123\174\121\041

\101\035\154\367\045\020\050\316\014\357\150\033\160\036\110\312

\147\013\171\227\360\126\072\330\333\274\167\321\214\073\173\212

\071\101\021\314\116\072\263\102\325\367\362\060\174\007\255\172

\157\175\376\230\245\016\160\237\031\210\140\104\034\121\030\206

\034\312\253\270\105\364\132\113\203\066\004\212\301\347\354\201

\173\066\355\347\201\152\341\340\064\145\134\115\201\365\256\141

\356\375\234\213\244\274\116\310\224\066\074\054\300\324\074\326

\336\265\244\041\177\166\242\002\173\225\064\135\132\266\361\301

\102\365\134\150\247\306\171\332\103\276\076\377\055\051\043\322

\115\022\376\342\163\153\151\223\007\221\062\231\036\165\242\326

\232\300\265\372\212\337\051\067\233\262\016\275\150\306\202\307

\272\072\214\323\215\106\144\177\355\065\132\075\377\077\223\250

\071\331\301\331\365\205\243\102\373\251\333\146\371\255\154\106

\047\232\371\055\236\057\010\371\205\343\344\370\226\353\143\121

\200\032\376\121\256\101\070

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "A-CERT ADVANCED"

# Issuer: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@a-cert.at,CN=A-CERT ADVANCED,OU=A-CERT Certification

Service,O=ARGE DATEN - Austrian Society for Data Protection,L=Vienna,ST=Austria,C=AT

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1=info@a-cert.at,CN=A-CERT ADVANCED,OU=A-CERT Certification

Service,O=ARGE DATEN - Austrian Society for Data Protection,L=Vienna,ST=Austria,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Sat Oct 23 14:14:14 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Oct 23 14:14:14 2011

# Fingerprint (MD5): b4:4a:db:e8:59:16:46:1e:5a:d8:6e:da:06:43:52:62

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 29:64:b6:86:13:5b:5d:fd:dd:32:53:a8:9b:bc:24:d7:4b:08:c6:4d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-CERT ADVANCED"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\051\144\266\206\023\133\135\375\335\062\123\250\233\274\044\327

\113\010\306\115

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\264\112\333\350\131\026\106\036\132\330\156\332\006\103\122\142

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\314\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124
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\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\010\023\007\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\023\006\126\151\145

\156\156\141\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\012\023\061\101\122

\107\105\040\104\101\124\105\116\040\055\040\101\165\163\164\162

\151\141\156\040\123\157\143\151\145\164\171\040\146\157\162\040

\104\141\164\141\040\120\162\157\164\145\143\164\151\157\156\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\101\055\103\105\122\124

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123

\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\003\023

\017\101\055\103\105\122\124\040\101\104\126\101\116\103\105\104

\061\035\060\033\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\011\001\026

\016\151\156\146\157\100\141\055\143\145\162\164\056\141\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "A-Trust-Qual-01"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-Qual-01,OU=A-Trust-Qual-01,O=A-Trust Ges. für Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number: 57923 (0xe243)

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-Qual-01,OU=A-Trust-Qual-01,O=A-Trust Ges. für Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 30 23:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Nov 30 23:00:00 2014

# Fingerprint (MD5): a7:71:fd:26:fc:3c:e5:40:f1:99:06:eb:c1:93:6d:e9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e6:19:d2:5b:38:0b:7b:13:fd:a3:3e:8a:58:cd:82:d8:a8:8e:05:15

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-Qual-01"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\201\213\060\201\210\006\003\125\004\012\036\201\200\000\101

\000\055\000\124\000\162\000\165\000\163\000\164\000\040\000\107

\000\145\000\163\000\056\000\040\000\146\000\374\000\162\000\040

\000\123\000\151\000\143\000\150\000\145\000\162\000\150\000\145

\000\151\000\164\000\163\000\163\000\171\000\163\000\164\000\145

\000\155\000\145\000\040\000\151\000\155\000\040\000\145\000\154

\000\145\000\153\000\164\000\162\000\056\000\040\000\104\000\141

\000\164\000\145\000\156\000\166\000\145\000\162\000\153\000\145
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\000\150\000\162\000\040\000\107\000\155\000\142\000\110\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164

\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004

\003\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055

\060\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\201\213\060\201\210\006\003\125\004\012\036\201\200\000\101

\000\055\000\124\000\162\000\165\000\163\000\164\000\040\000\107

\000\145\000\163\000\056\000\040\000\146\000\374\000\162\000\040

\000\123\000\151\000\143\000\150\000\145\000\162\000\150\000\145

\000\151\000\164\000\163\000\163\000\171\000\163\000\164\000\145

\000\155\000\145\000\040\000\151\000\155\000\040\000\145\000\154

\000\145\000\153\000\164\000\162\000\056\000\040\000\104\000\141

\000\164\000\145\000\156\000\166\000\145\000\162\000\153\000\145

\000\150\000\162\000\040\000\107\000\155\000\142\000\110\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164

\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004

\003\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055

\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\000\342\103

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\123\060\202\003\073\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\000

\342\103\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101

\124\061\201\213\060\201\210\006\003\125\004\012\036\201\200\000

\101\000\055\000\124\000\162\000\165\000\163\000\164\000\040\000

\107\000\145\000\163\000\056\000\040\000\146\000\374\000\162\000

\040\000\123\000\151\000\143\000\150\000\145\000\162\000\150\000

\145\000\151\000\164\000\163\000\163\000\171\000\163\000\164\000

\145\000\155\000\145\000\040\000\151\000\155\000\040\000\145\000

\154\000\145\000\153\000\164\000\162\000\056\000\040\000\104\000

\141\000\164\000\145\000\156\000\166\000\145\000\162\000\153\000

\145\000\150\000\162\000\040\000\107\000\155\000\142\000\110\061

\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163

\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\030\060\026\006\003\125

\004\003\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154

\055\060\061\060\036\027\015\060\064\061\061\063\060\062\063\060

\060\060\060\132\027\015\061\064\061\061\063\060\062\063\060\060

\060\060\132\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\101\124\061\201\213\060\201\210\006\003\125\004\012\036\201

\200\000\101\000\055\000\124\000\162\000\165\000\163\000\164\000

\040\000\107\000\145\000\163\000\056\000\040\000\146\000\374\000
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\162\000\040\000\123\000\151\000\143\000\150\000\145\000\162\000

\150\000\145\000\151\000\164\000\163\000\163\000\171\000\163\000

\164\000\145\000\155\000\145\000\040\000\151\000\155\000\040\000

\145\000\154\000\145\000\153\000\164\000\162\000\056\000\040\000

\104\000\141\000\164\000\145\000\156\000\166\000\145\000\162\000

\153\000\145\000\150\000\162\000\040\000\107\000\155\000\142\000

\110\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\101\055\124\162

\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\030\060\026\006

\003\125\004\003\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165

\141\154\055\060\061\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\246\206\007\161\041\274\123\030\103\207

\175\161\242\173\002\067\064\131\135\001\142\205\131\362\350\174

\357\271\043\125\033\274\016\132\276\336\310\202\301\227\317\373

\110\375\376\107\031\106\332\261\302\064\213\274\106\322\332\225

\224\016\134\265\010\013\106\254\140\304\173\140\116\103\034\252

\300\004\141\333\063\334\266\154\011\325\316\325\012\357\020\021

\213\115\040\001\167\030\213\376\004\226\047\254\373\354\044\260

\307\265\340\323\141\360\304\365\174\331\310\306\221\041\167\020

\321\211\236\333\210\000\011\321\015\151\377\071\021\343\025\253

\115\107\051\250\061\261\332\070\106\127\110\150\137\355\216\105

\256\261\304\250\154\242\364\116\254\277\277\070\015\357\323\325

\244\357\262\111\374\161\147\224\230\074\357\377\372\046\210\157

\332\375\137\112\101\354\177\353\125\315\360\353\141\121\005\147

\137\353\277\226\042\366\064\254\173\340\215\202\374\150\007\137

\220\164\132\103\315\252\304\216\202\151\157\047\367\012\271\075

\017\275\345\040\124\120\300\003\112\030\006\007\004\324\240\314

\224\026\315\322\111\217\002\003\001\000\001\243\066\060\064\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\021\006\003\125\035\016\004\012\004\010\113\074\214\035\205

\351\157\255\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\041\113\254\230\234\314\045\030\220

\361\060\007\254\220\016\172\127\356\132\204\306\162\247\110\277

\264\362\263\367\315\227\154\205\331\370\357\035\077\011\323\126

\212\211\251\105\126\226\325\171\015\227\051\275\116\331\261\316

\101\200\012\202\307\131\332\066\177\261\322\366\121\121\121\114

\171\242\164\273\272\075\330\026\010\024\141\045\204\004\055\012

\051\204\357\120\126\367\341\000\015\023\301\261\022\142\244\363

\372\171\110\344\152\373\011\227\274\177\241\304\232\022\146\012

\325\020\261\324\002\271\361\240\225\030\170\117\353\110\032\043

\106\162\174\225\020\166\175\336\144\225\172\221\153\325\120\066

\364\044\321\076\327\256\032\060\074\326\067\200\317\332\136\142

\041\104\324\045\357\304\257\134\046\053\364\005\300\013\024\265

\246\000\060\250\104\274\310\105\230\100\372\300\060\141\111\260

\063\132\352\124\043\300\336\100\120\274\200\275\346\334\220\274

\334\266\164\155\025\263\343\272\077\002\332\065\177\354\271\051

\104\225\015\072\137\151\165\127\003\032\141\276\057\144\241\152
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\067\106\316\204\025\304\126

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "A-Trust-Qual-01"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-Qual-01,OU=A-Trust-Qual-01,O=A-Trust Ges. für Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Serial Number: 57923 (0xe243)

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-Qual-01,OU=A-Trust-Qual-01,O=A-Trust Ges. für Sicherheitssysteme im elektr.

Datenverkehr GmbH,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 30 23:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Nov 30 23:00:00 2014

# Fingerprint (MD5): a7:71:fd:26:fc:3c:e5:40:f1:99:06:eb:c1:93:6d:e9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e6:19:d2:5b:38:0b:7b:13:fd:a3:3e:8a:58:cd:82:d8:a8:8e:05:15

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-Qual-01"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\346\031\322\133\070\013\173\023\375\243\076\212\130\315\202\330

\250\216\005\025

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\247\161\375\046\374\074\345\100\361\231\006\353\301\223\155\351

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\317\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\201\213\060\201\210\006\003\125\004\012\036\201\200\000\101

\000\055\000\124\000\162\000\165\000\163\000\164\000\040\000\107

\000\145\000\163\000\056\000\040\000\146\000\374\000\162\000\040

\000\123\000\151\000\143\000\150\000\145\000\162\000\150\000\145

\000\151\000\164\000\163\000\163\000\171\000\163\000\164\000\145

\000\155\000\145\000\040\000\151\000\155\000\040\000\145\000\154

\000\145\000\153\000\164\000\162\000\056\000\040\000\104\000\141

\000\164\000\145\000\156\000\166\000\145\000\162\000\153\000\145

\000\150\000\162\000\040\000\107\000\155\000\142\000\110\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164

\055\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004

\003\023\017\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\121\165\141\154\055

\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\000\342\103

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "A-Trust-nQual-01"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-nQual-01,OU=A-Trust-nQual-01,O=A-Trust,C=AT

# Serial Number: 57922 (0xe242)

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-nQual-01,OU=A-Trust-nQual-01,O=A-Trust,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 30 23:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Nov 30 23:00:00 2014

# Fingerprint (MD5): c9:19:62:d0:da:7e:10:20:fc:a4:cd:03:80:87:2d:f5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:a4:4c:28:f3:13:e3:f9:cb:5e:7c:0a:1e:0e:0d:d2:84:37:58:ae

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-nQual-01"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\101\055\124\162\165\163

\164\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\101\055\124\162

\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156

\121\165\141\154\055\060\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\101\055\124\162\165\163

\164\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\101\055\124\162

\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156

\121\165\141\154\055\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\000\342\102

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\135\060\202\002\105\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\000

\342\102\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\101\055\124\162\165

\163\164\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\101\055\124

\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\031\060

\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055
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\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\060\036\027\015\060\064\061\061

\063\060\062\063\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\061\064\061\061\063

\060\062\063\060\060\060\060\132\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012

\023\007\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\061\031\060\027\006\003\125

\004\013\023\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141

\154\055\060\061\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101

\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\377\365\034\200\021\236\236\036\150\130\314\322\167\333\307\364

\216\147\122\120\130\272\022\244\152\073\026\367\214\163\117\114

\212\112\363\140\221\353\076\145\231\051\331\100\325\056\010\360

\376\206\326\315\145\367\335\330\062\225\007\116\215\073\046\165

\333\067\016\060\050\043\340\153\144\146\212\204\323\063\351\075

\075\333\246\201\071\346\171\031\145\357\352\130\105\377\353\214

\063\374\277\370\021\331\057\050\064\212\033\365\054\077\276\114

\266\140\225\143\231\266\022\016\367\105\121\121\317\207\034\004

\203\051\035\351\170\227\061\052\112\107\103\265\223\230\345\371

\344\254\115\367\336\034\172\356\174\152\333\133\330\360\114\237

\360\356\037\075\016\121\264\337\036\242\024\002\160\364\065\317

\254\251\123\124\173\067\330\317\106\231\310\373\054\314\072\054

\035\337\344\034\052\021\342\326\150\202\316\215\051\220\346\201

\324\054\046\176\304\362\066\137\052\123\103\111\120\277\123\153

\247\036\153\265\223\207\004\342\132\211\166\310\077\074\161\335

\234\313\177\074\306\226\315\221\372\302\076\146\115\030\272\025

\002\003\001\000\001\243\066\060\064\060\017\006\003\125\035\023

\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\021\006\003\125\035

\016\004\012\004\010\116\131\316\307\002\062\207\060\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001

\000\353\322\075\107\130\124\364\146\345\366\365\173\133\260\007

\102\225\011\002\121\100\276\375\210\267\367\230\362\235\250\271

\005\017\125\244\231\212\106\212\264\006\053\010\077\332\257\067

\327\007\215\320\172\337\235\063\240\251\036\311\374\212\106\021

\275\002\236\076\065\357\334\113\337\370\055\133\307\002\100\212

\147\047\145\136\226\371\263\116\116\227\150\362\125\345\217\031

\046\174\337\231\345\057\227\316\362\266\266\325\055\077\201\055

\140\345\132\304\174\066\230\363\015\156\360\336\143\347\350\046

\110\201\237\162\230\214\146\233\061\244\174\232\206\152\241\376

\150\176\076\042\113\365\262\152\144\331\266\056\257\375\362\261

\237\133\310\043\357\356\132\107\061\127\220\323\347\352\375\034

\272\047\320\326\005\321\130\067\327\265\241\372\005\203\127\237

\125\146\217\235\163\002\103\157\351\036\142\243\005\142\212\251

\357\264\206\221\221\256\343\124\274\064\146\044\101\215\327\366

\263\107\106\100\333\055\372\112\140\071\262\350\326\247\244\341

\065\020\165\265\376\303\122\024\013\070\336\246\131\050\221\020

\306
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "A-Trust-nQual-01"

# Issuer: CN=A-Trust-nQual-01,OU=A-Trust-nQual-01,O=A-Trust,C=AT

# Serial Number: 57922 (0xe242)

# Subject: CN=A-Trust-nQual-01,OU=A-Trust-nQual-01,O=A-Trust,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 30 23:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Nov 30 23:00:00 2014

# Fingerprint (MD5): c9:19:62:d0:da:7e:10:20:fc:a4:cd:03:80:87:2d:f5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 51:a4:4c:28:f3:13:e3:f9:cb:5e:7c:0a:1e:0e:0d:d2:84:37:58:ae

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "A-Trust-nQual-01"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\121\244\114\050\363\023\343\371\313\136\174\012\036\016\015\322

\204\067\130\256

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\311\031\142\320\332\176\020\040\374\244\315\003\200\207\055\365

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\101\055\124\162\165\163

\164\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\013\023\020\101\055\124\162

\165\163\164\055\156\121\165\141\154\055\060\061\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\101\055\124\162\165\163\164\055\156

\121\165\141\154\055\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\000\342\102

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number:98:96:8a

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 17 09:23:49 2002
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# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 16 09:15:38 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 60:84:7c:5a:ce:db:0c:d4:cb:a7:e9:fe:02:c6:a9:c0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 10:1d:fa:3f:d5:0b:cb:bb:9b:b5:60:0c:19:55:a4:1a:f4:73:3a:04

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\226\212

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\272\060\202\002\242\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\000

\230\226\212\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116

\114\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\123\164\141\141

\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145

\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\062\061

\062\061\067\060\071\062\063\064\071\132\027\015\061\065\061\062

\061\066\060\071\061\065\063\070\132\060\125\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004

\012\023\025\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144

\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061\046\060\044\006\003\125\004

\003\023\035\123\164\141\141\164\040\144\145\162\040\116\145\144

\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001

\000\230\322\265\121\021\172\201\246\024\230\161\155\276\314\347
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\023\033\326\047\016\172\263\152\030\034\266\141\132\325\141\011

\277\336\220\023\307\147\356\335\363\332\305\014\022\236\065\125

\076\054\047\210\100\153\367\334\335\042\141\365\302\307\016\365

\366\325\166\123\115\217\214\274\030\166\067\205\235\350\312\111

\307\322\117\230\023\011\242\076\042\210\234\177\326\362\020\145

\264\356\137\030\325\027\343\370\305\375\342\235\242\357\123\016

\205\167\242\017\341\060\107\356\000\347\063\175\104\147\032\013

\121\350\213\240\236\120\230\150\064\122\037\056\155\001\362\140

\105\362\061\353\251\061\150\051\273\172\101\236\306\031\177\224

\264\121\071\003\177\262\336\247\062\233\264\107\216\157\264\112

\256\345\257\261\334\260\033\141\274\231\162\336\344\211\267\172

\046\135\332\063\111\133\122\234\016\365\212\255\303\270\075\350

\006\152\302\325\052\013\154\173\204\275\126\005\313\206\145\222

\354\104\053\260\216\271\334\160\013\106\332\255\274\143\210\071

\372\333\152\376\043\372\274\344\110\364\147\053\152\021\020\041

\111\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\221\060\201\216\060\014\006\003

\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\117\006\003\125\035

\040\004\110\060\106\060\104\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\074\060

\072\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\056\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\160\153\151\157\166\145\162\150

\145\151\144\056\156\154\057\160\157\154\151\143\151\145\163\057

\162\157\157\164\055\160\157\154\151\143\171\060\016\006\003\125

\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\250\175\353\274\143\244\164\023\164\000

\354\226\340\323\064\301\054\277\154\370\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\005\204

\207\125\164\066\141\301\273\321\324\306\025\250\023\264\237\244

\376\273\356\025\264\057\006\014\051\362\250\222\244\141\015\374

\253\134\010\133\121\023\053\115\302\052\141\310\370\011\130\374

\055\002\262\071\175\231\146\201\277\156\134\225\105\040\154\346

\171\247\321\330\034\051\374\302\040\047\121\310\361\174\135\064

\147\151\205\021\060\306\000\322\327\363\323\174\266\360\061\127

\050\022\202\163\351\063\057\246\125\264\013\221\224\107\234\372

\273\172\102\062\350\256\176\055\310\274\254\024\277\331\017\331

\133\374\301\371\172\225\341\175\176\226\374\161\260\302\114\310

\337\105\064\311\316\015\362\234\144\010\320\073\303\051\305\262

\355\220\004\301\261\051\221\305\060\157\301\251\162\063\314\376

\135\026\027\054\021\151\347\176\376\305\203\010\337\274\334\042

\072\056\040\151\043\071\126\140\147\220\213\056\166\071\373\021

\210\227\366\174\275\113\270\040\026\147\005\215\342\073\301\162

\077\224\225\067\307\135\271\236\330\223\241\027\217\377\014\146

\025\301\044\174\062\174\003\035\073\241\130\105\062\223

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate
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# Trust for "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Serial Number:98:96:8a

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA,O=Staat der Nederlanden,C=NL

# Not Valid Before: Tue Dec 17 09:23:49 2002

# Not Valid After: Wed Dec 16 09:15:38 2015

# Fingerprint (MD5): 60:84:7c:5a:ce:db:0c:d4:cb:a7:e9:fe:02:c6:a9:c0

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 10:1d:fa:3f:d5:0b:cb:bb:9b:b5:60:0c:19:55:a4:1a:f4:73:3a:04

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\020\035\372\077\325\013\313\273\233\265\140\014\031\125\244\032

\364\163\072\004

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\140\204\174\132\316\333\014\324\313\247\351\376\002\306\251\300

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\125\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\116\114\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\061

\046\060\044\006\003\125\004\003\023\035\123\164\141\141\164\040

\144\145\162\040\116\145\144\145\162\154\141\156\144\145\156\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\000\230\226\212

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Serasa Certificate Authority II"

# Issuer: CN=Serasa Certificate Authority II,OU=Serasa CA II,O=Serasa S.A.,C=BR

# Serial Number:46:2b:56:c6:ef:a7:91:a0

# Subject: CN=Serasa Certificate Authority II,OU=Serasa CA II,O=Serasa S.A.,C=BR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 26 12:34:48 2004

# Not Valid After: Thu Nov 21 12:44:48 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1b:d7:5f:76:73:4c:c0:dc:98:ca:44:2b:cc:0f:78:dd

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:e2:c5:2c:e1:08:9b:ef:fd:da:db:26:dd:7c:78:2e:bc:40:37:bd

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Serasa Certificate Authority II"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\123\145\162\141\163\141

\040\123\056\101\056\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\013\023\014

\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\103\101\040\111\111\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\111\111

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\123\145\162\141\163\141

\040\123\056\101\056\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\013\023\014

\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\103\101\040\111\111\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\106\053\126\306\357\247\221\240

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\026\060\202\002\376\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\106

\053\126\306\357\247\221\240\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\102\122\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013

\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\123\056\101\056\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\013\023\014\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\103\101\040

\111\111\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\123\145\162

\141\163\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040

\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\111\111\060\036\027\015

\060\064\061\061\062\066\061\062\063\064\064\070\132\027\015\062

\064\061\061\062\061\061\062\064\064\064\070\132\060\144\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061\024\060\022\006

\003\125\004\012\023\013\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\123\056\101

\056\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\013\023\014\123\145\162\141

\163\141\040\103\101\040\111\111\061\050\060\046\006\003\125\004

\003\023\037\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\111\111\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\255\037\211\262\146\235\133\267\251\325\345\362\140

\104\204\371\224\155\342\171\135\156\300\245\256\272\061\143\240

\251\236\121\136\134\156\007\331\112\105\164\137\215\236\151\070
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\266\050\103\222\256\117\202\240\374\066\121\065\076\215\240\347

\016\051\010\014\065\267\043\075\357\113\032\016\060\130\127\100

\000\022\361\200\232\200\043\112\301\240\206\215\101\070\210\120

\163\150\361\137\123\210\224\012\021\041\305\140\264\242\140\145

\053\030\372\020\073\221\222\077\370\325\142\116\276\126\136\305

\220\205\112\065\200\256\156\073\101\014\225\022\356\247\052\003

\116\274\147\075\113\200\031\022\342\164\056\135\353\110\271\117

\073\157\074\367\302\260\037\032\104\075\233\134\300\275\272\006

\145\014\347\164\147\037\311\144\076\367\237\215\054\033\101\222

\370\035\334\251\137\220\322\123\160\065\215\004\252\044\176\364

\315\245\046\116\350\366\363\070\025\060\276\255\032\363\107\044

\217\112\120\047\047\123\376\141\232\172\134\330\154\307\117\126

\364\051\054\245\243\024\227\337\142\015\274\222\043\133\243\112

\364\072\225\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\313\060\201\310\060\047

\006\003\125\035\045\004\040\060\036\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\003\001\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\003\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\003\010\060\135\006\003\125\035\037\004\126

\060\124\060\122\240\120\240\116\206\114\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157

\144\151\147\151\164\141\154\056\143\157\155\056\142\162\057\162

\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\151\157\057\163\145\162\141\163

\141\143\141\057\143\162\154\057\123\145\162\141\163\141\103\101

\111\111\056\143\162\154\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\236\354\231\020\000\111\153\314\212\077\333\157\006\345\312

\024\030\162\223\203\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\240\013\266\247\335\315

\065\110\350\156\217\250\150\340\261\233\221\044\041\311\126\351

\232\365\356\160\241\064\260\344\174\076\252\312\227\350\200\377

\142\005\344\354\100\354\331\345\234\145\133\000\231\264\242\060

\105\004\134\057\265\320\223\257\332\221\005\351\337\231\061\365

\212\204\017\045\330\147\336\051\153\034\267\110\375\266\336\223

\022\257\167\252\001\351\303\341\060\024\252\137\170\250\107\177

\324\272\122\141\061\361\031\270\333\036\053\250\211\236\306\060

\162\221\006\260\043\251\003\031\150\362\247\004\253\356\316\122

\066\140\312\110\333\123\372\234\247\174\265\365\064\057\103\176

\254\364\204\266\225\062\245\244\276\351\152\252\213\101\231\312

\002\275\022\073\347\007\321\261\362\105\247\164\247\046\344\274

\150\157\314\031\041\360\224\312\310\102\137\376\071\367\333\072

\136\063\245\233\006\252\320\062\254\310\252\176\213\261\070\210

\277\346\114\350\240\345\217\234\104\036\036\040\036\360\057\141

\252\151\206\174\325\365\267\316\311\053\305\014\335\312\267\050

\302\005\336\147\031\253\055\215\243\147

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Serasa Certificate Authority II"

# Issuer: CN=Serasa Certificate Authority II,OU=Serasa CA II,O=Serasa S.A.,C=BR

# Serial Number:46:2b:56:c6:ef:a7:91:a0

# Subject: CN=Serasa Certificate Authority II,OU=Serasa CA II,O=Serasa S.A.,C=BR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 26 12:34:48 2004

# Not Valid After: Thu Nov 21 12:44:48 2024

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1b:d7:5f:76:73:4c:c0:dc:98:ca:44:2b:cc:0f:78:dd

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:e2:c5:2c:e1:08:9b:ef:fd:da:db:26:dd:7c:78:2e:bc:40:37:bd

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Serasa Certificate Authority II"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\342\305\054\341\010\233\357\375\332\333\046\335\174\170\056

\274\100\067\275

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\033\327\137\166\163\114\300\334\230\312\104\053\314\017\170\335

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\144\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\123\145\162\141\163\141

\040\123\056\101\056\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\013\023\014

\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\103\101\040\111\111\061\050\060\046

\006\003\125\004\003\023\037\123\145\162\141\163\141\040\103\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\111\111

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\106\053\126\306\357\247\221\240

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "TDC Internet"

# Issuer: OU=TDC Internet Root CA,O=TDC Internet,C=DK

# Serial Number:3a:cc:a5:4c

# Subject: OU=TDC Internet Root CA,O=TDC Internet,C=DK

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 05 16:33:17 2001

# Not Valid After: Mon Apr 05 17:03:17 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 91:f4:03:55:20:a1:f8:63:2c:62:de:ac:fb:61:1c:8e

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 21:fc:bd:8e:7f:6c:af:05:1b:d1:b3:43:ec:a8:e7:61:47:f2:0f:8a
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TDC Internet"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\113\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\124\104\103\040\111\156

\164\145\162\156\145\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023

\024\124\104\103\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\113\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\124\104\103\040\111\156

\164\145\162\156\145\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023

\024\124\104\103\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\072\314\245\114

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\053\060\202\003\023\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\072

\314\245\114\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104

\113\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\124\104\103\040

\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004

\013\023\024\124\104\103\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\061\060\064\060

\065\061\066\063\063\061\067\132\027\015\062\061\060\064\060\065

\061\067\060\063\061\067\132\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\104\113\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023

\014\124\104\103\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\061\035\060

\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\124\104\103\040\111\156\164\145

\162\156\145\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\304\270\100

\274\221\325\143\037\327\231\240\213\014\100\036\164\267\110\235

\106\214\002\262\340\044\137\360\031\023\247\067\203\153\135\307

\216\371\204\060\316\032\073\372\373\316\213\155\043\306\303\156

\146\237\211\245\337\340\102\120\147\372\037\154\036\364\320\005

\326\277\312\326\116\344\150\140\154\106\252\034\135\143\341\007

\206\016\145\000\247\056\246\161\306\274\271\201\250\072\175\032

\322\371\321\254\113\313\316\165\257\334\173\372\201\163\324\374

\272\275\101\210\324\164\263\371\136\070\072\074\103\250\322\225
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\116\167\155\023\014\235\217\170\001\267\132\040\037\003\067\065

\342\054\333\113\053\054\170\271\111\333\304\320\307\234\234\344

\212\040\011\041\026\126\146\377\005\354\133\343\360\317\253\044

\044\136\303\177\160\172\022\304\322\265\020\240\266\041\341\215

\170\151\125\104\151\365\312\226\034\064\205\027\045\167\342\366

\057\047\230\170\375\171\006\072\242\326\132\103\301\377\354\004

\073\356\023\357\323\130\132\377\222\353\354\256\332\362\067\003

\107\101\266\227\311\055\012\101\042\273\273\346\247\002\003\001

\000\001\243\202\001\045\060\202\001\041\060\021\006\011\140\206

\110\001\206\370\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\145\006

\003\125\035\037\004\136\060\134\060\132\240\130\240\126\244\124

\060\122\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\113\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\124\104\103\040\111\156

\164\145\162\156\145\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023

\024\124\104\103\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\003\023\004

\103\122\114\061\060\053\006\003\125\035\020\004\044\060\042\200

\017\062\060\060\061\060\064\060\065\061\066\063\063\061\067\132

\201\017\062\060\062\061\060\064\060\065\061\067\060\063\061\067

\132\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\037

\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\154\144\001\307\375

\205\155\254\310\332\236\120\010\205\010\265\074\126\250\120\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\154\144\001\307\375\205

\155\254\310\332\236\120\010\205\010\265\074\126\250\120\060\014

\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\011

\052\206\110\206\366\175\007\101\000\004\020\060\016\033\010\126

\065\056\060\072\064\056\060\003\002\004\220\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\116

\103\314\321\335\035\020\033\006\177\267\244\372\323\331\115\373

\043\237\043\124\133\346\213\057\004\050\213\265\047\155\211\241

\354\230\151\334\347\215\046\203\005\171\164\354\264\271\243\227

\301\065\000\375\025\332\071\201\072\225\061\220\336\227\351\206

\250\231\167\014\345\132\240\204\377\022\026\254\156\270\215\303

\173\222\302\254\056\320\175\050\354\266\363\140\070\151\157\076

\330\004\125\076\236\314\125\322\272\376\273\107\004\327\012\331

\026\012\064\051\365\130\023\325\117\317\217\126\113\263\036\356

\323\230\171\332\010\036\014\157\270\370\026\047\357\302\157\075

\366\243\113\076\016\344\155\154\333\073\101\022\233\275\015\107

\043\177\074\112\320\257\300\257\366\357\033\265\025\304\353\203

\304\011\137\164\213\331\021\373\302\126\261\074\370\160\312\064

\215\103\100\023\214\375\231\003\124\171\306\056\352\206\241\366

\072\324\011\274\364\274\146\314\075\130\320\127\111\012\356\045

\342\101\356\023\371\233\070\064\321\000\365\176\347\224\035\374

\151\003\142\270\231\005\005\075\153\170\022\275\260\157\145

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "TDC Internet"

# Issuer: OU=TDC Internet Root CA,O=TDC Internet,C=DK

# Serial Number:3a:cc:a5:4c

# Subject: OU=TDC Internet Root CA,O=TDC Internet,C=DK

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 05 16:33:17 2001

# Not Valid After: Mon Apr 05 17:03:17 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 91:f4:03:55:20:a1:f8:63:2c:62:de:ac:fb:61:1c:8e

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 21:fc:bd:8e:7f:6c:af:05:1b:d1:b3:43:ec:a8:e7:61:47:f2:0f:8a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "TDC Internet"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\041\374\275\216\177\154\257\005\033\321\263\103\354\250\347\141

\107\362\017\212

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\221\364\003\125\040\241\370\143\054\142\336\254\373\141\034\216

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\103\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\104\113\061

\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\012\023\014\124\104\103\040\111\156

\164\145\162\156\145\164\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\013\023

\024\124\104\103\040\111\156\164\145\162\156\145\164\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\072\314\245\114

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "America Online Root Certification Authority 2"

# Issuer: CN=America Online Root Certification Authority 2,O=America Online Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=America Online Root Certification Authority 2,O=America Online Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 28 06:00:00 2002

# Not Valid After: Tue Sep 29 14:08:00 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): d6:ed:3c:ca:e2:66:0f:af:10:43:0d:77:9b:04:09:bf

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 85:b5:ff:67:9b:0c:79:96:1f:c8:6e:44:22:00:46:13:db:17:92:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE
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CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "America Online Root Certification Authority 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\101\155\145\162\151\143

\141\040\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\111\156\143\056\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\101\155\145\162\151\143\141\040

\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\101\155\145\162\151\143

\141\040\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\111\156\143\056\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\101\155\145\162\151\143\141\040

\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\244\060\202\003\214\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\034

\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\101\155\145\162\151\143\141

\040\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\111\156\143\056\061\066\060\064

\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\101\155\145\162\151\143\141\040\117

\156\154\151\156\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\062\060\065\062\070\060\066

\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\067\060\071\062\071\061\064\060

\070\060\060\132\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\125\123\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\101\155

\145\162\151\143\141\040\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\111\156\143

\056\061\066\060\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\101\155\145\162

\151\143\141\040\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165

\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\314\101\105\035\351\075

\115\020\366\214\261\101\311\340\136\313\015\267\277\107\163\323

\360\125\115\335\306\014\372\261\146\005\152\315\170\264\334\002
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\333\116\201\363\327\247\174\161\274\165\143\240\135\343\007\014

\110\354\045\304\003\040\364\377\016\073\022\377\233\215\341\306

\325\033\264\155\042\343\261\333\177\041\144\257\206\274\127\042

\052\326\107\201\127\104\202\126\123\275\206\024\001\013\374\177

\164\244\132\256\361\272\021\265\233\130\132\200\264\067\170\011

\063\174\062\107\003\134\304\245\203\110\364\127\126\156\201\066

\047\030\117\354\233\050\302\324\264\327\174\014\076\014\053\337

\312\004\327\306\216\352\130\116\250\244\245\030\034\154\105\230

\243\101\321\055\322\307\155\215\031\361\255\171\267\201\077\275

\006\202\047\055\020\130\005\265\170\005\271\057\333\014\153\220

\220\176\024\131\070\273\224\044\023\345\321\235\024\337\323\202

\115\106\360\200\071\122\062\017\343\204\262\172\103\362\136\336

\137\077\035\335\343\262\033\240\241\052\043\003\156\056\001\025

\207\134\246\165\165\307\227\141\276\336\206\334\324\110\333\275

\052\277\112\125\332\350\175\120\373\264\200\027\270\224\277\001

\075\352\332\272\174\340\130\147\027\271\130\340\210\206\106\147

\154\235\020\107\130\062\320\065\174\171\052\220\242\132\020\021

\043\065\255\057\314\344\112\133\247\310\047\362\203\336\136\273

\136\167\347\350\245\156\143\302\015\135\141\320\214\322\154\132

\041\016\312\050\243\316\052\351\225\307\110\317\226\157\035\222

\045\310\306\306\301\301\014\005\254\046\304\322\165\322\341\052

\147\300\075\133\245\232\353\317\173\032\250\235\024\105\345\017

\240\232\145\336\057\050\275\316\157\224\146\203\110\051\330\352

\145\214\257\223\331\144\237\125\127\046\277\157\313\067\061\231

\243\140\273\034\255\211\064\062\142\270\103\041\006\162\014\241

\134\155\106\305\372\051\317\060\336\211\334\161\133\335\266\067

\076\337\120\365\270\007\045\046\345\274\265\376\074\002\263\267

\370\276\103\301\207\021\224\236\043\154\027\212\270\212\047\014

\124\107\360\251\263\300\200\214\240\047\353\035\031\343\007\216

\167\160\312\053\364\175\166\340\170\147\002\003\001\000\001\243

\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\115

\105\301\150\070\273\163\251\151\241\040\347\355\365\042\241\043

\024\327\236\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\115\105\301\150\070\273\163\251\151\241\040\347\355\365\042\241

\043\024\327\236\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\147\153\006\271\137\105\073\052

\113\063\263\346\033\153\131\116\042\314\271\267\244\045\311\247

\304\360\124\226\013\144\363\261\130\117\136\121\374\262\227\173

\047\145\302\345\312\347\015\014\045\173\142\343\372\237\264\207

\267\105\106\257\203\245\227\110\214\245\275\361\026\053\233\166

\054\172\065\140\154\021\200\227\314\251\222\122\346\053\346\151

\355\251\370\066\055\054\167\277\141\110\321\143\013\271\133\122

\355\030\260\103\102\042\246\261\167\256\336\151\305\315\307\034

\241\261\245\034\020\373\030\276\032\160\335\301\222\113\276\051

\132\235\077\065\276\345\175\121\370\125\340\045\165\043\207\036

\134\334\272\235\260\254\263\151\333\027\203\311\367\336\014\274
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\010\334\221\236\250\320\327\025\067\163\245\065\270\374\176\305

\104\100\006\303\353\370\042\200\134\107\316\002\343\021\237\104

\377\375\232\062\314\175\144\121\016\353\127\046\166\072\343\036

\042\074\302\246\066\335\031\357\247\374\022\363\046\300\131\061

\205\114\234\330\317\337\244\314\314\051\223\377\224\155\166\134

\023\010\227\362\355\245\013\115\335\350\311\150\016\146\323\000

\016\063\022\133\274\225\345\062\220\250\263\306\154\203\255\167

\356\213\176\176\261\251\253\323\341\361\266\300\261\352\210\300

\347\323\220\351\050\222\224\173\150\173\227\052\012\147\055\205

\002\070\020\344\003\141\324\332\045\066\307\010\130\055\241\247

\121\257\060\012\111\365\246\151\207\007\055\104\106\166\216\052

\345\232\073\327\030\242\374\234\070\020\314\306\073\322\265\027

\072\157\375\256\045\275\365\162\131\144\261\164\052\070\137\030

\114\337\317\161\004\132\066\324\277\057\231\234\350\331\272\261

\225\346\002\113\041\241\133\325\301\117\217\256\151\155\123\333

\001\223\265\134\036\030\335\144\132\312\030\050\076\143\004\021

\375\034\215\000\017\270\067\337\147\212\235\146\251\002\152\221

\377\023\312\057\135\203\274\207\223\154\334\044\121\026\004\045

\146\372\263\331\302\272\051\276\232\110\070\202\231\364\277\073

\112\061\031\371\277\216\041\063\024\312\117\124\137\373\316\373

\217\161\177\375\136\031\240\017\113\221\270\304\124\274\006\260

\105\217\046\221\242\216\376\251

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "America Online Root Certification Authority 2"

# Issuer: CN=America Online Root Certification Authority 2,O=America Online Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=America Online Root Certification Authority 2,O=America Online Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 28 06:00:00 2002

# Not Valid After: Tue Sep 29 14:08:00 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): d6:ed:3c:ca:e2:66:0f:af:10:43:0d:77:9b:04:09:bf

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 85:b5:ff:67:9b:0c:79:96:1f:c8:6e:44:22:00:46:13:db:17:92:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "America Online Root Certification Authority 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\205\265\377\147\233\014\171\226\037\310\156\104\042\000\106\023

\333\027\222\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\326\355\074\312\342\146\017\257\020\103\015\167\233\004\011\277

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\101\155\145\162\151\143

\141\040\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\111\156\143\056\061\066\060

\064\006\003\125\004\003\023\055\101\155\145\162\151\143\141\040

\117\156\154\151\156\145\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "RSA Security Inc"

# Issuer: OU=RSA Security 2048 V3,O=RSA Security Inc

# Serial Number:0a:01:01:01:00:00:02:7c:00:00:00:0a:00:00:00:02

# Subject: OU=RSA Security 2048 V3,O=RSA Security Inc

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 22 20:39:23 2001

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 22 20:39:23 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): 77:0d:19:b1:21:fd:00:42:9c:3e:0c:a5:dd:0b:02:8e

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 25:01:90:19:cf:fb:d9:99:1c:b7:68:25:74:8d:94:5f:30:93:95:42

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "RSA Security Inc"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\122\123\101

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\061\035\060

\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\122\123\101\040\123\145\143\165

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\064\070\040\126\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\122\123\101

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\061\035\060

\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\122\123\101\040\123\145\143\165

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\064\070\040\126\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\001\001\000\000\002\174\000\000\000\012\000\000

\000\002
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\141\060\202\002\111\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\012

\001\001\001\000\000\002\174\000\000\000\012\000\000\000\002\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\072

\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\122\123\101\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\061\035\060\033\006

\003\125\004\013\023\024\122\123\101\040\123\145\143\165\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\064\070\040\126\063\060\036\027\015\060\061

\060\062\062\062\062\060\063\071\062\063\132\027\015\062\066\060

\062\062\062\062\060\063\071\062\063\132\060\072\061\031\060\027

\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\122\123\101\040\123\145\143\165\162

\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\013

\023\024\122\123\101\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\062

\060\064\070\040\126\063\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202

\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\267\217\125\161\322\200\335\173\151

\171\247\360\030\120\062\074\142\147\366\012\225\007\335\346\033

\363\236\331\322\101\124\153\255\237\174\276\031\315\373\106\253

\101\150\036\030\352\125\310\057\221\170\211\050\373\047\051\140

\377\337\217\214\073\311\111\233\265\244\224\316\001\352\076\265

\143\173\177\046\375\031\335\300\041\275\204\321\055\117\106\303

\116\334\330\067\071\073\050\257\313\235\032\352\053\257\041\245

\301\043\042\270\270\033\132\023\207\127\203\321\360\040\347\350

\117\043\102\260\000\245\175\211\351\351\141\163\224\230\161\046

\274\055\152\340\367\115\360\361\266\052\070\061\201\015\051\341

\000\301\121\017\114\122\370\004\132\252\175\162\323\270\207\052

\273\143\020\003\052\263\241\117\015\132\136\106\267\075\016\365

\164\354\231\237\371\075\044\201\210\246\335\140\124\350\225\066

\075\306\011\223\232\243\022\200\000\125\231\031\107\275\320\245

\174\303\272\373\037\367\365\017\370\254\271\265\364\067\230\023

\030\336\205\133\267\014\202\073\207\157\225\071\130\060\332\156

\001\150\027\042\314\300\013\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\007\303

\121\060\244\252\351\105\256\065\044\372\377\044\054\063\320\261

\235\214\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\007\303\121

\060\244\252\351\105\256\065\044\372\377\044\054\063\320\261\235

\214\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000

\003\202\001\001\000\137\076\206\166\156\270\065\074\116\066\034

\036\171\230\277\375\325\022\021\171\122\016\356\061\211\274\335

\177\371\321\306\025\041\350\212\001\124\015\072\373\124\271\326

\143\324\261\252\226\115\242\102\115\324\123\037\213\020\336\177

\145\276\140\023\047\161\210\244\163\343\204\143\321\244\125\341

\120\223\346\033\016\171\320\147\274\106\310\277\077\027\015\225

\346\306\220\151\336\347\264\057\336\225\175\320\022\077\075\076

\177\115\077\024\150\365\021\120\325\301\364\220\245\010\035\061
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\140\377\140\214\043\124\012\257\376\241\156\305\321\172\052\150

\170\317\036\202\012\040\264\037\255\345\205\262\152\150\165\116

\255\045\067\224\205\276\275\241\324\352\267\014\113\074\235\350

\022\000\360\137\254\015\341\254\160\143\163\367\177\171\237\062

\045\102\164\005\200\050\277\275\301\044\226\130\025\261\027\041

\351\211\113\333\007\210\147\364\025\255\160\076\057\115\205\073

\302\267\333\376\230\150\043\211\341\164\017\336\364\305\204\143

\051\033\314\313\007\311\000\244\251\327\302\042\117\147\327\167

\354\040\005\141\336

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "RSA Security Inc"

# Issuer: OU=RSA Security 2048 V3,O=RSA Security Inc

# Serial Number:0a:01:01:01:00:00:02:7c:00:00:00:0a:00:00:00:02

# Subject: OU=RSA Security 2048 V3,O=RSA Security Inc

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 22 20:39:23 2001

# Not Valid After: Sun Feb 22 20:39:23 2026

# Fingerprint (MD5): 77:0d:19:b1:21:fd:00:42:9c:3e:0c:a5:dd:0b:02:8e

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 25:01:90:19:cf:fb:d9:99:1c:b7:68:25:74:8d:94:5f:30:93:95:42

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "RSA Security Inc"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\045\001\220\031\317\373\331\231\034\267\150\045\164\215\224\137

\060\223\225\102

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\167\015\031\261\041\375\000\102\234\076\014\245\335\013\002\216

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\072\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\122\123\101

\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\061\035\060

\033\006\003\125\004\013\023\024\122\123\101\040\123\145\143\165

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\064\070\040\126\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\012\001\001\001\000\000\002\174\000\000\000\012\000\000

\000\002

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR
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CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Public Notary Root"

# Issuer: CN=Public Notary Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Public Notary Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:14:49 2003

# Not Valid After: Wed Sep 30 16:14:49 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): cd:99:6c:db:2a:c2:96:15:5a:bf:87:9e:ae:a5:ee:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ee:29:d6:ea:98:e6:32:c6:e5:27:e0:90:6f:02:80:68:8b:df:44:dc

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Public Notary Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\116

\157\164\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\116

\157\164\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\276\060\202\003\246\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\047

\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155\145

\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101\070
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\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013

\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150\141

\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\116\157

\164\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\060\063\060

\071\063\060\061\066\061\064\064\071\132\027\015\063\067\060\071

\063\060\061\066\061\064\064\071\132\060\170\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004

\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141

\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070

\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\013\023\032\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151

\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023

\022\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\116\157\164\141\162\171\040\122

\157\157\164\060\202\001\037\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\014\000\060\202\001\007\002

\202\001\000\130\172\002\274\176\354\223\146\355\313\021\116\247

\335\016\313\225\215\307\036\067\141\011\347\000\305\331\351\005

\173\352\374\236\264\323\130\266\031\106\344\150\227\117\201\155

\254\256\001\236\232\100\070\154\170\104\171\170\071\217\347\342

\304\365\172\154\377\062\114\123\313\107\216\326\220\075\254\105

\174\047\312\102\317\176\164\323\251\351\063\116\320\245\230\145

\252\120\014\124\206\035\200\152\216\160\152\235\154\102\053\307

\066\225\300\234\102\021\054\150\150\376\154\376\152\146\275\133

\262\327\245\316\233\120\071\004\235\241\044\037\266\020\157\056

\027\166\344\073\120\173\300\171\002\000\210\333\065\107\345\261

\037\331\047\377\155\065\320\271\154\126\364\265\365\117\164\127

\055\230\162\004\307\031\007\177\176\275\055\125\242\254\216\211

\260\110\053\116\337\164\005\333\124\145\006\065\325\161\074\341

\072\331\064\321\257\136\007\110\034\035\000\164\052\041\005\016

\301\037\167\116\012\345\342\223\200\016\334\126\264\273\006\340

\077\110\102\123\371\011\065\011\145\270\102\163\077\074\215\113

\344\001\245\002\001\003\243\202\001\124\060\202\001\120\060\022

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\010\060\006\001\001\377\002

\001\014\060\100\006\003\125\035\037\004\071\060\067\060\065\240

\063\240\061\206\057\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\057

\160\165\142\154\151\143\156\157\164\141\162\171\162\157\157\164

\056\143\162\154\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\032

\130\207\314\317\144\306\073\360\242\063\164\111\144\135\006\303

\253\347\371\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\021\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370\102\001\001

\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\053\006\003\125\035\021\004\044\060

\042\201\040\160\165\142\154\151\143\156\157\164\141\162\171\162

\157\157\164\100\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056

\157\162\147\060\053\006\003\125\035\022\004\044\060\042\201\040

\160\165\142\154\151\143\156\157\164\141\162\171\162\157\157\164

\100\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147
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\060\134\006\003\125\035\040\004\125\060\123\060\121\006\013\053

\006\001\004\001\201\207\056\012\002\001\060\102\060\100\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\064\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\143\160\163\056\143\150\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156

\056\157\162\147\057\143\160\163\057\160\165\142\154\151\143\156

\157\164\141\162\171\162\157\157\164\056\150\164\155\154\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001

\001\000\025\050\051\376\270\042\262\125\277\143\037\161\231\001

\344\263\210\155\267\165\267\057\121\231\221\116\352\151\327\135

\260\236\177\112\043\223\270\107\306\176\217\376\176\003\236\211

\226\122\076\057\241\033\366\075\160\303\075\246\336\101\303\104

\020\136\247\047\257\265\017\342\172\223\304\275\314\213\373\274

\266\163\115\037\062\043\244\243\173\320\341\203\135\277\303\236

\301\124\110\103\037\051\056\336\345\317\112\134\354\263\230\131

\273\101\017\205\071\346\006\244\034\277\251\155\232\344\051\141

\074\235\350\035\120\067\266\254\237\060\257\236\347\060\354\046

\374\052\044\241\241\123\250\076\375\021\170\327\000\155\070\262

\270\254\337\322\037\277\206\130\005\357\034\045\305\115\071\032

\054\104\123\122\302\327\040\001\054\302\131\117\276\344\333\026

\325\263\133\372\016\017\366\146\231\302\130\153\227\350\014\020

\055\055\257\313\335\157\043\263\227\235\110\106\172\102\023\002

\241\215\066\137\362\356\326\241\230\352\067\174\351\274\241\030

\226\002\266\312\130\052\032\070\325\262\161\276\170\246\114\367

\352\307

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Public Notary Root"

# Issuer: CN=Public Notary Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF A82743287,C=EU

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=Public Notary Root,OU=http://www.chambersign.org,O=AC Camerfirma SA CIF

A82743287,C=EU

# Not Valid Before: Tue Sep 30 16:14:49 2003

# Not Valid After: Wed Sep 30 16:14:49 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): cd:99:6c:db:2a:c2:96:15:5a:bf:87:9e:ae:a5:ee:93

# Fingerprint (SHA1): ee:29:d6:ea:98:e6:32:c6:e5:27:e0:90:6f:02:80:68:8b:df:44:dc

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Public Notary Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\356\051\326\352\230\346\062\306\345\047\340\220\157\002\200\150

\213\337\104\334

END
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CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\315\231\154\333\052\302\226\025\132\277\207\236\256\245\356\223

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\170\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\125\061

\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\023\036\101\103\040\103\141\155

\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\040\123\101\040\103\111\106\040\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004

\013\023\032\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\143\150

\141\155\142\145\162\163\151\147\156\056\157\162\147\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\116

\157\164\141\162\171\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GeoTrust Global CA"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Global CA,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 144470 (0x23456)

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Global CA,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 21 04:00:00 2002

# Not Valid After: Sat May 21 04:00:00 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): f7:75:ab:29:fb:51:4e:b7:77:5e:ff:05:3c:99:8e:f5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): de:28:f4:a4:ff:e5:b9:2f:a3:c5:03:d1:a3:49:a7:f9:96:2a:82:12

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Global CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003

\023\022\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003
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\023\022\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\002\064\126

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\124\060\202\002\074\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\002

\064\126\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005

\000\060\102\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162

\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004

\003\023\022\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142

\141\154\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\062\060\065\062\061\060

\064\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\062\060\065\062\061\060\064

\060\060\060\060\132\060\102\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107

\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\033\060\031

\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017

\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\332\314\030\143\060\375

\364\027\043\032\126\176\133\337\074\154\070\344\161\267\170\221

\324\274\241\330\114\370\250\103\266\003\351\115\041\007\010\210

\332\130\057\146\071\051\275\005\170\213\235\070\350\005\267\152

\176\161\244\346\304\140\246\260\357\200\344\211\050\017\236\045

\326\355\203\363\255\246\221\307\230\311\102\030\065\024\235\255

\230\106\222\056\117\312\361\207\103\301\026\225\127\055\120\357

\211\055\200\172\127\255\362\356\137\153\322\000\215\271\024\370

\024\025\065\331\300\106\243\173\162\310\221\277\311\125\053\315

\320\227\076\234\046\144\314\337\316\203\031\161\312\116\346\324

\325\173\251\031\315\125\336\310\354\322\136\070\123\345\134\117

\214\055\376\120\043\066\374\146\346\313\216\244\071\031\000\267

\225\002\071\221\013\016\376\070\056\321\035\005\232\366\115\076

\157\017\007\035\257\054\036\217\140\071\342\372\066\123\023\071

\324\136\046\053\333\075\250\024\275\062\353\030\003\050\122\004

\161\345\253\063\075\341\070\273\007\066\204\142\234\171\352\026

\060\364\137\300\053\350\161\153\344\371\002\003\001\000\001\243

\123\060\121\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\300

\172\230\150\215\211\373\253\005\144\014\021\175\252\175\145\270

\312\314\116\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\300\172\230\150\215\211\373\253\005\144\014\021\175\252\175\145

\270\312\314\116\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\065\343\051\152\345\057\135\124

\216\051\120\224\237\231\032\024\344\217\170\052\142\224\242\047

\147\236\320\317\032\136\107\351\301\262\244\317\335\101\032\005

\116\233\113\356\112\157\125\122\263\044\241\067\012\353\144\166
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\052\056\054\363\375\073\165\220\277\372\161\330\307\075\067\322

\265\005\225\142\271\246\336\211\075\066\173\070\167\110\227\254

\246\040\217\056\246\311\014\302\262\231\105\000\307\316\021\121

\042\042\340\245\352\266\025\110\011\144\352\136\117\164\367\005

\076\307\212\122\014\333\025\264\275\155\233\345\306\261\124\150

\251\343\151\220\266\232\245\017\270\271\077\040\175\256\112\265

\270\234\344\035\266\253\346\224\245\301\307\203\255\333\365\047

\207\016\004\154\325\377\335\240\135\355\207\122\267\053\025\002

\256\071\246\152\164\351\332\304\347\274\115\064\036\251\134\115

\063\137\222\011\057\210\146\135\167\227\307\035\166\023\251\325

\345\361\026\011\021\065\325\254\333\044\161\160\054\230\126\013

\331\027\264\321\343\121\053\136\165\350\325\320\334\117\064\355

\302\005\146\200\241\313\346\063

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GeoTrust Global CA"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Global CA,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 144470 (0x23456)

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Global CA,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 21 04:00:00 2002

# Not Valid After: Sat May 21 04:00:00 2022

# Fingerprint (MD5): f7:75:ab:29:fb:51:4e:b7:77:5e:ff:05:3c:99:8e:f5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): de:28:f4:a4:ff:e5:b9:2f:a3:c5:03:d1:a3:49:a7:f9:96:2a:82:12

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Global CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\050\364\244\377\345\271\057\243\305\003\321\243\111\247\371

\226\052\202\022

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\367\165\253\051\373\121\116\267\167\136\377\005\074\231\216\365

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\102\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003

\023\022\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\002\064\126
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END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GeoTrust Global CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Global CA 2,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Global CA 2,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 04 05:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Mon Mar 04 05:00:00 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0e:40:a7:6c:de:03:5d:8f:d1:0f:e4:d1:8d:f9:6c:a9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a9:e9:78:08:14:37:58:88:f2:05:19:b0:6d:2b:0d:2b:60:16:90:7d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Global CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\146\060\202\002\116\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165\163

\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023

\024\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154

\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\063\060\064\060

\065\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\061\071\060\063\060\064\060\065
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\060\060\060\060\132\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107

\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\035\060\033

\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040

\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\103\101\040\062\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\357\074\115\100

\075\020\337\073\123\000\341\147\376\224\140\025\076\205\210\361

\211\015\220\310\050\043\231\005\350\053\040\235\306\363\140\106

\330\301\262\325\214\061\331\334\040\171\044\201\277\065\062\374

\143\151\333\261\052\153\356\041\130\362\010\351\170\313\157\313

\374\026\122\310\221\304\377\075\163\336\261\076\247\302\175\146

\301\365\176\122\044\032\342\325\147\221\320\202\020\327\170\113

\117\053\102\071\275\144\055\100\240\260\020\323\070\110\106\210

\241\014\273\072\063\052\142\230\373\000\235\023\131\177\157\073

\162\252\356\246\017\206\371\005\141\352\147\177\014\067\226\213

\346\151\026\107\021\302\047\131\003\263\246\140\302\041\100\126

\372\240\307\175\072\023\343\354\127\307\263\326\256\235\211\200

\367\001\347\054\366\226\053\023\015\171\054\331\300\344\206\173

\113\214\014\162\202\212\373\027\315\000\154\072\023\074\260\204

\207\113\026\172\051\262\117\333\035\324\013\363\146\067\275\330

\366\127\273\136\044\172\270\074\213\271\372\222\032\032\204\236

\330\164\217\252\033\177\136\364\376\105\042\041\002\003\001\000

\001\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\161\070\066\362\002\061\123\107\053\156\272\145\106\251\020

\025\130\040\005\011\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026

\200\024\161\070\066\362\002\061\123\107\053\156\272\145\106\251

\020\025\130\040\005\011\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\003\367\265\053\253\135

\020\374\173\262\262\136\254\233\016\176\123\170\131\076\102\004

\376\165\243\255\254\201\116\327\002\213\136\304\055\310\122\166

\307\054\037\374\201\062\230\321\113\306\222\223\063\065\061\057

\374\330\035\104\335\340\201\177\235\351\213\341\144\221\142\013

\071\010\214\254\164\235\131\331\172\131\122\227\021\271\026\173

\157\105\323\226\331\061\175\002\066\017\234\073\156\317\054\015

\003\106\105\353\240\364\177\110\104\306\010\100\314\336\033\160

\265\051\255\272\213\073\064\145\165\033\161\041\035\054\024\012

\260\226\225\270\326\352\362\145\373\051\272\117\352\221\223\164

\151\266\362\377\341\032\320\014\321\166\205\313\212\045\275\227

\136\054\157\025\231\046\347\266\051\377\042\354\311\002\307\126

\000\315\111\271\263\154\173\123\004\032\342\250\311\252\022\005

\043\302\316\347\273\004\002\314\300\107\242\344\304\051\057\133

\105\127\211\121\356\074\353\122\010\377\007\065\036\237\065\152

\107\112\126\230\321\132\205\037\214\365\042\277\253\316\203\363

\342\042\051\256\175\203\100\250\272\154

END
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CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GeoTrust Global CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Global CA 2,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Global CA 2,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 04 05:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Mon Mar 04 05:00:00 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): 0e:40:a7:6c:de:03:5d:8f:d1:0f:e4:d1:8d:f9:6c:a9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a9:e9:78:08:14:37:58:88:f2:05:19:b0:6d:2b:0d:2b:60:16:90:7d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Global CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\251\351\170\010\024\067\130\210\362\005\031\260\155\053\015\053

\140\026\220\175

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\016\100\247\154\336\003\135\217\321\017\344\321\215\371\154\251

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\104\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GeoTrust Universal CA"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 04 05:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Mar 04 05:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 92:65:58:8b:a2:1a:31:72:73:68:5c:b4:a5:7a:07:48
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): e6:21:f3:35:43:79:05:9a:4b:68:30:9d:8a:2f:74:22:15:87:ec:79

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Universal CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003

\023\025\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145

\162\163\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003

\023\025\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145

\162\163\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\150\060\202\003\120\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165\163

\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003\023

\025\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145\162

\163\141\154\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\063\060\064

\060\065\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\060\063\060\064\060

\065\060\060\060\060\132\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015

\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\003\023\025\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164

\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\060\202\002

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\246\025

\125\240\243\306\340\037\214\235\041\120\327\301\276\053\133\265

\244\236\241\331\162\130\275\000\033\114\277\141\311\024\035\105

\202\253\306\035\200\326\075\353\020\234\072\257\155\044\370\274

\161\001\236\006\365\174\137\036\301\016\125\312\203\232\131\060

\256\031\313\060\110\225\355\042\067\215\364\112\232\162\146\076

\255\225\300\340\026\000\340\020\037\053\061\016\327\224\124\323

\102\063\240\064\035\036\105\166\335\117\312\030\067\354\205\025
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\172\031\010\374\325\307\234\360\362\251\056\020\251\222\346\075

\130\075\251\026\150\074\057\165\041\030\177\050\167\245\341\141

\027\267\246\351\370\036\231\333\163\156\364\012\242\041\154\356

\332\252\205\222\146\257\366\172\153\202\332\272\042\010\065\017

\317\102\361\065\372\152\356\176\053\045\314\072\021\344\155\257

\163\262\166\035\255\320\262\170\147\032\244\071\034\121\013\147

\126\203\375\070\135\015\316\335\360\273\053\226\037\336\173\062

\122\375\035\273\265\006\241\262\041\136\245\326\225\150\177\360

\231\236\334\105\010\076\347\322\011\015\065\224\335\200\116\123

\227\327\265\011\104\040\144\026\027\003\002\114\123\015\150\336

\325\252\162\115\223\155\202\016\333\234\275\317\264\363\134\135

\124\172\151\011\226\326\333\021\301\215\165\250\264\317\071\310

\316\074\274\044\174\346\142\312\341\275\175\247\275\127\145\013

\344\376\045\355\266\151\020\334\050\032\106\275\001\035\320\227

\265\341\230\073\300\067\144\326\075\224\356\013\341\365\050\256

\013\126\277\161\213\043\051\101\216\206\305\113\122\173\330\161

\253\037\212\025\246\073\203\132\327\130\001\121\306\114\101\331

\177\330\101\147\162\242\050\337\140\203\251\236\310\173\374\123

\163\162\131\365\223\172\027\166\016\316\367\345\134\331\013\125

\064\242\252\133\265\152\124\347\023\312\127\354\227\155\364\136

\006\057\105\213\130\324\043\026\222\344\026\156\050\143\131\060

\337\120\001\234\143\211\032\237\333\027\224\202\160\067\303\044

\236\232\107\326\132\312\116\250\151\211\162\037\221\154\333\176

\236\033\255\307\037\163\335\054\117\031\145\375\177\223\100\020

\056\322\360\355\074\236\056\050\076\151\046\063\305\173\002\003

\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\332\273\056\252\260\014\270\210\046\121\164\134\155

\003\323\300\330\217\172\326\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030

\060\026\200\024\332\273\056\252\260\014\270\210\046\121\164\134

\155\003\323\300\330\217\172\326\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\061\170\346\307

\265\337\270\224\100\311\161\304\250\065\354\106\035\302\205\363

\050\130\206\260\013\374\216\262\071\217\104\125\253\144\204\134

\151\251\320\232\070\074\372\345\037\065\345\104\343\200\171\224

\150\244\273\304\237\075\341\064\315\060\106\213\124\053\225\245

\357\367\077\231\204\375\065\346\317\061\306\334\152\277\247\327

\043\010\341\230\136\303\132\010\166\251\246\257\167\057\267\140

\275\104\106\152\357\227\377\163\225\301\216\350\223\373\375\061

\267\354\127\021\021\105\233\060\361\032\210\071\301\117\074\247

\000\325\307\374\253\155\200\042\160\245\014\340\135\004\051\002

\373\313\240\221\321\174\326\303\176\120\325\235\130\276\101\070

\353\271\165\074\025\331\233\311\112\203\131\300\332\123\375\063

\273\066\030\233\205\017\025\335\356\055\254\166\223\271\331\001

\215\110\020\250\373\365\070\206\361\333\012\306\275\204\243\043

\101\336\326\167\157\205\324\205\034\120\340\256\121\212\272\215

\076\166\342\271\312\047\362\137\237\357\156\131\015\006\330\053
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\027\244\322\174\153\273\137\024\032\110\217\032\114\347\263\107

\034\216\114\105\053\040\356\110\337\347\335\011\216\030\250\332

\100\215\222\046\021\123\141\163\135\353\275\347\304\115\051\067

\141\353\254\071\055\147\056\026\326\365\000\203\205\241\314\177

\166\304\175\344\267\113\146\357\003\105\140\151\266\014\122\226

\222\204\136\246\243\265\244\076\053\331\314\330\033\107\252\362

\104\332\117\371\003\350\360\024\313\077\363\203\336\320\301\124

\343\267\350\012\067\115\213\040\131\003\060\031\241\054\310\275

\021\037\337\256\311\112\305\363\047\146\146\206\254\150\221\377

\331\346\123\034\017\213\134\151\145\012\046\310\036\064\303\135

\121\173\327\251\234\006\241\066\335\325\211\224\274\331\344\055

\014\136\011\154\010\227\174\243\075\174\223\377\077\241\024\247

\317\265\135\353\333\333\034\304\166\337\210\271\275\105\005\225

\033\256\374\106\152\114\257\110\343\316\256\017\322\176\353\346

\154\234\117\201\152\172\144\254\273\076\325\347\313\166\056\305

\247\110\301\134\220\017\313\310\077\372\346\062\341\215\033\157

\244\346\216\330\371\051\110\212\316\163\376\054

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GeoTrust Universal CA"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 04 05:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Mar 04 05:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 92:65:58:8b:a2:1a:31:72:73:68:5c:b4:a5:7a:07:48

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e6:21:f3:35:43:79:05:9a:4b:68:30:9d:8a:2f:74:22:15:87:ec:79

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Universal CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\346\041\363\065\103\171\005\232\113\150\060\235\212\057\164\042

\025\207\354\171

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\222\145\130\213\242\032\061\162\163\150\134\264\245\172\007\110

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\105\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\003

\023\025\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145
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\162\163\141\154\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GeoTrust Universal CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA 2,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA 2,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 04 05:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Mar 04 05:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 34:fc:b8:d0:36:db:9e:14:b3:c2:f2:db:8f:e4:94:c7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 37:9a:19:7b:41:85:45:35:0c:a6:03:69:f3:3c:2e:af:47:4f:20:79

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Universal CA 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145

\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145

\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\154\060\202\003\124\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\001

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026

\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165\163
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\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023

\027\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145\162

\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\062\060\036\027\015\060\064\060\063

\060\064\060\065\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\062\071\060\063\060

\064\060\065\060\060\060\060\132\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012

\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061

\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003\023\027\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040

\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002

\001\000\263\124\122\301\311\076\362\331\334\261\123\032\131\051

\347\261\303\105\050\345\327\321\355\305\305\113\241\252\164\173

\127\257\112\046\374\330\365\136\247\156\031\333\164\014\117\065

\133\062\013\001\343\333\353\172\167\065\352\252\132\340\326\350

\241\127\224\360\220\243\164\126\224\104\060\003\036\134\116\053

\205\046\164\202\172\014\166\240\157\115\316\101\055\240\025\006

\024\137\267\102\315\173\217\130\141\064\334\052\010\371\056\303

\001\246\042\104\034\114\007\202\346\133\316\320\112\174\004\323

\031\163\047\360\252\230\177\056\257\116\353\207\036\044\167\152

\135\266\350\133\105\272\334\303\241\005\157\126\216\217\020\046

\245\111\303\056\327\101\207\042\340\117\206\312\140\265\352\241

\143\300\001\227\020\171\275\000\074\022\155\053\025\261\254\113

\261\356\030\271\116\226\334\334\166\377\073\276\317\137\003\300

\374\073\350\276\106\033\377\332\100\302\122\367\376\343\072\367

\152\167\065\320\332\215\353\136\030\152\061\307\036\272\074\033

\050\326\153\124\306\252\133\327\242\054\033\031\314\242\002\366

\233\131\275\067\153\206\265\155\202\272\330\352\311\126\274\251

\066\130\375\076\031\363\355\014\046\251\223\070\370\117\301\135

\042\006\320\227\352\341\255\306\125\340\201\053\050\203\072\372

\364\173\041\121\000\276\122\070\316\315\146\171\250\364\201\126

\342\320\203\011\107\121\133\120\152\317\333\110\032\135\076\367

\313\366\145\367\154\361\225\370\002\073\062\126\202\071\172\133

\275\057\211\033\277\241\264\350\377\177\215\214\337\003\361\140

\116\130\021\114\353\243\077\020\053\203\232\001\163\331\224\155

\204\000\047\146\254\360\160\100\011\102\222\255\117\223\015\141

\011\121\044\330\222\325\013\224\141\262\207\262\355\377\232\065

\377\205\124\312\355\104\103\254\033\074\026\153\110\112\012\034

\100\210\037\222\302\013\000\005\377\362\310\002\112\244\252\251

\314\231\226\234\057\130\340\175\341\276\273\007\334\137\004\162

\134\061\064\303\354\137\055\340\075\144\220\042\346\321\354\270

\056\335\131\256\331\241\067\277\124\065\334\163\062\117\214\004

\036\063\262\311\106\361\330\134\310\125\120\311\150\275\250\272

\066\011\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\166\363\125\341\372\244\066\373\360

\237\134\142\161\355\074\364\107\070\020\053\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\166\363\125\341\372\244\066\373
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\360\237\134\142\161\355\074\364\107\070\020\053\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000

\146\301\306\043\363\331\340\056\156\137\350\317\256\260\260\045

\115\053\370\073\130\233\100\044\067\132\313\253\026\111\377\263

\165\171\063\241\057\155\160\027\064\221\376\147\176\217\354\233

\345\136\202\251\125\037\057\334\324\121\007\022\376\254\026\076

\054\065\306\143\374\334\020\353\015\243\252\320\174\314\321\320

\057\121\056\304\024\132\336\350\031\341\076\306\314\244\051\347

\056\204\252\006\060\170\166\124\163\050\230\131\070\340\000\015

\142\323\102\175\041\237\256\075\072\214\325\372\167\015\030\053

\026\016\137\066\341\374\052\265\060\044\317\340\143\014\173\130

\032\376\231\272\102\022\261\221\364\174\150\342\310\350\257\054

\352\311\176\256\273\052\075\015\025\334\064\225\266\030\164\250

\152\017\307\264\364\023\304\344\133\355\012\322\244\227\114\052

\355\057\154\022\211\075\361\047\160\252\152\003\122\041\237\100

\250\147\120\362\363\132\037\337\337\043\366\334\170\116\346\230

\117\125\072\123\343\357\362\364\237\307\174\330\130\257\051\042

\227\270\340\275\221\056\260\166\354\127\021\317\357\051\104\363

\351\205\172\140\143\344\135\063\211\027\331\061\252\332\326\363

\030\065\162\317\207\053\057\143\043\204\135\204\214\077\127\240

\210\374\231\221\050\046\151\231\324\217\227\104\276\216\325\110

\261\244\050\051\361\025\264\341\345\236\335\370\217\246\157\046

\327\011\074\072\034\021\016\246\154\067\367\255\104\207\054\050

\307\330\164\202\263\320\157\112\127\273\065\051\047\240\213\350

\041\247\207\144\066\135\314\330\026\254\307\262\047\100\222\125

\070\050\215\121\156\335\024\147\123\154\161\134\046\204\115\165

\132\266\176\140\126\251\115\255\373\233\036\227\363\015\331\322

\227\124\167\332\075\022\267\340\036\357\010\006\254\371\205\207

\351\242\334\257\176\030\022\203\375\126\027\101\056\325\051\202

\175\231\364\061\366\161\251\317\054\001\047\245\005\271\252\262

\110\116\052\357\237\223\122\121\225\074\122\163\216\126\114\027

\100\300\011\050\344\213\152\110\123\333\354\315\125\125\361\306

\370\351\242\054\114\246\321\046\137\176\257\132\114\332\037\246

\362\034\054\176\256\002\026\322\126\320\057\127\123\107\350\222

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GeoTrust Universal CA 2"

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA 2,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number: 1 (0x1)

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA 2,O=GeoTrust Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 04 05:00:00 2004

# Not Valid After: Sun Mar 04 05:00:00 2029

# Fingerprint (MD5): 34:fc:b8:d0:36:db:9e:14:b3:c2:f2:db:8f:e4:94:c7
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 37:9a:19:7b:41:85:45:35:0c:a6:03:69:f3:3c:2e:af:47:4f:20:79

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GeoTrust Universal CA 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\067\232\031\173\101\205\105\065\014\246\003\151\363\074\056\257

\107\117\040\171

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\064\374\270\320\066\333\236\024\263\302\362\333\217\344\224\307

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\107\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\023\015\107\145\157\124\162\165

\163\164\040\111\156\143\056\061\040\060\036\006\003\125\004\003

\023\027\107\145\157\124\162\165\163\164\040\125\156\151\166\145

\162\163\141\154\040\103\101\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\001

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "QuoVadis Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root Certification Authority,OU=Root Certification Authority,O=QuoVadis

Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:3a:b6:50:8b

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root Certification Authority,OU=Root Certification Authority,O=QuoVadis

Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 19 18:33:33 2001

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 17 18:33:33 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 27:de:36:fe:72:b7:00:03:00:9d:f4:f0:1e:6c:04:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): de:3f:40:bd:50:93:d3:9b:6c:60:f6:da:bc:07:62:01:00:89:76:c9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144
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\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\045\060\043\006\003

\125\004\013\023\034\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\045\060\043\006\003

\125\004\013\023\034\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\072\266\120\213

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\320\060\202\004\270\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\072

\266\120\213\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102

\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\045\060\043

\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\121\165

\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\060\061\060\063\061\071\061\070\063

\063\063\063\132\027\015\062\061\060\063\061\067\061\070\063\063

\063\063\132\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\102\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157

\126\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\121

\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012

\002\202\001\001\000\277\141\265\225\123\272\127\374\372\362\147

\013\072\032\337\021\200\144\225\264\321\274\315\172\317\366\051
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\226\056\044\124\100\044\070\367\032\205\334\130\114\313\244\047

\102\227\320\237\203\212\303\344\006\003\133\000\245\121\036\160

\004\164\342\301\324\072\253\327\255\073\007\030\005\216\375\203

\254\352\146\331\030\033\150\212\365\127\032\230\272\365\355\166

\075\174\331\336\224\152\073\113\027\301\325\217\275\145\070\072

\225\320\075\125\066\116\337\171\127\061\052\036\330\131\145\111

\130\040\230\176\253\137\176\237\351\326\115\354\203\164\251\307

\154\330\356\051\112\205\052\006\024\371\124\346\323\332\145\007

\213\143\067\022\327\320\354\303\173\040\101\104\243\355\313\240

\027\341\161\145\316\035\146\061\367\166\001\031\310\175\003\130

\266\225\111\035\246\022\046\350\306\014\166\340\343\146\313\352

\135\246\046\356\345\314\137\275\147\247\001\047\016\242\312\124

\305\261\172\225\035\161\036\112\051\212\003\334\152\105\301\244

\031\136\157\066\315\303\242\260\267\376\134\070\342\122\274\370

\104\103\346\220\273\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\002\122\060\202

\002\116\060\075\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\001\001\004\061

\060\057\060\055\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\041

\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\157\143\163\160\056\161\165\157

\166\141\144\151\163\157\146\146\163\150\157\162\145\056\143\157

\155\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\202\001\032\006\003\125\035\040\004\202\001\021\060

\202\001\015\060\202\001\011\006\011\053\006\001\004\001\276\130

\000\001\060\201\373\060\201\324\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007

\002\002\060\201\307\032\201\304\122\145\154\151\141\156\143\145

\040\157\156\040\164\150\145\040\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\145\040\142\171\040\141\156\171\040\160\141\162\164\171\040\141

\163\163\165\155\145\163\040\141\143\143\145\160\164\141\156\143

\145\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\164\150\145\156\040\141\160

\160\154\151\143\141\142\154\145\040\163\164\141\156\144\141\162

\144\040\164\145\162\155\163\040\141\156\144\040\143\157\156\144

\151\164\151\157\156\163\040\157\146\040\165\163\145\054\040\143

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\160\162\141

\143\164\151\143\145\163\054\040\141\156\144\040\164\150\145\040

\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\145\040\120\157\154\151\143\171\056\060\042\006\010

\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\026\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\167\167\167\056\161\165\157\166\141\144\151\163\056\142\155

\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\213\113\155\355\323

\051\271\006\031\354\071\071\251\360\227\204\152\313\357\337\060

\201\256\006\003\125\035\043\004\201\246\060\201\243\200\024\213

\113\155\355\323\051\271\006\031\354\071\071\251\360\227\204\152

\313\357\337\241\201\204\244\201\201\060\177\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004

\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\114\151\155\151

\164\145\144\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\056\060\054\006\003
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\125\004\003\023\045\121\165\157\126\141\144\151\163\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\202\004\072\266\120\213

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\212\324\024\265\376\364\232\222\247\031\324\244

\176\162\030\217\331\150\174\122\044\335\147\157\071\172\304\252

\136\075\342\130\260\115\160\230\204\141\350\033\343\151\030\016

\316\373\107\120\240\116\377\360\044\037\275\262\316\365\047\374

\354\057\123\252\163\173\003\075\164\156\346\026\236\353\245\056

\304\277\126\047\120\053\142\272\276\113\034\074\125\134\101\035

\044\276\202\040\107\135\325\104\176\172\026\150\337\175\115\121

\160\170\127\035\063\036\375\002\231\234\014\315\012\005\117\307

\273\216\244\165\372\112\155\261\200\216\011\126\271\234\032\140

\376\135\301\327\172\334\021\170\320\326\135\301\267\325\255\062

\231\003\072\212\314\124\045\071\061\201\173\023\042\121\272\106

\154\241\273\236\372\004\154\111\046\164\217\322\163\353\314\060

\242\346\352\131\042\207\370\227\365\016\375\352\314\222\244\026

\304\122\030\352\041\316\261\361\346\204\201\345\272\251\206\050

\362\103\132\135\022\235\254\036\331\250\345\012\152\247\177\240

\207\051\317\362\211\115\324\354\305\342\346\172\320\066\043\212

\112\164\066\371

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "QuoVadis Root Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root Certification Authority,OU=Root Certification Authority,O=QuoVadis

Limited,C=BM

# Serial Number:3a:b6:50:8b

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root Certification Authority,OU=Root Certification Authority,O=QuoVadis

Limited,C=BM

# Not Valid Before: Mon Mar 19 18:33:33 2001

# Not Valid After: Wed Mar 17 18:33:33 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): 27:de:36:fe:72:b7:00:03:00:9d:f4:f0:1e:6c:04:24

# Fingerprint (SHA1): de:3f:40:bd:50:93:d3:9b:6c:60:f6:da:bc:07:62:01:00:89:76:c9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "QuoVadis Root Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\336\077\100\275\120\223\323\233\154\140\366\332\274\007\142\001

\000\211\166\311

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\047\336\066\376\162\267\000\003\000\235\364\360\036\154\004\044

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\115\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\012\023\020\121\165\157\126\141\144

\151\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\045\060\043\006\003

\125\004\013\023\034\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\023\045\121\165\157\126

\141\144\151\163\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\072\266\120\213

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira,ST=DF,L=Brasilia,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da

Informacao - ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Serial Number: 4 (0x4)

# Subject: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira,ST=DF,L=Brasilia,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia

da Informacao - ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 30 12:58:00 2001

# Not Valid After: Wed Nov 30 23:59:00 2011

# Fingerprint (MD5): 96:89:7d:61:d1:55:2b:27:e2:5a:39:b4:2a:6c:44:6f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8e:fd:ca:bc:93:e6:1e:92:5d:4d:1d:ed:18:1a:43:20:a4:67:a1:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141

\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102

\162\141\163\151\154\151\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010

\023\002\104\106\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\101
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\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141

\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102

\162\141\163\151\154\151\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010

\023\002\104\106\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\004

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\270\060\202\003\240\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\004

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060

\201\264\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102\162

\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064\111

\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156\141

\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141\040

\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055\040

\111\124\111\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102\162

\141\163\151\154\151\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023

\002\104\106\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\101\165

\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141\163

\151\154\145\151\162\141\060\036\027\015\060\061\061\061\063\060

\061\062\065\070\060\060\132\027\015\061\061\061\061\063\060\062

\063\065\071\060\060\132\060\201\264\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\102\122\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023

\012\111\103\120\055\102\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006

\003\125\004\013\023\064\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040

\116\141\143\151\157\156\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156

\157\154\157\147\151\141\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155

\141\143\141\157\040\055\040\111\124\111\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\007\023\010\102\162\141\163\151\154\151\141\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\104\106\061\061\060\057\006\003

\125\004\003\023\050\101\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040
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\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141

\151\172\040\102\162\141\163\151\154\145\151\162\141\060\202\001

\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\300\363

\056\167\005\377\206\371\276\122\035\233\376\124\000\160\165\100

\212\306\246\150\271\026\166\114\017\367\364\277\264\342\210\201

\032\313\350\354\276\144\201\245\071\107\135\352\346\055\223\323

\032\377\172\124\246\007\037\064\010\364\275\211\271\202\314\243

\102\217\136\232\307\076\307\251\270\125\154\044\366\052\214\145

\040\212\344\104\044\002\257\324\267\211\373\052\342\304\327\350

\035\176\334\035\042\014\137\122\303\355\340\054\215\255\216\164

\101\136\173\050\315\224\117\314\171\256\271\263\022\072\373\114

\200\206\245\045\000\227\150\025\251\356\261\152\050\276\156\146

\021\325\012\346\131\240\122\000\156\175\056\271\053\216\266\055

\155\030\105\156\205\003\173\120\312\373\244\374\263\222\372\223

\307\074\242\112\133\036\226\275\275\343\063\264\065\102\366\303

\311\353\103\026\136\036\232\235\122\250\325\107\013\161\265\021

\310\107\215\275\231\336\125\022\200\001\116\250\273\007\143\016

\374\045\261\242\262\164\122\260\171\335\023\241\016\073\156\145

\012\201\311\276\301\135\336\115\031\067\351\103\247\117\002\003

\001\000\001\243\201\322\060\201\317\060\116\006\003\125\035\040

\004\107\060\105\060\103\006\005\140\114\001\001\000\060\072\060

\070\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\054\150\164\164

\160\072\057\057\141\143\162\141\151\172\056\151\143\160\142\162

\141\163\151\154\056\147\157\166\056\142\162\057\104\120\103\141

\143\162\141\151\172\056\160\144\146\060\075\006\003\125\035\037

\004\066\060\064\060\062\240\060\240\056\206\054\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\141\143\162\141\151\172\056\151\143\160\142\162\141

\163\151\154\056\147\157\166\056\142\162\057\114\103\122\141\143

\162\141\151\172\056\143\162\154\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\212\372\361\127\204\021\023\065\220\102\372\127\111

\124\151\015\244\304\360\067\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\031\003\227\065

\123\370\140\042\036\216\162\002\300\176\042\140\025\152\157\230

\066\126\252\125\167\323\366\307\026\230\374\210\032\033\045\051

\271\270\072\155\355\070\253\142\035\124\305\355\337\101\241\245

\142\062\136\373\334\335\372\054\317\105\260\152\134\365\120\003

\176\004\135\314\044\342\252\126\271\375\141\036\270\226\175\332

\361\360\007\052\112\252\372\012\344\005\301\052\373\344\132\054

\113\071\160\014\000\332\357\111\223\357\006\143\002\144\041\235

\234\166\304\236\260\175\151\123\365\124\037\113\377\311\141\342

\034\354\133\236\330\223\113\167\115\024\071\043\014\152\042\277

\267\277\136\234\243\107\020\015\237\272\221\367\274\110\240\177

\221\041\341\265\100\067\225\150\206\264\346\350\306\071\337\036

\327\101\226\153\324\301\073\153\236\145\024\111\322\171\075\056

\232\123\200\215\035\246\001\273\322\063\225\371\241\046\115\256
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\147\255\167\074\223\217\147\345\010\317\002\013\263\013\151\275

\044\221\331\340\104\211\124\004\141\305\327\364\271\236\143\333

\053\357\100\343\253\035\337\172\052\053\311\374

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira"

# Issuer: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira,ST=DF,L=Brasilia,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia da

Informacao - ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Serial Number: 4 (0x4)

# Subject: CN=Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira,ST=DF,L=Brasilia,OU=Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia

da Informacao - ITI,O=ICP-Brasil,C=BR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Nov 30 12:58:00 2001

# Not Valid After: Wed Nov 30 23:59:00 2011

# Fingerprint (MD5): 96:89:7d:61:d1:55:2b:27:e2:5a:39:b4:2a:6c:44:6f

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8e:fd:ca:bc:93:e6:1e:92:5d:4d:1d:ed:18:1a:43:20:a4:67:a1:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Autoridade Certificadora Raiz Brasileira"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\216\375\312\274\223\346\036\222\135\115\035\355\030\032\103\040

\244\147\241\071

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\226\211\175\141\321\125\053\047\342\132\071\264\052\154\104\157

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\264\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\102\122

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\012\023\012\111\103\120\055\102

\162\141\163\151\154\061\075\060\073\006\003\125\004\013\023\064

\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\157\040\116\141\143\151\157\156

\141\154\040\144\145\040\124\145\143\156\157\154\157\147\151\141

\040\144\141\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\143\141\157\040\055

\040\111\124\111\061\021\060\017\006\003\125\004\007\023\010\102

\162\141\163\151\154\151\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010

\023\002\104\106\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\023\050\101

\165\164\157\162\151\144\141\144\145\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\144\157\162\141\040\122\141\151\172\040\102\162\141

\163\151\154\145\151\162\141

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\004

END
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CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Post.Trust Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Post.Trust Root CA,OU=Post.Trust Ltd.,O=An Post,C=IE

# Serial Number:39:a2:93:e3

# Subject: CN=Post.Trust Root CA,OU=Post.Trust Ltd.,O=An Post,C=IE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 22 14:56:21 2000

# Not Valid After: Fri Aug 20 13:56:21 2010

# Fingerprint (MD5): af:b8:33:6e:7c:dd:c6:02:64:ad:58:fc:0d:4f:7b:cf

# Fingerprint (SHA1): bc:7b:3c:6f:ef:26:b9:f7:ab:10:d7:a1:f6:b6:7c:5e:d2:a1:2d:3d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Post.Trust Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\101\156\040\120\157\163

\164\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\120\157\163\164

\056\124\162\165\163\164\040\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\023\022\120\157\163\164\056\124\162\165\163\164

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\101\156\040\120\157\163

\164\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\120\157\163\164

\056\124\162\165\163\164\040\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\023\022\120\157\163\164\056\124\162\165\163\164

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\071\242\223\343

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\272\060\202\005\242\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\071

\242\223\343\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111

\105\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\101\156\040\120

\157\163\164\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\120\157

\163\164\056\124\162\165\163\164\040\114\164\144\056\061\033\060

\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022\120\157\163\164\056\124\162\165
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\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\060\060

\060\070\062\062\061\064\065\066\062\061\132\027\015\061\060\060

\070\062\060\061\063\065\066\062\061\132\060\126\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061\020\060\016\006\003\125

\004\012\023\007\101\156\040\120\157\163\164\061\030\060\026\006

\003\125\004\013\023\017\120\157\163\164\056\124\162\165\163\164

\040\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\003\023\022

\120\157\163\164\056\124\162\165\163\164\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202

\001\001\000\326\177\023\344\015\044\330\330\373\351\266\303\261

\122\243\116\334\267\073\342\367\016\137\201\346\001\360\246\346

\066\160\330\023\163\241\377\122\010\220\362\025\274\362\062\034

\250\327\341\006\020\173\101\250\224\307\077\075\104\025\334\200

\121\347\060\376\123\110\365\220\137\155\155\045\340\140\273\240

\373\326\306\051\370\115\160\120\032\067\240\016\315\170\052\266

\150\363\231\324\014\216\136\022\142\377\302\137\132\232\053\210

\107\252\273\241\331\165\360\054\134\376\155\302\261\133\061\314

\203\207\032\247\276\220\016\350\020\124\123\122\013\234\111\363

\200\002\376\157\047\246\243\127\060\270\333\270\320\000\004\003

\344\345\324\103\006\353\253\150\115\150\046\322\231\064\271\340

\022\226\177\113\273\153\156\041\161\346\010\105\112\035\146\015

\067\311\003\341\321\312\334\261\057\160\366\267\201\142\226\033

\144\247\376\273\341\206\353\101\237\250\234\330\312\240\341\326

\057\370\017\341\272\100\070\367\155\321\245\312\114\031\310\226

\334\314\111\034\012\266\323\250\221\072\371\332\354\035\315\163

\112\044\077\002\003\001\000\001\243\202\003\216\060\202\003\212

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\202\003\115\006\003\125\035\040\004\202\003\104\060\202

\003\100\060\202\003\074\006\007\052\202\164\273\350\042\001\060

\202\003\057\060\202\002\364\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002

\002\060\202\002\346\032\202\002\342\124\150\151\163\040\143\145

\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\151\163\040\151\163\163

\165\145\144\040\163\165\142\152\145\143\164\040\164\157\040\164

\150\145\040\120\157\163\164\056\124\162\165\163\164\040\103\120

\123\040\164\145\162\155\163\040\141\156\144\040\143\157\156\144

\151\164\151\157\156\163\040\167\150\151\143\150\040\157\165\164

\154\151\156\145\040\164\150\145\040\167\141\162\162\141\156\164

\151\145\163\040\160\162\157\166\151\144\145\144\040\167\151\164

\150\040\164\150\151\163\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\145\040\141\156\144\040\164\150\145\040\145\170\164\145\156

\164\040\157\146\040\164\150\145\040\154\151\141\142\151\154\151

\164\171\040\157\146\040\120\157\163\164\056\124\162\165\163\164

\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\056\040\040\120\157\163\164\056

\124\162\165\163\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\040\145\170

\160\162\145\163\163\154\171\040\145\170\143\154\165\144\145\163

\040\143\145\162\164\141\151\156\040\145\170\160\162\145\163\163

\040\141\156\144\040\151\155\160\154\151\145\144\040\167\141\162
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\162\141\156\164\151\145\163\040\141\156\144\040\143\157\156\144

\151\164\151\157\156\163\054\040\151\156\143\154\165\144\151\156

\147\040\167\141\162\162\141\156\164\151\145\163\040\141\163\040

\164\157\040\146\151\164\156\145\163\163\040\146\157\162\040\160

\165\162\160\157\163\145\040\157\162\040\155\145\162\143\150\141

\156\164\141\142\151\154\151\164\171\054\040\141\156\144\040\167

\151\154\154\040\156\157\164\040\142\145\040\154\151\141\142\154

\145\040\146\157\162\040\151\156\144\151\162\145\143\164\040\141

\156\144\040\143\157\156\163\145\161\165\145\156\164\151\141\154

\040\164\171\160\145\040\154\157\163\163\145\163\054\040\157\162

\040\146\157\162\040\154\157\163\163\040\151\156\040\145\170\143

\145\163\163\040\157\146\040\141\040\163\160\145\143\151\146\151

\145\144\040\141\155\157\165\156\164\056\040\040\101\143\143\157

\162\144\151\156\147\154\171\054\040\164\150\145\040\103\120\123

\040\164\145\162\155\163\040\141\156\144\040\143\157\156\144\151

\164\151\157\156\163\040\155\165\163\164\040\142\145\040\162\145

\141\144\040\142\145\146\157\162\145\040\141\156\171\040\162\145

\154\151\141\156\143\145\040\143\141\156\040\142\145\040\160\154

\141\143\145\144\040\157\156\040\164\150\151\163\040\143\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\054\040\141\156\144\040\142\171

\040\141\143\143\145\160\164\151\156\147\040\157\156\040\164\150

\151\163\040\143\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\054\040

\141\040\163\165\142\163\143\162\151\142\145\162\040\141\156\144

\057\157\162\040\162\145\154\171\151\156\147\040\160\141\162\164

\171\040\151\163\040\141\143\153\156\157\167\154\145\144\147\151

\156\147\040\164\150\141\164\040\151\164\040\150\141\163\040\162

\145\141\144\054\040\165\156\144\145\162\163\164\157\157\144\040

\141\156\144\040\141\143\143\145\160\164\145\144\040\164\150\145

\040\103\120\123\040\164\145\162\155\163\040\141\156\144\040\143

\157\156\144\151\164\151\157\156\163\056\040\060\065\006\010\053

\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\051\150\164\164\160\072\057\057

\167\167\167\056\160\157\163\164\056\164\162\165\163\164\056\151

\145\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\057\143\160\163\056\150\164

\155\154\060\021\006\003\125\035\016\004\012\004\010\101\032\214

\343\117\075\357\361\060\023\006\003\125\035\043\004\014\060\012

\200\010\101\032\214\343\117\075\357\361\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\147\215

\251\343\257\370\361\341\155\054\373\327\015\142\113\256\360\130

\073\276\062\103\120\133\362\103\216\076\033\360\067\065\022\220

\074\066\001\035\377\051\364\010\246\176\356\261\036\121\270\271

\013\134\353\267\342\015\364\212\060\370\250\065\030\013\307\216

\163\352\006\231\053\007\045\007\017\163\113\377\272\044\133\204

\374\316\224\066\122\373\220\234\172\215\213\240\210\172\106\374

\232\050\130\313\215\253\124\364\355\170\072\367\073\323\147\343

\217\220\203\231\242\010\122\202\026\265\201\134\233\010\061\374

\345\326\170\256\200\361\114\002\143\154\216\004\234\271\173\231

\361\034\063\241\257\173\103\121\205\007\256\337\056\305\011\374

\204\245\376\125\274\012\344\170\134\246\330\367\073\217\012\307
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\156\371\237\216\020\017\102\004\374\127\101\376\122\077\261\061

\224\157\360\155\324\116\005\335\236\053\000\137\301\022\176\102

\144\247\141\026\061\117\174\276\016\310\343\020\373\056\367\025

\145\247\124\312\135\244\314\054\314\170\000\275\001\327\315\337

\320\333\063\335\211\247\024\327\242\041\274\065\326\016

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Post.Trust Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Post.Trust Root CA,OU=Post.Trust Ltd.,O=An Post,C=IE

# Serial Number:39:a2:93:e3

# Subject: CN=Post.Trust Root CA,OU=Post.Trust Ltd.,O=An Post,C=IE

# Not Valid Before: Tue Aug 22 14:56:21 2000

# Not Valid After: Fri Aug 20 13:56:21 2010

# Fingerprint (MD5): af:b8:33:6e:7c:dd:c6:02:64:ad:58:fc:0d:4f:7b:cf

# Fingerprint (SHA1): bc:7b:3c:6f:ef:26:b9:f7:ab:10:d7:a1:f6:b6:7c:5e:d2:a1:2d:3d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Post.Trust Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\173\074\157\357\046\271\367\253\020\327\241\366\266\174\136

\322\241\055\075

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\257\270\063\156\174\335\306\002\144\255\130\374\015\117\173\317

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\105\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\012\023\007\101\156\040\120\157\163

\164\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\013\023\017\120\157\163\164

\056\124\162\165\163\164\040\114\164\144\056\061\033\060\031\006

\003\125\004\003\023\022\120\157\163\164\056\124\162\165\163\164

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\071\242\223\343

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate
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# Certificate "Microsoft Root Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Root Authority,OU=Microsoft Corporation,OU=Copyright (c) 1997 Microsoft Corp.

# Serial Number:c1:00:8b:3c:3c:88:11:d1:3e:f6:63:ec:df:40

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Root Authority,OU=Microsoft Corporation,OU=Copyright (c) 1997 Microsoft Corp.

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 10 07:00:00 1997

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 31 07:00:00 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2a:95:4e:ca:79:b2:87:45:73:d9:2d:90:ba:f9:9f:b6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a4:34:89:15:9a:52:0f:0d:93:d0:32:cc:af:37:e7:fe:20:a8:b4:19

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Root Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\160\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013\023\042\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\067\040

\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\056\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\160\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013\023\042\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\067\040

\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\056\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\000\301\000\213\074\074\210\021\321\076\366\143\354\337

\100

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\022\060\202\002\372\240\003\002\001\002\002\017\000

\301\000\213\074\074\210\021\321\076\366\143\354\337\100\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\004\005\000\060\160\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013\023\042\103\157\160\171\162\151

\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\067\040\115\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164

\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\041\060\037
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\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164

\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\036\027\015\071\067\060\061\061\060\060\067\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\062\060\061\062\063\061\060\067\060\060\060\060\132\060

\160\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013\023\042\103\157\160\171

\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\067\040\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\036

\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157

\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\041

\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\115\151\143\162\157\163\157

\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001

\001\000\251\002\275\301\160\346\073\362\116\033\050\237\227\170

\136\060\352\242\251\215\045\137\370\376\225\114\243\267\376\235

\242\040\076\174\121\242\233\242\217\140\062\153\321\102\144\171

\356\254\166\311\124\332\362\353\234\206\034\217\237\204\146\263

\305\153\172\142\043\326\035\074\336\017\001\222\350\226\304\277

\055\146\232\232\150\046\231\320\072\054\277\014\265\130\046\301

\106\347\012\076\070\226\054\251\050\071\250\354\111\203\102\343

\204\017\273\232\154\125\141\254\202\174\241\140\055\167\114\351

\231\264\144\073\232\120\034\061\010\044\024\237\251\347\221\053

\030\346\075\230\143\024\140\130\005\145\237\035\067\122\207\367

\247\357\224\002\306\033\323\277\125\105\263\211\200\277\072\354

\124\224\116\256\375\247\172\155\164\116\257\030\314\226\011\050

\041\000\127\220\140\151\067\273\113\022\007\074\126\377\133\373

\244\146\012\010\246\322\201\126\127\357\266\073\136\026\201\167

\004\332\366\276\256\200\225\376\260\315\177\326\247\032\162\134

\074\312\274\360\010\243\042\060\263\006\205\311\263\040\167\023

\205\337\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\250\060\201\245\060\201\242

\006\003\125\035\001\004\201\232\060\201\227\200\020\133\320\160

\357\151\162\236\043\121\176\024\262\115\216\377\313\241\162\060

\160\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013\023\042\103\157\160\171

\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\067\040\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\056\061\036

\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157

\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\041

\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\115\151\143\162\157\163\157

\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171\202\017\000\301\000\213\074\074\210\021\321\076\366\143\354

\337\100\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\004\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\225\350\013\300\215\363\227\030\065\355

\270\001\044\330\167\021\363\134\140\062\237\236\013\313\076\005

\221\210\217\311\072\346\041\362\360\127\223\054\265\240\107\310

\142\357\374\327\314\073\073\132\251\066\124\151\376\044\155\077

\311\314\252\336\005\174\335\061\215\075\237\020\160\152\273\376

\022\117\030\151\300\374\320\103\343\021\132\040\117\352\142\173

\257\252\031\310\053\067\045\055\276\145\241\022\212\045\017\143
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\243\367\124\034\371\041\311\326\025\363\122\254\156\103\062\007

\375\202\027\370\345\147\154\015\121\366\275\361\122\307\275\347

\304\060\374\040\061\011\210\035\225\051\032\115\325\035\002\245

\361\200\340\003\264\133\364\261\335\310\127\356\145\111\307\122

\124\266\264\003\050\022\377\220\326\360\010\217\176\270\227\305

\253\067\054\344\172\344\250\167\343\166\240\000\320\152\077\301

\322\066\212\340\101\022\250\065\152\033\152\333\065\341\324\034

\004\344\250\105\004\310\132\063\070\156\115\034\015\142\267\012

\242\214\323\325\124\077\106\315\034\125\246\160\333\022\072\207

\223\165\237\247\322\240

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Microsoft Root Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Root Authority,OU=Microsoft Corporation,OU=Copyright (c) 1997 Microsoft Corp.

# Serial Number:c1:00:8b:3c:3c:88:11:d1:3e:f6:63:ec:df:40

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Root Authority,OU=Microsoft Corporation,OU=Copyright (c) 1997 Microsoft Corp.

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 10 07:00:00 1997

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 31 07:00:00 2020

# Fingerprint (MD5): 2a:95:4e:ca:79:b2:87:45:73:d9:2d:90:ba:f9:9f:b6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a4:34:89:15:9a:52:0f:0d:93:d0:32:cc:af:37:e7:fe:20:a8:b4:19

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Root Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\244\064\211\025\232\122\017\015\223\320\062\314\257\067\347\376

\040\250\264\031

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\052\225\116\312\171\262\207\105\163\331\055\220\272\371\237\266

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\160\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\013\023\042\103\157\160

\171\162\151\147\150\164\040\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\067\040

\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\056\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\013\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\017\000\301\000\213\074\074\210\021\321\076\366\143\354\337
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\100

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority,DC=microsoft,DC=com

# Serial Number:79:ad:16:a1:4a:a0:a5:ad:4c:73:58:f4:07:13:2e:65

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority,DC=microsoft,DC=com

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 09 23:19:22 2001

# Not Valid After: Sun May 09 23:28:13 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): e1:c0:7e:a0:aa:bb:d4:b7:7b:84:c2:28:11:78:08:a7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cd:d4:ee:ae:60:00:ac:7f:40:c3:80:2c:17:1e:30:14:80:30:c0:72

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\023\060\021\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144

\001\031\026\003\143\157\155\061\031\060\027\006\012\011\222\046

\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\011\155\151\143\162\157\163\157

\146\164\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\115\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\023\060\021\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144

\001\031\026\003\143\157\155\061\031\060\027\006\012\011\222\046

\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\011\155\151\143\162\157\163\157

\146\164\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\115\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\171\255\026\241\112\240\245\255\114\163\130\364\007\023

\056\145

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\231\060\202\003\201\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\171

\255\026\241\112\240\245\255\114\163\130\364\007\023\056\145\060
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\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\137

\061\023\060\021\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001\031

\026\003\143\157\155\061\031\060\027\006\012\011\222\046\211\223

\362\054\144\001\031\026\011\155\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164

\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\115\151\143\162\157

\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060

\036\027\015\060\061\060\065\060\071\062\063\061\071\062\062\132

\027\015\062\061\060\065\060\071\062\063\062\070\061\063\132\060

\137\061\023\060\021\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144\001

\031\026\003\143\157\155\061\031\060\027\006\012\011\222\046\211

\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\011\155\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\115\151\143\162

\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\363\135\372\200\147\324\132\247\251\014\054\220\040\320\065

\010\074\165\204\315\267\007\211\234\211\332\336\316\303\140\372

\221\150\132\236\224\161\051\030\166\174\302\340\310\045\166\224

\016\130\372\004\064\066\346\337\257\367\200\272\351\130\013\053

\223\345\235\005\343\167\042\221\367\064\144\074\042\221\035\136

\341\011\220\274\024\376\374\165\130\031\341\171\267\007\222\243

\256\210\131\010\330\237\007\312\003\130\374\150\051\155\062\327

\322\250\313\113\374\341\013\110\062\117\346\353\270\255\117\344

\134\157\023\224\231\333\225\325\165\333\250\032\267\224\221\264

\167\133\365\110\014\217\152\171\175\024\160\004\175\155\257\220

\365\332\160\330\107\267\277\233\057\154\347\005\267\341\021\140

\254\171\221\024\174\305\326\246\344\341\176\325\303\176\345\222

\322\074\000\265\066\202\336\171\341\155\363\265\156\370\237\063

\311\313\122\175\163\230\066\333\213\241\153\242\225\227\233\243

\336\302\115\046\377\006\226\147\045\006\310\347\254\344\356\022

\063\225\061\231\310\065\010\116\064\312\171\123\325\265\276\143

\062\131\100\066\300\245\116\004\115\075\333\133\007\063\344\130

\277\357\077\123\144\330\102\131\065\127\375\017\105\174\044\004

\115\236\326\070\164\021\227\042\220\316\150\104\164\222\157\325

\113\157\260\206\343\307\066\102\240\320\374\301\300\132\371\243

\141\271\060\107\161\226\012\026\260\221\300\102\225\357\020\177

\050\152\343\052\037\261\344\315\003\077\167\161\004\307\040\374

\111\017\035\105\210\244\327\313\176\210\255\216\055\354\105\333

\304\121\004\311\052\374\354\206\236\232\021\227\133\336\316\123

\210\346\342\267\375\254\225\302\050\100\333\357\004\220\337\201

\063\071\331\262\105\245\043\207\006\245\125\211\061\273\006\055

\140\016\101\030\175\037\056\265\227\313\021\353\025\325\044\245

\224\357\025\024\211\375\113\163\372\062\133\374\321\063\000\371

\131\142\160\007\062\352\056\253\100\055\173\312\335\041\147\033

\060\231\217\026\252\043\250\101\321\260\156\021\233\066\304\336

\100\164\234\341\130\145\301\140\036\172\133\070\310\217\273\004
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\046\174\324\026\100\345\266\153\154\252\206\375\000\277\316\301

\065\002\003\001\000\001\243\121\060\117\060\013\006\003\125\035

\017\004\004\003\002\001\306\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\016\254\202\140\100\126\047\227\345\045\023\374\052

\341\012\123\225\131\344\244\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001

\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\305\021\115

\003\072\140\335\135\122\021\167\217\262\273\066\310\262\005\277

\264\267\250\330\040\235\134\023\003\266\034\042\372\006\023\065

\266\310\143\324\232\107\157\046\127\322\125\361\004\261\046\137

\326\251\120\150\240\274\322\270\156\314\303\351\254\337\031\315

\170\254\131\164\254\146\064\066\304\033\076\154\070\114\063\016

\060\022\015\243\046\376\121\123\000\377\257\132\116\204\015\017

\037\344\155\005\056\116\205\113\215\154\063\157\124\322\144\253

\277\120\257\175\172\071\240\067\355\143\003\017\374\023\006\316

\026\066\324\124\073\225\033\121\142\072\345\115\027\324\005\071

\222\232\047\250\133\252\275\354\273\276\343\040\211\140\161\154

\126\263\245\023\320\155\016\043\176\225\003\355\150\075\362\330

\143\270\153\115\266\350\060\265\341\312\224\113\367\242\252\135

\231\060\262\075\247\302\121\154\050\040\001\044\047\053\113\000

\267\235\021\153\160\276\262\020\202\274\014\233\150\320\215\073

\044\207\252\231\050\162\235\063\137\131\220\275\365\336\223\236

\072\142\132\064\071\342\210\125\035\271\006\260\301\211\153\055

\327\151\303\031\022\066\204\320\311\240\332\377\057\151\170\262

\345\172\332\353\327\014\300\367\275\143\027\270\071\023\070\242

\066\133\173\362\205\126\152\035\144\142\301\070\342\252\277\121

\146\242\224\365\022\234\146\042\020\153\362\267\060\222\055\362

\051\360\075\073\024\103\150\242\361\234\051\067\313\316\070\040

\045\155\174\147\363\176\044\022\044\003\010\201\107\354\245\236

\227\365\030\327\317\273\325\357\166\226\357\375\316\333\126\235

\225\240\102\371\227\130\341\327\061\042\323\137\131\346\076\156

\042\000\352\103\204\266\045\333\331\363\010\126\150\300\144\153

\035\174\354\266\223\242\142\127\156\056\330\347\130\217\304\061

\111\046\335\336\051\065\207\365\060\161\160\133\024\074\151\275

\211\022\175\353\056\243\376\330\177\236\202\132\122\012\053\301

\103\053\331\060\210\237\310\020\373\211\215\346\241\205\165\063

\176\154\236\333\163\023\144\142\151\245\057\175\312\226\155\237

\370\004\115\060\222\075\156\041\024\041\311\075\340\303\375\212

\153\235\112\375\321\241\235\231\103\167\077\260\332

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority,DC=microsoft,DC=com
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# Serial Number:79:ad:16:a1:4a:a0:a5:ad:4c:73:58:f4:07:13:2e:65

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority,DC=microsoft,DC=com

# Not Valid Before: Wed May 09 23:19:22 2001

# Not Valid After: Sun May 09 23:28:13 2021

# Fingerprint (MD5): e1:c0:7e:a0:aa:bb:d4:b7:7b:84:c2:28:11:78:08:a7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): cd:d4:ee:ae:60:00:ac:7f:40:c3:80:2c:17:1e:30:14:80:30:c0:72

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\315\324\356\256\140\000\254\177\100\303\200\054\027\036\060\024

\200\060\300\162

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\341\300\176\240\252\273\324\267\173\204\302\050\021\170\010\247

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\137\061\023\060\021\006\012\011\222\046\211\223\362\054\144

\001\031\026\003\143\157\155\061\031\060\027\006\012\011\222\046

\211\223\362\054\144\001\031\026\011\155\151\143\162\157\163\157

\146\164\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\023\044\115\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164

\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\171\255\026\241\112\240\245\255\114\163\130\364\007\023

\056\145

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2010"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2010,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Serial Number:28:cc:3a:25:bf:ba:44:ac:44:9a:9b:58:6b:43:39:aa

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2010,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 23 21:57:24 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 23 22:04:01 2035

# Fingerprint (MD5): a2:66:bb:7d:cc:38:a5:62:63:13:61:bb:f6:1d:d1:1b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3b:1e:fd:3a:66:ea:28:b1:66:97:39:47:03:a7:2c:a3:40:a0:5b:d5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2010"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\060

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\050\314\072\045\277\272\104\254\104\232\233\130\153\103

\071\252

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\355\060\202\003\325\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\050

\314\072\045\277\272\104\254\104\232\233\130\153\103\071\252\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\201

\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023

\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151\156\147

\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\122\145

\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025

\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162

\141\164\151\157\156\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051

\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\060\060\036\027\015\061\060\060

\066\062\063\062\061\065\067\062\064\132\027\015\063\065\060\066

\062\063\062\062\060\064\060\061\132\060\201\210\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125
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\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151\156\147\164\157\156\061\020

\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\122\145\144\155\157\156\144

\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157

\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156

\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003\023\051\115\151\143\162\157

\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\062\060\061\060\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\271\010\236\050\344\344\354\006\116\120\150

\263\101\305\173\353\256\266\216\257\201\272\042\104\037\145\064

\151\114\276\160\100\027\362\026\173\342\171\375\206\355\015\071

\364\033\250\255\222\220\036\313\075\166\217\132\331\265\221\020

\056\074\005\215\212\155\044\124\347\037\355\126\255\203\264\120

\234\025\245\027\164\210\131\040\374\010\305\204\166\323\150\324

\157\050\170\316\134\270\363\120\220\104\377\343\143\137\276\241

\232\054\226\025\004\326\007\376\036\204\041\340\102\061\021\304

\050\066\224\317\120\244\142\236\311\326\253\161\000\262\133\014

\346\226\324\012\044\226\365\377\306\325\267\033\327\313\267\041

\142\257\022\334\241\135\067\343\032\373\032\106\230\300\233\300

\347\143\037\052\010\223\002\176\036\152\216\362\237\030\211\344

\042\205\242\261\204\127\100\377\365\016\330\157\234\355\342\105

\061\001\315\027\351\177\260\201\105\343\252\041\100\046\241\162

\252\247\117\074\001\005\176\356\203\130\261\136\006\143\231\142

\221\170\202\267\015\223\014\044\152\264\033\333\047\354\137\225

\004\077\223\112\060\365\227\030\263\247\371\031\247\223\063\035

\001\310\333\042\122\134\327\045\311\106\371\242\373\207\131\103

\276\233\142\261\215\055\206\104\032\106\254\170\141\176\060\011

\372\256\211\304\101\052\042\146\003\221\071\105\234\307\213\014

\250\312\015\057\373\122\352\014\367\143\063\043\235\376\260\037

\255\147\326\247\120\003\306\004\160\143\265\054\261\206\132\103

\267\373\256\371\156\051\156\041\041\101\046\006\214\311\303\356

\260\302\205\223\241\271\205\331\346\062\154\113\114\077\326\135

\243\345\265\235\167\303\234\300\125\267\164\000\343\270\070\253

\203\227\120\341\232\102\044\035\306\300\243\060\321\032\132\310

\122\064\367\163\361\307\030\037\063\255\172\354\313\101\140\363

\043\224\040\302\110\105\254\134\121\306\056\200\302\342\167\025

\275\205\207\355\066\235\226\221\356\000\265\243\160\354\237\343

\215\200\150\203\166\272\257\135\160\122\042\026\342\146\373\272

\263\305\302\367\076\057\167\246\312\336\301\246\306\110\114\303

\067\121\043\323\047\327\270\116\160\226\360\241\104\166\257\170

\317\232\341\146\023\002\003\001\000\001\243\121\060\117\060\013

\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\325\366\126\313\217\350\242\134\142

\150\321\075\224\220\133\327\316\232\030\304\060\020\006\011\053

\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001
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\000\254\245\226\214\277\273\256\246\366\327\161\207\103\061\126

\210\375\034\062\161\133\065\267\324\360\221\362\257\067\342\024

\361\363\002\046\005\076\026\024\177\024\272\270\117\373\211\262

\262\347\324\011\314\155\271\133\073\144\145\160\146\267\362\261

\132\337\032\002\363\365\121\270\147\155\171\363\277\126\173\344

\204\271\053\036\233\100\234\046\064\371\107\030\230\151\330\034

\327\266\321\277\217\141\302\147\304\265\357\140\103\216\020\033

\066\111\344\040\312\255\247\301\261\047\145\011\370\315\365\133

\052\320\204\063\363\357\037\362\365\234\013\130\223\067\240\165

\240\336\162\336\154\165\052\146\042\365\214\006\060\126\237\100

\271\060\252\100\167\025\202\327\213\354\300\323\262\275\203\305

\167\014\036\256\257\031\123\240\115\171\161\237\017\257\060\316

\147\371\326\054\314\042\101\172\007\362\227\102\030\316\131\171

\020\125\336\157\020\344\270\332\203\146\100\026\011\150\043\133

\227\056\046\232\002\273\127\214\305\270\272\151\142\062\200\211

\236\241\375\300\222\174\173\053\063\031\204\052\143\305\000\150

\142\372\237\107\215\231\172\105\072\247\351\355\356\151\102\265

\363\201\233\107\126\020\173\374\160\066\204\030\163\352\357\371

\227\115\236\063\043\335\046\013\272\052\267\077\104\334\203\047

\377\275\141\131\053\021\267\312\117\333\305\213\014\034\061\256

\062\370\370\271\102\367\177\334\141\232\166\261\132\004\341\021

\075\146\105\267\030\161\276\311\044\205\326\363\324\272\101\064

\135\022\055\045\271\215\246\023\110\155\113\260\007\175\231\223

\011\141\201\164\127\046\212\253\151\343\344\331\307\210\314\044

\330\354\122\044\134\036\274\221\024\342\226\336\353\012\332\236

\335\137\263\133\333\324\202\354\306\040\120\207\045\100\072\373

\307\356\315\376\063\345\156\303\204\011\125\003\045\071\300\351

\065\135\145\061\250\366\277\240\011\315\051\307\263\066\062\056

\334\225\363\203\301\132\317\213\215\366\352\263\041\370\244\355

\036\061\016\266\114\021\253\140\013\244\022\043\042\027\243\066

\144\202\221\004\022\340\253\157\036\313\120\005\141\264\100\377

\131\206\161\321\325\063\151\174\251\163\212\070\327\144\014\361

\151

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2010"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2010,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Serial Number:28:cc:3a:25:bf:ba:44:ac:44:9a:9b:58:6b:43:39:aa

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2010,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Jun 23 21:57:24 2010

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 23 22:04:01 2035

# Fingerprint (MD5): a2:66:bb:7d:cc:38:a5:62:63:13:61:bb:f6:1d:d1:1b
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3b:1e:fd:3a:66:ea:28:b1:66:97:39:47:03:a7:2c:a3:40:a0:5b:d5

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Root Certificate Authority 2010"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\073\036\375\072\146\352\050\261\146\227\071\107\003\247\054\243

\100\240\133\325

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\242\146\273\175\314\070\245\142\143\023\141\273\366\035\321\033

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\210\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\062\060\060\006\003\125\004\003

\023\051\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\050\314\072\045\277\272\104\254\104\232\233\130\153\103

\071\252

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Entrust.net Secure Server Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Secure Server Certification Authority,OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net,C=US

# Serial Number:37:4a:d2:43

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Secure Server Certification Authority,OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 25 16:09:40 1999

# Not Valid After: Sat May 25 16:39:40 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): df:f2:80:73:cc:f1:e6:61:73:fc:f5:42:e9:c5:7c:ee

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 99:a6:9b:e6:1a:fe:88:6b:4d:2b:82:00:7c:b8:54:fc:31:7e:15:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust.net Secure Server Certification Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\303\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\013\023

\062\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\103\120\123\040\151\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040

\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141

\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143

\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\003\023\061\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\303\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\013\023

\062\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\103\120\123\040\151\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040

\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141

\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143

\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\003\023\061\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\067\112\322\103

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\330\060\202\004\101\240\003\002\001\002\002\004\067

\112\322\103\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005

\005\000\060\201\303\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004

\013\023\062\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142

\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154

\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034

\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164

\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\072\060\070
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\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\071\071\060\065

\062\065\061\066\060\071\064\060\132\027\015\061\071\060\065\062

\065\061\066\063\071\064\060\132\060\201\303\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004

\012\023\013\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\073

\060\071\006\003\125\004\013\023\062\167\167\167\056\145\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\156\143

\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151

\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006

\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105

\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164

\145\144\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040

\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\201

\235\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000

\003\201\213\000\060\201\207\002\201\201\000\315\050\203\064\124

\033\211\363\017\257\067\221\061\377\257\061\140\311\250\350\262

\020\150\355\237\347\223\066\361\012\144\273\107\365\004\027\077

\043\107\115\305\047\031\201\046\014\124\162\015\210\055\331\037

\232\022\237\274\263\161\323\200\031\077\107\146\173\214\065\050

\322\271\012\337\044\332\234\326\120\171\201\172\132\323\067\367

\302\112\330\051\222\046\144\321\344\230\154\072\000\212\365\064

\233\145\370\355\343\020\377\375\270\111\130\334\240\336\202\071

\153\201\261\026\031\141\271\124\266\346\103\002\001\003\243\202

\001\327\060\202\001\323\060\021\006\011\140\206\110\001\206\370

\102\001\001\004\004\003\002\000\007\060\202\001\031\006\003\125

\035\037\004\202\001\020\060\202\001\014\060\201\336\240\201\333

\240\201\330\244\201\325\060\201\322\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023

\013\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\073\060\071

\006\003\125\004\013\023\062\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\120\123\040\151\156\143\157\162

\160\056\040\142\171\040\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151\155\151

\164\163\040\154\151\141\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006\003\125

\004\013\023\034\050\143\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105\156\164

\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144

\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\003\023\061\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145

\162\166\145\162\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151

\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\061\015\060\013

\006\003\125\004\003\023\004\103\122\114\061\060\051\240\047\240

\045\206\043\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\145\156

\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164\057\103\122\114\057\156\145

\164\061\056\143\162\154\060\053\006\003\125\035\020\004\044\060
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\042\200\017\061\071\071\071\060\065\062\065\061\066\060\071\064

\060\132\201\017\062\060\061\071\060\065\062\065\061\066\060\071

\064\060\132\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\360\027\142

\023\125\075\263\377\012\000\153\373\120\204\227\363\355\142\320

\032\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\360\027\142\023

\125\075\263\377\012\000\153\373\120\204\227\363\355\142\320\032

\060\014\006\003\125\035\023\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\031

\006\011\052\206\110\206\366\175\007\101\000\004\014\060\012\033

\004\126\064\056\060\003\002\004\220\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\003\201\201\000\220\334\060\002

\372\144\164\302\247\012\245\174\041\215\064\027\250\373\107\016

\377\045\174\215\023\012\373\344\230\265\357\214\370\305\020\015

\367\222\276\361\303\325\325\225\152\004\273\054\316\046\066\145

\310\061\306\347\356\077\343\127\165\204\172\021\357\106\117\030

\364\323\230\273\250\207\062\272\162\366\074\342\075\237\327\035

\331\303\140\103\214\130\016\042\226\057\142\243\054\037\272\255

\005\357\253\062\170\207\240\124\163\031\265\134\005\371\122\076

\155\055\105\013\367\012\223\352\355\006\371\262

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Entrust.net Secure Server Certification Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Secure Server Certification Authority,OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net,C=US

# Serial Number:37:4a:d2:43

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Secure Server Certification Authority,OU=(c) 1999 Entrust.net

Limited,OU=www.entrust.net/CPS incorp. by ref. (limits liab.),O=Entrust.net,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue May 25 16:09:40 1999

# Not Valid After: Sat May 25 16:39:40 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): df:f2:80:73:cc:f1:e6:61:73:fc:f5:42:e9:c5:7c:ee

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 99:a6:9b:e6:1a:fe:88:6b:4d:2b:82:00:7c:b8:54:fc:31:7e:15:39

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Entrust.net Secure Server Certification Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\231\246\233\346\032\376\210\153\115\053\202\000\174\270\124\374

\061\176\025\071

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\337\362\200\163\314\361\346\141\163\374\365\102\351\305\174\356

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\201\303\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\105\156\164\162\165

\163\164\056\156\145\164\061\073\060\071\006\003\125\004\013\023

\062\167\167\167\056\145\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\057\103\120\123\040\151\156\143\157\162\160\056\040\142\171\040

\162\145\146\056\040\050\154\151\155\151\164\163\040\154\151\141

\142\056\051\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\013\023\034\050\143

\051\040\061\071\071\071\040\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156

\145\164\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\072\060\070\006\003

\125\004\003\023\061\105\156\164\162\165\163\164\056\156\145\164

\040\123\145\143\165\162\145\040\123\145\162\166\145\162\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\004\067\112\322\103

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "UTN-USERFirst-Object"

# Issuer: CN=UTN-USERFirst-Object,OU=http://www.usertrust.com,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Salt Lake

City,ST=UT,C=US

# Serial Number:44:be:0c:8b:50:00:24:b4:11:d3:36:2d:e0:b3:5f:1b

# Subject: CN=UTN-USERFirst-Object,OU=http://www.usertrust.com,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Salt Lake

City,ST=UT,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 09 18:31:20 1999

# Not Valid After: Tue Jul 09 18:40:36 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): a7:f2:e4:16:06:41:11:50:30:6b:9c:e3:b4:9c:b0:c9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e1:2d:fb:4b:41:d7:d9:c3:2b:30:51:4b:ac:1d:81:d8:38:5e:2d:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UTN-USERFirst-Object"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\125\124\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\007\023\016\123\141\154\164\040\114\141\153

\145\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023

\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\013\023

\030\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\165\163\145\162

\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\061\035\060\033\006\003\125
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\004\003\023\024\125\124\116\055\125\123\105\122\106\151\162\163

\164\055\117\142\152\145\143\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\125\124\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\007\023\016\123\141\154\164\040\114\141\153

\145\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023

\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\013\023

\030\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\165\163\145\162

\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\061\035\060\033\006\003\125

\004\003\023\024\125\124\116\055\125\123\105\122\106\151\162\163

\164\055\117\142\152\145\143\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\104\276\014\213\120\000\044\264\021\323\066\055\340\263

\137\033

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\146\060\202\003\116\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\104

\276\014\213\120\000\044\264\021\323\066\055\340\263\137\033\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\005\005\000\060\201

\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\125\124\061\027\060\025\006

\003\125\004\007\023\016\123\141\154\164\040\114\141\153\145\040

\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\124

\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\013\023\030\150

\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\165\163\145\162\164\162

\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\061\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003

\023\024\125\124\116\055\125\123\105\122\106\151\162\163\164\055

\117\142\152\145\143\164\060\036\027\015\071\071\060\067\060\071

\061\070\063\061\062\060\132\027\015\061\071\060\067\060\071\061

\070\064\060\063\066\132\060\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023

\002\125\124\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\007\023\016\123\141

\154\164\040\114\141\153\145\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034

\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124

\122\125\123\124\040\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\013\023\030\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167

\167\056\165\163\145\162\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\061

\035\060\033\006\003\125\004\003\023\024\125\124\116\055\125\123

\105\122\106\151\162\163\164\055\117\142\152\145\143\164\060\202

\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\316

\252\201\077\243\243\141\170\252\061\000\125\225\021\236\047\017
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\037\034\337\072\233\202\150\060\300\112\141\035\361\057\016\372

\276\171\367\245\043\357\125\121\226\204\315\333\343\271\156\076

\061\330\012\040\147\307\364\331\277\224\353\107\004\076\002\316

\052\242\135\207\004\011\366\060\235\030\212\227\262\252\034\374

\101\322\241\066\313\373\075\221\272\347\331\160\065\372\344\347

\220\303\233\243\233\323\074\365\022\231\167\261\267\011\340\150

\346\034\270\363\224\143\210\152\152\376\013\166\311\276\364\042

\344\147\271\253\032\136\167\301\205\007\335\015\154\277\356\006

\307\167\152\101\236\247\017\327\373\356\224\027\267\374\205\276

\244\253\304\034\061\335\327\266\321\344\360\357\337\026\217\262

\122\223\327\241\324\211\241\007\056\277\341\001\022\102\036\032

\341\330\225\064\333\144\171\050\377\272\056\021\302\345\350\133

\222\110\373\107\013\302\154\332\255\062\203\101\363\245\345\101

\160\375\145\220\155\372\372\121\304\371\275\226\053\031\004\054

\323\155\247\334\360\177\157\203\145\342\152\253\207\206\165\002

\003\001\000\001\243\201\257\060\201\254\060\013\006\003\125\035

\017\004\004\003\002\001\306\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\332\355\144\164\024\234\024\074\253\335\231\251\275

\133\050\115\213\074\311\330\060\102\006\003\125\035\037\004\073

\060\071\060\067\240\065\240\063\206\061\150\164\164\160\072\057

\057\143\162\154\056\165\163\145\162\164\162\165\163\164\056\143

\157\155\057\125\124\116\055\125\123\105\122\106\151\162\163\164

\055\117\142\152\145\143\164\056\143\162\154\060\051\006\003\125

\035\045\004\042\060\040\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\003

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\003\010\006\012\053\006\001\004

\001\202\067\012\003\004\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\005\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\010\037\122\261\067\104

\170\333\375\316\271\332\225\226\230\252\125\144\200\265\132\100

\335\041\245\305\301\363\137\054\114\310\107\132\151\352\350\360

\065\065\364\320\045\363\310\246\244\207\112\275\033\261\163\010

\275\324\303\312\266\065\273\131\206\167\061\315\247\200\024\256

\023\357\374\261\110\371\153\045\045\055\121\266\054\155\105\301

\230\310\212\126\135\076\356\103\116\076\153\047\216\320\072\113

\205\013\137\323\355\152\247\165\313\321\132\207\057\071\165\023

\132\162\260\002\201\237\276\360\017\204\124\040\142\154\151\324

\341\115\306\015\231\103\001\015\022\226\214\170\235\277\120\242

\261\104\252\152\317\027\172\317\157\017\324\370\044\125\137\360

\064\026\111\146\076\120\106\311\143\161\070\061\142\270\142\271

\363\123\255\154\265\053\242\022\252\031\117\011\332\136\347\223

\306\216\024\010\376\360\060\200\030\240\206\205\115\310\175\327

\213\003\376\156\325\367\235\026\254\222\054\240\043\345\234\221

\122\037\224\337\027\224\163\303\263\301\301\161\005\040\000\170

\275\023\122\035\250\076\315\000\037\310

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "UTN-USERFirst-Object"

# Issuer: CN=UTN-USERFirst-Object,OU=http://www.usertrust.com,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Salt Lake

City,ST=UT,C=US

# Serial Number:44:be:0c:8b:50:00:24:b4:11:d3:36:2d:e0:b3:5f:1b

# Subject: CN=UTN-USERFirst-Object,OU=http://www.usertrust.com,O=The USERTRUST Network,L=Salt Lake

City,ST=UT,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jul 09 18:31:20 1999

# Not Valid After: Tue Jul 09 18:40:36 2019

# Fingerprint (MD5): a7:f2:e4:16:06:41:11:50:30:6b:9c:e3:b4:9c:b0:c9

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e1:2d:fb:4b:41:d7:d9:c3:2b:30:51:4b:ac:1d:81:d8:38:5e:2d:46

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "UTN-USERFirst-Object"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\341\055\373\113\101\327\331\303\053\060\121\113\254\035\201\330

\070\136\055\106

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\247\362\344\026\006\101\021\120\060\153\234\343\264\234\260\311

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\225\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\125\124\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\007\023\016\123\141\154\164\040\114\141\153

\145\040\103\151\164\171\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023

\025\124\150\145\040\125\123\105\122\124\122\125\123\124\040\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\013\023

\030\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\165\163\145\162

\164\162\165\163\164\056\143\157\155\061\035\060\033\006\003\125

\004\003\023\024\125\124\116\055\125\123\105\122\106\151\162\163

\164\055\117\142\152\145\143\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\104\276\014\213\120\000\044\264\021\323\066\055\340\263

\137\033

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "BYTE Root Certification Authority 001"

# Issuer: CN=BYTE Root Certification Authority 001,O=BYTE Computer S.A.,C=GR
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# Serial Number:71:8c:2f:39:7c:40:74:40

# Subject: CN=BYTE Root Certification Authority 001,O=BYTE Computer S.A.,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 10 22:01:54 2014

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 10 22:01:54 2039

# Fingerprint (MD5): fa:fb:82:6a:e5:b3:a2:83:50:9b:83:28:b6:41:42:03

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3f:0f:eb:17:a7:ef:58:04:cf:d9:0a:77:b7:bb:02:1e:a6:9c:64:18

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BYTE Root Certification Authority 001"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\014\022\102\131\124\105\040\103

\157\155\160\165\164\145\162\040\123\056\101\056\061\056\060\054

\006\003\125\004\003\014\045\102\131\124\105\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\060\060\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\014\022\102\131\124\105\040\103

\157\155\160\165\164\145\162\040\123\056\101\056\061\056\060\054

\006\003\125\004\003\014\045\102\131\124\105\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\060\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\161\214\057\071\174\100\164\100

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\231\060\202\003\201\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\161

\214\057\071\174\100\164\100\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\107\122\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\014\022

\102\131\124\105\040\103\157\155\160\165\164\145\162\040\123\056

\101\056\061\056\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\014\045\102\131\124

\105\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\060

\060\061\060\036\027\015\061\064\060\071\061\060\062\062\060\061

\065\064\132\027\015\063\071\060\071\061\060\062\062\060\061\065

\064\132\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107

\122\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\014\022\102\131\124\105

\040\103\157\155\160\165\164\145\162\040\123\056\101\056\061\056

\060\054\006\003\125\004\003\014\045\102\131\124\105\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156
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\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\060\060\061\060\202

\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005

\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\355

\022\056\027\163\236\157\364\363\231\350\236\010\127\011\064\044

\021\100\037\214\041\176\033\257\070\303\321\307\346\024\345\372

\033\272\136\146\365\045\151\367\355\315\156\202\160\257\272\102

\360\261\031\134\053\374\105\204\030\054\172\027\117\141\205\106

\031\174\316\301\215\237\124\236\167\045\146\017\340\366\370\222

\312\051\316\047\127\025\052\154\202\070\155\047\346\276\115\163

\016\163\257\343\161\075\274\011\102\017\325\015\241\355\175\153

\256\367\301\360\154\315\302\227\241\130\375\065\025\226\027\114

\237\277\365\361\071\113\160\267\347\112\154\034\077\301\160\133

\317\326\213\353\357\157\060\350\137\310\106\167\041\142\026\136

\306\124\105\071\365\164\272\147\044\150\245\161\133\076\301\373

\011\223\353\042\231\370\322\365\173\002\154\217\130\342\253\357

\335\164\041\344\044\151\224\100\326\301\004\030\016\330\102\360

\375\327\212\005\300\137\033\212\353\056\300\015\007\006\163\001

\205\216\037\301\300\212\241\130\246\121\271\130\221\102\017\156

\341\274\012\350\273\050\203\025\165\345\015\376\111\060\051\051

\102\302\302\066\377\244\074\175\056\367\332\362\242\057\026\274

\141\250\231\130\030\244\111\306\152\007\022\353\033\174\264\316

\347\373\041\200\053\160\246\310\316\255\125\036\037\035\204\320

\375\124\152\114\126\143\310\335\176\240\371\071\333\357\174\132

\367\214\065\245\156\052\126\372\376\343\137\223\124\162\016\150

\343\111\053\223\115\065\042\227\024\225\146\117\247\167\072\056

\045\114\366\011\213\022\033\161\305\162\247\233\271\274\353\034

\240\245\311\124\203\141\334\127\125\255\265\346\332\170\053\166

\247\376\370\333\376\214\063\244\212\243\106\134\255\262\012\022

\016\212\344\120\236\360\270\313\231\123\114\144\041\153\212\070

\052\340\210\206\000\324\027\254\146\262\347\276\055\073\051\345

\370\247\224\333\214\130\370\322\113\060\237\362\304\142\145\120

\107\162\200\317\244\160\100\266\275\104\376\331\277\050\053\056

\067\307\263\121\016\202\051\265\261\157\255\176\054\223\300\251

\177\221\372\307\037\065\360\273\227\311\117\141\050\220\204\101

\350\175\041\100\305\311\206\074\355\232\255\205\234\242\123\002

\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\264\115\146\267\323\263\310\231\174\001\062\320\221

\072\367\326\250\022\061\336\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004

\030\060\026\200\024\264\115\146\267\323\263\310\231\174\001\062

\320\221\072\367\326\250\022\061\336\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\034\032\353

\006\256\125\275\073\077\066\054\141\236\352\307\123\374\160\252

\062\157\344\102\252\353\275\205\354\033\212\132\362\225\226\051

\241\004\006\222\316\044\127\377\100\043\170\116\311\370\060\115

\102\125\104\116\067\242\175\153\216\150\376\016\376\177\337\260

\237\143\121\363\341\305\245\224\237\212\043\050\110\363\101\213
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\322\376\170\355\331\320\010\017\155\175\325\235\225\254\325\376

\022\146\032\344\276\165\124\363\321\115\234\116\023\324\236\160

\064\155\250\272\012\063\210\215\255\005\067\376\113\171\177\175

\003\101\171\023\015\237\075\367\070\234\065\132\104\117\076\074

\242\345\201\305\177\137\166\117\033\073\156\157\232\155\267\355

\017\313\062\037\210\264\105\014\234\021\322\370\004\132\023\067

\131\230\201\316\114\364\345\224\050\004\304\265\123\311\124\215

\160\077\150\001\333\314\023\012\344\045\243\154\231\355\020\263

\172\040\251\111\274\005\364\370\033\150\326\272\040\035\202\147

\146\340\260\237\134\312\065\322\105\256\325\210\031\333\172\006

\233\214\240\067\207\121\043\276\105\332\134\263\177\153\317\306

\250\034\063\212\173\035\221\372\236\274\354\175\073\105\025\117

\033\247\073\065\264\171\363\133\202\120\340\234\247\355\026\165

\333\143\200\142\241\332\030\002\152\200\336\202\252\104\115\104

\070\050\252\156\372\030\143\071\140\367\103\051\111\132\272\044

\300\277\263\012\227\035\147\111\132\042\262\147\004\234\130\251

\370\014\064\134\100\226\264\207\265\105\141\031\345\216\357\006

\336\221\025\300\270\212\312\224\311\012\165\175\161\073\130\201

\063\310\367\007\101\125\230\051\103\265\313\232\103\351\162\372

\317\360\213\061\274\347\357\271\152\343\101\235\041\076\015\025

\250\205\275\033\116\207\216\107\262\020\376\067\030\152\204\345

\211\034\024\143\350\271\203\251\265\273\350\143\232\172\031\214

\313\164\367\370\027\010\361\213\031\330\264\354\036\156\111\163

\077\134\040\335\065\052\226\167\351\106\157\026\073\313\251\357

\233\012\041\021\310\303\244\311\043\105\155\077\142\225\235\323

\050\307\235\017\263\376\067\215\035\110\262\120\346\045\271\116

\063\141\066\326\026\034\312\062\067\040\166\034\054

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "BYTE Root Certification Authority 001"

# Issuer: CN=BYTE Root Certification Authority 001,O=BYTE Computer S.A.,C=GR

# Serial Number:71:8c:2f:39:7c:40:74:40

# Subject: CN=BYTE Root Certification Authority 001,O=BYTE Computer S.A.,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Wed Sep 10 22:01:54 2014

# Not Valid After: Sat Sep 10 22:01:54 2039

# Fingerprint (MD5): fa:fb:82:6a:e5:b3:a2:83:50:9b:83:28:b6:41:42:03

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3f:0f:eb:17:a7:ef:58:04:cf:d9:0a:77:b7:bb:02:1e:a6:9c:64:18

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "BYTE Root Certification Authority 001"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\077\017\353\027\247\357\130\004\317\331\012\167\267\273\002\036
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\246\234\144\030

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\372\373\202\152\345\263\242\203\120\233\203\050\266\101\102\003

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\132\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\033\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\014\022\102\131\124\105\040\103

\157\155\160\165\164\145\162\040\123\056\101\056\061\056\060\054

\006\003\125\004\003\014\045\102\131\124\105\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\060\060\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\161\214\057\071\174\100\164\100

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CISRCA1"

# Issuer: CN=CISRCA1,OU=Certification Authorities,O=Carillon Information Security Inc.,C=CA

# Serial Number:0b:82:dc:94:33:76

# Subject: CN=CISRCA1,OU=Certification Authorities,O=Carillon Information Security Inc.,C=CA

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 16 18:28:33 2012

# Not Valid After: Sat Oct 16 18:28:33 2032

# Fingerprint (MD5): 21:48:4b:8f:d5:50:78:27:86:80:c9:86:93:ad:b1:38

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a6:9e:03:36:c4:e5:90:23:ff:65:3c:71:f9:28:eb:73:f2:1c:00:f0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CISRCA1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\101\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\103\141\162\151\154\154

\157\156\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\056\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\003\023\007\103\111\123\122\103

\101\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL
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\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\101\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\103\141\162\151\154\154

\157\156\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\056\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\003\023\007\103\111\123\122\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\013\202\334\224\063\166

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\242\060\202\003\212\240\003\002\001\002\002\006\013

\202\334\224\063\166\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\013\005\000\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\103\101\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\103\141

\162\151\154\154\157\156\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151

\157\156\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\056

\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\151\145\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\003\023\007\103

\111\123\122\103\101\061\060\036\027\015\061\062\061\060\061\066

\061\070\062\070\063\063\132\027\015\063\062\061\060\061\066\061

\070\062\070\063\063\132\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\103\101\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042

\103\141\162\151\154\154\157\156\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141

\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156

\143\056\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\151\145\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\003\023

\007\103\111\123\122\103\101\061\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\304\166\361\142\152\137\315

\051\315\004\066\177\156\141\176\163\364\235\146\337\042\132\232

\203\104\201\146\375\116\021\260\076\254\350\210\262\123\071\377

\343\272\276\324\377\323\205\330\275\133\257\150\117\063\254\270

\024\175\022\133\172\225\153\307\066\376\053\217\364\210\140\211

\072\252\131\070\114\301\135\125\201\245\337\330\037\061\172\323

\243\116\360\121\313\303\061\207\256\013\336\312\136\033\241\164

\070\360\222\167\161\074\313\023\176\240\301\012\230\275\330\270

\370\124\064\230\116\147\026\232\127\113\046\206\137\033\146\162

\252\301\362\150\202\235\130\101\174\161\042\342\317\001\061\376

\342\340\126\251\150\340\255\063\257\065\071\056\234\156\006\114

\363\043\166\057\151\046\350\005\071\151\267\365\110\032\367\337

\331\071\067\062\125\021\047\004\201\037\235\074\213\214\203\122

\167\301\256\054\315\053\052\112\345\055\361\031\151\272\207\136

\213\235\340\161\310\164\322\315\356\156\070\067\152\135\031\000
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\322\166\335\242\353\156\073\252\035\365\066\006\117\137\136\154

\302\020\363\335\157\265\332\171\132\376\325\106\104\064\110\257

\206\000\064\174\044\204\335\105\220\371\026\202\254\250\221\324

\351\106\063\157\176\272\107\037\341\357\257\345\120\326\306\371

\247\355\154\227\252\053\051\116\135\305\370\036\366\164\311\253

\044\370\015\123\307\150\025\276\374\134\253\075\162\013\322\160

\004\267\026\343\151\251\361\147\272\306\000\114\173\200\064\065

\056\136\355\037\240\045\367\245\202\152\020\177\277\217\131\157

\303\106\246\312\102\116\102\043\205\006\071\065\214\265\361\327

\301\043\102\105\375\057\045\161\370\363\007\323\007\150\276\333

\230\154\052\366\245\107\367\260\145\140\255\256\174\346\021\035

\047\124\010\145\260\330\202\300\141\153\351\176\217\042\326\161

\035\153\101\040\145\330\127\232\037\174\016\132\124\340\224\260

\155\165\357\050\062\065\074\125\303\155\147\370\044\275\373\100

\363\132\235\066\331\065\114\273\342\153\331\261\066\017\344\157

\040\032\305\157\172\303\221\071\257\257\314\363\366\275\040\206

\272\323\044\041\074\037\067\051\346\237\374\032\277\230\337\074

\272\040\041\022\251\302\072\052\223\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\352\225\025

\332\134\071\000\342\232\333\304\272\055\147\372\241\367\165\064

\355\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\306\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\065\320\330\270\236\362\011\370\360\237

\262\156\110\262\327\352\241\233\050\211\071\315\376\026\152\035

\351\234\202\137\121\107\072\365\236\321\274\256\037\237\342\134

\112\310\354\355\106\102\361\174\103\007\025\337\156\227\366\355

\206\374\237\305\010\136\202\016\243\056\250\012\056\274\216\033

\061\022\050\366\171\050\301\042\266\321\225\151\100\350\131\011

\047\242\221\144\166\352\320\023\215\160\374\145\303\157\021\237

\052\110\312\247\142\365\203\024\345\032\026\307\221\213\264\011

\305\316\173\343\344\035\155\227\242\351\313\046\036\153\264\334

\076\203\166\057\136\115\250\150\211\124\375\116\322\106\250\100

\366\330\312\170\317\066\032\075\131\145\214\233\365\053\037\114

\202\337\170\170\115\046\112\107\151\255\157\063\037\003\036\042

\116\331\006\131\236\106\374\120\065\137\306\205\033\344\033\370

\000\311\340\323\072\253\046\103\315\107\372\132\370\205\013\307

\062\332\265\015\055\060\051\072\171\263\024\351\245\017\160\045

\321\215\011\120\224\355\115\222\236\060\067\100\333\132\170\111

\217\017\071\057\275\056\327\253\010\224\311\051\212\367\335\214

\275\202\174\060\133\142\350\065\106\126\070\135\221\366\016\157

\214\356\225\237\375\164\235\355\355\020\253\316\213\217\267\255

\177\115\151\111\360\307\021\125\233\232\202\367\242\372\063\362

\104\021\372\025\113\106\251\233\153\227\102\326\264\267\011\021

\024\171\123\246\347\177\055\047\072\012\064\044\104\316\125\214

\172\200\165\163\002\113\342\372\106\224\175\063\024\015\102\126

\271\240\346\057\205\110\221\237\104\272\241\050\251\261\037\211

\172\046\012\123\134\205\271\174\204\230\214\050\140\245\266\172
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\215\075\240\000\075\334\177\252\110\351\250\056\254\137\336\207

\055\134\244\153\026\352\275\350\225\265\316\170\011\370\161\066

\345\220\150\322\007\226\272\274\000\213\016\230\155\115\160\123

\300\303\314\033\023\234\110\232\231\075\022\300\047\216\141\222

\114\150\122\157\215\003\034\211\365\323\206\300\377\161\111\117

\040\153\375\321\157\221\044\365\361\107\043\115\131\337\320\275

\111\102\375\100\070\076\342\361\005\134\045\350\020\344\132\002

\003\343\273\174\045\052

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CISRCA1"

# Issuer: CN=CISRCA1,OU=Certification Authorities,O=Carillon Information Security Inc.,C=CA

# Serial Number:0b:82:dc:94:33:76

# Subject: CN=CISRCA1,OU=Certification Authorities,O=Carillon Information Security Inc.,C=CA

# Not Valid Before: Tue Oct 16 18:28:33 2012

# Not Valid After: Sat Oct 16 18:28:33 2032

# Fingerprint (MD5): 21:48:4b:8f:d5:50:78:27:86:80:c9:86:93:ad:b1:38

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a6:9e:03:36:c4:e5:90:23:ff:65:3c:71:f9:28:eb:73:f2:1c:00:f0

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CISRCA1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\246\236\003\066\304\345\220\043\377\145\074\161\371\050\353\163

\362\034\000\360

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\041\110\113\217\325\120\170\047\206\200\311\206\223\255\261\070

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\160\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\103\101\061

\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\012\023\042\103\141\162\151\154\154

\157\156\040\111\156\146\157\162\155\141\164\151\157\156\040\123

\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\111\156\143\056\061\042\060\040

\006\003\125\004\013\023\031\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\151\145\163

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\003\023\007\103\111\123\122\103

\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\006\013\202\334\224\063\166

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2,O=Chunghwa Telecom Co.\, Ltd.,C=TW

# Serial Number:d6:96:2e:c1:0a:15:93:12:af:8f:63:bc:d4:44:c9:5b

# Subject: CN=ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2,O=Chunghwa Telecom Co.\, Ltd.,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 17 08:23:42 2015

# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7d:f0:01:73:ed:fc:31:9d:16:86:7b:35:c7:26:dd:72

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d9:9b:10:42:98:59:47:63:f0:b9:a9:27:b7:92:69:cb:47:dd:15:8b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\014\046\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\014\046\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\326\226\056\301\012\025\223\022\257\217\143\274\324

\104\311\133

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\223\060\202\003\173\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\326\226\056\301\012\025\223\022\257\217\143\274\324\104\311\133

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167
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\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114

\164\144\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\014\046\145\120

\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\065\061\061\061\067\060\070

\062\063\064\062\132\027\015\063\067\061\062\063\061\061\065\065

\071\065\071\132\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\124\127\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150

\165\156\147\150\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103

\157\056\054\040\114\164\144\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004

\003\014\046\145\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017

\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\244\131\037\240\057\337

\276\340\373\351\334\265\211\376\132\227\003\311\072\167\247\216

\134\257\362\343\030\071\365\252\335\017\106\322\150\017\127\234

\247\143\140\323\130\316\065\302\247\366\210\302\117\177\033\050

\351\320\247\000\304\027\115\155\342\017\305\016\046\043\040\253

\367\072\050\242\114\012\013\314\216\316\346\000\232\132\100\015

\324\120\032\233\321\015\234\224\371\333\356\134\320\361\212\007

\315\232\053\100\054\111\244\135\142\137\247\153\337\356\126\010

\120\363\102\030\154\061\260\136\345\234\163\222\274\016\322\014

\175\305\070\127\274\273\130\333\046\031\002\355\343\103\204\212

\116\126\153\333\255\241\061\331\314\042\147\226\170\377\167\235

\314\144\305\062\040\152\357\116\060\325\044\045\375\210\171\257

\161\032\376\325\113\033\025\210\274\030\160\252\275\255\070\012

\146\060\106\345\211\205\325\166\044\251\251\263\346\131\140\017

\264\251\123\302\072\235\105\032\326\256\343\167\136\304\142\066

\063\057\060\304\277\225\361\055\070\245\165\350\321\152\223\056

\105\207\113\112\242\337\277\130\047\232\312\142\031\252\136\324

\261\200\111\226\335\053\354\137\217\233\340\235\227\210\365\204

\003\243\257\263\245\163\055\101\272\345\007\267\157\153\161\367

\367\311\132\257\151\231\263\057\310\117\102\353\154\153\161\147

\170\337\012\254\117\327\112\205\000\106\032\325\315\270\237\352

\225\235\017\174\321\306\005\205\346\010\336\210\027\201\366\325

\265\156\352\241\034\327\141\252\343\131\102\211\234\131\176\261

\174\144\064\335\141\043\052\071\265\020\253\374\206\251\123\032

\305\353\152\342\200\116\131\221\300\070\211\376\263\135\326\373

\221\351\327\260\175\331\170\010\314\365\053\314\053\341\241\326

\224\163\301\376\121\364\214\175\012\265\232\212\271\365\332\340

\311\263\330\217\252\202\203\215\151\123\055\375\000\004\030\112

\240\332\124\341\171\214\211\353\177\365\202\347\240\271\167\115

\256\371\272\002\073\210\166\353\174\135\263\132\023\333\174\051

\026\153\231\321\035\344\110\041\242\015\136\001\210\350\276\361

\230\115\076\307\026\127\034\137\341\010\157\034\114\130\103\126

\367\200\145\214\161\016\242\004\147\117\002\003\001\000\001\243

\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060
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\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\162

\133\272\252\162\070\356\045\220\044\265\224\042\372\011\210\312

\213\012\373\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\006\243\361\266\163\125\306\147\146

\041\345\235\133\326\224\056\112\042\140\362\124\001\220\241\375

\265\277\300\225\277\030\137\054\366\153\065\016\374\061\310\355

\104\016\222\227\334\257\335\126\317\265\037\272\162\234\060\310

\233\261\221\300\166\167\324\017\032\225\032\351\115\024\210\241

\317\153\002\246\152\353\144\105\115\144\215\336\374\353\154\362

\123\011\241\205\121\025\320\117\236\142\372\021\271\316\310\044

\016\162\144\210\165\064\043\060\052\077\274\074\071\314\314\335

\013\066\273\275\006\202\217\022\001\305\161\005\321\044\241\231

\154\312\344\367\252\355\212\327\247\012\255\257\360\340\200\273

\241\262\077\132\207\144\160\206\063\173\015\036\327\000\206\203

\103\227\165\365\073\301\110\375\266\016\103\250\002\156\270\076

\177\217\116\342\135\264\175\236\060\064\057\250\361\353\047\207

\150\015\132\012\115\001\333\311\024\130\225\362\232\115\026\252

\163\333\364\045\210\027\070\267\257\131\011\011\264\037\055\017

\253\365\270\047\125\356\105\060\063\270\355\033\216\274\210\154

\257\370\132\052\153\340\254\261\005\044\241\011\374\243\017\363

\260\055\173\226\272\266\224\007\025\105\216\051\334\130\016\251

\005\330\073\072\240\173\315\212\307\146\202\227\317\326\063\340

\147\374\246\333\100\057\005\345\305\213\172\052\172\360\260\066

\233\014\030\366\067\351\101\241\375\261\050\371\157\153\275\353

\037\114\143\161\173\120\335\051\362\377\356\367\307\105\137\350

\066\012\350\154\133\042\303\350\300\347\046\334\343\250\225\200

\345\271\072\023\333\000\113\032\375\256\063\107\176\170\224\343

\261\135\053\265\126\265\102\213\237\201\305\374\223\114\020\265

\272\012\274\176\067\343\372\124\155\365\004\305\160\263\251\004

\322\121\327\205\315\175\157\103\217\131\150\345\061\126\021\161

\371\144\051\011\023\376\320\037\274\213\000\070\262\320\312\064

\126\166\020\071\126\163\146\303\321\111\331\276\127\117\077\026

\175\152\170\267\250\202\270\133\316\256\205\212\012\102\014\003

\321\027\304\030\367\330\127\210\306\202\270\007\271\076\375\244

\351\056\334\157\272\220\222\356\145\260\120\064\323\007\332\001

\227\017\274\347\163\202\173

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2"

# Issuer: CN=ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2,O=Chunghwa Telecom Co.\, Ltd.,C=TW

# Serial Number:d6:96:2e:c1:0a:15:93:12:af:8f:63:bc:d4:44:c9:5b

# Subject: CN=ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2,O=Chunghwa Telecom Co.\, Ltd.,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Tue Nov 17 08:23:42 2015
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# Not Valid After: Thu Dec 31 15:59:59 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7d:f0:01:73:ed:fc:31:9d:16:86:7b:35:c7:26:dd:72

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d9:9b:10:42:98:59:47:63:f0:b9:a9:27:b7:92:69:cb:47:dd:15:8b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\331\233\020\102\230\131\107\143\360\271\251\047\267\222\151\313

\107\335\025\213

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\175\360\001\163\355\374\061\235\026\206\173\065\307\046\335\162

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\014\046\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\326\226\056\301\012\025\223\022\257\217\143\274\324

\104\311\133

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ePKI EV SSL Certification Authority - G1"

# Issuer: CN=ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2,O=Chunghwa Telecom Co.\, Ltd.,C=TW

# Serial Number:f7:4e:18:0c:99:e2:7b:8d:9f:79:4f:b1:b7:c0:bf:48

# Subject: CN=ePKI EV SSL Certification Authority - G1,O=Chunghwa Telecom Co.\, Ltd.,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 03:06:31 2016

# Not Valid After: Mon Feb 04 03:06:31 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): bc:4d:9d:ca:03:11:b5:bc:94:7a:f1:1b:2a:20:16:d6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 81:ac:5d:e1:50:d1:b8:de:5d:3e:0e:26:6a:13:6b:73:78:62:d3:22

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI EV SSL Certification Authority - G1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004\003\014\050\145

\120\113\111\040\105\126\040\123\123\114\040\103\145\162\164\151

\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\055\040\107\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\014\046\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\367\116\030\014\231\342\173\215\237\171\117\261\267

\300\277\110

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\315\060\202\003\265\240\003\002\001\002\002\021\000

\367\116\030\014\231\342\173\215\237\171\117\261\267\300\277\110

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150\167

\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040\114

\164\144\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\014\046\145\120

\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040

\055\040\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\060\064\060\063

\060\066\063\061\132\027\015\063\060\060\062\060\064\060\063\060

\066\063\061\132\060\145\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\124\127\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150

\165\156\147\150\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103

\157\056\054\040\114\164\144\056\061\061\060\057\006\003\125\004

\003\014\050\145\120\113\111\040\105\126\040\123\123\114\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164

\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\055\040\107\061\060\202\001\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\232\204\130\047

\136\236\036\371\147\367\036\234\052\203\070\072\150\356\263\137

\163\345\215\372\265\167\234\245\000\257\174\223\051\102\356\300

\377\337\015\331\035\110\057\320\312\017\064\163\025\323\166\273

\241\342\150\104\317\206\256\352\120\075\363\130\245\123\344\036
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\264\360\243\021\135\037\344\103\353\226\276\212\177\133\227\026

\340\212\103\222\374\370\264\061\116\006\307\303\125\040\005\113

\204\257\251\012\210\274\360\306\344\076\012\330\051\167\340\033

\061\171\055\153\101\302\032\177\344\055\012\303\000\013\111\036

\052\125\355\230\167\136\225\363\234\324\330\124\041\035\311\022

\214\337\173\154\053\203\066\154\276\374\077\020\216\026\051\267

\105\141\040\117\344\316\321\332\161\061\052\023\001\372\237\230

\352\324\350\247\165\205\046\353\316\211\343\344\172\001\277\060

\036\371\246\037\313\155\052\171\076\041\354\132\047\341\101\137

\361\351\364\171\114\155\345\004\032\026\130\366\360\147\120\356

\035\151\326\237\261\107\364\227\353\350\330\223\053\217\217\000

\356\300\220\164\031\357\200\162\014\357\363\373\002\003\001\000

\001\243\202\001\170\060\202\001\164\060\037\006\003\125\035\043

\004\030\060\026\200\024\162\133\272\252\162\070\356\045\220\044

\265\224\042\372\011\210\312\213\012\373\060\035\006\003\125\035

\016\004\026\004\024\131\070\252\133\120\201\354\322\050\012\067

\343\012\244\006\204\251\222\231\071\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\074\006\003\125\035\037

\004\065\060\063\060\061\240\057\240\055\206\053\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\145\143\141\056\150\151\156\145\164\056\156\145\164

\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\057\103\122\114\062

\057\103\101\056\143\162\154\060\201\213\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\001\001\004\177\060\175\060\104\006\010\053\006\001\005

\005\007\060\002\206\070\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\145\143\141

\056\150\151\156\145\164\056\156\145\164\057\162\145\160\157\163

\151\164\157\162\171\057\103\145\162\164\163\057\111\163\163\165

\145\144\124\157\124\150\151\163\103\101\056\160\067\142\060\065

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\060\001\206\051\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\157\143\163\160\056\145\143\141\056\150\151\156\145

\164\056\156\145\164\057\117\103\123\120\057\157\143\163\160\107

\062\163\150\141\062\060\022\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\010\060\006\001\001\377\002\001\000\060\102\006\003\125\035\040

\004\073\060\071\060\067\006\005\147\201\014\001\001\060\056\060

\054\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\040\150\164\164

\160\163\072\057\057\145\143\141\056\150\151\156\145\164\056\156

\145\164\057\162\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\060\015\006

\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001

\000\024\176\101\241\225\160\343\303\026\140\321\153\074\006\373

\025\251\123\316\325\072\371\002\026\010\042\153\325\330\252\336

\115\212\033\123\141\335\276\207\134\035\247\177\277\065\124\250

\146\045\337\157\051\017\326\236\076\307\164\063\231\220\175\210

\314\141\346\151\070\060\136\216\150\023\013\316\123\113\210\330

\324\333\216\264\261\023\233\317\243\047\000\072\334\322\102\171

\046\166\063\067\157\146\271\033\020\072\314\270\013\355\223\321

\240\274\346\066\323\257\061\164\227\174\170\140\075\212\252\264

\123\215\163\115\371\030\016\303\344\027\252\120\351\030\013\060

\353\026\343\160\273\117\332\165\261\073\104\132\265\100\261\322

\225\304\200\001\264\024\257\173\105\075\215\067\046\200\313\063
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\056\372\212\004\076\030\052\175\064\325\056\242\171\072\143\253

\315\233\040\305\125\203\200\136\321\260\273\263\272\223\173\073

\215\121\133\054\173\213\377\246\253\334\034\031\144\136\245\021

\226\164\231\034\016\234\016\015\173\350\330\363\223\235\132\310

\244\356\315\024\010\345\343\102\353\235\212\124\333\063\354\344

\352\133\160\126\006\263\173\130\053\330\345\015\261\332\344\323

\244\127\140\351\113\243\236\077\342\155\346\203\060\040\306\335

\231\276\265\327\057\063\252\003\117\365\213\140\301\062\304\000

\164\250\265\310\065\327\102\320\004\174\350\066\037\003\016\303

\364\057\326\074\317\055\357\214\302\064\125\140\127\147\346\033

\164\165\251\042\105\313\316\154\145\171\207\101\221\066\305\354

\044\206\367\322\120\141\327\255\234\341\253\060\346\371\063\012

\007\101\050\370\270\023\170\341\277\027\035\136\031\265\112\227

\253\343\346\222\014\200\221\354\253\172\312\224\156\004\236\143

\014\041\106\220\132\223\234\221\063\370\104\134\255\170\314\232

\103\326\347\212\337\351\272\167\314\067\035\310\075\302\106\345

\031\123\260\234\341\345\275\322\047\321\152\034\273\256\120\265

\353\130\326\261\161\352\330\231\325\056\111\077\123\272\271\204

\110\264\321\016\203\343\367\105\323\301\252\304\201\136\020\215

\134\276\255\322\336\202\270\030\162\273\144\032\315\173\033\045

\333\242\202\212\324\315\142\157\134\061\074\127\166\371\017\045

\167

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ePKI EV SSL Certification Authority - G1"

# Issuer: CN=ePKI Root Certification Authority - G2,O=Chunghwa Telecom Co.\, Ltd.,C=TW

# Serial Number:f7:4e:18:0c:99:e2:7b:8d:9f:79:4f:b1:b7:c0:bf:48

# Subject: CN=ePKI EV SSL Certification Authority - G1,O=Chunghwa Telecom Co.\, Ltd.,C=TW

# Not Valid Before: Thu Feb 04 03:06:31 2016

# Not Valid After: Mon Feb 04 03:06:31 2030

# Fingerprint (MD5): bc:4d:9d:ca:03:11:b5:bc:94:7a:f1:1b:2a:20:16:d6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 81:ac:5d:e1:50:d1:b8:de:5d:3e:0e:26:6a:13:6b:73:78:62:d3:22

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ePKI EV SSL Certification Authority - G1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\201\254\135\341\120\321\270\336\135\076\016\046\152\023\153\163

\170\142\323\042

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\115\235\312\003\021\265\274\224\172\361\033\052\040\026\326

END
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CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\143\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\124\127\061

\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\014\032\103\150\165\156\147\150

\167\141\040\124\145\154\145\143\157\155\040\103\157\056\054\040

\114\164\144\056\061\057\060\055\006\003\125\004\003\014\046\145

\120\113\111\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\021\000\367\116\030\014\231\342\173\215\237\171\117\261\267

\300\277\110

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:1d:6c:11:eb:6f:da:39:9d

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 17:50:48 2016

# Not Valid After: Tue Feb 12 17:50:48 2041

# Fingerprint (MD5): ad:b7:7b:b6:c4:5a:d9:dd:9f:eb:b3:ef:3f:c6:31:31

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1c:b7:ed:e1:76:bc:df:ef:0c:86:6f:46:fb:f9:80:e9:01:e5:ce:35

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123

\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061
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\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123

\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\035\154\021\353\157\332\071\235

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\343\060\202\003\313\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\035

\154\021\353\157\332\071\235\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005

\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007

\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012

\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157

\156\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056

\143\157\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162

\151\164\171\040\122\123\101\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\062\061

\062\061\067\065\060\064\070\132\027\015\064\061\060\062\061\062

\061\067\065\060\064\070\132\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014

\005\124\145\170\141\163\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014

\007\110\157\165\163\164\157\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004

\012\014\017\123\123\114\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151

\157\156\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114

\056\143\157\155\040\105\126\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\122\123\101\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\306\067\174\023\157\317\017

\331\120\317\346\327\252\150\057\134\121\324\277\315\114\246\325

\067\061\100\020\064\101\172\375\313\224\215\142\177\270\220\315

\316\151\226\072\304\377\331\327\143\346\320\204\045\200\021\277

\321\355\060\350\204\006\341\240\227\270\125\220\035\255\363\244

\232\033\116\234\021\367\365\331\326\217\140\052\076\067\370\165

\354\200\243\125\240\364\047\101\302\252\071\344\122\337\020\371

\365\145\071\077\214\235\314\173\047\317\006\024\167\116\075\122

\347\204\201\061\154\022\062\254\204\132\027\152\304\301\134\200

\061\302\332\107\173\166\017\102\350\347\042\024\323\215\304\133

\217\213\145\130\051\054\217\016\216\111\324\324\330\012\132\323

\046\323\011\216\330\103\262\224\117\322\300\034\335\164\142\021

\151\274\124\042\350\072\036\320\125\126\105\217\160\160\215\057

\357\302\135\275\136\124\335\056\173\351\030\213\212\111\331\117
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\215\020\363\245\127\341\153\253\030\113\216\256\056\361\362\272

\365\135\101\367\071\330\243\302\135\336\237\132\261\057\104\223

\076\077\361\042\071\224\100\155\047\306\314\015\170\014\013\275

\052\126\046\255\051\127\270\161\344\177\353\023\262\310\175\365

\153\135\363\362\000\060\063\372\133\313\022\152\172\101\157\157

\011\114\267\151\015\017\171\043\043\032\146\215\131\066\143\226

\200\173\030\042\153\036\042\030\055\344\245\165\012\020\131\373

\243\176\046\020\123\306\310\031\056\036\047\030\373\060\005\075

\221\004\172\256\160\306\314\017\240\064\323\044\026\030\001\005

\147\151\345\105\321\126\250\233\277\257\372\254\125\010\014\002

\176\113\167\254\067\301\330\355\231\064\240\101\263\065\072\353

\061\064\311\073\337\304\075\051\105\065\124\270\177\226\317\010

\017\351\261\236\125\312\147\204\240\047\140\253\372\120\061\071

\325\173\312\266\232\355\221\214\170\036\371\356\340\342\131\101

\324\037\102\200\171\365\364\203\120\010\255\363\107\101\137\120

\243\237\211\363\264\047\052\124\271\032\131\153\011\234\121\300

\050\153\133\270\050\322\157\065\176\325\223\003\156\164\045\145

\352\026\005\221\001\361\007\143\117\253\204\305\162\331\315\150

\233\115\054\176\004\070\360\352\107\002\003\001\000\001\243\143

\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\331\132\052

\377\245\316\235\241\221\175\377\207\135\253\152\065\022\331\311

\114\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\331

\132\052\377\245\316\235\241\221\175\377\207\135\253\152\065\022

\331\311\114\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\274\214\317\043\372\275\063\127\226

\037\320\202\360\022\256\064\104\352\361\274\041\327\365\211\306

\064\036\170\246\342\121\337\335\170\200\325\352\155\306\252\157

\011\002\214\247\346\313\310\211\132\224\172\112\263\126\357\335

\335\123\062\143\360\151\357\335\100\271\220\242\056\003\167\226

\265\051\000\122\356\373\016\247\224\150\305\074\003\055\351\153

\252\235\356\247\330\147\222\342\021\132\070\337\230\146\243\240

\216\313\014\102\066\114\305\126\133\237\165\360\100\321\350\073

\052\010\233\122\303\034\137\220\064\127\373\306\371\035\161\374

\045\174\317\172\175\036\151\306\273\364\024\376\035\035\347\227

\242\206\233\362\337\127\222\006\122\144\223\051\131\012\057\241

\027\334\273\356\255\073\263\000\145\070\331\250\234\201\255\315

\065\234\213\351\342\364\204\217\016\317\215\161\155\000\200\071

\157\263\004\065\240\070\141\251\362\057\364\065\215\330\337\336

\244\151\060\372\240\046\174\132\042\171\360\150\376\313\315\274

\357\225\214\047\345\204\371\375\204\102\306\272\375\271\311\306

\132\161\060\166\066\002\037\320\174\251\023\016\341\040\331\122

\014\254\036\210\167\240\051\206\072\210\146\123\257\303\245\311

\333\124\261\244\350\356\114\156\077\271\173\060\243\102\350\002

\246\275\204\155\052\174\375\364\355\105\267\060\372\154\134\043

\126\132\074\141\052\307\233\346\305\362\104\267\007\277\166\235

\102\344\134\360\356\271\076\020\363\317\122\322\315\316\122\030
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\177\140\366\056\225\114\065\000\114\106\326\020\354\064\313\130

\173\152\015\344\143\125\314\130\331\117\143\147\061\302\122\241

\171\017\052\317\311\116\314\022\313\215\032\132\252\106\061\023

\073\015\351\127\150\132\013\204\004\066\057\237\021\274\074\172

\255\132\277\106\343\267\040\211\035\334\007\174\334\172\353\351

\166\311\000\015\160\267\237\227\032\142\357\030\346\144\276\010

\247\244\231\273\177\214\150\232\230\311\206\142\366\241\230\066

\071\243\363\226\127\244\002\143\371\125\076\260\214\237\277\251

\172\113\074\331\271\256\017\212\364\272\034\045\253\125\131\241

\126\302\063\271\072\304\100\317\213\032\367\003\016\275\033\140

\143\175\045\324\251\276\345

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA"

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Serial Number:1d:6c:11:eb:6f:da:39:9d

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA,O=SSL Corporation,L=Houston,ST=Texas,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 12 17:50:48 2016

# Not Valid After: Tue Feb 12 17:50:48 2041

# Fingerprint (MD5): ad:b7:7b:b6:c4:5a:d9:dd:9f:eb:b3:ef:3f:c6:31:31

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1c:b7:ed:e1:76:bc:df:ef:0c:86:6f:46:fb:f9:80:e9:01:e5:ce:35

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\034\267\355\341\166\274\337\357\014\206\157\106\373\371\200\351

\001\345\316\065

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\255\267\173\266\304\132\331\335\237\353\263\357\077\306\061\061

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\177\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\010\014\005\124\145\170\141\163\061

\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\014\007\110\157\165\163\164\157

\156\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\012\014\017\123\123\114\040

\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\064\060\062\006

\003\125\004\003\014\053\123\123\114\056\143\157\155\040\105\126

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\151\157\156\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\122\123

\101

END
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CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\035\154\021\353\157\332\071\235

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "LuxTrust Global Root 2"

# Issuer: CN=LuxTrust Global Root 2,O=LuxTrust S.A.,C=LU

# Serial Number:0a:7e:a6:df:4b:44:9e:da:6a:24:85:9e:e6:b8:15:d3:16:7f:bb:b1

# Subject: CN=LuxTrust Global Root 2,O=LuxTrust S.A.,C=LU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 05 13:21:57 2015

# Not Valid After: Mon Mar 05 13:21:57 2035

# Fingerprint (MD5): b2:e1:09:00:61:af:f7:f1:91:6f:c4:ad:8d:5e:3b:7c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1e:0e:56:19:0a:d1:8b:25:98:b2:04:44:ff:66:8a:04:17:99:5f:3f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "LuxTrust Global Root 2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\125\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\114\165\170\124\162\165

\163\164\040\123\056\101\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003

\014\026\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\125\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\114\165\170\124\162\165

\163\164\040\123\056\101\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003

\014\026\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\012\176\246\337\113\104\236\332\152\044\205\236\346\270

\025\323\026\177\273\261

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\303\060\202\003\253\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\012

\176\246\337\113\104\236\332\152\044\205\236\346\270\025\323\026

\177\273\261\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114

\125\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\114\165\170\124
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\162\165\163\164\040\123\056\101\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125

\004\003\014\026\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157

\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\062\060\036\027\015\061\065

\060\063\060\065\061\063\062\061\065\067\132\027\015\063\065\060

\063\060\065\061\063\062\061\065\067\132\060\106\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\125\061\026\060\024\006\003\125

\004\012\014\015\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\056\101

\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\014\026\114\165\170\124

\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141\154\040\122\157\157\164

\040\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202

\002\001\000\327\205\227\277\021\230\351\360\142\203\114\074\207

\371\123\152\067\013\362\017\074\207\316\157\334\046\051\275\305

\211\272\311\203\075\367\356\312\133\306\155\111\163\264\311\106

\243\033\064\023\077\301\211\105\127\364\331\261\373\066\145\113

\373\010\342\110\161\021\310\156\073\236\235\337\211\145\067\246

\205\366\073\104\030\266\306\067\060\142\104\222\227\151\175\102

\060\044\344\015\014\211\153\143\336\305\341\337\116\251\024\154

\123\340\141\316\366\027\057\035\074\275\346\042\114\035\223\365

\020\304\241\166\354\152\336\305\154\337\226\264\126\100\102\300

\142\222\060\241\055\025\224\240\322\040\006\011\156\152\155\345

\353\267\276\324\360\361\025\174\213\346\116\272\023\314\113\047

\136\231\074\027\135\217\201\177\063\075\117\323\077\033\354\134

\077\360\074\114\165\156\362\246\325\235\332\055\007\143\002\306

\162\351\224\274\114\111\225\117\210\122\310\333\350\151\202\370

\314\064\133\042\360\206\247\211\275\110\012\155\146\201\155\310

\310\144\373\001\341\364\341\336\331\236\335\333\133\324\052\231

\046\025\033\036\114\222\051\202\236\325\222\201\222\101\160\031

\367\244\345\223\113\274\167\147\061\335\034\375\061\160\015\027

\231\014\371\014\071\031\052\027\265\060\161\125\325\017\256\130

\341\075\057\064\233\317\237\366\170\205\302\223\172\162\076\146

\217\234\026\021\140\217\236\211\157\147\276\340\107\132\073\014

\232\147\213\317\106\306\256\070\243\362\247\274\346\326\205\153

\063\044\160\042\113\313\010\233\273\310\370\002\051\035\276\040

\014\106\277\153\207\233\263\052\146\102\065\106\154\252\272\255

\371\230\173\351\120\125\024\061\277\261\332\055\355\200\255\150

\044\373\151\253\330\161\023\060\346\147\263\207\100\375\211\176

\362\103\321\021\337\057\145\057\144\316\137\024\271\261\277\061

\275\207\170\132\131\145\210\252\374\131\062\110\206\326\114\271

\051\113\225\323\166\363\167\045\155\102\034\070\203\115\375\243

\137\233\177\055\254\171\033\016\102\061\227\143\244\373\212\151

\325\042\015\064\220\060\056\250\264\340\155\266\224\254\274\213

\116\327\160\374\305\070\216\144\045\341\115\071\220\316\311\207

\204\130\161\002\003\001\000\001\243\201\250\060\201\245\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\102\006\003\125\035\040\004\073\060\071\060\067\006\007\053\201

\053\001\001\001\012\060\054\060\052\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\002\001\026\036\150\164\164\160\163\072\057\057\162\145\160
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\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\056\154\165\170\164\162\165\163\164

\056\154\165\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\006\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024

\377\030\050\166\371\110\005\054\241\256\361\053\033\053\262\123

\370\113\174\263\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\377

\030\050\166\371\110\005\054\241\256\361\053\033\053\262\123\370

\113\174\263\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\152\031\024\355\156\171\301\054\207

\324\015\160\176\327\366\170\311\013\004\116\304\261\316\223\160

\376\260\124\300\062\315\231\060\144\027\277\017\345\342\063\375

\007\066\100\162\016\032\266\152\131\326\000\345\150\040\335\056

\162\015\037\152\144\061\040\204\175\111\246\132\067\353\105\311

\205\365\324\307\027\231\007\346\233\125\344\014\350\251\264\316

\214\133\265\021\134\317\212\016\015\326\254\167\201\376\062\234

\044\236\162\316\124\363\320\157\242\126\326\354\303\067\054\145

\130\276\127\000\032\362\065\372\353\173\061\135\302\301\022\075

\226\201\210\226\211\301\131\134\172\346\177\160\064\347\203\342

\261\341\341\270\130\357\324\225\344\140\234\360\226\227\162\214

\353\204\002\056\145\217\244\267\322\177\147\335\310\323\236\134

\252\251\244\240\045\024\006\233\354\117\176\055\013\177\035\165

\361\063\330\355\316\270\165\155\076\133\271\230\035\061\015\126

\330\103\017\060\221\262\004\153\335\126\276\225\200\125\147\276

\330\315\203\331\030\356\056\017\206\055\222\236\160\023\354\336

\121\311\103\170\002\245\115\310\371\137\304\221\130\106\026\167

\132\164\252\100\274\007\237\060\271\261\367\022\027\335\343\377

\044\100\035\172\152\321\117\030\012\252\220\035\353\100\036\337

\241\036\104\222\020\232\362\215\341\321\113\106\236\350\105\102

\227\352\105\231\363\354\146\325\002\372\362\246\112\044\252\336

\316\271\312\371\077\223\157\371\243\272\352\245\076\231\255\375

\377\173\231\365\145\356\360\131\050\147\327\220\225\244\023\204

\251\204\301\350\316\316\165\223\143\032\274\074\352\325\144\037

\055\052\022\071\306\303\132\062\355\107\221\026\016\274\070\301

\120\336\217\312\052\220\064\034\356\101\224\234\136\031\056\370

\105\111\231\164\221\260\004\157\343\004\132\261\253\052\253\376

\307\320\226\266\332\341\112\144\006\156\140\115\275\102\116\377

\170\332\044\312\033\264\327\226\071\154\256\361\016\252\247\175

\110\213\040\114\317\144\326\270\227\106\260\116\321\052\126\072

\240\223\275\257\200\044\340\012\176\347\312\325\312\350\205\125

\334\066\052\341\224\150\223\307\146\162\104\017\200\041\062\154

\045\307\043\200\203\012\353

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "LuxTrust Global Root 2"

# Issuer: CN=LuxTrust Global Root 2,O=LuxTrust S.A.,C=LU
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# Serial Number:0a:7e:a6:df:4b:44:9e:da:6a:24:85:9e:e6:b8:15:d3:16:7f:bb:b1

# Subject: CN=LuxTrust Global Root 2,O=LuxTrust S.A.,C=LU

# Not Valid Before: Thu Mar 05 13:21:57 2015

# Not Valid After: Mon Mar 05 13:21:57 2035

# Fingerprint (MD5): b2:e1:09:00:61:af:f7:f1:91:6f:c4:ad:8d:5e:3b:7c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1e:0e:56:19:0a:d1:8b:25:98:b2:04:44:ff:66:8a:04:17:99:5f:3f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "LuxTrust Global Root 2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\036\016\126\031\012\321\213\045\230\262\004\104\377\146\212\004

\027\231\137\077

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\262\341\011\000\141\257\367\361\221\157\304\255\215\136\073\174

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\106\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\114\125\061

\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\012\014\015\114\165\170\124\162\165

\163\164\040\123\056\101\056\061\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003

\014\026\114\165\170\124\162\165\163\164\040\107\154\157\142\141

\154\040\122\157\157\164\040\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\012\176\246\337\113\104\236\332\152\044\205\236\346\270

\025\323\026\177\273\261

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "ACA ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=ACA ROOT,O=CONSEJO GENERAL DE LA ABOGACIA,2.5.4.5=Q2863006I,C=ES

# Serial Number:47:43:91:24:3f:ce:c3:0d:57:48:28:6b:ee:80:5d:ab

# Subject: CN=ACA ROOT,O=CONSEJO GENERAL DE LA ABOGACIA,2.5.4.5=Q2863006I,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 27 10:58:51 2016

# Not Valid After: Mon May 27 10:58:51 2041

# Fingerprint (MD5): cc:49:10:f6:2f:f5:db:be:2f:8c:51:f3:8f:74:7c:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d4:96:59:2b:30:57:07:38:6c:c5:f3:cd:b2:59:ae:66:d7:66:1f:ca

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACA ROOT"
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CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\121\062\070\066\063\060

\060\066\111\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\014\036\103\117

\116\123\105\112\117\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105

\040\114\101\040\101\102\117\107\101\103\111\101\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\101\103\101\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061

\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\121\062\070\066\063\060

\060\066\111\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\014\036\103\117

\116\123\105\112\117\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105

\040\114\101\040\101\102\117\107\101\103\111\101\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\101\103\101\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\107\103\221\044\077\316\303\015\127\110\050\153\356\200

\135\253

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\310\060\202\003\260\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\107

\103\221\044\077\316\303\015\127\110\050\153\356\200\135\253\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\135

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\022\060

\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\121\062\070\066\063\060\060\066

\111\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\014\036\103\117\116\123

\105\112\117\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\114

\101\040\101\102\117\107\101\103\111\101\061\021\060\017\006\003

\125\004\003\014\010\101\103\101\040\122\117\117\124\060\036\027

\015\061\066\060\065\062\067\061\060\065\070\065\061\132\027\015

\064\061\060\065\062\067\061\060\065\070\065\061\132\060\135\061

\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\022\060\020

\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\121\062\070\066\063\060\060\066\111

\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\014\036\103\117\116\123\105

\112\117\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105\040\114\101

\040\101\102\117\107\101\103\111\101\061\021\060\017\006\003\125

\004\003\014\010\101\103\101\040\122\117\117\124\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\271\053\136

\365\076\272\211\036\235\365\321\023\317\273\243\136\272\351\337

\071\162\144\230\122\207\151\245\266\336\341\277\224\105\276\305

\370\244\123\147\025\120\334\122\117\052\166\054\056\215\040\152

\214\346\135\271\331\150\276\221\033\272\151\003\030\255\030\116

\066\242\254\106\253\040\370\003\152\252\255\171\325\337\035\301

\356\105\157\041\164\371\115\261\261\075\220\073\074\062\200\355
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\377\025\317\121\312\327\244\207\056\252\345\016\266\321\172\132

\307\271\370\121\273\331\224\335\076\306\206\116\012\376\073\211

\362\370\156\044\316\221\003\130\005\022\112\335\120\253\101\172

\316\355\251\037\021\123\036\245\023\333\141\360\365\252\200\336

\164\171\035\244\343\051\326\373\340\374\227\332\242\270\253\042

\076\145\260\041\304\345\305\020\104\207\262\343\340\052\202\056

\175\346\364\270\244\023\045\363\167\140\137\143\123\256\056\261

\235\212\153\166\173\072\161\275\222\201\066\260\234\202\361\367

\305\211\050\135\377\274\102\006\263\010\152\117\141\315\244\055

\220\323\071\270\167\377\310\307\243\171\273\003\271\221\003\001

\064\022\330\060\213\266\214\002\312\344\110\354\070\052\062\114

\155\312\166\050\132\206\012\272\324\040\216\257\240\137\040\055

\142\234\210\371\361\025\155\133\275\261\003\120\300\077\066\327

\256\077\121\321\312\343\130\146\104\346\243\233\167\056\061\372

\331\177\042\304\005\114\353\164\033\134\143\172\246\002\223\176

\103\016\166\024\017\115\157\062\225\210\200\222\122\227\024\365

\074\374\224\007\323\154\051\005\225\106\017\344\161\341\177\370

\155\024\022\202\222\265\363\123\076\231\021\227\107\166\112\011

\162\356\324\303\226\011\254\332\377\361\113\113\266\327\045\317

\036\114\227\046\013\064\273\266\224\361\054\144\161\137\211\362

\025\073\067\247\002\344\015\117\110\211\063\243\214\150\170\061

\121\147\012\031\333\264\342\164\057\075\172\363\167\000\237\161

\022\143\377\163\052\144\151\124\354\254\072\256\332\362\130\143

\064\176\370\074\136\300\102\072\245\333\263\250\324\132\301\116

\130\270\151\266\254\202\142\333\321\373\032\103\041\042\374\035

\365\234\117\116\073\345\215\377\166\132\043\136\133\002\003\001

\000\001\243\201\203\060\201\200\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017

\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\032\125\344\025\061\342\061\233\021\324\210\161

\172\000\075\160\050\005\277\315\060\076\006\003\125\035\040\004

\067\060\065\060\063\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\053\060\051\006

\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164\160\072

\057\057\167\167\167\056\141\143\141\142\157\147\141\143\151\141

\056\157\162\147\057\144\157\143\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\173\060\312\125

\206\323\257\356\032\327\270\225\230\354\371\073\335\220\023\243

\234\222\105\240\222\211\151\241\161\221\274\161\205\207\240\055

\060\011\344\302\123\075\364\251\267\150\055\115\231\315\244\317

\236\073\220\235\232\012\051\015\052\102\301\075\133\153\100\202

\305\213\023\261\101\147\217\276\244\167\340\300\166\344\363\266

\051\126\054\357\161\117\302\144\361\332\264\013\312\320\071\137

\123\262\203\001\373\262\175\331\203\164\172\065\320\301\135\217

\233\367\136\347\122\337\356\252\067\223\253\331\075\175\036\361

\275\034\333\350\165\335\270\133\114\343\026\243\366\165\210\016

\217\074\303\013\154\333\140\131\344\005\253\050\106\367\146\151

\045\167\336\312\112\063\330\130\136\173\217\232\317\122\216\075

\155\375\321\262\275\076\171\127\206\036\104\034\007\115\364\302
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\020\252\170\313\363\121\027\015\166\075\215\156\150\111\351\357

\007\111\321\270\026\311\171\235\314\256\013\005\107\172\375\230

\254\061\241\220\132\207\142\371\370\253\142\132\340\041\166\320

\150\102\350\034\276\162\201\360\306\147\175\176\164\074\325\125

\157\217\245\150\226\021\361\312\323\060\027\275\106\266\061\257

\160\351\244\204\067\127\272\011\074\056\331\013\023\126\007\076

\225\304\265\160\057\223\302\256\257\201\135\106\024\060\373\256

\305\363\232\367\101\172\261\336\113\026\331\105\165\107\002\174

\024\036\325\261\073\240\054\101\265\233\113\173\243\203\360\271

\314\316\036\224\267\136\056\043\006\225\221\034\070\107\034\355

\304\170\016\244\017\374\033\174\326\362\153\320\212\133\352\226

\363\061\324\136\152\304\224\270\060\237\225\341\007\211\270\210

\322\047\205\244\141\164\345\250\104\061\172\040\165\350\370\330

\353\263\117\252\377\123\077\226\355\352\273\374\121\100\246\053

\354\044\241\373\371\104\215\043\347\246\227\000\017\313\244\152

\277\120\240\312\161\242\154\256\157\337\331\203\202\146\334\123

\135\257\372\124\367\203\377\253\077\211\225\247\264\155\363\017

\012\015\110\063\057\201\051\307\113\005\304\306\127\164\204\303

\230\066\377\357\205\062\253\142\234\023\321\042\207\261\276\230

\333\164\232\217\352\302\326\223\171\105\040\303

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "ACA ROOT"

# Issuer: CN=ACA ROOT,O=CONSEJO GENERAL DE LA ABOGACIA,2.5.4.5=Q2863006I,C=ES

# Serial Number:47:43:91:24:3f:ce:c3:0d:57:48:28:6b:ee:80:5d:ab

# Subject: CN=ACA ROOT,O=CONSEJO GENERAL DE LA ABOGACIA,2.5.4.5=Q2863006I,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Fri May 27 10:58:51 2016

# Not Valid After: Mon May 27 10:58:51 2041

# Fingerprint (MD5): cc:49:10:f6:2f:f5:db:be:2f:8c:51:f3:8f:74:7c:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d4:96:59:2b:30:57:07:38:6c:c5:f3:cd:b2:59:ae:66:d7:66:1f:ca

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "ACA ROOT"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\324\226\131\053\060\127\007\070\154\305\363\315\262\131\256\146

\327\146\037\312

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\314\111\020\366\057\365\333\276\057\214\121\363\217\164\174\022

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061
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\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\121\062\070\066\063\060

\060\066\111\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\012\014\036\103\117

\116\123\105\112\117\040\107\105\116\105\122\101\114\040\104\105

\040\114\101\040\101\102\117\107\101\103\111\101\061\021\060\017

\006\003\125\004\003\014\010\101\103\101\040\122\117\117\124

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\107\103\221\044\077\316\303\015\127\110\050\153\356\200

\135\253

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Serial Number:d6:5d:9b:b3:78:81:2e:eb

# Subject: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 05:15:28 2016

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 05:15:28 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7e:43:b0:92:68:ec:05:43:4c:98:ab:5d:35:2e:7e:86

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b8:0e:26:a9:bf:d2:b2:3b:c0:ef:46:c9:ba:c7:bb:f6:1d:0d:41:41

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\070\060\202\001\276\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316

\075\004\003\003\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023

\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105

\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155

\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003

\125\004\003\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157

\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040

\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\061

\066\060\065\061\065\062\070\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070

\060\065\061\065\062\070\132\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060

\051\006\003\125\004\003\023\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171

\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105

\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\061\060\166\060\020\006\007

\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142

\000\004\244\245\157\140\003\003\303\275\061\364\323\027\234\053

\204\165\254\345\375\075\127\156\327\143\277\346\004\211\222\216

\201\234\343\351\107\156\312\220\022\310\023\340\247\235\367\145

\164\037\154\020\262\350\344\351\357\155\205\062\231\104\261\136

\375\314\166\020\330\133\275\242\306\371\326\102\344\127\166\334

\220\302\065\251\113\210\074\022\107\155\134\377\111\117\032\112

\120\261\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\206\034\347\376\055\245\112\213\010\376\050\021\372\276\243

\146\370\140\131\057\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\150\000\060\145\002\060\025\135\102\075\374\266\356

\367\073\261\066\350\236\366\304\106\050\111\063\320\130\103\052

\143\051\314\115\261\264\172\242\271\015\070\245\135\110\052\375

\313\262\163\135\243\210\010\307\014\002\061\000\300\253\055\016

\155\355\030\242\333\123\351\045\333\125\010\340\120\314\337\104

\141\026\202\253\111\260\262\201\354\163\207\170\264\114\262\142

\033\022\372\026\115\045\113\143\275\036\067\331

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"
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# Issuer: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Serial Number:d6:5d:9b:b3:78:81:2e:eb

# Subject: CN=Security Communication ECC RootCA1,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 05:15:28 2016

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 05:15:28 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 7e:43:b0:92:68:ec:05:43:4c:98:ab:5d:35:2e:7e:86

# Fingerprint (SHA1): b8:0e:26:a9:bf:d2:b2:3b:c0:ef:46:c9:ba:c7:bb:f6:1d:0d:41:41

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication ECC RootCA1"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\270\016\046\251\277\322\262\073\300\357\106\311\272\307\273\366

\035\015\101\101

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\176\103\260\222\150\354\005\103\114\230\253\135\065\056\176\206

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\141\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\053\060\051\006\003\125\004\003\023

\042\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164

\103\101\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\326\135\233\263\170\201\056\353

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Security Communication RootCA3"

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Serial Number:e1:7c:37:40:fd:1b:fe:67

# Subject: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 06:17:16 2016

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 06:17:16 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1c:9a:16:ff:9e:5c:e0:4d:8a:14:01:f4:35:5d:29:26

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c3:03:c8:22:74:92:e5:61:a2:9c:5f:79:91:2b:1e:44:13:91:30:3a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA3"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023

\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\177\060\202\003\147\240\003\002\001\002\002\011\000

\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163

\164\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060

\045\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171

\040\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122

\157\157\164\103\101\063\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\066\061\066

\060\066\061\067\061\066\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061\070\060

\066\061\067\061\066\132\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\006\023\002\112\120\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034

\123\105\103\117\115\040\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164

\145\155\163\040\103\117\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045

\006\003\125\004\003\023\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040

\103\157\155\155\165\156\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157

\157\164\103\101\063\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002

\012\002\202\002\001\000\343\311\162\111\367\060\336\011\174\251

\100\201\130\323\264\072\335\272\141\017\223\120\156\151\074\065

\302\356\133\163\220\033\147\114\041\354\137\065\273\071\076\053

\012\140\357\273\155\053\206\373\161\242\310\254\344\126\224\371

\311\257\261\162\324\040\254\164\322\270\025\255\121\376\205\164

\241\271\020\376\005\200\371\122\223\263\100\075\165\020\254\300
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\226\267\247\176\166\274\343\033\122\031\316\021\037\013\004\064

\365\330\365\151\074\167\363\144\364\015\252\205\336\340\011\120

\004\027\226\204\267\310\212\274\115\162\374\034\273\317\363\006

\115\371\237\144\367\176\246\146\206\065\161\310\021\200\114\301

\161\100\130\036\276\240\163\366\374\076\120\341\340\057\046\075

\176\134\043\265\171\160\336\372\340\321\245\326\014\101\161\173

\367\352\214\034\210\307\354\213\365\321\057\125\226\106\174\132

\073\130\073\373\272\330\055\265\045\332\172\116\317\104\256\041

\246\236\230\312\040\156\174\273\210\205\133\373\300\020\142\273

\362\371\047\107\357\321\211\071\103\304\337\336\341\101\277\124

\163\040\227\055\154\332\363\324\007\243\346\271\330\157\256\374

\214\031\056\323\147\147\053\225\333\130\134\265\152\002\363\270

\203\136\264\153\276\101\176\127\011\165\104\120\125\315\132\021

\141\041\012\141\302\251\210\375\023\274\055\211\057\315\141\340

\225\276\312\265\173\341\173\064\147\013\037\266\014\307\174\036

\031\123\312\247\261\112\025\040\126\024\160\075\053\202\054\017

\235\025\035\107\200\107\377\170\231\016\061\257\157\076\217\355

\206\151\036\173\030\210\024\262\302\374\202\063\056\234\113\055

\373\160\073\161\252\053\173\046\047\363\032\302\334\373\027\270

\241\352\313\240\264\256\323\224\176\172\320\253\303\354\070\055

\021\056\210\277\324\077\255\022\073\102\254\217\002\156\175\314

\321\137\141\276\241\274\072\152\110\352\046\125\042\026\135\137

\015\377\047\063\237\030\003\164\212\133\122\040\107\153\105\115

\042\167\214\125\047\360\257\036\214\311\203\042\124\267\232\320

\117\331\316\374\331\056\034\226\050\261\002\323\003\275\045\122

\034\064\146\117\043\253\364\167\202\226\035\321\127\060\010\021

\005\375\127\321\331\307\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\144\024\174\374\130\162

\026\246\012\051\064\025\157\052\313\274\374\257\250\253\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202

\002\001\000\334\002\043\010\342\357\041\072\307\015\267\046\322

\142\223\247\245\043\162\007\040\202\140\337\030\327\124\255\151

\045\222\236\331\024\317\231\271\122\201\317\256\154\212\073\132

\071\310\154\001\103\302\042\155\002\360\142\315\116\143\103\300

\024\332\364\143\360\352\364\161\356\116\207\343\161\251\364\311

\127\345\056\137\034\171\273\043\252\207\104\127\351\275\065\115

\101\273\113\050\243\230\262\033\331\013\027\007\345\367\352\235

\365\166\327\277\304\266\201\130\377\310\377\144\151\142\171\255

\156\016\037\177\356\035\151\345\267\162\161\263\376\245\001\065

\224\124\053\300\122\155\217\125\304\311\322\270\313\312\064\010

\121\205\240\365\274\264\027\130\352\012\134\172\275\143\306\072

\057\377\226\111\031\204\352\147\330\004\261\141\364\000\133\112

\267\234\161\067\031\205\171\277\201\260\307\023\016\166\161\076

\072\200\006\256\006\026\247\215\265\302\304\313\377\100\245\134

\215\245\311\072\355\162\201\312\134\230\074\322\064\003\167\010

\375\360\051\131\135\041\010\307\140\277\244\161\173\270\331\036
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\202\276\011\257\145\157\050\253\277\113\265\356\076\010\107\047

\240\017\157\017\213\077\254\225\030\363\271\016\334\147\125\156

\142\236\106\016\321\004\170\312\162\256\166\331\245\370\262\337

\210\011\141\213\357\044\116\321\131\077\132\324\075\311\223\074

\053\144\365\201\015\026\226\367\222\303\376\061\157\350\052\062

\164\016\364\114\230\112\030\016\060\124\325\305\353\274\305\025

\236\350\231\041\353\047\053\011\012\333\361\346\160\030\126\273

\014\344\276\371\350\020\244\023\222\270\034\340\333\147\035\123

\003\244\042\247\334\135\222\020\074\352\377\374\033\020\032\303

\330\320\234\235\145\313\320\053\047\061\003\036\066\341\075\166

\165\014\377\105\046\271\335\121\274\043\307\137\330\330\207\020

\100\022\015\075\070\067\347\104\074\030\300\123\011\144\217\377

\325\232\246\174\160\056\163\125\041\350\337\377\203\271\035\076

\062\036\326\246\175\054\361\146\351\134\035\247\243\316\136\045

\062\053\343\225\254\052\007\316\264\050\170\206\074\055\246\235

\115\322\164\060\335\144\121\025\333\203\203\121\327\257\375\063

\235\115\146

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Security Communication RootCA3"

# Issuer: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Serial Number:e1:7c:37:40:fd:1b:fe:67

# Subject: CN=Security Communication RootCA3,O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.\,LTD.,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 16 06:17:16 2016

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 06:17:16 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1c:9a:16:ff:9e:5c:e0:4d:8a:14:01:f4:35:5d:29:26

# Fingerprint (SHA1): c3:03:c8:22:74:92:e5:61:a2:9c:5f:79:91:2b:1e:44:13:91:30:3a

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Security Communication RootCA3"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\303\003\310\042\164\222\345\141\242\234\137\171\221\053\036\104

\023\221\060\072

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\034\232\026\377\236\134\340\115\212\024\001\364\065\135\051\046

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\135\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\123\105\103\117\115\040

\124\162\165\163\164\040\123\171\163\164\145\155\163\040\103\117

\056\054\114\124\104\056\061\047\060\045\006\003\125\004\003\023
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\036\123\145\143\165\162\151\164\171\040\103\157\155\155\165\156

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\103\101\063

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\011\000\341\174\067\100\375\033\376\147

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016"

# Issuer: CN=CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016,O=AC CAMERFIRMA S.A.,2.5.4.97=VATES-

A82743287,2.5.4.5=A82743287,OU=CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016,OU=see current address at

www.camerfirma.com/address,L=MADRID,ST=MADRID,C=ES

# Serial Number:34:9a:2d:a1:82:06:b2:b3

# Subject: CN=CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016,O=AC CAMERFIRMA S.A.,2.5.4.97=VATES-

A82743287,2.5.4.5=A82743287,OU=CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016,OU=see current address at

www.camerfirma.com/address,L=MADRID,ST=MADRID,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 14 07:35:48 2016

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 08 07:35:48 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): d9:84:45:a4:8b:62:ec:c1:fc:51:54:8a:d1:58:8d:e8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2d:e1:6a:56:77:ba:ca:39:e1:d6:8c:30:dc:b1:4a:be:22:a6:17:9b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\014\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\115\101\104\122

\111\104\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\115\101\104

\122\111\104\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\014\061\163\145

\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163

\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151

\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\013\014\040\103\110\101\115\102\105

\122\123\040\117\106\040\103\117\115\115\105\122\103\105\040\122

\117\117\124\040\055\040\062\060\061\066\061\022\060\020\006\003

\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004

\012\014\022\101\103\040\103\101\115\105\122\106\111\122\115\101

\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040

\103\110\101\115\102\105\122\123\040\117\106\040\103\117\115\115

\105\122\103\105\040\122\117\117\124\040\055\040\062\060\061\066
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END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\014\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\115\101\104\122

\111\104\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\115\101\104

\122\111\104\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\014\061\163\145

\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163

\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151

\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\013\014\040\103\110\101\115\102\105

\122\123\040\117\106\040\103\117\115\115\105\122\103\105\040\122

\117\117\124\040\055\040\062\060\061\066\061\022\060\020\006\003

\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004

\012\014\022\101\103\040\103\101\115\105\122\106\111\122\115\101

\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040

\103\110\101\115\102\105\122\123\040\117\106\040\103\117\115\115

\105\122\103\105\040\122\117\117\124\040\055\040\062\060\061\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\064\232\055\241\202\006\262\263

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\340\060\202\004\310\240\003\002\001\002\002\010\064

\232\055\241\202\006\262\263\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\202\001\014\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010

\014\006\115\101\104\122\111\104\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\007\014\006\115\101\104\122\111\104\061\072\060\070\006\003\125

\004\013\014\061\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040

\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143

\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144

\144\162\145\163\163\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\013\014\040

\103\110\101\115\102\105\122\123\040\117\106\040\103\117\115\115

\105\122\103\105\040\122\117\117\124\040\055\040\062\060\061\066

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064

\063\062\070\067\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126

\101\124\105\123\055\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\014\022\101\103\040\103\101\115\105

\122\106\111\122\115\101\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\103\110\101\115\102\105\122\123\040\117

\106\040\103\117\115\115\105\122\103\105\040\122\117\117\124\040

\055\040\062\060\061\066\060\036\027\015\061\066\060\064\061\064

\060\067\063\065\064\070\132\027\015\064\060\060\064\060\070\060

\067\063\065\064\070\132\060\202\001\014\061\013\060\011\006\003

\125\004\006\023\002\105\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010
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\014\006\115\101\104\122\111\104\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004

\007\014\006\115\101\104\122\111\104\061\072\060\070\006\003\125

\004\013\014\061\163\145\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040

\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143

\141\155\145\162\146\151\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144

\144\162\145\163\163\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\013\014\040

\103\110\101\115\102\105\122\123\040\117\106\040\103\117\115\115

\105\122\103\105\040\122\117\117\124\040\055\040\062\060\061\066

\061\022\060\020\006\003\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064

\063\062\070\067\061\030\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126

\101\124\105\123\055\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033

\060\031\006\003\125\004\012\014\022\101\103\040\103\101\115\105

\122\106\111\122\115\101\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006

\003\125\004\003\014\040\103\110\101\115\102\105\122\123\040\117

\106\040\103\117\115\115\105\122\103\105\040\122\117\117\124\040

\055\040\062\060\061\066\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202

\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\352\306\244\241\324\255\231\226\311

\237\365\274\120\000\364\054\317\362\170\350\362\054\002\047\326

\203\214\004\253\323\016\173\127\040\311\324\257\145\364\207\335

\060\010\327\316\101\243\166\012\333\212\106\344\246\375\355\010

\316\160\077\372\020\140\171\114\153\201\124\200\125\344\347\172

\041\266\165\232\334\136\366\016\231\374\370\302\337\101\216\057

\253\307\133\155\034\120\131\300\355\350\254\202\102\376\271\257

\057\014\101\121\234\275\000\156\144\121\262\073\345\066\253\225

\221\022\373\061\307\163\254\034\330\145\166\073\316\033\114\116

\260\037\040\006\373\120\264\373\233\241\171\216\026\225\343\237

\353\030\113\204\253\071\223\315\067\203\320\351\174\013\047\217

\355\102\010\351\206\106\062\254\232\046\151\160\141\055\030\275

\077\120\360\236\366\150\120\116\151\225\160\301\355\223\251\227

\116\051\242\272\335\302\237\156\111\010\053\243\372\043\361\051

\136\260\175\061\131\233\355\214\315\246\156\370\370\367\330\030

\350\332\126\351\110\362\100\164\176\236\315\040\257\024\044\131

\356\167\065\205\277\112\231\112\251\165\335\263\046\343\006\316

\175\157\113\144\243\166\064\031\076\024\157\205\124\070\342\213

\055\100\265\144\146\037\127\063\034\160\315\303\264\050\132\024

\043\134\374\270\275\263\376\073\022\137\366\271\214\035\310\224

\012\126\333\162\176\357\047\007\015\000\264\277\175\231\077\115

\105\263\233\367\035\031\320\117\004\372\307\163\224\210\175\213

\024\052\231\340\351\231\222\011\306\326\001\153\267\360\333\103

\127\142\033\307\104\122\342\227\143\272\317\352\316\140\346\012

\345\030\150\055\063\200\165\240\060\007\150\366\325\367\023\054

\072\260\236\350\130\125\156\214\126\104\115\103\027\101\002\314

\167\334\137\105\005\131\317\315\140\323\277\322\366\342\364\325

\334\207\161\063\007\032\365\157\264\177\075\227\373\137\144\364

\116\016\000\104\011\351\353\354\076\161\031\004\027\071\110\140

\270\113\377\136\310\145\231\053\246\062\362\133\206\250\235\350

\043\164\020\170\357\313\047\235\061\272\140\213\116\006\120\342
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\120\035\007\140\302\101\214\025\264\133\067\034\012\345\011\031

\162\004\212\074\343\001\333\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\236\056\145\117

\076\127\365\253\175\226\306\213\337\263\065\155\112\350\236\213

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\002\001\000\005\151\052\205\227\046\120\272\102\071\034\223

\054\322\117\133\321\135\104\046\332\157\151\053\265\173\236\320

\364\112\056\110\307\354\177\237\312\131\172\271\104\367\076\275

\367\120\153\121\237\164\377\220\032\100\320\223\171\222\017\212

\043\136\213\257\201\013\320\213\255\146\340\052\334\232\051\275

\065\330\154\100\024\111\102\075\211\057\272\233\053\070\274\032

\243\013\267\210\327\255\306\024\014\356\174\111\254\256\354\362

\075\030\117\214\155\024\135\016\252\267\337\167\253\073\217\142

\116\213\014\145\306\031\216\315\300\014\241\167\252\264\335\172

\247\023\005\346\071\030\307\225\144\176\003\266\213\220\301\345

\137\000\043\230\346\163\332\021\322\020\377\036\123\042\047\307

\323\001\311\057\305\073\062\156\360\303\070\312\022\147\274\272

\043\051\273\304\225\111\132\006\335\324\132\220\324\023\155\347

\325\302\174\342\130\004\300\354\304\275\242\074\176\306\043\201

\165\174\253\160\137\064\204\225\367\263\325\107\226\117\161\312

\170\062\010\040\264\102\244\102\153\325\045\234\262\047\353\301

\016\107\104\011\341\053\017\320\043\066\156\034\271\272\116\254

\314\360\014\224\316\101\017\153\335\017\325\310\340\027\213\336

\072\135\122\276\351\165\045\035\272\005\007\332\126\031\074\215

\321\327\361\121\066\331\222\357\242\170\121\005\130\275\122\314

\012\136\157\257\332\320\345\014\333\154\301\043\357\071\061\167

\027\007\000\214\366\272\017\160\371\274\276\341\344\175\341\314

\104\172\244\041\354\107\077\250\326\025\245\354\001\251\310\160

\350\230\147\035\275\131\124\176\241\127\025\065\007\305\162\311

\076\267\051\206\215\237\332\062\171\062\334\333\250\345\011\377

\357\126\052\376\223\261\216\052\023\355\255\242\053\153\057\004

\336\315\057\222\222\326\076\140\265\170\001\225\007\010\251\154

\343\034\332\373\345\233\043\126\040\133\351\320\134\306\112\044

\073\274\343\266\042\026\052\204\222\377\250\376\227\277\243\235

\333\141\136\356\031\052\054\327\353\015\166\126\070\165\176\111

\000\223\127\311\374\043\132\374\364\361\337\052\235\260\214\151

\364\020\243\125\235\160\074\042\377\007\326\053\266\231\300\227

\320\364\052\240

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016"

# Issuer: CN=CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016,O=AC CAMERFIRMA S.A.,2.5.4.97=VATES-
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A82743287,2.5.4.5=A82743287,OU=CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016,OU=see current address at

www.camerfirma.com/address,L=MADRID,ST=MADRID,C=ES

# Serial Number:34:9a:2d:a1:82:06:b2:b3

# Subject: CN=CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016,O=AC CAMERFIRMA S.A.,2.5.4.97=VATES-

A82743287,2.5.4.5=A82743287,OU=CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016,OU=see current address at

www.camerfirma.com/address,L=MADRID,ST=MADRID,C=ES

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 14 07:35:48 2016

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 08 07:35:48 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): d9:84:45:a4:8b:62:ec:c1:fc:51:54:8a:d1:58:8d:e8

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 2d:e1:6a:56:77:ba:ca:39:e1:d6:8c:30:dc:b1:4a:be:22:a6:17:9b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ROOT - 2016"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\055\341\152\126\167\272\312\071\341\326\214\060\334\261\112\276

\042\246\027\233

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\331\204\105\244\213\142\354\301\374\121\124\212\321\130\215\350

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\001\014\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\105

\123\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\010\014\006\115\101\104\122

\111\104\061\017\060\015\006\003\125\004\007\014\006\115\101\104

\122\111\104\061\072\060\070\006\003\125\004\013\014\061\163\145

\145\040\143\165\162\162\145\156\164\040\141\144\144\162\145\163

\163\040\141\164\040\167\167\167\056\143\141\155\145\162\146\151

\162\155\141\056\143\157\155\057\141\144\144\162\145\163\163\061

\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\013\014\040\103\110\101\115\102\105

\122\123\040\117\106\040\103\117\115\115\105\122\103\105\040\122

\117\117\124\040\055\040\062\060\061\066\061\022\060\020\006\003

\125\004\005\023\011\101\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\030

\060\026\006\003\125\004\141\014\017\126\101\124\105\123\055\101

\070\062\067\064\063\062\070\067\061\033\060\031\006\003\125\004

\012\014\022\101\103\040\103\101\115\105\122\106\111\122\115\101

\040\123\056\101\056\061\051\060\047\006\003\125\004\003\014\040

\103\110\101\115\102\105\122\123\040\117\106\040\103\117\115\115

\105\122\103\105\040\122\117\117\124\040\055\040\062\060\061\066

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\010\064\232\055\241\202\006\262\263

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Network Solutions RSA Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Network Solutions RSA Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions

L.L.C.,L=Jacksonville,ST=FL,C=US

# Serial Number:4c:03:4b:ac:67:18:4c:7f:af:44:08:4d:82:96:c7:b2

# Subject: CN=Network Solutions RSA Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions

L.L.C.,L=Jacksonville,ST=FL,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 18 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 5a:2f:58:bc:83:2c:2d:99:b4:9b:78:24:d4:8f:f9:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8e:92:8c:0f:c2:7b:b7:ab:a3:4e:6b:c0:ca:12:50:cb:57:b6:0f:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Network Solutions RSA Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166

\151\154\154\145\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\114\056\114\056\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003

\023\053\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166

\151\154\154\145\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\114\056\114\056\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003

\023\053\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\003\113\254\147\030\114\177\257\104\010\115\202\226

\307\262

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\342\060\202\003\312\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\114

\003\113\254\147\030\114\177\257\104\010\115\202\226\307\262\060
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\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\201

\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060\023\006

\003\125\004\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166\151\154

\154\145\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114

\056\114\056\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053

\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156

\163\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\065\061\061\061\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070

\060\061\061\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\212\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004

\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166\151\154\154\145\061

\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114\056\114\056

\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\122

\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\204\337\250\246\243\214\013

\170\036\310\115\031\225\335\051\220\222\040\065\220\052\224\215

\202\063\055\160\022\130\245\010\212\236\301\010\363\223\326\150

\300\057\024\276\171\244\374\175\314\325\274\076\217\355\234\112

\002\141\131\075\252\303\157\164\000\322\370\032\064\324\124\236

\152\164\107\232\057\340\322\367\017\367\303\335\077\245\277\301

\372\175\102\151\140\000\200\354\074\346\273\201\067\244\036\006

\024\075\127\217\220\244\065\112\064\163\207\266\032\303\135\220

\357\006\115\160\166\066\074\202\211\355\317\144\031\203\045\103

\116\034\342\361\152\122\206\376\121\344\176\070\337\025\215\114

\154\140\101\112\117\260\100\125\106\071\165\311\201\071\000\163

\212\142\352\017\145\267\217\117\227\100\316\317\356\301\152\050

\240\161\251\231\047\321\075\311\065\163\172\200\231\370\175\206

\271\235\171\072\355\323\052\372\176\246\270\377\127\052\163\262

\246\277\332\211\272\006\033\332\145\240\346\276\140\224\210\366

\337\146\341\047\152\033\376\320\136\251\215\040\213\012\304\037

\176\210\101\057\262\301\320\363\266\150\355\310\073\361\357\252

\007\336\176\327\042\340\201\366\245\352\173\026\364\102\124\235

\226\176\366\142\026\123\315\375\012\253\262\102\241\116\052\210

\102\165\203\275\214\345\115\172\347\035\343\114\270\336\343\253

\140\070\055\147\051\376\344\137\256\302\250\350\277\256\154\371

\353\263\122\361\177\351\354\302\057\331\235\312\027\236\102\372

\073\130\301\076\210\142\117\137\223\301\227\155\146\217\034\042

\363\232\301\364\355\271\153\032\176\066\204\310\061\270\360\136

\053\176\225\344\171\317\165\114\302\330\004\277\070\216\050\263

\335\133\266\330\117\043\156\222\350\067\225\256\203\256\326\374
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\071\052\106\006\037\361\204\165\041\326\270\116\246\052\227\130

\145\365\232\030\001\327\365\303\177\051\311\020\356\163\112\103

\166\173\321\246\060\121\377\326\053\035\036\142\204\276\371\276

\151\227\231\307\015\347\174\044\120\165\027\375\244\040\347\065

\150\003\140\224\247\331\015\306\032\054\345\342\116\325\314\016

\300\172\060\126\357\140\222\276\331\056\365\307\360\350\105\317

\332\206\256\357\330\167\251\022\047\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\017\361\112

\112\165\164\005\021\014\035\330\133\231\353\277\376\252\175\136

\327\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\075\313\322\106\170\365\366\072\027\350

\303\173\144\321\305\273\220\170\215\365\117\271\304\055\227\373

\013\346\305\270\361\266\352\350\130\113\064\255\167\171\054\065

\037\162\175\002\076\356\265\320\026\212\006\067\226\265\357\103

\320\011\020\054\227\146\307\201\037\036\346\047\305\202\221\130

\136\363\310\133\101\150\200\203\221\271\234\201\370\047\372\105

\337\356\171\362\134\155\160\002\124\356\300\123\330\103\353\005

\172\314\364\121\335\251\324\042\175\152\073\362\376\210\324\122

\111\072\205\222\144\123\370\152\123\140\210\217\362\133\324\256

\053\122\340\352\377\124\176\241\344\357\206\033\247\203\013\006

\146\136\060\200\214\125\240\107\063\377\153\036\104\110\113\141

\252\036\076\350\114\144\307\330\155\175\016\256\074\074\102\075

\312\044\032\160\361\141\024\234\072\030\325\360\006\051\221\042

\262\072\072\241\026\124\143\032\371\063\225\104\237\044\243\041

\144\004\010\342\233\325\336\010\122\034\142\034\123\026\107\065

\102\046\307\247\014\375\363\133\023\167\002\214\134\342\026\360

\030\037\331\175\365\337\002\044\210\172\363\136\377\027\016\263

\142\147\241\253\261\027\216\075\072\106\260\365\106\214\253\204

\330\365\016\241\040\353\302\360\231\164\075\216\263\003\330\044

\305\154\353\153\014\123\277\140\151\335\214\050\305\157\317\273

\322\201\167\053\306\174\261\304\112\154\025\020\067\051\135\256

\370\261\021\005\304\024\215\354\023\243\104\375\115\213\150\270

\301\377\235\325\067\056\110\370\050\174\334\371\163\123\331\266

\001\165\102\172\277\013\337\121\120\270\123\262\341\356\164\220

\313\274\252\320\161\203\242\253\116\311\020\266\075\034\357\100

\327\117\103\220\063\271\001\226\124\135\052\325\006\133\222\206

\270\006\020\201\006\310\221\333\051\040\262\123\275\363\113\133

\114\333\151\037\211\156\124\077\327\211\135\347\265\315\014\276

\077\175\170\070\001\322\266\147\246\317\130\110\224\032\105\375

\220\163\111\312\265\103\240\041\142\215\111\004\046\252\370\037

\056\077\362\056\241\362\253\364\006\036\260\055\304\301\160\102

\075\375\303\121\111\210\000\016\312\202\015\233\171\002\342\300

\056\223\337\344\362\361

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Network Solutions RSA Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Network Solutions RSA Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions

L.L.C.,L=Jacksonville,ST=FL,C=US

# Serial Number:4c:03:4b:ac:67:18:4c:7f:af:44:08:4d:82:96:c7:b2

# Subject: CN=Network Solutions RSA Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions

L.L.C.,L=Jacksonville,ST=FL,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 18 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): 5a:2f:58:bc:83:2c:2d:99:b4:9b:78:24:d4:8f:f9:67

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8e:92:8c:0f:c2:7b:b7:ab:a3:4e:6b:c0:ca:12:50:cb:57:b6:0f:84

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Network Solutions RSA Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\216\222\214\017\302\173\267\253\243\116\153\300\312\022\120\313

\127\266\017\204

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\132\057\130\274\203\054\055\231\264\233\170\044\324\217\371\147

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166

\151\154\154\145\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\114\056\114\056\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003

\023\053\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\122\123\101\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\003\113\254\147\030\114\177\257\104\010\115\202\226

\307\262

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Network Solutions ECC Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Network Solutions ECC Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions
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L.L.C.,L=Jacksonville,ST=FL,C=US

# Serial Number:79:38:4b:b4:19:1a:8d:74:22:cc:ff:85:32:f2:e4:ba

# Subject: CN=Network Solutions ECC Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions

L.L.C.,L=Jacksonville,ST=FL,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 18 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): a5:a8:cc:e3:1c:41:11:8c:6a:8c:38:bd:a2:47:fe:b2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 80:f9:5b:74:1c:38:39:94:95:c3:4f:20:c2:3e:73:36:31:4d:3c:6b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Network Solutions ECC Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166

\151\154\154\145\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\114\056\114\056\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003

\023\053\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166

\151\154\154\145\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\114\056\114\056\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003

\023\053\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\171\070\113\264\031\032\215\164\042\314\377\205\062\362

\344\272

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\224\060\202\002\031\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\171

\070\113\264\031\032\215\164\042\314\377\205\062\362\344\272\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\212\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004

\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166\151\154\154\145\061
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\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114\056\114\056

\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\116\145\164

\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105

\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061\065\061\061

\061\070\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\063\070\060\061\061

\070\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004

\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060\023\006\003\125\004\007\023\014

\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166\151\154\154\145\061\041\060\037

\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123

\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\114\056\114\056\103\056\061

\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003\023\053\116\145\164\167\157\162

\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075

\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\024\341\003

\013\145\157\255\131\326\036\356\311\277\264\114\305\306\134\057

\060\307\237\122\333\150\141\300\151\020\342\222\172\032\303\277

\222\250\211\071\212\373\347\240\273\161\244\240\303\337\167\326

\224\067\023\137\176\123\135\120\272\343\114\010\307\145\342\101

\260\346\131\362\234\370\300\262\167\301\012\221\046\167\362\151

\266\273\320\101\074\052\210\032\224\221\026\306\076\243\102\060

\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\233\173\353\310

\377\203\362\122\230\107\060\012\126\370\070\276\343\353\000\316

\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206

\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001

\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000

\060\146\002\061\000\251\144\130\367\234\271\023\146\042\111\177

\262\321\002\351\023\374\034\373\244\064\222\344\312\007\015\267

\261\122\170\050\064\313\362\041\126\221\206\206\310\212\013\257

\062\204\124\145\211\002\061\000\354\171\015\235\211\360\014\030

\352\173\127\122\255\013\346\324\171\133\313\233\342\006\105\165

\030\275\320\374\247\335\307\341\307\042\266\343\101\044\135\043

\346\250\237\000\152\120\062\045

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Network Solutions ECC Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Network Solutions ECC Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions

L.L.C.,L=Jacksonville,ST=FL,C=US

# Serial Number:79:38:4b:b4:19:1a:8d:74:22:cc:ff:85:32:f2:e4:ba

# Subject: CN=Network Solutions ECC Certificate Authority,O=Network Solutions

L.L.C.,L=Jacksonville,ST=FL,C=US
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# Not Valid Before: Wed Nov 18 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After: Mon Jan 18 23:59:59 2038

# Fingerprint (MD5): a5:a8:cc:e3:1c:41:11:8c:6a:8c:38:bd:a2:47:fe:b2

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 80:f9:5b:74:1c:38:39:94:95:c3:4f:20:c2:3e:73:36:31:4d:3c:6b

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Network Solutions ECC Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\200\371\133\164\034\070\071\224\225\303\117\040\302\076\163\066

\061\115\074\153

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\245\250\314\343\034\101\021\214\152\214\070\275\242\107\376\262

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\212\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\010\023\002\106\114\061\025\060

\023\006\003\125\004\007\023\014\112\141\143\153\163\157\156\166

\151\154\154\145\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\012\023\030\116

\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\114\056\114\056\103\056\061\064\060\062\006\003\125\004\003

\023\053\116\145\164\167\157\162\153\040\123\157\154\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\105\103\103\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\171\070\113\264\031\032\215\164\042\314\377\205\062\362

\344\272

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Australian Defence Public Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Australian Defence Public Root CA,OU=CAs,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=GOV,C=AU

# Serial Number:29:eb:92:33:46:4f:32:41:ff:83:19:00:a9:ad:c4:d9:f8:e3:e2:7f

# Subject: CN=Australian Defence Public Root CA,OU=CAs,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=GOV,C=AU

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 28 22:25:28 2016

# Not Valid After: Fri Nov 28 22:13:48 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): a2:6b:fb:f8:f3:14:59:bf:16:d7:3c:ce:f3:20:0a:97

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a9:ca:fe:9d:fd:67:f4:14:5a:d3:97:d0:e2:f3:05:0d:19:8d:e6:ee

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Australian Defence Public Root CA"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\125\061

\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\012\023\003\107\117\126\061\014\060

\012\006\003\125\004\013\023\003\104\157\104\061\014\060\012\006

\003\125\004\013\023\003\120\113\111\061\014\060\012\006\003\125

\004\013\023\003\103\101\163\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003

\023\041\101\165\163\164\162\141\154\151\141\156\040\104\145\146

\145\156\143\145\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\125\061

\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\012\023\003\107\117\126\061\014\060

\012\006\003\125\004\013\023\003\104\157\104\061\014\060\012\006

\003\125\004\013\023\003\120\113\111\061\014\060\012\006\003\125

\004\013\023\003\103\101\163\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003

\023\041\101\165\163\164\162\141\154\151\141\156\040\104\145\146

\145\156\143\145\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\051\353\222\063\106\117\062\101\377\203\031\000\251\255

\304\331\370\343\342\177

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\042\060\202\003\012\240\003\002\001\002\002\024\051

\353\222\063\106\117\062\101\377\203\031\000\251\255\304\331\370

\343\342\177\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013

\005\000\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101

\125\061\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\012\023\003\107\117\126\061

\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\013\023\003\104\157\104\061\014\060

\012\006\003\125\004\013\023\003\120\113\111\061\014\060\012\006

\003\125\004\013\023\003\103\101\163\061\052\060\050\006\003\125

\004\003\023\041\101\165\163\164\162\141\154\151\141\156\040\104

\145\146\145\156\143\145\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\101\060\036\027\015\061\066\061\061\062\070\062

\062\062\065\062\070\132\027\015\063\066\061\061\062\070\062\062

\061\063\064\070\132\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\101\125\061\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\012\023\003\107

\117\126\061\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\013\023\003\104\157\104

\061\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\013\023\003\120\113\111\061\014

\060\012\006\003\125\004\013\023\003\103\101\163\061\052\060\050

\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\101\165\163\164\162\141\154\151\141

\156\040\104\145\146\145\156\143\145\040\120\165\142\154\151\143
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\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000

\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000\323\116\124\004\033\320\364

\233\235\270\043\207\340\040\307\236\230\261\161\172\006\220\056

\342\255\110\376\223\005\154\354\206\277\050\100\205\263\114\171

\357\107\123\230\020\036\124\356\175\170\270\030\023\014\104\122

\375\320\201\252\223\010\043\071\276\137\017\153\335\045\227\363

\001\102\337\324\201\000\304\120\276\172\211\055\031\257\163\112

\077\314\072\300\277\242\250\305\025\367\076\174\101\164\202\153

\056\167\146\342\152\245\221\210\156\006\061\247\257\013\346\132

\340\256\175\132\257\057\107\320\362\373\204\163\234\106\241\036

\204\104\121\304\137\056\332\220\002\137\201\337\021\016\322\373

\273\072\027\163\243\362\215\143\252\117\377\162\172\145\142\203

\132\052\074\362\315\054\043\215\317\353\041\037\277\324\003\127

\365\067\026\014\136\345\127\021\302\250\372\377\154\071\362\075

\122\346\265\171\300\133\342\262\352\143\040\014\016\245\052\136

\022\341\346\257\137\213\174\240\255\071\065\065\230\137\361\257

\070\320\046\323\115\275\142\167\165\075\257\153\024\206\173\132

\366\041\217\326\352\342\247\016\255\002\003\001\000\001\243\201

\261\060\201\256\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\113\006\003\125\035\040\004\104\060\102

\060\006\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\070\006\011\052\044\001\202

\116\001\001\001\007\060\053\060\051\006\010\053\006\001\005\005

\007\002\001\026\035\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\143\162\154\056

\144\145\146\145\156\143\145\056\147\157\166\056\141\165\057\160

\153\151\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\306\060\037\006\003\125\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\254

\231\341\002\057\350\134\113\101\267\064\270\036\351\233\203\066

\015\224\264\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\254\231

\341\002\057\350\134\113\101\267\064\270\036\351\233\203\066\015

\224\264\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\003\202\001\001\000\170\274\201\112\330\072\127\273\275\046

\277\352\052\050\360\210\212\362\120\114\220\147\332\113\365\270

\024\010\272\333\177\162\250\232\131\274\361\034\211\250\364\072

\003\020\124\023\172\135\306\332\272\076\017\210\325\152\323\033

\227\055\142\141\072\157\371\000\257\162\006\163\354\020\300\141

\036\314\134\117\031\062\106\070\301\335\077\322\067\032\245\216

\206\240\360\011\314\065\326\031\002\174\315\071\374\367\371\037

\347\224\171\116\075\267\370\227\116\073\104\152\315\224\260\271

\367\176\342\343\371\231\177\305\323\246\120\264\111\373\026\176

\116\101\054\317\076\307\171\100\272\201\030\046\010\371\305\235

\343\330\361\157\034\150\077\152\133\167\027\122\243\006\336\031

\302\113\156\242\225\374\325\010\277\054\265\151\065\121\343\343

\337\117\032\051\155\203\170\075\070\044\312\002\077\124\020\341

\263\144\341\325\232\336\363\067\366\063\020\265\166\263\253\327

\311\037\123\072\255\125\101\034\110\311\066\236\207\377\165\334

\151\320\257\331\172\127\306\312\261\103\374\071\201\374\334\172

\243\232\245\230\120\124
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END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Australian Defence Public Root CA"

# Issuer: CN=Australian Defence Public Root CA,OU=CAs,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=GOV,C=AU

# Serial Number:29:eb:92:33:46:4f:32:41:ff:83:19:00:a9:ad:c4:d9:f8:e3:e2:7f

# Subject: CN=Australian Defence Public Root CA,OU=CAs,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=GOV,C=AU

# Not Valid Before: Mon Nov 28 22:25:28 2016

# Not Valid After: Fri Nov 28 22:13:48 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): a2:6b:fb:f8:f3:14:59:bf:16:d7:3c:ce:f3:20:0a:97

# Fingerprint (SHA1): a9:ca:fe:9d:fd:67:f4:14:5a:d3:97:d0:e2:f3:05:0d:19:8d:e6:ee

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Australian Defence Public Root CA"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\251\312\376\235\375\147\364\024\132\323\227\320\342\363\005\015

\031\215\346\356

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\242\153\373\370\363\024\131\277\026\327\074\316\363\040\012\227

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\161\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\125\061

\014\060\012\006\003\125\004\012\023\003\107\117\126\061\014\060

\012\006\003\125\004\013\023\003\104\157\104\061\014\060\012\006

\003\125\004\013\023\003\120\113\111\061\014\060\012\006\003\125

\004\013\023\003\103\101\163\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003

\023\041\101\165\163\164\162\141\154\151\141\156\040\104\145\146

\145\156\143\145\040\120\165\142\154\151\143\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\024\051\353\222\063\106\117\062\101\377\203\031\000\251\255

\304\331\370\343\342\177

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "SI-TRUST Root"

# Issuer: CN=SI-TRUST Root,2.5.4.97=VATSI-17659957,O=Republika Slovenija,C=SI
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# Serial Number:90:ae:77:76:00:00:00:00:57:1d:d0:6f

# Subject: CN=SI-TRUST Root,2.5.4.97=VATSI-17659957,O=Republika Slovenija,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Mon Apr 25 07:38:17 2016

# Not Valid After: Fri Dec 25 08:08:17 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3a:ba:c6:f3:c7:d1:b7:8a:86:22:7d:ee:99:81:fc:90

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3a:49:79:b4:0f:a8:41:48:82:00:b5:82:fb:ee:b6:3a:ab:99:19:ae

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SI-TRUST Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\122\145\160\165\142\154

\151\153\141\040\123\154\157\166\145\156\151\152\141\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\141\023\016\126\101\124\123\111\055\061\067

\066\065\071\071\065\067\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\123\111\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\122\145\160\165\142\154

\151\153\141\040\123\154\157\166\145\156\151\152\141\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\141\023\016\126\101\124\123\111\055\061\067

\066\065\071\071\065\067\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\123\111\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\000\220\256\167\166\000\000\000\000\127\035\320\157

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\004\212\060\202\002\362\240\003\002\001\002\002\015\000

\220\256\167\166\000\000\000\000\127\035\320\157\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\134\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\012\023\023\122\145\160\165\142\154\151\153\141\040\123

\154\157\166\145\156\151\152\141\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004

\141\023\016\126\101\124\123\111\055\061\067\066\065\071\071\065

\067\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\111\055\124

\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\060\036\027\015\061\066\060

\064\062\065\060\067\063\070\061\067\132\027\015\063\067\061\062

\062\065\060\070\060\070\061\067\132\060\134\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004

\012\023\023\122\145\160\165\142\154\151\153\141\040\123\154\157

\166\145\156\151\152\141\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\023

\016\126\101\124\123\111\055\061\067\066\065\071\071\065\067\061
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\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023\015\123\111\055\124\122\125

\123\124\040\122\157\157\164\060\202\001\242\060\015\006\011\052

\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\217\000\060

\202\001\212\002\202\001\201\000\323\313\234\055\302\340\060\103

\145\061\044\377\113\260\070\331\251\123\327\065\321\333\267\113

\223\264\162\215\361\313\225\322\123\053\164\233\062\232\244\057

\076\002\006\335\257\160\025\241\252\317\021\207\212\146\173\313

\314\035\160\104\134\217\254\312\346\303\133\047\264\215\243\216

\020\277\156\124\164\010\160\212\043\350\312\307\164\304\146\221

\040\335\113\350\245\204\165\245\230\225\202\213\033\341\040\044

\007\106\253\014\145\066\100\147\213\165\356\251\331\221\051\033

\355\157\055\105\302\326\342\140\001\261\363\116\071\053\073\157

\077\205\276\010\366\123\053\173\242\311\105\241\104\201\200\146

\232\140\072\033\304\276\014\314\060\020\177\021\066\070\112\346

\233\241\226\123\234\224\314\021\306\004\114\242\125\113\377\200

\341\257\214\034\065\374\271\223\067\337\371\135\075\334\353\015

\047\154\104\311\131\146\053\126\157\377\004\033\367\365\151\303

\135\303\030\376\275\247\331\144\057\242\237\140\331\162\154\075

\074\165\362\045\047\230\056\072\270\311\335\115\165\275\253\260

\042\141\130\001\067\050\246\040\235\056\140\134\373\220\274\106

\103\270\376\155\330\300\146\042\044\153\064\170\042\345\271\342

\130\351\110\070\356\114\275\001\173\156\076\100\352\321\302\012

\102\223\147\303\046\057\077\007\133\317\257\343\035\350\072\342

\145\341\204\221\077\365\146\000\375\252\063\106\102\354\026\076

\322\023\145\057\016\011\123\366\344\052\165\024\234\031\063\026

\232\105\341\333\127\317\317\070\324\247\367\355\130\103\344\016

\230\134\304\340\061\077\224\244\157\113\112\242\325\112\215\046

\251\035\144\045\010\065\015\347\002\003\001\000\001\243\113\060

\111\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002

\001\006\060\023\006\003\125\035\043\004\014\060\012\200\010\114

\243\303\150\136\010\002\143\060\021\006\003\125\035\016\004\012

\004\010\114\243\303\150\136\010\002\143\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\201\000\046\043

\205\273\135\101\031\156\222\203\212\356\001\213\004\065\031\177

\253\217\334\326\063\301\371\171\226\136\043\365\360\316\335\352

\333\141\073\132\257\335\130\351\102\211\100\357\371\331\147\021

\177\115\361\355\351\021\173\261\101\017\355\244\322\026\266\357

\301\375\213\366\021\053\054\357\374\007\006\106\014\317\002\013

\355\073\336\217\011\271\063\253\046\200\124\104\102\145\327\347

\257\315\120\016\312\310\210\241\022\234\052\225\073\076\124\074

\110\163\366\174\170\324\233\377\223\367\105\344\051\204\143\374

\372\176\032\347\134\340\162\127\260\057\170\035\060\306\023\375

\210\137\261\145\210\332\136\227\023\201\173\376\036\317\173\277

\127\060\301\160\222\103\246\231\360\125\237\230\305\043\102\275

\164\034\061\216\022\245\331\105\152\052\132\310\130\315\275\326

\335\076\065\013\031\177\003\034\316\007\017\207\105\223\025\241

\153\275\064\034\340\336\365\324\270\345\221\034\113\005\265\047
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\046\274\317\321\011\230\026\306\341\361\125\113\072\173\155\336

\306\147\266\301\067\055\237\250\216\131\307\267\246\305\357\337

\026\342\355\336\262\267\363\242\066\244\050\062\072\012\224\313

\077\136\376\156\131\355\272\066\262\223\326\306\303\031\376\365

\231\170\353\107\107\345\255\102\172\354\274\173\311\056\101\116

\115\017\004\016\212\113\063\207\334\361\166\174\132\030\214\234

\012\022\327\242\263\302\205\207\256\155\061\120\142\062\041\240

\150\026\137\224\065\164\125\051\322\161\201\010\112\341\327\135

\252\124\001\263\033\174\131\256\276\254\014\312\270\100\144\147

\133\235\352\006\006\021\326\320\060\163\036\343\274\053

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "SI-TRUST Root"

# Issuer: CN=SI-TRUST Root,2.5.4.97=VATSI-17659957,O=Republika Slovenija,C=SI

# Serial Number:90:ae:77:76:00:00:00:00:57:1d:d0:6f

# Subject: CN=SI-TRUST Root,2.5.4.97=VATSI-17659957,O=Republika Slovenija,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Mon Apr 25 07:38:17 2016

# Not Valid After: Fri Dec 25 08:08:17 2037

# Fingerprint (MD5): 3a:ba:c6:f3:c7:d1:b7:8a:86:22:7d:ee:99:81:fc:90

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 3a:49:79:b4:0f:a8:41:48:82:00:b5:82:fb:ee:b6:3a:ab:99:19:ae

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "SI-TRUST Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\072\111\171\264\017\250\101\110\202\000\265\202\373\356\266\072

\253\231\031\256

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\072\272\306\363\307\321\267\212\206\042\175\356\231\201\374\220

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\134\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\012\023\023\122\145\160\165\142\154

\151\153\141\040\123\154\157\166\145\156\151\152\141\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\141\023\016\126\101\124\123\111\055\061\067

\066\065\071\071\065\067\061\026\060\024\006\003\125\004\003\023

\015\123\111\055\124\122\125\123\124\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\015\000\220\256\167\166\000\000\000\000\127\035\320\157

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST
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CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Halcom Root Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Halcom Root Certificate Authority,2.5.4.97=VATSI-43353126,O=Halcom d.d.,C=SI

# Serial Number: 843675 (0xcdf9b)

# Subject: CN=Halcom Root Certificate Authority,2.5.4.97=VATSI-43353126,O=Halcom d.d.,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 10 07:07:50 2016

# Not Valid After: Tue Jun 10 07:07:50 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): 69:16:83:a1:f7:27:b9:ec:7c:d2:c6:b3:79:b2:a3:61

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 23:d7:31:fe:dc:5c:8b:b9:7d:e6:dc:8e:13:b4:11:bd:4f:24:00:4f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Halcom Root Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\110\141\154\143\157\155

\040\144\056\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\023\016

\126\101\124\123\111\055\064\063\063\065\063\061\062\066\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\110\141\154\143\157\155\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\110\141\154\143\157\155

\040\144\056\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\023\016

\126\101\124\123\111\055\064\063\063\065\063\061\062\066\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\110\141\154\143\157\155\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\014\337\233

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\200\060\202\002\150\240\003\002\001\002\002\003\014

\337\233\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005

\000\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111

\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\110\141\154\143\157

\155\040\144\056\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\023

\016\126\101\124\123\111\055\064\063\063\065\063\061\062\066\061
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\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\110\141\154\143\157\155

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\060\036\027\015\061

\066\060\066\061\060\060\067\060\067\065\060\132\027\015\063\066

\060\066\061\060\060\067\060\067\065\060\132\060\150\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061\024\060\022\006\003

\125\004\012\023\013\110\141\154\143\157\155\040\144\056\144\056

\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\023\016\126\101\124\123\111

\055\064\063\063\065\063\061\062\066\061\052\060\050\006\003\125

\004\003\023\041\110\141\154\143\157\155\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150

\157\162\151\164\171\060\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001

\012\002\202\001\001\000\351\122\246\306\032\357\143\273\255\201

\364\220\262\132\217\015\325\026\063\264\034\030\373\313\211\052

\060\273\145\201\304\341\373\002\251\224\007\166\345\327\025\344

\172\144\020\200\352\074\320\263\242\255\256\034\037\352\273\201

\141\230\324\371\215\151\225\304\105\056\003\011\312\206\372\134

\132\021\027\100\060\076\360\306\143\011\311\361\215\101\245\126

\015\005\144\151\113\130\254\052\051\226\273\100\063\026\064\113

\147\154\327\361\264\106\245\352\131\250\103\150\017\214\070\052

\252\074\366\104\003\206\370\212\333\105\041\053\051\036\022\267

\372\245\145\101\336\006\010\130\160\225\076\364\114\331\353\017

\051\251\221\212\236\255\312\022\365\345\225\346\070\331\032\246

\213\234\117\246\110\023\020\245\171\104\275\152\073\051\365\026

\167\100\313\176\233\134\337\276\213\353\347\240\031\157\237\025

\077\047\236\051\261\365\015\374\137\107\242\074\335\056\013\002

\373\364\215\352\354\014\261\371\264\005\254\371\217\251\075\156

\054\035\071\237\320\116\237\116\310\152\236\200\003\141\334\317

\370\155\224\313\017\317\002\003\001\000\001\243\063\060\061\060

\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377

\060\021\006\003\125\035\016\004\012\004\010\102\256\246\103\307

\230\050\260\060\013\006\003\125\035\017\004\004\003\002\001\006

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003

\202\001\001\000\122\271\171\320\333\143\376\031\201\373\014\371

\301\345\120\131\312\235\262\373\134\063\320\070\250\253\265\032

\116\123\045\165\042\323\111\277\312\201\317\323\341\173\243\221

\106\165\312\032\353\331\365\135\274\173\206\065\375\201\227\234

\204\327\046\230\042\374\261\065\320\251\225\266\174\377\344\227

\264\100\176\111\135\150\310\342\324\071\165\047\117\003\221\262

\061\127\277\206\327\155\312\161\000\042\067\320\073\130\044\120

\240\234\214\232\211\216\365\050\106\154\347\026\355\260\201\253

\364\106\046\257\246\350\032\105\167\160\026\222\262\173\161\161

\334\367\337\111\147\300\063\010\016\056\123\301\167\253\307\112

\221\114\022\357\347\016\011\345\165\061\040\256\156\374\132\212

\200\234\020\260\333\250\112\314\363\053\334\066\064\246\367\251

\013\147\235\220\313\075\046\237\165\315\114\311\035\006\012\165

\213\122\300\201\360\321\046\254\314\222\246\024\234\134\074\026
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\102\373\223\314\002\250\023\363\332\256\012\303\270\025\364\260

\320\324\340\026\040\117\254\120\230\170\046\224\036\150\353\224

\162\376\367\213

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Halcom Root Certificate Authority"

# Issuer: CN=Halcom Root Certificate Authority,2.5.4.97=VATSI-43353126,O=Halcom d.d.,C=SI

# Serial Number: 843675 (0xcdf9b)

# Subject: CN=Halcom Root Certificate Authority,2.5.4.97=VATSI-43353126,O=Halcom d.d.,C=SI

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jun 10 07:07:50 2016

# Not Valid After: Tue Jun 10 07:07:50 2036

# Fingerprint (MD5): 69:16:83:a1:f7:27:b9:ec:7c:d2:c6:b3:79:b2:a3:61

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 23:d7:31:fe:dc:5c:8b:b9:7d:e6:dc:8e:13:b4:11:bd:4f:24:00:4f

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Halcom Root Certificate Authority"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\043\327\061\376\334\134\213\271\175\346\334\216\023\264\021\275

\117\044\000\117

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\151\026\203\241\367\047\271\354\174\322\306\263\171\262\243\141

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\150\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\123\111\061

\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\110\141\154\143\157\155

\040\144\056\144\056\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\141\023\016

\126\101\124\123\111\055\064\063\063\065\063\061\062\066\061\052

\060\050\006\003\125\004\003\023\041\110\141\154\143\157\155\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\003\014\337\233

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Application CA G3 Root"
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# Issuer: CN=Application CA G3 Root,O=LGPKI,C=JP

# Serial Number: 49 (0x31)

# Subject: CN=Application CA G3 Root,O=LGPKI,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 03 15:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 03 14:59:59 2034

# Fingerprint (MD5): 47:5e:d1:73:5a:e8:95:77:04:01:a3:3f:33:02:5c:20

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6f:38:84:56:8e:99:c8:c6:ac:0e:5d:de:2d:b2:02:dd:00:2e:36:63

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Application CA G3 Root"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\101\160\160\154\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\063\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\101\160\160\154\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\063\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\061

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\132\060\202\002\102\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\061

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\016

\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061\037

\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\101\160\160\154\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\063\040\122\157\157\164\060

\036\027\015\061\064\060\066\060\063\061\065\060\060\060\060\132

\027\015\063\064\060\066\060\063\061\064\065\071\065\071\132\060

\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061\016

\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061\037

\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\101\160\160\154\151\143\141

\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\063\040\122\157\157\164\060

\202\001\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001

\005\000\003\202\001\017\000\060\202\001\012\002\202\001\001\000

\315\105\076\367\321\226\042\134\221\057\076\012\000\003\314\266

\367\154\124\374\050\067\324\004\030\354\255\230\311\257\323\245

\271\347\331\277\116\346\243\231\074\231\156\241\040\036\106\033

\342\165\125\274\322\354\366\210\032\354\064\105\113\203\235\323
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\262\346\335\007\211\301\010\331\370\073\213\222\144\162\135\232

\073\314\255\067\211\307\334\140\171\010\340\160\254\367\053\355

\237\003\111\037\216\076\203\250\156\342\222\134\124\321\171\337

\354\030\072\175\270\155\217\326\243\045\115\255\037\100\246\137

\324\252\116\261\160\030\131\231\362\013\124\151\076\171\050\104

\210\367\161\227\315\177\005\334\312\334\166\112\220\114\153\140

\350\372\046\061\330\265\370\347\374\155\213\044\152\266\357\102

\327\043\124\305\032\143\212\073\307\374\252\155\074\217\313\154

\332\040\260\362\274\145\034\001\114\042\225\015\034\043\037\254

\325\371\316\165\133\352\060\275\114\001\044\037\165\324\141\111

\303\033\231\145\216\010\134\071\070\315\051\303\070\105\315\144

\171\267\233\115\107\352\130\062\372\246\366\222\360\301\267\137

\002\003\001\000\001\243\143\060\141\060\035\006\003\125\035\016

\004\026\004\024\251\065\052\110\276\054\067\355\206\333\174\125

\207\000\046\276\030\055\134\056\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001

\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001

\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\037\006\003\125\035\043

\004\030\060\026\200\024\251\065\052\110\276\054\067\355\206\333

\174\125\207\000\046\276\030\055\134\056\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\001\001\000\266\202

\275\305\106\320\161\213\245\221\075\176\055\132\371\234\204\175

\007\047\225\035\347\115\310\174\354\346\223\350\126\032\172\060

\110\073\014\372\116\365\011\262\257\210\255\224\354\375\262\255

\057\346\005\164\041\033\204\213\070\052\303\355\357\106\150\265

\335\122\372\160\302\165\117\377\243\101\056\074\027\224\114\011

\042\264\216\301\177\304\246\254\355\203\150\317\145\136\354\172

\275\305\146\356\320\243\177\362\127\261\010\302\171\160\353\162

\177\101\131\011\171\165\361\274\261\041\376\203\263\104\075\211

\243\276\261\172\330\235\303\037\346\304\124\341\215\345\330\120

\334\344\126\067\173\276\050\000\363\054\167\332\043\177\140\230

\075\005\026\362\170\151\255\231\303\072\164\154\076\232\262\224

\355\217\252\366\123\153\347\310\267\350\074\214\373\307\174\117

\031\135\244\146\025\351\177\207\240\320\325\255\040\244\106\011

\105\254\345\310\145\207\273\006\337\374\327\150\126\103\163\242

\000\231\062\222\302\016\240\034\016\221\275\225\130\274\223\237

\204\302\245\146\347\145\315\051\342\142\362\005\222\140

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Application CA G3 Root"

# Issuer: CN=Application CA G3 Root,O=LGPKI,C=JP

# Serial Number: 49 (0x31)

# Subject: CN=Application CA G3 Root,O=LGPKI,C=JP

# Not Valid Before: Tue Jun 03 15:00:00 2014

# Not Valid After: Sat Jun 03 14:59:59 2034
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# Fingerprint (MD5): 47:5e:d1:73:5a:e8:95:77:04:01:a3:3f:33:02:5c:20

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 6f:38:84:56:8e:99:c8:c6:ac:0e:5d:de:2d:b2:02:dd:00:2e:36:63

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Application CA G3 Root"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\157\070\204\126\216\231\310\306\254\016\135\336\055\262\002\335

\000\056\066\143

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\107\136\321\163\132\350\225\167\004\001\243\077\063\002\134\040

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\076\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\112\120\061

\016\060\014\006\003\125\004\012\023\005\114\107\120\113\111\061

\037\060\035\006\003\125\004\003\023\026\101\160\160\154\151\143

\141\164\151\157\156\040\103\101\040\107\063\040\122\157\157\164

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\061

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "GLOBALTRUST 2015"

# Issuer: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2015,OU=GLOBALTRUST Certification Service,O=e-commerce monitoring

GmbH,L=Wien,ST=Wien,C=AT

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2015,OU=GLOBALTRUST Certification Service,O=e-commerce monitoring

GmbH,L=Wien,ST=Wien,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 11 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After: Sun Jun 10 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): da:5a:b9:da:8e:0a:38:d4:82:63:03:9d:6c:96:6c:ed

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:5b:26:be:be:71:06:dd:85:44:c1:13:9d:9f:a2:57:00:c1:d7:bd

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST 2015"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\010\023\004\127\151\145\156\061
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\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\007\023\004\127\151\145\156\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145

\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107

\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114

\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114

\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\010\023\004\127\151\145\156\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\007\023\004\127\151\145\156\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145

\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107

\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114

\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114

\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\006\014\060\202\003\364\240\003\002\001\002\002\001\000

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060

\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\010\023\004\127\151\145\156\061\015

\060\013\006\003\125\004\007\023\004\127\151\145\156\061\043\060

\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145\162

\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107\155

\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114\117

\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151

\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\031

\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114\124

\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\061\065\060\036\027\015\061\065\060

\066\061\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\060\060\066

\061\060\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\060\201\227\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124\061\015\060\013\006\003\125

\004\010\023\004\127\151\145\156\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004

\007\023\004\127\151\145\156\061\043\060\041\006\003\125\004\012

\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145\162\143\145\040\155\157\156

\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107\155\142\110\061\052\060\050

\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125

\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061\031\060\027\006\003\125\004
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\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\062

\060\061\065\060\202\002\040\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367

\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\015\000\060\202\002\010\002

\202\002\001\000\324\246\227\250\362\364\220\021\103\255\264\202

\106\101\361\057\221\157\143\242\315\015\040\334\275\014\070\212

\145\112\012\053\072\250\164\251\167\241\213\216\362\057\201\367

\204\030\315\255\353\142\266\222\175\340\101\345\116\124\070\067

\202\357\313\340\355\317\273\312\314\243\113\367\133\376\270\174

\247\010\155\313\103\304\114\042\024\146\343\235\003\271\167\041

\253\104\153\041\107\043\310\040\372\052\313\221\166\035\165\154

\370\233\351\017\046\351\103\057\232\040\005\150\030\307\216\231

\205\055\101\007\246\144\216\130\341\215\225\200\244\115\137\365

\002\330\201\171\333\325\347\337\242\042\375\024\247\147\026\354

\331\130\114\312\251\335\352\032\216\251\010\144\117\121\041\266

\162\242\116\377\120\161\275\073\145\344\275\177\123\021\256\337

\020\071\173\135\366\107\160\027\367\103\221\003\172\141\045\137

\054\374\370\211\021\074\354\071\124\026\111\304\041\232\161\340

\171\213\166\035\166\075\007\131\270\007\261\214\334\307\315\116

\341\373\255\103\115\077\100\357\041\142\057\061\104\116\151\307

\157\042\313\253\124\113\350\302\372\021\150\254\310\156\016\336

\154\305\047\226\011\121\002\115\001\266\127\277\062\050\325\011

\103\226\367\304\210\265\371\124\376\032\072\152\267\054\265\044

\144\373\112\170\162\303\374\331\117\310\116\043\271\051\330\015

\241\110\101\223\002\155\277\022\205\233\306\305\140\055\360\221

\374\231\375\040\224\236\161\143\253\325\111\253\220\354\207\071

\205\177\215\205\314\013\350\333\113\073\016\374\302\166\175\106

\347\071\046\236\337\125\337\036\204\371\101\066\046\154\002\131

\053\216\373\274\351\037\047\044\142\004\147\204\341\077\330\235

\030\116\226\240\045\356\312\050\003\117\002\121\317\367\065\067

\151\244\264\326\326\325\036\031\103\047\026\037\107\121\356\112

\011\114\021\132\266\133\075\141\350\073\020\276\326\106\346\364

\034\375\270\105\275\174\372\165\132\354\341\122\043\015\216\037

\206\227\123\221\134\233\233\050\326\216\345\156\047\255\040\214

\247\301\101\251\227\067\213\054\352\156\030\005\227\366\316\003

\122\361\275\171\064\233\100\307\043\222\164\363\157\355\243\351

\131\360\125\113\002\001\003\243\143\060\141\060\017\006\003\125

\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\016\006\003

\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\006\060\035\006\003

\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\313\260\335\075\214\074\337\142\054

\053\146\074\236\074\351\025\155\161\264\327\060\037\006\003\125

\035\043\004\030\060\026\200\024\313\260\335\075\214\074\337\142

\054\053\146\074\236\074\351\025\155\161\264\327\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000

\242\175\125\004\146\356\026\024\274\202\201\207\045\031\071\142

\364\376\073\037\341\300\163\000\161\312\165\251\342\163\361\305

\015\101\243\135\216\301\055\331\145\133\331\211\342\360\216\305

\240\175\275\313\314\106\123\037\137\355\040\266\002\052\326\023

\362\235\175\121\112\100\125\161\255\236\354\166\352\105\040\216
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\252\372\172\103\232\160\147\176\023\336\230\350\313\215\335\037

\254\064\322\241\265\355\376\270\347\026\317\370\321\070\060\215

\064\211\322\316\175\201\322\036\377\121\030\123\066\223\334\011

\313\010\026\270\010\327\132\060\220\212\012\371\057\265\317\304

\315\124\162\052\306\275\001\347\130\013\156\006\100\264\011\316

\264\216\263\232\351\211\221\224\254\172\124\341\373\343\204\054

\203\240\117\376\353\350\301\364\353\266\046\323\070\304\055\255

\254\105\200\064\155\041\075\135\205\072\342\173\376\124\267\335

\350\205\124\313\244\361\253\051\120\170\327\044\265\243\057\236

\257\021\146\256\030\270\375\135\050\317\100\327\125\340\054\353

\122\061\150\103\146\005\227\222\273\305\361\041\054\375\022\144

\061\231\103\157\213\235\113\140\376\024\136\122\263\043\250\341

\230\172\356\024\311\241\342\314\077\166\041\142\375\153\015\331

\264\112\225\346\156\133\172\044\303\323\306\326\037\242\353\067

\153\116\243\337\142\353\353\016\112\010\277\353\030\210\373\107

\032\255\302\121\303\325\174\367\037\053\263\310\112\120\016\151

\130\040\142\001\112\133\312\143\226\046\042\256\366\351\234\100

\254\147\003\235\235\151\025\302\300\370\135\247\044\261\047\074

\277\005\342\253\242\312\311\260\055\176\243\301\061\040\106\041

\145\222\335\312\336\337\223\033\274\155\057\137\251\026\244\127

\207\054\162\232\132\202\147\321\104\342\075\011\012\201\214\036

\020\375\306\064\150\354\377\167\141\166\177\046\367\333\374\022

\106\022\252\300\321\370\171\205\242\002\314\213\252\244\255\154

\024\300\275\374\150\256\104\175\042\371\012\105\135\354\004\346

\372\343\244\305\346\371\262\031\303\331\214\250\223\173\072\212

\151\073\122\023\074\035\063\002\116\226\100\237\271\225\375\223

\027\063\301\311\013\366\375\275\151\020\365\255\051\373\343\332

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "GLOBALTRUST 2015"

# Issuer: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2015,OU=GLOBALTRUST Certification Service,O=e-commerce monitoring

GmbH,L=Wien,ST=Wien,C=AT

# Serial Number: 0 (0x0)

# Subject: CN=GLOBALTRUST 2015,OU=GLOBALTRUST Certification Service,O=e-commerce monitoring

GmbH,L=Wien,ST=Wien,C=AT

# Not Valid Before: Thu Jun 11 00:00:00 2015

# Not Valid After: Sun Jun 10 00:00:00 2040

# Fingerprint (MD5): da:5a:b9:da:8e:0a:38:d4:82:63:03:9d:6c:96:6c:ed

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 46:5b:26:be:be:71:06:dd:85:44:c1:13:9d:9f:a2:57:00:c1:d7:bd

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "GLOBALTRUST 2015"
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CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\106\133\046\276\276\161\006\335\205\104\301\023\235\237\242\127

\000\301\327\275

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\332\132\271\332\216\012\070\324\202\143\003\235\154\226\154\355

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\227\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\101\124

\061\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\010\023\004\127\151\145\156\061

\015\060\013\006\003\125\004\007\023\004\127\151\145\156\061\043

\060\041\006\003\125\004\012\023\032\145\055\143\157\155\155\145

\162\143\145\040\155\157\156\151\164\157\162\151\156\147\040\107

\155\142\110\061\052\060\050\006\003\125\004\013\023\041\107\114

\117\102\101\114\124\122\125\123\124\040\103\145\162\164\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\123\145\162\166\151\143\145\061

\031\060\027\006\003\125\004\003\023\020\107\114\117\102\101\114

\124\122\125\123\124\040\062\060\061\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\001\000

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Microsoft ECC Product Root Certificate Authority 2018"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC Product Root Certificate Authority 2018,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Serial Number:14:98:26:66:dc:7c:cd:8f:40:53:67:7b:b9:99:ec:85

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC Product Root Certificate Authority 2018,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 27 20:42:08 2018

# Not Valid After: Fri Feb 27 20:50:46 2043

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1f:12:4e:de:13:e0:6a:02:3c:d7:c0:9a:4f:48:c3:d6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:f1:aa:33:0b:92:7b:75:3a:40:e6:8c:df:22:e3:4b:cb:ef:33:52

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC Product Root Certificate Authority 2018"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007
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\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003

\023\065\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040

\120\162\157\144\165\143\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003

\023\065\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040

\120\162\157\144\165\143\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\024\230\046\146\334\174\315\217\100\123\147\173\271\231

\354\205

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\043\060\202\002\250\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\024

\230\046\146\334\174\315\217\100\123\147\173\271\231\354\205\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\224\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151\156\147\164\157\156

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\122\145\144\155\157

\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151

\157\156\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003\023\065\115\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\120\162\157\144\165

\143\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060

\061\070\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\062\067\062\060\064\062

\060\070\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\062\067\062\060\065\060\064

\066\132\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002

\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163

\150\151\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007

\023\007\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125

\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157

\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\076\060\074\006\003\125

\004\003\023\065\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103

\103\040\120\162\157\144\165\143\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103
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\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\070\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\307\021\026\052\166\035\126\216\276\271\142\145\324\303\316

\264\360\303\060\354\217\155\327\156\071\274\310\111\253\253\270

\343\103\170\325\201\006\135\357\307\175\237\316\326\263\220\165

\336\014\260\220\336\043\272\310\321\076\147\340\031\251\033\206

\061\036\137\064\055\356\027\375\025\373\176\047\212\062\241\352

\311\217\311\176\030\313\057\073\054\110\172\175\246\364\001\007

\254\243\201\274\060\201\271\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001

\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001

\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004

\026\004\024\103\357\160\207\270\235\277\354\210\031\334\306\304

\153\165\015\165\064\063\010\060\020\006\011\053\006\001\004\001

\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\145\006\003\125\035\040

\004\136\060\134\060\006\006\004\125\035\040\000\060\122\006\014

\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\114\203\175\001\001\060\102\060\100

\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001\026\064\150\164\164\160

\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\155\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164

\056\143\157\155\057\160\153\151\157\160\163\057\104\157\143\163

\057\122\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162\171\056\150\164\155\000

\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\151\000\060

\146\002\061\000\241\300\111\104\135\062\125\047\314\076\220\156

\045\042\235\044\133\233\121\065\307\221\111\111\052\243\371\157

\117\034\315\335\234\341\265\127\311\236\302\042\105\233\006\025

\160\034\105\277\002\061\000\305\323\050\353\162\307\076\260\254

\047\011\177\142\075\140\171\345\222\361\105\052\271\245\002\344

\140\273\376\172\053\234\140\247\265\231\024\362\260\276\360\273

\005\226\126\126\217\301\150

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Microsoft ECC Product Root Certificate Authority 2018"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC Product Root Certificate Authority 2018,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Serial Number:14:98:26:66:dc:7c:cd:8f:40:53:67:7b:b9:99:ec:85

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC Product Root Certificate Authority 2018,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 27 20:42:08 2018

# Not Valid After: Fri Feb 27 20:50:46 2043

# Fingerprint (MD5): 1f:12:4e:de:13:e0:6a:02:3c:d7:c0:9a:4f:48:c3:d6

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 06:f1:aa:33:0b:92:7b:75:3a:40:e6:8c:df:22:e3:4b:cb:ef:33:52

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC Product Root Certificate Authority 2018"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\006\361\252\063\013\222\173\165\072\100\346\214\337\042\343\113

\313\357\063\122

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\037\022\116\336\023\340\152\002\074\327\300\232\117\110\303\326

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\224\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\076\060\074\006\003\125\004\003

\023\065\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040

\120\162\157\144\165\143\164\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\061\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\024\230\046\146\334\174\315\217\100\123\147\173\271\231

\354\205

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "emSign Root CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - G2,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:86:4d:bf:0f:e3:5e:d7:7d:8e:d8

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - G2,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After: Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (MD5): 63:ac:61:e5:f7:da:aa:05:80:53:bd:e4:ab:fd:bb:30

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1e:65:77:b9:cf:70:d0:17:ca:e1:bd:a1:35:1d:47:25:a9:73:c0:6d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - G2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156
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\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\000\206\115\277\017\343\136\327\175\216\330

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\225\060\202\003\175\240\003\002\001\002\002\013\000

\206\115\277\017\343\136\327\175\216\330\060\015\006\011\052\206

\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\147\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004

\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060

\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040

\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155

\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145

\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040

\107\062\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060

\060\060\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060

\060\132\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111

\116\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151

\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023

\034\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154

\157\147\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060

\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122

\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062\060\202\002\042\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202

\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\303\160\030\205

\226\332\101\337\034\257\254\135\063\160\304\135\073\053\342\025

\311\044\356\310\123\066\257\133\364\323\154\024\175\307\123\373

\073\071\070\316\120\154\306\005\026\167\235\135\002\072\200\041

\113\262\062\253\161\247\243\343\306\155\337\263\262\021\275\342

\150\373\073\012\303\370\220\014\223\303\062\207\365\246\136\352

\005\330\036\262\152\343\117\331\124\303\134\101\122\066\075\302

\051\343\100\177\110\003\166\201\106\176\145\245\055\040\353\325

\214\114\166\353\367\233\065\245\321\042\313\141\226\103\206\375
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\306\201\371\004\160\017\015\155\227\275\367\361\231\157\320\315

\250\114\025\062\340\035\336\355\321\217\346\230\027\037\275\114

\216\241\317\012\203\150\373\033\375\177\103\123\005\077\241\120

\066\274\207\314\024\265\301\220\253\320\203\170\224\351\215\147

\003\331\263\366\000\307\125\033\252\025\244\300\024\171\114\350

\160\054\240\226\373\105\165\103\043\202\014\101\157\016\052\205

\253\265\035\163\306\360\353\175\207\002\373\144\310\274\266\104

\363\256\365\010\307\026\374\033\322\305\377\271\012\170\041\073

\264\146\132\127\060\323\235\173\242\176\135\346\261\036\004\254

\173\020\340\376\345\126\355\200\042\062\000\206\260\027\241\347

\103\211\326\373\244\307\037\355\060\001\166\266\024\117\122\150

\033\360\042\053\342\175\214\356\206\116\067\200\014\076\013\060

\064\201\146\021\314\270\022\277\074\237\340\322\101\201\267\357

\302\324\277\277\035\104\163\102\022\144\062\124\147\063\244\157

\136\200\255\174\252\051\112\131\354\346\332\331\231\070\275\357

\125\243\156\177\074\101\163\372\326\121\251\004\045\017\300\050

\354\356\272\116\142\364\224\046\322\076\225\306\305\373\176\352

\220\212\216\135\211\025\117\167\056\244\064\251\303\341\374\366

\101\155\217\221\212\143\345\347\313\202\361\143\355\310\274\062

\021\213\047\172\223\055\103\076\076\365\334\062\064\312\253\336

\022\233\010\257\160\064\075\334\056\311\102\073\011\055\143\203

\103\147\030\124\372\137\034\253\323\020\176\124\073\174\334\122

\130\133\313\365\352\115\251\155\244\070\221\134\100\335\245\335

\137\327\131\143\045\121\325\056\175\050\316\371\002\003\001\000

\001\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\355\354\115\105\141\030\050\347\263\043\050\021\034\115\245\047

\015\136\354\364\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001

\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\010\120\277\212\124\040\360

\244\302\124\034\105\045\157\354\153\072\046\221\055\044\065\206

\304\041\230\070\007\172\033\253\013\011\355\045\375\363\077\031

\201\374\301\247\075\047\140\051\160\300\230\326\154\123\165\107

\154\330\362\220\204\242\336\277\166\011\200\361\126\352\320\154

\141\300\363\071\140\337\322\146\253\215\311\022\061\073\167\024

\166\120\034\301\377\257\111\354\335\124\047\375\300\354\357\110

\001\167\253\106\271\226\073\333\165\263\111\066\227\322\161\005

\151\355\105\035\346\300\154\146\117\043\134\355\112\103\370\050

\375\127\377\030\063\347\254\201\146\306\220\010\030\115\354\202

\163\274\224\013\375\027\065\032\001\353\257\354\165\236\343\274

\115\364\236\376\155\014\305\367\174\207\270\205\300\010\364\313

\245\001\341\203\154\314\277\220\273\004\006\356\014\167\333\217

\120\256\333\336\031\363\175\262\205\047\301\163\070\226\032\311

\016\276\135\336\263\141\034\037\053\133\113\327\075\077\355\063

\062\231\032\357\061\202\324\121\353\274\266\377\026\207\156\037

\316\223\171\233\164\102\066\172\245\312\145\067\072\032\304\071

\303\277\064\311\350\040\266\022\174\276\250\177\300\074\120\256

\125\113\371\377\010\360\027\341\317\233\303\356\247\140\021\217
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\327\004\247\335\276\322\247\036\255\361\332\160\332\271\204\307

\206\145\326\300\375\334\335\121\037\371\317\234\327\167\020\044

\236\137\046\161\361\233\321\343\015\111\065\320\232\140\177\213

\200\036\160\331\353\357\153\230\217\071\132\135\101\230\067\263

\153\157\245\350\270\155\051\236\035\077\004\033\126\132\235\024

\112\022\017\245\141\000\252\316\321\044\030\372\373\126\124\141

\166\170\071\272\302\303\336\266\017\030\115\332\235\175\037\034

\075\056\333\224\121\302\352\251\063\353\025\166\057\300\356\055

\242\350\373\050\231\300\221\244\324\175\161\235\021\241\125\264

\130\240\324\100\067\321\154\311\143\145\365\274\004\073\205\131

\347\210\050\340\151\160\006\252\073\024\352\311\045\064\317\147

\304\074\171\254\120\202\010\113\143\364\250\174\120\170\306\053

\144\052\200\376\144\302\013\155\214\340\051\100\306\202\241\354

\314\174\256\012\017\265\251\071\165

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "emSign Root CA - G2"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - G2,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Serial Number:86:4d:bf:0f:e3:5e:d7:7d:8e:d8

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - G2,O=eMudhra Technologies Limited,OU=emSign PKI,C=IN

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After: Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (MD5): 63:ac:61:e5:f7:da:aa:05:80:53:bd:e4:ab:fd:bb:30

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 1e:65:77:b9:cf:70:d0:17:ca:e1:bd:a1:35:1d:47:25:a9:73:c0:6d

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - G2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\036\145\167\271\317\160\320\027\312\341\275\241\065\035\107\045

\251\163\300\155

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\143\254\141\345\367\332\252\005\200\123\275\344\253\375\273\060

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\147\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\111\116\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\012\023\034\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\124\145\143\150\156\157\154\157\147

\151\145\163\040\114\151\155\151\164\145\144\061\034\060\032\006

\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\107\062
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END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\013\000\206\115\277\017\343\136\327\175\216\330

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "emSign Root CA - C2"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - C2,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:2f:0a:b7:6b:0d:cb:4a:af:27:58

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - C2,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018

# Not Valid After: Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (MD5): eb:24:3b:fa:70:63:c8:e1:cd:5f:0e:ea:c8:97:2f:21

# Fingerprint (SHA1): bc:a2:18:80:74:c3:14:7e:16:f4:c4:8c:59:10:a8:9e:f7:52:f4:79

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - C2"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\062

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\057\012\267\153\015\313\112\257\047\130

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\162\060\202\003\132\240\003\002\001\002\002\012\057

\012\267\153\015\313\112\257\047\130\060\015\006\011\052\206\110

\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003
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\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013

\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022

\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111

\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123

\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\062

\060\036\027\015\061\070\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060

\132\027\015\064\063\060\062\061\070\061\070\063\060\060\060\132

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\062\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000

\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\214\175\175\145\003\344\333

\232\037\130\042\171\221\200\345\275\354\205\161\340\265\011\177

\140\321\145\373\074\337\262\153\232\137\251\313\256\032\126\166

\040\130\356\055\350\056\374\176\010\337\113\270\327\371\316\023

\212\162\063\022\253\226\160\217\263\213\107\335\341\047\074\064

\067\373\044\343\151\333\265\126\137\112\260\121\212\263\054\064

\102\267\353\073\316\222\334\177\035\144\313\114\325\040\230\372

\057\116\256\077\042\267\220\212\375\371\200\054\255\130\376\337

\333\255\233\247\266\060\024\054\104\333\055\110\215\337\011\006

\000\032\372\020\115\017\037\120\266\256\116\243\126\151\200\044

\065\201\136\350\165\007\035\003\351\332\355\124\153\115\050\164

\305\342\017\232\021\027\022\334\016\161\200\160\115\110\377\321

\075\230\260\235\222\010\027\212\066\024\232\047\050\357\345\360

\145\341\150\076\033\332\351\342\011\346\235\067\056\335\303\273

\225\267\021\301\321\321\302\146\231\215\151\311\340\067\350\226

\227\051\144\115\063\322\021\215\203\025\064\047\051\342\070\101

\332\322\030\211\237\213\126\117\033\301\017\177\325\315\267\267

\031\257\336\357\173\265\246\145\127\155\215\027\213\155\113\132

\252\334\237\214\072\235\050\031\102\301\316\222\237\107\035\052

\031\132\233\076\351\020\064\140\043\070\262\015\360\240\315\100

\334\333\107\130\200\227\147\174\037\343\022\242\047\001\243\200

\042\167\304\343\055\147\015\277\217\050\011\142\371\335\232\305

\004\304\303\215\242\000\351\372\306\326\336\010\245\271\307\151

\320\073\250\042\111\173\152\251\044\336\247\331\344\012\001\111

\372\122\044\003\034\373\022\250\320\145\161\110\120\341\217\364

\143\111\224\346\270\041\233\143\201\366\265\320\113\121\133\324

\224\102\174\223\015\234\222\046\344\005\001\333\355\221\133\072

\271\116\014\373\111\264\241\243\303\154\146\115\024\155\011\305

\305\310\252\103\333\250\125\060\054\053\136\022\223\332\006\361

\015\363\176\303\064\361\307\117\241\026\364\132\122\031\222\124

\172\230\240\373\057\311\307\377\067\306\273\303\310\046\377\170

\030\140\175\105\237\124\340\016\275\257\167\217\233\057\014\276

\274\337\067\021\312\264\176\254\277\002\003\001\000\001\243\102

\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\263\367\212
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\244\326\017\210\000\131\350\121\027\117\325\176\354\206\042\201

\235\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001

\006\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001

\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005

\000\003\202\002\001\000\064\045\246\045\214\321\313\366\235\235

\007\346\065\154\006\255\061\332\256\266\103\102\360\250\004\354

\010\133\362\271\276\340\304\320\262\265\033\250\003\313\055\230

\363\204\273\371\140\360\210\061\217\201\110\216\214\241\042\265

\224\127\034\242\055\116\315\243\203\376\132\061\024\073\005\023

\304\212\144\020\353\157\031\104\075\176\043\245\160\141\355\041

\220\315\006\126\152\355\152\144\265\160\061\171\136\171\104\363

\354\242\275\272\247\141\115\000\304\105\175\224\041\322\302\327

\204\250\044\362\053\245\111\050\040\253\037\036\316\003\362\173

\255\305\152\046\004\213\207\077\167\064\143\334\163\202\236\306

\142\301\226\124\323\147\137\345\212\115\026\074\122\301\233\304

\343\127\043\032\233\053\245\143\037\100\122\066\263\235\321\155

\345\351\343\271\122\003\026\004\340\334\343\004\123\036\370\114

\005\270\113\336\004\042\101\020\001\371\256\366\056\336\230\266

\242\273\011\343\156\023\251\141\020\127\133\102\260\051\020\317

\346\052\374\351\032\227\274\207\002\102\203\170\345\334\077\272

\015\340\017\223\165\167\066\245\332\261\271\120\247\004\355\021

\231\154\366\046\221\222\111\342\143\211\071\077\070\374\021\260

\363\126\267\001\277\051\162\364\342\215\255\153\170\342\076\222

\156\040\045\155\130\060\034\365\035\332\270\021\040\046\136\153

\112\024\146\005\333\063\033\102\346\316\301\356\144\360\205\111

\200\265\345\020\103\010\340\154\153\306\303\104\237\051\004\125

\066\132\057\302\125\160\200\010\113\232\276\012\057\170\016\005

\153\226\355\337\312\064\075\154\154\004\377\214\246\207\002\165

\133\103\062\254\320\207\034\275\042\210\112\271\165\200\032\267

\254\240\213\312\016\015\361\026\116\253\004\352\343\175\134\011

\172\134\042\377\020\042\262\210\307\074\225\120\277\325\265\315

\122\050\036\237\204\102\017\370\061\000\266\324\326\310\137\144

\150\212\200\176\127\170\112\343\177\133\377\016\335\171\117\061

\330\317\034\227\123\206\322\163\337\156\160\021\227\221\217\063

\273\311\202\056\073\322\073\150\341\047\214\203\241\314\001\155

\304\201\276\172\265\007\015\057\002\075\123\311\231\234\333\321

\201\103\053\220\010\013

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "emSign Root CA - C2"

# Issuer: CN=emSign Root CA - C2,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Serial Number:2f:0a:b7:6b:0d:cb:4a:af:27:58

# Subject: CN=emSign Root CA - C2,O=eMudhra Inc,OU=emSign PKI,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Sun Feb 18 18:30:00 2018
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# Not Valid After: Wed Feb 18 18:30:00 2043

# Fingerprint (MD5): eb:24:3b:fa:70:63:c8:e1:cd:5f:0e:ea:c8:97:2f:21

# Fingerprint (SHA1): bc:a2:18:80:74:c3:14:7e:16:f4:c4:8c:59:10:a8:9e:f7:52:f4:79

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "emSign Root CA - C2"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\274\242\030\200\164\303\024\176\026\364\304\214\131\020\250\236

\367\122\364\171

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\353\044\073\372\160\143\310\341\315\137\016\352\310\227\057\041

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\126\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\013\023\012\145\155\123\151\147\156

\040\120\113\111\061\024\060\022\006\003\125\004\012\023\013\145

\115\165\144\150\162\141\040\111\156\143\061\034\060\032\006\003

\125\004\003\023\023\145\155\123\151\147\156\040\122\157\157\164

\040\103\101\040\055\040\103\062

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\012\057\012\267\153\015\313\112\257\047\130

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Microsoft ECC TS Root Certificate Authority 2018"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC TS Root Certificate Authority 2018,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Serial Number:15:38:75:e1:64:7e:d1:b0:47:b4:ef:af:41:12:82:45

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC TS Root Certificate Authority 2018,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 27 20:51:34 2018

# Not Valid After: Fri Feb 27 21:00:12 2043

# Fingerprint (MD5): 37:94:29:58:86:2a:06:e6:bb:cf:d7:ab:59:c7:f2:3c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:f9:fc:8b:a3:80:59:86:b7:21:ea:72:95:c6:5b:3a:44:53:42:74

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC TS Root Certificate Authority 2018"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003

\023\060\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060

\061\070

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003

\023\060\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060

\061\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\070\165\341\144\176\321\260\107\264\357\257\101\022

\202\105

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\003\027\060\202\002\236\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\025

\070\165\341\144\176\321\260\107\264\357\257\101\022\202\105\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\201\217\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060\021\006

\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151\156\147\164\157\156

\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\122\145\144\155\157

\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151

\157\156\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\023\060\115\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\124\123\040\122\157

\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101

\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\070\060\036\027

\015\061\070\060\062\062\067\062\060\065\061\063\064\132\027\015

\064\063\060\062\062\067\062\061\060\060\061\062\132\060\201\217

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\023\060

\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151\156\147\164

\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007\122\145\144

\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115
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\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141

\164\151\157\156\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003\023\060\115

\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040\124\123\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145

\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\061\070\060

\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201

\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\336\315\273\160\040\361\045\040\264

\224\350\327\264\073\017\156\207\335\253\254\317\115\100\057\201

\063\153\131\011\030\326\207\015\046\043\234\264\215\225\235\166

\237\245\271\006\102\346\255\066\262\304\263\256\172\074\010\325

\313\235\072\136\105\041\154\013\343\040\365\233\302\335\104\063

\343\102\271\352\362\050\102\222\252\376\014\007\312\212\023\231

\073\142\000\355\332\363\065\243\201\274\060\201\271\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\350\107\310\102\232\260\235

\256\157\013\050\073\230\025\217\343\261\350\200\262\060\020\006

\011\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060

\145\006\003\125\035\040\004\136\060\134\060\006\006\004\125\035

\040\000\060\122\006\014\053\006\001\004\001\202\067\114\203\175

\001\001\060\102\060\100\006\010\053\006\001\005\005\007\002\001

\026\064\150\164\164\160\072\057\057\167\167\167\056\155\151\143

\162\157\163\157\146\164\056\143\157\155\057\160\153\151\157\160

\163\057\104\157\143\163\057\122\145\160\157\163\151\164\157\162

\171\056\150\164\155\000\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004

\003\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\024\206\120\300\046\032\353

\352\241\024\167\072\133\337\143\071\245\063\307\120\100\325\153

\065\153\017\264\337\175\126\271\341\245\235\170\031\202\241\103

\156\032\327\130\243\125\003\102\333\002\060\030\224\264\036\072

\215\144\372\014\047\033\207\023\112\322\267\072\000\224\306\362

\345\143\277\257\343\372\334\223\325\347\106\232\153\201\151\076

\002\337\121\015\217\050\161\101\211\221\057

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Microsoft ECC TS Root Certificate Authority 2018"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft ECC TS Root Certificate Authority 2018,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Serial Number:15:38:75:e1:64:7e:d1:b0:47:b4:ef:af:41:12:82:45

# Subject: CN=Microsoft ECC TS Root Certificate Authority 2018,O=Microsoft

Corporation,L=Redmond,ST=Washington,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Tue Feb 27 20:51:34 2018

# Not Valid After: Fri Feb 27 21:00:12 2043

# Fingerprint (MD5): 37:94:29:58:86:2a:06:e6:bb:cf:d7:ab:59:c7:f2:3c

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 31:f9:fc:8b:a3:80:59:86:b7:21:ea:72:95:c6:5b:3a:44:53:42:74
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CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft ECC TS Root Certificate Authority 2018"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\061\371\374\213\243\200\131\206\267\041\352\162\225\306\133\072

\104\123\102\164

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\067\224\051\130\206\052\006\346\273\317\327\253\131\307\362\074

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\201\217\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123

\061\023\060\021\006\003\125\004\010\023\012\127\141\163\150\151

\156\147\164\157\156\061\020\060\016\006\003\125\004\007\023\007

\122\145\144\155\157\156\144\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012

\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160

\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\071\060\067\006\003\125\004\003

\023\060\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\105\103\103\040

\124\123\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143

\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060

\061\070

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\070\165\341\144\176\321\260\107\264\357\257\101\022

\202\105

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "DigiCert CS ECC P384 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert CS ECC P384 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:03:69:8f:e7:12:d5:19:f3:ce:d0:fd:b7:b1:64:30:11

# Subject: CN=DigiCert CS ECC P384 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (MD5): dd:b4:30:09:e8:67:1f:45:a0:80:ec:9d:d9:b1:a1:54

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 84:35:73:11:2a:3b:31:93:44:e5:e4:ec:ab:c9:f2:6c:7c:d5:4d:07

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert CS ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509
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CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\105

\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\105

\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\151\217\347\022\325\031\363\316\320\375\267\261\144

\060\021

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\026\060\202\001\235\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\003

\151\217\347\022\325\031\363\316\320\375\267\261\144\060\021\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\115\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\105\103\103\040\120\063

\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027\015\062\061

\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060

\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\115\061\013\060\011

\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125

\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111\156

\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004\003\023\034\104\151\147

\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070

\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\177\024\255\205\266\227\375\002\041\065\115\140\350\070\223

\223\233\075\005\020\155\257\323\376\357\372\273\373\163\231\363

\354\062\022\215\307\150\270\213\336\211\242\210\124\167\215\273

\041\176\063\225\126\226\011\350\325\214\241\004\270\233\156\031

\000\142\350\102\050\246\130\067\204\031\125\046\173\063\067\147

\362\232\162\255\241\256\256\000\102\074\034\176\270\172\236\041

\234\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024

\360\214\230\161\071\070\145\302\072\033\246\027\146\035\310\355

\145\336\222\066\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004

\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005

\060\003\001\001\377\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\043\157\341\000\031\046\120\344
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\106\040\145\213\067\247\317\353\006\341\314\062\311\052\241\354

\062\015\163\242\036\002\034\065\141\052\116\151\253\071\167\355

\227\210\300\175\153\352\211\335\002\060\103\361\321\130\243\165

\076\206\233\266\125\021\213\027\367\075\376\012\151\305\177\116

\306\165\033\132\224\313\352\021\021\306\010\042\210\336\320\172

\242\245\171\350\343\041\247\315\023\263

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "DigiCert CS ECC P384 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert CS ECC P384 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:03:69:8f:e7:12:d5:19:f3:ce:d0:fd:b7:b1:64:30:11

# Subject: CN=DigiCert CS ECC P384 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (MD5): dd:b4:30:09:e8:67:1f:45:a0:80:ec:9d:d9:b1:a1:54

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 84:35:73:11:2a:3b:31:93:44:e5:e4:ec:ab:c9:f2:6c:7c:d5:4d:07

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert CS ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\204\065\163\021\052\073\061\223\104\345\344\354\253\311\362\154

\174\325\115\007

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\335\264\060\011\350\147\037\105\240\200\354\235\331\261\241\124

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\115\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\045\060\043\006\003\125\004

\003\023\034\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\105

\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\003\151\217\347\022\325\031\363\316\320\375\267\261\144

\060\021

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "DigiCert CS RSA4096 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert CS RSA4096 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:06:ce:e1:31:be:6d:55:c8:07:f7:c0:c7:fb:44:e6:20

# Subject: CN=DigiCert CS RSA4096 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (MD5): a7:33:ed:bf:1b:5d:e1:19:c4:91:c9:4a:ea:f7:6d:c7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5e:ee:d8:6f:a3:7c:67:52:30:64:2f:55:c8:4d:db:f6:7c:d3:3c:80

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert CS RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\122

\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\122

\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\006\316\341\061\276\155\125\310\007\367\300\307\373\104

\346\040

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\144\060\202\003\114\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\006

\316\341\061\276\155\125\310\007\367\300\307\373\104\346\040\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\114

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023

\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\122\123\101

\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027\015

\062\061\060\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064

\066\060\061\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\114\061\013

\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006

\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040

\111\156\143\056\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004\003\023\033\104
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\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\122\123\101\064\060

\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\202\002\042\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002

\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\266\063\163\200\330

\142\003\160\024\054\021\034\071\136\174\256\174\203\206\035\376

\046\057\114\044\255\213\352\203\137\251\274\075\133\374\013\230

\114\002\107\060\354\342\376\354\350\064\133\146\136\277\073\327

\054\246\045\377\214\131\263\337\352\332\174\051\331\106\120\162

\010\035\156\321\033\012\335\037\315\231\211\372\017\017\163\304

\341\234\035\165\062\315\157\227\332\052\152\225\262\154\311\011

\320\352\013\173\175\027\006\111\231\357\326\336\340\310\123\324

\256\306\167\361\206\273\043\034\270\300\337\131\367\216\175\321

\357\202\346\046\213\132\070\265\377\165\325\262\331\117\011\363

\067\210\120\332\021\244\212\024\024\321\123\004\000\175\363\152

\104\030\376\120\160\062\007\034\250\232\016\072\035\305\012\037

\156\013\046\151\267\074\242\127\160\054\206\372\114\156\225\251

\130\103\271\254\022\326\377\077\355\327\103\027\153\114\316\236

\304\220\253\377\372\020\120\232\243\220\127\326\347\214\020\256

\237\026\032\317\065\035\177\327\166\355\212\234\065\247\050\270

\247\135\041\374\060\067\335\336\010\031\117\025\306\347\246\332

\220\107\216\367\224\123\114\216\123\002\276\375\231\345\352\206

\320\257\003\002\323\233\252\223\361\253\050\216\040\001\377\114

\373\314\267\051\100\365\207\244\022\023\005\037\103\156\327\121

\120\237\070\264\040\355\027\011\022\217\314\271\031\257\237\315

\276\151\021\323\257\125\020\155\027\206\171\226\122\306\262\000

\235\345\257\070\260\065\364\210\153\217\016\004\075\174\356\257

\315\323\152\020\112\306\315\206\312\042\075\241\112\134\373\016

\377\210\337\134\142\247\300\271\036\331\254\154\176\070\067\376

\167\223\045\302\205\212\117\265\067\006\132\006\201\024\361\316

\224\235\231\221\352\062\132\316\147\075\156\004\146\255\014\117

\055\243\056\367\236\365\170\235\367\012\375\176\217\343\102\212

\125\226\274\361\237\067\055\374\236\137\225\376\214\030\033\374

\216\375\113\220\257\327\003\150\022\143\254\342\223\247\242\313

\004\345\117\144\316\003\372\306\024\237\331\213\350\314\324\142

\214\153\344\000\054\031\237\032\006\306\061\201\124\373\123\044

\232\257\125\231\272\235\165\256\270\302\335\002\003\001\000\001

\243\102\060\100\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\150

\001\223\261\322\112\100\102\151\224\106\054\034\132\210\251\045

\264\107\117\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003

\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060

\003\001\001\377\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\222\374\356\270\002\171\027\002

\121\175\041\305\111\147\247\244\361\250\044\070\353\014\150\352

\132\102\153\234\364\163\301\151\112\055\263\067\005\120\102\230

\222\236\006\171\054\056\006\231\366\357\337\053\240\315\263\222

\001\203\265\240\313\047\265\074\043\032\230\111\242\354\055\231

\245\131\103\254\322\261\223\326\127\327\034\274\223\326\306\100

\341\263\157\031\125\267\023\327\345\103\063\244\265\253\313\332
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\301\061\144\015\164\326\054\355\303\215\156\353\273\257\031\107

\141\141\055\300\364\005\271\157\170\334\072\367\102\100\145\123

\221\275\231\015\223\222\124\246\251\067\131\053\233\313\231\306

\274\075\367\004\204\360\224\063\035\017\202\132\071\313\056\105

\303\050\031\243\262\233\230\310\374\061\153\140\217\366\351\206

\050\274\340\074\175\164\135\026\211\133\151\044\307\020\213\304

\113\273\066\117\324\131\077\303\260\244\221\231\370\056\321\112

\001\235\365\210\022\357\277\132\021\152\131\117\131\153\132\147

\363\217\264\023\017\300\330\057\075\050\162\252\031\177\021\175

\152\133\237\225\347\137\267\224\117\361\076\241\132\377\055\314

\235\337\047\167\217\062\163\034\147\012\166\363\372\134\261\277

\274\035\275\014\050\233\262\307\027\147\013\063\017\303\275\066

\334\373\272\102\013\253\355\204\303\142\326\204\026\251\261\007

\153\251\156\356\306\317\346\260\104\051\302\360\263\141\200\052

\213\157\322\024\134\045\207\124\144\363\244\114\301\241\370\247

\153\352\376\352\072\374\171\333\016\217\334\306\363\311\324\154

\336\351\203\241\216\035\042\354\311\072\262\000\173\334\073\247

\102\032\177\334\213\251\021\075\216\247\300\040\157\135\011\135

\103\104\346\217\146\314\251\133\007\361\357\233\172\016\263\124

\341\224\375\016\054\306\223\327\125\375\161\230\065\270\011\112

\377\306\051\050\054\366\122\055\333\024\030\222\047\342\026\176

\214\312\324\141\276\202\207\221\353\230\067\077\277\137\135\167

\077\064\254\033\070\103\253\150\162\231\062\036\072\032\031\245

\243\070\114\043\327\243\347\314\325\052\222\027\220\013\132\113

\275\026\275\373\206\152\342\211\231\354\344\240\125\030\311\243

\010\037\023\340\062\010\162\320

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "DigiCert CS RSA4096 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert CS RSA4096 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:06:ce:e1:31:be:6d:55:c8:07:f7:c0:c7:fb:44:e6:20

# Subject: CN=DigiCert CS RSA4096 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (MD5): a7:33:ed:bf:1b:5d:e1:19:c4:91:c9:4a:ea:f7:6d:c7

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 5e:ee:d8:6f:a3:7c:67:52:30:64:2f:55:c8:4d:db:f6:7c:d3:3c:80

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert CS RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\136\356\330\157\243\174\147\122\060\144\057\125\310\115\333\366

\174\323\074\200
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END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\247\063\355\277\033\135\341\031\304\221\311\112\352\367\155\307

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\114\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\044\060\042\006\003\125\004

\003\023\033\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\103\123\040\122

\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\006\316\341\061\276\155\125\310\007\367\300\307\373\104

\346\040

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "DigiCert RSA4096 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert RSA4096 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:08:bf:a2:6f:9a:3f:33:65:a2:ac:f0:a6:38:c4:01:70

# Subject: CN=DigiCert RSA4096 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (MD5): 26:18:9c:6e:60:22:79:b6:8d:0f:65:4c:99:17:56:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 87:b8:e6:d3:8f:1a:39:cd:97:f0:4a:9e:17:4b:3c:9e:e7:ee:11:15

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\111\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004

\003\023\030\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\122\123\101\064

\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\111\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004

\003\023\030\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\122\123\101\064
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\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\277\242\157\232\077\063\145\242\254\360\246\070\304

\001\160

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\136\060\202\003\106\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\010

\277\242\157\232\077\063\145\242\254\360\246\070\304\001\160\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\111

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060

\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164

\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023

\030\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\122\123\101\064\060\071

\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027\015\062\061\060

\061\061\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\061

\061\064\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\111\061\013\060\011\006

\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004

\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111\156\143

\056\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004\003\023\030\104\151\147\151

\103\145\162\164\040\122\123\101\064\060\071\066\040\122\157\157

\164\040\107\065\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206

\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012

\002\202\002\001\000\252\276\015\262\006\175\046\371\107\352\344

\033\347\102\151\270\231\302\271\356\044\261\106\220\313\131\044

\122\124\065\246\044\302\137\221\031\310\266\102\326\363\107\145

\225\144\347\205\145\147\251\256\174\000\117\340\170\003\120\255

\363\177\216\270\021\347\201\142\261\213\337\362\111\046\011\336

\017\026\274\332\050\233\241\310\227\057\223\220\332\040\052\343

\204\324\377\251\236\260\055\277\264\000\336\233\037\310\240\143

\123\150\205\157\115\205\306\252\143\371\215\262\065\166\142\164

\003\334\223\230\150\005\236\315\220\145\335\322\172\061\253\044

\055\155\100\056\220\077\143\154\054\353\372\036\200\124\215\171

\002\220\024\263\265\117\116\365\210\004\103\200\303\110\263\046

\057\254\121\225\062\125\045\057\101\226\260\126\241\010\073\334

\230\037\162\205\054\167\312\230\314\070\373\216\162\311\155\354

\005\354\355\115\267\074\133\024\120\205\335\227\373\131\367\220

\022\364\023\277\203\115\200\262\025\145\021\227\140\345\326\134

\346\004\265\120\346\161\063\266\040\223\251\150\000\070\316\111

\333\264\134\073\162\327\105\134\124\277\315\074\001\043\036\174

\326\370\151\054\245\000\012\154\062\110\264\336\160\055\072\023

\027\301\177\144\313\363\060\355\241\075\226\147\361\224\265\140

\154\133\151\150\365\202\063\011\242\266\331\363\205\262\156\240

\224\360\302\304\175\241\054\312\163\365\256\340\122\234\242\146

\346\003\316\352\337\355\030\324\271\143\213\367\350\377\373\263

\133\217\103\305\257\267\164\224\120\065\145\256\326\057\361\205

\217\123\241\160\364\215\062\135\274\226\303\036\302\004\004\234

\004\017\263\135\176\211\040\312\136\047\015\211\112\022\043\264
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\366\304\335\330\037\370\150\263\066\370\036\274\306\367\204\266

\350\212\116\210\060\070\300\046\330\160\012\011\072\064\016\153

\202\022\226\034\057\346\236\255\330\161\065\201\261\214\006\156

\364\156\146\377\113\112\256\275\360\376\327\134\137\123\273\062

\074\315\142\321\024\240\051\037\020\336\251\162\117\261\255\144

\345\203\052\217\213\352\204\225\356\230\045\230\232\263\161\074

\301\247\120\362\254\102\142\061\302\241\220\306\356\342\267\212

\250\265\266\033\073\002\003\001\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\035

\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\142\155\267\221\117\304\352

\243\142\140\217\240\320\276\265\217\006\174\150\000\060\016\006

\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006

\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\015

\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002

\001\000\141\350\373\047\155\326\342\270\263\011\257\252\360\261

\202\114\376\075\027\211\115\055\025\235\373\356\320\273\204\354

\204\165\333\103\023\336\214\237\307\051\357\207\164\313\023\160

\201\126\000\164\374\256\364\331\072\336\042\010\121\245\240\134

\202\146\266\173\114\251\332\217\253\254\034\101\226\146\326\235

\336\126\346\277\116\261\262\136\137\300\303\156\324\302\204\220

\365\175\261\272\026\321\051\212\310\235\351\317\320\307\031\073

\077\317\356\367\341\063\256\102\310\230\300\010\236\363\132\363

\337\324\053\073\216\250\050\126\031\307\116\167\074\045\124\334

\270\110\110\321\371\047\152\076\354\023\257\262\005\211\375\125

\137\363\175\216\015\234\011\135\054\212\176\205\316\370\341\277

\021\075\062\214\132\327\176\075\364\063\130\317\242\005\230\243

\263\373\316\211\277\375\302\026\335\156\334\210\111\015\013\240

\003\377\347\105\351\004\301\351\375\252\235\165\370\270\037\207

\203\331\353\071\323\132\247\313\230\254\023\211\000\374\157\225

\116\341\175\021\106\155\366\070\106\243\023\240\054\001\365\142

\317\277\034\120\221\047\164\135\267\354\107\174\320\321\165\313

\173\356\321\115\043\012\303\140\245\167\055\200\332\147\017\216

\153\166\007\360\246\017\352\204\256\036\171\277\010\212\332\011

\363\364\356\265\066\363\324\172\103\272\224\065\341\372\301\073

\033\226\231\244\127\143\353\265\250\202\367\255\370\167\327\166

\206\363\166\123\126\133\374\046\102\204\316\237\203\221\221\257

\364\276\160\025\200\245\330\350\151\261\330\221\124\270\031\262

\142\371\242\372\125\355\004\277\271\104\206\344\317\361\233\000

\277\021\017\276\265\164\044\121\377\167\064\143\354\110\043\016

\350\021\353\167\155\332\312\202\221\276\244\204\223\114\332\241

\376\314\006\204\350\041\350\124\272\346\323\035\143\075\302\132

\374\346\311\203\236\162\144\251\206\131\000\214\302\367\023\203

\266\320\244\061\306\254\221\216\173\244\042\126\023\306\165\307

\043\274\213\133\374\106\075\376\135\122\051\257\257\350\311\303

\166\113\350\253\107\002\362\232\015\323\054\210\200\007\206\300

\143\017\002\114\216\004\123\166\271\130\102\157\174\051\160\135

\277\047

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "DigiCert RSA4096 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert RSA4096 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:08:bf:a2:6f:9a:3f:33:65:a2:ac:f0:a6:38:c4:01:70

# Subject: CN=DigiCert RSA4096 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (MD5): 26:18:9c:6e:60:22:79:b6:8d:0f:65:4c:99:17:56:12

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 87:b8:e6:d3:8f:1a:39:cd:97:f0:4a:9e:17:4b:3c:9e:e7:ee:11:15

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert RSA4096 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\207\270\346\323\217\032\071\315\227\360\112\236\027\113\074\236

\347\356\021\025

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\046\030\234\156\140\042\171\266\215\017\145\114\231\027\126\022

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\111\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\041\060\037\006\003\125\004

\003\023\030\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\122\123\101\064

\060\071\066\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\010\277\242\157\232\077\063\145\242\254\360\246\070\304

\001\160

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "DigiCert ECC P384 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert ECC P384 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:0d:f3:d9:37:65:a3:79:c5:95:66:ea:92:e2:24:4f:34

# Subject: CN=DigiCert ECC P384 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (MD5): 11:7f:85:ae:47:1f:51:61:6e:06:94:1e:6a:43:08:0b
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# Fingerprint (SHA1): d1:ee:b1:e8:c0:90:20:ba:b8:5d:3d:e2:7f:78:ee:33:a0:6c:ae:db

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\105\103\103\040

\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\105\103\103\040

\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\015\363\331\067\145\243\171\305\225\146\352\222\342\044

\117\064

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\021\060\202\001\227\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\015

\363\331\067\145\243\171\305\225\146\352\222\342\044\117\064\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\112\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003

\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111

\156\143\056\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\151

\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040

\122\157\157\164\040\107\065\060\036\027\015\062\061\060\061\061

\065\060\060\060\060\060\060\132\027\015\064\066\060\061\061\064

\062\063\065\071\065\071\132\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023

\016\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061

\042\060\040\006\003\125\004\003\023\031\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\040\105\103\103\040\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164

\040\107\065\060\166\060\020\006\007\052\206\110\316\075\002\001

\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000\004\374\131\037\316\231

\154\177\233\016\266\051\143\157\306\205\363\012\323\326\233\256

\127\025\114\016\355\135\343\011\176\155\052\243\206\252\272\170

\240\247\161\275\104\372\010\300\112\006\326\157\335\054\112\070

\164\345\320\275\377\172\377\345\071\116\275\275\027\036\037\103

\255\325\274\047\330\113\277\166\214\060\062\244\373\371\123\345
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\330\252\070\123\135\250\240\067\240\147\012\243\102\060\100\060

\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004\024\222\226\367\346\272\325

\021\272\371\042\056\173\176\132\331\360\045\345\005\033\060\016

\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017

\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\003\150\000\060\145

\002\061\000\375\300\115\361\244\247\333\247\014\046\021\364\111

\275\007\070\143\053\104\142\006\171\010\307\303\324\317\233\076

\253\072\047\252\220\307\375\131\242\270\062\122\333\312\216\027

\013\012\220\002\060\135\032\354\121\211\324\144\334\371\345\036

\070\275\133\056\343\345\104\344\073\030\172\327\360\225\100\217

\362\353\317\364\371\320\145\242\101\362\260\346\174\301\066\054

\217\136\071\335\067

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "DigiCert ECC P384 Root G5"

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert ECC P384 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Serial Number:0d:f3:d9:37:65:a3:79:c5:95:66:ea:92:e2:24:4f:34

# Subject: CN=DigiCert ECC P384 Root G5,O=DigiCert\, Inc.,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Fri Jan 15 00:00:00 2021

# Not Valid After: Sun Jan 14 23:59:59 2046

# Fingerprint (MD5): 11:7f:85:ae:47:1f:51:61:6e:06:94:1e:6a:43:08:0b

# Fingerprint (SHA1): d1:ee:b1:e8:c0:90:20:ba:b8:5d:3d:e2:7f:78:ee:33:a0:6c:ae:db

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "DigiCert ECC P384 Root G5"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\321\356\261\350\300\220\040\272\270\135\075\342\177\170\356\063

\240\154\256\333

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\021\177\205\256\107\037\121\141\156\006\224\036\152\103\010\013

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\112\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\027\060\025\006\003\125\004\012\023\016\104\151\147\151\103\145

\162\164\054\040\111\156\143\056\061\042\060\040\006\003\125\004

\003\023\031\104\151\147\151\103\145\162\164\040\105\103\103\040

\120\063\070\064\040\122\157\157\164\040\107\065

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\015\363\331\067\145\243\171\305\225\146\352\222\342\044
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\117\064

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "HARICA Code Signing RSA Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Code Signing RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions

CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:15:c2:ae:2a:4d:99:9a:63:8c:d3:ba:13:19:76:08:f5

# Subject: CN=HARICA Code Signing RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions

CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:59:54 2021

# Not Valid After: Mon Feb 13 10:59:53 2045

# Fingerprint (MD5): 00:5d:c9:e3:b2:c0:90:e0:61:9a:42:c0:29:a1:6b:ba

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8d:de:b8:20:46:b6:22:7c:79:24:6a:3e:ad:7b:32:c3:e8:8f:fc:ac

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Code Signing RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004

\003\014\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145\040\123

\151\147\156\151\156\147\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004

\003\014\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145\040\123

\151\147\156\151\156\147\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\302\256\052\115\231\232\143\214\323\272\023\031\166

\010\365
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END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\266\060\202\003\236\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\025

\302\256\052\115\231\232\143\214\323\272\023\031\166\010\365\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\013\005\000\060\165

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060

\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143

\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145

\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151

\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\014

\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145\040\123\151\147

\156\151\156\147\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101

\040\062\060\062\061\060\036\027\015\062\061\060\062\061\071\061

\060\065\071\065\064\132\027\015\064\065\060\062\061\063\061\060

\065\071\065\063\132\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006

\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110

\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143

\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156

\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060

\053\006\003\125\004\003\014\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103

\157\144\145\040\123\151\147\156\151\156\147\040\122\123\101\040

\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\202\002\042

\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\001\005\000\003

\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001\000\212\152\356

\252\012\043\125\014\213\006\102\343\225\133\124\170\137\305\216

\006\054\174\074\061\276\257\015\251\241\354\112\040\130\005\235

\342\150\262\273\353\137\177\052\063\271\362\125\234\157\252\244

\036\355\020\276\203\051\021\066\346\236\077\372\155\173\121\341

\325\167\245\275\313\151\016\073\042\040\224\014\061\145\100\015

\011\257\020\065\172\233\352\171\010\104\244\213\147\251\053\115

\301\347\320\327\247\366\265\072\215\331\243\251\171\270\244\145

\134\274\363\076\367\237\231\366\270\303\145\150\055\253\203\056

\335\205\231\004\251\365\321\134\325\121\102\001\271\237\101\265

\113\042\262\000\364\313\147\020\357\151\304\020\255\372\224\006

\166\120\022\127\202\256\305\024\255\074\175\273\235\361\163\341

\174\360\256\161\336\133\367\022\335\367\200\361\334\076\361\140

\272\311\031\227\157\165\164\205\114\375\071\103\303\144\156\064

\254\023\301\034\145\266\122\102\361\106\353\057\372\135\246\317

\016\111\235\367\164\174\170\015\006\072\054\022\373\342\113\046

\344\157\213\041\201\063\102\071\023\350\102\253\133\125\324\033

\273\067\266\022\221\367\363\175\274\322\377\354\261\303\325\240

\314\262\053\307\217\135\176\114\122\102\110\373\217\375\132\220

\163\020\325\251\162\124\215\111\333\070\122\252\106\110\016\057

\372\000\054\314\163\014\066\113\044\316\023\154\246\244\244\243

\326\174\233\351\070\013\306\044\333\115\254\147\041\111\133\101

\067\144\346\140\153\037\355\052\057\140\031\060\036\330\074\234

\031\103\207\337\300\012\364\344\312\140\210\172\326\243\271\344

\045\056\171\342\376\301\313\074\267\367\317\116\130\114\373\303
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\255\253\175\252\312\210\373\016\070\015\037\236\134\071\353\270

\007\304\120\042\115\370\205\177\156\354\214\372\266\161\115\336

\175\226\151\304\335\076\036\336\046\220\012\054\115\025\225\251

\242\076\334\075\016\167\174\215\101\050\117\270\203\121\276\076

\267\217\220\072\160\061\211\132\372\223\123\374\140\311\215\165

\220\356\132\057\035\204\237\000\251\346\303\206\043\242\036\335

\022\343\241\106\140\033\147\277\120\025\042\222\174\112\264\214

\217\156\234\225\302\054\334\073\072\040\266\274\213\002\003\001

\000\001\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377

\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026

\004\024\264\144\026\110\350\374\132\113\063\051\211\353\231\100

\271\040\264\366\141\032\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377

\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015

\001\001\013\005\000\003\202\002\001\000\053\254\131\213\346\071

\104\334\373\255\112\210\340\144\377\253\303\362\322\316\160\057

\003\345\157\262\304\365\066\326\123\153\207\253\035\213\231\007

\310\060\216\107\162\375\241\270\165\326\027\241\026\275\144\163

\221\060\127\255\175\375\005\100\206\223\321\111\226\262\013\324

\174\144\023\213\323\041\111\070\273\373\350\314\076\061\361\256

\173\114\052\337\202\006\243\216\005\204\234\177\160\316\300\273

\105\027\337\135\145\014\344\120\110\007\104\213\244\057\126\332

\306\172\366\140\215\244\070\361\235\207\026\060\262\360\137\172

\102\125\040\161\317\314\356\000\261\022\107\277\102\271\344\263

\265\035\031\204\271\230\155\340\151\264\025\101\265\342\120\110

\307\037\352\232\267\171\221\335\325\325\123\031\374\256\030\154

\151\333\255\131\050\233\144\230\247\074\307\125\216\321\060\000

\317\324\062\236\142\261\303\052\356\065\042\306\273\360\174\273

\203\270\000\211\365\334\032\227\331\070\232\051\123\141\031\246

\247\364\073\107\375\335\147\225\017\216\244\146\054\202\232\267

\055\161\346\337\256\370\370\150\301\273\017\352\120\240\105\227

\267\032\225\022\157\310\263\266\005\150\332\152\036\016\065\205

\204\254\164\014\212\264\364\165\237\042\257\260\124\273\266\236

\042\371\331\353\325\212\015\307\334\370\230\061\137\236\372\306

\227\364\101\020\165\323\201\266\061\137\172\335\210\205\010\257

\160\107\002\067\173\342\112\354\135\362\335\051\022\104\310\212

\252\335\322\125\170\027\165\257\161\151\015\167\160\112\260\037

\177\102\333\307\161\334\130\326\030\275\120\305\271\162\004\307

\147\173\174\123\140\312\111\030\025\274\100\163\256\053\250\053

\254\157\021\104\071\354\202\110\176\021\312\373\326\077\266\300

\271\270\006\223\165\275\223\047\167\027\015\134\245\236\352\301

\133\000\055\014\250\065\140\307\342\157\065\033\075\166\265\347

\255\335\164\043\117\206\262\107\357\310\057\320\205\174\071\226

\067\241\053\051\002\275\076\207\317\250\366\035\165\062\317\070

\343\163\261\356\020\201\265\052\261\210\006\121\036\132\072\110

\121\363\066\131\142\337\102\146\131\120\267\130\276\365\166\100

\232\022\026\346\016\252\327\154\240\325

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE
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CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "HARICA Code Signing RSA Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Code Signing RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions

CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:15:c2:ae:2a:4d:99:9a:63:8c:d3:ba:13:19:76:08:f5

# Subject: CN=HARICA Code Signing RSA Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions

CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 10:59:54 2021

# Not Valid After: Mon Feb 13 10:59:53 2045

# Fingerprint (MD5): 00:5d:c9:e3:b2:c0:90:e0:61:9a:42:c0:29:a1:6b:ba

# Fingerprint (SHA1): 8d:de:b8:20:46:b6:22:7c:79:24:6a:3e:ad:7b:32:c3:e8:8f:fc:ac

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Code Signing RSA Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\215\336\270\040\106\266\042\174\171\044\152\076\255\173\062\303

\350\217\374\254

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\000\135\311\343\262\300\220\340\141\232\102\300\051\241\153\272

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004

\003\014\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145\040\123

\151\147\156\151\156\147\040\122\123\101\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\025\302\256\052\115\231\232\143\214\323\272\023\031\166

\010\365

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "HARICA Code Signing ECC Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Code Signing ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions
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CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:4c:8a:63:1d:a9:63:8f:05:a2:fb:76:14:ff:5b:a2:cd

# Subject: CN=HARICA Code Signing ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions

CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:04:36 2021

# Not Valid After: Mon Feb 13 11:04:35 2045

# Fingerprint (MD5): 9d:dd:7d:39:b4:1c:95:fa:82:e0:c3:11:38:ba:69:84

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e4:36:e5:37:b7:13:42:b6:2e:8e:00:30:5a:d9:a3:d1:d7:33:47:e9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Code Signing ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004

\003\014\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145\040\123

\151\147\156\151\156\147\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004

\003\014\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145\040\123

\151\147\156\151\156\147\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\212\143\035\251\143\217\005\242\373\166\024\377\133

\242\315

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\002\146\060\202\001\355\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\114

\212\143\035\251\143\217\005\242\373\166\024\377\133\242\315\060

\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003\003\060\165\061\013\060

\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061\067\060\065\006\003

\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156\151\143\040\101\143

\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040\122\145\163\145\141

\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165\164\151\157\156\163

\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004\003\014\044\110\101
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\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145\040\123\151\147\156\151\156

\147\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\101\040\062\060

\062\061\060\036\027\015\062\061\060\062\061\071\061\061\060\064

\063\066\132\027\015\064\065\060\062\061\063\061\061\060\064\063

\065\132\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107

\122\061\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154

\145\156\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156

\144\040\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151

\164\165\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003

\125\004\003\014\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145

\040\123\151\147\156\151\156\147\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157

\164\040\103\101\040\062\060\062\061\060\166\060\020\006\007\052

\206\110\316\075\002\001\006\005\053\201\004\000\042\003\142\000

\004\103\237\274\134\102\152\103\341\254\113\270\016\137\200\006

\343\005\167\213\177\013\171\327\141\240\220\277\362\123\050\243

\130\272\224\300\146\152\034\131\332\200\130\201\000\114\274\311

\171\230\020\014\307\035\013\343\223\334\205\071\150\331\277\247

\103\322\061\314\202\202\047\272\210\321\322\055\126\067\367\072

\332\156\071\334\161\020\145\356\070\013\207\172\003\272\060\137

\144\243\102\060\100\060\017\006\003\125\035\023\001\001\377\004

\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125\035\016\004\026\004

\024\152\161\301\163\152\223\102\246\227\162\136\273\220\137\202

\222\017\053\326\353\060\016\006\003\125\035\017\001\001\377\004

\004\003\002\001\206\060\012\006\010\052\206\110\316\075\004\003

\003\003\147\000\060\144\002\060\036\245\325\013\104\225\020\344

\147\174\116\205\136\271\105\111\002\163\260\262\034\263\247\042

\321\000\141\100\017\263\207\067\026\215\000\355\266\213\125\045

\006\224\220\334\327\347\165\237\002\060\177\164\153\361\112\337

\360\367\204\173\362\305\171\060\003\110\362\036\040\042\127\144

\124\127\064\200\167\267\077\043\117\264\365\200\230\302\301\126

\133\240\347\326\241\217\365\014\157\035

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "HARICA Code Signing ECC Root CA 2021"

# Issuer: CN=HARICA Code Signing ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions

CA,C=GR

# Serial Number:4c:8a:63:1d:a9:63:8f:05:a2:fb:76:14:ff:5b:a2:cd

# Subject: CN=HARICA Code Signing ECC Root CA 2021,O=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions

CA,C=GR

# Not Valid Before: Fri Feb 19 11:04:36 2021

# Not Valid After: Mon Feb 13 11:04:35 2045

# Fingerprint (MD5): 9d:dd:7d:39:b4:1c:95:fa:82:e0:c3:11:38:ba:69:84

# Fingerprint (SHA1): e4:36:e5:37:b7:13:42:b6:2e:8e:00:30:5a:d9:a3:d1:d7:33:47:e9

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST
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CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "HARICA Code Signing ECC Root CA 2021"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\344\066\345\067\267\023\102\266\056\216\000\060\132\331\243\321

\327\063\107\351

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\235\335\175\071\264\034\225\372\202\340\303\021\070\272\151\204

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\165\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\107\122\061

\067\060\065\006\003\125\004\012\014\056\110\145\154\154\145\156

\151\143\040\101\143\141\144\145\155\151\143\040\141\156\144\040

\122\145\163\145\141\162\143\150\040\111\156\163\164\151\164\165

\164\151\157\156\163\040\103\101\061\055\060\053\006\003\125\004

\003\014\044\110\101\122\111\103\101\040\103\157\144\145\040\123

\151\147\156\151\156\147\040\105\103\103\040\122\157\157\164\040

\103\101\040\062\060\062\061

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\114\212\143\035\251\143\217\005\242\373\166\024\377\133

\242\315

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Certificate "Microsoft Identity Verification Root Certificate Authority 2020"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Identity Verification Root Certificate Authority 2020,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:54:98:d2:d1:d4:5b:19:95:48:13:79:c8:11:c0:87:99

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Identity Verification Root Certificate Authority 2020,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 16 18:36:16 2020

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 16 18:44:40 2045

# Fingerprint (MD5): be:95:4f:16:01:21:22:44:8c:a8:bc:27:96:02:ac:f5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f4:00:42:e2:e5:f7:e8:ef:81:89:fe:d1:55:19:ae:ce:42:c3:bf:a2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_CERTIFICATE

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Identity Verification Root Certificate Authority 2020"

CKA_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CK_CERTIFICATE_TYPE CKC_X_509

CKA_SUBJECT MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\167\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163
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\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\003\023\077\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\111\144\145\156\164\151\164\171\040\126\145\162

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_ID UTF8 "0"

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\167\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061

\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\003\023\077\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\111\144\145\156\164\151\164\171\040\126\145\162

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\124\230\322\321\324\133\031\225\110\023\171\310\021\300

\207\231

END

CKA_VALUE MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\202\005\314\060\202\003\264\240\003\002\001\002\002\020\124

\230\322\321\324\133\031\225\110\023\171\310\021\300\207\231\060

\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\060\167

\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036\060

\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\110\060

\106\006\003\125\004\003\023\077\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146

\164\040\111\144\145\156\164\151\164\171\040\126\145\162\151\146

\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162

\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151

\164\171\040\062\060\062\060\060\036\027\015\062\060\060\064\061

\066\061\070\063\066\061\066\132\027\015\064\065\060\064\061\066

\061\070\064\064\064\060\132\060\167\061\013\060\011\006\003\125

\004\006\023\002\125\123\061\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023

\025\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157

\162\141\164\151\157\156\061\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\003\023

\077\115\151\143\162\157\163\157\146\164\040\111\144\145\156\164

\151\164\171\040\126\145\162\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156

\040\122\157\157\164\040\103\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164

\145\040\101\165\164\150\157\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\062\060

\060\202\002\042\060\015\006\011\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001

\001\005\000\003\202\002\017\000\060\202\002\012\002\202\002\001

\000\263\221\052\007\203\006\147\375\236\235\340\307\300\267\244

\346\102\004\177\017\246\333\137\373\325\132\327\105\240\373\167

\013\360\200\363\246\155\132\115\171\123\330\240\206\204\127\105
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\040\307\242\124\373\307\242\277\212\307\156\065\363\242\025\304

\057\116\343\112\205\226\111\015\377\276\231\330\024\366\274\047

\007\356\102\233\053\365\013\222\006\344\375\151\023\145\250\221

\162\362\230\204\353\203\075\016\344\327\161\022\110\041\313\015

\355\366\107\111\267\233\371\311\307\027\266\204\117\377\270\254

\232\327\163\147\111\205\343\206\275\067\100\320\045\206\324\336

\265\302\155\142\152\325\251\170\274\055\157\111\371\345\154\024

\024\375\024\307\323\145\026\067\336\313\156\274\136\051\215\375

\142\233\025\054\326\005\346\271\211\062\063\243\142\307\327\326

\122\147\010\304\056\364\126\053\236\013\207\314\354\247\264\246

\252\353\005\315\031\127\245\072\013\004\047\034\221\147\236\055

\142\055\057\036\276\332\300\040\313\004\031\312\063\373\211\276

\230\342\162\240\162\065\276\171\341\234\203\157\344\155\027\157

\220\363\075\000\206\165\070\216\320\340\111\232\273\333\323\370

\060\312\325\127\210\150\115\162\323\277\155\177\161\330\375\275

\015\256\222\144\110\267\133\157\171\046\265\315\233\225\041\204

\321\357\017\062\075\173\127\214\363\105\007\114\174\340\136\030

\016\065\166\213\155\236\313\066\164\253\005\370\340\163\135\062

\126\224\147\227\045\012\306\065\075\224\227\347\301\104\213\200

\375\301\370\364\164\031\345\060\366\006\373\041\127\076\006\034

\213\153\025\206\047\111\173\202\223\312\131\350\165\107\350\077

\070\364\307\123\171\240\266\264\342\134\121\357\275\137\070\301

\023\346\170\014\225\132\056\305\100\131\050\314\017\044\300\354

\272\011\167\043\231\070\246\266\034\332\307\272\040\266\327\067

\330\177\067\257\010\343\073\161\333\156\163\033\175\231\162\260

\344\206\063\131\164\265\026\000\173\120\155\306\206\023\332\375

\304\071\202\075\044\000\232\140\332\272\224\300\005\121\054\064

\254\120\231\023\207\273\263\005\200\262\115\060\002\134\270\046

\203\135\264\143\163\357\256\043\225\117\140\050\276\067\325\133

\245\002\003\001\000\001\243\124\060\122\060\016\006\003\125\035

\017\001\001\377\004\004\003\002\001\206\060\017\006\003\125\035

\023\001\001\377\004\005\060\003\001\001\377\060\035\006\003\125

\035\016\004\026\004\024\310\176\322\152\205\052\033\312\031\230

\004\007\047\317\120\020\117\150\250\242\060\020\006\011\053\006

\001\004\001\202\067\025\001\004\003\002\001\000\060\015\006\011

\052\206\110\206\367\015\001\001\014\005\000\003\202\002\001\000

\257\152\335\346\031\347\055\224\103\031\116\313\351\120\225\144

\245\003\221\002\213\342\066\200\073\025\242\122\302\026\031\266

\152\132\135\164\103\060\364\233\377\140\164\011\261\041\036\220

\026\155\305\044\217\134\146\210\143\364\117\314\175\362\022\114

\100\020\213\001\237\332\251\310\256\362\225\033\317\235\005\353

\111\076\164\240\150\133\345\126\054\145\034\202\176\123\332\126

\331\106\027\171\222\105\304\020\066\010\122\051\027\313\057\246

\362\176\324\151\044\212\036\217\260\163\015\314\034\112\253\262

\252\355\247\221\143\001\144\042\250\062\270\176\062\050\263\147

\163\055\221\264\334\061\001\013\367\107\012\246\361\327\112\355

\126\140\304\054\010\243\173\100\260\274\164\047\122\207\326\276

\210\335\067\212\211\156\147\210\035\365\311\135\240\376\266\253
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\072\200\327\032\227\074\027\066\042\101\036\254\115\325\203\346

\074\070\275\117\060\351\124\251\323\266\004\303\062\166\141\273

\260\030\305\053\030\263\300\200\325\267\225\260\136\121\115\042

\374\354\130\252\350\330\224\264\245\056\355\222\336\347\030\174

\041\127\335\125\143\367\277\155\315\037\322\246\167\050\160\307

\342\133\072\133\010\322\133\116\310\000\226\263\341\203\066\257

\206\012\145\134\164\366\352\354\172\152\164\240\360\113\356\357

\224\243\254\120\362\207\355\327\072\060\203\311\373\175\127\276

\345\343\370\101\312\345\144\256\263\243\354\130\354\205\232\314

\357\271\352\363\126\030\271\134\163\232\257\305\167\027\203\131

\333\067\032\030\162\124\245\101\322\266\043\165\243\103\232\345

\167\174\226\171\267\101\215\277\354\334\200\240\237\321\167\165

\130\137\065\023\340\045\032\147\013\175\316\045\372\007\012\344

\141\041\330\324\034\345\007\306\066\231\364\226\320\306\025\376

\116\315\327\256\213\235\333\026\375\004\306\222\275\324\210\346

\251\243\252\273\367\144\070\073\137\314\014\320\065\276\164\031

\003\246\305\252\114\242\141\066\202\076\035\363\053\274\227\135

\333\113\170\073\055\365\073\357\140\043\350\365\354\013\043\066

\225\257\230\146\277\123\323\173\270\151\112\052\226\146\151\304

\224\306\364\137\156\254\230\170\210\200\006\134\242\262\355\242

END

CKA_NSS_MOZILLA_CA_POLICY CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_SERVER_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_NSS_EMAIL_DISTRUST_AFTER CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

# Microsoft Code Signing Only Certificate

# Trust for "Microsoft Identity Verification Root Certificate Authority 2020"

# Issuer: CN=Microsoft Identity Verification Root Certificate Authority 2020,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Serial Number:54:98:d2:d1:d4:5b:19:95:48:13:79:c8:11:c0:87:99

# Subject: CN=Microsoft Identity Verification Root Certificate Authority 2020,O=Microsoft Corporation,C=US

# Not Valid Before: Thu Apr 16 18:36:16 2020

# Not Valid After: Sun Apr 16 18:44:40 2045

# Fingerprint (MD5): be:95:4f:16:01:21:22:44:8c:a8:bc:27:96:02:ac:f5

# Fingerprint (SHA1): f4:00:42:e2:e5:f7:e8:ef:81:89:fe:d1:55:19:ae:ce:42:c3:bf:a2

CKA_CLASS CK_OBJECT_CLASS CKO_NSS_TRUST

CKA_TOKEN CK_BBOOL CK_TRUE

CKA_PRIVATE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_MODIFIABLE CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

CKA_LABEL UTF8 "Microsoft Identity Verification Root Certificate Authority 2020"

CKA_CERT_SHA1_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\364\000\102\342\345\367\350\357\201\211\376\321\125\031\256\316

\102\303\277\242

END

CKA_CERT_MD5_HASH MULTILINE_OCTAL

\276\225\117\026\001\041\042\104\214\250\274\047\226\002\254\365

END

CKA_ISSUER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\060\167\061\013\060\011\006\003\125\004\006\023\002\125\123\061
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\036\060\034\006\003\125\004\012\023\025\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\103\157\162\160\157\162\141\164\151\157\156\061

\110\060\106\006\003\125\004\003\023\077\115\151\143\162\157\163

\157\146\164\040\111\144\145\156\164\151\164\171\040\126\145\162

\151\146\151\143\141\164\151\157\156\040\122\157\157\164\040\103

\145\162\164\151\146\151\143\141\164\145\040\101\165\164\150\157

\162\151\164\171\040\062\060\062\060

END

CKA_SERIAL_NUMBER MULTILINE_OCTAL

\002\020\124\230\322\321\324\133\031\225\110\023\171\310\021\300

\207\231

END

CKA_TRUST_SERVER_AUTH CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_EMAIL_PROTECTION CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_MUST_VERIFY_TRUST

CKA_TRUST_CODE_SIGNING CK_TRUST CKT_NSS_TRUSTED_DELEGATOR

CKA_TRUST_STEP_UP_APPROVED CK_BBOOL CK_FALSE

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1425443200_1664017022.0583818/0/ca-certificates-2022.2.54-74.el7_9.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-GCjLhYzR/certdata.txt

 

1.364 aws-java-sdk-

apigatewaymanagementapi 1.12.199 
1.364.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.365 securesm 1.0 
1.365.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an
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* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000064129_1611575159.51/0/v1-0-tar-gz/securesm-

1.0/src/test/java/org/elasticsearch/TestSecureSM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000064129_1611575159.51/0/v1-0-tar-gz/securesm-

1.0/src/main/java/org/elasticsearch/SecureSM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000064129_1611575159.51/0/v1-0-tar-gz/securesm-

1.0/src/main/java/org/elasticsearch/ThreadPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000064129_1611575159.51/0/v1-0-tar-gz/securesm-

1.0/src/test/java/org/elasticsearch/TestThreadPermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

 <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

 <groupId>org.elasticsearch</groupId>

 <artifactId>securesm</artifactId>

 <version>1.0</version>

 <packaging>jar</packaging>

 <name>Elasticsearch SecureSM</name>

 <description>SecurityManager implementation that works around design flaws in Java</description>

 <inceptionYear>2015</inceptionYear>

 

 <parent>

   <groupId>org.sonatype.oss</groupId>

   <artifactId>oss-parent</artifactId>

   <version>7</version>

 </parent>

 

 <licenses>

   <license>

     <name>The Apache Software License, Version 2.0</name>

     <url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

     <distribution>repo</distribution>

   </license>

 </licenses>

 

 <scm>

   <connection>scm:git:git@github.com:elastic/securesm.git</connection>

   <developerConnection>scm:git:git@github.com:elastic/securesm.git</developerConnection>

   <url>https://github.com/elastic/securesm</url>

 </scm>
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 <properties>

   <project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

   <maven.compiler.source>1.7</maven.compiler.source>

   <maven.compiler.target>1.7</maven.compiler.target>

 </properties>

 

 <dependencies>

   <dependency>

     <groupId>junit</groupId>

     <artifactId>junit</artifactId>

     <version>4.11</version>

     <scope>test</scope>

     <exclusions>

       <exclusion>

          <groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

          <artifactId>hamcrest-core</artifactId>

       </exclusion>

     </exclusions>

   </dependency>

 </dependencies>

 

 <build>

 </build>

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000064129_1611575159.51/0/v1-0-tar-gz/securesm-1.0/pom.xml

 

1.366 wsgiref 0.1.2 
1.366.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

# Also licenced under the Apache License, 2.0: http://opensource.org/licenses/apache2.0.php

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1403963770_1661913703.6112542/0/wsgiref-0-1-2-2-zip/wsgiref-0.1.2/wsgiref/validate.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.0

Name: wsgiref

Version: 0.1.2

Summary: WSGI (PEP 333) Reference Library

Home-page: http://cheeseshop.python.org/pypi/wsgiref

Author: Phillip J. Eby

Author-email: web-sig@python.org
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License: PSF or ZPL

Description: This is a standalone release of the ``wsgiref`` library to be included in

       Python 2.5.  For the standalone version's documentation, see:

      

       HTML

       http://peak.telecommunity.com/wsgiref_docs/

      

       PDF

       http://peak.telecommunity.com/wsgiref.pdf

      

      

      

Platform: UNKNOWN

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1403963770_1661913703.6112542/0/wsgiref-0-1-2-2-zip/wsgiref-0.1.2/wsgiref.egg-info/PKG-

INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1403963770_1661913703.6112542/0/wsgiref-0-1-2-2-zip/wsgiref-0.1.2/PKG-INFO

 

1.367 commons-codec 1.15 
1.367.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.368 ncurses 5.9 14.20130511.el7_4
1.368.1 Available under license : 

Upstream source http://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

 

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Copyright (c) 1998-2010,2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

   DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

   OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

   THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

   holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

   sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

   authorization.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Files: install-sh

Copyright:  1994 X Consortium

Licence: other-BSD

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

   TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

   be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

   ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

   tium.

 

   FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

 

   Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent

   `make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it

   when there is no Makefile.

 

   This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written

   from scratch.  It can only install one file at a time, a restriction

   shared with many OS's install programs.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'

 

1.369 aws-java-sdk-drs 1.12.199 
1.369.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.370 aws-java-sdk-stepfunctions 1.12.199 
1.370.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.371 aws-java-sdk-sns 1.12.199 
1.371.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.372 lucene-suggest 5.5.5 
1.372.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:
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 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
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# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other
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* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.
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The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.
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The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED
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that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.
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1.373 jetty 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.373.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and
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    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.
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5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.
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  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,
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use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.
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     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING
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FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.
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3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-
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free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY
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COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright
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disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

Java Authentication SPI for Containers

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both
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 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html
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------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.374 aws-java-sdk-forecastquery 1.12.199 
1.374.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.375 aws-java-sdk-ebs 1.12.199 
1.375.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.376 aws-java-sdk-discovery 1.12.199 
1.376.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.377 websocket-common 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.377.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License
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2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under
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    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.
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    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using
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and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will
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be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------
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Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm
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------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is
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granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.378 classgraph 4.8.21 
1.378.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison (luke.hutch@gmail.com)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ResourceList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.
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*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodParameterInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ScanResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ScanResultObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/RecyclableInflater.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/InputStreamOrByteBufferAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/BaseTypeSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/EquinoxContextFinderClassLoaderHandler.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ObjectTypedValueWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementModule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationParameterValueList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ReferenceEqualityKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/ParseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeArgument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ClassFields.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/InterruptionChecker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationClassRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassRefTypeSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/URLPathEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/ScanSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/SingletonMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MappableInfoList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/HasName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ClassFieldCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/EquinoxClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraphException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/NestedJarHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassTypeSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClassLoaderAndModuleFinder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraph.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleReaderProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/FieldTypeInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/InfoList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/TomcatWebappClassLoaderBaseHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Resource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClasspathOrder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/HierarchicalTypeSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PackageInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONSerializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/SystemJarFinder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassLoaderHandlerRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/OSGiDefaultClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WeblogicClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ReferenceTypeSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/WorkQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementZip.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationParameterValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/FastPathResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONDeserializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClassLoaderOrder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModulePathInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationEnumValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassGraphClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/URLClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/PlexusClassWorldsClassRealmClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/Join.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ModuleInfoList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/CallStackReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/JPMSClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/PackageInfoList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/Id.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/ParameterizedTypeImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Scanner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/GraphvizDotfileGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/Recycler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/FieldInfoList.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/types/Parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/AnnotationInfoList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classpath/ClasspathFinder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/ParentLastDelegationOrderTestClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/JarUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/FileUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodTypeSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/LogNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/Classfile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/ZipFileSliceReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassInfoList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/RecycleOnClose.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClassRefOrTypeVariableSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/ZipFileSlice.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/PhysicalZipFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/LogicalZipFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/fastzipfilereader/FastZipEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/utils/VersionFinder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/recycler/Resettable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/TypeVariableSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ArrayTypeSignature.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/MethodInfoList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/FallbackClassLoaderHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/json/TypeResolutions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/io/github/classgraph/ClasspathElementDir.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/WhiteBlackList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Sergey Bespalov

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Sergey Bespalov

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WebsphereTraditionalClassLoaderHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: @jacobg on GitHub

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 @jacobg, Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/AntClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>The MIT License (MIT)</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.github.classgraph/classgraph/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Luke Hutchison

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison, with significant contributions from Davy De Durpel

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/JBossClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Michael J. Simons

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*
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* Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/SpringBootRestartClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Harith Elrufaie

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Harith Elrufaie

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/FelixClassLoaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: Johno Crawford (johno@sulake.com)

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2016 Johno Crawford

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/AutoCloseableExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/concurrency/SimpleThreadFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is part of ClassGraph.

*

* Author: R. Kempees

*

* Hosted at: https://github.com/classgraph/classgraph

*

* --

*

* The MIT License (MIT)

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 R. Kempees

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

* documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without

* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

* the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

* conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

* EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES

OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

* OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023248131_1591358362.39/0/classgraph-4-8-21-sources-

jar/nonapi/io/github/classgraph/classloaderhandler/WebsphereLibertyClassLoaderHandler.java
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1.379 sdk-core 2.17.85 
1.379.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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1.380 netty-nio-client 2.17.85 
1.380.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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1.381 lucene-sandbox 5.5.5 
1.381.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:
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 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
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# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other
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* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.
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The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.
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The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED
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that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.
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1.382 aws-java-sdk-cognitoidentity 1.12.199 
1.382.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.383 aws-java-sdk-healthlake 1.12.199 
1.383.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.384 dagger 2.4 
1.384.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/DelegateFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/MapKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/MapFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/InstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/SingleCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/Factory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/MapProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/Collections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/SetFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Provides.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Google, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Multibindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/IntKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/StringKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/LongKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/ClassKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Subcomponent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/MembersInjectors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Google, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Reusable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/ProviderOfLazy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Binds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/internal/DoubleCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-

jar/dagger/multibindings/ElementsIntoSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/IntoMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/multibindings/IntoSet.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/MembersInjector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google, Inc.

* Copyright (C) 2012 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772315_1643010337.24/0/dagger-2-4-sources-jar/dagger/Lazy.java

 

1.385 kotlin-reflect 1.3.50 
1.385.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/renderer/KeywordStringsGenerated.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/storage/StorageManager.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/VariableDescriptorWithAccessors.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/DisjointKeysUnionTypeSubstitution.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/descriptors/DeserializedMemberScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/incremental/components/LookupTracker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/descriptors/JavaMethodDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KProperty0Impl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/AnnotationUseSiteTarget.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KTypeImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/VariableDescriptorWithInitializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/components/DescriptorResolverUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/VariableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/incremental/components/LookupLocation.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/AnnotatedImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/AbstractScopeAdapter.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/KotlinClassFinder.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/MemberDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/name/SpecialNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/name/Name.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/TransientReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/PropertyGetterDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/EmptyContainerForLocal.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/pcollections/IntTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/builtins/functions/BuiltInFictitiousFunctionClassFactory.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KClassImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/ReflectProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/AnnotationArgumentVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/SimpleFunctionDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/AnnotatedCallableKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/components/ReflectAnnotationSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/ModuleClassResolver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/components/JavaResolverCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/PackageViewDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/descriptors/JavaClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/AnnotationDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/structure/annotationArguments.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/Receiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ModuleDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/components/RuntimeErrorReporter.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/InnerClassesScopeWrapper.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/util.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/LazyPackageViewDescriptorImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaElement.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/AnnotationAndConstantLoaderImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/FieldOverridabilityCondition.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/CompositePackageFragmentProvider.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/DeclarationDescriptorVisitorEmptyBodies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/propertiesConventionUtil.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/PackageFragmentProviderImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/DeclarationDescriptorWithVisibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/VariableDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/KotlinJvmBinaryPackageSourceElement.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/reflectLambda.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/incremental/utils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/builtins/DefaultBuiltIns.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/JvmAnnotationNames.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/ResolutionScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/ClassDescriptorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/SubstitutingScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/PropertyGetterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KProperty2Impl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/LazyClassReceiverParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/LazyJavaPackageFragment.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/CastImplicitClassReceiver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/DescriptorSubstitutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/name/FqNamesUtil.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/ModuleDescriptorImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/JavaClassDataFinder.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/util/scopeUtils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/builtins/functions/FunctionClassScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/StaticScopeForKotlinEnum.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ClassOrPackageFragmentDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/KotlinJvmBinaryClass.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KDeclarationContainerImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/capitalizeDecapitalize.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/Named.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/JavaDescriptorUtil.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/BinaryClassAnnotationAndConstantLoaderImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/ErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/AbstractReceiverParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/ClassDeserializer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/DeserializedClassDataFinder.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/collections.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/name/FqNameUnsafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/descriptors/JavaCallableMemberDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/DeclaredMemberIndex.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/name/FqName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/DeclarationDescriptorWithSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ClassKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/AbstractBinaryClassAnnotationAndConstantLoader.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/storage/storage.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ValueParameterDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/KotlinRetention.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/VariableAccessorDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/resolvers.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/PropertyAccessorDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/ImplicitClassReceiver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/util/ModuleVisibilityHelper.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/builtins/CompanionObjectMapping.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/pcollections/IntTreePMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/VisibilityUtil.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/ChainedMemberScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/ReflectionObjectRenderer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/header/KotlinClassHeader.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/AnnotationDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/typeParameterUtils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/KCallablesJvm.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/ProtoEnumFlags.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/sources/JavaSourceElementFactory.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/LazyScopeAdapter.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/WrappedValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/SimpleFunctionDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/moduleByClassLoader.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/kClassCache.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KProperty1Impl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/PropertyAccessorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/pcollections/HashPMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/constants/constantValues.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/ImplicitReceiver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/ExtensionReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KFunctionImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/ReceiverValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/MemberComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/LazyJavaPackageFragmentProvider.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/DeclarationDescriptorVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/exceptionUtils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/AbstractLazyTypeParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ReceiverParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/Variance.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/JavaIncompatibilityRulesOverridabilityCondition.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/descriptors/DeserializedPackageMemberScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/components/SignaturePropagator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/ReceiverParameterDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/addToStdlib.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/ReflectJvmMapping.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/ValueParameterDescriptorImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/SupertypeLoopChecker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/jvm/JavaDescriptorResolver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/components/JavaAnnotationMapper.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/descriptors/JavaPropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/ClassTypeConstructorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/DescriptorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/SmartSet.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/DeclarationDescriptorNonRootImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/DeserializedPackageFragment.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/pcollections/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/AnnotationWithTarget.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/KotlinJvmBinarySourceElement.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/AnnotationAndConstantLoader.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeProjectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/Visibility.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/header/ReadKotlinClassHeaderAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/AbstractReceiverValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/FunctionWithAllInvokes.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/PackageFragmentDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/ExternalOverridabilityCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/CallableMemberDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/DeserializedDescriptorResolver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KPackageImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/LocalClassifierTypeSettings.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/DeclarationDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/specialBuiltinMembers.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/jvm/JvmClassName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaModifierListOwner.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/descriptors/DeserializedAnnotations.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/components/TypeUsage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/SubpackagesScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/renderer/RenderingUtils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/TypeCheckerProcedureCallbacksImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/builtins/functions/FunctionInvokeDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/MemberScopeImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/descriptors/util.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/coreLib.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/storage/NoLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/DeclarationDescriptorNonRoot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/MemberScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/StarProjectionImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/PackageFragmentDescriptorImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/ReflectionFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/ClassDataFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/strings.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/name/ClassId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/annotationUtil.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/JvmAnnotationNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/CallableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/KClassesJvm.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ConstUtil.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/PropertySetterDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/LazyJavaStaticScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/RuntimeTypeMapper.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/CompositionTypeSubstitution.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KParameterImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/JavaClassFinder.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/TypeCheckingProcedureCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/EffectiveVisibility.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/storage/ObservableStorageManager.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/DeclarationDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/SourceElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/jvm/JvmPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/LazyJavaAnnotations.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/pcollections/ConsPStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/JavaVisibilities.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/FakePureImplementationsProvider.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/PackageFragmentProvider.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/TypeParameterDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/TypeParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/SourceFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/ProtoContainer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/builtins/PrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/constants/ConstantValueFactory.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/SerializerExtensionProtocol.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ScriptDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/JvmPackagePartSource.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/overridingUtils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/PropertySetterDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// A seemingly obvious way to come about this case would be to declare a special exception class, but the problem is

that

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/storage/LockBasedStorageManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/components/ReflectKotlinClassFinder.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/IntersectionType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/PropertyDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/SyntheticScopes.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/SpecialTypes.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/components/RuntimeSourceElementFactory.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaAnnotation.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/deserialization/PlatformDependentDeclarationFilter.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/Substitutable.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaValueParameter.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/builtins/BuiltInsLoader.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/NewKotlinTypeChecker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeWithEnhancement.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaAnnotationOwner.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/JavaClassesTracker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/DeserializedPackageFragmentImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/LazyJavaScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/descriptors/JavaClassConstructorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/Visibilities.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaClassifierType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/ContractDeserializer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/LazyJavaPackageScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/name/NameUtils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/deserialization/AdditionalClassPartsProvider.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/utils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/LazyJavaClassMemberScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/DescriptorDerivedFromTypeAlias.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaArrayType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaMethod.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaWildcardType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/components/SamConversionResolver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/OverridingUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaPackage.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeUtils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/findClassInModule.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/incremental/components/ExpectActualTracker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/container/DefaultImplementation.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/builtins/BuiltInsPackageFragment.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/AnnotationTypeQualifierResolver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/NewCapturedType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/components/ReflectJavaClassFinder.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaMember.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/typeEnhancement/signatureEnhancement.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/numbers.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/deserialization/ClassDescriptorFactory.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/KotlinTypeFactory.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ConstructorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaAnnotationArguments.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/reflectClassUtil.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/Jsr305State.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/full/KProperties.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/BuiltInAnnotationDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/KotlinType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaConstructor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaClass.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaPrimitiveType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaField.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/util/OperatorNameConventions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/TypeAliasConstructorDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/ClassConstructorDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/util/modifierChecks.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/components/RuntimeModuleData.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/config/KotlinCompilerVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/structure/ReflectJavaTypeParameter.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/components/ReflectKotlinClass.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/InvalidModuleException.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/ErrorType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/LazyJavaStaticClassScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/Modality.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/SmartList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ClassifierDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/IncompatibleVersionErrorData.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/ErasedOverridabilityCondition.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ClassifierDescriptorWithTypeParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/KTypesJvm.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/full/exceptions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/IntersectionTypeConstructor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/constants/CompileTimeConstant.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-jar/kotlin/reflect/full/KClasses.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/receivers/SuperCallReceiverValue.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/TypeAliasDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/types/JavaTypeResolver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/structure/javaTypes.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/DeserializationComponentsForJava.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/KotlinMetadataFinder.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KClassifierImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ValueDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/CapturedTypeApproximation.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/types/RawType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/dynamicTypes.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/AbstractDeserializedPackageFragmentProvider.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/KotlinTypeCheckerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/flexibleTypes.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/TypeIntersectionScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/AnnotationsImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/context.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/KotlinTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/descriptors/DeserializedTypeParameterDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/DFS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/OverridingStrategy.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeSubstitutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/ProtoBasedClassDataFinder.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-jar/kotlin/reflect/full/KTypes.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/FlexibleTypeDeserializer.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/TypeCheckingProcedure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/JvmPackageScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/LazyJavaTypeParameterDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/RawType.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/methodSignatureBuilding.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/typeEnhancement/typeEnhancement.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/EmptyPackageFragmentDesciptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeProjectionBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/ErrorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KTypeParameterImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/AbstractClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeCapabilities.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/AnnotationDeserializer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/KotlinReflectionInternalError.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/JavaFlexibleTypeDeserializer.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/constants/IntegerValueTypeConstructor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/MetadataPackageFragmentProvider.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/full/KClassifiers.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/utils.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/scopes/GivenFunctionsMemberScope.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/structure/javaElements.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/kotlin/MemberSignature.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/AbstractTypeConstructor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/lazy/descriptors/LazyJavaAnnotationDescriptor.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/typeEnhancement/typeQualifiers.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/renderer/DescriptorRendererOptionsImpl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/TypeSubstitution.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/utils/functions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/AbstractClassTypeConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/FunctionPlaceholders.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/types/checker/ClassicTypeCheckerContext.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/DescriptorEquivalenceForOverrides.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/typeEnhancement/predefinedEnhancementInfo.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/renderer/ClassifierNamePolicy.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/serialization/deserialization/context.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/resolve/calls/inference/CapturedTypeConstructor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/AbstractTypeParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/annotations/Annotations.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/load/java/components/JavaPropertyInitializerEvaluator.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/ClassConstructorDescriptor.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1136558942_1613789270.78/0/kotlin-reflect-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/reflect/jvm/internal/impl/descriptors/impl/AbstractTypeAliasDescriptor.kt

 

1.386 attr 2.4.46 13.el7
1.386.1 Available under license : 

This package was debianized by Nathan Scott nathans@debian.org on

Sun, 19 Nov 2000 07:37:09 -0500.

 

It can be downloaded from ftp://oss.sgi.com/projects/xfs/download/

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Silicon Graphics, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2001 Andreas Gruenbacher.
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You are free to distribute this software under Version 2.1

of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

On Debian systems, refer to /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1

for the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

Certain components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under version 2 of the terms of the GNU General Public License.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL file.

Most components of the "attr" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.387 pth 2.0.7 23.el7
1.387.1 Available under license : 

   ____  _   _

 |  _ \| |_| |__               ``Ian Fleming was a UNIX fan!

 | |_) | __| '_ \                How do I know? Well, James Bond

 |  __/| |_| | | |               had the (license to kill) number 007,

 |_|    \__|_| |_|               i.e., he could execute anyone!''

 

 GNU Pth - The GNU Portable Threads

 

 LICENSE

 =======

 

 This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

 it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the

 License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

 For some people, it is not clear, what is the real intention of the

 author by using the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) as the

 distribution license for GNU Pth. This is, because the LGPL and the

 GPL can be (and are often) interpreted very differently and some

 interpretations seem to be not compatible with others. So an explicit

 clarification for the use of the LGPL for GNU Pth from the authors
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 point of view might be useful.

 

 The author places this library under the LGPL to make sure that it

 can be used both commercially and non-commercially provided that

 modifications to the code base are always donated back to the official

 code base under the same license conditions. Please keep in mind that

 especially using this library in code not staying under the GPL or

 the LGPL _is_ allowed and that any taint or license creap into code

 that uses the library is not the authors intention. It is just the

 case that _including_ this library into the source tree of other

 applications is a little bit more inconvinient because of the LGPL.

 But it has to be this way for good reasons. And keep in mind that

 inconvinient doesn't mean not allowed or even impossible.

 

 Even if you want to use this library in some BSD-style licensed

 packages, this _is_ possible as long as you are a little bit

 carefully. Usually this means you have to make sure that the code is

 still clearly separated into the source tree and that modifications to

 this source area are done under the conditions of the LGPL. Read below

 for more details on the conditions. Contact the author if you have

 more questions.

 

 The license text of the GNU Lesser General Public License follows:

 __________________________________________________________________________

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
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this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
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other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the
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ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
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Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
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   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
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an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.388 rxjava 2.2.8 

 

1.389 argparse 0.8.1 

 

1.390 pygobject 3.22.0 
1.390.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

pygobject.svg and pygobject-small.svg are based on the GTK logo, created by

Andreas Nilsson, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0. For more info see

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:GTK%2B_logo.svg

 

1.391 dropwizard-jetty 2.0.25 
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1.391.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2013-2014 The Apache Software Foundation (Curator Project)

*

* The Apache Software Foundation licenses this file to you under the Apache

* License, version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016829_1667606584.8272269/0/dropwizard-jetty-2-0-25-sources-1-

jar/io/dropwizard/jetty/LocalIpFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016829_1667606584.8272269/0/dropwizard-jetty-2-0-25-sources-1-

jar/io/dropwizard/jetty/NetUtil.java
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1.392 aws-java-sdk-qldb 1.12.199 
1.392.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/S3EncryptionConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/LedgerEncryptionDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/KinesisConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListLedgersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/AmazonQLDBClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UpdateLedgerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/AmazonQLDBClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/JournalKinesisStreamDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UpdateLedgerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/DeleteLedgerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UpdateLedgerPermissionsModeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UpdateLedgerPermissionsModeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetRevisionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetBlockRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetRevisionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetRevisionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/PermissionsMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/S3ObjectEncryptionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/DescribeJournalS3ExportRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/LedgerEncryptionDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalS3ExportsForLedgerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/DescribeLedgerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/GetRevisionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/JournalKinesisStreamDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/S3EncryptionConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/AbstractAmazonQLDBAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/JournalS3ExportDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DeleteLedgerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ResourceInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/CancelJournalKinesisStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeJournalS3ExportRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ValueHolderMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/JournalS3ExportDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListJournalKinesisStreamsForLedgerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/JournalS3ExportDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/JournalKinesisStreamDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/AmazonQLDBAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListLedgersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/CancelJournalKinesisStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/AmazonQLDBAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/GetRevisionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ExportJournalToS3ResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DeleteLedgerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ResourceAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/CreateLedgerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeJournalS3ExportResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/KinesisConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeJournalKinesisStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/UpdateLedgerPermissionsModeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ValueHolderJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalS3ExportsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/CancelJournalKinesisStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ExportJournalToS3RequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UpdateLedgerPermissionsModeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ErrorCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/GetDigestRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ResourceInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/CancelJournalKinesisStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeJournalKinesisStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalKinesisStreamsForLedgerRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalS3ExportsForLedgerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListJournalS3ExportsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/InvalidParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/CreateLedgerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetDigestRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/LedgerEncryptionDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ExportJournalToS3Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/EncryptionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListJournalKinesisStreamsForLedgerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalS3ExportsForLedgerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/StreamJournalToKinesisRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UpdateLedgerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/S3ExportConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/AmazonQLDB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ResourcePreconditionNotMetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/StreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeLedgerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListLedgersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeJournalKinesisStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/CreateLedgerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/KinesisConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/InvalidParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalKinesisStreamsForLedgerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/CreateLedgerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/UpdateLedgerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/LedgerState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListLedgersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ExportStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalS3ExportsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeLedgerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetBlockResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/LedgerSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalKinesisStreamsForLedgerResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListLedgersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/StreamJournalToKinesisRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/DescribeJournalKinesisStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/LedgerSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/AmazonQLDBException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/S3ExportConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/CancelJournalKinesisStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/DeleteLedgerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/StreamJournalToKinesisResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListJournalS3ExportsForLedgerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ListJournalS3ExportsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/DescribeJournalKinesisStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/GetBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/GetDigestResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/GetBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListJournalS3ExportsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/CreateLedgerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ResourceAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetBlockRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeLedgerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DeleteLedgerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/DescribeJournalS3ExportRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/AbstractAmazonQLDB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetDigestResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/DescribeLedgerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ExportJournalToS3Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/UpdateLedgerPermissionsModeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/S3ExportConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/UpdateLedgerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/DescribeJournalS3ExportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ExportJournalToS3RequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/StreamJournalToKinesisRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/S3EncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/StreamJournalToKinesisResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/ResourcePreconditionNotMetExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/GetDigestRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/transform/LedgerSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/model/ListJournalS3ExportsForLedgerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016672_1667606835.847719/0/aws-java-sdk-qldb-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/qldb/AmazonQLDBAsyncClientBuilder.java
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1.393 aws-java-sdk-opensearch 1.12.199 
1.393.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.394 hamcrest 1.3 
1.394.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2000-2003, jMock.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of jMock nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.395 aws-java-sdk-transfer 1.12.199 
1.395.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.396 aws-java-sdk-kinesis 1.12.199 
1.396.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.397 jetty-setuid-java 1.0.4 
1.397.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1088629606_1599838102.52/0/jetty-setuid-java-1-0-4-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/setuid/SetUIDListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1088629606_1599838102.52/0/jetty-setuid-java-1-0-4-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/setuid/SetUIDServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1088629606_1599838102.52/0/jetty-setuid-java-1-0-4-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/setuid/SetUID.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1088629606_1599838102.52/0/jetty-setuid-java-1-0-4-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/setuid/Group.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1088629606_1599838102.52/0/jetty-setuid-java-1-0-4-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/setuid/RLimit.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1088629606_1599838102.52/0/jetty-setuid-java-1-0-4-sources-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/setuid/Passwd.java

 

1.398 kerberos 1.15.1-54.el7_9 
1.398.1 Available under license : 

[ NOTE: MIT has only incorporated the mechglue and spnego change, and

not the incremental propagation changes.  The filenames are different

between the Sun and MIT sources.  The actual MIT filenames appear in

the top-level README file.  Original text of Sun's LICENSE file

follows. ]

 

Subject to the license set forth below, Sun Microsystems, Inc. donates

the attached files to MIT for the purpose of including these

modifications and additions in future versions of the Kerberos system.

 

Many of the files attached are subject to licenses issued by other

entities, including OpenVision, MIT, and FundsXpress.  See the

individual files, and/or related Readme files, for these licenses.

 

In addition Sun requires that the license set forth below be

incorporated into any future version of the Kerberos system which

contains portions of the files attached.  The following files must be
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listed, in the top level Readme file, as being provided subject to such

license:

 

cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop.x

cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop_hdr.h

cmd/krb5/kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c

cmd/krb5/kproplog/kproplog.c

cmd/krb5/slave/kpropd_rpc.c

lib/gss_mechs/mech_krb5/et/kdb5_err.c

lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/gssapiP_spnego.h

lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/spnego_mech.c

lib/krb5/kadm5/kadm_host_srv_names.c

lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_convert.c

lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_hdr.h

lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.c

lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.h

lib/libgss/g_accept_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_acquire_cred.c

lib/libgss/g_canon_name.c

lib/libgss/g_compare_name.c

lib/libgss/g_context_time.c

lib/libgss/g_delete_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_dsp_name.c

lib/libgss/g_dsp_status.c

lib/libgss/g_dup_name.c

lib/libgss/g_exp_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_export_name.c

lib/libgss/g_glue.c

lib/libgss/g_imp_name.c

lib/libgss/g_imp_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_init_sec_context.c

lib/libgss/g_initialize.c

lib/libgss/g_inquire_context.c

lib/libgss/g_inquire_cred.c

lib/libgss/g_inquire_names.c

lib/libgss/g_process_context.c

lib/libgss/g_rel_buffer.c

lib/libgss/g_rel_cred.c

lib/libgss/g_rel_name.c

lib/libgss/g_rel_oid_set.c

lib/libgss/g_seal.c

lib/libgss/g_sign.c

lib/libgss/g_store_cred.c

lib/libgss/g_unseal.c

lib/libgss/g_userok.c

lib/libgss/g_utils.c

lib/libgss/g_verify.c

lib/libgss/gssd_pname_to_uid.c
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uts/common/gssapi/include/gssapi_err_generic.h

uts/common/gssapi/include/mechglueP.h

 

Sun's License is as follows:

 

Copyright (c) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 1985-2017 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic

software from the United States of America that is subject to the

United States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774.

Additional laws or regulations may apply.  It is the responsibility of

the person or entity contemplating export to comply with all

applicable export laws and regulations, including obtaining any

required license from the U.S. government.

 

The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to

certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the

countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and

nationals of those countries.

 

Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed

under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)

 

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support,

Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems,

FundsXpress, and others.

 

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira,

and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT).  No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without

prior written permission of MIT.

 

"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit

manner.  It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the

MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so,

recognition of their trademark status should be given).

 

======================================================================

 

The following copyright and permission notice applies to the

OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in "kadmin/create",

"kadmin/dbutil", "kadmin/passwd", "kadmin/server", "lib/kadm5", and

portions of "lib/rpc":

 

  Copyright, OpenVision Technologies, Inc., 1993-1996, All Rights

  Reserved

 

  WARNING:  Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system

  source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the

  following terms.  If you do not agree to the following terms, do
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  not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

 

  You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code

  compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source

  Code is provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY,

  INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY

  FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF

  SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,

  WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE

  CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY

  OTHER REASON.

 

  OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code.

  OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source

  Code, whether created by OpenVision or by a third party. The

  OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works

  are made based on the donated Source Code.

 

  OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos

  Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos

  5 distribution. This donation underscores our commitment to

  continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for

  the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos

  community.

 

======================================================================

 

  Portions contributed by Matt Crawford "crawdad@fnal.gov" were work

  performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is

  operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract

  DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of "src/lib/crypto" have the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.

 

  All rights reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government.

     It is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.
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  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of FundsXpress. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  FundsXpress makes no representations

  about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in

"src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes" has the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 2001, Dr Brian Gladman "brg@gladman.uk.net", Worcester, UK.

  All rights reserved.

 

  LICENSE TERMS

 

  The free distribution and use of this software in both source and

  binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

 

  1. distributions of this source code include the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;

 

  2. distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other associated materials;

 

  3. the copyright holder's name is not used to endorse products

     built using this software without specific written permission.

 

  DISCLAIMER

 

  This software is provided 'as is' with no explcit or implied

  warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not limited

  to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication

plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the
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following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 2006 Red Hat, Inc.

  Portions copyright (C) 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

  All Rights Reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

  * Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

    from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

 

  Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

  HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

  WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

  OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

  DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

 

  Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

        copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

        disclaimer.

 

     2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

        copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

        disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

        provided with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in
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"src/lib/gssapi", including the following files:

 

  lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_name.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_oid_set.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_seal.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_userok.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssd_pname_to_uid.c

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h

  lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c

  lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h

  lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego_mech.c

 

and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including

the following new or changed files:

 

  include/iprop_hdr.h

  kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c

  lib/kdb/iprop.x

  lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c

  lib/kdb/kdb_log.c
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  lib/kdb/kdb_log.h

  lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et

  slave/kpropd_rpc.c

  slave/kproplog.c

 

are subject to the following license:

 

  Copyright (C) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

  BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the

University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright

notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 1983 Regents of the University of California.

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
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     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database

backend, are subject to the following license:

 

  Copyright (C) 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

  * The copyright holder's name is not used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the

University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology

Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the

following license:

 

  COPYRIGHT (C) 2006-2007

  THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

 

  Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and

  redistribute this software and such derivative works for any

  purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not

  used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of

  distribution of this software without specific, written prior

  authorization.  If the above copyright notice or any other

  identification of the University of Michigan is included in any

  copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below

  must also be included.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE

  UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND

  WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

  THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR

  IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR

  IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

======================================================================

 

The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following

license:

 

  Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH

  Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus
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  This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

  unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

  modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

  This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even

  the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following

license:

 

  Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government.

     It is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  Apple Inc. makes no representations

  about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and

src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and

permission notice:

 

  The OpenLDAP Public License

  Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

 

  Redistribution and use of this software and associated

  documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are

  permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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  1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

     and notices,

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable

     copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

     materials provided with the distribution, and

 

  3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

  The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

  Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

  this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

  terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS

  CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

  The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

  advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

  in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

  to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with

  copyright holders.

 

  OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

  Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

  California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

  distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

 

======================================================================

 

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

 

  Copyright (C) 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola
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  (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

  ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

  THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on OS X has the following

copyright:

 

     Copyright (C) 2009 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola

     (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

     All rights reserved.

 

  Portions Copyright (C) 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
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     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and

src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of

     its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
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     derived from this software without specific prior written

     permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2006,2007,2009 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

  Corporation).  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as

     the first lines of this file unmodified.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================
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  Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University

 

  All Rights Reserved

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

  granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

  copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

  notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

  Carnegie Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.

 

  CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

  THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

  AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

  AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

  OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and

  its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of

  the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any

  portions thereof.

 

  NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION AND

  DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

  RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions extracted from Internet RFCs have the following copyright

notice:

 

  Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2006).

 

  This document is subject to the rights, licenses and restrictions

  contained in BCP 78, and except as set forth therein, the authors

  retain all their rights.

 

  This document and the information contained herein are provided on
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  an "AS IS" basis and THE CONTRIBUTOR, THE ORGANIZATION HE/SHE

  REPRESENTS OR IS SPONSORED BY (IF ANY), THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND

  THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT

  THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR

  ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1994 by Cygnus Support.

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

  granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all

  copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission

  notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no

  representations about the suitability of this software for any

  purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied

  warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

  BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

  SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to
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the following notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 2005 Marko Kreen

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  Copyright (C) 1994 by the University of Southern California

 

     EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute

  this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is

  hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials

  related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software

  was developed by the University of Southern California.

 

  DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS".  The

  University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR

  WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  By way of example, but not

  limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO

  REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY
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  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not

  be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or

  consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or

  distributor of the ksu software.

 

======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 1995

  The President and Fellows of Harvard University

 

  This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy

  Rassen.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

     software must display the following acknowledgement:

 

        This product includes software developed by the University of

        California, Berkeley and its contributors.

 

  4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.
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======================================================================

 

  Copyright (C) 2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

  Copyright 1995 by Richard P. Basch.  All Rights Reserved.

  Copyright 1995 by Lehman Brothers, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be

  used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

  software without specific, written prior permission.  Richard P.

  Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the

  suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

  is" without express or implied warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to "src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c" and

"src/include/k5-queue.h".

 

  Copyright (C) 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

  All rights reserved.

 

  This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

     software must display the following acknowledgement:
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        This product includes software developed by the NetBSD

        Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.

 

  4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND

  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to Unicode library files in

"src/lib/krb5/unicode":

 

  Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs,

  New Mexico State University

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

  obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

  files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

  restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

  modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

  of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

  furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR

  NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

  OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

  OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

  OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to "src/util/support/strlcpy.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 Todd C. Miller "Todd.Miller@courtesan.com"

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for

  any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that

  the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

  copies.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL

  WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

  OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to "src/util/profile/argv_parse.c" and

"src/util/profile/argv_parse.h":

 

  Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts'o.

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for

  any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that

  the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

  copies.  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THEODORE TS'O (THE

  AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

  INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN

  NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

  RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

  OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

  IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.  (Isn't

  it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires

  this kind of disclaimer?)

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in

"src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1999-2000, The University of Chicago
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  This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee

  provided this copyright message remains intact.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to portiions of "src/lib/rpc" and

"src/include/gssrpc":

 

  Copyright (C) 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All

  rights reserved.

 

  Copyright (C) 2000 Dug Song "dugsong@UMICH.EDU". All rights

  reserved, all wrongs reversed.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following

notice:
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  Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

  is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest

  Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

  or this function.

 

  License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

  that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

  Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material

  mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose.  It is provided "as is"

  without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

 

======================================================================

 

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following

notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

  is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message- Digest

  Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

  or this function.

 

  License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

  that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

  Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material

  mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose.  It is provided "as is"

  without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

 

======================================================================
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The following notice applies to

"src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c":

 

  Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All

  rights reserved.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions of "src/lib/krb5" are subject to the following notice:

 

  Copyright (C) 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.

  Copyright 1990,1991,2007,2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

  All Rights Reserved.

 

     Export of this software from the United States of America may

     require a specific license from the United States Government. It

     is the responsibility of any person or organization

     contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

  WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

  distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

  without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

  notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

  this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

  the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity

  pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

  written prior permission.  Furthermore if you modify this software

  you must label your software as modified software and not

  distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the

  original M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing

  Security Group, nor CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations

  about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

  provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

======================================================================

 

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following

license:

 

  Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.
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  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

  TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE

  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

 

  All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander

  Lehmann.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.
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  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the

  terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 or any

  later version, in which case the provisions of the GPL are

  applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of

  your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and

  not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD

  license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above

  and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by

  the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not

  delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of

  this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

 

======================================================================

 

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the

following license:

 

  Copyright (C) 2010, Intel Corporation

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

       provided with the distribution.

 

     * Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
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       derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

======================================================================

 

The following notice applies to

"src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx":

 

  Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida.  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

    with the distribution.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

  STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

  OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (C) Jelmer Vernooij 2005,2008 <jelmer@samba.org>

Copyright (C) Stefan Metzmacher 2006-2009 <metze@samba.org>

Copyright (C) Andreas Schneider 2013 <asn@samba.org>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright

=========

 

Copyright |copy| 1985-2017 by the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and its contributors.  All rights reserved.

 

See :ref:`mitK5license` for additional copyright and license

information.

Copyright (C) Stefan Metzmacher 2007 <metze@samba.org>

Copyright (C) Guenther Deschner 2009 <gd@samba.org>

Copyright (C) Andreas Schneider 2013 <asn@samba.org>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

.. _mitK5license:

 

MIT Kerberos License information

================================

 

.. toctree::

   :hidden:

 

   copyright.rst

 

.. include::  notice.rst

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.399 aws-java-sdk-codepipeline 1.12.199 
1.399.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.400 aws-java-sdk-mediaconnect 1.12.199 
1.400.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.401 aws-java-sdk-personalizeruntime

1.12.199 
1.401.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.402 aws-java-sdk-lakeformation 1.12.199 
1.402.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.403 lombok-utils 1.18.12 
1.403.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2009-2015 The Project Lombok Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.404 jctools-core 3.3.0 
1.404.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/queues/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/PaddedAtomicLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscBlockingConsumerArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeJvmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SupportsIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeLongArrayAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257772382_1643010290.62/0/jctools-core-3-3-0-sources-jar/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

 

1.405 rootfiles 8.1 11.el7
1.405.1 Available under license : 

From RPM File Metadata:Public Domain

 

1.406 lvm2 1.02.170-6.el7_9.5 
1.406.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
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library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
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KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Red Hat, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.407 aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts 1.12.199 
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1.407.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/AWSSSMContactsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/CreateContactChannelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ValidationExceptionReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DescribeEngagementRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DescribePageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/GetContactResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ValidationExceptionField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeactivateContactChannelRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/SendActivationCodeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactChannelRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/StartEngagementRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ContactChannelMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/InternalServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/Plan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ContactChannelJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DescribePageResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UpdateContactRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactChannelRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UpdateContactChannelRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/AcceptType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ActivateContactChannelRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ContactJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/CreateContactChannelResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/AcceptPageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListContactsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/StopEngagementResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListEngagementsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/PageJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/SendActivationCodeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DeleteContactRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/GetContactRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/EngagementMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ActivateContactChannelRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/AbstractAWSSSMContacts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/CreateContactChannelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ContactTargetInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListPagesByContactRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/PageMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/PutContactPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DeleteContactResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPagesByContactRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/StartEngagementRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/SendActivationCodeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DescribePageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UpdateContactChannelResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DescribeEngagementResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/UpdateContactChannelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ActivationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ActivateContactChannelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ChannelTargetInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DescribeEngagementResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/AcceptPageRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DescribeEngagementRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DeactivateContactChannelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactChannelResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/StopEngagementRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ReceiptJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UpdateContactResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/CreateContactChannelRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeleteContactRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ContactChannelAddressJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/AcceptPageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DeleteContactChannelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ContactChannelAddressMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/UpdateContactChannelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/GetContactPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ChannelTargetInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPagesByContactResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/UpdateContactRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ContactChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DeleteContactChannelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TargetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListContactChannelsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/PutContactPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/EngagementJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UpdateContactRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListPageReceiptsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeactivateContactChannelRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/StartEngagementResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/PlanJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TimeRangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/InternalServerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/AcceptPageResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPagesByEngagementRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPageReceiptsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/PlanMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListPagesByEngagementResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/CreateContactChannelRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ContactType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ContactTargetInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListContactChannelsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListEngagementsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/StopEngagementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListContactsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/GetContactChannelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/Contact.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/AWSSSMContactsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ValidationExceptionFieldMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ChannelTargetInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListPagesByContactResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ActivateContactChannelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeleteContactRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ReceiptType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/Page.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ServiceQuotaExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/AWSSSMContactsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/Engagement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ReceiptMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/Receipt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/SendActivationCodeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/StartEngagementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/Stage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/CreateContactRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ActivateContactChannelResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ValidationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPageReceiptsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeleteContactChannelRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/StopEngagementResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListEngagementsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/GetContactPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ContactMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListContactChannelsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListContactsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/TimeRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/CreateContactResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/PutContactPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ThrottlingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListEngagementsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ThrottlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/AWSSSMContacts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ContactChannelAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ServiceQuotaExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/AcceptPageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListPageReceiptsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeleteContactChannelResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListEngagementsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/AWSSSMContactsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ValidationExceptionFieldJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/UpdateContactResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeactivateContactChannelResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListPagesByEngagementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/CreateContactResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/AWSSSMContactsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DeactivateContactChannelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/CreateContactRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListContactChannelsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/AWSSSMContactsAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DescribePageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPagesByContactRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListContactsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/StopEngagementRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListContactChannelsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DataEncryptionExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/PutContactPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/AcceptCodeValidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ContactTargetInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/CreateContactRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeleteContactChannelRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/GetContactRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DataEncryptionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPageReceiptsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/SendActivationCodeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListContactsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/GetContactChannelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/StartEngagementResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/StageJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DeleteContactResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UpdateContactChannelRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/DescribeEngagementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/AbstractAWSSSMContactsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/StageMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TargetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPagesByEngagementRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/TimeRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/PutContactPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/ChannelType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/DescribePageRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016945_1667607207.2513075/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmcontacts-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmcontacts/model/transform/ListPagesByEngagementResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

 

1.408 aws-xml-protocol 2.17.85 
1.408.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt
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- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.409 unzip 6.0-24.el7_9 
1.409.1 Available under license : 

This is version 2009-Jan-02 of the Info-ZIP license.

The definitive version of this document should be available at

ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely and

a copy at http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html.

 

 

Copyright (c) 1990-2009 Info-ZIP.  All rights reserved.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as

the following set of individuals:

 

  Mark Adler, John Bush, Karl Davis, Harald Denker, Jean-Michel Dubois,

  Jean-loup Gailly, Hunter Goatley, Ed Gordon, Ian Gorman, Chris Herborth,

  Dirk Haase, Greg Hartwig, Robert Heath, Jonathan Hudson, Paul Kienitz,

  David Kirschbaum, Johnny Lee, Onno van der Linden, Igor Mandrichenko,

  Steve P. Miller, Sergio Monesi, Keith Owens, George Petrov, Greg Roelofs,

  Kai Uwe Rommel, Steve Salisbury, Dave Smith, Steven M. Schweda,

  Christian Spieler, Cosmin Truta, Antoine Verheijen, Paul von Behren,

  Rich Wales, Mike White.

 

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express

or implied.  In no event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable

for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages

arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the above disclaimer and the following restrictions:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain

      the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list

      of conditions.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries)

      must reproduce the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer,

      and this list of conditions in documentation and/or other materials

      provided with the distribution.  Additional documentation is not needed
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      for executables where a command line license option provides these and

      a note regarding this option is in the executable's startup banner.  The

      sole exception to this condition is redistribution of a standard

      UnZipSFX binary (including SFXWiz) as part of a self-extracting archive;

      that is permitted without inclusion of this license, as long as the

      normal SFX banner has not been removed from the binary or disabled.

 

   3. Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating

      systems, existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with

      modified or added functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library

      versions not from Info-ZIP--must be plainly marked as such and must not

      be misrepresented as being the original source or, if binaries,

      compiled from the original source.  Such altered versions also must not

      be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not

      limited to, labeling of the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP"

      (or any variation thereof, including, but not limited to, different

      capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without the

      explicit permission of Info-ZIP.  Such altered versions are further

      prohibited from misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP

      e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP

      will provide support for the altered versions.

 

   4. Info-ZIP retains the right to use the names "Info-ZIP," "Zip," "UnZip,"

      "UnZipSFX," "WiZ," "Pocket UnZip," "Pocket Zip," and "MacZip" for its

      own source and binary releases.

__________________________________________________________________________

 

 This is the Info-ZIP file COPYING (for UnZip), last updated 17 Jul 2000.

__________________________________________________________________________

 

  FIRST NOTE:

  This file contains some details about the copyright history of

  contributions to the UnZip project.

  Additionally, it summarises some exceptions to the general BSD-like

  copyright found in LICENSE that covers our generic code and most of

  the system specific ports.

  Please read LICENSE first to find out what is allowed to do with

  Info-ZIP's UnZip code.

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 

  There are currently two explicit copyrights on portions of UnZip

  code (at least, of which Info-ZIP is aware):

  Jim Luther's Mac OS File Manager interface code; and Christopher Evans'

  MacBinaryIII coding code (for the MacOS port)..  These copyrights

  are discussed in more detail below.

 

  All remaining code is now (starting with UnZip version 5.41) covered
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  by the new Info-ZIP license. For details, please read the acompaning

  file LICENSE. The terms and conditions in this license supersede the

  copyright conditions of the contributions by Igor Mandrichenko

  (vms/vms.c), Greg Roelofs (zipinfo.c, new version of unshrink.c),

  Mike White (Windows DLL code in "windll/*"), Steve P. Miller (Pocket

  UnZip GUI "wince/*"), and Mark Adler (inflate/explode decompresseion

  core routines, previously put into the public domain). All these

  Info-ZIP contributors (or "primary" authors) have permitted us to

  replace their copyright notes by the Info-ZIP License.

 

  Frequently Asked Questions regarding (re)distribution of Zip and UnZip

  are near the end of this file.

 

  There are no known patents on any of the code in UnZip.  Unisys

  claims a patent on LZW encoding and on LZW decoding _in an apparatus

  that performs LZW encoding_, but the patent appears to exempt a stand-

  alone decoder (as in UnZip's unshrink.c).  Unisys has publicly claimed

  otherwise, but the issue has never been tested in court.  Since this

  point is unclear, unshrinking is not enabled by default.  It is the

  responsibility of the user to make his or her peace with Unisys and

  its licensing requirements.  (unshrink.c may be removed from future

  releases altogether.)

__________________________________________________________________________

 

  The original unzip source code has been extensively modified and

  almost entirely rewritten (changes include random zipfile access

  rather than sequential; replacement of unimplode() with explode();

  replacement of old unshrink() with new (unrelated) unshrink(); re-

  placement of output routines; addition of inflate(), wildcards,

  filename-mapping, text translation, ...; etc.).  As far as we can

  tell, only the core code of the unreduce method remained substantially

  similar to Mr. Smith's original source.  As of UnZip 5.42, the complete

  core code is now covered by the Info-ZIP Licence.  Therefore, support

  for the reduce method has been removed.

  The drop of the reduce method should only affect some test archives,

  reducing was never used in any publically distributed Zip program.

  For pathologic cases where support for reduced archive entries is

  needed, the unreduce code copyrighted by Samuel H. Smith is available

  as a separate distribution (the restricted copyright of this code is

  cited below in the "historical" section).

 

  The following copyright applies to the Mac OS File Manager interface code

  (macos/source/macstuff.[ch]), distributed with UnZip 5.4 and later:

 

    * MoreFiles

    *

    * A collection of File Manager and related routines

    *
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    * by Jim Luther (Apple Macintosh Developer Technical Support Emeritus)

    * with significant code contributions by Nitin Ganatra

    * (Apple Macintosh Developer Technical Support Emeritus)

    * Copyright  1992-1998 Apple Computer, Inc.

    * Portions copyright  1995 Jim Luther

    * All rights reserved.

    * The Package "More Files" is distributed under the following

    * license terms:

    *

    *          "You may incorporate this sample code into your

    *           applications without restriction, though the

    *           sample code has been provided "AS IS" and the

    *           responsibility for its operation is 100% yours.

    *           However, what you are not permitted to do is to

    *           redistribute the source as "DSC Sample Code" after

    *           having made changes. If you're going to

    *           redistribute the source, we require that you make

    *           it clear in the source that the code was descended

    *           from Apple Sample Code, but that you've made

    *           changes."

 

  The usage terms of this copyright note are compatible with the

  Info-ZIP license, they do not add further restrictions.

 

 

  The following copyright applies to the Mac OS "macbin3" decoding code

  (extra field compatibility with ZipIt):

 

    *  MacBinaryIII.h

    *

    *  Copyright 1997 Christopher Evans (cevans@poppybank.com)

    *

    *  Basic encoding and decoding of Macintosh files to the

    *  MacBinary III spec.

    * ----------------------------------------------------------------------

    * This source is copyrighted by Christopher Evans (cevans@poppybank.com)

    * (available at ftp://ftp.lazerware.com/MacBinaryIII_src_C.sit

    * homepage of Leonard Rosenthol  leonardr@netcom.com)

 

 This copyright note does not contain any usage terms.  So, we assume

 that this code is freely reusable until we are proved wrong...

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  The remaining copyright notes have been superseeded by the new

  Info-ZIP license, with explicit permission from the respective

  original authors.  They are cited here for historical reasons,

  only:
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  The following copyright applies to the full-featured unreduce.c

  (now distributed separately):

 

    * Copyright 1989 Samuel H. Smith;  All rights reserved

    *

    * Do not distribute modified versions without my permission.

    * Do not remove or alter this notice or any other copyright notice.

    * If you use this in your own program you must distribute source code.

    * Do not use any of this in a commercial product.

 

  Regarding the first stipulation, Mr. Smith was tracked down in southern

  California some years back [Samuel H. Smith, The Tool Shop; as of mid-

  May 1994, (213) 851-9969 (voice), (213) 887-2127(?) (subscription BBS),

  71150.2731@compuserve.com]:

 

  "He says that he thought that whoever contacted him understood that

   he has no objection to the Info-ZIP group's inclusion of his code.

   His primary concern is that it remain freely distributable, he said."

 

  Despite the fact that our "normal" code has been entirely rewritten

  and by default no longer contains any of Mr. Smith's code, Info-ZIP

  remains indebted and grateful to him.  We hope he finds our contribu-

  tions as useful as we have his.

 

  Note that the third and fourth stipulations still apply to any com-

  pany that wishes to incorporate the unreduce code into its products;

  if you wish to do so, you must contact Mr. Smith directly regarding

  licensing.

 

 -----

 

  The following copyright applied to most of the VMS code in vms.c,

  distributed with UnZip version 4.2 and later:

 

    * Copyright (c) 1992-93 Igor Mandrichenko.

    * Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use, copy,

    * or redistribute this software so long as all of the original files

    * are included unmodified and that this copyright notice is retained.

 

 -----

 

  The following copyright applied to the new version of unshrink.c,

  distributed with UnZip version 5.2 and later:

 

    * Copyright (c) 1994 Greg Roelofs.

    * Permission is granted to any individual/institution/corporate

    * entity to use, copy, redistribute or modify this software for
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    * any purpose whatsoever, subject to the conditions noted in the

    * Frequently Asked Questions section below, plus one additional

    * condition:  namely, that my name not be removed from the source

    * code.  (Other names may, of course, be added as modifications

    * are made.)  Corporate legal staff (like at IBM :-) ) who have

    * problems understanding this can contact me through Zip-Bugs...

 

 -----

 

  The following copyright applied to the Windows DLL code (windll/*),

  distributed with UnZip version 5.2 and later:

 

    * Copyright (c) 1996 Mike White.

    * Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use,

    * copy, or redistribute this software so long as all of the original

    * files are included, that it is not sold for profit, and that this

    * copyright notice is retained.

 

 -----

 

  The following copyright applied to the Windows CE GUI port, ``Pocket

  UnZip,'' distributed with UnZip version 5.3 and later:

 

    * All the source files for Pocket UnZip, except for components

    * written by the Info-ZIP group, are copyrighted 1997 by Steve P.

    * Miller.  The product "Pocket UnZip" itself is property of the

    * author and cannot be altered in any way without written consent

    * from Steve P. Miller.

 

 -----

 

  The remaining code was written by many people associated with the

  Info-ZIP group, with large contributions from (but not limited to):

  Greg Roelofs (overall program logic, ZipInfo, unshrink, filename

  mapping/portability, etc.), Mark Adler (inflate, explode, funzip),

  Kai Uwe Rommel (OS/2), John Bush and Paul Kienitz (Amiga), Antoine

  Verheijen (Macintosh), Hunter Goatley (more VMS), Mike White (Windows

  DLLs), Christian Spieler (overall logic, optimization, VMS, etc.) and

  others.  See the file CONTRIBS in the source distribution for a much

  more complete list of contributors.

  The decompression core code for the deflate method (inflate.[ch],

  explode.c) was originally written by Mark Adler who submitted it

  as public domain code.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1.410 jackson-module-parameter-names

2.10.5 
1.410.1 Available under license : 

 

 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
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Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

   You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.411 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.32 
1.411.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLocationAwareLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.slf4j/jcl-over-slf4j/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1192230980_1629146682.85/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-32-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html

 

1.412 javax-ws-rs-api 2.0.1 
1.412.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License. * You may obtain a copy of the License at *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * This

method is reserved for future use. Proprietary JAX-RS extensions may leverage the method.'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

 

1.413 aws-java-sdk-medialive 1.12.199 
1.413.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.414 cglib 3.1 
1.414.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,
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    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Common Public License - v 1.0</TITLE>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">

</HEAD>

 

<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" VLINK="#800000">

 

 

<P ALIGN="CENTER"><B>Common Public License - v 1.0</B>

<P><B></B><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="3"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED

UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT").  ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE

OF THIS AGREEMENT.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>1.  DEFINITIONS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contribution" means:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed

under this Agreement, and<BR CLEAR="LEFT">

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	 	changes to the Program, and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii)		additions to the Program;</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by

that particular Contributor.  </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was

added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Contributions do not include additions to the Program which:  (i) are separate modules of software

distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of

the Program.  </FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily

infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>
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<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance

with this Agreement.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all

Contributors.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>2.  GRANT OF RIGHTS</B></FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">a)	</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Subject to the terms of this

Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"> </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code

form.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">b) 	Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#008000"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use,

sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form.  This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the

time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents.  The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the

Contribution.  No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.   </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">c)	Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its

Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.  Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient

for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.  As a

condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility

to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.  For example, if a third party patent license is required

to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing

the Program.</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">d)	Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its

Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement. </FONT></UL>
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<UL><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>3.  REQUIREMENTS</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B></B>A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	its license agreement:</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">i)	effectively disclaims</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> on behalf of all Contributors all

warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">ii) 	effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including

direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits; </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iii)</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">	states that any provisions which differ from this

Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and</FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">iv)	states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs

licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

exchange.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"> </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"

COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#FF0000"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2">When the Program is made available in source code form:</FONT>

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">a)	it must be made available under this Agreement; and </FONT></UL>

 

 

<UL><FONT SIZE="2">b)	a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

</FONT></UL>

 

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"><STRIKE></STRIKE></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Contributors

may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.  </FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a

manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.  </FONT>
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<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>4.  COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end

users, business partners and the like.  While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does

not create potential liability for other Contributors.   Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a

commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses")

arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to

the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the

Program in a commercial product offering.  The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement.  In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor

must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial

Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations.  The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering,

Product X.  That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor.  If that Commercial Contributor then makes

performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone.  Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those

damages.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2" COLOR="#0000FF"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>5.  NO

WARRANTY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS

PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">the Program</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"> and assumes all risks associated

with its exercise of rights under this Agreement</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">, including but not limited to the risks

and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"><B>6.  DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY</B></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS

AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),</FONT><FONT

SIZE="2"> HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"><B>7.  GENERAL</B></FONT>
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<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable

under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this

Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent

applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that

Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.  In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed. </FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of

the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after

becoming aware of such noncompliance.  If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees

to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.  However, Recipient's obligations

under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

</FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2">Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this

Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted  and may only be modified in the

following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">publish new versions

(including revisions) of this Agreement from time to </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward.   IBM may

assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number.  The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">version.  </FONT><FONT

SIZE="2">Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, </FONT><FONT SIZE="2">by

implication, estoppel or otherwise</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">.</FONT><FONT SIZE="2">  All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2">This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual

property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this

Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose.  Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any

resulting litigation.</FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>

<P><FONT SIZE="2"></FONT>
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ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.415 commons-compress 1.21.0.redhat-

00001 
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1.415.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

---

 

The files in the package org.apache.commons.compress.archivers.sevenz

were derived from the LZMA SDK, version 9.20 (C/ and CPP/7zip/),

which has been placed in the public domain:

 

"LZMA SDK is placed in the public domain." (http://www.7-zip.org/sdk.html)

 

---

 

The test file lbzip2_32767.bz2 has been copied from libbzip2's source

repository:

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2019 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@acm.org

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.416 aws-java-sdk-emr 1.12.199 
1.416.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.417 libgcrypt 1.5.3-14.el7 
1.417.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
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FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that
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any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
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and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
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with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
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   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any
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attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.418 aws-java-sdk-glacier 1.12.199 
1.418.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.419 error_prone_annotations 2.3.4 
1.419.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1059106420_1592475238.99/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-1-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java
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1.420 javaee-api 8.0.1 
1.420.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.
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   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is
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   granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every
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   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

   have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License
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   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

   this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
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   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,
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   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

   software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,
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   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is
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intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under
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the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is
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normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY
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11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

   `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

   it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

   James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.

 

#

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its

affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its

Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only

where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's

header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file

that accompanied this code."

 

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent

programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided
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under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software

Foundation and others.  For example, the package includes programs

licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.  Such programs are

licensed to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding

the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which

permits you to use that code in combination with other independent

modules not licensed under the GPLv2.  However, note that this would

not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with

Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such

code into a file also containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then

distributing the result.  Additionally, if you were to remove the

Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and

distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or

all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and

since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items

included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to

further distribute the package.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a

lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath

Exception or making modifications to this package which may

subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party

software.

 

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.
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1.421 aws-java-sdk-eks 1.12.199 
1.421.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.422 jersey-media-multipart 2.35 
1.422.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.
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aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode
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* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from
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     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright
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     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to
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     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes
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   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted
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   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
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   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is
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   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.
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   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that
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   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute
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       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.
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1.423 aws-java-sdk-mediaconvert 1.12.199 
1.423.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.424 python-gobject-base 3.22.0-1.el7_4.1 
1.424.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
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special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
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must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
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Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.425 nss-pem 1.0.3-7.el7 
1.425.1 Available under license : 

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to
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    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
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    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.
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    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in
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    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.
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         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.
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    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license
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    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.
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    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.
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11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the MPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    https://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

 

1.426 glib 2.56.1-9.el7_9 
1.426.1 Available under license : 

This work may be reproduced and distributed in whole or in part, in

any medium, physical or electronic, so as long as this copyright

notice remains intact and unchanged on all copies.  Commercial

redistribution is permitted and encouraged, but you may not

redistribute, in whole or in part, under terms more restrictive than

those under which you received it. If you redistribute a modified or

translated version of this work, you must also make the source code to

the modified or translated version available in electronic form

without charge.  However, mere aggregation as part of a larger work

shall not count as a modification for this purpose.

 

All code examples in this work are placed into the public domain,

and may be used, modified and redistributed without restriction.

 

BECAUSE THIS WORK IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE WORK, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE WORK "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  SHOULD THE WORK PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE WORK AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

WORK, EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
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it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
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the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.427 aws-java-sdk-gamelift 1.12.199 
1.427.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.428 commons-configuration 1.8 
1.428.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.429 aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents 1.12.199 
1.429.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateTimelineEventResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListReplicationSetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/RelatedItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateTimelineEventRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/RelatedItemsUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateTimelineEventRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListReplicationSetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteResponsePlanRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/CreateResponsePlanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetResourcePoliciesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateResponsePlanRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateDeletionProtectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/EmptyChatChannelJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/CreateTimelineEventResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListRelatedItemsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteResponsePlanRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/SortOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ThrottlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateRelatedItemsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateReplicationSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/AutomationExecutionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ItemIdentifierJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/waiters/WaitForReplicationSetDeleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteResourcePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListTimelineEventsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListReplicationSetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ThrottlingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/SsmAutomationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetReplicationSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteResponsePlanRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/IncidentTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/RelatedItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/AttributeValueList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ValidationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/StartIncidentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ConditionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/StartIncidentRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetIncidentRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateReplicationSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/StartIncidentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/IncidentRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteResponsePlanResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/AWSSSMIncidentsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/EventSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/waiters/AWSSSMIncidentsWaiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/AWSSSMIncidentsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/RelatedItemsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ItemIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/EmptyChatChannelMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetIncidentRecordRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/IncidentRecordSourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteReplicationSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/AWSSSMIncidentsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteTimelineEventRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetTimelineEventRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetResponsePlanRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ItemType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/RegionMapInputValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/NotificationTargetItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateIncidentRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetResponsePlanRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateTimelineEventRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/TimelineEventMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateResponsePlanResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/RegionInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateResponsePlanRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetTimelineEventRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListIncidentRecordsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ChatChannelJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateDeletionProtectionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateResponsePlanRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListReplicationSetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateReplicationSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteReplicationSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/IncidentRecordMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListRelatedItemsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetResponsePlanResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/StartIncidentResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/IncidentTemplateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/NotificationTargetItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateIncidentRecordResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateTimelineEventResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/IncidentRecordSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/SsmTargetAccount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/SsmAutomationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ReplicationSetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ResponsePlanSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteIncidentRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListResponsePlansResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ServiceQuotaExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateDeletionProtectionRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetResourcePoliciesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/AddRegionAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteRegionAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetReplicationSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteResponsePlanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/AutomationExecutionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateReplicationSetActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/IncidentRecordStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/PutResourcePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ChatChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/IncidentRecordSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteRegionActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListResponsePlansRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/StartIncidentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/TriggerDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetResourcePoliciesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/EmptyChatChannel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteReplicationSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateResponsePlanResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/PutResourcePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/NotificationTargetItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateRelatedItemsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ResponsePlanSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateReplicationSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/CreateResponsePlanRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListRelatedItemsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListTimelineEventsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ReplicationSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/PutResourcePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListRelatedItemsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteIncidentRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteReplicationSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateRelatedItemsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/AbstractAWSSSMIncidentsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/IncidentRecordJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/RelatedItemsUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/SsmAutomation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetReplicationSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/IncidentRecordSourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateReplicationSetAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateTimelineEventResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/TriggerDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ItemIdentifierMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteIncidentRecordRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ItemValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/AWSSSMIncidents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateIncidentRecordRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ItemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateTimelineEventRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateIncidentRecordResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateResponsePlanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ResponsePlanSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListResponsePlansRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/PutResourcePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateReplicationSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/FilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ItemValueJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ConditionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/InternalServerExceptionUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteTimelineEventResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListTimelineEventsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListResponsePlansRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetTimelineEventRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ReplicationSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteTimelineEventRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/RegionMapInputValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListTimelineEventsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateDeletionProtectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/AttributeValueListMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetResponsePlanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListTimelineEventsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateIncidentRecordRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateRelatedItemsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateReplicationSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/RegionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteResourcePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/FilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListResponsePlansResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/AbstractAWSSSMIncidents.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/AttributeValueListJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ListIncidentRecordsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/AutomationExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ServiceQuotaExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetTimelineEventResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateResponsePlanRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/RegionMapInputValueJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateReplicationSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ReplicationSetStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteIncidentRecordRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteTimelineEventRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/AWSSSMIncidentsAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListIncidentRecordsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/AWSSSMIncidentsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteTimelineEventResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/EventSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetTimelineEventResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteReplicationSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteResourcePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/TimelineEventSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/InternalServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateTimelineEventRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListReplicationSetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/RegionInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ResourcePolicyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/TriggerDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateReplicationSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ServiceCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/CreateTimelineEventRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetIncidentRecordRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/waiters/WaitForReplicationSetActive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ChatChannelMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/IncidentTemplateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetResourcePoliciesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UpdateRelatedItemsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ResourcePolicyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/CreateResponsePlanRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteIncidentRecordResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/CreateReplicationSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetIncidentRecordResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateDeletionProtectionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/AWSSSMIncidentsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/EventSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/CreateReplicationSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteRegionActionMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/PutResourcePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ResourcePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/waiters/GetReplicationSetFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/IncidentRecordSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetReplicationSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/AddRegionActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/TimelineEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListRelatedItemsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/DeleteResourcePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/TimelineEventJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListIncidentRecordsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/RegionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/UpdateReplicationSetActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/DeleteResourcePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetResponsePlanRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/ListIncidentRecordsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/IncidentRecordSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetIncidentRecordRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/RelatedItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/GetReplicationSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/GetResourcePoliciesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017103_1667606910.7073877/0/aws-java-sdk-ssmincidents-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ssmincidents/model/transform/AddRegionActionMarshaller.java
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1.430 aws-java-sdk-iotjobsdataplane 1.12.199 
1.430.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.431 python-chardet 2.2.1 3.el7
1.431.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/strict.dtd">

<html lang="en">

<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8">

<title>Terms of use [Universal Encoding Detector]</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/chardet.css" type="text/css">

<link rev="made" href="mailto:mark@diveintomark.org">

<meta name="generator" content="DocBook XSL Stylesheets V1.65.1">

<meta name="keywords" content="character, set, encoding, detection, Python, XML, feed">

<link rel="start" href="index.html" title="Documentation">

<link rel="up" href="index.html" title="Documentation">

<link rel="prev" href="history.html" title="Revision history">

</head>

<body id="chardet-feedparser-org" class="docs">

<div class="z" id="intro"><div class="sectionInner"><div class="sectionInner2">
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<div class="s" id="pageHeader">

<h1><a href="/">Universal Encoding Detector</a></h1>

<p>Character encoding auto-detection in Python.  As smart as your browser.  Open source.</p>

</div>

<div class="s" id="quickSummary"><ul>

<li class="li1">

<a href="http://chardet.feedparser.org/download/">Download</a> </li>

<li class="li2">

<a href="index.html">Documentation</a> </li>

<li class="li3"><a href="faq.html" title="Frequently Asked Questions">FAQ</a></li>

</ul></div>

</div></div></div>

<div id="main"><div id="mainInner">

<p id="breadcrumb">You are here: <a href="index.html">Documentation</a>  <span class="thispage">Terms of

use</span></p>

<div class="appendix" lang="en">

<div class="titlepage">

<div><div><h2 class="title">

<a name="license" class="skip" href="#license" title="link to this appendix"><img src="images/permalink.gif"

alt="[link]" title="link to this appendix" width="8" height="9"></a> Terms of use</h2></div></div>

<div></div>

</div>

<h3>

<a name="id663316" class="skip" href="#id663316" title="link to this bridgehead"><img

src="images/permalink.gif" alt="[link]" title="link to this bridgehead" width="8" height="9"></a> Software</h3>

<p>The <span class="application">Universal Encoding Detector</span> library is copyright  2006-2009 Mark

Pilgrim.  All rights reserved.</p>

<p>Portions copyright  1998-2001 Netscape Communications Corporation.  All rights reserved.</p>

<p>The <span class="application">Universal Encoding Detector</span> library is free software; you can

redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.</p>

<p>This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.</p>

<p>You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library (in a file

named <tt class="literal">COPYING</tt>); if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth

Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA</p>

<h3>

<a name="id663370" class="skip" href="#id663370" title="link to this bridgehead"><img

src="images/permalink.gif" alt="[link]" title="link to this bridgehead" width="8" height="9"></a>

Documentation</h3>

<p>The <span class="application">Universal Encoding Detector</span> documentation is copyright  2006-2009

Mark Pilgrim. All rights reserved.</p>

<p>Redistribution and use in source (XML DocBook) and <span class="quote">compiled</span> forms (SGML,

HTML, PDF, PostScript, RTF and so forth) with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:</p>

<div class="orderedlist"><ol type="1">

<li>Redistributions of source code (XML DocBook) must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions
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and the following disclaimer unmodified.</li>

<li>Redistributions in compiled form (transformed to other DTDs, converted to PDF, PostScript, RTF and other

formats) must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.</li>

</ol></div>

<p>THIS DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR <span class="quote">AS IS</span> AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>

</div>

<div class="footernavigation">

<div style="float: left"><a class="NavigationArrow" href="history.html">Revision history</a>

</div>

<div style="text-align: right"></div>

</div>

<hr>

<div id="footer"><p class="copyright">Copyright  2006, 2007, 2008 Mark Pilgrim  <a

href="mailto:mark@diveintomark.org">mark@diveintomark.org</a>  <a href="license.html">Terms of

use</a></p></div>

</div></div>

</body>

</html>

 

1.432 activation-api 1.1.1 
1.432.1 Available under license : 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the
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software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any
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derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and
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its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source
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code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to
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distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE
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PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.
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1.433 yum-metadata-parser 1.1.4-10.el7 
1.433.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

* modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License,

* version 2, as published by the Free Software Foundation

*

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

* General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

* along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

* Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA

* 02111-1307, USA.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-

1.1.4/package.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4/xml-

parser.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-

1.1.4/sqlitecache.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4/db.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-

1.1.4/package.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4/db.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4/xml-

parser.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.0

Name: yum-metadata-parser

Version: 1.1.4

Summary: A fast YUM meta-data parser

Home-page: UNKNOWN
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Author: UNKNOWN

Author-email: UNKNOWN

License: UNKNOWN

Description: UNKNOWN

Platform: UNKNOWN

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-

1.1.4/PKG-INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

# it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

# the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

# (at your option) any later version.

# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

# GNU Library General Public License for more details.

# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

# along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-

1.1.4/sqlitecachec.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: GPLv2

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: GPL

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136595876_1654023073.881817/0/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4-10.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-jRbEhi8z/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-z7uqs49I/yum-metadata-parser-1.1.4/yum-

metadata-parser.spec

 

1.434 servlet-api 4.0.4 
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1.434.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials

are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0, which is available at * Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License, * Constructor to establish non-empty getRolesAllowed

and/or <tt>TransportGuarantee.CONFIDENTIAL</tt>. * @param guarantee <tt>TransportGuarantee.NONE</tt>

or <tt>TransportGuarantee.CONFIDENTIAL</tt> * @param guarantee <tt>TransportGuarantee.NONE</tt> or

<tt>TransportGuarantee.CONFIDENTIAL</tt>'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials

are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0, which is available at * Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License, CONFIDENTIAL'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2009, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials

are made available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0, which is available at * Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,

Copyright &#169; 2019 Eclipse Foundation. All rights reserved.<br>'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2008, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

 

1.435 glibc 2.17-326.el7_9 
1.435.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@subheading Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that
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any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a
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work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
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distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample
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That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without
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changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
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straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
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   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
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under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston,

   MA 02111-1307, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
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License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
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structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in
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   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS
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This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
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or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies
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to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.
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@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.
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@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.
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You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS
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You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',
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``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not
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as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.
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 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:
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Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00
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 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The libidn code is copyright Simon Josefsson, with portions copyright

The Internet Society, Tom Tromey and Red Hat, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2011  Simon Josefsson

 

This file is part of GNU Libidn.
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GNU Libidn is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

GNU Libidn is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with GNU Libidn; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

The following notice applies to portions of libidn/nfkc.c:

 

This file contains functions from GLIB, including gutf8.c and

gunidecomp.c, all licensed under LGPL and copyright hold by:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Tom Tromey

Copyright 2000 Red Hat, Inc.

 

The following applies to portions of libidn/punycode.c and

libidn/punycode.h:

 

This file is derived from RFC 3492bis written by Adam M. Costello.

 

Disclaimer and license: Regarding this entire document or any

portion of it (including the pseudocode and C code), the author

makes no guarantees and is not responsible for any damage resulting

from its use.  The author grants irrevocable permission to anyone

to use, modify, and distribute it in any way that does not diminish

the rights of anyone else to use, modify, and distribute it,

provided that redistributed derivative works do not contain

misleading author or version information.  Derivative works need

not be licensed under similar terms.

 

Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2003).  All Rights Reserved.

 

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it

or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published

and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any

kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of
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developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for

copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be

followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than

English.

 

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION

HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord
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                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:
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1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Part of stdio-common/tst-printf.c is copyright C E Chew:

 

(C) Copyright C E Chew

 

Feel free to copy, use and distribute this software provided:
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    1. you do not pretend that you wrote it

    2. you leave this copyright notice intact.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.436 sqlite 3.7.17-8.el7_7.1 
1.436.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p><b>Public domain</b></p>

The source code for SQLite is in the public domain.  No claim of copyright

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/different.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

** CAPI3REF: Configuration Options

** KEYWORDS: {configuration option}

**

** These constants are the available integer configuration options that

** can be passed as the first argument to the [sqlite3_config()] interface.

**

** New configuration options may be added in future releases of SQLite.

** Existing configuration options might be discontinued.  Applications

** should check the return code from [sqlite3_config()] to make sure that

** the call worked.  The [sqlite3_config()] interface will return a

** non-zero [error code] if a discontinued or unsupported configuration option
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** is invoked.

**

** <dl>

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_SINGLETHREAD]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_SINGLETHREAD</dt>

** <dd>There are no arguments to this option.  ^This option sets the

** [threading mode] to Single-thread.  In other words, it disables

** all mutexing and puts SQLite into a mode where it can only be used

** by a single thread.   ^If SQLite is compiled with

** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then

** it is not possible to change the [threading mode] from its default

** value of Single-thread and so [sqlite3_config()] will return

** [SQLITE_ERROR] if called with the SQLITE_CONFIG_SINGLETHREAD

** configuration option.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MULTITHREAD]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MULTITHREAD</dt>

** <dd>There are no arguments to this option.  ^This option sets the

** [threading mode] to Multi-thread.  In other words, it disables

** mutexing on [database connection] and [prepared statement] objects.

** The application is responsible for serializing access to

** [database connections] and [prepared statements].  But other mutexes

** are enabled so that SQLite will be safe to use in a multi-threaded

** environment as long as no two threads attempt to use the same

** [database connection] at the same time.  ^If SQLite is compiled with

** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then

** it is not possible to set the Multi-thread [threading mode] and

** [sqlite3_config()] will return [SQLITE_ERROR] if called with the

** SQLITE_CONFIG_MULTITHREAD configuration option.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_SERIALIZED]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_SERIALIZED</dt>

** <dd>There are no arguments to this option.  ^This option sets the

** [threading mode] to Serialized. In other words, this option enables

** all mutexes including the recursive

** mutexes on [database connection] and [prepared statement] objects.

** In this mode (which is the default when SQLite is compiled with

** [SQLITE_THREADSAFE=1]) the SQLite library will itself serialize access

** to [database connections] and [prepared statements] so that the

** application is free to use the same [database connection] or the

** same [prepared statement] in different threads at the same time.

** ^If SQLite is compiled with

** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then

** it is not possible to set the Serialized [threading mode] and

** [sqlite3_config()] will return [SQLITE_ERROR] if called with the

** SQLITE_CONFIG_SERIALIZED configuration option.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MALLOC]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MALLOC</dt>

** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an

** instance of the [sqlite3_mem_methods] structure.  The argument specifies

** alternative low-level memory allocation routines to be used in place of
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** the memory allocation routines built into SQLite.)^ ^SQLite makes

** its own private copy of the content of the [sqlite3_mem_methods] structure

** before the [sqlite3_config()] call returns.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMALLOC]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMALLOC</dt>

** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an

** instance of the [sqlite3_mem_methods] structure.  The [sqlite3_mem_methods]

** structure is filled with the currently defined memory allocation routines.)^

** This option can be used to overload the default memory allocation

** routines with a wrapper that simulations memory allocation failure or

** tracks memory usage, for example. </dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MEMSTATUS]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MEMSTATUS</dt>

** <dd> ^This option takes single argument of type int, interpreted as a

** boolean, which enables or disables the collection of memory allocation

** statistics. ^(When memory allocation statistics are disabled, the

** following SQLite interfaces become non-operational:

**   <ul>

**   <li> [sqlite3_memory_used()]

**   <li> [sqlite3_memory_highwater()]

**   <li> [sqlite3_soft_heap_limit64()]

**   <li> [sqlite3_status()]

**   </ul>)^

** ^Memory allocation statistics are enabled by default unless SQLite is

** compiled with [SQLITE_DEFAULT_MEMSTATUS]=0 in which case memory

** allocation statistics are disabled by default.

** </dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_SCRATCH]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_SCRATCH</dt>

** <dd> ^This option specifies a static memory buffer that SQLite can use for

** scratch memory.  There are three arguments:  A pointer an 8-byte

** aligned memory buffer from which the scratch allocations will be

** drawn, the size of each scratch allocation (sz),

** and the maximum number of scratch allocations (N).  The sz

** argument must be a multiple of 16.

** The first argument must be a pointer to an 8-byte aligned buffer

** of at least sz*N bytes of memory.

** ^SQLite will use no more than two scratch buffers per thread.  So

** N should be set to twice the expected maximum number of threads.

** ^SQLite will never require a scratch buffer that is more than 6

** times the database page size. ^If SQLite needs needs additional

** scratch memory beyond what is provided by this configuration option, then

** [sqlite3_malloc()] will be used to obtain the memory needed.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_PAGECACHE]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_PAGECACHE</dt>

** <dd> ^This option specifies a static memory buffer that SQLite can use for

** the database page cache with the default page cache implementation. 

** This configuration should not be used if an application-define page
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** cache implementation is loaded using the SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE2 option.

** There are three arguments to this option: A pointer to 8-byte aligned

** memory, the size of each page buffer (sz), and the number of pages (N).

** The sz argument should be the size of the largest database page

** (a power of two between 512 and 32768) plus a little extra for each

** page header.  ^The page header size is 20 to 40 bytes depending on

** the host architecture.  ^It is harmless, apart from the wasted memory,

** to make sz a little too large.  The first

** argument should point to an allocation of at least sz*N bytes of memory.

** ^SQLite will use the memory provided by the first argument to satisfy its

** memory needs for the first N pages that it adds to cache.  ^If additional

** page cache memory is needed beyond what is provided by this option, then

** SQLite goes to [sqlite3_malloc()] for the additional storage space.

** The pointer in the first argument must

** be aligned to an 8-byte boundary or subsequent behavior of SQLite

** will be undefined.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_HEAP]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_HEAP</dt>

** <dd> ^This option specifies a static memory buffer that SQLite will use

** for all of its dynamic memory allocation needs beyond those provided

** for by [SQLITE_CONFIG_SCRATCH] and [SQLITE_CONFIG_PAGECACHE].

** There are three arguments: An 8-byte aligned pointer to the memory,

** the number of bytes in the memory buffer, and the minimum allocation size.

** ^If the first pointer (the memory pointer) is NULL, then SQLite reverts

** to using its default memory allocator (the system malloc() implementation),

** undoing any prior invocation of [SQLITE_CONFIG_MALLOC].  ^If the

** memory pointer is not NULL and either [SQLITE_ENABLE_MEMSYS3] or

** [SQLITE_ENABLE_MEMSYS5] are defined, then the alternative memory

** allocator is engaged to handle all of SQLites memory allocation needs.

** The first pointer (the memory pointer) must be aligned to an 8-byte

** boundary or subsequent behavior of SQLite will be undefined.

** The minimum allocation size is capped at 2**12. Reasonable values

** for the minimum allocation size are 2**5 through 2**8.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MUTEX]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MUTEX</dt>

** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an

** instance of the [sqlite3_mutex_methods] structure.  The argument specifies

** alternative low-level mutex routines to be used in place

** the mutex routines built into SQLite.)^  ^SQLite makes a copy of the

** content of the [sqlite3_mutex_methods] structure before the call to

** [sqlite3_config()] returns. ^If SQLite is compiled with

** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then

** the entire mutexing subsystem is omitted from the build and hence calls to

** [sqlite3_config()] with the SQLITE_CONFIG_MUTEX configuration option will

** return [SQLITE_ERROR].</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMUTEX]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMUTEX</dt>

** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an
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** instance of the [sqlite3_mutex_methods] structure.  The

** [sqlite3_mutex_methods]

** structure is filled with the currently defined mutex routines.)^

** This option can be used to overload the default mutex allocation

** routines with a wrapper used to track mutex usage for performance

** profiling or testing, for example.   ^If SQLite is compiled with

** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then

** the entire mutexing subsystem is omitted from the build and hence calls to

** [sqlite3_config()] with the SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMUTEX configuration option will

** return [SQLITE_ERROR].</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_LOOKASIDE]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_LOOKASIDE</dt>

** <dd> ^(This option takes two arguments that determine the default

** memory allocation for the lookaside memory allocator on each

** [database connection].  The first argument is the

** size of each lookaside buffer slot and the second is the number of

** slots allocated to each database connection.)^  ^(This option sets the

** <i>default</i> lookaside size. The [SQLITE_DBCONFIG_LOOKASIDE]

** verb to [sqlite3_db_config()] can be used to change the lookaside

** configuration on individual connections.)^ </dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE2]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE2</dt>

** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to

** an [sqlite3_pcache_methods2] object.  This object specifies the interface

** to a custom page cache implementation.)^  ^SQLite makes a copy of the

** object and uses it for page cache memory allocations.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_GETPCACHE2]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_GETPCACHE2</dt>

** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an

** [sqlite3_pcache_methods2] object.  SQLite copies of the current

** page cache implementation into that object.)^ </dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG</dt>

** <dd> The SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG option is used to configure the SQLite

** global [error log].

** (^The SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG option takes two arguments: a pointer to a

** function with a call signature of void(*)(void*,int,const char*),

** and a pointer to void. ^If the function pointer is not NULL, it is

** invoked by [sqlite3_log()] to process each logging event.  ^If the

** function pointer is NULL, the [sqlite3_log()] interface becomes a no-op.

** ^The void pointer that is the second argument to SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG is

** passed through as the first parameter to the application-defined logger

** function whenever that function is invoked.  ^The second parameter to

** the logger function is a copy of the first parameter to the corresponding

** [sqlite3_log()] call and is intended to be a [result code] or an

** [extended result code].  ^The third parameter passed to the logger is

** log message after formatting via [sqlite3_snprintf()].

** The SQLite logging interface is not reentrant; the logger function
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** supplied by the application must not invoke any SQLite interface.

** In a multi-threaded application, the application-defined logger

** function must be threadsafe. </dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_URI]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_URI

** <dd> This option takes a single argument of type int. If non-zero, then

** URI handling is globally enabled. If the parameter is zero, then URI handling

** is globally disabled. If URI handling is globally enabled, all filenames

** passed to [sqlite3_open()], [sqlite3_open_v2()], [sqlite3_open16()] or

** specified as part of [ATTACH] commands are interpreted as URIs, regardless

** of whether or not the [SQLITE_OPEN_URI] flag is set when the database

** connection is opened. If it is globally disabled, filenames are

** only interpreted as URIs if the SQLITE_OPEN_URI flag is set when the

** database connection is opened. By default, URI handling is globally

** disabled. The default value may be changed by compiling with the

** [SQLITE_USE_URI] symbol defined.

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_COVERING_INDEX_SCAN]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_COVERING_INDEX_SCAN

** <dd> This option takes a single integer argument which is interpreted as

** a boolean in order to enable or disable the use of covering indices for

** full table scans in the query optimizer.  The default setting is determined

** by the [SQLITE_ALLOW_COVERING_INDEX_SCAN] compile-time option, or is "on"

** if that compile-time option is omitted.

** The ability to disable the use of covering indices for full table scans

** is because some incorrectly coded legacy applications might malfunction

** malfunction when the optimization is enabled.  Providing the ability to

** disable the optimization allows the older, buggy application code to work

** without change even with newer versions of SQLite.

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE]] [[SQLITE_CONFIG_GETPCACHE]]

** <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE and SQLITE_CONFIG_GETPCACHE

** <dd> These options are obsolete and should not be used by new code.

** They are retained for backwards compatibility but are now no-ops.

** </dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_SQLLOG]]

** <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_SQLLOG

** <dd>This option is only available if sqlite is compiled with the

** [SQLITE_ENABLE_SQLLOG] pre-processor macro defined. The first argument should

** be a pointer to a function of type void(*)(void*,sqlite3*,const char*, int).

** The second should be of type (void*). The callback is invoked by the library

** in three separate circumstances, identified by the value passed as the

** fourth parameter. If the fourth parameter is 0, then the database connection

** passed as the second argument has just been opened. The third argument

** points to a buffer containing the name of the main database file. If the

** fourth parameter is 1, then the SQL statement that the third parameter

** points to has just been executed. Or, if the fourth parameter is 2, then

** the connection being passed as the second parameter is being closed. The
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** third parameter is passed NULL In this case.  An example of using this

** configuration option can be seen in the "test_sqllog.c" source file in

** the canonical SQLite source tree.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MMAP_SIZE]]

** <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MMAP_SIZE

** <dd>SQLITE_CONFIG_MMAP_SIZE takes two 64-bit integer (sqlite3_int64) values

** that are the default mmap size limit (the default setting for

** [PRAGMA mmap_size]) and the maximum allowed mmap size limit.

** The default setting can be overridden by each database connection using

** either the [PRAGMA mmap_size] command, or by using the

** [SQLITE_FCNTL_MMAP_SIZE] file control.  The maximum allowed mmap size

** cannot be changed at run-time.  Nor may the maximum allowed mmap size

** exceed the compile-time maximum mmap size set by the

** [SQLITE_MAX_MMAP_SIZE] compile-time option. 

** If either argument to this option is negative, then that argument is

** changed to its compile-time default.

** </dl>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/src/sqlite.h.in

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

application is free to use the same <a href="#sqlite3">database connection</a> or the

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/capi3ref.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<a href="copyright.html">public domain</a> and is thus free for

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<a href="copyright.html">public domain</a>.  No claim of ownership is made

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/faq.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

procset Adobe_CoolType_Utility_MAKEOCF 1.23 0

procset Adobe_CoolType_Utility_T42 1.0 0
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procset Adobe_AGM_Image 1.0 0

 

Found in path(s):

* %%BeginResource

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Suppose the demo_data.boundary field holds some proprietary data description

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/rtree.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Public Domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<a href="copyright.html">public domain</a> and so many groups use SQLite

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/famous.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# 2006 September 14

#

# The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

# a legal notice, here is a blessing:

#

#    May you do good and not evil.

#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

#

#*************************************************************************

# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library.  The

# focus of this script is testing the FTS1 module.

#

# $Id: fts1c.test,v 1.11 2006/10/04 17:35:28 drh Exp $

#

 

set testdir [file dirname $argv0]

source $testdir/tester.tcl

 

# If SQLITE_ENABLE_FTS1 is defined, omit this file.

ifcapable !fts1 {
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 finish_test

 return

}

 

# Create a table of sample email data.   The data comes from email

# archives of Enron executives that was published as part of the

# litigation against that company.

#

do_test fts1c-1.1 {

 db eval {

   CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE email USING fts1([from],[to],subject,body);

   BEGIN TRANSACTION;

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('savita.puthigai@enron.com', 'traders.eol@enron.com,

traders.eol@enron.com', 'EnronOnline- Change to Autohedge', 'Effective Monday, October 22, 2001 the following

changes will be made to the Autohedge functionality on EnronOnline.

 

The volume on the hedge will now respect the minimum volume and volume increment settings on the parent

product. See rules below:

 

?	If the transaction volume on the child is less than half of the parent''s minimum volume no hedge will occur.

?	If the transaction volume on the child is more than half the parent''s minimum volume but less than half the volume

increment on the parent, the hedge will volume will be the parent''s minimum volume.

?	For all other volumes, the same rounding rules will apply based on the volume increment on the parent product.

 

Please see example below:

 

Parent''s Settings:

Minimum: 	5000

Increment:  1000

 

Volume on Autohedge transaction			Volume Hedged

1      - 2499							0

2500 - 5499							5000

5500 - 6499							6000');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dana.davis@enron.com', 'laynie.east@enron.com,

lisa.king@enron.com, lisa.best@enron.com,', 'Leaving Early', 'FYI: 

If it''s ok with everyone''s needs, I would like to leave @4pm. If you think

you will need my assistance past the 4 o''clock hour just let me know;  I''ll

be more than willing to stay.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'louise.kitchen@enron.com', '<<Concur Expense Document>> - CC02.06.02', 'The following expense report is ready

for approval:

 

Employee Name: Christopher F. Calger

Status last changed by: Mollie E. Gustafson Ms

Expense Report Name: CC02.06.02

Report Total: $3,972.93

Amount Due Employee: $3,972.93
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To approve this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.

http://expensexms.enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeff.duff@enron.com', 'julie.johnson@enron.com', 'Work

request', 'Julie,

 

Could you print off the current work request report by 1:30 today?

 

Gentlemen,

 

I''d like to review this today at 1:30 in our office.  Also, could you provide

me with your activity reports so I can have Julie enter this information.

 

JD');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('v.weldon@enron.com', 'gary.l.carrier@usa.dupont.com,

scott.joyce@bankofamerica.com', 'Enron News', 'This could turn into something big....

http://biz.yahoo.com/rf/010129/n29305829.html');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.haedicke@enron.com', 'paul.simons@enron.com',

'Re: First Polish Deal!', 'Congrats!  Things seem to be building rapidly now on the Continent.  Mark');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('e..carter@enron.com', 't..robinson@enron.com', 'FW:

Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001', '

The producer lumber pricing sheet.

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Johnson, Jay 

Sent:	Tuesday, October 16, 2001 3:42 PM

To:	Carter, Karen E.

Subject:	FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Daigre, Sergai 

Sent:	Friday, September 21, 2001 8:33 PM

Subject:	Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.delainey@enron.com', 'kenneth.lay@enron.com',

'Greater Houston Partnership', 'Ken, in response to the letter from Mr Miguel San Juan, my suggestion would

be to offer up the Falcon for their use; however, given the tight time frame

and your recent visit with Mr. Fox that it would be difficult for either you

or me to participate.

 

I spoke to Max and he agrees with this approach.

 

I hope this meets with your approval.

 

Regards
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Delainey');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com',

'lindy.donoho@enron.com', 'FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up', 'Lindy,

 

Here is the original memo we discussed earlier.  Please provide any information that you may have.

 

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

 

Thanks,

 

lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com

713.853.3884

877.498.3401 Pager

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Bisbee, Joanne 

Sent:	Wednesday, September 26, 2001 7:50 AM

To:	Fenceroy, LaChandra

Subject:	FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

 

Lachandra, Please get with David Duff today and see what this is about.  Who are our TW accounting business

users?

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Koh, Wendy 

Sent:	Tuesday, September 25, 2001 2:41 PM

To:	Bisbee, Joanne

Subject:	Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

 

Lisa brought up a TW change effective Nov 1.  It involves eliminating a turnback surcharge.  I have no other

information, but you might check with the business folks for any system changes required.

 

Wendy');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('danny.mccarty@enron.com', 'fran.fagan@enron.com',

'RE: worksheets', 'Fran,

   If Julie''s merit needs to be lump sum, just move it over to that column.  Also, send me Eric Gadd''s sheets as well.

Thanks.

Dan

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Fagan, Fran 

Sent:	Thursday, December 20, 2001 11:10 AM

To:	McCarty, Danny

Subject:	worksheets

 

As discussed, attached are your sheets for bonus and merit.

 

Thanks,
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Fran Fagan

Sr. HR Rep

713.853.5219

 

 

<< File: McCartyMerit.xls >>  << File: mccartyBonusCommercial_UnP.xls >>

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('bert.meyers@enron.com', 'shift.dl-portland@enron.com',

'OCTOBER SCHEDULE', 'TEAM,

 

PLEASE SEND ME ANY REQUESTS THAT YOU HAVE FOR OCTOBER.  SO FAR I HAVE THEM FOR

LEAF.  I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE IT DONE BY THE 15TH OF THE MONTH.  ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE

GIVE ME A CALL.

 

BERT');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('errol.mclaughlin@enron.com', 'john.arnold@enron.com,

bilal.bajwa@enron.com, john.griffith@enron.com,', 'TRV Notification:  (NG - PROPT P/L - 09/27/2001)', 'The

report named: NG - PROPT P/L <http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=11&report_name=NG+-

+PROPT+P/L&category_cd=5&category_name=FINANCIAL&toc_hide=1&sTV1=5&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_d

ate=09/27/2001>, published as of 09/27/2001 is now available for viewing on the website.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('patrice.mims@enron.com', 'calvin.eakins@enron.com',

'Re: Small business supply assistance', 'Hi Calvin

 

 

I spoke with Rickey (boy, is he long-winded!!).  Gave him the name of our

credit guy, Russell Diamond.

 

Thank for your help!');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('legal <.hall@enron.com>', 'stephanie.panus@enron.com',

'Termination update', 'City of Vernon and Salt River Project terminated their contracts.  I will fax these notices to

you.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('d..steffes@enron.com', 'richard.shapiro@enron.com',

'EES / ENA Government Affairs Staffing & Outside Services', 'Rick --

 

Here is the information on staffing and outside services.  Call if you need anything else.

 

Jim

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gelliott@industrialinfo.com',

'pcopello@industrialinfo.com', 'ECAAR (Gavin), WSCC (Diablo Canyon), & NPCC (Seabrook)', 'Dear Power

Outage Database Customer,

Attached you will find an excel document. The outages contained within are forced or rescheduled outages. Your

daily delivery will still contain these outages.

In addition to the two excel documents, there is a dbf file that is formatted like your daily deliveries you receive

nightly. This will enable you to load the data into your regular database. Any questions please let me know. Thanks.
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Greg Elliott

IIR, Inc.

713-783-5147 x 3481

outages@industrialinfo.com

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL IS LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

INFORMATION INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE.

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPY OF THIS E-

MAIL TO UNAUTHORIZED ENTITIES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS

E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE DELETE IT.

- OUTAGE.dbf

- 111201R.xls

- 111201.xls ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron.announcements@enron.com',

'all_ena_egm_eim@enron.com', 'EWS Brown Bag', 'MARK YOUR LUNCH CALENDARS NOW !

 

You are invited to attend the EWS Brown Bag Lunch Series

 

Featuring:   RAY BOWEN, COO

 

Topic:  Enron Industrial Markets

 

Thursday, March 15, 2001

11:30 am - 12:30 pm

EB 5 C2

 

 

You bring your lunch,           Limited Seating

We provide drinks and dessert.          RSVP  x 3-9610');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.germany@enron.com',

'ingrid.immer@williams.com', 'Re: About St Pauls', 'Sounds good to me.  I bet this is next to the Warick?? Hotel.

 

 

 

 

"Immer, Ingrid" <Ingrid.Immer@Williams.com> on 12/21/2000 11:48:47 AM

To: "''chris.germany@enron.com''" <chris.germany@enron.com>

cc: 

Subject: About St Pauls

 

 

 

 

<<About St Pauls.url>> 

?

?http://www.stpaulshouston.org/about.html

 

Chris,
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I like the looks of this place.? What do you think about going here Christmas

eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a candlelight service at 5:00 p.m.,

among others.

 

Let me know.?? ii

 

- About St Pauls.url

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nas@cpuc.ca.gov', 'skatz@sempratrading.com,

kmccrea@sablaw.com, thompson@wrightlaw.com,', 'Reply Brief filed July 31, 2000', ' - CPUC01-#76371-v1-

Revised_Reply_Brief__Due_today_7_31_.doc');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gascontrol@aglresources.com', 'dscott4@enron.com,

lcampbel@enron.com', 'Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder', 'Alert Posted 10:00

AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder

As discussed in the Winter Operations Meeting on Sept.29,2000,

E-Gas(Emergency Gas) will not be offered this winter as a service from AGLC. 

Marketers and Poolers can receive gas via Peaking and IBSS nominations(daisy

chain) from other marketers up to the 6 p.m. Same Day 2 nomination cycle.

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dutch.quigley@enron.com',

'rwolkwitz@powermerchants.com', '', '

 

Here is a goody for you');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('ryan.o''rourke@enron.com', 'k..allen@enron.com,

randy.bhatia@enron.com, frank.ermis@enron.com,', 'TRV Notification:  (West VaR - 11/07/2001)', 'The report

named: West VaR

<http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=36&report_name=West+VaR&category_cd=2&category_

name=WEST&toc_hide=1&sTV1=2&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_date=11/07/2001>, published as of 11/07/2001 is

now available for viewing on the website.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mjones7@txu.com', 'cstone1@txu.com,

ggreen2@txu.com, timpowell@txu.com,', 'Enron / HPL Actuals for July 10, 2000', 'Teco Tap       10.000 / Enron ;

110.000 / HPL IFERC

 

LS HPL LSK IC       30.000 / Enron

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.pereira@enron.com', 'kkw816@aol.com', 'soccer

practice', 'Kathy-

 

Is it safe to assume that practice is cancelled for tonight??

 

Susan Pereira');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.whitt@enron.com', 'barry.tycholiz@enron.com',

'Huber Internal Memo', 'Please look at this.  I didn''t know how deep to go with the desk.  Do you think this works.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('m..forney@enron.com', 'george.phillips@enron.com', '',

'George,
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Give me a call and we will further discuss opportunities on the 13st floor.

 

Thanks,

JMForney

3-7160');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('brad.mckay@enron.com', 'angusmcka@aol.com', 'Re: (no

subject)', 'not yet');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('adam.bayer@enron.com', 'jonathan.mckay@enron.com',

'FW: Curve Fetch File', 'Here is the curve fetch file sent to me.  It has plenty of points in it.  If you give me a list of

which ones you need we may be able to construct a secondary worksheet to vlookup the values.

 

adam

35227

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Royed, Jeff 

Sent:	Tuesday, September 25, 2001 11:37 AM

To:	Bayer, Adam

Subject:	Curve Fetch File

 

Let me know if it works.   It may be required to have a certain version of Oracle for it to work properly.

 

 

 

Jeff Royed

Enron

Energy Operations

Phone: 713-853-5295');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matt.smith@enron.com', 'yan.wang@enron.com', 'Report

Formats', 'Yan,

 

The merged reports look great.  I believe the only orientation changes are to

"unmerge" the following six reports: 

 

31 Keystone Receipts

15 Questar Pipeline

40 Rockies Production

22 West_2

23 West_3

25 CIG_WIC

 

The orientation of the individual reports should be correct.  Thanks.

 

Mat

 

PS.  Just a reminder to add the "*" by the title of calculated points.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('michelle.lokay@enron.com', 'jimboman@bigfoot.com',
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'Egyptian Festival', '---------------------- Forwarded by Michelle Lokay/ET&S/Enron on 09/07/2000

10:08 AM ---------------------------

 

 

"Karkour, Randa" <Randa.Karkour@COMPAQ.com> on 09/07/2000 09:01:04 AM

To: "''Agheb (E-mail)" <Agheb@aol.com>, "Leila Mankarious (E-mail)"

<Leila_Mankarious@mhhs.org>, "''Marymankarious (E-mail)"

<marymankarious@aol.com>, "Michelle lokay (E-mail)" <mlokay@enron.com>, "Ramy

Mankarious (E-mail)" <Mankarious@aol.com>

cc: 

 

Subject: Egyptian Festival

 

 

<<Egyptian Festival.url>>

 

http://www.egyptianfestival.com/

 

- Egyptian Festival.url

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('errol.mclaughlin@enron.com',

'sherry.dawson@enron.com', 'Urgent!!! --- New EAST books', 'This has to be done..................................

 

Thanks

---------------------- Forwarded by Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron on 12/20/2000

08:39 AM ---------------------------

 

	

	

	From:  William Kelly @ ECT                           12/20/2000 08:31 AM

	

 

To: Kam Keiser/HOU/ECT@ECT, Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT, David

Baumbach/HOU/ECT@ECT, Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron@ENRON

cc: Kimat Singla/HOU/ECT@ECT, Kulvinder Fowler/NA/Enron@ENRON, Kyle R

Lilly/HOU/ECT@ECT, Jeff Royed/Corp/Enron@ENRON, Alejandra

Chavez/NA/Enron@ENRON, Crystal Hyde/HOU/ECT@ECT

 

Subject: New EAST books

 

We have new book names in TAGG for our intramonth portfolios and it is

extremely important that any deal booked to the East is communicated quickly

to someone on my team.  I know it will take some time for the new names to

sink in and I do not want us to miss any positions or P&L. 

 

Thanks for your help on this.

 

New:
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Scott Neal :         East Northeast

Dick Jenkins:     East Marketeast

 

WK

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.forster@enron.com', 'eol.wide@enron.com',

'Change to Stack Manager', 'Effective immediately, there is a change to the Stack Manager which will

affect any Inactive Child.

 

An inactive Child with links to Parent products will not have their

calculated prices updated until the Child product is Activated.

 

When the Child Product is activated, the price will be recalculated and

updated BEFORE it is displayed on the web.

 

This means that if you are inputting a basis price on a Child product, you

will not see the final, calculated price until you Activate the product, at

which time the customer will also see it.

 

If you have any questions, please contact the Help Desk on:

 

Americas: 713 853 4357

Europe: + 44 (0) 20 7783 7783

Asia/Australia: +61 2 9229 2300

 

Dave');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('vince.kaminski@enron.com', 'jhh1@email.msn.com', 'Re:

Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7', 'John,

 

I saw it. Very interesting.

 

Vince

 

 

 

 

 

"John H Herbert" <jhh1@email.msn.com> on 07/28/2000 08:38:08 AM

To: "Vince J Kaminski" <Vince_J_Kaminski@enron.com>

cc: 

Subject: Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7

 

 

Cheers and have a nice weekend,

 

 

JHHerbert
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- gd000728.pdf

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matthew.lenhart@enron.com',

'mmmarcantel@equiva.com', 'RE:', 'i will try to line up a pig for you ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jae.black@enron.com', 'claudette.harvey@enron.com,

chaun.roberts@enron.com, judy.martinez@enron.com,', 'Disaster Recovery Equipment', 'As a reminder...there are

several pieces of equipment that are set up on the 30th Floor, as well as on our floor, for the Disaster Recovery

Team.  PLEASE DO NOT TAKE, BORROW OR USE this equipment.  Should you need to use another computer

system, other than yours, or make conference calls please work with your Assistant to help find or set up equipment

for you to use.

 

Thanks for your understanding in this matter.

 

T.Jae Black

East Power Trading

Assistant to Kevin Presto

off. 713-853-5800

fax 713-646-8272

cell 713-539-4760');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('eric.bass@enron.com', 'dale.neuner@enron.com', '5 X

24', 'Dale,

 

Have you heard anything more on the 5 X 24s?  We would like to get this

product out ASAP.

 

 

Thanks,

 

Eric');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('messenger@smartreminders.com', 'm..tholt@enron.com',

'10% Coupon - PrintPal Printer Cartridges - 100% Guaranteed', '[IMAGE]

[IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE]

Dear  SmartReminders Member,

      [IMAGE]         [IMAGE]        [IMAGE]     [IMAGE]    [IMAGE]    [IMAGE]        [IMAGE]      [IMAGE]     	
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We respect  your privacy and are a Certified Participant of the BBBOnLine

Privacy Program.  To be removed from future offers,click  here.

SmartReminders.com  is a permission based service. To unsubscribe click  here .  ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('benjamin.rogers@enron.com',

'mark.bernstein@enron.com', '', 'The guy you are talking about left CIN under a "cloud of suspicion" sort of

speak.  He was the one who got into several bad deals and PPA''s in California

for CIN, thus he left on a bad note.  Let me know if you need more detail

than that, I felt this was the type of info you were looking for.  Thanks!

Ben');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'michelle.cash@enron.com', 'Expense Report Receipts Not Received', 'Employee Name: Michelle Cash

Report Name:   Houston Cellular 8-11-01

Report Date:   12/13/01

Report ID:     594D37C9ED2111D5B452

Submitted On:  12/13/01

 

You are only allowed 2 reports with receipts outstanding.  Your expense reports will not be paid until you meet this

requirement.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.mara@enron.com', 'ray.alvarez@enron.com,

mark.palmer@enron.com, karen.denne@enron.com,', 'CAISO Emergency Motion -- to discontinue market-based

rates for', 'FYI.  the latest broadside against the generators.

 

Sue Mara

Enron Corp.

Tel: (415) 782-7802

Fax:(415) 782-7854

----- Forwarded by Susan J Mara/NA/Enron on 06/08/2001 12:24 PM -----

 

 

	"Milner, Marcie" <MMilner@coral-energy.com> 06/08/2001 11:13 AM 	   To: "''smara@enron.com''"

<smara@enron.com>  cc:   Subject: CAISO Emergency Motion	

 

 

Sue, did you see this emergency motion the CAISO filed today?  Apparently

they are requesting that FERC discontinue market-based rates immediately and
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grant refunds plus interest on the difference between cost-based rates and

market revenues received back to May 2000.  They are requesting the

commission act within 14 days.  Have you heard anything about what they are

doing?

 

Marcie

 

http://www.caiso.com/docs/2001/06/08/200106081005526469.pdf

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('fletcher.sturm@enron.com', 'eloy.escobar@enron.com',

'Re: General Brinks Position Meeting', 'Eloy,

 

Who is General Brinks?

 

Fletch');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nailia.dindarova@enron.com',

'richard.shapiro@enron.com', 'Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from', 'Rick,

 

Here are the documents that Peter has prepared for Mark Frevert.

 

Nailia

---------------------- Forwarded by Nailia Dindarova/LON/ECT on 25/06/2001

16:36 ---------------------------

 

 

Nailia Dindarova

25/06/2001 15:36

To: Michael Brown/Enron@EUEnronXGate

cc: Ross Sankey/Enron@EUEnronXGate, Eric Shaw/ENRON@EUEnronXGate, Peter

Styles/LON/ECT@ECT

 

Subject: Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from

California)

 

Michael,

 

 

These are the documents that Peter promised to give to you for Mark Frevert.

He has now handed them to him in person but asked me to transmit them

electronically to you, as well as Eric and Ross.

 

Nailia

 

 

 

 

 

');
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INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('peggy.a.kostial@accenture.com',

'dave.samuels@enron.com', 'EOL-Accenture Deal Sheet', 'Dave -

 

Attached are our comments and suggested changes. Please call to review.

 

On the time line for completion, we have four critical steps to complete:

    Finalize market analysis to refine business case, specifically

    projected revenue stream

    Complete counterparty surveying, including targeting 3 CPs for letters

    of intent

    Review Enron asset base for potential reuse/ licensing

    Contract negotiations

 

Joe will come back to us with an updated time line, but it is my

expectation that we are still on the same schedule (we just begun week

three) with possibly a week or so slippage.....contract negotiations will

probably be the critical path.

 

We will send our cut at the actual time line here shortly. Thanks,

 

Peggy

 

(See attached file: accenture-dealpoints v2.doc)

- accenture-dealpoints v2.doc ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('thomas.martin@enron.com', 'thomas.martin@enron.com',

'Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP', '---------------------- Forwarded by Thomas A Martin/HOU/ECT on 03/20/2001

03:49 PM ---------------------------

 

 

Thomas A Martin

10/11/2000 03:55 PM

To: Patrick Wade/HOU/ECT@ECT

cc: 

Subject: Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP 

 

The deal is physically served at Oasis Waha or Oasis Katy and is priced at

either HSC, Waha or Katytailgate GD at buyers option three days prior to

NYMEX  close.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('judy.townsend@enron.com', 'dan.junek@enron.com,

chris.germany@enron.com', 'Columbia Distribution''s Capacity Available for Release - Sum', '----------------------

Forwarded by Judy Townsend/HOU/ECT on 03/09/2001 11:04

AM ---------------------------

 

 

agoddard@nisource.com on 03/08/2001 09:16:57 AM

To: "        -         *Koch, Kent" <kkoch@nisource.com>, "        -        
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*Millar, Debra" <dmillar@nisource.com>, "        -         *Burke, Lynn"

<lburke@nisource.com>

cc: "        -         *Heckathorn, Tom" <theckathorn@nisource.com>

Subject: Columbia Distribution''s Capacity Available for Release - Sum

 

 

Attached is Columbia Distribution''s notice of capacity available for release

for

the summer of 2001 (Apr. 2001 through Oct. 2001).

 

Please note that the deadline for bids is 3:00pm EST on March 20, 2001.

 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact any of the representatives

listed

at the bottom of the attachment.

 

Aaron Goddard

 

 

 

 

- 2001Summer.doc

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('rhonda.denton@enron.com', 'tim.belden@enron.com,

dana.davis@enron.com, genia.fitzgerald@enron.com,', 'Split Rock Energy LLC', 'We have received the executed

EEI contract from this CP dated 12/12/2000. 

Copies will be distributed to Legal and Credit.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kerrymcelroy@dwt.com', 'jack.speer@alcoa.com,

crow@millernash.com, michaelearly@earthlink.net,', 'Oral Argument Request', ' - Oral Argument Request.doc');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mike.carson@enron.com', 'rlmichaelis@hormel.com', '',

'Did you come in town this wk end..... My new number at our house is :

713-668-3712...... my cell # is 281-381-7332

 

the kid');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('cooper.richey@enron.com', 'trycooper@hotmail.com',

'FW: Contact Info', '

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Punja, Karim

Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 2:35 PM

To: Richey, Cooper

Subject: Contact Info

 

 

Cooper,

 

Its been a real pleasure working with you (even though it was for only a small amount of time)

I hope we can stay in touch.
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Home# 234-0249

email: kpunja@hotmail.com

 

Take Care,

 

Karim.

 ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('bjm30@earthlink.net', 'mcguinn.k@enron.com,

mcguinn.ian@enron.com, mcguinn.stephen@enron.com,', 'email address change', 'Hello all.

 

I haven''t talked to many of you via email recently but I do want to give you

my new address for your email file:

 

   bjm30@earthlink.net

 

I hope all is well.

 

Brian McGuinn');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('shelley.corman@enron.com', 'steve.hotte@enron.com',

'Flat Panels', 'Can you please advise what is going on with the flat panels that we had planned to distribute to our gas

logistics team.  It was in the budget and we had the okay, but now I''m hearing there is some hold-up & the units are

stored on 44.

 

Shelley');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('sara.davidson@enron.com',

'john.schwartzenburg@enron.com, scott.dieball@enron.com, recipients@enron.com,', '2001 Enron Law Conference

(Distribution List 2)', '    Enron Law Conference

 

San Antonio, Texas    May 2-4, 2001    Westin Riverwalk

 

                  See attached memo for more details!!

 

 

? Registration for the law conference this year will be handled through an

Online RSVP Form on the Enron Law Conference Website at

http://lawconference.corp.enron.com.  The website is still under construction

and will not be available until Thursday, March 15, 2001. 

 

? We will send you another e-mail to confirm when the Law Conference Website

is operational.

 

? Please complete the Online RSVP Form as soon as it is available  and submit

it no later than Friday, March 30th. 
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');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('tori.kuykendall@enron.com',

'heath.b.taylor@accenture.com', 'Re:', 'hey - thats funny about john - he definitely remembers him - i''ll call pat

and let him know - we are coming on saturday - i just havent had a chance to

call you guys back --  looking forward to it -- i probably need the

directions again though');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darron.giron@enron.com', 'bryce.baxter@enron.com',

'Re: Feedback for Audrey Cook', 'Bryce,

 

I''ll get it done today. 

 

DG    3-9573

 

 

 

	

	

	From:  Bryce Baxter                           06/12/2000 07:15 PM

	

 

To: Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT

cc: 

Subject: Feedback for Audrey Cook

 

You were identified as a reviewer for Audrey Cook.  If possible, could you

complete her feedback by end of business Wednesday?  It will really help me

in the PRC process to have your input.  Thanks.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('casey.evans@enron.com', 'stephanie.sever@enron.com',

'Gas EOL ID', 'Stephanie,

 

In conjunction with the recent movement of several power traders, they are changing the names of their gas books as

well.  The names of the new gas books and traders are as follows:

 

PWR-NG-LT-SPP:  Mike Carson

PWR-NG-LT-SERC:  Jeff King

 

If you need to know their power desk to map their ID to their gas books, those desks are as follows:

 

EPMI-LT-SPP:  Mike Carson

EPMI-LT-SERC:  Jeff King

 

I will be in training this afternoon, but will be back when class is over.  Let me know if you have any questions.

 

Thanks for your help!

Casey');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darrell.schoolcraft@enron.com',
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'david.roensch@enron.com, kimberly.watson@enron.com, michelle.lokay@enron.com,', 'Postings', 'Please see the

attached.

 

 

ds

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mcominsky@aol.com', 'cpatman@bracepatt.com,

james_derrick@enron.com', 'Jurisprudence Luncheon', 'Carrin & Jim --

 

It was an honor and a pleasure to meet both of you yesterday.  I know we will

have fun working together on this very special event.

 

Jeff left the jurisprudence luncheon lists for me before he left on vacation.

I wasn''t sure whether he transmitted them to you as well.  Would you please

advise me if you would like them sent to you?  I can email the MS Excel files

or I can fax the hard copies to you.   Please advise what is most convenient.

 

I plan to be in town through the holidays and can be reached by phone, email,

or cell phone at any time.  My cell phone number is 713/705-4829.

 

Thanks again for your interest in the ADL''s work.  Martin.

 

Martin B. Cominsky

Director, Southwest Region

Anti-Defamation League

713/627-3490, ext. 122

713/627-2011 (fax)

MCominsky@aol.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('phillip.love@enron.com', 'todagost@utmb.edu,

gbsonnta@utmb.edu', 'New President', 'I had a little bird put a word in my ear.  Is there any possibility for Ben

Raimer to be Bush''s secretary of HHS?  Just curious about that infamous UTMB

rumor mill.  Hope things are well, happy holidays.

PL');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('marie.heard@enron.com', 'ehamilton@fna.com', 'ISDA

Master Agreement', 'Erin:

 

Pursuant to your request, attached are the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement, together with Paragraph 13 to

the ISDA Credit Support Annex.  Please let me know if you need anything else.  We look forward to hearing your

comments.

 

Marie

 

Marie Heard

Senior Legal Specialist
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Enron North America Corp.

Phone:  (713) 853-3907

Fax:  (713) 646-3490

marie.heard@enron.com

 

				 ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('andrea.ring@enron.com', 'beverly.beaty@enron.com',

'Re: Tennessee Buy - Louis Dreyfus', 'Beverly -  once again thanks so much for your help on this.

 

         

 

                                                                    ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('karolyn.criado@enron.com', 'j..bonin@enron.com,

felicia.case@enron.com, b..clapp@enron.com,', 'Price List week of Oct. 8-9, 2001', '

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding last weeks prices.

 

Thank you,

Karolyn Criado

3-9441

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.presto@enron.com',

'edward.baughman@enron.com, billy.braddock@enron.com', 'Associated', 'Please begin working on filling our

Associated short position in 02.   I would like to take this risk off the books.

 

In addition, please find out what a buy-out of VEPCO would cost us.   With Rogers transitioning to run our retail

risk management, I would like to clean up our customer positions.

 

We also need to continue to explore a JEA buy-out.

 

Thanks.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stacy.dickson@enron.com', 'gregg.penman@enron.com',

'RE: Constellation TC 5-7-01', 'Gregg,

 

I am at home with a sick baby.  (Lots of fun!)  I will call you about this

tomorrow.

 

Stacy');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('joe.quenet@enron.com', 'dfincher@utilicorp.com', '', 'hey

big guy.....check this out.....

 

w ww.gorelieberman-2000.com/');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('k..allen@enron.com', 'jacqestc@aol.com', '', 'Jacques,

 

I sent you a fax of Kevin Kolb''s comments on the release.  The payoff on the note would be $36,248
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($36090(principal) + $158 (accrued interest)).

This is assuming we wrap this up on Tuesday. 

 

Please email to confirm that their changes are ok so I can set up a meeting on Tuesday to reach closure.

 

Phillip');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kourtney.nelson@enron.com',

'mike.swerzbin@enron.com', 'Adjusted L/R Balance', 'Mike,

 

I placed the adjusted L/R Balance on the Enronwest site.  It is under the "Staff/Kourtney Nelson".  There are two

links: 

 

1)  "Adj L_R" is the same data/format from the weekly strategy meeting.

2)  "New Gen 2001_2002" link has all of the supply side info that is used to calculate the L/R balance

	-Please note the Data Flag column, a value of "3" indicates the project was cancelled, on hold, etc and is not

included in the calc. 

 

Both of these sheets are interactive Excel spreadsheets and thus you can play around with the data as you please.

Also, James Bruce is working to get his gen report on the web.  That will help with your access to information on

new gen.

 

Please let me know if you have any questions or feedback,

 

Kourtney

 

 

 

Kourtney Nelson

Fundamental Analysis

Enron North America

(503) 464-8280

kourtney.nelson@enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('d..thomas@enron.com', 'naveed.ahmed@enron.com',

'FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio', '

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Grace, Rebecca M.

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:44 AM

To: Thomas, Paul D.

Cc: Cashion, Jim; Allen, Thresa A.; May, Tom

Subject: RE: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

Paul,

 

I reviewed NY''s list.  I agree with all of their contracts numbers and mw amounts.

 

Call if you have any more questions.
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Rebecca

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Thomas, Paul D. 

Sent:	Monday, December 17, 2001 9:08 AM

To:	Grace, Rebecca M.

Subject:	FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

<< File: enrontccs.xls >>

Rebecca,

Let me know if you see any differences.

 

Paul

X 3-0403

-----Original Message-----

From: Thomas, Paul D.

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:04 AM

To: Ahmed, Naveed

Subject: FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Thomas, Paul D.

Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 10:01 AM

To: Baughman, Edward D.

Subject: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stephanie.panus@enron.com',

'william.bradford@enron.com, debbie.brackett@enron.com,', 'Coastal Merchant Energy/El Paso Merchant Energy',

'Coastal Merchant Energy, L.P. merged with and into El Paso Merchant Energy,

L.P., effective February 1, 2001, with the surviving entity being El Paso

Merchant Energy, L.P.  We currently have ISDA Master Agreements with both

counterparties.  Please see the attached memo regarding the existing Masters

and let us know which agreement should be terminated.

 

Thanks,

Stephanie

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kam.keiser@enron.com', 'c..kenne@enron.com', 'RE:

What about this too???', '
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-----Original Message-----

From: 	Kenne, Dawn C. 

Sent:	Wednesday, February 06, 2002 11:50 AM

To:	Keiser, Kam

Subject:	What about this too???

 

 

<< File: Netco Trader Matrix.xls >>

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.meyer@enron.com', 'joe.parks@enron.com',

'Centana', 'Talked to Chip.  We do need Cash Committe approval given the netting feature of your deal, which

means Batch Funding Request.  Please update per my previous e-mail and forward.

 

Thanks

 

chris

x31666');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('debra.perlingiere@enron.com',

'jworman@academyofhealth.com', '', 'Have a great weekend!   Happy Fathers Day!

 

 

Debra Perlingiere

Enron North America Corp.

1400 Smith Street, EB 3885

Houston, Texas 77002

dperlin@enron.com

Phone 713-853-7658

Fax  713-646-3490');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('outlook.team@enron.com', '', 'Demo by Martha Janousek

of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia  &', 'CALENDAR ENTRY:	APPOINTMENT

 

Description:

	Demo by Martha Janousek of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia  & Dir Rpts. - 4102

 

Date:		1/5/2001

Time:		9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (Central Standard Time)

 

Chairperson:	Outlook Migration Team

 

Detailed Description:');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('diana.seifert@enron.com', 'mark.taylor@enron.com',

'Guest access Chile', 'Hello Mark,

 

Justin Boyd told me that your can help me with questions regarding Chile.

We got a request for guest access through MG.

The company is called Escondida and is a subsidiary of BHP Australia.

 

Please advise if I can set up a guest account or not.
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F.Y.I.: MG is planning to put a "in w/h Chile" contract for Copper on-line as

soon as Enron has done the due diligence for this country.

Thanks !

 

 

Best regards

 

Diana Seifert

EOL PCG');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'mark.whitt@enron.com', '<<Concur Expense Document>> - 121001', 'The Approval status has changed on the

following report:

 

Status last changed by: Barry L. Tycholiz

Expense Report Name: 121001

Report Total: $198.98

Amount Due Employee: $198.98

Amount Approved: $198.98

Amount Paid: $0.00

Approval Status: Approved

Payment Status: Pending

 

 

To review this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.

http://expensexms.enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.hyatt@enron.com', '', 'Technical Support', 'Outside

the U.S., please refer to the list below:

 

Australia:

1800 678-515

support@palm-au.com

 

Canada:

1905 305-6530

support@palm.com

 

New Zealand:

0800 446-398

support@palm-nz.com

 

U.K.:

0171 867 0108

eurosupport@palm.3com.com

 

Please refer to the Worldwide Customer Support card for a complete technical support contact list.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('geoff.storey@enron.com', 'dutch.quigley@enron.com',

'RE:', 'duke contact?
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-----Original Message-----

From: 	Quigley, Dutch 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:14 AM

To:	Storey, Geoff

Subject:	RE:

 

bp corp	Albert LaMore	281-366-4962

 

running the reports now

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Storey, Geoff 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:10 AM

To:	Quigley, Dutch

Subject:	RE:

 

give me a contact over there too

BP

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Quigley, Dutch 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:42 AM

To:	Storey, Geoff

Subject:	

 

Coral	Jeff Whitnah	713-767-5374

Relaint	Steve McGinn	713-207-4000');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('pete.davis@enron.com', 'pete.davis@enron.com', 'Start

Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  <CODESITE>', 'Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  No ancillary

schedules awarded. 

Variances detected.

Variances detected in Load schedule.

 

   LOG MESSAGES:

 

PARSING FILE -->> O:\Portland\WestDesk\California Scheduling\ISO Final

Schedules\2001042203.txt

 

---- Load Schedule ----

$$$ Variance found in table tblLoads.

    Details: (Hour: 3 / Preferred:   1.92 / Final:   1.89)

 TRANS_TYPE: FINAL

 LOAD_ID: PGE4

 MKT_TYPE: 2

 TRANS_DATE: 4/22/01

 SC_ID: EPMI
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');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('john.postlethwaite@enron.com',

'john.zufferli@enron.com', 'Reference', 'John, hope things are going well up there for you. The big day is almost

here for you and Jessica. I was wondering if I could use your name as a job reference if need be. I am just trying to

get everything in order just in case something happens.

 

John');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeffrey.shankman@enron.com',

'lschiffm@jonesday.com', 'Re:', 'I saw you called on the cell this a.m.  Sorry I missed you.  (I was in the

shower).  I have had a shitty week--I suspect my silence (not only to you,

but others) after our phone call is a result of the week.  I''m seeing Glen at

11:15....talk to you');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('litebytz@enron.com', '', 'Lite Bytz RSVP', '

This week''s Lite Bytz presentation will feature the following TOOLZ speaker:

 

Richard McDougall

Solaris 8

Thursday, June 7, 2001

 

If you have not already signed up, please RSVP via email to litebytz@enron.com by the end of the day Tuesday,

June 5, 2001.

 

*Remember: this is now a Brown Bag Event--so bring your lunch and we will provide cookies and drinks.

 

Click below for more details.

 

http://home.enron.com:84/messaging/litebytztoolzprint.jpg');

   COMMIT;

 }

} {}

 

###############################################################################

# Everything above just builds an interesting test database.  The actual

# tests come after this comment.

###############################################################################

 

do_test fts1c-1.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark'

 }

} {6 17 25 38 40 42 73 74}

do_test fts1c-1.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan'

 }

} {24 40}

do_test fts1c-1.4 {
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 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark susan'

 }

} {40}

do_test fts1c-1.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan mark'

 }

} {40}

do_test fts1c-1.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '"mark susan"'

 }

} {}

do_test fts1c-1.7 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark -susan'

 }

} {6 17 25 38 42 73 74}

do_test fts1c-1.8 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '-mark susan'

 }

} {24}

do_test fts1c-1.9 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark OR susan'

 }

} {6 17 24 25 38 40 42 73 74}

 

# Some simple tests of the automatic "offsets(email)" column.  In the sample

# data set above, only one message, number 20, contains the words

# "gas" and "reminder" in both body and subject.

#

do_test fts1c-2.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

do_test fts1c-2.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 1 54 8}}

do_test fts1c-2.3 {

 execsql {
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   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'body:gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

do_test fts1c-2.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE subject MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8}}

do_test fts1c-2.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

 

# Document 32 contains 5 instances of the world "child".  But only

# 3 of them are paired with "product".  Make sure only those instances

# that match the phrase appear in the offsets(email) list.

#

do_test fts1c-3.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH 'child product' AND +rowid=32

 }

} {32 {3 0 94 5 3 0 114 5 3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7 3 1 493 7}}

do_test fts1c-3.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH '"child product"'

 }

} {32 {3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7}}

 

# Snippet generator tests

#

do_test fts1c-4.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'

 }

} {{Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-<b>GAS</b> Request <b>Reminder</b>}}

do_test fts1c-4.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'christmas candlelight'

 }

} {{<b>...</b> place.? What do you think about going here <b>Christmas</b>
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eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a <b>candlelight</b> service at 5:00 p.m.,

among others. <b>...</b>}}

 

do_test fts1c-4.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'

 }

} {{EOL-Accenture <b>Deal</b> <b>Sheet</b> <b>...</b> intent

    Review Enron asset base for <b>potential</b> <b>reuse</b>/ licensing

    Contract negotiations <b>...</b>}}

do_test fts1c-4.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'

 }

} {{EOL-Accenture <<<Deal>>> <<<Sheet>>>  intent

    Review Enron asset base for <<<potential>>> <<<reuse>>>/ licensing

    Contract negotiations  }}

do_test fts1c-4.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'first things'

 }

} {{Re: <<<First>>> Polish Deal!  Congrats!  <<<Things>>> seem to be building rapidly now on the  }}

do_test fts1c-4.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'chris is here'

 }

} {{<b>chris</b>.germany@enron.com <b>...</b> Sounds good to me.  I bet this <b>is</b> next to the Warick??

Hotel. <b>...</b> place.? What do you think about going <b>here</b> Christmas

eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. <b>...</b>}}

do_test fts1c-4.7 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH '"pursuant to"'

 }

} {{Erin:

 

<b>Pursuant</b> <b>to</b> your request, attached are the Schedule to <b>...</b>}}

do_test fts1c-4.8 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'ancillary load davis'

 }

} {{pete.<b>davis</b>@enron.com <b>...</b> Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  No <b>ancillary</b>

schedules awarded. 
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Variances detected.

Variances detected in <b>Load</b> schedule.

 

   LOG MESSAGES:

 

PARSING <b>...</b>}}

 

# Combinations of AND and OR operators:

#

do_test fts1c-5.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'questar enron OR com'

 }

} {{matt.smith@<b>enron</b>.<b>com</b> <b>...</b> six reports: 

 

31 Keystone Receipts

15 <b>Questar</b> Pipeline

40 Rockies Production

22 West_2 <b>...</b>}}

do_test fts1c-5.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'enron OR com questar'

 }

} {{matt.smith@<b>enron</b>.<b>com</b> <b>...</b> six reports: 

 

31 Keystone Receipts

15 <b>Questar</b> Pipeline

40 Rockies Production

22 West_2 <b>...</b>}}

 

finish_test

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/test/fts1c.test

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# 2001 September 15

#

# The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

# a legal notice, here is a blessing:

#

#    May you do good and not evil.

#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

#
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#***********************************************************************

# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library.  The

# focus of this file is testing built-in functions.

#

 

set testdir [file dirname $argv0]

source $testdir/tester.tcl

 

# Create a table to work with.

#

do_test func-0.0 {

 execsql {CREATE TABLE tbl1(t1 text)}

 foreach word {this program is free software} {

   execsql "INSERT INTO tbl1 VALUES('$word')"

 }

 execsql {SELECT t1 FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {free is program software this}

do_test func-0.1 {

 execsql {

    CREATE TABLE t2(a);

    INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(1);

    INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(NULL);

    INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(345);

    INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(NULL);

    INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(67890);

    SELECT * FROM t2;

 }

} {1 {} 345 {} 67890}

 

# Check out the length() function

#

do_test func-1.0 {

 execsql {SELECT length(t1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {4 2 7 8 4}

do_test func-1.1 {

 set r [catch {execsql {SELECT length(*) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}} msg]

 lappend r $msg

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function length()}}

do_test func-1.2 {

 set r [catch {execsql {SELECT length(t1,5) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}} msg]

 lappend r $msg

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function length()}}

do_test func-1.3 {

 execsql {SELECT length(t1), count(*) FROM tbl1 GROUP BY length(t1)

          ORDER BY length(t1)}

} {2 1 4 2 7 1 8 1}

do_test func-1.4 {

 execsql {SELECT coalesce(length(a),-1) FROM t2}
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} {1 -1 3 -1 5}

 

# Check out the substr() function

#

do_test func-2.0 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,1,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {fr is pr so th}

do_test func-2.1 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,2,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {r s r o h}

do_test func-2.2 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,3,3) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {ee {} ogr ftw is}

do_test func-2.3 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-1,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {e s m e s}

do_test func-2.4 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-1,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {e s m e s}

do_test func-2.5 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-2,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {e i a r i}

do_test func-2.6 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-2,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {ee is am re is}

do_test func-2.7 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-4,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {fr {} gr wa th}

do_test func-2.8 {

 execsql {SELECT t1 FROM tbl1 ORDER BY substr(t1,2,20)}

} {this software free program is}

do_test func-2.9 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(a,1,1) FROM t2}

} {1 {} 3 {} 6}

do_test func-2.10 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(a,2,2) FROM t2}

} {{} {} 45 {} 78}

 

# Only do the following tests if TCL has UTF-8 capabilities

#

if {"\u1234"!="u1234"} {

 

# Put some UTF-8 characters in the database

#

do_test func-3.0 {

 execsql {DELETE FROM tbl1}

 foreach word "contains UTF-8 characters hi\u1234ho" {

   execsql "INSERT INTO tbl1 VALUES('$word')"
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 }

 execsql {SELECT t1 FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "UTF-8 characters contains hi\u1234ho"

do_test func-3.1 {

 execsql {SELECT length(t1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {5 10 8 5}

do_test func-3.2 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,1,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} {UT ch co hi}

do_test func-3.3 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,1,3) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "UTF cha con hi\u1234"

do_test func-3.4 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,2,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "TF ha on i\u1234"

do_test func-3.5 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,2,3) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "TF- har ont i\u1234h"

do_test func-3.6 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,3,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "F- ar nt \u1234h"

do_test func-3.7 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,4,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "-8 ra ta ho"

do_test func-3.8 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-1,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "8 s s o"

do_test func-3.9 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-3,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "F- er in \u1234h"

do_test func-3.10 {

 execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-4,3) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}

} "TF- ter ain i\u1234h"

do_test func-3.99 {

 execsql {DELETE FROM tbl1}

 foreach word {this program is free software} {

   execsql "INSERT INTO tbl1 VALUES('$word')"

 }

 execsql {SELECT t1 FROM tbl1}

} {this program is free software}

 

} ;# End \u1234!=u1234

 

# Test the abs() and round() functions.

#

ifcapable !floatingpoint {

 do_test func-4.1 {

   execsql {
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     CREATE TABLE t1(a,b,c);

     INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(1,2,3);

     INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(2,12345678901234,-1234567890);

     INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(3,-2,-5);

   }

   catchsql {SELECT abs(a,b) FROM t1}

 } {1 {wrong number of arguments to function abs()}}

}

ifcapable floatingpoint {

 do_test func-4.1 {

   execsql {

     CREATE TABLE t1(a,b,c);

     INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(1,2,3);

     INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(2,1.2345678901234,-12345.67890);

     INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(3,-2,-5);

   }

   catchsql {SELECT abs(a,b) FROM t1}

 } {1 {wrong number of arguments to function abs()}}

}

do_test func-4.2 {

 catchsql {SELECT abs() FROM t1}

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function abs()}}

ifcapable floatingpoint {

 do_test func-4.3 {

   catchsql {SELECT abs(b) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

 } {0 {2 1.2345678901234 2}}

 do_test func-4.4 {

   catchsql {SELECT abs(c) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

 } {0 {3 12345.6789 5}}

}

ifcapable !floatingpoint {

 if {[working_64bit_int]} {

   do_test func-4.3 {

     catchsql {SELECT abs(b) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

   } {0 {2 12345678901234 2}}

 }

 do_test func-4.4 {

   catchsql {SELECT abs(c) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

 } {0 {3 1234567890 5}}

}

do_test func-4.4.1 {

 execsql {SELECT abs(a) FROM t2}

} {1 {} 345 {} 67890}

do_test func-4.4.2 {

 execsql {SELECT abs(t1) FROM tbl1}

} {0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0}

 

ifcapable floatingpoint {
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 do_test func-4.5 {

   catchsql {SELECT round(a,b,c) FROM t1}

 } {1 {wrong number of arguments to function round()}}

 do_test func-4.6 {

   catchsql {SELECT round(b,2) FROM t1 ORDER BY b}

 } {0 {-2.0 1.23 2.0}}

 do_test func-4.7 {

   catchsql {SELECT round(b,0) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

 } {0 {2.0 1.0 -2.0}}

 do_test func-4.8 {

   catchsql {SELECT round(c) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

 } {0 {3.0 -12346.0 -5.0}}

 do_test func-4.9 {

   catchsql {SELECT round(c,a) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

 } {0 {3.0 -12345.68 -5.0}}

 do_test func-4.10 {

   catchsql {SELECT 'x' || round(c,a) || 'y' FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

 } {0 {x3.0y x-12345.68y x-5.0y}}

 do_test func-4.11 {

   catchsql {SELECT round() FROM t1 ORDER BY a}

 } {1 {wrong number of arguments to function round()}}

 do_test func-4.12 {

   execsql {SELECT coalesce(round(a,2),'nil') FROM t2}

 } {1.0 nil 345.0 nil 67890.0}

 do_test func-4.13 {

   execsql {SELECT round(t1,2) FROM tbl1}

 } {0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0}

 do_test func-4.14 {

   execsql {SELECT typeof(round(5.1,1));}

 } {real}

 do_test func-4.15 {

   execsql {SELECT typeof(round(5.1));}

 } {real}

 do_test func-4.16 {

   catchsql {SELECT round(b,2.0) FROM t1 ORDER BY b}

 } {0 {-2.0 1.23 2.0}}

 # Verify some values reported on the mailing list.

 # Some of these fail on MSVC builds with 64-bit

 # long doubles, but not on GCC builds with 80-bit

 # long doubles.

 for {set i 1} {$i<999} {incr i} {

   set x1 [expr 40222.5 + $i]

   set x2 [expr 40223.0 + $i]

   do_test func-4.17.$i {

     execsql {SELECT round($x1);}

   } $x2

 }

 for {set i 1} {$i<999} {incr i} {
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   set x1 [expr 40222.05 + $i]

   set x2 [expr 40222.10 + $i]

   do_test func-4.18.$i {

     execsql {SELECT round($x1,1);}

   } $x2

 }

 do_test func-4.20 {

   execsql {SELECT round(40223.4999999999);}

 } {40223.0}

 do_test func-4.21 {

   execsql {SELECT round(40224.4999999999);}

 } {40224.0}

 do_test func-4.22 {

   execsql {SELECT round(40225.4999999999);}

 } {40225.0}

 for {set i 1} {$i<10} {incr i} {

   do_test func-4.23.$i {

     execsql {SELECT round(40223.4999999999,$i);}

   } {40223.5}

   do_test func-4.24.$i {

     execsql {SELECT round(40224.4999999999,$i);}

   } {40224.5}

   do_test func-4.25.$i {

     execsql {SELECT round(40225.4999999999,$i);}

   } {40225.5}

 }

 for {set i 10} {$i<32} {incr i} {

   do_test func-4.26.$i {

     execsql {SELECT round(40223.4999999999,$i);}

   } {40223.4999999999}

   do_test func-4.27.$i {

     execsql {SELECT round(40224.4999999999,$i);}

   } {40224.4999999999}

   do_test func-4.28.$i {

     execsql {SELECT round(40225.4999999999,$i);}

   } {40225.4999999999}

 }

 do_test func-4.29 {

   execsql {SELECT round(1234567890.5);}

 } {1234567891.0}

 do_test func-4.30 {

   execsql {SELECT round(12345678901.5);}

 } {12345678902.0}

 do_test func-4.31 {

   execsql {SELECT round(123456789012.5);}

 } {123456789013.0}

 do_test func-4.32 {

   execsql {SELECT round(1234567890123.5);}
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 } {1234567890124.0}

 do_test func-4.33 {

   execsql {SELECT round(12345678901234.5);}

 } {12345678901235.0}

 do_test func-4.34 {

   execsql {SELECT round(1234567890123.35,1);}

 } {1234567890123.4}

 do_test func-4.35 {

   execsql {SELECT round(1234567890123.445,2);}

 } {1234567890123.45}

 do_test func-4.36 {

   execsql {SELECT round(99999999999994.5);}

 } {99999999999995.0}

 do_test func-4.37 {

   execsql {SELECT round(9999999999999.55,1);}

 } {9999999999999.6}

 do_test func-4.38 {

   execsql {SELECT round(9999999999999.556,2);}

 } {9999999999999.56}

}

 

# Test the upper() and lower() functions

#

do_test func-5.1 {

 execsql {SELECT upper(t1) FROM tbl1}

} {THIS PROGRAM IS FREE SOFTWARE}

do_test func-5.2 {

 execsql {SELECT lower(upper(t1)) FROM tbl1}

} {this program is free software}

do_test func-5.3 {

 execsql {SELECT upper(a), lower(a) FROM t2}

} {1 1 {} {} 345 345 {} {} 67890 67890}

ifcapable !icu {

 do_test func-5.4 {

   catchsql {SELECT upper(a,5) FROM t2}

 } {1 {wrong number of arguments to function upper()}}

}

do_test func-5.5 {

 catchsql {SELECT upper(*) FROM t2}

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function upper()}}

 

# Test the coalesce() and nullif() functions

#

do_test func-6.1 {

 execsql {SELECT coalesce(a,'xyz') FROM t2}

} {1 xyz 345 xyz 67890}

do_test func-6.2 {

 execsql {SELECT coalesce(upper(a),'nil') FROM t2}
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} {1 nil 345 nil 67890}

do_test func-6.3 {

 execsql {SELECT coalesce(nullif(1,1),'nil')}

} {nil}

do_test func-6.4 {

 execsql {SELECT coalesce(nullif(1,2),'nil')}

} {1}

do_test func-6.5 {

 execsql {SELECT coalesce(nullif(1,NULL),'nil')}

} {1}

 

 

# Test the last_insert_rowid() function

#

do_test func-7.1 {

 execsql {SELECT last_insert_rowid()}

} [db last_insert_rowid]

 

# Tests for aggregate functions and how they handle NULLs.

#

ifcapable floatingpoint {

 do_test func-8.1 {

   ifcapable explain {

     execsql {EXPLAIN SELECT sum(a) FROM t2;}

   }

   execsql {

     SELECT sum(a), count(a), round(avg(a),2), min(a), max(a), count(*) FROM t2;

   }

 } {68236 3 22745.33 1 67890 5}

}

ifcapable !floatingpoint {

 do_test func-8.1 {

   ifcapable explain {

     execsql {EXPLAIN SELECT sum(a) FROM t2;}

   }

   execsql {

     SELECT sum(a), count(a), avg(a), min(a), max(a), count(*) FROM t2;

   }

 } {68236 3 22745.0 1 67890 5}

}

do_test func-8.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT max('z+'||a||'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP') FROM t2;

 }

} {z+67890abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP}

 

ifcapable tempdb {

 do_test func-8.3 {
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   execsql {

     CREATE TEMP TABLE t3 AS SELECT a FROM t2 ORDER BY a DESC;

     SELECT min('z+'||a||'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP') FROM t3;

   }

 } {z+1abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP}

} else {

 do_test func-8.3 {

   execsql {

     CREATE TABLE t3 AS SELECT a FROM t2 ORDER BY a DESC;

     SELECT min('z+'||a||'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP') FROM t3;

   }

 } {z+1abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP}

}

do_test func-8.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT max('z+'||a||'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP') FROM t3;

 }

} {z+67890abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP}

ifcapable compound {

 do_test func-8.5 {

   execsql {

     SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775807' AS x

                         UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036854775807)

   }

 } {0}

 do_test func-8.6 {

   execsql {

     SELECT typeof(sum(x)) FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775807' AS x

                         UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036854775807)

   }

 } {integer}

 do_test func-8.7 {

   execsql {

     SELECT typeof(sum(x)) FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775808' AS x

                         UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036854775807)

   }

 } {real}

ifcapable floatingpoint {

 do_test func-8.8 {

   execsql {

     SELECT sum(x)>0.0 FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775808' AS x

                         UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036850000000)

   }

 } {1}

}

ifcapable !floatingpoint {

 do_test func-8.8 {

   execsql {
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     SELECT sum(x)>0 FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775808' AS x

                         UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036850000000)

   }

 } {1}

}

}

 

# How do you test the random() function in a meaningful, deterministic way?

#

do_test func-9.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT random() is not null;

 }

} {1}

do_test func-9.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT typeof(random());

 }

} {integer}

do_test func-9.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT randomblob(32) is not null;

 }

} {1}

do_test func-9.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT typeof(randomblob(32));

 }

} {blob}

do_test func-9.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT length(randomblob(32)), length(randomblob(-5)),

          length(randomblob(2000))

 }

} {32 1 2000}

 

# The "hex()" function was added in order to be able to render blobs

# generated by randomblob().  So this seems like a good place to test

# hex().

#

ifcapable bloblit {

 do_test func-9.10 {

   execsql {SELECT hex(x'00112233445566778899aAbBcCdDeEfF')}

 } {00112233445566778899AABBCCDDEEFF}

}

set encoding [db one {PRAGMA encoding}]

if {$encoding=="UTF-16le"} {

 do_test func-9.11-utf16le {
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   execsql {SELECT hex(replace('abcdefg','ef','12'))}

 } {6100620063006400310032006700}

 do_test func-9.12-utf16le {

   execsql {SELECT hex(replace('abcdefg','','12'))}

 } {6100620063006400650066006700}

 do_test func-9.13-utf16le {

   execsql {SELECT hex(replace('aabcdefg','a','aaa'))}

 } {610061006100610061006100620063006400650066006700}

} elseif {$encoding=="UTF-8"} {

 do_test func-9.11-utf8 {

   execsql {SELECT hex(replace('abcdefg','ef','12'))}

 } {61626364313267}

 do_test func-9.12-utf8 {

   execsql {SELECT hex(replace('abcdefg','','12'))}

 } {61626364656667}

 do_test func-9.13-utf8 {

   execsql {SELECT hex(replace('aabcdefg','a','aaa'))}

 } {616161616161626364656667}

}

 

# Use the "sqlite_register_test_function" TCL command which is part of

# the text fixture in order to verify correct operation of some of

# the user-defined SQL function APIs that are not used by the built-in

# functions.

#

set ::DB [sqlite3_connection_pointer db]

sqlite_register_test_function $::DB testfunc

do_test func-10.1 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT testfunc(NULL,NULL);

 }

} {1 {first argument should be one of: int int64 string double null value}}

do_test func-10.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT testfunc(

    'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

    'int', 1234

   );

 }

} {1234}

do_test func-10.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT testfunc(

    'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

    'string', NULL

   );

 }

} {{}}
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ifcapable floatingpoint {

 do_test func-10.4 {

   execsql {

     SELECT testfunc(

      'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

      'double', 1.234

     );

   }

 } {1.234}

 do_test func-10.5 {

   execsql {

     SELECT testfunc(

      'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

      'int', 1234,

      'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

      'string', NULL,

      'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

      'double', 1.234,

      'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

      'int', 1234,

      'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

      'string', NULL,

      'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',

      'double', 1.234

     );

   }

 } {1.234}

}

 

# Test the built-in sqlite_version(*) SQL function.

#

do_test func-11.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT sqlite_version(*);

 }

} [sqlite3 -version]

 

# Test that destructors passed to sqlite3 by calls to sqlite3_result_text()

# etc. are called. These tests use two special user-defined functions

# (implemented in func.c) only available in test builds.

#

# Function test_destructor() takes one argument and returns a copy of the

# text form of that argument. A destructor is associated with the return

# value. Function test_destructor_count() returns the number of outstanding

# destructor calls for values returned by test_destructor().

#

if {[db eval {PRAGMA encoding}]=="UTF-8"} {
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 do_test func-12.1-utf8 {

   execsql {

     SELECT test_destructor('hello world'), test_destructor_count();

   }

 } {{hello world} 1}

} else {

   ifcapable {utf16} {

     do_test func-12.1-utf16 {

       execsql {

         SELECT test_destructor16('hello world'), test_destructor_count();

       }

     } {{hello world} 1}

   }

}

do_test func-12.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_destructor_count();

 }

} {0}

do_test func-12.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_destructor('hello')||' world'

 }

} {{hello world}}

do_test func-12.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_destructor_count();

 }

} {0}

do_test func-12.5 {

 execsql {

   CREATE TABLE t4(x);

   INSERT INTO t4 VALUES(test_destructor('hello'));

   INSERT INTO t4 VALUES(test_destructor('world'));

   SELECT min(test_destructor(x)), max(test_destructor(x)) FROM t4;

 }

} {hello world}

do_test func-12.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_destructor_count();

 }

} {0}

do_test func-12.7 {

 execsql {

   DROP TABLE t4;

 }

} {}
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# Test that the auxdata API for scalar functions works. This test uses

# a special user-defined function only available in test builds,

# test_auxdata(). Function test_auxdata() takes any number of arguments.

do_test func-13.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_auxdata('hello world');

 }

} {0}

 

do_test func-13.2 {

 execsql {

   CREATE TABLE t4(a, b);

   INSERT INTO t4 VALUES('abc', 'def');

   INSERT INTO t4 VALUES('ghi', 'jkl');

 }

} {}

do_test func-13.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_auxdata('hello world') FROM t4;

 }

} {0 1}

do_test func-13.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_auxdata('hello world', 123) FROM t4;

 }

} {{0 0} {1 1}}

do_test func-13.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_auxdata('hello world', a) FROM t4;

 }

} {{0 0} {1 0}}

do_test func-13.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT test_auxdata('hello'||'world', a) FROM t4;

 }

} {{0 0} {1 0}}

 

# Test that auxilary data is preserved between calls for SQL variables.

do_test func-13.7 {

 set DB [sqlite3_connection_pointer db]

 set sql "SELECT test_auxdata( ? , a ) FROM t4;"

 set STMT [sqlite3_prepare $DB $sql -1 TAIL]

 sqlite3_bind_text $STMT 1 hello\000 -1

 set res [list]

 while { "SQLITE_ROW"==[sqlite3_step $STMT] } {

   lappend res [sqlite3_column_text $STMT 0]

 }
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 lappend res [sqlite3_finalize $STMT]

} {{0 0} {1 0} SQLITE_OK}

 

# Make sure that a function with a very long name is rejected

do_test func-14.1 {

 catch {

   db function [string repeat X 254] {return "hello"}

 }

} {0}

do_test func-14.2 {

 catch {

   db function [string repeat X 256] {return "hello"}

 }

} {1}

 

do_test func-15.1 {

 catchsql {select test_error(NULL)}

} {1 {}}

do_test func-15.2 {

 catchsql {select test_error('this is the error message')}

} {1 {this is the error message}}

do_test func-15.3 {

 catchsql {select test_error('this is the error message',12)}

} {1 {this is the error message}}

do_test func-15.4 {

 db errorcode

} {12}

 

# Test the quote function for BLOB and NULL values.

do_test func-16.1 {

 execsql {

   CREATE TABLE tbl2(a, b);

 }

 set STMT [sqlite3_prepare $::DB "INSERT INTO tbl2 VALUES(?, ?)" -1 TAIL]

 sqlite3_bind_blob $::STMT 1 abc 3

 sqlite3_step $::STMT

 sqlite3_finalize $::STMT

 execsql {

   SELECT quote(a), quote(b) FROM tbl2;

 }

} {X'616263' NULL}

 

# Correctly handle function error messages that include %.  Ticket #1354

#

do_test func-17.1 {

 proc testfunc1 args {error "Error %d with %s percents %p"}

 db function testfunc1 ::testfunc1

 catchsql {
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   SELECT testfunc1(1,2,3);

 }

} {1 {Error %d with %s percents %p}}

 

# The SUM function should return integer results when all inputs are integer.

#

do_test func-18.1 {

 execsql {

   CREATE TABLE t5(x);

   INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(1);

   INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(-99);

   INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(10000);

   SELECT sum(x) FROM t5;

 }

} {9902}

ifcapable floatingpoint {

 do_test func-18.2 {

   execsql {

     INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(0.0);

     SELECT sum(x) FROM t5;

   }

 } {9902.0}

}

 

# The sum of nothing is NULL.  But the sum of all NULLs is NULL.

#

# The TOTAL of nothing is 0.0.

#

do_test func-18.3 {

 execsql {

   DELETE FROM t5;

   SELECT sum(x), total(x) FROM t5;

 }

} {{} 0.0}

do_test func-18.4 {

 execsql {

   INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(NULL);

   SELECT sum(x), total(x) FROM t5

 }

} {{} 0.0}

do_test func-18.5 {

 execsql {

   INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(NULL);

   SELECT sum(x), total(x) FROM t5

 }

} {{} 0.0}

do_test func-18.6 {

 execsql {
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   INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(123);

   SELECT sum(x), total(x) FROM t5

 }

} {123 123.0}

 

# Ticket #1664, #1669, #1670, #1674: An integer overflow on SUM causes

# an error. The non-standard TOTAL() function continues to give a helpful

# result.

#

do_test func-18.10 {

 execsql {

   CREATE TABLE t6(x INTEGER);

   INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(1);

   INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(1<<62);

   SELECT sum(x) - ((1<<62)+1) from t6;

 }

} 0

do_test func-18.11 {

 execsql {

   SELECT typeof(sum(x)) FROM t6

 }

} integer

ifcapable floatingpoint {

 do_test func-18.12 {

   catchsql {

     INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(1<<62);

     SELECT sum(x) - ((1<<62)*2.0+1) from t6;

   }

 } {1 {integer overflow}}

 do_test func-18.13 {

   execsql {

     SELECT total(x) - ((1<<62)*2.0+1) FROM t6

   }

 } 0.0

}

ifcapable !floatingpoint {

 do_test func-18.12 {

   catchsql {

     INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(1<<62);

     SELECT sum(x) - ((1<<62)*2+1) from t6;

   }

 } {1 {integer overflow}}

 do_test func-18.13 {

   execsql {

     SELECT total(x) - ((1<<62)*2+1) FROM t6

   }

 } 0.0

}
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if {[working_64bit_int]} {

 do_test func-18.14 {

   execsql {

     SELECT sum(-9223372036854775805);

   }

 } -9223372036854775805

}

ifcapable compound&&subquery {

 

do_test func-18.15 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT sum(x) FROM

      (SELECT 9223372036854775807 AS x UNION ALL

       SELECT 10 AS x);

 }

} {1 {integer overflow}}

if {[working_64bit_int]} {

 do_test func-18.16 {

   catchsql {

     SELECT sum(x) FROM

        (SELECT 9223372036854775807 AS x UNION ALL

         SELECT -10 AS x);

   }

 } {0 9223372036854775797}

 do_test func-18.17 {

   catchsql {

     SELECT sum(x) FROM

        (SELECT -9223372036854775807 AS x UNION ALL

         SELECT 10 AS x);

   }

 } {0 -9223372036854775797}

}

do_test func-18.18 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT sum(x) FROM

      (SELECT -9223372036854775807 AS x UNION ALL

       SELECT -10 AS x);

 }

} {1 {integer overflow}}

do_test func-18.19 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT 9 AS x UNION ALL SELECT -10 AS x);

 }

} {0 -1}

do_test func-18.20 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT -9 AS x UNION ALL SELECT 10 AS x);

 }
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} {0 1}

do_test func-18.21 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT -10 AS x UNION ALL SELECT 9 AS x);

 }

} {0 -1}

do_test func-18.22 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT 10 AS x UNION ALL SELECT -9 AS x);

 }

} {0 1}

 

} ;# ifcapable compound&&subquery

 

# Integer overflow on abs()

#

if {[working_64bit_int]} {

 do_test func-18.31 {

   catchsql {

     SELECT abs(-9223372036854775807);

   }

 } {0 9223372036854775807}

}

do_test func-18.32 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT abs(-9223372036854775807-1);

 }

} {1 {integer overflow}}

 

# The MATCH function exists but is only a stub and always throws an error.

#

do_test func-19.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT match(a,b) FROM t1 WHERE 0;

 }

} {}

do_test func-19.2 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT 'abc' MATCH 'xyz';

 }

} {1 {unable to use function MATCH in the requested context}}

do_test func-19.3 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT 'abc' NOT MATCH 'xyz';

 }

} {1 {unable to use function MATCH in the requested context}}

do_test func-19.4 {

 catchsql {
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   SELECT match(1,2,3);

 }

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function match()}}

 

# Soundex tests.

#

if {![catch {db eval {SELECT soundex('hello')}}]} {

 set i 0

 foreach {name sdx} {

   euler        E460

   EULER        E460

   Euler        E460

   ellery       E460

   gauss        G200

   ghosh        G200

   hilbert      H416

   Heilbronn    H416

   knuth        K530

   kant         K530

   Lloyd        L300

   LADD         L300

   Lukasiewicz  L222

   Lissajous    L222

   A            A000

   12345        ?000

 } {

   incr i

   do_test func-20.$i {

     execsql {SELECT soundex($name)}

   } $sdx

 }

}

 

# Tests of the REPLACE function.

#

do_test func-21.1 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT replace(1,2);

 }

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function replace()}}

do_test func-21.2 {

 catchsql {

   SELECT replace(1,2,3,4);

 }

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function replace()}}

do_test func-21.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT typeof(replace("This is the main test string", NULL, "ALT"));
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 }

} {null}

do_test func-21.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT typeof(replace(NULL, "main", "ALT"));

 }

} {null}

do_test func-21.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT typeof(replace("This is the main test string", "main", NULL));

 }

} {null}

do_test func-21.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT replace("This is the main test string", "main", "ALT");

 }

} {{This is the ALT test string}}

do_test func-21.7 {

 execsql {

   SELECT replace("This is the main test string", "main", "larger-main");

 }

} {{This is the larger-main test string}}

do_test func-21.8 {

 execsql {

   SELECT replace("aaaaaaa", "a", "0123456789");

 }

} {0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789}

 

ifcapable tclvar {

 do_test func-21.9 {

   # Attempt to exploit a buffer-overflow that at one time existed

   # in the REPLACE function.

   set ::str "[string repeat A 29998]CC[string repeat A 35537]"

   set ::rep [string repeat B 65536]

   execsql {

     SELECT LENGTH(REPLACE($::str, 'C', $::rep));

   }

 } [expr 29998 + 2*65536 + 35537]

}

 

# Tests for the TRIM, LTRIM and RTRIM functions.

#

do_test func-22.1 {

 catchsql {SELECT trim(1,2,3)}

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function trim()}}

do_test func-22.2 {

 catchsql {SELECT ltrim(1,2,3)}

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function ltrim()}}
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do_test func-22.3 {

 catchsql {SELECT rtrim(1,2,3)}

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function rtrim()}}

do_test func-22.4 {

 execsql {SELECT trim('  hi  ');}

} {hi}

do_test func-22.5 {

 execsql {SELECT ltrim('  hi  ');}

} {{hi  }}

do_test func-22.6 {

 execsql {SELECT rtrim('  hi  ');}

} {{  hi}}

do_test func-22.7 {

 execsql {SELECT trim('  hi  ','xyz');}

} {{  hi  }}

do_test func-22.8 {

 execsql {SELECT ltrim('  hi  ','xyz');}

} {{  hi  }}

do_test func-22.9 {

 execsql {SELECT rtrim('  hi  ','xyz');}

} {{  hi  }}

do_test func-22.10 {

 execsql {SELECT trim('xyxzy  hi  zzzy','xyz');}

} {{  hi  }}

do_test func-22.11 {

 execsql {SELECT ltrim('xyxzy  hi  zzzy','xyz');}

} {{  hi  zzzy}}

do_test func-22.12 {

 execsql {SELECT rtrim('xyxzy  hi  zzzy','xyz');}

} {{xyxzy  hi  }}

do_test func-22.13 {

 execsql {SELECT trim('  hi  ','');}

} {{  hi  }}

if {[db one {PRAGMA encoding}]=="UTF-8"} {

 do_test func-22.14 {

   execsql {SELECT hex(trim(x'c280e1bfbff48fbfbf6869',x'6162e1bfbfc280'))}

 } {F48FBFBF6869}

 do_test func-22.15 {

   execsql {SELECT hex(trim(x'6869c280e1bfbff48fbfbf61',

                            x'6162e1bfbfc280f48fbfbf'))}

 } {6869}

 do_test func-22.16 {

   execsql {SELECT hex(trim(x'ceb1ceb2ceb3',x'ceb1'));}

 } {CEB2CEB3}

}

do_test func-22.20 {

 execsql {SELECT typeof(trim(NULL));}

} {null}
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do_test func-22.21 {

 execsql {SELECT typeof(trim(NULL,'xyz'));}

} {null}

do_test func-22.22 {

 execsql {SELECT typeof(trim('hello',NULL));}

} {null}

 

# This is to test the deprecated sqlite3_aggregate_count() API.

#

ifcapable deprecated {

 do_test func-23.1 {

   sqlite3_create_aggregate db

   execsql {

     SELECT legacy_count() FROM t6;

   }

 } {3}

}

 

# The group_concat() function.

#

do_test func-24.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(t1) FROM tbl1

 }

} {this,program,is,free,software}

do_test func-24.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(t1,' ') FROM tbl1

 }

} {{this program is free software}}

do_test func-24.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(t1,' ' || rowid || ' ') FROM tbl1

 }

} {{this 2 program 3 is 4 free 5 software}}

do_test func-24.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(NULL,t1) FROM tbl1

 }

} {{}}

do_test func-24.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(t1,NULL) FROM tbl1

 }

} {thisprogramisfreesoftware}

do_test func-24.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT 'BEGIN-'||group_concat(t1) FROM tbl1
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 }

} {BEGIN-this,program,is,free,software}

 

# Ticket #3179:  Make sure aggregate functions can take many arguments.

# None of the built-in aggregates do this, so use the md5sum() from the

# test extensions.

#

unset -nocomplain midargs

set midargs {}

unset -nocomplain midres

set midres {}

unset -nocomplain result

for {set i 1} {$i<[sqlite3_limit db SQLITE_LIMIT_FUNCTION_ARG -1]} {incr i} {

 append midargs ,'/$i'

 append midres /$i

 set result [md5 \

    "this${midres}program${midres}is${midres}free${midres}software${midres}"]

 set sql "SELECT md5sum(t1$midargs) FROM tbl1"

 do_test func-24.7.$i {

    db eval $::sql

 } $result

}

 

# Ticket #3806.  If the initial string in a group_concat is an empty

# string, the separator that follows should still be present.

#

do_test func-24.8 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(CASE t1 WHEN 'this' THEN '' ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1

 }

} {,program,is,free,software}

do_test func-24.9 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(CASE WHEN t1!='software' THEN '' ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1

 }

} {,,,,software}

 

# Ticket #3923.  Initial empty strings have a separator.  But initial

# NULLs do not.

#

do_test func-24.10 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(CASE t1 WHEN 'this' THEN null ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1

 }

} {program,is,free,software}

do_test func-24.11 {

 execsql {

  SELECT group_concat(CASE WHEN t1!='software' THEN null ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1
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 }

} {software}

do_test func-24.12 {

 execsql {

   SELECT group_concat(CASE t1 WHEN 'this' THEN ''

                         WHEN 'program' THEN null ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1

 }

} {,is,free,software}

 

 

# Use the test_isolation function to make sure that type conversions

# on function arguments do not effect subsequent arguments.

#

do_test func-25.1 {

 execsql {SELECT test_isolation(t1,t1) FROM tbl1}

} {this program is free software}

 

# Try to misuse the sqlite3_create_function() interface.  Verify that

# errors are returned.

#

do_test func-26.1 {

 abuse_create_function db

} {}

 

# The previous test (func-26.1) registered a function with a very long

# function name that takes many arguments and always returns NULL.  Verify

# that this function works correctly.

#

do_test func-26.2 {

 set a {}

 for {set i 1} {$i<=$::SQLITE_MAX_FUNCTION_ARG} {incr i} {

   lappend a $i

 }

 db eval "

    SELECT

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678

9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789([join $a ,]);

 "

} {{}}

do_test func-26.3 {

 set a {}

 for {set i 1} {$i<=$::SQLITE_MAX_FUNCTION_ARG+1} {incr i} {

   lappend a $i

 }

 catchsql "

    SELECT

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
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9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789([join $a ,]);

 "

} {1 {too many arguments on function

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678

9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789}}

do_test func-26.4 {

 set a {}

 for {set i 1} {$i<=$::SQLITE_MAX_FUNCTION_ARG-1} {incr i} {

   lappend a $i

 }

 catchsql "

    SELECT

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678

9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789([join $a ,]);

 "

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678

9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789()}}

do_test func-26.5 {

 catchsql "

    SELECT

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678

9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678a(0);

 "

} {1 {no such function:

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678

9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678a}}

do_test func-26.6 {

 catchsql "

    SELECT

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678

9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789a(0);

 "

} {1 {no such function:

nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678

9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1

23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789a}}

 

do_test func-27.1 {

 catchsql {SELECT coalesce()}

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function coalesce()}}
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do_test func-27.2 {

 catchsql {SELECT coalesce(1)}

} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function coalesce()}}

do_test func-27.3 {

 catchsql {SELECT coalesce(1,2)}

} {0 1}

 

# Ticket 2d401a94287b5

# Unknown function in a DEFAULT expression causes a segfault.

#

do_test func-28.1 {

 db eval {

   CREATE TABLE t28(x, y DEFAULT(nosuchfunc(1)));

 }

 catchsql {

   INSERT INTO t28(x) VALUES(1);

 }

} {1 {unknown function: nosuchfunc()}}

 

# Verify that the length() and typeof() functions do not actually load

# the content of their argument.

#

do_test func-29.1 {

 db eval {

   CREATE TABLE t29(id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, x, y);

   INSERT INTO t29 VALUES(1, 2, 3), (2, NULL, 4), (3, 4.5, 5);

   INSERT INTO t29 VALUES(4, randomblob(1000000), 6);

   INSERT INTO t29 VALUES(5, "hello", 7);

 }

 db close

 sqlite3 db test.db

 sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1

 db eval {SELECT typeof(x), length(x), typeof(y) FROM t29 ORDER BY id}

} {integer 1 integer null {} integer real 3 integer blob 1000000 integer text 5 integer}

do_test func-29.2 {

 set x [lindex [sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1] 1]

 if {$x<5} {set x 1}

 set x

} {1}

do_test func-29.3 {

 db close

 sqlite3 db test.db

 sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1

 db eval {SELECT typeof(+x) FROM t29 ORDER BY id}

} {integer null real blob text}

if {[permutation] != "mmap"} {

 do_test func-29.4 {

   set x [lindex [sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1] 1]
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   if {$x>100} {set x many}

   set x

 } {many}

}

do_test func-29.5 {

 db close

 sqlite3 db test.db

 sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1

 db eval {SELECT sum(length(x)) FROM t29}

} {1000009}

do_test func-29.6 {

 set x [lindex [sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1] 1]

 if {$x<5} {set x 1}

 set x

} {1}

 

do_execsql_test func-30.1 {SELECT unicode('$');} 36

do_execsql_test func-30.2 [subst {SELECT unicode('\u00A2');}] 162

do_execsql_test func-30.3 [subst {SELECT unicode('\u20AC');}] 8364

do_execsql_test func-30.4 {SELECT char(36,162,8364);} [subst {$\u00A2\u20AC}]

 

for {set i 1} {$i<0xd800} {incr i 13} {

 do_execsql_test func-30.5.$i {SELECT unicode(char($i))} $i

}

for {set i 57344} {$i<=0xfffd} {incr i 17} {

 if {$i==0xfeff} continue

 do_execsql_test func-30.5.$i {SELECT unicode(char($i))} $i

}

for {set i 65536} {$i<=0x10ffff} {incr i 139} {

 do_execsql_test func-30.5.$i {SELECT unicode(char($i))} $i

}

 

finish_test

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/test/func.test

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# 2006 September 14

#

# The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

# a legal notice, here is a blessing:

#

#    May you do good and not evil.

#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

#
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#*************************************************************************

# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library.  The

# focus of this script is testing the FTS3 module.

#

# $Id: fts3ac.test,v 1.1 2007/08/20 17:38:42 shess Exp $

#

 

set testdir [file dirname $argv0]

source $testdir/tester.tcl

 

# If SQLITE_ENABLE_FTS3 is defined, omit this file.

ifcapable !fts3 {

 finish_test

 return

}

 

# Create a table of sample email data.   The data comes from email

# archives of Enron executives that was published as part of the

# litigation against that company.

#

do_test fts3ac-1.1 {

 db eval {

   CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE email USING fts3([from],[to],subject,body);

   BEGIN TRANSACTION;

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('savita.puthigai@enron.com', 'traders.eol@enron.com,

traders.eol@enron.com', 'EnronOnline- Change to Autohedge', 'Effective Monday, October 22, 2001 the following

changes will be made to the Autohedge functionality on EnronOnline.

 

The volume on the hedge will now respect the minimum volume and volume increment settings on the parent

product. See rules below:

 

?	If the transaction volume on the child is less than half of the parent''s minimum volume no hedge will occur.

?	If the transaction volume on the child is more than half the parent''s minimum volume but less than half the volume

increment on the parent, the hedge will volume will be the parent''s minimum volume.

?	For all other volumes, the same rounding rules will apply based on the volume increment on the parent product.

 

Please see example below:

 

Parent''s Settings:

Minimum: 	5000

Increment:  1000

 

Volume on Autohedge transaction			Volume Hedged

1      - 2499							0

2500 - 5499							5000

5500 - 6499							6000');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dana.davis@enron.com', 'laynie.east@enron.com,

lisa.king@enron.com, lisa.best@enron.com,', 'Leaving Early', 'FYI: 
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If it''s ok with everyone''s needs, I would like to leave @4pm. If you think

you will need my assistance past the 4 o''clock hour just let me know;  I''ll

be more than willing to stay.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'louise.kitchen@enron.com', '<<Concur Expense Document>> - CC02.06.02', 'The following expense report is ready

for approval:

 

Employee Name: Christopher F. Calger

Status last changed by: Mollie E. Gustafson Ms

Expense Report Name: CC02.06.02

Report Total: $3,972.93

Amount Due Employee: $3,972.93

 

 

To approve this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.

http://expensexms.enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeff.duff@enron.com', 'julie.johnson@enron.com', 'Work

request', 'Julie,

 

Could you print off the current work request report by 1:30 today?

 

Gentlemen,

 

I''d like to review this today at 1:30 in our office.  Also, could you provide

me with your activity reports so I can have Julie enter this information.

 

JD');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('v.weldon@enron.com', 'gary.l.carrier@usa.dupont.com,

scott.joyce@bankofamerica.com', 'Enron News', 'This could turn into something big....

http://biz.yahoo.com/rf/010129/n29305829.html');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.haedicke@enron.com', 'paul.simons@enron.com',

'Re: First Polish Deal!', 'Congrats!  Things seem to be building rapidly now on the Continent.  Mark');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('e..carter@enron.com', 't..robinson@enron.com', 'FW:

Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001', '

The producer lumber pricing sheet.

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Johnson, Jay 

Sent:	Tuesday, October 16, 2001 3:42 PM

To:	Carter, Karen E.

Subject:	FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Daigre, Sergai 

Sent:	Friday, September 21, 2001 8:33 PM

Subject:	Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001
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');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.delainey@enron.com', 'kenneth.lay@enron.com',

'Greater Houston Partnership', 'Ken, in response to the letter from Mr Miguel San Juan, my suggestion would

be to offer up the Falcon for their use; however, given the tight time frame

and your recent visit with Mr. Fox that it would be difficult for either you

or me to participate.

 

I spoke to Max and he agrees with this approach.

 

I hope this meets with your approval.

 

Regards

Delainey');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com',

'lindy.donoho@enron.com', 'FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up', 'Lindy,

 

Here is the original memo we discussed earlier.  Please provide any information that you may have.

 

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

 

Thanks,

 

lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com

713.853.3884

877.498.3401 Pager

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Bisbee, Joanne 

Sent:	Wednesday, September 26, 2001 7:50 AM

To:	Fenceroy, LaChandra

Subject:	FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

 

Lachandra, Please get with David Duff today and see what this is about.  Who are our TW accounting business

users?

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Koh, Wendy 

Sent:	Tuesday, September 25, 2001 2:41 PM

To:	Bisbee, Joanne

Subject:	Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

 

Lisa brought up a TW change effective Nov 1.  It involves eliminating a turnback surcharge.  I have no other

information, but you might check with the business folks for any system changes required.

 

Wendy');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('danny.mccarty@enron.com', 'fran.fagan@enron.com',

'RE: worksheets', 'Fran,

   If Julie''s merit needs to be lump sum, just move it over to that column.  Also, send me Eric Gadd''s sheets as well.
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Thanks.

Dan

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Fagan, Fran 

Sent:	Thursday, December 20, 2001 11:10 AM

To:	McCarty, Danny

Subject:	worksheets

 

As discussed, attached are your sheets for bonus and merit.

 

Thanks,

 

Fran Fagan

Sr. HR Rep

713.853.5219

 

 

<< File: McCartyMerit.xls >>  << File: mccartyBonusCommercial_UnP.xls >>

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('bert.meyers@enron.com', 'shift.dl-portland@enron.com',

'OCTOBER SCHEDULE', 'TEAM,

 

PLEASE SEND ME ANY REQUESTS THAT YOU HAVE FOR OCTOBER.  SO FAR I HAVE THEM FOR

LEAF.  I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE IT DONE BY THE 15TH OF THE MONTH.  ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE

GIVE ME A CALL.

 

BERT');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('errol.mclaughlin@enron.com', 'john.arnold@enron.com,

bilal.bajwa@enron.com, john.griffith@enron.com,', 'TRV Notification:  (NG - PROPT P/L - 09/27/2001)', 'The

report named: NG - PROPT P/L <http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=11&report_name=NG+-

+PROPT+P/L&category_cd=5&category_name=FINANCIAL&toc_hide=1&sTV1=5&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_d

ate=09/27/2001>, published as of 09/27/2001 is now available for viewing on the website.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('patrice.mims@enron.com', 'calvin.eakins@enron.com',

'Re: Small business supply assistance', 'Hi Calvin

 

 

I spoke with Rickey (boy, is he long-winded!!).  Gave him the name of our

credit guy, Russell Diamond.

 

Thank for your help!');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('legal <.hall@enron.com>', 'stephanie.panus@enron.com',

'Termination update', 'City of Vernon and Salt River Project terminated their contracts.  I will fax these notices to

you.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('d..steffes@enron.com', 'richard.shapiro@enron.com',

'EES / ENA Government Affairs Staffing & Outside Services', 'Rick --
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Here is the information on staffing and outside services.  Call if you need anything else.

 

Jim

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gelliott@industrialinfo.com',

'pcopello@industrialinfo.com', 'ECAAR (Gavin), WSCC (Diablo Canyon), & NPCC (Seabrook)', 'Dear Power

Outage Database Customer,

Attached you will find an excel document. The outages contained within are forced or rescheduled outages. Your

daily delivery will still contain these outages.

In addition to the two excel documents, there is a dbf file that is formatted like your daily deliveries you receive

nightly. This will enable you to load the data into your regular database. Any questions please let me know. Thanks.

Greg Elliott

IIR, Inc.

713-783-5147 x 3481

outages@industrialinfo.com

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL IS LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

INFORMATION INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE.

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPY OF THIS E-

MAIL TO UNAUTHORIZED ENTITIES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS

E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE DELETE IT.

- OUTAGE.dbf

- 111201R.xls

- 111201.xls ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron.announcements@enron.com',

'all_ena_egm_eim@enron.com', 'EWS Brown Bag', 'MARK YOUR LUNCH CALENDARS NOW !

 

You are invited to attend the EWS Brown Bag Lunch Series

 

Featuring:   RAY BOWEN, COO

 

Topic:  Enron Industrial Markets

 

Thursday, March 15, 2001

11:30 am - 12:30 pm

EB 5 C2

 

 

You bring your lunch,           Limited Seating

We provide drinks and dessert.          RSVP  x 3-9610');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.germany@enron.com',

'ingrid.immer@williams.com', 'Re: About St Pauls', 'Sounds good to me.  I bet this is next to the Warick?? Hotel.

 

 

 

 

"Immer, Ingrid" <Ingrid.Immer@Williams.com> on 12/21/2000 11:48:47 AM

To: "''chris.germany@enron.com''" <chris.germany@enron.com>
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cc: 

Subject: About St Pauls

 

 

 

 

<<About St Pauls.url>> 

?

?http://www.stpaulshouston.org/about.html

 

Chris,

 

I like the looks of this place.? What do you think about going here Christmas

eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a candlelight service at 5:00 p.m.,

among others.

 

Let me know.?? ii

 

- About St Pauls.url

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nas@cpuc.ca.gov', 'skatz@sempratrading.com,

kmccrea@sablaw.com, thompson@wrightlaw.com,', 'Reply Brief filed July 31, 2000', ' - CPUC01-#76371-v1-

Revised_Reply_Brief__Due_today_7_31_.doc');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gascontrol@aglresources.com', 'dscott4@enron.com,

lcampbel@enron.com', 'Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder', 'Alert Posted 10:00

AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder

As discussed in the Winter Operations Meeting on Sept.29,2000,

E-Gas(Emergency Gas) will not be offered this winter as a service from AGLC. 

Marketers and Poolers can receive gas via Peaking and IBSS nominations(daisy

chain) from other marketers up to the 6 p.m. Same Day 2 nomination cycle.

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dutch.quigley@enron.com',

'rwolkwitz@powermerchants.com', '', '

 

Here is a goody for you');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('ryan.o''rourke@enron.com', 'k..allen@enron.com,

randy.bhatia@enron.com, frank.ermis@enron.com,', 'TRV Notification:  (West VaR - 11/07/2001)', 'The report

named: West VaR

<http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=36&report_name=West+VaR&category_cd=2&category_

name=WEST&toc_hide=1&sTV1=2&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_date=11/07/2001>, published as of 11/07/2001 is

now available for viewing on the website.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mjones7@txu.com', 'cstone1@txu.com,

ggreen2@txu.com, timpowell@txu.com,', 'Enron / HPL Actuals for July 10, 2000', 'Teco Tap       10.000 / Enron ;

110.000 / HPL IFERC

 

LS HPL LSK IC       30.000 / Enron

');
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INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.pereira@enron.com', 'kkw816@aol.com', 'soccer

practice', 'Kathy-

 

Is it safe to assume that practice is cancelled for tonight??

 

Susan Pereira');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.whitt@enron.com', 'barry.tycholiz@enron.com',

'Huber Internal Memo', 'Please look at this.  I didn''t know how deep to go with the desk.  Do you think this works.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('m..forney@enron.com', 'george.phillips@enron.com', '',

'George,

Give me a call and we will further discuss opportunities on the 13st floor.

 

Thanks,

JMForney

3-7160');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('brad.mckay@enron.com', 'angusmcka@aol.com', 'Re: (no

subject)', 'not yet');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('adam.bayer@enron.com', 'jonathan.mckay@enron.com',

'FW: Curve Fetch File', 'Here is the curve fetch file sent to me.  It has plenty of points in it.  If you give me a list of

which ones you need we may be able to construct a secondary worksheet to vlookup the values.

 

adam

35227

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Royed, Jeff 

Sent:	Tuesday, September 25, 2001 11:37 AM

To:	Bayer, Adam

Subject:	Curve Fetch File

 

Let me know if it works.   It may be required to have a certain version of Oracle for it to work properly.

 

 

 

Jeff Royed

Enron

Energy Operations

Phone: 713-853-5295');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matt.smith@enron.com', 'yan.wang@enron.com', 'Report

Formats', 'Yan,

 

The merged reports look great.  I believe the only orientation changes are to

"unmerge" the following six reports: 

 

31 Keystone Receipts
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15 Questar Pipeline

40 Rockies Production

22 West_2

23 West_3

25 CIG_WIC

 

The orientation of the individual reports should be correct.  Thanks.

 

Mat

 

PS.  Just a reminder to add the "*" by the title of calculated points.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('michelle.lokay@enron.com', 'jimboman@bigfoot.com',

'Egyptian Festival', '---------------------- Forwarded by Michelle Lokay/ET&S/Enron on 09/07/2000

10:08 AM ---------------------------

 

 

"Karkour, Randa" <Randa.Karkour@COMPAQ.com> on 09/07/2000 09:01:04 AM

To: "''Agheb (E-mail)" <Agheb@aol.com>, "Leila Mankarious (E-mail)"

<Leila_Mankarious@mhhs.org>, "''Marymankarious (E-mail)"

<marymankarious@aol.com>, "Michelle lokay (E-mail)" <mlokay@enron.com>, "Ramy

Mankarious (E-mail)" <Mankarious@aol.com>

cc: 

 

Subject: Egyptian Festival

 

 

<<Egyptian Festival.url>>

 

http://www.egyptianfestival.com/

 

- Egyptian Festival.url

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('errol.mclaughlin@enron.com',

'sherry.dawson@enron.com', 'Urgent!!! --- New EAST books', 'This has to be done..................................

 

Thanks

---------------------- Forwarded by Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron on 12/20/2000

08:39 AM ---------------------------

 

	

	

	From:  William Kelly @ ECT                           12/20/2000 08:31 AM

	

 

To: Kam Keiser/HOU/ECT@ECT, Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT, David

Baumbach/HOU/ECT@ECT, Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron@ENRON

cc: Kimat Singla/HOU/ECT@ECT, Kulvinder Fowler/NA/Enron@ENRON, Kyle R

Lilly/HOU/ECT@ECT, Jeff Royed/Corp/Enron@ENRON, Alejandra
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Chavez/NA/Enron@ENRON, Crystal Hyde/HOU/ECT@ECT

 

Subject: New EAST books

 

We have new book names in TAGG for our intramonth portfolios and it is

extremely important that any deal booked to the East is communicated quickly

to someone on my team.  I know it will take some time for the new names to

sink in and I do not want us to miss any positions or P&L. 

 

Thanks for your help on this.

 

New:

Scott Neal :         East Northeast

Dick Jenkins:     East Marketeast

 

WK

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.forster@enron.com', 'eol.wide@enron.com',

'Change to Stack Manager', 'Effective immediately, there is a change to the Stack Manager which will

affect any Inactive Child.

 

An inactive Child with links to Parent products will not have their

calculated prices updated until the Child product is Activated.

 

When the Child Product is activated, the price will be recalculated and

updated BEFORE it is displayed on the web.

 

This means that if you are inputting a basis price on a Child product, you

will not see the final, calculated price until you Activate the product, at

which time the customer will also see it.

 

If you have any questions, please contact the Help Desk on:

 

Americas: 713 853 4357

Europe: + 44 (0) 20 7783 7783

Asia/Australia: +61 2 9229 2300

 

Dave');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('vince.kaminski@enron.com', 'jhh1@email.msn.com', 'Re:

Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7', 'John,

 

I saw it. Very interesting.

 

Vince
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"John H Herbert" <jhh1@email.msn.com> on 07/28/2000 08:38:08 AM

To: "Vince J Kaminski" <Vince_J_Kaminski@enron.com>

cc: 

Subject: Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7

 

 

Cheers and have a nice weekend,

 

 

JHHerbert

 

 

 

 

- gd000728.pdf

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matthew.lenhart@enron.com',

'mmmarcantel@equiva.com', 'RE:', 'i will try to line up a pig for you ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jae.black@enron.com', 'claudette.harvey@enron.com,

chaun.roberts@enron.com, judy.martinez@enron.com,', 'Disaster Recovery Equipment', 'As a reminder...there are

several pieces of equipment that are set up on the 30th Floor, as well as on our floor, for the Disaster Recovery

Team.  PLEASE DO NOT TAKE, BORROW OR USE this equipment.  Should you need to use another computer

system, other than yours, or make conference calls please work with your Assistant to help find or set up equipment

for you to use.

 

Thanks for your understanding in this matter.

 

T.Jae Black

East Power Trading

Assistant to Kevin Presto

off. 713-853-5800

fax 713-646-8272

cell 713-539-4760');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('eric.bass@enron.com', 'dale.neuner@enron.com', '5 X

24', 'Dale,

 

Have you heard anything more on the 5 X 24s?  We would like to get this

product out ASAP.

 

 

Thanks,

 

Eric');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('messenger@smartreminders.com', 'm..tholt@enron.com',
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'10% Coupon - PrintPal Printer Cartridges - 100% Guaranteed', '[IMAGE]

[IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE]

Dear  SmartReminders Member,

      [IMAGE]         [IMAGE]        [IMAGE]     [IMAGE]    [IMAGE]    [IMAGE]        [IMAGE]      [IMAGE]     	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We respect  your privacy and are a Certified Participant of the BBBOnLine

Privacy Program.  To be removed from future offers,click  here.

SmartReminders.com  is a permission based service. To unsubscribe click  here .  ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('benjamin.rogers@enron.com',

'mark.bernstein@enron.com', '', 'The guy you are talking about left CIN under a "cloud of suspicion" sort of

speak.  He was the one who got into several bad deals and PPA''s in California

for CIN, thus he left on a bad note.  Let me know if you need more detail

than that, I felt this was the type of info you were looking for.  Thanks!

Ben');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'michelle.cash@enron.com', 'Expense Report Receipts Not Received', 'Employee Name: Michelle Cash

Report Name:   Houston Cellular 8-11-01

Report Date:   12/13/01

Report ID:     594D37C9ED2111D5B452

Submitted On:  12/13/01

 

You are only allowed 2 reports with receipts outstanding.  Your expense reports will not be paid until you meet this

requirement.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.mara@enron.com', 'ray.alvarez@enron.com,

mark.palmer@enron.com, karen.denne@enron.com,', 'CAISO Emergency Motion -- to discontinue market-based

rates for', 'FYI.  the latest broadside against the generators.

 

Sue Mara
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Enron Corp.

Tel: (415) 782-7802

Fax:(415) 782-7854

----- Forwarded by Susan J Mara/NA/Enron on 06/08/2001 12:24 PM -----

 

 

	"Milner, Marcie" <MMilner@coral-energy.com> 06/08/2001 11:13 AM 	   To: "''smara@enron.com''"

<smara@enron.com>  cc:   Subject: CAISO Emergency Motion	

 

 

Sue, did you see this emergency motion the CAISO filed today?  Apparently

they are requesting that FERC discontinue market-based rates immediately and

grant refunds plus interest on the difference between cost-based rates and

market revenues received back to May 2000.  They are requesting the

commission act within 14 days.  Have you heard anything about what they are

doing?

 

Marcie

 

http://www.caiso.com/docs/2001/06/08/200106081005526469.pdf

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('fletcher.sturm@enron.com', 'eloy.escobar@enron.com',

'Re: General Brinks Position Meeting', 'Eloy,

 

Who is General Brinks?

 

Fletch');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nailia.dindarova@enron.com',

'richard.shapiro@enron.com', 'Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from', 'Rick,

 

Here are the documents that Peter has prepared for Mark Frevert.

 

Nailia

---------------------- Forwarded by Nailia Dindarova/LON/ECT on 25/06/2001

16:36 ---------------------------

 

 

Nailia Dindarova

25/06/2001 15:36

To: Michael Brown/Enron@EUEnronXGate

cc: Ross Sankey/Enron@EUEnronXGate, Eric Shaw/ENRON@EUEnronXGate, Peter

Styles/LON/ECT@ECT

 

Subject: Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from

California)

 

Michael,
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These are the documents that Peter promised to give to you for Mark Frevert.

He has now handed them to him in person but asked me to transmit them

electronically to you, as well as Eric and Ross.

 

Nailia

 

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('peggy.a.kostial@accenture.com',

'dave.samuels@enron.com', 'EOL-Accenture Deal Sheet', 'Dave -

 

Attached are our comments and suggested changes. Please call to review.

 

On the time line for completion, we have four critical steps to complete:

    Finalize market analysis to refine business case, specifically

    projected revenue stream

    Complete counterparty surveying, including targeting 3 CPs for letters

    of intent

    Review Enron asset base for potential reuse/ licensing

    Contract negotiations

 

Joe will come back to us with an updated time line, but it is my

expectation that we are still on the same schedule (we just begun week

three) with possibly a week or so slippage.....contract negotiations will

probably be the critical path.

 

We will send our cut at the actual time line here shortly. Thanks,

 

Peggy

 

(See attached file: accenture-dealpoints v2.doc)

- accenture-dealpoints v2.doc ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('thomas.martin@enron.com', 'thomas.martin@enron.com',

'Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP', '---------------------- Forwarded by Thomas A Martin/HOU/ECT on 03/20/2001

03:49 PM ---------------------------

 

 

Thomas A Martin

10/11/2000 03:55 PM

To: Patrick Wade/HOU/ECT@ECT

cc: 

Subject: Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP 

 

The deal is physically served at Oasis Waha or Oasis Katy and is priced at
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either HSC, Waha or Katytailgate GD at buyers option three days prior to

NYMEX  close.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('judy.townsend@enron.com', 'dan.junek@enron.com,

chris.germany@enron.com', 'Columbia Distribution''s Capacity Available for Release - Sum', '----------------------

Forwarded by Judy Townsend/HOU/ECT on 03/09/2001 11:04

AM ---------------------------

 

 

agoddard@nisource.com on 03/08/2001 09:16:57 AM

To: "        -         *Koch, Kent" <kkoch@nisource.com>, "        -        

*Millar, Debra" <dmillar@nisource.com>, "        -         *Burke, Lynn"

<lburke@nisource.com>

cc: "        -         *Heckathorn, Tom" <theckathorn@nisource.com>

Subject: Columbia Distribution''s Capacity Available for Release - Sum

 

 

Attached is Columbia Distribution''s notice of capacity available for release

for

the summer of 2001 (Apr. 2001 through Oct. 2001).

 

Please note that the deadline for bids is 3:00pm EST on March 20, 2001.

 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact any of the representatives

listed

at the bottom of the attachment.

 

Aaron Goddard

 

 

 

 

- 2001Summer.doc

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('rhonda.denton@enron.com', 'tim.belden@enron.com,

dana.davis@enron.com, genia.fitzgerald@enron.com,', 'Split Rock Energy LLC', 'We have received the executed

EEI contract from this CP dated 12/12/2000. 

Copies will be distributed to Legal and Credit.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kerrymcelroy@dwt.com', 'jack.speer@alcoa.com,

crow@millernash.com, michaelearly@earthlink.net,', 'Oral Argument Request', ' - Oral Argument Request.doc');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mike.carson@enron.com', 'rlmichaelis@hormel.com', '',

'Did you come in town this wk end..... My new number at our house is :

713-668-3712...... my cell # is 281-381-7332

 

the kid');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('cooper.richey@enron.com', 'trycooper@hotmail.com',

'FW: Contact Info', '
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-----Original Message-----

From: Punja, Karim

Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 2:35 PM

To: Richey, Cooper

Subject: Contact Info

 

 

Cooper,

 

Its been a real pleasure working with you (even though it was for only a small amount of time)

I hope we can stay in touch.

 

Home# 234-0249

email: kpunja@hotmail.com

 

Take Care,

 

Karim.

 ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('bjm30@earthlink.net', 'mcguinn.k@enron.com,

mcguinn.ian@enron.com, mcguinn.stephen@enron.com,', 'email address change', 'Hello all.

 

I haven''t talked to many of you via email recently but I do want to give you

my new address for your email file:

 

   bjm30@earthlink.net

 

I hope all is well.

 

Brian McGuinn');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('shelley.corman@enron.com', 'steve.hotte@enron.com',

'Flat Panels', 'Can you please advise what is going on with the flat panels that we had planned to distribute to our gas

logistics team.  It was in the budget and we had the okay, but now I''m hearing there is some hold-up & the units are

stored on 44.

 

Shelley');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('sara.davidson@enron.com',

'john.schwartzenburg@enron.com, scott.dieball@enron.com, recipients@enron.com,', '2001 Enron Law Conference

(Distribution List 2)', '    Enron Law Conference

 

San Antonio, Texas    May 2-4, 2001    Westin Riverwalk

 

                  See attached memo for more details!!

 

 

? Registration for the law conference this year will be handled through an

Online RSVP Form on the Enron Law Conference Website at
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http://lawconference.corp.enron.com.  The website is still under construction

and will not be available until Thursday, March 15, 2001. 

 

? We will send you another e-mail to confirm when the Law Conference Website

is operational.

 

? Please complete the Online RSVP Form as soon as it is available  and submit

it no later than Friday, March 30th. 

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('tori.kuykendall@enron.com',

'heath.b.taylor@accenture.com', 'Re:', 'hey - thats funny about john - he definitely remembers him - i''ll call pat

and let him know - we are coming on saturday - i just havent had a chance to

call you guys back --  looking forward to it -- i probably need the

directions again though');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darron.giron@enron.com', 'bryce.baxter@enron.com',

'Re: Feedback for Audrey Cook', 'Bryce,

 

I''ll get it done today. 

 

DG    3-9573

 

 

 

	

	

	From:  Bryce Baxter                           06/12/2000 07:15 PM

	

 

To: Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT

cc: 

Subject: Feedback for Audrey Cook

 

You were identified as a reviewer for Audrey Cook.  If possible, could you

complete her feedback by end of business Wednesday?  It will really help me

in the PRC process to have your input.  Thanks.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('casey.evans@enron.com', 'stephanie.sever@enron.com',

'Gas EOL ID', 'Stephanie,

 

In conjunction with the recent movement of several power traders, they are changing the names of their gas books as

well.  The names of the new gas books and traders are as follows:

 

PWR-NG-LT-SPP:  Mike Carson
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PWR-NG-LT-SERC:  Jeff King

 

If you need to know their power desk to map their ID to their gas books, those desks are as follows:

 

EPMI-LT-SPP:  Mike Carson

EPMI-LT-SERC:  Jeff King

 

I will be in training this afternoon, but will be back when class is over.  Let me know if you have any questions.

 

Thanks for your help!

Casey');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darrell.schoolcraft@enron.com',

'david.roensch@enron.com, kimberly.watson@enron.com, michelle.lokay@enron.com,', 'Postings', 'Please see the

attached.

 

 

ds

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mcominsky@aol.com', 'cpatman@bracepatt.com,

james_derrick@enron.com', 'Jurisprudence Luncheon', 'Carrin & Jim --

 

It was an honor and a pleasure to meet both of you yesterday.  I know we will

have fun working together on this very special event.

 

Jeff left the jurisprudence luncheon lists for me before he left on vacation.

I wasn''t sure whether he transmitted them to you as well.  Would you please

advise me if you would like them sent to you?  I can email the MS Excel files

or I can fax the hard copies to you.   Please advise what is most convenient.

 

I plan to be in town through the holidays and can be reached by phone, email,

or cell phone at any time.  My cell phone number is 713/705-4829.

 

Thanks again for your interest in the ADL''s work.  Martin.

 

Martin B. Cominsky

Director, Southwest Region

Anti-Defamation League

713/627-3490, ext. 122

713/627-2011 (fax)

MCominsky@aol.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('phillip.love@enron.com', 'todagost@utmb.edu,

gbsonnta@utmb.edu', 'New President', 'I had a little bird put a word in my ear.  Is there any possibility for Ben

Raimer to be Bush''s secretary of HHS?  Just curious about that infamous UTMB

rumor mill.  Hope things are well, happy holidays.
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PL');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('marie.heard@enron.com', 'ehamilton@fna.com', 'ISDA

Master Agreement', 'Erin:

 

Pursuant to your request, attached are the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement, together with Paragraph 13 to

the ISDA Credit Support Annex.  Please let me know if you need anything else.  We look forward to hearing your

comments.

 

Marie

 

Marie Heard

Senior Legal Specialist

Enron North America Corp.

Phone:  (713) 853-3907

Fax:  (713) 646-3490

marie.heard@enron.com

 

				 ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('andrea.ring@enron.com', 'beverly.beaty@enron.com',

'Re: Tennessee Buy - Louis Dreyfus', 'Beverly -  once again thanks so much for your help on this.

 

         

 

                                                                    ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('karolyn.criado@enron.com', 'j..bonin@enron.com,

felicia.case@enron.com, b..clapp@enron.com,', 'Price List week of Oct. 8-9, 2001', '

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding last weeks prices.

 

Thank you,

Karolyn Criado

3-9441

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.presto@enron.com',

'edward.baughman@enron.com, billy.braddock@enron.com', 'Associated', 'Please begin working on filling our

Associated short position in 02.   I would like to take this risk off the books.

 

In addition, please find out what a buy-out of VEPCO would cost us.   With Rogers transitioning to run our retail

risk management, I would like to clean up our customer positions.

 

We also need to continue to explore a JEA buy-out.

 

Thanks.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stacy.dickson@enron.com', 'gregg.penman@enron.com',

'RE: Constellation TC 5-7-01', 'Gregg,
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I am at home with a sick baby.  (Lots of fun!)  I will call you about this

tomorrow.

 

Stacy');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('joe.quenet@enron.com', 'dfincher@utilicorp.com', '', 'hey

big guy.....check this out.....

 

w ww.gorelieberman-2000.com/');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('k..allen@enron.com', 'jacqestc@aol.com', '', 'Jacques,

 

I sent you a fax of Kevin Kolb''s comments on the release.  The payoff on the note would be $36,248

($36090(principal) + $158 (accrued interest)).

This is assuming we wrap this up on Tuesday. 

 

Please email to confirm that their changes are ok so I can set up a meeting on Tuesday to reach closure.

 

Phillip');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kourtney.nelson@enron.com',

'mike.swerzbin@enron.com', 'Adjusted L/R Balance', 'Mike,

 

I placed the adjusted L/R Balance on the Enronwest site.  It is under the "Staff/Kourtney Nelson".  There are two

links: 

 

1)  "Adj L_R" is the same data/format from the weekly strategy meeting.

2)  "New Gen 2001_2002" link has all of the supply side info that is used to calculate the L/R balance

	-Please note the Data Flag column, a value of "3" indicates the project was cancelled, on hold, etc and is not

included in the calc. 

 

Both of these sheets are interactive Excel spreadsheets and thus you can play around with the data as you please.

Also, James Bruce is working to get his gen report on the web.  That will help with your access to information on

new gen.

 

Please let me know if you have any questions or feedback,

 

Kourtney

 

 

 

Kourtney Nelson

Fundamental Analysis

Enron North America

(503) 464-8280

kourtney.nelson@enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('d..thomas@enron.com', 'naveed.ahmed@enron.com',

'FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio', '

 

-----Original Message-----
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From: Grace, Rebecca M.

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:44 AM

To: Thomas, Paul D.

Cc: Cashion, Jim; Allen, Thresa A.; May, Tom

Subject: RE: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

Paul,

 

I reviewed NY''s list.  I agree with all of their contracts numbers and mw amounts.

 

Call if you have any more questions.

 

Rebecca

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Thomas, Paul D. 

Sent:	Monday, December 17, 2001 9:08 AM

To:	Grace, Rebecca M.

Subject:	FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

<< File: enrontccs.xls >>

Rebecca,

Let me know if you see any differences.

 

Paul

X 3-0403

-----Original Message-----

From: Thomas, Paul D.

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:04 AM

To: Ahmed, Naveed

Subject: FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Thomas, Paul D.

Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 10:01 AM

To: Baughman, Edward D.

Subject: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stephanie.panus@enron.com',

'william.bradford@enron.com, debbie.brackett@enron.com,', 'Coastal Merchant Energy/El Paso Merchant Energy',
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'Coastal Merchant Energy, L.P. merged with and into El Paso Merchant Energy,

L.P., effective February 1, 2001, with the surviving entity being El Paso

Merchant Energy, L.P.  We currently have ISDA Master Agreements with both

counterparties.  Please see the attached memo regarding the existing Masters

and let us know which agreement should be terminated.

 

Thanks,

Stephanie

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kam.keiser@enron.com', 'c..kenne@enron.com', 'RE:

What about this too???', '

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Kenne, Dawn C. 

Sent:	Wednesday, February 06, 2002 11:50 AM

To:	Keiser, Kam

Subject:	What about this too???

 

 

<< File: Netco Trader Matrix.xls >>

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.meyer@enron.com', 'joe.parks@enron.com',

'Centana', 'Talked to Chip.  We do need Cash Committe approval given the netting feature of your deal, which

means Batch Funding Request.  Please update per my previous e-mail and forward.

 

Thanks

 

chris

x31666');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('debra.perlingiere@enron.com',

'jworman@academyofhealth.com', '', 'Have a great weekend!   Happy Fathers Day!

 

 

Debra Perlingiere

Enron North America Corp.

1400 Smith Street, EB 3885

Houston, Texas 77002

dperlin@enron.com

Phone 713-853-7658

Fax  713-646-3490');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('outlook.team@enron.com', '', 'Demo by Martha Janousek

of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia  &', 'CALENDAR ENTRY:	APPOINTMENT

 

Description:

	Demo by Martha Janousek of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia  & Dir Rpts. - 4102

 

Date:		1/5/2001

Time:		9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (Central Standard Time)
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Chairperson:	Outlook Migration Team

 

Detailed Description:');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('diana.seifert@enron.com', 'mark.taylor@enron.com',

'Guest access Chile', 'Hello Mark,

 

Justin Boyd told me that your can help me with questions regarding Chile.

We got a request for guest access through MG.

The company is called Escondida and is a subsidiary of BHP Australia.

 

Please advise if I can set up a guest account or not.

F.Y.I.: MG is planning to put a "in w/h Chile" contract for Copper on-line as

soon as Enron has done the due diligence for this country.

Thanks !

 

 

Best regards

 

Diana Seifert

EOL PCG');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'mark.whitt@enron.com', '<<Concur Expense Document>> - 121001', 'The Approval status has changed on the

following report:

 

Status last changed by: Barry L. Tycholiz

Expense Report Name: 121001

Report Total: $198.98

Amount Due Employee: $198.98

Amount Approved: $198.98

Amount Paid: $0.00

Approval Status: Approved

Payment Status: Pending

 

 

To review this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.

http://expensexms.enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.hyatt@enron.com', '', 'Technical Support', 'Outside

the U.S., please refer to the list below:

 

Australia:

1800 678-515

support@palm-au.com

 

Canada:

1905 305-6530

support@palm.com
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New Zealand:

0800 446-398

support@palm-nz.com

 

U.K.:

0171 867 0108

eurosupport@palm.3com.com

 

Please refer to the Worldwide Customer Support card for a complete technical support contact list.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('geoff.storey@enron.com', 'dutch.quigley@enron.com',

'RE:', 'duke contact?

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Quigley, Dutch 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:14 AM

To:	Storey, Geoff

Subject:	RE:

 

bp corp	Albert LaMore	281-366-4962

 

running the reports now

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Storey, Geoff 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:10 AM

To:	Quigley, Dutch

Subject:	RE:

 

give me a contact over there too

BP

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Quigley, Dutch 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:42 AM

To:	Storey, Geoff

Subject:	

 

Coral	Jeff Whitnah	713-767-5374

Relaint	Steve McGinn	713-207-4000');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('pete.davis@enron.com', 'pete.davis@enron.com', 'Start

Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  <CODESITE>', 'Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  No ancillary

schedules awarded. 

Variances detected.

Variances detected in Load schedule.

 

   LOG MESSAGES:
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PARSING FILE -->> O:\Portland\WestDesk\California Scheduling\ISO Final

Schedules\2001042203.txt

 

---- Load Schedule ----

$$$ Variance found in table tblLoads.

    Details: (Hour: 3 / Preferred:   1.92 / Final:   1.89)

 TRANS_TYPE: FINAL

 LOAD_ID: PGE4

 MKT_TYPE: 2

 TRANS_DATE: 4/22/01

 SC_ID: EPMI

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('john.postlethwaite@enron.com',

'john.zufferli@enron.com', 'Reference', 'John, hope things are going well up there for you. The big day is almost

here for you and Jessica. I was wondering if I could use your name as a job reference if need be. I am just trying to

get everything in order just in case something happens.

 

John');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeffrey.shankman@enron.com',

'lschiffm@jonesday.com', 'Re:', 'I saw you called on the cell this a.m.  Sorry I missed you.  (I was in the

shower).  I have had a shitty week--I suspect my silence (not only to you,

but others) after our phone call is a result of the week.  I''m seeing Glen at

11:15....talk to you');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('litebytz@enron.com', '', 'Lite Bytz RSVP', '

This week''s Lite Bytz presentation will feature the following TOOLZ speaker:

 

Richard McDougall

Solaris 8

Thursday, June 7, 2001

 

If you have not already signed up, please RSVP via email to litebytz@enron.com by the end of the day Tuesday,

June 5, 2001.

 

*Remember: this is now a Brown Bag Event--so bring your lunch and we will provide cookies and drinks.

 

Click below for more details.

 

http://home.enron.com:84/messaging/litebytztoolzprint.jpg');

   COMMIT;

 }

} {}

 

###############################################################################

# Everything above just builds an interesting test database.  The actual

# tests come after this comment.

###############################################################################
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do_test fts3ac-1.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark'

 }

} {6 17 25 38 40 42 73 74}

do_test fts3ac-1.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan'

 }

} {24 40}

do_test fts3ac-1.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark susan'

 }

} {40}

do_test fts3ac-1.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan mark'

 }

} {40}

do_test fts3ac-1.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '"mark susan"'

 }

} {}

do_test fts3ac-1.7 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark -susan'

 }

} {6 17 25 38 42 73 74}

do_test fts3ac-1.8 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '-mark susan'

 }

} {24}

do_test fts3ac-1.9 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark OR susan'

 }

} {6 17 24 25 38 40 42 73 74}

 

# Some simple tests of the automatic "offsets(email)" column.  In the sample

# data set above, only one message, number 20, contains the words

# "gas" and "reminder" in both body and subject.

#

do_test fts3ac-2.1 {

 execsql {
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   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

do_test fts3ac-2.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 1 54 8}}

do_test fts3ac-2.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'body:gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

do_test fts3ac-2.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE subject MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8}}

do_test fts3ac-2.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

 

# Document 32 contains 5 instances of the world "child".  But only

# 3 of them are paired with "product".  Make sure only those instances

# that match the phrase appear in the offsets(email) list.

#

do_test fts3ac-3.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH 'child product' AND +rowid=32

 }

} {32 {3 0 94 5 3 0 114 5 3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7 3 1 493 7}}

do_test fts3ac-3.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH '"child product"'

 }

} {32 {3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7}}

 

# Snippet generator tests

#
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do_test fts3ac-4.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'

 }

} {{Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-<b>GAS</b> Request <b>Reminder</b>}}

do_test fts3ac-4.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'christmas candlelight'

 }

} {{<b>...</b>here <b>Christmas</b>

eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a <b>candlelight</b> service<b>...</b>}}

 

do_test fts3ac-4.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'

 }

} {{EOL-Accenture <b>Deal</b> <b>Sheet</b><b>...</b>asset base for <b>potential</b> <b>reuse</b>/ licensing

    Contract negotiations<b>...</b>}}

do_test fts3ac-4.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'

 }

} {{EOL-Accenture <<<Deal>>> <<<Sheet>>> asset base for <<<potential>>> <<<reuse>>>/ licensing

    Contract negotiations }}

do_test fts3ac-4.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'first things'

 }

} {{Re: <<<First>>> Polish Deal! Congrats!  <<<Things>>> seem to be building rapidly now }}

do_test fts3ac-4.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'chris is here'

 }

} {{<b>...</b><b>chris</b>.germany@enron.com'" <<b>chris</b><b>...</b>bet this <b>is</b> next

to<b>...</b>about going <b>here</b> Christmas

eve<b>...</b>}}

do_test fts3ac-4.7 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH '"pursuant to"'

 }

} {{Erin:
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<b>Pursuant</b> <b>to</b> your request, attached are the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement,

together<b>...</b>}}

do_test fts3ac-4.8 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'ancillary load davis'

 }

} {{pete.<b>davis</b>@enron.com<b>...</b>3;  No <b>ancillary</b> schedules awarded<b>...</b>detected in

<b>Load</b> schedule.

 

   LOG<b>...</b>}}

 

# Combinations of AND and OR operators:

#

do_test fts3ac-5.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'questar enron OR com'

 }

} {{matt.smith@<b>enron</b>.<b>com</b><b>...</b>31 Keystone Receipts

15 <b>Questar</b> Pipeline

40 Rockies<b>...</b>}}

 

do_test fts3ac-5.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'enron OR com questar'

 }

} {{matt.smith@<b>enron</b>.<b>com</b><b>...</b>31 Keystone Receipts

15 <b>Questar</b> Pipeline

40 Rockies<b>...</b>}}

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Test a problem reported on the mailing list.

#

do_test fts3ac-6.1 {

 execsql {

   CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE ft USING fts3(one, two);

   INSERT INTO ft VALUES('', 'foo');

   INSERT INTO ft VALUES('foo', 'foo');

   SELECT offsets(ft) FROM ft WHERE ft MATCH 'foo';

 }

} {{1 0 0 3} {0 0 0 3 1 0 0 3}}

do_test fts3ac-6.2 {

 execsql {

   DELETE FROM ft WHERE one = 'foo';

   SELECT offsets(ft) FROM ft WHERE ft MATCH 'foo';
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 }

} {{1 0 0 3}}

 

finish_test

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/test/fts3ac.test

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

%%Copyright: Copyright(C)2000-2006 Adobe Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

%%Copyright: Copyright(C)1997-2007 Adobe Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

%%BeginResource: procset Adobe_CoolType_Core 2.31 0

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/art/sqlite370.eps

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

SQLite is open source, and is available in the public domain

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/books.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

application is free to use the same <a href="../c3ref/sqlite3.html">database connection</a> or the

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-

3071700/c3ref/c_config_covering_index_scan.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

)putinterval

 

Found in path(s):

* 1 index 0(BadFont

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

SQLite is high-quality, public domain software.  The goal of

members can also request their own private, proprietary extensions

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/consortium.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_Domain">Public Domain</a>

<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_Domain">public domain</a>

the public domain and originals of

author, and all of those authors have public domain dedications

Even though SQLite is in the public domain and does not require

the public domain.  </li>

their contributions to the public domain.

in this code to the public domain.  We make this dedication for the benefit

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/copyright.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

is free to use SQLite from multiple threads, but it must make sure

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/custombuild.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<li>Sources are in the <a href="copyright.html">public domain</a>.

Rather than using fopen() to write XML or some proprietary format into

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/features.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

** The "printf" code that follows dates from the 1980's.  It is in

** the public domain.  The original comments are included here for

** completeness.  They are very out-of-date but might be useful as

** an historical reference.  Most of the "enhancements" have been backed

** out so that the functionality is now the same as standard printf().

**

**************************************************************************

**

** This file contains code for a set of "printf"-like routines.  These

** routines format strings much like the printf() from the standard C

** library, though the implementation here has enhancements to support

** SQLlite.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/src/printf.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 1997-2006 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 1987-2006 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Copyright 1987-2004 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Copyright 1987-2001 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

Found in path(s):

* %%Copyright

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

** 2004 May 22

**

** The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

** a legal notice, here is a blessing:

**

**    May you do good and not evil.

**    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

**    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

**

******************************************************************************

**

** This file contains the VFS implementation for unix-like operating systems

** include Linux, MacOSX, *BSD, QNX, VxWorks, AIX, HPUX, and others.

**

** There are actually several different VFS implementations in this file.

** The differences are in the way that file locking is done.  The default

** implementation uses Posix Advisory Locks.  Alternative implementations

** use flock(), dot-files, various proprietary locking schemas, or simply

** skip locking all together.

**

** This source file is organized into divisions where the logic for various

** subfunctions is contained within the appropriate division.  PLEASE

** KEEP THE STRUCTURE OF THIS FILE INTACT.  New code should be placed

** in the correct division and should be clearly labeled.

**

** The layout of divisions is as follows:

**

**   *  General-purpose declarations and utility functions.

**   *  Unique file ID logic used by VxWorks.

**   *  Various locking primitive implementations (all except proxy locking):

**      + for Posix Advisory Locks

**      + for no-op locks

**      + for dot-file locks

**      + for flock() locking

**      + for named semaphore locks (VxWorks only)

**      + for AFP filesystem locks (MacOSX only)
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**   *  sqlite3_file methods not associated with locking.

**   *  Definitions of sqlite3_io_methods objects for all locking

**      methods plus "finder" functions for each locking method.

**   *  sqlite3_vfs method implementations.

**   *  Locking primitives for the proxy uber-locking-method. (MacOSX only)

**   *  Definitions of sqlite3_vfs objects for all locking methods

**      plus implementations of sqlite3_os_init() and sqlite3_os_end().

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/src/os_unix.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

%define name sqlite

%define version SQLITE_VERSION

%define release 1

 

Name: %{name}

Summary: SQLite is a C library that implements an embeddable SQL database engine

Version: %{version}

Release: %{release}

Source: %{name}-%{version}.tar.gz

Group: System/Libraries

URL: http://www.sqlite.org/

License: Public Domain

BuildRoot: %{_tmppath}/%{name}-%{version}-root

 

%description

SQLite is a software library that implements a self-contained, serverless,

zero-configuration, transactional SQL database engine.

Programs that link with the SQLite library can have SQL database access

without running a separate RDBMS process. The distribution comes with a

standalone command-line access program (sqlite) that can be used to

administer an SQLite database and which serves as an example of how to

use the SQLite library.

 

%package -n %{name}-devel

Summary: Header files and libraries for developing apps which will use sqlite

Group: Development/C

Requires: %{name} = %{version}-%{release}

 

%description -n %{name}-devel

The sqlite-devel package contains the header files and libraries needed

to develop programs that use the SQLite database library.

 

%prep

%setup -q -n %{name}
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%build

CFLAGS="%optflags -DNDEBUG=1" CXXFLAGS="%optflags -DNDEBUG=1" ./configure --prefix=%{_prefix}

 

make

make doc

 

%install

install -d $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{_prefix}

install -d $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{_prefix}/bin

install -d $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{_prefix}/include

install -d $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{_prefix}/lib

make install prefix=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{_prefix}

 

%post -p /sbin/ldconfig

 

%postun -p /sbin/ldconfig

 

%clean

rm -fr $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

 

%files

%defattr(-, root, root)

%{_libdir}/*.so*

%{_bindir}/*

 

%files -n %{name}-devel

%defattr(-, root, root)

%{_libdir}/pkgconfig/sqlite3.pc

%{_libdir}/*.a

%{_libdir}/*.la

%{_includedir}/*

%doc doc/*

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/spec.template

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# 2006 October 1

#

# The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

# a legal notice, here is a blessing:

#

#    May you do good and not evil.

#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

#
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#*************************************************************************

# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library.  The

# focus of this script is testing the FTS1 module, and in particular

# the Porter stemmer.

#

# $Id: fts1porter.test,v 1.5 2006/10/03 19:37:37 drh Exp $

#

 

set testdir [file dirname $argv0]

source $testdir/tester.tcl

 

# If SQLITE_ENABLE_FTS1 is defined, omit this file.

ifcapable !fts1 {

 finish_test

 return

}

 

# Test data for the Porter stemmer.  The first word of each line

# is the input.  The second word is the desired output.

#

# This test data is taken from http://www.tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/

# There is no claim of copyright made on that page, but you should

# probably contact the author (Martin Porter - the inventor of the

# Porter Stemmer algorithm) if you want to use this test data in a

# commerical product of some kind.  The stemmer code in FTS1 is a

# complete rewrite from scratch based on the algorithm specification

# and does not contain any code under copyright.

#

set porter_test_data {

   a                    a

   aaron                aaron

   abaissiez            abaissiez

   abandon              abandon

   abandoned            abandon

   abase                abas

   abash                abash

   abate                abat

   abated               abat

   abatement            abat

   abatements           abat

   abates               abat

   abbess               abbess

   abbey                abbei

   abbeys               abbei

   abbominable          abbomin

   abbot                abbot

   abbots               abbot

   abbreviated          abbrevi
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   abed                 ab

   abel                 abel

   aberga               aberga

   abergavenny          abergavenni

   abet                 abet

   abetting             abet

   abhominable          abhomin

   abhor                abhor

   abhorr               abhorr

   abhorred             abhor

   abhorring            abhor

   abhors               abhor

   abhorson             abhorson

   abide                abid

   abides               abid

   abilities            abil

   ability              abil

   abject               abject

   abjectly             abjectli

   abjects              abject

   abjur                abjur

   abjure               abjur

   able                 abl

   abler                abler

   aboard               aboard

   abode                abod

   aboded               abod

   abodements           abod

   aboding              abod

   abominable           abomin

   abominably           abomin

   abominations         abomin

   abortive             abort

   abortives            abort

   abound               abound

   abounding            abound

   about                about

   above                abov

   abr                  abr

   abraham              abraham

   abram                abram

   abreast              abreast

   abridg               abridg

   abridge              abridg
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   blabs                blab

   black                black

   blackamoor           blackamoor
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   blackfriars          blackfriar
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   blackmere            blackmer

   blackness            black
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   blade                blade
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   blasts               blast
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   bleaching            bleach

   bleak                bleak

   blear                blear

   bleared              blear

   bleat                bleat
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   bleats               bleat
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   bleedeth             bleedeth

   bleeding             bleed

   bleeds               bleed
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   bless                bless
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   blocks               block

   blois                bloi

   blood                blood

   blooded              blood
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   blow                 blow

   blowed               blow

   blowers              blower

   blowest              blowest

   blowing              blow

   blown                blown

   blows                blow

   blowse               blows
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   blurr                blurr
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   boasting             boast
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   boat                 boat

   boats                boat
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   bob                  bob
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   bode                 bode
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   bohemia              bohemia

   bohemian             bohemian

   bohun                bohun

   boil                 boil

   boiling              boil

   boils                boil

   boist                boist
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   bolder               bolder
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   bolster              bolster

   bolt                 bolt
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   bolting              bolt

   bolts                bolt

   bombard              bombard
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   bombast              bombast

   bon                  bon
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   bonos                bono

   bonto                bonto

   bonville             bonvil

   bood                 bood

   book                 book
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   books                book

   boon                 boon
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   boorish              boorish

   boors                boor

   boot                 boot

   booted               boot

   booties              booti

   bootless             bootless

   boots                boot

   booty                booti

   bor                  bor

   bora                 bora

   borachio             borachio

   bordeaux             bordeaux

   border               border

   bordered             border
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   bore                 bore

   boreas               borea

   bores                bore

   boring               bore

   born                 born

   borne                born
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   botches              botch

   botchy               botchi

   both                 both

   bots                 bot

   bottle               bottl

   bottled              bottl
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   bottoms              bottom
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   bough                bough
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   bows                 bow
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   box                  box

   boxes                box

   boy                  boi
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   boys                 boi
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   brags                brag
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   branded              brand
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   brandon              brandon
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   brass                brass
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   breathes             breath

   breathest            breathest

   breathing            breath
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   breaths              breath
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   breeds               breed

   breese               brees
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   breff                breff
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   brethen              brethen
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   brevis               brevi
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   brew                 brew
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   brewer               brewer
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   brewing              brew

   brews                brew
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   briars               briar

   brib                 brib
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   briber               briber
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   brick                brick
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   bridle               bridl

   bridled              bridl

   brief                brief
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   brim                 brim
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   brinish              brinish
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   bristle              bristl
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   bristly              bristli

   bristol              bristol

   bristow              bristow
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   broadsides           broadsid

   brocas               broca

   brock                brock
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   brook                brook
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   brother              brother
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   broths               broth

   brought              brought

   brow                 brow
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   brunt                brunt

   brush                brush

   brushes              brush

   brute                brute
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   buck                 buck
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   bucks                buck

   bud                  bud

   budded               bud
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   budger               budger
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   buds                 bud

   buff                 buff
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   bug                  bug
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   bull                 bull
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   bullcalf             bullcalf

   bullen               bullen

   bullens              bullen

   bullet               bullet
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   bullocks             bullock

   bulls                bull
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   bulwark              bulwark
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   bum                  bum
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   bump                 bump
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   bums                 bum
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   bur                  bur
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   burning              burn

   burnish              burnish

   burns                burn
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   burr                 burr
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   burs                 bur
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   bury                 buri
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   buss                 buss
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   bustle               bustl
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   busy                 busi

   but                  but
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   buttock              buttock

   buttocks             buttock

   button               button

   buttonhole           buttonhol

   buttons              button

   buttress             buttress
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   buy                  bui

   buyer                buyer

   buying               bui

   buys                 bui

   buzz                 buzz
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   buzzers              buzzer

   buzzing              buzz

   by                   by

   bye                  bye
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   c                    c

   ca                   ca

   cabbage              cabbag

   cabileros            cabilero

   cabin                cabin

   cabins               cabin

   cable                cabl
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   cacodemon            cacodemon

   caddis               caddi

   caddisses            caddiss

   cade                 cade
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   cadent               cadent

   cades                cade

   cadmus               cadmu
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   cadwal               cadwal
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   cagion               cagion

   cain                 cain

   caithness            caith

   caitiff              caitiff

   caitiffs             caitiff

   caius                caiu

   cak                  cak

   cake                 cake

   cakes                cake

   calaber              calab

   calais               calai
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   calculate            calcul

   calen                calen

   calendar             calendar
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   calf                 calf

   caliban              caliban
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   calipolis            calipoli

   cality               caliti

   caliver              caliv

   call                 call

   callat               callat

   called               call

   callet               callet

   calling              call

   calls                call

   calm                 calm

   calmest              calmest

   calmly               calmli

   calmness             calm

   calms                calm

   calpurnia            calpurnia

   calumniate           calumni

   calumniating         calumni

   calumnious           calumni
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   calved               calv
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   cambric              cambric

   cambrics             cambric

   cambridge            cambridg

   cambyses             cambys

   came                 came

   camel                camel

   camelot              camelot

   camels               camel

   camest               camest

   camillo              camillo

   camlet               camlet

   camomile             camomil

   camp                 camp

   campeius             campeiu

   camping              camp

   camps                camp

   can                  can
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   canary               canari

   cancel               cancel

   cancell              cancel

   cancelled            cancel

   cancelling           cancel

   cancels              cancel

   cancer               cancer

   candidatus           candidatu

   candied              candi

   candle               candl

   candles              candl

   candlesticks         candlestick

   candy                candi

   canidius             canidiu

   cank                 cank

   canker               canker

   cankerblossom        cankerblossom

   cankers              canker

   cannibally           cannib
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   canopied             canopi

   canopies             canopi

   canopy               canopi

   canst                canst

   canstick             canstick
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   cantons              canton

   canus                canu

   canvas               canva

   canvass              canvass
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   cap                  cap
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   caparison            caparison
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   cape                 cape
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   caper                caper
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   capet                capet

   caphis               caphi
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   capital              capit

   capite               capit
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   capon                capon
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   captive              captiv
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   carcass              carcass
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   card                 card
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   cardinally           cardin

   cardinals            cardin
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   cards                card
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   care                 care
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   carnal               carnal

   carnally             carnal

   carnarvonshire       carnarvonshir
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   carol                carol

   carous               carou

   carouse              carous

   caroused             carous

   carouses             carous

   carousing            carous

   carp                 carp

   carpenter            carpent

   carper               carper

   carpet               carpet

   carpets              carpet

   carping              carp

   carriage             carriag

   carriages            carriag

   carried              carri

   carrier              carrier

   carriers             carrier

   carries              carri

   carrion              carrion

   carrions             carrion

   carry                carri

   carrying             carri

   cars                 car

   cart                 cart

   carters              carter

   carthage             carthag
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   carv                 carv

   carve                carv

   carved               carv
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   carves               carv

   carving              carv

   cas                  ca
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   epicures             epicur

   epicurism            epicur

   epicurus             epicuru

   epidamnum            epidamnum

   epidaurus            epidauru
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   epigram              epigram

   epilepsy             epilepsi

   epileptic            epilept

   epilogue             epilogu

   epilogues            epilogu

   epistles             epistl

   epistrophus          epistrophu

   epitaph              epitaph

   epitaphs             epitaph

   epithet              epithet

   epitheton            epitheton

   epithets             epithet

   epitome              epitom

   equal                equal

   equalities           equal

   equality             equal

   equall               equal

   equally              equal

   equalness            equal

   equals               equal

   equinoctial          equinocti

   equinox              equinox

   equipage             equipag

   equity               equiti

   equivocal            equivoc

   equivocate           equivoc

   equivocates          equivoc

   equivocation         equivoc

   equivocator          equivoc

   er                   er

   erbear               erbear

   erbearing            erbear

   erbears              erbear

   erbeat               erbeat

   erblows              erblow

   erboard              erboard

   erborne              erborn

   ercame               ercam

   ercast               ercast

   ercharg              ercharg

   ercharged            ercharg

   ercharging           ercharg

   ercles               ercl

   ercome               ercom

   ercover              ercov

   ercrows              ercrow

   erdoing              erdo

   ere                  er
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   erebus               erebu

   erect                erect

   erected              erect

   erecting             erect

   erection             erect

   erects               erect

   erewhile             erewhil

   erflourish           erflourish

   erflow               erflow

   erflowing            erflow

   erflows              erflow

   erfraught            erfraught

   erga                 erga

   ergalled             ergal

   erglanced            erglanc

   ergo                 ergo

   ergone               ergon

   ergrow               ergrow

   ergrown              ergrown

   ergrowth             ergrowth

   erhang               erhang

   erhanging            erhang

   erhasty              erhasti

   erhear               erhear

   erheard              erheard

   eringoes             eringo

   erjoy                erjoi

   erleap               erleap

   erleaps              erleap

   erleavens            erleaven

   erlook               erlook

   erlooking            erlook

   ermaster             ermast

   ermengare            ermengar

   ermount              ermount

   ern                  ern

   ernight              ernight

   eros                 ero

   erpaid               erpaid

   erparted             erpart

   erpast               erpast

   erpays               erpai

   erpeer               erpeer

   erperch              erperch

   erpicturing          erpictur

   erpingham            erpingham

   erposting            erpost

   erpow                erpow
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   erpress              erpress

   erpressed            erpress

   err                  err

   errand               errand

   errands              errand

   errant               errant

   errate               errat

   erraught             erraught

   erreaches            erreach

   erred                er

   errest               errest

   erring               er

   erroneous            erron

   error                error

   errors               error

   errs                 err

   errule               errul

   errun                errun

   erset                erset

   ershade              ershad

   ershades             ershad

   ershine              ershin

   ershot               ershot

   ersized              ersiz

   erskip               erskip

   erslips              erslip

   erspreads            erspread

   erst                 erst

   erstare              erstar

   erstep               erstep

   erstunk              erstunk

   ersway               erswai

   ersways              erswai

   erswell              erswel

   erta                 erta

   ertake               ertak

   erteemed             erteem

   erthrow              erthrow

   erthrown             erthrown

   erthrows             erthrow

   ertook               ertook

   ertop                ertop

   ertopping            ertop

   ertrip               ertrip

   erturn               erturn

   erudition            erudit

   eruption             erupt

   eruptions            erupt
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   ervalues             ervalu

   erwalk               erwalk

   erwatch              erwatch

   erween               erween

   erweens              erween

   erweigh              erweigh

   erweighs             erweigh

   erwhelm              erwhelm

   erwhelmed            erwhelm

   erworn               erworn

   es                   es

   escalus              escalu

   escap                escap

   escape               escap

   escaped              escap

   escapes              escap

   eschew               eschew

   escoted              escot

   esill                esil

   especial             especi

   especially           especi

   esperance            esper

   espials              espial

   espied               espi

   espies               espi

   espous               espou

   espouse              espous

   espy                 espi

   esquire              esquir

   esquires             esquir

   essay                essai

   essays               essai

   essence              essenc

   essential            essenti

   essentially          essenti

   esses                ess

   essex                essex

   est                  est

   establish            establish

   established          establish

   estate               estat

   estates              estat

   esteem               esteem

   esteemed             esteem

   esteemeth            esteemeth

   esteeming            esteem

   esteems              esteem

   estimable            estim
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   estimate             estim

   estimation           estim

   estimations          estim

   estime               estim

   estranged            estrang

   estridge             estridg

   estridges            estridg

   et                   et

   etc                  etc

   etceteras            etcetera

   ete                  et

   eternal              etern

   eternally            etern

   eterne               etern

   eternity             etern

   eterniz              eterniz

   etes                 et

   ethiop               ethiop

   ethiope              ethiop

   ethiopes             ethiop

   ethiopian            ethiopian

   etna                 etna

   eton                 eton

   etre                 etr

   eunuch               eunuch

   eunuchs              eunuch

   euphrates            euphrat

   euphronius           euphroniu

   euriphile            euriphil

   europa               europa

   europe               europ

   ev                   ev

   evade                evad

   evades               evad

   evans                evan

   evasion              evas

   evasions             evas

   eve                  ev

   even                 even

   evening              even

   evenly               evenli

   event                event

   eventful             event

   events               event

   ever                 ever

   everlasting          everlast

   everlastingly        everlastingli

   evermore             evermor
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   every                everi

   everyone             everyon

   everything           everyth

   everywhere           everywher

   evidence             evid

   evidences            evid

   evident              evid

   evil                 evil

   evilly               evilli

   evils                evil

   evitate              evit

   ewe                  ew

   ewer                 ewer

   ewers                ewer

   ewes                 ew

   exact                exact

   exacted              exact

   exactest             exactest

   exacting             exact

   exaction             exact

   exactions            exact

   exactly              exactli

   exacts               exact

   exalt                exalt

   exalted              exalt

   examin               examin

   examination          examin

   examinations         examin

   examine              examin

   examined             examin

   examines             examin

   exampl               exampl

   example              exampl

   exampled             exampl

   examples             exampl

   exasperate           exasper

   exasperates          exasper

   exceed               exce

   exceeded             exceed

   exceedeth            exceedeth

   exceeding            exceed

   exceedingly          exceedingli

   exceeds              exce

   excel                excel

   excelled             excel

   excellence           excel

   excellencies         excel

   excellency           excel
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   excellent            excel

   excellently          excel

   excelling            excel

   excels               excel

   except               except

   excepted             except

   excepting            except

   exception            except

   exceptions           except

   exceptless           exceptless

   excess               excess

   excessive            excess

   exchang              exchang

   exchange             exchang

   exchanged            exchang

   exchequer            exchequ

   exchequers           exchequ

   excite               excit

   excited              excit

   excitements          excit

   excites              excit

   exclaim              exclaim

   exclaims             exclaim

   exclamation          exclam

   exclamations         exclam

   excludes             exclud

   excommunicate        excommun

   excommunication      excommun

   excrement            excrement

   excrements           excrement

   excursion            excurs

   excursions           excurs

   excus                excu

   excusable            excus

   excuse               excus

   excused              excus

   excuses              excus

   excusez              excusez

   excusing             excus

   execrable            execr

   execrations          execr

   execute              execut

   executed             execut

   executing            execut

   execution            execut

   executioner          execution

   executioners         execution

   executor             executor
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   executors            executor

   exempt               exempt

   exempted             exempt

   exequies             exequi

   exercise             exercis

   exercises            exercis

   exeter               exet

   exeunt               exeunt

   exhal                exhal

   exhalation           exhal

   exhalations          exhal

   exhale               exhal

   exhales              exhal

   exhaust              exhaust

   exhibit              exhibit

   exhibiters           exhibit

   exhibition           exhibit

   exhort               exhort

   exhortation          exhort

   exigent              exig

   exil                 exil

   exile                exil

   exiled               exil

   exion                exion

   exist                exist

   exists               exist

   exit                 exit

   exits                exit

   exorciser            exorcis

   exorcisms            exorc

   exorcist             exorcist

   expect               expect

   expectance           expect

   expectancy           expect

   expectation          expect

   expectations         expect

   expected             expect

   expecters            expect

   expecting            expect

   expects              expect

   expedience           expedi

   expedient            expedi

   expediently          expedi

   expedition           expedit

   expeditious          expediti

   expel                expel

   expell               expel

   expelling            expel
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   expels               expel

   expend               expend

   expense              expens

   expenses             expens

   experienc            experienc

   experience           experi

   experiences          experi

   experiment           experi

   experimental         experiment

   experiments          experi

   expert               expert

   expertness           expert

   expiate              expiat

   expiation            expiat

   expir                expir

   expiration           expir

   expire               expir

   expired              expir

   expires              expir

   expiring             expir

   explication          explic

   exploit              exploit

   exploits             exploit

   expos                expo

   expose               expos

   exposing             expos

   exposition           exposit

   expositor            expositor

   expostulate          expostul

   expostulation        expostul

   exposture            expostur

   exposure             exposur

   expound              expound

   expounded            expound

   express              express

   expressed            express

   expresseth           expresseth

   expressing           express

   expressive           express

   expressly            expressli

   expressure           expressur

   expuls               expul

   expulsion            expuls

   exquisite            exquisit

   exsufflicate         exsuffl

   extant               extant

   extemporal           extempor

   extemporally         extempor
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   extempore            extempor

   extend               extend

   extended             extend

   extends              extend

   extent               extent

   extenuate            extenu

   extenuated           extenu

   extenuates           extenu

   extenuation          extenu

   exterior             exterior

   exteriorly           exteriorli

   exteriors            exterior

   extermin             extermin

   extern               extern

   external             extern

   extinct              extinct

   extincted            extinct

   extincture           extinctur

   extinguish           extinguish

   extirp               extirp

   extirpate            extirp

   extirped             extirp

   extol                extol

   extoll               extol

   extolment            extol

   exton                exton

   extort               extort

   extorted             extort

   extortion            extort

   extortions           extort

   extra                extra

   extract              extract

   extracted            extract

   extracting           extract

   extraordinarily      extraordinarili

   extraordinary        extraordinari

   extraught            extraught

   extravagancy         extravag

   extravagant          extravag

   extreme              extrem

   extremely            extrem

   extremes             extrem

   extremest            extremest

   extremities          extrem

   extremity            extrem

   exuent               exuent

   exult                exult

   exultation           exult
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   ey                   ey

   eyas                 eya

   eyases               eyas

   eye                  ey

   eyeball              eyebal

   eyeballs             eyebal

   eyebrow              eyebrow

   eyebrows             eyebrow

   eyed                 ei

   eyeless              eyeless

   eyelid               eyelid

   eyelids              eyelid

   eyes                 ey

   eyesight             eyesight

   eyestrings           eyestr

   eying                ei

   eyne                 eyn

   eyrie                eyri

   fa                   fa

   fabian               fabian

   fable                fabl

   fables               fabl

   fabric               fabric

   fabulous             fabul

   fac                  fac

   face                 face

   faced                face

   facere               facer

   faces                face

   faciant              faciant

   facile               facil

   facility             facil

   facinerious          facineri

   facing               face

   facit                facit

   fact                 fact

   faction              faction

   factionary           factionari

   factions             faction

   factious             factiou

   factor               factor

   factors              factor

   faculties            faculti

   faculty              faculti

   fade                 fade

   faded                fade

   fadeth               fadeth

   fadge                fadg
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   fading               fade

   fadings              fade

   fadom                fadom

   fadoms               fadom

   fagot                fagot

   fagots               fagot

   fail                 fail

   failing              fail

   fails                fail

   fain                 fain

   faint                faint

   fainted              faint

   fainter              fainter

   fainting             faint

   faintly              faintli

   faintness            faint

   faints               faint

   fair                 fair

   fairer               fairer

   fairest              fairest

   fairies              fairi

   fairing              fair

   fairings             fair

   fairly               fairli

   fairness             fair

   fairs                fair

   fairwell             fairwel

   fairy                fairi

   fais                 fai

   fait                 fait

   faites               fait

   faith                faith

   faithful             faith

   faithfull            faithful

   faithfully           faithfulli

   faithless            faithless

   faiths               faith

   faitors              faitor

   fal                  fal

   falchion             falchion

   falcon               falcon

   falconbridge         falconbridg

   falconer             falcon

   falconers            falcon

   fall                 fall

   fallacy              fallaci

   fallen               fallen

   falleth              falleth
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   falliable            falliabl

   fallible             fallibl

   falling              fall

   fallow               fallow

   fallows              fallow

   falls                fall

   fally                falli

   falorous             falor

   false                fals

   falsehood            falsehood

   falsely              fals

   falseness            fals

   falser               falser

   falsify              falsifi

   falsing              fals

   falstaff             falstaff

   falstaffs            falstaff

   falter               falter

   fam                  fam

   fame                 fame

   famed                fame

   familiar             familiar

   familiarity          familiar

   familiarly           familiarli

   familiars            familiar

   family               famili

   famine               famin

   famish               famish

   famished             famish

   famous               famou

   famoused             famous

   famously             famous

   fan                  fan

   fanatical            fanat

   fancies              fanci

   fancy                fanci

   fane                 fane

   fanes                fane

   fang                 fang

   fangled              fangl

   fangless             fangless

   fangs                fang

   fann                 fann

   fanning              fan

   fans                 fan

   fantasied            fantasi

   fantasies            fantasi

   fantastic            fantast
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   fantastical          fantast

   fantastically        fantast

   fantasticoes         fantastico

   fantasy              fantasi

   fap                  fap

   far                  far

   farborough           farborough

   farced               farc

   fardel               fardel

   fardels              fardel

   fare                 fare

   fares                fare

   farewell             farewel

   farewells            farewel

   fariner              farin

   faring               fare

   farm                 farm

   farmer               farmer

   farmhouse            farmhous

   farms                farm

   farre                farr

   farrow               farrow

   farther              farther

   farthest             farthest

   farthing             farth

   farthingale          farthingal

   farthingales         farthingal

   farthings            farth

   fartuous             fartuou

   fas                  fa

   fashion              fashion

   fashionable          fashion

   fashioning           fashion

   fashions             fashion

   fast                 fast

   fasted               fast

   fasten               fasten

   fastened             fasten

   faster               faster

   fastest              fastest

   fasting              fast

   fastly               fastli

   fastolfe             fastolf

   fasts                fast

   fat                  fat

   fatal                fatal

   fatally              fatal

   fate                 fate
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   fated                fate

   fates                fate

   father               father

   fathered             father

   fatherless           fatherless

   fatherly             fatherli

   fathers              father

   fathom               fathom

   fathomless           fathomless

   fathoms              fathom

   fatigate             fatig

   fatness              fat

   fats                 fat

   fatted               fat

   fatter               fatter

   fattest              fattest

   fatting              fat

   fatuus               fatuu

   fauconbridge         fauconbridg

   faulconbridge        faulconbridg

   fault                fault

   faultiness           faulti

   faultless            faultless

   faults               fault

   faulty               faulti

   fausse               fauss

   fauste               faust

   faustuses            faustus

   faut                 faut

   favor                favor

   favorable            favor

   favorably            favor

   favors               favor

   favour               favour

   favourable           favour

   favoured             favour

   favouredly           favouredli

   favourer             favour

   favourers            favour

   favouring            favour

   favourite            favourit

   favourites           favourit

   favours              favour

   favout               favout

   fawn                 fawn

   fawneth              fawneth

   fawning              fawn

   fawns                fawn
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   fay                  fai

   fe                   fe

   fealty               fealti

   fear                 fear

   feared               fear

   fearest              fearest

   fearful              fear

   fearfull             fearful

   fearfully            fearfulli

   fearfulness          fear

   fearing              fear

   fearless             fearless

   fears                fear

   feast                feast

   feasted              feast

   feasting             feast

   feasts               feast

   feat                 feat

   feated               feat

   feater               feater

   feather              feather

   feathered            feather

   feathers             feather

   featly               featli

   feats                feat

   featur               featur

   feature              featur

   featured             featur

   featureless          featureless

   features             featur

   february             februari

   fecks                feck

   fed                  fed

   fedary               fedari

   federary             federari

   fee                  fee

   feeble               feebl

   feebled              feebl

   feebleness           feebl

   feebling             feebl

   feebly               feebli

   feed                 feed

   feeder               feeder

   feeders              feeder

   feedeth              feedeth

   feeding              feed

   feeds                feed

   feel                 feel
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   feeler               feeler

   feeling              feel

   feelingly            feelingli

   feels                feel

   fees                 fee

   feet                 feet

   fehemently           fehement

   feign                feign

   feigned              feign

   feigning             feign

   feil                 feil

   feith                feith

   felicitate           felicit

   felicity             felic

   fell                 fell

   fellest              fellest

   fellies              felli

   fellow               fellow

   fellowly             fellowli

   fellows              fellow

   fellowship           fellowship

   fellowships          fellowship

   fells                fell

   felon                felon

   felonious            feloni

   felony               feloni

   felt                 felt

   female               femal

   females              femal

   feminine             feminin

   fen                  fen

   fenc                 fenc

   fence                fenc

   fencer               fencer

   fencing              fenc

   fends                fend

   fennel               fennel

   fenny                fenni

   fens                 fen

   fenton               fenton

   fer                  fer

   ferdinand            ferdinand

   fere                 fere

   fernseed             fernse

   ferrara              ferrara

   ferrers              ferrer

   ferret               ferret

   ferry                ferri
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   ferryman             ferryman

   fertile              fertil

   fertility            fertil

   fervency             fervenc

   fervour              fervour

   fery                 feri

   fest                 fest

   feste                fest

   fester               fester

   festinate            festin

   festinately          festin

   festival             festiv

   festivals            festiv

   fet                  fet

   fetch                fetch

   fetches              fetch

   fetching             fetch

   fetlock              fetlock

   fetlocks             fetlock

   fett                 fett

   fetter               fetter

   fettering            fetter

   fetters              fetter

   fettle               fettl

   feu                  feu

   feud                 feud

   fever                fever

   feverous             fever

   fevers               fever

   few                  few

   fewer                fewer

   fewest               fewest

   fewness              few

   fickle               fickl

   fickleness           fickl

   fico                 fico

   fiction              fiction

   fiddle               fiddl

   fiddler              fiddler

   fiddlestick          fiddlestick

   fidele               fidel

   fidelicet            fidelicet

   fidelity             fidel

   fidius               fidiu

   fie                  fie

   field                field

   fielded              field

   fields               field
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   fiend                fiend

   fiends               fiend

   fierce               fierc

   fiercely             fierc

   fierceness           fierc

   fiery                fieri

   fife                 fife

   fifes                fife

   fifteen              fifteen

   fifteens             fifteen

   fifteenth            fifteenth

   fifth                fifth

   fifty                fifti

   fiftyfold            fiftyfold

   fig                  fig

   fight                fight

   fighter              fighter

   fightest             fightest

   fighteth             fighteth

   fighting             fight

   fights               fight

   figo                 figo

   figs                 fig

   figur                figur

   figure               figur

   figured              figur

   figures              figur

   figuring             figur

   fike                 fike

   fil                  fil

   filberts             filbert

   filch                filch

   filches              filch

   filching             filch

   file                 file

   filed                file

   files                file

   filial               filial

   filius               filiu

   fill                 fill

   filled               fill

   fillet               fillet

   filling              fill

   fillip               fillip

   fills                fill

   filly                filli

   film                 film

   fils                 fil
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   filth                filth

   filths               filth

   filthy               filthi

   fin                  fin

   finally              final

   finch                finch

   find                 find

   finder               finder

   findeth              findeth

   finding              find

   findings             find

   finds                find

   fine                 fine

   fineless             fineless

   finely               fine

   finem                finem

   fineness             fine

   finer                finer

   fines                fine

   finest               finest

   fing                 fing

   finger               finger

   fingering            finger

   fingers              finger

   fingre               fingr

   fingres              fingr

   finical              finic

   finish               finish

   finished             finish

   finisher             finish

   finless              finless

   finn                 finn

   fins                 fin

   finsbury             finsburi

   fir                  fir

   firago               firago

   fire                 fire

   firebrand            firebrand

   firebrands           firebrand

   fired                fire

   fires                fire

   firework             firework

   fireworks            firework

   firing               fire

   firk                 firk

   firm                 firm

   firmament            firmament

   firmly               firmli
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   firmness             firm

   first                first

   firstlings           firstl

   fish                 fish

   fisher               fisher

   fishermen            fishermen

   fishers              fisher

   fishes               fish

   fishified            fishifi

   fishmonger           fishmong

   fishpond             fishpond

   fisnomy              fisnomi

   fist                 fist

   fisting              fist

   fists                fist

   fistula              fistula

   fit                  fit

   fitchew              fitchew

   fitful               fit

   fitly                fitli

   fitment              fitment

   fitness              fit

   fits                 fit

   fitted               fit

   fitter               fitter

   fittest              fittest

   fitteth              fitteth

   fitting              fit

   fitzwater            fitzwat

   five                 five

   fivepence            fivep

   fives                five

   fix                  fix

   fixed                fix

   fixes                fix

   fixeth               fixeth

   fixing               fix

   fixture              fixtur

   fl                   fl

   flag                 flag

   flagging             flag

   flagon               flagon

   flagons              flagon

   flags                flag

   flail                flail

   flakes               flake

   flaky                flaki

   flam                 flam
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   flame                flame

   flamen               flamen

   flamens              flamen

   flames               flame

   flaming              flame

   flaminius            flaminiu

   flanders             flander

   flannel              flannel

   flap                 flap

   flaring              flare

   flash                flash

   flashes              flash

   flashing             flash

   flask                flask

   flat                 flat

   flatly               flatli

   flatness             flat

   flats                flat

   flatt                flatt

   flatter              flatter

   flattered            flatter

   flatterer            flatter

   flatterers           flatter

   flatterest           flatterest

   flatteries           flatteri

   flattering           flatter

   flatters             flatter

   flattery             flatteri

   flaunts              flaunt

   flavio               flavio

   flavius              flaviu

   flaw                 flaw

   flaws                flaw

   flax                 flax

   flaxen               flaxen

   flay                 flai

   flaying              flai

   flea                 flea

   fleance              fleanc

   fleas                flea

   flecked              fleck

   fled                 fled

   fledge               fledg

   flee                 flee

   fleec                fleec

   fleece               fleec

   fleeces              fleec

   fleer                fleer
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   fleering             fleer

   fleers               fleer

   fleet                fleet

   fleeter              fleeter

   fleeting             fleet

   fleming              fleme

   flemish              flemish

   flesh                flesh

   fleshes              flesh

   fleshly              fleshli

   fleshment            fleshment

   fleshmonger          fleshmong

   flew                 flew

   flexible             flexibl

   flexure              flexur

   flibbertigibbet      flibbertigibbet

   flickering           flicker

   flidge               flidg

   fliers               flier

   flies                fli

   flieth               flieth

   flight               flight

   flights              flight

   flighty              flighti

   flinch               flinch

   fling                fling

   flint                flint

   flints               flint

   flinty               flinti

   flirt                flirt

   float                float

   floated              float

   floating             float

   flock                flock

   flocks               flock

   flood                flood

   floodgates           floodgat

   floods               flood

   floor                floor

   flora                flora

   florence             florenc

   florentine           florentin

   florentines          florentin

   florentius           florentiu

   florizel             florizel

   flote                flote

   floulish             floulish

   flour                flour
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   flourish             flourish

   flourishes           flourish

   flourisheth          flourisheth

   flourishing          flourish

   flout                flout

   flouted              flout

   flouting             flout

   flouts               flout

   flow                 flow

   flowed               flow

   flower               flower

   flowerets            floweret

   flowers              flower

   flowing              flow

   flown                flown

   flows                flow

   fluellen             fluellen

   fluent               fluent

   flung                flung

   flush                flush

   flushing             flush

   fluster              fluster

   flute                flute

   flutes               flute

   flutter              flutter

   flux                 flux

   fluxive              fluxiv

   fly                  fly

   flying               fly

   fo                   fo

   foal                 foal

   foals                foal

   foam                 foam

   foamed               foam

   foaming              foam

   foams                foam

   foamy                foami

   fob                  fob

   focative             foc

   fodder               fodder

   foe                  foe

   foeman               foeman

   foemen               foemen

   foes                 foe

   fog                  fog

   foggy                foggi

   fogs                 fog

   foh                  foh
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   foi                  foi

   foil                 foil

   foiled               foil

   foils                foil

   foin                 foin

   foining              foin

   foins                foin

   fois                 foi

   foison               foison

   foisons              foison

   foist                foist

   foix                 foix

   fold                 fold

   folded               fold

   folds                fold

   folio                folio

   folk                 folk

   folks                folk

   follies              folli

   follow               follow

   followed             follow

   follower             follow

   followers            follow

   followest            followest

   following            follow

   follows              follow

   folly                folli

   fond                 fond

   fonder               fonder

   fondly               fondli

   fondness             fond

   font                 font

   fontibell            fontibel

   food                 food

   fool                 fool

   fooleries            fooleri

   foolery              fooleri

   foolhardy            foolhardi

   fooling              fool

   foolish              foolish

   foolishly            foolishli

   foolishness          foolish

   fools                fool

   foot                 foot

   football             footbal

   footboy              footboi

   footboys             footboi

   footed               foot
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   footfall             footfal

   footing              foot

   footman              footman

   footmen              footmen

   footpath             footpath

   footsteps            footstep

   footstool            footstool

   fopp                 fopp

   fopped               fop

   foppery              fopperi

   foppish              foppish

   fops                 fop

   for                  for

   forage               forag

   foragers             forag

   forbade              forbad

   forbear              forbear

   forbearance          forbear

   forbears             forbear

   forbid               forbid

   forbidden            forbidden

   forbiddenly          forbiddenli

   forbids              forbid

   forbod               forbod

   forborne             forborn

   forc                 forc

   force                forc

   forced               forc

   forceful             forc

   forceless            forceless

   forces               forc

   forcible             forcibl

   forcibly             forcibl

   forcing              forc

   ford                 ford

   fordid               fordid

   fordo                fordo

   fordoes              fordo

   fordone              fordon

   fore                 fore

   forecast             forecast

   forefather           forefath

   forefathers          forefath

   forefinger           forefing

   forego               forego

   foregone             foregon

   forehand             forehand

   forehead             forehead
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   foreheads            forehead

   forehorse            forehors

   foreign              foreign

   foreigner            foreign

   foreigners           foreign

   foreknowing          foreknow

   foreknowledge        foreknowledg

   foremost             foremost

   forenamed            forenam

   forenoon             forenoon

   forerun              forerun

   forerunner           forerunn

   forerunning          forerun

   foreruns             forerun

   foresaid             foresaid

   foresaw              foresaw

   foresay              foresai

   foresee              forese

   foreseeing           forese

   foresees             forese

   foreshow             foreshow

   foreskirt            foreskirt

   forespent            foresp

   forest               forest

   forestall            forestal

   forestalled          forestal

   forester             forest

   foresters            forest

   forests              forest

   foretell             foretel

   foretelling          foretel

   foretells            foretel

   forethink            forethink

   forethought          forethought

   foretold             foretold

   forever              forev

   foreward             foreward

   forewarn             forewarn

   forewarned           forewarn

   forewarning          forewarn

   forfeit              forfeit

   forfeited            forfeit

   forfeiters           forfeit

   forfeiting           forfeit

   forfeits             forfeit

   forfeiture           forfeitur

   forfeitures          forfeitur

   forfend              forfend
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   forfended            forfend

   forg                 forg

   forgave              forgav

   forge                forg

   forged               forg

   forgeries            forgeri

   forgery              forgeri

   forges               forg

   forget               forget

   forgetful            forget

   forgetfulness        forget

   forgetive            forget

   forgets              forget

   forgetting           forget

   forgive              forgiv

   forgiven             forgiven

   forgiveness          forgiv

   forgo                forgo

   forgoing             forgo

   forgone              forgon

   forgot               forgot

   forgotten            forgotten

   fork                 fork

   forked               fork

   forks                fork

   forlorn              forlorn

   form                 form

   formal               formal

   formally             formal

   formed               form

   former               former

   formerly             formerli

   formless             formless

   forms                form

   fornication          fornic

   fornications         fornic

   fornicatress         fornicatress

   forres               forr

   forrest              forrest

   forsake              forsak

   forsaken             forsaken

   forsaketh            forsaketh

   forslow              forslow

   forsook              forsook

   forsooth             forsooth

   forspent             forspent

   forspoke             forspok

   forswear             forswear
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   forswearing          forswear

   forswore             forswor

   forsworn             forsworn

   fort                 fort

   forted               fort

   forth                forth

   forthcoming          forthcom

   forthlight           forthlight

   forthright           forthright

   forthwith            forthwith

   fortification        fortif

   fortifications       fortif

   fortified            fortifi

   fortifies            fortifi

   fortify              fortifi

   fortinbras           fortinbra

   fortitude            fortitud

   fortnight            fortnight

   fortress             fortress

   fortresses           fortress

   forts                fort

   fortun               fortun

   fortuna              fortuna

   fortunate            fortun

   fortunately          fortun

   fortune              fortun

   fortuned             fortun

   fortunes             fortun

   fortward             fortward

   forty                forti

   forum                forum

   forward              forward

   forwarding           forward

   forwardness          forward

   forwards             forward

   forwearied           forweari

   fosset               fosset

   fost                 fost

   foster               foster

   fostered             foster

   fought               fought

   foughten             foughten

   foul                 foul

   fouler               fouler

   foulest              foulest

   foully               foulli

   foulness             foul

   found                found
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   foundation           foundat

   foundations          foundat

   founded              found

   founder              founder

   fount                fount

   fountain             fountain

   fountains            fountain

   founts               fount

   four                 four

   fourscore            fourscor

   fourteen             fourteen

   fourth               fourth

   foutra               foutra

   fowl                 fowl

   fowler               fowler

   fowling              fowl

   fowls                fowl

   fox                  fox

   foxes                fox

   foxship              foxship

   fracted              fract

   fraction             fraction

   fractions            fraction

   fragile              fragil

   fragment             fragment

   fragments            fragment

   fragrant             fragrant

   frail                frail

   frailer              frailer

   frailties            frailti

   frailty              frailti

   fram                 fram

   frame                frame

   framed               frame

   frames               frame

   frampold             frampold

   fran                 fran

   francais             francai

   france               franc

   frances              franc

   franchise            franchis

   franchised           franchis

   franchisement        franchis

   franchises           franchis

   franciae             francia

   francis              franci

   francisca            francisca

   franciscan           franciscan
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   francisco            francisco

   frank                frank

   franker              franker

   frankfort            frankfort

   franklin             franklin

   franklins            franklin

   frankly              frankli

   frankness            frank

   frantic              frantic

   franticly            franticli

   frateretto           frateretto

   fratrum              fratrum

   fraud                fraud

   fraudful             fraud

   fraught              fraught

   fraughtage           fraughtag

   fraughting           fraught

   fray                 frai

   frays                frai

   freckl               freckl

   freckled             freckl

   freckles             freckl

   frederick            frederick

   free                 free

   freed                freed

   freedom              freedom

   freedoms             freedom

   freehearted          freeheart

   freelier             freelier

   freely               freeli

   freeman              freeman

   freemen              freemen

   freeness             freeness

   freer                freer

   frees                free

   freestone            freeston

   freetown             freetown

   freeze               freez

   freezes              freez

   freezing             freez

   freezings            freez

   french               french

   frenchman            frenchman

   frenchmen            frenchmen

   frenchwoman          frenchwoman

   frenzy               frenzi

   frequent             frequent

   frequents            frequent
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   fresh                fresh

   fresher              fresher

   freshes              fresh

   freshest             freshest

   freshly              freshli

   freshness            fresh

   fret                 fret

   fretful              fret

   frets                fret

   fretted              fret

   fretten              fretten

   fretting             fret

   friar                friar

   friars               friar

   friday               fridai

   fridays              fridai

   friend               friend

   friended             friend

   friending            friend

   friendless           friendless

   friendliness         friendli

   friendly             friendli

   friends              friend

   friendship           friendship

   friendships          friendship

   frieze               friez

   fright               fright

   frighted             fright

   frightened           frighten

   frightful            fright

   frighting            fright

   frights              fright

   fringe               fring

   fringed              fring

   frippery             fripperi

   frisk                frisk

   fritters             fritter

   frivolous            frivol

   fro                  fro

   frock                frock

   frog                 frog

   frogmore             frogmor

   froissart            froissart

   frolic               frolic

   from                 from

   front                front

   fronted              front

   frontier             frontier
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   frontiers            frontier

   fronting             front

   frontlet             frontlet

   fronts               front

   frost                frost

   frosts               frost

   frosty               frosti

   froth                froth

   froward              froward

   frown                frown

   frowning             frown

   frowningly           frowningli

   frowns               frown

   froze                froze

   frozen               frozen

   fructify             fructifi

   frugal               frugal

   fruit                fruit

   fruiterer            fruiter

   fruitful             fruit

   fruitfully           fruitfulli

   fruitfulness         fruit

   fruition             fruition

   fruitless            fruitless

   fruits               fruit

   frush                frush

   frustrate            frustrat

   frutify              frutifi

   fry                  fry

   fubb                 fubb

   fuel                 fuel

   fugitive             fugit

   fulfil               fulfil

   fulfill              fulfil

   fulfilling           fulfil

   fulfils              fulfil

   full                 full

   fullam               fullam

   fuller               fuller

   fullers              fuller

   fullest              fullest

   fullness             full

   fully                fulli

   fulness              ful

   fulsome              fulsom

   fulvia               fulvia

   fum                  fum

   fumble               fumbl
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   fumbles              fumbl

   fumblest             fumblest

   fumbling             fumbl

   fume                 fume

   fumes                fume

   fuming               fume

   fumiter              fumit

   fumitory             fumitori

   fun                  fun

   function             function

   functions            function

   fundamental          fundament

   funeral              funer

   funerals             funer

   fur                  fur

   furbish              furbish

   furies               furi

   furious              furiou

   furlongs             furlong

   furnace              furnac

   furnaces             furnac

   furnish              furnish

   furnished            furnish

   furnishings          furnish

   furniture            furnitur

   furnival             furniv

   furor                furor

   furr                 furr

   furrow               furrow

   furrowed             furrow

   furrows              furrow

   furth                furth

   further              further

   furtherance          further

   furtherer            further

   furthermore          furthermor

   furthest             furthest

   fury                 furi

   furze                furz

   furzes               furz

   fust                 fust

   fustian              fustian

   fustilarian          fustilarian

   fusty                fusti

   fut                  fut

   future               futur

   futurity             futur

   g                    g
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   gabble               gabbl

   gaberdine            gaberdin

   gabriel              gabriel

   gad                  gad

   gadding              gad

   gads                 gad

   gadshill             gadshil

   gag                  gag

   gage                 gage

   gaged                gage

   gagg                 gagg

   gaging               gage

   gagne                gagn

   gain                 gain

   gained               gain

   gainer               gainer

   gaingiving           gaingiv

   gains                gain

   gainsaid             gainsaid

   gainsay              gainsai

   gainsaying           gainsai

   gainsays             gainsai

   gainst               gainst

   gait                 gait

   gaited               gait

   galathe              galath

   gale                 gale

   galen                galen

   gales                gale

   gall                 gall

   gallant              gallant

   gallantly            gallantli

   gallantry            gallantri

   gallants             gallant

   galled               gall

   gallery              galleri

   galley               gallei

   galleys              gallei

   gallia               gallia

   gallian              gallian

   galliard             galliard

   galliasses           galliass

   gallimaufry          gallimaufri

   galling              gall

   gallons              gallon

   gallop               gallop

   galloping            gallop

   gallops              gallop
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   gallow               gallow

   galloway             gallowai

   gallowglasses        gallowglass

   gallows              gallow

   gallowses            gallows

   galls                gall

   gallus               gallu

   gam                  gam

   gambol               gambol

   gambold              gambold

   gambols              gambol

   gamboys              gamboi

   game                 game

   gamers               gamer

   games                game

   gamesome             gamesom

   gamester             gamest

   gaming               game

   gammon               gammon

   gamut                gamut

   gan                  gan

   gangren              gangren

   ganymede             ganymed

   gaol                 gaol

   gaoler               gaoler

   gaolers              gaoler

   gaols                gaol

   gap                  gap

   gape                 gape

   gapes                gape

   gaping               gape

   gar                  gar

   garb                 garb

   garbage              garbag

   garboils             garboil

   garcon               garcon

   gard                 gard

   garde                gard

   garden               garden

   gardener             garden

   gardeners            garden

   gardens              garden

   gardez               gardez

   gardiner             gardin

   gardon               gardon

   gargantua            gargantua

   gargrave             gargrav

   garish               garish
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   garland              garland

   garlands             garland

   garlic               garlic

   garment              garment

   garments             garment

   garmet               garmet

   garner               garner

   garners              garner

   garnish              garnish

   garnished            garnish

   garret               garret

   garrison             garrison

   garrisons            garrison

   gart                 gart

   garter               garter

   garterd              garterd

   gartering            garter

   garters              garter

   gascony              gasconi

   gash                 gash

   gashes               gash

   gaskins              gaskin

   gasp                 gasp

   gasping              gasp

   gasted               gast

   gastness             gast

   gat                  gat

   gate                 gate

   gated                gate

   gates                gate

   gath                 gath

   gather               gather

   gathered             gather

   gathering            gather

   gathers              gather

   gatories             gatori

   gatory               gatori

   gaud                 gaud

   gaudeo               gaudeo

   gaudy                gaudi

   gauge                gaug

   gaul                 gaul

   gaultree             gaultre

   gaunt                gaunt

   gauntlet             gauntlet

   gauntlets            gauntlet

   gav                  gav

   gave                 gave
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   gavest               gavest

   gawded               gawd

   gawds                gawd

   gawsey               gawsei

   gay                  gai

   gayness              gay

   gaz                  gaz

   gaze                 gaze

   gazed                gaze

   gazer                gazer

   gazers               gazer

   gazes                gaze

   gazeth               gazeth

   gazing               gaze

   gear                 gear

   geck                 geck

   geese                gees

   geffrey              geffrei

   geld                 geld

   gelded               geld

   gelding              geld

   gelida               gelida

   gelidus              gelidu

   gelt                 gelt

   gem                  gem

   geminy               gemini

   gems                 gem

   gen                  gen

   gender               gender

   genders              gender

   general              gener

   generally            gener

   generals             gener

   generation           gener

   generations          gener

   generative           gener

   generosity           generos

   generous             gener

   genitive             genit

   genitivo             genitivo

   genius               geniu

   gennets              gennet

   genoa                genoa

   genoux               genoux

   gens                 gen

   gent                 gent

   gentilhomme          gentilhomm

   gentility            gentil
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   gentle               gentl

   gentlefolks          gentlefolk

   gentleman            gentleman

   gentlemanlike        gentlemanlik

   gentlemen            gentlemen

   gentleness           gentl

   gentler              gentler

   gentles              gentl

   gentlest             gentlest

   gentlewoman          gentlewoman

   gentlewomen          gentlewomen

   gently               gentli

   gentry               gentri

   george               georg

   gerard               gerard

   germaines            germain

   germains             germain

   german               german

   germane              german

   germans              german

   germany              germani

   gertrude             gertrud

   gest                 gest

   gests                gest

   gesture              gestur

   gestures             gestur

   get                  get

   getrude              getrud

   gets                 get

   getter               getter

   getting              get

   ghastly              ghastli

   ghost                ghost

   ghosted              ghost

   ghostly              ghostli

   ghosts               ghost

   gi                   gi

   giant                giant

   giantess             giantess

   giantlike            giantlik

   giants               giant

   gib                  gib

   gibber               gibber

   gibbet               gibbet

   gibbets              gibbet

   gibe                 gibe

   giber                giber

   gibes                gibe
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   gibing               gibe

   gibingly             gibingli

   giddily              giddili

   giddiness            giddi

   giddy                giddi

   gift                 gift

   gifts                gift

   gig                  gig

   giglets              giglet

   giglot               giglot

   gilbert              gilbert

   gild                 gild

   gilded               gild

   gilding              gild

   gilliams             gilliam

   gillian              gillian

   gills                gill

   gillyvors            gillyvor

   gilt                 gilt

   gimmal               gimmal

   gimmers              gimmer

   gin                  gin

   ging                 ging

   ginger               ginger

   gingerbread          gingerbread

   gingerly             gingerli

   ginn                 ginn

   gins                 gin

   gioucestershire      gioucestershir

   gipes                gipe

   gipsies              gipsi

   gipsy                gipsi

   gird                 gird

   girded               gird

   girdle               girdl

   girdled              girdl

   girdles              girdl

   girdling             girdl

   girl                 girl

   girls                girl

   girt                 girt

   girth                girth

   gis                  gi

   giv                  giv

   give                 give

   given                given

   giver                giver

   givers               giver
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   gives                give

   givest               givest

   giveth               giveth

   giving               give

   givings              give

   glad                 glad

   gladded              glad

   gladding             glad

   gladly               gladli

   gladness             glad

   glamis               glami

   glanc                glanc

   glance               glanc

   glanced              glanc

   glances              glanc

   glancing             glanc

   glanders             glander

   glansdale            glansdal

   glare                glare

   glares               glare

   glass                glass

   glasses              glass

   glassy               glassi

   glaz                 glaz

   glazed               glaze

   gleams               gleam

   glean                glean

   gleaned              glean

   gleaning             glean

   gleeful              gleeful

   gleek                gleek

   gleeking             gleek

   gleeks               gleek

   glend                glend

   glendower            glendow

   glib                 glib

   glide                glide

   glided               glide

   glides               glide

   glideth              glideth

   gliding              glide

   glimmer              glimmer

   glimmering           glimmer

   glimmers             glimmer

   glimpse              glimps

   glimpses             glimps

   glist                glist

   glistening           glisten
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   glister              glister

   glistering           glister

   glisters             glister

   glitt                glitt

   glittering           glitter

   globe                globe

   globes               globe

   glooming             gloom

   gloomy               gloomi

   glories              glori

   glorified            glorifi

   glorify              glorifi

   glorious             gloriou

   gloriously           glorious

   glory                glori

   glose                glose

   gloss                gloss

   glosses              gloss

   glou                 glou

   glouceste            gloucest

   gloucester           gloucest

   gloucestershire      gloucestershir

   glove                glove

   glover               glover

   gloves               glove

   glow                 glow

   glowed               glow

   glowing              glow

   glowworm             glowworm

   gloz                 gloz

   gloze                gloze

   glozes               gloze

   glu                  glu

   glue                 glue

   glued                glu

   glues                glue

   glut                 glut

   glutt                glutt

   glutted              glut

   glutton              glutton

   gluttoning           glutton

   gluttony             gluttoni

   gnarled              gnarl

   gnarling             gnarl

   gnat                 gnat

   gnats                gnat

   gnaw                 gnaw

   gnawing              gnaw
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   gnawn                gnawn

   gnaws                gnaw

   go                   go

   goad                 goad

   goaded               goad

   goads                goad

   goal                 goal

   goat                 goat

   goatish              goatish

   goats                goat

   gobbets              gobbet

   gobbo                gobbo

   goblet               goblet

   goblets              goblet

   goblin               goblin

   goblins              goblin

   god                  god

   godded               god

   godden               godden

   goddess              goddess
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   goddild              goddild

   godfather            godfath
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   godhead              godhead
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   gods                 god

   godson               godson
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   goes                 goe
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   goeth                goeth
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   gondola              gondola

   gondolier            gondoli

   gone                 gone

   goneril              goneril

   gong                 gong

   gonzago              gonzago

   gonzalo              gonzalo

   good                 good

   goodfellow           goodfellow
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   goodly               goodli

   goodman              goodman
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   goodnight            goodnight

   goodrig              goodrig

   goods                good

   goodwife             goodwif

   goodwill             goodwil

   goodwin              goodwin

   goodwins             goodwin

   goodyear             goodyear

   goodyears            goodyear

   goose                goos
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   goot                 goot

   gor                  gor

   gorbellied           gorbelli

   gorboduc             gorboduc

   gordian              gordian

   gore                 gore

   gored                gore

   gorg                 gorg
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   gorget               gorget
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   gorgon               gorgon

   gormandize           gormand

   gormandizing         gormand

   gory                 gori
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   goss                 goss
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   gossiping            gossip

   gossiplike           gossiplik

   gossips              gossip

   got                  got

   goth                 goth

   goths                goth

   gotten               gotten

   gourd                gourd

   gout                 gout
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   government           govern
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   gower                gower

   gown                 gown

   gowns                gown

   grac                 grac

   grace                grace

   graced               grace

   graceful             grace
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   graceless            graceless
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   gracing              grace

   gracious             graciou
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   gradation            gradat

   graff                graff
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   graft                graft

   grafted              graft
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   grande               grand

   grandeur             grandeur

   grandfather          grandfath

   grandjurors          grandjuror

   grandmother          grandmoth

   grandpre             grandpr

   grandsir             grandsir

   grandsire            grandsir

   grandsires           grandsir

   grange               grang

   grant                grant

   granted              grant
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   grants               grant

   grape                grape

   grapes               grape

   grapple              grappl

   grapples             grappl

   grappling            grappl

   grasp                grasp

   grasped              grasp

   grasps               grasp

   grass                grass

   grasshoppers         grasshopp

   grassy               grassi

   grate                grate

   grated               grate

   grateful             grate

   grates               grate

   gratiano             gratiano

   gratify              gratifi

   gratii               gratii
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   grating              grate

   gratis               grati

   gratitude            gratitud
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   gravel               gravel
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   graven               graven
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   graver               graver

   graves               grave
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   gravest              gravest

   gravestone           graveston

   gravities            graviti

   gravity              graviti

   gravy                gravi

   gray                 grai

   graymalkin           graymalkin

   graz                 graz

   graze                graze

   grazed               graze

   grazing              graze

   grease               greas

   greases              greas

   greasily             greasili

   greasy               greasi

   great                great

   greater              greater

   greatest             greatest

   greatly              greatli

   greatness            great

   grecian              grecian

   grecians             grecian

   gree                 gree

   greece               greec

   greed                greed

   greedily             greedili

   greediness           greedi

   greedy               greedi

   greeing              gree

   greek                greek

   greekish             greekish

   greeks               greek

   green                green

   greener              greener

   greenly              greenli

   greens               green

   greensleeves         greensleev

   greenwich            greenwich

   greenwood            greenwood

   greet                greet
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   greetings            greet
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   greg                 greg

   gregory              gregori
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   grew                 grew
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   grey                 grei

   greybeard            greybeard

   greybeards           greybeard

   greyhound            greyhound

   greyhounds           greyhound

   grief                grief
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   griev                griev
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   grieve               griev
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   grievous             grievou
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   griffith             griffith

   grim                 grim

   grime                grime

   grimly               grimli

   grin                 grin

   grind                grind
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   grindstone           grindston

   grinning             grin

   grip                 grip

   gripe                gripe

   gripes               gripe

   griping              gripe

   grise                grise

   grisly               grisli

   grissel              grissel

   grize                grize

   grizzle              grizzl

   grizzled             grizzl

   groan                groan

   groaning             groan

   groans               groan

   groat                groat

   groats               groat
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   groom                groom
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   grop                 grop
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   gros                 gro

   gross                gross

   grosser              grosser

   grossly              grossli

   grossness            gross

   ground               ground

   grounded             ground

   groundlings          groundl

   grounds              ground

   grove                grove

   grovel               grovel

   grovelling           grovel

   groves               grove

   grow                 grow

   groweth              groweth

   growing              grow

   grown                grown

   grows                grow

   growth               growth

   grub                 grub

   grubb                grubb

   grubs                grub

   grudge               grudg

   grudged              grudg

   grudges              grudg
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   gruel                gruel

   grumble              grumbl

   grumblest            grumblest

   grumbling            grumbl

   grumblings           grumbl

   grumio               grumio

   grund                grund

   grunt                grunt
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   guard                guard

   guardage             guardag

   guardant             guardant

   guarded              guard
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   gud                  gud
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   guess                guess
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   guesses              guess

   guessingly           guessingli

   guest                guest

   guests               guest

   guiana               guiana

   guichard             guichard

   guide                guid

   guided               guid

   guider               guider

   guiderius            guideriu

   guides               guid

   guiding              guid

   guidon               guidon
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   guil                 guil

   guildenstern         guildenstern

   guilders             guilder

   guildford            guildford

   guildhall            guildhal

   guile                guil

   guiled               guil

   guileful             guil

   guilfords            guilford

   guilt                guilt

   guiltian             guiltian

   guiltier             guiltier

   guiltily             guiltili

   guiltiness           guilti

   guiltless            guiltless

   guilts               guilt

   guilty               guilti

   guinea               guinea

   guinever             guinev

   guise                guis

   gul                  gul

   gules                gule

   gulf                 gulf

   gulfs                gulf

   gull                 gull
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   gum                  gum
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   gun                  gun

   gunner               gunner
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   guns                 gun

   gurnet               gurnet
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   gurney               gurnei

   gust                 gust

   gusts                gust

   gusty                gusti

   guts                 gut

   gutter               gutter

   guy                  gui

   guynes               guyn

   guysors              guysor

   gypsy                gypsi

   gyve                 gyve

   gyved                gyve

   gyves                gyve

   h                    h

   ha                   ha

   haberdasher          haberdash

   habiliment           habili

   habiliments          habili

   habit                habit

   habitation           habit

   habited              habit

   habits               habit

   habitude             habitud

   hack                 hack

   hacket               hacket

   hackney              hacknei

   hacks                hack

   had                  had

   hadst                hadst

   haec                 haec

   haeres               haer

   hag                  hag

   hagar                hagar

   haggard              haggard

   haggards             haggard

   haggish              haggish
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   hags                 hag

   hail                 hail
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   halberds             halberd
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   hale                 hale

   haled                hale

   hales                hale

   half                 half
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   halfpennyworth       halfpennyworth

   halfway              halfwai

   halidom              halidom

   hall                 hall

   halloa               halloa
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   hallond              hallond

   halloo               halloo

   hallooing            halloo

   hallow               hallow

   hallowed             hallow

   hallowmas            hallowma

   hallown              hallown

   hals                 hal

   halt                 halt

   halter               halter

   halters              halter

   halting              halt

   halts                halt

   halves               halv

   ham                  ham

   hames                hame

   hamlet               hamlet

   hammer               hammer

   hammered             hammer

   hammering            hammer

   hammers              hammer

   hamper               hamper
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   hams                 ham
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   hand                 hand
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   handicraft           handicraft
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   handing              hand

   handiwork            handiwork

   handkercher          handkerch
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   handkerchers         handkerch

   handkerchief         handkerchief

   handle               handl

   handled              handl

   handles              handl

   handless             handless

   handlest             handlest

   handling             handl

   handmaid             handmaid

   handmaids            handmaid

   hands                hand

   handsaw              handsaw

   handsome             handsom

   handsomely           handsom

   handsomeness         handsom

   handwriting          handwrit

   handy                handi

   hang                 hang

   hanged               hang

   hangers              hanger

   hangeth              hangeth

   hanging              hang

   hangings             hang

   hangman              hangman

   hangmen              hangmen

   hangs                hang

   hannibal             hannib

   hap                  hap

   hapless              hapless

   haply                hapli

   happ                 happ

   happen               happen
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   happier              happier

   happies              happi

   happiest             happiest

   happily              happili

   happiness            happi

   happy                happi

   haps                 hap
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   harbouring           harbour

   harbours             harbour
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   hard                 hard

   harder               harder

   hardest              hardest

   hardiest             hardiest

   hardiment            hardiment

   hardiness            hardi

   hardly               hardli

   hardness             hard

   hardocks             hardock

   hardy                hardi

   hare                 hare

   harelip              harelip

   hares                hare

   harfleur             harfleur

   hark                 hark

   harlot               harlot

   harlotry             harlotri

   harlots              harlot

   harm                 harm

   harmed               harm

   harmful              harm

   harming              harm

   harmless             harmless

   harmonious           harmoni

   harmony              harmoni

   harms                harm

   harness              har

   harp                 harp

   harper               harper

   harpier              harpier

   harping              harp

   harpy                harpi

   harried              harri

   harrow               harrow

   harrows              harrow

   harry                harri

   harsh                harsh

   harshly              harshli

   harshness            harsh

   hart                 hart
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   has                  ha
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   hastes               hast

   hastily              hastili

   hasting              hast

   hastings             hast

   hasty                hasti

   hat                  hat
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   hatchment            hatchment

   hate                 hate

   hated                hate
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   hater                hater

   haters               hater

   hates                hate

   hateth               hateth
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   hath                 hath
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   hats                 hat

   haud                 haud

   hauf                 hauf

   haught               haught

   haughtiness          haughti

   haughty              haughti

   haunch               haunch
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   haunt                haunt

   haunted              haunt
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   haunts               haunt
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   have                 have
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   hawks                hawk
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   hawthorn             hawthorn

   hawthorns            hawthorn
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   hazard               hazard
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   hazelnut             hazelnut

   he                   he

   head                 head

   headborough          headborough

   headed               head
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   headless             headless
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   headsman             headsman

   headstrong           headstrong
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   heals                heal

   health               health
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   heap                 heap
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   hear                 hear
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   hearst               hearst

   heart                heart

   heartache            heartach
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   hearted              heart
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   hearth               hearth
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   heartless            heartless
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   hearts               heart

   heartsick            heartsick

   heartstrings         heartstr
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   heat                 heat
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   heath                heath

   heathen              heathen
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   heating              heat
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   heaven               heaven
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   heaves               heav
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   hedge                hedg

   hedgehog             hedgehog

   hedgehogs            hedgehog

   hedges               hedg
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   heifer               heifer
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   heir                 heir
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   helen                helen
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   hell                 hell

   hellespont           hellespont
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   helm                 helm
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   hem                  hem

   heme                 heme
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   hen                  hen
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   henchman             henchman
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   herd                 herd
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   heritage             heritag
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   hermes               herm
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   hero                 hero
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   hies                 hi
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   hissing              hiss

   hist                 hist
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   hits                 hit
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   hoars                hoar
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   hob                  hob
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   hod                  hod
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   homewards            homeward
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   honeysuckle          honeysuckl

   honeysuckles         honeysuckl

   honi                 honi

   honneur              honneur

   honor                honor

   honorable            honor

   honorably            honor
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   issued               issu

   issueless            issueless

   issues               issu

   issuing              issu
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   ist                  ist

   ista                 ista

   it                   it

   italian              italian

   italy                itali

   itch                 itch

   itches               itch

   itching              itch

   item                 item

   items                item

   iteration            iter

   ithaca               ithaca

   its                  it

   itself               itself

   itshall              itshal

   iv                   iv

   ivory                ivori

   ivy                  ivi

   iwis                 iwi

   ix                   ix

   j                    j

   jacet                jacet

   jack                 jack

   jackanapes           jackanap

   jacks                jack

   jacksauce            jacksauc

   jackslave            jackslav

   jacob                jacob

   jade                 jade

   jaded                jade

   jades                jade

   jail                 jail

   jakes                jake

   jamany               jamani

   james                jame

   jamy                 jami

   jane                 jane

   jangled              jangl

   jangling             jangl

   january              januari

   janus                janu

   japhet               japhet

   jaquenetta           jaquenetta

   jaques               jaqu

   jar                  jar

   jarring              jar

   jars                 jar

   jarteer              jarteer
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   jasons               jason

   jaunce               jaunc

   jauncing             jaunc

   jaundice             jaundic

   jaundies             jaundi

   jaw                  jaw

   jawbone              jawbon

   jaws                 jaw

   jay                  jai

   jays                 jai

   jc                   jc

   je                   je

   jealous              jealou

   jealousies           jealousi

   jealousy             jealousi

   jeer                 jeer

   jeering              jeer

   jelly                jelli

   jenny                jenni

   jeopardy             jeopardi

   jephtha              jephtha

   jephthah             jephthah

   jerkin               jerkin

   jerkins              jerkin

   jerks                jerk

   jeronimy             jeronimi

   jerusalem            jerusalem

   jeshu                jeshu

   jesses               jess

   jessica              jessica

   jest                 jest

   jested               jest

   jester               jester

   jesters              jester

   jesting              jest

   jests                jest

   jesu                 jesu

   jesus                jesu

   jet                  jet

   jets                 jet

   jew                  jew

   jewel                jewel

   jeweller             jewel

   jewels               jewel

   jewess               jewess

   jewish               jewish

   jewry                jewri

   jews                 jew
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   jezebel              jezebel

   jig                  jig

   jigging              jig

   jill                 jill

   jills                jill

   jingling             jingl

   joan                 joan

   job                  job

   jockey               jockei

   jocund               jocund

   jog                  jog

   jogging              jog

   john                 john

   johns                john

   join                 join

   joinder              joinder

   joined               join

   joiner               joiner

   joineth              joineth

   joins                join

   joint                joint

   jointed              joint

   jointing             joint

   jointly              jointli

   jointress            jointress

   joints               joint

   jointure             jointur

   jollity              jolliti

   jolly                jolli

   jolt                 jolt

   joltheads            jolthead

   jordan               jordan

   joseph               joseph

   joshua               joshua

   jot                  jot

   jour                 jour

   jourdain             jourdain

   journal              journal

   journey              journei

   journeying           journei

   journeyman           journeyman

   journeymen           journeymen

   journeys             journei

   jove                 jove

   jovem                jovem

   jovial               jovial

   jowl                 jowl

   jowls                jowl
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   joy                  joi

   joyed                joi

   joyful               joy

   joyfully             joyfulli

   joyless              joyless

   joyous               joyou

   joys                 joi

   juan                 juan

   jud                  jud

   judas                juda

   judases              judas

   jude                 jude

   judg                 judg

   judge                judg

   judged               judg

   judgement            judgement

   judges               judg

   judgest              judgest

   judging              judg

   judgment             judgment

   judgments            judgment

   judicious            judici

   jug                  jug

   juggle               juggl

   juggled              juggl

   juggler              juggler

   jugglers             juggler

   juggling             juggl

   jugs                 jug

   juice                juic

   juiced               juic

   jul                  jul

   jule                 jule

   julia                julia

   juliet               juliet

   julietta             julietta

   julio                julio

   julius               juliu

   july                 juli

   jump                 jump

   jumpeth              jumpeth

   jumping              jump

   jumps                jump

   june                 june

   junes                june

   junior               junior

   junius               juniu

   junkets              junket
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   juno                 juno

   jupiter              jupit

   jure                 jure

   jurement             jurement

   jurisdiction         jurisdict

   juror                juror

   jurors               juror

   jury                 juri

   jurymen              jurymen

   just                 just

   justeius             justeiu

   justest              justest

   justice              justic

   justicer             justic

   justicers            justic

   justices             justic

   justification        justif

   justified            justifi

   justify              justifi

   justle               justl

   justled              justl

   justles              justl

   justling             justl

   justly               justli

   justness             just

   justs                just

   jutting              jut

   jutty                jutti

   juvenal              juven

   kam                  kam

   kate                 kate

   kated                kate

   kates                kate

   katharine            katharin

   katherina            katherina

   katherine            katherin

   kecksies             kecksi

   keech                keech

   keel                 keel

   keels                keel

   keen                 keen

   keenness             keen

   keep                 keep

   keepdown             keepdown

   keeper               keeper

   keepers              keeper

   keepest              keepest

   keeping              keep
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   keeps                keep

   keiser               keiser

   ken                  ken

   kendal               kendal

   kennel               kennel

   kent                 kent

   kentish              kentish

   kentishman           kentishman

   kentishmen           kentishmen

   kept                 kept

   kerchief             kerchief

   kerely               kere

   kern                 kern

   kernal               kernal

   kernel               kernel

   kernels              kernel

   kerns                kern

   kersey               kersei

   kettle               kettl

   kettledrum           kettledrum

   kettledrums          kettledrum

   key                  kei

   keys                 kei

   kibe                 kibe

   kibes                kibe

   kick                 kick

   kicked               kick

   kickshaws            kickshaw

   kickshawses          kickshaws

   kicky                kicki

   kid                  kid

   kidney               kidnei

   kikely               kike

   kildare              kildar

   kill                 kill

   killed               kill

   killer               killer

   killeth              killeth

   killing              kill

   killingworth         killingworth

   kills                kill

   kiln                 kiln

   kimbolton            kimbolton

   kin                  kin

   kind                 kind

   kinder               kinder

   kindest              kindest

   kindle               kindl
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   kindled              kindl

   kindless             kindless

   kindlier             kindlier

   kindling             kindl

   kindly               kindli

   kindness             kind

   kindnesses           kind

   kindred              kindr

   kindreds             kindr

   kinds                kind

   kine                 kine

   king                 king

   kingdom              kingdom

   kingdoms             kingdom

   kingly               kingli

   kings                king

   kinred               kinr

   kins                 kin

   kinsman              kinsman

   kinsmen              kinsmen

   kinswoman            kinswoman

   kirtle               kirtl

   kirtles              kirtl

   kiss                 kiss

   kissed               kiss

   kisses               kiss

   kissing              kiss

   kitchen              kitchen

   kitchens             kitchen

   kite                 kite

   kites                kite

   kitten               kitten

   kj                   kj

   kl                   kl

   klll                 klll

   knack                knack

   knacks               knack

   knapp                knapp

   knav                 knav

   knave                knave

   knaveries            knaveri

   knavery              knaveri

   knaves               knave

   knavish              knavish

   knead                knead

   kneaded              knead

   kneading             knead

   knee                 knee
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   kneel                kneel

   kneeling             kneel

   kneels               kneel

   knees                knee

   knell                knell

   knew                 knew

   knewest              knewest

   knife                knife

   knight               knight

   knighted             knight

   knighthood           knighthood

   knighthoods          knighthood

   knightly             knightli

   knights              knight

   knit                 knit

   knits                knit

   knitters             knitter

   knitteth             knitteth

   knives               knive

   knobs                knob

   knock                knock

   knocking             knock

   knocks               knock

   knog                 knog

   knoll                knoll

   knot                 knot

   knots                knot

   knotted              knot

   knotty               knotti

   know                 know

   knower               knower

   knowest              knowest

   knowing              know

   knowingly            knowingli

   knowings             know

   knowledge            knowledg

   known                known

   knows                know

   l                    l

   la                   la

   laban                laban

   label                label

   labell               label

   labienus             labienu

   labio                labio

   labor                labor

   laboring             labor

   labors               labor
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   labour               labour

   laboured             labour

   labourer             labour

   labourers            labour

   labouring            labour

   labours              labour

   laboursome           laboursom

   labras               labra

   labyrinth            labyrinth

   lac                  lac

   lace                 lace

   laced                lace

   lacedaemon           lacedaemon

   laces                lace

   lacies               laci

   lack                 lack

   lackbeard            lackbeard

   lacked               lack

   lackey               lackei

   lackeying            lackei

   lackeys              lackei

   lacking              lack

   lacks                lack

   lad                  lad

   ladder               ladder

   ladders              ladder

   lade                 lade

   laden                laden

   ladies               ladi

   lading               lade

   lads                 lad

   lady                 ladi

   ladybird             ladybird

   ladyship             ladyship

   ladyships            ladyship

   laer                 laer

   laertes              laert

   lafeu                lafeu

   lag                  lag

   lagging              lag

   laid                 laid

   lain                 lain

   laissez              laissez

   lake                 lake

   lakes                lake

   lakin                lakin

   lam                  lam

   lamb                 lamb
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   lambert              lambert

   lambkin              lambkin

   lambkins             lambkin

   lambs                lamb

   lame                 lame

   lamely               lame

   lameness             lame

   lament               lament

   lamentable           lament

   lamentably           lament

   lamentation          lament

   lamentations         lament

   lamented             lament

   lamenting            lament

   lamentings           lament

   laments              lament

   lames                lame

   laming               lame

   lammas               lamma

   lammastide           lammastid

   lamound              lamound

   lamp                 lamp

   lampass              lampass

   lamps                lamp

   lanc                 lanc

   lancaster            lancast

   lance                lanc

   lances               lanc

   lanceth              lanceth

   lanch                lanch

   land                 land

   landed               land

   landing              land

   landless             landless

   landlord             landlord

   landmen              landmen

   lands                land

   lane                 lane

   lanes                lane

   langage              langag

   langley              langlei

   langton              langton

   language             languag

   languageless         languageless

   languages            languag

   langues              langu

   languish             languish

   languished           languish
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   languishes           languish

   languishing          languish

   languishings         languish

   languishment         languish

   languor              languor

   lank                 lank

   lantern              lantern

   lanterns             lantern

   lanthorn             lanthorn

   lap                  lap

   lapis                lapi

   lapland              lapland

   lapp                 lapp

   laps                 lap

   lapse                laps

   lapsed               laps

   lapsing              laps

   lapwing              lapw

   laquais              laquai

   larded               lard

   larder               larder

   larding              lard

   lards                lard

   large                larg

   largely              larg

   largeness            larg

   larger               larger

   largess              largess

   largest              largest

   lark                 lark

   larks                lark

   larron               larron

   lartius              lartiu

   larum                larum

   larums               larum

   las                  la

   lascivious           lascivi

   lash                 lash

   lass                 lass

   lasses               lass

   last                 last

   lasted               last

   lasting              last

   lastly               lastli

   lasts                last

   latch                latch

   latches              latch

   late                 late
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   lated                late

   lately               late

   later                later

   latest               latest

   lath                 lath

   latin                latin

   latten               latten

   latter               latter

   lattice              lattic

   laud                 laud

   laudable             laudabl

   laudis               laudi

   laugh                laugh

   laughable            laughabl

   laughed              laugh

   laugher              laugher

   laughest             laughest

   laughing             laugh

   laughs               laugh

   laughter             laughter

   launce               launc

   launcelot            launcelot

   launces              launc

   launch               launch

   laund                laund

   laundress            laundress

   laundry              laundri

   laur                 laur

   laura                laura

   laurel               laurel

   laurels              laurel

   laurence             laurenc

   laus                 lau

   lavache              lavach

   lave                 lave

   lavee                lave

   lavender             lavend

   lavina               lavina

   lavinia              lavinia

   lavish               lavish

   lavishly             lavishli

   lavolt               lavolt

   lavoltas             lavolta

   law                  law

   lawful               law

   lawfully             lawfulli

   lawless              lawless

   lawlessly            lawlessli
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   lawn                 lawn

   lawns                lawn

   lawrence             lawrenc

   laws                 law

   lawyer               lawyer

   lawyers              lawyer

   lay                  lai

   layer                layer

   layest               layest

   laying               lai

   lays                 lai

   lazar                lazar

   lazars               lazar

   lazarus              lazaru

   lazy                 lazi

   lc                   lc

   ld                   ld

   ldst                 ldst

   le                   le

   lead                 lead

   leaden               leaden

   leader               leader

   leaders              leader

   leadest              leadest

   leading              lead

   leads                lead

   leaf                 leaf

   leagu                leagu

   league               leagu

   leagued              leagu

   leaguer              leaguer

   leagues              leagu

   leah                 leah

   leak                 leak

   leaky                leaki

   lean                 lean

   leander              leander

   leaner               leaner

   leaning              lean

   leanness             lean

   leans                lean

   leap                 leap

   leaped               leap

   leaping              leap

   leaps                leap

   leapt                leapt

   lear                 lear

   learn                learn
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   learned              learn

   learnedly            learnedli

   learning             learn

   learnings            learn

   learns               learn

   learnt               learnt

   leas                 lea

   lease                leas

   leases               leas

   leash                leash

   leasing              leas

   least                least

   leather              leather

   leathern             leathern

   leav                 leav

   leave                leav

   leaven               leaven

   leavening            leaven

   leaver               leaver

   leaves               leav

   leaving              leav

   leavy                leavi

   lecher               lecher

   lecherous            lecher

   lechers              lecher

   lechery              lecheri

   lecon                lecon

   lecture              lectur

   lectures             lectur

   led                  led

   leda                 leda

   leech                leech

   leeches              leech

   leek                 leek

   leeks                leek

   leer                 leer

   leers                leer

   lees                 lee

   leese                lees

   leet                 leet

   leets                leet

   left                 left

   leg                  leg

   legacies             legaci

   legacy               legaci

   legate               legat

   legatine             legatin

   lege                 lege
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   legerity             leger

   leges                lege

   legg                 legg

   legion               legion

   legions              legion

   legitimate           legitim

   legitimation         legitim

   legs                 leg

   leicester            leicest

   leicestershire       leicestershir

   leiger               leiger

   leigers              leiger

   leisure              leisur

   leisurely            leisur

   leisures             leisur

   leman                leman

   lemon                lemon

   lena                 lena

   lend                 lend

   lender               lender

   lending              lend

   lendings             lend

   lends                lend

   length               length

   lengthen             lengthen

   lengthens            lengthen

   lengths              length

   lenity               leniti

   lennox               lennox

   lent                 lent

   lenten               lenten

   lentus               lentu

   leo                  leo

   leon                 leon

   leonardo             leonardo

   leonati              leonati

   leonato              leonato

   leonatus             leonatu

   leontes              leont

   leopard              leopard

   leopards             leopard

   leper                leper

   leperous             leper

   lepidus              lepidu

   leprosy              leprosi

   lequel               lequel

   lers                 ler

   les                  le
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   less                 less

   lessen               lessen

   lessens              lessen

   lesser               lesser

   lesson               lesson

   lessoned             lesson

   lessons              lesson

   lest                 lest

   lestrake             lestrak

   let                  let

   lethargied           lethargi

   lethargies           lethargi

   lethargy             lethargi

   lethe                leth

   lets                 let

   lett                 lett

   letter               letter

   letters              letter

   letting              let

   lettuce              lettuc

   leur                 leur

   leve                 leve

   level                level

   levell               level

   levelled             level

   levels               level

   leven                leven

   levers               lever

   leviathan            leviathan

   leviathans           leviathan

   levied               levi

   levies               levi

   levity               leviti

   levy                 levi

   levying              levi

   lewd                 lewd

   lewdly               lewdli

   lewdness             lewd

   lewdsters            lewdster

   lewis                lewi

   liable               liabl

   liar                 liar

   liars                liar

   libbard              libbard

   libelling            libel

   libels               libel

   liberal              liber

   liberality           liber
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   liberte              libert

   liberties            liberti

   libertine            libertin

   libertines           libertin

   liberty              liberti

   library              librari

   libya                libya

   licence              licenc

   licens               licen

   license              licens

   licentious           licenti

   lichas               licha

   licio                licio

   lick                 lick

   licked               lick

   licker               licker

   lictors              lictor

   lid                  lid

   lids                 lid

   lie                  lie

   lied                 li

   lief                 lief

   liefest              liefest

   liege                lieg

   liegeman             liegeman

   liegemen             liegemen

   lien                 lien

   lies                 li

   liest                liest

   lieth                lieth

   lieu                 lieu

   lieutenant           lieuten

   lieutenantry         lieutenantri

   lieutenants          lieuten

   lieve                liev

   life                 life

   lifeblood            lifeblood

   lifeless             lifeless

   lifelings            lifel

   lift                 lift

   lifted               lift

   lifter               lifter

   lifteth              lifteth

   lifting              lift

   lifts                lift

   lig                  lig

   ligarius             ligariu

   liggens              liggen
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   light                light

   lighted              light

   lighten              lighten

   lightens             lighten

   lighter              lighter

   lightest             lightest

   lightly              lightli

   lightness            light

   lightning            lightn

   lightnings           lightn

   lights               light

   lik                  lik

   like                 like

   liked                like

   likeliest            likeliest

   likelihood           likelihood

   likelihoods          likelihood

   likely               like

   likeness             like

   liker                liker

   likes                like

   likest               likest

   likewise             likewis

   liking               like

   likings              like

   lilies               lili

   lily                 lili

   lim                  lim

   limander             limand

   limb                 limb

   limbeck              limbeck

   limbecks             limbeck

   limber               limber

   limbo                limbo

   limbs                limb

   lime                 lime

   limed                lime

   limehouse            limehous

   limekilns            limekiln

   limit                limit

   limitation           limit

   limited              limit

   limits               limit

   limn                 limn

   limp                 limp

   limping              limp

   limps                limp

   lin                  lin
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   lincoln              lincoln

   lincolnshire         lincolnshir

   line                 line

   lineal               lineal

   lineally             lineal

   lineament            lineament

   lineaments           lineament

   lined                line

   linen                linen

   linens               linen

   lines                line

   ling                 ling

   lingare              lingar

   linger               linger

   lingered             linger

   lingers              linger

   linguist             linguist

   lining               line

   link                 link

   links                link

   linsey               linsei

   linstock             linstock

   linta                linta

   lion                 lion

   lionel               lionel

   lioness              lioness

   lions                lion

   lip                  lip

   lipp                 lipp

   lips                 lip

   lipsbury             lipsburi

   liquid               liquid

   liquor               liquor

   liquorish            liquorish

   liquors              liquor

   lirra                lirra

   lisbon               lisbon

   lisp                 lisp

   lisping              lisp

   list                 list

   listen               listen

   listening            listen

   lists                list

   literatured          literatur

   lither               lither

   litter               litter

   little               littl

   littlest             littlest
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   liv                  liv

   live                 live

   lived                live

   livelier             liveli

   livelihood           livelihood

   livelong             livelong

   lively               live

   liver                liver

   liveries             liveri

   livers               liver

   livery               liveri

   lives                live

   livest               livest

   liveth               liveth

   livia                livia

   living               live

   livings              live

   lizard               lizard

   lizards              lizard

   ll                   ll

   lll                  lll

   llous                llou

   lnd                  lnd

   lo                   lo

   loa                  loa

   loach                loach

   load                 load

   loaden               loaden

   loading              load

   loads                load

   loaf                 loaf

   loam                 loam

   loan                 loan

   loath                loath

   loathe               loath

   loathed              loath

   loather              loather

   loathes              loath

   loathing             loath

   loathly              loathli

   loathness            loath

   loathsome            loathsom

   loathsomeness        loathsom

   loathsomest          loathsomest

   loaves               loav

   lob                  lob

   lobbies              lobbi

   lobby                lobbi
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   local                local

   lochaber             lochab

   lock                 lock

   locked               lock

   locking              lock

   lockram              lockram

   locks                lock

   locusts              locust

   lode                 lode

   lodg                 lodg

   lodge                lodg

   lodged               lodg

   lodgers              lodger

   lodges               lodg

   lodging              lodg

   lodgings             lodg

   lodovico             lodovico

   lodowick             lodowick

   lofty                lofti

   log                  log

   logger               logger

   loggerhead           loggerhead

   loggerheads          loggerhead

   loggets              logget

   logic                logic

   logs                 log

   loins                loin

   loiter               loiter

   loiterer             loiter

   loiterers            loiter

   loitering            loiter

   lolling              loll

   lolls                loll

   lombardy             lombardi

   london               london

   londoners            london

   lone                 lone

   loneliness           loneli

   lonely               lone

   long                 long

   longaville           longavil

   longboat             longboat

   longed               long

   longer               longer

   longest              longest

   longeth              longeth

   longing              long

   longings             long
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   longly               longli

   longs                long

   longtail             longtail

   loo                  loo

   loof                 loof

   look                 look

   looked               look

   looker               looker

   lookers              looker

   lookest              lookest

   looking              look

   looks                look

   loon                 loon

   loop                 loop

   loos                 loo

   loose                loos

   loosed               loos

   loosely              loos

   loosen               loosen

   loosing              loos

   lop                  lop

   lopp                 lopp

   loquitur             loquitur

   lord                 lord

   lorded               lord

   lording              lord

   lordings             lord

   lordliness           lordli

   lordly               lordli

   lords                lord
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   mockvater            mockvat

   mockwater            mockwat

   model                model

   modena               modena

   moderate             moder

   moderately           moder

   moderation           moder

   modern               modern

   modest               modest

   modesties            modesti

   modestly             modestli

   modesty              modesti

   modicums             modicum

   modo                 modo

   module               modul

   moe                  moe

   moi                  moi

   moiety               moieti

   moist                moist

   moisten              moisten

   moisture             moistur

   moldwarp             moldwarp

   mole                 mole

   molehill             molehil

   moles                mole

   molest               molest

   molestation          molest

   mollification        mollif

   mollis               molli

   molten               molten

   molto                molto

   mome                 mome

   moment               moment

   momentary            momentari

   moming               mome

   mon                  mon
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   monachum             monachum

   monarch              monarch

   monarchies           monarchi

   monarchize           monarch

   monarcho             monarcho

   monarchs             monarch

   monarchy             monarchi

   monast               monast

   monastery            monasteri

   monastic             monast

   monday               mondai

   monde                mond

   money                monei

   moneys               monei

   mong                 mong

   monger               monger

   mongers              monger

   monging              mong

   mongrel              mongrel

   mongrels             mongrel

   mongst               mongst

   monk                 monk

   monkey               monkei

   monkeys              monkei

   monks                monk

   monmouth             monmouth

   monopoly             monopoli

   mons                 mon

   monsieur             monsieur

   monsieurs            monsieur

   monster              monster

   monsters             monster

   monstrous            monstrou

   monstrously          monstrous

   monstrousness        monstrous

   monstruosity         monstruos

   montacute            montacut

   montage              montag

   montague             montagu

   montagues            montagu

   montano              montano

   montant              montant

   montez               montez

   montferrat           montferrat

   montgomery           montgomeri

   month                month

   monthly              monthli

   months               month
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   montjoy              montjoi

   monument             monument

   monumental           monument

   monuments            monument

   mood                 mood

   moods                mood

   moody                moodi

   moon                 moon

   moonbeams            moonbeam

   moonish              moonish

   moonlight            moonlight

   moons                moon

   moonshine            moonshin

   moonshines           moonshin

   moor                 moor

   moorfields           moorfield

   moors                moor

   moorship             moorship

   mop                  mop

   mope                 mope

   moping               mope

   mopping              mop

   mopsa                mopsa

   moral                moral

   moraler              moral

   morality             moral

   moralize             moral

   mordake              mordak

   more                 more

   moreover             moreov

   mores                more

   morgan               morgan

   mori                 mori

   morisco              morisco

   morn                 morn

   morning              morn

   mornings             morn

   morocco              morocco

   morris               morri

   morrow               morrow

   morrows              morrow

   morsel               morsel

   morsels              morsel

   mort                 mort

   mortal               mortal

   mortality            mortal

   mortally             mortal

   mortals              mortal
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   mortar               mortar

   mortgaged            mortgag

   mortified            mortifi

   mortifying           mortifi

   mortimer             mortim

   mortimers            mortim

   mortis               morti

   mortise              mortis

   morton               morton

   mose                 mose

   moss                 moss

   mossgrown            mossgrown

   most                 most

   mote                 mote

   moth                 moth

   mother               mother

   mothers              mother

   moths                moth

   motion               motion

   motionless           motionless

   motions              motion

   motive               motiv

   motives              motiv

   motley               motlei

   mots                 mot

   mought               mought

   mould                mould

   moulded              mould

   mouldeth             mouldeth

   moulds               mould

   mouldy               mouldi

   moult                moult

   moulten              moulten

   mounch               mounch

   mounseur             mounseur

   mounsieur            mounsieur

   mount                mount

   mountain             mountain

   mountaineer          mountain

   mountaineers         mountain

   mountainous          mountain

   mountains            mountain

   mountant             mountant

   mountanto            mountanto

   mountebank           mountebank

   mountebanks          mountebank

   mounted              mount

   mounteth             mounteth
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   mounting             mount

   mounts               mount

   mourn                mourn

   mourned              mourn

   mourner              mourner

   mourners             mourner

   mournful             mourn

   mournfully           mournfulli

   mourning             mourn

   mourningly           mourningli

   mournings            mourn

   mourns               mourn

   mous                 mou

   mouse                mous

   mousetrap            mousetrap

   mousing              mous

   mouth                mouth

   mouthed              mouth

   mouths               mouth

   mov                  mov

   movables             movabl

   move                 move

   moveable             moveabl

   moveables            moveabl

   moved                move

   mover                mover

   movers               mover

   moves                move

   moveth               moveth

   moving               move

   movingly             movingli

   movousus             movousu

   mow                  mow

   mowbray              mowbrai

   mower                mower

   mowing               mow

   mows                 mow

   moy                  moi

   moys                 moi

   moyses               moys

   mrs                  mr

   much                 much

   muck                 muck

   mud                  mud

   mudded               mud

   muddied              muddi

   muddy                muddi

   muffins              muffin
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   muffl                muffl

   muffle               muffl

   muffled              muffl

   muffler              muffler

   muffling             muffl

   mugger               mugger

   mugs                 mug

   mulberries           mulberri

   mulberry             mulberri

   mule                 mule

   mules                mule

   muleteers            mulet

   mulier               mulier

   mulieres             mulier

   muliteus             muliteu

   mull                 mull

   mulmutius            mulmutiu

   multiplied           multipli

   multiply             multipli

   multiplying          multipli

   multipotent          multipot

   multitude            multitud

   multitudes           multitud

   multitudinous        multitudin

   mum                  mum

   mumble               mumbl

   mumbling             mumbl

   mummers              mummer

   mummy                mummi

   mun                  mun

   munch                munch

   muniments            muniment

   munition             munit

   murd                 murd

   murder               murder

   murdered             murder

   murderer             murder

   murderers            murder

   murdering            murder

   murderous            murder

   murders              murder

   mure                 mure

   murk                 murk

   murkiest             murkiest

   murky                murki

   murmur               murmur

   murmurers            murmur

   murmuring            murmur
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   murrain              murrain

   murray               murrai

   murrion              murrion

   murther              murther

   murtherer            murther

   murtherers           murther

   murthering           murther

   murtherous           murther

   murthers             murther

   mus                  mu

   muscadel             muscadel

   muscovites           muscovit

   muscovits            muscovit

   muscovy              muscovi

   muse                 muse

   muses                muse

   mush                 mush

   mushrooms            mushroom

   music                music

   musical              music

   musician             musician

   musicians            musician

   musics               music

   musing               muse

   musings              muse

   musk                 musk

   musket               musket

   muskets              musket

   muskos               musko

   muss                 muss

   mussel               mussel

   mussels              mussel

   must                 must

   mustachio            mustachio

   mustard              mustard

   mustardseed          mustardse

   muster               muster

   mustering            muster

   musters              muster

   musty                musti

   mutability           mutabl

   mutable              mutabl

   mutation             mutat

   mutations            mutat

   mute                 mute

   mutes                mute

   mutest               mutest

   mutine               mutin
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   mutineer             mutin

   mutineers            mutin

   mutines              mutin

   mutinies             mutini

   mutinous             mutin

   mutiny               mutini

   mutius               mutiu

   mutter               mutter

   muttered             mutter

   mutton               mutton

   muttons              mutton

   mutual               mutual

   mutualities          mutual

   mutually             mutual

   muzzl                muzzl

   muzzle               muzzl

   muzzled              muzzl

   mv                   mv

   mww                  mww

   my                   my

   mynheers             mynheer

   myrmidon             myrmidon

   myrmidons            myrmidon

   myrtle               myrtl

   myself               myself

   myst                 myst

   mysteries            mysteri

   mystery              mysteri

   n                    n

   nag                  nag

   nage                 nage

   nags                 nag

   naiads               naiad

   nail                 nail

   nails                nail

   nak                  nak

   naked                nake

   nakedness            naked

   nal                  nal

   nam                  nam

   name                 name

   named                name

   nameless             nameless

   namely               name

   names                name

   namest               namest

   naming               name

   nan                  nan
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   nance                nanc

   nap                  nap

   nape                 nape

   napes                nape

   napkin               napkin

   napkins              napkin

   naples               napl

   napless              napless

   napping              nap

   naps                 nap

   narbon               narbon

   narcissus            narcissu

   narines              narin

   narrow               narrow

   narrowly             narrowli

   naso                 naso

   nasty                nasti

   nathaniel            nathaniel

   natifs               natif

   nation               nation

   nations              nation

   native               nativ

   nativity             nativ

   natur                natur

   natural              natur

   naturalize           natur

   naturally            natur

   nature               natur

   natured              natur

   natures              natur

   natus                natu

   naught               naught

   naughtily            naughtili

   naughty              naughti

   navarre              navarr

   nave                 nave

   navel                navel

   navigation           navig

   navy                 navi

   nay                  nai

   nayward              nayward

   nayword              nayword

   nazarite             nazarit

   ne                   ne

   neaf                 neaf

   neamnoins            neamnoin

   neanmoins            neanmoin

   neapolitan           neapolitan
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   neapolitans          neapolitan

   near                 near

   nearer               nearer

   nearest              nearest

   nearly               nearli

   nearness             near

   neat                 neat

   neatly               neatli

   neb                  neb

   nebour               nebour

   nebuchadnezzar       nebuchadnezzar

   nec                  nec

   necessaries          necessari

   necessarily          necessarili

   necessary            necessari

   necessitied          necess

   necessities          necess

   necessity            necess

   neck                 neck

   necklace             necklac

   necks                neck

   nectar               nectar

   ned                  ned

   nedar                nedar

   need                 need

   needed               need

   needer               needer

   needful              need

   needfull             needful

   needing              need

   needle               needl

   needles              needl

   needless             needless

   needly               needli

   needs                need

   needy                needi

   neer                 neer

   neeze                neez

   nefas                nefa

   negation             negat

   negative             neg

   negatives            neg

   neglect              neglect

   neglected            neglect

   neglecting           neglect

   neglectingly         neglectingli

   neglection           neglect

   negligence           neglig
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   negligent            neglig

   negotiate            negoti

   negotiations         negoti

   negro                negro

   neigh                neigh

   neighbors            neighbor

   neighbour            neighbour

   neighbourhood        neighbourhood

   neighbouring         neighbour

   neighbourly          neighbourli

   neighbours           neighbour

   neighing             neigh

   neighs               neigh

   neither              neither

   nell                 nell

   nemean               nemean

   nemesis              nemesi

   neoptolemus          neoptolemu

   nephew               nephew

   nephews              nephew

   neptune              neptun

   ner                  ner

   nereides             nereid

   nerissa              nerissa

   nero                 nero

   neroes               nero

   ners                 ner

   nerve                nerv

   nerves               nerv

   nervii               nervii

   nervy                nervi

   nessus               nessu

   nest                 nest

   nestor               nestor

   nests                nest

   net                  net

   nether               nether

   netherlands          netherland

   nets                 net

   nettle               nettl

   nettled              nettl

   nettles              nettl

   neuter               neuter

   neutral              neutral

   nev                  nev

   never                never

   nevil                nevil

   nevils               nevil
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   new                  new

   newborn              newborn

   newer                newer

   newest               newest

   newgate              newgat

   newly                newli

   newness              new

   news                 new

   newsmongers          newsmong

   newt                 newt

   newts                newt

   next                 next

   nibbling             nibbl

   nicanor              nicanor

   nice                 nice

   nicely               nice

   niceness             nice

   nicer                nicer

   nicety               niceti

   nicholas             nichola

   nick                 nick

   nickname             nicknam

   nicks                nick

   niece                niec

   nieces               niec

   niggard              niggard

   niggarding           niggard

   niggardly            niggardli

   nigh                 nigh

   night                night

   nightcap             nightcap

   nightcaps            nightcap

   nighted              night

   nightgown            nightgown

   nightingale          nightingal

   nightingales         nightingal

   nightly              nightli

   nightmare            nightmar

   nights               night

   nightwork            nightwork

   nihil                nihil

   nile                 nile

   nill                 nill

   nilus                nilu

   nimble               nimbl

   nimbleness           nimbl

   nimbler              nimbler

   nimbly               nimbl
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   nine                 nine

   nineteen             nineteen

   ning                 ning

   ningly               ningli

   ninny                ninni

   ninth                ninth

   ninus                ninu

   niobe                niob

   niobes               niob

   nip                  nip

   nipp                 nipp

   nipping              nip

   nipple               nippl

   nips                 nip

   nit                  nit

   nly                  nly

   nnight               nnight

   nnights              nnight

   no                   no

   noah                 noah

   nob                  nob

   nobility             nobil

   nobis                nobi

   noble                nobl

   nobleman             nobleman

   noblemen             noblemen

   nobleness            nobl

   nobler               nobler

   nobles               nobl

   noblesse             nobless

   noblest              noblest

   nobly                nobli

   nobody               nobodi

   noces                noce

   nod                  nod

   nodded               nod

   nodding              nod

   noddle               noddl

   noddles              noddl

   noddy                noddi

   nods                 nod

   noes                 noe

   nointed              noint

   nois                 noi

   noise                nois

   noiseless            noiseless

   noisemaker           noisemak

   noises               nois
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   noisome              noisom

   nole                 nole

   nominate             nomin

   nominated            nomin

   nomination           nomin

   nominativo           nominativo

   non                  non

   nonage               nonag

   nonce                nonc

   none                 none

   nonino               nonino

   nonny                nonni

   nonpareil            nonpareil

   nonsuits             nonsuit

   nony                 noni

   nook                 nook

   nooks                nook

   noon                 noon

   noonday              noondai

   noontide             noontid

   nor                  nor

   norbery              norberi

   norfolk              norfolk

   norman               norman

   normandy             normandi

   normans              norman

   north                north

   northampton          northampton

   northamptonshire     northamptonshir

   northerly            northerli

   northern             northern

   northgate            northgat

   northumberland       northumberland

   northumberlands      northumberland

   northward            northward

   norway               norwai

   norways              norwai

   norwegian            norwegian

   norweyan             norweyan

   nos                  no

   nose                 nose

   nosegays             nosegai

   noseless             noseless

   noses                nose

   noster               noster

   nostra               nostra

   nostril              nostril

   nostrils             nostril
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   not                  not

   notable              notabl

   notably              notabl

   notary               notari

   notch                notch

   note                 note

   notebook             notebook

   noted                note

   notedly              notedli

   notes                note

   notest               notest

   noteworthy           noteworthi

   nothing              noth

   nothings             noth

   notice               notic

   notify               notifi

   noting               note

   notion               notion

   notorious            notori

   notoriously          notori

   notre                notr

   notwithstanding      notwithstand

   nought               nought

   noun                 noun

   nouns                noun

   nourish              nourish

   nourished            nourish

   nourisher            nourish

   nourishes            nourish

   nourisheth           nourisheth

   nourishing           nourish

   nourishment          nourish

   nous                 nou

   novel                novel

   novelties            novelti

   novelty              novelti

   noverbs              noverb

   novi                 novi

   novice               novic

   novices              novic

   novum                novum

   now                  now

   nowhere              nowher

   noyance              noyanc

   ns                   ns

   nt                   nt

   nubibus              nubibu

   numa                 numa
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   numb                 numb

   number               number

   numbered             number

   numbering            number

   numberless           numberless

   numbers              number

   numbness             numb

   nun                  nun

   nuncio               nuncio

   nuncle               nuncl

   nunnery              nunneri

   nuns                 nun

   nuntius              nuntiu

   nuptial              nuptial

   nurs                 nur

   nurse                nurs

   nursed               nurs

   nurser               nurser

   nursery              nurseri

   nurses               nurs

   nurseth              nurseth

   nursh                nursh

   nursing              nurs

   nurtur               nurtur

   nurture              nurtur

   nut                  nut

   nuthook              nuthook

   nutmeg               nutmeg

   nutmegs              nutmeg

   nutriment            nutriment

   nuts                 nut

   nutshell             nutshel

   ny                   ny

   nym                  nym

   nymph                nymph

   nymphs               nymph

   o                    o

   oak                  oak

   oaken                oaken

   oaks                 oak

   oared                oar

   oars                 oar

   oatcake              oatcak

   oaten                oaten

   oath                 oath

   oathable             oathabl

   oaths                oath

   oats                 oat
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   ob                   ob

   obduracy             obduraci

   obdurate             obdur

   obedience            obedi

   obedient             obedi

   obeisance            obeis

   oberon               oberon

   obey                 obei

   obeyed               obei

   obeying              obei

   obeys                obei

   obidicut             obidicut

   object               object

   objected             object

   objections           object

   objects              object

   oblation             oblat

   oblations            oblat

   obligation           oblig

   obligations          oblig

   obliged              oblig

   oblique              obliqu

   oblivion             oblivion

   oblivious            oblivi

   obloquy              obloqui

   obscene              obscen

   obscenely            obscen

   obscur               obscur

   obscure              obscur

   obscured             obscur

   obscurely            obscur

   obscures             obscur

   obscuring            obscur

   obscurity            obscur

   obsequies            obsequi

   obsequious           obsequi

   obsequiously         obsequi

   observ               observ

   observance           observ

   observances          observ

   observancy           observ

   observant            observ

   observants           observ

   observation          observ

   observe              observ

   observed             observ

   observer             observ

   observers            observ
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   observing            observ

   observingly          observingli

   obsque               obsqu

   obstacle             obstacl

   obstacles            obstacl

   obstinacy            obstinaci

   obstinate            obstin

   obstinately          obstin

   obstruct             obstruct

   obstruction          obstruct

   obstructions         obstruct

   obtain               obtain

   obtained             obtain

   obtaining            obtain

   occasion             occas

   occasions            occas

   occident             occid

   occidental           occident

   occulted             occult

   occupat              occupat

   occupation           occup

   occupations          occup

   occupied             occupi

   occupies             occupi

   occupy               occupi

   occurrence           occurr

   occurrences          occurr

   occurrents           occurr

   ocean                ocean

   oceans               ocean

   octavia              octavia

   octavius             octaviu

   ocular               ocular

   od                   od

   odd                  odd

   oddest               oddest

   oddly                oddli

   odds                 odd

   ode                  od

   odes                 od

   odious               odiou

   odoriferous          odorifer

   odorous              odor

   odour                odour

   odours               odour

   ods                  od

   oeillades            oeillad

   oes                  oe
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   oeuvres              oeuvr

   of                   of

   ofephesus            ofephesu

   off                  off

   offal                offal

   offence              offenc

   offenceful           offenc

   offences             offenc

   offend               offend

   offended             offend

   offendendo           offendendo

   offender             offend

   offenders            offend

   offendeth            offendeth

   offending            offend

   offendress           offendress

   offends              offend

   offense              offens

   offenseless          offenseless

   offenses             offens

   offensive            offens

   offer                offer

   offered              offer

   offering             offer

   offerings            offer

   offers               offer

   offert               offert

   offic                offic

   office               offic

   officed              offic

   officer              offic

   officers             offic

   offices              offic

   official             offici

   officious            offici

   offspring            offspr

   oft                  oft

   often                often

   oftener              often

   oftentimes           oftentim

   oh                   oh

   oil                  oil

   oils                 oil

   oily                 oili

   old                  old

   oldcastle            oldcastl

   olden                olden

   older                older
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   oldest               oldest

   oldness              old

   olive                oliv

   oliver               oliv

   olivers              oliv

   olives               oliv

   olivia               olivia

   olympian             olympian

   olympus              olympu

   oman                 oman

   omans                oman

   omen                 omen

   ominous              omin

   omission             omiss

   omit                 omit

   omittance            omitt

   omitted              omit

   omitting             omit

   omne                 omn

   omnes                omn

   omnipotent           omnipot

   on                   on

   once                 onc

   one                  on

   ones                 on

   oneyers              oney

   ongles               ongl

   onion                onion

   onions               onion

   only                 onli

   onset                onset

   onward               onward

   onwards              onward

   oo                   oo

   ooze                 ooz

   oozes                ooz

   oozy                 oozi

   op                   op

   opal                 opal

   ope                  op

   open                 open

   opener               open

   opening              open

   openly               openli

   openness             open

   opens                open

   operant              oper

   operate              oper
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   operation            oper

   operations           oper

   operative            oper

   opes                 op

   oph                  oph

   ophelia              ophelia

   opinion              opinion

   opinions             opinion

   opportune            opportun

   opportunities        opportun

   opportunity          opportun

   oppos                oppo

   oppose               oppos

   opposed              oppos

   opposeless           opposeless

   opposer              oppos

   opposers             oppos

   opposes              oppos

   opposing             oppos

   opposite             opposit

   opposites            opposit

   opposition           opposit

   oppositions          opposit

   oppress              oppress

   oppressed            oppress

   oppresses            oppress

   oppresseth           oppresseth

   oppressing           oppress

   oppression           oppress

   oppressor            oppressor

   opprest              opprest

   opprobriously        opprobri

   oppugnancy           oppugn

   opulency             opul

   opulent              opul

   or                   or

   oracle               oracl

   oracles              oracl

   orange               orang

   oration              orat

   orator               orat

   orators              orat

   oratory              oratori

   orb                  orb

   orbed                orb

   orbs                 orb

   orchard              orchard

   orchards             orchard
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   ord                  ord

   ordain               ordain

   ordained             ordain

   ordaining            ordain

   order                order

   ordered              order

   ordering             order

   orderless            orderless

   orderly              orderli

   orders               order

   ordinance            ordin

   ordinant             ordin

   ordinaries           ordinari

   ordinary             ordinari

   ordnance             ordnanc

   ords                 ord

   ordure               ordur

   ore                  or

   organ                organ

   organs               organ

   orgillous            orgil

   orient               orient

   orifex               orifex

   origin               origin

   original             origin
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   reverted             revert

   review               review

   reviewest            reviewest

   revil                revil

   revile               revil

   revisits             revisit

   reviv                reviv

   revive               reviv

   revives              reviv

   reviving             reviv

   revok                revok

   revoke               revok

   revokement           revok

   revolt               revolt

   revolted             revolt

   revolting            revolt

   revolts              revolt

   revolution           revolut

   revolutions          revolut

   revolve              revolv

   revolving            revolv

   reward               reward

   rewarded             reward

   rewarder             reward

   rewarding            reward

   rewards              reward

   reword               reword

   reworded             reword

   rex                  rex

   rey                  rei

   reynaldo             reynaldo

   rford                rford

   rful                 rful

   rfull                rfull

   rhapsody             rhapsodi

   rheims               rheim

   rhenish              rhenish

   rhesus               rhesu

   rhetoric             rhetor

   rheum                rheum

   rheumatic            rheumat

   rheums               rheum

   rheumy               rheumi

   rhinoceros           rhinocero

   rhodes               rhode

   rhodope              rhodop
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   rhubarb              rhubarb

   rhym                 rhym

   rhyme                rhyme

   rhymers              rhymer

   rhymes               rhyme

   rhyming              rhyme

   rialto               rialto

   rib                  rib

   ribald               ribald

   riband               riband

   ribands              riband

   ribaudred            ribaudr

   ribb                 ribb

   ribbed               rib

   ribbon               ribbon

   ribbons              ribbon

   ribs                 rib

   rice                 rice

   rich                 rich

   richard              richard

   richer               richer

   riches               rich

   richest              richest

   richly               richli

   richmond             richmond

   richmonds            richmond

   rid                  rid

   riddance             riddanc

   ridden               ridden

   riddle               riddl

   riddles              riddl

   riddling             riddl

   ride                 ride

   rider                rider

   riders               rider

   rides                ride

   ridest               ridest

   rideth               rideth

   ridge                ridg

   ridges               ridg

   ridiculous           ridicul

   riding               ride

   rids                 rid

   rien                 rien

   ries                 ri

   rifle                rifl

   rift                 rift

   rifted               rift
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   rig                  rig

   rigg                 rigg

   riggish              riggish

   right                right

   righteous            righteou

   righteously          righteous

   rightful             right

   rightfully           rightfulli

   rightly              rightli

   rights               right

   rigol                rigol

   rigorous             rigor

   rigorously           rigor

   rigour               rigour

   ril                  ril

   rim                  rim

   rin                  rin

   rinaldo              rinaldo

   rind                 rind

   ring                 ring

   ringing              ring

   ringleader           ringlead

   ringlets             ringlet

   rings                ring

   ringwood             ringwood

   riot                 riot

   rioter               rioter

   rioting              riot

   riotous              riotou

   riots                riot

   rip                  rip

   ripe                 ripe

   ripely               ripe

   ripen                ripen

   ripened              ripen

   ripeness             ripe

   ripening             ripen

   ripens               ripen

   riper                riper

   ripest               ripest

   riping               ripe

   ripp                 ripp

   ripping              rip

   rise                 rise

   risen                risen

   rises                rise

   riseth               riseth

   rish                 rish
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   rising               rise

   rite                 rite

   rites                rite

   rivage               rivag

   rival                rival

   rivality             rival

   rivall               rival

   rivals               rival

   rive                 rive

   rived                rive

   rivelled             rivel

   river                river

   rivers               river

   rivet                rivet

   riveted              rivet

   rivets               rivet

   rivo                 rivo

   rj                   rj

   rless                rless

   road                 road

   roads                road

   roam                 roam

   roaming              roam

   roan                 roan

   roar                 roar

   roared               roar

   roarers              roarer

   roaring              roar

   roars                roar

   roast                roast

   roasted              roast

   rob                  rob

   roba                 roba

   robas                roba

   robb                 robb

   robbed               rob

   robber               robber

   robbers              robber

   robbery              robberi

   robbing              rob

   robe                 robe

   robed                robe

   robert               robert

   robes                robe

   robin                robin

   robs                 rob

   robustious           robusti

   rochester            rochest
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   rochford             rochford

   rock                 rock

   rocks                rock

   rocky                rocki

   rod                  rod

   rode                 rode

   roderigo             roderigo

   rods                 rod

   roe                  roe

   roes                 roe

   roger                roger

   rogero               rogero

   rogue                rogu

   roguery              rogueri

   rogues               rogu

   roguish              roguish

   roi                  roi

   roisting             roist

   roll                 roll

   rolled               roll

   rolling              roll

   rolls                roll

   rom                  rom

   romage               romag

   roman                roman

   romano               romano

   romanos              romano

   romans               roman

   rome                 rome

   romeo                romeo

   romish               romish

   rondure              rondur

   ronyon               ronyon

   rood                 rood

   roof                 roof

   roofs                roof

   rook                 rook

   rooks                rook

   rooky                rooki

   room                 room

   rooms                room

   root                 root

   rooted               root

   rootedly             rootedli

   rooteth              rooteth

   rooting              root

   roots                root

   rope                 rope
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   ropery               roperi

   ropes                rope

   roping               rope

   ros                  ro

   rosalind             rosalind

   rosalinda            rosalinda

   rosalinde            rosalind

   rosaline             rosalin

   roscius              rosciu

   rose                 rose

   rosed                rose

   rosemary             rosemari

   rosencrantz          rosencrantz

   roses                rose

   ross                 ross

   rosy                 rosi

   rot                  rot

   rote                 rote

   roted                rote

   rother               rother

   rotherham            rotherham

   rots                 rot

   rotted               rot

   rotten               rotten

   rottenness           rotten

   rotting              rot

   rotundity            rotund

   rouen                rouen

   rough                rough

   rougher              rougher

   roughest             roughest

   roughly              roughli

   roughness            rough

   round                round

   rounded              round

   roundel              roundel

   rounder              rounder

   roundest             roundest

   rounding             round

   roundly              roundli

   rounds               round

   roundure             roundur

   rous                 rou

   rouse                rous

   roused               rous

   rousillon            rousillon

   rously               rousli

   roussi               roussi
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   rout                 rout

   routed               rout

   routs                rout

   rove                 rove

   rover                rover

   row                  row

   rowel                rowel

   rowland              rowland

   rowlands             rowland

   roy                  roi

   royal                royal

   royalize             royal

   royally              royal

   royalties            royalti

   royalty              royalti

   roynish              roynish

   rs                   rs

   rt                   rt

   rub                  rub

   rubb                 rubb

   rubbing              rub

   rubbish              rubbish

   rubies               rubi

   rubious              rubiou

   rubs                 rub

   ruby                 rubi

   rud                  rud

   rudand               rudand

   rudder               rudder

   ruddiness            ruddi

   ruddock              ruddock

   ruddy                ruddi

   rude                 rude

   rudely               rude

   rudeness             rude

   ruder                ruder

   rudesby              rudesbi

   rudest               rudest

   rudiments            rudiment

   rue                  rue

   rued                 ru

   ruff                 ruff

   ruffian              ruffian

   ruffians             ruffian

   ruffle               ruffl

   ruffling             ruffl

   ruffs                ruff

   rug                  rug
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   rugby                rugbi

   rugemount            rugemount

   rugged               rug

   ruin                 ruin

   ruinate              ruinat

   ruined               ruin

   ruining              ruin

   ruinous              ruinou

   ruins                ruin

   rul                  rul

   rule                 rule

   ruled                rule

   ruler                ruler

   rulers               ruler

   rules                rule

   ruling               rule

   rumble               rumbl

   ruminaies            ruminai

   ruminat              ruminat

   ruminate             rumin

   ruminated            rumin

   ruminates            rumin

   rumination           rumin

   rumor                rumor

   rumour               rumour

   rumourer             rumour

   rumours              rumour

   rump                 rump

   run                  run

   runagate             runag

   runagates            runag

   runaway              runawai

   runaways             runawai

   rung                 rung

   runn                 runn

   runner               runner

   runners              runner

   running              run

   runs                 run

   rupture              ruptur

   ruptures             ruptur

   rural                rural

   rush                 rush

   rushes               rush

   rushing              rush

   rushling             rushl

   rushy                rushi

   russet               russet
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   russia               russia

   russian              russian

   russians             russian

   rust                 rust

   rusted               rust

   rustic               rustic

   rustically           rustic

   rustics              rustic

   rustle               rustl

   rustling             rustl

   rusts                rust

   rusty                rusti

   rut                  rut

   ruth                 ruth

   ruthful              ruth

   ruthless             ruthless

   rutland              rutland

   ruttish              ruttish

   ry                   ry

   rye                  rye

   rything              ryth

   s                    s

   sa                   sa

   saba                 saba

   sabbath              sabbath

   sable                sabl

   sables               sabl

   sack                 sack

   sackbuts             sackbut

   sackcloth            sackcloth

   sacked               sack

   sackerson            sackerson

   sacks                sack

   sacrament            sacrament

   sacred               sacr

   sacrific             sacrif

   sacrifice            sacrific

   sacrificers          sacrific

   sacrifices           sacrific

   sacrificial          sacrifici

   sacrificing          sacrif

   sacrilegious         sacrilegi

   sacring              sacr

   sad                  sad

   sadder               sadder

   saddest              saddest

   saddle               saddl

   saddler              saddler
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   saddles              saddl

   sadly                sadli

   sadness              sad

   saf                  saf

   safe                 safe

   safeguard            safeguard

   safely               safe

   safer                safer

   safest               safest

   safeties             safeti

   safety               safeti

   saffron              saffron

   sag                  sag

   sage                 sage

   sagittary            sagittari

   said                 said

   saidst               saidst

   sail                 sail

   sailing              sail

   sailmaker            sailmak

   sailor               sailor

   sailors              sailor

   sails                sail

   sain                 sain

   saint                saint

   sainted              saint

   saintlike            saintlik

   saints               saint

   saith                saith

   sake                 sake

   sakes                sake

   sala                 sala

   salad                salad

   salamander           salamand

   salary               salari

   sale                 sale

   salerio              salerio

   salicam              salicam

   salique              saliqu

   salisbury            salisburi

   sall                 sall

   sallet               sallet

   sallets              sallet

   sallies              salli

   sallow               sallow

   sally                salli

   salmon               salmon

   salmons              salmon
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   salt                 salt

   salter               salter

   saltiers             saltier

   saltness             salt

   saltpetre            saltpetr

   salutation           salut

   salutations          salut

   salute               salut

   saluted              salut

   salutes              salut

   saluteth             saluteth

   salv                 salv

   salvation            salvat

   salve                salv

   salving              salv

   same                 same

   samingo              samingo

   samp                 samp

   sampire              sampir

   sample               sampl

   sampler              sampler

   sampson              sampson

   samson               samson

   samsons              samson

   sancta               sancta

   sanctified           sanctifi

   sanctifies           sanctifi

   sanctify             sanctifi

   sanctimonies         sanctimoni

   sanctimonious        sanctimoni

   sanctimony           sanctimoni

   sanctities           sanctiti

   sanctity             sanctiti

   sanctuarize          sanctuar

   sanctuary            sanctuari

   sand                 sand

   sandal               sandal

   sandbag              sandbag

   sanded               sand

   sands                sand

   sandy                sandi

   sandys               sandi

   sang                 sang

   sanguine             sanguin

   sanguis              sangui

   sanity               saniti

   sans                 san

   santrailles          santrail
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   sap                  sap

   sapient              sapient

   sapit                sapit

   sapless              sapless

   sapling              sapl

   sapphire             sapphir

   sapphires            sapphir

   saracens             saracen

   sarcenet             sarcenet

   sard                 sard

   sardians             sardian

   sardinia             sardinia

   sardis               sardi

   sarum                sarum

   sat                  sat

   satan                satan

   satchel              satchel

   sate                 sate

   sated                sate

   satiate              satiat

   satiety              satieti

   satin                satin

   satire               satir

   satirical            satir

   satis                sati

   satisfaction         satisfact

   satisfied            satisfi

   satisfies            satisfi

   satisfy              satisfi

   satisfying           satisfi

   saturday             saturdai

   saturdays            saturdai

   saturn               saturn

   saturnine            saturnin

   saturninus           saturninu

   satyr                satyr

   satyrs               satyr

   sauc                 sauc

   sauce                sauc

   sauced               sauc

   saucers              saucer

   sauces               sauc

   saucily              saucili

   sauciness            sauci

   saucy                sauci

   sauf                 sauf

   saunder              saunder

   sav                  sav
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   savage               savag

   savagely             savag

   savageness           savag

   savagery             savageri

   savages              savag

   save                 save

   saved                save

   saves                save

   saving               save

   saviour              saviour

   savory               savori

   savour               savour

   savouring            savour

   savours              savour

   savoury              savouri

   savoy                savoi

   saw                  saw

   sawed                saw

   sawest               sawest

   sawn                 sawn

   sawpit               sawpit

   saws                 saw

   sawyer               sawyer

   saxons               saxon

   saxony               saxoni

   saxton               saxton

   say                  sai

   sayest               sayest

   saying               sai

   sayings              sai

   says                 sai

   sayst                sayst

   sblood               sblood

   sc                   sc

   scab                 scab

   scabbard             scabbard

   scabs                scab

   scaffold             scaffold

   scaffoldage          scaffoldag

   scal                 scal

   scald                scald

   scalded              scald

   scalding             scald

   scale                scale

   scaled               scale

   scales               scale

   scaling              scale

   scall                scall
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   scalp                scalp

   scalps               scalp

   scaly                scali

   scamble              scambl

   scambling            scambl

   scamels              scamel

   scan                 scan

   scandal              scandal

   scandaliz            scandaliz

   scandalous           scandal

   scandy               scandi

   scann                scann

   scant                scant

   scanted              scant

   scanter              scanter

   scanting             scant

   scantling            scantl

   scants               scant

   scap                 scap

   scape                scape

   scaped               scape

   scapes               scape

   scapeth              scapeth

   scar                 scar

   scarce               scarc

   scarcely             scarc

   scarcity             scarciti

   scare                scare

   scarecrow            scarecrow

   scarecrows           scarecrow

   scarf                scarf

   scarfed              scarf

   scarfs               scarf

   scaring              scare

   scarlet              scarlet

   scarr                scarr

   scarre               scarr

   scars                scar

   scarus               scaru

   scath                scath

   scathe               scath

   scathful             scath

   scatt                scatt

   scatter              scatter

   scattered            scatter

   scattering           scatter

   scatters             scatter

   scelera              scelera
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   scelerisque          scelerisqu

   scene                scene

   scenes               scene

   scent                scent

   scented              scent

   scept                scept

   scepter              scepter

   sceptre              sceptr

   sceptred             sceptr

   sceptres             sceptr

   schedule             schedul

   schedules            schedul

   scholar              scholar

   scholarly            scholarli

   scholars             scholar

   school               school

   schoolboy            schoolboi

   schoolboys           schoolboi

   schoolfellows        schoolfellow

   schooling            school

   schoolmaster         schoolmast

   schoolmasters        schoolmast

   schools              school

   sciatica             sciatica

   sciaticas            sciatica

   science              scienc

   sciences             scienc

   scimitar             scimitar

   scion                scion

   scions               scion

   scissors             scissor

   scoff                scoff

   scoffer              scoffer

   scoffing             scof

   scoffs               scoff

   scoggin              scoggin

   scold                scold

   scolding             scold

   scolds               scold

   sconce               sconc

   scone                scone

   scope                scope

   scopes               scope

   scorch               scorch

   scorched             scorch

   score                score

   scored               score

   scores               score
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   scoring              score

   scorn                scorn

   scorned              scorn

   scornful             scorn

   scornfully           scornfulli

   scorning             scorn

   scorns               scorn

   scorpion             scorpion

   scorpions            scorpion

   scot                 scot

   scotch               scotch

   scotches             scotch

   scotland             scotland

   scots                scot

   scottish             scottish

   scoundrels           scoundrel

   scour                scour

   scoured              scour

   scourg               scourg

   scourge              scourg

   scouring             scour

   scout                scout

   scouts               scout

   scowl                scowl

   scrap                scrap

   scrape               scrape

   scraping             scrape

   scraps               scrap

   scratch              scratch

   scratches            scratch

   scratching           scratch

   scream               scream

   screams              scream

   screech              screech

   screeching           screech

   screen               screen

   screens              screen

   screw                screw

   screws               screw

   scribbl              scribbl

   scribbled            scribbl

   scribe               scribe

   scribes              scribe

   scrimers             scrimer

   scrip                scrip

   scrippage            scrippag

   scripture            scriptur

   scriptures           scriptur
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   scrivener            scriven

   scroll               scroll

   scrolls              scroll

   scroop               scroop

   scrowl               scrowl

   scroyles             scroyl

   scrubbed             scrub

   scruple              scrupl

   scruples             scrupl

   scrupulous           scrupul

   scuffles             scuffl

   scuffling            scuffl

   scullion             scullion

   sculls               scull

   scum                 scum

   scurril              scurril

   scurrility           scurril

   scurrilous           scurril

   scurvy               scurvi

   scuse                scuse

   scut                 scut

   scutcheon            scutcheon

   scutcheons           scutcheon

   scylla               scylla

   scythe               scyth

   scythed              scyth

   scythia              scythia

   scythian             scythian

   sdeath               sdeath

   se                   se

   sea                  sea

   seacoal              seacoal

   seafaring            seafar

   seal                 seal

   sealed               seal

   sealing              seal

   seals                seal

   seam                 seam

   seamen               seamen

   seamy                seami

   seaport              seaport

   sear                 sear

   searce               searc

   search               search

   searchers            searcher

   searches             search

   searcheth            searcheth

   searching            search
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   seared               sear

   seas                 sea

   seasick              seasick

   seaside              seasid

   season               season

   seasoned             season

   seasons              season

   seat                 seat

   seated               seat

   seats                seat

   sebastian            sebastian

   second               second

   secondarily          secondarili

   secondary            secondari

   seconded             second

   seconds              second

   secrecy              secreci

   secret               secret

   secretaries          secretari

   secretary            secretari

   secretly             secretli

   secrets              secret

   sect                 sect

   sectary              sectari

   sects                sect

   secundo              secundo

   secure               secur

   securely             secur

   securing             secur

   security             secur

   sedg                 sedg

   sedge                sedg

   sedges               sedg

   sedgy                sedgi

   sedition             sedit

   seditious            sediti

   seduc                seduc

   seduce               seduc

   seduced              seduc

   seducer              seduc

   seducing             seduc

   see                  see

   seed                 seed

   seeded               seed

   seedness             seed

   seeds                seed

   seedsman             seedsman

   seein                seein
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   seeing               see

   seek                 seek

   seeking              seek

   seeks                seek

   seel                 seel

   seeling              seel

   seely                seeli

   seem                 seem

   seemed               seem

   seemers              seemer

   seemest              seemest

   seemeth              seemeth

   seeming              seem

   seemingly            seemingli

   seemly               seemli

   seems                seem

   seen                 seen

   seer                 seer

   sees                 see

   seese                sees

   seest                seest

   seethe               seeth

   seethes              seeth

   seething             seeth

   seeting              seet

   segregation          segreg

   seigneur             seigneur

   seigneurs            seigneur

   seiz                 seiz

   seize                seiz

   seized               seiz

   seizes               seiz

   seizeth              seizeth

   seizing              seiz

   seizure              seizur

   seld                 seld

   seldom               seldom

   select               select

   seleucus             seleucu

   self                 self

   selfsame             selfsam

   sell                 sell

   seller               seller

   selling              sell

   sells                sell

   selves               selv

   semblable            semblabl

   semblably            semblabl
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   semblance            semblanc

   semblances           semblanc

   semblative           sembl

   semi                 semi

   semicircle           semicircl

   semiramis            semirami

   semper               semper

   sempronius           semproniu

   senate               senat

   senator              senat

   senators             senat

   send                 send

   sender               sender

   sendeth              sendeth

   sending              send

   sends                send

   seneca               seneca

   senior               senior

   seniory              seniori

   senis                seni

   sennet               sennet

   senoys               senoi

   sense                sens

   senseless            senseless

   senses               sens

   sensible             sensibl

   sensibly             sensibl

   sensual              sensual

   sensuality           sensual

   sent                 sent

   sentenc              sentenc

   sentence             sentenc

   sentences            sentenc

   sententious          sententi

   sentinel             sentinel

   sentinels            sentinel

   separable            separ

   separate             separ

   separated            separ

   separates            separ

   separation           separ

   septentrion          septentrion

   sepulchre            sepulchr

   sepulchres           sepulchr

   sepulchring          sepulchr

   sequel               sequel

   sequence             sequenc

   sequent              sequent
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   sequest              sequest

   sequester            sequest

   sequestration        sequestr

   sere                 sere

   serenis              sereni

   serge                serg

   sergeant             sergeant

   serious              seriou

   seriously            serious

   sermon               sermon

   sermons              sermon

   serpent              serpent

   serpentine           serpentin

   serpents             serpent

   serpigo              serpigo

   serv                 serv

   servant              servant

   servanted            servant

   servants             servant

   serve                serv

   served               serv

   server               server

   serves               serv

   serveth              serveth

   service              servic

   serviceable          servic

   services             servic

   servile              servil

   servility            servil

   servilius            serviliu

   serving              serv

   servingman           servingman

   servingmen           servingmen

   serviteur            serviteur

   servitor             servitor

   servitors            servitor

   servitude            servitud

   sessa                sessa

   session              session

   sessions             session

   sestos               sesto

   set                  set

   setebos              setebo

   sets                 set

   setter               setter

   setting              set

   settle               settl

   settled              settl
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   settlest             settlest

   settling             settl

   sev                  sev

   seven                seven

   sevenfold            sevenfold

   sevennight           sevennight

   seventeen            seventeen

   seventh              seventh

   seventy              seventi

   sever                sever

   several              sever

   severally            sever

   severals             sever

   severe               sever

   severed              sever

   severely             sever

   severest             severest

   severing             sever

   severity             sever

   severn               severn

   severs               sever

   sew                  sew

   seward               seward

   sewer                sewer

   sewing               sew

   sex                  sex

   sexes                sex

   sexton               sexton

   sextus               sextu

   seymour              seymour

   seyton               seyton

   sfoot                sfoot

   sh                   sh

   shackle              shackl

   shackles             shackl

   shade                shade

   shades               shade

   shadow               shadow

   shadowed             shadow

   shadowing            shadow

   shadows              shadow

   shadowy              shadowi

   shady                shadi

   shafalus             shafalu

   shaft                shaft

   shafts               shaft

   shag                 shag

   shak                 shak
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   shake                shake

   shaked               shake

   shaken               shaken

   shakes               shake

   shaking              shake

   shales               shale

   shall                shall

   shallenge            shalleng

   shallow              shallow

   shallowest           shallowest

   shallowly            shallowli

   shallows             shallow

   shalt                shalt

   sham                 sham

   shambles             shambl

   shame                shame

   shamed               shame

   shameful             shame

   shamefully           shamefulli

   shameless            shameless

   shames               shame

   shamest              shamest

   shaming              shame

   shank                shank

   shanks               shank

   shap                 shap

   shape                shape

   shaped               shape

   shapeless            shapeless

   shapen               shapen

   shapes               shape

   shaping              shape

   shar                 shar

   shard                shard

   sharded              shard

   shards               shard

   share                share

   shared               share

   sharers              sharer

   shares               share

   sharing              share

   shark                shark

   sharp                sharp

   sharpen              sharpen

   sharpened            sharpen

   sharpens             sharpen

   sharper              sharper

   sharpest             sharpest
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   sharply              sharpli

   sharpness            sharp

   sharps               sharp

   shatter              shatter

   shav                 shav

   shave                shave

   shaven               shaven

   shaw                 shaw

   she                  she

   sheaf                sheaf

   sheal                sheal

   shear                shear

   shearers             shearer

   shearing             shear

   shearman             shearman

   shears               shear

   sheath               sheath

   sheathe              sheath

   sheathed             sheath

   sheathes             sheath

   sheathing            sheath

   sheaved              sheav

   sheaves              sheav

   shed                 shed

   shedding             shed

   sheds                shed

   sheen                sheen

   sheep                sheep

   sheepcote            sheepcot

   sheepcotes           sheepcot

   sheeps               sheep

   sheepskins           sheepskin

   sheer                sheer

   sheet                sheet

   sheeted              sheet

   sheets               sheet

   sheffield            sheffield

   shelf                shelf

   shell                shell

   shells               shell

   shelt                shelt

   shelter              shelter

   shelters             shelter

   shelves              shelv

   shelving             shelv

   shelvy               shelvi

   shent                shent

   shepherd             shepherd
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   shepherdes           shepherd

   shepherdess          shepherdess

   shepherdesses        shepherdess

   shepherds            shepherd

   sher                 sher

   sheriff              sheriff

   sherris              sherri

   shes                 she

   sheweth              sheweth

   shield               shield

   shielded             shield

   shields              shield

   shift                shift

   shifted              shift

   shifting             shift

   shifts               shift

   shilling             shill

   shillings            shill

   shin                 shin

   shine                shine

   shines               shine

   shineth              shineth

   shining              shine

   shins                shin

   shiny                shini

   ship                 ship

   shipboard            shipboard

   shipman              shipman

   shipmaster           shipmast

   shipmen              shipmen

   shipp                shipp

   shipped              ship

   shipping             ship

   ships                ship

   shipt                shipt

   shipwreck            shipwreck

   shipwrecking         shipwreck

   shipwright           shipwright

   shipwrights          shipwright

   shire                shire

   shirley              shirlei

   shirt                shirt

   shirts               shirt

   shive                shive

   shiver               shiver

   shivering            shiver

   shivers              shiver

   shoal                shoal
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   shoals               shoal

   shock                shock

   shocks               shock

   shod                 shod

   shoe                 shoe

   shoeing              shoe

   shoemaker            shoemak

   shoes                shoe

   shog                 shog

   shone                shone

   shook                shook

   shoon                shoon

   shoot                shoot

   shooter              shooter

   shootie              shooti

   shooting             shoot

   shoots               shoot

   shop                 shop

   shops                shop

   shore                shore

   shores               shore

   shorn                shorn

   short                short

   shortcake            shortcak

   shorten              shorten

   shortened            shorten

   shortens             shorten

   shorter              shorter

   shortly              shortli

   shortness            short

   shot                 shot

   shotten              shotten

   shoughs              shough

   should               should

   shoulder             shoulder

   shouldering          shoulder

   shoulders            shoulder

   shouldst             shouldst

   shout                shout

   shouted              shout

   shouting             shout

   shouts               shout

   shov                 shov

   shove                shove

   shovel               shovel

   shovels              shovel

   show                 show

   showed               show
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   shower               shower

   showers              shower

   showest              showest

   showing              show

   shown                shown

   shows                show

   shreds               shred

   shrew                shrew

   shrewd               shrewd

   shrewdly             shrewdli

   shrewdness           shrewd

   shrewish             shrewish

   shrewishly           shrewishli

   shrewishness         shrewish

   shrews               shrew

   shrewsbury           shrewsburi

   shriek               shriek

   shrieking            shriek

   shrieks              shriek

   shrieve              shriev

   shrift               shrift

   shrill               shrill

   shriller             shriller

   shrills              shrill

   shrilly              shrilli

   shrimp               shrimp

   shrine               shrine

   shrink               shrink

   shrinking            shrink

   shrinks              shrink

   shriv                shriv

   shrive               shrive

   shriver              shriver

   shrives              shrive

   shriving             shrive

   shroud               shroud

   shrouded             shroud

   shrouding            shroud

   shrouds              shroud

   shrove               shrove

   shrow                shrow

   shrows               shrow

   shrub                shrub

   shrubs               shrub

   shrug                shrug

   shrugs               shrug

   shrunk               shrunk

   shudd                shudd
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   shudders             shudder

   shuffl               shuffl

   shuffle              shuffl

   shuffled             shuffl

   shuffling            shuffl

   shun                 shun

   shunless             shunless

   shunn                shunn

   shunned              shun

   shunning             shun

   shuns                shun

   shut                 shut

   shuts                shut

   shuttle              shuttl

   shy                  shy

   shylock              shylock

   si                   si

   sibyl                sibyl

   sibylla              sibylla

   sibyls               sibyl

   sicil                sicil

   sicilia              sicilia

   sicilian             sicilian

   sicilius             siciliu

   sicils               sicil

   sicily               sicili

   sicinius             siciniu

   sick                 sick

   sicken               sicken

   sickens              sicken

   sicker               sicker

   sickle               sickl

   sicklemen            sicklemen

   sicklied             sickli

   sickliness           sickli

   sickly               sickli

   sickness             sick

   sicles               sicl

   sicyon               sicyon

   side                 side

   sided                side

   sides                side

   siege                sieg

   sieges               sieg

   sienna               sienna

   sies                 si

   sieve                siev

   sift                 sift
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   sifted               sift

   sigeia               sigeia

   sigh                 sigh

   sighed               sigh

   sighing              sigh

   sighs                sigh

   sight                sight

   sighted              sight

   sightless            sightless

   sightly              sightli

   sights               sight

   sign                 sign

   signal               signal

   signet               signet

   signieur             signieur

   significant          signific

   significants         signific

   signified            signifi

   signifies            signifi

   signify              signifi

   signifying           signifi

   signior              signior

   signiories           signiori

   signiors             signior

   signiory             signiori

   signor               signor

   signories            signori

   signs                sign

   signum               signum

   silenc               silenc

   silence              silenc

   silenced             silenc

   silencing            silenc

   silent               silent

   silently             silent

   silius               siliu

   silk                 silk

   silken               silken

   silkman              silkman

   silks                silk

   silliest             silliest

   silliness            silli

   silling              sill

   silly                silli

   silva                silva

   silver               silver

   silvered             silver

   silverly             silverli
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   silvia               silvia

   silvius              silviu

   sima                 sima

   simile               simil

   similes              simil

   simois               simoi

   simon                simon

   simony               simoni

   simp                 simp

   simpcox              simpcox

   simple               simpl

   simpleness           simpl

   simpler              simpler

   simples              simpl

   simplicity           simplic

   simply               simpli

   simular              simular

   simulation           simul

   sin                  sin

   since                sinc

   sincere              sincer

   sincerely            sincer

   sincerity            sincer

   sinel                sinel

   sinew                sinew

   sinewed              sinew

   sinews               sinew

   sinewy               sinewi

   sinful               sin

   sinfully             sinfulli

   sing                 sing

   singe                sing

   singeing             sing

   singer               singer

   singes               sing

   singeth              singeth

   singing              sing

   single               singl

   singled              singl

   singleness           singl

   singly               singli

   sings                sing

   singular             singular

   singulariter         singularit

   singularities        singular

   singularity          singular

   singuled             singul

   sinister             sinist
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   sink                 sink

   sinking              sink

   sinks                sink

   sinn                 sinn

   sinner               sinner

   sinners              sinner

   sinning              sin

   sinon                sinon

   sins                 sin

   sip                  sip

   sipping              sip

   sir                  sir

   sire                 sire

   siren                siren

   sirrah               sirrah

   sirs                 sir

   sist                 sist

   sister               sister

   sisterhood           sisterhood

   sisterly             sisterli

   sisters              sister

   sit                  sit

   sith                 sith

   sithence             sithenc

   sits                 sit

   sitting              sit

   situate              situat

   situation            situat

   situations           situat

   siward               siward

   six                  six

   sixpence             sixpenc

   sixpences            sixpenc

   sixpenny             sixpenni

   sixteen              sixteen

   sixth                sixth

   sixty                sixti

   siz                  siz

   size                 size

   sizes                size

   sizzle               sizzl

   skains               skain

   skamble              skambl

   skein                skein

   skelter              skelter

   skies                ski

   skilful              skil

   skilfully            skilfulli
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   skill                skill

   skilless             skilless

   skillet              skillet

   skillful             skill

   skills               skill

   skim                 skim

   skimble              skimbl

   skin                 skin

   skinker              skinker

   skinny               skinni

   skins                skin

   skip                 skip

   skipp                skipp

   skipper              skipper

   skipping             skip

   skirmish             skirmish

   skirmishes           skirmish

   skirr                skirr

   skirted              skirt

   skirts               skirt

   skittish             skittish

   skulking             skulk

   skull                skull

   skulls               skull

   sky                  sky

   skyey                skyei

   skyish               skyish

   slab                 slab

   slack                slack

   slackly              slackli

   slackness            slack

   slain                slain

   slake                slake

   sland                sland

   slander              slander

   slandered            slander

   slanderer            slander

   slanderers           slander

   slandering           slander

   slanderous           slander

   slanders             slander

   slash                slash

   slaught              slaught

   slaughter            slaughter

   slaughtered          slaughter

   slaughterer          slaughter

   slaughterman         slaughterman

   slaughtermen         slaughtermen
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   slaughterous         slaughter

   slaughters           slaughter

   slave                slave

   slaver               slaver

   slavery              slaveri

   slaves               slave

   slavish              slavish

   slay                 slai

   slayeth              slayeth

   slaying              slai

   slays                slai

   sleave               sleav

   sledded              sled

   sleek                sleek

   sleekly              sleekli

   sleep                sleep

   sleeper              sleeper

   sleepers             sleeper

   sleepest             sleepest

   sleeping             sleep

   sleeps               sleep

   sleepy               sleepi

   sleeve               sleev

   sleeves              sleev

   sleid                sleid

   sleided              sleid

   sleight              sleight

   sleights             sleight

   slender              slender

   slenderer            slender

   slenderly            slenderli

   slept                slept

   slew                 slew

   slewest              slewest

   slice                slice

   slid                 slid

   slide                slide

   slides               slide

   sliding              slide

   slight               slight

   slighted             slight

   slightest            slightest

   slightly             slightli

   slightness           slight

   slights              slight

   slily                slili

   slime                slime

   slimy                slimi
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   slings               sling

   slink                slink

   slip                 slip

   slipp                slipp

   slipper              slipper

   slippers             slipper

   slippery             slipperi

   slips                slip

   slish                slish

   slit                 slit

   sliver               sliver

   slobb                slobb

   slomber              slomber

   slop                 slop

   slope                slope

   slops                slop

   sloth                sloth

   slothful             sloth

   slough               slough

   slovenly             slovenli

   slovenry             slovenri

   slow                 slow

   slower               slower

   slowly               slowli

   slowness             slow

   slubber              slubber

   slug                 slug

   sluggard             sluggard

   sluggardiz           sluggardiz

   sluggish             sluggish

   sluic                sluic

   slumb                slumb

   slumber              slumber

   slumbers             slumber

   slumbery             slumberi

   slunk                slunk

   slut                 slut

   sluts                slut

   sluttery             slutteri

   sluttish             sluttish

   sluttishness         sluttish

   sly                  sly

   slys                 sly

   smack                smack

   smacking             smack

   smacks               smack

   small                small

   smaller              smaller
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   smallest             smallest

   smallness            small

   smalus               smalu

   smart                smart

   smarting             smart

   smartly              smartli

   smatch               smatch

   smatter              smatter

   smear                smear

   smell                smell

   smelling             smell

   smells               smell

   smelt                smelt

   smil                 smil

   smile                smile

   smiled               smile

   smiles               smile

   smilest              smilest

   smilets              smilet

   smiling              smile

   smilingly            smilingli

   smirch               smirch

   smirched             smirch

   smit                 smit

   smite                smite

   smites               smite

   smith                smith

   smithfield           smithfield

   smock                smock

   smocks               smock

   smok                 smok

   smoke                smoke

   smoked               smoke

   smokes               smoke

   smoking              smoke

   smoky                smoki

   smooth               smooth

   smoothed             smooth

   smoothing            smooth

   smoothly             smoothli

   smoothness           smooth

   smooths              smooth

   smote                smote

   smoth                smoth

   smother              smother

   smothered            smother

   smothering           smother

   smug                 smug
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   smulkin              smulkin

   smutch               smutch

   snaffle              snaffl

   snail                snail

   snails               snail

   snake                snake

   snakes               snake

   snaky                snaki

   snap                 snap

   snapp                snapp

   snapper              snapper

   snar                 snar

   snare                snare

   snares               snare

   snarl                snarl

   snarleth             snarleth

   snarling             snarl

   snatch               snatch

   snatchers            snatcher

   snatches             snatch

   snatching            snatch

   sneak                sneak

   sneaking             sneak

   sneap                sneap

   sneaping             sneap

   sneck                sneck

   snip                 snip

   snipe                snipe

   snipt                snipt

   snore                snore

   snores               snore

   snoring              snore

   snorting             snort

   snout                snout

   snow                 snow

   snowballs            snowbal

   snowed               snow

   snowy                snowi

   snuff                snuff

   snuffs               snuff

   snug                 snug

   so                   so

   soak                 soak

   soaking              soak

   soaks                soak

   soar                 soar

   soaring              soar

   soars                soar
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   sob                  sob

   sobbing              sob

   sober                sober

   soberly              soberli

   sobriety             sobrieti

   sobs                 sob

   sociable             sociabl

   societies            societi

   society              societi

   socks                sock

   socrates             socrat

   sod                  sod

   sodden               sodden

   soe                  soe

   soever               soever

   soft                 soft

   soften               soften

   softens              soften

   softer               softer

   softest              softest

   softly               softli

   softness             soft

   soil                 soil

   soiled               soil

   soilure              soilur

   soit                 soit

   sojourn              sojourn

   sol                  sol

   sola                 sola

   solace               solac

   solanio              solanio

   sold                 sold

   soldat               soldat

   solder               solder

   soldest              soldest

   soldier              soldier

   soldiers             soldier

   soldiership          soldiership

   sole                 sole

   solely               sole

   solem                solem

   solemn               solemn

   solemness            solem

   solemnities          solemn

   solemnity            solemn

   solemniz             solemniz

   solemnize            solemn

   solemnized           solemn
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   solemnly             solemnli

   soles                sole

   solicit              solicit

   solicitation         solicit

   solicited            solicit

   soliciting           solicit

   solicitings          solicit

   solicitor            solicitor

   solicits             solicit

   solid                solid

   solidares            solidar

   solidity             solid

   solinus              solinu

   solitary             solitari

   solomon              solomon

   solon                solon

   solum                solum

   solus                solu

   solyman              solyman

   some                 some

   somebody             somebodi

   someone              someon

   somerset             somerset

   somerville           somervil

   something            someth

   sometime             sometim

   sometimes            sometim

   somever              somev

   somewhat             somewhat

   somewhere            somewher

   somewhither          somewhith

   somme                somm

   son                  son

   sonance              sonanc

   song                 song

   songs                song

   sonnet               sonnet

   sonneting            sonnet

   sonnets              sonnet

   sons                 son

   sont                 sont

   sonties              sonti

   soon                 soon

   sooner               sooner

   soonest              soonest

   sooth                sooth

   soothe               sooth

   soothers             soother
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   soothing             sooth

   soothsay             soothsai

   soothsayer           soothsay

   sooty                sooti

   sop                  sop

   sophister            sophist

   sophisticated        sophist

   sophy                sophi

   sops                 sop

   sorcerer             sorcer

   sorcerers            sorcer

   sorceress            sorceress

   sorceries            sorceri

   sorcery              sorceri

   sore                 sore

   sorel                sorel

   sorely               sore

   sorer                sorer

   sores                sore

   sorrier              sorrier

   sorriest             sorriest

   sorrow               sorrow

   sorrowed             sorrow

   sorrowest            sorrowest

   sorrowful            sorrow

   sorrowing            sorrow

   sorrows              sorrow

   sorry                sorri

   sort                 sort

   sortance             sortanc

   sorted               sort

   sorting              sort

   sorts                sort

   sossius              sossiu

   sot                  sot

   soto                 soto

   sots                 sot

   sottish              sottish

   soud                 soud

   sought               sought

   soul                 soul

   sould                sould

   soulless             soulless

   souls                soul

   sound                sound

   sounded              sound

   sounder              sounder

   soundest             soundest
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   sounding             sound

   soundless            soundless

   soundly              soundli

   soundness            sound

   soundpost            soundpost

   sounds               sound

   sour                 sour

   source               sourc

   sources              sourc

   sourest              sourest

   sourly               sourli

   sours                sour

   sous                 sou

   souse                sous

   south                south

   southam              southam

   southampton          southampton

   southerly            southerli

   southern             southern

   southward            southward

   southwark            southwark

   southwell            southwel

   souviendrai          souviendrai

   sov                  sov

   sovereign            sovereign

   sovereignest         sovereignest

   sovereignly          sovereignli

   sovereignty          sovereignti

   sovereignvours       sovereignvour

   sow                  sow

   sowing               sow

   sowl                 sowl

   sowter               sowter

   space                space

   spaces               space

   spacious             spaciou

   spade                spade

   spades               spade

   spain                spain

   spak                 spak

   spake                spake

   spakest              spakest

   span                 span

   spangle              spangl

   spangled             spangl

   spaniard             spaniard

   spaniel              spaniel

   spaniels             spaniel
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   spanish              spanish

   spann                spann

   spans                span

   spar                 spar

   spare                spare

   spares               spare

   sparing              spare

   sparingly            sparingli

   spark                spark

   sparkle              sparkl

   sparkles             sparkl

   sparkling            sparkl

   sparks               spark

   sparrow              sparrow

   sparrows             sparrow

   sparta               sparta

   spartan              spartan

   spavin               spavin

   spavins              spavin

   spawn                spawn

   speak                speak

   speaker              speaker

   speakers             speaker

   speakest             speakest

   speaketh             speaketh

   speaking             speak

   speaks               speak

   spear                spear

   speargrass           speargrass

   spears               spear

   special              special

   specialities         special

   specially            special

   specialties          specialti

   specialty            specialti

   specify              specifi

   speciously           specious

   spectacle            spectacl

   spectacled           spectacl

   spectacles           spectacl

   spectators           spectat

   spectatorship        spectatorship

   speculation          specul

   speculations         specul

   speculative          specul

   sped                 sped

   speech               speech

   speeches             speech
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   speechless           speechless

   speed                speed

   speeded              speed

   speedier             speedier

   speediest            speediest

   speedily             speedili

   speediness           speedi

   speeding             speed

   speeds               speed

   speedy               speedi

   speens               speen

   spell                spell

   spelling             spell

   spells               spell

   spelt                spelt

   spencer              spencer

   spend                spend

   spendest             spendest

   spending             spend

   spends               spend

   spendthrift          spendthrift

   spent                spent

   sperato              sperato

   sperm                sperm

   spero                spero

   sperr                sperr

   spher                spher

   sphere               sphere

   sphered              sphere

   spheres              sphere

   spherical            spheric

   sphery               spheri

   sphinx               sphinx

   spice                spice

   spiced               spice

   spicery              spiceri

   spices               spice

   spider               spider

   spiders              spider

   spied                spi

   spies                spi

   spieth               spieth

   spightfully          spightfulli

   spigot               spigot

   spill                spill

   spilling             spill

   spills               spill

   spilt                spilt
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   spilth               spilth

   spin                 spin

   spinii               spinii

   spinners             spinner

   spinster             spinster

   spinsters            spinster

   spire                spire

   spirit               spirit

   spirited             spirit

   spiritless           spiritless

   spirits              spirit

   spiritual            spiritu

   spiritualty          spiritualti

   spirt                spirt

   spit                 spit

   spital               spital

   spite                spite

   spited               spite

   spiteful             spite

   spites               spite

   spits                spit

   spitted              spit

   spitting             spit

   splay                splai

   spleen               spleen

   spleenful            spleen

   spleens              spleen

   spleeny              spleeni

   splendour            splendour

   splenitive           splenit

   splinter             splinter

   splinters            splinter

   split                split

   splits               split

   splitted             split
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   spoil                spoil

   spoils               spoil

   spok                 spok

   spoke                spoke
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   spokes               spoke

   spokesman            spokesman

   sponge               spong
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   spoon                spoon

   spoons               spoon

   sport                sport
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   sportful             sport

   sporting             sport

   sportive             sportiv

   sports               sport

   spot                 spot

   spotless             spotless

   spots                spot

   spotted              spot

   spousal              spousal

   spouse               spous

   spout                spout

   spouting             spout

   spouts               spout

   sprag                sprag

   sprang               sprang

   sprat                sprat

   sprawl               sprawl

   spray                sprai

   sprays               sprai

   spread               spread

   spreading            spread

   spreads              spread

   sprighted            spright

   sprightful           spright

   sprightly            sprightli

   sprigs               sprig

   spring               spring

   springe              spring

   springes             spring

   springeth            springeth

   springhalt           springhalt

   springing            spring

   springs              spring

   springtime           springtim

   sprinkle             sprinkl

   sprinkles            sprinkl

   sprite               sprite

   sprited              sprite

   spritely             sprite
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   spurio               spurio
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   spurns               spurn

   spurr                spurr

   spurrer              spurrer

   spurring             spur

   spurs                spur

   spy                  spy

   spying               spy

   squabble             squabbl

   squadron             squadron

   squadrons            squadron

   squand               squand

   squar                squar

   square               squar

   squarer              squarer

   squares              squar

   squash               squash

   squeak               squeak

   squeaking            squeak

   squeal               squeal

   squealing            squeal
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   squeezing            squeez

   squele               squel

   squier               squier

   squints              squint

   squiny               squini

   squire               squir

   squires              squir

   squirrel             squirrel

   st                   st

   stab                 stab
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   stabbed              stab

   stabbing             stab

   stable               stabl

   stableness           stabl

   stables              stabl

   stablish             stablish

   stablishment         stablish
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   stafford             stafford

   staffords            stafford
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   stagger              stagger

   staggering           stagger

   staggers             stagger

   stags                stag

   staid                staid
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   stain                stain
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   staineth             staineth
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   stainless            stainless
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   stale                stale

   staled               stale

   stalk                stalk

   stalking             stalk

   stalks               stalk

   stall                stall

   stalling             stall

   stalls               stall

   stamford             stamford

   stammer              stammer

   stamp                stamp

   stamped              stamp

   stamps               stamp

   stanch               stanch

   stanchless           stanchless

   stand                stand

   standard             standard

   standards            standard
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   standers             stander

   standest             standest

   standeth             standeth
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   stanzo               stanzo
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   staple               stapl

   staples              stapl
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   star                 star

   stare                stare

   stared               stare

   stares               stare

   staring              stare

   starings             stare

   stark                stark

   starkly              starkli

   starlight            starlight

   starling             starl

   starr                starr

   starry               starri

   stars                star

   start                start

   started              start

   starting             start

   startingly           startingli

   startle              startl

   startles             startl

   starts               start

   starv                starv

   starve               starv

   starved              starv

   starvelackey         starvelackei

   starveling           starvel

   starveth             starveth

   starving             starv

   state                state

   statelier            stateli

   stately              state

   states               state

   statesman            statesman

   statesmen            statesmen

   statilius            statiliu

   station              station

   statist              statist

   statists             statist

   statue               statu

   statues              statu

   stature              statur
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   statute              statut
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   staying              stai

   stays                stai

   stead                stead

   steaded              stead

   steadfast            steadfast

   steadier             steadier

   steads               stead

   steal                steal

   stealer              stealer

   stealers             stealer

   stealing             steal

   steals               steal

   stealth              stealth

   stealthy             stealthi

   steed                steed

   steeds               steed

   steel                steel

   steeled              steel

   steely               steeli

   steep                steep

   steeped              steep

   steeple              steepl

   steeples             steepl

   steeps               steep

   steepy               steepi

   steer                steer

   steerage             steerag

   steering             steer

   steers               steer

   stelled              stell

   stem                 stem

   stemming             stem

   stench               stench

   step                 step

   stepdame             stepdam

   stephano             stephano

   stephen              stephen

   stepmothers          stepmoth

   stepp                stepp

   stepping             step

   steps                step

   sterile              steril
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   sternness            stern

   steterat             steterat

   stew                 stew

   steward              steward

   stewards             steward

   stewardship          stewardship

   stewed               stew

   stews                stew

   stick                stick

   sticking             stick

   stickler             stickler

   sticks               stick

   stiff                stiff

   stiffen              stiffen

   stiffly              stiffli

   stifle               stifl

   stifled              stifl

   stifles              stifl

   stigmatic            stigmat

   stigmatical          stigmat

   stile                stile

   still                still

   stiller              stiller

   stillest             stillest

   stillness            still

   stilly               stilli

   sting                sting

   stinging             sting

   stingless            stingless

   stings               sting

   stink                stink

   stinking             stink

   stinkingly           stinkingli

   stinks               stink

   stint                stint

   stinted              stint

   stints               stint

   stir                 stir

   stirr                stirr

   stirred              stir

   stirrer              stirrer
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   stitches             stitch

   stithied             stithi

   stithy               stithi

   stoccadoes           stoccado

   stoccata             stoccata

   stock                stock

   stockfish            stockfish

   stocking             stock

   stockings            stock

   stockish             stockish

   stocks               stock

   stog                 stog

   stogs                stog

   stoics               stoic

   stokesly             stokesli

   stol                 stol

   stole                stole

   stolen               stolen

   stolest              stolest

   stomach              stomach

   stomachers           stomach

   stomaching           stomach

   stomachs             stomach

   ston                 ston

   stone                stone

   stonecutter          stonecutt

   stones               stone

   stonish              stonish

   stony                stoni

   stood                stood

   stool                stool

   stools               stool

   stoop                stoop

   stooping             stoop

   stoops               stoop

   stop                 stop

   stope                stope

   stopp                stopp

   stopped              stop

   stopping             stop

   stops                stop
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   stories              stori

   storm                storm
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   stormed              storm

   storming             storm

   storms               storm

   stormy               stormi

   story                stori

   stoup                stoup

   stoups               stoup

   stout                stout

   stouter              stouter

   stoutly              stoutli

   stoutness            stout

   stover               stover

   stow                 stow

   stowage              stowag

   stowed               stow

   strachy              strachi

   stragglers           straggler

   straggling           straggl

   straight             straight

   straightest          straightest

   straightway          straightwai

   strain               strain

   strained             strain

   straining            strain

   strains              strain

   strait               strait

   straited             strait

   straiter             straiter

   straitly             straitli

   straitness           strait

   straits              strait

   strand               strand

   strange              strang

   strangely            strang

   strangeness          strang

   stranger             stranger

   strangers            stranger

   strangest            strangest

   strangle             strangl

   strangled            strangl

   strangler            strangler

   strangles            strangl
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   strappado            strappado
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   stratagems           stratagem

   stratford            stratford
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   strato               strato

   straw                straw

   strawberries         strawberri

   strawberry           strawberri

   straws               straw

   strawy               strawi

   stray                strai

   straying             strai

   strays               strai

   streak               streak

   streaks              streak

   stream               stream

   streamers            streamer

   streaming            stream

   streams              stream

   streching            strech

   street               street

   streets              street

   strength             strength

   strengthen           strengthen

   strengthened         strengthen

   strengthless         strengthless

   strengths            strength

   stretch              stretch

   stretched            stretch

   stretches            stretch

   stretching           stretch

   strew                strew

   strewing             strew

   strewings            strew

   strewments           strewment

   stricken             stricken

   strict               strict

   stricter             stricter

   strictest            strictest

   strictly             strictli

   stricture            strictur

   stride               stride

   strides              stride
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   strife               strife
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   strik                strik

   strike               strike
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   string               string

   stringless           stringless

   strings              string

   strip                strip

   stripes              stripe

   stripling            stripl

   striplings           stripl

   stripp               stripp

   stripping            strip

   striv                striv

   strive               strive

   strives              strive

   striving             strive

   strok                strok

   stroke               stroke

   strokes              stroke

   strond               strond

   stronds              strond

   strong               strong

   stronger             stronger

   strongest            strongest

   strongly             strongli

   strooke              strook

   strossers            strosser

   strove               strove

   strown               strown

   stroy                stroi

   struck               struck

   strucken             strucken

   struggle             struggl

   struggles            struggl

   struggling           struggl

   strumpet             strumpet

   strumpeted           strumpet

   strumpets            strumpet

   strung               strung

   strut                strut

   struts               strut

   strutted             strut

   strutting            strut

   stubble              stubbl

   stubborn             stubborn

   stubbornest          stubbornest

   stubbornly           stubbornli

   stubbornness         stubborn

   stuck                stuck

   studded              stud

   student              student
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   students             student

   studied              studi

   studies              studi

   studious             studiou

   studiously           studious

   studs                stud

   study                studi

   studying             studi

   stuff                stuff

   stuffing             stuf

   stuffs               stuff

   stumble              stumbl

   stumbled             stumbl

   stumblest            stumblest

   stumbling            stumbl

   stump                stump

   stumps               stump

   stung                stung

   stupefy              stupefi

   stupid               stupid

   stupified            stupifi

   stuprum              stuprum

   sturdy               sturdi

   sty                  sty

   styga                styga

   stygian              stygian

   styl                 styl

   style                style

   styx                 styx

   su                   su

   sub                  sub

   subcontracted        subcontract

   subdu                subdu

   subdue               subdu

   subdued              subdu

   subduements          subduement

   subdues              subdu

   subduing             subdu

   subject              subject

   subjected            subject

   subjection           subject

   subjects             subject
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   submission           submiss
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   submit               submit

   submits              submit

   submitting           submit
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   suborn               suborn

   subornation          suborn

   suborned             suborn

   subscrib             subscrib

   subscribe            subscrib

   subscribed           subscrib

   subscribes           subscrib

   subscription         subscript

   subsequent           subsequ

   subsidies            subsidi

   subsidy              subsidi

   subsist              subsist

   subsisting           subsist

   substance            substanc

   substances           substanc

   substantial          substanti

   substitute           substitut

   substituted          substitut

   substitutes          substitut

   substitution         substitut

   subtile              subtil

   subtilly             subtilli

   subtle               subtl

   subtleties           subtleti

   subtlety             subtleti

   subtly               subtli

   subtractors          subtractor

   suburbs              suburb

   subversion           subvers

   subverts             subvert

   succedant            succed

   succeed              succe

   succeeded            succeed

   succeeders           succeed

   succeeding           succeed

   succeeds             succe

   success              success

   successantly         successantli

   successes            success

   successful           success

   successfully         successfulli

   succession           success

   successive           success

   successively         success

   successor            successor

   successors           successor

   succour              succour

   succours             succour
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   such                 such

   suck                 suck

   sucker               sucker

   suckers              sucker

   sucking              suck

   suckle               suckl

   sucks                suck

   sudden               sudden

   suddenly             suddenli

   sue                  sue

   sued                 su

   suerly               suerli

   sues                 sue

   sueth                sueth

   suff                 suff

   suffer               suffer

   sufferance           suffer

   sufferances          suffer

   suffered             suffer

   suffering            suffer

   suffers              suffer

   suffic               suffic

   suffice              suffic

   sufficed             suffic

   suffices             suffic

   sufficeth            sufficeth

   sufficiency          suffici

   sufficient           suffici

   sufficiently         suffici

   sufficing            suffic

   sufficit             sufficit

   suffigance           suffig

   suffocate            suffoc

   suffocating          suffoc

   suffocation          suffoc

   suffolk              suffolk

   suffrage             suffrag

   suffrages            suffrag

   sug                  sug

   sugar                sugar

   sugarsop             sugarsop

   suggest              suggest

   suggested            suggest

   suggesting           suggest

   suggestion           suggest

   suggestions          suggest

   suggests             suggest

   suis                 sui
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   suit                 suit

   suitable             suitabl

   suited               suit

   suiting              suit

   suitor               suitor

   suitors              suitor

   suits                suit

   suivez               suivez

   sullen               sullen

   sullens              sullen

   sullied              sulli

   sullies              sulli

   sully                sulli

   sulph                sulph

   sulpherous           sulpher

   sulphur              sulphur

   sulphurous           sulphur

   sultan               sultan

   sultry               sultri

   sum                  sum

   sumless              sumless

   summ                 summ

   summa                summa

   summary              summari

   summer               summer

   summers              summer

   summit               summit

   summon               summon

   summoners            summon

   summons              summon

   sumpter              sumpter

   sumptuous            sumptuou

   sumptuously          sumptuous

   sums                 sum

   sun                  sun

   sunbeams             sunbeam

   sunburning           sunburn

   sunburnt             sunburnt

   sund                 sund

   sunday               sundai

   sundays              sundai

   sunder               sunder
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   sundry               sundri

   sung                 sung

   sunk                 sunk

   sunken               sunken

   sunny                sunni
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   sunrising            sunris

   suns                 sun

   sunset               sunset

   sunshine             sunshin

   sup                  sup

   super                super

   superficial          superfici

   superficially        superfici

   superfluity          superflu

   superfluous          superflu

   superfluously        superflu

   superflux            superflux

   superior             superior

   supernal             supern

   supernatural         supernatur

   superpraise          superprais

   superscript          superscript

   superscription       superscript

   superserviceable     superservic

   superstition         superstit

   superstitious        superstiti

   superstitiously      superstiti

   supersubtle          supersubtl

   supervise            supervis

   supervisor           supervisor

   supp                 supp

   supper               supper

   suppers              supper

   suppertime           suppertim

   supping              sup

   supplant             supplant

   supple               suppl

   suppler              suppler

   suppliance           supplianc

   suppliant            suppliant

   suppliants           suppliant

   supplicant           supplic

   supplication         supplic

   supplications        supplic

   supplie              suppli

   supplied             suppli

   supplies             suppli

   suppliest            suppliest

   supply               suppli

   supplyant            supplyant

   supplying            suppli

   supplyment           supplyment

   support              support
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   supportable          support

   supportance          support

   supported            support

   supporter            support

   supporters           support

   supporting           support

   supportor            supportor

   suppos               suppo

   supposal             suppos

   suppose              suppos

   supposed             suppos

   supposes             suppos

   supposest            supposest

   supposing            suppos

   supposition          supposit

   suppress             suppress

   suppressed           suppress

   suppresseth          suppresseth

   supremacy            supremaci

   supreme              suprem

   sups                 sup

   sur                  sur

   surance              suranc

   surcease             surceas

   surd                 surd

   sure                 sure

   surecard             surecard

   surely               sure

   surer                surer

   surest               surest

   sureties             sureti

   surety               sureti

   surfeit              surfeit

   surfeited            surfeit

   surfeiter            surfeit

   surfeiting           surfeit

   surfeits             surfeit

   surge                surg

   surgeon              surgeon

   surgeons             surgeon

   surgere              surger

   surgery              surgeri

   surges               surg

   surly                surli

   surmis               surmi

   surmise              surmis

   surmised             surmis

   surmises             surmis
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   surmount             surmount

   surmounted           surmount

   surmounts            surmount

   surnam               surnam

   surname              surnam

   surnamed             surnam

   surpasseth           surpasseth

   surpassing           surpass

   surplice             surplic

   surplus              surplu

   surpris              surpri

   surprise             surpris

   surprised            surpris

   surrender            surrend

   surrey               surrei

   surreys              surrei

   survey               survei

   surveyest            surveyest

   surveying            survei

   surveyor             surveyor

   surveyors            surveyor

   surveys              survei

   survive              surviv

   survives             surviv

   survivor             survivor

   susan                susan

   suspect              suspect

   suspected            suspect

   suspecting           suspect

   suspects             suspect

   suspend              suspend

   suspense             suspens

   suspicion            suspicion

   suspicions           suspicion

   suspicious           suspici

   suspiration          suspir

   suspire              suspir

   sust                 sust

   sustain              sustain

   sustaining           sustain

   sutler               sutler

   sutton               sutton

   suum                 suum

   swabber              swabber

   swaddling            swaddl

   swag                 swag

   swagg                swagg

   swagger              swagger
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   swaggerer            swagger

   swaggerers           swagger

   swaggering           swagger

   swain                swain

   swains               swain

   swallow              swallow

   swallowed            swallow

   swallowing           swallow

   swallows             swallow

   swam                 swam

   swan                 swan

   swans                swan

   sward                sward

   sware                sware

   swarm                swarm

   swarming             swarm

   swart                swart

   swarth               swarth

   swarths              swarth

   swarthy              swarthi

   swashers             swasher

   swashing             swash

   swath                swath

   swathing             swath

   swathling            swathl

   sway                 swai

   swaying              swai

   sways                swai

   swear                swear

   swearer              swearer

   swearers             swearer

   swearest             swearest

   swearing             swear

   swearings            swear

   swears               swear

   sweat                sweat

   sweaten              sweaten

   sweating             sweat

   sweats               sweat

   sweaty               sweati

   sweep                sweep

   sweepers             sweeper

   sweeps               sweep

   sweet                sweet
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   sweetheart           sweetheart

   sweeting             sweet

   sweetly              sweetli

   sweetmeats           sweetmeat

   sweetness            sweet

   sweets               sweet

   swell                swell

   swelling             swell

   swellings            swell

   swells               swell

   swelter              swelter

   sweno                sweno

   swept                swept

   swerve               swerv

   swerver              swerver

   swerving             swerv

   swift                swift

   swifter              swifter

   swiftest             swiftest

   swiftly              swiftli

   swiftness            swift

   swill                swill

   swills               swill

   swim                 swim

   swimmer              swimmer

   swimmers             swimmer

   swimming             swim

   swims                swim

   swine                swine

   swineherds           swineherd

   swing                swing

   swinge               swing

   swinish              swinish

   swinstead            swinstead

   switches             switch

   swits                swit

   switzers             switzer

   swol                 swol

   swoll                swoll

   swoln                swoln

   swoon                swoon

   swooned              swoon

   swooning             swoon

   swoons               swoon

   swoop                swoop

   swoopstake           swoopstak

   swor                 swor

   sword                sword
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   sworder              sworder

   swords               sword

   swore                swore

   sworn                sworn

   swounded             swound

   swounds              swound

   swum                 swum

   swung                swung

   sy                   sy

   sycamore             sycamor

   sycorax              sycorax

   sylla                sylla

   syllable             syllabl

   syllables            syllabl

   syllogism            syllog

   symbols              symbol

   sympathise           sympathis

   sympathiz            sympathiz

   sympathize           sympath

   sympathized          sympath

   sympathy             sympathi

   synagogue            synagogu

   synod                synod

   synods               synod

   syracuse             syracus

   syracusian           syracusian

   syracusians          syracusian

   syria                syria

   syrups               syrup

   t                    t

   ta                   ta

   taber                taber

   table                tabl

   tabled               tabl

   tables               tabl

   tablet               tablet

   tabor                tabor

   taborer              tabor

   tabors               tabor

   tabourines           tabourin

   taciturnity          taciturn

   tack                 tack
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   tacklings            tackl

   taddle               taddl
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   tadpole              tadpol

   taffeta              taffeta

   taffety              taffeti

   tag                  tag

   tagrag               tagrag

   tah                  tah

   tail                 tail

   tailor               tailor

   tailors              tailor

   tails                tail

   taint                taint

   tainted              taint

   tainting             taint

   taints               taint

   tainture             taintur

   tak                  tak

   take                 take

   taken                taken

   taker                taker
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   usurers              usur
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   valance              valanc

   vale                 vale
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   vede                 vede
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   vehor                vehor

   veil                 veil
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   ver                  ver
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   vexes                vex

   vexest               vexest
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   vigilant             vigil
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   vive                 vive
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   viz                  viz
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   wag                  wag

   wage                 wage
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   wagging              wag
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   wags                 wag
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   wallow               wallow

   walls                wall
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   warmth               warmth
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   wingham              wingham

   wings                wing

   wink                 wink

   winking              wink

   winks                wink

   winner               winner

   winners              winner

   winning              win

   winnow               winnow

   winnowed             winnow

   winnows              winnow

   wins                 win

   winter               winter

   winterly             winterli

   winters              winter

   wip                  wip

   wipe                 wipe

   wiped                wipe

   wipes                wipe

   wiping               wipe

   wire                 wire

   wires                wire

   wiry                 wiri
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   wisdom               wisdom

   wisdoms              wisdom

   wise                 wise

   wiselier             wiseli

   wisely               wise

   wiser                wiser

   wisest               wisest

   wish                 wish

   wished               wish

   wisher               wisher

   wishers              wisher

   wishes               wish

   wishest              wishest

   wisheth              wisheth

   wishful              wish

   wishing              wish

   wishtly              wishtli

   wisp                 wisp

   wist                 wist

   wit                  wit

   witb                 witb

   witch                witch

   witchcraft           witchcraft

   witches              witch

   witching             witch

   with                 with

   withal               withal

   withdraw             withdraw

   withdrawing          withdraw

   withdrawn            withdrawn

   withdrew             withdrew

   wither               wither

   withered             wither

   withering            wither

   withers              wither

   withheld             withheld

   withhold             withhold

   withholds            withhold

   within               within

   withold              withold

   without              without

   withstand            withstand

   withstanding         withstand

   withstood            withstood

   witless              witless

   witness              wit

   witnesses            wit

   witnesseth           witnesseth
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   witnessing           wit

   wits                 wit

   witted               wit

   wittenberg           wittenberg

   wittiest             wittiest

   wittily              wittili

   witting              wit

   wittingly            wittingli

   wittol               wittol

   wittolly             wittolli

   witty                witti

   wiv                  wiv

   wive                 wive

   wived                wive

   wives                wive

   wiving               wive

   wizard               wizard

   wizards              wizard

   wo                   wo

   woe                  woe

   woeful               woeful

   woefull              woeful

   woefullest           woefullest

   woes                 woe

   woful                woful

   wolf                 wolf

   wolfish              wolfish

   wolsey               wolsei

   wolves               wolv

   wolvish              wolvish

   woman                woman

   womanhood            womanhood

   womanish             womanish

   womankind            womankind

   womanly              womanli

   womb                 womb

   wombs                womb

   womby                wombi

   women                women

   won                  won

   woncot               woncot

   wond                 wond

   wonder               wonder

   wondered             wonder

   wonderful            wonder

   wonderfully          wonderfulli

   wondering            wonder

   wonders              wonder
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   wondrous             wondrou

   wondrously           wondrous

   wont                 wont

   wonted               wont

   woo                  woo

   wood                 wood

   woodbine             woodbin

   woodcock             woodcock

   woodcocks            woodcock

   wooden               wooden

   woodland             woodland

   woodman              woodman

   woodmonger           woodmong

   woods                wood

   woodstock            woodstock

   woodville            woodvil

   wooed                woo

   wooer                wooer

   wooers               wooer

   wooes                wooe

   woof                 woof

   wooing               woo

   wooingly             wooingli

   wool                 wool

   woollen              woollen

   woolly               woolli

   woolsack             woolsack

   woolsey              woolsei

   woolward             woolward

   woos                 woo

   wor                  wor

   worcester            worcest

   word                 word

   words                word

   wore                 wore

   worins               worin

   work                 work

   workers              worker

   working              work

   workings             work

   workman              workman

   workmanly            workmanli

   workmanship          workmanship

   workmen              workmen

   works                work

   worky                worki

   world                world

   worldlings           worldl
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   worldly              worldli

   worlds               world

   worm                 worm

   worms                worm

   wormwood             wormwood

   wormy                wormi

   worn                 worn

   worried              worri

   worries              worri

   worry                worri

   worrying             worri

   worse                wors

   worser               worser

   worship              worship

   worshipful           worship

   worshipfully         worshipfulli

   worshipp             worshipp

   worshipper           worshipp

   worshippers          worshipp

   worshippest          worshippest

   worships             worship

   worst                worst

   worsted              worst

   wort                 wort

   worth                worth

   worthied             worthi

   worthier             worthier

   worthies             worthi

   worthiest            worthiest

   worthily             worthili

   worthiness           worthi

   worthless            worthless

   worths               worth

   worthy               worthi

   worts                wort

   wot                  wot

   wots                 wot

   wotting              wot

   wouid                wouid

   would                would

   wouldest             wouldest

   wouldst              wouldst

   wound                wound

   wounded              wound

   wounding             wound

   woundings            wound

   woundless            woundless

   wounds               wound
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   wouns                woun

   woven                woven

   wow                  wow

   wrack                wrack

   wrackful             wrack

   wrangle              wrangl

   wrangler             wrangler

   wranglers            wrangler

   wrangling            wrangl

   wrap                 wrap

   wrapp                wrapp

   wraps                wrap

   wrapt                wrapt

   wrath                wrath

   wrathful             wrath

   wrathfully           wrathfulli

   wraths               wrath

   wreak                wreak

   wreakful             wreak

   wreaks               wreak

   wreath               wreath

   wreathed             wreath

   wreathen             wreathen

   wreaths              wreath

   wreck                wreck

   wrecked              wreck

   wrecks               wreck

   wren                 wren

   wrench               wrench

   wrenching            wrench

   wrens                wren

   wrest                wrest

   wrested              wrest

   wresting             wrest

   wrestle              wrestl

   wrestled             wrestl

   wrestler             wrestler

   wrestling            wrestl

   wretch               wretch

   wretchcd             wretchcd

   wretched             wretch

   wretchedness         wretched

   wretches             wretch

   wring                wring

   wringer              wringer

   wringing             wring

   wrings               wring

   wrinkle              wrinkl
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   wrinkled             wrinkl

   wrinkles             wrinkl

   wrist                wrist

   wrists               wrist

   writ                 writ

   write                write

   writer               writer

   writers              writer

   writes               write

   writhled             writhl

   writing              write

   writings             write

   writs                writ

   written              written

   wrong                wrong

   wronged              wrong

   wronger              wronger

   wrongful             wrong

   wrongfully           wrongfulli

   wronging             wrong

   wrongly              wrongli

   wrongs               wrong

   wronk                wronk

   wrote                wrote

   wroth                wroth

   wrought              wrought

   wrung                wrung

   wry                  wry

   wrying               wry

   wt                   wt

   wul                  wul

   wye                  wye

   x                    x

   xanthippe            xanthipp

   xi                   xi

   xii                  xii

   xiii                 xiii

   xiv                  xiv

   xv                   xv

   y                    y

   yard                 yard

   yards                yard

   yare                 yare

   yarely               yare

   yarn                 yarn

   yaughan              yaughan

   yaw                  yaw

   yawn                 yawn
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   yawning              yawn

   ycleped              yclepe

   ycliped              yclipe

   ye                   ye

   yea                  yea

   yead                 yead

   year                 year

   yearly               yearli

   yearn                yearn

   yearns               yearn

   years                year

   yeas                 yea

   yeast                yeast

   yedward              yedward

   yell                 yell

   yellow               yellow

   yellowed             yellow

   yellowing            yellow

   yellowness           yellow

   yellows              yellow

   yells                yell

   yelping              yelp

   yeoman               yeoman

   yeomen               yeomen

   yerk                 yerk

   yes                  ye

   yesterday            yesterdai

   yesterdays           yesterdai

   yesternight          yesternight

   yesty                yesti

   yet                  yet

   yew                  yew

   yicld                yicld

   yield                yield

   yielded              yield

   yielder              yielder

   yielders             yielder

   yielding             yield

   yields               yield

   yok                  yok

   yoke                 yoke

   yoked                yoke

   yokefellow           yokefellow

   yokes                yoke

   yoketh               yoketh

   yon                  yon

   yond                 yond

   yonder               yonder
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   yongrey              yongrei

   yore                 yore

   yorick               yorick

   york                 york

   yorkists             yorkist

   yorks                york

   yorkshire            yorkshir

   you                  you

   young                young

   younger              younger

   youngest             youngest

   youngling            youngl

   younglings           youngl

   youngly              youngli

   younker              younker

   your                 your

   yours                your

   yourself             yourself

   yourselves           yourselv

   youth                youth

   youthful             youth

   youths               youth

   youtli               youtli

   zanies               zani

   zany                 zani

   zeal                 zeal

   zealous              zealou

   zeals                zeal

   zed                  zed

   zenelophon           zenelophon

   zenith               zenith

   zephyrs              zephyr

   zir                  zir

   zo                   zo

   zodiac               zodiac

   zodiacs              zodiac

   zone                 zone

   zounds               zound

   zwagger              zwagger

}                        

 

# Create a full-text index to use for testing the stemmer.

#

db close

sqlite3 db :memory:

db eval {

 CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE t1 USING fts1(word, tokenize Porter);

}
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foreach {pfrom pto} $porter_test_data {

 do_test fts1porter-$pfrom {

   execsql {

     DELETE FROM t1_term;

     DELETE FROM t1_content;

     INSERT INTO t1(word) VALUES($pfrom);

     SELECT term FROM t1_term;

   }

 } $pto

}

 

finish_test

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/test/fts1porter.test

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<dd><p>The psow query parameter works with the default windows and unix VFSes but might be a no-op for other

proprietary or non-standard VFSes.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/requirements.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<html>

<head>

<title>SQLite Consortium Agreement</title>

</head>

<body bgcolor="white">

<h1 align="center">

SQLite Consortium Agreement

</h1>

 

<p>This SQLite Consortium Agreement ("Agreement") is made and

entered into as of the _____ day of ______________, 2007 ("Effective Date")

by and between ___________________ (the "Company"), and

Hipp, Wyrick & Company, Inc., a Georgia Corporation with

headquarters at 6200 Maple Cove Lane, Charlotte, NC ("Hwaci").</p>

 

<p>WHEREAS, Hwaci is the developer of a serverless, embeddable, public

domain SQL database engine available at

<a href="http://www.sqlite.org/">http://www.sqlite.org/</a>

("SQLite"); and</p>

 

<p>WHEREAS, Company wishes to support the independent development of
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the SQLite database engine to insure the continuing reliability,

vitality, and independence of SQLite, and in connection therewith,

Company wishes to provide funds for ongoing research, development,

and maintenance of the SQLite code base, operation of the SQLite

website, protection and maintenance of the SQLite

trademark, as well as for promotion of SQLite at conferences and

trade shows; and</p>

 

<p>WHEREAS, Company wishes to receive benefits in the form of

services from Hwaci in consideration for their support of SQLite; and</b>

 

<p>WHEREAS, Company and Hwaci each wish SQLite to be supported and

maintained as an independent, community-driven project, and to

ensure the SQLite development team remains independent.</p>

 

<p>NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained

herein, the parties agree as follows:</p>

 

<h2>1.0 Definitions</h2>

 

<h3>1.1 SQLite Developers</h3>

<p>The "SQLite Developers" are the employees or contractors of Hwaci engaged

in the development of SQLite, including without limitation the

SQLite Architect.</p>

 

<h3>1.2 SQLite Architect</h3>

<p>The "SQLite Architect" is the SQLite Developer with ultimate

responsibility and authority over changes and maintenance of the

SQLite code.  The current SQLite Architect is the original designer

and developer of SQLite, D. Richard Hipp.   Hwaci may change the

SQLite Architect from time to time upon approval by Company.</p>

 

<h3>1.3 Consortium Member</h3>

<p>A "Consortium Member" is a company or organization, including

but not limited to Company, which has entered into an agreement

with Hwaci which is substantially similar to this Agreement.

</p>

 

<h2>2.0 Agreement<h2>

 

<h3>2.1 Responsibilities And Obligations Of SQLite Developers</h3>

 

<h4>2.1.1 General Support</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers shall provide, without limit,

timely and accurate answers, advice, and instruction

in response to questions and comments from Company about SQLite

submitted by email or by telephone at any time day or night.

</p>
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<h4>2.1.2 Debugging Support</h4>

The SQLite Developers shall at Company's request provide

Company with direct assistance

in debugging applications that are built upon or use SQLite.

The combined time for Debugging Support and Custom

Development for Company is limited to 330 hours per year.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.3 Custom Development</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers shall at the request of Company

write new extensions or enhancements

to SQLite according to Company's specifications.  These extensions

and enhancements may be proprietary to Company or open source or

with the consent of both Company and the SQLite Architect may

be folded into the public domain SQLite source tree.

The time devoted to Custom Development for Company is limited 220 hours

per year.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.4 Custom Builds</h4>

The SQLite Developers shall at Company's request provide Company

with specialized builds of SQLite according to Company's specifications.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.5 Legacy Support</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers shall at Company's request provide support

and bug-fix patches for any historical version of SQLite.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.6 Custom Testing</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers shall at Company's request set up and run

acceptance tests according Company's specifications that are specifically

designed to exercise SQLite as configured and used by Company.

These acceptance tests shall be run and shall pass prior to any release

of SQLite.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.7 Priority Bug Fixes</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers shall assign highest priority to fixing bugs

in SQLite that are reported by Company or in which Company has

expressed a specific interest.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.8 Code Quality</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers shall at all times keep the SQLite source

code well commented and documented and clearly structured and

organized so that an experienced and competent programmer can
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understand it and support it after no more than a few months of study.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.9 Backwards Compatibility</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers recognize that Company uses SQLite

in mission-critical applications and therefore shall work diligently

to ensure continuing bug-free correct operation and backwards

compatibility with prior releases.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.10 Test Coverage</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers shall maintain the SQLite test suite such

that no less than 95% source code coverage is provided.

</p>

 

<h4>2.1.11 Website</h4>

<p>The SQLite Developers shall maintain the SQLite website at

<a href="http://www.sqlite.org/">http://www.sqlite.org/</a>

in good working order and all SQLite source code shall

be made freely available at such website.

</p>

 

 

<h3>2.2 Responsibilities And Obligations Of The SQLite Architect</h3>

 

<h4>2.2.1 Private Briefings</h4>

<p>The SQLite Architect shall, at the request of Company,

provide Company with private notification and briefings

of any new bugs or new features in SQLite that might

effect Company's products.

</p>

 

<h4>2.2.2 Direction</h4>

<p>The SQLite Architect shall coordinate the activities of SQLite

Developers and shall publish from time to time a roadmap of

proposed future changes and enhancements to SQLite.

</p>

 

<h4>2.2.3 Oversight</h4>

<p>The SQLite Architect shall personally review all changes to

the SQLite Source Code and take responsibility for the quality

and correctness of those changes.

</p>

 

<h4>2.2.4 Continuity</h4>

<p>The initial SQLite Architect shall be the original developer

of SQLite, D. Richard Hipp.  The role of SQLite Architect shall

not be assigned to another during the term of this Agreement except
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due to the disability of Dr. Hipp and with approval of Company.

</p>

 

<h3>2.3 Responsibilities And Obligations Of Hwaci</h3>

 

<h4>2.3.1 Employer</h4>

<p>Hwaci shall act as the employer of the SQLite Developers and

SQLite Architect and shall make all tax and legal filings

and tax withholding required by employers.  Hwaci shall provide

Company with W-9 information upon request.

</p>

 

<h4>2.3.2 Responsible Party</h4>

<p>All obligations of the SQLite Developers set forth in this

agreement are deemed obligations of Hwaci.  Hwaci shall recruit,

employ, and supervise SQLite Developers in such a way that the

responsibilities and obligations of the SQLite Developers set

forth in this agreement are upheld.</p>

 

<h4>2.3.3 Multiple Developers</h4>

<p>Hwaci shall recruit and employ as many SQLite Developers for as

many hours as can be reasonably achieved using the funds received

from Consortium Members under this agreement.

So that support for SQLite will not be interrupted by the

disability or withdrawal of any one SQLite Developer, Hwaci will

keep at least two knowledgeable and competent SQLite Developers

on staff.</p>

 

<h4>2.3.4 Mentorship</h4>

<p>Hwaci shall work to encourage independent

programmers from around the world

to become familiar with SQLite internals so that there will be a

pool of talent able to support SQLite in the future.

</p>

 

<h4>2.3.5 Audits</h4>

<p>Hwaci shall keep and maintain complete and accurate records

of the use of development funds provided by Company

and shall allow Company, or its representative, a certified

public accountant mutually acceptable to Hwaci and Company,

during office hours and at reasonable intervals, no more than

once every 12 months, to inspect and make extracts or copies

of such records solely for the purpose of ascertaining Hwaci's

compliance with the objectives and requirements of this agreement.

</p>

 

<h4>2.3.6 Disaster Planning</h4>

<p>Hwaci shall maintain backup copies of all
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SQLite source files and documentation, current and historical,

at at least two separate locations separated from each

other and from the primary on-line SQLite repository

by at least 400 kilometers.

</p>

 

<h4>2.3.7 Trademark</h4>

<p>Hwaci shall maintain ownership of the SQLite trademark and

the sqlite.org domain name and shall purchase bandwidth and

server space for the <a href="http://www.sqlite.org/">

http://www.sqlite.org/</a> website.

</p>

 

<h4>2.3.8 No Take-overs or Buy-outs</h4>

<p>Neither Hwaci nor the SQLite Architect shall relinquish development

control of SQLite during the term of this Agreement, by acquisition or merger

or by any other means,

except with the consent of Company.

</p>

 

<h4>2.3.9 New Consortium Members</h4>

<p>New Consortium Members may be accepted into the consortium from

time to time under identical terms as this agreement, or under

substantially similar terms that have been approved by existing

Consortium Members.</p>

 

<h4>2.3.10 Adequate Staff</h4>

Hwaci shall recruit and employ a sufficient number of qualified

SQLite Developers to easily cover all custom development,

debugging, and general support service obligations for all

Consortium Members while still providing ample time for

the SQLite Developers to engage in general maintenance

and extension of SQLite.

</p>

 

<h4>2.3.11 Use Of Funds</h4>

<p>Hwaci shall use the funds provided hereunder

solely for the development and maintenance of SQLite as set forth in

this Agreement.

Interest on funds received in advance and held in trust will

be reinvested and used for the same purposes as the principal.

</p>

 

<h3>2.4 Responsibilities And Obligations Of Company</h3>

 

<h4>2.4.1 Funding</h4>

<p>Company shall provide funding for the ongoing support and

maintenance of SQLite as set forth in section 3.0 "Fees".
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</p>

 

<h4>2.4.2 Copyright Disclaimer</h4>

<p>Company acknowledges that SQLite source code and documentation

published on the <a href="http://www.sqlite.org/">SQLite website</a>

is in the public domain and that nothing in this agreement shall change

that fact.

</p>

 

<h2>3.0 Fees</h2>

 

<p>In consideration of the performance

by Hwaci, the SQLite Developers, and the SQLite Architect

of the obligations described herein,

Company shall pay Hwaci at least US $75,000 per year in advance

either annually, quarterly, or monthly, at Company's discretion.</p>

 

<h2>4.0 Confidentiality</h2>

 

<h3>4.1 Definition of Confidential Information</h3>

 

<p>"Confidential Information" means any Company proprietary information,

technical data, trade secrets or know-how, including, but not limited to,

research, product plans, products, services, customers, customer lists,

markets, software, developments, inventions, processes, formulas,

technology, designs, drawings, engineering, hardware configuration

information, marketing, finances or other business information

disclosed by Company either directly or indirectly in writing,

orally or by drawings or inspection of parts or equipment.</p>

 

<h3>4.2 Non-Use and Non-Disclosure.</h3>

 

<p>Hwaci shall not, during or subsequent to the term of this Agreement,

use Company's Confidential Information for any purpose whatsoever

other than the performance of the Services or disclose

Company's Confidential Information to any third party.  The parties

acknowledge that Confidential Information will remain the sole

property of Company.  Hwaci shall take all reasonable precautions

to prevent any unauthorized disclosure of Confidential Information

including, but not limited to, having each employee or

consultant of Hwaci, if any, with access to any

Confidential Information, execute a nondisclosure agreement

containing provisions in Company's favor substantially similar

to this Agreement.  Confidential Information does not include

information that: (i) is known to Hwaci at the time of

disclosure to Hwaci by Company as evidenced by written

records of Hwaci; (ii) has become publicly known and made

generally available through no wrongful act of Hwaci; or
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(iii) has been received by Hwaci from a third party who is

authorized to make such disclosure.</p>

 

<h4>4.2.1 Disclosure Required by Law</h4>

In the event any Confidential Information is required to be disclosed

by Hwaci under the terms of a valid and effective subpoena or order

issued by a court of competent jurisdiction, or by a demand or

information request from an executive or administrative agency

or other governmental authority, Hwaci shall, unless prohibited

by the terms of a subpoena, order, or demand, promptly notify

Company of the existence, terms and circumstances surrounding

such demand or request, shall consult with Company on the

advisability of taking legally available steps to resist

or narrow such demand or request, and, if disclosure of

such Confidential Information is required, shall exercise

its reasonable best efforts to narrow the scope of disclosure

and obtain an order or other reliable assurance that

confidential treatment will be accorded to such

Confidential Information.  To the extent that Hwaci

is prohibited from notifying Company of a subpoena,

order or demand, by the terms of same, Hwaci shall exercise

its reasonable efforts to narrow the scope of disclosure.</p>

 

<h3>4.3 Return of Materials.</h3>

 

<p>Upon the termination of this Agreement, or upon Company's

earlier request, Hwaci shall deliver to Company all of

Company's property or Confidential Information that Hwaci

may have in Hwaci's possession or control.</p>

 

<h2>5.0 Intellectual Property</h2>

 

<h3>5.1 No Assignment</h3>

 

<p>Company acknowledges that all copyrightable material, notes,

records, drawings, designs, inventions, improvements, developments,

discoveries and trade secrets made, generated, conceived, or

reduced to practice by Hwaci related to SQLite

will remain the property of Hwaci.  Nothing in this Agreement

will be construed to transfer any intellectual property right

of Hwaci to Company.</p>

 

<h3>5.2 Availability and Public Domain Dedication</h3>

 

<p>The SQLite Developers and Hwaci shall,

subject to their discretion as to the quality

and suitability of the SQLite source code and documentation

for public release, make
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the SQLite source code and documentation

publicly available as downloadable files

and make a public statement ceding all intellectual

property rights, including but not limited to copyright

and patent rights, in the SQLite source code and documentation

to the public domain. 

To the extent that the SQLite Developers and Hwaci

elect not to release the SQLite

source code and documentation

publicly, they shall provide copies thereof to

Company and hereby grants to Company, under all of the

SQLite Developers' and Hwaci's

rights

including but not limited to copyright and patent rights,

in and to the SQLite source code and documentation,

perpetual, irrevocable,

worldwide, non-exclusive, sublicenseable license to use,

copy, prepare derivative works of, publicly perform and

display the SQLite source code and documentation

and derivative works thereof.</p>

 

<h3>5.3 Trademark</h3>

 

<p>Hwaci shall use the name "SQLite" only to apply to the

publicly available project known by such name as of the

Effective Date.  Hwaci may in its discretion file such

trademark applications or registrations as it deems

appropriate to protect or record its rights therein,

and may set such policies as it deems appropriate for

licensing the use of the trademark.</p>

 

<h2>6.0 Representations And Warranties</h3>

 

<h3>6.1 Intellectual Property Clearances.</h3>

 

<p>Hwaci hereby represents and warrants that Hwaci shall

enter into agreements with the SQLite Developers sufficient

to enable Hwaci to undertake the obligations of Section 5.</p>

 

<h3>6.2 Disclaimer.</h3>

 

<p>THE WORK PRODUCT AND ALL MATERIAL PROVIDED BY HWACI AND

COMPANY ARE PROVIDED "AS IS."  NEITHER PARTY MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER ORAL

OR WRITTEN, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR ARISING BY STATUTE,

CUSTOM, COURSE OF DEALING OR TRADE USAGE, WITH RESPECT TO

THE SUBJECT MATTER HEREOF, IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

EACH PARTY SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.</p>

 

<h2>7.0 Term And Termination</h2>

 

<h3>7.1 Term.</h3>

 

<p>This Agreement will commence on the Effective Date and

will continue until 12 months after the Effective Date.

Thereafter, the parties may by mutual consent renew

this Agreement subject to agreement on fees to be paid by

Company for sponsorship for additional periods.</p>

 

<h3>7.2 Termination.</h3>

 

<p>If either party materially defaults in the performance

of any of its material obligations hereunder and if any

such default is not corrected within 30 days after notice

in writing, then the non-defaulting party, at its option,

may, in addition to any other remedies it may have, thereupon

terminate this Agreement by giving written notice of

termination to the defaulting party.</p>

 

<h3>7.3 Survival.</h3>

 

<p>Upon such termination all rights and duties of the

parties toward each other will cease except: 

Sections 4 (Confidentiality), 5 (Intellectual Property),

and 8 (Miscellaneous) will survive termination of this Agreement.</p>

 

<h2>8. Miscellaneous</h2>

 

<h3>8.1 Nonassignment/Binding Agreement.</h3>

 

<p>The parties acknowledge that the unique nature of

Hwaci's services are substantial consideration for the

parties' entering into this Agreement.  Neither this

Agreement nor any rights under this Agreement may be

assigned or otherwise transferred by Hwaci, in whole

or in part, whether voluntarily or by operation of law,

without the prior written consent of Company, which

consent will not be unreasonably withheld. 

Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement will be binding

upon and will inure to the benefit of the parties and

their respective successors and assigns. Any assignment

in violation of the foregoing will be null and void.</p>

 

<h3>8.2 Notices.</h3>
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<p>Any notice required or permitted under the terms of

this Agreement or required by law must be in writing

and must be:  (a) delivered in person; (b) sent by first

class registered mail, or air mail, as appropriate; or

(c) sent by overnight air courier, in each case properly

posted and fully prepaid to the appropriate address set

forth in the preamble to this Agreement.  Either party

may change its address for notice by notice to the other

party given in accordance with this Section.  Notices

will be considered to have been given at the time of

actual delivery in person, three business days after

deposit in the mail as set forth above, or one day after

delivery to an overnight air courier service.</p>

 

<h3>8.3 Waiver.</h3>

 

<p>Any waiver of the provisions of this Agreement or

of a party's rights or remedies under this Agreement

must be in writing to be effective.  Failure, neglect,

or delay by a party to enforce the provisions of this

Agreement or its rights or remedies at any time, will

not be construed as a waiver of such party's rights

under this Agreement and will not in any way affect

the validity of the whole or any part of this Agreement

or prejudice such party's right to take subsequent action.

No exercise or enforcement by either party of any right

or remedy under this Agreement will preclude the

enforcement by such party of any other right or remedy

under this Agreement or that such party is entitled by

law to enforce.</p>

 

<h3>8.4 Severability.</h3>

 

<p>If any term, condition, or provision in this Agreement

is found to be invalid, unlawful or unenforceable to

any extent, the parties shall endeavor in good faith

to agree to such amendments that will preserve, as far

as possible, the intentions expressed in this Agreement.

If the parties fail to agree on such an amendment,

such invalid term, condition or provision will be

severed from the remaining terms, conditions and

provisions, which will continue to be valid and

enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.</p>

 

<h3>8.5 Integration.</h3>

 

<p>This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the
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parties with respect to the subject matter of this

Agreement and supersedes all previous communications,

representations, understandings and agreements,

either oral or written, between the parties with

respect to said subject matter.  This Agreement

may not be amended, except by a writing signed by both parties.</p>

 

<h3>8.6 Counterparts.</h3>

 

<p>This Agreement may be executed in counterparts,

each of which so executed will be deemed to be an

original and such counterparts together will constitute

one and the same agreement.</p>

 

<h3>8.7 Governing Law.</h3>

 

<p>This Agreement will be interpreted and construed in

accordance with the laws of the State of North Carolina

and the United States of America, without regard to

conflict of law principles.  All disputes arising out

of this Agreement will be subject to the exclusive

jurisdiction of the state and federal courts located in

North Carolina, and each party hereby consents to the

personal jurisdiction thereof.</p>

 

<h3>8.8 Independent Contractors.</h3>

 

<p>It is the intention of the parties that Hwaci is an

independent contractor.  Nothing in this Agreement will

in any way be construed to constitute Hwaci or any of

its employees as an agent, employee or representative

of Company.</p>

 

<h2>9.0 Signatures</h2>

 

<p>The parties have executed this Agreement below to

indicate their acceptance of its terms.</p>

 

<table width="100%" border="0">

<tr><td valign="top">

HWACI<br>

By:<hr>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

Print Name:<hr>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

Title:<hr>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

</td><td width="10%"></td>
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<td valign="top">

COMPANY<br>

By:<hr>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

Print Name:<hr>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

Title:<hr>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

</td></tr></table>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/consortium_agreement-

20071201.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

other proprietary or non-standard VFSes.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/uri.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<html>

<title>SQLite Copyright Release Template</title>

<body bgcolor="white">

<h1 align="center">

Copyright Release for<br>

Contributions To SQLite

</h1>

 

<p>

SQLite is software that implements an embeddable SQL database engine.

SQLite is available for free download from http://www.sqlite.org/.

The principal author and maintainer of SQLite has disclaimed all

copyright interest in his contributions to SQLite

and thus released his contributions into the public domain.

In order to keep the SQLite software unencumbered by copyright

claims, the principal author asks others who may from time to

time contribute changes and enhancements to likewise disclaim

their own individual copyright interest.

</p>

 

<p>

Because the SQLite software found at http://www.sqlite.org/ is in the

public domain, anyone is free to download the SQLite software

from that website, make changes to the software, use, distribute,

or sell the modified software, under either the original name or
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under some new name, without any need to obtain permission, pay

royalties, acknowledge the original source of the software, or

in any other way compensate, identify, or notify the original authors. 

Nobody is in any way compelled to contribute their SQLite changes and

enhancements back to the SQLite website.  This document concerns

only changes and enhancements to SQLite that are intentionally and

deliberately contributed back to the SQLite website. 

</p>

 

<p>

For the purposes of this document, "SQLite software" shall mean any

computer source code, documentation, makefiles, test scripts, or

other information that is published on the SQLite website,

http://www.sqlite.org/.  Precompiled binaries are excluded from

the definition of "SQLite software" in this document because the

process of compiling the software may introduce information from

outside sources which is not properly a part of SQLite.

</p>

 

<p>

The header comments on the SQLite source files exhort the reader to

share freely and to never take more than one gives.

In the spirit of that exhortation I make the following declarations:

</p>

 

<ol>

<li><p>

I dedicate to the public domain

any and all copyright interest in the SQLite software that

was publicly available on the SQLite website (http://www.sqlite.org/) prior

to the date of the signature below and any changes or enhancements to

the SQLite software

that I may cause to be published on that website in the future.

I make this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and

to the detriment of my heirs and successors.  I intend this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of

all present and future rights to the SQLite software under copyright

law.

</p></li>

 

<li><p>

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the changes and enhancements that

I have contributed to SQLite are either originally written by me

or are derived from prior works which I have verified are also

in the public domain and are not subject to claims of copyright

by other parties.

</p></li>
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<li><p>

To the best of my knowledge and belief, no individual, business, organization,

government, or other entity has any copyright interest

in the SQLite software as it existed on the

SQLite website as of the date on the signature line below.

</p></li>

 

<li><p>

I agree never to publish any additional information

to the SQLite website (by CVS, email, scp, FTP, or any other means) unless

that information is an original work of authorship by me or is derived from

prior published versions of SQLite.

I agree never to copy and paste code into the SQLite code base from

other sources.

I agree never to publish on the SQLite website any information that

would violate a law or breach a contract.

</p></li>

</ol>

 

<p>

<table width="100%" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">

<tr>

<td width="60%" valign="top">

Signature:

<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

</td><td valign="top" align="left">

Date:

</td></tr>

<td colspan=2>

Name (printed):

</td>

</tr>

</table>

</body>

</html>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/copyright-release.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

MMFauxFont.prc

 

Found in path(s):

* %%BeginFile
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

without a shared lock, other processes are free to modify the database

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/atomiccommit.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# 2010 July 16

#

# The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

# a legal notice, here is a blessing:

#

#    May you do good and not evil.

#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

#

#***********************************************************************

#

# This file implements tests to verify that the "testable statements" in

# the lang_select.html document are correct.

#

 

set testdir [file dirname $argv0]

source $testdir/tester.tcl

 

ifcapable !compound {

 finish_test

 return

}

 

do_execsql_test e_select-1.0 {

 CREATE TABLE t1(a, b);

 INSERT INTO t1 VALUES('a', 'one');

 INSERT INTO t1 VALUES('b', 'two');

 INSERT INTO t1 VALUES('c', 'three');

 

 CREATE TABLE t2(a, b);

 INSERT INTO t2 VALUES('a', 'I');

 INSERT INTO t2 VALUES('b', 'II');

 INSERT INTO t2 VALUES('c', 'III');

 

 CREATE TABLE t3(a, c);

 INSERT INTO t3 VALUES('a', 1);

 INSERT INTO t3 VALUES('b', 2);

 

 CREATE TABLE t4(a, c);
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 INSERT INTO t4 VALUES('a', NULL);

 INSERT INTO t4 VALUES('b', 2);

} {}

set t1_cross_t2 [list                \

  a one   a I      a one   b II     \

  a one   c III    b two   a I      \

  b two   b II     b two   c III    \

  c three a I      c three b II     \

  c three c III                     \

]

set t1_cross_t1 [list                  \

  a one   a one      a one   b two    \

  a one   c three    b two   a one    \

  b two   b two      b two   c three  \

  c three a one      c three b two    \

  c three c three                     \

]

 

 

# This proc is a specialized version of [do_execsql_test].

#

# The second argument to this proc must be a SELECT statement that

# features a cross join of some time. Instead of the usual ",",

# "CROSS JOIN" or "INNER JOIN" join-op, the string %JOIN% must be

# substituted.

#

# This test runs the SELECT three times - once with:

#

#   * s/%JOIN%/,/

#   * s/%JOIN%/JOIN/

#   * s/%JOIN%/INNER JOIN/

#   * s/%JOIN%/CROSS JOIN/

#

# and checks that each time the results of the SELECT are $res.

#

proc do_join_test {tn select res} {

 foreach {tn2 joinop} [list    1 ,    2 "CROSS JOIN"    3 "INNER JOIN"] {

   set S [string map [list %JOIN% $joinop] $select]

   uplevel do_execsql_test $tn.$tn2 [list $S] [list $res]

 }

}

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# The following tests check that all paths on the syntax diagrams on

# the lang_select.html page may be taken.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-11353-33501 -- syntax diagram join-constraint

#
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do_join_test e_select-0.1.1 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (t1.a=t2.a)

} {3}

do_join_test e_select-0.1.2 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 USING (a)

} {3}

do_join_test e_select-0.1.3 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM t1 %JOIN% t2

} {9}

do_catchsql_test e_select-0.1.4 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM t1, t2 ON (t1.a=t2.a) USING (a)

} {1 {cannot have both ON and USING clauses in the same join}}

do_catchsql_test e_select-0.1.5 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM t1, t2 USING (a) ON (t1.a=t2.a)

} {1 {near "ON": syntax error}}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-40919-40941 -- syntax diagram select-core

#

#   0: SELECT ...

#   1: SELECT DISTINCT ...

#   2: SELECT ALL ...

#

#   0: No FROM clause

#   1: Has FROM clause

#

#   0: No WHERE clause

#   1: Has WHERE clause

#

#   0: No GROUP BY clause

#   1: Has GROUP BY clause

#   2: Has GROUP BY and HAVING clauses

#

do_select_tests e_select-0.2 {

 0000.1  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 " {1 2 3}

 1000.1  "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 " {1 2 3}

 2000.1  "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 " {1 2 3}

 

 0100.1  "SELECT a, b, a||b FROM t1 " {

   a one aone b two btwo c three cthree

 }

 1100.1  "SELECT DISTINCT a, b, a||b FROM t1 " {

   a one aone b two btwo c three cthree

 }

 1200.1  "SELECT ALL a, b, a||b FROM t1 " {

   a one aone b two btwo c three cthree

 }

 

 0010.1  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 " {1 2 3}
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 0010.2  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 " {}

 0010.3  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE NULL " {}

 

 1010.1  "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 " {1 2 3}

 

 2010.1  "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 " {1 2 3}

 

 0110.1  "SELECT a, b, a||b FROM t1 WHERE a!='x' " {

   a one aone b two btwo c three cthree

 }

 0110.2  "SELECT a, b, a||b FROM t1 WHERE a=='x'" {}

 

 1110.1  "SELECT DISTINCT a, b, a||b FROM t1 WHERE a!='x' " {

   a one aone b two btwo c three cthree

 }

 

 2110.0  "SELECT ALL a, b, a||b FROM t1 WHERE a=='x'" {}

 

 0001.1  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2" {1 2 3}

 0002.1  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1" {1 2 3}

 0002.2  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

 

 1001.1  "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2" {1 2 3}

 1002.1  "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1" {1 2 3}

 1002.2  "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

 

 2001.1  "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2" {1 2 3}

 2002.1  "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1" {1 2 3}

 2002.2  "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

 

 0101.1  "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b" {1 a 1 c 1 b}

 0102.1  "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" {

   1 a 1 c 1 b

 }

 0102.2  "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" { }

 

 1101.1  "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b" {1 a 1 c 1 b}

 1102.1  "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1

          GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" {

   1 a 1 c 1 b

 }

 1102.2  "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1

          GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" {

 }

 

 2101.1  "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b" {1 a 1 c 1 b}

 2102.1  "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1

          GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" {
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   1 a 1 c 1 b

 }

 2102.2  "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1

          GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" {

 }

 

 0011.1  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 GROUP BY 2" {1 2 3}

 0012.1  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1" {}

 0012.2  "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

 

 1011.1  "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 GROUP BY 2" {}

 1012.1  "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1"

         {1 2 3}

 1012.2  "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 WHERE NULL GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

 

 2011.1  "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 GROUP BY 2" {1 2 3}

 2012.1  "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1" {}

 2012.2  "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 WHERE 'abc' GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

 

 0111.1  "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE a='a' GROUP BY b" {1 a}

 0112.1  "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1

          WHERE a='c' GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" {1 c}

 0112.2  "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1

          WHERE 0 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" { }

 1111.1  "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE a<'c' GROUP BY b"

         {1 a 1 b}

 1112.1  "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE a>'a'

          GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" {

   1 c 1 b

 }

 1112.2  "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE 0

          GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" {

 }

 

 2111.1  "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE b>'one' GROUP BY b"

         {1 c 1 b}

 2112.1  "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE a!='b'

          GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" {

   1 a 1 c

 }

 2112.2  "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1

          WHERE 0 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" { }

}

 

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-41378-26734 -- syntax diagram result-column

#

do_select_tests e_select-0.3 {
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 1  "SELECT * FROM t1" {a one b two c three}

 2  "SELECT t1.* FROM t1" {a one b two c three}

 3  "SELECT 'x'||a||'x' FROM t1" {xax xbx xcx}

 4  "SELECT 'x'||a||'x' alias FROM t1" {xax xbx xcx}

 5  "SELECT 'x'||a||'x' AS alias FROM t1" {xax xbx xcx}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-43129-35648 -- syntax diagram join-source

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-36683-37460 -- syntax diagram join-op

#

do_select_tests e_select-0.4 {

 1  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1" {1 2 3}

 2  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1,t2" {1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3}

 3  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1,t2,t3" {1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3}

 

 4  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1" {1 2 3}

 5  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 JOIN t2" {1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3}

 6  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 JOIN t2 JOIN t3"

    {1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3}

 

 7  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL JOIN t3" {1 2}

 8  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT OUTER JOIN t3" {1 2 3}

 9  "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t3" {1 2 3}

 10 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL INNER JOIN t3" {1 2}

 11 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL CROSS JOIN t3" {1 2}

 

 12 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 JOIN t3" {1 1 2 2 3 3}

 13 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 LEFT OUTER JOIN t3" {1 1 2 2 3 3}

 14 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 LEFT JOIN t3" {1 1 2 2 3 3}

 15 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 INNER JOIN t3" {1 1 2 2 3 3}

 16 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 CROSS JOIN t3" {1 1 2 2 3 3}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-28308-37813 -- syntax diagram compound-operator

#

do_select_tests e_select-0.5 {

 1  "SELECT rowid FROM t1 UNION ALL SELECT rowid+2 FROM t4" {1 2 3 3 4}

 2  "SELECT rowid FROM t1 UNION     SELECT rowid+2 FROM t4" {1 2 3 4}

 3  "SELECT rowid FROM t1 INTERSECT SELECT rowid+2 FROM t4" {3}

 4  "SELECT rowid FROM t1 EXCEPT    SELECT rowid+2 FROM t4" {1 2}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-06480-34950 -- syntax diagram ordering-term

#

do_select_tests e_select-0.6 {

 1  "SELECT b||a FROM t1 ORDER BY b||a"                  {onea threec twob}

 2  "SELECT b||a FROM t1 ORDER BY (b||a) COLLATE nocase" {onea threec twob}
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 3  "SELECT b||a FROM t1 ORDER BY (b||a) ASC"            {onea threec twob}

 4  "SELECT b||a FROM t1 ORDER BY (b||a) DESC"           {twob threec onea}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23926-36668 -- syntax diagram select-stmt

#

do_select_tests e_select-0.7 {

 1  "SELECT * FROM t1" {a one b two c three}

 2  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY b" {a one c three b two}

 3  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY b, a" {a one c three b two}

 

 4  "SELECT * FROM t1 LIMIT 10" {a one b two c three}

 5  "SELECT * FROM t1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5" {}

 6  "SELECT * FROM t1 LIMIT 10, 5" {}

 

 7  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10" {a one b two c three}

 8  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY b LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5" {}

 9  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY a,b LIMIT 10, 5" {}

 

 10  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1"

    {a one b two c three one a three c two b}

 11  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY b"

    {one a two b three c a one c three b two}

 12  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY b, a"

    {one a two b three c a one c three b two}

 13  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 LIMIT 10"

    {a one b two c three one a three c two b}

 14  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"

    {two b}

 15  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 LIMIT 10, 5"

    {}

 16  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10"

    {a one b two c three one a three c two b}

 17  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY b LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"

    {b two}

 18  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY a,b LIMIT 10, 5"

    {}

}

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# The following tests focus on FROM clause (join) processing.

#

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-16074-54196 If the FROM clause is omitted from a simple

# SELECT statement, then the input data is implicitly a single row zero

# columns wide

#

do_select_tests e_select-1.1 {
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 1 "SELECT 'abc'"            {abc}

 2 "SELECT 'abc' WHERE NULL" {}

 3 "SELECT NULL"             {{}}

 4 "SELECT count(*)"         {1}

 5 "SELECT count(*) WHERE 0" {0}

 6 "SELECT count(*) WHERE 1" {1}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-48114-33255 If there is only a single table in the

# join-source following the FROM clause, then the input data used by the

# SELECT statement is the contents of the named table.

#

#   The results of the SELECT queries suggest that they are operating on the

#   contents of the table 'xx'.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-1.2.0 {

 CREATE TABLE xx(x, y);

 INSERT INTO xx VALUES('IiJlsIPepMuAhU', X'10B00B897A15BAA02E3F98DCE8F2');

 INSERT INTO xx VALUES(NULL, -16.87);

 INSERT INTO xx VALUES(-17.89, 'linguistically');

} {}

do_select_tests e_select-1.2 {

 1  "SELECT quote(x), quote(y) FROM xx" {

    'IiJlsIPepMuAhU' X'10B00B897A15BAA02E3F98DCE8F2'

    NULL             -16.87                         

    -17.89           'linguistically'               

 }

 

 2  "SELECT count(*), count(x), count(y) FROM xx" {3 2 3}

 3  "SELECT sum(x), sum(y) FROM xx"               {-17.89 -16.87}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23593-12456 If there is more than one table specified

# as part of the join-source following the FROM keyword, then the

# contents of each named table are joined into a single dataset for the

# simple SELECT statement to operate on.

#

#   There are more detailed tests for subsequent requirements that add

#   more detail to this idea. We just add a single test that shows that

#   data is coming from each of the three tables following the FROM clause

#   here to show that the statement, vague as it is, is not incorrect.

#

do_select_tests e_select-1.3 {

 1 "SELECT * FROM t1, t2, t3" {

     a one a I a 1 a one a I b 2 a one b II a 1

     a one b II b 2 a one c III a 1 a one c III b 2

     b two a I a 1 b two a I b 2 b two b II a 1

     b two b II b 2 b two c III a 1 b two c III b 2
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     c three a I a 1 c three a I b 2 c three b II a 1

     c three b II b 2 c three c III a 1 c three c III b 2

 }

}

 

#

# The following block of tests - e_select-1.4.* - test that the description

# of cartesian joins in the SELECT documentation is consistent with SQLite.

# In doing so, we test the following three requirements as a side-effect:

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-46122-14930 If the join-op is "CROSS JOIN", "INNER

# JOIN", "JOIN" or a comma (",") and there is no ON or USING clause,

# then the result of the join is simply the cartesian product of the

# left and right-hand datasets.

#

#    The tests are built on this assertion. Really, they test that the output

#    of a CROSS JOIN, JOIN, INNER JOIN or "," join matches the expected result

#    of calculating the cartesian product of the left and right-hand datasets.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-46256-57243 There is no difference between the "INNER

# JOIN", "JOIN" and "," join operators.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-07544-24155 The "CROSS JOIN" join operator produces the

# same data as the "INNER JOIN", "JOIN" and "," operators

#

#    All tests are run 4 times, with the only difference in each run being

#    which of the 4 equivalent cartesian product join operators are used.

#    Since the output data is the same in all cases, we consider that this

#    qualifies as testing the two statements above.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-1.4.0 {

 CREATE TABLE x1(a, b);

 CREATE TABLE x2(c, d, e);

 CREATE TABLE x3(f, g, h, i);

 

 -- x1: 3 rows, 2 columns

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(24, 'converging');

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(NULL, X'CB71');

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES('blonds', 'proprietary');

 

 -- x2: 2 rows, 3 columns

 INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(-60.06, NULL, NULL);

 INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(-58, NULL, 1.21);

 

 -- x3: 5 rows, 4 columns

 INSERT INTO x3 VALUES(-39.24, NULL, 'encompass', -1);

 INSERT INTO x3 VALUES('presenting', 51, 'reformation', 'dignified');

 INSERT INTO x3 VALUES('conducting', -87.24, 37.56, NULL);
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 INSERT INTO x3 VALUES('coldest', -96, 'dramatists', 82.3);

 INSERT INTO x3 VALUES('alerting', NULL, -93.79, NULL);

} {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-59089-25828 The columns of the cartesian product

# dataset are, in order, all the columns of the left-hand dataset

# followed by all the columns of the right-hand dataset.

#

do_join_test e_select-1.4.1.1 {

 SELECT * FROM x1 %JOIN% x2 LIMIT 1

} [concat {24 converging} {-60.06 {} {}}]

 

do_join_test e_select-1.4.1.2 {

 SELECT * FROM x2 %JOIN% x1 LIMIT 1

} [concat {-60.06 {} {}} {24 converging}]

 

do_join_test e_select-1.4.1.3 {

 SELECT * FROM x3 %JOIN% x2 LIMIT 1

} [concat {-39.24 {} encompass -1} {-60.06 {} {}}]

 

do_join_test e_select-1.4.1.4 {

 SELECT * FROM x2 %JOIN% x3 LIMIT 1

} [concat {-60.06 {} {}} {-39.24 {} encompass -1}]

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-44414-54710 There is a row in the cartesian product

# dataset formed by combining each unique combination of a row from the

# left-hand and right-hand datasets.

#

do_join_test e_select-1.4.2.1 {

 SELECT * FROM x2 %JOIN% x3

} [list -60.06 {} {}      -39.24 {} encompass -1                 \

       -60.06 {} {}      presenting 51 reformation dignified    \

       -60.06 {} {}      conducting -87.24 37.56 {}             \

       -60.06 {} {}      coldest -96 dramatists 82.3            \

       -60.06 {} {}      alerting {} -93.79 {}                  \

       -58 {} 1.21       -39.24 {} encompass -1                 \

       -58 {} 1.21       presenting 51 reformation dignified    \

       -58 {} 1.21       conducting -87.24 37.56 {}             \

       -58 {} 1.21       coldest -96 dramatists 82.3            \

       -58 {} 1.21       alerting {} -93.79 {}                  \

]

# TODO: Come back and add a few more like the above.

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-20659-43267 In other words, if the left-hand dataset

# consists of Nlhs rows of Mlhs columns, and the right-hand dataset of

# Nrhs rows of Mrhs columns, then the cartesian product is a dataset of

# Nlhs.Nrhs rows, each containing Mlhs+Mrhs columns.

#
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# x1, x2    (Nlhs=3, Nrhs=2)   (Mlhs=2, Mrhs=3)

do_join_test e_select-1.4.3.1 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM x1 %JOIN% x2

} [expr 3*2]

do_test e_select-1.4.3.2 {

 expr {[llength [execsql {SELECT * FROM x1, x2}]] / 6}

} [expr 2+3]

 

# x2, x3    (Nlhs=2, Nrhs=5)   (Mlhs=3, Mrhs=4)

do_join_test e_select-1.4.3.3 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM x2 %JOIN% x3

} [expr 2*5]

do_test e_select-1.4.3.4 {

 expr {[llength [execsql {SELECT * FROM x2 JOIN x3}]] / 10}

} [expr 3+4]

 

# x3, x1    (Nlhs=5, Nrhs=3)   (Mlhs=4, Mrhs=2)

do_join_test e_select-1.4.3.5 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM x3 %JOIN% x1

} [expr 5*3]

do_test e_select-1.4.3.6 {

 expr {[llength [execsql {SELECT * FROM x3 CROSS JOIN x1}]] / 15}

} [expr 4+2]

 

# x3, x3    (Nlhs=5, Nrhs=5)   (Mlhs=4, Mrhs=4)

do_join_test e_select-1.4.3.7 {

 SELECT count(*) FROM x3 %JOIN% x3

} [expr 5*5]

do_test e_select-1.4.3.8 {

 expr {[llength [execsql {SELECT * FROM x3 INNER JOIN x3 AS x4}]] / 25}

} [expr 4+4]

 

# Some extra cartesian product tests using tables t1 and t2.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-1.4.4.1 { SELECT * FROM t1, t2 } $t1_cross_t2

do_execsql_test e_select-1.4.4.2 { SELECT * FROM t1 AS x, t1 AS y} $t1_cross_t1

 

do_select_tests e_select-1.4.5 [list                                   \

   1 { SELECT * FROM t1 CROSS JOIN t2 }           $t1_cross_t2        \

   2 { SELECT * FROM t1 AS y CROSS JOIN t1 AS x } $t1_cross_t1        \

   3 { SELECT * FROM t1 INNER JOIN t2 }           $t1_cross_t2        \

   4 { SELECT * FROM t1 AS y INNER JOIN t1 AS x } $t1_cross_t1        \

]

 

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-22775-56496 If there is an ON clause specified, then

# the ON expression is evaluated for each row of the cartesian product

# as a boolean expression. All rows for which the expression evaluates
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# to false are excluded from the dataset.

#

foreach {tn select res} [list                                              \

   1 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (1) }       $t1_cross_t2             \

   2 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (0) }       [list]                   \

   3 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (NULL) }    [list]                   \

   4 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON ('abc') }   [list]                   \

   5 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON ('1ab') }   $t1_cross_t2             \

   6 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (0.9) }     $t1_cross_t2             \

   7 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON ('0.9') }   $t1_cross_t2             \

   8 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (0.0) }     [list]                   \

                                                                          \

   9 { SELECT t1.b, t2.b FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (t1.a = t2.a) }             \

     {one I two II three III}                                             \

  10 { SELECT t1.b, t2.b FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (t1.a = 'a') }              \

     {one I one II one III}                                               \

  11 { SELECT t1.b, t2.b

       FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (CASE WHEN t1.a = 'a' THEN NULL ELSE 1 END) } \

     {two I two II two III three I three II three III}                    \

] {

 do_join_test e_select-1.3.$tn $select $res

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-63358-54862 If there is a USING clause specified as

# part of the join-constraint, then each of the column names specified

# must exist in the datasets to both the left and right of the join-op.

#

do_select_tests e_select-1.4 -error {

 cannot join using column %s - column not present in both tables

} {

 1 { SELECT * FROM t1, t3 USING (b) }   "b"

 2 { SELECT * FROM t3, t1 USING (c) }   "c"

 3 { SELECT * FROM t3, (SELECT a AS b, b AS c FROM t1) USING (a) }   "a"

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-55987-04584 For each pair of namesake columns, the

# expression "lhs.X = rhs.X" is evaluated for each row of the cartesian

# product as a boolean expression. All rows for which one or more of the

# expressions evaluates to false are excluded from the result set.

#

do_select_tests e_select-1.5 {

 1 { SELECT * FROM t1, t3 USING (a)   }  {a one 1 b two 2}

 2 { SELECT * FROM t3, t4 USING (a,c) }  {b 2}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-54046-48600 When comparing values as a result of a

# USING clause, the normal rules for handling affinities, collation

# sequences and NULL values in comparisons apply.
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#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-35466-18578 The column from the dataset on the

# left-hand side of the join operator is considered to be on the

# left-hand side of the comparison operator (=) for the purposes of

# collation sequence and affinity precedence.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-1.6.0 {

 CREATE TABLE t5(a COLLATE nocase, b COLLATE binary);

 INSERT INTO t5 VALUES('AA', 'cc');

 INSERT INTO t5 VALUES('BB', 'dd');

 INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(NULL, NULL);

 CREATE TABLE t6(a COLLATE binary, b COLLATE nocase);

 INSERT INTO t6 VALUES('aa', 'cc');

 INSERT INTO t6 VALUES('bb', 'DD');

 INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(NULL, NULL);

} {}

foreach {tn select res} {

 1 { SELECT * FROM t5 %JOIN% t6 USING (a) } {AA cc cc BB dd DD}

 2 { SELECT * FROM t6 %JOIN% t5 USING (a) } {}

 3 { SELECT * FROM (SELECT a COLLATE nocase, b FROM t6) %JOIN% t5 USING (a) }

   {aa cc cc bb DD dd}

 4 { SELECT * FROM t5 %JOIN% t6 USING (a,b) } {AA cc}

 5 { SELECT * FROM t6 %JOIN% t5 USING (a,b) } {}

} {

 do_join_test e_select-1.6.$tn $select $res

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-57047-10461 For each pair of columns identified by a

# USING clause, the column from the right-hand dataset is omitted from

# the joined dataset.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-56132-15700 This is the only difference between a USING

# clause and its equivalent ON constraint.

#

foreach {tn select res} {

 1a { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 USING (a)      }

    {a one I b two II c three III}

 1b { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (t1.a=t2.a) }

    {a one a I b two b II c three c III}

 

 2a { SELECT * FROM t3 %JOIN% t4 USING (a)      } 

    {a 1 {} b 2 2}

 2b { SELECT * FROM t3 %JOIN% t4 ON (t3.a=t4.a) }

    {a 1 a {} b 2 b 2}

 

 3a { SELECT * FROM t3 %JOIN% t4 USING (a,c)                  } {b 2}

 3b { SELECT * FROM t3 %JOIN% t4 ON (t3.a=t4.a AND t3.c=t4.c) } {b 2 b 2}
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 4a { SELECT * FROM (SELECT a COLLATE nocase, b FROM t6) AS x

      %JOIN% t5 USING (a) }

    {aa cc cc bb DD dd}

 4b { SELECT * FROM (SELECT a COLLATE nocase, b FROM t6) AS x

      %JOIN% t5 ON (x.a=t5.a) }

    {aa cc AA cc bb DD BB dd}

} {

 do_join_test e_select-1.7.$tn $select $res

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-41434-12448 If the join-op is a "LEFT JOIN" or "LEFT

# OUTER JOIN", then after the ON or USING filtering clauses have been

# applied, an extra row is added to the output for each row in the

# original left-hand input dataset that corresponds to no rows at all in

# the composite dataset (if any).

#

do_execsql_test e_select-1.8.0 {

 CREATE TABLE t7(a, b, c);

 CREATE TABLE t8(a, d, e);

 

 INSERT INTO t7 VALUES('x', 'ex',  24);

 INSERT INTO t7 VALUES('y', 'why', 25);

 

 INSERT INTO t8 VALUES('x', 'abc', 24);

 INSERT INTO t8 VALUES('z', 'ghi', 26);

} {}

 

do_select_tests e_select-1.8 {

 1a "SELECT count(*) FROM t7 JOIN t8 ON (t7.a=t8.a)" {1}

 1b "SELECT count(*) FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 ON (t7.a=t8.a)" {2}

 2a "SELECT count(*) FROM t7 JOIN t8 USING (a)" {1}

 2b "SELECT count(*) FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 USING (a)" {2}

}

 

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-15607-52988 The added rows contain NULL values in the

# columns that would normally contain values copied from the right-hand

# input dataset.

#

do_select_tests e_select-1.9 {

 1a "SELECT * FROM t7 JOIN t8 ON (t7.a=t8.a)" {x ex 24 x abc 24}

 1b "SELECT * FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 ON (t7.a=t8.a)"

    {x ex 24 x abc 24 y why 25 {} {} {}}

 2a "SELECT * FROM t7 JOIN t8 USING (a)" {x ex 24 abc 24}

 2b "SELECT * FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 USING (a)" {x ex 24 abc 24 y why 25 {} {}}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-01809-52134 If the NATURAL keyword is added to any of
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# the join-ops, then an implicit USING clause is added to the

# join-constraints. The implicit USING clause contains each of the

# column names that appear in both the left and right-hand input

# datasets.

#

do_select_tests e_select-1-10 {

 1a "SELECT * FROM t7 JOIN t8 USING (a)"        {x ex 24 abc 24}

 1b "SELECT * FROM t7 NATURAL JOIN t8"          {x ex 24 abc 24}

 

 2a "SELECT * FROM t8 JOIN t7 USING (a)"        {x abc 24 ex 24}

 2b "SELECT * FROM t8 NATURAL JOIN t7"          {x abc 24 ex 24}

 

 3a "SELECT * FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 USING (a)"   {x ex 24 abc 24 y why 25 {} {}}

 3b "SELECT * FROM t7 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t8"     {x ex 24 abc 24 y why 25 {} {}}

 

 4a "SELECT * FROM t8 LEFT JOIN t7 USING (a)"   {x abc 24 ex 24 z ghi 26 {} {}}

 4b "SELECT * FROM t8 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t7"     {x abc 24 ex 24 z ghi 26 {} {}}

 

 5a "SELECT * FROM t3 JOIN t4 USING (a,c)"      {b 2}

 5b "SELECT * FROM t3 NATURAL JOIN t4"          {b 2}

 

 6a "SELECT * FROM t3 LEFT JOIN t4 USING (a,c)" {a 1 b 2}

 6b "SELECT * FROM t3 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t4"     {a 1 b 2}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-49566-01570 If the left and right-hand input datasets

# feature no common column names, then the NATURAL keyword has no effect

# on the results of the join.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-1.11.0 {

 CREATE TABLE t10(x, y);

 INSERT INTO t10 VALUES(1, 'true');

 INSERT INTO t10 VALUES(0, 'false');

} {}

do_select_tests e_select-1-11 {

 1a "SELECT a, x FROM t1 CROSS JOIN t10" {a 1 a 0 b 1 b 0 c 1 c 0}

 1b "SELECT a, x FROM t1 NATURAL CROSS JOIN t10" {a 1 a 0 b 1 b 0 c 1 c 0}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-39625-59133 A USING or ON clause may not be added to a

# join that specifies the NATURAL keyword.

#

foreach {tn sql} {

 1 {SELECT * FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t2 USING (a)}

 2 {SELECT * FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t2 ON (t1.a=t2.a)}

 3 {SELECT * FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t2 ON (45)}

} {

 do_catchsql_test e_select-1.12.$tn "
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   $sql

 " {1 {a NATURAL join may not have an ON or USING clause}}

}

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# The next block of tests - e_select-3.* - concentrate on verifying

# statements made regarding WHERE clause processing.

#

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-3.0 {

 CREATE TABLE x1(k, x, y, z);

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(1, 'relinquished', 'aphasia', 78.43);

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(2, X'A8E8D66F',    X'07CF',   -81);

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(3, -22,            -27.57,    NULL);

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(4, NULL,           'bygone',  'picky');

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(5, NULL,           96.28,     NULL);

 INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(6, 0,              1,         2);

 

 CREATE TABLE x2(k, x, y2);

 INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(1, 50, X'B82838');

 INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(5, 84.79, 65.88);

 INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(3, -22, X'0E1BE452A393');

 INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(7, 'mistrusted', 'standardized');

} {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-06999-14330 If a WHERE clause is specified, the WHERE

# expression is evaluated for each row in the input data as a boolean

# expression. All rows for which the WHERE clause expression evaluates

# to false are excluded from the dataset before continuing.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.1 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE x }         {3}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.2 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE y }         {3 5 6}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.3 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE z }         {1 2 6}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.4 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE '1'||z    } {1 2 4 6}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.5 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE x IS NULL } {4 5}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.6 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE z - 78.43 } {2 4 6}

 

do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.1a {

 SELECT k FROM x1 LEFT JOIN x2 USING(k)

} {1 2 3 4 5 6}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.1b {

 SELECT k FROM x1 LEFT JOIN x2 USING(k) WHERE x2.k

} {1 3 5}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.2 {

 SELECT k FROM x1 LEFT JOIN x2 USING(k) WHERE x2.k IS NULL

} {2 4 6}

 

do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.3 {
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 SELECT k FROM x1 NATURAL JOIN x2 WHERE x2.k

} {3}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.4 {

 SELECT k FROM x1 NATURAL JOIN x2 WHERE x2.k-3

} {}

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Tests below this point are focused on verifying the testable statements

# related to caculating the result rows of a simple SELECT statement.

#

 

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-4.0 {

 CREATE TABLE z1(a, b, c);

 CREATE TABLE z2(d, e);

 CREATE TABLE z3(a, b);

 

 INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(51.65, -59.58, 'belfries');

 INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(-5, NULL, 75);

 INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(-2.2, -23.18, 'suiters');

 INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(NULL, 67, 'quartets');

 INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(-1.04, -32.3, 'aspen');

 INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(63, 'born', -26);

 

 INSERT INTO z2 VALUES(NULL, 21);

 INSERT INTO z2 VALUES(36, 6);

 

 INSERT INTO z3 VALUES('subsistence', 'gauze');

 INSERT INTO z3 VALUES(49.17, -67);

} {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-36327-17224 If a result expression is the special

# expression "*" then all columns in the input data are substituted for

# that one expression.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-43693-30522 If the expression is the alias of a table

# or subquery in the FROM clause followed by ".*" then all columns from

# the named table or subquery are substituted for the single expression.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.1 {

 1  "SELECT * FROM z1 LIMIT 1"             {51.65 -59.58 belfries}

 2  "SELECT * FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1"          {51.65 -59.58 belfries {} 21}

 3  "SELECT z1.* FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1"       {51.65 -59.58 belfries}

 4  "SELECT z2.* FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1"       {{} 21}

 5  "SELECT z2.*, z1.* FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1" {{} 21 51.65 -59.58 belfries}

 

 6  "SELECT count(*), * FROM z1"           {6 63 born -26}

 7  "SELECT max(a), * FROM z1"             {63 63 born -26}
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 8  "SELECT *, min(a) FROM z1"             {-5 {} 75 -5}

 

 9  "SELECT *,* FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1" {       

    51.65 -59.58 belfries {} 21 51.65 -59.58 belfries {} 21

 }

 10 "SELECT z1.*,z1.* FROM z2,z1 LIMIT 1" {       

    51.65 -59.58 belfries 51.65 -59.58 belfries

 }

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-61869-22578 It is an error to use a "*" or "alias.*"

# expression in any context other than than a result expression list.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-44324-41166 It is also an error to use a "*" or

# "alias.*" expression in a simple SELECT query that does not have a

# FROM clause.

#

foreach {tn select err} {

 1.1  "SELECT a, b, c FROM z1 WHERE *"    {near "*": syntax error}

 1.2  "SELECT a, b, c FROM z1 GROUP BY *" {near "*": syntax error}

 1.3  "SELECT 1 + * FROM z1"              {near "*": syntax error}

 1.4  "SELECT * + 1 FROM z1"              {near "+": syntax error}

 

 2.1 "SELECT *" {no tables specified}

 2.2 "SELECT * WHERE 1" {no tables specified}

 2.3 "SELECT * WHERE 0" {no tables specified}

 2.4 "SELECT count(*), *" {no tables specified}

} {

 do_catchsql_test e_select-4.2.$tn $select [list 1 $err]

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-08669-22397 The number of columns in the rows returned

# by a simple SELECT statement is equal to the number of expressions in

# the result expression list after substitution of * and alias.*

# expressions.

#

foreach {tn select nCol} {

 1   "SELECT * FROM z1"   3

 2   "SELECT * FROM z1 NATURAL JOIN z3"            3

 3   "SELECT z1.* FROM z1 NATURAL JOIN z3"         3

 4   "SELECT z3.* FROM z1 NATURAL JOIN z3"         2

 5   "SELECT z1.*, z3.* FROM z1 NATURAL JOIN z3"   5

 6   "SELECT 1, 2, z1.* FROM z1"                   5

 7   "SELECT a, *, b, c FROM z1"                   6

} {

 set ::stmt [sqlite3_prepare_v2 db $select -1 DUMMY]

 do_test e_select-4.3.$tn { sqlite3_column_count $::stmt } $nCol

 sqlite3_finalize $::stmt
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}

 

 

 

# In lang_select.html, a non-aggregate query is defined as any simple SELECT

# that has no GROUP BY clause and no aggregate expressions in the result

# expression list. Other queries are aggregate queries. Test cases

# e_select-4.4.* through e_select-4.12.*, inclusive, which test the part of

# simple SELECT that is different for aggregate and non-aggregate queries

# verify (in a way) that these definitions are consistent:

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-20637-43463 A simple SELECT statement is an aggregate

# query if it contains either a GROUP BY clause or one or more aggregate

# functions in the result-set.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23155-55597 Otherwise, if a simple SELECT contains no

# aggregate functions or a GROUP BY clause, it is a non-aggregate query.

#

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-44050-47362 If the SELECT statement is a non-aggregate

# query, then each expression in the result expression list is evaluated

# for each row in the dataset filtered by the WHERE clause.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.4 {

 1 "SELECT a, b FROM z1"

   {51.65 -59.58 -5 {} -2.2 -23.18 {} 67 -1.04 -32.3 63 born}

 

 2 "SELECT a IS NULL, b+1, * FROM z1" {

       0 -58.58   51.65 -59.58 belfries

       0 {}       -5 {} 75           

       0 -22.18   -2.2 -23.18 suiters

       1 68       {} 67 quartets   

       0 -31.3    -1.04 -32.3 aspen

       0 1        63 born -26

 }

 

 3 "SELECT 32*32, d||e FROM z2" {1024 {} 1024 366}

}

 

 

# Test cases e_select-4.5.* and e_select-4.6.* together show that:

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-51988-01124 The single row of result-set data created

# by evaluating the aggregate and non-aggregate expressions in the

# result-set forms the result of an aggregate query without a GROUP BY

# clause.

#
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# EVIDENCE-OF: R-57629-25253 If the SELECT statement is an aggregate

# query without a GROUP BY clause, then each aggregate expression in the

# result-set is evaluated once across the entire dataset.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.5 {

 1 "SELECT count(a), max(a), count(b), max(b) FROM z1"      {5 63 5 born}

 2 "SELECT count(*), max(1)"                                {1 1}

 

 3 "SELECT sum(b+1) FROM z1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN z3"           {-43.06}

 4 "SELECT sum(b+2) FROM z1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN z3"           {-38.06}

 5 "SELECT sum(b IS NOT NULL) FROM z1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN z3" {5}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-26684-40576 Each non-aggregate expression in the

# result-set is evaluated once for an arbitrarily selected row of the

# dataset.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-27994-60376 The same arbitrarily selected row is used

# for each non-aggregate expression.

#

#   Note: The results of many of the queries in this block of tests are

#   technically undefined, as the documentation does not specify which row

#   SQLite will arbitrarily select to use for the evaluation of the

#   non-aggregate expressions.

#

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-4.6.0 {

 CREATE TABLE a1(one PRIMARY KEY, two);

 INSERT INTO a1 VALUES(1, 1);

 INSERT INTO a1 VALUES(2, 3);

 INSERT INTO a1 VALUES(3, 6);

 INSERT INTO a1 VALUES(4, 10);

 

 CREATE TABLE a2(one PRIMARY KEY, three);

 INSERT INTO a2 VALUES(1, 1);

 INSERT INTO a2 VALUES(3, 2);

 INSERT INTO a2 VALUES(6, 3);

 INSERT INTO a2 VALUES(10, 4);

} {}

do_select_tests e_select-4.6 {

 1 "SELECT one, two, count(*) FROM a1"                        {4 10 4}

 2 "SELECT one, two, count(*) FROM a1 WHERE one<3"            {2 3 2}

 3 "SELECT one, two, count(*) FROM a1 WHERE one>3"            {4 10 1}

 4 "SELECT *, count(*) FROM a1 JOIN a2"                       {4 10 10 4 16}

 5 "SELECT *, sum(three) FROM a1 NATURAL JOIN a2"             {3 6 2 3}

 6 "SELECT *, sum(three) FROM a1 NATURAL JOIN a2"             {3 6 2 3}

 7 "SELECT group_concat(three, ''), a1.* FROM a1 NATURAL JOIN a2" {12 3 6}

}
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# EVIDENCE-OF: R-04486-07266 Or, if the dataset contains zero rows, then

# each non-aggregate expression is evaluated against a row consisting

# entirely of NULL values.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.7 {

 1  "SELECT one, two, count(*) FROM a1 WHERE 0"           {{} {} 0}

 2  "SELECT sum(two), * FROM a1, a2 WHERE three>5"        {{} {} {} {} {}}

 3  "SELECT max(one) IS NULL, one IS NULL, two IS NULL FROM a1 WHERE two=7" {

   1 1 1

 }

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-64138-28774 An aggregate query without a GROUP BY

# clause always returns exactly one row of data, even if there are zero

# rows of input data.

#

foreach {tn select} {

 8.1  "SELECT count(*) FROM a1"

 8.2  "SELECT count(*) FROM a1 WHERE 0"

 8.3  "SELECT count(*) FROM a1 WHERE 1"

 8.4  "SELECT max(a1.one)+min(two), a1.one, two, * FROM a1, a2 WHERE 1"

 8.5  "SELECT max(a1.one)+min(two), a1.one, two, * FROM a1, a2 WHERE 0"

} {

 # Set $nRow to the number of rows returned by $select:

 set ::stmt [sqlite3_prepare_v2 db $select -1 DUMMY]

 set nRow 0

 while {"SQLITE_ROW" == [sqlite3_step $::stmt]} { incr nRow }

 set rc [sqlite3_finalize $::stmt]

 

 # Test that $nRow==1 and that statement execution was successful

 # (rc==SQLITE_OK).

 do_test e_select-4.$tn [list list $rc $nRow] {SQLITE_OK 1}

}

 

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-4.9.0 {

 CREATE TABLE b1(one PRIMARY KEY, two);

 INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(1, 'o');

 INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(4, 'f');

 INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(3, 't');

 INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(2, 't');

 INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(5, 'f');

 INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(7, 's');

 INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(6, 's');

 

 CREATE TABLE b2(x, y);

 INSERT INTO b2 VALUES(NULL, 0);
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 INSERT INTO b2 VALUES(NULL, 1);

 INSERT INTO b2 VALUES('xyz', 2);

 INSERT INTO b2 VALUES('abc', 3);

 INSERT INTO b2 VALUES('xyz', 4);

 

 CREATE TABLE b3(a COLLATE nocase, b COLLATE binary);

 INSERT INTO b3 VALUES('abc', 'abc');

 INSERT INTO b3 VALUES('aBC', 'aBC');

 INSERT INTO b3 VALUES('Def', 'Def');

 INSERT INTO b3 VALUES('dEF', 'dEF');

} {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-57754-57109 If the SELECT statement is an aggregate

# query with a GROUP BY clause, then each of the expressions specified

# as part of the GROUP BY clause is evaluated for each row of the

# dataset. Each row is then assigned to a "group" based on the results;

# rows for which the results of evaluating the GROUP BY expressions are

# the same are assigned to the same group.

#

#   These tests also show that the following is not untrue:

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-25883-55063 The expressions in the GROUP BY clause do

# not have to be expressions that appear in the result.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.9 {

 1  "SELECT group_concat(one), two FROM b1 GROUP BY two" {

   /#,# f   1 o   #,#   s #,# t/

 }

 2  "SELECT group_concat(one), sum(one) FROM b1 GROUP BY (one>4)" {

   1,2,3,4 10    5,6,7 18

 }

 3  "SELECT group_concat(one) FROM b1 GROUP BY (two>'o'), one%2" {

   4  1,5    2,6   3,7

 }

 4  "SELECT group_concat(one) FROM b1 GROUP BY (one==2 OR two=='o')" {

   4,3,5,7,6    1,2

 }

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-14926-50129 For the purposes of grouping rows, NULL

# values are considered equal.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.10 {

 1  "SELECT group_concat(y) FROM b2 GROUP BY x" {/#,#   3   #,#/}

 2  "SELECT count(*) FROM b2 GROUP BY CASE WHEN y<4 THEN NULL ELSE 0 END" {4 1}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-10470-30318 The usual rules for selecting a collation
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# sequence with which to compare text values apply when evaluating

# expressions in a GROUP BY clause.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.11 {

 1  "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY b"      {1 1 1 1}

 2  "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY a"      {2 2}

 3  "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY +b"     {1 1 1 1}

 4  "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY +a"     {2 2}

 5  "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY b||''"  {1 1 1 1}

 6  "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY a||''"  {1 1 1 1}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-63573-50730 The expressions in a GROUP BY clause may

# not be aggregate expressions.

#

foreach {tn select} {

 12.1  "SELECT * FROM b3 GROUP BY count(*)"

 12.2  "SELECT max(a) FROM b3 GROUP BY max(b)"

 12.3  "SELECT group_concat(a) FROM b3 GROUP BY a, max(b)"

} {

 set res {1 {aggregate functions are not allowed in the GROUP BY clause}}

 do_catchsql_test e_select-4.$tn $select $res

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-31537-00101 If a HAVING clause is specified, it is

# evaluated once for each group of rows as a boolean expression. If the

# result of evaluating the HAVING clause is false, the group is

# discarded.

#

#   This requirement is tested by all e_select-4.13.* tests.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-04132-09474 If the HAVING clause is an aggregate

# expression, it is evaluated across all rows in the group.

#

#   Tested by e_select-4.13.1.*

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-28262-47447 If a HAVING clause is a non-aggregate

# expression, it is evaluated with respect to an arbitrarily selected

# row from the group.

#

#   Tested by e_select-4.13.2.*

#

#   Tests in this block also show that this is not untrue:

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-55403-13450 The HAVING expression may refer to values,

# even aggregate functions, that are not in the result.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-4.13.0 {
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 CREATE TABLE c1(up, down);

 INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('x', 1);

 INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('x', 2);

 INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('x', 4);

 INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('x', 8);

 INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('y', 16);

 INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('y', 32);

 

 CREATE TABLE c2(i, j);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(1, 0);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(2, 1);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(3, 3);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(4, 6);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(5, 10);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(6, 15);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(7, 21);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(8, 28);

 INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(9, 36);

 

 CREATE TABLE c3(i PRIMARY KEY, k TEXT);

 INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(1,  'hydrogen');

 INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(2,  'helium');

 INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(3,  'lithium');

 INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(4,  'beryllium');

 INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(5,  'boron');

 INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(94, 'plutonium');

} {}

 

do_select_tests e_select-4.13 {

 1.1  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING count(*)>3" {x}

 1.2  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING sum(down)>16" {y}

 1.3  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING sum(down)<16" {x}

 1.4  "SELECT up||down FROM c1 GROUP BY (down<5) HAVING max(down)<10" {x4}

 

 2.1  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING down>10" {y}

 2.2  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING up='y'"  {y}

 

 2.3  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i>4 HAVING i>6"  {9 36}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23927-54081 Each expression in the result-set is then

# evaluated once for each group of rows.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-53735-47017 If the expression is an aggregate

# expression, it is evaluated across all rows in the group.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.15 {

 1  "SELECT sum(down) FROM c1 GROUP BY up" {15 48}
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 2  "SELECT sum(j), max(j) FROM c2 GROUP BY (i%3)"     {54 36 27 21 39 28}

 3  "SELECT sum(j), max(j) FROM c2 GROUP BY (j%2)"     {80 36 40 21}

 4  "SELECT 1+sum(j), max(j)+1 FROM c2 GROUP BY (j%2)" {81 37 41 22}

 5  "SELECT count(*), round(avg(i),2) FROM c1, c2 ON (i=down) GROUP BY j%2"

       {3 4.33 1 2.0}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-62913-19830 Otherwise, it is evaluated against a single

# arbitrarily chosen row from within the group.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-53924-08809 If there is more than one non-aggregate

# expression in the result-set, then all such expressions are evaluated

# for the same row.

#

do_select_tests e_select-4.15 {

 1  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2"             {8 28   9 36}

 2  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2 HAVING j<30" {8 28}

 3  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2 HAVING j>30" {9 36}

 4  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2 HAVING j>30" {9 36}

 5  "SELECT count(*), i, k FROM c2 NATURAL JOIN c3 GROUP BY substr(k, 1, 1)"

       {2 5 boron   2 2 helium   1 3 lithium}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-19334-12811 Each group of input dataset rows

# contributes a single row to the set of result rows.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-02223-49279 Subject to filtering associated with the

# DISTINCT keyword, the number of rows returned by an aggregate query

# with a GROUP BY clause is the same as the number of groups of rows

# produced by applying the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses to the filtered

# input dataset.

#

do_select_tests e_select.4.16 -count {

 1  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2"          2

 2  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i"            9

 3  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i HAVING i<5" 4

}

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# The following tests attempt to verify statements made regarding the ALL

# and DISTINCT keywords.

#

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-5.1.0 {

 CREATE TABLE h1(a, b);

 INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(1, 'one');

 INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(1, 'I');

 INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(1, 'i');
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 INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(4, 'four');

 INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(4, 'IV');

 INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(4, 'iv');

 

 CREATE TABLE h2(x COLLATE nocase);

 INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('One');

 INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('Two');

 INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('Three');

 INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('Four');

 INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('one');

 INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('two');

 INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('three');

 INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('four');

 

 CREATE TABLE h3(c, d);

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(1, NULL);

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(2, NULL);

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(3, NULL);

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(4, '2');

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(5, NULL);

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(6, '2,3');

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(7, NULL);

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(8, '2,4');

 INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(9, '3');

} {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-60770-10612 One of the ALL or DISTINCT keywords may

# follow the SELECT keyword in a simple SELECT statement.

#

do_select_tests e_select-5.1 {

 1   "SELECT ALL a FROM h1"      {1 1 1 4 4 4}

 2   "SELECT DISTINCT a FROM h1" {1 4}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-08861-34280 If the simple SELECT is a SELECT ALL, then

# the entire set of result rows are returned by the SELECT.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-47911-02086 If neither ALL or DISTINCT are present,

# then the behavior is as if ALL were specified.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-14442-41305 If the simple SELECT is a SELECT DISTINCT,

# then duplicate rows are removed from the set of result rows before it

# is returned.

#

#   The three testable statements above are tested by e_select-5.2.*,

#   5.3.* and 5.4.* respectively.

#

do_select_tests e_select-5 {
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 3.1 "SELECT ALL x FROM h2" {One Two Three Four one two three four}

 3.2 "SELECT ALL x FROM h1, h2 ON (x=b)" {One one Four four}

 

 3.1 "SELECT x FROM h2" {One Two Three Four one two three four}

 3.2 "SELECT x FROM h1, h2 ON (x=b)" {One one Four four}

 

 4.1 "SELECT DISTINCT x FROM h2" {One Two Three Four}

 4.2 "SELECT DISTINCT x FROM h1, h2 ON (x=b)" {One Four}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-02054-15343 For the purposes of detecting duplicate

# rows, two NULL values are considered to be equal.

#

do_select_tests e_select-5.5 {

 1  "SELECT DISTINCT d FROM h3" {{} 2 2,3 2,4 3}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-58359-52112 The normal rules for selecting a collation

# sequence to compare text values with apply.

#

do_select_tests e_select-5.6 {

 1  "SELECT DISTINCT b FROM h1"                  {one I i four IV iv}

 2  "SELECT DISTINCT b COLLATE nocase FROM h1"   {one I four IV}

 3  "SELECT DISTINCT x FROM h2"                  {One Two Three Four}

 4  "SELECT DISTINCT x COLLATE binary FROM h2"   {

   One Two Three Four one two three four

 }

}

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# The following tests - e_select-7.* - test that statements made to do

# with compound SELECT statements are correct.

#

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-39368-64333 In a compound SELECT, all the constituent

# SELECTs must return the same number of result columns.

#

#   All the other tests in this section use compound SELECTs created

#   using component SELECTs that do return the same number of columns.

#   So the tests here just show that it is an error to attempt otherwise.

#

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-7.1.0 {

 CREATE TABLE j1(a, b, c);

 CREATE TABLE j2(e, f);

 CREATE TABLE j3(g);

} {}

do_select_tests e_select-7.1 -error {
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 SELECTs to the left and right of %s do not have the same number of result columns

} {

 1   "SELECT a, b FROM j1    UNION ALL SELECT g FROM j3"    {{UNION ALL}}

 2   "SELECT *    FROM j1    UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j3"    {{UNION ALL}}

 3   "SELECT a, b FROM j1    UNION ALL SELECT g FROM j3"    {{UNION ALL}}

 4   "SELECT a, b FROM j1    UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j3,j2" {{UNION ALL}}

 5   "SELECT *    FROM j3,j2 UNION ALL SELECT a, b FROM j1" {{UNION ALL}}

 

 6   "SELECT a, b FROM j1    UNION SELECT g FROM j3"        {UNION}

 7   "SELECT *    FROM j1    UNION SELECT * FROM j3"        {UNION}

 8   "SELECT a, b FROM j1    UNION SELECT g FROM j3"        {UNION}

 9   "SELECT a, b FROM j1    UNION SELECT * FROM j3,j2"     {UNION}

 10  "SELECT *    FROM j3,j2 UNION SELECT a, b FROM j1"     {UNION}

 

 11  "SELECT a, b FROM j1    INTERSECT SELECT g FROM j3"    {INTERSECT}

 12  "SELECT *    FROM j1    INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j3"    {INTERSECT}

 13  "SELECT a, b FROM j1    INTERSECT SELECT g FROM j3"    {INTERSECT}

 14  "SELECT a, b FROM j1    INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j3,j2" {INTERSECT}

 15  "SELECT *    FROM j3,j2 INTERSECT SELECT a, b FROM j1" {INTERSECT}

 

 16  "SELECT a, b FROM j1    EXCEPT SELECT g FROM j3"       {EXCEPT}

 17  "SELECT *    FROM j1    EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j3"       {EXCEPT}

 18  "SELECT a, b FROM j1    EXCEPT SELECT g FROM j3"       {EXCEPT}

 19  "SELECT a, b FROM j1    EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j3,j2"    {EXCEPT}

 20  "SELECT *    FROM j3,j2 EXCEPT SELECT a, b FROM j1"    {EXCEPT}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-01450-11152 As the components of a compound SELECT must

# be simple SELECT statements, they may not contain ORDER BY or LIMIT

# clauses.

#

foreach {tn select op1 op2} {

 1   "SELECT * FROM j1 ORDER BY a UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     {ORDER BY} {UNION ALL}

 2   "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 ORDER BY 1 UNION ALL SELECT max(e) FROM j2"

     {ORDER BY} {UNION ALL}

 3   "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 ORDER BY 1,2,3 UNION ALL SELECT *,* FROM j2"

     {ORDER BY} {UNION ALL}

 4   "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {UNION ALL}

 5   "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {UNION ALL}

 6   "SELECT a FROM j1 LIMIT (SELECT e FROM j2) UNION ALL SELECT g FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {UNION ALL}

 

 7   "SELECT * FROM j1 ORDER BY a UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     {ORDER BY} {UNION}

 8   "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 ORDER BY 1 UNION SELECT max(e) FROM j2"
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     {ORDER BY} {UNION}

 9   "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 ORDER BY 1,2,3 UNION SELECT *,* FROM j2"

     {ORDER BY} {UNION}

 10  "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {UNION}

 11  "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {UNION}

 12  "SELECT a FROM j1 LIMIT (SELECT e FROM j2) UNION SELECT g FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {UNION}

 

 13  "SELECT * FROM j1 ORDER BY a EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     {ORDER BY} {EXCEPT}

 14  "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 ORDER BY 1 EXCEPT SELECT max(e) FROM j2"

     {ORDER BY} {EXCEPT}

 15  "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 ORDER BY 1,2,3 EXCEPT SELECT *,* FROM j2"

     {ORDER BY} {EXCEPT}

 16  "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {EXCEPT}

 17  "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {EXCEPT}

 18  "SELECT a FROM j1 LIMIT (SELECT e FROM j2) EXCEPT SELECT g FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {EXCEPT}

 

 19  "SELECT * FROM j1 ORDER BY a INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     {ORDER BY} {INTERSECT}

 20  "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 ORDER BY 1 INTERSECT SELECT max(e) FROM j2"

     {ORDER BY} {INTERSECT}

 21  "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 ORDER BY 1,2,3 INTERSECT SELECT *,* FROM j2"

     {ORDER BY} {INTERSECT}

 22  "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {INTERSECT}

 23  "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {INTERSECT}

 24  "SELECT a FROM j1 LIMIT (SELECT e FROM j2) INTERSECT SELECT g FROM j2,j3"

     LIMIT {INTERSECT}

} {

 set err "$op1 clause should come after $op2 not before"

 do_catchsql_test e_select-7.2.$tn $select [list 1 $err]

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-22874-32655 ORDER BY and LIMIT clauses may only occur

# at the end of the entire compound SELECT.

#

foreach {tn select} {

 1   "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3 ORDER BY a"

 2   "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT max(e) FROM j2 ORDER BY 1"

 3   "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT *,* FROM j2 ORDER BY 1,2,3"

 4   "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10"
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 5   "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"

 6   "SELECT a FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT g FROM j2,j3 LIMIT (SELECT 10)"

 

 7   "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3 ORDER BY a"

 8   "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 UNION SELECT max(e) FROM j2 ORDER BY 1"

 9   "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 UNION SELECT *,* FROM j2 ORDER BY 1,2,3"

 10  "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10"

 11  "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"

 12  "SELECT a FROM j1 UNION SELECT g FROM j2,j3 LIMIT (SELECT 10)"

 

 13  "SELECT * FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 ORDER BY a"

 14  "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT max(e) FROM j2 ORDER BY 1"

 15  "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT *,* FROM j2 ORDER BY 1,2,3"

 16  "SELECT * FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10"

 17  "SELECT * FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"

 18  "SELECT a FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT g FROM j2,j3 LIMIT (SELECT 10)"

 

 19  "SELECT * FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 ORDER BY a"

 20  "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT max(e) FROM j2 ORDER BY 1"

 21  "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT *,* FROM j2 ORDER BY 1,2,3"

 22  "SELECT * FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10"

 23  "SELECT * FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"

 24  "SELECT a FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT g FROM j2,j3 LIMIT (SELECT 10)"

} {

 do_test e_select-7.3.$tn { catch {execsql $select} msg } 0

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-08531-36543 A compound SELECT created using UNION ALL

# operator returns all the rows from the SELECT to the left of the UNION

# ALL operator, and all the rows from the SELECT to the right of it.

#

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-7.4.0 {

 CREATE TABLE q1(a TEXT, b INTEGER, c);

 CREATE TABLE q2(d NUMBER, e BLOB);

 CREATE TABLE q3(f REAL, g);

 

 INSERT INTO q1 VALUES(16, -87.66, NULL);

 INSERT INTO q1 VALUES('legible', 94, -42.47);

 INSERT INTO q1 VALUES('beauty', 36, NULL);

 

 INSERT INTO q2 VALUES('legible', 1);

 INSERT INTO q2 VALUES('beauty', 2);

 INSERT INTO q2 VALUES(-65.91, 4);

 INSERT INTO q2 VALUES('emanating', -16.56);

 

 INSERT INTO q3 VALUES('beauty', 2);

 INSERT INTO q3 VALUES('beauty', 2);
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} {}

do_select_tests e_select-7.4 {

 1   {SELECT a FROM q1 UNION ALL SELECT d FROM q2}

     {16 legible beauty legible beauty -65.91 emanating}

 

 2   {SELECT * FROM q1 WHERE a=16 UNION ALL SELECT 'x', * FROM q2 WHERE oid=1}

     {16 -87.66 {} x legible 1}

 

 3   {SELECT count(*) FROM q1 UNION ALL SELECT min(e) FROM q2}

     {3 -16.56}

 

 4   {SELECT * FROM q2 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM q3}

     {legible 1 beauty 2 -65.91 4 emanating -16.56 beauty 2 beauty 2}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-20560-39162 The UNION operator works the same way as

# UNION ALL, except that duplicate rows are removed from the final

# result set.

#

do_select_tests e_select-7.5 {

 1   {SELECT a FROM q1 UNION SELECT d FROM q2}

     {-65.91 16 beauty emanating legible}

 

 2   {SELECT * FROM q1 WHERE a=16 UNION SELECT 'x', * FROM q2 WHERE oid=1}

     {16 -87.66 {} x legible 1}

 

 3   {SELECT count(*) FROM q1 UNION SELECT min(e) FROM q2}

     {-16.56 3}

 

 4   {SELECT * FROM q2 UNION SELECT * FROM q3}

     {-65.91 4 beauty 2 emanating -16.56 legible 1}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-45764-31737 The INTERSECT operator returns the

# intersection of the results of the left and right SELECTs.

#

do_select_tests e_select-7.6 {

 1   {SELECT a FROM q1 INTERSECT SELECT d FROM q2} {beauty legible}

 2   {SELECT * FROM q2 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM q3} {beauty 2}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-25787-28949 The EXCEPT operator returns the subset of

# rows returned by the left SELECT that are not also returned by the

# right-hand SELECT.

#

do_select_tests e_select-7.7 {

 1   {SELECT a FROM q1 EXCEPT SELECT d FROM q2} {16}
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 2   {SELECT * FROM q2 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM q3}

     {-65.91 4 emanating -16.56 legible 1}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-40729-56447 Duplicate rows are removed from the results

# of INTERSECT and EXCEPT operators before the result set is returned.

#

do_select_tests e_select-7.8 {

 0   {SELECT * FROM q3} {beauty 2 beauty 2}

 

 1   {SELECT * FROM q3 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM q3} {beauty 2}

 2   {SELECT * FROM q3 EXCEPT SELECT a,b FROM q1}  {beauty 2}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-46765-43362 For the purposes of determining duplicate

# rows for the results of compound SELECT operators, NULL values are

# considered equal to other NULL values and distinct from all non-NULL

# values.

#

db nullvalue null

do_select_tests e_select-7.9 {

 1   {SELECT NULL UNION ALL SELECT NULL} {null null}

 2   {SELECT NULL UNION     SELECT NULL} {null}

 3   {SELECT NULL INTERSECT SELECT NULL} {null}

 4   {SELECT NULL EXCEPT    SELECT NULL} {}

 

 5   {SELECT NULL UNION ALL SELECT 'ab'} {null ab}

 6   {SELECT NULL UNION     SELECT 'ab'} {null ab}

 7   {SELECT NULL INTERSECT SELECT 'ab'} {}

 8   {SELECT NULL EXCEPT    SELECT 'ab'} {null}

 

 9   {SELECT NULL UNION ALL SELECT 0} {null 0}

 10  {SELECT NULL UNION     SELECT 0} {null 0}

 11  {SELECT NULL INTERSECT SELECT 0} {}

 12  {SELECT NULL EXCEPT    SELECT 0} {null}

 

 13  {SELECT c FROM q1 UNION ALL SELECT g FROM q3} {null -42.47 null 2 2}

 14  {SELECT c FROM q1 UNION     SELECT g FROM q3} {null -42.47 2}

 15  {SELECT c FROM q1 INTERSECT SELECT g FROM q3} {}

 16  {SELECT c FROM q1 EXCEPT    SELECT g FROM q3} {null -42.47}

}

db nullvalue {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-51232-50224 The collation sequence used to compare two

# text values is determined as if the columns of the left and right-hand

# SELECT statements were the left and right-hand operands of the equals

# (=) operator, except that greater precedence is not assigned to a

# collation sequence specified with the postfix COLLATE operator.
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#

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-7.10.0 {

 CREATE TABLE y1(a COLLATE nocase, b COLLATE binary, c);

 INSERT INTO y1 VALUES('Abc', 'abc', 'aBC');

} {}

do_select_tests e_select-7.10 {

 1   {SELECT 'abc'                UNION SELECT 'ABC'} {ABC abc}

 2   {SELECT 'abc' COLLATE nocase UNION SELECT 'ABC'} {ABC}

 3   {SELECT 'abc'                UNION SELECT 'ABC' COLLATE nocase} {ABC}

 4   {SELECT 'abc' COLLATE binary UNION SELECT 'ABC' COLLATE nocase} {ABC abc}

 5   {SELECT 'abc' COLLATE nocase UNION SELECT 'ABC' COLLATE binary} {ABC}

 

 6   {SELECT a FROM y1 UNION SELECT b FROM y1}                {abc}

 7   {SELECT b FROM y1 UNION SELECT a FROM y1}                {Abc abc}

 8   {SELECT a FROM y1 UNION SELECT c FROM y1}                {aBC}

 

 9   {SELECT a FROM y1 UNION SELECT c COLLATE binary FROM y1} {aBC}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-32706-07403 No affinity transformations are applied to

# any values when comparing rows as part of a compound SELECT.

#

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-7.10.0 {

 CREATE TABLE w1(a TEXT, b NUMBER);

 CREATE TABLE w2(a, b TEXT);

 

 INSERT INTO w1 VALUES('1', 4.1);

 INSERT INTO w2 VALUES(1, 4.1);

} {}

 

do_select_tests e_select-7.11 {

 1  { SELECT a FROM w1 UNION SELECT a FROM w2 } {1 1}

 2  { SELECT a FROM w2 UNION SELECT a FROM w1 } {1 1}

 3  { SELECT b FROM w1 UNION SELECT b FROM w2 } {4.1 4.1}

 4  { SELECT b FROM w2 UNION SELECT b FROM w1 } {4.1 4.1}

 

 5  { SELECT a FROM w1 INTERSECT SELECT a FROM w2 } {}

 6  { SELECT a FROM w2 INTERSECT SELECT a FROM w1 } {}

 7  { SELECT b FROM w1 INTERSECT SELECT b FROM w2 } {}

 8  { SELECT b FROM w2 INTERSECT SELECT b FROM w1 } {}

 

 9  { SELECT a FROM w1 EXCEPT SELECT a FROM w2 } {1}

 10 { SELECT a FROM w2 EXCEPT SELECT a FROM w1 } {1}

 11 { SELECT b FROM w1 EXCEPT SELECT b FROM w2 } {4.1}

 12 { SELECT b FROM w2 EXCEPT SELECT b FROM w1 } {4.1}

}
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# EVIDENCE-OF: R-32562-20566 When three or more simple SELECTs are

# connected into a compound SELECT, they group from left to right. In

# other words, if "A", "B" and "C" are all simple SELECT statements, (A

# op B op C) is processed as ((A op B) op C).

#

#   e_select-7.12.1: Precedence of UNION vs. INTERSECT

#   e_select-7.12.2: Precedence of UNION vs. UNION ALL

#   e_select-7.12.3: Precedence of UNION vs. EXCEPT

#   e_select-7.12.4: Precedence of INTERSECT vs. UNION ALL

#   e_select-7.12.5: Precedence of INTERSECT vs. EXCEPT

#   e_select-7.12.6: Precedence of UNION ALL vs. EXCEPT

#   e_select-7.12.7: Check that "a EXCEPT b EXCEPT c" is processed as

#                   "(a EXCEPT b) EXCEPT c".

#

# The INTERSECT and EXCEPT operations are mutually commutative. So

# the e_select-7.12.5 test cases do not prove very much.

#

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-7.12.0 {

 CREATE TABLE t1(x);

 INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(1);

 INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(2);

 INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(3);

} {}

foreach {tn select res} {

 1a "(1,2) INTERSECT (1)   UNION     (3)"   {1 3}

 1b "(3)   UNION     (1,2) INTERSECT (1)"   {1}

 

 2a "(1,2) UNION     (3)   UNION ALL (1)"   {1 2 3 1}

 2b "(1)   UNION ALL (3)   UNION     (1,2)" {1 2 3}

 

 3a "(1,2) UNION     (3)   EXCEPT    (1)"   {2 3}

 3b "(1,2) EXCEPT    (3)   UNION     (1)"   {1 2}

 

 4a "(1,2) INTERSECT (1)   UNION ALL (3)"   {1 3}

 4b "(3)   UNION     (1,2) INTERSECT (1)"   {1}

 

 5a "(1,2) INTERSECT (2)   EXCEPT    (2)"   {}

 5b "(2,3) EXCEPT    (2)   INTERSECT (2)"   {}

 

 6a "(2)   UNION ALL (2)   EXCEPT    (2)"   {}

 6b "(2)   EXCEPT    (2)   UNION ALL (2)"   {2}

 

 7  "(2,3) EXCEPT    (2)   EXCEPT    (3)"   {}

} {

 set select [string map {( {SELECT x FROM t1 WHERE x IN (}} $select]
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 do_execsql_test e_select-7.12.$tn $select [list {*}$res]

}

 

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# ORDER BY clauses

#

 

drop_all_tables

do_execsql_test e_select-8.1.0 {

 CREATE TABLE d1(x, y, z);

 

 INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 2, 3);

 INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(2, 5, -1);

 INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 2, 8);

 INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 2, 7);

 INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(2, 4, 93);

 INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 2, -20);

 INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 4, 93);

 INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 5, -1);

 

 CREATE TABLE d2(a, b);

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('gently', 'failings');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('commercials', 'bathrobe');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('iterate', 'sexton');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('babied', 'charitableness');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('solemnness', 'annexed');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('rejoicing', 'liabilities');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('pragmatist', 'guarded');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('barked', 'interrupted');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('reemphasizes', 'reply');

 INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('lad', 'relenting');

} {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-44988-41064 Rows are first sorted based on the results

# of evaluating the left-most expression in the ORDER BY list, then ties

# are broken by evaluating the second left-most expression and so on.

#

do_select_tests e_select-8.1 {

 1  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x, y, z" {

    1 2 -20    1 2 3    1 2 7    1 2 8   

    1 4  93    1 5 -1   2 4 93   2 5 -1

 }

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-06617-54588 Each ORDER BY expression may be optionally

# followed by one of the keywords ASC (smaller values are returned

# first) or DESC (larger values are returned first).
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#

#   Test cases e_select-8.2.* test the above.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-18705-33393 If neither ASC or DESC are specified, rows

# are sorted in ascending (smaller values first) order by default.

#

#   Test cases e_select-8.3.* test the above. All 8.3 test cases are

#   copies of 8.2 test cases with the explicit "ASC" removed.

#

do_select_tests e_select-8 {

 2.1  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x ASC, y ASC, z ASC" {

    1 2 -20    1 2 3    1 2 7    1 2 8   

    1 4  93    1 5 -1   2 4 93   2 5 -1

 }

 2.2  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y DESC, z DESC" {

    2 5 -1     2 4 93   1 5 -1   1 4  93   

    1 2 8      1 2 7    1 2 3    1 2 -20   

 }

 2.3 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y ASC, z DESC" {

    2 4 93   2 5 -1     1 2 8      1 2 7   

    1 2 3    1 2 -20    1 4  93    1 5 -1  

 }

 2.4  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y ASC, z ASC" {

    2 4 93   2 5 -1     1 2 -20    1 2 3   

    1 2 7    1 2 8      1 4  93    1 5 -1  

 }

 

 3.1  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x, y, z" {

    1 2 -20    1 2 3    1 2 7    1 2 8   

    1 4  93    1 5 -1   2 4 93   2 5 -1

 }

 3.3  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y, z DESC" {

    2 4 93   2 5 -1     1 2 8      1 2 7   

    1 2 3    1 2 -20    1 4  93    1 5 -1  

 }

 3.4 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y, z" {

    2 4 93   2 5 -1     1 2 -20    1 2 3   

    1 2 7    1 2 8      1 4  93    1 5 -1  

 }

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-29779-04281 If the ORDER BY expression is a constant

# integer K then the expression is considered an alias for the K-th

# column of the result set (columns are numbered from left to right

# starting with 1).

#

do_select_tests e_select-8.4 {

 1  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 ASC, 2 ASC, 3 ASC" {
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    1 2 -20    1 2 3    1 2 7    1 2 8   

    1 4  93    1 5 -1   2 4 93   2 5 -1

 }

 2  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2 DESC, 3 DESC" {

    2 5 -1     2 4 93   1 5 -1   1 4  93   

    1 2 8      1 2 7    1 2 3    1 2 -20   

 }

 3 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2 ASC, 3 DESC" {

    2 4 93   2 5 -1     1 2 8      1 2 7   

    1 2 3    1 2 -20    1 4  93    1 5 -1  

 }

 4  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2 ASC, 3 ASC" {

    2 4 93   2 5 -1     1 2 -20    1 2 3   

    1 2 7    1 2 8      1 4  93    1 5 -1  

 }

 5  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1, 2, 3" {

    1 2 -20    1 2 3    1 2 7    1 2 8   

    1 4  93    1 5 -1   2 4 93   2 5 -1

 }

 6  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2, 3 DESC" {

    2 4 93   2 5 -1     1 2 8      1 2 7   

    1 2 3    1 2 -20    1 4  93    1 5 -1  

 }

 7  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2, 3" {

    2 4 93   2 5 -1     1 2 -20    1 2 3   

    1 2 7    1 2 8      1 4  93    1 5 -1  

 }

 8  "SELECT z, x FROM d1 ORDER BY 2" {

    /# 1    # 1    # 1   # 1

     # 1    # 1    # 2   # 2/

 }

 9  "SELECT z, x FROM d1 ORDER BY 1" {

    /-20 1  -1 #   -1 #   3 1

    7 1     8 1   93 #   93 #/  

 }

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-63286-51977 If the ORDER BY expression is an identifier

# that corresponds to the alias of one of the output columns, then the

# expression is considered an alias for that column.

#

do_select_tests e_select-8.5 {

 1   "SELECT z+1 AS abc FROM d1 ORDER BY abc" {

   -19 0 0 4 8 9 94 94

 }

 2   "SELECT z+1 AS abc FROM d1 ORDER BY abc DESC" {

   94 94 9 8 4 0 0 -19

 }
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 3  "SELECT z AS x, x AS z FROM d1 ORDER BY z" {

   /# 1    # 1    # 1    # 1    # 1    # 1    # 2    # 2/

 }

 4  "SELECT z AS x, x AS z FROM d1 ORDER BY x" {

   /-20 1    -1 #    -1 #    3 1    7 1    8 1    93 #    93 #/

 }

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-65068-27207 Otherwise, if the ORDER BY expression is

# any other expression, it is evaluated and the returned value used to

# order the output rows.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-03421-57988 If the SELECT statement is a simple SELECT,

# then an ORDER BY may contain any arbitrary expressions.

#

do_select_tests e_select-8.6 {

 1   "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x+y+z" {

   1 2 -20    1 5 -1    1 2 3    2 5 -1

   1 2 7      1 2 8     1 4 93   2 4 93

 }

 2   "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x*z" {

   1 2 -20    2 5 -1    1 5 -1    1 2 3

   1 2 7      1 2 8     1 4 93    2 4 93

 }

 3   "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY y*z" {

   1 2 -20    2 5 -1    1 5 -1    1 2 3

   1 2 7      1 2 8     2 4 93    1 4 93

 }

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-28853-08147 However, if the SELECT is a compound

# SELECT, then ORDER BY expressions that are not aliases to output

# columns must be exactly the same as an expression used as an output

# column.

#

do_select_tests e_select-8.7.1 -error {

 %s ORDER BY term does not match any column in the result set

} {

 1   "SELECT x FROM d1 UNION ALL SELECT a FROM d2 ORDER BY x*z"        1st

 2   "SELECT x,z FROM d1 UNION ALL SELECT a,b FROM d2 ORDER BY x, x/z" 2nd

}

 

do_select_tests e_select-8.7.2 {

 1   "SELECT x*z FROM d1 UNION ALL SELECT a FROM d2 ORDER BY x*z" {

   -20 -2 -1 3 7 8 93 186 babied barked commercials gently

   iterate lad pragmatist reemphasizes rejoicing solemnness

 }

 2   "SELECT x, x/z FROM d1 UNION ALL SELECT a,b FROM d2 ORDER BY x, x/z" {
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   1 -1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 -2 2 0

   babied charitableness barked interrupted commercials bathrobe gently

   failings iterate sexton lad relenting pragmatist guarded reemphasizes reply

   rejoicing liabilities solemnness annexed

 }

}

 

do_execsql_test e_select-8.8.0 {

 CREATE TABLE d3(a);

 INSERT INTO d3 VALUES('text');

 INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(14.1);

 INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(13);

 INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(X'78787878');

 INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(15);

 INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(12.9);

 INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(null);

 

 CREATE TABLE d4(x COLLATE nocase);

 INSERT INTO d4 VALUES('abc');

 INSERT INTO d4 VALUES('ghi');

 INSERT INTO d4 VALUES('DEF');

 INSERT INTO d4 VALUES('JKL');

} {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-10883-17697 For the purposes of sorting rows, values

# are compared in the same way as for comparison expressions.

#

#   The following tests verify that values of different types are sorted

#   correctly, and that mixed real and integer values are compared properly.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-8.8.1 {

 SELECT a FROM d3 ORDER BY a

} {{} 12.9 13 14.1 15 text xxxx}

do_execsql_test e_select-8.8.2 {

 SELECT a FROM d3 ORDER BY a DESC

} {xxxx text 15 14.1 13 12.9 {}}

 

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-64199-22471 If the ORDER BY expression is assigned a

# collation sequence using the postfix COLLATE operator, then the

# specified collation sequence is used.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-8.9.1 {

 SELECT x FROM d4 ORDER BY 1 COLLATE binary

} {DEF JKL abc ghi}

do_execsql_test e_select-8.9.2 {

 SELECT x COLLATE binary FROM d4 ORDER BY 1 COLLATE nocase

} {abc DEF ghi JKL}
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# EVIDENCE-OF: R-09398-26102 Otherwise, if the ORDER BY expression is

# an alias to an expression that has been assigned a collation sequence

# using the postfix COLLATE operator, then the collation sequence

# assigned to the aliased expression is used.

#

#   In the test 8.10.2, the only result-column expression has no alias. So the

#   ORDER BY expression is not a reference to it and therefore does not inherit

#   the collation sequence. In test 8.10.3, "x" is the alias (as well as the

#   column name), so the ORDER BY expression is interpreted as an alias and the

#   collation sequence attached to the result column is used for sorting.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-8.10.1 {

 SELECT x COLLATE binary FROM d4 ORDER BY 1

} {DEF JKL abc ghi}

do_execsql_test e_select-8.10.2 {

 SELECT x COLLATE binary FROM d4 ORDER BY x

} {abc DEF ghi JKL}

do_execsql_test e_select-8.10.3 {

 SELECT x COLLATE binary AS x FROM d4 ORDER BY x

} {DEF JKL abc ghi}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-27301-09658 Otherwise, if the ORDER BY expression is a

# column or an alias of an expression that is a column, then the default

# collation sequence for the column is used.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-8.11.1 {

 SELECT x AS y FROM d4 ORDER BY y

} {abc DEF ghi JKL}

do_execsql_test e_select-8.11.2 {

 SELECT x||'' FROM d4 ORDER BY x

} {abc DEF ghi JKL}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-49925-55905 Otherwise, the BINARY collation sequence is

# used.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-8.12.1 {

 SELECT x FROM d4 ORDER BY x||''

} {DEF JKL abc ghi}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-44130-32593 If an ORDER BY expression is not an integer

# alias, then SQLite searches the left-most SELECT in the compound for a

# result column that matches either the second or third rules above. If

# a match is found, the search stops and the expression is handled as an

# alias for the result column that it has been matched against.

# Otherwise, the next SELECT to the right is tried, and so on.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-8.13.0 {
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 CREATE TABLE d5(a, b);

 CREATE TABLE d6(c, d);

 CREATE TABLE d7(e, f);

 

 INSERT INTO d5 VALUES(1, 'f');

 INSERT INTO d6 VALUES(2, 'e');

 INSERT INTO d7 VALUES(3, 'd');

 INSERT INTO d5 VALUES(4, 'c');

 INSERT INTO d6 VALUES(5, 'b');

 INSERT INTO d7 VALUES(6, 'a');

 

 CREATE TABLE d8(x COLLATE nocase);

 CREATE TABLE d9(y COLLATE nocase);

 

 INSERT INTO d8 VALUES('a');

 INSERT INTO d9 VALUES('B');

 INSERT INTO d8 VALUES('c');

 INSERT INTO d9 VALUES('D');

} {}

do_select_tests e_select-8.13 {

 1   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7

        ORDER BY a

     } {1 2 3 4 5 6}

 2   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7

        ORDER BY c

     } {1 2 3 4 5 6}

 3   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7

        ORDER BY e

     } {1 2 3 4 5 6}

 4   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7

        ORDER BY 1

     } {1 2 3 4 5 6}

 

 5   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a FROM d5 ORDER BY b }

     {f 1   c 4   4 c   1 f}

 6   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a FROM d5 ORDER BY 2 }

     {f 1   c 4   4 c   1 f}

 

 7   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a FROM d5 ORDER BY a }

     {1 f   4 c   c 4   f 1}

 8   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a FROM d5 ORDER BY 1 }

     {1 f   4 c   c 4   f 1}

 

 9   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a+1 FROM d5 ORDER BY a+1 }

     {f 2   c 5   4 c   1 f}

 10  { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a+1 FROM d5 ORDER BY 2 }

     {f 2   c 5   4 c   1 f}
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 11  { SELECT a+1, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a+1 FROM d5 ORDER BY a+1 }

     {2 f   5 c   c 5   f 2}

 12  { SELECT a+1, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a+1 FROM d5 ORDER BY 1 }

     {2 f   5 c   c 5   f 2}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-39265-04070 If no matching expression can be found in

# the result columns of any constituent SELECT, it is an error.

#

do_select_tests e_select-8.14 -error {

 %s ORDER BY term does not match any column in the result set

} {

 1   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION SELECT c FROM d6 ORDER BY a+1 }          1st

 2   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION SELECT c FROM d6 ORDER BY a, a+1 }       2nd

 3   { SELECT * FROM d5 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM d6 ORDER BY 'hello' }  1st

 4   { SELECT * FROM d5 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM d6 ORDER BY blah    }  1st

 5   { SELECT * FROM d5 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM d6 ORDER BY c,d,c+d }  3rd

 6   { SELECT * FROM d5 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM d7 ORDER BY 1,2,b,a/b  }  4th

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-03407-11483 Each term of the ORDER BY clause is

# processed separately and may be matched against result columns from

# different SELECT statements in the compound.

#

do_select_tests e_select-8.15 {

 1  { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c-1, d FROM d6 ORDER BY a, d }

    {1 e   1 f   4 b   4 c}

 2  { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c-1, d FROM d6 ORDER BY c-1, b }

    {1 e   1 f   4 b   4 c}

 3  { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c-1, d FROM d6 ORDER BY 1, 2 }

    {1 e   1 f   4 b   4 c}

}

 

 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Tests related to statements made about the LIMIT/OFFSET clause.

#

do_execsql_test e_select-9.0 {

 CREATE TABLE f1(a, b);

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(26, 'z');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(25, 'y');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(24, 'x');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(23, 'w');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(22, 'v');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(21, 'u');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(20, 't');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(19, 's');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(18, 'r');
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 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(17, 'q');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(16, 'p');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(15, 'o');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(14, 'n');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(13, 'm');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(12, 'l');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(11, 'k');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(10, 'j');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(9, 'i');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(8, 'h');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(7, 'g');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(6, 'f');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(5, 'e');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(4, 'd');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(3, 'c');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(2, 'b');

 INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(1, 'a');

} {}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-30481-56627 Any scalar expression may be used in the

# LIMIT clause, so long as it evaluates to an integer or a value that

# can be losslessly converted to an integer.

#

do_select_tests e_select-9.1 {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5 } {a b c d e}

 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2+3 } {a b c d e}

 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b = 'e') }

    {a b c d e}

 4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5.0 } {a b c d e}

 5  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT '5' } {a b c d e}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-46155-47219 If the expression evaluates to a NULL value

# or any other value that cannot be losslessly converted to an integer,

# an error is returned.

#

 

do_select_tests e_select-9.2 -error "datatype mismatch" {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 'hello' } {}

 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT NULL } {}

 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT X'ABCD' } {}

 4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5.1 } {}

 5  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT (SELECT group_concat(b) FROM f1) } {}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-03014-26414 If the LIMIT expression evaluates to a

# negative value, then there is no upper bound on the number of rows

# returned.
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#

do_select_tests e_select-9.4 {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT -1 }

    {a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z}

 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT length('abc')-100 }

    {a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z}

 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT (SELECT count(*) FROM f1)/2 - 14 }

    {a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-33750-29536 Otherwise, the SELECT returns the first N

# rows of its result set only, where N is the value that the LIMIT

# expression evaluates to.

#

do_select_tests e_select-9.5 {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 0 } {}

 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 4 } {z y x w}

 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 8 } {z y x w v u t s}

 4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT '12.0' } {z y x w v u t s r q p o}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-54935-19057 Or, if the SELECT statement would return

# less than N rows without a LIMIT clause, then the entire result set is

# returned.

#

do_select_tests e_select-9.6 {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 WHERE a>21 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10 } {v w x y z}

 2  { SELECT count(*) FROM f1 GROUP BY a/5 ORDER BY 1 LIMIT 10 } {2 4 5 5 5 5}

}

 

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-24188-24349 The expression attached to the optional

# OFFSET clause that may follow a LIMIT clause must also evaluate to an

# integer, or a value that can be losslessly converted to an integer.

#

foreach {tn select} {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET 'hello' }

 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET NULL }

 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET X'ABCD' }

 4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET 5.1 }

 5  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a

      LIMIT 2 OFFSET (SELECT group_concat(b) FROM f1)

 }

} {

 do_catchsql_test e_select-9.7.$tn $select {1 {datatype mismatch}}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-20467-43422 If an expression has an OFFSET clause, then
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# the first M rows are omitted from the result set returned by the

# SELECT statement and the next N rows are returned, where M and N are

# the values that the OFFSET and LIMIT clauses evaluate to,

# respectively.

#

do_select_tests e_select-9.8 {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5} {f g h i j k l m n o}

 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2+3 OFFSET 10} {k l m n o}

 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a

      LIMIT  (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b='j')

      OFFSET (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b='b')

    } {c d e f g h i j k l}

 4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT '5' OFFSET 3.0 } {d e f g h}

 5  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT '5' OFFSET 0 } {a b c d e}

 6  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 0 OFFSET 10 } {}

 7  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 3 OFFSET '1'||'5' } {p q r}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-34648-44875 Or, if the SELECT would return less than

# M+N rows if it did not have a LIMIT clause, then the first M rows are

# skipped and the remaining rows (if any) are returned.

#

do_select_tests e_select-9.9 {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10 OFFSET 20} {u v w x y z}

 2  { SELECT a FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 100 OFFSET 18+4} {4 3 2 1}

}

 

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23293-62447 If the OFFSET clause evaluates to a

# negative value, the results are the same as if it had evaluated to

# zero.

#

do_select_tests e_select-9.10 {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5 OFFSET -1 } {a b c d e}

 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5 OFFSET -500 } {a b c d e}

 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5 OFFSET 0  } {a b c d e}

}

 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-19509-40356 Instead of a separate OFFSET clause, the

# LIMIT clause may specify two scalar expressions separated by a comma.

#

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-33788-46243 In this case, the first expression is used

# as the OFFSET expression and the second as the LIMIT expression.

#

do_select_tests e_select-9.11 {

 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5, 10 } {f g h i j k l m n o}

 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10, 2+3 } {k l m n o}

 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a
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      LIMIT (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b='b'), (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b='j')

    } {c d e f g h i j k l}

 4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 3.0, '5' } {d e f g h}

 5  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 0, '5' } {a b c d e}

 6  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10, 0 } {}

 7  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT '1'||'5', 3 } {p q r}

 

 8  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 20, 10 } {u v w x y z}

 9  { SELECT a FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 18+4, 100 } {4 3 2 1}

 

 10 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT -1, 5 } {a b c d e}

 11 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT -500, 5 } {a b c d e}

 12 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 0, 5 } {a b c d e}

}

 

finish_test

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/test/e_select.test

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public domain.</li>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/changes.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This code implements the MD5 message-digest algorithm.

* The algorithm is due to Ron Rivest.  This code was

* written by Colin Plumb in 1993, no copyright is claimed.

* This code is in the public domain; do with it what you wish.

*

* Equivalent code is available from RSA Data Security, Inc.

* This code has been tested against that, and is equivalent,

* except that you don't need to include two pages of legalese

* with every copy.

*

* To compute the message digest of a chunk of bytes, declare an

* MD5Context structure, pass it to MD5Init, call MD5Update as

* needed on buffers full of bytes, and then call MD5Final, which

* will fill a supplied 16-byte array with the digest.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
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lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/src/tclsqlite.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/test/threadtest3.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

SQLite is in the public domain.  This document describes what that means

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/docs.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2.31 0

1.23 0

1.0 0

 

Found in path(s):

* %%Version

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<h3>Proprietary SQLite Extensions</h3>

<a href="copyright.html">public domain</a>.  But there also exist

proprietary, licensed extensions to SQLite, written and maintained

You are welcomed to use SQLite in closed source, proprietary, and/or

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/support.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<html>

<body bgcolor="white">

<p>FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:</p>

 

<h2 align="center">SQLite Consortium Launches With Mozilla And Symbian As Charter Members</h2>

 

 

<h3 align="center">Ensures independent technical direction for world's

most deployed SQL database engine</h3>

 

<p><b>Charlotte, North Carolina - December 12, 2007</b> - The SQLite Consortium,

a new membership association dedicated to maintaining SQLite as a fully open

and independent product, was formally announced today. Mozilla and Symbian Ltd.

have joined the SQLite Consortium as charter members.<p>

 

<p>SQLite is a compact, high efficiency, high reliability, embeddable SQL database

engine. The source code to SQLite is in the public domain and is available with

no associated fees. SQLite is the most deployed SQL database engine in the world
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and is currently used in a wide range of commercial software products and electronic

devices from leading manufacturers. SQLite is found today in many mobile phones,

MP3 players, set-top boxes, and PCs.</p>

 

<p>The mission of the SQLite Consortium is to continue developing and enhancing

SQLite as a product that anyone may use without paying royalties or licensing fees.

Members of the SQLite Consortium provide funding to enable this mission and in

return receive enterprise-level technical support. Technical control and direction

of SQLite remains entirely with the SQLite developers.</p>

 

<p>Mozilla, developer of the popular open-source Firefox web browser, and Symbian,

the market-leading open operating system for advanced data-enabled smartphones,

both deploy the SQLite database engine in their products. As charter members of

the Consortium, Mozilla and Symbian are ensuring the development and support of

SQLite as a freely accessible and public domain software asset.</p>

 

<p>"SQLite has become a popular embedded database because it is lightweight, fast,

and open source," said Michael Schroepfer, Vice President of Engineering, Mozilla.

"As a charter member of the SQLite Consortium, Mozilla is excited to help ensure

SQLite remains a vibrant and open technology, in line with our mission to promote

choice and innovation on the Internet."</p>

 

<p>"The SQLite Consortium will help set the standards for database management

which are essential in smartphone functionality and will also help create a pool

of developers, highly-skilled in SQLite for future mobile phone development, "

said Bruce Carney, Director, Developer Programmes & Services, Symbian.

"Our involvement with the SQL Consortium not only demonstrates Symbian's commitment

to open standards in the industry, but as mobile phones become increasingly powerful

and smartphones become increasingly popular, we are focused on ensuring that

desktop developers, who move to the mobile space, have the easiest and most

productive experience possible."</p>

 

<p>SQLite is a winner of the 2005 Google/O'Reilly Open Source Award. Additional

information regarding the SQLite Consortium is available at the SQLite website,

http://www.sqlite.org/.</p>

 

<center>

# # #

</center>

 

<p><b>About SQLite</b></p>

 

<p>SQLite is a software library that implements a self-contained, embeddable,

serverless, zero-configuration, transactional SQL database engine. The code for

SQLite is in the public domain and is free for any use, commercial or private.

SQLite is currently found in countless software titles and electronic devices.</p>

 

<p>SQLite was originally developed and released 2000 by Dr. D. Richard Hipp.
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The code continues to be maintained and enhanced by an international team

of developers under Hipp's direction.</p>

 

 

<p>

CONTACT INFORMATION:<br>

SQLite Consortium<br>

Dr. D. Richard Hipp<br>

6200 Maple Cove Lane<br>

Charlotte, NC 28269<br>

Email: drh@sqlite.org<br>

http://www.sqlite.org/<br>

Tel: +1.704.948.4565

</p>

 

 

<p><b>About Mozilla</b></p>

 

<p>Mozilla is a global community dedicated to building free, open source products

and technologies that improve the online experience for people everywhere.

Mozilla works in the open with a highly disciplined, transparent and cooperative

development process, under the umbrella of the non-profit Mozilla Foundation.

As a wholly owned subsidiary, the Mozilla Corporation organizes the development

and marketing of Mozilla products. This unique structure has enabled Mozilla to

financially support and cultivate competitive, viable community innovation.

For more information, visit www.mozilla.com.</p>

 

<p>CONTACT INFORMATION:<br>

Mozilla Corporation<br>

Jessica Waight<br>

Tel: +1.415.345.4754<br>

Email: jwaight@outcastpr.com

</p>

 

<p><b>About Symbian Limited</b></p>

 

<p>Symbian is a software licensing company that develops and licenses Symbian OS,

the market-leading open operating system for advanced, data-enabled mobile phones

known as smartphones.</p>

 

<p>Symbian licenses Symbian OS to the world's leading handset manufacturers

and has built close co-operative business relationships with leading companies

across the mobile industry. During Q3 2007, 20.4 million Symbian smartphones

were sold worldwide to over 250 major network operators, bringing the total

number of Symbian smartphones shipped up to 30 September 2007 to 165 million.</p>

 

<p>Symbian has its headquarters in London, United Kingdom, with offices in the

United States, United Kingdom, Asia (India, P.R. China, and Korea) and Japan.
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For more information, please visit www.symbian.com.</p>

 

<p>CONTACT INFORMATION:<br>

Symbian Global Press Office<br>

Karen Hamblen<br>

+44 207 154 1707<br>

press@symbian.com

</p>

</body></html>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/pressrelease-20071212.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# 2006 September 14

#

# The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

# a legal notice, here is a blessing:

#

#    May you do good and not evil.

#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

#

#*************************************************************************

# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library.  The

# focus of this script is testing the FTS2 module.

#

# $Id: fts2c.test,v 1.1 2006/10/19 23:36:26 shess Exp $

#

 

set testdir [file dirname $argv0]

source $testdir/tester.tcl

 

# If SQLITE_ENABLE_FTS2 is defined, omit this file.

ifcapable !fts2 {

 finish_test

 return

}

 

# Create a table of sample email data.   The data comes from email

# archives of Enron executives that was published as part of the

# litigation against that company.

#

do_test fts2c-1.1 {

 db eval {

   CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE email USING fts2([from],[to],subject,body);

   BEGIN TRANSACTION;
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INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('savita.puthigai@enron.com', 'traders.eol@enron.com,

traders.eol@enron.com', 'EnronOnline- Change to Autohedge', 'Effective Monday, October 22, 2001 the following

changes will be made to the Autohedge functionality on EnronOnline.

 

The volume on the hedge will now respect the minimum volume and volume increment settings on the parent

product. See rules below:

 

?	If the transaction volume on the child is less than half of the parent''s minimum volume no hedge will occur.

?	If the transaction volume on the child is more than half the parent''s minimum volume but less than half the volume

increment on the parent, the hedge will volume will be the parent''s minimum volume.

?	For all other volumes, the same rounding rules will apply based on the volume increment on the parent product.

 

Please see example below:

 

Parent''s Settings:

Minimum: 	5000

Increment:  1000

 

Volume on Autohedge transaction			Volume Hedged

1      - 2499							0

2500 - 5499							5000

5500 - 6499							6000');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dana.davis@enron.com', 'laynie.east@enron.com,

lisa.king@enron.com, lisa.best@enron.com,', 'Leaving Early', 'FYI: 

If it''s ok with everyone''s needs, I would like to leave @4pm. If you think

you will need my assistance past the 4 o''clock hour just let me know;  I''ll

be more than willing to stay.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'louise.kitchen@enron.com', '<<Concur Expense Document>> - CC02.06.02', 'The following expense report is ready

for approval:

 

Employee Name: Christopher F. Calger

Status last changed by: Mollie E. Gustafson Ms

Expense Report Name: CC02.06.02

Report Total: $3,972.93

Amount Due Employee: $3,972.93

 

 

To approve this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.

http://expensexms.enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeff.duff@enron.com', 'julie.johnson@enron.com', 'Work

request', 'Julie,

 

Could you print off the current work request report by 1:30 today?

 

Gentlemen,

 

I''d like to review this today at 1:30 in our office.  Also, could you provide
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me with your activity reports so I can have Julie enter this information.

 

JD');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('v.weldon@enron.com', 'gary.l.carrier@usa.dupont.com,

scott.joyce@bankofamerica.com', 'Enron News', 'This could turn into something big....

http://biz.yahoo.com/rf/010129/n29305829.html');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.haedicke@enron.com', 'paul.simons@enron.com',

'Re: First Polish Deal!', 'Congrats!  Things seem to be building rapidly now on the Continent.  Mark');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('e..carter@enron.com', 't..robinson@enron.com', 'FW:

Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001', '

The producer lumber pricing sheet.

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Johnson, Jay 

Sent:	Tuesday, October 16, 2001 3:42 PM

To:	Carter, Karen E.

Subject:	FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Daigre, Sergai 

Sent:	Friday, September 21, 2001 8:33 PM

Subject:	Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.delainey@enron.com', 'kenneth.lay@enron.com',

'Greater Houston Partnership', 'Ken, in response to the letter from Mr Miguel San Juan, my suggestion would

be to offer up the Falcon for their use; however, given the tight time frame

and your recent visit with Mr. Fox that it would be difficult for either you

or me to participate.

 

I spoke to Max and he agrees with this approach.

 

I hope this meets with your approval.

 

Regards

Delainey');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com',

'lindy.donoho@enron.com', 'FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up', 'Lindy,

 

Here is the original memo we discussed earlier.  Please provide any information that you may have.

 

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

 

Thanks,

 

lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com

713.853.3884
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877.498.3401 Pager

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Bisbee, Joanne 

Sent:	Wednesday, September 26, 2001 7:50 AM

To:	Fenceroy, LaChandra

Subject:	FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

 

Lachandra, Please get with David Duff today and see what this is about.  Who are our TW accounting business

users?

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Koh, Wendy 

Sent:	Tuesday, September 25, 2001 2:41 PM

To:	Bisbee, Joanne

Subject:	Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

 

Lisa brought up a TW change effective Nov 1.  It involves eliminating a turnback surcharge.  I have no other

information, but you might check with the business folks for any system changes required.

 

Wendy');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('danny.mccarty@enron.com', 'fran.fagan@enron.com',

'RE: worksheets', 'Fran,

   If Julie''s merit needs to be lump sum, just move it over to that column.  Also, send me Eric Gadd''s sheets as well.

Thanks.

Dan

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Fagan, Fran 

Sent:	Thursday, December 20, 2001 11:10 AM

To:	McCarty, Danny

Subject:	worksheets

 

As discussed, attached are your sheets for bonus and merit.

 

Thanks,

 

Fran Fagan

Sr. HR Rep

713.853.5219

 

 

<< File: McCartyMerit.xls >>  << File: mccartyBonusCommercial_UnP.xls >>

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('bert.meyers@enron.com', 'shift.dl-portland@enron.com',

'OCTOBER SCHEDULE', 'TEAM,
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PLEASE SEND ME ANY REQUESTS THAT YOU HAVE FOR OCTOBER.  SO FAR I HAVE THEM FOR

LEAF.  I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE IT DONE BY THE 15TH OF THE MONTH.  ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE

GIVE ME A CALL.

 

BERT');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('errol.mclaughlin@enron.com', 'john.arnold@enron.com,

bilal.bajwa@enron.com, john.griffith@enron.com,', 'TRV Notification:  (NG - PROPT P/L - 09/27/2001)', 'The

report named: NG - PROPT P/L <http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=11&report_name=NG+-

+PROPT+P/L&category_cd=5&category_name=FINANCIAL&toc_hide=1&sTV1=5&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_d

ate=09/27/2001>, published as of 09/27/2001 is now available for viewing on the website.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('patrice.mims@enron.com', 'calvin.eakins@enron.com',

'Re: Small business supply assistance', 'Hi Calvin

 

 

I spoke with Rickey (boy, is he long-winded!!).  Gave him the name of our

credit guy, Russell Diamond.

 

Thank for your help!');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('legal <.hall@enron.com>', 'stephanie.panus@enron.com',

'Termination update', 'City of Vernon and Salt River Project terminated their contracts.  I will fax these notices to

you.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('d..steffes@enron.com', 'richard.shapiro@enron.com',

'EES / ENA Government Affairs Staffing & Outside Services', 'Rick --

 

Here is the information on staffing and outside services.  Call if you need anything else.

 

Jim

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gelliott@industrialinfo.com',

'pcopello@industrialinfo.com', 'ECAAR (Gavin), WSCC (Diablo Canyon), & NPCC (Seabrook)', 'Dear Power

Outage Database Customer,

Attached you will find an excel document. The outages contained within are forced or rescheduled outages. Your

daily delivery will still contain these outages.

In addition to the two excel documents, there is a dbf file that is formatted like your daily deliveries you receive

nightly. This will enable you to load the data into your regular database. Any questions please let me know. Thanks.

Greg Elliott

IIR, Inc.

713-783-5147 x 3481

outages@industrialinfo.com

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL IS LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

INFORMATION INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE.

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPY OF THIS E-

MAIL TO UNAUTHORIZED ENTITIES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS

E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE DELETE IT.

- OUTAGE.dbf

- 111201R.xls

- 111201.xls ');
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INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron.announcements@enron.com',

'all_ena_egm_eim@enron.com', 'EWS Brown Bag', 'MARK YOUR LUNCH CALENDARS NOW !

 

You are invited to attend the EWS Brown Bag Lunch Series

 

Featuring:   RAY BOWEN, COO

 

Topic:  Enron Industrial Markets

 

Thursday, March 15, 2001

11:30 am - 12:30 pm

EB 5 C2

 

 

You bring your lunch,           Limited Seating

We provide drinks and dessert.          RSVP  x 3-9610');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.germany@enron.com',

'ingrid.immer@williams.com', 'Re: About St Pauls', 'Sounds good to me.  I bet this is next to the Warick?? Hotel.

 

 

 

 

"Immer, Ingrid" <Ingrid.Immer@Williams.com> on 12/21/2000 11:48:47 AM

To: "''chris.germany@enron.com''" <chris.germany@enron.com>

cc: 

Subject: About St Pauls

 

 

 

 

<<About St Pauls.url>> 

?

?http://www.stpaulshouston.org/about.html

 

Chris,

 

I like the looks of this place.? What do you think about going here Christmas

eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a candlelight service at 5:00 p.m.,

among others.

 

Let me know.?? ii

 

- About St Pauls.url

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nas@cpuc.ca.gov', 'skatz@sempratrading.com,

kmccrea@sablaw.com, thompson@wrightlaw.com,', 'Reply Brief filed July 31, 2000', ' - CPUC01-#76371-v1-

Revised_Reply_Brief__Due_today_7_31_.doc');
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INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gascontrol@aglresources.com', 'dscott4@enron.com,

lcampbel@enron.com', 'Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder', 'Alert Posted 10:00

AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder

As discussed in the Winter Operations Meeting on Sept.29,2000,

E-Gas(Emergency Gas) will not be offered this winter as a service from AGLC. 

Marketers and Poolers can receive gas via Peaking and IBSS nominations(daisy

chain) from other marketers up to the 6 p.m. Same Day 2 nomination cycle.

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dutch.quigley@enron.com',

'rwolkwitz@powermerchants.com', '', '

 

Here is a goody for you');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('ryan.o''rourke@enron.com', 'k..allen@enron.com,

randy.bhatia@enron.com, frank.ermis@enron.com,', 'TRV Notification:  (West VaR - 11/07/2001)', 'The report

named: West VaR

<http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=36&report_name=West+VaR&category_cd=2&category_

name=WEST&toc_hide=1&sTV1=2&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_date=11/07/2001>, published as of 11/07/2001 is

now available for viewing on the website.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mjones7@txu.com', 'cstone1@txu.com,

ggreen2@txu.com, timpowell@txu.com,', 'Enron / HPL Actuals for July 10, 2000', 'Teco Tap       10.000 / Enron ;

110.000 / HPL IFERC

 

LS HPL LSK IC       30.000 / Enron

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.pereira@enron.com', 'kkw816@aol.com', 'soccer

practice', 'Kathy-

 

Is it safe to assume that practice is cancelled for tonight??

 

Susan Pereira');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.whitt@enron.com', 'barry.tycholiz@enron.com',

'Huber Internal Memo', 'Please look at this.  I didn''t know how deep to go with the desk.  Do you think this works.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('m..forney@enron.com', 'george.phillips@enron.com', '',

'George,

Give me a call and we will further discuss opportunities on the 13st floor.

 

Thanks,

JMForney

3-7160');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('brad.mckay@enron.com', 'angusmcka@aol.com', 'Re: (no

subject)', 'not yet');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('adam.bayer@enron.com', 'jonathan.mckay@enron.com',

'FW: Curve Fetch File', 'Here is the curve fetch file sent to me.  It has plenty of points in it.  If you give me a list of

which ones you need we may be able to construct a secondary worksheet to vlookup the values.

 

adam
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35227

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Royed, Jeff 

Sent:	Tuesday, September 25, 2001 11:37 AM

To:	Bayer, Adam

Subject:	Curve Fetch File

 

Let me know if it works.   It may be required to have a certain version of Oracle for it to work properly.

 

 

 

Jeff Royed

Enron

Energy Operations

Phone: 713-853-5295');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matt.smith@enron.com', 'yan.wang@enron.com', 'Report

Formats', 'Yan,

 

The merged reports look great.  I believe the only orientation changes are to

"unmerge" the following six reports: 

 

31 Keystone Receipts

15 Questar Pipeline

40 Rockies Production

22 West_2

23 West_3

25 CIG_WIC

 

The orientation of the individual reports should be correct.  Thanks.

 

Mat

 

PS.  Just a reminder to add the "*" by the title of calculated points.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('michelle.lokay@enron.com', 'jimboman@bigfoot.com',

'Egyptian Festival', '---------------------- Forwarded by Michelle Lokay/ET&S/Enron on 09/07/2000

10:08 AM ---------------------------

 

 

"Karkour, Randa" <Randa.Karkour@COMPAQ.com> on 09/07/2000 09:01:04 AM

To: "''Agheb (E-mail)" <Agheb@aol.com>, "Leila Mankarious (E-mail)"

<Leila_Mankarious@mhhs.org>, "''Marymankarious (E-mail)"

<marymankarious@aol.com>, "Michelle lokay (E-mail)" <mlokay@enron.com>, "Ramy

Mankarious (E-mail)" <Mankarious@aol.com>

cc: 

 

Subject: Egyptian Festival
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<<Egyptian Festival.url>>

 

http://www.egyptianfestival.com/

 

- Egyptian Festival.url

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('errol.mclaughlin@enron.com',

'sherry.dawson@enron.com', 'Urgent!!! --- New EAST books', 'This has to be done..................................

 

Thanks

---------------------- Forwarded by Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron on 12/20/2000

08:39 AM ---------------------------

 

	

	

	From:  William Kelly @ ECT                           12/20/2000 08:31 AM

	

 

To: Kam Keiser/HOU/ECT@ECT, Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT, David

Baumbach/HOU/ECT@ECT, Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron@ENRON

cc: Kimat Singla/HOU/ECT@ECT, Kulvinder Fowler/NA/Enron@ENRON, Kyle R

Lilly/HOU/ECT@ECT, Jeff Royed/Corp/Enron@ENRON, Alejandra

Chavez/NA/Enron@ENRON, Crystal Hyde/HOU/ECT@ECT

 

Subject: New EAST books

 

We have new book names in TAGG for our intramonth portfolios and it is

extremely important that any deal booked to the East is communicated quickly

to someone on my team.  I know it will take some time for the new names to

sink in and I do not want us to miss any positions or P&L. 

 

Thanks for your help on this.

 

New:

Scott Neal :         East Northeast

Dick Jenkins:     East Marketeast

 

WK

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.forster@enron.com', 'eol.wide@enron.com',

'Change to Stack Manager', 'Effective immediately, there is a change to the Stack Manager which will

affect any Inactive Child.

 

An inactive Child with links to Parent products will not have their

calculated prices updated until the Child product is Activated.
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When the Child Product is activated, the price will be recalculated and

updated BEFORE it is displayed on the web.

 

This means that if you are inputting a basis price on a Child product, you

will not see the final, calculated price until you Activate the product, at

which time the customer will also see it.

 

If you have any questions, please contact the Help Desk on:

 

Americas: 713 853 4357

Europe: + 44 (0) 20 7783 7783

Asia/Australia: +61 2 9229 2300

 

Dave');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('vince.kaminski@enron.com', 'jhh1@email.msn.com', 'Re:

Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7', 'John,

 

I saw it. Very interesting.

 

Vince

 

 

 

 

 

"John H Herbert" <jhh1@email.msn.com> on 07/28/2000 08:38:08 AM

To: "Vince J Kaminski" <Vince_J_Kaminski@enron.com>

cc: 

Subject: Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7

 

 

Cheers and have a nice weekend,

 

 

JHHerbert

 

 

 

 

- gd000728.pdf

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matthew.lenhart@enron.com',

'mmmarcantel@equiva.com', 'RE:', 'i will try to line up a pig for you ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jae.black@enron.com', 'claudette.harvey@enron.com,

chaun.roberts@enron.com, judy.martinez@enron.com,', 'Disaster Recovery Equipment', 'As a reminder...there are
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several pieces of equipment that are set up on the 30th Floor, as well as on our floor, for the Disaster Recovery

Team.  PLEASE DO NOT TAKE, BORROW OR USE this equipment.  Should you need to use another computer

system, other than yours, or make conference calls please work with your Assistant to help find or set up equipment

for you to use.

 

Thanks for your understanding in this matter.

 

T.Jae Black

East Power Trading

Assistant to Kevin Presto

off. 713-853-5800

fax 713-646-8272

cell 713-539-4760');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('eric.bass@enron.com', 'dale.neuner@enron.com', '5 X

24', 'Dale,

 

Have you heard anything more on the 5 X 24s?  We would like to get this

product out ASAP.

 

 

Thanks,

 

Eric');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('messenger@smartreminders.com', 'm..tholt@enron.com',

'10% Coupon - PrintPal Printer Cartridges - 100% Guaranteed', '[IMAGE]

[IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE]

Dear  SmartReminders Member,

      [IMAGE]         [IMAGE]        [IMAGE]     [IMAGE]    [IMAGE]    [IMAGE]        [IMAGE]      [IMAGE]     	
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We respect  your privacy and are a Certified Participant of the BBBOnLine

Privacy Program.  To be removed from future offers,click  here.

SmartReminders.com  is a permission based service. To unsubscribe click  here .  ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('benjamin.rogers@enron.com',

'mark.bernstein@enron.com', '', 'The guy you are talking about left CIN under a "cloud of suspicion" sort of

speak.  He was the one who got into several bad deals and PPA''s in California

for CIN, thus he left on a bad note.  Let me know if you need more detail

than that, I felt this was the type of info you were looking for.  Thanks!

Ben');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'michelle.cash@enron.com', 'Expense Report Receipts Not Received', 'Employee Name: Michelle Cash

Report Name:   Houston Cellular 8-11-01

Report Date:   12/13/01

Report ID:     594D37C9ED2111D5B452

Submitted On:  12/13/01

 

You are only allowed 2 reports with receipts outstanding.  Your expense reports will not be paid until you meet this

requirement.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.mara@enron.com', 'ray.alvarez@enron.com,

mark.palmer@enron.com, karen.denne@enron.com,', 'CAISO Emergency Motion -- to discontinue market-based

rates for', 'FYI.  the latest broadside against the generators.

 

Sue Mara

Enron Corp.

Tel: (415) 782-7802

Fax:(415) 782-7854

----- Forwarded by Susan J Mara/NA/Enron on 06/08/2001 12:24 PM -----

 

 

	"Milner, Marcie" <MMilner@coral-energy.com> 06/08/2001 11:13 AM 	   To: "''smara@enron.com''"

<smara@enron.com>  cc:   Subject: CAISO Emergency Motion	

 

 

Sue, did you see this emergency motion the CAISO filed today?  Apparently

they are requesting that FERC discontinue market-based rates immediately and

grant refunds plus interest on the difference between cost-based rates and

market revenues received back to May 2000.  They are requesting the

commission act within 14 days.  Have you heard anything about what they are

doing?

 

Marcie

 

http://www.caiso.com/docs/2001/06/08/200106081005526469.pdf

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('fletcher.sturm@enron.com', 'eloy.escobar@enron.com',

'Re: General Brinks Position Meeting', 'Eloy,
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Who is General Brinks?

 

Fletch');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nailia.dindarova@enron.com',

'richard.shapiro@enron.com', 'Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from', 'Rick,

 

Here are the documents that Peter has prepared for Mark Frevert.

 

Nailia

---------------------- Forwarded by Nailia Dindarova/LON/ECT on 25/06/2001

16:36 ---------------------------

 

 

Nailia Dindarova

25/06/2001 15:36

To: Michael Brown/Enron@EUEnronXGate

cc: Ross Sankey/Enron@EUEnronXGate, Eric Shaw/ENRON@EUEnronXGate, Peter

Styles/LON/ECT@ECT

 

Subject: Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from

California)

 

Michael,

 

 

These are the documents that Peter promised to give to you for Mark Frevert.

He has now handed them to him in person but asked me to transmit them

electronically to you, as well as Eric and Ross.

 

Nailia

 

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('peggy.a.kostial@accenture.com',

'dave.samuels@enron.com', 'EOL-Accenture Deal Sheet', 'Dave -

 

Attached are our comments and suggested changes. Please call to review.

 

On the time line for completion, we have four critical steps to complete:

    Finalize market analysis to refine business case, specifically

    projected revenue stream

    Complete counterparty surveying, including targeting 3 CPs for letters

    of intent

    Review Enron asset base for potential reuse/ licensing

    Contract negotiations
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Joe will come back to us with an updated time line, but it is my

expectation that we are still on the same schedule (we just begun week

three) with possibly a week or so slippage.....contract negotiations will

probably be the critical path.

 

We will send our cut at the actual time line here shortly. Thanks,

 

Peggy

 

(See attached file: accenture-dealpoints v2.doc)

- accenture-dealpoints v2.doc ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('thomas.martin@enron.com', 'thomas.martin@enron.com',

'Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP', '---------------------- Forwarded by Thomas A Martin/HOU/ECT on 03/20/2001

03:49 PM ---------------------------

 

 

Thomas A Martin

10/11/2000 03:55 PM

To: Patrick Wade/HOU/ECT@ECT

cc: 

Subject: Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP 

 

The deal is physically served at Oasis Waha or Oasis Katy and is priced at

either HSC, Waha or Katytailgate GD at buyers option three days prior to

NYMEX  close.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('judy.townsend@enron.com', 'dan.junek@enron.com,

chris.germany@enron.com', 'Columbia Distribution''s Capacity Available for Release - Sum', '----------------------

Forwarded by Judy Townsend/HOU/ECT on 03/09/2001 11:04

AM ---------------------------

 

 

agoddard@nisource.com on 03/08/2001 09:16:57 AM

To: "        -         *Koch, Kent" <kkoch@nisource.com>, "        -        

*Millar, Debra" <dmillar@nisource.com>, "        -         *Burke, Lynn"

<lburke@nisource.com>

cc: "        -         *Heckathorn, Tom" <theckathorn@nisource.com>

Subject: Columbia Distribution''s Capacity Available for Release - Sum

 

 

Attached is Columbia Distribution''s notice of capacity available for release

for

the summer of 2001 (Apr. 2001 through Oct. 2001).

 

Please note that the deadline for bids is 3:00pm EST on March 20, 2001.
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If you have any questions, feel free to contact any of the representatives

listed

at the bottom of the attachment.

 

Aaron Goddard

 

 

 

 

- 2001Summer.doc

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('rhonda.denton@enron.com', 'tim.belden@enron.com,

dana.davis@enron.com, genia.fitzgerald@enron.com,', 'Split Rock Energy LLC', 'We have received the executed

EEI contract from this CP dated 12/12/2000. 

Copies will be distributed to Legal and Credit.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kerrymcelroy@dwt.com', 'jack.speer@alcoa.com,

crow@millernash.com, michaelearly@earthlink.net,', 'Oral Argument Request', ' - Oral Argument Request.doc');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mike.carson@enron.com', 'rlmichaelis@hormel.com', '',

'Did you come in town this wk end..... My new number at our house is :

713-668-3712...... my cell # is 281-381-7332

 

the kid');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('cooper.richey@enron.com', 'trycooper@hotmail.com',

'FW: Contact Info', '

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Punja, Karim

Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 2:35 PM

To: Richey, Cooper

Subject: Contact Info

 

 

Cooper,

 

Its been a real pleasure working with you (even though it was for only a small amount of time)

I hope we can stay in touch.

 

Home# 234-0249

email: kpunja@hotmail.com

 

Take Care,

 

Karim.

 ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('bjm30@earthlink.net', 'mcguinn.k@enron.com,

mcguinn.ian@enron.com, mcguinn.stephen@enron.com,', 'email address change', 'Hello all.

 

I haven''t talked to many of you via email recently but I do want to give you
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my new address for your email file:

 

   bjm30@earthlink.net

 

I hope all is well.

 

Brian McGuinn');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('shelley.corman@enron.com', 'steve.hotte@enron.com',

'Flat Panels', 'Can you please advise what is going on with the flat panels that we had planned to distribute to our gas

logistics team.  It was in the budget and we had the okay, but now I''m hearing there is some hold-up & the units are

stored on 44.

 

Shelley');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('sara.davidson@enron.com',

'john.schwartzenburg@enron.com, scott.dieball@enron.com, recipients@enron.com,', '2001 Enron Law Conference

(Distribution List 2)', '    Enron Law Conference

 

San Antonio, Texas    May 2-4, 2001    Westin Riverwalk

 

                  See attached memo for more details!!

 

 

? Registration for the law conference this year will be handled through an

Online RSVP Form on the Enron Law Conference Website at

http://lawconference.corp.enron.com.  The website is still under construction

and will not be available until Thursday, March 15, 2001. 

 

? We will send you another e-mail to confirm when the Law Conference Website

is operational.

 

? Please complete the Online RSVP Form as soon as it is available  and submit

it no later than Friday, March 30th. 

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('tori.kuykendall@enron.com',

'heath.b.taylor@accenture.com', 'Re:', 'hey - thats funny about john - he definitely remembers him - i''ll call pat

and let him know - we are coming on saturday - i just havent had a chance to

call you guys back --  looking forward to it -- i probably need the

directions again though');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darron.giron@enron.com', 'bryce.baxter@enron.com',

'Re: Feedback for Audrey Cook', 'Bryce,

 

I''ll get it done today. 

 

DG    3-9573
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	From:  Bryce Baxter                           06/12/2000 07:15 PM

	

 

To: Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT

cc: 

Subject: Feedback for Audrey Cook

 

You were identified as a reviewer for Audrey Cook.  If possible, could you

complete her feedback by end of business Wednesday?  It will really help me

in the PRC process to have your input.  Thanks.

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('casey.evans@enron.com', 'stephanie.sever@enron.com',

'Gas EOL ID', 'Stephanie,

 

In conjunction with the recent movement of several power traders, they are changing the names of their gas books as

well.  The names of the new gas books and traders are as follows:

 

PWR-NG-LT-SPP:  Mike Carson

PWR-NG-LT-SERC:  Jeff King

 

If you need to know their power desk to map their ID to their gas books, those desks are as follows:

 

EPMI-LT-SPP:  Mike Carson

EPMI-LT-SERC:  Jeff King

 

I will be in training this afternoon, but will be back when class is over.  Let me know if you have any questions.

 

Thanks for your help!

Casey');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darrell.schoolcraft@enron.com',

'david.roensch@enron.com, kimberly.watson@enron.com, michelle.lokay@enron.com,', 'Postings', 'Please see the

attached.

 

 

ds

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mcominsky@aol.com', 'cpatman@bracepatt.com,

james_derrick@enron.com', 'Jurisprudence Luncheon', 'Carrin & Jim --
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It was an honor and a pleasure to meet both of you yesterday.  I know we will

have fun working together on this very special event.

 

Jeff left the jurisprudence luncheon lists for me before he left on vacation.

I wasn''t sure whether he transmitted them to you as well.  Would you please

advise me if you would like them sent to you?  I can email the MS Excel files

or I can fax the hard copies to you.   Please advise what is most convenient.

 

I plan to be in town through the holidays and can be reached by phone, email,

or cell phone at any time.  My cell phone number is 713/705-4829.

 

Thanks again for your interest in the ADL''s work.  Martin.

 

Martin B. Cominsky

Director, Southwest Region

Anti-Defamation League

713/627-3490, ext. 122

713/627-2011 (fax)

MCominsky@aol.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('phillip.love@enron.com', 'todagost@utmb.edu,

gbsonnta@utmb.edu', 'New President', 'I had a little bird put a word in my ear.  Is there any possibility for Ben

Raimer to be Bush''s secretary of HHS?  Just curious about that infamous UTMB

rumor mill.  Hope things are well, happy holidays.

PL');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('marie.heard@enron.com', 'ehamilton@fna.com', 'ISDA

Master Agreement', 'Erin:

 

Pursuant to your request, attached are the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement, together with Paragraph 13 to

the ISDA Credit Support Annex.  Please let me know if you need anything else.  We look forward to hearing your

comments.

 

Marie

 

Marie Heard

Senior Legal Specialist

Enron North America Corp.

Phone:  (713) 853-3907

Fax:  (713) 646-3490

marie.heard@enron.com

 

				 ');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('andrea.ring@enron.com', 'beverly.beaty@enron.com',

'Re: Tennessee Buy - Louis Dreyfus', 'Beverly -  once again thanks so much for your help on this.

 

         

 

                                                                    ');
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INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('karolyn.criado@enron.com', 'j..bonin@enron.com,

felicia.case@enron.com, b..clapp@enron.com,', 'Price List week of Oct. 8-9, 2001', '

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding last weeks prices.

 

Thank you,

Karolyn Criado

3-9441

 

 

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.presto@enron.com',

'edward.baughman@enron.com, billy.braddock@enron.com', 'Associated', 'Please begin working on filling our

Associated short position in 02.   I would like to take this risk off the books.

 

In addition, please find out what a buy-out of VEPCO would cost us.   With Rogers transitioning to run our retail

risk management, I would like to clean up our customer positions.

 

We also need to continue to explore a JEA buy-out.

 

Thanks.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stacy.dickson@enron.com', 'gregg.penman@enron.com',

'RE: Constellation TC 5-7-01', 'Gregg,

 

I am at home with a sick baby.  (Lots of fun!)  I will call you about this

tomorrow.

 

Stacy');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('joe.quenet@enron.com', 'dfincher@utilicorp.com', '', 'hey

big guy.....check this out.....

 

w ww.gorelieberman-2000.com/');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('k..allen@enron.com', 'jacqestc@aol.com', '', 'Jacques,

 

I sent you a fax of Kevin Kolb''s comments on the release.  The payoff on the note would be $36,248

($36090(principal) + $158 (accrued interest)).

This is assuming we wrap this up on Tuesday. 

 

Please email to confirm that their changes are ok so I can set up a meeting on Tuesday to reach closure.

 

Phillip');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kourtney.nelson@enron.com',

'mike.swerzbin@enron.com', 'Adjusted L/R Balance', 'Mike,

 

I placed the adjusted L/R Balance on the Enronwest site.  It is under the "Staff/Kourtney Nelson".  There are two

links: 
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1)  "Adj L_R" is the same data/format from the weekly strategy meeting.

2)  "New Gen 2001_2002" link has all of the supply side info that is used to calculate the L/R balance

	-Please note the Data Flag column, a value of "3" indicates the project was cancelled, on hold, etc and is not

included in the calc. 

 

Both of these sheets are interactive Excel spreadsheets and thus you can play around with the data as you please.

Also, James Bruce is working to get his gen report on the web.  That will help with your access to information on

new gen.

 

Please let me know if you have any questions or feedback,

 

Kourtney

 

 

 

Kourtney Nelson

Fundamental Analysis

Enron North America

(503) 464-8280

kourtney.nelson@enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('d..thomas@enron.com', 'naveed.ahmed@enron.com',

'FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio', '

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Grace, Rebecca M.

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:44 AM

To: Thomas, Paul D.

Cc: Cashion, Jim; Allen, Thresa A.; May, Tom

Subject: RE: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

Paul,

 

I reviewed NY''s list.  I agree with all of their contracts numbers and mw amounts.

 

Call if you have any more questions.

 

Rebecca

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Thomas, Paul D. 

Sent:	Monday, December 17, 2001 9:08 AM

To:	Grace, Rebecca M.

Subject:	FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

<< File: enrontccs.xls >>
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Rebecca,

Let me know if you see any differences.

 

Paul

X 3-0403

-----Original Message-----

From: Thomas, Paul D.

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:04 AM

To: Ahmed, Naveed

Subject: FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Thomas, Paul D.

Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 10:01 AM

To: Baughman, Edward D.

Subject: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

 

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stephanie.panus@enron.com',

'william.bradford@enron.com, debbie.brackett@enron.com,', 'Coastal Merchant Energy/El Paso Merchant Energy',

'Coastal Merchant Energy, L.P. merged with and into El Paso Merchant Energy,

L.P., effective February 1, 2001, with the surviving entity being El Paso

Merchant Energy, L.P.  We currently have ISDA Master Agreements with both

counterparties.  Please see the attached memo regarding the existing Masters

and let us know which agreement should be terminated.

 

Thanks,

Stephanie

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kam.keiser@enron.com', 'c..kenne@enron.com', 'RE:

What about this too???', '

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Kenne, Dawn C. 

Sent:	Wednesday, February 06, 2002 11:50 AM

To:	Keiser, Kam

Subject:	What about this too???

 

 

<< File: Netco Trader Matrix.xls >>

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.meyer@enron.com', 'joe.parks@enron.com',

'Centana', 'Talked to Chip.  We do need Cash Committe approval given the netting feature of your deal, which

means Batch Funding Request.  Please update per my previous e-mail and forward.
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Thanks

 

chris

x31666');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('debra.perlingiere@enron.com',

'jworman@academyofhealth.com', '', 'Have a great weekend!   Happy Fathers Day!

 

 

Debra Perlingiere

Enron North America Corp.

1400 Smith Street, EB 3885

Houston, Texas 77002

dperlin@enron.com

Phone 713-853-7658

Fax  713-646-3490');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('outlook.team@enron.com', '', 'Demo by Martha Janousek

of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia  &', 'CALENDAR ENTRY:	APPOINTMENT

 

Description:

	Demo by Martha Janousek of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia  & Dir Rpts. - 4102

 

Date:		1/5/2001

Time:		9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (Central Standard Time)

 

Chairperson:	Outlook Migration Team

 

Detailed Description:');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('diana.seifert@enron.com', 'mark.taylor@enron.com',

'Guest access Chile', 'Hello Mark,

 

Justin Boyd told me that your can help me with questions regarding Chile.

We got a request for guest access through MG.

The company is called Escondida and is a subsidiary of BHP Australia.

 

Please advise if I can set up a guest account or not.

F.Y.I.: MG is planning to put a "in w/h Chile" contract for Copper on-line as

soon as Enron has done the due diligence for this country.

Thanks !

 

 

Best regards

 

Diana Seifert

EOL PCG');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',

'mark.whitt@enron.com', '<<Concur Expense Document>> - 121001', 'The Approval status has changed on the

following report:
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Status last changed by: Barry L. Tycholiz

Expense Report Name: 121001

Report Total: $198.98

Amount Due Employee: $198.98

Amount Approved: $198.98

Amount Paid: $0.00

Approval Status: Approved

Payment Status: Pending

 

 

To review this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.

http://expensexms.enron.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.hyatt@enron.com', '', 'Technical Support', 'Outside

the U.S., please refer to the list below:

 

Australia:

1800 678-515

support@palm-au.com

 

Canada:

1905 305-6530

support@palm.com

 

New Zealand:

0800 446-398

support@palm-nz.com

 

U.K.:

0171 867 0108

eurosupport@palm.3com.com

 

Please refer to the Worldwide Customer Support card for a complete technical support contact list.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('geoff.storey@enron.com', 'dutch.quigley@enron.com',

'RE:', 'duke contact?

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Quigley, Dutch 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:14 AM

To:	Storey, Geoff

Subject:	RE:

 

bp corp	Albert LaMore	281-366-4962

 

running the reports now

 

 

-----Original Message-----
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From: 	Storey, Geoff 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:10 AM

To:	Quigley, Dutch

Subject:	RE:

 

give me a contact over there too

BP

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: 	Quigley, Dutch 

Sent:	Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:42 AM

To:	Storey, Geoff

Subject:	

 

Coral	Jeff Whitnah	713-767-5374

Relaint	Steve McGinn	713-207-4000');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('pete.davis@enron.com', 'pete.davis@enron.com', 'Start

Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  <CODESITE>', 'Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  No ancillary

schedules awarded. 

Variances detected.

Variances detected in Load schedule.

 

   LOG MESSAGES:

 

PARSING FILE -->> O:\Portland\WestDesk\California Scheduling\ISO Final

Schedules\2001042203.txt

 

---- Load Schedule ----

$$$ Variance found in table tblLoads.

    Details: (Hour: 3 / Preferred:   1.92 / Final:   1.89)

 TRANS_TYPE: FINAL

 LOAD_ID: PGE4

 MKT_TYPE: 2

 TRANS_DATE: 4/22/01

 SC_ID: EPMI

 

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('john.postlethwaite@enron.com',

'john.zufferli@enron.com', 'Reference', 'John, hope things are going well up there for you. The big day is almost

here for you and Jessica. I was wondering if I could use your name as a job reference if need be. I am just trying to

get everything in order just in case something happens.

 

John');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeffrey.shankman@enron.com',

'lschiffm@jonesday.com', 'Re:', 'I saw you called on the cell this a.m.  Sorry I missed you.  (I was in the

shower).  I have had a shitty week--I suspect my silence (not only to you,

but others) after our phone call is a result of the week.  I''m seeing Glen at
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11:15....talk to you');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('litebytz@enron.com', '', 'Lite Bytz RSVP', '

This week''s Lite Bytz presentation will feature the following TOOLZ speaker:

 

Richard McDougall

Solaris 8

Thursday, June 7, 2001

 

If you have not already signed up, please RSVP via email to litebytz@enron.com by the end of the day Tuesday,

June 5, 2001.

 

*Remember: this is now a Brown Bag Event--so bring your lunch and we will provide cookies and drinks.

 

Click below for more details.

 

http://home.enron.com:84/messaging/litebytztoolzprint.jpg');

   COMMIT;

 }

} {}

 

###############################################################################

# Everything above just builds an interesting test database.  The actual

# tests come after this comment.

###############################################################################

 

do_test fts2c-1.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark'

 }

} {6 17 25 38 40 42 73 74}

do_test fts2c-1.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan'

 }

} {24 40}

do_test fts2c-1.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark susan'

 }

} {40}

do_test fts2c-1.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan mark'

 }

} {40}

do_test fts2c-1.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '"mark susan"'
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 }

} {}

do_test fts2c-1.7 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark -susan'

 }

} {6 17 25 38 42 73 74}

do_test fts2c-1.8 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '-mark susan'

 }

} {24}

do_test fts2c-1.9 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark OR susan'

 }

} {6 17 24 25 38 40 42 73 74}

 

# Some simple tests of the automatic "offsets(email)" column.  In the sample

# data set above, only one message, number 20, contains the words

# "gas" and "reminder" in both body and subject.

#

do_test fts2c-2.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

do_test fts2c-2.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 1 54 8}}

do_test fts2c-2.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'body:gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

do_test fts2c-2.4 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE subject MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8}}

do_test fts2c-2.5 {

 execsql {
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   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH 'gas reminder'

 }

} {20 {3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

 

# Document 32 contains 5 instances of the world "child".  But only

# 3 of them are paired with "product".  Make sure only those instances

# that match the phrase appear in the offsets(email) list.

#

do_test fts2c-3.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH 'child product' AND +rowid=32

 }

} {32 {3 0 94 5 3 0 114 5 3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7 3 1 493 7}}

do_test fts2c-3.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email

    WHERE body MATCH '"child product"'

 }

} {32 {3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7}}

 

# Snippet generator tests

#

do_test fts2c-4.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'

 }

} {{Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-<b>GAS</b> Request <b>Reminder</b>}}

do_test fts2c-4.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'christmas candlelight'

 }

} {{<b>...</b> place.? What do you think about going here <b>Christmas</b>

eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a <b>candlelight</b> service at 5:00 p.m.,

among others. <b>...</b>}}

 

do_test fts2c-4.3 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'

 }

} {{EOL-Accenture <b>Deal</b> <b>Sheet</b> <b>...</b> intent

    Review Enron asset base for <b>potential</b> <b>reuse</b>/ licensing

    Contract negotiations <b>...</b>}}

do_test fts2c-4.4 {
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 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'

 }

} {{EOL-Accenture <<<Deal>>> <<<Sheet>>>  intent

    Review Enron asset base for <<<potential>>> <<<reuse>>>/ licensing

    Contract negotiations  }}

do_test fts2c-4.5 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'first things'

 }

} {{Re: <<<First>>> Polish Deal!  Congrats!  <<<Things>>> seem to be building rapidly now on the  }}

do_test fts2c-4.6 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'chris is here'

 }

} {{<b>chris</b>.germany@enron.com <b>...</b> Sounds good to me.  I bet this <b>is</b> next to the Warick??

Hotel. <b>...</b> place.? What do you think about going <b>here</b> Christmas

eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. <b>...</b>}}

do_test fts2c-4.7 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH '"pursuant to"'

 }

} {{Erin:

 

<b>Pursuant</b> <b>to</b> your request, attached are the Schedule to <b>...</b>}}

do_test fts2c-4.8 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'ancillary load davis'

 }

} {{pete.<b>davis</b>@enron.com <b>...</b> Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  No <b>ancillary</b>

schedules awarded. 

Variances detected.

Variances detected in <b>Load</b> schedule.

 

   LOG MESSAGES:

 

PARSING <b>...</b>}}

 

# Combinations of AND and OR operators:

#

do_test fts2c-5.1 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
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    WHERE email MATCH 'questar enron OR com'

 }

} {{matt.smith@<b>enron</b>.<b>com</b> <b>...</b> six reports: 

 

31 Keystone Receipts

15 <b>Questar</b> Pipeline

40 Rockies Production

22 West_2 <b>...</b>}}

do_test fts2c-5.2 {

 execsql {

   SELECT snippet(email) FROM email

    WHERE email MATCH 'enron OR com questar'

 }

} {{matt.smith@<b>enron</b>.<b>com</b> <b>...</b> six reports: 

 

31 Keystone Receipts

15 <b>Questar</b> Pipeline

40 Rockies Production

22 West_2 <b>...</b>}}

 

finish_test

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/test/fts2c.test

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

SQLite core and like the SQLite core are in the public domain.  The

The <b><a href="th3.html">TH3</a></b> test harness is a set of proprietary tests, written in

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/testing.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>SQLite itself is in the <a href="copyright.html">public domain</a> and

can be used for any purpose.  But TH3 is proprietary and requires a license.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/th3.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<a href="copyright.html">public domain</a>.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/index.html
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{string currentfile exch readstring pop}executeonly def

 

Found in path(s):

* /

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# 2012 May 21

#

# The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

# a legal notice, here is a blessing:

#

#    May you do good and not evil.

#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

#

# NB:  Portions of this file are extracted from open-source projects

# covered by permissive licenses.  Use of this file for testing is clearly

# allowed.  However, do not incorporate the text of this one file into

# end-products without checking the licenses on the open-source projects

# from which this code was extracted.  This warning applies to this one

# file only - not the bulk of the SQLite source code and tests.

#

#***********************************************************************

#

# This file contains large and complex schemas obtained from open-source

# software projects.  The schemas are parsed just to make sure that nothing

# breaks in the parser logic.

#

# These tests merely verify that the parse occurs without error.

# No attempt is made to verify correct operation of the resulting schema

# and statements.

#

 

set testdir [file dirname $argv0]

source $testdir/tester.tcl

 

# Schema and query extracted from Skrooge.org. 

#

do_test fuzz-oss1-skrooge {

 db eval {

CREATE TABLE parameters (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_uuid_parent

TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_name TEXT NOT NULL,t_value TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',b_blob

BLOB,d_lastmodifdate DATE NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,i_tmp INTEGER NOT NULL

DEFAULT 0);

CREATE TABLE doctransaction (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_name TEXT

NOT NULL,t_mode VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'U' CHECK (t_mode IN ('U', 'R')),d_date DATE NOT
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NULL,t_savestep VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_savestep IN ('Y', 'N')),i_parent INTEGER,

t_refreshviews VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_refreshviews IN ('Y', 'N')));

CREATE TABLE doctransactionitem (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,

rd_doctransaction_id INTEGER NOT NULL,i_object_id INTEGER NOT NULL,t_object_table TEXT NOT

NULL,t_action VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'I' CHECK (t_action IN ('I', 'U', 'D')),t_sqlorder TEXT NOT NULL

DEFAULT '');

CREATE TABLE doctransactionmsg (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,

rd_doctransaction_id INTEGER NOT NULL,t_message TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_popup VARCHAR(1)

DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_popup IN ('Y', 'N')));

CREATE TABLE unit(id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_name TEXT NOT

NULL,t_symbol TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_country TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_type VARCHAR(1)

NOT NULL DEFAULT 'C' CHECK (t_type IN ('1', '2', 'C', 'S', 'I', 'O')),t_internet_code TEXT NOT NULL

DEFAULT '',i_nbdecimal INT NOT NULL DEFAULT 2,rd_unit_id INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0, t_source

TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '');

CREATE TABLE unitvalue(id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,rd_unit_id

INTEGER NOT NULL,d_date DATE NOT NULL,f_quantity FLOAT NOT NULL CHECK (f_quantity>=0));

CREATE TABLE bank (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_name TEXT NOT

NULL DEFAULT '',t_bank_number TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_icon TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '');

CREATE TABLE interest(id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,rd_account_id

INTEGER NOT NULL,d_date DATE NOT NULL,f_rate FLOAT NOT NULL CHECK

(f_rate>=0),t_income_value_date_mode VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'F' CHECK

(t_income_value_date_mode IN ('F', '0', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5')),t_expenditure_value_date_mode VARCHAR(1) NOT

NULL DEFAULT 'F' CHECK (t_expenditure_value_date_mode IN ('F', '0', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5')),t_base VARCHAR(3)

NOT NULL DEFAULT '24' CHECK (t_base IN ('24', '360', '365')));

CREATE TABLE operation(id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,i_group_id

INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,i_number INTEGER DEFAULT 0 CHECK (i_number>=0),d_date DATE

NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00',rd_account_id INTEGER NOT NULL,t_mode TEXT NOT NULL

DEFAULT '',r_payee_id INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,t_comment TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT

'',rc_unit_id INTEGER NOT NULL,t_status VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_status IN ('N',

'P', 'Y')),t_bookmarked VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_bookmarked IN ('Y', 'N')),t_imported

VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_imported IN ('Y', 'N', 'P', 'T')),t_template VARCHAR(1)

NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_template IN ('Y', 'N')),t_import_id TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',i_tmp

INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,r_recurrentoperation_id INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0);

CREATE TABLE operationbalance(id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,f_balance

FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,r_operation_id INTEGER NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE refund (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_name TEXT NOT

NULL DEFAULT '',t_comment TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_close VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'N' CHECK

(t_close IN ('Y', 'N')));

CREATE TABLE payee (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_name TEXT NOT

NULL DEFAULT '',t_address TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_bookmarked VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL

DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_bookmarked IN ('Y', 'N')));

CREATE TABLE suboperation(id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_comment

TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',rd_operation_id INTEGER NOT NULL,r_category_id INTEGER NOT NULL

DEFAULT 0,f_value FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0,i_tmp INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,r_refund_id

INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0, t_formula TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '');

CREATE TABLE rule (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_description TEXT

NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_definition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_action_description TEXT NOT NULL

DEFAULT '',t_action_definition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_action_type VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'S'
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CHECK (t_action_type IN ('S', 'U', 'A')),t_bookmarked VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK

(t_bookmarked IN ('Y', 'N')),f_sortorder FLOAT);

CREATE TABLE budget (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,rc_category_id

INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,t_including_subcategories TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK

(t_including_subcategories IN ('Y', 'N')),f_budgeted FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0,f_budgeted_modified

FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0,f_transferred FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0,i_year INTEGER NOT

NULL DEFAULT 2010,i_month INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0 CHECK (i_month>=0 AND

i_month<=12));

CREATE TABLE budgetcategory(id INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,id_category INTEGER NOT NULL

DEFAULT 0);

CREATE TABLE budgetrule (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,rc_category_id

INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,t_category_condition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK

(t_category_condition IN ('Y', 'N')),t_year_condition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_year_condition

IN ('Y', 'N')),i_year INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 2010,i_month INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0

CHECK (i_month>=0 AND i_month<=12),t_month_condition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK

(t_month_condition IN ('Y', 'N')),i_condition INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0 CHECK (i_condition IN (-

1,0,1)),f_quantity FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0,t_absolute TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK

(t_absolute IN ('Y', 'N')),rc_category_id_target INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0,t_category_target TEXT NOT

NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_category_target IN ('Y', 'N')),t_rule TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK

(t_rule IN ('N', 'C', 'Y')));

CREATE TABLE "recurrentoperation" (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,d_date

DATE NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00',rd_operation_id INTEGER NOT NULL,i_period_increment

INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 1 CHECK (i_period_increment>=0),t_period_unit TEXT NOT NULL

DEFAULT 'M' CHECK (t_period_unit IN ('D', 'W', 'M', 'Y')),t_auto_write VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK

(t_auto_write IN ('Y', 'N')),i_auto_write_days INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 5 CHECK

(i_auto_write_days>=0),t_warn VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_warn IN ('Y', 'N')),i_warn_days

INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 5 CHECK (i_warn_days>=0),t_times VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'N' CHECK

(t_times IN ('Y', 'N')),i_nb_times INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 1 CHECK (i_nb_times>=0));

CREATE TABLE "category" (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_name TEXT

NOT NULL DEFAULT '' CHECK (t_name NOT LIKE '% > %'),t_fullname TEXT,rd_category_id

INT,t_bookmarked VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_bookmarked IN ('Y', 'N')));

CREATE TABLE "account"(id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_name TEXT NOT

NULL,t_number TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_agency_number TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT

'',t_agency_address TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_comment TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '',t_close

VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_close IN ('Y', 'N')),t_type VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'C'

CHECK (t_type IN ('C', 'D', 'A', 'I', 'L', 'W', 'O')),t_bookmarked VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK

(t_bookmarked IN ('Y', 'N')),rd_bank_id INTEGER NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE "node" (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_name TEXT NOT

NULL DEFAULT '' CHECK (t_name NOT LIKE '% > %'),t_fullname TEXT,t_icon TEXT DEFAULT

'',f_sortorder FLOAT,t_autostart VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_autostart IN ('Y', 'N')),t_data

TEXT,rd_node_id INT CONSTRAINT fk_id REFERENCES node(id) ON DELETE CASCADE);

CREATE TABLE vm_category_display_tmp(

 id INT,

 t_name TEXT,

 t_fullname TEXT,

 rd_category_id INT,

 t_bookmarked TEXT,

 i_NBOPERATIONS,
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 f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT

);

CREATE TABLE vm_budget_tmp(

 id INT,

 rc_category_id INT,

 t_including_subcategories TEXT,

 f_budgeted REAL,

 f_budgeted_modified REAL,

 f_transferred REAL,

 i_year INT,

 i_month INT,

 t_CATEGORY,

 t_PERIOD,

 f_CURRENTAMOUNT,

 t_RULES

);

CREATE INDEX idx_doctransaction_parent ON doctransaction (i_parent);

CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_i_object_id ON doctransactionitem (i_object_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_t_object_table ON doctransactionitem (t_object_table);

CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_t_action ON doctransactionitem (t_action);

CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_rd_doctransaction_id ON doctransactionitem (rd_doctransaction_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_optimization ON doctransactionitem (rd_doctransaction_id, i_object_id,

t_object_table, t_action, id);

CREATE INDEX idx_unit_unit_id ON unitvalue(rd_unit_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_account_bank_id ON account(rd_bank_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_account_type ON account(t_type);

CREATE INDEX idx_category_category_id ON category(rd_category_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_category_t_fullname ON category(t_fullname);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_account_id ON operation (rd_account_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_tmp1_found_transfert ON operation (rc_unit_id, d_date);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_grouped_operation_id ON operation (i_group_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_i_number ON operation (i_number);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_i_tmp ON operation (i_tmp);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_rd_account_id ON operation (rd_account_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_rc_unit_id ON operation (rc_unit_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_t_status ON operation (t_status);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_t_import_id ON operation (t_import_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_t_template ON operation (t_template);

CREATE INDEX idx_operation_d_date ON operation (d_date);

CREATE INDEX idx_operationbalance_operation_id ON operationbalance (r_operation_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_suboperation_operation_id ON suboperation (rd_operation_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_suboperation_i_tmp ON suboperation (i_tmp);

CREATE INDEX idx_suboperation_category_id ON suboperation (r_category_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_suboperation_refund_id_id ON suboperation (r_refund_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_recurrentoperation_rd_operation_id ON recurrentoperation (rd_operation_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_refund_close ON refund(t_close);

CREATE INDEX idx_interest_account_id ON interest (rd_account_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_rule_action_type ON rule(t_action_type);
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CREATE INDEX idx_budget_category_id ON budget(rc_category_id);

CREATE INDEX idx_budgetcategory_id ON budgetcategory (id);

CREATE INDEX idx_budgetcategory_id_category ON budgetcategory (id_category);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_parameters_uuid_parent_name ON parameters (t_uuid_parent, t_name);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_node_parent_id_name ON node(t_name,rd_node_id);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_node_fullname ON node(t_fullname);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_unit_name ON unit(t_name);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_unit_symbol ON unit(t_symbol);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_unitvalue ON unitvalue(d_date,rd_unit_id);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_bank_name ON bank(t_name);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_account_name ON account(t_name);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_category_parent_id_name ON category(t_name,rd_category_id);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_category_fullname ON  category(t_fullname);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_refund_name ON refund(t_name);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_payee_name ON payee(t_name);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_interest ON interest(d_date,rd_account_id);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX uidx_budget ON budget(i_year,i_month, rc_category_id);

CREATE VIEW v_node AS SELECT * from node;

CREATE VIEW v_node_displayname AS SELECT *, t_fullname AS t_displayname from node;

CREATE VIEW v_parameters_displayname AS SELECT *, t_name AS t_displayname from parameters;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_parameters_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON parameters FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'parameters'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_node_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON node FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'node'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER cpt_node_fullname1 AFTER INSERT ON node BEGIN UPDATE node SET

t_fullname=CASE WHEN new.rd_node_id IS NULL OR new.rd_node_id='' OR new.rd_node_id=0 THEN

new.t_name ELSE (SELECT c.t_fullname from node c where c.id=new.rd_node_id)||' > '||new.t_name END

WHERE id=new.id;END;

CREATE TRIGGER cpt_node_fullname2 AFTER UPDATE OF t_name, rd_node_id ON node BEGIN UPDATE

node SET t_fullname=CASE WHEN new.rd_node_id IS NULL OR new.rd_node_id='' OR new.rd_node_id=0

THEN new.t_name ELSE (SELECT c.t_fullname from node c where c.id=new.rd_node_id)||' > '||new.t_name END

WHERE id=new.id;UPDATE node SET t_name=t_name WHERE rd_node_id=new.id;END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_account_bank_rd_bank_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON account FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (bank est utilis par account)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_account_bank_rd_bank_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_bank_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_bank_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM bank WHERE id = NEW.rd_bank_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_account_bank_rd_bank_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON account FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (bank est utilis par account)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_account_bank_rd_bank_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rd_bank_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_bank_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM bank WHERE id = NEW.rd_bank_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_bank_account_id_rd_bank_id BEFORE DELETE ON bank FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM account WHERE account.rd_bank_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_budget_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON budget FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (category est utilis par budget)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_budget_category_rc_category_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rc_category_id!=0 AND

NEW.rc_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rc_category_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_budget_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON budget FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par budget)
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Nom de la contrainte: fku_budget_category_rc_category_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rc_category_id!=0 AND

NEW.rc_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rc_category_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_budget_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (category est utilis par budget)

Nom de la contrainte: fkd_budget_category_rc_category_id_id')     WHERE (SELECT rc_category_id FROM

budget WHERE rc_category_id = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON budgetrule FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (category est utilis par budgetrule)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rc_category_id!=0 AND

NEW.rc_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rc_category_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON budgetrule FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par budgetrule)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rc_category_id!=0 AND

NEW.rc_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rc_category_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (category est utilis par budgetrule)

Nom de la contrainte: fkd_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id')     WHERE (SELECT rc_category_id FROM

budgetrule WHERE rc_category_id = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_target_id BEFORE INSERT ON budgetrule FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (category est utilis par budgetrule)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_target_id')   WHERE

NEW.rc_category_id_target!=0 AND NEW.rc_category_id_target!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE

id = NEW.rc_category_id_target) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_target_id BEFORE UPDATE ON budgetrule FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par

budgetrule)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_target_id')       WHERE

NEW.rc_category_id_target!=0 AND NEW.rc_category_id_target!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE

id = NEW.rc_category_id_target) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_target_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (category est utilis par

budgetrule)

Nom de la contrainte: fkd_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_target_id')     WHERE (SELECT

rc_category_id_target FROM budgetrule WHERE rc_category_id_target = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_category_category_rd_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON category FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (category est utilis par category)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_category_category_rd_category_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_category_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rd_category_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_category_category_rd_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON category FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par category)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_category_category_rd_category_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rd_category_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rd_category_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_category_category_id_rd_category_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN     DELETE FROM category WHERE category.rd_category_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON

doctransactionitem FOR EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet

(doctransaction est utilis par doctransactionitem)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id')   WHERE
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NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM doctransaction

WHERE id = NEW.rd_doctransaction_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON

doctransactionitem FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet

(doctransaction est utilis par doctransactionitem)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id')       WHERE

NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM doctransaction

WHERE id = NEW.rd_doctransaction_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_doctransaction_doctransactionitem_id_rd_doctransaction_id BEFORE DELETE ON

doctransaction FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     DELETE FROM doctransactionitem WHERE

doctransactionitem.rd_doctransaction_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_doctransactionmsg_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON

doctransactionmsg FOR EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet

(doctransaction est utilis par doctransactionmsg)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_doctransactionmsg_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id')   WHERE

NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM doctransaction

WHERE id = NEW.rd_doctransaction_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_doctransactionmsg_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON

doctransactionmsg FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet

(doctransaction est utilis par doctransactionmsg)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_doctransactionmsg_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id')       WHERE

NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM doctransaction

WHERE id = NEW.rd_doctransaction_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_doctransaction_doctransactionmsg_id_rd_doctransaction_id BEFORE DELETE ON

doctransaction FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     DELETE FROM doctransactionmsg WHERE

doctransactionmsg.rd_doctransaction_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_interest_account_rd_account_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON interest FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (account est utilis par interest)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_interest_account_rd_account_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_account_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_account_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM account WHERE id = NEW.rd_account_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_interest_account_rd_account_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON interest FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (account est utilis par interest)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_interest_account_rd_account_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rd_account_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_account_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM account WHERE id = NEW.rd_account_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_account_interest_id_rd_account_id BEFORE DELETE ON account FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     DELETE FROM interest WHERE interest.rd_account_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_node_node_rd_node_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON node FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (node est utilis par node)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_node_node_rd_node_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_node_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_node_id!=''

AND (SELECT id FROM node WHERE id = NEW.rd_node_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_node_node_rd_node_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON node FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (node est utilis par node)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_node_node_rd_node_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rd_node_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_node_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM node WHERE id = NEW.rd_node_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_node_node_id_rd_node_id BEFORE DELETE ON node FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM node WHERE node.rd_node_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_operation_account_rd_account_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON operation FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (account est utilis par operation)
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Nom de la contrainte: fki_operation_account_rd_account_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_account_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_account_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM account WHERE id = NEW.rd_account_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_operation_account_rd_account_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operation FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (account est utilis par operation)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_operation_account_rd_account_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rd_account_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_account_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM account WHERE id = NEW.rd_account_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_account_operation_id_rd_account_id BEFORE DELETE ON account FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     DELETE FROM operation WHERE operation.rd_account_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON operation FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (payee est utilis par operation)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id')   WHERE NEW.r_payee_id!=0 AND

NEW.r_payee_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM payee WHERE id = NEW.r_payee_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operation FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (payee est utilis par operation)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id')       WHERE NEW.r_payee_id!=0 AND

NEW.r_payee_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM payee WHERE id = NEW.r_payee_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON payee FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     UPDATE operation SET r_payee_id=0 WHERE r_payee_id=OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_operation_unit_rc_unit_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

 SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (unit est utilis par operation)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_operation_unit_rc_unit_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rc_unit_id!=0 AND NEW.rc_unit_id!=''

AND (SELECT id FROM unit WHERE id = NEW.rc_unit_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_operation_unit_rc_unit_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operation FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (unit est utilis par operation)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_operation_unit_rc_unit_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rc_unit_id!=0 AND

NEW.rc_unit_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM unit WHERE id = NEW.rc_unit_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_operation_unit_rc_unit_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON unit FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (unit est utilis par operation)

Nom de la contrainte: fkd_operation_unit_rc_unit_id_id')     WHERE (SELECT rc_unit_id FROM operation

WHERE rc_unit_id = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON

operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (recurrentoperation

est utilis par operation)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id')   WHERE

NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id!=0 AND NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM

recurrentoperation WHERE id = NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON

operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet

(recurrentoperation est utilis par operation)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id')       WHERE

NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id!=0 AND NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM

recurrentoperation WHERE id = NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON

recurrentoperation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     UPDATE operation SET r_recurrentoperation_id=0 WHERE

r_recurrentoperation_id=OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON operationbalance

FOR EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (operation est utilis par

operationbalance)
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Nom de la contrainte: fki_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id')   WHERE NEW.r_operation_id!=0 AND

NEW.r_operation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.r_operation_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operationbalance

FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (operation est utilis par

operationbalance)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id')       WHERE NEW.r_operation_id!=0

AND NEW.r_operation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.r_operation_id) IS NULL;

END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN     UPDATE operationbalance SET r_operation_id=0 WHERE r_operation_id=OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_recurrentoperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON

recurrentoperation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (operation

est utilis par recurrentoperation)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_recurrentoperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_operation_id!=0

AND NEW.rd_operation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.rd_operation_id) IS

NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_recurrentoperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON

recurrentoperation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet

(operation est utilis par recurrentoperation)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_recurrentoperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id')       WHERE

NEW.rd_operation_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_operation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id =

NEW.rd_operation_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_recurrentoperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation

FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     DELETE FROM recurrentoperation WHERE recurrentoperation.rd_operation_id =

OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (operation est utilis par

suboperation)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_operation_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_operation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.rd_operation_id) IS NULL;

END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (operation est utilis par

suboperation)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rd_operation_id!=0

AND NEW.rd_operation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.rd_operation_id) IS

NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_suboperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN     DELETE FROM suboperation WHERE suboperation.rd_operation_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (category est utilis par

suboperation)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id')   WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND

NEW.r_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par

suboperation)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id')       WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
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NEW.r_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN     UPDATE suboperation SET r_category_id=0 WHERE r_category_id=OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_refund_r_refund_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN   SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (refund est utilis par suboperation)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_refund_r_refund_id_id')   WHERE NEW.r_refund_id!=0 AND

NEW.r_refund_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM refund WHERE id = NEW.r_refund_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_refund_r_refund_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR EACH

ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (refund est utilis par suboperation)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_refund_r_refund_id_id')       WHERE NEW.r_refund_id!=0 AND

NEW.r_refund_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM refund WHERE id = NEW.r_refund_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_suboperation_refund_r_refund_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON refund FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     UPDATE suboperation SET r_refund_id=0 WHERE r_refund_id=OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_unit_unit_rd_unit_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON unit FOR EACH ROW BEGIN   SELECT

RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (unit est utilis par unit)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_unit_unit_rd_unit_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_unit_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_unit_id!='' AND

(SELECT id FROM unit WHERE id = NEW.rd_unit_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_unit_unit_rd_unit_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON unit FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (unit est utilis par unit)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_unit_unit_rd_unit_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rd_unit_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_unit_id!=''

AND (SELECT id FROM unit WHERE id = NEW.rd_unit_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_unit_unit_id_rd_unit_id BEFORE DELETE ON unit FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM unit WHERE unit.rd_unit_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fki_unitvalue_unit_rd_unit_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON unitvalue FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

 SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d''ajouter un objet (unit est utilis par unitvalue)

Nom de la contrainte: fki_unitvalue_unit_rd_unit_id_id')   WHERE NEW.rd_unit_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_unit_id!=''

AND (SELECT id FROM unit WHERE id = NEW.rd_unit_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fku_unitvalue_unit_rd_unit_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON unitvalue FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (unit est utilis par unitvalue)

Nom de la contrainte: fku_unitvalue_unit_rd_unit_id_id')       WHERE NEW.rd_unit_id!=0 AND

NEW.rd_unit_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM unit WHERE id = NEW.rd_unit_id) IS NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_unit_unitvalue_id_rd_unit_id BEFORE DELETE ON unit FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM unitvalue WHERE unitvalue.rd_unit_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkd_vm_budget_tmp_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN     SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (category est utilis par

vm_budget_tmp)

Nom de la contrainte: fkd_vm_budget_tmp_category_rc_category_id_id')     WHERE (SELECT rc_category_id

FROM vm_budget_tmp WHERE rc_category_id = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_category_vm_category_display_tmp_id_rd_category_id BEFORE DELETE ON

category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN     DELETE FROM vm_category_display_tmp WHERE

vm_category_display_tmp.rd_category_id = OLD.id; END;

CREATE VIEW v_unit_displayname AS SELECT *, t_name||' ('||t_symbol||')' AS t_displayname FROM unit;

CREATE VIEW v_unit_tmp1 AS SELECT *,(SELECT count(*) FROM unitvalue s WHERE s.rd_unit_id=unit.id)

AS i_NBVALUES, (CASE WHEN unit.rd_unit_id=0 THEN '' ELSE (SELECT (CASE WHEN s.t_symbol!=''

THEN s.t_symbol ELSE s.t_name END) FROM unit s WHERE s.id=unit.rd_unit_id) END) AS t_UNIT,(CASE

unit.t_type WHEN '1' THEN 'Monnaie principale' WHEN '2' THEN 'Monnaie secondaire' WHEN 'C' THEN

'Monnaie' WHEN 'S' THEN 'Action' WHEN 'I' THEN 'Indice' ELSE 'Objet' END) AS t_TYPENLS, (SELECT

MIN(s.d_date) FROM  unitvalue s WHERE s.rd_unit_id=unit.id) AS d_MINDATE, (SELECT MAX(s.d_date)
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FROM  unitvalue s WHERE s.rd_unit_id=unit.id) AS d_MAXDATE from unit;

CREATE VIEW v_unit_tmp2 AS SELECT *,CASE WHEN v_unit_tmp1.t_type='1' THEN 1 ELSE

IFNULL((SELECT s.f_quantity FROM unitvalue s WHERE s.rd_unit_id=v_unit_tmp1.id AND

s.d_date=v_unit_tmp1.d_MAXDATE),1) END AS f_LASTVALUE from v_unit_tmp1;

CREATE VIEW v_unit AS SELECT *,v_unit_tmp2.f_LASTVALUE*IFNULL((SELECT s2.f_LASTVALUE

FROM v_unit_tmp2 s2 WHERE s2.id=v_unit_tmp2.rd_unit_id) , 1) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT from

v_unit_tmp2;

CREATE VIEW v_unitvalue_displayname AS SELECT *, (SELECT t_displayname FROM v_unit_displayname

WHERE unitvalue.rd_unit_id=v_unit_displayname.id)||' '||STRFTIME('%d/%m/%Y',d_date) AS t_displayname

FROM unitvalue;

CREATE VIEW v_unitvalue AS SELECT * FROM unitvalue;

CREATE VIEW v_suboperation AS SELECT * FROM suboperation;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_numbers AS SELECT DISTINCT i_number, rd_account_id FROM operation;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_next_numbers AS SELECT T1.i_number+1 AS i_number FROM

v_operation_numbers AS T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN v_operation_numbers T2 ON

T2.rd_account_id=T1.rd_account_id AND T2.i_number=T1.i_number+1 WHERE T1.i_number!=0 AND

(T2.i_number IS NULL) ORDER BY T1.i_number;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_tmp1 AS SELECT *,(SELECT t_name FROM payee s WHERE

s.id=operation.r_payee_id) AS t_PAYEE,(SELECT TOTAL(s.f_value) FROM suboperation s WHERE

s.rd_operation_id=operation.ID) AS f_QUANTITY,(SELECT count(*) FROM suboperation s WHERE

s.rd_operation_id=operation.ID) AS i_NBSUBCATEGORY FROM operation;

CREATE VIEW v_operation AS SELECT *,(SELECT s.id FROM suboperation s WHERE

s.rd_operation_id=v_operation_tmp1.id AND ABS(s.f_value)=(SELECT MAX(ABS(s2.f_value)) FROM

suboperation s2 WHERE s2.rd_operation_id=v_operation_tmp1.id)) AS i_MOSTIMPSUBOP,((SELECT

s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_unit s WHERE

s.id=v_operation_tmp1.rc_unit_id)*v_operation_tmp1.f_QUANTITY) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT, (CASE WHEN

v_operation_tmp1.i_group_id<>0 AND EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM account a WHERE

v_operation_tmp1.rd_account_id=a.id AND a.t_type<>'L') AND EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM v_operation_tmp1

op2, account a WHERE op2.i_group_id=v_operation_tmp1.i_group_id AND op2.rd_account_id=a.id AND

a.t_type<>'L' AND op2.rc_unit_id=v_operation_tmp1.rc_unit_id AND op2.f_QUANTITY=-

v_operation_tmp1.f_QUANTITY) THEN 'Y' ELSE 'N' END) AS t_TRANSFER FROM v_operation_tmp1;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_displayname AS SELECT *, STRFTIME('%d/%m/%Y',d_date)||'

'||IFNULL(t_PAYEE,'')||' '||v_operation.f_CURRENTAMOUNT||' '||(SELECT (CASE WHEN s.t_symbol!='' THEN

s.t_symbol ELSE s.t_name END) FROM unit s WHERE s.id=v_operation.rc_unit_id) AS t_displayname FROM

v_operation;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_delete AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN t_status='Y' THEN 'Vous n''tes pas autoris 

dtruire cette opration car en tat rapproch' END) t_delete_message FROM operation;

CREATE VIEW v_account AS SELECT *,(SELECT MAX(s.d_date) FROM  interest s WHERE

s.rd_account_id=account.id) AS d_MAXDATE, (SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM v_operation

s WHERE s.rd_account_id=account.id AND s.t_template='N') AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM account;

CREATE VIEW v_account_delete AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM operation WHERE

rd_account_id=account.id AND d_date<>'0000-00-00' AND t_template='N' AND t_status='Y') THEN 'Vous n''tes

pas autoris  dtruire ce compte car il contient des oprations rapproches' END) t_delete_message FROM account;

CREATE VIEW v_bank_displayname AS SELECT *, t_name AS t_displayname FROM bank;

CREATE VIEW v_account_displayname AS SELECT *, (SELECT t_displayname FROM v_bank_displayname

WHERE account.rd_bank_id=v_bank_displayname.id)||'-'||t_name AS t_displayname FROM account;

CREATE VIEW v_bank AS SELECT *,(SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM v_account s

WHERE s.rd_bank_id=bank.id) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM bank;
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CREATE VIEW v_category_displayname AS SELECT *, t_fullname AS t_displayname FROM category;

CREATE VIEW v_category AS SELECT * FROM category;

CREATE VIEW v_recurrentoperation AS SELECT *,i_period_increment||' '||(CASE t_period_unit WHEN 'Y'

THEN 'anne(s)' WHEN 'M' THEN 'mois' WHEN 'W' THEN 'semaine(s)' ELSE 'jour(s)' END) AS t_PERIODNLS

FROM recurrentoperation;

CREATE VIEW v_recurrentoperation_displayname AS SELECT *, STRFTIME('%d/%m/%Y',d_date)||'

'||SUBSTR((SELECT t_displayname FROM v_operation_displayname WHERE

v_operation_displayname.id=v_recurrentoperation.rd_operation_id), 11) AS t_displayname FROM

v_recurrentoperation;

CREATE VIEW v_unitvalue_display AS SELECT *,IFNULL((SELECT (CASE WHEN s.t_symbol!='' THEN

s.t_symbol ELSE s.t_name END) FROM unit s WHERE s.id=(SELECT s2.rd_unit_id FROM unit s2 WHERE

s2.id=unitvalue.rd_unit_id)),'') AS t_UNIT,STRFTIME('%Y-%m',unitvalue.d_date) AS

d_DATEMONTH,STRFTIME('%Y',unitvalue.d_date) AS d_DATEYEAR FROM unitvalue;

CREATE VIEW v_suboperation_display AS SELECT *,IFNULL((SELECT s.t_fullname FROM category s

WHERE s.id=v_suboperation.r_category_id),'') AS t_CATEGORY, IFNULL((SELECT s.t_name FROM refund s

WHERE s.id=v_suboperation.r_refund_id),'') AS t_REFUND, (CASE WHEN v_suboperation.f_value>=0 THEN

v_suboperation.f_value ELSE 0 END) AS f_VALUE_INCOME, (CASE WHEN v_suboperation.f_value<=0 THEN

v_suboperation.f_value ELSE 0 END) AS f_VALUE_EXPENSE FROM v_suboperation;

CREATE VIEW v_suboperation_displayname AS SELECT *, t_CATEGORY||' : '||f_value AS t_displayname

FROM v_suboperation_display;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_display_all AS SELECT *,(SELECT s.t_name FROM account s WHERE

s.id=v_operation.rd_account_id) AS t_ACCOUNT,(SELECT (CASE WHEN s.t_symbol!='' THEN s.t_symbol

ELSE s.t_name END) FROM unit s WHERE s.id=v_operation.rc_unit_id) AS t_UNIT,(SELECT s.t_CATEGORY

FROM v_suboperation_display s WHERE s.id=v_operation.i_MOSTIMPSUBOP) AS t_CATEGORY,(SELECT

s.t_REFUND FROM v_suboperation_display s WHERE s.id=v_operation.i_MOSTIMPSUBOP) AS

t_REFUND,(CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY<0 THEN '-' WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY=0 THEN ''

ELSE '+' END) AS t_TYPEEXPENSE, (CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY<=0 THEN 'Dpense' ELSE

'Revenu' END) AS t_TYPEEXPENSENLS, STRFTIME('%Y-W%W',v_operation.d_date) AS

d_DATEWEEK,STRFTIME('%Y-%m',v_operation.d_date) AS

d_DATEMONTH,STRFTIME('%Y',v_operation.d_date)||'-Q'||(CASE WHEN

STRFTIME('%m',v_operation.d_date)<='03' THEN '1' WHEN STRFTIME('%m',v_operation.d_date)<='06' THEN

'2' WHEN STRFTIME('%m',v_operation.d_date)<='09' THEN '3' ELSE '4' END) AS d_DATEQUARTER,

STRFTIME('%Y',v_operation.d_date)||'-S'||(CASE WHEN STRFTIME('%m',v_operation.d_date)<='06' THEN '1'

ELSE '2' END) AS d_DATESEMESTER, STRFTIME('%Y',v_operation.d_date) AS d_DATEYEAR, (SELECT

count(*) FROM v_recurrentoperation s WHERE s.rd_operation_id=v_operation.id) AS i_NBRECURRENT,

(CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY>=0 THEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY ELSE 0 END) AS

f_QUANTITY_INCOME, (CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY<=0 THEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY

ELSE 0 END) AS f_QUANTITY_EXPENSE, (SELECT o2.f_balance FROM operationbalance o2 WHERE

o2.r_operation_id=v_operation.id ) AS f_BALANCE, (CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY>=0 THEN

v_operation.f_CURRENTAMOUNT ELSE 0 END) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT_INCOME, (CASE WHEN

v_operation.f_QUANTITY<=0 THEN v_operation.f_CURRENTAMOUNT ELSE 0 END) AS

f_CURRENTAMOUNT_EXPENSE FROM v_operation;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_template_display AS SELECT * FROM v_operation_display_all WHERE

t_template='Y';

CREATE VIEW v_operation_display AS SELECT * FROM v_operation_display_all WHERE d_date!='0000-00-

00' AND t_template='N';

CREATE VIEW v_unit_display AS SELECT *,(SELECT TOTAL(o.f_QUANTITY) FROM v_operation_display o

WHERE o.rc_unit_id=v_unit.id) AS f_QUANTITYOWNED FROM v_unit;
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CREATE VIEW v_account_display AS SELECT (CASE t_type WHEN 'C' THEN 'Courant' WHEN 'D' THEN

'Carte de crdit' WHEN 'A' THEN 'Actif' WHEN 'I' THEN 'Investissement' WHEN 'W' THEN 'Portefeuille' WHEN

'L' THEN 'Prt' WHEN 'O' THEN 'Autre' END) AS t_TYPENLS,bank.t_name  AS t_BANK,bank.t_bank_number

AS t_BANK_NUMBER,bank.t_icon AS t_ICON,v_account.*,(v_account.f_CURRENTAMOUNT/(SELECT

u.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_unit u, operation s WHERE u.id=s.rc_unit_id AND

s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.d_date='0000-00-00')) AS f_QUANTITY, (SELECT (CASE WHEN

u.t_symbol!='' THEN u.t_symbol ELSE u.t_name END) FROM unit u, operation s WHERE u.id=s.rc_unit_id AND

s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.d_date='0000-00-00') AS t_UNIT, (SELECT

TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM v_operation s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND

s.t_status!='N' AND s.t_template='N') AS f_CHECKED, (SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM

v_operation s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.t_status='N' AND s.t_template='N') AS

f_COMING_SOON, (SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM v_operation s WHERE

s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.d_date<=date('now') AND s.t_template='N') AS f_TODAYAMOUNT,

(SELECT count(*) FROM v_operation_display s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id) AS i_NBOPERATIONS,

IFNULL((SELECT s.f_rate FROM interest s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND

s.d_date=v_account.d_MAXDATE),0) AS f_RATE FROM v_account, bank WHERE

bank.id=v_account.rd_bank_id;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_consolidated AS SELECT (SELECT s.t_TYPENLS FROM v_account_display s

WHERE s.id=op.rd_account_id) AS t_ACCOUNTTYPE,(SELECT u.t_TYPENLS FROM v_unit u WHERE

u.id=op.rc_unit_id) AS t_UNITTYPE,sop.id AS i_SUBOPID, sop.r_refund_id AS r_refund_id, (CASE WHEN

sop.t_comment='' THEN op.t_comment ELSE sop.t_comment END) AS t_REALCOMMENT, sop.t_CATEGORY

AS t_REALCATEGORY, sop.t_REFUND AS t_REALREFUND, sop.r_category_id AS i_IDCATEGORY, (CASE

WHEN sop.f_value<0 THEN '-' WHEN sop.f_value=0 THEN '' ELSE '+' END) AS t_TYPEEXPENSE, (CASE

WHEN sop.f_value<0 THEN 'Dpense' WHEN sop.f_value=0 THEN '' ELSE 'Revenu' END) AS

t_TYPEEXPENSENLS, sop.f_value AS f_REALQUANTITY, sop.f_VALUE_INCOME AS

f_REALQUANTITY_INCOME, sop.f_VALUE_EXPENSE AS f_REALQUANTITY_EXPENSE, ((SELECT

u.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_unit u WHERE u.id=op.rc_unit_id)*sop.f_value) AS

f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT, ((SELECT u.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_unit u WHERE

u.id=op.rc_unit_id)*sop.f_VALUE_INCOME) AS f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT_INCOME, ((SELECT

u.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_unit u WHERE u.id=op.rc_unit_id)*sop.f_VALUE_EXPENSE) AS

f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT_EXPENSE, op.* FROM v_operation_display_all AS op, v_suboperation_display

AS sop WHERE op.t_template='N' AND sop.rd_operation_id=op.ID;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_prop AS SELECT p.id AS i_PROPPID, p.t_name AS i_PROPPNAME, p.t_value AS

i_PROPVALUE, op.* FROM v_operation_consolidated AS op LEFT OUTER JOIN parameters AS p ON

p.t_uuid_parent=op.id||'-operation';

CREATE VIEW v_refund_delete AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM

v_operation_consolidated WHERE r_refund_id=refund.id AND t_status='Y') THEN 'Vous n''tes pas autoris  dtruire

ce suiveur car utilis par des oprations rapproches' END) t_delete_message FROM refund;

CREATE VIEW v_refund AS SELECT *, (SELECT TOTAL(o.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT) FROM

v_operation_consolidated o WHERE o.r_refund_id=refund.id) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM refund;

CREATE VIEW v_refund_display AS SELECT *,(SELECT MIN(o.d_date) FROM v_operation_consolidated o

WHERE o.r_refund_id=v_refund.id) AS d_FIRSTDATE, (SELECT MAX(o.d_date) FROM

v_operation_consolidated o WHERE o.r_refund_id=v_refund.id) AS d_LASTDATE  FROM v_refund;

CREATE VIEW v_refund_displayname AS SELECT *, t_name AS t_displayname FROM refund;

CREATE VIEW v_payee_delete AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM operation WHERE

r_payee_id=payee.id AND t_status='Y') THEN 'Vous n''tes pas autoris  dtruire ce tiers car utilis par des oprations

rapproches' END) t_delete_message FROM payee;

CREATE VIEW v_payee AS SELECT *, (SELECT TOTAL(o.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM v_operation o
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WHERE o.r_payee_id=payee.id AND o.t_template='N') AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM payee;

CREATE VIEW v_payee_display AS SELECT *  FROM v_payee;

CREATE VIEW v_payee_displayname AS SELECT *, t_name AS t_displayname FROM payee;

CREATE VIEW v_category_delete AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM

v_operation_consolidated WHERE (t_REALCATEGORY=category.t_fullname OR t_REALCATEGORY like

category.t_fullname||'%') AND t_status='Y') THEN 'Vous n''tes pas autoris  dtruire cette catgorie car utilise par des

oprations rapproches' END) t_delete_message FROM category;

CREATE VIEW v_category_display_tmp AS SELECT *,(SELECT count(distinct(so.rd_operation_id)) FROM

operation o, suboperation so WHERE so.rd_operation_id=o.id AND so.r_category_id=v_category.ID AND

o.t_template='N') AS i_NBOPERATIONS, (SELECT TOTAL(o.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT) FROM

v_operation_consolidated o WHERE o.i_IDCATEGORY=v_category.ID) AS f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT

FROM v_category;

CREATE VIEW v_category_display AS SELECT *,f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT+(SELECT

TOTAL(c.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT) FROM vm_category_display_tmp c WHERE c.t_fullname LIKE

vm_category_display_tmp.t_fullname||' > %') AS f_SUMCURRENTAMOUNT, i_NBOPERATIONS+(SELECT

CAST(TOTAL(c.i_NBOPERATIONS) AS INTEGER) FROM vm_category_display_tmp c WHERE c.t_fullname

like vm_category_display_tmp.t_fullname||' > %') AS i_SUMNBOPERATIONS, (CASE WHEN t_bookmarked='Y'

THEN 'Y' WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM category c WHERE c.t_bookmarked='Y' AND c.t_fullname like

vm_category_display_tmp.t_fullname||' > %') THEN 'C' ELSE 'N' END) AS t_HASBOOKMARKEDCHILD,

(CASE WHEN vm_category_display_tmp.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT<0 THEN '-' WHEN

vm_category_display_tmp.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT=0 THEN '' ELSE '+' END) AS

t_TYPEEXPENSE,(CASE WHEN vm_category_display_tmp.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT<0 THEN 'Dpense'

WHEN vm_category_display_tmp.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT=0 THEN '' ELSE 'Revenu' END) AS

t_TYPEEXPENSENLS FROM vm_category_display_tmp;

CREATE VIEW v_recurrentoperation_display AS SELECT rop.*, op.t_ACCOUNT, op.i_number, op.t_mode,

op.i_group_id, op.t_TRANSFER, op.t_PAYEE, op.t_comment, op.t_CATEGORY, op.t_status,

op.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_recurrentoperation rop, v_operation_display_all AS op WHERE

rop.rd_operation_id=op.ID;

CREATE VIEW v_rule AS SELECT *,(SELECT COUNT(1) FROM rule r WHERE

r.f_sortorder<=rule.f_sortorder) AS i_ORDER FROM rule;

CREATE VIEW v_rule_displayname AS SELECT *, t_definition AS t_displayname FROM rule;

CREATE VIEW v_interest AS SELECT *,(SELECT s.t_name FROM account s WHERE

s.id=interest.rd_account_id) AS t_ACCOUNT  FROM interest;

CREATE VIEW v_interest_displayname AS SELECT *, STRFTIME('%d/%m/%Y',d_date)||' '||f_rate||'%' AS

t_displayname FROM interest;

CREATE VIEW v_budgetrule AS SELECT *, IFNULL((SELECT s.t_fullname FROM category s WHERE

s.id=budgetrule.rc_category_id),'') AS t_CATEGORYCONDITION, IFNULL((SELECT s.t_fullname FROM

category s WHERE s.id=budgetrule.rc_category_id_target),'') AS t_CATEGORY, (CASE WHEN

budgetrule.i_condition=-1 THEN 'Ngatif' WHEN budgetrule.i_condition=1 THEN 'Positif' WHEN

budgetrule.i_condition=0 THEN 'Tous' END) AS t_WHENNLS, f_quantity||(CASE WHEN

budgetrule.t_absolute='N' THEN '%' ELSE (SELECT t_symbol FROM unit WHERE t_type='1') END) AS

t_WHATNLS,(CASE WHEN budgetrule.t_rule='N' THEN 'Suivant' WHEN budgetrule.t_rule='C' THEN 'Courant'

WHEN budgetrule.t_rule='Y' THEN 'Anne' END) AS t_RULENLS FROM budgetrule;

CREATE VIEW v_budgetrule_display AS SELECT *  FROM v_budgetrule;

CREATE VIEW v_budgetrule_displayname AS SELECT *, t_WHENNLS||' '||t_WHATNLS||' '||t_RULENLS||'

'||t_CATEGORY AS t_displayname FROM v_budgetrule;

CREATE VIEW v_budget_tmp AS SELECT *, IFNULL((SELECT s.t_fullname FROM category s WHERE

s.id=budget.rc_category_id),'') AS t_CATEGORY, (i_year||(CASE WHEN i_month=0 THEN '' WHEN i_month<10
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THEN '-0'||i_month ELSE '-'||i_month END)) AS t_PERIOD, (SELECT TOTAL(o.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT)

FROM v_operation_consolidated o WHERE STRFTIME('%Y', o.d_date)=i_year AND (i_month=0 OR

STRFTIME('%m', o.d_date)=i_month) AND o.i_IDCATEGORY IN (SELECT b2.id_category FROM

budgetcategory b2 WHERE b2.id=budget.id)) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT, (SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT(v_budgetrule_displayname.t_displayname,',') FROM v_budgetrule_displayname WHERE

(v_budgetrule_displayname.t_year_condition='N' OR budget.i_year=v_budgetrule_displayname.i_year) AND

(v_budgetrule_displayname.t_month_condition='N' OR budget.i_month=v_budgetrule_displayname.i_month) AND

(v_budgetrule_displayname.t_category_condition='N' OR

budget.rc_category_id=v_budgetrule_displayname.rc_category_id) ORDER BY

v_budgetrule_displayname.t_absolute DESC, v_budgetrule_displayname.id) AS t_RULES FROM budget;

CREATE VIEW v_budget AS SELECT *, (f_CURRENTAMOUNT-f_budgeted_modified) AS

f_DELTABEFORETRANSFER, (f_CURRENTAMOUNT-f_budgeted_modified-f_transferred) AS f_DELTA

FROM v_budget_tmp;

CREATE VIEW v_budget_display AS SELECT *, (f_CURRENTAMOUNT-f_budgeted_modified) AS

f_DELTABEFORETRANSFER, (f_CURRENTAMOUNT-f_budgeted_modified-f_transferred) AS f_DELTA

FROM vm_budget_tmp;

CREATE VIEW v_budget_displayname AS SELECT *, t_CATEGORY||' '||t_PERIOD||' '||f_budgeted_modified AS

t_displayname FROM v_budget;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_bank_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON bank FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'bank'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_account_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON account FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'account'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_unit_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON unit FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'unit'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_unitvalue_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON unitvalue FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

   DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'unitvalue'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_category_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

 DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'category'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'operation'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_interest_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON interest FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'interest'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_suboperation_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON suboperation FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'suboperation'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_refund_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON refund FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'refund'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_payee_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON payee FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'payee'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_recurrentoperation_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON recurrentoperation FOR

EACH ROW BEGIN     DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-

'||'recurrentoperation'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_rule_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON rule FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'rule'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_budget_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON budget FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'budget'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_budgetrule_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON budgetrule FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN     DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'budgetrule'; END;

CREATE TRIGGER cpt_category_fullname1 AFTER INSERT ON category BEGIN UPDATE category SET
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t_fullname=CASE WHEN rd_category_id IS NULL OR rd_category_id='' OR rd_category_id=0 THEN

new.t_name ELSE (SELECT c.t_fullname FROM category c WHERE c.id=new.rd_category_id)||' > '||new.t_name

END WHERE id=new.id;END;

CREATE TRIGGER cpt_category_fullname2 AFTER UPDATE OF t_name, rd_category_id ON category BEGIN

UPDATE category SET t_fullname=CASE WHEN rd_category_id IS NULL OR rd_category_id='' OR

rd_category_id=0 THEN new.t_name ELSE (SELECT c.t_fullname FROM category c WHERE

c.id=new.rd_category_id)||' > '||new.t_name END WHERE id=new.id;UPDATE category SET t_name=t_name

WHERE rd_category_id=new.id;END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_category_delete BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

UPDATE suboperation SET r_category_id=OLD.rd_category_id WHERE r_category_id=OLD.id; END;

explain

      SELECT TOTAL(f_CURRENTAMOUNT), d_DATEMONTH

      from v_operation_display

      WHERE d_DATEMONTH IN ('2012-05', '2012-04')

      group by d_DATEMONTH, t_TYPEEXPENSE;

 }

} {/.* Goto .*/}

 

# The next test requires FTS4

ifcapable !fts3 {

 finish_test

 return

}

 

# Taken from the gnome-shell project

#

db close

forcedelete test.db

sqlite3 db test.db

do_test fuzz-oss1-gnomeshell {

 db eval {

CREATE TABLE Resource (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, Uri TEXT NOT

NULL, UNIQUE (Uri));

CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE fts USING fts4;

CREATE TABLE "mfo:Action" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mfo:Enclosure" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"mfo:remoteLink" INTEGER, "mfo:remoteLink:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:groupDefault" INTEGER, "mfo:groupDefault:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:localLink" INTEGER, "mfo:localLink:graph" INTEGER, "mfo:optional"

INTEGER, "mfo:optional:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedChannel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"mfo:updatedTime" INTEGER, "mfo:updatedTime:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:updatedTime:localDate" INTEGER, "mfo:updatedTime:localTime"

INTEGER, "mfo:unreadCount" INTEGER, "mfo:unreadCount:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:totalCount" INTEGER, "mfo:totalCount:graph" INTEGER, "mfo:action"

INTEGER, "mfo:action:graph" INTEGER, "mfo:type" INTEGER,

"mfo:type:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedElement" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
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"mfo:image" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "mfo:image:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:feedSettings" INTEGER, "mfo:feedSettings:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"mfo:downloadedTime" INTEGER, "mfo:downloadedTime:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:downloadedTime:localDate" INTEGER, "mfo:downloadedTime:localTime"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedMessage_mfo:enclosureList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mfo:enclosureList" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mfo:enclosureList:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedSettings" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"mfo:updateInterval" INTEGER, "mfo:updateInterval:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:expiryInterval" INTEGER, "mfo:expiryInterval:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:downloadPath" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "mfo:downloadPath:graph"

INTEGER, "mfo:downloadFlag" INTEGER, "mfo:downloadFlag:graph" INTEGER,

"mfo:maxSize" INTEGER, "mfo:maxSize:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"mfo:name" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "mfo:name:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoBoundingBox" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbNorthWest" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "mlo:bbNorthWest" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:bbNorthWest:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbSouthEast" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "mlo:bbSouthEast" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:bbSouthEast:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoLocation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:asBoundingBox" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:asBoundingBox:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:asGeoPoint" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:asGeoPoint:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "mlo:asPostalAddress" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:asPostalAddress:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:address" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:address" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:address:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:altitude" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:altitude" REAL NOT NULL, "mlo:altitude:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:city" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:city"

TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:city:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:country" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:country" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:country:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:latitude" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:latitude" REAL NOT NULL, "mlo:latitude:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:longitude" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:longitude" REAL NOT NULL, "mlo:longitude:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:state" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:state" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:state:graph" INTEGER);
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CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:timestamp" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:timestamp" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:timestamp:graph" INTEGER,

"mlo:timestamp:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:timestamp:localTime"

INTEGER NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoSphere" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoSphere_mlo:radius" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:radius" REAL NOT NULL, "mlo:radius:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:Landmark" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:LandmarkCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:LandmarkCategory_mlo:isRemovable" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "mlo:isRemovable" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:isRemovable:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:Landmark_mlo:belongsToCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "mlo:belongsToCategory" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:belongsToCategory:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:Landmark_mlo:poiLocation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:poiLocation" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:poiLocation:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxEastLimit" (ID INTEGER

NOT NULL, "mlo:boxEastLimit" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:boxEastLimit:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxNorthLimit" (ID INTEGER

NOT NULL, "mlo:boxNorthLimit" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:boxNorthLimit:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxSouthWestCorner" (ID

INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxSouthWestCorner" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:boxSouthWestCorner:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxVerticalLimit" (ID

INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxVerticalLimit" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:boxVerticalLimit:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:PointOfInterest" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:Route" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:Route_mlo:endTime" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:endTime" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:endTime:graph" INTEGER,

"mlo:endTime:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:endTime:localTime"

INTEGER NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:Route_mlo:routeDetails" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:routeDetails" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:routeDetails:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mlo:Route_mlo:startTime" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mlo:startTime" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:startTime:graph" INTEGER,

"mlo:startTime:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:startTime:localTime"

INTEGER NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE "mto:DownloadTransfer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mto:State" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mto:SyncTransfer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mto:Transfer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"mto:transferState" INTEGER, "mto:transferState:graph" INTEGER,

"mto:method" INTEGER, "mto:method:graph" INTEGER, "mto:created"
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INTEGER, "mto:created:graph" INTEGER, "mto:created:localDate" INTEGER,

"mto:created:localTime" INTEGER, "mto:account" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"mto:account:graph" INTEGER, "mto:starter" INTEGER,

"mto:starter:graph" INTEGER, "mto:agent" INTEGER, "mto:agent:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mto:TransferElement" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"mto:source" INTEGER, "mto:source:graph" INTEGER, "mto:destination"

INTEGER, "mto:destination:graph" INTEGER, "mto:startedTime" INTEGER,

"mto:startedTime:graph" INTEGER, "mto:startedTime:localDate" INTEGER,

"mto:startedTime:localTime" INTEGER, "mto:completedTime" INTEGER,

"mto:completedTime:graph" INTEGER, "mto:completedTime:localDate"

INTEGER, "mto:completedTime:localTime" INTEGER, "mto:state" INTEGER,

"mto:state:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mto:TransferMethod" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mto:Transfer_mto:transferList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mto:transferList" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mto:transferList:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mto:Transfer_mto:transferPrivacyLevel" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "mto:transferPrivacyLevel" TEXT NOT NULL,

"mto:transferPrivacyLevel:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mto:UploadTransfer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "mto:UploadTransfer_mto:transferCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "mto:transferCategory" TEXT NOT NULL,

"mto:transferCategory:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "mtp:ScanType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nao:Property" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nao:propertyName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nao:propertyName:graph"

INTEGER, "nao:propertyValue" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nao:propertyValue:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nao:Tag" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nao:prefLabel" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nao:prefLabel:graph" INTEGER,

"nao:description" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nao:description:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nao:Tag_tracker:isDefaultTag" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"tracker:isDefaultTag" INTEGER NOT NULL, "tracker:isDefaultTag:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nao:Tag_tracker:tagRelatedTo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"tracker:tagRelatedTo" INTEGER NOT NULL, "tracker:tagRelatedTo:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:AccessClassification" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Alarm" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:repeat" INTEGER, "ncal:repeat:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:AlarmAction" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Alarm_ncal:action" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:action" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:action:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Attachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:attachmentUri" INTEGER, "ncal:attachmentUri:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:fmttype" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "ncal:fmttype:graph" INTEGER,
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"ncal:encoding" INTEGER, "ncal:encoding:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:attachmentContent" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:attachmentContent:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:AttachmentEncoding" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Attendee" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:delegatedTo" INTEGER, "ncal:delegatedTo:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:delegatedFrom" INTEGER, "ncal:delegatedFrom:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:cutype" INTEGER, "ncal:cutype:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:member"

INTEGER, "ncal:member:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:role" INTEGER,

"ncal:role:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:rsvp" INTEGER, "ncal:rsvp:graph"

INTEGER, "ncal:partstat" INTEGER, "ncal:partstat:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:AttendeeOrOrganizer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "ncal:dir" INTEGER, "ncal:dir:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:involvedContact" INTEGER, "ncal:involvedContact:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:sentBy" INTEGER, "ncal:sentBy:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:AttendeeRole" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:BydayRulePart" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayModifier" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:bydayModifier" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:bydayModifier:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayWeekday" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:bydayWeekday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bydayWeekday:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Calendar" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:method" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "ncal:method:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:calscale" INTEGER, "ncal:calscale:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:prodid"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "ncal:prodid:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:version" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "ncal:version:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:CalendarDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:CalendarScale" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:CalendarUserType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Calendar_ncal:component" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:component" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:component:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Event" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:eventStatus" INTEGER, "ncal:eventStatus:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:transp" INTEGER, "ncal:transp:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:EventStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Freebusy" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:FreebusyPeriod" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:fbtype" INTEGER, "ncal:fbtype:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:FreebusyType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Freebusy_ncal:freebusy" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:freebusy" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:freebusy:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Journal" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:journalStatus" INTEGER, "ncal:journalStatus:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:JournalStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:NcalDateTime" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:ncalTimezone" INTEGER, "ncal:ncalTimezone:graph" INTEGER,
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"ncal:date" INTEGER, "ncal:date:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:date:localDate"

INTEGER, "ncal:date:localTime" INTEGER, "ncal:dateTime" INTEGER,

"ncal:dateTime:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:dateTime:localDate" INTEGER,

"ncal:dateTime:localTime" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:NcalPeriod" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:periodBegin" INTEGER, "ncal:periodBegin:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:periodBegin:localDate" INTEGER, "ncal:periodBegin:localTime"

INTEGER, "ncal:periodDuration" INTEGER, "ncal:periodDuration:graph"

INTEGER, "ncal:periodEnd" INTEGER, "ncal:periodEnd:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:periodEnd:localDate" INTEGER, "ncal:periodEnd:localTime"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:NcalTimeEntity" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Organizer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:ParticipationStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceFrequency" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceIdentifier" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "ncal:range" INTEGER, "ncal:range:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:recurrenceIdDateTime" INTEGER, "ncal:recurrenceIdDateTime:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceIdentifierRange" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:until" INTEGER, "ncal:until:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:until:localDate" INTEGER, "ncal:until:localTime" INTEGER,

"ncal:wkst" INTEGER, "ncal:wkst:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:interval"

INTEGER, "ncal:interval:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:count" INTEGER,

"ncal:count:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:freq" INTEGER, "ncal:freq:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:byday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byday:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byhour" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:byhour" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byhour:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byminute" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:byminute" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byminute:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonth" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:bymonth" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bymonth:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonthday" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:bymonthday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bymonthday:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysecond" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:bysecond" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bysecond:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysetpos" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:bysetpos" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bysetpos:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byweekno" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:byweekno" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byweekno:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byyearday" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:byyearday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byyearday:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:RequestStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
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"ncal:statusDescription" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:statusDescription:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:returnStatus" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "ncal:returnStatus:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:requestStatusData" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:requestStatusData:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:TimeTransparency" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Timezone" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:tzurl" INTEGER, "ncal:tzurl:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:standard"

INTEGER, "ncal:standard:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:daylight" INTEGER,

"ncal:daylight:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:tzid" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:tzid:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:TimezoneObservance" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "ncal:tzoffsetfrom" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:tzoffsetfrom:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:tzoffsetto" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "ncal:tzoffsetto:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:tzname" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "ncal:tzname:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Todo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:percentComplete" INTEGER, "ncal:percentComplete:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:completed" INTEGER, "ncal:completed:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:completed:localDate" INTEGER, "ncal:completed:localTime"

INTEGER, "ncal:todoStatus" INTEGER, "ncal:todoStatus:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:due" INTEGER, "ncal:due:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:TodoStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Trigger" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:related" INTEGER, "ncal:related:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:triggerDateTime" INTEGER, "ncal:triggerDateTime:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:triggerDateTime:localDate" INTEGER,

"ncal:triggerDateTime:localTime" INTEGER, "ncal:triggerDuration"

INTEGER, "ncal:triggerDuration:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:TriggerRelation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"ncal:lastModified" INTEGER, "ncal:lastModified:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:lastModified:localDate" INTEGER, "ncal:lastModified:localTime"

INTEGER, "ncal:trigger" INTEGER, "ncal:trigger:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:created" INTEGER, "ncal:created:graph" INTEGER,

"ncal:created:localDate" INTEGER, "ncal:created:localTime" INTEGER,

"ncal:url" INTEGER, "ncal:url:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:comment" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "ncal:comment:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:summaryAltRep"

INTEGER, "ncal:summaryAltRep:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:priority" INTEGER,

"ncal:priority:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:location" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:location:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:uid" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:uid:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:requestStatus" INTEGER,

"ncal:requestStatus:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:recurrenceId" INTEGER,

"ncal:recurrenceId:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:dtstamp" INTEGER,

"ncal:dtstamp:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:dtstamp:localDate" INTEGER,

"ncal:dtstamp:localTime" INTEGER, "ncal:class" INTEGER,

"ncal:class:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:organizer" INTEGER,

"ncal:organizer:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:dtend" INTEGER,
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"ncal:dtend:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:summary" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:summary:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:descriptionAltRep" INTEGER,

"ncal:descriptionAltRep:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:commentAltRep" INTEGER,

"ncal:commentAltRep:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:sequence" INTEGER,

"ncal:sequence:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:contact" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:contact:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:contactAltRep" INTEGER,

"ncal:contactAltRep:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:locationAltRep" INTEGER,

"ncal:locationAltRep:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:geo" INTEGER,

"ncal:geo:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:resourcesAltRep" INTEGER,

"ncal:resourcesAltRep:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:dtstart" INTEGER,

"ncal:dtstart:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:description" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"ncal:description:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:relatedToSibling" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "ncal:relatedToSibling:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:duration"

INTEGER, "ncal:duration:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:attach" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:attach" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:attach:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:attendee" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:attendee" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:attendee:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:categories" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:categories" TEXT NOT NULL, "ncal:categories:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:exdate" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:exdate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:exdate:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:exrule" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:exrule" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:exrule:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:hasAlarm" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:hasAlarm" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:hasAlarm:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:ncalRelation" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:ncalRelation" TEXT NOT NULL, "ncal:ncalRelation:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:rdate" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:rdate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:rdate:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:relatedToChild" (ID INTEGER

NOT NULL, "ncal:relatedToChild" TEXT NOT NULL,

"ncal:relatedToChild:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:relatedToParent" (ID INTEGER

NOT NULL, "ncal:relatedToParent" TEXT NOT NULL,

"ncal:relatedToParent:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:resources" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "ncal:resources" TEXT NOT NULL, "ncal:resources:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:rrule" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:rrule" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:rrule:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "ncal:Weekday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Affiliation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:department" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:department:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:org" INTEGER, "nco:org:graph" INTEGER, "nco:role" TEXT COLLATE
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NOCASE, "nco:role:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Affiliation_nco:title" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:title" TEXT NOT NULL, "nco:title:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:AuthorizationStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:BbsNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:CarPhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:CellPhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:fullname" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:fullname:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:key" INTEGER, "nco:key:graph" INTEGER, "nco:contactUID" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:contactUID:graph" INTEGER, "nco:contactLocalUID"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:contactLocalUID:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:hasLocation" INTEGER, "nco:hasLocation:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:nickname" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:nickname:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:representative" INTEGER, "nco:representative:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:photo" INTEGER, "nco:photo:graph" INTEGER, "nco:birthDate"

INTEGER, "nco:birthDate:graph" INTEGER, "nco:birthDate:localDate"

INTEGER, "nco:birthDate:localTime" INTEGER, "nco:sound" INTEGER,

"nco:sound:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactGroup" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:contactGroupName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nco:contactGroupName:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactListDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactList_nco:containsContact" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nco:containsContact" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:containsContact:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactMedium" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:contactMediumComment" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nco:contactMediumComment:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_ncal:anniversary" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:anniversary" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:anniversary:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_ncal:birthday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ncal:birthday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:birthday:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_nco:belongsToGroup" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:belongsToGroup" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:belongsToGroup:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_nco:note" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:note"

TEXT NOT NULL, "nco:note:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_scal:anniversary" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:anniversary" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:anniversary:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_scal:birthday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:birthday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:birthday:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:DomesticDeliveryAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:EmailAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:emailAddress" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE UNIQUE,
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"nco:emailAddress:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:FaxNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Gender" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:IMAccount" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:imAccountAddress" INTEGER UNIQUE, "nco:imAccountAddress:graph"

INTEGER, "nco:imAccountType" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nco:imAccountType:graph" INTEGER, "nco:imDisplayName" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nco:imDisplayName:graph" INTEGER, "nco:imEnabled" INTEGER,

"nco:imEnabled:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:IMAccount_nco:hasIMContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:hasIMContact" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasIMContact:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:IMAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:imID" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:imID:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:imNickname" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:imNickname:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:imAvatar" INTEGER, "nco:imAvatar:graph" INTEGER, "nco:imProtocol"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:imProtocol:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:imStatusMessage" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nco:imStatusMessage:graph" INTEGER, "nco:imPresence" INTEGER,

"nco:imPresence:graph" INTEGER, "nco:presenceLastModified" INTEGER,

"nco:presenceLastModified:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:presenceLastModified:localDate" INTEGER,

"nco:presenceLastModified:localTime" INTEGER,

"nco:imAddressAuthStatusFrom" INTEGER,

"nco:imAddressAuthStatusFrom:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:imAddressAuthStatusTo" INTEGER, "nco:imAddressAuthStatusTo:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:IMAddress_nco:imCapability" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:imCapability" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:imCapability:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:IMCapability" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:InternationalDeliveryAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL

PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:IsdnNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:MessagingNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:ModemNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:OrganizationContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "nco:logo" INTEGER, "nco:logo:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:PagerNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:ParcelDeliveryAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:PcsNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:PersonContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:nameFamily" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:nameFamily:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:nameGiven" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:nameGiven:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:nameAdditional" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:nameAdditional:graph"

INTEGER, "nco:nameHonorificSuffix" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nco:nameHonorificSuffix:graph" INTEGER, "nco:nameHonorificPrefix"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:nameHonorificPrefix:graph" INTEGER,
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"nco:hobby" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:hobby:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:gender" INTEGER, "nco:gender:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nco:hasAffiliation" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:hasAffiliation:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:PhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:phoneNumber" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:phoneNumber:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:PostalAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nco:region" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:region:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:country" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:country:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:extendedAddress" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nco:extendedAddress:graph" INTEGER, "nco:addressLocation" INTEGER,

"nco:addressLocation:graph" INTEGER, "nco:streetAddress" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nco:streetAddress:graph" INTEGER, "nco:postalcode" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:postalcode:graph" INTEGER, "nco:locality" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:locality:graph" INTEGER, "nco:county" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:county:graph" INTEGER, "nco:district" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:district:graph" INTEGER, "nco:pobox" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:pobox:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:PresenceStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:video"

INTEGER, "nco:video:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:blogUrl" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:blogUrl" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:blogUrl:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:foafUrl" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:foafUrl" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:foafUrl:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasContactMedium" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:hasContactMedium" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasContactMedium:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:hasEmailAddress" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasEmailAddress:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasIMAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:hasIMAddress" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasIMAddress:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasPhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:hasPhoneNumber" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasPhoneNumber:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:hasPostalAddress" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasPostalAddress:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:url" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:url"

INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:url:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:websiteUrl" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nco:websiteUrl" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:websiteUrl:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nco:VideoTelephoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nco:VoicePhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
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"nco:voiceMail" INTEGER, "nco:voiceMail:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Application" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Archive" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:uncompressedSize" INTEGER, "nfo:uncompressedSize:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:ArchiveItem" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:isPasswordProtected" INTEGER, "nfo:isPasswordProtected:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Attachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Audio" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:channels" INTEGER, "nfo:channels:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:sideChannels" INTEGER, "nfo:sideChannels:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:lfeChannels" INTEGER, "nfo:lfeChannels:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:sampleCount" INTEGER, "nfo:sampleCount:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:bitsPerSample" INTEGER, "nfo:bitsPerSample:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:frontChannels" INTEGER, "nfo:frontChannels:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:sampleRate" REAL, "nfo:sampleRate:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:averageAudioBitrate" REAL, "nfo:averageAudioBitrate:graph"

INTEGER, "nfo:rearChannels" INTEGER, "nfo:rearChannels:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:gain" INTEGER, "nfo:gain:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:peakGain" INTEGER,

"nfo:peakGain:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:audioOffset" REAL,

"nfo:audioOffset:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Bookmark" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:bookmarks" INTEGER, "nfo:bookmarks:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:characterPosition" INTEGER, "nfo:characterPosition:graph"

INTEGER, "nfo:pageNumber" INTEGER, "nfo:pageNumber:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:streamPosition" INTEGER, "nfo:streamPosition:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:streamDuration" INTEGER, "nfo:streamDuration:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:BookmarkFolder" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:BookmarkFolder_nfo:containsBookmark" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nfo:containsBookmark" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nfo:containsBookmark:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:BookmarkFolder_nfo:containsBookmarkFolder" (ID

INTEGER NOT NULL, "nfo:containsBookmarkFolder" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nfo:containsBookmarkFolder:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:CompressionType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Cursor" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:DataContainer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:DeletedResource" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:originalLocation" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:originalLocation:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:deletionDate" INTEGER,

"nfo:deletionDate:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:deletionDate:localDate"

INTEGER, "nfo:deletionDate:localTime" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Document" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:tableOfContents" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:tableOfContents:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:EmbeddedFileDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "nfo:encoding" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:encoding:graph"

INTEGER);
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CREATE TABLE "nfo:Equipment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:manufacturer" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:manufacturer:graph"

INTEGER, "nfo:model" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:model:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:equipmentSoftware" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:equipmentSoftware:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Executable" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:FileDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:fileLastAccessed" INTEGER, "nfo:fileLastAccessed:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:fileLastAccessed:localDate" INTEGER,

"nfo:fileLastAccessed:localTime" INTEGER, "nfo:fileCreated" INTEGER,

"nfo:fileCreated:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:fileCreated:localDate" INTEGER,

"nfo:fileCreated:localTime" INTEGER, "nfo:fileSize" INTEGER,

"nfo:fileSize:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:permissions" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:permissions:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:fileName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:fileName:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:hasHash" INTEGER,

"nfo:hasHash:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:fileOwner" INTEGER,

"nfo:fileOwner:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:fileLastModified" INTEGER,

"nfo:fileLastModified:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:fileLastModified:localDate"

INTEGER, "nfo:fileLastModified:localTime" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:FileHash" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:hashValue" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:hashValue:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:hashAlgorithm" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:hashAlgorithm:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Filesystem" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:FilesystemImage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Folder" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Font" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:fontFamily" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:fontFamily:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:foundry" INTEGER, "nfo:foundry:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:HardDiskPartition" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:HelpDocument" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:HtmlDocument" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Icon" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Image" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:verticalResolution" INTEGER, "nfo:verticalResolution:graph"

INTEGER, "nfo:horizontalResolution" INTEGER,

"nfo:horizontalResolution:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:orientation" INTEGER,

"nfo:orientation:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Image_nfo:depicts" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nfo:depicts" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nfo:depicts:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Image_nfo:hasRegionOfInterest" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nfo:hasRegionOfInterest" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nfo:hasRegionOfInterest:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Media" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nfo:count"

INTEGER, "nfo:count:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:duration" INTEGER,

"nfo:duration:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:compressionType" INTEGER,

"nfo:compressionType:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:hasMediaStream" INTEGER,

"nfo:hasMediaStream:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:bitDepth" INTEGER,
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"nfo:bitDepth:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:codec" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:codec:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:encodedBy" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:encodedBy:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:bitrateType" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:bitrateType:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:averageBitrate" REAL,

"nfo:averageBitrate:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:genre" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:genre:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:equipment" INTEGER,

"nfo:equipment:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:lastPlayedPosition" INTEGER,

"nfo:lastPlayedPosition:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:genre" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nmm:genre:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:skipCounter" INTEGER,

"nmm:skipCounter:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:dlnaProfile" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nmm:dlnaProfile:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:dlnaMime" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nmm:dlnaMime:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:uPnPShared" INTEGER,

"nmm:uPnPShared:graph" INTEGER, "mtp:credits" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"mtp:credits:graph" INTEGER, "mtp:creator" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"mtp:creator:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:MediaFileListEntry" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "nfo:listPosition" REAL, "nfo:listPosition:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:entryUrl" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:entryUrl:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:MediaList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:entryCounter" INTEGER, "nfo:entryCounter:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:listDuration" INTEGER, "nfo:listDuration:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:MediaList_nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:MediaList_nfo:mediaListEntry" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nfo:mediaListEntry" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nfo:mediaListEntry:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:MediaStream" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Media_mtp:hidden" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mtp:hidden"

INTEGER NOT NULL, "mtp:hidden:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Media_nmm:alternativeMedia" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmm:alternativeMedia" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:alternativeMedia:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:MindMap" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Note" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:OperatingSystem" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Orientation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:PaginatedTextDocument" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "nfo:pageCount" INTEGER, "nfo:pageCount:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:PlainTextDocument" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Presentation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:RasterImage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:RegionOfInterest" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:regionOfInterestX" REAL, "nfo:regionOfInterestX:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:regionOfInterestY" REAL, "nfo:regionOfInterestY:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:regionOfInterestWidth" REAL, "nfo:regionOfInterestWidth:graph"

INTEGER, "nfo:regionOfInterestHeight" REAL,

"nfo:regionOfInterestHeight:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:regionOfInterestType"
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INTEGER, "nfo:regionOfInterestType:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:roiRefersTo"

INTEGER, "nfo:roiRefersTo:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:RegionOfInterestContent" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:RemoteDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:RemotePortAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Software" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:conflicts" INTEGER, "nfo:conflicts:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:supercedes" INTEGER, "nfo:supercedes:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:softwareIcon" INTEGER, "nfo:softwareIcon:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:softwareCmdLine" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:softwareCmdLine:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:SoftwareApplication" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:SoftwareCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:softwareCategoryIcon" INTEGER, "nfo:softwareCategoryIcon:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:SoftwareItem" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:SoftwareService" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:SourceCode" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:commentCharacterCount" INTEGER, "nfo:commentCharacterCount:graph"

INTEGER, "nfo:programmingLanguage" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:programmingLanguage:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:definesClass" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:definesClass:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:definesFunction" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nfo:definesFunction:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:definesGlobalVariable" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:definesGlobalVariable:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Spreadsheet" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:TextDocument" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:wordCount" INTEGER, "nfo:wordCount:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:lineCount" INTEGER, "nfo:lineCount:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:characterCount" INTEGER, "nfo:characterCount:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Trash" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:VectorImage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Video" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:frameRate" REAL, "nfo:frameRate:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:frameCount"

INTEGER, "nfo:frameCount:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:averageVideoBitrate"

REAL, "nfo:averageVideoBitrate:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:Visual" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nie:contentCreated" INTEGER, "nie:contentCreated:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:contentCreated:localDate" INTEGER, "nie:contentCreated:localTime"

INTEGER, "nfo:aspectRatio" REAL, "nfo:aspectRatio:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:heading" REAL, "nfo:heading:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:tilt" REAL,

"nfo:tilt:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:interlaceMode" INTEGER,

"nfo:interlaceMode:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:height" INTEGER,

"nfo:height:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:width" INTEGER, "nfo:width:graph"

INTEGER, "nfo:colorDepth" INTEGER, "nfo:colorDepth:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nfo:WebHistory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nfo:domain" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:domain:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:uri" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:uri:graph" INTEGER);
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CREATE TABLE "nfo:Website" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nid3:ID3Audio" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nid3:title" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nid3:title:graph" INTEGER,

"nid3:albumTitle" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nid3:albumTitle:graph"

INTEGER, "nid3:contentType" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nid3:contentType:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:length" INTEGER,

"nid3:length:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:recordingYear" INTEGER,

"nid3:recordingYear:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:trackNumber" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nid3:trackNumber:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:partOfSet" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nid3:partOfSet:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:comments" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nid3:comments:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nid3:ID3Audio_nid3:leadArtist" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nid3:leadArtist" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nid3:leadArtist:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:DataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nie:url" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE UNIQUE, "nie:url:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:byteSize" INTEGER, "nie:byteSize:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:interpretedAs" INTEGER, "nie:interpretedAs:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:lastRefreshed" INTEGER, "nie:lastRefreshed:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:lastRefreshed:localDate" INTEGER, "nie:lastRefreshed:localTime"

INTEGER, "nie:created" INTEGER, "nie:created:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:created:localDate" INTEGER, "nie:created:localTime" INTEGER,

"nfo:belongsToContainer" INTEGER, "nfo:belongsToContainer:graph"

INTEGER, "tracker:available" INTEGER, "tracker:available:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:DataObject_nie:dataSource" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nie:dataSource" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:dataSource:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:DataObject_nie:isPartOf" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nie:isPartOf" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:isPartOf:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:DataSource" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "nie:title" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:title:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:contentLastModified" INTEGER, "nie:contentLastModified:graph"

INTEGER, "nie:contentLastModified:localDate" INTEGER,

"nie:contentLastModified:localTime" INTEGER, "nie:subject" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:subject:graph" INTEGER, "nie:mimeType" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:mimeType:graph" INTEGER, "nie:language" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:language:graph" INTEGER, "nie:plainTextContent"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:plainTextContent:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:legal" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:legal:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:generator" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:generator:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:description" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:description:graph"

INTEGER, "nie:disclaimer" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:disclaimer:graph"

INTEGER, "nie:depends" INTEGER, "nie:depends:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:links" INTEGER, "nie:links:graph" INTEGER, "nie:copyright" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:copyright:graph" INTEGER, "nie:comment" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:comment:graph" INTEGER, "nie:isStoredAs"

INTEGER, "nie:isStoredAs:graph" INTEGER, "nie:version" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nie:version:graph" INTEGER, "nie:contentCreated" INTEGER,
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"nie:contentCreated:graph" INTEGER, "nie:contentCreated:localDate"

INTEGER, "nie:contentCreated:localTime" INTEGER, "nie:contentAccessed"

INTEGER, "nie:contentAccessed:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:contentAccessed:localDate" INTEGER,

"nie:contentAccessed:localTime" INTEGER, "nie:license" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nie:license:graph" INTEGER, "nie:identifier" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nie:identifier:graph" INTEGER, "nie:licenseType" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:licenseType:graph" INTEGER, "nie:characterSet"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:characterSet:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:contentSize" INTEGER, "nie:contentSize:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:rootElementOf" INTEGER, "nie:rootElementOf:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:usageCounter" INTEGER, "nie:usageCounter:graph" INTEGER,

"nco:publisher" INTEGER, "nco:publisher:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:isContentEncrypted" INTEGER, "nfo:isContentEncrypted:graph"

INTEGER, "slo:location" INTEGER, "slo:location:graph" INTEGER,

"nfo:isBootable" INTEGER, "nfo:isBootable:graph" INTEGER, "osinfo:id"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "osinfo:id:graph" INTEGER, "osinfo:mediaId" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "osinfo:mediaId:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_mlo:location" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "mlo:location" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:location:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nao:hasProperty" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:hasProperty:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nco:contributor" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nco:contributor" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:contributor:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nco:creator" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nco:creator" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:creator:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasLogicalPart" (ID INTEGER

NOT NULL, "nie:hasLogicalPart" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nie:hasLogicalPart:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasPart" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nie:hasPart" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:hasPart:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:informationElementDate" (ID

INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:informationElementDate" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nie:informationElementDate:graph" INTEGER,

"nie:informationElementDate:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nie:informationElementDate:localTime" INTEGER NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:isLogicalPartOf" (ID INTEGER

NOT NULL, "nie:isLogicalPartOf" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nie:isLogicalPartOf:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:keyword" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nie:keyword" TEXT NOT NULL, "nie:keyword:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:relatedTo" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nie:relatedTo" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:relatedTo:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:AnalogRadio" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmm:modulation" INTEGER, "nmm:modulation:graph" INTEGER,
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"nmm:frequency" INTEGER, "nmm:frequency:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:Artist" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmm:artistName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:artistName:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:DigitalRadio" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmm:streamingBitrate" INTEGER, "nmm:streamingBitrate:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:encoding" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:encoding:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:protocol" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:protocol:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:Flash" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:ImageList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:MeteringMode" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:MusicAlbum" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nie:title" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:title:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:albumTrackCount" INTEGER, "nmm:albumTrackCount:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:albumTitle" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:albumTitle:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:albumDuration" INTEGER, "nmm:albumDuration:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:albumGain" INTEGER, "nmm:albumGain:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:albumPeakGain" INTEGER, "nmm:albumPeakGain:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:MusicAlbumDisc" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmm:albumDiscAlbum" INTEGER, "nmm:albumDiscAlbum:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:musicCDIdentifier" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmm:musicCDIdentifier:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:setNumber" INTEGER,

"nmm:setNumber:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:MusicAlbum_nmm:albumArtist" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmm:albumArtist" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:albumArtist:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:MusicPiece" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nie:title" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:title:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:musicAlbum" INTEGER, "nmm:musicAlbum:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:musicAlbumDisc" INTEGER, "nmm:musicAlbumDisc:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:beatsPerMinute" INTEGER, "nmm:beatsPerMinute:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:performer" INTEGER, "nmm:performer:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:composer"

INTEGER, "nmm:composer:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:lyricist" INTEGER,

"nmm:lyricist:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:trackNumber" INTEGER,

"nmm:trackNumber:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:internationalStandardRecordingCode" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmm:internationalStandardRecordingCode:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:lyrics" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmm:lyrics" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:lyrics:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:Photo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmm:exposureTime" REAL, "nmm:exposureTime:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:flash"

INTEGER, "nmm:flash:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:fnumber" REAL,

"nmm:fnumber:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:focalLength" REAL,

"nmm:focalLength:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:isoSpeed" REAL,

"nmm:isoSpeed:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:meteringMode" INTEGER,

"nmm:meteringMode:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:whiteBalance" INTEGER,

"nmm:whiteBalance:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:isCropped" INTEGER,

"nmm:isCropped:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:isColorCorrected" INTEGER,

"nmm:isColorCorrected:graph" INTEGER);
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CREATE TABLE "nmm:Playlist" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:RadioModulation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:RadioStation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmm:radioIcon" INTEGER, "nmm:radioIcon:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:radioPTY"

INTEGER, "nmm:radioPTY:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:RadioStation_nmm:carrier" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmm:carrier" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:carrier:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:SynchronizedText" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmm:isForHearingImpaired" INTEGER, "nmm:isForHearingImpaired:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmm:videoAlbum" INTEGER, "nmm:videoAlbum:graph" INTEGER,

"nmm:isSeries" INTEGER, "nmm:isSeries:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:season"

INTEGER, "nmm:season:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:episodeNumber" INTEGER,

"nmm:episodeNumber:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:runTime" INTEGER,

"nmm:runTime:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:synopsis" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmm:synopsis:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:MPAARating" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmm:MPAARating:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:category" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmm:category:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:producedBy" INTEGER,

"nmm:producedBy:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:hasSubtitle" INTEGER,

"nmm:hasSubtitle:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:isContentEncrypted" INTEGER,

"nmm:isContentEncrypted:graph" INTEGER, "mtp:fourCC" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "mtp:fourCC:graph" INTEGER, "mtp:waveformat" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "mtp:waveformat:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video_mtp:scantype" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"mtp:scantype" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mtp:scantype:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video_nmm:director" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmm:director" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:director:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video_nmm:leadActor" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmm:leadActor" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:leadActor:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video_nmm:subtitle" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmm:subtitle" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:subtitle:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmm:WhiteBalance" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Attachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Call" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:sentDate" INTEGER, "nmo:sentDate:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:sentDate:localDate" INTEGER, "nmo:sentDate:localTime" INTEGER,

"nmo:duration" INTEGER, "nmo:duration:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:CommunicationChannel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "nmo:lastMessageDate" INTEGER, "nmo:lastMessageDate:graph"

INTEGER, "nmo:lastMessageDate:localDate" INTEGER,

"nmo:lastMessageDate:localTime" INTEGER,

"nmo:lastSuccessfulMessageDate" INTEGER,

"nmo:lastSuccessfulMessageDate:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:lastSuccessfulMessageDate:localDate" INTEGER,

"nmo:lastSuccessfulMessageDate:localTime" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant" (ID INTEGER

NOT NULL, "nmo:hasParticipant" INTEGER NOT NULL,
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"nmo:hasParticipant:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Conversation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:DeliveryStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Email" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:hasContent" INTEGER, "nmo:hasContent:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:isFlagged" INTEGER, "nmo:isFlagged:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:isRecent"

INTEGER, "nmo:isRecent:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:status" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nmo:status:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:responseType" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nmo:responseType:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Email_nmo:contentMimeType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:contentMimeType" TEXT NOT NULL, "nmo:contentMimeType:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:IMMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:MMSMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:mmsHasContent" INTEGER, "nmo:mmsHasContent:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:MailAccount" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:accountName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:accountName:graph"

INTEGER, "nmo:accountDisplayName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmo:accountDisplayName:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:fromAddress" INTEGER,

"nmo:fromAddress:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:signature" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmo:signature:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:MailFolder" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:folderName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:folderName:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:serverCount" INTEGER, "nmo:serverCount:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:serverUnreadCount" INTEGER, "nmo:serverUnreadCount:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:MailboxDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:sentDate" INTEGER, "nmo:sentDate:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:sentDate:localDate" INTEGER, "nmo:sentDate:localTime" INTEGER,

"nmo:from" INTEGER, "nmo:from:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:isAnswered"

INTEGER, "nmo:isAnswered:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:isDeleted" INTEGER,

"nmo:isDeleted:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:isDraft" INTEGER,

"nmo:isDraft:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:isRead" INTEGER, "nmo:isRead:graph"

INTEGER, "nmo:isSent" INTEGER, "nmo:isSent:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:isEmergency" INTEGER, "nmo:isEmergency:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:htmlMessageContent" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmo:htmlMessageContent:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:messageId" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nmo:messageId:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:messageSubject" TEXT

COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:messageSubject:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:receivedDate" INTEGER, "nmo:receivedDate:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:receivedDate:localDate" INTEGER, "nmo:receivedDate:localTime"

INTEGER, "nmo:replyTo" INTEGER, "nmo:replyTo:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:sender" INTEGER, "nmo:sender:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:conversation"

INTEGER, "nmo:conversation:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:communicationChannel"

INTEGER, "nmo:communicationChannel:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:deliveryStatus" INTEGER, "nmo:deliveryStatus:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:reportDelivery" INTEGER, "nmo:reportDelivery:graph" INTEGER,
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"nmo:sentWithReportRead" INTEGER, "nmo:sentWithReportRead:graph"

INTEGER, "nmo:reportReadStatus" INTEGER, "nmo:reportReadStatus:graph"

INTEGER, "nmo:mustAnswerReportRead" INTEGER,

"nmo:mustAnswerReportRead:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:mmsId" TEXT COLLATE

NOCASE, "nmo:mmsId:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:MessageHeader" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:headerName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:headerName:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:headerValue" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:headerValue:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:bcc" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:bcc"

INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:bcc:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:cc" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:cc"

INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:cc:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:hasAttachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:hasAttachment" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:hasAttachment:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:inReplyTo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:inReplyTo" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:inReplyTo:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:messageHeader" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:messageHeader" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:messageHeader:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:recipient" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:recipient" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:recipient:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:references" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:references" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:references:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:to" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:to"

INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:to:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:MimePart" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:charSet" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:charSet:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:contentId" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:contentId:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:contentTransferEncoding" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmo:contentTransferEncoding:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:contentDescription"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:contentDescription:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:contentDisposition" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nmo:contentDisposition:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:MimePart_nmo:mimeHeader" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:mimeHeader" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:mimeHeader:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Multipart" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:Multipart_nmo:partBoundary" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:partBoundary" TEXT NOT NULL, "nmo:partBoundary:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:PermanentChannel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"nmo:fromVCard" INTEGER, "nmo:fromVCard:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:encoding"

TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:encoding:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:phoneMessageId" INTEGER, "nmo:phoneMessageId:graph" INTEGER,

"nmo:validityPeriod" INTEGER, "nmo:validityPeriod:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessageFolder" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY

KEY, "nmo:phoneMessageFolderId" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
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"nmo:phoneMessageFolderId:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessage" (ID

INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:containsPhoneMessage" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:containsPhoneMessage:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder"

(ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder" INTEGER NOT

NULL, "nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessage_nmo:toVCard" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nmo:toVCard" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:toVCard:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:ReportReadStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:SMSMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:TransientChannel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nmo:VOIPCall" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "nrl:InverseFunctionalProperty" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "osinfo:Installer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "poi:ObjectOfInterest" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "rdf:Property" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"rdfs:domain" INTEGER, "rdfs:domain:graph" INTEGER, "rdfs:range"

INTEGER, "rdfs:range:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:indexed" INTEGER,

"tracker:indexed:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:secondaryIndex" INTEGER,

"tracker:secondaryIndex:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:fulltextIndexed"

INTEGER, "tracker:fulltextIndexed:graph" INTEGER,

"tracker:fulltextNoLimit" INTEGER, "tracker:fulltextNoLimit:graph"

INTEGER, "tracker:transient" INTEGER, "tracker:transient:graph"

INTEGER, "tracker:weight" INTEGER, "tracker:weight:graph" INTEGER,

"tracker:defaultValue" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"tracker:defaultValue:graph" INTEGER, "nrl:maxCardinality" INTEGER,

"nrl:maxCardinality:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:writeback" INTEGER,

"tracker:writeback:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:forceJournal" INTEGER,

"tracker:forceJournal:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdf:Property_rdfs:subPropertyOf" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"rdfs:subPropertyOf" INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdfs:subPropertyOf:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Class" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"tracker:notify" INTEGER, "tracker:notify:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Class_rdfs:subClassOf" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"rdfs:subClassOf" INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdfs:subClassOf:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Class_tracker:domainIndex" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"tracker:domainIndex" INTEGER NOT NULL, "tracker:domainIndex:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Literal" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

Available INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdfs:comment" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"rdfs:comment:graph" INTEGER, "rdfs:label" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"rdfs:label:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:added" INTEGER,

"tracker:added:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:added:localDate" INTEGER,

"tracker:added:localTime" INTEGER, "tracker:modified" INTEGER,

"tracker:modified:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:damaged" INTEGER,
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"tracker:damaged:graph" INTEGER, "dc:title" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:title:graph" INTEGER, "dc:creator" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:creator:graph" INTEGER, "dc:subject" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:subject:graph" INTEGER, "dc:description" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:description:graph" INTEGER, "dc:publisher" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:publisher:graph" INTEGER, "dc:type" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:type:graph" INTEGER, "dc:format" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:format:graph" INTEGER, "dc:identifier" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:identifier:graph" INTEGER, "dc:language" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:language:graph" INTEGER, "dc:coverage" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:coverage:graph" INTEGER, "dc:rights" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"dc:rights:graph" INTEGER, "nao:identifier" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"nao:identifier:graph" INTEGER, "nao:numericRating" REAL,

"nao:numericRating:graph" INTEGER, "nao:lastModified" INTEGER,

"nao:lastModified:graph" INTEGER, "nao:lastModified:localDate"

INTEGER, "nao:lastModified:localTime" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_dc:contributor" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"dc:contributor" TEXT NOT NULL, "dc:contributor:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_dc:date" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "dc:date"

INTEGER NOT NULL, "dc:date:graph" INTEGER, "dc:date:localDate" INTEGER

NOT NULL, "dc:date:localTime" INTEGER NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_dc:relation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"dc:relation" TEXT NOT NULL, "dc:relation:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_dc:source" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"dc:source" INTEGER NOT NULL, "dc:source:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_nao:deprecated" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nao:deprecated" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:deprecated:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nao:hasTag" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:hasTag:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_nao:isRelated" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"nao:isRelated" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:isRelated:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_rdf:type" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdf:type"

INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdf:type:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:AccessLevel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:AttendanceStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"scal:attendanceStatus" INTEGER, "scal:attendanceStatus:graph"

INTEGER, "scal:attendeeRole" INTEGER, "scal:attendeeRole:graph"

INTEGER, "scal:attendeeContact" INTEGER, "scal:attendeeContact:graph"

INTEGER, "scal:rsvp" INTEGER, "scal:rsvp:graph" INTEGER,

"scal:calendarUserType" INTEGER, "scal:calendarUserType:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:AttendeeRole" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-from" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:delegated-from" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:delegated-from:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-to" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:delegated-to" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:delegated-to:graph"
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INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee_scal:member" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:member" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:member:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee_scal:sent-by" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:sent-by" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:sent-by:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Calendar" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarAlarm" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"scal:alarmOffset" INTEGER, "scal:alarmOffset:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarAlarm_scal:alarmAttendee" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "scal:alarmAttendee" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:alarmAttendee:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"scal:textLocation" INTEGER, "scal:textLocation:graph" INTEGER,

"scal:resources" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "scal:resources:graph" INTEGER,

"scal:transparency" INTEGER, "scal:transparency:graph" INTEGER,

"scal:calendarItemAlarm" INTEGER, "scal:calendarItemAlarm:graph"

INTEGER, "scal:start" INTEGER, "scal:start:graph" INTEGER, "scal:end"

INTEGER, "scal:end:graph" INTEGER, "scal:isAllDay" INTEGER,

"scal:isAllDay:graph" INTEGER, "scal:priority" INTEGER,

"scal:priority:graph" INTEGER, "scal:rdate" INTEGER,

"scal:rdate:graph" INTEGER, "scal:exceptionRDate" INTEGER,

"scal:exceptionRDate:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:access" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:access" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:access:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:attachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:attachment" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:attachment:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:attendee" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:attendee" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:attendee:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:belongsToCalendar" (ID INTEGER

NOT NULL, "scal:belongsToCalendar" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:belongsToCalendar:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:contact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:contact" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:contact:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:rrule" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"scal:rrule" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:rrule:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarUserType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Event" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"scal:eventStatus" INTEGER, "scal:eventStatus:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:EventStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Journal" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"scal:journalStatus" INTEGER, "scal:journalStatus:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:JournalStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:RSVPValues" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:RecurrenceRule" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"scal:recurrencePattern" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,

"scal:recurrencePattern:graph" INTEGER, "scal:recurrenceStartDate"

INTEGER, "scal:recurrenceStartDate:graph" INTEGER, "scal:exception"

INTEGER, "scal:exception:graph" INTEGER);
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CREATE TABLE "scal:TimePoint" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"scal:dateTime" INTEGER, "scal:dateTime:graph" INTEGER,

"scal:dateTime:localDate" INTEGER, "scal:dateTime:localTime" INTEGER,

"scal:TimeZone" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "scal:TimeZone:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:Todo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"scal:todoStatus" INTEGER, "scal:todoStatus:graph" INTEGER, "scal:due"

INTEGER, "scal:due:graph" INTEGER, "scal:completed" INTEGER,

"scal:completed:graph" INTEGER, "scal:percentComplete" INTEGER,

"scal:percentComplete:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "scal:TodoStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "scal:TransparencyValues" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "slo:GeoLocation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"slo:latitude" REAL, "slo:latitude:graph" INTEGER, "slo:longitude"

REAL, "slo:longitude:graph" INTEGER, "slo:verticalAccuracy" REAL,

"slo:verticalAccuracy:graph" INTEGER, "slo:horizontalAccuracy" REAL,

"slo:horizontalAccuracy:graph" INTEGER, "slo:altitude" REAL,

"slo:altitude:graph" INTEGER, "slo:boundingLatitudeMin" REAL,

"slo:boundingLatitudeMin:graph" INTEGER, "slo:boundingLatitudeMax"

REAL, "slo:boundingLatitudeMax:graph" INTEGER,

"slo:boundingLongitudeMin" REAL, "slo:boundingLongitudeMin:graph"

INTEGER, "slo:boundingLongitudeMax" REAL,

"slo:boundingLongitudeMax:graph" INTEGER, "slo:radius" REAL,

"slo:radius:graph" INTEGER, "slo:timestamp" INTEGER,

"slo:timestamp:graph" INTEGER, "slo:timestamp:localDate" INTEGER,

"slo:timestamp:localTime" INTEGER, "slo:postalAddress" INTEGER,

"slo:postalAddress:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "slo:Landmark" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"slo:iconUrl" INTEGER, "slo:iconUrl:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "slo:LandmarkCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"slo:isRemovable" INTEGER, "slo:isRemovable:graph" INTEGER,

"slo:categoryIconUrl" INTEGER, "slo:categoryIconUrl:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "slo:Landmark_slo:belongsToCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT

NULL, "slo:belongsToCategory" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"slo:belongsToCategory:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "slo:Landmark_slo:hasContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"slo:hasContact" INTEGER NOT NULL, "slo:hasContact:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "slo:Route" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"slo:startTime" INTEGER, "slo:startTime:graph" INTEGER,

"slo:startTime:localDate" INTEGER, "slo:startTime:localTime" INTEGER,

"slo:endTime" INTEGER, "slo:endTime:graph" INTEGER,

"slo:endTime:localDate" INTEGER, "slo:endTime:localTime" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "slo:Route_slo:routeDetails" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,

"slo:routeDetails" TEXT NOT NULL, "slo:routeDetails:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "tracker:Namespace" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

"tracker:prefix" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "tracker:prefix:graph"

INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE "tracker:Ontology" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE "tracker:Volume" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
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"tracker:isMounted" INTEGER, "tracker:isMounted:graph" INTEGER,

"tracker:unmountDate" INTEGER, "tracker:unmountDate:graph" INTEGER,

"tracker:unmountDate:localDate" INTEGER,

"tracker:unmountDate:localTime" INTEGER, "tracker:mountPoint" INTEGER,

"tracker:mountPoint:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:isRemovable" INTEGER,

"tracker:isRemovable:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:isOptical" INTEGER,

"tracker:isOptical:graph" INTEGER);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mfo:FeedMessage_mfo:enclosureList_ID_ID" ON

"mfo:FeedMessage_mfo:enclosureList" (ID, "mfo:enclosureList");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbNorthWest_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbNorthWest" (ID, "mlo:bbNorthWest");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbSouthEast_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbSouthEast" (ID, "mlo:bbSouthEast");

CREATE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox" ("mlo:asBoundingBox", ID);

CREATE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint" ("mlo:asGeoPoint", ID);

CREATE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress" ("mlo:asPostalAddress", ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:address_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:address" (ID, "mlo:address");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:altitude_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:altitude" (ID, "mlo:altitude");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:city_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:city" (ID, "mlo:city");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:country_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:country" (ID, "mlo:country");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:latitude_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:latitude" (ID, "mlo:latitude");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:longitude_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:longitude" (ID, "mlo:longitude");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:state_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:state" (ID, "mlo:state");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:timestamp_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:timestamp" (ID, "mlo:timestamp");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoSphere_mlo:radius_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:GeoSphere_mlo:radius" (ID, "mlo:radius");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:LandmarkCategory_mlo:isRemovable_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:LandmarkCategory_mlo:isRemovable" (ID, "mlo:isRemovable");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Landmark_mlo:belongsToCategory_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:Landmark_mlo:belongsToCategory" (ID, "mlo:belongsToCategory");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Landmark_mlo:poiLocation_ID_ID" ON
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"mlo:Landmark_mlo:poiLocation" (ID, "mlo:poiLocation");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxEastLimit_ID_ID"

ON "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxEastLimit" (ID,

"mlo:boxEastLimit");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxNorthLimit_ID_ID"

ON "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxNorthLimit" (ID,

"mlo:boxNorthLimit");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX

"mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxSouthWestCorner_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxSouthWestCorner" (ID,

"mlo:boxSouthWestCorner");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX

"mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxVerticalLimit_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxVerticalLimit" (ID,

"mlo:boxVerticalLimit");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Route_mlo:endTime_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:Route_mlo:endTime" (ID, "mlo:endTime");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Route_mlo:routeDetails_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:Route_mlo:routeDetails" (ID, "mlo:routeDetails");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Route_mlo:startTime_ID_ID" ON

"mlo:Route_mlo:startTime" (ID, "mlo:startTime");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mto:Transfer_mto:transferList_ID_ID" ON

"mto:Transfer_mto:transferList" (ID, "mto:transferList");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mto:Transfer_mto:transferPrivacyLevel_ID_ID" ON

"mto:Transfer_mto:transferPrivacyLevel" (ID,

"mto:transferPrivacyLevel");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mto:UploadTransfer_mto:transferCategory_ID_ID" ON

"mto:UploadTransfer_mto:transferCategory" (ID,

"mto:transferCategory");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nao:Tag_tracker:isDefaultTag_ID_ID" ON

"nao:Tag_tracker:isDefaultTag" (ID, "tracker:isDefaultTag");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nao:Tag_tracker:tagRelatedTo_ID_ID" ON

"nao:Tag_tracker:tagRelatedTo" (ID, "tracker:tagRelatedTo");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:Alarm_ncal:action_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:Alarm_ncal:action" (ID, "ncal:action");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayModifier_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayModifier" (ID, "ncal:bydayModifier");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayWeekday_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayWeekday" (ID, "ncal:bydayWeekday");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:Calendar_ncal:component_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:Calendar_ncal:component" (ID, "ncal:component");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:Freebusy_ncal:freebusy_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:Freebusy_ncal:freebusy" (ID, "ncal:freebusy");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byday_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byday" (ID, "ncal:byday");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byhour_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byhour" (ID, "ncal:byhour");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byminute_ID_ID" ON
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"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byminute" (ID, "ncal:byminute");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonth_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonth" (ID, "ncal:bymonth");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonthday_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonthday" (ID, "ncal:bymonthday");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysecond_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysecond" (ID, "ncal:bysecond");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysetpos_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysetpos" (ID, "ncal:bysetpos");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byweekno_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byweekno" (ID, "ncal:byweekno");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byyearday_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byyearday" (ID, "ncal:byyearday");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:attach_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:attach" (ID, "ncal:attach");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:attendee_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:attendee" (ID, "ncal:attendee");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:categories_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:categories" (ID, "ncal:categories");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:exdate_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:exdate" (ID, "ncal:exdate");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:exrule_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:exrule" (ID, "ncal:exrule");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:hasAlarm_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:hasAlarm" (ID, "ncal:hasAlarm");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:ncalRelation_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:ncalRelation" (ID, "ncal:ncalRelation");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:rdate_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:rdate" (ID, "ncal:rdate");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:relatedToChild_ID_ID"

ON "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:relatedToChild" (ID,

"ncal:relatedToChild");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:relatedToParent_ID_ID"

ON "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:relatedToParent" (ID,

"ncal:relatedToParent");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:resources_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:resources" (ID, "ncal:resources");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:rrule_ID_ID" ON

"ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:rrule" (ID, "ncal:rrule");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Affiliation_nco:title_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Affiliation_nco:title" (ID, "nco:title");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:ContactList_nco:containsContact_ID_ID" ON

"nco:ContactList_nco:containsContact" (ID, "nco:containsContact");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Contact_ncal:anniversary_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Contact_ncal:anniversary" (ID, "ncal:anniversary");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Contact_ncal:birthday_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Contact_ncal:birthday" (ID, "ncal:birthday");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Contact_nco:belongsToGroup_ID_ID" ON
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"nco:Contact_nco:belongsToGroup" (ID, "nco:belongsToGroup");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Contact_nco:note_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Contact_nco:note" (ID, "nco:note");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Contact_scal:anniversary_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Contact_scal:anniversary" (ID, "scal:anniversary");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Contact_scal:birthday_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Contact_scal:birthday" (ID, "scal:birthday");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:IMAccount_nco:hasIMContact_ID_ID" ON

"nco:IMAccount_nco:hasIMContact" (ID, "nco:hasIMContact");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:IMAddress_nco:imCapability_ID_ID" ON

"nco:IMAddress_nco:imCapability" (ID, "nco:imCapability");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation_ID_ID" ON

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" (ID, "nco:hasAffiliation");

CREATE INDEX "nco:PersonContact_nco:nameFamily" ON "nco:PersonContact"

("nco:nameFamily");

CREATE INDEX "nco:PhoneNumber_nco:phoneNumber" ON "nco:PhoneNumber"

("nco:phoneNumber");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:blogUrl_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:blogUrl" (ID, "nco:blogUrl");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:foafUrl_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:foafUrl" (ID, "nco:foafUrl");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:hasContactMedium_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:hasContactMedium" (ID, "nco:hasContactMedium");

CREATE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress" ("nco:hasEmailAddress", ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:hasIMAddress_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:hasIMAddress" (ID, "nco:hasIMAddress");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:hasPhoneNumber_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:hasPhoneNumber" (ID, "nco:hasPhoneNumber");

CREATE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress" ("nco:hasPostalAddress", ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:url_ID_ID" ON "nco:Role_nco:url"

(ID, "nco:url");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Role_nco:websiteUrl_ID_ID" ON

"nco:Role_nco:websiteUrl" (ID, "nco:websiteUrl");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX

"nfo:BookmarkFolder_nfo:containsBookmarkFolder_ID_ID" ON

"nfo:BookmarkFolder_nfo:containsBookmarkFolder" (ID,

"nfo:containsBookmarkFolder");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:BookmarkFolder_nfo:containsBookmark_ID_ID" ON

"nfo:BookmarkFolder_nfo:containsBookmark" (ID,

"nfo:containsBookmark");

CREATE INDEX "nfo:FileDataObject_nfo:fileLastModified" ON

"nfo:FileDataObject" ("nfo:fileLastModified");
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CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:Image_nfo:depicts_ID_ID" ON

"nfo:Image_nfo:depicts" (ID, "nfo:depicts");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:Image_nfo:hasRegionOfInterest_ID_ID" ON

"nfo:Image_nfo:hasRegionOfInterest" (ID, "nfo:hasRegionOfInterest");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:MediaList_nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry_ID_ID" ON

"nfo:MediaList_nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry" (ID,

"nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:MediaList_nfo:mediaListEntry_ID_ID" ON

"nfo:MediaList_nfo:mediaListEntry" (ID, "nfo:mediaListEntry");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:Media_mtp:hidden_ID_ID" ON

"nfo:Media_mtp:hidden" (ID, "mtp:hidden");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:Media_nmm:alternativeMedia_ID_ID" ON

"nfo:Media_nmm:alternativeMedia" (ID, "nmm:alternativeMedia");

CREATE INDEX "nfo:Visual_nie:contentCreated" ON "nfo:Visual"

("nie:contentCreated");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nid3:ID3Audio_nid3:leadArtist_ID_ID" ON

"nid3:ID3Audio_nid3:leadArtist" (ID, "nid3:leadArtist");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:DataObject_nie:dataSource_ID_ID" ON

"nie:DataObject_nie:dataSource" (ID, "nie:dataSource");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:DataObject_nie:isPartOf_ID_ID" ON

"nie:DataObject_nie:isPartOf" (ID, "nie:isPartOf");

CREATE INDEX "nie:DataObject_nie:url" ON "nie:DataObject" ("nie:url");

CREATE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_mlo:location_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_mlo:location" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_mlo:location_ID_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_mlo:location" ("mlo:location", ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty_ID_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty" (ID, "nao:hasProperty");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nco:contributor_ID_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_nco:contributor" (ID, "nco:contributor");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nco:creator_ID_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_nco:creator" (ID, "nco:creator");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasLogicalPart_ID_ID"

ON "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasLogicalPart" (ID,

"nie:hasLogicalPart");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasPart_ID_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_nie:hasPart" (ID, "nie:hasPart");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX

"nie:InformationElement_nie:informationElementDate_ID_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_nie:informationElementDate" (ID,

"nie:informationElementDate");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:isLogicalPartOf_ID_ID"

ON "nie:InformationElement_nie:isLogicalPartOf" (ID,

"nie:isLogicalPartOf");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:keyword_ID_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_nie:keyword" (ID, "nie:keyword");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:relatedTo_ID_ID" ON

"nie:InformationElement_nie:relatedTo" (ID, "nie:relatedTo");
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CREATE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_slo:location" ON

"nie:InformationElement" ("slo:location");

CREATE INDEX "nmm:Artist_nmm:artistName" ON "nmm:Artist" ("nmm:artistName");

CREATE INDEX "nmm:MusicAlbum_nie:title" ON "nmm:MusicAlbum" ("nie:title");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:MusicAlbum_nmm:albumArtist_ID_ID" ON

"nmm:MusicAlbum_nmm:albumArtist" (ID, "nmm:albumArtist");

CREATE INDEX "nmm:MusicPiece_nie:title" ON "nmm:MusicPiece" ("nie:title");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:lyrics_ID_ID" ON

"nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:lyrics" (ID, "nmm:lyrics");

CREATE INDEX "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:musicAlbum" ON "nmm:MusicPiece"

("nmm:musicAlbum");

CREATE INDEX "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:performer" ON "nmm:MusicPiece"

("nmm:performer");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:RadioStation_nmm:carrier_ID_ID" ON

"nmm:RadioStation_nmm:carrier" (ID, "nmm:carrier");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:Video_mtp:scantype_ID_ID" ON

"nmm:Video_mtp:scantype" (ID, "mtp:scantype");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:Video_nmm:director_ID_ID" ON

"nmm:Video_nmm:director" (ID, "nmm:director");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:Video_nmm:leadActor_ID_ID" ON

"nmm:Video_nmm:leadActor" (ID, "nmm:leadActor");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:Video_nmm:subtitle_ID_ID" ON

"nmm:Video_nmm:subtitle" (ID, "nmm:subtitle");

CREATE INDEX "nmo:Call_nmo:sentDate" ON "nmo:Call" ("nmo:sentDate");

CREATE INDEX "nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant_ID" ON

"nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX

"nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant" ("nmo:hasParticipant",

ID);

CREATE INDEX "nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:lastMessageDate" ON

"nmo:CommunicationChannel" ("nmo:lastMessageDate");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Email_nmo:contentMimeType_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:Email_nmo:contentMimeType" (ID, "nmo:contentMimeType");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:bcc_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:Message_nmo:bcc" (ID, "nmo:bcc");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:cc_ID_ID" ON "nmo:Message_nmo:cc"

(ID, "nmo:cc");

CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:communicationChannel" ON "nmo:Message"

("nmo:communicationChannel", "nmo:receivedDate");

CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:conversation" ON "nmo:Message"

("nmo:conversation");

CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:from" ON "nmo:Message" ("nmo:from");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:hasAttachment_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:Message_nmo:hasAttachment" (ID, "nmo:hasAttachment");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:inReplyTo_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:Message_nmo:inReplyTo" (ID, "nmo:inReplyTo");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:messageHeader_ID_ID" ON
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"nmo:Message_nmo:messageHeader" (ID, "nmo:messageHeader");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:recipient_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:Message_nmo:recipient" (ID, "nmo:recipient");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:references_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:Message_nmo:references" (ID, "nmo:references");

CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:sender" ON "nmo:Message" ("nmo:sender");

CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:sentDate" ON "nmo:Message" ("nmo:sentDate");

CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:to_ID" ON "nmo:Message_nmo:to" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:to_ID_ID" ON "nmo:Message_nmo:to"

("nmo:to", ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:MimePart_nmo:mimeHeader_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:MimePart_nmo:mimeHeader" (ID, "nmo:mimeHeader");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Multipart_nmo:partBoundary_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:Multipart_nmo:partBoundary" (ID, "nmo:partBoundary");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX

"nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder" (ID,

"nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX

"nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessage_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessage" (ID,

"nmo:containsPhoneMessage");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:PhoneMessage_nmo:toVCard_ID_ID" ON

"nmo:PhoneMessage_nmo:toVCard" (ID, "nmo:toVCard");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdf:Property_rdfs:subPropertyOf_ID_ID" ON

"rdf:Property_rdfs:subPropertyOf" (ID, "rdfs:subPropertyOf");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Class_rdfs:subClassOf_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Class_rdfs:subClassOf" (ID, "rdfs:subClassOf");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Class_tracker:domainIndex_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Class_tracker:domainIndex" (ID, "tracker:domainIndex");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_dc:contributor_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Resource_dc:contributor" (ID, "dc:contributor");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_dc:date_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Resource_dc:date" (ID, "dc:date");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_dc:relation_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Resource_dc:relation" (ID, "dc:relation");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_dc:source_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Resource_dc:source" (ID, "dc:source");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_nao:deprecated_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Resource_nao:deprecated" (ID, "nao:deprecated");

CREATE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag_ID" ON "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag" ("nao:hasTag", ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_nao:isRelated_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Resource_nao:isRelated" (ID, "nao:isRelated");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_rdf:type_ID_ID" ON

"rdfs:Resource_rdf:type" (ID, "rdf:type");

CREATE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_tracker:added" ON "rdfs:Resource" ("tracker:added");
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CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-from_ID_ID" ON

"scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-from" (ID, "scal:delegated-from");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-to_ID_ID" ON

"scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-to" (ID, "scal:delegated-to");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:Attendee_scal:member_ID_ID" ON

"scal:Attendee_scal:member" (ID, "scal:member");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:Attendee_scal:sent-by_ID_ID" ON

"scal:Attendee_scal:sent-by" (ID, "scal:sent-by");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarAlarm_scal:alarmAttendee_ID_ID" ON

"scal:CalendarAlarm_scal:alarmAttendee" (ID, "scal:alarmAttendee");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:access_ID_ID" ON

"scal:CalendarItem_scal:access" (ID, "scal:access");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:attachment_ID_ID" ON

"scal:CalendarItem_scal:attachment" (ID, "scal:attachment");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:attendee_ID_ID" ON

"scal:CalendarItem_scal:attendee" (ID, "scal:attendee");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:belongsToCalendar_ID_ID"

ON "scal:CalendarItem_scal:belongsToCalendar" (ID,

"scal:belongsToCalendar");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:contact_ID_ID" ON

"scal:CalendarItem_scal:contact" (ID, "scal:contact");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:rrule_ID_ID" ON

"scal:CalendarItem_scal:rrule" (ID, "scal:rrule");

CREATE INDEX "slo:GeoLocation_slo:postalAddress" ON "slo:GeoLocation"

("slo:postalAddress");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "slo:Landmark_slo:belongsToCategory_ID_ID" ON

"slo:Landmark_slo:belongsToCategory" (ID, "slo:belongsToCategory");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "slo:Landmark_slo:hasContact_ID_ID" ON

"slo:Landmark_slo:hasContact" (ID, "slo:hasContact");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "slo:Route_slo:routeDetails_ID_ID" ON

"slo:Route_slo:routeDetails" (ID, "slo:routeDetails");

 

EXPLAIN SELECT "1_u", (SELECT "nco:fullname" FROM "nco:Contact" WHERE

ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nameFamily" FROM

"nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT

"nco:nameGiven" FROM "nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u")

COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nameAdditional" FROM

"nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT

"nco:nameHonorificPrefix" FROM "nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID =

"1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nameHonorificSuffix" FROM

"nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT

"nco:nickname" FROM "nco:Contact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE

NOCASE, strftime("%s",(SELECT "nco:birthDate" FROM

"nco:Contact" WHERE ID = "1_u")), (SELECT "nie:url" FROM

"nie:DataObject" WHERE ID = (SELECT "nco:photo" FROM

"nco:Contact" WHERE ID = "1_u")) COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT("2_u"||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT

"nco:imProtocol" FROM "nco:IMAddress" WHERE ID = "3_u") COLLATE
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NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT

"nco:imID" FROM "nco:IMAddress" WHERE ID = "3_u") COLLATE

NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT

"nco:imNickname" FROM "nco:IMAddress" WHERE ID = "3_u") COLLATE

NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE), '\n') FROM (SELECT

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation2"."nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"2_u", "nco:Role_nco:hasIMAddress3"."nco:hasIMAddress" AS

"3_u" FROM "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation2",

"nco:Role_nco:hasIMAddress" AS "nco:Role_nco:hasIMAddress3" WHERE

"1_u" = "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation2"."ID" AND

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation2"."nco:hasAffiliation" =

"nco:Role_nco:hasIMAddress3"."ID")), (SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT("2_u"||? COLLATE NOCASE||(SELECT "nco:phoneNumber"

FROM "nco:PhoneNumber" WHERE ID = "4_u") COLLATE NOCASE, '\n')

FROM (SELECT "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation4"."nco:hasAffiliation"

AS "2_u", "nco:Role_nco:hasPhoneNumber5"."nco:hasPhoneNumber" AS

"4_u" FROM "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation4",

"nco:Role_nco:hasPhoneNumber" AS "nco:Role_nco:hasPhoneNumber5"

WHERE "1_u" = "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation4"."ID" AND

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation4"."nco:hasAffiliation" =

"nco:Role_nco:hasPhoneNumber5"."ID")), (SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT("2_u"||? COLLATE NOCASE||(SELECT "nco:emailAddress"

FROM "nco:EmailAddress" WHERE ID = "5_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ',')

FROM (SELECT "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation6"."nco:hasAffiliation"

AS "2_u", "nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress7"."nco:hasEmailAddress"

AS "5_u" FROM "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation6",

"nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress" AS "nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress7"

WHERE "1_u" = "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation6"."ID" AND

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation6"."nco:hasAffiliation" =

"nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress7"."ID")), (SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT("2_u"||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT((SELECT Uri FROM Resource WHERE ID =

"nco:blogUrl"),',') FROM "nco:Role_nco:blogUrl" WHERE ID =

"2_u"), ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT((SELECT Uri FROM Resource WHERE ID =

"nco:websiteUrl"),',') FROM "nco:Role_nco:websiteUrl" WHERE ID =

"2_u"), ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT((SELECT Uri FROM Resource WHERE ID = "nco:url"),',')

FROM "nco:Role_nco:url" WHERE ID = "2_u"), ? COLLATE NOCASE),

'\n') FROM (SELECT

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation8"."nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"2_u" FROM "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation8" WHERE "1_u" =

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation8"."ID")), (SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT("6_u", ',') FROM (SELECT
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"rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag9"."nao:hasTag" AS "6_u" FROM

"rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag" AS "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag9" WHERE

"1_u" = "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag9"."ID")), (SELECT Uri FROM

Resource WHERE ID = "1_u"), (SELECT GROUP_CONCAT("2_u"||? COLLATE

NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:role" FROM "nco:Affiliation" WHERE

ID = "2_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE

NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:department" FROM "nco:Affiliation"

WHERE ID = "2_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE

NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT GROUP_CONCAT("nco:title",',') FROM

"nco:Affiliation_nco:title" WHERE ID = "2_u"), ? COLLATE NOCASE),

'\n') FROM (SELECT

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation10"."nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"2_u" FROM "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation10" WHERE "1_u" =

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation10"."ID")), (SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT("nco:note",',') FROM "nco:Contact_nco:note" WHERE ID

= "1_u"), (SELECT "nco:gender" FROM "nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID

= "1_u"), (SELECT GROUP_CONCAT("2_u"||? COLLATE

NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:pobox" FROM "nco:PostalAddress"

WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE

NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:district" FROM "nco:PostalAddress"

WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE

NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:county" FROM "nco:PostalAddress"

WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE

NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:locality" FROM "nco:PostalAddress"

WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE

NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:postalcode" FROM

"nco:PostalAddress" WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE

NOCASE)||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:streetAddress"

FROM "nco:PostalAddress" WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ?

COLLATE NOCASE)||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT Uri FROM

Resource WHERE ID = (SELECT "nco:addressLocation" FROM

"nco:PostalAddress" WHERE ID = "7_u")), ? COLLATE NOCASE)||?

COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:extendedAddress" FROM

"nco:PostalAddress" WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE

NOCASE)||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:country" FROM

"nco:PostalAddress" WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE

NOCASE)||? COLLATE NOCASE||COALESCE((SELECT "nco:region" FROM

"nco:PostalAddress" WHERE ID = "7_u") COLLATE NOCASE, ? COLLATE

NOCASE), '\n') FROM (SELECT

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation11"."nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"2_u", "nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress12"."nco:hasPostalAddress"

AS "7_u" FROM "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" AS

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation11",

"nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress" AS

"nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress12" WHERE "1_u" =

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation11"."ID" AND

"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation11"."nco:hasAffiliation" =
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"nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress12"."ID")), (SELECT

GROUP_CONCAT("10_u" COLLATE NOCASE, ',') FROM (SELECT

"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty13"."nao:hasProperty" AS

"8_u", "nao:Property14"."nao:propertyName" AS "9_u",

"nao:Property14"."nao:propertyValue" AS "10_u" FROM

"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty" AS

"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty13", "nao:Property" AS

"nao:Property14" WHERE "1_u" =

"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty13"."ID" AND

"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty13"."nao:hasProperty" =

"nao:Property14"."ID" AND "9_u" IS NOT NULL AND "10_u" IS NOT

NULL AND ("9_u" COLLATE NOCASE = ? COLLATE NOCASE))) FROM (SELECT

"nco:PersonContact1"."ID" AS "1_u" FROM "nco:PersonContact" AS

"nco:PersonContact1") ORDER BY "1_u";

 }

} {/.* Goto .*/}

 

 

finish_test

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/test/fuzz-oss1.test

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

)print dup(						 )cvs print

 

Found in path(s):

* {cvx $error/errorname get(Error

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

application code is free to use these routines as well, if desired.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-r9EckcaZ/sqlite-doc-3071700/34to35.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

** Return a pointer to the "temporary page" buffer held internally

** by the pager.  This is a buffer that is big enough to hold the

** entire content of a database page.  This buffer is used internally

** during rollback and will be overwritten whenever a rollback

** occurs.  But other modules are free to use it too, as long as

** no rollbacks are happening.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1146568937_1616563472.04/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

lltKQC5N/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-cheW8kUH/sqlite-src-3071700/src/pager.c

 

1.437 aws-java-sdk-

route53recoverycontrolconfig 1.12.199 
1.437.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/GatingRuleUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateRoutingControlResultJsonUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeSafetyRuleRequestProtocolM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DeleteSafetyRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ClusterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DescribeClusterRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/AssertionRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeControlPanelRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListRoutingControlsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/GatingRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/InternalServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/NewAssertionRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/RoutingControlMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListControlPanelsRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DeleteSafetyRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeSafetyRuleRequestMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/ClusterDeleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/GatingRuleUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListSafetyRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/AWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeRoutingControlRequestProtoc

olMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/ControlPanelCreated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ControlPanelMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/RoutingControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/RuleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DescribeControlPanelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/AWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfigException.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/AbstractAWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfigAsync.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListControlPanelsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DeleteClusterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListClustersResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/RoutingControlJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateControlPanelRequestProtocolM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateSafetyRuleRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteControlPanelRequestProtocolMa
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rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListRoutingControlsRequestMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DescribeControlPanelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/CreateRoutingControlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListSafetyRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/DescribeClusterFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateSafetyRuleRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateControlPanelResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeControlPanelRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeSafetyRuleResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListAssociatedRoute53HealthChecksR

equestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeClusterRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/RuleConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/ClusterCreated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/DescribeRoutingControlFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteControlPanelRequestMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DeleteClusterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/GatingRuleUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/CreateSafetyRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/UpdateSafetyRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ClusterEndpointJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/UpdateControlPanelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/NewAssertionRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/NewGatingRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/AssertionRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DeleteRoutingControlResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListControlPanelsRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/GatingRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-
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sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/AWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfigWaiters.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListRoutingControlsResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DescribeRoutingControlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/CreateClusterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateControlPanelResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteClusterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DeleteControlPanelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ClusterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateSafetyRuleRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateSafetyRuleResultJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteSafetyRuleRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/AssertionRule.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListAssociatedRoute53HealthChecksRequest.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeClusterRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListControlPanelsResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/CreateControlPanelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/UpdateSafetyRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/AWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfigClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/AssertionRuleUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateControlPanelRequestProtocolMa

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/RuleConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/CreateControlPanelRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ControlPanel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/CreateRoutingControlResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteRoutingControlRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateRoutingControlRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateRoutingControlRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-
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sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DeleteControlPanelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateClusterResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/AWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfigAsyncClientBuild

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ThrottlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DescribeSafetyRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/CreateClusterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/RoutingControlDeleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/AbstractAWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListSafetyRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ThrottlingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListControlPanelsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DescribeSafetyRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/AssertionRuleUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/NewGatingRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListSafetyRulesRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-
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sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateRoutingControlRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/RoutingControlCreated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ControlPanelJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/AssertionRuleUpdateJsonUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeRoutingControlResultJsonUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/UpdateRoutingControlResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListRoutingControlsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/NewAssertionRuleJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DeleteRoutingControlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteControlPanelResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/AWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfigClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListAssociatedRoute53HealthChecksR

esultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListClustersRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/NewGatingRuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateClusterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-
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sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateRoutingControlResultJsonUnma

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteSafetyRuleRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteSafetyRuleResultJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListSafetyRulesResultJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListAssociatedRoute53HealthChecksR

equestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ClusterEndpointMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListClustersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateRoutingControlRequestMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeControlPanelResultJsonUnma

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/InternalServerExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListClustersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListClustersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateControlPanelRequestMarshaller
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.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/CreateSafetyRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/RuleMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/GatingRuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/AWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfigAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/RuleJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateClusterRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateSafetyRuleRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/ControlPanelDeleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/UpdateControlPanelResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteRoutingControlResultJsonUnma

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ListRoutingControlsRequestProtocolM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/AWSRoute53RecoveryControlConfigAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/CreateControlPanelRequestMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeClusterResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/RuleConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ServiceQuotaExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ServiceQuotaExceededExceptionUnma

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/UpdateRoutingControlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ListAssociatedRoute53HealthChecksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DescribeRoutingControlRequestMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteClusterResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/ValidationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/waiters/DescribeControlPanelFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteRoutingControlRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DescribeRoutingControlResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/ClusterEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/UpdateSafetyRuleResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/transform/DeleteClusterRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-
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sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015739_1667606992.3968346/0/aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycontrolconfig-1-12-199-

sources-jar/com/amazonaws/services/route53recoverycontrolconfig/model/DescribeClusterResult.java

 

1.438 jackson-annotations 2.13.2 
1.438.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.439 aws-java-sdk-dlm 1.12.199 
1.439.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.440 metrics-servlets 4.1.25 
1.440.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.441 aws-java-sdk-swf-libraries 1.11.22 

 

1.442 aws-java-sdk-recyclebin 1.12.199 
1.442.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.443 lucene 5.5.5 
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1.443.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/
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The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and
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"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---
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The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following
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conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.
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The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.
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The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED
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that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.
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1.444 nss-softokn 3.67.0-3.el7_9 
1.444.1 Available under license : 

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.
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1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such
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   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.
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2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities
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-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.
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3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section
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2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************
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8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses
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If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
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DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (c) 2006, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod
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invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.445 centos-release 7-9.2009.1.el7.centos 
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1.445.1 Available under license : 
                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

CentOS 7 Linux EULA

 

CentOS 7 Linux comes with no guarantees or warranties of any sorts,

either written or implied.

 

The Distribution is released as GPLv2. Individual packages in the

distribution come with their own licences. A copy of the GPLv2 license

is included with the distribution media.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

 

The CentOS distribution would not be possible without the hard work and

dedication of a large number of talented people. It's only fair that we

acknowledge the time and effort that they have put into the distribution.

 

We are always in need of more volunteers. If you're interested in joining

the CentOS Project, please join us on irc.freenode.net in #centos-devel or

via the mailing list at http://lists.centos.org/pipermail/centos-devel/

 

 

 

 

## Special Recognition ##

 

One of the key reasons we got delayed on the CentOS-6 release was lack of

suitable build resources, especially when we had to repeatedly build large

chunks of code. Norwood S came forward and worked with me to

setup a large build machine, then tune the build process and help improve

the overall build, test and validate process we were using. This build

machine he donated to the project was about 5 times more capable than the

entire buildsystem we had. And he did this out of his own pocket, from

his own time, and has since upgraded the machine as well. It's now a 128GB,

48 core machine, with 4 SSD's and 4 sata disks : but the key metric is

that it can build from source, the entire CentOS-7 distro in under 22 hrs.

 

Having this capability was key in our ability to build, test and deliver

CentOS-7 as rapidly as we have been able to.

 

We'd like to dedicate the CentOS-7 Release to Mr Norwood S, of Phoenix,

AZ, USA for his continued support for the project.

 

Contributors:

 The Red Hat developers, without whom CentOS would look very different

 

 Akemi Matsuno-Yagi
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 Alain Reguera Delgado

 Alan Bartlett

 Andreas Thienemann

 Anssi Johansson

 Athmane Madjoudj

 Bonnie King

 Brian Stinson

 Carl Trieloff

 Christoph Galuschka

 Fabian Arrotin

 Jakub Filak

 James Moger

 Jeff Sheltren

 Jim Perrin

 Johnny Hughes Jr

 Karanbir Singh

 Karsten Wade

 Kay Williams

 Manuel Wolfshant

 Matej Habrnal

 Marcus Moeller

 Michael Scherer

 Mike McLean

 Pablo Sebastin Greco

 Pat Riehecky

 Ralph Angenendt

 Scott Robbins

 Stephen John Smoogen

 Trevor Hemsley

 Tru Huynh

 Tuomas Kuosmanen

 Tuomo Soini

 Tyler Parsons

 

1.446 bzip2 1.0.6 13.el7
1.446.1 Available under license : 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.447 aws-java-sdk-networkmanager 1.12.199 
1.447.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.448 commons-math 2.1 
1.448.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Math

Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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===============================================================================

The LinearConstraint, LinearObjectiveFunction, LinearOptimizer,

RelationShip, SimplexSolver and SimplexTableau classes in package

org.apache.commons.math.optimization.linear include software developed by

Benjamin McCann (http://www.benmccann.com) and distributed with

the following copyright: Copyright 2009 Google Inc.

===============================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the

University of Chicago, as Operator of Argonne National

Laboratory.

The LevenbergMarquardtOptimizer class in package

org.apache.commons.math.optimization.general includes software

translated from the lmder, lmpar and qrsolv Fortran routines

from the Minpack package

Minpack Copyright Notice (1999) University of Chicago.  All rights reserved

===============================================================================

 

The GraggBulirschStoerIntegrator class in package

org.apache.commons.math.ode.nonstiff includes software translated

from the odex Fortran routine developed by E. Hairer and G. Wanner.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2004, Ernst Hairer

===============================================================================

 

The EigenDecompositionImpl class in package

org.apache.commons.math.linear includes software translated

from some LAPACK Fortran routines.  Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 1992-2008 The University of Tennessee.  All rights reserved.

===============================================================================

 

The MersenneTwister class in package org.apache.commons.math.random

includes software translated from the 2002-01-26 version of

the Mersenne-Twister generator written in C by Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji

Nishimura. Original source copyright:

Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,

All rights reserved

===============================================================================

 

The complete text of licenses and disclaimers associated with the the original

sources enumerated above at the time of code translation are in the LICENSE.txt

file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

APACHE COMMONS MATH DERIVATIVE WORKS:

 

The Apache commons-math library includes a number of subcomponents

whose implementation is derived from original sources written

in C or Fortran.  License terms of the original sources

are reproduced below.

 

===============================================================================

For the lmder, lmpar and qrsolv Fortran routine from minpack and translated in

the LevenbergMarquardtOptimizer class in package

org.apache.commons.math.optimization.general

Original source copyright and license statement:

 

Minpack Copyright Notice (1999) University of Chicago.  All rights reserved

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the

redistribution, if any, must include the following

acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by the

  University of Chicago, as Operator of Argonne National

  Laboratory.

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software

itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments

normally appear.

 

4. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. THE SOFTWARE IS SUPPLIED "AS IS"
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WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER, THE

UNITED STATES, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, AND

THEIR EMPLOYEES: (1) DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE

OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, (2) DO NOT ASSUME ANY LEGAL LIABILITY

OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR

USEFULNESS OF THE SOFTWARE, (3) DO NOT REPRESENT THAT USE OF

THE SOFTWARE WOULD NOT INFRINGE PRIVATELY OWNED RIGHTS, (4)

DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL FUNCTION

UNINTERRUPTED, THAT IT IS ERROR-FREE OR THAT ANY ERRORS WILL

BE CORRECTED.

 

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT WILL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER, THE UNITED STATES, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

ENERGY, OR THEIR EMPLOYEES: BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF

ANY KIND OR NATURE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

PROFITS OR LOSS OF DATA, FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER, WHETHER

SUCH LIABILITY IS ASSERTED ON THE BASIS OF CONTRACT, TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY), OR OTHERWISE,

EVEN IF ANY OF SAID PARTIES HAS BEEN WARNED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGES.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright and license statement for the odex Fortran routine developed by

E. Hairer and G. Wanner and translated in GraggBulirschStoerIntegrator class

in package org.apache.commons.math.ode.nonstiff:

 

 

Copyright (c) 2004, Ernst Hairer

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
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EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================

 

Copyright and license statement for the original lapack fortran routines

translated in EigenDecompositionImpl class in package

org.apache.commons.math.linear:

 

Copyright (c) 1992-2008 The University of Tennessee.  All rights reserved.

 

$COPYRIGHT$

 

Additional copyrights may follow

 

$HEADER$

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed

 in this license in the documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT 

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT 

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===============================================================================
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Copyright and license statement for the original Mersenne twister C

routines translated in MersenneTwister class in package

org.apache.commons.math.random:

 

  Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,

  All rights reserved.                         

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

    1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

    2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

    3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

       products derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

  A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

  PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

1.449 aws-java-sdk-support 1.12.199 
1.449.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.450 netty-transport 4.1.69.Final 
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1.450.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerMask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ExtendedClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopTaskQueueFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>
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* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {
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*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;
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*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle
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* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannelRecvByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioChannelOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~
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 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/StacklessClosedChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/transport/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016625_1635406658.52/0/netty-transport-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

 

1.451 aws-java-sdk-costexplorer 1.12.199 
1.451.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.452 zlib 1.2.11 
1.452.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
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DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.453 log4j-jcl 2.17.1 
1.453.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j Commons Logging Bridge

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.454 servlet-api 3.1.0 
1.454.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.
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  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.
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   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
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     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT
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WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
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.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more
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than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software
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distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.455 aws-java-sdk-batch 1.12.199 
1.455.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.456 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.17 

 

1.457 checker-compat-qual 2.0.0 

 

1.458 libsemanage 2.5 14.el7
1.458.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
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operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
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   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
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   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
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and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.459 aws-java-sdk-schemas 1.12.199 
1.459.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListDiscoverersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/CreateRegistryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/GetDiscoveredSchemaRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteRegistryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/GoneException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetResourcePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SearchSchemaVersionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/waiters/DescribeCodeBindingFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/PutCodeBindingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DescribeRegistryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UpdateDiscovererRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeCodeBindingRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DescribeSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteDiscovererRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeDiscovererRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SearchSchemasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/CreateDiscovererRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DescribeCodeBindingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SearchSchemaSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/AWSSchemasException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetCodeBindingSourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UpdateSchemaResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/AWSSchemasAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SchemaSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/PutResourcePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetCodeBindingSourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/CreateSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/InternalServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UnauthorizedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeRegistryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/PutCodeBindingRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SchemaSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListSchemasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/PutResourcePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/AWSSchemasAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteSchemaVersionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DiscovererState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/PutCodeBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetDiscoveredSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListRegistriesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/SearchSchemasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/RegistrySummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DescribeDiscovererRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DescribeCodeBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeSchemaRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GoneExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/waiters/CodeBindingExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ExportSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SearchSchemaVersionSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateDiscovererResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListSchemasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateRegistryResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DescribeRegistryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateRegistryResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteDiscovererResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SearchSchemaSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ServiceUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/waiters/AWSSchemasWaiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/GetResourcePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetResourcePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListSchemaVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/GetDiscoveredSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/TooManyRequestsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeDiscovererRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/CreateRegistryRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ExportSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateDiscovererResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ExportSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/CodeGenerationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListSchemasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListRegistriesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/PutCodeBindingRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ForbiddenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SchemaVersionSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteRegistryRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeCodeBindingRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/PutResourcePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetDiscoveredSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UnauthorizedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListSchemasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UpdateRegistryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListSchemaVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteSchemaVersionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/SearchSchemaSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/AbstractAWSSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ExportSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/GetCodeBindingSourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListSchemaVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteSchemaVersionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateRegistryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListSchemaVersionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteResourcePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteResourcePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/PreconditionFailedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteRegistryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/PutResourcePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListRegistriesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SearchSchemasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/StartDiscovererRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/CreateSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/TooManyRequestsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateDiscovererRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/StartDiscovererResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateRegistryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeRegistryResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/StartDiscovererRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ExportSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetDiscoveredSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/GetResourcePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/AWSSchemasClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/SearchSchemasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ForbiddenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/StopDiscovererResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DiscovererSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/PreconditionFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/BadRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteDiscovererRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DescribeDiscovererResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/SearchSchemaVersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetResourcePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/StopDiscovererRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SchemaVersionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateDiscovererRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/PutResourcePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteSchemaVersionRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteSchemaVersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteRegistryResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DiscovererSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeDiscovererResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DescribeSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeRegistryRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UpdateDiscovererResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListDiscoverersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListSchemasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/AWSSchemasClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/StopDiscovererResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/GetCodeBindingSourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/AbstractAWSSchemasAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UpdateRegistryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteRegistryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateDiscovererRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/StartDiscovererRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UpdateSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/SearchSchemasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/StopDiscovererRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/PutCodeBindingResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/GetCodeBindingSourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteResourcePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/AWSSchemasAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListDiscoverersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/CreateDiscovererResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/StopDiscovererRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/RegistrySummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateDiscovererRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteResourcePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/SchemaVersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/AWSSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/InternalServerErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListDiscoverersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ServiceUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListRegistriesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/BadRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/ListSchemaVersionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/TagResourceRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DiscovererSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListDiscoverersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/UpdateRegistryRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/CreateRegistryRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteResourcePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DeleteDiscovererResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/StartDiscovererResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/SchemaSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/RegistrySummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/ListRegistriesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/DeleteDiscovererRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016282_1667607098.3908439/0/aws-java-sdk-schemas-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemas/model/transform/DescribeCodeBindingResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

 

1.460 hk2-api 2.6.1 
1.460.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and
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        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
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     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany
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     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product
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   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
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   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any
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   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the
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   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire
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   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source
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   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented
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   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL
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   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Eclipse GlassFish
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This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse GlassFish project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.glassfish

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse GlassFish, and GlassFish are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-ha-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-logging-annotation-processor

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-shoal

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-cdi-porting-tck

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-jsftemplating

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2-extra

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-fighterfish

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently
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may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.461 keyutils 1.5.8 3.el7
1.461.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less
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of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
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portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or
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   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
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which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
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this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
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"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).
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 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.462 lucene-spatial 5.5.5 
1.462.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:
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/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---
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The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces
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ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,
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analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php
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===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,
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implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.463 httpcomponents-mime 4.5.12 
1.463.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient Mime

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.464 aws-java-sdk-devopsguru 1.12.199 
1.464.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.465 hppc 0.7.1 
1.465.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2010-2013, Carrot Search s.c., Boznicza 11/56, Poznan, Poland

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

===============

 

HPPC borrowed code, ideas or both from:

 

* Apache Lucene, http://lucene.apache.org/

  (Apache license)

* Fastutil, http://fastutil.di.unimi.it/

  (Apache license)

* Koloboke, https://github.com/OpenHFT/Koloboke

  (Apache license)

 

1.466 aws-java-sdk-elasticinference 1.12.199 
1.466.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.467 aws-java-sdk-docdb 1.12.199 
1.467.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.468 gobject-introspection 1.56.1-1.el7 
1.468.1 Available under license : 

gobject-introspection has two licenses; one for the typelib library,

and one for the tools.

 

The scanner (giscanner/) and typelib libraries (girepository/) are

licensed under the LGPLv2+.  See the file COPYING.LGPL.

 

The tools (tools/) are licensed under the GPLv2+.  See the file COPYING.GPL.

 

There is also some MIT code in giscanner/.  In general where

applicable files should have headers denoting their license status; if

they do not, please file a bug at https://gitlab.gnome.org/GNOME/gobject-introspection/issues.

 

1.469 protobuf-java 3.19.4 
1.469.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/google/protobuf/wrappers.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/google/protobuf/descriptor.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-

jar/google/protobuf/timestamp.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/google/protobuf/duration.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-

jar/google/protobuf/field_mask.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-
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jar/google/protobuf/source_context.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/google/protobuf/type.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-

jar/google/protobuf/compiler/plugin.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/google/protobuf/empty.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/google/protobuf/struct.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/google/protobuf/api.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/google/protobuf/any.proto

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Automatic-Module-Name: com.google.protobuf

Bnd-LastModified: 1643389670477

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_181-google-v7

Built-By: acozzette

Bundle-Description: Core Protocol Buffers library. Protocol Buffers are

a way of encoding structured data in an    efficient yet extensible for

mat.

Bundle-DocURL: https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

Bundle-License: https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: Protocol Buffers [Core]

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.google.protobuf

Bundle-Version: 3.19.4

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: com.google.protobuf;version="3.19.4"

Import-Package: sun.misc;resolution:=optional,com.google.protobuf;versio

n="[3.19,4)"

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-3.0.0.201509101326

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1444784973_1666041526.196175/0/protobuf-java-3-19-4-3-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.470 aws-java-sdk-cloudwatchmetrics

1.12.199 
1.470.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.471 kotlin-script-runtime 1.3.50 
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1.471.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137596246_1614104399.02/0/kotlin-script-runtime-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/script/templates/standard/templates.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137596246_1614104399.02/0/kotlin-script-runtime-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/script/experimental/dependencies/resolvers.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1137596246_1614104399.02/0/kotlin-script-runtime-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/script/experimental/dependencies/dependencies.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1137596246_1614104399.02/0/kotlin-script-runtime-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/script/experimental/dependencies/AsyncDependenciesResolver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1137596246_1614104399.02/0/kotlin-script-runtime-1-3-50-sources-3-
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jar/kotlin/script/dependencies/dependencies_deprecated.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1137596246_1614104399.02/0/kotlin-script-runtime-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/script/templates/annotations.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1137596246_1614104399.02/0/kotlin-script-runtime-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/script/extensions/samWithReceiver.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1137596246_1614104399.02/0/kotlin-script-runtime-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/script/dependencies/resolvers_deprecated.kt

 

1.472 libassuan 2.1.0 3.el7
1.472.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
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freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
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 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
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produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
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   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
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   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
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by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or
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   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means
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prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
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any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
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receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.
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 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.473 jzlib 1.1.3 
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1.473.1 Available under license : 
BSD

http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/LICENSE.txt

 

1.474 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.12.6 
1.474.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.475 readline 6.2-11.el7 
1.475.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
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notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have
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certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
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Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
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 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
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   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This
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   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
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specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
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   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).
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 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
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 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
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country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
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but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
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DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It
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complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,
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as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.
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The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using
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public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.
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@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or
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to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original
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author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may
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distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE
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The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.
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@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:
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1.476 tzdata 2022c-1.el7 
1.476.1 Available under license : 

Unless specified below, all files in the tz code and data (including

this LICENSE file) are in the public domain.

 

If the files date.c, newstrftime.3, and strftime.c are present, they

contain material derived from BSD and use the BSD 3-clause license.

 

1.477 aws-java-sdk-amplifybackend 1.12.199 
1.477.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.478 cglib 3.3.0 
1.478.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.479 redisson 3.17.1 
1.479.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021 Nikita Koksharov

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

# Byte Buddy

 

Copyright 2014 - 2019 Rafael Winterhalter

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.480 gzip 1.5-11.el7_9 
1.480.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
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use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.
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 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
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appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.
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 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
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included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
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governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work
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occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
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@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.
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A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be
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read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item
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COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A
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@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
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public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already
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includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.
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@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also
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provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:
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@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

1.481 hibernate-validator 6.1.7.Final 
1.481.1 Available under license : 

Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

 

License: Apache License, Version 2.0

See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.482 jersey-media-jaxb 2.35 
1.482.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.
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SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.
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Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE
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       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.
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   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.
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     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.
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   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement
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   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble
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   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.
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       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you
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   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free
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   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
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       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you
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   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.483 aws-java-sdk-elastictranscoder 1.12.199
1.483.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.484 aws-java-sdk-route53recoverycluster

1.12.199 
1.484.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.485 aws-java-sdk-iotevents 1.12.199 
1.485.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.486 aws-java-sdk 1.12.199 
1.486.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.487 aws-java-sdk-servermigration 1.12.199 
1.487.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with
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* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppValidationConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerCannotBeReplicatedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ListAppsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppReplicationConfigurationRequestMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/SourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetReplicationJobsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GenerateChangeSetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppValidationOutputRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/NotifyAppValidationOutputRequestProtocolMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetReplicationJobsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/MissingRequiredParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetReplicationJobsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/LicenseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ImportServerCatalogResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartOnDemandReplicationRunRequestProtocolMars
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haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UserDataJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/StartAppReplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ImportAppCatalogRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerReplicationParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppReplicationConfigurationRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GenerateTemplateRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/LaunchAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/UpdateAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerValidationOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/CreateReplicationJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/NoConnectorsAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppReplicationConfigurationResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GenerateTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteReplicationJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/UpdateReplicationJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/LaunchAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/TerminateAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppValidationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/OperationNotPermittedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerGroupValidationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/VmServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/SSMValidationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/PutAppLaunchConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/AWSServerMigrationAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/S3LocationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/TemporarilyUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationRunLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationJobAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerValidationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/LaunchAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StopAppReplicationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/InvalidParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/SSMOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/SSMValidationParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppValidationOutputRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ValidationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerGroupReplicationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/Source.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteReplicationJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GenerateChangeSetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ListAppsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/VmServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteServerCatalogResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerLaunchConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteAppLaunchConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartOnDemandAppReplicationRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ListAppsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ImportAppCatalogRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UpdateAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/PutAppReplicationConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppReplicationConfigurationRequestProtocolMa

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppValidationConfigurationResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerGroupLaunchConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetServersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ImportServerCatalogRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/NotifyAppValidationOutputRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppReplicationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/S3Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ConnectorStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppLaunchConfigurationResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetServersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/LaunchDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetConnectorsResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/AbstractAWSServerMigrationAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DisassociateConnectorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/AppValidationOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppValidationConfigurationResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetReplicationRunsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppReplicationConfigurationResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/CreateAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerReplicationParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetConnectorsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerReplicationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationJobState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/AWSServerMigrationAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ListAppsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationRunMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/VmServerAddressJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/AWSServerMigrationClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/CreateReplicationJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationRunType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerGroupLaunchConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/SourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetReplicationRunsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/CreateAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppValidationConfigurationRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UpdateAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/StartOnDemandAppReplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerValidationOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/PutAppValidationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetReplicationRunsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerCannotBeReplicatedExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/CreateReplicationJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StopAppReplicationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetReplicationJobsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GenerateChangeSetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UpdateReplicationJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppLaunchConfigurationRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppValidationOutputRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerValidationConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StopAppReplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ValidationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartAppReplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationJobAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.
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java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/AppValidationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ImportAppCatalogRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/AWSServerMigration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/UnauthorizedOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UpdateReplicationJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteReplicationJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartOnDemandReplicationRunRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/CreateReplicationJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppValidationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppValidationOutputResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteServerCatalogRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ImportServerCatalogRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/NotifyAppValidationOutputRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerLaunchConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ConnectorCapability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/CreateAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppLaunchConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ImportServerCatalogResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ConnectorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UserDataValidationParametersJsonUnmarshaller.jav
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a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ImportAppCatalogResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/CreateReplicationJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerValidationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/NotificationContextJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetServersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/AbstractAWSServerMigration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/InternalErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppValidationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/CreateAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationRunLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppReplicationConfigurationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppValidationOutputResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/VmServerMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/PutAppLaunchConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetConnectorsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerReplicationConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationJobJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppLaunchConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ImportAppCatalogResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteAppReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ScriptType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartOnDemandReplicationRunResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationJobMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerGroupReplicationConfigurationJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppValidationConfigurationRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppLaunchConfigurationRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/SSMOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteReplicationJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/NoConnectorsAvailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerLaunchConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppLaunchConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ValidationOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/Connector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/S3LocationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/MissingRequiredParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerGroupReplicationConfigurationMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartOnDemandAppReplicationResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/AppValidationConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationRunState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ListAppsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppReplicationConfigurationResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/TerminateAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UserDataValidationParametersMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UserDataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteAppReplicationConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GenerateTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetReplicationRunsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetConnectorsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationRunStageDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/VmServerAddressMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/NotifyAppValidationOutputResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/AWSServerMigrationAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetServersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DisassociateConnectorRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetServersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppValidationConfigurationRequestMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/InternalErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/LaunchAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppLaunchConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetConnectorsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GenerateTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GenerateChangeSetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/AppSummaryMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationRunJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerGroupValidationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/UpdateAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteServerCatalogRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/AppSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DisassociateConnectorRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DryRunOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/AWSServerMigrationClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppValidationConfigurationRequestMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetAppLaunchConfigurationRequestProtocolMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/LaunchAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartAppReplicationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteAppValidationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/PutAppReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartOnDemandAppReplicationRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ValidationOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/NotifyAppValidationOutputResultJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/SSMOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/InvalidParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppReplicationConfigurationRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteAppValidationConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppLaunchConfigurationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppValidationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppReplicationConfigurationRequestProtocolMa

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/UserDataValidationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/TemporarilyUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationJobNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/NotificationContextMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerReplicationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerValidationConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/AppValidationOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerValidationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteServerCatalogResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppReplicationConfigurationResultJsonUnma

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UnauthorizedOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/StartOnDemandReplicationRunRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppLaunchStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationRunStageDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerReplicationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppValidationConfigurationRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/UserData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetReplicationRunsResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerGroupValidationConfigurationJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ConnectorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ReplicationRun.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/LaunchDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UpdateReplicationJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/ServerCatalogStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/StartOnDemandReplicationRunResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppValidationConfigurationResultJsonUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AppSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/CreateAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/SSMValidationParametersJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GenerateTemplateResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationJobNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/NotificationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerGroupJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/GetReplicationJobsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/VmManagerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerGroupLaunchConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppReplicationConfigurationRequestMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/StopAppReplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/UpdateAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/TerminateAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ImportServerCatalogRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/StopAppReplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppLaunchConfigurationRequestProtocolMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/StartOnDemandAppReplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GetAppLaunchConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ReplicationRunStageDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/StartAppReplicationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteServerCatalogRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/TerminateAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/GenerateChangeSetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/ServerGroupMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/TerminateAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteReplicationJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/OperationNotPermittedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/PutAppLaunchConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DryRunOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/UpdateReplicationJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/VmServerJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DeleteAppLaunchConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/DisassociateConnectorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/PutAppValidationConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DisassociateConnectorResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/DeleteAppValidationConfigurationRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/AWSServerMigrationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/StartAppReplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016129_1667606751.1976528/0/aws-java-sdk-servermigration-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/servermigration/model/transform/LaunchDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

 

1.488 basesystem 10.0-7.el7.centos 
1.488.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Summary: The skeleton package which defines a simple CentOS Linux system

Name: basesystem

Version: 10.0

Release: 7%{?dist}

License: Public Domain

Group: System Environment/Base

Requires(pre): setup filesystem

BuildRoot: %(mktemp -ud %{_tmppath}/%{name}-%{version}-%{release}-XXXXXX)

BuildArch: noarch

 

%description

Basesystem defines the components of a basic CentOS Linux

system (for example, the package installation order to use during

bootstrapping). Basesystem should be in every installation of a system,

and it should never be removed.

 

%prep

 

%build

 

%install

 

%clean
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%files

%defattr(-,root,root,-)

 

%changelog

* Fri Jun 27 2014 Johnny Hughes <johnny@centos.org> - 10.0-7.el7.centos

- Roll in CentOS Branding

 

* Fri Dec 27 2013 Daniel Mach <dmach@redhat.com> - 10.0-7

- Mass rebuild 2013-12-27

 

* Tue Mar 06 2012 Ondrej Vasik <ovasik@redhat.com> 10.0-6

- remove again reference to Fedora after RHEL-7 import(#800464)

 

* Thu Jun 23 2011 Ondrej Vasik <ovasik@redhat.com> 10.0-5

- fix FTBFS typo (#715640), add disttag

 

* Fri May 21 2010 Ondrej Vasik <ovasik@redhat.com> - 10.0-4

- remove reference to Fedora, add dist tag

Related: rhbz#566527

 

* Mon Apr 26 2010 Dennis Gregorovic <dgregor@redhat.com> - 10.0-3.2

- Rebuilt for RHEL 6

Related: rhbz#566527

 

* Mon Apr 26 2010 Dennis Gregorovic <dgregor@redhat.com> - 10.0-3.1

- Rebuilt for RHEL 6

Related: rhbz#566527

 

* Fri Jul 24 2009 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-3

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_12_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Mon Feb 23 2009 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-2

- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_11_Mass_Rebuild

 

* Mon Oct 20 2008 Phil Knirsch <pknirsch@redhat.com> 10.0-1

- Bump version and rebuild for Fedora 10 (#451289)

 

* Fri Mar 02 2007 Phil Knirsch <pknirsch@redhat.com> - 8.1-1

- Cleanup per package review (#225608)

 

* Wed Jul 12 2006 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com> - 8.0-5.1.1

- rebuild

 

* Fri Dec 09 2005 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com>

- rebuilt

 

* Wed Sep 22 2004 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>
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- rebuilt

 

* Fri Feb 13 2004 Elliot Lee <sopwith@redhat.com>

- rebuilt

 

* Wed Jan 22 2003 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>

- rebuilt

 

* Wed Aug 21 2002 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>

- bump rev

 

* Fri Jun 21 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>

- automated rebuild

 

* Thu May 23 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>

- automated rebuild

 

* Wed Jan 09 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>

- automated rebuild

 

* Wed Jul 12 2000 Prospector <bugzilla@redhat.com>

- automatic rebuild

 

* Tue Jun  6 2000 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>

- rebuild. Wheee.

 

* Sun Mar 21 1999 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>

- auto rebuild in the new build environment (release 4)

 

* Tue Mar 16 1999 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>

- don't require rpm (breaks dependency chain)

 

* Tue Mar 16 1999 Erik Troan <ewt@redhat.com>

- require rpm

 

* Wed Dec 30 1998 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>

- build for 6.0

 

* Tue Aug 11 1998 Jeff Johnson <jbj@redhat.com>

- build root

 

* Mon Apr 27 1998 Prospector System <bugs@redhat.com>

- translations modified for de, fr, tr

 

* Tue Sep 23 1997 Erik Troan <ewt@redhat.com>

- made a noarch package

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1151233448_1617817524.04/0/basesystem-10.0-7.el7.centos.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

tqrtl4Z0/basesystem.spec

 

1.489 json-utils 2.17.85 
1.489.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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1.490 amazon-kinesis-producer 0.14.9 
1.490.1 Available under license : 

 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                              Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.491 aws-java-sdk-pinpoint 1.12.199 
1.491.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.492 aws-java-sdk-acmpca 1.12.199 
1.492.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.493 pygpgme 0.3-9.el7 
1.493.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

# modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

# version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_editkey.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_sign_verify.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_keys.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_delete.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_context.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_import.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_encrypt_decrypt.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_passphrase.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/util.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_export.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_keylist.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/gpgme/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/gpgme/editutil.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_genkey.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/tests/test_progress.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

'License :: OSI Approved :: GNU Library or Lesser General Public License (LGPL)',

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/setup.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

A Python binding for the gpgme library, used to drive the gpg command

line program.
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More information about gpgme can be found here:

 http://www.gnupg.org/(en)/related_software/gpgme/index.html

 

This binding stays fairly close to the C API with the following

exceptions:

 

* Memory management is not exposed to the user

 

* Functions like gpgme_get_foo()/gpgme_set_foo() are converted to

  attribute access on gpgme.Context objects.

 

* Functions that take gpgme_data_t arguments take arbitrary Python

  file-like objects.  The read(), write(), seek() and tell() methods

  may be used on the object.

 

* Non-zero gpgme_error_t return values are converted to gpgme.error

  exceptions.

 

* Only the synchronous versions of functions have been wrapped.

  However, the Python global interpreter lock is dropped, so should

  play nicely in multi-threaded Python programs.

 

* Function pairs like gpgme_op_import()/gpgme_op_import_result() are

  combined into single method calls.

 

* The Python version of gpgme_op_keylist() returns an iterator over

  the matched keys, rather than requiring the user to use a special

  iteration function.

 

This library is licensed under the LGPL, the same license as the gpgme

library.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License:        LGPLv2+

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.0

Name: pygpgme

Version: 0.3
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Summary: A Python module for working with OpenPGP messages

Home-page: https://launchpad.net/pygpgme

Author: James Henstridge

Author-email: james@jamesh.id.au

License: LGPL

Description: PyGPGME is a Python module that lets you sign, verify, encrypt and

       decrypt messages using the OpenPGP format.

      

       It is built on top of the GNU Privacy Guard and the GPGME library.

      

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: GNU Library or Lesser General Public License (LGPL)

Classifier: Operating System :: POSIX

Classifier: Programming Language :: C

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3

Classifier: Topic :: Security :: Cryptography

Classifier: Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries :: Python Modules

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/PKG-INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

   pygpgme - a Python wrapper for the gpgme library

   Copyright (C) 2006  James Henstridge

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-genkey.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
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ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-key.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-import.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-context.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-signature.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-keyiter.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-constants.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/gpgme.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-data.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1136594396_1654022957.9765584/0/pygpgme-0.3-9.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

ot2siJF6/pygpgme-0.3.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-B2wbOp7p/pygpgme-0.3/src/pygpgme-error.c

 

1.494 aws-java-sdk-ecrpublic 1.12.199 
1.494.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.495 shadow-utils 4.6 5.el7
1.495.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
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operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990 - 1994, Julianne Frances Haugh

* Copyright (c) 1996 - 2000, Marek Michakiewicz

* Copyright (c) 2000 - 2006, Tomasz Koczko

* Copyright (c) 2007 - 2011, Nicolas Franois

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. The name of the copyright holders or contributors may not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

* HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

NOTE:

 This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright.

 You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no

 obligation to do so.

 

(*

This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence',

distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is

available from most major archive sites.  I stole it from CrackLib.

 

	$Id$

*)

 

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this

Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite

which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the

copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the

development of the package, while giving the users of the package the

right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary

fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

So there.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Definitions:

 

 

A "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created

through textual modification, or segments thereof.
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"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

Holder.

 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights

for the package.

 

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this

Package.

 

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of

media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on.

(You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but

only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the

fee.)

 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself,

though there may be fees involved in handling the item.  It also means

that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same

conditions they received it.

 

 

1.  You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated

disclaimers.

 

2.  You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3.  You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way,

provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating

how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at

least ONE of the following:

 

a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate

documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents

how it differs from the Standard Version.
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d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4.  You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

to get the Standard Version.

 

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the

Package with your modifications.

 

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding

Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables

non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual

pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the

Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5.  You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.

YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF.  However, you may

distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial)

programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution

provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your

own.

 

6.  The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

7.  THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.496 jetty-http 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.496.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
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    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
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Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.
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* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl
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------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.497 asm 5.0.3 
1.497.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework
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* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner

    *            the owner's class name.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *            be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).
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    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the <code>MethodVisitor</code> to send the resulting inlined

    *            method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *            parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *            deprecated.

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature

    *            the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions

    *            the internal names of the method's exception classes (see

    *            {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *            <tt>null</tt>.
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    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariableAnnotationNode}. <i>Subclasses must

    * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #LocalVariableAnnotationNode(int, TypePath, LabelNode[], LabelNode[], int[], String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param typeRef

    *            a reference to the annotated type. See {@link TypeReference}.

    * @param typePath

    *            the path to the annotated type argument, wildcard bound, array
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    *            element type, or static inner type within 'typeRef'. May be

    *            <tt>null</tt> if the annotation targets 'typeRef' as a whole.

    * @param start

    *            the fist instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (inclusive).

    * @param end

    *            the last instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (exclusive). This

    *            array must have the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param index

    *            the local variable's index in each range. This array must have

    *            the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param desc

    *            the class descriptor of the annotation class.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

writer.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

annotations.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

frames.properties
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1.498 httpcomponents-core 4.4.14 
1.498.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.499 aws-java-sdk-imagebuilder 1.12.199 
1.499.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.500 cracklib 2.9.0 11.el7
1.500.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
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a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the
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ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
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Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
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   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
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SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
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Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was debianized by Jean Pierre LeJacq

<jplejacq@quoininc.com> on Wed, 25 Feb 1998. Martin Pitt

<martin@piware.de> was the package's maintainer up to version

2.7.19-1. The current maintainer is Jan Dittberner

<jandd@debian.org>.

 

It was downloaded from http://sourceforge.net/projects/cracklib

 

Copyright (c) 1993 Alec Muffett <alecm@crypto.dircon.co.uk>,

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Nathan Neulinger <nneul@umr.edu>,

Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Jan Dittberner <jan@dittberner.info>

 

Modifications: Added cronjob, configuration file, and man pages.

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the

License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

A copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1 is available as

/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1 in the Debian GNU/Linux

distribution or on the World Wide Web at

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html. You can also

obtain it by writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51

Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

Copyright information:

 

CrackLib was originally licensed with a variant of the Artistic

license. In the interests of wider acceptance and more modern

licensing, it was switched with the original author's blessing to GPL

v2.

 

This approval was carried out in email discussions in 2005, and has

been reconfirmed as of 2007-10-01 with the following email from Alec

Muffett. Cracklib's license was changed from the GPL to the LGPL after

consensus of all previous developers in October 2008, effective with
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release 2.8.15 released on 2009-11-19. See the email discussion below

for both license changes.

 

 

-------------------------------------

 

 

-----------

EFFECTIVE OCT 2008, LICENSE IS BEING CHANGED TO LGPL-2.1 (though not reflected

in released code until Nov 2009 - slow release cycle...)

-----------

 

Discussion thread from mailing list archive, with approval from everyone actively

involved or holding original licensing rights included.

 

 

[Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:16

 

Attachments: Message as HTML    

looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing libraries unde=

r=20

GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists

=2Dmike

 

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:18

     I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly

     and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,

     it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was

     released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     clarification of the licensing that was already in place.=20

 

     -- Nathan

     =20

     ------------------------------------------------------------

     Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...

     University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679

     UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

 

     > -----Original Message-----

     > From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...

     > [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of

     > Mike Frysinger

     > Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:15 PM

     > To: cracklib-devel@li...
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     > Subject: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     >=20

     > looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing

     > libraries under

     > GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists

     > -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:33

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:

     > I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly

     > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,

     > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was

     > released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

 

     the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was not=20

     GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the license=

     =20

     change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

 

     unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib unless th=

     eir=20

     applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isnt the place of =

     a=20

     library to dictact to application writes what license they should be using.=

     =20

     thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

     =2Dmike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:46

     Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small bit of

     additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine by me.

 

     -- Nathan

     =20

     ------------------------------------------------------------

     Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...

     University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679

     UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216
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     > -----Original Message-----

     > From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...

     > [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of

     > Mike Frysinger

     > Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:33 PM

     > To: Neulinger, Nathan

     > Cc: cracklib-devel@li...; Alec Muffett

     > Subject: Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     >=20

     > On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:

     > > I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec

     > directly

     > > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this

     > point,

     > > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what

     > it was

     > > released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     > > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

     >=20

     > the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was

     > not

     > GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the

     > license

     > change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

     >=20

     > unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib

     > unless their

     > applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isnt the

     > place of a

     > library to dictact to application writes what license they should

     > be using.

     > thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

     > -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2007-10-02 08:57

     > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > bit of

     > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > by me.

 

     I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?
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     What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     linked with any code, not just GPL...

 

     -a

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Devin Reade <gdr@gn...> - 2007-10-02 15:04

     I would like to see it under LGPL as well. I think it is in everyone's

     best interests to have as secure systems as possible, and I think tainting

     it via GPL will just make it less likely that the library gets used, and

     will not usually cause companies/developers to GPL the dependent code

     (where it is not already GPL).

 

     I like GPL, I use it when I can, but I don't think that it's the correct

     license in this situation.

 

     Devin

     --

     If it's sinful, it's more fun.

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Nalin Dahyabhai <nalin@re...> - 2008-01-28 16:32

     On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > > bit of

     > > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > > by me.

     >

     > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

     >

     > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     > linked with any code, not just GPL...

 

     My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable

     timeframe.

 

     I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,

     GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the

     GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the

     GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages

     which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

 

     In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.
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     Cheers,

 

     Nalin

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-05 21:27

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Monday 28 January 2008, Nalin Dahyabhai wrote:

     > On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > > > bit of

     > > > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > > > by me.

     > >

     > > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

     > >

     > > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     > > linked with any code, not just GPL...

     >

     > My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable

     > timeframe.

     >

     > I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,

     > GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the

     > GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the

     > GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages

     > which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

     >

     > In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

 

     looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make

     the change now ?

     -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2008-10-05 23:18

     >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

     >

     > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make

     > the change now ?
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     yes. go for it. thanks++

 

     -a

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-25 22:34

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Sunday 05 October 2008, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

     > >

     > > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we

     > > make the change now ?

     >

     > yes. go for it. thanks++

 

     Nathan Neulinger is the only one who can actually make said change ...

     -mike

 

 

 

-----------

BELOW IS ORIGINAL LICENSING DISCUSSION RE CHANGING TO GPL from Artistic.

-----------

 

CrackLib was originally licensed with a variant of the Artistic license. In the

interests of wider acceptance and more modern licensing, it was switched with

the original author's blessing to GPL v2.

 

This approval was carried out in email discussions in 2005, and has been reconfirmed

as of 2007-10-01 with the following email from Alec Muffett.

 

The below email references nneul@umr.edu address, as that is the address

that was used at the time. For any future emails regarding this, please

use nneul@neulinger.org.

 

 

-------------------------------------

 

 

From alecm@crypticide.com Mon Oct  1 12:26:03 2007

Received: from umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu ([131.151.0.192]) by UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);

	 Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:03 -0500

Received: from scansrv2.srv.mst.edu ([131.151.1.114]) by umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);

	 Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:02 -0500
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Received: (qmail 8022 invoked from network); 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000

Received: from smtp1.srv.mst.edu (131.151.1.43)

 by scanin-ipvs.cc.umr.edu with SMTP; 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000

Received: from spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (mx1.spunky.mail.dreamhost.com [208.97.132.47])

	by smtp1.srv.mst.edu (8.13.1/8.13.1) with ESMTP id l91Gxtpr020623

	for <nneul@umr.edu>; Mon, 1 Oct 2007 11:59:55 -0500

Received: from rutherford.zen.co.uk (rutherford.zen.co.uk [212.23.3.142])

	by spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 2C7734D311

	for <nneul@neulinger.org>; Mon,  1 Oct 2007 09:59:50 -0700 (PDT)

Received: from [82.68.43.14] (helo=[192.168.1.3])

	by rutherford.zen.co.uk with esmtp (Exim 4.50)

	id 1IcOcX-0004Qt-6L

	for nneul@neulinger.org; Mon, 01 Oct 2007 16:59:49 +0000

Mime-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.2)

In-Reply-To: <1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>

References: <1190922867.3457.147.camel@localhost.localdomain>

<EC90713277D2BE41B7110CCD74E235CEF44F38@UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu>

<1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII; delsp=yes; format=flowed

Message-Id: <117A1264-F6DC-4E25-B0DD-56FBFEBE6E9F@crypticide.com>

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

From: Alec Muffett <alecm@crypticide.com>

Subject: Re: cracklib license

Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2007 17:59:46 +0100

To: Nathan Neulinger <nneul@neulinger.org>

X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.2)

X-Originating-Rutherford-IP: [82.68.43.14]

Return-Path: alecm@crypticide.com

X-OriginalArrivalTime: 01 Oct 2007 17:26:03.0008 (UTC) FILETIME=[2420C000:01C80450]

Status: RO

Content-Length: 585

Lines: 21

 

>

> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

> From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@umr.edu>

> Date: Sep 27, 2007 2:58 PM

> Subject: RE: cracklib license

> To: alecm@crypto.dircon.co.uk

>

> Any chance you could write me a self-contained email stating clearly

> that the license is being changed to GPL, so I could include that 

> email

> in the repository and clean up the repository/tarballs? I have all the

> original discussion, but something succinct and self contained 

> would be

> ideal.
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The license for my code in the Cracklib distribution is henceforth GPL.

 

Happy now? :-)

 

	-a

-----------

EFFECTIVE OCT 2008, LICENSE IS BEING CHANGED TO LGPL-2.1 (though not reflected

in released code until Nov 2009 - slow release cycle...)

-----------

 

Discussion thread from mailing list archive, with approval from everyone actively

involved or holding original licensing rights included.

 

 

[Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:16

 

Attachments: Message as HTML    

looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing libraries unde=

r=20

GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists

=2Dmike

 

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:18

     I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly

     and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,

     it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was

     released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     clarification of the licensing that was already in place.=20

 

     -- Nathan

     =20

     ------------------------------------------------------------

     Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...

     University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679

     UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

 

     > -----Original Message-----

     > From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...

     > [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of

     > Mike Frysinger

     > Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:15 PM

     > To: cracklib-devel@li...

     > Subject: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     >=20
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     > looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing

     > libraries under

     > GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists

     > -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:33

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:

     > I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly

     > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,

     > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was

     > released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

 

     the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was not=20

     GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the license=

     =20

     change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

 

     unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib unless th=

     eir=20

     applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isnt the place of =

     a=20

     library to dictact to application writes what license they should be using.=

     =20

     thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

     =2Dmike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:46

     Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small bit of

     additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine by me.

 

     -- Nathan

     =20

     ------------------------------------------------------------

     Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...

     University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679

     UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

 

     > -----Original Message-----
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     > From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...

     > [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of

     > Mike Frysinger

     > Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:33 PM

     > To: Neulinger, Nathan

     > Cc: cracklib-devel@li...; Alec Muffett

     > Subject: Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     >=20

     > On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:

     > > I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec

     > directly

     > > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this

     > point,

     > > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what

     > it was

     > > released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a

     > > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

     >=20

     > the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was

     > not

     > GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the

     > license

     > change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

     >=20

     > unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib

     > unless their

     > applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isnt the

     > place of a

     > library to dictact to application writes what license they should

     > be using.

     > thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

     > -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2007-10-02 08:57

     > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > bit of

     > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > by me.

 

     I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

 

     What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     linked with any code, not just GPL...
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     -a

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Devin Reade <gdr@gn...> - 2007-10-02 15:04

     I would like to see it under LGPL as well. I think it is in everyone's

     best interests to have as secure systems as possible, and I think tainting

     it via GPL will just make it less likely that the library gets used, and

     will not usually cause companies/developers to GPL the dependent code

     (where it is not already GPL).

 

     I like GPL, I use it when I can, but I don't think that it's the correct

     license in this situation.

 

     Devin

     --

     If it's sinful, it's more fun.

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Nalin Dahyabhai <nalin@re...> - 2008-01-28 16:32

     On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > > bit of

     > > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > > by me.

     >

     > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

     >

     > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     > linked with any code, not just GPL...

 

     My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable

     timeframe.

 

     I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,

     GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the

     GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the

     GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages

     which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

 

     In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

 

     Cheers,
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     Nalin

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-05 21:27

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Monday 28 January 2008, Nalin Dahyabhai wrote:

     > On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro

     > > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a

     > > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done

     > > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small

     > > > bit of

     > > > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine

     > > > by me.

     > >

     > > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

     > >

     > > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be

     > > linked with any code, not just GPL...

     >

     > My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable

     > timeframe.

     >

     > I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,

     > GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the

     > GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the

     > GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages

     > which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

     >

     > In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

 

     looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make

     the change now ?

     -mike

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2008-10-05 23:18

     >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

     >

     > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make

     > the change now ?

 

     yes. go for it. thanks++
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     -a

 

     	

     Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license

     From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-25 22:34

 

     Attachments: Message as HTML    

     On Sunday 05 October 2008, Alec Muffett wrote:

     > >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

     > >

     > > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we

     > > make the change now ?

     >

     > yes. go for it. thanks++

 

     Nathan Neulinger is the only one who can actually make said change ...

     -mike

 

 

 

-----------

BELOW IS ORIGINAL LICENSING DISCUSSION RE CHANGING TO GPL from Artistic.

-----------

 

CrackLib was originally licensed with a variant of the Artistic license. In the

interests of wider acceptance and more modern licensing, it was switched with

the original author's blessing to GPL v2.

 

This approval was carried out in email discussions in 2005, and has been reconfirmed

as of 2007-10-01 with the following email from Alec Muffett.

 

The below email references nneul@umr.edu address, as that is the address

that was used at the time. For any future emails regarding this, please

use nneul@neulinger.org.

 

 

-------------------------------------

 

 

From alecm@crypticide.com Mon Oct  1 12:26:03 2007

Received: from umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu ([131.151.0.192]) by UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);

	 Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:03 -0500

Received: from scansrv2.srv.mst.edu ([131.151.1.114]) by umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);

	 Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:02 -0500

Received: (qmail 8022 invoked from network); 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000

Received: from smtp1.srv.mst.edu (131.151.1.43)
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 by scanin-ipvs.cc.umr.edu with SMTP; 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000

Received: from spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (mx1.spunky.mail.dreamhost.com [208.97.132.47])

	by smtp1.srv.mst.edu (8.13.1/8.13.1) with ESMTP id l91Gxtpr020623

	for <nneul@umr.edu>; Mon, 1 Oct 2007 11:59:55 -0500

Received: from rutherford.zen.co.uk (rutherford.zen.co.uk [212.23.3.142])

	by spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 2C7734D311

	for <nneul@neulinger.org>; Mon,  1 Oct 2007 09:59:50 -0700 (PDT)

Received: from [82.68.43.14] (helo=[192.168.1.3])

	by rutherford.zen.co.uk with esmtp (Exim 4.50)

	id 1IcOcX-0004Qt-6L

	for nneul@neulinger.org; Mon, 01 Oct 2007 16:59:49 +0000

Mime-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.2)

In-Reply-To: <1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>

References: <1190922867.3457.147.camel@localhost.localdomain>

<EC90713277D2BE41B7110CCD74E235CEF44F38@UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu>

<1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII; delsp=yes; format=flowed

Message-Id: <117A1264-F6DC-4E25-B0DD-56FBFEBE6E9F@crypticide.com>

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

From: Alec Muffett <alecm@crypticide.com>

Subject: Re: cracklib license

Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2007 17:59:46 +0100

To: Nathan Neulinger <nneul@neulinger.org>

X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.2)

X-Originating-Rutherford-IP: [82.68.43.14]

Return-Path: alecm@crypticide.com

X-OriginalArrivalTime: 01 Oct 2007 17:26:03.0008 (UTC) FILETIME=[2420C000:01C80450]

Status: RO

Content-Length: 585

Lines: 21

 

>

> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

> From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@umr.edu>

> Date: Sep 27, 2007 2:58 PM

> Subject: RE: cracklib license

> To: alecm@crypto.dircon.co.uk

>

> Any chance you could write me a self-contained email stating clearly

> that the license is being changed to GPL, so I could include that 

> email

> in the repository and clean up the repository/tarballs? I have all the

> original discussion, but something succinct and self contained 

> would be

> ideal.

 

The license for my code in the Cracklib distribution is henceforth GPL.
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Happy now? :-)

 

	-a

 

1.501 jackson-jaxrs 2.10.5 
1.501.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.502 metrics-httpasyncclient 4.0.5 
1.502.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.503 logback-throttling-appender 1.1.3 
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1.503.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015986_1667606738.5660698/0/logback-throttling-appender-1-1-3-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.dropwizard.logback/logback-throttling-appender/pom.xml

 

1.504 aws-java-sdk-ssm 1.12.199 
1.504.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.505 pygpgme 0.3 9.el7
1.505.1 Available under license : 

From RPM File Metadata:LGPLv2+

 

1.506 commons-fileupload 1.4 
1.506.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons FileUpload

Copyright 2002-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.507 javax-inject 1 
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1.507.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.508 aws-java-sdk-mwaa 1.12.199 
1.508.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.509 nss-util 3.67.0-1.el7_9 
1.509.1 Available under license : 

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.
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Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of
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       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that
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   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
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   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code
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   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this
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License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *
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*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent
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necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.
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You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>
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Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.510 curl 7.29.0-59.el7_9.1 
1.510.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2013, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN
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NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

         License Mixing with apps, libcurl and Third Party Libraries

        ===========================================================

 

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries,

libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed

using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause

problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and

the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all

can lead to for end users.

 

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!

 

One common dilemma is that GPL[1]-licensed code is not allowed to be linked

with code licensed under the Original BSD license (with the announcement

clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all, but

distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless you

accompany your license with an exception[2]. This particular problem was

addressed when the Modified BSD license was created, which does not have the

announcement clause that collides with GPL.

 

libcurl http://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html

 

       Uses an MIT (or Modified BSD)-style license that is as liberal as

       possible.  Some of the source files that deal with KRB4 have Original

       BSD-style announce-clause licenses. You may not distribute binaries

       with krb4-enabled libcurl that also link with GPL-licensed code!

 

OpenSSL http://www.openssl.org/source/license.html

 

       (May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license

       with an announcement clause that makes it "incompatible" with GPL. You

       are not allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes

       GPL code (unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for

       OpenSSL - a habit that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL's

       licensing is a problem for you, consider using GnuTLS or yassl

       instead.

 

GnuTLS  http://www.gnutls.org/

 

       (May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the LGPL[3] license. If this is
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       a problem for you, consider using OpenSSL instead. Also note that

       GnuTLS itself depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and

       libgpg-error) and they too are LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

 

yassl   http://www.yassl.com/

 

       (May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL[1] license. If this is

       a problem for you, consider using OpenSSL or GnuTLS instead.

 

NSS     http://www.mozilla.org/projects/security/pki/nss/

 

       (May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the MPL[4] license,

       the GPL[1] license and the LGPL[3] license. You may choose to license

       the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or LGPL terms. These licenses

       grant you different permissions and impose different obligations. You

       should select the license that best meets your needs.

 

axTLS   http://axtls.sourceforge.net/

 

       (May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license.

 

c-ares  http://daniel.haxx.se/projects/c-ares/license.html

 

       (Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very

       liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you

       may link with.

 

zlib    http://www.gzip.org/zlib/zlib_license.html

 

       (Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style

       license that shouldn't collide with any other library.

 

krb4

 

       While nothing in particular says that a Kerberos4 library must use any

       particular license, the one I've tried and used successfully so far

       (kth-krb4) is partly Original BSD-licensed with the announcement

       clause. Some of the code in libcurl that is written to deal with

       Kerberos4 is Modified BSD-licensed.

 

MIT Kerberos http://web.mit.edu/kerberos/www/dist/

 

       (May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide

       with any other parts.

 

Heimdal http://www.pdc.kth.se/heimdal/

 

       (May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with
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       the announcement clause.

 

GNU GSS http://www.gnu.org/software/gss/

 

       (May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you

       may not distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build

       curl to also link and use any Original BSD licensed libraries!

 

fbopenssl

 

       (Used for SPNEGO support) Unclear license. Based on its name, I assume

       that it uses the OpenSSL license and thus shares the same issues as

       described for OpenSSL above.

 

libidn  http://josefsson.org/libidn/

 

       (Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public

       License [3]. LGPL is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive

       "copyleft". This license requires more requirements to be met when

       distributing binaries, see the license for details. Also note that if

       you distribute a binary that includes this library, you must also

       include the full LGPL license text. Please properly point out what

       parts of the distributed package that the license addresses.

 

OpenLDAP http://www.openldap.org/software/release/license.html

 

       (Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since

       libcurl uses OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of

       anyone that ships OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

 

libssh2 http://www.libssh2.org/

 

       (Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style

       license.

 

[1] = GPL - GNU General Public License: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

[2] = http://www.fsf.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs details on

     how to write such an exception to the GPL

[3] = LGPL - GNU Lesser General Public License:

     http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html

[4] = MPL - Mozilla Public License:

     http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

1.511 aws-java-sdk-kafkaconnect 1.12.199 
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1.511.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.512 aws-java-sdk-marketplaceentitlement

1.12.199 
1.512.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.513 aws-java-sdk-ivs 1.12.199 
1.513.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.514 libutempter 1.1.6 4.el7
1.514.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations
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below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
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may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

 

1.515 guice-servlet 4.2.2 
1.515.1 Available under license : 

 

Google Guice - Extensions - Servlet

Copyright 2006-2018 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.516 commons-collections 3.2.2 
1.516.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.517 aws-java-sdk-sqs 1.12.199 
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1.517.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.518 aws-java-sdk-connect 1.12.199 
1.518.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.519 aws-crt-client 2.14.13-PREVIEW 
1.519.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/AwsCrtSdkHttpService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/ConnectionHealthChecksConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/ProxyConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/internal/CrtRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/AwsCrtAsyncHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/internal/AwsCrtRequestBodySubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/internal/AwsCrtAsyncHttpStreamAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/internal/CrtRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-
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jar/software/amazon/awssdk/http/crt/internal/AwsCrtResponseBodyPublisher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

# You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# A copy of the License is located at

#

#  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

#

# or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

# on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

# express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

# permissions and limitations under the License.

#

 

software.amazon.awssdk.http.crt.AwsCrtSdkHttpService

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/software.amazon.awssdk.http.async.SdkAsyncHttpService

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

 ~ You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ A copy of the License is located at

 ~

 ~  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

 ~

 ~ or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

 ~ on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

 ~ express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

 ~ permissions and limitations under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015931_1667606579.5067983/0/aws-crt-client-2-14-13-preview-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/software.amazon.awssdk/aws-crt-client/pom.xml

 

1.520 kotlin-scripting-jvm 1.3.50 
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1.520.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.521 aws-java-sdk-appstream 1.12.199 
1.521.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.522 shadow 4.6-5.el7 
1.522.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990 - 1994, Julianne Frances Haugh

* Copyright (c) 1996 - 2000, Marek Michakiewicz

* Copyright (c) 2000 - 2006, Tomasz Koczko

* Copyright (c) 2007 - 2011, Nicolas Franois

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the copyright holders or contributors may not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

* HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

NOTE:

 This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright.

 You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no

 obligation to do so.

 

(*

This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence',

distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is

available from most major archive sites.  I stole it from CrackLib.

 

	$Id$

*)

 

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this

Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite

which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the

copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the

development of the package, while giving the users of the package the

right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary

fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

So there.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Definitions:
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A "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created

through textual modification, or segments thereof.

 

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

Holder.

 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights

for the package.

 

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this

Package.

 

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of

media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on.

(You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but

only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the

fee.)

 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself,

though there may be fees involved in handling the item.  It also means

that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same

conditions they received it.

 

 

1.  You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated

disclaimers.

 

2.  You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3.  You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way,

provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating

how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at

least ONE of the following:

 

a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.
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b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate

documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents

how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4.  You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

to get the Standard Version.

 

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the

Package with your modifications.

 

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding

Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables

non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual

pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the

Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5.  You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.

YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF.  However, you may

distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial)

programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution

provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your

own.

 

6.  The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

7.  THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.523 aws-java-sdk-cloudfront 1.12.199 
1.523.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.524 aws-java-sdk-mediatailor 1.12.199 
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1.524.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.525 jetty-servlets 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.525.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
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including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;
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   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a
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court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue
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and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html
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------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.526 jersey-hk2 2.33 
1.526.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content
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Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org
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* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content
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        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial
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   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS
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   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
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   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
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   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its
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   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General
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   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.
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   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.
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   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.
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   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to
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   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.527 lz4 1.9.2 
1.527.1 Available under license : 

This repository uses 2 different licenses :

- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license

- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

 

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file,

and with presence of COPYING or LICENSE file in associated directories.

 

This model is selected to emphasize that

files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party applications,

while all other files, in `programs`, `tests` or `examples`,

receive more limited attention and support for such scenario.

LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: liblz4

Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>

Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2011+ Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

The full text of license: https://github.com/Cyan4973/lz4/blob/master/lib/LICENSE

 

1.528 aws-java-sdk-autoscaling 1.12.199 
1.528.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.529 jedis 3.3.0 
1.529.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2010 MBTE Sweden AB. Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable

* law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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License

* for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1047560748_1590497249.67/0/jedis-3-3-0-sources-

jar/redis/clients/jedis/util/RedisInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license

* agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding

* copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable

* law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License

* for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1047560748_1590497249.67/0/jedis-3-3-0-sources-

jar/redis/clients/jedis/util/MurmurHash.java

 

1.530 rxjava 1.3.8 
1.530.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/Pow2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2016 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/SchedulerLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-
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jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeReduce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/SuppressAnimalSniffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeTakeLastOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/DeferredScalarSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/ExceptionsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeConcatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeCollect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleOnSubscribeUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeFromCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/DeferredScalarSubscriberSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleOperatorOnErrorResumeNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeReduceSeed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribePublishMulticast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleOperatorZip.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Originally from https://code.google.com/p/guava-

libraries/source/browse/guava/src/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2018 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorGroupByEvicting.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

====

   Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

====

 

This package "rx.internal.operators" is for internal implementation details and can change at any time.

 

It is excluded from the public Javadocs (http://netflix.github.io/RxJava/javadoc/) and should not be relied upon by

any code.

 

In short, changes to public signatures of these classes will not be accounted for in the versioning of RxJava.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/README.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/SpmcArrayQueue.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeFlatMapSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeFlatMapCompletable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/MpmcArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeConcat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleOperatorCast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/observables/ConnectableObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeMergeArray.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaPlugins.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/subscriptions/BooleanSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/exceptions/MissingBackpressureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSkipWhile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorAsObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorToObservableSortedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorElementAt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/BufferUntilSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorObserveOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/SubscriptionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/ScalarSynchronousObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDoOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeConcatIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorWithLatestFromMany.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/IndexedRingBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/BackpressureDrainManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTakeUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorReplay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/exceptions/UnsubscribeFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTakeLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeFromArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Subscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeMergeDelayErrorIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/schedulers/Schedulers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSkip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Producer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeTimeoutTimedWithFallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeAmb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorIgnoreElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDoOnRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeToMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Completable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/PublishSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/NewThreadScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/Subject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorOnBackpressureBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/schedulers/TimeInterval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeTimeoutSelectorWithFallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Notification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Observer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorAll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/NotificationLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func0.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Scheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/SerializedSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observables/SyncOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeDefer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/RxRingBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDematerialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-
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jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeGroupJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeFromIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/BlockingOperatorLatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/Subscribers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorMaterialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleDoOnEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/subscriptions/MultipleAssignmentSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleOnSubscribeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorOnBackpressureDrop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/exceptions/OnCompletedFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/TrampolineScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorThrottleFirst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/ImmediateScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/TestSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorUnsubscribeOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSequenceEqual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorToObservableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSkipLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/subjects/SubjectSubscriptionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorGroupBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTakeWhile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/SerializedObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorZip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorMapNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/schedulers/TestScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/TestObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/exceptions/OnErrorNotImplementedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/schedulers/ImmediateScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorZipIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/subscriptions/RefCountSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeSwitchIfEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaObservableExecutionHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/subscriptions/SequentialSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSerialize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/BlockingOperatorMostRecent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeDoOnEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/Observers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorAny.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/schedulers/Timestamped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/observables/BlockingObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeMerge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorCast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/CachedThreadScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/schedulers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-
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jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeJoin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeUsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/BehaviorSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/observables/GroupedObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/EventLoopsScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeAutoConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/BlockingOperatorToFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaObservableExecutionHookDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/ReplaySubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDoOnUnsubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeMergeIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTimeInterval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeRedo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/BlockingOperatorToIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/SafeSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeMergeDelayErrorArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/GenericScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTakeLastTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CachedObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/LinkedArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTakeUntilPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Func1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subscriptions/Subscriptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/exceptions/Exceptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/subscriptions/SerialSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-
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jar/rx/subscriptions/CompositeSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSkipLastTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorMerge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/exceptions/CompositeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/exceptions/OnErrorThrowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/schedulers/NewThreadScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/UnicastSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/exceptions/OnErrorFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/SleepingAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Action0.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/TestSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/AsyncSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/BlockingOperatorNext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/ActionN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorOnErrorResumeNextViaFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeToObservableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/SerializedSubject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableOnSubscribeConcatArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/FuncN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/schedulers/TrampolineScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTake.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2015 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/producers/QueuedValueProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/producers/ProducerObserverArbiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/producers/QueuedProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/BackpressureUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/producers/ProducerArbiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/producers/SingleProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/producers/SingleDelayedProducer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/LinkedQueueNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2015 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in
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* compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

* distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

or implied. See

* the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Single.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeCombineLatest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Modified from http://www.javacodegeeks.com/2013/08/simple-and-lightweight-pool-implementation.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/OpenHashSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2015 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleDoAfterTerminate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/singles/BlockingSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observables/AsyncOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/BlockingUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/SingleSubscriber.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

This package contains code that relies on sun.misc.Unsafe. Before using it you MUST assert

UnsafeAccess.isUnsafeAvailable() == true

 

Much of the code in this package comes from or is inspired by the JCTools project:

https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

JCTools has now published artifacts (https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/issues/17) so RxJava could add JCTools

as a "shadow" dependency (https://github.com/ReactiveX/RxJava/issues/1735).

RxJava has a "zero dependency" policy for the core library, so if we do add it as a dependency, it won't be an

externally visible dependency that results in a separate jar.

 

The license for the JCTools code is https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

 

As of June 10 2014 when this code was copied the LICENSE read as:

 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/README.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/CompletableEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/CompletableSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/SingleEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableFromEmitter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/BaseLinkedQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

            * This mechanism for getting UNSAFE originally from:

            *

            * Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

            * Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

            */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/UnsafeAccess.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2016 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeDetach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Emitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleTakeUntilObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observables/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/observers/SafeCompletableSubscriber.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/ActionObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeThrow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleTakeUntilCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/CompletableFlatMapSingleToCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/InternalObservableUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/BackpressureOverflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaCompletableExecutionHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleDoOnUnsubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/subscriptions/Unsubscribed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeLift.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleLiftObservableOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaSingleExecutionHook.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleOnErrorReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeOnAssembly.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleFromObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeOnAssemblyCompletable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleFromEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeCreate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/ActionNotificationObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeOnAssemblySingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/subscriptions/CancellableSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleObserveOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/GenericScheduledExecutorServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/observers/AssertableSubscriber.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subjects/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaSingleExecutionHookDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/observers/AssertableSubscriberObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleFromCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/ObserverSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/plugins/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/exceptions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/exceptions/AssemblyStackTraceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleFromFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleTakeUntilSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Cancellable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/EmptyObservableHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleToObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/SchedulerWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/NeverObservableHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/observers/AsyncCompletableSubscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/SchedulePeriodicHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeFlattenIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaHooks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/singles/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/subscriptions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleDelay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleDoOnSubscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/ActionSubscriber.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright one 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeToMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/SpscArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

* <p/>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p/>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p/>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/ScalarSynchronousSingle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-
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core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/MpscLinkedQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/operators/package.html
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

* distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express

or implied. See

* the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/UtilityFunctions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/Observable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* This plugin class provides 2 ways to customize {@link Scheduler} functionality

* 1.  You may redefine entire schedulers, if you so choose.  To do so, override

* the 3 methods that return Scheduler (io(), computation(), newThread()).

* 2.  You may wrap/decorate an {@link Action0}, before it is handed off to a Scheduler.  The system-

* supplied Schedulers (Schedulers.ioScheduler, Schedulers.computationScheduler,

* Scheduler.newThreadScheduler) all use this hook, so it's a convenient way to

* modify Scheduler functionality without redefining Schedulers wholesale.

*

* Also, when redefining Schedulers, you are free to use/not use the onSchedule decoration hook.

* <p>

* See {@link RxJavaPlugins} or the RxJava GitHub Wiki for information on configuring plugins:
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* <a

href="https://github.com/ReactiveX/RxJava/wiki/Plugins">https://github.com/ReactiveX/RxJava/wiki/Plugins</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/plugins/RxJavaSchedulersHook.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/functions/Actions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorBufferWithTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorMulticast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorMapPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorEagerConcatMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDistinct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/ScheduledAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSampleWithObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeTimerPeriodically.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/ExecutorScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorBufferWithSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDebounceWithSelector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDebounceWithTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorWindowWithStartEndObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/RxThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeDelaySubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorWindowWithObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeDelaySubscriptionOther.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeSkipTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSkipUntil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeTimerOnce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorWindowWithObservableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDistinctUntilChanged.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/SingleOnSubscribeDelaySubscriptionOther.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorPublish.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorBufferWithStartEndObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/internal/util/PlatformDependent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorRetryWithPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeDelaySubscriptionWithSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorBufferWithSingleObservable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDelayWithSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorDoAfterTerminate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorTakeTimed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorWindowWithSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSwitch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/schedulers/NewThreadWorker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorOnBackpressureLatest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorSampleWithTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorWindowWithTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OperatorWithLatestFrom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/operators/OnSubscribeRefCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/SpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*
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* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/SpscExactAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Inspired from https://code.google.com/p/guava-

libraries/source/browse/guava/src/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-jar/rx/annotations/Experimental.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-
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core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/SpscLinkedQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/QueueProgressIndicators.java

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/QueueProgressIndicators.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Original License: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/LICENSE

* Original location: https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools/blob/master/jctools-

core/src/main/java/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199767188_1630583074.7/0/rxjava-1-3-8-sources-4-

jar/rx/internal/util/unsafe/MessagePassingQueue.java

 

1.531 netty-reactive-streams 2.0.5 
1.531.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.532 antlr-runtime 4.1 

 

1.533 python-kitchen 1.1.1 5.el7
1.533.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
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is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do
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this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
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   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
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   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
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be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.534 libsepol 2.5-10.el7 
1.534.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.535 kotlin-scripting-common 1.3.50 
1.535.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137595702_1614104283.49/0/kotlin-scripting-common-1-3-50-sources-3-

jar/kotlin/script/experimental/host/BasicScriptingHost.kt

 

1.536 hdrhistogram 2.1.9 
1.536.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/WriterReaderPhaser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* @author Gil Tene

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AtomicHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/RecordedValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ShortCountsHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/EncodableHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ZigZagEncoding.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramLogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoublePercentileIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleHistogramIterationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramIterationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AllValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleLinearIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-jar/org/HdrHistogram/Histogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AbstractHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ConcurrentHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-jar/org/HdrHistogram/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-jar/org/HdrHistogram/Recorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleRecordedValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/LogarithmicIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramLogProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SingleWriterDoubleRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AbstractHistogramIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleAllValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/IntCountsHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SynchronizedDoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PercentileIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SingleWriterRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ConcurrentDoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SynchronizedHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleLogarithmicIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-
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jar/org/HdrHistogram/AbstractHistogramLogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/LinearIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* package-info.java

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-jar/org/HdrHistogram/package-

info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* @author Gil Tene

*/

 

package org.HdrHistogram;

 

final class Version {

   public static final String version="$VERSION$";

   public static final String build_time="$BUILD_TIME$";

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/174180979_1651176763.07/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-9-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Version.java.template

 

1.537 glue 2.16.92 
1.537.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.538 aws-java-sdk-simpleworkflow 1.12.199 
1.538.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.539 pyliblzma 0.5.3 
1.539.1 Available under license : 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
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the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs
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  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the
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      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"
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applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.540 aws-java-sdk-organizations 1.12.199 
1.540.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PaymentInstrumentRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/InvitationsDisabledDuringOrganizationModeChangeException.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/OrganizationFromDifferentSellerOfRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/FullControlAlreadyEnabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccountCannotLeaveOrganizationException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Attaches a policy to a root, an organizational unit (OU), or an individual account. How the policy affects

    * accounts depends on the type of policy. Refer to the <i>Organizations User Guide</i> for information about

each

    * policy type:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_policies_ai-opt-out.html">

    * AISERVICES_OPT_OUT_POLICY</a>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_policies_backup.html">

    * BACKUP_POLICY</a>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_policies_scp.html">

    * SERVICE_CONTROL_POLICY</a>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_policies_tag-

policies.html">

    * TAG_POLICY</a>
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    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * This operation can be called only from the organization's management account.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param attachPolicyRequest

    * @return Result of the AttachPolicy operation returned by the service.

    * @throws AccessDeniedException

    *         You don't have permissions to perform the requested operation. The user or role that is making the

    *         request must have at least one IAM permissions policy attached that grants the required permissions. For

    *         more information, see <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access.html">Access

    *         Management</a> in the <i>IAM User Guide.</i>

    * @throws AWSOrganizationsNotInUseException

    *         Your account isn't a member of an organization. To make this request, you must use the credentials of an

    *         account that belongs to an organization.

    * @throws ConcurrentModificationException

    *         The target of the operation is currently being modified by a different request. Try again later.

    * @throws ConstraintViolationException

    *         Performing this operation violates a minimum or maximum value limit. For example, attempting to remove

    *         the last service control policy (SCP) from an OU or root, inviting or creating too many accounts to the

    *         organization, or attaching too many policies to an account, OU, or root. This exception includes a reason

    *         that contains additional information about the violated limit:</p> <note>

    *         <p>

    *         Some of the reasons in the following list might not be applicable to this specific API or operation.

    *         </p>

    *         </note>

    *         <ul>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         ACCOUNT_CANNOT_LEAVE_ORGANIZATION: You attempted to remove the management account

from the organization.

    *         You can't remove the management account. Instead, after you remove all member accounts, delete the

    *         organization itself.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         ACCOUNT_CANNOT_LEAVE_WITHOUT_PHONE_VERIFICATION: You attempted to remove an

account from the organization

    *         that doesn't yet have enough information to exist as a standalone account. This account requires you to

    *         first complete phone verification. Follow the steps at <a href=

    *

"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_accounts_remove.html#orgs_manage_ac

counts_remove-from-master"

    *         >Removing a member account from your organization</a> in the <i>Organizations User Guide.</i>

    *         </p>
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    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         ACCOUNT_CREATION_RATE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of accounts

that you can create

    *         in one day.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         ACCOUNT_NUMBER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the limit on the number of

accounts in an

    *         organization. If you need more accounts, contact <a

    *         href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/support/home#/">Amazon Web Services Support</a> to request an

increase

    *         in your limit.

    *         </p>

    *         <p>

    *         Or the number of invitations that you tried to send would cause you to exceed the limit of accounts in

    *         your organization. Send fewer invitations or contact Amazon Web Services Support to request an increase

    *         in the number of accounts.

    *         </p>

    *         <note>

    *         <p>

    *         Deleted and closed accounts still count toward your limit.

    *         </p>

    *         </note> <important>

    *         <p>

    *         If you get this exception when running a command immediately after creating the organization, wait one

    *         hour and try again. After an hour, if the command continues to fail with this error, contact <a

    *         href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/support/home#/">Amazon Web Services Support</a>.

    *         </p>

    *         </important></li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         CANNOT_REGISTER_MASTER_AS_DELEGATED_ADMINISTRATOR: You attempted to register

the management account of

    *         the organization as a delegated administrator for an Amazon Web Services service integrated with

    *         Organizations. You can designate only a member account as a delegated administrator.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         CANNOT_REMOVE_DELEGATED_ADMINISTRATOR_FROM_ORG: You attempted to remove an

account that is registered as

    *         a delegated administrator for a service integrated with your organization. To complete this operation,

    *         you must first deregister this account as a delegated administrator.

    *         </p>
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    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         CREATE_ORGANIZATION_IN_BILLING_MODE_UNSUPPORTED_REGION: To create an

organization in the specified

    *         region, you must enable all features mode.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         DELEGATED_ADMINISTRATOR_EXISTS_FOR_THIS_SERVICE: You attempted to register an

Amazon Web Services account

    *         as a delegated administrator for an Amazon Web Services service that already has a delegated

    *         administrator. To complete this operation, you must first deregister any existing delegated

    *         administrators for this service.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         EMAIL_VERIFICATION_CODE_EXPIRED: The email verification code is only valid for a limited

period of time.

    *         You must resubmit the request and generate a new verfication code.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         HANDSHAKE_RATE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of handshakes that

you can send in one

    *         day.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MASTER_ACCOUNT_ADDRESS_DOES_NOT_MATCH_MARKETPLACE: To create an account in

this organization, you first

    *         must migrate the organization's management account to the marketplace that corresponds to the

management

    *         account's address. For example, accounts with India addresses must be associated with the AISPL

    *         marketplace. All accounts in an organization must be associated with the same marketplace.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MASTER_ACCOUNT_MISSING_BUSINESS_LICENSE: Applies only to the Amazon Web Services

/&gt; Regions in China.

    *         To create an organization, the master must have a valid business license. For more information, contact

    *         customer support.

    *         </p>
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    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MASTER_ACCOUNT_MISSING_CONTACT_INFO: To complete this operation, you must first provide

a valid contact

    *         address and phone number for the management account. Then try the operation again.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MASTER_ACCOUNT_NOT_GOVCLOUD_ENABLED: To complete this operation, the management

account must have an

    *         associated account in the Amazon Web Services GovCloud (US-West) Region. For more information, see

<a

    *         href

    *         ="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/govcloud-us/latest/UserGuide/govcloud-

organizations.html">Organizations</a>

    *         in the <i>Amazon Web Services GovCloud User Guide.</i>

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MASTER_ACCOUNT_PAYMENT_INSTRUMENT_REQUIRED: To create an organization with this

management account, you

    *         first must associate a valid payment instrument, such as a credit card, with the account. Follow the

    *         steps at <a href=

    *         "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_accounts_remove.html#leave-

without-all-info"

    *         >To leave an organization when all required account information has not yet been provided</a> in the

    *         <i>Organizations User Guide.</i>

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MAX_DELEGATED_ADMINISTRATORS_FOR_SERVICE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to

register more delegated

    *         administrators than allowed for the service principal.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MAX_POLICY_TYPE_ATTACHMENT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of

policies of a certain

    *         type that can be attached to an entity at one time.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>
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    *         MAX_TAG_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You have exceeded the number of tags allowed on this resource.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MEMBER_ACCOUNT_PAYMENT_INSTRUMENT_REQUIRED: To complete this operation with this

member account, you

    *         first must associate a valid payment instrument, such as a credit card, with the account. Follow the

    *         steps at <a href=

    *         "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_accounts_remove.html#leave-

without-all-info"

    *         >To leave an organization when all required account information has not yet been provided</a> in the

    *         <i>Organizations User Guide.</i>

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MIN_POLICY_TYPE_ATTACHMENT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to detach a policy from an

entity that would

    *         cause the entity to have fewer than the minimum number of policies of a certain type required.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         ORGANIZATION_NOT_IN_ALL_FEATURES_MODE: You attempted to perform an operation that

requires the

    *         organization to be configured to support all features. An organization that supports only consolidated

    *         billing features can't perform this operation.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         OU_DEPTH_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to create an OU tree that is too many levels deep.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         OU_NUMBER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of OUs that you can have in

an organization.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         POLICY_CONTENT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to create a policy that is larger than the

maximum size.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>
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    *         <p>

    *         POLICY_NUMBER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of policies that you can

have in an

    *         organization.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         SERVICE_ACCESS_NOT_ENABLED: You attempted to register a delegated administrator before you

enabled

    *         service access. Call the <code>EnableAWSServiceAccess</code> API first.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         TAG_POLICY_VIOLATION: You attempted to create or update a resource with tags that are not

compliant with

    *         the tag policy requirements for this account.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         WAIT_PERIOD_ACTIVE: After you create an Amazon Web Services account, there is a waiting period

before you

    *         can remove it from the organization. If you get an error that indicates that a wait period is required,

    *         try again in a few days.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    * @throws DuplicatePolicyAttachmentException

    *         The selected policy is already attached to the specified target.

    * @throws InvalidInputException

    *         The requested operation failed because you provided invalid values for one or more of the request

    *         parameters. This exception includes a reason that contains additional information about the violated

    *         limit:</p> <note>

    *         <p>

    *         Some of the reasons in the following list might not be applicable to this specific API or operation.

    *         </p>

    *         </note>

    *         <ul>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         DUPLICATE_TAG_KEY: Tag keys must be unique among the tags attached to the same entity.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         IMMUTABLE_POLICY: You specified a policy that is managed by Amazon Web Services and can't be

modified.
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    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INPUT_REQUIRED: You must include a value for all required parameters.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_EMAIL_ADDRESS_TARGET: You specified an invalid email address for the invited account

owner.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_ENUM: You specified an invalid value.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_ENUM_POLICY_TYPE: You specified an invalid policy type string.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_FULL_NAME_TARGET: You specified a full name that contains invalid characters.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_LIST_MEMBER: You provided a list to a parameter that contains at least one invalid value.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_PAGINATION_TOKEN: Get the value for the <code>NextToken</code> parameter from the

response to a

    *         previous call of the operation.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_PARTY_TYPE_TARGET: You specified the wrong type of entity (account, organization, or

email) as a

    *         party.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>
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    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_PATTERN: You provided a value that doesn't match the required pattern.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_PATTERN_TARGET_ID: You specified a policy target ID that doesn't match the required

pattern.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_ROLE_NAME: You provided a role name that isn't valid. A role name can't begin with the

reserved

    *         prefix <code>AWSServiceRoleFor</code>.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_SYNTAX_ORGANIZATION_ARN: You specified an invalid Amazon Resource Name (ARN)

for the

    *         organization.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_SYNTAX_POLICY_ID: You specified an invalid policy ID.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         INVALID_SYSTEM_TAGS_PARAMETER: You specified a tag key that is a system tag. You can’t add,

edit, or

    *         delete system tag keys because they're reserved for Amazon Web Services use. System tags don’t count

    *         against your tags per resource limit.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MAX_FILTER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You can specify only one filter parameter for the operation.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MAX_LENGTH_EXCEEDED: You provided a string parameter that is longer than allowed.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>
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    *         <p>

    *         MAX_VALUE_EXCEEDED: You provided a numeric parameter that has a larger value than allowed.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MIN_LENGTH_EXCEEDED: You provided a string parameter that is shorter than allowed.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MIN_VALUE_EXCEEDED: You provided a numeric parameter that has a smaller value than allowed.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         MOVING_ACCOUNT_BETWEEN_DIFFERENT_ROOTS: You can move an account only between

entities in the same root.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         TARGET_NOT_SUPPORTED: You can't perform the specified operation on that target entity.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         UNRECOGNIZED_SERVICE_PRINCIPAL: You specified a service principal that isn't recognized.

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    * @throws PolicyNotFoundException

    *         We can't find a policy with the <code>PolicyId</code> that you specified.

    * @throws PolicyTypeNotEnabledException

    *         The specified policy type isn't currently enabled in this root. You can't attach policies of the

    *         specified type to entities in a root until you enable that type in the root. For more information, see <a

    *         href

    *         ="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_org_support-all-

features.html"

    *         >Enabling All Features in Your Organization</a> in the <i>Organizations User Guide.</i>

    * @throws ServiceException

    *         Organizations can't complete your request because of an internal service error. Try again later.

    * @throws TargetNotFoundException

    *         We can't find a root, OU, account, or policy with the <code>TargetId</code> that you specified.

    * @throws TooManyRequestsException

    *         You have sent too many requests in too short a period of time. The quota helps protect against

    *         denial-of-service attacks. Try again later.</p>

    *         <p>

    *         For information about quotas that affect Organizations, see <a
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    *         href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_reference_limits.html">Quotas for

    *         Organizations</a>in the <i>Organizations User Guide.</i>

    * @throws UnsupportedAPIEndpointException

    *         This action isn't available in the current Amazon Web Services Region.

    * @throws PolicyChangesInProgressException

    *         Changes to the effective policy are in progress, and its contents can't be returned. Try the operation

    *         again later.

    * @sample AWSOrganizations.AttachPolicy

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/organizations-2016-11-28/AttachPolicy"

target="_top">AWS API

    *      Documentation</a>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/AWSOrganizationsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/AWSOrganizations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeEffectivePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AWSOrganizationsNotInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateOrganizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/TooManyRequestsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeleteOrganizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListParentsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListPoliciesForTargetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListRootsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeleteOrganizationalUnitRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreatePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicySummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AcceptHandshakeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAccountsForParentRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DuplicatePolicyAttachmentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreatePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListPoliciesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EffectivePolicyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DisablePolicyTypeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccountJoinedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/InvalidInputException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeHandshakeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListDelegatedServicesForAccountRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CancelHandshakeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/MasterCannotLeaveOrganizationExceptionUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/Child.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/FinalizingOrganizationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListOrganizationalUnitsForParentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AcceptHandshakeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/IAMUserAccessToBilling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DisableAWSServiceAccessRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListPoliciesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RegisterDelegatedAdministratorResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeFilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RegisterDelegatedAdministratorRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeregisterDelegatedAdministratorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnableAWSServiceAccessRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/RegisterDelegatedAdministratorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListOrganizationalUnitsForParentRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/TargetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/LeaveOrganizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DuplicateHandshakeExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/MoveAccountResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/OrganizationNotEmptyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RootMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EnablePolicyTypeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccountNotRegisteredExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/OrganizationalUnitNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListDelegatedServicesForAccountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EffectivePolicyNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/RootNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccountOwnerNotVerifiedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/UpdateOrganizationalUnitRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EffectivePolicyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DelegatedAdministrator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeOrganizationalUnitRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DuplicatePolicyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeletePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/OrganizationalUnitNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeCreateAccountStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccessDeniedForDependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeEffectivePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/LeaveOrganizationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DisablePolicyTypeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/MoveAccountRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListTargetsForPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EffectivePolicyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListTargetsForPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccountStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UnsupportedAPIEndpointExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/LeaveOrganizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreatePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListRootsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AWSOrganizationsNotInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeregisterDelegatedAdministratorRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeHandshakeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AlreadyInOrganizationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateGovCloudAccountRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListPoliciesForTargetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DuplicateOrganizationalUnitExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyTypeSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListTargetsForPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DelegatedAdministratorJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/InviteAccountToOrganizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ParentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UpdatePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeHandshakeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/TargetNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccountAlreadyClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/MoveAccountRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeletePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateGovCloudAccountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CloseAccountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateAccountState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateAccountStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DuplicateAccountExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListAccountsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RegisterDelegatedAdministratorRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ServiceExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListDelegatedServicesForAccountResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EnabledServicePrincipal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeCreateAccountStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeleteOrganizationalUnitRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UpdateOrganizationalUnitResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RootJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeResource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RemoveAccountFromOrganizationRequestMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeleteOrganizationalUnitRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateAccountFailureReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateAccountRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListTargetsForPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/TooManyRequestsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListChildrenResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CancelHandshakeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/SourceParentNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/RegisterDelegatedAdministratorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListParentsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeclineHandshakeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateAccountStatusNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateOrganizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateAccountResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AttachPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListAWSServiceAccessForOrganizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyTypeNotAvailableForOrganizationExceptionUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/Policy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnableAllFeaturesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeOrganizationalUnitResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnableAWSServiceAccessResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateOrganizationalUnitResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/Root.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/InviteAccountToOrganizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/OrganizationFeatureSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListOrganizationalUnitsForParentResultJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListRootsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DisableAWSServiceAccessRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccountNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EffectivePolicyNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/AWSOrganizationsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateOrganizationalUnitRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DelegatedServiceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeOrganizationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/AbstractAWSOrganizations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AttachPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/InvalidHandshakeTransitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakePartyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/MalformedPolicyDocumentExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ActionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateAccountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyChangesInProgressException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/AWSOrganizationsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyNotAttachedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ChildNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/OrganizationalUnitJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ParentNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListHandshakesForAccountRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListDelegatedServicesForAccountRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AttachPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CloseAccountResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnableAWSServiceAccessRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListAccountsForParentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeOrganizationalUnitRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeletePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AlreadyInOrganizationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UpdateOrganizationalUnitRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/OrganizationalUnitMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DelegatedService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccountAlreadyRegisteredExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListAWSServiceAccessForOrganizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeEffectivePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeAccountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/UpdateOrganizationalUnitResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListChildrenRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateGovCloudAccountRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeAlreadyInStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyTargetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateOrganizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListParentsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyTargetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListChildrenResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/UpdatePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeCreateAccountStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListHandshakesForAccountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeclineHandshakeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateOrganizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AttachPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AcceptHandshakeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/InviteAccountToOrganizationRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeResourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DetachPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeAlreadyInStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListOrganizationalUnitsForParentRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AttachPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListParentsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeAccountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyTypeAlreadyEnabledExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EffectivePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ChildJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DuplicateOrganizationalUnitException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeOrganizationalUnitRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListOrganizationalUnitsForParentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyTypeNotEnabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ParentJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ConcurrentModificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListCreateAccountStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/RemoveAccountFromOrganizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/MasterCannotLeaveOrganizationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeleteOrganizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListHandshakesForOrganizationRequestProtocolMarsh
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aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAccountsForParentResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListDelegatedServicesForAccountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/InvalidInputExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateOrganizationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/InviteAccountToOrganizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UpdateOrganizationalUnitRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DuplicatePolicyAttachmentExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateGovCloudAccountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicySummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeConstraintViolationExceptionReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccountOwnerNotVerifiedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListPoliciesForTargetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/OrganizationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/AWSOrganizationsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyTypeStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DuplicateHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/Parent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AWSOrganizationsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeEffectivePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeregisterDelegatedAdministratorResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListTargetsForPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListDelegatedAdministratorsRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeOrganizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeConstraintViolationExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DisablePolicyTypeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccessDeniedForDependencyExceptionReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnablePolicyTypeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CloseAccountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeOrganizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/Organization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeleteOrganizationalUnitResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DetachPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeleteOrganizationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/OrganizationalUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnabledServicePrincipalJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakePartyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListParentsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DisableAWSServiceAccessResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DelegatedServiceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeletePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DetachPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListDelegatedAdministratorsResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DelegatedAdministratorMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateAccountStatusJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ConstraintViolationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CancelHandshakeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListPoliciesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListChildrenRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeCreateAccountStatusRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DisableAWSServiceAccessRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakePartyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListHandshakesForOrganizationResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EnableAllFeaturesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateAccountStatusMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccountAlreadyRegisteredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeregisterDelegatedAdministratorRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeletePolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/UpdatePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/OrganizationNotEmptyExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/UnsupportedAPIEndpointException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccountAlreadyClosedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/AWSOrganizationsAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateOrganizationalUnitRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RemoveAccountFromOrganizationRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/InviteAccountToOrganizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListDelegatedAdministratorsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeFilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeAccountRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListAccountsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeleteOrganizationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeOrganizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ConcurrentModificationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DetachPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/MoveAccountRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreatePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListRootsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAWSServiceAccessForOrganizationRequestMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListCreateAccountStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyTypeAlreadyEnabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateAccountRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DestinationParentNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyTypeSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ConstraintViolationExceptionReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ConflictException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListHandshakesForOrganizationRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DuplicatePolicyExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AcceptHandshakeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyChangesInProgressExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeCreateAccountStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CloseAccountRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/OrganizationalUnitNotEmptyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DisablePolicyTypeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListCreateAccountStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListChildrenRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DuplicateAccountException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UpdatePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/MalformedPolicyDocumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListDelegatedAdministratorsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyTypeSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListCreateAccountStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/LeaveOrganizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListHandshakesForOrganizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeregisterDelegatedAdministratorResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EnableAWSServiceAccessRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListDelegatedAdministratorsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeOrganizationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribePolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/MoveAccountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccessDeniedForDependencyExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnabledServicePrincipalMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnablePolicyTypeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/InvalidInputExceptionReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyTypeNotAvailableForOrganizationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListCreateAccountStatusRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeleteOrganizationalUnitResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/RemoveAccountFromOrganizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CloseAccountRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAccountsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAWSServiceAccessForOrganizationRequestProtoc

olMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccountJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAccountsForParentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ChildNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/InvalidHandshakeTransitionExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ParentNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListPoliciesForTargetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateAccountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AcceptHandshakeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DisablePolicyTypeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/OrganizationalUnitNotEmptyExceptionUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccountMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListAccountsForParentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ChildType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListHandshakesForAccountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ParentMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/AbstractAWSOrganizationsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/Account.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnableAllFeaturesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAWSServiceAccessForOrganizationResultJsonUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CancelHandshakeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListHandshakesForAccountResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/OrganizationsActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreatePolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DisableAWSServiceAccessResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav
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a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RootNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeclineHandshakeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/SourceParentNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ChildMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DescribeOrganizationalUnitResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/RemoveAccountFromOrganizationResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeleteOrganizationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyTargetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeEffectivePolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicyNotAttachedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DeclineHandshakeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/FinalizingOrganizationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/OrganizationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateGovCloudAccountResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAccountsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DestinationParentNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnablePolicyTypeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeAccountResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CancelHandshakeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/AccountNotRegisteredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EnableAllFeaturesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateOrganizationalUnitRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/HandshakeParty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/CreateAccountStatusNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListPoliciesForTargetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/EnableAllFeaturesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListRootsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeHandshakeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DetachPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EnablePolicyTypeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/EnableAWSServiceAccessResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/PolicySummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyTypeNotEnabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/CreateOrganizationalUnitResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListPoliciesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/LeaveOrganizationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/UpdatePolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/DeclineHandshakeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/Handshake.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/TargetNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListHandshakesForAccountRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/HandshakeResourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListAccountsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ListHandshakesForOrganizationRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeAccountRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/ListPoliciesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/DescribeHandshakeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/PolicyInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/transform/AccountNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* <p>

* Performing this operation violates a minimum or maximum value limit. For example, attempting to remove the

last

* service control policy (SCP) from an OU or root, inviting or creating too many accounts to the organization, or

* attaching too many policies to an account, OU, or root. This exception includes a reason that contains additional

* information about the violated limit:

* </p>

* <note>

* <p>

* Some of the reasons in the following list might not be applicable to this specific API or operation.

* </p>

* </note>

* <ul>

* <li>

* <p>

* ACCOUNT_CANNOT_LEAVE_ORGANIZATION: You attempted to remove the management account from the

organization. You can't

* remove the management account. Instead, after you remove all member accounts, delete the organization itself.
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* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* ACCOUNT_CANNOT_LEAVE_WITHOUT_PHONE_VERIFICATION: You attempted to remove an account

from the organization that

* doesn't yet have enough information to exist as a standalone account. This account requires you to first complete

* phone verification. Follow the steps at <a href=

*

"https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_accounts_remove.html#orgs_manage_ac

counts_remove-from-master"

* >Removing a member account from your organization</a> in the <i>Organizations User Guide.</i>

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* ACCOUNT_CREATION_RATE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of accounts that

you can create in one day.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* ACCOUNT_NUMBER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the limit on the number of accounts in an

organization. If you

* need more accounts, contact <a href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/support/home#/">Amazon Web Services

Support</a> to

* request an increase in your limit.

* </p>

* <p>

* Or the number of invitations that you tried to send would cause you to exceed the limit of accounts in your

* organization. Send fewer invitations or contact Amazon Web Services Support to request an increase in the

number of

* accounts.

* </p>

* <note>

* <p>

* Deleted and closed accounts still count toward your limit.

* </p>

* </note> <important>

* <p>

* If you get this exception when running a command immediately after creating the organization, wait one hour and

try

* again. After an hour, if the command continues to fail with this error, contact <a

* href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/support/home#/">Amazon Web Services Support</a>.

* </p>

* </important></li>

* <li>

* <p>
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* CANNOT_REGISTER_MASTER_AS_DELEGATED_ADMINISTRATOR: You attempted to register the

management account of the

* organization as a delegated administrator for an Amazon Web Services service integrated with Organizations. You

can

* designate only a member account as a delegated administrator.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* CANNOT_REMOVE_DELEGATED_ADMINISTRATOR_FROM_ORG: You attempted to remove an account

that is registered as a delegated

* administrator for a service integrated with your organization. To complete this operation, you must first deregister

* this account as a delegated administrator.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* CREATE_ORGANIZATION_IN_BILLING_MODE_UNSUPPORTED_REGION: To create an organization in

the specified region, you must

* enable all features mode.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* DELEGATED_ADMINISTRATOR_EXISTS_FOR_THIS_SERVICE: You attempted to register an Amazon

Web Services account as a

* delegated administrator for an Amazon Web Services service that already has a delegated administrator. To

complete

* this operation, you must first deregister any existing delegated administrators for this service.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* EMAIL_VERIFICATION_CODE_EXPIRED: The email verification code is only valid for a limited period of

time. You must

* resubmit the request and generate a new verfication code.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* HANDSHAKE_RATE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of handshakes that you can

send in one day.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MASTER_ACCOUNT_ADDRESS_DOES_NOT_MATCH_MARKETPLACE: To create an account in this

organization, you first must migrate
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* the organization's management account to the marketplace that corresponds to the management account's address.

For

* example, accounts with India addresses must be associated with the AISPL marketplace. All accounts in an

organization

* must be associated with the same marketplace.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MASTER_ACCOUNT_MISSING_BUSINESS_LICENSE: Applies only to the Amazon Web Services /&gt;

Regions in China. To create an

* organization, the master must have a valid business license. For more information, contact customer support.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MASTER_ACCOUNT_MISSING_CONTACT_INFO: To complete this operation, you must first provide a valid

contact address and

* phone number for the management account. Then try the operation again.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MASTER_ACCOUNT_NOT_GOVCLOUD_ENABLED: To complete this operation, the management account

must have an associated

* account in the Amazon Web Services GovCloud (US-West) Region. For more information, see <a

* href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/govcloud-us/latest/UserGuide/govcloud-

organizations.html">Organizations</a> in the

* <i>Amazon Web Services GovCloud User Guide.</i>

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MASTER_ACCOUNT_PAYMENT_INSTRUMENT_REQUIRED: To create an organization with this

management account, you first must

* associate a valid payment instrument, such as a credit card, with the account. Follow the steps at <a href=

* "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_accounts_remove.html#leave-without-

all-info"

* >To leave an organization when all required account information has not yet been provided</a> in the

<i>Organizations

* User Guide.</i>

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MAX_DELEGATED_ADMINISTRATORS_FOR_SERVICE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to register

more delegated administrators than

* allowed for the service principal.
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* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MAX_POLICY_TYPE_ATTACHMENT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of policies

of a certain type that can

* be attached to an entity at one time.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MAX_TAG_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You have exceeded the number of tags allowed on this resource.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MEMBER_ACCOUNT_PAYMENT_INSTRUMENT_REQUIRED: To complete this operation with this member

account, you first must

* associate a valid payment instrument, such as a credit card, with the account. Follow the steps at <a href=

* "https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_accounts_remove.html#leave-without-

all-info"

* >To leave an organization when all required account information has not yet been provided</a> in the

<i>Organizations

* User Guide.</i>

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* MIN_POLICY_TYPE_ATTACHMENT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to detach a policy from an entity

that would cause the

* entity to have fewer than the minimum number of policies of a certain type required.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* ORGANIZATION_NOT_IN_ALL_FEATURES_MODE: You attempted to perform an operation that requires the

organization to be

* configured to support all features. An organization that supports only consolidated billing features can't perform

* this operation.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* OU_DEPTH_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to create an OU tree that is too many levels deep.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>
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* OU_NUMBER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of OUs that you can have in an

organization.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* POLICY_CONTENT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to create a policy that is larger than the maximum

size.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* POLICY_NUMBER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED: You attempted to exceed the number of policies that you can have in

an organization.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* SERVICE_ACCESS_NOT_ENABLED: You attempted to register a delegated administrator before you enabled

service access.

* Call the <code>EnableAWSServiceAccess</code> API first.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* TAG_POLICY_VIOLATION: You attempted to create or update a resource with tags that are not compliant with

the tag

* policy requirements for this account.

* </p>

* </li>

* <li>

* <p>

* WAIT_PERIOD_ACTIVE: After you create an Amazon Web Services account, there is a waiting period before

you can remove

* it from the organization. If you get an error that indicates that a wait period is required, try again in a few days.

* </p>

* </li>

* </ul>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018217_1667607081.037361/0/aws-java-sdk-organizations-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/organizations/model/ConstraintViolationException.java

 

1.541 aws-java-sdk-iotdeviceadvisor 1.12.199 
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1.541.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.542 aws-java-sdk-pi 1.12.199 
1.542.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.543 rpm 4.11.3-48.el7_9 
1.543.1 Available under license : 

RPM and it's source code are covered under two separate licenses.

 

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General

Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below.  Alternatively,

all of the source code in the lib subdirectory of the RPM source code

distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be

distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the

choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears

at the bottom of this file.

 

This alternatively is allowed to enable applications to be linked against

the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications

to be distributed under the GPL.

 

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to

rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
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using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,
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refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,
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we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized
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party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the
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ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
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Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.544 aws-java-sdk-groundstation 1.12.199 
1.544.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.545 aws-java-sdk-cloudsearch 1.12.199 
1.545.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.546 grpc-context 1.24.0 
1.546.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
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Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
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as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.547 aws-java-sdk-greengrassv2 1.12.199 
1.547.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.548 python-iniparse 0.4-9.el7 
1.548.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 Paramjit Oberoi <param.cs.wisc.edu>

Copyright (c) 2007 Tim Lauridsen <tla@rasmil.dk>

All Rights Reserved.

 

iniparse/compat.py and tests/test_compat.py contain code derived from

lib/python-2.3/ConfigParser.py and lib/python-2.3/test/test_cfgparse.py

respectively.  Other code may contain small snippets from those two files

as well.  The Python license (LICENSE-PSF) applies to that code.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

		    from                                compatible? (1)
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   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PSF LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.3

------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using Python 2.3 software in source or binary form and its

associated documentation.
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2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.3

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's

License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python 2.3 alone or in any derivative version prepared by

Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 2.3 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 2.3.

 

4. PSF is making Python 2.3 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 2.3 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

2.3 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.3,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.3, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an
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office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National
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Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.549 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.13.3 
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1.549.1 Available under license : 
# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.550 aws-java-sdk-lookoutforvision 1.12.199 
1.550.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.551 aws-java-sdk-autoscalingplans 1.12.199
1.551.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.552 libcap 2.22 11.el7
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1.552.1 Available under license : 
Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this module release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of this module, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License, in which case the provisions of

the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This

clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL

and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap release

may be used and distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
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conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

-------------------------

Full text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.553 aws-java-sdk-amplify 1.12.199 
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1.553.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.554 libpng 1.6.37 
1.554.1 Available under license : 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.

 

     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):

 

 

     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

     2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file

 

copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the

authors or copyight holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or
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other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.
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Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,
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incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.555 metrics-jetty 4.1.25 
1.555.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.556 aws-java-sdk-costandusagereport

1.12.199 
1.556.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.557 aws-java-sdk-lightsail 1.12.199 
1.557.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.558 aws-java-sdk-importexport 1.12.199 
1.558.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.559 aws-java-sdk-route53recoveryreadiness

1.12.199 
1.559.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.560 aws-java-sdk-gluedatabrew 1.12.199 
1.560.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.561 url-connection-client 2.16.92 
1.561.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:
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- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.562 aws-java-sdk-applicationinsights

1.12.199 
1.562.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.563 mbknor-jackson-jsonschema_2.12

1.0.39 
1.563.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 NextGenTel

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.564 aws-java-sdk-appintegrations 1.12.199 
1.564.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.565 aws-java-sdk-prometheus 1.12.199 
1.565.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.566 aws-java-sdk-lambda 1.12.199 
1.566.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.567 lz4 1.8.3-1.el7 
1.567.1 Available under license : 

This repository uses 2 different licenses :

- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license

- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

 

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file,

and with presence of COPYING or LICENSE file in associated directories.

 

This model is selected to emphasize that

files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party applications,

while all other files, in `programs`, `tests` or `examples`,

receive more limited attention and support for such scenario.

LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or
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 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their
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rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
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PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: liblz4

Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>

Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2011+ Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

The full text of license: https://github.com/Cyan4973/lz4/blob/master/lib/LICENSE
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1.568 aws-java-sdk-forecast 1.12.199 
1.568.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.569 hystrix-core 1.5.12 

 

1.570 error_prone_annotations 2.3.3 
1.570.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1264660152_1643871085.34/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-3-sources-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

 

1.571 netty-codec 4.1.69.Final 
1.571.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4XXHash32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzmaFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MTFAndRLE2StageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/JsonObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/AsciiHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLz.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MoveToFrontTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2DivSufSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResultProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EmptyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeaders.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CharSequenceValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeadersImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/HeadersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoderNano.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ByteBufChecksum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the

* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the

* length of the message body or the whole message.

* <p>
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* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length

* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we

* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*
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* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero

* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra

* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3
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* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*

* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.

* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>
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*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>

* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

* The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DeflateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/StandardCompressionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/GzipOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionOptions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Zstd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Brotli.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016554_1635406646.48/0/netty-codec-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdOptions.java

 

1.572 amazon-kinesis-client 1.7.0 
1.572.1 Available under license : 

AmazonKinesisClientLibrary

Copyright 2012-2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

Amazon Software License

 

This Amazon Software License (License) governs your use, reproduction, and distribution of the accompanying

software as specified below.

1. Definitions

 

Licensor means any person or entity that distributes its Work.

 

Software means the original work of authorship made available under this License.

 

Work means the Software and any additions to or derivative works of the Software that are made available under

this License.

 

The terms reproduce, reproduction, derivative works, and distribution have the meaning as provided under U.S.

copyright law; provided, however, that for the purposes of this License, derivative works shall not include works

that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work.

 

Works, including the Software, are made available under this License by including in or with the Work either (a) a

copyright notice referencing the applicability of this License to the Work, or (b) a copy of this License.

2. License Grants

 

2.1 Copyright Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Licensor grants to you a perpetual,

worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly

display, publicly perform, sublicense and distribute its Work and any resulting derivative works in any form.

 

2.2 Patent Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Licensor grants to you a perpetual,

worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free patent license to make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and

otherwise transfer its Work, in whole or in part. The foregoing license applies only to the patent claims licensable by

Licensor that would be infringed by Licensors Work (or portion thereof) individually and excluding any

combinations with any other materials or technology.

3. Limitations
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3.1 Redistribution. You may reproduce or distribute the Work only if (a) you do so under this License, (b) you

include a complete copy of this License with your distribution, and (c) you retain without modification any

copyright, patent, trademark, or attribution notices that are present in the Work.

 

3.2 Derivative Works. You may specify that additional or different terms apply to the use, reproduction, and

distribution of your derivative works of the Work (Your Terms) only if (a) Your Terms provide that the use

limitation in Section 3.3 applies to your derivative works, and (b) you identify the specific derivative works that are

subject to Your Terms. Notwithstanding Your Terms, this License (including the redistribution requirements in

Section 3.1) will continue to apply to the Work itself.

 

3.3 Use Limitation. The Work and any derivative works thereof only may be used or intended for use with the web

services, computing platforms or applications provided by Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates, including Amazon

Web Services, Inc.

 

3.4 Patent Claims. If you bring or threaten to bring a patent claim against any Licensor (including any claim, cross-

claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) to enforce any patents that you allege are infringed by any Work, then your

rights under this License from such Licensor (including the grants in Sections 2.1 and 2.2) will terminate

immediately.

 

3.5 Trademarks. This License does not grant any rights to use any Licensors or its affiliates names, logos, or

trademarks, except as necessary to reproduce the notices described in this License.

 

3.6 Termination. If you violate any term of this License, then your rights under this License (including the grants in

Sections 2.1 and 2.2) will terminate immediately.

4. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

THE WORK IS PROVIDED AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF M ERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. YOU BEAR THE RISK OF

UNDERTAKING ANY ACTIVITIES UNDER THIS LICENSE. SOME STATES CONSUMER LAWS DO NOT

ALLOW EXCLUSION OF AN IMPLIED WARRANTY, SO THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

5. Limitation of Liability.

 

EXCEPT AS PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY,

WHETHER IN TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE SHALL ANY

LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THIS LICENSE,

THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE WORK (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

GOODWILL, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOST PROFITS OR DATA, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY OTHER COMM ERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES), EVEN IF THE LICENSOR

HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

1.573 qrencode 3.4.1 3.el7
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1.573.1 Available under license : 
 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this
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case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
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Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.574 activation 1.1.1 
1.574.1 Available under license : 

Common Development and Distribution License 1.0

SPDX short identifier: CDDL-1.0

 

Further resources on the CDDL-1.0

 

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,
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reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.
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3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.
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4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.
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7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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1.575 netty 4.1.69.Final 
1.575.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.
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Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2006, 2008, 2009, 2011 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_START@

*

* This file contains Original Code and/or Modifications of Original Code

* as defined in and that are subject to the Apple Public Source License

* Version 2.0 (the 'License'). You may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. Please obtain a copy of the License at

* https://www.opensource.apple.com/apsl/ and read it before using this

* file.

*

* The Original Code and all software distributed under the License are

* distributed on an 'AS IS' basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND APPLE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

* Please see the License for the specific language governing rights and

* limitations under the License.

*

* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_END@

*/

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Cory Benfield

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

(BSD License: https://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (https://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================
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Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * https://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

 https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit
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This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging

facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source

Java SE, which can be obtained at:

 

 * NOTICE:

   * license/NOTICE.harmony.txt

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression

and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct

the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of

a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort

 

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in

pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)
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 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and

decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.compress-lzf.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/ning/compress

 

This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression

and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jpountz/lz4-java

 

This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

 

This product optionally depends on 'zstd-jni', a zstd-jni Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.zstd-jni.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/luben/zstd-jni

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression

and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/

 

This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)
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 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/protobuf

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/snappy

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java

serialization API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jboss-remoting/jboss-marshalling

 

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-

benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/caliper

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which

can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:
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   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance

non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

  

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Cory Benfield. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hyper-hpack.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/python-hyper/hpack/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.nghttp2-hpack.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/nghttp2/nghttp2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library

provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

 

This product contains the Maven wrapper scripts from 'Maven Wrapper', that provides an easy way to ensure a user

has everything necessary to run the Maven build.
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.mvn-wrapper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/takari/maven-wrapper

 

This product contains the dnsinfo.h header file, that provides a way to retrieve the system DNS configuration on

MacOS.

This private header is also used by Apple's open source

mDNSResponder (https://opensource.apple.com/tarballs/mDNSResponder/).

 

* LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.dnsinfo.txt (Apple Public Source License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://www.opensource.apple.com/source/configd/configd-453.19/dnsinfo/dnsinfo.h

 

This product optionally depends on 'Brotli4j', Brotli compression and

decompression for Java., which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.brotli4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/hyperxpro/Brotli4j

Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

Copyright 2013 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

Apache Harmony

 

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.576 namespace 1.4.01 
1.576.1 Available under license : 

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14

03:33:27Z mrglavas $

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip

(COPYRIGHT.html)

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and

License. The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications

to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified

versions of the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C

standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer
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be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language binding, the package names can no

longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

 

Note: The original version of the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could

be found at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.
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When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html
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 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

1.577 aws-java-sdk-sesv2 1.12.199 
1.577.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.578 annotations 2.17.85 
1.578.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by
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Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.579 re2j 1.3 
1.579.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2010 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/re2j/CharClass.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/RE2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Inst.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Regexp.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Machine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Prog.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/re2j/PatternSyntaxException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/re2j/MachineInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Unicode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Utils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-

jar/com/google/re2j/Compiler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2011 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Simplify.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2010 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Pattern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1057884735_1592369590.28/0/re2j-1-3-sources-jar/com/google/re2j/Matcher.java

 

1.580 aws-java-sdk-lex 1.12.199 
1.580.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.581 libidn 1.28 4.el7
1.581.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
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when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

Libidn COPYING -- Explanation of licensing conditions.

Copyright (C) 2002-2013 Simon Josefsson

See the end for copying conditions.

 

The source code for the C library (libidn.a or libidn.so), the C#

library (Libidn.dll) and the Java library (libidn-*.jar) are licensed

under the terms of either the GNU General Public License version 2.0

or later (see the file COPYINGv2) or the GNU Lesser General Public

License version 3.0 or later (see the file COPYING.LESSERv3), or both

in parallel as here.

 

The author of the Java library has agreed to also distribute it under

the Apache License Version 2.0 (see the file java/LICENSE-2.0).

 

The manual is licensed under the GNU Free Documentation License,

Version 1.3 or any later.

 

The command line tool, self tests, examples, and other auxilliary

files, are licensed under the GNU General Public License version 3.0

or later.

 

Other files are licensed as indicated in each file.

 

There may be exceptions to these general rules, see each file for

precise information.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
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GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that
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patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your
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rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
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   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product
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is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.
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 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and
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propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.
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 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
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OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

License below is copied from <http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html>,

last updated 7 July 2004, and claims to apply to all Unicode versions.

 

According to a post on emacs-devel,

<http://lists.gnu.org/archive/html/emacs-devel/2004-04/msg00036.html>,

RMS believe it is a free license:

 

       This is a free license, and even compatible with the GPL (if

       that ever matters).  Yes, we can use it now.

 

EXHIBIT 1

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/ and
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http://www.unicode.org/reports/. Unicode Software includes any source

code under the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/ and

http://www.unicode.org/reports/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU

UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD,

INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2004 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed

under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and associated documentation (the

"Data Files") or Unicode software and associated documentation (the

"Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished

to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in all copies of the Data Files or Software,

(b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice

appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in

each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the

data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR

ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application
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that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.
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  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
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of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.582 javax-annotation-api 1.2-b01 
1.582.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.
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  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).
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       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may
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create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH
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LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications
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and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.
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3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only
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way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE
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PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
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  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.583 berkeley-db 5.3.21-25.el7 
1.583.1 Available under license : 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1990, 2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on how to

  obtain complete source code for the DB software and any accompanying

  software that uses the DB software.  The source code must either be included

  in the distribution or be available for no more than the cost of

  distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be freely redistributable under

  reasonable conditions.  For an executable file, complete source code means

  the source code for all modules it contains.  It does not include source

  code for modules or files that typically accompany the major components of

  the operating system on which the executable file runs.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (c) 1995, 1996

The President and Fellows of Harvard University.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software,

prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made

by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

Code.

 

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes

Original Software available under this License.
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1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

1.7. "License" means this document.

 

1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,

any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of

the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous

Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms

of this License.

 

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer

software code that is originally released under this License.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in

which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or

with such code.

 

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means

(a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original

Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date

Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for

code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made

by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of

Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the

date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for

any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other

software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)
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under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source

Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the

Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform

recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by

the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications

are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the

rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as

the Contributor of the Modification.  You may not remove or alter any

copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software,

or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code

form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the

recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,

warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients

of Covered Software.  However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not

on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability

obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the

Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms
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of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may

contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance

with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form

does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code

form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it

absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by

You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to

indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability

incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not

governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a

single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this

License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised

and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which

You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes

a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or

otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must

distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered

Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make

the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your

Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if

You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the

license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License);

and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ
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from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART

OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT

UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must

remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment

actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or

Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where

the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant

is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the

Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all

Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days

notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period

You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user

licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
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INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN

IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND

LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48

C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software" (as that

term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer

software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through

227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

with only those rights set forth herein.  This U.S. Government Rights clause is

in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The

application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International

Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that

the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

apply to this License.  You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance

with the United States export administration regulations (and the export

control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization

of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and
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Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTE

 

The license is based on the zlib/libpng license. For more details see

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/zlib-license.html. The intent of the

license is to:

 

- keep the license as simple as possible

- encourage the use of CuTest in both free and commercial applications

 and libraries

- keep the source code together

- give credit to the CuTest contributors for their work

 

If you ship CuTest in source form with your source distribution, the

following license document must be included with it in unaltered form.

If you find CuTest useful we would like to hear about it.

 

LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Asim Jalis

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in

a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.

Legal Notices:

 

Information related to copyright, licensing, patents and trademarks.  The

author of this file is not a lawyer and the opinions herein are not legal

council.  If you have legal questions, contact a lawyer.

 

Copyright:
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The body of work that comprises the `libdb database library` has multiple

copyright holders including, but not limited to:

 

* Oracle Corporation

* The President and Fellows of Harvard University

* The Regents of the University of California

* Free Software Foundation

* X Consortium

* INRIA, France Telecom

* Gary V. Vaughan

* Makoto Matsumoto

* Takuji Nishimura

* Asim Jalis

* Keith Bostic

* Margo Seltzer

* Gregory Burd

 

Licensing:

 

Oracle Corporation licenses their copyrighted portions under the terms of the

Sleepyat License (docs/legal/SPL.txt

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/Sleepycat).  The Sleepyat License's first

two conditions are identical to that of the BSD 3-Clause license.  Only the

third condition differs by adding a copyleft-like requirement.  Oracle can be

contacted at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

 

The President and Fellows of Harvard University licenses their copyrighted

portions under the terms of a BSD 3-Clause license (docs/legal/HARVARD.txt

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

The Regents of the University of California licenses their copyrighted portions

under the terms of a BSD 3-Clause license (docs/legal/BSD.txt

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

INRIA, France Telecom licenses their copyrighted portions under the terms of a

BSD 3-Clause license (docs/legal/ASM.txt

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

Gregory Burd licenses his contributions to this combined work under the terms

of the Common Development and Distribution License version 1.0

(docs/legal/CDDL.txt http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cddl1.php).

 

 

Patents:

 

There are no known patent infringements at this time.
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Trademarks:

 

There are no known trademarks infringements at this time.

Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995

The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.584 jakarta-el 3.0.4 
1.584.1 Available under license : 

# Notices for Jakarta Expression Language

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Expression Language project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.el

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta Expression Language is a trademark of the Eclipse

Foundation.

 

## Copyright
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All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/el-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;
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     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby
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     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program
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     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential
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   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
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   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,
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   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this
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   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running
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   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.
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   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous
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   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type
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       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.
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1.585 aws-java-sdk-robomaker 1.12.199 
1.585.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.586 aws-java-sdk-backupgateway 1.12.199 
1.586.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.587 aws-java-sdk-cloudwatchevidently

1.12.199 
1.587.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.588 bash 4.2.46-35.el7_9 
1.588.1 Available under license : 

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.
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We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may
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be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other
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implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated
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location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
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  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS
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You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not
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apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
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reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.
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"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic
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pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.
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 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
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receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.
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 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
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from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you
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received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or
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run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
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or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
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to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
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@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.
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A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and
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@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.
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@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:
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@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item
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Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
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through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.
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@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and
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will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any
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World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,
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replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

Unless otherwise stated, all files in this directory are Copyright (C)

1991,1992,1993,1994,1995,1996,1997,1998,1999,2000,2001,2002,2003,

2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010,2011

Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

See the file COPYING in the bash distribution root directory for copying

and usage restrictions.

 

The file ifs-posix.tests is Copyright (C) 2005 Glen Fowler.

This is Debian GNU/Linux's prepackaged version of the FSF's GNU Bash,

the Bourne Again SHell.

 

This package was put together by Matthias Klose <doko@debian.org>, from

the following sources:

 

 bash:			ftp.gnu.org:/pub/gnu/bash/bash-4.3.tar.gz

 

Bash homepage:		 http://tiswww.case.edu/php/chet/bash/bashtop.html

 

Copyright (C) 1987-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Bash is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 3, or (at your option) any later

version.
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Bash is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with Bash.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

 

The Free Software Foundation has exempted Bash from the requirement of

Paragraph 2c of the General Public License.  This is to say, there is

no requirement for Bash to print a notice when it is started

interactively in the usual way.  We made this exception because users

and standards expect shells not to print such messages.  This

exception applies to any program that serves as a shell and that is

based primarily on Bash as opposed to other GNU software.

 

 

Files with other copyright statement than: Copyright FSF, License GPL

---------------------------------------------------------------------

 

doc/FAQ ("the Bash FAQ")

 

This document is Copyright 1995-2005 by Chester Ramey.

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and

without license or royalty fees, to use, copy, and distribute

this document for any purpose, provided that the above copyright

notice appears in all copies of this document and that the

contents of this document remain unaltered.

 

 

doc/bashref.texi ("Bash Reference Manual"):

 

Copyright (c) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of

this manual provided the copyright notice and this permission notice

are preserved on all copies.

 

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or

any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no

Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

A copy of the license is included in the section entitled

``GNU Free Documentation License''.
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lib/readline/doc/rlman.texi (part of the GNU Readline Library manual)

 

Copyright (c) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or

any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no

Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

A copy of the license is included in the section entitled

``GNU Free Documentation License''.

 

lib/readline/doc/rltech.texi (part of the GNU Readline Library manual)

 

Copyright (C) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of

this manual provided the copyright notice and this permission notice

pare preserved on all copies.

 

Permission is granted to process this file through TeX and print the

results, provided the printed document carries copying permission

notice identical to this one except for the removal of this paragraph

(this paragraph not being relevant to the printed manual).

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this

manual under the conditions for verbatim copying, provided that the entire

resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a permission

notice identical to this one.

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute translations of this manual

into another language, under the above conditions for modified versions,

except that this permission notice may be stated in a translation approved

by the Foundation.

 

 

lib/readline/doc/rluser.texi (part of the GNU Readline Library manual)

 

Copyright (C) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Authored by Brian Fox and Chet Ramey.

 

Permission is granted to process this file through Tex and print the

results, provided the printed document carries copying permission notice

identical to this one except for the removal of this paragraph (this

paragraph not being relevant to the printed manual).

 

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this manual
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provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are preserved on

all copies.

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this

manual under the conditions for verbatim copying, provided also that the

GNU Copyright statement is available to the distributee, and provided that

the entire resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a

permission notice identical to this one.

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute translations of this manual

into another language, under the above conditions for modified versions.

 

 

readline/doc/history.texi (GNU History Library Manual)

 

Copyright (C) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Authored by Brian Fox and Chet Ramey.

 

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or

any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no

Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

A copy of the license is included in the section entitled

``GNU Free Documentation License''.

 

readline/doc/{hstech,hsuser}.texi (GNU History Library Manual)

 

Copyright (C) 1988-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Authored by Brian Fox and Chet Ramey.

 

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this manual

provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are preserved on

all copies.

 

Permission is granted to process this file through Tex and print the

results, provided the printed document carries copying permission notice

identical to this one except for the removal of this paragraph (this

paragraph not being relevant to the printed manual).

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this

manual under the conditions for verbatim copying, provided also that the

GNU Copyright statement is available to the distributee, and provided that

the entire resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a

permission notice identical to this one.

 

Permission is granted to copy and distribute translations of this manual

into another language, under the above conditions for modified versions.
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lib/sh/inet_aton.c:

 

* Copyright (c) 1983, 1990, 1993

*    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*      This product includes software developed by the University of

*      California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* -

* Portions Copyright (c) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that

* the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or software without

* specific, written prior permission.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL

* WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.   IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

* CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
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* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE.

 

 

support/man2html.c

 

* This program was written by Richard Verhoeven (NL:5482ZX35)

* at the Eindhoven University of Technology. Email: rcb5@win.tue.nl

*

* Permission is granted to distribute, modify and use this program as long

* as this comment is not removed or changed.

*

* THIS IS A MODIFIED VERSION.  IT WAS MODIFIED BY chet@po.cwru.edu FOR

* USE BY BASH.

 

1.589 commons-cli 1.3.1 
1.589.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.590 httpclient-cache 4.5.13 
1.590.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient Cache

Copyright 2010-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.591 third-party-jackson-core 2.17.85 
1.591.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang
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 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.592 lucene-spatial3d 5.5.5 
1.592.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:
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# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER
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* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
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ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball
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were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.
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WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT
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Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in
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writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.593 aws-java-sdk-accessanalyzer 1.12.199 
1.593.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.594 aws-java-sdk-servicecatalog 1.12.199 
1.594.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.595 cyrus-sasl 2.1.26-24.el7_9 
1.595.1 Available under license : 

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1998-2003 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

*      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890
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*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Copyright (c) 1994-2008 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  prior written permission. For permission or any legal

  details, please contact

    Carnegie Mellon University

    Center for Technology Transfer and Enterprise Creation

    4615 Forbes Avenue

    Suite 302

    Pittsburgh, PA  15213

    (412) 268-7393, fax: (412) 268-7395

    innovation@andrew.cmu.edu

 

4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

  acknowledgment:

  "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

   at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."
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CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

*      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890

*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE
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* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.596 pinentry 0.8.1 17.el7
1.596.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.597 servlet-api 3.0.1 
1.597.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and
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(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.
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       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of
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this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if
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the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise
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make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.
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We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.
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  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.
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Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version
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number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.
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  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked
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independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.598 snappy 0.3 
1.598.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 the original author or authors.

* See the notice.md file distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/iq80/snappy/CorruptionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/iq80/snappy/SnappyDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-jar/org/iq80/snappy/Main.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/iq80/snappy/SnappyOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/iq80/snappy/SnappyInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-jar/org/iq80/snappy/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/iq80/snappy/HadoopSnappyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-jar/org/iq80/snappy/Memory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-jar/org/iq80/snappy/UnsafeMemory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-jar/org/iq80/snappy/Crc32C.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/iq80/snappy/SnappyCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-jar/org/iq80/snappy/SlowMemory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-

jar/org/iq80/snappy/SnappyInternalUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111277570_1606891726.11/0/snappy-0-3-sources-2-jar/org/iq80/snappy/BufferRecycler.java

 

1.599 zstd 1.4.4-7 
1.599.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.600 diffutils 3.3 5.el7
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1.600.1 Available under license : 
/* diff - compare files line by line

 

  Copyright (C) 1988-1989, 1992-1994, 1996, 1998, 2001-2002, 2004, 2006-2007,

  2009-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

  This file is part of GNU DIFF.

 

  This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

  it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

  the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

  (at your option) any later version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

  GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

  along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

#define GDIFF_MAIN

#include "diff.h"

#include <assert.h>

#include "paths.h"

#include <c-stack.h>

#include <dirname.h>

#include <error.h>

#include <exclude.h>

#include <exitfail.h>

#include <filenamecat.h>

#include <file-type.h>

#include <fnmatch.h>

#include <getopt.h>

#include <hard-locale.h>

#include <prepargs.h>

#include <progname.h>

#include <sh-quote.h>

#include <stat-time.h>

#include <timespec.h>

#include <version-etc.h>

#include <xalloc.h>

#include <xreadlink.h>

#include <binary-io.h>

 

/* The official name of this program (e.g., no 'g' prefix).  */

#define PROGRAM_NAME "diff"
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#define AUTHORS \

 proper_name ("Paul Eggert"), \

 proper_name ("Mike Haertel"), \

 proper_name ("David Hayes"), \

 proper_name ("Richard Stallman"), \

 proper_name ("Len Tower")

 

#ifndef GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM

# define GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM 3

#endif

 

struct regexp_list

{

 char *regexps;	/* chars representing disjunction of the regexps */

 size_t len;		/* chars used in 'regexps' */

 size_t size;		/* size malloc'ed for 'regexps'; 0 if not malloc'ed */

 bool multiple_regexps;/* Does 'regexps' represent a disjunction?  */

 struct re_pattern_buffer *buf;

};

 

static int compare_files (struct comparison const *, char const *, char const *);

static void add_regexp (struct regexp_list *, char const *);

static void summarize_regexp_list (struct regexp_list *);

static void specify_style (enum output_style);

static void specify_value (char const **, char const *, char const *);

static void try_help (char const *, char const *) __attribute__((noreturn));

static void check_stdout (void);

static void usage (void);

 

/* If comparing directories, compare their common subdirectories

  recursively.  */

static bool recursive;

 

/* In context diffs, show previous lines that match these regexps.  */

static struct regexp_list function_regexp_list;

 

/* Ignore changes affecting only lines that match these regexps.  */

static struct regexp_list ignore_regexp_list;

 

#if O_BINARY

/* Use binary I/O when reading and writing data (--binary).

  On POSIX hosts, this has no effect.  */

static bool binary;

#else

enum { binary = true };

#endif

 

/* If one file is missing, treat it as present but empty (-N).  */
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static bool new_file;

 

/* If the first file is missing, treat it as present but empty

  (--unidirectional-new-file).  */

static bool unidirectional_new_file;

 

/* Report files compared that are the same (-s).

  Normally nothing is output when that happens.  */

static bool report_identical_files;

�

static char const shortopts[] =

"0123456789abBcC:dD:eEfF:hHiI:lL:nNpPqrsS:tTuU:vwW:x:X:yZ";

 

/* Values for long options that do not have single-letter equivalents.  */

enum

{

 BINARY_OPTION = CHAR_MAX + 1,

 FROM_FILE_OPTION,

 HELP_OPTION,

 HORIZON_LINES_OPTION,

 IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION,

 INHIBIT_HUNK_MERGE_OPTION,

 LEFT_COLUMN_OPTION,

 LINE_FORMAT_OPTION,

 NO_DEREFERENCE_OPTION,

 NO_IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION,

 NORMAL_OPTION,

 SDIFF_MERGE_ASSIST_OPTION,

 STRIP_TRAILING_CR_OPTION,

 SUPPRESS_BLANK_EMPTY_OPTION,

 SUPPRESS_COMMON_LINES_OPTION,

 TABSIZE_OPTION,

 TO_FILE_OPTION,

 

 /* These options must be in sequence.  */

 UNCHANGED_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION,

 OLD_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION,

 NEW_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION,

 

 /* These options must be in sequence.  */

 UNCHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION,

 OLD_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION,

 NEW_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION,

 CHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION

};

 

static char const group_format_option[][sizeof "--unchanged-group-format"] =

 {
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   "--unchanged-group-format",

   "--old-group-format",

   "--new-group-format",

   "--changed-group-format"

 };

 

static char const line_format_option[][sizeof "--unchanged-line-format"] =

 {

   "--unchanged-line-format",

   "--old-line-format",

   "--new-line-format"

 };

 

static struct option const longopts[] =

{

 {"binary", 0, 0, BINARY_OPTION},

 {"brief", 0, 0, 'q'},

 {"changed-group-format", 1, 0, CHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"context", 2, 0, 'C'},

 {"ed", 0, 0, 'e'},

 {"exclude", 1, 0, 'x'},

 {"exclude-from", 1, 0, 'X'},

 {"expand-tabs", 0, 0, 't'},

 {"forward-ed", 0, 0, 'f'},

 {"from-file", 1, 0, FROM_FILE_OPTION},

 {"help", 0, 0, HELP_OPTION},

 {"horizon-lines", 1, 0, HORIZON_LINES_OPTION},

 {"ifdef", 1, 0, 'D'},

 {"ignore-all-space", 0, 0, 'w'},

 {"ignore-blank-lines", 0, 0, 'B'},

 {"ignore-case", 0, 0, 'i'},

 {"ignore-file-name-case", 0, 0, IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION},

 {"ignore-matching-lines", 1, 0, 'I'},

 {"ignore-space-change", 0, 0, 'b'},

 {"ignore-tab-expansion", 0, 0, 'E'},

 {"ignore-trailing-space", 0, 0, 'Z'},

 {"inhibit-hunk-merge", 0, 0, INHIBIT_HUNK_MERGE_OPTION},

 {"initial-tab", 0, 0, 'T'},

 {"label", 1, 0, 'L'},

 {"left-column", 0, 0, LEFT_COLUMN_OPTION},

 {"line-format", 1, 0, LINE_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"minimal", 0, 0, 'd'},

 {"new-file", 0, 0, 'N'},

 {"new-group-format", 1, 0, NEW_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"new-line-format", 1, 0, NEW_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"no-dereference", 0, 0, NO_DEREFERENCE_OPTION},

 {"no-ignore-file-name-case", 0, 0, NO_IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION},

 {"normal", 0, 0, NORMAL_OPTION},
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 {"old-group-format", 1, 0, OLD_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"old-line-format", 1, 0, OLD_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"paginate", 0, 0, 'l'},

 {"rcs", 0, 0, 'n'},

 {"recursive", 0, 0, 'r'},

 {"report-identical-files", 0, 0, 's'},

 {"sdiff-merge-assist", 0, 0, SDIFF_MERGE_ASSIST_OPTION},

 {"show-c-function", 0, 0, 'p'},

 {"show-function-line", 1, 0, 'F'},

 {"side-by-side", 0, 0, 'y'},

 {"speed-large-files", 0, 0, 'H'},

 {"starting-file", 1, 0, 'S'},

 {"strip-trailing-cr", 0, 0, STRIP_TRAILING_CR_OPTION},

 {"suppress-blank-empty", 0, 0, SUPPRESS_BLANK_EMPTY_OPTION},

 {"suppress-common-lines", 0, 0, SUPPRESS_COMMON_LINES_OPTION},

 {"tabsize", 1, 0, TABSIZE_OPTION},

 {"text", 0, 0, 'a'},

 {"to-file", 1, 0, TO_FILE_OPTION},

 {"unchanged-group-format", 1, 0, UNCHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"unchanged-line-format", 1, 0, UNCHANGED_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"unidirectional-new-file", 0, 0, 'P'},

 {"unified", 2, 0, 'U'},

 {"version", 0, 0, 'v'},

 {"width", 1, 0, 'W'},

 {0, 0, 0, 0}

};

 

/* Return a string containing the command options with which diff was invoked.

  Spaces appear between what were separate ARGV-elements.

  There is a space at the beginning but none at the end.

  If there were no options, the result is an empty string.

 

  Arguments: OPTIONVEC, a vector containing separate ARGV-elements, and COUNT,

  the length of that vector.  */

 

static char *

option_list (char **optionvec, int count)

{

 int i;

 size_t size = 1;

 char *result;

 char *p;

 

 for (i = 0; i < count; i++)

   size += 1 + shell_quote_length (optionvec[i]);

 

 p = result = xmalloc (size);
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 for (i = 0; i < count; i++)

   {

     *p++ = ' ';

     p = shell_quote_copy (p, optionvec[i]);

   }

 

 *p = '\0';

 return result;

}

 

 

/* Return an option value suitable for add_exclude.  */

 

static int

exclude_options (void)

{

 return EXCLUDE_WILDCARDS | (ignore_file_name_case ? FNM_CASEFOLD : 0);

}

�

int

main (int argc, char **argv)

{

 int exit_status = EXIT_SUCCESS;

 int c;

 int i;

 int prev = -1;

 lin ocontext = -1;

 bool explicit_context = false;

 size_t width = 0;

 bool show_c_function = false;

 char const *from_file = NULL;

 char const *to_file = NULL;

 uintmax_t numval;

 char *numend;

 

 /* Do our initializations.  */

 exit_failure = EXIT_TROUBLE;

 initialize_main (&argc, &argv);

 set_program_name (argv[0]);

 setlocale (LC_ALL, "");

 bindtextdomain (PACKAGE, LOCALEDIR);

 textdomain (PACKAGE);

 c_stack_action (0);

 function_regexp_list.buf = &function_regexp;

 ignore_regexp_list.buf = &ignore_regexp;

 re_set_syntax (RE_SYNTAX_GREP | RE_NO_POSIX_BACKTRACKING);

 excluded = new_exclude ();
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 /* Decode the options.  */

 

 while ((c = getopt_long (argc, argv, shortopts, longopts, NULL)) != -1)

   {

     switch (c)

	{

	case 0:

	  break;

 

	case '0':

	case '1':

	case '2':

	case '3':

	case '4':

	case '5':

	case '6':

	case '7':

	case '8':

	case '9':

	  if (! ISDIGIT (prev))

	    ocontext = c - '0';

	  else if (LIN_MAX / 10 < ocontext

		   || ((ocontext = 10 * ocontext + c - '0') < 0))

	    ocontext = LIN_MAX;

	  break;

 

	case 'a':

	  text = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'b':

	  if (ignore_white_space < IGNORE_SPACE_CHANGE)

	    ignore_white_space = IGNORE_SPACE_CHANGE;

	  break;

 

	case 'Z':

	  if (ignore_white_space < IGNORE_SPACE_CHANGE)

	    ignore_white_space |= IGNORE_TRAILING_SPACE;

	  break;

 

	case 'B':

	  ignore_blank_lines = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'C':

	case 'U':

	  {

	    if (optarg)
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	      {

		numval = strtoumax (optarg, &numend, 10);

		if (*numend)

		  try_help ("invalid context length '%s'", optarg);

		if (LIN_MAX < numval)

		  numval = LIN_MAX;

	      }

	    else

	      numval = 3;

 

	    specify_style (c == 'U' ? OUTPUT_UNIFIED : OUTPUT_CONTEXT);

	    if (context < numval)

	      context = numval;

	    explicit_context = true;

	  }

	  break;

 

	case 'c':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_CONTEXT);

	  if (context < 3)

	    context = 3;

	  break;

 

	case 'd':

	  minimal = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'D':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_IFDEF);

	  {

	    static char const C_ifdef_group_formats[] =

	      "%%=%c#ifndef %s\n%%<#endif /* ! %s */\n%c#ifdef %s\n%%>#endif /* %s */\n%c#ifndef %s\n%%<#else

/* %s */\n%%>#endif /* %s */\n";

	    char *b = xmalloc (sizeof C_ifdef_group_formats

			       + 7 * strlen (optarg) - 14 /* 7*"%s" */

			       - 8 /* 5*"%%" + 3*"%c" */);

	    sprintf (b, C_ifdef_group_formats,

		     0,

		     optarg, optarg, 0,

		     optarg, optarg, 0,

		     optarg, optarg, optarg);

	    for (i = 0; i < sizeof group_format / sizeof group_format[0]; i++)

	      {

		specify_value (&group_format[i], b, "-D");

		b += strlen (b) + 1;

	      }

	  }

	  break;
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	case 'e':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_ED);

	  break;

 

	case 'E':

	  if (ignore_white_space < IGNORE_SPACE_CHANGE)

	    ignore_white_space |= IGNORE_TAB_EXPANSION;

	  break;

 

	case 'f':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_FORWARD_ED);

	  break;

 

	case 'F':

	  add_regexp (&function_regexp_list, optarg);

	  break;

 

	case 'h':

	  /* Split the files into chunks for faster processing.

	     Usually does not change the result.

 

	     This currently has no effect.  */

	  break;

 

	case 'H':

	  speed_large_files = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'i':

	  ignore_case = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'I':

	  add_regexp (&ignore_regexp_list, optarg);

	  break;

 

	case 'l':

	  if (!pr_program[0])

	    try_help ("pagination not supported on this host", NULL);

	  paginate = true;

#ifdef SIGCHLD

	  /* Pagination requires forking and waiting, and

	     System V fork+wait does not work if SIGCHLD is ignored.  */

	  signal (SIGCHLD, SIG_DFL);

#endif

	  break;
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	case 'L':

	  if (!file_label[0])

	    file_label[0] = optarg;

	  else if (!file_label[1])

	    file_label[1] = optarg;

	  else

	    fatal ("too many file label options");

	  break;

 

	case 'n':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_RCS);

	  break;

 

	case 'N':

	  new_file = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'p':

	  show_c_function = true;

	  add_regexp (&function_regexp_list, "^[[:alpha:]$_]");

	  break;

 

	case 'P':

	  unidirectional_new_file = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'q':

	  brief = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'r':

	  recursive = true;

	  break;

 

	case 's':

	  report_identical_files = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'S':

	  specify_value (&starting_file, optarg, "-S");

	  break;

 

	case 't':

	  expand_tabs = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'T':

	  initial_tab = true;
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	  break;

 

	case 'u':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_UNIFIED);

	  if (context < 3)

	    context = 3;

	  break;

 

	case 'v':

	  version_etc (stdout, PROGRAM_NAME, PACKAGE_NAME, Version,

		       AUTHORS, (char *) NULL);

	  check_stdout ();

	  return EXIT_SUCCESS;

 

	case 'w':

	  ignore_white_space = IGNORE_ALL_SPACE;

	  break;

 

	case 'x':

	  add_exclude (excluded, optarg, exclude_options ());

	  break;

 

	case 'X':

	  if (add_exclude_file (add_exclude, excluded, optarg,

				exclude_options (), '\n'))

	    pfatal_with_name (optarg);

	  break;

 

	case 'y':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_SDIFF);

	  break;

 

	case 'W':

	  numval = strtoumax (optarg, &numend, 10);

	  if (! (0 < numval && numval <= SIZE_MAX) || *numend)

	    try_help ("invalid width '%s'", optarg);

	  if (width != numval)

	    {

	      if (width)

		fatal ("conflicting width options");

	      width = numval;

	    }

	  break;

 

	case BINARY_OPTION:

#if O_BINARY

	  binary = true;

	  if (! isatty (STDOUT_FILENO))
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	    set_binary_mode (STDOUT_FILENO, O_BINARY);

#endif

	  break;

 

	case FROM_FILE_OPTION:

	  specify_value (&from_file, optarg, "--from-file");

	  break;

 

	case HELP_OPTION:

	  usage ();

	  check_stdout ();

	  return EXIT_SUCCESS;

 

	case HORIZON_LINES_OPTION:

	  numval = strtoumax (optarg, &numend, 10);

	  if (*numend)

	    try_help ("invalid horizon length '%s'", optarg);

	  horizon_lines = MAX (horizon_lines, MIN (numval, LIN_MAX));

	  break;

 

	case IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION:

	  ignore_file_name_case = true;

	  break;

 

	case INHIBIT_HUNK_MERGE_OPTION:

	  /* This option is obsolete, but accept it for backward

            compatibility.  */

	  break;

 

	case LEFT_COLUMN_OPTION:

	  left_column = true;

	  break;

 

	case LINE_FORMAT_OPTION:

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_IFDEF);

	  for (i = 0; i < sizeof line_format / sizeof line_format[0]; i++)

	    specify_value (&line_format[i], optarg, "--line-format");

	  break;

 

	case NO_DEREFERENCE_OPTION:

	  no_dereference_symlinks = true;

	  break;

 

	case NO_IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION:

	  ignore_file_name_case = false;

	  break;

 

	case NORMAL_OPTION:
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	  specify_style (OUTPUT_NORMAL);

	  break;

 

	case SDIFF_MERGE_ASSIST_OPTION:

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_SDIFF);

	  sdiff_merge_assist = true;

	  break;

 

	case STRIP_TRAILING_CR_OPTION:

	  strip_trailing_cr = true;

	  break;

 

	case SUPPRESS_BLANK_EMPTY_OPTION:

	  suppress_blank_empty = true;

	  break;

 

	case SUPPRESS_COMMON_LINES_OPTION:

	  suppress_common_lines = true;

	  break;

 

	case TABSIZE_OPTION:

	  numval = strtoumax (optarg, &numend, 10);

	  if (! (0 < numval && numval <= SIZE_MAX) || *numend)

	    try_help ("invalid tabsize '%s'", optarg);

	  if (tabsize != numval)

	    {

	      if (tabsize)

		fatal ("conflicting tabsize options");

	      tabsize = numval;

	    }

	  break;

 

	case TO_FILE_OPTION:

	  specify_value (&to_file, optarg, "--to-file");

	  break;

 

	case UNCHANGED_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case OLD_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case NEW_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION:

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_IFDEF);

	  c -= UNCHANGED_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION;

	  specify_value (&line_format[c], optarg, line_format_option[c]);

	  break;

 

	case UNCHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case OLD_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case NEW_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case CHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION:
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	  specify_style (OUTPUT_IFDEF);

	  c -= UNCHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION;

	  specify_value (&group_format[c], optarg, group_format_option[c]);

	  break;

 

	default:

	  try_help (NULL, NULL);

	}

     prev = c;

   }

 

 if (output_style == OUTPUT_UNSPECIFIED)

   {

     if (show_c_function)

	{

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_CONTEXT);

	  if (ocontext < 0)

	    context = 3;

	}

     else

	specify_style (OUTPUT_NORMAL);

   }

 

 if (output_style != OUTPUT_CONTEXT || hard_locale (LC_TIME))

   {

#if (defined STAT_TIMESPEC || defined STAT_TIMESPEC_NS \

    || defined HAVE_STRUCT_STAT_ST_SPARE1)

     time_format = "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S.%N %z";

#else

     time_format = "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S %z";

#endif

   }

 else

   {

     /* See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

     time_format = "%a %b %e %T %Y";

   }

 

 if (0 <= ocontext

     && (output_style == OUTPUT_CONTEXT

	  || output_style == OUTPUT_UNIFIED)

     && (context < ocontext

	  || (ocontext < context && ! explicit_context)))

   context = ocontext;

 

 if (! tabsize)

   tabsize = 8;

 if (! width)
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   width = 130;

 

 {

   /* Maximize first the half line width, and then the gutter width,

      according to the following constraints:

 

	1.  Two half lines plus a gutter must fit in a line.

	2.  If the half line width is nonzero:

	    a.  The gutter width is at least GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM.

	    b.  If tabs are not expanded to spaces,

		a half line plus a gutter is an integral number of tabs,

		so that tabs in the right column line up.  */

 

   intmax_t t = expand_tabs ? 1 : tabsize;

   intmax_t w = width;

   intmax_t off = (w + t + GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM) / (2 * t)  *  t;

   sdiff_half_width = MAX (0, MIN (off - GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM, w - off)),

   sdiff_column2_offset = sdiff_half_width ? off : w;

 }

 

 /* Make the horizon at least as large as the context, so that

    shift_boundaries has more freedom to shift the first and last hunks.  */

 if (horizon_lines < context)

   horizon_lines = context;

 

 summarize_regexp_list (&function_regexp_list);

 summarize_regexp_list (&ignore_regexp_list);

 

 if (output_style == OUTPUT_IFDEF)

   {

     for (i = 0; i < sizeof line_format / sizeof line_format[0]; i++)

	if (!line_format[i])

	  line_format[i] = "%l\n";

     if (!group_format[OLD])

	group_format[OLD]

	  = group_format[CHANGED] ? group_format[CHANGED] : "%<";

     if (!group_format[NEW])

	group_format[NEW]

	  = group_format[CHANGED] ? group_format[CHANGED] : "%>";

     if (!group_format[UNCHANGED])

	group_format[UNCHANGED] = "%=";

     if (!group_format[CHANGED])

	group_format[CHANGED] = concat (group_format[OLD],

					group_format[NEW], "");

   }

 

 no_diff_means_no_output =

   (output_style == OUTPUT_IFDEF ?
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     (!*group_format[UNCHANGED]

      || (STREQ (group_format[UNCHANGED], "%=")

	   && !*line_format[UNCHANGED]))

    : (output_style != OUTPUT_SDIFF) | suppress_common_lines);

 

 files_can_be_treated_as_binary =

   (brief & binary

    & ~ (ignore_blank_lines | ignore_case | strip_trailing_cr

	  | (ignore_regexp_list.regexps || ignore_white_space)));

 

 switch_string = option_list (argv + 1, optind - 1);

 

 if (from_file)

   {

     if (to_file)

	fatal ("--from-file and --to-file both specified");

     else

	for (; optind < argc; optind++)

	  {

	    int status = compare_files (NULL, from_file, argv[optind]);

	    if (exit_status < status)

	      exit_status = status;

	  }

   }

 else

   {

     if (to_file)

	for (; optind < argc; optind++)

	  {

	    int status = compare_files (NULL, argv[optind], to_file);

	    if (exit_status < status)

	      exit_status = status;

	  }

     else

	{

	  if (argc - optind != 2)

	    {

	      if (argc - optind < 2)

		try_help ("missing operand after '%s'", argv[argc - 1]);

	      else

		try_help ("extra operand '%s'", argv[optind + 2]);

	    }

 

	  exit_status = compare_files (NULL, argv[optind], argv[optind + 1]);

	}

   }

 

 /* Print any messages that were saved up for last.  */
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 print_message_queue ();

 

 check_stdout ();

 exit (exit_status);

 return exit_status;

}

 

/* Append to REGLIST the regexp PATTERN.  */

 

static void

add_regexp (struct regexp_list *reglist, char const *pattern)

{

 size_t patlen = strlen (pattern);

 char const *m = re_compile_pattern (pattern, patlen, reglist->buf);

 

 if (m != 0)

   error (0, 0, "%s: %s", pattern, m);

 else

   {

     char *regexps = reglist->regexps;

     size_t len = reglist->len;

     bool multiple_regexps = reglist->multiple_regexps = regexps != 0;

     size_t newlen = reglist->len = len + 2 * multiple_regexps + patlen;

     size_t size = reglist->size;

 

     if (size <= newlen)

	{

	  if (!size)

	    size = 1;

 

	  do size *= 2;

	  while (size <= newlen);

 

	  reglist->size = size;

	  reglist->regexps = regexps = xrealloc (regexps, size);

	}

     if (multiple_regexps)

	{

	  regexps[len++] = '\\';

	  regexps[len++] = '|';

	}

     memcpy (regexps + len, pattern, patlen + 1);

   }

}

 

/* Ensure that REGLIST represents the disjunction of its regexps.

  This is done here, rather than earlier, to avoid O(N^2) behavior.  */
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static void

summarize_regexp_list (struct regexp_list *reglist)

{

 if (reglist->regexps)

   {

     /* At least one regexp was specified.  Allocate a fastmap for it.  */

     reglist->buf->fastmap = xmalloc (1 << CHAR_BIT);

     if (reglist->multiple_regexps)

	{

	  /* Compile the disjunction of the regexps.

	     (If just one regexp was specified, it is already compiled.)  */

	  char const *m = re_compile_pattern (reglist->regexps, reglist->len,

					      reglist->buf);

	  if (m)

	    error (EXIT_TROUBLE, 0, "%s: %s", reglist->regexps, m);

	}

   }

}

 

static void

try_help (char const *reason_msgid, char const *operand)

{

 if (reason_msgid)

   error (0, 0, _(reason_msgid), operand);

 error (EXIT_TROUBLE, 0, _("Try '%s --help' for more information."),

	 program_name);

 abort ();

}

 

static void

check_stdout (void)

{

 if (ferror (stdout))

   fatal ("write failed");

 else if (fclose (stdout) != 0)

   pfatal_with_name (_("standard output"));

}

 

static char const * const option_help_msgid[] = {

 N_("    --normal                  output a normal diff (the default)"),

 N_("-q, --brief                   report only when files differ"),

 N_("-s, --report-identical-files  report when two files are the same"),

 N_("-c, -C NUM, --context[=NUM]   output NUM (default 3) lines of copied context"),

 N_("-u, -U NUM, --unified[=NUM]   output NUM (default 3) lines of unified context"),

 N_("-e, --ed                      output an ed script"),

 N_("-n, --rcs                     output an RCS format diff"),

 N_("-y, --side-by-side            output in two columns"),

 N_("-W, --width=NUM               output at most NUM (default 130) print columns"),
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 N_("    --left-column             output only the left column of common lines"),

 N_("    --suppress-common-lines   do not output common lines"),

 "",

 N_("-p, --show-c-function         show which C function each change is in"),

 N_("-F, --show-function-line=RE   show the most recent line matching RE"),

 N_("    --label LABEL             use LABEL instead of file name\n"

    "                                (can be repeated)"),

 "",

 N_("-t, --expand-tabs             expand tabs to spaces in output"),

 N_("-T, --initial-tab             make tabs line up by prepending a tab"),

 N_("    --tabsize=NUM             tab stops every NUM (default 8) print columns"),

 N_("    --suppress-blank-empty    suppress space or tab before empty output lines"),

 N_("-l, --paginate                pass output through 'pr' to paginate it"),

 "",

 N_("-r, --recursive                 recursively compare any subdirectories found"),

 N_("    --no-dereference            don't follow symbolic links"),

 N_("-N, --new-file                  treat absent files as empty"),

 N_("    --unidirectional-new-file   treat absent first files as empty"),

 N_("    --ignore-file-name-case     ignore case when comparing file names"),

 N_("    --no-ignore-file-name-case  consider case when comparing file names"),

 N_("-x, --exclude=PAT               exclude files that match PAT"),

 N_("-X, --exclude-from=FILE         exclude files that match any pattern in FILE"),

 N_("-S, --starting-file=FILE        start with FILE when comparing directories"),

 N_("    --from-file=FILE1           compare FILE1 to all operands;\n"

    "                                  FILE1 can be a directory"),

 N_("    --to-file=FILE2             compare all operands to FILE2;\n"

    "                                  FILE2 can be a directory"),

 "",

 N_("-i, --ignore-case               ignore case differences in file contents"),

 N_("-E, --ignore-tab-expansion      ignore changes due to tab expansion"),

 N_("-Z, --ignore-trailing-space     ignore white space at line end"),

 N_("-b, --ignore-space-change       ignore changes in the amount of white space"),

 N_("-w, --ignore-all-space          ignore all white space"),

 N_("-B, --ignore-blank-lines        ignore changes where lines are all blank"),

 N_("-I, --ignore-matching-lines=RE  ignore changes where all lines match RE"),

 "",

 N_("-a, --text                      treat all files as text"),

 N_("    --strip-trailing-cr         strip trailing carriage return on input"),

#if O_BINARY

 N_("    --binary                    read and write data in binary mode"),

#endif

 "",

 N_("-D, --ifdef=NAME                output merged file with '#ifdef NAME' diffs"),

 N_("    --GTYPE-group-format=GFMT   format GTYPE input groups with GFMT"),

 N_("    --line-format=LFMT          format all input lines with LFMT"),

 N_("    --LTYPE-line-format=LFMT    format LTYPE input lines with LFMT"),

 N_("  These format options provide fine-grained control over the output\n"

    "    of diff, generalizing -D/--ifdef."),
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 N_("  LTYPE is 'old', 'new', or 'unchanged'.  GTYPE is LTYPE or 'changed'."),

 N_("  GFMT (only) may contain:\n\

   %<  lines from FILE1\n\

   %>  lines from FILE2\n\

   %=  lines common to FILE1 and FILE2\n\

   %[-][WIDTH][.[PREC]]{doxX}LETTER  printf-style spec for LETTER\n\

     LETTERs are as follows for new group, lower case for old group:\n\

       F  first line number\n\

       L  last line number\n\

       N  number of lines = L-F+1\n\

       E  F-1\n\

       M  L+1\n\

   %(A=B?T:E)  if A equals B then T else E"),

 N_("  LFMT (only) may contain:\n\

   %L  contents of line\n\

   %l  contents of line, excluding any trailing newline\n\

   %[-][WIDTH][.[PREC]]{doxX}n  printf-style spec for input line number"),

 N_("  Both GFMT and LFMT may contain:\n\

   %%  %\n\

   %c'C'  the single character C\n\

   %c'\\OOO'  the character with octal code OOO\n\

   C    the character C (other characters represent themselves)"),

 "",

 N_("-d, --minimal            try hard to find a smaller set of changes"),

 N_("    --horizon-lines=NUM  keep NUM lines of the common prefix and suffix"),

 N_("    --speed-large-files  assume large files and many scattered small changes"),

 "",

 N_("    --help               display this help and exit"),

 N_("-v, --version            output version information and exit"),

 "",

 N_("FILES are 'FILE1 FILE2' or 'DIR1 DIR2' or 'DIR FILE...' or 'FILE... DIR'."),

 N_("If --from-file or --to-file is given, there are no restrictions on FILE(s)."),

 N_("If a FILE is '-', read standard input."),

 N_("Exit status is 0 if inputs are the same, 1 if different, 2 if trouble."),

 0

};

 

static void

usage (void)

{

 char const * const *p;

 

 printf (_("Usage: %s [OPTION]... FILES\n"), program_name);

 printf ("%s\n\n", _("Compare FILES line by line."));

 

 fputs (_("\

Mandatory arguments to long options are mandatory for short options too.\n\

"), stdout);
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 for (p = option_help_msgid;  *p;  p++)

   {

     if (!**p)

	putchar ('\n');

     else

	{

	  char const *msg = _(*p);

	  char const *nl;

	  while ((nl = strchr (msg, '\n')))

	    {

	      int msglen = nl + 1 - msg;

	      printf ("  %.*s", msglen, msg);

	      msg = nl + 1;

	    }

 

	  printf ("  %s\n" + 2 * (*msg != ' ' && *msg != '-'), msg);

	}

   }

 emit_bug_reporting_address ();

}

 

/* Set VAR to VALUE, reporting an OPTION error if this is a

  conflict.  */

static void

specify_value (char const **var, char const *value, char const *option)

{

 if (*var && ! STREQ (*var, value))

   {

     error (0, 0, _("conflicting %s option value '%s'"), option, value);

     try_help (NULL, NULL);

   }

 *var = value;

}

 

/* Set the output style to STYLE, diagnosing conflicts.  */

static void

specify_style (enum output_style style)

{

 if (output_style != style)

   {

     if (output_style != OUTPUT_UNSPECIFIED)

	try_help ("conflicting output style options", NULL);

     output_style = style;

   }

}

�

/* Set the last-modified time of *ST to be the current time.  */
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static void

set_mtime_to_now (struct stat *st)

{

#ifdef STAT_TIMESPEC

 gettime (&STAT_TIMESPEC (st, st_mtim));

#else

 struct timespec t;

 gettime (&t);

 st->st_mtime = t.tv_sec;

# if defined STAT_TIMESPEC_NS

 STAT_TIMESPEC_NS (st, st_mtim) = t.tv_nsec;

# elif defined HAVE_STRUCT_STAT_ST_SPARE1

 st->st_spare1 = t.tv_nsec / 1000;

# endif

#endif

}

�

/* Compare two files (or dirs) with parent comparison PARENT

  and names NAME0 and NAME1.

  (If PARENT is null, then the first name is just NAME0, etc.)

  This is self-contained; it opens the files and closes them.

 

  Value is EXIT_SUCCESS if files are the same, EXIT_FAILURE if

  different, EXIT_TROUBLE if there is a problem opening them.  */

 

static int

compare_files (struct comparison const *parent,

	       char const *name0,

	       char const *name1)

{

 struct comparison cmp;

#define DIR_P(f) (S_ISDIR (cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode) != 0)

 register int f;

 int status = EXIT_SUCCESS;

 bool same_files;

 char *free0;

 char *free1;

 

 /* If this is directory comparison, perhaps we have a file

    that exists only in one of the directories.

    If so, just print a message to that effect.  */

 

 if (! ((name0 && name1)

	 || (unidirectional_new_file && name1)

	 || new_file))

   {

     char const *name = name0 ? name0 : name1;
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     char const *dir = parent->file[!name0].name;

 

     /* See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

     message ("Only in %s: %s\n", dir, name);

 

     /* Return EXIT_FAILURE so that diff_dirs will return

	 EXIT_FAILURE ("some files differ").  */

     return EXIT_FAILURE;

   }

 

 memset (cmp.file, 0, sizeof cmp.file);

 cmp.parent = parent;

 

 /* cmp.file[f].desc markers */

#define NONEXISTENT (-1) /* nonexistent file */

#define UNOPENED (-2) /* unopened file (e.g. directory) */

#define ERRNO_ENCODE(errno) (-3 - (errno)) /* encoded errno value */

 

#define ERRNO_DECODE(desc) (-3 - (desc)) /* inverse of ERRNO_ENCODE */

 

 cmp.file[0].desc = name0 ? UNOPENED : NONEXISTENT;

 cmp.file[1].desc = name1 ? UNOPENED : NONEXISTENT;

 

 /* Now record the full name of each file, including nonexistent ones.  */

 

 if (!name0)

   name0 = name1;

 if (!name1)

   name1 = name0;

 

 if (!parent)

   {

     free0 = NULL;

     free1 = NULL;

     cmp.file[0].name = name0;

     cmp.file[1].name = name1;

   }

 else

   {

     cmp.file[0].name = free0

	= file_name_concat (parent->file[0].name, name0, NULL);

     cmp.file[1].name = free1

	= file_name_concat (parent->file[1].name, name1, NULL);

   }

 

 /* Stat the files.  */

 

 for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)
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   {

     if (cmp.file[f].desc != NONEXISTENT)

	{

	  if (f && file_name_cmp (cmp.file[f].name, cmp.file[0].name) == 0)

	    {

	      cmp.file[f].desc = cmp.file[0].desc;

	      cmp.file[f].stat = cmp.file[0].stat;

	    }

	  else if (STREQ (cmp.file[f].name, "-"))

	    {

	      cmp.file[f].desc = STDIN_FILENO;

	      if (binary && ! isatty (STDIN_FILENO))

		set_binary_mode (STDIN_FILENO, O_BINARY);

	      if (fstat (STDIN_FILENO, &cmp.file[f].stat) != 0)

		cmp.file[f].desc = ERRNO_ENCODE (errno);

	      else

		{

		  if (S_ISREG (cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode))

		    {

		      off_t pos = lseek (STDIN_FILENO, 0, SEEK_CUR);

		      if (pos < 0)

			cmp.file[f].desc = ERRNO_ENCODE (errno);

		      else

			cmp.file[f].stat.st_size =

			  MAX (0, cmp.file[f].stat.st_size - pos);

		    }

 

		  /* POSIX 1003.1-2001 requires current time for

		     stdin.  */

		  set_mtime_to_now (&cmp.file[f].stat);

		}

	    }

	  else if ((no_dereference_symlinks

		    ? lstat (cmp.file[f].name, &cmp.file[f].stat)

		    : stat (cmp.file[f].name, &cmp.file[f].stat))

		   != 0)

	    cmp.file[f].desc = ERRNO_ENCODE (errno);

	}

   }

 

 /* Mark files as nonexistent as needed for -N and -P, if they are

    inaccessible empty regular files (the kind of files that 'patch'

    creates to indicate nonexistent backups), or if they are

    top-level files that do not exist but their counterparts do

    exist.  */

 for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

   if ((new_file || (f == 0 && unidirectional_new_file))

	&& (cmp.file[f].desc == UNOPENED
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	    ? (S_ISREG (cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode)

	       && ! (cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode & (S_IRWXU | S_IRWXG | S_IRWXO))

	       && cmp.file[f].stat.st_size == 0)

	    : ((cmp.file[f].desc == ERRNO_ENCODE (ENOENT)

		|| cmp.file[f].desc == ERRNO_ENCODE (EBADF))

	       && ! parent

	       && (cmp.file[1 - f].desc == UNOPENED

		   || cmp.file[1 - f].desc == STDIN_FILENO))))

     cmp.file[f].desc = NONEXISTENT;

 

 for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

   if (cmp.file[f].desc == NONEXISTENT)

     {

	memset (&cmp.file[f].stat, 0, sizeof cmp.file[f].stat);

	cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode = cmp.file[1 - f].stat.st_mode;

     }

 

 for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

   {

     int e = ERRNO_DECODE (cmp.file[f].desc);

     if (0 <= e)

	{

	  errno = e;

	  perror_with_name (cmp.file[f].name);

	  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	}

   }

 

 if (status == EXIT_SUCCESS && ! parent && DIR_P (0) != DIR_P (1))

   {

     /* If one is a directory, and it was specified in the command line,

	 use the file in that dir with the other file's basename.  */

 

     int fnm_arg = DIR_P (0);

     int dir_arg = 1 - fnm_arg;

     char const *fnm = cmp.file[fnm_arg].name;

     char const *dir = cmp.file[dir_arg].name;

     char const *filename = cmp.file[dir_arg].name = free0

	= find_dir_file_pathname (dir, last_component (fnm));

 

     if (STREQ (fnm, "-"))

	fatal ("cannot compare '-' to a directory");

 

     if ((no_dereference_symlinks

	   ? lstat (filename, &cmp.file[dir_arg].stat)

	   : stat (filename, &cmp.file[dir_arg].stat))

	  != 0)

	{
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	  perror_with_name (filename);

	  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	}

   }

 

 if (status != EXIT_SUCCESS)

   {

     /* One of the files should exist but does not.  */

   }

 else if (cmp.file[0].desc == NONEXISTENT

	   && cmp.file[1].desc == NONEXISTENT)

   {

     /* Neither file "exists", so there's nothing to compare.  */

   }

 else if ((same_files

	    = (cmp.file[0].desc != NONEXISTENT

	       && cmp.file[1].desc != NONEXISTENT

	       && 0 < same_file (&cmp.file[0].stat, &cmp.file[1].stat)

	       && same_file_attributes (&cmp.file[0].stat,

					&cmp.file[1].stat)))

	   && no_diff_means_no_output)

   {

     /* The two named files are actually the same physical file.

	 We know they are identical without actually reading them.  */

   }

 else if (DIR_P (0) & DIR_P (1))

   {

     if (output_style == OUTPUT_IFDEF)

	fatal ("-D option not supported with directories");

 

     /* If both are directories, compare the files in them.  */

 

     if (parent && !recursive)

	{

	  /* But don't compare dir contents one level down

	     unless -r was specified.

	     See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

	  message ("Common subdirectories: %s and %s\n",

		   cmp.file[0].name, cmp.file[1].name);

	}

     else

	status = diff_dirs (&cmp, compare_files);

   }

 else if ((DIR_P (0) | DIR_P (1))

	   || (parent

	       && !((S_ISREG (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode)

		     || S_ISLNK (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode))

		    && (S_ISREG (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode)
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			|| S_ISLNK  (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode)))))

   {

     if (cmp.file[0].desc == NONEXISTENT || cmp.file[1].desc == NONEXISTENT)

	{

	  /* We have a subdirectory that exists only in one directory.  */

 

	  if ((DIR_P (0) | DIR_P (1))

	      && recursive

	      && (new_file

		  || (unidirectional_new_file

		      && cmp.file[0].desc == NONEXISTENT)))

	    status = diff_dirs (&cmp, compare_files);

	  else

	    {

	      char const *dir;

 

	      /* PARENT must be non-NULL here.  */

	      assert (parent);

	      dir = parent->file[cmp.file[0].desc == NONEXISTENT].name;

 

	      /* See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

	      message ("Only in %s: %s\n", dir, name0);

 

	      status = EXIT_FAILURE;

	    }

	}

     else

	{

	  /* We have two files that are not to be compared.  */

 

	  /* See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

	  message5 ("File %s is a %s while file %s is a %s\n",

		    file_label[0] ? file_label[0] : cmp.file[0].name,

		    file_type (&cmp.file[0].stat),

		    file_label[1] ? file_label[1] : cmp.file[1].name,

		    file_type (&cmp.file[1].stat));

 

	  /* This is a difference.  */

	  status = EXIT_FAILURE;

	}

   }

 else if (S_ISLNK (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode)

	   || S_ISLNK (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode))

   {

     /* We get here only if we use lstat(), not stat().  */

     assert (no_dereference_symlinks);

 

     if (S_ISLNK (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode)
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	  && S_ISLNK (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode))

	{

	  /* Compare the values of the symbolic links.  */

	  char *link_value[2] = { NULL, NULL };

 

	  for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

	    {

	      link_value[f] = xreadlink (cmp.file[f].name);

	      if (link_value[f] == NULL)

		{

		  perror_with_name (cmp.file[f].name);

		  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

		  break;

		}

	    }

	  if (status == EXIT_SUCCESS)

	    {

	      if ( ! STREQ (link_value[0], link_value[1]))

		{

		  message ("Symbolic links %s and %s differ\n",

			   cmp.file[0].name, cmp.file[1].name);

		  /* This is a difference.  */

		  status = EXIT_FAILURE;

		}

	    }

	  for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

	    free (link_value[f]);

	}

     else

	{

	  /* We have two files that are not to be compared, because

	     one of them is a symbolic link and the other one is not.  */

 

	  message5 ("File %s is a %s while file %s is a %s\n",

		    file_label[0] ? file_label[0] : cmp.file[0].name,

		    file_type (&cmp.file[0].stat),

		    file_label[1] ? file_label[1] : cmp.file[1].name,

		    file_type (&cmp.file[1].stat));

 

	  /* This is a difference.  */

	  status = EXIT_FAILURE;

	}

   }

 else if (files_can_be_treated_as_binary

	   && S_ISREG (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode)

	   && S_ISREG (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode)

	   && cmp.file[0].stat.st_size != cmp.file[1].stat.st_size)

   {
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     message ("Files %s and %s differ\n",

	       file_label[0] ? file_label[0] : cmp.file[0].name,

	       file_label[1] ? file_label[1] : cmp.file[1].name);

     status = EXIT_FAILURE;

   }

 else

   {

     /* Both exist and neither is a directory.  */

 

     /* Open the files and record their descriptors.  */

 

     int oflags = O_RDONLY | (binary ? O_BINARY : 0);

 

     if (cmp.file[0].desc == UNOPENED)

	if ((cmp.file[0].desc = open (cmp.file[0].name, oflags, 0)) < 0)

	  {

	    perror_with_name (cmp.file[0].name);

	    status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	  }

     if (cmp.file[1].desc == UNOPENED)

	{

	  if (same_files)

	    cmp.file[1].desc = cmp.file[0].desc;

	  else if ((cmp.file[1].desc = open (cmp.file[1].name, oflags, 0)) < 0)

	    {

	      perror_with_name (cmp.file[1].name);

	      status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	    }

	}

 

     /* Compare the files, if no error was found.  */

 

     if (status == EXIT_SUCCESS)

	status = diff_2_files (&cmp);

 

     /* Close the file descriptors.  */

 

     if (0 <= cmp.file[0].desc && close (cmp.file[0].desc) != 0)

	{

	  perror_with_name (cmp.file[0].name);

	  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	}

     if (0 <= cmp.file[1].desc && cmp.file[0].desc != cmp.file[1].desc

	  && close (cmp.file[1].desc) != 0)

	{

	  perror_with_name (cmp.file[1].name);

	  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	}
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   }

 

 /* Now the comparison has been done, if no error prevented it,

    and STATUS is the value this function will return.  */

 

 if (status == EXIT_SUCCESS)

   {

     if (report_identical_files && !DIR_P (0))

	message ("Files %s and %s are identical\n",

		 file_label[0] ? file_label[0] : cmp.file[0].name,

		 file_label[1] ? file_label[1] : cmp.file[1].name);

   }

 else

   {

     /* Flush stdout so that the user sees differences immediately.

	 This can hurt performance, unfortunately.  */

     if (fflush (stdout) != 0)

	pfatal_with_name (_("standard output"));

   }

 

 free (free0);

 free (free1);

 

 return status;

}

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
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interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
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with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
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   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
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and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered
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work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
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available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
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 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From RPM File Metadata:GPLv3+

 

1.601 aws-java-sdk-iotsecuretunneling

1.12.199 
1.601.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.602 aws-java-sdk-greengrass 1.12.199 
1.602.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.603 jersey 2.35 
1.603.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey Json Jackson module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.
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# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.
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Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)
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* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

/*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0, which is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0.

*

* This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary

* Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth in the

* Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,

* version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception, which is available at

* https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

*/

# Notice for Jersey Core Server module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.
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* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright: (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Notice for Jersey Core Common module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.
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* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright: (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: Creative Commons 1.0 (CC0)

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.
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## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey/examples

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0
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* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.9.9

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 7.2

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents
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* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified
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   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the
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     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial
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     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.
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   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses
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   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor
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   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program
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   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.
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       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed
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       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.
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   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION
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   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notice for Jersey Bean Validation module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.
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* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

1.604 iputils 20160308-10.el7 
1.604.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2002 USAGI/WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.605 zlib 1.2.8 
1.605.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.606 aws-java-sdk-mediapackagevod

1.12.199 
1.606.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.607 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.13.2 
1.607.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.608 aws-java-sdk-eventbridge 1.12.199 
1.608.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.609 aws-java-sdk-

kinesisvideosignalingchannels 1.12.199 
1.609.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.610 aws-java-sdk-kinesisvideo 1.12.199 
1.610.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.611 okhttp 4.9.3 
1.611.1 Available under license : 

Note that publicsuffixes.gz is compiled from The Public Suffix List:

https://publicsuffix.org/list/public_suffix_list.dat

 

It is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0:

https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/

 

1.612 logback-core 1.2.5 
1.612.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This

program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License

v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the

Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. *

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as

published by the Free Software Foundation.'

 

1.613 joda-time 2.10.10 
1.613.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (https://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.614 aws-java-sdk-signer 1.12.199 
1.614.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.615 pam 1.1.8 23.el7
1.615.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the

provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU

GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the

restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
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TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

The licensing conditions for each module in this package are detailed in the

module source files.

 

1.616 aws-java-sdk-iam 1.12.199 
1.616.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.617 proto-google-common-protos 1.12.0 

 

1.618 common-config 4.1.0 
1.618.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.619 jersey-entity-filtering 2.35 
1.619.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms
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of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0
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* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents
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* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified
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   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the
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     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial
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     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.
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   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses
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   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor
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   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program
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   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.
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       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed
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       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.
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   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION
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   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.620 aws-java-sdk-billingconductor 1.12.199 
1.620.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.621 lombok 1.18.20 
1.621.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2009-2021 The Project Lombok Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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==============================================================================

Licenses for included components:

 

org.ow2.asm:asm

org.ow2.asm:asm-analysis

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm-tree

org.ow2.asm:asm-util

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rzwitserloot/com.zwitserloot.cmdreader

 

Copyright  2010 Reinier Zwitserloot.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

rzwitserloot/lombok.patcher

 

Copyright (C) 2009-2021 The Project Lombok Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.622 schema-registry-serde 1.1.1 
1.622.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

/*

* Copyright 2020 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/software.amazon.glue/schema-registry-serde/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/GlueSchemaRegistrySerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/json/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/GlueSchemaRegistryDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/json/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/json/JsonValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/GlueSchemaRegistrySerializationFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/GlueSchemaRegistryDeserializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/json/JsonDataWithSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/utils/AVROUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/GlueSchemaRegistryKafkaDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/avro/AWSKafkaAvroSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/avro/AWSKafkaAvroDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/GlueSchemaRegistrySerializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/avro/AvroSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/SerializationDataEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/GlueSchemaRegistryDeserializerDataParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/avro/AvroDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/GlueSchemaRegistryDeserializationFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/SecondaryDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/deserializers/GlueSchemaRegistryDeserializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017602_1667606503.2021558/0/schema-registry-serde-1-1-1-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/schemaregistry/serializers/GlueSchemaRegistrySerializer.java

 

1.623 schema-registry-build-tools 1.1.1 
1.623.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

/*

* Copyright 2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015750_1667606408.5553079/0/schema-registry-build-tools-1-1-1-sources-

jar/checkstyle.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015750_1667606408.5553079/0/schema-registry-build-tools-1-1-1-sources-

jar/suppressions.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

/*

* Copyright 2020 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015750_1667606408.5553079/0/schema-registry-build-tools-1-1-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/software.amazon.glue/schema-registry-build-tools/pom.xml

 

1.624 aws-java-sdk-codeguruprofiler 1.12.199 
1.624.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.625 jakarta xml bind api 2.3.3 
1.625.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:
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     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

# Notices for Jakarta XML Binding

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta XML Binding

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta XML Binding is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses
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This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-tck

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache River (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND BSD-3-Clause

 

ASM 7 (n/a)

 

* License: BSD-3-Clause

* Project: https://asm.ow2.io/

* Source:

  https://repository.ow2.org/nexus/#nexus-search;gav~org.ow2.asm~asm-commons~~~~kw,versionexpand

 

JTHarness (5.0)

 

* License: (GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0)	

* Project: https://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/CodeTools/JT+Harness

* Source: http://hg.openjdk.java.net/code-tools/jtharness/

 

normalize.css (3.0.2)

 

* License: MIT

 

SigTest (n/a)

 

* License: GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,
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please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.626 aws-java-sdk-pricing 1.12.199 
1.626.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/AWSPricingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/ServiceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/GetAttributeValuesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/GetProductsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/AttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/DescribeServicesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/AWSPricingAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/DescribeServicesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/InvalidNextTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/AWSPricingAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/GetAttributeValuesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/ExpiredNextTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/InternalErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/AbstractAWSPricing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/DescribeServicesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/InvalidParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/GetProductsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/AWSPricingClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/ExpiredNextTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/AWSPricingAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/GetProductsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/FilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/ServiceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/GetAttributeValuesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/InternalErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/FilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/InvalidNextTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/InvalidParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/GetProductsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/AWSPricingClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/DescribeServicesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/GetAttributeValuesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/AttributeValueJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/DescribeServicesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/FilterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/GetAttributeValuesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/AttributeValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/AbstractAWSPricingAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/model/transform/GetProductsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015767_1667606530.919724/0/aws-java-sdk-pricing-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/pricing/AWSPricing.java

 

1.627 python 2.7.5-92.el7_9 
1.627.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2012  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

includes the following files:

 

msvcr90.dll

msvcp90.dll

msvcm90.dll

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)
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for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as

defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

X Window System License - X11R6.4

 

Copyright (c) 1998 The Open Group

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or
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other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python
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releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   2.7             2.6         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The
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   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained

in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,
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OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material
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breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of
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the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
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documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

                              and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Expat maintainers.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

pybench License

---------------

 

This copyright notice and license applies to all files in the pybench

directory of the pybench distribution.

 

Copyright (c), 1997-2006, Marc-Andre Lemburg (mal@lemburg.com)

Copyright (c), 2000-2006, eGenix.com Software GmbH (info@egenix.com)

 

                  All Rights Reserved.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies

and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications, that you make.

 

THE AUTHOR MARC-ANDRE LEMBURG DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE !

 

1.628 pyxattr 0.5.1 5.el7
1.628.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
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Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.629 guava 25.0-jre 
1.629.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/WellBehavedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements
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  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain
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  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

 

1.630 aws-java-sdk-chime 1.12.199 
1.630.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.631 hostname 3.13 3.el7_7.1
1.631.1 Available under license : 

This package was written by Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

on Thu, 16 Jan 1997 01:00:34 +0100.

 

License:

 

	Copyright (C) 2009 Michael Meskes <meskes@debian.org>

	Copyright (C) 2004-2005 Graham Wilson <graham@debian.org>

	Copyright (C) 1997 Bernd Eckenfels

	Copyright (C) 1997 Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

	Copyright (C) 1996 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

	This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

	it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

	the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License.

 

	This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

	but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

	MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
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	GNU General Public License for more details.

 

	You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

	along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

	Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 file.

hostname -- set the host name or show the host/domain name

 

Copyright (C) 1994-1997 Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>

             2009-     Michael Meskes <meskes@debian.org>

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

1.632 lucene-grouping 5.5.5 
1.632.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:
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/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)
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The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:
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Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/
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The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java
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analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from
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 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or
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otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.633 aws-java-sdk-appconfigdata 1.12.199 
1.633.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.634 jctools-core 3.1.0 
1.634.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeJvmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SupportsIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeLongArrayAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscBlockingConsumerArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>
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	<artifactId>jctools-core</artifactId>

	<groupId>org.jctools</groupId>

	<version>3.1.0</version>

	<name>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</name>

	<description>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</description>

	<packaging>bundle</packaging>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-all</artifactId>

			<version>${hamcrest.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>${junit.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId>

			<artifactId>guava-testlib</artifactId>

			<version>${guava-testlib.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-surefire-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.0-M3</version>

				<configuration>

					<includes>

						<include>*</include>

					</includes>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>4.2.1</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>
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					<instructions>

						<Import-Package>sun.misc;resolution:=optional</Import-Package>

					</instructions>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.2.0</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-sources</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.1.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<additionalOptions>

						<additionalOption>-Xdoclint:none</additionalOption>

					</additionalOptions>

					<source>8</source>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<repository>

			<id>bintray-jctools-jctools</id>

			<name>jctools-jctools</name>

			<url>https://api.bintray.com/maven/jctools/jctools/jctools-core/;publish=1</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>
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	<url>https://github.com/JCTools</url>

	<inceptionYear>2013</inceptionYear>

 

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<scm>

		<url>https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</url>

		<connection>scm:git:https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</connection>

		<tag>HEAD</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/nitsanw</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/mjpt777</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/RichardWarburton</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/kay</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/franz1981</url>

		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<prerequisites>

		<maven>3.5.0</maven>

	</prerequisites>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<java.version>1.6</java.version>

		<java.test.version>1.8</java.test.version>

 

		<maven.compiler.source>${java.version}</maven.compiler.source>

		<maven.compiler.target>${java.version}</maven.compiler.target>

		<maven.compiler.testSource>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testSource>
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		<maven.compiler.testTarget>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testTarget>

 

		<hamcrest.version>1.3</hamcrest.version>

		<junit.version>4.12</junit.version>

		<guava-testlib.version>21.0</guava-testlib.version>

	</properties>

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

 

1.635 systemd-libs 219-78.el7_9.7 
1.635.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
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make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.636 httpcore-nio 4.4.6 
1.636.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore NIO

Copyright 2005-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.637 aws-java-sdk-memorydb 1.12.199 
1.637.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.638 aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow

1.12.199 
1.638.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/RawMessageContentMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/PutRawMessageContentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/S3ReferenceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/PutRawMessageContentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/RawMessageContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/GetRawMessageContentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/S3ReferenceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/AmazonWorkMailMessageFlowAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/PutRawMessageContentRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/MessageFrozenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/AbstractAmazonWorkMailMessageFlowAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/AmazonWorkMailMessageFlowAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/S3Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/PutRawMessageContentRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/AmazonWorkMailMessageFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/AmazonWorkMailMessageFlowAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/PutRawMessageContentResultJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/GetRawMessageContentRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/InvalidContentLocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/RawMessageContentJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/AmazonWorkMailMessageFlowException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/MessageRejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/InvalidContentLocationExceptionUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/GetRawMessageContentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/MessageFrozenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/AbstractAmazonWorkMailMessageFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/GetRawMessageContentResultJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/MessageRejectedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/model/transform/GetRawMessageContentRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/AmazonWorkMailMessageFlowClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016529_1667606688.613304/0/aws-java-sdk-workmailmessageflow-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/workmailmessageflow/AmazonWorkMailMessageFlowClientBuilder.java

 

1.639 aws-java-sdk-backup 1.12.199 
1.639.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.640 jersey-metainf-services 2.33 
1.640.1 Available under license : 

# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.
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## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
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javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1

* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that
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   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby
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     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:
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     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to
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   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's
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   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991
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   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.
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   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part
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       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,
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       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
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   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.
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       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.
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---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.641 jackson 2.13.3 
1.641.1 Available under license : 

 

Camel :: Jackson

Copyright 2007-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.642 libdevmapper 1.02.170 
1.642.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
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   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
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medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
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this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
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restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
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the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Red Hat, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
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those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.643 pkg-config 0.27.1 4.el7
1.643.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software
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sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
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   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
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and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the

   Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

   Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
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These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.644 kitchen 1.1.1 
1.644.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.645 aws-java-sdk-kafka 1.12.199 
1.645.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/FirehoseMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CloudWatchLogsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/CreateClusterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/GetBootstrapBrokersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/OpenMonitoring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ForbiddenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/CreateClusterV2Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/AWSKafkaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerNodeGroupInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterOperationStepMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServerlessJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClustersV2RequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UnauthorizedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/GetCompatibleKafkaVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/SaslJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateClusterConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/JmxExporterInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerCountRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/KafkaVersionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ConnectivityInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/JmxExporterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClustersV2ResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerLogsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerStorageResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UnauthorizedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ClientAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServerlessRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterOperationStepInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServerlessMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ClusterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BrokerSoftwareInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/NodeExporterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/JmxExporterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/NodeInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BatchDisassociateScramSecretRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateBrokerStorageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeClusterV2Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/CreateConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerNodeInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ScramMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListNodesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/RebootBrokerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListConfigurationRevisionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateMonitoringResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/EncryptionInTransit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateClusterResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/TooManyRequestsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateBrokerTypeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClientAuthenticationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/EncryptionAtRest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListConfigurationRevisionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerSoftwareInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateBrokerCountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ClientBroker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateBrokerTypeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterOperationInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterOperationStepJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/AWSKafkaClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateSecurityRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ErrorInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/RebootBrokerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/StateInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClusterOperationsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListKafkaVersionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/CreateConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerCountRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UnauthenticatedJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/PublicAccessJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DeleteConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ProvisionedJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/S3JsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/CloudWatchLogs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/EncryptionInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/EncryptionAtRestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ClusterState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BrokerNodeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/TlsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/S3Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/AWSKafka.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Iam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateBrokerStorageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/PrometheusJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/CompatibleKafkaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/AWSKafkaAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeConfigurationRevisionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/PrometheusInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateClusterV2RequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BrokerLogs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClustersV2RequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/PrometheusMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterOperationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/SaslMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateClusterKafkaVersionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerNodeGroupInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateConnectivityRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Provisioned.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClusterOperationsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/JmxExporterInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/IamJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DeleteClusterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/EBSStorageInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/EncryptionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServerlessClientAuthenticationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateMonitoringRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BadRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DeleteClusterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterV2RequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/NodeExporterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateMonitoringResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/JmxExporterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/RebootBrokerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateClusterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListClustersV2Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServerlessClientAuthenticationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ConfigurationRevision.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/OpenMonitoringJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/AWSKafkaAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DeleteConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/GetBootstrapBrokersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DeleteConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/OpenMonitoringInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ScramJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeConfigurationRevisionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/EncryptionInTransitMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ClusterOperationStepInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListClusterOperationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/NodeExporterInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerEBSVolumeInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UnprocessedScramSecretMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BrokerEBSVolumeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterOperationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClusterOperationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerStorageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/JmxExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/TlsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerTypeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ProvisionedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/EBSStorageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateBrokerCountResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/NodeExporterInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListScramSecretsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/StorageInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/InternalServerErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/KafkaVersionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Unauthenticated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeConfigurationRevisionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/PrometheusInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ForbiddenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UnprocessedScramSecret.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/GetBootstrapBrokersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BrokerAZDistribution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UnprocessedScramSecretJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/MutableClusterInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateConnectivityResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/TooManyRequestsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterV2RequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ProvisionedRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/MutableClusterInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/FirehoseJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/VpcConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ClusterOperationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/LoggingInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListConfigurationsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListClustersV2Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/OpenMonitoringInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DeleteClusterRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerNodeInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateClusterKafkaVersionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServiceUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BatchAssociateScramSecretResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/EnhancedMonitoring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateClusterRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BatchDisassociateScramSecretResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ConfigurationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ProvisionedThroughput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/KafkaVersionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ServerlessClientAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BatchAssociateScramSecretRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/NodeExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ZookeeperNodeInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListClustersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ServerlessRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeConfigurationRevisionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateClusterV2ResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClientAuthenticationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/OpenMonitoringInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateConnectivityRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/GetCompatibleKafkaVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListConfigurationsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClustersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ProvisionedRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BadRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BatchDisassociateScramSecretResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/EncryptionInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Serverless.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListClustersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClustersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/InternalServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateSecurityResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BrokerNodeGroupInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListConfigurationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConnectivityInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/PublicAccessMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeClusterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListKafkaVersionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListScramSecretsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListKafkaVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/LoggingInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/RebootBrokerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BatchAssociateScramSecretResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/NodeInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BatchDisassociateScramSecretRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListNodesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/KafkaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/GetCompatibleKafkaVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/GetBootstrapBrokersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/StateInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerEBSVolumeInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConfigurationRevisionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListNodesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateClusterConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListConfigurationRevisionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeClusterV2Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateClusterConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/OpenMonitoringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/GetCompatibleKafkaVersionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConfigurationInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterV2ResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeClusterOperationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/BatchAssociateScramSecretRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListScramSecretsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CloudWatchLogsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ZookeeperNodeInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListScramSecretsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CompatibleKafkaVersionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/RebootBrokerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Tls.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/IamMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerLogsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/StateInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/CreateClusterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Firehose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListKafkaVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeClusterOperationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BrokerSoftwareInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/AbstractAWSKafkaAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateConnectivityResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/VpcConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Sasl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BatchAssociateScramSecretRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServerlessSaslMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DeleteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListKafkaVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateClusterKafkaVersionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterOperationStepInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/StorageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ClusterOperationStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/GetCompatibleKafkaVersionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateClusterKafkaVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateClusterConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/NodeExporterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateSecurityResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CreateClusterV2RequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/NodeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/PublicAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConfigurationInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListConfigurationRevisionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Scram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/EncryptionAtRestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerTypeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ZookeeperNodeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ErrorInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ClusterOperationInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/PrometheusInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListClusterOperationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateMonitoringRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/AbstractAWSKafka.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DescribeConfigurationRevisionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/Prometheus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DeleteClusterResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServerlessRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateClusterKafkaVersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListNodesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/S3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/LoggingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerCountResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/CreateClusterV2Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListConfigurationRevisionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/BatchDisassociateScramSecretRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListNodesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/CompatibleKafkaVersionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateSecurityRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/AWSKafkaAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListClustersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/DeleteClusterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerStorageRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ServiceUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/StorageInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/VpcConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UnauthenticatedMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ServerlessSaslJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateClusterConfigurationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeClusterOperationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateBrokerTypeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/AWSKafkaClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/NodeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/EBSStorageInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ClusterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConfigurationRevisionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/GetBootstrapBrokersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/MutableClusterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/UpdateConfigurationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ProvisionedMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ListScramSecretsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/EncryptionInTransitJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ErrorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/ServerlessSasl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DeleteConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/ConnectivityInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/DescribeClusterRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * The version of the MSK cluster to update. Cluster versions aren't simple numbers. You can describe an MSK

cluster

    * to find its version. When this update operation is successful, it generates a new cluster version.

    * </p>

    *

    * @return <p>

    *         The version of the MSK cluster to update. Cluster versions aren't simple numbers. You can describe an

MSK

    *         cluster to find its version. When this update operation is successful, it generates a new cluster

    *         version.

    *         </p>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateConnectivityRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateSecurityRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463018075_1667606810.503335/0/aws-java-sdk-kafka-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kafka/model/UpdateMonitoringRequest.java

 

1.646 jetty-servlet 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.646.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
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Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is
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    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,
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if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of
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operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program
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(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core
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The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache
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The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.
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1.647 lucene-misc 5.5.5 
1.647.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:
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 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
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# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other
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* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.
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The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.
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The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED
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that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.
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1.648 snake-yaml 1.29 
1.648.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL

/ BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.649 lucene-join 5.5.5 
1.649.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine
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* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.
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The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java
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The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice
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===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material
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or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.650 antlr 4.6 
1.650.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** How to generate rules derived from left-recursive rules.

*  These rely on recRuleAltPredicate(),

*  recRuleArg(), recRuleSetResultAction(), recRuleSetReturnAction()

*  templates in main language.stg

*/

group LeftRecursiveRules;

 

recRule(ruleName, argName, primaryAlts, opAlts, setResultAction,

       userRetvals, leftRecursiveRuleRefLabels) ::=

<<

<ruleName><if(userRetvals)> returns [<userRetvals>]<endif>

   :   ( {} <primaryAlts:{alt | <alt.altText> }; separator="\n        | ">

       )

       (

         <opAlts; separator="\n        | ">

       )*

   ;

>>

 

recRuleAlt(alt, precOption, opPrec, pred) ::= <<

{<pred>}?\<<precOption>=<opPrec>\> <alt.altText>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/LeftRecursiveRules.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRLexer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2011 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarTreeVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

The text itself is coming out of the languages/*stg files, according to the chosen locale.

This file contains the default format ANTLR uses.

*/

 

location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>(<line>,<column>)"

 

message(id, text) ::= "error <id> : <text>"

 

report(location, message, type) ::= "<location> : <type> <message.id> : <message.text>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "true"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/vs2005.stg
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012-2016 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

* Use of this file is governed by the BSD 3-clause license that

* can be found in the LICENSE.txt file in the project root.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/Tool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/PostScriptDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SemanticPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarParserInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/SystemFontMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ListenerDispatchMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_int.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/LexerATNFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1Loop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/QRetValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleActionFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Choice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Alternative.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OptionalBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/Python2Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTWithOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LexerFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/BaseVisitorFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RetValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ArgAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/JavaScriptTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleElementAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LeftRecursiveRuleFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Sync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleListGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LabelElementPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/CodeBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/TestSetInline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/SetNonLocalAttr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ListLabelRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_index.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Grammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ArgRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/TailEpsilonRemover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/LocalRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/PredAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/CppTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTErrorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LexerGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/FrequencySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Lexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_stop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/QuantifierAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/AltAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OutputModelObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LeftRecursionCyclesMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ParserATNFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ToolMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleSempredFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/v4ParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1Choice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_start.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SymbolCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ANTLRToolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/NonLocalAttrRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/VisitorFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/ActionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/StarBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGeneratorExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarASTAdaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/BasicFontMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ParserFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/dbg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/TokenVocabParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleRefAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/StarBlockAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_stop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ElementFrequenciesVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/AltLabelStructDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreePostScriptGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ANTLRMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/LexerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/RuleCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/BasicSemanticChecks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/Trees.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/AnalysisPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/Python3Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/BlankOutputModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OutputFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/AttributeDict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1AltBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/StructDecl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchNotSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/ParserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CaptureNextToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenListGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/MutableInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CodeBlockForAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/AttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarInterpreterRuleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarTransformPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/PlusBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TestRig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/CSharpTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/v3TreeGrammarException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_start.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LabelType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeViewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/BlockAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_line.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/AltBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/LabelRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Recognizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/BaseListenerFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeLayoutAdaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleAltInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeTextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LabeledOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarRootAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SemPred.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1OptionalBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/OptionalBlockAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ResyncToEndOfRuleBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenListDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ToolANTLRParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ModelElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/DefaultOutputModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/DispatchMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/AttributeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/GoTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/RuleContextListDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowNoViableAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarSyntaxMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Loop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/TerminalAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/SetAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SymbolChecks.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/VisitorDispatchMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/ActionAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/SwiftTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorSeverity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ElementListDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_ctx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/RuleContextDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/SetAttr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/UseDefAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ToolANTLRLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarSemanticsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/Wildcard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/NotAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1StarBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LeftRecursiveRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/DOTGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ExceptionClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/DefaultToolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SrcOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowEarlyExitException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/JavaTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGenPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SerializedATN.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CaptureNextTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/Decl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/AddToLabelList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/InvokeRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ScopeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/BlankActionSplitterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RangeAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ListenerFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/BuildDependencyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/AttributeChecks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/ActionSniffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowRecognitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/CharSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/PlusBlockAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ActionSplitterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/JFileChooserConfirmOverwrite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/OrderedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursionDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_pos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/Utils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar BlockSetTransformer;

options {

	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

	output		 = AST;

	filter		 = true;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;
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import org.antlr.v4.misc.Utils;

import org.antlr.v4.misc.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.IntervalSet;

}

 

@members {

public String currentRuleName;

public GrammarAST currentAlt;

public Grammar g;

public BlockSetTransformer(TreeNodeStream input, Grammar g) {

   this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

   this.g = g;

}

}

 

topdown

   :	^(RULE (id=TOKEN_REF|id=RULE_REF) {currentRuleName=$id.text;} .+)

   |	setAlt

   |	ebnfBlockSet

   |	blockSet

	;

 

setAlt

	:	{inContext("RULE BLOCK")}?

		ALT {currentAlt = $start;}

	;

 

// (BLOCK (ALT (+ (BLOCK (ALT INT) (ALT ID)))))

ebnfBlockSet

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	^(ebnfSuffix blockSet) -> ^(ebnfSuffix ^(BLOCK<BlockAST> ^(ALT<AltAST> blockSet)))

	;

 

ebnfSuffix

@after {$tree = (GrammarAST)adaptor.dupNode($start);}

	:	OPTIONAL

 	|	CLOSURE

  	|	POSITIVE_CLOSURE

	;
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blockSet

@init {

boolean inLexer = Grammar.isTokenName(currentRuleName);

}

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	{inContext("RULE")}? // top-level: rule block and > 1 alt

		^(BLOCK ^(alt=ALT elementOptions? {((AltAST)$alt).altLabel==null}? setElement[inLexer]) ( ^(ALT

elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) )+)

		-> ^(BLOCK<BlockAST>[$BLOCK.token] ^(ALT<AltAST>[$BLOCK.token,"ALT"] ^(SET[$BLOCK.token,

"SET"] setElement+)))

	|	{!inContext("RULE")}? // if not rule block and > 1 alt

		^(BLOCK ^(ALT elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) ( ^(ALT elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) )+)

		-> ^(SET[$BLOCK.token, "SET"] setElement+)

	;

 

setElement[boolean inLexer]

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	(	^(a=STRING_LITERAL elementOptions) {!inLexer ||

CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1}?

		|	  a=STRING_LITERAL {!inLexer || CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1}?

		|	{!inLexer}?=> ^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

		|	{!inLexer}?=>   TOKEN_REF

		|	{inLexer}?=>  ^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

			{CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1 &&

			 CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($b.getText())!=-1}?

		)

	;

 

elementOptions

	:	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

	;

 

elementOption

	:	ID

	|	^(ASSIGN id=ID v=ID)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=STRING_LITERAL)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=ACTION)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=INT)

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/BlockSetTransformer.g
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2013 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2013 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

using System;

using System.Text;

using System.Diagnostics;

using System.Collections.Generic;

using Antlr4.Runtime;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Atn;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Tree;
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using DFA = Antlr4.Runtime.Dfa.DFA;

 

<parser>

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<header>

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using IParseTreeListener = Antlr4.Runtime.Tree.IParseTreeListener;

using IToken = Antlr4.Runtime.IToken;

 

/// \<summary>

/// This interface defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by

/// \<see cref="<csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>"/>.

/// \</summary>

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public interface I<file.grammarName>Listener : IParseTreeListener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/// \<summary>

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Enter a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Enter a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

void Enter<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname; format="cap">Context

context);

/// \<summary>

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Exit a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Exit a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

void Exit<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname; format="cap">Context

context);}; separator="\n">
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}

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

BaseListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<header>

 

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using IErrorNode = Antlr4.Runtime.Tree.IErrorNode;

using ITerminalNode = Antlr4.Runtime.Tree.ITerminalNode;

using IToken = Antlr4.Runtime.IToken;

using ParserRuleContext = Antlr4.Runtime.ParserRuleContext;

 

/// \<summary>

/// This class provides an empty implementation of \<see cref="I<file.grammarName>Listener"/>,

/// which can be extended to create a listener which only needs to handle a subset

/// of the available methods.

/// \</summary>

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <file.grammarName>BaseListener : I<file.grammarName>Listener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/// \<summary>

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Enter a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Enter a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \<para>The default implementation does nothing.\</para>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

public virtual void Enter<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname;

format="cap">Context context) { \}

/// \<summary>

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Exit a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Exit a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \<para>The default implementation does nothing.\</para>
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/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

public virtual void Exit<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname;

format="cap">Context context) { \}}; separator="\n">

 

	/// \<inheritdoc/>

	/// \<remarks>The default implementation does nothing.\</remarks>

	public virtual void EnterEveryRule([NotNull] ParserRuleContext context) { }

	/// \<inheritdoc/>

	/// \<remarks>The default implementation does nothing.\</remarks>

	public virtual void ExitEveryRule([NotNull] ParserRuleContext context) { }

	/// \<inheritdoc/>

	/// \<remarks>The default implementation does nothing.\</remarks>

	public virtual void VisitTerminal([NotNull] ITerminalNode node) { }

	/// \<inheritdoc/>

	/// \<remarks>The default implementation does nothing.\</remarks>

	public virtual void VisitErrorNode([NotNull] IErrorNode node) { }

}

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<header>

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Tree;

using IToken = Antlr4.Runtime.IToken;

 

/// \<summary>

/// This interface defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced

/// by \<see cref="<csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>"/>.

/// \</summary>

/// \<typeparam name="Result">The return type of the visit operation.\</typeparam>

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public interface I<file.grammarName>Visitor\<Result> : IParseTreeVisitor\<Result> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/// \<summary>

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.
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<endif>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

/// \<return>The visitor result.\</return>

Result Visit<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname; format="cap">Context

context);}; separator="\n">

}

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

BaseVisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<header>

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Tree;

using IToken = Antlr4.Runtime.IToken;

using ParserRuleContext = Antlr4.Runtime.ParserRuleContext;

 

/// \<summary>

/// This class provides an empty implementation of \<see cref="I<file.grammarName>Visitor{Result}"/>,

/// which can be extended to create a visitor which only needs to handle a subset

/// of the available methods.

/// \</summary>

/// \<typeparam name="Result">The return type of the visit operation.\</typeparam>

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <file.grammarName>BaseVisitor\<Result> : AbstractParseTreeVisitor\<Result>,

I<file.grammarName>Visitor\<Result> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/// \<summary>

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \<para>

/// The default implementation returns the result of calling \<see

cref="AbstractParseTreeVisitor{Result\}.VisitChildren(IRuleNode)"/>

/// on \<paramref name="context"/>.

/// \</para>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>
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/// \<return>The visitor result.\</return>

public virtual Result Visit<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname;

format="cap">Context context) { return VisitChildren(context); \}}; separator="\n">

}

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// \<auto-generated>

//     This code was generated by a tool.

//     ANTLR Version: <ANTLRVersion>

//

//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if

//     the code is regenerated.

// \</auto-generated>

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

// Generated from <grammarFileName> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

 

// Unreachable code detected

#pragma warning disable 0162

// The variable '...' is assigned but its value is never used

#pragma warning disable 0219

// Missing XML comment for publicly visible type or member '...'

#pragma warning disable 1591

// Ambiguous reference in cref attribute

#pragma warning disable 419

 

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <csIdentifier.(parser.name)> : <superClass; null="Parser"> {

	protected static DFA[] decisionToDFA;

	protected static PredictionContextCache sharedContextCache = new PredictionContextCache();

	<if(parser.tokens)>

	public const int

		<parser.tokens:{k | <k>=<parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	public const int
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		<parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	public static readonly string[] ruleNames = {

		<parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	<vocabulary(parser.literalNames, parser.symbolicNames)>

 

	public override string GrammarFileName { get { return "<parser.grammarFileName>"; } }

 

	public override string[] RuleNames { get { return ruleNames; } }

 

	public override string SerializedAtn { get { return _serializedATN; } }

 

	static <csIdentifier.(parser.name)>() {

		decisionToDFA = new DFA[_ATN.NumberOfDecisions];

		for (int i = 0; i \< _ATN.NumberOfDecisions; i++) {

			decisionToDFA[i] = new DFA(_ATN.GetDecisionState(i), i);

		}

	}

 

	<namedActions.members>

	<parser:(ctor)()>

	<funcs; separator="\n">

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

	public override bool Sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

		switch (ruleIndex) {

		<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>: return <f.name>_sempred((<f.ctxType>)_localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

		}

		return true;

	}

	<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

	<atn>

}

>>

 

vocabulary(literalNames, symbolicNames) ::= <<

private static readonly string[] _LiteralNames = {

	<literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

};

private static readonly string[] _SymbolicNames = {

	<symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

};

public static readonly IVocabulary DefaultVocabulary = new Vocabulary(_LiteralNames, _SymbolicNames);
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[NotNull]

public override IVocabulary Vocabulary

{

	get

	{

		return DefaultVocabulary;

	}

}

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

public override void Action(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int actionIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex> : <f.name>_action(<if(!recog.modes)>(<f.ctxType>)<endif>_localctx, actionIndex); break;};

separator="\n">

	}

}

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

public override bool Sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex> : return <f.name>_sempred(<if(!recog.modes)>(<f.ctxType>)<endif>_localctx, predIndex);};

separator="\n">

	}

	return true;

}

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(parser) ::= <<

public <csIdentifier.(parser.name)>(ITokenStream input)

	: base(input)

{

	Interpreter = new ParserATNSimulator(this, _ATN, decisionToDFA, sharedContextCache);

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private void <r.name>_action(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int actionIndex) {

	switch (actionIndex) {
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	<actions:{index|

case <index>: <actions.(index)> break;}; separator="\n">

	}

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private bool <r.name>_sempred(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int predIndex) {

	switch (predIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>: return <actions.(index)>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	return true;

}

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<if(ruleCtx)>

<ruleCtx>

<endif>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

[RuleVersion(<namedActions.version; null="0">)]

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(<args; separator=", ">) {

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(Context, State<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

	EnterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions; separator="\n">

	<else>

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;
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		ErrorHandler.ReportError(this, re);

		ErrorHandler.Recover(this, re);

	}

	<endif>

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		ExitRule();

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

LeftFactoredRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>private <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(<args; separator=", ">) {

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(Context, State<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

	EnterLeftFactoredRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.variantOf>);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		ErrorHandler.ReportError(this, re);

		ErrorHandler.Recover(this, re);

	}

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		ExitRule();

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

// This behaves similar to RuleFunction (enterRule is called, and no adjustments

// are made to the parse tree), but since it's still a variant no context class

// needs to be generated.

LeftUnfactoredRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<
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<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>private <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(<args; separator=", ">) {

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(Context, State<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

	EnterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.variantOf>);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		ErrorHandler.ReportError(this, re);

		ErrorHandler.Recover(this, re);

	}

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		ExitRule();

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

[RuleVersion(<namedActions.version; null="0">)]

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(<args; separator=", ">) {

	return <csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(0<currentRule.args:{a | , <csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

}

 

private <currentRule.ctxType> <csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(int _p<args:{a | , <a>}>) {

	ParserRuleContext _parentctx = Context;

	int _parentState = State;

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(Context, _parentState<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

	<currentRule.ctxType> _prevctx = _localctx;
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	int _startState = <currentRule.startState>;

	EnterRecursionRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		ErrorHandler.ReportError(this, re);

		ErrorHandler.Recover(this, re);

	}

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		UnrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx);

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>_localctx = new <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(_localctx);<endif>

EnterOuterAlt(_localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>);

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

{

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = TokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch (TokenStream.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>
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	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

switch (TokenStream.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

if (<expr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

while (<loopExpr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	State = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

	ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

	<iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

State = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>;<! alt block decision !>

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

do {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	State = <choice.stateNumber>;<! loopback/exit decision !>

	ErrorHandler.Sync(this);
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	<iteration>

} while ( <loopExpr> );

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = TokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch ( Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context) ) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

switch ( Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context) ) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

_alt = Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context);

while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=global::Antlr4.Runtime.Atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER ) {

	if ( _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif> ) {

		<iteration>

		<alts> <! should only be one !>

	}

	State = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

	ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

	_alt = Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context);

}

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>;<! alt block decision !>

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);
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_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

do {

	switch (_alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

	State = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;<! loopback/exit decision !>

	ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

	_alt = Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context);

} while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=global::Antlr4.Runtime.Atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER );

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "Sync(<s.expecting.name>);"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw new NoViableAltException(this);"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1L \<\< <offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>) &

(<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1L \<\< <offsetShift(tokenType.(ttype), bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShift(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>==<tokenType.(ttype)>}; separator=" || ">
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%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<ttypes:{t | case <tokenType.(t)>:}; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

State = <r.stateNumber>; <if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif><csIdentifier.(r.name)>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><arg

ExprsChunks>);

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

State = <m.stateNumber>; <if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>Match(<tokenType.(m.name)>);

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

State = <m.stateNumber>;

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>TokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<capture>

if ( <if(invert)><m.varName> \<= 0 || <else>!<endif>(<expr>) ) {

	<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>ErrorHandler.RecoverInline(this);

}

else {

	ErrorHandler.ReportMatch(this);

   Consume();

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

State = <w.stateNumber>;

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>MatchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

State = <p.stateNumber>;

if (!(<chunks>)) throw new FailedPredicateException(this, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>,

<failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>, <p.msg><endif>);
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>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "Skip();"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "More();"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "PopMode();"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_type = <tokenType.(arg)>;"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "_channel = <channelName.(arg)>;"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_mode = <modeName.(arg)>;"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "PushMode(<modeName.(arg)>);"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<csIdentifier.(t.name)>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(csIdentifier.(t.name))>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<csIdentifier.(s.name)> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={IToken}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={IToken}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Text:null)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Type:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Line:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::=

"(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.CharPositionInLine:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::=

"(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Channel:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::=

"(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.TokenIndex:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::=

"(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?int.Parse(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Text):0)"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.Start):null)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.Stop):null)"
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RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::=

"(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?TokenStream.GetText(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.Start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.Stop):null)"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "_localctx.Start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "_localctx.Stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "TokenStream.GetText(_localctx.Start, TokenStream.LT(-1))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "_localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 ::= <%((<s.ruleName;

format="cap">Context)GetInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<csIdentifier.(s.name)>%>

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)	  ::=

	<%((<s.ruleName; format="cap">Context)GetInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<csIdentifier.(s.name)> =

<rhsChunks>;%>

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.Add(<labelref(a.label)>);"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "<TokenLabelType()> <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "int <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>;"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "IList\<IToken> <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))> = new List\<IToken>()"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "<r.ctxName> <csIdentifier.(r.name)>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "IList\<<rdecl.ctxName>> <csIdentifier.(rdecl.name)> = new

List\<<rdecl.ctxName>>()"

 

contextGetterCollection(elementType) ::= <%

<elementType>[]

%>

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::=

   "public ITerminalNode <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>() { return

GetToken(<csIdentifier.(parser.name)>.<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>, 0); }"

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

public <contextGetterCollection("ITerminalNode")> <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>() { return

GetTokens(<csIdentifier.(parser.name)>.<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>); }

>>

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

public ITerminalNode <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>(int i) {

	return GetToken(<csIdentifier.(parser.name)>.<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>, i);

}

>>

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

public <r.ctxName> <csIdentifier.(r.name)>() {

	return GetRuleContext\<<r.ctxName>\>(0);

}

>>

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<
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public <contextGetterCollection({<r.ctxName>})> <csIdentifier.(r.name)>() {

	return GetRuleContexts\<<r.ctxName>\>();

}

>>

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

public <r.ctxName> <csIdentifier.(r.name)>(int i) {

	return GetRuleContext\<<r.ctxName>\>(i);

}

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenType.(tokenName)>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "_<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = TokenStream.LT(1);"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = TokenStream.LA(1);"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers,

          superClass={ParserRuleContext}) ::= <<

public partial class <struct.name> :

<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif><if(interfaces)>, <interfaces;

separator=", "><endif> {

	<attrs:{a | public <a>;}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	<if(ctorAttrs)>public <struct.name>(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState) : base(parent, invokingState) {

}<endif>

	public <struct.name>(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState<ctorAttrs:{a | , <a>}>)

		: base(parent, invokingState)

	{

		<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | this.<csIdentifier.(a.name)> = <csIdentifier.(a.name)>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	public override int RuleIndex { get { return RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>; } }

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

	public <struct.name>() { }

	public virtual void CopyFrom(<struct.name> context) {

		base.CopyFrom(context);

		<struct.attrs:{a | this.<csIdentifier.(a.name)> = context.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>;}; separator="\n">

	}

<endif>

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">
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	<extensionMembers; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

public partial class <struct.name> : <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context {

	<attrs:{a | public <a>;}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	public <struct.name>(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context context) { CopyFrom(context); }

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

public override void <if(method.isEnter)>Enter<else>Exit<endif>Rule(IParseTreeListener listener) {

	I<parser.grammarName>Listener typedListener = listener as I<parser.grammarName>Listener;

	if (typedListener != null) typedListener.<if(method.isEnter)>Enter<else>Exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName;

format="cap">(this);

}

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

public override TResult Accept\<TResult>(IParseTreeVisitor\<TResult> visitor) {

	I<parser.grammarName>Visitor\<TResult> typedVisitor = visitor as I<parser.grammarName>Visitor\<TResult>;

	if (typedVisitor != null) return typedVisitor.Visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

	else return visitor.VisitChildren(this);

}

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "<d.type> <csIdentifier.(d.name)><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)><typedContext(x.ctx)>.<endif><csIdentifier.(x.name)>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "<typedContext(actionChunk.ctx)>"

 

// only casts _localctx to the type when the cast isn't redundant (i.e. to a sub-context for a labeled alt)

typedContext(ctx) ::= "<if(ctx.provideCopyFrom)>((<ctx.name>)_localctx)<else>_localctx<endif>"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "Precpred(Context, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>;"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "Context.Stop = TokenStream.LT(-1);"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = new <ctxName>Context(_parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>
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<if(isListLabel)>

_localctx.<label>.Add(_prevctx);

<else>

_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

PushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = new <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(new <ruleName; format="cap">Context(_parentctx,

_parentState));

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

((<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context)_localctx).<label>.Add(_prevctx);

<else>

((<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context)_localctx).<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

PushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

_localctx = new <ctxName>Context(_localctx);

Context = _localctx;

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if ( ParseListeners!=null )

	TriggerExitRuleEvent();

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

 

LexerFile(file, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

using System;

using System.Text;

using Antlr4.Runtime;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Atn;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using DFA = Antlr4.Runtime.Dfa.DFA;
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<lexer>

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <csIdentifier.(lexer.name)> : <superClass; null="Lexer"> {

	protected static DFA[] decisionToDFA;

	protected static PredictionContextCache sharedContextCache = new PredictionContextCache();

	public const int

		<lexer.tokens:{k | <tokenType.(k)>=<lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<if(lexer.channels)>

	public const int

		<lexer.channels:{k | <csIdentifier.(k)>=<lexer.channels.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	<rest(lexer.modes):{m| public const int <modeName.(m)> = <i>;}; separator="\n">

	public static string[] modeNames = {

		<lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	public static readonly string[] ruleNames = {

		<lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	<namedActions.members>

 

	public <csIdentifier.(lexer.name)>(ICharStream input)

		: base(input)

	{

		Interpreter = new LexerATNSimulator(this, _ATN, decisionToDFA, sharedContextCache);

	}

 

	<vocabulary(lexer.literalNames, lexer.symbolicNames)>

 

	public override string GrammarFileName { get { return "<lexer.grammarFileName>"; } }

 

	public override string[] RuleNames { get { return ruleNames; } }

 

	public override string[] ModeNames { get { return modeNames; } }

 

	public override string SerializedAtn { get { return _serializedATN; } }

 

	static <csIdentifier.(lexer.name)>() {

		decisionToDFA = new DFA[_ATN.NumberOfDecisions];

		for (int i = 0; i \< _ATN.NumberOfDecisions; i++) {
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			decisionToDFA[i] = new DFA(_ATN.GetDecisionState(i), i);

		}

	}

	<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

	<atn>

}

>>

 

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

private static string _serializedATN = _serializeATN();

private static string _serializeATN()

{

   StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();

   sb.Append("<model.serialized; wrap={");<\n><\t>sb.Append("}>");

   return sb.ToString();

}

 

public static readonly ATN _ATN =

	new ATNDeserializer().Deserialize(_serializedATN.ToCharArray());

 

 

>>

 

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

default(<typeName>)

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".cs"

 

modeName ::= [

	"DEFAULT_MODE" : "DefaultMode",

	default : key

]

 

channelName ::= [

	"HIDDEN" : "Hidden",

	"DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL" : "DefaultTokenChannel",

	default : key

]

 

tokenType ::= [

	"EOF" : "Eof",

	default : key

]

 

csIdentifier ::= [

	"abstract" : "@abstract",
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	"as" : "@as",

	"base" : "@base",

	"bool" : "@bool",

	"break" : "@break",

	"byte" : "@byte",

	"case" : "@case",

	"catch" : "@catch",

	"char" : "@char",

	"checked" : "@checked",

	"class" : "@class",

	"const" : "@const",

	"continue" : "@continue",

	"decimal" : "@decimal",

	"default" : "@default",

	"delegate" : "@delegate",

	"do" : "@do",

	"double" : "@double",

	"else" : "@else",

	"enum" : "@enum",

	"event" : "@event",

	"explicit" : "@explicit",

	"extern" : "@extern",

	"false" : "@false",

	"finally" : "@finally",

	"fixed" : "@fixed",

	"float" : "@float",

	"for" : "@for",

	"foreach" : "@foreach",

	"goto" : "@goto",

	"if" : "@if",

	"implicit" : "@implicit",

	"in" : "@in",

	"int" : "@int",

	"interface" : "@interface",

	"internal" : "@internal",

	"is" : "@is",

	"lock" : "@lock",

	"long" : "@long",

	"namespace" : "@namespace",

	"new" : "@new",

	"null" : "@null",

	"object" : "@object",

	"operator" : "@operator",

	"out" : "@out",

	"override" : "@override",

	"params" : "@params",

	"private" : "@private",

	"protected" : "@protected",
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	"public" : "@public",

	"readonly" : "@readonly",

	"ref" : "@ref",

	"return" : "@return",

	"sbyte" : "@sbyte",

	"sealed" : "@sealed",

	"short" : "@short",

	"sizeof" : "@sizeof",

	"stackalloc" : "@stackalloc",

	"static" : "@static",

	"string" : "@string",

	"struct" : "@struct",

	"switch" : "@switch",

	"this" : "@this",

	"throw" : "@throw",

	"true" : "@true",

	"try" : "@try",

	"typeof" : "@typeof",

	"uint" : "@uint",

	"ulong" : "@ulong",

	"unchecked" : "@unchecked",

	"unsafe" : "@unsafe",

	"ushort" : "@ushort",

	"using" : "@using",

	"virtual" : "@virtual",

	"void" : "@void",

	"volatile" : "@volatile",

	"while" : "@while",

	default : key

]

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/CSharp/CSharp.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-20012 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2015 Dan McLaughlin, Mike Lischke

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Cpp/Cpp.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

// File      : A3Lexer.g

// Author    : Jim Idle (jimi@temporal-wave.com)

// Copyright : Free BSD - See @header clause below

// Version   : First implemented as part of ANTLR 3.2 this is the self

//             hosting ANTLR 3 Lexer.

//

// Description

// -----------

// This is the definitive lexer grammar for parsing ANTLR V3.x.x grammars. All other

// gramnmars are derived from this grammar via source code control integration (perforce)

// or by the gdiff tool.

//
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// This grammar and its associated grmmmars A3Parser.g and A3Walker.g exhibit the following

// traits, which are recommended for all production quality grammars:

//

// 1) They are separate grammars, not composite grammars;

// 2) They implement all supporting methods in a superclass (at least this is recommended

//    for language targets that support inheritence;

// 3) All errors are pushed as far down the parsing chain as possible, which means

//    that the lexer tries to defer error reporting to the parser, and the parser

//    tries to defer error reporting to a semantic phase consisting of a single

//    walk of the AST. The reason for this is that the error messages produced

//    from later phases of the parse will generally have better context and so

//    be more useful to the end user. Consider the message: "Syntax error at 'options'"

//    vs: "You cannot specify two options{} sections in a single grammar file".

// 4) The lexer is 'programmed' to catch common mistakes such as unterminated literals

//    and report them specifically and not just issue confusing lexer mismatch errors.

//

 

/** Read in an ANTLR grammar and build an AST.  Try not to do

*  any actions, just build the tree.

*

*  The phases are:

*

*		A3Lexer.g (this file)

*              A3Parser.g

*              A3Verify.g (derived from A3Walker.g)

*		assign.types.g

*		define.g

*		buildnfa.g

*		antlr.print.g (optional)

*		codegen.g

*

*  Terence Parr

*  University of San Francisco

*  2005

*  Jim Idle (this v3 grammar)

*  Temporal Wave LLC

*  2009

*/

lexer grammar ANTLRLexer;

 

// ==============================================================================

// Note that while this grammar does not care about order of constructs

// that don't really matter, such as options before @header etc, it must first

// be parsed by the original v2 parser, before it replaces it. That parser does

// care about order of structures. Hence we are constrained by the v2 parser

// for at least the first bootstrap release that causes this parser to replace

// the v2 version.

// ==============================================================================
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// -------

// Options

//

// V3 option directives to tell the tool what we are asking of it for this

// grammar.

//

options {

 

	// Target language is Java, which is the default but being specific

	// here as this grammar is also meant as a good example grammar for

	// for users.

	//

	language      = Java;

 

	// The super class that this lexer should expect to inherit from, and

	// which contains any and all support routines for the lexer. This is

	// commented out in this baseline (definitive or normative grammar)

	// - see the ANTLR tool implementation for hints on how to use the super

	//   class

	//

	//superclass    = AbstractA3Lexer;

}

 

tokens { SEMPRED; TOKEN_REF; RULE_REF; LEXER_CHAR_SET; ARG_ACTION; }

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

//

@lexer::header {

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

}

 

 

@members {

	public static final int COMMENTS_CHANNEL = 2;

 

   public CommonTokenStream tokens; // track stream we push to; need for context info

   public boolean isLexerRule = false;

 

	public void grammarError(ErrorType etype, org.antlr.runtime.Token token, Object... args) { }

 

	/** scan backwards from current point in this.tokens list

	 *  looking for the start of the rule or subrule.

	 *  Return token or null if for some reason we can't find the start.

	 */

	public Token getRuleOrSubruleStartToken() {

	    if ( tokens==null ) return null;

		int i = tokens.index();

       int n = tokens.size();

       if ( i>=n ) i = n-1; // seems index == n as we lex

		while ( i>=0 && i<n) {

			int ttype = tokens.get(i).getType();

			if ( ttype == LPAREN || ttype == TOKEN_REF || ttype == RULE_REF ) {

				return tokens.get(i);

			}

			i--;

		}

		return null;

	}

}

 

// --------

// Comments

//

// ANTLR comments can be multi or single line and we don't care

// which particularly. However we also accept Javadoc style comments

// of the form: /** ... */ and we do take care to distinguish those

// from ordinary multi-line comments
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// Note how we guide the lexical PATH because we want to issue a decriptive

// error message in case of a standalone '/' character, which makes no

// sense in ANTLR source code. We alo trap unterminated multi-line comments

//

fragment DOC_COMMENT : ;

COMMENT

@init {

 

	// Record the start line and offsets as if we need to report an

	// unterminated comment, then we want to show the start of the comment

	// we think is broken, not the end, where people will have to try and work

	// it out themselves.

	//

	int startLine = $line;

	int offset    = getCharPositionInLine();

}

   : // Eat the first character only, then see if we have a comment

     // or something silly.

     //

     '/'  // Comment introducer

 

     (

         // Single line comment, possibly with embedded src/line directives

         // in a similar style to the C pre-processor, allowing generated

         // code to refer the programmer back to the original source code

         // in case of error.

         //

         '/'

           (

               (' $ANTLR')=> ' $ANTLR' SRC

             | ~(NLCHARS)*

           )

 

        | // Multi-line comment, which may be a documentation comment

          // if it starts /** (note that we protect against accidentaly

          // recognizing a comment /**/ as a documentation comment

          //

          '*' (

          			  { input.LA(2) != '/'}?=> '*' { $type = DOC_COMMENT; }

          			| { true }?=>  // Required to cover all alts with predicates

          	   )

 

              // Should we support embedded multiline comments here?

              //

              (

                  // Pick out end of multiline comment and exit the loop

                  // if we find it.

                  //
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              	   {    !(input.LA(1) == '*' && input.LA(2) == '/') }?

 

             	      // Anything else other than the non-greedy match of

             	      // the comment close sequence

             	      //

             	      .

              )*

           (

                // Look for the comment terminator, but if it is accidentally

                // unterminated, then we will hit EOF, which will trigger the

                // epsilon alt and hence we can issue an error message relative

                // to the start of the unterminated multi-line comment

                //

                '*/'

 

              | // Unterminated comment!

                //

                {

                  // ErrorManager.msg(Msg.UNTERMINATED_DOC_COMMENT, startLine, offset, $pos, startLine,

offset, $pos, (Object)null);

                }

            )

 

        | // There was nothing that made sense following the opening '/' and so

          // we issue an error regarding the malformed comment

          //

          {

          	 // TODO: Insert error message relative to comment start

            //

          }

      )

      {

        // We do not wish to pass the comments in to the parser. If you are

        // writing a formatter then you will want to preserve the comments off

        // channel, but could just skip and save token space if not.

        //

        $channel=COMMENTS_CHANNEL;

      }

   ;

 

ARG_OR_CHARSET

options {k=1;}

   :   {isLexerRule}?=> LEXER_CHAR_SET {$type=LEXER_CHAR_SET;}

   |   {!isLexerRule}?=> ARG_ACTION

       {

       $type=ARG_ACTION;

       // Set the token text to our gathered string minus outer [ ]

       String t = $text;
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       t = t.substring(1,t.length()-1);

       setText(t);

       }

   ;

 

fragment

LEXER_CHAR_SET

	:	'['

		(	'\\' ~('\r'|'\n')

		|	~('\r'|'\n'|'\\'|']')

		)*

		']'

	;

 

// --------------

// Argument specs

//

// Certain argument lists, such as those specifying call parameters

// to a rule invocation, or input parameters to a rule specification

// are contained within square brackets. In the lexer we consume them

// all at once and sort them out later in the grammar analysis.

//

fragment

ARG_ACTION

	: '['

        (

            ARG_ACTION

 

          | ('"')=>ACTION_STRING_LITERAL

 

          | ('\'')=>ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

 

          | ~('['|']')

	     )*

 

      ']'

	;

 

// -------

// Actions

//

// Other than making sure to distinguish between { and } embedded

// within what we have assumed to be literals in the action code, the

// job of the lexer is merely to gather the code within the action

// (delimited by {}) and pass it to the parser as a single token.

// We know that this token will be asked for its text somewhere

// in the upcoming parse, so setting the text here to exclude

// the delimiting {} is no additional overhead.
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//

ACTION

	:	NESTED_ACTION

		(	'?' {$type = SEMPRED;}

			(	(WSNLCHARS* '=>') => WSNLCHARS* '=>' // v3 gated sempred

				{

				Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

				t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

				t.setText(state.text);

				t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

				grammarError(ErrorType.V3_GATED_SEMPRED, t);

				}

			)?

		)?

	;

 

// ----------------

// Action structure

//

// Many language targets use {} as block delimiters and so we

// must recursively match {} delimited blocks to balance the

// braces. Additionally, we must make some assumptions about

// literal string representation in the target language. We assume

// that they are delimited by ' or " and so consume these

// in their own alts so as not to inadvertantly match {}.

// This rule calls itself on matching a {

//

fragment

NESTED_ACTION

@init {

 

	// Record the start line and offsets as if we need to report an

	// unterminated block, then we want to show the start of the comment

	// we think is broken, not the end, where people will have to try and work

	// it out themselves.

	//

	int startLine = getLine();

	int offset    = getCharPositionInLine();

}

 

   : // Action and other blocks start with opening {

     //

	  '{'

     (

	    // And now we can match one of a number of embedded

	    // elements within the action until we find a

	    // } that balances the opening {. If we do not find

	    // the balanced } then we will hit EOF and can issue
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	    // an error message about the brace that we belive to

	    // be mismatched. This won't be foolproof but we will

	    // be able to at least report an error against the

	    // opening brace that we feel is in error and this will

	    // guide the user to the correction as best we can.

	    //

 

 

         // An embedded {} block

	      //

	      NESTED_ACTION

 

       | // What appears to be a literal

         //

         ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

 

       | // We have assumed that the target language has C/Java

         // type comments.

         //

         COMMENT

 

       | // What appears to be a literal

         //

         ACTION_STRING_LITERAL

 

	    | // What appears to be an escape sequence

	      //

	      ACTION_ESC

 

	    | // Some other single character that is not

	      // handled above

	      //

	      ~('\\'|'"'|'\''|'/'|'{'|'}')

 

     )*

 

	(

	    // Correctly balanced closing brace

	    //

	    '}'

 

	  | // Looks like have an imblanced {} block, report

	    // with respect to the opening brace.

	    //

	    {

	        // TODO: Report imbalanced {}

	        System.out.println("Block starting  at line " + startLine + " offset " + (offset+1) + " contains imbalanced {} or

is missing a }");
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	    }

	)

  ;

 

 

// Keywords

// --------

// keywords used to specify ANTLR v3 grammars. Keywords may not be used as

// labels for rules or in any other context where they would be ambiguous

// with the keyword vs some other identifier

// OPTIONS, TOKENS, and CHANNELS must also consume the opening brace that captures

// their option block, as this is the easiest way to parse it separate

// to an ACTION block, despite it using the same {} delimiters.

//

OPTIONS      : 'options'  WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

TOKENS_SPEC  : 'tokens'   WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

CHANNELS     : 'channels' WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

 

IMPORT       : 'import'               ;

FRAGMENT     : 'fragment'             ;

LEXER        : 'lexer'                ;

PARSER       : 'parser'               ;

GRAMMAR      : 'grammar'              ;

TREE_GRAMMAR : 'tree' WSNLCHARS* 'grammar' ;

PROTECTED    : 'protected'            ;

PUBLIC       : 'public'               ;

PRIVATE      : 'private'              ;

RETURNS      : 'returns'              ;

LOCALS       : 'locals'               ;

THROWS       : 'throws'               ;

CATCH        : 'catch'                ;

FINALLY      : 'finally'              ;

MODE         : 'mode'                 ;

 

// -----------

// Punctuation

//

// Character sequences used as separators, delimters, operators, etc

//

COLON        : ':'

              {

              // scan backwards, looking for a RULE_REF or TOKEN_REF.

              // which would indicate the start of a rule definition.

              // If we see a LPAREN, then it's the start of the subrule.

              // this.tokens is the token string we are pushing into, so

              // just loop backwards looking for a rule definition. Then

              // we set isLexerRule.

              Token t = getRuleOrSubruleStartToken();
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              if ( t!=null ) {

                   if ( t.getType()==RULE_REF ) isLexerRule = false;

                   else if ( t.getType()==TOKEN_REF ) isLexerRule = true;

                   // else must be subrule; don't alter context

              }

              }

            ;

COLONCOLON   : '::'                   ;

COMMA        : ','                    ;

SEMI         : ';'                    ;

LPAREN       : '('                    ;

RPAREN       : ')'                    ;

RARROW       : '->'                   ;

LT           : '<'                    ;

GT           : '>'                    ;

ASSIGN       : '='                    ;

QUESTION     : '?'                    ;

SYNPRED      : '=>'

			   {

			    Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel,

			                              state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

				t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

				t.setText(state.text);

				t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

				grammarError(ErrorType.V3_SYNPRED, t);

               $channel=HIDDEN;

				}

            ;

STAR         : '*'                    ;

PLUS         : '+'                    ;

PLUS_ASSIGN  : '+='                   ;

OR           : '|'                    ;

DOLLAR       : '$'                    ;

DOT		     : '.'                    ; // can be WILDCARD or DOT in qid or imported rule ref

RANGE        : '..'                   ;

AT           : '@'                    ;

POUND        : '#'                    ;

NOT          : '~'                    ;

RBRACE       : '}'                    ;

 

/** Allow unicode rule/token names */

ID			:	a=NameStartChar NameChar*

				{

				if ( Grammar.isTokenName($a.text) ) $type = TOKEN_REF;

				else $type = RULE_REF;

				}

			;
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fragment

NameChar    :   NameStartChar

           |   '0'..'9'

           |   '_'

           |   '\u00B7'

           |   '\u0300'..'\u036F'

           |   '\u203F'..'\u2040'

           ;

 

fragment

NameStartChar

           :   'A'..'Z' | 'a'..'z'

           |   '\u00C0'..'\u00D6'

           |   '\u00D8'..'\u00F6'

           |   '\u00F8'..'\u02FF'

           |   '\u0370'..'\u037D'

           |   '\u037F'..'\u1FFF'

           |   '\u200C'..'\u200D'

           |   '\u2070'..'\u218F'

           |   '\u2C00'..'\u2FEF'

           |   '\u3001'..'\uD7FF'

           |   '\uF900'..'\uFDCF'

           |   '\uFDF0'..'\uFEFE'

           |   '\uFF00'..'\uFFFD'

           ; // ignores | ['\u10000-'\uEFFFF] ;

 

// ----------------------------

// Literals embedded in actions

//

// Note that we have made the assumption that the language used within

// actions uses the fairly standard " and ' delimiters for literals and

// that within these literals, characters are escaped using the \ character.

// There are some languages which do not conform to this in all cases, such

// as by using /string/ and so on. We will have to deal with such cases if

// if they come up in targets.

//

 

// Within actions, or other structures that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we may encounter literal characters. Within these, we do

// not want to inadvertantly match things like '}' and so we eat them

// specifically. While this rule is called CHAR it allows for the fact that

// some languages may use/allow ' as the string delimiter.

//

fragment

ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

	:	'\'' (('\\')=>ACTION_ESC | ~'\'' )* '\''

	;
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// Within actions, or other structures that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we may encounter literal strings. Within these, we do

// not want to inadvertantly match things like '}' and so we eat them

// specifically.

//

fragment

ACTION_STRING_LITERAL

	:	'"' (('\\')=>ACTION_ESC | ~'"')* '"'

	;

 

// Within literal strings and characters that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we must allow for escaped character sequences so that we do not

// inadvertantly recognize the end of a string or character when the terminating

// delimiter has been esacped.

//

fragment

ACTION_ESC

	: '\\' .

	;

 

// -------

// Integer

//

// Obviously (I hope) match an aribtrary long sequence of digits.

//

INT : ('0'..'9')+

   ;

 

// -----------

// Source spec

//

// A fragment rule for picking up information about an origrinating

// file from which the grammar we are parsing has been generated. This allows

// ANTLR to report errors against the originating file and not the generated

// file.

//

fragment

SRC : 'src' WSCHARS+ file=ACTION_STRING_LITERAL WSCHARS+ line=INT

     {

        // TODO: Add target specific code to change the source file name and current line number

        //

     }

   ;

 

// --------------

// Literal string

//

// ANTLR makes no disticintion between a single character literal and a
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// multi-character string. All literals are single quote delimited and

// may contain unicode escape sequences of the form \uxxxx, where x

// is a valid hexadecimal number (as per Java basically).

STRING_LITERAL

   :  '\'' ( ( ESC_SEQ | ~('\\'|'\''|'\r'|'\n') ) )*

      (    '\''

      |    // Unterminated string literal

           {

           Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

           t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

           t.setText(state.text);

           t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

           grammarError(ErrorType.UNTERMINATED_STRING_LITERAL, t);

           }

      )

   ;

 

// A valid hex digit specification

//

fragment

HEX_DIGIT : ('0'..'9'|'a'..'f'|'A'..'F') ;

 

// Any kind of escaped character that we can embed within ANTLR

// literal strings.

//

fragment

ESC_SEQ

   : '\\'

       (

             // The standard escaped character set such as tab, newline,

             // etc.

             //

   		  'b'|'t'|'n'|'f'|'r'|'\"'|'\''|'\\'

 

   	    | // A Java style Unicode escape sequence

   	      //

   	      UNICODE_ESC

 

   	    | // An illegal escape seqeunce

   	      //

   	      {

               Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, getCharIndex()-1, getCharIndex());

               t.setText(t.getText());

               t.setLine(input.getLine());

               t.setCharPositionInLine(input.getCharPositionInLine()-1);

               grammarError(ErrorType.INVALID_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE, t);

   	      }

       )
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   ;

 

fragment

UNICODE_ESC

 

@init {

 

	// Flag to tell us whether we have a valid number of

	// hex digits in the escape sequence

	//

	int	hCount = 0;

}

   :   'u' // Leadin for unicode escape sequence

 

       // We now require 4 hex digits. Note though

       // that we accept any number of characters

       // and issue an error if we do not get 4. We cannot

       // use an inifinite count such as + because this

       // might consume too many, so we lay out the lexical

       // options and issue an error at the invalid paths.

       //

   	(

   	   (

   	      HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   	        (

   	             HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   		         (

   		              HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   		              (

   		                  // Four valid hex digits, we are good

   		                  //

   		                  HEX_DIGIT { hCount++; }

 

   		                | // Three valid digits

   		              )

 

   		            | // Two valid digits

   		          )

 

   		        | // One valid digit

   		    )

           )

         | // No valid hex digits at all

   	)

 

   	// Now check the digit count and issue an error if we need to

   	//

   	{
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   		if (hCount != 4) {

               Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, getCharIndex()-3-hCount, getCharIndex()-

1);

               t.setText(t.getText());

               t.setLine(input.getLine());

               t.setCharPositionInLine(input.getCharPositionInLine()-hCount-2);

               grammarError(ErrorType.INVALID_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE, t);

   		}

   	}

   ;

 

// ----------

// Whitespace

//

// Characters and character constructs that are of no import

// to the parser and are used to make the grammar easier to read

// for humans.

//

WS

   : (

   	  ' '

       | '\t'

       | '\r'

       | '\n'

       | '\f'

     )+

     {$channel=HIDDEN;}

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for use in recognizing end of line in

// rules like COMMENT.

//

fragment

NLCHARS

   : '\n' | '\r'

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for recognizing traditional whitespace

// characters within lexer rules.

//

fragment

WSCHARS

   : ' ' | '\t' | '\f'

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for recognizing both traditional whitespace and

// end of line markers, when we don't care to distinguish but don't

// want any action code going on.
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//

fragment

WSNLCHARS

   : ' ' | '\t' | '\f' | '\n' | '\r'

   ;

 

// This rule allows ANTLR 4 to parse grammars using the UTF-8 encoding with a

// byte order mark. Since this Unicode character doesn't appear as a token

// anywhere else in the grammar, we can simply skip all instances of it without

// problem. This rule will not break usage of \uFEFF inside a LEXER_CHAR_SET or

// STRING_LITERAL.

UnicodeBOM

   :   '\uFEFF' {skip();}

   ;

 

// -----------------

// Illegal Character

//

// This is an illegal character trap which is always the last rule in the

// lexer specification. It matches a single character of any value and being

// the last rule in the file will match when no other rule knows what to do

// about the character. It is reported as an error but is not passed on to the

// parser. This means that the parser to deal with the gramamr file anyway

// but we will not try to analyse or code generate from a file with lexical

// errors.

//

ERRCHAR

   : .

     {

        Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

        t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

        t.setText(state.text);

        t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

        String msg = getTokenErrorDisplay(t) + " came as a complete surprise to me";

        grammarError(ErrorType.SYNTAX_ERROR, t, msg);

        state.syntaxErrors++;

        skip();

     }

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRLexer.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ATNBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Find left-recursive rules */

tree grammar LeftRecursiveRuleWalker;

 

options {

	tokenVocab=ANTLRParser;

   ASTLabelType=GrammarAST;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

 

import org.antlr.v4.misc.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

}

 

@members {

private String ruleName;

private int currentOuterAltNumber; // which outer alt of rule?

public int numAlts;  // how many alts for this rule total?

 

public void setAltAssoc(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void binaryAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void prefixAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void suffixAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void otherAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void setReturnValues(GrammarAST t) {}

}

 

@rulecatch { }

 

// TODO: can get parser errors for not matching pattern; make them go away

public

rec_rule returns [boolean isLeftRec]

@init

{

	currentOuterAltNumber = 1;

}

	:	^(	r=RULE id=RULE_REF {ruleName=$id.getText();}

			ruleModifier?
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//			(ARG_ACTION)? shouldn't allow args, right?

			(^(RETURNS a=ARG_ACTION {setReturnValues($a);}))?

//      		( ^(THROWS .+) )? don't allow

     		( ^(LOCALS ARG_ACTION) )? // TODO: copy these to gen'd code

     		(	^(OPTIONS .*)

		    |   ^(AT ID ACTION) // TODO: copy

		    )*

			ruleBlock {$isLeftRec = $ruleBlock.isLeftRec;}

			exceptionGroup

		)

	;

 

exceptionGroup

   :	exceptionHandler* finallyClause?

   ;

 

exceptionHandler

	: ^(CATCH ARG_ACTION ACTION)

	;

 

finallyClause

	: ^(FINALLY ACTION)

	;

 

ruleModifier

   : PUBLIC

   | PRIVATE

   | PROTECTED

   ;

 

ruleBlock returns [boolean isLeftRec]

@init{boolean lr=false; this.numAlts = $start.getChildCount();}

	:	^(	BLOCK

			(

				o=outerAlternative

				{if ($o.isLeftRec) $isLeftRec = true;}

				{currentOuterAltNumber++;}

			)+

		)

	;

 

/** An alt is either prefix, suffix, binary, or ternary operation or "other" */

outerAlternative returns [boolean isLeftRec]

   :   (binary)=>           binary

                            {binaryAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber); $isLeftRec=true;}

   |   (prefix)=>           prefix

                            {prefixAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber);}

   |   (suffix)=>           suffix
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                            {suffixAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber); $isLeftRec=true;}

   |   nonLeftRecur         {otherAlt((AltAST)$start,  currentOuterAltNumber);}

   ;

 

binary

	:	^( ALT elementOptions? recurse element* recurse epsilonElement* )

       {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

	;

 

prefix

	:	^(	ALT elementOptions?

			element+

			recurse epsilonElement*

		 )

        {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

	;

 

suffix

   :   ^( ALT elementOptions? recurse element+ )

        {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

   ;

 

nonLeftRecur

   :   ^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

   ;

 

recurse

	:	^(ASSIGN ID recurseNoLabel)

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID recurseNoLabel)

	|	recurseNoLabel

	;

 

recurseNoLabel : {((CommonTree)input.LT(1)).getText().equals(ruleName)}? RULE_REF;

 

token returns [GrammarAST t=null]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID s=token {$t = $s.t;})

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID s=token {$t = $s.t;})

	|	b=STRING_LITERAL    					{$t = $b;}

   |	^(b=STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)		{$t = $b;}

   |	^(c=TOKEN_REF elementOptions)			{$t = $c;}

	|	c=TOKEN_REF        						{$t = $c;}

	;

 

elementOptions

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

   ;

 

elementOption
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   :	ID

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ID)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID INT)

   ;

 

element

	:	atom

	|	^(NOT element)

	|	^(RANGE atom atom)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID element)

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID element)

   |	^(SET setElement+)

   |   RULE_REF

	|	ebnf

	|	epsilonElement

	;

 

epsilonElement

	:	ACTION

	|	SEMPRED

	|	EPSILON

	|	^(ACTION elementOptions)

	|	^(SEMPRED elementOptions)

	;

 

setElement

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

	|	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	;

 

ebnf:   block

   |   ^( OPTIONAL block )

   |   ^( CLOSURE block )

   |   ^( POSITIVE_CLOSURE block )

   ;

 

block

   :	^(BLOCK ACTION? alternative+)

   ;

 

alternative

	:	^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

   ;
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atom

	:	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)

   |  ^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

   |	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

	|	TOKEN_REF

   |	^(WILDCARD elementOptions)

	|	WILDCARD

	|	^(DOT ID element)

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/LeftRecursiveRuleWalker.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

atn(startState, states, edges, rankdir, decisionRanks, useBox) ::= <<

digraph ATN {
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rankdir=LR;

<decisionRanks; separator="\n">

<states; separator="\n">

<edges; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

dfa(name, startState, states, edges, rankdir, decisionRanks, useBox) ::= <<

digraph <name>  {

<if(rankdir)>rankdir=<rankdir>;<endif>

<decisionRanks; separator="\n">

<states; separator="\n">

<edges; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

decision-rank(states) ::= <<

{rank=same; rankdir=TB; <states:{s | s<s>}; separator="; ">}

>>

 

edge(src,target,label,arrowhead,transitionIndex) ::= <<

<src><if(transitionIndex)>:p<transitionIndex><endif> -> <target> [fontsize=11, fontname="Courier", arrowsize=.7,

label = "<label>"<if(arrowhead)>, arrowhead = <arrowhead><endif>];

>>

 

action-edge(src,target,label,arrowhead,transitionIndex) ::= <<

<src><if(transitionIndex)>:p<transitionIndex><endif> -> <target> [fontsize=11, fontname="Courier", arrowsize=.7,

label = "<label>"<if(arrowhead)>, arrowhead = <arrowhead><endif>];

>>

 

epsilon-edge(src,label,target,arrowhead,transitionIndex,loopback=false) ::= <<

<src><if(transitionIndex)>:p<transitionIndex><endif> -> <target> [fontname="Times-Italic",

label="&epsilon;"<if(loopback)>, style="dashed"<endif>];

>>

 

state(state, label, name, transitions) ::= <%

<name>[fontsize=11,

   label="

       <! rest(transition) tests for decision states: these nodes have a non-empty set of transitions after the first one. !>

       <if(rest(transitions))>

           {

           <! Label on the left side of the record node. !>

           <label>

           |

           <! Named ports in order on right side of record node, no display text. !>

           {<transitions:{t|\<p<i0>>}; separator="|">}}

       <else>

           <label>
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       <endif>

       "

   <if(rest(transitions))>

       , shape=record, fixedsize=false

   <else>

       , shape=circle, fixedsize=true, width=.55

   <endif>

   , peripheries=1];

%>

 

stopstate(name,label,actionIndex,useBox) ::= <<

<name>[fontsize=11, label="<label><if(actionIndex)>,\naction:<actionIndex><endif>",

<if(useBox)>shape=polygon,sides=4,peripheries=2,fixedsize=false<else>shape=doublecircle, fixedsize=true,

width=.6<endif>];

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/dot/graphs.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

javaTypeInitMap ::= [

	"int":"0",

	"long":"0",

	"float":"0.0f",

	"double":"0.0",

	"boolean":"false",

	"byte":"0",

	"short":"0",

	"char":"0",

	default:"null" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.atn.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.dfa.DFA;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.*;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.ArrayList;

 

<parser>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.ParseTreeListener;

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by

* {@link <file.parserName>}.

*/

public interface <file.grammarName>Listener extends ParseTreeListener {
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	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Enter a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Enter a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

* @param ctx the parse tree

*/

void enter<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Exit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Exit a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

* @param ctx the parse tree

*/

void exit<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

 

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.ParserRuleContext;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.ErrorNode;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.TerminalNode;

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@link <file.grammarName>Listener},

* which can be extended to create a listener which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*/

public class <file.grammarName>BaseListener implements <file.grammarName>Listener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

*/

@Override public void enter<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) { \}
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/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

*/

@Override public void exit<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) { \}};

separator="\n">

 

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	@Override public void enterEveryRule(ParserRuleContext ctx) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	@Override public void exitEveryRule(ParserRuleContext ctx) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	@Override public void visitTerminal(TerminalNode node) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	@Override public void visitErrorNode(ErrorNode node) { }

}

>>

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.ParseTreeVisitor;

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced

* by {@link <file.parserName>}.

*

* @param \<T> The return type of the visit operation. Use {@link Void} for
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* operations with no return type.

*/

public interface <file.grammarName>Visitor\<T> extends ParseTreeVisitor\<T> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Visit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Visit a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

* @param ctx the parse tree

* @return the visitor result

*/

T visit<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseVisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.AbstractParseTreeVisitor;

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@link <file.grammarName>Visitor},

* which can be extended to create a visitor which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*

* @param \<T> The return type of the visit operation. Use {@link Void} for

* operations with no return type.

*/

public class <file.grammarName>BaseVisitor\<T> extends AbstractParseTreeVisitor\<T> implements

<file.grammarName>Visitor\<T> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation returns the result of calling

* {@link #visitChildren\} on {@code ctx\}.\</p>

*/

@Override public T visit<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) { return

visitChildren(ctx); \}}; separator="\n">

}

>>
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fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

// Generated from <grammarFileName; format="java-escape"> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

@SuppressWarnings({"all", "warnings", "unchecked", "unused", "cast"})

public class <parser.name> extends <superClass; null="Parser"> {

	static { RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion("<file.ANTLRVersion>", RuntimeMetaData.VERSION); }

 

	protected static final DFA[] _decisionToDFA;

	protected static final PredictionContextCache _sharedContextCache =

		new PredictionContextCache();

	<if(parser.tokens)>

	public static final int

		<parser.tokens:{k | <k>=<parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	public static final int

		<parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	public static final String[] ruleNames = {

		<parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	<vocabulary(parser.literalNames, parser.symbolicNames)>

 

	@Override

	public String getGrammarFileName() { return "<parser.grammarFileName; format="java-escape">"; }

 

	@Override

	public String[] getRuleNames() { return ruleNames; }

 

	@Override

	public String getSerializedATN() { return _serializedATN; }

 

	@Override

	public ATN getATN() { return _ATN; }

 

	<namedActions.members>

	<parser:(ctor)()>

	<funcs; separator="\n">

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

	public boolean sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

		switch (ruleIndex) {

		<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f|
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case <f.ruleIndex>:

	return <f.name>_sempred((<f.ctxType>)_localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

		}

		return true;

	}

	<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

	<atn>

}

>>

 

vocabulary(literalNames, symbolicNames) ::= <<

private static final String[] _LITERAL_NAMES = {

	<literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

};

private static final String[] _SYMBOLIC_NAMES = {

	<symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

};

public static final Vocabulary VOCABULARY = new VocabularyImpl(_LITERAL_NAMES,

_SYMBOLIC_NAMES);

 

/**

* @deprecated Use {@link #VOCABULARY} instead.

*/

@Deprecated

public static final String[] tokenNames;

static {

	tokenNames = new String[_SYMBOLIC_NAMES.length];

	for (int i = 0; i \< tokenNames.length; i++) {

		tokenNames[i] = VOCABULARY.getLiteralName(i);

		if (tokenNames[i] == null) {

			tokenNames[i] = VOCABULARY.getSymbolicName(i);

		}

 

		if (tokenNames[i] == null) {

			tokenNames[i] = "\<INVALID>";

		}

	}

}

 

@Override

@Deprecated

public String[] getTokenNames() {

	return tokenNames;

}

 

@Override
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public Vocabulary getVocabulary() {

	return VOCABULARY;

}

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

@Override

public void action(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int actionIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	<f.name>_action((<f.ctxType>)_localctx, actionIndex);

	break;}; separator="\n">

	}

}

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

@Override

public boolean sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	return <f.name>_sempred((<f.ctxType>)_localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

	}

	return true;

}

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

public <p.name>(TokenStream input) {

	super(input);

	_interp = new ParserATNSimulator(this,_ATN,_decisionToDFA,_sharedContextCache);

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private void <r.name>_action(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int actionIndex) {

	switch (actionIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>:
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	<actions.(index)>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	}

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private boolean <r.name>_sempred(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int predIndex) {

	switch (predIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>:

	return <actions.(index)>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	return true;

}

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public final <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<currentRule.name>(<args; separator=",">) throws RecognitionException {

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(_ctx, getState()<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>);

	enterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions; separator="\n">

	<else>

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		_errHandler.reportError(this, re);

		_errHandler.recover(this, re);
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	}

	<endif>

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		exitRule();

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public final <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<currentRule.name>(<args; separator=", ">) throws RecognitionException {

	return <currentRule.name>(0<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

}

 

private <currentRule.ctxType> <currentRule.name>(int _p<args:{a | , <a>}>) throws RecognitionException {

	ParserRuleContext _parentctx = _ctx;

	int _parentState = getState();

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(_ctx, _parentState<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>);

	<currentRule.ctxType> _prevctx = _localctx;

	int _startState = <currentRule.startState>;

	enterRecursionRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		_errHandler.reportError(this, re);

		_errHandler.recover(this, re);

	}

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx);
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	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>_localctx = new <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(_localctx);<endif>

enterOuterAlt(_localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>);

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

{

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch (_input.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

switch (_input.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);
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_errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

if (<expr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

while (<loopExpr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>);

	_errHandler.sync(this);

	<iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>); <! alt block decision !>

_errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

do {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	setState(<choice.stateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	_errHandler.sync(this);

	<iteration>

} while ( <loopExpr> );

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch ( getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx) ) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<
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setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

switch ( getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx) ) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

_alt = getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx);

while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=org.antlr.v4.runtime.atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER ) {

	if ( _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif> ) {

		<iteration>

		<alts> <! should only be one !>

	}

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>);

	_errHandler.sync(this);

	_alt = getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx);

}

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>); <! alt block decision !>

_errHandler.sync(this);

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

do {

	switch (_alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	_errHandler.sync(this);

	_alt = getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx);

} while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=org.antlr.v4.runtime.atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER );

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>);"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw new NoViableAltException(this);"
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TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1L \<\< <offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>) &

(<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1L \<\< <offsetShift(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShift(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>==<ttype>}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<ttypes:{t | case <t>:}; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

setState(<r.stateNumber>);

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif><r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChunks>

);

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

setState(<m.stateNumber>);

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>match(<m.name>);

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"
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MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

setState(<m.stateNumber>);

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>_input.LT(1);<endif>

<capture>

if ( <if(invert)><m.varName> \<= 0 || <else>!<endif>(<expr>) ) {

	<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = (Token)}><endif>_errHandler.recoverInline(this);

}

else {

	if ( _input.LA(1)==Token.EOF ) matchedEOF = true;

	_errHandler.reportMatch(this);

	consume();

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

setState(<w.stateNumber>);

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>matchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

setState(<p.stateNumber>);

if (!(<chunks>)) throw new FailedPredicateException(this, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>,

<failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>, <p.msg><endif>);

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip();"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more();"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode();"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_type = <arg>;"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "_channel = <arg>;"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_mode = <arg>;"
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LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>);"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getText():null)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getType():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getLine():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getCharPositionInLine():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getChannel():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getTokenIndex():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?Integer.valueOf(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getText()):0)"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start):null)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop):null)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::=

"(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?_input.getText(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop):null)"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "_localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "_localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "_input.getText(_localctx.start, _input.LT(-1))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "_localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 ::= "((<s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context)getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)	  ::=

	"((<s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context)getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.add(<labelref(a.label)>);"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "<TokenLabelType()> <t.name>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "int <t.name>;"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "List\<Token> <t.name> = new ArrayList\<Token>()"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "<r.ctxName> <r.name>"
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RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "List\<<rdecl.ctxName>> <rdecl.name> = new ArrayList\<<rdecl.ctxName>>()"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::=

   "public TerminalNode <t.name>() { return getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, 0); }"

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::=

   "public List\<TerminalNode> <t.name>() { return getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>); }"

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

public TerminalNode <t.name>(int i) {

	return getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, i);

}

>>

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

public <r.ctxName> <r.name>() {

	return getRuleContext(<r.ctxName>.class,0);

}

>>

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

public List\<<r.ctxName>\> <r.name>() {

	return getRuleContexts(<r.ctxName>.class);

}

>>

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

public <r.ctxName> <r.name>(int i) {

	return getRuleContext(<r.ctxName>.class,i);

}

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = _input.LT(1);"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = _input.LA(1);"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers)

	::= <<

public static class <struct.name> extends

<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif><if(interfaces)> implements

<interfaces; separator=", "><endif> {

	<attrs:{a | public <a>;}; separator="\n">
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	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	<if(ctorAttrs)>public <struct.name>(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState) { super(parent, invokingState);

}<endif>

	public <struct.name>(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState<ctorAttrs:{a | , <a>}>) {

		super(parent, invokingState);

		<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | this.<a.name> = <a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	@Override public int getRuleIndex() { return RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>; }

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

	public <struct.name>() { }

	public void copyFrom(<struct.name> ctx) {

		super.copyFrom(ctx);

		<struct.attrs:{a | this.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

<endif>

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

	<extensionMembers; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

public static class <struct.name> extends <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context {

	<attrs:{a | public <a>;}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	public <struct.name>(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context ctx) { copyFrom(ctx); }

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

@Override

public void <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(ParseTreeListener listener) {

	if ( listener instanceof <parser.grammarName>Listener )

((<parser.grammarName>Listener)listener).<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName;

format="cap">(this);

}

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

@Override

public \<T> T accept(ParseTreeVisitor\<? extends T> visitor) {

	if ( visitor instanceof <parser.grammarName>Visitor ) return ((<parser.grammarName>Visitor\<? extends

T>)visitor).visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

	else return visitor.visitChildren(this);

}

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "<d.type> <d.name><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><endif>"
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/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>((<x.ctx.name>)_localctx).<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "((<actionChunk.ctx.name>)_localctx)"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "precpred(_ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>;"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "_ctx.stop = _input.LT(-1);"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = new <ctxName>Context(_parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

_localctx.<label>.add(_prevctx);

<else>

_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

<if(label)>_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;<endif>

pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = new <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(new <ruleName; format="cap">Context(_parentctx,

_parentState));

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

((<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context)_localctx).<label>.add(_prevctx);

<else>

((<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context)_localctx).<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

_localctx = new <ctxName>Context(_localctx);

_ctx = _localctx;

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if ( _parseListeners!=null ) triggerExitRuleEvent();

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>
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LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(lexerFile.genPackage)>

package <lexerFile.genPackage>;

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.Lexer;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.CharStream;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.Token;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.TokenStream;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.atn.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.dfa.DFA;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.*;

 

<lexer>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

@SuppressWarnings({"all", "warnings", "unchecked", "unused", "cast"})

public class <lexer.name> extends <superClass; null="Lexer"> {

	static { RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion("<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>", RuntimeMetaData.VERSION); }

 

	protected static final DFA[] _decisionToDFA;

	protected static final PredictionContextCache _sharedContextCache =

		new PredictionContextCache();

	public static final int

		<lexer.tokens:{k | <k>=<lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<if(lexer.channels)>

	public static final int

		<lexer.channels:{k | <k>=<lexer.channels.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	<rest(lexer.modes):{m| public static final int <m> = <i>;}; separator="\n">

	public static String[] modeNames = {

		<lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	public static final String[] ruleNames = {

		<lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	<vocabulary(lexer.literalNames, lexer.symbolicNames)>

 

	<namedActions.members>

 

	public <lexer.name>(CharStream input) {
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		super(input);

		_interp = new LexerATNSimulator(this,_ATN,_decisionToDFA,_sharedContextCache);

	}

 

	@Override

	public String getGrammarFileName() { return "<lexer.grammarFileName>"; }

 

	@Override

	public String[] getRuleNames() { return ruleNames; }

 

	@Override

	public String getSerializedATN() { return _serializedATN; }

 

	@Override

	public String[] getModeNames() { return modeNames; }

 

	@Override

	public ATN getATN() { return _ATN; }

 

	<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

	<atn>

}

>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<if(rest(model.segments))>

<! requires segmented representation !>

private static final int _serializedATNSegments = <length(model.segments)>;

<model.segments:{segment|private static final String _serializedATNSegment<i0> =

	"<segment; wrap={"+<\n><\t>"}>";}; separator="\n">

public static final String _serializedATN = Utils.join(

	new String[] {

		<model.segments:{segment | _serializedATNSegment<i0>}; separator=",\n">

	},

	""

);

<else>

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

public static final String _serializedATN =

	"<model.serialized; wrap={"+<\n><\t>"}>";

<endif>

public static final ATN _ATN =

	new ATNDeserializer().deserialize(_serializedATN.toCharArray());

static {

	_decisionToDFA = new DFA[_ATN.getNumberOfDecisions()];

	for (int i = 0; i \< _ATN.getNumberOfDecisions(); i++) {

		_decisionToDFA[i] = new DFA(_ATN.getDecisionState(i), i);

	}
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<!	org.antlr.v4.tool.DOTGenerator dot = new org.antlr.v4.tool.DOTGenerator(null);!>

<!	System.out.println(dot.getDOT(_ATN.decisionToState.get(0), ruleNames, false));!>

<!	System.out.println(dot.getDOT(_ATN.ruleToStartState[2], ruleNames, false));!>

}

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*	must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<javaTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".java"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Java/Java.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2014 Eric Vergnaud

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** ANTLR tool checks output templates are compatible with tool code generation.

*  For now, a simple string match used on x.y of x.y.z scheme.

*  Must match Tool.VERSION during load to templates.

*

*  REQUIRED.

*/

 

pythonTypeInitMap ::= [

	"bool":"False",

	"int":"0",

	"float":"0.0",

	"str":"",

	default:"None" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

# encoding: utf-8

from antlr4 import *

from io import StringIO

 

<namedActions.header>

<parser>

 

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

if __name__ is not None and "." in __name__:

   from .<file.parserName> import <file.parserName>

else:

   from <file.parserName> import <file.parserName>

<header>

 

# This class defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

class <file.grammarName>Listener(ParseTreeListener):

 

   <file.listenerNames:{lname |

# Enter a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def enter<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx:<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context):

   pass
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# Exit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def exit<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx:<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context):

   pass

 

}; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

if __name__ is not None and "." in __name__:

   from .<file.parserName> import <file.parserName>

else:

   from <file.parserName> import <file.parserName>

<header>

 

# This class defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

 

class <file.grammarName>Visitor(ParseTreeVisitor):

 

   <file.visitorNames:{lname |

# Visit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def visit<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx:<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context):

   return self.visitChildren(ctx)

 

}; separator="\n">

 

del <file.parserName>

>>

 

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

# Generated from <grammarFileName> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

from .<superClass> import <superClass>

 

<endif>

<atn>
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class <parser.name> ( <if(superClass)><superClass><else>Parser<endif> ):

 

   grammarFileName = "<parser.grammarFileName>"

 

   atn = ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN())

 

   decisionsToDFA = [ DFA(ds, i) for i, ds in enumerate(atn.decisionToState) ]

 

   sharedContextCache = PredictionContextCache()

 

   literalNames = [ <parser.literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="\"\<INVALID>\"", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   symbolicNames = [ <parser.symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="\"\<INVALID>\"", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   <parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

   ruleNames =  [ <parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   EOF = <TokenLabelType()>.EOF

   <if(parser.tokens)>

   <parser.tokens:{k | <k>=<parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

   <endif>

 

   <parser:(ctor)()>

 

   <namedActions.members>

 

   <funcs; separator="\n">

 

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

   def sempred(self, localctx:RuleContext, ruleIndex:int, predIndex:int):

       if self._predicates == None:

           self._predicates = dict()

<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f |

       self._predicates[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_sempred}; separator="\n        ">

       pred = self._predicates.get(ruleIndex, None)

       if pred is None:

           raise Exception("No predicate with index:" + str(ruleIndex))

       else:

           return pred(localctx, predIndex)

 

   <sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

 

 

>>
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dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

def action(self, localctx:RuleContext, ruleIndex:int, actionIndex:int):

	if self._actions is None:

		actions = dict()

<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

		actions[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_action }; separator="\n">

		self._actions = actions

	action = self._actions.get(ruleIndex, None)

	if action is not None:

		action(localctx, actionIndex)

	else:

		raise Exception("No registered action for:" + str(ruleIndex))

 

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

def sempred(self, localctx:RuleContext, ruleIndex:int, predIndex:int):

   if self._predicates is None:

       preds = dict()

<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

       preds[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_sempred}; separator="\n">

       self._predicates = preds

   pred = self._predicates.get(ruleIndex, None)

   if pred is not None:

       return pred(localctx, predIndex)

   else:

       raise Exception("No registered predicate for:" + str(ruleIndex))

 

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

def __init__(self, input:TokenStream):

   super().__init__(input)

   self.checkVersion("<file.ANTLRVersion>")

   self._interp = ParserATNSimulator(self, self.atn, self.decisionsToDFA, self.sharedContextCache)

   self._predicates = None

 

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<
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def <r.name>_action(self, localctx:<r.ctxType> , actionIndex:int):

<actions:{index|

<if(first(actions))>

   if actionIndex == <index>:

       <actions.(index)>

<elseif(rest(actions))>

   elif actionIndex == <index>:

       <actions.(index)>

<endif> }; separator="\n">

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

def <r.name>_sempred(self, localctx:<r.ctxType>, predIndex:int):

   <actions:{index|

<if(first(actions))>

   if predIndex == <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>

<elseif(rest(actions))>

   elif predIndex == <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>

<endif> }; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<ruleCtx>

 

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

def <currentRule.name>(self<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name><if(a.type)>:<a.type><endif>}>):

 

   localctx = <parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType>(self, self._ctx, self.state<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

   self.enterRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, self.RULE_<currentRule.name>)

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try:

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   <if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions; separator="\n">

   <else>
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   except RecognitionException as re:

       localctx.exception = re

       self._errHandler.reportError(self, re)

       self._errHandler.recover(self, re)

   <endif>

   finally:

       <finallyAction>

       self.exitRule()

   return localctx

 

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

def <currentRule.name>(self, _p:int=0<if(currentRule.args)>, <args:{a | , <a>}><endif>):

   _parentctx = self._ctx

   _parentState = self.state

   localctx = <parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType>(self, self._ctx, _parentState<args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

   _prevctx = localctx

   _startState = <currentRule.startState>

   self.enterRecursionRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, self.RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p)

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try:

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   except RecognitionException as re:

       localctx.exception = re

       self._errHandler.reportError(self, re)

       self._errHandler.recover(self, re)

   finally:

       <finallyAction>

       self.unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx)

   return localctx

 

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>localctx = <parser.name>.<currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(self, localctx)<endif>

self.enterOuterAlt(localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>)

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>
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>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

token = self._input.LA(1)

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   pass}; separator="\nel">

else:

   <error>

 

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

token = self._input.LA(1)

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   pass}; separator="\nel">

else:

   <error>

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

if <expr>:

   <alts; separator="\n">

 

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">
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while <loopExpr>:

   <alts; separator="\n">

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   <iteration>

 

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber> <! alt block decision !>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

while True:

   <alts; separator="\n">

   self.state = <choice.stateNumber> <! loopback/exit decision !>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   <iteration>

   if not (<loopExpr>):

       break

 

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

la_ = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

<alts:{alt |

if la_ == <i>:

   <alt>

   pass

}; separator="\nel">

 

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

la_ = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

<alts:{alt |

if la_ == <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

   <alt>

}; separator="\nel">

 

>>
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StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

while _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> and _alt!=ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER:

   if _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

       <iteration>

       <alts> <! should only be one !>

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   _alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

 

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber> <! alt block decision !>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>

while _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> and _alt!=ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER:

   <alts:{alt|

if _alt == <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

   <alt>

}; separator="\nel">

   else:

       <error>

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber> <! loopback/exit decision !>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   _alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

 

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>)"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "raise NoViableAltException(self)"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" or ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%
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(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShiftVar(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> and ((1 \<\< <offsetShiftVar(s.varName,

bits.shift)>) & (<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShiftType(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShiftVar(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

offsetShiftType(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<parser.name>.<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><parser.name>.<shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>==<parser.name>.<ttype>}; separator=" or ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

if token in [<ttypes:{t | <parser.name>.<t>}; separator=", ">]:

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

self.state = <r.stateNumber>

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif>self.<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChu

nks>)

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

self.state = <m.stateNumber>

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>self.match(<parser.name>.<m.name>)

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

self.state = <m.stateNumber>

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>self._input.LT(1)<endif>

<capture>

<if(invert)>if <m.varName> \<= 0 or <expr><else>if not(<expr>)<endif>:

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l |     <labelref(l)> = }><else>    <endif>self._errHandler.recoverInline(self)
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else:

   self._errHandler.reportMatch(self)

   self.consume()

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

self.state = <w.stateNumber>

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>self.matchWildcard()

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

self.state = <p.stateNumber>

if not <chunks>:

   from antlr4.error.Errors import FailedPredicateException

   raise FailedPredicateException(self, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>, <failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>,

<p.msg><endif>)

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip()"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more()"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode()"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_type = <arg>"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "_channel = <arg>"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_mode = <arg>"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>)"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */
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TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(None if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.type()"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.line)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.column)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(0 if (<ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.channel)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.tokenIndex)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else int(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text))"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else

self._input.getText((<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)))"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "self._input.getText((localctx.start, self._input.LT(-1)))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 	 ::= "getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)  ::= "getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.append(<labelref(a.label)>)"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = None # <TokenLabelType()>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = 0 # <TokenLabelType()> type"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = list() # of <TokenLabelType()>s"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "self.<r.name> = None # <r.ctxName>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "self.<rdecl.name> = list() # of <rdecl.ctxName>s"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::= <<

def <t.name>(self):

   return self.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, 0)

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>_list(self):
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   return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

>>

 

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>(self, i:int=None):

   if i is None:

       return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

   else:

       return self.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, i)

>>

 

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

def <r.name>(self):

   return self.getTypedRuleContext(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>,0)

 

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>_list(self):

   return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

 

>>

 

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>(self, i:int=None):

   if i is None:

       return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

   else:

       return self.getTypedRuleContext(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>,i)

 

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LT(1)"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LA(1)"
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StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers) ::= <<

class <struct.name>(<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif>):

 

   def __init__(self, parser, parent:ParserRuleContext=None, invokingState:int=-1<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | ,

<a.name><if(a.type)>:<a.type><endif>=None}>):

       super().__init__(parent, invokingState)

       self.parser = parser

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       <struct.ctorAttrs:{a | self.<a.name> = <a.name>}; separator="\n">

 

   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n\n">

 

   def getRuleIndex(self):

       return <parser.name>.RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>

 

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

   def copyFrom(self, ctx:ParserRuleContext):

       super().copyFrom(ctx)

       <struct.attrs:{a | self.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

   <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

   <extensionMembers; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

class <struct.name>(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context):

 

   def __init__(self, parser, ctx:ParserRuleContext): # actually a <parser.name>.<currentRule.name;

format="cap">Context

       super().__init__(parser)

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       self.copyFrom(ctx)

 

   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

 

   <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

def <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(self, listener:ParseTreeListener):

   if hasattr( listener, "<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">" ):

       listener.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

 

>>
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VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

def accept(self, visitor:ParseTreeVisitor):

   if hasattr( visitor, "visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">" ):

       return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

   else:

       return visitor.visitChildren(self)

 

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "self.<d.name> = <if(d.initValue)><d.initValue><else>None<endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>localctx.<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "localctx"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "self.precpred(self._ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "self._ctx.stop = self._input.LT(-1)"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<ctxName>Context(self, _parentctx, _parentState)

<if(label)>localctx.<label> = _prevctx<endif>

self.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, self.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(self, <parser.name>.<ruleName;

format="cap">Context(self, _parentctx, _parentState))

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

localctx.<label>.append(_prevctx)

<else>

localctx.<label> = _prevctx

<endif>

<endif>

self.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, self.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<ctxName>Context(self, localctx)

self._ctx = localctx

_prevctx = localctx

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<
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if self._parseListeners is not None:

   self.triggerExitRuleEvent()

_prevctx = localctx

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

from io import StringIO

 

<namedActions.header>

 

<lexer>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

 

<atn>

 

class <lexer.name>(<if(superClass)><superClass><else>Lexer<endif>):

 

   atn = ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN())

 

   decisionsToDFA = [ DFA(ds, i) for i, ds in enumerate(atn.decisionToState) ]

 

   <rest(lexer.modes):{m| <m> = <i>}; separator="\n">

 

   <lexer.tokens:{k | <k> = <lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

   modeNames = [ <lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   literalNames = [ "\<INVALID>",

           <lexer.literalNames:{t | <t>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   symbolicNames = [ "\<INVALID>",

           <lexer.symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   ruleNames = [ <lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   grammarFileName = "<lexer.grammarFileName>"

 

   def __init__(self, input=None):

       super().__init__(input)

       self.checkVersion("<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>")

       self._interp = LexerATNSimulator(self, self.atn, self.decisionsToDFA, PredictionContextCache())

       self._actions = None

       self._predicates = None
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   <namedActions.members>

 

   <dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

 

>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

 

def serializedATN():

   with StringIO() as buf:

       buf.write("<model.serialized; wrap={")<\n>        buf.write("}>")

       return buf.getvalue()

 

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*	must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<javaTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".py"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Python3/Python3.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* [The "BSD license"]

*  All rights reserved.

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

[The "BSD licence"]

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRParser.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2016, Mike Lischke

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Cpp/Files.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]
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*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar SourceGenTriggers;

options {

	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.codegen;

import org.antlr.v4.misc.Utils;

import org.antlr.v4.codegen.model.*;

import org.antlr.v4.codegen.model.decl.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.HashMap;

}

 

@members {
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	public OutputModelController controller;

   public boolean hasLookaheadBlock;

   public SourceGenTriggers(TreeNodeStream input, OutputModelController controller) {

   	this(input);

   	this.controller = controller;

   }

}

 

dummy : block[null, null] ;

 

block[GrammarAST label, GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(	blk=BLOCK (^(OPTIONS .+))?

			{List<CodeBlockForAlt> alts = new ArrayList<CodeBlockForAlt>();}

   		( alternative {alts.add($alternative.altCodeBlock);} )+

   	)

   	{

   	if ( alts.size()==1 && ebnfRoot==null) return alts;

   	if ( ebnfRoot==null ) {

   	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(controller.getChoiceBlock((BlockAST)$blk, alts, $label));

   	}

   	else {

           Choice choice = controller.getEBNFBlock($ebnfRoot, alts);

           hasLookaheadBlock |= choice instanceof PlusBlock || choice instanceof StarBlock;

   	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(choice);

   	}

   	}

   ;

 

alternative returns [CodeBlockForAlt altCodeBlock, List<SrcOp> ops]

@init {

  	boolean outerMost = inContext("RULE BLOCK");

}

@after {

  	controller.finishAlternative($altCodeBlock, $ops, outerMost);

}

   :	a=alt[outerMost] {$altCodeBlock=$a.altCodeBlock; $ops=$a.ops;}

	;

 

alt[boolean outerMost] returns [CodeBlockForAlt altCodeBlock, List<SrcOp> ops]

@init {

	// set alt if outer ALT only (the only ones with alt field set to Alternative object)

	AltAST altAST = (AltAST)retval.start;

	if ( outerMost ) controller.setCurrentOuterMostAlt(altAST.alt);

}

	:	{

		List<SrcOp> elems = new ArrayList<SrcOp>();

		// TODO: shouldn't we pass $start to controller.alternative()?

		$altCodeBlock = controller.alternative(controller.getCurrentOuterMostAlt(), outerMost);
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		$altCodeBlock.ops = $ops = elems;

		controller.setCurrentBlock($altCodeBlock);

		}

		^( ALT elementOptions? ( element {if ($element.omos!=null) elems.addAll($element.omos);} )+ )

 

	|	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)

       {$altCodeBlock = controller.epsilon(controller.getCurrentOuterMostAlt(), outerMost);}

   ;

 

element returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	labeledElement					{$omos = $labeledElement.omos;}

	|	atom[null,false]			{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	subrule							{$omos = $subrule.omos;}

	|   ACTION							{$omos = controller.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED							{$omos = controller.sempred((ActionAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|	^(ACTION elementOptions)		{$omos = controller.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)		{$omos = controller.sempred((ActionAST)$SEMPRED);}

	;

 

labeledElement returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID atom[$ID,false] )			{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID atom[$ID,false])		{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	^(ASSIGN ID block[$ID,null] )			{$omos = $block.omos;}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID block[$ID,null])		{$omos = $block.omos;}

	;

 

subrule returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(OPTIONAL b=block[null,$OPTIONAL])

		{

		$omos = $block.omos;

		}

	|	(	^(op=CLOSURE b=block[null,null])

		|	^(op=POSITIVE_CLOSURE b=block[null,null])

		)

		{

		List<CodeBlockForAlt> alts = new ArrayList<CodeBlockForAlt>();

		SrcOp blk = $b.omos.get(0);

		CodeBlockForAlt alt = new CodeBlockForAlt(controller.delegate);

		alt.addOp(blk);

		alts.add(alt);

		SrcOp loop = controller.getEBNFBlock($op, alts); // "star it"

       hasLookaheadBlock |= loop instanceof PlusBlock || loop instanceof StarBlock;

  	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(loop);

		}

	| 	block[null, null]					{$omos = $block.omos;}

   ;

 

blockSet[GrammarAST label, boolean invert] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]
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   :	^(SET atom[label,invert]+) {$omos = controller.set($SET, $label, invert);}

   ;

 

/*

setElement

	:	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	|	^(RANGE STRING_LITERAL STRING_LITERAL)

	;

*/

 

// TODO: combine ROOT/BANG into one then just make new op ref'ing return value of atom/terminal...

// TODO: same for NOT

atom[GrammarAST label, boolean invert] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(NOT a=atom[$label, true])		{$omos = $a.omos;}

	|	range[label]							{$omos = $range.omos;}

	|	^(DOT ID terminal[$label])

	|	^(DOT ID ruleref[$label])

   |	^(WILDCARD .)							{$omos = controller.wildcard($WILDCARD, $label);}

   |	WILDCARD								{$omos = controller.wildcard($WILDCARD, $label);}

   |   terminal[label]					{$omos = $terminal.omos;}

   |   ruleref[label]					{$omos = $ruleref.omos;}

	|	blockSet[$label, invert]		{$omos = $blockSet.omos;}

	;

 

ruleref[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)		{$omos = controller.ruleRef($RULE_REF, $label,

$ARG_ACTION);}

   ;

 

range[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

   ;

 

terminal[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL .)			{$omos = controller.stringRef($STRING_LITERAL, $label);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{$omos = controller.stringRef($STRING_LITERAL, $label);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF ARG_ACTION .)	{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, $ARG_ACTION);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF .)				{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, null);}

   |	TOKEN_REF					{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, null);}

   ;

 

elementOptions

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption+)

   ;

 

elementOption

   :	ID
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   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ID)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID INT)

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/SourceGenTriggers.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

lexer grammar ActionSplitter;

 

options { filter=true; }

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;
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import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

}

 

@members {

ActionSplitterListener delegate;

 

public ActionSplitter(CharStream input, ActionSplitterListener delegate) {

   this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

   this.delegate = delegate;

}

 

/** force filtering (and return tokens). triggers all above actions. */

public List<Token> getActionTokens() {

   List<Token> chunks = new ArrayList<Token>();

   Token t = nextToken();

   while ( t.getType()!=Token.EOF ) {

       chunks.add(t);

       t = nextToken();

   }

   return chunks;

}

 

private boolean isIDStartChar(int c) {

	return c == '_' || Character.isLetter(c);

}

}

 

// ignore comments right away

 

COMMENT

   :   '/*' ( options {greedy=false;} : . )* '*/' {delegate.text($text);}

   ;

 

LINE_COMMENT

   : '//' ~('\n'|'\r')* '\r'? '\n' {delegate.text($text);}

   ;

 

SET_NONLOCAL_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '::' y=ID WS? '=' expr=ATTR_VALUE_EXPR ';'

		{

		delegate.setNonLocalAttr($text, $x, $y, $expr);

		}

	;

 

NONLOCAL_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '::' y=ID {delegate.nonLocalAttr($text, $x, $y);}

	;
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QUALIFIED_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '.' y=ID {input.LA(1)!='('}? {delegate.qualifiedAttr($text, $x, $y);}

	;

 

SET_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID WS? '=' expr=ATTR_VALUE_EXPR ';'

		{

		delegate.setAttr($text, $x, $expr);

		}

	;

 

ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID {delegate.attr($text, $x);}

	;

 

// Anything else is just random text

TEXT

@init {StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder();}

@after {delegate.text(buf.toString());}

	:	(	c=~('\\'| '$') {buf.append((char)$c);}

		|	'\\$' {buf.append('$');}

		|	'\\' c=~('$') {buf.append('\\').append((char)$c);}

		|	{!isIDStartChar(input.LA(2))}? => '$' {buf.append('$');}

		)+

	;

 

fragment

ID  :	('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'_') ('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'0'..'9'|'_')*

   ;

 

/** Don't allow an = as first char to prevent $x == 3; kind of stuff. */

fragment

ATTR_VALUE_EXPR

	:	~'=' (~';')*

	;

 

fragment

WS	:	(' '|'\t'|'\n'|'\r')+

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ActionSplitter.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell
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*  Copyright (c) 2014 Eric Vergnaud

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** ANTLR tool checks output templates are compatible with tool code generation.

*  For now, a simple string match used on x.y of x.y.z scheme.

*  Must match Tool.VERSION during load to templates.

*

*  REQUIRED.

*/

 

pythonTypeInitMap ::= [

	"bool":"False",

	"int":"0",

	"float":"0.0",

	"str":"",

	default:"None" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

var antlr4 = require('antlr4/index');

<if(file.genListener)>
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var <file.grammarName>Listener = require('./<file.grammarName>Listener').<file.grammarName>Listener;

<endif>

<if(file.genVisitor)>

var <file.grammarName>Visitor = require('./<file.grammarName>Visitor').<file.grammarName>Visitor;

<endif>

 

<namedActions.header>

<parser>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

var antlr4 = require('antlr4/index');

 

// This class defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

function <file.grammarName>Listener() {

	antlr4.tree.ParseTreeListener.call(this);

	return this;

}

 

<file.grammarName>Listener.prototype = Object.create(antlr4.tree.ParseTreeListener.prototype);

<file.grammarName>Listener.prototype.constructor = <file.grammarName>Listener;

 

<file.listenerNames:{lname |

// Enter a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

<file.grammarName>Listener.prototype.enter<lname; format="cap"> = function(ctx) {

\};

 

// Exit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

<file.grammarName>Listener.prototype.exit<lname; format="cap"> = function(ctx) {

\};

 

}; separator="\n">

 

exports.<file.grammarName>Listener = <file.grammarName>Listener;

>>

 

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

var antlr4 = require('antlr4/index');

 

// This class defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

 

function <file.grammarName>Visitor() {

	antlr4.tree.ParseTreeVisitor.call(this);

	return this;

}
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<file.grammarName>Visitor.prototype = Object.create(antlr4.tree.ParseTreeVisitor.prototype);

<file.grammarName>Visitor.prototype.constructor = <file.grammarName>Visitor;

 

<file.visitorNames:{lname |

// Visit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

<file.grammarName>Visitor.prototype.visit<lname; format="cap"> = function(ctx) {

 return this.visitChildren(ctx);

\};

 

}; separator="\n">

 

exports.<file.grammarName>Visitor = <file.grammarName>Visitor;

>>

 

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

// Generated from <grammarFileName; format="java-escape"> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

// jshint ignore: start

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

var <superClass> = require('./<superClass>').<superClass>;

<endif>

 

var grammarFileName = "<parser.grammarFileName; format="java-escape">";

 

<atn>

 

var atn = new antlr4.atn.ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN);

 

var decisionsToDFA = atn.decisionToState.map( function(ds, index) { return new antlr4.dfa.DFA(ds, index); });

 

var sharedContextCache = new antlr4.PredictionContextCache();

 

var literalNames = [ <parser.literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

 

var symbolicNames = [ <parser.symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

 

var ruleNames =  [ <parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

 

function <parser.name> (input) {

	<superClass; null="antlr4.Parser">.call(this, input);

   this._interp = new antlr4.atn.ParserATNSimulator(this, atn, decisionsToDFA, sharedContextCache);

   this.ruleNames = ruleNames;

   this.literalNames = literalNames;

   this.symbolicNames = symbolicNames;
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	<namedActions.members>

   return this;

}

 

<parser.name>.prototype = Object.create(<superClass; null="antlr4.Parser">.prototype);

<parser.name>.prototype.constructor = <parser.name>;

 

Object.defineProperty(<parser.name>.prototype, "atn", {

	get : function() {

		return atn;

	}

});

 

<parser.name>.EOF = antlr4.Token.EOF;

<if(parser.tokens)>

<parser.tokens:{k | <parser.name>.<k> = <parser.tokens.(k)>;}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

<endif>

 

<parser.rules:{r | <parser.name>.RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>;}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

<funcs; separator="\n">

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

<parser.name>.prototype.sempred = function(localctx, ruleIndex, predIndex) {

	switch(ruleIndex) {

	<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f | case <f.ruleIndex>:

		return this.<f.name>_sempred(localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

   default:

       throw "No predicate with index:" + ruleIndex;

  }

};

 

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

exports.<parser.name> = <parser.name>;

 

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

<lexer.name>.prototype.action = function(localctx, ruleIndex, actionIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	this.<f.name>_action(localctx, actionIndex);

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:
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		throw "No registered action for:" + ruleIndex;

	}

};

 

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

<lexer.name>.prototype.sempred = function(localctx, ruleIndex, predIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

		<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f| case <f.ruleIndex>:

	return this.<f.name>_sempred(localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

   	default:

   		throw "No registered predicate for:" + ruleIndex;

   }

};

 

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

 

<lexer.name>.prototype.<r.name>_action = function(localctx , actionIndex) {

	switch (actionIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>:

	<actions.(index)>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		throw "No registered action for:" + actionIndex;

	}

};

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

<if (r.factory.g.lexer)><lexer.name><else><parser.name><endif>.prototype.<r.name>_sempred = function(localctx,

predIndex) {

	switch(predIndex) {

		<actions:{index| case <index>:

	return <actions.(index)>;}; separator="\n">

		default:
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			throw "No predicate with index:" + predIndex;

	}

};

 

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<ruleCtx>

 

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

<! Define fields of this parser to export the context classes !>

<parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType> = <currentRule.ctxType>;

 

<parser.name>.prototype.<currentRule.name> = function(<currentRule.args:{a | <a.name>}; separator=", ">) {

 

   var localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(this, this._ctx, this.state<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

   this.enterRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, <parser.name>.RULE_<currentRule.name>);

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try {

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   <if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions; separator="\n">

   <else>

   } catch (re) {

   	if(re instanceof antlr4.error.RecognitionException) {

	        localctx.exception = re;

	        this._errHandler.reportError(this, re);

	        this._errHandler.recover(this, re);

	    } else {

	    	throw re;

	    }

   }<endif> finally {

       <finallyAction>

       this.exitRule();

   }

   return localctx;

};

 

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=
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<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

<parser.name>.prototype.<currentRule.name> = function(_p<if(currentRule.args)>, <args:{a | , <a>}><endif>) {

	if(_p===undefined) {

	    _p = 0;

	}

   var _parentctx = this._ctx;

   var _parentState = this.state;

   var localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(this, this._ctx, _parentState<args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

   var _prevctx = localctx;

   var _startState = <currentRule.startState>;

   this.enterRecursionRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, <parser.name>.RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p);

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try {

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   } catch( error) {

       if(error instanceof antlr4.error.RecognitionException) {

	        localctx.exception = error;

	        this._errHandler.reportError(this, error);

	        this._errHandler.recover(this, error);

	    } else {

	    	throw error;

	    }

   } finally {

       <finallyAction>

       this.unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx)

   }

   return localctx;

};

 

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>localctx = new <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(this, localctx);<endif>

this.enterOuterAlt(localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>);

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">
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<ops; separator="\n">

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = this._input.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch(this._input.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   break;}; separator="\n">

default:

   <error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

switch (this._input.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

if(<expr>) {

   <alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

while(<loopExpr>) {

   <alts; separator="\n">

   this.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

   this._errHandler.sync(this);

   <iteration>
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}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>; <! alt block decision !>

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

do {

   <alts; separator="\n">

   this.state = <choice.stateNumber>; <! loopback/exit decision !>

   this._errHandler.sync(this);

   <iteration>

} while(<loopExpr>);

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

var la_ = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>,this._ctx);

switch(la_) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

   <alt>

   break;

}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

var la_ = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>,this._ctx);

<alts:{alt |

if(la_===<i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>) {

   <alt>

}; separator="\n} else ">

}

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

var _alt = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>,this._ctx)

while(_alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=antlr4.atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER) {
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   if(_alt===1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>) {

       <iteration>

       <alts> <! should only be one !>

   }

   this.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

   this._errHandler.sync(this);

   _alt = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>,this._ctx);

}

 

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>; <! alt block decision !>

this._errHandler.sync(this);

var _alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

do {

	switch (_alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

	this.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>; <! loopback/exit decision !>

	this._errHandler.sync(this);

	_alt = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>, this._ctx);

} while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=antlr4.atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER );

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>)"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw new antlr4.error.NoViableAltException(this);"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">

>>

 

// Javascript language spec - shift operators are 32 bits long max

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x1f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShiftVar(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1 \<\< <offsetShiftVar(s.varName,

bits.shift)>) & (<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShiftType(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) !== 0)
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%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShiftVar(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

offsetShiftType(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<parser.name>.<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><parser.name>.<shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>===<parser.name>.<ttype>}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<ttypes:{t | case <parser.name>.<t>:}; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

this.state = <r.stateNumber>;

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif>this.<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChu

nks>);

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

this.state = <m.stateNumber>;

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>this.match(<parser.name>.<m.name>);

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

this.state = <m.stateNumber>;

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>this._input.LT(1);<endif>

<capture>

<if(invert)>if(<m.varName>\<=0 || <expr>)<else>if(!(<expr>))<endif> {

   <if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>this._errHandler.recoverInline(this);

}

else {
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	this._errHandler.reportMatch(this);

   this.consume();

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

this.state = <w.stateNumber>;

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>matchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

this.state = <p.stateNumber>;

if (!( <chunks>)) {

   throw new antlr4.error.FailedPredicateException(this, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>,

<failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>, <p.msg><endif>);

}

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "this.skip()"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "this.more()"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "this.popMode()"

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "this._type = <arg>"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "this._channel = <arg>"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "this._mode = <arg>"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "this.pushMode(<arg>)"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"
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LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>===null ? null : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.type)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.line)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.column)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.channel)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.tokenIndex)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : parseInt(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text))"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>===null ? null : <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>===null ? null : <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>===null ? null : this._input.getText(new

antlr4.Interval(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)))"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "this._input.getText(new antlr4.Interval(localctx.start, this._input.LT(-1)))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 	 ::= "getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)  ::= "getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.push(<labelref(a.label)>);"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "this.<t.name> = null; // <TokenLabelType()>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "var <t.name> = 0; // <TokenLabelType()> type"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "this.<t.name> = []; // of <TokenLabelType()>s"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "this.<r.name> = null; // <r.ctxName>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "this.<rdecl.name> = []; // of <rdecl.ctxName>s"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::= <<

<t.name> = function() {

   return this.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, 0);

};

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>_list(self):
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   return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

>>

 

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

<t.name> = function(i) {

	if(i===undefined) {

		i = null;

	}

   if(i===null) {

       return this.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>);

   } else {

       return this.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, i);

   }

};

 

>>

 

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

<r.name> = function() {

   return this.getTypedRuleContext(<r.ctxName>,0);

};

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>_list(self):

   return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

 

>>

 

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

<r.name> = function(i) {

   if(i===undefined) {

       i = null;

   }

   if(i===null) {

       return this.getTypedRuleContexts(<r.ctxName>);

   } else {

       return this.getTypedRuleContext(<r.ctxName>,i);

   }

};

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/
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RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LT(1)"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = this._input.LA(1);"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers) ::= <<

function <struct.name>(parser, parent, invokingState<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | , <a.name>}>) {

	if(parent===undefined) {

	    parent = null;

	}

	if(invokingState===undefined || invokingState===null) {

		invokingState = -1;

	}

	<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>antlr4.ParserRuleContext<endif>.call(this, parent,

invokingState);

   this.parser = parser;

   this.ruleIndex = <parser.name>.RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>;

   <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

   <struct.ctorAttrs:{a | this.<a.name> = <a.name> || null;}; separator="\n">

   return this;

}

 

<struct.name>.prototype =

Object.create(<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>antlr4.ParserRuleContext<endif>.prototype);

<struct.name>.prototype.constructor = <struct.name>;

 

<getters:{g | <struct.name>.prototype.<g>}; separator="\n\n">

 

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

<struct.name>.prototype.copyFrom = function(ctx) {

<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>antlr4.ParserRuleContext<endif>.prototype.copyFrom.call(this,

ctx);

   <struct.attrs:{a | this.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>;}; separator="\n">

};

<endif>

<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

<extensionMembers; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

function <struct.name>(parser, ctx) {

	<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context.call(this, parser);
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   <attrs:{a | <a>;}; separator="\n">

   <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context.prototype.copyFrom.call(this, ctx);

   return this;

}

 

<struct.name>.prototype = Object.create(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context.prototype);

<struct.name>.prototype.constructor = <struct.name>;

 

<! Define fields of this parser to export this struct/context class !>

<parser.name>.<struct.name> = <struct.name>;

 

<getters:{g | <struct.name>.prototype.<g>}; separator="\n\n">

<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

<struct.name>.prototype.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule = function(listener) {

   if(listener instanceof <parser.grammarName>Listener ) {

       listener.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

	}

};

 

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

<struct.name>.prototype.accept = function(visitor) {

   if ( visitor instanceof <parser.grammarName>Visitor ) {

       return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

   } else {

       return visitor.visitChildren(this);

   }

};

 

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "this.<d.name> = <if(d.initValue)><d.initValue><else>null<endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>localctx.<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "localctx"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "this.precpred(this._ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "this._ctx.stop = this._input.LT(-1);"
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recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label) ::= <<

localctx = new <ctxName>Context(this, _parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>localctx.<label> = _prevctx;<endif>

this.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, <parser.name>.RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

localctx = new <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(this, new <ruleName; format="cap">Context(this,

_parentctx, _parentState));

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

localctx.<label>.push(_prevctx);

<else>

localctx.<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

this.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, <parser.name>.RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

localctx = new <ctxName>Context(this, localctx);

this._ctx = localctx;

_prevctx = localctx;

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if(this._parseListeners!==null) {

   this.triggerExitRuleEvent();

}

_prevctx = localctx;

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

var antlr4 = require('antlr4/index');

 

<namedActions.header>

 

<lexer>

 

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

 

<atn>
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var atn = new antlr4.atn.ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN);

 

var decisionsToDFA = atn.decisionToState.map( function(ds, index) { return new antlr4.dfa.DFA(ds, index); });

 

function <lexer.name>(input) {

	<if(superClass)><superClass><else>antlr4.Lexer<endif>.call(this, input);

   this._interp = new antlr4.atn.LexerATNSimulator(this, atn, decisionsToDFA, new

antlr4.PredictionContextCache());

   return this;

}

 

<lexer.name>.prototype = Object.create(<if(superClass)><superClass><else>antlr4.Lexer<endif>.prototype);

<lexer.name>.prototype.constructor = <lexer.name>;

 

<lexer.name>.EOF = antlr4.Token.EOF;

<lexer.tokens:{k | <lexer.name>.<k> = <lexer.tokens.(k)>;}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

<rest(lexer.modes):{m| <lexer.name>.<m> = <i>;}; separator="\n">

 

<lexer.name>.prototype.modeNames = [ <lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

 

<lexer.name>.prototype.literalNames = [ <lexer.literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

 

<lexer.name>.prototype.symbolicNames = [ <lexer.symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap,

anchor> ];

 

<lexer.name>.prototype.ruleNames = [ <lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

 

<lexer.name>.prototype.grammarFileName = "<lexer.grammarFileName>";

 

<namedActions.members>

 

<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

 

exports.<lexer.name> = <lexer.name>;

 

>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

 

var serializedATN = ["<model.serialized; wrap={",<\n>    "}>"].join("");

 

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*	must be an object, default value is "null".

*/
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initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<javaTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".js"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/JavaScript/JavaScript.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

The text itself is coming out of the languages/*stg files, according to the chosen locale.

This file contains the format that mimicks GCC output.

*/

 

location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>:<line>:"

 

message(id, text) ::= "<text> (<id>)"
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report(location, message, type) ::= "<location> <type>: <message>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "true"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/gnu.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012-2016 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

* Use of this file is governed by the BSD 3-clause license that

* can be found in the LICENSE.txt file in the project root.

*/

/**

	 [The "BSD license"]

	 Copyright (c) 2011 Cay Horstmann

	 All rights reserved.

 

	 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

	 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

	 are met:

 

	 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

	 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

	 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

	 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

	 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

	 IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

	 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

	 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

	 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

	 NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	 THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

	 THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/GraphicsSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

This file contains the default format ANTLR uses.

*/

 

location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>:<line>:<column>:"

 

message(id, text) ::= "(<id>) <text>"

 

report(location, message, type) ::= "<type>(<message.id>): <location> <message.text>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "false"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/antlr.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell
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*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** templates used to generate make-compatible dependencies */

 

/** Generate "f : x, y, z" dependencies for input

*  dependencies and generated files. in and out

*  are File objects.  For example, you can say

*  <f.canonicalPath>

*/

dependencies(grammarFileName,in,out) ::= <<

<if(in)><grammarFileName>: <in; separator=", "><endif>

<out:{f | <f> : <grammarFileName>}; separator="\n">

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/depend.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2014 Eric Vergnaud

*  All rights reserved.
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*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** ANTLR tool checks output templates are compatible with tool code generation.

*  For now, a simple string match used on x.y of x.y.z scheme.

*  Must match Tool.VERSION during load to templates.

*

*  REQUIRED.

*/

 

pythonTypeInitMap ::= [

	"bool":"False",

	"int":"0",

	"float":"0.0",

	"str":"",

	default:"None" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

# encoding: utf-8

from __future__ import print_function

from antlr4 import *

from io import StringIO
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<namedActions.header>

<parser>

 

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

<header>

 

# This class defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

class <file.grammarName>Listener(ParseTreeListener):

 

   <file.listenerNames:{lname |

# Enter a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def enter<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx):

   pass

 

# Exit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def exit<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx):

   pass

 

}; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

<header>

 

# This class defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

 

class <file.grammarName>Visitor(ParseTreeVisitor):

 

   <file.visitorNames:{lname |

# Visit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def visit<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx):

   return self.visitChildren(ctx)

 

}; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<
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# Generated from <grammarFileName> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

from .<superClass> import <superClass>

 

<endif>

<atn>

 

class <parser.name> ( <if(superClass)><superClass><else>Parser<endif> ):

 

   grammarFileName = "<parser.grammarFileName>"

 

   atn = ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN())

 

   decisionsToDFA = [ DFA(ds, i) for i, ds in enumerate(atn.decisionToState) ]

 

   sharedContextCache = PredictionContextCache()

 

   literalNames = [ <parser.literalNames:{t | u<t>}; null="u\"\<INVALID>\"", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   symbolicNames = [ <parser.symbolicNames:{t | u<t>}; null="u\"\<INVALID>\"", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   <parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

   ruleNames =  [ <parser.ruleNames:{r | u"<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   EOF = <TokenLabelType()>.EOF

   <if(parser.tokens)>

   <parser.tokens:{k | <k>=<parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

   <endif>

 

   <parser:(ctor)()>

 

   <namedActions.members>

 

   <funcs; separator="\n">

 

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

   def sempred(self, localctx, ruleIndex, predIndex):

       if self._predicates == None:

           self._predicates = dict()
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<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f |

       self._predicates[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_sempred}; separator="\n        ">

       pred = self._predicates.get(ruleIndex, None)

       if pred is None:

           raise Exception("No predicate with index:" + str(ruleIndex))

       else:

           return pred(localctx, predIndex)

 

   <sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

 

 

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

def action(self, localctx, ruleIndex, actionIndex):

	if self._actions is None:

		actions = dict()

<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

		actions[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_action }; separator="\n">

		self._actions = actions

	action = self._actions.get(ruleIndex, None)

	if action is not None:

		action(localctx, actionIndex)

	else:

		raise Exception("No registered action for:" + str(ruleIndex))

 

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

def sempred(self, localctx, ruleIndex, predIndex):

   if self._predicates is None:

       preds = dict()

<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

       preds[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_sempred}; separator="\n">

       self._predicates = preds

   pred = self._predicates.get(ruleIndex, None)

   if pred is not None:

       return pred(localctx, predIndex)

   else:

       raise Exception("No registered predicate for:" + str(ruleIndex))

 

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>
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parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

def __init__(self, input):

   super(<parser.name>, self).__init__(input)

   self.checkVersion("<file.ANTLRVersion>")

   self._interp = ParserATNSimulator(self, self.atn, self.decisionsToDFA, self.sharedContextCache)

   self._predicates = None

 

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

 

def <r.name>_action(self, localctx , actionIndex):

<actions:{index|

<if(first(actions))>

   if actionIndex == <index>:

       <actions.(index)>

<elseif(rest(actions))>

   elif actionIndex == <index>:

       <actions.(index)>

<endif> }; separator="\n">

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

def <r.name>_sempred(self, localctx, predIndex):

   <actions:{index|

<if(first(actions))>

   if predIndex == <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>

<elseif(rest(actions))>

   elif predIndex == <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>

<endif> }; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<ruleCtx>

 

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">
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def <currentRule.name>(self<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>):

 

   localctx = <parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType>(self, self._ctx, self.state<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

   self.enterRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, self.RULE_<currentRule.name>)

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try:

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   <if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions; separator="\n">

   <else>

   except RecognitionException as re:

       localctx.exception = re

       self._errHandler.reportError(self, re)

       self._errHandler.recover(self, re)

   <endif>

   finally:

       <finallyAction>

       self.exitRule()

   return localctx

 

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

def <currentRule.name>(self, _p=0<if(currentRule.args)>, <args:{a | , <a>}><endif>):

   _parentctx = self._ctx

   _parentState = self.state

   localctx = <parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType>(self, self._ctx, _parentState<args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

   _prevctx = localctx

   _startState = <currentRule.startState>

   self.enterRecursionRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, self.RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p)

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try:

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   except RecognitionException as re:

       localctx.exception = re
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       self._errHandler.reportError(self, re)

       self._errHandler.recover(self, re)

   finally:

       <finallyAction>

       self.unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx)

   return localctx

 

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>localctx = <parser.name>.<currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(self, localctx)<endif>

self.enterOuterAlt(localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>)

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

token = self._input.LA(1)

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   pass}; separator="\nel">

else:

   <error>

 

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

token = self._input.LA(1)

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   pass}; separator="\nel">

else:

   <error>

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<
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self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

if <expr>:

   <alts; separator="\n">

 

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

while <loopExpr>:

   <alts; separator="\n">

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   <iteration>

 

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber> <! alt block decision !>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

while True:

   <alts; separator="\n">

   self.state = <choice.stateNumber> <! loopback/exit decision !>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   <iteration>

   if not (<loopExpr>):

       break

 

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

la_ = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

<alts:{alt |

if la_ == <i>:

   <alt>

   pass
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}; separator="\nel">

 

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

la_ = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

<alts:{alt |

if la_ == <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

   <alt>

}; separator="\nel">

 

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

while _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> and _alt!=ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER:

   if _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

       <iteration>

       <alts> <! should only be one !>

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   _alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

 

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber> <! alt block decision !>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>

while _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> and _alt!=ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER:

   <alts:{alt|

if _alt == <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

   <alt>

}; separator="\nel">

   else:

       <error>

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber> <! loopback/exit decision !>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   _alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

 

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>)"
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ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "raise NoViableAltException(self)"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" or ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShiftVar(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> and ((1 \<\< <offsetShiftVar(s.varName,

bits.shift)>) & (<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShiftType(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShiftVar(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

offsetShiftType(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<parser.name>.<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><parser.name>.<shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>==<parser.name>.<ttype>}; separator=" or ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

if token in [<ttypes:{t | <parser.name>.<t>}; separator=", ">]:

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

self.state = <r.stateNumber>

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif>self.<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChu

nks>)

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<
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self.state = <m.stateNumber>

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>self.match(<parser.name>.<m.name>)

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

self.state = <m.stateNumber>

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>self._input.LT(1)<endif>

<capture>

<if(invert)>if <m.varName> \<= 0 or <expr><else>if not(<expr>)<endif>:

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l |     <labelref(l)> = }><else>    <endif>self._errHandler.recoverInline(self)

else:

   self._errHandler.reportMatch(self)

   self.consume()

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

self.state = <w.stateNumber>

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>self.matchWildcard()

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

self.state = <p.stateNumber>

if not <chunks>:

   from antlr4.error.Errors import FailedPredicateException

   raise FailedPredicateException(self, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>, <failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>,

<p.msg><endif>)

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip()"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more()"
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LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode()"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_type = <arg>"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "_channel = <arg>"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_mode = <arg>"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>)"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(None if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.type()"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.line)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.column)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(0 if (<ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.channel)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.tokenIndex)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else int(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text))"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else

self._input.getText((<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)))"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "self._input.getText((localctx.start, self._input.LT(-1)))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 	 ::= "getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)  ::= "getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.append(<labelref(a.label)>)"
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TokenDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = None # <TokenLabelType()>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = 0 # <TokenLabelType()> type"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = list() # of <TokenLabelType()>s"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "self.<r.name> = None # <r.ctxName>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "self.<rdecl.name> = list() # of <rdecl.ctxName>s"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::= <<

def <t.name>(self):

   return self.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, 0)

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>_list(self):

   return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

>>

 

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>(self, i=None):

   if i is None:

       return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

   else:

       return self.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, i)

>>

 

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

def <r.name>(self):

   return self.getTypedRuleContext(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>,0)

 

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>_list(self):

   return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

 

>>

 

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>(self, i=None):

   if i is None:

       return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

   else:

       return self.getTypedRuleContext(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>,i)

 

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"
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/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LT(1)"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LA(1)"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers) ::= <<

class <struct.name>(<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif>):

 

   def __init__(self, parser, parent=None, invokingState=-1<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | , <a.name>=None}>):

       super(<parser.name>.<struct.name>, self).__init__(parent, invokingState)

       self.parser = parser

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       <struct.ctorAttrs:{a | self.<a.name> = <a.name>}; separator="\n">

 

   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n\n">

 

   def getRuleIndex(self):

       return <parser.name>.RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>

 

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

   def copyFrom(self, ctx):

       super(<parser.name>.<struct.name>, self).copyFrom(ctx)

       <struct.attrs:{a | self.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

   <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

   <extensionMembers; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

class <struct.name>(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context):

 

   def __init__(self, parser, ctx): # actually a <parser.name>.<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context)

       super(<parser.name>.<struct.name>, self).__init__(parser)

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       self.copyFrom(ctx)

 

   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">
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   <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

def <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(self, listener):

   if hasattr(listener, "<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">"):

       listener.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

 

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

def accept(self, visitor):

   if hasattr(visitor, "visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">"):

       return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

   else:

       return visitor.visitChildren(self)

 

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "self.<d.name> = <if(d.initValue)><d.initValue><else>None<endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>localctx.<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "localctx"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "self.precpred(self._ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "self._ctx.stop = self._input.LT(-1)"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<ctxName>Context(self, _parentctx, _parentState)

<if(label)>localctx.<label> = _prevctx<endif>

self.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, self.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(self, <parser.name>.<ruleName;

format="cap">Context(self, _parentctx, _parentState))

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

localctx.<label>.append(_prevctx)

<else>

localctx.<label> = _prevctx
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<endif>

<endif>

self.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, self.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<ctxName>Context(self, localctx)

self._ctx = localctx

_prevctx = localctx

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if self._parseListeners is not None:

   self.triggerExitRuleEvent()

_prevctx = localctx

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

# encoding: utf-8

from __future__ import print_function

from antlr4 import *

from io import StringIO

 

<namedActions.header>

 

<lexer>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

 

<atn>

 

class <lexer.name>(<if(superClass)><superClass><else>Lexer<endif>):

 

   atn = ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN())

 

   decisionsToDFA = [ DFA(ds, i) for i, ds in enumerate(atn.decisionToState) ]

 

   <rest(lexer.modes):{m| <m> = <i>}; separator="\n">

 

   <lexer.tokens:{k | <k> = <lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

   modeNames = [ <lexer.modes:{m| u"<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   literalNames = [ u"\<INVALID>",
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           <lexer.literalNames:{t | u<t>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   symbolicNames = [ u"\<INVALID>",

           <lexer.symbolicNames:{t | u<t>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   ruleNames = [ <lexer.ruleNames:{r | u"<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   grammarFileName = u"<lexer.grammarFileName>"

 

   def __init__(self, input=None):

       super(<lexer.name>, self).__init__(input)

       self.checkVersion("<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>")

       self._interp = LexerATNSimulator(self, self.atn, self.decisionsToDFA, PredictionContextCache())

       self._actions = None

       self._predicates = None

 

   <namedActions.members>

 

   <dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

 

>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

 

def serializedATN():

   with StringIO() as buf:

       buf.write(u"<model.serialized; wrap={")<\n>        buf.write(u"}>")

       return buf.getvalue()

 

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*	must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<javaTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".py"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Python2/Python2.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]
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*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** The definitive ANTLR v3 tree grammar to walk/visit ANTLR v4 grammars.

*  Parses trees created by ANTLRParser.g.

*

*  Rather than have multiple tree grammars, one for each visit, I'm

*  creating this generic visitor that knows about context. All of the

*  boilerplate pattern recognition is done here. Then, subclasses can

*  override the methods they care about. This prevents a lot of the same

*  context tracking stuff like "set current alternative for current

*  rule node" that is repeated in lots of tree filters.

*/

tree grammar GrammarTreeVisitor;

options {

	language      = Java;

	tokenVocab    = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType  = GrammarAST;

}

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

@header {

/*
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[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2011 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.Tool;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

}

 

@members {

public String grammarName;

public GrammarAST currentRuleAST;

public String currentModeName = LexerGrammar.DEFAULT_MODE_NAME;

public String currentRuleName;

public GrammarAST currentOuterAltRoot;

public int currentOuterAltNumber = 1; // 1..n

public int rewriteEBNFLevel = 0;

 

public GrammarTreeVisitor() { this(null); }

 

// Should be abstract but can't make gen'd parser abstract;

// subclasses should implement else everything goes to stderr!
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public ErrorManager getErrorManager() { return null; }

 

public void visitGrammar(GrammarAST t) { visit(t, "grammarSpec"); }

public void visit(GrammarAST t, String ruleName) {

	CommonTreeNodeStream nodes = new CommonTreeNodeStream(new GrammarASTAdaptor(), t);

	setTreeNodeStream(nodes);

	try {

		Method m = getClass().getMethod(ruleName);

		m.invoke(this);

	}

	catch (Throwable e) {

		ErrorManager errMgr = getErrorManager();

		if ( e instanceof InvocationTargetException ) {

			e = e.getCause();

		}

		//e.printStackTrace(System.err);

		if ( errMgr==null ) {

			System.err.println("can't find rule "+ruleName+

							   " or tree structure error: "+t.toStringTree()

							   );

			e.printStackTrace(System.err);

		}

		else errMgr.toolError(ErrorType.INTERNAL_ERROR, e);

	}

}

 

public void discoverGrammar(GrammarRootAST root, GrammarAST ID) { }

public void finishPrequels(GrammarAST firstPrequel) { }

public void finishGrammar(GrammarRootAST root, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void grammarOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void ruleOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void blockOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void defineToken(GrammarAST ID) { }

public void defineChannel(GrammarAST ID) { }

public void globalNamedAction(GrammarAST scope, GrammarAST ID, ActionAST action) { }

public void importGrammar(GrammarAST label, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void modeDef(GrammarAST m, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void discoverRules(GrammarAST rules) { }

public void finishRules(GrammarAST rule) { }

public void discoverRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, List<GrammarAST> modifiers,

						 ActionAST arg, ActionAST returns, GrammarAST thrws,

						 GrammarAST options, ActionAST locals,

						 List<GrammarAST> actions,

						 GrammarAST block) { }

public void finishRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST block) { }
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public void discoverLexerRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, List<GrammarAST> modifiers,

                             GrammarAST block) { }

public void finishLexerRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST block) { }

public void ruleCatch(GrammarAST arg, ActionAST action) { }

public void finallyAction(ActionAST action) { }

public void discoverOuterAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void finishOuterAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void discoverAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void finishAlt(AltAST alt) { }

 

public void ruleRef(GrammarAST ref, ActionAST arg) { }

public void tokenRef(TerminalAST ref) { }

public void elementOption(GrammarASTWithOptions t, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void stringRef(TerminalAST ref) { }

public void wildcardRef(GrammarAST ref) { }

public void actionInAlt(ActionAST action) { }

public void sempredInAlt(PredAST pred) { }

public void label(GrammarAST op, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST element) { }

public void lexerCallCommand(int outerAltNumber, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST arg) { }

public void lexerCommand(int outerAltNumber, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

protected void enterGrammarSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitGrammarSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterPrequelConstructs(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitPrequelConstructs(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterPrequelConstruct(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitPrequelConstruct(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOptionsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOptionsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOptionValue(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOptionValue(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterDelegateGrammars(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitDelegateGrammars(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterDelegateGrammar(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitDelegateGrammar(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterTokensSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTokensSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterTokenSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTokenSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterChannelsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitChannelsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterChannelSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitChannelSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRules(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRules(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterMode(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitMode(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterExceptionGroup(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitExceptionGroup(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterExceptionHandler(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitExceptionHandler(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterFinallyClause(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitFinallyClause(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLocals(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLocals(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleReturns(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleReturns(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterThrowsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitThrowsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleModifier(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleModifier(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterLexerRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerAlternative(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerAlternative(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerElements(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerElements(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLabeledLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLabeledLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterActionElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitActionElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerCommand(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerCommand(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerCommandExpr(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerCommandExpr(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAstOperand(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAstOperand(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterLabeledElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLabeledElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterBlockSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlockSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterEbnfSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitEbnfSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterBlockSet(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlockSet(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterSetElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitSetElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleref(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleref(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRange(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRange(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterTerminal(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTerminal(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElementOptions(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElementOptions(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElementOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElementOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

	@Override

	public void traceIn(String ruleName, int ruleIndex)  {

		System.err.println("enter "+ruleName+": "+input.LT(1));

	}

 

	@Override
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	public void traceOut(String ruleName, int ruleIndex)  {

		System.err.println("exit "+ruleName+": "+input.LT(1));

	}

}

 

grammarSpec

@init {

	enterGrammarSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitGrammarSpec($start);

}

   :   ^(	GRAMMAR ID {grammarName=$ID.text;}

   		{discoverGrammar((GrammarRootAST)$GRAMMAR, $ID);}

		   	prequelConstructs

   		{finishPrequels($prequelConstructs.firstOne);}

		   	rules mode*

   		{finishGrammar((GrammarRootAST)$GRAMMAR, $ID);}

		 )

	;

 

prequelConstructs returns [GrammarAST firstOne=null]

@init {

	enterPrequelConstructs($start);

}

@after {

	exitPrequelConstructs($start);

}

	:	{$firstOne=$start;} prequelConstruct+

	|

	;

 

prequelConstruct

@init {

	enterPrequelConstructs($start);

}

@after {

	exitPrequelConstructs($start);

}

	:   optionsSpec

   |   delegateGrammars

   |   tokensSpec

   |   channelsSpec

   |   action

   ;

 

optionsSpec

@init {
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	enterOptionsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitOptionsSpec($start);

}

	:	^(OPTIONS option*)

   ;

 

option

@init {

	enterOption($start);

	boolean rule = inContext("RULE ...");

	boolean block = inContext("BLOCK ...");

}

@after {

	exitOption($start);

}

   :   ^(a=ASSIGN ID v=optionValue)

   	{

   	if ( block ) blockOption($ID, $v.start); // most specific first

   	else if ( rule ) ruleOption($ID, $v.start);

   	else grammarOption($ID, $v.start);

   	}

   ;

 

optionValue returns [String v]

@init {

	enterOptionValue($start);

	$v = $start.token.getText();

}

@after {

	exitOptionValue($start);

}

   :   ID

   |   STRING_LITERAL

   |   INT

   ;

 

delegateGrammars

@init {

	enterDelegateGrammars($start);

}

@after {

	exitDelegateGrammars($start);

}

	:   ^(IMPORT delegateGrammar+)

	;
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delegateGrammar

@init {

	enterDelegateGrammar($start);

}

@after {

	exitDelegateGrammar($start);

}

   :   ^(ASSIGN label=ID id=ID)	{importGrammar($label, $id);}

   |   id=ID						{importGrammar(null, $id);}

   ;

 

tokensSpec

@init {

	enterTokensSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitTokensSpec($start);

}

	:   ^(TOKENS_SPEC tokenSpec+)

	;

 

tokenSpec

@init {

	enterTokenSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitTokenSpec($start);

}

	:	ID					{defineToken($ID);}

	;

 

channelsSpec

@init {

	enterChannelsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitChannelsSpec($start);

}

	:   ^(CHANNELS channelSpec+)

	;

 

channelSpec

@init {

	enterChannelSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitChannelSpec($start);

}
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	:	ID					{defineChannel($ID);}

	;

 

action

@init {

	enterAction($start);

}

@after {

	exitAction($start);

}

	:	^(AT sc=ID? name=ID ACTION) {globalNamedAction($sc, $name, (ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

rules

@init {

	enterRules($start);

}

@after {

	exitRules($start);

}

   : ^(RULES {discoverRules($RULES);} (rule|lexerRule)* {finishRules($RULES);})

   ;

 

mode

@init {

	enterMode($start);

}

@after {

	exitMode($start);

}

	:	^( MODE ID {currentModeName=$ID.text; modeDef($MODE, $ID);} lexerRule* )

	;

 

lexerRule

@init {

	enterLexerRule($start);

	List<GrammarAST> mods = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();

	currentOuterAltNumber=0;

}

@after {

	exitLexerRule($start);

}

	:	^(	RULE TOKEN_REF

			{currentRuleName=$TOKEN_REF.text; currentRuleAST=$RULE;}

			(^(RULEMODIFIERS m=FRAGMENT {mods.add($m);}))?

     		{discoverLexerRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $TOKEN_REF, mods, (GrammarAST)input.LT(1));}

     		lexerRuleBlock

     		{
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     		finishLexerRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $TOKEN_REF, $lexerRuleBlock.start);

     		currentRuleName=null; currentRuleAST=null;

     		}

     	 )

	;

 

rule

@init {

	enterRule($start);

	List<GrammarAST> mods = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();

	List<GrammarAST> actions = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>(); // track roots

	currentOuterAltNumber=0;

}

@after {

	exitRule($start);

}

	:   ^(	RULE RULE_REF {currentRuleName=$RULE_REF.text; currentRuleAST=$RULE;}

			(^(RULEMODIFIERS (m=ruleModifier{mods.add($m.start);})+))?

			ARG_ACTION?

     		ret=ruleReturns?

     		thr=throwsSpec?

     		loc=locals?

     		(	opts=optionsSpec

		    |   a=ruleAction {actions.add($a.start);}

		    )*

     		{discoverRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $RULE_REF, mods, (ActionAST)$ARG_ACTION,

     					  $ret.start!=null?(ActionAST)$ret.start.getChild(0):null,

     					  $thr.start, $opts.start,

     					  $loc.start!=null?(ActionAST)$loc.start.getChild(0):null,

     					  actions, (GrammarAST)input.LT(1));}

     		ruleBlock exceptionGroup

     		{finishRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $RULE_REF, $ruleBlock.start); currentRuleName=null; currentRuleAST=null;}

     	 )

   ;

 

exceptionGroup

@init {

	enterExceptionGroup($start);

}

@after {

	exitExceptionGroup($start);

}

   :	exceptionHandler* finallyClause?

   ;

 

exceptionHandler

@init {

	enterExceptionHandler($start);
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}

@after {

	exitExceptionHandler($start);

}

	: ^(CATCH ARG_ACTION ACTION)	{ruleCatch($ARG_ACTION, (ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

finallyClause

@init {

	enterFinallyClause($start);

}

@after {

	exitFinallyClause($start);

}

	: ^(FINALLY ACTION)				{finallyAction((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

locals

@init {

	enterLocals($start);

}

@after {

	exitLocals($start);

}

	:	^(LOCALS ARG_ACTION)

	;

 

ruleReturns

@init {

	enterRuleReturns($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleReturns($start);

}

	: ^(RETURNS ARG_ACTION)

	;

 

throwsSpec

@init {

	enterThrowsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitThrowsSpec($start);

}

   : ^(THROWS ID+)

   ;

 

ruleAction
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@init {

	enterRuleAction($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleAction($start);

}

	:	^(AT ID ACTION)

	;

 

ruleModifier

@init {

	enterRuleModifier($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleModifier($start);

}

   : PUBLIC

   | PRIVATE

   | PROTECTED

   | FRAGMENT

   ;

 

lexerRuleBlock

@init {

	enterLexerRuleBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerRuleBlock($start);

}

   :	^(	BLOCK

   		(	{

   			currentOuterAltRoot = (GrammarAST)input.LT(1);

				currentOuterAltNumber++;

				}

   			lexerOuterAlternative

   		)+

   	)

   ;

 

ruleBlock

@init {

	enterRuleBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleBlock($start);

}

   :	^(	BLOCK

   		(	{
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   			currentOuterAltRoot = (GrammarAST)input.LT(1);

				currentOuterAltNumber++;

				}

   			outerAlternative

   		)+

   	)

   ;

 

lexerOuterAlternative

@init {

	enterLexerOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

	discoverOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitLexerOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	lexerAlternative

	;

 

 

outerAlternative

@init {

	enterOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

	discoverOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	alternative

	;

 

lexerAlternative

@init {

	enterLexerAlternative($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerAlternative($start);

}

	:	^(LEXER_ALT_ACTION lexerElements lexerCommand+)

   |   lexerElements

   ;

 

lexerElements

@init {

	enterLexerElements($start);

}
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@after {

	exitLexerElements($start);

}

   :	^(ALT lexerElement+)

   ;

 

lexerElement

@init {

	enterLexerElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerElement($start);

}

	:	labeledLexerElement

	|	lexerAtom

	|	lexerSubrule

	|   ACTION						{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)	{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)	{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|	EPSILON

	;

 

labeledLexerElement

@init {

	enterLabeledLexerElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitLabeledLexerElement($start);

}

   :   ^((ASSIGN|PLUS_ASSIGN) ID (lexerAtom|block))

	;

 

lexerBlock

@init {

	enterLexerBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerBlock($start);

}

	:	^(BLOCK optionsSpec? lexerAlternative+)

   ;

 

lexerAtom

@init {

	enterLexerAtom($start);

}

@after {
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	exitLexerAtom($start);

}

   :   terminal

   |   ^(NOT blockSet)

   |   blockSet

   |   ^(WILDCARD elementOptions)

   |   WILDCARD

   |	LEXER_CHAR_SET

   |   range

   |   ruleref

   ;

 

actionElement

@init {

	enterActionElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitActionElement($start);

}

	:	ACTION

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)

	|   SEMPRED

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)

	;

 

alternative

@init {

	enterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

	discoverAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

	|	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)

   ;

 

lexerCommand

@init {

	enterLexerCommand($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerCommand($start);

}

	:	^(LEXER_ACTION_CALL ID lexerCommandExpr)

       {lexerCallCommand(currentOuterAltNumber, $ID, $lexerCommandExpr.start);}

	|	ID
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       {lexerCommand(currentOuterAltNumber, $ID);}

	;

 

lexerCommandExpr

@init {

	enterLexerCommandExpr($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerCommandExpr($start);

}

	:	ID

	|	INT

	;

 

element

@init {

	enterElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitElement($start);

}

	:	labeledElement

	|	atom

	|	subrule

	|   ACTION						{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)	{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)	{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

 

	|	^(NOT blockSet)

	|	^(NOT block)

	;

 

astOperand

@init {

	enterAstOperand($start);

}

@after {

	exitAstOperand($start);

}

	:	atom

	|	^(NOT blockSet)

	|	^(NOT block)

	;

 

labeledElement

@init {

	enterLabeledElement($start);
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}

@after {

	exitLabeledElement($start);

}

	:	^((ASSIGN|PLUS_ASSIGN) ID element) {label($start, $ID, $element.start);}

	;

 

subrule

@init {

	enterSubrule($start);

}

@after {

	exitSubrule($start);

}

	:	^(blockSuffix block)

	| 	block

   ;

 

lexerSubrule

@init {

	enterLexerSubrule($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerSubrule($start);

}

	:	^(blockSuffix lexerBlock)

	| 	lexerBlock

   ;

 

blockSuffix

@init {

	enterBlockSuffix($start);

}

@after {

	exitBlockSuffix($start);

}

   : ebnfSuffix

   ;

 

ebnfSuffix

@init {

	enterEbnfSuffix($start);

}

@after {

	exitEbnfSuffix($start);

}

	:	OPTIONAL

 	|	CLOSURE
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  	|	POSITIVE_CLOSURE

	;

 

atom

@init {

	enterAtom($start);

}

@after {

	exitAtom($start);

}

	:	^(DOT ID terminal)

	|	^(DOT ID ruleref)

   |	^(WILDCARD elementOptions)	{wildcardRef($WILDCARD);}

   |	WILDCARD					{wildcardRef($WILDCARD);}

   |   terminal

   |	blockSet

   |   ruleref

   ;

 

blockSet

@init {

	enterBlockSet($start);

}

@after {

	exitBlockSet($start);

}

	:	^(SET setElement+)

	;

 

setElement

@init {

	enterSetElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitSetElement($start);

}

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)    {stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

	|	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions) 		{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

	|	STRING_LITERAL                  	{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

	|	TOKEN_REF		                    {tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

	|	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

		{

		stringRef((TerminalAST)$a);

		stringRef((TerminalAST)$b);

		}

       |       LEXER_CHAR_SET

	;
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block

@init {

	enterBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitBlock($start);

}

   :	^(BLOCK optionsSpec? ruleAction* ACTION? alternative+)

   ;

 

ruleref

@init {

	enterRuleref($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleref($start);

}

   :	^(RULE_REF arg=ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)

   	{

   	ruleRef($RULE_REF, (ActionAST)$ARG_ACTION);

   	if ( $arg!=null ) actionInAlt((ActionAST)$arg);

   	}

   ;

 

range

@init {

	enterRange($start);

}

@after {

	exitRange($start);

}

   : ^(RANGE STRING_LITERAL STRING_LITERAL)

   ;

 

terminal

@init {

	enterTerminal($start);

}

@after {

	exitTerminal($start);

}

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

   								{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)	{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

   |	TOKEN_REF	    			{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

   ;
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elementOptions

@init {

	enterElementOptions($start);

}

@after {

	exitElementOptions($start);

}

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption[(GrammarASTWithOptions)$start.getParent()]*)

   ;

 

elementOption[GrammarASTWithOptions t]

@init {

	enterElementOption($start);

}

@after {

	exitElementOption($start);

}

   :	ID								{elementOption(t, $ID, null);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN id=ID v=ID)			{elementOption(t, $id, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=STRING_LITERAL)	{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=ACTION)			{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=INT)				{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarTreeVisitor.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
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*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar ATNBuilder;

options {

	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

//	filter 	     = true;

}

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

@header {

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;
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import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import org.antlr.v4.automata.ATNFactory;

}

 

@members {

   ATNFactory factory;

   public ATNBuilder(TreeNodeStream input, ATNFactory factory) {

   	this(input);

   	this.factory = factory;

   }

}

 

dummy : block[null] ; // avoid error about no start rule

 

ruleBlock[GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {

   List<ATNFactory.Handle> alts = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();

   int alt = 1;

   factory.setCurrentOuterAlt(alt);

}

   :	^(BLOCK

           (^(OPTIONS .*))?

           (   a=alternative

               {alts.add($a.p); factory.setCurrentOuterAlt(++alt);}

           )+

       )

   	{$p = factory.block((BlockAST)$BLOCK, ebnfRoot, alts);}

   ;

 

block[GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> alts = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :	^(BLOCK (^(OPTIONS .*))? (a=alternative {alts.add($a.p);})+)

   	{$p = factory.block((BlockAST)$BLOCK, ebnfRoot, alts);}

   ;

 

alternative returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> els = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :	^(LEXER_ALT_ACTION a=alternative lexerCommands)

       {$p = factory.lexerAltCommands($a.p,$lexerCommands.p);}

   |	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)							{$p = factory.epsilon($EPSILON);}

   |   ^(ALT elementOptions? (e=element {els.add($e.p);})+)	{$p = factory.alt(els);}

   ;

 

lexerCommands returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> cmds = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :   (c=lexerCommand {if ($c.cmd != null) cmds.add($c.cmd);})+

       {

       $p = factory.alt(cmds);
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       }

   ;

 

lexerCommand returns [ATNFactory.Handle cmd]

	:	^(LEXER_ACTION_CALL ID lexerCommandExpr)

       {$cmd = factory.lexerCallCommand($ID, $lexerCommandExpr.start);}

	|	ID

       {$cmd = factory.lexerCommand($ID);}

	;

 

lexerCommandExpr

	:	ID

	|	INT

	;

 

element returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	labeledElement				{$p = $labeledElement.p;}

	|	atom						{$p = $atom.p;}

	|	subrule						{$p = $subrule.p;}

	|   ACTION						{$p = factory.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{$p = factory.sempred((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION .)					{$p = factory.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED .)				{$p = factory.sempred((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

   |	^(NOT b=blockSet[true])		{$p = $b.p;}

   |	LEXER_CHAR_SET					{$p = factory.charSetLiteral($start);}

	;

 

astOperand returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	atom						{$p = $atom.p;}

	|	^(NOT blockSet[true])		{$p = $blockSet.p;}

	;

 

labeledElement returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID element)	    {$p = factory.label($element.p);}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID element)   {$p = factory.listLabel($element.p);}

	;

 

subrule returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	^(OPTIONAL block[$start])			{$p = $block.p;}

	|	^(CLOSURE block[$start])			{$p = $block.p;}

	|	^(POSITIVE_CLOSURE block[$start])	{$p = $block.p;}

	| 	block[null] 						{$p = $block.p;}

   ;

 

blockSet[boolean invert] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<GrammarAST> alts = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();}

	:	^(SET (setElement {alts.add($setElement.start);})+) {$p = factory.set($start, alts, $invert);}

	;
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/** Don't combine with atom otherwise it will build spurious ATN nodes */

setElement

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL .)

	|	^(TOKEN_REF .)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	|	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

   |   LEXER_CHAR_SET

	;

 

atom returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	range					{$p = $range.p;}

	|	^(DOT ID terminal)		{$p = $terminal.p;}

	|	^(DOT ID ruleref)		{$p = $ruleref.p;}

   |	^(WILDCARD .)			{$p = factory.wildcard($start);}

   |	WILDCARD				{$p = factory.wildcard($start);}

   |	blockSet[false]			{$p = $blockSet.p;}

   |   terminal				{$p = $terminal.p;}

   |   ruleref					{$p = $ruleref.p;}

   ;

 

ruleref returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   :	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? ^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS .*))		{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   |	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION?)								{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   |	RULE_REF											{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   ;

 

range returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   : ^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL) {$p = factory.range($a,$b);}

   ;

 

terminal returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL .)			{$p = factory.stringLiteral((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{$p = factory.stringLiteral((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF ARG_ACTION .)	{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF .)				{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	TOKEN_REF					{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   ;

 

elementOptions

	:	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

	;

 

elementOption

	:	ID

	|	^(ASSIGN ID ID)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)
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	|	^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID INT)

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ATNBuilder.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2015 Janyou

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

SwiftTypeInitMap ::= [

	"Int":"0",

	"Int64":"0",

	"Float":"0.0",

	"Double":"0.0",

	"Bool":"false",

	default:"nil" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

SwiftTypeMap ::= [
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	"int":"Int",

	"float":"Float",

	"long":"Int64",

	"double":"Double",

	"bool":"Bool",

	"boolean":"Bool",

	default : key

]

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions,contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

import Antlr4

 

<parser>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<header>

import Antlr4

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by

* {@link <file.parserName>}.

*/

public protocol <file.grammarName>Listener: ParseTreeListener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Enter a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Enter a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

- Parameters:

  - ctx: the parse tree

*/

func enter<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context)

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>
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* Exit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Exit a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

- Parameters:

  - ctx: the parse tree

*/

func exit<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context)}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<header>

 

import Antlr4

 

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@link <file.grammarName>Listener},

* which can be extended to create a listener which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*/

open class <file.grammarName>BaseListener: <file.grammarName>Listener {

   public init() { \}

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

 

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

*/

open func enter<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context) { \}

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

*/

open func exit<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context) { \}};

separator="\n">

 

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *
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	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	open func enterEveryRule(_ ctx: ParserRuleContext) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	open func exitEveryRule(_ ctx: ParserRuleContext) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	open func visitTerminal(_ node: TerminalNode) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	open func visitErrorNode(_ node: ErrorNode) { }

}

>>

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<header>

import Antlr4

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced

* by {@link <file.parserName>}.

*

* @param \<T> The return type of the visit operation. Use {@link Void} for

* operations with no return type.

*/

open class <file.grammarName>Visitor\<T>: ParseTreeVisitor\<T> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Visit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Visit a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>
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- Parameters:

 - ctx: the parse tree

- returns: the visitor result

*/

open func visit<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context) -> T{

	fatalError(#function + " must be overridden")

\}

}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseVisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<header>

import Antlr4

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@link <file.grammarName>Visitor},

* which can be extended to create a visitor which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*

* @param \<T> The return type of the visit operation. Use {@link Void} for

* operations with no return type.

*/

open class <file.grammarName>BaseVisitor\<T>: AbstractParseTreeVisitor\<T> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation returns the result of calling

* {@link #visitChildren\} on {@code ctx\}.\</p>

*/

open func visit<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context) -> T? { return

visitChildren(ctx) \}}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

// Generated from <grammarFileName; format="java-escape"> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>
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Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

<!//@SuppressWarnings({"all", "warnings", "unchecked", "unused", "cast"})!>

open class <parser.name>: <superClass; null="Parser"> {

 

	internal static var _decisionToDFA: [DFA] = {

         var decisionToDFA = [DFA]()

         let length = <parser.name>._ATN.getNumberOfDecisions()

         for i in 0..\<length {

          <!// decisionToDFA[i] = DFA(<parser.name>._ATN.getDecisionState(i)!, i);!>

           decisionToDFA.append(DFA(<parser.name>._ATN.getDecisionState(i)!, i))

          }

          return decisionToDFA

    }()

	internal static let _sharedContextCache: PredictionContextCache = PredictionContextCache()

	<if(parser.tokens)>

	public enum Tokens: Int {

		case EOF = -1, <parser.tokens:{k | <k> = <parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	}

       <endif>

	public static let <parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	public static let ruleNames: [String] = [

		<parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	]

 

	<vocabulary(parser.literalNames, parser.symbolicNames)>

 

	override

	open func getGrammarFileName() -> String { return "<parser.grammarFileName; format="java-escape">" }

 

	override

	open func getRuleNames() -> [String] { return <parser.name>.ruleNames }

 

	override

	open func getSerializedATN() -> String { return <parser.name>._serializedATN }

 

	override

	open func getATN() -> ATN { return <parser.name>._ATN }

 

	<namedActions.members>

	<parser:(ctor)()>

	<funcs; separator="\n">

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

   override

	open func sempred(_ _localctx: RuleContext?, _ ruleIndex: Int,  _ predIndex: Int)throws -> Bool {

		switch (ruleIndex) {

		<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case  <f.ruleIndex>:
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	return try <f.name>_sempred(_localctx?.castdown(<f.ctxType>.self), predIndex)}; separator="\n">

	    default: return true

		}

		<!return true;!>

	}

	<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

	<atn>

  public static let _serializedATN : String = <parser.name>ATN().jsonString

  public static let _ATN: ATN = ATNDeserializer().deserializeFromJson(_serializedATN)

}

>>

 

vocabulary(literalNames, symbolicNames) ::= <<

private static let _LITERAL_NAMES: [String?] = [

	<literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="nil", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

]

private static let _SYMBOLIC_NAMES: [String?] = [

	<symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="nil", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

]

public static let VOCABULARY: Vocabulary = Vocabulary(_LITERAL_NAMES, _SYMBOLIC_NAMES)

 

/**

* @deprecated Use {@link #VOCABULARY} instead.

*/

//@Deprecated

public let tokenNames: [String?]? = {

   let length = _SYMBOLIC_NAMES.count

   var tokenNames = [String?](repeating: nil, count: length)

	for i in 0..\<length {

		var name = VOCABULARY.getLiteralName(i)

		if name == nil {

			name = VOCABULARY.getSymbolicName(i)

		}

		if name == nil {

			name = "\<INVALID>"

		}

		tokenNames[i] = name

	}

	return tokenNames

}()

 

override

<!//@Deprecated!>

open func getTokenNames() -> [String?]? {

	return tokenNames

}
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>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

override

open func action(_ _localctx: RuleContext?,  _ ruleIndex: Int, _ actionIndex: Int) throws {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	<f.name>_action((_localctx as <f.ctxType>?), actionIndex)

	 }; separator="\n">

	default: break

	}

}

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

override

open func sempred(_ _localctx: RuleContext?, _  ruleIndex: Int,_   predIndex: Int) throws -> Bool{

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	return try <f.name>_sempred(_localctx?.castdown(<f.ctxType>.self), predIndex)}; separator="\n">

	default: return true

	}

	<!return true;!>

}

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

 

open override func getVocabulary() -> Vocabulary {

   return <p.name>.VOCABULARY

}

 

public override init(_ input:TokenStream)throws {

   RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion("4.6", RuntimeMetaData.VERSION)

	try super.init(input)

	_interp = ParserATNSimulator(self,<p.name>._ATN,<p.name>._decisionToDFA,

<parser.name>._sharedContextCache)

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/
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RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private func <r.name>_action(_ _localctx: <r.ctxType>?,  _ actionIndex: Int) {

	switch (actionIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>:

	<actions.(index)>

	 }; separator="\n">

	 default: break

	}

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private func <r.name>_sempred(_ _localctx: <r.ctxType>!,  _ predIndex: Int) throws -> Bool {

	switch (predIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

   case <index>:return <actions.(index)>}; separator="\n">

	    default: return true

	}

	<!return true;!>

}

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

@discardableResult

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>open func

<endif><currentRule.name>(<if(first(args))>_ <endif><args; separator=", _">) throws -> <currentRule.ctxType> {

	var _localctx: <currentRule.ctxType> = <currentRule.ctxType>(_ctx, getState()<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>)

	try enterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, <parser.name>.RULE_<currentRule.name>)

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	defer {

   		<finallyAction>

   		try! exitRule()

   }

	do {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		var _alt:Int

<endif>

	 	<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">
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	 	<namedActions.after>

	}

	<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions; separator="\n">

	<else>

	catch ANTLRException.recognition(let re) {

		_localctx.exception = re

		_errHandler.reportError(self, re)

		try _errHandler.recover(self, re)

	}

	<endif>

 

	return _localctx

}

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public final <endif> func <currentRule.name>(

<if(first(args))>_ <endif><args; separator=", _">) throws -> <currentRule.ctxType>   {

	return try <currentRule.name>(0<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

}

@discardableResult

private func <currentRule.name>(_ _p<args:{a | , <a>}>: Int) throws -> <currentRule.ctxType>   {

	let _parentctx: ParserRuleContext? = _ctx

	var _parentState: Int = getState()

	var _localctx: <currentRule.ctxType> = <currentRule.ctxType>(_ctx, _parentState<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>)

	var  _prevctx: <currentRule.ctxType> = _localctx

	var _startState: Int = <currentRule.startState>

	try enterRecursionRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, <parser.name>.RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p)

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	defer {

   		<finallyAction>

   		try! unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx)

   }

	do {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		var _alt: Int

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">
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		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch ANTLRException.recognition(let re) {

		_localctx.exception = re

		_errHandler.reportError(self, re)

		try _errHandler.recover(self, re)

	}

 

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>_localctx =  <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(_localctx);<endif>

try enterOuterAlt(_localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>)

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<!//{!>

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

<!//}!>

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = try _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch (<parser.name>.Tokens(rawValue: try _input.LA(1))!) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt | <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

switch (<parser.name>.Tokens(rawValue: try _input.LA(1))!) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">
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default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

if (<expr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

while (<loopExpr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>)

	try _errHandler.sync(self)

	<iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>) <! alt block decision !>

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

repeat {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	setState(<choice.stateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	try _errHandler.sync(self)

	<iteration>

} while (<loopExpr>)

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = try _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch(try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>, _ctx)) {

<alts:{alt |
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case <i>:

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">

default: break

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

switch (try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx)) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">

default: break

}

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx)

while (_alt != <choice.exitAlt> && _alt != ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER) {

	if ( _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif> ) {

		<iteration>

		<alts> <! should only be one !>

	}

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>)

	try _errHandler.sync(self)

	_alt = try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx)

}

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>); <! alt block decision !>

try _errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

repeat {

	switch (_alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>
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	try _errHandler.sync(self)

	_alt = try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx)

} while (_alt != <choice.exitAlt> && _alt !=  ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER)

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>);"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw try ANTLRException.recognition(e: NoViableAltException(self))"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<!<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">!>

//closure

{ () -> Bool in

     <if(rest(s.bitsets))>var<else>let<endif> testSet: Bool = <first(s.bitsets):{bits |

<if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits)><endif>}>

         <rest(s.bitsets):{bits | testSet = testSet || <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s,

bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits)><endif>}; separator="\n">

     return testSet

}()

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <<

<!(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1 \<\< <offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>) &

(<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShift(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)!>

{  () -> Bool in

   <! let test: Bool = (<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})>)!>

  <!var temp: Int64 =  Int64(<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>)!>

  <!temp = (temp \< 0) ? (64 + (temp % 64 )) : (temp % 64)!>

  <!let test1: Int64 = (Int64(1) \<\< temp)!>

  <!var test2: Int64 = (<first(bits.ttypes):{ttype | Utils.bitLeftShift(<offsetShift(parserName(ttype), bits.shift)>)}>)!>

  <!<rest(bits.ttypes):{ttype | test2 = test2 | Utils.bitLeftShift(<offsetShift(parserName(ttype), bits.shift)>)};

separator="\n">!>

  let testArray: [Int] = [<s.varName>, <bits.ttypes:{ttype |<parserName(ttype)>}; separator=",">]

  <!var test2: Int64 = Utils.testBitLeftShiftArray(testArray)!>

   return  Utils.testBitLeftShiftArray(testArray, <bits.shift>)

}()

>>

 

isZero ::= [

"0": true,

default: false
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]

parserName(ttype) ::= <%

<parser.name>.Tokens.<ttype>.rawValue

%>

offsetShift(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName> == <parser.name>.Tokens.<ttype>.rawValue}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<trunc(ttypes): {t | case .<t>:fallthrough}  ; separator="\n">

<last(ttypes): {t | case .<t>:}  ; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

setState(<r.stateNumber>)

<if(r.labels)>

try {

		let assignmentValue = try

<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChunks>)

		<r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = assignmentValue} ; separator="\n">

    }()

<else>try

<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChunks>)<endif>

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

setState(<m.stateNumber>)

<if(m.labels)>

try {

		let assignmentValue = try match(<parser.name>.Tokens.<m.name>.rawValue)

		<m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = assignmentValue}  ; separator="\n">

    }()

<else>try match(<parser.name>.Tokens.<m.name>.rawValue)<endif>

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

setState(<m.stateNumber>)

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>try _input.LT(1)<endif>

<capture>
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if (<if(invert)><m.varName> \<= 0 || <else>!<endif>(<expr>)) {

	<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>try _errHandler.recoverInline(self)<if(m.labels)> as

Token<endif>

}

else {

	_errHandler.reportMatch(self)

	try consume()

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

setState(<w.stateNumber>)

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>try matchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

setState(<p.stateNumber>)

if (!(<chunks>)) {

   throw try ANTLRException.recognition(e:FailedPredicateException(self, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>,

<failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>, <p.msg><endif>))

}

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip()"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more()"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode()"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg)      ::= "_type = <arg>"

LexerChannelCommand(arg)   ::= "_channel = <arg>"

LexerModeCommand(arg)      ::= "_mode = <arg>"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>)"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"
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ArgRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getText()! : \"\")"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getType() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getLine() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getCharPositionInLine() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getChannel() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getTokenIndex() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? Int(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getText()!) : 0)"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label> != nil ? (<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!.start?.description ?? \"\") : \"\")"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label> != nil ? (<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!.stop?.description ?? \"\") : \"\")"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label> != nil ? try

_input.getText(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!.stop) : \"\")"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "_localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "_localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(try _input.getText(_localctx.start, try _input.LT(-1)))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "_localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 ::= "((<s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context)getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)	  ::=

	"((<s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context)getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.append(<labelref(a.label)>)"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "<t.name>: <SwiftTypeMap.(TokenLabelType())>!"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "var <t.name>: Int = 0"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "<t.name>: Array\<Token> = Array\<Token>()"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "<r.name>: <r.ctxName>!"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "<rdecl.name>:Array\<<rdecl.ctxName>> = Array\<<rdecl.ctxName>>()"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::=

   "open func <t.name>() -> TerminalNode? { return getToken(<parser.name>.Tokens.<t.name>.rawValue, 0) }"
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ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::=

   "open func <t.name>() -> Array\<TerminalNode> { return getTokens(<parser.name>.Tokens.<t.name>.rawValue)

}"

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

open func <t.name>(_ i:Int) -> TerminalNode?{

	return getToken(<parser.name>.Tokens.<t.name>.rawValue, i)

}

>>

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

open func <r.name>() -> <r.ctxName>? {

	return getRuleContext(<r.ctxName>.self,0)

}

>>

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

open func <r.name>() -> Array\<<r.ctxName>\> {

	return getRuleContexts(<r.ctxName>.self)

}

>>

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

open func <r.name>(_ i: Int) -> <r.ctxName>? {

	return getRuleContext(<r.ctxName>.self,i)

}

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = try _input.LT(1)"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = try _input.LA(1)"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers,

          superClass={ParserRuleContext}) ::= <<

open class

<struct.name>:<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif><if(interfaces)>,

<interfaces; separator=", "><endif> {

	<attrs:{a | public var <a>}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	<! <if(ctorAttrs)>public init(_ parent: ParserRuleContext,_ invokingState: Int) { super.init(parent, invokingState)

}<endif> !>
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	 <if(ctorAttrs)>

	 public convenience init(_ parent: ParserRuleContext?, _ invokingState: Int<ctorAttrs:{a | , _ <a>}>) {

		self.init(parent, invokingState)

		<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | self.<a.name> = <a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	 }

	<endif>

	open override func getRuleIndex() -> Int { return <parser.name>.RULE_<struct.derivedFromName> }

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

	<!public init() { }!>

	public  func copyFrom(_ ctx: <struct.name>) {

		super.copyFrom(ctx)

		<struct.attrs:{a | self.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

<endif>

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

	<extensionMembers; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

public  final class <struct.name>: <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context {

	<attrs:{a | public var <a>}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	public init(_ ctx: <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context) {

		super.init()

		copyFrom(ctx)

	}

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

override

open func <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(_ listener: ParseTreeListener) {

	if listener is <parser.grammarName>Listener {

	 	(listener as!

<parser.grammarName>Listener).<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName;

format="cap">(self)

	}

}

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

override

open func accept\<T>(_ visitor: ParseTreeVisitor\<T>) -> T? {

	if visitor is <parser.grammarName>Visitor {

	     return (visitor as! <parser.grammarName>Visitor\<T>).visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

	}else if visitor is <parser.grammarName>BaseVisitor {
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   	 return (visitor as! <parser.grammarName>BaseVisitor\<T>).visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

   }

	else {

	     return visitor.visitChildren(self)

	}

}

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "<d.name>: <SwiftTypeMap.(d.type)><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><else>!<endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template (_localctx as! <x.ctx.name> */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>_localctx.castdown(<x.ctx.name>.self).<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr?    */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "_localctx.castdown(<actionChunk.ctx.name>.self)"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "precpred(_ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "_ctx!.stop = try _input.LT(-1)"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = <ctxName>Context(_parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

_localctx.<label>.append(_prevctx)

<else>

_localctx.<label> = _prevctx

<endif>

<endif>

<if(label)>_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;<endif>

try pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, <parser.name>.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(  <ruleName; format="cap">Context(_parentctx,

_parentState))

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

(_localctx as! <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context).<label>.append(_prevctx)

<else>

(_localctx as! <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context).<label> = _prevctx

<endif>

<endif>

try pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, <parser.name>.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<
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_localctx = <ctxName>Context(_localctx)

_ctx = _localctx

_prevctx = _localctx

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if _parseListeners != nil {

  try triggerExitRuleEvent()

}

_prevctx = _localctx

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(lexerFile.genPackage)>

<!package <lexerFile.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

import Antlr4

 

<lexer>

>>

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

open class <lexer.name>: <superClass; null="Lexer"> {

	internal static var _decisionToDFA: [DFA] = {

         var decisionToDFA = [DFA]()

         let length = <lexer.name>._ATN.getNumberOfDecisions()

         for i in 0..\<length {

           <! decisionToDFA[i] = DFA(<lexer.name>._ATN.getDecisionState(i)!, i);!>

         	    decisionToDFA.append(DFA(<lexer.name>._ATN.getDecisionState(i)!, i))

         }

          return decisionToDFA

    }()

 

	internal static let _sharedContextCache:PredictionContextCache = PredictionContextCache()

	public static let <lexer.tokens:{k | <k>=<lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	<if(lexer.channels)>

	   public let <lexer.channels:{k | <k>=<lexer.channels.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	<endif>

	<rest(lexer.modes):{m| public static let <m>: Int = <i>;}; separator="\n">

	public static let modeNames: [String] = [

		<lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	]

 

	public static let ruleNames: [String] = [

		<lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	]
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	<vocabulary(lexer.literalNames, lexer.symbolicNames)>

 

	<namedActions.members>

   open override func getVocabulary() -> Vocabulary {

       return <lexer.name>.VOCABULARY

   }

 

	public override init(_ input: CharStream) {

	    RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion("<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>", RuntimeMetaData.VERSION)

		super.init(input)

		_interp = LexerATNSimulator(self, <lexer.name>._ATN, <lexer.name>._decisionToDFA,

<lexer.name>._sharedContextCache)

	}

 

	override

	open func getGrammarFileName() -> String { return "<lexer.grammarFileName>" }

 

   override

	open func getRuleNames() -> [String] { return <lexer.name>.ruleNames }

 

	override

	open func getSerializedATN() -> String { return <lexer.name>._serializedATN }

 

	override

	open func getModeNames() -> [String] { return <lexer.name>.modeNames }

 

	override

	open func getATN() -> ATN { return <lexer.name>._ATN }

 

	<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

	<atn>

   public static let _serializedATN: String = <lexer.name>ATN().jsonString

	public static let _ATN: ATN = ATNDeserializer().deserializeFromJson(_serializedATN)

}

>>

 

/** Don't need to define anything. The tool generates a XParserATN.swift file (and same for lexer)

*  which is referenced from static field _serializedATN.  This json string is passed to

*  deserializeFromJson(). Note this is not the "serialization as array of ints" that other targets

*  do. It is more or less the output of ATNPrinter which gets read back in.

*/

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*	must be an object, default value is "null".

*/
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initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<SwiftTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".swift"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166873170_1621514800.65/0/antlr4-4-6-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Swift/Swift.stg

 

1.651 netty 3.10.6.Final 
1.651.1 Available under license : 

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
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does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the
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Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
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   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.
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 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
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under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
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normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
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ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from
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liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/
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Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'JZlib', a re-implementation of

zlib in pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD Style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'Webbit', a Java event based

WebSocket and HTTP server:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'SLF4J', a simple logging facade for Java,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Logging', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-logging.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://anonsvn.jboss.org/repos/common/common-logging-spi/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Felix', an open source OSGi

framework implementation, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.felix.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://felix.apache.org/

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.
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   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR
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CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.652 annotations 3.0.0 
1.652.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Mrcio Almada

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.653 netty-resolver 4.1.69.Final 
1.653.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/io/netty/resolver/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016784_1635406620.17/0/netty-resolver-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java
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1.654 error_prone_annotations 2.5.1 
1.654.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1146221464_1616477529.06/0/error-prone-annotations-2-5-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.google.errorprone/error_prone_annotations/pom.xml

 

1.655 aws-java-sdk-directconnect 1.12.199 
1.655.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.656 aws-java-sdk-alexaforbusiness 1.12.199
1.656.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.657 aws-query-protocol 2.17.85 
1.657.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.658 kpartx 0.4.9-135.el7_9 
1.658.1 Available under license : 

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is
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numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect
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transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which
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contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
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instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
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work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston,

   MA 02111-1307, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.659 yum-utils 1.1.31-54.el7_8 
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1.659.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.660 aws-java-sdk-guardduty 1.12.199 
1.660.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.661 objenesis 2.2 
1.661.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2015 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.662 aws-java-sdk-ssoadmin 1.12.199 
1.662.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.663 libxml2-python 2.9.1-6.el7_9.6 
1.663.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.664 aws-java-sdk-auditmanager 1.12.199 
1.664.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.665 aws-java-sdk-s3 1.12.199 
1.665.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.666 aws-java-sdk-cognitoidp 1.12.199 
1.666.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.667 aws-java-sdk-

migrationhubstrategyrecommendations

1.12.199 
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1.667.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.668 jakarta-inject 2.6.1 
1.668.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that
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   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby
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     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:
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     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to
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   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's
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   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991
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   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.
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   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part
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       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,
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       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
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   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.
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       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.
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---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Eclipse GlassFish

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse GlassFish project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.glassfish

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse GlassFish, and GlassFish are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0
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## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-ha-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-logging-annotation-processor

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-shoal

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-cdi-porting-tck

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-jsftemplating

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2-extra

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-fighterfish

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.669 aws-java-sdk-dax 1.12.199 
1.669.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.670 d-bus 1.10.24-15.el7 
1.670.1 Available under license : 

D-Bus is licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free

License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2

(or, at your option any later version).

 

Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are

under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to,

tools/dbus-cleanup-sockets.c and test/decode-gcov.c. Each source code

file is marked with the proper copyright information - if you find a

file that isn't marked please bring it to our attention.
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The Academic Free License

v. 2.1

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose

owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable

license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under

patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in

the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and

offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the

preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and

all available documentation describing how to modify the Original

Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the

Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original

Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy

this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code

in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit

inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the

address of that information repository in a notice immediately

following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor

the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their

trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this Original Work without express prior written

permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to

grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or
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any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated

herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to

sell embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of

Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing

in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work

that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any

Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark

notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any

notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an

"Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any

Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution

Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor

warrants that the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent

rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are

sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission

of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original

Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT

WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL

WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential

part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal

theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

character arising as a result of this License or the use of the

Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and

all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability

shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting

from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion

and limitation may not apply to You.
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9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the

Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort

under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to

the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another

written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to

create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise

any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do

so except under the terms of this License (or another written

agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by

international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights

granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of

this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate

automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted

to You by this License as of the date You commence an action,

including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any

licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent

infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software

or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating

to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction

wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary

business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its

conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of

this License or after its termination shall be subject to the

requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101

et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international

treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License

or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be

entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in

connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This

section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement

concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to

the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this
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License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a

legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity

that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power,

direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not

otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and

Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such

uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights

reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this

license without modification. This license may not be modified without

the express written permission of its copyright owner.

 

 

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential

differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other

open source licenses:

 

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache

licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with

those licenses.

  

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being

licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice

in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template

license. The BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

  

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD

and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

  

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT,

UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain

no explicit patent grant.

  

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the

licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the

BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

  

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the

copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of
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the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed,

as is the case for the other licenses.

 

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute

without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the

license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice,

but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

--

START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

--

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their
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rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
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PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.671 aws-java-sdk-codecommit 1.12.199 
1.671.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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1.672 aws-java-sdk-applicationcostprofiler

1.12.199 
1.672.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.673 aws-java-sdk-xray 1.12.199 
1.673.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.674 aws-java-sdk-comprehendmedical

1.12.199 
1.674.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.675 python-iniparse 0.4 9.el7
1.675.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 Paramjit Oberoi <param.cs.wisc.edu>

Copyright (c) 2007 Tim Lauridsen <tla@rasmil.dk>

All Rights Reserved.

 

iniparse/compat.py and tests/test_compat.py contain code derived from

lib/python-2.3/ConfigParser.py and lib/python-2.3/test/test_cfgparse.py

respectively.  Other code may contain small snippets from those two files

as well.  The Python license (LICENSE-PSF) applies to that code.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

		    from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes
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   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PSF LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.3

------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using Python 2.3 software in source or binary form and its

associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.3

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's

License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python 2.3 alone or in any derivative version prepared by

Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on
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or incorporates Python 2.3 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 2.3.

 

4. PSF is making Python 2.3 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 2.3 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

2.3 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.3,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.3, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the
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Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)
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1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.
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8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.676 aws-java-sdk-managedgrafana 1.12.199 
1.676.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.677 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.13.3 
1.677.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.678 open-ldap 2.4.44-25.el7_9 
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1.678.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 2011-2016 Howard Chu, Symas Corp.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

Copyright 1998-2016 The OpenLDAP Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3

distribution.  Information concerning this software is available

at <http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/ldap.html>.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

 

---
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Portions Copyright 1998-2012 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

Portions Copyright 1998-2006 Net Boolean Incorporated.

Portions Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Howard Y.H. Chu.

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Symas Corporation.

Portions Copyright 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Gavin Henry.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Suretec Systems Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that this notice is preserved.

The names of the copyright holders may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without their specific

prior written permission.  This software is provided ``as is''

without express or implied warranty.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  The name of the

University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.  This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

Copyright 1998-2016 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

 

See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

 

---

NeoSoft Tcl client extensions to Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.

 

Copyright (c) 1998-1999 NeoSoft, Inc. 

All Rights Reserved.
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This software may be used, modified, copied, distributed, and sold,

in both source and binary form provided that these copyrights are

retained and their terms are followed.

 

Under no circumstances are the authors or NeoSoft Inc. responsible

for the proper functioning of this software, nor do the authors

assume any liability for damages incurred with its use.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to NeoSoft, Inc.

 

NeoSoft, Inc. may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission. This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

Requests for permission may be sent to NeoSoft Inc, 1770 St. James Place,

Suite 500, Houston, TX, 77056.

OpenLDAP Public License

 

The OpenLDAP Public License

 Version 2.8.1, 25 November 2003

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

  and notices,

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright

  statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution, and

 

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)
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OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

California, USA.  All rights reserved.  Permission to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

/******************************************************************************

*

* Copyright (C) 2000 Pierangelo Masarati, <ando@sys-net.it>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose

* on any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

* to the following restrictions:

*

* 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

* software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

*

* 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

* explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

* credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

* misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

* ever read sources, credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

*

******************************************************************************/

Copyright 1998-2016 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

 

See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this
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distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

The OpenLDAP Public License

 Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

  and notices,

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright

  statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution, and

 

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)

OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.
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1.679 chardet 2.2.1 
1.679.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
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and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one
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of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.680 aws-java-sdk-connectcontactlens

1.12.199 
1.680.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.681 arns 2.17.85 
1.681.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.682 guava 30.1-jre 
1.682.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Doubles}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/DoublesMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Ints}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/primitives/IntsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/OverflowAvoidingLockSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/ToDoubleRounder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigDecimalMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Java8Compatibility.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Internal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManagerBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Java8Usage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Shorts}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ShortsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ClosingFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Floats}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/FloatsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TableCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

 

1.683 aws-java-sdk-voiceid 1.12.199 
1.683.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.684 hardlink 1.0 19.el7
1.684.1 Available under license : 

From RPM File Metadata:GPL+

 

1.685 jackson-xc 2.12.2 
1.685.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported
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commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-jaxb-annotations` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.686 netty-handler 4.1.69.Final 
1.686.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ConscryptAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AbstractSniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClientHelloHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OptionalSslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/OcspClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Conscrypt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/TrustManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/DynamicAddressConnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslMasterKeyHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleKeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/KeyManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509KeyManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PseudoRandomFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/handler/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyJavaxX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/IPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/TCPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/EthernetPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/UDPPacket.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ExtendedOpenSslSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SignatureAlgorithmConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DefaultOpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingKeyMaterialProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/FlowControlHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java8SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java7SslParametersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContextOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/GroupsConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastleAlpnSslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastleAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProtocols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslAsyncPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Ciphers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AsyncRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientSessionCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRuleComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/ResolveAddressHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/ByteBufFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClosedEngineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221016913_1635406597.08/0/netty-handler-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilter.java

 

1.687 aws-java-sdk-cloudwatchrum 1.12.199 
1.687.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.688 aws-java-sdk-ioteventsdata 1.12.199 
1.688.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.689 feign-jackson 8.15.1 
1.689.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687872_1590954410.55/0/feign-jackson-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/jackson/JacksonDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1041687872_1590954410.55/0/feign-jackson-8-15-1-sources-

jar/feign/jackson/JacksonEncoder.java

 

1.690 websocket-api 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.690.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of
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  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS
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A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:
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a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.
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If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------
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Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util
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org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.691 aws-java-sdk-

migrationhubrefactorspaces 1.12.199 
1.691.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.692 kmod 20 28.el7
1.692.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
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any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
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Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
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   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

LGPL

LGPL

LGPL

 

1.693 aws-java-sdk-appflow 1.12.199 
1.693.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.694 aws-java-sdk-gamesparks 1.12.199 
1.694.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.695 logback-access 1.2.5 
1.695.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This

program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License

v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the

Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2013, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This

program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License

v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the

Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2013, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. *

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as

published by the Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. *

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public
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License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as

published by the Free Software Foundation.'

 

1.696 aws-java-sdk-mobile 1.12.199 
1.696.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.697 jetty-security 9.4.18.v20190429 
1.697.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
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combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties
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        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
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offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
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comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================
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The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

* javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl
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These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------
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Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.

 

1.698 aws-java-sdk-lexmodelbuilding 1.12.199
1.698.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.699 hk2-utils 2.6.1 
1.699.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.
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     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.
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     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and
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     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,
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   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.
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   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.
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   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will
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   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
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   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR
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   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the
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   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notices for Eclipse GlassFish

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse GlassFish project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.glassfish

 

## Trademarks
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Eclipse GlassFish, and GlassFish are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-ha-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-logging-annotation-processor

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-shoal

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-cdi-porting-tck

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-jsftemplating

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2-extra

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-hk2

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/glassfish-fighterfish

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.
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1.700 pycurl 7.19.0 19.el7
1.700.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
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and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one
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of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (C) 2001-2008 by Kjetil Jacobsen <kjetilja at gmail.com>

Copyright (C) 2001-2008 by Markus F.X.J. Oberhumer <markus at oberhumer.com>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings
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in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.701 pygobject 3.22.0-1.el7_4.1 
1.701.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
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code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
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a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
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interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must
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   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
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directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
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distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.702 apache-commons-text 1.9 
1.702.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Text

Copyright 2014-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.703 bc 1.06.95 13.el7
1.703.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St., Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
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straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or
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   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
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which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
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this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library
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specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).
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 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc.  51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

   Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.704 aws-java-sdk-acm 1.12.199 
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1.704.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.705 shared-mime-info 1.8 5.el7
1.705.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
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countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
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 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.706 aws-java-sdk-honeycode 1.12.199 
1.706.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.707 jakarta-servlet-api 4.0.4 
1.707.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,

Copyright &#169; 2019 Eclipse Foundation. All rights reserved.<br>'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2009, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2008, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2009, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,

Copyright &#169; 2019 Eclipse Foundation. All rights reserved.<br>'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2008, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

 

1.708 jackson 2.13.2 
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1.708.1 Available under license : 
 

Camel :: Jackson

Copyright 2007-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.709 jboss-marshalling-river 2.0.11.Final 
1.709.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

# Copyright 2014 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

# as indicated by the @author tags.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

#

 

#

# River protocol provider

#

org.jboss.marshalling.river.RiverProviderDescriptor

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/org.jboss.marshalling.ProviderDescriptor

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2014 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SerializableClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverPutField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverProviderDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BasicSerializableClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BlockMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SerializableGapClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverMarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ExternalizerClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/FutureSerializableClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ClassDescriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SimpleClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BlockUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

 ~ Copyright 2014 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

 ~ as indicated by the @author tags.

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~ you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~ See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~ limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160916175_1620419533.65/0/jboss-marshalling-river-2-0-11-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jboss.marshalling/jboss-marshalling-river/pom.xml
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1.710 failureaccess 1.0.1 
1.710.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1349013147_1655879756.6643403/0/failureaccess-1-0-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/internal/InternalFutures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1349013147_1655879756.6643403/0/failureaccess-1-0-1-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/internal/InternalFutureFailureAccess.java

 

1.711 aws-java-sdk-ecr 1.12.199 
1.711.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.712 aws-java-sdk-appsync 1.12.199 
1.712.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.713 protocol-core 2.17.85 
1.713.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.714 aws-java-sdk-cloud9 1.12.199 
1.714.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.715 regions 2.17.85 
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1.715.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.716 common-utils 4.1.0 
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1.716.1 Available under license : 
The following libraries are included in packaged versions of this project:

 

* Apache ZooKeeper

* COPYRIGHT: Copyright 2009-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

* LICENSE: licenses/LICENSE.apache2.txt

* NOTICE: licenses/NOTICE.zookeeper.txt

* HOMEPAGE: http://zookeeper.apache.org/

 

* jline

* COPYRIGHT: Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

* LICENSE: licenses/LICENSE.bsd.txt

* HOMEPAGE: http://jline.sourceforge.net/

 

* SLF4J

* COPYRIGHT: Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch

* LICENSE: licenses/LICENSE.mit.txt

* HOMEPAGE: http://www.slf4j.org/

 

* ZkClient

* LICENSE: licenses/LICENSE.apache2.txt

* HOMEPAGE: https://github.com/sgroschupf/zkclient

Apache ZooKeeper

Copyright 2009-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.717 log4j-api 2.17.1 
1.717.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j 1.x Compatibility API

Copyright 1999-1969 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.718 kotlin 1.3.50 
1.718.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"kotlin.js","sources":["wrapper.js","arrayUtils.js","callableReferenceUtils.js","conversions.js","c

ore.js","long.js","markerFunctions.js","misc.js","polyfills.js","rtti.js","arrayUtils.kt","runtime/Enum.kt","primitiveC

ompanionObjects.kt","generated/_Arrays.kt","generated/_Ranges.kt","kotlin/UByte.kt","kotlin/UInt.kt","kotlin/USh

ort.kt","Ranges.kt","collections/Collections.kt","collections/Maps.kt","collections/Sets.kt","text/StringNumberConv

ersions.kt","kotlin/UnsignedUtils.kt","collections/Iterables.kt","collections/Sequences.kt","util/Preconditions.kt","ge

nerated/_ArraysJs.kt","comparisons/Comparisons.kt","kotlin/Comparator.kt","util/Standard.kt","generated/_Compar

isonsJs.kt","generated/_Collections.kt","kotlin/collections.kt","collections/Iterators.kt","generated/_Comparisons.kt"

,"generated/_Maps.kt","kotlin/ranges.kt","generated/_Sequences.kt","dummy.kt","generated/_Sets.kt","generated/_S

trings.kt","text/Strings.kt","kotlin/text/string.kt","kotlin/UByteArray.kt","kotlin/UIntArray.kt","kotlin/ULongArray.

kt","kotlin/ULong.kt","kotlin/UShortArray.kt","generated/_UArrays.kt","generated/_UCollections.kt","generated/_

UComparisons.kt","generated/_URanges.kt","generated/_USequences.kt","annotation/Annotations.kt","Collections.

kt","internal/InternalAnnotations.kt","internal/progressionUtil.kt","Iterators.kt","ProgressionIterators.kt","Progressio

ns.kt","Range.kt","reflect/KParameter.kt","reflect/KType.kt","reflect/KVariance.kt","reflect/KVisibility.kt","Unit.kt

","kotlin/builtins.kt","kotlin/jsTypeOf.kt","kotlin/kotlin.kt","kotlin/coroutines/CoroutineImpl.kt","util/Result.kt","co

routines/Continuation.kt","kotlin/coroutines/intrinsics/IntrinsicsJs.kt","kotlin/currentBeMisc.kt","kotlin/jsOperators.

kt","kotlin/math_js-v1.kt","kotlin/numbers_js-v1.kt","kotlin/text/numberConversions_js-

v1.kt","generated/_CollectionsJs.kt","generated/_StringsJs.kt","generated/_UArraysJs.kt","jquery/ui.kt","kotlin/anno

tations.kt","kotlin/annotationsJVM.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMutableCollection.kt","kotlin/collections/Abstrac

tMutableList.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMutableMap.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMutableSet.kt","kotlin/coll

ections/ArrayList.kt","kotlin/collections/ArraysJs.kt","kotlin/collections/ArraySorting.kt","kotlin/collections/Equalit

yComparator.kt","kotlin/collections/HashMap.kt","kotlin/collections/HashSet.kt","kotlin/collections/InternalHashCo

deMap.kt","kotlin/collections/InternalMap.kt","kotlin/collections/InternalStringMap.kt","kotlin/collections/LinkedH

ashMap.kt","kotlin/collections/LinkedHashSet.kt","kotlin/concurrent.kt","kotlin/console.kt","kotlin/coroutines/js/int

ernal/EmptyContinuation.kt","kotlin/coroutines/SafeContinuationJs.kt","kotlin/date.kt","kotlin/dom/Builders.kt","ko

tlin/dom/Classes.kt","text/regex/RegexExtensions.kt","text/StringBuilder.kt","kotlin/dom/Dom.kt","kotlin/dom/Eve

ntListener.kt","kotlin/dom/ItemArrayLike.kt","kotlin/dom/Mutations.kt","kotlin/dynamic.kt","kotlin/exceptions.kt",

"kotlin/exceptionUtils.kt","collections/Grouping.kt","kotlin/grouping.kt","kotlin/js.math.kt","kotlin/json.kt","kotlin/

math.kt","kotlin/numbers.kt","kotlin/promise.kt","kotlin/random/PlatformRandom.kt","kotlin/reflect/JsClass.kt","ko

tlin/reflect/KClassImpl.kt","kotlin/reflect/primitives.kt","kotlin/reflect/reflection.kt","kotlin/regexp.kt","kotlin/seque

nce.kt","kotlin/text/char.kt","kotlin/text/numberConversions.kt","kotlin/text/regex.kt","kotlin/text/stringsCode.kt","k

otlin/text/text.kt","kotlin/text/utf8Encoding.kt","kotlin/time/DurationUnit.kt","kotlin/time/formatToDecimals.kt","k
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otlin/time/MonoClock.kt","org.w3c/org.khronos.webgl.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.clipboard.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.d

om.css.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.events.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.fetch.kt","org.w3c/org.w

3c.dom.mediacapture.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.svg.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c

.files.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.notifications.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.workers.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.xhr.kt","annotations/E

xperimental.kt","annotations/ExperimentalStdlibApi.kt","annotations/Inference.kt","annotations/Multiplatform.kt","

collections/AbstractCollection.kt","collections/AbstractIterator.kt","collections/AbstractList.kt","collections/Abstrac

tMap.kt","collections/AbstractSet.kt","collections/Arrays.kt","collections/IndexedValue.kt","collections/MapAccess

ors.kt","collections/MapWithDefault.kt","collections/MutableCollections.kt","collections/ReversedViews.kt","colle

ctions/SequenceBuilder.kt","collections/SlidingWindow.kt","collections/UArraySorting.kt","contracts/ContractBuil

der.kt","coroutines/ContinuationInterceptor.kt","coroutines/CoroutineContext.kt","coroutines/CoroutineContextImpl

.kt","coroutines/intrinsics/Intrinsics.kt","experimental/bitwiseOperations.kt","experimental/inferenceMarker.kt","int

ernal/Annotations.kt","properties/Delegates.kt","properties/ObservableProperty.kt","random/Random.kt","random/

URandom.kt","random/XorWowRandom.kt","ranges/Ranges.kt","reflect/typeOf.kt","text/Char.kt","text/Indent.kt","

text/regex/MatchResult.kt","text/Typography.kt","time/Clock.kt","time/Clocks.kt","time/Duration.kt","time/Duratio

nUnit.kt","time/ExperimentalTime.kt","time/measureTime.kt","util/HashCode.kt","util/KotlinVersion.kt","util/Latei

nit.kt","util/Lazy.kt","util/Numbers.kt","util/Suspend.kt","util/Tuples.kt","kotlin/annotations/Unsigned.kt","kotlin/U

IntRange.kt","kotlin/UIterators.kt","kotlin/ULongRange.kt","kotlin/UMath.kt","kotlin/UNumbers.kt","kotlin/UProg

ressionUtil.kt","kotlin/UStrings.kt","kotlin/MathH.kt","coroutines.kt","CoroutinesLibrary.kt","coroutinesIntrinsics.k

t","ContinuationInterceptor.kt","CoroutineContext.kt","CoroutineContextImpl.kt","Coroutines.kt","Intrinsics.kt","Se

quenceBuilder.kt"],"sourcesContent":["(function (root, factory) {\r\n    if (typeof define === 'function' &&

define.amd) {\r\n        define('kotlin', ['exports'], factory);\r\n    }\r\n    else if (typeof exports === 'object') {\r\n

factory(module.exports);\r\n    }\r\n    else {\r\n        root.kotlin = {};\r\n        factory(root.kotlin);\r\n    }\r\n}(this,

function (Kotlin) {\r\n    var _ = Kotlin;\r\n\r\n    insertContent();\r\n}));\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.isBooleanArray = function

(a) {\r\n    return (Array.isArray(a) || a instanceof Int8Array) && a.$type$ ===

\"BooleanArray\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isByteArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof Int8Array && a.$type$

!== \"BooleanArray\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isShortArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof

Int16Array\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isCharArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof Uint16Array && a.$type$ ===

\"CharArray\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isIntArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof

Int32Array\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isFloatArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof

Float32Array\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isDoubleArray = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof

Float64Array\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isLongArray = function (a) {\r\n    return Array.isArray(a) && a.$type$ ===

\"LongArray\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isArray = function (a) {\r\n    return Array.isArray(a) &&

!a.$type$;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isArrayish = function (a) {\r\n    return Array.isArray(a) ||

ArrayBuffer.isView(a)\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayToString = function (a) {\r\n    var toString = Kotlin.isCharArray(a) ?

String.fromCharCode : Kotlin.toString;\r\n    return \"[\" + Array.prototype.map.call(a, function(e) { return

toString(e); }).join(\", \") + \"]\";\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayDeepToString = function (arr) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepToStringImpl(arr);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayEquals = function (a, b) {\r\n    if (a

=== b) {\r\n        return true;\r\n    }\r\n    if (!Kotlin.isArrayish(b) || a.length !== b.length) {\r\n        return false;\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    for (var i = 0, n = a.length; i < n; i++) {\r\n        if (!Kotlin.equals(a[i], b[i])) {\r\n            return false;\r\n

   }\r\n    }\r\n    return true;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayDeepEquals = function (a, b) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepEqualsImpl(a, b);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayHashCode = function (arr) {\r\n    var

result = 1;\r\n    for (var i = 0, n = arr.length; i < n; i++) {\r\n        result = ((31 * result | 0) +

Kotlin.hashCode(arr[i])) | 0;\r\n    }\r\n    return result;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.arrayDeepHashCode = function (arr) {\r\n

return Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepHashCodeImpl(arr);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.primitiveArraySort = function

(array) {\r\n    array.sort(Kotlin.doubleCompareTo)\r\n};\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license
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that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.getCallableRef = function(name, f) {\r\n

f.callableName = name;\r\n    return f;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.getPropertyCallableRef = function(name, paramCount,

getter, setter) {\r\n    getter.get = getter;\r\n    getter.set = setter;\r\n    getter.callableName = name;\r\n    return

getPropertyRefClass(getter, setter, propertyRefClassMetadataCache[paramCount]);\r\n};\r\n\r\nfunction

getPropertyRefClass(obj, setter, cache) {\r\n    obj.$metadata$ = getPropertyRefMetadata(typeof setter ===

\"function\" ? cache.mutable : cache.immutable);\r\n    obj.constructor = obj;\r\n    return obj;\r\n}\r\n\r\nvar

propertyRefClassMetadataCache = [\r\n    {\r\n        mutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function () {\r\n

      return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KMutableProperty0 }\r\n        },\r\n        immutable: { value: null,

implementedInterface: function () {\r\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KProperty0 }\r\n        }\r\n    },\r\n    {\r\n

    mutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function () {\r\n            return

Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KMutableProperty1 }\r\n        },\r\n        immutable: { value: null, implementedInterface:

function () {\r\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KProperty1 }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n];\r\n\r\nfunction

getPropertyRefMetadata(cache) {\r\n    if (cache.value === null) {\r\n        cache.value = {\r\n            interfaces:

[cache.implementedInterface()],\r\n            baseClass: null,\r\n            functions: {},\r\n            properties: {},\r\n

   types: {},\r\n            staticMembers: {}\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    return cache.value;\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.toShort =

function (a) {\r\n    return (a & 0xFFFF) << 16 >> 16;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.toByte = function (a) {\r\n    return (a &

0xFF) << 24 >> 24;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.toChar = function (a) {\r\n    return a &

0xFFFF;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToLong = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof Kotlin.Long ? a :

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(a);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToInt = function (a) {\r\n    return a instanceof Kotlin.Long

? a.toInt() : Kotlin.doubleToInt(a);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToShort = function (a) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.toShort(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToByte = function (a) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.toByte(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToDouble = function (a) {\r\n    return

+a;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.numberToChar = function (a) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.toChar(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.doubleToInt = function(a) {\r\n    if (a > 2147483647)

return 2147483647;\r\n    if (a < -2147483648) return -2147483648;\r\n    return a |

0;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.toBoxedChar = function (a) {\r\n    if (a == null) return a;\r\n    if (a instanceof

Kotlin.BoxedChar) return a;\r\n    return new Kotlin.BoxedChar(a);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.unboxChar = function(a) {\r\n

  if (a == null) return a;\r\n    return Kotlin.toChar(a);\r\n};\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.equals = function (obj1, obj2) {\r\n    if (obj1

== null) {\r\n        return obj2 == null;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (obj2 == null) {\r\n        return false;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if

(obj1 !== obj1) {\r\n        return obj2 !== obj2;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (typeof obj1 === \"object\" && typeof obj1.equals

=== \"function\") {\r\n        return obj1.equals(obj2);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (typeof obj1 === \"number\" && typeof obj2

=== \"number\") {\r\n        return obj1 === obj2 && (obj1 !== 0 || 1 / obj1 === 1 / obj2)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return obj1

=== obj2;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.hashCode = function (obj) {\r\n    if (obj == null) {\r\n        return 0;\r\n    }\r\n    var

objType = typeof obj;\r\n    if (\"object\" === objType) {\r\n        return \"function\" === typeof obj.hashCode ?

obj.hashCode() : getObjectHashCode(obj);\r\n    }\r\n    if (\"function\" === objType) {\r\n        return

getObjectHashCode(obj);\r\n    }\r\n    if (\"number\" === objType) {\r\n        return

Kotlin.numberHashCode(obj);\r\n    }\r\n    if (\"boolean\" === objType) {\r\n        return Number(obj)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

  var str = String(obj);\r\n    return getStringHashCode(str);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\nKotlin.toString = function (o) {\r\n    if (o

== null) {\r\n        return \"null\";\r\n    }\r\n    else if (Kotlin.isArrayish(o)) {\r\n        return \"[...]\";\r\n    }\r\n    else

{\r\n        return o.toString();\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\n/** @const */\r\nvar POW_2_32 = 4294967296;\r\n// TODO:

consider switching to Symbol type once we are on ES6.\r\n/** @const */\r\nvar

OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME = \"kotlinHashCodeValue$\";\r\n\r\nfunction

getObjectHashCode(obj) {\r\n    if (!(OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME in obj)) {\r\n        var hash =

(Math.random() * POW_2_32) | 0; // Make 32-bit singed integer.\r\n        Object.defineProperty(obj,
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OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME, { value:  hash, enumerable: false });\r\n    }\r\n    return

obj[OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME];\r\n}\r\n\r\nfunction getStringHashCode(str) {\r\n    var hash =

0;\r\n    for (var i = 0; i < str.length; i++) {\r\n        var code  = str.charCodeAt(i);\r\n        hash  = (hash * 31 + code) |

0; // Keep it 32-bit.\r\n    }\r\n    return hash;\r\n}\r\n\r\nKotlin.identityHashCode = getObjectHashCode;\r\n","/*\r\n

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source

code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n//

Copyright 2009 The Closure Library Authors. All Rights Reserved.\r\n//\r\n// Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n// You may

obtain a copy of the License at\r\n//\r\n//      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n//\r\n// Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n// distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS-IS\"

BASIS,\r\n// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Constructs a 64-bit two's-complement integer, given its low and high 32-bit\r\n * values as

*signed* integers.  See the from* functions below for more\r\n * convenient ways of constructing Longs.\r\n *\r\n *

The internal representation of a long is the two given signed, 32-bit values.\r\n * We use 32-bit pieces because these

are the size of integers on which\r\n * Javascript performs bit-operations.  For operations like addition and\r\n *

multiplication, we split each number into 16-bit pieces, which can easily be\r\n * multiplied within Javascript's

floating-point representation without overflow\r\n * or change in sign.\r\n *\r\n * In the algorithms below, we

frequently reduce the negative case to the\r\n * positive case by negating the input(s) and then post-processing the

result.\r\n * Note that we must ALWAYS check specially whether those values are MIN_VALUE\r\n * (-2^63)

because -MIN_VALUE == MIN_VALUE (since 2^63 cannot be represented as\r\n * a positive number, it

overflows back into a negative).  Not handling this\r\n * case would often result in infinite recursion.\r\n *\r\n *

@param {number} low  The low (signed) 32 bits of the long.\r\n * @param {number} high  The high (signed) 32

bits of the long.\r\n * @constructor\r\n * @final\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long = function(low, high) {\r\n  /**\r\n   * @type

{number}\r\n   * @private\r\n   */\r\n  this.low_ = low | 0;  // force into 32 signed bits.\r\n\r\n  /**\r\n   * @type

{number}\r\n   * @private\r\n   */\r\n  this.high_ = high | 0;  // force into 32 signed

bits.\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.$metadata$ = {\r\n    kind: \"class\",\r\n    simpleName: \"Long\",\r\n

interfaces:[]\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n// NOTE: Common constant values ZERO, ONE, NEG_ONE, etc. are defined below

the\r\n// from* methods on which they depend.\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A cache of the Long representations of small

integer values.\r\n * @type {!Object}\r\n * @private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.IntCache_ = {};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a Long representing the given (32-bit) integer value.\r\n * @param {number} value The 32-bit integer in

question.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.fromInt =

function(value) {\r\n  if (-128 <= value && value < 128) {\r\n    var cachedObj = Kotlin.Long.IntCache_[value];\r\n

 if (cachedObj) {\r\n      return cachedObj;\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  var obj = new Kotlin.Long(value | 0, value < 0 ? -1 :

0);\r\n  if (-128 <= value && value < 128) {\r\n    Kotlin.Long.IntCache_[value] = obj;\r\n  }\r\n  return

obj;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this number value to `Long`.\r\n * The fractional part, if any, is rounded

down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Double` value is `NaN`, `Long.MIN_VALUE` if it's less than

`Long.MIN_VALUE`,\r\n * `Long.MAX_VALUE` if it's bigger than `Long.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n * @param

{number} value The number in question.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.fromNumber = function(value) {\r\n  if (isNaN(value)) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  }

else if (value <= -Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;\r\n  } else if

(value + 1 >= Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.MAX_VALUE;\r\n  } else if (value <

0) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(-value).negate();\r\n  } else {\r\n    return new Kotlin.Long(\r\n

(value % Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_) | 0,\r\n        (value / Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_) | 0);\r\n

}\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a Long representing the 64-bit integer that comes by concatenating\r\n * the given

high and low bits.  Each is assumed to use 32 bits.\r\n * @param {number} lowBits The low 32-bits.\r\n * @param

{number} highBits The high 32-bits.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.fromBits = function(lowBits, highBits) {\r\n  return new Kotlin.Long(lowBits,

highBits);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a Long representation of the given string, written using the given\r\n *
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radix.\r\n * @param {string} str The textual representation of the Long.\r\n * @param {number=} opt_radix The

radix in which the text is written.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.fromString = function(str, opt_radix) {\r\n  if (str.length == 0) {\r\n    throw Error('number format

error: empty string');\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  var radix = opt_radix || 10;\r\n  if (radix < 2 || 36 < radix) {\r\n    throw

Error('radix out of range: ' + radix);\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if (str.charAt(0) == '-') {\r\n    return

Kotlin.Long.fromString(str.substring(1), radix).negate();\r\n  } else if (str.indexOf('-') >= 0) {\r\n    throw

Error('number format error: interior \"-\" character: ' + str);\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // Do several (8) digits each time through

the loop, so as to\r\n  // minimize the calls to the very expensive emulated div.\r\n  var radixToPower =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, 8));\r\n\r\n  var result = Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  for (var i = 0; i <

str.length; i += 8) {\r\n    var size = Math.min(8, str.length - i);\r\n    var value = parseInt(str.substring(i, i + size),

radix);\r\n    if (size < 8) {\r\n      var power = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, size));\r\n      result =

result.multiply(power).add(Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(value));\r\n    } else {\r\n      result =

result.multiply(radixToPower);\r\n      result = result.add(Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(value));\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n  return

result;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n// NOTE: the compiler should inline these constant values below and then remove\r\n// these

variables, so there should be no runtime penalty for these.\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Number used repeated below in

calculations.  This must appear before the\r\n * first call to any from* function below.\r\n * @type {number}\r\n *

@private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_ = 1 << 16;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n *

@private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_DBL_ = 1 << 24;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n *

@private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n * @private\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_31_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ / 2;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type

{number}\r\n * @private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_48_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_

* Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n * @private\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_64_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_;\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {number}\r\n * @private\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_ =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_64_DBL_ / 2;\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @type

{!Kotlin.Long} */\r\nKotlin.Long.ZERO = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(0);\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.ONE = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(1);\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.NEG_ONE = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(-1);\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.MAX_VALUE =\r\n    Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0xFFFFFFFF | 0, 0x7FFFFFFF | 0);\r\n\r\n\r\n/**

@type {!Kotlin.Long} */\r\nKotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE = Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0, 0x80000000 |

0);\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @type {!Kotlin.Long}\r\n * @private\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_ =

Kotlin.Long.fromInt(1 << 24);\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number} The value, assuming it is a 32-bit integer.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toInt = function() {\r\n  return this.low_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number} The

closest floating-point representation to this value. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toNumber = function() {\r\n  return

this.high_ * Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ +\r\n         this.getLowBitsUnsigned();\r\n};\r\n\r\n/** @return

{number} The 32-bit hashCode of this value. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.hashCode = function() {\r\n  return

this.high_ ^ this.low_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {number=} opt_radix The radix in which the text should be

written.\r\n * @return {string} The textual representation of this value.\r\n * @override\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toString = function(opt_radix) {\r\n  var radix = opt_radix || 10;\r\n  if (radix < 2 || 36 <

radix) {\r\n    throw Error('radix out of range: ' + radix);\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if (this.isZero()) {\r\n    return '0';\r\n  }\r\n\r\n

if (this.isNegative()) {\r\n    if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n      // We need to change the Long

value before it can be negated, so we remove\r\n      // the bottom-most digit in this base and then recurse to do the

rest.\r\n      var radixLong = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(radix);\r\n      var div = this.div(radixLong);\r\n      var rem =

div.multiply(radixLong).subtract(this);\r\n      return div.toString(radix) + rem.toInt().toString(radix);\r\n    } else

{\r\n      return '-' + this.negate().toString(radix);\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // Do several (6) digits each time through the

loop, so as to\r\n  // minimize the calls to the very expensive emulated div.\r\n  var radixToPower =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, 6));\r\n\r\n  var rem = this;\r\n  var result = '';\r\n  while (true) {\r\n    var
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remDiv = rem.div(radixToPower);\r\n    var intval = rem.subtract(remDiv.multiply(radixToPower)).toInt();\r\n    var

digits = intval.toString(radix);\r\n\r\n    rem = remDiv;\r\n    if (rem.isZero()) {\r\n      return digits + result;\r\n    }

else {\r\n      while (digits.length < 6) {\r\n        digits = '0' + digits;\r\n      }\r\n      result = '' + digits + result;\r\n

}\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number} The high 32-bits as a signed value.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getHighBits = function() {\r\n  return this.high_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number}

The low 32-bits as a signed value. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getLowBits = function() {\r\n  return

this.low_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {number} The low 32-bits as an unsigned value.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getLowBitsUnsigned = function() {\r\n  return (this.low_ >= 0) ?\r\n      this.low_ :

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ + this.low_;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @return {number} Returns the number of

bits needed to represent the absolute\r\n *     value of this Long.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getNumBitsAbs =

function() {\r\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\r\n    if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n      return 64;\r\n

 } else {\r\n      return this.negate().getNumBitsAbs();\r\n    }\r\n  } else {\r\n    var val = this.high_ != 0 ? this.high_ :

this.low_;\r\n    for (var bit = 31; bit > 0; bit--) {\r\n      if ((val & (1 << bit)) != 0) {\r\n        break;\r\n      }\r\n    }\r\n

  return this.high_ != 0 ? bit + 33 : bit + 1;\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {boolean} Whether this value is zero.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isZero = function() {\r\n  return this.high_ == 0 && this.low_ == 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**

@return {boolean} Whether this value is negative. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isNegative = function() {\r\n  return

this.high_ < 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {boolean} Whether this value is odd. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isOdd

= function() {\r\n  return (this.low_ & 1) == 1;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to

compare against.\r\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long equals the other.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.equalsLong = function(other) {\r\n  return (this.high_ == other.high_) && (this.low_ ==

other.low_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\r\n * @return

{boolean} Whether this Long does not equal the other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.notEqualsLong =

function(other) {\r\n  return (this.high_ != other.high_) || (this.low_ != other.low_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\r\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is less than the other.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.lessThan = function(other) {\r\n  return this.compare(other) < 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

@param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\r\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is less than or

equal to the other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.lessThanOrEqual = function(other) {\r\n  return

this.compare(other) <= 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\r\n *

@return {boolean} Whether this Long is greater than the other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.greaterThan =

function(other) {\r\n  return this.compare(other) > 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to

compare against.\r\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is greater than or equal to the other.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.greaterThanOrEqual = function(other) {\r\n  return this.compare(other) >=

0;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Compares this Long with the given one.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to

compare against.\r\n * @return {number} 0 if they are the same, 1 if the this is greater, and -1\r\n *     if the given

one is greater.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.compare = function(other) {\r\n  if (this.equalsLong(other)) {\r\n

return 0;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  var thisNeg = this.isNegative();\r\n  var otherNeg = other.isNegative();\r\n  if (thisNeg &&

!otherNeg) {\r\n    return -1;\r\n  }\r\n  if (!thisNeg && otherNeg) {\r\n    return 1;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // at this point, the

signs are the same, so subtraction will not overflow\r\n  if (this.subtract(other).isNegative()) {\r\n    return -1;\r\n  }

else {\r\n    return 1;\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {!Kotlin.Long} The negation of this value.

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.negate = function() {\r\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;\r\n  } else {\r\n    return this.not().add(Kotlin.Long.ONE);\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns the sum of this and the given Long.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to add to this one.\r\n *

@return {!Kotlin.Long} The sum of this and the given Long.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.add = function(other)

{\r\n  // Divide each number into 4 chunks of 16 bits, and then sum the chunks.\r\n\r\n  var a48 = this.high_ >>>

16;\r\n  var a32 = this.high_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n  var a16 = this.low_ >>> 16;\r\n  var a00 = this.low_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n\r\n

var b48 = other.high_ >>> 16;\r\n  var b32 = other.high_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n  var b16 = other.low_ >>> 16;\r\n  var b00

= other.low_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n\r\n  var c48 = 0, c32 = 0, c16 = 0, c00 = 0;\r\n  c00 += a00 + b00;\r\n  c16 += c00 >>>

16;\r\n  c00 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c16 += a16 + b16;\r\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\r\n  c16 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c32 += a32 +
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b32;\r\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\r\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c48 += a48 + b48;\r\n  c48 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits((c16 << 16) | c00, (c48 << 16) | c32);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the difference of this

and the given Long.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to subtract from this.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long}

The difference of this and the given Long.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.subtract = function(other) {\r\n  return

this.add(other.negate());\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the product of this and the given long.\r\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other Long to multiply with this.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The product of this and the other.\r\n

*/\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.multiply = function(other) {\r\n  if (this.isZero()) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n

} else if (other.isZero()) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if

(this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    return other.isOdd() ? Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE :

Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  } else if (other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    return this.isOdd() ?

Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE : Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\r\n    if (other.isNegative())

{\r\n      return this.negate().multiply(other.negate());\r\n    } else {\r\n      return

this.negate().multiply(other).negate();\r\n    }\r\n  } else if (other.isNegative()) {\r\n    return

this.multiply(other.negate()).negate();\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // If both longs are small, use float multiplication\r\n  if

(this.lessThan(Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_) &&\r\n      other.lessThan(Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_)) {\r\n

return Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(this.toNumber() * other.toNumber());\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // Divide each long into 4

chunks of 16 bits, and then add up 4x4 products.\r\n  // We can skip products that would overflow.\r\n\r\n  var a48 =

this.high_ >>> 16;\r\n  var a32 = this.high_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n  var a16 = this.low_ >>> 16;\r\n  var a00 = this.low_ &

0xFFFF;\r\n\r\n  var b48 = other.high_ >>> 16;\r\n  var b32 = other.high_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n  var b16 = other.low_ >>>

16;\r\n  var b00 = other.low_ & 0xFFFF;\r\n\r\n  var c48 = 0, c32 = 0, c16 = 0, c00 = 0;\r\n  c00 += a00 * b00;\r\n

c16 += c00 >>> 16;\r\n  c00 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c16 += a16 * b00;\r\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\r\n  c16 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n

c16 += a00 * b16;\r\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\r\n  c16 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c32 += a32 * b00;\r\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\r\n

c32 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c32 += a16 * b16;\r\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\r\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c32 += a00 * b32;\r\n

c48 += c32 >>> 16;\r\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\r\n  c48 += a48 * b00 + a32 * b16 + a16 * b32 + a00 * b48;\r\n  c48 &=

0xFFFF;\r\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits((c16 << 16) | c00, (c48 << 16) | c32);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this

Long divided by the given one.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long by which to divide.\r\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} This Long divided by the given one.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.div = function(other) {\r\n  if

(other.isZero()) {\r\n    throw Error('division by zero');\r\n  } else if (this.isZero()) {\r\n    return

Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    if

(other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.ONE) ||\r\n        other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE)) {\r\n      return

Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;  // recall that -MIN_VALUE == MIN_VALUE\r\n    } else if

(other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.ONE;\r\n    } else {\r\n      // At this

point, we have |other| >= 2, so |this/other| < |MIN_VALUE|.\r\n      var halfThis = this.shiftRight(1);\r\n      var

approx = halfThis.div(other).shiftLeft(1);\r\n      if (approx.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.ZERO)) {\r\n        return

other.isNegative() ? Kotlin.Long.ONE : Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE;\r\n      } else {\r\n        var rem =

this.subtract(other.multiply(approx));\r\n        var result = approx.add(rem.div(other));\r\n        return result;\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n  } else if (other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\r\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n

}\r\n\r\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\r\n    if (other.isNegative()) {\r\n      return this.negate().div(other.negate());\r\n    }

else {\r\n      return this.negate().div(other).negate();\r\n    }\r\n  } else if (other.isNegative()) {\r\n    return

this.div(other.negate()).negate();\r\n  }\r\n\r\n  // Repeat the following until the remainder is less than other:  find

a\r\n  // floating-point that approximates remainder / other *from below*, add this\r\n  // into the result, and subtract

it from the remainder.  It is critical that\r\n  // the approximate value is less than or equal to the real value so that

the\r\n  // remainder never becomes negative.\r\n  var res = Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\r\n  var rem = this;\r\n  while

(rem.greaterThanOrEqual(other)) {\r\n    // Approximate the result of division. This may be a little greater or\r\n    //

smaller than the actual value.\r\n    var approx = Math.max(1, Math.floor(rem.toNumber() /

other.toNumber()));\r\n\r\n    // We will tweak the approximate result by changing it in the 48-th digit or\r\n    // the

smallest non-fractional digit, whichever is larger.\r\n    var log2 = Math.ceil(Math.log(approx) / Math.LN2);\r\n

var delta = (log2 <= 48) ? 1 : Math.pow(2, log2 - 48);\r\n\r\n    // Decrease the approximation until it is smaller than
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the remainder.  Note\r\n    // that if it is too large, the product overflows and is negative.\r\n    var approxRes =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(approx);\r\n    var approxRem = approxRes.multiply(other);\r\n    while

(approxRem.isNegative() || approxRem.greaterThan(rem)) {\r\n      approx -= delta;\r\n      approxRes =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(approx);\r\n      approxRem = approxRes.multiply(other);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // We know the

answer can't be zero... and actually, zero would cause\r\n    // infinite recursion since we would make no

progress.\r\n    if (approxRes.isZero()) {\r\n      approxRes = Kotlin.Long.ONE;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    res =

res.add(approxRes);\r\n    rem = rem.subtract(approxRem);\r\n  }\r\n  return res;\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this

Long modulo the given one.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long by which to mod.\r\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} This Long modulo the given one.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.modulo = function(other) {\r\n

return this.subtract(this.div(other).multiply(other));\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/** @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-NOT of

this value. */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.not = function() {\r\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(~this.low_,

~this.high_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the bitwise-AND of this Long and the given one.\r\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to AND.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-AND of this and the

other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.and = function(other) {\r\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ &

other.low_,\r\n                                 this.high_ & other.high_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the bitwise-OR of

this Long and the given one.\r\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to OR.\r\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-OR of this and the other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.or = function(other) {\r\n

return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ | other.low_,\r\n                                 this.high_ |

other.high_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the bitwise-XOR of this Long and the given one.\r\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to XOR.\r\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-XOR of this and the

other.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.xor = function(other) {\r\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ ^

other.low_,\r\n                                 this.high_ ^ other.high_);\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this Long with bits

shifted to the left by the given amount.\r\n * @param {number} numBits The number of bits by which to shift.\r\n *

@return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the left by the given amount.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftLeft =

function(numBits) {\r\n  numBits &= 63;\r\n  if (numBits == 0) {\r\n    return this;\r\n  } else {\r\n    var low =

this.low_;\r\n    if (numBits < 32) {\r\n      var high = this.high_;\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\r\n          low

<< numBits,\r\n          (high << numBits) | (low >>> (32 - numBits)));\r\n    } else {\r\n      return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0, low << (numBits - 32));\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this Long with bits

shifted to the right by the given amount.\r\n * @param {number} numBits The number of bits by which to shift.\r\n

* @return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the right by the given amount.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftRight =

function(numBits) {\r\n  numBits &= 63;\r\n  if (numBits == 0) {\r\n    return this;\r\n  } else {\r\n    var high =

this.high_;\r\n    if (numBits < 32) {\r\n      var low = this.low_;\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\r\n          (low

>>> numBits) | (high << (32 - numBits)),\r\n          high >> numBits);\r\n    } else {\r\n      return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\r\n          high >> (numBits - 32),\r\n          high >= 0 ? 0 : -1);\r\n    }\r\n

}\r\n};\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this Long with bits shifted to the right by the given amount, with\r\n * zeros

placed into the new leading bits.\r\n * @param {number} numBits The number of bits by which to shift.\r\n *

@return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the right by the given amount, with\r\n *     zeros placed into the new

leading bits.\r\n */\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftRightUnsigned = function(numBits) {\r\n  numBits &= 63;\r\n  if

(numBits == 0) {\r\n    return this;\r\n  } else {\r\n    var high = this.high_;\r\n    if (numBits < 32) {\r\n      var low =

this.low_;\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\r\n          (low >>> numBits) | (high << (32 - numBits)),\r\n          high

>>> numBits);\r\n    } else if (numBits == 32) {\r\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(high, 0);\r\n    } else {\r\n

return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(high >>> (numBits - 32), 0);\r\n    }\r\n  }\r\n};\r\n\r\n// Support for

Kotlin\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.equals = function (other) {\r\n    return other instanceof Kotlin.Long &&

this.equalsLong(other);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.compareTo_11rb$ =

Kotlin.Long.prototype.compare;\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.inc = function() {\r\n    return

this.add(Kotlin.Long.ONE);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.dec = function() {\r\n    return

this.add(Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.valueOf = function() {\r\n    return

this.toNumber();\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.unaryPlus = function() {\r\n    return
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this;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.unaryMinus = Kotlin.Long.prototype.negate;\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.inv =

Kotlin.Long.prototype.not;\r\n\r\nKotlin.Long.prototype.rangeTo = function (other) {\r\n    return new

Kotlin.kotlin.ranges.LongRange(this, other);\r\n};","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can

be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * @param {string} id\r\n * @param {Object}

declaration\r\n */\r\nKotlin.defineModule = function (id, declaration) {\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.defineInlineFunction =

function(tag, fun) {\r\n    return fun;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.wrapFunction = function(fun) {\r\n    var f = function() {\r\n

    f = fun();\r\n        return f.apply(this, arguments);\r\n    };\r\n    return function() {\r\n        return f.apply(this,

arguments);\r\n    };\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isTypeOf = function(type) {\r\n    return function (object) {\r\n        return

typeof object === type;\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isInstanceOf = function (klass) {\r\n    return function (object)

{\r\n        return Kotlin.isType(object, klass);\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.orNull = function (fn) {\r\n    return function

(object) {\r\n        return object == null || fn(object);\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.andPredicate = function (a, b) {\r\n

return function (object) {\r\n        return a(object) && b(object);\r\n    }\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.kotlinModuleMetadata =

function (abiVersion, moduleName, data) {\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.suspendCall = function(value) {\r\n    return

value;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.coroutineResult = function(qualifier) {\r\n

throwMarkerError();\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.coroutineController = function(qualifier) {\r\n

throwMarkerError();\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.coroutineReceiver = function(qualifier) {\r\n

throwMarkerError();\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.setCoroutineResult = function(value, qualifier) {\r\n

throwMarkerError();\r\n};\r\n\r\nfunction throwMarkerError() {\r\n    throw new Error(\r\n        \"This marker

function should never been called. \" +\r\n        \"Looks like compiler did not eliminate it properly. \" +\r\n

\"Please, report an issue if you caught this exception.\");\r\n}\r\n\r\nKotlin.getFunctionById = function(id,

defaultValue) {\r\n    return function() {\r\n        return defaultValue;\r\n    }\r\n};","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.compareTo = function (a,

b) {\r\n    var typeA = typeof a;\r\n    if (typeA === \"number\") {\r\n        if (typeof b === \"number\") {\r\n

return Kotlin.doubleCompareTo(a, b);\r\n        }\r\n        return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a, b);\r\n    }\r\n    if

(typeA === \"string\" || typeA === \"boolean\") {\r\n        return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a, b);\r\n    }\r\n

return a.compareTo_11rb$(b);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.primitiveCompareTo = function (a, b) {\r\n    return a < b ? -1 : a >

b ? 1 : 0;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.doubleCompareTo = function (a, b) {\r\n    if (a < b) return -1;\r\n    if (a > b) return

1;\r\n\r\n    if (a === b) {\r\n        if (a !== 0) return 0;\r\n\r\n        var ia = 1 / a;\r\n        return ia === 1 / b ? 0 : (ia <

0 ? -1 : 1);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return a !== a ? (b !== b ? 0 : 1) : -1\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.charInc = function (value) {\r\n

return Kotlin.toChar(value+1);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.charDec = function (value) {\r\n    return Kotlin.toChar(value-

1);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.imul = Math.imul || imul;\r\n\r\nKotlin.imulEmulated = imul;\r\n\r\nfunction imul(a, b) {\r\n

return ((a & 0xffff0000) * (b & 0xffff) + (a & 0xffff) * (b | 0)) | 0;\r\n}\r\n\r\n(function() {\r\n    var buf = new

ArrayBuffer(8);\r\n    var bufFloat64 = new Float64Array(buf);\r\n    var bufFloat32 = new Float32Array(buf);\r\n

var bufInt32 = new Int32Array(buf);\r\n    var lowIndex = 0;\r\n    var highIndex = 1;\r\n\r\n    bufFloat64[0] = -1; //

bff00000_00000000\r\n    if (bufInt32[lowIndex] !== 0) {\r\n        lowIndex = 1;\r\n        highIndex = 0;\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.doubleToBits = function(value) {\r\n        return Kotlin.doubleToRawBits(isNaN(value) ? NaN :

value);\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.doubleToRawBits = function(value) {\r\n        bufFloat64[0] = value;\r\n        return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(bufInt32[lowIndex], bufInt32[highIndex]);\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.doubleFromBits =

function(value) {\r\n        bufInt32[lowIndex] = value.low_;\r\n        bufInt32[highIndex] = value.high_;\r\n

return bufFloat64[0];\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.floatToBits = function(value) {\r\n        return

Kotlin.floatToRawBits(isNaN(value) ? NaN : value);\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.floatToRawBits = function(value) {\r\n

      bufFloat32[0] = value;\r\n        return bufInt32[0];\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.floatFromBits = function(value) {\r\n

    bufInt32[0] = value;\r\n        return bufFloat32[0];\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    // returns zero value for number with positive

sign bit and non-zero value for number with negative sign bit.\r\n    Kotlin.doubleSignBit = function(value) {\r\n

bufFloat64[0] = value;\r\n        return bufInt32[highIndex] & 0x80000000;\r\n    };\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.numberHashCode

= function(obj) {\r\n        if ((obj | 0) === obj) {\r\n            return obj | 0;\r\n        }\r\n        else {\r\n
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bufFloat64[0] = obj;\r\n            return (bufInt32[highIndex] * 31 | 0) + bufInt32[lowIndex] | 0;\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n})();\r\n\r\nKotlin.ensureNotNull = function(x) {\r\n    return x != null ? x :

Kotlin.throwNPE();\r\n};\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nif (typeof String.prototype.startsWith === \"undefined\") {\r\n

String.prototype.startsWith = function(searchString, position) {\r\n        position = position || 0;\r\n        return

this.lastIndexOf(searchString, position) === position;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\nif (typeof String.prototype.endsWith ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n    String.prototype.endsWith = function(searchString, position) {\r\n        var subjectString =

this.toString();\r\n        if (position === undefined || position > subjectString.length) {\r\n            position =

subjectString.length;\r\n        }\r\n        position -= searchString.length;\r\n        var lastIndex =

subjectString.indexOf(searchString, position);\r\n        return lastIndex !== -1 && lastIndex === position;\r\n

};\r\n}\r\n// ES6 Math polyfills\r\nif (typeof Math.sign === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.sign = function(x) {\r\n

x = +x; // convert to a number\r\n        if (x === 0 || isNaN(x)) {\r\n            return Number(x);\r\n        }\r\n

return x > 0 ? 1 : -1;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\nif (typeof Math.trunc === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.trunc = function(x) {\r\n

   if (isNaN(x)) {\r\n            return NaN;\r\n        }\r\n        if (x > 0) {\r\n            return Math.floor(x);\r\n        }\r\n

 return Math.ceil(x);\r\n    };\r\n}\r\n\r\n(function() {\r\n    var epsilon = 2.220446049250313E-16;\r\n    var

taylor_2_bound = Math.sqrt(epsilon);\r\n    var taylor_n_bound = Math.sqrt(taylor_2_bound);\r\n    var

upper_taylor_2_bound = 1/taylor_2_bound;\r\n    var upper_taylor_n_bound = 1/taylor_n_bound;\r\n\r\n    if (typeof

Math.sinh === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.sinh = function(x) {\r\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\r\n

              var result = x;\r\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\r\n                    result += (x * x * x) / 6;\r\n

             }\r\n                return result;\r\n            } else {\r\n                var y = Math.exp(x);\r\n                var y1 = 1 /

y;\r\n                if (!isFinite(y)) return Math.exp(x - Math.LN2);\r\n                if (!isFinite(y1)) return -Math.exp(-x -

Math.LN2);\r\n                return (y - y1) / 2;\r\n            }\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof Math.cosh ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.cosh = function(x) {\r\n            var y = Math.exp(x);\r\n            var y1 = 1 / y;\r\n

 if (!isFinite(y) || !isFinite(y1)) return Math.exp(Math.abs(x) - Math.LN2);\r\n            return (y + y1) / 2;\r\n

};\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (typeof Math.tanh === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.tanh = function(x){\r\n            if

(Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\r\n                var result = x;\r\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\r\n

               result -= (x * x * x) / 3;\r\n                }\r\n                return result;\r\n            }\r\n            else {\r\n

var a = Math.exp(+x), b = Math.exp(-x);\r\n                return a === Infinity ? 1 : b === Infinity ? -1 : (a - b) / (a +

b);\r\n            }\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Inverse hyperbolic function implementations derived from boost special

math functions,\r\n    // Copyright Eric Ford & Hubert Holin 2001.\r\n\r\n    if (typeof Math.asinh === \"undefined\")

{\r\n        var asinh = function(x) {\r\n            if (x >= +taylor_n_bound)\r\n            {\r\n                if (x >

upper_taylor_n_bound)\r\n                {\r\n                    if (x > upper_taylor_2_bound)\r\n                    {\r\n

    // approximation by laurent series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 0\r\n                        return Math.log(x) +

Math.LN2;\r\n                    }\r\n                    else\r\n                    {\r\n                        // approximation by laurent

series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 1\r\n                        return Math.log(x * 2 + (1 / (x * 2)));\r\n                    }\r\n

        }\r\n                else\r\n                {\r\n                    return Math.log(x + Math.sqrt(x * x + 1));\r\n                }\r\n

       }\r\n            else if (x <= -taylor_n_bound)\r\n            {\r\n                return -asinh(-x);\r\n            }\r\n

else\r\n            {\r\n                // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 2\r\n                var result = x;\r\n

            if (Math.abs(x) >= taylor_2_bound)\r\n                {\r\n                    var x3 = x * x * x;\r\n                    //

approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\r\n                    result -= x3 / 6;\r\n                }\r\n

return result;\r\n            }\r\n        };\r\n        Math.asinh = asinh;\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof Math.acosh ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.acosh = function(x) {\r\n            if (x < 1)\r\n            {\r\n                return NaN;\r\n

    }\r\n            else if (x - 1 >= taylor_n_bound)\r\n            {\r\n                if (x > upper_taylor_2_bound)\r\n

{\r\n                    // approximation by laurent series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 0\r\n                    return Math.log(x)

+ Math.LN2;\r\n                }\r\n                else\r\n                {\r\n                    return Math.log(x + Math.sqrt(x * x -

1));\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            else\r\n            {\r\n                var y = Math.sqrt(x - 1);\r\n                //

approximation by taylor series in y at 0 up to order 2\r\n                var result = y;\r\n                if (y >=
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taylor_2_bound)\r\n                {\r\n                    var y3 = y * y * y;\r\n                    // approximation by taylor series in

y at 0 up to order 4\r\n                    result -= y3 / 12;\r\n                }\r\n\r\n                return Math.sqrt(2) * result;\r\n

       }\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof Math.atanh === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.atanh = function(x) {\r\n

 if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\r\n                var result = x;\r\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound)

{\r\n                    result += (x * x * x) / 3;\r\n                }\r\n                return result;\r\n            }\r\n            return

Math.log((1 + x) / (1 - x)) / 2;\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof Math.log1p === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.log1p

= function(x) {\r\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\r\n                var x2 = x * x;\r\n                var x3 = x2

* x;\r\n                var x4 = x3 * x;\r\n                // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\r\n

return (-x4 / 4 + x3 / 3 - x2 / 2 + x);\r\n            }\r\n            return Math.log(x + 1);\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n    if (typeof

Math.expm1 === \"undefined\") {\r\n        Math.expm1 = function(x) {\r\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound)

{\r\n                var x2 = x * x;\r\n                var x3 = x2 * x;\r\n                var x4 = x3 * x;\r\n                //

approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\r\n                return (x4 / 24 + x3 / 6 + x2 / 2 + x);\r\n

}\r\n            return Math.exp(x) - 1;\r\n        };\r\n    }\r\n})();\r\nif (typeof Math.hypot === \"undefined\") {\r\n

Math.hypot = function() {\r\n        var y = 0;\r\n        var length = arguments.length;\r\n\r\n        for (var i = 0; i <

length; i++) {\r\n            if (arguments[i] === Infinity || arguments[i] === -Infinity) {\r\n                return Infinity;\r\n

          }\r\n            y += arguments[i] * arguments[i];\r\n        }\r\n        return Math.sqrt(y);\r\n    };\r\n}\r\nif (typeof

Math.log10 === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.log10 = function(x) {\r\n        return Math.log(x) * Math.LOG10E;\r\n

};\r\n}\r\nif (typeof Math.log2 === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.log2 = function(x) {\r\n        return Math.log(x) *

Math.LOG2E;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\nif (typeof Math.clz32 === \"undefined\") {\r\n    Math.clz32 = (function(log, LN2)

{\r\n        return function(x) {\r\n            var asUint = x >>> 0;\r\n            if (asUint === 0) {\r\n                return

32;\r\n            }\r\n            return 31 - (log(asUint) / LN2 | 0) | 0; // the \"| 0\" acts like math.floor\r\n        };\r\n

})(Math.log, Math.LN2);\r\n}\r\n\r\n// For HtmlUnit and PhantomJs\r\nif (typeof ArrayBuffer.isView ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n    ArrayBuffer.isView = function(a) {\r\n        return a != null && a.__proto__ != null &&

a.__proto__.__proto__ === Int8Array.prototype.__proto__;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\n\r\nif (typeof Array.prototype.fill ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n    // Polyfill from https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Array/fill#Polyfill\r\n    Array.prototype.fill = function() {\r\n

 // Steps 1-2.\r\n      if (this == null) {\r\n        throw new TypeError('this is null or not defined');\r\n      }\r\n\r\n

var O = Object(this);\r\n\r\n      // Steps 3-5.\r\n      var len = O.length >>> 0;\r\n\r\n      // Steps 6-7.\r\n      var start =

arguments[1];\r\n      var relativeStart = start >> 0;\r\n\r\n      // Step 8.\r\n      var k = relativeStart < 0 ?\r\n

Math.max(len + relativeStart, 0) :\r\n        Math.min(relativeStart, len);\r\n\r\n      // Steps 9-10.\r\n      var end =

arguments[2];\r\n      var relativeEnd = end === undefined ?\r\n        len : end >> 0;\r\n\r\n      // Step 11.\r\n      var

final = relativeEnd < 0 ?\r\n        Math.max(len + relativeEnd, 0) :\r\n        Math.min(relativeEnd, len);\r\n\r\n      //

Step 12.\r\n      while (k < final) {\r\n        O[k] = value;\r\n        k++;\r\n      }\r\n\r\n      // Step 13.\r\n      return

O;\r\n    };\r\n}\r\n\r\n(function() {\r\n    function normalizeOffset(offset, length) {\r\n        if (offset < 0) return

Math.max(0, offset + length);\r\n        return Math.min(offset, length);\r\n    }\r\n    function typedArraySlice(begin,

end) {\r\n        if (typeof end === \"undefined\") {\r\n            end = this.length;\r\n        }\r\n        begin =

normalizeOffset(begin || 0, this.length);\r\n        end = Math.max(begin, normalizeOffset(end, this.length));\r\n

return new this.constructor(this.subarray(begin, end));\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    var arrays = [Int8Array, Int16Array,

Uint16Array, Int32Array, Float32Array, Float64Array];\r\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\r\n        var

TypedArray = arrays[i];\r\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.fill === \"undefined\") {\r\n

TypedArray.prototype.fill = Array.prototype.fill;\r\n        }\r\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.slice ===

\"undefined\") {\r\n            Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'slice', {\r\n                value:

typedArraySlice\r\n            });\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Patch apply to work with TypedArrays if needed.\r\n    try

{\r\n        (function() {}).apply(null, new Int32Array(0))\r\n    } catch (e) {\r\n        var apply =

Function.prototype.apply;\r\n        Object.defineProperty(Function.prototype, 'apply', {\r\n            value:

function(self, array) {\r\n                return apply.call(this, self, [].slice.call(array));\r\n            }\r\n        });\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n    // Patch map to work with TypedArrays if needed.\r\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\r\n

var TypedArray = arrays[i];\r\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.map === \"undefined\") {\r\n
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Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'map', {\r\n                value: function(callback, self) {\r\n

return [].slice.call(this).map(callback, self);\r\n                }\r\n            });\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Patch sort to

work with TypedArrays if needed.\r\n    // TODO: consider to remove following function and replace it with

`Kotlin.doubleCompareTo` (see misc.js)\r\n    var totalOrderComparator = function (a, b) {\r\n        if (a < b) return -

1;\r\n        if (a > b) return 1;\r\n\r\n        if (a === b) {\r\n            if (a !== 0) return 0;\r\n\r\n            var ia = 1 / a;\r\n

         return ia === 1 / b ? 0 : (ia < 0 ? -1 : 1);\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        return a !== a ? (b !== b ? 0 : 1) : -1\r\n

};\r\n\r\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\r\n        var TypedArray = arrays[i];\r\n        if (typeof

TypedArray.prototype.sort === \"undefined\") {\r\n            Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'sort', {\r\n

              value: function(compareFunction) {\r\n                    return Array.prototype.sort.call(this, compareFunction ||

totalOrderComparator);\r\n                }\r\n            });\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n})();\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\nKotlin.Kind = {\r\n    CLASS:

\"class\",\r\n    INTERFACE: \"interface\",\r\n    OBJECT: \"object\"\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.callGetter = function

(thisObject, klass, propertyName) {\r\n    var propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(klass,

propertyName);\r\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && propertyDescriptor.get != null) {\r\n        return

propertyDescriptor.get.call(thisObject);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    propertyDescriptor =

Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(thisObject, propertyName);\r\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && \"value\" in

propertyDescriptor) {\r\n        return thisObject[propertyName];\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return Kotlin.callGetter(thisObject,

Object.getPrototypeOf(klass), propertyName);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.callSetter = function (thisObject, klass,

propertyName, value) {\r\n    var propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(klass, propertyName);\r\n

 if (propertyDescriptor != null && propertyDescriptor.set != null) {\r\n        propertyDescriptor.set.call(thisObject,

value);\r\n        return;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(thisObject,

propertyName);\r\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && \"value\" in propertyDescriptor) {\r\n

thisObject[propertyName] = value;\r\n        return\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    Kotlin.callSetter(thisObject,

Object.getPrototypeOf(klass), propertyName, value);\r\n};\r\n\r\nfunction isInheritanceFromInterface(ctor, iface)

{\r\n    if (ctor === iface) return true;\r\n\r\n    var metadata = ctor.$metadata$;\r\n    if (metadata != null) {\r\n

var interfaces = metadata.interfaces;\r\n        for (var i = 0; i < interfaces.length; i++) {\r\n            if

(isInheritanceFromInterface(interfaces[i], iface)) {\r\n                return true;\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    var

superPrototype = ctor.prototype != null ? Object.getPrototypeOf(ctor.prototype) : null;\r\n    var superConstructor =

superPrototype != null ? superPrototype.constructor : null;\r\n    return superConstructor != null &&

isInheritanceFromInterface(superConstructor, iface);\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *\r\n * @param {*} object\r\n * @param

{Function|Object} klass\r\n * @returns {Boolean}\r\n */\r\nKotlin.isType = function (object, klass) {\r\n    if (klass

=== Object) {\r\n        switch (typeof object) {\r\n            case \"string\":\r\n            case \"number\":\r\n            case

\"boolean\":\r\n            case \"function\":\r\n                return true;\r\n            default:\r\n                return object

instanceof Object;\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (object == null || klass == null || (typeof object !== 'object' && typeof

object !== 'function')) {\r\n        return false;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (typeof klass === \"function\" && object instanceof

klass) {\r\n        return true;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    var proto = Object.getPrototypeOf(klass);\r\n    var constructor = proto

!= null ? proto.constructor : null;\r\n    if (constructor != null && \"$metadata$\" in constructor) {\r\n        var

metadata = constructor.$metadata$;\r\n        if (metadata.kind === Kotlin.Kind.OBJECT) {\r\n            return object

=== klass;\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    var klassMetadata = klass.$metadata$;\r\n\r\n    // In WebKit (JavaScriptCore)

for some interfaces from DOM typeof returns \"object\", nevertheless they can be used in RHS of instanceof\r\n    if

(klassMetadata == null) {\r\n        return object instanceof klass;\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (klassMetadata.kind ===

Kotlin.Kind.INTERFACE && object.constructor != null) {\r\n        return

isInheritanceFromInterface(object.constructor, klass);\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return false;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isNumber =

function (a) {\r\n    return typeof a == \"number\" || a instanceof Kotlin.Long;\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isChar = function

(value) {\r\n    return value instanceof Kotlin.BoxedChar\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isComparable = function (value) {\r\n

var type = typeof value;\r\n\r\n    return type === \"string\" ||\r\n           type === \"boolean\" ||\r\n

Kotlin.isNumber(value) ||\r\n           Kotlin.isType(value,
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Kotlin.kotlin.Comparable);\r\n};\r\n\r\nKotlin.isCharSequence = function (value) {\r\n    return typeof value ===

\"string\" || Kotlin.isType(value, Kotlin.kotlin.CharSequence);\r\n};",null,"/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\npublic class Enum<T :

Enum<T>> : Comparable<Enum<T>> {\r\n    @JsName(\"name$\") private var _name: String = \"\"\r\n

@JsName(\"ordinal$\") private var _ordinal: Int = 0\r\n\r\n    val name: String\r\n        get() = _name\r\n\r\n    val

ordinal: Int\r\n        get() = _ordinal\r\n\r\n    override fun compareTo(other: Enum<T>) =

ordinal.compareTo(other.ordinal)\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?) = this === other\r\n\r\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int = js(\"Kotlin.identityHashCode\")(this)\r\n\r\n    override fun toString() = name\r\n\r\n    companion

object\r\n}",null,"/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ArraysKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component1(): T {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component1(): Byte {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component1(): Short {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component1(): Int {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component1(): Long {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component1(): Float {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component1(): Double {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component1(): Boolean {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component1(): Char

{\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component2(): T {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component2(): Byte {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component2(): Short {\n

return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component2(): Int {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component2(): Long {\n

return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component2(): Float {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from

the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component2(): Double {\n

  return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component2(): Boolean {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component2(): Char

{\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component3(): T {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component3(): Byte {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component3(): Short {\n

return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic
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inline operator fun IntArray.component3(): Int {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component3(): Long {\n

return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component3(): Float {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component3(): Double {\n

return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component3(): Boolean {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component3(): Char

{\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component4(): T {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component4(): Byte {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component4(): Short {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component4(): Int {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component4(): Long {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component4(): Float {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component4(): Double {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component4(): Boolean {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component4(): Char

{\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component5(): T {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component5(): Byte {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component5(): Short {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component5(): Int {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component5(): Long {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component5(): Float {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component5(): Double {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component5(): Boolean {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component5(): Char

{\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element)

>= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

ByteArray.contains(element: Byte): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun ShortArray.contains(element: Short): Boolean {\n    return

indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

IntArray.contains(element: Int): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun LongArray.contains(element: Long): Boolean {\n    return

indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

FloatArray.contains(element: Float): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun DoubleArray.contains(element: Double): Boolean {\n

return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator
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fun BooleanArray.contains(element: Boolean): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun CharArray.contains(element: Char): Boolean {\n

return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.elementAt(index:

Int): T\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun ByteArray.elementAt(index: Int): Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Short\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun IntArray.elementAt(index: Int): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Long\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun FloatArray.elementAt(index: Int): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.elementAt(index: Int): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun CharArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Char\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Byte): Byte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Short): Short {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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FloatArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Float): Float {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Byte? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Short? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Int? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Long? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Float? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Double? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Boolean? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n

return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.find(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Byte? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.find(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the
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first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.find(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    return

firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.find(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Long? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.find(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.find(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n

return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.find(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun CharArray.find(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n

return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.findLast(predicate: (Byte) -

> Boolean): Byte? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.findLast(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.findLast(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    return

lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.findLast(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Long? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.findLast(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.findLast(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double?

{\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.findLast(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching

the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.findLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.first(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.first(): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.first(): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.first(): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.first(): Long {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.first(): Float

{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.first(): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n

return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.first(): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.first(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching

the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.first(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte {\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.first(predicate: (Short) -

> Boolean): Short {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun IntArray.first(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.first(predicate: (Long) -

> Boolean): Long {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.first(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.first(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.first(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.first(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    return if

(isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.firstOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or

`null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.firstOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.firstOrNull():

Int? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.firstOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.firstOrNull(): Float? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.firstOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns
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the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.firstOrNull(): Boolean? {\n    return

if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.firstOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n

return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    for (element in this)

if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Short? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double?

{\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Byte): Byte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Short):

Short {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of

this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->

Int): Int {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Float): Float {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->

Double): Double {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n
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* Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.getOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return if

(index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

`null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Byte? {\n

return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

Short? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.getOrNull(index:

Int): Int? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.getOrNull(index:

Int): Long? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Float? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Double? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex)

get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this array.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Boolean? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if

(element == null) {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (this[index] == null) {\n                return index\n

}\n        }\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (element == this[index]) {\n                return index\n

       }\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.indexOf(element: Byte): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.indexOf(element: Short): Int {\n    for (index in

indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.indexOf(element: Int):

Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.indexOf(element: Long): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.indexOf(element: Float): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of

[element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.indexOf(element: Double): Int

{\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.indexOf(element: Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

    return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.indexOf(element: Char): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first
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element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (predicate(this[index]))

{\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the

given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last
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element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.last(): T {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.last(): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.last(): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array

is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.last(): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.last(): Long {\n

  if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.last(): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.last(): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.last(): Boolean {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.last(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.last(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.last(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Byte {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.last(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Short {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.last(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.last(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Long {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.last(predicate: (Float) ->
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Boolean): Float {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.last(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.last(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.last(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if

(element == null) {\n        for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n            if (this[index] == null) {\n                return

index\n            }\n        }\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n            if (element == this[index]) {\n

              return index\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the

array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.lastIndexOf(element: Byte): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.lastIndexOf(element: Short): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.lastIndexOf(element: Int): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.lastIndexOf(element: Long): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.lastIndexOf(element: Float): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.lastIndexOf(element: Double): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.lastIndexOf(element: Boolean): Int {\n    for

(index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.lastIndexOf(element: Char): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index])

{\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size -

1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.lastOrNull():

Byte? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.lastOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size -

1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.lastOrNull(): Int?

{\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.lastOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.lastOrNull(): Float? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n
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*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.lastOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.lastOrNull(): Boolean? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.lastOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element

= this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

     val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.random(): T {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.random(): Byte {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from

this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.random(): Short {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.random(): Int {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.random(): Long {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun FloatArray.random(): Float {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from

this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.random(): Double {\n
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return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.random(): Boolean {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element

from this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.random(): Char {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun <T> Array<out T>.random(random: Random): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun ByteArray.random(random: Random): Byte {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun ShortArray.random(random: Random): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun IntArray.random(random: Random): Int {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun LongArray.random(random: Random): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun FloatArray.random(random: Random): Float {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun DoubleArray.random(random: Random): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.random(random: Random): Boolean {\n

 if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun CharArray.random(random: Random): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array

is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if

the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.single(): T {\n    return when

(size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.single(): Byte

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.single(): Short {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.single(): Int {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw
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NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.single(): Long

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.single(): Float {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.single(): Double {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.single():

Boolean {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 ->

this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.single(): Char {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or

more than one matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n

 var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one

matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.single(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte {\n    var single:

Byte? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Byte\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.single(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short {\n    var single: Short? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Short\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.single(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var single: Int? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun LongArray.single(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long {\n    var single: Long? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Long\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the
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single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.single(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float {\n    var single: Float? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Float\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.single(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    var single:

Double? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

       found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Double\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one

matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.single(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var

single: Boolean? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no

or more than one matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.single(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char

{\n    var single: Char? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Char\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<out T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or

`null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.singleOrNull(): Byte? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.singleOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.singleOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or

`null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.singleOrNull(): Long? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.singleOrNull(): Float? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.singleOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single

element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.singleOrNull():

Boolean? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is

empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.singleOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (size == 1)

this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n

 if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or

`null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    var single: Byte? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

 found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element
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matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic

inline fun ShortArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    var single: Short? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    var single: Int? = null\n

var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n

single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one

element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    var

single: Long? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or

more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean):

Float? {\n    var single: Float? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return

null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.singleOrNull(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    var single: Double? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n

 if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n

}\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    var single: Boolean? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    var single: Char?

= null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return

null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.drop(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.drop(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.drop(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun IntArray.drop(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun LongArray.drop(n: Int): List<Long> {\n
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require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.drop(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.drop(n: Int): List<Double> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.drop(n: Int): List<Boolean>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun CharArray.drop(n: Int): List<Char> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.dropLast(n: Int): List<T>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun IntArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun LongArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Double>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.dropLast(n: Int):
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List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun CharArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Char> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.dropLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if

(!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

 return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

   return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

  return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

  return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

         return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

 if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for

(item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n

    yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =
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ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

          list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (item in this)\n

    if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

       list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (item in this)\n

   if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (item in

this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n

yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    var yielding = false\n

val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if

(!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (item in this)\n

 if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.filter(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filter(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.filter(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filter(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filter(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filter(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given
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[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.filter(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n

return filterTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filter(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns

the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of

an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun IntArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching

the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in

T>> Array<out T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Byte>>

ByteArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of
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predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>>

ShortArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Short) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>>

IntArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index,

element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>> LongArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C,

predicate: (index: Int, Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index,

element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the

given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Float) -> Boolean):

C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>>

DoubleArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>>

BooleanArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed

{ index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter R.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <reified R> Array<*>.filterIsInstance(): List<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n    return

filterIsInstanceTo(ArrayList<R>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are instances of specified type

parameter R to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Array<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is R)

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.filterNot(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filterNot(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.filterNot(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filterNot(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the
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given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filterNot(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filterNot(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double>

{\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.filterNot(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean):

List<Boolean> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements not matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filterNot(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements that are not `null`.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Array<out T?>.filterNotNull(): List<T> {\n    return

filterNotNullTo(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Array<out T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Long>> LongArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Float>>

FloatArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Double>> DoubleArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Boolean>> BooleanArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this)

if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out

T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.filterTo(destination: C,

predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n
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*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Int) -> Boolean):

C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Long>> LongArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Double>> DoubleArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Boolean>> BooleanArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Char>> CharArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.slice(indices:

IntRange): List<T> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start,

indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified

[indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Byte> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return

listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<Short> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Int> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Long> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Float> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Double> {\n

if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Boolean> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Char> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<T> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0)

return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Byte> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size

== 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n

  }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Short> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if

(size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n
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list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Int> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(size)\n    for

(index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun LongArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Long> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Float> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Double> {\n    val

size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<Boolean> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list

= ArrayList<Boolean>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<Char> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<T>.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): Array<T> {\n    val result = arrayOfNulls(this, indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): ShortArray {\n    val result = ShortArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(indices.size)\n    var targetIndex

= 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): LongArray {\n    val result = LongArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): FloatArray {\n    val result = FloatArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(indices.size)\n

var targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): BooleanArray {\n    val result = BooleanArray(indices.size)\n

var targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): CharArray {\n    val result = CharArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<T>.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): Array<T> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return copyOfRange(0, 0)\n
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return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ByteArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return ByteArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ShortArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return ShortArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices

in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): IntArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return IntArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): LongArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return LongArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices

in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): FloatArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return FloatArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): DoubleArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return DoubleArray(0)\n

return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): BooleanArray

{\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return BooleanArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): CharArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return CharArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n

* @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.take(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.take(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.take(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun IntArray.take(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun LongArray.take(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.take(n: Int): List<Float> {\n
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require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.take(n: Int): List<Double> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>(n)\n

for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.take(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list =

ArrayList<Boolean>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.take(n: Int): List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if

(n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n

val list = ArrayList<Char>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.takeLast(n: Int): List<T>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun IntArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun LongArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(n)\n
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for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Double>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.takeLast(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list

= ArrayList<Boolean>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun CharArray.takeLast(n: Int):

List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list

= ArrayList<Char>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.takeLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if

(!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

 return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun ShortArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Int)

-> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

   if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

  return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun DoubleArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n
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 return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Byte)

-> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

 break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (item

in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): List<Int> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (item

in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.takeWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first

elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.takeWhile(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first

elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<T>.reverse(): Unit {\n

val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.reverse():
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Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex =

lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n

this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var

reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the

array in-place.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0)

return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index]

= this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with

elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.reversed(): List<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements

in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.reversed(): List<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val

list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.reversed(): List<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list =

toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.reversed(): List<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.reversed(): List<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.reversed(): List<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reversed(): List<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.reversed(): List<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.reversed(): List<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic

fun <T> Array<T>.reversedArray(): Array<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = arrayOfNulls(this,

size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.reversedArray(): ByteArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reversedArray():

ShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = ShortArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in

0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this

array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.reversedArray(): IntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val

result = IntArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.reversedArray(): LongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = LongArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.reversedArray():

FloatArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = FloatArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in

0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this

array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.reversedArray(): DoubleArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

this\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex -
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i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.reversedArray(): BooleanArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result =

BooleanArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.reversedArray(): CharArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = CharArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Sorts elements in the array in-place according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector]

function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after

sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit

{\n    if (size > 1) sortWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It

means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according

to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

sortWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements

in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortDescending():

Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place

descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size >

1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n

reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that

equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Array<out T>.sorted(): List<T> {\n    return sortedArray().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sorted(): List<Byte> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sorted(): List<Short> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort()

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sorted(): List<Int> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sorted(): List<Long> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sorted(): List<Float> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort()

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sorted(): List<Double> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.sorted(): List<Char> {\n

return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<T>.sortedArray(): Array<T> {\n

if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedArray(): ByteArray {\n    if
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(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedArray(): ShortArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedArray(): IntArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortedArray(): LongArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortedArray(): FloatArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedArray(): DoubleArray {\n

 if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements

of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.sortedArray(): CharArray {\n

if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Array<T>.sortedArrayDescending(): Array<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortWith(reverseOrder()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedArrayDescending(): ByteArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sortedArrayDescending(): ShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedArrayDescending(): IntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this

array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortedArrayDescending():

LongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sortedArrayDescending(): FloatArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedArrayDescending(): DoubleArray {\n    if (isEmpty())

return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedArrayDescending(): CharArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted according the specified

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.sortedArrayWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Array<out T>

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortWith(comparator) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of all elements sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n *

The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n

 return sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort

order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Byte) -> R?): List<Byte> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Short) -> R?): List<Short> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>
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IntArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Int) -> R?): List<Int> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Long) -> R?): List<Long> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Float) -> R?): List<Float> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Double) -> R?): List<Double> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Boolean) -> R?): List<Boolean> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Char) -> R?): List<Char> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to natural

sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Array<out T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ByteArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Byte) -> R?): List<Byte> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ShortArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Short) -> R?): List<Short> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> IntArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Int) -> R?): List<Int> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> LongArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Long) -> R?): List<Long> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> FloatArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Float) -> R?): List<Float> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> DoubleArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Double) -> R?): List<Double> {\n

return sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Boolean) -> R?): List<Boolean> {\n

return sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> CharArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Char) -> R?): List<Char> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortedDescending():

List<T> {\n    return sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending
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according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedDescending(): List<Byte> {\n    return

copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their

natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedDescending(): List<Short> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort()

}.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.sortedDescending(): List<Int> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sortedDescending(): List<Long> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sortedDescending(): List<Float> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sortedDescending(): List<Double> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedDescending(): List<Char> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): List<T> {\n    return

sortedArrayWith(comparator).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): List<Byte> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>):

List<Short> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Int>): List<Int> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): List<Long> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply {

sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): List<Float> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>):

List<Double> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.sortedWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Boolean>): List<Boolean> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator)

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): List<Char> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply {

sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

<T> Array<out T>.asList(): List<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect

fun ByteArray.asList(): List<Byte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.asList(): List<Short>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

IntArray.asList(): List<Int>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

LongArray.asList(): List<Long>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.asList(): List<Float>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.asList(): List<Double>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect

fun BooleanArray.asList(): List<Boolean>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic

expect fun CharArray.asList(): List<Char>\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *deeply* equal

to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * If two

corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are also compared deeply.\n * If any of arrays contains itself on any

nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n * \n * The elements of other types are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not
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equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepEquals(other:

Array<out T>): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n *

Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is

undefined.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n

* Returns a string representation of the contents of this array as if it is a [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists

too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level that reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent

recursion.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun <T> Array<out T>.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun ByteArray.contentEquals(other: ByteArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun ShortArray.contentEquals(other: ShortArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun IntArray.contentEquals(other: IntArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun LongArray.contentEquals(other: LongArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun FloatArray.contentEquals(other: FloatArray):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun DoubleArray.contentEquals(other:

DoubleArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one

another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are

compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is

equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix fun

BooleanArray.contentEquals(other: BooleanArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect infix

fun CharArray.contentEquals(other: CharArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of

this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentHashCode():

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun ByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code
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based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun IntArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash

code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

LongArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun FloatArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash

code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a

hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

CharArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

ByteArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun ShortArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

IntArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun LongArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun CharArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or

its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the

[destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param

destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by

default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<out T>.copyInto(destination: Array<T>, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0,

endIndex: Int = size): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns

that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it

overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset

the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of

the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this
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array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex]

or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified

[destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the

[destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyInto(destination: ByteArray,

destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its

subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the

[destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param

destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by

default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun ShortArray.copyInto(destination: ShortArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int

= size): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n *

\n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyInto(destination: IntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the

subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *

@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

LongArray.copyInto(destination: LongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

LongArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's

allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyInto(destination: FloatArray, destinationOffset: Int =

0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the
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[destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even

specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy

to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.copyInto(destination: DoubleArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int =

size): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n *

\n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.copyInto(destination: BooleanArray, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the

[destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even

specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy

to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

CharArray.copyInto(destination: CharArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOf():

Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyOf():

ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.copyOf():

ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyOf(): IntArray\n\n/**\n

* Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.copyOf():

LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyOf():

FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.copyOf():

DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.copyOf():
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BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun CharArray.copyOf():

CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n *

The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the

size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of

the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

ByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n

* \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If

[newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero

values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic

expect fun ShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the

original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values

if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the

original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values

if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun LongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of

the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of

the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a

copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with

`false` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `false` values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with null char (`\\u0000`)

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with null char (`\\u0000`) values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

CharArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with `null` values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are
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filled with `null` values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizingCopyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOf(newSize: Int):

Array<T?>\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array

which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in

`fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original

array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex

the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun

IntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in

`0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic

expect fun LongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which

is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive),

must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new

array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in

`fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must

be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\npublic expect fun CharArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Fills this array

or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<T>.fill(element: T, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun ByteArray.fill(element: Byte, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun ShortArray.fill(element: Short, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by
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default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun IntArray.fill(element: Int, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its

subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun LongArray.fill(element: Long, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun FloatArray.fill(element: Float, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun DoubleArray.fill(element: Double, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this

array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.fill(element: Boolean, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int

= size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun CharArray.fill(element: Char, fromIndex: Int = 0,

toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val <T> Array<out

T>.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\npublic val ByteArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid

indices for the array.\n */\npublic val ShortArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n *

Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val IntArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0,

lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val LongArray.indices:

IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic

val FloatArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for

the array.\n */\npublic val DoubleArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the

range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val BooleanArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0,

lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val CharArray.indices: IntRange\n

  get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size ==

0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n
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* Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size ==

0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun ShortArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun LongArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun DoubleArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun CharArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val <T> Array<out T>.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index

for the array.\n */\npublic val ByteArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for

the array.\n */\npublic val ShortArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val IntArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val LongArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val FloatArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val DoubleArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val BooleanArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val CharArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T> Array<T>.plus(element: T):

Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun ByteArray.plus(element: Byte): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun

ShortArray.plus(element: Short): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun IntArray.plus(element: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect

operator fun LongArray.plus(element: Long): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun FloatArray.plus(element: Float):

FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun DoubleArray.plus(element: Double): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(element: Boolean): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun CharArray.plus(element: Char):

CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] collection.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T>

Array<T>.plus(elements: Collection<T>): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun
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ByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<Byte>): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

ShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<Short>): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

IntArray.plus(elements: Collection<Int>): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

LongArray.plus(elements: Collection<Long>): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

FloatArray.plus(elements: Collection<Float>): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

DoubleArray.plus(elements: Collection<Double>): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(elements: Collection<Boolean>): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator

fun CharArray.plus(elements: Collection<Char>): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T> Array<T>.plus(elements:

Array<out T>): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements: ByteArray):

ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements: ShortArray):

ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: IntArray): IntArray\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun LongArray.plus(elements: LongArray): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect

operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements: FloatArray): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

DoubleArray.plus(elements: DoubleArray): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(elements: BooleanArray): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

CharArray.plus(elements: CharArray): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T>

Array<T>.plusElement(element: T): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun IntArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array

in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.sort():

Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic

expect fun ByteArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the

array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun FloatArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the

array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun

CharArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the natural order of its elements.\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArrayOfComparable\n */\npublic expect fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by
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the given [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>):

Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Boolean containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun

Array<out Boolean>.toBooleanArray(): BooleanArray {\n    return BooleanArray(size) { index -> this[index]

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Byte containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun

Array<out Byte>.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return ByteArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array of Char containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Char>.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n    return CharArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array of Double containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Double>.toDoubleArray(): DoubleArray {\n    return DoubleArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array of Float containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Float>.toFloatArray(): FloatArray {\n    return FloatArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array of Int containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Int>.toIntArray():

IntArray {\n    return IntArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Long containing all of

the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Long>.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    return

LongArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Short containing all of the elements of

this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Short>.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return ShortArray(size) {

index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Byte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array

containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.toTypedArray():

Array<Short>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\npublic expect fun IntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Int>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all

of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Long>\n\n/**\n *

Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Float>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements

of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Double>\n\n/**\n * Returns a

*typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Boolean>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun CharArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Char>\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given

array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned

map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Array<out

T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> ByteArray.associate(transform: (Byte) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> ShortArray.associate(transform: (Short) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> IntArray.associate(transform: (Int) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =
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mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> LongArray.associate(transform: (Long) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> FloatArray.associate(transform: (Float) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> DoubleArray.associate(transform: (Double) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> BooleanArray.associate(transform: (Boolean) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> CharArray.associate(transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K):

Map<K, T> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, T>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the

elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> ByteArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K): Map<K, Byte> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Byte>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> ShortArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K): Map<K,

Short> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Short>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed

by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> IntArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Int) ->

K): Map<K, Int> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Int>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the
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elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> LongArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K): Map<K, Long> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Long>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> FloatArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K): Map<K,

Float> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Float>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed

by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> DoubleArray.associateBy(keySelector:

(Double) -> K): Map<K, Double> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Double>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the

elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> BooleanArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): Map<K, Boolean> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Boolean>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> CharArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K,

Char> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Char>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Array<out

T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> ByteArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K,

valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of

the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V> ShortArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): Map<K, V>

{\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by

[valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

IntArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =
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mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> LongArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K,

valueTransform: (Long) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of

the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V> FloatArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): Map<K, V>

{\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by

[valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

DoubleArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> BooleanArray.associateBy(keySelector:

(Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> CharArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K,

valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function

applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, in T>> Array<out T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Byte>> ByteArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is

provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element

itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Short>> ShortArray.associateByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Short) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n *

where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the

element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets
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added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Int>> IntArray.associateByTo(destination:

M, keySelector: (Int) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n *

where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the

element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Long>>

LongArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Long) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to

each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same

key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

in Float>> FloatArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Float) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

 destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to

each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same

key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

in Double>> DoubleArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Double) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function

applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, in Boolean>> BooleanArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): M {\n

  for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Char>> CharArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is

provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last

one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out

T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the

given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added

to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ByteArray.associateByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector]

function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ShortArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector]

function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n *
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\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> IntArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> LongArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Long) -> K, valueTransform:

(Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> FloatArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform:

(Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> DoubleArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Double) -> K,

valueTransform: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> BooleanArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K,

valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform:

(Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If

any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ByteArray.associateTo(destination: M,

transform: (Byte) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n *

provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have

the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

ShortArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Short) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n
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* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> IntArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Int) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> LongArray.associateTo(destination: M,

transform: (Long) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n *

provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have

the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

FloatArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Float) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n

* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> DoubleArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Double) -> Pair<K, V>): M

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function

applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets

added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

BooleanArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Boolean) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

 destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n

* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out

T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for

(item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the

given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.toCollection(destination:

C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>>

LongArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>> DoubleArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n

for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the

given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>>

BooleanArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Char>> CharArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.toHashSet(): HashSet<T> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun
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ByteArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Byte> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Short> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Int> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Long> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Float> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Double> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Boolean> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Char> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.toList(): List<Byte> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.toList(): List<Short> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.toList(): List<Int> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun LongArray.toList(): List<Long> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun FloatArray.toList(): List<Float> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.toList(): List<Double> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toList(): List<Boolean> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.toList(): List<Char> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements

of this array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n    return

ArrayList(this.asCollection())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Byte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(size)\n    for (item

in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Short> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(size)\n    for (item

in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Int> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Long> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Float> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Double> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>(size)\n    for (item in

this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Boolean> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>(size)\n

for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this
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array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Char> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Char>(size)\n

for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n

return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.toSet():

Set<Byte> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toSet():

Set<Short> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.toSet():

Set<Int> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toSet():

Set<Long> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.toSet():

Set<Float> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.toSet():

Set<Double> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n *

\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.toSet(): Set<Boolean> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n

 else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all

elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.toSet(): Set<Char> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else -

> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R> Array<out T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.flatMap(transform: (Byte) ->

Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> ShortArray.flatMap(transform: (Short) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.flatMap(transform: (Int) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.flatMap(transform: (Long) ->

Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> FloatArray.flatMap(transform: (Float) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.flatMap(transform: (Double) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being
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invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.flatMap(transform: (Boolean)

-> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of

all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.flatMap(transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform]

function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C

: MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Byte) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list

= transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> ShortArray.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Short) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Int) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

LongArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Long) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> FloatArray.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Float) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Double) ->

Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Boolean) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

CharArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list

= transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out

T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> ByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K): Map<K, List<Byte>> {\n    return
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groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Byte>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original

array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where

each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K): Map<K, List<Short>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Short>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

IntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K): Map<K, List<Int>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Int>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> LongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K): Map<K, List<Long>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Long>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

FloatArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K): Map<K, List<Float>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Float>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> DoubleArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K): Map<K, List<Double>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Double>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

BooleanArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): Map<K, List<Boolean>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Boolean>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, List<Char>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Char>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied

to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Array<out T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by
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the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

IntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

LongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

FloatArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

DoubleArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n

return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key

returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is

associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

BooleanArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n

return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups
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values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key

returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is

associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to

the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<T>>> Array<out T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<T>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Byte>>> ByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<Byte>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Short>>> ShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Short)

-> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Short>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Int>>> IntArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Int) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Int>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Long>>> LongArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Long) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Long>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Float>>> FloatArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Float) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Float>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Double>>> DoubleArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Double) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =
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destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Double>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Boolean>>> BooleanArray.groupByTo(destination:

M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Boolean>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

MutableList<Char>>> CharArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in

this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Char>() }\n

list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function

applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to

the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n *

\n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Array<out T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

   val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

     val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> IntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> LongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n
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    val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> FloatArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

    val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> DoubleArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key =

keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n

list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> BooleanArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K,

valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> CharArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

   val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from an array to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Array<out T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T,

K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun

keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.map(transform:

(T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.map(transform: (Byte)

-> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.map(transform:

(Short) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.map(transform: (Int) ->

R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results
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of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.map(transform:

(Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.map(transform: (Float)

-> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.map(transform:

(Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.map(transform:

(Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.map(transform: (Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ByteArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Short) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied

to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Int) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied

to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Long) -> R): List<R> {\n

  return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Float) -

> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int,

Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the

result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.mapIndexed(transform:

(index: Int, Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any> Array<out

T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original array\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out

T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index,

element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the

given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Array<out T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ShortArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Short) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

IntArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Int) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

LongArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Long) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

FloatArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Float) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>
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DoubleArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Double) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

BooleanArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Boolean) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

CharArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any> Array<out T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in

the original array\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n

forEach { element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies

the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Byte) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ShortArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Short) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

   destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R,

C : MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Int) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> LongArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Long) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

  destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R,

C : MutableCollection<in R>> FloatArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Float) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic

inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Double) -> R): C {\n

 for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Boolean)

-> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies

the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharArray.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an

[IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out
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T>.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that

element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Byte>> {\n    return

IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n

* into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Short>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the

index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Int>>

{\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the

original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Long>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the

index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<Float>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Double>> {\n    return

IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n

* into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Boolean>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue]

containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<Char>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.distinct(): List<T> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.distinct(): List<Byte> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.distinct(): List<Short> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.distinct(): List<Int> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were

in the source array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.distinct(): List<Long> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.distinct(): List<Float> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.distinct(): List<Double> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.distinct(): List<Boolean> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same

order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.distinct(): List<Char> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having

distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same

order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K):

List<T> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n
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      if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements

from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the

resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ByteArray.distinctBy(selector: (Byte) -> K): List<Byte> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> ShortArray.distinctBy(selector: (Short) -> K): List<Short> {\n

 val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if

(set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the

given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting

list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> IntArray.distinctBy(selector:

(Int) -> K): List<Int> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key

= selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The

elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

LongArray.distinctBy(selector: (Long) -> K): List<Long> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

  return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> FloatArray.distinctBy(selector: (Float) -> K): List<Float> {\n

val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if

(set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the

given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting

list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

DoubleArray.distinctBy(selector: (Double) -> K): List<Double> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> BooleanArray.distinctBy(selector: (Boolean) -> K):

List<Boolean> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key

= selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The

elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.distinctBy(selector: (Char) -> K): List<Char> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this set and the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

<T> Array<out T>.intersect(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ByteArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ShortArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun IntArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n
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set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun LongArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun FloatArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Float>): Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are

contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order

of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Boolean>): Set<Boolean> {\n

val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun CharArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Char>):

Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Array<out

T>.subtract(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return

set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the

specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

infix fun ByteArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this

array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of

the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun ShortArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that

are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int>

{\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.subtract(other:

Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

FloatArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Float>): Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this

array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of

the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n    val set

= this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that

are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Boolean>):

Set<Boolean> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

CharArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n

  return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this)
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set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given

array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Byte> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Short> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Int> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in

this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given

array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Long> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Float> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Double> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size))\n

for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements

from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Boolean> {\n    val set =

LinkedHashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Char> {\n

val set = LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the

end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Array<out T>.union(other: Iterable<T>):

Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing

all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of

the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun ByteArray.union(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ShortArray.union(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n *

\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other]

collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun

IntArray.union(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return

set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are

unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.union(other:

Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the

end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun FloatArray.union(other: Iterable<Float>):

Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set
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containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order

of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the

order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.union(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n

  val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct

elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

* Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other]

collection.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.union(other: Iterable<Boolean>): Set<Boolean> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n

*/\npublic infix fun CharArray.union(other: Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.all(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.all(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\npublic inline fun ShortArray.all(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.all(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n

return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.all(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.all(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.all(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.all(predicate: (Boolean) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.all(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.any():

Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun IntArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun LongArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun CharArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.any(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.any(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.any(predicate: (Int) -

> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.any(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.any(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.any(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.any(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.any(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Array<out T>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun DoubleArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.count(): Int {\n

  return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.count(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.count(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for
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(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.count(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var

count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.count(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.count(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.count(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.count(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n

var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.count(predicate: (Boolean)

-> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.count(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Array<out T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Byte) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Short) -> R): R

{\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right

to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc:

R, Int) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator,

element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Long) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Float) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Double) -> R):

R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right

to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.fold(initial: R, operation:

(acc: R, Boolean) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun <R> CharArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element

in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,
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current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n

var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left

to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation:

(index: Int, acc: R, Byte) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,

current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline

fun <R> ShortArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Short) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R,

Int) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Long) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R,

Float) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Double) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc:

R, Boolean) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left
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to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldRight(initial: R,

operation: (T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

  accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Byte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index

= lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Short, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation:

(Int, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Long, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index

= lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Float, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.foldRight(initial: R,

operation: (Double, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0)

{\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Boolean, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index:

Int, T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of

an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Byte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Short, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n
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var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, Int, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index

>= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int,

Long, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of

an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: R) -> R): R {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

BooleanArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.forEach(action: (Byte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.forEach(action: (Short) -> Unit): Unit {\n

for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun IntArray.forEach(action: (Int) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.forEach(action: (Long) -> Unit): Unit {\n

for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun FloatArray.forEach(action: (Float) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.forEach(action: (Double) ->

Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n
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*/\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.forEach(action: (Boolean) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.forEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item

in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index

with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int,

Byte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the

index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Short) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Int) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on

each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Long) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Float) ->

Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action]

on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of

an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Double) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int,

Boolean) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic

inline fun CharArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If

any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.max():

Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN`

returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.max(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.max(): T? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.max(): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there

are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.max(): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n
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for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.max(): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.max():

Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

* \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.max(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

  if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.max(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return

max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.max(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out

T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex =

this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

 maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.maxBy(selector: (Byte) -> R): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.maxBy(selector: (Short) -> R): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.maxBy(selector: (Int) -> R): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.maxBy(selector: (Long) -> R): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.maxBy(selector: (Float) -> R): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val
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lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.maxBy(selector: (Double) -> R): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n

 val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

         maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.maxBy(selector: (Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem =

this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.maxBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

     maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value

according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null`

if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float?

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max

= this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

 return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>):

Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n
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if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements

is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.min(): Double? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.min(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n

      if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.min(): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.min():

Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.min(): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest

element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.min(): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.min():

Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.min(): Float? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.min(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return

min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.min(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out

T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex =

this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.minBy(selector: (Byte) -> R): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.minBy(selector: (Short) -> R): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val
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lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.minBy(selector: (Int) -> R): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex

= this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.minBy(selector: (Long) -> R): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.minBy(selector: (Float) -> R): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.minBy(selector: (Double) -> R): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n

val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

    minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.minBy(selector: (Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem =

this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.minBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value

according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n

if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =
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this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float?

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>):

Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun IntArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun LongArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun CharArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.none(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.none(predicate:
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(Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.none(predicate: (Int)

-> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.none(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.none(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.none(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.none(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.none(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to

current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Array<out T>.reduce(operation:

(acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short {\n

  if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

}\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduce(operation:

(acc: Int, Int) -> Int): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Float, Float) -> Float): Float {\n

if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator

= this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.reduce(operation: (acc:

Double, Double) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty
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array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Char,

Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Byte, Byte) ->

Byte): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator,

this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the

original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n *

and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Int, Int) -> Int):

Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator,

this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the

original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n *

and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Float, Float) -

> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be
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reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index

in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Double, Double) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

    throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Boolean,

Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array

can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Array<out

T>.reduceRight(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current

accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceRight(operation: (Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

 var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from

right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceRight(operation: (Short, acc: Short) -> Short): Short {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceRight(operation: (Int, acc:

Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array

can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last

element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.reduceRight(operation: (Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduceRight(operation: (Float,

acc: Float) -> Float): Float {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while
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(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current

accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.reduceRight(operation: (Double, acc: Double) -> Double):

Double {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRight(operation: (Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.reduceRight(operation: (Char, acc:

Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty

array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--

)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int,

Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n

* to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Short, acc:

Short) -> Short): Short {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n

* to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Int, acc: Int) ->

Int): Int {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),
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accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: Float) -> Float): Float {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

 if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to

each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum:

Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumBy(selector: (Byte) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumBy(selector: (Short) -> Int): Int {\n    var

sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.sumBy(selector: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.sumBy(selector: (Long) -> Int): Int {\n    var

sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumBy(selector: (Float) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumBy(selector: (Double) -> Int): Int {\n

var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.sumBy(selector: (Boolean) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n
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 sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumBy(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int

{\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumByDouble(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Byte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumByDouble(selector:

(Short) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

  }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each

element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Long) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Float) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumByDouble(selector:

(Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Boolean) ->

Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Char) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are

any `null` elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Array<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Array<T> {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        if (element == null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n

}\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as Array<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

          second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair

of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.partition(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Byte>, List<Byte>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Byte>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Byte>()\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of

lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.partition(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Short>, List<Short>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Short>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        }

else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array

into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list
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contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.partition(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Int>, List<Int>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Int>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of

lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.partition(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Long>, List<Long>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Long>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else

{\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.partition(predicate: (Float)

-> Boolean): Pair<List<Float>, List<Float>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Float>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else

{\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.partition(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Double>, List<Double>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Double>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        }

else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array

into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.partition(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Boolean>, List<Boolean>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    val second

= ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n

} else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original

array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while

*second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.partition(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Char>, List<Char>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

        first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the

same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Array<out T>.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

<R> ByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Byte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> ShortArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Short, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

IntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Int, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> LongArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Long, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest
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collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

FloatArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Float, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> DoubleArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Double, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

BooleanArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Boolean, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> CharArray.zip(other: Array<out R>):

List<Pair<Char, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function

applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Array<out

T>.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> ByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Byte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ShortArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Short, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

IntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Int, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n

 val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> LongArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Long, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n

val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

FloatArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Float, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned
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list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

DoubleArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Double, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Boolean, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

CharArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Char, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with

the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Array<out T>.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

ByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Byte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> ShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Short, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

IntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Int, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> LongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Long, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

FloatArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Float, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> DoubleArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Double, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

<R> BooleanArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Boolean, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> CharArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Char, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the
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elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function

applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Array<out

T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> ByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Byte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n

 val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in

other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> ShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Short, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n

for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

IntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Int, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> LongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Long, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize =

size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element

in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

FloatArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Float, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> DoubleArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Double, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize =

size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element

in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>
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BooleanArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Boolean, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> CharArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Char, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n

for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun ByteArray.zip(other: ByteArray):

List<Pair<Byte, Byte>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

ShortArray.zip(other: ShortArray): List<Pair<Short, Short>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.zip(other: IntArray):

List<Pair<Int, Int>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

LongArray.zip(other: LongArray): List<Pair<Long, Long>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun FloatArray.zip(other: FloatArray):

List<Pair<Float, Float>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

DoubleArray.zip(other: DoubleArray): List<Pair<Double, Double>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.zip(other: BooleanArray):

List<Pair<Boolean, Boolean>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

CharArray.zip(other: CharArray): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun

<V> ByteArray.zip(other: ByteArray, transform: (a: Byte, b: Byte) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

ShortArray.zip(other: ShortArray, transform: (a: Short, b: Short) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n
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}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V> IntArray.zip(other:

IntArray, transform: (a: Int, b: Int) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <V> LongArray.zip(other: LongArray, transform: (a: Long, b: Long) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

FloatArray.zip(other: FloatArray, transform: (a: Float, b: Float) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

DoubleArray.zip(other: DoubleArray, transform: (a: Double, b: Double) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: BooleanArray, transform: (a: Boolean, b: Boolean) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size =

minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i],

other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the

[other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n *

The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

CharArray.zip(other: CharArray, transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the

given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value

of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string

(which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun

<T, A : Appendable> Array<out T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\",

postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n

      } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n

return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :
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Appendable> ByteArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Byte) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> ShortArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Short) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> IntArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Int) -> CharSequence)? = null):

A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> LongArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Long) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> FloatArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Float) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of
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[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> DoubleArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Double) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> BooleanArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\",

postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Boolean) ->

CharSequence)? = null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count

> 1) buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> CharArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Char) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if

(limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if

supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only

the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit:

Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Byte) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Short) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),
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separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun IntArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Int) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun LongArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Long) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Float) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Double) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Boolean) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n

return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates

a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun CharArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Char) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.asIterable():

Iterable<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being
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iterated.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return

Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its

elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original

array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Long> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.asIterable():

Iterable<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable {

this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when

being iterated.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original

array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Char> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.asSequence():

Sequence<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun IntArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun LongArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.asSequence(): Sequence<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence

{ this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements

when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.asSequence(): Sequence<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence {

this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Array<out Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun Array<out Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return
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if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Array<out Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count

== 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun Array<out Long>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.average():

Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of

elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int =

0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else

sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.average():

Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of

elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int

= 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN

else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Array<out

Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun Array<out Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Array<out Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n

for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun Array<out Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var sum:

Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of

all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.sum(): Float

{\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun Array<out

Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sum(): Int {\n

var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sum(): Long {\n

var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the
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sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"RangesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntRange.random(): Int {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun LongRange.random(): Long {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from

this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharRange.random(): Char {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun IntRange.random(random: Random): Int {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextInt(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the

specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun LongRange.random(random: Random): Long {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextLong(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the

specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun CharRange.random(random: Random): Char {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextInt(first.toInt(), last.toInt() + 1).toChar()\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains the specified

[element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun IntRange.contains(element:

Int?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains

the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongRange.contains(element:

Long?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range

contains the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharRange.contains(element:

Char?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value]

belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator

fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and

floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toLongExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous

semantics and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toLongExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value:

Float): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Int):

Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if
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the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and

floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks

if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and

floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value:

Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if

(it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator

fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this,

to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n

* \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Byte): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Byte.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The
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[to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned

progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Char.downTo(to: Char): CharProgression {\n    return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should

be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is

empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this,

to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Int): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Byte.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should

be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is

empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to]

value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Long):

LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this,

to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n

* The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -

1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to]

value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Short):

LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n
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*/\npublic fun IntProgression.reversed(): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -

step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same

step.\n */\npublic fun LongProgression.reversed(): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same

range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n */\npublic fun CharProgression.reversed(): CharProgression {\n

  return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the

same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun IntProgression.step(step: Int): IntProgression {\n

checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -

step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun

LongProgression.step(step: Long): LongProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression

that goes over the same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun CharProgression.step(step: Int):

CharProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if

(this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\ninternal fun Int.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toInt()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toInt()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Long.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toLong()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Short.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toShort()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toShort()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Double.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Long.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in Int.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toLong())

this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Double.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in

Int.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in Int.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toFloat())

this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Double.toLongExactOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (this in

Long.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Long.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toLong() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toLongExactOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (this in

Long.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Long.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toLong() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Int.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in Short.MIN_VALUE.toInt()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toInt())

this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Long.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toLong()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Double.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range

from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this`

value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this ..

(to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n *

\n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Long.until(to: Byte): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() - 1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from

this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() ..

(to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n *

\n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from
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this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Char.until(to: Char): CharRange {\n    if (to <= '\\u0000')

return CharRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1).toChar()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return

IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding

the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is

empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to: Int): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toInt() .. (to -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to:

Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toInt() .. (to -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to:

Short): IntRange {\n    return this .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to: Short): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Short): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to

but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to: Short): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: T): T {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n

* Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater

than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Byte):

Byte {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n

*/\npublic fun Short.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Short): Short {\n    return if (this < minimumValue)

minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n
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* @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

Int): Int {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Long.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Long):

Long {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n

*/\npublic fun Float.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Float): Float {\n    return if (this < minimumValue)

minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n

* @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun

Double.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Double): Double {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: T): T {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n

* Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less

than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Byte):

Byte {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Short.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Short):

Short {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Int): Int

{\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater

than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or

the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n

*/\npublic fun Long.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Long): Long {\n    return if (this > maximumValue)

maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n *

\n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun

Float.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Float): Float {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Double.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

Double): Double {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range,

or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than

[maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInComparable\n */\npublic fun

<T : Comparable<T>> T.coerceIn(minimumValue: T?, maximumValue: T?): T {\n    if (minimumValue !== null

&& maximumValue !== null) {\n        if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n        if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n        if (this >
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maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    }\n    else {\n        if (minimumValue !== null && this <

minimumValue) return minimumValue\n        if (maximumValue !== null && this > maximumValue) return

maximumValue\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceIn(minimumValue: Byte,

maximumValue: Byte): Byte {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Short.coerceIn(minimumValue: Short,

maximumValue: Short): Short {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceIn(minimumValue: Int, maximumValue:

Int): Int {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an

empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue)

return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures

that this value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in

the range, or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater

than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun

Long.coerceIn(minimumValue: Long, maximumValue: Long): Long {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Float.coerceIn(minimumValue: Float,

maximumValue: Float): Float {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Double.coerceIn(minimumValue: Double,

maximumValue: Double): Double {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInFloatingPointRange\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> T.coerceIn(range: ClosedFloatingPointRange<T>): T {\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw
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IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        // this <

start equiv to this <= start && !(this >= start)\n        range.lessThanOrEquals(this, range.start) &&

!range.lessThanOrEquals(range.start, this) -> range.start\n        // this > end equiv to this >= end && !(this <= end)\n

      range.lessThanOrEquals(range.endInclusive, this) && !range.lessThanOrEquals(this, range.endInclusive) ->

range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<T>): T {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return

this.coerceIn<T>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an

empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive ->

range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n

*/\npublic fun Int.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<Int>): Int {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n

return this.coerceIn<Int>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce

value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this >

range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the

specified [range].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than

`range.start`, or `range.endInclusive` if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Long.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<Long>): Long

{\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return this.coerceIn<Long>(range)\n    }\n    if

(range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return

when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else ->

this\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\

r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class UByte @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Byte) : Comparable<UByte> {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

/**\r\n         * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UByte can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const

val MIN_VALUE: UByte = UByte(0)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an instance

of UByte can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UByte = UByte(-1)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n

* The number of bytes used to represent an instance of UByte in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val

SIZE_BYTES: Int = 1\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of UByte in a

binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 8\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this

value with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a

negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    @Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\r\n    public override inline operator

fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int = this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value

with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative

number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UShort): Int =

this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n

  * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or

a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UInt): Int = this.toUInt().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if
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it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

this.toULong().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

  public inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): UInt = this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other

value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other)\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().plus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value

from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other)\r\n

  /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

minus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().minus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().times(other)\r\n

/** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

times(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().times(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().div(other)\r\n    /**

Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other:

ULong): ULong = this.toULong().div(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the

other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().rem(other)\r\n

/** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().rem(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Increments this

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun inc(): UByte = UByte(data.inc())\r\n    /**

Decrements this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun dec(): UByte =

UByte(data.dec())\r\n\r\n    /** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rangeTo(other: UByte): UIntRange =

UIntRange(this.toUInt(), other.toUInt())\r\n\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun and(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data and

other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun or(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data or other.data)\r\n

  /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline infix fun xor(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data xor other.data)\r\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun inv(): UByte = UByte(data.inv())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *
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Converts this [UByte] value to [Byte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE],

the resulting `Byte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UByte`. Otherwise the result is

negative.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Byte` value has the same binary representation as this `UByte` value.\r\n

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UByte] value to [Short].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Short` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `Short` value are the same as the bits of this

`UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data.toShort() and 0xFF\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Converts this [UByte] value to [Int].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Int` value represents the same numerical value as

this `UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `Int` value are the same as the bits of this

`UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 24 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toInt(): Int = data.toInt() and 0xFF\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UByte] value to [Long].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits of this

`UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 56 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toLong(): Long = data.toLong() and 0xFF\r\n\r\n    /** Returns

this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte = this\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Converts this [UByte] value to [UShort].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UShort` value represents the same numerical

value as this `UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UShort` value are the same as the

bits of this `UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = UShort(data.toShort() and 0xFF)\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [UInt].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UInt` value represents the same

numerical value as this `UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same

as the bits of this `UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 24 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = UInt(data.toInt() and 0xFF)\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Converts this [UByte] value to [ULong].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical

value as this `UByte`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the

bits of this `UByte` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 56 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong = ULong(data.toLong() and 0xFF)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [Float].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Float` value represents the same

numerical value as this `UByte`.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float =

this.toInt().toFloat()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [Double].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting

`Double` value represents the same numerical value as this `UByte`.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline fun toDouble(): Double = this.toInt().toDouble()\r\n\r\n    public override fun toString(): String =

toInt().toString()\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Byte] value to [UByte].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is positive,

the resulting `UByte` value represents the same numerical value as this `Byte`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UByte`

value has the same binary representation as this `Byte` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this)\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UByte].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is

positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n * the same

numerical value as this `Short`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits

of this `Short` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UByte].\r\n *\r\n * If this

value is positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n * the

same numerical value as this `Int`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8

bits of this `Int` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun
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Int.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UByte].\r\n *\r\n * If this

value is positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n * the

same numerical value as this `Long`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8

bits of this `Long` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Long.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\

r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class UInt @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Int) : Comparable<UInt> {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

/**\r\n         * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UInt can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const

val MIN_VALUE: UInt = UInt(0)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an instance of

UInt can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UInt = UInt(-1)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The

number of bytes used to represent an instance of UInt in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val

SIZE_BYTES: Int = 4\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of UInt in a binary

form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 32\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with

the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative

number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int =

this.compareTo(other.toUInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n     *

Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a

positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UShort): Int = this.compareTo(other.toUInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    @Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\r\n    public override inline operator

fun compareTo(other: UInt): Int = uintCompare(this.data, other.data)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with

the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative

number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

this.toULong().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt = this.plus(other.toUInt())\r\n

/** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

plus(other: UShort): UInt = this.plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt =

UInt(this.data.plus(other.data))\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().plus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Subtracts the other

value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt

= this.minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): UInt =

this.minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

  public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data.minus(other.data))\r\n    /** Subtracts the other

value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: ULong):

ULong = this.toULong().minus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt =

this.times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n
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public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt = this.times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by

the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt =

UInt(this.data.times(other.data))\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: ULong): ULong =

this.toULong().times(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt = this.div(other.toUInt())\r\n

/** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

div(other: UShort): UInt = this.div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt = uintDivide(this, other)\r\n    /**

Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other:

ULong): ULong = this.toULong().div(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the

other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UByte): UInt =

this.rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt = this.rem(other.toUInt())\r\n

/** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt = uintRemainder(this, other)\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of

dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other:

ULong): ULong = this.toULong().rem(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Increments this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun inc(): UInt = UInt(data.inc())\r\n    /** Decrements this

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun dec(): UInt = UInt(data.dec())\r\n\r\n

/** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline operator fun rangeTo(other: UInt): UIntRange = UIntRange(this, other)\r\n\r\n    /** Shifts this value left by

the [bitCount] number of bits. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun shl(bitCount: Int):

UInt = UInt(data shl bitCount)\r\n    /** Shifts this value right by the [bitCount] number of bits, filling the leftmost

bits with zeros. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun shr(bitCount: Int): UInt = UInt(data

ushr bitCount)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun and(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data and other.data)\r\n

/** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline

infix fun or(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data or other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between

the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun xor(other: UInt): UInt =

UInt(this.data xor other.data)\r\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline fun inv(): UInt = UInt(data.inv())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [Byte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If

this value is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte` value represents\r\n     * the same

numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits

of this `UInt` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UInt] value to [Short].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the resulting

`Short` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Short` value

is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `UInt` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Short` value may

be negative.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data.toShort()\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [Int].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to

[Int.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Int` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`. Otherwise

the result is negative.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Int` value has the same binary representation as this `UInt`

value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toInt(): Int = data\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts

this [UInt] value to [Long].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 32 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits of this

`UInt` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 32 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toLong(): Long = data.toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF\r\n\r\n
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/**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [UByte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to

[UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n

 *\r\n     * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this `UInt` value.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte = data.toUByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts

this [UInt] value to [UShort].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the

resulting `UShort` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting

`UShort` value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `UInt` value.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = data.toUShort()\r\n    /** Returns this

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = this\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UInt] value to [ULong].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UInt`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 32 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this

`UInt` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 32 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong = ULong(data.toLong() and

0xFFFF_FFFF)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [Float].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting value is the

closest `Float` to this `UInt` value.\r\n     * In case when this `UInt` value is exactly between two `Float`s,\r\n     *

the one with zero at least significant bit of mantissa is selected.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline fun toFloat(): Float = this.toDouble().toFloat()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to

[Double].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Double` value represents the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\r\n

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double = uintToDouble(data)\r\n\r\n    public

override fun toString(): String = toLong().toString()\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Byte] value to [UInt].\r\n

*\r\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Byte`.\r\n *\r\n

* The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `Byte` value,\r\n * whereas

the most significant 24 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is

positive, the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\r\n *\r\n * The least

significant 16 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `Short` value,\r\n * whereas the most

significant 16 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is

positive, the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Int`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UInt`

value has the same binary representation as this `Int` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Int.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this)\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is positive

and less than or equals to [UInt.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UInt` value represents\r\n * the same numerical

value as this `Long`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UInt` value is represented by the least significant 32 bits of this

`Long` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Long.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Float] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n * The

fractional part, if any, is rounded down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Float` value is negative or `NaN`,

[UInt.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `UInt.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Float.toUInt(): UInt = doubleToUInt(this.toDouble())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Double] value to [UInt].\r\n *\r\n *

The fractional part, if any, is rounded down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Double` value is negative or `NaN`,

[UInt.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `UInt.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Double.toUInt(): UInt = doubleToUInt(this)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be
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found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\

r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class UShort @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Short) : Comparable<UShort> {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

/**\r\n         * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UShort can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public

const val MIN_VALUE: UShort = UShort(0)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an

instance of UShort can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UShort = UShort(-1)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n         * The number of bytes used to represent an instance of UShort in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n

public const val SIZE_BYTES: Int = 2\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of

UShort in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 16\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified

other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int =

this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n

  * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or

a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

@Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\r\n    public override inline operator fun compareTo(other: UShort): Int

= this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for

order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than

other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline operator fun compareTo(other: UInt): Int = this.toUInt().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this

value with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a

negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

this.toULong().compareTo(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

  public inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): UInt = this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Adds the other

value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other)\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().plus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value

from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other)\r\n

  /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

minus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().minus(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().times(other)\r\n

/** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

times(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().times(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n
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@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().div(other)\r\n    /**

Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other:

ULong): ULong = this.toULong().div(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the

other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().rem(other)\r\n

/** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().rem(other)\r\n\r\n    /** Increments this

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun inc(): UShort = UShort(data.inc())\r\n

/** Decrements this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun dec(): UShort =

UShort(data.dec())\r\n\r\n    /** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rangeTo(other: UShort): UIntRange =

UIntRange(this.toUInt(), other.toUInt())\r\n\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun and(other: UShort): UShort = UShort(this.data and

other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun or(other: UShort): UShort = UShort(this.data or

other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun xor(other: UShort): UShort = UShort(this.data xor

other.data)\r\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun inv():

UShort = UShort(data.inv())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Byte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value

is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical

value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this

`UShort` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[UShort] value to [Short].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the resulting

`Short` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `UShort`. Otherwise the result is negative.\r\n

*\r\n     * The resulting `Short` value has the same binary representation as this `UShort` value.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort]

value to [Int].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Int` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n

*\r\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the resulting `Int` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\r\n

* whereas the most significant 16 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline fun toInt(): Int = data.toInt() and 0xFFFF\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Long].\r\n     *\r\n

  * The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least

significant 16 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\r\n     * whereas the

most significant 48 bits are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun

toLong(): Long = data.toLong() and 0xFFFF\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [UByte].\r\n

*\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n

* the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least

significant 8 bits of this `UShort` value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUByte():

UByte = data.toUByte()\r\n    /** Returns this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun

toUShort(): UShort = this\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [UInt].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting

`UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the

resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 16 bits are

filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = UInt(data.toInt()
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and 0xFFFF)\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [ULong].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `ULong`

value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the

resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\r\n     * whereas the most significant 48 bits

are filled with zeros.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong =

ULong(data.toLong() and 0xFFFF)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Float].\r\n     *\r\n     * The

resulting `Float` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float = this.toInt().toFloat()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts

this [UShort] value to [Double].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Double` value represents the same numerical value as

this `UShort`.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double =

this.toInt().toDouble()\r\n\r\n    public override fun toString(): String = toInt().toString()\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Converts this [Byte] value to [UShort].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `UShort` value represents the

same numerical value as this `Byte`.\r\n *\r\n * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UShort` value are the

same as the bits of this `Byte` value,\r\n * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled with the sign bit of this

value.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun Byte.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UShort].\r\n

*\r\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `UShort` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\r\n

*\r\n * The resulting `UShort` value has the same binary representation as this `Short` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this)\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UShort].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is

positive and less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\r\n * the same

numerical value as this `Int`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of

this `Int` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Int.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UShort].\r\n *\r\n * If

this value is positive and less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\r\n

* the same numerical value as this `Long`.\r\n *\r\n * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least

significant 16 bits of this `Long` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Long.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A range of values of type `Char`.\r\n */\r\npublic class CharRange(start: Char,

endInclusive: Char) : CharProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Char> {\r\n    override val start: Char

get() = first\r\n    override val endInclusive: Char get() = last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: Char): Boolean =

first <= value && value <= last\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is CharRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first ==

other.first && last == other.last)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 *

first.toInt() + last.toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

  /** An empty range of values of type Char. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: CharRange = CharRange(1.toChar(),

0.toChar())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A range of values of type `Int`.\r\n */\r\npublic class IntRange(start: Int,

endInclusive: Int) : IntProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Int> {\r\n    override val start: Int get() =

first\r\n    override val endInclusive: Int get() = last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: Int): Boolean = first <=

value && value <= last\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is IntRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first &&

last == other.last)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first + last)\r\n\r\n

override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** An empty range of values

of type Int. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: IntRange = IntRange(1, 0)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A range of values

of type `Long`.\r\n */\r\npublic class LongRange(start: Long, endInclusive: Long) : LongProgression(start,
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endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Long> {\r\n    override val start: Long get() = first\r\n    override val endInclusive:

Long get() = last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: Long): Boolean = first <= value && value <= last\r\n\r\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is

LongRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first && last == other.last)\r\n\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (first xor (first ushr 32)) + (last xor (last ushr

32))).toInt()\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** An

empty range of values of type Long. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: LongRange = LongRange(1, 0)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\ninternal object EmptyIterator : ListIterator<Nothing> {\r\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun

nextIndex(): Int = 0\r\n    override fun previousIndex(): Int = -1\r\n    override fun next(): Nothing = throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n    override fun previous(): Nothing = throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal object EmptyList : List<Nothing>, Serializable, RandomAccess

{\r\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long = -7390468764508069838L\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean = other is List<*> && other.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 1\r\n    override fun

toString(): String = \"[]\"\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\r\n

override fun contains(element: Nothing): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements:

Collection<Nothing>): Boolean = elements.isEmpty()\r\n\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): Nothing = throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Empty list doesn't contain element at index $index.\")\r\n    override fun

indexOf(element: Nothing): Int = -1\r\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element: Nothing): Int = -1\r\n\r\n    override fun

iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\r\n    override fun listIterator(): ListIterator<Nothing> =

EmptyIterator\r\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<Nothing> {\r\n        if (index != 0) throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Index: $index\")\r\n        return EmptyIterator\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<Nothing> {\r\n        if (fromIndex == 0 && toIndex == 0) return this\r\n

    throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex, toIndex: $toIndex\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun

readResolve(): Any = EmptyList\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>.asCollection(): Collection<T> =

ArrayAsCollection(this, isVarargs = false)\r\n\r\nprivate class ArrayAsCollection<T>(val values: Array<out T>, val

isVarargs: Boolean) : Collection<T> {\r\n    override val size: Int get() = values.size\r\n    override fun isEmpty():

Boolean = values.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun contains(element: T): Boolean = values.contains(element)\r\n

override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean = elements.all { contains(it) }\r\n    override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> = values.iterator()\r\n    // override hidden toArray implementation to prevent copying of

values array\r\n    public fun toArray(): Array<out Any?> =

values.copyToArrayOfAny(isVarargs)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only list.  The returned list is

serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyReadOnlyList\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<T> emptyList(): List<T> = EmptyList\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only list of given elements.  The returned

list is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.readOnlyList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

listOf(vararg elements: T): List<T> = if (elements.size > 0) elements.asList() else emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns an empty read-only list.  The returned list is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyReadOnlyList\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T> listOf(): List<T> = emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty new [MutableList].\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyMutableList\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> mutableListOf():

MutableList<T> = ArrayList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty new [ArrayList].\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyArrayList\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> arrayListOf(): ArrayList<T> =

ArrayList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [MutableList] with the given elements.\r\n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Lists.mutableList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> mutableListOf(vararg elements: T):

MutableList<T> =\r\n    if (elements.size == 0) ArrayList() else ArrayList(ArrayAsCollection(elements, isVarargs =

true))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [ArrayList] with the given elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.arrayList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> arrayListOf(vararg elements: T):

ArrayList<T> =\r\n    if (elements.size == 0) ArrayList() else ArrayList(ArrayAsCollection(elements, isVarargs =

true))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only list either of single given element, if it is not null, or empty list if the

element is null. The returned list is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOfNotNull\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any> listOfNotNull(element: T?):

List<T> = if (element != null) listOf(element) else emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only list only of

those given elements, that are not null.  The returned list is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOfNotNull\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any> listOfNotNull(vararg elements:

T?): List<T> = elements.filterNotNull()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only list with the specified [size], where

each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The function [init] is called for

each list element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value for a list element given its

index.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.readOnlyListFromInitializer\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> List(size: Int, init: (index: Int) -

> T): List<T> = MutableList(size, init)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new mutable list with the specified [size], where

each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The function [init] is called for

each list element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value for a list element given its

index.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.mutableListFromInitializer\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> MutableList(size: Int, init:

(index: Int) -> T): MutableList<T> {\r\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\r\n    repeat(size) { index ->

list.add(init(index)) }\r\n    return list\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an [IntRange] of the valid indices for this

collection.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.indicesOfCollection\r\n */\r\npublic val

Collection<*>.indices: IntRange\r\n    get() = 0..size - 1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index of the last item in the list

or -1 if the list is empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.lastIndexOfList\r\n */\r\npublic

val <T> List<T>.lastIndex: Int\r\n    get() = this.size - 1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the collection is not

empty.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIsNotEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean =

!isEmpty()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this nullable collection is either null or empty.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIsNullOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Collection<T>?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty !=

null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return this == null || this.isEmpty()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this Collection if it's not `null`

and the empty list otherwise.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>?.orEmpty(): Collection<T> = this ?:

emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this List if it's not `null` and the empty list otherwise.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOrEmpty\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>?.orEmpty(): List<T> = this ?: emptyList()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this collection if it's not empty\r\n * or

the result of calling [defaultValue] function if the collection is empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -

> R): R where C : Collection<*>, C : R =\r\n    if (isEmpty()) defaultValue() else this\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Checks if

all elements in the specified collection are contained in this collection.\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety

restriction of `containsAll` that requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionContainsAll\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>
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Collection<T>.containsAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean = this.containsAll(elements)\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T>

List<T>.optimizeReadOnlyList() = when (size) {\r\n    0 -> emptyList()\r\n    1 -> listOf(this[0])\r\n    else ->

this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Searches this list or its range for the provided [element] using the binary search

algorithm.\r\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the Comparable natural ordering

of its elements,\r\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\r\n *\r\n * If the list contains multiple elements equal to the

specified [element], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\r\n *\r\n * `null` value is considered to be less

than any non-null value.\r\n *\r\n * @return the index of the element, if it is contained in the list within the specified

range;\r\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\r\n * The insertion point is defined as the

index at which the element should be inserted,\r\n * so that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains

sorted.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchOnComparable\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithBoundaries\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

List<T?>.binarySearch(element: T?, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Int {\r\n    rangeCheck(size,

fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    var low = fromIndex\r\n    var high = toIndex - 1\r\n\r\n    while (low <= high) {\r\n

val mid = (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\r\n        val midVal = get(mid)\r\n        val cmp =

compareValues(midVal, element)\r\n\r\n        if (cmp < 0)\r\n            low = mid + 1\r\n        else if (cmp > 0)\r\n

  high = mid - 1\r\n        else\r\n            return mid // key found\r\n    }\r\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not

found\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Searches this list or its range for the provided [element] using the binary search

algorithm.\r\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the specified [comparator],\r\n *

otherwise the result is undefined.\r\n *\r\n * If the list contains multiple elements equal to the specified [element],

there is no guarantee which one will be found.\r\n *\r\n * `null` value is considered to be less than any non-null

value.\r\n *\r\n * @return the index of the element, if it is contained in the list within the specified range;\r\n *

otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\r\n * The insertion point is defined as the index at

which the element should be inserted,\r\n * so that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains sorted

according to the specified [comparator].\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.binarySearch(element: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Int {\r\n

 rangeCheck(size, fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    var low = fromIndex\r\n    var high = toIndex - 1\r\n\r\n    while

(low <= high) {\r\n        val mid = (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\r\n        val midVal = get(mid)\r\n

val cmp = comparator.compare(midVal, element)\r\n\r\n        if (cmp < 0)\r\n            low = mid + 1\r\n        else if

(cmp > 0)\r\n            high = mid - 1\r\n        else\r\n            return mid // key found\r\n    }\r\n    return -(low + 1)  //

key not found\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Searches this list or its range for an element having the key returned by the

specified [selector] function\r\n * equal to the provided [key] value using the binary search algorithm.\r\n * The list

is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the Comparable natural ordering of keys of its

elements.\r\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\r\n *\r\n * If the list contains multiple elements with the specified

[key], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\r\n *\r\n * `null` value is considered to be less than any non-

null value.\r\n *\r\n * @return the index of the element with the specified [key], if it is contained in the list within

the specified range;\r\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\r\n * The insertion point is

defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\r\n * so that the list (or the specified subrange of list)

still remains sorted.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchByKey\r\n */\r\npublic inline

fun <T, K : Comparable<K>> List<T>.binarySearchBy(\r\n    key: K?,\r\n    fromIndex: Int = 0,\r\n    toIndex: Int =

size,\r\n    crossinline selector: (T) -> K?\r\n): Int =\r\n    binarySearch(fromIndex, toIndex) {

compareValues(selector(it), key) }\r\n\r\n// do not introduce this overload --- too rare\r\n//public fun <T, K>

List<T>.binarySearchBy(key: K, comparator: Comparator<K>, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size(), selector:

(T) -> K): Int =\r\n//        binarySearch(fromIndex, toIndex) { comparator.compare(selector(it), key)

}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Searches this list or its range for an element for which [comparison] function returns zero using

the binary search algorithm.\r\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the provided

[comparison],\r\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\r\n *\r\n * If the list contains multiple elements for which

[comparison] returns zero, there is no guarantee which one will be found.\r\n *\r\n * @param comparison function
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that compares an element of the list with the element being searched.\r\n *\r\n * @return the index of the found

element, if it is contained in the list within the specified range;\r\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-

insertion point - 1)`.\r\n * The insertion point is defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\r\n *

so that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains sorted.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithComparisonFunction\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.binarySearch(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size, comparison: (T) -> Int): Int {\r\n    rangeCheck(size,

fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    var low = fromIndex\r\n    var high = toIndex - 1\r\n\r\n    while (low <= high) {\r\n

val mid = (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\r\n        val midVal = get(mid)\r\n        val cmp =

comparison(midVal)\r\n\r\n        if (cmp < 0)\r\n            low = mid + 1\r\n        else if (cmp > 0)\r\n            high = mid

- 1\r\n        else\r\n            return mid // key found\r\n    }\r\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not found\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Checks that `from` and `to` are in\r\n * the range of [0..size] and throws an appropriate exception, if they aren't.\r\n

*/\r\nprivate fun rangeCheck(size: Int, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\r\n    when {\r\n        fromIndex > toIndex ->

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"fromIndex ($fromIndex) is greater than toIndex ($toIndex).\")\r\n        fromIndex

< 0 -> throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex ($fromIndex) is less than zero.\")\r\n        toIndex > size ->

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"toIndex ($toIndex) is greater than size ($size).\")\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal expect fun checkIndexOverflow(index: Int):

Int\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal expect fun checkCountOverflow(count: Int):

Int\r\n\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun throwIndexOverflow() { throw

ArithmeticException(\"Index overflow has happened.\")

}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun throwCountOverflow() { throw

ArithmeticException(\"Count overflow has happened.\") }\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\nprivate object EmptyMap : Map<Any?, Nothing>,

Serializable {\r\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long = 8246714829545688274\r\n\r\n    override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is Map<*, *> && other.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\r\n

override fun toString(): String = \"{}\"\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean

= true\r\n\r\n    override fun containsKey(key: Any?): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun containsValue(value:

Nothing): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun get(key: Any?): Nothing? = null\r\n    override val entries:

Set<Map.Entry<Any?, Nothing>> get() = EmptySet\r\n    override val keys: Set<Any?> get() = EmptySet\r\n

override val values: Collection<Nothing> get() = EmptyList\r\n\r\n    private fun readResolve(): Any =

EmptyMap\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only map of specified type.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map is

serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyReadOnlyMap\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<K, V> emptyMap(): Map<K, V> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (EmptyMap as Map<K,

V>)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only map with the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\r\n * where the

first value is the key and the second is the value.\r\n *\r\n * If multiple pairs have the same key, the resulting map

will contain the value from the last of those pairs.\r\n *\r\n * Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were

specified.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map is serializable (JVM).\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mapFromPairs\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> mapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<K,

V>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    if (pairs.size > 0) pairs.toMap(LinkedHashMap(mapCapacity(pairs.size))) else

emptyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only map.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map is serializable (JVM).\r\n

* @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyReadOnlyMap\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> mapOf(): Map<K, V> = emptyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns an empty new [MutableMap].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order.\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyMutableMap\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> mutableMapOf():

MutableMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [MutableMap] with the specified contents,
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given as a list of pairs\r\n * where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\r\n *\r\n * If multiple

pairs have the same key, the resulting map will contain the value from the last of those pairs.\r\n *\r\n * Entries of

the map are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mutableMapFromPairs\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyMutableMap\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> mutableMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): MutableMap<K, V> =\r\n    LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(pairs.size)).apply { putAll(pairs)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty new [HashMap].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> hashMapOf(): HashMap<K,

V> = HashMap<K, V>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [HashMap] with the specified contents, given as a list of

pairs\r\n * where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.hashMapFromPairs\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> hashMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): HashMap<K, V> = HashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(pairs.size)).apply { putAll(pairs) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns an empty new [LinkedHashMap].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun <K, V> linkedMapOf(): LinkedHashMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

new [LinkedHashMap] with the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\r\n * where the first component is the key

and the second is the value.\r\n *\r\n * If multiple pairs have the same key, the resulting map will contain the value

from the last of those pairs.\r\n *\r\n * Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.linkedMapFromPairs\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V>

linkedMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<K, V>): LinkedHashMap<K, V> =

pairs.toMap(LinkedHashMap(mapCapacity(pairs.size)))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calculate the initial capacity of a map,

based on Guava's com.google.common.collect.Maps approach. This is equivalent\r\n * to the Collection constructor

for HashSet, (c.size()/.75f) + 1, but provides further optimisations for very small or\r\n * very large sizes, allows

support non-collection classes, and provides consistency for all map based class construction.\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun mapCapacity(expectedSize: Int): Int {\r\n    if (expectedSize < 3) {\r\n

return expectedSize + 1\r\n    }\r\n    if (expectedSize < INT_MAX_POWER_OF_TWO) {\r\n        return

expectedSize + expectedSize / 3\r\n    }\r\n    return Int.MAX_VALUE // any large value\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate const val

INT_MAX_POWER_OF_TWO: Int = Int.MAX_VALUE / 2 + 1\r\n\r\n/** Returns `true` if this map is not empty.

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean =

!isEmpty()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this nullable map is either null or empty.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapIsNullOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return this == null || isEmpty()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Map] if its not `null`, or the empty [Map]

otherwise.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<K, V>?.orEmpty(): Map<K, V> = this ?:

emptyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this map if it's not empty\r\n * or the result of calling [defaultValue] function if

the map is empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <M, R> M.ifEmpty(defaultValue: ()

-> R): R where M : Map<*, *>, M : R =\r\n    if (isEmpty()) defaultValue() else this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Checks if the

map contains the given key.\r\n *\r\n * This method allows to use the `x in map` syntax for checking whether an

object is contained in the map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V> Map<out K, V>.contains(key: K): Boolean =

containsKey(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value corresponding to the given [key], or `null` if such a key is not

present in the map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V> Map<out K, V>.get(key: K): V? =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as Map<K, V>).get(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Allows to use the index

operator for storing values in a mutable map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K,

V> MutableMap<K, V>.set(key: K, value: V): Unit {\r\n    put(key, value)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the
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map contains the specified [key].\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `containsKey` that

requires to pass a key of type `K`.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K> Map<out K, *>.containsKey(key: K): Boolean =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as Map<K, *>).containsKey(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the

map maps one or more keys to the specified [value].\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of

`containsValue` that requires to pass a value of type `V`.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.containsValue\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, @kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes V> Map<K,

V>.containsValue(value: V): Boolean = this.containsValue(value)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the specified key and

its corresponding value from this map.\r\n *\r\n * @return the previous value associated with the key, or `null` if the

key was not present in the map.\r\n\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `remove` that requires to pass

a key of type `K`.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K,

V> MutableMap<out K, V>.remove(key: K): V? =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableMap<K, V>).remove(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the key component of the map entry.\r\n *\r\n * This

method allows to use destructuring declarations when working with maps, for example:\r\n * ```\r\n * for ((key,

value) in map) {\r\n *     // do something with the key and the value\r\n * }\r\n * ```\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.component1(): K =

key\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value component of the map entry.\r\n *\r\n * This method allows to use

destructuring declarations when working with maps, for example:\r\n * ```\r\n * for ((key, value) in map) {\r\n *     //

do something with the key and the value\r\n * }\r\n * ```\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

operator fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.component2(): V = value\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts entry to [Pair] with key

being first component and value being second.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V>

Map.Entry<K, V>.toPair(): Pair<K, V> = Pair(key, value)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value for the given key, or the

result of the [defaultValue] function if there was no entry for the given key.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.getOrElse\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <K, V>

Map<K, V>.getOrElse(key: K, defaultValue: () -> V): V = get(key) ?: defaultValue()\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun

<K, V> Map<K, V>.getOrElseNullable(key: K, defaultValue: () -> V): V {\r\n    val value = get(key)\r\n    if (value

== null && !containsKey(key)) {\r\n        return defaultValue()\r\n    } else {\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return value as V\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value for

the given [key] or throws an exception if there is no such key in the map.\r\n *\r\n * If the map was created by

[withDefault], resorts to its `defaultValue` provider function\r\n * instead of throwing an exception.\r\n *\r\n *

@throws NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain a value for the specified key and\r\n * no implicit

default value was provided for that map.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.getValue(key: K): V = getOrImplicitDefault(key)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value for the given key. If the key

is not found in the map, calls the [defaultValue] function,\r\n * puts its result into the map under the given key and

returns it.\r\n *\r\n * Note that the operation is not guaranteed to be atomic if the map is being modified

concurrently.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.getOrPut\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V>

MutableMap<K, V>.getOrPut(key: K, defaultValue: () -> V): V {\r\n    val value = get(key)\r\n    return if (value ==

null) {\r\n        val answer = defaultValue()\r\n        put(key, answer)\r\n        answer\r\n    } else {\r\n        value\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an [Iterator] over the entries in the [Map].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.forOverEntries\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

<K, V> Map<out K, V>.iterator(): Iterator<Map.Entry<K, V>> = entries.iterator()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

[MutableIterator] over the mutable entries in the [MutableMap].\r\n *\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"mutableIterator\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K,

V> MutableMap<K, V>.iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> =

entries.iterator()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates the given [destination] map with entries having the keys of this map and

the values obtained\r\n * by applying the [transform] function to each entry in this [Map].\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun
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<K, V, R, M : MutableMap<in K, in R>> Map<out K, V>.mapValuesTo(destination: M, transform: (Map.Entry<K,

V>) -> R): M {\r\n    return entries.associateByTo(destination, { it.key }, transform)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates

the given [destination] map with entries having the keys obtained\r\n * by applying the [transform] function to each

entry in this [Map] and the values of this map.\r\n *\r\n * In case if any two entries are mapped to the equal keys, the

value of the latter one will overwrite\r\n * the value associated with the former one.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K,

V, R, M : MutableMap<in R, in V>> Map<out K, V>.mapKeysTo(destination: M, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -

> R): M {\r\n    return entries.associateByTo(destination, transform, { it.value })\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Puts all the

given [pairs] into this [MutableMap] with the first component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.putAll(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\r\n    for ((key,

value) in pairs) {\r\n        put(key, value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Puts all the elements of the given collection into

this [MutableMap] with the first component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.putAll(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\r\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\r\n

   put(key, value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Puts all the elements of the given sequence into this [MutableMap] with

the first component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<in

K, in V>.putAll(pairs: Sequence<Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\r\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\r\n        put(key, value)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map with entries having the keys of this map and the values obtained by

applying the [transform]\r\n * function to each entry in this [Map].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original map.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapValues\r\n

*/\r\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K, V>.mapValues(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map<K, R>

{\r\n    return mapValuesTo(LinkedHashMap<K, R>(mapCapacity(size)), transform) //

.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new Map with entries having the keys obtained by applying

the [transform] function to each entry in this\r\n * [Map] and the values of this map.\r\n *\r\n * In case if any two

entries are mapped to the equal keys, the value of the latter one will overwrite\r\n * the value associated with the

former one.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapKeys\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.mapKeys(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map<R, V> {\r\n    return mapKeysTo(LinkedHashMap<R,

V>(mapCapacity(size)), transform) // .optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map containing all

key-value pairs with keys matching the given [predicate].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterKeys\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

<K, V> Map<out K, V>.filterKeys(predicate: (K) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\r\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K,

V>()\r\n    for (entry in this) {\r\n        if (predicate(entry.key)) {\r\n            result.put(entry.key, entry.value)\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map containing all key-value pairs with values matching

the given [predicate].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterValues\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.filterValues(predicate: (V) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\r\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\r\n    for

(entry in this) {\r\n        if (predicate(entry.value)) {\r\n            result.put(entry.key, entry.value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all entries matching the given [predicate] into the mutable map given

as [destination] parameter.\r\n *\r\n * @return the destination map.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterTo\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Map<out K, V>.filterTo(destination: M, predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): M {\r\n    for (element in this)

{\r\n        if (predicate(element)) {\r\n            destination.put(element.key, element.value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return destination\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs matching the given

[predicate].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filter\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.filter(predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\r\n    return filterTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(),

predicate)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all entries not matching the given [predicate] into the given [destination].\r\n

*\r\n * @return the destination map.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterNotTo\r\n */\r\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Map<out K, V>.filterNotTo(destination: M, predicate:
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(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): M {\r\n    for (element in this) {\r\n        if (!predicate(element)) {\r\n

destination.put(element.key, element.value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n    return destination\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

new map containing all key-value pairs not matching the given [predicate].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterNot\r\n

*/\r\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.filterNot(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Map<K, V>

{\r\n    return filterNotTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), predicate)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map containing

all key-value pairs from the given collection of pairs.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order

of the original collection.\r\n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <K, V> Iterable<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V> {\r\n    if (this is Collection) {\r\n        return

when (size) {\r\n            0 -> emptyMap()\r\n            1 -> mapOf(if (this is List) this[0] else iterator().next())\r\n

  else -> toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(size)))\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n    return

toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>()).optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs from the given collection of pairs.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\r\n    destination.apply {

putAll(this@toMap) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs from the given array of

pairs.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\r\n * If any of two pairs

would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> Array<out Pair<K,

V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V> = when (size) {\r\n    0 -> emptyMap()\r\n    1 -> mapOf(this[0])\r\n    else ->

toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(size)))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *  Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs from the given array of pairs.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K,

in V>> Array<out Pair<K, V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\r\n    destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs from the given sequence of pairs.\r\n *\r\n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\r\n * If any of two pairs would have the

same key the last one gets added to the map.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V> Sequence<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K,

V> = toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>()).optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs from the given sequence of pairs.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\r\n    destination.apply {

putAll(this@toMap) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only map containing all key-value pairs from the original

map.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toMap(): Map<K, V> = when (size) {\r\n    0 ->

emptyMap()\r\n    1 -> toSingletonMap()\r\n    else -> toMutableMap()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new mutable

map containing all key-value pairs from the original map.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toMutableMap():

MutableMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map

with key-value pairs from the given map.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in

K, in V>> Map<out K, V>.toMap(destination: M): M =\r\n    destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding an entry to this map from a given key-value

[pair].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * The [pair] is iterated

in the end if it has a unique key.\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pair: Pair<K, V>):

Map<K, V> =\r\n    if (this.isEmpty()) mapOf(pair) else LinkedHashMap(this).apply { put(pair.first, pair.second)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from a given collection of

key-value [pairs].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * Those

[pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end in the order of [pairs] collection.\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun <K, V>

Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    if (this.isEmpty()) pairs.toMap() else

LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding

entries to this map from a given array of key-value [pairs].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\r\n * Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end in the order of [pairs] array.\r\n

*/\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    if
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(this.isEmpty()) pairs.toMap() else LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-

only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from a given sequence of key-value [pairs].\r\n *\r\n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated

in the end in the order of [pairs] sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs:

Sequence<Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs)

}.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries to this map

from another [map].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n * Those

entries of another [map] that are missing in this map are iterated in the end in the order of that [map].\r\n */\r\npublic

operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(map: Map<out K, V>): Map<K, V> =\r\n    LinkedHashMap(this).apply

{ putAll(map) }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends or replaces the given [pair] in this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pair:

Pair<K, V>) {\r\n    put(pair.first, pair.second)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends or replaces all pairs from the given

collection of [pairs] in this mutable map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V>

MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>) {\r\n    putAll(pairs)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Appends or replaces all pairs from the given array of [pairs] in this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs:

Array<out Pair<K, V>>) {\r\n    putAll(pairs)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends or replaces all pairs from the given

sequence of [pairs] in this mutable map.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V>

MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs: Sequence<Pair<K, V>>) {\r\n    putAll(pairs)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Appends or replaces all entries from the given [map] in this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(map:

Map<K, V>) {\r\n    putAll(map)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map containing all entries of the original map except

the entry with the given [key].\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original

map.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(key: K): Map<K, V>

=\r\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(key) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map

containing all entries of the original map except those entries\r\n * the keys of which are contained in the given

[keys] collection.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Iterable<K>): Map<K, V>

=\r\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a map

containing all entries of the original map except those entries\r\n * the keys of which are contained in the given

[keys] array.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Array<out K>): Map<K,

V> =\r\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

map containing all entries of the original map except those entries\r\n * the keys of which are contained in the given

[keys] sequence.\r\n *\r\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Sequence<K>): Map<K,

V> =\r\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the

entry with the given [key] from this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(key: K) {\r\n    remove(key)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all entries the keys of which are

contained in the given [keys] collection from this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Iterable<K>) {\r\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all entries the

keys of which are contained in the given [keys] array from this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Array<out K>) {\r\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all entries

from the keys of which are contained in the given [keys] sequence from this mutable map.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,
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V>.minusAssign(keys: Sequence<K>) {\r\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// do not expose for now

@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.optimizeReadOnlyMap() = when (size) {\r\n    0 ->

emptyMap()\r\n    1 -> toSingletonMapOrSelf()\r\n    else -> this\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SetsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal object EmptySet : Set<Nothing>, Serializable {\r\n    private const val

serialVersionUID: Long = 3406603774387020532\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is

Set<*> && other.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

\"[]\"\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\r\n    override fun

contains(element: Nothing): Boolean = false\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<Nothing>):

Boolean = elements.isEmpty()\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\r\n\r\n    private

fun readResolve(): Any = EmptySet\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only set.  The returned set is

serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyReadOnlySet\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

emptySet(): Set<T> = EmptySet\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new read-only set with the given elements.\r\n * Elements

of the set are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n * The returned set is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.readOnlySet\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> setOf(vararg elements: T): Set<T> = if

(elements.size > 0) elements.toSet() else emptySet()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty read-only set.  The returned

set is serializable (JVM).\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyReadOnlySet\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> setOf(): Set<T> = emptySet()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an

empty new [MutableSet].\r\n *\r\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyMutableSet\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> mutableSetOf():

MutableSet<T> = LinkedHashSet()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] with the given elements.\r\n *

Elements of the set are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.mutableSet\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> mutableSetOf(vararg elements: T):

MutableSet<T> = elements.toCollection(LinkedHashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\r\n\r\n/** Returns an empty

new [HashSet]. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> hashSetOf():

HashSet<T> = HashSet()\r\n\r\n/** Returns a new [HashSet] with the given elements. */\r\npublic fun <T>

hashSetOf(vararg elements: T): HashSet<T> =

elements.toCollection(HashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\r\n\r\n/** Returns an empty new [LinkedHashSet].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> linkedSetOf():

LinkedHashSet<T> = LinkedHashSet()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new [LinkedHashSet] with the given elements.\r\n

* Elements of the set are iterated in the order they were specified.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> linkedSetOf(vararg

elements: T): LinkedHashSet<T> = elements.toCollection(LinkedHashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\r\n\r\n/**

Returns this Set if it's not `null` and the empty set otherwise. */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T> Set<T>?.orEmpty(): Set<T> = this ?: emptySet()\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> Set<T>.optimizeReadOnlySet() =

when (size) {\r\n    0 -> emptySet()\r\n    1 -> setOf(iterator().next())\r\n    else -> this\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n@file:Suppress(\"PLA

TFORM_CLASS_MAPPED_TO_KOTLIN\")\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a signed

[Byte] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toByteOrNull(): Byte? = toByteOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Parses the string as a signed [Byte] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for

string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toByteOrNull(radix: Int): Byte?

{\r\n    val int = this.toIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\r\n    if (int < Byte.MIN_VALUE || int > Byte.MAX_VALUE)
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return null\r\n    return int.toByte()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the

result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic

fun String.toShortOrNull(): Short? = toShortOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number

and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toShortOrNull(radix: Int): Short? {\r\n    val int =

this.toIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\r\n    if (int < Short.MIN_VALUE || int > Short.MAX_VALUE) return null\r\n

 return int.toShort()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if

the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun

String.toIntOrNull(): Int? = toIntOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns

the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toIntOrNull(radix: Int): Int? {\r\n    checkRadix(radix)\r\n\r\n    val

length = this.length\r\n    if (length == 0) return null\r\n\r\n    val start: Int\r\n    val isNegative: Boolean\r\n    val

limit: Int\r\n\r\n    val firstChar = this[0]\r\n    if (firstChar < '0') {  // Possible leading sign\r\n        if (length == 1)

return null  // non-digit (possible sign) only, no digits after\r\n\r\n        start = 1\r\n\r\n        if (firstChar == '-') {\r\n

      isNegative = true\r\n            limit = Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n        } else if (firstChar == '+') {\r\n            isNegative =

false\r\n            limit = -Int.MAX_VALUE\r\n        } else\r\n            return null\r\n    } else {\r\n        start = 0\r\n

isNegative = false\r\n        limit = -Int.MAX_VALUE\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / radix\r\n    var

result = 0\r\n    for (i in start..(length - 1)) {\r\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\r\n\r\n        if (digit < 0) return

null\r\n        if (result < limitBeforeMul) return null\r\n\r\n        result *= radix\r\n\r\n        if (result < limit + digit)

return null\r\n\r\n        result -= digit\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return if (isNegative) result else -result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of

a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toLongOrNull(): Long? = toLongOrNull(radix =

10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a

valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix

for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun String.toLongOrNull(radix: Int):

Long? {\r\n    checkRadix(radix)\r\n\r\n    val length = this.length\r\n    if (length == 0) return null\r\n\r\n    val start:

Int\r\n    val isNegative: Boolean\r\n    val limit: Long\r\n\r\n    val firstChar = this[0]\r\n    if (firstChar < '0') {  //

Possible leading sign\r\n        if (length == 1) return null  // non-digit (possible sign) only, no digits after\r\n\r\n

start = 1\r\n\r\n        if (firstChar == '-') {\r\n            isNegative = true\r\n            limit = Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n

} else if (firstChar == '+') {\r\n            isNegative = false\r\n            limit = -Long.MAX_VALUE\r\n        } else\r\n

       return null\r\n    } else {\r\n        start = 0\r\n        isNegative = false\r\n        limit = -Long.MAX_VALUE\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / radix\r\n    var result = 0L\r\n    for (i in start..(length - 1)) {\r\n        val

digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\r\n\r\n        if (digit < 0) return null\r\n        if (result < limitBeforeMul) return

null\r\n\r\n        result *= radix\r\n\r\n        if (result < limit + digit) return null\r\n\r\n        result -= digit\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return if (isNegative) result else -result\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun numberFormatError(input: String):

Nothing = throw NumberFormatException(\"Invalid number format: '$input'\")\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UnsignedKt\")\r\n@file:UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\

npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun uintCompare(v1: Int, v2: Int): Int = (v1 xor

Int.MIN_VALUE).compareTo(v2 xor Int.MIN_VALUE)\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun ulongCompare(v1:

Long, v2: Long): Int = (v1 xor Long.MIN_VALUE).compareTo(v2 xor

Long.MIN_VALUE)\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun uintDivide(v1: UInt, v2: UInt): UInt = (v1.toLong() /

v2.toLong()).toUInt()\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun uintRemainder(v1: UInt, v2: UInt): UInt = (v1.toLong() %

v2.toLong()).toUInt()\r\n\r\n// Division and remainder are based on Guava's UnsignedLongs implementation\r\n//

Copyright 2011 The Guava Authors\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun ulongDivide(v1: ULong, v2: ULong):
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ULong {\r\n    val dividend = v1.toLong()\r\n    val divisor = v2.toLong()\r\n    if (divisor < 0) { // i.e., divisor >=

2^63:\r\n        return if (v1 < v2) ULong(0) else ULong(1)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Optimization - use signed division if

both dividend and divisor < 2^63\r\n    if (dividend >= 0) {\r\n        return ULong(dividend / divisor)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

// Otherwise, approximate the quotient, check, and correct if necessary.\r\n    val quotient = ((dividend ushr 1) /

divisor) shl 1\r\n    val rem = dividend - quotient * divisor\r\n    return ULong(quotient + if (ULong(rem) >=

ULong(divisor)) 1 else 0)\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun ulongRemainder(v1: ULong, v2: ULong):

ULong {\r\n    val dividend = v1.toLong()\r\n    val divisor = v2.toLong()\r\n    if (divisor < 0) { // i.e., divisor >=

2^63:\r\n        return if (v1 < v2) {\r\n            v1 // dividend < divisor\r\n        } else {\r\n            v1 - v2 // dividend

>= divisor\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Optimization - use signed modulus if both dividend and divisor < 2^63\r\n

if (dividend >= 0) {\r\n        return ULong(dividend % divisor)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Otherwise, approximate the

quotient, check, and correct if necessary.\r\n    val quotient = ((dividend ushr 1) / divisor) shl 1\r\n    val rem =

dividend - quotient * divisor\r\n    return ULong(rem - if (ULong(rem) >= ULong(divisor)) divisor else

0)\r\n}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun doubleToUInt(v: Double): UInt = when {\r\n    v.isNaN() -> 0u\r\n    v

<= UInt.MIN_VALUE.toDouble() -> UInt.MIN_VALUE\r\n    v >= UInt.MAX_VALUE.toDouble() ->

UInt.MAX_VALUE\r\n    v <= Int.MAX_VALUE -> v.toInt().toUInt()\r\n    else -> (v -

Int.MAX_VALUE).toInt().toUInt() + Int.MAX_VALUE.toUInt()      // Int.MAX_VALUE < v <

UInt.MAX_VALUE\r\n}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun doubleToULong(v: Double): ULong = when {\r\n

v.isNaN() -> 0u\r\n    v <= ULong.MIN_VALUE.toDouble() -> ULong.MIN_VALUE\r\n    v >=

ULong.MAX_VALUE.toDouble() -> ULong.MAX_VALUE\r\n    v < Long.MAX_VALUE ->

v.toLong().toULong()\r\n\r\n    // Real values from Long.MAX_VALUE to (Long.MAX_VALUE + 1) are not

representable in Double, so don't handle them.\r\n    else -> (v - 9223372036854775808.0).toLong().toULong() +

9223372036854775808uL      // Long.MAX_VALUE + 1 < v <

ULong.MAX_VALUE\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun uintToDouble(v: Int): Double = (v and

Int.MAX_VALUE).toDouble() + (v ushr 31 shl 30).toDouble() * 2\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun

ulongToDouble(v: Long): Double = (v ushr 11).toDouble() * 2048 + (v and 2047)\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun

ulongToString(v: Long): String = ulongToString(v, 10)\r\n\r\ninternal fun ulongToString(v: Long, base: Int): String

{\r\n    if (v >= 0) return v.toString(base)\r\n\r\n    var quotient = ((v ushr 1) / base) shl 1\r\n    var rem = v - quotient

* base\r\n    if (rem >= base) {\r\n        rem -= base\r\n        quotient += 1\r\n    }\r\n    return quotient.toString(base)

+ rem.toString(base)\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Given an [iterator] function constructs an [Iterable] instance that returns values

through the [Iterator]\r\n * provided by that function.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Building.iterable\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable(crossinline iterator: () -> Iterator<T>): Iterable<T> = object : Iterable<T> {\r\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = iterator()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A wrapper over another [Iterable] (or any other object that can produce

an [Iterator]) that returns\r\n * an indexing iterator.\r\n */\r\ninternal class IndexingIterable<out T>(private val

iteratorFactory: () -> Iterator<T>) : Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\r\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = IndexingIterator(iteratorFactory())\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the size of this

iterable if it is known, or `null` otherwise.\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun <T>

Iterable<T>.collectionSizeOrNull(): Int? = if (this is Collection<*>) this.size else null\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

size of this iterable if it is known, or the specified [default] value otherwise.\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun

<T> Iterable<T>.collectionSizeOrDefault(default: Int): Int = if (this is Collection<*>) this.size else

default\r\n\r\n/** Returns true when it's safe to convert this collection to a set without changing contains method

behavior. */\r\nprivate fun <T> Collection<T>.safeToConvertToSet() = size > 2 && this is ArrayList\r\n\r\n/**

Converts this collection to a set, when it's worth so and it doesn't change contains method behavior. */\r\ninternal

fun <T> Iterable<T>.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(source: Iterable<T>): Collection<T> =\r\n    when (this)
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{\r\n        is Set -> this\r\n        is Collection ->\r\n            when {\r\n                source is Collection && source.size <

2 -> this\r\n                else -> if (this.safeToConvertToSet()) toHashSet() else this\r\n            }\r\n        else ->

toHashSet()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/** Converts this collection to a set, when it's worth so and it doesn't change contains

method behavior. */\r\ninternal fun <T> Iterable<T>.convertToSetForSetOperation(): Collection<T> =\r\n    when

(this) {\r\n        is Set -> this\r\n        is Collection -> if (this.safeToConvertToSet()) toHashSet() else this\r\n

else -> toHashSet()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a single list of all elements from all collections in the given

collection.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.flattenIterable\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<Iterable<T>>.flatten(): List<T> {\r\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\r\n    for (element in this) {\r\n

result.addAll(element)\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\r\n * *first* list is

built from the first values of each pair from this collection,\r\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each

pair from this collection.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.unzipIterable\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<T, R> Iterable<Pair<T, R>>.unzip(): Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\r\n    val expectedSize =

collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\r\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>(expectedSize)\r\n    val listR =

ArrayList<R>(expectedSize)\r\n    for (pair in this) {\r\n        listT.add(pair.first)\r\n        listR.add(pair.second)\r\n

}\r\n    return listT to listR\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.sequences\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Given an [iterator] function constructs a [Sequence] that returns values through the

[Iterator]\r\n * provided by that function.\r\n * The values are evaluated lazily, and the sequence is potentially

infinite.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromIterator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence(crossinline iterator: () -> Iterator<T>):

Sequence<T> = object : Sequence<T> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = iterator()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Creates a sequence that returns all elements from this iterator. The sequence is constrained to be iterated only

once.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromIterator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

Iterator<T>.asSequence(): Sequence<T> = Sequence { this }.constrainOnce()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a sequence

that returns the specified values.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceOfValues\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T> sequenceOf(vararg elements: T): Sequence<T> = if (elements.isEmpty()) emptySequence()

else elements.asSequence()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> emptySequence():

Sequence<T> = EmptySequence\r\n\r\nprivate object EmptySequence : Sequence<Nothing>,

DropTakeSequence<Nothing> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\r\n    override fun

drop(n: Int) = EmptySequence\r\n    override fun take(n: Int) = EmptySequence\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this

sequence if it's not `null` and the empty sequence otherwise.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Usage.sequenceOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>?.orEmpty():

Sequence<T> = this ?: emptySequence()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence that iterates through the elements

either of this sequence\r\n * or, if this sequence turns out to be empty, of the sequence returned by [defaultValue]

function.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Usage.sequenceIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -> Sequence<T>):

Sequence<T> = sequence {\r\n    val iterator = this@ifEmpty.iterator()\r\n    if (iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n

yieldAll(iterator)\r\n    } else {\r\n        yieldAll(defaultValue())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence of all

elements from all sequences in this sequence.\r\n *\r\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T> Sequence<Sequence<T>>.flatten(): Sequence<T> = flatten { it.iterator() }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a sequence of all elements from all iterables in this sequence.\r\n *\r\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flattenSequenceOfIterable\")\r\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<Iterable<T>>.flatten(): Sequence<T> = flatten { it.iterator() }\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.flatten(iterator: (T) -> Iterator<R>): Sequence<R> {\r\n    if (this is TransformingSequence<*, *>)

{\r\n        return (this as TransformingSequence<*, T>).flatten(iterator)\r\n    }\r\n    return FlatteningSequence(this,
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{ it }, iterator)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\r\n * *first* list is built from the first values of each

pair from this sequence,\r\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each pair from this sequence.\r\n *\r\n

* The operation is _terminal_.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<Pair<T, R>>.unzip(): Pair<List<T>, List<R>>

{\r\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>()\r\n    val listR = ArrayList<R>()\r\n    for (pair in this) {\r\n

listT.add(pair.first)\r\n        listR.add(pair.second)\r\n    }\r\n    return listT to listR\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence

that returns the values from the underlying [sequence] that either match or do not match\r\n * the specified

[predicate].\r\n *\r\n * @param sendWhen If `true`, values for which the predicate returns `true` are returned.

Otherwise,\r\n * values for which the predicate returns `false` are returned\r\n */\r\ninternal class

FilteringSequence<T>(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val sendWhen: Boolean = true,\r\n

private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\r\n) : Sequence<T> {\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object :

Iterator<T> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1

for continue\r\n        var nextItem: T? = null\r\n\r\n        private fun calcNext() {\r\n            while (iterator.hasNext())

{\r\n                val item = iterator.next()\r\n                if (predicate(item) == sendWhen) {\r\n                    nextItem =

item\r\n                    nextState = 1\r\n                    return\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            nextState = 0\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): T {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n            if (nextState

== 0)\r\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n            val result = nextItem\r\n            nextItem = null\r\n

        nextState = -1\r\n            @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n            return result as T\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

  override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n            return nextState

== 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence which returns the results of applying the given [transformer]

function to the values\r\n * in the underlying [sequence].\r\n */\r\n\r\ninternal class TransformingSequence<T,

R>\r\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>, private val transformer: (T) -> R) : Sequence<R> {\r\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<R> = object : Iterator<R> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        override

fun next(): R {\r\n            return transformer(iterator.next())\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean

{\r\n            return iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    internal fun <E> flatten(iterator: (R) -> Iterator<E>):

Sequence<E> {\r\n        return FlatteningSequence<T, R, E>(sequence, transformer, iterator)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence which returns the results of applying the given [transformer] function to the

values\r\n * in the underlying [sequence], where the transformer function takes the index of the value in the

underlying\r\n * sequence along with the value itself.\r\n */\r\ninternal class TransformingIndexedSequence<T,

R>\r\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>, private val transformer: (Int, T) -> R) : Sequence<R> {\r\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<R> = object : Iterator<R> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var

index = 0\r\n        override fun next(): R {\r\n            return transformer(checkIndexOverflow(index++),

iterator.next())\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            return iterator.hasNext()\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence which combines values from the underlying [sequence] with their indices

and returns them as\r\n * [IndexedValue] objects.\r\n */\r\ninternal class

IndexingSequence<T>\r\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>) : Sequence<IndexedValue<T>> {\r\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = object : Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> {\r\n        val iterator =

sequence.iterator()\r\n        var index = 0\r\n        override fun next(): IndexedValue<T> {\r\n            return

IndexedValue(checkIndexOverflow(index++), iterator.next())\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean

{\r\n            return iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence which takes the values from

two parallel underlying sequences, passes them to the given\r\n * [transform] function and returns the values

returned by that function. The sequence stops returning\r\n * values as soon as one of the underlying sequences stops

returning values.\r\n */\r\ninternal class MergingSequence<T1, T2, V>\r\nconstructor(\r\n    private val sequence1:

Sequence<T1>,\r\n    private val sequence2: Sequence<T2>,\r\n    private val transform: (T1, T2) -> V\r\n) :

Sequence<V> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<V> = object : Iterator<V> {\r\n        val iterator1 =

sequence1.iterator()\r\n        val iterator2 = sequence2.iterator()\r\n        override fun next(): V {\r\n            return

transform(iterator1.next(), iterator2.next())\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            return

iterator1.hasNext() && iterator2.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class FlatteningSequence<T, R,

E>\r\nconstructor(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val transformer: (T) -> R,\r\n    private val
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iterator: (R) -> Iterator<E>\r\n) : Sequence<E> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E> = object : Iterator<E>

{\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var itemIterator: Iterator<E>? = null\r\n\r\n        override fun

next(): E {\r\n            if (!ensureItemIterator())\r\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n            return

itemIterator!!.next()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            return

ensureItemIterator()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        private fun ensureItemIterator(): Boolean {\r\n            if

(itemIterator?.hasNext() == false)\r\n                itemIterator = null\r\n\r\n            while (itemIterator == null) {\r\n

        if (!iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                    return false\r\n                } else {\r\n                    val element =

iterator.next()\r\n                    val nextItemIterator = iterator(transformer(element))\r\n                    if

(nextItemIterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                        itemIterator = nextItemIterator\r\n                        return true\r\n

          }\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return true\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that

supports drop(n) and take(n) operations\r\n */\r\ninternal interface DropTakeSequence<T> : Sequence<T> {\r\n

fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T>\r\n    fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that skips

[startIndex] values from the underlying [sequence]\r\n * and stops returning values right before [endIndex], i.e. stops

at `endIndex - 1`\r\n */\r\ninternal class SubSequence<T>(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private

val startIndex: Int,\r\n    private val endIndex: Int\r\n) : Sequence<T>, DropTakeSequence<T> {\r\n\r\n    init {\r\n

  require(startIndex >= 0) { \"startIndex should be non-negative, but is $startIndex\" }\r\n        require(endIndex >=

0) { \"endIndex should be non-negative, but is $endIndex\" }\r\n        require(endIndex >= startIndex) { \"endIndex

should be not less than startIndex, but was $endIndex < $startIndex\" }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private val count: Int get() =

endIndex - startIndex\r\n\r\n    override fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) emptySequence() else

SubSequence(sequence, startIndex + n, endIndex)\r\n    override fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) this

else SubSequence(sequence, startIndex, startIndex + n)\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator() = object : Iterator<T>

{\r\n\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var position = 0\r\n\r\n        // Shouldn't be called from

constructor to avoid premature iteration\r\n        private fun drop() {\r\n            while (position < startIndex &&

iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                iterator.next()\r\n                position++\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override

fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            drop()\r\n            return (position < endIndex) && iterator.hasNext()\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): T {\r\n            drop()\r\n            if (position >= endIndex)\r\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            position++\r\n            return iterator.next()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* A sequence that returns at most [count] values from the underlying [sequence], and stops returning values\r\n * as

soon as that count is reached.\r\n */\r\ninternal class TakeSequence<T>(\r\n    private val sequence:

Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val count: Int\r\n) : Sequence<T>, DropTakeSequence<T> {\r\n\r\n    init {\r\n

require(count >= 0) { \"count must be non-negative, but was $count.\" }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun drop(n: Int):

Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) emptySequence() else SubSequence(sequence, n, count)\r\n    override fun take(n:

Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) this else TakeSequence(sequence, n)\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\r\n        var left = count\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n\r\n

override fun next(): T {\r\n            if (left == 0)\r\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n            left--\r\n

       return iterator.next()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            return left > 0 &&

iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that returns values from the underlying

[sequence] while the [predicate] function returns\r\n * `true`, and stops returning values once the function returns

`false` for the next element.\r\n */\r\ninternal class TakeWhileSequence<T>\r\nconstructor(\r\n    private val

sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\r\n) : Sequence<T> {\r\n    override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var nextState: Int = -

1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\r\n        var nextItem: T? = null\r\n\r\n        private fun calcNext()

{\r\n            if (iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                val item = iterator.next()\r\n                if (predicate(item)) {\r\n

          nextState = 1\r\n                    nextItem = item\r\n                    return\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n

nextState = 0\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): T {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext() //

will change nextState\r\n            if (nextState == 0)\r\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n            val result = nextItem as T\r\n\r\n            // Clean next to avoid

keeping reference on yielded instance\r\n            nextItem = null\r\n            nextState = -1\r\n            return result\r\n
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     }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext() // will

change nextState\r\n            return nextState == 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that skips the

specified number of values from the underlying [sequence] and returns\r\n * all values after that.\r\n */\r\ninternal

class DropSequence<T>(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n    private val count: Int\r\n) : Sequence<T>,

DropTakeSequence<T> {\r\n    init {\r\n        require(count >= 0) { \"count must be non-negative, but was $count.\"

}\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> = (count + n).let { n1 -> if (n1 < 0) DropSequence(this, n)

else DropSequence(sequence, n1) }\r\n    override fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T> = (count + n).let { n1 -> if (n1 < 0)

TakeSequence(this, n) else SubSequence(sequence, count, n1) }\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> =

object : Iterator<T> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var left = count\r\n\r\n        // Shouldn't be

called from constructor to avoid premature iteration\r\n        private fun drop() {\r\n            while (left > 0 &&

iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                iterator.next()\r\n                left--\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun

next(): T {\r\n            drop()\r\n            return iterator.next()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean

{\r\n            drop()\r\n            return iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A sequence that skips the

values from the underlying [sequence] while the given [predicate] returns `true` and returns\r\n * all values after

that.\r\n */\r\ninternal class DropWhileSequence<T>\r\nconstructor(\r\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\r\n

private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\r\n) : Sequence<T> {\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object :

Iterator<T> {\r\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\r\n        var dropState: Int = -1 // -1 for not dropping, 1 for

nextItem, 0 for normal iteration\r\n        var nextItem: T? = null\r\n\r\n        private fun drop() {\r\n            while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n                val item = iterator.next()\r\n                if (!predicate(item)) {\r\n

nextItem = item\r\n                    dropState = 1\r\n                    return\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            dropState =

0\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): T {\r\n            if (dropState == -1)\r\n                drop()\r\n\r\n            if

(dropState == 1) {\r\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n                val result = nextItem as T\r\n

          nextItem = null\r\n                dropState = 0\r\n                return result\r\n            }\r\n            return

iterator.next()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (dropState == -1)\r\n

drop()\r\n            return dropState == 1 || iterator.hasNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class

DistinctSequence<T, K>(private val source: Sequence<T>, private val keySelector: (T) -> K) : Sequence<T> {\r\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = DistinctIterator(source.iterator(), keySelector)\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate class

DistinctIterator<T, K>(private val source: Iterator<T>, private val keySelector: (T) -> K) : AbstractIterator<T>()

{\r\n    private val observed = HashSet<K>()\r\n\r\n    override fun computeNext() {\r\n        while

(source.hasNext()) {\r\n            val next = source.next()\r\n            val key = keySelector(next)\r\n\r\n            if

(observed.add(key)) {\r\n                setNext(next)\r\n                return\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        done()\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class GeneratorSequence<T : Any>(private val getInitialValue: () -> T?, private val

getNextValue: (T) -> T?) : Sequence<T> {\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\r\n

var nextItem: T? = null\r\n        var nextState: Int = -2 // -2 for initial unknown, -1 for next unknown, 0 for done, 1

for continue\r\n\r\n        private fun calcNext() {\r\n            nextItem = if (nextState == -2) getInitialValue() else

getNextValue(nextItem!!)\r\n            nextState = if (nextItem == null) 0 else 1\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun

next(): T {\r\n            if (nextState < 0)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n\r\n            if (nextState == 0)\r\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            val result = nextItem as T\r\n            // Do not clean nextItem (to avoid

keeping reference on yielded instance) -- need to keep state for getNextValue\r\n            nextState = -1\r\n

return result\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (nextState < 0)\r\n

calcNext()\r\n            return nextState == 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a wrapper sequence that

provides values of this sequence, but ensures it can be iterated only one time.\r\n *\r\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\r\n *\r\n * [IllegalStateException] is thrown on iterating the returned sequence from

the second time.\r\n *\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.constrainOnce(): Sequence<T> {\r\n    // as? does not

work in js\r\n    //return this as? ConstrainedOnceSequence<T> ?: ConstrainedOnceSequence(this)\r\n    return if

(this is ConstrainedOnceSequence<T>) this else ConstrainedOnceSequence(this)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

sequence which invokes the function to calculate the next value on each iteration until the function returns `null`.\r\n

*\r\n * The returned sequence is constrained to be iterated only once.\r\n *\r\n * @see constrainOnce\r\n * @see
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kotlin.sequences.sequence\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequence\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T : Any> generateSequence(nextFunction: () -> T?): Sequence<T> {\r\n    return

GeneratorSequence(nextFunction, { nextFunction() }).constrainOnce()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence

defined by the starting value [seed] and the function [nextFunction],\r\n * which is invoked to calculate the next

value based on the previous one on each iteration.\r\n *\r\n * The sequence produces values until it encounters first

`null` value.\r\n * If [seed] is `null`, an empty sequence is produced.\r\n *\r\n * The sequence can be iterated

multiple times, each time starting with [seed].\r\n *\r\n * @see kotlin.sequences.sequence\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequenceWithSeed\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\npublic fun <T : Any> generateSequence(seed: T?,

nextFunction: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> =\r\n    if (seed == null)\r\n        EmptySequence\r\n    else\r\n

GeneratorSequence({ seed }, nextFunction)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence defined by the function

[seedFunction], which is invoked to produce the starting value,\r\n * and the [nextFunction], which is invoked to

calculate the next value based on the previous one on each iteration.\r\n *\r\n * The sequence produces values until it

encounters first `null` value.\r\n * If [seedFunction] returns `null`, an empty sequence is produced.\r\n *\r\n * The

sequence can be iterated multiple times.\r\n *\r\n * @see kotlin.sequences.sequence\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequenceWithLazySeed\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any>

generateSequence(seedFunction: () -> T?, nextFunction: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> =\r\n

GeneratorSequence(seedFunction, nextFunction)\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"PreconditionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.contract\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] if the [value] is

false.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun require(value: Boolean): Unit {\r\n    contract {\r\n

returns() implies value\r\n    }\r\n    require(value) { \"Failed requirement.\" }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an

[IllegalArgumentException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the [value] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

require(value: Boolean, lazyMessage: () -> Any): Unit {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns() implies value\r\n    }\r\n

if (!value) {\r\n        val message = lazyMessage()\r\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(message.toString())\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] if the [value] is null. Otherwise returns the not null

value.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T : Any> requireNotNull(value: T?): T {\r\n

contract {\r\n        returns() implies (value != null)\r\n    }\r\n    return requireNotNull(value) { \"Required value was

null.\" }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the

[value] is null. Otherwise\r\n * returns the not null value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T : Any> requireNotNull(value: T?, lazyMessage: () -> Any): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns() implies (value

!= null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (value == null) {\r\n        val message = lazyMessage()\r\n        throw

IllegalArgumentException(message.toString())\r\n    } else {\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws

an [IllegalStateException] if the [value] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

check(value: Boolean): Unit {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns() implies value\r\n    }\r\n    check(value) { \"Check

failed.\" }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the

[value] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun check(value: Boolean, lazyMessage: () -> Any): Unit {\r\n

contract {\r\n        returns() implies value\r\n    }\r\n    if (!value) {\r\n        val message = lazyMessage()\r\n

throw IllegalStateException(message.toString())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] if the

[value] is null. Otherwise\r\n * returns the not null value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun
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<T : Any> checkNotNull(value: T?): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns() implies (value != null)\r\n    }\r\n    return

checkNotNull(value) { \"Required value was null.\" }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] with

the result of calling [lazyMessage]  if the [value] is null. Otherwise\r\n * returns the not null value.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun <T : Any> checkNotNull(value: T?, lazyMessage: () -> Any): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns()

implies (value != null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (value == null) {\r\n        val message = lazyMessage()\r\n        throw

IllegalStateException(message.toString())\r\n    } else {\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws

an [IllegalStateException] with the given [message].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failWithError\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun error(message:

Any): Nothing = throw IllegalStateException(message.toString())\r\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS

AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

primitiveArrayConcat\nimport withType\nimport kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds

of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun <T>

Array<out T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun ByteArray.elementAt(index: Int): Byte

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun ShortArray.elementAt(index: Int): Short {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun IntArray.elementAt(index: Int): Int {\n

return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds

of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun

LongArray.elementAt(index: Int): Long {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun FloatArray.elementAt(index: Int): Float

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun DoubleArray.elementAt(index: Int): Double {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun BooleanArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Boolean {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun CharArray.elementAt(index: Int): Char {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original

array.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.asList(): List<T> {\n    return
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ArrayList<T>(this.unsafeCast<Array<Any?>>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ByteArray.asList(): List<Byte> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ShortArray.asList(): List<Short> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun IntArray.asList(): List<Int> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun LongArray.asList(): List<Long> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun FloatArray.asList(): List<Float> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun DoubleArray.asList(): List<Double> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun BooleanArray.asList(): List<Boolean> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\npublic actual fun CharArray.asList(): List<Char> {\n    return object : AbstractList<Char>(), RandomAccess {\n

     override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n

   override fun contains(element: Char): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int):

Char {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n

override fun indexOf(element: Char): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is Char) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: Char): Int {\n            if ((element as

Any?) !is Char) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *deeply* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same

elements in the same order.\n * \n * If two corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are also compared

deeply.\n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n * \n * The elements of

other types are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code

based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays

contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepHashCode\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the

contents of this array as if it is a [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains

itself on any nesting level that reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent recursion.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepToString\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepToString(): String {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays

are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n *

\n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers

it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating

point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun ByteArray.contentEquals(other:

ByteArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are
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*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun ShortArray.contentEquals(other:

ShortArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun IntArray.contentEquals(other:

IntArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally*

equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements

are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that

`NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun LongArray.contentEquals(other:

LongArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun FloatArray.contentEquals(other:

FloatArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun DoubleArray.contentEquals(other:

DoubleArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun BooleanArray.contentEquals(other:

BooleanArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun CharArray.contentEquals(other:

CharArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array

as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this

array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents

of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

ShortArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents

of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

IntArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of

this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

LongArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents

of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents

of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun
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DoubleArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

CharArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the

contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.contentToString():

String {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun ByteArray.contentToString(): String {\n

 definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun ShortArray.contentToString(): String {\n

  definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun IntArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun LongArray.contentToString(): String {\n

  definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun FloatArray.contentToString(): String {\n

  definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun BooleanArray.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun CharArray.contentToString(): String {\n

 definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that

array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it

overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset

the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of

the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this

array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex]

or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified

[destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the

[destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun <T> Array<out T>.copyInto(destination: Array<T>, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): Array<T> {\n    arrayCopy(this, destination, destinationOffset,

startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the

subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *
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@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun ByteArray.copyInto(destination: ByteArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ByteArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun ShortArray.copyInto(destination: ShortArray, destinationOffset: Int =

0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ShortArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun IntArray.copyInto(destination: IntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): IntArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun LongArray.copyInto(destination: LongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,
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startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): LongArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun FloatArray.copyInto(destination: FloatArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): FloatArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun DoubleArray.copyInto(destination: DoubleArray, destinationOffset: Int

= 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): DoubleArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun BooleanArray.copyInto(destination: BooleanArray, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): BooleanArray {\n

arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>(), destination.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>(), destinationOffset,

startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the

subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *

@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex
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> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun CharArray.copyInto(destination: CharArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): CharArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Char>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Char>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun <T> Array<out T>.copyOf(): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun ByteArray.copyOf(): ByteArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun ShortArray.copyOf(): ShortArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun IntArray.copyOf(): IntArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun LongArray.copyOf(): LongArray {\n    return withType(\"LongArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun FloatArray.copyOf(): FloatArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun DoubleArray.copyOf(): DoubleArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic actual fun BooleanArray.copyOf():

BooleanArray {\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\", this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun CharArray.copyOf(): CharArray {\n    return withType(\"CharArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize]

is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater

than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ByteArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return fillFrom(this, ByteArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun ShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ShortArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new

array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return fillFrom(this, ShortArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a

copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with

zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated

to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array
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are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

IntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): IntArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\" }\n

return fillFrom(this, IntArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n

* \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If

[newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero

values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual

fun LongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): LongArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size:

$newSize.\" }\n    return withType(\"LongArray\", arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, 0L))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded

at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy

array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements

in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): FloatArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return fillFrom(this, FloatArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): DoubleArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new

array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return fillFrom(this, DoubleArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end

with `false` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `false` values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): BooleanArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size:

$newSize.\" }\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\", arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, false))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or

padded at the end with null char (`\\u0000`) values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with null char (`\\u0000`) values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

CharArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): CharArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return withType(\"CharArray\", fillFrom(this, CharArray(newSize)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end

with `null` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `null` values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizingCopyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.copyOf(newSize: Int):

Array<T?> {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return arrayCopyResize(this,

newSize, null)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n

* @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out
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T>.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Array<T> {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must

be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\npublic actual fun ByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ByteArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun ShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): ShortArray {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range

of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun

IntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): IntArray {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must

be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\npublic actual fun LongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): LongArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"LongArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified

range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n

* @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): FloatArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): DoubleArray {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range

of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): BooleanArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified

range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n

* @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n */\npublic actual fun

CharArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): CharArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"CharArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified

[element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the

end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun <T> Array<T>.fill(element: T, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size
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of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun ByteArray.fill(element: Byte, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun ShortArray.fill(element: Short, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun IntArray.fill(element: Int, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun LongArray.fill(element: Long, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun FloatArray.fill(element: Float, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun DoubleArray.fill(element: Double, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size
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of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun BooleanArray.fill(element: Boolean, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun CharArray.fill(element: Char, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator

fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(element: T): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().concat(arrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator

fun ByteArray.plus(element: Byte): ByteArray {\n    return plus(byteArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ShortArray.plus(element: Short):

ShortArray {\n    return plus(shortArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline

operator fun IntArray.plus(element: Int): IntArray {\n    return plus(intArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun LongArray.plus(element: Long):

LongArray {\n    return plus(longArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline

operator fun FloatArray.plus(element: Float): FloatArray {\n    return plus(floatArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun DoubleArray.plus(element:

Double): DoubleArray {\n    return plus(doubleArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline operator fun BooleanArray.plus(element: Boolean): BooleanArray {\n    return

plus(booleanArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then

the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun

CharArray.plus(element: Char): CharArray {\n    return plus(charArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual operator fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(elements:

Collection<T>): Array<T> {\n    return arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic

actual operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<Byte>): ByteArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<Short>): ShortArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual
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operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: Collection<Int>): IntArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size +

elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual operator fun LongArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Long>): LongArray {\n    return arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic

actual operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements: Collection<Float>): FloatArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun DoubleArray.plus(elements: Collection<Double>): DoubleArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun BooleanArray.plus(elements: Collection<Boolean>): BooleanArray {\n    return

arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual operator fun CharArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Char>): CharArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size,

elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>):

Array<T> {\n    return this.asDynamic().concat(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements:

ByteArray): ByteArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements:

ShortArray): ShortArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: IntArray):

IntArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun LongArray.plus(elements:

LongArray): LongArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements:

FloatArray): FloatArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun DoubleArray.plus(elements:

DoubleArray): DoubleArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun BooleanArray.plus(elements:

BooleanArray): BooleanArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun CharArray.plus(elements:

CharArray): CharArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.plusElement(element: T): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().concat(arrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun
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IntArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic actual fun LongArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sort {

a: Long, b: Long -> a.compareTo(b) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

ShortArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

DoubleArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

CharArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the natural order

of its elements.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArrayOfComparable\n */\npublic actual fun

<T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-

place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that

equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.sort(comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArrayWith(this, comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

the array in-place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Byte, b: Byte) -> Int):

Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by

the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sort(noinline

comparison: (a: Short, b: Short) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-

place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Int, b: Int) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.sort(noinline comparison:

(a: Long, b: Long) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according

to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Float, b: Float) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sort(noinline comparison:

(a: Double, b: Double) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place

according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun CharArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Char, b: Char) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Unit {\n    if

(size > 1) sortArrayWith(this, comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun ByteArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Byte> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic actual fun ShortArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Short> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic actual fun IntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Int> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

LongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Long> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*

object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun
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FloatArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Float> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*

object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

DoubleArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Double> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*

object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Boolean> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

*typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

CharArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Char> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ComparisonsKt\")\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Compares two values using the specified functions [selectors] to calculate the

result of the comparison.\r\n * The functions are called sequentially, receive the given values [a] and [b] and return

[Comparable]\r\n * objects. As soon as the [Comparable] instances returned by a function for [a] and [b] values do

not\r\n * compare as equal, the result of that comparison is returned.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithSelectors\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> compareValuesBy(a:

T, b: T, vararg selectors: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Int {\r\n    require(selectors.size > 0)\r\n    return

compareValuesByImpl(a, b, selectors)\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T> compareValuesByImpl(a: T, b: T, selectors:

Array<out (T) -> Comparable<*>?>): Int {\r\n    for (fn in selectors) {\r\n        val v1 = fn(a)\r\n        val v2 =

fn(b)\r\n        val diff = compareValues(v1, v2)\r\n        if (diff != 0) return diff\r\n    }\r\n    return

0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Compares two values using the specified [selector] function to calculate the result of the

comparison.\r\n * The function is applied to the given values [a] and [b] and return [Comparable] objects.\r\n * The

result of comparison of these [Comparable] instances is returned.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithSingleSelector\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> compareValuesBy(a: T, b: T, selector: (T) ->

Comparable<*>?): Int {\r\n    return compareValues(selector(a), selector(b))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Compares two

values using the specified [selector] function to calculate the result of the comparison.\r\n * The function is applied

to the given values [a] and [b] and return objects of type K which are then being\r\n * compared with the given

[comparator].\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareValuesBy(a: T, b: T, comparator:

Comparator<in K>, selector: (T) -> K): Int {\r\n    return comparator.compare(selector(a), selector(b))\r\n}\r\n\r\n////

Not so useful without type inference for receiver of expression\r\n//// compareValuesWith(v1, v2, compareBy {

it.prop1 } thenByDescending { it.prop2 })\r\n///**\r\n// * Compares two values using the specified

[comparator].\r\n// */\r\n//@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\n//public inline fun <T>

compareValuesWith(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<T>): Int = comparator.compare(a, b)\r\n//\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Compares two nullable [Comparable] values. Null is considered less than any value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValues\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Comparable<*>> compareValues(a: T?,

b: T?): Int {\r\n    if (a === b) return 0\r\n    if (a == null) return -1\r\n    if (b == null) return 1\r\n\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    return (a as Comparable<Any>).compareTo(b)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Creates a comparator using the sequence of functions to calculate a result of comparison.\r\n * The functions are

called sequentially, receive the given values `a` and `b` and return [Comparable]\r\n * objects. As soon as the

[Comparable] instances returned by a function for `a` and `b` values do not\r\n * compare as equal, the result of that

comparison is returned from the [Comparator].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithSelectors\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> compareBy(vararg selectors:

(T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> {\r\n    require(selectors.size > 0)\r\n    return Comparator { a, b ->

compareValuesByImpl(a, b, selectors) }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator using the function to

transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithSingleSelector\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun <T> compareBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b
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-> compareValuesBy(a, b, selector) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator using the [selector] function to transform

values being compared and then applying\r\n * the specified [comparator] to compare transformed values.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareBy(comparator: Comparator<in K>,

crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(a, b, comparator,

selector) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a descending comparator using the function to transform value to a [Comparable]

instance for comparison.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByDescendingWithSingleSelector\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> compareByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) ->

Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(b, a, selector) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Creates a descending comparator using the [selector] function to transform values being compared and then

applying\r\n * the specified [comparator] to compare transformed values.\r\n *\r\n * Note that an order of

[comparator] is reversed by this wrapper.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByDescendingWithComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareByDescending(comparator: Comparator<in

K>, crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(b, a,

comparator, selector) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator comparing values after the primary comparator defined

them equal. It uses\r\n * the function to transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenBy\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b -

>\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenBy.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare

else compareValuesBy(a, b, selector)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator comparing values after the

primary comparator defined them equal. It uses\r\n * the [selector] function to transform values and then compares

them with the given [comparator].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByWithComparator\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

fun <T, K> Comparator<T>.thenBy(comparator: Comparator<in K>, crossinline selector: (T) -> K):

Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenBy.compare(a, b)\r\n        if

(previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(a, b, comparator, selector)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Creates a descending comparator using the primary comparator and\r\n * the function to transform value to a

[Comparable] instance for comparison.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByDescending\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T> Comparator<T>.thenByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\r\n

Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenByDescending.compare(a, b)\r\n        if

(previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(b, a, selector)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a

descending comparator comparing values after the primary comparator defined them equal. It uses\r\n * the

[selector] function to transform values and then compares them with the given [comparator].\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByDescendingWithComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> Comparator<T>.thenByDescending(comparator:

Comparator<in K>, crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        val

previousCompare = this@thenByDescending.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare

else compareValuesBy(b, a, comparator, selector)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a comparator using the primary

comparator and function to calculate a result of comparison.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenComparator\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenComparator(crossinline comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator {

a, b ->\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenComparator.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0)

previousCompare else comparison(a, b)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Combines this comparator and the given

[comparator] such that the latter is applied only\r\n * when the former considered values equal.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.then\r\n */\r\npublic infix fun <T> Comparator<T>.then(comparator:
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Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        val previousCompare =

this@then.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else comparator.compare(a, b)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Combines this comparator and the given [comparator] such that the latter is applied only\r\n *

when the former considered values equal.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenDescending\r\n */\r\npublic infix fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenDescending(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T> =\r\n    Comparator<T> { a, b -

>\r\n        val previousCompare = this@thenDescending.compare(a, b)\r\n        if (previousCompare != 0)

previousCompare else comparator.compare(b, a)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n// Not so useful without type inference for receiver of

expression\r\n/**\r\n * Extends the given [comparator] of non-nullable values to a comparator of nullable values\r\n

* considering `null` value less than any other value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any>

nullsFirst(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T?> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        when {\r\n

a === b -> 0\r\n            a == null -> -1\r\n            b == null -> 1\r\n            else -> comparator.compare(a, b)\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a comparator of nullable [Comparable] values\r\n * considering `null` value less

than any other value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T : Comparable<T>> nullsFirst(): Comparator<T?> =

nullsFirst(naturalOrder())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Extends the given [comparator] of non-nullable values to a comparator of

nullable values\r\n * considering `null` value greater than any other value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Any>

nullsLast(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T?> =\r\n    Comparator { a, b ->\r\n        when {\r\n

a === b -> 0\r\n            a == null -> 1\r\n            b == null -> -1\r\n            else -> comparator.compare(a, b)\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a comparator of nullable [Comparable] values\r\n * considering `null` value

greater than any other value.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastComparator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T : Comparable<T>> nullsLast(): Comparator<T?> =

nullsLast(naturalOrder())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a comparator that compares [Comparable] objects in natural

order.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.naturalOrderComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> naturalOrder(): Comparator<T> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")

(NaturalOrderComparator as Comparator<T>)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a comparator that compares [Comparable]

objects in reversed natural order.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

reverseOrder(): Comparator<T> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (ReverseOrderComparator as

Comparator<T>)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *  Returns a comparator that imposes the reverse ordering of this comparator.\r\n

*\r\n *  @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.reversed\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> Comparator<T>.reversed():

Comparator<T> = when (this) {\r\n    is ReversedComparator -> this.comparator\r\n    NaturalOrderComparator ->

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (ReverseOrderComparator as Comparator<T>)\r\n

ReverseOrderComparator -> @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (NaturalOrderComparator as

Comparator<T>)\r\n    else -> ReversedComparator(this)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class

ReversedComparator<T>(public val comparator: Comparator<T>) : Comparator<T> {\r\n    override fun compare(a:

T, b: T): Int = comparator.compare(b, a)\r\n    @Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\r\n    fun

reversed(): Comparator<T> = comparator\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate object NaturalOrderComparator :

Comparator<Comparable<Any>> {\r\n    override fun compare(a: Comparable<Any>, b: Comparable<Any>): Int =

a.compareTo(b)\r\n    @Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\r\n    fun reversed():

Comparator<Comparable<Any>> = ReverseOrderComparator\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate object ReverseOrderComparator :

Comparator<Comparable<Any>> {\r\n    override fun compare(a: Comparable<Any>, b: Comparable<Any>): Int =

b.compareTo(a)\r\n    @Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\r\n    fun reversed():

Comparator<Comparable<Any>> = NaturalOrderComparator\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n\r\npublic actual
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interface Comparator<T> {\r\n    @JsName(\"compare\")\r\n    actual fun compare(a: T, b: T): Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

actual inline fun <T> Comparator(crossinline comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Comparator<T> = object :

Comparator<T> {\r\n    override fun compare(a: T, b: T): Int = comparison(a, b)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StandardKt\")\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An exception is thrown to indicate that a method body remains

to be implemented.\r\n */\r\npublic class NotImplementedError(message: String = \"An operation is not

implemented.\") : Error(message)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Always throws [NotImplementedError] stating that operation is

not implemented.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun TODO(): Nothing = throw

NotImplementedError()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Always throws [NotImplementedError] stating that operation is not

implemented.\r\n *\r\n * @param reason a string explaining why the implementation is missing.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun TODO(reason: String): Nothing = throw

NotImplementedError(\"An operation is not implemented: $reason\")\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified

function [block] and returns its result.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#run).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <R> run(block: () -> R): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return block()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the

specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and returns its result.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage

information see the documentation for [scope functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-

functions.html#run).\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.run(block: T.() -> R): R

{\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return

block()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] with the given [receiver] as its receiver and returns

its result.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#with).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, R> with(receiver: T, block: T.() -> R): R {\r\n    contract

{\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return

receiver.block()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and returns

`this` value.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#apply).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> T.apply(block: T.() -> Unit): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    block()\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its argument and returns `this` value.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed

usage information see the documentation for [scope functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-

functions.html#also).\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T>

T.also(block: (T) -> Unit): T {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n

}\r\n    block(this)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its

argument and returns its result.\r\n *\r\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#let).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.let(block: (T) -> R): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return block(this)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

`this` value if it satisfies the given [predicate] or `null`, if it doesn't.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T> T.takeIf(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(predicate, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n

return if (predicate(this)) this else null\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `this` value if it _does not_ satisfy the given

[predicate] or `null`, if it does.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun

<T> T.takeUnless(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(predicate,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return if (!predicate(this)) this else null\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *
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Executes the given function [action] specified number of [times].\r\n *\r\n * A zero-based index of current iteration

is passed as a parameter to [action].\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.misc.ControlFlow.repeat\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun repeat(times: Int, action: (Int) -> Unit) {\r\n    contract {

callsInPlace(action) }\r\n\r\n    for (index in 0 until times) {\r\n        action(index)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of two values.\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T :

Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(),

b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float): Float {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double): Double {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of

three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T {\n

return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short, c: Short): Short {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long,

c: Long): Long {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double): Double {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of two values.\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun

<T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual
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inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(),

b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float): Float {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double): Double {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of

three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T {\n

return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short, c: Short): Short {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long,

c: Long): Long {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller

of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double): Double {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component1(): T {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <T> List<T>.component2(): T {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component3(): T {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <T> List<T>.component4(): T {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component5(): T {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the collection.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection)\n

return contains(element)\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or
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throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n

if (this is List)\n        return get(index)\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Collection doesn't contain element at index $index.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T> List<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    return get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the

given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    if (this is List)\n        return

this.getOrElse(index, defaultValue)\n    if (index < 0)\n        return defaultValue(index)\n    val iterator = iterator()\n

 var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element = iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n

  return element\n    }\n    return defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> List<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    if (this is List)\n        return this.getOrNull(index)\n    if (index <

0)\n        return null\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element =

iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> List<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return

firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.first(): T {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return this.first()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator =

iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n

    return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException]

if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.first(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the

given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first element, or `null` if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    when

(this) {\n        is List -> {\n            if (isEmpty())\n                return null\n            else\n                return this[0]\n

}\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n

return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the list is empty.\n */\npublic

fun <T> List<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return
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element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> List<T>.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this list.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.getOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return if (index >=

0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the collection

does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.indexOf(element: T):

Int {\n    if (this is List) return this.indexOf(element)\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the list does not contain element.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> List<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    return

indexOf(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

collection does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if

(predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the list does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the collection does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Iterable<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item

in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n

}\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the list

does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n

val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        if (predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n

    return iterator.nextIndex()\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.last(): T {\n    when (this)

{\n        is List -> return this.last()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n

           throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n            var last = iterator.next()\n            while

(iterator.hasNext())\n                last = iterator.next()\n            return last\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.last(): T {\n

if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var last: T? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return last as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n

while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val element = iterator.previous()\n        if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"List contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the collection does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if (this is List) return

this.lastIndexOf(element)\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n    }\n    return

lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the list does not contain element.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> List<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    return
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lastIndexOf(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Iterable<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n

  else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            var last =

iterator.next()\n            while (iterator.hasNext())\n                last = iterator.next()\n            return last\n        }\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.lastOrNull(): T?

{\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.lastOrNull(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var last: T? = null\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last =

element\n        }\n    }\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n

val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val element = iterator.previous()\n

if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

collection.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.random(): T {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this collection using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun <T> Collection<T>.random(random: Random): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n    return elementAt(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the collection is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.single(): T {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return this.single()\n        else -> {\n

       val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection

is empty.\")\n            val single = iterator.next()\n            if (iterator.hasNext())\n                throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Collection has more than one element.\")\n            return single\n        }\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the list is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.single(): T {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"List has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Collection contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

    found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

single element, or `null` if the collection is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n        else ->

{\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            val single =

iterator.next()\n            if (iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            return single\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns single element, or `null` if the list is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found =

false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.drop(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return toList()\n

val list: ArrayList<T>\n    if (this is Collection<*>) {\n        val resultSize = size - n\n        if (resultSize <= 0)\n

  return emptyList()\n        if (resultSize == 1)\n            return listOf(last())\n        list = ArrayList<T>(resultSize)\n
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  if (this is List<T>) {\n            if (this is RandomAccess) {\n                for (index in n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n            } else {\n                for (item in listIterator(n))\n                    list.add(item)\n            }\n

        return list\n        }\n    }\n    else {\n        list = ArrayList<T>()\n    }\n    var count = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

   if (count >= n) list.add(item) else ++count\n    }\n    return list.optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.dropLast(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.dropLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator =

listIterator(size)\n        while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            if (!predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n                return

take(iterator.nextIndex() + 1)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.dropWhile(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if

(yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n

   }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<T>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, T) ->

Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Iterable<T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are

instances of specified type parameter R.\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R> Iterable<*>.filterIsInstance():

List<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n    return filterIsInstanceTo(ArrayList<R>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are instances of specified type parameter R to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <reified

R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(element is R) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

not matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean):

List<T> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that

are not `null`.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Iterable<T?>.filterNotNull(): List<T> {\n    return

filterNotNullTo(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Iterable<T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Iterable<T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Iterable<T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.slice(indices: IntRange): List<T> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return this.subList(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).toList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.slice(indices:

Iterable<Int>): List<T> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n
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val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.take(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (this is Collection<T>) {\n        if (n >= size) return toList()\n        if (n == 1) return

listOf(first())\n    }\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n

          break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list.optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.takeLast(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(last())\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    if (this is

RandomAccess) {\n        for (index in size - n until size)\n            list.add(this[index])\n    } else {\n        for (item in

listIterator(size - n))\n            list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> List<T>.takeLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return

emptyList()\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        if

(!predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n            iterator.next()\n            val expectedSize = size - iterator.nextIndex()\n

    if (expectedSize == 0) return emptyList()\n            return ArrayList<T>(expectedSize).apply {\n                while

(iterator.hasNext())\n                    add(iterator.next())\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.takeWhile(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the list in-place.\n */\npublic

expect fun <T> MutableList<T>.reverse(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.reversed(): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection && size <= 1) return toList()\n    val

list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to

natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that

equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> MutableList<T>.sortBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place descending according to natural sort

order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

MutableList<T>.sortByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place descending according to

their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> MutableList<T>.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

sortWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n *

\n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.sorted(): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) {\n        if (size <= 1)

return this.toList()\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return (toTypedArray<Comparable<T>>()

as Array<T>).apply { sort() }.asList()\n    }\n    return toMutableList().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

all elements sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to natural

sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Iterable<T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return
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sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.sortedDescending(): List<T>

{\n    return sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n       if (size <= 1) return this.toList()\n       @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n       return

(toTypedArray<Any?>() as Array<T>).apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n    }\n    return

toMutableList().apply { sortWith(comparator) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Boolean containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Boolean>.toBooleanArray(): BooleanArray {\n    val result

= BooleanArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Byte containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Byte>.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in

this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Char containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Char>.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n    val result =

CharArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Double containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Double>.toDoubleArray(): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Float containing

all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Float>.toFloatArray(): FloatArray {\n    val result

= FloatArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Int containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Int>.toIntArray(): IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n

    result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Long containing all of the elements

of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Long>.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    val result =

LongArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Short containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Short>.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    val result = ShortArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element

in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs

provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would

have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order

of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Iterable<T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>):

Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements

from the given collection indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *

\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

T>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and

indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Iterable<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with

key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given

collection\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by
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[keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, in T>>

Iterable<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given collection.\n *

\n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K,

V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given collection and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector]

function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n *

The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K,

V> Iterable<K>.associateWith(valueSelector: (K) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each

element of the given collection,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector]

function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the

map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Iterable<K>.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (K) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to

the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Iterable<T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toHashSet():

HashSet<T> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<T>(mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(12))))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptyList()\n            1 -> listOf(if (this is List) get(0) else

iterator().next())\n            else -> this.toMutableList()\n        }\n    }\n    return

this.toMutableList().optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n    if (this is Collection<T>)\n

return this.toMutableList()\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled

with all elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Collection<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n

return ArrayList(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptySet()\n            1 -> setOf(if (this is List) this[0] else

iterator().next())\n            else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n        }\n    }\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>()).optimizeReadOnlySet()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original collection.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original collection, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Iterable<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of

the original collection by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and
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returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to

each element of the original collection\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Iterable<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original collection by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<T>>> Iterable<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<T>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original collection\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Iterable<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a collection to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T, K>

{\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun keyOf(element:

T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each element in the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.map(transform:

(T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original collection.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

collection.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns

the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original collection\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n

* @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original collection\n * and appends the

results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to each element in the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any>

Iterable<T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in the original collection\n * and

appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach {

element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element of the original collection\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original collection\n * into an

[IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given collection.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list

are in the same order as they were in the source collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.distinct(): List<T> {\n

 return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given collection\n

* having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the

same order as they were in the source collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Iterable<T>.distinctBy(selector: (T)

-> K): List<T> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key =

selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Iterable<T>.intersect(other:

Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a set containing all elements that are contained by this collection and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T>

Iterable<T>.subtract(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    return when (this) {\n        is Collection<T> ->

LinkedHashSet(this)\n        else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>())\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing

all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original collection.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order

of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Iterable<T>.union(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return true\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if collection has at

least one element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.any(): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection) return !isEmpty()\n    return iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return false\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in
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this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.count(): Int {\n    if (this is Collection) return size\n    var count =

0\n    for (element in this) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of

elements in this collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.count(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return 0\n    var count =

0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R

{\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original collection.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation:

(index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator

= operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and

current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> List<T>.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (T, acc: R) -> R):

R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(size)\n        while

(iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            accumulator = operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n        }\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original list and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> List<T>.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int,

T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(size)\n

while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            val index = iterator.previousIndex()\n            accumulator =

operation(index, iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n        }\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.HidesMembers\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this) action(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Double>.max(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max =

iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.max(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.max(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var

max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

 return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R

: Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return maxElem\n    var

maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue <
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v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return

maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n

val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements

is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.min(): Double? {\n    val iterator

= iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n

}\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.min(): Float? {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return

min\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min

= e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic

fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.min(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (min > e) min

= e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return minElem\n    var

minValue = selector(minElem)\n    do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue >

v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return

minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T?

{\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the collection has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.none(): Boolean {\n    if (this is

Collection) return isEmpty()\n    return !iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty())

return true\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element and returns the collection itself afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic

inline fun <T, C : Iterable<T>> C.onEach(action: (T) -> Unit): C {\n    return apply { for (element in this)

action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left

to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Iterable<T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty collection can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original collection.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Iterable<T>.reduceIndexed(operation:

(index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty collection can't be reduced.\")\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++),

accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun
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<S, T : S> List<T>.reduceRight(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty list can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        accumulator =

operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original list and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

List<T>.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty list can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val index = iterator.previousIndex()\n

     accumulator = operation(index, iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumByDouble(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an

[IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

Iterable<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Iterable<T> {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (element == null) {\n            throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n    }\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as Iterable<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection

containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Any> List<T?>.requireNoNulls(): List<T> {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (element ==

null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n    }\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as List<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this collection into a list of

lists each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last list in the resulting list may have less elements than the

given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater

than the number of elements in this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.chunked(size: Int): List<List<T>> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Splits this collection into several lists each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform]

function to an each.\n * \n * @return list of results of the [transform] applied to an each list.\n * \n * Note that the

list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it

or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last list may have less elements than the

given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater

than the number of elements in this collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.chunked(size: Int, transform: (List<T>) -> R): List<R>

{\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.minus(element: T): List<T> {\n    val result =

ArrayList<T>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10))\n    var removed = false\n    return this.filterTo(result) { if (!removed

&& it == element) { removed = true; false } else true }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the

original collection except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * The [elements] array may be

converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable

implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    if (elements.isEmpty()) return this.toList()\n    val other

= elements.toHashSet()\n    return this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of

the original collection except the elements contained in the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * The [elements]
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collection may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a

correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this)\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toList()\n    return

this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection except the

elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * The [elements] sequence may be converted to a

[HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation

of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val other = elements.toHashSet()\n    if

(other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toList()\n    return this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.minusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n

return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original collection into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate]

yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>,

List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val second = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n

return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection and then the

given [element].\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.plus(element: T): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection)

return this.plus(element)\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Collection<T>.plus(element: T): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(size + 1)\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the

original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return this.plus(elements)\n    val

result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing all elements of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Collection<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size +

elements.size)\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return

this.plus(elements)\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection and then all elements of the given

[elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Collection<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    if

(elements is Collection) {\n        val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + elements.size)\n        result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n        return result\n    } else {\n        val result = ArrayList<T>(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n        return result\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original

collection and then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original

collection and then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Collection<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + 10)\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Collection<T>.plusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this collection with the given [step], where each\n *
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snapshot is a list.\n * \n * Several last lists may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and

[step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * @param size the

number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward

by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the

end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false): List<List<T>> {\n

checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    if (this is RandomAccess && this is List) {\n        val thisSize = this.size\n

val result = ArrayList<List<T>>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n        var index = 0\n        while (index < thisSize) {\n

       val windowSize = size.coerceAtMost(thisSize - index)\n            if (windowSize < size && !partialWindows)

break\n            result.add(List(windowSize) { this[it + index] })\n            index += step\n        }\n        return result\n

 }\n    val result = ArrayList<List<T>>()\n    windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

false).forEach {\n        result.add(it)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of results of applying the

given [transform] function to\n * an each list representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding

along this collection with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral

and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made

a snapshot of it.\n * Several last lists may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step]

must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an

each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if

any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

List<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    if (this is RandomAccess && this is List) {\n        val thisSize =

this.size\n        val result = ArrayList<R>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n        val window = MovingSubList(this)\n

var index = 0\n        while (index < thisSize) {\n            window.move(index, (index +

size).coerceAtMost(thisSize))\n            if (!partialWindows && window.size < size) break\n

result.add(transform(window))\n            index += step\n        }\n        return result\n    }\n    val result =

ArrayList<R>()\n    windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer = true).forEach {\n

result.add(transform(it))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this`

collection and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values

built from the elements of `this` collection and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V>

Iterable<T>.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = other.size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(element, other[i++]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] collection with the same index.\n * The returned list

has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\npublic infix fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 ->

t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` collection and the [other] collection

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V>

Iterable<T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val first = iterator()\n    val second

= other.iterator()\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(collectionSizeOrDefault(10),
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other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)))\n    while (first.hasNext() && second.hasNext()) {\n

list.add(transform(first.next(), second.next()))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs of each two

adjacent elements in this collection.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this collection contains less than two

elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.zipWithNext(): List<Pair<T, T>> {\n    return zipWithNext

{ a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to

an each pair of two adjacent elements in this collection.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this collection contains

less than two elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zipWithNext(transform: (a: T, b: T) -> R): List<R> {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return emptyList()\n    val result = mutableListOf<R>()\n    var current = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val next = iterator.next()\n        result.add(transform(current, next))\n        current

= next\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and

using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-

negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the

[truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable>

Iterable<T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence

= \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if

(limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if

supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only

the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this

collection as an [Iterable].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.asIterable():

Iterable<T> {\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original collection returning

its elements when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromCollection\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.asSequence():

Sequence<T> {\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Iterable<Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

 sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Iterable<Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double =

0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

}\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun Iterable<Long>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun
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Iterable<Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun Iterable<Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Iterable<Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n

 for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun Iterable<Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var

sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.comparisons.naturalOrder\r\nimport kotlin.random.Random\r\n\r\n/** Returns

the array if it's not `null`, or an empty array otherwise. */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

<T> Array<out T>?.orEmpty(): Array<out T> = this ?:

emptyArray<T>()\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun <T> Collection<T>.toTypedArray():

Array<T> = copyToArray(this)\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"copyToArray\")\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun <T>

copyToArray(collection: Collection<T>): Array<T> {\r\n    return if (collection.asDynamic().toArray !==

undefined)\r\n        collection.asDynamic().toArray().unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n    else\r\n

copyToArrayImpl(collection).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"copyToArrayImpl\")\r\ninternal

actual fun copyToArrayImpl(collection: Collection<*>): Array<Any?> {\r\n    val array = emptyArray<Any?>()\r\n

 val iterator = collection.iterator()\r\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\r\n        array.asDynamic().push(iterator.next())\r\n

  return array\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"copyToExistingArrayImpl\")\r\ninternal actual fun <T>

copyToArrayImpl(collection: Collection<*>, array: Array<T>): Array<T> {\r\n    if (array.size < collection.size)\r\n

      return copyToArrayImpl(collection).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n\r\n    val iterator = collection.iterator()\r\n

var index = 0\r\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n        array[index++] = iterator.next().unsafeCast<T>()\r\n    }\r\n

if (index < array.size) {\r\n        array[index] = null.unsafeCast<T>()\r\n    }\r\n    return array\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns an immutable list containing only the specified object [element].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> listOf(element:

T): List<T> = arrayListOf(element)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an immutable set containing only the specified object

[element].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> setOf(element: T): Set<T> = hashSetOf(element)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an

immutable map, mapping only the specified key to the\r\n * specified value.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K, V>

mapOf(pair: Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> = hashMapOf(pair)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Fills the list with the provided

[value].\r\n *\r\n * Each element in the list gets replaced with the [value].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.fill(value: T): Unit {\r\n    for (index in 0..lastIndex) {\r\n        this[index] =

value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this list.\r\n *\r\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.shuffle(): Unit =

shuffle(Random)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new list with the elements of this list randomly shuffled.\r\n
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun <T> Iterable<T>.shuffled(): List<T> = toMutableList().apply {

shuffle() }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to their natural sort order.\r\n *\r\n * The sort

is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\r\n */\r\npublic

actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> MutableList<T>.sort(): Unit {\r\n    collectionsSort(this,

naturalOrder())\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to the order specified with

[comparator].\r\n *\r\n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Unit {\r\n

collectionsSort(this, comparator)\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T> collectionsSort(list: MutableList<T>, comparator:

Comparator<in T>) {\r\n    if (list.size <= 1) return\r\n\r\n    val array = copyToArray(list)\r\n

sortArrayWith(array, comparator)\r\n\r\n    for (i in 0 until array.size) {\r\n        list[i] = array[i]\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun <T> arrayOfNulls(reference: Array<T>, size: Int): Array<T> {\r\n    return

arrayOfNulls<Any>(size).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@JsNa

me(\"arrayCopy\")\r\ninternal fun <T> arrayCopy(source: Array<out T>, destination: Array<in T>,

destinationOffset: Int, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int) {\r\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(startIndex, endIndex,

source.size)\r\n    val rangeSize = endIndex - startIndex\r\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(destinationOffset,

destinationOffset + rangeSize, destination.size)\r\n\r\n    if (js(\"ArrayBuffer\").isView(destination) &&

js(\"ArrayBuffer\").isView(source)) {\r\n        val subrange = source.asDynamic().subarray(startIndex, endIndex)\r\n

      destination.asDynamic().set(subrange, destinationOffset)\r\n    } else {\r\n        if (source !== destination ||

destinationOffset <= startIndex) {\r\n            for (index in 0 until rangeSize) {\r\n

destination[destinationOffset + index] = source[startIndex + index]\r\n            }\r\n        } else {\r\n            for (index

in rangeSize - 1 downTo 0) {\r\n                destination[destinationOffset + index] = source[startIndex + index]\r\n

     }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// no singleton map implementation in js, return map as

is\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\ninternal actual inline fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.toSingletonMapOrSelf(): Map<K, V> = this\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\ninternal actual

inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toSingletonMap(): Map<K, V> =

this.toMutableMap()\r\n\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\ninternal actual inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.copyToArrayOfAny(isVarargs: Boolean): Array<out Any?> =\r\n    if (isVarargs)\r\n    // no need to

copy vararg array in JS\r\n        this\r\n    else\r\n        this.copyOf()\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal actual

fun checkIndexOverflow(index: Int): Int {\r\n    if (index < 0) {\r\n        throwIndexOverflow()\r\n    }\r\n    return

index\r\n}\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal actual fun checkCountOverflow(count: Int): Int {\r\n    if (count < 0)

{\r\n        throwCountOverflow()\r\n    }\r\n    return count\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the given iterator itself. This allows to use an instance of iterator in a

`for` loop.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.iterator\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

operator fun <T> Iterator<T>.iterator(): Iterator<T> = this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an [Iterator] that wraps each

element produced by the original iterator\r\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.withIndexIterator\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

Iterator<T>.withIndex(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = IndexingIterator(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Performs the given

[operation] on each element of this [Iterator].\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.forEachIterator\r\n

*/\r\npublic inline fun <T> Iterator<T>.forEach(operation: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\r\n    for (element in this)

operation(element)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Iterator transforming original `iterator` into iterator of [IndexedValue],

counting index from zero.\r\n */\r\ninternal class IndexingIterator<out T>(private val iterator: Iterator<T>) :

Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> {\r\n    private var index = 0\r\n    final override fun hasNext(): Boolean =

iterator.hasNext()\r\n    final override fun next(): IndexedValue<T> = IndexedValue(checkIndexOverflow(index++),

iterator.next())\r\n}\r\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the
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license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ComparisonsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun

<T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte):

Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int\n\n/**\n

* Returns the greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline

fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float):

Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T :

Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte):

Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short, c:

Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int):

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float, c:

Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double, c:

Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values according to the order specified by the given

[comparator].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>):

T {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c, comparator), comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values

according to the order specified by the given [comparator].\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return if

(comparator.compare(a, b) >= 0) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n * If values are equal,

returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T):

T\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short):

Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int\n\n/**\n

* Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline

fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float):

Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T :

Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte):

Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short, c:

Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int):

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float):

Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double, c:

Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values according to the order specified by the given

[comparator].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>):

T {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c, comparator), comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values

according to the order specified by the given [comparator].\n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return if

(comparator.compare(a, b) <= 0) a else b\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all key-value pairs.\n

*/\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toList(): List<Pair<K, V>> {\n    if (size == 0)\n        return emptyList()\n

val iterator = entries.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        return emptyList()\n    val first = iterator.next()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return listOf(first.toPair())\n    val result = ArrayList<Pair<K, V>>(size)\n

result.add(first.toPair())\n    do {\n        result.add(iterator.next().toPair())\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked

on each entry of original map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K, V>.flatMap(transform: (Map.Entry<K,

V>) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each entry of original map, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Map<out K,

V>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n

val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each entry in the original map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapToList\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.map(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to each entry in the original map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Any> Map<out K,

V>.mapNotNull(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each entry in the original map\n * and appends

only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Map<out K, V>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R?): C {\n    forEach {

element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each entry of the original map\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Map<out K, V>.mapTo(destination: C, transform:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all entries match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.all(predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if map has at least one entry.\n * \n *
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@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.any(): Boolean

{\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one entry matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.any(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return false\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of entries in this map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the number of entries matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.count(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Int {\n    if (isEmpty()) return 0\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

entry.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.HidesMembers\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.forEach(action:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry

yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no entries.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R :

Comparable<R>> Map<out K, V>.maxBy(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.maxBy(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry having the largest value according to the provided

[comparator] or `null` if there are no entries.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out

K, V>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.maxWith(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry yielding the smallest value of the given function

or `null` if there are no entries.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K, V>.minBy(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K,

V>? {\n    return entries.minBy(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry having the smallest value according to

the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no entries.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.minWith(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the map has no entries.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.none(): Boolean {\n

return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no entries match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.none(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each entry and

returns the map itself afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : Map<out K, V>>

M.onEach(action: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Unit): M {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element)

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original map returning its entries when being iterated.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.asIterable(): Iterable<Map.Entry<K,

V>> {\n    return entries\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original map returning its entries

when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.asSequence(): Sequence<Map.Entry<K, V>> {\n

return entries.asSequence()\n}\n\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

Float.rangeTo(that: Float): ClosedFloatingPointRange<Float> =\r\n

this.toDouble().rangeTo(that.toDouble()).unsafeCast<ClosedFloatingPointRange<Float>>()\r\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.sequences\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if [element] is found in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Sequence<T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element)
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>= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Sequence doesn't contain element at

index $index.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    if (index < 0)\n        return

defaultValue(index)\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element

= iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    if (index < 0)\n        return null\n    val iterator = iterator()\n

var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element = iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n

 return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Sequence<T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.first(): T {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n    return iterator.next()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the sequence is empty.\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    return iterator.next()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the

given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the sequence does not contain

element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

Sequence<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the sequence does not

contain such element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the sequence does not

contain such element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n

}\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.last(): T {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n

var last = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n        last = iterator.next()\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.last(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): T {\n    var last: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            last = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return last as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the

sequence does not contain element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Sequence<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            lastIndex =

index\n        index++\n    }\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the sequence is

empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    var last = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n

 last = iterator.next()\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var last: T? = null\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            last = element\n        }\n    }\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element,

or throws an exception if the sequence is empty or has more than one element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.single(): T {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n    val single = iterator.next()\n    if (iterator.hasNext())\n

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Sequence has more than one element.\")\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.single(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Sequence contains more than one matching element.\")\n

     single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence

contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the sequence is empty or has more than one element.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    val single = iterator.next()\n    if (iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n

return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found or more than one element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

all elements except first [n] elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.drop(n: Int):

Sequence<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return when {\n        n

== 0 -> this\n        this is DropTakeSequence -> this.drop(n)\n        else -> DropSequence(this, n)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return DropWhileSequence(this, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return

FilteringSequence(this, true, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n
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*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    // TODO:

Rewrite with generalized MapFilterIndexingSequence\n    return

TransformingSequence(FilteringSequence(IndexingSequence(this), true, { predicate(it.index, it.value) }), { it.value

})\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in

T>> Sequence<T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter

R.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R>

Sequence<*>.filterIsInstance(): Sequence<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return filter { it is R } as Sequence<R>\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are instances of specified type parameter R to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is R)

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return FilteringSequence(this, false,

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements that are not `null`.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Sequence<T?>.filterNotNull(): Sequence<T> {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return filterNot { it == null } as Sequence<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Sequence<T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C

{\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing first [n] elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.take(n: Int): Sequence<T>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return when {\n        n == 0 ->

emptySequence()\n        this is DropTakeSequence -> this.take(n)\n        else -> TakeSequence(this, n)\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return

TakeWhileSequence(this, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.sorted(): Sequence<T> {\n    return object : Sequence<T> {\n        override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val sortedList = this@sorted.toMutableList()\n            sortedList.sort()\n

return sortedList.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence

sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is

_stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Sequence<T> {\n    return
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sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted

descending according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is

_stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence

sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements

preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.sortedDescending(): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative

to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return object : Sequence<T> {\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val sortedList = this@sortedWith.toMutableList()\n

sortedList.sortWith(comparator)\n            return sortedList.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given sequence.\n * \n *

If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K,

V> Sequence<T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the

given sequence indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, K> Sequence<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, T>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values

provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given sequence.\n

* \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

* \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Sequence<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T)

-> V): Map<K, V> {\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given sequence\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If

any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, in T>>

Sequence<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given sequence.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Sequence<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by

[transform] function applied to each element of the given sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same

key the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given sequence and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function
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applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

inline fun <K, V> Sequence<K>.associateWith(valueSelector: (K) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given sequence,\n * where key is the element

itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are

equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Sequence<K>.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (K) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to

the given [destination] collection.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toHashSet(): HashSet<T> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    return

this.toMutableList().optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T>

{\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Sequence<T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>()).optimizeReadOnlySet()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single sequence of all elements

from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>):

Sequence<R> {\n    return FlatteningSequence(this, transform, { it.iterator() })\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original sequence, to the given

[destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of

the original sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T,

K> Sequence<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to

each element of the original sequence\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original sequence.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Sequence<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K,

MutableList<T>>> Sequence<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this)
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{\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<T>() }\n

list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function

applied to each element of the original sequence\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied

to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n

* \n * @return The [destination] map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Sequence<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a sequence to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K> Sequence<T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K):

Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> =

this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the

original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.map(transform: (T) ->

R): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingSequence(this, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T,

R> Sequence<T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return

TransformingIndexedSequence(this, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing only the non-null

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R

: Any> Sequence<T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): Sequence<R> {\n    return

TransformingIndexedSequence(this, transform).filterNotNull()\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function

to each element and its index in the original sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index:

Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n

 return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original

sequence\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the

index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R :

Any> Sequence<T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingSequence(this,

transform).filterNotNull()\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in the original

sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach { element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original sequence\n * and
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appends the results to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

 destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that wraps each element of

the original sequence\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n *\n *

The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.withIndex():

Sequence<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingSequence(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

only distinct elements from the given sequence.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting sequence are in the same order

as they were in the source sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.distinct(): Sequence<T> {\n    return this.distinctBy { it }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing only elements from the given sequence\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector]

function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting sequence are in the same order as they were in the source

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T, K>

Sequence<T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K): Sequence<T> {\n    return DistinctSequence(this, selector)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given sequence.\n * \n * The returned set preserves

the element iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<T>()\n    for (item in this)

set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if sequence has at least one element.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.any(): Boolean {\n    return iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element

matches the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.count(): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this)

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.count(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right

to current accumulator value and each element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) ->

R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.max(): Double? {\n    val
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iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return

max\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any

of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Float>.max(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max =

iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Sequence<T>.max(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n

var maxElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n

do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())

{\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.min(): Double? {\n

val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return

min\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min

= e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any

of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Float>.min(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min =

iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Sequence<T>.min(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no

elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n

var minElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n

do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())

{\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if the sequence has no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.none(): Boolean {\n    return

!iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun
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<T> Sequence<T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence which performs the given [action] on each element of

the original sequence as they pass through it.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.onEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Sequence<T> {\n    return

map {\n        action(it)\n        it\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying

[operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Sequence<T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator =

this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty sequence can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with

its index in the original sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Sequence<T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S

{\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty

sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())

{\n        accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.sumBy(selector: (T) ->

Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.sumByDouble(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an

[IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Sequence<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Sequence<T> {\n    return map { it ?:

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this sequence into a

sequence of lists each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last list in the resulting sequence may have less

elements than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive

and can be greater than the number of elements in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateful_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.chunked(size: Int): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    return

windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this sequence into several lists each not exceeding

the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return sequence of results of the

[transform] applied to an each list.\n * \n * Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is

valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a

snapshot of it.\n * The last list may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this sequence.\n *\n

* The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.chunked(size: Int, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

Sequence<R> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original sequence without the first occurrence of the given

[element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Sequence<T>.minus(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> {\n            var removed = false\n            return this@minus.filter { if (!removed && it == element) {

removed = true; false } else true }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements

of original sequence except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * Note that the source

sequence and the array being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting
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sequence. Changing any of them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n * \n * The [elements]

array may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct

and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Array<out

T>): Sequence<T> {\n    if (elements.isEmpty()) return this\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other = elements.toHashSet()\n            return this@minus.filterNot { it in other

}.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence except the

elements contained in the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the collection

being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of

them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n * \n * The [elements] collection may be converted

to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable

implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>):

Sequence<T> {\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperation()\n            if (other.isEmpty())\n                return this@minus.iterator()\n

   else\n                return this@minus.filterNot { it in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing all elements of original sequence except the elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n

* Note that the source sequence and the sequence being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested

from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n

* \n * The operation is _intermediate_ for this sequence and _terminal_ and _stateful_ for the [elements] sequence.\n

* \n * The [elements] sequence may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are

required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive

invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> {\n

return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other =

elements.toHashSet()\n            if (other.isEmpty())\n                return this@minus.iterator()\n            else\n

return this@minus.filterNot { it in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all

elements of the original sequence without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.minusElement(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the

original sequence into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n *

while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first

= ArrayList<T>()\n    val second = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original sequence and then the given

[element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Sequence<T>.plus(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return sequenceOf(this,

sequenceOf(element)).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and

then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the array being added are

iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between

successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

this.plus(elements.asList())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and then

all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the collection being added

are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between

successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return sequenceOf(this,

elements.asSequence()).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and
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then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the sequence being

added are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them

between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sequenceOf(this, elements).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original

sequence and then the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.plusElement(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n

return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding

along this sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a list.\n * \n * Several last lists may have less

elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of

elements in this sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the

number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows

controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial

windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

false)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of results of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each list

representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this sequence with the given [step].\n * \n

* Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You

should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last lists may

have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the

number of elements in this sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param

step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param

partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which

means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

Sequence<R> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

true).map(transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of values built from the elements of `this` sequence and the

[other] sequence with the same index.\n * The resulting sequence ends as soon as the shortest input sequence ends.\n

*\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.zip\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.zip(other:

Sequence<R>): Sequence<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return MergingSequence(this, other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence of values built from the elements of `this` sequence and the [other] sequence with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The resulting sequence ends

as soon as the shortest input sequence ends.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.zipWithTransform\n */\npublic fun <T, R, V>

Sequence<T>.zip(other: Sequence<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): Sequence<V> {\n    return

MergingSequence(this, other, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of pairs of each two adjacent elements in

this sequence.\n * \n * The returned sequence is empty if this sequence contains less than two elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.zipWithNext(): Sequence<Pair<T, T>> {\n    return zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to an each pair of two

adjacent elements in this sequence.\n * \n * The returned sequence is empty if this sequence contains less than two

elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.zipWithNext(transform: (a: T, b: T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return sequence result@
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{\n        val iterator = iterator()\n        if (!iterator.hasNext()) return@result\n        var current = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            val next = iterator.next()\n            yield(transform(current, next))\n

current = next\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and

using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-

negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the

[truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable>

Sequence<T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A

{\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n

      } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n

return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original sequence returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.asIterable(): Iterable<T> {\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this sequence as

a [Sequence].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.asSequence(): Sequence<T>

{\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Sequence<Byte>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun Sequence<Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Sequence<Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

  }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Long>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

   sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Sequence<Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for
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(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Sequence<Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n

  for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n",null,"/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SetsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original

set except the given [element].\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(element: T): Set<T> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size))\n    var removed = false\n    return this.filterTo(result) { if (!removed && it

== element) { removed = true; false } else true }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original

set except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements] array may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the

operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that

doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements: Array<out

T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n    result.removeAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the elements contained in the given [elements]

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements]

collection may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a

correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this)\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toSet()\n    if (other is

Set)\n        return this.filterNotTo(LinkedHashSet<T>()) { it in other }\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n

result.removeAll(other)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set

except the elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements] sequence may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the

operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that

doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements:

Sequence<T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n    result.removeAll(elements)\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the given [element].\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Set<T>.minusElement(element: T): Set<T> {\n    return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements of the original set and then the given [element] if it isn't already in this set.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Set<T>.plus(element: T): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size + 1))\n
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result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the

original set and the given [elements] array,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * \n * The returned set preserves

the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>):

Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(this.size + elements.size))\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set and

the given [elements] collection,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n

val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(elements.collectionSizeOrNull()?.let { this.size + it } ?: this.size *

2))\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements of the original set and the given [elements] sequence,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Set<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(this.size * 2))\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of

the original set and then the given [element] if it isn't already in this set.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original set.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Set<T>.plusElement(element: T): Set<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun

CharSequence.elementAt(index: Int): Char\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or the result of calling

the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or `null` if

the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such character was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.find(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n

return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such character was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.findLast(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first character.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the char sequence is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.first(): Char {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first character matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

character is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.first(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    for (element

in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence contains no

character matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character, or `null` if the char sequence is

empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.firstOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if character was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.firstOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char):
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Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.getOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first character matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the char sequence does

not contain such character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n

  for (index in indices) {\n        if (predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last character matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the char sequence does

not contain such character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.indexOfLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n

 for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.last(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char

sequence is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given

[predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such character is found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.last(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char

sequence contains no character matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character, or `null` if the

char sequence is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lastOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[length - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such character

was found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.lastOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (index in

this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n

return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random character from this char sequence.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.random(): Char {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random character from this char sequence using the specified

source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun CharSequence.random(random: Random): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(length))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single character, or throws an exception if the char sequence is empty or has more than one character.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.single(): Char {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Char sequence has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

character matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.single(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    var single: Char? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Char sequence contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence

contains no character matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

Char\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single character, or `null` if the char sequence is empty or has more than one character.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.singleOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (length == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if character was not found or more than one

character was found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.singleOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n

var single: Char? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence with the first [n] characters removed.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.drop(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\"

}\n    return subSequence(n.coerceAtMost(length), length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with the first [n] characters

removed.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun String.drop(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return substring(n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of

this char sequence with the last [n] characters removed.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is

negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.dropLast(n: Int):

CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((length -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with the last [n] characters removed.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun

String.dropLast(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return

take((length - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing all

characters except last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in

lastIndex downTo 0)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return subSequence(0, index + 1)\n    return

\"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing all characters except last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n

* \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic inline fun String.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): String {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return

substring(0, index + 1)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing all

characters except first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in

this.indices)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return subSequence(index, length)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a string containing all characters except first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic inline fun String.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String

{\n    for (index in this.indices)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return substring(index)\n    return

\"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing only those characters from the original char sequence that

match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.filter(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    return filterTo(StringBuilder(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing only those

characters from the original string that match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun String.filter(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return filterTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char

sequence containing only those characters from the original char sequence that match the given [predicate].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int,

Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return filterIndexedTo(StringBuilder(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string containing only those characters from the original string that match the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the character.\n */\npublic inline fun String.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean):

String {\n    return filterIndexedTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of a

character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the character.\n */\npublic

inline fun <C : Appendable> CharSequence.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Char) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.append(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing only

those characters from the original char sequence that do not match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.filterNot(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return filterNotTo(StringBuilder(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing only those characters from the original string that do not match

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun String.filterNot(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return

filterNotTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters not matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : Appendable>

CharSequence.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.append(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters
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matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : Appendable>

CharSequence.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (index in 0 until length) {\n        val

element = get(index)\n        if (predicate(element)) destination.append(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing characters of the original char sequence at the

specified range of [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.slice(indices: IntRange): CharSequence {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return \"\"\n    return subSequence(indices)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing characters

of the original string at the specified range of [indices].\n */\npublic fun String.slice(indices: IntRange): String {\n

if (indices.isEmpty()) return \"\"\n    return substring(indices)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing

characters of the original char sequence at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.slice(indices:

Iterable<Int>): CharSequence {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return \"\"\n

val result = StringBuilder(size)\n    for (i in indices) {\n        result.append(get(i))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a string containing characters of the original string at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): String {\n    return (this as

CharSequence).slice(indices).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing the

first [n] characters from this char sequence, or the entire char sequence if this char sequence is shorter.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.take(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\"

}\n    return subSequence(0, n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the first [n]

characters from this string, or the entire string if this string is shorter.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun String.take(n: Int): String {\n    require(n

>= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return substring(0,

n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing the last [n]

characters from this char sequence, or the entire char sequence if this char sequence is shorter.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.takeLast(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than

zero.\" }\n    val length = length\n    return subSequence(length - n.coerceAtMost(length), length)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a string containing the last [n] characters from this string, or the entire string if this string is shorter.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

String.takeLast(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    val

length = length\n    return substring(length - n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this

char sequence containing last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

subSequence(index + 1, length)\n        }\n    }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

containing last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic

inline fun String.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

 if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return substring(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a subsequence of this char sequence containing the first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    for (index in 0 until length)\n        if (!predicate(get(index))) {\n            return subSequence(0,

index)\n        }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the first characters that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun

String.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in 0 until length)\n        if

(!predicate(get(index))) {\n            return substring(0, index)\n        }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char

sequence with characters in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.reversed(): CharSequence {\n    return

StringBuilder(this).reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with characters in reversed order.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.reversed(): String {\n    return (this as

CharSequence).reversed().toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by
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[transform] function\n * applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the

same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> CharSequence.associate(transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>):

Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the characters

from the given char sequence indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

character.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added

to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> CharSequence.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, Char> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Char>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any two characters would have

the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity

= mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value

pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each character of the given char sequence\n

* and value is the character itself.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector]

the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Char>>

CharSequence.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any

two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharSequence.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char)

-> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each character of the given char

sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharSequence.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Char) ->

Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are characters from the given char sequence and values are\n

* produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each character.\n * \n * If any two characters are equal, the

last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <V>

CharSequence.associateWith(valueSelector: (Char) -> V): Map<Char, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Char,

V>(mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each character of the given char

sequence,\n * where key is the character itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that

key.\n * \n * If any two characters are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Char, in V>>

CharSequence.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters to

the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharSequence.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toHashSet():

HashSet<Char> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(length)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List]
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containing all characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toList(): List<Char> {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -

> emptyList()\n        1 -> listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[MutableList] filled with all characters of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toMutableList():

MutableList<Char> {\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<Char>(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all

characters.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic

fun CharSequence.toSet(): Set<Char> {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n

      else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(length)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each character of original char sequence.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.flatMap(transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform]

function being invoked on each character of original char sequence, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>):

C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups characters of the original char sequence by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function\n * applied to each character and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list

of corresponding characters.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from

the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> CharSequence.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, List<Char>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Char>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each character of the original char sequence\n * by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function applied to the character\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

characters of the original char sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

character and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding characters.\n * \n

* @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Char>>> CharSequence.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Char>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each character of the original char sequence\n *

by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the character\n * and puts to the [destination] map

each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> CharSequence.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K,

valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a char sequence to be used later with one of group-and-

fold operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each character.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <K>

CharSequence.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (Char) -> K): Grouping<Char, K> {\n    return object :

Grouping<Char, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<Char> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n

override fun keyOf(element: Char): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character in the original char sequence.\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.map(transform: (Char) -> R):

List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(length), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of
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applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character and its index in the original char sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.mapIndexed(transform: (index:

Int, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(length), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character and its index in

the original char sequence.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character

itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any>

CharSequence.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

character and its index in the original char sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Char) ->

R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each character and its index in the original char

sequence\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the

index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, Char) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++,

item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each character in the original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any>

CharSequence.mapNotNull(transform: (Char) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each character in the original char sequence\n *

and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> R?): C {\n    forEach

{ element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each character of the original char sequence\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each character of the original char sequence\n * into an

[IndexedValue] containing the index of that character and the character itself.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Char>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all characters match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.all(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if char sequence has at least one character.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one character matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.any(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the length of this char sequence.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.count(): Int {\n    return length\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of characters matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.count(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n

for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator
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value and each character with its index in the original char sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of a character, current accumulator value\n * and the character itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R):

R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++,

accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from right to left to each character and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each character with its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of a character, the character itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.foldRightIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each character.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.forEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each character, providing sequential index with the character.\n * @param [action]

function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and performs the desired action on the

character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest character or `null` if there are

no characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.max(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n

for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first character yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no characters.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharSequence.maxBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n

val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

         maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character having the largest

value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest character or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.min(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character yielding the

smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharSequence.minBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val

lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character having the smallest value

according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the char sequence has no characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no characters match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.none(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return
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false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each character and returns the char sequence itself

afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <S : CharSequence> S.onEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): S

{\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

character and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each character.\n */\npublic

inline fun CharSequence.reduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first character and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each character with its index in the original char sequence.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of a character, current accumulator value\n * and the character itself and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int,

acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char

sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with last character and applying [operation] from right to left to each character and current accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduceRight(operation: (Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n

 }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last character and applying [operation] from

right to left\n * to each character with its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator value.\n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of a character, the character itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.sumBy(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each character in the char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.sumByDouble(selector: (Char)

-> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into a list of strings each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n *

The last string in the resulting list may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number

of elements to take in each string, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.chunked(size: Int): List<String> {\n    return windowed(size,

size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into several char sequences each not exceeding

the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return list of results of the

[transform] applied to an each char sequence.\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function

is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way,

unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last char sequence may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n *

@param size the number of elements to take in each char sequence, must be positive and can be greater than the

number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.chunked(size: Int, transform: (CharSequence) -> R):

List<R> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this

char sequence into a sequence of strings each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last string in the resulting

sequence may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in

each string, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.chunkedSequence(size: Int): Sequence<String> {\n    return chunkedSequence(size) { it.toString()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into several char sequences each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and

applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return sequence of results of the [transform] applied to

an each char sequence.\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is

valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a

snapshot of it.\n * The last char sequence may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the

number of elements to take in each char sequence, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements

in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransformToSequence\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.chunkedSequence(size: Int, transform: (CharSequence) -

> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform =

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original char sequence into pair of char sequences,\n * where *first* char

sequence contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* char sequence contains

characters for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.partition(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Pair<CharSequence, CharSequence> {\n    val first = StringBuilder()\n    val second = StringBuilder()\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.append(element)\n        } else {\n

second.append(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original string into pair

of strings,\n * where *first* string contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* string

contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun String.partition(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Pair<String, String> {\n    val first = StringBuilder()\n    val second = StringBuilder()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.append(element)\n        } else {\n

second.append(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first.toString(), second.toString())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given [step], where

each\n * snapshot is a string.\n * \n * Several last strings may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n *

Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n *

@param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the

window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep

partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false): List<String> {\n    return

windowed(size, step, partialWindows) { it.toString() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of results of applying the given

[transform] function to\n * an each char sequence representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n *

sliding along this char sequence with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform]

function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some

way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last char sequences may have less characters than the given

[size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char

sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of

elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls

whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't

be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false, transform: (CharSequence) -> R): List<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    val thisSize

= this.length\n    val result = ArrayList<R>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n    var index = 0\n    while (index < thisSize)

{\n        val end = index + size\n        val coercedEnd = if (end > thisSize) { if (partialWindows) thisSize else break }

else end\n        result.add(transform(subSequence(index, coercedEnd)))\n        index += step\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char

sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a string.\n * \n * Several last strings may have less

characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number
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of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step

the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows

controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial

windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false): Sequence<String> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows) { it.toString()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of results of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each char

sequence representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given

[step].\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside

that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n *

Several last char sequences may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be

positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an

each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if

any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R>

CharSequence.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform:

(CharSequence) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    val windows = (if

(partialWindows) indices else 0 until length - size + 1) step step\n    return windows.asSequence().map { index ->

transform(subSequence(index, (index + size).coerceAtMost(length))) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the characters of `this` and the [other] char sequences with the same index\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.zip\n */\npublic infix fun CharSequence.zip(other:

CharSequence): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zip(other) { c1, c2 -> c1 to c2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from the characters of `this` and the [other] char sequences with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of characters.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.zipWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

CharSequence.zip(other: CharSequence, transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> V): List<V> {\n    val length =

minOf(this.length, other.length)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(length)\n    for (i in 0 until length) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs of each two adjacent

characters in this char sequence.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this char sequence contains less than two

characters.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.zipWithNext(): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return

zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to an each pair of two adjacent characters in this char sequence.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if

this char sequence contains less than two characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

inline fun <R> CharSequence.zipWithNext(transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    val size = length - 1\n

  if (size < 1) return emptyList()\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size)\n    for (index in 0 until size) {\n

result.add(transform(this[index], this[index + 1]))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance

that wraps the original char sequence returning its characters when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.asIterable(): Iterable<Char> {\n    if (this is String && isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return

Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original char sequence

returning its characters when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.asSequence(): Sequence<Char> {\n    if

(this is String && isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.contract\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence
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having leading and trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.trim(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\r\n    var startIndex = 0\r\n    var endIndex =

length - 1\r\n    var startFound = false\r\n\r\n    while (startIndex <= endIndex) {\r\n        val index = if (!startFound)

startIndex else endIndex\r\n        val match = predicate(this[index])\r\n\r\n        if (!startFound) {\r\n            if

(!match)\r\n                startFound = true\r\n            else\r\n                startIndex += 1\r\n        } else {\r\n            if

(!match)\r\n                break\r\n            else\r\n                endIndex -= 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

subSequence(startIndex, endIndex + 1)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing characters

matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun String.trim(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\r\n

(this as CharSequence).trim(predicate).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence

having leading characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.trimStart(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\r\n    for (index in this.indices)\r\n        if

(!predicate(this[index]))\r\n            return subSequence(index, length)\r\n\r\n    return \"\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a string having leading characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

String.trimStart(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\r\n    (this as

CharSequence).trimStart(predicate).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having

trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.trimEnd(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\r\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed())\r\n        if

(!predicate(this[index]))\r\n            return subSequence(0, index + 1)\r\n\r\n    return \"\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

a string having trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun

String.trimEnd(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\r\n    (this as

CharSequence).trimEnd(predicate).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having

leading and trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trim(vararg chars:

Char): CharSequence = trim { it in chars }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing characters

from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.trim(vararg chars: Char): String = trim { it in chars

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading characters from the [chars] array

removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trimStart(vararg chars: Char): CharSequence = trimStart { it in chars

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading characters from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.trimStart(vararg chars: Char): String = trimStart { it in chars }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this

char sequence having trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.trimEnd(vararg chars: Char): CharSequence = trimEnd { it in chars }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

having trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.trimEnd(vararg chars: Char):

String = trimEnd { it in chars }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading and

trailing whitespace removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trim(): CharSequence =

trim(Char::isWhitespace)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing whitespace removed.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.trim(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trim().toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading

whitespace removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trimStart(): CharSequence =

trimStart(Char::isWhitespace)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having leading whitespace removed.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.trimStart(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trimStart().toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having trailing

whitespace removed.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.trimEnd(): CharSequence =

trimEnd(Char::isWhitespace)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string having trailing whitespace removed.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.trimEnd(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trimEnd().toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence

padded at the beginning\r\n * to the specified [length] with the specified character or space.\r\n *\r\n * @param

length the desired string length.\r\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less than the

[length] specified. Space is used by default.\r\n * @return Returns a char sequence of length at least [length]

consisting of `this` char sequence prepended with [padChar] as many times\r\n * as are necessary to reach that
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length.\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.padStart\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.padStart(length: Int,

padChar: Char = ' '): CharSequence {\r\n    if (length < 0)\r\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Desired length

$length is less than zero.\")\r\n    if (length <= this.length)\r\n        return this.subSequence(0, this.length)\r\n\r\n

val sb = StringBuilder(length)\r\n    for (i in 1..(length - this.length))\r\n        sb.append(padChar)\r\n

sb.append(this)\r\n    return sb\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Pads the string to the specified [length] at the beginning with the

specified character or space.\r\n *\r\n * @param length the desired string length.\r\n * @param padChar the

character to pad string with, if it has length less than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\r\n * @return

Returns a string of length at least [length] consisting of `this` string prepended with [padChar] as many times\r\n *

as are necessary to reach that length.\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.padStart\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.padStart(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).padStart(length,

padChar).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence padded at the end\r\n

* to the specified [length] with the specified character or space.\r\n *\r\n * @param length the desired string

length.\r\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less than the [length] specified. Space

is used by default.\r\n * @return Returns a char sequence of length at least [length] consisting of `this` char

sequence appended with [padChar] as many times\r\n * as are necessary to reach that length.\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.padEnd\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.padEnd(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '):

CharSequence {\r\n    if (length < 0)\r\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Desired length $length is less than

zero.\")\r\n    if (length <= this.length)\r\n        return this.subSequence(0, this.length)\r\n\r\n    val sb =

StringBuilder(length)\r\n    sb.append(this)\r\n    for (i in 1..(length - this.length))\r\n        sb.append(padChar)\r\n

return sb\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Pads the string to the specified [length] at the end with the specified character or

space.\r\n *\r\n * @param length the desired string length.\r\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if

it has length less than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\r\n * @return Returns a string of length at

least [length] consisting of `this` string appended with [padChar] as many times\r\n * as are necessary to reach that

length.\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.padEnd\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.padEnd(length: Int, padChar: Char = '

'): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).padEnd(length, padChar).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this

nullable char sequence is either `null` or empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIsNullOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean {\r\n    contract

{\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return this == null || this.length ==

0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence is empty (contains no characters).\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.stringIsEmpty\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.isEmpty(): Boolean = length == 0\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence is not

empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIsNotEmpty\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun CharSequence.isNotEmpty(): Boolean = length > 0\r\n\r\n// implemented differently in JVM and

JS\r\n//public fun String.isBlank(): Boolean = length() == 0 || all { it.isWhitespace() }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

`true` if this char sequence is not empty and contains some characters except of whitespace characters.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.stringIsNotBlank\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.isNotBlank(): Boolean = !isBlank()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this nullable char sequence is

either `null` or empty or consists solely of whitespace characters.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.stringIsNullOrBlank\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CharSequence?.isNullOrBlank(): Boolean {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrBlank !=

null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return this == null || this.isBlank()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Iterator for characters of the given char

sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun CharSequence.iterator(): CharIterator = object : CharIterator() {\r\n    private

var index = 0\r\n\r\n    public override fun nextChar(): Char = get(index++)\r\n\r\n    public override fun hasNext():

Boolean = index < length\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Returns the string if it is not `null`, or the empty string otherwise.

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String?.orEmpty(): String = this ?: \"\"\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

this char sequence if it's not empty\r\n * or the result of calling [defaultValue] function if the char sequence is

empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -
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> R): R where C : CharSequence, C : R =\r\n    if (isEmpty()) defaultValue() else this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this

char sequence if it is not empty and doesn't consist solely of whitespace characters,\r\n * or the result of calling

[defaultValue] function otherwise.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIfBlank\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifBlank(defaultValue: () -

> R): R where C : CharSequence, C : R =\r\n    if (isBlank()) defaultValue() else this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

range of valid character indices for this char sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic val CharSequence.indices: IntRange\r\n

get() = 0..length - 1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index of the last character in the char sequence or -1 if it is

empty.\r\n */\r\npublic val CharSequence.lastIndex: Int\r\n    get() = this.length - 1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if

this CharSequence has Unicode surrogate pair at the specified [index].\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.hasSurrogatePairAt(index: Int): Boolean {\r\n    return index in 0..length - 2\r\n            &&

this[index].isHighSurrogate()\r\n            && this[index + 1].isLowSurrogate()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

substring specified by the given [range] of indices.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.substring(range: IntRange): String =

substring(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence specified

by the given [range] of indices.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.subSequence(range: IntRange): CharSequence =

subSequence(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence.\r\n

*\r\n * This extension is chosen only for invocation with old-named parameters.\r\n * Replace parameter names with

the same as those of [CharSequence.subSequence].\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false

warning\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use parameters named startIndex and endIndex.\",

ReplaceWith(\"subSequence(startIndex = start, endIndex = end)\"))\r\npublic inline fun String.subSequence(start:

Int, end: Int): CharSequence = subSequence(start, end)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring of chars from a range of

this char sequence starting at the [startIndex] and ending right before the [endIndex].\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex

the start index (inclusive).\r\n * @param endIndex the end index (exclusive). If not specified, the length of the char

sequence is used.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.substring(startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int = length): String = subSequence(startIndex, endIndex).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring of

chars at indices from the specified [range] of this char sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.substring(range:

IntRange): String = subSequence(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring

before the first occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.substringBefore(delimiter:

Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -

1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring before the first

occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which

defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.substringBefore(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue:

String = this): String {\r\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else

substring(0, index)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring after the first occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string

does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun String.substringAfter(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + 1,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring after the first occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not

contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringAfter(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + delimiter.length,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring before the last occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not

contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringBeforeLast(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns a substring before the last occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter,

returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun
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String.substringBeforeLast(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns a substring after the last occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringAfterLast(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + 1,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a substring after the last occurrence of [delimiter].\r\n * If the string does not

contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.substringAfterLast(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + delimiter.length,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the given

range\r\n * is replaced with the [replacement] char sequence.\r\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character

to be replaced.\r\n * @param endIndex the index of the first character after the replacement to keep in the string.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun CharSequence.replaceRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, replacement: CharSequence):

CharSequence {\r\n    if (endIndex < startIndex)\r\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"End index

($endIndex) is less than start index ($startIndex).\")\r\n    val sb = StringBuilder()\r\n    sb.append(this, 0,

startIndex)\r\n    sb.append(replacement)\r\n    sb.append(this, endIndex, length)\r\n    return sb\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Replaces the part of the string at the given range with the [replacement] char sequence.\r\n * @param startIndex the

index of the first character to be replaced.\r\n * @param endIndex the index of the first character after the

replacement to keep in the string.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

String.replaceRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, replacement: CharSequence): String =\r\n    (this as

CharSequence).replaceRange(startIndex, endIndex, replacement).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence

with content of this char sequence where its part at the given [range]\r\n * is replaced with the [replacement] char

sequence.\r\n *\r\n * The end index of the [range] is included in the part to be replaced.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.replaceRange(range: IntRange, replacement: CharSequence): CharSequence =\r\n

replaceRange(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1, replacement)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace the part of string at the

given [range] with the [replacement] string.\r\n *\r\n * The end index of the [range] is included in the part to be

replaced.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.replaceRange(range: IntRange,

replacement: CharSequence): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).replaceRange(range,

replacement).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at

the given range is removed.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character to be removed.\r\n *

@param endIndex the index of the first character after the removed part to keep in the string.\r\n *\r\n * [endIndex]

is not included in the removed part.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.removeRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int):

CharSequence {\r\n    if (endIndex < startIndex)\r\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"End index

($endIndex) is less than start index ($startIndex).\")\r\n\r\n    if (endIndex == startIndex)\r\n        return

this.subSequence(0, length)\r\n\r\n    val sb = StringBuilder(length - (endIndex - startIndex))\r\n    sb.append(this, 0,

startIndex)\r\n    sb.append(this, endIndex, length)\r\n    return sb\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the part of a string at

a given range.\r\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character to be removed.\r\n * @param endIndex the

index of the first character after the removed part to keep in the string.\r\n *\r\n *  [endIndex] is not included in the

removed part.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.removeRange(startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).removeRange(startIndex, endIndex).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the given [range] is removed.\r\n *\r\n *

The end index of the [range] is included in the removed part.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.removeRange(range: IntRange): CharSequence = removeRange(range.start, range.endInclusive +

1)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the part of a string at the given [range].\r\n *\r\n * The end index of the [range] is

included in the removed part.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.removeRange(range:

IntRange): String =\r\n    (this as CharSequence).removeRange(range).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * If this char

sequence starts with the given [prefix], returns a new char sequence\r\n * with the prefix removed. Otherwise,
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returns a new char sequence with the same characters.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.removePrefix(prefix:

CharSequence): CharSequence {\r\n    if (startsWith(prefix)) {\r\n        return subSequence(prefix.length, length)\r\n

 }\r\n    return subSequence(0, length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * If this string starts with the given [prefix], returns a copy

of this string\r\n * with the prefix removed. Otherwise, returns this string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.removePrefix(prefix: CharSequence): String {\r\n    if (startsWith(prefix)) {\r\n        return

substring(prefix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * If this char sequence ends with the given

[suffix], returns a new char sequence\r\n * with the suffix removed. Otherwise, returns a new char sequence with the

same characters.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSuffix(suffix: CharSequence): CharSequence {\r\n    if

(endsWith(suffix)) {\r\n        return subSequence(0, length - suffix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return subSequence(0,

length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * If this string ends with the given [suffix], returns a copy of this string\r\n * with the

suffix removed. Otherwise, returns this string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.removeSuffix(suffix: CharSequence):

String {\r\n    if (endsWith(suffix)) {\r\n        return substring(0, length - suffix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return

this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * When this char sequence starts with the given [prefix] and ends with the given [suffix],\r\n *

returns a new char sequence having both the given [prefix] and [suffix] removed.\r\n * Otherwise returns a new char

sequence with the same characters.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSurrounding(prefix: CharSequence,

suffix: CharSequence): CharSequence {\r\n    if ((length >= prefix.length + suffix.length) && startsWith(prefix) &&

endsWith(suffix)) {\r\n        return subSequence(prefix.length, length - suffix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return

subSequence(0, length)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes from a string both the given [prefix] and [suffix] if and only

if\r\n * it starts with the [prefix] and ends with the [suffix].\r\n * Otherwise returns this string unchanged.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun String.removeSurrounding(prefix: CharSequence, suffix: CharSequence): String {\r\n    if ((length

>= prefix.length + suffix.length) && startsWith(prefix) && endsWith(suffix)) {\r\n        return

substring(prefix.length, length - suffix.length)\r\n    }\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * When this char sequence

starts with and ends with the given [delimiter],\r\n * returns a new char sequence having this [delimiter] removed

both from the start and end.\r\n * Otherwise returns a new char sequence with the same characters.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun CharSequence.removeSurrounding(delimiter: CharSequence): CharSequence = removeSurrounding(delimiter,

delimiter)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes the given [delimiter] string from both the start and the end of this string\r\n * if

and only if it starts with and ends with the [delimiter].\r\n * Otherwise returns this string unchanged.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun String.removeSurrounding(delimiter: CharSequence): String = removeSurrounding(delimiter,

delimiter)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string before the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement]

string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the

original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceBefore(delimiter: Char, replacement: String,

missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string before

the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter,

returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.replaceBefore(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val

index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index,

replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string after the first occurrence of given delimiter with the

[replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which

defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceAfter(delimiter: Char, replacement: String,

missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index + 1, length, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string

after the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the

delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.replaceAfter(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val

index = indexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index +

delimiter.length, length, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string after the last occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns
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[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceAfterLast(delimiter:

String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index +

delimiter.length, length, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string after the last occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceAfterLast(delimiter:

Char, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index + 1, length,

replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string before the last occurrence of given delimiter with the

[replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which

defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceBeforeLast(delimiter: Char, replacement: String,

missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index, replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replace part of string before

the last occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\r\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter,

returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.replaceBeforeLast(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\r\n

val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\r\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index,

replacement)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// public fun String.replace(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean): String

// JVM- and JS-specific\r\n// public fun String.replace(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean):

String // JVM- and JS-specific\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new string obtained by replacing each substring of this char

sequence that matches the given regular expression\r\n * with the given [replacement].\r\n *\r\n * The [replacement]

can consist of any combination of literal text and $-substitutions. To treat the replacement string\r\n * literally

escape it with the [kotlin.text.Regex.Companion.escapeReplacement] method.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replace(regex: Regex, replacement: String):

String = regex.replace(this, replacement)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new string obtained by replacing each substring

of this char sequence that matches the given regular expression\r\n * with the result of the given function [transform]

that takes [MatchResult] and returns a string to be used as a\r\n * replacement for that match.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replace(regex: Regex, noinline transform:

(MatchResult) -> CharSequence): String =\r\n    regex.replace(this, transform)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Replaces the first

occurrence of the given regular expression [regex] in this char sequence with specified [replacement] expression.\r\n

*\r\n * @param replacement A replacement expression that can include substitutions. See [Regex.replaceFirst] for

details.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replaceFirst(regex: Regex,

replacement: String): String = regex.replaceFirst(this, replacement)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char

sequence matches the given regular expression.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun

CharSequence.matches(regex: Regex): Boolean = regex.matches(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Implementation of

[regionMatches] for CharSequences.\r\n * Invoked when it's already known that arguments are not Strings, so that

no additional type checks are performed.\r\n */\r\ninternal fun CharSequence.regionMatchesImpl(thisOffset: Int,

other: CharSequence, otherOffset: Int, length: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean): Boolean {\r\n    if ((otherOffset < 0) ||

(thisOffset < 0) || (thisOffset > this.length - length) || (otherOffset > other.length - length)) {\r\n        return false\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    for (index in 0 until length) {\r\n        if (!this[thisOffset + index].equals(other[otherOffset + index],

ignoreCase))\r\n            return false\r\n    }\r\n    return true\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence

starts with the specified character.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.startsWith(char: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Boolean =\r\n    this.length > 0 && this[0].equals(char, ignoreCase)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char

sequence ends with the specified character.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.endsWith(char: Char, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    this.length > 0 && this[lastIndex].equals(char, ignoreCase)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns `true` if this char sequence starts with the specified prefix.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.startsWith(prefix: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase &&

this is String && prefix is String)\r\n        return this.startsWith(prefix)\r\n    else\r\n        return
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regionMatchesImpl(0, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if a substring of this

char sequence starting at the specified offset [startIndex] starts with the specified prefix.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.startsWith(prefix: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if

(!ignoreCase && this is String && prefix is String)\r\n        return this.startsWith(prefix, startIndex)\r\n    else\r\n

 return regionMatchesImpl(startIndex, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this

char sequence ends with the specified suffix.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.endsWith(suffix: CharSequence,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase && this is String && suffix is String)\r\n        return

this.endsWith(suffix)\r\n    else\r\n        return regionMatchesImpl(length - suffix.length, suffix, 0, suffix.length,

ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// common prefix and suffix\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the longest string `prefix` such that

this char sequence and [other] char sequence both start with this prefix,\r\n * taking care not to split surrogate

pairs.\r\n * If this and [other] have no common prefix, returns the empty string.\r\n\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true`

to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.commonPrefixWith\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.commonPrefixWith(other:

CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String {\r\n    val shortestLength = minOf(this.length,

other.length)\r\n\r\n    var i = 0\r\n    while (i < shortestLength && this[i].equals(other[i], ignoreCase = ignoreCase))

{\r\n        i++\r\n    }\r\n    if (this.hasSurrogatePairAt(i - 1) || other.hasSurrogatePairAt(i - 1)) {\r\n        i--\r\n    }\r\n

 return subSequence(0, i).toString()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the longest string `suffix` such that this char

sequence and [other] char sequence both end with this suffix,\r\n * taking care not to split surrogate pairs.\r\n * If

this and [other] have no common suffix, returns the empty string.\r\n\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.commonSuffixWith\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.commonSuffixWith(other:

CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String {\r\n    val thisLength = this.length\r\n    val otherLength =

other.length\r\n    val shortestLength = minOf(thisLength, otherLength)\r\n\r\n    var i = 0\r\n    while (i <

shortestLength && this[thisLength - i - 1].equals(other[otherLength - i - 1], ignoreCase = ignoreCase)) {\r\n

i++\r\n    }\r\n    if (this.hasSurrogatePairAt(thisLength - i - 1) || other.hasSurrogatePairAt(otherLength - i - 1)) {\r\n

    i--\r\n    }\r\n    return subSequence(thisLength - i, thisLength).toString()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n//

indexOfAny()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the index of the first occurrence of any of the specified [chars] in this char

sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param

ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of

the first occurrence of matched character from [chars] or -1 if none of [chars] are found.\r\n *\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.indexOfAny(chars: CharArray, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    if

(!ignoreCase && chars.size == 1 && this is String) {\r\n        val char = chars.single()\r\n        return

nativeIndexOf(char, startIndex)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    for (index in startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..lastIndex) {\r\n        val

charAtIndex = get(index)\r\n        if (chars.any { it.equals(charAtIndex, ignoreCase) })\r\n            return index\r\n

}\r\n    return -1\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the index of the last occurrence of any of the specified [chars] in this char

sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param

startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the

string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n *

@return An index of the last occurrence of matched character from [chars] or -1 if none of [chars] are found.\r\n

*\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.lastIndexOfAny(chars: CharArray, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase && chars.size == 1 && this is String) {\r\n        val char =

chars.single()\r\n        return nativeLastIndexOf(char, startIndex)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    for (index in

startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo 0) {\r\n        val charAtIndex = get(index)\r\n        if (chars.any {

it.equals(charAtIndex, ignoreCase) })\r\n            return index\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return -1\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate fun

CharSequence.indexOf(other: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean, last: Boolean =

false): Int {\r\n    val indices = if (!last)\r\n        startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..endIndex.coerceAtMost(length)\r\n

else\r\n        startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo endIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)\r\n\r\n    if (this is String &&

other is String) { // smart cast\r\n        for (index in indices) {\r\n            if (other.regionMatches(0, this, index,
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other.length, ignoreCase))\r\n                return index\r\n        }\r\n    } else {\r\n        for (index in indices) {\r\n

if (other.regionMatchesImpl(0, this, index, other.length, ignoreCase))\r\n                return index\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return -1\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun CharSequence.findAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase:

Boolean, last: Boolean): Pair<Int, String>? {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase && strings.size == 1) {\r\n        val string =

strings.single()\r\n        val index = if (!last) indexOf(string, startIndex) else lastIndexOf(string, startIndex)\r\n

return if (index < 0) null else index to string\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val indices = if (!last)

startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..length else startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo 0\r\n\r\n    if (this is String)

{\r\n        for (index in indices) {\r\n            val matchingString = strings.firstOrNull { it.regionMatches(0, this,

index, it.length, ignoreCase) }\r\n            if (matchingString != null)\r\n                return index to matchingString\r\n

    }\r\n    } else {\r\n        for (index in indices) {\r\n            val matchingString = strings.firstOrNull {

it.regionMatchesImpl(0, this, index, it.length, ignoreCase) }\r\n            if (matchingString != null)\r\n

return index to matchingString\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return null\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the first occurrence of

any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally

ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a string. By default

`false`.\r\n * @return A pair of an index of the first occurrence of matched string from [strings] and the string

matched\r\n * or `null` if none of [strings] are found.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings]

have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [strings]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.findAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Pair<Int,

String>? =\r\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = false)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the last occurrence of

any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally

ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds

backward toward the beginning of the string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n * @return A pair of an index of the last occurrence of matched string from

[strings] and the string matched or `null` if none of [strings] are found.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when

strings in [strings] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the end toward the beginning of this

string, and finds at each position the first element in [strings]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun CharSequence.findLastAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Pair<Int, String>? =\r\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = true)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Finds the index of the first occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\r\n * starting from the

specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case

when matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of matched string from

[strings] or -1 if none of [strings] are found.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have

characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [strings]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.indexOfAny(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int =\r\n

findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = false)?.first ?: -1\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Finds the index of the last

occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and

optionally ignoring the case.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search

proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case

when matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the last occurrence of matched string from

[strings] or -1 if none of [strings] are found.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have

characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the end toward the beginning of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [strings]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.lastIndexOfAny(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Int =\r\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = true)?.first ?: -1\r\n\r\n\r\n//

indexOf\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index within this string of the first occurrence of the specified character, starting

from the specified [startIndex].\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a
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character. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of [char] or -1 if none is found.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun CharSequence.indexOf(char: Char, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n

return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\r\n        indexOfAny(charArrayOf(char), startIndex, ignoreCase)\r\n    else\r\n

     nativeIndexOf(char, startIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index within this char sequence of the first

occurrence of the specified [string],\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase

`true` to ignore character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the first

occurrence of [string] or `-1` if none is found.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.indexOf(string: String, startIndex:

Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\r\n        indexOf(string,

startIndex, length, ignoreCase)\r\n    else\r\n        nativeIndexOf(string, startIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

index within this char sequence of the last occurrence of the specified character,\r\n * starting from the specified

[startIndex].\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds

backward toward the beginning of the string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

matching a character. By default `false`.\r\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of [char] or -1 if none is

found.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.lastIndexOf(char: Char, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Int {\r\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\r\n        lastIndexOfAny(charArrayOf(char), startIndex,

ignoreCase)\r\n    else\r\n        nativeLastIndexOf(char, startIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the index within this

char sequence of the last occurrence of the specified [string],\r\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\r\n *\r\n *

@param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning

of the string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\r\n

* @return An index of the first occurrence of [string] or -1 if none is found.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.lastIndexOf(string: String, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    return

if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\r\n        indexOf(string, startIndex, 0, ignoreCase, last = true)\r\n    else\r\n

nativeLastIndexOf(string, startIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains the specified

[other] sequence of characters as a substring.\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

comparing strings. By default `false`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_OPERATOR_MODIFIER\")\r\npublic operator fun

CharSequence.contains(other: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    if (other is String)\r\n

   indexOf(other, ignoreCase = ignoreCase) >= 0\r\n    else\r\n        indexOf(other, 0, length, ignoreCase) >=

0\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains the specified character [char].\r\n *\r\n *

@param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing characters. By default `false`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_OPERATOR_MODIFIER\")\r\npublic operator fun

CharSequence.contains(char: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    indexOf(char, ignoreCase =

ignoreCase) >= 0\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains at least one match of the specified

regular expression [regex].\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

CharSequence.contains(regex: Regex): Boolean = regex.containsMatchIn(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n//

rangesDelimitedBy\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class DelimitedRangesSequence(\r\n    private val input: CharSequence,\r\n

private val startIndex: Int,\r\n    private val limit: Int,\r\n    private val getNextMatch: CharSequence.(currentIndex:

Int) -> Pair<Int, Int>?\r\n) : Sequence<IntRange> {\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<IntRange> = object :

Iterator<IntRange> {\r\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\r\n        var

currentStartIndex: Int = startIndex.coerceIn(0, input.length)\r\n        var nextSearchIndex: Int = currentStartIndex\r\n

      var nextItem: IntRange? = null\r\n        var counter: Int = 0\r\n\r\n        private fun calcNext() {\r\n            if

(nextSearchIndex < 0) {\r\n                nextState = 0\r\n                nextItem = null\r\n            } else {\r\n                if

(limit > 0 && ++counter >= limit || nextSearchIndex > input.length) {\r\n                    nextItem =

currentStartIndex..input.lastIndex\r\n                    nextSearchIndex = -1\r\n                } else {\r\n                    val

match = input.getNextMatch(nextSearchIndex)\r\n                    if (match == null) {\r\n                        nextItem =

currentStartIndex..input.lastIndex\r\n                        nextSearchIndex = -1\r\n                    } else {\r\n

val (index, length) = match\r\n                        nextItem = currentStartIndex until index\r\n

currentStartIndex = index + length\r\n                        nextSearchIndex = currentStartIndex + if (length == 0) 1 else
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0\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n                nextState = 1\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun next():

IntRange {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n            if (nextState == 0)\r\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            val result = nextItem as IntRange\r\n            // Clean next to avoid keeping

reference on yielded instance\r\n            nextItem = null\r\n            nextState = -1\r\n            return result\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n            if (nextState == -1)\r\n                calcNext()\r\n

return nextState == 1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence of index ranges of substrings in this

char sequence around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\r\n *\r\n * @param delimiters One or more

characters to be used as delimiters.\r\n * @param startIndex The index to start searching delimiters from.\r\n *  No

range having its start value less than [startIndex] is returned.\r\n *  [startIndex] is coerced to be non-negative and not

greater than length of this string.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a

delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default

means no limit is set.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun CharSequence.rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters: CharArray, startIndex: Int =

0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<IntRange> {\r\n    require(limit >= 0, { \"Limit must be

non-negative, but was $limit.\" })\r\n\r\n    return DelimitedRangesSequence(this, startIndex, limit, { currentIndex -

>\r\n        indexOfAny(delimiters, currentIndex, ignoreCase = ignoreCase).let { if (it < 0) null else it to 1 }\r\n

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a sequence of index ranges of substrings in this char sequence around occurrences

of the specified [delimiters].\r\n *\r\n * @param delimiters One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\r\n *

@param startIndex The index to start searching delimiters from.\r\n *  No range having its start value less than

[startIndex] is returned.\r\n *  [startIndex] is coerced to be non-negative and not greater than length of this string.\r\n

* @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param

limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid

ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the

beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [delimiters]\r\n * that matches this

string at that position.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun CharSequence.rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters: Array<out String>,

startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<IntRange> {\r\n    require(limit >= 0, {

\"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" } )\r\n    val delimitersList = delimiters.asList()\r\n\r\n    return

DelimitedRangesSequence(this, startIndex, limit, { currentIndex -> findAnyOf(delimitersList, currentIndex,

ignoreCase = ignoreCase, last = false)?.let { it.first to it.second.length } })\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// split\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Splits this char sequence to a sequence of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\r\n *\r\n *

@param delimiters One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character

case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to

return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters]

have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [delimiters]\r\n * that matches this string at that position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.splitToSequence(vararg delimiters: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0):

Sequence<String> =\r\n    rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).map { substring(it)

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\r\n

*\r\n * @param delimiters One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of

substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\r\n *\r\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in

[delimiters] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\r\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and

matches at each position the first element in [delimiters]\r\n * that is equal to a delimiter in this instance at that

position.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.split(vararg delimiters: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int =

0): List<String> {\r\n    if (delimiters.size == 1) {\r\n        val delimiter = delimiters[0]\r\n        if

(!delimiter.isEmpty()) {\r\n            return split(delimiter, ignoreCase, limit)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).asIterable().map { substring(it)

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a sequence of strings around occurrences of the specified

[delimiters].\r\n *\r\n * @param delimiters One or more characters to be used as delimiters.\r\n * @param
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ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The

maximum number of substrings to return.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.splitToSequence(vararg delimiters:

Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<String> =\r\n    rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters,

ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).map { substring(it) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of

strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\r\n *\r\n * @param delimiters One or more characters to be

used as delimiters.\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default

`false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

CharSequence.split(vararg delimiters: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\r\n    if

(delimiters.size == 1) {\r\n        return split(delimiters[0].toString(), ignoreCase, limit)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).asIterable().map { substring(it)

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiter].\r\n

* This is specialized version of split which receives single non-empty delimiter and offers better performance\r\n

*\r\n * @param delimiter String used as delimiter\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\r\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return.\r\n

*/\r\nprivate fun CharSequence.split(delimiter: String, ignoreCase: Boolean, limit: Int): List<String> {\r\n

require(limit >= 0, { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" })\r\n\r\n    var currentOffset = 0\r\n    var

nextIndex = indexOf(delimiter, currentOffset, ignoreCase)\r\n    if (nextIndex == -1 || limit == 1) {\r\n        return

listOf(this.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val isLimited = limit > 0\r\n    val result = ArrayList<String>(if (isLimited)

limit.coerceAtMost(10) else 10)\r\n    do {\r\n        result.add(substring(currentOffset, nextIndex))\r\n

currentOffset = nextIndex + delimiter.length\r\n        // Do not search for next occurrence if we're reaching limit\r\n

   if (isLimited && result.size == limit - 1) break\r\n        nextIndex = indexOf(delimiter, currentOffset,

ignoreCase)\r\n    } while (nextIndex != -1)\r\n\r\n    result.add(substring(currentOffset, length))\r\n    return

result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence around matches of the given regular expression.\r\n *\r\n *

@param limit Non-negative value specifying the maximum number of substrings to return.\r\n * Zero by default

means no limit is set.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CharSequence.split(regex: Regex,

limit: Int = 0): List<String> = regex.split(this, limit)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a sequence of lines

delimited by any of the following character sequences: CRLF, LF or CR.\r\n *\r\n * The lines returned do not

include terminating line separators.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.lineSequence(): Sequence<String> =

splitToSequence(\"\\r\\n\", \"\\n\", \"\\r\")\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of lines delimited by any

of the following character sequences: CRLF, LF or CR.\r\n *\r\n * The lines returned do not include terminating line

separators.\r\n */\r\npublic fun CharSequence.lines(): List<String> = lineSequence().toList()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.RegExp\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the characters in the specified array to a

string.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun String(chars: CharArray): String {\r\n    var result =

\"\"\r\n    for (char in chars) {\r\n        result += char\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the

characters from a portion of the specified array to a string.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

either [offset] or [length] are less than zero\r\n * or `offset + length` is out of [chars] array bounds.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun String(chars: CharArray, offset: Int, length: Int): String {\r\n    if

(offset < 0 || length < 0 || chars.size - offset < length)\r\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"size:

${chars.size}; offset: $offset; length: $length\")\r\n    var result = \"\"\r\n    for (index in offset until offset + length)

{\r\n        result += chars[index]\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Concatenates characters in this

[CharArray] into a String.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun

CharArray.concatToString(): String {\r\n    var result = \"\"\r\n    for (char in this) {\r\n        result += char\r\n    }\r\n

 return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Concatenates characters in this [CharArray] or its subrange into a String.\r\n *\r\n

* @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange of characters, 0 by default.\r\n * @param endIndex

the end (exclusive) of the subrange of characters, size of this array by default.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\r\n *
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@throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than [endIndex].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n@E

xperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun CharArray.concatToString(startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = this.size):

String {\r\n    AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, this.size)\r\n    var result = \"\"\r\n    for

(index in startIndex until endIndex) {\r\n        result += this[index]\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a [CharArray] containing characters of this string.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun String.toCharArray(): CharArray {\r\n

 return CharArray(length) { get(it) }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a [CharArray] containing characters of this string

or its substring.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the substring, 0 by default.\r\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the substring, length of this string by default.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex] is greater than the length of this

string.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than [endIndex].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n@E

xperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun String.toCharArray(startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = this.length):

CharArray {\r\n    AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, length)\r\n    return CharArray(endIndex

- startIndex) { get(startIndex + it) }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Decodes a string from the bytes in UTF-8 encoding in this

array.\r\n *\r\n * Malformed byte sequences are replaced by the replacement char `\\uFFFD`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun ByteArray.decodeToString(): String

{\r\n    return decodeUtf8(this, 0, size, false)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Decodes a string from the bytes in UTF-8 encoding

in this array or its subrange.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to decode, 0 by

default.\r\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to decode, size of this array by default.\r\n *

@param throwOnInvalidSequence specifies whether to throw an exception on malformed byte sequence or replace

it by the replacement char `\\uFFFD`.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than

zero or [endIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is

greater than [endIndex].\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the byte array contains malformed UTF-8 byte

sequence and [throwOnInvalidSequence] is true.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n@E

xperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun ByteArray.decodeToString(\r\n    startIndex: Int = 0,\r\n    endIndex: Int =

this.size,\r\n    throwOnInvalidSequence: Boolean = false\r\n): String {\r\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, this.size)\r\n    return decodeUtf8(this, startIndex, endIndex,

throwOnInvalidSequence)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Encodes this string to an array of bytes in UTF-8 encoding.\r\n *\r\n

* Any malformed char sequence is replaced by the replacement byte sequence.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun String.encodeToByteArray():

ByteArray {\r\n    return encodeUtf8(this, 0, length, false)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Encodes this string or its substring to

an array of bytes in UTF-8 encoding.\r\n *\r\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the substring to

encode, 0 by default.\r\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the substring to encode, length of this string by

default.\r\n * @param throwOnInvalidSequence specifies whether to throw an exception on malformed char

sequence or replace.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex]

is greater than the length of this string.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than

[endIndex].\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if this string contains malformed char sequence and

[throwOnInvalidSequence] is true.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n@E

xperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun String.encodeToByteArray(\r\n    startIndex: Int = 0,\r\n    endIndex: Int =

this.length,\r\n    throwOnInvalidSequence: Boolean = false\r\n): ByteArray {\r\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, length)\r\n    return encodeUtf8(this, startIndex, endIndex,

throwOnInvalidSequence)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to upper case using the rules

of the default locale.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.toUpperCase\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun String.toUpperCase(): String =
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asDynamic().toUpperCase()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to lower case using the rules of

the default locale.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.toLowerCase\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun String.toLowerCase(): String =

asDynamic().toLowerCase()\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal actual inline fun

String.nativeIndexOf(str: String, fromIndex: Int): Int = asDynamic().indexOf(str,

fromIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal actual inline fun String.nativeLastIndexOf(str: String,

fromIndex: Int): Int = asDynamic().lastIndexOf(str, fromIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline

fun String.nativeStartsWith(s: String, position: Int): Boolean = asDynamic().startsWith(s,

position)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun String.nativeEndsWith(s: String): Boolean =

asDynamic().endsWith(s)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun String.substring(startIndex:

Int): String = asDynamic().substring(startIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

String.substring(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): String = asDynamic().substring(startIndex,

endIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.concat(str: String): String =

asDynamic().concat(str)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.match(regex: String):

Array<String>? = asDynamic().match(regex)\r\n\r\n//native public fun String.trim(): String\r\n//TODO:

String.replace to implement effective trimLeading and trimTrailing\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal

inline fun String.nativeReplace(pattern: RegExp, replacement: String): String = asDynamic().replace(pattern,

replacement)\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUME

NTS\")\r\npublic actual fun String.compareTo(other: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\r\n    if

(ignoreCase) {\r\n        val n1 = this.length\r\n        val n2 = other.length\r\n        val min = minOf(n1, n2)\r\n        if

(min == 0) return n1 - n2\r\n        var start = 0\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            val end = minOf(start + 16, min)\r\n

       var s1 = this.substring(start, end)\r\n            var s2 = other.substring(start, end)\r\n            if (s1 != s2) {\r\n

     s1 = s1.toUpperCase()\r\n                s2 = s2.toUpperCase()\r\n                if (s1 != s2) {\r\n                    s1 =

s1.toLowerCase()\r\n                    s2 = s2.toLowerCase()\r\n                    if (s1 != s2) {\r\n                        return

s1.compareTo(s2)\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            if (end == min) break\r\n            start =

end\r\n        }\r\n        return n1 - n2\r\n    } else {\r\n        return compareTo(other)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate val

STRING_CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER = Comparator<String> { a, b -> a.compareTo(b, ignoreCase = true)

}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual val String.Companion.CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER:

Comparator<String>\r\n    get() = STRING_CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class

UByteArray\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@Publish

edApi\r\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: ByteArray) : Collection<UByte> {\r\n\r\n    /**

Creates a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\r\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(ByteArray(size))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UByte = storage[index].toUByte()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the element at the given

[index] to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out

of bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UByte) {\r\n        storage[index] =

value.toByte()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\r\n    public override val size: Int

get() = storage.size\r\n\r\n    /** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\r\n    public override operator

fun iterator(): UByteIterator = Iterator(storage)\r\n\r\n    private class Iterator(private val array: ByteArray) :

UByteIterator() {\r\n        private var index = 0\r\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n        override

fun nextUByte() = if (index < array.size) array[index++].toUByte() else throw

NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(element: UByte): Boolean {\r\n
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  // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\r\n        // Currently JS BE does not generate special

bridge method for this method.\r\n        if ((element as Any?) !is UByte) return false\r\n\r\n        return

storage.contains(element.toByte())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<UByte>):

Boolean {\r\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UByte && storage.contains(it.toByte()) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new array of the

specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The

function [init] is called for each array element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value

for an array element given its index.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

UByteArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UByte): UByteArray {\r\n    return UByteArray(ByteArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toByte()

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ubyteArrayOf(vararg elements: UByte): UByteArray = elements\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class

UIntArray\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@Published

Api\r\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: IntArray) : Collection<UInt> {\r\n\r\n    /** Creates

a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\r\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(IntArray(size))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UInt = storage[index].toUInt()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the element at the given [index]

to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of

bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UInt) {\r\n        storage[index] = value.toInt()\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\r\n    public override val size: Int get() =

storage.size\r\n\r\n    /** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\r\n    public override operator fun

iterator(): UIntIterator = Iterator(storage)\r\n\r\n    private class Iterator(private val array: IntArray) : UIntIterator()

{\r\n        private var index = 0\r\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n        override fun nextUInt() =

if (index < array.size) array[index++].toUInt() else throw NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

 override fun contains(element: UInt): Boolean {\r\n        // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets

fixed.\r\n        // Currently JS BE does not generate special bridge method for this method.\r\n        if ((element as

Any?) !is UInt) return false\r\n\r\n        return storage.contains(element.toInt())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

containsAll(elements: Collection<UInt>): Boolean {\r\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UInt &&

storage.contains(it.toInt()) }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size ==

0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new array of the specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the

specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The function [init] is called for each array element sequentially starting

from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value for an array element given its index.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

UIntArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UInt): UIntArray {\r\n    return UIntArray(IntArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toInt()

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun uintArrayOf(vararg elements: UInt): UIntArray = elements\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class

ULongArray\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@Publish
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edApi\r\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: LongArray) : Collection<ULong> {\r\n\r\n    /**

Creates a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\r\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(LongArray(size))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): ULong = storage[index].toULong()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the element at the given

[index] to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out

of bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: ULong) {\r\n        storage[index] =

value.toLong()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\r\n    public override val size: Int

get() = storage.size\r\n\r\n    /** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\r\n    public override operator

fun iterator(): ULongIterator = Iterator(storage)\r\n\r\n    private class Iterator(private val array: LongArray) :

ULongIterator() {\r\n        private var index = 0\r\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n        override

fun nextULong() = if (index < array.size) array[index++].toULong() else throw

NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(element: ULong): Boolean {\r\n

   // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\r\n        // Currently JS BE does not generate special

bridge method for this method.\r\n        if ((element as Any?) !is ULong) return false\r\n\r\n        return

storage.contains(element.toLong())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<ULong>):

Boolean {\r\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is ULong && storage.contains(it.toLong()) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new array of the

specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The

function [init] is called for each array element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value

for an array element given its index.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ULongArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> ULong): ULongArray {\r\n    return ULongArray(LongArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toLong()

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ulongArrayOf(vararg elements: ULong): ULongArray = elements\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\

r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class ULong @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Long) : Comparable<ULong> {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

/**\r\n         * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of ULong can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public

const val MIN_VALUE: ULong = ULong(0)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an

instance of ULong can have.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: ULong = ULong(-1)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n         * The number of bytes used to represent an instance of ULong in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n

public const val SIZE_BYTES: Int = 8\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of

ULong in a binary form.\r\n         */\r\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 64\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified

other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n

*/\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int =

this.compareTo(other.toULong())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n

* Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a

positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UShort): Int = this.compareTo(other.toULong())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with

the specified value for order.\r\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative
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number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UInt): Int =

this.compareTo(other.toULong())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\r\n

* Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\r\n     * or a

positive number if it's greater than other.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

@Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\r\n    public override inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int

= ulongCompare(this.data, other.data)\r\n\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): ULong =

this.plus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): ULong = this.plus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to

this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): ULong =

this.plus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data.plus(other.data))\r\n\r\n    /** Subtracts the

other value from this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other:

UByte): ULong = this.minus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): ULong =

this.minus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): ULong =

this.minus(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: ULong): ULong =

ULong(this.data.minus(other.data))\r\n\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): ULong =

this.times(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): ULong =

this.times(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): ULong =

this.times(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun times(other: ULong): ULong =

ULong(this.data.times(other.data))\r\n\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): ULong =

this.div(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): ULong = this.div(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the

other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): ULong =

this.div(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline operator fun div(other: ULong): ULong = ulongDivide(this, other)\r\n\r\n    /** Calculates the

remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator

fun rem(other: UByte): ULong = this.rem(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value

by the other value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): ULong =

this.rem(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): ULong =

this.rem(other.toULong())\r\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong = ulongRemainder(this,

other)\r\n\r\n    /** Increments this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun inc():

ULong = ULong(data.inc())\r\n    /** Decrements this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline

operator fun dec(): ULong = ULong(data.dec())\r\n\r\n    /** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other]

value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline operator fun rangeTo(other: ULong): ULongRange =

ULongRange(this, other)\r\n\r\n    /** Shifts this value left by the [bitCount] number of bits. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun shl(bitCount: Int): ULong = ULong(data shl bitCount)\r\n
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/** Shifts this value right by the [bitCount] number of bits, filling the leftmost bits with zeros. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun shr(bitCount: Int): ULong = ULong(data ushr bitCount)\r\n

/** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public

inline infix fun and(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data and other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR

operation between the two values. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun or(other: ULong):

ULong = ULong(this.data or other.data)\r\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline infix fun xor(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data xor

other.data)\r\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun inv():

ULong = ULong(data.inv())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Byte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value

is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical

value as this `ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this

`ULong` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[ULong] value to [Short].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the resulting

`Short` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Short`

value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `ULong` value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Short`

value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short =

data.toShort()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Int].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or

equals to [Int.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Int` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this

`ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Int` value is represented by the least significant 32 bits of this `ULong`

value.\r\n     * Note that the resulting `Int` value may be negative.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public inline fun toInt(): Int = data.toInt()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Long].\r\n     *\r\n     * If

this value is less than or equals to [Long.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Long` value represents\r\n     * the same

numerical value as this `ULong`. Otherwise the result is negative.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `Long` value has the

same binary representation as this `ULong` value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun

toLong(): Long = data\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [UByte].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is

less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical

value as this `ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of

this `ULong` value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte =

data.toUByte()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [UShort].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or

equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this

`ULong`.\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `ULong`

value.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = data.toUShort()\r\n

/**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [UInt].\r\n     *\r\n     * If this value is less than or equals to

[UInt.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UInt` value represents\r\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\r\n

*\r\n     * The resulting `UInt` value is represented by the least significant 32 bits of this `ULong` value.\r\n     */\r\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = data.toUInt()\r\n    /** Returns this value. */\r\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong = this\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this

[ULong] value to [Float].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting value is the closest `Float` to this `ULong` value.\r\n     * In

case when this `ULong` value is exactly between two `Float`s,\r\n     * the one with zero at least significant bit of

mantissa is selected.\r\n     */\r\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float =

this.toDouble().toFloat()\r\n    /**\r\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Double].\r\n     *\r\n     * The resulting

value is the closest `Double` to this `ULong` value.\r\n     * In case when this `ULong` value is exactly between two

`Double`s,\r\n     * the one with zero at least significant bit of mantissa is selected.\r\n     */\r\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double = ulongToDouble(data)\r\n\r\n    public

override fun toString(): String = ulongToString(data)\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Byte] value to

[ULong].\r\n *\r\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this

`Byte`.\r\n *\r\n * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Byte`
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value,\r\n * whereas the most significant 56 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Short] value to [ULong].\r\n *\r\n * If

this value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\r\n *\r\n * The

least significant 16 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Short` value,\r\n * whereas

the most significant 48 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Int] value to [ULong].\r\n *\r\n * If this

value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Int`.\r\n *\r\n * The least

significant 32 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Int` value,\r\n * whereas the most

significant 32 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Int.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Long] value to [ULong].\r\n *\r\n * If this

value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Long`.\r\n *\r\n * The

resulting `ULong` value has the same binary representation as this `Long` value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Long.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Float] value to [ULong].\r\n *\r\n * The

fractional part, if any, is rounded down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Float` value is negative or `NaN`,

[ULong.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `ULong.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Float.toULong(): ULong = doubleToULong(this.toDouble())\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this [Double] value to

[ULong].\r\n *\r\n * The fractional part, if any, is rounded down.\r\n * Returns zero if this `Double` value is negative

or `NaN`, [ULong.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `ULong.MAX_VALUE`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Double.toULong(): ULong = doubleToULong(this)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic inline class

UShortArray\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@Publis

hedApi\r\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: ShortArray) : Collection<UShort> {\r\n\r\n

/** Creates a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\r\n    public constructor(size:

Int) : this(ShortArray(size))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be

called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UShort = storage[index].toUShort()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the element at the given

[index] to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the [index] is out

of bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\r\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UShort) {\r\n        storage[index] =

value.toShort()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\r\n    public override val size: Int

get() = storage.size\r\n\r\n    /** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\r\n    public override operator

fun iterator(): UShortIterator = Iterator(storage)\r\n\r\n    private class Iterator(private val array: ShortArray) :

UShortIterator() {\r\n        private var index = 0\r\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n        override

fun nextUShort() = if (index < array.size) array[index++].toUShort() else throw

NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(element: UShort): Boolean {\r\n

   // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\r\n        // Currently JS BE does not generate special

bridge method for this method.\r\n        if ((element as Any?) !is UShort) return false\r\n\r\n        return

storage.contains(element.toShort())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<UShort>):

Boolean {\r\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UShort && storage.contains(it.toShort()) }\r\n
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}\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new array of the

specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the specified\r\n * [init] function.\r\n *\r\n * The

function [init] is called for each array element sequentially starting from the first one.\r\n * It should return the value

for an array element given its index.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

UShortArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UShort): UShortArray {\r\n    return UShortArray(ShortArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toShort()

})\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ushortArrayOf(vararg elements: UShort): UShortArray = elements\r\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UArraysKt\")\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmPacka

geName(\"kotlin.collections.unsigned\")\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component1(): UInt {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component1(): ULong {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component1(): UByte {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component1(): UShort {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component2(): UInt {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component2(): ULong {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component2(): UByte {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component2(): UShort {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component3(): UInt {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component3(): ULong {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component3(): UByte {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component3(): UShort {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component4(): UInt {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component4(): ULong {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component4(): UByte {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component4(): UShort {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component5(): UInt {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component5(): ULong {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component5(): UByte {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component5(): UShort {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UIntArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UInt\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun ULongArray.elementAt(index: Int):

ULong\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UByteArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UByte\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UShortArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UShort\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UInt): UInt {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> ULong): ULong {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UByte): UByte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result

of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UShort): UShort {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

`null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UInt? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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ULongArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): ULong? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UByte? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UShort? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.find(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.find(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.find(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.find(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.findLast(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.findLast(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.findLast(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.findLast(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.first(): UInt {\n    return storage.first().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.first(): ULong {\n    return storage.first().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.first(): UByte {\n    return storage.first().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.first(): UShort {\n    return storage.first().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching

the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.first(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return
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element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.first(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.first(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.first(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.firstOrNull(): UInt? {\n    return

if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.firstOrNull(): ULong? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.firstOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.firstOrNull(): UShort? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UInt): UInt {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> ULong): ULong {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of
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calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UByte): UByte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UShort): UShort {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UIntArray.getOrNull(index: Int): UInt? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

ULong? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.getOrNull(index: Int): UByte?

{\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the

given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

UShort? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of

[element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.indexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.indexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst { predicate(it.toUInt())

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain

such element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toULong()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toUByte()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toUShort()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UIntArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast { predicate(it.toUInt())

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain

such element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toULong()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toUByte()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toUShort()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UIntArray.last(): UInt {\n    return storage.last().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.last(): ULong {\n    return storage.last().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.last(): UByte {\n    return storage.last().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.last(): UShort {\n    return storage.last().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching

the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.last(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element =

this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains

no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.last(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.last(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.last(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index

of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.lastIndexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.lastIndexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.lastIndexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.lastIndexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.lastOrNull(): UInt? {\n    return

if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.lastOrNull(): ULong? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.lastOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.lastOrNull(): UShort? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or

`null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.random(): UInt {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n

* \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.random(): ULong {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.random(): UByte {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.random(): UShort {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.random(random: Random): UInt

{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return
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get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.random(random: Random):

ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.random(random: Random):

UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.random(random: Random):

UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or

has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.single(): UInt {\n    return storage.single().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an

exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.single(): ULong {\n    return storage.single().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.single(): UByte {\n    return storage.single().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.single(): UShort {\n    return storage.single().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.single(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    var single: UInt? = null\n    var found = false\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UInt\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching

the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.single(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    var single: ULong? = null\n    var found = false\n

 for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as ULong\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.single(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    var single: UByte? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UByte\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UShortArray.single(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    var single: UShort? = null\n    var found = false\n

  for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UShort\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if

the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.singleOrNull(): UInt? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.singleOrNull(): ULong? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single

element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.singleOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.singleOrNull(): UShort? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    var single: UInt? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

 found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    var single: ULong? = null\n    var found

= false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UByteArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    var single: UByte? = null\n    var found

= false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UShortArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    var single: UShort? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.drop(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.drop(n: Int): List<ULong> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.drop(n: Int): List<UByte> {\n
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require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.drop(n: Int): List<UShort> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<ULong> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<UByte>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<UShort> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo

0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UInt>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

          list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.dropWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<ULong>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filter(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UInt>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filter(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<ULong>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.filter(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UByte>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filter(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UShort>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UInt>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<ULong>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UByteArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UByte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UShort>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate]

to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UInt) -> Boolean): C

{\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, ULong) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UByte) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UShort) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filterNot(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<UInt>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filterNot(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<ULong>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.filterNot(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<UByte>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filterNot(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<UShort>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching the given [predicate]

to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all
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elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UInt> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<ULong> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UByte> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UShort> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UInt> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UInt>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<ULong> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<ULong>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UByte> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UShort> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange):

UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ULongArray {\n    return

ULongArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UByteArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): UByteArray {\n    return

UByteArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): UShortArray {\n    return

UShortArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.take(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.take(n: Int): List<ULong> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<ULong>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.take(n: Int): List<UByte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=
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size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UByte>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.take(n: Int): List<UShort> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UShort>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<ULong>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<ULong>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UByte>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UShort>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>()\n    for (item in

this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.takeWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    val list = ArrayList<ULong>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UByte>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UShort>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.reversed(): List<UInt> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list with elements in reversed order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.reversed(): List<ULong> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.reversed(): List<UByte> {\n

if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.reversed(): List<UShort> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reversedArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reversedArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reversedArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reversedArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if

(size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if

(size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sorted(): List<UInt> {\n    return

copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort

order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sorted():

List<ULong> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UByteArray.sorted(): List<UByte> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sorted(): List<UShort> {\n

return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UIntArray.sortedArray(): UIntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sortedArray(): ULongArray

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedArray(): UByteArray {\n

  if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements

of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sortedArray(): UShortArray

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortedArrayDescending():

UIntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sortedArrayDescending():

ULongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedArrayDescending():

UByteArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sortedArrayDescending():
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UShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It

means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortedDescending(): List<UInt>

{\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sortedDescending(): List<ULong> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It

means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedDescending():

List<UByte> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve

their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UShortArray.sortedDescending(): List<UShort> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array of type [ByteArray], which is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n

* of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.asByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [IntArray], which

is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.asIntArray(): IntArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UIntArray.asList():

List<UInt>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun ULongArray.asList():

List<ULong>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UByteArray.asList():

List<UByte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UShortArray.asList():

List<UShort>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [LongArray], which is a view of this array where each element is

a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.asLongArray(): LongArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [ShortArray],

which is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.asShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [UByteArray],

which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of

this array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.asUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[UIntArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.asUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ULongArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.asULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[UShortArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the
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corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.asUShortArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

UIntArray.contentEquals(other: UIntArray): Boolean {\n    return storage.contentEquals(other.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of

the same elements in the same order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

ULongArray.contentEquals(other: ULongArray): Boolean {\n    return

storage.contentEquals(other.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal

to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByteArray.contentEquals(other:

UByteArray): Boolean {\n    return storage.contentEquals(other.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

UShortArray.contentEquals(other: UShortArray): Boolean {\n    return

storage.contentEquals(other.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.contentHashCode(): Int

{\n    return storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it

is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code

based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

return storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.contentHashCode():

Int {\n    return storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the

specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.contentToString(): String {\n

return joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.contentToString(): String {\n

return joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.contentToString(): String {\n

return joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.contentToString(): String {\n

return joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and

returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so

that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param

destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UIntArray.copyInto(destination: UIntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

UIntArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyInto(destination: ULongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

ULongArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyInto(destination: UByteArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

UByteArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyInto(destination: UShortArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int =

size): UShortArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOf(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOf(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyOf(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array
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which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOf(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at

the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array

is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either

truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either

truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either

truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start

of the range (inclusive), must be in `0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in

`fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UIntArray {\n    return

UIntArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in

`0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ULongArray {\n    return

ULongArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in

`0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UByteArray {\n    return

UByteArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), must be in

`0..array.size`\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), must be in `fromIndex..array.size`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UShortArray {\n    return

UShortArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the
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specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param

toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.fill(element: UInt, fromIndex:

Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toInt(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array

or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive), 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.fill(element: ULong,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toLong(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.fill(element: UByte,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toByte(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive), 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive), size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.fill(element: UShort,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toShort(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UIntArray.indices: IntRange\n    get()

= storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val ULongArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UByteArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UShortArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UIntArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val ULongArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UByteArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UShortArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun UIntArray.plus(element: UInt): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage +

element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ULongArray.plus(element: ULong): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage +

element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline
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operator fun UByteArray.plus(element: UByte): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage +

element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun UShortArray.plus(element: UShort): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage +

element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun UIntArray.plus(elements: Collection<UInt>): UIntArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toInt()\n    return

UIntArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun ULongArray.plus(elements: Collection<ULong>): ULongArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toLong()\n    return

ULongArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

operator fun UByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<UByte>): UByteArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toByte()\n    return

UByteArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun UShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<UShort>): UShortArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toShort()\n    return

UShortArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.plus(elements: UIntArray): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage + elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.plus(elements: ULongArray): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.plus(elements: UByteArray): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.plus(elements: UShortArray): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UIntArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun ULongArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UShortArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [ByteArray],

which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type
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[IntArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding

element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.toIntArray(): IntArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [LongArray],

which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ShortArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding

element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array

containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<UInt>

{\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<ULong> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.toTypedArray():

Array<UByte> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array

containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.toTypedArray():

Array<UShort> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UByte containing

all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UByte>.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array of type [UByteArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned

reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of

UInt containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out UInt>.toUIntArray(): UIntArray

{\n    return UIntArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [UIntArray], which is a

copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.toUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of ULong

containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out ULong>.toULongArray():

ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ULongArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.toULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

of UShort containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out UShort>.toUShortArray():

UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[UShortArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.toUShortArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single
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list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.flatMap(transform: (UInt) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.flatMap(transform: (ULong) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.flatMap(transform: (UByte) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.flatMap(transform: (UShort) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UInt) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (ULong) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UByte) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UShort) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

UIntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UInt) -> K): Map<K, List<UInt>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<UInt>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

ULongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (ULong) -> K): Map<K, List<ULong>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<ULong>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the
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original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

UByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UByte) -> K): Map<K, List<UByte>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<UByte>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

UShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UShort) -> K): Map<K, List<UShort>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<UShort>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by

the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UIntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UInt) -> K, valueTransform: (UInt) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ULongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (ULong) -> K, valueTransform: (ULong) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UByte) -> K, valueTransform: (UByte) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UShort) -> K, valueTransform: (UShort) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to

the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UInt>>> UIntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UInt) -> K): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UInt>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<ULong>>> ULongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (ULong) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<ULong>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UByte>>> UByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UByte) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UByte>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UShort>>> UShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UShort) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UShort>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by

the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UIntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UInt) -> K,

valueTransform: (UInt) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ULongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (ULong) -> K,

valueTransform: (ULong) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UByte) -> K,

valueTransform: (UByte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list
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= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UShort) -> K,

valueTransform: (UShort) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.map(transform: (UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.map(transform: (ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.map(transform: (UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.map(transform: (UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> ULongArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UByteArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UShortArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the
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transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UInt) -> R): C {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results

to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, ULong) -> R): C {\n

 var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n

* and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UByte) -> R): C {\n

var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n

* and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UShort) -> R): C {\n

 var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UInt) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (ULong) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UByte) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

      destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UShort) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps

each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element

itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<UInt>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<ULong>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<UByte>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]
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that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<UShort>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all

elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.all(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.all(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.all(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.all(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches

the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.any(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n

  return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.any(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.any(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.any(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UIntArray.count(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.count(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UByteArray.count(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UShortArray.count(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UInt) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, ULong) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UByteArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UByte) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UShortArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UShort) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and

each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,

current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UInt) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, ULong) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UByte) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to
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right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UShort) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UInt, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (ULong, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UByte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UShort, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UInt, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, ULong, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UByte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]
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value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UShort, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UIntArray.forEach(action: (UInt) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.forEach(action: (ULong) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.forEach(action: (UByte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.forEach(action: (UShort) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UIntArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UInt) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, ULong) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UByte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UShort) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.max(): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.max(): ULong? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.max(): UByte? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.max(): UShort? {\n    if
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(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.maxBy(selector: (UInt) -> R): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem

= this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.maxBy(selector: (ULong) -> R): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.maxBy(selector: (UByte) -> R): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.maxBy(selector: (UShort) -> R): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UInt>): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in ULong>): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UByte>): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

    val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UShort>): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.min(): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n
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return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.min(): ULong? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.min(): UByte? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.min(): UShort? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.minBy(selector: (UInt) -> R): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem =

this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.minBy(selector: (ULong) -> R): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.minBy(selector: (UByte) -> R): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.minBy(selector: (UShort) -> R): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UInt>): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in ULong>): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

     val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UByte>): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n
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    val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UShort>): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.none(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.none(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.none(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.none(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduce(operation: (acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw
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UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes

the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

  throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

   throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceRight(operation: (UInt, acc: UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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ULongArray.reduceRight(operation: (ULong, acc: ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceRight(operation: (UByte, acc: UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

 while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceRight(operation: (UShort, acc: UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n

* to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UInt, acc: UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from

right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, ULong, acc: ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UByte, acc: UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UShort, acc: UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by
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[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sumBy(selector: (UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sumBy(selector: (ULong) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum

+= selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.sumBy(selector: (UByte) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum

+= selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sumBy(selector: (UShort) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UInt) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sumByDouble(selector: (ULong) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UByte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UShort) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UIntArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<UInt, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> ULongArray.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<ULong, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UByteArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<UByte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UShortArray.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<UShort, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of
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values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UIntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UInt, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ULongArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: ULong, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UByte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UShortArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UShort, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with

the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UIntArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UInt, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> ULongArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<ULong, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UByteArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UByte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UShortArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UShort, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>
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UIntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UInt, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ULongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: ULong, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UByte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list

= ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

 if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UShort, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UIntArray.zip(other: UIntArray):

List<Pair<UInt, UInt>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULongArray.zip(other: ULongArray):

List<Pair<ULong, ULong>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByteArray.zip(other: UByteArray):

List<Pair<UByte, UByte>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShortArray.zip(other: UShortArray):

List<Pair<UShort, UShort>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform]

function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UIntArray.zip(other: UIntArray, transform: (a: UInt, b: UInt) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array
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with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

ULongArray.zip(other: ULongArray, transform: (a: ULong, b: ULong) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UByteArray.zip(other: UByteArray, transform: (a: UByte, b: UByte) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UShortArray.zip(other: UShortArray, transform: (a: UShort, b: UShort) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return storage.sum().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sum(): ULong {\n    return storage.sum().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UByteArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return sumBy { it.toUInt() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return sumBy { it.toUInt() }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UCollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UByte containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun
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Collection<UByte>.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    val result = UByteArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UInt containing

all of the elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Collection<UInt>.toUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    val result = UIntArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in

this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of ULong containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Collection<ULong>.toULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    val result = ULongArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UShort

containing all of the elements of this collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Collection<UShort>.toUShortArray():

UShortArray {\n    val result = UShortArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] =

element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UComparisonsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UInt, b:

UInt): UInt {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UByte, b: UByte): UByte {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UShort, b: UShort): UShort {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

maxOf(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun maxOf(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong): ULong {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

maxOf(a: UByte, b: UByte, c: UByte): UByte {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun maxOf(a: UShort, b: UShort, c: UShort): UShort {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

minOf(a: UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\n
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return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UByte, b: UByte): UByte {\n

return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UShort, b: UShort): UShort {\n

return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

minOf(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun minOf(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong): ULong {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

minOf(a: UByte, b: UByte, c: UByte): UByte {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller

of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun minOf(a: UShort, b: UShort, c: UShort): UShort {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"URangesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntRange.random(): UInt {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range.\n

* \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongRange.random(): ULong {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

range using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is

empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntRange.random(random:

Random): UInt {\n    try {\n        return random.nextUInt(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n

throw NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using

the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongRange.random(random: Random):

ULong {\n    try {\n        return random.nextULong(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains the specified

[element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntRange.contains(element: UInt?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this range contains the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is

`null`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ULongRange.contains(element: ULong?): Boolean {\n    return element != null &&

contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:

UByte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun

ULongRange.contains(value: UByte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

operator fun ULongRange.contains(value: UInt): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:
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ULong): Boolean {\n    return (value shr UInt.SIZE_BITS) == 0uL && contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:

UShort): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun

ULongRange.contains(value: UShort): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByte.downTo(to: UByte):

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toUInt(), to.toUInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UInt.downTo(to: UInt):

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression

from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal

to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULong.downTo(to: ULong):

ULongProgression {\n    return ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShort.downTo(to: UShort):

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toUInt(), to.toUInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntProgression.reversed():

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongProgression.reversed():

ULongProgression {\n    return ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression that goes over the same range with the given step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UIntProgression.step(step: Int):

UIntProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if

(this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range with the given

step.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULongProgression.step(step:

Long): ULongProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return

ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from

this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

UByte.until(to: UByte): UIntRange {\n    if (to <= UByte.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return

this.toUInt() .. (to - 1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to]

value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UInt.until(to: UInt): UIntRange {\n

if (to <= UInt.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to

`this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

infix fun ULong.until(to: ULong): ULongRange {\n    if (to <= ULong.MIN_VALUE) return

ULongRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1u).toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShort.until(to:
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UShort): UIntRange {\n    if (to <= UShort.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toUInt() .. (to -

1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return

this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: UInt):

UInt {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

ULong): ULong {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

UByte): UByte {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value

is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

UShort): UShort {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: UInt):

UInt {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

ULong): ULong {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

UByte): UByte {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

UShort): UShort {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range,

or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than

[maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceIn(minimumValue: UInt,

maximumValue: UInt): UInt {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot

coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this <

minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    return
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this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or

[maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceIn(minimumValue: ULong,

maximumValue: ULong): ULong {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceIn(minimumValue: UByte,

maximumValue: UByte): UByte {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceIn(minimumValue: UShort,

maximumValue: UShort): UShort {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<UInt>):

UInt {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return this.coerceIn<UInt>(range)\n    }\n    if

(range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return

when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else ->

this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the

[range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive` if this value is greater than

`range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceIn(range:

ClosedRange<ULong>): ULong {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return

this.coerceIn<ULong>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value

to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this >

range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"USequencesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.sequences\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n
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return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See

the License for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.annotation\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Contains the

list of code elements which are the possible annotation targets\r\n */\r\npublic enum class AnnotationTarget {\r\n

/** Class, interface or object, annotation class is also included */\r\n    CLASS,\r\n    /** Annotation class only */\r\n

  ANNOTATION_CLASS,\r\n    /** Generic type parameter (unsupported yet) */\r\n    TYPE_PARAMETER,\r\n

/** Property */\r\n    PROPERTY,\r\n    /** Field, including property's backing field */\r\n    FIELD,\r\n    /** Local

variable */\r\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\r\n    /** Value parameter of a function or a constructor */\r\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\r\n    /** Constructor only (primary or secondary) */\r\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\r\n    /**

Function (constructors are not included) */\r\n    FUNCTION,\r\n    /** Property getter only */\r\n

PROPERTY_GETTER,\r\n    /** Property setter only */\r\n    PROPERTY_SETTER,\r\n    /** Type usage */\r\n

TYPE,\r\n    /** Any expression */\r\n    EXPRESSION,\r\n    /** File */\r\n    FILE,\r\n    /** Type alias */\r\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    TYPEALIAS\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Contains the list of possible annotation's

retentions.\r\n *\r\n * Determines how an annotation is stored in binary output.\r\n */\r\npublic enum class

AnnotationRetention {\r\n    /** Annotation isn't stored in binary output */\r\n    SOURCE,\r\n    /** Annotation is

stored in binary output, but invisible for reflection */\r\n    BINARY,\r\n    /** Annotation is stored in binary output

and visible for reflection (default retention) */\r\n    RUNTIME\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This meta-annotation indicates

the kinds of code elements which are possible targets of an annotation.\r\n *\r\n * If the target meta-annotation is not

present on an annotation declaration, the annotation is applicable to the following elements:\r\n * [CLASS],

[PROPERTY], [FIELD], [LOCAL_VARIABLE], [VALUE_PARAMETER], [CONSTRUCTOR], [FUNCTION],

[PROPERTY_GETTER], [PROPERTY_SETTER].\r\n *\r\n * @property allowedTargets list of allowed annotation

targets\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\npublic

annotation class Target(vararg val allowedTargets: AnnotationTarget)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This meta-annotation

determines whether an annotation is stored in binary output and visible for reflection. By default, both are true.\r\n

*\r\n * @property value necessary annotation retention (RUNTIME, BINARY or SOURCE)\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\npublic annotation class Retention(val value:

AnnotationRetention = AnnotationRetention.RUNTIME)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This meta-annotation determines that an

annotation is applicable twice or more on a single code element\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\npublic annotation class Repeatable\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

This meta-annotation determines that an annotation is a part of public API and therefore should be included in the

generated\r\n * documentation for the element to which the annotation is applied.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\npublic annotation class

MustBeDocumented\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n *
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You may obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless

required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an

\"AS IS\" BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\r\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the

License.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.PlatformDependent\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Classes that inherit from this interface can be represented as a sequence of elements that can\r\n * be iterated

over.\r\n * @param T the type of element being iterated over. The iterator is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\npublic interface Iterable<out T> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns an iterator over the elements of this object.\r\n

*/\r\n    public operator fun iterator(): Iterator<T>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Classes that inherit from this interface can be

represented as a sequence of elements that can\r\n * be iterated over and that supports removing elements during

iteration.\r\n * @param T the type of element being iterated over. The mutable iterator is invariant on its element

type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableIterable<out T> : Iterable<T> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns an iterator over the

elements of this sequence that supports removing elements during iteration.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun iterator():

MutableIterator<T>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic collection of elements. Methods in this interface support only

read-only access to the collection;\r\n * read/write access is supported through the [MutableCollection] interface.\r\n

* @param E the type of elements contained in the collection. The collection is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\npublic interface Collection<out E> : Iterable<E> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the size

of the collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public val size: Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if the collection is empty

(contains no elements), `false` otherwise.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun isEmpty(): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Checks if

the specified element is contained in this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun contains(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Operations\r\n    /**\r\n

  * Checks if all elements in the specified collection are contained in this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun

containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic collection of

elements that supports adding and removing elements.\r\n *\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the

collection. The mutable collection is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableCollection<E> :

Collection<E>, MutableIterable<E> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n    override fun iterator():

MutableIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds the specified element to the

collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the element has been added, `false` if the collection does not support

duplicates\r\n     * and the element is already contained in the collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun add(element: E):

Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes a single instance of the specified element from this\r\n     * collection, if it is

present.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the element has been successfully removed; `false` if it was not present in

the collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun remove(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\r\n

/**\r\n     * Adds all of the elements of the specified collection to this collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if

any of the specified elements was added to the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n     */\r\n

public fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes all of this collection's elements

that are also contained in the specified collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if any of the specified elements was

removed from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun

removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Retains only the elements in this collection that

are contained in the specified collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if any element was removed from the

collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>):

Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes all elements from this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun clear():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic ordered collection of elements. Methods in this interface support only read-only

access to the list;\r\n * read/write access is supported through the [MutableList] interface.\r\n * @param E the type

of elements contained in the list. The list is covariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface List<out E> :

Collection<E> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean\r\n

override fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\r\n\r\n    //

Bulk Operations\r\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n    //

Positional Access Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the element at the specified index in the list.\r\n     */\r\n
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public operator fun get(index: Int): E\r\n\r\n    // Search Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the index of the first

occurrence of the specified element in the list, or -1 if the specified\r\n     * element is not contained in the list.\r\n

*/\r\n    public fun indexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the index of the last

occurrence of the specified element in the list, or -1 if the specified\r\n     * element is not contained in the list.\r\n

*/\r\n    public fun lastIndexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int\r\n\r\n    // List Iterators\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns

a list iterator over the elements in this list (in proper sequence).\r\n     */\r\n    public fun listIterator():

ListIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a list iterator over the elements in this list (in proper sequence), starting

at the specified [index].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // View\r\n

/**\r\n     * Returns a view of the portion of this list between the specified [fromIndex] (inclusive) and [toIndex]

(exclusive).\r\n     * The returned list is backed by this list, so non-structural changes in the returned list are reflected

in this list, and vice-versa.\r\n     *\r\n     * Structural changes in the base list make the behavior of the view

undefined.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<E>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic

ordered collection of elements that supports adding and removing elements.\r\n * @param E the type of elements

contained in the list. The mutable list is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableList<E> :

List<E>, MutableCollection<E> {\r\n    // Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds the specified element to

the end of this list.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` because the list is always modified as the result of this

operation.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    override fun remove(element: E):

Boolean\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds all of the elements of the specified

collection to the end of this list.\r\n     *\r\n     * The elements are appended in the order they appear in the [elements]

collection.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the list was changed as the result of the operation.\r\n     */\r\n    override

fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Inserts all of the elements of the specified

collection [elements] into this list at the specified [index].\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the list was changed as

the result of the operation.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n\r\n

override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n    override fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>):

Boolean\r\n    override fun clear(): Unit\r\n\r\n    // Positional Access Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Replaces the

element at the specified position in this list with the specified element.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return the element

previously at the specified position.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, element: E): E\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n

* Inserts an element into the list at the specified [index].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun add(index: Int, element: E):

Unit\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes an element at the specified [index] from the list.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return the

element that has been removed.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun removeAt(index: Int): E\r\n\r\n    // List Iterators\r\n

override fun listIterator(): MutableListIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int):

MutableListIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // View\r\n    override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

MutableList<E>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic unordered collection of elements that does not support duplicate

elements.\r\n * Methods in this interface support only read-only access to the set;\r\n * read/write access is

supported through the [MutableSet] interface.\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is

covariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface Set<out E> : Collection<E> {\r\n    // Query

Operations\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean\r\n    override fun contains(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Operations\r\n    override

fun containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A generic unordered

collection of elements that does not support duplicate elements, and supports\r\n * adding and removing

elements.\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The mutable set is invariant on its element

type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableSet<E> : Set<E>, MutableCollection<E> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n

override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E>\r\n\r\n    // Modification Operations\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds the

specified element to the set.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` if the element has been added, `false` if the element is

already contained in the set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    override fun

remove(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\r\n\r\n    override fun addAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n    override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n    override fun

retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\r\n    override fun clear(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A collection that
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holds pairs of objects (keys and values) and supports efficiently retrieving\r\n * the value corresponding to each key.

Map keys are unique; the map holds only one value for each key.\r\n * Methods in this interface support only read-

only access to the map; read-write access is supported through\r\n * the [MutableMap] interface.\r\n * @param K

the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its key type, as it\r\n *          can accept key as a parameter (of

[containsKey] for example) and return it in [keys] set.\r\n * @param V the type of map values. The map is covariant

on its value type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface Map<K, out V> {\r\n    // Query Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the

number of key/value pairs in the map.\r\n     */\r\n    public val size: Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if the map

is empty (contains no elements), `false` otherwise.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun isEmpty(): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Returns `true` if the map contains the specified [key].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean\r\n\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if the map maps one or more keys to the specified [value].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun

containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the value corresponding to the

given [key], or `null` if such a key is not present in the map.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun get(key: K): V?\r\n\r\n

  /**\r\n     * Returns the value corresponding to the given [key], or [defaultValue] if such a key is not present in the

map.\r\n     *\r\n     * @since JDK 1.8\r\n     */\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    @PlatformDependent\r\n    public

fun getOrDefault(key: K, defaultValue: @UnsafeVariance V): V {\r\n        // See default implementation in JDK

sources\r\n        return null as V\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Views\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all keys in

this map.\r\n     */\r\n    public val keys: Set<K>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Collection] of all values in

this map. Note that this collection may contain duplicate values.\r\n     */\r\n    public val values:

Collection<V>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all key/value pairs in this map.\r\n     */\r\n    public

val entries: Set<Map.Entry<K, V>>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Represents a key/value pair held by a [Map].\r\n     */\r\n

public interface Entry<out K, out V> {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns the key of this key/value pair.\r\n         */\r\n

  public val key: K\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns the value of this key/value pair.\r\n         */\r\n        public val

value: V\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A modifiable collection that holds pairs of objects (keys and values) and

supports efficiently retrieving\r\n * the value corresponding to each key. Map keys are unique; the map holds only

one value for each key.\r\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its key type.\r\n * @param V

the type of map values. The mutable map is invariant on its value type.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MutableMap<K,

V> : Map<K, V> {\r\n    // Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Associates the specified [value] with the

specified [key] in the map.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return the previous value associated with the key, or `null` if the key

was not present in the map.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes the

specified key and its corresponding value from this map.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return the previous value associated with

the key, or `null` if the key was not present in the map.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun remove(key: K): V?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n

   * Removes the entry for the specified key only if it is mapped to the specified value.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true

if entry was removed\r\n     */\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    @PlatformDependent\r\n    public fun remove(key:

K, value: V): Boolean {\r\n        // See default implementation in JDK sources\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    //

Bulk Modification Operations\r\n    /**\r\n     * Updates this map with key/value pairs from the specified map

[from].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>): Unit\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes all elements

from this map.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun clear(): Unit\r\n\r\n    // Views\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a [MutableSet] of all

keys in this map.\r\n     */\r\n    override val keys: MutableSet<K>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a

[MutableCollection] of all values in this map. Note that this collection may contain duplicate values.\r\n     */\r\n

override val values: MutableCollection<V>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a [MutableSet] of all key/value pairs in this

map.\r\n     */\r\n    override val entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Represents a key/value pair held by a [MutableMap].\r\n     */\r\n    public interface MutableEntry<K, V> :

Map.Entry<K, V> {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Changes the value associated with the key of this entry.\r\n         *\r\n

* @return the previous value corresponding to the key.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun setValue(newValue: V): V\r\n

 }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"
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BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See

the License for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.internal\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the corresponding type parameter is not used for

unsafe operations such as casts or 'is' checks\r\n * That means it's completely safe to use generic types as argument

for such parameter.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE_PARAMETER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal

annotation class PureReifiable\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the corresponding built-in method exists depending on

platform.\r\n * Current implementation for JVM looks whether method with same JVM descriptor exists in the

module JDK.\r\n * For example MutableMap.remove(K, V) available only if corresponding\r\n * method

'java/util/Map.remove(Ljava/lang/Object;Ljava/lang/Object;)Z' is defined in JDK (i.e. for major versions >= 8)\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal

annotation class PlatformDependent\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.internal\r\n\r\n// a mod b (in arithmetical sense)\r\nprivate fun

mod(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\r\n    val mod = a % b\r\n    return if (mod >= 0) mod else mod + b\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun

mod(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\r\n    val mod = a % b\r\n    return if (mod >= 0) mod else mod + b\r\n}\r\n\r\n// (a -

b) mod c\r\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\r\n    return mod(mod(a, c) - mod(b, c),

c)\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long {\r\n    return mod(mod(a, c) - mod(b,

c), c)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of

the progression which is in the range\r\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in

case of a negative\r\n * [step].\r\n *\r\n * No validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters

should satisfy the condition:\r\n *\r\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <= end`,\r\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >=

end`.\r\n *\r\n * @param start first element of the progression\r\n * @param end ending bound for the

progression\r\n * @param step increment, or difference of successive elements in the progression\r\n * @return the

final element of the progression\r\n * @suppress\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun

getProgressionLastElement(start: Int, end: Int, step: Int): Int = when {\r\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end else end

- differenceModulo(end, start, step)\r\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end) end else end + differenceModulo(start, end, -

step)\r\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is zero.\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calculates the final

element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is in the range\r\n * from

[start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\r\n * [step].\r\n *\r\n * No

validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters should satisfy the condition:\r\n *\r\n * - either

`step > 0` and `start <= end`,\r\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >= end`.\r\n *\r\n * @param start first element of the

progression\r\n * @param end ending bound for the progression\r\n * @param step increment, or difference of

successive elements in the progression\r\n * @return the final element of the progression\r\n * @suppress\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun getProgressionLastElement(start: Long, end: Long, step: Long): Long = when

{\r\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step)\r\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end)

end else end + differenceModulo(start, end, -step)\r\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is

zero.\")\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over

a sequence of values of type `Byte`. */\r\npublic abstract class ByteIterator : Iterator<Byte> {\r\n    override final fun

next() = nextByte()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun

nextByte(): Byte\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Char`. */\r\npublic abstract class

CharIterator : Iterator<Char> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextChar()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the

sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextChar(): Char\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of

values of type `Short`. */\r\npublic abstract class ShortIterator : Iterator<Short> {\r\n    override final fun next() =

nextShort()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun

nextShort(): Short\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Int`. */\r\npublic abstract class
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IntIterator : Iterator<Int> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextInt()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the

sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextInt(): Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of

values of type `Long`. */\r\npublic abstract class LongIterator : Iterator<Long> {\r\n    override final fun next() =

nextLong()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun

nextLong(): Long\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Float`. */\r\npublic abstract class

FloatIterator : Iterator<Float> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextFloat()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in

the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextFloat(): Float\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a

sequence of values of type `Double`. */\r\npublic abstract class DoubleIterator : Iterator<Double> {\r\n    override

final fun next() = nextDouble()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public

abstract fun nextDouble(): Double\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Boolean`.

*/\r\npublic abstract class BooleanIterator : Iterator<Boolean> {\r\n    override final fun next() =

nextBoolean()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun

nextBoolean(): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Char`.\r\n * @property step the

number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n */\r\ninternal class CharProgressionIterator(first: Char,

last: Char, val step: Int) : CharIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement = last.toInt()\r\n    private var hasNext:

Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first.toInt() else

finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun nextChar(): Char {\r\n

val value = next\r\n        if (value == finalElement) {\r\n            if (!hasNext) throw

kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n        }\r\n        else {\r\n            next += step\r\n

}\r\n        return value.toChar()\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Int`.\r\n

* @property step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n */\r\ninternal class

IntProgressionIterator(first: Int, last: Int, val step: Int) : IntIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement = last\r\n

private var hasNext: Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first

else finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun nextInt(): Int {\r\n

val value = next\r\n        if (value == finalElement) {\r\n            if (!hasNext) throw

kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n        }\r\n        else {\r\n            next += step\r\n

}\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Long`.\r\n *

@property step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n */\r\ninternal class

LongProgressionIterator(first: Long, last: Long, val step: Long) : LongIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement =

last\r\n    private var hasNext: Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private var next = if

(hasNext) first else finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun

nextLong(): Long {\r\n        val value = next\r\n        if (value == finalElement) {\r\n            if (!hasNext) throw

kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n        }\r\n        else {\r\n            next += step\r\n

}\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.getProgressionLastElement\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of

type `Char`.\r\n */\r\npublic open class CharProgression\r\n    internal constructor\r\n    (\r\n            start: Char,\r\n

      endInclusive: Char,\r\n            step: Int\r\n    ) : Iterable<Char> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if (step == 0) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step == Int.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on

negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val first: Char =

start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: Char =

getProgressionLastElement(start.toInt(), endInclusive.toInt(), step).toChar()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The step of the

progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val step: Int = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): CharIterator =
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CharProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\r\n        other is CharProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first && last ==

other.last && step == other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 *

first.toInt() + last.toInt()) + step)\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else

\"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates CharProgression

within the specified bounds of a closed range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and

goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the

[step] must be negative.\r\n         *\r\n         * [step] must be greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to

zero.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Char, rangeEnd: Char, step: Int): CharProgression

= CharProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of type `Int`.\r\n

*/\r\npublic open class IntProgression\r\n    internal constructor\r\n    (\r\n            start: Int,\r\n            endInclusive:

Int,\r\n            step: Int\r\n    ) : Iterable<Int> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if (step == 0) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step == Int.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on

negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val first: Int =

start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: Int =

getProgressionLastElement(start.toInt(), endInclusive.toInt(), step).toInt()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The step of the

progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val step: Int = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): IntIterator =

IntProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\r\n        other is IntProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first && last ==

other.last && step == other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 *

first + last) + step)\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first

downTo $last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates IntProgression within the

specified bounds of a closed range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward

the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must

be negative.\r\n         *\r\n         * [step] must be greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to zero.\r\n

*/\r\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Int, rangeEnd: Int, step: Int): IntProgression =

IntProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of type `Long`.\r\n

*/\r\npublic open class LongProgression\r\n    internal constructor\r\n    (\r\n            start: Long,\r\n

endInclusive: Long,\r\n            step: Long\r\n    ) : Iterable<Long> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if (step == 0L) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step == Long.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Long.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on

negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val first: Long =

start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: Long =

getProgressionLastElement(start.toLong(), endInclusive.toLong(), step).toLong()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The step of

the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val step: Long = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): LongIterator =

LongProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\r\n        other is LongProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n        first == other.first && last ==

other.last && step == other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 *

(first xor (first ushr 32)) + (last xor (last ushr 32))) + (step xor (step ushr 32))).toInt()\r\n\r\n    override fun

toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates LongProgression within the specified bounds of a closed

range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not

excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must be negative.\r\n         *\r\n

      * [step] must be greater than `Long.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to zero.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun
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fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Long, rangeEnd: Long, step: Long): LongProgression = LongProgression(rangeStart,

rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a range of values (for

example, numbers or characters).\r\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/ranges.html) for more information.\r\n */\r\npublic interface

ClosedRange<T: Comparable<T>> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * The minimum value in the range.\r\n     */\r\n    public val

start: T\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The maximum value in the range (inclusive).\r\n     */\r\n    public val endInclusive:

T\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Checks whether the specified [value] belongs to the range.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun

contains(value: T): Boolean = value >= start && value <= endInclusive\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Checks whether the

range is empty.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun isEmpty(): Boolean = start > endInclusive\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in

writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a parameter passed to a function or a property getter/setter,\r\n * including

`this` and extension receiver parameters.\r\n */\r\npublic interface KParameter : KAnnotatedElement {\r\n    /**\r\n

 * 0-based index of this parameter in the parameter list of its containing callable.\r\n     */\r\n    public val index:

Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Name of this parameter as it was declared in the source code,\r\n     * or `null` if the

parameter has no name or its name is not available at runtime.\r\n     * Examples of nameless parameters include

`this` instance for member functions,\r\n     * extension receiver for extension functions or properties, parameters of

Java methods\r\n     * compiled without the debug information, and others.\r\n     */\r\n    public val name:

String?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Type of this parameter. For a `vararg` parameter, this is the type of the corresponding

array,\r\n     * not the individual element.\r\n     */\r\n    public val type: KType\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Kind of this

parameter.\r\n     */\r\n    public val kind: Kind\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Kind represents a particular position of the

parameter declaration in the source code,\r\n     * such as an instance, an extension receiver parameter or a value

parameter.\r\n     */\r\n    public enum class Kind {\r\n        /** Instance required to make a call to the member, or an

outer class instance for an inner class constructor. */\r\n        INSTANCE,\r\n\r\n        /** Extension receiver of an

extension function or property. */\r\n        EXTENSION_RECEIVER,\r\n\r\n        /** Ordinary named value

parameter. */\r\n        VALUE,\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * `true` if this parameter is optional and can be omitted

when making a call via [KCallable.callBy], or `false` otherwise.\r\n     *\r\n     * A parameter is optional in any of

the two cases:\r\n     * 1. The default value is provided at the declaration of this parameter.\r\n     * 2. The parameter

is declared in a member function and one of the corresponding parameters in the super functions is optional.\r\n

*/\r\n    public val isOptional: Boolean\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * `true` if this parameter is `vararg`.\r\n     * See the

[Kotlin language documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/functions.html#variable-number-of-

arguments-varargs)\r\n     * for more information.\r\n     */\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    public val isVararg:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a type. Type is usually

either a class with optional type arguments,\r\n * or a type parameter of some declaration, plus nullability.\r\n

*/\r\npublic interface KType : KAnnotatedElement {\r\n    /**\r\n     * The declaration of the classifier used in this

type.\r\n     * For example, in the type `List<String>` the classifier would be the [KClass] instance for [List].\r\n

*\r\n     * Returns `null` if this type is not denotable in Kotlin, for example if it is an intersection type.\r\n     */\r\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n    public val classifier: KClassifier?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Type arguments passed for the

parameters of the classifier in this type.\r\n     * For example, in the type `Array<out Number>` the only type

argument is `out Number`.\r\n     *\r\n     * In case this type is based on an inner class, the returned list contains the
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type arguments provided for the innermost class first,\r\n     * then its outer class, and so on.\r\n     * For example, in

the type `Outer<A, B>.Inner<C, D>` the returned list is `[C, D, A, B]`.\r\n     */\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n

public val arguments: List<KTypeProjection>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * `true` if this type was marked nullable in the

source code.\r\n     *\r\n     * For Kotlin types, it means that `null` value is allowed to be represented by this type.\r\n

   * In practice it means that the type was declared with a question mark at the end.\r\n     * For non-Kotlin types, it

means the type or the symbol which was declared with this type\r\n     * is annotated with a runtime-retained

nullability annotation such as [javax.annotation.Nullable].\r\n     *\r\n     * Note that even if [isMarkedNullable] is

false, values of the type can still be `null`.\r\n     * This may happen if it is a type of the type parameter with a

nullable upper bound:\r\n     *\r\n     * ```\r\n     * fun <T> foo(t: T) {\r\n     *     // isMarkedNullable == false for t's

type, but t can be null here when T = \"Any?\"\r\n     * }\r\n     * ```\r\n     */\r\n    public val isMarkedNullable:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a type projection. Type projection is usually the argument to another type in

a type usage.\r\n * For example, in the type `Array<out Number>`, `out Number` is the covariant projection of the

type represented by the class `Number`.\r\n *\r\n * Type projection is either the star projection, or an entity

consisting of a specific type plus optional variance.\r\n *\r\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#type-projections)\r\n * for more information.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic data class KTypeProjection constructor(\r\n        /**\r\n         * The use-site

variance specified in the projection, or `null` if this is a star projection.\r\n         */\r\n        public val variance:

KVariance?,\r\n        /**\r\n         * The type specified in the projection, or `null` if this is a star projection.\r\n

*/\r\n        public val type: KType?\r\n) {\r\n    public companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Star projection,

denoted by the `*` character.\r\n         * For example, in the type `KClass<*>`, `*` is the star projection.\r\n         *

See the [Kotlin language documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#star-projections)\r\n

  * for more information.\r\n         */\r\n        public val STAR: KTypeProjection = KTypeProjection(null,

null)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates an invariant projection of a given type. Invariant projection is just the type

itself,\r\n         * without any use-site variance modifiers applied to it.\r\n         * For example, in the type

`Set<String>`, `String` is an invariant projection of the type represented by the class `String`.\r\n         */\r\n

public fun invariant(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\r\n                KTypeProjection(KVariance.INVARIANT,

type)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates a contravariant projection of a given type, denoted by the `in` modifier

applied to a type.\r\n         * For example, in the type `MutableList<in Number>`, `in Number` is a contravariant

projection of the type of class `Number`.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun contravariant(type: KType):

KTypeProjection =\r\n                KTypeProjection(KVariance.IN, type)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates a covariant

projection of a given type, denoted by the `out` modifier applied to a type.\r\n         * For example, in the type

`Array<out Number>`, `out Number` is a covariant projection of the type of class `Number`.\r\n         */\r\n

public fun covariant(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\r\n                KTypeProjection(KVariance.OUT, type)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may obtain a copy

of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\r\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See the License

for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents variance applied to a type parameter on the declaration site (*declaration-

site variance*),\r\n * or to a type in a projection (*use-site variance*).\r\n *\r\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#variance)\r\n * for more information.\r\n *\r\n *

@see [KTypeParameter.variance]\r\n * @see [KTypeProjection]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\nenum class

KVariance {\r\n    /**\r\n     * The affected type parameter or type is *invariant*, which means it has no variance

applied to it.\r\n     */\r\n    INVARIANT,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The affected type parameter or type is

*contravariant*. Denoted by the `in` modifier in the source code.\r\n     */\r\n    IN,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The affected

type parameter or type is *covariant*. Denoted by the `out` modifier in the source code.\r\n     */\r\n

OUT,\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License,
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Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See

the License for the specific language governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Visibility is an aspect of a Kotlin declaration regulating where that

declaration is accessible in the source code.\r\n * Visibility can be changed with one of the following modifiers:

`public`, `protected`, `internal`, `private`.\r\n *\r\n * Note that some Java visibilities such as package-private and

protected (which also gives access to items from the same package)\r\n * cannot be represented in Kotlin, so there's

no [KVisibility] value corresponding to them.\r\n *\r\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/visibility-modifiers.html)\r\n * for more information.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\nenum class KVisibility {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Visibility of declarations marked with the

`public` modifier, or with no modifier at all.\r\n     */\r\n    PUBLIC,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Visibility of declarations

marked with the `protected` modifier.\r\n     */\r\n    PROTECTED,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Visibility of declarations

marked with the `internal` modifier.\r\n     */\r\n    INTERNAL,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Visibility of declarations

marked with the `private` modifier.\r\n     */\r\n    PRIVATE,\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains

s.r.o.\r\n *\r\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\r\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\r\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\r\n *\r\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\r\n *\r\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\r\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\r\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\r\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\r\n * limitations under the License.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The type

with only one value: the `Unit` object. This type corresponds to the `void` type in Java.\r\n */\r\npublic object Unit

{\r\n    override fun toString() = \"kotlin.Unit\"\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"arrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun arrayIterator(array:

dynamic, type: String?) = when (type) {\r\n    null -> {\r\n        val arr: Array<dynamic> = array\r\n        object :

Iterator<dynamic> {\r\n            var index = 0\r\n            override fun hasNext() = index < arr.size\r\n            override

fun next() = if (index < arr.size) arr[index++] else throw NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

\"BooleanArray\" -> booleanArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"ByteArray\" -> byteArrayIterator(array)\r\n

\"ShortArray\" -> shortArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"CharArray\" -> charArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"IntArray\" ->

intArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"LongArray\" -> longArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"FloatArray\" ->

floatArrayIterator(array)\r\n    \"DoubleArray\" -> doubleArrayIterator(array)\r\n    else -> throw

IllegalStateException(\"Unsupported type argument for arrayIterator:

$type\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun booleanArrayIterator(array: BooleanArray)

= object : BooleanIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n    override fun

nextBoolean() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"byteArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

byteArrayIterator(array: ByteArray) = object : ByteIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextByte() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"shortArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

shortArrayIterator(array: ShortArray) = object : ShortIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextShort() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"charArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

charArrayIterator(array: CharArray) = object : CharIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextChar() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"intArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

intArrayIterator(array: IntArray) = object : IntIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() = index <
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array.size\r\n    override fun nextInt() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"floatArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

floatArrayIterator(array: FloatArray) = object : FloatIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextFloat() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"doubleArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

doubleArrayIterator(array: DoubleArray) = object : DoubleIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun

hasNext() = index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextDouble() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"longArrayIterator\")\r\ninternal fun

longArrayIterator(array: LongArray) = object : LongIterator() {\r\n    var index = 0\r\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\r\n    override fun nextLong() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"PropertyMetadata\")\r\ninternal class

PropertyMetadata(@JsName(\"callableName\") val name:

String)\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"noWhenBranchMatched\")\r\ninternal fun noWhenBranchMatched(): Nothing = throw

NoWhenBranchMatchedException()\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"subSequence\")\r\ninternal fun subSequence(c:

CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence {\r\n    if (c is String) {\r\n        return

c.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\r\n    } else {\r\n        return c.asDynamic().`subSequence_vux9f0$`(startIndex,

endIndex)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"captureStack\")\r\ninternal fun captureStack(baseClass: JsClass<in

Throwable>, instance: Throwable) {\r\n    if (js(\"Error\").captureStackTrace) {\r\n

js(\"Error\").captureStackTrace(instance, instance::class.js);\r\n    } else {\r\n        instance.asDynamic().stack =

js(\"new Error()\").stack;\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"newThrowable\")\r\ninternal fun newThrowable(message:

String?, cause: Throwable?): Throwable {\r\n    val throwable = js(\"new Error()\")\r\n    throwable.message = if

(jsTypeOf(message) == \"undefined\") {\r\n        if (cause != null) cause.toString() else null\r\n    } else {\r\n

message\r\n    }\r\n    throwable.cause = cause\r\n    throwable.name = \"Throwable\"\r\n    return

throwable\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"BoxedChar\")\r\ninternal class BoxedChar(val c: Int) : Comparable<Int> {\r\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        return other is BoxedChar && c == other.c\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int {\r\n        return c\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String {\r\n        return

js(\"this.c\").unsafeCast<Char>().toString()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun compareTo(other: Int): Int {\r\n        return

js(\"this.c - other\").unsafeCast<Int>()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"valueOf\")\r\n    public fun valueOf(): Int {\r\n

  return c\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun <T> concat(args: Array<T>): T {\r\n

val typed = js(\"Array\")(args.size)\r\n    for (i in args.indices) {\r\n        val arr = args[i]\r\n        if (arr !is Array<*>)

{\r\n            typed[i] = js(\"[]\").slice.call(arr)\r\n        } else {\r\n            typed[i] = arr\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n    return

js(\"[]\").concat.apply(js(\"[]\"), typed);\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Concat regular Array's and TypedArray's into an Array.\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@JsName(\"arrayConcat\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\ninternal fun

<T> arrayConcat(a: T, b: T): T {\r\n    return concat(js(\"arguments\"))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Concat primitive arrays. Main

use: prepare vararg arguments.\r\n *  For compatibility with 1.1.0 the arguments may be a mixture of Array's and

TypedArray's.\r\n *\r\n *  If the first argument is TypedArray (Byte-, Short-, Char-, Int-, Float-, and DoubleArray)

returns a TypedArray, otherwise an Array.\r\n *  If the first argument has the $type$ property (Boolean-, Char-, and

LongArray) copy its value to result.$type$.\r\n *  If the first argument is a regular Array without the $type$ property

default to arrayConcat.\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@JsName(\"primitiveArrayConcat\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\ninter

nal fun <T> primitiveArrayConcat(a: T, b: T): T {\r\n    val args: Array<T> = js(\"arguments\")\r\n    if (a is

Array<*> && a.asDynamic().`$type$` === undefined) {\r\n        return concat(args)\r\n    } else {\r\n        var size =

0\r\n        for (i in args.indices) {\r\n            size += args[i].asDynamic().length as Int\r\n        }\r\n        val result =

js(\"new a.constructor(size)\")\r\n        kotlin.copyArrayType(a, result)\r\n        size = 0\r\n        for (i in args.indices)

{\r\n            val arr = args[i].asDynamic()\r\n            for (j in 0 until arr.length) {\r\n                result[size++] =

arr[j]\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return result\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayOf\")\r\ninternal fun

booleanArrayOf() = withType(\"BooleanArray\", js(\"[].slice.call(arguments)\"))\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"charArrayOf\")

// The arguments have to be slice'd here because of Rhino (see KT-16974)\r\ninternal fun charArrayOf() =
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withType(\"CharArray\", js(\"new

Uint16Array([].slice.call(arguments))\"))\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"longArrayOf\")\r\ninternal fun longArrayOf() =

withType(\"LongArray\",

js(\"[].slice.call(arguments)\"))\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"withType\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun

withType(type: String, array: dynamic): dynamic {\r\n    array.`$type$` = type\r\n    return array\r\n}","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Function corresponding to JavaScript's `typeof` operator\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\npublic inline fun jsTypeOf(a:

Any?): String = js(\"typeof a\")\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns an empty array of the specified type

[T].\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun <T> emptyArray(): Array<T> = js(\"[]\")\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun <T>

arrayOf(vararg elements: T): Array<T> = definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun doubleArrayOf(vararg

elements: Double): DoubleArray = definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun floatArrayOf(vararg elements:

Float): FloatArray = definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun longArrayOf(vararg elements: Long):

LongArray = definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun intArrayOf(vararg elements: Int): IntArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun charArrayOf(vararg elements: Char): CharArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun shortArrayOf(vararg elements: Short): ShortArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun byteArrayOf(vararg elements: Byte): ByteArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n@library\r\npublic fun booleanArrayOf(vararg elements: Boolean): BooleanArray =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization function

[initializer].\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> =

UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization

function [initializer].\r\n *\r\n * The [mode] parameter is ignored. */\r\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(mode:

LazyThreadSafetyMode, initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> = UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new

instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization function [initializer].\r\n *\r\n * The [lock] parameter is

ignored.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(lock: Any?, initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> =

UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun fillFrom(src: dynamic, dst: dynamic): dynamic {\r\n    val srcLen:

Int = src.length\r\n    val dstLen: Int = dst.length\r\n    var index: Int = 0\r\n    while (index < srcLen && index <

dstLen) dst[index] = src[index++]\r\n    return dst\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun arrayCopyResize(source: dynamic,

newSize: Int, defaultValue: Any?): dynamic {\r\n    val result = source.slice(0, newSize)\r\n

copyArrayType(source, result)\r\n    var index: Int = source.length\r\n    if (newSize > index) {\r\n        result.length

= newSize\r\n        while (index < newSize) result[index++] = defaultValue\r\n    }\r\n    return

result\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> arrayPlusCollection(array: dynamic, collection: Collection<T>): dynamic {\r\n

val result = array.slice()\r\n    result.length += collection.size\r\n    copyArrayType(array, result)\r\n    var index: Int

= array.length\r\n    for (element in collection) result[index++] = element\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun

<T> fillFromCollection(dst: dynamic, startIndex: Int, collection: Collection<T>): dynamic {\r\n    var index =

startIndex\r\n    for (element in collection) dst[index++] = element\r\n    return dst\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun

copyArrayType(from: dynamic, to: dynamic) {\r\n    if (from.`$type$` !== undefined) {\r\n        to.`$type$` =

from.`$type$`\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun jsIsType(obj: dynamic, jsClass: dynamic) =

js(\"Kotlin\").isType(obj, jsClass)","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@JsName(\"CoroutineIm

pl\")\r\ninternal abstract class CoroutineImpl(private val resultContinuation: Continuation<Any?>) :

Continuation<Any?> {\r\n    protected var state = 0\r\n    protected var exceptionState = 0\r\n    protected var result:
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Any? = null\r\n    protected var exception: Throwable? = null\r\n    protected var finallyPath: Array<Int>? =

null\r\n\r\n    public override val context: CoroutineContext = resultContinuation.context\r\n\r\n    private var

intercepted_: Continuation<Any?>? = null\r\n\r\n    public fun intercepted(): Continuation<Any?> =\r\n

intercepted_\r\n            ?: (context[ContinuationInterceptor]?.interceptContinuation(this) ?: this)\r\n                .also {

intercepted_ = it }\r\n\r\n    override fun resumeWith(result: Result<Any?>) {\r\n        var current = this\r\n        var

currentResult: Any? = result.getOrNull()\r\n        var currentException: Throwable? =

result.exceptionOrNull()\r\n\r\n        // This loop unrolls recursion in current.resumeWith(param) to make saner and

shorter stack traces on resume\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            with(current) {\r\n                val completion =

resultContinuation\r\n\r\n                // Set result and exception fields in the current continuation\r\n                if

(currentException == null) {\r\n                    this.result = currentResult\r\n                } else {\r\n                    state =

exceptionState\r\n                    exception = currentException\r\n                }\r\n\r\n                try {\r\n                    val

outcome = doResume()\r\n                    if (outcome === COROUTINE_SUSPENDED) return\r\n

currentResult = outcome\r\n                    currentException = null\r\n                } catch (exception: dynamic) { //

Catch all exceptions\r\n                    currentResult = null\r\n                    currentException =

exception.unsafeCast<Throwable>()\r\n                }\r\n\r\n                releaseIntercepted() // this state machine

instance is terminating\r\n\r\n                if (completion is CoroutineImpl) {\r\n                    // unrolling recursion via

loop\r\n                    current = completion\r\n                } else {\r\n                    // top-level completion reached --

invoke and return\r\n                    currentException?.let {\r\n                        completion.resumeWithException(it)\r\n

                 } ?: completion.resume(currentResult)\r\n                    return\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    private fun releaseIntercepted() {\r\n        val intercepted = intercepted_\r\n        if (intercepted != null &&

intercepted !== this) {\r\n            context[ContinuationInterceptor]!!.releaseInterceptedContinuation(intercepted)\r\n

     }\r\n        this.intercepted_ = CompletedContinuation // just in case\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    protected abstract fun

doResume(): Any?\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal object CompletedContinuation : Continuation<Any?> {\r\n    override val

context: CoroutineContext\r\n        get() = error(\"This continuation is already complete\")\r\n\r\n    override fun

resumeWith(result: Result<Any?>) {\r\n        error(\"This continuation is already complete\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

override fun toString(): String = \"This continuation is already complete\"\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\", \"RedundantVisibilityModifier\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\nimport

kotlin.jvm.JvmField\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A discriminated union that encapsulates successful outcome with a value of

type [T]\r\n * or a failure with an arbitrary [Throwable] exception.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\

")\r\npublic inline class Result<out T> @PublishedApi internal constructor(\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal val

value: Any?\r\n) : Serializable {\r\n    // discovery\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if this instance represents

successful outcome.\r\n     * In this case [isFailure] returns `false`.\r\n     */\r\n    public val isSuccess: Boolean get()

= value !is Failure\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if this instance represents failed outcome.\r\n     * In this case

[isSuccess] returns `false`.\r\n     */\r\n    public val isFailure: Boolean get() = value is Failure\r\n\r\n    // value &

exception retrieval\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance represents

[success][Result.isSuccess] or `null`\r\n     * if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n     *\r\n     * This function is

shorthand for `getOrElse { null }` (see [getOrElse]) or\r\n     * `fold(onSuccess = { it }, onFailure = { null })` (see

[fold]).\r\n     */\r\n    @InlineOnly\r\n    public inline fun getOrNull(): T? =\r\n        when {\r\n            isFailure ->

null\r\n            else -> value as T\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the encapsulated exception if this instance

represents [failure][isFailure] or `null`\r\n     * if it is [success][isSuccess].\r\n     *\r\n     * This function is shorthand

for `fold(onSuccess = { null }, onFailure = { it })` (see [fold]).\r\n     */\r\n    public fun exceptionOrNull():

Throwable? =\r\n        when (value) {\r\n            is Failure -> value.exception\r\n            else -> null\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Returns a string `Success(v)` if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess]\r\n     * where `v` is

a string representation of the value or a string `Failure(x)` if\r\n     * it is [failure][isFailure] where `x` is a string
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representation of the exception.\r\n     */\r\n    public override fun toString(): String =\r\n        when (value) {\r\n

  is Failure -> value.toString() // \"Failure($exception)\"\r\n            else -> \"Success($value)\"\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    //

companion with constructors\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Companion object for [Result] class that contains its constructor

functions\r\n     * [success] and [failure].\r\n     */\r\n    public companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns an

instance that encapsulates the given [value] as successful value.\r\n         */\r\n        @InlineOnly\r\n        public

inline fun <T> success(value: T): Result<T> =\r\n            Result(value)\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns an instance

that encapsulates the given [exception] as failure.\r\n         */\r\n        @InlineOnly\r\n        public inline fun <T>

failure(exception: Throwable): Result<T> =\r\n            Result(createFailure(exception))\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    internal

class Failure(\r\n        @JvmField\r\n        val exception: Throwable\r\n    ) : Serializable {\r\n        override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is Failure && exception == other.exception\r\n        override fun hashCode():

Int = exception.hashCode()\r\n        override fun toString(): String = \"Failure($exception)\"\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates an instance of internal marker [Result.Failure] class to\r\n * make sure that this class is

not exposed in ABI.\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun createFailure(exception:

Throwable): Any =\r\n    Result.Failure(exception)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Throws exception if the result is failure. This

internal function minimizes\r\n * inlined bytecode for [getOrThrow] and makes sure that in the future we can\r\n *

add some exception-augmenting logic here (if needed).\r\n

*/\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun Result<*>.throwOnFailure() {\r\n    if (value is

Result.Failure) throw value.exception\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] and returns its

encapsulated result if invocation was successful,\r\n * catching and encapsulating any thrown exception as a

failure.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R> runCatching(block: () -> R):

Result<R> {\r\n    return try {\r\n        Result.success(block())\r\n    } catch (e: Throwable) {\r\n

Result.failure(e)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and

returns its encapsulated result\r\n * if invocation was successful, catching and encapsulating any thrown exception

as a failure.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.runCatching(block: T.() -

> R): Result<R> {\r\n    return try {\r\n        Result.success(block())\r\n    } catch (e: Throwable) {\r\n

Result.failure(e)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// -- extensions ---\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance

represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or throws the encapsulated exception\r\n * if it is

[failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * This function is shorthand for `getOrElse { throw it }` (see [getOrElse]).\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <T> Result<T>.getOrThrow(): T {\r\n

throwOnFailure()\r\n    return value as T\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance

represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or the\r\n * result of [onFailure] function for encapsulated exception if it is

[failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * Note, that an exception thrown by [onFailure] function is rethrown by this

function.\r\n *\r\n * This function is shorthand for `fold(onSuccess = { it }, onFailure = onFailure)` (see [fold]).\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.getOrElse(onFailure:

(exception: Throwable) -> R): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(onFailure,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\r\n        null ->

value as T\r\n        else -> onFailure(exception)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated value if this

instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or the\r\n * [defaultValue] if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n

* This function is shorthand for `getOrElse { defaultValue }` (see [getOrElse]).\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.getOrDefault(defaultValue:

R): R {\r\n    if (isFailure) return defaultValue\r\n    return value as T\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the the result of

[onSuccess] for encapsulated value if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess]\r\n * or the result of

[onFailure] function for encapsulated exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * Note, that an exception

thrown by [onSuccess] or by [onFailure] function is rethrown by this function.\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T> Result<T>.fold(\r\n    onSuccess: (value: T)

-> R,\r\n    onFailure: (exception: Throwable) -> R\r\n): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(onSuccess,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n        callsInPlace(onFailure, InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n

 return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\r\n        null -> onSuccess(value as T)\r\n        else ->
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onFailure(exception)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// transformation\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated result of the given

[transform] function applied to encapsulated value\r\n * if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or

the\r\n * original encapsulated exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * Note, that an exception thrown

by [transform] function is rethrown by this function.\r\n * See [mapCatching] for an alternative that encapsulates

exceptions.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T> Result<T>.map(transform:

(value: T) -> R): Result<R> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(transform,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return when {\r\n        isSuccess -> Result.success(transform(value

as T))\r\n        else -> Result(value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated result of the given

[transform] function applied to encapsulated value\r\n * if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or

the\r\n * original encapsulated exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n *\r\n * Any exception thrown by

[transform] function is caught, encapsulated as a failure and returned by this function.\r\n * See [map] for an

alternative that rethrows exceptions.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T>

Result<T>.mapCatching(transform: (value: T) -> R): Result<R> {\r\n    return when {\r\n        isSuccess ->

runCatching { transform(value as T) }\r\n        else -> Result(value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

encapsulated result of the given [transform] function applied to encapsulated exception\r\n * if this instance

represents [failure][Result.isFailure] or the\r\n * original encapsulated value if it is [success][Result.isSuccess].\r\n

*\r\n * Note, that an exception thrown by [transform] function is rethrown by this function.\r\n * See

[recoverCatching] for an alternative that encapsulates exceptions.\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.recover(transform:

(exception: Throwable) -> R): Result<R> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(transform,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\r\n        null ->

this\r\n        else -> Result.success(transform(exception))\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the encapsulated result

of the given [transform] function applied to encapsulated exception\r\n * if this instance represents

[failure][Result.isFailure] or the\r\n * original encapsulated value if it is [success][Result.isSuccess].\r\n *\r\n * Any

exception thrown by [transform] function is caught, encapsulated as a failure and returned by this function.\r\n * See

[recover] for an alternative that rethrows exceptions.\r\n */\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic

inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.recoverCatching(transform: (exception: Throwable) -> R): Result<R> {\r\n    val

value = value // workaround for inline classes BE bug\r\n    return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\r\n

  null -> this\r\n        else -> runCatching { transform(exception) }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// \"peek\" onto value/exception

and pipe\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Performs the given [action] on encapsulated exception if this instance represents

[failure][Result.isFailure].\r\n * Returns the original `Result` unchanged.\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <T> Result<T>.onFailure(action: (exception:

Throwable) -> Unit): Result<T> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(action,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    exceptionOrNull()?.let { action(it) }\r\n    return

this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Performs the given [action] on encapsulated value if this instance represents

[success][Result.isSuccess].\r\n * Returns the original `Result` unchanged.\r\n

*/\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic inline fun <T> Result<T>.onSuccess(action: (value: T) ->

Unit): Result<T> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(action, InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    if

(isSuccess) action(value as T)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n// -------------------\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Interface representing a continuation after a suspension point that returns a value of type `T`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic interface Continuation<in T> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * The context of the coroutine

that corresponds to this continuation.\r\n     */\r\n    public val context: CoroutineContext\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Resumes the execution of the corresponding coroutine passing a successful or failed [result] as the\r\n     * return

value of the last suspension point.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun resumeWith(result: Result<T>)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Classes and interfaces marked with this annotation are restricted when used as receivers for extension\r\n *
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`suspend` functions. These `suspend` extensions can only invoke other member or extension `suspend` functions on

this particular\r\n * receiver and are restricted from calling arbitrary suspension functions.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)

\r\npublic annotation class RestrictsSuspension\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Resumes the execution of the corresponding

coroutine passing [value] as the return value of the last suspension point.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Continuation<T>.resume(value: T): Unit =\r\n

  resumeWith(Result.success(value))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Resumes the execution of the corresponding coroutine so that

the [exception] is re-thrown right after the\r\n * last suspension point.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

Continuation<T>.resumeWithException(exception: Throwable): Unit =\r\n

resumeWith(Result.failure(exception))\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a [Continuation] instance with the given [context]

and implementation of [resumeWith] method.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<T> Continuation(\r\n    context: CoroutineContext,\r\n    crossinline resumeWith: (Result<T>) -> Unit\r\n):

Continuation<T> =\r\n    object : Continuation<T> {\r\n        override val context: CoroutineContext\r\n            get()

= context\r\n\r\n        override fun resumeWith(result: Result<T>) =\r\n            resumeWith(result)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a coroutine without a receiver and with result type [T].\r\n * This function creates a new,

fresh instance of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\r\n *\r\n * To start executing the created

coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\r\n * The [completion] continuation is

invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n * Subsequent invocation of any resume

function on the resulting continuation will produce an [IllegalStateException].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\npublic fun <T> (suspend () ->

T).createCoroutine(\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n): Continuation<Unit> =\r\n

SafeContinuation(createCoroutineUnintercepted(completion).intercepted(),

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a coroutine with receiver type [R] and result type [T].\r\n *

This function creates a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\r\n *\r\n * To start

executing the created coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\r\n * The

[completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n * Subsequent

invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation will produce an [IllegalStateException].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\npublic fun <R, T> (suspend R.() ->

T).createCoroutine(\r\n    receiver: R,\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n): Continuation<Unit> =\r\n

SafeContinuation(createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver, completion).intercepted(),

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Starts a coroutine without a receiver and with result type [T].\r\n *

This function creates and starts a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\r\n * The

[completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\npublic fun <T> (suspend () ->

T).startCoroutine(\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n) {\r\n

createCoroutineUnintercepted(completion).intercepted().resume(Unit)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Starts a coroutine with

receiver type [R] and result type [T].\r\n * This function creates and starts a new, fresh instance of suspendable

computation every time it is invoked.\r\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes

with a result or an exception.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\npublic

fun <R, T> (suspend R.() -> T).startCoroutine(\r\n    receiver: R,\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n) {\r\n

createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver, completion).intercepted().resume(Unit)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Obtains the

current continuation instance inside suspend functions and suspends\r\n * the currently running coroutine.\r\n *\r\n *

In this function both [Continuation.resume] and [Continuation.resumeWithException] can be used either

synchronously in\r\n * the same stack-frame where the suspension function is run or asynchronously later in the

same thread or\r\n * from a different thread of execution. Subsequent invocation of any resume function will

produce an [IllegalStateException].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic suspend inline fun

<T> suspendCoroutine(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -> Unit): T =\r\n
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suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c: Continuation<T> ->\r\n        val safe =

SafeContinuation(c.intercepted())\r\n        block(safe)\r\n        safe.getOrThrow()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

context of the current coroutine.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"WRONG_MODIFIER_TARGET\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic suspend

inline val coroutineContext: CoroutineContext\r\n    get() {\r\n        throw NotImplementedError(\"Implemented as

intrinsic\")\r\n    }\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Starts an unintercepted coroutine without a

receiver and with result type [T] and executes it until its first suspension.\r\n * Returns the result of the coroutine or

throws its exception if it does not suspend or [COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] if it suspends.\r\n * In the latter case,

the [completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n *\r\n * The

coroutine is started directly in the invoker's thread without going through the [ContinuationInterceptor] that

might\r\n * be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext]. It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a

proper invocation\r\n * context is established.\r\n *\r\n * This function is designed to be used from inside of

[suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn] to resume the execution of the suspended\r\n * coroutine using a

reference to the suspending function.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

<T> (suspend () -> T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n): Any? =

this.asDynamic()(completion, false)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Starts an unintercepted coroutine with receiver type [R] and

result type [T] and executes it until its first suspension.\r\n * Returns the result of the coroutine or throws its

exception if it does not suspend or [COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] if it suspends.\r\n * In the latter case, the

[completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\r\n *\r\n * The

coroutine is started directly in the invoker's thread without going through the [ContinuationInterceptor] that

might\r\n * be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext]. It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a

proper invocation\r\n * context is established.\r\n *\r\n * This function is designed to be used from inside of

[suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn] to resume the execution of the suspended\r\n * coroutine using a

reference to the suspending function.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun <R,

T> (suspend R.() -> T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\r\n    receiver: R,\r\n    completion:

Continuation<T>\r\n): Any? = this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion, false)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates

unintercepted coroutine without receiver and with result type [T].\r\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of

suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\r\n *\r\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke

`resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\r\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when

coroutine completes with result or exception.\r\n *\r\n * This function returns unintercepted continuation.\r\n *

Invocation of `resume(Unit)` starts coroutine immediately in the invoker's call stack without going through the\r\n *

[ContinuationInterceptor] that might be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext].\r\n * It is the invoker's

responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation context is established.\r\n * Note that [completion] of this function

may get invoked in an arbitrary context.\r\n *\r\n * [Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted

continuation.\r\n * Invocation of `resume(Unit)` on intercepted continuation guarantees that execution of\r\n * both

the coroutine and [completion] happens in the invocation context established by\r\n * [ContinuationInterceptor].\r\n

*\r\n * Repeated invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation corrupts the\r\n * state machine of

the coroutine and may result in arbitrary behaviour or exception.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic actual fun

<T> (suspend () -> T).createCoroutineUnintercepted(\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n): Continuation<Unit>

=\r\n    // Kotlin/JS suspend lambdas have an extra parameter `suspended`\r\n    if (this.asDynamic().length == 2)

{\r\n        // When `suspended` is true the continuation is created, but not executed\r\n

this.asDynamic()(completion, true)\r\n    } else {\r\n        createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(completion) {\r\n

      this.asDynamic()(completion)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates unintercepted coroutine with receiver

type [R] and result type [T].\r\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time

it is invoked.\r\n *\r\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned
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[Continuation] instance.\r\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when coroutine completes with result or

exception.\r\n *\r\n * This function returns unintercepted continuation.\r\n * Invocation of `resume(Unit)` starts

coroutine immediately in the invoker's call stack without going through the\r\n * [ContinuationInterceptor] that

might be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext].\r\n * It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a

proper invocation context is established.\r\n * Note that [completion] of this function may get invoked in an

arbitrary context.\r\n *\r\n * [Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted continuation.\r\n *

Invocation of `resume(Unit)` on intercepted continuation guarantees that execution of\r\n * both the coroutine and

[completion] happens in the invocation context established by\r\n * [ContinuationInterceptor].\r\n *\r\n * Repeated

invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation corrupts the\r\n * state machine of the coroutine and

may result in arbitrary behaviour or exception.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic actual fun <R, T> (suspend

R.() -> T).createCoroutineUnintercepted(\r\n    receiver: R,\r\n    completion: Continuation<T>\r\n):

Continuation<Unit> =\r\n    // Kotlin/JS suspend lambdas have an extra parameter `suspended`\r\n    if

(this.asDynamic().length == 3) {\r\n        // When `suspended` is true the continuation is created, but not executed\r\n

      this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion, true)\r\n    } else {\r\n

createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(completion) {\r\n            this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion)\r\n        }\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Intercepts this continuation with [ContinuationInterceptor].\r\n *\r\n * This function shall be used

on the immediate result of [createCoroutineUnintercepted] or [suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn],\r\n * in

which case it checks for [ContinuationInterceptor] in the continuation's [context][Continuation.context],\r\n *

invokes [ContinuationInterceptor.interceptContinuation], caches and returns the result.\r\n *\r\n * If this function is

invoked on other [Continuation] instances it returns `this` continuation unchanged.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic actual fun <T> Continuation<T>.intercepted(): Continuation<T> =\r\n    (this

as? CoroutineImpl)?.intercepted() ?: this\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate inline fun <T> createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(\r\n

  completion: Continuation<T>,\r\n    crossinline block: () -> Any?\r\n): Continuation<Unit> {\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    return object : CoroutineImpl(completion as Continuation<Any?>)

{\r\n        override fun doResume(): Any? {\r\n            exception?.let { throw it }\r\n            return block()\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n// Mirrors signature from JS IR BE\r\n// Used for

js.translator/testData/box/number/mulInt32.kt\r\n@library\r\n@JsName(\"imulEmulated\")\r\ninternal fun imul(x:

Int, y: Int): Int = definedExternally\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun isArrayish(o: dynamic) =

js(\"Kotlin\").isArrayish(o)","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license\r\n * that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.js\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun jsDeleteProperty(obj: Any, property: Any) {\r\n

js(\"delete obj[property]\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal inline fun jsBitwiseOr(lhs: Any?, rhs:

Any?): Int =\r\n    js(\"lhs | rhs\").unsafeCast<Int>()","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.math\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign

bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n *\r\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.withSign(sign: Double): Double {\r\n    val thisSignBit =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleSignBit(this).unsafeCast<Int>()\r\n    val newSignBit =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleSignBit(sign).unsafeCast<Int>()\r\n    return if (thisSignBit == newSignBit) this else -

this\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use

of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as

[Long]\r\n * according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"double format\" bit layout.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@library(\"doubleToBits\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.toBits(): Long =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Long]\r\n *
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according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"double format\" bit layout,\r\n * preserving `NaN` values exact

layout.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@library(\"doubleToRawBits\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.toRawBits():

Long = definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value corresponding to a given bit representation.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

Double.Companion.fromBits(bits: Long): Double =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleFromBits(bits).unsafeCast<Double>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a bit representation of the

specified floating-point value as [Int]\r\n * according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"single format\" bit layout.\r\n

*\r\n * Note that in Kotlin/JS [Float] range is wider than \"single format\" bit layout can represent,\r\n * so some

[Float] values may overflow, underflow or loose their accuracy after conversion to bits and back.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@library(\"floatToBits\")\r\npublic actual fun Float.toBits(): Int =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Int]\r\n *

according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"single format\" bit layout,\r\n * preserving `NaN` values exact layout.\r\n

*\r\n * Note that in Kotlin/JS [Float] range is wider than \"single format\" bit layout can represent,\r\n * so some

[Float] values may overflow, underflow or loose their accuracy after conversion to bits and back.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@library(\"floatToRawBits\")\r\npublic actual fun Float.toRawBits(): Int =

definedExternally\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Float] value corresponding to a given bit representation.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

Float.Companion.fromBits(bits: Int): Float =

js(\"Kotlin\").floatFromBits(bits).unsafeCast<Float>()\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal inline fun Long(low: Int, high: Int) =

js(\"Kotlin\").Long.fromBits(low, high).unsafeCast<Long>()\r\ninternal inline val Long.low: Int get() =

this.asDynamic().getLowBits().unsafeCast<Int>()\r\ninternal inline val Long.high: Int get() =

this.asDynamic().getHighBits().unsafeCast<Int>()","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

representation of this [Long] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for number to string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun

Long.toString(radix: Int): String = asDynamic().toString(checkRadix(radix))","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n//

NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the list in-place.\n */\npublic

actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var

reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n//\n// NOTE:

THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun

CharSequence.elementAt(index: Int): Char {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, length: $length}\") }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS

FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws
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an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UIntArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UInt {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun ULongArray.elementAt(index: Int):

ULong {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UByteArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UByte {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UShortArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UShort {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UIntArray.asList(): List<UInt> {\n

return object : AbstractList<UInt>(), RandomAccess {\n        override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n        override fun contains(element: UInt): Boolean =

this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int): UInt {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n        override fun

indexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UInt) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n            if ((element as

Any?) !is UInt) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[List] that wraps the original array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun

ULongArray.asList(): List<ULong> {\n    return object : AbstractList<ULong>(), RandomAccess {\n        override

val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n        override

fun contains(element: ULong): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int): ULong

{\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n        override

fun indexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is ULong) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n            if ((element

as Any?) !is ULong) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual

fun UByteArray.asList(): List<UByte> {\n    return object : AbstractList<UByte>(), RandomAccess {\n

override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n

override fun contains(element: UByte): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int):

UByte {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n

override fun indexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UByte) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n            if ((element

as Any?) !is UByte) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual

fun UShortArray.asList(): List<UShort> {\n    return object : AbstractList<UShort>(), RandomAccess {\n

override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n

override fun contains(element: UShort): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index:

Int): UShort {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n

 override fun indexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UShort) return -1\n            return

this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n            if ((element
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as Any?) !is UShort) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n","@file:

Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\r\npackage jquery.ui\r\n\r\n\r\n//jquery UI\r\nimport jquery.JQuery\r\nimport

kotlin.js.Json\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-jquery'

package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.buttonset(): JQuery =

asDynamic().buttonset()\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-

js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog()\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-

jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(params: Json): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog(params)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String, param: String): Any?

= asDynamic().dialog(mode, param)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog(mode)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String, param: String, value:

Any?): JQuery = asDynamic().dialog(mode, param, value)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from

'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.button():

JQuery = asDynamic().button()\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.accordion(): JQuery =

asDynamic().accordion()\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-

js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.draggable(params: Json): JQuery =

asDynamic().draggable(params)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\")\r\npublic inline fun JQuery.selectable(): JQuery =

asDynamic().selectable()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\n\r\n@Target(CLASS, FUNCTION, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR,

VALUE_PARAMETER, PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER)\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use `external`

modifier instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic annotation class native(public val name: String =

\"\")\r\n\r\n@Target(FUNCTION)\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline extension function with body using

dynamic\")\r\npublic annotation class nativeGetter\r\n\r\n@Target(FUNCTION)\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline

extension function with body using dynamic\")\r\npublic annotation class

nativeSetter\r\n\r\n@Target(FUNCTION)\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline extension function with body using

dynamic\")\r\npublic annotation class nativeInvoke\r\n\r\n@Target(CLASS, FUNCTION, PROPERTY)\r\ninternal

annotation class library(public val name: String = \"\")\r\n\r\n@Target(CLASS)\r\ninternal annotation class

marker\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gives a declaration (a function, a property or a class) specific name in JavaScript.\r\n *\r\n *

This may be useful in the following cases:\r\n *\r\n *   * There are two functions for which the compiler gives same

name in JavaScript, you can\r\n *     mark one with `@JsName(...)` to prevent the compiler from reporting error.\r\n

*   * You are writing a JavaScript library in Kotlin. The compiler produces mangled names\r\n *     for functions

with parameters, which is unnatural for usual JavaScript developer.\r\n *     You can put `@JsName(...)` on

functions you want to be available from JavaScript.\r\n *   * For some reason you want to rename declaration, e.g.

there's common term in JavaScript\r\n *     for a concept provided by the declaration, which in uncommon in

Kotlin.\r\n *\r\n * Example:\r\n *\r\n * ``` kotlin\r\n * class Person(val name: String) {\r\n *     fun hello() {\r\n *

 println(\"Hello $name!\")\r\n *     }\r\n *\r\n *     @JsName(\"helloWithGreeting\")\r\n *     fun hello(greeting:

String) {\r\n *         println(\"$greeting $name!\")\r\n *     }\r\n * }\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * @property name the name

which compiler uses both for declaration itself and for all references to the declaration.\r\n *           It's required to

denote a valid JavaScript identifier.\r\n *\r\n */\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(CLASS,

FUNCTION, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR, PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER)\r\npublic actual

annotation class JsName(actual val name: String)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Denotes an `external` declaration that must be
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imported from native JavaScript library.\r\n *\r\n * The compiler produces the code relevant for the target module

system, for example, in case of CommonJS,\r\n * it will import the declaration via the `require(...)` function.\r\n

*\r\n * The annotation can be used on top-level external declarations (classes, properties, functions) and files.\r\n *

In case of file (which can't be `external`) the following rule applies: all the declarations in\r\n * the file must be

`external`. By applying `@JsModule(...)` on a file you tell the compiler to import a JavaScript object\r\n * that

contain all the declarations from the file.\r\n *\r\n * Example:\r\n *\r\n * ``` kotlin\r\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\r\n *

external abstract class JQuery() {\r\n *     // some declarations here\r\n * }\r\n *\r\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\r\n *

external fun JQuery(element: Element): JQuery\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * @property import name of a module to import

declaration from.\r\n *           It is not interpreted by the Kotlin compiler, it's passed as is directly to the target

module system.\r\n *\r\n * @see JsNonModule\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\r\npublic

annotation class JsModule(val import: String)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Denotes an `external` declaration that can be used

without module system.\r\n *\r\n * By default, an `external` declaration is available regardless your target module

system.\r\n * However, by applying [JsModule] annotation you can make a declaration unavailable to *plain*

module system.\r\n * Some JavaScript libraries are distributed both as a standalone downloadable piece of

JavaScript and as a module available\r\n * as an npm package.\r\n * To tell the Kotlin compiler to accept both cases,

you can augment [JsModule] with the `@JsNonModule` annotation.\r\n *\r\n * For example:\r\n *\r\n * ``` kotlin\r\n

* @JsModule(\"jquery\")\r\n * @JsNonModule\r\n * @JsName(\"$\")\r\n * external abstract class JQuery() {\r\n *

// some declarations here\r\n * }\r\n *\r\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\r\n * @JsNonModule\r\n * @JsName(\"$\")\r\n

* external fun JQuery(element: Element): JQuery\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * @see JsModule\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\r\npublic

annotation class JsNonModule\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds prefix to `external` declarations in a source file.\r\n *\r\n *

JavaScript does not have concept of packages (namespaces). They are usually emulated by nested objects.\r\n * The

compiler turns references to `external` declarations either to plain unprefixed names (in case of *plain* modules)\r\n

* or to plain imports.\r\n * However, if a JavaScript library provides its declarations in packages, you won't be

satisfied with this.\r\n * You can tell the compiler to generate additional prefix before references to `external`

declarations using the `@JsQualifier(...)`\r\n * annotation.\r\n *\r\n * Note that a file marked with the

`@JsQualifier(...)` annotation can't contain non-`external` declarations.\r\n *\r\n * Example:\r\n *\r\n * ```\r\n *

@file:JsQualifier(\"my.jsPackageName\")\r\n * package some.kotlinPackage\r\n *\r\n * external fun foo(x: Int)\r\n

*\r\n * external fun bar(): String\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * @property value the qualifier to add to the declarations in the

generated code.\r\n *           It must be a sequence of valid JavaScript identifiers separated by the `.` character.\r\n *

      Examples of valid qualifiers are: `foo`, `bar.Baz`, `_.$0.f`.\r\n *\r\n * @see JsModule\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FILE)\r\npublic annotation class

JsQualifier(val value: String)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exports top-level declaration.\r\n *\r\n * Used in future IR-based

backend.\r\n * Has no effect in current JS backend.\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\r\npublic

annotation class JsExport\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.jvm\r\n\r\n// these are used in common generated code in

stdlib\r\n\r\n// TODO: find how to deprecate these

ones\r\n\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FIELD)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\r\npublic actual

annotation class Volatile\r\n\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\r\npublic actual

annotation class Synchronized\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation

of the [MutableCollection] interface.\r\n *\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the collection. The

collection is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableCollection<E>
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protected actual constructor() : AbstractCollection<E>(), MutableCollection<E> {\r\n\r\n    actual abstract override

fun add(element: E): Boolean\r\n\r\n    actual override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        val iterator =

iterator()\r\n        while (iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n            if (iterator.next() == element) {\r\n

iterator.remove()\r\n                return true\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return false\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override

fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\r\n        var modified = false\r\n        for (element in elements) {\r\n

          if (add(element)) modified = true\r\n        }\r\n        return modified\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun

removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = (this as MutableIterable<E>).removeAll { it in elements }\r\n

actual override fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = (this as MutableIterable<E>).removeAll { it !in

elements }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear(): Unit {\r\n        val iterator = this.iterator()\r\n        while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\r\n            iterator.next()\r\n            iterator.remove()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"toJSON\")\r\n    open fun toJSON(): Any = this.toArray()\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT

AbstractList\r\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\r\n*/\r\n\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a

skeletal implementation of the [MutableList] interface.\r\n *\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the

list. The list is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableList<E> protected

actual constructor() : AbstractMutableCollection<E>(), MutableList<E> {\r\n    protected var modCount: Int =

0\r\n\r\n    abstract override fun add(index: Int, element: E): Unit\r\n    abstract override fun removeAt(index: Int):

E\r\n    abstract override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Adds the specified element to the end

of this list.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true` because the list is always modified as the result of this operation.\r\n

*/\r\n    actual override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        add(size, element)\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

actual override fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\r\n        var _index = index\r\n        var

changed = false\r\n        for (e in elements) {\r\n            add(_index++, e)\r\n            changed = true\r\n        }\r\n

return changed\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n        removeRange(0, size)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = removeAll { it in elements }\r\n    actual override fun

retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = removeAll { it !in elements }\r\n\r\n\r\n    actual override fun

iterator(): MutableIterator<E> = IteratorImpl()\r\n\r\n    actual override fun contains(element: E): Boolean =

indexOf(element) >= 0\r\n\r\n    actual override fun indexOf(element: E): Int {\r\n        for (index in 0..lastIndex)

{\r\n            if (get(index) == element) {\r\n                return index\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return -1\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    actual override fun lastIndexOf(element: E): Int {\r\n        for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\r\n

if (get(index) == element) {\r\n                return index\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return -1\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun listIterator(): MutableListIterator<E> = listIterator(0)\r\n    actual override fun listIterator(index: Int):

MutableListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(index)\r\n\r\n\r\n    actual override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex:

Int): MutableList<E> = SubList(this, fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes the range of elements from

this list starting from [fromIndex] and ending with but not including [toIndex].\r\n     */\r\n    protected open fun

removeRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\r\n        val iterator = listIterator(fromIndex)\r\n        repeat(toIndex -

fromIndex) {\r\n            iterator.next()\r\n            iterator.remove()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares

this list with another list instance with the ordered structural equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true, if [other]

instance is a [List] of the same size, which contains the same elements in the same order.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other === this) return true\r\n        if (other !is List<*>) return

false\r\n\r\n        return AbstractList.orderedEquals(this, other)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the hash code

value for this list.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = AbstractList.orderedHashCode(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n

private open inner class IteratorImpl : MutableIterator<E> {\r\n        /** the index of the item that will be returned

on the next call to [next]`()` */\r\n        protected var index = 0\r\n        /** the index of the item that was returned on

the previous call to [next]`()`\r\n         * or [ListIterator.previous]`()` (for `ListIterator`),\r\n         * -1 if no such item

exists\r\n         */\r\n        protected var last = -1\r\n\r\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean = index < size\r\n\r\n

override fun next(): E {\r\n            if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n            last = index++\r\n

     return get(last)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun remove() {\r\n            check(last != -1) { \"Call next() or
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previous() before removing element from the iterator.\" }\r\n\r\n            removeAt(last)\r\n            index = last\r\n

    last = -1\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Implementation of `MutableListIterator` for abstract lists.\r\n

*/\r\n    private inner class ListIteratorImpl(index: Int) : IteratorImpl(), MutableListIterator<E> {\r\n\r\n        init

{\r\n            AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, this@AbstractMutableList.size)\r\n            this.index = index\r\n

      }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = index > 0\r\n\r\n        override fun nextIndex(): Int =

index\r\n\r\n        override fun previous(): E {\r\n            if (!hasPrevious()) throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n\r\n

          last = --index\r\n            return get(last)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun previousIndex(): Int = index -

1\r\n\r\n        override fun add(element: E) {\r\n            add(index, element)\r\n            index++\r\n            last = -1\r\n

      }\r\n\r\n        override fun set(element: E) {\r\n            check(last != -1) { \"Call next() or previous() before

updating element value with the iterator.\" }\r\n            this@AbstractMutableList[last] = element\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    private class SubList<E>(private val list: AbstractMutableList<E>, private val fromIndex: Int, toIndex:

Int) : AbstractMutableList<E>(), RandomAccess {\r\n        private var _size: Int = 0\r\n\r\n        init {\r\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, list.size)\r\n            this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override fun add(index: Int, element: E) {\r\n            AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index,

_size)\r\n\r\n            list.add(fromIndex + index, element)\r\n            _size++\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun

get(index: Int): E {\r\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n            return list[fromIndex +

index]\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\r\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n            val result = list.removeAt(fromIndex + index)\r\n

_size--\r\n            return result\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E {\r\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n            return list.set(fromIndex + index, element)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override val size: Int get() = _size\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT AbstractMap\r\n * Copyright

2007 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the

[MutableMap] interface.\r\n *\r\n * The implementor is required to implement [entries] property, which should

return mutable set of map entries, and [put] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is

invariant on its key type.\r\n * @param V the type of map values. The map is invariant on its value type.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableMap<K, V> protected actual constructor() : AbstractMap<K, V>(),

MutableMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * A mutable [Map.Entry] shared by several [Map] implementations.\r\n

*/\r\n    internal open class SimpleEntry<K, V>(override val key: K, value: V) : MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>

{\r\n        constructor(entry: Map.Entry<K, V>) : this(entry.key, entry.value)\r\n\r\n        private var _value =

value\r\n\r\n        override val value: V get() = _value\r\n\r\n        override fun setValue(newValue: V): V {\r\n

val oldValue = this._value\r\n            this._value = newValue\r\n            return oldValue\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = entryHashCode(this)\r\n        override fun toString(): String = entryToString(this)\r\n

     override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = entryEquals(this, other)\r\n\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun

clear() {\r\n        entries.clear()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private var _keys: MutableSet<K>? = null\r\n    actual override val

keys: MutableSet<K>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_keys == null) {\r\n                _keys = object :

AbstractMutableSet<K>() {\r\n                    override fun add(element: K): Boolean = throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on keys\")\r\n                    override fun clear() {\r\n

        this@AbstractMutableMap.clear()\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun contains(element:

K): Boolean = containsKey(element)\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<K> {\r\n

                  val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\r\n                        return object : MutableIterator<K> {\r\n

       override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\r\n                            override fun next(): K =

entryIterator.next().key\r\n                            override fun remove() = entryIterator.remove()\r\n                        }\r\n

              }\r\n\r\n                    override fun remove(element: K): Boolean {\r\n                        if

(containsKey(element)) {\r\n                            this@AbstractMutableMap.remove(element)\r\n

return true\r\n                        }\r\n                        return false\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override val size:

Int get() = this@AbstractMutableMap.size\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return _keys!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n
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actual abstract override fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\r\n\r\n    actual override fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>)

{\r\n        for ((key, value) in from) {\r\n            put(key, value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private var _values:

MutableCollection<V>? = null\r\n    actual override val values: MutableCollection<V>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if

(_values == null) {\r\n                _values = object : AbstractMutableCollection<V>() {\r\n                    override fun

add(element: V): Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on values\")\r\n

    override fun clear() = this@AbstractMutableMap.clear()\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun

contains(element: V): Boolean = containsValue(element)\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun iterator():

MutableIterator<V> {\r\n                        val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\r\n                        return object :

MutableIterator<V> {\r\n                            override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\r\n

       override fun next(): V = entryIterator.next().value\r\n                            override fun remove() =

entryIterator.remove()\r\n                        }\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override val size: Int get() =

this@AbstractMutableMap.size\r\n\r\n                    // TODO: should we implement them this way? Currently it's

unspecified in JVM\r\n                    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n                        if (this === other)

return true\r\n                        if (other !is Collection<*>) return false\r\n                        return

AbstractList.orderedEquals(this, other)\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override fun hashCode(): Int =

AbstractList.orderedHashCode(this)\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return _values!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun remove(key: K): V? {\r\n        val iter = entries.iterator()\r\n        while (iter.hasNext()) {\r\n            val

entry = iter.next()\r\n            val k = entry.key\r\n            if (key == k) {\r\n                val value = entry.value\r\n

     iter.remove()\r\n                return value\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the [MutableSet] interface.\r\n *\r\n *

@param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is invariant on its element type.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

abstract class AbstractMutableSet<E> protected actual constructor() : AbstractMutableCollection<E>(),

MutableSet<E> {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this set with another set instance with the unordered structural

equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return `true`, if [other] instance is a [Set] of the same size, all elements of which are

contained in this set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other === this) return

true\r\n        if (other !is Set<*>) return false\r\n        return AbstractSet.setEquals(this, other)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n

  * Returns the hash code value for this set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

AbstractSet.unorderedHashCode(this)\r\n\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a

[MutableList] implementation, which uses a resizable array as its backing storage.\r\n *\r\n * This implementation

doesn't provide a way to manage capacity, as backing JS array is resizeable itself.\r\n * There is no speed advantage

to pre-allocating array sizes in JavaScript, so this implementation does not include any of the\r\n * capacity and

\"growth increment\" concepts.\r\n */\r\npublic actual open class ArrayList<E> internal constructor(private var

array: Array<Any?>) : AbstractMutableList<E>(), MutableList<E>, RandomAccess {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates

an empty [ArrayList].\r\n     */\r\n    public actual constructor() : this(emptyArray()) {}\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates

an empty [ArrayList].\r\n     * @param initialCapacity initial capacity (ignored)\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    public actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int = 0) : this(emptyArray()) {}\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates an [ArrayList] filled from

the [elements] collection.\r\n     */\r\n    public actual constructor(elements: Collection<E>) :

this(elements.toTypedArray<Any?>()) {}\r\n\r\n    /** Does nothing in this ArrayList implementation. */\r\n

public actual fun trimToSize() {}\r\n\r\n    /** Does nothing in this ArrayList implementation. */\r\n    public actual

fun ensureCapacity(minCapacity: Int) {}\r\n\r\n    actual override val size: Int get() = array.size\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    actual override fun get(index: Int): E = array[rangeCheck(index)] as

E\r\n    actual override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E {\r\n        rangeCheck(index)\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return array[index].apply { array[index] = element } as E\r\n
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}\r\n\r\n    actual override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        array.asDynamic().push(element)\r\n

modCount++\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun add(index: Int, element: E): Unit {\r\n

array.asDynamic().splice(insertionRangeCheck(index), 0, element)\r\n        modCount++\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\r\n        if (elements.isEmpty()) return false\r\n\r\n

array += elements.toTypedArray<Any?>()\r\n        modCount++\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override

fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\r\n        insertionRangeCheck(index)\r\n\r\n        if

(index == size) return addAll(elements)\r\n        if (elements.isEmpty()) return false\r\n        when (index) {\r\n

size -> return addAll(elements)\r\n            0 -> array = elements.toTypedArray<Any?>() + array\r\n            else ->

array = array.copyOfRange(0, index).asDynamic().concat(elements.toTypedArray<Any?>(),

array.copyOfRange(index, size))\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        modCount++\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\r\n        rangeCheck(index)\r\n        modCount++\r\n        return if (index ==

lastIndex)\r\n            array.asDynamic().pop()\r\n        else\r\n            array.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)[0]\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    actual override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        for (index in array.indices) {\r\n            if

(array[index] == element) {\r\n                array.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)\r\n                modCount++\r\n

return true\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        return false\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun removeRange(fromIndex: Int,

toIndex: Int) {\r\n        modCount++\r\n        array.asDynamic().splice(fromIndex, toIndex - fromIndex)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n        array = emptyArray()\r\n        modCount++\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun indexOf(element: E): Int = array.indexOf(element)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun lastIndexOf(element:

E): Int = array.lastIndexOf(element)\r\n\r\n    override fun toString() = arrayToString(array)\r\n    override fun

toArray(): Array<Any?> = js(\"[]\").slice.call(array)\r\n\r\n\r\n    private fun rangeCheck(index: Int) = index.apply

{\r\n        AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun insertionRangeCheck(index: Int)

= index.apply {\r\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, size)\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@

kotlin.js.JsName(\"contentDeepHashCodeImpl\")\r\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepHashCodeImpl():

Int {\r\n    var result = 1\r\n    for (element in this) {\r\n        val elementHash = when {\r\n            element == null ->

0\r\n            isArrayish(element) -> (element.unsafeCast<Array<*>>()).contentDeepHashCodeImpl()\r\n\r\n

element is UByteArray   -> element.contentHashCode()\r\n            element is UShortArray  ->

element.contentHashCode()\r\n            element is UIntArray    -> element.contentHashCode()\r\n            element is

ULongArray   -> element.contentHashCode()\r\n\r\n            else                    -> element.hashCode()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

     result = 31 * result + elementHash\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T>

sortArrayWith(array: Array<out T>, comparison: (T, T) -> Int) {\r\n    if (getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\r\n

array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\r\n    } else {\r\n        mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0,

array.lastIndex, Comparator(comparison))\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> sortArrayWith(array: Array<out T>,

comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\r\n    if (getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\r\n        val comparison = { a: T, b: T ->

comparator.compare(a, b) }\r\n        array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\r\n    } else {\r\n

mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0, array.lastIndex, comparator)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T :

Comparable<T>> sortArray(array: Array<out T>) {\r\n    if (getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\r\n        val

comparison = { a: T, b: T -> a.compareTo(b) }\r\n        array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\r\n    } else {\r\n

mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0, array.lastIndex, naturalOrder())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate var

_stableSortingIsSupported: Boolean? = null\r\nprivate fun getStableSortingIsSupported(): Boolean {\r\n

_stableSortingIsSupported?.let { return it }\r\n    _stableSortingIsSupported = false\r\n\r\n    val array =

js(\"[]\").unsafeCast<Array<Int>>()\r\n    // known implementations may use stable sort for arrays of up to 512

elements\r\n    // so we create slightly more elements to test stability\r\n    for (index in 0 until 600)

array.asDynamic().push(index)\r\n    val comparison = { a: Int, b: Int -> (a and 3) - (b and 3) }\r\n
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array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\r\n    for (index in 1 until array.size) {\r\n        val a = array[index - 1]\r\n

val b = array[index]\r\n        if ((a and 3) == (b and 3) && a >= b) return false\r\n    }\r\n

_stableSortingIsSupported = true\r\n    return true\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T> mergeSort(array: Array<T>, start:

Int, endInclusive: Int, comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\r\n    val buffer =

arrayOfNulls<Any?>(array.size).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\r\n    val result = mergeSort(array, buffer, start,

endInclusive, comparator)\r\n    if (result !== array) {\r\n        result.forEachIndexed { i, v -> array[i] = v }\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n// Both start and end are inclusive indices.\r\nprivate fun <T> mergeSort(array: Array<T>, buffer:

Array<T>, start: Int, end: Int, comparator: Comparator<in T>): Array<T> {\r\n    if (start == end) {\r\n        return

array\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val median = (start + end) / 2\r\n    val left = mergeSort(array, buffer, start, median,

comparator)\r\n    val right = mergeSort(array, buffer, median + 1, end, comparator)\r\n\r\n    val target = if (left ===

buffer) array else buffer\r\n\r\n    // Merge.\r\n    var leftIndex = start\r\n    var rightIndex = median + 1\r\n    for (i in

start..end) {\r\n        when {\r\n            leftIndex <= median && rightIndex <= end -> {\r\n                val leftValue =

left[leftIndex]\r\n                val rightValue = right[rightIndex]\r\n\r\n                if (comparator.compare(leftValue,

rightValue) <= 0) {\r\n                    target[i] = leftValue\r\n                    leftIndex++\r\n                } else {\r\n

    target[i] = rightValue\r\n                    rightIndex++\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            leftIndex <= median ->

{\r\n                target[i] = left[leftIndex]\r\n                leftIndex++\r\n            }\r\n            else /* rightIndex <= end */

-> {\r\n                target[i] = right[rightIndex]\r\n                rightIndex++\r\n                Unit  // TODO: Fix KT-

31506\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return target\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\ninternal interface

EqualityComparator {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Subclasses must override to return a value indicating\r\n     * whether or not

two keys or values are equal.\r\n     */\r\n    abstract fun equals(value1: Any?, value2: Any?): Boolean\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Subclasses must override to return the hash code of a given key.\r\n     */\r\n    abstract fun

getHashCode(value: Any?): Int\r\n\r\n\r\n    object HashCode : EqualityComparator {\r\n        override fun

equals(value1: Any?, value2: Any?): Boolean = value1 == value2\r\n\r\n        override fun getHashCode(value:

Any?): Int = value?.hashCode() ?: 0\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT AbstractHashMap\r\n * Copyright 2008

Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Hash table based implementation of the [MutableMap]

interface.\r\n *\r\n * This implementation makes no guarantees regarding the order of enumeration of [keys],

[values] and [entries] collections.\r\n */\r\npublic actual open class HashMap<K, V> : AbstractMutableMap<K, V>,

MutableMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    private inner class EntrySet : AbstractMutableSet<MutableEntry<K, V>>() {\r\n\r\n

     override fun add(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not

supported on entries\")\r\n        override fun clear() {\r\n            this@HashMap.clear()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override

operator fun contains(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = containsEntry(element)\r\n\r\n        override

operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> = internalMap.iterator()\r\n\r\n        override fun

remove(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean {\r\n            if (contains(element)) {\r\n

this@HashMap.remove(element.key)\r\n                return true\r\n            }\r\n            return false\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

override val size: Int get() = this@HashMap.size\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Internal implementation of the map:

either string-based or hashcode-based.\r\n     */\r\n    private val internalMap: InternalMap<K, V>\r\n\r\n    private

val equality: EqualityComparator\r\n\r\n    internal constructor(internalMap: InternalMap<K, V>) : super() {\r\n

this.internalMap = internalMap\r\n        this.equality = internalMap.equality\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs

an empty [HashMap] instance.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(InternalHashCodeMap(EqualityComparator.HashCode))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an empty [HashMap]

instance.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\r\n     * @param  loadFactor      the

load factor (ignored)\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor are

negative\r\n     */\r\n    @Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    actual
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constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : this() {\r\n        // This implementation of HashMap has

no need of load factors or capacities.\r\n        require(initialCapacity >= 0) { \"Negative initial capacity:

$initialCapacity\" }\r\n        require(loadFactor >= 0) { \"Non-positive load factor: $loadFactor\" }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an instance of

[HashMap] filled with the contents of the specified [original] map.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor(original:

Map<out K, V>) : this() {\r\n        this.putAll(original)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n

internalMap.clear()\r\n//        structureChanged(this)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun containsKey(key: K):

Boolean = internalMap.contains(key)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun containsValue(value: V): Boolean =

internalMap.any { equality.equals(it.value, value) }\r\n\r\n    private var _entries:

MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>? = null\r\n    actual override val entries:

MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_entries == null) {\r\n

_entries = createEntrySet()\r\n            }\r\n            return _entries!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    protected open fun

createEntrySet(): MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntrySet()\r\n\r\n    actual override operator

fun get(key: K): V? = internalMap.get(key)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? =

internalMap.put(key, value)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun remove(key: K): V? = internalMap.remove(key)\r\n\r\n

actual override val size: Int get() = internalMap.size\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Constructs the specialized

implementation of [HashMap] with [String] keys, which stores the keys as properties of\r\n * JS object without

hashing them.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <V> stringMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<String, V>): HashMap<String, V> {\r\n

return HashMap<String, V>(InternalStringMap(EqualityComparator.HashCode)).apply { putAll(pairs)

}\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT HashSet\r\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The implementation of the [MutableSet] interface, backed by a [HashMap]

instance.\r\n */\r\npublic actual open class HashSet<E> : AbstractMutableSet<E>, MutableSet<E> {\r\n\r\n

private val map: HashMap<E, Any>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new empty [HashSet].\r\n     */\r\n    actual

constructor() {\r\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new [HashSet] filled

with the elements of the specified collection.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor(elements: Collection<E>) {\r\n

map = HashMap<E, Any>(elements.size)\r\n        addAll(elements)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new

empty [HashSet].\r\n     *\r\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\r\n     * @param  loadFactor

   the load factor (ignored)\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor

are negative\r\n     */\r\n    @Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) {\r\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>(initialCapacity,

loadFactor)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Protected constructor to specify the underlying map. This is used by\r\n     * LinkedHashSet.\r\n\r\n     * @param

map underlying map to use.\r\n     */\r\n    internal constructor(map: HashMap<E, Any>) {\r\n        this.map =

map\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\r\n        val old = map.put(element, this)\r\n

return old == null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n        map.clear()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n//    public override

fun clone(): Any {\r\n//        return HashSet<E>(this)\r\n//    }\r\n\r\n    actual override operator fun

contains(element: E): Boolean = map.containsKey(element)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun isEmpty(): Boolean =

map.isEmpty()\r\n\r\n    actual override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E> = map.keys.iterator()\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun remove(element: E): Boolean = map.remove(element) != null\r\n\r\n    actual override val size: Int get()

= map.size\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of the specialized implementation of [HashSet] with the

specified [String] elements,\r\n * which elements the keys as properties of JS object without hashing them.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun stringSetOf(vararg elements: String): HashSet<String> {\r\n    return

HashSet(stringMapOf<Any>()).apply { addAll(elements) }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT InternalHashCodeMap\r\n *

Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport
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kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.AbstractMutableMap.SimpleEntry\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A simple wrapper around JavaScriptObject to

provide [java.util.Map]-like semantics for any\r\n * key type.\r\n *\r\n *\r\n * Implementation notes:\r\n *\r\n *\r\n *

A key's hashCode is the index in backingMap which should contain that key. Since several keys may\r\n * have the

same hash, each value in hashCodeMap is actually an array containing all entries whose\r\n * keys share the same

hash.\r\n */\r\ninternal class InternalHashCodeMap<K, V>(override val equality: EqualityComparator) :

InternalMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    private var backingMap: dynamic = createJsMap()\r\n    override var size: Int = 0\r\n

     private set\r\n\r\n    override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? {\r\n        val hashCode =

equality.getHashCode(key)\r\n        val chainOrEntry = getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode)\r\n        if (chainOrEntry

== null) {\r\n            // This is a new chain, put it to the map.\r\n            backingMap[hashCode] = SimpleEntry(key,

value)\r\n        } else {\r\n            if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\r\n                // It is an entry\r\n                val

entry: SimpleEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\r\n                if (equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\r\n                    return

entry.setValue(value)\r\n                } else {\r\n                    backingMap[hashCode] = arrayOf(entry,

SimpleEntry(key, value))\r\n                    size++\r\n                    return null\r\n                }\r\n            } else {\r\n

     // Chain already exists, perhaps key also exists.\r\n                val chain: Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> =

chainOrEntry\r\n                val entry = chain.findEntryInChain(key)\r\n                if (entry != null) {\r\n

return entry.setValue(value)\r\n                }\r\n                chain.asDynamic().push(SimpleEntry(key, value))\r\n

}\r\n        }\r\n        size++\r\n//        structureChanged(host)\r\n        return null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

remove(key: K): V? {\r\n        val hashCode = equality.getHashCode(key)\r\n        val chainOrEntry =

getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode) ?: return null\r\n        if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\r\n            val entry:

MutableEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\r\n            if (equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\r\n

jsDeleteProperty(backingMap, hashCode)\r\n                size--\r\n                return entry.value\r\n            } else {\r\n

          return null\r\n            }\r\n        } else {\r\n            val chain: Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> = chainOrEntry\r\n

         for (index in chain.indices) {\r\n                val entry = chain[index]\r\n                if (equality.equals(key,

entry.key)) {\r\n                    if (chain.size == 1) {\r\n                        chain.asDynamic().length = 0\r\n

// remove the whole array\r\n                        jsDeleteProperty(backingMap, hashCode)\r\n                    } else {\r\n

                // splice out the entry we're removing\r\n                        chain.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)\r\n

}\r\n                    size--\r\n//                structureChanged(host)\r\n                    return entry.value\r\n                }\r\n

    }\r\n        }\r\n        return null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun clear() {\r\n        backingMap = createJsMap()\r\n

size = 0\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(key: K): Boolean = getEntry(key) != null\r\n\r\n    override fun

get(key: K): V? = getEntry(key)?.value\r\n\r\n    private fun getEntry(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V>? {\r\n        val

chainOrEntry = getChainOrEntryOrNull(equality.getHashCode(key)) ?: return null\r\n        if (chainOrEntry !is

Array<*>) {\r\n            val entry: MutableEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\r\n            if (equality.equals(entry.key,

key)) {\r\n                return entry\r\n            } else {\r\n                return null\r\n            }\r\n        } else {\r\n            val

chain: Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> = chainOrEntry\r\n            return chain.findEntryInChain(key)\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    private fun Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>.findEntryInChain(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V>? =\r\n

firstOrNull { entry -> equality.equals(entry.key, key) }\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator():

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n\r\n        return object : MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n

     var state = -1 // -1 not ready, 0 - ready, 1 - done\r\n\r\n            val keys: Array<String> =

js(\"Object\").keys(backingMap)\r\n            var keyIndex = -1\r\n\r\n            var chainOrEntry: dynamic = null\r\n

     var isChain = false\r\n            var itemIndex = -1\r\n            var lastEntry: MutableEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n\r\n

    private fun computeNext(): Int {\r\n                if (chainOrEntry != null && isChain) {\r\n                    val

chainSize: Int = chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>>().size\r\n                    if (++itemIndex <

chainSize)\r\n                        return 0\r\n                }\r\n\r\n                if (++keyIndex < keys.size) {\r\n

chainOrEntry = backingMap[keys[keyIndex]]\r\n                    isChain = chainOrEntry is Array<*>\r\n

itemIndex = 0\r\n                    return 0\r\n                } else {\r\n                    chainOrEntry = null\r\n                    return

1\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n                if (state == -1)\r\n

     state = computeNext()\r\n                return state == 0\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun next():
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MutableEntry<K, V> {\r\n                if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n                val lastEntry =

if (isChain) {\r\n                    chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>>()[itemIndex]\r\n                }

else {\r\n                    chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<MutableEntry<K, V>>()\r\n                }\r\n                this.lastEntry =

lastEntry\r\n                state = -1\r\n                return lastEntry\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun remove() {\r\n

           checkNotNull(lastEntry)\r\n                this@InternalHashCodeMap.remove(lastEntry!!.key)\r\n

lastEntry = null\r\n                // the chain being iterated just got modified by InternalHashCodeMap.remove\r\n

    itemIndex--\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode: Int): dynamic

{\r\n        val chainOrEntry = backingMap[hashCode]\r\n        return if (chainOrEntry === undefined) null else

chainOrEntry\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The common interface of

[InternalStringMap] and [InternalHashCodeMap].\r\n */\r\ninternal interface InternalMap<K, V> :

MutableIterable<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n    val equality: EqualityComparator\r\n    val size: Int\r\n

 operator fun contains(key: K): Boolean\r\n    operator fun get(key: K): V?\r\n\r\n    fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\r\n

  fun remove(key: K): V?\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n\r\n    fun createJsMap(): dynamic {\r\n        val result =

js(\"Object.create(null)\")\r\n        // force to switch object representation to dictionary mode\r\n        result[\"foo\"] =

1\r\n        jsDeleteProperty(result, \"foo\")\r\n        return result\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT

InternalStringMap\r\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A simple wrapper around JavaScript Map for key type

is string.\r\n *\r\n * Though this map is instantiated only with K=String, the K type is not fixed to String

statically,\r\n * because we want to have it erased to Any? in order not to generate type-safe override bridges for\r\n

* [get], [contains], [remove] etc, if they ever are generated.\r\n */\r\ninternal class InternalStringMap<K,

V>(override val equality: EqualityComparator) : InternalMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    private var backingMap: dynamic =

createJsMap()\r\n    override var size: Int = 0\r\n        private set\r\n\r\n//    /**\r\n//     * A mod count to track 'value'

replacements in map to ensure that the 'value' that we have in the\r\n//     * iterator entry is guaranteed to be still

correct.\r\n//     * This is to optimize for the common scenario where the values are not modified during\r\n//     *

iterations where the entries are never stale.\r\n//     */\r\n//    private var valueMod: Int = 0\r\n\r\n    override operator

fun contains(key: K): Boolean {\r\n        if (key !is String) return false\r\n        return backingMap[key] !==

undefined\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override operator fun get(key: K): V? {\r\n        if (key !is String) return null\r\n        val

value = backingMap[key]\r\n        return if (value !== undefined) value.unsafeCast<V>() else null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n

override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? {\r\n        require(key is String)\r\n        val oldValue = backingMap[key]\r\n

    backingMap[key] = value\r\n\r\n        if (oldValue === undefined) {\r\n            size++\r\n//

structureChanged(host)\r\n            return null\r\n        } else {\r\n//            valueMod++\r\n            return

oldValue.unsafeCast<V>()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? {\r\n        if (key !is String)

return null\r\n        val value = backingMap[key]\r\n        if (value !== undefined) {\r\n

jsDeleteProperty(backingMap, key)\r\n            size--\r\n//            structureChanged(host)\r\n            return

value.unsafeCast<V>()\r\n        } else {\r\n//            valueMod++\r\n            return null\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n

override fun clear() {\r\n        backingMap = createJsMap()\r\n        size = 0\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    override fun

iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n        return object : MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>>

{\r\n            private val keys: Array<String> = js(\"Object\").keys(backingMap)\r\n            private val iterator =

keys.iterator()\r\n            private var lastKey: String? = null\r\n\r\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean =

iterator.hasNext()\r\n\r\n            override fun next(): MutableEntry<K, V> {\r\n                val key = iterator.next()\r\n

              lastKey = key\r\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n                return newMapEntry(key

as K)\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun remove() {\r\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n

       this@InternalStringMap.remove(checkNotNull(lastKey) as K)\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun

newMapEntry(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V> = object : MutableEntry<K, V> {\r\n        override val key: K get() =
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key\r\n        override val value: V get() = this@InternalStringMap[key].unsafeCast<V>()\r\n\r\n        override fun

setValue(newValue: V): V = this@InternalStringMap.put(key, newValue).unsafeCast<V>()\r\n\r\n        override fun

hashCode(): Int = AbstractMap.entryHashCode(this)\r\n        override fun toString(): String =

AbstractMap.entryToString(this)\r\n        override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =

AbstractMap.entryEquals(this, other)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT LinkedHashMap\r\n * Copyright 2008

Google Inc.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Hash table based implementation of the [MutableMap]

interface, which additionally preserves the insertion order\r\n * of entries during the iteration.\r\n *\r\n * The

insertion order is preserved by maintaining a doubly-linked list of all of its entries.\r\n */\r\npublic actual open class

LinkedHashMap<K, V> : HashMap<K, V>, MutableMap<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The entry we use includes

next/prev pointers for a doubly-linked circular\r\n     * list with a head node. This reduces the special cases we have

to deal with\r\n     * in the list operations.\r\n\r\n     * Note that we duplicate the key from the underlying hash map

so we can find\r\n     * the eldest entry. The alternative would have been to modify HashMap so more\r\n     * of the

code was directly usable here, but this would have added some\r\n     * overhead to HashMap, or to reimplement

most of the HashMap code here with\r\n     * small modifications. Paying a small storage cost only if you use\r\n

* LinkedHashMap and minimizing code size seemed like a better tradeoff\r\n     */\r\n    private class ChainEntry<K,

V>(key: K, value: V) : AbstractMutableMap.SimpleEntry<K, V>(key, value) {\r\n        internal var next:

ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n        internal var prev: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private inner class

EntrySet : AbstractMutableSet<MutableEntry<K, V>>() {\r\n\r\n        private inner class EntryIterator :

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\r\n            // The last entry that was returned from this iterator.\r\n

private var last: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n\r\n            // The next entry to return from this iterator.\r\n

private var next: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n\r\n            init {\r\n                next = head\r\n//

recordLastKnownStructure(map, this)\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n

return next !== null\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun next(): MutableEntry<K, V> {\r\n//

checkStructuralChange(map, this)\r\n                if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n\r\n

val current = next!!\r\n                last = current\r\n                next = current.next.takeIf { it !== head }\r\n

return current\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            override fun remove() {\r\n                check(last != null)\r\n//

checkStructuralChange(map, this)\r\n\r\n                last!!.remove()\r\n                map.remove(last!!.key)\r\n//

recordLastKnownStructure(map, this)\r\n                last = null\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun

add(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on

entries\")\r\n        override fun clear() {\r\n            this@LinkedHashMap.clear()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override

operator fun contains(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = containsEntry(element)\r\n\r\n        override

operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntryIterator()\r\n\r\n        override fun

remove(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean {\r\n            if (contains(element)) {\r\n

this@LinkedHashMap.remove(element.key)\r\n                return true\r\n            }\r\n            return false\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        override val size: Int get() = this@LinkedHashMap.size\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    /*\r\n   * The head of the

insert order chain, which is a doubly-linked circular\r\n   * list.\r\n   *\r\n   * The most recently inserted node is at the

end of the chain, ie.\r\n   * chain.prev.\r\n   */\r\n    private var head: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Add this node to the end of the chain.\r\n     */\r\n    private fun ChainEntry<K, V>.addToEnd() {\r\n        // This

entry is not in the list.\r\n        check(next == null && prev == null)\r\n\r\n        val _head = head\r\n        if (_head

== null) {\r\n            head = this\r\n            next = this\r\n            prev = this\r\n        } else {\r\n            // Chain is

valid.\r\n            val _tail = checkNotNull(_head.prev)\r\n            // Update me.\r\n            prev = _tail\r\n            next

= _head\r\n            // Update my new siblings: current head and old tail\r\n            _head.prev = this\r\n

_tail.next = this\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Remove this node from the chain it is a part of.\r\n     */\r\n

private fun ChainEntry<K, V>.remove() {\r\n        if (this.next === this) {\r\n            // if this is single element,

remove head\r\n            head = null\r\n        } else {\r\n            if (head === this) {\r\n                // if this is first
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element, move head to next\r\n                head = next\r\n            }\r\n            next!!.prev = prev\r\n            prev!!.next

= next\r\n        }\r\n        next = null\r\n        prev = null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /*\r\n   * The hashmap that keeps track of our

entries and the chain. Note that we\r\n   * duplicate the key here to eliminate changes to HashMap and minimize

the\r\n   * code here, at the expense of additional space.\r\n   */\r\n    private val map: HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K,

V>>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an empty [LinkedHashMap] instance.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor() :

super() {\r\n        map = HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    internal constructor(backingMap:

HashMap<K, Any>) : super() {\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") // expected to work due to

erasure\r\n        map = backingMap as HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an

empty [LinkedHashMap] instance.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\r\n     *

@param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial

capacity or load factor are negative\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : super(initialCapacity, loadFactor) {\r\n        map =

HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity,

0.0f)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs an instance of [LinkedHashMap] filled with the contents of the specified

[original] map.\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor(original: Map<out K, V>) {\r\n        map = HashMap<K,

ChainEntry<K, V>>()\r\n        this.putAll(original)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun clear() {\r\n

map.clear()\r\n        head = null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n//    override fun clone(): Any {\r\n//        return

LinkedHashMap(this)\r\n//    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    actual override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean =

map.containsKey(key)\r\n\r\n    actual override fun containsValue(value: V): Boolean {\r\n        var node:

ChainEntry<K, V> = head ?: return false\r\n        do {\r\n            if (node.value == value) {\r\n                return

true\r\n            }\r\n            node = node.next!!\r\n        } while (node !== head)\r\n        return false\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n

 override fun createEntrySet(): MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntrySet()\r\n\r\n    actual

override operator fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)?.value\r\n\r\n    actual override fun put(key: K, value: V): V?

{\r\n        val old = map.get(key)\r\n        if (old == null) {\r\n            val newEntry = ChainEntry(key, value)\r\n

  map.put(key, newEntry)\r\n            newEntry.addToEnd()\r\n            return null\r\n        } else {\r\n            return

old.setValue(value)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun remove(key: K): V? {\r\n        val entry =

map.remove(key)\r\n        if (entry != null) {\r\n            entry.remove()\r\n            return entry.value\r\n        }\r\n

return null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override val size: Int get() = map.size\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Constructs the

specialized implementation of [LinkedHashMap] with [String] keys, which stores the keys as properties of\r\n * JS

object without hashing them.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <V> linkedStringMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<String, V>):

LinkedHashMap<String, V> {\r\n    return LinkedHashMap<String, V>(stringMapOf<Any>()).apply { putAll(pairs)

}\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT LinkedHashSet\r\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The implementation of the [MutableSet] interface, backed by a [LinkedHashMap]

instance.\r\n *\r\n * This implementation preserves the insertion order of elements during the iteration.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual open class LinkedHashSet<E> : HashSet<E>, MutableSet<E> {\r\n\r\n    internal

constructor(map: LinkedHashMap<E, Any>) : super(map)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new empty

[LinkedHashSet].\r\n     */\r\n    actual constructor() : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>())\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Constructs a new [LinkedHashSet] filled with the elements of the specified collection.\r\n     */\r\n    actual

constructor(elements: Collection<E>) : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>()) {\r\n        addAll(elements)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Constructs a new empty [LinkedHashSet].\r\n     *\r\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial

capacity (ignored)\r\n     * @param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor are negative\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>(initialCapacity,

loadFactor))\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\r\n\r\n//    public override
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fun clone(): Any {\r\n//        return LinkedHashSet(this)\r\n//    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of

the specialized implementation of [LinkedHashSet] with the specified [String] elements,\r\n * which elements the

keys as properties of JS object without hashing them.\r\n */\r\npublic fun linkedStringSetOf(vararg elements:

String): LinkedHashSet<String> {\r\n    return LinkedHashSet(linkedStringMapOf<Any>()).apply {

addAll(elements) }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Do

not use Synchronized annotation in pure Kotlin/JS code\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic typealias

Synchronized = kotlin.jvm.Synchronized\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Do not use Volatile annotation in pure Kotlin/JS

code\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic typealias Volatile =

kotlin.jvm.Volatile\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun <R> synchronized(lock: Any,

block: () -> R): R {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n

return block()\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.io\r\n\r\ninternal abstract class BaseOutput {\r\n    open fun

println() {\r\n        print(\"\\n\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    open fun println(message: Any?) {\r\n        print(message)\r\n

println()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    abstract fun print(message: Any?)\r\n\r\n    open fun flush() {}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used

to make the declaration available outside of module to test it */\r\n@JsName(\"NodeJsOutput\")\r\ninternal class

NodeJsOutput(val outputStream: dynamic) : BaseOutput() {\r\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n        //

TODO: Using local variable because of bug in block decomposition lowering in IR backend\r\n        val

messageString = String(message)\r\n        outputStream.write(messageString)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used to

make the declaration available outside of module to test it */\r\n@JsName(\"OutputToConsoleLog\")\r\ninternal

class OutputToConsoleLog : BaseOutput() {\r\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n

console.log(message)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun println(message: Any?) {\r\n        console.log(message)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun println() {\r\n        console.log(\"\")\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used to make the

declaration available outside of module to test it and use at try.kotl.in

*/\r\n@JsName(\"BufferedOutput\")\r\ninternal open class BufferedOutput : BaseOutput() {\r\n    var buffer =

\"\"\r\n\r\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n        buffer += String(message)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

flush() {\r\n        buffer = \"\"\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of

module to test it */\r\n@JsName(\"BufferedOutputToConsoleLog\")\r\ninternal class BufferedOutputToConsoleLog

: BufferedOutput() {\r\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n        var s = String(message)\r\n        val i =

s.lastIndexOf('\\n')\r\n        if (i >= 0) {\r\n            buffer += s.substring(0, i)\r\n            flush()\r\n            s =

s.substring(i + 1)\r\n        }\r\n        buffer += s\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun flush() {\r\n        console.log(buffer)\r\n

    buffer = \"\"\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it and

use at try.kotl.in */\r\n@JsName(\"output\")\r\ninternal var output = run {\r\n    val isNode: Boolean = js(\"typeof

process !== 'undefined' && process.versions && !!process.versions.node\")\r\n    if (isNode)

NodeJsOutput(js(\"process.stdout\")) else

BufferedOutputToConsoleLog()\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\nprivate inline fun String(value: Any?):

String = js(\"String\")(value)\r\n\r\n/** Prints the line separator to the standard output stream. */\r\npublic actual fun

println() {\r\n    output.println()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Prints the given [message] and the line separator to the standard

output stream. */\r\npublic actual fun println(message: Any?) {\r\n    output.println(message)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Prints

the given [message] to the standard output stream. */\r\npublic actual fun print(message: Any?) {\r\n

output.print(message)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines.js.internal\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.Continuation\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.EmptyCoroutineContext\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal val

EmptyContinuation = Continuation<Any?>(EmptyCoroutineContext) { result ->\r\n
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result.getOrThrow()\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.CoroutineSingletons.*\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninterna

l actual class SafeContinuation<in T>\r\ninternal actual constructor(\r\n    private val delegate: Continuation<T>,\r\n

  initialResult: Any?\r\n) : Continuation<T> {\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal actual constructor(delegate:

Continuation<T>) : this(delegate, UNDECIDED)\r\n\r\n    public actual override val context: CoroutineContext\r\n

    get() = delegate.context\r\n\r\n    private var result: Any? = initialResult\r\n\r\n    public actual override fun

resumeWith(result: Result<T>) {\r\n        val cur = this.result\r\n        when {\r\n            cur === UNDECIDED ->

{\r\n                this.result = result.value\r\n            }\r\n            cur === COROUTINE_SUSPENDED -> {\r\n

 this.result = RESUMED\r\n                delegate.resumeWith(result)\r\n            }\r\n            else -> throw

IllegalStateException(\"Already resumed\")\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal actual fun

getOrThrow(): Any? {\r\n        if (result === UNDECIDED) {\r\n            result = COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n

       return COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n        }\r\n        val result = this.result\r\n        return when {\r\n

result === RESUMED -> COROUTINE_SUSPENDED // already called continuation, indicate

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED upstream\r\n            result is Result.Failure -> throw result.exception\r\n            else -

> result // either COROUTINE_SUSPENDED or data\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the [Date API](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Date)

to Kotlin.\r\n */\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic external class Date() {\r\n    public

constructor(milliseconds: Number)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(dateString: String)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year:

Int, month: Int)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year: Int,

month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute:

Int)\r\n\r\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int)\r\n\r\n    public

constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int, millisecond: Number)\r\n\r\n    public

fun getDate(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getDay(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getFullYear(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun

getHours(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getMilliseconds(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getMinutes(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun

getMonth(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getSeconds(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getTime(): Double\r\n\r\n    public fun

getTimezoneOffset(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCDate(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCDay(): Int\r\n\r\n

public fun getUTCFullYear(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCHours(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun

getUTCMilliseconds(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCMinutes(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun getUTCMonth(): Int\r\n\r\n

  public fun getUTCSeconds(): Int\r\n\r\n    public fun toDateString(): String\r\n\r\n    public fun toISOString():

String\r\n\r\n    public fun toJSON(): Json\r\n\r\n    public fun toLocaleDateString(locales: Array<String> =

definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n    public fun

toLocaleDateString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n    public fun

toLocaleString(locales: Array<String> = definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally):

String\r\n\r\n    public fun toLocaleString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n

  public fun toLocaleTimeString(locales: Array<String> = definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions =

definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n    public fun toLocaleTimeString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions =

definedExternally): String\r\n\r\n    public fun toTimeString(): String\r\n\r\n    public fun toUTCString():

String\r\n\r\n    public companion object {\r\n        public fun now(): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun parse(dateString:

String): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int,

month: Int, day: Int): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int): Double\r\n\r\n

public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int,

month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int): Double\r\n\r\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int,

day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int, millisecond: Number): Double\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    public interface
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LocaleOptions {\r\n        public var localeMatcher: String?\r\n\r\n        public var timeZone: String?\r\n\r\n

public var hour12: Boolean?\r\n\r\n        public var formatMatcher: String?\r\n\r\n        public var weekday:

String?\r\n\r\n        public var era: String?\r\n\r\n        public var year: String?\r\n\r\n        public var month:

String?\r\n\r\n        public var day: String?\r\n\r\n        public var hour: String?\r\n\r\n        public var minute:

String?\r\n\r\n        public var second: String?\r\n\r\n        public var timeZoneName: String?\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic inline fun dateLocaleOptions(init: Date.LocaleOptions.() -> Unit): Date.LocaleOptions {\r\n

val result = js(\"new Object()\").unsafeCast<Date.LocaleOptions>()\r\n    init(result)\r\n    return result\r\n}","/*\r\n

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source

code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.dom\r\n\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new element with the specified [name].\r\n *\r\n *

The element is initialized with the speicifed [init] function.\r\n */\r\npublic fun Document.createElement(name:

String, init: Element.() -> Unit): Element = createElement(name).apply(init)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends a newly

created element with the specified [name] to this element.\r\n *\r\n * The element is initialized with the speicifed

[init] function.\r\n */\r\npublic fun Element.appendElement(name: String, init: Element.() -> Unit): Element =\r\n

ownerDocument!!.createElement(name, init).also { appendChild(it) }\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.dom\r\n\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\n\r\n/** Returns true if the element has the given CSS class style in its 'class' attribute */\r\nfun

Element.hasClass(cssClass: String): Boolean =

className.matches(\"\"\"(^|.*\\s+)$cssClass($|\\s+.*)\"\"\".toRegex())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds CSS class to element.

Has no effect if all specified classes are already in class attribute of the element\r\n *\r\n * @return true if at least

one class has been added\r\n */\r\nfun Element.addClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean {\r\n    val

missingClasses = cssClasses.filterNot { hasClass(it) }\r\n    if (missingClasses.isNotEmpty()) {\r\n        val

presentClasses = className.trim()\r\n        className = buildString {\r\n            append(presentClasses)\r\n            if

(!presentClasses.isEmpty()) {\r\n                append(\" \")\r\n            }\r\n            missingClasses.joinTo(this, \" \")\r\n

     }\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return false\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all [cssClasses] from element. Has

no effect if all specified classes are missing in class attribute of the element\r\n *\r\n * @return true if at least one

class has been removed\r\n */\r\nfun Element.removeClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean {\r\n    if

(cssClasses.any { hasClass(it) }) {\r\n        val toBeRemoved = cssClasses.toSet()\r\n        className =

className.trim().split(\"\\\\s+\".toRegex()).filter { it !in toBeRemoved }.joinToString(\" \")\r\n        return true\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return false\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the string into a regular expression [Regex] with the default options.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.toRegex(): Regex = Regex(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Converts the string into a regular expression [Regex] with the specified single [option].\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.toRegex(option: RegexOption): Regex = Regex(this,

option)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the string into a regular expression [Regex] with the specified set of [options].\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun String.toRegex(options: Set<RegexOption>): Regex =

Regex(this, options)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Builds new string by populating newly created [StringBuilder] using provided

[builderAction]\r\n * and then converting it to [String].\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

buildString(builderAction: StringBuilder.() -> Unit): String =\r\n

StringBuilder().apply(builderAction).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Builds new string by populating newly created
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[StringBuilder] initialized with the given [capacity]\r\n * using provided [builderAction] and then converting it to

[String].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun buildString(capacity:

Int, builderAction: StringBuilder.() -> Unit): String =\r\n

StringBuilder(capacity).apply(builderAction).toString()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all arguments to the given

[Appendable].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T : Appendable> T.append(vararg value: CharSequence?): T {\r\n    for (item in

value)\r\n        append(item)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all arguments to the given

StringBuilder.\r\n */\r\npublic fun StringBuilder.append(vararg value: String?): StringBuilder {\r\n    for (item in

value)\r\n        append(item)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Appends all arguments to the given

StringBuilder.\r\n */\r\npublic fun StringBuilder.append(vararg value: Any?): StringBuilder {\r\n    for (item in

value)\r\n        append(item)\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> Appendable.appendElement(element: T,

transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)?) {\r\n    when {\r\n        transform != null -> append(transform(element))\r\n

element is CharSequence? -> append(element)\r\n        element is Char -> append(element)\r\n        else ->

append(element.toString())\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.dom\r\n\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets a value

indicating whether this node is a TEXT_NODE or a CDATA_SECTION_NODE.\r\n */\r\npublic val Node.isText:

Boolean\r\n    get() = nodeType == Node.TEXT_NODE || nodeType ==

Node.CDATA_SECTION_NODE\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets a value indicating whether this node is an [Element].\r\n

*/\r\npublic val Node.isElement: Boolean\r\n    get() = nodeType == Node.ELEMENT_NODE\r\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.events\r\n\r\npublic fun EventListener(handler: (Event) -> Unit): EventListener =

EventListenerHandler(handler)\r\n\r\nprivate class EventListenerHandler(private val handler: (Event) -> Unit) :

EventListener {\r\n    public override fun handleEvent(event: Event) {\r\n        handler(event)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    public

override fun toString(): String = \"EventListenerHandler($handler)\"\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom\r\n\r\npublic external interface ItemArrayLike<out T> {\r\n    val length: Int\r\n    fun item(index: Int):

T?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the view of this `ItemArrayLike<T>` collection as `List<T>`\r\n */\r\npublic fun

<T> ItemArrayLike<T>.asList(): List<T> = object : AbstractList<T>() {\r\n    override val size: Int get() =

this@asList.length\r\n\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): T = when (index) {\r\n        in 0..lastIndex ->

this@asList.item(index).unsafeCast<T>()\r\n        else -> throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index $index is not

in range [0..$lastIndex]\")\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.dom\r\n\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\n\r\n/** Removes all the

children from this node. */\r\npublic fun Node.clear() {\r\n    while (hasChildNodes()) {\r\n

removeChild(firstChild!!)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates text node and append it to the element.\r\n *\r\n *

@return this element\r\n */\r\nfun Element.appendText(text: String): Element {\r\n

appendChild(ownerDocument!!.createTextNode(text))\r\n    return this\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Reinterprets this value as a value of the [dynamic type](/docs/reference/dynamic-type.html).\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Any?.asDynamic(): dynamic = this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Reinterprets this value as a value of the specified type [T] without any actual type checking.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T> Any?.unsafeCast(): @kotlin.internal.NoInfer T =

this.asDynamic()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Reinterprets this `dynamic` value as a value of the specified type [T] without any

actual type checking.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.DynamicExtension\r\n@JsName(\"unsafeCastDynamic\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\np
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ublic inline fun <T> dynamic.unsafeCast(): @kotlin.internal.NoInfer T = this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Allows to iterate this

`dynamic` object in the following cases:\r\n * - when it has an `iterator` function,\r\n * - when it is an array\r\n * -

when it is an instance of [kotlin.collections.Iterable]\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.DynamicExtension\r\npublic operator

fun dynamic.iterator(): Iterator<dynamic> {\r\n    val r: Any? = this\r\n\r\n    return when {\r\n        this[\"iterator\"]

!= null ->\r\n            this[\"iterator\"]()\r\n        isArrayish(r) ->\r\n            r.unsafeCast<Array<*>>().iterator()\r\n\r\n

      else ->\r\n            (r as Iterable<*>).iterator()\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n// NOTE: Do not author your

exceptions as they are written in this file, instead use this template:\r\n/*\r\npublic open class MyException :

Exception {\r\n    constructor() : super()\r\n    constructor(message: String?) : super(message)\r\n

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : super(message, cause)\r\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) :

super(cause)\r\n}\r\n*/\r\n\r\n\r\n// TODO: remove workarounds for KT-22053 from direct Throwable

inheritors\r\n// TODO: remove primary constructors, make all secondary KT-

22055\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"USELESS_ELVIS_RIGHT_IS_NULL\")\r\npublic actual open class Error actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Throwable(message, cause ?: null) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null) {\r\n        Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, null, null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(message:

String?) : this(message, null) {\r\n        Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, message, null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual

constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause) {\r\n        Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, undefined,

cause)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"USELESS_ELVIS_RIGHT_IS_NULL\")\r\npublic actual open class

Exception actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Throwable(message, cause ?: null) {\r\n

actual constructor() : this(null, null) {\r\n        Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, null, null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null) {\r\n        Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this,

message, null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause) {\r\n

Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, undefined, cause)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

RuntimeException actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Exception(message, cause) {\r\n

actual constructor() : this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual

constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

IllegalArgumentException actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message,

cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n

  actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

IllegalStateException actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause)

{\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n

actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

IndexOutOfBoundsException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\r\n    actual

constructor() : this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class ConcurrentModificationException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class UnsupportedOperationException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\npublic actual open class NumberFormatException actual

constructor(message: String?) : IllegalArgumentException(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\npublic actual open class NullPointerException actual constructor(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class

ClassCastException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class AssertionError private constructor(message: String?, cause:

Throwable?) : Error(message, cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\r\n    constructor(message: String?) :

this(message, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: Any?) : this(message.toString(), message as?
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Throwable)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class NoSuchElementException actual constructor(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic

actual open class ArithmeticException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\r\n

actual constructor() : this(null)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class NoWhenBranchMatchedException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual open class UninitializedPropertyAccessException

actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\r\n    actual

constructor() : this(null, null)\r\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\r\n    actual

constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under

the module\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"throwNPE\")\r\ninternal fun throwNPE(message: String) {\r\n    throw

NullPointerException(message)\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"throwCCE\")\r\ninternal fun throwCCE() {\r\n    throw

ClassCastException(\"Illegal cast\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"throwISE\")\r\ninternal fun throwISE(message: String)

{\r\n    throw IllegalStateException(message)\r\n}\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"throwUPAE\")\r\ninternal fun

throwUPAE(propertyName: String) {\r\n    throw UninitializedPropertyAccessException(\"lateinit property

${propertyName} has not been initialized\")\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"GroupingKt\")\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a source of elements with a [keyOf] function, which can be applied to

each element to get its key.\r\n *\r\n * A [Grouping] structure serves as an intermediate step in group-and-fold

operations:\r\n * they group elements by their keys and then fold each group with some aggregating operation.\r\n

*\r\n * It is created by attaching `keySelector: (T) -> K` function to a source of elements.\r\n * To get an instance of

[Grouping] use one of `groupingBy` extension functions:\r\n * - [Iterable.groupingBy]\r\n * -

[Sequence.groupingBy]\r\n * - [Array.groupingBy]\r\n * - [CharSequence.groupingBy]\r\n *\r\n * For the list of

group-and-fold operations available, see the [extension functions](#extension-functions) for `Grouping`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic interface Grouping<T, out K> {\r\n    /** Returns an [Iterator] over the

elements of the source of this grouping. */\r\n    fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T>\r\n    /** Extracts the key of an

[element]. */\r\n    fun keyOf(element: T): K\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by

key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing the previously accumulated

value and the current element as arguments, and stores the results in a new map.\r\n *\r\n * The key for each element

is provided by the [Grouping.keyOf] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation function is invoked on each element

with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the

current value of the accumulator of the group, can be `null` if it's the first `element` encountered in the group;\r\n *

- `element`: the element from the source being aggregated;\r\n *  - `first`: indicates whether it's the first `element`

encountered in the group.\r\n *\r\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the result of

aggregation of the group elements.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Grouping.aggregateByRadix\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.aggregate(\r\n    operation: (key: K,

accumulator: R?, element: T, first: Boolean) -> R\r\n): Map<K, R> {\r\n    return aggregateTo(mutableMapOf<K,

R>(), operation)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to

the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as

arguments,\r\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\r\n *\r\n * The key for each element is

provided by the [Grouping.keyOf] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element

with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the

current value of the accumulator of the group, can be `null` if it's the first `element` encountered in the group;\r\n *

- `element`: the element from the source being aggregated;\r\n *  - `first`: indicates whether it's the first `element`
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encountered in the group.\r\n *\r\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to some key,\r\n *

then the elements being aggregated for that key are never considered as `first`.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination]

map associating the key of each group with the result of aggregation of the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.aggregateByRadixTo\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M

: MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.aggregateTo(\r\n    destination: M,\r\n    operation: (key: K,

accumulator: R?, element: T, first: Boolean) -> R\r\n): M {\r\n    for (e in this.sourceIterator()) {\r\n        val key =

keyOf(e)\r\n        val accumulator = destination[key]\r\n        destination[key] = operation(key, accumulator, e,

accumulator == null && !destination.containsKey(key))\r\n    }\r\n    return destination\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups

elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n *

passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments, and stores the results in a new

map.\r\n * An initial value of accumulator is provided by [initialValueSelector] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param

initialValueSelector a function that provides an initial value of accumulator for each group.\r\n *  It's invoked with

parameters:\r\n *  - `key`: the key of the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the first element being encountered in that

group.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\r\n *

- `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of

the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return a [Map]

associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithComputedInitialValue\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.fold(\r\n    initialValueSelector: (key:

K, element: T) -> R,\r\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\r\n): Map<K, R> =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    aggregate { key, acc, e, first -> operation(key, if (first)

initialValueSelector(key, e) else acc as R, e) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key

and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing the previously accumulated value

and the current element as arguments,\r\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\r\n * An initial

value of accumulator is provided by [initialValueSelector] function.\r\n *\r\n * @param initialValueSelector a

function that provides an initial value of accumulator for each group.\r\n *  It's invoked with parameters:\r\n *  -

`key`: the key of the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the first element being encountered in that group.\r\n *\r\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to some key, that value is used as an initial value of\r\n * the

accumulator for that group and the [initialValueSelector] function is not called for that group.\r\n *\r\n * @param

operation a function that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `key`: the key of the

group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\r\n *  -

`element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the

key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithComputedInitialValueTo\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.foldTo(\r\n

  destination: M,\r\n    initialValueSelector: (key: K, element: T) -> R,\r\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: R,

element: T) -> R\r\n): M =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    aggregateTo(destination) { key, acc, e,

first -> operation(key, if (first) initialValueSelector(key, e) else acc as R, e) }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements

from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing

the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments, and stores the results in a new map.\r\n *

An initial value of accumulator is the same [initialValue] for each group.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation a function

that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the

accumulator of the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return a

[Map] associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithConstantInitialValue\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.fold(\r\n    initialValue: R,\r\n

operation: (accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\r\n): Map<K, R> =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n

aggregate { _, acc, e, first -> operation(if (first) initialValue else acc as R, e) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from
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the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\r\n * passing the

previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\r\n * and stores the results in the given

[destination] map.\r\n * An initial value of accumulator is the same [initialValue] for each group.\r\n *\r\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\r\n * that value is used as an initial

value of the accumulator for that group.\r\n *\r\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element

with the following parameters:\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\r\n *  -

`element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the

key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithConstantInitialValueTo\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.foldTo(\r\n

  destination: M,\r\n    initialValue: R,\r\n    operation: (accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\r\n): M =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    aggregateTo(destination) { _, acc, e, first -> operation(if (first)

initialValue else acc as R, e) }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies

the reducing [operation] to the elements of each group\r\n * sequentially starting from the second element of the

group,\r\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\r\n * and stores the

results in a new map.\r\n * An initial value of accumulator is the first element of the group.\r\n *\r\n * @param

operation a function that is invoked on each subsequent element of the group with the following parameters:\r\n *  -

`key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of

the group;\r\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\r\n *\r\n * @return a [Map]

associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.reduceByMaxVowels\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <S, T : S,

K> Grouping<T, K>.reduce(\r\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: S, element: T) -> S\r\n): Map<K, S> =\r\n

aggregate { key, acc, e, first ->\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        if (first) e else operation(key,

acc as S, e)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies the reducing

[operation] to the elements of each group\r\n * sequentially starting from the second element of the group,\r\n *

passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\r\n * and stores the results in the

given [destination] map.\r\n * An initial value of accumulator is the first element of the group.\r\n *\r\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\r\n * that value is used as an initial

value of the accumulator for that group and the first element of that group is also\r\n * subjected to the

[operation].\r\n\r\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each subsequent element of the group with the

following parameters:\r\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\r\n *  - `element`:

the element from the source being folded;\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each

group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.reduceByMaxVowelsTo\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <S, T :

S, K, M : MutableMap<in K, S>> Grouping<T, K>.reduceTo(\r\n    destination: M,\r\n    operation: (key: K,

accumulator: S, element: T) -> S\r\n): M =\r\n    aggregateTo(destination) { key, acc, e, first ->\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        if (first) e else operation(key, acc as S, e)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and counts elements in each group to the given [destination]

map.\r\n *\r\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\r\n * that value

is used as an initial value of the counter for that group.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key

of each group with the count of elements in the group.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, Int>> Grouping<T, K>.eachCountTo(destination: M): M =\r\n    foldTo(destination, 0) { acc, _ -

> acc + 1 }\r\n\r\n/*\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and sums values provided by

the [valueSelector] function for elements in each group\r\n * to the given [destination] map.\r\n *\r\n *\r\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\r\n * that value is used as an initial

value of the sum for that group.\r\n *\r\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each group with the

sum of elements in the group.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K,
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Int>> Grouping<T, K>.eachSumOfTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) -> Int): M =\r\n        foldTo(destination, 0)

{ acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\r\n*/\r\n\r\n\r\n/*\r\n// TODO: sum by long and by double overloads\r\n\r\npublic

inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Long>> Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByLongTo(destination: M,

valueSelector: (T) -> Long): M =\r\n        foldTo(destination, 0L) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\r\n\r\npublic

inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByLong(valueSelector: (T) -> Long): Map<K, Long> =\r\n

fold(0L) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\r\n\r\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Double>>

Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByDoubleTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) -> Double): M =\r\n

foldTo(destination, 0.0) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\r\n\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T,

K>.sumEachByDouble(valueSelector: (T) -> Double): Map<K, Double> =\r\n        fold(0.0) { acc, e -> acc +

valueSelector(e)}\r\n*/\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping]

source by key and counts elements in each group.\r\n *\r\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with

the count of element in the group.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic actual fun <T, K> Grouping<T,

K>.eachCount(): Map<K, Int> =\r\n    fold(0) { acc, _ -> acc + 1 }\r\n\r\n/*\r\n/**\r\n * Groups elements from the

[Grouping] source by key and sums values provided by the [valueSelector] function for elements in each group.\r\n

*\r\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the count of element in the group.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T, K>.eachSumOf(valueSelector: (T) -> Int):

Map<K, Int> =\r\n        fold(0) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e) }\r\n*/","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Math object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Math) to

Kotlin.\r\n */\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use top-level functions from kotlin.math package instead.\", level =

DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\r\npublic external object Math {\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.PI instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"PI\", \"kotlin.math.PI\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public val PI: Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use Random.nextDouble instead\", ReplaceWith(\"kotlin.random.Random.nextDouble()\",

\"kotlin.random.Random\"), level = DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\r\n    public fun random(): Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.abs instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"abs(value)\", \"kotlin.math.abs\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun abs(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.acos

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"acos(value)\", \"kotlin.math.acos\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun

acos(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.asin instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"asin(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.asin\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun asin(value: Double): Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.atan instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"atan(value)\", \"kotlin.math.atan\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun atan(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use

kotlin.math.atan2 instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"atan2(y, x)\", \"kotlin.math.atan2\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun atan2(y: Double, x: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use

kotlin.math.cos instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"cos(value)\", \"kotlin.math.cos\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n

public fun cos(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.sin instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"sin(value)\", \"kotlin.math.sin\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun sin(value:

Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.exp instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"exp(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.exp\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun exp(value: Double): Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun

max(vararg values: Int): Int\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun max(vararg values: Float): Float\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or

kotlin.math.max instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun max(vararg values: Double):

Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n

public fun min(vararg values: Int): Int\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun min(vararg values: Float): Float\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use minOf or
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kotlin.math.min instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun min(vararg values: Double):

Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.sqrt instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"sqrt(value)\", \"kotlin.math.sqrt\"), level

= DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun sqrt(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.tan

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"tan(value)\", \"kotlin.math.tan\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun

tan(value: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.ln instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"ln(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.ln\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun log(value: Double): Double\r\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.pow instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"base.pow(exp)\", \"kotlin.math.pow\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun pow(base: Double, exp: Double): Double\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use

kotlin.math.round instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"round(value)\", \"kotlin.math.round\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun round(value: Number): Int\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.floor

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"floor(value)\", \"kotlin.math.floor\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun

floor(value: Number): Int\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.ceil instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"ceil(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.ceil\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n    public fun ceil(value: Number): Int\r\n\r\n

@PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun trunc(value: Number): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun sign(value:

Number): Double\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun sinh(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n

internal fun cosh(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun tanh(value: Double): Double\r\n

@PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun asinh(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun acosh(value:

Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun atanh(value: Double): Double\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n

internal fun hypot(x: Double, y: Double): Double\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun expm1(value: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun log10(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal

fun log2(value: Double): Double\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun log1p(value: Double): Double\r\n\r\n

@PublishedApi\r\n    internal fun clz32(value: Int): Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\",

ReplaceWith(\"minOf(a, b)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic fun Math.min(a: Long, b: Long): Long

= if (a <= b) a else b\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\",

ReplaceWith(\"maxOf(a, b)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic fun Math.max(a: Long, b: Long): Long

= if (a >= b) a else b\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An interface for indexing access to a

collection of key-value pairs, where type of key is [String] and type of value is [Any?][Any].\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface Json {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Calls to the function will be translated to indexing operation (square

brackets) on the receiver with [propertyName] as the argument.\r\n     *\r\n     * E.g. for next code:\r\n     *

```kotlin\r\n     * fun test(j: Json, p: String) = j[\"prop\"] + j.get(p)\r\n     * ```\r\n     *\r\n     * will be generated:\r\n

* ```js\r\n     * function test(j, p) {\r\n     *     return j[\"prop\"] + j[p];\r\n     * }\r\n     * ```\r\n     */\r\n    operator fun

get(propertyName: String): Any?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Calls of the function will be translated to an assignment of

[value] to the receiver indexed (with square brackets/index operation) with [propertyName].\r\n     *\r\n     * E.g. for

the following code:\r\n     * ```kotlin\r\n     * fun test(j: Json, p: String, newValue: Any) {\r\n     *     j[\"prop\"] =

1\r\n     *     j.set(p, newValue)\r\n     * }\r\n     * ```\r\n     *\r\n     * will be generated:\r\n     * ```js\r\n     * function

test(j, p, newValue) {\r\n     *     j[\"prop\"] = 1;\r\n     *     j[p] = newValue;\r\n     * }\r\n     * }\r\n     * ```\r\n

*/\r\n    operator fun set(propertyName: String, value: Any?): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a simple JavaScript

object (as [Json]) using provided key-value pairs as names and values of its properties.\r\n */\r\npublic fun

json(vararg pairs: Pair<String, Any?>): Json {\r\n    val res: dynamic = js(\"({})\")\r\n    for ((name, value) in pairs)

{\r\n        res[name] = value\r\n    }\r\n    return res\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds key-value pairs from [other] to

[this].\r\n * Returns the original receiver.\r\n */\r\npublic fun Json.add(other: Json): Json {\r\n    val keys:

Array<String> = js(\"Object\").keys(other)\r\n    for (key in keys) {\r\n        if

(other.asDynamic().hasOwnProperty(key)) {\r\n            this[key] = other[key];\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n    return

this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript [JSON object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-
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US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/JSON) to Kotlin.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic external object JSON {\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?):

String\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)): String\r\n    public fun

stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)? = definedExternally, space: Int): String\r\n

public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)? = definedExternally, space: String):

String\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: Array<String>): String\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?,

replacer: Array<String>, space: Int): String\r\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: Array<String>, space:

String): String\r\n\r\n    public fun <T> parse(text: String): T\r\n    public fun <T> parse(text: String, reviver: ((key:

String, value: Any?) -> Any?)): T\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n@file:Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\", \"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\r\npackage

kotlin.math\r\n\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\nimport kotlin.js.Math as nativeMath\r\n\r\n\r\n// region

================ Double Math ========================================\r\n\r\n/** Computes

the sine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sin(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sin(x)\r\n\r\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   -

`cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun cos(x:

Double): Double = nativeMath.cos(x)\r\n\r\n/** Computes the tangent of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun tan(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.tan(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc sine of the value

[x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    -

`asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual

inline fun asin(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.asin(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\r\n

* the returned value is an angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `acos(x)` is

`NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

acos(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.acos(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc tangent of the value [x];\r\n * the

returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atan(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.atan(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that correspond\r\n *

to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\r\n * the returned value is

an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\r\n *   -

`atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x <

0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0

< y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\r\n *   -

`atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\r\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\r\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and

`atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atan2(y:

Double, x: Double): Double = nativeMath.atan2(y, x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-

Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sinh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sinh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

- `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun cosh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.cosh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of

the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `tanh(-

Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun tanh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.tanh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned

value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is

`+Inf`\r\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

asinh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.asinh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the value
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[x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\r\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun acosh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.acosh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The

returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   -

`tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\r\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atanh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.atanh(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\r\n

*\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\r\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments

is `NaN` and the other is not infinite\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

hypot(x: Double, y: Double): Double = nativeMath.hypot(x, y)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the positive square root of

the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sqrt(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sqrt(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun exp(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.exp(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\r\n *\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce

more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   -

`expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n *\r\n * @see [exp] function.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun expm1(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.expm1(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0`

or `b == 1.0`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\r\n *

- `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\r\n *\r\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed

bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun log(x: Double, base: Double):

Double {\r\n    if (base <= 0.0 || base == 1.0) return Double.NaN\r\n    return nativeMath.log(x) /

nativeMath.log(base)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\r\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *

- `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun ln(x: Double): Double

= nativeMath.log(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see

[ln] function for special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun log10(x:

Double): Double = nativeMath.log10(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\r\n

*\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline

fun log2(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.log2(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `ln(x + 1)`.\r\n *\r\n * This function

can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)`

is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\r\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n

*\r\n * @see [ln] function\r\n * @see [expm1] function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun ln1p(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.log1p(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an

integer towards positive infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the smallest double value that is greater than or equal to the given

value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf`

or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline

fun ceil(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.ceil(x).unsafeCast<Double>() // TODO: Remove unsafe cast after

removing public js.math\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\r\n\r\n *

@return the largest double value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical

integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun floor(x: Double):

Double = nativeMath.floor(x).unsafeCast<Double>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer

towards zero.\r\n *\r\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -
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`truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun truncate(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.trunc(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards the closest integer with ties rounded

towards even integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or

already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun round(x: Double): Double {\r\n

if (x % 0.5 != 0.0) {\r\n        return nativeMath.round(x).unsafeCast<Double>()\r\n    }\r\n    val floor = floor(x)\r\n

return if (floor % 2 == 0.0) floor else ceil(x)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for

[Double]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun abs(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.abs(x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *

 - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sign(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sign(x)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the

result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun min(a: Double, b:

Double): Double = nativeMath.min(a, b)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value

is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun max(a:

Double, b: Double): Double = nativeMath.max(a, b)\r\n\r\n// extensions\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the

power [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\r\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\r\n *   -

`b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an integer\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Double.pow(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.pow(this, x)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the integer power [n].\r\n *\r\n * See the other overload

of [pow] for details.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Double.pow(n: Int):

Double = nativeMath.pow(this, n.toDouble())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Double.absoluteValue: Double get() =

nativeMath.abs(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *   -

zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `NaN.sign` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Double.sign: Double get() =

nativeMath.sign(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Double.withSign(sign: Int): Double =

this.withSign(sign.toDouble())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the ulp (unit in the last place) of this value.\r\n *\r\n * An ulp

is a positive distance between this value and the next nearest [Double] value larger in magnitude.\r\n *\r\n * Special

Cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.ulp` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `x.ulp` is `+Inf` when `x` is `+Inf` or `-Inf`\r\n *   - `0.0.ulp` is

`Double.MIN_VALUE`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual val Double.ulp: Double get() = when {\r\n

this < 0 -> (-this).ulp\r\n    this.isNaN() || this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY -> this\r\n    this ==

Double.MAX_VALUE -> this - this.nextDown()\r\n    else -> this.nextUp() - this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

[Double] value nearest to this value in direction of positive infinity.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual

fun Double.nextUp(): Double = when {\r\n    this.isNaN() || this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY -> this\r\n    this

== 0.0 -> Double.MIN_VALUE\r\n    else -> Double.fromBits(this.toRawBits() + if (this > 0) 1 else -

1)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to this value in direction of negative infinity.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.nextDown(): Double = when {\r\n    this.isNaN() || this ==

Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY -> this\r\n    this == 0.0 -> -Double.MIN_VALUE\r\n    else ->

Double.fromBits(this.toRawBits() + if (this > 0) -1 else 1)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value

nearest to this value in direction from this value towards the value [to].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`x.nextTowards(y)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `y` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `x.nextTowards(x) == x`\r\n *\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.nextTowards(to: Double): Double = when {\r\n

this.isNaN() || to.isNaN() -> Double.NaN\r\n    to == this -> to\r\n    to > this -> this.nextUp()\r\n    else /* to < this
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*/ -> this.nextDown()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest integer and converts the

result to [Int].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() ==

Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x <

Int.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Double.roundToInt(): Int = when {\r\n    isNaN() -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot round NaN value.\")\r\n    this > Int.MAX_VALUE -> Int.MAX_VALUE\r\n

this < Int.MIN_VALUE -> Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n    else ->

nativeMath.round(this).unsafeCast<Double>().toInt()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest

integer and converts the result to [Long].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   -

`x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun

Double.roundToLong(): Long = when {\r\n    isNaN() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot round NaN

value.\")\r\n    this > Long.MAX_VALUE -> Long.MAX_VALUE\r\n    this < Long.MIN_VALUE ->

Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n    else -> nativeMath.round(this).unsafeCast<Double>().toLong()\r\n}\r\n\r\n//

endregion\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n// region ================ Float Math

========================================\r\n\r\n/** Computes the sine of the angle [x] given in

radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sin(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sin(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun cos(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.cos(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/** Computes the tangent of the

angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun tan(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.tan(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc sine of the value [x];\r\n * the returned

value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`,

when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun asin(x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.asin(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\r\n

* the returned value is an angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `acos(x)` is

`NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

acos(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.acos(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc tangent of the

value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n

*   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atan(x: Float):

Float = nativeMath.atan(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r,

theta)` that correspond\r\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] /

[x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-

0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\r\n

*   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0`

and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\r\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite

`x`\r\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and `atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun atan2(y: Float, x: Float): Float = nativeMath.atan2(y.toDouble(),

x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

- `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sinh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sinh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun cosh(x: Float): Float =
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nativeMath.cosh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n

* Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun tanh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.tanh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n

*\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n

*   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun asinh(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.asinh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

inverse hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\r\n

*\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\r\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)`

is `+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun acosh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.acosh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\r\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-

Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun atanh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.atanh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow

or underflow.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\r\n *   - returns `NaN` if

any of arguments is `NaN` and the other is not infinite\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun hypot(x: Float, y: Float): Float = nativeMath.hypot(x.toDouble(),

y.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the positive square root of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sqrt(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sqrt(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the

value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is

`0.0`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun exp(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.exp(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\r\n *\r\n * This function can be

implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n *\r\n * @see [exp] function.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun expm1(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.expm1(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given

[base].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is

`NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b

> 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\r\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\r\n *\r\n * See also

logarithm functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun log(x: Float, base: Float): Float =

log(x.toDouble(), base.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\r\n *   - `ln(+Inf)`

is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun ln(x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.log(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of

the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun log10(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.log10(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value

[x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual

inline fun log2(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.log2(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `ln(a + 1)`.\r\n

*\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\r\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n *

- `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function\r\n * @see [expm1] function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun ln1p(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.log1p(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards positive
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infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the smallest Float value that is greater than or equal to the given value [x] and is a

mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or

already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun ceil(x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.ceil(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer

towards negative infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the largest Float value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x]

and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf`

or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

floor(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.floor(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an

integer towards zero.\r\n *\r\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun truncate(x: Float): Float =

truncate(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards the closest integer with ties

rounded towards even integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-

Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

round(x: Float): Float = round(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given

value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property

for [Float]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun abs(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.abs(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the

value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *

- `sign(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun sign(x: Float):

Float = nativeMath.sign(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n *\r\n *

If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual

inline fun min(a: Float, b: Float): Float = nativeMath.min(a, b)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n

*\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun max(a: Float, b: Float): Float = nativeMath.max(a, b)\r\n\r\n// extensions\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises

this value to the power [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\r\n *   -

`b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) ==

1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an integer\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.pow(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.pow(this.toDouble(), x.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the integer power

[n].\r\n *\r\n * See the other overload of [pow] for details.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun Float.pow(n: Int): Float = nativeMath.pow(this.toDouble(), n.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n *

@see abs function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Float.absoluteValue:

Float get() = nativeMath.abs(this.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1.0`

if the value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special

case:\r\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val

Float.sign: Float get() = nativeMath.sign(this.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign

bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n *\r\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.withSign(sign: Float): Float =

this.toDouble().withSign(sign.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of

the [sign] value.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.withSign(sign:

Int): Float = this.toDouble().withSign(sign.toDouble()).toFloat()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the

nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() ==

Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.roundToInt(): Int =

toDouble().roundToInt()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to
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[Long].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when

`x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Float.roundToLong(): Long =

toDouble().roundToLong()\r\n\r\n\r\n// endregion\r\n\r\n// region ================ Integer Math

========================================\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given

value [n].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(Int.MIN_VALUE)` is `Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n

*\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Int]\r\n */\r\n// TODO: remove manual 'or' when KT-19290 is

fixed\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun abs(n: Int): Int = if (n < 0) (-n or 0) else n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun min(a:

Int, b: Int): Int = nativeMath.min(a, b)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun max(a: Int, b: Int): Int = nativeMath.max(a,

b)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   -

`Int.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Int.absoluteValue: Int get() =

abs(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - `0` if the value is

zero,\r\n *   - `1` if the value is positive\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual val Int.sign: Int get() = when

{\r\n    this < 0 -> -1\r\n    this > 0 -> 1\r\n    else -> 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the

given value [n].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(Long.MIN_VALUE)` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an

overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Long]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

actual fun abs(n: Long): Long = if (n < 0) -n else n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\npublic actual inline fun min(a: Long, b:

Long): Long = if (a <= b) a else b\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\npublic actual inline fun max(a: Long, b:

Long): Long = if (a >= b) a else b\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `Long.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see

abs function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline val Long.absoluteValue: Long

get() = abs(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - `0` if the

value is zero,\r\n *   - `1` if the value is positive\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual val Long.sign: Int

get() = when {\r\n    this < 0 -> -1\r\n    this > 0 -> 1\r\n    else -> 0\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// endregion\r\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the specified number is a\r\n * Not-a-Number (NaN) value, `false`

otherwise.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun Double.isNaN(): Boolean = this != this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the

specified number is a\r\n * Not-a-Number (NaN) value, `false` otherwise.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun Float.isNaN():

Boolean = this != this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this value is infinitely large in magnitude.\r\n */\r\npublic

actual fun Double.isInfinite(): Boolean = this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY || this ==

Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this value is infinitely large in magnitude.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual fun Float.isInfinite(): Boolean = this == Float.POSITIVE_INFINITY || this ==

Float.NEGATIVE_INFINITY\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the argument is a finite floating-point value; returns

`false` otherwise (for `NaN` and infinity arguments).\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun Double.isFinite(): Boolean =

!isInfinite() && !isNaN()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if the argument is a finite floating-point value; returns

`false` otherwise (for `NaN` and infinity arguments).\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun Float.isFinite(): Boolean =

!isInfinite() && !isNaN()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Int]

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Int.countOneBits(): Int

{\r\n    // Hacker's Delight 5-1 algorithm\r\n    var v = this\r\n    v = (v and 0x55555555) + (v.ushr(1) and

0x55555555)\r\n    v = (v and 0x33333333) + (v.ushr(2) and 0x33333333)\r\n    v = (v and 0x0F0F0F0F) +

(v.ushr(4) and 0x0F0F0F0F)\r\n    v = (v and 0x00FF00FF) + (v.ushr(8) and 0x00FF00FF)\r\n    v = (v and
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0x0000FFFF) + (v.ushr(16))\r\n    return v\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive most significant

bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.In

lineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Int.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = kotlin.js.Math.clz32(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Int]

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun

Int.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int =\r\n    // Hacker's Delight 5-4 algorithm for expressing countTrailingZeroBits with

countLeadingZeroBits\r\n    Int.SIZE_BITS - (this or -this).inv().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Int] number,\r\n * or zero, if this

number is zero.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun

Int.takeHighestOneBit(): Int =\r\n    if (this == 0) 0 else 1.shl(Int.SIZE_BITS - 1 -

countLeadingZeroBits())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least

significant set bit of this [Int] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Int.takeLowestOneBit(): Int =\r\n    //

Hacker's Delight 2-1 algorithm for isolating rightmost 1-bit\r\n    this and -this\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Int] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits

pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the

number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns

the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Int.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Int =\r\n

shl(bitCount) or ushr(Int.SIZE_BITS - bitCount)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int]

number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right

side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a

negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more

generally\r\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Int.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Int =\r\n

  shl(Int.SIZE_BITS - bitCount) or ushr(bitCount)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary

representation of this [Long] number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual

fun Long.countOneBits(): Int =\r\n    high.countOneBits() + low.countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number

of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int

=\r\n    when (val high = this.high) {\r\n        0 -> Int.SIZE_BITS + low.countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n        else ->

high.countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are

zero in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int

=\r\n    when (val low = this.low) {\r\n        0 -> Int.SIZE_BITS + high.countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n        else ->

low.countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the

most significant set bit of this [Long] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.takeHighestOneBit(): Long =\r\n

  when (val high = this.high) {\r\n        0 -> Long(low.takeHighestOneBit(), 0)\r\n        else -> Long(0,

high.takeHighestOneBit())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least

significant set bit of this [Long] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.takeLowestOneBit(): Long =\r\n

 when (val low = this.low) {\r\n        0 -> Long(0, high.takeLowestOneBit())\r\n        else ->

Long(low.takeLowestOneBit(), 0)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long] number

left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter
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the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual fun Long.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Long

{\r\n    if ((bitCount and 31) != 0) {\r\n        val low = this.low\r\n        val high = this.high\r\n        val newLow =

low.shl(bitCount) or high.ushr(-bitCount)\r\n        val newHigh = high.shl(bitCount) or low.ushr(-bitCount)\r\n

return if ((bitCount and 32) == 0) Long(newLow, newHigh) else Long(newHigh, newLow)\r\n    } else {\r\n

return if ((bitCount and 32) == 0) this else Long(high, low)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Long] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits

pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the

number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

Long.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Long = rotateLeft(-bitCount)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Promise

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Promise) to Kotlin.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic open external class Promise<out T>(executor: (resolve: (T) -

> Unit, reject: (Throwable) -> Unit) -> Unit) {\r\n    @LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\n    public open fun <S>

then(onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?): Promise<S>\r\n\r\n    @LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\n    public open fun <S>

then(onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?, onRejected: ((Throwable) -> S)?): Promise<S>\r\n\r\n    public open fun <S>

catch(onRejected: (Throwable) -> S): Promise<S>\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        public fun <S> all(promise:

Array<out Promise<S>>): Promise<Array<out S>>\r\n\r\n        public fun <S> race(promise: Array<out

Promise<S>>): Promise<S>\r\n\r\n        public fun reject(e: Throwable): Promise<Nothing>\r\n\r\n        public fun

<S> resolve(e: S): Promise<S>\r\n        public fun <S> resolve(e: Promise<S>): Promise<S>\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n// It's

workaround for KT-19672 since we can fix it properly until KT-11265 isn't fixed.\r\ninline fun <T, S>

Promise<Promise<T>>.then(\r\n    noinline onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?\r\n): Promise<S> {\r\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Promise<T>>().then(onFulfilled)\r\n}\r\n\r\ninline fun <T, S> Promise<Promise<T>>.then(\r\n

noinline onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?,\r\n    noinline onRejected: ((Throwable) -> S)?\r\n): Promise<S> {\r\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Promise<T>>().then(onFulfilled, onRejected)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.random\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.math.pow\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun defaultPlatformRandom(): Random =\r\n    Random(js(\"(Math.random()

* Math.pow(2, 32)) | 0\").unsafeCast<Int>())\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate val INV_2_26: Double = 2.0.pow(-26)\r\nprivate val

INV_2_53: Double = 2.0.pow(-53)\r\ninternal actual fun doubleFromParts(hi26: Int, low27: Int): Double =\r\n

hi26 * INV_2_26 + low27 * INV_2_53","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\nimport getKClass\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KClass\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.js.internal.KClassImpl\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the constructor of a

class. Instances of `JsClass` can be passed to JavaScript APIs that expect a constructor reference.\r\n */\r\nexternal

interface JsClass<T : Any> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the unqualified name of the class represented by this

instance.\r\n     */\r\n    val name: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use class literal and extension property `js`

instead.\", replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"T::class.js\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\nexternal fun <T : Any>

jsClass(): JsClass<T>\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use class literal and extension property `js` instead.\", replaceWith =

ReplaceWith(\"this::class.js\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\nval <T : Any> T.jsClass: JsClass<T>\r\n
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get() = when (jsTypeOf(this)) {\r\n        \"string\" -> js(\"String\")\r\n        \"number\" -> js(\"Number\")\r\n

\"boolean\" -> js(\"Boolean\")\r\n        else -> js(\"Object\").getPrototypeOf(this).constructor\r\n    }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Obtains a constructor reference for the given `KClass`.\r\n */\r\nval <T : Any> KClass<T>.js: JsClass<T>\r\n    get()

= (this as KClassImpl<T>).jClass\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Obtains a `KClass` instance for the given constructor reference.\r\n

*/\r\nval <T : Any> JsClass<T>.kotlin: KClass<T>\r\n    get() = getKClass(this)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect.js.internal\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.*\r\n\r\ninternal abstract class KClassImpl<T : Any>(\r\n

internal open val jClass: JsClass<T>\r\n) : KClass<T> {\r\n    override val annotations: List<Annotation>\r\n

get() = TODO()\r\n    override val constructors: Collection<KFunction<T>>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override

val isAbstract: Boolean\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val isCompanion: Boolean\r\n        get() =

TODO()\r\n    override val isData: Boolean\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val isFinal: Boolean\r\n        get()

= TODO()\r\n    override val isInner: Boolean\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val isOpen: Boolean\r\n

get() = TODO()\r\n    override val isSealed: Boolean\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val members:

Collection<KCallable<*>>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val nestedClasses: Collection<KClass<*>>\r\n

 get() = TODO()\r\n    override val objectInstance: T?\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val qualifiedName:

String?\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val supertypes: List<KType>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override

val typeParameters: List<KTypeParameter>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val sealedSubclasses:

List<KClass<out T>>\r\n        get() = TODO()\r\n    override val visibility: KVisibility?\r\n        get() =

TODO()\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        return other is KClassImpl<*> && jClass ==

other.jClass\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // TODO: use FQN\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = simpleName?.hashCode() ?:

0\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String {\r\n        // TODO: use FQN\r\n        return \"class $simpleName\"\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class SimpleKClassImpl<T : Any>(jClass: JsClass<T>) : KClassImpl<T>(jClass) {\r\n

override val simpleName: String? = jClass.asDynamic().`$metadata$`?.simpleName.unsafeCast<String?>()\r\n\r\n

override fun isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        return jsIsType(value, jClass)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal

class PrimitiveKClassImpl<T : Any>(\r\n    jClass: JsClass<T>,\r\n    private val givenSimpleName: String,\r\n

private val isInstanceFunction: (Any?) -> Boolean\r\n) : KClassImpl<T>(jClass) {\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other !is PrimitiveKClassImpl<*>) return false\r\n        return super.equals(other) &&

givenSimpleName == other.givenSimpleName\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override val simpleName: String? get() =

givenSimpleName\r\n\r\n    override fun isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        return

isInstanceFunction(value)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal object NothingKClassImpl :

KClassImpl<Nothing>(js(\"Object\")) {\r\n    override val simpleName: String = \"Nothing\"\r\n\r\n    override fun

isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean = false\r\n\r\n    override val jClass: JsClass<Nothing>\r\n        get() = throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"There's no native JS class for Nothing type\")\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean = other === this\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect.js.internal\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.JsClass\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"PrimitiveClasses\")\r\ninternal object

PrimitiveClasses {\r\n    @JsName(\"anyClass\")\r\n    val anyClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Object\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Any>>(), \"Any\", { it is Any })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"numberClass\")\r\n    val numberClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Number>>(), \"Number\", { it is Number })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"nothingClass\")\r\n    val nothingClass = NothingKClassImpl\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"booleanClass\")\r\n

val booleanClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Boolean\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Boolean>>(), \"Boolean\", { it is

Boolean })\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"byteClass\")\r\n    val byteClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Byte>>(), \"Byte\", { it is Byte })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"shortClass\")\r\n    val shortClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Short>>(), \"Short\", { it is Short })\r\n\r\n
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@JsName(\"intClass\")\r\n    val intClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Int>>(),

\"Int\", { it is Int })\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"floatClass\")\r\n    val floatClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Float>>(), \"Float\", { it is Float })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"doubleClass\")\r\n    val doubleClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Double>>(), \"Double\", { it is Double })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"arrayClass\")\r\n    val arrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Array<*>>>(), \"Array\", { it is Array<*> })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"stringClass\")\r\n    val stringClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"String\").unsafeCast<JsClass<String>>(), \"String\", { it is String })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"throwableClass\")\r\n    val throwableClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Error\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Throwable>>(), \"Throwable\", { it is Throwable })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"booleanArrayClass\")\r\n    val booleanArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<BooleanArray>>(), \"BooleanArray\", { it is BooleanArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"charArrayClass\")\r\n    val charArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Uint16Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<CharArray>>(), \"CharArray\", { it is CharArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"byteArrayClass\")\r\n    val byteArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int8Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<ByteArray>>(), \"ByteArray\", { it is ByteArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"shortArrayClass\")\r\n    val shortArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int16Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<ShortArray>>(), \"ShortArray\", { it is ShortArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"intArrayClass\")\r\n    val intArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int32Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<IntArray>>(), \"IntArray\", { it is IntArray })\r\n\r\n

@JsName(\"longArrayClass\")\r\n    val longArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<LongArray>>(), \"LongArray\", { it is LongArray })\r\n\r\n

 @JsName(\"floatArrayClass\")\r\n    val floatArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Float32Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<FloatArray>>(), \"FloatArray\", { it is FloatArray

})\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"doubleArrayClass\")\r\n    val doubleArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Float64Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<DoubleArray>>(), \"DoubleArray\", { it is

DoubleArray })\r\n\r\n    @JsName(\"functionClass\")\r\n    fun functionClass(arity: Int): KClassImpl<Any> {\r\n

  return functionClasses.get(arity) ?: run {\r\n            val result =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Function\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Any>>(), \"Function$arity\",\r\n

   { jsTypeOf(it) === \"function\" && it.asDynamic().length === arity })\r\n

functionClasses.asDynamic()[arity] = result\r\n            result\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate val functionClasses

= arrayOfNulls<KClassImpl<Any>>(0)","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under the

module\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.KClass\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.js.internal.*\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"getKClass\")\r\ninternal fun <T : Any> getKClass(jClass: JsClass<T>):

KClass<T> = getOrCreateKClass(jClass)\r\n\r\n@JsName(\"getKClassFromExpression\")\r\ninternal fun <T : Any>

getKClassFromExpression(e: T): KClass<T> =\r\n    when (jsTypeOf(e)) {\r\n        \"string\" ->

PrimitiveClasses.stringClass\r\n        \"number\" -> if (jsBitwiseOr(e, 0).asDynamic() === e)

PrimitiveClasses.intClass else PrimitiveClasses.doubleClass\r\n        \"boolean\" ->

PrimitiveClasses.booleanClass\r\n        \"function\" -> PrimitiveClasses.functionClass(e.asDynamic().length)\r\n

else -> {\r\n            when {\r\n                e is BooleanArray -> PrimitiveClasses.booleanArrayClass\r\n                e is

CharArray -> PrimitiveClasses.charArrayClass\r\n                e is ByteArray -> PrimitiveClasses.byteArrayClass\r\n

            e is ShortArray -> PrimitiveClasses.shortArrayClass\r\n                e is IntArray ->

PrimitiveClasses.intArrayClass\r\n                e is LongArray -> PrimitiveClasses.longArrayClass\r\n                e is

FloatArray -> PrimitiveClasses.floatArrayClass\r\n                e is DoubleArray ->

PrimitiveClasses.doubleArrayClass\r\n                e is KClass<*> -> KClass::class\r\n                e is Array<*> ->
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PrimitiveClasses.arrayClass\r\n                else -> {\r\n                    val constructor =

js(\"Object\").getPrototypeOf(e).constructor\r\n                    when {\r\n                        constructor === js(\"Object\")

-> PrimitiveClasses.anyClass\r\n                        constructor === js(\"Error\") -> PrimitiveClasses.throwableClass\r\n

                      else -> {\r\n                            val jsClass: JsClass<T> = constructor\r\n

getOrCreateKClass(jsClass)\r\n                        }\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n

}.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T : Any> getOrCreateKClass(jClass: JsClass<T>): KClass<T> {\r\n

  if (jClass === js(\"String\")) return PrimitiveClasses.stringClass.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\r\n\r\n    val metadata

= jClass.asDynamic().`$metadata$`\r\n\r\n    return if (metadata != null) {\r\n        if (metadata.`$kClass$` == null)

{\r\n            val kClass = SimpleKClassImpl(jClass)\r\n            metadata.`$kClass$` = kClass\r\n            kClass\r\n

  } else {\r\n            metadata.`$kClass$`\r\n        }\r\n    } else {\r\n        SimpleKClassImpl(jClass)\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.js\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript [RegExp

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/RegExp) to Kotlin.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic external class RegExp(pattern: String, flags: String? =

definedExternally) {\r\n\r\n    public fun test(str: String): Boolean\r\n\r\n    public fun exec(str: String):

RegExpMatch?\r\n\r\n    public override fun toString(): String\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The lastIndex is a read/write

integer property of regular expressions that specifies the index at which to start the next match.\r\n     */\r\n    public

var lastIndex: Int\r\n\r\n    public val global: Boolean\r\n    public val ignoreCase: Boolean\r\n    public val multiline:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Resets the regular expression so that subsequent [RegExp.test] and [RegExp.exec] calls

will match starting with the beginning of the input string.\r\n */\r\npublic fun RegExp.reset() {\r\n    lastIndex =

0\r\n}\r\n\r\n// TODO: Inherit from array or introduce asArray() extension\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the return value of

[RegExp.exec].\r\n */\r\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\r\npublic external interface RegExpMatch {\r\n

public val index: Int\r\n    public val input: String\r\n    public val length: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the entire

text matched by [RegExp.exec] if the [index] parameter is 0, or the text matched by the capturing parenthesis\r\n * at

the given index.\r\n */\r\npublic inline operator fun RegExpMatch.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts the result of [RegExp.exec] to an array where the first element

contains the entire matched text and each subsequent\r\n * element is the text matched by each capturing

parenthesis.\r\n */\r\npublic inline fun RegExpMatch.asArray(): Array<out String?> = unsafeCast<Array<out

String?>>()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.sequences\r\n\r\ninternal actual class ConstrainedOnceSequence<T> actual

constructor(sequence: Sequence<T>) : Sequence<T> {\r\n    private var sequenceRef: Sequence<T>? =

sequence\r\n\r\n    actual override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\r\n        val sequence = sequenceRef ?: throw

IllegalStateException(\"This sequence can be consumed only once.\")\r\n        sequenceRef = null\r\n        return

sequence.iterator()\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n// actually \\s is enough to match all whitespace, but

\\xA0 added because of different regexp behavior of Rhino used in Selenium tests\r\npublic actual fun

Char.isWhitespace(): Boolean = toString().matches(\"[\\\\s\\\\xA0]\")\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

actual inline fun Char.toLowerCase(): Char =

js(\"String.fromCharCode\")(toInt()).toLowerCase().charCodeAt(0).unsafeCast<Int>().toChar()\r\n\r\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Char.toUpperCase(): Char =

js(\"String.fromCharCode\")(toInt()).toUpperCase().charCodeAt(0).unsafeCast<Int>().toChar()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns `true` if this character is a Unicode high-surrogate code unit (also known as leading-surrogate code unit).\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual fun Char.isHighSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_HIGH_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_HIGH_SURROGATE\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this character

is a Unicode low-surrogate code unit (also known as trailing-surrogate code unit).\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun
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Char.isLowSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_LOW_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_LOW_SURROGATE\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

`true` if the contents of this string is equal to the word \"true\", ignoring case, and `false` otherwise.\r\n */\r\npublic

actual fun String.toBoolean(): Boolean = toLowerCase() == \"true\"\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a signed

[Byte] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toByte(): Byte = toByteOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a signed [Byte] number and returns the result.\r\n *

@throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

fun String.toByte(radix: Int): Byte = toByteOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the

string as a [Short] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toShort(): Short = toShortOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

fun String.toShort(radix: Int): Short = toShortOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the

string as an [Int] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toInt(): Int = toIntOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

fun String.toInt(radix: Int): Int = toIntOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as

a [Long] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toLong(): Long = toLongOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n */\r\npublic actual

fun String.toLong(radix: Int): Long = toLongOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the

string as a [Double] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a

valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toDouble(): Double =

(+(this.asDynamic())).unsafeCast<Double>().also {\r\n    if (it.isNaN() && !this.isNaN() || it == 0.0 &&

this.isBlank())\r\n        numberFormatError(this)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Float] number and

returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun String.toFloat(): Float =

toDouble().unsafeCast<Float>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Double] number and returns the result\r\n * or

`null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.toDoubleOrNull():

Double? = (+(this.asDynamic())).unsafeCast<Double>().takeIf {\r\n    !(it.isNaN() && !this.isNaN() || it == 0.0 &&

this.isBlank())\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [Float] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the

string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun

String.toFloatOrNull(): Float? = toDoubleOrNull().unsafeCast<Float?>()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

representation of this [Byte] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for number to string conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun Byte.toString(radix: Int):

String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of this [Short] value in the

specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for number to

string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic actual inline fun
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Short.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of this

[Int] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix

for number to string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic actual fun Int.toString(radix: Int): String =

asDynamic().toString(checkRadix(radix))\r\n\r\nprivate fun String.isNaN(): Boolean = when (this.toLowerCase())

{\r\n    \"nan\", \"+nan\", \"-nan\" -> true\r\n    else -> false\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Checks whether the given [radix] is

valid radix for string to number and number to string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal actual fun

checkRadix(radix: Int): Int {\r\n    if (radix !in 2..36) {\r\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"radix $radix was

not in valid range 2..36\")\r\n    }\r\n    return radix\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun digitOf(char: Char, radix: Int): Int

= when {\r\n    char >= '0' && char <= '9' -> char - '0'\r\n    char >= 'A' && char <= 'Z' -> char - 'A' + 10\r\n    char

>= 'a' && char <= 'z' -> char - 'a' + 10\r\n    else -> -1\r\n}.let { if (it >= radix) -1 else it }\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.RegExp\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides enumeration values to use to set regular

expression options.\r\n */\r\npublic actual enum class RegexOption(val value: String) {\r\n    /** Enables case-

insensitive matching. */\r\n    IGNORE_CASE(\"i\"),\r\n    /** Enables multiline mode.\r\n     *\r\n     * In multiline

mode the expressions `^` and `$` match just after or just before,\r\n     * respectively, a line terminator or the end of

the input sequence. */\r\n    MULTILINE(\"m\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the results from a single

capturing group within a [MatchResult] of [Regex].\r\n *\r\n * @param value The value of captured group.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual data class MatchGroup(actual val value: String)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a compiled regular

expression.\r\n * Provides functions to match strings in text with a pattern, replace the found occurrences and split

text around matches.\r\n *\r\n * For pattern syntax reference see [MDN RegExp](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/RegExp#Special_characters_meaning_in_regular_expressions)\

r\n * and

[http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp](https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp).\r\n

*\r\n * @constructor Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the specified set of

[options].\r\n */\r\npublic actual class Regex actual constructor(pattern: String, options: Set<RegexOption>)

{\r\n\r\n    /** Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the specified single [option].

*/\r\n    public actual constructor(pattern: String, option: RegexOption) : this(pattern, setOf(option))\r\n\r\n    /**

Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the default options.  */\r\n    public actual

constructor(pattern: String) : this(pattern, emptySet())\r\n\r\n\r\n    /** The pattern string of this regular expression.

*/\r\n    public actual val pattern: String = pattern\r\n    /** The set of options that were used to create this regular

expression. */\r\n    public actual val options: Set<RegexOption> = options.toSet()\r\n    private val nativePattern:

RegExp = RegExp(pattern, options.map { it.value }.joinToString(separator = \"\") + \"g\")\r\n\r\n    /** Indicates

whether the regular expression matches the entire [input]. */\r\n    public actual infix fun matches(input:

CharSequence): Boolean {\r\n        nativePattern.reset()\r\n        val match = nativePattern.exec(input.toString())\r\n

    return match != null && match.index == 0 && nativePattern.lastIndex == input.length\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**

Indicates whether the regular expression can find at least one match in the specified [input]. */\r\n    public actual

fun containsMatchIn(input: CharSequence): Boolean {\r\n        nativePattern.reset()\r\n        return

nativePattern.test(input.toString())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the first match of a regular expression in the [input],

beginning at the specified [startIndex].\r\n     *\r\n     * @param startIndex An index to start search with, by default

0. Must be not less than zero and not greater than `input.length()`\r\n     * @return An instance of [MatchResult] if

match was found or `null` otherwise.\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    public actual fun find(input:

CharSequence, startIndex: Int = 0): MatchResult? = nativePattern.findNext(input.toString(), startIndex)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Returns a sequence of all occurrences of a regular expression within the [input] string, beginning at the

specified [startIndex].\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.text.Regexps.findAll\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    public actual fun findAll(input:

CharSequence, startIndex: Int = 0): Sequence<MatchResult> =\r\n        generateSequence({ find(input, startIndex) },
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{ match -> match.next() })\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Attempts to match the entire [input] CharSequence against the

pattern.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return An instance of [MatchResult] if the entire input matches or `null` otherwise.\r\n

*/\r\n    public actual fun matchEntire(input: CharSequence): MatchResult? {\r\n        if (pattern.startsWith('^') &&

pattern.endsWith('$'))\r\n            return find(input)\r\n        else\r\n            return

Regex(\"^${pattern.trimStart('^').trimEnd('$')}$\", options).find(input)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Replaces all

occurrences of this regular expression in the specified [input] string with specified [replacement] expression.\r\n

*\r\n     * @param replacement A replacement expression that can include substitutions. See

[String.prototype.replace](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/String/replace) function docs for details.\r\n     */\r\n    public

actual fun replace(input: CharSequence, replacement: String): String = input.toString().nativeReplace(nativePattern,

replacement)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Replaces all occurrences of this regular expression in the specified [input] string

with the result of\r\n     * the given function [transform] that takes [MatchResult] and returns a string to be used as

a\r\n     * replacement for that match.\r\n     */\r\n    public actual inline fun replace(input: CharSequence, transform:

(MatchResult) -> CharSequence): String {\r\n        var match = find(input)\r\n        if (match == null) return

input.toString()\r\n\r\n        var lastStart = 0\r\n        val length = input.length\r\n        val sb =

StringBuilder(length)\r\n        do {\r\n            val foundMatch = match!!\r\n            sb.append(input, lastStart,

foundMatch.range.start)\r\n            sb.append(transform(foundMatch))\r\n            lastStart =

foundMatch.range.endInclusive + 1\r\n            match = foundMatch.next()\r\n        } while (lastStart < length &&

match != null)\r\n\r\n        if (lastStart < length) {\r\n            sb.append(input, lastStart, length)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

return sb.toString()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Replaces the first occurrence of this regular expression in the

specified [input] string with specified [replacement] expression.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param replacement A replacement

expression that can include substitutions. See [String.prototype.replace](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/String/replace) function docs for details.\r\n     */\r\n    public

actual fun replaceFirst(input: CharSequence, replacement: String): String {\r\n        val nonGlobalOptions =

options.map { it.value }.joinToString(separator = \"\")\r\n        return input.toString().nativeReplace(RegExp(pattern,

nonGlobalOptions), replacement)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Splits the [input] CharSequence around matches of

this regular expression.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param limit Non-negative value specifying the maximum number of

substrings the string can be split to.\r\n     * Zero by default means no limit is set.\r\n     */\r\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\n    public actual fun split(input:

CharSequence, limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\r\n        require(limit >= 0) { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was

$limit\" }\r\n        val matches = findAll(input).let { if (limit == 0) it else it.take(limit - 1) }\r\n        val result =

mutableListOf<String>()\r\n        var lastStart = 0\r\n\r\n        for (match in matches) {\r\n

result.add(input.subSequence(lastStart, match.range.start).toString())\r\n            lastStart = match.range.endInclusive

+ 1\r\n        }\r\n        result.add(input.subSequence(lastStart, input.length).toString())\r\n        return result\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the string representation of this regular expression, namely the [pattern] of this

regular expression.\r\n     *\r\n     * Note that another regular expression constructed from the same pattern string

may have different [options]\r\n     * and may match strings differently.\r\n     */\r\n    public override fun toString():

String = nativePattern.toString()\r\n\r\n    actual companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns a regular

expression that matches the specified [literal] string literally.\r\n         * No characters of that string will have special

meaning when searching for an occurrence of the regular expression.\r\n         */\r\n        public actual fun

fromLiteral(literal: String): Regex = Regex(escape(literal))\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns a regular expression

pattern string that matches the specified [literal] string literally.\r\n         * No characters of that string will have

special meaning when searching for an occurrence of the regular expression.\r\n         */\r\n        public actual fun

escape(literal: String): String = literal.nativeReplace(patternEscape, \"\\\\$&\")\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns a

literal replacement expression for the specified [literal] string.\r\n         * No characters of that string will have

special meaning when it is used as a replacement string in [Regex.replace] function.\r\n         */\r\n        public actual

fun escapeReplacement(literal: String): String = literal.nativeReplace(replacementEscape, \"$$$$\")\r\n\r\n

private val patternEscape = RegExp(\"\"\"[-\\\\^$*+?.()|[\\]{}]\"\"\", \"g\")\r\n        private val replacementEscape =
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RegExp(\"\"\"\\$\"\"\", \"g\")\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string

and the specified single [option].  */\r\n@Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\r\n@JsName(\"Regex_sb3q2\\$\")\r\npublic fun Regex_0(pattern: String, option:

RegexOption): Regex = Regex(pattern, setOf(option))\r\n\r\n/** Creates a regular expression from the specified

[pattern] string and the default options.  */\r\n@Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\r\n@JsName(\"Regex_61zpoe\\$\")\r\npublic fun Regex_1(pattern: String): Regex =

Regex(pattern, emptySet())\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate fun RegExp.findNext(input: String, from: Int): MatchResult?

{\r\n    this.lastIndex = from\r\n    val match = exec(input)\r\n    if (match == null) return null\r\n    val range =

match.index..lastIndex - 1\r\n\r\n    return object : MatchResult {\r\n        override val range: IntRange = range\r\n

 override val value: String\r\n            get() = match[0]!!\r\n\r\n        override val groups: MatchGroupCollection =

object : MatchGroupCollection, AbstractCollection<MatchGroup?>() {\r\n            override val size: Int get() =

match.length\r\n            override fun iterator(): Iterator<MatchGroup?> = indices.asSequence().map { this[it]

}.iterator()\r\n            override fun get(index: Int): MatchGroup? = match[index]?.let { MatchGroup(it) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n        private var groupValues_: List<String>? = null\r\n\r\n        override val groupValues:

List<String>\r\n            get() {\r\n                if (groupValues_ == null) {\r\n                    groupValues_ = object :

AbstractList<String>() {\r\n                        override val size: Int get() = match.length\r\n                        override fun

get(index: Int): String = match[index] ?: \"\"\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n                return groupValues_!!\r\n

        }\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): MatchResult? = this@findNext.findNext(input, if (range.isEmpty())

range.start + 1 else range.endInclusive + 1)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.js.RegExp\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal actual inline fun String.nativeIndexOf(ch: Char,

fromIndex: Int): Int = nativeIndexOf(ch.toString(), fromIndex)\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\ninternal actual

inline fun String.nativeLastIndexOf(ch: Char, fromIndex: Int): Int = nativeLastIndexOf(ch.toString(),

fromIndex)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this string starts with the specified prefix.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun

String.startsWith(prefix: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase)\r\n        return

nativeStartsWith(prefix, 0)\r\n    else\r\n        return regionMatches(0, prefix, 0, prefix.length,

ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if a substring of this string starting at the specified offset [startIndex]

starts with the specified prefix.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun

String.startsWith(prefix: String, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase)\r\n

 return nativeStartsWith(prefix, startIndex)\r\n    else\r\n        return regionMatches(startIndex, prefix, 0,

prefix.length, ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this string ends with the specified suffix.\r\n

*/\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun

String.endsWith(suffix: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (!ignoreCase)\r\n        return

nativeEndsWith(suffix)\r\n    else\r\n        return regionMatches(length - suffix.length, suffix, 0, suffix.length,

ignoreCase)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\npublic fun String.matches(regex: String): Boolean {\r\n    val result =

this.match(regex)\r\n    return result != null && result.size != 0\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual fun

CharSequence.isBlank(): Boolean = length == 0 || (if (this is String) this else

this.toString()).matches(\"^[\\\\s\\\\xA0]+$\")\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARG

UMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun String?.equals(other: String?, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    if

(this == null)\r\n        other == null\r\n    else if (!ignoreCase)\r\n        this == other\r\n    else\r\n        other != null

&& this.toLowerCase() ==

other.toLowerCase()\r\n\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npubl

ic actual fun CharSequence.regionMatches(thisOffset: Int, other: CharSequence, otherOffset: Int, length: Int,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\r\n    regionMatchesImpl(thisOffset, other, otherOffset, length,

ignoreCase)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a copy of this string having its first letter uppercased, or the original
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string,\r\n * if it's empty or already starts with an upper case letter.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.capitalize\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.capitalize(): String {\r\n    return if (isNotEmpty())

substring(0, 1).toUpperCase() + substring(1) else this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a copy of this string having its

first letter lowercased, or the original string,\r\n * if it's empty or already starts with a lower case letter.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.decapitalize\r\n */\r\npublic actual fun String.decapitalize(): String {\r\n    return if

(isNotEmpty()) substring(0, 1).toLowerCase() + substring(1) else this\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

containing this char sequence repeated [n] times.\r\n * @throws [IllegalArgumentException] when n < 0.\r\n

*/\r\npublic actual fun CharSequence.repeat(n: Int): String {\r\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Count 'n' must be non-

negative, but was $n.\" }\r\n    return when (n) {\r\n        0 -> \"\"\r\n        1 -> this.toString()\r\n        else -> {\r\n

   var result = \"\"\r\n            if (!isEmpty()) {\r\n                var s = this.toString()\r\n                var count = n\r\n

   while (true) {\r\n                    if ((count and 1) == 1) {\r\n                        result += s\r\n                    }\r\n

count = count ushr 1\r\n                    if (count == 0) {\r\n                        break\r\n                    }\r\n                    s +=

s\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return result\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic actual fun

String.replace(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\r\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldValue), if (ignoreCase) \"gi\" else \"g\"),

Regex.escapeReplacement(newValue))\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUME

NTS\")\r\npublic actual fun String.replace(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\r\n

  nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldChar.toString()), if (ignoreCase) \"gi\" else \"g\"),

newChar.toString())\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\r\npublic

actual fun String.replaceFirst(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\r\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldValue), if (ignoreCase) \"i\" else \"\"),

Regex.escapeReplacement(newValue))\r\n\r\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUME

NTS\")\r\npublic actual fun String.replaceFirst(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String

=\r\n    nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldChar.toString()), if (ignoreCase) \"i\" else \"\"),

newChar.toString())\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n\r\npublic actual interface Appendable {\r\n

public actual fun append(csq: CharSequence?): Appendable\r\n    public actual fun append(csq: CharSequence?,

start: Int, end: Int): Appendable\r\n    public actual fun append(c: Char): Appendable\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic actual class

StringBuilder(content: String = \"\") : Appendable, CharSequence {\r\n    actual constructor(capacity: Int) : this()

{}\r\n\r\n    actual constructor(content: CharSequence) : this(content.toString()) {}\r\n\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(\"\")\r\n\r\n    private var string: String = content\r\n\r\n    actual override val length: Int\r\n        get() =

string.asDynamic().length\r\n\r\n    actual override fun get(index: Int): Char =\r\n        string.getOrElse(index) {

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, length: $length}\") }\r\n\r\n    actual override fun

subSequence(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence = string.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\r\n\r\n    actual

override fun append(c: Char): StringBuilder {\r\n        string += c\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual override

fun append(csq: CharSequence?): StringBuilder {\r\n        string += csq.toString()\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

actual override fun append(csq: CharSequence?, start: Int, end: Int): StringBuilder {\r\n        string +=

csq.toString().substring(start, end)\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual fun append(obj: Any?): StringBuilder

{\r\n        string += obj.toString()\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    actual fun reverse(): StringBuilder {\r\n

string = string.asDynamic().split(\"\").reverse().join(\"\")\r\n        return this\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Clears the

content of this string builder making it empty.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.text.Strings.clearStringBuilder\r\n

*/\r\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n    public fun clear(): StringBuilder {\r\n        string = \"\"\r\n        return this\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = string\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Clears the content of this string builder

making it empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.clearStringBuilder\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\npublic actual inline fun StringBuilder.clear(): StringBuilder =
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this.clear()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *  The exception thrown when a character encoding or decoding error occurs.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic actual open class

CharacterCodingException(message: String?) : Exception(message) {\r\n    actual constructor() :

this(null)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/** Returns the negative [size] if

[throwOnMalformed] is false, throws [CharacterCodingException] otherwise.

*/\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\r\nprivate fun malformed(size: Int, index: Int,

throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\r\n    if (throwOnMalformed) throw CharacterCodingException(\"Malformed

sequence starting at ${index - 1}\")\r\n    return -size\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns code point corresponding to UTF-

16 surrogate pair,\r\n * where the first of the pair is the [high] and the second is in the [string] at the [index].\r\n *

Returns zero if the pair is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

CharacterCodingException if the pair is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun

codePointFromSurrogate(string: String, high: Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\r\n

if (high !in 0xD800..0xDBFF || index >= endIndex) {\r\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n

}\r\n    val low = string[index].toInt()\r\n    if (low !in 0xDC00..0xDFFF) {\r\n        return malformed(0, index,

throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    return 0x10000 + ((high and 0x3FF) shl 10) or (low and 0x3FF)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of two bytes,\r\n * where the first byte of the sequence is the

[byte1] and the second byte is in the [bytes] array at the [index].\r\n * Returns zero if the sequence is malformed and

[throwOnMalformed] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the sequence of two bytes is

malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun codePointFrom2(bytes: ByteArray, byte1: Int,

index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\r\n    if (byte1 and 0x1E == 0 || index >= endIndex)

{\r\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\r\n    if

(byte2 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    return (byte1 shl

6) xor byte2 xor 0xF80\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of three bytes,\r\n

* where the first byte of the sequence is the [byte1] and the others are in the [bytes] array starting from the

[index].\r\n * Returns a non-positive value indicating number of bytes from [bytes] included in malformed

sequence\r\n * if the sequence is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

CharacterCodingException if the sequence of three bytes is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n

*/\r\nprivate fun codePointFrom3(bytes: ByteArray, byte1: Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed:

Boolean): Int {\r\n    if (index >= endIndex) {\r\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

  val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\r\n    if (byte1 and 0xF == 0) {\r\n        if (byte2 and 0xE0 != 0xA0) {\r\n            //

Non-shortest form\r\n            return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n        }\r\n    } else if (byte1 and

0xF == 0xD) {\r\n        if (byte2 and 0xE0 != 0x80) {\r\n            // Surrogate code point\r\n            return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n        }\r\n    } else if (byte2 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n        return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (index + 1 == endIndex) {\r\n        return malformed(1,

index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    val byte3 = bytes[index + 1].toInt()\r\n    if (byte3 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n

    return malformed(1, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return (byte1 shl 12) xor (byte2 shl 6) xor byte3

xor -0x1E080\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of four bytes,\r\n * where

the first byte of the sequence is the [byte1] and the others are in the [bytes] array starting from the [index].\r\n *

Returns a non-positive value indicating number of bytes from [bytes] included in malformed sequence\r\n * if the

sequence is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\r\n *\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the

sequence of four bytes is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n */\r\nprivate fun codePointFrom4(bytes:

ByteArray, byte1: Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\r\n    if (index >= endIndex)

{\r\n        malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\r\n    if (byte1

and 0xF == 0x0) {\r\n        if (byte2 and 0xF0 <= 0x80) {\r\n            // Non-shortest form\r\n            return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n        }\r\n    } else if (byte1 and 0xF == 0x4) {\r\n        if (byte2 and

0xF0 != 0x80) {\r\n            // Out of Unicode code points domain (larger than U+10FFFF)\r\n            return
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malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n        }\r\n    } else if (byte1 and 0xF > 0x4) {\r\n        return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    } else if (byte2 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n        return malformed(0,

index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (index + 1 == endIndex) {\r\n        return malformed(1, index,

throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    val byte3 = bytes[index + 1].toInt()\r\n    if (byte3 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\r\n

return malformed(1, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    if (index + 2 == endIndex) {\r\n        return

malformed(2, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    val byte4 = bytes[index + 2].toInt()\r\n    if (byte4 and 0xC0

!= 0x80) {\r\n        return malformed(2, index, throwOnMalformed)\r\n    }\r\n    return (byte1 shl 18) xor (byte2 shl

12) xor (byte3 shl 6) xor byte4 xor 0x381F80\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Maximum number of bytes needed to encode a

single char.\r\n *\r\n * Code points in `0..0x7F` are encoded in a single byte.\r\n * Code points in `0x80..0x7FF` are

encoded in two bytes.\r\n * Code points in `0x800..0xD7FF` or in `0xE000..0xFFFF` are encoded in three bytes.\r\n

* Surrogate code points in `0xD800..0xDFFF` are not Unicode scalar values, therefore aren't encoded.\r\n * Code

points in `0x10000..0x10FFFF` are represented by a pair of surrogate `Char`s and are encoded in four bytes.\r\n

*/\r\nprivate const val MAX_BYTES_PER_CHAR = 3\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The byte sequence a malformed UTF-16

char sequence is replaced by.\r\n */\r\nprivate val REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE: ByteArray =

byteArrayOf(0xEF.toByte(), 0xBF.toByte(), 0xBD.toByte())\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Encodes the [string] using UTF-8 and

returns the resulting [ByteArray].\r\n *\r\n * @param string the string to encode.\r\n * @param startIndex the start

offset (inclusive) of the substring to encode.\r\n * @param endIndex the end offset (exclusive) of the substring to

encode.\r\n * @param throwOnMalformed whether to throw on malformed char sequence or replace by the

[REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE].\r\n *\r\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the char sequence is

malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n */\r\ninternal fun encodeUtf8(string: String, startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): ByteArray {\r\n    require(startIndex >= 0 && endIndex <=

string.length && startIndex <= endIndex)\r\n\r\n    val bytes = ByteArray((endIndex - startIndex) *

MAX_BYTES_PER_CHAR)\r\n    var byteIndex = 0\r\n    var charIndex = startIndex\r\n\r\n    while (charIndex <

endIndex) {\r\n        val code = string[charIndex++].toInt()\r\n        when {\r\n            code < 0x80 ->\r\n

bytes[byteIndex++] = code.toByte()\r\n            code < 0x800 -> {\r\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code shr 6) or

0xC0).toByte()\r\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n            }\r\n            code <

0xD800 || code >= 0xE000 -> {\r\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code shr 12) or 0xE0).toByte()\r\n

bytes[byteIndex++] = (((code shr 6) and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code and

0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n            }\r\n            else -> { // Surrogate char value\r\n                val codePoint =

codePointFromSurrogate(string, code, charIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\r\n                if (codePoint <= 0)

{\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] = REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[0]\r\n

bytes[byteIndex++] = REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[1]\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] =

REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[2]\r\n                } else {\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] = ((codePoint

shr 18) or 0xF0).toByte()\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] = (((codePoint shr 12) and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n

                 bytes[byteIndex++] = (((codePoint shr 6) and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n                    bytes[byteIndex++]

= ((codePoint and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\r\n                    charIndex++\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return if (bytes.size == byteIndex) bytes else bytes.copyOf(byteIndex)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The character

a malformed UTF-8 byte sequence is replaced by.\r\n */\r\nprivate const val REPLACEMENT_CHAR =

'\\uFFFD'\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Decodes the UTF-8 [bytes] array and returns the resulting [String].\r\n *\r\n * @param

bytes the byte array to decode.\r\n * @param startIndex the start offset (inclusive) of the array to be decoded.\r\n *

@param endIndex the end offset (exclusive) of the array to be encoded.\r\n * @param throwOnMalformed whether

to throw on malformed byte sequence or replace by the [REPLACEMENT_CHAR].\r\n *\r\n * @throws

CharacterCodingException if the array is malformed UTF-8 byte sequence and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\r\n

*/\r\ninternal fun decodeUtf8(bytes: ByteArray, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): String

{\r\n    require(startIndex >= 0 && endIndex <= bytes.size && startIndex <= endIndex)\r\n\r\n    var byteIndex =

startIndex\r\n    val stringBuilder = StringBuilder()\r\n\r\n    while (byteIndex < endIndex) {\r\n        val byte =

bytes[byteIndex++].toInt()\r\n        when {\r\n            byte >= 0 ->\r\n

stringBuilder.append(byte.toChar())\r\n            byte shr 5 == -2 -> {\r\n                val code = codePointFrom2(bytes,
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byte, byteIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\r\n                if (code <= 0) {\r\n

stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\r\n                    byteIndex += -code\r\n                } else {\r\n

      stringBuilder.append(code.toChar())\r\n                    byteIndex += 1\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            byte

shr 4 == -2 -> {\r\n                val code = codePointFrom3(bytes, byte, byteIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\r\n

             if (code <= 0) {\r\n                    stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\r\n                    byteIndex

+= -code\r\n                } else {\r\n                    stringBuilder.append(code.toChar())\r\n                    byteIndex +=

2\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            byte shr 3 == -2 -> {\r\n                val code = codePointFrom4(bytes, byte,

byteIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\r\n                if (code <= 0) {\r\n

stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\r\n                    byteIndex += -code\r\n                } else {\r\n

      val high = (code - 0x10000) shr 10 or 0xD800\r\n                    val low = (code and 0x3FF) or 0xDC00\r\n

      stringBuilder.append(high.toChar())\r\n                    stringBuilder.append(low.toChar())\r\n

byteIndex += 3\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            else -> {\r\n                malformed(0, byteIndex,

throwOnMalformed)\r\n                stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    return stringBuilder.toString()\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.time\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic actual enum class DurationUnit(internal

val scale: Double) {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one nanosecond, which is 1/1000 of a microsecond.\r\n

  */\r\n    NANOSECONDS(1e0),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one microsecond, which is 1/1000 of a

millisecond.\r\n     */\r\n    MICROSECONDS(1e3),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one millisecond, which

is 1/1000 of a second.\r\n     */\r\n    MILLISECONDS(1e6),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one second.\r\n

   */\r\n    SECONDS(1e9),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one minute.\r\n     */\r\n    MINUTES(60e9),\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one hour.\r\n     */\r\n    HOURS(3600e9),\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit

representing one day, which is always equal to 24 hours.\r\n     */\r\n

DAYS(86400e9);\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal actual fun

convertDurationUnit(value: Double, sourceUnit: DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit): Double {\r\n    val

sourceCompareTarget = sourceUnit.scale.compareTo(targetUnit.scale)\r\n    return when {\r\n

sourceCompareTarget > 0 -> value * (sourceUnit.scale / targetUnit.scale)\r\n        sourceCompareTarget < 0 ->

value / (targetUnit.scale / sourceUnit.scale)\r\n        else -> value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.js.json\r\nimport kotlin.math.*\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun formatToExactDecimals(value: Double, decimals:

Int): String {\r\n    val rounded = if (decimals == 0) {\r\n        value\r\n    } else {\r\n        val pow =

10.0.pow(decimals)\r\n        @Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\", \"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\r\n

kotlin.js.Math.round(abs(value) * pow) / pow * sign(value)\r\n    }\r\n    return

rounded.asDynamic().toFixed(decimals).unsafeCast<String>()\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun

formatUpToDecimals(value: Double, decimals: Int): String {\r\n    return value.asDynamic().toLocaleString(\"en-

us\", json(\"maximumFractionDigits\" to decimals)).unsafeCast<String>()\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal actual fun

formatScientific(value: Double): String {\r\n    return

value.asDynamic().toExponential(2).unsafeCast<String>()\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.GlobalPerformance\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.Performance\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic actual object

MonoClock : Clock {\r\n\r\n    private val actualClock: Clock = run {\r\n        val isNode: Boolean = js(\"typeof

process !== 'undefined' && process.versions && !!process.versions.node\")\r\n\r\n        if (isNode)\r\n

HrTimeClock(js(\"process\").unsafeCast<Process>())\r\n        else\r\n

js(\"self\").unsafeCast<GlobalPerformance?>()?.performance?.let(::PerformanceClock)\r\n                ?:
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DateNowClock\r\n\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun markNow(): ClockMark =

actualClock.markNow()\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal external interface Process {\r\n    fun hrtime(time: Array<Double> =

definedExternally): Array<Double>\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal class

HrTimeClock(val process: Process) : Clock {\r\n\r\n    override fun markNow(): ClockMark = object : ClockMark()

{\r\n        val startedAt = process.hrtime()\r\n        override fun elapsedNow(): Duration =\r\n

process.hrtime(startedAt).let { (seconds, nanos) -> seconds.seconds + nanos.nanoseconds }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override

fun toString(): String =

\"Clock(process.hrtime())\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal class

PerformanceClock(val performance: Performance) : AbstractDoubleClock(unit = DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)

{\r\n    override fun read(): Double = performance.now()\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

\"Clock(self.performance.now())\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal object

DateNowClock : AbstractDoubleClock(unit = DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS) {\r\n    override fun read(): Double

= kotlin.js.Date.now()\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"Clock(Date.now())\"\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS

AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.khronos.webgl\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\npublic external interface WebGLContextAttributes {\r\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n

   get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var depth: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var stencil: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var antialias: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var premultipliedAlpha: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var preserveDrawingBuffer: Boolean? /* =

false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

WebGLContextAttributes(alpha: Boolean? = true, depth: Boolean? = true, stencil: Boolean? = false, antialias:

Boolean? = true, premultipliedAlpha: Boolean? = true, preserveDrawingBuffer: Boolean? = false,

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance: Boolean? = false, failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat: Boolean? = false):

WebGLContextAttributes {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\r\n    o[\"depth\"] = depth\r\n

o[\"stencil\"] = stencil\r\n    o[\"antialias\"] = antialias\r\n    o[\"premultipliedAlpha\"] = premultipliedAlpha\r\n

o[\"preserveDrawingBuffer\"] = preserveDrawingBuffer\r\n    o[\"preferLowPowerToHighPerformance\"] =

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance\r\n    o[\"failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat\"] =

failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLObject

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLBuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLBuffer) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class WebGLBuffer : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLFramebuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLFramebuffer) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLFramebuffer : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WebGLProgram](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLProgram) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLProgram : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLRenderbuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLRenderbuffer) to Kotlin\r\n
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*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLRenderbuffer : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WebGLShader](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLShader) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLShader : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLTexture](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLTexture) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class WebGLTexture : WebGLObject {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLUniformLocation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLUniformLocation) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLUniformLocation {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLActiveInfo](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLActiveInfo) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class WebGLActiveInfo {\r\n    open val size: Int\r\n    open val type: Int\r\n    open val name:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat {\r\n    open val rangeMin: Int\r\n

open val rangeMax: Int\r\n    open val precision: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

WebGLRenderingContextBase {\r\n    val canvas: HTMLCanvasElement\r\n    val drawingBufferWidth: Int\r\n

val drawingBufferHeight: Int\r\n    fun getContextAttributes(): WebGLContextAttributes?\r\n    fun isContextLost():

Boolean\r\n    fun getSupportedExtensions(): Array<String>?\r\n    fun getExtension(name: String): dynamic\r\n

fun activeTexture(texture: Int): Unit\r\n    fun attachShader(program: WebGLProgram?, shader: WebGLShader?):

Unit\r\n    fun bindAttribLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int, name: String): Unit\r\n    fun

bindBuffer(target: Int, buffer: WebGLBuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun bindFramebuffer(target: Int, framebuffer:

WebGLFramebuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun bindRenderbuffer(target: Int, renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Unit\r\n

fun bindTexture(target: Int, texture: WebGLTexture?): Unit\r\n    fun blendColor(red: Float, green: Float, blue:

Float, alpha: Float): Unit\r\n    fun blendEquation(mode: Int): Unit\r\n    fun blendEquationSeparate(modeRGB: Int,

modeAlpha: Int): Unit\r\n    fun blendFunc(sfactor: Int, dfactor: Int): Unit\r\n    fun blendFuncSeparate(srcRGB: Int,

dstRGB: Int, srcAlpha: Int, dstAlpha: Int): Unit\r\n    fun bufferData(target: Int, size: Int, usage: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

bufferData(target: Int, data: BufferDataSource?, usage: Int): Unit\r\n    fun bufferSubData(target: Int, offset: Int,

data: BufferDataSource?): Unit\r\n    fun checkFramebufferStatus(target: Int): Int\r\n    fun clear(mask: Int): Unit\r\n

 fun clearColor(red: Float, green: Float, blue: Float, alpha: Float): Unit\r\n    fun clearDepth(depth: Float): Unit\r\n

fun clearStencil(s: Int): Unit\r\n    fun colorMask(red: Boolean, green: Boolean, blue: Boolean, alpha: Boolean):

Unit\r\n    fun compileShader(shader: WebGLShader?): Unit\r\n    fun compressedTexImage2D(target: Int, level:

Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int, border: Int, data: ArrayBufferView): Unit\r\n    fun

compressedTexSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, data:

ArrayBufferView): Unit\r\n    fun copyTexImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, x: Int, y: Int, width:

Int, height: Int, border: Int): Unit\r\n    fun copyTexSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, x:

Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int): Unit\r\n    fun createBuffer(): WebGLBuffer?\r\n    fun createFramebuffer():

WebGLFramebuffer?\r\n    fun createProgram(): WebGLProgram?\r\n    fun createRenderbuffer():

WebGLRenderbuffer?\r\n    fun createShader(type: Int): WebGLShader?\r\n    fun createTexture():

WebGLTexture?\r\n    fun cullFace(mode: Int): Unit\r\n    fun deleteBuffer(buffer: WebGLBuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun

deleteFramebuffer(framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun deleteProgram(program: WebGLProgram?):

Unit\r\n    fun deleteRenderbuffer(renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Unit\r\n    fun deleteShader(shader:

WebGLShader?): Unit\r\n    fun deleteTexture(texture: WebGLTexture?): Unit\r\n    fun depthFunc(func: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun depthMask(flag: Boolean): Unit\r\n    fun depthRange(zNear: Float, zFar: Float): Unit\r\n    fun

detachShader(program: WebGLProgram?, shader: WebGLShader?): Unit\r\n    fun disable(cap: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

disableVertexAttribArray(index: Int): Unit\r\n    fun drawArrays(mode: Int, first: Int, count: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

drawElements(mode: Int, count: Int, type: Int, offset: Int): Unit\r\n    fun enable(cap: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

enableVertexAttribArray(index: Int): Unit\r\n    fun finish(): Unit\r\n    fun flush(): Unit\r\n    fun

framebufferRenderbuffer(target: Int, attachment: Int, renderbuffertarget: Int, renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?):

Unit\r\n    fun framebufferTexture2D(target: Int, attachment: Int, textarget: Int, texture: WebGLTexture?, level: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun frontFace(mode: Int): Unit\r\n    fun generateMipmap(target: Int): Unit\r\n    fun
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getActiveAttrib(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int): WebGLActiveInfo?\r\n    fun getActiveUniform(program:

WebGLProgram?, index: Int): WebGLActiveInfo?\r\n    fun getAttachedShaders(program: WebGLProgram?):

Array<WebGLShader>?\r\n    fun getAttribLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, name: String): Int\r\n    fun

getBufferParameter(target: Int, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getParameter(pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getError():

Int\r\n    fun getFramebufferAttachmentParameter(target: Int, attachment: Int, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun

getProgramParameter(program: WebGLProgram?, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getProgramInfoLog(program:

WebGLProgram?): String?\r\n    fun getRenderbufferParameter(target: Int, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun

getShaderParameter(shader: WebGLShader?, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getShaderPrecisionFormat(shadertype:

Int, precisiontype: Int): WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat?\r\n    fun getShaderInfoLog(shader: WebGLShader?):

String?\r\n    fun getShaderSource(shader: WebGLShader?): String?\r\n    fun getTexParameter(target: Int, pname:

Int): Any?\r\n    fun getUniform(program: WebGLProgram?, location: WebGLUniformLocation?): Any?\r\n    fun

getUniformLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, name: String): WebGLUniformLocation?\r\n    fun

getVertexAttrib(index: Int, pname: Int): Any?\r\n    fun getVertexAttribOffset(index: Int, pname: Int): Int\r\n    fun

hint(target: Int, mode: Int): Unit\r\n    fun isBuffer(buffer: WebGLBuffer?): Boolean\r\n    fun isEnabled(cap: Int):

Boolean\r\n    fun isFramebuffer(framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer?): Boolean\r\n    fun isProgram(program:

WebGLProgram?): Boolean\r\n    fun isRenderbuffer(renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Boolean\r\n    fun

isShader(shader: WebGLShader?): Boolean\r\n    fun isTexture(texture: WebGLTexture?): Boolean\r\n    fun

lineWidth(width: Float): Unit\r\n    fun linkProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Unit\r\n    fun pixelStorei(pname:

Int, param: Int): Unit\r\n    fun polygonOffset(factor: Float, units: Float): Unit\r\n    fun readPixels(x: Int, y: Int,

width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels: ArrayBufferView?): Unit\r\n    fun renderbufferStorage(target:

Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int): Unit\r\n    fun sampleCoverage(value: Float, invert: Boolean):

Unit\r\n    fun scissor(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int): Unit\r\n    fun shaderSource(shader: WebGLShader?,

source: String): Unit\r\n    fun stencilFunc(func: Int, ref: Int, mask: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilFuncSeparate(face: Int,

func: Int, ref: Int, mask: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilMask(mask: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilMaskSeparate(face: Int,

mask: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilOp(fail: Int, zfail: Int, zpass: Int): Unit\r\n    fun stencilOpSeparate(face: Int, fail:

Int, zfail: Int, zpass: Int): Unit\r\n    fun texImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int,

border: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels: ArrayBufferView?): Unit\r\n    fun texImage2D(target: Int, level: Int,

internalformat: Int, format: Int, type: Int, source: TexImageSource?): Unit\r\n    fun texParameterf(target: Int,

pname: Int, param: Float): Unit\r\n    fun texParameteri(target: Int, pname: Int, param: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

texSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels:

ArrayBufferView?): Unit\r\n    fun texSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, format: Int, type:

Int, source: TexImageSource?): Unit\r\n    fun uniform1f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float): Unit\r\n

fun uniform1fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform1fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform1i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun uniform1iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform1iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float,

y: Float): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun

uniform2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2i(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Int32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform2iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\r\n    fun

uniform3f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float): Unit\r\n    fun uniform3fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform3i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int, z: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

uniform3iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform3iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float,

y: Float, z: Float, w: Float): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array):

Unit\r\n    fun uniform4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4i(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int, z: Int, w: Int): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4iv(location:
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WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniform4iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Array<Int>): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\r\n    fun uniformMatrix4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\r\n    fun useProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Unit\r\n    fun validateProgram(program:

WebGLProgram?): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib1f(index: Int, x: Float): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib1fv(index: Int,

values: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib2f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib2fv(index:

Int, values: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib3f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float): Unit\r\n    fun

vertexAttrib3fv(index: Int, values: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib4f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float, w:

Float): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttrib4fv(index: Int, values: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun vertexAttribPointer(index: Int,

size: Int, type: Int, normalized: Boolean, stride: Int, offset: Int): Unit\r\n    fun viewport(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int,

height: Int): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val COLOR_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val POINTS: Int\r\n        val LINES:

Int\r\n        val LINE_LOOP: Int\r\n        val LINE_STRIP: Int\r\n        val TRIANGLES: Int\r\n        val

TRIANGLE_STRIP: Int\r\n        val TRIANGLE_FAN: Int\r\n        val ZERO: Int\r\n        val ONE: Int\r\n        val

SRC_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR: Int\r\n        val SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val

ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n

  val DST_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR: Int\r\n        val SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE:

Int\r\n        val FUNC_ADD: Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION: Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_RGB:

Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val FUNC_SUBTRACT: Int\r\n        val

FUNC_REVERSE_SUBTRACT: Int\r\n        val BLEND_DST_RGB: Int\r\n        val BLEND_SRC_RGB: Int\r\n

   val BLEND_DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val BLEND_SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\r\n

      val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\r\n        val CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val

ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val BLEND_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\r\n

     val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\r\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val STREAM_DRAW: Int\r\n        val STATIC_DRAW:

Int\r\n        val DYNAMIC_DRAW: Int\r\n        val BUFFER_SIZE: Int\r\n        val BUFFER_USAGE: Int\r\n

val CURRENT_VERTEX_ATTRIB: Int\r\n        val FRONT: Int\r\n        val BACK: Int\r\n        val

FRONT_AND_BACK: Int\r\n        val CULL_FACE: Int\r\n        val BLEND: Int\r\n        val DITHER: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_TEST: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_TEST: Int\r\n        val SCISSOR_TEST: Int\r\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL: Int\r\n        val SAMPLE_ALPHA_TO_COVERAGE: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE: Int\r\n        val NO_ERROR: Int\r\n        val INVALID_ENUM: Int\r\n        val

INVALID_VALUE: Int\r\n        val INVALID_OPERATION: Int\r\n        val OUT_OF_MEMORY: Int\r\n        val

CW: Int\r\n        val CCW: Int\r\n        val LINE_WIDTH: Int\r\n        val ALIASED_POINT_SIZE_RANGE:

Int\r\n        val ALIASED_LINE_WIDTH_RANGE: Int\r\n        val CULL_FACE_MODE: Int\r\n        val

FRONT_FACE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_RANGE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val

DEPTH_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_FUNC: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_FUNC: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_FAIL: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_REF: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_VALUE_MASK:

Int\r\n        val STENCIL_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FUNC: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_FAIL: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_REF: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_VALUE_MASK: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val

VIEWPORT: Int\r\n        val SCISSOR_BOX: Int\r\n        val COLOR_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n        val

COLOR_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\r\n        val PACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\r\n
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  val MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val MAX_VIEWPORT_DIMS: Int\r\n        val SUBPIXEL_BITS: Int\r\n

     val RED_BITS: Int\r\n        val GREEN_BITS: Int\r\n        val BLUE_BITS: Int\r\n        val ALPHA_BITS:

Int\r\n        val DEPTH_BITS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BITS: Int\r\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_UNITS:

Int\r\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FACTOR: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_2D: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_BUFFERS: Int\r\n        val SAMPLES: Int\r\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE_VALUE: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE_INVERT: Int\r\n        val COMPRESSED_TEXTURE_FORMATS: Int\r\n        val

DONT_CARE: Int\r\n        val FASTEST: Int\r\n        val NICEST: Int\r\n        val GENERATE_MIPMAP_HINT:

Int\r\n        val BYTE: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_BYTE: Int\r\n        val SHORT: Int\r\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT: Int\r\n        val INT: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_INT: Int\r\n        val FLOAT: Int\r\n

val DEPTH_COMPONENT: Int\r\n        val ALPHA: Int\r\n        val RGB: Int\r\n        val RGBA: Int\r\n        val

LUMINANCE: Int\r\n        val LUMINANCE_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_4_4_4_4: Int\r\n

val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_5_5_1: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_6_5: Int\r\n        val

FRAGMENT_SHADER: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_SHADER: Int\r\n        val MAX_VERTEX_ATTRIBS: Int\r\n

   val MAX_VERTEX_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\r\n        val MAX_VARYING_VECTORS: Int\r\n        val

MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\r\n        val MAX_VERTEX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS:

Int\r\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\r\n        val MAX_FRAGMENT_UNIFORM_VECTORS:

Int\r\n        val SHADER_TYPE: Int\r\n        val DELETE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val LINK_STATUS: Int\r\n

val VALIDATE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val ATTACHED_SHADERS: Int\r\n        val ACTIVE_UNIFORMS: Int\r\n

      val ACTIVE_ATTRIBUTES: Int\r\n        val SHADING_LANGUAGE_VERSION: Int\r\n        val

CURRENT_PROGRAM: Int\r\n        val NEVER: Int\r\n        val LESS: Int\r\n        val EQUAL: Int\r\n        val

LEQUAL: Int\r\n        val GREATER: Int\r\n        val NOTEQUAL: Int\r\n        val GEQUAL: Int\r\n        val

ALWAYS: Int\r\n        val KEEP: Int\r\n        val REPLACE: Int\r\n        val INCR: Int\r\n        val DECR: Int\r\n

 val INVERT: Int\r\n        val INCR_WRAP: Int\r\n        val DECR_WRAP: Int\r\n        val VENDOR: Int\r\n

val RENDERER: Int\r\n        val VERSION: Int\r\n        val NEAREST: Int\r\n        val LINEAR: Int\r\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\r\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\r\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\r\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_S:

Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_T: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_2D: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_CUBE_MAP: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_X: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_X: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Y: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Y: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Z: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Z: Int\r\n        val

MAX_CUBE_MAP_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE0: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE1: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE2: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE3: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE4: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE5: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE6: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE7: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE8: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE9: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE10: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE11: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE12: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE13: Int\r\n

val TEXTURE14: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE15: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE16: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE17: Int\r\n

    val TEXTURE18: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE19: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE20: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE21:

Int\r\n        val TEXTURE22: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE23: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE24: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE25: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE26: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE27: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE28: Int\r\n

val TEXTURE29: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE30: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE31: Int\r\n        val ACTIVE_TEXTURE:

Int\r\n        val REPEAT: Int\r\n        val CLAMP_TO_EDGE: Int\r\n        val MIRRORED_REPEAT: Int\r\n

val FLOAT_VEC2: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_VEC3: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_VEC4: Int\r\n        val INT_VEC2:

Int\r\n        val INT_VEC3: Int\r\n        val INT_VEC4: Int\r\n        val BOOL: Int\r\n        val BOOL_VEC2: Int\r\n

    val BOOL_VEC3: Int\r\n        val BOOL_VEC4: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT2: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT3:

Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT4: Int\r\n        val SAMPLER_2D: Int\r\n        val SAMPLER_CUBE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_ENABLED: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_STRIDE: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_TYPE: Int\r\n        val
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VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_NORMALIZED: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_POINTER: Int\r\n

 val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_TYPE: Int\r\n        val IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_FORMAT:

Int\r\n        val COMPILE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val LOW_FLOAT: Int\r\n        val MEDIUM_FLOAT: Int\r\n

val HIGH_FLOAT: Int\r\n        val LOW_INT: Int\r\n        val MEDIUM_INT: Int\r\n        val HIGH_INT: Int\r\n

  val FRAMEBUFFER: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER: Int\r\n        val RGBA4: Int\r\n        val RGB5_A1:

Int\r\n        val RGB565: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT16: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_INDEX: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_INDEX8: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_STENCIL: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_WIDTH: Int\r\n

val RENDERBUFFER_HEIGHT: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_INTERNAL_FORMAT: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_RED_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_GREEN_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_BLUE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_ALPHA_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_DEPTH_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_STENCIL_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_NAME: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_LEVEL: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_FACE: Int\r\n        val COLOR_ATTACHMENT0:

Int\r\n        val DEPTH_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

DEPTH_STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val NONE: Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE:

Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS: Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED: Int\r\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

MAX_RENDERBUFFER_SIZE: Int\r\n        val INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION: Int\r\n        val

UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_PREMULTIPLY_ALPHA_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val

CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_COLORSPACE_CONVERSION_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val

BROWSER_DEFAULT_WEBGL: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLRenderingContext](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLRenderingContext) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class WebGLRenderingContext : WebGLRenderingContextBase,

RenderingContext {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val COLOR_BUFFER_BIT: Int\r\n        val POINTS: Int\r\n        val LINES:

Int\r\n        val LINE_LOOP: Int\r\n        val LINE_STRIP: Int\r\n        val TRIANGLES: Int\r\n        val

TRIANGLE_STRIP: Int\r\n        val TRIANGLE_FAN: Int\r\n        val ZERO: Int\r\n        val ONE: Int\r\n        val

SRC_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR: Int\r\n        val SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val

ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n

  val DST_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR: Int\r\n        val SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE:

Int\r\n        val FUNC_ADD: Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION: Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_RGB:

Int\r\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val FUNC_SUBTRACT: Int\r\n        val

FUNC_REVERSE_SUBTRACT: Int\r\n        val BLEND_DST_RGB: Int\r\n        val BLEND_SRC_RGB: Int\r\n

   val BLEND_DST_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val BLEND_SRC_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\r\n

      val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\r\n        val CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val

ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val BLEND_COLOR: Int\r\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\r\n

     val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\r\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val STREAM_DRAW: Int\r\n        val STATIC_DRAW:

Int\r\n        val DYNAMIC_DRAW: Int\r\n        val BUFFER_SIZE: Int\r\n        val BUFFER_USAGE: Int\r\n

val CURRENT_VERTEX_ATTRIB: Int\r\n        val FRONT: Int\r\n        val BACK: Int\r\n        val

FRONT_AND_BACK: Int\r\n        val CULL_FACE: Int\r\n        val BLEND: Int\r\n        val DITHER: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_TEST: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_TEST: Int\r\n        val SCISSOR_TEST: Int\r\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL: Int\r\n        val SAMPLE_ALPHA_TO_COVERAGE: Int\r\n        val
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SAMPLE_COVERAGE: Int\r\n        val NO_ERROR: Int\r\n        val INVALID_ENUM: Int\r\n        val

INVALID_VALUE: Int\r\n        val INVALID_OPERATION: Int\r\n        val OUT_OF_MEMORY: Int\r\n        val

CW: Int\r\n        val CCW: Int\r\n        val LINE_WIDTH: Int\r\n        val ALIASED_POINT_SIZE_RANGE:

Int\r\n        val ALIASED_LINE_WIDTH_RANGE: Int\r\n        val CULL_FACE_MODE: Int\r\n        val

FRONT_FACE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_RANGE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val

DEPTH_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_FUNC: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_FUNC: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_FAIL: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_REF: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_VALUE_MASK:

Int\r\n        val STENCIL_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FUNC: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_FAIL: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_REF: Int\r\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_VALUE_MASK: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BACK_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val

VIEWPORT: Int\r\n        val SCISSOR_BOX: Int\r\n        val COLOR_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\r\n        val

COLOR_WRITEMASK: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\r\n        val PACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\r\n

  val MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val MAX_VIEWPORT_DIMS: Int\r\n        val SUBPIXEL_BITS: Int\r\n

     val RED_BITS: Int\r\n        val GREEN_BITS: Int\r\n        val BLUE_BITS: Int\r\n        val ALPHA_BITS:

Int\r\n        val DEPTH_BITS: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_BITS: Int\r\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_UNITS:

Int\r\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FACTOR: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_2D: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_BUFFERS: Int\r\n        val SAMPLES: Int\r\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE_VALUE: Int\r\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE_INVERT: Int\r\n        val COMPRESSED_TEXTURE_FORMATS: Int\r\n        val

DONT_CARE: Int\r\n        val FASTEST: Int\r\n        val NICEST: Int\r\n        val GENERATE_MIPMAP_HINT:

Int\r\n        val BYTE: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_BYTE: Int\r\n        val SHORT: Int\r\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT: Int\r\n        val INT: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_INT: Int\r\n        val FLOAT: Int\r\n

val DEPTH_COMPONENT: Int\r\n        val ALPHA: Int\r\n        val RGB: Int\r\n        val RGBA: Int\r\n        val

LUMINANCE: Int\r\n        val LUMINANCE_ALPHA: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_4_4_4_4: Int\r\n

val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_5_5_1: Int\r\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_6_5: Int\r\n        val

FRAGMENT_SHADER: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_SHADER: Int\r\n        val MAX_VERTEX_ATTRIBS: Int\r\n

   val MAX_VERTEX_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\r\n        val MAX_VARYING_VECTORS: Int\r\n        val

MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\r\n        val MAX_VERTEX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS:

Int\r\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\r\n        val MAX_FRAGMENT_UNIFORM_VECTORS:

Int\r\n        val SHADER_TYPE: Int\r\n        val DELETE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val LINK_STATUS: Int\r\n

val VALIDATE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val ATTACHED_SHADERS: Int\r\n        val ACTIVE_UNIFORMS: Int\r\n

      val ACTIVE_ATTRIBUTES: Int\r\n        val SHADING_LANGUAGE_VERSION: Int\r\n        val

CURRENT_PROGRAM: Int\r\n        val NEVER: Int\r\n        val LESS: Int\r\n        val EQUAL: Int\r\n        val

LEQUAL: Int\r\n        val GREATER: Int\r\n        val NOTEQUAL: Int\r\n        val GEQUAL: Int\r\n        val

ALWAYS: Int\r\n        val KEEP: Int\r\n        val REPLACE: Int\r\n        val INCR: Int\r\n        val DECR: Int\r\n

 val INVERT: Int\r\n        val INCR_WRAP: Int\r\n        val DECR_WRAP: Int\r\n        val VENDOR: Int\r\n

val RENDERER: Int\r\n        val VERSION: Int\r\n        val NEAREST: Int\r\n        val LINEAR: Int\r\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\r\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\r\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\r\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_S:

Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_T: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_2D: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_CUBE_MAP: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_X: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_X: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Y: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Y: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Z: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Z: Int\r\n        val

MAX_CUBE_MAP_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE0: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE1: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE2: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE3: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE4: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE5: Int\r\n        val
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TEXTURE6: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE7: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE8: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE9: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE10: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE11: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE12: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE13: Int\r\n

val TEXTURE14: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE15: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE16: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE17: Int\r\n

    val TEXTURE18: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE19: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE20: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE21:

Int\r\n        val TEXTURE22: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE23: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE24: Int\r\n        val

TEXTURE25: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE26: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE27: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE28: Int\r\n

val TEXTURE29: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE30: Int\r\n        val TEXTURE31: Int\r\n        val ACTIVE_TEXTURE:

Int\r\n        val REPEAT: Int\r\n        val CLAMP_TO_EDGE: Int\r\n        val MIRRORED_REPEAT: Int\r\n

val FLOAT_VEC2: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_VEC3: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_VEC4: Int\r\n        val INT_VEC2:

Int\r\n        val INT_VEC3: Int\r\n        val INT_VEC4: Int\r\n        val BOOL: Int\r\n        val BOOL_VEC2: Int\r\n

    val BOOL_VEC3: Int\r\n        val BOOL_VEC4: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT2: Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT3:

Int\r\n        val FLOAT_MAT4: Int\r\n        val SAMPLER_2D: Int\r\n        val SAMPLER_CUBE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_ENABLED: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_STRIDE: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_NORMALIZED: Int\r\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_POINTER: Int\r\n

 val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_TYPE: Int\r\n        val IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_FORMAT:

Int\r\n        val COMPILE_STATUS: Int\r\n        val LOW_FLOAT: Int\r\n        val MEDIUM_FLOAT: Int\r\n

val HIGH_FLOAT: Int\r\n        val LOW_INT: Int\r\n        val MEDIUM_INT: Int\r\n        val HIGH_INT: Int\r\n

  val FRAMEBUFFER: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER: Int\r\n        val RGBA4: Int\r\n        val RGB5_A1:

Int\r\n        val RGB565: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT16: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_INDEX: Int\r\n

val STENCIL_INDEX8: Int\r\n        val DEPTH_STENCIL: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_WIDTH: Int\r\n

val RENDERBUFFER_HEIGHT: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_INTERNAL_FORMAT: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_RED_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_GREEN_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_BLUE_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_ALPHA_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_DEPTH_SIZE: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_STENCIL_SIZE: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_NAME: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_LEVEL: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_FACE: Int\r\n        val COLOR_ATTACHMENT0:

Int\r\n        val DEPTH_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

DEPTH_STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val NONE: Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE:

Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT: Int\r\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS: Int\r\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED: Int\r\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BINDING: Int\r\n        val

MAX_RENDERBUFFER_SIZE: Int\r\n        val INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION: Int\r\n        val

UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_PREMULTIPLY_ALPHA_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val

CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val UNPACK_COLORSPACE_CONVERSION_WEBGL: Int\r\n        val

BROWSER_DEFAULT_WEBGL: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLContextEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLContextEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class WebGLContextEvent(type: String, eventInit: WebGLContextEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val statusMessage: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

WebGLContextEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var statusMessage: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

WebGLContextEventInit(statusMessage: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): WebGLContextEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"statusMessage\"] =

statusMessage\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =
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composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ArrayBuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ArrayBuffer) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class ArrayBuffer(length: Int) : BufferDataSource {\r\n    open val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun slice(begin: Int, end: Int

= definedExternally): ArrayBuffer\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        fun isView(value: Any?): Boolean\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ArrayBufferView](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ArrayBufferView) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface ArrayBufferView : BufferDataSource {\r\n    val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    val byteOffset: Int\r\n

val byteLength: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int8Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int8Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Int8Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Int8Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val

byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Int8Array, offset: Int = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Int8Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Int8Array.get(index: Int): Byte =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Int8Array.set(index: Int, value: Byte): Unit {

asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint8Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint8Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Uint8Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Uint8Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val

byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Uint8Array, offset: Int = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Uint8Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint8Array.get(index: Int): Byte =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint8Array.set(index: Int, value: Byte): Unit

{ asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint8ClampedArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint8ClampedArray) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class Uint8ClampedArray : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n

constructor(array: Uint8ClampedArray)\r\n    constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\r\n    constructor(buffer:

ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n

override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun

set(array: Uint8ClampedArray, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint8ClampedArray\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

      val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Uint8ClampedArray.get(index: Int): Byte = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Uint8ClampedArray.set(index: Int, value: Byte): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Int16Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int16Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class Int16Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array:

Int16Array)\r\n    constructor(array: Array<Short>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer:

ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Int16Array,

offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Short>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int16Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT:

Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Int16Array.get(index: Int): Short =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Int16Array.set(index: Int, value: Short): Unit

{ asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[Uint16Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint16Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Uint16Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Uint16Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Short>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val

byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Uint16Array, offset: Int = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Short>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Uint16Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint16Array.get(index: Int): Short =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint16Array.set(index: Int, value: Short):

Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int32Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Int32Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Int32Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Int>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int

= definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Int32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

set(array: Array<Int>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int32Array\r\n\r\n

  companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun Int32Array.get(index: Int): Int = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Int32Array.set(index: Int, value: Int): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint32Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Uint32Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array: Uint32Array)\r\n

constructor(array: Array<Int>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int

= definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Uint32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

fun set(array: Array<Int>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Uint32Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint32Array.get(index: Int): Int =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint32Array.set(index: Int, value: Int): Unit

{ asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Float32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Float32Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Float32Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array:

Float32Array)\r\n    constructor(array: Array<Float>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer:

ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Float32Array,

offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Float>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Float32Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT:

Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float32Array.get(index: Int): Float =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float32Array.set(index: Int, value: Float):

Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Float64Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Float64Array) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Float64Array : ArrayBufferView {\r\n    constructor(length: Int)\r\n    constructor(array:

Float64Array)\r\n    constructor(array: Array<Double>)\r\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    override val buffer:

ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val byteLength: Int\r\n    fun set(array: Float64Array,

offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun set(array: Array<Double>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Float64Array\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT:

Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float64Array.get(index: Int): Double =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float64Array.set(index: Int, value: Double):
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Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataView](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataView) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

DataView(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, byteLength: Int = definedExternally) :

ArrayBufferView {\r\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\r\n    override val byteOffset: Int\r\n    override val

byteLength: Int\r\n    fun getInt8(byteOffset: Int): Byte\r\n    fun getUint8(byteOffset: Int): Byte\r\n    fun

getInt16(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Short\r\n    fun getUint16(byteOffset: Int,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Short\r\n    fun getInt32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Int\r\n    fun getUint32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Int\r\n    fun

getFloat32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Float\r\n    fun getFloat64(byteOffset: Int,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Double\r\n    fun setInt8(byteOffset: Int, value: Byte): Unit\r\n    fun

setUint8(byteOffset: Int, value: Byte): Unit\r\n    fun setInt16(byteOffset: Int, value: Short, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setUint16(byteOffset: Int, value: Short, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setInt32(byteOffset: Int, value: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun setUint32(byteOffset: Int, value: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

setFloat32(byteOffset: Int, value: Float, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

setFloat64(byteOffset: Int, value: Double, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external @marker interface BufferDataSource {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface TexImageSource

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.clipboard\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ClipboardEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var clipboardData: DataTransfer? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ClipboardEventInit(clipboardData: DataTransfer? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): ClipboardEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"clipboardData\"] =

clipboardData\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ClipboardEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ClipboardEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class ClipboardEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ClipboardEventInit = definedExternally) : Event

{\r\n    open val clipboardData: DataTransfer?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Clipboard](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Clipboard) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class Clipboard : EventTarget {\r\n    fun read(): Promise<DataTransfer>\r\n    fun readText(): Promise<String>\r\n

fun write(data: DataTransfer): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun writeText(data: String): Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface ClipboardPermissionDescriptor {\r\n    var allowWithoutGesture: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ClipboardPermissionDescriptor(allowWithoutGesture: Boolean? = false): ClipboardPermissionDescriptor

{\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"allowWithoutGesture\"] = allowWithoutGesture\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.css\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport
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org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleDeclaration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleDeclaration) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CSSStyleDeclaration : ItemArrayLike<String> {\r\n    open var cssText:

String\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    open val parentRule: CSSRule?\r\n    open var cssFloat: String\r\n    open

var _dashed_attribute: String\r\n    open var _camel_cased_attribute: String\r\n    open var _webkit_cased_attribute:

String\r\n    open var alignContent: String\r\n    open var alignItems: String\r\n    open var alignSelf: String\r\n

open var animation: String\r\n    open var animationDelay: String\r\n    open var animationDirection: String\r\n

open var animationDuration: String\r\n    open var animationFillMode: String\r\n    open var

animationIterationCount: String\r\n    open var animationName: String\r\n    open var animationPlayState: String\r\n

 open var animationTimingFunction: String\r\n    open var backfaceVisibility: String\r\n    open var background:

String\r\n    open var backgroundAttachment: String\r\n    open var backgroundClip: String\r\n    open var

backgroundColor: String\r\n    open var backgroundImage: String\r\n    open var backgroundOrigin: String\r\n

open var backgroundPosition: String\r\n    open var backgroundRepeat: String\r\n    open var backgroundSize:

String\r\n    open var border: String\r\n    open var borderBottom: String\r\n    open var borderBottomColor:

String\r\n    open var borderBottomLeftRadius: String\r\n    open var borderBottomRightRadius: String\r\n    open

var borderBottomStyle: String\r\n    open var borderBottomWidth: String\r\n    open var borderCollapse: String\r\n

open var borderColor: String\r\n    open var borderImage: String\r\n    open var borderImageOutset: String\r\n

open var borderImageRepeat: String\r\n    open var borderImageSlice: String\r\n    open var borderImageSource:

String\r\n    open var borderImageWidth: String\r\n    open var borderLeft: String\r\n    open var borderLeftColor:

String\r\n    open var borderLeftStyle: String\r\n    open var borderLeftWidth: String\r\n    open var borderRadius:

String\r\n    open var borderRight: String\r\n    open var borderRightColor: String\r\n    open var borderRightStyle:

String\r\n    open var borderRightWidth: String\r\n    open var borderSpacing: String\r\n    open var borderStyle:

String\r\n    open var borderTop: String\r\n    open var borderTopColor: String\r\n    open var borderTopLeftRadius:

String\r\n    open var borderTopRightRadius: String\r\n    open var borderTopStyle: String\r\n    open var

borderTopWidth: String\r\n    open var borderWidth: String\r\n    open var bottom: String\r\n    open var

boxDecorationBreak: String\r\n    open var boxShadow: String\r\n    open var boxSizing: String\r\n    open var

breakAfter: String\r\n    open var breakBefore: String\r\n    open var breakInside: String\r\n    open var captionSide:

String\r\n    open var clear: String\r\n    open var clip: String\r\n    open var color: String\r\n    open var

columnCount: String\r\n    open var columnFill: String\r\n    open var columnGap: String\r\n    open var

columnRule: String\r\n    open var columnRuleColor: String\r\n    open var columnRuleStyle: String\r\n    open var

columnRuleWidth: String\r\n    open var columnSpan: String\r\n    open var columnWidth: String\r\n    open var

columns: String\r\n    open var content: String\r\n    open var counterIncrement: String\r\n    open var counterReset:

String\r\n    open var cursor: String\r\n    open var direction: String\r\n    open var display: String\r\n    open var

emptyCells: String\r\n    open var filter: String\r\n    open var flex: String\r\n    open var flexBasis: String\r\n    open

var flexDirection: String\r\n    open var flexFlow: String\r\n    open var flexGrow: String\r\n    open var flexShrink:

String\r\n    open var flexWrap: String\r\n    open var font: String\r\n    open var fontFamily: String\r\n    open var

fontFeatureSettings: String\r\n    open var fontKerning: String\r\n    open var fontLanguageOverride: String\r\n

open var fontSize: String\r\n    open var fontSizeAdjust: String\r\n    open var fontStretch: String\r\n    open var

fontStyle: String\r\n    open var fontSynthesis: String\r\n    open var fontVariant: String\r\n    open var

fontVariantAlternates: String\r\n    open var fontVariantCaps: String\r\n    open var fontVariantEastAsian: String\r\n

 open var fontVariantLigatures: String\r\n    open var fontVariantNumeric: String\r\n    open var fontVariantPosition:

String\r\n    open var fontWeight: String\r\n    open var hangingPunctuation: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n

open var hyphens: String\r\n    open var imageOrientation: String\r\n    open var imageRendering: String\r\n    open

var imageResolution: String\r\n    open var imeMode: String\r\n    open var justifyContent: String\r\n    open var left:
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String\r\n    open var letterSpacing: String\r\n    open var lineBreak: String\r\n    open var lineHeight: String\r\n

open var listStyle: String\r\n    open var listStyleImage: String\r\n    open var listStylePosition: String\r\n    open var

listStyleType: String\r\n    open var margin: String\r\n    open var marginBottom: String\r\n    open var marginLeft:

String\r\n    open var marginRight: String\r\n    open var marginTop: String\r\n    open var mark: String\r\n    open

var markAfter: String\r\n    open var markBefore: String\r\n    open var marks: String\r\n    open var

marqueeDirection: String\r\n    open var marqueePlayCount: String\r\n    open var marqueeSpeed: String\r\n    open

var marqueeStyle: String\r\n    open var mask: String\r\n    open var maskType: String\r\n    open var maxHeight:

String\r\n    open var maxWidth: String\r\n    open var minHeight: String\r\n    open var minWidth: String\r\n    open

var navDown: String\r\n    open var navIndex: String\r\n    open var navLeft: String\r\n    open var navRight:

String\r\n    open var navUp: String\r\n    open var objectFit: String\r\n    open var objectPosition: String\r\n    open

var opacity: String\r\n    open var order: String\r\n    open var orphans: String\r\n    open var outline: String\r\n

open var outlineColor: String\r\n    open var outlineOffset: String\r\n    open var outlineStyle: String\r\n    open var

outlineWidth: String\r\n    open var overflowWrap: String\r\n    open var overflowX: String\r\n    open var

overflowY: String\r\n    open var padding: String\r\n    open var paddingBottom: String\r\n    open var paddingLeft:

String\r\n    open var paddingRight: String\r\n    open var paddingTop: String\r\n    open var pageBreakAfter:

String\r\n    open var pageBreakBefore: String\r\n    open var pageBreakInside: String\r\n    open var perspective:

String\r\n    open var perspectiveOrigin: String\r\n    open var phonemes: String\r\n    open var position: String\r\n

open var quotes: String\r\n    open var resize: String\r\n    open var rest: String\r\n    open var restAfter: String\r\n

open var restBefore: String\r\n    open var right: String\r\n    open var tabSize: String\r\n    open var tableLayout:

String\r\n    open var textAlign: String\r\n    open var textAlignLast: String\r\n    open var textCombineUpright:

String\r\n    open var textDecoration: String\r\n    open var textDecorationColor: String\r\n    open var

textDecorationLine: String\r\n    open var textDecorationStyle: String\r\n    open var textIndent: String\r\n    open

var textJustify: String\r\n    open var textOrientation: String\r\n    open var textOverflow: String\r\n    open var

textShadow: String\r\n    open var textTransform: String\r\n    open var textUnderlinePosition: String\r\n    open var

top: String\r\n    open var transform: String\r\n    open var transformOrigin: String\r\n    open var transformStyle:

String\r\n    open var transition: String\r\n    open var transitionDelay: String\r\n    open var transitionDuration:

String\r\n    open var transitionProperty: String\r\n    open var transitionTimingFunction: String\r\n    open var

unicodeBidi: String\r\n    open var verticalAlign: String\r\n    open var visibility: String\r\n    open var voiceBalance:

String\r\n    open var voiceDuration: String\r\n    open var voicePitch: String\r\n    open var voicePitchRange:

String\r\n    open var voiceRate: String\r\n    open var voiceStress: String\r\n    open var voiceVolume: String\r\n

open var whiteSpace: String\r\n    open var widows: String\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var wordBreak:

String\r\n    open var wordSpacing: String\r\n    open var wordWrap: String\r\n    open var writingMode: String\r\n

open var zIndex: String\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): String\r\n    fun getPropertyValue(property: String):

String\r\n    fun getPropertyPriority(property: String): String\r\n    fun setProperty(property: String, value: String,

priority: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setPropertyValue(property: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun

setPropertyPriority(property: String, priority: String): Unit\r\n    fun removeProperty(property: String):

String\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun CSSStyleDeclaration.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class MediaList : ItemArrayLike<String> {\r\n    open var

mediaText: String\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): String?\r\n    fun

appendMedium(medium: String): Unit\r\n    fun deleteMedium(medium: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun MediaList.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[StyleSheet](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StyleSheet) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class StyleSheet {\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val href: String?\r\n    open val ownerNode:

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction?\r\n    open val parentStyleSheet: StyleSheet?\r\n    open val title: String?\r\n

 open val media: MediaList\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleSheet](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleSheet) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CSSStyleSheet : StyleSheet {\r\n    open val ownerRule: CSSRule?\r\n    open val cssRules:
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CSSRuleList\r\n    fun insertRule(rule: String, index: Int): Int\r\n    fun deleteRule(index: Int):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[StyleSheetList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StyleSheetList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class StyleSheetList : ItemArrayLike<StyleSheet> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun

item(index: Int): StyleSheet?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun StyleSheetList.get(index: Int):

StyleSheet? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[LinkStyle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/LinkStyle) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

LinkStyle {\r\n    val sheet: StyleSheet?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSRuleList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSRuleList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CSSRuleList : ItemArrayLike<CSSRule> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun

item(index: Int): CSSRule?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun CSSRuleList.get(index: Int):

CSSRule? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSRule) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class CSSRule {\r\n    open val type: Short\r\n    open var cssText: String\r\n    open val parentRule: CSSRule?\r\n

open val parentStyleSheet: CSSStyleSheet?\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\r\n

val CHARSET_RULE: Short\r\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\r\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\r\n        val

FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\r\n        val PAGE_RULE: Short\r\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\r\n        val

NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleRule) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CSSStyleRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open var selectorText: String\r\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class CSSImportRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open val href:

String\r\n    open val media: MediaList\r\n    open val styleSheet: CSSStyleSheet\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CSSGroupingRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSGroupingRule) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CSSGroupingRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open val cssRules: CSSRuleList\r\n    fun

insertRule(rule: String, index: Int): Int\r\n    fun deleteRule(index: Int): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CSSMediaRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSMediaRule) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CSSMediaRule : CSSGroupingRule {\r\n    open val media:

MediaList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSPageRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSPageRule) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CSSPageRule : CSSGroupingRule {\r\n    open var selectorText: String\r\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class CSSMarginRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open val name:

String\r\n    open val style: CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSNamespaceRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSNamespaceRule) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CSSNamespaceRule : CSSRule {\r\n    open val namespaceURI: String\r\n

open val prefix: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ElementCSSInlineStyle {\r\n    val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSS](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSS) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class CSS

{\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        fun escape(ident: String): String\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS

AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.events\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[UIEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/UIEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

UIEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: UIEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val view: Window?\r\n

open val detail: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface UIEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var view: Window? /* = null

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var detail: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun UIEventInit(view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? =

false, composed: Boolean? = false): UIEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n

o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FocusEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FocusEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class FocusEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: FocusEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent {\r\n    open val

relatedTarget: EventTarget?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface FocusEventInit : UIEventInit {\r\n    var

relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun FocusEventInit(relatedTarget:

EventTarget? = null, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? =

false, composed: Boolean? = false): FocusEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [MouseEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MouseEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class MouseEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MouseEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent,

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\r\n    open val region: String?\r\n    open val screenX: Int\r\n    open val screenY:

Int\r\n    open val pageX: Double\r\n    open val pageY: Double\r\n    open val clientX: Int\r\n    open val clientY:

Int\r\n    open val offsetX: Double\r\n    open val offsetY: Double\r\n    open val ctrlKey: Boolean\r\n    open val

shiftKey: Boolean\r\n    open val altKey: Boolean\r\n    open val metaKey: Boolean\r\n    open val button: Short\r\n

open val buttons: Short\r\n    open val relatedTarget: EventTarget?\r\n    fun getModifierState(keyArg: String):

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface MouseEventInit : EventModifierInit {\r\n    var screenX: Int? /* = 0

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var screenY: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var clientX: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var clientY: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var button: Short? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var buttons: Short? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun MouseEventInit(screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? =

0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false,

altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock:

Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? =

false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MouseEventInit {\r\n    val o

= js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\r\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\r\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\r\n

o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\r\n    o[\"button\"] = button\r\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\r\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n

o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\r\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] =

modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\r\n

o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\r\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\r\n

o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"]
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= view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface EventModifierInit : UIEventInit

{\r\n    var ctrlKey: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var shiftKey: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var altKey: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var metaKey: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var modifierAltGraph: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierCapsLock: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierFn: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierFnLock: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierHyper: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

    get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierNumLock: Boolean? /* = false

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierScrollLock: Boolean?

/* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var modifierSuper:

Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

modifierSymbol: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

 var modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun EventModifierInit(ctrlKey: Boolean?

= false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph:

Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? =

false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view:

Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): EventModifierInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] =

shiftKey\r\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] =

modifierAltGraph\r\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n

o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\r\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n

o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\r\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n

o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n

o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WheelEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WheelEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class WheelEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: WheelEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\r\n    open val

deltaX: Double\r\n    open val deltaY: Double\r\n    open val deltaZ: Double\r\n    open val deltaMode: Int\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val DOM_DELTA_PIXEL: Int\r\n        val DOM_DELTA_LINE: Int\r\n        val

DOM_DELTA_PAGE: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface WheelEventInit : MouseEventInit {\r\n    var

deltaX: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

deltaY: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var deltaZ:

Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var deltaMode:

Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun WheelEventInit(deltaX: Double? =

0.0, deltaY: Double? = 0.0, deltaZ: Double? = 0.0, deltaMode: Int? = 0, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0,

clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null,

ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false,

modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false,

modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false,
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modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): WheelEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"deltaX\"] = deltaX\r\n    o[\"deltaY\"] = deltaY\r\n    o[\"deltaZ\"] = deltaZ\r\n    o[\"deltaMode\"] =

deltaMode\r\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\r\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\r\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\r\n

o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\r\n    o[\"button\"] = button\r\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\r\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n

o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\r\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] =

modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\r\n

o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\r\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\r\n

o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"]

= view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[InputEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/InputEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class InputEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: InputEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent {\r\n    open val data:

String\r\n    open val isComposing: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface InputEventInit : UIEventInit {\r\n

var data: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

isComposing: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun InputEventInit(data: String? = \"\",

isComposing: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): InputEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"data\"] =

data\r\n    o[\"isComposing\"] = isComposing\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"]

= bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [KeyboardEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/KeyboardEvent) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class KeyboardEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: KeyboardEventInit =

definedExternally) : UIEvent {\r\n    open val key: String\r\n    open val code: String\r\n    open val location: Int\r\n

open val ctrlKey: Boolean\r\n    open val shiftKey: Boolean\r\n    open val altKey: Boolean\r\n    open val metaKey:

Boolean\r\n    open val repeat: Boolean\r\n    open val isComposing: Boolean\r\n    open val charCode: Int\r\n    open

val keyCode: Int\r\n    open val which: Int\r\n    fun getModifierState(keyArg: String): Boolean\r\n\r\n    companion

object {\r\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_STANDARD: Int\r\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_LEFT:

Int\r\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_RIGHT: Int\r\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_NUMPAD: Int\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface KeyboardEventInit : EventModifierInit {\r\n    var key: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n

    get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var code: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var location: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var repeat: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var isComposing: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

fun KeyboardEventInit(key: String? = \"\", code: String? = \"\", location: Int? = 0, repeat: Boolean? = false,

isComposing: Boolean? = false, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false,

metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn:

Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock:

Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol:

Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): KeyboardEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"key\"] = key\r\n    o[\"code\"] = code\r\n    o[\"location\"] = location\r\n    o[\"repeat\"] =

repeat\r\n    o[\"isComposing\"] = isComposing\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\r\n

o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\r\n

o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =
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modifierFnLock\r\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] =

modifierNumLock\r\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] =

modifierSuper\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] =

modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CompositionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CompositionEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class CompositionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CompositionEventInit =

definedExternally) : UIEvent {\r\n    open val data: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CompositionEventInit

: UIEventInit {\r\n    var data: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CompositionEventInit(data: String? =

\"\", view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): CompositionEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"data\"] = data\r\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Event](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Event) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Event(type: String, eventInitDict: EventInit = definedExternally) {\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val target:

EventTarget?\r\n    open val currentTarget: EventTarget?\r\n    open val eventPhase: Short\r\n    open val bubbles:

Boolean\r\n    open val cancelable: Boolean\r\n    open val defaultPrevented: Boolean\r\n    open val composed:

Boolean\r\n    open val isTrusted: Boolean\r\n    open val timeStamp: Number\r\n    fun composedPath():

Array<EventTarget>\r\n    fun stopPropagation(): Unit\r\n    fun stopImmediatePropagation(): Unit\r\n    fun

preventDefault(): Unit\r\n    fun initEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean): Unit\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val NONE: Short\r\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\r\n        val AT_TARGET:

Short\r\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventTarget](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventTarget) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class EventTarget {\r\n    fun addEventListener(type: String, callback: EventListener?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun addEventListener(type: String, callback: ((Event) -> Unit)?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun removeEventListener(type: String, callback: EventListener?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun removeEventListener(type: String, callback: ((Event) -> Unit)?, options: dynamic

= definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun dispatchEvent(event: Event): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [EventListener](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventListener) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface EventListener {\r\n    fun handleEvent(event: Event): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS

AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Navigator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Navigator) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class Navigator : NavigatorID, NavigatorLanguage, NavigatorOnLine, NavigatorContentUtils, NavigatorCookies,

NavigatorPlugins, NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\r\n    open val serviceWorker: ServiceWorkerContainer\r\n

open val maxTouchPoints: Int\r\n    open val mediaDevices: MediaDevices\r\n    open val clipboard: Clipboard\r\n

fun vibrate(pattern: dynamic): Boolean\r\n    fun getUserMedia(constraints: MediaStreamConstraints,

successCallback: (MediaStream) -> Unit, errorCallback: (dynamic) -> Unit): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Document](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Document) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic
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external open class Document : Node, GlobalEventHandlers, DocumentAndElementEventHandlers,

NonElementParentNode, DocumentOrShadowRoot, ParentNode, GeometryUtils {\r\n    open val fullscreenEnabled:

Boolean\r\n    open val fullscreen: Boolean\r\n    var onfullscreenchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onfullscreenerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val rootElement: SVGSVGElement?\r\n    var title: String\r\n

open val referrer: String\r\n    var domain: String\r\n    open val activeElement: Element?\r\n    open val location:

Location?\r\n    var cookie: String\r\n    open val lastModified: String\r\n    open val readyState:

DocumentReadyState\r\n    var dir: String\r\n    var body: HTMLElement?\r\n    open val head:

HTMLHeadElement?\r\n    open val images: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val embeds: HTMLCollection\r\n    open

val plugins: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val links: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val forms: HTMLCollection\r\n

open val scripts: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val currentScript: HTMLOrSVGScriptElement?\r\n    open val

defaultView: Window?\r\n    var designMode: String\r\n    var onreadystatechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

fgColor: String\r\n    var linkColor: String\r\n    var vlinkColor: String\r\n    var alinkColor: String\r\n    var bgColor:

String\r\n    open val anchors: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val applets: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val all:

HTMLAllCollection\r\n    open val implementation: DOMImplementation\r\n    open val URL: String\r\n    open val

documentURI: String\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    open val compatMode: String\r\n    open val characterSet:

String\r\n    open val charset: String\r\n    open val inputEncoding: String\r\n    open val contentType: String\r\n

open val doctype: DocumentType?\r\n    open val documentElement: Element?\r\n    open val scrollingElement:

Element?\r\n    open val styleSheets: StyleSheetList\r\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerdown:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onpointerup: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerleave:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onblur:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplay:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onchange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclose: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncuechange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrag:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragenter:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var ondragstart: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onfocus: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousedown:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

 override var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override
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var onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeked:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override val fullscreenElement: Element?\r\n    override val

children: HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild:

Element?\r\n    override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    fun exitFullscreen(): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun

getElementsByName(elementName: String): NodeList\r\n    fun open(type: String = definedExternally, replace:

String = definedExternally): Document\r\n    fun open(url: String, name: String, features: String): Window\r\n    fun

close(): Unit\r\n    fun write(vararg text: String): Unit\r\n    fun writeln(vararg text: String): Unit\r\n    fun

hasFocus(): Boolean\r\n    fun execCommand(commandId: String, showUI: Boolean = definedExternally, value:

String = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun queryCommandEnabled(commandId: String): Boolean\r\n    fun

queryCommandIndeterm(commandId: String): Boolean\r\n    fun queryCommandState(commandId: String):

Boolean\r\n    fun queryCommandSupported(commandId: String): Boolean\r\n    fun

queryCommandValue(commandId: String): String\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n    fun captureEvents(): Unit\r\n    fun

releaseEvents(): Unit\r\n    fun getElementsByTagName(qualifiedName: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun

getElementsByTagNameNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun

getElementsByClassName(classNames: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun createElement(localName: String,

options: ElementCreationOptions = definedExternally): Element\r\n    fun createElementNS(namespace: String?,

qualifiedName: String, options: ElementCreationOptions = definedExternally): Element\r\n    fun

createDocumentFragment(): DocumentFragment\r\n    fun createTextNode(data: String): Text\r\n    fun

createCDATASection(data: String): CDATASection\r\n    fun createComment(data: String): Comment\r\n    fun

createProcessingInstruction(target: String, data: String): ProcessingInstruction\r\n    fun importNode(node: Node,

deep: Boolean = definedExternally): Node\r\n    fun adoptNode(node: Node): Node\r\n    fun

createAttribute(localName: String): Attr\r\n    fun createAttributeNS(namespace: String?, qualifiedName: String):

Attr\r\n    fun createEvent(interface_: String): Event\r\n    fun createRange(): Range\r\n    fun

createNodeIterator(root: Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: NodeFilter? = definedExternally):

NodeIterator\r\n    fun createNodeIterator(root: Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: ((Node) ->

Short)? = definedExternally): NodeIterator\r\n    fun createTreeWalker(root: Node, whatToShow: Int =

definedExternally, filter: NodeFilter? = definedExternally): TreeWalker\r\n    fun createTreeWalker(root: Node,

whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: ((Node) -> Short)? = definedExternally): TreeWalker\r\n    fun

elementFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double): Element?\r\n    fun elementsFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double):

Array<Element>\r\n    fun caretPositionFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double): CaretPosition?\r\n    override fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n

override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options:

BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad:

dynamic, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override

fun convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly

inline operator fun Document.get(name: String): dynamic = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Window](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Window) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class Window : EventTarget, GlobalEventHandlers, WindowEventHandlers,

WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope, WindowSessionStorage, WindowLocalStorage, GlobalPerformance,
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UnionMessagePortOrWindow {\r\n    override val performance: Performance\r\n    open val window: Window\r\n

open val self: Window\r\n    open val document: Document\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val location:

Location\r\n    open val history: History\r\n    open val customElements: CustomElementRegistry\r\n    open val

locationbar: BarProp\r\n    open val menubar: BarProp\r\n    open val personalbar: BarProp\r\n    open val scrollbars:

BarProp\r\n    open val statusbar: BarProp\r\n    open val toolbar: BarProp\r\n    open var status: String\r\n    open val

closed: Boolean\r\n    open val frames: Window\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val top: Window\r\n    open var

opener: Any?\r\n    open val parent: Window\r\n    open val frameElement: Element?\r\n    open val navigator:

Navigator\r\n    open val applicationCache: ApplicationCache\r\n    open val external: External\r\n    open val

screen: Screen\r\n    open val innerWidth: Int\r\n    open val innerHeight: Int\r\n    open val scrollX: Double\r\n

open val pageXOffset: Double\r\n    open val scrollY: Double\r\n    open val pageYOffset: Double\r\n    open val

screenX: Int\r\n    open val screenY: Int\r\n    open val outerWidth: Int\r\n    open val outerHeight: Int\r\n    open val

devicePixelRatio: Double\r\n    fun close(): Unit\r\n    fun stop(): Unit\r\n    fun focus(): Unit\r\n    fun blur():

Unit\r\n    fun open(url: String = definedExternally, target: String = definedExternally, features: String =

definedExternally): Window?\r\n    fun alert(): Unit\r\n    fun alert(message: String): Unit\r\n    fun

confirm(message: String = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun prompt(message: String = definedExternally,

default: String = definedExternally): String?\r\n    fun print(): Unit\r\n    fun requestAnimationFrame(callback:

(Double) -> Unit): Int\r\n    fun cancelAnimationFrame(handle: Int): Unit\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?,

targetOrigin: String, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun captureEvents(): Unit\r\n    fun

releaseEvents(): Unit\r\n    fun matchMedia(query: String): MediaQueryList\r\n    fun moveTo(x: Int, y: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun moveBy(x: Int, y: Int): Unit\r\n    fun resizeTo(x: Int, y: Int): Unit\r\n    fun resizeBy(x: Int, y: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun scroll(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun scroll(x: Double, y: Double):

Unit\r\n    fun scrollTo(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun scrollTo(x: Double, y:

Double): Unit\r\n    fun scrollBy(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun scrollBy(x: Double,

y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun getComputedStyle(elt: Element, pseudoElt: String? = definedExternally):

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Window.get(name: String): dynamic =

asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLAllCollection {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n//    fun

namedItem(name: String): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection?\r\n    fun item(nameOrIndex: String =

definedExternally): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection?\r\n}\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

HTMLAllCollection.get(index: Int): Element? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun HTMLAllCollection.get(name: String): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection? =

asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFormControlsCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFormControlsCollection)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFormControlsCollection : HTMLCollection {\r\n//    override

fun namedItem(name: String): UnionElementOrRadioNodeList?\r\n}\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly override

inline operator fun HTMLFormControlsCollection.get(name: String): UnionElementOrRadioNodeList? =

asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[RadioNodeList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/RadioNodeList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class RadioNodeList : NodeList, UnionElementOrRadioNodeList {\r\n    open var value:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptionsCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptionsCollection) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptionsCollection : HTMLCollection {\r\n    override var length: Int\r\n

open var selectedIndex: Int\r\n    fun add(element: UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement, before:

dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun remove(index: Int): Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun HTMLOptionsCollection.set(index: Int, option: HTMLOptionElement?): Unit { asDynamic()[index] =

option; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class HTMLElement : Element, ElementCSSInlineStyle, GlobalEventHandlers,

DocumentAndElementEventHandlers, ElementContentEditable {\r\n    open var title: String\r\n    open var lang:
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String\r\n    open var translate: Boolean\r\n    open var dir: String\r\n    open val dataset: DOMStringMap\r\n    open

var hidden: Boolean\r\n    open var tabIndex: Int\r\n    open var accessKey: String\r\n    open val accessKeyLabel:

String\r\n    open var draggable: Boolean\r\n    open val dropzone: DOMTokenList\r\n    open var contextMenu:

HTMLMenuElement?\r\n    open var spellcheck: Boolean\r\n    open var innerText: String\r\n    open val

offsetParent: Element?\r\n    open val offsetTop: Int\r\n    open val offsetLeft: Int\r\n    open val offsetWidth: Int\r\n

open val offsetHeight: Int\r\n    fun click(): Unit\r\n    fun focus(): Unit\r\n    fun blur(): Unit\r\n    fun

forceSpellCheck(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLUnknownElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLUnknownElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLUnknownElement : HTMLElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DOMStringMap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMStringMap) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class DOMStringMap {\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

DOMStringMap.get(name: String): String? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

DOMStringMap.set(name: String, value: String): Unit { asDynamic()[name] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLHtmlElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHtmlElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLHtmlElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var version:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHeadElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHeadElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLHeadElement : HTMLElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLTitleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTitleElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTitleElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var text:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBaseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBaseElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLBaseElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var href: String\r\n    open var

target: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLinkElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLinkElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLLinkElement : HTMLElement, LinkStyle {\r\n    open var scope:

String\r\n    open var workerType: WorkerType\r\n    open var href: String\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n

open var rel: String\r\n    @JsName(\"as\") open var as_: RequestDestination\r\n    open val relList:

DOMTokenList\r\n    open var media: String\r\n    open var nonce: String\r\n    open var hreflang: String\r\n    open

var type: String\r\n    open val sizes: DOMTokenList\r\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\r\n    open var charset:

String\r\n    open var rev: String\r\n    open var target: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMetaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMetaElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMetaElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open

var httpEquiv: String\r\n    open var content: String\r\n    open var scheme: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLStyleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLStyleElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLStyleElement : HTMLElement, LinkStyle {\r\n    open var media:

String\r\n    open var nonce: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBodyElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBodyElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLBodyElement : HTMLElement, WindowEventHandlers {\r\n    open var

text: String\r\n    open var link: String\r\n    open var vLink: String\r\n    open var aLink: String\r\n    open var

bgColor: String\r\n    open var background: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHeadingElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHeadingElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLHeadingElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLParagraphElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLParagraphElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLParagraphElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHRElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHRElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic
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external abstract class HTMLHRElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var color:

String\r\n    open var noShade: Boolean\r\n    open var size: String\r\n    open var width: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [HTMLPreElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLPreElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLPreElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var width:

Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLQuoteElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLQuoteElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLQuoteElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var cite:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOListElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOListElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var reversed: Boolean\r\n

open var start: Int\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var compact: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLUListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLUListElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLUListElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var compact:

Boolean\r\n    open var type: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLIElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLIElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLLIElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var value: Int\r\n    open var type:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDListElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDListElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var compact:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDivElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDivElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLDivElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAnchorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAnchorElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLAnchorElement : HTMLElement, HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\r\n

open var target: String\r\n    open var download: String\r\n    open var ping: String\r\n    open var rel: String\r\n

open val relList: DOMTokenList\r\n    open var hreflang: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var text:

String\r\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\r\n    open var coords: String\r\n    open var charset: String\r\n    open var

name: String\r\n    open var rev: String\r\n    open var shape: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDataElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDataElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDataElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var value:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTimeElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTimeElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTimeElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var dateTime:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSpanElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSpanElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLSpanElement : HTMLElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLBRElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBRElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLBRElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var clear:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\r\n    var href: String\r\n    val origin:

String\r\n    var protocol: String\r\n    var username: String\r\n    var password: String\r\n    var host: String\r\n    var

hostname: String\r\n    var port: String\r\n    var pathname: String\r\n    var search: String\r\n    var hash:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLModElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLModElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLModElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var cite: String\r\n    open var

dateTime: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[HTMLPictureElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLPictureElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLPictureElement : HTMLElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLSourceElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSourceElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLSourceElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var src: String\r\n

 open var type: String\r\n    open var srcset: String\r\n    open var sizes: String\r\n    open var media:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLImageElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLImageElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLImageElement : HTMLElement, TexImageSource,

HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\r\n    open var alt: String\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var srcset: String\r\n

open var sizes: String\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n    open var useMap: String\r\n    open var isMap:

Boolean\r\n    open var width: Int\r\n    open var height: Int\r\n    open val naturalWidth: Int\r\n    open val

naturalHeight: Int\r\n    open val complete: Boolean\r\n    open val currentSrc: String\r\n    open var referrerPolicy:

String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var lowsrc: String\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var hspace:

Int\r\n    open var vspace: Int\r\n    open var longDesc: String\r\n    open var border: String\r\n    open val x: Int\r\n

open val y: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Image](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Image) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Image(width: Int = definedExternally, height: Int = definedExternally) : HTMLImageElement {\r\n    override val

children: HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild:

Element?\r\n    override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\r\n

override val nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n    override val

style: CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerup:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onchange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclose: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onended: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onfocus:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninvalid:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseout:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override
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var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplaying:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onresize:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeked: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var contentEditable: String\r\n    override val

isContentEditable: Boolean\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun

append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override

fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n

 override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLIFrameElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLIFrameElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLIFrameElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var

srcdoc: String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val sandbox: DOMTokenList\r\n    open var allowFullscreen:

Boolean\r\n    open var allowUserMedia: Boolean\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n

open var referrerPolicy: String\r\n    open val contentDocument: Document?\r\n    open val contentWindow:

Window?\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var scrolling: String\r\n    open var frameBorder: String\r\n    open

var longDesc: String\r\n    open var marginHeight: String\r\n    open var marginWidth: String\r\n    fun

getSVGDocument(): Document?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLEmbedElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLEmbedElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLEmbedElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var

type: String\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var

name: String\r\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLObjectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLObjectElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLObjectElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var data: String\r\n    open

var type: String\r\n    open var typeMustMatch: Boolean\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var useMap:

String\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n

open val contentDocument: Document?\r\n    open val contentWindow: Window?\r\n    open val willValidate:

Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage: String\r\n    open var align:

String\r\n    open var archive: String\r\n    open var code: String\r\n    open var declare: Boolean\r\n    open var

hspace: Int\r\n    open var standby: String\r\n    open var vspace: Int\r\n    open var codeBase: String\r\n    open var

codeType: String\r\n    open var border: String\r\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\r\n    fun checkValidity():

Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLParamElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLParamElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLParamElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open

var value: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var valueType: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLVideoElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLVideoElement) to
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Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLVideoElement : HTMLMediaElement, TexImageSource {\r\n

open var width: Int\r\n    open var height: Int\r\n    open val videoWidth: Int\r\n    open val videoHeight: Int\r\n

open var poster: String\r\n    open var playsInline: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAudioElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAudioElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLAudioElement : HTMLMediaElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open

class Audio(src: String = definedExternally) : HTMLAudioElement {\r\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\r\n

override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val

nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n    override val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerup:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onchange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclose: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onended: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onfocus:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninvalid:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseout:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplaying:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onresize:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeked: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var contentEditable: String\r\n    override val
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isContentEditable: Boolean\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun

append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override

fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n

 override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTrackElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTrackElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTrackElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var kind: String\r\n    open

var src: String\r\n    open var srclang: String\r\n    open var label: String\r\n    open var default: Boolean\r\n    open

val readyState: Short\r\n    open val track: TextTrack\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val NONE: Short\r\n

val LOADING: Short\r\n        val LOADED: Short\r\n        val ERROR: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLMediaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMediaElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMediaElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val error:

MediaError?\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var srcObject: dynamic\r\n    open val currentSrc: String\r\n    open

var crossOrigin: String?\r\n    open val networkState: Short\r\n    open var preload: String\r\n    open val buffered:

TimeRanges\r\n    open val readyState: Short\r\n    open val seeking: Boolean\r\n    open var currentTime:

Double\r\n    open val duration: Double\r\n    open val paused: Boolean\r\n    open var defaultPlaybackRate:

Double\r\n    open var playbackRate: Double\r\n    open val played: TimeRanges\r\n    open val seekable:

TimeRanges\r\n    open val ended: Boolean\r\n    open var autoplay: Boolean\r\n    open var loop: Boolean\r\n

open var controls: Boolean\r\n    open var volume: Double\r\n    open var muted: Boolean\r\n    open var

defaultMuted: Boolean\r\n    open val audioTracks: AudioTrackList\r\n    open val videoTracks: VideoTrackList\r\n

 open val textTracks: TextTrackList\r\n    fun load(): Unit\r\n    fun canPlayType(type: String):

CanPlayTypeResult\r\n    fun fastSeek(time: Double): Unit\r\n    fun getStartDate(): dynamic\r\n    fun play():

Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun pause(): Unit\r\n    fun addTextTrack(kind: TextTrackKind, label: String =

definedExternally, language: String = definedExternally): TextTrack\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

NETWORK_EMPTY: Short\r\n        val NETWORK_IDLE: Short\r\n        val NETWORK_LOADING: Short\r\n

   val NETWORK_NO_SOURCE: Short\r\n        val HAVE_NOTHING: Short\r\n        val HAVE_METADATA:

Short\r\n        val HAVE_CURRENT_DATA: Short\r\n        val HAVE_FUTURE_DATA: Short\r\n        val

HAVE_ENOUGH_DATA: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaError](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaError) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class MediaError {\r\n    open val code: Short\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

MEDIA_ERR_ABORTED: Short\r\n        val MEDIA_ERR_NETWORK: Short\r\n        val

MEDIA_ERR_DECODE: Short\r\n        val MEDIA_ERR_SRC_NOT_SUPPORTED: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AudioTrackList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AudioTrackList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class AudioTrackList : EventTarget {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open var onchange: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    fun getTrackById(id: String): AudioTrack?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun AudioTrackList.get(index: Int): AudioTrack? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AudioTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AudioTrack) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class AudioTrack : UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    open val

kind: String\r\n    open val label: String\r\n    open val language: String\r\n    open var enabled:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[VideoTrackList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/VideoTrackList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic
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external abstract class VideoTrackList : EventTarget {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val selectedIndex: Int\r\n

  open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):

VideoTrack?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun VideoTrackList.get(index: Int): VideoTrack? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[VideoTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/VideoTrack) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class VideoTrack : UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    open val

kind: String\r\n    open val label: String\r\n    open val language: String\r\n    open var selected:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class TextTrackList : EventTarget {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open

var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):

TextTrack?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun TextTrackList.get(index: Int): TextTrack? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextTrack) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class TextTrack : EventTarget, UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\r\n    open val kind:

TextTrackKind\r\n    open val label: String\r\n    open val language: String\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    open val

inBandMetadataTrackDispatchType: String\r\n    open var mode: TextTrackMode\r\n    open val cues:

TextTrackCueList?\r\n    open val activeCues: TextTrackCueList?\r\n    open var oncuechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    fun addCue(cue: TextTrackCue): Unit\r\n    fun removeCue(cue: TextTrackCue):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class TextTrackCueList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun getCueById(id:

String): TextTrackCue?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun TextTrackCueList.get(index: Int):

TextTrackCue? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextTrackCue](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextTrackCue) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class TextTrackCue : EventTarget {\r\n    open val track: TextTrack?\r\n    open var id: String\r\n    open var

startTime: Double\r\n    open var endTime: Double\r\n    open var pauseOnExit: Boolean\r\n    open var onenter:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onexit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TimeRanges](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TimeRanges) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class TimeRanges {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun start(index: Int): Double\r\n    fun end(index: Int):

Double\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TrackEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TrackEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class TrackEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: TrackEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val track:

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface TrackEventInit : EventInit {\r\n

var track: UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun TrackEventInit(track:

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): TrackEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"track\"] = track\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMapElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMapElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLMapElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val areas:

HTMLCollection\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAreaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAreaElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLAreaElement : HTMLElement, HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\r\n    open

var alt: String\r\n    open var coords: String\r\n    open var shape: String\r\n    open var target: String\r\n    open var

download: String\r\n    open var ping: String\r\n    open var rel: String\r\n    open val relList: DOMTokenList\r\n

open var referrerPolicy: String\r\n    open var noHref: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var caption:
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HTMLTableCaptionElement?\r\n    open var tHead: HTMLTableSectionElement?\r\n    open var tFoot:

HTMLTableSectionElement?\r\n    open val tBodies: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val rows: HTMLCollection\r\n

open var align: String\r\n    open var border: String\r\n    open var frame: String\r\n    open var rules: String\r\n

open var summary: String\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var bgColor: String\r\n    open var cellPadding:

String\r\n    open var cellSpacing: String\r\n    fun createCaption(): HTMLTableCaptionElement\r\n    fun

deleteCaption(): Unit\r\n    fun createTHead(): HTMLTableSectionElement\r\n    fun deleteTHead(): Unit\r\n    fun

createTFoot(): HTMLTableSectionElement\r\n    fun deleteTFoot(): Unit\r\n    fun createTBody():

HTMLTableSectionElement\r\n    fun insertRow(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLTableRowElement\r\n

fun deleteRow(index: Int): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableCaptionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableCaptionElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableCaptionElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableColElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableColElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableColElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var span: Int\r\n    open

var align: String\r\n    open var ch: String\r\n    open var chOff: String\r\n    open var vAlign: String\r\n    open var

width: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableSectionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableSectionElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableSectionElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val rows:

HTMLCollection\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var ch: String\r\n    open var chOff: String\r\n    open var

vAlign: String\r\n    fun insertRow(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLElement\r\n    fun deleteRow(index: Int):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableRowElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableRowElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableRowElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val rowIndex: Int\r\n

open val sectionRowIndex: Int\r\n    open val cells: HTMLCollection\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var ch:

String\r\n    open var chOff: String\r\n    open var vAlign: String\r\n    open var bgColor: String\r\n    fun

insertCell(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLElement\r\n    fun deleteCell(index: Int): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableCellElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableCellElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableCellElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var colSpan: Int\r\n

open var rowSpan: Int\r\n    open var headers: String\r\n    open val cellIndex: Int\r\n    open var scope: String\r\n

open var abbr: String\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var axis: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n    open

var width: String\r\n    open var ch: String\r\n    open var chOff: String\r\n    open var noWrap: Boolean\r\n    open

var vAlign: String\r\n    open var bgColor: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFormElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFormElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFormElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var acceptCharset: String\r\n

open var action: String\r\n    open var autocomplete: String\r\n    open var enctype: String\r\n    open var encoding:

String\r\n    open var method: String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var noValidate: Boolean\r\n    open var

target: String\r\n    open val elements: HTMLFormControlsCollection\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun submit():

Unit\r\n    fun reset(): Unit\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity():

Boolean\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLFormElement.get(index: Int): Element? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLFormElement.get(name: String):

UnionElementOrRadioNodeList? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLabelElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLabelElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLLabelElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var htmlFor: String\r\n    open val control: HTMLElement?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [HTMLInputElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLInputElement)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLInputElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var accept:

String\r\n    open var alt: String\r\n    open var autocomplete: String\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n    open var
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defaultChecked: Boolean\r\n    open var checked: Boolean\r\n    open var dirName: String\r\n    open var disabled:

Boolean\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open val files: FileList?\r\n    open var formAction:

String\r\n    open var formEnctype: String\r\n    open var formMethod: String\r\n    open var formNoValidate:

Boolean\r\n    open var formTarget: String\r\n    open var height: Int\r\n    open var indeterminate: Boolean\r\n

open var inputMode: String\r\n    open val list: HTMLElement?\r\n    open var max: String\r\n    open var

maxLength: Int\r\n    open var min: String\r\n    open var minLength: Int\r\n    open var multiple: Boolean\r\n    open

var name: String\r\n    open var pattern: String\r\n    open var placeholder: String\r\n    open var readOnly:

Boolean\r\n    open var required: Boolean\r\n    open var size: Int\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open var step:

String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var defaultValue: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open var

valueAsDate: dynamic\r\n    open var valueAsNumber: Double\r\n    open var width: Int\r\n    open val willValidate:

Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels:

NodeList\r\n    open var selectionStart: Int?\r\n    open var selectionEnd: Int?\r\n    open var selectionDirection:

String?\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var useMap: String\r\n    fun stepUp(n: Int = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun stepDown(n: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n    fun select(): Unit\r\n    fun

setRangeText(replacement: String): Unit\r\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String, start: Int, end: Int,

selectionMode: SelectionMode = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setSelectionRange(start: Int, end: Int, direction:

String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLButtonElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLButtonElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLButtonElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n

open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var formAction: String\r\n    open

var formEnctype: String\r\n    open var formMethod: String\r\n    open var formNoValidate: Boolean\r\n    open var

formTarget: String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open var

menu: HTMLMenuElement?\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open

val validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLSelectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSelectElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLSelectElement : HTMLElement, ItemArrayLike<Element> {\r\n

  open var autocomplete: String\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val

form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var multiple: Boolean\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var required:

Boolean\r\n    open var size: Int\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val options: HTMLOptionsCollection\r\n

override var length: Int\r\n    open val selectedOptions: HTMLCollection\r\n    open var selectedIndex: Int\r\n    open

var value: String\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val

validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): Element?\r\n    fun

namedItem(name: String): HTMLOptionElement?\r\n    fun add(element:

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement, before: dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

remove(index: Int): Unit\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

HTMLSelectElement.get(index: Int): Element? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun HTMLSelectElement.set(index: Int, option: HTMLOptionElement?): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = option;

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDataListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDataListElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDataListElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val options:

HTMLCollection\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptGroupElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptGroupElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptGroupElement : HTMLElement,

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open var label:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[HTMLOptionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptionElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptionElement : HTMLElement,

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var label: String\r\n    open var defaultSelected: Boolean\r\n    open var selected:

Boolean\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open var text: String\r\n    open val index: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [Option](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Option) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Option(text: String = definedExternally, value: String = definedExternally, defaultSelected: Boolean =

definedExternally, selected: Boolean = definedExternally) : HTMLOptionElement {\r\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\r\n

override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val

nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n    override val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\r\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerup:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onchange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onclose: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onended: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onfocus:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oninvalid:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseout:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onplaying:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onresize:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeked: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var
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oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override

var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var contentEditable: String\r\n    override val

isContentEditable: Boolean\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun

append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override

fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n

 override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTextAreaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTextAreaElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTextAreaElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var autocomplete:

String\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n    open var cols: Int\r\n    open var dirName: String\r\n    open var

disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var inputMode: String\r\n    open var

maxLength: Int\r\n    open var minLength: Int\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var placeholder: String\r\n

open var readOnly: Boolean\r\n    open var required: Boolean\r\n    open var rows: Int\r\n    open var wrap: String\r\n

  open val type: String\r\n    open var defaultValue: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open val textLength:

Int\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage:

String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    open var selectionStart: Int?\r\n    open var selectionEnd: Int?\r\n    open

var selectionDirection: String?\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n    fun select(): Unit\r\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String): Unit\r\n

 fun setRangeText(replacement: String, start: Int, end: Int, selectionMode: SelectionMode = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun setSelectionRange(start: Int, end: Int, direction: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLKeygenElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLKeygenElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLKeygenElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\r\n

open var challenge: String\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open

var keytype: String\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n

open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    fun

checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOutputElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOutputElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLOutputElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val htmlFor:

DOMTokenList\r\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val type:

String\r\n    open var defaultValue: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n

open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val validationMessage: String\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n    fun

checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLProgressElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLProgressElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLProgressElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var value: Double\r\n

open var max: Double\r\n    open val position: Double\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLMeterElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMeterElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMeterElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var value:

Double\r\n    open var min: Double\r\n    open var max: Double\r\n    open var low: Double\r\n    open var high:

Double\r\n    open var optimum: Double\r\n    open val labels: NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFieldSetElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFieldSetElement) to Kotlin\r\n
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*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFieldSetElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n

open val form: HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val

elements: HTMLCollection\r\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\r\n    open val validity: ValidityState\r\n    open val

validationMessage: String\r\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\r\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLegendElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLegendElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLLegendElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\r\n    open var align: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ValidityState](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ValidityState) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class ValidityState {\r\n    open val valueMissing: Boolean\r\n    open val typeMismatch: Boolean\r\n

open val patternMismatch: Boolean\r\n    open val tooLong: Boolean\r\n    open val tooShort: Boolean\r\n    open val

rangeUnderflow: Boolean\r\n    open val rangeOverflow: Boolean\r\n    open val stepMismatch: Boolean\r\n    open

val badInput: Boolean\r\n    open val customError: Boolean\r\n    open val valid: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDetailsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDetailsElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDetailsElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var open:

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMenuElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var type:

String\r\n    open var label: String\r\n    open var compact: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class

HTMLMenuItemElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var label: String\r\n    open var

icon: String\r\n    open var disabled: Boolean\r\n    open var checked: Boolean\r\n    open var radiogroup: String\r\n

open var default: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open class RelatedEvent(type: String, eventInitDict:

RelatedEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val relatedTarget: EventTarget?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface RelatedEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

RelatedEventInit(relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): RelatedEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDialogElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDialogElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDialogElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var open: Boolean\r\n    open

var returnValue: String\r\n    fun show(anchor: UnionElementOrMouseEvent = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun

showModal(anchor: UnionElementOrMouseEvent = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun close(returnValue: String =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLScriptElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLScriptElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLScriptElement : HTMLElement, HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\r\n    open

var src: String\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var charset: String\r\n    open var async: Boolean\r\n    open var

defer: Boolean\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n    open var text: String\r\n    open var nonce: String\r\n    open

var event: String\r\n    open var htmlFor: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTemplateElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTemplateElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLTemplateElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open val content:

DocumentFragment\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSlotElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSlotElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLSlotElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    fun

assignedNodes(options: AssignedNodesOptions = definedExternally): Array<Node>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface AssignedNodesOptions {\r\n    var flatten: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

AssignedNodesOptions(flatten: Boolean? = false): AssignedNodesOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"flatten\"] = flatten\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[HTMLCanvasElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLCanvasElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLCanvasElement : HTMLElement, TexImageSource {\r\n    open var width:

Int\r\n    open var height: Int\r\n    fun getContext(contextId: String, vararg arguments: Any?):

RenderingContext?\r\n    fun toDataURL(type: String = definedExternally, quality: Any? = definedExternally):

String\r\n    fun toBlob(_callback: (Blob?) -> Unit, type: String = definedExternally, quality: Any? =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings {\r\n    var alpha:

Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings(alpha: Boolean? = true): CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasRenderingContext2D](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class CanvasRenderingContext2D : CanvasState, CanvasTransform,

CanvasCompositing, CanvasImageSmoothing, CanvasFillStrokeStyles, CanvasShadowStyles, CanvasFilters,

CanvasRect, CanvasDrawPath, CanvasUserInterface, CanvasText, CanvasDrawImage, CanvasHitRegion,

CanvasImageData, CanvasPathDrawingStyles, CanvasTextDrawingStyles, CanvasPath, RenderingContext {\r\n

open val canvas: HTMLCanvasElement\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasState {\r\n    fun save(): Unit\r\n

 fun restore(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasTransform {\r\n    fun scale(x: Double, y: Double):

Unit\r\n    fun rotate(angle: Double): Unit\r\n    fun translate(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun transform(a:

Double, b: Double, c: Double, d: Double, e: Double, f: Double): Unit\r\n    fun getTransform(): DOMMatrix\r\n

fun setTransform(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double, d: Double, e: Double, f: Double): Unit\r\n    fun

setTransform(transform: dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun resetTransform(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface CanvasCompositing {\r\n    var globalAlpha: Double\r\n    var globalCompositeOperation:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasImageSmoothing {\r\n    var imageSmoothingEnabled:

Boolean\r\n    var imageSmoothingQuality: ImageSmoothingQuality\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasFillStrokeStyles {\r\n    var strokeStyle: dynamic\r\n    var fillStyle: dynamic\r\n    fun

createLinearGradient(x0: Double, y0: Double, x1: Double, y1: Double): CanvasGradient\r\n    fun

createRadialGradient(x0: Double, y0: Double, r0: Double, x1: Double, y1: Double, r1: Double): CanvasGradient\r\n

 fun createPattern(image: dynamic, repetition: String): CanvasPattern?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasShadowStyles {\r\n    var shadowOffsetX: Double\r\n    var shadowOffsetY: Double\r\n    var shadowBlur:

Double\r\n    var shadowColor: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasFilters {\r\n    var filter:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasRect {\r\n    fun clearRect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h:

Double): Unit\r\n    fun fillRect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h: Double): Unit\r\n    fun strokeRect(x: Double,

y: Double, w: Double, h: Double): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasDrawPath {\r\n    fun

beginPath(): Unit\r\n    fun fill(fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun fill(path: Path2D,

fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun stroke(): Unit\r\n    fun stroke(path: Path2D): Unit\r\n

fun clip(fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun clip(path: Path2D, fillRule: CanvasFillRule =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun resetClip(): Unit\r\n    fun isPointInPath(x: Double, y: Double, fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun isPointInPath(path: Path2D, x: Double, y: Double, fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun isPointInStroke(x: Double, y: Double): Boolean\r\n    fun

isPointInStroke(path: Path2D, x: Double, y: Double): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasUserInterface {\r\n    fun drawFocusIfNeeded(element: Element): Unit\r\n    fun drawFocusIfNeeded(path:

Path2D, element: Element): Unit\r\n    fun scrollPathIntoView(): Unit\r\n    fun scrollPathIntoView(path: Path2D):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasText {\r\n    fun fillText(text: String, x: Double, y: Double,

maxWidth: Double = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun strokeText(text: String, x: Double, y: Double, maxWidth:

Double = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun measureText(text: String): TextMetrics\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface CanvasDrawImage {\r\n    fun drawImage(image: dynamic, dx: Double, dy: Double): Unit\r\n    fun

drawImage(image: dynamic, dx: Double, dy: Double, dw: Double, dh: Double): Unit\r\n    fun drawImage(image:

dynamic, sx: Double, sy: Double, sw: Double, sh: Double, dx: Double, dy: Double, dw: Double, dh: Double):
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Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasHitRegion {\r\n    fun addHitRegion(options: HitRegionOptions =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun removeHitRegion(id: String): Unit\r\n    fun clearHitRegions():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasImageData {\r\n    fun createImageData(sw: Double, sh: Double):

ImageData\r\n    fun createImageData(imagedata: ImageData): ImageData\r\n    fun getImageData(sx: Double, sy:

Double, sw: Double, sh: Double): ImageData\r\n    fun putImageData(imagedata: ImageData, dx: Double, dy:

Double): Unit\r\n    fun putImageData(imagedata: ImageData, dx: Double, dy: Double, dirtyX: Double, dirtyY:

Double, dirtyWidth: Double, dirtyHeight: Double): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasPathDrawingStyles {\r\n    var lineWidth: Double\r\n    var lineCap: CanvasLineCap\r\n    var lineJoin:

CanvasLineJoin\r\n    var miterLimit: Double\r\n    var lineDashOffset: Double\r\n    fun setLineDash(segments:

Array<Double>): Unit\r\n    fun getLineDash(): Array<Double>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

CanvasTextDrawingStyles {\r\n    var font: String\r\n    var textAlign: CanvasTextAlign\r\n    var textBaseline:

CanvasTextBaseline\r\n    var direction: CanvasDirection\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CanvasPath {\r\n    fun

closePath(): Unit\r\n    fun moveTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun lineTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n

fun quadraticCurveTo(cpx: Double, cpy: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun bezierCurveTo(cp1x:

Double, cp1y: Double, cp2x: Double, cp2y: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1:

Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radius: Double): Unit\r\n    fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2:

Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double): Unit\r\n    fun rect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double,

h: Double): Unit\r\n    fun arc(x: Double, y: Double, radius: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double,

anticlockwise: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun ellipse(x: Double, y: Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY:

Double, rotation: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasGradient](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasGradient) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class CanvasGradient {\r\n    fun addColorStop(offset: Double, color: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasPattern](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasPattern) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CanvasPattern {\r\n    fun setTransform(transform: dynamic = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextMetrics](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextMetrics) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class TextMetrics {\r\n    open val width: Double\r\n    open val actualBoundingBoxLeft: Double\r\n    open

val actualBoundingBoxRight: Double\r\n    open val fontBoundingBoxAscent: Double\r\n    open val

fontBoundingBoxDescent: Double\r\n    open val actualBoundingBoxAscent: Double\r\n    open val

actualBoundingBoxDescent: Double\r\n    open val emHeightAscent: Double\r\n    open val emHeightDescent:

Double\r\n    open val hangingBaseline: Double\r\n    open val alphabeticBaseline: Double\r\n    open val

ideographicBaseline: Double\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface HitRegionOptions {\r\n    var path: Path2D? /* =

null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var fillRule: CanvasFillRule?

/* = CanvasFillRule.NONZERO */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

var id: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

parentID: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

cursor: String? /* = \"inherit\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

control: Element? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

label: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var role:

String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun HitRegionOptions(path: Path2D? =

null, fillRule: CanvasFillRule? = CanvasFillRule.NONZERO, id: String? = \"\", parentID: String? = null, cursor:

String? = \"inherit\", control: Element? = null, label: String? = null, role: String? = null): HitRegionOptions {\r\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"path\"] = path\r\n    o[\"fillRule\"] = fillRule\r\n    o[\"id\"] = id\r\n    o[\"parentID\"]

= parentID\r\n    o[\"cursor\"] = cursor\r\n    o[\"control\"] = control\r\n    o[\"label\"] = label\r\n    o[\"role\"] =

role\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[ImageData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageData) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class ImageData : TexImageSource {\r\n    constructor(sw: Int, sh: Int)\r\n    constructor(data: Uint8ClampedArray,

sw: Int, sh: Int = definedExternally)\r\n    open val width: Int\r\n    open val height: Int\r\n    open val data:

Uint8ClampedArray\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Path2D](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Path2D) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Path2D() : CanvasPath {\r\n    constructor(path: Path2D)\r\n    constructor(paths: Array<Path2D>, fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally)\r\n    constructor(d: String)\r\n    fun addPath(path: Path2D, transform:

dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    override fun closePath(): Unit\r\n    override fun moveTo(x: Double, y:

Double): Unit\r\n    override fun lineTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun quadraticCurveTo(cpx:

Double, cpy: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun bezierCurveTo(cp1x: Double, cp1y: Double,

cp2x: Double, cp2y: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2:

Double, y2: Double, radius: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2:

Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun rect(x: Double, y: Double, w:

Double, h: Double): Unit\r\n    override fun arc(x: Double, y: Double, radius: Double, startAngle: Double,

endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean /* = definedExternally */): Unit\r\n    override fun ellipse(x: Double, y:

Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise:

Boolean /* = definedExternally */): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Touch](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Touch) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Touch {\r\n    open val region: String?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageBitmapRenderingContext](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageBitmapRenderingContext)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class ImageBitmapRenderingContext {\r\n    open val canvas:

HTMLCanvasElement\r\n    fun transferFromImageBitmap(bitmap: ImageBitmap?): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings {\r\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings(alpha: Boolean? = true): ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings {\r\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CustomElementRegistry](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CustomElementRegistry) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class CustomElementRegistry {\r\n    fun define(name: String, constructor: () ->

dynamic, options: ElementDefinitionOptions = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun get(name: String): Any?\r\n    fun

whenDefined(name: String): Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ElementDefinitionOptions {\r\n

var extends: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ElementDefinitionOptions(extends:

String? = undefined): ElementDefinitionOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"extends\"] = extends\r\n\r\n

return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ElementContentEditable {\r\n    var contentEditable: String\r\n    val

isContentEditable: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransfer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransfer) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class DataTransfer {\r\n    open var dropEffect: String\r\n    open var effectAllowed: String\r\n    open val

items: DataTransferItemList\r\n    open val types: Array<out String>\r\n    open val files: FileList\r\n    fun

setDragImage(image: Element, x: Int, y: Int): Unit\r\n    fun getData(format: String): String\r\n    fun setData(format:

String, data: String): Unit\r\n    fun clearData(format: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [DataTransferItemList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransferItemList) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class DataTransferItemList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun add(data:

String, type: String): DataTransferItem?\r\n    fun add(data: File): DataTransferItem?\r\n    fun remove(index: Int):

Unit\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DataTransferItemList.get(index:

Int): DataTransferItem? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransferItem](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransferItem) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class DataTransferItem {\r\n    open val kind: String\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    fun

getAsString(_callback: ((String) -> Unit)?): Unit\r\n    fun getAsFile(): File?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the
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JavaScript [DragEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DragEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class DragEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: DragEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\r\n

open val dataTransfer: DataTransfer?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface DragEventInit : MouseEventInit {\r\n

var dataTransfer: DataTransfer? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun DragEventInit(dataTransfer:

DataTransfer? = null, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0,

buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false,

altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock:

Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? =

false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): DragEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"dataTransfer\"] = dataTransfer\r\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\r\n    o[\"screenY\"] =

screenY\r\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\r\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\r\n    o[\"button\"] = button\r\n    o[\"buttons\"]

= buttons\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\r\n

  o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\r\n

o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =

modifierFnLock\r\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] =

modifierNumLock\r\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] =

modifierSuper\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] =

modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

abstract class BarProp {\r\n    open val visible: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[History](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/History) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

History {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open var scrollRestoration: ScrollRestoration\r\n    open val state: Any?\r\n

 fun go(delta: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun back(): Unit\r\n    fun forward(): Unit\r\n    fun pushState(data:

Any?, title: String, url: String? = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun replaceState(data: Any?, title: String, url: String?

= definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Location](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Location) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class Location {\r\n    open var href: String\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    open var protocol: String\r\n    open

var host: String\r\n    open var hostname: String\r\n    open var port: String\r\n    open var pathname: String\r\n

open var search: String\r\n    open var hash: String\r\n    open val ancestorOrigins: Array<out String>\r\n    fun

assign(url: String): Unit\r\n    fun replace(url: String): Unit\r\n    fun reload(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [PopStateEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PopStateEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class PopStateEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PopStateEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\r\n    open val state: Any?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface PopStateEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var state:

Any? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun PopStateEventInit(state: Any? = null,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): PopStateEventInit {\r\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"state\"] = state\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HashChangeEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HashChangeEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class HashChangeEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: HashChangeEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\r\n    open val oldURL: String\r\n    open val newURL: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

HashChangeEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var oldURL: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var newURL: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

HashChangeEventInit(oldURL: String? = \"\", newURL: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:
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Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): HashChangeEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"oldURL\"] = oldURL\r\n    o[\"newURL\"] = newURL\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PageTransitionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PageTransitionEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class PageTransitionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PageTransitionEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val persisted: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

PageTransitionEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var persisted: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

      set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

PageTransitionEventInit(persisted: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): PageTransitionEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"persisted\"] =

persisted\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[BeforeUnloadEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/BeforeUnloadEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class BeforeUnloadEvent : Event {\r\n    var returnValue: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract

class ApplicationCache : EventTarget {\r\n    open val status: Short\r\n    open var onchecking: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onnoupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var ondownloading: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var onupdateready: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var oncached: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onobsolete: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun update(): Unit\r\n    fun abort(): Unit\r\n    fun swapCache(): Unit\r\n\r\n

  companion object {\r\n        val UNCACHED: Short\r\n        val IDLE: Short\r\n        val CHECKING: Short\r\n

 val DOWNLOADING: Short\r\n        val UPDATEREADY: Short\r\n        val OBSOLETE: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorOnLine](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorOnLine) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface NavigatorOnLine {\r\n    val onLine: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ErrorEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ErrorEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class ErrorEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ErrorEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val message:

String\r\n    open val filename: String\r\n    open val lineno: Int\r\n    open val colno: Int\r\n    open val error:

Any?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ErrorEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var message: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var filename: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var lineno: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var colno: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var error: Any? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ErrorEventInit(message: String? = \"\", filename: String? = \"\", lineno: Int? = 0, colno: Int? = 0, error: Any? = null,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ErrorEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"message\"] = message\r\n    o[\"filename\"] = filename\r\n    o[\"lineno\"] = lineno\r\n

o[\"colno\"] = colno\r\n    o[\"error\"] = error\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PromiseRejectionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PromiseRejectionEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class PromiseRejectionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PromiseRejectionEventInit) :

Event {\r\n    open val promise: Promise<Any?>\r\n    open val reason: Any?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

PromiseRejectionEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var promise: Promise<Any?>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var reason: Any?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun PromiseRejectionEventInit(promise:

Promise<Any?>?, reason: Any? = undefined, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): PromiseRejectionEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"promise\"] = promise\r\n

o[\"reason\"] = reason\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[GlobalEventHandlers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/GlobalEventHandlers) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface GlobalEventHandlers {\r\n    var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerup: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onblur: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncanplay: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncontextmenu:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncuechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var ondrag: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

ondragenter: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragleave:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondragstart: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int,

Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onfocus: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oninput: ((InputEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

var onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpause:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onreset: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\r\n    var onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onseeked:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onselect: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onsubmit: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onwaiting: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowEventHandlers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowEventHandlers) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface WindowEventHandlers {\r\n    var onafterprint: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onbeforeprint: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onbeforeunload: ((BeforeUnloadEvent) -> String?)?\r\n    var

onhashchange: ((HashChangeEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onlanguagechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onoffline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var ononline: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpagehide: ((PageTransitionEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpageshow:

((PageTransitionEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpopstate: ((PopStateEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onrejectionhandled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onstorage: ((StorageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onunhandledrejection: ((PromiseRejectionEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onunload: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface DocumentAndElementEventHandlers {\r\n    var oncopy:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onpaste:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope {\r\n    val caches: CacheStorage\r\n

val origin: String\r\n    fun fetch(input: dynamic, init: RequestInit = definedExternally): Promise<Response>\r\n
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fun btoa(data: String): String\r\n    fun atob(data: String): String\r\n    fun setTimeout(handler: dynamic, timeout: Int

= definedExternally, vararg arguments: Any?): Int\r\n    fun clearTimeout(handle: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n

 fun setInterval(handler: dynamic, timeout: Int = definedExternally, vararg arguments: Any?): Int\r\n    fun

clearInterval(handle: Int = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun createImageBitmap(image: dynamic, options:

ImageBitmapOptions = definedExternally): Promise<ImageBitmap>\r\n    fun createImageBitmap(image: dynamic,

sx: Int, sy: Int, sw: Int, sh: Int, options: ImageBitmapOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<ImageBitmap>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorID](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorID) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

interface NavigatorID {\r\n    val appCodeName: String\r\n    val appName: String\r\n    val appVersion: String\r\n

val platform: String\r\n    val product: String\r\n    val productSub: String\r\n    val userAgent: String\r\n    val

vendor: String\r\n    val vendorSub: String\r\n    val oscpu: String\r\n    fun taintEnabled():

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorLanguage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorLanguage) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface NavigatorLanguage {\r\n    val language: String\r\n    val languages: Array<out

String>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface NavigatorContentUtils {\r\n    fun registerProtocolHandler(scheme:

String, url: String, title: String): Unit\r\n    fun registerContentHandler(mimeType: String, url: String, title: String):

Unit\r\n    fun isProtocolHandlerRegistered(scheme: String, url: String): String\r\n    fun

isContentHandlerRegistered(mimeType: String, url: String): String\r\n    fun unregisterProtocolHandler(scheme:

String, url: String): Unit\r\n    fun unregisterContentHandler(mimeType: String, url: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface NavigatorCookies {\r\n    val cookieEnabled: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorPlugins](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorPlugins) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface NavigatorPlugins {\r\n    val plugins: PluginArray\r\n    val mimeTypes: MimeTypeArray\r\n

fun javaEnabled(): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PluginArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PluginArray) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class PluginArray : ItemArrayLike<Plugin> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    fun refresh(reload: Boolean

= definedExternally): Unit\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): Plugin?\r\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

Plugin?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun PluginArray.get(index: Int): Plugin? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun PluginArray.get(name: String): Plugin? =

asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MimeTypeArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MimeTypeArray) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class MimeTypeArray : ItemArrayLike<MimeType> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override

fun item(index: Int): MimeType?\r\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

MimeType?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun MimeTypeArray.get(index: Int): MimeType? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun MimeTypeArray.get(name: String):

MimeType? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Plugin](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Plugin) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Plugin : ItemArrayLike<MimeType> {\r\n    open val name: String\r\n    open val description: String\r\n    open val

filename: String\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): MimeType?\r\n    fun

namedItem(name: String): MimeType?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Plugin.get(index:

Int): MimeType? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Plugin.get(name: String):

MimeType? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MimeType](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MimeType) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class MimeType {\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val description: String\r\n    open val suffixes: String\r\n

open val enabledPlugin: Plugin\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageBitmap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageBitmap) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class ImageBitmap : TexImageSource {\r\n    open val width: Int\r\n    open val height: Int\r\n    fun close():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ImageBitmapOptions {\r\n    var imageOrientation: ImageOrientation? /* =

ImageOrientation.NONE */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var
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premultiplyAlpha: PremultiplyAlpha? /* = PremultiplyAlpha.DEFAULT */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var colorSpaceConversion: ColorSpaceConversion? /* =

ColorSpaceConversion.DEFAULT */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

var resizeWidth: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var resizeHeight:

Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var resizeQuality: ResizeQuality?

/* = ResizeQuality.LOW */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ImageBitmapOptions(imageOrientation: ImageOrientation? = ImageOrientation.NONE, premultiplyAlpha:

PremultiplyAlpha? = PremultiplyAlpha.DEFAULT, colorSpaceConversion: ColorSpaceConversion? =

ColorSpaceConversion.DEFAULT, resizeWidth: Int? = undefined, resizeHeight: Int? = undefined, resizeQuality:

ResizeQuality? = ResizeQuality.LOW): ImageBitmapOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"imageOrientation\"] = imageOrientation\r\n    o[\"premultiplyAlpha\"] = premultiplyAlpha\r\n

o[\"colorSpaceConversion\"] = colorSpaceConversion\r\n    o[\"resizeWidth\"] = resizeWidth\r\n

o[\"resizeHeight\"] = resizeHeight\r\n    o[\"resizeQuality\"] = resizeQuality\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [MessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessageEvent) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class MessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MessageEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val data: Any?\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    open val lastEventId:

String\r\n    open val source: UnionMessagePortOrWindow?\r\n    open val ports: Array<out MessagePort>\r\n    fun

initMessageEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean, data: Any?, origin: String, lastEventId:

String, source: UnionMessagePortOrWindow?, ports: Array<MessagePort>): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface MessageEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var data: Any? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var lastEventId: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var source: UnionMessagePortOrWindow? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>? /* = arrayOf() */\r\n

     get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun MessageEventInit(data: Any? = null, origin: String? = \"\", lastEventId: String? = \"\", source:

UnionMessagePortOrWindow? = null, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = arrayOf(), bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MessageEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"data\"] = data\r\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\r\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\r\n    o[\"source\"] = source\r\n

o[\"ports\"] = ports\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventSource](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventSource) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class EventSource(url: String, eventSourceInitDict: EventSourceInit = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\r\n    open

val url: String\r\n    open val withCredentials: Boolean\r\n    open val readyState: Short\r\n    var onopen: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun

close(): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val CONNECTING: Short\r\n        val OPEN: Short\r\n        val

CLOSED: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface EventSourceInit {\r\n    var withCredentials: Boolean?

/* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun EventSourceInit(withCredentials:

Boolean? = false): EventSourceInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"withCredentials\"] =

withCredentials\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebSocket](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebSocket) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class WebSocket(url: String, protocols: dynamic = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\r\n    open val url: String\r\n

open val readyState: Short\r\n    open val bufferedAmount: Int\r\n    var onopen: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var

onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val extensions: String\r\n    open

val protocol: String\r\n    var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var binaryType: BinaryType\r\n    fun

close(code: Short = definedExternally, reason: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun send(data: String):
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Unit\r\n    fun send(data: Blob): Unit\r\n    fun send(data: ArrayBuffer): Unit\r\n    fun send(data: ArrayBufferView):

Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val CONNECTING: Short\r\n        val OPEN: Short\r\n        val

CLOSING: Short\r\n        val CLOSED: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CloseEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CloseEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class CloseEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CloseEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val wasClean:

Boolean\r\n    open val code: Short\r\n    open val reason: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CloseEventInit :

EventInit {\r\n    var wasClean: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var code: Short? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var reason: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun CloseEventInit(wasClean: Boolean? =

false, code: Short? = 0, reason: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): CloseEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"wasClean\"] = wasClean\r\n    o[\"code\"]

= code\r\n    o[\"reason\"] = reason\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MessageChannel](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessageChannel) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class MessageChannel {\r\n    open val port1: MessagePort\r\n    open val port2:

MessagePort\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MessagePort](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessagePort) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class MessagePort : EventTarget, UnionMessagePortOrWindow, UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker,

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n    open var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun

postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun start(): Unit\r\n    fun

close(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[BroadcastChannel](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/BroadcastChannel) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class BroadcastChannel(name: String) : EventTarget {\r\n    open val name: String\r\n    var

onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?): Unit\r\n    fun close():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerGlobalScope) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class WorkerGlobalScope : EventTarget, WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope,

GlobalPerformance {\r\n    open val self: WorkerGlobalScope\r\n    open val location: WorkerLocation\r\n    open

val navigator: WorkerNavigator\r\n    open var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open

var onlanguagechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onoffline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

ononline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onrejectionhandled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onunhandledrejection: ((PromiseRejectionEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun importScripts(vararg urls: String):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\r\n    open var

onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun close(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SharedWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SharedWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SharedWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\r\n    open val

name: String\r\n    open val applicationCache: ApplicationCache\r\n    open var onconnect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    fun close(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AbstractWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AbstractWorker) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface AbstractWorker {\r\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Worker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Worker) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class Worker(scriptURL: String, options: WorkerOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget, AbstractWorker

{\r\n    var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    override var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun

terminate(): Unit\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally):
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Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface WorkerOptions {\r\n    var type: WorkerType? /* = WorkerType.CLASSIC

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var credentials:

RequestCredentials? /* = RequestCredentials.OMIT */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun WorkerOptions(type: WorkerType? =

WorkerType.CLASSIC, credentials: RequestCredentials? = RequestCredentials.OMIT): WorkerOptions {\r\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"type\"] = type\r\n    o[\"credentials\"] = credentials\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [SharedWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SharedWorker) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class SharedWorker(scriptURL: String, name: String = definedExternally,

options: WorkerOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget, AbstractWorker {\r\n    open val port: MessagePort\r\n

 override var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorConcurrentHardware](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorConcurrentHardware) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\r\n    val hardwareConcurrency:

Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WorkerNavigator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerNavigator) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class WorkerNavigator : NavigatorID, NavigatorLanguage, NavigatorOnLine,

NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\r\n    open val serviceWorker: ServiceWorkerContainer\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [WorkerLocation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerLocation) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class WorkerLocation {\r\n    open var href: String\r\n    open val origin:

String\r\n    open val protocol: String\r\n    open val host: String\r\n    open val hostname: String\r\n    open val port:

String\r\n    open val pathname: String\r\n    open val search: String\r\n    open val hash: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [Storage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Storage) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class Storage {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    fun key(index: Int): String?\r\n    fun getItem(key:

String): String?\r\n    fun setItem(key: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun removeItem(key: String): Unit\r\n    fun

clear(): Unit\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Storage.get(key: String): String? =

asDynamic()[key]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Storage.set(key: String, value: String): Unit {

asDynamic()[key] = value; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowSessionStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowSessionStorage) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface WindowSessionStorage {\r\n    val sessionStorage: Storage\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowLocalStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowLocalStorage) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface WindowLocalStorage {\r\n    val localStorage: Storage\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [StorageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StorageEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class StorageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: StorageEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\r\n    open val key: String?\r\n    open val oldValue: String?\r\n    open val newValue: String?\r\n    open val

url: String\r\n    open val storageArea: Storage?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface StorageEventInit : EventInit

{\r\n    var key: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

oldValue: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

newValue: String? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var url:

String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var storageArea:

Storage? /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun StorageEventInit(key: String? = null,

oldValue: String? = null, newValue: String? = null, url: String? = \"\", storageArea: Storage? = null, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): StorageEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"key\"] = key\r\n    o[\"oldValue\"] = oldValue\r\n    o[\"newValue\"] = newValue\r\n

o[\"url\"] = url\r\n    o[\"storageArea\"] = storageArea\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class

HTMLAppletElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var align: String\r\n    open var alt: String\r\n    open var

archive: String\r\n    open var code: String\r\n    open var codeBase: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n    open
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var hspace: Int\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var _object: String\r\n    open var vspace: Int\r\n    open var

width: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMarqueeElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMarqueeElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLMarqueeElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var behavior: String\r\n

open var bgColor: String\r\n    open var direction: String\r\n    open var height: String\r\n    open var hspace: Int\r\n

open var loop: Int\r\n    open var scrollAmount: Int\r\n    open var scrollDelay: Int\r\n    open var trueSpeed:

Boolean\r\n    open var vspace: Int\r\n    open var width: String\r\n    open var onbounce: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var onfinish: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun start(): Unit\r\n

fun stop(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFrameSetElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFrameSetElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFrameSetElement : HTMLElement, WindowEventHandlers {\r\n    open

var cols: String\r\n    open var rows: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLFrameElement :

HTMLElement {\r\n    open var name: String\r\n    open var scrolling: String\r\n    open var src: String\r\n    open

var frameBorder: String\r\n    open var longDesc: String\r\n    open var noResize: Boolean\r\n    open val

contentDocument: Document?\r\n    open val contentWindow: Window?\r\n    open var marginHeight: String\r\n

open var marginWidth: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class HTMLDirectoryElement : HTMLElement

{\r\n    open var compact: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFontElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFontElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLFontElement : HTMLElement {\r\n    open var color: String\r\n    open var face:

String\r\n    open var size: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface External {\r\n    fun AddSearchProvider():

Unit\r\n    fun IsSearchProviderInstalled(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface EventInit {\r\n    var bubbles:

Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var cancelable:

Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var composed:

Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun EventInit(bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): EventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CustomEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CustomEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class CustomEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CustomEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val

detail: Any?\r\n    fun initCustomEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean, detail: Any?):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CustomEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var detail: Any? /* = null */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun CustomEventInit(detail: Any? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): CustomEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface EventListenerOptions {\r\n    var capture: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

EventListenerOptions(capture: Boolean? = false): EventListenerOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"capture\"] = capture\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface AddEventListenerOptions :

EventListenerOptions {\r\n    var passive: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\r\n    var once: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun AddEventListenerOptions(passive:

Boolean? = false, once: Boolean? = false, capture: Boolean? = false): AddEventListenerOptions {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"passive\"] = passive\r\n    o[\"once\"] = once\r\n    o[\"capture\"] = capture\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface NonElementParentNode {\r\n    fun getElementById(elementId: String):

Element?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DocumentOrShadowRoot](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentOrShadowRoot) to Kotlin\r\n
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*/\r\npublic external interface DocumentOrShadowRoot {\r\n    val fullscreenElement: Element?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [ParentNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ParentNode) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface ParentNode {\r\n    val children: HTMLCollection\r\n    val firstElementChild:

Element?\r\n    val lastElementChild: Element?\r\n    val childElementCount: Int\r\n    fun prepend(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun querySelector(selectors: String):

Element?\r\n    fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NonDocumentTypeChildNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NonDocumentTypeChildNode) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface NonDocumentTypeChildNode {\r\n    val previousElementSibling:

Element?\r\n    val nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ChildNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ChildNode) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

ChildNode {\r\n    fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun

replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun remove(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Slotable](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Slotable) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

Slotable {\r\n    val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract

class NodeList : ItemArrayLike<Node> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int):

Node?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun NodeList.get(index: Int): Node? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLCollection) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class HTMLCollection : UnionElementOrHTMLCollection, ItemArrayLike<Element> {\r\n

override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): Element?\r\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

Element?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLCollection.get(index: Int): Element? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLCollection.get(name: String):

Element? = asDynamic()[name]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationObserver](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationObserver) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class MutationObserver(callback: (Array<MutationRecord>, MutationObserver) -> Unit) {\r\n    fun

observe(target: Node, options: MutationObserverInit = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun disconnect(): Unit\r\n

fun takeRecords(): Array<MutationRecord>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationObserverInit](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationObserverInit) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface MutationObserverInit {\r\n    var childList: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var attributes: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var characterData: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var subtree: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var attributeOldValue: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var characterDataOldValue: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var attributeFilter: Array<String>?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MutationObserverInit(childList: Boolean? = false, attributes: Boolean? = undefined, characterData: Boolean? =

undefined, subtree: Boolean? = false, attributeOldValue: Boolean? = undefined, characterDataOldValue: Boolean? =

undefined, attributeFilter: Array<String>? = undefined): MutationObserverInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"childList\"] = childList\r\n    o[\"attributes\"] = attributes\r\n    o[\"characterData\"] = characterData\r\n

o[\"subtree\"] = subtree\r\n    o[\"attributeOldValue\"] = attributeOldValue\r\n    o[\"characterDataOldValue\"] =

characterDataOldValue\r\n    o[\"attributeFilter\"] = attributeFilter\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [MutationRecord](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationRecord) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class MutationRecord {\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val target: Node\r\n

open val addedNodes: NodeList\r\n    open val removedNodes: NodeList\r\n    open val previousSibling: Node?\r\n

open val nextSibling: Node?\r\n    open val attributeName: String?\r\n    open val attributeNamespace: String?\r\n

open val oldValue: String?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[Node](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Node) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class Node

: EventTarget {\r\n    open val nodeType: Short\r\n    open val nodeName: String\r\n    open val baseURI: String\r\n

open val isConnected: Boolean\r\n    open val ownerDocument: Document?\r\n    open val parentNode: Node?\r\n

open val parentElement: Element?\r\n    open val childNodes: NodeList\r\n    open val firstChild: Node?\r\n    open

val lastChild: Node?\r\n    open val previousSibling: Node?\r\n    open val nextSibling: Node?\r\n    open var

nodeValue: String?\r\n    open var textContent: String?\r\n    fun getRootNode(options: GetRootNodeOptions =

definedExternally): Node\r\n    fun hasChildNodes(): Boolean\r\n    fun normalize(): Unit\r\n    fun cloneNode(deep:

Boolean = definedExternally): Node\r\n    fun isEqualNode(otherNode: Node?): Boolean\r\n    fun

isSameNode(otherNode: Node?): Boolean\r\n    fun compareDocumentPosition(other: Node): Short\r\n    fun

contains(other: Node?): Boolean\r\n    fun lookupPrefix(namespace: String?): String?\r\n    fun

lookupNamespaceURI(prefix: String?): String?\r\n    fun isDefaultNamespace(namespace: String?): Boolean\r\n

fun insertBefore(node: Node, child: Node?): Node\r\n    fun appendChild(node: Node): Node\r\n    fun

replaceChild(node: Node, child: Node): Node\r\n    fun removeChild(child: Node): Node\r\n\r\n    companion object

{\r\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\r\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\r\n        val TEXT_NODE:

Short\r\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\r\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\r\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\r\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\r\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE:

Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\r\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\r\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING:

Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\r\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY:

Short\r\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface GetRootNodeOptions {\r\n    var composed: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

GetRootNodeOptions(composed: Boolean? = false): GetRootNodeOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLDocument](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLDocument) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class XMLDocument : Document {\r\n    override fun getElementById(elementId: String):

Element?\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun append(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override fun

querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* =

definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from:

dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun

convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ElementCreationOptions {\r\n    @JsName(\"is\") var is_: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ElementCreationOptions(is_: String? = undefined): ElementCreationOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"is\"] = is_\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMImplementation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMImplementation) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class DOMImplementation {\r\n    fun createDocumentType(qualifiedName: String,

publicId: String, systemId: String): DocumentType\r\n    fun createDocument(namespace: String?, qualifiedName:

String, doctype: DocumentType? = definedExternally): XMLDocument\r\n    fun createHTMLDocument(title:

String = definedExternally): Document\r\n    fun hasFeature(): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DocumentType](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentType) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class DocumentType : Node, ChildNode {\r\n    open val name: String\r\n    open val publicId: String\r\n

open val systemId: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[DocumentFragment](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentFragment) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class DocumentFragment : Node, NonElementParentNode, ParentNode {\r\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\r\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\r\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\r\n

override val childElementCount: Int\r\n    override fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\r\n    override

fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun

querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String):

NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ShadowRoot](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ShadowRoot) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class ShadowRoot : DocumentFragment, DocumentOrShadowRoot {\r\n    open val mode: ShadowRootMode\r\n

open val host: Element\r\n    override val fullscreenElement: Element?\r\n    override fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n

override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Element](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Element) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Element : Node, ParentNode, NonDocumentTypeChildNode, ChildNode, Slotable, GeometryUtils,

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction, UnionElementOrHTMLCollection, UnionElementOrRadioNodeList,

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\r\n    open var innerHTML: String\r\n    open var outerHTML: String\r\n    open val

namespaceURI: String?\r\n    open val prefix: String?\r\n    open val localName: String\r\n    open val tagName:

String\r\n    open var id: String\r\n    open var className: String\r\n    open val classList: DOMTokenList\r\n    open

var slot: String\r\n    open val attributes: NamedNodeMap\r\n    open val shadowRoot: ShadowRoot?\r\n    open var

scrollTop: Double\r\n    open var scrollLeft: Double\r\n    open val scrollWidth: Int\r\n    open val scrollHeight:

Int\r\n    open val clientTop: Int\r\n    open val clientLeft: Int\r\n    open val clientWidth: Int\r\n    open val

clientHeight: Int\r\n    fun requestFullscreen(): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun setPointerCapture(pointerId: Int): Unit\r\n

fun releasePointerCapture(pointerId: Int): Unit\r\n    fun hasPointerCapture(pointerId: Int): Boolean\r\n    fun

insertAdjacentHTML(position: String, text: String): Unit\r\n    fun hasAttributes(): Boolean\r\n    fun

getAttributeNames(): Array<String>\r\n    fun getAttribute(qualifiedName: String): String?\r\n    fun

getAttributeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): String?\r\n    fun setAttribute(qualifiedName: String, value:

String): Unit\r\n    fun setAttributeNS(namespace: String?, qualifiedName: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun

removeAttribute(qualifiedName: String): Unit\r\n    fun removeAttributeNS(namespace: String?, localName:

String): Unit\r\n    fun hasAttribute(qualifiedName: String): Boolean\r\n    fun hasAttributeNS(namespace: String?,

localName: String): Boolean\r\n    fun getAttributeNode(qualifiedName: String): Attr?\r\n    fun

getAttributeNodeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr?\r\n    fun setAttributeNode(attr: Attr): Attr?\r\n

fun setAttributeNodeNS(attr: Attr): Attr?\r\n    fun removeAttributeNode(attr: Attr): Attr\r\n    fun

attachShadow(init: ShadowRootInit): ShadowRoot\r\n    fun closest(selectors: String): Element?\r\n    fun

matches(selectors: String): Boolean\r\n    fun webkitMatchesSelector(selectors: String): Boolean\r\n    fun

getElementsByTagName(qualifiedName: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun

getElementsByTagNameNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun

getElementsByClassName(classNames: String): HTMLCollection\r\n    fun insertAdjacentElement(where: String,

element: Element): Element?\r\n    fun insertAdjacentText(where: String, data: String): Unit\r\n    fun

getClientRects(): Array<DOMRect>\r\n    fun getBoundingClientRect(): DOMRect\r\n    fun scrollIntoView():

Unit\r\n    fun scrollIntoView(arg: dynamic): Unit\r\n    fun scroll(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun scroll(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun scrollTo(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally):

Unit\r\n    fun scrollTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n    fun scrollBy(options: ScrollToOptions =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun scrollBy(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ShadowRootInit {\r\n    var mode: ShadowRootMode?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ShadowRootInit(mode:

ShadowRootMode?): ShadowRootInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"mode\"] = mode\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[NamedNodeMap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NamedNodeMap) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class NamedNodeMap : ItemArrayLike<Attr> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun

item(index: Int): Attr?\r\n    fun getNamedItem(qualifiedName: String): Attr?\r\n    fun

getNamedItemNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr?\r\n    fun setNamedItem(attr: Attr): Attr?\r\n    fun

setNamedItemNS(attr: Attr): Attr?\r\n    fun removeNamedItem(qualifiedName: String): Attr\r\n    fun

removeNamedItemNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun NamedNodeMap.get(index: Int): Attr? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun NamedNodeMap.get(qualifiedName: String): Attr? = asDynamic()[qualifiedName]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [Attr](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Attr) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class Attr : Node {\r\n    open val namespaceURI: String?\r\n    open val prefix: String?\r\n    open

val localName: String\r\n    open val name: String\r\n    open var value: String\r\n    open val ownerElement:

Element?\r\n    open val specified: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CharacterData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CharacterData) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CharacterData : Node, NonDocumentTypeChildNode, ChildNode {\r\n    open var data: String\r\n

open val length: Int\r\n    fun substringData(offset: Int, count: Int): String\r\n    fun appendData(data: String):

Unit\r\n    fun insertData(offset: Int, data: String): Unit\r\n    fun deleteData(offset: Int, count: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

replaceData(offset: Int, count: Int, data: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Text](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Text) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class Text(data:

String = definedExternally) : CharacterData, Slotable, GeometryUtils {\r\n    open val wholeText: String\r\n

override val previousElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override val

assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\r\n    fun splitText(offset: Int): Text\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* =

definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from:

dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun

convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CDATASection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CDATASection) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class CDATASection : Text {\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun remove(): Unit\r\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\r\n

 override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ProcessingInstruction](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ProcessingInstruction) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class ProcessingInstruction : CharacterData, LinkStyle,

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction {\r\n    open val target: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Comment](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Comment) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Comment(data: String = definedExternally) : CharacterData {\r\n    override val previousElementSibling:

Element?\r\n    override val nextElementSibling: Element?\r\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic):

Unit\r\n    override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic):

Unit\r\n    override fun remove(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Range](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Range) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class Range

{\r\n    open val startContainer: Node\r\n    open val startOffset: Int\r\n    open val endContainer: Node\r\n    open val

endOffset: Int\r\n    open val collapsed: Boolean\r\n    open val commonAncestorContainer: Node\r\n    fun
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createContextualFragment(fragment: String): DocumentFragment\r\n    fun setStart(node: Node, offset: Int): Unit\r\n

  fun setEnd(node: Node, offset: Int): Unit\r\n    fun setStartBefore(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun setStartAfter(node:

Node): Unit\r\n    fun setEndBefore(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun setEndAfter(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun

collapse(toStart: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun selectNode(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun

selectNodeContents(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun compareBoundaryPoints(how: Short, sourceRange: Range):

Short\r\n    fun deleteContents(): Unit\r\n    fun extractContents(): DocumentFragment\r\n    fun cloneContents():

DocumentFragment\r\n    fun insertNode(node: Node): Unit\r\n    fun surroundContents(newParent: Node): Unit\r\n

 fun cloneRange(): Range\r\n    fun detach(): Unit\r\n    fun isPointInRange(node: Node, offset: Int): Boolean\r\n

fun comparePoint(node: Node, offset: Int): Short\r\n    fun intersectsNode(node: Node): Boolean\r\n    fun

getClientRects(): Array<DOMRect>\r\n    fun getBoundingClientRect(): DOMRect\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n

     val START_TO_START: Short\r\n        val START_TO_END: Short\r\n        val END_TO_END: Short\r\n

val END_TO_START: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeIterator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeIterator) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class NodeIterator {\r\n    open val root: Node\r\n    open val referenceNode: Node\r\n    open val

pointerBeforeReferenceNode: Boolean\r\n    open val whatToShow: Int\r\n    open val filter: NodeFilter?\r\n    fun

nextNode(): Node?\r\n    fun previousNode(): Node?\r\n    fun detach(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [TreeWalker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TreeWalker) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class TreeWalker {\r\n    open val root: Node\r\n    open val whatToShow: Int\r\n    open val filter:

NodeFilter?\r\n    open var currentNode: Node\r\n    fun parentNode(): Node?\r\n    fun firstChild(): Node?\r\n    fun

lastChild(): Node?\r\n    fun previousSibling(): Node?\r\n    fun nextSibling(): Node?\r\n    fun previousNode():

Node?\r\n    fun nextNode(): Node?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeFilter](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeFilter) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

NodeFilter {\r\n    fun acceptNode(node: Node): Short\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val FILTER_ACCEPT:

Short\r\n        val FILTER_REJECT: Short\r\n        val FILTER_SKIP: Short\r\n        val SHOW_ALL: Int\r\n

val SHOW_ELEMENT: Int\r\n        val SHOW_ATTRIBUTE: Int\r\n        val SHOW_TEXT: Int\r\n        val

SHOW_CDATA_SECTION: Int\r\n        val SHOW_ENTITY_REFERENCE: Int\r\n        val SHOW_ENTITY:

Int\r\n        val SHOW_PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION: Int\r\n        val SHOW_COMMENT: Int\r\n        val

SHOW_DOCUMENT: Int\r\n        val SHOW_DOCUMENT_TYPE: Int\r\n        val

SHOW_DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT: Int\r\n        val SHOW_NOTATION: Int\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [DOMTokenList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMTokenList) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class DOMTokenList : ItemArrayLike<String> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n

open var value: String\r\n    override fun item(index: Int): String?\r\n    fun contains(token: String): Boolean\r\n

fun add(vararg tokens: String): Unit\r\n    fun remove(vararg tokens: String): Unit\r\n    fun toggle(token: String,

force: Boolean = definedExternally): Boolean\r\n    fun replace(token: String, newToken: String): Unit\r\n    fun

supports(token: String): Boolean\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DOMTokenList.get(index:

Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPointReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPointReadOnly) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class DOMPointReadOnly(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, w: Double) {\r\n    open val

x: Double\r\n    open val y: Double\r\n    open val z: Double\r\n    open val w: Double\r\n    fun

matrixTransform(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPoint](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPoint) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class DOMPoint : DOMPointReadOnly {\r\n    constructor(point: DOMPointInit)\r\n    constructor(x: Double =

definedExternally, y: Double = definedExternally, z: Double = definedExternally, w: Double =

definedExternally)\r\n    override var x: Double\r\n    override var y: Double\r\n    override var z: Double\r\n

override var w: Double\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPointInit](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPointInit) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

interface DOMPointInit {\r\n    var x: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var y: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\r\n    var z: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var w: Double? /* = 1.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun DOMPointInit(x: Double? = 0.0, y:

Double? = 0.0, z: Double? = 0.0, w: Double? = 1.0): DOMPointInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"x\"] =

x\r\n    o[\"y\"] = y\r\n    o[\"z\"] = z\r\n    o[\"w\"] = w\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMRect](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMRect) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class DOMRect(x: Double = definedExternally, y: Double = definedExternally, width: Double = definedExternally,

height: Double = definedExternally) : DOMRectReadOnly {\r\n    override var x: Double\r\n    override var y:

Double\r\n    override var width: Double\r\n    override var height: Double\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DOMRectReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMRectReadOnly) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class DOMRectReadOnly(x: Double, y: Double, width: Double, height: Double) {\r\n

open val x: Double\r\n    open val y: Double\r\n    open val width: Double\r\n    open val height: Double\r\n    open

val top: Double\r\n    open val right: Double\r\n    open val bottom: Double\r\n    open val left:

Double\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface DOMRectInit {\r\n    var x: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var y: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var width: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: Double? /* = 0.0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

DOMRectInit(x: Double? = 0.0, y: Double? = 0.0, width: Double? = 0.0, height: Double? = 0.0): DOMRectInit {\r\n

  val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"x\"] = x\r\n    o[\"y\"] = y\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] =

height\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface DOMRectList : ItemArrayLike<DOMRect> {\r\n

override fun item(index: Int): DOMRect?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

DOMRectList.get(index: Int): DOMRect? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMQuad](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMQuad) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class DOMQuad {\r\n    constructor(p1: DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p2: DOMPointInit = definedExternally,

p3: DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p4: DOMPointInit = definedExternally)\r\n    constructor(rect:

DOMRectInit)\r\n    open val p1: DOMPoint\r\n    open val p2: DOMPoint\r\n    open val p3: DOMPoint\r\n    open

val p4: DOMPoint\r\n    open val bounds: DOMRectReadOnly\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMMatrixReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMMatrixReadOnly) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class DOMMatrixReadOnly(numberSequence: Array<Double>) {\r\n    open val a:

Double\r\n    open val b: Double\r\n    open val c: Double\r\n    open val d: Double\r\n    open val e: Double\r\n

open val f: Double\r\n    open val m11: Double\r\n    open val m12: Double\r\n    open val m13: Double\r\n    open

val m14: Double\r\n    open val m21: Double\r\n    open val m22: Double\r\n    open val m23: Double\r\n    open val

m24: Double\r\n    open val m31: Double\r\n    open val m32: Double\r\n    open val m33: Double\r\n    open val

m34: Double\r\n    open val m41: Double\r\n    open val m42: Double\r\n    open val m43: Double\r\n    open val

m44: Double\r\n    open val is2D: Boolean\r\n    open val isIdentity: Boolean\r\n    fun translate(tx: Double, ty:

Double, tz: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scale(scale: Double, originX: Double =

definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scale3d(scale: Double, originX:

Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ: Double = definedExternally):

DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scaleNonUniform(scaleX: Double, scaleY: Double = definedExternally, scaleZ: Double =

definedExternally, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ: Double =

definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun rotate(angle: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY:

Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun rotateFromVector(x: Double, y: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun

rotateAxisAngle(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, angle: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun skewX(sx: Double):

DOMMatrix\r\n    fun skewY(sy: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun multiply(other: DOMMatrix): DOMMatrix\r\n

fun flipX(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun flipY(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun inverse(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun

transformPoint(point: DOMPointInit = definedExternally): DOMPoint\r\n    fun toFloat32Array(): Float32Array\r\n

 fun toFloat64Array(): Float64Array\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[DOMMatrix](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMMatrix) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class DOMMatrix() : DOMMatrixReadOnly {\r\n    constructor(transformList: String)\r\n    constructor(other:

DOMMatrixReadOnly)\r\n    constructor(array32: Float32Array)\r\n    constructor(array64: Float64Array)\r\n

constructor(numberSequence: Array<Double>)\r\n    override var a: Double\r\n    override var b: Double\r\n

override var c: Double\r\n    override var d: Double\r\n    override var e: Double\r\n    override var f: Double\r\n

override var m11: Double\r\n    override var m12: Double\r\n    override var m13: Double\r\n    override var m14:

Double\r\n    override var m21: Double\r\n    override var m22: Double\r\n    override var m23: Double\r\n

override var m24: Double\r\n    override var m31: Double\r\n    override var m32: Double\r\n    override var m33:

Double\r\n    override var m34: Double\r\n    override var m41: Double\r\n    override var m42: Double\r\n

override var m43: Double\r\n    override var m44: Double\r\n    fun multiplySelf(other: DOMMatrix):

DOMMatrix\r\n    fun preMultiplySelf(other: DOMMatrix): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun translateSelf(tx: Double, ty:

Double, tz: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scaleSelf(scale: Double, originX: Double =

definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scale3dSelf(scale: Double, originX:

Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ: Double = definedExternally):

DOMMatrix\r\n    fun scaleNonUniformSelf(scaleX: Double, scaleY: Double = definedExternally, scaleZ: Double =

definedExternally, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ: Double =

definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun rotateSelf(angle: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY:

Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun rotateFromVectorSelf(x: Double, y: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n

fun rotateAxisAngleSelf(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, angle: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun skewXSelf(sx:

Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun skewYSelf(sy: Double): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun invertSelf(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun

setMatrixValue(transformList: String): DOMMatrix\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ScrollOptions {\r\n    var

behavior: ScrollBehavior? /* = ScrollBehavior.AUTO */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ScrollOptions(behavior:

ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO): ScrollOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"behavior\"] =

behavior\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ScrollToOptions](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ScrollToOptions) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface ScrollToOptions : ScrollOptions {\r\n    var left: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var top: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ScrollToOptions(left: Double? =

undefined, top: Double? = undefined, behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO): ScrollToOptions {\r\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"left\"] = left\r\n    o[\"top\"] = top\r\n    o[\"behavior\"] = behavior\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaQueryList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaQueryList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class MediaQueryList : EventTarget {\r\n    open val media: String\r\n    open val matches:

Boolean\r\n    open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun addListener(listener: EventListener?): Unit\r\n

fun addListener(listener: ((Event) -> Unit)?): Unit\r\n    fun removeListener(listener: EventListener?): Unit\r\n    fun

removeListener(listener: ((Event) -> Unit)?): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaQueryListEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaQueryListEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class MediaQueryListEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MediaQueryListEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val media: String\r\n    open val matches: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface MediaQueryListEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var media: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var matches: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MediaQueryListEventInit(media: String? = \"\", matches: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MediaQueryListEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"media\"] = media\r\n    o[\"matches\"] = matches\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Screen](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Screen) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class
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Screen {\r\n    open val availWidth: Int\r\n    open val availHeight: Int\r\n    open val width: Int\r\n    open val height:

Int\r\n    open val colorDepth: Int\r\n    open val pixelDepth: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CaretPosition](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CaretPosition) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CaretPosition {\r\n    open val offsetNode: Node\r\n    open val offset: Int\r\n    fun getClientRect():

DOMRect?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ScrollIntoViewOptions : ScrollOptions {\r\n    var block:

ScrollLogicalPosition? /* = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\r\n    var inline: ScrollLogicalPosition? /* = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ScrollIntoViewOptions(block: ScrollLogicalPosition? = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER, inline:

ScrollLogicalPosition? = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER, behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO):

ScrollIntoViewOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"block\"] = block\r\n    o[\"inline\"] = inline\r\n

o[\"behavior\"] = behavior\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface BoxQuadOptions {\r\n    var box:

CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var relativeTo: dynamic\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun BoxQuadOptions(box: CSSBoxType?

= CSSBoxType.BORDER, relativeTo: dynamic = undefined): BoxQuadOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"box\"] = box\r\n    o[\"relativeTo\"] = relativeTo\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ConvertCoordinateOptions {\r\n    var fromBox: CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var toBox: CSSBoxType? /* =

CSSBoxType.BORDER */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ConvertCoordinateOptions(fromBox:

CSSBoxType? = CSSBoxType.BORDER, toBox: CSSBoxType? = CSSBoxType.BORDER):

ConvertCoordinateOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"fromBox\"] = fromBox\r\n    o[\"toBox\"] =

toBox\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[GeometryUtils](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/GeometryUtils) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

interface GeometryUtils {\r\n    fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions = definedExternally):

Array<DOMQuad>\r\n    fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions = definedExternally): DOMQuad\r\n    fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions = definedExternally): DOMQuad\r\n    fun

convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions =

definedExternally): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction

{\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface UnionElementOrHTMLCollection {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

@marker interface UnionElementOrRadioNodeList {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface UnionMessagePortOrWindow

{\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

@marker interface HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface RenderingContext

{\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external @marker interface HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\r\npublic external interface DocumentReadyState {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.LOADING: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"loading\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\r\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.INTERACTIVE: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"interactive\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\r\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.COMPLETE: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"complete\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface CanPlayTypeResult {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.EMPTY: CanPlayTypeResult get() =
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\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\r\npublic inline val CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.MAYBE:

CanPlayTypeResult get() = \"maybe\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\r\npublic inline val

CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.PROBABLY: CanPlayTypeResult get() =

\"probably\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface TextTrackMode {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.DISABLED: TextTrackMode get() =

\"disabled\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.HIDDEN: TextTrackMode get() =

\"hidden\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.SHOWING: TextTrackMode get() =

\"showing\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface TextTrackKind {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.SUBTITLES: TextTrackKind get() =

\"subtitles\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.CAPTIONS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"captions\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.DESCRIPTIONS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"descriptions\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.CHAPTERS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"chapters\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.METADATA: TextTrackKind get() =

\"metadata\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface SelectionMode {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

SelectionMode.Companion.SELECT: SelectionMode get() =

\"select\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\r\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.START:

SelectionMode get() = \"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\r\npublic inline val

SelectionMode.Companion.END: SelectionMode get() =

\"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\r\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.PRESERVE:

SelectionMode get() = \"preserve\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\r\npublic external interface CanvasFillRule {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasFillRule.Companion.NONZERO: CanvasFillRule get() =

\"nonzero\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasFillRule>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasFillRule.Companion.EVENODD: CanvasFillRule get() =

\"evenodd\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasFillRule>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ImageSmoothingQuality {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.LOW: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"low\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\r\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.MEDIUM: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"medium\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\r\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.HIGH: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"high\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface CanvasLineCap {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasLineCap.Companion.BUTT: CanvasLineCap get() =

\"butt\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasLineCap.Companion.ROUND:

CanvasLineCap get() = \"round\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasLineCap.Companion.SQUARE: CanvasLineCap get() =

\"square\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface CanvasLineJoin {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val
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CanvasLineJoin.Companion.ROUND: CanvasLineJoin get() =

\"round\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasLineJoin.Companion.BEVEL:

CanvasLineJoin get() = \"bevel\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasLineJoin.Companion.MITER: CanvasLineJoin get() =

\"miter\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface CanvasTextAlign {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.START: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.END:

CanvasTextAlign get() = \"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.LEFT: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"left\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.RIGHT:

CanvasTextAlign get() = \"right\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.CENTER: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"center\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface CanvasTextBaseline {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.TOP: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"top\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.HANGING: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"hanging\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.MIDDLE: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"middle\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.ALPHABETIC: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"alphabetic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.IDEOGRAPHIC: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"ideographic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.BOTTOM: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"bottom\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface CanvasDirection {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CanvasDirection.Companion.LTR: CanvasDirection get() =

\"ltr\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\r\npublic inline val CanvasDirection.Companion.RTL:

CanvasDirection get() = \"rtl\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\r\npublic inline val

CanvasDirection.Companion.INHERIT: CanvasDirection get() =

\"inherit\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface ScrollRestoration {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ScrollRestoration.Companion.AUTO: ScrollRestoration get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollRestoration>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollRestoration.Companion.MANUAL: ScrollRestoration get() =

\"manual\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollRestoration>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ImageOrientation {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ImageOrientation.Companion.NONE: ImageOrientation get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageOrientation>()\r\npublic inline val ImageOrientation.Companion.FLIPY:

ImageOrientation get() = \"flipY\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageOrientation>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\r\npublic external interface PremultiplyAlpha {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.NONE: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\r\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.PREMULTIPLY: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"premultiply\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\r\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.DEFAULT: PremultiplyAlpha get() =
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\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ColorSpaceConversion {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ColorSpaceConversion.Companion.NONE: ColorSpaceConversion get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ColorSpaceConversion>()\r\npublic inline val

ColorSpaceConversion.Companion.DEFAULT: ColorSpaceConversion get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ColorSpaceConversion>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ResizeQuality {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ResizeQuality.Companion.PIXELATED: ResizeQuality get() =

\"pixelated\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\r\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.LOW:

ResizeQuality get() = \"low\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\r\npublic inline val

ResizeQuality.Companion.MEDIUM: ResizeQuality get() =

\"medium\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\r\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.HIGH:

ResizeQuality get() = \"high\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\r\npublic external interface BinaryType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

BinaryType.Companion.BLOB: BinaryType get() = \"blob\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<BinaryType>()\r\npublic

inline val BinaryType.Companion.ARRAYBUFFER: BinaryType get() =

\"arraybuffer\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<BinaryType>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface WorkerType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

WorkerType.Companion.CLASSIC: WorkerType get() =

\"classic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<WorkerType>()\r\npublic inline val WorkerType.Companion.MODULE:

WorkerType get() = \"module\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<WorkerType>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\r\npublic external interface ShadowRootMode {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ShadowRootMode.Companion.OPEN: ShadowRootMode get() =

\"open\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ShadowRootMode>()\r\npublic inline val

ShadowRootMode.Companion.CLOSED: ShadowRootMode get() =

\"closed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ShadowRootMode>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface ScrollBehavior {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ScrollBehavior.Companion.AUTO: ScrollBehavior get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\r\npublic inline val ScrollBehavior.Companion.INSTANT:

ScrollBehavior get() = \"instant\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollBehavior.Companion.SMOOTH: ScrollBehavior get() =

\"smooth\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface ScrollLogicalPosition {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.START: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.CENTER: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"center\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.END: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\r\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.NEAREST: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"nearest\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface CSSBoxType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

CSSBoxType.Companion.MARGIN: CSSBoxType get() =

\"margin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\r\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.BORDER:

CSSBoxType get() = \"border\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\r\npublic inline val

CSSBoxType.Companion.PADDING: CSSBoxType get() =

\"padding\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\r\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.CONTENT:

CSSBoxType get() = \"content\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018
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JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.fetch\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Headers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Headers) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Headers(init: dynamic = definedExternally) {\r\n    fun append(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun

delete(name: String): Unit\r\n    fun get(name: String): String?\r\n    fun has(name: String): Boolean\r\n    fun

set(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Body](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Body) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface Body {\r\n

  val bodyUsed: Boolean\r\n    fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\r\n    fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\r\n    fun

formData(): Promise<FormData>\r\n    fun json(): Promise<Any?>\r\n    fun text():

Promise<String>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Request](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Request) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Request(input: dynamic, init: RequestInit = definedExternally) : Body {\r\n    open val method: String\r\n    open val

url: String\r\n    open val headers: Headers\r\n    open val type: RequestType\r\n    open val destination:

RequestDestination\r\n    open val referrer: String\r\n    open val referrerPolicy: dynamic\r\n    open val mode:

RequestMode\r\n    open val credentials: RequestCredentials\r\n    open val cache: RequestCache\r\n    open val

redirect: RequestRedirect\r\n    open val integrity: String\r\n    open val keepalive: Boolean\r\n    override val

bodyUsed: Boolean\r\n    fun clone(): Request\r\n    override fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\r\n

override fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\r\n    override fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\r\n    override fun json():

Promise<Any?>\r\n    override fun text(): Promise<String>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface RequestInit {\r\n

var method: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var headers:

dynamic\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var body: dynamic\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var referrer: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var referrerPolicy: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var mode: RequestMode?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var credentials: RequestCredentials?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var cache: RequestCache?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var redirect: RequestRedirect?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var integrity: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var keepalive: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var window: Any?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

RequestInit(method: String? = undefined, headers: dynamic = undefined, body: dynamic = undefined, referrer:

String? = undefined, referrerPolicy: dynamic = undefined, mode: RequestMode? = undefined, credentials:

RequestCredentials? = undefined, cache: RequestCache? = undefined, redirect: RequestRedirect? = undefined,

integrity: String? = undefined, keepalive: Boolean? = undefined, window: Any? = undefined): RequestInit {\r\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"method\"] = method\r\n    o[\"headers\"] = headers\r\n    o[\"body\"] = body\r\n

o[\"referrer\"] = referrer\r\n    o[\"referrerPolicy\"] = referrerPolicy\r\n    o[\"mode\"] = mode\r\n    o[\"credentials\"]

= credentials\r\n    o[\"cache\"] = cache\r\n    o[\"redirect\"] = redirect\r\n    o[\"integrity\"] = integrity\r\n

o[\"keepalive\"] = keepalive\r\n    o[\"window\"] = window\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Response](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Response) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external
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open class Response(body: dynamic = definedExternally, init: ResponseInit = definedExternally) : Body {\r\n

open val type: ResponseType\r\n    open val url: String\r\n    open val redirected: Boolean\r\n    open val status:

Short\r\n    open val ok: Boolean\r\n    open val statusText: String\r\n    open val headers: Headers\r\n    open val

body: dynamic\r\n    open val trailer: Promise<Headers>\r\n    override val bodyUsed: Boolean\r\n    fun clone():

Response\r\n    override fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\r\n    override fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\r\n

override fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\r\n    override fun json(): Promise<Any?>\r\n    override fun text():

Promise<String>\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        fun error(): Response\r\n        fun redirect(url: String, status:

Short = definedExternally): Response\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ResponseInit {\r\n    var status:

Short? /* = 200 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var statusText:

String? /* = \"OK\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var headers:

dynamic\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ResponseInit(status: Short? = 200,

statusText: String? = \"OK\", headers: dynamic = undefined): ResponseInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"status\"] = status\r\n    o[\"statusText\"] = statusText\r\n    o[\"headers\"] = headers\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic external interface RequestType {\r\n    companion

object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.EMPTY: RequestType get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.AUDIO: RequestType

get() = \"audio\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.FONT:

RequestType get() = \"font\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.IMAGE: RequestType get() =

\"image\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.SCRIPT:

RequestType get() = \"script\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.STYLE: RequestType get() =

\"style\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.TRACK:

RequestType get() = \"track\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.VIDEO: RequestType get() =

\"video\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface RequestDestination {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.EMPTY: RequestDestination get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.DOCUMENT: RequestDestination get() =

\"document\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.EMBED: RequestDestination get() =

\"embed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.FONT: RequestDestination get() =

\"font\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.IMAGE: RequestDestination get() =

\"image\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.MANIFEST: RequestDestination get() =

\"manifest\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.MEDIA: RequestDestination get() =

\"media\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.OBJECT: RequestDestination get() =

\"object\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.REPORT: RequestDestination get() =

\"report\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SCRIPT: RequestDestination get() =

\"script\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val
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RequestDestination.Companion.SERVICEWORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"serviceworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SHAREDWORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"sharedworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.STYLE: RequestDestination get() =

\"style\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.WORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"worker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.XSLT: RequestDestination get() =

\"xslt\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface RequestMode {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.NAVIGATE: RequestMode get() =

\"navigate\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.SAME_ORIGIN: RequestMode get() = \"same-

origin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\r\npublic inline val RequestMode.Companion.NO_CORS:

RequestMode get() = \"no-cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.CORS: RequestMode get() = \"cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\r\n\r\n/*

please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic external interface RequestCredentials {\r\n    companion

object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val RequestCredentials.Companion.OMIT: RequestCredentials get() =

\"omit\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCredentials.Companion.SAME_ORIGIN: RequestCredentials get() = \"same-

origin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCredentials.Companion.INCLUDE: RequestCredentials get() =

\"include\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface RequestCache {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.DEFAULT: RequestCache get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.NO_STORE:

RequestCache get() = \"no-store\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.RELOAD: RequestCache get() =

\"reload\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.NO_CACHE:

RequestCache get() = \"no-cache\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.FORCE_CACHE: RequestCache get() = \"force-

cache\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.ONLY_IF_CACHED: RequestCache get() = \"only-if-

cached\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface RequestRedirect {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

RequestRedirect.Companion.FOLLOW: RequestRedirect get() =

\"follow\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\r\npublic inline val RequestRedirect.Companion.ERROR:

RequestRedirect get() = \"error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\r\npublic inline val

RequestRedirect.Companion.MANUAL: RequestRedirect get() =

\"manual\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface ResponseType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.BASIC: ResponseType get() =

\"basic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.CORS:

ResponseType get() = \"cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.DEFAULT: ResponseType get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.ERROR:

ResponseType get() = \"error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val
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ResponseType.Companion.OPAQUE: ResponseType get() =

\"opaque\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.OPAQUEREDIRECT: ResponseType get() =

\"opaqueredirect\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStream](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStream) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class MediaStream() : EventTarget {\r\n    constructor(stream: MediaStream)\r\n    constructor(tracks:

Array<MediaStreamTrack>)\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    open val active: Boolean\r\n    var onaddtrack:

((MediaStreamTrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onremovetrack: ((MediaStreamTrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

fun getAudioTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\r\n    fun getVideoTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\r\n

fun getTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\r\n    fun getTrackById(trackId: String): MediaStreamTrack?\r\n    fun

addTrack(track: MediaStreamTrack): Unit\r\n    fun removeTrack(track: MediaStreamTrack): Unit\r\n    fun clone():

MediaStream\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStreamTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamTrack) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class MediaStreamTrack : EventTarget {\r\n    open val kind: String\r\n    open val id: String\r\n

open val label: String\r\n    open var enabled: Boolean\r\n    open val muted: Boolean\r\n    open var onmute:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onunmute: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val readyState:

MediaStreamTrackState\r\n    open var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onoverconstrained: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\r\n    fun clone(): MediaStreamTrack\r\n    fun stop(): Unit\r\n    fun getCapabilities():

MediaTrackCapabilities\r\n    fun getConstraints(): MediaTrackConstraints\r\n    fun getSettings():

MediaTrackSettings\r\n    fun applyConstraints(constraints: MediaTrackConstraints = definedExternally):

Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackSupportedConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackSupportedConstrain

ts) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface MediaTrackSupportedConstraints {\r\n    var width: Boolean? /* =

true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var aspectRatio: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var frameRate: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var facingMode: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var resizeMode: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var volume: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sampleRate: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sampleSize: Boolean? /* = true

*/\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var echoCancellation: Boolean? /*

= true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var autoGainControl:

Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

noiseSuppression: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

 var latency: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var

channelCount: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

var deviceId: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var
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groupId: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MediaTrackSupportedConstraints(width: Boolean? = true, height: Boolean? = true, aspectRatio: Boolean? = true,

frameRate: Boolean? = true, facingMode: Boolean? = true, resizeMode: Boolean? = true, volume: Boolean? = true,

sampleRate: Boolean? = true, sampleSize: Boolean? = true, echoCancellation: Boolean? = true, autoGainControl:

Boolean? = true, noiseSuppression: Boolean? = true, latency: Boolean? = true, channelCount: Boolean? = true,

deviceId: Boolean? = true, groupId: Boolean? = true): MediaTrackSupportedConstraints {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\r\n

o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\r\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\r\n

o[\"volume\"] = volume\r\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\r\n

o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\r\n

o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n    o[\"channelCount\"] =

channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface MediaTrackCapabilities {\r\n    var width: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var aspectRatio: DoubleRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var frameRate: DoubleRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var facingMode: Array<String>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var resizeMode: Array<String>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var volume: DoubleRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var sampleRate: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var sampleSize: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var echoCancellation: Array<Boolean>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\r\n    var autoGainControl: Array<Boolean>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var noiseSuppression: Array<Boolean>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var latency: DoubleRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\r\n    var channelCount: ULongRange?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var deviceId: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var groupId: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun MediaTrackCapabilities(width:

ULongRange? = undefined, height: ULongRange? = undefined, aspectRatio: DoubleRange? = undefined,

frameRate: DoubleRange? = undefined, facingMode: Array<String>? = undefined, resizeMode: Array<String>? =

undefined, volume: DoubleRange? = undefined, sampleRate: ULongRange? = undefined, sampleSize:

ULongRange? = undefined, echoCancellation: Array<Boolean>? = undefined, autoGainControl: Array<Boolean>?

= undefined, noiseSuppression: Array<Boolean>? = undefined, latency: DoubleRange? = undefined, channelCount:

ULongRange? = undefined, deviceId: String? = undefined, groupId: String? = undefined): MediaTrackCapabilities

{\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] =

aspectRatio\r\n    o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\r\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] =

resizeMode\r\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\r\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] =

sampleSize\r\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\r\n

o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n    o[\"channelCount\"] =

channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackConstraints) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface MediaTrackConstraints : MediaTrackConstraintSet {\r\n    var advanced:

Array<MediaTrackConstraintSet>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun MediaTrackConstraints(advanced:

Array<MediaTrackConstraintSet>? = undefined, width: dynamic = undefined, height: dynamic = undefined,
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aspectRatio: dynamic = undefined, frameRate: dynamic = undefined, facingMode: dynamic = undefined,

resizeMode: dynamic = undefined, volume: dynamic = undefined, sampleRate: dynamic = undefined, sampleSize:

dynamic = undefined, echoCancellation: dynamic = undefined, autoGainControl: dynamic = undefined,

noiseSuppression: dynamic = undefined, latency: dynamic = undefined, channelCount: dynamic = undefined,

deviceId: dynamic = undefined, groupId: dynamic = undefined): MediaTrackConstraints {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"advanced\"] = advanced\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n

o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\r\n    o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\r\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n

o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\r\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\r\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n

o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\r\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] =

autoGainControl\r\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n

o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface MediaTrackConstraintSet {\r\n    var width: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var aspectRatio: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var frameRate: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var facingMode: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var resizeMode: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var volume: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sampleRate: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sampleSize: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var echoCancellation: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var autoGainControl: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var noiseSuppression: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var latency: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var channelCount: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var deviceId: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var groupId: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MediaTrackConstraintSet(width: dynamic = undefined, height: dynamic = undefined, aspectRatio: dynamic =

undefined, frameRate: dynamic = undefined, facingMode: dynamic = undefined, resizeMode: dynamic = undefined,

volume: dynamic = undefined, sampleRate: dynamic = undefined, sampleSize: dynamic = undefined,

echoCancellation: dynamic = undefined, autoGainControl: dynamic = undefined, noiseSuppression: dynamic =

undefined, latency: dynamic = undefined, channelCount: dynamic = undefined, deviceId: dynamic = undefined,

groupId: dynamic = undefined): MediaTrackConstraintSet {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"width\"] =

width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\r\n    o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\r\n

o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\r\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\r\n

o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\r\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] =

echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\r\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] =

noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] =

deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackSettings](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackSettings) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface MediaTrackSettings {\r\n    var width: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var aspectRatio: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var frameRate: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var facingMode: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var resizeMode: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var volume: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\r\n    var sampleRate: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var sampleSize: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var echoCancellation: Boolean?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var autoGainControl: Boolean?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var noiseSuppression: Boolean?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var latency: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var channelCount: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var deviceId: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var groupId: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun MediaTrackSettings(width: Int? =

undefined, height: Int? = undefined, aspectRatio: Double? = undefined, frameRate: Double? = undefined,

facingMode: String? = undefined, resizeMode: String? = undefined, volume: Double? = undefined, sampleRate: Int?

= undefined, sampleSize: Int? = undefined, echoCancellation: Boolean? = undefined, autoGainControl: Boolean? =

undefined, noiseSuppression: Boolean? = undefined, latency: Double? = undefined, channelCount: Int? = undefined,

deviceId: String? = undefined, groupId: String? = undefined): MediaTrackSettings {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

 o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\r\n    o[\"frameRate\"] =

frameRate\r\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\r\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\r\n    o[\"volume\"] =

volume\r\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\r\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\r\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] =

echoCancellation\r\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\r\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] =

noiseSuppression\r\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\r\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\r\n    o[\"deviceId\"] =

deviceId\r\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStreamTrackEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamTrackEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class MediaStreamTrackEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MediaStreamTrackEventInit) :

Event {\r\n    open val track: MediaStreamTrack\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface MediaStreamTrackEventInit :

EventInit {\r\n    var track: MediaStreamTrack?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun MediaStreamTrackEventInit(track:

MediaStreamTrack?, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

MediaStreamTrackEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"track\"] = track\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external open class OverconstrainedErrorEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: OverconstrainedErrorEventInit) : Event

{\r\n    open val error: dynamic\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface OverconstrainedErrorEventInit : EventInit {\r\n

var error: dynamic /* = null */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun OverconstrainedErrorEventInit(error:

dynamic = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

OverconstrainedErrorEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"error\"] = error\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [MediaDevices](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaDevices) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class MediaDevices : EventTarget {\r\n    open var ondevicechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    fun enumerateDevices(): Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun getSupportedConstraints():

MediaTrackSupportedConstraints\r\n    fun getUserMedia(constraints: MediaStreamConstraints =

definedExternally): Promise<MediaStream>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaDeviceInfo](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaDeviceInfo) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class MediaDeviceInfo {\r\n    open val deviceId: String\r\n    open val kind: MediaDeviceKind\r\n

 open val label: String\r\n    open val groupId: String\r\n    fun toJSON(): dynamic\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract

class InputDeviceInfo : MediaDeviceInfo {\r\n    fun getCapabilities(): MediaTrackCapabilities\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStreamConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamConstraints) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface MediaStreamConstraints {\r\n    var video: dynamic /* = false */\r\n        get() =
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definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var audio: dynamic /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

MediaStreamConstraints(video: dynamic = false, audio: dynamic = false): MediaStreamConstraints {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"video\"] = video\r\n    o[\"audio\"] = audio\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface ConstrainablePattern {\r\n    var onoverconstrained: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun getCapabilities():

Capabilities\r\n    fun getConstraints(): Constraints\r\n    fun getSettings(): Settings\r\n    fun

applyConstraints(constraints: Constraints = definedExternally): Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DoubleRange](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DoubleRange) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface DoubleRange {\r\n    var max: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var min: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun DoubleRange(max: Double? =

undefined, min: Double? = undefined): DoubleRange {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"max\"] = max\r\n

o[\"min\"] = min\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ConstrainDoubleRange : DoubleRange {\r\n

var exact: Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ideal:

Double?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ConstrainDoubleRange(exact:

Double? = undefined, ideal: Double? = undefined, max: Double? = undefined, min: Double? = undefined):

ConstrainDoubleRange {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\r\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\r\n

o[\"max\"] = max\r\n    o[\"min\"] = min\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ULongRange {\r\n

var max: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var min: Int?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun ULongRange(max: Int? = undefined, min: Int? = undefined): ULongRange {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"max\"] = max\r\n    o[\"min\"] = min\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ConstrainULongRange : ULongRange {\r\n    var exact: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var ideal: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ConstrainULongRange(exact: Int? =

undefined, ideal: Int? = undefined, max: Int? = undefined, min: Int? = undefined): ConstrainULongRange {\r\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\r\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\r\n    o[\"max\"] = max\r\n    o[\"min\"] =

min\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ConstrainBooleanParameters](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ConstrainBooleanParameters) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface ConstrainBooleanParameters {\r\n    var exact: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ideal: Boolean?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ConstrainBooleanParameters(exact: Boolean? = undefined, ideal: Boolean? = undefined):

ConstrainBooleanParameters {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\r\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\r\n\r\n

 return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ConstrainDOMStringParameters](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ConstrainDOMStringParameters)

to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface ConstrainDOMStringParameters {\r\n    var exact: dynamic\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ideal: dynamic\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ConstrainDOMStringParameters(exact: dynamic = undefined, ideal: dynamic = undefined):

ConstrainDOMStringParameters {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\r\n    o[\"ideal\"] =

ideal\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface Capabilities

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Capabilities(): Capabilities {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface Settings

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Settings(): Settings {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ConstraintSet

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ConstraintSet(): ConstraintSet {\r\n    val o =
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js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface Constraints : ConstraintSet {\r\n    var advanced:

Array<ConstraintSet>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Constraints(advanced:

Array<ConstraintSet>? = undefined): Constraints {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"advanced\"] =

advanced\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic external interface

MediaStreamTrackState {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

MediaStreamTrackState.Companion.LIVE: MediaStreamTrackState get() =

\"live\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaStreamTrackState>()\r\npublic inline val

MediaStreamTrackState.Companion.ENDED: MediaStreamTrackState get() =

\"ended\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaStreamTrackState>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface VideoFacingModeEnum {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.USER: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"user\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\r\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.ENVIRONMENT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"environment\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\r\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.LEFT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"left\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\r\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.RIGHT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"right\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface VideoResizeModeEnum {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

VideoResizeModeEnum.Companion.NONE: VideoResizeModeEnum get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoResizeModeEnum>()\r\npublic inline val

VideoResizeModeEnum.Companion.CROP_AND_SCALE: VideoResizeModeEnum get() = \"crop-and-

scale\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoResizeModeEnum>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface MediaDeviceKind {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

MediaDeviceKind.Companion.AUDIOINPUT: MediaDeviceKind get() =

\"audioinput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()\r\npublic inline val

MediaDeviceKind.Companion.AUDIOOUTPUT: MediaDeviceKind get() =

\"audiooutput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()\r\npublic inline val

MediaDeviceKind.Companion.VIDEOINPUT: MediaDeviceKind get() =

\"videoinput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO

NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\npublic external interface

PointerEventInit : MouseEventInit {\r\n    var pointerId: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var width: Double? /* = 1.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var height: Double? /* = 1.0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var pressure: Float? /* = 0f */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var tangentialPressure: Float? /* = 0f */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var tiltX: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var tiltY: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\r\n    var twist: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var pointerType: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var isPrimary: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun PointerEventInit(pointerId: Int? = 0,

width: Double? = 1.0, height: Double? = 1.0, pressure: Float? = 0f, tangentialPressure: Float? = 0f, tiltX: Int? = 0,

tiltY: Int? = 0, twist: Int? = 0, pointerType: String? = \"\", isPrimary: Boolean? = false, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY:

Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? =

null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false,

modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false,

modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): PointerEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"pointerId\"] = pointerId\r\n    o[\"width\"] = width\r\n    o[\"height\"] = height\r\n    o[\"pressure\"] = pressure\r\n

 o[\"tangentialPressure\"] = tangentialPressure\r\n    o[\"tiltX\"] = tiltX\r\n    o[\"tiltY\"] = tiltY\r\n    o[\"twist\"] =

twist\r\n    o[\"pointerType\"] = pointerType\r\n    o[\"isPrimary\"] = isPrimary\r\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\r\n

o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\r\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\r\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\r\n    o[\"button\"] = button\r\n

 o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\r\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\r\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\r\n    o[\"shiftKey\"]

= shiftKey\r\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\r\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\r\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] =

modifierAltGraph\r\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\r\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\r\n

o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\r\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\r\n

o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\r\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\r\n

o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\r\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\r\n

o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\r\n    o[\"view\"] = view\r\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PointerEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PointerEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class PointerEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PointerEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\r\n

open val pointerId: Int\r\n    open val width: Double\r\n    open val height: Double\r\n    open val pressure: Float\r\n

open val tangentialPressure: Float\r\n    open val tiltX: Int\r\n    open val tiltY: Int\r\n    open val twist: Int\r\n    open

val pointerType: String\r\n    open val isPrimary: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.dom.svg\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGElement : Element, ElementCSSInlineStyle, GlobalEventHandlers, SVGElementInstance {\r\n

open val dataset: DOMStringMap\r\n    open val ownerSVGElement: SVGSVGElement?\r\n    open val

viewportElement: SVGElement?\r\n    open var tabIndex: Int\r\n    fun focus(): Unit\r\n    fun blur():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface SVGBoundingBoxOptions {\r\n    var fill: Boolean? /* = true */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var stroke: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var markers: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =
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definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var clipped: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

SVGBoundingBoxOptions(fill: Boolean? = true, stroke: Boolean? = false, markers: Boolean? = false, clipped:

Boolean? = false): SVGBoundingBoxOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"fill\"] = fill\r\n    o[\"stroke\"] =

stroke\r\n    o[\"markers\"] = markers\r\n    o[\"clipped\"] = clipped\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGGraphicsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGraphicsElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGGraphicsElement : SVGElement, SVGTests {\r\n    open val

transform: SVGAnimatedTransformList\r\n    fun getBBox(options: SVGBoundingBoxOptions =

definedExternally): DOMRect\r\n    fun getCTM(): DOMMatrix?\r\n    fun getScreenCTM():

DOMMatrix?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGeometryElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGeometryElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGGeometryElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n    open val pathLength:

SVGAnimatedNumber\r\n    fun isPointInFill(point: DOMPoint): Boolean\r\n    fun isPointInStroke(point:

DOMPoint): Boolean\r\n    fun getTotalLength(): Float\r\n    fun getPointAtLength(distance: Float):

DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGNumber](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGNumber) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGNumber {\r\n    open var value: Float\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLength](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLength) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGLength {\r\n    open val unitType: Short\r\n    open var value: Float\r\n    open var

valueInSpecifiedUnits: Float\r\n    open var valueAsString: String\r\n    fun newValueSpecifiedUnits(unitType:

Short, valueInSpecifiedUnits: Float): Unit\r\n    fun convertToSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short): Unit\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_NUMBER: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PERCENTAGE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_EMS: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_EXS: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PX: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_CM: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_MM: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_IN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PT: Short\r\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PC: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [SVGAngle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAngle) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGAngle {\r\n    open val unitType: Short\r\n    open var value: Float\r\n    open var

valueInSpecifiedUnits: Float\r\n    open var valueAsString: String\r\n    fun newValueSpecifiedUnits(unitType:

Short, valueInSpecifiedUnits: Float): Unit\r\n    fun convertToSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short): Unit\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_UNSPECIFIED: Short\r\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_DEG: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_RAD: Short\r\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_GRAD: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGNameList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n

  fun initialize(newItem: dynamic): dynamic\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int): dynamic\r\n    fun

insertItemBefore(newItem: dynamic, index: Int): dynamic\r\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: dynamic, index: Int):

dynamic\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): dynamic\r\n    fun appendItem(newItem: dynamic):

dynamic\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGNameList.get(index: Int): dynamic =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGNameList.set(index: Int, newItem:

dynamic): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGNumberList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGNumberList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGNumberList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun

clear(): Unit\r\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGNumber): SVGNumber\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int):

SVGNumber\r\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGNumber, index: Int): SVGNumber\r\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: SVGNumber, index: Int): SVGNumber\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGNumber\r\n

fun appendItem(newItem: SVGNumber): SVGNumber\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGNumberList.get(index: Int): SVGNumber? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline
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operator fun SVGNumberList.set(index: Int, newItem: SVGNumber): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem;

}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLengthList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLengthList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGLengthList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun

clear(): Unit\r\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGLength): SVGLength\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int): SVGLength\r\n

fun insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGLength, index: Int): SVGLength\r\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: SVGLength,

index: Int): SVGLength\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGLength\r\n    fun appendItem(newItem: SVGLength):

SVGLength\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGLengthList.get(index: Int): SVGLength? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGLengthList.set(index: Int, newItem:

SVGLength): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedBoolean](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedBoolean) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedBoolean {\r\n    open var baseVal: Boolean\r\n    open val

animVal: Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedEnumeration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedEnumeration) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedEnumeration {\r\n    open var baseVal: Short\r\n    open

val animVal: Short\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedInteger](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedInteger) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedInteger {\r\n    open var baseVal: Int\r\n    open val animVal:

Int\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedNumber](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedNumber) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedNumber {\r\n    open var baseVal: Float\r\n    open val animVal:

Float\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedLength](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedLength) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedLength {\r\n    open val baseVal: SVGLength\r\n    open val

animVal: SVGLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedAngle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedAngle) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedAngle {\r\n    open val baseVal: SVGAngle\r\n    open val

animVal: SVGAngle\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedString](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedString) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedString {\r\n    open var baseVal: String\r\n    open val animVal:

String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedRect](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedRect) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGAnimatedRect {\r\n    open val baseVal: DOMRect\r\n    open val animVal:

DOMRectReadOnly\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedNumberList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedNumberList) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedNumberList {\r\n    open val baseVal:

SVGNumberList\r\n    open val animVal: SVGNumberList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedLengthList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedLengthList) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedLengthList {\r\n    open val baseVal: SVGLengthList\r\n    open

val animVal: SVGLengthList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStringList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStringList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGStringList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n

  fun initialize(newItem: String): String\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int): String\r\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem:

String, index: Int): String\r\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: String, index: Int): String\r\n    fun removeItem(index:

Int): String\r\n    fun appendItem(newItem: String): String\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGStringList.get(index: Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGStringList.set(index: Int, newItem: String): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [SVGUnitTypes](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGUnitTypes) to Kotlin\r\n
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*/\r\npublic external interface SVGUnitTypes {\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTests](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTests) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external interface

SVGTests {\r\n    val requiredExtensions: SVGStringList\r\n    val systemLanguage:

SVGStringList\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface SVGFitToViewBox {\r\n    val viewBox: SVGAnimatedRect\r\n

  val preserveAspectRatio: SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGZoomAndPan](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGZoomAndPan) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface SVGZoomAndPan {\r\n    var zoomAndPan: Short\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGURIReference](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGURIReference) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external interface SVGURIReference {\r\n    val href: SVGAnimatedString\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGSVGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSVGElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGSVGElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGFitToViewBox,

SVGZoomAndPan, WindowEventHandlers {\r\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open var currentScale: Float\r\n    open val currentTranslate: DOMPointReadOnly\r\n    fun getIntersectionList(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, referenceElement: SVGElement?): NodeList\r\n    fun getEnclosureList(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, referenceElement: SVGElement?): NodeList\r\n    fun checkIntersection(element:

SVGElement, rect: DOMRectReadOnly): Boolean\r\n    fun checkEnclosure(element: SVGElement, rect:

DOMRectReadOnly): Boolean\r\n    fun deselectAll(): Unit\r\n    fun createSVGNumber(): SVGNumber\r\n    fun

createSVGLength(): SVGLength\r\n    fun createSVGAngle(): SVGAngle\r\n    fun createSVGPoint():

DOMPoint\r\n    fun createSVGMatrix(): DOMMatrix\r\n    fun createSVGRect(): DOMRect\r\n    fun

createSVGTransform(): SVGTransform\r\n    fun createSVGTransformFromMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly):

SVGTransform\r\n    fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element\r\n    fun

suspendRedraw(maxWaitMilliseconds: Int): Int\r\n    fun unsuspendRedraw(suspendHandleID: Int): Unit\r\n    fun

unsuspendRedrawAll(): Unit\r\n    fun forceRedraw(): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGGElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class

SVGUnknownElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGDefsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGDefsElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGDefsElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGDescElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGDescElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGDescElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGMetadataElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGMetadataElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGMetadataElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGTitleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTitleElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTitleElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSymbolElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSymbolElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGSymbolElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGFitToViewBox

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGUseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGUseElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGUseElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference {\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val instanceRoot: SVGElement?\r\n    open val animatedInstanceRoot:
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SVGElement?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open class SVGUseElementShadowRoot : ShadowRoot {\r\n    override

fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\r\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n

override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\r\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\r\n

override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface SVGElementInstance

{\r\n    val correspondingElement: SVGElement?\r\n    val correspondingUseElement:

SVGUseElement?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open class ShadowAnimation(source: dynamic, newTarget: dynamic)

{\r\n    open val sourceAnimation: dynamic\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSwitchElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSwitchElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGSwitchElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface GetSVGDocument {\r\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStyleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStyleElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGStyleElement : SVGElement, LinkStyle {\r\n    open var type: String\r\n    open var

media: String\r\n    open var title: String\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTransform](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTransform) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGTransform {\r\n    open val type: Short\r\n    open val matrix: DOMMatrix\r\n    open val angle:

Float\r\n    fun setMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): Unit\r\n    fun setTranslate(tx: Float, ty: Float): Unit\r\n

fun setScale(sx: Float, sy: Float): Unit\r\n    fun setRotate(angle: Float, cx: Float, cy: Float): Unit\r\n    fun

setSkewX(angle: Float): Unit\r\n    fun setSkewY(angle: Float): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_MATRIX: Short\r\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_TRANSLATE: Short\r\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_SCALE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_ROTATE: Short\r\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_SKEWX: Short\r\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_SKEWY: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTransformList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTransformList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGTransformList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun

clear(): Unit\r\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGTransform): SVGTransform\r\n    fun getItem(index: Int):

SVGTransform\r\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGTransform, index: Int): SVGTransform\r\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: SVGTransform, index: Int): SVGTransform\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int):

SVGTransform\r\n    fun appendItem(newItem: SVGTransform): SVGTransform\r\n    fun

createSVGTransformFromMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): SVGTransform\r\n    fun consolidate():

SVGTransform?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGTransformList.get(index: Int):

SVGTransform? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGTransformList.set(index: Int, newItem: SVGTransform): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedTransformList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedTransformList) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedTransformList {\r\n    open val baseVal:

SVGTransformList\r\n    open val animVal: SVGTransformList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPreserveAspectRatio](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPreserveAspectRatio) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPreserveAspectRatio {\r\n    open var align: Short\r\n    open var

meetOrSlice: Short\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_NONE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMIN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMIN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMIN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMID: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMID: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMID: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMAX: Short\r\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMAX: Short\r\n        val
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SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMAX: Short\r\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_MEET: Short\r\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_SLICE: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedPreserveAspect

Ratio) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio {\r\n    open val baseVal:

SVGPreserveAspectRatio\r\n    open val animVal: SVGPreserveAspectRatio\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGPathElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPathElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPathElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGRectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGRectElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGRectElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val rx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val ry:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGCircleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGCircleElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGCircleElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n    open val cx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val r: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGEllipseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGEllipseElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGEllipseElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n    open val cx:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val rx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val ry: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLineElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLineElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGLineElement : SVGGeometryElement {\r\n    open val x1: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val y1: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val x2: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y2:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGMeshElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGMeshElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGMeshElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGURIReference {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedPoints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedPoints) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external interface SVGAnimatedPoints {\r\n    val points: SVGPointList\r\n    val animatedPoints:

SVGPointList\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPointList {\r\n    open val length: Int\r\n    open val

numberOfItems: Int\r\n    fun clear(): Unit\r\n    fun initialize(newItem: DOMPoint): DOMPoint\r\n    fun

getItem(index: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: DOMPoint, index: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: DOMPoint, index: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun

appendItem(newItem: DOMPoint): DOMPoint\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGPointList.get(index: Int): DOMPoint? = asDynamic()[index]\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGPointList.set(index: Int, newItem: DOMPoint): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPolylineElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPolylineElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPolylineElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGAnimatedPoints

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPolygonElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPolygonElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPolygonElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGAnimatedPoints

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextContentElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextContentElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTextContentElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n    open val textLength:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val lengthAdjust: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    fun getNumberOfChars():

Int\r\n    fun getComputedTextLength(): Float\r\n    fun getSubStringLength(charnum: Int, nchars: Int): Float\r\n

fun getStartPositionOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMPoint\r\n    fun getEndPositionOfChar(charnum: Int):
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DOMPoint\r\n    fun getExtentOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMRect\r\n    fun getRotationOfChar(charnum: Int):

Float\r\n    fun getCharNumAtPosition(point: DOMPoint): Int\r\n    fun selectSubString(charnum: Int, nchars: Int):

Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val LENGTHADJUST_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val

LENGTHADJUST_SPACING: Short\r\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACINGANDGLYPHS: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextPositioningElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextPositioningElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTextPositioningElement : SVGTextContentElement {\r\n    open

val x: SVGAnimatedLengthList\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLengthList\r\n    open val dx:

SVGAnimatedLengthList\r\n    open val dy: SVGAnimatedLengthList\r\n    open val rotate:

SVGAnimatedNumberList\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGTextElement : SVGTextPositioningElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGTSpanElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTSpanElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTSpanElement : SVGTextPositioningElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [SVGTextPathElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextPathElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGTextPathElement : SVGTextContentElement, SVGURIReference

{\r\n    open val startOffset: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val method: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val

spacing: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_ALIGN: Short\r\n

   val TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_STRETCH: Short\r\n        val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_AUTO: Short\r\n        val

TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_EXACT: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGImageElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGImageElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGImageElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference,

HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\r\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val

preserveAspectRatio: SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGForeignObjectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGForeignObjectElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGForeignObjectElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGMarkerElement : SVGElement,

SVGFitToViewBox {\r\n    open val refX: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val refY: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val markerUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val markerWidth: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val

markerHeight: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val orientType: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val

orientAngle: SVGAnimatedAngle\r\n    open var orient: String\r\n    fun setOrientToAuto(): Unit\r\n    fun

setOrientToAngle(angle: SVGAngle): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val

SVG_MARKERUNITS_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_MARKERUNITS_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\r\n

     val SVG_MARKERUNITS_STROKEWIDTH: Short\r\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_AUTO: Short\r\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_ANGLE:

Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSolidcolorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSolidcolorElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGSolidcolorElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGradientElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGGradientElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference,

SVGUnitTypes {\r\n    open val gradientUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val gradientTransform:

SVGAnimatedTransformList\r\n    open val spreadMethod: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n\r\n    companion object

{\r\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_PAD: Short\r\n
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     val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REFLECT: Short\r\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REPEAT: Short\r\n

val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\r\n

val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLinearGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLinearGradientElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGLinearGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\r\n    open val

x1: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y1: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val x2: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n

open val y2: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGRadialGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGRadialGradientElement) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class SVGRadialGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\r\n    open val

cx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val r: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val fx: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val fy: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val fr:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGMeshGradientElement : SVGGradientElement

{\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGMeshrowElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGMeshpatchElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStopElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStopElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGStopElement : SVGElement {\r\n    open val offset:

SVGAnimatedNumber\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPatternElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPatternElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGPatternElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGURIReference,

SVGUnitTypes {\r\n    open val patternUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val patternContentUnits:

SVGAnimatedEnumeration\r\n    open val patternTransform: SVGAnimatedTransformList\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open

val height: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN:

Short\r\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\r\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class

SVGHatchElement : SVGElement {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class SVGHatchpathElement : SVGElement

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGCursorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGCursorElement) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class SVGCursorElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference {\r\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\r\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGScriptElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGScriptElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGScriptElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference, HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\r\n

open var type: String\r\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class SVGAElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference {\r\n    open val target:

SVGAnimatedString\r\n    open val download: SVGAnimatedString\r\n    open val rel: SVGAnimatedString\r\n

open val relList: SVGAnimatedString\r\n    open val hreflang: SVGAnimatedString\r\n    open val type:

SVGAnimatedString\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGViewElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGViewElement) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class SVGViewElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGZoomAndPan {\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\r\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\r\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.files\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport
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org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Blob](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Blob) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

Blob(blobParts: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally, options: BlobPropertyBag = definedExternally) {\r\n    open

val size: Int\r\n    open val type: String\r\n    open val isClosed: Boolean\r\n    fun slice(start: Int = definedExternally,

end: Int = definedExternally, contentType: String = definedExternally): Blob\r\n    fun close():

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface BlobPropertyBag {\r\n    var type: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

BlobPropertyBag(type: String? = \"\"): BlobPropertyBag {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"type\"] =

type\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[File](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/File) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

File(fileBits: Array<dynamic>, fileName: String, options: FilePropertyBag = definedExternally) : Blob {\r\n    open

val name: String\r\n    open val lastModified: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface FilePropertyBag :

BlobPropertyBag {\r\n    var lastModified: Int?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun FilePropertyBag(lastModified: Int? =

undefined, type: String? = \"\"): FilePropertyBag {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"lastModified\"] =

lastModified\r\n    o[\"type\"] = type\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileList) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

FileList : ItemArrayLike<File> {\r\n    override val length: Int\r\n    override fun item(index: Int):

File?\r\n}\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun FileList.get(index: Int): File? =

asDynamic()[index]\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileReader](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileReader) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class FileReader : EventTarget {\r\n    open val readyState: Short\r\n    open val result: dynamic\r\n    open val error:

dynamic\r\n    var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onerror:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun readAsArrayBuffer(blob: Blob):

Unit\r\n    fun readAsBinaryString(blob: Blob): Unit\r\n    fun readAsText(blob: Blob, label: String =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun readAsDataURL(blob: Blob): Unit\r\n    fun abort(): Unit\r\n\r\n    companion

object {\r\n        val EMPTY: Short\r\n        val LOADING: Short\r\n        val DONE: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [FileReaderSync](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileReaderSync) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class FileReaderSync {\r\n    fun readAsArrayBuffer(blob: Blob):

ArrayBuffer\r\n    fun readAsBinaryString(blob: Blob): String\r\n    fun readAsText(blob: Blob, label: String =

definedExternally): String\r\n    fun readAsDataURL(blob: Blob): String\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.notifications\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Notification](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Notification) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class Notification(title: String, options: NotificationOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\r\n    var onclick:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val title: String\r\n    open val dir:
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NotificationDirection\r\n    open val lang: String\r\n    open val body: String\r\n    open val tag: String\r\n    open val

image: String\r\n    open val icon: String\r\n    open val badge: String\r\n    open val sound: String\r\n    open val

vibrate: Array<out Int>\r\n    open val timestamp: Number\r\n    open val renotify: Boolean\r\n    open val silent:

Boolean\r\n    open val noscreen: Boolean\r\n    open val requireInteraction: Boolean\r\n    open val sticky:

Boolean\r\n    open val data: Any?\r\n    open val actions: Array<out NotificationAction>\r\n    fun close():

Unit\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        var permission: NotificationPermission\r\n        var maxActions: Int\r\n

 fun requestPermission(deprecatedCallback: (NotificationPermission) -> Unit = definedExternally):

Promise<NotificationPermission>\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface NotificationOptions {\r\n    var dir:

NotificationDirection? /* = NotificationDirection.AUTO */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var lang: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var body: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var tag: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var image: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var icon: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

  var badge: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sound:

String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var vibrate: dynamic\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var timestamp: Number?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var renotify: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var silent: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var noscreen: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var requireInteraction: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var sticky: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var data: Any? /* = null */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var actions: Array<NotificationAction>? /* =

arrayOf() */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun NotificationOptions(dir:

NotificationDirection? = NotificationDirection.AUTO, lang: String? = \"\", body: String? = \"\", tag: String? = \"\",

image: String? = undefined, icon: String? = undefined, badge: String? = undefined, sound: String? = undefined,

vibrate: dynamic = undefined, timestamp: Number? = undefined, renotify: Boolean? = false, silent: Boolean? =

false, noscreen: Boolean? = false, requireInteraction: Boolean? = false, sticky: Boolean? = false, data: Any? = null,

actions: Array<NotificationAction>? = arrayOf()): NotificationOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"dir\"]

= dir\r\n    o[\"lang\"] = lang\r\n    o[\"body\"] = body\r\n    o[\"tag\"] = tag\r\n    o[\"image\"] = image\r\n

o[\"icon\"] = icon\r\n    o[\"badge\"] = badge\r\n    o[\"sound\"] = sound\r\n    o[\"vibrate\"] = vibrate\r\n

o[\"timestamp\"] = timestamp\r\n    o[\"renotify\"] = renotify\r\n    o[\"silent\"] = silent\r\n    o[\"noscreen\"] =

noscreen\r\n    o[\"requireInteraction\"] = requireInteraction\r\n    o[\"sticky\"] = sticky\r\n    o[\"data\"] = data\r\n

o[\"actions\"] = actions\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface NotificationAction {\r\n    var action:

String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var title: String?\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var icon: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

NotificationAction(action: String?, title: String?, icon: String? = undefined): NotificationAction {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"action\"] = action\r\n    o[\"title\"] = title\r\n    o[\"icon\"] = icon\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface GetNotificationOptions {\r\n    var tag: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

GetNotificationOptions(tag: String? = \"\"): GetNotificationOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"tag\"] =

tag\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NotificationEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NotificationEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class NotificationEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: NotificationEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n

open val notification: Notification\r\n    open val action: String\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface
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NotificationEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\r\n    var notification: Notification?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var action: String? /* = \"\" */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

NotificationEventInit(notification: Notification?, action: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): NotificationEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"notification\"] = notification\r\n    o[\"action\"] = action\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface NotificationPermission {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.DEFAULT: NotificationPermission get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\r\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.DENIED: NotificationPermission get() =

\"denied\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\r\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.GRANTED: NotificationPermission get() =

\"granted\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface NotificationDirection {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.AUTO: NotificationDirection get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\r\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.LTR: NotificationDirection get() =

\"ltr\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\r\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.RTL: NotificationDirection get() =

\"rtl\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT

EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.workers\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerRegistration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerRegistration) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerRegistration : EventTarget {\r\n    open val installing:

ServiceWorker?\r\n    open val waiting: ServiceWorker?\r\n    open val active: ServiceWorker?\r\n    open val scope:

String\r\n    open var onupdatefound: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open val APISpace: dynamic\r\n    fun update():

Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun unregister(): Promise<Boolean>\r\n    fun methodName(): Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun

showNotification(title: String, options: NotificationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun

getNotifications(filter: GetNotificationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\r\n    open val

clients: Clients\r\n    open val registration: ServiceWorkerRegistration\r\n    open var oninstall: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open var onactivate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onfetch: ((FetchEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var onforeignfetch: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n

open var onfunctionalevent: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onnotificationclick: ((NotificationEvent) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open var onnotificationclose: ((NotificationEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun skipWaiting():

Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorker) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external
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abstract class ServiceWorker : EventTarget, AbstractWorker, UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker,

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n    open val scriptURL: String\r\n    open val state:

ServiceWorkerState\r\n    open var onstatechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?,

transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerContainer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerContainer) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerContainer : EventTarget {\r\n    open val controller:

ServiceWorker?\r\n    open val ready: Promise<ServiceWorkerRegistration>\r\n    open var oncontrollerchange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    fun register(scriptURL:

String, options: RegistrationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<ServiceWorkerRegistration>\r\n    fun

getRegistration(clientURL: String = definedExternally): Promise<Any?>\r\n    fun getRegistrations():

Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun startMessages(): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface RegistrationOptions {\r\n

var scope: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var type:

WorkerType? /* = WorkerType.CLASSIC */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun RegistrationOptions(scope: String? =

undefined, type: WorkerType? = WorkerType.CLASSIC): RegistrationOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"scope\"] = scope\r\n    o[\"type\"] = type\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerMessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerMessageEvent) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class ServiceWorkerMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict:

ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open val data: Any?\r\n    open val origin:

String\r\n    open val lastEventId: String\r\n    open val source: UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\r\n    open val

ports: Array<out MessagePort>?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit : EventInit

{\r\n    var data: Any?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin:

String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var lastEventId: String?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var source:

UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n

var ports: Array<MessagePort>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit(data:

Any? = undefined, origin: String? = undefined, lastEventId: String? = undefined, source:

UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker? = undefined, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = undefined, bubbles: Boolean? =

false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit {\r\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"data\"] = data\r\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\r\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\r\n

o[\"source\"] = source\r\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Client](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Client) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Client : UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n    open val url: String\r\n    open val frameType:

FrameType\r\n    open val id: String\r\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> =

definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowClient](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowClient) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class WindowClient : Client {\r\n    open val visibilityState: dynamic\r\n    open val focused: Boolean\r\n

fun focus(): Promise<WindowClient>\r\n    fun navigate(url: String): Promise<WindowClient>\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [Clients](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Clients) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external abstract class Clients {\r\n    fun get(id: String): Promise<Any?>\r\n    fun matchAll(options:

ClientQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun openWindow(url: String):

Promise<WindowClient?>\r\n    fun claim(): Promise<Unit>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ClientQueryOptions {\r\n    var includeUncontrolled: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n

set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var type: ClientType? /* = ClientType.WINDOW */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ClientQueryOptions(includeUncontrolled: Boolean? = false, type: ClientType? = ClientType.WINDOW):
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ClientQueryOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"includeUncontrolled\"] = includeUncontrolled\r\n

o[\"type\"] = type\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ExtendableEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ExtendableEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class ExtendableEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableEventInit = definedExternally) : Event

{\r\n    fun waitUntil(f: Promise<Any?>): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ExtendableEventInit : EventInit

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ExtendableEventInit(bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ExtendableEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[InstallEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/InstallEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class InstallEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableEventInit = definedExternally) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n

fun registerForeignFetch(options: ForeignFetchOptions): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface

ForeignFetchOptions {\r\n    var scopes: Array<String>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var origins: Array<String>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ForeignFetchOptions(scopes:

Array<String>?, origins: Array<String>?): ForeignFetchOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"scopes\"] =

scopes\r\n    o[\"origins\"] = origins\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FetchEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FetchEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open

class FetchEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: FetchEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n    open val request: Request\r\n

  open val clientId: String?\r\n    open val isReload: Boolean\r\n    fun respondWith(r: Promise<Response>):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface FetchEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\r\n    var request: Request?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var clientId: String? /* = null */\r\n        get()

= definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var isReload: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

FetchEventInit(request: Request?, clientId: String? = null, isReload: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): FetchEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"request\"] = request\r\n    o[\"clientId\"] = clientId\r\n    o[\"isReload\"] = isReload\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external open class ForeignFetchEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ForeignFetchEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n

open val request: Request\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    fun respondWith(r: Promise<ForeignFetchResponse>):

Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ForeignFetchEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\r\n    var request:

Request?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin: String? /* =

\"null\" */\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ForeignFetchEventInit(request:

Request?, origin: String? = \"null\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): ForeignFetchEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"request\"] = request\r\n    o[\"origin\"] =

origin\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n

return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ForeignFetchResponse {\r\n    var response: Response?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var headers: Array<String>?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ForeignFetchResponse(response: Response?, origin: String? = undefined, headers: Array<String>? = undefined):

ForeignFetchResponse {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"response\"] = response\r\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\r\n

o[\"headers\"] = headers\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ExtendableMessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ExtendableMessageEvent) to Kotlin\r\n

*/\r\npublic external open class ExtendableMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableMessageEventInit

= definedExternally) : ExtendableEvent {\r\n    open val data: Any?\r\n    open val origin: String\r\n    open val

lastEventId: String\r\n    open val source: UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\r\n    open val ports:
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Array<out MessagePort>?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface ExtendableMessageEventInit : ExtendableEventInit

{\r\n    var data: Any?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var origin:

String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var lastEventId: String?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var source:

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun ExtendableMessageEventInit(data:

Any? = undefined, origin: String? = undefined, lastEventId: String? = undefined, source:

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker? = undefined, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = undefined, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ExtendableMessageEventInit {\r\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"data\"] = data\r\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\r\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\r\n

o[\"source\"] = source\r\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\r\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Cache](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Cache) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class

Cache {\r\n    fun match(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Any?>\r\n

fun matchAll(request: dynamic = definedExternally, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<dynamic>\r\n    fun add(request: dynamic): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun addAll(requests: Array<dynamic>):

Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun put(request: dynamic, response: Response): Promise<Unit>\r\n    fun delete(request:

dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Boolean>\r\n    fun keys(request: dynamic =

definedExternally, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external interface CacheQueryOptions {\r\n    var ignoreSearch: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ignoreMethod: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var ignoreVary: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var cacheName: String?\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

CacheQueryOptions(ignoreSearch: Boolean? = false, ignoreMethod: Boolean? = false, ignoreVary: Boolean? =

false, cacheName: String? = undefined): CacheQueryOptions {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n    o[\"ignoreSearch\"]

= ignoreSearch\r\n    o[\"ignoreMethod\"] = ignoreMethod\r\n    o[\"ignoreVary\"] = ignoreVary\r\n

o[\"cacheName\"] = cacheName\r\n\r\n    return o\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external interface CacheBatchOperation {\r\n

var type: String?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var request:

Request?\r\n        get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var response: Response?\r\n

     get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var options: CacheQueryOptions?\r\n

get() = definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun CacheBatchOperation(type: String? = undefined, request: Request? = undefined, response: Response? =

undefined, options: CacheQueryOptions? = undefined): CacheBatchOperation {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"type\"] = type\r\n    o[\"request\"] = request\r\n    o[\"response\"] = response\r\n    o[\"options\"] = options\r\n\r\n

 return o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CacheStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CacheStorage) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

abstract class CacheStorage {\r\n    fun match(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<Any?>\r\n    fun has(cacheName: String): Promise<Boolean>\r\n    fun open(cacheName: String):

Promise<Cache>\r\n    fun delete(cacheName: String): Promise<Boolean>\r\n    fun keys():

Promise<dynamic>\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external open class FunctionalEvent : ExtendableEvent {\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic

external @marker interface UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\r\npublic external interface ServiceWorkerState {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.INSTALLING: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"installing\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.INSTALLED: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"installed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\npublic inline val
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ServiceWorkerState.Companion.ACTIVATING: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"activating\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.ACTIVATED: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"activated\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.REDUNDANT: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"redundant\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\r\npublic external interface FrameType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

FrameType.Companion.AUXILIARY: FrameType get() =

\"auxiliary\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\r\npublic inline val FrameType.Companion.TOP_LEVEL:

FrameType get() = \"top-level\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\r\npublic inline val

FrameType.Companion.NESTED: FrameType get() = \"nested\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\r\npublic

inline val FrameType.Companion.NONE: FrameType get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic

external interface ClientType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.WINDOW:

ClientType get() = \"window\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\r\npublic inline val

ClientType.Companion.WORKER: ClientType get() = \"worker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\r\npublic

inline val ClientType.Companion.SHAREDWORKER: ClientType get() =

\"sharedworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\r\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.ALL:

ClientType get() = \"all\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\r\n// See libraries/tools/idl2k for

details\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\r\npackage

org.w3c.xhr\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.*\r\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\r\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\r\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\r\nimport org.w3c.files.*\r\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\r\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\r\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLHttpRequestEventTarget](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequestEventTarget) to

Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external abstract class XMLHttpRequestEventTarget : EventTarget {\r\n    open var

onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var

onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onload: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open var ontimeout: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\r\n    open var onloadend: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external abstract class XMLHttpRequestUpload : XMLHttpRequestEventTarget

{\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLHttpRequest](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic

external open class XMLHttpRequest : XMLHttpRequestEventTarget {\r\n    var onreadystatechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\r\n    open val readyState: Short\r\n    var timeout: Int\r\n    var withCredentials: Boolean\r\n    open val

upload: XMLHttpRequestUpload\r\n    open val responseURL: String\r\n    open val status: Short\r\n    open val

statusText: String\r\n    var responseType: XMLHttpRequestResponseType\r\n    open val response: Any?\r\n    open

val responseText: String\r\n    open val responseXML: Document?\r\n    fun open(method: String, url: String):

Unit\r\n    fun open(method: String, url: String, async: Boolean, username: String? = definedExternally, password:

String? = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun setRequestHeader(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun

send(body: dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun abort(): Unit\r\n    fun getResponseHeader(name: String):

String?\r\n    fun getAllResponseHeaders(): String\r\n    fun overrideMimeType(mime: String): Unit\r\n\r\n

companion object {\r\n        val UNSENT: Short\r\n        val OPENED: Short\r\n        val HEADERS_RECEIVED:

Short\r\n        val LOADING: Short\r\n        val DONE: Short\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[FormData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FormData) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external open class

FormData(form: HTMLFormElement = definedExternally) {\r\n    fun append(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n

 fun append(name: String, value: Blob, filename: String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n    fun delete(name: String):

Unit\r\n    fun get(name: String): dynamic\r\n    fun getAll(name: String): Array<dynamic>\r\n    fun has(name:

String): Boolean\r\n    fun set(name: String, value: String): Unit\r\n    fun set(name: String, value: Blob, filename:

String = definedExternally): Unit\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ProgressEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ProgressEvent) to Kotlin\r\n */\r\npublic external

open class ProgressEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ProgressEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\r\n    open

val lengthComputable: Boolean\r\n    open val loaded: Int\r\n    open val total: Int\r\n}\r\n\r\npublic external

interface ProgressEventInit : EventInit {\r\n    var lengthComputable: Boolean? /* = false */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var loaded: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n    var total: Int? /* = 0 */\r\n        get() =

definedExternally\r\n        set(value) = definedExternally\r\n}\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

ProgressEventInit(lengthComputable: Boolean? = false, loaded: Int? = 0, total: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ProgressEventInit {\r\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\r\n\r\n

o[\"lengthComputable\"] = lengthComputable\r\n    o[\"loaded\"] = loaded\r\n    o[\"total\"] = total\r\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\r\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\r\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\r\n\r\n    return

o\r\n}\r\n\r\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\r\npublic external interface

XMLHttpRequestResponseType {\r\n    companion object\r\n}\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.EMPTY: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.ARRAYBUFFER: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"arraybuffer\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.BLOB: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"blob\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.DOCUMENT: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"document\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.JSON: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"json\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.TEXT: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"text\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.BINARY\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.SOURCE\r\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\r\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KClass\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Signals that the annotated annotation class is a marker of an experimental

API.\r\n *\r\n * Any declaration annotated with that marker is considered an experimental declaration\r\n * and its

call sites should accept the experimental aspect of it either by using [UseExperimental],\r\n * or by being annotated

with that marker themselves, effectively causing further propagation of that experimental aspect.\r\n *\r\n * This

class is experimental itself and can only be used with the compiler argument `-Xuse-

experimental=kotlin.Experimental`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\n@Retention(BINARY)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"

1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\n@Suppress(\"ANNOTATION_CLASS_MEMBER\")\r\npu

blic annotation class Experimental(val level: Level = Level.ERROR) {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Severity of the diagnostic

that should be reported on usages of experimental API which did not explicitly accept the experimental aspect\r\n

* of that API either by using [UseExperimental] or by being annotated with the corresponding marker
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annotation.\r\n     */\r\n    public enum class Level {\r\n        /** Specifies that a warning should be reported on

incorrect usages of this experimental API. */\r\n        WARNING,\r\n        /** Specifies that an error should be

reported on incorrect usages of this experimental API. */\r\n        ERROR,\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Allows to use

experimental API denoted by the given markers in the annotated file, declaration, or expression.\r\n * If a

declaration is annotated with [UseExperimental], its usages are **not** required to opt-in to that experimental

API.\r\n *\r\n * This class is experimental itself and can only be used with the compiler argument `-Xuse-

experimental=kotlin.Experimental`.\r\n */\r\n@Target(\r\n    CLASS, PROPERTY, LOCAL_VARIABLE,

VALUE_PARAMETER, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION, PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER,

EXPRESSION, FILE,

TYPEALIAS\r\n)\r\n@Retention(SOURCE)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind

= RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic annotation class UseExperimental(\r\n    vararg val

markerClass: KClass<out Annotation>\r\n)\r\n\r\n\r\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR,

FUNCTION, TYPEALIAS)\r\n@Retention(BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class WasExperimental(\r\n    vararg

val markerClass: KClass<out Annotation>\r\n)\r\n","package kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This annotation marks the standard library API that is

considered experimental and is not subject to the\r\n * [general compatibility

guarantees](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/evolution/components-stability.html) given for the standard

library:\r\n * the behavior of such API may be changed or the API may be removed completely in any further

release.\r\n *\r\n * > Beware using the annotated API especially if you're developing a library, since your library

might become binary incompatible\r\n * with the future versions of the standard library.\r\n *\r\n * Any usage of a

declaration annotated with `@ExperimentalStdlibApi` must be accepted either by\r\n * annotating that usage with

the [UseExperimental] annotation, e.g. `@UseExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)`,\r\n * or by using the

compiler argument `-Xuse-experimental=kotlin.ExperimentalStdlibApi`.\r\n */\r\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.ERROR)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(\r\n    CLASS,\r\n

ANNOTATION_CLASS,\r\n    PROPERTY,\r\n    FIELD,\r\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\r\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\r\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\r\n    FUNCTION,\r\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\r\n

PROPERTY_SETTER,\r\n

TYPEALIAS\r\n)\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")  // TODO:

Remove experimental status from itself and advance SinceKotlin to 1.4\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\nimport

kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Allows to infer generic type arguments of a function

from the calls in the annotated function parameter of that function.\r\n *\r\n * When this annotation is placed on a

generic function parameter of a function,\r\n * it enables to infer the type arguments of that generic function from

the lambda body passed to that parameter.\r\n *\r\n * The calls that affect inference are either members of the

receiver type of an annotated function parameter or\r\n * extensions for that type. The extensions must be

themselves annotated with `@BuilderInference`.\r\n *\r\n * Example: we declare\r\n * ```\r\n * fun <T>

sequence(@BuilderInference block: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T>\r\n * ```\r\n * and use it

like\r\n * ```\r\n * val result = sequence { yield(\"result\") }\r\n * ```\r\n * Here the type argument of the resulting

sequence is inferred to `String` from\r\n * the argument of the [SequenceScope.yield] function, that is called inside

the lambda passed to [sequence].\r\n *\r\n * Note: this annotation is experimental, see [ExperimentalTypeInference]

on how to opt-in for it.\r\n */\r\n@Target(VALUE_PARAMETER, FUNCTION,

PROPERTY)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTypeInfe

rence\r\npublic annotation class BuilderInference\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\r\nimport
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kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The experimental multiplatform support API marker.\r\n

*\r\n * Any usage of a declaration annotated with `@ExperimentalMultiplatform` must be accepted either by\r\n *

annotating that usage with the [UseExperimental] annotation, e.g.

`@UseExperimental(ExperimentalMultiplatform::class)`,\r\n * or by using the compiler argument `-Xuse-

experimental=kotlin.ExperimentalMultiplatform`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Experimental\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\n@Target(\r\n    CLASS,\r\n    ANNOTATION_CLASS,\r\n

PROPERTY,\r\n    FIELD,\r\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\r\n    VALUE_PARAMETER,\r\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\r\n

 FUNCTION,\r\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\r\n    PROPERTY_SETTER,\r\n

TYPEALIAS\r\n)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalMultiplatform\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Marks an expected annotation class that it isn't required to have actual

counterparts in all platforms.\r\n *\r\n * This annotation is only applicable to `expect` annotation classes in multi-

platform projects and marks that class as \"optional\".\r\n * Optional expected class is allowed to have no

corresponding actual class on the platform. Optional annotations can only be used\r\n * to annotate something, not

as types in signatures. If an optional annotation has no corresponding actual class on a platform,\r\n * the annotation

entries where it's used are simply erased when compiling code on that platform.\r\n *\r\n * Note: this annotation is

experimental, see [ExperimentalMultiplatform] on how to opt-in for it.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@ExperimentalMultipl

atform\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic

annotation class OptionalExpectation\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.js.JsName\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Collection] interface.\r\n *\r\n * @param E the type of

elements contained in the collection. The collection is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic abstract class AbstractCollection<out E> protected constructor() :

Collection<E> {\r\n    abstract override val size: Int\r\n    abstract override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\r\n\r\n

override fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean = any { it == element }\r\n\r\n    override fun

containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean =\r\n        elements.all { contains(it) } // use

when js will support bound refs: elements.all(this::contains)\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = size ==

0\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\") {\r\n        if (it === this) \"(this

Collection)\" else it.toString()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns new array of type `Array<Any?>` with the

elements of this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    @JsName(\"toArray\")\r\n    protected open fun toArray(): Array<Any?> =

copyToArrayImpl(this)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Fills the provided [array] or creates new array of the same type\r\n     *

and fills it with the elements of this collection.\r\n     */\r\n    protected open fun <T> toArray(array: Array<T>):

Array<T> = copyToArrayImpl(this, array)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate enum class State

{\r\n    Ready,\r\n    NotReady,\r\n    Done,\r\n    Failed\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A base class to simplify implementing

iterators so that implementations only have to implement [computeNext]\r\n * to implement the iterator, calling

[done] when the iteration is complete.\r\n */\r\npublic abstract class AbstractIterator<T> : Iterator<T> {\r\n    private

var state = State.NotReady\r\n    private var nextValue: T? = null\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n

require(state != State.Failed)\r\n        return when (state) {\r\n            State.Done -> false\r\n            State.Ready ->

true\r\n            else -> tryToComputeNext()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun next(): T {\r\n        if (!hasNext())

throw NoSuchElementException()\r\n        state = State.NotReady\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return nextValue as T\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun

tryToComputeNext(): Boolean {\r\n        state = State.Failed\r\n        computeNext()\r\n        return state ==

State.Ready\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Computes the next item in the iterator.\r\n     *\r\n     * This callback method

should call one of these two methods:\r\n     *\r\n     * * [setNext] with the next value of the iteration\r\n     * *
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[done] to indicate there are no more elements\r\n     *\r\n     * Failure to call either method will result in the iteration

terminating with a failed state\r\n     */\r\n    abstract protected fun computeNext(): Unit\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the

next value in the iteration, called from the [computeNext] function\r\n     */\r\n    protected fun setNext(value: T):

Unit {\r\n        nextValue = value\r\n        state = State.Ready\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Sets the state to done so

that the iteration terminates.\r\n     */\r\n    protected fun done() {\r\n        state = State.Done\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT AbstractList\r\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\r\n*/\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [List] interface.\r\n *\r\n *

This class is intended to help implementing read-only lists so it doesn't support concurrent modification tracking.\r\n

*\r\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the list. The list is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic abstract class AbstractList<out E> protected constructor() :

AbstractCollection<E>(), List<E> {\r\n    abstract override val size: Int\r\n    abstract override fun get(index: Int):

E\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E> = IteratorImpl()\r\n\r\n    override fun indexOf(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Int = indexOfFirst { it == element }\r\n\r\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Int = indexOfLast { it == element }\r\n\r\n    override fun listIterator(): ListIterator<E> =

ListIteratorImpl(0)\r\n\r\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(index)\r\n\r\n

override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<E> = SubList(this, fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n    private

class SubList<out E>(private val list: AbstractList<E>, private val fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) : AbstractList<E>(),

RandomAccess {\r\n        private var _size: Int = 0\r\n\r\n        init {\r\n            checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, list.size)\r\n            this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun get(index: Int): E

{\r\n            checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n            return list[fromIndex + index]\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

override val size: Int get() = _size\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this list with other list instance with the

ordered structural equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [List] of the same size, which

contains the same elements in the same order.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if

(other === this) return true\r\n        if (other !is List<*>) return false\r\n\r\n        return orderedEquals(this, other)\r\n

 }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the hash code value for this list.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

orderedHashCode(this)\r\n\r\n    private open inner class IteratorImpl : Iterator<E> {\r\n        /** the index of the

item that will be returned on the next call to [next]`()` */\r\n        protected var index = 0\r\n\r\n        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = index < size\r\n\r\n        override fun next(): E {\r\n            if (!hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            return get(index++)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Implementation of

[ListIterator] for abstract lists.\r\n     */\r\n    private open inner class ListIteratorImpl(index: Int) : IteratorImpl(),

ListIterator<E> {\r\n\r\n        init {\r\n            checkPositionIndex(index, this@AbstractList.size)\r\n

this.index = index\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = index > 0\r\n\r\n        override fun

nextIndex(): Int = index\r\n\r\n        override fun previous(): E {\r\n            if (!hasPrevious()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\r\n            return get(--index)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        override fun previousIndex(): Int =

index - 1\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    internal companion object {\r\n        internal fun checkElementIndex(index: Int, size: Int)

{\r\n            if (index < 0 || index >= size) {\r\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size:

$size\")\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        internal fun checkPositionIndex(index: Int, size: Int) {\r\n            if (index

< 0 || index > size) {\r\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size\")\r\n            }\r\n

     }\r\n\r\n        internal fun checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int, size: Int) {\r\n            if (fromIndex <

0 || toIndex > size) {\r\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex, toIndex: $toIndex,

size: $size\")\r\n            }\r\n            if (fromIndex > toIndex) {\r\n                throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex > toIndex: $toIndex\")\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

internal fun checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, size: Int) {\r\n            if (startIndex < 0 || endIndex >

size) {\r\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"startIndex: $startIndex, endIndex: $endIndex, size:

$size\")\r\n            }\r\n            if (startIndex > endIndex) {\r\n                throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"startIndex: $startIndex > endIndex: $endIndex\")\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n\r\n
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internal fun orderedHashCode(c: Collection<*>): Int {\r\n            var hashCode = 1\r\n            for (e in c) {\r\n

    hashCode = 31 * hashCode + (e?.hashCode() ?: 0)\r\n            }\r\n            return hashCode\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

internal fun orderedEquals(c: Collection<*>, other: Collection<*>): Boolean {\r\n            if (c.size != other.size)

return false\r\n\r\n            val otherIterator = other.iterator()\r\n            for (elem in c) {\r\n                val elemOther =

otherIterator.next()\r\n                if (elem != elemOther) {\r\n                    return false\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n

       return true\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n/*\r\n * Based on GWT AbstractMap\r\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Map]

interface.\r\n *\r\n * The implementor is required to implement [entries] property, which should return read-only set

of map entries.\r\n *\r\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its key type.\r\n * @param V

the type of map values. The map is covariant on its value type.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic abstract

class AbstractMap<K, out V> protected constructor() : Map<K, V> {\r\n\r\n    override fun containsKey(key: K):

Boolean {\r\n        return implFindEntry(key) != null\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun containsValue(value:

@UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = entries.any { it.value == value }\r\n\r\n    internal fun containsEntry(entry:

Map.Entry<*, *>?): Boolean {\r\n        // since entry comes from @UnsafeVariance parameters it can be virtually

anything\r\n        if (entry !is Map.Entry<*, *>) return false\r\n        val key = entry.key\r\n        val value =

entry.value\r\n        val ourValue = get(key)\r\n\r\n        if (value != ourValue) {\r\n            return false\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        // Perhaps it was null and we don't contain the key?\r\n        if (ourValue == null &&

!containsKey(key)) {\r\n            return false\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        return true\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Compares this map with other instance with the ordered structural equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true, if [other]

instance is a [Map] of the same size, all entries of which are contained in the [entries] set of this map.\r\n     */\r\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other === this) return true\r\n        if (other !is Map<*, *>)

return false\r\n        if (size != other.size) return false\r\n\r\n        return other.entries.all { containsEntry(it) }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    override operator fun get(key: K): V? = implFindEntry(key)?.value\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the

hash code value for this map.\r\n     *\r\n     * It is the same as the hashCode of [entries] set.\r\n     */\r\n    override

fun hashCode(): Int = entries.hashCode()\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = size == 0\r\n    override val

size: Int get() = entries.size\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all keys in this map.\r\n     *\r\n     *

Accessing this property first time creates a keys view from [entries].\r\n     * All subsequent accesses just return the

created instance.\r\n     */\r\n    override val keys: Set<K>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_keys == null) {\r\n

_keys = object : AbstractSet<K>() {\r\n                    override operator fun contains(element: K): Boolean =

containsKey(element)\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun iterator(): Iterator<K> {\r\n                        val

entryIterator = entries.iterator()\r\n                        return object : Iterator<K> {\r\n                            override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\r\n                            override fun next(): K =

entryIterator.next().key\r\n                        }\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override val size: Int get() =

this@AbstractMap.size\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return _keys!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n

@kotlin.jvm.Volatile\r\n    private var _keys: Set<K>? = null\r\n\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

entries.joinToString(\", \", \"{\", \"}\") { toString(it) }\r\n\r\n    private fun toString(entry: Map.Entry<K, V>): String

= toString(entry.key) + \"=\" + toString(entry.value)\r\n\r\n    private fun toString(o: Any?): String = if (o === this)

\"(this Map)\" else o.toString()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a read-only [Collection] of all values in this map.\r\n

*\r\n     * Accessing this property first time creates a values view from [entries].\r\n     * All subsequent accesses just

return the created instance.\r\n     */\r\n    override val values: Collection<V>\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_values ==

null) {\r\n                _values = object : AbstractCollection<V>() {\r\n                    override operator fun

contains(element: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = containsValue(element)\r\n\r\n                    override operator fun

iterator(): Iterator<V> {\r\n                        val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\r\n                        return object :

Iterator<V> {\r\n                            override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\r\n

override fun next(): V = entryIterator.next().value\r\n                        }\r\n                    }\r\n\r\n                    override

val size: Int get() = this@AbstractMap.size\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            return _values!!\r\n        }\r\n\r\n
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@kotlin.jvm.Volatile\r\n    private var _values: Collection<V>? = null\r\n\r\n    private fun implFindEntry(key: K):

Map.Entry<K, V>? = entries.firstOrNull { it.key == key }\r\n\r\n    internal companion object {\r\n\r\n        internal

fun entryHashCode(e: Map.Entry<*, *>): Int = with(e) { (key?.hashCode() ?: 0) xor (value?.hashCode() ?: 0) }\r\n

   internal fun entryToString(e: Map.Entry<*, *>): String = with(e) { \"$key=$value\" }\r\n        internal fun

entryEquals(e: Map.Entry<*, *>, other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n            if (other !is Map.Entry<*, *>) return false\r\n

      return e.key == other.key && e.value == other.value\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Set] interface.\r\n *\r\n * This

class is intended to help implementing read-only sets so it doesn't support concurrent modification tracking.\r\n *\r\n

* @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is covariant on its element type.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic abstract class AbstractSet<out E> protected constructor() :

AbstractCollection<E>(), Set<E> {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares this set with other set instance with the unordered

structural equality.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [Set] of the same size, all elements of which

are contained in this set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (other === this) return

true\r\n        if (other !is Set<*>) return false\r\n        return setEquals(this, other)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns

the hash code value for this set.\r\n     */\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = unorderedHashCode(this)\r\n\r\n

internal companion object {\r\n        internal fun unorderedHashCode(c: Collection<*>): Int {\r\n            var

hashCode = 0\r\n            for (element in c) {\r\n                hashCode += (element?.hashCode() ?: 0)\r\n            }\r\n

      return hashCode\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        internal fun setEquals(c: Set<*>, other: Set<*>): Boolean {\r\n            if

(c.size != other.size) return false\r\n            return c.containsAll(other)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ArraysKt\")\r\n\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a single list of all elements from all

arrays in the given array.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.flattenArray\r\n */\r\npublic

fun <T> Array<out Array<out T>>.flatten(): List<T> {\r\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(sumBy { it.size })\r\n    for

(element in this) {\r\n        result.addAll(element)\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a pair of

lists, where\r\n * *first* list is built from the first values of each pair from this array,\r\n * *second* list is built from

the second values of each pair from this array.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.unzipArray\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T, R> Array<out Pair<T, R>>.unzip():

Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\r\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>(size)\r\n    val listR = ArrayList<R>(size)\r\n    for (pair in

this) {\r\n        listT.add(pair.first)\r\n        listR.add(pair.second)\r\n    }\r\n    return listT to listR\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns `true` if this nullable array is either null or empty.\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Usage.arrayIsNullOrEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Array<*>?.isNullOrEmpty():

Boolean {\r\n    contract {\r\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return this

== null || this.isEmpty()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this array if it's not empty\r\n * or the result of calling

[defaultValue] function if the array is empty.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Usage.arrayIfEmpty\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@Suppress(\"UPPER_BOUND_CANNOT_BE_ARR

AY\")\r\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -> R): R where C : Array<*>, C : R =\r\n    if

(isEmpty()) defaultValue() else

this\r\n\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@PublishedApi\

r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"contentDeepEquals\")\r\n@kotlin.js.JsName(\"contentDeepEqualsImpl\")\r\ninternal

fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepEqualsImpl(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\r\n    if (this === other) return

true\r\n    if (this.size != other.size) return false\r\n\r\n    for (i in indices) {\r\n        val v1 = this[i]\r\n        val v2 =

other[i]\r\n\r\n        if (v1 === v2) {\r\n            continue\r\n        } else if (v1 == null || v2 == null) {\r\n            return
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false\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        when {\r\n            v1 is Array<*>     && v2 is Array<*>     -> if

(!v1.contentDeepEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is ByteArray    && v2 is ByteArray    -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is ShortArray   && v2 is ShortArray   -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is IntArray     && v2 is IntArray     -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2))

return false\r\n            v1 is LongArray    && v2 is LongArray    -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n

v1 is FloatArray   && v2 is FloatArray   -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is DoubleArray  &&

v2 is DoubleArray  -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is CharArray    && v2 is CharArray    ->

if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is BooleanArray && v2 is BooleanArray -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n\r\n            v1 is UByteArray   && v2 is UByteArray   -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is UShortArray  && v2 is UShortArray  -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is UIntArray    && v2 is UIntArray    -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n            v1 is ULongArray   && v2 is ULongArray   -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\r\n\r\n            else -> if (v1 != v2) return false\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    }\r\n    return

true\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"contentDeepToString\")\r\n@

kotlin.js.JsName(\"contentDeepToStringImpl\")\r\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepToStringImpl():

String {\r\n    val length = size.coerceAtMost((Int.MAX_VALUE - 2) / 5) * 5 + 2 // in order not to overflow

Int.MAX_VALUE\r\n    return buildString(length) {\r\n        contentDeepToStringInternal(this, mutableListOf())\r\n

  }\r\n}\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\nprivate fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepToStringInternal(result: StringBuilder, processed: MutableList<Array<*>>) {\r\n    if (this in

processed) {\r\n        result.append(\"[...]\")\r\n        return\r\n    }\r\n    processed.add(this)\r\n

result.append('[')\r\n\r\n    for (i in indices) {\r\n        if (i != 0) {\r\n            result.append(\", \")\r\n        }\r\n        val

element = this[i]\r\n        when (element) {\r\n            null            -> result.append(\"null\")\r\n            is Array<*>

-> element.contentDeepToStringInternal(result, processed)\r\n            is ByteArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is ShortArray   -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n

         is IntArray     -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is LongArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is FloatArray   -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n

        is DoubleArray  -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is CharArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is BooleanArray ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n\r\n            is UByteArray   ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is UShortArray  -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n

          is UIntArray    -> result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n            is ULongArray   ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\r\n\r\n            else            -> result.append(element.toString())\r\n        }\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n    result.append(']')\r\n    processed.removeAt(processed.lastIndex)\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Data class representing a value from a collection or sequence, along with its index

in that collection or sequence.\r\n *\r\n * @property value the underlying value.\r\n * @property index the index of

the value in the collection or sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic data class IndexedValue<out T>(public val index: Int, public

val value: T)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapAccessorsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KProperty\r\nimport kotlin.internal.Exact\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value of the property for the

given object from this read-only map.\r\n * @param thisRef the object for which the value is requested (not

used).\r\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property and lookup the value

corresponding to this name in the map.\r\n * @return the property value.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain value for the property name and doesn't provide an implicit

default (see [withDefault]).\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <V, V1 : V> Map<in

String, @Exact V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): V1 =\r\n
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@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as V1)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

value of the property for the given object from this mutable map.\r\n * @param thisRef the object for which the

value is requested (not used).\r\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property

and lookup the value corresponding to this name in the map.\r\n * @return the property value.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain value for the property name and doesn't provide an implicit

default (see [withDefault]).\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getVar\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline operator fun <V, V1 : V> MutableMap<in String, out @Exact V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property:

KProperty<*>): V1 =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as

V1)\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use getValue() with two type parameters instead\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getVarContravariant\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInO

verloadResolution\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <V> MutableMap<in String, in

V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): V =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")

(getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as V)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Stores the value of the property for the given object in

this mutable map.\r\n * @param thisRef the object for which the value is requested (not used).\r\n * @param

property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property and store the value associated with that

name in the map.\r\n * @param value the value to set.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator

fun <V> MutableMap<in String, in V>.setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: V) {\r\n

this.put(property.name, value)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the value for the given key, or the implicit default value for this map.\r\n *

By default no implicit value is provided for maps and a [NoSuchElementException] is thrown.\r\n * To create a map

with implicit default value use [withDefault] method.\r\n *\r\n * @throws NoSuchElementException when the map

doesn't contain a value for the specified key and no implicit default was provided for that map.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getOrImplicitDefaultNullable\")\r\n@PublishedApi\r\ninternal fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V {\r\n    if (this is MapWithDefault)\r\n        return

this.getOrImplicitDefault(key)\r\n\r\n    return getOrElseNullable(key, { throw NoSuchElementException(\"Key

$key is missing in the map.\") })\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a wrapper of this read-only map, having the implicit

default value provided with the specified function [defaultValue].\r\n *\r\n * This implicit default value is used when

the original map doesn't contain a value for the key specified\r\n * and a value is obtained with [Map.getValue]

function, for example when properties are delegated to the map.\r\n *\r\n * When this map already has an implicit

default value provided with a former call to [withDefault], it is being replaced by this call.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <K,

V> Map<K, V>.withDefault(defaultValue: (key: K) -> V): Map<K, V> =\r\n    when (this) {\r\n        is

MapWithDefault -> this.map.withDefault(defaultValue)\r\n        else -> MapWithDefaultImpl(this, defaultValue)\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a wrapper of this mutable map, having the implicit default value provided with the

specified function [defaultValue].\r\n *\r\n * This implicit default value is used when the original map doesn't

contain a value for the key specified\r\n * and a value is obtained with [Map.getValue] function, for example when

properties are delegated to the map.\r\n *\r\n * When this map already has an implicit default value provided with a

former call to [withDefault], it is being replaced by this call.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"withDefaultMutable\")\r\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.withDefault(defaultValue: (key: K) -> V): MutableMap<K, V> =\r\n    when (this) {\r\n        is

MutableMapWithDefault -> this.map.withDefault(defaultValue)\r\n        else -> MutableMapWithDefaultImpl(this,

defaultValue)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate interface MapWithDefault<K, out V> : Map<K, V> {\r\n    public val map:

Map<K, V>\r\n    public fun getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate interface

MutableMapWithDefault<K, V> : MutableMap<K, V>, MapWithDefault<K, V> {\r\n    public override val map:

MutableMap<K, V>\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class MapWithDefaultImpl<K, out V>(public override val map: Map<K,

V>, private val default: (key: K) -> V) : MapWithDefault<K, V> {\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean
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= map.equals(other)\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = map.hashCode()\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

map.toString()\r\n    override val size: Int get() = map.size\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean =

map.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean = map.containsKey(key)\r\n    override fun

containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = map.containsValue(value)\r\n    override fun get(key: K): V?

= map.get(key)\r\n    override val keys: Set<K> get() = map.keys\r\n    override val values: Collection<V> get() =

map.values\r\n    override val entries: Set<Map.Entry<K, V>> get() = map.entries\r\n\r\n    override fun

getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V = map.getOrElseNullable(key, { default(key) })\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate class

MutableMapWithDefaultImpl<K, V>(public override val map: MutableMap<K, V>, private val default: (key: K) ->

V) : MutableMapWithDefault<K, V> {\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = map.equals(other)\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = map.hashCode()\r\n    override fun toString(): String = map.toString()\r\n    override

val size: Int get() = map.size\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = map.isEmpty()\r\n    override fun

containsKey(key: K): Boolean = map.containsKey(key)\r\n    override fun containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance

V): Boolean = map.containsValue(value)\r\n    override fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)\r\n    override val keys:

MutableSet<K> get() = map.keys\r\n    override val values: MutableCollection<V> get() = map.values\r\n    override

val entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> get() = map.entries\r\n\r\n    override fun put(key: K,

value: V): V? = map.put(key, value)\r\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? = map.remove(key)\r\n    override fun

putAll(from: Map<out K, V>) = map.putAll(from)\r\n    override fun clear() = map.clear()\r\n\r\n    override fun

getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V = map.getOrElseNullable(key, { default(key) })\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.random.Random\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes a single instance of the specified

element from this\r\n * collection, if it is present.\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `remove`

that requires to pass an element of type `E`.\r\n *\r\n * @return `true` if the element has been successfully removed;

`false` if it was not present in the collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out T>.remove(element: T): Boolean =\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as MutableCollection<T>).remove(element)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes

all of this collection's elements that are also contained in the specified collection.\r\n\r\n * Allows to overcome type-

safety restriction of `removeAll` that requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\r\n *\r\n * @return `true`

if any of the specified elements was removed from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out

T>.removeAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean =\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableCollection<T>).removeAll(elements)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Retains only the elements in this collection that are

contained in the specified collection.\r\n *\r\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `retainAll` that

requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\r\n *\r\n * @return `true` if any element was removed from the

collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out T>.retainAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean

=\r\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as MutableCollection<T>).retainAll(elements)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Removes the element at the specified [index] from this list.\r\n * In Kotlin one should use the

[MutableList.removeAt] function instead.\r\n */\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use removeAt(index) instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"removeAt(index)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun <T> MutableList<T>.remove(index: Int): T = removeAt(index)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds the specified

[element] to this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(element: T) {\r\n    this.add(element)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of

the given [elements] collection to this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(elements: Iterable<T>) {\r\n

this.addAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of the given [elements] array to this mutable

collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in
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T>.plusAssign(elements: Array<T>) {\r\n    this.addAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of the

given [elements] sequence to this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator

fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(elements: Sequence<T>) {\r\n

this.addAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes a single instance of the specified [element] from this mutable

collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.minusAssign(element: T) {\r\n    this.remove(element)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements contained in

the given [elements] collection from this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline

operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements: Iterable<T>) {\r\n

this.removeAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements contained in the given [elements] array from

this mutable collection.\r\n */\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements: Array<T>) {\r\n    this.removeAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Removes all elements contained in the given [elements] sequence from this mutable collection.\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.minusAssign(elements: Sequence<T>) {\r\n    this.removeAll(elements)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements

of the given [elements] collection to this [MutableCollection].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.addAll(elements: Iterable<T>): Boolean {\r\n    when (elements) {\r\n        is Collection -> return

addAll(elements)\r\n        else -> {\r\n            var result: Boolean = false\r\n            for (item in elements)\r\n

if (add(item)) result = true\r\n            return result\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of the

given [elements] sequence to this [MutableCollection].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.addAll(elements: Sequence<T>): Boolean {\r\n    var result: Boolean = false\r\n    for (item in elements) {\r\n

if (add(item)) result = true\r\n    }\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Adds all elements of the given [elements]

array to this [MutableCollection].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.addAll(elements: Array<out

T>): Boolean {\r\n    return addAll(elements.asList())\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements from this

[MutableIterable] that match the given [predicate].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

MutableIterable<T>.removeAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate, true)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Retains only elements of this [MutableIterable] that match the given [predicate].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

MutableIterable<T>.retainAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate, false)\r\n\r\nprivate fun

<T> MutableIterable<T>.filterInPlace(predicate: (T) -> Boolean, predicateResultToRemove: Boolean): Boolean

{\r\n    var result = false\r\n    with(iterator()) {\r\n        while (hasNext())\r\n            if (predicate(next()) ==

predicateResultToRemove) {\r\n                remove()\r\n                result = true\r\n            }\r\n    }\r\n    return

result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableList] that match the given [predicate].\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.removeAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate,

true)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableList] that match the given [predicate].\r\n */\r\npublic

fun <T> MutableList<T>.retainAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate,

false)\r\n\r\nprivate fun <T> MutableList<T>.filterInPlace(predicate: (T) -> Boolean, predicateResultToRemove:

Boolean): Boolean {\r\n    if (this !is RandomAccess)\r\n        return (this as

MutableIterable<T>).filterInPlace(predicate, predicateResultToRemove)\r\n\r\n    var writeIndex: Int = 0\r\n    for

(readIndex in 0..lastIndex) {\r\n        val element = this[readIndex]\r\n        if (predicate(element) ==

predicateResultToRemove)\r\n            continue\r\n\r\n        if (writeIndex != readIndex)\r\n            this[writeIndex] =

element\r\n\r\n        writeIndex++\r\n    }\r\n    if (writeIndex < size) {\r\n        for (removeIndex in lastIndex

downTo writeIndex)\r\n            removeAt(removeIndex)\r\n\r\n        return true\r\n    } else {\r\n        return false\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given

[elements] collection.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Iterable<T>):

Boolean {\r\n    return removeAll(elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes

all elements from this [MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given [elements] sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Sequence<T>): Boolean {\r\n    val set =

elements.toHashSet()\r\n    return set.isNotEmpty() && removeAll(set)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Removes all elements

from this [MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given [elements] array.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>
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MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\r\n    return elements.isNotEmpty() &&

removeAll(elements.toHashSet())\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableCollection] that are

contained in the given [elements] collection.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements:

Iterable<T>): Boolean {\r\n    return retainAll(elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this))\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Retains only elements of this [MutableCollection] that are contained in the given [elements] array.\r\n */\r\npublic

fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\r\n    if

(elements.isNotEmpty())\r\n        return retainAll(elements.toHashSet())\r\n    else\r\n        return

retainNothing()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableCollection] that are contained in the

given [elements] sequence.\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Sequence<T>):

Boolean {\r\n    val set = elements.toHashSet()\r\n    if (set.isNotEmpty())\r\n        return retainAll(set)\r\n    else\r\n

    return retainNothing()\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun MutableCollection<*>.retainNothing(): Boolean {\r\n    val result =

isNotEmpty()\r\n    clear()\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this mutable list

using the specified [random] instance as the source of randomness.\r\n *\r\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\r\n    for (i in

lastIndex downTo 1) {\r\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\r\n        val copy = this[i]\r\n        this[i] = this[j]\r\n

this[j] = copy\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a new list with the elements of this list randomly shuffled\r\n *

using the specified [random] instance as the source of randomness.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun

<T> Iterable<T>.shuffled(random: Random): List<T> = toMutableList().apply { shuffle(random) }\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\nprivate open class ReversedListReadOnly<out T>(private val delegate: List<T>) :

AbstractList<T>() {\r\n    override val size: Int get() = delegate.size\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): T =

delegate[reverseElementIndex(index)]\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate class ReversedList<T>(private val delegate:

MutableList<T>) : AbstractMutableList<T>() {\r\n    override val size: Int get() = delegate.size\r\n    override fun

get(index: Int): T = delegate[reverseElementIndex(index)]\r\n\r\n    override fun clear() = delegate.clear()\r\n

override fun removeAt(index: Int): T = delegate.removeAt(reverseElementIndex(index))\r\n\r\n    override fun

set(index: Int, element: T): T = delegate.set(reverseElementIndex(index), element)\r\n    override fun add(index: Int,

element: T) {\r\n        delegate.add(reversePositionIndex(index), element)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun

List<*>.reverseElementIndex(index: Int) =\r\n    if (index in 0..lastIndex) lastIndex - index else throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Element index $index must be in range [${0..lastIndex}].\")\r\n\r\nprivate fun

List<*>.reversePositionIndex(index: Int) =\r\n    if (index in 0..size) size - index else throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Position index $index must be in range [${0..size}].\")\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

reversed read-only view of the original List.\r\n * All changes made in the original list will be reflected in the

reversed one.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.ReversedViews.asReversedList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.asReversed(): List<T> = ReversedListReadOnly(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a reversed mutable view of

the original mutable List.\r\n * All changes made in the original list will be reflected in the reversed one and vice

versa.\r\n * @sample samples.collections.ReversedViews.asReversedMutableList\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"asReversedMutable\")\r\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.asReversed():

MutableList<T> = ReversedList(this)\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\r\n@file:UseExperim

ental(ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.sequences\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.coroutines.*\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.*\r\nimport kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Builds a

[Sequence] lazily yielding values one by one.\r\n *\r\n * @see kotlin.sequences.generateSequence\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n * @sample
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samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun <T>

sequence(@BuilderInference block: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T> = Sequence {

iterator(block) }\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use 'sequence { }' function instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"sequence(builderAction)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

buildSequence(@BuilderInference noinline builderAction: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T> =

Sequence { iterator(builderAction) }\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Builds an [Iterator] lazily yielding values one by one.\r\n *\r\n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildIterator\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Building.iterable\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun <T>

iterator(@BuilderInference block: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Iterator<T> {\r\n    val iterator =

SequenceBuilderIterator<T>()\r\n    iterator.nextStep = block.createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver = iterator,

completion = iterator)\r\n    return iterator\r\n}\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use 'iterator { }'

function instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"iterator(builderAction)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun <T>

buildIterator(@BuilderInference noinline builderAction: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Iterator<T> =

iterator(builderAction)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The scope for yielding values of a [Sequence] or an [Iterator], provides

[yield] and [yieldAll] suspension functions.\r\n *\r\n * @see sequence\r\n * @see iterator\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\r\n

*/\r\n@RestrictsSuspension\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic abstract class SequenceScope<in T> internal

constructor() {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Yields a value to the [Iterator] being built and suspends\r\n     * until the next value

is requested.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n     *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\r\n     */\r\n    public abstract suspend

fun yield(value: T)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Yields all values from the `iterator` to the [Iterator] being built\r\n     * and

suspends until all these values are iterated and the next one is requested.\r\n     *\r\n     * The sequence of values

returned by the given iterator can be potentially infinite.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n     */\r\n    public abstract suspend fun

yieldAll(iterator: Iterator<T>)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Yields a collections of values to the [Iterator] being built\r\n     *

and suspends until all these values are iterated and the next one is requested.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n     */\r\n    public suspend fun yieldAll(elements:

Iterable<T>) {\r\n        if (elements is Collection && elements.isEmpty()) return\r\n        return

yieldAll(elements.iterator())\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Yields potentially infinite sequence of values  to the

[Iterator] being built\r\n     * and suspends until all these values are iterated and the next one is requested.\r\n     *\r\n

   * The sequence can be potentially infinite.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\r\n     */\r\n    public suspend fun

yieldAll(sequence: Sequence<T>) = yieldAll(sequence.iterator())\r\n}\r\n\r\n@Deprecated(\"Use SequenceScope

class instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"SequenceScope<T>\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic typealias

SequenceBuilder<T> = SequenceScope<T>\r\n\r\nprivate typealias State = Int\r\n\r\nprivate const val

State_NotReady: State = 0\r\nprivate const val State_ManyNotReady: State = 1\r\nprivate const val

State_ManyReady: State = 2\r\nprivate const val State_Ready: State = 3\r\nprivate const val State_Done: State =

4\r\nprivate const val State_Failed: State = 5\r\n\r\nprivate class SequenceBuilderIterator<T> :

SequenceScope<T>(), Iterator<T>, Continuation<Unit> {\r\n    private var state = State_NotReady\r\n    private var

nextValue: T? = null\r\n    private var nextIterator: Iterator<T>? = null\r\n    var nextStep: Continuation<Unit>? =

null\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            when (state) {\r\n

State_NotReady -> {}\r\n                State_ManyNotReady ->\r\n                    if (nextIterator!!.hasNext()) {\r\n

           state = State_ManyReady\r\n                        return true\r\n                    } else {\r\n                        nextIterator

= null\r\n                    }\r\n                State_Done -> return false\r\n                State_Ready, State_ManyReady ->

return true\r\n                else -> throw exceptionalState()\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            state = State_Failed\r\n            val
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step = nextStep!!\r\n            nextStep = null\r\n            step.resume(Unit)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun

next(): T {\r\n        when (state) {\r\n            State_NotReady, State_ManyNotReady -> return nextNotReady()\r\n

     State_ManyReady -> {\r\n                state = State_ManyNotReady\r\n                return nextIterator!!.next()\r\n

    }\r\n            State_Ready -> {\r\n                state = State_NotReady\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n                val result = nextValue as T\r\n                nextValue = null\r\n

         return result\r\n            }\r\n            else -> throw exceptionalState()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun

nextNotReady(): T {\r\n        if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException() else return next()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

private fun exceptionalState(): Throwable = when (state) {\r\n        State_Done -> NoSuchElementException()\r\n

  State_Failed -> IllegalStateException(\"Iterator has failed.\")\r\n        else -> IllegalStateException(\"Unexpected

state of the iterator: $state\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    override suspend fun yield(value: T) {\r\n        nextValue =

value\r\n        state = State_Ready\r\n        return suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c ->\r\n            nextStep

= c\r\n            COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override suspend fun yieldAll(iterator:

Iterator<T>) {\r\n        if (!iterator.hasNext()) return\r\n        nextIterator = iterator\r\n        state =

State_ManyReady\r\n        return suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c ->\r\n            nextStep = c\r\n

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Completion continuation implementation\r\n    override

fun resumeWith(result: Result<Unit>) {\r\n        result.getOrThrow() // just rethrow exception if it is there\r\n

state = State_Done\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override val context: CoroutineContext\r\n        get() =

EmptyCoroutineContext\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\ninternal fun checkWindowSizeStep(size: Int,

step: Int) {\r\n    require(size > 0 && step > 0) {\r\n        if (size != step)\r\n            \"Both size $size and step $step

must be greater than zero.\"\r\n        else\r\n            \"size $size must be greater than zero.\"\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal

fun <T> Sequence<T>.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int, partialWindows: Boolean, reuseBuffer: Boolean):

Sequence<List<T>> {\r\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\r\n    return Sequence { windowedIterator(iterator(),

size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer) }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal fun <T> windowedIterator(iterator: Iterator<T>, size:

Int, step: Int, partialWindows: Boolean, reuseBuffer: Boolean): Iterator<List<T>> {\r\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())

return EmptyIterator\r\n    return iterator<List<T>> {\r\n        val gap = step - size\r\n        if (gap >= 0) {\r\n

var buffer = ArrayList<T>(size)\r\n            var skip = 0\r\n            for (e in iterator) {\r\n                if (skip > 0) { skip

-= 1; continue }\r\n                buffer.add(e)\r\n                if (buffer.size == size) {\r\n                    yield(buffer)\r\n

           if (reuseBuffer) buffer.clear() else buffer = ArrayList(size)\r\n                    skip = gap\r\n                }\r\n

}\r\n            if (buffer.isNotEmpty()) {\r\n                if (partialWindows || buffer.size == size) yield(buffer)\r\n

}\r\n        } else {\r\n            val buffer = RingBuffer<T>(size)\r\n            for (e in iterator) {\r\n

buffer.add(e)\r\n                if (buffer.isFull()) {\r\n                    yield(if (reuseBuffer) buffer else

ArrayList(buffer))\r\n                    buffer.removeFirst(step)\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n            if (partialWindows)

{\r\n                while (buffer.size > step) {\r\n                    yield(if (reuseBuffer) buffer else ArrayList(buffer))\r\n

            buffer.removeFirst(step)\r\n                }\r\n                if (buffer.isNotEmpty()) yield(buffer)\r\n            }\r\n

 }\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class MovingSubList<out E>(private val list: List<E>) : AbstractList<E>(),

RandomAccess {\r\n    private var fromIndex: Int = 0\r\n    private var _size: Int = 0\r\n\r\n    fun move(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int) {\r\n        checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, list.size)\r\n        this.fromIndex = fromIndex\r\n

      this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): E {\r\n

checkElementIndex(index, _size)\r\n\r\n        return list[fromIndex + index]\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override val size: Int

get() = _size\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides ring buffer implementation.\r\n *\r\n * Buffer overflow is not allowed

so [add] doesn't overwrite tail but raises an exception.\r\n */\r\nprivate class RingBuffer<T>(val capacity: Int) :

AbstractList<T>(), RandomAccess {\r\n    init {\r\n        require(capacity >= 0) { \"ring buffer capacity should not be

negative but it is $capacity\" }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private val buffer = arrayOfNulls<Any?>(capacity)\r\n    private var

startIndex: Int = 0\r\n\r\n    override var size: Int = 0\r\n        private set\r\n\r\n    override fun get(index: Int): T {\r\n

     checkElementIndex(index, size)\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return

buffer[startIndex.forward(index)] as T\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    fun isFull() = size == capacity\r\n\r\n    override fun
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iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : AbstractIterator<T>() {\r\n        private var count = size\r\n        private var index =

startIndex\r\n\r\n        override fun computeNext() {\r\n            if (count == 0) {\r\n                done()\r\n            } else

{\r\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n                setNext(buffer[index] as T)\r\n                index =

index.forward(1)\r\n                count--\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n    override fun <T> toArray(array: Array<T>): Array<T> {\r\n        val

result: Array<T?> =\r\n            if (array.size < this.size) array.copyOf(this.size) else array as Array<T?>\r\n\r\n

val size = this.size\r\n\r\n        var widx = 0\r\n        var idx = startIndex\r\n\r\n        while (widx < size && idx <

capacity) {\r\n            result[widx] = buffer[idx] as T\r\n            widx++\r\n            idx++\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        idx =

0\r\n        while (widx < size) {\r\n            result[widx] = buffer[idx] as T\r\n            widx++\r\n            idx++\r\n

}\r\n        if (result.size > this.size) result[this.size] = null\r\n\r\n        return result as Array<T>\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

override fun toArray(): Array<Any?> {\r\n        return toArray(arrayOfNulls(size))\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Add

[element] to the buffer or fail with [IllegalStateException] if no free space available in the buffer\r\n     */\r\n    fun

add(element: T) {\r\n        if (isFull()) {\r\n            throw IllegalStateException(\"ring buffer is full\")\r\n

}\r\n\r\n        buffer[startIndex.forward(size)] = element\r\n        size++\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Removes [n] first

elements from the buffer or fails with [IllegalArgumentException] if not enough elements in the buffer to

remove\r\n     */\r\n    fun removeFirst(n: Int) {\r\n        require(n >= 0) { \"n shouldn't be negative but it is $n\" }\r\n

     require(n <= size) { \"n shouldn't be greater than the buffer size: n = $n, size = $size\" }\r\n\r\n        if (n > 0)

{\r\n            val start = startIndex\r\n            val end = start.forward(n)\r\n\r\n            if (start > end) {\r\n

buffer.fill(null, start, capacity)\r\n                buffer.fill(null, 0, end)\r\n            } else {\r\n                buffer.fill(null,

start, end)\r\n            }\r\n\r\n            startIndex = end\r\n            size -= n\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n

@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\r\n    private inline fun Int.forward(n: Int): Int = (this + n) %

capacity\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n// UByteArray

=============================================================================\r\n@E

xperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun partition(\r\n    array: UByteArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\r\n    var i =

left\r\n    var j = right\r\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\r\n    while (i <= j) {\r\n        while (array[i] <

pivot)\r\n            i++\r\n        while (array[j] > pivot)\r\n            j--\r\n        if (i <= j) {\r\n            val tmp =

array[i]\r\n            array[i] = array[j]\r\n            array[j] = tmp\r\n            i++\r\n            j--\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return i\r\n}\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun quickSort(\r\n    array: UByteArray, left: Int, right:

Int) {\r\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\r\n    if (left < index - 1)\r\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\r\n

  if (index < right)\r\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\r\n}\r\n\r\n// UShortArray

=============================================================================\r\n@E

xperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun partition(\r\n    array: UShortArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\r\n    var i =

left\r\n    var j = right\r\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\r\n    while (i <= j) {\r\n        while (array[i] <

pivot)\r\n            i++\r\n        while (array[j] > pivot)\r\n            j--\r\n        if (i <= j) {\r\n            val tmp =

array[i]\r\n            array[i] = array[j]\r\n            array[j] = tmp\r\n            i++\r\n            j--\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return i\r\n}\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun quickSort(\r\n    array: UShortArray, left: Int, right:

Int) {\r\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\r\n    if (left < index - 1)\r\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\r\n

  if (index < right)\r\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\r\n}\r\n\r\n// UIntArray

=============================================================================\r\n@E

xperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun partition(\r\n    array: UIntArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\r\n    var i =

left\r\n    var j = right\r\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\r\n    while (i <= j) {\r\n        while (array[i] <

pivot)\r\n            i++\r\n        while (array[j] > pivot)\r\n            j--\r\n        if (i <= j) {\r\n            val tmp =

array[i]\r\n            array[i] = array[j]\r\n            array[j] = tmp\r\n            i++\r\n            j--\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return i\r\n}\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun quickSort(\r\n    array: UIntArray, left: Int, right:

Int) {\r\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\r\n    if (left < index - 1)\r\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\r\n

  if (index < right)\r\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\r\n}\r\n\r\n// ULongArray
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=============================================================================\r\n@E

xperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun partition(\r\n    array: ULongArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\r\n    var i =

left\r\n    var j = right\r\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\r\n    while (i <= j) {\r\n        while (array[i] <

pivot)\r\n            i++\r\n        while (array[j] > pivot)\r\n            j--\r\n        if (i <= j) {\r\n            val tmp =

array[i]\r\n            array[i] = array[j]\r\n            array[j] = tmp\r\n            i++\r\n            j--\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n

return i\r\n}\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate fun quickSort(\r\n    array: ULongArray, left: Int, right:

Int) {\r\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\r\n    if (left < index - 1)\r\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\r\n

  if (index < right)\r\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n// Interfaces

=============================================================================\r\n/**\r

\n * Sorts the given array using qsort algorithm.\r\n */\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun

sortArray(array: UByteArray)    = quickSort(array, 0, array.size - 1)\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal

fun sortArray(array: UShortArray)   = quickSort(array, 0, array.size -

1)\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun sortArray(array: UIntArray)     = quickSort(array, 0, array.size -

1)\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun sortArray(array: ULongArray)    = quickSort(array, 0, array.size

- 1)","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.contracts\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.ContractsDsl\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This marker distinguishes the experimental contract declaration API and is

used to opt-in for that feature\r\n * when declaring contracts of user functions.\r\n *\r\n * Any usage of a declaration

annotated with `@ExperimentalContracts` must be accepted either by\r\n * annotating that usage with the

[UseExperimental] annotation, e.g. `@UseExperimental(ExperimentalContracts::class)`,\r\n * or by using the

compiler argument `-Xuse-experimental=kotlin.contracts.ExperimentalContracts`.\r\n

*/\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Experimental\r\n@MustBeDocum

ented\r\npublic annotation class ExperimentalContracts\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Provides a scope, where the functions of the

contract DSL, such as [returns], [callsInPlace], etc.,\r\n * can be used to describe the contract of a function.\r\n *\r\n

* This type is used as a receiver type of the lambda function passed to the [contract] function.\r\n *\r\n * @see

contract\r\n */\r\n@ContractsDsl\r\n@ExperimentalContracts\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic interface

ContractBuilder {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Describes a situation when a function returns normally, without any exceptions

thrown.\r\n     *\r\n     * Use [SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a conditional effect that happens in such

case.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample samples.contracts.returnsContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl public fun returns():

Returns\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Describes a situation when a function returns normally with the specified return

[value].\r\n     *\r\n     * The possible values of [value] are limited to `true`, `false` or `null`.\r\n     *\r\n     * Use

[SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a conditional effect that happens in such case.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    //

@sample samples.contracts.returnsTrueContract\r\n    // @sample samples.contracts.returnsFalseContract\r\n    //

@sample samples.contracts.returnsNullContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl public fun returns(value: Any?):

Returns\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Describes a situation when a function returns normally with any value that is not

`null`.\r\n     *\r\n     * Use [SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a conditional effect that happens in such

case.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample samples.contracts.returnsNotNullContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl public fun

returnsNotNull(): ReturnsNotNull\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Specifies that the function parameter [lambda] is invoked in

place.\r\n     *\r\n     * This contract specifies that:\r\n     * 1. the function [lambda] can only be invoked during the

call of the owner function,\r\n     *  and it won't be invoked after that owner function call is completed;\r\n     * 2.

_(optionally)_ the function [lambda] is invoked the amount of times specified by the [kind] parameter,\r\n     *  see

the [InvocationKind] enum for possible values.\r\n     *\r\n     * A function declaring the `callsInPlace` effect must

be _inline_.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    /* @sample samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\r\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\r\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\r\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\r\n    */\r\n    @ContractsDsl public fun <R> callsInPlace(lambda:

Function<R>, kind: InvocationKind = InvocationKind.UNKNOWN): CallsInPlace\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies
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how many times a function invokes its function parameter in place.\r\n *\r\n * See [ContractBuilder.callsInPlace] for

the details of the call-in-place function contract.\r\n

*/\r\n@ContractsDsl\r\n@ExperimentalContracts\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic enum class InvocationKind

{\r\n    /**\r\n     * A function parameter will be invoked one time or not invoked at all.\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl AT_MOST_ONCE,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

A function parameter will be invoked one or more times.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl AT_LEAST_ONCE,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

A function parameter will be invoked exactly one time.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl EXACTLY_ONCE,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

A function parameter is called in place, but it's unknown how many times it can be called.\r\n     *\r\n     */\r\n    //

@sample samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\r\n    @ContractsDsl UNKNOWN\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Specifies the contract of a function.\r\n *\r\n * The contract description must be at the beginning of a function and

have at least one effect.\r\n *\r\n * Only the top-level functions can have a contract for now.\r\n *\r\n * @param

builder the lambda where the contract of a function is described with the help of the [ContractBuilder] members.\r\n

*\r\n */\r\n/* @sample samples.contracts.returnsContract\r\n* @sample samples.contracts.returnsTrueContract\r\n*

@sample samples.contracts.returnsFalseContract\r\n* @sample samples.contracts.returnsNullContract\r\n*

@sample samples.contracts.returnsNotNullContract\r\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\r\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\r\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\r\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\r\n*/\r\n@ContractsDsl\r\n@ExperimentalContracts\r\n@InlineOn

ly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\r\npublic inline fun contract(builder:

ContractBuilder.() -> Unit) { }","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Marks coroutine context element

that intercepts coroutine continuations.\r\n * The coroutines framework uses [ContinuationInterceptor.Key] to

retrieve the interceptor and\r\n * intercepts all coroutine continuations with [interceptContinuation] invocations.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic interface ContinuationInterceptor : CoroutineContext.Element {\r\n    /**\r\n

* The key that defines *the* context interceptor.\r\n     */\r\n    companion object Key :

CoroutineContext.Key<ContinuationInterceptor>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns continuation that wraps the original

[continuation], thus intercepting all resumptions.\r\n     * This function is invoked by coroutines framework when

needed and the resulting continuations are\r\n     * cached internally per each instance of the original

[continuation].\r\n     *\r\n     * This function may simply return original [continuation] if it does not want to

intercept this particular continuation.\r\n     *\r\n     * When the original [continuation] completes, coroutine

framework invokes [releaseInterceptedContinuation]\r\n     * with the resulting continuation if it was intercepted,

that is if `interceptContinuation` had previously\r\n     * returned a different continuation instance.\r\n     */\r\n

public fun <T> interceptContinuation(continuation: Continuation<T>): Continuation<T>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Invoked for the continuation instance returned by [interceptContinuation] when the original\r\n     * continuation

completes and will not be used anymore. This function is invoked only if [interceptContinuation]\r\n     * had

returned a different continuation instance from the one it was invoked with.\r\n     *\r\n     * Default implementation

does nothing.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param continuation Continuation instance returned by this interceptor's

[interceptContinuation] invocation.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun releaseInterceptedContinuation(continuation:

Continuation<*>) {\r\n        /* do nothing by default */\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    // Performance optimization for a singleton

Key\r\n    public override operator fun <E : CoroutineContext.Element> get(key: CoroutineContext.Key<E>): E?

=\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        if (key === Key) this as E else null\r\n\r\n    //

Performance optimization to a singleton Key\r\n    public override fun minusKey(key: CoroutineContext.Key<*>):

CoroutineContext =\r\n        if (key === Key) EmptyCoroutineContext else this\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by
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the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Persistent context for the coroutine. It is an indexed set of [Element] instances.\r\n

* An indexed set is a mix between a set and a map.\r\n * Every element in this set has a unique [Key].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic interface CoroutineContext {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the element with the

given [key] from this context or `null`.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>):

E?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Accumulates entries of this context starting with [initial] value and applying [operation]\r\n

 * from left to right to current accumulator value and each element of this context.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun <R>

fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a context containing elements from this

context and elements from  other [context].\r\n     * The elements from this context with the same key as in the other

one are dropped.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun plus(context: CoroutineContext): CoroutineContext =\r\n        if

(context === EmptyCoroutineContext) this else // fast path -- avoid lambda creation\r\n            context.fold(this) {

acc, element ->\r\n                val removed = acc.minusKey(element.key)\r\n                if (removed ===

EmptyCoroutineContext) element else {\r\n                    // make sure interceptor is always last in the context (and

thus is fast to get when present)\r\n                    val interceptor = removed[ContinuationInterceptor]\r\n                    if

(interceptor == null) CombinedContext(removed, element) else {\r\n                        val left =

removed.minusKey(ContinuationInterceptor)\r\n                        if (left === EmptyCoroutineContext)

CombinedContext(element, interceptor) else\r\n                            CombinedContext(CombinedContext(left,

element), interceptor)\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n            }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a context containing

elements from this context, but without an element with\r\n     * the specified [key].\r\n     */\r\n    public fun

minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Key for the elements of [CoroutineContext]. [E] is

a type of element with this key.\r\n     */\r\n    public interface Key<E : Element>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * An element of

the [CoroutineContext]. An element of the coroutine context is a singleton context by itself.\r\n     */\r\n    public

interface Element : CoroutineContext {\r\n        /**\r\n         * A key of this coroutine context element.\r\n         */\r\n

      public val key: Key<*>\r\n\r\n        public override operator fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E? =\r\n

 @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n            if (this.key == key) this as E else null\r\n\r\n        public override

fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R =\r\n            operation(initial, this)\r\n\r\n        public

override fun minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext =\r\n            if (this.key == key) EmptyCoroutineContext

else this\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.coroutines\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.CoroutineContext.*\r\nimport kotlin.io.Serializable\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Base class for

[CoroutineContext.Element] implementations.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic abstract class

AbstractCoroutineContextElement(public override val key: Key<*>) : Element\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An empty coroutine

context.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic object EmptyCoroutineContext : CoroutineContext, Serializable

{\r\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long = 0\r\n    private fun readResolve(): Any =

EmptyCoroutineContext\r\n\r\n    public override fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E? = null\r\n    public

override fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R = initial\r\n    public override fun plus(context:

CoroutineContext): CoroutineContext = context\r\n    public override fun minusKey(key: Key<*>):

CoroutineContext = this\r\n    public override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\r\n    public override fun toString(): String =

\"EmptyCoroutineContext\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n//--------------------- internal impl ---------------------\r\n\r\n// this class is not

exposed, but is hidden inside implementations\r\n// this is a left-biased list, so that `plus` works

naturally\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal class CombinedContext(\r\n    private val left: CoroutineContext,\r\n

private val element: Element\r\n) : CoroutineContext, Serializable {\r\n\r\n    override fun <E : Element> get(key:

Key<E>): E? {\r\n        var cur = this\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            cur.element[key]?.let { return it }\r\n

val next = cur.left\r\n            if (next is CombinedContext) {\r\n                cur = next\r\n            } else {\r\n

return next[key]\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    public override fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R,

Element) -> R): R =\r\n        operation(left.fold(initial, operation), element)\r\n\r\n    public override fun

minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext {\r\n        element[key]?.let { return left }\r\n        val newLeft =
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left.minusKey(key)\r\n        return when {\r\n            newLeft === left -> this\r\n            newLeft ===

EmptyCoroutineContext -> element\r\n            else -> CombinedContext(newLeft, element)\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

private fun size(): Int {\r\n        var cur = this\r\n        var size = 2\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            cur = cur.left as?

CombinedContext ?: return size\r\n            size++\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun contains(element: Element):

Boolean =\r\n        get(element.key) == element\r\n\r\n    private fun containsAll(context: CombinedContext):

Boolean {\r\n        var cur = context\r\n        while (true) {\r\n            if (!contains(cur.element)) return false\r\n

val next = cur.left\r\n            if (next is CombinedContext) {\r\n                cur = next\r\n            } else {\r\n

return contains(next as Element)\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\r\n        this === other || other is CombinedContext && other.size() == size() && other.containsAll(this)\r\n\r\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = left.hashCode() + element.hashCode()\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String =\r\n

  \"[\" + fold(\"\") { acc, element ->\r\n            if (acc.isEmpty()) element.toString() else \"$acc, $element\"\r\n        }

+ \"]\"\r\n\r\n    private fun writeReplace(): Any {\r\n        val n = size()\r\n        val elements =

arrayOfNulls<CoroutineContext>(n)\r\n        var index = 0\r\n        fold(Unit) { _, element -> elements[index++] =

element }\r\n        check(index == n)\r\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n        return

Serialized(elements as Array<CoroutineContext>)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private class Serialized(val elements:

Array<CoroutineContext>) : Serializable {\r\n        companion object {\r\n            private const val

serialVersionUID: Long = 0L\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        private fun readResolve(): Any =

elements.fold(EmptyCoroutineContext, CoroutineContext::plus)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"IntrinsicsKt\")\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.coroutines.*\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Obtains the current continuation instance inside suspend functions and either suspends\r\n * currently running

coroutine or returns result immediately without suspension.\r\n *\r\n * If the [block] returns the special

[COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] value, it means that suspend function did suspend the execution and will\r\n * not

return any result immediately. In this case, the [Continuation] provided to the [block] shall be\r\n * resumed by

invoking [Continuation.resumeWith] at some moment in the\r\n * future when the result becomes available to

resume the computation.\r\n *\r\n * Otherwise, the return value of the [block] must have a type assignable to [T] and

represents the result of this suspend function.\r\n * It means that the execution was not suspended and the

[Continuation] provided to the [block] shall not be invoked.\r\n * As the result type of the [block] is declared as

`Any?` and cannot be correctly type-checked,\r\n * its proper return type remains on the conscience of the suspend

function's author.\r\n *\r\n * Invocation of [Continuation.resumeWith] resumes coroutine directly in the invoker's

thread without going through the\r\n * [ContinuationInterceptor] that might be present in the coroutine's

[CoroutineContext].\r\n * It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation context is

established.\r\n * [Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted continuation.\r\n *\r\n * Note that

it is not recommended to call either [Continuation.resume] nor [Continuation.resumeWithException] functions

synchronously\r\n * in the same stackframe where suspension function is run. Use [suspendCoroutine] as a safer

way to obtain current\r\n * continuation instance.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\",

\"RedundantSuspendModifier\")\r\npublic suspend inline fun <T>

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -> Any?): T =\r\n    throw

NotImplementedError(\"Implementation of suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn is intrinsic\")\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

This value is used as a return value of [suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn] `block` argument to state that\r\n

* the execution was suspended and will not return any result immediately.\r\n *\r\n * **Note: this value should not

be used in general code.** Using it outside of the context of\r\n * `suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn`

function return value  (including, but not limited to,\r\n * storing this value in other properties, returning it from

other functions, etc)\r\n * can lead to unspecified behavior of the code.\r\n */\r\n// It is implemented as property with

getter to avoid ProGuard <clinit> problem with multifile IntrinsicsKt class\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic val
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COROUTINE_SUSPENDED: Any get() = CoroutineSingletons.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\r\n\r\n// Using enum

here ensures two important properties:\r\n//  1. It makes SafeContinuation serializable with all kinds of serialization

frameworks (since all of them natively support enums)\r\n//  2. It improves debugging experience, since you clearly

see toString() value of those objects and what package they come from\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@PublishedApi

// This class is Published API via serialized representation of SafeContinuation, don't rename/move\r\ninternal enum

class CoroutineSingletons { COROUTINE_SUSPENDED, UNDECIDED, RESUMED }\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.experimental\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Byte.and(other: Byte): Byte =

(this.toInt() and other.toInt()).toByte()\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Byte.or(other: Byte): Byte =

(this.toInt() or other.toInt()).toByte()\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Byte.xor(other: Byte): Byte =

(this.toInt() xor other.toInt()).toByte()\r\n\r\n/** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Byte.inv(): Byte =

(this.toInt().inv()).toByte()\r\n\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Short.and(other: Short): Short

= (this.toInt() and other.toInt()).toShort()\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Short.or(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() or other.toInt()).toShort()\r\n\r\n/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline infix fun Short.xor(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() xor other.toInt()).toShort()\r\n\r\n/** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Short.inv(): Short =

(this.toInt().inv()).toShort()\r\n\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.experimental\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The experimental marker for type

inference augmenting annotations.\r\n *\r\n * Any usage of a declaration annotated with

`@ExperimentalTypeInference` must be accepted either by\r\n * annotating that usage with the [UseExperimental]

annotation, e.g. `@UseExperimental(ExperimentalTypeInference::class)`,\r\n * or by using the compiler argument `-

Xuse-experimental=kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference`.\r\n */\r\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.ERROR)\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target

(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalTypeInference\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.internal\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the corresponding type

should be ignored during type inference.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class

NoInfer\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the constraint built for the type during type inference should be an equality

one.\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal

annotation class Exact\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that a corresponding member has the lowest priority in overload

resolution.\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class

LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that the corresponding member has the highest priority

in overload resolution. Effectively this means that\r\n * an extension annotated with this annotation will win in

overload resolution over a member with the same signature.\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class

HidesMembers\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The value of this type parameter should be mentioned in input types (argument types,
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receiver type or expected type).\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE_PARAMETER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal

annotation class OnlyInputTypes\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that this function should not be called directly without

inlining\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation

class InlineOnly\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that this declaration can have dynamic receiver type.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\ninternal annotation class

DynamicExtension\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The value of this parameter should be a property reference expression

(`this::foo`), referencing a `lateinit` property,\r\n * the backing field of which is accessible at the point where the

corresponding argument is passed.\r\n

*/\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.VALUE_PARAMETER)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Sin

ceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\ninternal annotation class AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that this

declaration is only completely supported since the specified version.\r\n *\r\n * The Kotlin compiler of an earlier

version is going to report a diagnostic on usages of this declaration.\r\n * The diagnostic message can be specified

with [message], or via [errorCode] (takes less space, but might not be immediately clear\r\n * to the user). The

diagnostic severity can be specified with [level]: WARNING/ERROR mean that either a warning or an error\r\n * is

going to be reported, HIDDEN means that the declaration is going to be removed from resolution completely.\r\n

*\r\n * [versionKind] specifies which version should be compared with the [version] value, when compiling the

usage of the annotated declaration.\r\n * Note that prior to 1.2, only

[RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION] was supported, so the Kotlin compiler before 1.2 is going

to\r\n * treat any [RequireKotlin] as if it requires the language version. Since 1.2, the Kotlin compiler supports\r\n *

[RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION], [RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION] and

[RequireKotlinVersionKind.API_VERSION].\r\n * If the actual value of [versionKind] is something different (e.g. a

new version kind, added in future versions of Kotlin),\r\n * Kotlin 1.2 is going to ignore this [RequireKotlin]

altogether, where as Kotlin before 1.2 is going to treat this as a requirement\r\n * on the language version.\r\n *\r\n *

This annotation is erased at compile time; its arguments are stored in a more compact form in the Kotlin

metadata.\r\n */\r\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS, AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY, AnnotationTarget.CONSTRUCTOR,

AnnotationTarget.TYPEALIAS)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\r\n@Repeatable\r\n@SinceKotlin(

\"1.2\")\r\ninternal annotation class RequireKotlin(\r\n    val version: String,\r\n    val message: String = \"\",\r\n

val level: DeprecationLevel = DeprecationLevel.ERROR,\r\n    val versionKind: RequireKotlinVersionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION,\r\n    val errorCode: Int = -1\r\n)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The kind of

the version that is required by [RequireKotlin].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\ninternal enum class

RequireKotlinVersionKind {\r\n    LANGUAGE_VERSION,\r\n    COMPILER_VERSION,\r\n

API_VERSION,\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies that this declaration is a part of special DSL, used for constructing

function's contract.\r\n */\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\ninternal

annotation class ContractsDsl\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.properties\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Standard property delegates.\r\n */\r\npublic object Delegates {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a property delegate for a

read/write property with a non-`null` value that is initialized not during\r\n     * object construction time but at a later

time. Trying to read the property before the initial value has been\r\n     * assigned results in an exception.\r\n

*\r\n     * @sample samples.properties.Delegates.notNullDelegate\r\n     */\r\n    public fun <T : Any> notNull():

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> = NotNullVar()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write

property that calls a specified callback function when changed.\r\n     * @param initialValue the initial value of the

property.\r\n     * @param onChange the callback which is called after the change of the property is made. The value
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of the property\r\n     *  has already been changed when this callback is invoked.\r\n     *\r\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.observableDelegate\r\n     */\r\n    public inline fun <T> observable(initialValue: T,

crossinline onChange: (property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) -> Unit):\r\n

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> =\r\n        object : ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue) {\r\n            override fun

afterChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) = onChange(property, oldValue, newValue)\r\n

 }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write property that calls a specified callback function

when changed,\r\n     * allowing the callback to veto the modification.\r\n     * @param initialValue the initial value

of the property.\r\n     * @param onChange the callback which is called before a change to the property value is

attempted.\r\n     *  The value of the property hasn't been changed yet, when this callback is invoked.\r\n     *  If the

callback returns `true` the value of the property is being set to the new value,\r\n     *  and if the callback returns

`false` the new value is discarded and the property remains its old value.\r\n     *\r\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.vetoableDelegate\r\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.throwVetoableDelegate\r\n     */\r\n    public inline fun <T> vetoable(initialValue: T,

crossinline onChange: (property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) -> Boolean):\r\n

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> =\r\n        object : ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue) {\r\n            override fun

beforeChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Boolean = onChange(property, oldValue,

newValue)\r\n        }\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\nprivate class NotNullVar<T : Any>() : ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> {\r\n

private var value: T? = null\r\n\r\n    public override fun getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): T {\r\n

   return value ?: throw IllegalStateException(\"Property ${property.name} should be initialized before get.\")\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    public override fun setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: T) {\r\n        this.value =

value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.properties\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Implements the core logic of a property delegate for a read/write property that calls callback functions when

changed.\r\n * @param initialValue the initial value of the property.\r\n */\r\npublic abstract class

ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue: T) : ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> {\r\n    private var value =

initialValue\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *  The callback which is called before a change to the property value is attempted.\r\n

   *  The value of the property hasn't been changed yet, when this callback is invoked.\r\n     *  If the callback returns

`true` the value of the property is being set to the new value,\r\n     *  and if the callback returns `false` the new value

is discarded and the property remains its old value.\r\n     */\r\n    protected open fun beforeChange(property:

KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Boolean = true\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The callback which is called after

the change of the property is made. The value of the property\r\n     * has already been changed when this callback is

invoked.\r\n     */\r\n    protected open fun afterChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Unit

{}\r\n\r\n    public override fun getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): T {\r\n        return value\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    public override fun setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: T) {\r\n        val oldValue =

this.value\r\n        if (!beforeChange(property, oldValue, value)) {\r\n            return\r\n        }\r\n        this.value =

value\r\n        afterChange(property, oldValue, value)\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.random\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.math.nextDown\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An abstract class that is implemented by random number generator

algorithms.\r\n *\r\n * The companion object [Random.Default] is the default instance of [Random].\r\n *\r\n * To

get a seeded instance of random generator use [Random] function.\r\n *\r\n * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.defaultRandom\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic abstract class Random {\r\n\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Gets the next random [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates an `Int` whose lower

[bitCount] bits are filled with random values and the remaining upper bits are zero.\r\n     *\r\n     * @param

bitCount number of bits to generate, must be in range 0..32, otherwise the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     */\r\n

public abstract fun nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Int` from the random

number generator.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between
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`Int.MIN_VALUE` and `Int.MAX_VALUE` (inclusive).\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextInt(): Int =

nextBits(32)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Int` from the random number generator less

than the specified [until] bound.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between `0`

(inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\r\n     *\r\n     * @param until must be positive.\r\n     *\r\n

* @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is negative or zero.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextInt(until: Int):

Int = nextInt(0, until)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Int` from the random number generator in the

specified range.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between the specified [from]

(inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater

than or equal to [until].\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextInt(from: Int, until: Int): Int {\r\n

checkRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n        val n = until - from\r\n        if (n > 0 || n == Int.MIN_VALUE) {\r\n

val rnd = if (n and -n == n) {\r\n                val bitCount = fastLog2(n)\r\n                nextBits(bitCount)\r\n            }

else {\r\n                var v: Int\r\n                do {\r\n                    val bits = nextInt().ushr(1)\r\n                    v = bits %

n\r\n                } while (bits - v + (n - 1) < 0)\r\n                v\r\n            }\r\n            return from + rnd\r\n        } else

{\r\n            while (true) {\r\n                val rnd = nextInt()\r\n                if (rnd in from until until) return rnd\r\n

}\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Long` from the random number generator.\r\n     *\r\n

  * Generates a `Long` random value uniformly distributed between `Long.MIN_VALUE` and

`Long.MAX_VALUE` (inclusive).\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextLong(): Long = nextInt().toLong().shl(32) +

nextInt()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Long` from the random number generator less

than the specified [until] bound.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates a `Long` random value uniformly distributed between `0`

(inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\r\n     *\r\n     * @param until must be positive.\r\n     *\r\n

* @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is negative or zero.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextLong(until:

Long): Long = nextLong(0, until)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Long` from the random number

generator in the specified range.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates a `Long` random value uniformly distributed between the

specified [from] (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[from] is greater than or equal to [until].\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextLong(from: Long, until: Long): Long

{\r\n        checkRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n        val n = until - from\r\n        if (n > 0) {\r\n            val rnd: Long\r\n

          if (n and -n == n) {\r\n                val nLow = n.toInt()\r\n                val nHigh = (n ushr 32).toInt()\r\n

rnd = when {\r\n                    nLow != 0 -> {\r\n                        val bitCount = fastLog2(nLow)\r\n                        //

toUInt().toLong()\r\n                        nextBits(bitCount).toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF\r\n                    }\r\n

nHigh == 1 ->\r\n                        // toUInt().toLong()\r\n                        nextInt().toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF\r\n

           else -> {\r\n                        val bitCount = fastLog2(nHigh)\r\n

nextBits(bitCount).toLong().shl(32) + nextInt()\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n            } else {\r\n                var v:

Long\r\n                do {\r\n                    val bits = nextLong().ushr(1)\r\n                    v = bits % n\r\n                }

while (bits - v + (n - 1) < 0)\r\n                rnd = v\r\n            }\r\n            return from + rnd\r\n        } else {\r\n

while (true) {\r\n                val rnd = nextLong()\r\n                if (rnd in from until until) return rnd\r\n            }\r\n

}\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random [Boolean] value.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextBoolean():

Boolean = nextBits(1) != 0\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random [Double] value uniformly distributed between

0 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive).\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextDouble(): Double =

doubleFromParts(nextBits(26), nextBits(27))\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Double` from

the random number generator less than the specified [until] bound.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates a `Double` random

value uniformly distributed between 0 (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive).\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [until] is negative or zero.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextDouble(until: Double):

Double = nextDouble(0.0, until)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets the next random `Double` from the random number

generator in the specified range.\r\n     *\r\n     * Generates a `Double` random value uniformly distributed between

the specified [from] (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n     *\r\n     * [from] and [until] must be finite

otherwise the behavior is unspecified.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater than

or equal to [until].\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextDouble(from: Double, until: Double): Double {\r\n

checkRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n        val size = until - from\r\n        val r = if (size.isInfinite() && from.isFinite()
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&& until.isFinite()) {\r\n            val r1 = nextDouble() * (until / 2 - from / 2)\r\n            from + r1 + r1\r\n        } else

{\r\n            from + nextDouble() * size\r\n        }\r\n        return if (r >= until) until.nextDown() else r\r\n    }\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Gets the next random [Float] value uniformly distributed between 0 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive).\r\n

*/\r\n    public open fun nextFloat(): Float = nextBits(24) / (1 shl 24).toFloat()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Fills a subrange

of the specified byte [array] starting from [fromIndex] inclusive and ending [toIndex] exclusive\r\n     * with random

bytes.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return [array] with the subrange filled with random bytes.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun

nextBytes(array: ByteArray, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = array.size): ByteArray {\r\n        require(fromIndex in

0..array.size && toIndex in 0..array.size) { \"fromIndex ($fromIndex) or toIndex ($toIndex) are out of range:

0..${array.size}.\" }\r\n        require(fromIndex <= toIndex) { \"fromIndex ($fromIndex) must be not greater than

toIndex ($toIndex).\" }\r\n\r\n        val steps = (toIndex - fromIndex) / 4\r\n\r\n        var position = fromIndex\r\n

repeat(steps) {\r\n            val v = nextInt()\r\n            array[position] = v.toByte()\r\n            array[position + 1] =

v.ushr(8).toByte()\r\n            array[position + 2] = v.ushr(16).toByte()\r\n            array[position + 3] =

v.ushr(24).toByte()\r\n            position += 4\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        val remainder = toIndex - position\r\n        val vr =

nextBits(remainder * 8)\r\n        for (i in 0 until remainder) {\r\n            array[position + i] = vr.ushr(i *

8).toByte()\r\n        }\r\n\r\n        return array\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Fills the specified byte [array] with random

bytes and returns it.\r\n     *\r\n     * @return [array] filled with random bytes.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun

nextBytes(array: ByteArray): ByteArray = nextBytes(array, 0, array.size)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates a byte array

of the specified [size], filled with random bytes.\r\n     */\r\n    public open fun nextBytes(size: Int): ByteArray =

nextBytes(ByteArray(size))\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The default random number generator.\r\n     *\r\n     * On JVM

this generator is thread-safe, its methods can be invoked from multiple threads.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.defaultRandom\r\n     */\r\n    companion object Default : Random() {\r\n\r\n        private

val defaultRandom: Random = defaultPlatformRandom()\r\n\r\n        override fun nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int =

defaultRandom.nextBits(bitCount)\r\n        override fun nextInt(): Int = defaultRandom.nextInt()\r\n        override

fun nextInt(until: Int): Int = defaultRandom.nextInt(until)\r\n        override fun nextInt(from: Int, until: Int): Int =

defaultRandom.nextInt(from, until)\r\n\r\n        override fun nextLong(): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong()\r\n

override fun nextLong(until: Long): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong(until)\r\n        override fun nextLong(from:

Long, until: Long): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong(from, until)\r\n\r\n        override fun nextBoolean(): Boolean =

defaultRandom.nextBoolean()\r\n\r\n        override fun nextDouble(): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble()\r\n

override fun nextDouble(until: Double): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble(until)\r\n        override fun

nextDouble(from: Double, until: Double): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble(from, until)\r\n\r\n        override

fun nextFloat(): Float = defaultRandom.nextFloat()\r\n\r\n        override fun nextBytes(array: ByteArray): ByteArray

= defaultRandom.nextBytes(array)\r\n        override fun nextBytes(size: Int): ByteArray =

defaultRandom.nextBytes(size)\r\n        override fun nextBytes(array: ByteArray, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

ByteArray = defaultRandom.nextBytes(array, fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n\r\n        @Deprecated(\"Use Default

companion object instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\r\n

@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\r\n        @kotlin.jvm.JvmField\r\n        public val Companion:

Random.Companion = Random.Companion\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    @Deprecated(\"Use Default companion object

instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\r\n    public object Companion : Random() {\r\n        override fun

nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int = Default.nextBits(bitCount)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a repeatable random

number generator seeded with the given [seed] `Int` value.\r\n *\r\n * Two generators with the same seed produce

the same sequence of values within the same version of Kotlin runtime.\r\n *\r\n * *Note:* Future versions of Kotlin

may change the algorithm of this seeded number generator so that it will return\r\n * a sequence of values different

from the current one for a given seed.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.random.Randoms.seededRandom\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun Random(seed: Int): Random = XorWowRandom(seed,

seed.shr(31))\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a repeatable random number generator seeded with the given [seed] `Long`

value.\r\n *\r\n * Two generators with the same seed produce the same sequence of values within the same version

of Kotlin runtime.\r\n *\r\n * *Note:* Future versions of Kotlin may change the algorithm of this seeded number

generator so that it will return\r\n * a sequence of values different from the current one for a given seed.\r\n *\r\n *
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@sample samples.random.Randoms.seededRandom\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun Random(seed:

Long): Random = XorWowRandom(seed.toInt(), seed.shr(32).toInt())\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random

`Int` from the random number generator in the specified [range].\r\n *\r\n * Generates an `Int` random value

uniformly distributed in the specified [range]:\r\n * from `range.start` inclusive to `range.endInclusive` inclusive.\r\n

*\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun

Random.nextInt(range: IntRange): Int = when {\r\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot

get random in empty range: $range\")\r\n    range.last < Int.MAX_VALUE -> nextInt(range.first, range.last + 1)\r\n

range.first > Int.MIN_VALUE -> nextInt(range.first - 1, range.last) + 1\r\n    else -> nextInt()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Gets the next random `Long` from the random number generator in the specified [range].\r\n *\r\n * Generates a

`Long` random value uniformly distributed in the specified [range]:\r\n * from `range.start` inclusive to

`range.endInclusive` inclusive.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic fun Random.nextLong(range: LongRange): Long = when {\r\n

range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in empty range: $range\")\r\n    range.last

< Long.MAX_VALUE -> nextLong(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\r\n    range.start > Long.MIN_VALUE ->

nextLong(range.start - 1, range.endInclusive) + 1\r\n    else -> nextLong()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal expect fun

defaultPlatformRandom(): Random\r\ninternal expect fun doubleFromParts(hi26: Int, low27: Int):

Double\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\r\ninternal fun fastLog2(value: Int): Int = 31 -

value.countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/** Takes upper [bitCount] bits (0..32) from this number. */\r\ninternal fun

Int.takeUpperBits(bitCount: Int): Int =\r\n    this.ushr(32 - bitCount) and (-bitCount).shr(31)\r\n\r\ninternal fun

checkRangeBounds(from: Int, until: Int) = require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\r\ninternal fun

checkRangeBounds(from: Long, until: Long) = require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until)

}\r\ninternal fun checkRangeBounds(from: Double, until: Double) = require(until > from) {

boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\r\n\r\ninternal fun boundsErrorMessage(from: Any, until: Any) = \"Random

range is empty: [$from, $until).\"\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.random\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from

the random number generator.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between

[UInt.MIN_VALUE] and [UInt.MAX_VALUE] (inclusive).\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(): UInt =

nextInt().toUInt()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from the random number generator less than the

specified [until] bound.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between `0` (inclusive)

and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(until: UInt): UInt =

nextUInt(0u, until)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from the random number generator in the specified

range.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between the specified [from] (inclusive)

and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater than or equal to

[until].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(from:

UInt, until: UInt): UInt {\r\n    checkUIntRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n\r\n    val signedFrom = from.toInt() xor

Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n    val signedUntil = until.toInt() xor Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n\r\n    val signedResult =

nextInt(signedFrom, signedUntil) xor Int.MIN_VALUE\r\n    return signedResult.toUInt()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets

the next random [UInt] from the random number generator in the specified [range].\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [UInt]

random value uniformly distributed in the specified [range]:\r\n * from `range.start` inclusive to

`range.endInclusive` inclusive.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(range: UIntRange):

UInt = when {\r\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in empty range:

$range\")\r\n    range.last < UInt.MAX_VALUE -> nextUInt(range.first, range.last + 1u)\r\n    range.first >

UInt.MIN_VALUE -> nextUInt(range.first - 1u, range.last) + 1u\r\n    else -> nextUInt()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets

the next random [ULong] from the random number generator.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [ULong] random value
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uniformly distributed between [ULong.MIN_VALUE] and [ULong.MAX_VALUE] (inclusive).\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextULong(): ULong =

nextLong().toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [ULong] from the random number generator less than

the specified [until] bound.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly distributed between `0`

(inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is

zero.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextULong(until:

ULong): ULong = nextULong(0uL, until)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [ULong] from the random number

generator in the specified range.\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly distributed between the

specified [from] (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from]

is greater than or equal to [until].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

Random.nextULong(from: ULong, until: ULong): ULong {\r\n    checkULongRangeBounds(from, until)\r\n\r\n

val signedFrom = from.toLong() xor Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n    val signedUntil = until.toLong() xor

Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n\r\n    val signedResult = nextLong(signedFrom, signedUntil) xor Long.MIN_VALUE\r\n

return signedResult.toULong()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Gets the next random [ULong] from the random number

generator in the specified [range].\r\n *\r\n * Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly distributed in the

specified [range]:\r\n * from `range.start` inclusive to `range.endInclusive` inclusive.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextULong(range:

ULongRange): ULong = when {\r\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in

empty range: $range\")\r\n    range.last < ULong.MAX_VALUE -> nextULong(range.first, range.last + 1u)\r\n

range.first > ULong.MIN_VALUE -> nextULong(range.first - 1u, range.last) + 1u\r\n    else ->

nextULong()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Fills the specified unsigned byte [array] with random bytes and returns it.\r\n *\r\n

* @return [array] filled with random bytes.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUBytes(array:

UByteArray): UByteArray {\r\n    nextBytes(array.asByteArray())\r\n    return array\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates an

unsigned byte array of the specified [size], filled with random bytes.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUBytes(size: Int):

UByteArray = nextBytes(size).asUByteArray()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Fills a subrange of the specified `UByte` [array]

starting from [fromIndex] inclusive and ending [toIndex] exclusive with random UBytes.\r\n *\r\n * @return [array]

with the subrange filled with random bytes.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun Random.nextUBytes(array:

UByteArray, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = array.size): UByteArray {\r\n    nextBytes(array.asByteArray(),

fromIndex, toIndex)\r\n    return array\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun

checkUIntRangeBounds(from: UInt, until: UInt) = require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until)

}\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\ninternal fun checkULongRangeBounds(from: ULong, until: ULong) =

require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.random\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Random number

generator, algorithm \"xorwow\" from p. 5 of Marsaglia, \"Xorshift RNGs\".\r\n *\r\n * Cycles after 2^160 * (2^32-

1) repetitions.\r\n *\r\n * See http://www.jstatsoft.org/v08/i14/paper for details.\r\n */\r\ninternal class

XorWowRandom\r\ninternal constructor(\r\n    private var x: Int,\r\n    private var y: Int,\r\n    private var z: Int,\r\n

private var w: Int,\r\n    private var v: Int,\r\n    private var addend: Int\r\n) : Random() {\r\n\r\n    internal

constructor(seed1: Int, seed2: Int) :\r\n            this(seed1, seed2, 0, 0, seed1.inv(), (seed1 shl 10) xor (seed2 ushr

4))\r\n\r\n    init {\r\n        require((x or y or z or w or v) != 0) { \"Initial state must have at least one non-zero

element.\" }\r\n\r\n        // some trivial seeds can produce several values with zeroes in upper bits, so we discard first

64\r\n        repeat(64) { nextInt() }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun nextInt(): Int {\r\n        var t = x\r\n        t = t xor (t

ushr 2)\r\n        x = y\r\n        y = z\r\n        z = w\r\n        val v0 = v\r\n        w = v0\r\n        t = (t xor (t shl 1)) xor v0

xor (v0 shl 4)\r\n        v = t\r\n        addend += 362437\r\n        return t + addend\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun
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nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int =\r\n        nextInt().takeUpperBits(bitCount)\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"RangesKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a range of floating point numbers.\r\n * Extends [ClosedRange] interface

providing custom operation [lessThanOrEquals] for comparing values of range domain type.\r\n *\r\n * This

interface is implemented by floating point ranges returned by [Float.rangeTo] and [Double.rangeTo] operators to\r\n

* achieve IEEE-754 comparison order instead of total order of floating point numbers.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic interface ClosedFloatingPointRange<T : Comparable<T>> :

ClosedRange<T> {\r\n    override fun contains(value: T): Boolean = lessThanOrEquals(start, value) &&

lessThanOrEquals(value, endInclusive)\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = !lessThanOrEquals(start,

endInclusive)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Compares two values of range domain type and returns true if first is less than or

equal to second.\r\n     */\r\n    fun lessThanOrEquals(a: T, b: T): Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a range of

[Comparable] values.\r\n */\r\nprivate open class ComparableRange<T : Comparable<T>>(\r\n    override val start:

T,\r\n    override val endInclusive: T\r\n) : ClosedRange<T> {\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

{\r\n        return other is ComparableRange<*> && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                start ==

other.start && endInclusive == other.endInclusive)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int {\r\n        return if

(isEmpty()) -1 else 31 * start.hashCode() + endInclusive.hashCode()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String

= \"$start..$endInclusive\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A closed range of values of type `Double`.\r\n *\r\n * Numbers are

compared with the ends of this range according to IEEE-754.\r\n */\r\nprivate class ClosedDoubleRange(\r\n    start:

Double,\r\n    endInclusive: Double\r\n) : ClosedFloatingPointRange<Double> {\r\n    private val _start = start\r\n

private val _endInclusive = endInclusive\r\n    override val start: Double get() = _start\r\n    override val

endInclusive: Double get() = _endInclusive\r\n\r\n    override fun lessThanOrEquals(a: Double, b: Double): Boolean

= a <= b\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: Double): Boolean = value >= _start && value <= _endInclusive\r\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = !(_start <= _endInclusive)\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

{\r\n        return other is ClosedDoubleRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                _start ==

other._start && _endInclusive == other._endInclusive)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int {\r\n        return

if (isEmpty()) -1 else 31 * _start.hashCode() + _endInclusive.hashCode()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun toString():

String = \"$_start..$_endInclusive\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a range from this [Comparable] value to the

specified [that] value.\r\n *\r\n * This value needs to be smaller than [that] value, otherwise the returned range will

be empty.\r\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromComparable\r\n */\r\npublic operator fun <T :

Comparable<T>> T.rangeTo(that: T): ClosedRange<T> = ComparableRange(this, that)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a

range from this [Double] value to the specified [that] value.\r\n *\r\n * Numbers are compared with the ends of this

range according to IEEE-754.\r\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromDouble\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic operator fun Double.rangeTo(that: Double):

ClosedFloatingPointRange<Double> = ClosedDoubleRange(this, that)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this

iterable range contains the specified [element].\r\n *\r\n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T, R> R.contains(element:

T?): Boolean where T : Any, R : Iterable<T>, R : ClosedRange<T> =\r\n    element != null &&

contains(element)\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal fun checkStepIsPositive(isPositive: Boolean, step: Number) {\r\n    if

(!isPositive) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be positive, was: $step.\")\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.reflect\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a runtime representation of the given reified type [T] as an instance of

[KType].\r\n */\r\n@Suppress(\"unused\") // KT-

12448\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic inline fun <reified T> typeOf(): KType =\r\n

 throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"This function is implemented as an intrinsic on all supported

platforms.\")\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n
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* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CharsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Concatenates this Char and a String.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.plus\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun Char.plus(other: String): String = this.toString() +

other\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this character is equal to the [other] character, optionally ignoring character

case.\r\n *\r\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing characters. By default

`false`.\r\n *\r\n * Two characters are considered the same ignoring case if at least one of the following is `true`:\r\n

*   - The two characters are the same (as compared by the == operator)\r\n *   - Applying the method [toUpperCase]

to each character produces the same result\r\n *   - Applying the method [toLowerCase] to each character produces

the same result\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.equals\r\n */\r\npublic fun Char.equals(other: Char,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\r\n    if (this == other) return true\r\n    if (!ignoreCase) return false\r\n\r\n

if (this.toUpperCase() == other.toUpperCase()) return true\r\n    if (this.toLowerCase() == other.toLowerCase())

return true\r\n    return false\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this character is a Unicode surrogate code unit.\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun Char.isSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_SURROGATE\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Trims leading whitespace characters followed by [marginPrefix] from every line of a

source string and removes\r\n * the first and the last lines if they are blank (notice difference blank vs empty).\r\n

*\r\n * Doesn't affect a line if it doesn't contain [marginPrefix] except the first and the last blank lines.\r\n *\r\n *

Doesn't preserve the original line endings.\r\n *\r\n * @param marginPrefix non-blank string, which is used as a

margin delimiter. Default is `|` (pipe character).\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.trimMargin\r\n * @see

trimIndent\r\n * @see kotlin.text.isWhitespace\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.trimMargin(marginPrefix: String = \"|\"):

String =\r\n    replaceIndentByMargin(\"\", marginPrefix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Detects indent by [marginPrefix] as it does

[trimMargin] and replace it with [newIndent].\r\n *\r\n * @param marginPrefix non-blank string, which is used as a

margin delimiter. Default is `|` (pipe character).\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.replaceIndentByMargin(newIndent:

String = \"\", marginPrefix: String = \"|\"): String {\r\n    require(marginPrefix.isNotBlank()) { \"marginPrefix must

be non-blank string.\" }\r\n    val lines = lines()\r\n\r\n    return lines.reindent(length + newIndent.length * lines.size,

getIndentFunction(newIndent), { line ->\r\n        val firstNonWhitespaceIndex = line.indexOfFirst {

!it.isWhitespace() }\r\n\r\n        when {\r\n            firstNonWhitespaceIndex == -1 -> null\r\n

line.startsWith(marginPrefix, firstNonWhitespaceIndex) -> line.substring(firstNonWhitespaceIndex +

marginPrefix.length)\r\n            else -> null\r\n        }\r\n    })\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Detects a common minimal indent

of all the input lines, removes it from every line and also removes the first and the last\r\n * lines if they are blank

(notice difference blank vs empty).\r\n *\r\n * Note that blank lines do not affect the detected indent level.\r\n *\r\n *

In case if there are non-blank lines with no leading whitespace characters (no indent at all) then the\r\n * common

indent is 0, and therefore this function doesn't change the indentation.\r\n *\r\n * Doesn't preserve the original line

endings.\r\n *\r\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.trimIndent\r\n * @see trimMargin\r\n * @see

kotlin.text.isBlank\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.trimIndent(): String = replaceIndent(\"\")\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Detects a

common minimal indent like it does [trimIndent] and replaces it with the specified [newIndent].\r\n */\r\npublic fun

String.replaceIndent(newIndent: String = \"\"): String {\r\n    val lines = lines()\r\n\r\n    val minCommonIndent =

lines\r\n        .filter(String::isNotBlank)\r\n        .map(String::indentWidth)\r\n        .min() ?: 0\r\n\r\n    return

lines.reindent(length + newIndent.length * lines.size, getIndentFunction(newIndent), { line ->

line.drop(minCommonIndent) })\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Prepends [indent] to every line of the original string.\r\n *\r\n *

Doesn't preserve the original line endings.\r\n */\r\npublic fun String.prependIndent(indent: String = \"    \"): String

=\r\n    lineSequence()\r\n        .map {\r\n            when {\r\n                it.isBlank() -> {\r\n                    when {\r\n

              it.length < indent.length -> indent\r\n                        else -> it\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n

else -> indent + it\r\n            }\r\n        }\r\n        .joinToString(\"\\n\")\r\n\r\nprivate fun String.indentWidth(): Int =
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indexOfFirst { !it.isWhitespace() }.let { if (it == -1) length else it }\r\n\r\nprivate fun getIndentFunction(indent:

String) = when {\r\n    indent.isEmpty() -> { line: String -> line }\r\n    else -> { line: String -> indent + line

}\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate inline fun List<String>.reindent(\r\n    resultSizeEstimate: Int,\r\n    indentAddFunction: (String)

-> String,\r\n    indentCutFunction: (String) -> String?\r\n): String {\r\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\r\n    return

mapIndexedNotNull { index, value ->\r\n        if ((index == 0 || index == lastIndex) && value.isBlank())\r\n

null\r\n        else\r\n            indentCutFunction(value)?.let(indentAddFunction) ?: value\r\n    }\r\n

.joinTo(StringBuilder(resultSizeEstimate), \"\\n\")\r\n        .toString()\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Represents a collection of captured groups in a single match of a regular expression.\r\n *\r\n * This collection has

size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups in the regular expression.\r\n * Groups are

indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0 corresponds to the entire match.\r\n *\r\n * An element

of the collection at the particular index can be `null`,\r\n * if the corresponding group in the regular expression is

optional and\r\n * there was no match captured by that group.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MatchGroupCollection :

Collection<MatchGroup?> {\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a group with the specified [index].\r\n     *\r\n     * @return An

instance of [MatchGroup] if the group with the specified [index] was matched or `null` otherwise.\r\n     *\r\n     *

Groups are indexed from 1 to the count of groups in the regular expression. A group with the index 0\r\n     *

corresponds to the entire match.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator fun get(index: Int): MatchGroup?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Extends [MatchGroupCollection] by introducing a way to get matched groups by name, when regex supports it.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic interface MatchNamedGroupCollection : MatchGroupCollection {\r\n

/**\r\n     * Returns a named group with the specified [name].\r\n     * @return An instance of [MatchGroup] if the

group with the specified [name] was matched or `null` otherwise.\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

there is no group with the specified [name] defined in the regex pattern.\r\n     * @throws

UnsupportedOperationException if getting named groups isn't supported on the current platform.\r\n     */\r\n

public operator fun get(name: String): MatchGroup?\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the results from a single regular

expression match.\r\n */\r\npublic interface MatchResult {\r\n    /** The range of indices in the original string where

match was captured. */\r\n    public val range: IntRange\r\n    /** The substring from the input string captured by this

match. */\r\n    public val value: String\r\n    /**\r\n     * A collection of groups matched by the regular

expression.\r\n     *\r\n     * This collection has size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups

in the regular expression.\r\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0

corresponds to the entire match.\r\n     */\r\n    public val groups: MatchGroupCollection\r\n    /**\r\n     * A list of

matched indexed group values.\r\n     *\r\n     * This list has size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the

count of groups in the regular expression.\r\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the

index 0 corresponds to the entire match.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the group in the regular expression is optional and there

were no match captured by that group,\r\n     * corresponding item in [groupValues] is an empty string.\r\n     *\r\n

* @sample samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\r\n     */\r\n    public val groupValues:

List<String>\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * An instance of [MatchResult.Destructured] wrapper providing components for

destructuring assignment of group values.\r\n     *\r\n     * component1 corresponds to the value of the first group,

component2 \u2014 of the second, and so on.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\r\n     */\r\n    public val destructured: Destructured get()

= Destructured(this)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a new [MatchResult] with the results for the next match, starting at the

position\r\n     *  at which the last match ended (at the character after the last matched character).\r\n     */\r\n

public fun next(): MatchResult?\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Provides components for destructuring assignment of group

values.\r\n     *\r\n     * [component1] corresponds to the value of the first group, [component2] \u2014 of the

second, and so on.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the group in the regular expression is optional and there were no match

captured by that group,\r\n     * corresponding component value is an empty string.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\r\n     */\r\n    public class Destructured internal

constructor(public val match: MatchResult) {\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n        public operator inline fun
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component1():  String = match.groupValues[1]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n        public operator inline

fun component2():  String = match.groupValues[2]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n        public operator

inline fun component3():  String = match.groupValues[3]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n        public

operator inline fun component4():  String = match.groupValues[4]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component5():  String = match.groupValues[5]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component6():  String = match.groupValues[6]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component7():  String = match.groupValues[7]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component8():  String = match.groupValues[8]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component9():  String = match.groupValues[9]\r\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n

public operator inline fun component10(): String = match.groupValues[10]\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         *  Returns

destructured group values as a list of strings.\r\n         *  First value in the returned list corresponds to the value of

the first group, and so on.\r\n         *\r\n         * @sample

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\r\n         */\r\n        public fun toList(): List<String> =

match.groupValues.subList(1, match.groupValues.size)\r\n    }\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Defines names for

Unicode symbols used in proper Typography.\r\n */\r\npublic object Typography {\r\n    /** The character &#x22;

\u2013 quotation mark */\r\n    public const val quote: Char = '\\u0022'\r\n    /** The character &#x24; \u2013 dollar

sign */\r\n    public const val dollar: Char = '\\u0024'\r\n    /** The character &#x26; \u2013 ampersand */\r\n

public const val amp: Char = '\\u0026'\r\n    /** The character &#x3C; \u2013 less-than sign */\r\n    public const val

less: Char = '\\u003C'\r\n    /** The character &#x3E; \u2013 greater-than sign */\r\n    public const val greater: Char

= '\\u003E'\r\n    /** The non-breaking space character */\r\n    public const val nbsp: Char = '\\u00A0'\r\n    /** The

character &#xD7; */\r\n    public const val times: Char = '\\u00D7'\r\n    /** The character &#xA2; */\r\n    public

const val cent: Char = '\\u00A2'\r\n    /** The character &#xA3; */\r\n    public const val pound: Char = '\\u00A3'\r\n

  /** The character &#xA7; */\r\n    public const val section: Char = '\\u00A7'\r\n    /** The character &#xA9; */\r\n

 public const val copyright: Char = '\\u00A9'\r\n    /** The character &#xAB; */\r\n    public const val

leftGuillemete: Char = '\\u00AB'\r\n    /** The character &#xBB; */\r\n    public const val rightGuillemete: Char =

'\\u00BB'\r\n    /** The character &#xAE; */\r\n    public const val registered: Char = '\\u00AE'\r\n    /** The

character &#xB0; */\r\n    public const val degree: Char = '\\u00B0'\r\n    /** The character &#xB1; */\r\n    public

const val plusMinus: Char = '\\u00B1'\r\n    /** The character &#xB6; */\r\n    public const val paragraph: Char =

'\\u00B6'\r\n    /** The character &#xB7; */\r\n    public const val middleDot: Char = '\\u00B7'\r\n    /** The

character &#xBD; */\r\n    public const val half: Char = '\\u00BD'\r\n    /** The character &#x2013; */\r\n    public

const val ndash: Char = '\\u2013'\r\n    /** The character &#x2014; */\r\n    public const val mdash: Char =

'\\u2014'\r\n    /** The character &#x2018; */\r\n    public const val leftSingleQuote: Char = '\\u2018'\r\n    /** The

character &#x2019; */\r\n    public const val rightSingleQuote: Char = '\\u2019'\r\n    /** The character &#x201A;

*/\r\n    public const val lowSingleQuote: Char = '\\u201A'\r\n    /** The character &#x201C; */\r\n    public const

val leftDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201C'\r\n    /** The character &#x201D; */\r\n    public const val rightDoubleQuote:

Char = '\\u201D'\r\n    /** The character &#x201E; */\r\n    public const val lowDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201E'\r\n

/** The character &#x2020; */\r\n    public const val dagger: Char = '\\u2020'\r\n    /** The character &#x2021;

*/\r\n    public const val doubleDagger: Char = '\\u2021'\r\n    /** The character &#x2022; */\r\n    public const val

bullet: Char = '\\u2022'\r\n    /** The character &#x2026; */\r\n    public const val ellipsis: Char = '\\u2026'\r\n    /**

The character &#x2032; */\r\n    public const val prime: Char = '\\u2032'\r\n    /** The character &#x2033; */\r\n

public const val doublePrime: Char = '\\u2033'\r\n    /** The character &#x20AC; */\r\n    public const val euro:

Char = '\\u20AC'\r\n    /** The character &#x2122; */\r\n    public const val tm: Char = '\\u2122'\r\n    /** The

character &#x2248; */\r\n    public const val almostEqual: Char = '\\u2248'\r\n    /** The character &#x2260; */\r\n

public const val notEqual: Char = '\\u2260'\r\n    /** The character &#x2264; */\r\n    public const val lessOrEqual:

Char = '\\u2264'\r\n    /** The character &#x2265; */\r\n    public const val greaterOrEqual: Char =

'\\u2265'\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *
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Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A source of time for measuring time intervals.\r\n *\r\n * The only

operation provided by the clock is [markNow]. It returns a [ClockMark], which can be used to query the elapsed

time later.\r\n *\r\n * @see [measureTime]\r\n * @see [measureTimedValue]\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic interface Clock {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Marks a time point

on this clock.\r\n     *\r\n     * The returned [ClockMark] instance encapsulates captured time point and allows

querying\r\n     * the duration of time interval [elapsed][ClockMark.elapsedNow] from that point.\r\n     */\r\n

public fun markNow(): ClockMark\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a time point notched on a particular [Clock].

Remains bound to the clock it was taken from\r\n * and allows querying for the duration of time elapsed from that

point (see the function [elapsedNow]).\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic abstract

class ClockMark {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the amount of time passed from this clock mark on the clock from

which this mark was taken.\r\n     *\r\n     * Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent

invocations.\r\n     */\r\n    public abstract fun elapsedNow(): Duration\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a clock mark on

the same clock that is ahead of this clock mark by the specified [duration].\r\n     *\r\n     * The returned clock mark

is more _late_ when the [duration] is positive, and more _early_ when the [duration] is negative.\r\n     */\r\n

public open operator fun plus(duration: Duration): ClockMark = AdjustedClockMark(this, duration)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n

   * Returns a clock mark on the same clock that is behind this clock mark by the specified [duration].\r\n     *\r\n

* The returned clock mark is more _early_ when the [duration] is positive, and more _late_ when the [duration] is

negative.\r\n     */\r\n    public open operator fun minus(duration: Duration): ClockMark = plus(-duration)\r\n\r\n\r\n

 /**\r\n     * Returns true if this clock mark has passed according to the clock from which this mark was taken.\r\n

*\r\n     * Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent invocations.\r\n     * If the clock is

monotonic, it can change only from `false` to `true`, namely, when the clock mark becomes behind the current point

of the clock.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun hasPassedNow(): Boolean = !elapsedNow().isNegative()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Returns false if this clock mark has not passed according to the clock from which this mark was taken.\r\n     *\r\n

* Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent invocations.\r\n     * If the clock is

monotonic, it can change only from `true` to `false`, namely, when the clock mark becomes behind the current point

of the clock.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun hasNotPassedNow(): Boolean =

elapsedNow().isNegative()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inline

Only\r\n@Deprecated(\"Subtracting one ClockMark from another is not a well defined operation because these

clock marks could have been obtained from the different clocks.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic

inline operator fun ClockMark.minus(other: ClockMark): Duration = throw Error(\"Operation is

disallowed.\")\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@Deprecated

(\"Comparing one ClockMark to another is not a well defined operation because these clock marks could have been

obtained from the different clocks.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\r\npublic inline operator fun

ClockMark.compareTo(other: ClockMark): Int = throw Error(\"Operation is

disallowed.\")\r\n\r\n\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\nprivate class AdjustedClockMark(val mark: ClockMark, val

adjustment: Duration) : ClockMark() {\r\n    override fun elapsedNow(): Duration = mark.elapsedNow() -

adjustment\r\n\r\n    override fun plus(duration: Duration): ClockMark = AdjustedClockMark(mark, adjustment +

duration)\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The most precise clock available in the platform.\r\n *\r\n * The clock

returns its readings from a source of monotonic time when it is available in a target platform,\r\n * and resorts to a

non-monotonic time source otherwise.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic expect

object MonoClock : Clock\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An abstract class used to implement clocks that return their readings as

[Long] values in the specified [unit].\r\n *\r\n * @property unit The unit in which this clock readings are

expressed.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic abstract class

AbstractLongClock(protected val unit: DurationUnit) : Clock {\r\n    /**\r\n     * This protected method should be

overridden to return the current reading of the clock expressed as a [Long] number\r\n     * in the unit specified by
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the [unit] property.\r\n     */\r\n    protected abstract fun read(): Long\r\n\r\n    private class LongClockMark(private

val startedAt: Long, private val clock: AbstractLongClock, private val offset: Duration) : ClockMark() {\r\n

override fun elapsedNow(): Duration = (clock.read() - startedAt).toDuration(clock.unit) - offset\r\n        override fun

plus(duration: Duration): ClockMark = LongClockMark(startedAt, clock, offset + duration)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override

fun markNow(): ClockMark = LongClockMark(read(), this, Duration.ZERO)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An abstract class

used to implement clocks that return their readings as [Double] values in the specified [unit].\r\n *\r\n * @property

unit The unit in which this clock readings are expressed.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic abstract class AbstractDoubleClock(protected val

unit: DurationUnit) : Clock {\r\n    /**\r\n     * This protected method should be overridden to return the current

reading of the clock expressed as a [Double] number\r\n     * in the unit specified by the [unit] property.\r\n     */\r\n

protected abstract fun read(): Double\r\n\r\n    private class DoubleClockMark(private val startedAt: Double, private

val clock: AbstractDoubleClock, private val offset: Duration) : ClockMark() {\r\n        override fun elapsedNow():

Duration = (clock.read() - startedAt).toDuration(clock.unit) - offset\r\n        override fun plus(duration: Duration):

ClockMark = DoubleClockMark(startedAt, clock, offset + duration)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun markNow():

ClockMark = DoubleClockMark(read(), this, Duration.ZERO)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A clock that has

programmatically updatable readings. It is useful as a predictable source of time in tests.\r\n *\r\n * The current

clock reading value can be advanced by the specified duration amount with the operator [plusAssign]:\r\n *\r\n *

```\r\n * val clock = TestClock()\r\n * clock += 10.seconds\r\n * ```\r\n *\r\n * Implementation note: the current

clock reading value is stored as a [Long] number of nanoseconds,\r\n * thus it's capable to represent a time range of

approximately \u00b1292 years.\r\n * Should the reading value overflow as the result of [plusAssign] operation, an

[IllegalStateException] is thrown.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic class TestClock

: AbstractLongClock(unit = DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS) {\r\n    private var reading: Long = 0L\r\n\r\n

override fun read(): Long = reading\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Advances the current reading value of this clock by the

specified [duration].\r\n     *\r\n     * [duration] value is rounded down towards zero when converting it to a [Long]

number of nanoseconds.\r\n     * For example, if the duration being added is `0.6.nanoseconds`, the clock reading

won't advance because\r\n     * the duration value will be rounded to zero nanoseconds.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws

IllegalStateException when the reading value overflows as the result of this operation.\r\n     */\r\n    public operator

fun plusAssign(duration: Duration) {\r\n        val delta = duration.toDouble(unit)\r\n        val longDelta =

delta.toLong()\r\n        reading = if (longDelta != Long.MIN_VALUE && longDelta != Long.MAX_VALUE) {\r\n

         // when delta fits in long, add it as long\r\n            val newReading = reading + longDelta\r\n            if (reading

xor longDelta >= 0 && reading xor newReading < 0) overflow(duration)\r\n            newReading\r\n        } else {\r\n

         // when delta is greater than long, add it as double\r\n            val newReading = reading + delta\r\n            if

(newReading > Long.MAX_VALUE || newReading < Long.MIN_VALUE) overflow(duration)\r\n

newReading.toLong()\r\n        }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    private fun overflow(duration: Duration) {\r\n        throw

IllegalStateException(\"TestClock will overflow if its reading ${reading}ns is advanced by $duration.\")\r\n

}\r\n}\r\n\r\n/*\r\npublic interface WallClock {\r\n    fun currentTimeMilliseconds(): Long\r\n\r\n    companion

object : WallClock, AbstractLongClock(unit = DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS) {\r\n        override fun

currentTimeMilliseconds(): Long = System.currentTimeMillis()\r\n        override fun read(): Long =

System.currentTimeMillis()\r\n        override fun toString(): String = \"WallClock(System.currentTimeMillis())\"\r\n

  }\r\n}\r\n*/","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.math.abs\r\n\r\n@UseExperimental(ExperimentalTime::class)\r\nprivate inline val storageUnit get() =

DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents the amount of time one instant of time is away from

another instant.\r\n *\r\n * A negative duration is possible in a situation when the second instant is earlier than the

first one.\r\n * An infinite duration value [Duration.INFINITE] can be used to represent infinite timeouts.\r\n *\r\n *

To construct a duration use either the extension function [toDuration],\r\n * or the extension properties [hours],

[minutes], [seconds], and so on,\r\n * available on [Int], [Long], and [Double] numeric types.\r\n *\r\n * To get the
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value of this duration expressed in a particular [duration units][DurationUnit]\r\n * use the functions [toInt],

[toLong], and [toDouble]\r\n * or the properties [inHours], [inMinutes], [inSeconds], [inNanoseconds], and so

on.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTO

R_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\r\npublic inline class Duration internal constructor(internal val value: Double) :

Comparable<Duration> {\r\n// TODO: backend fails on init block, wait for KT-28055\r\n\r\n//    init {\r\n//

require(_value.isNaN().not())\r\n//    }\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** The duration equal to exactly 0

seconds. */\r\n        public val ZERO: Duration = Duration(0.0)\r\n\r\n        /** The duration whose value is positive

infinity. It is useful for representing timeouts that should never expire. */\r\n        public val INFINITE: Duration =

Duration(Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY)\r\n\r\n        /** Converts the given time duration [value] expressed in the

specified [sourceUnit] into the specified [targetUnit]. */\r\n        public fun convert(value: Double, sourceUnit:

DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit): Double =\r\n            convertDurationUnit(value, sourceUnit, targetUnit)\r\n

  }\r\n\r\n    // arithmetic operators\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the negative of this value. */\r\n    public operator fun

unaryMinus(): Duration = Duration(-value)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is the sum of this and

[other] duration values. */\r\n    public operator fun plus(other: Duration): Duration = Duration(value +

other.value)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is the difference between this and [other] duration values.

*/\r\n    public operator fun minus(other: Duration): Duration = Duration(value - other.value)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a

duration whose value is this duration value multiplied by the given [scale] number. */\r\n    public operator fun

times(scale: Int): Duration = Duration(value * scale)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is this duration

value multiplied by the given [scale] number. */\r\n    public operator fun times(scale: Double): Duration =

Duration(value * scale)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is this duration value divided by the given

[scale] number. */\r\n    public operator fun div(scale: Int): Duration = Duration(value / scale)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a

duration whose value is this duration value divided by the given [scale] number. */\r\n    public operator fun

div(scale: Double): Duration = Duration(value / scale)\r\n\r\n    /** Returns a number that is the ratio of [this] and

[other] duration values. */\r\n    public operator fun div(other: Duration): Double = this.value / other.value\r\n\r\n

/** Returns true, if the duration value is less than zero. */\r\n    public fun isNegative(): Boolean = value < 0\r\n\r\n

/** Returns true, if the duration value is greater than zero. */\r\n    public fun isPositive(): Boolean = value >

0\r\n\r\n    /** Returns true, if the duration value is infinite. */\r\n    public fun isInfinite(): Boolean =

value.isInfinite()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns true, if the duration value is finite. */\r\n    public fun isFinite(): Boolean =

value.isFinite()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the absolute value of this value. The returned value is always non-negative.

*/\r\n    public val absoluteValue: Duration get() = if (isNegative()) -this else this\r\n\r\n    override fun

compareTo(other: Duration): Int = this.value.compareTo(other.value)\r\n\r\n\r\n    // splitting to components\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * Splits this duration into days, hours, minutes, seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action]

with these components.\r\n     * The result of [action] is returned as the result of this function.\r\n     *\r\n     * -

`nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than

1_000_000_000;\r\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number of seconds in this duration, and its absolute value

is less than 60;\r\n     * - `minutes` represents the whole number of minutes in this duration, and its absolute value is

less than 60;\r\n     * - `hours` represents the whole number of hours in this duration, and its absolute value is less

than 24;\r\n     * - `days` represents the whole number of days in this duration.\r\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in

[Int] range, i.e. it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\r\n     *   it is coerced into that

range.\r\n     */\r\n    public inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (days: Int, hours: Int, minutes: Int, seconds: Int,

nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T =\r\n        action(inDays.toInt(), hoursComponent, minutesComponent,

secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Splits this duration into hours, minutes, seconds,

and nanoseconds and executes the given [action] with these components.\r\n     * The result of [action] is returned as

the result of this function.\r\n     *\r\n     * - `nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this

duration, and its absolute value is less than 1_000_000_000;\r\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number of

seconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 60;\r\n     * - `minutes` represents the whole number of

minutes in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 60;\r\n     * - `hours` represents the whole number of
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hours in this duration.\r\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Int] range, i.e. it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less

than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\r\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\r\n     */\r\n    public inline fun <T>

toComponents(action: (hours: Int, minutes: Int, seconds: Int, nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T =\r\n

action(inHours.toInt(), minutesComponent, secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Splits this duration into minutes, seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action] with these

components.\r\n     * The result of [action] is returned as the result of this function.\r\n     *\r\n     * - `nanoseconds`

represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 1_000_000_000;\r\n

  * - `seconds` represents the whole number of seconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 60;\r\n     *

- `minutes` represents the whole number of minutes in this duration.\r\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Int] range,

i.e. it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\r\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\r\n

*/\r\n    public inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (minutes: Int, seconds: Int, nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T =\r\n

action(inMinutes.toInt(), secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Splits this duration into

seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action] with these components.\r\n     * The result of [action] is

returned as the result of this function.\r\n     *\r\n     * - `nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds

in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 1_000_000_000;\r\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number

of seconds in this duration.\r\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Long] range, i.e. it's greater than

[Long.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Long.MIN_VALUE],\r\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\r\n     */\r\n    public

inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (seconds: Long, nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T =\r\n

action(inSeconds.toLong(), nanosecondsComponent)\r\n\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal val hoursComponent:

Int get() = (inHours % 24).toInt()\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal val minutesComponent: Int get() = (inMinutes

% 60).toInt()\r\n    @PublishedApi\r\n    internal val secondsComponent: Int get() = (inSeconds % 60).toInt()\r\n

@PublishedApi\r\n    internal val nanosecondsComponent: Int get() = (inNanoseconds % 1e9).toInt()\r\n\r\n\r\n    //

conversion to units\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of the specified

[unit]. */\r\n    public fun toDouble(unit: DurationUnit): Double = convertDurationUnit(value, storageUnit,

unit)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the value of this duration expressed as a [Long] number of the specified [unit].\r\n

  *\r\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of [Long] type, it is coerced into that range, see the conversion

[Double.toLong] for details.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun toLong(unit: DurationUnit): Long =

toDouble(unit).toLong()\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the value of this duration expressed as an [Int] number of the

specified [unit].\r\n     *\r\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of [Int] type, it is coerced into that range, see the

conversion [Double.toInt] for details.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun toInt(unit: DurationUnit): Int =

toDouble(unit).toInt()\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of days. */\r\n

public val inDays: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.DAYS)\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed

as a [Double] number of hours. */\r\n    public val inHours: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.HOURS)\r\n\r\n

/** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of minutes. */\r\n    public val inMinutes: Double

get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number

of seconds. */\r\n    public val inSeconds: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /** The value

of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of milliseconds. */\r\n    public val inMilliseconds: Double get() =

toDouble(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number

of microseconds. */\r\n    public val inMicroseconds: Double get() =

toDouble(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number

of nanoseconds. */\r\n    public val inNanoseconds: Double get() =

toDouble(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n    // shortcuts\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the value of this

duration expressed as a [Long] number of nanoseconds.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of [Long]

type, it is coerced into that range, see the conversion [Double.toLong] for details.\r\n     *\r\n     * The range of

durations that can be expressed as a `Long` number of nanoseconds is approximately \u00c2\u00b1292 years.\r\n

*/\r\n    public fun toLongNanoseconds(): Long = toLong(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Returns the value of this duration expressed as a [Long] number of milliseconds.\r\n     *\r\n     * The value is

coerced to the range of [Long] type, if it doesn't fit in that range, see the conversion [Double.toLong] for details.\r\n
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  *\r\n     * The range of durations that can be expressed as a `Long` number of milliseconds is approximately

\u00c2\u00b1292 million years.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun toLongMilliseconds(): Long =

toLong(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a string representation of this duration value

expressed in the unit which yields the most compact and readable number value.\r\n     *\r\n     * Special cases:\r\n

*  - zero duration is formatted as `\"0s\"`\r\n     *  - the infinite duration is formatted as `\"Infinity\"` without unit\r\n

 *  - very small durations (less than 1e-15 s) are expressed in seconds and formatted in scientific notation\r\n     *  -

very big durations (more than 1e+7 days) are expressed in days and formatted in scientific notation\r\n     *\r\n     *

@return the value of duration in the automatically determined unit followed by that unit abbreviated name: `d`, `h`,

`m`, `s`, `ms`, `us`, or `ns`.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.time.Durations.toStringDefault\r\n     */\r\n    override

fun toString(): String = when {\r\n        isInfinite() -> value.toString()\r\n        value == 0.0 -> \"0s\"\r\n        else ->

{\r\n            val absNs = absoluteValue.inNanoseconds\r\n            var scientific = false\r\n            var maxDecimals =

0\r\n            val unit = when {\r\n                absNs < 1e-6 -> DurationUnit.SECONDS.also { scientific = true }\r\n

         absNs < 1 -> DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS.also { maxDecimals = 7 }\r\n                absNs < 1e3 ->

DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS\r\n                absNs < 1e6 -> DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS\r\n                absNs

< 1e9 -> DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS\r\n                absNs < 1000e9 -> DurationUnit.SECONDS\r\n

absNs < 60_000e9 -> DurationUnit.MINUTES\r\n                absNs < 3600_000e9 -> DurationUnit.HOURS\r\n

     absNs < 86400e9 * 1e7 -> DurationUnit.DAYS\r\n                else -> DurationUnit.DAYS.also { scientific = true

}\r\n            }\r\n            val value = toDouble(unit)\r\n            when {\r\n                scientific ->

formatScientific(value)\r\n                maxDecimals > 0 -> formatUpToDecimals(value, maxDecimals)\r\n

else -> formatToExactDecimals(value, precision(abs(value)))\r\n            } + unit.shortName()\r\n        }\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    private fun precision(value: Double): Int = when {\r\n        value < 1 -> 3\r\n        value < 10 -> 2\r\n

value < 100 -> 1\r\n        else -> 0\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns a string representation of this duration value

expressed in the given [unit]\r\n     * and formatted with the specified [decimals] number of digits after decimal

point.\r\n     *\r\n     * Special cases:\r\n     *  - the infinite duration is formatted as `\"Infinity\"` without unit\r\n

*\r\n     * @return the value of duration in the specified [unit] followed by that unit abbreviated name: `d`, `h`, `m`,

`s`, `ms`, `us`, or `ns`.\r\n     *\r\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [decimals] is less than zero.\r\n     *\r\n

   * @sample samples.time.Durations.toStringDecimals\r\n     */\r\n    public fun toString(unit: DurationUnit,

decimals: Int = 0): String {\r\n        require(decimals >= 0) { \"decimals must be not negative, but was $decimals\"

}\r\n        if (isInfinite()) return value.toString()\r\n        val number = toDouble(unit)\r\n        return when {\r\n

abs(number) < 1e14 -> formatToExactDecimals(number, decimals.coerceAtMost(12))\r\n            else ->

formatScientific(number)\r\n        } + unit.shortName()\r\n    }\r\n\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns an ISO-8601 based

string representation of this duration.\r\n     *\r\n     * The returned value is presented in the format `PThHmMs.fS`,

where `h`, `m`, `s` are the integer components of this duration (see [toComponents])\r\n     * and `f` is a fractional

part of second. Depending on the roundness of the value the fractional part can be formatted with either\r\n     * 0, 3,

6, or 9 decimal digits.\r\n     *\r\n     * If the hours component absolute value of this duration is greater than

[Int.MAX_VAlUE], it is replaced with [Int.MAX_VALUE],\r\n     * so the infinite duration is formatted as

`\"PT2147483647H\".\r\n     *\r\n     * Negative durations are indicated with the sign `-` in the beginning of the

returned string, for example, `\"-PT5M30S\"`.\r\n     *\r\n     * @sample samples.time.Durations.toIsoString\r\n

*/\r\n    public fun toIsoString(): String = buildString {\r\n        if (isNegative()) append('-')\r\n

append(\"PT\")\r\n        absoluteValue.toComponents { hours, minutes, seconds, nanoseconds ->\r\n            val

hasHours = hours != 0\r\n            val hasSeconds = seconds != 0 || nanoseconds != 0\r\n            val hasMinutes =

minutes != 0 || (hasSeconds && hasHours)\r\n            if (hasHours) {\r\n                append(hours).append('H')\r\n

   }\r\n            if (hasMinutes) {\r\n                append(minutes).append('M')\r\n            }\r\n            if (hasSeconds ||

(!hasHours && !hasMinutes)) {\r\n                append(seconds)\r\n                if (nanoseconds != 0) {\r\n

append('.')\r\n                    val nss = nanoseconds.toString().padStart(9, '0')\r\n                    when {\r\n

nanoseconds % 1_000_000 == 0 -> append(nss, 0, 3)\r\n                        nanoseconds % 1_000 == 0 -> append(nss,

0, 6)\r\n                        else -> append(nss)\r\n                    }\r\n                }\r\n                append('S')\r\n            }\r\n

   }\r\n    }\r\n\r\n}\r\n\r\n// constructing from number of units\r\n// extension functions\r\n\r\n/** Returns a
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[Duration] equal to this [Int] number of the specified [unit].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic fun Int.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration =

toDouble().toDuration(unit)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of the specified [unit].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic fun Long.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration =

toDouble().toDuration(unit)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of the specified [unit].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic fun Double.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration

= Duration(convertDurationUnit(this, unit, storageUnit))\r\n\r\n// constructing from number of units\r\n// extension

properties\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of nanoseconds.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

nanoseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

nanoseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of

microseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.microseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

microseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.microseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

microseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.microseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of

milliseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

milliseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

milliseconds. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of seconds.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of seconds.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of seconds.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of minutes.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of minutes.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of minutes.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of hours.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of hours.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of hours.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of days.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Int.days get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of days.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Long.days get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\r\n\r\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of days.
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*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic val Double.days get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\r\n\r\n\r\n/** Returns a duration whose value is the specified [duration] value

multiplied by this number.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

Int.times(duration: Duration): Duration = duration * this\r\n\r\n/** Returns a duration whose value is the specified

[duration] value multiplied by this number.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun

Double.times(duration: Duration): Duration = duration * this\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal expect fun

formatToExactDecimals(value: Double, decimals: Int): String\r\ninternal expect fun formatUpToDecimals(value:

Double, decimals: Int): String\r\ninternal expect fun formatScientific(value: Double): String","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass()\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"DurationUnitKt\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.time\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * The list of possible time measurement units, in which a duration can be expressed.\r\n

*\r\n * The smallest time unit is [NANOSECONDS] and the largest is [DAYS], which corresponds to exactly 24

[HOURS].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic expect enum class DurationUnit {\r\n

/**\r\n     * Time unit representing one nanosecond, which is 1/1000 of a microsecond.\r\n     */\r\n

NANOSECONDS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one microsecond, which is 1/1000 of a millisecond.\r\n

 */\r\n    MICROSECONDS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one millisecond, which is 1/1000 of a

second.\r\n     */\r\n    MILLISECONDS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one second.\r\n     */\r\n

SECONDS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one minute.\r\n     */\r\n    MINUTES,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time

unit representing one hour.\r\n     */\r\n    HOURS,\r\n    /**\r\n     * Time unit representing one day, which is always

equal to 24 hours.\r\n     */\r\n    DAYS;\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** Converts the given time duration [value] expressed in the

specified [sourceUnit] into the specified [targetUnit].

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal expect fun convertDurationUnit(value: Double,

sourceUnit: DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit):

Double\r\n\r\n\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\ninternal fun DurationUnit.shortName(): String =

when (this) {\r\n    DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS -> \"ns\"\r\n    DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS -> \"us\"\r\n

DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS -> \"ms\"\r\n    DurationUnit.SECONDS -> \"s\"\r\n    DurationUnit.MINUTES ->

\"m\"\r\n    DurationUnit.HOURS -> \"h\"\r\n    DurationUnit.DAYS -> \"d\"\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * This annotation marks the experimental preview of the

standard library API for measuring time and working with durations.\r\n *\r\n * > Note that this API is in a preview

state and has a very high chance of being changed in the future.\r\n * Do not use it if you develop a library since

your library will become binary incompatible\r\n * with the future versions of the standard library.\r\n *\r\n * Any

usage of a declaration annotated with `@ExperimentalTime` must be accepted either by\r\n * annotating that usage

with the [UseExperimental] annotation, e.g. `@UseExperimental(ExperimentalTime::class)`,\r\n * or by using the

compiler argument `-Xuse-experimental=kotlin.time.ExperimentalTime`.\r\n */\r\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.ERROR)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@Target(\r\n    CLASS,\r\n

ANNOTATION_CLASS,\r\n    PROPERTY,\r\n    FIELD,\r\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\r\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\r\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\r\n    FUNCTION,\r\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\r\n

PROPERTY_SETTER,\r\n    TYPEALIAS\r\n)\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalTime","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.time\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Executes

the given function [block] and returns the duration of elapsed time interval.\r\n *\r\n * The elapsed time is measured

with [MonoClock].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic inline fun
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measureTime(block: () -> Unit): Duration {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n    return MonoClock.measureTime(block)\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Executes the given function [block] and returns the duration of elapsed time interval.\r\n *\r\n * The elapsed time is

measured with the specified `this` [Clock] instance.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic inline fun Clock.measureTime(block: () -> Unit):

Duration {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val

mark = markNow()\r\n    block()\r\n    return mark.elapsedNow()\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Data class representing a

result of executing an action, along with the duration of elapsed time interval.\r\n *\r\n * @property value the result

of the action.\r\n * @property duration the time elapsed to execute the action.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic data class TimedValue<T>(val value: T, val duration:

Duration)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Executes the given function [block] and returns an instance of [TimedValue] class,

containing both\r\n * the result of the function execution and the duration of elapsed time interval.\r\n *\r\n * The

elapsed time is measured with [MonoClock].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic

inline fun <T> measureTimedValue(block: () -> T): TimedValue<T> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

MonoClock.measureTimedValue(block)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Executes the given [block] and returns an instance of

[TimedValue] class, containing both\r\n * the result of function execution and the duration of elapsed time

interval.\r\n *\r\n * The elapsed time is measured with the specified `this` [Clock] instance.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalTime\r\npublic inline fun <T> Clock.measureTimedValue(block: () -

> T): TimedValue<T> {\r\n    contract {\r\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\r\n

}\r\n\r\n    val mark = markNow()\r\n    val result = block()\r\n    return TimedValue(result,

mark.elapsedNow())\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a hash code value for the object or zero if the object is `null`.\r\n *\r\n * @see Any.hashCode\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun Any?.hashCode(): Int = this?.hashCode() ?:

0\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a version of the Kotlin standard library.\r\n *\r\n * [major],

[minor] and [patch] are integer components of a version,\r\n * they must be non-negative and not greater than 255

([MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE]).\r\n *\r\n * @constructor Creates a version from all three components.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\r\npublic class KotlinVersion(val major: Int, val minor: Int, val patch: Int) :

Comparable<KotlinVersion> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Creates a version from [major] and [minor] components, leaving

[patch] component zero.\r\n     */\r\n    public constructor(major: Int, minor: Int) : this(major, minor, 0)\r\n\r\n

private val version = versionOf(major, minor, patch)\r\n\r\n    private fun versionOf(major: Int, minor: Int, patch:

Int): Int {\r\n        require(major in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE && minor in

0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE && patch in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE) {\r\n            \"Version

components are out of range: $major.$minor.$patch\"\r\n        }\r\n        return major.shl(16) + minor.shl(8) +

patch\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns the string representation of this version\r\n     */\r\n    override fun

toString(): String = \"$major.$minor.$patch\"\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\r\n        if (this

=== other) return true\r\n        val otherVersion = (other as? KotlinVersion) ?: return false\r\n        return this.version

== otherVersion.version\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = version\r\n\r\n    override fun

compareTo(other: KotlinVersion): Int = version - other.version\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if this version is

not less than the version specified\r\n     * with the provided [major] and [minor] components.\r\n     */\r\n    public

fun isAtLeast(major: Int, minor: Int): Boolean = // this.version >= versionOf(major, minor, 0)\r\n        this.major >

major || (this.major == major &&\r\n                this.minor >= minor)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true` if this

version is not less than the version specified\r\n     * with the provided [major], [minor] and [patch] components.\r\n

  */\r\n    public fun isAtLeast(major: Int, minor: Int, patch: Int): Boolean = // this.version >= versionOf(major,
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minor, patch)\r\n        this.major > major || (this.major == major &&\r\n                (this.minor > minor || this.minor

== minor &&\r\n                        this.patch >= patch))\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Maximum

value a version component can have, a constant value 255.\r\n         */\r\n        // NOTE: Must be placed before

CURRENT because its initialization requires this field being initialized in JS\r\n        public const val

MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE = 255\r\n\r\n        /**\r\n         * Returns the current version of the Kotlin standard

library.\r\n         */\r\n        @kotlin.jvm.JvmField\r\n        public val CURRENT: KotlinVersion = KotlinVersion(1,

3, 50) // value is written here automatically during build\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"LateinitKt\")\r\n@file:Suppress(\"unused\")\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\nimport kotlin.internal.AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral\r\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KProperty0\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns `true` if this lateinit property has been assigned a value, and `false`

otherwise.\r\n *\r\n * Cannot be used in an inline function, to avoid binary compatibility issues.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@InlineOnly\r\ninline val @receiver:AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral

KProperty0<*>.isInitialized: Boolean\r\n    get() = throw NotImplementedError(\"Implementation is

intrinsic\")\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"LazyKt\")\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a value with lazy initialization.\r\n *\r\n * To

create an instance of [Lazy] use the [lazy] function.\r\n */\r\npublic interface Lazy<out T> {\r\n    /**\r\n     * Gets

the lazily initialized value of the current Lazy instance.\r\n     * Once the value was initialized it must not change

during the rest of lifetime of this Lazy instance.\r\n     */\r\n    public val value: T\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns `true`

if a value for this Lazy instance has been already initialized, and `false` otherwise.\r\n     * Once this function has

returned `true` it stays `true` for the rest of lifetime of this Lazy instance.\r\n     */\r\n    public fun isInitialized():

Boolean\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that is already initialized with the specified

[value].\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> lazyOf(value: T): Lazy<T> = InitializedLazyImpl(value)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An

extension to delegate a read-only property of type [T] to an instance of [Lazy].\r\n *\r\n * This extension allows to

use instances of Lazy for property delegation:\r\n * `val property: String by lazy { initializer }`\r\n

*/\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline operator fun <T> Lazy<T>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property:

KProperty<*>): T = value\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Specifies how a [Lazy] instance synchronizes initialization among

multiple threads.\r\n */\r\npublic enum class LazyThreadSafetyMode {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Locks are used to ensure

that only a single thread can initialize the [Lazy] instance.\r\n     */\r\n    SYNCHRONIZED,\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     *

Initializer function can be called several times on concurrent access to uninitialized [Lazy] instance value,\r\n     *

but only the first returned value will be used as the value of [Lazy] instance.\r\n     */\r\n    PUBLICATION,\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * No locks are used to synchronize an access to the [Lazy] instance value; if the instance is accessed from

multiple threads, its behavior is undefined.\r\n     *\r\n     * This mode should not be used unless the [Lazy] instance

is guaranteed never to be initialized from more than one thread.\r\n     */\r\n    NONE,\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\ninternal object

UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\r\n\r\n// internal to be called from lazy in JS\r\ninternal class UnsafeLazyImpl<out

T>(initializer: () -> T) : Lazy<T>, Serializable {\r\n    private var initializer: (() -> T)? = initializer\r\n    private var

_value: Any? = UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\r\n\r\n    override val value: T\r\n        get() {\r\n            if (_value ===

UNINITIALIZED_VALUE) {\r\n                _value = initializer!!()\r\n                initializer = null\r\n            }\r\n

  @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\r\n            return _value as T\r\n        }\r\n\r\n    override fun isInitialized():

Boolean = _value !== UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (isInitialized())

value.toString() else \"Lazy value not initialized yet.\"\r\n\r\n    private fun writeReplace(): Any =

InitializedLazyImpl(value)\r\n}\r\n\r\ninternal class InitializedLazyImpl<out T>(override val value: T) : Lazy<T>,

Serializable {\r\n\r\n    override fun isInitialized(): Boolean = true\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String =

value.toString()\r\n\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the
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license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"NumbersKt\")\r\npackage

kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Int.countOneBits(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Int]

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun

Int.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero

in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Int.countTrailingZeroBits():

Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Int]

number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic

expect fun Int.takeHighestOneBit(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of

the least significant set bit of this [Int] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Int.takeLowestOneBit():

Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of

bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on

the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the

negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of

[Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun

Int.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Int\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int] number right by the

specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number

as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same

as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n *

Rotating by a multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Int.rotateRight(bitCount: Int):

Int\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.countOneBits():

Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation

of this [Long] number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun

Long.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are

zero in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.countTrailingZeroBits():

Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this

[Long] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.takeHighestOneBit():

Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this

[Long] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.takeLowestOneBit():

Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long] number left by the specified [bitCount] number

of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on

the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the

negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of

[Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun

Long.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long] number right

by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the
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number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is

the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n

* Rotating by a multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic expect fun Long.rotateRight(bitCount: Int):

Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Byte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.countOneBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFF).countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive

most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Byte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFF).countLeadingZeroBits() - (Int.SIZE_BITS -

Byte.SIZE_BITS)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary

representation of this [Byte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() or 0x100).countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number

having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Byte] number,\r\n * or zero, if this

number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.takeHighestOneBit(): Byte = (toInt() and 0xFF).takeHighestOneBit().toByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [Byte] number,\r\n * or zero, if

this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Byte.takeLowestOneBit(): Byte = toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toByte()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Byte] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits

pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the

number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Byte.SIZE_BITS] (8)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 8)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic fun Byte.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Byte =\r\n

(toInt().shl(bitCount and 7) or (toInt() and 0xFF).ushr(8 - (bitCount and 7))).toByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the

binary representation of this [Byte] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least

significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Byte.SIZE_BITS] (8)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 8)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic fun Byte.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Byte =\r\n

(toInt().shl(8 - (bitCount and 7)) or (toInt() and 0xFF).ushr(bitCount and 7)).toByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the

number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Short] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.countOneBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFFFF).countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive

most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Short] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =\r\n    (toInt() and 0xFFFF).countLeadingZeroBits() - (Int.SIZE_BITS -

Short.SIZE_BITS)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary

representation of this [Short] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() or 0x10000).countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number

having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Short] number,\r\n * or zero, if this
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number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.takeHighestOneBit(): Short = (toInt() and 0xFFFF).takeHighestOneBit().toShort()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [Short] number,\r\n * or zero, if

this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

Short.takeLowestOneBit(): Short = toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toShort()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Short] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits

pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the

number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Short.SIZE_BITS] (16)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 16)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic fun Short.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Short =\r\n

(toInt().shl(bitCount and 15) or (toInt() and 0xFFFF).ushr(16 - (bitCount and 15))).toShort()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates

the binary representation of this [Short] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least

significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Short.SIZE_BITS] (16)

returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 16)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\npublic fun Short.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Short =\r\n

(toInt().shl(16 - (bitCount and 15)) or (toInt() and 0xFFFF).ushr(bitCount and 15)).toShort()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin\r\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\r\n\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\n@Suppres

s(\"INVISIBLE_MEMBER\", \"INVISIBLE_REFERENCE\")\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.30\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN, versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic inline

fun <R> suspend(noinline block: suspend () -> R): suspend () -> R = block\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"TuplesKt\")\r\n\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a generic

pair of two values.\r\n *\r\n * There is no meaning attached to values in this class, it can be used for any purpose.\r\n

* Pair exhibits value semantics, i.e. two pairs are equal if both components are equal.\r\n *\r\n * An example of

decomposing it into values:\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.pairDestructuring\r\n *\r\n * @param A type of the

first value.\r\n * @param B type of the second value.\r\n * @property first First value.\r\n * @property second

Second value.\r\n * @constructor Creates a new instance of Pair.\r\n */\r\npublic data class Pair<out A, out B>(\r\n

public val first: A,\r\n    public val second: B\r\n) : Serializable {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns string representation

of the [Pair] including its [first] and [second] values.\r\n     */\r\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"($first,

$second)\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Creates a tuple of type [Pair] from this and [that].\r\n *\r\n * This can be useful for

creating [Map] literals with less noise, for example:\r\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mapFromPairs\r\n */\r\npublic infix fun <A, B> A.to(that: B): Pair<A, B> =

Pair(this, that)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Converts this pair into a list.\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.pairToList\r\n

*/\r\npublic fun <T> Pair<T, T>.toList(): List<T> = listOf(first, second)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Represents a triad of

values\r\n *\r\n * There is no meaning attached to values in this class, it can be used for any purpose.\r\n * Triple

exhibits value semantics, i.e. two triples are equal if all three components are equal.\r\n * An example of

decomposing it into values:\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.tripleDestructuring\r\n *\r\n * @param A type of

the first value.\r\n * @param B type of the second value.\r\n * @param C type of the third value.\r\n * @property

first First value.\r\n * @property second Second value.\r\n * @property third Third value.\r\n */\r\npublic data class
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Triple<out A, out B, out C>(\r\n    public val first: A,\r\n    public val second: B,\r\n    public val third: C\r\n) :

Serializable {\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * Returns string representation of the [Triple] including its [first], [second] and

[third] values.\r\n     */\r\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"($first, $second, $third)\"\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Converts this triple into a list.\r\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.tripleToList\r\n */\r\npublic fun <T> Triple<T, T,

T>.toList(): List<T> = listOf(first, second, third)\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:Suppress(\"INVISIBLE_REFERENCE\",

\"INVISIBLE_MEMBER\")\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\r\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\r\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Marks the API that

is dependent on the experimental unsigned types, including those types themselves.\r\n *\r\n * Usages of such API

will be reported as warnings unless an explicit opt-in with\r\n * the [UseExperimental] annotation, e.g.

`@UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)`,\r\n * or with the `-Xuse-

experimental=kotlin.ExperimentalUnsignedTypes` compiler option is given.\r\n *\r\n * It's recommended to

propagate the experimental status to the API that depends on unsigned types by annotating it with this

annotation.\r\n */\r\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.WARNING)\r\n@MustBeDocumented\r\n@Target(CLASS, ANNOTATION_CLASS,

PROPERTY, FIELD, LOCAL_VARIABLE, VALUE_PARAMETER, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION,

PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER,

TYPEALIAS)\r\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\r\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\r\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A range of values of type `UInt`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic class UIntRange(start: UInt, endInclusive:

UInt) : UIntProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<UInt> {\r\n    override val start: UInt get() = first\r\n

override val endInclusive: UInt get() = last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: UInt): Boolean = first <= value &&

value <= last\r\n\r\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean =\r\n        other is UIntRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                first == other.first && last

== other.last)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first.toInt() +

last.toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** An

empty range of values of type UInt. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: UIntRange = UIntRange(UInt.MAX_VALUE,

UInt.MIN_VALUE)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of type `UInt`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic open class UIntProgression\r\ninternal

constructor(\r\n    start: UInt,\r\n    endInclusive: UInt,\r\n    step: Int\r\n) : Iterable<UInt> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if

(step == 0.toInt()) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step ==

Int.MIN_VALUE) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE to avoid

overflow on negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val

first: UInt = start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: UInt =

getProgressionLastElement(start, endInclusive, step)\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The step of the progression.\r\n     */\r\n

public val step: Int = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator(): UIntIterator = UIntProgressionIterator(first, last,

step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n    public open fun isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first

> last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is UIntProgression &&

(isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                first == other.first && last == other.last && step ==

other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * first.toInt() +

last.toInt()) + step.toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else

\"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates UIntProgression

within the specified bounds of a closed range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and
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goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the

[step] must be negative.\r\n         *\r\n         * [step] must be greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to

zero.\r\n         */\r\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: UInt, rangeEnd: UInt, step: Int): UIntProgression

= UIntProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of

values of type `UInt`.\r\n * @property step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate class UIntProgressionIterator(first: UInt,

last: UInt, step: Int) : UIntIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement = last\r\n    private var hasNext: Boolean = if

(step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private val step = step.toUInt() // use 2-complement math for negative

steps\r\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean =

hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun nextUInt(): UInt {\r\n        val value = next\r\n        if (value == finalElement) {\r\n

     if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n        } else {\r\n            next

+= step\r\n        }\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.collections\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `UByte`.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic abstract class UByteIterator :

Iterator<UByte> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextUByte()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence

without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextUByte(): UByte\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values

of type `UShort`. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic abstract class

UShortIterator : Iterator<UShort> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextUShort()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the next

value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextUShort(): UShort\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator

over a sequence of values of type `UInt`. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic

abstract class UIntIterator : Iterator<UInt> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextUInt()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns the

next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextUInt(): UInt\r\n}\r\n\r\n/** An iterator

over a sequence of values of type `ULong`. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic

abstract class ULongIterator : Iterator<ULong> {\r\n    override final fun next() = nextULong()\r\n\r\n    /** Returns

the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\r\n    public abstract fun nextULong(): ULong\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n

* Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source

code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n// Auto-

generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.ranges\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\nimport kotlin.internal.*\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A

range of values of type `ULong`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic class

ULongRange(start: ULong, endInclusive: ULong) : ULongProgression(start, endInclusive, 1),

ClosedRange<ULong> {\r\n    override val start: ULong get() = first\r\n    override val endInclusive: ULong get() =

last\r\n\r\n    override fun contains(value: ULong): Boolean = first <= value && value <= last\r\n\r\n    override fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is ULongRange

&& (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                first == other.first && last == other.last)\r\n\r\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (first xor (first shr 32)).toInt() + (last xor (last shr

32)).toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /** An

empty range of values of type ULong. */\r\n        public val EMPTY: ULongRange =

ULongRange(ULong.MAX_VALUE, ULong.MIN_VALUE)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * A progression of values of

type `ULong`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic open class

ULongProgression\r\ninternal constructor(\r\n    start: ULong,\r\n    endInclusive: ULong,\r\n    step: Long\r\n) :

Iterable<ULong> {\r\n    init {\r\n        if (step == 0.toLong()) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must

be non-zero.\")\r\n        if (step == Long.MIN_VALUE) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be

greater than Long.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on negation.\")\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The first element in

the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val first: ULong = start\r\n\r\n    /**\r\n     * The last element in the

progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val last: ULong = getProgressionLastElement(start, endInclusive, step)\r\n\r\n

/**\r\n     * The step of the progression.\r\n     */\r\n    public val step: Long = step\r\n\r\n    override fun iterator():
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ULongIterator = ULongProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\r\n\r\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\r\n

public open fun isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\r\n\r\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean =\r\n        other is ULongProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\r\n                first ==

other.first && last == other.last && step == other.step)\r\n\r\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\r\n        if

(isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * (first xor (first shr 32)).toInt() + (last xor (last shr 32)).toInt()) + (step xor (step ushr

32)).toInt())\r\n\r\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo

$last step ${-step}\"\r\n\r\n    companion object {\r\n        /**\r\n         * Creates ULongProgression within the

specified bounds of a closed range.\r\n\r\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward

the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\r\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must

be negative.\r\n         *\r\n         * [step] must be greater than `Long.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to zero.\r\n

*/\r\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: ULong, rangeEnd: ULong, step: Long): ULongProgression =

ULongProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * An iterator over a progression of

values of type `ULong`.\r\n * @property step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\nprivate class ULongProgressionIterator(first:

ULong, last: ULong, step: Long) : ULongIterator() {\r\n    private val finalElement = last\r\n    private var hasNext:

Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\r\n    private val step = step.toULong() // use 2-complement

math for negative steps\r\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\r\n\r\n    override fun hasNext():

Boolean = hasNext\r\n\r\n    override fun nextULong(): ULong {\r\n        val value = next\r\n        if (value ==

finalElement) {\r\n            if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\r\n            hasNext = false\r\n

} else {\r\n            next += step\r\n        }\r\n        return value\r\n    }\r\n}\r\n\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n */\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.math\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

min(a: UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\r\n    return minOf(a, b)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic inline fun

min(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\r\n    return minOf(a, b)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun max(a: UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\r\n    return maxOf(a, b)\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic

inline fun max(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\r\n    return maxOf(a, b)\r\n}","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UNumbersKt\")\r\npackage kotlin\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set

bits in the binary representation of this [UInt] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.countOneBits(): Int = toInt().countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of

consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UInt] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = toInt().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UInt]

number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = toInt().countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [UInt] number,\r\n * or

zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.takeHighestOneBit(): UInt = toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUInt()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *
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Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [UInt] number,\r\n * or

zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.takeLowestOneBit(): UInt = toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUInt()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Rotates the binary representation of this [UInt] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The

most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right

side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit

count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n *\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of

[UInt.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UInt =

toInt().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUInt()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UInt] number right

by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the

number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is

the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n *\r\n

* Rotating by a multiple of [UInt.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UInt.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UInt =

toInt().rotateRight(bitCount).toUInt()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation

of this [ULong] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.countOneBits(): Int = toLong().countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the

number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [ULong] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = toLong().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [ULong]

number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = toLong().countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [ULong] number,\r\n *

or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.takeHighestOneBit(): ULong =

toLong().takeHighestOneBit().toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of

the least significant set bit of this [ULong] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.takeLowestOneBit(): ULong =

toLong().takeLowestOneBit().toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [ULong] number

left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter

the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [ULong.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): ULong =

toLong().rotateLeft(bitCount).toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [ULong] number
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right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter

the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [ULong.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun ULong.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): ULong =

toLong().rotateRight(bitCount).toULong()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation

of this [UByte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.countOneBits(): Int = toUInt().countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number

of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UByte] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = toByte().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UByte]

number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = toByte().countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [UByte] number,\r\n *

or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.takeHighestOneBit(): UByte =

toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the

least significant set bit of this [UByte] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.takeLowestOneBit(): UByte =

toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUByte()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UByte] number

left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter

the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UByte.SIZE_BITS] (8) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 8)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UByte =

toByte().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UByte] number

right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter

the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UByte.SIZE_BITS] (8) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 8)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UByte.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UByte =

toByte().rotateRight(bitCount).toUByte()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation

of this [UShort] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.countOneBits(): Int = toUInt().countOneBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Counts the

number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UShort] number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli
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neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = toShort().countLeadingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UShort]

number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = toShort().countTrailingZeroBits()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [UShort] number,\r\n *

or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.takeHighestOneBit(): UShort =

toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUShort()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the

least significant set bit of this [UShort] number,\r\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.takeLowestOneBit(): UShort =

toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUShort()\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UShort] number

left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter

the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UShort.SIZE_BITS] (16) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 16)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UShort =

toShort().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUShort()\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UShort] number

right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\r\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter

the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\r\n *\r\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count

is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\r\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\r\n

*\r\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UShort.SIZE_BITS] (16) returns the same number, or more generally\r\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 16)`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n@kotlin.internal.Inli

neOnly\r\npublic inline fun UShort.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UShort =

toShort().rotateRight(bitCount).toUShort()\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\r\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:UseExperimental(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\r\npackage kotlin.internal\r\n\r\n// (a - b) mod

c\r\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\r\n    val ac = a % c\r\n    val bc = b % c\r\n

return if (ac >= bc) ac - bc else ac - bc + c\r\n}\r\n\r\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong):

ULong {\r\n    val ac = a % c\r\n    val bc = b % c\r\n    return if (ac >= bc) ac - bc else ac - bc + c\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n

* Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is

in the range\r\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\r\n *

[step].\r\n *\r\n * No validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters should satisfy the

condition:\r\n *\r\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <= end`,\r\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >= end`.\r\n *\r\n * @param

start first element of the progression\r\n * @param end ending bound for the progression\r\n * @param step

increment, or difference of successive elements in the progression\r\n * @return the final element of the

progression\r\n * @suppress\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun

getProgressionLastElement(start: UInt, end: UInt, step: Int): UInt = when {\r\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end

else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step.toUInt())\r\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end) end else end +

differenceModulo(start, end, (-step).toUInt())\r\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is

zero.\")\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of

the progression which is in the range\r\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in
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case of a negative\r\n * [step].\r\n *\r\n * No validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters

should satisfy the condition:\r\n *\r\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <= end`,\r\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >=

end`.\r\n *\r\n * @param start first element of the progression\r\n * @param end ending bound for the

progression\r\n * @param step increment, or difference of successive elements in the progression\r\n * @return the

final element of the progression\r\n * @suppress\r\n */\r\n@PublishedApi\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\ninternal fun

getProgressionLastElement(start: ULong, end: ULong, step: Long): ULong = when {\r\n    step > 0 -> if (start >=

end) end else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step.toULong())\r\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end) end else end +

differenceModulo(start, end, (-step).toULong())\r\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is

zero.\")\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt

file.\r\n */\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UStringsKt\")  // string representation of unsigned

numbers\r\n\r\npackage kotlin.text\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of this [Byte] value in the

specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for number to

string conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic /*inline*/

fun UByte.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of

this [Short] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid

radix for number to string conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic /*inline*/

fun UShort.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string

representation of this [Int] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for number to string conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\r\npublic /*inline*/

fun UInt.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toLong().toString(radix)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns a string representation of

this [Long] value in the specified [radix].\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid

radix for number to string conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic

fun ULong.toString(radix: Int): String = ulongToString(this.toLong(), checkRadix(radix))\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses

the string as a signed [UByte] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is

not a valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic

fun String.toUByte(): UByte = toUByteOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a

signed [UByte] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to

number conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

String.toUByte(radix: Int): UByte = toUByteOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses

the string as a [UShort] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a

valid representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

String.toUShort(): UShort = toUShortOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a

[UShort] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to

number conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

String.toUShort(radix: Int): UShort = toUShortOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the

string as an [UInt] number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun

String.toUInt(): UInt = toUIntOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UInt]

number and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number

conversion.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUInt(radix:

Int): UInt = toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [ULong] number
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and returns the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toULong(): ULong

= toULongOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as a [ULong] number and returns

the result.\r\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toULong(radix: Int): ULong =

toULongOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UByte]

number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUByteOrNull(): UByte? =

toUByteOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UByte] number and returns the result\r\n * or

`null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUByteOrNull(radix: Int):

UByte? {\r\n    val int = this.toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\r\n    if (int > UByte.MAX_VALUE) return null\r\n

return int.toUByte()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UShort] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null`

if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUShortOrNull(): UShort? =

toUShortOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UShort] number and returns the result\r\n * or

`null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUShortOrNull(radix: Int):

UShort? {\r\n    val int = this.toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\r\n    if (int > UShort.MAX_VALUE) return null\r\n

 return int.toUShort()\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UInt] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null`

if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUIntOrNull(): UInt? =

toUIntOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [UInt] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if

the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is

not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toUIntOrNull(radix: Int): UInt?

{\r\n    checkRadix(radix)\r\n\r\n    val length = this.length\r\n    if (length == 0) return null\r\n\r\n    val limit: UInt =

UInt.MAX_VALUE\r\n    val start: Int\r\n\r\n    val firstChar = this[0]\r\n    if (firstChar < '0') {\r\n        if (length ==

1 || firstChar != '+') return null\r\n        start = 1\r\n    } else {\r\n        start = 0\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    val uradix =

radix.toUInt()\r\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / uradix\r\n    var result = 0u\r\n    for (i in start until length) {\r\n

val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\r\n\r\n        if (digit < 0) return null\r\n        if (result > limitBeforeMul) return

null\r\n\r\n        result *= uradix\r\n\r\n        val beforeAdding = result\r\n        result += digit.toUInt()\r\n        if

(result < beforeAdding) return null // overflow has happened\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return result\r\n}\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses

the string as an [ULong] number and returns the result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toULongOrNull():

ULong? = toULongOrNull(radix = 10)\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Parses the string as an [ULong] number and returns the

result\r\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\r\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\r\npublic fun String.toULongOrNull(radix: Int):

ULong? {\r\n    checkRadix(radix)\r\n\r\n    val length = this.length\r\n    if (length == 0) return null\r\n\r\n    val

limit: ULong = ULong.MAX_VALUE\r\n    val start: Int\r\n\r\n    val firstChar = this[0]\r\n    if (firstChar < '0')

{\r\n        if (length == 1 || firstChar != '+') return null\r\n        start = 1\r\n    } else {\r\n        start = 0\r\n

}\r\n\r\n\r\n    val uradix = radix.toUInt()\r\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / uradix\r\n    var result = 0uL\r\n    for (i

in start until length) {\r\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\r\n\r\n        if (digit < 0) return null\r\n        if (result >

limitBeforeMul) return null\r\n\r\n        result *= uradix\r\n\r\n        val beforeAdding = result\r\n        result +=
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digit.toUInt()\r\n        if (result < beforeAdding) return null // overflow has happened\r\n    }\r\n\r\n    return

result\r\n}\r\n","/*\r\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\r\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\r\n

*/\r\n\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\r\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MathKt\")\r\n\r\n\r\npackage

kotlin.math\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n// constants, can't use them from nativeMath as they are not constants there\r\n\r\n/** Ratio

of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, approximately 3.14159. */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic const

val PI: Double = 3.141592653589793\r\n/** Base of the natural logarithms, approximately 2.71828.

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic const val E: Double = 2.718281828459045\r\n\r\n// region

================ Double Math ========================================\r\n\r\n/** Computes

the sine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sin(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle

[x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun cos(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/** Computes the tangent of the

angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun tan(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc sine of

the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect

fun asin(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an

angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1`

or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun acos(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Computes the arc tangent of the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2`

radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

atan(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that

correspond\r\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\r\n * the

returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is

`0.0`\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-

PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)`

is `PI` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y <

0`\r\n *   - `atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\r\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\r\n *   - `atan2(NaN,

x)` and `atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atan2(y: Double, x: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sinh(NaN)`

is `NaN`\r\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect

fun sinh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect fun cosh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun tanh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun asinh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\r\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is

`+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun acosh(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\r\n *   - `tanh(1.0)`

is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atanh(x: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\r\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments is `NaN` and
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the other is not infinite\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun hypot(x: Double, y: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the positive square root of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sqrt(x)`

is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sqrt(x: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun exp(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\r\n

*\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n *\r\n *

@see [exp] function.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun expm1(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if

either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf,

+Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\r\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b >

1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\r\n *\r\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and

[log2].\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log(x: Double, base: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Computes the natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n

*   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\r\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ln(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the common

logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log10(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the binary

logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log2(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `ln(x + 1)`.\r\n

*\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\r\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n *

- `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function\r\n * @see [expm1] function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ln1p(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value

[x] to an integer towards positive infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the smallest double value that is greater than or equal to

the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN`

or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ceil(x:

Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\r\n\r\n *

@return the largest double value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical

integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun floor(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards zero.\r\n *\r\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part

truncated.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun truncate(x: Double):

Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards the closest integer with ties rounded towards even

integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun round(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the absolute value of the given value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n *

@see absoluteValue extension property for [Double]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun abs(x:

Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *

- zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sign(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

smaller of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun min(a: Double, b: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun max(a: Double, b: Double): Double\r\n\r\n//

extensions\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is
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`1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\r\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\r\n *

- `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an

integer\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.pow(x: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises

this value to the integer power [n].\r\n *\r\n * See the other overload of [pow] for details.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.pow(n: Int): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute

value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Double.absoluteValue: Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of

this value:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is

positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val

Double.sign: Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n *\r\n * If

[sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

Double.withSign(sign: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign]

value.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.withSign(sign: Int): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the ulp (unit in the last place) of this value.\r\n *\r\n * An ulp is a positive distance between this value and

the next nearest [Double] value larger in magnitude.\r\n *\r\n * Special Cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.ulp` is `NaN`\r\n *   -

`x.ulp` is `+Inf` when `x` is `+Inf` or `-Inf`\r\n *   - `0.0.ulp` is `Double.MIN_VALUE`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Double.ulp: Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value

nearest to this value in direction of positive infinity.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

Double.nextUp(): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to this value in direction of negative

infinity.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.nextDown(): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

the [Double] value nearest to this value in direction from this value towards the value [to].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `x.nextTowards(y)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `y` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `x.nextTowards(x) == x`\r\n *\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.nextTowards(to: Double): Double\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds

this [Double] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive

infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\r\n

*   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

Double.roundToInt(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to

[Long].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when

`x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Double.roundToLong(): Long\r\n\r\n// endregion\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n//

region ================ Float Math ========================================\r\n\r\n/**

Computes the sine of the angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sin(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/** Computes the cosine of the

angle [x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun cos(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/** Computes the tangent of the angle

[x] given in radians.\r\n *\r\n *  Special cases:\r\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun tan(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc sine of the

value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n

*    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun asin(x:

Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the

range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is

`NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun acos(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the arc

tangent of the value [x];\r\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atan(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that correspond\r\n * to the

rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\r\n * the returned value is an
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angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\r\n *   -

`atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x <

0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0

< y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\r\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\r\n *   -

`atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\r\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\r\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and

`atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atan2(y: Float, x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

sinh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

- `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

cosh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

 - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\r\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun tanh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun asinh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\r\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is

`+Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun acosh(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\r\n *   - `tanh(1.0)`

is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun atanh(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\r\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments is `NaN` and

the other is not infinite\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun hypot(x: Float, y: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the positive square root of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is

`NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun sqrt(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n

*   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun exp(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\r\n *\r\n

* This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *

- `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\r\n *\r\n * @see [exp]

function.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun expm1(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or

`b` are `NaN`\r\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is

`NaN`\r\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\r\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and

`+Inf` for `b > 1`\r\n *\r\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log(x: Float, base: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the

natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln(x)` is

`NaN` when `x < 0.0`\r\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect fun ln(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

@see [ln] function for special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log10(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function for

special cases.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun log2(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Computes

`ln(a + 1)`.\r\n *\r\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\r\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-

Inf`\r\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\r\n *\r\n * @see [ln] function\r\n * @see [expm1] function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ln1p(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to
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an integer towards positive infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the smallest Float value that is greater than or equal to the

given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or

`+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun ceil(x: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\r\n\r\n * @return the largest

Float value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun floor(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x] to

an integer towards zero.\r\n *\r\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun truncate(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds the given value [x]

towards the closest integer with ties rounded towards even integer.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `round(x)` is `x`

where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect fun round(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [x].\r\n *\r\n *

Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Float]\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun abs(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of the given

value [x]:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is

positive\r\n *\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

sign(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`,

then the result is `NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun min(a: Float, b: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n *\r\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is

`NaN`.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun max(a: Float, b: Float): Float\r\n\r\n//

extensions\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is

`1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\r\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\r\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\r\n *

- `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\r\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an

integer\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.pow(x: Float): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Raises this

value to the integer power [n].\r\n *\r\n * See the other overload of [pow] for details.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.pow(n: Int): Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value

of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Float.absoluteValue: Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this

value:\r\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\r\n

*\r\n * Special case:\r\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Float.sign:

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n *\r\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the

sign of the result is undefined.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.withSign(sign: Float):

Float\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.withSign(sign: Int): Float\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this

[Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive

infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\r\n

*   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun

Float.roundToInt(): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to

[Long].\r\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\r\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when

`x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\r\n *\r\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun Float.roundToLong(): Long\r\n\r\n\r\n// endregion\r\n\r\n// region

================ Integer Math ========================================\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the absolute value of the given value [n].\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `abs(Int.MIN_VALUE)` is

`Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Int]\r\n

*/\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun abs(n: Int): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two
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values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun min(a: Int, b: Int): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun max(a: Int, b: Int): Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n *

Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special cases:\r\n *   - `Int.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is

`Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see abs function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect val Int.absoluteValue: Int\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1` if the value is

negative,\r\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1` if the value is positive\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect val Int.sign: Int\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [n].\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `abs(Long.MIN_VALUE)` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see

absoluteValue extension property for [Long]\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun abs(n: Long):

Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect fun min(a:

Long, b: Long): Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the greater of two values.\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic

expect fun max(a: Long, b: Long): Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\r\n *\r\n * Special

cases:\r\n *   - `Long.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\r\n *\r\n * @see

abs function\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Long.absoluteValue: Long\r\n\r\n/**\r\n * Returns

the sign of this value:\r\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\r\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\r\n *   - `1` if the value is

positive\r\n */\r\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\r\npublic expect val Long.sign: Int\r\n\r\n\r\n//

endregion\r\n",null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null],"names":[],"mappings":"AAWC,0B;EAVG,IAAI,OAAO,M

AAO,KAAI,UAAW,IAAG,MAAM,IAA1C,C;IACI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAD,EAAW,CAAC,SAAD,CAAX,EAAwB

,OAAxB,C;;QAEL,IAAI,OAAO,OAAQ,KAAI,QAAvB,C;IACD,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,QAAP,C;;;IAGP,IAAI,O

AAQ,GAAE,E;IACd,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,OAAL,C;;AAEf,CAAC,CAAC,IAAD,oB;EACG,IAAI,IAAI,M;ECPZ,

MAAM,eAAgB,gB;IAClB,OAAoD,CAA5C,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAE,YAAW,SAAW,K

AAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,c;EACxE,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,SAAU,IAAG,CAA

C,OAAQ,KAAI,c;EAClD,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,U;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,

YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,WAAY,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,W;EACpD,C;EAEA,MAAM,WAAY,

gB;IACd,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,U;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,Y;EACxB,

C;EAEA,MAAM,cAAe,gB;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,Y;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,KA

AK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,W;EAC5C,C;EAEA,MAAM,QAAS,gB;IACX,OAA

O,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,O;EACjC,C;EAEA,MAAM,WAAY,gB;IACd,OAAO

,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,WAAW,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,C;EACjD,C;EAEA,MAAM,cAAe,gB;I

ACjB,IAAI,WAAW,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,MAAM,aAAR,GAAwB,MAAM,S;IACnE,OAA

O,GAAI,GAAE,KAAK,UAAU,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,e;MAAkB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;IAAK,CA

AtC,CAAwC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,CAAO,GAAE,G;EAC/F,C;EAEA,MAAM,kBAAmB,kB;IACrB,OAAO,MAA

M,OAAO,YAAY,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAD,C;EAC5D,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,mB;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CA

AV,C;MACI,OAAO,I;;IAEX,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,CA

AC,OAA3C,C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,CAAC,OAArB,EAA8B,CAAE,G

AAE,CAAlC,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAtC,C;MACI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAF,

EAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAR,CAAlB,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;;IAGf,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,gBAAi

B,mB;IACnB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,YAAY,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;EAC1D,C;EAEA,MAAM,c

AAe,kB;IACjB,IAAI,SAAS,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAE,GA

AE,CAApC,EAAuC,CAAC,EAAxC,C;MACI,MAAO,GAAqB,CAAjB,EAAG,GAAE,MAAO,GAAE,CAAG,IAA

E,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAD,CAAJ,CAAU,GAAE,C;;IAE7D,OAAO,M;EACX,C;EAEA,MAA

M,kBAAmB,kB;IACrB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,YAAY,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAD,C;EAC5D,C;EAEA,MAAM,mB

AAoB,oB;IACtB,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,gBAAP,C;EACd,C;ECnFA,MAAM,eAAgB,sB;IAClB,CAAC,aA

Ac,GAAE,I;IACjB,OAAO,C;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,uBAAwB,+C;IAC1B,MAAM,IAAK,GAAE,M;IACb,MAA

M,IAAK,GAAE,M;IACb,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,I;IACtB,OAAO,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,MAAT,EAAiB,

6BAA6B,CAAC,UAAD,CAA9C,C;EAC9B,C;;IAGI,GAAG,WAAY,GAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,MAAO,KAA

I,UAAW,GAAE,KAAK,QAAP,GAAkB,KAAK,UAArD,C;IACvC,GAAG,YAAa,GAAE,G;IAClB,OAAO,G;EAC

X,C;EAEA,IAAI,gCAAgC,CAChC,UACa,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACL,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,kB;EAAmB,CA
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D1C,CADb,aAIe,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACP,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,W;EAAY,CADjC,CAJf,CADgC,EAShC,

UACa,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACL,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,kB;EAAmB,CAD1C,CADb,aAIe,QAAS,IAAT,oC;I

ACP,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,W;EAAY,CADjC,CAJf,CATgC,C;;IAoBhC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,IAA

pB,C;MACI,KAAK,MAAO,GAAE,aACE,CAAC,KAAK,qBAAqB,EAA3B,CADF,aAEC,IAFD,aAGC,EAHD,cAI

E,EAJF,SAKH,EALG,iBAMK,EANL,C;;IASlB,OAAO,KAAK,M;EAChB,C;ECjDA,MAAM,QAAS,gB;IACX,O

AAoB,CAAZ,CAAE,GAAE,KAAQ,KAAG,EAAG,IAAG,E;EACjC,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,gB;IACV,OAAkB,

CAAV,CAAE,GAAE,GAAM,KAAG,EAAG,IAAG,E;EAC/B,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,gB;IACV,OAAO,CAAE,

GAAE,K;EACf,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,

MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAChE,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,MAA

M,KAAM,GAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAT,GAAc,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,C;EACpE,C;EAEA,MAAM,cAAe,

gB;IACjB,OAAO,MAAM,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;EACzB,C;EAEA,MAAM,aA

Ac,gB;IAChB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,

eAAgB,gB;IAClB,OAAO,CAAC,C;EACZ,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,UAAR,C;M

AAoB,OAAO,U;IAC3B,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,WAAR,C;MAAqB,OAAO,W;IAC5B,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,C;EACf,

C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MAAe,OAAO,C;IACtB,IAAI,CAAE,YAAW,MAA

M,UAAvB,C;MAAmC,OAAO,C;IAC1C,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,UAAV,CAAqB,CAArB,C;EACX,C;EAEA,MAA

M,UAAW,gB;IACb,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MAAe,OAAO,C;IACtB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,C

;EACxB,C;ECnDA,MAAM,OAAQ,yB;IACV,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAK,IAAG,I;;IAGnB,I

AAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,IAAI,IAAK,KAAI,IAAb,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,I;;IAG

pB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,OAAO,IAAI,OAAQ,KAAI,UAAvD,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAD,C;;IAGtB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAhD,C;MACI,OAAO,IA

AK,KAAI,IAAK,KAAI,IAAK,KAAI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,IAAK,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,IAAnC,C;;IAGzB,

OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,I;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,SAAU,kB;IACZ,IAAI,GAAI,IAAG,IAAX,C;MACI,OAAO,C;;I

AEX,IAAI,UAAU,OAAO,G;IACrB,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,OAAjB,C;MACI,OAAO,UAAW,KAAI,OAAO,GAAG,S

AAU,GAAE,GAAG,SAAS,EAAd,GAAmB,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAElF,IAAI,UAAW,KAAI,OAAnB,C;MA

CI,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAE5B,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,OAAjB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,G

AAD,C;;IAEhC,IAAI,SAAU,KAAI,OAAlB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAGjB,IAAI,MAAM,MA

AM,CAAC,GAAD,C;IAChB,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;EAC5B,C;EAGA,MAAM,SAAU,gB;IACZ,IAAI,

CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MACI,OAAO,M;;UAEN,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAArB,C;MACD,OAAO,O

;;;MAGP,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,E;;EAEzB,C;EAGA,IAAI,WAAW,a;EAGf,IAAI,iCAAiC,sB;;IAGjC,IAAI,EAAE,

8BAA+B,IAAG,GAApC,CAAJ,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAI,OAAO,EAAG,GAAE,QAAU,GAAE,C;MACxC,MA

AM,eAAe,CAAC,GAAD,EAAM,8BAAN,EAAsC,QAAU,IAAV,cAA4B,KAA5B,CAAtC,C;;IAEzB,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC,8BAAD,C;EACd,C;;IAGI,IAAI,OAAO,C;IACX,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,GAA

G,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAC,EAAjC,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;MAC1B,IAAM,GAA

G,IAAK,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,IAAM,GAAE,C;;IAEjC,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,iBAAkB,GAAE,iB;EC9

C1B,MAAM,KAAM,wB;IAKV,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,C;IAMlB,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,IAAK,GAAE,

C;EACtB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,GAAE,OACf,OADe,cAET,MAFS,cAGV,EAHU,C;EAgBzB,MAAM,

KAAK,UAAW,GAAE,E;EAQxB,MAAM,KAAK,QAAS,oB;IAClB,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,KAAM,GA

AE,GAA7B,C;MACE,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,CAAC,KAAD,C;MACrC,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QACE,OAA

O,S;;;IAIX,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CAAgB,KAAM,GAAE,CAAxB,EAA2B,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,G

AAE,EAAF,GAAO,CAA5C,C;IACV,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,KAAM,GAAE,GAA7B,C;MACE,MAAM

,KAAK,UAAU,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,G;;IAEjC,OAAO,G;EACT,C;EAWA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,oB;IA

CrB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAT,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,KAAK,gBAAzB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,MAAM,

KAAK,gBAA5B,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAZ,C;MACL,OAAO,MAA

M,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAF,CAAQ,OAAO,E;;;MAE5C,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CACF,KAAM,

GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAkB,GAAE,CADrC,EAEF,KAAM,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAkB,GAAE,CAFrC,C
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;;EAIX,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,SAAU,gC;IACnB,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,QAAz

B,C;EACT,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,6B;IACrB,IAAI,GAAG,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAlB,C;MACE,MAAM,KA

AK,CAAC,mCAAD,C;;IAGb,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAU,IAAG,E;IACzB,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,EAAG,GA

AE,KAAtB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAuB,GAAE,KAA1B,C;;IAGb,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

D,CAAI,IAAG,GAArB,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAd,E

AAmB,KAAnB,CAAyB,OAAO,E;;UACxD,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAD,CAAM,IAAG,CAAxB,C;MACL,

MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,+CAAgD,GAAE,GAAnD,C;;IAKb,IAAI,eAAe,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAA

I,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,CAAR,CAAT,C;IAEzC,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,KAAK,K;IACxB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,

EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAE,IAAG,CAArC,C;MACE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAD,EAAI,GAAG,OAAQ,GAAE,CAAjB,C;MACnB,IAAI,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,

EAAI,CAAE,GAAE,IAAR,CAAd,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;MACpB,IAAI,IAAK,GAAE,CAAX,C;QACE,IAAI,QAAQ,

MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,IAAR,CAAT,C;QAClC,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM

,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,CAAvB,C;;;QAEnC,MAAO,G

AAE,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,YAAD,C;QACxB,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAA

C,KAAD,CAAvB,C;;;IAGvB,OAAO,M;EACT,C;EAaA,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,E;EAOnC,

MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,E;EAOnC,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAA

iB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,C;EAOl

C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,

gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,

MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,C;EAIlC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C

;EAItC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAIrC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAS,GA

AE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,C;EAIzC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAClB,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAA

C,aAAW,GAAE,CAAd,EAAiB,UAAW,GAAE,CAA9B,C;EAIxB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,aAAW,GAAE,CAAjB,C;EAO5C,MAAM,KAAK,YAAa,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAE,IAAG,EAAN,C;EAI7C,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,MAAO,e;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,K;EACb,C;EAIA,

MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,e;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACzC,IAAI,mB

AAmB,E;EAChC,C;EAGA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,e;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,IAAI,K;EAC1B,

C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,wB;IAC7B,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAU,IAAG,E;IACzB,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CA

AE,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,KAAtB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAuB,GAAE,KAA1B,C;;IAGb,IAAI,IAAI,

OAAO,EAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,G;;IAGT,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;QAGE,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,C;QACtC,IAAI,MAAM,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,C;QAClB,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAD,CAAW,SAAS,CAAC,IAAD,C;Q

AC1C,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;;QAEj

D,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;;IAMvC,IAAI,eAAe,MAAM,KAAK,WAA

W,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,CAAR,CAAT,C;IAEzC,IAAI,MAAM,I;IACV,IAAI,SAAS,E;IACb,O

AAO,IAAP,C;MACE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,YAAD,C;MACpB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,MA

AM,SAAS,CAAC,YAAD,CAAhB,CAA+B,MAAM,E;MAC9D,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;MA

E5B,GAAI,GAAE,M;MACN,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,EAAd,C;QACE,OAAO,MAAO,GAAE,M;;;QAEhB,OAAO,M

AAM,OAAQ,GAAE,CAAvB,C;UACE,MAAO,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,M;;QAEjB,MAAO,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,M

AAO,GAAE,M;;;EAG7B,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,YAAa,e;IAChC,OAAO,IAAI,M;EACb,C;EAIA,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,e;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,K;EACb,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,e;IACvC,OA

AQ,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,CAAG,GACpB,IAAI,KADgB,GACR,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,IAAI,K;EACpD,C

;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,cAAe,e;IAClC,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,

MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;QACE,OAAO,E;;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,E;;;;MAGpC,IAAI,

MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,MAAN,GAAe,IAAI,K;MAC7C,KAAK,IAAI,MAAM,EAAf,EA

AmB,GAAI,GAAE,CAAzB,EAA4B,GAAG,EAA/B,C;QACE,IAAuB,CAAlB,GAAI,GAAG,CAAE,IAAG,GAAM

,KAAG,CAA1B,C;UACE,K;;;MAGJ,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,EAAR,GAAa,GAA

I,GAAE,C;;EAE9C,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,e;IAC3B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,IAAG,I
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AAI,KAAM,IAAG,C;EACzC,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,e;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,C;E

ACtB,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,MAAO,e;IAC1B,OAAuB,CAAf,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,C;EA

C5B,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,oB;IAC/B,OAAQ,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,KAAK,MAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,

KAAM,IAAG,KAAK,K;EAC3D,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,cAAe,oB;IAClC,OAAQ,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,K

AAK,MAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,KAAK,K;EAC3D,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,O

AAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,C;EAC/B,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,gBAAiB,oB;IACpC,

OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,C;EAChC,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,YAAa,oB;IAChC,

OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,C;EAC/B,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,oB;IACv

C,OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,C;EAChC,C;EASA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,oB;IAC5B

,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,C;;IAGT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,WAAW,E;IAC7B,IAA

I,WAAW,KAAK,WAAW,E;IAC/B,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAC,QAAhB,C;MACE,OAAO,E;;IAET,IAAI,CAAC,O

AAQ,IAAG,QAAhB,C;MACE,OAAO,C;;IAIT,IAAI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,WAAW,EAAnC,C;MAC

E,OAAO,E;;;MAEP,OAAO,C;;EAEX,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,e;IAC3B,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAA

C,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;;MAElB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAZ,C;;EAEzB,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IAGxB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,M

AAO,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACvB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACxB,I

AAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEtB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,E;IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,

MAAO,GAAE,K;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,K;I

AEvB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,EAAa,MAAM,CAAnB,EAAsB,MAAM,CAA5B,EAA+B,MAAM,C;IACrC,GAAI,IA

AG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;I

ACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,G

AAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,OAAO,MAA

M,KAAK,SAAS,CAAE,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAf,EAAqB,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAlC,C;EAC7B,

C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;EACjB,C;

EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;U

ACb,IAAI,KAAK,OAAO,EAAhB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAb,GAA0B,MAA

M,KAAK,K;;UACrD,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,MAA

M,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAb,GAA0B,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAG3D,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MAC

E,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;QACE,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;;;QA

E7B,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,OAAO,E;;;UAExC,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,

C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,CAAgB,OAAO,E;;IAI7C,IAAI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,M

AAM,KAAK,YAAZ,CAA0B,IACvC,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,YAAZ,CADlB,C;MAEE,OAAO,MA

AM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,EAAG,GAAE,KAAK,SAAS,EAAjC,C;;IAM/B,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MA

AO,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACvB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACxB,IA

AI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEtB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,E;IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,M

AAO,GAAE,K;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAE

vB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,EAAa,MAAM,CAAnB,EAAsB,MAAM,CAA5B,EAA+B,MAAM,C;IACrC,GAAI,IAAG

,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IAC

b,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI

,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI

,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAA

I,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAA

E,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACjD,GAAI,IAAG,K;I

ACP,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAE,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAf,EAAqB,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,

GAAlC,C;EAC7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,IAAI,KAAK,OAAO,EAAhB,C;MACE,MA

AM,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAD,C;;UACN,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAGpB,IAA

I,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,IA
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AZ,CAAkB,IAClC,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAZ,CADpB,C;QAEE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;Y

ACb,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;QACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,I;;;QAGlB,IA

AI,WAAW,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;QAC9B,IAAI,SAAS,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,UAAU,CAA

C,CAAD,C;QAC1C,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAZ,CAArB,C;UACE,OAAO,KAAK,WAA

W,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,IAAb,GAAoB,MAAM,KAAK,Q;;;UAEzD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,K

AAK,SAAS,CAAC,MAAD,CAAf,C;UACvB,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAA

R,C;UACvB,OAAO,M;;;;UAGN,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,

MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;QACE,OAAO,

IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;;;QAExB,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AD,CAAO,OAAO,E;;;UAEnC,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,

EAAb,CAAgB,OAAO,E;;IAQxC,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,KAAK,K;IACrB,IAAI,MAAM,I;IACV,OAAO,GAAG,m

BAAmB,CAAC,KAAD,CAA7B,C;MAGE,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GA

AG,SAAS,EAAG,GAAE,KAAK,SAAS,EAAhC,CAAd,C;MAIrB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAD,CAAS,GAAE,IAAI,IAAxB,C;MACpB,IAAI,QAAS,IAAK,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,IAAI

,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,IAAK,GAAE,EAAX,C;MAIvC,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAD,

C;MACtC,IAAI,YAAY,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;MAClC,OAAO,SAAS,WAAW,EAAG,IAAG,SAAS,YAA

Y,CAAC,GAAD,CAAtD,C;QACE,MAAO,IAAG,K;QACV,SAAU,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

D,C;QAClC,SAAU,GAAE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;MAKhC,IAAI,SAAS,OAAO,EAApB,C;QACE,SAAU,

GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,I;;MAGzB,GAAI,GAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,C;MACb,GAAI,GAAE,GAAG,SAA

S,CAAC,SAAD,C;;IAEpB,OAAO,G;EACT,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,oB;IAC3B,OAAO,IAAI,SA

AS,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAzB,C;EACtB,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UA

AU,IAAK,e;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAN,EAAa,CAAC,IAAI,MAAlB,C;EA

C7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAAM,GAA

E,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MADtB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,GAAI,o

B;IACvB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,

KAAK,MADtB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAA

C,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MADtB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,K

AAK,UAAU,UAAW,sB;IAC9B,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;;MAEP,IA

AI,MAAM,IAAI,K;MACd,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;QACf,OAAO,MAAM,KA

AK,SAAS,CACvB,GAAI,IAAG,OADgB,EAEtB,IAAK,IAAG,OAAS,GAAG,GAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,OAFZ,

C;;;QAI3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,GAAI,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAtB,C;;;EAGjC,C;

EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,sB;IAC/B,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OA

AO,I;;;MAEP,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;MACf,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,K;QACd,OA

AO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACtB,GAAI,KAAI,OAAS,GAAG,IAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAAE,OADZ,EAEvB,IAAK,I

AAG,OAFe,C;;;QAI3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACvB,IAAK,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EADI,EAEvB,IAAK,I

AAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,EAFO,C;;;EAKjC,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,sB;IACvC,OA

AQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;;MAEP,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;MACf,IAAI,OAA

Q,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,K;QACd,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACtB,GAAI,KAAI,OAAS

,GAAG,IAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAAE,OADZ,EAEvB,IAAK,KAAI,OAFc,C;;YAGtB,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,EAAf,C;Q

ACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,CAAP,C;;;QAE3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAA

C,IAAK,KAAK,OAAQ,GAAE,EAArB,EAA0B,CAA1B,C;;;EAGjC,C;EAGA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,oB;I

ACzB,OAAO,KAAM,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,IAAG,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,C;EAC1D,C;EAEA,MAAM,K

AAK,UAAU,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,Q;EAE7D,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,e;IACtB,OAAO,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAZ,C;EACnB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,e;IACtB,OAAO,IAAI,

IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAZ,C;EACnB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,e;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,SA

AS,E;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,UAAW,e;IAC5B,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU

,WAAY,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,O;EACxD,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,I;

EAEjD,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,oB;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,OAAO,UAAxB,CAAmC,IAAnC,
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EAAyC,KAAzC,C;EACX,C;EC3zBA,MAAM,aAAc,8B;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,qBAAsB,uB;IACxB,OAAO,G;

EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,kB;IAChB,IAAI,gB;MACA,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,E;MACP,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,SAAP,C;IAClB,C;IACA,mB;MACI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,SAAP,C

;IAClB,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,SAAU,mB;IACZ,yB;MACI,OAAO,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,I;IAC7B,C;EACJ,C;

EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,oB;IAChB,yB;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,KAAT,C;IACxB,C;EA

CJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,iB;IACV,yB;MACI,OAAO,MAAO,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAD,C;IAC

/B,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,mB;IAChB,yB;MACI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAD,CAAS,IAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAD,C;IACzB,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,qBAAsB,2C;EAC5B,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,oB;IACf,OAAO,K;

EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,wB;IACnB,gBAAgB,E;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,oBAAqB,wB;IACvB,gBAAg

B,E;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,kBAAmB,wB;IACrB,gBAAgB,E;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,mBAAoB,+B;IACtB,g

BAAgB,E;EACpB,C;;IAGI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAJ,CACF,iDAAkD,GAClD,qDAAsD,GACtD,uDAHE,C;EAIV,C;E

AEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,+B;IACnB,mB;MACI,OAAO,Y;IACX,C;EACJ,C;EC/EA,MAAM,UAAW,mB;IACb,IAAI,

QAAQ,OAAO,C;IACnB,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,QAAd,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO

,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;;MAEjC,OAAO,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,

C;;IAEpC,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,KAAM,KAAI,SAApC,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC,C

AAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;;IAEpC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAC5B,C;EAEA,MAAM,mBAAoB,mB;I

ACtB,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,C;EACpC,

C;EAEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,mB;IACnB,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;MAAW,OAAO,E;IAClB,IAAI,CAAE,GAA

E,CAAR,C;MAAW,OAAO,C;IAElB,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;MACI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;QAAa,OA

AO,C;MAEpB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;MACb,OAAO,EAAG,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,G

AAO,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,C;;IAG7C,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,GAAG,CAAE,KAAI,C

AAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAjB,GAAsB,E;EACzC,C;EAEA,MAAM,QAAS,oB;IACX,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAC,CAAP,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,QAAS,oB;IACX,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAC,CAAP,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,I;EAE3B,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,I;;

IAGlB,OAAyB,CAAhB,CAAE,GAAE,YAAY,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,KAAP,CAAe,GAAe,CAAZ,CAAE,GAAE,K

AAQ,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAW,GAAE,C;EACxE,C;EA4DE,a;IAzDE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,WAAJ,CAA

gB,CAAhB,C;IACV,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,YAAJ,CAAiB,GAAjB,C;IACjB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,YAAJ,CAAiB,GAAjB,C

;IACjB,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,UAAJ,CAAe,GAAf,C;IACf,IAAI,WAAW,C;IACf,IAAI,YAAY,C;IAEhB,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,E;IAChB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,KAAI,CAA3B,C;MACI,QAAS,GAAE,C;

MACX,SAAU,GAAE,C;;IAGhB,MAAM,aAAc,oB;MAChB,OAAO,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAF,GAAQ,KAAtB,C;IACjC,C;IAEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,oB;MACnB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,

CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAT,EAAqB,QAAQ,CA

AC,SAAD,CAA7B,C;IAC/B,C;IAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,oB;MAClB,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,GAAE,KAAK,K

;MAC1B,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,KAAK,M;MAC3B,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACrB,C;IAE

A,MAAM,YAAa,oB;MACf,OAAO,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAF,GAAQ,KA

AtB,C;IAChC,C;IAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,oB;MAClB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACnB,C;IAEA,MAAM,cAAe,oB;MACjB,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MACd,OA

AO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACrB,C;IAGA,MAAM,cAAe,oB;MACjB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;M

AChB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,a;IACjC,C;IAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,kB;MAClB,IAAc,CAAT,G

AAI,GAAE,CAAG,MAAI,GAAlB,C;QACI,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,C;;;QAGb,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,

G;QAChB,OAAsC,CAA9B,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAG,IAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,QA

AD,CAAW,GAAE,C;;IAErE,C;EACJ,CAAE,G;EAEF,MAAM,cAAe,gB;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,IAAK,GAA

E,CAAF,GAAM,MAAM,SAAS,E;EAC1C,C;EC9GA,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,UAAU,WAAY,KAAI,WAA3C,C;IAC

I,MAAM,UAAU,WAAY,qC;MACxB,QAAS,GAAE,QAAS,IAAG,C;MACvB,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,YAAD

,EAAe,QAAf,CAAyB,KAAI,Q;IACxD,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,UAAU,SAAU,KAAI,WAAzC,C;IACI,MA

AM,UAAU,SAAU,qC;MACtB,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,SAAS,E;MACjC,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,SAAU,IAAG,QAAS,G

AAE,aAAa,OAAtD,C;QACI,QAAS,GAAE,aAAa,O;;MAE5B,QAAS,IAAG,YAAY,O;MACxB,IAAI,YAAY,aAA

a,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAD,EAAe,QAAf,C;MACrC,OAAO,SAAU,KAAI,EAAG,IAAG,SAAU,KAAI,Q;IAC7C,C;;E
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AGJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;IACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;MACN,CAAE,GAAE,CAAC,C;MACL,I

AAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,IAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAApB,C;QACI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAEj

B,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,E;IACvB,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA

1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;MACP,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAT,C;QACI,OAAO,G;;MAEX,IAAI,CAAE,G

AAE,CAAR,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAErB,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACp

B,C;;EAsKF,a;IAlKE,IAAI,UAAU,qB;IACd,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAD,C;IAC9B,IAAI,iBAAiB,I

AAI,KAAK,CAAC,cAAD,C;IAC9B,IAAI,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAC,c;IAC7B,IAAI,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAC,c;IAE

7B,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;QACN,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,

CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI

,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C;;UAE5B,OAAO,M;;;UAEP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAD,C;UAChB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAb,C;YAAk

B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,IAAT,C;UACjC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,CAAb,C;Y

AAmB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,IAAV,C;UACnC,OAAgB,CAAR,CAAE,GA

AE,EAAI,IAAE,C;;MAE1B,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;QACN

,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,C;QAChB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;QACb,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,CAA7B,C;UAAmC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,IAAnB,C;QAClD,OAAgB,CAAR,CAAE,GAAE,EAAI,IAAE,C;MACtB,C;;IAGJ

,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;QACN,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CA

AI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,M

AAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C;;UAE5B,OAAO,M;;;UAGP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAF,CAAhB,EAAsB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,C;UAClC,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,QAAS,

GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAE,KAAI,QAAS,GAAE,EAAF,GAAe,CAAP,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,CAAE,GA

AE,CAAP,C;;MAElE,C;;IAMJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,qB;QACA,IAAI,CAAE,

IAAG,CAAC,cAAV,C;UAEI,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;YAEI,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;cAGI,OAAO,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,I;;;cAKzB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAG,C

AAE,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAZ,C;;;;YAKnB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAT,CAAd,C;;;cAGlB,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAC,cAAV,C;UAED,OAAO,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,C;;;UAKb,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,cA

AnB,C;YAEI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;YAEjB,MAAO,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,C;;UAEnB,OAA

O,M;;MAEf,C;MACA,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;;IAEjB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,

MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;UAEI,OAAO,G;;cAEN,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,cAAb,

C;UAED,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;YAGI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,I;;;YAIzB,O

AAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAT,CAAd,C;;;;UAK

nB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAL,C;UAEjB,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,cAA

T,C;YAEI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;YAEjB,MAAO,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,E;;UAGnB,OAAO,I

AAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,M;;MAE9B,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MAC

I,IAAI,MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IA

AI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GA

AE,C;;UAE5B,OAAO,M;;QAEX,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAS,CAAP,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,C

AAP,CAAT,CAAoB,GAAE,C;MACzC,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAA

O,gB;QACP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,I

AAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UACd,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UAEd,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,G

AAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;;QAExC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GA

AE,CAAL,C;MACnB,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,KAAK,EAA

G,GAAE,C;UACd,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UAEd,OAAQ,EAAG,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAA

E,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;;QAExC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,C;MACzB,C;;E

AER,CAAE,G;EACF,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,e;MACP,IAAI,IAAI,C;MA
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CR,IAAI,SAAS,SAAS,O;MAEtB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MAApB,EAA4B,CAAC,EAA

7B,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,KAAI,CAAC,QA

AnD,C;UACI,OAAO,Q;;QAEX,CAAE,IAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAEj

C,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACpB,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI

,MAAO,gB;MACP,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,O;IAC7B,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,K

AAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;IACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;MACN,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,M;I

AC7B,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAQT,oB;MAPE,oB;QACI,IAA

I,SAAS,CAAE,KAAI,C;QACnB,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,E;;QAEX,OAAO,EAAG,IAAG,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAD,CAAS,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,CAAvB,CAA0B,GAAE,C;MAC1C,C;IACJ,CAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IA

AL,EAAW,IAAI,IAAf,C;;EAIN,IAAI,OAAO,WAAW,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAlC,C;IACI,WAAW,OAAQ,gB;MACf,

OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,UAAW,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,UAAU,UAAW,KAAI,SAAS,UAA

U,U;IAC5F,C;;EAGJ,IAAI,OAAO,KAAK,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAApC,C;IAEI,KAAK,UAAU,KAAM,e;MAEn

B,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;QACE,MAAM,IAAI,SAAJ,CAAc,6BAAd,C;;MAGR,IAAI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IA

AD,C;MAGd,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,C;MAGvB,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACrB,IAAI,

gBAAgB,KAAM,IAAG,C;MAG7B,IAAI,IAAI,aAAc,GAAE,CAAE,GACxB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI,GAAE,aA

AP,EAAsB,CAAtB,CADgB,GAExB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAD,EAAgB,GAAhB,C;MAGV,IAAI,MAAM,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAD,C;MACnB,IAAI,cAAc,GAAI,KAAI,SAAU,GAClC,GADkC,GAC5B,GAAI,IAAG,C;MAGf,IAAI,Q

AAQ,WAAY,GAAE,CAAE,GAC1B,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI,GAAE,WAAP,EAAoB,CAApB,CADkB,GAE1B,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,WAAD,EAAc,GAAd,C;MAGV,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,KAAX,C;QACE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,C

AAI,GAAE,K;QACP,CAAC,E;;MAIH,OAAO,C;IACT,C;;EAiFF,a;;MA5EM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,CAAb,C;QAA

gB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,MAAO,GAAE,MAAb,C;MAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAD,E

AAS,MAAT,C;IACnB,C;;MAEI,IAAI,OAAO,GAAI,KAAI,WAAnB,C;QACI,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,O;;MAEd,KAA

M,GAAE,eAAe,CAAC,KAAM,IAAG,CAAV,EAAa,IAAI,OAAjB,C;MACvB,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAD,EAAQ,eAAe,CAAC,GAAD,EAAM,IAAI,OAAV,CAAvB,C;MACd,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,YAAR,CAAqB,IAA

I,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,GAAR,CAAlC,C;IACX,C;IAEA,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAD,EAAY,UAAZ,EAAw

B,WAAxB,EAAqC,UAArC,EAAiD,YAAjD,EAA+D,YAA/D,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,G

AAE,MAAM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OA

AO,UAAU,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzC,C;QACI,UAAU,UAAU,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,UAAU,K;;MAE/C,IAA

I,OAAO,UAAU,UAAU,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1C,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,OAAvB,E

AAgC,QAC1C,eAD0C,CAAhC,C;;;;MAQJ,CAAN,Y;MAAF,CAAE,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,IAAI,UAAJ,C

AAe,CAAf,CAAP,E;;;MAErB,IAAI,QAAQ,QAAQ,UAAU,M;MAC9B,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,UAAT,EAA

qB,OAArB,EAA8B,+B;QAE3C,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAD,CAA1B,C;MACrB,CAH+C,CAA9B,C;;IASzB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,M

AAM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UA

AU,UAAU,IAAK,KAAI,WAAxC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,KAAvB,EAA8B,kC;UA

E3C,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,CAAM,IAAI,CAAC,QAAD,EAAW,IAAX,C;QAClC,CAH+C,C

AA9B,C;;;IAU7B,IAAI,uC;MACA,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;QAAW,OAAO,E;MAClB,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,

CAAR,C;QAAW,OAAO,C;MAElB,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;UAAa,OAA

O,C;QAEpB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;QACb,OAAO,EAAG,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAA

O,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,C;;MAG7C,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,GAAG,CAAE,KAAI,CAA

E,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAjB,GAAsB,E;IACzC,C;IAEA,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MA

AM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UAA

U,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,MAAvB,EAA+B,mC;U

AE5C,OAAO,KAAK,UAAU,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,eAAgB,IAAG,oBAA1B,C;QACpC,CAHgD,CA

A/B,C;;;EAOjC,CAAE,G;EC/WF,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,QACH,OADG,aAEC,WAFD,UAGF,QAHE,C;EAMd,M

AAM,WAAY,8C;IACd,IAAI,qBAAqB,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IACxD,IAAI,kBAAmB

,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,kBAAkB,IAAK,IAAG,IAA5D,C;MACI,OAAO,kBAAkB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAD,C;;IA

GtC,kBAAmB,GAAE,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,YAAb,C;IACpD,IAAI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAA
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G,OAAQ,IAAG,kBAA7C,C;MACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,YAAD,C;;IAGrB,OAAO,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,UAA

D,EAAa,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,CAAlC,EAA2C,YAA3C,C;EAC5B,C;EAEA,MAAM,WAAY,qD;IACd,IA

AI,qBAAqB,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IACxD,IAAI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,kBAA

kB,IAAK,IAAG,IAA5D,C;MACI,kBAAkB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,KAAb,C;MAC3B,M;;IAGJ,kBAA

mB,GAAE,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,YAAb,C;IACpD,IAAI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,OAAQ,I

AAG,kBAA7C,C;MACI,UAAU,CAAC,YAAD,CAAe,GAAE,K;MAC3B,M;;IAGJ,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,UAA

D,EAAa,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,CAAlC,EAA2C,YAA3C,EAAyD,KAAzD,C;EACrB,C;;IAGI,IAAI,IAAK,

KAAI,KAAb,C;MAAoB,OAAO,I;IAE3B,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,W;IACnB,IAAI,QAAS,IAAG,IAAhB,C;MACI,IAA

I,aAAa,QAAQ,W;MACzB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,UAAU,OAA9B,EAAuC,CAAC,EAA

xC,C;QACI,IAAI,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAX,EAAgB,KAAhB,CAA9B,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;;;IA

KnB,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,UAAW,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,UAAL,CAAvB,GAA0C,I;IACt

F,IAAI,mBAAmB,cAAe,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,cAAc,YAAhB,GAA+B,I;IAC7E,OAAO,gBAAiB,IAAG,IAAK,IAA

G,0BAA0B,CAAC,gBAAD,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;EACjE,C;EAQA,MAAM,OAAQ,4B;IACV,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,

MAAd,C;MACI,QAAQ,OAAO,MAAf,C;aACS,Q;aACA,Q;aACA,S;aACA,U;UACD,OAAO,I;gBAEP,OAAO,M

AAO,YAAW,M;;;IAIrC,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,IAAK,KAAI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,QA

AS,IAAG,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,UAApD,CAApC,C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,IAAI,OAAO,KAAM,KAAI,UAAW,

IAAG,MAAO,YAAW,KAArD,C;MACI,OAAO,I;;IAGX,IAAI,QAAQ,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,C;IACjC,IA

AI,cAAc,KAAM,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,KAAK,YAAP,GAAsB,I;IACtD,IAAI,WAAY,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,YAAa,IA

AG,WAA3C,C;MACI,IAAI,WAAW,WAAW,W;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAM,KAAI,MAAM,KAAK,OAAjC,C;

QACI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,K;;;IAI1B,IAAI,gBAAgB,KAAK,W;IAGzB,IAAI,aAAc,IAAG,IAArB,C;MACI,OA

AO,MAAO,YAAW,K;;IAG7B,IAAI,aAAa,KAAM,KAAI,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,IAAG,MAAM,YAAa,IAAG,IA

A1E,C;MACI,OAAO,0BAA0B,CAAC,MAAM,YAAP,EAAqB,KAArB,C;;IAGrC,OAAO,K;EACX,C;EAEA,MA

AM,SAAU,gB;IACZ,OAAO,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,QAAS,IAAG,CAAE,YAAW,MAAM,K;EACtD,C;EAEA,MA

AM,OAAQ,oB;IACV,OAAO,KAAM,YAAW,MAAM,U;EAClC,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,oB;IAChB,IAAI,OAAO,

OAAO,K;IAElB,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAClB,IAAK,KAAI,SAAU,IACnB,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C

AAQ,IACvB,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,MAAM,OAAO,WAArB,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,

oB;IAClB,OAAO,OAAO,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,MAAM,OAAO,aAA

rB,C;EACrD,C;;;;;;;;;aCpD2C,gB;;;;;MCnDvC,4B;MAjBA,aAA6C,E;MAC7C,gBAAgD,C;IAFpD,C;;MAKgB,iB;I

AAA,C;;MAGA,oB;IAAA,C;;MAE6B,OAAQ,0BAAR,YAAQ,EAAU,KAAM,QAAhB,C;IAAR,C;;MAEN,gBAA

S,K;IAAT,C;;MAEJ,OAAnC,MAAmC,kBAA8B,IAA9B,C;IAAA,C;;MAEL,gB;IAAA,C;;MAE1B,8B;IAAA,C;;;;

MAAA,qC;QAAA,oB;;MAAA,8B;IAAA,C;;;MDdwC,oBAAa,MAAS,IAAT,CAAb,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;g

EAE5C,yB;MAAA,mB;MAAA,6B;QAC2D,YAAa,QAAS,IAAT,C;QAIvD,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAA

a,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IALgF,IAKrE,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QALwC,OAOhD,K;MA

PgD,C;KAD3D,C;;MAKiB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,MA

AM,CAAN,IAAW,KAAK,CAAL,C;;MAEf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAsB,MAAe,IAAf,C;M

ACtB,gBAAkB,c;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,E;QAAc,oBAAa,MAAb,EAAqB,KAArB,C;W

ACd,WAFS,IAET,S;QAAS,a;;QAZA,U;QAAA,SAaqB,MAbf,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;U

AakC,MAZ9B,CAAM,CAAN,IAYsC,IAZ3B,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAYH,OAAsB,M;;MAHlC,W;IAKJ,C;2EAEA,yB

;MAAA,iC;MAAA,6B;QACoF,YAAa,aAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;QAlBhF,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,

GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAiBoH,IAjBzG,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAiBiE,OAfzE,

K;MAeyE,C;KADpF,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAa,IAAb,WAAa,CAAD,IAAC,C;MACb,gBAAkB,W;MAEd,I

ADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,YADS,IACT,EAAY,KAAZ,E;QAAqB,a;;QA1BZ,U;QAAA,SA2BkB,M

A3BZ,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UA2B+B,MA1B3B,CAAM,CAAN,IA0BmC,IA1BxB,CA

AK,CAAL,C;;QA0BH,OAAmB,M;;MAF/B,W;IAIJ,C;qEAEA,yB;MAAA,2B;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;QAGiB,Q;Q

ADb,YAAY,UAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,IAAhB,C;QACC,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,

iB;UACI,YACY,eAAK,CAAL,E;UACpB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAG,GAAG,K;;QAEP,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KA

TA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,mB;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;QAGiB,Q;QADb,YAAY,QAAY,IAAZ,C;QACC,OAAA,K

AAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,YACY,eAAK,CAAL,E;UACpB,KAAK,CAAC,CAA
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D,CAAG,GAAG,K;;QAEP,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAsB,MAAY,IAAZ,C;MACt

B,gBAAkB,W;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,E;QAAc,oBAAa,MAAb,K;WACd,WAFS,IAET,

S;QAAS,a;;QA3DA,U;QAAA,SA4DkB,MA5DZ,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UA4D+B,MA3

D3B,CAAM,CAAN,IA2DmC,IA3DxB,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QA2DH,OAAmB,M;;MAH/B,W;IAKJ,C;qEAEA,yB;M

AAA,2B;MAAA,6B;QAC2E,YAAa,UAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;QAjEvE,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,

GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAgEwG,IAhE7F,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAgEwD,OA9

DhE,K;MA8DgE,C;KAD3E,C;;MAIiB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;

QACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,S;;MAEf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MEnFA,qC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAA4B,U;MAExB,iBACJ,

MAA4B,U;MAExB,yBACJ,MAAoC,kB;MAEhC,yBACJ,MAAoC,kB;MAEhC,WACJ,MAAsB,I;IAftB,C;;;;MAA

A,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAkBA,oC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAA2B,U;MAEvB,iBACJ,MAA2B,U;MAEvB,

yBACJ,MAAmC,kB;MAE/B,yBACJ,MAAmC,kB;MAE/B,WACJ,MAAqB,I;IAfrB,C;;;;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;;M

AAA,oC;IAAA,C;;MAkBA,kC;MAEI,iBACqB,W;MAErB,iBACqB,U;MAErB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;IA

Z1B,C;;;;MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;MAeA,mC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAAM,KAAoB,U;MAEtB,iBAC

J,MAAM,KAAoB,U;MAEtB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;IAZ1B,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAA

A,C;;MAeA,oC;MAEI,iBACuB,U;MAEvB,iBACuB,K;MAEvB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;IAZ1B,C;;;;MAA

A,2C;QAAA,0B;;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;MAeA,mC;MAEI,iBACsB,Q;MAEtB,iBACsB,G;MAEtB,kBACuB,C;MA

EvB,iBACsB,C;IAZ1B,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;MAeA,mC;MAEI,iBACmC,C;MAEnC,i

BACmC,K;MAEnC,0BAC4C,K;MAE5C,0BAC4C,K;MAE5C,yBAC2C,K;MAE3C,yBAC2C,K;MAE3C,qBACuC

,uB;MAEvC,qBACuC,sB;MAEvC,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;IA9B1B,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,m

C;IAAA,C;;MAiCA,qC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAEA,sC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,6C;

QAAA,4B;;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;aC0hcoB,gB;;;;cCppb0C,mB;;gBAyEvC,yB;eAAyB,wB;

;;uBAgBzB,gC;sBAAwB,+B;mCA4JjC,qB;mCA5ImC,qB;;kBAQ1B,2B;iBAA0B,0B;;;;;eCxZgB,wB;sBCQA,sB;i

BCPA,0B;;;;;aC1K8B,e;;;;;;;;;;;gCC1ChD,yC;+BCTA,uC;+BCDA,sC;;gCC+I/B,+B;gBClEqE,yB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MC1EE,wC;IANvF,C;IAAA,wD;MAO2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAP3C,8E;;MCSuF,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,w

D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,8E;;MZcI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAO

I,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAO

I,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,

C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B

,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAA

O,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;oGAiEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SA

AS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAA
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b,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,G

AAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAO

I,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;K

ARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KA

AJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,

CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,

yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAA

sD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SA

AS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,

uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KARA,C;oGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KA

AV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;qGAUA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;M

AChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;

KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;s

GAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB

;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,s

D;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,

mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI

,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAeW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,

e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,y

B;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,

I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QA

AhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC

9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyX

O,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;

QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;Y

AAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,

IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;

gFAEA,yB;MA0XA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1XA,uC;QAKW,sB;;UAyXS,Q;UAAhB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,0B;YAAsB,I

AzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,qBAAO,O;cAAP,uB;;;UAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;QA1XP,yB;MACJ,C;

KANA,C;sFAQA,yB;MAssCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAtsCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAqsCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ

,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAvsCc,SAusCV,CAAU,OAAV

,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAzsCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAysC

A,0D;MAAA,+C;MAzsCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAwsCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA1sCc,SA0sCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,

O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA5sCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA4sCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA5sCA

,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA2sCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cA

Ac,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA7sCc,SA6sCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBA

AO,I;;;QA/sCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA+sCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA/sCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA8sCO,

Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,

IAhtCc,SAgtCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAltCP,wB;MACJ,C;

KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAktCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAltCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAitCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ

,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAntCc,SAmtCV,CAAU,OAAV

,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QArtCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAqtC

A,0D;MAAA,+C;MArtCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAotCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAA
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d,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAttCc,SAstCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;c

AAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAxtCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAwtCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAxtCA,uC

;QAKW,qB;;UAutCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,U

AAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAztCc,SAytCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;

;QA3tCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA2tCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA3tCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA0tCO,Q;UAA

A,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA5tCc,

SA4tCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA9tCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA

,C;wFAQA,yB;MA8tCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MA9tCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA6tCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,s

BAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA/tCc,SA+tCV,CAAU,o

BAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAjuCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,IAyiL

O,qBAAQ,CAziLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAuiL

O,qBAAQ,CAviLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAqiL

O,qBAAQ,CAriLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAmiL

O,qBAAQ,CAniLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAiiL

O,qBAAQ,CAjiLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA+hL

O,qBAAQ,CA/hLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA6hL

O,qBAAQ,CA7hLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA2h

LO,qBAAQ,CA3hLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAy

hLO,qBAAQ,CAzhLf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB

;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;MAA

A,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;

MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAA

A,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC

;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAA

wB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QA

KoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,

OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,

Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAA

O,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;Q

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;

;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA

,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;;MAaI,OA+3KO,qBAAQ

,CA/3KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAg4KO,qBAAQ,CAh4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAA

yB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAi4KO,qBAAQ,CAj4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,

C;;MAMI,OAk4KO,qBAAQ,CAl4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAm4KO,qBAA

Q,CAn4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAo4KO,qBAAQ,CAp4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GA

AyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAq4KO,qBAAQ,CAr4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACp

C,C;;MAMI,OAs4KO,qBAAQ,CAt4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAu4KO,qBAA

Q,CAv4KR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAA

O,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAA
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hB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,

C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAA

hB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACr

D,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;+FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QA

IoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;

YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAA

S,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQ

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,G

AAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,

SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,K

AAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3

B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;Q

AKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,

C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI

,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SA

AS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FA

QA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KA

AJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,G

AAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,

CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,G

AAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IA

CjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MA

MI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW

,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CA

AT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,IAAI,eAAJ,C;QACI,wD;UA

CI,IAAI,UAAK,KAAL,SAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;;QAIf,8D;UACI,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,OAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C

;YACI,OAAO,O;;;;MAInB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OA

AO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MA

Gf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;

IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IAC

X,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,

wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IA

AI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,U

AAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,

CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAA

V,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CA

AJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;

UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI

,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAA

O,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;

MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAG

f,OAAO,E;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,wD;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAA

J,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,
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Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,

CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAA

A,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,U

AAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAA

A,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IA

AI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MA

AA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,u

B;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FA

YA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd

,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;K

AVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,

OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;

MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAA

R,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QA

Gf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,s

BAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OA

AO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;

QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,E

AAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAiBI,IAoyJO,qBAAQ,CApyJf,C;QACI,

MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,wBAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAkyJO,qBAAQ,CAlyJf,C;QACI

,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAgyJO,qBAAQ,CAhyJf,C;QAC

I,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA8xJO,qBAAQ,CA9xJf,C;QA

CI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA4xJO,qBAAQ,CA5xJf,C;Q

ACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA0xJO,qBAAQ,CA1xJf,C;

QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAwxJO,qBAAQ,CAxxJf,

C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAsxJO,qBAAQ,CAtxJf,

C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAoxJO,qBAAQ,CApxJf

,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,

+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;

UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAA

M,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,

Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,K

AAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,

C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SA

AK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;

MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,

cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEn

C,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;Q

AKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UA

AK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;M

ACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAA

L,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA

,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,O

AAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;

QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,

uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAA
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c,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,

C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OA

Aa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,

IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;;M

AiBsB,UAMA,M;MAPlB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;QACkB,OAAQ,WAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,

uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAK,KAAL,SAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;;QAID,SAAQ,WAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAA

c,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACV,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,OAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;;MAInB,OAAO,E;

IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,Y

AAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wB

AAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;

MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,u

B;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,O

AAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAX,C

AAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAA

d,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IAC

X,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAA

W,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAA

Q,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MA

Gf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;Q

ACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,OA2+IO,qBAAQ,

CA3+IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA4+IO,qBAAQ,CA5+IR,GAA

e,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA6+IO,qBAAQ,CA7+IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAy

B,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA8+IO,qBAAQ,CA9+IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mB

AAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA++IO,qBAAQ,CA/+IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,I

AAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAg/IO,qBAAQ,CAh/IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,

C;;MAMI,OAi/IO,qBAAQ,CAj/IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAk/I

O,qBAAQ,CAl/IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAm/IO,qBAAQ,CAn

/IR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,u

C;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,

UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;4

FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QA

Ad,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAA

O,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAA

a,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;M

AAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAA

c,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;M

ACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,C

AAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAI

kB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK

,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,

yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OA

Ac,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;Q

AEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAA

R,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,U

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+

C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;
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UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAA

O,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;kFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;

KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFA

WA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAA

A,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA

,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4

B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OA

AO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,c

AAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MAC

X,C;KATA,C;;MAkBI,IAmuIO,qBAAQ,CAnuIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MA

AO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IA+tIO,qBAAQ,CA/tIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MA

CV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IA2tIO,qBAAQ,CA3tIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2B

AAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IAutIO,qBAAQ,CAvt

If,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI

,IAmtIO,qBAAQ,CAntIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,C

AAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IA+sIO,qBAAQ,CA/sIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MA

AO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IA2sIO,qBAAQ,CA3sIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;M

ACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IAusIO,qBAAQ,CAvsIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2

BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MASI,IAmsIO,qBAAQ,C

AnsIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;M

AMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,

CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,g

BAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MA

AM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MA

AM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MA

HlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX

,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,

I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UA

AL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aA

CH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAy

B,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAu

B,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAK

J,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,i

BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,Q

AAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBA

CQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;M

AAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAA

S,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;M

ACX,C;KAhBA,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;

QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;Y

ACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC

,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;

MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB

,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAv

B,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,

UAST,M;QAXP,aAAmB,I;QACnB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI
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,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QA

AQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhB

A,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAA

Y,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KA

AJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UA

AY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,iE;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;M

AAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C

;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB

,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;Q

AXP,aAAsB,I;QACtB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAG

hB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkB

A,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAuB,I;QACvB,YAAY,K;QACZ,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAA

W,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAA

M,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB

,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAA

M,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAA

uB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAsBI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI

,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,

UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;I

ACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAA

Q,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQo

B,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;MAC

Z,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YA

AW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO

,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I

;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAmB,I;M

ACnB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UA

CI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OA

AO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SA

AS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;

MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAsB,I;MACtB,YAAY,K;MACZ,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,

OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAuB,I;MACvB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M

;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;M

AGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;iGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA
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AA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SA

AhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,OAAO,I;YAClB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAA

Q,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,OAAO,I;QACnB,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MatpFI,IAAI,Eb+qFI

,KAAK,Ca/qFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8qFc,sD;Qa7qFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb8qFV,OAAO,oBAAo

B,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MajrFI,IAAI,Eb2rFI,KAAK,Ca3rFT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,cb0rFc,sD;QazrFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb0rFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP

,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;Ma7rFI,IAAI,EbusFI,KAAK,CavsFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbssFc,sD;QarsFd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbssFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CA

ApB,C;IACX,C;;MazsFI,IAAI,EbmtFI,KAAK,CantFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbktFc,sD;QajtFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ

,WAAjC,C;;MbktFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MartFI,I

AAI,Eb+tFI,KAAK,Ca/tFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8tFc,sD;Qa7tFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb8tFV,OAA

O,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MajuFI,IAAI,Eb2uFI,KAAK,Ca3uF

T,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb0uFc,sD;QazuFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb0uFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mB

AAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;Ma7uFI,IAAI,EbuvFI,KAAK,CavvFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbsvF

c,sD;QarvFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbsvFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EA

Ac,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MazvFI,IAAI,EbmwFI,KAAK,CanwFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbkwFc,sD;QajwFd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbkwFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,

C;IACX,C;;MarwFI,IAAI,Eb+wFI,KAAK,Ca/wFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8wFc,sD;Qa7wFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,

WAAjC,C;;Mb8wFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MajxFI,I

AAI,Eb2xFI,KAAK,Ca3xFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb0xFc,sD;QazxFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb0xFV,O

AAO,gBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Ma7xFI,IAAI,EbuyFI,KAAK,C

avyFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbsyFc,sD;QaryFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbsyFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV

,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MazyFI,IAAI,EbmzFI,KAAK,CanzFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,c

bkzFc,sD;QajzFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbkzFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU

,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MarzFI,IAAI,Eb+zFI,KAAK,Ca/zFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8zFc,sD;Qa7zFd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb8zFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,

C;IACX,C;;Maj0FI,IAAI,Eb20FI,KAAK,Ca30FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb00Fc,sD;Qaz0Fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,W

AAjC,C;;Mb00FV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Ma70FI,IA

AI,Ebu1FI,KAAK,Cav1FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbs1Fc,sD;Qar1Fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mbs1FV,OA

AO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Maz1FI,IAAI,Ebm2FI,KAAK,Ca

n2FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbk2Fc,sD;Qaj2Fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mbk2FV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,

mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Mar2FI,IAAI,Eb+2FI,KAAK,Ca/2FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8

2Fc,sD;Qa72Fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb82FV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,

EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;Maj3FI,IAAI,Eb23FI,KAAK,Ca33FT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb03Fc,sD;Qaz3Fd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb03FV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,

C;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;

UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf

,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,

WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CA

AR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QA

MI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,

gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA

,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CA

AL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAA

K,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;k

GAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;
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MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,C

AA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,

C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,

wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,Q

AAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,4C;MAA

A,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C

AAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,

+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;U

ACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,I

AAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;Q

AFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,I

AAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;

QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAA

W,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,

IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;

KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAA

b,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,

CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MA

AA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,

M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,W

AAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQi

B,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;Y

ACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAA

W,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,

WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;

eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MA

CX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAA

a,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,

IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,

yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,S

AAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UA

AU,iBAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kF

AkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAiaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAjaU,SAia

N,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAja1D,OAkaO,W;MAjaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;

MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAkaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAlaa,SAkaT,CAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAla1D,OAmaO,W;MAlaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+

D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAmaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAnac,SAmaV,CAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAna1D,OAoaO,W;MAnaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

AA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAoaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IApaY,SAoaR,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,

C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApa1D,OAqaO,W;MApaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;

QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAqaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAraa,SAqaT,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAw

B,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAra1D,OAsaO,W;MAraX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kB

AAS,gB;QAsaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAtac,SAsaV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAta1D,OAuaO,W;MAtaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;Q

AuaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAvae,SAuaX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,O

AAJ,C;;QAva1D,OAwaO,W;MAvaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAwaA,

Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAxagB,SAwaZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;QAxa1D,OAyaO,W;MAxaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAyaA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzaA,uC;QAIW,kB
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AAS,gB;QAyaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UAAsB,IAzaa,SAyaT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WA

AY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAza1D,OA0aO,W;MAzaX,C;KALA,C;gGAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAA

gB,gB;QAw8OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAt3OI,IAlFmC,SAkF/B,EAs3OkB,cAt3OlB,E

As3OkB,sBAt3OlB,WAs3O2B,IAt3O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAs3OZ,IAt3OY,C;;QAlF/C,OAoFO,W;MAnFX,C;K

APA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAy8OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,

WAAb,e;UAp3OI,IArFsC,SAqFlC,EAo3OkB,cAp3OlB,EAo3OkB,sBAp3OlB,WAo3O2B,IAp3O3B,CAAJ,C;YA

A2C,sBAo3OZ,IAp3OY,C;;QArF/C,OAuFO,W;MAtFX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,k

BAAgB,gB;QA08OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAl3OI,IAxFuC,SAwFnC,EAk3OkB,cAl3O

lB,EAk3OkB,sBAl3OlB,WAk3O2B,IAl3O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAk3OZ,IAl3OY,C;;QAxF/C,OA0FO,W;MAzF

X,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA28OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;

UAAa,WAAb,e;UAh3OI,IA3FqC,SA2FjC,EAg3OkB,cAh3OlB,EAg3OkB,sBAh3OlB,WAg3O2B,IAh3O3B,CAAJ

,C;YAA2C,sBAg3OZ,IAh3OY,C;;QA3F/C,OA6FO,W;MA5FX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;Q

AMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA48OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA92OI,IA9FsC,SA8FlC,EA82OkB

,cA92OlB,EA82OkB,sBA92OlB,WA82O2B,IA92O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA82OZ,IA92OY,C;;QA9F/C,OAgGO,

W;MA/FX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA68OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;Q

ACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA52OI,IAjGuC,SAiGnC,EA42OkB,cA52OlB,EA42OkB,sBA52OlB,WA42O2B,IA52O

3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA42OZ,IA52OY,C;;QAjG/C,OAmGO,W;MAlGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

AA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA88OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA12OI,IApGwC,SAoGp

C,EA02OkB,cA12OlB,EA02OkB,sBA12OlB,WA02O2B,IA12O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA02OZ,IA12OY,C;;QAp

G/C,OAsGO,W;MArGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA+8OV,gB;QAD

b,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAx2OI,IAvGyC,SAuGrC,EAw2OkB,cAx2OlB,EAw2OkB,sBAx2OlB,W

Aw2O2B,IAx2O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAw2OZ,IAx2OY,C;;QAvG/C,OAyGO,W;MAxGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,y

B;MAAA,+D;MAyGA,gC;MAs2OA,oC;MA/8OA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAg9OV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,

iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UAAmB,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAt2O/B,IA1GsC,SA0GlC,CAA

U,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA1G/C,OA4GO,W;MA3GX,C;KAPA,C;;MAs4Oi

B,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAt3OI,IAAI,WAs3OkB,cAt3OlB,EAs3OkB,sBAt3OlB,WAs3

O2B,IAt3O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAs3OZ,IAt3OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA63OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,

C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAp3OI,IAAI,WAo3OkB,cAp3OlB,EAo3OkB,sBAp3OlB,WAo3O2B,IAp3O3B,CA

AJ,C;UAA2C,sBAo3OZ,IAp3OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA23OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAA

a,WAAb,e;QAl3OI,IAAI,WAk3OkB,cAl3OlB,EAk3OkB,sBAl3OlB,WAk3O2B,IAl3O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAk

3OZ,IAl3OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAy3OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAh3OI,

IAAI,WAg3OkB,cAh3OlB,EAg3OkB,sBAh3OlB,WAg3O2B,IAh3O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAg3OZ,IAh3OY,C;;

MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAu3OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA92OI,IAAI,WA82OkB

,cA92OlB,EA82OkB,sBA92OlB,WA82O2B,IA92O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA82OZ,IA92OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W

;IACX,C;;MAq3OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA52OI,IAAI,WA42OkB,cA52OlB,EA42O

kB,sBA52OlB,WA42O2B,IA52O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA42OZ,IA52OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAm3

OiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA12OI,IAAI,WA02OkB,cA12OlB,EA02OkB,sBA12OlB,W

A02O2B,IA12O3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA02OZ,IA12OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAi3OiB,gB;MADb,YA

AY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAx2OI,IAAI,WAw2OkB,cAx2OlB,EAw2OkB,sBAx2OlB,WAw2O2B,IAx2O3

B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAw2OZ,IAx2OY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAs2OA,oC;MAt

2OA,oD;QA62OiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UAAmB,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UA

AA,cAAgB,iB;UAt2O/B,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAIW,kBAAmB,gB;QAOV,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cA

AhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,YAAJ,C;YAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAPpD,OAQO,W;MAPX,C;KALA,C;;MAWoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAA

J,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QA8EH,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CA9ES,SA8ER,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA9E3

D,OA+EO,W;MA9EX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QA+EH,Q;QAAhB,iD;
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UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CA/EY,SA+EX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA/E

3D,OAgFO,W;MA/EX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAgFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAhFa,SAgFZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAhF

3D,OAiFO,W;MAhFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAiFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAjFW,SAiFV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAjF

3D,OAkFO,W;MAjFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAkFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAlFY,SAkFX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlF

3D,OAmFO,W;MAlFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAmFH,Q;QAAhB,iD

;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAnFa,SAmFZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAn

F3D,OAoFO,W;MAnFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAoFH,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CApFc,SAoFb,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAp

F3D,OAqFO,W;MApFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAqFH,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CArFe,SAqFd,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAr

F3D,OAsFO,W;MArFX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAsFA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAtFA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,g

B;QAsFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UAAsB,IAAI,CAtFY,SAsFX,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WA

AY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAtF3D,OAuFO,W;MAtFX,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,OAAO,2BAAgB,gBAAhB,C;IACX,C;;M

AMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAA

I,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;Q

AAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA

MoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;

UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OA

AO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB

,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OA

AJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB

,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;

MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,

WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,U

AAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAC3D,OA

AO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAYoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,U

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IA

AI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,

OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QA

AsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMo

B,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,W

AAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QA

AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,

WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAC1D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM9lH

e,W;;MN+lHtC,OAA4D,OAArD,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAAq
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D,C;IAChE,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMtmHe,W;;MNumHtC,OczkHsC,OdykH/B,yBAAY,OAA

Q,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkH+B,C;Id0kH1C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,

C;QAAuB,OM9mHe,W;;MN+mHtC,OczkHuC,OdykHhC,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAu

B,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkHgC,C;Id0kH3C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMtnHe,W;;MNunHtC,OczkH

qC,OdykH9B,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkH8B,C;Id0kHzC,C;;

MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM9nHe,W;;MN+nHtC,OczkHsC,OdykH/B,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EA

A2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkH+B,C;Id0kH1C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM

toHe,W;;MNuoHtC,OczkHuC,OdykHhC,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B

,CczkHgC,C;Id0kH3C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM9oHe,W;;MN+oHtC,OczkHwC,OdykHjC,yB

AAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkHiC,C;Id0kH5C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAA

Q,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMtpHe,W;;MNupHtC,OczkHyC,OdykHlC,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,

GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CczkHkC,C;Id0kH7C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM9pHe,W;;MN+pHtC

,OAA4D,SAArD,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAAqD,C;IAChE,C;;

MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W

;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,

CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IA

AI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QA

Ac,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAA

R,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C

;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,

C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO

,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAe,IAAf,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KA

AJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,

IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;Q

AAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBA

AR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,

C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IAC

X,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OA

AO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAkB,IAAlB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;M

ACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAmB,IAAnB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAm

B,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB

,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAJ,C;;MAET,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,aAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,OAAQ,KAA3B,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MAC

E,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;

;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,cAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MAC

E,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;

;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAW,OAAQ,KAAnB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MA

CE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,

C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAS,OAAQ,KAAjB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;M

ACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL

,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;

MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WA

AL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAW,OAAQ,KAAnB,C;MACb,kBAAkB

,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,

WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,OAAQ,KAApB,C;MACb,kBA

AkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAA
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K,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,oBAAa,OAAQ,KAArB,C;MACb,kB

AAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UA

AK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,k

BAAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,U

AAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,yBAAY,CAAZ,EAA

e,CAAf,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;

MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,cAAU,CAAV,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B

,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,eAAW,CAAX,

C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,I

AAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,eAAS,CAAT,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,

aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAU,CAAV,C;MA

C9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,O

AAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAW,CAAX,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAA

R,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAY,CAAZ,C;MAC9B,

OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,

UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,oBAAa,CAAb,C;MAC9B,OAAO,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAA

uB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAU,CAAV,C;MAC9B,OAAO,

0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MaxgIR,

IAAI,EbigII,KAAK,CajgIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbggIc,sD;Qa//Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbggIV,IAAI

,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,iB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CA

AT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;

MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;Ma9hIR,IAAI,EbuhII,KAAK,CavhIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbshIc,sD;Qar

hId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbshIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK

,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MA

CnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAA

I,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MapjIR,I

AAI,Eb6iII,KAAK,Ca7iIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb4iIc,sD;Qa3iId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb4iIV,IAAI,M

AAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAA

T,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;

MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;Ma1kIR,IAAI,EbmkII,KAAK,CankIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbkkIc,sD;Qaj

kId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbkkIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK

,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MA

CnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAe,CAAf,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,q

DAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MahmIR,IA

AI,EbylII,KAAK,CazlIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwlIc,sD;QavlId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbwlIV,IAAI,M

AAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAA

T,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MAC

X,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C

;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MatnIR,IAAI,Eb+mII,KAAK,Ca/mIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8mIc,sD;Q

a7mId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb8mIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,K

AAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C

;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,I

AAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;Ma5o

IR,IAAI,EbqoII,KAAK,CaroIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbooIc,sD;QanoId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbooIV,I

AAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAA

K,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C
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;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,I

AAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;MalqIR,IAAI,Eb2pII,KAAK,Ca3pIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb0pIc,

sD;QazpId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb0pIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI

,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP

,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAmB,CAAnB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;Q

ACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAgBiB,UACL,M;

MaxrIR,IAAI,EbirII,KAAK,CajrIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbgrIc,sD;Qa/qId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbgrIV

,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MA

AK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAh

B,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAA

K,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;Ma7rII,IAAI,EbusII,KAAK,CavsIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbssIc,sD;QarsI

d,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbssIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;M

ACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,iB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAA

O,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,

U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MahtII,IAAI,Eb0tII,KAAK,Ca1tIT,CAA

J,C;QACI,cbytIc,sD;QaxtId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbytIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,

W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,

OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO

,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;ManuII,I

AAI,Eb6uII,KAAK,Ca7uIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb4uIc,sD;Qa3uId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb4uIV,IAAI

,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACt

B,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,

CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;M

ACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MatvII,IAAI,EbgwII,KAAK,CahwIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb+vIc,sD;Qa9vId,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb+vIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,I

AAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CA

AP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAe,CAAf,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WA

AI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MazwII,IAAI,EbmxII,KAAK,CanxIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbkxIc

,sD;QajxId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbkxIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WA

AW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,U

AAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,U

AA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;Ma5xII,IAAI,EbsyII,KA

AK,CatyIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbqyIc,sD;QapyId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MbqyIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,

C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAC

X,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;Ma/yII,IAAI,EbyzII,KAAK,CazzIT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwzIc,sD;QavzId,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C

;;MbwzIV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,O

AAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,

WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,K

AAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;Mal0II,IAAI,Eb40II,KAAK,Ca50IT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb20Ic,sD;Qa10Id,M

AAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb20IV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MAC

X,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,

CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAmB,CAAnB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B

,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;Mar1II,IAAI,Eb+1II,KAAK,Ca/1IT,CA

AJ,C;QACI,cb81Ic,sD;Qa71Id,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mb81IV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAA

O,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAA

Y,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,EAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OA
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AO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;gGAE

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAA

C,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MAC

X,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,

U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QA

Gf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAA

d,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,C

AAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;Q

AMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAA

O,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MA

AA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,

CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA

,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UA

AK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;

kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;

MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,C

AA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,

C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;Q

AMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAA

O,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAZA,C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAO

iB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CA

AL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,u

C;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IA

AV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;M

AAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UA

AU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA

,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;

MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IA

AI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0FA

eA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;U

ACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,

C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAA

b,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;

KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAA

A,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;M

ACX,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IA

AK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAmBI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CA

Ab,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,wB;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;

QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QA

CrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAA

kB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,U

AAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,

mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,i

BAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;Q

ACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;M
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ACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,

UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,m

C;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;

MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,

KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAA

O,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,C

AAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UA

AK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,

UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAE

R,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB

,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,I

AAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAA

P,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,W

AAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YA

AL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IA8kDO,qBAAQ,CA9kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,wB;

MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA4kDO,qBAAQ,CA5kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA0kDO,qBAAQ,CA1kDf,C;QAAe,OAA

O,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAwkDO,qBAAQ,CAxkDf,C

;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAskDO,qBAA

Q,CAtkDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAo

kDO,qBAAQ,CApkDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C

;;MAMI,IAkkDO,qBAAQ,CAlkDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAgkDO,qBAAQ,CAhkDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;

MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA8jDO,qBAAQ,CA9jDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAA

L,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAo/CO,qBAAQ,CAp/Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,aAAa,SA

Ab,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;MACb,gBAAgB,wB;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAA

Z,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAg/CO,qBAAQ,CAh/Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,

S;MACtB,aAAa,cAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YA

AY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA4+CO,qBAAQ,CA5+Cf,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,eAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,

OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAw+CO,qBAAQ,CAx

+Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,eAAS,gBAAT,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,

M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAo+CO,qB

AAQ,CAp+Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,O

AAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,I

Ag+CO,qBAAQ,CAh+Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAA

U,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,

C;;MAMI,IA49CO,qBAAQ,CA59Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAY,gBAAZ,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;M

AChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAA

O,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAw9CO,qBAAQ,CAx9Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,oBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACb,gBA

AgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MA

C5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAo9CO,qBAAQ,CAp9Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;

MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,C

AAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;Mej4JA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAt

G,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;U

AqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,

C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf03Jf,sC;QAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDeh4JH,iBfg4JsB,Qeh4JtB,Cf
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g4JG,E;;MAClB,C;KAPA,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,oD;Mev3JA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;

MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAw

Fe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+

EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mfg3Jf,sC;QAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDet3JH,2Bfs3JgC,Qet3JhC,Cfs3JG,E;

;MAClB,C;KAPA,C;;MAeI,oBAAS,cAAT,C;IACJ,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,

C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,

oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QA

CI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CA

AX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAQI,OAAqB,OAAd,sBAAc,C;IACzB,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;

MAA9B,OAAuC,OiB1/JhC,WjB0/JgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiBjgKh

C,WjBigKgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiBxgKhC,WjBwgKgC,C;IAC3C,

C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiB/gKhC,WjB+gKgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;

MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiBthKhC,WjBshKgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,O

AAuC,OiB7hKhC,WjB6hKgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,0B;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OiBpiKhC,WjBoi

KgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAQI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scr5IiB,Q;Mdq5IK,mB;M

AA7B,OiB9iKO,W;IjB+iKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scn5IiB,Q;

Mdm5IK,iB;MAA7B,OiBtjKO,W;IjBujKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAA

d,Scj5IiB,Q;Mdi5IK,iB;MAA7B,OiB9jKO,W;IjB+jKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;M

ACD,kBAAd,Sc/4IiB,Q;Md+4IK,iB;MAA7B,OiBtkKO,W;IjBukKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAA

e,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,mB;MAA7B,OiB9kKO,W;IjB+kKX,C;;MAMI,IA2uCO,qB

AAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc54IiB,Q;Md44IK,iB;MAA7B,OiBtlKO,W;IjBulKX,C;;MAMI

,IA2uCO,qBAAQ,CA3uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc14IiB,Q;Md04IK,iB;MAA7B,OiB9lKO,W;IjB+l

KX,C;;MAMI,IAmvCO,qBAAQ,CAnvCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,iB;MAA7

B,OiBtmKO,W;IjBumKX,C;;MAQI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scv9IiB,Q;Mdu

9IK,sBAAS,cAAT,C;MAA7B,OiBhnKO,W;IjBinKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MA

CD,kBAAd,Scr9IiB,Q;Mdq9IK,6B;MAA7B,OiBxnKO,W;IjBynKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,

OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scn9IiB,Q;Mdm9IK,6B;MAA7B,OiBhoKO,W;IjBioKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CA

zqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scj9IiB,Q;Mdi9IK,6B;MAA7B,OiBxoKO,W;IjByoKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqC

O,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,6B;MAA7B,OiBhpKO,W;IjBipK

X,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc98IiB,Q;Md88IK,6B;MAA7B,OiBxp

KO,W;IjBypKX,C;;MAMI,IAyqCO,qBAAQ,CAzqCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc58IiB,Q;Md48IK,6B;

MAA7B,OiBhqKO,W;IjBiqKX,C;;MAMI,IAirCO,qBAAQ,CAjrCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SA

AK,C;MAAiB,6B;MAA7B,OiBxqKO,W;IjByqKX,C;;MAQI,IAumCO,qBAAQ,CAvmCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MAC

D,kBAAd,SczhJiB,Q;MdyhJK,iC;MAA7B,OiBlrKO,W;IjBmrKX,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me1qKA,sC;MCjFA,k

C;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;

MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,E

AA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfmqKf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDezqKI,iBfyqKiB,

QezqKjB,CfyqKJ,E;MACX,C;KAPA,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MenrKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;

MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf

,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CA

A3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf4qKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDehrKI,iBfgrKiB,QehrKjB,CfgrKJ,E;MACX,C;

KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me1rKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C

,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB

,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OA

AA,C;MfmrKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDevrKI,iBfurKiB,QevrKjB,CfurKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,w

D;MejsKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,

C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA

4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf0rKf,sC;QAII,OAA
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O,mDe9rKI,iBf8rKiB,Qe9rKjB,Cf8rKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MexsKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;M

AAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDi

FA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2

B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfisKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDersKI,iBfqsKiB,QersKjB

,CfqsKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me/sKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,

C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UA

qEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;

UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfwsKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDe5sKI,iBf4sKiB,Qe5sKjB,Cf4sKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,

C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MettKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAA

W,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;Y

AAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C

;Mf+sKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDentKI,iBfmtKiB,QentKjB,CfmtKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me

7tKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MA

AA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,

CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfstKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDe

1tKI,iBf0tKiB,Qe1tKjB,Cf0tKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MepuKA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,o

C;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uB

AOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4

DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf6tKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDejuKI,iBfiuKiB,QejuKjB,CfiuK

J,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;0GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MextKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MA

AA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,u

B;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,

C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfitKf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDevtKI,2BfutK2B,QevtK3B,CfutKJ,E;MACX,C;KAPA,C;4GAS

A,yB;MAAA,wD;MejuKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAA

X,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,O

A/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf0tKf,s

C;QAII,OAAO,mDe9tKI,2Bf8tK2B,Qe9tK3B,Cf8tKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MexuKA,sC;

MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;M

AD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,

CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfiuKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDeruKI,2Bfqu

K2B,QeruK3B,CfquKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me/uKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAs

G,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;

QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/E

N,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfwuKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDe5uKI,2Bf4uK2B,Qe5uK3B,Cf4uKJ,E;M

ACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MetvKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D

;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YA

AU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QA

AA,C;OAAA,C;Mf+uKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDenvKI,2BfmvK2B,QenvK3B,CfmvKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA

,yB;MAAA,wD;Me7vKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAA

X,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,O

A/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfsvKf,s

C;QAII,OAAO,mDe1vKI,2Bf0vK2B,Qe1vK3B,Cf0vKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MepwKA,

sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,

C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/

EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf6vKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDejwKI,

2BfiwK2B,QejwK3B,CfiwKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me3wKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC

;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCA

Oe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM
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,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MfowKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDexwKI,2BfwwK2B,QexwK3B,Cfw

wKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MelxKA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;

MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAw

Fe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+

EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;Mf2wKf,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDe/wKI,2Bf+wK2B,Qe/wK3B,Cf+wKJ,E;MACX,C;KALA,C

;;MAaI,OAAO,sBAAW,cAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAMoB,kBcjqJQ,iB;MdiqJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBp0K1B,WjBo0

K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBc9pJQ,iB;Md8pJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiB30K1B,WjB20K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMo

B,kBc3pJQ,iB;Md2pJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBl1K1B,WjBk1K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBAAT,oB;MAAiB,m

B;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBz1K1B,WjBy1K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBctpJQ,iB;MdspJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBh

2K1B,WjBg2K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBcnpJQ,iB;MdmpJA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiBv2K1B,WjBu2K0B,C;IA

CrC,C;;MAMoB,kBAAT,oB;MAAiB,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WiB92K1B,WjB82K0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQI,OAAmC,O

AA5B,2BAAgB,UAAhB,CAA4B,C;IACvC,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiB93K9C,Wj

B83K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiBr4K9C,WjBq4K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MA

M0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiB54K9C,WjB44K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,

iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiBn5K9C,WjBm5K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiB

15K9C,WjB05K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiBj6K9C,WjBi6K8C,C;IAC

zD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiBx6K9C,WjBw6K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,0

B;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OiB/6K9C,WjB+6K8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAizBY,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,wBAAZ,C;I

AAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;

MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,o

BAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,C

AAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAOR,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;I

ACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACn

B,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER

,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX

,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MA

OI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAMY,0BAAO,CA

AP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;I

AAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C

;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAuNkB,wB;QAAW,2BAAK,KAAL,C;

MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAA1B,OAAO,qBAAa,gBAAb,EAAmB,gCAAnB,C;IACX,C;;MAM2B,wB;QAAW,wBAA

K,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvB,OAAO,+BAAU,gBAAV,GAAgB,6BAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAM2B,wB;QA

AW,wBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvB,OAAO,kBAAU,gBAAV,EAAgB,6BAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MA

M6B,wB;QAAW,0BAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OAAO,kCAAY,gBAAZ,GAAkB,+BAAlB,C;IA

CX,C;;MAM4B,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,kCAAW,gBAAX,GAAiB,8B

AAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM0B,wB;QAAW,uBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtB,OAAO,gCAAS,gBAAT,G

AAe,4BAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAM2B,wB;QAAW,wBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvB,OAAO,kBAAU,gB

AAV,EAAgB,6BAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,

gCAAW,gBAAX,GAAiB,8BAAjB,C;IACX,C;wFA0CA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,

eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAh

B,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UO50NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IA

AK,OAArB,C;;QP4vMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,

uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH

,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOz1NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,E

AAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPywMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,u

E;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C
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;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOt2NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,

MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPsxMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;

MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,

QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOn3NnB,wB

AAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPmyMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;

MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,

mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOh

4NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPgzMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;M

AAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1

B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OA

AV,C;UO74NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP6zMA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0F

AaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAA

d,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,

CAAU,OAAV,C;UO15NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP00MA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;K

AXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,E

AAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,

SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UOv6NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPu1MA,OAklBO,W;MA

jlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAklBA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAllBA,uC;QASI,eAAi

C,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UOp7NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAA

K,OAArB,C;;QPo2MA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,y

C;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+NL,Q;

QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAhOoC,WAgOhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAhO

hB,OAkOO,W;MAjOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAl

B,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAgOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,c

AAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAjOuC,WAiOnC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAjOhB,OAmOO,W;MAlOX

,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAA

kB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAwB,QAAxB,C;QAiOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,

aAlOwC,WAkOpC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAlOhB,OAoOO,W;MAnOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,y

B;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;Q

AC1B,kBAAc,mBAAsB,QAAtB,C;QAkOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAnOsC,WAmOlC,C

AAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAnOhB,OAqOO,W;MApOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA

,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAA

uB,QAAvB,C;QAmOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aApOuC,WAoOnC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,

EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QApOhB,OAsOO,W;MArOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA

AA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAwB,QAAxB,C;QAo

OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aArOwC,WAqOpC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;

QArOhB,OAuOO,W;MAtOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,

cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAyB,QAAzB,C;QAqOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAtOyC,WAsOrC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAtOhB,OAwOO,W;

MAvOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBA

AZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAA0B,QAA1B,C;QAsOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI

,WAAY,aAvO0C,WAuOtC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAvOhB,OAyOO,W;MAxOX,C;KAXA,C;

8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAyOA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzOA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,g

BAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAuOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;

UACI,WAAY,aAxOuC,WAwOnC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAxOhB,OA0OO,W;MAzOX,C;K

AXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,E

AAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA1
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OoC,WA0OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA1OiD,cA0OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1OhB,OA4OO,W;MA3OX,C

;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAk

B,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA2OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,a

A5OoC,WA4OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA5OiD,cA4OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA5OhB,OA8OO,W;MA7O

X,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,C

AAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA6OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA

AY,aA9OoC,WA8OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA9OiD,cA8OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA9OhB,OAgPO,W;M

A/OX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAA

Z,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aAhPoC,WAgPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAhPiD,cAgPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAhPhB,OAkPO,W;

MAjPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBA

AZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAiPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aAlPoC,WAkPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAlPiD,cAkPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAlPhB,OAoPO,W;M

AnPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAA

Z,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAmPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aApPoC,WAoPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EApPiD,cAoPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QApPhB,OAsPO,W;

MArPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBA

AZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAqPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI

,WAAY,aAtPoC,WAsPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAtPiD,cAsPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAtPhB,OAwPO,W;M

AvPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAA

Z,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAuPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aAxPoC,WAwPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAxPiD,cAwPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAxPhB,OA0PO,W;

MAzPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA0PA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1PA,yD;QAQI,eA

AiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAAY,aA1PoC,WA0PhC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EA1PiD,cA0PvB,CAAe,oBAAf,CA

A1B,C;;QA1PhB,OA4PO,W;MA3PX,C;KAVA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1

B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,W

AAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OA

AO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAA

Y,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAA

gB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;

MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,E

AA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;iGAEA,yB;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QAQoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,

WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAsBoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,

OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB

,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAU

oB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0

B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA

,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,

C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAA

J,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,
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W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,O

AAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEh

B,OAAO,W;IACX,C;mGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAQoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;U

AAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;Q

AEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAqBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAC

I,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QO50NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP80NA,OAAO,W;IACX

,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOz1Nn

B,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP21NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOt2NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IA

AK,OAArB,C;;MPw2NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOn3NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPq3NA,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;

QOh4NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPk4NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QO74NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,

EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP+4NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QO15NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP45N

A,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,

OAAV,C;QOv6NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPy6NA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;U

ACI,WAAe,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UOp7NnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPs7NA,OAAO,W;M

ACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAiBiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;

MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,

IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAA

Y,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QA

CI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SA

Ab,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,W

AAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;

QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,S

AAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;M

AMI,OAAO,wBAAa,eAAW,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAX,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBA

AZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAe,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAf,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAA

O,0BAAa,eAAa,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAb,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,C

AAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAe,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAf,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,e

AAgB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAhB,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C

;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAA

M,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,qB

AAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UA

AL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;I

AKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAA

M,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uB

AAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UA

AL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;I

AKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAA

M,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uB
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AAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UA

AL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;I

AKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,sBAA

K,CAAL,EAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMI,OAAO,iBAAe,aAAL

,SAAK,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WA

AA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAiB,gB

AAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAe,gBAAf,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,I

AAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAA

a,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAD

b,WAAW,iBAAiB,gBAAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;

;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAkB,gBAAlB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,W

AAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAmB,g

BAAnB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;I

ACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,

O;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH

,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,+BAAa,qBAAiB,YAA

Y,gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;U

AAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gB

AAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK

,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ

,CAArB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;U

AAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAmB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CA

AnB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAA

L,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,

CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;a

ACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,CAA

b,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA

,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAsB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAtB,CAAb,C;U

AHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;U

AAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAuB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAvB,CAAb,C;UAH

L,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAA

K,aAAM,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K

;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA+DA,gD;MA/DA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA+DD,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhE6B,SAgElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAjEhB,OAm

EO,W;MAlEX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAmEA,gD;MAnEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAmED,Q;QAA

hB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WApE6B,SAoElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QArE

hB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAuEA,gD;MAvEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAuED,

Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAxE6B,SAwElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,

C;;QAzEhB,OA2EO,W;MA1EX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA2EA,gD;MA3EA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;

QA2ED,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA5E6B,SA4ElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAA

O,IAAP,C;;QA7EhB,OA+EO,W;MA9EX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA+EA,gD;MA/EA,uC;QAIW,kB

AAU,gB;QA+ED,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhF6B,SAgFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WA

AY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAjFhB,OAmFO,W;MAlFX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAmFA,gD;MAnFA,uC;Q

AIW,kBAAU,gB;QAmFD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WApF6B,SAoFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OA

AZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QArFhB,OAuFO,W;MAtFX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAuFA,gD;MAvFA

,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAuFD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAxF6B,SAwFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UAC

C,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAzFhB,OA2FO,W;MA1FX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA2FA,gD;
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MA3FA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA2FD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA5F6B,SA4FlB,CAAU,OAAV,

C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA7FhB,OA+FO,W;MA9FX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA+

FA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MA/FA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA+FD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,W

AhG6B,SAgGlB,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAjGhB,OAmGO,W;MAlGX,C;KAL

A,C;uFAOA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAC

I,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAW

A,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,

UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MA

AA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OA

AV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MA

AA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UAC

C,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAI

oB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,W

AAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAA

hB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAA

O,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;

QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OA

AO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAA

O,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAiOA,+D;MAjOA,yC;QASW,kBA

AU,oB;QAiOD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAlOiD,WAkOvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhkQP,U;UADP,Y

PkkQe,WOlkQH,WPkkQwB,GOlkQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPgkQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/jQX,aP+jQgC,

GO/jQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP4jQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApOT,OAsOO,W;M

ArOX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsOA,+D;MAtOA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAsOD,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAvOoD,WAuO1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOjlQP,U;UADP,YPmlQe,WOnlQH,WPmlQwB,G

OnlQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPilQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOhlQX,aPglQgC,GOhlQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YAC

A,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP6kQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzOT,OA2OO,W;MA1OX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;

MAAA,wE;MA2OA,+D;MA3OA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA2OD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA5Oq

D,WA4O3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOlmQP,U;UADP,YPomQe,WOpmQH,WPomQwB,GOpmQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,aPkmQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjmQX,aPimQgC,GOjmQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP8lQ

A,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA9OT,OAgPO,W;MA/OX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAgPA,+D;

MAhPA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAgPD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAjPmD,WAiPzC,CAAY,OAAZ

,C;UOnnQP,U;UADP,YPqnQe,WOrnQH,WPqnQwB,GOrnQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPmnQuC,gB;YA

A5B,WOlnQX,aPknQgC,GOlnQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP+mQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAA

J,C;;QAnPT,OAqPO,W;MApPX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAqPA,+D;MArPA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;

QAqPD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAtPoD,WAsP1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpoQP,U;UADP,YPsoQe,

WOtoQH,WPsoQwB,GOtoQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPooQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOnoQX,aPmoQgC,GOno

QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPgoQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxPT,OA0PO,W;MAzP

X,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA0PA,+D;MA1PA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA0PD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAg

B,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA3PqD,WA2P3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOrpQP,U;UADP,YPupQe,WOvpQH,WPupQwB,GOvpQ

xB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPqpQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOppQX,aPopQgC,GOppQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,

e;;;YAEA,c;;UPipQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA7PT,OA+PO,W;MA9PX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MA

AA,wE;MA+PA,+D;MA/PA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA+PD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAhQsD,W

AgQ5C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOtqQP,U;UADP,YPwqQe,WOxqQH,WPwqQwB,GOxqQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;Y

ACH,aPsqQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOrqQX,aPqqQgC,GOrqQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPkqQA,iB;UA

CA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlQT,OAoQO,W;MAnQX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAoQA,+D;MApQ
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A,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAoQD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UArQuD,WAqQ7C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U

OvrQP,U;UADP,YPyrQe,WOzrQH,WPyrQwB,GOzrQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPurQuC,gB;YAA5B,W

OtrQX,aPsrQgC,GOtrQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPmrQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAv

QT,OAyQO,W;MAxQX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyQA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAzQA,yC;QA

SW,kBAAU,oB;QAyQD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,UA1QoD,WA0Q1C,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UOxsQ

P,U;UADP,YP0sQe,WO1sQH,WP0sQwB,GO1sQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPwsQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOvs

QX,aPusQgC,GOvsQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPosQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5Q

T,OA8QO,W;MA7QX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8QA,+D;MA9QA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8QD

,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA/QiD,WA+QvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO1tQP,U;UADP,YP4tQe,WO5tQH

,WP4tQwB,GO5tQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP0tQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOztQX,aPytQgC,GOztQhC,EAAS,

MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPstQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjRyD,cAiRrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjRT,OAmR

O,W;MAlRX,C;KAXA,C;sFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAmRA,+D;MAnRA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAmRD,Q;QAA

hB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UApRiD,WAoRvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO5uQP,U;UADP,YP8uQe,WO9uQH,WP8u

QwB,GO9uQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP4uQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO3uQX,aP2uQgC,GO3uQhC,EAAS,MA

AT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPwuQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAtRyD,cAsRrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAtRT,OAwRO,

W;MAvRX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAwRA,+D;MAxRA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAwRD,Q;QAAh

B,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAzRiD,WAyRvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO9vQP,U;UADP,YPgwQe,WOhwQH,WPgw

QwB,GOhwQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP8vQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO7vQX,aP6vQgC,GO7vQhC,EAAS,MA

AT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP0vQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA3RyD,cA2RrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA3RT,OA6RO,

W;MA5RX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA6RA,+D;MA7RA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA6RD,Q;QAAhB,

iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA9RiD,WA8RvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhxQP,U;UADP,YPkxQe,WOlxQH,WPkxQw

B,GOlxQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPgxQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/wQX,aP+wQgC,GO/wQhC,EAAS,MAAT,

C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP4wQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAhSyD,cAgSrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAhST,OAkSO,W;M

AjSX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAkSA,+D;MAlSA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAkSD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAnSiD,WAmSvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOlyQP,U;UADP,YPoyQe,WOpyQH,WPoyQwB,GOp

yQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkyQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjyQX,aPiyQgC,GOjyQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YAC

A,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP8xQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WArSyD,cAqSrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QArST,OAuSO,W;MAtSX,C;

KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAuSA,+D;MAvSA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAuSD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cA

AhB,e;UACI,UAxSiD,WAwSvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpzQP,U;UADP,YPszQe,WOtzQH,WPszQwB,GOtzQxB,C;

UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPozQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOnzQX,aPmzQgC,GOnzQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;Y

AEA,c;;UPgzQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA1SyD,cA0SrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA1ST,OA4SO,W;MA3SX,C;KAX

A,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA4SA,+D;MA5SA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA4SD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,

e;UACI,UA7SiD,WA6SvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOt0QP,U;UADP,YPw0Qe,WOx0QH,WPw0QwB,GOx0QxB,C;UA

CL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPs0QuC,gB;YAA5B,WOr0QX,aPq0QgC,GOr0QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,

c;;UPk0QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA/SyD,cA+SrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA/ST,OAiTO,W;MAhTX,C;KAXA,C;uF

AaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAiTA,+D;MAjTA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAiTD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

UAlTiD,WAkTvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOx1QP,U;UADP,YP01Qe,WO11QH,WP01QwB,GO11QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,

aAAJ,C;YACH,aPw1QuC,gB;YAA5B,WOv1QX,aPu1QgC,GOv1QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPo1

QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WApTyD,cAoTrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QApTT,OAsTO,W;MArTX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,y

B;MAAA,wE;MAsTA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAtTA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAsTD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,

cAAhB,0B;UACI,UAvTiD,WAuTvC,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UO12QP,U;UADP,YP42Qe,WO52QH,WP42QwB,GO52

QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP02QuC,gB;YAA5B,WOz2QX,aPy2QgC,GOz2QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YAC

A,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPs2QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAzTyD,cAyTrD,CAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAzTT,OA2TO,W;MA1TX,

C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhkQP,U;UADP,YPkkQe,WOlkQH,WPkkQwB,GOlkQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,aPgkQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/jQX,aP+jQgC,GO/jQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP4jQA,iB

;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,

Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOjlQP,U;UADP,YP
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mlQe,WOnlQH,WPmlQwB,GOnlQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPilQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOhlQX,aPglQgC,G

OhlQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP6kQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MAC

X,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOlmQP,U;UADP,YPomQe,WOpmQH,WPomQwB,GOpmQxB,C;UACL,IA

AI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkmQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjmQX,aPimQgC,GOjmQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U

P8lQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD

;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOnnQP,U;

UADP,YPqnQe,WOrnQH,WPqnQwB,GOrnQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPmnQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOlnQX,

aPknQgC,GOlnQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP+mQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OA

AO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpoQP,U;UADP,YPsoQe,WOtoQH,WPsoQwB,GOtoQxB,C;U

ACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPooQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOnoQX,aPmoQgC,GOnoQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YA

EA,c;;UPgoQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;M

AAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOr

pQP,U;UADP,YPupQe,WOvpQH,WPupQwB,GOvpQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPqpQuC,gB;YAA5B,W

OppQX,aPopQgC,GOppQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPipQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA

ET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;U

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOtqQP,U;UADP,YPwqQe,WOxqQH,WPwqQwB,GOxq

QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPsqQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOrqQX,aPqqQgC,GOrqQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA

,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPkqQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAA

Z,C;UOvrQP,U;UADP,YPyrQe,WOzrQH,WPyrQwB,GOzrQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPurQuC,gB;YAA

5B,WOtrQX,aPsrQgC,GOtrQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPmrQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;

;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAh

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UOxsQP,U;UADP,

YP0sQe,WO1sQH,WP0sQwB,GO1sQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPwsQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOvsQX,aPusQg

C,GOvsQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPosQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO1tQP,U;UADP,YP4tQe,WO5tQH,WP4tQwB,GO5tQxB,C;UACL,IA

AI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP0tQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOztQX,aPytQgC,GOztQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPst

QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+

D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C

;UO5uQP,U;UADP,YP8uQe,WO9uQH,WP8uQwB,GO9uQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP4uQuC,gB;YAA

5B,WO3uQX,aP2uQgC,GO3uQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPwuQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,

OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO9vQP,U;UADP,YPgwQe,WOh

wQH,WPgwQwB,GOhwQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP8vQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO7vQX,aP6vQgC,GO7vQh

C,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP0vQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W

;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhxQP,U;UADP,YPkxQe,WOlxQH,WPkxQwB,GOlxQxB,C;UAC

L,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPgxQuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/wQX,aP+wQgC,GO/wQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,

c;;UP4wQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;M

AAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,O

AAZ,C;UOlyQP,U;UADP,YPoyQe,WOpyQH,WPoyQwB,GOpyQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkyQuC,gB

;YAA5B,WOjyQX,aPiyQgC,GOjyQhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UP8xQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,e

AAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAA

hB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpzQP,U;UADP,YPszQe,

WOtzQH,WPszQwB,GOtzQxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPozQuC,gB;YAA5B,WOnzQX,aPmzQgC,GOnzQ
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hC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPgzQA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cA

AA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOt0QP,U;UADP,YPw0Qe,WOx0QH,WPw0QwB,GOx0QxB,C;U

ACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPs0QuC,gB;YAA5B,WOr0QX,aPq0QgC,GOr0QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAE

A,c;;UPk0QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;

MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,

OAAZ,C;UOx1QP,U;UADP,YP01Qe,WO11QH,WP01QwB,GO11QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPw1QuC,

gB;YAA5B,WOv1QX,aPu1QgC,GOv1QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPo1QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA

AI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,o

BAAZ,C;UO12QP,U;UADP,YP42Qe,WO52QH,WP42QwB,GO52QxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP02QuC,

gB;YAA5B,WOz2QX,aPy2QgC,GOz2QhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UPs2QA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAA

I,eAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAQW,sC;

QAAA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASqD,OAAgB,qBAAhB,oBAAgB,C;MAAhB,C;MATrD,oE;QAU4C,gCAAY,

OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAV5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;4EAcA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAO

W,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,

CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,g

BAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,

OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;

QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX

,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,W

AAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAU

A,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAA

Y,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;M

AAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,

CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kB

AAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ

,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,

C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+U

O,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA+UA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA/UA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gB

AAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9Uh

B,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KARA,C;0FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAgHP,g

B;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAjHwB,SAiHpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,W

AAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAjHhB,OAkHO,W;MAjHX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kB

AAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAmHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WApHwB,SAoHpB,

EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QApHhB,OAqHO,W;MApHX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAsHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;U

ACI,WAAY,WAvHwB,SAuHpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAvHhB,OAwHO,W;

MAvHX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAyHP,gB;QADb,YAA

Y,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA1HwB,SA0HpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB

,CAAJ,C;;QA1HhB,OA2HO,W;MA1HX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gB

AAb,C;QA4HP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA7HwB,SA6HpB,EAAU,cAAV,

EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA7HhB,OA8HO,W;MA7HX,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA

AA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+HP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,W

AhIwB,SAgIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAhIhB,OAiIO,W;MAhIX,C;KARA,C;

4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAkIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,

WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAnIwB,SAmIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAnIhB,OA

oIO,W;MAnIX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAqIP,gB;QADb,
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YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAtIwB,SAsIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAA

nB,CAAJ,C;;QAtIhB,OAuIO,W;MAtIX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAuIA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAvIA,uC;Q

AOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAwIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UACI,WAAY,WAzIwB,

SAyIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAzIhB,OA0IO,W;MAzIX,C;KARA,C;wGA

UA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QAo2Dd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA

11DmC,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,EA01DT,cA11DS,EA01DT,sBA11DS,WA01DA,IA11DA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAVh

F,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;4GAUA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAi2DiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,

e;UA11DmC,U;UAAA,yBA01DT,cA11DS,EA01DT,sBA11DS,WA01DA,IA11DA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAmBiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb

,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;

MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,W

AAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,

YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV

,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,S

AAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;

MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAA

b,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;

;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,

WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9

B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAA

V,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,

SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C

;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAQiB,UACiB,M;QAF9B,YAAY,C

;QACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,W

AAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBA

Aa,gB;QA0pDJ,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAlpDqB,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAkpDQ,OAlpDR,W;YAAsC,

6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAupDoB,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;U

AlpDqB,U;UAAA,wBAkpDQ,OAlpDR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAciB,Q;MAAb

,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IAC

X,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;

MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,

M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,g

B;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;

MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,C

AAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY

,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAKi

B,Q;QAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAC

hB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAe4B,mB;QAAE,2C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,2BAAjB,

C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,+C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,

mB;QAAE,gD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,8C;MAAF,

C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,+C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,

OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,gD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BA

AjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,iD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO

4B,mB;QAAE,kD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,+C;MA

AF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,aAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/

B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,
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C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;

MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;M

AQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;0FAE

A,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;

UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,

WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAF

V,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,

C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4F

AiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV

,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IA

AK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;

QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CA

AT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,

C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,S

AAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YA

CI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QA

Sc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAA

S,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;K

AfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBA

AU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C

;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;

QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,S

AAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,

C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QAC

V,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAV,UAAU,SAAV,O;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACV,I

AAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,cAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAuBI,UA

Ae,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,

C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,

GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KA

AV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OA

AO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eA

AL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MA

CX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,

EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;

MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,U

AAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAA

K,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAA

J,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,K

AAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB

,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;M

ACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,g

B;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,

qBAAmB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,I

AAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,C;MACV,wBA
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Aa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MA

Db,UAAU,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAA

I,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAsB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAtB,C;MAC

V,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASi

B,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAuB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAvB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAA

mB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAp

B,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI

,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SA

AK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OA

AJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,

KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eA

AL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OA

AO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU

,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;

MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,

C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MA

AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OA

AO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,I

AAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACt

D,OAAO,I;IACX,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UA

AgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,OAA

O,I;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OAAO,EA9hHA,qBAAQ,CA8hHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EA/hHA,qBAAQ,

CA+hHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAhiHA,qBAAQ,CAgiHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAjiHA,qBAAQ,CAii

HR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAliHA,qBAAQ,CAkiHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAniHA,qBAAQ,CAmiHR,C

;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EApiHA,qBAAQ,CAoiHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAriHA,qBAAQ,CAqiHR,C;IACX

,C;;MAQI,OAAO,EAtiHA,qBAAQ,CAsiHR,C;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;

MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB

;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;

MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAA

wB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;Q

AAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAA

O,K;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q

;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAA

wB,OAAO,I;;QACrD,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAeI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAO

I,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,

OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MAC
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Z,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,O

AAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,

IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO

,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI

,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IAC

X,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU

,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAKoB

,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBA

AV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qB;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAcoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;Q

AKoB,Q;QADhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,cAAc,U

AAU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAkBoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,

C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EA

AU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,Y

AAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAA

V,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF

9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,

cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;

MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,W

AAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8

B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cA

Ac,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,

UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAs

B,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA

WoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;

;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QASoB,UAA8B,M;QAF9C,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;Q

AClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,W

AAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,oBAAhC,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;

QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,Y
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AAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU

,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAA

A,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAA

c,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,

yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C

;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CA

AhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;

KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,S

AAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACl

B,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,

OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAk

B,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,

C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAA

Y,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAA

V,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,w

B;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,

EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,Y

AAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,

CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;

QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI

,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAi

B,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAA

V,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAA

U,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGA

gBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cA

Ac,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,

C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C

;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,

SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,

OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OA

AO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,O

AAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,

C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IA

C1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C

;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MA

MoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;sFAEA,yB;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAA

sB,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;MAC1B,C;KALA,C;;MAciB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa

,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1

B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,I
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AAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QA

AmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,w

BAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;M

ASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EA

AO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B

,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IA

AhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAA

mB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;oGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;Q

AOiB,UAAa,M;QAD1B,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UAAmB,QAAO,cAA

P,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;MACvB,C;KARA,C;;MAoBiB,Q;MAHb,IA97IO,qBAAQ,CA87If,C;QAAe

,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;M

AAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QA

CtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IAh9IO,qBAAQ,C

Ag9If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G

;MACX,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe

,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA/9I

O,qBAAQ,CA+9If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI

,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;M

AQiB,Q;MAFb,IAp+IO,qBAAQ,CAo+If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,a

AAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO

,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAz+IO,qBAAQ,CAy+If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC

G,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;M

AEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA9+IO,qBAAQ,CA8+If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,C

AAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,

MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAn/IO,qBAAQ,CAm/If,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UA

AU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,oBAAM,C

AAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IA1/IO,qBAAQ,CA0/If,C;QAAe

,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC;MA

Ab,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACt

B,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IAngJO,qBAAQ,CA

mgJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;

MACX,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,

OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAlgJ

O,qBAAQ,CAkgJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,

QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB

;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IAjlJO,qBAAQ,CAilJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gB

AAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aA

AU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IA/lJO,qBAAQ,CA+lJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,c

AAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CA

AV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,sC;QAMI,IA7mJO,qBAAQ,CA6mJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cA

AL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAA

V,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,K

AAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA
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AA,sC;QAMI,IA3nJO,qBAAQ,CA2nJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,

SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,O

AAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ

,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,s

C;QAMI,IAzoJO,qBAAQ,CAyoJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAA

K,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,

SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;Q

AMI,IAvpJO,qBAAQ,CAupJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;

QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAA

b,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,

UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,I

ArqJO,qBAAQ,CAqqJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACr

B,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;

UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAA

U,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IAnrJ

O,qBAAQ,CAmrJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IA

AI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI

,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;

YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAMI

,IAjsJO,qBAAQ,CAisJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACr

B,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;

UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAA

U,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,IArxJO,qBAAQ,CAqxJf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,

C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAA

O,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA1xJO,qBAAQ,CA0xJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MA

CG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,

CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA/xJO,qBAAQ,CA

+xJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK

,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9

C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IApyJO,qBAAQ,CAoyJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAA

L,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa

,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAzyJO,qBA

AQ,CAyyJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ

,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;

;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA9yJO,qBAAQ,CA8yJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAA

K,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAA

R,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAn

zJO,qBAAQ,CAmzJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QA

CI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,

MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAxzJO,qBAAQ,CAwzJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UA

AU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SA

AQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;M

AFb,IA7zJO,qBAAQ,CA6zJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV

,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;U

AAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IA74JO,qBAAQ,CA64Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MA

CtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;MAAb,aAAU,C
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AAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IA/5JO,qBAAQ,CA+5Jf,C;QAAe,

OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;M

AAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QA

CtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA96JO,qBAAQ,C

A86Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;M

AFb,IAn7JO,qBAAQ,CAm7Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAA

V,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C

;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAx7JO,qBAAQ,CAw7Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAA

b,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OA

AO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA77JO,qBAAQ,CA67Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;M

ACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C

;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAl8JO,qBAAQ,CAk8Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAA

K,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,oBAAM,CAAN,KA

AJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IAz8JO,qBAAQ,CAy8Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,

I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC;MAAb,aAA

U,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IAl9JO,qBAAQ,CAk9Jf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC

;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;

QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAj9JO,qBAAQ,

CAi9Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IAhiKO,qBAAQ,CAgiKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,

cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CA

AV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,sC;QAMI,IA9iKO,qBAAQ,CA8iKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAA

L,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,

OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KA

AJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,sC;QAMI,IA5jKO,qBAAQ,CA4jKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,S

AAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OA

Aa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,

C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC

;QAMI,IA1kKO,qBAAQ,CA0kKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAA

K,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,

SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;Q

AMI,IAxlKO,qBAAQ,CAwlKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C

;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SA

Ab,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YAC

I,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI

,IAtmKO,qBAAQ,CAsmKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;Q

ACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,

M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,U

AAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IA
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pnKO,qBAAQ,CAonKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACr

B,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;

UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAA

U,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IAloK

O,qBAAQ,CAkoKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IA

AI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI

,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;

YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAMI

,IAhpKO,qBAAQ,CAgpKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QA

CrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,

M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,U

AAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,IApuKO,qBAAQ,CAouK

f,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,C

AAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,

OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAzuKO,qBAAQ,CAyuKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,

C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,C

AAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA9uKO,qBA

AQ,CA8uKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAA

Q,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,

C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAnvKO,qBAAQ,CAmvKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,U

AAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,G

AAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,I

AxvKO,qBAAQ,CAwvKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB

;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAA

oC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA7vKO,qBAAQ,CA6vKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACt

B,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAA

W,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQi

B,Q;MAFb,IAlwKO,qBAAQ,CAkwKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAA

U,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CA

AjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAvwKO,qBAAQ,CAuwKf,C;QAAe,O

AAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAC

R,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IA

CX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA5wKO,qBAAQ,CA4wKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,i

C;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CA

AX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,OA31KO,qBAAQ,C;IA41KnB,C;;

MAQI,OA51KO,qBAAQ,C;IA61KnB,C;;MAQI,OA71KO,qBAAQ,C;IA81KnB,C;;MAQI,OA91KO,qBAAQ,C;IA

+1KnB,C;;MAQI,OA/1KO,qBAAQ,C;IAg2KnB,C;;MAQI,OAh2KO,qBAAQ,C;IAi2KnB,C;;MAQI,OAj2KO,qBA

AQ,C;IAk2KnB,C;;MAQI,OAl2KO,qBAAQ,C;IAm2KnB,C;;MAQI,OAn2KO,qBAAQ,C;IAo2KnB,C;;MAQoB,Q

;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO

,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAA

I,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C

;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UA

AwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OA

AO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV

,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA
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A,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UA

AsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,

4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IApgLO,qBAAQ,CAogLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;

QACV,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAA

K,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOq

B,Q;QAHjB,IAzgLO,qBAAQ,CAygLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;

QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OA

AO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA9gLO,qBAAQ,CA

8gLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,

yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,

yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAnhLO,qBAAQ,CAmhLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+

BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,E

AAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAxhLO,qBAAQ,CAwhLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C

;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA7hLO

,qBAAQ,CA6hLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,i

BAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KA

XA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAliLO,qBAAQ,CAkiLf,C;UACI,MAAM,

mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAA

U,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAviLO,qBAAQ,CAuiLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kB

AAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,

CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAA

A,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5iLO,qBAAQ,CA4iLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAA

K,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wBAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,

E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;gGAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5nL

O,qBAAQ,CA4nLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;QAAjB,i

BAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IApoLO,qBAAQ,CAoo

Lf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,y

B;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;K

AdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5oLO,qBAAQ,CA4oLf,C;UACI,M

AAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgB

A,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAppLO,qBAAQ,CAopLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,

+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,E

AAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5pLO,qBAAQ,CA4pLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QA

CV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,

EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IApqLO,qBAAQ,CAoqLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,U

AAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,

KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,

Q;QAHjB,IA5qLO,qBAAQ,CA4qLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,

C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IApr
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LO,qBAAQ,CAorLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAj

B,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHj

B,IA5rLO,qBAAQ,CA4rLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;

QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAE

lB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;4FAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM6B,UAEO,M;QAJhC,YAA

Y,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,o

BAAJ,O;QACrB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAx

B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJ

hC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAA

J,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAw

B,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAE

U,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,U

AAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SA

AV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QA

M0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,k

BAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,s

BAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;

QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAA

J,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,

4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+B

AA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,U

AAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,M

AAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;

8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QAC

Z,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;Q

AClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,sBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;Q

AElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0GAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS6B,Q;QAFzB,YAAY,wB;

QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ

,O;QACrB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C

;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB

,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,E

AAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6

B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS

0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,U

AAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,C

AAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MA

AA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB

,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA

9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAA
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V,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4

GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,

MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;

UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CA

AZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,

YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,E

AAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA

6B,wBAA7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAsBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;

MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;

MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;

MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;

MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;

MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;

MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QACf,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;MA

CX,C;KATA,C;;MAgBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,

OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAA

kB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,S

AAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB

,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MA

ClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OA

AT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC

;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAkB,G;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,OAAO,S

AAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeoB,UAMT,M;MANP,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;MAId,OAAO,0D;I

ACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;

;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB

;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAA

A,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QA
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Gf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;Q

AQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI

,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,K

AAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,Y

AAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAA

Z,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,a

AAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAA

M,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KA

hBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;

;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB

;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;;Y

AEN,MAAO,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAoHI,Wk

B5pZO,MAAK,KlB4pZK,gBkB5pZL,ElBikZD,KA2FkB,OkB5pZjB,C;MlB6pZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,

aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9FqB,GA8FP,UAAK,CAAL,CA9FO,EAAnB,KA8FqB,CAAM

,CAAN,CA9FF,CA8FrB,C;;MA9FT,OAgGO,I;IA/FX,C;;MA0GI,WkB5qZO,MAAK,KlB4qZK,gBkB5qZL,ElB2k

ZD,KAiGkB,OkB5qZjB,C;MlB6qZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IA

AK,WApGqB,GAoGP,UAAK,CAAL,CApGO,EAAnB,KAoGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CApGF,CAoGrB,C;;MApGT,OA

sGO,I;IArGX,C;;MAgHI,WkB5rZO,MAAK,KlB4rZK,gBkB5rZL,ElBqlZD,KAuGkB,OkB5rZjB,C;MlB6rZZ,WA

AW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1GqB,GA0GP,UAAK,CAAL,CA1

GO,EAAnB,KA0GqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1GF,CA0GrB,C;;MA1GT,OA4GO,I;IA3GX,C;;MAsHI,WkB5sZO,MAA

K,KlB4sZK,gBkB5sZL,ElB+lZD,KA6GkB,OkB5sZjB,C;MlB6sZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV

,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAhHqB,GAgHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAhHO,EAAnB,KAgHqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA

hHF,CAgHrB,C;;MAhHT,OAkHO,I;IAjHX,C;;MA4HI,WkB5tZO,MAAK,KlB4tZK,gBkB5tZL,ElBymZD,KAmH

kB,OkB5tZjB,C;MlB6tZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAtHq

B,GAsHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAtHO,EAAnB,KAsHqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAtHF,CAsHrB,C;;MAtHT,OAwHO,I;IAvHX

,C;;MAkII,WkB5uZO,MAAK,KlB4uZK,gBkB5uZL,ElBmnZD,KAyHkB,OkB5uZjB,C;MlB6uZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,

IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5HqB,GA4HP,UAAK,CAAL,CA5HO,EAAnB

,KA4HqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5HF,CA4HrB,C;;MA5HT,OA8HO,I;IA7HX,C;;MAwII,WkB5vZO,MAAK,KlB4vZ

K,gBkB5vZL,ElB6nZD,KA+HkB,OkB5vZjB,C;MlB6vZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAk

B,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAlIqB,GAkIP,UAAK,CAAL,CAlIO,EAAnB,KAkIqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAlIF,CAkIrB,

C;;MAlIT,OAoIO,I;IAnIX,C;;MA8II,WkB5wZO,MAAK,KlB4wZK,gBkB5wZL,ElBuoZD,KAqIkB,OkB5wZjB,C;

MlB6wZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAxIqB,GAwIP,UAA

K,CAAL,CAxIO,EAAnB,KAwIqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAxIF,CAwIrB,C;;MAxIT,OA0IO,I;IAzIX,C;;MAoJI,WkB5x

ZO,MAAK,KlB4xZK,gBkB5xZL,ElBipZD,KA2IkB,OkB5xZjB,C;MlB6xZZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAA

U,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9IqB,GA8IP,sBAAK,CAAL,EA9IO,EAAnB,KA8IqB,CAAM,CAA

N,CA9IF,CA8IrB,C;;MA9IT,OAgJO,I;IA/IX,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3pZA,iB;MlB2pZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5p

ZO,MAAK,KlB4pZK,gBkB5pZL,ElB4pZW,KAAM,OkB5pZjB,C;QlB6pZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU

,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,C

AAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;8EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3qZA,iB;MlB2qZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5qZ

O,MAAK,KlB4qZK,gBkB5qZL,ElB4qZW,KAAM,OkB5qZjB,C;QlB6qZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,C

AAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3rZA,iB;MlB2rZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5rZO
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,MAAK,KlB4rZK,gBkB5rZL,ElB4rZW,KAAM,OkB5rZjB,C;QlB6rZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CA

AV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ

,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;8EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3sZA,iB;MlB2sZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5sZO,MA

AK,KlB4sZK,gBkB5sZL,ElB4sZW,KAAM,OkB5sZjB,C;QlB6sZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,

MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;

QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3tZA,iB;MlB2tZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5tZO,MAAK,

KlB4tZK,gBkB5tZL,ElB4tZW,KAAM,OkB5tZjB,C;QlB6tZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAA

kB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET

,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3uZA,iB;MlB2uZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5uZO,MAAK,KlB

4uZK,gBkB5uZL,ElB4uZW,KAAM,OkB5uZjB,C;QlB6uZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAk

B,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,

OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3vZA,iB;MlB2vZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5vZO,MAAK,KlB4

vZK,gBkB5vZL,ElB4vZW,KAAM,OkB5vZjB,C;QlB6vZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,

IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,O

AAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB3wZA,iB;MlB2wZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5wZO,MAAK,KlB4

wZK,gBkB5wZL,ElB4wZW,KAAM,OkB5wZjB,C;QlB6wZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAA

kB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET

,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MkB3xZA,iB;MlB2xZA,8C;QAQI,WkB5xZO,

MAAK,KlB4xZK,gBkB5xZL,ElB4xZW,KAAM,OkB5xZjB,C;QlB6xZZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CA

AV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAA

J,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAqHoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBv4ZJ,MAAK,

KlBu4ZwB,wBA5FzB,KA4FyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBv4ZxB,ElBu4ZqD,SkBv4ZrD,ClBu4ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,

C;MACQ,OA9FL,KA8FK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;Q

ACpB,IAAK,WAhGqB,GAgGP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhGO,EAgGI,OAhGJ,CAgGrB,C;;MAhGT,OAk

GO,I;IAjGX,C;;MA+GoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBz5ZJ,MAAK,KlBy5ZwB,wBApGzB,K

AoGyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBz5ZxB,ElBy5ZqD,SkBz5ZrD,ClBy5ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtGL,KAsG

K,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxGqB,

GAwGP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxGO,EAwGI,OAxGJ,CAwGrB,C;;MAxGT,OA0GO,I;IAzGX,C;;MAu

HoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkB36ZJ,MAAK,KlB26ZwB,wBA5GzB,KA4GyB,EAAwB,EA

AxB,CkB36ZxB,ElB26ZqD,SkB36ZrD,ClB26ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9GL,KA8GK,W;MAAhB,OAA

gB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhHqB,GAgHP,UAAK,UA

AL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhHO,EAgHI,OAhHJ,CAgHrB,C;;MAhHT,OAkHO,I;IAjHX,C;;MA+HoB,gB;MAHhB,gBA

AgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkB77ZJ,MAAK,KlB67ZwB,wBApHzB,KAoHyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB77ZxB,ElB6

7ZqD,SkB77ZrD,ClB67ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtHL,KAsHK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,y

B;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxHqB,GAwHP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAx

HO,EAwHI,OAxHJ,CAwHrB,C;;MAxHT,OA0HO,I;IAzHX,C;;MAuIoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAA

W,iBkB/8ZJ,MAAK,KlB+8ZwB,wBA5HzB,KA4HyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB/8ZxB,ElB+8ZqD,SkB/8ZrD,ClB+8Z

D,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9HL,KA8HK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,S

AAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhIqB,GAgIP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhIO,EAgII,OAhIJ,CAgIrB,C

;;MAhIT,OAkIO,I;IAjIX,C;;MA+IoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBj+ZJ,MAAK,KlBi+ZwB,w

BApIzB,KAoIyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBj+ZxB,ElBi+ZqD,SkBj+ZrD,ClBi+ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtIL,

KAsIK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxI

qB,GAwIP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxIO,EAwII,OAxIJ,CAwIrB,C;;MAxIT,OA0IO,I;IAzIX,C;;MAuJoB,

gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBn/ZJ,MAAK,KlBm/ZwB,wBA5IzB,KA4IyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,Ck

Bn/ZxB,ElBm/ZqD,SkBn/ZrD,ClBm/ZD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9IL,KA8IK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhJqB,GAgJP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kB

AAL,SAhJO,EAgJI,OAhJJ,CAgJrB,C;;MAhJT,OAkJO,I;IAjJX,C;;MA+JoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,W

AAW,iBkBrgaJ,MAAK,KlBqgawB,wBApJzB,KAoJyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBrgaxB,ElBqgaqD,SkBrgarD,ClBqga
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D,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtJL,KAsJK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SA

AT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxJqB,GAwJP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxJO,EAwJI,OAxJJ,CAwJrB,

C;;MAxJT,OA0JO,I;IAzJX,C;;MAuKoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBkBvhaJ,MAAK,KlBuhawB

,wBA5JzB,KA4JyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBvhaxB,ElBuhaqD,SkBvharD,ClBuhaD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9

JL,KA8JK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,W

AhKqB,GAgKP,sBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAhKO,EAgKI,OAhKJ,CAgKrB,C;;MAhKT,OAkKO,I;IAjKX,C

;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBr4ZA,iB;MlBq4ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,

WAAW,ekBv4ZJ,MAAK,KlBu4ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBv4ZxB,ElBu4ZqD,SkBv4ZrD,ClBu4

ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,

K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;

MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBv5ZA,iB;MlBu5ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,

gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekBz5ZJ,MAAK,KlBy5ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBz5ZxB,ElBy5

ZqD,SkBz5ZrD,ClBy5ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KA

AK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CA

AJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBz6ZA,iB;MlBy6ZA,8C;QA

WoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekB36ZJ,MAAK,KlB26ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,E

AAxB,CkB36ZxB,ElB26ZqD,SkB36ZrD,ClB26ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SA

AV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkB37Z

A,iB;MlB27ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekB77ZJ,MAAK,KlB67ZwB,wBA

AN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB77ZxB,ElB67ZqD,SkB77ZrD,ClB67ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UA

AL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,k

F;MAAA,gE;MkB78ZA,iB;MlB68ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekB/8ZJ,MA

AK,KlB+8ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB/8ZxB,ElB+8ZqD,SkB/8ZrD,ClB+8ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,

C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WA

AI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;

+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkB/9ZA,iB;MlB+9ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB

,WAAW,ekBj+ZJ,MAAK,KlBi+ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBj+ZxB,ElBi+ZqD,SkBj+ZrD,ClBi+Z

D,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K

;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;M

ACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBj/ZA,iB;MlBi/ZA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gB

AAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekBn/ZJ,MAAK,KlBm/ZwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBn/ZxB,ElBm/ZqD

,SkBn/ZrD,ClBm/ZD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,

SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C

;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBngaA,iB;MlBmgaA,8C;QAWoB,

UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekBrgaJ,MAAK,KlBqgawB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C

kBrgaxB,ElBqgaqD,SkBrgarD,ClBqgaD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAq

B,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MkBrha

A,iB;MlBqhaA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,ekBvhaJ,MAAK,KlBuhawB,wBAA

N,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkBvhaxB,ElBuhaqD,SkBvharD,ClBuhaD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,UAA

L,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MA0GI,WkBxnaO,MA

AK,KlBwnaK,gBkBxnaL,ElBuiaD,KAiFkB,OkBxnajB,C;MlBynaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV

,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WApFqB,GAoFP,UAAK,CAAL,CApFO,EAAnB,KAoFqB,CAAM,CAAN,CApF

F,CAoFrB,C;;MApFT,OAsFO,I;IArFX,C;;MAgGI,WkBxoaO,MAAK,KlBwoaK,gBkBxoaL,ElBijaD,KAuFkB,Ok

BxoajB,C;MlByoaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1FqB,GA
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0FP,UAAK,CAAL,CA1FO,EAAnB,KA0FqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1FF,CA0FrB,C;;MA1FT,OA4FO,I;IA3FX,C;;M

AsGI,WkBxpaO,MAAK,KlBwpaK,gBkBxpaL,ElB2jaD,KA6FkB,OkBxpajB,C;MlBypaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;

MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAhGqB,GAgGP,UAAK,CAAL,CAhGO,EAAnB,KAgGq

B,CAAM,CAAN,CAhGF,CAgGrB,C;;MAhGT,OAkGO,I;IAjGX,C;;MA4GI,WkBxqaO,MAAK,KlBwqaK,gBkBx

qaL,ElBqkaD,KAmGkB,OkBxqajB,C;MlByqaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M

;QACI,IAAK,WAtGqB,GAsGP,UAAK,CAAL,CAtGO,EAAnB,KAsGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAtGF,CAsGrB,C;;MAt

GT,OAwGO,I;IAvGX,C;;MAkHI,WkBxraO,MAAK,KlBwraK,gBkBxraL,ElB+kaD,KAyGkB,OkBxrajB,C;MlByra

Z,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5GqB,GA4GP,UAAK,CAA

L,CA5GO,EAAnB,KA4GqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5GF,CA4GrB,C;;MA5GT,OA8GO,I;IA7GX,C;;MAwHI,WkBxsa

O,MAAK,KlBwsaK,gBkBxsaL,ElBylaD,KA+GkB,OkBxsajB,C;MlBysaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAlHqB,GAkHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAlHO,EAAnB,KAkHqB,CAAM,CAA

N,CAlHF,CAkHrB,C;;MAlHT,OAoHO,I;IAnHX,C;;MA8HI,WkBxtaO,MAAK,KlBwtaK,gBkBxtaL,ElBmmaD,K

AqHkB,OkBxtajB,C;MlBytaZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,W

AxHqB,GAwHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAxHO,EAAnB,KAwHqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAxHF,CAwHrB,C;;MAxHT,OA0HO

,I;IAzHX,C;;MAoII,WkBxuaO,MAAK,KlBwuaK,gBkBxuaL,ElB6maD,KA2HkB,OkBxuajB,C;MlByuaZ,WAAW,

iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9HqB,GA8HP,sBAAK,CAAL,EA9HO

,EA8HE,YA9HrB,KA8HqB,CAAM,CAAN,EA9HF,CA8HrB,C;;MA9HT,OAgIO,I;IA/HX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,g

E;MkBvnaA,iB;MlBunaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxnaO,MAAK,KlBwnaK,gBkBxnaL,ElBwnaW,KAAM,OkBxnajB,C;QlB

ynaZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,

CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;M

kBvoaA,iB;MlBuoaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxoaO,MAAK,KlBwoaK,gBkBxoaL,ElBwoaW,KAAM,OkBxoajB,C;QlByoa

Z,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CA

AV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkB

vpaA,iB;MlBupaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxpaO,MAAK,KlBwpaK,gBkBxpaL,ElBwpaW,KAAM,OkBxpajB,C;QlBypaZ,

WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

V,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkBvq

aA,iB;MlBuqaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxqaO,MAAK,KlBwqaK,gBkBxqaL,ElBwqaW,KAAM,OkBxqajB,C;QlByqaZ,WA

AW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,E

AAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkBvraA,i

B;MlBuraA,8C;QAQI,WkBxraO,MAAK,KlBwraK,gBkBxraL,ElBwraW,KAAM,OkBxrajB,C;QlByraZ,WAAW,e

AAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB

,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkBvsaA,iB;MlB

usaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxsaO,MAAK,KlBwsaK,gBkBxsaL,ElBwsaW,KAAM,OkBxsajB,C;QlBysaZ,WAAW,eAAa,I

AAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MA

AM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MkBvtaA,iB;MlButaA

,8C;QAQI,WkBxtaO,MAAK,KlBwtaK,gBkBxtaL,ElBwtaW,KAAM,OkBxtajB,C;QlBytaZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;

QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CA

AN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MkBvuaA,iB;MlB

uuaA,8C;QAQI,WkBxuaO,MAAK,KlBwuaK,gBkBxuaL,ElBwuaW,KAAM,OkBxuajB,C;QlByuaZ,WAAW,eAAa,

IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,kB

AAM,CAAN,EAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAwB8D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;

QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,y

B;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAGvN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB

;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,

CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,

SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MAC

P,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;

MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MAFhB,MAA
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O,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAA

U,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iB

AAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MA

EX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAA

P,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUyD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,U

AAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAF

hB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IA

AI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI

,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR

,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAA

O,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUuD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;Q

AAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsC,I;MAGlN,Q

;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QA

CI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;

UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;

UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,

gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,

uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MA

GpN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB

,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KA

A1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WA

Af,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,

MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUyD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E

;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAw

C,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SA

AS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OA

AQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;

MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAU0D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,

SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAA

A,YAAyC,I;MAGxN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,

IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gB

AAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,S

AAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAU2D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;

QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,y

B;QAAA,YAA0C,I;MAG1N,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB

;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,

CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MA

AO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gB

AAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MA

AM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;

MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;Q

ACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,oBAAV,

CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAi

C,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUyC,yB;QAAA,Y

AA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,
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YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAClN,OAAO,kBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EA

A2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B

,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0

B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,O

AA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUmC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MA

AM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;

MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAChN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA

3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUiC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,

sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAA

O,yB;QAAA,YAAsC,I;MAC5M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EA

AoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QA

AA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;

QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,

KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUmC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,

SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAA

A,YAAwC,I;MAChN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAA

pD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUoC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAu

B,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YA

AyC,I;MAClN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EA

A2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUqC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;M

AAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAA0C,I;

MACpN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,S

AA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAUkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,u

B;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC

9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3

D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,qBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB

,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,4BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAA

K,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,

8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,

CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,wBAAL,eAAK,C

;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C

;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,

OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,

C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;Q

AAE,OAAK,2BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACt

B,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,4BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54

OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBA

AL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA54OO,qBAAQ,CA44Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAA

hB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,qBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAt9OO,qBAAQ,CAs9O

f,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,4BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,

C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAx9OO,qBAAQ,CAw9Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASo

B,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA19OO,qBAAQ,CA09Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;

MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,wBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB

,IA59OO,qBAAQ,CA49Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,

yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA99OO,qBAAQ,CA89Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8B

AAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAh+OO,qBAAQ,CA

g+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,2BAAL,eAAK,C;MA

AP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAl+OO,qBAAQ,CAk+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MA
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SoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,4BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAp+OO,qBAAQ,CAo+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO

,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADh

B,IAt+OO,qBAAQ,CAs+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAk

B,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MA

EJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;

MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,O

AAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MACl

B,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,

UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YA

AiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAA

S,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C

;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAA

b,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACj

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAA

gB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,w

CAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB

,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAA

O,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IA

AvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,

GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAA

gC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB

,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,M

AAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,Y

AAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACA,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADh

B,UAAiB,G;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C

;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAE

X,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI

,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACA,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MAD

hB,UAAiB,G;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,

C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MA

EX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MY7qcuF,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;MOcI,OAAO,sBAAI,

CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,yBAA

S,OAAT,C;MACX,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAUkC,qB;QAAE,MAAM,8BAA0B,iDAA8C,a

AA9C,MAA1B,C;MAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAF9B,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,sBAAI,KAAJ,C;MACX,OAAO,6B

AAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,uBAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAgBqB,Q;MARjB,IAAI,

8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAsB,KAwJf,IAAS,CAAT,IAxJe,KAwJD,IAAS,iBAxJvB,SAwJuB,CAA3B,GAxJI,SAwJkC,a

AxJnB,KAwJmB,CAAtC,GAxJ0B,YAwJ4B,CAxJnC,KAwJmC,C;;MAvJ7D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,
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aAAa,KAAb,C;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACv

B,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;IACX,C;sGAEA,y

B;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAA

sD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;;MAwBqB,Q;MARjB,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,YAAL,SAAK,EAAU,

KAAV,C;MAChB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAA

S,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,

OAAO,I;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;K

ARA,C;;MAeW,sB;;QAqFS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IArFH,SAqFO,CAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAtFP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAuSoB,Q;MADhB,W

AAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAjSc,SAiSV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OA

AO,O;;;MAlSf,OAqSO,I;IApSX,C;;MAOW,qB;;QAoSP,eAAoB,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,

C;UACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;UACvB,IAvSc,SAuSV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAO,O;YAAP,sB;;;QAE5B,

oBAAO,I;;;MAzSP,wB;IACJ,C;;MAQQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QA

Cf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,OAAO,QAAS,O;;IAG5B,C;;MAOI,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAA

A,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;;MAcQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAC

I,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;UAEP,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,C;;QAGX,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,U

AAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,OAAO,QAAS,O;;IAG5B,C;;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,

CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,C

AAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,

OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,2BAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,

IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,SAAK,eAAQ,OAAR,C;MAC9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QA

Aa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OA

AO,E;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,wBAAQ,OAAR,C;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,Y

AAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CA

AJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;UACX,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAmBiB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;

MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,

E;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,gBAAgB,E;QAChB,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,

OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,YAAY,K;UAC

hB,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAmBI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAh

B,C;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,Y;;;MAGxB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAQQ,k

BADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,M

AAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,WAAW,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;

QACpB,OAAO,I;;IAGnB,C;;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAK,

2BAAL,C;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,UAQT,M;QAVP,WAAe,I;Q

ACf,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OA

AO,O;YACP,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2E;

MACX,C;KAhBA,C;iFAkBA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QA

AS,cAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;UACvB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,g

CAAuB,kDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAXA,C;;MAoBiB,Q;MAHb,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,SAAK,mBAAY,OA

AZ,C;MAC9B,gBAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KA

AnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,4BAAY,OAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAOQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iB

AAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;;QAEvC,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,WAAW,QA

AS,O;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,I;;IAGnB,C;;MAMI,OAAW,mB

AAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;M
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AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;QACvB,IA

AI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MAEnC,OAAO,I;IACX,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MA

AA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sB

AAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAU,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAOQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OA

AY,UAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;

QACV,aAAa,QAAS,O;QACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAzB,C;QACV,OAAO,M;;IAG

nB,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,cAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,

6BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,iCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MA

AA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAy

B,qDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAA

vB,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAuBQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,

sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;;QAE1C,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,aA

Aa,QAAS,O;QACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,OAAO,M;;IAGnB,C;;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAQ,

CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACI,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OA

AO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IAC

X,C;;MAsBsC,UAGT,MAHS,EAarB,M;MNpkBb,IAAI,EM2iBI,KAAK,CN3iBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cM0iBc,sD;QNzi

Bd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MM0iBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,mB;MACnB,Q;MACA,

IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAiB,iBAAO,CAAP,I;QACjB,IAAI,cAAc,CAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,W;QACX,IAAI,eAA

c,CAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAP,C;QACX,OAAO,iBAAa,UAAb,C;QACP,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,s

CAAJ,C;YAC0B,qB;YAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;cACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;;;YAEI,wCAAa,CA

Ab,C;YAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;cAAa,wB;cACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;;UAEb,OAAO,I;;;;QAIX,OAAO,gB;;MAE

X,YAAY,C;MACC,6B;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,0B;QACT,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;UAAgB,IAAK,WAAI,M

AAJ,C;;UAAe,qB;;MAExC,OAAY,qBAAL,IAAK,C;IAChB,C;;MNxkBI,IAAI,EMklBI,KAAK,CNllBT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,cMilBc,sD;QNhlBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MMilBV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAA

P,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,IAAI,CAAC,mB

AAL,C;UACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;UACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,

CAAL,C;cACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAS,YAAT,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAAL,C;;;;QAInB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0

FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;

UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,I

AAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,u

C;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAyEA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAzEU,SAyEN,CAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzE1D,OA0EO,W;MAzEX,C;KALA,C;kGAOA,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAk5BA,wE;MAl5BA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAm5BV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,c

AAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAz4BT,IAVmC,SAU/B,CAy4BkB,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAz4BlB,EAy4B+C,I

Az4B/C,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAy4BQ,IAz4BR,C;;QAV/C,OAYO,W;MAXX,C;KAPA,C;sGASA,yB;MAy4BA,wE;

MAz4BA,oD;QAg5BiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAz4BT,IAAI,UAy4Bk

B,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAz4BlB,EAy4B+C,IAz4B/C,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAy4BQ,IAz4BR,C;;QA

E/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;wGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAIW,kBAAmB,gB;QAOV,Q;QAAA,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;YAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAPpD,OAQO,

W;MAPX,C;KALA,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UA

AkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;

QAsBH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAtBS,SAsBR,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,

C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAtB3D,OAuBO,W;MAtBX,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,OAAO,6BAAgB,gBAAhB,

C;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAA

Y,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;
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QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA

MoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAA

Y,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,ObhqBe,W;;MaiqBtC,OA

A6D,SAAtD,SAAK,iBAAQ,OAAQ,MAAhB,EAAuB,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAAvB,CAAiD,C;IACjE,C;;

MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W

;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAA

J,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAkBiB,UACL,M;MNhvBR,IAAI,EMuuBI,KAAK,CNvuBT,CAAJ,C;QAC

I,cMsuBc,sD;QNruBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MMsuBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;

MACnB,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;UAAe,OAAO,mB;QACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;UAAY,O

AAO,OAAO,mBAAP,C;;MAEvB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;Q

AAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAY,qBAAL,IAAK,C;IA

ChB,C;;MAiBqC,IAGhB,I;MNzwBjB,IAAI,EM+vBI,KAAK,CN/vBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cM8vBc,sD;QN7vBd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MM8vBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,I

AAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAP,C;MACnB

,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;UACI,IA

AK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;;;QAEI,sCAAa,OAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAC

T,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;;MAEb,OAAO,I;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QA

MI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,W;QACX,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,IAAI,C

AAC,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAL,C;YACI,QAAS,O;YACT,mBAAmB,iBAAO,QAAS,YAAhB,I;YACnB,IAAI

,iBAAgB,CAApB,C;cAAuB,OAAO,W;YACI,kBAA3B,eAAa,YAAb,C;YACH,OAAgB,kBAAhB,C;cACI,sBAAa,

eAAb,C;YAFR,OF7uBD,W;;;QEmvBP,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KArBA,C;0FAuBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOi

B,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;Y

ACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAwBI,IAAI,wCAAsB,kBAAQ,CAAl

C,C;QAAqC,OAAO,mB;MAC5C,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;MA

AA,oD;MJzwBA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,C

AAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAA

c,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MIkwBf,sC;QAMI

,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDJxwBH,iBIwwBsB,QJxwBtB,CIwwBG,E;;MAClB,C;KAPA,C;wGASA,yB;MA

AA,oD;MJ/vBA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,C

AAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAA

c,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MIwvBf,sC;QAMI,I

AAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDJ9vBH,2BI8vBgC,QJ9vBhC,CI8vBG,E;;MAClB,C;KAPA,C;;MAeI,sBAAS,cAA

T,C;IACJ,C;;MAWgB,Q;MAHZ,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,kBAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;Q

AEwB,kBAA3C,sBC53BsD,sBD43BtD,uB;QAAmD,mB;QAA3D,OAAoE,OFxzBjE,WEwzBiE,C;;MAEjD,kBAA

hB,0B;MAAwB,oB;MAA/B,OF1zBO,W;IE2zBX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,wD;MJlzBA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;

QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAO

e,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,

CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MI2yBf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDJjzBI,iBIizBiB,QJjzBjB,CIizBJ,E;

MACX,C;KAPA,C;4GASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MJxyBA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,

6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;Y

AAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;Q

AAA,C;OAAA,C;MIiyBf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDJvyBI,2BIuyB2B,QJvyB3B,CIuyBJ,E;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAeI,

OAAO,wBAAW,cAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAWe,Q;MAHX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACG,IAAI,kBAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OA

AY,SAAL,SAAK,C;QAEe,kBAAlC,sBCr6BuD,sBDq6BvD,uB;QAA0C,iC;QAAlD,OAAyE,OFj2BrE,WEi2BqE,C

;;MAErD,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,mC;MAA/B,OFn2BO,W;IEo2BX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,oBAAa,c

AAb,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,

YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,cAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI

,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;I
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ACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,oC;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;M

AHX,aAAa,iBAAY,cAAZ,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,c

AAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAW,cAAX,C;

MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,

O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAS,cAAT,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;

MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAg

B,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aA

Aa,eAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EA

AO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA

AA,uC;QASI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAY,mBAA

oB,QAApB,C;QA+DH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAhE8C,SAgE/B,CAAU,O

AAV,C;UZhfnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QYgbA,OAkEO,W;MAjEX,C;KAXA,C;+FAa

A,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,

CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAuBL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aAxBoC,WAwBhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAxBhB,OA0BO,

W;MAzBX,C;KAXA,C;+FAaA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAwD,cAA

zC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyBL,Q;Q

AAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA1BoC,WA0BhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA1Bi

D,cA0BvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1BhB,OA4BO,W;MA3BX,C;KAVA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W

;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CA

AJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB

,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QZhfnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MYkfA,

OAAO,W;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAYI,aAAa,mBAA6D,

cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,CAA7D,C;QAYG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB

,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAXO,MAYP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAZe,aAYF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAZhB,OAAuB,M;MAC

3B,C;KAdA,C;;MAwBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EA

Aa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;

QACT,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAW,YAAY,mCAAwB,EA

AxB,CAAZ,CAAX,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAOqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eACH,C

;YAAK,kB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,cAAW,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAI,CAAJ,CAAlB,GAA8B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C

;YAAL,K;kBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;YAHV,K;;QAAP,W;;MAMJ,OAA4B,qBAAhB,gBAAL,SAAK,CAAgB,C;IA

ChC,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;MAChB,OAAO,0BAAa,gBAAb,C;IACX,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,iBAAU,SAAV,C;IACX,C;;MASqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eACH,C;

YAAK,iB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,aAAU,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,GAA+B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C;

YAAL,K;kBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;YAHL,K;;QAAP,W;;MAMJ,OAAwC,oBAAjC

,0BAAa,sBAAb,CAAiC,C;IAC5C,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAOA,gD;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;

QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAR6B,SAQlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAA

Y,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAThB,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,2

B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,

C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;uFAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,+D;MAzBA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;Q

AyBD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA1BiD,WA0BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UZj8BP,

U;UADP,YYm8Be,WZn8BH,WYm8BwB,GZn8BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aYi8BuC,gB;YAA5B,WZh8

BX,aYg8BgC,GZh8BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UY67BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA5B

T,OA8BO,W;MA7BX,C;KAVA,C;uFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8BA,+D;MA9BA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8BD

,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA/BiD,WA+BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UZn9BP,U;UA
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DP,YYq9Be,WZr9BH,WYq9BwB,GZr9BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aYm9BuC,gB;YAA5B,WZl9BX,aYk

9BgC,GZl9BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UY+8BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjCyD,cAiCrD,CAAe,OAAf,

CAAJ,C;;QAjCT,OAmCO,W;MAlCX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UZj8BP,U;UADP,YYm8Be,WZn8BH,WYm8B

wB,GZn8BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aYi8BuC,gB;YAA5B,WZh8BX,aYg8BgC,GZh8BhC,EAAS,MAAT

,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UY67BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;2FAiBA,

yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,O

AAZ,C;UZn9BP,U;UADP,YYq9Be,WZr9BH,WYq9BwB,GZr9BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aYm9BuC,gB

;YAA5B,WZl9BX,aYk9BgC,GZl9BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UY+8BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,e

AAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;4FAkBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAQW,sC;QA

AA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASqD,OAAA,oBAAgB,W;MAAhB,C;MATrD,oE;QAU4C,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;MA

AA,C;MAV5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;8EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,

kBAAM,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QAqEA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAA

Y,WAtEwC,SAsEpC,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAtEhB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,kF;MA

AA,gE;MA+BA,wE;MA/BA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QAgCP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;

QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAjC+C,SAiC3C,CAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,

sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAjChB,OAkCO,W;MAjCX,C;KARA,C;0GAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

wQA,wE;MAxQA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QAwQd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa

,sB;UA9PsB,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,CA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UA9PS,EA8PoB,IA9PpB,W;Y

AA6C,6B;;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;8GAUA,yB;MA8PA,wE;MA9PA,oD;QAqQiB,gB;QADb,YA

AY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA9PsB,U;UAAA,wBA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAA

nB,UA9PS,EA8PoB,IA9PpB,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;+FAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA

AA,oD;QAQiB,UACoC,M;QAFjD,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,U

AAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,

C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QA8NJ,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAg

B,yB;UAtNK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAsNQ,OAtNR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;gGA

QA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA2NoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAtNK,U;UAAA,wBAsNQ,O

AtNR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAciB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAA

a,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAO4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,

C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;

4FAEA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACD,2B;QAAV,O

AAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAA

K,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAuBI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAA

U,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAC

J,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MACH,kBADS,SACT,c;QAAoB,4BAAc,SAAd,C;;QACZ,iCAAa,sBAAb,C

;MAFZ,W;IAIJ,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;

8EAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5B,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,

OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiBI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,CAAC,mB;MAChC,OAAO,oBAAW,U;IA

CtB,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,K;QA

C5B,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;QACrD

,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiBoB,Q;MAFhB,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,c;MAC/B,YAAY,C;MACI,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MACtB,OAAO,K;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,c;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,IAAI,wCAAs

B,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,C;QAC5C,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA

AI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA

,C;;MAeoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WA

AV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,gD;QASoB,UAAiD,M;QAFj
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E,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAm

B,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,OAApD,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C

;;MAiBI,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;QACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,

C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;;MAGtB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASI,kBAAkB,O;MAC

lB,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;QACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,YAAY,QAAS,gB

;UACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,QAAS,WAA1B,EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;;MAGtB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,

Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;oGAEA,yB;MAAA,wE

;MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UAAgC,M;QAD7C,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAAM,OAAO,oB

AAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAApC,C;;MACvB,C;KARA,C;;MAiBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,

CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAi

B,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;U

AAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;M

ACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAA

R,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,C

AAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMI,e

AAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,

UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB

,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB

,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MAED,QAA

T,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;

MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ

,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;

MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CA

AR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,

CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,e

AAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,G

AAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF

,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAA

O,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O

;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,

O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MA

ED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,

OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAA

W,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,

IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,mB;MAC/B,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAW,U;IACvB,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5B,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAgBm

C,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;IACJ,C;oFAEA,yB

;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAII,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,o

CAA9B,C;QAC/B,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QA

AS,OAAhC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;kGAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAYmD,Q;

QAL/C,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,oCAA9B,C;QAC/B,Y

AAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,YAAnB,EA

AmB,oBAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,QAAS,OAA7D,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;8FAiB

A,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAII,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,mCA
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A8B,8BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAn

B,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4GAcA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAOI,eAAe,+BA

Aa,cAAb,C;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;

QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,YAAY,QAAS,gB;UACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,QAAS,WAA1B,

EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAuBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADh

B,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAMoB,UAMT,M;MANS,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,M

AAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;MAId,OAAO,mE;IACX,C;;MAMoB,UAMT,M;MANS,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;M

AId,OAAO,+D;IACX,C;;MAaI,OAAO,oBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAkBI,OAAO,sB

AAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CA

Ab,C;MACb,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MAvrCgB,Q;MAAA,OAwrCT,SAxrCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B

;QAAU,oB;QAwrCK,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,IAAY,OAxrCX,SAwrCW,UAAhB,C;UAAiC,YAAU,I;UAA3C,mBAAi

D,K;;;UAAjD,mBAA8D,I;;QAxrCvE,qB;UAwrCD,MAxrCqC,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;MAwrC1D,OAAqB,M;IACzB,C;;

MASI,IAAI,QnBg8IG,YAAQ,CmBh8If,C;QAAwB,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MACpC,YAAqB,UAAT,QAAS,C;M

AjuCd,kBAAY,gB;MAsBH,Q;MAAA,OA4sCT,SA5sCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI

,CA4sCF,qBA5sCa,OA4sCb,CA5sCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MA4sC3D,OA3sCO,W;IA4sCX,C;;MA

SI,YAAqB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MA

9uCT,kBAAY,gB;MAsBH,Q;MAAA,OAytCT,SAztCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,

CAytCF,qBAztCa,OAytCb,CAztCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAytC3D,OAxtCO,W;IAytCX,C;;MASI,

YAAqB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MA3vCT,kBAAY,gB;M

AsBH,Q;MAAA,OAsuCT,SAtuCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAsuCF,qBAtuCa,O

AsuCb,CAtuCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAsuC3D,OAruCO,W;IAsuCX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;M

AAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QA

QoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACG,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,

EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAsBI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAK,OAAL,C;

MACpC,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IAC

X,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAK,QAAL,C;MACpC,aA

Aa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;

MAMI,aAAa,iBAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,OAArB,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAA

P,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EA

AK,QAAL,C;MACpC,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;

MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mCAAJ,C;QACI,aAAa,iBAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,KAArB,IA

Ab,C;QACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACP,MAAO,gBAAO,QAAP,C;QACP,OAAO,M;;;QAEP,eAAa,iBAAa,S

AAb,C;QACN,OAAP,QAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;QACP,OAAO,Q;;IAEf,C;;MAMI,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,

EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAa,SAAK,

KAAL,GAAY,EAAZ,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,O

AAO,M;IACX,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,

yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAwB+C,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;

MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACpF,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,IAAI,0CAAwB,8BAA5B,C;Q

ACI,eAAe,SAAK,K;QACpB,aAAa,iBAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,IAAn

B,C;QACb,gBAAY,CAAZ,C;QACA,OAAO,UAAQ,QAAf,C;UACI,iBAAsB,eAAL,IAAK,EAAa,WAAW,OAAX,

IAAb,C;UACtB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAb,IAAqB,CAAC,cAA1B,C;YAA0C,K;Ub/8DlD,WAAW,iBag9Da,Ubh9Db,C;U

WDX,mBAAc,CAAd,YEi9DwB,UFj9DxB,Y;YXE6B,ea+8DS,sBFh9D3B,OEg9DgC,GAAK,OAAL,IAAL,Cb/8D

T,C;;Ua+8DrB,MAAO,Wb98DR,Ia88DQ,C;UACP,oBAAS,IAAT,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,M;;MAEX,eAAa,gB;MACiE,k
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BAA9E,iBAAiB,oBAAjB,EAA6B,IAA7B,EAAmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,cAAzC,EAAuE,KAAvE,C;ME7kEA,OAAgB,

qBAAhB,C;QAAgB,gC;QF8kEL,mBE9kEqB,OF8kErB,C;;MAEX,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAoBkD,oB;QAAA,OAA

Y,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACvF,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,IAAI,0CAAwB,8BAA5B

,C;QACI,eAAe,SAAK,K;QACpB,aAAa,iBAAa,CAAC,WAAW,IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,IA

Ab,C;QACb,eAAa,kBAAc,SAAd,C;QACb,YAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAf,C;UACI,QAAO,cAAK,KAAL,

EAA2B,eAAd,QAAQ,IAAR,IAAc,EAAa,QAAb,CAA3B,C;UACP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAD,IAAmB,QAAO,KAAP,GA

Ac,IAArC,C;YAA2C,K;UAC3C,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,QAAV,CAAJ,C;UACP,gBAAS,IAAT,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,M;

;MAEX,eAAa,gB;MACgE,kBAA7E,iBAAiB,oBAAjB,EAA6B,IAA7B,EAAmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,cAAzC,EAAuE,I

AAvE,C;MErnEA,OAAgB,qBAAhB,C;QAAgB,gC;QFsnEL,mBAAI,UEtnEiB,OFsnEjB,CAAJ,C;;MAEX,OAAO,

Q;IACX,C;;MAuBoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAXW,KAWW,O;MACtB,WAAW,iBDp/DJ,MAAK,KCo/DkB,mCAAwB,E

AAxB,CDp/DlB,ECo/D+C,SDp/D/C,CCo/DD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAg

B,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhBqB,GAgBP,OAhBO,EAAnB,KAgBqB,CAA

M,UAAN,EAAM,kBAAN,SAhBF,CAgBrB,C;;MAhBT,OAkBO,I;IAjBX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;M

Dl/DA,iB;MCk/DA,8C;QAWoB,UAEsB,M;QALtC,gBAAgB,KAAM,O;QACtB,WAAW,eDp/DJ,MAAK,KCo/Dk

B,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CDp/DlB,ECo/D+C,SDp/D/C,CCo/DD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,MAAM

,UAAN,EAAM,kBAAN,SAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAoCI,YAAY,oB;MACZ,aAZ

W,KAYQ,W;MACnB,WAAW,iBDjhEJ,MAAK,KCihEkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CDjhElB,ECihEqD,wBAbtD,KAas

D,EAAwB,EAAxB,CDjhErD,CCihED,C;MACX,OAAO,KAAM,UAAN,IAAmB,MAAO,UAAjC,C;QACI,IAAK,

WAfqB,GAeP,KAAM,OAfC,EAeO,MAAO,OAfd,CAerB,C;;MAfT,OAiBO,I;IAhBX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;M

AAA,gE;MD9gEA,iB;MC8gEA,8C;QAQI,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,KAAM,W;QACnB,WAAW,eDjhEJ,MAAK,K

CihEkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CDjhElB,ECihEqD,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CDjhErD,CCihED,C;QACX,O

AAO,KAAM,UAAN,IAAmB,MAAO,UAAjC,C;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,KAAM,OAAhB,EAAwB,MAAO,O

AA/B,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MA0BW,sB;;QAaP,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UA

Ad,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,W;UAAP,uB;;QACzB,abhpEoD,gB;QaipEpD,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,OAAO,QAAS,UA

AhB,C;UACI,WAAW,QAAS,O;UACpB,MAAO,WAnBkB,GAmBJ,OAnBI,EAmBK,IAnBL,CAmBlB,C;UACP,U

AAU,I;;QAEd,qBAAO,M;;;MAtBP,yB;IACJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;Mb1oEA,+D;Ma0oEA,uC;QAUI,eAAe,oB

;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,W;QAChC,abhpEoD,gB;QaipEpD,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,

OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,WAAW,QAAS,O;UACpB,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,

C;UACP,UAAU,I;;QAEd,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA8B6D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SA

AuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,

YAAoC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,S

AAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,I

AAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IA

CX,C;;MAUwC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAA

A,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MACjN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,S

AAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;

MAOI,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQoB,mB;QAAE,OAAA,eAAK,W;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MAAhB,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,

C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,I

AAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,

CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;

MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB

,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAA

kB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,q

BAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;
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;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OA

AO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GA

AgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GA

AgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;M

ACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;

MADhB,Y;MACgB,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,

C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAA

O,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MGz0EI,OAAO,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,UA

AZ,CAAT,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAW,UAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,CAAX,IAA4B,CAA

hC,GAAmC,CAAnC,GAA0C,C;IACrD,C;;MAwGI,OAAO,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,E

AAY,UAAZ,CAAT,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAW,UAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,CAAX,IA

A4B,CAAhC,GAAmC,CAAnC,GAA0C,C;IACrD,C;;MC5NI,IAAI,mBAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,W;MACX,e

AAe,iBAAQ,W;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,W;MACX,YAAY,QAAS,O;MACrB,IAAI,C

AAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,OhBwOiD,SgBxO1C,KhBwO+C,IAAL,EgBxO1C,KhBwOoD,MAAV,CgBx

OjD,C;;MACX,aAAa,iBAAsB,cAAtB,C;MACb,MAAO,WhBsOqD,SgBtOjD,KhBsOsD,IAAL,EgBtOjD,KhBsO2

D,MAAV,CgBtOrD,C;;QAEwB,kBAAhB,QAAS,O;QAApB,MAAO,WhBoOiD,SAAK,eAAL,EAAU,iBAAV,CgB

pOjD,C;;MACO,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAOA,gD;MAPA,uC;QAI

W,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;QAAA,OhB8QoE,iBAAQ,W;QgB9Q5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAR6B,

SAQlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAThB,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,

yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,OAAA,ShB8QoE,QAAQ,W;QgB9Q5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C

;8EAWA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAyBA,Q;QAAA,OhBuOuE,iBAAQ,W;Qg

BvO5F,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA1BiB,SA0Bb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA1BhB,OA2BO,W;

MA1BX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QA4EJ,Q;QAAA,OhB4KoE,iBAAQ,

W;QgB5K5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UApEK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAoEQ,OApER,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QA

R3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;gGAQA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAyEoB,Q;QAAA,OhB4KoE,iBAAQ,W;QgB5K5F,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UApEK,U;UAAA,wBAoEQ,OApER,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C

;KAPA,C;;MAciB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,ShBuOuE,QAAQ,W;MgBvO5F,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,W

AAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;M

ACN,OAAA,ShB2NoE,QAAQ,W;MgB3N5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,CAAC,mB;IACZ,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,K;MACN,OAAA,ShBuMoE,QAAQ,W;MgBvM5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,c;IACX,C;;M

AQoB,Q;MAFhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,C;MACtB,YAAY,C;MACI,OAAA,ShBqLoE,QAAQ,W;MgBrL

5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C

;;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,ShB4KoE,QAAQ,W;MgB5K5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAA

P,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,gB;;QJ29Cf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,e

AAO,I;UAAP,iB;;QACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,eAAO,O;UAAP,iB;;QA

CzB,eI/9CqB,QJ+9CN,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QIl+CiB,QJk+CT,CAAS,CAAT,C;UAC

R,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,eAAO,O;;

;MIx+CP,mB;IACJ,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,wC;QAKI,OAAe,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,UAAR,C;MACnB,

C;KANA,C;;MAcmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,gB;;QJkiDf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,eAA

O,I;UAAP,iB;;QACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,eAAO,O;UAAP,iB;;QACz

B,eItiDqB,QJsiDN,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QIziDiB,QJyiDT,CAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IA
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AI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,eAAO,O;;;MI/i

DP,mB;IACJ,C;;MAMI,OAAe,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,UAAR,C;IACnB,C;;MAQI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q

;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACN,OAAA,ShBuHoE,QAAQ,W;MgBvH5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOmC,Q;MAAA

,OhB8GqD,iBAAQ,W;MgB9G7E,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;IACJ,C;;

MAOI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAe,aAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;gFtBjNA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA

,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,O

AAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO

,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;;QAmBQ,OAAc,QAAP,MAAO,EAAQ,SAAR,C;;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BA

AuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;;QAUQ,OAAc,SAAP,MAAO,EAAS,SAAT,C;;;QAChB,+C;UACE,M

AAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;;QAUQ,OAAuD,OAAhD,MAAO,iBAAQ,eAAM,IAAd,E

AAuB,CAAA,cAAK,IAAL,IAAe,CAAf,IAAvB,CAAyC,C;;;QACzD,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB

,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;MAUI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;IAC9B,C;;MAUI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,

OAAT,C;IAC9B,C;;MAUI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;IAC9B,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,

C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OA

AO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MgBtDW,ShB8DM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;

MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC5E,C;;MgB/DW,ShBuEM,kBAAN,KAAM

,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgBxEW,ShBgFM,oBAAN,KA

AM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgBjFW,ShByFM,qBAAN,

KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,K

AAf,C;IACX,C;;MgBlGW,ShB0GM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,

GAAkC,K;IAC5E,C;;MgB3GW,ShBmHM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CA

AhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgBpHW,ShB4HM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT

,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgB7HW,ShBqIM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EA

AT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAA

M,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MgBtJW,ShB6JM,kBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAh

B,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MgB9JW,ShBqKM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,C

AAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;M

gBxLW,ShB+LM,iBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC5E,C;

;MgBhMW,ShBuMM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7

E,C;;MgBxMW,ShB+MM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;I

AC9E,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAS,KAAM,WAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAS,KAAM,WAAf,C;IACX,C;;M

AOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MgBlPW,ShByP

M,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MAQI,OAAO

,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAA

yB,EAAzB,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAA

zB,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OA

AO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SA

AhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0

B,EAA1B,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAzB,M;IAC3B,C;;

MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA8B,EAA9B,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBA

AqB,SAArB,EAA8B,EAA9B,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CA

ArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,

OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAq

B,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,M;IAC3B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,EAAzB,

EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAzB,M;IAC3

B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MASI,OAAO,sCAAe,

yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,e
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AAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA

8B,cAAD,aAA7B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,I

AA7B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,eAAhB,

EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;IAC1B,

C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,kBAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAv

B,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,cAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA8B,IAAD,aAA1D,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,O

AAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAA

L,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;IAC3B,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,IAAR,8BAAgC,G

AApC,GAAiE,OAAL,SAAK,CAAjE,GAA+E,I;IAC1F,C;;MAGI,OAAW,mEAAJ,GAAmE,OAAL,SAAK,SAAnE,

GAAiF,I;IAC5F,C;;MAGI,OAAW,YAAQ,aAAA,sCAAe,UAAf,EAA0B,sCAAe,UAAzC,CAAR,YAAJ,GAAqE,O

AAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAmF,I;IAC9F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAA,sCAAe,UAAf,EAA2B,sCAAe,UAA1C,CAAR,

4BAAJ,GAAuE,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAvE,GAAqF,I;IAChG,C;;MAGI,OuB3lBgB,UvB2lBG,sCAAe,UuB3lBlB,Ev

B2lB6B,sCAAe,UuB3lB5C,CvB2lBL,4BAAJ,GAAqE,mBAAL,SAAK,EAArE,GAAmF,I;IAC9F,C;;MAGI,OAA

W,iFAAJ,GAA4D,SAAK,QAAjE,GAA8E,I;IACzF,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAc,WAAd,EAAwC,UAAxC,CAAR,4B

AAJ,GAAqE,YAAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAkF,I;IAC7F,C;;MAGI,OuBvmBgB,UvBumBiB,WuBvmBjB,EvBumB0C

,UuBvmB1C,CvBumBL,4BAAJ,GAAmE,YAAL,SAAK,CAAnE,GAAgF,I;IAC3F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAe,mC

AAf,EAA0C,mCAA1C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAuE,uBAAL,SAAK,CAAvE,GAAqF,I;IAChG,C;;MAGI,OuB/mBgB,U

vB+mBkB,mCuB/mBlB,EvB+mB4C,mCuB/mB5C,CvB+mBL,4BAAJ,GAAqE,uBAAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAmF,I;

IAC9F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,MAAR,8BAAiC,KAArC,GAAmE,QAAL,SAAK,CAAnE,GAAkF,I;IAC7F,C;;MAGI,O

AAW,uEAAJ,GAAqE,QAAL,SAAK,SAArE,GAAoF,I;IAC/F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAA,uCAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4

B,uCAAgB,UAA5C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAyE,oBAAL,SAAK,EAAzE,GAAwF,I;IACnG,C;;MAGI,OuB/nBgB,UvB

+nBG,uCAAgB,UuB/nBnB,EvB+nB8B,uCAAgB,UuB/nB9C,CvB+nBL,4BAAJ,GAAuE,oBAAL,SAAK,EAAvE,

GAAsF,I;IACjG,C;;MAQI,OAAO,wBAAY,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBA

AH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,

IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAV,C;QAAoB,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MACrC,OAAO,yBAAiB,OAAR,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,CAAjB,C;IACX

,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MAAM,WAAV,C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,wBAAS,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IA

AjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,

MAAM,WAAV,C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAiB,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAz

B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MAAM,WAAV,C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAiB,E

AAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAA

L,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAA

U,M;MAC3C,OAAO,kBAAS,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,i

CAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAA

I,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EA

A1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,wBAAY,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAA

H,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,I

AAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAW,4

BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA

2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAA

X,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD

,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,Y

AAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,O

AAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA

2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,0BAAO,YAA

P,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,

C;;MAUI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAUI,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,iBA

AiB,IAA9C,C;QACI,IAAI,+BAAe,YAAf,KAAJ,C;UAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,6DAAiD,YAAjD,wCAAoF,YAApF,
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OAAzB,C;QACvC,IAAI,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;UAAyB,OAAO,Y;QAChC,IAAI,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;UAA

yB,OAAO,Y;;;QAGhC,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,4BAAO,YAAP,KAA7B,C;UAAkD,OAAO,Y;QACzD,IAAI,

iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,4BAAO,YAAP,KAA7B,C;UAAkD,OAAO,Y;;MAE7D,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,e

AAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,

YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAU

I,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,

YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,

C;;MAUI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACv

C,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S

;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,6BAAe,YAAf,KAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,yCAAoF,YAApF,iBA

AzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;QAAy

B,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAj

D,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,

C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAi

D,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,

YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAYW,Q;MADP,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAA

M,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAGvB,IAAA,KAAM,0BAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,MAA7B,CA

AN,IAA6C,CAAC,KAAM,0BAAiB,KAAM,MAAvB,EAA8B,SAA9B,CAApD,C;QAAiG,OAAN,KAAM,M;WA

EjG,IAAA,KAAM,0BAAiB,KAAM,aAAvB,EAAqC,SAArC,CAAN,IAAoD,CAAC,KAAM,0BAAiB,SAAjB,EAA

uB,KAAM,aAA7B,CAA3D,C;QAA+G,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QACvG,gB;MALZ,W;IAOJ,C;;MAcW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8

CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAy

B,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,gCAAO,KAAM,MAAb,M;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,gCAAO,

KAAM,aAAb,M;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAcW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QA

CI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,K

AAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,gBAAO,KAAM,MAAb,C;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,gBAAO,KAAM,aAAb,

C;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAcW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WA

AL,SAAK,EAAe,KAAf,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB

,C;MAEvB,8BAAO,KAAM,MAAb,M;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,8BAAO,KAAM,aAAb,M;QAAmC,O

AAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MU1mCuF,wC;IANvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAO2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAP3C,

gF;;MccI,OAAO,sBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAUkC,qB;QAAE,MAAM,8BAA0B,+CAA4C,aAA5C,M

AA1B,C;MAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAA9B,OAAO,8BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,yBAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MAgBqB,Q;MANj

B,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,U

AAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OA

AO,aAAa,KAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAgBqB,Q;MANjB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,

YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,O

AAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASW,sB;;QAuDS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UAAM,IAvDH,SAuDO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;M

AxDP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAsLoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IA9K

c,SA8KV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MA/Kf,OAkLO,I;IAjLX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CA

AC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,QAAS,O;IACpB,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,i

E;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C

;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KATA,C;;MAiBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CA

AC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,QAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAS

iB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gB

AAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,E;IACX,C;+FAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;Q

AOiB,Q;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;UACX,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAdA,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;
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MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,gBAAgB,E;QAChB,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,m

BAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,YAAY,K;UAChB,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,S;MACX,C;

KAfA,C;;MAwBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,WA

AW,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;

MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAQT,M;QAVP,WAAe,I;QACf,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;YACP,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2E;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;

MAFb,gBAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;Q

ACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MA

Cf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,WAAW,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QA

CI,OAAO,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB

,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;

MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,aAAa,QAAS,O;MACtB,IAAI,Q

AAS,UAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,qCAAzB,C;MACV,OAAO,M;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;

MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,mD

AAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;

QAElB,OAAO,6E;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;;MA0BI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;M

ACX,aAAa,QAAS,O;MACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAF

hB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;Q

AAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAaW,Q;MZhUP,IAAI,EY+TI,KAAK,CZ/TT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cY8Tc

,sD;QZ7Td,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MY+TN,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAAU,gB;WACV,+C;QAAiC,OAAL

,SAAK,cAAK,CAAL,C;;QACzB,wBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAkB,

SAAlB,EAAwB,SAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,SAA9B,C;IACX,C;

;MAWgF,qB;QAAE,yBAAU,EAAG,MAAb,EAAoB,EAAG,MAAvB,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAsC,OAAA,EAA

G,M;IAAM,C;;MAA3H,OAAO,yBAAqB,sBAAkB,qBAAiB,SAAjB,CAAlB,EAA0C,IAA1C,EAAgD,+BAAhD,C

AArB,EAAyG,sBAAzG,C;IACX,C;oGAEA,yB;MAorBA,wE;MAprBA,oD;QA6rBiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,

2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAprBT,IAAI,UAorBkB,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAprBlB,EAo

rB+C,IAprB/C,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAorBQ,IAprBR,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;sGAcA,yB;MAAA,8

C;MAAA,0C;MAAA,8B;;QAOkB,qB;UAAE,c;QAAF,C;MAAA,C;MAPlB,sC;QAOW,Q;QAAP,OAAO,uCAAO,i

CAAP,gC;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,YA

AJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,KA

AxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,C;IACX,C;;MASuB,iB;IAAW,C;;MAAvB,Q;MAAP,OAAO,4CAAU,oBAAV,kC;IACX,C;;

MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAAI,OA

AJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAA

A,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OA

AJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAaW,Q;MZrcP,IAAI,EYocI,KAAK,CZpcT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cYmcc,sD;QZlcd

,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MYocN,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAAU,sB;WACV,+C;QAAiC,OAAL,SAAK,cA

AK,CAAL,C;;QACzB,wBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EA

AwB,SAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAUW,8B;IAAA,C;;MAEC,iBAA6B,iBAAZ,gBAAY,C;MAClB,QAAX,UAAW,C;M

ACX,OAAO,UAAW,W;IACtB,C;;;MALJ,0C;IAOJ,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MV7aA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;

QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAO

e,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqEe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,

CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MUsaf,sC;QAQI,OAAO,mDV9aI,iBU8aiB,QV9ajB,CU8aJ,E;M

ACX,C;KATA,C;0GAWA,yB;MAAA,sD;MVraA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;

QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAA
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U,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAA

A,C;OAAA,C;MU8Zf,sC;QAQI,OAAO,mDVtaI,2BUsa2B,QVta3B,CUsaJ,E;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAmBI,OAAO,

wBAAW,cAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAUW,sC;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;MAEC,iBAAiC,iBAAhB,oBAAgB,C;MACtB,WAA

X,UAAW,EAAS,uBAAT,C;MACX,OAAO,UAAW,W;IACtB,C;;;MALJ,0D;IAOJ,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA

AA,uC;QAWW,kBAAY,oB;QAuEH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAxEsC,SAw

EvB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UlBrCnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QkBnCA,OA0EO,W;MAzEX,C

;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QAWW,kBAAc,oB;QA0BL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA3B4B,WA2BxB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QA3BhB,OA6BO,W;

MA5BX,C;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAUW,kBAAc,oB;QA6BL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA9B4B,WA8BxB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA9ByC,cA8Bf,CAAe,OAAf,C

AA1B,C;;QA9BhB,OAgCO,W;MA/BX,C;KAXA,C;;MAuBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB

,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAYoB,Q;MAA

A,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,C

AA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,W

AAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QlBrCnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MkBuCA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;g

GAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,2C;QAcI,aAAa,oB;QAcG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

AbO,MAcP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAde,aAcF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAdhB,OAAuB,M;MAC3B,C;KAhBA,C;;MA4BoB

,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;

MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,

C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,0BAAa,cAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA4B,qBAAhB,iBAAL,SAAK,

CAAgB,C;IAChC,C;;MAQI,OAAO,0BAAa,gBAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAwC,oBAAjC,0BAAa,sBAAb,CAAiC

,C;IAC5C,C;;MAQiD,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAA3D,OAAO,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,SAAzB,EAAoC,c

AApC,C;IACX,C;yFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,

C;qFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA6BA,+D;MA7BA,yC;QAWW,kBAAU,oB;QA6BD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA9BiD,WA8BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UlBvfP,U;UADP,YkByfe,WlBzfH,WkByfwB,G

lBzfxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,akBufuC,gB;YAA5B,WlBtfX,akBsfgC,GlBtfhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;

;;YAEA,c;;UkBmfA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAhCT,OAkCO,W;MAjCX,C;KAZA,C;qFAcA,yB;MAA

A,wE;MAkCA,+D;MAlCA,yD;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QAkCD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB

;UACZ,UAnCiD,WAmCvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UlB3gBP,U;UADP,YkB6gBe,WlB7gBH,WkB6gBwB,GlB7gBxB,C;

UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,akB2gBuC,gB;YAA5B,WlB1gBX,akB0gBgC,GlB1gBhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;

;YAEA,c;;UkBugBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WArCyD,cAqCrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QArCT,OAuCO,W;MAtCX,C;K

AbA,C;yFAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAWoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,

UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UlBvfP,U;UADP,YkByfe,WlBzfH,WkByfwB,GlBzfxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a

kBufuC,gB;YAA5B,WlBtfX,akBsfgC,GlBtfhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UkBmfA,iB;UACA,IAAK,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yFAmBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UlB3gBP,U;UADP,YkB6gBe,WlB7gBH,

WkB6gBwB,GlB7gBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,akB2gBuC,gB;YAA5B,WlB1gBX,akB0gBgC,GlB1gBhC,

EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UkBugBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAlBA,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAUW,sC;QAAA,8C;MAVX,C;MAAA,gE;QAWqD,O

AAA,oBAAgB,W;MAAhB,C;MAXrD,oE;QAY4C,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAZ5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAUI,2D;

MAIJ,C;KAdA,C;;MAyBI,OAAO,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,SAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,gCAA4B,SAA5B

,EAAkC,SAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAoD,gBAA7C,gCAA4B,SAA5B,EAAkC,SAAlC,CAA6C,C;IACxD,C;4G

AEA,yB;MAuMA,wE;MAvMA,oD;QAgNiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA

vMsB,U;UAAA,wBAuMT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAvMS,EAuMoB,IAvMpB,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QA

ChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,oD;QAUiB,UACoC,M;QAFjD,YAAY,C;QAC

C,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,

EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAsBI,OAA6C,gBAAtC,yBAAqB,SAArB,EA
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A2B,SAA3B,CAAsC,C;IACjD,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA8JoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA

gB,yB;UAvJK,U;UAAA,wBAuJQ,OAvJR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBiB,Q;M

AAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IAC

X,C;;MASI,OAAO,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAU6B,S;IAAG,C;;MAA5B,OAAY,aAAL,SAAK,EAAW,eAA

X,C;IAChB,C;;MAWI,OAAO,qBAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,QAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,sB;MACG

,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MA

AA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;

MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,oBAAW,U;IACtB,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;M

ADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB

,E;;MACtB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KA

AnB,E;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;4FAEA,yB;M

AAA,wE;MAAA,gD;QAWoB,UAAiD,M;QAFjE,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,OA

ApD,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;;MAqBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,oC;QASiB,UAAgC,M;QAD7C,YAAY,C;QA

CC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAA

pC,C;;MACvB,C;KAVA,C;;MAqBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UA

AU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,

QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,

MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;

MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV

,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,O

AAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAA

M,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,U

AAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAC

hC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,o

B;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC

,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;

MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV

,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,

OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QA

AS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,

C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,

IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAA

C,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OA

AO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BA

AW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;M

AQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,

QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAA

jC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAW,U;IACvB,C;;MAUoB,Q;MA
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AA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACr

D,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASe,qB;QACP,eAAO,EAAP,C;QAAA,OACA,E;MAFO,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,OAAO,kBAA

I,qBAAJ,C;IAIX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAMI,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,

C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,kCAA9B,C;QAC/B,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cA

Ac,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;gGAeA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,wE;MAAA,uC;QAcmD,Q;QAL/C,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mC

AA8B,kCAA9B,C;QAC/B,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,U

AAU,oBAAmB,YAAnB,EAAmB,oBAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,QAAS,OAA7D,C;;QAElB,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MA0BoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ

,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQe,qB;QAAE,e;UAA

M,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,mBAAxB,MAAzB,C;;QAAZ,S;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,OAAO,kBAAI,gCAAJ

,C;IACX,C;;MAeI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAoBI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,E

AAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;IACX,C;;MAQW,4B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;MAG0B,qB;QAAE,IAA

I,CAAC,iBAAD,IAAY,WAAM,eAAN,CAAhB,C;UAAiC,oBAAU,I;UAA3C,OAAiD,K;;;UAAjD,OAA8D,I;MAA

hE,C;IAAA,C;;MADzB,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MACA,OAAkB,SAAX,eAAW,EAAO,kEAAP,CAA8E,W;IACpG,C;;;M

AJJ,kD;IAMJ,C;;MAeW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MAG6B,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MA

D5B,YAAqB,UAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IAChD,C;;;MALJ,IA

AI,QzBq7JG,YAAQ,CyBr7Jf,C;QAAwB,OAAO,S;MAC/B,qD;IAMJ,C;;MAcW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MAMi

C,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAJhC,YAAqB,4BAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,U

AAV,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAW,W;;QAElB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IACpD,C;;;MAPJ,q

D;IASJ,C;;MAcW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MAMiC,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAJhC,Y

AAqB,YAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAW,W;;QAElB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW

,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IACpD,C;;;MAPJ,qD;IASJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,iBAA

M,OAAN,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;wFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;Q

ACZ,aAAa,gB;QACG,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KA

AM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;K

AlBA,C;;MA0BI,OAA6C,UAAtC,YAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,YAAW,OAAX,EAAjB,EAAsC,C;IACjD,C;;MAWI,OA

AY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAc,OAAT,QAAS,CAAd,C;IAChB,C;;MAWI,OAA+C,UAAxC,YAAW,SAAX,EAA0B,aAA

T,QAAS,CAA1B,EAAwC,C;IACnD,C;;MAWI,OAAkC,UAA3B,YAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,C;IACtC

,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MA0B+C,oB;QAAA,

OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACpF,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA2

D,KAA3D,C;IACX,C;;MAoBkD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACvF,OAAwE,OAAjE,8

BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA2D,IAA3D,CAAiE,EAAI,SAAJ,C;IAC5E,C;;MAWoD,cAA

M,EAAN,C;IAAS,C;;MAAzD,OAAO,oBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,UAA7B,C;IACX,C;;MAYI,OA

AO,oBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IACX,C;;MAaiC,aAAK,CAAL,C;IAAO,C;;MAApC,O

AAO,yBAAY,kBAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAc4B,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;MAAA,

2B;MAAA,wB;MAAA,kC;IASxB,C;;;;;;;;;oCARmB,sC;cACf,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAS,UAAd,C;gBAAyB,M;;;gBAA

zB,gB;;;;;;;mCACc,mBAAS,O;cACvB,gB;;;cAAA,KAAO,mBAAS,UAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;;gCACe,mBAAS,O;c

ACpB,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,6BAAU,kBAAV,EAAmB,eAAnB,CAAN,O;kBAAA,kBCpqDZ,yB;uBDoqDY,yB;cA

AA,Q;;cACA,qBAAU,e;cAHd,gB;;;cAKJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAAA,C;;MATwB,yD;uBAAA,4G;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iB

AAA,uB;MAAA,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,SAAS,0CAAT,C;IAUX,C;;MAY6D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,s

B;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAA

O,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,S

AAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP

,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAYwC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;M
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AAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MACjN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBA

AP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF

,W;IAC5F,C;;MAMoB,mB;QAAE,OAAA,eAAK,W;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MAAhB,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;

MAOI,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,G

AAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAE

J,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;M

AClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,

EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWo

B,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;

QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,

MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;Q

AAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB

,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OA

AW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UA

Ae,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q

;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACgB,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MA

EJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,

OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MEz3DI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,kB

AAc,KAAd,C;MR+sBgB,Q;MAAA,OQ9sBT,SR8sBS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAU,oB;QQ9

sBK,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,IAAY,OR8sBX,SQ9sBW,UAAhB,C;UAAiC,YAAU,I;UAA3C,mBAAiD,K;;;UAAjD,m

BAA8D,I;;QR8sBvE,qB;UQ9sBD,MR8sBqC,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;MQ9sB1D,OAAqB,M;IACzB,C;;MAWI,aAAa,qB

AAiB,SAAjB,C;MACN,YAAP,MAAO,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWI,YAAqB,gCAAT,QA

AS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,C;MAChB,IAAI,yBAAJ,C;Q

ACgB,kBAAY,sB;QRwqBZ,Q;QAAA,OQxqBL,SRwqBK,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA

AI,CQxqBwB,qBRwqBb,OQxqBa,CRwqB5B,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QQxqBvD,ORyqBG,W;;MQxq

BP,aAAa,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,mBAAU,KAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWI,aAAa,qBAAi

B,SAAjB,C;MACN,YAAP,MAAO,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,q

C;QAOI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAZ,CA

AjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASI,aAAa,q

BAAiB,YAAY,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,OAArB,IAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,S

AAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQuD,UAAT,M;MAA1C,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,WA

AS,4BAAT,QAAS,CAAT,YAA4C,cAAL,WAAvC,4BAA2D,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,IAAvE,CAAjB,C;MA

Cb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASI,aAAa,qB

AAiB,YAAY,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,IAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MA

AO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,

C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MhB1HuF,wC;IANvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAO2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAP3C,gF;;MCSuF,wC;IARvF,C;

IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;gGgBcA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,C

AAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KARA,C;gGAU

A,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;0EAUA,yB;MA

0CA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1CA,uC;QAKW,sB;;UAyCS,Q;UAAA,0B;UAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAg

B,oC;YAAM,IAzCH,SAyCO,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,qBAAO,O;cAAP,uB;;;UAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;QA1C

P,yB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;kFAQA,yB;MA8GA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MA9GA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA6GO,Q;UA
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AA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA/

Gc,SA+GV,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAjHP,wB;MACJ,C;KA

NA,C;;MAaI,ICwKgD,qBAAU,CDxK1D,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAK,CAAL,

C;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAu

B,6DAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;;MAaI,OCsJgD,qBAAU,CDtJnD,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;IACp

C,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;mF

AQA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,qBAAI,

KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,2BAA3B

,GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,gC;QA

AA,6B;QAAA,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,O

AAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,

Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,

EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAiBI,IC+FgD,qBAAU,CD/F1D,C;QAC

I,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAK,2BAAL,C;IACX,C;0EAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEn

C,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;;MAgBI,OC0EgD,qBAAU,CD1EnD,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,q

BAAK,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;Q

AAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAA

L,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;8EAWA,yB;

MAAA,mC;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBI,IC0CgD,qBAAU,

CD1C1D,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,

C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,4

BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,0CAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YA

AY,K;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ

,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,wDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAA

Y,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAsBI,OAAW,qBAAU,CAAd,GAAiB,

qBAAK,CAAL,CAAjB,GAA8B,I;IACzC,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;

QAFhB,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAA

V,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,OAAO,I;YAClB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,

C;UAAY,OAAO,I;QACnB,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MfrMI,IAAI,Ee8NI,KAAK,Cf9NT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ce6N

c,wD;Qf5Nd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Me6NV,OAAO,8BAAc,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAd,E

AAoC,gBAApC,C;IACX,C;;MfhOI,IAAI,Ee0OI,KAAK,Cf1OT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ceyOc,wD;QfxOd,MAAM,gCAAy

B,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeyOV,OE3E6E,oBF2E1D,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CE3E0D,C;IF4EjF,C;;Mf5OI,IAAI,

EesPI,KAAK,CftPT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ceqPc,wD;QfpPd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeqPV,OAAO,mBA

AkB,gBAAZ,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAY,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;;MfxPI,IAAI,EekQI,KAAK,CflQT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,ceiQc,wD;QfhQd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeiQV,OAAO,mBAAkB,gBAAZ,mBAAS,CAAT,I

AAY,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WA

A+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,

QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;QACf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,

iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OEvHoF,o

BFuHnE,CEvHmE,EFuHhE,QAAQ,CAAR,IEvHgE,C;;QFwH5F,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAA

A,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,

mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8

BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;QACf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MA
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AA,uC;QAMuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA

,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OElJqE,oBFkJpD,KElJoD,C;;QF

mJ7E,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8EAYA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAkEA,oC;MAlEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,oB;QAkEM,

Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,IApE6B,SAoEzB,CAAU,oBAAV,C

AAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QApExC,OAsEO,W;MArEX,C;KALA,C;8EAOA,yB;MAAA,yD;MA

2DA,oC;MA3DA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,oB;QA2DM,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,K

AAJ,C;UACd,IA7D6B,SA6DzB,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QA7DxC,OA+DO,

WA/DqC,W;MAChD,C;KALA,C;4FAOA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAkBA,gC;MAkoBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAppBA,uC;QA

MW,kBAAgB,oB;QAqpBV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP

,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAloB/B,IAnBoC,SAmBhC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2

C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAnB/C,OAqBO,W;MApBX,C;KAPA,C;4FASA,yB;MAAA,yD;MASA,gC;MAkoBA,6C;

MAAA,oC;MA3oBA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,oB;QA4oBV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;U

AAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAloB/B,IAVoC,SAUhC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAi

B,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAV/C,OAYO,WAZ4C,W;MACvD,C;KAPA,C;gGASA,yB;MA

AA,gC;MAkoBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAloBA,oD;QAyoBiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;U

AAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAloB/B,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,

CAAJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAcA,6C;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAdA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,oB;QAcH,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;U

AAM,IAAI,CAdU,SAcT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAd3D,OAeO,W;MAdX,

C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAOA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,oB;QAOH,Q;Q

AAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CAPU,SAOT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,

WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAP3D,OAQO,WARwC,W;MACnD,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;

MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,

oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;kFAQA,yB;MAAA,

oC;MAAA,oD;QAI0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,

oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAExC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeI,IAAI,OAAQ,

UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,E;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O

AAO,E;MAC9B,OAAO,uBAAU,OAAV,C;IACX,C;;MASc,Q;MAHV,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB

,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,E;MACtB,aAAa,mBAAc,IAAd,C;MACH,yB;MAAV,OAAU,cA

AV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,MAAO,gBAAO,qBAAI,CAAJ,CAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA

,8B;MAAA,uC;MAAA,qC;QAKY,Q;QAAR,OAA8B,MAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAM,OAAN,CAAe,W;MACjD,C;KAN

A,C;;MfhaI,IAAI,EegbI,KAAK,CfhbT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ce+ac,wD;Qf9ad,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Me+

aV,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAiB,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MflbI,IAAI,Ee4bI,KAAK,Cf5

bT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ce2bc,wD;Qf1bd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Me2bV,OE1R4F,oBF0R3E,CE1R2E,EF

0RtE,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CE1RsE,C;IF2RhG,C;;Mf9bI,IAAI,EewcI,KAAK,CfxcT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ceucc,

wD;Qftcd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeucV,aAAa,gB;MACb,OAAO,8BAAY,SAAW,eAAF,CAAE,E

AAa,MAAb,CAAX,IAAZ,EAA6C,MAA7C,C;IACX,C;;Mf3cI,IAAI,EeqdI,KAAK,CfrdT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ceodc,w

D;Qfndd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MeodV,aAAa,gB;MACb,OEvT6E,oBFuT5D,SAAW,eAAF,CAAE,

EAAa,MAAb,CAAX,IEvT4D,C;IFwTjF,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,

WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,QAAQ,CA

AR,IAAZ,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4FAcA,yB;M

AAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,K

AAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OEhVqE,oBFgVpD,QAAQ,CAAR,IEhVoD,C;;;QFmV7E,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAZA

,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU

,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,KAAf,C;;QAEf,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAA

e,gBAAf,C;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,w

B;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OExWoF,oBFwWnE,CExWmE,EFwWhE,KE

xWgE,C;;QF0W5F,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAiBI,OAAO,qBAAc,SAAd,CAAoB,U;IAC/B,C;kFAEA,yB;
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MAAA,8B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,4B;QAKY,Q;QAAR,OAA8B,SAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAW,W;MAC7C,C;KANA,C;oF

AQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAkEA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAlEA,uC;QASI,eAAmC,cAAp

B,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+DH,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAhE8C,SAgE/B,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UrBjCnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAA

gB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QqB/BA,OAkEO,W;MAjEX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA

yBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzBA,yC;QASI,eAAmC,cAApB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC

5B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAuBL,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aA

xBuC,WAwBnC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAxBhB,OA0BO,W;MAzBX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,y

B;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA0BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1BA,yD;QAQI,eAAmC,cAApB,YA

AY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyBL,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aA1BoC,WA0BhC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EA1BiD,cA0BvB,CAAe,oBAA

f,CAA1B,C;;QA1BhB,OA4BO,W;MA3BX,C;KAVA,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD

;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0

B,oBAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4FAcA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;Q

AQoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,

eAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAe,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UrBjCn

B,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QqBmCA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;2FAaA,yB;MAAA,0

D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAgBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAhBA,2C;QAYI,aAAa,mBAA2C,cAApB,YAAY,

gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,CAA3C,C;QAYG,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAXO,M

AYP,aAAI,oBAAJ,EAZe,aAYF,CAAc,oBAAd,CAAb,C;;QAZhB,OAAuB,M;MAC3B,C;KAdA,C;8FAgBA,yB;M

AAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,wD;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ

,WAAY,aAAI,oBAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,oBAAd,CAAb,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAkBiB,Q;MAAA,

4B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,iC;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,

2BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UA

AK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,wBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;

MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMI,OAAO,2BAAa,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,

gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,kCA

Aa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAOA,6C;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAR6B,SAQlB,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAThB,OAWO,W

;MAVX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;Q

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;

QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;M

AzBA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAyBD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UA1BoD,W

A0B1C,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UrBneP,U;UADP,YqBqee,WrBreH,WqBqewB,GrBrexB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH

,aqBmeuC,gB;YAA5B,WrBleX,aqBkegC,GrBlehC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UqB+dA,iB;UACA,IAA

K,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5BT,OA8BO,W;MA7BX,C;KAVA,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8BA,6C;MAAA,oC;M

AAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MA9BA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8BD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,

oC;UACZ,UA/BiD,WA+BvC,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UrBrfP,U;UADP,YqBufe,WrBvfH,WqBufwB,GrBvfxB,C;UACL,

IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aqBqfuC,gB;YAA5B,WrBpfX,aqBofgC,GrBpfhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UqB

ifA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjCyD,cAiCrD,CAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjCT,OAmCO,W;MAlCX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,y

B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,oC;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UrBneP,U;UADP,YqBqee,WrBreH,WqBqewB,GrBrexB,C;UACL,IAAI

,aAAJ,C;YACH,aqBmeuC,gB;YAA5B,WrBleX,aqBkegC,GrBlehC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UqB+dA

,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;oFAiBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA

AA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UAAU,YAA

Y,oBAAZ,C;UrBrfP,U;UADP,YqBufe,WrBvfH,WqBufwB,GrBvfxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aqBqfuC,gB;
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YAA5B,WrBpfX,aqBofgC,GrBpfhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UqBifA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,

oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4

C;;QAQW,sC;QAAA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASwD,OAAgB,SAAhB,oBAAgB,C;MAAhB,C;MATxD,oE;QA

U+C,gCAAY,oBAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAV/C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;wEAcA,yB;MAAA,gE;M

AuEA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAvEA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAqEA,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAb,OA

Aa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAtEmB,SAsEf,CAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAtEhB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;K

ARA,C;sFAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA+BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA/BA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;

QAgCP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAjC0B,SAiCtB,EAAU,

cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAjChB,OAkCO,W;MAjCX,C;KARA,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA

,+D;MAUA,gC;MAkKA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA5KA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QA4Kd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B

;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAlKsB,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,EAkKT,cAlKS,EAkKT,sBAlKS,WAkKA,iBAl

KA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;uGAUA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAkKA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAl

KA,oD;QAyKiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAlKsB,U;UAAA,yBAkKT,cAl

KS,EAkKT,sBAlKS,WAkKA,iBAlKA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAA

A,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAQiB,UACiB,M;QAF9B,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;U

AAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MA

CX,C;KAXA,C;qFAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAQA,gC;MA2HA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAnIA,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QAkIJ

,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UA1HK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CA0HQ,oBA1HR,W;YAAs

C,6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;yFAQA,yB;MAAA,gC;MA2HA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA3HA,oD;QA+H

oB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UA1HK,U;UAAA,wBA0HQ,oBA1HR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;

QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;4EASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAKiB,Q;QAA

A,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KARA,C;;MAe4B,mB;QAAE,iC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;wEAEA,yB

;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UA

AM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OA

AO,EC3rByC,qBAAU,CD2rBnD,C;IACX,C;wEAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,

Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;Q

ACrD,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAeI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oB

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qB;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KAPA,C;0EASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,gD;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,cAAc,UA

AU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAA

A,gC;MAAA,gD;QASoB,UAA8B,M;QAF9C,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

UAAgB,oC;UAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,oBAAhC,C;;QACpC,OAAO

,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;mFAaA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kB

AAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,kCAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WA

AxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;iGAYA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;Q

ACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EA

A6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;gFAgBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,oC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;MAC1B,C;K

ALA,C;8FAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UAAa,M;QAD1B,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;

QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;MACvB,C;KARA,C;;

MAgBiB,Q;MAFb,IChyBgD,qBAAU,CDgyB1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;

MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEv

B,OAAO,G;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IC/yBgD,qBAAU,CD+yB1D,C;UAAe,

OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB

,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;

UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGn
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B,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,ICn0BgD,qBAAU,CDm0B1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,U

AAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW

,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,

Q;MAFb,ICh1BgD,qBAAU,CDg1B1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAMI,IC/1BgD,qBAAU,CD+1B1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;

QACtB,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,

O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,

QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAA

O,O;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,ICn3BgD,qBAAU,CDm3B1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qB

AAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,

gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,OCl4BgD

,qBAAU,C;IDm4B9D,C;0EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MA

CX,C;KARA,C;6EAUA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAKmC,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;QAArC,gB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA

,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IC35BgD,qBAAU,CD25B1D,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8

B,uCAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wB

AAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uD

;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IC36BgD,qBAAU,CD26B1D,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,u

CAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,

EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,u

D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

Z,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS

,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,kCAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,WAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MA

CX,C;KAXA,C;qGAaA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,w

B;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBA

AJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,wBAA

7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4EAiBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;Q

AKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QACC,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAA

P,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;Q

ADhB,UAAkB,G;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,OAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OA

AO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAsBI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAkBI,OAAO,s

BAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;IACX,C;;MAamC,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAA

7C,OAAO,6BAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,sBAAtB,C;IACX,C;;MAkBI,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA8

C,IAA9C,EAAgE,SAAhE,C;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAA

A,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,oB;QACG,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,I

AAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,

cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,oB;QACG,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,

C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAM,WAAX,EAAuB,MAAO,WAA9B,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAmCkD,OAAA,EA

AG,W;IAAW,C;;MADpB,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACjF,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAA

e,IAAf,EAAqB,cAArB,EAAqC,eAArC,C;IACX,C;;MAoBgD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;

MAOhE,Q;MANrB,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,eAAe,SAAK,O;MACpB,aAAa,iBAAa,CAAC,W

AAW,IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,IAAb,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAf,C;QA

CI,UAAU,QAAQ,IAAR,I;QACO,IAAI,MAAM,QAAV,C;UAAsB,IAAI,cAAJ,C;YAAoB,e;;YAAc,K;;;UAAa,U;Q

AAtF,qB;QACA,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,UAAnB,CAAV,CAAJ,C;QACP,gBAAS,IAAT,I;
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;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAmB0D,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MADpB,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QA

AA,iBAA0B,K;MACzF,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA6C,uBAA7C,C;IACX,C;;M

AuBoC,wB;QAAW,yBAAU,0CAAY,KAAZ,EAAkC,eAAd,QAAQ,YAAR,IAAc,EAAa,4BAAb,CAAlC,CAAV,C;

MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAHoB,sB;QAAA,SAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MAC7F,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0

B,MAA1B,C;MACA,cAAc,KAAK,cAAJ,GAAoB,yBAApB,GAAiC,WAAQ,mBAAS,IAAT,GAAgB,CAAhB,IAA

R,CAAlC,EAAkE,MAAlE,C;MACd,OAA4B,OAAb,aAAR,OAAQ,CAAa,EAAI,qDAAJ,C;IAChC,C;;MAoBI,aVh

vCO,MAAK,KUgvCY,gBVhvCZ,EUquCD,KAW2B,OVhvC1B,C;MUivCZ,WAAW,iBAAa,MAAb,C;MACX,aA

AU,CAAV,MAAkB,MAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAdqB,GAcP,iCAAK,CAAL,EAdO,EAcE,YAdrB,KAcqB,YAAM,

CAAN,EAdF,CAcrB,C;;MAdT,OAgBO,I;IAfX,C;wEAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MV/uCA,iB;MU+uCA,8C;Q

AQI,aVhvCO,MAAK,KUgvCO,SAAK,OVhvCZ,EUgvCoB,KAAM,OVhvC1B,C;QUivCZ,WAAW,eAAa,MAAb,

C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,MAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,6BAAM

,CAAN,EAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAyBW,sB;;QAaP,WAAW,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QA

CX,IAAI,OAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,qBAAO,W;UAAP,uB;;QACd,aAAa,iBAAa,IAAb,C;QACb,iBAAc,CAAd,UAA

sB,IAAtB,U;UACI,MAAO,WAjBkB,GAiBJ,iCAAK,KAAL,EAjBI,EAiBS,iCAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,EAjBT,C

AiBlB,C;;QAEX,qBAAO,M;;;MAnBP,yB;IACJ,C;uFAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAU

I,WAAW,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACX,IAAI,OAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,OAAO,W;QACrB,aAAa,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACb,i

BAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,IAAtB,U;UACI,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,QAAQ,CAA

R,IAAL,EAAvB,CAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MAwBoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,WAAL,eAAK,C;

MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADZ,wC;MAAA,S;QAAkB,OC3uC0B,qBAAU,C;;MD2uC1D,S;QAAiC,OAAO,W;MACxC

,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,WAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADZ,wC;MAA

A,S;QAAkB,OCnvC0B,qBAAU,C;;MDmvC1D,S;QAAiC,OAAO,e;MACxC,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MGn5

CsC,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C7B8FV,K;M6B9FD,C;IAAA,C;;MCAF,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL

,C7B0HV,K;M6B1HD,C;IAAA,C;;MCAE,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,CCqIV,K;MDrID,C;IAAA,C;;MEAE

,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C/ByGV,K;M+BzGD,C;IAAA,C;;MChDpC,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;

MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;I

ACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,C

AAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,s

BAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,

OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;I

ACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;uGAsCA,yB;MAkgGI,8

D;MAlgGJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAy/FT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QAz/FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KA

AJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MA8/FI,8D;MA9/FJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QA

AT,S;UAAc,gBAq/FT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QAr/FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;

MACjE,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MA0/FI,8D;MA1/FJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAi/FT,cAAR,iBAA

Q,C;;QAj/FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;M

As/FI,8D;MAt/FJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBA6+FT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QA7+FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sB

AAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAA

Y,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,

SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EA

AU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAVA,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAA

V,C;MAChB,C;KAVA,C;;MAmBW,sB;;QAgNS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA

hNH,SAgNO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAjNP,yB;IACJ,C;;M

ASW,sB;;QAiNS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAjNH,SAiNO,CAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAlNP,yB;IACJ,C;;MASW,sB;;QAkNS,Q;QAAA,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAlNH,SAkNO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAA

P,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAnNP,yB;IACJ,C;;MASW,sB;;QAmNS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UAAM,IAnNH,SAmNO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;
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MApNP,yB;IACJ,C;yFAEA,yB;MA4kBA,+C;MA8wEI,0D;MA11FJ,uC;QAOW,qB;;UA4kBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,S

AuwEX,YAAR,iBAAQ,CAvwEW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YA

Cd,IA9kBc,SA8kBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAhlBP,wB;MA

CJ,C;KARA,C;yFAUA,yB;MAglBA,+C;MAwwEI,0D;MAx1FJ,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAglBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAiwE

X,YAAR,iBAAQ,CAjwEW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAl

lBc,SAklBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAplBP,wB;MACJ,C;K

ARA,C;yFAUA,yB;MAolBA,+C;MAkwEI,0D;MAt1FJ,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAolBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SA2vEX,YAA

R,iBAAQ,CA3vEW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAtlBc,SA

slBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAxlBP,wB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;

yFAUA,yB;MAwlBA,+C;MA4vEI,0D;MAp1FJ,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAwlBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAqvEX,YAAR,iBAA

Q,CArvEW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA1lBc,SA0lBV,C

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA5lBP,wB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;mFAU

A,yB;MAAA,8C;MjChJA,6B;MiCgJA,4B;QAQI,OjC9ImC,ciC8IpB,MAAR,iBAAQ,CjC9IoB,C;MiC+IvC,C;KAT

A,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;MF5IA,+B;ME4IA,4B;QAQI,OF1IsC,eE0IvB,MAAR,iBAAQ,CF1IuB,C;ME2I1C,C;

KATA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;MlCxMA,+B;MkCwMA,4B;QAQI,OlCtMsC,ekCsMvB,MAAR,iBAAQ,ClCtM

uB,C;MkCuM1C,C;KATA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;MhCtMA,iC;MgCsMA,4B;QAQI,OhCpMyC,gBgCoM1B,

MAAR,iBAAQ,ChCpM0B,C;MgCqM7C,C;KATA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;Q

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,

gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,

mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C

;MACV,C;KAVA,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAg

B,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;

KAVA,C;;MAkBI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GA

Ae,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IA

CpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,

C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,

OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAA

I,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;2FAE

A,yB;MAsqFI,8D;MAtqFJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBA+pFT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QA/pFhB,OAAO,O

AAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAoqFI,8D;MApqFJ,iD;Q

AOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBA6pFT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QA7pFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GA

AsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAkqFI,8D;MAlqFJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,g

BA2pFT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QA3pFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;K

ARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAgqFI,8D;MAhqFJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAypFT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;;QAzp

FhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KARA,C;;MAgBe,oBAAS,C;MAA

T,S;QAAc,gBAwnFT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MAxnFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;M

AQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBAunFT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MAvnFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,

GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBAsnFT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MAtnFhB,OAAO,OAAsC,s

BAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBAqnFT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MArnF

hB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;uFAEA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QA

AR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,OjC1eU,KiC0elB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QA

AR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,OFzeY,KEyepB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QAA

R,iBAAQ,EAAQ,OlC1hBY,KkC0hBpB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,

QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,OhCzhBc,KgCyhBtB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MjChbA,6B;MiCgbA,
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0BAOgC,yB;QjCvbhC,6B;;UiCubgC,qB;YAAE,yBjC7aK,ciC6aK,EjC7aL,CiC6aL,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C

;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UpC2rBf,0D;YACI,IoC5rB0B,UjC7aK,cHymCjB,YAAK,KAAL,C

GzmCiB,CiC6aL,CpC4rB1B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QoChsBP,0B;MACJ,C;KARA,C;i

GAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MF3aA,+B;ME2aA,0BAOgC,yB;QFlbhC,+B;;UEkbgC,qB;YAAE,yBFxaQ,eEwaE,EFxaF,C

EwaR,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UpC6rBf,0D;YACI,IoC9rB0B

,UFxaQ,elCsmCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CkCtmCoB,CEwaR,CpC8rB1B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;;UAGR,sBAAO,

E;;;QoClsBP,0B;MACJ,C;KARA,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MlCteA,+B;MkCseA,0BAOgC,yB;QlC7ehC,+B;;UkC

6egC,qB;YAAE,yBlCneQ,ekCmeE,ElCneF,CkCmeR,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAA

R,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UpC+oBf,0D;YACI,IoChpB0B,UlCneQ,eFmnCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CEnnCoB,CkCmeR,CpCgpB1

B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QoCppBP,0B;MACJ,C;KARA,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;Mh

CneA,iC;MgCmeA,0BAOgC,yB;QhC1ehC,iC;;UgC0egC,qB;YAAE,yBhCheW,gBgCgeD,EhCheC,CgCgeX,C;UA

AF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UpCipBf,0D;YACI,IoClpB0B,UhCheW,g

BJknCvB,YAAK,KAAL,CIlnCuB,CgCgeX,CpCkpB1B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QoCtp

BP,0B;MACJ,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MpCkwBA,0D;MAAA,+C;MG1tCA,6B;MiCwdA,yBAO+B,yB;

QjC/d/B,6B;;UiC+d+B,qB;YAAE,yBjCrdM,ciCqdI,EjCrdJ,CiCqdN,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAP/B,uC;Q

AOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UpC+vBD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YA

Ac,uB;YACV,IoChwByB,UjCrdM,cHqtCjB,YAAK,KAAL,CGrtCiB,CiCqdN,CpCgwBzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAA

P,uB;;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QoCpwBP,yB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MpCowBA,0D;MAAA,+C;M

kCvtCA,+B;MEmdA,yBAO+B,yB;QF1d/B,+B;;UE0d+B,qB;YAAE,yBFhdS,eEgdC,EFhdD,CEgdT,C;UAAF,C;Q

AAA,C;OAAA,C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UpCiwBD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAA

R,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IoClwByB,UFhdS,elCktCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CkCltCoB,CEgdT,CpC

kwBzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QoCtwBP,yB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,s

C;MpCstBA,0D;MAAA,+C;MEpuCA,+B;MkC8gBA,yBAO+B,yB;QlCrhB/B,+B;;UkCqhB+B,qB;YAAE,yBlC3g

BS,ekC2gBC,ElC3gBD,CkC2gBT,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;Up

CmtBD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IoCptByB,UlC3gBS

,eF+tCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CE/tCoB,CkC2gBT,CpCotBzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QoCxt

BP,yB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MpCwtBA,0D;MAAA,+C;MInuCA,iC;MgC2gBA,yBAO+B,yB;

QhClhB/B,iC;;UgCkhB+B,qB;YAAE,yBhCxgBY,gBgCwgBF,EhCxgBE,CgCwgBZ,C;UAAF,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,

C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UpCqtBD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAA

c,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IoCttByB,UhCxgBY,gBJ8tCvB,YAAK,KAAL,CI9tCuB,CgCwgBZ,CpCstBzB,C;cAC

I,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QoC1tBP,yB;MACJ,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,4C;MjChgBA,6B

;MiCggBA,4B;QAQI,OjC9fmC,ciC8fpB,KAAR,iBAAQ,CjC9foB,C;MiC+fvC,C;KATA,C;iFAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;

MF5fA,+B;ME4fA,4B;QAQI,OF1fsC,eE0fvB,KAAR,iBAAQ,CF1fuB,C;ME2f1C,C;KATA,C;iFAWA,yB;MAAA,

4C;MlCxjBA,+B;MkCwjBA,4B;QAQI,OlCtjBsC,ekCsjBvB,KAAR,iBAAQ,ClCtjBuB,C;MkCujB1C,C;KATA,C;i

FAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;MhCtjBA,iC;MgCsjBA,4B;QAQI,OhCpjByC,gBgCojB1B,KAAR,iBAAQ,ChCpjB0B,C;M

gCqjB7C,C;KATA,C;iFAWA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAs5EI,0D;MAt5EJ,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SA84

EX,YA94EF,SA84EN,QAAQ,CA94EW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,

C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAb

A,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MA+4EI,0D;MA/4EJ,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAu4EX,YAv4EF,SAu4

EN,QAAQ,CAv4EW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAbA,C;iFAeA,yB;M

AAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAw4EI,0D;MAx4EJ,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAg4EX,YAh4EF,SAg4EN,QAAQ,CAh

4EW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAbA,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,

iE;MAi4EI,0D;MAj4EJ,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAy3EX,YAz3EF,SAy3EN,QAAQ,CAz3EW,CAAb,W;QA

Ad,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAA

O,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAbA,C;+FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,

YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OjC1sBM,KiC0sBlB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OA
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Ae,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OFzsBQ,KEysBpB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,O

AAe,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OlC1vBQ,KkC0vBpB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QA

OI,OAAe,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OhCzvBU,KgCyvBtB,C;MACnB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,I

AAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iB

AAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IA

CpC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;6FAEA,yB;MAA

A,+C;MA8wEI,0D;MA9wEJ,uC;QAOkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAuwEX,YAvwEF,SAuwEN,QAAQ,CAvwEW,CAAb,

W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB

,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAwwEI,0D;MAxwEJ,uC;QAOkB,Q;Q

AAA,OAAa,SAiwEX,YAjwEF,SAiwEN,QAAQ,CAjwEW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cA

Ac,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,

C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAkwEI,0D;MAlwEJ,uC;QAOkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SA2vEX,YA3vEF,SA2vEN,QAAQ,

CA3vEW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,+C;MA4vEI,0D;MA5vEJ,u

C;QAOkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAqvEX,YArvEF,SAqvEN,QAAQ,CArvEW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,

uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MA

CX,C;KAZA,C;qFAcA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C

;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;qFAYA,yB;

MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,mC;M

AAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAoBI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,

2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;Q

ACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,IAAI,

mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;IACX,C;;

MAUI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,

C;IACX,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MjCh1BA,6B;MiCg1BA,4B;QAOI,OjC70BmC,ciC60BpB,OAAR,iBAAQ,CjC

70BoB,C;MiC80BvC,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MF30BA,+B;ME20BA,4B;QAOI,OFx0BsC,eEw0BvB,

OAAR,iBAAQ,CFx0BuB,C;MEy0B1C,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MlCt4BA,+B;MkCs4BA,4B;QAOI,Ol

Cn4BsC,ekCm4BvB,OAAR,iBAAQ,ClCn4BuB,C;MkCo4B1C,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MhCn4BA,iC;

MgCm4BA,4B;QAOI,OhCh4ByC,gBgCg4B1B,OAAR,iBAAQ,ChCh4B0B,C;MgCi4B7C,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;

MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,wB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;Q

ACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAA

W,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAA

M,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,0D;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0B;

MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YA

CjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OA

AO,2D;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST

,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAG

hB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;qFAqB

A,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,4B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAsB,I;QACtB,YAAY,

K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;c

AAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,M

AAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4D;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;;MA2BI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sB

AAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;I

ACvC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQI,OAAW,mBA

AQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;M

ACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAA
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W,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,

M;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;M

AGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB

,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,K

AAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MA

CnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAsB,I;MACtB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,

QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MvB3zCI,IAAI,EuBu0CI

,KAAK,CvBv0CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBs0Cc,sD;QvBr0Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBs0CV,OAAO,

uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MvBz0CI,IAAI,EuBq1CI,KAAK,CvBr

1CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBo1Cc,sD;QvBn1Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBo1CV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gB

AAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MvBv1CI,IAAI,EuBm2CI,KAAK,CvBn2CT,CAAJ,

C;QACI,cuBk2Cc,sD;QvBj2Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBk2CV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAA

O,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MvBr2CI,IAAI,EuBi3CI,KAAK,CvBj3CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBg

3Cc,sD;QvB/2Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBg3CV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAA

U,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MvBn3CI,IAAI,EuB+3CI,KAAK,CvB/3CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB83Cc,sD;QvB

73Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB83CV,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CA

Ad,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MvBj4CI,IAAI,EuB64CI,KAAK,CvB74CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB44Cc,sD;QvB34Cd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB44CV,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB

,C;IACX,C;;MvB/4CI,IAAI,EuB25CI,KAAK,CvB35CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB05Cc,sD;QvBz5Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB05CV,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;

MvB75CI,IAAI,EuBy6CI,KAAK,CvBz6CT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBw6Cc,sD;QvBv6Cd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WA

AjC,C;;MuBw6CV,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;mGAEA,y

B;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAkzDI,8D;MAlzDJ,uC;QASI,iBAyyDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAzyDhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,

U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;Q

AGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAyyDI,8D;MAzyDJ,uC;QASI,iBAgyDg

B,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAhyDhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YAC

I,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,q

D;MAgyDI,8D;MAhyDJ,uC;QASI,iBAuxDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAvxDhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAuxDI,8D;MAvxDJ,uC;QASI,iBA8wDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CA9

wDhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QA

AQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;2FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,e

AAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,I

AAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAA

O,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE

,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqB

A,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAA

a,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,

WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

WiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI

,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;

;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,gB;QAwOA,Q;QAA

A,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAxOa,SAwOT,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxO1D,OAyOO,W;MAxOX,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,gB;

QAyOA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAzOc,SAyOV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YA
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AwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzO1D,OA0OO,W;MAzOX,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

OW,kBAAS,gB;QA0OA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA1Oc,SA0OV,CAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA1O1D,OA2OO,W;MA1OX,C;KARA,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,+

D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,gB;QA2OA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA3Oe,S

A2OX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA3O1D,OA4OO,W;MA3OX,C;KARA,C;kGA

UA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAgB,gB;QAqkGV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb

,C;UAAa,sB;UAphGT,IAjDsC,SAiDlC,EAohGkB,cAphGlB,EAohGkB,sBAphGlB,WAohG2B,IAphG3B,CAAJ,C;

YAA2C,sBAohGZ,IAphGY,C;;QAjD/C,OAmDO,W;MAlDX,C;KAVA,C;mGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

SW,kBAAgB,gB;QAskGV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAlhGT,IApDuC,SA

oDnC,EAkhGkB,cAlhGlB,EAkhGkB,sBAlhGlB,WAkhG2B,IAlhG3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAkhGZ,IAlhGY,C;;QA

pD/C,OAsDO,W;MArDX,C;KAVA,C;mGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAgB,gB;QAukGV,gB;QA

Db,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAhhGT,IAvDuC,SAuDnC,EAghGkB,cAhhGlB,EAgh

GkB,sBAhhGlB,WAghG2B,IAhhG3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAghGZ,IAhhGY,C;;QAvD/C,OAyDO,W;MAxDX,C;K

AVA,C;mGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAgB,gB;QAwkGV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAA

b,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA9gGT,IA1DwC,SA0DpC,EA8gGkB,cA9gGlB,EA8gGkB,sBA9gGlB,WA8gG2B,I

A9gG3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA8gGZ,IA9gGY,C;;QA1D/C,OA4DO,W;MA3DX,C;KAVA,C;;MA0iGiB,gB;MAD

b,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAphGT,IAAI,WAohGkB,cAphGlB,EAohGkB,sBAphGl

B,WAohG2B,IAphG3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAohGZ,IAphGY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA8hGiB,gB;MAD

b,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAlhGT,IAAI,WAkhGkB,cAlhGlB,EAkhGkB,sBAlhGlB

,WAkhG2B,IAlhG3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAkhGZ,IAlhGY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA4hGiB,gB;MADb,

YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAhhGT,IAAI,WAghGkB,cAhhGlB,EAghGkB,sBAhhGlB

,WAghG2B,IAhhG3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAghGZ,IAhhGY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA0hGiB,gB;MADb,

YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QA9gGT,IAAI,WA8gGkB,cA9gGlB,EA8gGkB,sBA9gGlB

,WA8gG2B,IA9gG3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA8gGZ,IA9gGY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;IACX,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,+D

;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,gB;QAwCH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CA

xCY,SAwCX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxC3D,OAyCO,W;MAxCX,C;KARA,

C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,gB;QAyCH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA

gB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAzCa,SAyCZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzC3D,OA0CO,

W;MAzCX,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,gB;QA0CH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CA1Ca,SA0CZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAA

J,C;;QA1C3D,OA2CO,W;MA1CX,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,gB;QA2CH,Q

;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CA3Cc,SA2Cb,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAy

B,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA3C3D,OA4CO,W;MA3CX,C;KARA,C;;MAiBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,O

AAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC

3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1

D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO

,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C

;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O9BjzDe,

W;;M8BkzDtC,OAA4D,SAmvCrD,cAAkB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAnvCN,OAAQ,MAmvCF,EAnvCS,OAAQ,aAAR,GA

AuB,CAAvB,IAmvCT,CAAlB,CAnvCqD,C;IAChE,C;;MAQI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O9B3zDe,W;;M8B

4zDtC,OAA4D,SAsvCrD,eAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAtvCP,OAAQ,MAsvCD,EAtvCQ,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAA
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vB,IAsvCR,CAAnB,CAtvCqD,C;IAChE,C;;MAQI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O9Br0De,W;;M8Bs0DtC,OAA

4D,UAyvCrD,eAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAzvCP,OAAQ,MAyvCD,EAzvCQ,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAyvC

R,CAAnB,CAzvCqD,C;IAChE,C;;MAQI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O9B/0De,W;;M8Bg1DtC,OAA4D,UA4v

CrD,gBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EA5vCR,OAAQ,MA4vCA,EA5vCO,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IA4vCP,CAAp

B,CA5vCqD,C;IAChE,C;;MAWkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ

,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QA

CV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ

,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C;MACG,

yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MA

WkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;M

ACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ

,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,I

AAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAkB,IAAlB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QA

Ac,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,cAAkB,aAAR,iBA

AQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;IACX,C;

;MAQI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,gBAAoB,aAAR,iBAA

Q,EAAW,OAAX,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,cAAkB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;;M

AQI,OAAO,eAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,iBAAQ,E

AAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,gBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;M

AkBiB,UACL,M;MvBthER,IAAI,EuB+gEI,KAAK,CvB/gET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB8gEc,sD;QvB7gEd,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB8gEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C

;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;

UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAkBiB,UACL,M;MvB9iER,IAAI,EuBuiEI,KA

AK,CvBviET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBsiEc,sD;QvBriEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBsiEV,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QA

AY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACE,2B;M

AAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAkBiB,UACL,M;MvBtkER,IAAI,EuB+jEI,KAAK,CvB/jET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB8jEc,sD;QvB7jEd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB8jEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,c

AAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACn

B,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAA

W,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAkBiB,UACL,M;MvB9lER,IAAI,

EuBulEI,KAAK,CvBvlET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBslEc,sD;QvBrlEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBslEV,I

AAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;

MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;

;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MvBnmEI,IAAI,EuB+mEI,KAAK,CvB/mET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuB8mEc,sD;QvB7mEd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB8mEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;M

ACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OA

AO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IA

A7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MvBxnEI,IAAI,EuBooEI,KAAK,

CvBpoET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBmoEc,sD;QvBloEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBmoEV,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,M

AAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C

;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OA

AO,I;IACX,C;;MvB7oEI,IAAI,EuBypEI,KAAK,CvBzpET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cuBwpEc,sD;QvBvpEd,MAAM,gCAA

yB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuBwpEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KA
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AK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAA

L,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IA

AK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MvBlqEI,IAAI,EuB8qEI,KAAK,CvB9qET,CAAJ,

C;QACI,cuB6qEc,sD;QvB5qEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuB6qEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,O

AAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QA

AY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACX,iBAAc,O

AAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;mG

AEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAsiCI,8D;MAtiCJ,uC;QASI,iBA6hCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CA7hChB,WAA+B,CA

A/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C

;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MA6hCI,8D;MA7hCJ,uC;QASI,iBAo

hCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAphChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;

YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MA

AA,gD;MAohCI,8D;MAphCJ,uC;QASI,iBA2gCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CA3gChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MA

CX,C;KAfA,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MA2gCI,8D;MA3gCJ,uC;QASI,iBAkgCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C

AlgChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,Q

AAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAfA,C;2FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,Q;QADb,

WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UA

CJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,Q;Q

ADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K

;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,

Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YA

CI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

UiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C

;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;sFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;

QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACZ,C;KARA,C;sFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACZ,

C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACZ,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,

kD;MAAA,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACZ,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QA

OI,OAAO,mBAAkB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAlB,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;

QAOI,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,yC;MAA

A,4B;QAOI,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;

MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,qBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAApB,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C

;QACI,iB;QAhII,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;;IAmIZ,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QAlII,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;;I

AqIZ,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QApII,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;;IAuIZ,C;;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,

C;QACI,iB;QAtII,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;;IAyIZ,C;;MAQoB,kBA+eT,cAAU,iBtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MA/eiB,mB;M

AAxB,OAAiC,SnB38E1B,WmB28E0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQoB,kBAkfT,eAAmB,UAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MAlfiB,

mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,SnBp9E1B,WmBo9E0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQoB,kBAqfT,eAAW,iBtB/yEM,QsB+yEjB,C;MAr

fiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,UnB79E1B,WmB69E0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQoB,kBAwfT,gBAAY,iBtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;

MAxfiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,UnBt+E1B,WmBs+E0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MAC

D,kBA0cd,cA1cA,SA0cU,QtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MA1csB,mB;MAA7B,OnBh/EO,W;ImBi/EX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,

mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBA4cd,eAAmB,UA5cnB,SA4cW,QAAQ,CAAnB,C;MA5csB,mB;MAA7B,O

nB1/EO,W;ImB2/EX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBA8cd,eA9cA,SA8cW,QtB/yEM,QsB+

yEjB,C;MA9csB,mB;MAA7B,OnBpgFO,W;ImBqgFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAgd

d,gBAhdA,SAgdY,QtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;MAhdsB,mB;MAA7B,OnB9gFO,W;ImB+gFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,
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C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAkad,cAlaA,SAkaU,QtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MAlasB,6B;MAA7B,OnBxhFO,W;Im

ByhFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAoad,eAAmB,UApanB,SAoaW,QAAQ,CAAnB,C;

MApasB,6B;MAA7B,OnBliFO,W;ImBmiFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAsad,eAtaA,S

AsaW,QtB/yEM,QsB+yEjB,C;MAtasB,8B;MAA7B,OnB5iFO,W;ImB6iFX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OA

AO,S;MACD,kBAwad,gBAxaA,SAwaY,QtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;MAxasB,8B;MAA7B,OnBtjFO,W;ImBujFX,C;;M

AUoB,kBAyXT,cAAU,iBtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MAzXiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YnBjkF1B,WmBikF0B,C;IACrC

,C;;MAUoB,kBA0XT,eAAmB,UAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MA1XiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YnB5kF1B,WmB4kF0B,

C;IACrC,C;;MAUoB,kBA2XT,eAAW,iBtB/yEM,QsB+yEjB,C;MA3XiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YnBvlF1B,WmBul

F0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAUoB,kBA4XT,gBAAY,iBtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;MA5XiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YnBlmF1B,W

mBkmF0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAUI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAsCI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAUI,

OAAO,iB;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,SAAX,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;4FA

WA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,mBAAU,SAAV,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;8FAWA,yB;MAAA,yC;MA

AA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,SAAX,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;gGAWA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,qB

AAY,SAAZ,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBI,OAAe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,KAAM,QAApB,C;IACnB,C;;MASI,OA

Ae,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,KAAM,QAApB,C;IACnB,C;;MASI,OAAe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,KAAM,QAApB,C;IAC

nB,C;;MASI,OAAe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,KAAM,QAApB,C;IACnB,C;;MAQI,OAAe,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C

;;MAQI,OAAe,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAQI,OAAe,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAQI,OAAe,gBAAR,iB

AAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAUI,OAAO,0BAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,0B

AAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,0BAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB

,GAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,0BAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,C;IACX,C;sFAEA,yB;MtB/

0EA,8C;MsB+0EA,kF;QAmB6D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB

,c;QtB90E1H,UsB+0EA,iBtB/0EA,EsB+0EiB,WAAY,QtB/0E7B,EsB+0EsC,iBtB/0EtC,EsB+0EyD,UtB/0EzD,Es

B+0EqE,QtB/0ErE,C;QsBg1EA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MtB/0EA,8C;MsB+0EA,kF;QAmB

+D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QtB90E5H,UsB+0EA,iBtB/

0EA,EsB+0EiB,WAAY,QtB/0E7B,EsB+0EsC,iBtB/0EtC,EsB+0EyD,UtB/0EzD,EsB+0EqE,QtB/0ErE,C;QsBg1E

A,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MtB/6EA,8C;MsB+6EA,kF;QAmB+D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QA

AG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QtB96E5H,UsB+6EA,iBtB/6EA,EsB+6EiB,WAAY,QtB/6

E7B,EsB+6EsC,iBtB/6EtC,EsB+6EyD,UtB/6EzD,EsB+6EqE,QtB/6ErE,C;QsBg7EA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,

C;wFAwBA,yB;MtB/6EA,8C;MsB+6EA,kF;QAmBiE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,

wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QtB96E9H,UsB+6EA,iBtB/6EA,EsB+6EiB,WAAY,QtB/6E7B,EsB+6EsC,iBtB/6EtC,EsB+

6EyD,UtB/6EzD,EsB+6EqE,QtB/6ErE,C;QsBg7EA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;kFAwBA,yB;MAAA,uC;MA

AA,4B;QASI,OAAO,mBAAU,iBtBnwEO,QsBmwEjB,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,yC;

MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA

,4B;QASI,OAAO,oBAAW,iBtB/yEM,QsB+yEjB,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,

OAAO,qBAAY,iBtBjzEK,QsBizEjB,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;MAAA,qC;QAWI,

OAAO,mBAAkB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAlB,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,yC;

MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;oFAcA,yB;MA

AA,+C;MAAA,yC;MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KAZ

A,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,2C;MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAoB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAApB

,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4FAcA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,uC;MAAA,gD;QAUI,OAAO,mBAAkB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EA

AY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAAlB,C;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,gD;QAUI,O

AAO,oBAAmB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAAnB,C;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA

,0D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,gD;QAUI,OAAO,oBAAmB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAAnB,C;M

ACX,C;KAXA,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,gD;QAUI,OAAO,qBAAoB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,S

AAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAApB,C;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAwByC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,

c;MAChE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,OjCv+FoB,KiCu+FzB,EAAsB,SAAtB,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;IACZ,C;;MAa2C,yB;Q

AAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAClE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,OF3+FsB,KE2+F3B,EAAuB,SAAvB,

EAAkC,OAAlC,C;IACZ,C;;MAa2C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAClE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EA
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AK,OlCjiGsB,KkCiiG3B,EAAuB,SAAvB,EAAkC,OAAlC,C;IACZ,C;;MAa6C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;

QAAA,UAAe,c;MACpE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,OhCriGwB,KgCqiG7B,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,OAAnC,C;IAC

Z,C;8FAQI,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,0

D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;+FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OA

AQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;+FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;M

AAR,C;KAAR,C;kGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;kGAQ

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;mGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;mGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cA

AR,iBAAQ,C;MAAR,C;KAAR,C;iFAEJ,yB;MAAA,uC;MtB78DA,iD;MsB68DA,qC;QAOqB,4B;QAAA,gBAAU

,OjC9lGM,K;QiC8lGjC,OAAO,mBtB/8DA,2BAxIK,gBAAW,SAAX,EAwIL,CsB+8DA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iF

AUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MtB/8DA,iD;MsB+8DA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,oBtBj9DA,qBsBi9DW,iBtBj9DX,EAxIK,mBsByl

EgB,OF7lGO,KpBogCvB,CAwIL,CsBi9DA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MtBj/DA,iD;MsBi/DA,

qC;QAOsB,4B;QAAA,gBAAU,OlC9oGO,K;QkC8oGnC,OAAO,oBtBn/DA,2BAxIK,eAAY,SAAZ,EAwIL,CsBm/

DA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,2C;MtBn/DA,iD;MsBm/DA,qC;QAOuB,4B;QAAA,gBAAU,OhC7o

GQ,K;QgC6oGrC,OAAO,qBtBr/DA,2BAxIK,gBAAa,SAAb,EAwIL,CsBq/DA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAkBoB,U

AAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,OjCvoGX,K;;MiCwoGjC,OAA

O,cAAU,MAAV,C;IACX,C;;MAUoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,

QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,

YAAkB,OFxoGT,K;;MEyoGnC,OAAO,eAAW,MAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAUoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,

aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,y

B;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,OlC3rGT,K;;MkC4rGnC,OAAO,eAAW,MAAX,C;IACX,C;;MA

UoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,

0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,OhC5rGP,K;;MgC6rGr

C,OAAO,gBAAY,MAAZ,C;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,uC;MtBriEA,iD;MsBqiEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,mBtBviEA,

qBsBuiEU,iBtBviEV,EsBuiEoB,QAAS,QtBviE7B,CsBuiEA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MtBviE

A,iD;MsBuiEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,oBtBziEA,qBsByiEW,iBtBziEX,EsByiEqB,QAAS,QtBziE9B,CsByiEA,C;MAC

X,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MtBzkEA,iD;MsBykEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,oBtB3kEA,qBsB2kEW,iBtB3kEX

,EsB2kEqB,QAAS,QtB3kE9B,CsB2kEA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,2C;MtB3kEA,iD;MsB2kEA,s

C;QAOI,OAAO,qBtB7kEA,qBsB6kEY,iBtB7kEZ,EsB6kEsB,QAAS,QtB7kE/B,CsB6kEA,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;

MAkBI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAUI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,S

AAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAUI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAUI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C

;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAUI,OAAO,iBtB1tFiB,Q;IsB2tF5B,C;;MAUI,OAAO,iBtBjtFiB,Q;IsBktF5B,

C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAe,OAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACnB,C;KATA,C;;MAmBI,OAAO,iBtBjv

FiB,Q;IsBkvF5B,C;;MAQuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAnB,OAAO,iBAAM,cAAN,E

AAY,8BAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAQuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAnB,OAAO,iBAAM,c

AAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAQuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAnB,OAAO,iB

AAM,cAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAQuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAnB,OA

AO,iBAAM,cAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAQ4B,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAA

xB,OLn9GO,eAAW,+BKm9GA,gBLn9GA,GAAgB,kBKm9GV,8BLn9GU,CAAhB,CAAX,C;IKo9GX,C;gGAEA,

yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,StBnzFM,QsBmzFjB,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiB2B,wB;QAA

W,wBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvB,OJv+GO,cAAU,gCIu+GA,gBJv+GA,GAAe,iBIu+GT,6BJv+G

S,CAAf,CAAV,C;IIw+GX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,mBAAU,StBnzFO,QsBmzFjB,C;M

ACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiB4B,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OH3/GO,eAAW,kBG2/G

A,gBH3/GA,EAAgB,kBG2/GV,8BH3/GU,CAAhB,CAAX,C;IG4/GX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,yC;MAA

A,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAgB,OAAL,SAAK,CAAhB,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAiB6B,wB;QAAW,0BAAK,KAAL

,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OD/gHO,gBAAY,gCC+gHA,gBD/gHA,GAAiB,mBC+gHX,+BD/gHW,CAAjB,C

AAZ,C;ICghHX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,qBAAY,StBr2FK,QsBq2FjB,C;MACX,C;K
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ATA,C;uFAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAwCA,gD;MAxCA,uC;QAOW,kBAAU,gB;QAwCD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAzC6B,SAyClB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;Q

A1ChB,OA4CO,W;MA3CX,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA4CA,gD;MA5CA,uC;QAOW,kBAAU,gB;Q

A4CD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA7C6B,SA6ClB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,O

AAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA9ChB,OAgDO,W;MA/CX,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAgDA,gD;MA

hDA,uC;QAOW,kBAAU,gB;QAgDD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAjD6B,SAi

DlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAlDhB,OAoDO,W;MAnDX,C;KARA,C;uFAUA,

yB;MAAA,+D;MAoDA,gD;MApDA,uC;QAOW,kBAAU,gB;QAoDD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UACZ,WArD6B,SAqDlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAtDhB,OAwDO,

W;MAvDX,C;KARA,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;K

AZA,C;2FAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,

WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;2FAcA,y

B;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,O

AAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;2FAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MA

AA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,O

AAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;uFAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA4HA,+D;MA5H

A,yC;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QA4HD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA7HoD,WA6H

1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BhiHP,U;UADP,Y6BkiHe,W7BliHH,W6BkiHwB,G7BliHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YAC

H,a6BgiHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B/hHX,a6B+hHgC,G7B/hHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B4hHA,iB;U

ACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA/HT,OAiIO,W;MAhIX,C;KAbA,C;uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAiIA,+D;MAjIA,yC

;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QAiID,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAlIqD,WAkI3C,CAA

Y,OAAZ,C;U7BpjHP,U;UADP,Y6BsjHe,W7BtjHH,W6BsjHwB,G7BtjHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6Boj

HuC,gB;YAA5B,W7BnjHX,a6BmjHgC,G7BnjHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BgjHA,iB;UACA,IA

AK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApIT,OAsIO,W;MArIX,C;KAbA,C;sFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsIA,+D;MAtIA,yC;QAYW,

kBAAU,oB;QAsID,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAvIqD,WAuI3C,CAAY,OAAZ

,C;U7BxkHP,U;UADP,Y6B0kHe,W7B1kHH,W6B0kHwB,G7B1kHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BwkHuC

,gB;YAA5B,W7BvkHX,a6BukHgC,G7BvkHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BokHA,iB;UACA,IAAK

,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzIT,OA2IO,W;MA1IX,C;KAbA,C;uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA2IA,+D;MA3IA,yC;QAYW,k

BAAU,oB;QA2ID,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA5IsD,WA4I5C,CAAY,OAAZ,

C;U7B5lHP,U;UADP,Y6B8lHe,W7B9lHH,W6B8lHwB,G7B9lHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6B4lHuC,gB;

YAA5B,W7B3lHX,a6B2lHgC,G7B3lHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BwlHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA

AI,OAAJ,C;;QA9IT,OAgJO,W;MA/IX,C;KAbA,C;uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAgJA,+D;MAhJA,yD;QAaW,kBAA

U,oB;QAgJD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAjJiD,WAiJvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7B

jnHP,U;UADP,Y6BmnHe,W7BnnHH,W6BmnHwB,G7BnnHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BinHuC,gB;YA

A5B,W7BhnHX,a6BgnHgC,G7BhnHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B6mHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAnJ

yD,cAmJrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAnJT,OAqJO,W;MApJX,C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAqJA,+D;

MArJA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QAqJD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAtJiD,WAs

JvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BtoHP,U;UADP,Y6BwoHe,W7BxoHH,W6BwoHwB,G7BxoHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C

;YACH,a6BsoHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7BroHX,a6BqoHgC,G7BroHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BkoH

A,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAxJyD,cAwJrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAxJT,OA0JO,W;MAzJX,C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;

MAAA,wE;MA0JA,+D;MA1JA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QA0JD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB

,yB;UACZ,UA3JiD,WA2JvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7B3pHP,U;UADP,Y6B6pHe,W7B7pHH,W6B6pHwB,G7B7pHx

B,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6B2pHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B1pHX,a6B0pHgC,G7B1pHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YA

CA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BupHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA7JyD,cA6JrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA7JT,OA+JO,W;MA9JX,

C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA+JA,+D;MA/JA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QA+JD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAhKiD,WAgKvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BhrHP,U;UADP,Y6BkrHe,W7BlrH

H,W6BkrHwB,G7BlrHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BgrHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B/qHX,a6B+qHgC,G7B/qHh
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C,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B4qHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAlKyD,cAkKrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA

lKT,OAoKO,W;MAnKX,C;KAdA,C;2FAgBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BhiHP,U;UADP,Y6BkiHe,W7BliHH,W6BkiHwB,G7Bl

iHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BgiHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B/hHX,a6B+hHgC,G7B/hHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;Y

ACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B4hHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;2FAoBA,y

B;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,O

AAZ,C;U7BpjHP,U;UADP,Y6BsjHe,W7BtjHH,W6BsjHwB,G7BtjHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BojHuC

,gB;YAA5B,W7BnjHX,a6BmjHgC,G7BnjHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BgjHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B

;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BxkHP,U;UADP,Y6B0kHe,W7B1kH

H,W6B0kHwB,G7B1kHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BwkHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7BvkHX,a6BukHgC,G7Bvk

HhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BokHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KAlBA,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7B5lHP,U;UADP,Y6B8lHe,W7B9lHH,W6B8lHwB,G7B9lHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,a

AAJ,C;YACH,a6B4lHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B3lHX,a6B2lHgC,G7B3lHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6

BwlHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,

sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BjnHP,U;UA

DP,Y6BmnHe,W7BnnHH,W6BmnHwB,G7BnnHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BinHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7Bh

nHX,a6BgnHgC,G7BhnHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B6mHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OA

Af,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7BtoHP,U;UADP,Y6BwoHe,W7BxoHH,W

6BwoHwB,G7BxoHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BsoHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7BroHX,a6BqoHgC,G7BroHhC,

EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6BkoHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;

MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAg

B,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U7B3pHP,U;UADP,Y6B6pHe,W7B7pHH,W6B6pHwB,G7B7pHxB,C;UAC

L,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6B2pHuC,gB;YAA5B,W7B1pHX,a6B0pHgC,G7B1pHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;Y

AEA,c;;U6BupHA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;2FAqB

A,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,

OAAZ,C;U7BhrHP,U;UADP,Y6BkrHe,W7BlrHH,W6BkrHwB,G7BlrHxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a6BgrH

uC,gB;YAA5B,W7B/qHX,a6B+qHgC,G7B/qHhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U6B4qHA,iB;UACA,IAA

K,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAU

W,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuK

b,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;MAvKX,C;KAXA,C;+EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,k

BAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,C

AAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;MAvKX,C;KAXA,C;8EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBA

AM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,CAA

U,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;MAvKX,C;KAXA,C;+EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAM

,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,CAAU,I

AAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;MAvKX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eA

Aa,cAAb,C;QAqDP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAtDwB,S

AsDpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAtDhB,OAuDO,W;MAtDX,C;KAXA,C;6FAa

A,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAwDP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAA

a,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAzDwB,SAyDpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;

;QAzDhB,OA0DO,W;MAzDX,C;KAXA,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QA2

DP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA5DwB,SA4DpB,EAAU,c

AAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA5DhB,OA6DO,W;MA5DX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,g

E;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QA8DP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAA

a,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA/DwB,SA+DpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA/DhB,OAgE
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O,W;MA/DX,C;KAXA,C;;MAwBiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;Q

ACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAa

iB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAA

V,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAaiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;

MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAn

B,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAaiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;

QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MA

ChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,I

AAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAA

Y,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAA

a,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAS4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C

;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAS4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OA

AO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAS4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,

C;IACX,C;;MAS4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q

;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAA

O,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,C

AAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

L,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,

C;MACnB,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACnB,C;KAVA,C;+E

AYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACnB,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAA

A,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;MACnB,C;KAVA,C;;MAqBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;Q

AAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAA

A,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,

OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA

gB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,

YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;

MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QA

AM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI

,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,

K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;M

AUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,E

AAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;M

ADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OA

AvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAcoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAh

C,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAcoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,

C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAcoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;

;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAcoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAA

gB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;M
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ACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAlyCI,8D;MAkyCJ,gD;QAUoC,Q;QAHhC,YAzyCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q

A0yChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,E

AAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;2FAeA,yB;MAzyCI,8D;MAyyCJ,gD;QAUoC,Q;QAHh

C,YAhzCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAizChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAA

I,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;2FAeA,yB;MAhzCI,8D;

MAgzCJ,gD;QAUoC,Q;QAHhC,YAvzCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAwzChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAh

B,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;K

AbA,C;2FAeA,yB;MAvzCI,8D;MAuzCJ,gD;QAUoC,Q;QAHhC,YA9zCgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+zChB,kBAAkB,

O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;

;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;yGAeA,yB;MA91CI,8D;MA81CJ,gD;QAUI,YAx2CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q

Ay2ChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,

EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yGAmBA,yB;MAz2CI,8D;MAy2CJ,gD;QA

UI,YAn3CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAo3ChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KA

AV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yGAmBA

,yB;MAp3CI,8D;MAo3CJ,gD;QAUI,YA93CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+3ChB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,C

AAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yGAmBA,yB;MA/3CI,8D;MA+3CJ,gD;QAUI,YAz4CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA04ChB,kB

AAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WA

A7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MA0BoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAA

M,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OA

AP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B

,C;;MAYiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAA

O,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MAYiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;

QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MAYiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,

C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,

C;;MAYiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAA

O,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBA

AK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA9gDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA8gDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACR,IjCrtJ8D,YiCqtJ1D,GjCrtJ2E,KAAjB,EiCqtJpD,CjCrtJiF,KAA7B,CiCqtJ1D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAE

vB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MAC

G,OArhDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAqhDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IF5tJ+D,aE4tJ

3D,GF5tJ6E,KAAlB,EE4tJrD,CF5tJmF,KAA9B,CE4tJ3D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA5hDG,gBAAR,iB

AAQ,C;MA4hDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IlCnwJ4E,0BkCmwJxE,GlCnnJ8B,K

AAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EkCmwJlE,ClCnnJwB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkCmwJxE,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MA

EvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MA

CG,OAniDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAmiDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IhC1wJ6E,0

BgC0wJzE,GhCjoJ8B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EgC0wJnE,ChCjoJwB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CgC0wJzE,IAAJ,C

;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAlkDI,8D;MAkkDJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAA

e,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA7kDgB,cA6kDA,SA7kDR,QAAQ,C;QA8kDhB,IAAI,cAAa

,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,s

BAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,W

AAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MAnlDI,8D;MAmlDJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;

UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA9lDgB,cA8lDA,SA9lDR,QAAQ,C;QA+lDhB,IAAI,c

AAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QA

AQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YA

CV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MApmDI,8D;MAomDJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mB
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AAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA/mDgB,cA+mDA,SA/mDR,QAAQ,C;QAgnDh

B,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;

UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UA

AU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MArnDI,8D;MAqnDJ,sC;QASI,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAhoDgB,cAgoDA,SAhoDR,QAAQ,C;

QAioDhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,S

AAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;;MAiCiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA9qDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA8qDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB

;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UA

AoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,s

BAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OArrDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAqrDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C

;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA5rDG

,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA4rDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GA

AR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IA

AI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAnsDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAmsDhB,

aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6

B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;

MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA1uDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA0uDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ

,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IjCj7J8D,YiCi7J1D,GjCj7J2E,KAAjB,EiCi7JpD,CjCj7JiF,KAA7B,CiCi7J1D,IAAJ,C;U

AAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,s

BAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAjvDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAivDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C

;QACR,IFx7J+D,aEw7J3D,GFx7J6E,KAAlB,EEw7JrD,CFx7JmF,KAA9B,CEw7J3D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;M

AEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;M

ACG,OAxvDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAwvDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IlC/9J4E,

0BkC+9JxE,GlC/0J8B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EkC+9JlE,ClC/0JwB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkC+9JxE,IAAJ,C;

UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,

sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA/vDG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA+vDhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,

C;QACR,IhCt+J6E,0BgCs+JzE,GhC71J8B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EgCs+JnE,ChC71JwB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+

B,CgCs+JzE,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MA9xDI,8D;MA8xDJ,sC;QASI,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAzyDgB,cAyyDA,SAzyDR,QAAQ,C;Q

A0yDhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SA

Ab,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YA

CI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MA/yDI,8D;MA+yDJ,sC;

QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA1zDgB,cA0zDA,SA1zDR,QA

AQ,C;QA2zDhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,O

AAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAA

J,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MAh0DI,8D;MAg0

DJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA30DgB,cA20DA,SA30D

R,QAAQ,C;QA40DhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CA

AV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX

,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;mFAyBA,yB;MAj1DI,8D;

MAi1DJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA51DgB,cA41DA,S

A51DR,QAAQ,C;QA61DhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAA

U,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAvBA,C;;MAiCiB,Q;MAFb,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA14DG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA04Dh
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B,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GA

A6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,

I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAj5DG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAi5DhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAA

Q,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,

C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL

,C;MACG,OAx5DG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAw5DhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAA

I,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAUiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA/5DG,gBAAR,iB

AAQ,C;MA+5DhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,C

AAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MA

WI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IAC

X,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAA

wB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM

,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C

;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAliEI,8D;MAkiEJ,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+B

AA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA5iED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA4iEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,

cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;qFAgBA,yB;MA

AA,4F;MA1iEI,8D;MA0iEJ,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,

kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OApjED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAojEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,W

AAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;qFAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAljEI,8

D;MAkjEJ,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK

,CAAL,C;QACD,OA5jED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA4jEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sB

AAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;qFAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA1jEI,8D;MA0jEJ,uC;Q

AUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QAC

D,OApkED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAokEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,C

AAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;mGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAlmEI,8D;MAkmEJ,uC;QAaqB,Q;Q

AHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA/mED,

cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+mEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KA

AL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;mGAmBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA7mEI,8D;MA6mEJ,uC;QAaq

B,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA

1nED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA0nEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK

,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;mGAmBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAxnEI,8D;MAwnEJ,uC;Q

AaqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD

,OAroED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAqoEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBA

AK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;mGAmBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAnoEI,8D;MAmoEJ,u

C;QAaqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACD,OAhpED,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAgpEhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8

B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;+FAmBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA9qEI,8D;MA8q

EJ,uC;QAS0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YArrEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAsrEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAA

c,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+FAgBA

,yB;MAAA,4F;MAtrEI,8D;MAsrEJ,uC;QAS0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA7rEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA8rEhB,IAAI,QA

AQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OA

AO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+FAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA9rEI,8D;MA8rEJ,uC;QAS0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YArsEgB,c

AAR,iBAAQ,C;QAssEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,
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YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,

EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;+FAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAtsEI,8D;MAssEJ,uC;QAS

0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA7sEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA8sEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BA

A9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uB

AAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;6GAgBA,yB;MAAA,

4F;MA9uEI,8D;MA8uEJ,uC;QAY0B,Q;QAFtB,YAxvEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAyvEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UA

Ae,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAh

B,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;M

ACX,C;KAlBA,C;6GAoBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA1vEI,8D;MA0vEJ,uC;QAY0B,Q;QAFtB,YApwEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ

,C;QAqwEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI

,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,W

AA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;6GAoBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAtwEI,8D;MAswEJ,uC;QA

Y0B,Q;QAFtB,YAhxEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAixEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,

C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,

EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;6GAoBA,yB;

MAAA,4F;MAlxEI,8D;MAkxEJ,uC;QAY0B,Q;QAFtB,YA5xEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA6xEhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

Z,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS

,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;mFAoBA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjC1/KiD,SiC0/KjD,GjC1/K2D,KAAK,GiC0/KzD,SAAS,OAAT,CjC1/Ko

E,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QiC4/KrD,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KAZA,C;mFAcA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADh

B,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjCxgLiD,SiCwgLjD,GjCxgL2D,KAAK

,GiCwgLzD,SAAS,OAAT,CjCxgLoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QiC0gLrD,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KAZA,C;mFAcA,yB;MAA

A,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjCt

hLiD,SiCshLjD,GjCthL2D,KAAK,GiCshLzD,SAAS,OAAT,CjCthLoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QiCwhLrD,OAAO,G;MA

CX,C;KAZA,C;mFAcA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjCpiLiD,SiCoiLjD,GjCpiL2D,KAAK,GiCoiLzD,SAAS,OAAT,CjCpiLoE,KAAX,I

AAf,C;;QiCsiLrD,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAsBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;M

ACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MA

UoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;M

AEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAC

Z,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MA6DI,WlBljLO,MAAK,KkBkjLK,clBljLL,EkBggLD,KA

kDkB,OlBljLjB,C;MkBmjLZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA

rDqB,GAqDP,sBAAK,CAAL,CArDO,EAAnB,KAqDqB,CAAM,CAAN,CArDF,CAqDrB,C;;MArDT,OAuDO,I;I

AtDX,C;;MAoEI,WlBrkLO,MAAK,KkBqkLK,clBrkLL,EkB4gLD,KAyDkB,OlBrkLjB,C;MkBskLZ,WAAW,iBA

Aa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5DqB,GA4DP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA5DO,EA

AnB,KA4DqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5DF,CA4DrB,C;;MA5DT,OA8DO,I;IA7DX,C;;MA2EI,WlBxlLO,MAAK,KkB

wlLK,clBxlLL,EkBwhLD,KAgEkB,OlBxlLjB,C;MkBylLZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAk

B,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAnEqB,GAmEP,sBAAK,CAAL,CAnEO,EAAnB,KAmEqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAnEF,C

AmErB,C;;MAnET,OAqEO,I;IApEX,C;;MAkFI,WlB3mLO,MAAK,KkB2mLK,clB3mLL,EkBoiLD,KAuEkB,OlB

3mLjB,C;MkB4mLZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1EqB,G

A0EP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA1EO,EAAnB,KA0EqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1EF,CA0ErB,C;;MA1ET,OA4EO,I;IA3EX,C;

+EAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlB9iLA,iB;MkB8iLA,8C;QAWI,WlBljLO,MAAK,KkBkjLK,clBljLL,EkBkjLW,KAAM,

OlBljLjB,C;QkBmjLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAA

U,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;+EAm

BA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBjkLA,iB;MkBikLA,8C;QAWI,WlBrkLO,MAAK,KkBqkLK,clBrkLL,EkBqkLW,KAAM,Ol

BrkLjB,C;QkBskLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,
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sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;+EAmBA

,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBplLA,iB;MkBolLA,8C;QAWI,WlBxlLO,MAAK,KkBwlLK,clBxlLL,EkBwlLW,KAAM,OlBxl

LjB,C;QkBylLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBA

AK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;+EAmBA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MlBvmLA,iB;MkBumLA,8C;QAWI,WlB3mLO,MAAK,KkB2mLK,clB3mLL,EkB2mLW,KAAM,OlB

3mLjB,C;QkB4mLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,

sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MAiFoB,

gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBlB/qLJ,MAAK,KkB+qLwB,wBAnDzB,KAmDyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C

lB/qLxB,EkB+qLqD,SlB/qLrD,CkB+qLD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OArDL,KAqDK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAvDqB,GAuDP,uBAAK,UAAL,EA

AK,kBAAL,UAvDO,EAuDI,OAvDJ,CAuDrB,C;;MAvDT,OAyDO,I;IAxDX,C;;MAyEoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c

;MAChB,WAAW,iBlBpsLJ,MAAK,KkBosLwB,wBA5DzB,KA4DyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClBpsLxB,EkBosLqD,SlB

psLrD,CkBosLD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9DL,KA8DK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,

IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhEqB,GAgEP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAhEO,EAgE

I,OAhEJ,CAgErB,C;;MAhET,OAkEO,I;IAjEX,C;;MAkFoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBlBztLJ,M

AAK,KkBytLwB,wBArEzB,KAqEyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClBztLxB,EkBytLqD,SlBztLrD,CkBytLD,C;MACX,QAA

Q,C;MACQ,OAvEL,KAuEK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K

;QACpB,IAAK,WAzEqB,GAyEP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAzEO,EAyEI,OAzEJ,CAyErB,C;;MAzET,OA

2EO,I;IA1EX,C;;MA2FoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBlB9uLJ,MAAK,KkB8uLwB,wBA9EzB,K

A8EyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClB9uLxB,EkB8uLqD,SlB9uLrD,CkB8uLD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAhFL,KAgF

K,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAlFqB,G

AkFP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAlFO,EAkFI,OAlFJ,CAkFrB,C;;MAlFT,OAoFO,I;IAnFX,C;+EAEA,yB;

MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MlB1qLA,iB;MkB0qLA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,elB/qL

J,MAAK,KkB+qLwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClB/qLxB,EkB+qLqD,SlB/qLrD,CkB+qLD,C;QACX,Q

AAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KA

nBA,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MlB/rLA,iB;MkB+rLA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QA

ChB,WAAW,elBpsLJ,MAAK,KkBosLwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClBpsLxB,EkBosLqD,SlBpsLrD,Ck

BosLD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAA

oB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OA

AO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MlBptLA,iB;MkBotLA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL

5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,elBztLJ,MAAK,KkBytLwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,ClBztLxB,EkBytL

qD,SlBztLrD,CkBytLD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAA

K,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CA

AJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;8EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MlBzuLA,iB;MkByuLA,8C;QAco

B,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,elB9uLJ,MAAK,KkB8uLwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB

,ClB9uLxB,EkB8uLqD,SlB9uLrD,CkB8uLD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,

EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAnBA,C;;MAgFI,WlBlzLO,MAAK,KkBkzLK,clBlzLL,Ek

BgwLD,KAkDkB,KlBlzLjB,C;MkBmzLZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QAC

I,IAAK,WArDqB,GAqDP,sBAAK,CAAL,CArDO,EAAnB,KAqDqB,aAAM,CAAN,CArDF,CAqDrB,C;;MArDT,

OAuDO,I;IAtDX,C;;MAoEI,WlBr0LO,MAAK,KkBq0LK,clBr0LL,EkB4wLD,KAyDkB,KlBr0LjB,C;MkBs0LZ,

WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5DqB,GA4DP,sBAAK,CAAL

,CA5DO,EAAnB,KA4DqB,aAAM,CAAN,CA5DF,CA4DrB,C;;MA5DT,OA8DO,I;IA7DX,C;;MA2EI,WlBx1LO,

MAAK,KkBw1LK,clBx1LL,EkBwxLD,KAgEkB,KlBx1LjB,C;MkBy1LZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAnEqB,GAmEP,sBAAK,CAAL,CAnEO,EAAnB,KAmEqB,aAAM,CA

AN,CAnEF,CAmErB,C;;MAnET,OAqEO,I;IApEX,C;;MAkFI,WlB32LO,MAAK,KkB22LK,clB32LL,EkBoyLD,K

AuEkB,KlB32LjB,C;MkB42LZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,
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WA1EqB,GA0EP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA1EO,EAAnB,KA0EqB,aAAM,CAAN,CA1EF,CA0ErB,C;;MA1ET,OA4EO,I

;IA3EX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlB9yLA,iB;MkB8yLA,8C;QAWI,WlBlzLO,MAAK,KkBkzLK,clBlzLL,EkBk

zLW,KAAM,KlBlzLjB,C;QkBmzLZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;K

AjBA,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBj0LA,iB;MkBi0LA,8C;QAWI,WlBr0LO,MAAK,KkBq0LK,clBr0LL,EkBq

0LW,KAAM,KlBr0LjB,C;QkBs0LZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;K

AjBA,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBp1LA,iB;MkBo1LA,8C;QAWI,WlBx1LO,MAAK,KkBw1LK,clBx1LL,Ek

Bw1LW,KAAM,KlBx1LjB,C;QkBy1LZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,I

AAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C

;KAjBA,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MlBv2LA,iB;MkBu2LA,8C;QAWI,WlB32LO,MAAK,KkB22LK,clB32LL,E

kB22LW,KAAM,KlB32LjB,C;QkB42LZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,I

AAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C

;KAjBA,C;;MA2BoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,Mj

Ct+LiD,SiCs+LjD,GjCt+L2D,KAAK,GiCs+LzD,OjCt+LoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;MiCw+LrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAU

oB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,2B;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,MFj/LmD,UEi/LnD,G

Fj/L8D,KAAK,KEi/L5D,OFj/LuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;MEm/LvD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,

W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,MjClgMiD,SiCkgMjD,GjClgM2D,KAAK,GA

AW,CDgJ5C,SkCk3LxB,OlCl3LkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MiCogMrD,OAAO,G;IACX

,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,MjChhMiD,

SiCghMjD,GjChhM2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SgC+3LxB,OhC/3LkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IA

Af,C;;MiCkhMrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,0C;MjCp0LA,6B;MiCo0LA,4B;QAOI,OjCj0LmC,ciCi0

LpB,IAAR,iBAAQ,CjCj0LoB,C;MiCk0LvC,C;KARA,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,0C;MF/zLA,+B;ME+zLA,4B;QAOI,

OF5zLsC,eE4zLvB,IAAR,iBAAQ,CF5zLuB,C;ME6zL1C,C;KARA,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MA5hBA,wB;MA4

hBA,iBAOiB,yB;QlCz6Lb,6B;;UkCy6Le,OlCh6LoB,ckCg6LpB,ElCh6L8B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C;QkCg6LR,C

;OAAd,C;MAPjB,4B;QAphBoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ

,MjCthLiD,SiCshLjD,GjCthL2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,SkCs4Kf,OlCt4KyB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,M

AAX,IAAf,C;;QiCgjMrD,OAxhBO,G;MAyhBX,C;KARA,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAxhBA,wB;MAwhBA,iBA

OiB,yB;QhCl7Lb,6B;;UgCk7Le,OhCz6LoB,cgCy6LpB,EhCz6L8B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C;QgCy6LR,C;OAAd,

C;MAPjB,4B;QAhhBoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MjCpi

LiD,SiCoiLjD,GjCpiL2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SgCm5Kf,OhCn5KyB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,I

AAf,C;;QiC0jMrD,OAphBO,G;MAqhBX,C;KARA,C;;MCvmMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,gBAAW,cAAX,C;M

ACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,

OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAA

O,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,gBAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUo

B,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,cAAZ,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;Q

ACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,

W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MlCDiD,SkCCjD,GlCD2D,KAAK,GkCCzD,OlCD

oE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;MkCGrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,2B;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MHZmD,UGYnD,GHZ8D,KAAK,KGY5D,OHZuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;MGcvD,OAAO

,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MlC7BiD

,SkC6BjD,GlC7B2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,SmCnHxB,OnCmHkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IA

Af,C;;MkC+BrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACZ,MlC3CiD,SkC2CjD,GlC3C2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SiCtGxB,OjCsGkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB

,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MkC6CrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MCtGI,OnCsCkE,YmCtCvD,CnCsCwE,KAAjB,EmCtCl

D,CnCsC+E,KAA7B,CmCtCvD,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OJqCmE,aIrCxD,CJqC0E,KA
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AlB,EIrCnD,CJqCiF,KAA9B,CIrCxD,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OpCIgF,0BoCJrE,CpCo

J2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EoCJhE,CpCoJsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CoCJrE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;

IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OlCGiF,0BkCHtE,ClC4I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EkCHjE,ClC4IsB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,

CkCHtE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CA

AN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;

MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFA

UA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MAC

X,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OnCtCkE,YmCsCvD,CnCtCwE,KAAjB,EmCsClD,CnCtC+E,KAA7B,CmCsCvD,KAAJ,G

AAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OJvCmE,aIuCxD,CJvC0E,KAAlB,EIuCnD,CJvCiF,KAA9B,CIuCxD,K

AAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OpCxEgF,0BoCwErE,CpCwE2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EoCw

EhE,CpCwEsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CoCwErE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OlCzEiF,0

BkCyEtE,ClCgE2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EkCyEjE,ClCgEsB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CkCyEtE,KAAJ,GAAY,

CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CA

AN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,

EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAA

O,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MA

AA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;gFC9IA,

yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,m

C;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;;QAqBQ,OAAc,WAAP,MAAO,EA

AS,SAAT,C;;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;;QAWQ,OAAc,YAAP

,MAAO,EAAU,SAAV,C;;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;;UAHV,O;;IAKJ,C;;MAWI,O

AAO,WAAW,IAAX,IAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;IAC9B,C;;MAWI,OAAO,WAAW,IAAX,IAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,

C;IAC9B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BrC0H4B,SqC1HnB,KrC0H6B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CqC1H5B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI

,OAAO,2BrC2H8B,UAAW,oBqC3HhC,KrC2H2B,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CqC3H9B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2B

pC0H8B,UAAW,oBoC1HhC,KpC0H2B,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CoC1H9B,C;IACX,C;;MAQY,Q;MAAD,cAAC,O

LwB4C,UKxB5C,KLwBkD,yBKxBxC,ELwBwC,CAAN,CKxB7C,wBAA8B,2BAA9B,Q;MAAA,W;QAAqC,oCp

CsLR,SoCtLiB,KL+GlB,K/BuEW,QAAV,CoCtLQ,C;;MAA5C,a;IACJ,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BnCuF4B,SmCvFnB,K

nCuF6B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CmCvF5B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,2BnCwF8B,UAAW,oBmCxFhC,KnCwF2B

,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,CmCxF9B,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBrCiEY,SqCjEI,SrCiEM,KAAL,GAAiB,

GAAtB,CqCjEZ,ErCiEY,SqCjEmB,ErCiET,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CqCjEZ,EAA4C,EAA5C,C;IAC3B,C;;MAWI

,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAWI,OAAO,wCAAiB,yBAA

gB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,M;IAC5B,C;;MAWI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBnC8BY,SmC9BI,SnC8BM,KAAL,GAAiB,K

AAtB,CmC9BZ,EnC8BY,SmC9BmB,EnC8BT,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CmC9BZ,EAA4C,EAA5C,C;IAC3B,C;;M

AQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO

,wCAAiB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA8B,cAAD,aAA7B,C;IAC5B,C;;MAQI,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAA3B,

EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAA

hB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,oBAAoB,kBAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9

B,C;MACA,OAAO,wCAAiB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,cAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,I

AAnB,GAA8B,IAAD,aAA1D,C;IAC5B,C;;MAUI,IrCtMgF,0BqCsM5E,ErCtDkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EqCsM

tE,6BAAM,UrCtDsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCsM5E,KAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAChC,WrCrBuB,

SqCqB5B,SrCrBsC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C;MqCqBV,YAAK,W;MAA9B,OpCnG6D,oBArDP,SAAU,CDmI7B,

SqCqBV,ErCrBoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GDAK,KCAO,KAAZ,IAAf,CAqDO,C;IoCoGjE,C;;M

AUI,IpClMkE,YoCkM9D,EpClM+E,KAAjB,EoCkMxD,4BAAK,UpClMgF,KAA7B,CoCkM9D,KAAJ,C;QAA0B,

OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OpC/G6D,coC+GtD,SpC/GsD,EArDP,SoCoKtC,EpCpKgD,KAAK,GAAY,CoCoK5D,

WpCpK4D,MAAZ,IAAf,CAqDO,C;IoCgHjE,C;;MAUI,ILtMmE,aKsM/D,ELtMiF,KAAlB,EKsMzD,6BAAM,ULt

MiF,KAA9B,CKsM/D,KAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,kCAAW,M;MAC7C,OL3H+D,iBK2HxD,SL3HwD,EAlDP,UK6

KxC,EL7KmD,KAAK,UAAY,C/BkJ/C,UAAW,oBAAL,CoC2BtB,WpC3BsB,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BlJ+C,M
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AAZ,CAAhB,CAkDO,C;IK4HnE,C;;MAUI,InClOiF,0BmCkO7E,EnCzFkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmCkOvE,8

BAAO,UnCzFqB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmCkO7E,KAAJ,C;QAA4B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MACjC,WnCxDuB,Sm

CwD5B,SnCxDsC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C;MmCwDV,YAAK,W;MAA9B,OpCvI6D,oBArDP,SAAU,CCoI7B,S

mCwDV,EnCxDoB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GCAK,KDAO,KAAZ,IAAf,CAqDO,C;IoCwIjE,C;;

MAYI,OpCxOkE,YoCwOvD,SpCxOwE,KAAjB,EoCwOhD,YpCxO6E,KAA7B,CoCwOvD,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAz

B,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OL7OmE,aK6OxD,SL7O0E,KAAlB,EK6OjD,YL7O+E,KAA9B,CK6OxD,IAAJ,G

AAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OrClRgF,0BqCkRrE,SrClI2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EqCkR9D,YrCl

IoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCkRrE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OnCvRiF,0BmCuRtE,S

nC9I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmCuR/D,YnC9IoB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmCuRtE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,

GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OpC5RkE,YoC4RvD,SpC5RwE,KAAjB,EoC4RhD,YpC5R6E,KAA7B,CoC4RvD,IA

AJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OLjSmE,aKiSxD,SLjS0E,KAAlB,EKiSjD,YLjS+E,KAA9B,CKi

SxD,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OrCtUgF,0BqCsUrE,SrCtL2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E

qCsU9D,YrCtLoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCsUrE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,OnC3Ui

F,0BmC2UtE,SnClM2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmC2U/D,YnClMoB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmC2UtE,IAAJ,

GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MAYI,IpChVkE,YoCgV9D,YpChV+E,KAAjB,EoCgV/C,YpChV4E,KAA7

B,CoCgV9D,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IpCjVkE,

YoCiV9D,SpCjV+E,KAAjB,EoCiVvD,YpCjVoF,KAA7B,CoCiV9D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IpClVkE

,YoCkV9D,SpClV+E,KAAjB,EoCkVvD,YpClVoF,KAA7B,CoCkV9D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO

,S;IACX,C;;MAYI,ILxVmE,aKwV/D,YLxViF,KAAlB,EKwVhD,YLxV8E,KAA9B,CKwV/D,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MA

AM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,ILzVmE,aKyV/D,SLzViF,KAAlB,EKyVx

D,YLzVsF,KAA9B,CKyV/D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IL1VmE,aK0V/D,SL1ViF,KAAlB,EK0VxD,YL

1VsF,KAA9B,CK0V/D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAYI,IrChYgF,0BqCgY5E,YrCh

PkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EqCgY7D,YrChPmB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCgY5E,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,g

CAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IrCjYgF,0BqCiY5E,SrCjPkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GA

hJ8B,EqCiYrE,YrCjP2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCiY5E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IrClYgF,0BqCkY

5E,SrClPkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EqCkYrE,YrClP2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CqCkY5E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OA

AO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAYI,InCxYiF,0BmCwY7E,YnC/PkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmCwY9D,Y

nC/PmB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmCwY7E,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAA

pF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,InCzYiF,0BmCyY7E,SnChQkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EmCyYtE,YnChQ2B,KAAL,GA

AiB,KAzI+B,CmCyY7E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,InC1YiF,0BmC0Y7E,SnCjQkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAz

I+B,EmC0YtE,YnCjQ2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CmC0Y7E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,

C;;MAgBW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAe,KAAf,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,

C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,IpCrZ8D,YoCqZ9D,SpCrZ+E,KAAjB,EoCqZ

vD,KAAM,MpCrZ8E,KAA7B,CoCqZ9D,K;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;;QAC5B,IpCtZ8D,YoCsZ9D,SpCtZ+E,K

AAjB,EoCsZvD,KAAM,apCtZ8E,KAA7B,CoCsZ9D,K;UAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;UAC3B,gB;;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,

C;;MAgBW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UA

AV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,ILla+D,aKka/D,SLlaiF,KAAlB,EKkaxD,

KAAM,MLlagF,KAA9B,CKka/D,K;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;;QAC5B,ILna+D,aKma/D,SLnaiF,KAAlB,EKmax

D,KAAM,aLnagF,KAA9B,CKma/D,K;UAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;UAC3B,gB;;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MChdoB,Q;M

ADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MrCmDiD,SqCnDjD,GrCmD2D,K

AAK,GqCnDzD,OrCmDoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;MqCjDrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,2B;MAC

D,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MNsCmD,UMtCnD,GNsC8D,KAAK,KMtC5D,ONsCuE,K

AAX,CAAhB,C;;MMpCvD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MrCmBiD,SqCnBjD,GrCmB2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,SsCnKxB,OtCmKkC,KAAL,

GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MqCjBrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MrCGiD,SqCHjD,GrCG2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SoCpJxB,O

pCoJkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MqCDrD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;;;;;;MC3DA,e;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,0C;MAAA,C;MAII,kE;MAEA,wF;MAEA,oF;MAEA,wE;MAEA,kE;MAEA,oF;MA
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EA,sF;MAEA,8E;MAEA,wE;MAEA,sF;MAEA,uF;MAEA,iE;MAEA,6E;MAEA,iE;MAEA,2E;IAhCJ,C;;;MAII,6

B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,iD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,+C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,yC;I

AAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,+C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;MA

EA,6B;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAA

A,gD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,qC;IAAA,

C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAhCJ,+oB;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,O;UAAA,2C;aAAA,kB;UAAA,sD;a

AAA,gB;UAAA,oD;aAAA,U;UAAA,8C;aAAA,O;UAAA,2C;aAAA,gB;UAAA,oD;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,a;

UAAA,iD;aAAA,U;UAAA,8C;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,M;UAAA,0C;aAAA,Y;UAAA,g

D;aAAA,M;UAAA,0C;aAAA,W;UAAA,+C;gBAAA,uE;;IAAA,C;;;MAqCA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;M

AAA,6C;MAAA,C;MAMI,0E;MAEA,0E;MAEA,4E;IAVJ,C;;;MAMI,gC;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,gC;MAA

A,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,gC;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAVJ,sI;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,Q;UAAA,+C;aAAA,Q;UA

AA,+C;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;gBAAA,0E;;IAAA,C;;;MAwB+B,oC;IAAD,C;;;MAQI,qB;QAAA,iD;MAAA,kB;IAA

D,C;;;IAEjC,C;;;IAMA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MCoPe,Q;MAAP,OAAO,uE;IACX,C;;;;;;;;MAiEI,OAAO,I;IACX,

C;;;;;;;;;ICtYJ,C;;;IAQA,C;;;MCjBI,UAAU,IAAI,C;MACd,OAAW,OAAO,CAAX,GAAc,GAAd,GAAuB,MAAM,

CAAN,I;IAClC,C;;MAGI,UAAU,SAAI,CAAJ,C;MACV,OAAW,kBAAO,CAAX,GAAc,GAAd,GAAuB,QAAM,C

AAN,C;IAClC,C;;MAII,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,IAAY,IAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,CAAZ,IAAJ,E

AA2B,CAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,MAAI,MAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,WAAY,MAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP

,CAAZ,CAAJ,EAA2B,CAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAoBI,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAD2E,OAC3D,SAAS,GAAb,GAAkB,GA

AlB,GAA2B,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAN,I;WACvC,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAF2

E,OAE3D,SAAS,GAAb,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,MAAM,iBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EAA6B,CAAC,IAA

D,IAA7B,CAAN,I;;QAC/B,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;IAHsD,C;;MAwB3E,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QAD+E,OAC/D,sB

AAS,GAAT,MAAJ,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,aAAM,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAN,C;

WACvC,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QAF+E,OAE/D,sBAAS,GAAT,MAAJ,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,QAAM,mBAAiB,KA

AjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EAA8B,IAAD,aAA7B,CAAN,C;;QAC/B,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;IAH0D,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IC

1DnF,C;;MAEgC,sB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,mC;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;M

AEgC,qB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,sB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,wB;I

AAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,yB;IAAA,C;;;MCtDiD,uB;MAAjB,gB;MAC5D,sBAA2B,IAAK,I;MAChC,iBAAmC

,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,SAAS,IAAvB,GAAiC,SAAS,I;MACzE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAM,IAAnB,GAAgC,mB;I

AHjB,C;;MAKA,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,UAAS,mBAAb,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;U

AAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,4BAAQ,SAAR,I;;MAEJ,OAAa,OAAN,KAAM,C;IACjB,C;;;MAO0E

,sB;MAAjB,gB;MACzD,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,SAAS,IAAvB,GAAiC,SAAS,I;MAC

zE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;IAHV,C;;MAKC,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,UA

AS,mBAAb,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,4BAAQ,SAAR,I;;MAE

J,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;;MAO8E,uB;MAAlB,gB;MAC5D,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAc,sBA

AS,IAAT,MAAd,GAAiC,sBAAS,IAAT,M;MAChE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;IAHT,C;;MAKA,q

B;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,cAAS,mBAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,

6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,8BAAQ,SAAR,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;;MCvBA,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,C

AAZ,C;QAAe,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC5B,IAAI,SAAQ,WAAZ,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,

C;MAG5C,aAGyB,K;MAEzB,YAG6F,OAArE,0BAA0B,KAAM,IAAhC,EAAyC,YAAa,IAAtD,EAA+D,IAA/D,C

AAqE,C;MAE7F,YAGuB,I;IAxBvB,C;;MA0BwC,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;IAAA,C

;;MAGH,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,aAAQ,SAAtB,GAAgC,aAAQ,S;IAAxC,C;;MAGjC,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAA

M,UAAnB,KAC7B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAtC,IAA8C,cAAQ,KAAM,KAD/B,CAA7B,

C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,OAAK,UAAM,IAAX,UAAqB,SAAK,IAA1B,KA

AN,SAA2C,SAA3C,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,oBAAE,UAAF,+BAAU,SAAV,eAAqB,SA

AnC,GAA8C,oBAAE,UAAF,qCAAgB,SAAhB,gBAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,yC;IAAA,C;

;MAS+F,2BAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAT/F,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAA

A,C;;;MAyDA,sC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC5B,IAAI,SAAQ,WAA

Z,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,C;MAG5C,aAGwB,K;MAExB,YAG4F,0BAArC,KAAqC,EAAf,YAAe,E
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AAN,IAAM,C;MAE5F,YAGuB,I;IAxBvB,C;;MA0BuC,kCAAuB,UAAvB,EAA8B,SAA9B,EAAoC,SAApC,C;IA

AA,C;;MAGF,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,aAAQ,SAAtB,GAAgC,aAAQ,S;IAAxC,C;;MAGjC,gDAA4B,kBAAa,

KAAM,UAAnB,KAC5B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAtC,IAA8C,cAAQ,KAAM,KADhC,CA

A5B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,MAAK,UAAL,QAAa,SAAb,IAAN,SAA2B,S

AA3B,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,cAAqB,SAAnC,GAAgD,UAAF

,2BAAgB,SAAhB,eAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,wC;IAAA,C;;MAS4F,0BAAe,UAAf,EAA2

B,QAA3B,EAAqC,IAArC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAT5F,+C;QAAA,8B;;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;;MAyDA,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,

gBAAJ,C;QAAgB,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC7B,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QAA4B,MAAa,gCAAyB,yEAAzB,C;M

AG7C,aAGyB,K;MAEzB,YAG+F,4BAAvC,KAAuC,EAAhB,YAAgB,EAAN,IAAM,C;MAE/F,YAGwB,I;IAxBx

B,C;;MA0BwC,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;IAAA,C;;MAGH,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,G

AAc,2BAAQ,SAAR,KAAd,GAAgC,2BAAQ,SAAR,K;IAAhC,C;;MAGjC,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC

7B,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CAAxB,IAA8C,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADjB,CA

A7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,iCAAM,iCAAM,eAAW,8BAAW,EAAX,CAAX,CAA

N,MAAoC,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAApC,CAAN,MAAuE,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAAvE,CAAiG

,Q;IAAzH,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,yBAAqB,SAArB,WAAd,GAAgD,U

AAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,yBAA6B,SAAD,aAA5B,W;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,yC;IAAA,C;;MASgG,2BAAgB,UAAhB,E

AA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAThG,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;;;MChJkD,+BAAS,UA

AT,UAAkB,wBAAS,iBAAT,M;IAAlB,C;;MAKlB,oCAAQ,iBAAR,K;IAAA,C;;;M3CDhC,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,

KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAqC,CAArC,C;IAApC,C;;MACe,8B;IAAA,C;;MACO,6B;IAAA,C;;MAEM,qBAAS,

KAAT,IAAkB,SAAS,S;IAA3B,C;;MAEZ,oBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAG9B,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACv

B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KADf,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAA

wB,OAAK,UAAM,IAAX,UAAqB,SAAK,IAA1B,K;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,2BAAE,UAAF,+BAAU,SAAV,C;IAAA,

C;;MAElC,mC;MACI,aAC8B,cAAY,OAAF,CAAE,CAAZ,EAAwB,OAAF,CAAE,CAAxB,C;IAFlC,C;;;;MAAA,0

C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;;MA0BA,gC;MAjBmD,0BAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,YAAtB,EAAoC,CAApC,C;IA

AlC,C;;MACe,iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,qBAAS,KAAT,IAAkB,SAAS,S;IAA3B,C;;MAEX,oBA

AQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAG9B,0CAAsB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACtB,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,

KADhB,CAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,MAAK,UAAL,QAAa,SAAb,I;IAAxB,C;;

MAE8B,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAElC,kC;MACI,aAC6B,aAAS,CAAT,EAAY,CAAZ,C;IAFjC,C;;;;

MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;;MA0BA,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,K;IAApC,

C;;MACe,iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,kCAAS,KAAT,UAAkB,sBAAS,SAAT,M;IAAlB,C;;MAEZ,k

CAAQ,SAAR,K;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACvB,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,k

BAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADD,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,iCAAM,eAAW,8B

AAW,EAAX,CAAX,CAAN,MAAoC,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAApC,CAA8D,Q;IAAtF,C;;MAE8B,OAAE

,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,W;IAAA,C;;MAElC,mC;MACI,aAC8B,qB;IAFlC,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC

;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;M4CjCA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,yC;MAAA,C;MAKI,sE;MAGA,0F;M

AGA,gE;IAXJ,C;;;MAKI,4B;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;;MAGA,4B;MAAA,kD;IAAA,C;;;MAGA,4B;MAAA,qC;IAA

A,C;;;MAXJ,sI;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,U;UAAA,6C;aAAA,oB;UAAA,uD;aAAA,O;UAAA,0C;gBAAA,mE;;I

AAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MCwBA,uC;MATI,wB;MAIA,gB;IAL0B,C;;MAU9B,yC;MACI,Y

AMmC,oBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,IAAtB,C;IAPvC,C;;MAeY,8DAAqC,IAArC,C;IAAA,C;;MAOA,uDAA8B,IAA9

B,C;IAAA,C;;MAOA,wDAA+B,IAA/B,C;IAAA,C;;;;MA7BZ,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MATI,oB;IA

XR,C;;MAeQ,gB;IAfR,C;;MAAA,2BAWQ,8CAXR,EAeQ,kCAfR,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAWQ,4DAXR,IAeQ,sC

AfR,O;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAWQ,yD;MAIA,qD;MAfR,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAWQ,4CAXR,IAeQ,oCAfR,I;IAA

A,C;;;;;MClCA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,mC;MAAA,C;MAYI,4D;MAKA,8C;MAKA,gD;IAtBJ,

C;;;MAYI,sB;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,sB;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,sB;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;;;MAtBJ,m

G;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,W;UAAA,wC;aAAA,I;UAAA,iC;aAAA,K;UAAA,kC;gBAAA,6D;;IAAA,C;;;MCA

A,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,qC;MAAA,C;MAYI,0D;MAKA,gE;MAKA,8D;MAKA,4D;IA3BJ,C;;

;MAYI,wB;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;

MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;;MA3BJ,qJ;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,Q;UAAA,uC;aAAA,W;UAAA,0C;aAAA,U;UAAA,y
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C;aAAA,S;UAAA,wC;gBAAA,+D;;IAAA,C;;;MCAA,oB;IAAA,C;;MAI8B,oB;IAAA,C;;;;MAJ9B,2B;QAAA,U;;

MAAA,oB;IAAA,C;;MCTQ,8B;MACI,aAAY,C;IADhB,C;;MAE6B,oBAAQ,gBAAI,O;IAAZ,C;;MACuB,Q;MAA

1B,IAAI,aAAQ,gBAAI,OAAhB,C;QAAA,OAAsB,iBAAI,iBAAJ,EAAI,yBAAJ,O;;;QAAkB,MAAM,2BAAyB,U

AAF,WAAvB,C;IAA9C,C;;;MAL9B,IAD8D,IAC9D,S;QACI,UAA0B,K;QAF0B,2C;;;QAAA,QAAM,IAAN,C;eA

SxD,c;YATwD,OAStC,qBAAqB,KAArB,C;eAClB,W;YAVwD,OAUzC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,Y;YAXwD,OA

WxC,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;eAChB,W;YAZwD,OAYzC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,U;YAbwD,OAa1C,iBAAiB,K

AAjB,C;eACd,W;YAdwD,OAczC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,Y;YAfwD,OAexC,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;eAChB,a;Y

AhBwD,OAgBvC,oBAAoB,KAApB,C;kBACT,MAAM,6BAAsB,2DAA+C,IAA/C,CAAtB,C;;IAjB0C,C;;MAqBH

,kC;MAAS,0B;MAC9D,aAAY,C;IADyC,C;;MAE5B,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACkC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAA

Q,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,W

AAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHwB,oD;IAAA,C;;MAON,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAEtB,oBAAQ,

kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAA

M,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOE,kC;MAAS,

wB;MAC1D,aAAY,C;IADqC,C;;MAExB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACgC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,

OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;I

AAlD,C;;;MAHsB,kD;IAAA,C;;MAOF,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAEtB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;

IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,

O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOF,kC;MAAS,sB;MACtD,

aAAY,C;IADiC,C;;MAEpB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC8B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;Q

AAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;M

AHoB,gD;IAAA,C;;MAOI,kC;MAAS,wB;MAC1D,aAAY,C;IADqC,C;;MAExB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;M

ACgC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAo

B,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHsB,kD;IAAA,C;;MAOE,kC;MAAS,yB;MAC5D,aAAY,C;

IADuC,C;;MAE1B,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACiC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OA

AwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHuB,mD

;IAAA,C;;MAOJ,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAEtB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;M

AA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2

BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOnB,wB;IAAD,C;;;MAGe,MAAM,mC;IAAN,C;;

MAI1C,IAAI,qBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,CxB2GiF,WwB3GrE,UxB2GqE,EwB3GzD,QxB2GyD,C;;;QwBzGxF,OAA

S,CAAY,qBAAsB,UAAtB,EAAkC,QAAlC,C;;IAE7B,C;;MAII,IAAI,KAAY,kBAAhB,C;QACI,KAAY,mBAAkB,

QAAlB,EAA4C,sCAAhB,QAAgB,EAA5C,C;;;QAEH,QAAT,SAA+C,CAAlB,IAAjC,KAAiC,EAAkB,O;;IAEvD,

C;;MAKwB,Q;MADpB,gBAAgB,IAAhB,KAAgB,E;MACI,IAAI,OCjGkB,ODiGT,OAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,CAAJ

,C;QAChB,OAAI,aAAJ,GAAmB,KAAM,WAAzB,GAAyC,I;;;QAEzC,c;;MAHJ,wB;MAKA,kBAAkB,K;MAClB,

iBAAiB,W;MACjB,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAGyB,U;IAAD,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,mCAAsB,WAAK,KAAM,E;IAC5C,

C;;MAGI,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAuC,oBAAnB,UAA5B,IAAe,EAAa,CAAmB,C;IAC3C,C;;MAGI,OAAR

,IAAI,EAAW,GAAN,K;IACL,C;;MAII,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;;MAKA,YAAY,MAAY,IAAK,OAAjB,C;MACZ,sBA

AU,IAAV,a;QACI,UAAU,KAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,

MAAK,GAAL,C;;;UAE1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;MAGnB,OAAO,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KA

AhB,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQW,WAAO,S;MAlBd,YAAY,MAAY,IAAK,OAAjB,C;MACZ,sBAAU,IAAV,a;QACI,UA

AU,KAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;;UA

E1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;MAYnB,OATO,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IAU3B,C;;MAa

I,WAAqB,S;MACrB,IAAI,qBAAmB,CAAY,OAAd,KAA2B,SAAhD,C;QAjCA,YAAY,MAkCM,IAlCW,OAAjB,

C;QACZ,sBAiCkB,IAjClB,a;UACI,UAgCc,IAhCJ,CAAK,CAAL,C;UACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAM,CAAN,

IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;;YAE1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;QA4Bf,OAzBG,EAAS,OAAO,OAA

M,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;;;QA2BnB,WAAW,C;QACX,0BAAU,IAAV,e;UACY,IAAoB,I;UAA5B,eAAQ,QA

AoB,OAApB,IAAQ,CAAH,GAAG,CAAY,OAApB,oCAAR,K;;QAEJ,aAAa,IAAjB,CAAC,YAAgB,CAAH,IAAG

,C;QEzFjB,IF0FyB,CE1FhB,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;UF0F4B,MEzFxB,UFyFqB,CEzFF,O;;QF0FnB,OAAO,C;

QACP,0BAAU,IAAV,e;UAE0B,YACX,M;UAFX,YAAU,IAAQ,CAAH,GAAG,C;UACI,SAAJ,KAAI,O;UAAtB,a
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AAU,CAAV,kB;YACI,OAAO,aAAP,EAAO,qBAAP,YAAiB,MAAI,CAAJ,C;;;QAGzB,OAAO,M;;IAEf,C;;MAG

gC,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAAhC,EAAE,MAAM,KAAiD,CAA3C,SAA2C,C;MAWrD,eAAiB,I;MAXW,OAYrB,K;IA

ZqB,C;;MAGH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,IAA/C,WAA+C,CAAnC,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,SAAD,CAAsB

,C;MAQ/C,eAAiB,I;MARQ,OASlB,K;IATkB,C;;MAGA,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA7B,EAAE,MAAM,KAA2C,CAA

rC,SAAqC,C;MAK/C,eAAiB,I;MALQ,OAMlB,K;IANkB,C;;MAKzB,eAAiB,I;MACjB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MGz

MsC,8C;MAClC,eAAsB,C;MACtB,wBAA+B,C;MAC/B,gBAA6B,I;MAC7B,mBAAsC,I;MACtC,qBAAyC,I;MA

EzC,yBAAgD,yBAAmB,Q;MAEnE,sBAAgD,I;IATf,C;;MAOjC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAMY,kBADR,M;MAAA,U;MAA

A,2C;QAAA,e;;QAES,gBADD,2CAAQ,yCAAR,gDAAwD,IAAxD,6BAAiE,I;QACzD,sBxCwEd,S;QwC1EF,SxC

2EG,S;;MwC3EH,a;IAAA,C;;MAKA,kBAAc,IAAd,C;MACiC,oB;MCqBrB,Q;MADR,IDpBsB,MCoBtB,W;QADJ

,mBACiB,I;;;QADjB,mBAEY,QDrBc,MCqBd,+D;;MDrBZ,yC;MACA,2BAAmC,MAAO,kBAA1C,C;MAGA,OA

AO,IAAP,C;QxCoCY,gBwCnCH,S;;QACD,iBAAiB,8B;QAGjB,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;UACI,qBAAc,e;;;UAEd,oBAAQ,

0B;UACR,wBAAY,kB;;;UAIZ,cAAc,oB;UACd,IAAI,YAAY,yBAAhB,C;YAAqC,M;UACrC,kBAAgB,O;UAChB

,qBAAmB,I;;;UAEnB,kBAAgB,I;UAChB,qBAAmB,S;;QAGvB,gC;QAEA,IAAI,wCAAJ,C;UAEI,YAAU,U;;;UA

GV,U;UAAA,0C;YEVhB,8BD2CQ,WAAO,qBAAP,CC3CR,C;YFUgB,a;;;YAAA,a;UAAA,mB;YAEK,UErBrB,o

BD6CQ,WDxB+B,eCwB/B,CC7CR,C;;UFsBgB,M;;;IAIhB,C;;MAGI,kBAAkB,mB;MAClB,IAAI,uBAAuB,gBA

AgB,IAA3C,C;QACI,uCAAQ,yCAAR,EAAmC,wCAA+B,WAA/B,C;;MAEvC,sBAAoB,mC;IACxB,C;;;MAKJ,q

C;IAAA,C;;M5C4DiD,MAAM,6B4C1DjC,uC5C0D+D,WAA9B,C;I4C1DvC,C;;M5C0DiC,MAAM,6B4CvDzC,u

C5CuDuE,WAA9B,C;I4CtDnD,C;;MAEkC,8C;IAAA,C;;;;MARtC,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;IGmDA,m

G;IAAA,yH;;MAKW,kC;MAAS,4C;IALpB,C;IAAA,kF;MAOY,Q;MAAA,sC;QAAiB,U;;MACjB,OAAO,oB;IAC

X,C;IATR,6G;;MA3GU,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAmBA,OAAK,SAAL,CA

AiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,KAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;MAiC6C,mB;QAC3C,OAAK,iCAAL,CAAiB,kBAAjB

,C;MAD2C,C;IAAA,C;;MAJnD,IAAS,SAAY,OAAjB,IAA2B,CAA/B,C;QAAA,OAES,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EA

A6B,IAA7B,C;;;QA8D0B,Q;QAhE9B,4DAImD,0DAJnD,EAgE8B,qBA5DS,UA4DT,qCAhE9B,C;;IAAA,C;;MA

wCmD,mB;QAC3C,OAAK,iCAAL,CAAiB,gBAAjB,EAA2B,kBAA3B,C;MAD2C,C;IAAA,C;;MAJnD,IAAS,SA

AY,OAAjB,IAA2B,CAA/B,C;QAAA,OAES,SAAL,CAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,IAAvC,C;;;QA0B0

B,Q;QA5B9B,4DAImD,sEAJnD,EA4B8B,qBAxBS,UAwBT,qCA5B9B,C;;IAAA,C;;MAoBC,kBAAD,M;MAAA,

kBAAC,qEAAD,4DAA2C,S;IAA3C,C;6CAGJ,yB;MAAA,mG;MAAA,yH;;QAKW,kC;QAAS,4C;MALpB,C;MA

AA,kF;QAOY,Q;QAAA,sC;UAAiB,U;;QACjB,OAAO,oB;MACX,C;MATR,6G;MAAA,oC;QAKkC,Q;QAA9B,m

EAA8B,oEAA9B,C;MAMJ,C;KAXA,C;;MCxH6C,OAAA,MAAa,YAAW,CAAX,C;IAAb,C;;MCDzC,OAAG,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAD,C;IACV,C;;MAII,OAAJ,GAAI,GAAE,G;IAAF,C;;MPL0C,cAAvC,C;IAAuC,C;;MCAC,S;IAA

A,C;;MAgCa,0BAAe,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAM4B,0BAAe,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAOhB,0BAAe,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;

;MAOV,Q;MAH1D,aAAkB,GAAI,O;MACtB,aAAkB,GAAI,O;MACtB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,OAAO,QAAQ,MAAR,

IAAkB,QAAQ,MAAjC,C;QAAyC,IAAI,KAAJ,IAAa,IAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;;MACtD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MASuC,Q;MALnC,aAAa,MAAO,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,OAAT,C;MA0BpB,IAzBc,MAyBL,OAAL,KAAkB,SAA

tB,C;QAzBsB,MA0BlB,UA1BU,MA0BS,O;;MAzBvB,YAAiB,MAAO,O;MACxB,IAAI,UAAU,KAAd,C;QACI,g

BAAgB,O;QAChB,OAAO,QAAQ,OAAf,C;UAAwB,OAAO,YAAP,EAAO,oBAAP,UAAkB,Y;;;MAE9C,OAAO,

M;IACX,C;;MAOoB,UAAmB,M;MAJnC,aAAa,KAAM,Q;MACnB,MAAO,OAAP,IAAiB,UAAW,K;MAc5B,IAb

c,KAaL,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QAbqB,MAcjB,UAdU,KAcS,O;;MAbvB,YAAiB,KAAM,O;MACP,4B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAY,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MAC9C,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;M

AIoB,UAAgB,M;MADhC,YAAY,U;MACI,4B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAY,IAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,

sBAAJ,YAAe,O;;MAC3C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,IAAK,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QACI,YAAc,IAAK,

O;;IAE3B,C;;MAE+D,OAAA,MAAa,QAAO,GAAP,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAb,C;;MOxF3D,kBAAkB,MAAa,eAAc,S

AAd,C;MAC/B,iBAAiB,MAAa,eAAc,IAAd,C;MAC9B,OAAW,gBAAe,UAAnB,GAA+B,SAA/B,GAAyC,CAAC,

S;IACrD,C;;MCcyE,OAAA,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;IAAb,C;;MA8BH,OAAA,MAAa,eAAc,IAAd,C;IAAb,C;;MA

GtB,OAAA,MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,GAAT,EAAc,IAAd,C;IAAlB,C;;MACN,OAAK,SAAY,a;IAAjB,C;;MACC,OA

AK,SAAY,c;IAAjB,C;;MCpDW,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,WAAW,KAAX,CAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MjEmf3C,Q;MAAA,Ic

xegB,KdweZ,IAAS,CAAT,IcxeY,KdweE,IAAS,wBAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UcxetB,KdwesB,C;;Qcxeb,MAAM,8

BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdifW,Q;MAAA,IczegB,KdyeZ,IAAS,CAAT,IczeY,
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KdyeE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UczetB,KdyesB,C;;Qczeb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B

,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdkfW,Q;MAAA,Ic1egB,Kd0eZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic1eY,Kd0eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,O

AAsC,Uc1etB,Kd0esB,C;;Qc1eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdmfW,Q

;MAAA,Ic3egB,Kd2eZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic3eY,Kd2eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc3etB,Kd2esB,C;;Qc3eb,

MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdofW,Q;MAAA,Ic5egB,Kd4eZ,IAAS,CA

AT,Ic5eY,Kd4eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc5etB,Kd4esB,C;;Qc5eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAv

B,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdqfW,Q;MAAA,Ic7egB,Kd6eZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic7eY,Kd6eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C

;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc7etB,Kd6esB,C;;Qc7eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;

MdsfW,Q;MAAA,Ic9egB,Kd8eZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic9eY,Kd8eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc9etB,Kd8esB,C

;;Qc9eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdufW,Q;MAAA,Ic/egB,Kd+eZ,I

AAS,CAAT,Ic/eY,Kd+eE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc/etB,Kd+esB,C;;Qc/eb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,

gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;MdwfW,Q;MAAA,IchfgB,KdgfZ,IAAS,CAAT,IchfY,KdgfE,IAAS,0BA

A3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UchftB,KdgfsB,C;;Qchfb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;IA

CJ,C;;MAMI,OAAO,cAAa,SAAb,C;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAsC,OAA/B,SAA+B,C

;MAC1C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAuC,OAAhC,SAAgC,C;MAC3C,C;KANA,C;

oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAqC,OAA9B,SAA8B,C;MACzC,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,g

D;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAsC,OAA/B,SAA+B,C;MAC1C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,O

AAuC,OAAhC,SAAgC,C;MAC3C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAwC,OAAjC,SAAi

C,C;MAC5C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAyC,OAAlC,SAAkC,C;MAC7C,C;KANA

,C;;MAYW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,O;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBdmwM/B,YAAQ,C;Ic

nwMuB,C;;MACc,OAAY,WAAZ,gBAAY,EAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE5C,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,S

AAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,E;IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,uFAAD,CAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAA

O,E;MACvC,OAAmB,UAAZ,gBAAY,EAAQ,OAAR,C;IACvB,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,uFAAD,CAAJ,C

;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OAAmB,cAAZ,gBAAY,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IACvB,C;;;MAfJ,0C;IAiBJ,C;wFAsVA,yB;

MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmB0E,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,

gB;QACvI,UAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,WAAhB,EAA6B,iBAA7B,EAAgD,UAAhD,EAA4D,QAA5D,C;QACA,OAAO

,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,

aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WAA1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAAp

G,EAAgH,QAAhH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBsE,iC;U

AAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACnI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA2C,W

AA3C,EAAmF,iBAAnF,EAAsG,UAAtG,EAAkH,QAAlH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;

MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBkE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,

gB;QAC/H,UAAU,SAAV,EAAyC,WAAzC,EAA+E,iBAA/E,EAAkG,UAAlG,EAA8G,QAA9G,C;QACA,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,a

AAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WAA1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAAp

G,EAAgH,QAAhH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBsE,iC;U

AAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACnI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA2C,W

AA3C,EAAmF,iBAAnF,EAAsG,UAAtG,EAAkH,QAAlH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;uFAwBA,yB;

MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBwE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB

,gB;QACrI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA4C,WAA5C,EAAqF,iBAArF,EAAwG,UAAxG,EAAoH,QAApH,C;QACA,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;yFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmB0E,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,a

AAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACvI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA6C,WAA7C,EAAuF,iBAAvF,EAA0G,UAA

1G,EAAsH,QAAtH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;yFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;U

AAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WA

A1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAApG,EAAgH,QAAhH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAtBA,C;;MA+BI,OAAY

,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q

;IAC5B,C;;MAQW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,Q;MwCjkB9C,eAAiB,I;MxCikBjB,OwChkBO,K;IxCikBX,

C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MASI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAQW,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAA8B,SAAY
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,Q;MwC9lBjD,eAAiB,I;MxC8lBjB,OwC7lBO,K;IxC8lBX,C;;MAQW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,Q;MwCv

mB9C,eAAiB,I;MxCumBjB,OwCtmBO,K;IxCumBX,C;;MDvxBI,IAAI,ECmyBI,WAAW,CDnyBf,CAAJ,C;QACI

,cCkyBoB,0C;QDjyBpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCkyBV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,cAAU,OAA

V,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MDryBI,IAAI,ECizBI,WAAW,CDjzBf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCgzBoB,0C;QD/yBpB,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCgzBV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,eAAW,OAAX,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MDnzBI,IAAI,E

C+zBI,WAAW,CD/zBf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cC8zBoB,0C;QD7zBpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MC8zBV,O

AAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,eAAS,OAAT,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MDj0BI,IAAI,EC60BI,WAAW,CD70Bf,CAAJ,C;QAC

I,cC40BoB,0C;QD30BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MC40BH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,gBAAgB,SA

AhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,K;MwC/pB7B,eAAiB,I;MxC+pBjB,OwC9pBO,K;IxC+pBX,C;;MD/0BI,IAAI,EC21BI,WAA

W,CD31Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cC01BoB,0C;QDz1BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MC01BV,OAAO,SAAS

,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAW,OAAX,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MD71BI,IAAI,ECy2BI,WAAW,CDz2Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCw2B

oB,0C;QDv2BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCw2BV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAY,OAAZ,CA

Af,C;IACX,C;;MD32BI,IAAI,ECu3BI,WAAW,CDv3Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCs3BoB,0C;QDr3BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB

,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCs3BH,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAAyB,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,EAA+B,KAA/B,C;Mw

CzsBhC,eAAiB,I;MxCysBjB,OwCxsBO,K;IxCysBX,C;;MDz3BI,IAAI,ECq4BI,WAAW,CDr4Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,c

Co4BoB,0C;QDn4BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCo4BH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,SAAS,SAAT,E

AAe,iBAAU,OAAV,CAAf,C;MwCvtB7B,eAAiB,I;MxCutBjB,OwCttBO,K;IxCutBX,C;;MDv4BI,IAAI,ECo5BI,

WAAW,CDp5Bf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCm5BoB,0C;QDl5BpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MCm5BV,OAAO

,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,EAA+B,IAA/B,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,

EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,S

AAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MA

SI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,O

AAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,O

AAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;

MACN,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MwC9xB9C,eAAiB,I;MxC8xBjB,Ow

C7xBO,K;IxC8xBX,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAA

Y,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,

C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OA

A7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACN,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAA8B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MwC/zBjD,e

AAiB,I;MxC+zBjB,OwC9zBO,K;IxC+zBX,C;;MASI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,

C;MACN,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MwC10B9C,eAAiB,I;MxC00BjB,

OwCz0BO,K;IxC00BX,C;;MAagD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,

SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACr

B,C;;MAagD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA

7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAakD,yB;QA

AA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACjF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,

C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAa8C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,

uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC7E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAA

K,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAagD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;

MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAA

d,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAakD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACjF,oCAAa,2BAA

kB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IA

CrB,C;;MAaoD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACnF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OA

A7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAasD,yB;QA

AA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACrF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,

C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAagD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG

,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAA

K,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IACrB,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,CAAQ,OAAR,CAAP,C;IAC5B
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,C;iFAEA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,eAAY,OAAZ,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQ

A,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,gBAAa,OAAb,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;M

AwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,gBAAW,OAAX,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,

iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;M

AxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,kBAAa,OAAb,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;gFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,q

C;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,kBAAc,OAAd,EAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI

,OAwIO,gCAxIK,sBAAe,OAAf,CAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,

gCAxIK,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAwIL,C;MAvIX,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,OAAO,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;IAC

X,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OA

A3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,

CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mB

AAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,oBAAoB,

SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IA

AP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,

mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,oBAA

oB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB

,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,QAAP,C;IAC5B

,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQ

A,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;M

AAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD

;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA

,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QA

KI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OA

AO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qB

AAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,CAAQ,OAAR,CAAP,C;IAC

5B,C;;MAkB6C,OAAA,CAAE,iBAAU,CAAV,C;IAAa,C;;MAAxD,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAsGY,eAtGO,WA

sGP,C;;IArGhB,C;;MA4DI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,UAAU,SAAV,C;IAClB,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAO,CA

AX,C;QAAc,cAAc,SAAd,EAAoB,UAApB,C;IAClB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,

MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;

MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAA

L,C;IAChB,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,gBAAc,SAAd,EAAoB,UAApB,C;IAClB,C;;MAMI,OAAO,

EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OA

AO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,

OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMuB,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,E;MAAX,C;IAAA,C

;;MAAnB,OAAO,iBAAM,gBAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MoDnkDI,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAA

a,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,2B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAj

B,U;QACI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAc,sBAAK,YAAL,CAAd,C;QACA,sBAAK,YAA

L,EAAqB,GAArB,C;QACA,mC;;IAER,C;;MhDTI,OAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC

9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAR

A,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAR

A,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;

;MAgBI,OAAW,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;Q

AOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAeI,OAAO,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,QAAM,C

AAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,E

AAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,

KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,
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OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBW,UAAe,CAnEX,iBAm

Ec,CAnEd,MAAJ,GAmEe,CAnEf,GAmEkB,C;MAAzB,OAAa,CAnEF,iBAAK,GAAL,MAAJ,GAmEM,CAnEN,G

AAmB,G;IAoE9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,

CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CA

AP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBI,OAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC

9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAR

A,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAR

A,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;

;MAgBI,OAAW,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;Q

AOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAeI,OAAO,QAAM,CAAN,EAAS,QAAM,C

AAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,E

AAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,

KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,

OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBW,UAAe,CAnEX,iBAm

Ec,CAnEd,MAAJ,GAmEe,CAnEf,GAmEkB,C;MAAzB,OAAa,CAnEF,iBAAK,GAAL,MAAJ,GAmEM,CAnEN,G

AAmB,G;IAoE9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,

CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CA

AP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KARA,C;;MUnPW,Q;MAAA,IuCXgB,KvCWZ,IAAS,CAAT,IuCXY,KvCWE,IA

AS,2BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,qBuCXtB,KvCWsB,C;;QuCXb,MAAM,8BAA0B,mCAAyB,gBAAzB,MAA1B,C;

;MAAtC,W;IACJ,C;;M/BoPe,WgCjPY,KhCiPZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OgCjPF,KhCiPE,IAy/FT,gBAAR,iBAA

Q,C;;MAz/FT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBgCjPtB,KhCiPsB,C;;QgCjPb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cAAvB,MA

A1B,C;;MAAtC,a;IACJ,C;;MhC4Pe,WgClPY,KhCkPZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OgClPF,KhCkPE,IAq/FT,gBAA

R,iBAAQ,C;;MAr/FT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBgClPtB,KhCkPsB,C;;QgClPb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cA

AvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,a;IACJ,C;;MhC6Pe,WgCnPY,KhCmPZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OgCnPF,KhCmPE,IAi

/FT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MAj/FT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBgCnPtB,KhCmPsB,C;;QgCnPb,MAAM,8BAA0B,i

CAAuB,cAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,a;IACJ,C;;MhC8Pe,WgCpPY,KhCoPZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OgCpPF,Kh

CoPE,IA6+FT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;;MA7+FT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBgCpPtB,KhCoPsB,C;;QgCpPb,MAAM

,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,a;IACJ,C;;MAQW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBA

AY,K;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,U;IAAZ,C;;MACc,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE5C,o

CAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eA

AC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OhCmmBO,UgCnmBA,gBhCmmBR,QAAQ,EgCnmBoB,OjEyH

F,KiC0elB,C;IgClmBX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OhC+zBO,

cgC/zBA,gBhC+zBR,QAAQ,EgC/zBwB,OjEqHN,KiC0sBlB,C;IgC9zBX,C;;;MAfJ,4C;IAiBJ,C;;MAQW,8B;MAA

S,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,K;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,U;IAAZ,C;;MACe,OAAA,gBAAY,g

BAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE7C,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;

IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,OhColBO,UgCplBA,gBhCol

BR,QAAQ,EgCplBoB,OlC2GA,KEyepB,C;IgCnlBX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,O

AAO,E;MACxC,OhCgzBO,cgChzBA,gBhCgzBR,QAAQ,EgChzBwB,OlCuGJ,KEysBpB,C;IgC/yBX,C;;;MAfJ,4C

;IAiBJ,C;;MAQW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,K;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,U;IAAZ,

C;;MACe,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE7C,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAC

b,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,

OhCqkBO,UgCrkBA,gBhCqkBR,QAAQ,EgCrkBoB,OlE2CA,KkC0hBpB,C;IgCpkBX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,e

AAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,OhCiyBO,cgCjyBA,gBhCiyBR,QAAQ,EgCjyBwB,OlEuCJ,Kk

C0vBpB,C;IgChyBX,C;;;MAfJ,4C;IAiBJ,C;;MAQW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,K;IAAZ,C;

;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,U;IAAZ,C;;MACgB,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAE9C,oCAAa,2BAA

kB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,S

AAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,E;MACzC,OhCsjBO,UgCtjBA,gBhCsjBR,QAAQ,EgCtjBoB,OhE6BE,KgCyhBtB,C;IgCrj
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BX,C;;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,SAAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,E;MACzC,OhCkxBO,cgClxBA,gBhCkxB

R,QAAQ,EgClxBwB,OhEyBF,KgCyvBtB,C;IgCjxBX,C;;;MAfJ,4C;IAiBJ,C;;MCrJ+C,OAAA,SAAY,Y;IAAZ,C;;

MAGH,OAAA,SAAY,S;IAAZ,C;;MAGY,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,MAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGa,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO

,IAAP,EAAa,KAAb,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGb,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,IAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAG4B,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,I

AAP,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGxC,OAAA,SAAY,S;IAAZ,C;;MAGG,OAAA,SAAY,Y;IAA

Z,C;;MAGY,OAAA,SAAY,WAAU,MAAV,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGX,OAAA,SAAY,a;IAAZ,C;;MCzBjB,oB;QAAA,O

AA0B,E;MAA1B,gB;IAAD,C;;;IAE9B,C;;;IAIA,C;;;IAIA,C;;;MAKkC,oB;QAAA,OAA0B,E;MAA1B,gB;IAAD,

C;;;IAEjC,C;;;MAqCsC,gB;IAAD,C;;;MAgCJ,sB;IAAD,C;;;IAEhC,C;;;MA8DoC,kB;IAAD,C;;;IAEnC,C;;;ICxJA,

C;;;IAIA,C;;;MnDHqE,uCoCAtB,E;IpCAsB,C;iGAErE,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QACsE,mBAAY,SAAZ,C;MA

AA,C;KADtE,C;;MAMI,OAAsB,UAAY,QAAvB,KAAmC,SAA9C,GACe,UAAY,UAD3B,GAGI,gBAAgB,UAAh

B,C;IACR,C;;MAII,YoChB2C,E;MpCiB3C,eAAe,UAAW,W;MAC1B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACU,KAAY,M

AAK,QAAS,OAAd,C;MACtB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUc,Q;MANV,IAAI,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,UAAW,KAA5B,

C;QACI,OAAO,gBAAgB,UAAhB,C;;MAEX,eAAe,UAAW,W;MAC1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,

C;QACI,MAAM,YAAN,EAAM,oBAAN,UAAiB,QAAS,O;;MAE9B,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAM,OAAlB,C;QACI,MAA

M,KAAN,IAAe,I;;MAEnB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAK6C,sBAAY,OAAZ,E;IAAA,C;;MAKF,oBAAU,OAAV,E;IA

AA,C;;MAMY,oBAAU,IAAV,E;IAAA,C;;MASlC,Q;MAAA,kC;MAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;QACI,sBAAK,KAAL

,EAAc,KAAd,C;;IAER,C;;MAQuD,qBAAQ,4BAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAMiB,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,oB;MAAxB,OH

R7C,W;IGQ6C,C;;MAQpD,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,cAAtB,C;IACJ,C;;MAQI,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,UAAtB

,C;IACJ,C;;MAGI,IAAI,IAAK,KAAL,IAAa,CAAjB,C;QAAoB,M;MAEpB,YAAY,YAAY,IAAZ,C;MACZ,gBAA

c,KAAd,EAAqB,UAArB,C;MAEA,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,KAAM,OAAxB,M;QACI,iBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,MAA

M,CAAN,CAAV,C;;IAER,C;;MAGI,OAAO,gBAAkB,IAAlB,O;IACX,C;;MAMI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8

B,QAA9B,EAAwC,MAAO,OAA/C,C;MACb,gBAAgB,WAAW,UAAX,I;MAChB,oCAAa,2BAAkB,iBAAlB,EA

AqC,oBAAoB,SAApB,IAArC,EAAoE,WAAY,OAAhF,C;MAEb,IAAI,WAAkB,QAAO,WAAP,CAAlB,IAAyC,W

AAkB,QAAO,MAAP,CAA/D,C;QACI,eAAsB,MAAY,UAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,QAArB,C;QACtB,WAAY,KAAI,Q

AAJ,EAAc,iBAAd,C;;;QAExB,IAAI,WAAW,WAAX,IAA0B,qBAAqB,UAAnD,C;UACI,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,S

AAtB,U;YACI,YAAY,oBAAoB,KAApB,IAAZ,IAAyC,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,IAAP,C;;;;UAG7C,mBAAc,YAAY,

CAAZ,IAAd,aAAmC,CAAnC,Y;YACI,YAAY,oBAAoB,OAApB,IAAZ,IAAyC,OAAO,aAAa,OAAb,IAAP,C;;;;I

AIzD,C;;MAIgF,gB;IAAA,C;kGAEhF,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAC8E,OAAK,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAAL,C;KAD

9E,C;;MAMI,OAAI,SAAJ,GAEI,SAFJ,GAII,SNwkBoB,Q;IM5kBxB,C;;MAUA,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,oB;;

MAEJ,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAII,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,oB;;MAEJ,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MoD1K2F,6B;IAAj

C,C;;MAKlD,eAAe,e;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,OAAA,QAAS,OAAT,EAAmB,OAAnB,CAAJ

,C;UACI,QAAS,S;UACT,OAAO,I;;;MAGf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAIoB,Q;MADhB,eAAe,K;MACC,0B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAI,OAAJ,CAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAW,I;;MAEjC,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;

MAEyG,qB;QAAE,OAAM,gBAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtC,Q;MAAD,OAA6B,YAA5B,iEAA4B,EAAU,

oDAAV,C;IAA7B,C;;MACuC,qB;QAAE,QAAO,gBAAP,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtC,Q;MAAD,OAA6B,YA

A5B,iEAA4B,EAAU,oDAAV,C;IAA7B,C;;MAG9D,eAAe,IAAK,W;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QA

AS,O;QACT,QAAS,S;;IAEjB,C;;MAGyB,OAAA,IAAK,U;IAAL,C;;;MC9BwD,oC;MACjF,gBAA8B,C;IADkB,C;

;MAa5C,iBAAI,SAAJ,EAAU,OAAV,C;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAKc,UACF,M;MAHR,aAAa,K;MACb,cAAc

,K;MACJ,0B;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,kBAAI,eAAJ,EAAI,uBAAJ,WAAc,CAAd,C;QACA,U

AAU,I;;MAEd,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAGI,yBAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAf,C;IACJ,C;;MAE4E,qB;QAAE,OAAM,gB

AAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAV,yBAAU,8CAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MACU,qB;QAAE,QAAO,gBAAP,mB;MAAF,

C;IAAA,C;;MAAV,yBAAU,8CAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAGb,iD;IAAA,C;;MAED,0BAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAApB,

C;;MAG/B,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;QACI,IAAI,wBAAI,KAAJ,GAAc,OAAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OA

AO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,sBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;QACI,IAAI,wBAAI,KAAJ,GAAc,O

AAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAE6D,iCAAa,CAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MACU,sDAAiB,K

AAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGK,uCAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMxE,eAAe,0BAAa,SAA

b,C;MACf,YAAO,UAAU,SAAV,I;MxDgEX,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,KAAtB,U;QwD/DiB,e;QACA,iB;;IAEjB,C;;

MAQI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,K;MAE9B,OAAO,oCAA
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a,uBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACxB,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,oCAAa,yBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAb,C;;MAG/B,oB;

MACI,eACsB,C;MACtB,cAIqB,E;IAPzB,C;;MASsC,sBAAQ,gB;IAAR,C;;MAIvB,Q;MADP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,

C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACtB,eAAO,mBAAP,EAAO,2BAAP,O;MACA,OAAO,wBAAI,WAAJ,C;IACX,C;;M5D

7BJ,IAAI,E4DgCU,gBAAQ,E5DhClB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4D+BwB,sE;Q5D9BxB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B

,C;;M4DgCF,6BAAS,WAAT,C;MACA,eAAQ,W;MACR,cAAO,E;IACX,C;;;MAGJ,oB;MAGmD,wD;MAG3C,oC

AAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAAyB,KAAnD,C;MACb,eAAa,K;IAJe,C;;MAOM,sBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAEN

,mB;IAAA,C;;MAG5B,IAAI,CAAC,kBAAL,C;QAAoB,MAAM,6B;MAE1B,eAAO,mCAAP,EAAO,YAAP,C;MA

CA,OAAO,wBAAI,WAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAEoC,sBAAQ,CAAR,I;IAAA,C;;MAGhC,wBAAI,YAAJ,EAAW,OAA

X,C;MACA,mC;MACA,cAAO,E;IACX,C;;M5DnEJ,IAAI,E4DsEU,gBAAQ,E5DtElB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4DqEwB,4

E;Q5DpExB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;M4DqEF,wBAAyB,WAAzB,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;IACJ,C;;;MAG

2G,8B;MAAtF,kB;MAA0C,4B;MAC/D,eAAyB,C;MAGrB,oCAAa,2BAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,

WAAK,KAA3C,C;MACb,eAAa,UAAU,gBAAV,I;IALG,C;;MAShB,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,YAA1B,

C;MAEb,WAAK,aAAI,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAJ,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;MACL,mC;IACJ,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,K

AAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KA

AlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,aAAa,WAAK,kBAAS,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAT,C;MAClB,mC;MACA,OAAO,M;IA

CX,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,OAAO,WAAK,aAAI,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAJ,E

AAuB,OAAvB,C;IAChB,C;;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;;MC1LgD,sB;MA4BnF,uBAAoC,I;MA2CpC,yBAA6C,I;IAv

EK,C;;MAKZ,wB;MAGlC,gBAAqB,K;IAHY,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MAKJ,oB;IAAA,C;;MAG1B,eAAe,IAAK,

S;MACpB,gBAAc,Q;MACd,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAE+B,iEAAc,IAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MACG,iEAAc,IAAd,C;IAAA,

C;;MACU,+DAAY,IAAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;;MAd5C,wE;MAAsC,2CAAK,KAAM,IAAX,EAAgB,KA

AM,MAAtB,C;MAAtC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAmBA,YAAQ,Q;IACZ,C;;MAMoB,sD;MAAS,6B;IAAT,C;;MACoC,MAA

M,qCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MAEpC,4BAAwB,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAEsD,sDAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3C,k

D;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,I;IAArB,C;;MACD,0BAAc,S;IAA

d,C;;;MAJ5B,oBAAoB,oCAAQ,W;MAC5B,6G;IAKJ,C;;MAGI,IAAI,+CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,C;QACI,4BAAwB,c

AAO,OAAP,C;QACxB,OAAO,I;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,4BAAwB,K;IAAxB,C;;;MA1BvC,I

AAI,4BAAJ,C;QACI,6F;;MA4BJ,OAAO,mC;IACX,C;;MAKqB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,InE2O2D,QAAQ,W;MmE3Ox

F,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAf,UnE8JsD,U;QmE9JjD,YnE2KiD,Y;QmE1KxD,iBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAA

T,C;;IAER,C;;MAMsB,sD;MAAS,oC;IAAT,C;;MACkC,MAAM,qCAA8B,gCAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MACjB,4BAAw

B,Q;IAAxB,C;;MAE+B,wDAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3C,kD;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;M

ACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,M;IAArB,C;;MACD,0BAAc,S;IAAd,C;;;MAJ5B,oBAAoB,oCAAQ,W;MAC5B,+G;I

AKJ,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,4BAAwB,K;IAAxB,C;;MAI3B,IAAI,SAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,iC

AAJ,C;QAA6B,OAAO,K;MACpC,OAAO,oCAAa,uBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACxB,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,o

CAAa,yBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAb,C;;;MAzBvC,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,iG;;MA2BJ,OAAO,qC;IACX,C;;MAGA,W

AAW,YAAQ,W;MACnB,OAAO,IAAK,UAAZ,C;QACI,YAAY,IAAK,O;QACjB,QAAQ,KAAM,I;QACd,IAAI,Y

AAO,CAAP,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,KAAM,M;UAClB,IAAK,S;UACL,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;MC

7HgF,oC;IAAjC,C;;MAQ3C,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAsB,OAAO,K;

MAC7B,OAAO,mCAAY,mBAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IACvB,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,mCAAY,2BAAkB,IAAl

B,C;IAAZ,C;;;MCb0D,8B;MAAlC,4B;IAArB,C;;IAoBF,C;;IAGoB,C;;MAEd,OAAA,oBAAM,O;IAAN,C;;MAEG

,Q;MAAA,oCAAM,0BAAW,KAAX,CAAN,4D;IAAA,C;;MAI9B,IAAa,I;MAFpB,0BAAW,KAAX,C;MAEoB,gB

AAb,qBAAM,KAAN,C;MAAqB,qC;MAA5B,OAAO,CAAa,O3DsCjB,S2DtCI,2D;IACX,C;;MAGU,oBAAY,MA

AK,OAAL,C;MAClB,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGU,oBAAY,QAAO,mCAAoB,KAApB,CAAP,EAAmC,C

AAnC,EAAsC,OAAtC,C;MAClB,qC;IACJ,C;;MAGI,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAE/B,uBAAA,o

B9D8vCoB,QM7yC0C,YwD+CrD,QxD/CqD,CN6yC1C,C;M8D7vCpB,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,mCA

AoB,KAApB,C;MAEA,IAAI,UAAS,SAAb,C;QAAmB,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;

QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAE3B,IADE,KACF,e;QAAQ,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;WACf,IAFE,KAEF,O;QAAK,uBxD

3DqD,YwD2D7C,QxD3D6C,CN6yC1C,Q8DlvC6B,oB9DkvC7B,C;;;Q8DjvCR,uBAAoC,cAA5B,oBAA4B,EAAV

,CAAU,EAAP,KAAO,CAAY,QxD5DE,YwD4DK,QxD5DL,CwD4DF,EAA4C,cAAN,oBAAM,EAAY,KAAZ,EA

AmB,SAAnB,CAA5C,C;;MAG5D,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,0BAAW,KAAX,C;MACA,qC;MACA,O
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AAW,UAAS,sBAAb,GACG,oBAAY,MADf,GAGG,oBAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,CAAmC,CAAn

C,C;IACR,C;;MAGkB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAd,mD;QACI,IAAI,4BAAM,KAAN,GAAgB,OAAhB,CAAJ,C;UACU,o

BAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,C;UAClB,qC;UACA,OAAO,I;;;MAGf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAGI,qC;MACM,

oBAAY,QAAO,SAAP,EAAkB,UAAU,SAAV,IAAlB,C;IACtB,C;;MAGI,uBpBhGuC,E;MoBiGvC,qC;IACJ,C;;M

AG+C,OAAM,QAAN,oBAAM,EAAQ,OAAR,C;IAAN,C;;MAEI,OAAM,YAAN,oBAAM,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAN

,C;;MAEzB,qBAAc,oBAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,OAAA,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,oBAAL,C;IAAf,C;;MAIlC,oCAA

a,kCAAyB,SAAzB,C;MADoB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKjC,oCAAa,mCAA0B,SAA1B,C;MAD6B,Y;IAAA,C;;;MA7G9C,

mD;MAG8B,sBpBPa,EoBOb,C;MAH9B,Y;IAAA,C;;MAU0B,+B;QAAA,kBAAuB,C;MALjD,mD;MAKsD,sBpB

dX,EoBcW,C;MALtD,Y;IAAA,C;;MAOA,mD;MAGqD,sBxDhBa,YwDgBR,QxDhBQ,CwDgBb,C;MAHrD,Y;IA

AA,C;;MCfgB,UACM,M;MAFtB,aAAa,C;MACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAEQ,oB;UA

AmB,U;;UACnB,IhBHiC,MAAa,YgBGnC,OhBHmC,CgBG9C,C;YAAwD,iCAAhC,OAAgC,C;;gBAExD,uC;YA

AmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;eACnC,wC;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;eACnC,sC;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;eACnC,u

C;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;;YAEA,kBAAR,OAAQ,C;;QATvC,wB;QAYA,SAAS,MAAK,MAAL,QAAc,WAA

d,I;;MAEb,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;M7DhBsG,4C;IAAtG,C;IAAA,6D;MAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;IAA

A,C;IAD5C,kF;;M8DLI,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACU,KAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;;;QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAx

C,EAAiD,cAAN,KAAM,CAAjD,+BAAuE,UAAvE,E;;IAER,C;;MAIyB,uB;QAAgB,OAAA,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAA

R,EAAW,CAAX,C;MAA3B,C;IAAA,C;;MADrB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAiB,gC;QACX,KAAY,MAAK,UAA

L,C;;;QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAxC,EAAiD,cAAN,KAAM,CAAjD,EAA4D,UAA5D,C;;IAER,C;;MAIy

C,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAAa,C;;MADpD,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAiB,gB;QACX,KAAY,MA

AK,UAAL,C;;;QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAxC,EAAiD,cAAN,KAAM,CAAjD,EAA4D,cAA5D,C;;IAER,

C;;;MAWyC,QAAC,IAAM,CAAP,KAAa,IAAM,CAAnB,K;IAAsB,C;;MAP3D,sC;QAAiC,OAAjC,yB;;MACA,4

BAA4B,K;MAE5B,YAAY,E;MAGZ,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,GAAtB,U;QAAiC,KAAY,MAAK,KAAL,C;MAC7C,

iBAAiB,kC;MACX,KAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;MAClB,mBAAc,CAAd,YAAsB,KAAM,OAA5B,Y;QACI,QAAQ,M

AAM,UAAQ,CAAR,IAAN,C;QACR,QAAQ,MAAM,OAAN,C;QACR,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,CAAP,OAAc,IAAM,

CAApB,KAA0B,KAAK,CAAnC,C;UAAsC,OAAO,K;;MAEjD,4BAA4B,I;MAC5B,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAII,aAA

a,gBAAmB,KAAM,OAAzB,O;MACb,aAAa,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,KAAzB,EAAgC,YAAhC,E

AA8C,UAA9C,C;MACb,IAAI,WAAW,KAAf,C;Q9EspVa,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,wB8ErpVI,M9EqpVJ,gB;U

AAa,W8ErpVT,M9EqpVJ,M;U8ErpVoC,M9EqpVV,c8ErpVU,E9EqpVV,sB8ErpVU,Y9EqpVD,I;;;I8EnpVvC,C;;

MAII,IAAI,UAAS,GAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAGX,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAR,IAAD,IAAgB,CAAhB,I;MAC

b,WAAW,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,KAAzB,EAAgC,MAAhC,EAAwC,UAAxC,C;MACX,YAAY,

YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,SAAS,CAAT,IAAzB,EAAqC,GAArC,EAA0C,UAA1C,C;MAEZ,aAAiB,

SAAS,MAAb,GAAqB,KAArB,GAAgC,M;MAG7C,gBAAgB,K;MAChB,iBAAiB,SAAS,CAAT,I;MACjB,aAAU,

KAAV,OAAiB,GAAjB,M;QAEQ,iBAAa,MAAb,IAAuB,cAAc,GAArC,C;UACI,gBAAgB,KAAK,SAAL,C;UACh

B,iBAAiB,MAAM,UAAN,C;UAEjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,UAAnB,CAAX,IAA6C,CAAjD,C;YA

CI,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,S;YACZ,6B;;;YAEA,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,U;YACZ,+B;;;cAGR,iBAAa,MAAb,C;UACI,

OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,KAAK,SAAL,C;UACZ,6B;;;UAGA,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,MAAM,UAAN,C;UACZ,+B;;;M

AMZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;;;MCpFI,2C;IAAA,C;;MAC+D,sBAAU,MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAEd,Q;MAAA,wEAAqB

,C;IAArB,C;;;;MAHjD,kD;QAAA,iC;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MCuBA,iC;MAKA,8B;MA8CA,0BAAmE,I;;;MA1En

E,oB;MAA+B,6B;IAA/B,C;;MAE6D,MAAM,qCAA8B,iCAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MAErD,WAAa,Q;IACjB,C;;MAEuE

,yCAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAEC,OAAA,iCAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MAGpE,IAAI,oBAAS,OAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,WA

Aa,cAAO,OAAQ,IAAf,C;QACb,OAAO,I;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,WAAa,K;IAAb,C;;;MA+C

/B,0BAAY,Q;IAEhB,C;;MAEmD,OAAA,0BAAY,gBAAS,GAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEgB,gBAAZ,0B;MAAY,c;;Q7

D23CnD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;UAAP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB

,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,I6D33CmD,uBAAS,gB7D23C9C,O6D33CwD,MAAV,Q7D23C5D,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YA

AP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M6D53CgD,iB;IAAA,C;;MAK/C,IAAI,+BAAJ,C;QACI,0BAAW,qB;;MAEf,OAAO,sC

;IACX,C;;MAE6E,iC;IAAA,C;;MAElC,OAAA,0BAAY,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEC,OAAA,0BAAY,aAAI,G

AAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEP,OAAA,0BAAY,cAAO,GAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEH,OAAA,0BAAY,K;IAAZ,

C;;;MA7DtC,iD;MAAuD,8B;MArC3D,mB;MAsCQ,8BAAmB,W;MACnB,2BAAgB,WAAY,S;MAFhC,Y;IAAA,
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C;;MAKA,iD;MAGuB,aAAK,kEAAL,Q;MAHvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAcyC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,iD;MASqE,

qB;MnElCrE,IAAI,EmEoCQ,mBAAmB,CnEpC3B,CAAJ,C;QACI,cmEmCgC,+C;QnElChC,MAAM,gCAAyB,OA

AQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,EmEqCQ,cAAc,CnErCtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBmEoC2B,yC;QnEnC3B,MAAM,gCAAy

B,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MmEuBV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAeA,iD;MAA2C,eAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;IAAA

,C;;MAGA,iD;MAG8C,qB;MAC1C,KAAK,gBAAO,QAAP,C;MAJT,Y;IAAA,C;;MA0C0E,gBAAnE,aAAmB,gE

AAnB,C;MAA2E,wB;MAAlF,O/DrCO,S;I+DsCX,C;;MCzGI,yB;;;MA2CI,UAAU,kBAAI,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,IAA

b,C;MACd,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAGI,kBAAI,Q;IACR,C;;MAM6D,OAAA,kBAAI,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;M

AEpB,OAAA,kBAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MAEY,OAAA,kBAAI,KAAK,W;IAAT,C;;MAEH,OAAA,kBAAI,cAAO,OAAP

,CAAJ,Q;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,OAAA,kBAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;;MA7DtC,iD;MAGoB,8B;MAVxB,mB;MAWQ,sBAAM,gB

;MAJV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAOA,iD;MAG2C,8B;MAjB/C,mB;MAkBQ,sBAAM,eAAgB,QAAS,KAAzB,C;MACN,qBA

AO,QAAP,C;MALJ,Y;IAAA,C;;MAiByC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,iD;MASkE,8B;MA/BtE,mB;MAgCQ,sB

AAM,eAAgB,eAAhB,EAAiC,UAAjC,C;MAVV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAaA,iD;MAA2C,eAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;

MAA3C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,iD;MAM0C,8B;MA3C9C,mB;MA4CQ,sBAAW,G;MAPf,Y;IAAA,C;;MAwCmC,gB

AA5B,eAAQ,eAAR,C;MAAoC,6B;MAA3C,OhELO,S;IgEMX,C;;MC/DyC,kC;MAErC,oBAAkC,kB;MAClC,sB

AAyB,C;IAHW,C;;MAAC,8B;IAAA,C;;MAGrC,0B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;MAII,eAAe,aAAS,qBAAY,G

AAZ,C;MACxB,mBAAmB,6BAAsB,QAAtB,C;MACnB,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;QAEI,kBAAW,QAAX,IAAuB,mCAAY,

GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;;;QAEvB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;UAEI,YAA+B,Y;UAC/B,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,

EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;YACI,OAAO,KAAM,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;;YAEb,kBAAW,QAAX,IAAuB,CAAQ,KAAR

,EAAe,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,CAAf,C;YACvB,6B;YACA,OAAO,I;;;;UAIX,YAAuC,Y;UACvC,cAAkB

,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;UAClB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,OAAM,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;UAEX,KAAY

,MAAK,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,CAAL,C;;;MAG1B,6B;MAEA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAIuB,Q;MADnB,e

AAe,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,C;MACL,oCAAsB,QAAtB,C;MAAA,iB;QAAmC,OAAO,I;;MAA7D,mBAAmB,I;MA

CnB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YAAgC,Y;QAChC,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;UpB

zDR,OoB0D6B,iBpB1DvB,CoB0DmC,QpB1DnC,C;UoB2DM,6B;UACA,OAAO,KAAM,M;;;UAEb,OAAO,I;;;;Q

AGX,YAAuC,Y;QACvC,8BAAc,KAAd,iB;UACI,cAAY,MAAM,KAAN,C;UACZ,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,GAAP,E

AAY,OAAM,IAAlB,CAAb,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAAlB,C;cACU,KAAN,UAA2B,C;cpBtE/C,Oo

BwEqC,iBpBxE/B,CoBwE2C,QpBxE3C,C;;;coB2EoB,KAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,C;;YAEtB,6B;YAEA,

OAAO,OAAM,M;;;;MAIzB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,oBAAa,kB;MACb,YAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAEyC,uBAAS,GA

AT,S;IAAA,C;;MAEV,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,GAAT,8B;IAAA,C;;MAGR,Q;MAAA,oCAAsB,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,

CAA/B,C;MAAA,iB;QAAoD,OAAO,I;;MAA9E,mBAAmB,I;MACnB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YAAgC,Y;QAChC,I

AAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;UAEP,OAAO,I;;;;QAGX,YAAuC,

Y;QACvC,OAAa,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;;IAErB,C;;MAGI,sB;;QlFg7BY,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAA

hB,e;UAAsB,IkFh7BK,aAAS,gBlFg7BA,OkFh7Ba,IAAb,MlFg7Bd,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qB

AAO,I;;;MkFj7BH,yB;IAAA,C;;MAIO,wD;MACH,aAAY,E;MAEZ,YAA0B,MAAa,MAAK,qCAAL,C;MACvC,g

BAAe,E;MAEf,oBAA4B,I;MAC5B,eAAc,K;MACd,iBAAgB,E;MAChB,iBAAqC,I;IATlC,C;;MAYC,IAAI,6BAA

wB,YAA5B,C;QACI,gBAAqB,iBAAqD,O;QAC1E,IAAI,4DAAc,SAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,C;;MAGf,IAAI,yDAAa,

SAAK,OAAtB,C;QACI,oBAAe,2CAAW,UAAK,aAAL,CAAX,C;QACf,eAAU,iC;QACV,iBAAY,C;QACZ,OAA

O,C;;;QAEP,oBAAe,I;QACf,OAAO,C;;IAEf,C;;MAGI,IAAI,eAAS,EAAb,C;QACI,aAAQ,oB;MACZ,OAAO,eAA

S,C;IACpB,C;;MAIoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACN,IAAI,YAAJ,C;QACZ,yBAA

qD,cAArD,C;;;QAEa,OAAb,iB;;MAHJ,oB;MAKA,iBAAiB,S;MACjB,aAAQ,E;MACR,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MrE7C

R,IqEgDyB,crEhDrB,QAAJ,C;QACI,cAhByB,0B;QAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MqE+CE,6BAA

yB,cAAO,6BAAY,IAAnB,C;MACzB,iBAAY,I;MAEZ,uC;IACJ,C;;;MArDJ,2D;IAuDJ,C;;MAGI,mBAAmB,kBA

AW,QAAX,C;MACnB,OAAW,iBAAiB,SAArB,GAAgC,IAAhC,GAA0C,Y;IACrD,C;;;;;MCtKI,aAAR,MAAM,O

AAe,CAAP,IAAO,C;MAEb,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,C;MrBXpB,OqBYqB,MrBZf,CqBYuB,KrBZvB,C;MqBaF,OA

AO,M;IACX,C;;;MCPmC,kC;MAEnC,oBAAkC,kB;MAClC,sBAAyB,C;IAHS,C;;MAAC,8B;IAAA,C;;MAGnC,0

B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;MAYI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,K;MAC3B,OAAO,kBAAW,GAAX,MAA

oB,S;IAC/B,C;;MAGI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,YAAY,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAA

U,SAArB,GAAgC,KAAhC,GAA2D,I;IAC/D,C;;MvEPA,IAAI,EuEWQ,uBvEXR,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,
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MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MuEUN,eAAe,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACf,kBAAW,GAAX,IAAkB,K;MAElB

,IAAI,aAAa,SAAjB,C;QACI,6B;QAEA,OAAO,I;;;QAGP,OAAO,Q;;IAEf,C;;MAGI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OA

AO,I;MAC3B,YAAY,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACZ,IAAI,UAAU,SAAd,C;QtBnDJ,OsBoDyB,iBtBpDnB,CsBoD+B,

GtBpD/B,C;QsBqDE,6B;QAEA,OAAO,K;;;QAGP,OAAO,I;;IAEf,C;;MAII,oBAAa,kB;MACb,YAAO,C;IACX,C;

;MAIW,oD;MACH,cAAkC,MAAa,MAAK,mCAAL,C;MAC/C,kBAA4B,qBAAL,WAAK,C;MAC5B,iBAA+B,I;I

AH5B,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,eAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAMX,gB;MAHnB,UAAU,eAAS,O;MACnB,iBAAU,G;MAES,+E;

MAAnB,OAAO,iD;IACX,C;;MAIkC,UAA9B,M;MAAA,oC;MAA8B,YAAa,c;MvEchD,uB;MAeP,IAfoB,KAehB,

QAAJ,C;QACI,cAhByB,0B;QAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;QAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;MuEde,oBAAO,

sFAAP,C;IAC3B,C;;;MAjBJ,yD;IAmBJ,C;;MAEsD,8B;MAAA,oD;IAAA,C;;MACtB,uB;IAAA,C;;MACE,6CAAu

B,gBAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEU,OAAA,2BAAuB,aAAI,gBAAJ,EAAS,QAAT,C;IAAvB,C;;MAET,OAAA,mCAA

Y,uBAAc,IAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,mCAAY,uBAAc,IAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MACU,OAAA,mCAAY,qBAAY,I

AAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;IAAZ,C;;;MARM,iE;IAAA,C;;;MCNtD,sBAOsC,I;MA6CtC,yB;;;MArHmD,0CAAqC,G

AArC,EAA0C,KAA1C,C;MAC/C,oBAAuC,I;MACvC,oBAAuC,I;IAFb,C;;;MAK9B,oB;MAA+B,6B;IAA/B,C;;M

AEI,oB;MACI,cACsC,I;MAEtC,cACsC,I;MAGlC,cAAO,iC;IARf,C;;MAaQ,OAAO,gBAAS,I;IACpB,C;;MAII,IA

AI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MAEtB,cAAc,0B;MACd,cAAO,O;MACa,gBAAb,OAAQ,a;;MAAf,cpE8

DS,SoE9DoB,KAAO,iCpE8DzC,GAAqB,SAArB,GAA+B,I;MoE7D1B,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MxEgCR,IAAI,EwE7

Bc,eAAQ,IxE6BtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAdW,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MwE5BS,oCAAP,0BAA

O,C;MACP,gCAAI,cAAO,0BAAO,IAAd,C;MAEJ,cAAO,I;IACX,C;;;MAGqD,MAAM,qCAA8B,iCAA9B,C;IAA

N,C;;MAErD,WAAmB,Q;IACvB,C;;MAEuE,yCAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAEC,qD;IAAA,C;;MAGpE,IAAI,oBA

AS,OAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,WAAmB,cAAO,OAAQ,IAAf,C;QACnB,OAAO,I;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B

,OAAA,WAAmB,K;IAAnB,C;;;MxEEnC,IAAI,EwEgBM,0BAAQ,IAAR,IAAgB,0BAAQ,IxEhB9B,CAAJ,C;QAC

I,cAdW,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MwEgBN,YAAY,mB;MACZ,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;QACI,s

BAAO,S;QACP,yBAAO,S;QACP,yBAAO,S;;;QAGK,YAAa,KAAM,a;QxERhC,uB;QAeP,IAfoB,KAehB,QAAJ,

C;UACI,gBAhByB,0B;UAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,SAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;UAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;QwEQZ,+B;QAEA,y

BAAO,K;QACP,yBAAO,K;QAEP,qBAAa,S;QACb,qBAAa,S;;IAErB,C;;MAMI,IAAI,SAAK,aAAL,KAAc,SAAl

B,C;QAEI,sBAAO,I;;;QAEP,IAAI,wBAAS,SAAb,C;UAEI,sBAAO,sB;;QAEX,qDAAc,sB;QACd,qDAAc,sB;;MA

ElB,yBAAO,I;MACP,yBAAO,I;IACX,C;;MA6CI,kBAAI,Q;MACJ,sBAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQmD,OAAA,kBAAI,

mBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MAGlB,Q;MAAA,0B;MAAA,iB;QAAQ,OAAO,K;;MAA5C,WAA6B,I;;QAEzB,IAA

I,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,EAAc,KAAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;QAEX,OAAO,cAAA,IAAK,aAAL,C;;MACF,iBA

AS,mBAAT,C;MACT,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAG2E,uC;IAAA,C;;MAExB,Q;MAAJ,QAAI,OAAJ,kBAAI,WAAI,G

AAJ,CAAJ,6B;IAAA,C;;MAG3C,UAAU,kBAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;MACd,IAAI,OAAO,IAAX,C;QACI,eAAe,6BA

AW,GAAX,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;QACf,kBAAI,aAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,QAAT,C;QACK,wBAAT,QAAS,C;QACT,OA

AO,I;;;QAEP,OAAO,GAAI,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;IAEnB,C;;MAGI,YAAY,kBAAI,cAAO,GAAP,C;MAChB,IAAI,S

AAS,IAAb,C;QACU,sBAAN,KAAM,C;QACN,OAAO,KAAM,M;;MAEjB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAEsC,OAAA,kB

AAI,K;IAAJ,C;;;MArFtC,uD;MAGuB,qB;MAnJ3B,yB;MAoJQ,sBAAM,gB;MAJV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAOA,uD;MAA

oD,qB;MAvJxD,yB;MAyJc,Q;MAAN,sBAAM,+D;MAFV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAcyC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,uD;

MASqE,eAAM,eAAN,EAAuB,UAAvB,Q;MArKzE,yB;MAsKQ,sBAAM,gB;MAVV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAaA,uD;MA

A2C,qBAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,uD;MAG2C,qB;MA9K/C,yB;MA+KQ,sBAA

M,gB;MACN,KAAK,gBAAO,QAAP,C;MALT,Y;IAAA,C;;MAmEoD,gBAA7C,qBAAyB,eAAzB,C;MAAqD,wB;

MAA5D,OpEvKO,S;IoEwKX,C;;;;;MCzOI,uD;MAAmD,eAAM,GAAN,Q;MAPvD,yB;MAOI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA

,uD;MAGuB,eAAM,oBAAN,Q;MAZ3B,yB;MASI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKA,uD;MAG8C,eAAM,oBAAN,Q;MAjBlD,y

B;MAkBQ,qBAAO,QAAP,C;MAJJ,Y;IAAA,C;;MAgByC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,uD;MASqE,eAAM,qBA

AsB,eAAtB,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAN,Q;MA9BzE,yB;MAqBI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAWA,uD;MAA2C,qBAAK,eAAL,EA

AsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAa+C,gBAAxC,mBAAc,qBAAd,C;MAAgD,6B;MAAvD,OrE2BO,S;IqE1

BX,C;;;;;;;gFtE5CA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAA

c,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MAAA,6B;QAAsG,+C;MAAA,C;KAAtG,C;;MuEQI,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;ICfA,

C;;MAEQ,mBAAM,IAAN,C;IACJ,C;;MAGI,mBAAM,OAAN,C;MACA,c;IACJ,C;;IAIkB,C;;;MAKmC,qB;MAA

7B,gC;IAAD,C;;MAGnB,oBA+DyC,OA/Dd,OA+Dc,C;MA9DzC,iBAAa,OAAM,aAAN,C;IACjB,C;;;MAKgC,qB;
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IAFpC,C;;MAIQ,OAAQ,KAAI,OAAJ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGI,OAAQ,KAAI,OAAJ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGI,OAAQ,KAAI,E

AAJ,C;IACZ,C;;;MAKiC,qB;MACjC,cAAa,E;IAHjB,C;;MAMQ,eAoCyC,OApCxB,OAoCwB,C;IAnC7C,C;;MA

GI,cAAS,E;IACb,C;;;MAKwC,yB;IAF5C,C;;MAIQ,QAwByC,OAxB1B,OAwB0B,C;MAvBzC,QAAU,eAAF,CA

AE,EAAY,EAAZ,C;MACV,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;QACI,4BAAU,C1DiI0E,W0DjI9D,C1DiI8D,E0DjI3D,C1DiI2

D,C;Q0DhIpF,Y;QACA,IAAI,C1D4HiE,W0D5HrD,IAAI,CAAJ,I1D4HqD,C;;M0D1HzE,4BAAU,C;IACd,C;;MA

GI,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAJ,C;MACR,cAAS,E;IACb,C;;;;MAW6C,cAAa,KAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MAI7C,MAAO,U;IACX

,C;;MAII,MAAO,iBAAQ,OAAR,C;IACX,C;;MAII,MAAO,eAAM,OAAN,C;IACX,C;;M7BzCI,sC;MAAA,4C;IA

TJ,C;IAAA,yF;MAWoB,2B;IAAA,CAXpB,E;IAAA,4E;MAcY,wBAAW,MAAX,C;IAAA,C;IAdZ,sF;;MDiHW,Q;

MADP,e+B1JA,M/B0JA,C;MACO,Q+B3JP,M/B2JO,+D;M+B1JX,W;IAAA,C;;;MCAI,0B;MASA,gBAA2B,a;IA

V/B,C;;MAQgB,OAAA,eAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAKR,UAAU,IAAK,S;MAEX,YAAQ,2CAAR,C;QACI,gBAAc,MAA

O,M;WAEzB,YAAQ,yBAAR,C;QACI,gBAAc,yC;QACd,eAAS,oBAAW,MAAX,C;;;QAEL,MAAM,6BAAsB,iB

AAtB,C;IAEtB,C;;MASW,Q;MALP,IAAI,kBAAW,2CAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,yB;QACT,OAAO,yB;;MAEX,aAAa,

IAAK,S;MAEd,eAAW,yCAAX,C;QAAsB,gC;WACtB,0C;QAA4B,MAAM,MAAO,U;;QACjC,a;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,

C;;;MAlCA,0D;MACyD,6BAAK,QAAL,EAAe,2CAAf,C;MADzD,Y;IAAA,C;;MCqHA,aAAa,IAAb,MAAa,E;M

ACb,KAAK,MAAL,C;MACA,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MC3HyG,kBAApB,wBAAc,IAAd,C;MAA0B,I3EoE3G,a;M2E

pEiF,O3EqE1E,W;I2ErE0E,C;;MAQvC,kBAA1B,cAAhB,sCAAgB,EAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,IAApB,C;MAAiC,sB3E2

E3C,W2E3E2C,C;MAAjD,O3E4EO,W;I2E5EP,C;;MCZ8C,8B;MAAA,OCIN,aDJwB,yBAAa,QAAb,mCCIxB,CjE

6rBgC,sB;IgEjsB1B,C;;M7Fu8GvC,kBAAY,gB;MA8EH,Q;MAAhB,wB6F7gHqB,U7F6gHrB,gB;QAAgB,c6F7g

HK,U7F6gHrB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,C6F7gHkB,oB7F6gHP,O6F7gHO,C7F6gHtB,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;

;M6F7gH3D,qB7F8gHO,W;M6F7gHP,IvF4JwD,CuF5JpD,cvF4JqD,UuF5JzD,C;QhEoGuC,U;QgEnGnC,qBhEmG

yD,OAAtB,+BgEnGd,mBhEmGc,uBAAsB,CAAO,W;QkEvGpD,kBAAhB,sB;QFMQ,0C;QACA,IAAI,EhEkNoC,

0BAAU,CgElN9C,CAAJ,C;UACI,2BAAO,GAAP,C;;QAEW,sCAAa,GAAb,C;QALnB,sB5E8DG,W8EnE8B,W;Q

FYjC,OAAO,I;;MAGX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQmB,c;;Q7Fk7TC,Q;QAAhB,wB6Fl7TI,U7Fk7TJ,gB;UAAgB,c6F

l7TZ,U7Fk7TJ,M;UAAsB,I6Fl7TD,oB7Fk7Te,O6Fl7Tf,C7Fk7TC,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K

;;;M6Fn7TP,e;QACI,kBAA6B,MAAX,UAAW,C;QhE8EM,U;QgE7Eb,ahE6EmC,OAAtB,+BgE7EvB,mBhE6EuB,

uBAAsB,CAAO,W;QgE7EX,kBC5BjB,aD4BD,MC5BC,CjE0uC6C,uBAAzB,CAAyB,C;QVxlB9E,kBAAS,gB;Q

AyEA,U;QAAA,+B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,6B;UAAM,I0E/rB4C,4B1E+rB9B,S0E/rB8B,C1E+rB5

C,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;Q0E/rBtD,sBAAmF,e1EgsBhF,W0EhsBgF,EAAa,GAAb,C;QACnF,OAAO

,I;;MAGX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MGlCY,8BAAY,IAAK,UAAjB,IAA8B,uBAAY,IAAK,mB;IAA/C,C;;MAMA,8BA

AY,IAAK,a;IAAjB,C;;MCZwD,gCAAqB,OAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEjC,wB;IAAD,C;;MAE1B,eAAQ,KAAR,C;IA

CJ,C;;MAEyC,iCAAuB,cAAvB,M;IAAA,C;;;MCCO,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MACjB,OAAA,gBAAY,O;IAAZ,C;

;MAG3B,IADoC,KACpC,IAAG,CAAH,IADoC,KACpC,IAAM,sBAAN,C;QAD8B,OACX,gBAAY,MAAK,KAA

L,C;;;QACvB,MAAM,8BAA0B,WAAQ,KAAR,6BAAmC,sBAAnC,MAA1B,C;IAFgB,C;;;MAHc,4C;IAAA,C;;M

CJhD,OAAO,yBAAP,C;QACI,sBAAY,mCAAZ,C;;IAER,C;;MAQI,sBAAY,sCAAgB,gBAAe,IAAf,CAA5B,C;M

ACA,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MCb8C,gB;IAAA,C;;MAMwB,OAAK,S;IAAL,C;;MAQG,gB;IAAA,C;;MAmB5D,UAP

F,M;MAFP,QAAc,S;MAGV,cAAK,UAAL,U;QACI,mBAAK,UAAL,G;;QACJ,IvC3BqC,MAAa,YuC2BvC,CvC3

BuC,CuC2BlD,C;UAC6B,8BAAzB,CAAyB,C;;;UAGN,UAAlB,uDAAkB,Y;;MAP3B,a;IASJ,C;;;MCxB4G,Q;MA

AA,+BAAS,I;sCAAlB,O,2DAAA,O;;;;IAApE,C;;;;;;;;;MAC3B,iD;MAAuB,oBAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAC

H,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,IAAjB,C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,iD;MAAuC,oBAAK,OAA

L,EAAc,IAAd,C;MACnB,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,OAAX,EAAoB,IAApB,C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,i

D;MAAwC,oBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MACpB,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,SAAX,EAAsB,KAAtB,C

;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;MAM4G,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,I;sCAAlB,O,2DAAA,O;;;;IAApE,C;;;;;;;;;MAC/B,mD;MAAu

B,sBAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MACC,4BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,IAAjB,C;MADpC,Y;IAA

A,C;;MAIA,mD;MAAuC,sBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MACf,4BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,OAAX,EAAoB,I

AApB,C;MADpC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,mD;MAAwC,sBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAChB,4BAAY,MAAK,

KAAL,EAAW,SAAX,EAAsB,KAAtB,C;MADpC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKgG,qBAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;;IAA

1D,C;;;MACtC,0D;MAAuB,6BAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,0D;MAAuC,6BAAK,O

AAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,0D;MAAwC,6BAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IA
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AA,C;;MAGwG,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MAC9C,kE;MAAuB,qCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IA

AX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,kE;MAAuC,qCAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,kE;

MAAwC,qCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGqG,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;I

AA1D,C;;;MAC3C,+D;MAAuB,kCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,+D;MAAuC,kCAA

K,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,+D;MAAwC,kCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y

;IAAA,C;;8BAGuG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MAC/C,mE;MAAuB,sCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAG+G,4BAAiB,

OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MACrD,yE;MAAuB,4CAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;

;MACA,yE;MAAuC,4CAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,yE;MAAwC,4CAAK,SAAL,EA

AgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAG6G,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MACnD,uE;MA

AuB,0CAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,uE;MAAuC,0CAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;M

AAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,uE;MAAwC,0CAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;sCAI2G,O;;IAAh

E,C;;;MAC3C,+D;MAAuB,kCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAIkG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MAC1C,8D;MAAuB,i

CAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAGgG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MACxC,4D;MAAuB,+BAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;I

AAA,C;;MAG+F,mBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,KAAf,C;;IAA3D,C;;;MACpC,wD;MAAuB,sBAAK,IAAL,Q;MAAvB,Y

;IAAA,C;;MACA,wD;MAAgC,2BAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,wD;MAAiD,IAAY,I;

MAAzB,2BAAa,SAAR,OAAQ,CAAb,EAAyB,sDAAzB,C;MAApC,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAGoG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MAC5C,

gE;MAAuB,mCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAIiG,O;;IAAxD,C;;;MACzC,6D;MAAuB,gCAAK,IAAL,C

;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAG4G,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MAClD,sE;MAAuB,yCAAK,IA

AL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,sE;MAAuC,yCAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C

;;MACA,sE;MAAwC,yCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGoH,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,

KAA1B,C;;IAA1D,C;;;MAC1D,8E;MAAuB,iDAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,8E;MA

AuC,iDAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,8E;MAAwC,iDAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;

MAAxC,Y;IAAA,C;;MClHA,MAAM,yBAAqB,OAArB,C;IACV,C;;MAII,MAAM,uBAAmB,cAAnB,C;IACV,C;;

MAII,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAtB,C;IACV,C;;MAII,MAAM,4CAAqC,uBAAqB,YAArB,8BAArC,C;IACV,C;;MC2

BW,kBhGoBiD,oB;MgGO9C,Q;MAAA,OAAK,0B;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sBAAM,C

AAN,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;QAkFiD,U;QAjFnE,WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,EiGxLoB,CDqE

kC,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAiFhD,GCtJrC,CDsJqC,GAA6B,UAjFjC,WAiFiC,6DCtJnD,IAAM

,CAAN,IjGwLpB,C;;MiGxLA,ODuEO,W;ICvEP,C;;;;;MCsF0C,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GA

AmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOA,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MClDpB,Q;MADt

B,UAAmB,E;MACnB,wBAAsB,KAAtB,gB;QAAsB,aAAA,KAAtB,M;QAAK,IAAC,0BAAD,EAAO,2B;QACR,I

AAI,IAAJ,IAAY,K;;MAEhB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQgB,Q;MADZ,WAA0B,MAAa,MAAK,KAAL,C;MACvC,w

BAAY,IAAZ,gB;QAAY,UAAA,IAAZ,M;QACI,IAAU,KAAY,gBAAe,GAAf,CAAtB,C;UACI,UAAK,GAAL,IAA

Y,MAAM,GAAN,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,S;IACX,C;qEC5DA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAAW,K

AAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAPlD,C;qEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MA

AX,C;KAPlD,C;qEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAPlD,C;u

EASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KATnD,C;uEAWA,yB;MA

AA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KATnD,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAA

A,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KATnD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAkB+

D,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MAAX,C;KAlB/D,C;uEAoBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU

mD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAVnD,C;uEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,M

AAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KATnD,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK

,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAVnD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MA

AX,C;KAZpD,C;yEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAZpD,

C;yEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAaoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAbpD,C;yEAeA,yB;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAS+D,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MAAX,C;KAT/D,C;uEAWA,yB;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAQmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KARnD,C;qEAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MA

AA,oB;QAUkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAVlD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAcoD,

OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAdpD,C;;MA8BI,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAR,IAAe,SAAQ,GAA3B,C;QA
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AgC,OAAO,wCAAO,I;MAC9C,OAAO,IAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,CAAX,GAAoB,IAAW,KAAI,IAAJ,C;IAC1C,C;mE

AEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWiD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAXjD,C;yEAaA,yB;MAAA,i

B;MAAA,oB;QAOoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAPpD,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;

QAOmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAPnD,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAgBmD,OA

AA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAhBnD,C;uEAkBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUmD,OAAA,MAA

W,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAVnD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CA

AN,C;MAAX,C;KAVpD,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUuD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,

C;KAVvD,C;;MAoBI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAJ,KAAW,GAAf,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;;MAEtB,YAzBg

D,MAAW,OAyBzC,CAzByC,C;MA0B3D,OAAW,QAAQ,CAAR,KAAa,GAAxB,GAA6B,KAA7B,GAtC+C,MA

AW,MAsCb,CAtCa,C;IAuC9D,C;qEAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MA

AX,C;KAVlD,C;uEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAXn

D,C;wEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO6D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KAP7D,

C;wEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO6D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KAP7D,C;

qEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAayD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAAX,C;KAbzD,C;uE

AeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAOsD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,EAAY,CAAZ,C;MAAX,C;KAPtD,C;iGAm

BsD,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAAR,C;+EAaT,yB;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,SAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAAR,C;iFAE7C,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAK

8D,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAL,C;KAL9D,C;;MAmBI,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QADyC,OACrB,QAAP,

CAAC,SAAM,C;WACpB,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QAFyC,OAEW,S;WA

CpD,kBAAQ,wCAAO,UAAf,C;QAHyC,OAGb,YAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;;QAHC,OAI5B,OAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GA

AgB,S;IAJiB,C;;MAYzC,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QADwC,OACY,S;WA

CpD,kBAAQ,GAAR,C;QAFwC,OAEzB,wCAAO,U;;QACP,WAAc,UAAL,SAAK,CAAL,yBAAuB,YAAO,CAA

X,GAAc,CAAd,GAAqB,EAAxC,E;QAHgB,O3Cjb6B,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;;I2Cib1C,C;;MAWxC,IAAK,QAAL

,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QAD0C,OACU,S;WACpD,kBAAQ,GAAR,C;QAF0C,OAE3B,

CAAC,wCAAO,U;;QACR,WAAc,UAAL,SAAK,CAAL,yBAAuB,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,EAAd,GAAsB,CAAzC,E

;QAHkB,O3C3b2B,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;;I2C2bxC,C;;MAiB1C,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAmB,QAAH,E

AAG,CAAnB,C;QADuD,OACzB,wCAAO,I;WACrC,WAAM,SAAN,C;QAFuD,OAEzC,E;WACd,SAAK,SAAL,

C;QAHuD,OAGrC,OAAL,SAAK,C;;QAHqC,OAI1B,SAAL,SAAK,C;IAJ0B,C;;MAoBvD,uB;QAAW,MAAM,gC

AAyB,yBAAzB,C;WACjB,gBAAO,UAAP,C;QAFyC,OAEjB,U;WACxB,gBAAO,WAAP,C;QAHyC,OAGjB,W;;

QAHiB,OAIW,YAA5C,IAAW,OAAM,SAAN,CAAiC,C;;IAJX,C;;MAmBzC,uB;QAAW,MAAM,gCAAyB,yBAA

zB,C;WACjB,oD;QAF2C,+B;WAG3C,oD;QAH2C,+B;;QAAA,OAIS,uBAA5C,IAAW,OAAM,SAAN,CAAiC,C;;I

AJT,C;uEAa/C,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAPhD,C;uEAS

A,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAPhD,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,i

B;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAPhD,C;yEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;

QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KATjD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAA

A,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KATjD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,M

AAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KATjD,C;2EAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAkB4D,OAAA,MAA6C,OAA1B,CAA

0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7C,C;KAlB5D,C;yEAoBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,C

AAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAVjD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA

9B,C;KATjD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAVjD,

C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAZlD,C;2EAcA,yB;

MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAZlD,C;2EAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MA

AA,oB;QAakD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAblD,C;2EAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAS4D,

OAAA,MAA6C,OAA1B,CAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7C,C;KAT5D,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAQ

iD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KARjD,C;uEAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUgD,OAAA,M

AA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAVhD,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAckD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,

CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAdlD,C;uEAgBA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,0B;QAc6D,OAAmC,IAA7B,CAA6B,EAAZ,IAA

Y,C;MAAnC,C;KAd7D,C;qEAgBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAW+C,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7
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B,C;KAX/C,C;2EAaA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAPlD,C;

yEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAPjD,C;yEASA,yB;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAgBiD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAhBjD,C;yEAkBA,yB;MAAA,iB;M

AAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAVjD,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QA

UkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAVlD,C;iFAYA,yB;MA3gBA,iB;MA2gBA,oB;QAUqD,OA3

gBE,MAAW,OA2gBF,CA3gBE,C;MA2gBb,C;KAVrD,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,oB;QAQkD,OAAoB,M

AAZ,CAAY,C;MAApB,C;KARlD,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,

C;MAA7B,C;KAVhD,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C

;KAXjD,C;wEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO0D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;K

AP1D,C;wEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO0D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KA

P1D,C;sEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAasD,OAAA,MAA8C,KAA1B,SAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9C,C;K

AbtD,C;uEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAOoD,OAAA,MAA8C,KAA1B,SAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9C,C;

KAPpD,C;kGAmBoD,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAgC,KAAZ,SAAY,C;MAAhC,C;KAAR,C;gF

AaT,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAiC,MAAZ,SAAY,C;MAAjC,C;KAAR,C;gFAE3C,yB;MAAA,

6C;MAAA,kC;QAO8D,OAA0C,SAArC,SAAqC,EAAZ,IAAY,C;MAA1C,C;KAP9D,C;iFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MA

AA,kC;QAK4D,OAA0C,SAArC,SAAqC,EAAZ,IAAY,C;MAA1C,C;KAL5D,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,4B

;QAYmD,OAAW,WAAX,SAAW,C;MAAX,C;KAZnD,C;sFAcA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,4B;QAYqD,OAAW,YA

AX,SAAW,C;MAAX,C;KAZrD,C;;MA8BqC,OAAI,IAAI,CAAR,GAAY,CAAC,CAAD,OAAM,CAAlB,GAA0B,

C;IAA1B,C;wEAErC,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAKoD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;

KALpD,C;wEAOA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAKoD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;K

ALpD,C;mGAiBgD,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAA,C;KAAR,C;;MAU5C,gBAAO,CA

AP,C;QADoC,OACxB,E;WACZ,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QAFoC,OAExB,C;;QAFwB,OAG5B,C;IAH4B,C;;MAiBD,OA

AI,eAAI,CAAR,GAAY,CAAD,aAAX,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOgB,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAA

Z,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOA,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;mGAYL,yB;

MAAA,mC;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAA,C;KAAR,C;;MAU9C,2BAAO,CAAP,C;QADqC,OACzB,

E;WACZ,2BAAO,CAAP,C;QAFqC,OAEzB,C;;QAFyB,OAG7B,C;IAH6B,C;;MCpkCG,qBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MA

MD,qBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAKM,qBAAQ,wCAAO,kBAAf,IAAoC,cAAQ,wCAAO,kB;IAAnD,C;;MAKD,qBAAQ

,uCAAM,kBAAd,IAAmC,cAAQ,uCAAM,kB;IAAjD,C;;MAKD,QAAC,qBAAD,IAAiB,CAAC,kB;IAAlB,C;;MA

KD,QAAC,uBAAD,IAAiB,CAAC,kB;IAAlB,C;;MAU1C,QAAQ,S;MACR,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,UAAP,KAAsB,C

AAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,UAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,SAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,SA

ApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,SAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,SAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IA

AM,QAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,QAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,KAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,K

AAK,EAA7B,K;MACJ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAO2D,OAAe,aAAM,SAAN,C;M

AAf,C;KAP3D,C;;MAgBI,YATsE,aAStC,EAAf,aAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,IAAR,CAAe,CATsC,CAStE,I;IAAA,C;;M

ASA,OAAI,cAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,CAAf,GAAsB,CAAE,IAAI,EAAJ,GAlB8C,uB;IAkBtE,C;;MAUA,oBAAS,CAA

C,SAAD,IAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAeA,oBAAI,QAAJ,GAAiB,cAAK,EAAL,GAAqB,Q;IAAtC,C;;MAgBA,oBAAI,EA

AJ,GAAoB,QAApB,GAAiC,cAAK,Q;IAAtC,C;;MASA,OAAK,a5ClEmD,uB4CkEnD,CAAL,GAA0B,a5CnE6B,s

B4CmE7B,CAA1B,I;IAAA,C;;MAQM,WAAW,S5C1EuC,c;M4C2EpD,e;QADJ,OACS,KA7E6D,a5CCf,sB4CDe,

CA6E7D,I;;;QADT,OA5EsE,aA8E1D,IA9E0D,C;;IA4EtE,C;;MAWM,UAAU,S5CtFuC,a;M4CuFnD,c;QADJ,OA

CS,KAAqB,sB5CtF0B,uB4CsF1B,CAArB,I;;;QADT,OAEgB,sBAAJ,GAAI,C;IAFhB,C;;MAYM,WAAW,S5CjGu

C,c;M4CkGpD,e;QAAK,UAAS,kB5CnGqC,sB4CmGrC,C;QADlB,O5CnG4C,MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,GAAT,E4Co

GvB,C5CpGuB,C;;;Q4CqGlD,aAAa,kBAAL,IAAK,C;QAFzB,O5CnG4C,MAAa,KAAK,U4CqG7C,C5CrG6C,EA

Ac,MAAd,C;;I4CmG9D,C;;MAYM,UAAU,S5C9GuC,a;M4C+GnD,c;QAAK,WAAa,iB5C9GkC,uB4C8GlC,C;QA

DtB,O5C/G4C,MAAa,KAAK,U4CgHhD,C5ChHgD,EAAc,IAAd,C;;;Q4CiHlD,YAAS,iBAAJ,GAAI,C;QAFrB,O5

C/G4C,MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,KAAT,E4CiHrB,C5CjHqB,C;;I4C+G9D,C;;MAkBA,IAAI,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,M

AAqB,CAAzB,C;QACI,UAAU,S5CjIyC,a;Q4CkInD,WAAW,S5CjIyC,c;Q4CkIpD,aAAa,GAAI,IAAI,QAAR,GA

AqB,IAAK,MAAK,CAAC,QAAD,IAAL,C;QACvC,cAAc,IAAK,IAAI,QAAT,GAAsB,GAAI,MAAK,CAAC,QA

AD,IAAL,C;QACxC,OAAW,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,MAAqB,CAAhC,G5CtIwC,MAAa,KAAK,U4CsIlB,M5CtIkB,
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E4CsIV,O5CtIU,C4CsI1D,G5CtIwC,MAAa,KAAK,U4CsIS,O5CtIT,E4CsIkB,M5CtIlB,C;;;Q4CwInD,Q;QAAA,I

AAI,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,MAAqB,CAAzB,C;UAAA,OAA4B,S;;uB5CtIiB,uB;U4CsIP,a5CvIM,sB;U4CuI5C,O5

CxIiC,MAAa,KAAK,kBAAc,MAAd,C;;Q4CwI1D,W;;IAER,C;kFAGA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,sC;QAaiE,6BAA

W,CAAC,QAAD,IAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAbjE,C;;MCtKI,OAAO,SAA8B,MAAK,WAAL,C;IACzC,C;;MAMI,OAA

O,SAA8B,MAAK,WAAL,EAAkB,UAAlB,C;IACzC,C;;MCpCI,gBAAH,IAAI,OAAO,EAAG,GAAE,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,EAAJ,CAAd,GAAyB,CAAhC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAMA,cAAO,QAAP,GAAkB,QAAQ,Q;IAA1

B,C;8EtFTJ,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAGI,OAAgB,QAAX,SAAW,EAAa,IAAb,C;MAAhB,C;KAHJ,C;;MuFm

BY,QxDdkC,OwDcnB,SAAf,C;aACJ,Q;UADI,OACQ,M;aACZ,Q;UAFI,OAEQ,M;aACZ,S;UAHI,OAGS,O;gBA

HT,OAII,MAAa,gBAAe,SAAf,CAAqB,Y;;IAJtC,C;;MAWC,Q;MAAD,OAAwB,CAAvB,iEAAuB,Q;IAAxB,C;;M

AMA,iBAAU,SAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MCjCR,8B;IADuC,C;;MACvC,4B;IAAA,C;;M/FWgC,MAAM,yB;I+FR1B,C;;

M/FQoB,MAAM,yB;I+FN1B,C;;M/FMoB,MAAM,yB;I+FJ1B,C;;M/FIoB,MAAM,yB;I+FF1B,C;;M/FEoB,MAA

M,yB;I+FA1B,C;;M/FAoB,MAAM,yB;I+FE1B,C;;M/FFoB,MAAM,yB;I+FI1B,C;;M/FJoB,MAAM,yB;I+FM1B,C

;;M/FNoB,MAAM,yB;I+FQ1B,C;;M/FRoB,MAAM,yB;I+FU1B,C;;M/FVoB,MAAM,yB;I+FY1B,C;;M/FZoB,MA

AM,yB;I+Fc1B,C;;M/FdoB,MAAM,yB;I+FgB1B,C;;M/FhBoB,MAAM,yB;I+FkB1B,C;;M/FlBoB,MAAM,yB;I+F

oB1B,C;;M/FpBoB,MAAM,yB;I+FsB1B,C;;M/FtBoB,MAAM,yB;I+FwB1B,C;;MAGR,OAAO,oCAA0B,oBAAU,

KAAM,OAAhB,C;IACrC,C;;MAG+B,gB;MAAA,8FAA0B,C;IAA1B,C;;MAI3B,OAAO,oBAAQ,eAAR,C;IACX,

C;;;MAG2D,sBAAc,MAAd,C;MACL,Q;MAAtD,4BAAmC,CAAmB,OAAZ,MAAY,WAAnB,kC;IADC,C;;MACp

C,gC;IAAA,C;;MAGW,cAAgB,W;MAAvB,OxDqCuD,MAAa,QwDrCpD,KxDqCoD,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IwDpCxE,

C;;;MAOA,sBAAc,MAAd,C;MAFA,wC;MACA,8C;IAHuC,C;;MAMnC,IAAI,0CAAJ,C;QAAsC,OAAO,K;MAC

7C,OAAa,uCAAO,KAAP,CAAN,IAAuB,+BAAmB,KAAM,kBAAzB,C;IAClC,C;;MAEyC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAGrC,

OAAO,0BAAmB,KAAnB,C;IACX,C;;;MAGJ,iC;MAAoC,sBAAoB,MAApB,C;MAChC,4BAAkC,S;IADtC,C;;M

ACI,gC;IAAA,C;;MAEgD,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGpC,MAAM,qCAA8B,6CAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MAEgC,iBAAU,I;IAAV,

C;;MAEb,Q;IAAA,C;;;;MAVnC,wC;QAAA,uB;;MAAA,iC;IAAA,C;;MC5EA,gC;MAEI,gBACe,wBAAoB,MAAp

B,EAA6D,KAA7D,EAAoE,gCAApE,C;MAEf,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,mCAA1E,C

;MAElB,oBACmB,+B;MAEnB,oBACmB,wBAAoB,OAApB,EAAkE,SAAlE,EAA6E,oCAA7E,C;MAEnB,iBACg

B,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA8D,MAA9D,EAAsE,iCAAtE,C;MAEhB,kBACiB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA+D,OAA/D,

EAAwE,kCAAxE,C;MAEjB,gBACe,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA6D,KAA7D,EAAoE,gCAApE,C;MAEf,kBACiB,wB

AAoB,MAApB,EAA+D,OAA/D,EAAwE,kCAAxE,C;MAEjB,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EA

A0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,kBACiB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAiE,OAAjE,EAA0E,kCAA1E,C;MAEjB,mBACkB,wB

AAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAkE,WAAlE,EAA

+E,sCAA/E,C;MAErB,yBACwB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAqE,cAArE,EAAqF,yCAArF,C;MAExB,sBACqB,wBAA

oB,WAApB,EAAwE,WAAxE,EAAqF,sCAArF,C;MAErB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,SAApB,EAAsE,WAAtE,EAAmF,s

CAAnF,C;MAErB,uBACsB,wBAAoB,UAApB,EAAwE,YAAxE,EAAsF,uCAAtF,C;MAEtB,qBACoB,wBAAoB,

UAApB,EAAsE,UAAtE,EAAkF,qCAAlF,C;MAEpB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAkE,WAAlE,EAA+E,sCAA/

E,C;MAErB,uBACsB,wBAAoB,YAApB,EAA0E,YAA1E,EAAwF,uCAAxF,C;MAEtB,wBACuB,wBAAoB,YAA

pB,EAA2E,aAA3E,EAA0F,wCAA1F,C;IA5D3B,C;;MAkE6C,qB;QAAE,O1D/DD,O0D+DU,EAAT,KAAiB,UAA

jB,IAAkC,EAAY,OAAf,KAA0B,a;MAA3D,C;IAAA,C;;MAFd,Q;MAAhB,U;MAAA,KAAgB,OAAhB,eAAgB,C

AAI,KAAJ,CAAhB,U;QAAA,a;;QACH,aAAa,wBAAoB,QAApB,EAA+D,kBAA/D,EACoB,mDADpB,C;QAEG,e

AAhB,UAAqC,M;QAHlC,SAIH,M;;MAJJ,a;IAMJ,C;;MAnEqF,6B;IAAU,C;;MAGD,0B;IAAa,C;;MAMT,8B;IAA

c,C;;MAGxB,6B;IAAW,C;;MAGR,6B;IAAY,C;;MAGlB,6B;IAAU,C;;MAGJ,6B;IAAY,C;;MAGT,6B;IAAa,C;;M

AGd,yB;IAAe,C;;MAGd,6B;IAAa,C;;MAGL,mC;IAAgB,C;;MAGP,gC;IAAmB,C;;MAGtB,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGl

B,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGZ,8B;IAAiB,C;;MAGvB,4B;IAAe,C;;MAGjB,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGN,8B;IAAiB,C;;MAGd,+

B;IAAkB,C;;;;MA5DzI,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,gC;IAAA,C;;;MCEkE,yBAAkB,MAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIxD,IAA

N,I;MAAA,Q3DH0C,O2DG3B,CAAf,C;aACI,Q;UAA6B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,Y;UAA7B,K;aACA,Q;UAAY,OAAI,

CAAY,CpDAhC,GoDAmC,CAAf,MAAkC,CAAtC,GAAyC,8BAAiB,SAA1D,GAAwE,8BAAiB,Y;UAArG,K;aA

CA,S;UAA8B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,a;UAA9B,K;aACA,U;UAA+B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,eAAgB,CAAY,OAA5B,C;UAA/

B,K;gBAGQ,6B;YAAsC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,kB;eACtC,0B;YAAmC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,0B;YAAmC,OAAj

B,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,2B;YAAoC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,gB;eACpC,yB;YAAkC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,c;eAClC,0B;YAAmC
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,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,2B;YAAoC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,gB;eACpC,4B;YAAqC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,iB;eACrC,6B;;

eACA,sB;YAAkC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,W;;YAE9B,kBAAkB,MAAa,gBAAe,CAAf,CAAkB,Y;YAE7C,oBAAgB,MA

AhB,C;cAAiD,OAAjB,8BAAiB,S;iBACjD,oBAAgB,KAAhB,C;cAAgD,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;;cAE5C,cAA0B,W;cA

C1B,yBAAkB,OAAlB,C;;;;UAxBxB,K;;MAAA,W;IAAA,C;;MAqCO,Q;MAJP,IAAI,WAAW,MAAf,C;QAA6B,O

AAO,8BAAiB,Y;;MAErD,eAAsB,MAAY,W;MAE3B,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QACH,IAAI,QAAS,SAAT,QAAJ,C;UACI,

aAAa,qBAAiB,MAAjB,C;UACb,oBAAsB,M;UACtB,a;;;UAES,OAAT,QAAS,S;;;;QAGb,4BAAiB,MAAjB,C;;M

ATJ,W;IAWJ,C;;MC9BI,sBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAiBkE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMJ,gB;IAAA,C;;MCjD1D

,qBAAwC,Q;IADK,C;;MAI1B,Q;MAAA,yB;MAAA,iB;QAAe,MAAM,6BAAsB,0CAAtB,C;;MAApC,eAAe,I;M

ACf,qBAAc,I;MACd,OAAO,QAAS,W;IACpB,C;;;MCN6C,OAAW,QAAX,8BAAW,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IAAX,C;qF

AEjD,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QACoD,OAAiF,OAArI,MAAoD,cAA0B,aAA1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,

CAAgC,C;MAAjF,C;KADpD,C;qFAGA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QACoD,OAAiF,OAArI,MAAoD,cAA0B,aAA

1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,C;MAAjF,C;KADpD,C;;MAMoD,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,mBAAL,EA

AyB,sCAAK,mBAA9B,CAAR,6B;IAAA,C;;MAKD,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,kBAAL,EAAwB,sCAAK,kBAA7B,C

AAR,6B;IAAA,C;;MCbH,cxFyKoB,uBwFzKpB,EAAiB,MAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMN,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAk

B,SAAlB,C;IAAlB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAOR,Q;MAA

A,0DAAmB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAx

B,C;;MAMd,Q;MAAA,wDAAiB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAjB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,wCAAY,KAAZ,oBAAsB,kBA

AkB,SAAlB,C;IAAtB,C;;MAMR,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAlB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,K

AAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAMqC,kBAA1C,CAAO,S;MAClD,IAAO,QrG0BD,WqG1BC,CA

AH,IAAc,CAAM,kBAApB,KrG0BE,WqG1B6B,KAAM,GAAN,IAAkB,kBAAjD,CAAJ,C;QACI,4B;MAFsC,OrG

4BnC,W;IqG5BmC,C;6EAK9C,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,4B;QAKmD,0B;MAAA,C;KALnD,C;;MAWgG,kBAA1C,

CAAO,S;MAAR,OACjD,EAAK,QrGoCgB,WqGpChB,CAAH,IAAc,CAAM,kBAApB,KrGoCmB,WqGpCY,KAA

M,GAAN,IAAkB,kBAAjD,CAAF,CrGoCO,GAAqB,WAArB,GAA+B,I;IqGrCW,C;yFAIrD,yB;MAAA,yD;MAA

A,4B;QAK0D,gC;MAAA,C;KAL1D,C;iFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,mC;QAO6D,OAAa,SAAR,SAAQ,EAAS,K

AAT,C;MAAb,C;KAP7D,C;iFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,mC;QAO8D,OAAa,SAAR,SAAQ,EAAS,KAAT,C;M

AAb,C;KAP9D,C;;MAeqD,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,WAAW,KAAX,CAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEf,QAAM,SxFyDwB,cw

FzD9B,C;aAClC,K;aAAA,M;aAAA,M;UADkC,OACT,I;gBADS,OAE1B,K;;IAF0B,C;;MAUlC,IAAI,EAAU,CAA

V,sBAAa,EAAb,CAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,WAAQ,KAAR,kCAAzB,C;;MAEV,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE2

D,Q;MACvD,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,EAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,E;WACrC,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,EAA

vB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,EAAP,GAAa,EAAb,I;WAC9B,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,GAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,EAA

P,GAAa,EAAb,I;;QACtB,S;MrGhCD,a;MqG4BgD,OAK/C,WAAJ,GAAiB,EAAjB,GAAyB,E;IAL0B,C;;MClI3D,

e;MAGqC,kB;MAHrC,iB;MAAA,uB;IAGoC,C;;MAHpC,qC;MAAA,C;MAII,qEACY,GADZ,C;MAEA,iEAIU,G

AJV,C;IANJ,C;;;MAII,wB;MAAA,uC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,wB;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MANJ,mF;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a

;aAAA,a;UAAA,4C;aAAA,W;UAAA,0C;gBAAA,4D;;IAAA,C;;;MAmBoC,kB;IAAD,C;;;MAAC,iB;IALpC,C;;M

AAA,sBAKoC,qCALpC,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAKoC,iDALpC,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKoC,sD;MALpC,a;IAA

A,C;;MAAA,2IAKoC,sCALpC,G;IAAA,C;;MAoJI,6B;MA1HA,eACoC,O;MACpC,eACsD,QAAR,OAAQ,C;MpG

4uC/C,kBAAM,iBAAa,wBoG3uC0B,OpG2uC1B,EAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,OoGhzCuC,OpG

gzCvC,W;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAc,IoGjzCuC,MpGizCrD,C;;MoGjzChB,uBAAoC,

WAAO,OAAP,EAAyC,epGkzCtE,WoGlzCsE,EAAyB,EAAzB,CAAzB,GAAwD,GAAxE,C;IAbd,C;;MAiBJ,MAA

d,oBAAc,C;MACd,YAAY,oBAAc,MAAK,KAAM,WAAX,C;MAC1B,OAAO,iBAAiB,KAAM,MAAN,KAAe,CA

AhC,IAAqC,oBAAc,UAAd,KAA2B,KAAM,O;IACjF,C;;MAIkB,MAAd,oBAAc,C;MACd,OAAO,oBAAc,MAAK

,KAAM,WAAX,C;IACzB,C;;MAQ4C,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAmB,OAAc,SAAd,oBAAc,EAAS,KAAM,WAAf

,EAA2B,UAA3B,C;IAAd,C;;MAS5D,mB;QAAE,+BAAK,aAAL,EAAY,kBAAZ,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAwC,

OAAA,KAAM,O;IAAO,C;;MAD3B,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAC7D,0BAAiB,6CAAjB,EAA8C,sBAA9C,C;IAAA,

C;;MAQA,IAAY,aAAR,YAAQ,EAAW,EAAX,CAAR,IAAmC,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,EAAT,CAAvC,C;QACI,O

AAO,kBAAK,KAAL,C;;QAEP,OAAkE,CAA3D,UAAM,MAA2B,UAAf,YAAR,YAAQ,qBAAU,EAAV,EAAe,qB

AAQ,EAAR,EAA3B,MAAN,EAAkD,YAAlD,CAA2D,eAAK,KAAL,C;IAC1E,C;;MAO8E,OAAA,KAAM,WzF4

Ga,SyF5GY,oBzF4GZ,EyF5G2B,WzF4G3B,C;IyF5GnB,C;uGAE9E,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,wC;MAAA,mC;QAMI
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,YAAY,kBAAK,KAAL,C;QACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UAAmB,OAAO,KAAM,W;QAEhC,gBAAgB,C;QAChB,aAAa,K

AAM,O;QACnB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;;UAEL,iBAAiB,oB;UACjB,EAAG,gBAAO,KAAP,EAAc,SAAd,EAAy

B,UAAW,MAAM,MAA1C,C;UACH,EAAG,gBAAO,UAAU,UAAV,CAAP,C;UACH,YAAY,UAAW,MAAM,aA

AjB,GAAgC,CAAhC,I;UACZ,QAAQ,UAAW,O;;QACd,oBAAY,MAAZ,IAAsB,aAAtB,C;QAET,IAAI,YAAY,M

AAhB,C;UACI,EAAG,gBAAO,KAAP,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,MAAzB,C;;QAGP,OAAO,EAAG,W;MACd,C;KAz

BA,C;;MAiCmC,gBAAR,Y;MpGupCpB,kBAAM,iBAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,2B;MA

Ab,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAc,IoG7tCc,MpG6tC5B,C;;MoG7tCZ,uBAAgD,epG8tC7C,WoG

9tC6C,EAAyB,EAAzB,C;MAChD,OAAO,KAAM,WzFwEgF,SyFxEvD,WAAO,YAAP,EAAgB,gBAAhB,CzFwE

uD,EyFxEpB,WzFwEoB,C;IyFvEjG,C;;MAS6C,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAMxC,Q;M1GvHlB,IAAI,E0GkHQ,SAAS

,C1GlHjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c0GiHsB,8C;Q1GhHtB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MI0EH,SsGuCW,qBAAQ

,KAAR,C;MAAd,cAAuC,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,EAAhB,GAA2B,OAAH,EAAG,EAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;

MAC9D,ajH9DgD,gB;MiH+DhD,gBAAgB,C;MAEF,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,MAAO,WAAU

,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,KAAM,MAAM,MAAnC,CAA0C,WAApD,C;QACP,YAAY,KAAM,MA

AM,aAAZ,GAA2B,CAA3B,I;;MAEhB,MAAO,WAAU,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,KAAM,OAA7B,

CAAqC,WAA/C,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASyC,OAAA,oBAAc,W;IAAd,C;;MAEzC,+B;MAmBI,uBAA4

B,WAAO,wBAAP,EAAkC,GAAlC,C;MAC5B,2BAAgC,WAAO,KAAP,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;IApBpC,C;;MAK4D,o

BAAM,oBAAO,OAAP,CAAN,C;IAAA,C;;MAMJ,OAAA,OzF4ByC,SyF5BnB,oBzF4BmB,EyF5BJ,MzF4BI,C;Iy

F5BzC,C;;MAMW,OAAA,OzFsB8B,SyFtBR,wBzFsBQ,EyFtBW,MzFsBX,C;IyFtB9B,C;;;;MAjBnE,sC;QAAA,q

B;;MAAA,+B;IAAA,C;;;MAjIA,+C;MACkE,kBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,MAAM,MAAN,CAAd,C;MADlE,Y;IAAA,C;

;MAGA,+C;MAC6C,kBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,UAAd,C;MAD7C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAyJ8D,iBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,MAA

M,MAAN,CAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAKrB,iBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,UAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAWlC,kC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,k

C;MAAA,kC;MACH,uBAA+B,a;MAI/B,sF;MAOA,sBAA0C,I;IAZvC,C;;MACH,2B;IAAA,C;;MAEY,qBAAA,k

BJtK8C,CIsKxC,CJtKwC,CIsK9C,C;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,4B;IAAA,C;;MAY2B,kC;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MACoB,OA

AA,kBAAM,O;IAAN,C;;MACQ,Q;MAAA,eAAA,kBJtLG,CIsLG,KJtLH,CIsLH,mBAAgB,E;IAAhB,C;;;MAH/C,

IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QACI,yH;;MAKJ,OAAO,kC;IACX,C;;MAEgC,OAAc,SAAd,kBAAc,EAAS,kBAAT,EAAoB,kBA

AM,UAAV,GAAqB,kBAAM,MAAN,GAAc,CAAd,IAArB,GAA0C,kBAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAA1D,C;IA

Ad,C;;MApBQ,kC;MAA+B,6B;IAA/B,C;;MACT,OAAA,kBAAM,O;IAAN,C;;MAC2C,qB;QAAE,yBAAK,EAAL

,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OAAqB,OAAb,aAAR,oBAAQ,CAAa,EAAI,iEAAJ,CAAiB,W;IAAtC,C;;MACL,

Q;MAAA,eAAA,kBJ3KU,CI2KJ,KJ3KI,CI2KV,YAAoB,oBAApB,O;IAAA,C;;;;MAbpD,sBAAiB,I;MACjB,YAA

Y,eAAK,KAAL,C;MACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QAAmB,OAAO,I;MAC1B,YAAY,aAAA,KAAM,MAAN,EAAa,sBAAY

,CAAZ,IAAb,C;MAEZ,iE;IA2BJ,C;;MvGpOsG,4C;IAAtG,C;IAAA,+D;MAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;

IAAA,C;IAD5C,oF;;McEiB,Q;MADb,aAAa,E;MACb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,KAAb,O;QACI,8B

AAU,IAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAa+B,Q;MAH3B,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,CAAvB,IAA4B,C

AAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,MAAb,QAAsB,MAAtD,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,WAAS,KAAM,OAAf,kBAA+B,

MAA/B,kBAAgD,MAA1E,C;MACV,aAAa,E;MACc,gBAAS,MAAT,I;MAA3B,iBAAc,MAAd,wB;QACI,8BAAU

,MAAM,KAAN,CAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,aAAa,E;MACb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,8BAAU,IAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAc2C,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,

wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,O;MACjF,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,SAAK,OAA9C,C;MA

Cb,aAAa,E;MACb,iBAAc,UAAd,UAA+B,QAA/B,U;QACI,8BAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAQ6B,qB;QAAE,+CAAI,EAAJ,E;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OAAO,kBAAU,gBAAV,EAAkB,+BA

AlB,C;IACX,C;;MAgB4C,qB;QAAE,+CAAI,qBAAa,EAAb,IAAJ,E;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAFP,0B;QAAA,aAAkB

,C;MAAG,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,O;MAC3E,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,gBAAzC,

C;MACb,OAAO,kBAAU,WAAW,UAAX,IAAV,EAAiC,2CAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAA

iB,CAAjB,EAAoB,gBAApB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAiBI,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAClB,wB;QAAA,WAA

gB,SAAK,O;MACrB,sC;QAAA,yBAAkC,K;MAElC,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,SAAK,

OAA9C,C;MACb,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,sBAAvC,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,

OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,gBAApB,EAA4B,KAA5B,C;IACX,C;;MAiBI,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,

C;MAClB,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,O;MACrB,sC;QAAA,yBAAkC,K;MAElC,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA
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+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,gBAAzC,C;MACb,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,sBAAvC

,C;IACX,C;;MAQwD,OAAA,SAAY,c;IAAZ,C;;MAQA,OAAA,SAAY,c;IAAZ,C;;MAG4B,OAAA,SAAY,SAAQ,

GAAR,EAAa,SAAb,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGI,OAAA,SAAY,aAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,SAAjB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGP,OAAA,S

AAY,YAAW,CAAX,EAAc,QAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGjB,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,CAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGK,OAAA,S

AAY,WAAU,UAAV,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGe,OAAA,SAAY,WAAU,UAAV,EAAsB,QAAtB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAG7B,OAA

A,SAAY,QAAO,GAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGS,OAAA,SAAY,OAAM,KAAN,C;IAAZ,C;;MAMyB,OAAA,SAAY,SA

AQ,OAAR,EAAiB,WAAjB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAIvC,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACpE,IAAI,UAAJ,C;QACI,SAAS,SAAK,

O;QACd,SAAS,KAAM,O;QACf,UZjCG,MAAK,KYiCQ,EZjCR,EYiCY,EZjCZ,C;QYkCR,IAAI,QAAO,CAAX,C

;UAAc,OAAO,KAAK,EAAL,I;QACrB,YAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,UZrCD,MAAK,KYqCY,QAAQ,E

AAR,IZrCZ,EYqCwB,GZrCxB,C;UYsCJ,SAAS,SAzB2E,WAyB5D,KAzB4D,EAyBrD,GAzBqD,C;UA0BpF,SAA

S,KA1B2E,WA0B3D,KA1B2D,EA0BpD,GA1BoD,C;UA2BpF,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAK,EAtD

+C,c;YAuDpD,KAAK,EAvD+C,c;YAwDpD,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;cACI,KAAK,EAjD2C,c;cAkDhD,KA

AK,EAlD2C,c;cAmDhD,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;gBACI,OAAU,iBAAH,EAAG,EAAU,EAAV,C;;;;UAItB,I

AAI,QAAO,GAAX,C;YAAgB,K;UAChB,QAAQ,G;;QAEZ,OAAO,KAAK,EAAL,I;;;QAEP,OAAO,4BAAU,KAA

V,C;;IAEf,C;;MAGyE,OAAE,UAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;IAAgC,C;;;MAI/F,oC;IAAA,C;;M0

FhPqE,O1F6Ke,kB0F7KE,oBAAH,EAAG,C1F6KF,E0F7Kc,S1F6Kd,C;I0F7Kf,C;;MAGI,O1F6Ke,sB0F7KM,oB

AAH,EAAG,C1F6KN,E0F7KkB,S1F6KlB,C;I0F7Kf,C;;MAMjC,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtE,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

L,C;QACI,O1FwKqF,qB0FxK7D,M1FwK6D,E0FxKrD,C1FwKqD,C;;;Q0FtKrF,OAAO,yBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,M

AAjB,EAAyB,CAAzB,EAA4B,MAAO,OAAnC,EAA2C,UAA3C,C;IACf,C;;MAMqE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC

vF,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,O1F6JqF,qB0F7J7D,M1F6J6D,E0F7JrD,U1F6JqD,C;;;Q0F3JrF,OAAO,yBAAc,U

AAd,EAA0B,MAA1B,EAAkC,CAAlC,EAAqC,MAAO,OAA5C,EAAoD,UAApD,C;IACf,C;;MAMkD,0B;QAAA,

aAAsB,K;MACpE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,O1FqJoE,mB0FrJ9C,M1FqJ8C,C;;;Q0FnJpE,OAAO,yBAAc,mB

AAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAd,EAAsC,MAAtC,EAA8C,CAA9C,EAAiD,MAAO,OAAxD,EAAgE,UAAhE,C;IACf,C

;;MAII,aAAa,S1F0J2D,O0F1JhD,K1F0JgD,C;M0FzJxE,OAAO,kBAAkB,MAAO,OAAP,KAAe,C;IAC5C,C;;MA

EoD,4BAAU,CAAV,IAA+D,QAA3C,6BAAJ,GAAoB,SAApB,GAA8B,SAAK,WAAY,EAAQ,eAAR,C;IAA/D,C;

;MAGH,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnE,Q;MAAA,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAA,OACI,a;;QACC,U;QAAA,IAAI,CAAC,U

AAL,C;UAAA,SACD,kBAAQ,KAAR,C;;UAEA,0B;UAAA,W;YAAiB,gBAAA,S1FqH2C,c0FrH3C,EAAsB,K1F

qHqB,c0FrH3C,C;;UAHhB,e;;QAFL,a;;MAAA,W;IAAA,C;;MAS8G,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACpI,oCAAkB,UAA

lB,EAA8B,KAA9B,EAAqC,WAArC,EAAkD,MAAlD,EAA0D,UAA1D,C;IAAA,C;;MAUA,O3FmKmD,mBAAS,

C2FnK5D,G1FwH4F,oB0FxHzD,C1FwHyD,E0FxHtD,C1FwHsD,CA1B5B,c0F9FvC,G1FqHoD,oB0FrHV,C1FqH

U,C0FrH7E,GAA2E,S;IAC/E,C;;MASI,O3FyJmD,mBAAS,C2FzJ5D,G1F8G4F,oB0F9GzD,C1F8GyD,E0F9GtD,

C1F8GsD,CAlB5B,c0F5FvC,G1F2GoD,oB0F3GV,C1F2GU,C0F3G7E,GAA2E,S;IAC/E,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;M3G

9DP,IAAI,E2G6DI,KAAK,C3G7DT,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2G4Dc,oD;Q3G3Dd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;

M2G4DH,QAAM,CAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,S;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAU,OAAL,SAAK,W;UAAV,K;gBAEI,aAA

a,E;UACb,IAAI,E3FmIoC,qBAAU,C2FnI9C,CAAJ,C;YACI,QAAQ,SAAK,W;YACb,YAAY,C;YACZ,OAAO,IA

AP,C;cACI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAU,CAAX,MAAiB,CAArB,C;gBACI,UAAU,C;;cAEd,QAAQ,UAAW,C;cACnB,IA

AI,UAAS,CAAb,C;gBACI,K;;cAEJ,KAAK,C;;;;UAGb,OAAO,M;;MAnBf,W;IAsBJ,C;;MAGqE,0B;QAAA,aAAs

B,K;MACvF,O1FuFiG,kB0FvFnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAO,QAAP,CAAb,EAAmC,UAAJ,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0

B,GAAzD,C1FuFmF,E0FvFpB,6BAAM,2BAAkB,QAAlB,C1FuFc,C;I0FvFjG,C;;MAG2D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;

MACjF,O1FmFiG,kB0FnFnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAe,oBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,CAAb,EAA6C,UAAJ,GAAgB,IAA

hB,GAA0B,GAAnE,C1FmFmF,E0FnFF,oBAAR,OAAQ,C1FmFE,C;I0FnFjG,C;;MAGsE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;M

AC5F,O1F+EiG,kB0F/EnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAO,QAAP,CAAb,EAAmC,UAAJ,GAAgB,GAAhB,GAAyB,EA

AxD,C1F+EmF,E0F/EtB,6BAAM,2BAAkB,QAAlB,C1F+EgB,C;I0F/EjG,C;;MAGgE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACt

F,O1F2EiG,kB0F3EnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAe,oBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,CAAb,EAA6C,UAAJ,GAAgB,GAAhB,G

AAyB,EAAlE,C1F2EmF,E0F3EJ,oBAAR,OAAQ,C1F2EI,C;I0F3EjG,C;;;;;MCzH8B,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,E;MAOh

D,gBAA6B,O;IAPA,C;;MAUjB,OAAO,aAAY,O;IAAnB,C;;MAGD,gBAAP,a;M7FwEG,Q;MAAA,I6FxEc,K7Fw

EV,IAAS,CAAT,I6FxEU,K7FwEI,IAAS,2BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,qB6FxExB,K7FwEwB,C;;Q6FxEf,MAAM,8

BAA0B,mCAAyB,WAAzB,MAA1B,C;;MAAhC,W;IAAA,C;;MAE4E,OAAA,a3FyKY,W2FzKK,U3FyKL,E2FzK
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iB,Q3FyKjB,C;I2FzKZ,C;;MAG5E,qCAAU,CAAV,C;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,SAAJ,GAAI,C;M

ACd,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,SAAJ,GAAI,C3F4J0E,W2F5JrD,K3F4JqD,E2F5J9C,G3F4J8C,C;M2F3JxF,

OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,SAAJ,GAAI,C;MACd,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,gBAAgB,aAAY,OAAM,EAAN

,CAAU,UAAU,MAAK,EAAL,C;MAChD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASI,gBAAS,E;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAEkC,

oB;IAAA,C;;;MApDlC,uD;MAAoC,2B;MAApC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,uD;MAA4C,0BAAK,OAAQ,WAAb,C;MAA

5C,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,uD;MAAuB,0BAAK,EAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MA4D4D,OAAA,SAAK,Q;IAAL,C;;u

BAQgB,O;;IAA/B,C;;;MAC7C,kE;MAAuB,qCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;IAAA,C;;MC9EA,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QAAs

B,MAAM,6BAAyB,qCAAkC,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAlC,CAAzB,C;MAC5B,OAAO,CAAC,IAAD,I;IACX,C;;MAUI,I

AAI,EAAS,KAAT,oBAAiB,KAAjB,KAA2B,SAAS,QAAxC,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAo

B,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,UAAU,kBAAO,KAAP,CAAc,I;MACxB,IAAI,EAAQ,KAAR,kBAAgB,KAAhB,CAAJ,C;Q

ACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,OAAO,SAAW,CAAC,OAAS,IAAV,KAAq

B,EAAhC,IAAwC,MAAQ,I;IAC3D,C;;MAUI,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAkB,CAAlB,IAAuB,SAAS,QAApC,C;QA

CI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAA

I,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,OAA

Q,SAAU,CAAX,GAAkB,KAAlB,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAWI,IAAI,SAAS,QAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,

EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAGX,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,

CAArB,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBA

ApB,C;;;YAER,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,EAArB,C;QACH,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OA

AO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;;YAER,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACH,OA

AO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAGX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO

,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,YAAY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAW,C;MAC7

B,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAG

X,OAAQ,SAAU,EAAX,GAAoB,SAAU,CAA9B,GAAqC,KAArC,GAA+C,O;IAC1D,C;;MAWI,IAAI,SAAS,QAA

b,C;QACI,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAGJ,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAAI

,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,CAArB,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,KAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EA

Aa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;;YAER,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,CAArB,C;QACH,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAA

kB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;;YAER,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,IAAgB

,CAApB,C;QACH,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;YACJ,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,

GAAtB,C;QACH,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAGX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,Q

AAjB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,YAAY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,C

AAR,IAAW,C;MAC7B,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAo

B,gBAApB,C;;MAGX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,g

BAApB,C;;MAEX,YAAY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAW,C;MAC7B,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB

,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;;MAEX,OAAQ,SAAU,EAAX,GAAoB,SAAU,

EAA9B,GAAuC,SAAU,CAAjD,GAAwD,KAAxD,GAAkE,O;IAC7E,C;;;;MAoC0B,UAGJ,MAHI,EAKJ,MALI,E

AMJ,MANI,EASJ,MATI,EAUJ,MAVI,EAWJ,MAXI,EAgBA,MAhBA,EAiBA,MAjBA,EAkBA,MAlBA,EAoBA,

MApBA,EAqBA,OArBA,EAsBA,OAtBA,EAuBA,O;M7G/JtB,IAAI,E6GiII,cAAc,CAAd,IAAmB,YAAY,MAAO,

OAAtC,IAAgD,cAAc,Q7GjIlE,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M6GiIV,YA

AY,cAAU,CAAC,WAAW,UAAX,IAAD,IAA0B,CAA1B,IAAV,C;MACZ,gBAAgB,C;MAChB,gBAAgB,U;MAE

hB,OAAO,YAAY,QAAnB,C;QACI,WAAW,mBAAO,gBAAP,EAAO,wBAAP,QAAoB,I;QAE3B,WAAO,GAAP,

C;UACI,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA0B,OAAL,IAAK,C;;cAC9B,WAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,MAAM,kBA

AN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA4C,OAArB,QAAS,CAAV,GAAgB,GAAM,C;UAC5C,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,

YAA+C,OAAxB,OAAS,EAAV,GAAmB,GAAM,C;;cAEnD,WAAO,KAAP,IAAiB,QAAQ,KAAzB,C;UACI,MA

AM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA6C,OAAtB,QAAS,EAAV,GAAiB,GAAM,C;UAC7C,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,

0BAAN,YAAuD,OAA/B,QAAS,CAAV,GAAiB,EAAlB,GAA2B,GAAM,C;UACvD,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0B

AAN,YAA+C,OAAxB,OAAS,EAAV,GAAmB,GAAM,C;;;UAG/C,gBAAgB,uBAAuB,MAAvB,EAA+B,IAA/B,E

AAqC,SAArC,EAAgD,QAAhD,EAA0D,gBAA1D,C;UAChB,IAAI,aAAa,CAAjB,C;YACI,MAAM,kBAAN,EAA

M,0BAAN,YAAqB,0BAA0B,CAA1B,C;YACrB,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAqB,0BAA0B,CAA1B,C;
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YACrB,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAqB,0BAA0B,CAA1B,C;;;YAErB,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN

,YAAkD,OAA3B,aAAc,EAAf,GAAsB,GAAM,C;YAClD,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAA6D,OAArC,aAA

c,EAAf,GAAuB,EAAxB,GAAiC,GAAM,C;YAC7D,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAA4D,OAApC,aAAc,CA

Af,GAAsB,EAAvB,GAAgC,GAAM,C;YAC5D,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAAoD,OAA7B,YAAc,EAAf,

GAAwB,GAAM,C;YACpD,6B;;;;MAMhB,OAAW,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,SAAlB,GAA6B,KAA7B,GAA8C,UAA

N,KAAM,EAAO,SAAP,C;IACzD,C;;;MAwByB,Q;M7G/LrB,IAAI,E6GyLI,cAAc,CAAd,IAAmB,YAAY,KAAM,

OAArC,IAA6C,cAAc,Q7GzL/D,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M6GyLV,g

BAAgB,U;MAChB,oBAAoB,sB;MAEpB,OAAO,YAAY,QAAnB,C;QACI,WAAW,KAAmB,CAAb,gBAAa,EAA

b,wBAAa,O;QAE1B,YAAQ,CAAR,C;UACI,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,IAAK,CAAZ,C;aAClB,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,

EAAd,C;UACI,WAAW,eAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,SAA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX

,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;YACI,aAAc,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;YACd,yBAAa,CAAC,IAAD,IAAb,K;;;YAEA,aAAc,gBA

AY,OAAL,IAAK,CAAZ,C;YACd,wBAAa,CAAb,I;;;cAGR,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,EAAd,C;UACI,aAAW,eAAe,K

AAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,SAA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX,IAAI,UAAQ,CAAZ,C;YACI,aA

Ac,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;YACd,yBAAa,CAAC,MAAD,IAAb,K;;;YAEA,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,MAAK,CAAZ,C;Y

ACd,wBAAa,CAAb,I;;;cAGR,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,EAAd,C;UACI,aAAW,eAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,S

AA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX,IAAI,UAAQ,CAAZ,C;YACI,aAAc,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;YACd,

yBAAa,CAAC,MAAD,IAAb,K;;;YAEA,WAAY,MAAD,GAAQ,KAAR,IAAqB,EAArB,GAA2B,K;YACtC,UAA

W,SAAS,IAAV,GAAoB,K;YAC9B,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,IAAK,CAAZ,C;YACd,aAAc,gBAAW,OAAJ,GAAI,C

AAX,C;YACd,wBAAa,CAAb,I;;;;UAIJ,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,SAAb,EAAwB,gBAAxB,C;UACA,aAAc,gBAAO,g

BAAP,C;;;MAK1B,OAAO,aAAc,W;IACzB,C;;MCxQA,e;MAEsC,0B;MAFtC,iB;MAAA,uB;IAEqC,C;;MAFrC,s

C;MAAA,C;MAGI,uEAGY,GAHZ,C;MAIA,yEAGa,MAHb,C;MAIA,yEAGa,SAHb,C;MAIA,+DAGQ,KAHR,C;

MAIA,+DAGQ,MAHR,C;MAIA,2DAGM,MAHN,C;MAIA,yDAGK,OAHL,C;IA3BJ,C;;;MAGI,yB;MAAA,wC;I

AAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA

,yB;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;;MAIA,yB;MAAA,iC;IAAA,C;;;MA3BJ,4Q;IAAA,C;;;

MAAA,a;aAAA,a;UAAA,6C;aAAA,c;UAAA,8C;aAAA,c;UAAA,8C;aAAA,S;UAAA,yC;aAAA,S;UAAA,yC;aA

AA,O;UAAA,uC;aAAA,M;UAAA,sC;gBAAA,6D;;IAAA,C;;;MAqCW,Q;MADP,0BAA2C,iBAAjB,UAAW,cAA

M,EAAU,UAAW,cAArB,C;MAEvC,0BAAsB,CAAtB,C;QAA2B,gBAAS,UAAW,cAAX,GAAmB,UAAW,cAAv

C,C;WAC3B,0BAAsB,CAAtB,C;QAA2B,gBAAS,UAAW,cAAX,GAAmB,UAAW,cAAvC,C;;QACnB,Y;MAHZ,

W;IAKJ,C;;MCtCkB,Q;MAAA,IAAI,aAAY,CAAhB,C;QACV,Y;;;QAEA,UjByY8C,MAAW,KiBzY/C,IjByY+C,

EiBzYtC,QjByYsC,C;QiBvYzD,OAAe,WjB6U2B,MAAW,KiB7U5B,KjB6U4B,CiB7UhC,GAAa,GAAnB,CAAf,

GAAyC,GAAzC,GjB0V2C,MAAW,MiB1VF,KjB0VE,C;;MiB/V1D,kB;MAOA,OAAe,OAAY,SAAQ,QAAR,C;I

AC/B,C;;MAGI,OAAa,KAAY,gBAAe,OAAf,EAAwB,MAAK,4BAA2B,QAA3B,CAAL,EAAxB,C;IAC7B,C;;MA

GI,OAAa,KAAY,eAAc,CAAd,C;IAC7B,C;;MCjBA,yB;MAUuB,wB;MALf,aAAR,OAAO,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAY,I

AAG,OAAO,SAAX,IAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,K;MADpE,qBAGQ,MAHR,GAIQ,gBAAY,OAAZ,CAJ

R,GAMQ,qBAAW,OAAX,IAAA,+CnGnBZ,4BmGmBY,4BACO,0B;IAXnB,C;;MAewC,OAAA,kBAAY,U;IAAZ

,C;;;;MAfxC,gC;QAAA,e;;MAAA,yB;IAAA,C;;MAwB2B,sB;IAAD,C;;MAEc,wC;MAAS,oB;MACzC,iBAAgB,w

BAAQ,S;IADQ,C;;M5G2E7B,Q4GxEC,6BAAQ,QAAO,cAAP,C;MAAyB,c7HflC,EAAI,CAAJ,C;M6He2C,Y7Hy

D3C,EAAI,CAAJ,C;M6HzDC,OAA4D,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAR,aAAwB,kBAAN,KAAM,CAAxB,C;IAApD,C;;;MA

H4B,kD;IAAA,C;;MAMF,gC;IAAA,C;;;MAK0B,uE;MAAhC,8B;IAAD,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBAAY,M;IAAZ,C;;

MACI,sC;IAAA,C;;;MAGtC,4B;MAE+B,uE;IAF/B,C;;MAGkC,OAAe,U;IAAf,C;;MACI,0B;IAAA,C;;;;MAJtC,m

C;QAAA,kB;;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MCKyC,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,uB;QAA

A,UAAoB,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,I;MAAM,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,I;MAAM,qC;QAAA,wBAAkC,K;MAAO

,+C;QAAA,kCAA4C,K;MAAO,4C;QAAA,+BAAyC,K;MACtT,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,E

AAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,

kB;MAC1B,EAAE,uBAAF,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iCAAF,IAAuC,+B;MACvC,EAAE,8BAAF,IAAoC,4B;M

AEpC,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAy0BwC,6B;QAAA,gBAAyB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aA

AuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/I,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IA

Ae,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA2CkF,iBA
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AY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UA

AY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBlC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;M

AsB/C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;

;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsB5C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;I

AAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBtC,iBAAY,KAAZ,

C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,

IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MCxlC3F,6B;QAAA,gBAA+B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

ACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0BgD,mC;QAAA,s

BAAgC,K;MAC5E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,qBAAF,IAA2B,mB;MAE3B,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MCkM+F,iBAAY,K

AAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MASV,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgCS,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgBN,iBAAY,KAAZ,

C;IAAA,C;;MCzR1D,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;

QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAChJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,

QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;M

AEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgBiC,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe

,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACvL,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF

,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkDiC,u

B;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;M

AAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAo

B,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAA

A,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAA

O,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBA

A0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;Q

AAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACn

vB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAA

E,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACr

B,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IA

Ae,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MA

ClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oB

AAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,

kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YA

AF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgDoC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAA

O,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA

6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QA

AA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;M

AAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SA

Ae,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC7lB,QAA

Q,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,

SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAA

kB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,

EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBA

AF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf

,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkCiC,sB;QAAA,SAAk

B,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,yB;QAAA,YAAkB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,

UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;

QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MA

AO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBA
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A6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;Q

AAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;

MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,S

AAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC70B,QA

AQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,

WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,

EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;

MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SA

AF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,

U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EA

AE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,I

AA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EA

AE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBiC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E

;MAAI,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAo

B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtM,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,

I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA+C

oC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,WAAiB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K

;MAAO,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,S

AAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,

0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,

K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAA

A,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B

;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjtB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAA

E,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,

W;MACnB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAk

B,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,E

AAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAA

F,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,

EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgBuC,oB;QAAA,OAAg

B,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aA

AuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC7K,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,MAAF,IA

AY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,

UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MC5NsF,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAuEF,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA

,C;;MAkCsC,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,M;IAAQ,C;;MA0C7D,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,UAAY,IAAZ,IAAo

B,K;IAAO,C;;MAmqBnC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAwBA,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAoBF,iBAAY,KAA

Z,C;IAAA,C;;MAuBM,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAsCjE,qB;QAAA,QAAiD,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;

MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAClK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MA

Cb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IAC

X,C;;MAgJ4F,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACsB,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgIpB,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;

;MACwB,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,M;IAAQ,C;;MAsThH,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MA

AO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB

,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,

C;;MAmDuC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACvD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;M

AoBmD,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MACjE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAsM

mC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAorE4B,S;;MAprEwB,kB;QAAA,KAAc,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,W

AAoB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,oB;QA
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AA,OAAgB,I;MACnP,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,I

AAF,IAAU,E;MACV,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MA

Cf,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuDsD,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,

I;MACpE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkB2C,yB;QAAA,YAAmB,S;M

AC1D,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,S;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgC0G,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;M

A0B1E,4B;QAAA,eAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UA

AgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAA

A,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO

,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB

,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAA

A,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MA

AO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtxB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;

MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAA

c,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UA

AF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;M

ACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EA

AE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IA

AqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAC

Z,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAA

gB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAqDoC,qB;QAAA,QAAc,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA

,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAClI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBsC,sB;

QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,

wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC5J,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EA

AE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;

MAgB0C,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,

WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,

IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAsEiC,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,E;MAAI,w

B;QAAA,WAAoB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,I;MAAM,

uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjN,QAAQ,E;MAER,EA

AE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;

MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF

,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBqE,sB;QAAA,SAAe,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;Q

AAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACzK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,Q

AAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MA

EhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAmLuF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAUE,iBAAY,

KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAaT,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;I

AAA,C;;MA2CjD,gC;QAAA,mBA6lD8C,M;;MA7lDe,gC;QAAA,mBAsmDT,S;;MAtmDyE,oC;QAAA,uBA6mDj

E,S;;MA7mD6I,2B;QAAA,cAAoB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,6B;QAAA,gBAonDlO,K;;MAnnDvE,

QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,sBAAF,IAA4B,

oB;MAC5B,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MAErB,O

AAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiCmC,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,E;MAAI,

sB;QAAA,SAAoC,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,E;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACnQ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF

,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA4BkC,+

B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAC1D,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MAEvB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoDiC,w
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B;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAe,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MA

AO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/K,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAC

hB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAk

B,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA4FgC,oB;QAAA,OA64C6C,S;;MA74CL,2B

;QAAA,cCvpFe,M;;MDwpFnF,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MAEnB,

OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkDoF,iBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,UAAY,GAAZ,IAAmB,K;IAAO,C;;MA8CvF,m

B;QAAA,MAAe,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;M

AAI,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAq

B,K;MACvO,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,UAAF,IA

AgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,E

AAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0F4B,uB;QAAA,UAAoB

,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtG,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;

MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiBkC,sB;QAAA,

SAAe,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjI,QAA

Q,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,

UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MASuC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACvD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SA

AF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAY0C,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAiB,K;MAAO,uB;Q

AAA,UAAoB,K;MAC7G,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SA

AF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA2DkF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAUS,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;M

ACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAuCtD,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,S;MAAW,6B;QAAA,

gBAA0B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,iC;QAAA,oBAA8B,S;MAAW,qC;QAAA,wBAAkC,S;MAAW

,+B;QAAA,kBAAkC,S;MAC1R,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MACl

B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,mBAAF,IAAyB,iB;MACzB,EAAE,uBAAF

,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MAEvB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgFqC,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACt

D,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAwByC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MACpD,

QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,IAAF,IAAU,G;MAEV,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA2HI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY

,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAesF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACW,iBAAY,aAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAiMT,iBA

AY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MA4CzD,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAA

K,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAC9F,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAA

E,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MAET,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0C8B,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,i

B;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MACtG,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,G

AAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MAEd,

OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKwF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAkHxD,wB;QAAA,WA0W+C,M;;MAzW3E,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAekC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,M

AAe,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAqVR,M;;MApV3E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,KAAF,I

AAW,G;MACX,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiC0C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,E;MAAI,uB;Q

AAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MA

CpK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,E

AAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiCwC,qB;QAAA,QA0Qy

D,Q;;MA1QK,sB;QAAA,SA0QL,Q;;MA1QoE,wB;QAAA,WAiQtF,M;;MAhQ3E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,

IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYiC,mB;Q

AAA,MA+P0C,Q;;MA/PJ,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MACzF,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,

YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAElB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAY2C,uB;QAAA,UA4OgC,Q;;MA5OU,qB;QAAA,QA4OV,Q;;M

A3OvE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiDm

F,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACI,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACH,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAML,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACA,OA

AQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACG,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMR,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACF,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAA

U,S;IAAV,C;;MAME,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACD,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACI,OAAe,c;IAAf,C;;MACJ,OAAW,U;I

AAX,C;;MACA,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMF,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACF,OAAM,K;IA
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AN,C;;MACK,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACA,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMU,OAAM,K;IAA

N,C;;MACG,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMhB,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,

C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;

MAME,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACF,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACC,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;M

ACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMG,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACI,

OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACC,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACL,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMT,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACA,OAA

M,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMC,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACE,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMJ,OAAO,M

;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAMD,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAA

V,C;;MAMK,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMZ,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACN,OAAM,K;IAAN

,C;;MACG,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMN,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;

MAMJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMM,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACE,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MA

MF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMa,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,

OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACH,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMvB,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OA

AS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACA,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MElrIlB,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,sB;Q

AAA,SAAmB,I;MAAM,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,I;MAAM,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,

0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MA

AM,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,I;MAAM,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,I;MAAM,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UA

AoB,I;MAAM,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MACrf,QAAQ,E

;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,W

AAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;

MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EA

AE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAA

oB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAsDyC,qB;Q

AAA,QAAqB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAsB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAA4B,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,S;MAA

W,0B;QAAA,aAA6B,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA6B,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA0B,S;

MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA0B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAAoC,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAAmC,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA

,mBAAoC,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAA4B,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW

,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MACtnB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,E

AAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,I

AAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB

,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,

SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

AEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYwC,wB;QAAA,WAA4C,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAk

B,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,

aAAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,gC;Q

AAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAA2B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;

MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAwB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAC9lB,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAA

F,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;

MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,k

BAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OA

AO,C;IACX,C;;MAsD0C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAA

W,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;

MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,k

BAA2B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAwB,S;MAAW,

wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MACziB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,E

AAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IA
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AkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,

EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kB

AAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAyDqC,qB;QAAA,QAAc,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAe

,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,a

AAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAmB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAmB,S;MAAW,gC;Q

AAA,mBAA6B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;

MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MACxhB,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WA

AF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAA

E,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAo

B,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgBsE,uB;QA

AA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAChJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OA

AF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEh

B,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAagD,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;M

AAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf

,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAwCyC,qB;QAAA,QAA

iB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,K;MAC9E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K

;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuB8B,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MACnE,QAAQ,E;MAE

R,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYuC,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,

S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MACpI,QAAQ,E;MA

ER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IA

AW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAY6B,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAC5D,QAAQ,

E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYsC,qB;QAAA,

QAAc,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAc,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MACvH,QAA

Q,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,K

AAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAe6C,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,S;MACxF,Q

AAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAe+C,qB;QAA

A,QAAiB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MACxF,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,

IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,QAAQ,E;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,QAAQ,E;MAGR,OAAO,C

;IACX,C;;MAOI,QAAQ,E;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAS8B,wB;QAAA,WAAkC,S;MAC5D,QAAQ,E;MAER,

EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAMsF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MA

ML,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACP,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAMD,

OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACU,OAAiB,gB;IAAjB,C;;MAMZ,OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACC,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACD,OA

Aa,Y;IAAb,C;;MC7oB7C,yB;QAAA,YAAkB,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAA

K,wB;QAAA,WAAmB,G;MAAI,kC;QAAA,qBAA6B,G;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;

MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAg

B,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA

,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB

;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;

MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,g

BAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,

8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;

MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC19B,QAAQ,E;M

AER,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,UAAF,

IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAC

b,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,I
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AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QA

AF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EA

AE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB

,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACt

B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eA

AF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;

MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAA

F,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MC/CwC,oB;QAAA,OAAiB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;

QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACpI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,

QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuFuF,iB

AAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACe,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAgBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,U

AAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAgB5C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;

MAgG/C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAmNnC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAA

A,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAmHpD,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAq

B,O;IAAS,C;;MH/exG,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAA

W,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAqB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAm

C,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAuB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAA6B,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,yB;QA

AA,YAAsB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAe,S;MAC5Z,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAA

F,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACt

B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,UAAF,IA

AgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,Q;MAEd,O

AAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0C+B,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,G;MAAK,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MA

ChG,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MA

Ef,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAMmE,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAC

C,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,O

AAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAMc,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACG,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACH,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OA

AO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACG,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACH,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS

,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACO,OAAgB,e;IAAhB,C;;MACD,OAAe,c;I

AAf,C;;MACP,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMV,OAAW,U;IAA

X,C;;MACG,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACH,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMc,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;

MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMZ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACC,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAC

F,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACE,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACG,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACG,OAAiB,gB;IAAjB,C;;MAMF,

OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMP,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OA

AO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACF,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACQ,OAAiB,

gB;IAAjB,C;;MI1N5C,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAC9C,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;I

ACX,C;;MAiBkC,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAC9E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IA

AoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MASkF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MC+B5C,

mB;QAAA,MAwGuD,M;;MAxGG,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,mB;QAAA,MAAe,

E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,Q

AAiB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;

QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;

MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAsC,E;MAC/gB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MA

CX,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,OAAF,IA

Aa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,

MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAesE,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAClF,QA

AQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,
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C;IACX,C;;MASyC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MACpD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IA

CX,C;;MAoBqE,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QA

AA,WAAqB,K;MACrK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAM

2F,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAML,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACD,

OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACA,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MC9H/C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OP4qIW,S;;M

O3qIzE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgCg

D,oB;QAAA,OAAa,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAA2C,S;

MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,W

AAqB,K;MAC/S,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IA

AmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAA

E,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0CqC,mC;QAAA,sBAAgC,

K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAuSD,Q;;MAtSvE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,qBAAF,IAA2B,mB;MAC3B,EAAE,MAAF,IA

AY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAasC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,

WAAqB,K;MAChH,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAA

F,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IA

Ae,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAyBoD,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,uB;QAA

A,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpL,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAA

F,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,

EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkB2D,sB;QAAA,SAAk

B,M;MAAQ,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/J,QAAQ,E

;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,I

AAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAe4D,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;

QAAA,UAA0B,S;MAC/G,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAA

E,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgC6C,oB;QAAA,OAAa,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2

B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAmD,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;

MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpT,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;M

ACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAA

F,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,

OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA+BoC,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,K;MAAO,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;M

AAO,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MACnJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;M

ACpB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MAEjB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkBsC,oB;QAAA,

OAAgB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAsB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAA8B,S;MAC3J,Q

AAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EA

AE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuBsF,OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACD,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACC,OA

Aa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACD,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACA,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MAMlB,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACA,OAA

Y,W;IAAZ,C;;MACH,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMI,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;

IAAT,C;;MACM,OAAe,c;IAAf,C;;MACT,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MCtX3B,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,sB;QAA

A,SAAe,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;Q

AAA,WAAqB,K;MACrL,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EA

AE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAMiG,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACM,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACP,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;M

ACI,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACA,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MC7G3D,qB;QAAA,8C;MAAA,k

B;IAAD,C;;MAChC,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4C;MAAA,C;MAKI,0E;MAEA,sE;IAPJ,C;;;MAKI

,+B;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,+B;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;;MAPJ,yF;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,S;UAAA,+C;aA

AA,O;UAAA,6C;gBAAA,8D;;IAAA,C;;;;MAyBA,8B;IADmC,C;;;MAQnC,8B;IADqC,C;;;ICxDzC,C;;;ICMA,C;;;

ICCA,C;;;IA0BA,C;;;ICvBgD,C;;MAIiB,c;;Q5Hq8C7C,Q;QADhB,IAAI,mCAAsB,cAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;U

AAP,e;;QACrB,sB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;UAAM,I4Hr8C6C,O5Hq8C/B,S4Hr8C+B,U5Hq8C7C,
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C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M4Ht8CsD,iB;IAAA,C;;MAGhD,c;;Q5H66CG,Q;QADhB,IAAI

,c4H56CA,Q5H46CA,iB4H56CA,Q5H46CsB,UAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,O4H76CZ,Q5H66CY

,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,C4H76CP,oB5H66CkB,O4H76ClB,C5H66CG,C;YAAy

B,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;M4H96CH,iB;IAAA,C;;MAE8B,qBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAE6B,qB;QAC3

D,OAAI,OAAO,uBAAX,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6C,SAAH,EAAG,C;MADc,C;IAAA,C;;MAA7B,4BAAa,IAAb,E

AAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,wCAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAQU,uBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMgB,

yBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;;MC/BhE,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,+B;MAAA,C;

MACI,4C;MACA,kD;MACA,0C;MACA,8C;IAJJ,C;;;MACI,kB;MAAA,2B;IAAA,C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,8B;IAA

A,C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;;MAJJ,sH;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,O;U

AAA,gC;aAAA,U;UAAA,mC;aAAA,M;UAAA,+B;aAAA,Q;UAAA,iC;gBAAA,6D;;IAAA,C;;;MAYI,mD;MACA

,2BAA4B,I;IANhC,C;;MAUqB,IAAN,I;MnIUX,IAAI,EmIXQ,mDnIWR,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,g

CAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MmIZC,QAAM,oBAAN,M;aACH,M;UAAc,Y;UAAd,K;aACA,O;UAAe,W;UAAf,K;

gBACQ,wC;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMW,Q;MAHP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACtB,

mD;MAEA,OAAO,2F;IACX,C;;MAGI,iD;MACA,kB;MACA,OAAO,kD;IACX,C;;MAkBI,2BAAY,K;MACZ,gD;

IACJ,C;;MAMI,+C;IACJ,C;;;MCiCA,oC;MApFgE,6B;IAA1B,C;;MAIC,0C;IAAA,C;;MAEiB,uB;;Q9HmR3C,Q;Q

ADb,YAAY,C;QACC,sB;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,I8HpRmE,O9HoRrD,I8HpRqD,U9HoRnE,C;Y

ACI,sBAAO,K;YAAP,wB;;UACJ,qB;;QAEJ,sBAAO,E;;;M8HxRiD,0B;IAAA,C;;MAEI,sB;;Q9H4S5D,eAAoB,0B

AAa,SAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,I8H9SsE,O9H8SxD,QAAS,W8H9S+C,U9H8StE,C;YACI,q

BAAO,QAAS,Y;YAAhB,uB;;;QAGR,qBAAO,E;;;M8HlTqD,yB;IAAA,C;;MAEb,+CAAiB,CAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;M

AEU,+CAAiB,KAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEK,gCAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAE8C,uB;

MAA/E,kB;MAAmC,4B;MAC5D,eAAyB,C;MAGrB,+DAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,WAAK,KAA3

C,C;MACA,eAAa,UAAU,gBAAV,I;IALO,C;;MASpB,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEA,OAAO,wBA

AK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;MAS/B,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;M

AC3B,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,K;MAE9B,OAAO,2DAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACX,C;;MAK+B,oE

AAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAE/B,oB;MACI,eACsB,C;IAF1B,C;;MAIsC,sBAAQ,gB;IAAR,C;;MAInB,gB;MAD

X,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACX,iE;MAAX,OAAO,+B;IACX,C;;;MAGJ,oB;MAGwD,iD;MA

GhD,gEAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAAkB,KAA5C,C;MACA,eAAa,K;IAJoB,C;;MAOC,sBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAE

N,mB;IAAA,C;;MAG5B,IAAI,CAAC,kBAAL,C;QAAoB,MAAM,6B;MAC1B,OAAO,yBAAI,mCAAJ,EAAI,YA

AJ,E;IACX,C;;MAEoC,sBAAQ,CAAR,I;IAAA,C;;;MAGxC,sC;IAAA,C;;MAEQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAA

S,IAA1B,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KAAT,gBAAuB,IAAjD,C;;IAEd,C;;MAGI,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa

,QAAQ,IAAzB,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KAAT,gBAAuB,IAAjD,C;;IAEd,C;;MAGI,IAAI,YAAY,CAAZ

,IAAiB,UAAU,IAA/B,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,mBAAkC,OAAlC,gBAAkD,IAA5E,C;;MAEV,I

AAI,YAAY,OAAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,gBAAa,SAAb,oBAAmC,OAA5D,C;;IAEd,C;;MAGI,IAAI,aAAa,

CAAb,IAAkB,WAAW,IAAjC,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,iBAAc,UAAd,oBAAqC,QAArC,gBAAsD,IAAhF,C;;M

AEV,IAAI,aAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,iBAAc,UAAd,qBAAsC,QAA/D,C;;IAEd,C;;MAIc,UACsB,

M;MAFhC,iBAAe,C;MACL,mB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,aAAW,MAAK,UAAL,SAAiB,6DA

AiB,CAAlC,K;;MAEf,OAAO,U;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAHb,IAAI,CAAE,KAAF,KAAU,KAAM,KAApB,C;QAA

0B,OAAO,K;MAEjC,oBAAoB,KAAM,W;MACb,mB;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,gBAAgB,aAAc,O;

QAC9B,IAAI,cAAQ,SAAR,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;;MAlDJ,6C;QAAA,4B;;MAAA,

sC;IAAA,C;;;MCsCA,mC;MAzCA,uBAC6B,I;MAmC7B,yBACsC,I;IArHE,C;;MAGpC,OAAO,6BAAc,GAAd,S;I

ACX,C;;MAEwE,gBAAR,Y;MAAQ,c;;Q/H67CxD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;UA

AP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,I+H77CwD,O/H67C1C,O+H77C6C,MAAH,Q/

H67CxD,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M+H97CyD,iB;IAAA,C;;MAI5D,IAAI,gCAAJ,C;QA

A+B,OAAO,K;MACtC,UAAU,KAAM,I;MAChB,YAAY,KAAM,M;M3I8JO,Q;M2I7JzB,e3I6J4C,CAAnB,mDAA

mB,Y2I7JzB,G3I6JyB,C;M2I3J5C,IAAI,eAAS,QAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAIP,6B;MAAA,W;Q3IuKqB,

U;Q2IvKD,U3IuKoB,CAAnB,uDAAmB,oB2IvKP,G3IuKO,C;;M2IvK5C,W;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAGX,OAAO,I;IA

CX,C;;MASI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,K;MAChC,IAAI,c

AAQ,KAAM,KAAlB,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAEV,gBAAd,KAAM,Q;MAAQ,c;;Q/Hw4CT,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCA
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AsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,C+

Hx4CK,2B/Hw4CM,O+Hx4CN,C/Hw4CT,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;M+Hz4CH,iB;IACJ,C

;;MAEwC,Q;MAAA,4CAAc,GAAd,8B;IAAA,C;;MAQT,OAAQ,SAAR,YAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAEG,qBAAQ,C;IA

AR,C;;MACH,OAAA,YAAQ,K;IAAR,C;;MAWX,wC;MAAS,sB;IAAT,C;;MACkD,+CAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;

MAI3C,kD;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,I;IAArB,C;;;MAH7B,oB

AAoB,6BAAQ,W;MAC5B,+F;IAIJ,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,qBAAiB,K;IAAjB,C;;;MAZvC,IAAI,4BAAJ,C;QACI,+E;;

MAcJ,OAAO,mC;IACX,C;;MAMmE,qB;QAAE,2CAAS,EAAT,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAArC,OAAQ,eAAR,YA

AQ,EAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,iCAA7B,C;IAAR,C;;MAEqB,+BAAS,KAAM,IAA

f,IAAsB,GAAtB,GAA4B,wBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,C;IAA5B,C;;MAEf,OAAI,MAAM,IAAV,GAAgB,YAAhB,GA

AoC,SAAF,CAAE,C;IAApC,C;;MAWlB,wC;MAAS,6B;IAAT,C;;MACgE,iDAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3D,kD;

IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,M;IAArB,C;;;MAH7B,oBAAoB,6B

AAQ,W;MAC5B,iG;IAIJ,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,qBAAiB,K;IAAjB,C;;;MAZvC,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,mF;;MAcJ,O

AAO,qC;IACX,C;;MAK0D,gBAAR,Y;MAAQ,sB;;Q/HoG9C,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UAAM,I+HpGsD,O/HoGxC,O+HpG2C,IAAH,M/HoGtD,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;

;;M+HrG+C,yB;IAAA,C;;MAEtD,qC;IAAA,C;;MAEqE,gC;MAAX,OAAU,CAAC,kBAAN,CAAM,0DAAmB,CA

ApB,KAA4B,oBAAjC,CAAiC,8DAAqB,CAAjD,C;IAAV,C;;MACG,OAAU,SAAL,CAAO,IAAF,mBAAL,CAAY

,MAAP,C;IAAV,C;;MAErD,IAAI,gCAAJ,C;QAA+B,OAAO,K;MACtC,OAAO,OAAA,CAAE,IAAF,EAAS,KAA

M,IAAf,KAAsB,OAAA,CAAE,MAAF,EAAW,KAAM,MAAjB,C;IACjC,C;;;;MAPJ,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;I

AAA,C;;;MC7GA,mC;MAlB+D,6B;IAA1B,C;;MAQjC,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0B

AAJ,C;QAAsB,OAAO,K;MAC7B,OAAO,sDAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAK+B,qEAAkB,IAAlB,

C;IAAA,C;;MAE/B,qC;IAAA,C;;MAGwB,Q;MADhB,iBAAe,C;MACC,mB;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,

yB;QACC,U;QAAb,2BAAa,yEAAuB,CAApC,K;;MAEJ,OAAO,U;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAF,KAAU,K

AAM,KAApB,C;QAA0B,OAAO,K;MACjC,OAAO,CAAE,qBAAY,KAAZ,C;IACb,C;;;;MAZJ,4C;QAAA,2B;;M

AAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MCZgB,Q;MpJ+2YA,U;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,uD;QAAgB,cAAhB,iB;QACI,YAAgB,OoJj

3YiB,OpJi3YjC,I;;MoJj3YJ,aAAa,iBpJm3YN,GoJn3YM,C;MACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,gBAAA,SAAh

B,M;QACW,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAFb,YAAY,iBAAa,gBAA

b,C;MACZ,YAAY,iBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,KAAM,WAAI,IA

AK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;IACX,C;;MAaW,4B;MAA

A,U;QAAqB,OAAL,SpJszMhB,YAAQ,C;;MoJtzMf,W;IACJ,C;;MAYI,OpJyyMO,qBAAQ,CoJzyMf,GAAe,cAAf,

GAAmC,S;IAAnC,C;;MASA,IAAI,cAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,SAAK,OAAL,KAAa,KAAM,

OAAvB,C;QAA6B,OAAO,K;MAEpC,4C;QACI,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACT,SAAS,MAAM,CAAN,C;QAET,I

AAI,OAAO,EAAX,C;UACI,Q;;cACG,IAAI,cAAc,UAAlB,C;UACH,OAAO,K;;QAIP,0BAAsB,kBAAtB,C;UAA4

C,IAAI,CAAI,kBAAH,EAAG,EAAkB,EAAlB,CAAR,C;YAA+B,OAAO,K;;cAClF,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;UAA4C,I

AAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,+BAAsB,uBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,C

AAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,6BAAsB,qBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,c

AAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,

EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,+BAAsB,uBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG

,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,gCAAsB,wBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAA

c,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAA

d,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,iCAAsB,yBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAA

R,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAE9E,qCAAsB,6BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;

YAA2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,sCAAsB,8BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA

2B,OAAO,K;;cAC9E,oCAAsB,4BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,O

AAO,K;;cAC9E,qCAAsB,6BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAA

O,K;;cAEtE,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;UAAc,OAAO,K;;MAIrC,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOI,aAAa,CAAK,eAAL

,gBAAK,EAAa,SAAb,CAAL,GAA6C,CAA7C,QAAiD,CAAjD,I;MrD3FW,kBAAxB,mBqD4FmB,MrD5FnB,C;M

qD6FI,oD9I7BgD,gB8I6BhD,C;MADJ,OnIlCO,W8E1DsC,W;IqD+FjD,C;;MAII,IAAY,SAAR,0BAAJ,C;QACI,M

AAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;QACP,M;;MAEJ,SAAU,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MACV,MAAO,gBAAO,EAAP,C;MAEP,4C;QA
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CI,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,MAAO,gBAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEX,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAEV,IADE,OACF,S;

UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;aAC1B,mBAFE,OAEF,E;UAA2B,4BAAR,OAAQ,EAA4B,MAA5B,EAAoC,

SAApC,C;aAC3B,uBAHE,OAGF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,wBAJE,OAIF,E;UA

AmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,sBALE,OAKF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CA

Af,C;aAC1B,uBANE,OAMF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,wBAPE,OAOF,E;UAAm

B,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,yBARE,OAQF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,

C;aAC1B,uBATE,OASF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,0BAVE,OAUF,E;UAAmB,M

AAO,gBAAe,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAE1B,kBAZE,OAYF,c;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;a

AC1B,kBAbE,OAaF,e;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,kBAdE,OAcF,a;UAAmB,MAA

O,gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,kBAfE,OAeF,c;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;;U

AEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;MAIlC,MAAO,gBAAO,EAAP,C;MACP,SAAU,kBAAmB,iBAAV,SAAU

,CAAnB,C;IACd,C;;M9InJA,6B;IAAA,C;;MACsC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACI,Y;IAAA,C;;MACN,Q;IAAA,C;;MACI,S;IA

AA,C;;MACL,MAAM,6B;IAAN,C;;MACI,MAAM,6B;IAAN,C;;;;MANvC,oC;QAAA,mB;;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;;

MASA,yB;MACI,+C;IADJ,C;;MAGgD,qCAAoB,KAAM,U;IAA1B,C;;MACb,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;M

AEH,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MACiB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACgB,OAAA,QAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAE3B,MAAM,8

BAA0B,iDAA8C,KAA9C,MAA1B,C;IAAN,C;;MACM,S;IAAA,C;;MACI,S;IAAA,C;;MAEL,kC;IAAA,C;;MAC

Q,kC;IAAA,C;;MAEjD,IAAI,UAAS,CAAb,C;QAAgB,MAAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KAAnC,C;MACtB,OAAO,2B;IA

CX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,cAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,YAAW,CAAjC,C;QAAoC,OAAO,I;MAC3C,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,S

AAb,mBAAkC,OAA5D,C;IACV,C;;MAEiC,8B;IAAA,C;;;;MA5BrC,gC;QAAA,e;;MAAA,yB;IAAA,C;;MA+B8D

,6BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAoC,KAApC,C;IAAA,C;;MAE3B,oB;MAA0B,0B;IAA3B,C;;MACC,OAAA,WAAO,O;IAA

P,C;;MACG,OAAA,WNmzM3B,YAAQ,C;IMnzMmB,C;;MACW,OAAO,SAAP,WAAO,EAAS,OAAT,C;IAAP,C

;;MACyB,c;;Qaw4CtD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,cbv4CyD,Qau4CzD,iBbv4CyD,Qau4CnC,UAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UA

AP,e;;QACrB,Obx4C6C,Qaw4C7C,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,Cbx4CkD,oBaw4Cv

C,Obx4CuC,Caw4CtD,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;Mbz4CsD,iB;IAAA,C;;MACtB,OAAO,qB

AAP,WAAO,C;IAAP,C;;MAEQ,gBAAP,W;MAAA,OAAwB,cAAxB,GcqGpC,SdrGoC,GcuGpC,SNwkBoB,Q;IR/

qBgB,C;;;MAON,8B;IAAA,C;;MAMe,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,GAAgB,CAApB,GAAgC,OAAT,QAAS,CAAhC,GA

A8C,W;IAA9C,C;mFAErD,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,mB;QAK0C,kB;MAAA,C;KAL1C,C;+FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,mB;QAMwD,uB;MAAA,C;KANxD,C;2FAQA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,mB;QAMoD,uB;MAAA,C;KANp

D,C;;MAaI,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,KAAiB,CAArB,GAAwB,gBAAxB,GAAyC,iBAAU,sBAAkB,QAAlB,EAAwC,I

AAxC,CAAV,C;IAAzC,C;;MAOA,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,KAAiB,CAArB,GAAwB,gBAAxB,GAAyC,iBAAU,sBA

AkB,QAAlB,EAAwC,IAAxC,CAAV,C;IAAzC,C;;MAMuD,OAAI,eAAJ,GAAqB,OAAO,OAAP,CAArB,GAA0C,

W;IAA1C,C;;MAMQ,OAAS,cAAT,QAAS,C;IAAT,C;gFAEnE,yB;MAaA,gE;MAbA,6B;QAyBI,WAAW,eAduE,I

AcvE,C;QWDX,iBAAc,CAAd,UXbkF,IWalF,U;UXE6B,eAf2D,IAevD,CWDtB,KXCsB,CAAJ,C;;QAfyC,OAgB/

D,I;MAhB+D,C;KAX1E,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;QAYI,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QWDX,iBAAc,CAA

d,UXEO,IWFP,U;UXE6B,eAAI,KWDtB,KXCsB,CAAJ,C;;QAC7B,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAsBY,uBAAG

,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAH,C;IAAA,C;;MAQA,OAAA,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,I;IAAA,C;;MAOgD,QAAC,mB;I

AAD,C;;MAaxD,OAAO,qBAAgB,SAAK,U;IAChC,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAKgE,uCAAQ,W;MA

AR,C;KALhE,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAKoD,uCAAQ,W;MAAR,C;KALpD,C;;MAgBI,OAAI,mB

AAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;IAAnC,C;;MAWgH,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,QAAZ,C;IAAL,C;;MAElE,QAAM,cAA

N,C;aAC9C,C;UAD8C,OACzC,W;aACL,C;UAF8C,OAEzC,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;gBAFyC,OAGtC,S;;

IAHsC,C;;MAsBgB,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MACjG,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EA

A4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,

GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,cAAc,MAAd,EAAsB,OAAtB,C;Q

AEV,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAA

M,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;;MAiB8E,yB;QAAA,YAAi

B,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAC7G,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UAAU,S;MA

CV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAAK,C;QAC

5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,UAAW,SAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;QAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,
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C;UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,

G;;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4D;;QAsBqC,qB;UAA

E,qBAAc,iBAAS,EAAT,CAAd,EAA4B,WAA5B,C;QAAF,C;MAAA,C;MAtBrC,+D;QAkBI,yB;UAAA,YAAiB,C

;QACjB,uB;UAAA,UAAe,c;QAGf,+BAAa,SAAb,EAAwB,OAAxB,EAAiC,oCAAjC,C;MAAA,C;KAtBJ,C;;MA4

CoC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MACnE,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C

;MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,I

AAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,WAAW,MAAX,C;QAEV,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;

UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;

;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;;MAQQ,gBAAY,OAAZ,C;QAAuB,MAAM,gCAAyB,gB

AAa,SAAb,mCAAkD,OAAlD,OAAzB,C;WAC7B,gBAAY,CAAZ,C;QAAiB,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,yB

AA1B,C;WACvB,cAAU,IAAV,C;QAAkB,MAAM,8BAA0B,cAAW,OAAX,gCAA2C,IAA3C,OAA1B,C;IAEhC,

C;;MAcoC,MAAM,wBAAoB,8BAApB,C;IAAoD,C;;MAI1D,MAAM,wBAAoB,8BAApB,C;IAAoD,C;;;;wFiG9W

9F,yB;MhG+BA,wE;MgG/BA,uC;QAmBW,kBhGoBiD,oB;QgGO9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C

;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UAClB,WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,Gh

GmHhB,EgGjJyC,SA8BlB,CAAU,GAAV,EAAe,WAAf,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBA

AY,GAAZ,CAAnE,ChGmHvB,C;;QgGjJA,OAgCO,W;MA/BX,C;KApBA,C;;MA8Cc,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SAAK,iB

;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;QAClB,

WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,EgGnHuB,UAAU,GAAV,EAAe,WAAf,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,uBAAuB,CAA

C,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAAnE,ChGmHvB,C;;MgGjHA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B

;MhGvBA,wE;MgGuBA,6D;QAnCW,kBhGoBiD,oB;QgGO9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAA

U,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UA8BwE,U;UA7B1F,WhGmHJ,agGn

HgB,GhGmHhB,EgGtFkC,UA7BD,GA6BC,EA7BoB,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA6BzC,GAAW,

qBA7B3B,GA6B2B,EA7BT,CA6BS,CAAX,GAA6C,UA7BxD,WA6BwD,6DAA5D,EA7BiB,CA6BjB,ChGsFlC,C

;;QgGvFA,OA1BO,W;MA0BP,C;KAvBJ,C;kFA0BA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,0E;QAlCc,Q;QAAA,OA

AK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA6DQ,WA7DU,WAAY,G

AAZ,C;UA6DuF,U;UAAjG,WhGuDZ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,EgGvDiD,UA5DhB,GA4DgB,EA5DK,uBAAuB,CA

4DjE,WA5D8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA4D1B,GAAW,qBA5D1C,GA4D0C,EA5DxB,CA4DwB,CAAX,GAA6C,UA5

DvE,WA4DuE,6DAA5D,EA5DE,CA4DF,ChGuDjD,C;;QgGxDA,OACY,W;MADZ,C;KA5BJ,C;iFAgCA,yB;MA

AA,gB;MAAA,8B;MhGjFA,wE;MgGiFA,qD;QA7FW,kBhGoBiD,oB;QgGO9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAA

U,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UAkFiD,U;UAjFnE,

WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,EgGlCgC,UAjFsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAiFhD,kBAA6B,

UAjFjC,WAiFiC,6DAAvC,EAjFmB,CAiFnB,ChGkChC,C;;QgGnCA,OA9EO,W;MA8EP,C;KAjBJ,C;oFAoBA,y

B;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,kE;QAtFc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAA

U,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA2GQ,WA3GU,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UA2GgE,U;UAA1E,WhGSZ,agGnHgB,GhGm

HhB,EgGT+C,UA1GO,uBAAuB,CA0GjE,WA1G8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA0GjC,kBAA6B,UA1GhD,WA0GgD,6D

AAvC,EA1GI,CA0GJ,ChGS/C,C;;QgGVA,OACY,W;MADZ,C;KAtBJ,C;qFA0BA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;Mh

G/HA,wE;MgG+HA,uC;QA3IW,kBhGoBiD,oB;QgGO9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,m

B;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UACC,oB;UAkIc,U;UAAjC,IAlIkD,uBA

AuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAkItF,C;YADA,mBAjI+C,C;;;YAiI/C,mBACkB,UAlIW,GAkIX,EAAe,UA

lIC,WAkID,6DAAf,EAlI6B,CAkI7B,C;;UAlIlB,WhGmHJ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,mB;;QgGaA,OA9HO,W;MA8H

P,C;KAnBJ,C;sFAwBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,oD;QAxIc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,

C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA6JQ,WA7JU,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UACC,oB;UA8Jc,U;U

AAjC,IA9JkD,uBAAuB,CA4JjE,WA5J8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA8JtF,C;YADA,mBA7J+C,C;;;YA6J/C,mBACkB,U

A9JW,GA8JX,EAAe,UA9JC,WA8JD,6DAAf,EA9J6B,CA8J7B,C;;UAFV,WhGzCZ,agGnHgB,GhGmHhB,mB;;Q

gGyCA,OAAY,W;MAAZ,C;KAvBJ,C;;MAxIc,Q;MAAA,OAAK,0B;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,

UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;QACV,kBA+KG,WA/Ke,WAAY,GAAZ,C;QA2GgE,U;QAoE/E,WhG3DP,agGnHgB,G

hGmHhB,EgG2DmC,CA9KmB,uBAAuB,CA8KtE,WA9KmF,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA0GjC,GAoErC,CApEqC,GAA6

B,UA1GhD,WA0GgD,6DAoEnD,IAAM,CAAN,IhG3DnC,C;;MgG2DA,OAAO,W;IAAP,C;;M8CnPkC,kB;MAAu
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B,kB;IAAxB,C;;;MAAC,iB;IANtC,C;;MAM6D,iB;IAN7D,C;;MAAA,wBAMsC,qCANtC,EAM6D,qCAN7D,C;IA

AA,C;;MAAA,OAMsC,mDANtC,IAM6D,wCAN7D,O;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAMsC,sD;MAAuB,sD;MAN7D,a;IA

AA,C;;MAAA,4IAMsC,sCANtC,IAM6D,sCAN7D,I;IAAA,C;wF1IEA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAMuF,wC;M

ANvF,C;MAAA,wD;QAO2C,8B;MAAA,C;MAP3C,8E;MAAA,2B;QAMuF,2C;MAAA,C;KANvF,C;;MAcuC,wC

;IAAD,C;;MACmB,4BAAiB,wBAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;;MAQG,OAAI,oCAAJ,GAA2B,SAAK,KAAhC,GAA0C,I;IAA

1C,C;;MAMc,OAAI,oCAAJ,GAA2B,SAAK,KAAhC,GAA0C,S;IAA1C,C;;MAGrB,wBAAO,CAAP,IAAY,mC;IA

AZ,C;;MAK7C,kBADE,SACF,O;QADJ,OACc,S;WACV,kBAFE,SAEF,c;QAEQ,yCAAwB,MAAO,KAAP,GAAc,

CAAtC,C;UAJZ,OAIuD,S;;UAJvD,OAK6B,mBAAL,SAAK,CAAT,GAA+B,sBAA/B,GAAgD,S;;QALpE,OAOY,

sB;IAPZ,C;;MAaI,kBADE,SACF,O;QADJ,OACc,S;WACV,kBAFE,SAEF,c;QAFJ,OAE8B,mBAAL,SAAK,CAA

T,GAA+B,sBAA/B,GAAgD,S;;QAFrE,OAGY,sB;IAHZ,C;;MAagB,Q;MADhB,aAAa,gB;MACG,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACL,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb

,mBAAmB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,YAAY,iBAAa,YAAb,C;MACZ,YAAY,iBAAa,YAAb,C;MACC,2B;M

AAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;M

AEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;IACX,C;;MU3EqE,gB;IAAA,C;;MAQD,4BAAiB,SAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAOhE,OA

AgB,mBAAhB,C;QAAgB,8B;QAAM,UAAU,OAAV,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAKuC,0B;MACnC,eAAoB,C;IADc,C;;MAE

M,OAAA,eAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MACqC,Q;MAAhC,wBAAa,oBAAmB,mBAAnB,EAAmB,2BAAnB,QAAb,EAA0C,

eAAS,OAAnD,C;IAAA,C;;sFiI5BjD,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAUiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6

B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KAVJ,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;Q

AWiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KAXJ,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;M

AAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAKiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KALJ,C;;MAeI,SAAK,

aAAI,QAAS,aAAb,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;IACT,C;;M/IzCA,wB;MACI,8C;IADJ,C;;MAGgD,oCAAsB,KAAM,U;IA

A5B,C;;MACb,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEH,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEa,Y;IAAA,C;;MAC

O,Y;IAAA,C;;MACd,W;IAAA,C;;MACoB,6B;IAAA,C;;MACvB,6B;IAAA,C;;MACY,8B;IAAA,C;;MAEhB,6B;I

AAA,C;;;;MAjBrC,+B;QAAA,c;;MAAA,wB;IAAA,C;;MA0BuE,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,uE;IAA7B,C;;MAetC,OAAI

,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAjB,GAA0B,QAAN,KAAM,EAAM,qBAAc,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,CAAN,CA

A1B,GAA6E,U;IAA7E,C;kFAEJ,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,mB;QAO8C,iB;MAAA,C;KAP9C,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,

wE;MAAA,mB;QAQ4D,2B;MAAA,C;KAR5D,C;;MAsBiD,gBAA7C,qBAAoB,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAApB,C

;MAAqD,wB;MAArD,OUHO,S;IVGP,C;wFAEJ,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,mB;QAKsD,qB;MAAA,C;KALtD,C;;MA

a8G,gBAAvC,eAAc,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,C;MAA+C,wB;MAA/C,OUlB5D,S;IVkB4D,C;4FAEvE,yB;M

AAA,wE;MAAA,mB;QAK8D,2B;MAAA,C;KAL9D,C;;MAiB+E,OAAM,QAAN,KAAM,EAAM,qBAAc,YAAY,

KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,CAAN,C;IAAN,C;;MAS3E,IAAI,eAAe,CAAnB,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAe,CAAf,I;;MAEX,IA

AI,eAAe,UAAnB,C;QACI,OAAO,gBAAe,eAAe,CAAf,IAAf,K;;MAEX,OAAO,U;IACX,C;;;MAM+D,QAAC,mB

;IAAD,C;;MAa3D,OAAO,qBAAgB,mB;IAC3B,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,4B;QAM2D,uCAAQ,U;MAAR,

C;KAN3D,C;;MAiBI,OAAI,mBAAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;IAAnC,C;yFAEJ,yB;MAuBA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAvB

A,iC;QA8BiC,Q;QAxB2E,OAwBxD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,oBAxBoE,GAwBpE,C;MAxBwD,C;KAN5G,C;+EAQA,

yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QAKiC,Q;QAA7B,OAAgD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,YAAI,GAAJ,C;MAAhD,C;

KALJ,C;;MAYI,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;IACJ,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QAOiC,Q;Q

AA7B,OAAgD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,oBAAY,GAAZ,C;MAAhD,C;KAPJ,C;;MAkBsG,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAc,KAA

d,C;IAAL,C;kFAGtG,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QASiC,Q;QAA7B,OAAuD,CAA1B,+DAA0B,eAAO,

GAAP,C;MAAvD,C;KATJ,C;;MAsBoE,oB;IAAA,C;;MAaA,sB;IAAA,C;kFAEpE,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAI

gE,qBAAK,aAAL,EAAU,eAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAJhE,C;;MAYiF,Q;MAAA,mCAAI,GAAJ,oBAAY,c;IAAZ,C;uG

AGjF,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAMe,Q;QALX,YAAY,oBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAA

C,4BAAY,GAAZ,CAAtB,C;UACI,OAAO,c;;;UAGP,OAAO,sE;;MAEf,C;KARA,C;;MAoBkD,uCAAqB,GAArB,

C;IAAA,C;;MAYvC,Q;MADP,YAAY,oBAAI,GAAJ,C;MACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QACH,aAAa,c;QACb,sBAAI,GAAJ

,EAAS,MAAT,C;QACA,a;;;QAEA,Y;;MALJ,W;IAOJ,C;;MAQwF,OAAA,iBAAQ,W;IAAR,C;;MAQwB,OAAA,i

BAAQ,W;IAAR,C;;MYqwB5F,Q;MAAA,OZ9vBT,iBY8vBS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QZ9vBa

,WY+vBb,aAAgB,OZ/vBe,IY+vB/B,EZ/vBsC,SY+vBZ,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MZ/vBhB,OAA6B,W;IACjC,C;;

MY6vBoB,Q;MAAA,OZnvBT,iBYmvBS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QZnvBa,WYovBb,aZpvB0B
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,SYovBtB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAAyC,OZpvBC,MYovB1C,C;;MZpvBhB,OAA6B,W;IACjC,C;;MAMyB,Q;MA

ArB,wBAAqB,KAArB,gB;QAAqB,aAAA,KAArB,M;QAAK,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EA

AS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;;MAMyB,Q;MAAA,uB;MAArB,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAhB,IAAC,yBAAD,E

AAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;;MAMyB,Q;MAAA,uB;MAArB,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QA

AqB,wB;QAAhB,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,0

D;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAY,mBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,C;QY4sBH,Q;QAAA,OZ9vBT,iBY8v

BS,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UZ9vBa,WY+vBb,aAAgB,OZ/vBe,IY+vB/B,EZ7sB2C,SY6sBjB,C

AAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QZ7sBhB,OAlD6B,W;MAmDjC,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,uE;MAAA,u

C;QAYW,kBAAU,mBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,C;QY6rBD,Q;QAAA,OZnvBT,iBYmvBS,W;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UZnvBa,WYovBb,aZ9rByC,SY8rBrC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAAyC,OZpvBC,MYovB1C

,C;;QZ9rBhB,OAtD6B,W;MAuDjC,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QADd,aAAa,oB;Q

ACC,OAAA,SA3FsE,QAAQ,W;QA2F5F,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,KAAM,IAAhB,CAAJ,C;

YACI,MAAO,aAAI,KAAM,IAAV,EAAe,KAAM,MAArB,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAdA,C;8FAgBA,yB;

MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QADd,aAAa,oB;QACC,OAAA,SA3GsE,QAAQ,W;QA2G5F,OAAc,cAAd,C;U

AAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,KAAM,MAAhB,CAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,aAAI,KAAM,IAAV,EAAe,KAAM,MAAr

B,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAwBoB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SA3HoE,QAAQ,W;MA2H5F,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAA

zB,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,oB;QAfA,Q;QAAA,OA3

HoE,iBAAQ,W;QA2H5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAcmC,SAd/B,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,W

AAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;;QAapB,OAVO,W;MAWX,C;KARA,C;;MAiBoB,Q;MAAA

,OAAA,SApJoE,QAAQ,W;MAoJ5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;

UACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,w

E;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,oB;QAfH,Q;QAAA,OApJoE,iBAAQ,W;QAoJ5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,IAAI,CAckC,SAdjC,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;

;QAapB,OAVO,W;MAWX,C;KARA,C;;MAkBqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eAC

H,C;YAAK,iB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,aAAU,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,GAA+B,oBAAW,OAAh

D,C;YAAL,K;kBACQ,0BAAM,qBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,CAAN,C;YAHL,K;;QAAP,W;;MAMJ,OAAoC,o

BAA7B,mBAAM,oBAAN,CAA6B,C;IACxC,C;;MAMwB,SAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,kB;IAAA,C;;MAQyD,QA

AM,gBAAN,C;aACzD,C;UADyD,OACpD,U;aACL,C;UAFyD,OAEpD,MAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;gBAFoD

,OAGjD,mBAAM,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAN,C;;IAHiD,C;;MAUrC,OAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,k

B;IAAA,C;;MAQwD,OAA6B,oBAA7B,mBAAM,oBAAN,CAA6B,C;IAA7B,C;;MAMpC,SAApB,WAAoB,Y;M

AApB,kB;IAAA,C;;MAQiD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aACjD,C;UADiD,OAC5C,U;aACL,C;UAFiD,OaxY8B,uB;gBbwY9

B,OAGzC,uB;;IAHyC,C;;MAYc,4BAAc,SAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAO/D,WAAoB,0B;MAApB,kB;IAAA,C;;MASA,Q;

MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAAoB,MAAM,IAAN,C;;QAAqC,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,wB

AAS,UAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,C;QAAjE,OU5eO,W;;MV4eP,W;IAAA,C;;MASA,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C

;QAAA,OAA0B,MAAN,KAAM,C;;QAAiC,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,4B;QAAnE,OUrfO,W;;MVqfP,W

;IAAA,C;;MASA,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAA0B,QAAN,KAAM,C;;QAAiC,kBAApB,qBAAc,S

AAd,C;QAA4B,0B;QAAnE,OU9fO,W;;MV8fP,W;IAAA,C;;MASoB,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAA4B,4B;MA

A5B,OAA4C,oBUvgBrC,WVugBqC,C;IAA5C,C;;MASoB,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAA4B,+B;MAA5B,OUhh

BO,W;IVghBP,C;;MAQA,sBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;IACJ,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MA

CJ,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,yBAAO,G

AAP,C;IACJ,C;;MASwB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAsCL,6B;MAtCA,OAA+C,oBUlkBxC,WVkkBwC,C;IAA/C,

C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAqCK,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MArCV,OAAgD,oBU5kBzC,WV4kByC,C;IAAh

D,C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAoCK,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MApCV,OAAgD,oBUtlBzC,WVslByC,C;IAAh

D,C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAmCK,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MAnCV,OAAgD,oBUhmBzC,WVgmByC,C;I

AAhD,C;;MAQA,uBAAO,GAAP,C;IACJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EA

AU,IAAV,C;MACd,C;KAPA,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;
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MACd,C;KAPA,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;MACd,C;KA

PA,C;;MAWsD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aAClD,C;UADkD,OAC7C,U;aACL,C;UAFkD,gB;gBAAA,OAG1C,S;;IAH0C,C

;;MgJvsBlD,IAAI,wCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,SAAK,4BAAqB,GAArB,C;MAET,4B;MhJgQI,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgJ

3Pa,GhJ2Pb,C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgJ5PG,GhJ4PH,CAAtB,C;QgJ5PgC,MAAM,2BAAuB,wCAAvB,C

;;;QhJgQlC,2BAAO,sE;;MgJhQX,+B;IACJ,C;;MAYQ,kBADE,SACF,kB;QADJ,OACkC,YAAT,SAAK,IAAI,EAA

Y,YAAZ,C;;QADlC,OAEY,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;IAFZ,C;;MAgBI,kBADE,SACF,yB;QADJ,OA

CyC,cAAT,SAAK,IAAI,EAAY,YAAZ,C;;QADzC,OAEY,8BAA0B,SAA1B,EAAgC,YAAhC,C;IAFZ,C;;;;;;;;MA

gBuC,wB;MAAoC,0B;IAArC,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MACK,OAAI,OAAJ,QAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;IAAJ,C;;MAC

b,OAAI,SAAJ,QAAI,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,W;IAAJ,C;;MACH,OAAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAA

A,QAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,QAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACoB,OAAA,QAAI,qBAAc,KAAd,C;IA

AJ,C;;MACjC,OAAA,QAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACS,OAAA,QAAI,O;I

AAJ,C;;MACQ,OAAA,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAEA,gBAAJ,Q;MAAI,4B;MhJwMxC,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgJnMyD,G

hJmMzD,C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgJpM+C,GhJoM/C,CAAtB,C;QACI,2BgJrMwE,mB;;;QhJwMxE,2BA

AO,sE;;MgJxMoC,+B;IAAA,C;;;MAGL,wB;MAA2C,0B;IAA5C,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MACE,OAAI,OAAJ,Q

AAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;IAAJ,C;;MACb,OAAI,SAAJ,QAAI,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,W;IAAJ,C;;MACH,O

AAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,QAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MAC

oB,OAAA,QAAI,qBAAc,KAAd,C;IAAJ,C;;MACjC,OAAA,QAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,QAAI

,K;IAAJ,C;;MACS,OAAA,QAAI,O;IAAJ,C;;MACsB,OAAA,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAE/B,OAAA,QAAI,aAAI,GAA

J,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAJ,C;;MACP,OAAA,QAAI,cAAO,GAAP,C;IAAJ,C;;MACS,QAAI,gBAAO,IAAP,C;IAAJ,C

;;MACpB,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAE4B,gBAAJ,Q;MAAI,4B;MhJmLxC,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgJ9KyD,GhJ8KzD,C;M

ACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgJ/K+C,GhJ+K/C,CAAtB,C;QACI,2BgJhLwE,mB;;;QhJmLxE,2BAAO,sE;;MgJnLo

C,+B;IAAA,C;;oFCxFnD,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qC;QAUiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,eA

AO,OAAP,C;MAA3D,C;KAVJ,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,sC;QASiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA2D,CA

A9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,QAAV,C;MAA3D,C;KATJ,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,sC;QASiC,Q;Q

AA7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,QAAV,C;MAA3D,C;KATJ,C;;MAiB6D,kCAAS,KAAT,C;IAAA,C;;M

AOzD,SAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;IACT,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;

MACT,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;

4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,SAAK,cAA

O,OAAP,C;IACT,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C

;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA

,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;;MAYU,IAIe,I;MAHjB,kBADE,QACF,

c;QAAiB,OAAO,yBAAO,QAAP,C;;QAEpB,aAAsB,K;QACT,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,o

BAAI,IAAJ,CAAJ,C;YAAe,SAAS,I;;QAC5B,OAAO,M;;IAGnB,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,aAAsB,K;MACT,0B;MAA

b,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,oBAAI,IAAJ,CAAJ,C;UAAe,SAAS,I;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,yBAAgB,OAAT,QAAS,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAKkF,gCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAK

A,gCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,KAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAG9E,iBAAa,KAAb,C;MvI7FgB,kBuI8FX,oB;MACD,OAAO,q

BAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,kBAAV,6BAAJ,C;UACI,oB;UACA,WAAS,I;;MAGrB,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAK8E,

kCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAKA,kCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,KAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAI9D,UAGS,M

AHT,EAcY,MAdZ,EAc6B,M;MAfzC,IAAI,uCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAoC,cAA5B,sEAA4B,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,uBA

AzB,C;MAExC,iBAAsB,C;MACD,oC;MAArB,qBAAkB,CAAlB,mC;QACI,cAAc,sBAAK,SAAL,C;QACd,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,MAAsB,uBAA1B,C;UACI,Q;QAEJ,IAAI,eAAc,SAAlB,C;UACI,sBAAK,UAAL,EAAmB,OAAnB

,C;QAEJ,+B;;MAEJ,IAAI,aAAa,cAAjB,C;QACwB,oC;QAAiB,mB;QAArC,oE;UACI,2BAAS,WAAT,C;QAEJ,O

AAO,I;;;QAEP,OAAO,K;;IAEf,C;;MAMW,iBAAmB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MAnLG,Q;MAmL7B,O

AnL2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,UAAV,C;IAoL/D,C;;MAMI,UAAmB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACnB,OlJ7CwD,CkJ

6CjD,GlJ7CkD,UkJ6ClD,IAAoB,4BAAU,GAAV,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OxJgtMO,EwJhtMA,QxJwoMA,YAAQ,CA

wER,CwJhtMA,IAAyB,4BAAmB,UAAT,QAAS,CAAnB,C;IACpC,C;;MAMW,iBAAmB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,

SAAhC,C;MA9LG,Q;MA8L7B,OA9L2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,UAAV,C;IA+L/D,C;;MAMI,IxJksMO,EwJls

MH,QxJ0nMG,YAAQ,CAwER,CwJlsMP,C;QACI,OAAO,4BAAmB,UAAT,QAAS,CAAnB,C;;QAEP,OAAO,wB;
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IACf,C;;MAMI,UAAmB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACnB,IlJ7EwD,CkJ6EpD,GlJ7EqD,UkJ6EzD,C;QACI,OAAO,4BAA

U,GAAV,C;;QAEP,OAAO,wB;IACf,C;;MAGI,alJpFwD,CAAC,mB;MkJqFzD,iB;MACA,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MA

SI,aAAU,2BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,sBAAK

,CAAL,C;QACX,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,C;QACA,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,IAAV,C;;IAER,

C;;MAO+E,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,8B;MAAxB,OvIzMpD,W;IuIyMoD,C;;MClRiB,uB;MAAjC,0B;IAAD,C;;MA

CX,OAAA,eAAS,K;IAAT,C;;MACG,mCAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGgC,8B;MAAxC,0B;IA

AD,C;;MACM,OAAA,eAAS,K;IAAT,C;;MACG,mCAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAEX,eAAS,Q;I

AAT,C;;MACgB,OAAA,eAAS,kBAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;IAAT,C;;MAEO,OAAA,eAAS,aAAI,0BAAo

B,KAApB,CAAJ,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;IAAT,C;;MAE1C,eAAS,aAAI,2BAAqB,KAArB,CAAJ,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;IA

Cb,C;;;MAIgB,Q;MAAA,kC;MAAhB,IAAa,CAAT,0BAAJ,C;QAAA,OAA2B,8BAAY,KAAZ,I;;QAAuB,MAAM,

8BAA0B,mBAAgB,KAAhB,2BAA0C,gBAAG,2BAAH,CAA1C,OAA1B,C;IAAxD,C;;MAGgB,Q;MAAA,qB;MA

AhB,IAAa,CAAT,0BAAJ,C;QAAA,OAAsB,iBAAO,KAAP,I;;QAAkB,MAAM,8BAA0B,oBAAiB,KAAjB,2BAA

2C,gBAAG,cAAH,CAA3C,OAA1B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAQ2C,gCAAqB,SAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAQc,wBAAa,SAAb,C;

IAAA,C;;;;;M7I9B0B,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;M8Ic8G,mB;QAAE,kBAAS,aAAT

,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAT,oCAAS,sBAAT,C;IAAA,C;8FAErG,yB;MAAA,kD;M9IhBA,kC;MAAA,0C;;QAQ

uF,wC;MARvF,C;MAAA,wD;QAS2C,8B;MAAA,C;MAT3C,8E;;Q8ImB2I,mB;UAAE,gBAAS,qBAAT,C;QAAF,

C;MAAA,C;MAH3I,gC;QAGkI,kCAAS,mCAAT,C;MAAA,C;KAHlI,C;;MAaI,eAAe,6B;MACf,oBAA0B,+BAA

N,KAAM,EAAwC,QAAxC,EAA+D,QAA/D,C;MAC1B,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,gC;QA

GkI,gBAAS,aAAT,C;MAAA,C;KAHlI,C;;IAgB0C,C;;MA2BlC,IAAI,uCAA0B,QAAS,UAAvC,C;QAAkD,M;MA

ClD,OAAO,sBAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IACX,C;;MAUqD,6BAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;MAed,wB;MAC

vC,eAAoB,C;MACpB,mBAA4B,I;MAC5B,sBAAyC,I;MACzC,gBAAoC,I;IAJxC,C;;MAOQ,OAAO,IAAP,C;QA

CI,QAAM,YAAN,C;eACI,C;YAAA,K;eACA,C;YACI,IAAI,kCAAe,UAAnB,C;cACI,eAAQ,C;cACR,OAAO,I;;;c

AEP,sBAAe,I;;;YALvB,K;eAOA,C;YAAc,OAAO,K;eACrB,C;eAAA,C;YAAgC,OAAO,I;kBAC/B,MAAM,yB;;Q

AGlB,eAAQ,C;QACR,WAAW,4B;QACX,gBAAW,I;QACX,I/FhGR,oBD6CQ,WgGmDY,kBhGnDZ,CC7CR,C;;I

+FkGA,C;;MAGU,IASe,I;MATrB,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACI,C;aAAA,C;UAAsC,OAAO,qB;aAC7C,C;UACI,eAAQ,

C;UACR,OAAO,kCAAe,O;aAE1B,C;UACI,eAAQ,C;UACR,aACa,mF;UACb,mBAAY,I;UACZ,OAAO,M;gBAE

H,MAAM,yB;;IAEtB,C;;MAGI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;;QAA8B,OAAO,W;IAC/D,C;;MAE4C

,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACxC,C;UADwC,OAC1B,6B;aACd,C;UAFwC,OAExB,6BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;gBAFwB,OAGh

C,6BAAsB,uCAAoC,YAA1D,C;;IAHgC,C;;MAUK,oB;QACzC,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,yB;MAFyC,C;IAAA,

C;;MAF7C,mBAAY,K;MACZ,eAAQ,C;MACR,OAA6C,0CAAtC,c;IAIX,C;;MAMiD,oB;QACzC,wCAAW,C;QA

AX,OACA,yB;MAFyC,C;IAAA,C;;MAH7C,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,M;MACzB,sBAAe,Q;MACf,e

AAQ,C;MACR,OAA6C,6CAAtC,c;IAIX,C;;MhGrBO,Q;MADP,egG0BI,MhG1BJ,C;MACO,QgGyBH,MhGzBG,

+D;MgG0BH,eAAQ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGY,0C;IAAA,C;;;M9IpLuE,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IA

T3C,gF;sFAAA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,0C;;QAQuF,wC;MARvF,C;MAAA,wD;QAS2C,8B;MAAA,C;MAT3C,8E;

MAAA,2B;QAQuF,2C;MAAA,C;KARvF,C;;MAiBgE,mB;QAAE,sB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAT,OAAkB,2CAAT

,+BAAS,E;IAAlB,C;;MAOM,OAAI,QZy0MtD,YAAQ,CYz0M0C,GAAwB,eAAxB,GAAsD,WAAT,QAAS,C;IA

AtD,C;;MAKf,kC;IAAA,C;;MAE9C,6B;IAAA,C;;MACiD,kC;IAAA,C;;MACjB,kC;IAAA,C;;MACA,kC;IAAA,C

;;;;MAHhC,oC;QAAA,mB;;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;oFAMA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,4B;QAM4D,uCAAQ,e;MAAR,C

;KAN5D,C;;MAgB4F,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,wC;MAAA,wD;MAAA,kC;IAO5F,C;;;;;;;;;cANI,eAAe,

uBAAa,W;cAC5B,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;gBACI,gB;gCAAA,sCAAS,QAAT,O;oBAAA,kBcjER,yB;yBdiEQ,yB;g

BAAA,Q;;;gBAEA,gB;gCAAA,sCAAS,iCAAT,O;oBAAA,kBcnER,yB;yBdmEQ,yB;gBAAA,Q;;;;;;cAJJ,W;;cAA

A,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAMJ,C;;MAP4F,yD;uBAAA,uG;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;MAAA,C;IAAA,C;;MAAT,gB

AAS,uCAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAcX,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAAxB,4BAAQ,cAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAQU,OAAA,

EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAAxB,4BAAQ,gBAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAMxB,S;IAAG,C;;MAFzB,Q;MADZ,IAAI,8CAAJ,

C;QACI,OAA4C,CAApC,2EAAoC,kBAAQ,QAAR,C;;MAEhD,OAAO,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,gBAAzB,EAA

iC,QAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAFb,YAAY,gB;MACZ,YAAY,gB;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,s

B;QACT,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;

IACX,C;;MAWI,wB;QAAA,WAAgC,I;MADhC,0B;MACA,0B;MACA,4B;IAH+B,C;;MAMQ,oD;MACnC,gBAA
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e,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,OAAO,aAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,WAAW,

aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,wCAAU,IAAV,MAAmB,sCAAvB,C;UACI,gBAAW,I;UACX,iBAAY,C;UACZ,M;;;MAG

R,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAWW,Q;MARP,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QAC

I,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,a;MACb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MAEZ,OAAO,yE;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAA

a,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;;MAjCmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MA2C/B,0B;MAAmC,gC;IAA

/C,C;;MAC2C,0D;MACnC,gBAAe,oCAAS,W;IADW,C;;MAG/B,OAAO,6CAAY,aAAS,OAArB,C;IACX,C;;MA

GI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MARmC,4D;IAAA,C;;MAYnC,OAAO,uBAA4B,eAA5B,EAAsC,kBAAtC,EAAm

D,QAAnD,C;IACX,C;;;MASQ,0B;MAAmC,gC;IAA/C,C;;MAC2C,wE;MACnC,gBAAe,2CAAS,W;MACxB,aAA

Y,C;IAFuB,C;;MAIO,Q;MAAtC,OAAO,oDAAY,oBAAmB,iBAAnB,EAAmB,yBAAnB,QAAZ,EAAyC,aAAS,O

AAlD,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MATmC,mE;IAAA,C;;;MAkB/B,0B;IAAZ,C;;MAEQ,gBA

Ae,gCAAS,W;MACxB,aAAY,C;IAFqC,C;;MAIN,Q;MAAvC,OAAO,iBAAa,oBAAmB,iBAAnB,EAAmB,yBAAn

B,QAAb,EAA0C,aAAS,OAAnD,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MATiD,wD;IAAA,C;;;MAoBrD,

4B;MACA,4B;MACA,4B;IAHJ,C;;MAK2C,gD;MACnC,iBAAgB,gCAAU,W;MAC1B,iBAAgB,gCAAU,W;IAFS,

C;;MAI/B,OAAO,sCAAU,cAAU,OAApB,EAA4B,cAAU,OAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,cAAU,UAAV,IAAu

B,cAAU,U;IAC5C,C;;;MATmC,uD;IAAA,C;;;MAevC,0B;MACA,gC;MACA,0B;IAHJ,C;;MAK2C,sD;MACnC,g

BAAe,kCAAS,W;MACxB,oBAAiC,I;IAFE,C;;MAK/B,IAAI,CAAC,2BAAL,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,OAAO,

gCAAe,O;IAC1B,C;;MAGI,OAAO,2B;IACX,C;;MAGQ,Q;MAAJ,IAAI,iEAA2B,KAA/B,C;QACI,oBAAe,I;MAE

nB,OAAO,yBAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;UAEP,cAAc,aAAS,O;UACvB,uBAAu

B,wCAAS,2CAAY,OAAZ,CAAT,C;UACvB,IAAI,gBAAiB,UAArB,C;YACI,oBAAe,gB;YACf,OAAO,I;;;;MAIn

B,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;MA/BmC,0D;IAAA,C;;;;;;MAgDvC,0B;MACA,8B;MACA,0B;MC5QA,IAAI,EDgRQ,qBA

Ac,CChRtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD+Q2B,+CAA4C,iB;QC9QvE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,E

DiRQ,mBAAY,CCjRpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBDgRyB,6CAA0C,e;QC/QnE,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MA

FV,IAAI,EDkRQ,mBAAY,iBClRpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBDiRkC,0DAAuD,eAAvD,WAAmE,iB;QChRrG,MAAM,g

CAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;IDuQe,C;;MAYM,yBAAW,iBAAX,I;IAAA,C;;MAEU,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAgB,

eAAhB,GAAqC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,oBAAa,CAAb,IAAtB,EAAsC,eAAtC,C;IAArC,C;;MACA,OAAI,KAAK,

YAAT,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,iBAAtB,EAAkC,oBAAa,CAAb,IAAlC,C;IAA1B,C;;MA

Ef,wC;MAEtB,gBAAe,2BAAS,W;MACxB,gBAAe,C;IAHO,C;;MAOlB,OAAO,gBAAW,kCAAX,IAAyB,aAAS,

UAAzC,C;QACI,aAAS,O;QACT,qC;;IAER,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAQ,gBAAW,gCAAZ,IAAyB,aAAS,U;IAC7C,

C;;MAGI,a;MACA,IAAI,iBAAY,gCAAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,qC;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;;M

AxBsB,mD;IAAA,C;;;MAiC1B,0B;MACA,oB;MC5TA,IAAI,EDgUQ,gBAAS,CChUjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD+TsB,y

CAAsC,YAAtC,M;QC9TtB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;IDwTgB,C;;MASe,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAg

B,eAAhB,GAAqC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,CAAtB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;IAArC,C;;MACA,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GA

AgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,iBAAa,eAAb,EAAuB,CAAvB,C;IAA1B,C;;MAGrC,YAAW,yB;MACX,gBAAe,4BAAS,W;

IAFW,C;;MAK/B,IAAI,cAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,6B;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAGI,

OAAO,YAAO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAS,U;IAChC,C;;;MAbmC,oD;IAAA,C;;;MAuBvC,0B;MACA,4B;IAFJ,C;;MAI2C

,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,IAAI,aAAS,UAAb,C

;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,wCAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,iBAAY,C;UACZ,gBAAW,I;UACX,M;;;M

AGR,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAQiB,Q;MALb,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;Q

ACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aACa,gF;MAGb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,m

BAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;;MAnCmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MA4CvC,0B;MACA,oB;

MC7YA,IAAI,EDgZQ,gBAAS,CChZjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD+YsB,yCAAsC,YAAtC,M;QC9YtB,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;IDyYgB,C;;MK/TnB,SLuUmC,eAAQ,CAAR,I;MAAD,OAA4B,KAAK,CAAT,GAAY,yBAAZ

,GAAuC,iBAAa,eAAb,EAAuB,EAAvB,C;IAA/D,C;;MKvUlC,SLwUmC,eAAQ,CAAR,I;MAAD,OAA4B,KAAK,

CAAT,GAAY,yBAAZ,GAAuC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,YAAtB,EAA6B,EAA7B,C;IAA/D,C;;MAGrC,gBAAe,4B

AAS,W;MACxB,YAAW,yB;IAFwB,C;;MAM/B,OAAO,YAAO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAS,UAA5B,C;QACI,aAAS,O;Q

ACT,6B;;IAER,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MAp

BmC,oD;IAAA,C;;;MA8BvC,0B;MACA,4B;IAFJ,C;;MAK2C,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E

;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,OAAO,aAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,
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wCAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;UACI,gBAAW,I;UACX,iBAAY,C;UACZ,M;;;MAGR,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAQqB,Q;

MALjB,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,a;MAEJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,aACa,gF;QACb,gBAAW,I;QACX

,iBAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,M;;MAEX,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,a;MACJ,O

AAO,mBAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,aAAS,U;IACtC,C;;;MAnCmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MAuCL,sB;MAAiC,gC;IAAlC,C;;MA

CM,4BAAiB,aAAO,WAAxB,EAAoC,kBAApC,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGgE,2B;MAAtE,sB;MAAiC,gC;MAClE,kBAAu

B,c;IADS,C;;MAI5B,OAAO,aAAO,UAAd,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAO,O;QAClB,UAAU,mBAAY,IAAZ,C;QAEV,IA

AI,eAAS,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAb,C;UACI,mBAAQ,IAAR,C;UACA,M;;;MAIR,W;IACJ,C;;;MAIqC,wC;MAAuC,kC;

IAAxC,C;;MACG,oD;MACnC,gBAAmB,I;MACnB,iBAAqB,E;IAFc,C;;MAK/B,gBAAe,mBAAa,EAAjB,GAAqB

,+CAArB,GAA4C,2CAAa,4BAAb,C;MACvD,iBAAgB,qBAAJ,GAAsB,CAAtB,GAA6B,C;IAC7C,C;;MAQiB,Q;

MALb,IAAI,iBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,iB;MAEJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,8D;MA

Eb,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,iBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IAC

xB,C;;;MAzBmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MAwCvC,OAAW,iDAAJ,GAAwC,SAAxC,GAAkD,4BAAwB,SAAxB,C;IAC7D,

C;;MAc2C,qB;QAAE,6B;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvC,OAA2D,cAApD,sBAAkB,YAAlB,EAAgC,qCAAhC,CAA

oD,C;IAC/D,C;;MAoB0B,mB;QAAE,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAHtB,OAAI,YAAJ,GACI,2BADJ,GAGI,sBAAkB

,+BAAlB,EAA4B,YAA5B,C;IAHJ,C;;MAmBA,6BAAkB,YAAlB,EAAgC,YAAhC,C;IAAA,C;;MJ3mBJ,wB;MA

CI,8C;IADJ,C;;MAGgD,oCAAmB,KAAM,U;IAAzB,C;;MACb,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEH,Q;IAAA,

C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MACiB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACgB,OAAA,QAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAEtB,kC;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,6B;I

AAA,C;;;;MAdrC,+B;QAAA,c;;MAAA,wB;IAAA,C;;MAsBoC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAQe,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,GAAgB

,CAApB,GAAgC,MAAT,QAAS,CAAhC,GAA6C,U;IAA7C,C;iFAEnD,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,mB;QAKwC,iB;

MAAA,C;KALxC,C;6FAOA,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,mB;QAQsD,2B;MAAA,C;KARtD,C;;MAeiE,OAAS,aAAT,Q

AAS,EAAa,qBAAc,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAd,CAAb,C;IAAT,C;uFAEjE,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,mB;QAGgD,

qB;MAAA,C;KAHhD,C;;MAM2D,OAAS,aAAT,QAAS,EAAa,eAAQ,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAR,CAAb,C;IA

AT,C;2FAE3D,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,mB;QAGwD,2B;MAAA,C;KAHxD,C;;MASmE,OAAS,aAAT,QAAS,EAA

a,qBAAc,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAd,CAAb,C;IAAT,C;sFAEnE,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,4B;QAEkD,uCAAQ,U

;MAAR,C;KAFlD,C;;MAIgD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aAC5C,C;UAD4C,OACvC,U;aACL,C;UAF4C,OAEvC,MAAM,o

BAAW,OAAjB,C;gBAFuC,OAGpC,S;;IAHoC,C;;MIxEuC,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,g

F;;MCyBI,IAAI,E8I3BI,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,OAAO,C9I2BvB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8I3BI,aAAJ,GACI,yEADJ,GAGI,

8C;Q9IyBJ,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I8IvBd,C;;MAIoB,mB;QAAE,wBAAiB,gCAAjB,EAA6B,YAA7

B,EAAmC,YAAnC,EAAyC,sBAAzC,EAAyD,mBAAzD,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B

,IAA1B,C;MACA,oCAAgB,6EAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAI6B,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,wC;MAAA,wC;MA

AA,gD;MAAA,sD;MAAA,4D;MAAA,wB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,uB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,wB;MAAA,qB;MAAA,4B;

MAAA,kC;IAkCzB,C;;;;;;;;;+BAjCc,0BAAO,uBAAP,I;cACV,IAAI,kBAAO,CAAX,C;oCACiB,iBAAa,uBAAb,C;

kCACF,C;gBACD,6C;gBAAV,iB;;;;sCAaa,eAAc,uBAAd,C;gBACH,+C;gBAAV,gB;;;;;;;cAAA,KAAU,2BAAV,C

;gBAAA,gB;;;;cAAU,kC;cACN,mBAAO,WAAI,GAAJ,C;cACP,IAAI,mBAAO,SAAX,C;gBACI,gB;gCAAA,iCA

AU,8BAAJ,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6B,iBAAU,mBAAV,CAAnC,O;oBAAA,kBjI5CpB,yB;yBiI4CoB,yB;gBAAA,

Q;;;gBADJ,gB;;;;;cAEI,mBAAO,qBAAY,uBAAZ,C;cAFX,gB;;;cAFJ,gB;;;cAOA,IAAI,iCAAJ,C;gBACI,gB;;;;gB

ADJ,iB;;;;;cACI,IAAO,mBAAO,KAAd,IAAqB,uBAArB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;;cACI,gB;8BAAA,iCAAU,8BAAJ,GAAi

B,mBAAjB,GAA6B,iBAAU,mBAAV,CAAnC,O;kBAAA,kBjIlDpB,yB;uBiIkDoB,yB;cAAA,Q;;cACA,mBAAO,q

BAAY,uBAAZ,C;cAFX,gB;;;cAIA,IrJyH4C,CqJzHxC,mBrJyHyC,UqJzH7C,C;gBAAyB,gB;gCAAA,iCAAM,mB

AAN,O;oBAAA,kBjIrDzC,yB;yBiIqDyC,yB;gBAAA,Q;;;gBAAzB,iB;;;;;cA9BR,W;;cAyBI,iB;;;cAxBJ,iB;;;cAGI,

KAAU,yBAAV,C;gBAAA,iB;;;;6BAAU,sB;cACN,IAAI,kBAAO,CAAX,C;gBAAgB,oCAAQ,CAAR,I;gBAAW,i

B;;;;gBAA3B,iB;;;;;cACA,iBAAO,WAAI,YAAJ,C;cACP,IAAI,iBAAO,KAAP,KAAe,uBAAnB,C;gBACI,iB;gCA

AA,iCAAM,iBAAN,O;oBAAA,kBjI/BpB,yB;yBiI+BoB,yB;gBAAA,Q;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cAEI,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;gBA

AiB,iBAAO,Q;;gBAAa,oBAAS,iBAAU,uBAAV,C;cAC9C,kBAAO,c;cAHX,iB;;;cAHJ,iB;;;cASA,IrJ0IgD,CqJ1I5

C,iBrJ0I6C,UqJ1IjD,C;gBACI,IAAI,qCAAkB,iBAAO,KAAP,KAAe,uBAArC,C;kBAA2C,iB;kCAAA,iCAAM,iB

AAN,O;sBAAA,kBjIrC3D,yB;2BiIqC2D,yB;kBAAA,Q;;;kBAA3C,iB;;;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cAbJ,W;;cAaI,iB;;;cAZJ,iB

;;;cAgCJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAAA,C;;MAlCyB,yD;uBAAA,6K;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;MAAA,C;IAAA,C;;M

ADzB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,2B;MAChC,OAAO,WAAkB,0EAAlB,C;IAmCX,C;;MAEiE,
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uB;MAA7B,kB;MAChC,mBAA6B,C;MAC7B,eAAyB,C;IAFM,C;;MAK3B,+DAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,E

AAsC,WAAK,KAA3C,C;MACA,mBAAiB,S;MACjB,eAAa,UAAU,SAAV,I;IACjB,C;;MAGI,+DAAkB,KAAlB,E

AAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEA,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;MASc,uB;M

AArB,wB;M9IlDxB,IAAI,E8IoDQ,iBAAY,C9IpDpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8ImDyB,2DAAwD,a;Q9IlDjF,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M8IqDV,gBAAqB,gBAAmB,aAAnB,O;MACrB,oBAA8B,C;MAE9B,sBAAyB,C;IARF,

C;;MAQvB,0B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;MAMW,Q;MAFP,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAEA,OA

AO,sBAyFmC,CAzF5B,iBAyF6B,GAzFV,KAyFU,IAAD,IAAa,aAzFhD,4D;IACX,C;;MAEe,qBAAQ,a;IAAR,C;;

MAEwB,sC;MAAS,2B;MAC5C,eAAoB,oB;MACpB,eAAoB,4B;IAFe,C;;MASnB,Q;MAJZ,IAAI,iBAAS,CAAb,C

;QACI,W;;;QAGA,mBAAQ,sCAAO,YAAP,4DAAR,C;QACA,eA0EkC,CA1E1B,YA0E2B,GA1Eb,CA0Ea,IAAD,

IAAa,6B;QAzE/C,mC;;IAER,C;;;MAbmC,kD;IAAA,C;;MAmB0B,UAQ1C,MAR0C,EAe1C,MAf0C,EAqBtD,M;

MAtBP,aACQ,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,IAAK,KAAtB,GAAkC,UAAN,KAAM,EAAO,IAAK,KAAZ,CAAlC,GAAy

D,kD;MAE7D,WAAW,IAAK,K;MAEhB,WAAW,C;MACX,UAAU,iB;MAEV,OAAO,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,MAA

M,aAA5B,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,wBAAO,GAAP,gE;QACf,mB;QACA,iB;;MAGJ,MAAM,C;MACN,OAA

O,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,wBAAO,GAAP,gE;QACf,mB;QACA,iB;;MAEJ,IAAI,MAAO,OAA

P,GAAc,IAAK,KAAvB,C;QAA6B,OAAO,IAAK,KAAZ,IAAoB,I;MAEjD,OAAO,uD;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,qB

AAQ,gBAAa,SAAb,OAAR,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,6BAAsB,qBAAtB,C;;MAGV,cA6B0

C,CA7BnC,iBA6BoC,GA7BjB,SA6BiB,IAAD,IAAa,aA7BvD,IAAmC,O;MACnC,6B;IACJ,C;;M9I9HA,IAAI,E8I

oIQ,KAAK,C9IpIb,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8ImIkB,wC;Q9IlIlB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,E8IqI

Q,KAAK,S9IrIb,CAAJ,C;QACI,gB8IoIqB,wEAA8D,S;Q9InInF,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M8IqIN,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAR,C;QACI,YAAY,iB;QACZ,UAgBsC,CAhB5B,KAgB6B,GAhBf,CAgBe,IAAD,IAAa,a;QAdnD,IA

AI,QAAQ,GAAZ,C;UACW,OAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,KAAX,EAAkB,aAAlB,C;UACA,OAAP,aAAO,E

AAK,IAAL,EAAW,CAAX,EAAc,GAAd,C;;;UAEA,OAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,KAAX,EAAkB,GAAlB,

C;;QAGX,oBAAa,G;QACb,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;;IAER,C;;MAI8C,QAAC,YAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,a;IAAb,C;;;M

CjL9C,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;

MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,O1J8B4E,0B0J9BrE,kBAAM,CAAN,C1J8K2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E

0J9B1D,K1J8KgB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C0J9BrE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,O1J4B4E,0B0J5BrE,kBAAM,CAA

N,C1J4K2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E0J5B1D,K1J4KgB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C0J5BrE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QA

CJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,CAA

X,C;UACA,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKI,YAAY,aAA

U,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,UAAU,KA

AV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,

KAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,C;IACR,C;;MAMI,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,K

AAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,OxJK6E,0BwJLtE,kBAAM,CAAN,Cx

J8I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EwJL3D,KxJ8IgB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CwJLtE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,OxJG

6E,0BwJHtE,kBAAM,CAAN,CxJ4I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EwJH3D,KxJ4IgB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CwJH

tE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAA

W,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UACA,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;;MAGR,OAAO,C;IAC

X,C;;MAKI,YAAY,aAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,C

AAJ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QAC

I,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,C;IACR,C;;MAMI,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,k

BAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,OzJpB8D,Yy

JoBvD,kBAAM,CAAN,CzJpBwE,KAAjB,EyJoB5C,KzJpByE,KAA7B,CyJoBvD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,OzJtB8

D,YyJsBvD,kBAAM,CAAN,CzJtBwE,KAAjB,EyJsB5C,KzJtByE,KAA7B,CyJsBvD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAA

I,KAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UA

CA,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKI,YAAY,aAAU,KAA

V,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EA

AiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,

EAAwB,KAAxB,C;IACR,C;;MAMI,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IA
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AD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,O1H7C+D,a0H6CxD,kBAAM,CAAN,C1H7C

0E,KAAlB,E0H6C7C,K1H7C2E,KAA9B,C0H6CxD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,O1H/C+D,a0H+CxD,kBAAM,CAA

N,C1H/C0E,KAAlB,E0H+C7C,K1H/C2E,KAA9B,C0H+CxD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;UA

CI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UACA,kBAAM,CAAN,E

AAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;;MAGR,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKI,YAAY,aAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAA

uB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,Q

AAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,C;I

ACR,C;;MAQ+C,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAE

A,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,YAAU,KAAV

,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,

EAAoB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAApB,C;IAAA,C;;M5I1IuD,4C;IAAtG,C;IAAA,+D;MAC4C,+BAAW,CA

AX,EAAc,CAAd,C;IAAA,C;IAD5C,oF;;MHsBI,IAAI,EEjBI,SAAU,OAAV,GAAiB,CFiBrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,

qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MElBV,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAApB,EAAuB,CAAvB,EAA0B,SAA1

B,C;IACX,C;;MAGe,Q;MAAX,wBAAW,SAAX,gB;QAAW,SAAA,SAAX,M;QACI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAH,C;QA

CT,SAAS,GAAG,CAAH,C;QACT,WAAW,cAAc,EAAd,EAAkB,EAAlB,C;QACX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,

OAAO,I;;MAE1B,OAAO,C;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iC;QASI,OAAO,cAAc,SAAS,CAAT,CAAd,

EAA2B,SAAS,CAAT,CAA3B,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAqBI,OAAO,UAAW,SAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,CAAR,EAAq

B,SAAS,CAAT,CAArB,C;IACtB,C;;MAuBY,Q;MALR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;QAAa,OAAO,C;MACpB,IAAI,S

AAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,E;MACtB,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,C;MAGtB,OAA8B,iBAAtB,mDAAsB,EAAU,CAA

V,C;IAClC,C;;MAYsB,uB;QAAU,2BAAoB,CAApB,EAAuB,CAAvB,EAA0B,iBAA1B,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MF

vDlB,IAAI,EEsDI,SAAU,OAAV,GAAiB,CFtDrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;;MEqDV,sCAAkB,2BAAlB,C;IACJ,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,sC;MCjFA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;

MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDiFA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;;UAqE

e,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;UA

4DI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPf,2B;QAOI,oCAAW,0BAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;0FASA,yB;MC1FA,kC;MAA

A,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;;QDkGe

,uB;UAAU,iBAAsB,kB;UAAtB,eAAkC,gB;UAAlC,OA1Dd,UAAW,SAAQ,SA0DW,CA1DX,CAAR,EAAqB,SA0

DC,CA1DD,CAArB,C;QA0DP,C;MAAA,C;MARf,uC;QAQI,oCAAW,sCAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;4GAUA,yB;

MAAA,sC;MCpGA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;

MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDoGA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;;UAwFe,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+E

gB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;UA+EI,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPf,2B;QAOI,oCAAW,o

CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;8GASA,yB;MC7GA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BA

AW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;;QDuHe,uB;UAAU,iBAAsB,kB;UAAtB,eAAkC,gB;UAAlC,O

A/Ed,UAAW,SAAQ,SA+EW,CA/EX,CAAR,EAAqB,SA+EC,CA/ED,CAArB,C;QA+EP,C;MAAA,C;MAVf,uC;Q

AUI,oCAAW,gDAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAVJ,C;kFAYA,yB;MAAA,sC;MCzHA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,

C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDyHA,oBAQe,yB;QA9Gf,8D;;U

A8Ge,uB;YACP,sBAAsB,WAAY,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;YAClC,Q;YAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;c

AAA,OAA0B,e;;cAAqB,eAAsB,gB;cAArE,OAvGG,cAAc,SAuG8C,CAvG9C,CAAd,EAA2B,SAuGoC,CAvGpC,

CAA3B,C;;YAsGH,W;UADO,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MARf,sC;QAQI,oCAAW,kCAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;oFA

aA,yB;MCtIA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAA

A,C;MAD5C,kF;;QD8Ie,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,WAAY,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;UAClC,Q;UAAA,IAAI,oBA

AmB,CAAvB,C;YAAA,OAA0B,e;;YAAqB,iBAAsB,kB;YAAtB,eAAkC,gB;YAAjF,OAxGG,UAAW,SAAQ,SAw

GyC,CAxGzC,CAAR,EAAqB,SAwG+B,CAxG/B,CAArB,C;;UAuGd,W;QADO,C;MAAA,C;MARf,kD;QAQI,oC

AAW,8CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;sGAaA,yB;MAAA,sC;MCnJA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAA

A,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MDmJA,8BAQe,yB;QAxIf,8D;;UAwIe,uB;

YACP,sBAAsB,qBAAsB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;YAC5C,Q;YAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;cAAA,O

AA0B,e;;cAAqB,eAAsB,gB;cAArE,OAjIG,cAAc,SAiI8C,CAjI9C,CAAd,EAA2B,SAiIoC,CAjIpC,CAA3B,C;;YA

gIH,W;UADO,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MARf,sC;QAQI,oCAAW,4CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;wGAaA,yB;MChK
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A,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,

kF;;QDwKe,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,qBAAsB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;UAC5C,Q;UAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CA

AvB,C;YAAA,OAA0B,e;;YAAqB,iBAAsB,kB;YAAtB,eAAkC,gB;YAAjF,OAlIG,UAAW,SAAQ,SAkIyC,CAlIz

C,CAAR,EAAqB,SAkI+B,CAlI/B,CAArB,C;;UAiId,W;QADO,C;MAAA,C;MARf,kD;QAQI,oCAAW,wDAAX,C

;MAAA,C;KARJ,C;kGAcA,yB;MC9KA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAAsG,4C;MAAtG,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CA

AX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;;QDqLe,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,mBAAoB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C

;UAA1C,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,mBAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;QAFxC,C;MAAA,

C;MAPf,wC;QAOI,oCAAW,4CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;;MAmBe,uB;QACP,sBAAsB,SAAU,SAAQ,CAAR,EA

AW,CAAX,C;QAAhC,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,

C;MAFnD,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,sCAAW,kCAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAYc,uB;QACV,sBAAsB,mBAAoB,SAAQ,CAAR,

EAAW,CAAX,C;QAA1C,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CA

AX,C;MAFhD,C;IAAA,C;;MAAd,sCAAc,4CAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAaW,uB;QAEH,UAAM,CAAN,C;UADJ,OACe,

C;aACX,c;UAFJ,OAEiB,E;aACb,c;UAHJ,OAGiB,C;;UAHjB,OAIY,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;MA

LhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,sCAAW,6BAAX,C;IAAA,C;4FASJ,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,wD;MAAA,mB;QAOqE,kB

AAW,cAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPrE,C;;MAgBe,uB;QAEH,UAAM,CAAN,C;UADJ,OACe,C;aACX,c;UAFJ,OAEiB,

C;aACb,c;UAHJ,OAGiB,E;;UAHjB,OAIY,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;MALhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,

sCAAW,4BAAX,C;IAAA,C;0FASJ,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mB;QAOoE,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MAAA,C;K

APpE,C;;MAc4F,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,4F;IAA7B,C;;MAO6B,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,4F;IAA7B,C;;MAOA,IAEJ,IAFI

,EAGJ,M;MAFvD,kBAD2D,SAC3D,sB;QADqD,OAC5B,SAAK,W;WAC9B,WAF2D,SAE3D,wC;QAFqD,OAEE

,4F;WACvD,WAH2D,SAG3D,wC;QAHqD,OAGE,gG;;QAHF,OAI7C,uBAAmB,SAAnB,C;IAJ6C,C;;MAQrB,4B;

IAAD,C;;MACS,OAAA,eAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;IAAX,C;;MAER,sB;IAAA,C;;;MAGpC,sC;IAA

A,C;;MACwE,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAAF,C;;MAEtB,2C;IAAA,C;;;;MAHlD,6C;QAAA,4B;;M

AAA,sC;IAAA,C;;MAMA,sC;IAAA,C;;MACwE,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAAF,C;;MAEtB,2C;IA

AA,C;;;;MAHlD,6C;QAAA,4B;;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;I8I/SA,C;;;;;MA0EmE,oB;QAAA,2C;aAjB/D,kG;IAAA,C;;;

MAoBJ,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,wC;MAAA,C;MASI,4E;MAMA,8E;MAOA,4E;MAOA,kE;IA7

BJ,C;;;MASI,2B;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAMA,2B;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;;MAOA,2B;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAOA

,2B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MA7BJ,+K;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,c;UAAA,gD;aAAA,e;UAAA,iD;aAAA,c;UAAA,

gD;aAAA,S;UAAA,2C;gBAAA,oE;;IAAA,C;;;IA8DkE,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MlGRxB,oB;QAClC,WAAW,sBAAmB,Y

AAF,CAAE,CAAnB,C;QACX,cAAM,IAAN,C;QADA,OAEA,IAAK,a;MAH6B,C;IAAA,C;;;;;IAlH1C,C;;iFAUA,

yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAMI,6BD6CQ,WC7CkB,KD6ClB,CC7CR,C;MAAA,C;KANJ,C;2GAQA,yB;MAAA

,4B;MD6CQ,kD;MC7CR,uC;QAOI,6BD2CQ,WAAO,cC3CW,SD2CX,CAAP,CC3CR,C;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;+FAU

A,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,mD;;QASI,sC;QAAA,4C;MATJ,C;MAAA,yF;QAWoB,2B;MAAA,CAXpB,E;MAAA,4

E;QAcY,wBAAW,MAAX,C;MAAA,C;MAdZ,sF;MAAA,sC;QASI,0D;MAAA,C;KATJ,C;;MA8BI,4BAA0D,YA

AzC,wCAA6B,UAA7B,CAAyC,CAA1D,EAAyE,yBAAzE,C;IAAA,C;;MAgBA,4BAAoE,YAAnD,0CAA6B,QA

A7B,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAmD,CAApE,EAAmF,yBAAnF,C;IAAA,C;;MAYyC,YAAzC,wCAA6B,UAA7B,CAAy

C,CAtEzC,oBD6CQ,WCyBsD,kBDzBtD,CC7CR,C;IAuEJ,C;;MAauD,YAAnD,0CAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,UAAv

C,CAAmD,CApFnD,oBD6CQ,WCuCgE,kBDvChE,CC7CR,C;IAqFJ,C;;MAaI,OAAsC,8BAAtC,c;IAAA,C;8EAX

J,yB;MAAA,oE;MAAA,6E;;QAW0C,oB;UAClC,WAAW,sBAAmB,YAAF,CAAE,CAAnB,C;UACX,cAAM,IAA

N,C;UADA,OAEA,IAAK,a;QAH6B,C;MAAA,C;MAX1C,sC;QAWI,mBAAsC,8BAAtC,6B;QAAA,yD;MAAA,C;

KAXJ,C;qGAwBI,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,mB;QACI,MAAM,6BAAoB,0BAApB,C;MACV,C;KAFA,C;;MmG5IA,

yC;;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,kD;QAAA,iC;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;IA6BA,C;;MAKqB,Q;MADjB,OACI,QA

AQ,yCAAZ,GAAiB,0EAAjB,GAAgC,I;IADhC,C;;MAKA,OAAI,QAAQ,yCAAZ,GAAiB,mCAAjB,GAA4C,I;IA

A5C,C;;;;;MCpBQ,cAAc,GAAI,kBAAS,OAAQ,IAAjB,C;MAClB,IAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,C;QADA,OACuC,O;;Q

AEnC,kBAAkB,oBAAQ,yCAAR,C;QAClB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAJJ,OAI6B,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;;

UACrB,WAAW,OAAQ,kBAAS,yCAAT,C;UAL3B,OAMY,SAAS,mCAAb,GAAoC,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,W

AAzB,CAApC,GACI,oBAAgB,oBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,CAAhB,EAAgD,WAAhD,C;;;IAGhB,C;;MAZJ,

OAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,GAAuC,IAAvC,GACI,OAAQ,cAAK,IAAL,EAAW,4BAAX,C;IADZ,C;;;;;;;MAoCyB,Q;

MADrB,OACI,OAAA,IAAK,IAAL,EAAY,GAAZ,CAAJ,GAAqB,0EAArB,GAAoC,I;IADpC,C;;MAIA,iBAAU,O
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AAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGA,OAAI,OAAA,IAAK,IAAL,EAAY,GAAZ,CAAJ,GAAqB,mCAArB,G

AAgD,I;IAAhD,C;;;;MC1D0C,wB;IAAD,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;;MAEtD,qC;MAKI,4B;IALJ,C;;MAMqC,0C;IA

AA,C;;MAEwB,W;IAAA,C;;MACmB,c;IAAA,C;;MACJ,c;IAAA,C;;MACV,W;IAAA,C;;MACxB,Q;IAAA,C;;M

ACG,8B;IAAA,C;;;;MAb7C,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAsBI,kB;MACA,wB;IAF0B,C;;MAQlB,Q;M

AFJ,UAAU,I;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,YAAA,GAAI,UAAJ,aAAY,GAAZ,W;UAAwB,W;;QACxB,WAAW,

GAAI,O;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,iBAAK,GAAL,C;;;IAGnB,C;;MAGI,iBAAU,WA

AK,cAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,CAAf,EAAyC,cAAzC,C;IAAA,C;;UAKO,I;MAFP,+BAAQ,GAAR,U;QAAoB,O

AAO,W;;MAC3B,cAAc,WAAK,kBAAS,GAAT,C;MAEf,gBAAY,WAAZ,C;QAAoB,W;WACpB,gBAAY,mCAA

Z,C;QAAqC,qB;;QAC7B,2BAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,cAAzB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMc,IAAI,IAAJ,Q;MAHV,

UAAU,I;MACV,WAAW,C;MACX,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACU,uBAAI,OAAJ,GAAI,OAAJ,gC;QAAA,mB;UAAgC,O

AAO,I;;QAA7C,MAAM,M;QACN,mB;;IAER,C;;MAGI,+BAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,GAAoB,OAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAU

wB,Q;MAPxB,UAAU,O;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAS,GAAI,UAAb,CAAL,C;UAA4B,OA

AO,K;QACnC,WAAW,GAAI,O;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,gBAAS,0EAAT,C;;;IAG

nB,C;;MAGI,gBAAS,KAAT,KAAkB,yCAA4B,KAAM,SAAN,KAAgB,aAA5C,IAAsD,KAAM,eAAY,IAAZ,CA

A9E,C;IAAA,C;;MAE2B,OAAK,SAAL,WAAK,CAAL,GAA0B,SAAR,cAAQ,CAA1B,I;IAAA,C;;MAIvB,OAAI,

GnIqIoC,YAAU,CmIrIlD,GAAmB,OAAQ,WAA3B,GAA6C,GAAF,UAAQ,O;IACvD,C;;MAFA,aAAM,kBAAK,

EAAL,EAAS,+BAAT,CAAN,GAEI,G;IAFJ,C;;MAQW,6B;QAAyB,Q;QAAT,iBAAS,sBAAT,EAAS,8BAAT,UA

AoB,O;QAAQ,W;MAA5C,C;IAAA,C;;MAGO,Q;MANlB,QAAQ,a;MACR,eAAe,gBAA+B,CAA/B,O;MACf,gBA

AY,CAAZ,C;MACA,kBAAK,kBAAL,EAAW,oDAAX,C;MnJZJ,IAAI,EmJaM,YAAS,CnJbf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAd

W,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MmJaN,OAAO,+BAAW,qDAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,kD;MADq

B,wB;IAAD,C;;MACpB,oD;MACI,4B;IADJ,C;;;;MAAA,2D;QAAA,0C;;MAAA,oD;IAAA,C;;MAI0C,gBAAT,a;

MhKslUrB,Q;MADhB,kBgKrlUmD,mC;MhKslUnD,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cA

AwB,W0B3sUlD,c1B2sU+D,O0B3sU/D,C;;MsIqHyC,OhKulU9B,W;IgKvlU8B,C;;;;MC9ErC,MAAM,wBAAoB,s

EAApB,C;IAAN,C;8GA3BJ,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,sC;QA2BI,MAAM,6BAAoB,sEAApB,C;MAAN,C;KA3BJ,C;

;MAwC4C,4D;IAAA,C;;MAE5C,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,6C;MAAA,C;MAK0C,oG;MAAqB,g

F;MAAW,4E;IAL1E,C;;;MAK0C,gC;MAAA,uD;IAAA,C;;;MAAqB,gC;MAAA,6C;IAAA,C;;;MAAW,gC;MAAA

,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAL1E,sJ;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,qB;UAAA,4D;aAAA,W;UAAA,kD;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;gBA

AA,qF;;IAAA,C;;6EChDA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGsD,OAAiC,OAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC

,C;KAHtD,C;2EAKA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGqD,OAAgC,OAA1B,SAAL,GAAsB,KAAS,C;MAAhC,C;K

AHrD,C;6EAKA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGsD,OAAiC,OAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHt

D,C;6EAKA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAGqC,OAAqB,OAAP,CAAR,SAAe,C;MAArB,C;KAHrC,C;+EAMA,y

B;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGyD,OAAiC,QAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHzD,C;6EAKA,yB;M

AAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGwD,OAAgC,QAA1B,SAAL,GAAsB,KAAS,C;MAAhC,C;KAHxD,C;+EAKA,yB;MA

AA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGyD,OAAiC,QAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHzD,C;+EAKA,yB;MAAA,

4B;MAAA,4B;QAGuC,OAAqB,QAAP,CAAR,SAAe,C;MAArB,C;KAHvC,C;;ICpCA,C;;;ICAA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IA

OA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAQA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;MAiCI,uB;QAAA,UAAsB,E;MACtB,qB;QAAA,8B;

MACA,2B;QAAA,qE;MACA,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,E;MAJrB,sB;MACA,sB;MACA,kB;MACA,8B;MACA,0B;IAL

mC,C;;;MAQvC,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,kD;MAAA,C;MAKI,wG;MACA,wG;MACA,8F;IAPJ,

C;;;MAKI,qC;MAAA,yD;IAAA,C;;;MACA,qC;MAAA,yD;IAAA,C;;;MACA,qC;MAAA,oD;IAAA,C;;;MAPJ,6K;

IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,kB;UAAA,8D;aAAA,kB;UAAA,8D;aAAA,a;UAAA,yD;gBAAA,6E;;IAAA,C;;;IAUA,

C;;;MCjGA,yB;IAAA,C;;MAWiE,uB;IAAA,C;2HAE7D,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,kC;MAAA,0F;MAAA,6F;;QAUI,

wC;QAAS,6C;MAVb,C;MAAA,2G;QAWqF,sBAAS,QAAT,EAAmB,QAAnB,EAA6B,QAA7B,C;MAAA,C;MA

XrF,oG;MAAA,yC;QAUI,wDAA+B,YAA/B,C;MAAA,C;KAVJ,C;uHAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,kC;MAAA,wF

;MAAA,yF;;QAcI,wC;QAAS,6C;MAdb,C;MAAA,0G;QAe+F,6BAAS,QAAT,EAAmB,QAAnB,EAA6B,QAA7B,

C;MAAA,C;MAf/F,kG;MAAA,yC;QAcI,sDAA+B,YAA/B,C;MAAA,C;KAdJ,C;;;;MA3BJ,gC;QAAA,e;;MAAA,y

B;IAAA,C;;MAiDI,eAAwB,I;IADK,C;;MAIlB,Q;MAAA,mB;MAAA,iB;QAAS,MAAM,6BAAsB,cAAY,QAAS,a

AArB,uCAAtB,C;;MAAtB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,eAAa,K;IACjB,C;;;;;;;;;MCpDA,uBAAoB,Y;IADmB,C;;MA

SsD,W;IAAA,C;;IAML,C;;MAGpF,OAAO,oB;IACX,C;;MAGI,eAAe,IAAK,gB;MACpB,IAAI,CAAC,0BAAa,Q
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AAb,EAAuB,QAAvB,EAAiC,KAAjC,CAAL,C;QACI,M;;MAEJ,uBAAa,K;MACb,yBAAY,QAAZ,EAAsB,QAAt

B,EAAgC,KAAhC,C;IACJ,C;;;MC+LA,4B;IA/NJ,C;;MA0BqC,6BAAS,EAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAWU,4BAAQ,CAA

R,EAAW,KAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAazB,Q;MAHd,iBAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACA,QAAQ,QAAQ,IAAR,

I;MACR,IAAI,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAS,MAAK,WAAlB,C;QACc,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,IAAN,OAAY,CAAhB,C

;UACN,eAAe,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACf,6BAAS,QAAT,C;;;UAEA,K;;YAEI,WAAW,cAAU,KAAK,C;YAC1B,IAAI,

OAAO,C;;UACN,gBAAO,CAAP,IAAY,CAAZ,GAAgB,CAAhB,SAAqB,CAArB,C;UACT,Q;;QATJ,c;QAWA,O

AAO,OAAO,GAAP,I;;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,YAAU,c;UACV,IAAW,IAAP,qBAAkB,KAAtB,C;YAA6B,

OAAO,K;;;IAGhD,C;;MAOmC,OAAU,oBAAV,cAAU,CAAS,WAAI,EAAJ,CAAnB,yBAA6B,cAA7B,E;IAAA,C

;;MAWW,iCAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAiB5B,Q;MAPd,mBAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACA,QAAQ,eA

AQ,IAAR,C;MACR,IAAI,eAAI,CAAR,C;QACI,O;QACA,IAAI,aAAO,CAAD,aAAN,GAAY,CAAZ,CAAJ,C;UA

CI,WAAW,CAAE,Q;UACb,YAAa,qBAAO,EAAP,CAAW,Q;UAEpB,aAAQ,CAAR,C;YACI,eAAe,SAAS,IAAT,

C;YAEf,OAAmB,oBAAnB,sBAAS,QAAT,CAAmB,CAAnB,iB;;gBAEJ,cAAS,CAAT,C;YAEI,OAAU,oBAAV,c

AAU,CAAV,iB;;YAEA,iBAAe,SAAS,KAAT,C;YACf,OAAmB,oBAAnB,sBAAS,UAAT,CAAmB,CAAS,WAAI,

EAAJ,CAA5B,yBAAsC,cAAtC,E;;UAXR,U;;;UAeA,K;;YAEI,WAAW,eAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,C;YACtB,IAAI,Y

AAO,CAAP,C;;UACC,sBAAO,CAAP,MAAY,+BAAI,CAAJ,EAAZ,eAAqB,CAArB,C;UACT,MAAM,C;;QAEV,

OAAO,SAAO,GAAP,C;;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,YAAU,e;UACV,IAAW,IAAP,0CAAkB,KAAlB,CAAJ,C;

YAA6B,OAAO,K;;;IAGhD,C;;MAKyC,6BAAS,CAAT,MAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MAKF,uBAAgB,sBAAS,EAAT,CAAh

B,EAA8B,sBAAS,EAAT,CAA9B,C;IAAA,C;;MASa,+BAAW,GAAX,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAcxC,Q;M

AFR,mBAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACA,WAAW,QAAQ,I;MACX,IAAS,WAAL,IAAK,CAAL,IAA0B,S

AAL,IAAK,CAA1B,IAA8C,SAAN,KAAM,CAAlD,C;QACJ,SAAS,qBAAgB,QAAQ,CAAR,GAAY,OAAO,CAA

nC,C;QACT,cAAO,EAAP,GAAY,E;;;QAEZ,cAAO,oBAAe,I;;MAJ1B,Y;MAMA,OAAW,KAAK,KAAT,GAAsB,

SAAN,KAAM,CAAtB,GAAsC,C;IACjD,C;;MAKqC,6BAAS,EAAT,IAA0B,Q;IAA1B,C;;MAS+B,mB;QAAE,uB

AAa,iBAAb,sBAAqC,eAArC,+BAAqE,aAAM,OAA3E,M;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;M1JhKpE,IAAI,E0JgKqB,CAAb,8

BAAgB,KAAM,O1JhK9B,G0JgKiD,CAAX,0BAAc,KAAM,O1JhK1D,G0JgKsC,K1JhKtC,CAAJ,C;QACI,c0J+Jg

E,kD1J/JlD,E;QACd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,E0JiKQ,aAAa,O1JjKrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,g

B0JgKgC,mF;Q1J/JhC,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M0JiKN,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,SAAV,IAAD,IAAwB

,CAAxB,I;MAEZ,mBAAe,SAAf,C;MtJnDJ,iBAAc,CAAd,UsJoDW,KtJpDX,U;QsJqDQ,QAAQ,c;QACR,MAAM,

UAAN,IAAoB,OAAF,CAAE,C;QACpB,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IAAgC,OAAV,CAAE,KAAK,CAAG,C;Q

AChC,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IAAiC,OAAX,CAAE,KAAK,EAAI,C;QACjC,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,

IAAiC,OAAX,CAAE,KAAK,EAAI,C;QACjC,0BAAY,CAAZ,I;;MAGJ,gBAAgB,UAAU,UAAV,I;MAChB,SAAS

,sBAAS,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAT,C;MACT,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,SAAlB,M;QACI,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IA

AqC,OAAf,EAAG,MAAK,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAL,CAAY,C;;MAGzC,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAvB4C,yB;QAAA,YAAi

B,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,KAAM,O;aANrF,0H;IA6BA,C;;MAOyD,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,

KAAM,OAA1B,C;IAAA,C;;MAKP,8BAAU,cAAU,IAAV,CAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAGlD,8B;MAO2B,iB;MAEvB,u

BAAoC,uB;MAuBpC,+C;IAhCJ,C;;MAWgD,OAAA,oBAAc,kBAAS,QAAT,C;IAAd,C;;MACd,OAAA,oBAAc,U

;IAAd,C;;MACU,OAAA,oBAAc,iBAAQ,KAAR,C;IAAd,C;;MACW,OAAA,oBAAc,iBAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,KAAd,

C;IAAd,C;;MAEnB,OAAA,oBAAc,W;IAAd,C;;MACW,OAAA,oBAAc,kBAAS,KAAT,C;IAAd,C;;MACY,OAA

A,oBAAc,kBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,KAAf,C;IAAd,C;;MAEjB,OAAA,oBAAc,c;IAAd,C;;MAEF,OAAA,oBAAc,a;IA

Ad,C;;MACa,OAAA,oBAAc,oBAAW,KAAX,C;IAAd,C;;MACc,OAAA,oBAAc,oBAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,

C;IAAd,C;;MAE7B,OAAA,oBAAc,Y;IAAd,C;;MAEoB,OAAA,oBAAc,mBAAU,KAAV,C;IAAd,C;;MACP,OAA

A,oBAAc,mBAAU,IAAV,C;IAAd,C;;MACqC,OAAA,oBAAc,mBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,

C;IAAd,C;;;;MA9BxF,qC;QAAA,oB;;MAAA,8B;IAAA,C;;MAsCA,gC;MAC0B,iB;IAD1B,C;;MAEgD,OAAA,4B

AAQ,kBAAS,QAAT,C;IAAR,C;;;;MAFhD,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,gC;IAAA,C;;;MAiBmC,yBAAa,IAAb,EAAmB

,IAAK,IAAI,EAA5B,C;IAAA,C;;MAaC,yBAAa,IAAK,QAAlB,EAA2B,IAAK,YAAI,EAAJ,CAAQ,QAAxC,C;IA

AA,C;;MAcpC,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;WACzB,IAAA,KAAM,

KAAN,GAAa,UAAb,C;QAF8C,OAEhB,0BAAQ,KAAM,MAAd,EAAqB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAArB,C;

WAC9B,IAAA,KAAM,MAAN,GAAc,WAAd,C;QAH8C,OAGf,0BAAQ,KAAM,MAAN,GAAc,CAAd,IAAR,EA

AyB,KAAM,KAA/B,IAAuC,CAAvC,I;;QAHe,OAItC,mB;IAJsC,C;;MAiB9C,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,
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MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;WACzB,IAAA,KAAM,KAAN,+C;QAFiD,OAElB,2BAAS,KAAM,MAAf,

EAAsB,KAAM,aAAN,yBAAqB,CAArB,EAAtB,C;WAC/B,IAAA,KAAM,MAAN,+C;QAHiD,OAGjB,2BAAS,K

AAM,MAAN,8BAAc,CAAd,EAAT,EAA0B,KAAM,aAAhC,0BAAgD,CAAhD,E;;QAHiB,OAIzC,oB;IAJyC,C;;

MAYZ,Y3DtRiC,a2DsR5B,K3DtR4B,C2DsRjC,I;IAAA,C;;MAIrC,OAAA,SAAK,KAAK,EAAL,GAAU,QAAf,G

AAyC,CAAX,CAAC,QAAD,IAAW,KAAI,E;IAA7C,C;;M1JtTA,IAAI,E0JwTuD,QAAQ,I1JxT/D,CAAJ,C;QACI,

c0JuTuE,+B;Q1JtTvE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I0JsTyC,C;;M1JxTnD,IAAI,E0JyTyD,sBAAQ,IAAR,

K1JzTzD,CAAJ,C;QACI,c0JwTyE,+B;Q1JvTzE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I0JuT2C,C;;M1JzTrD,IAAI

,E0J0T6D,QAAQ,I1J1TrE,CAAJ,C;QACI,c0JyT6E,+B;Q1JxT7E,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I0JwT+C,

C;;MAEJ,oCAA0B,IAA1B,qBAAiC,KAAjC,kB;IAAA,C;;MChVpB,OrK2RE,SqK3RF,mBrK2RE,C;IqK3RF,C;;M

AWW,6BAAS,WAAT,EAAa,KAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MAY5C,qBAAqB,IAArB,EAA2B,KAA3B,C;MAEA,iBAAiB,Ir

K6JgB,KqK7JhB,GAAiB,W;MAClC,kBAAkB,KrK4Je,KqK5Jf,GAAkB,W;MAEpC,mBAAmB,0BAAQ,UAAR,E

AAoB,WAApB,IAAqC,W;MACxD,OrK8PmC,SqK9P5B,YrK8P4B,C;IqK7PvC,C;;MAaI,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C

;QAAmB,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;;QACzB,IrKEkE,YqKFlE,KAAM,KrKE6E,KAAjB,EqKFrD,4B

AAK,UrKE6E,KAA7B,CqKFlE,K;UAFiD,OAElB,sBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,ErKoBsB,SqKpBA,KAAM,KrKoBI,KA

AK,GAAW,CqKpBb,WrKoBa,MAAX,IAAf,CqKpBtB,C;;;UAC/B,IrKCkE,YqKDlE,KAAM,MrKC6E,KAAjB,Eq

KDpD,4BAAK,UrKC4E,KAA7B,CqKDlE,K;YAHiD,OrKsBI,SqKnBrB,sBrKgCsB,SqKhCb,KAAM,MrKgCiB,K

AAK,GAAY,CqKhC1B,WrKgC0B,MAAZ,IAAf,CqKhCtB,EAA2B,KAAM,KAAjC,CrKmB+B,KAAK,GAAW,C

qKnBN,WrKmBM,MAAX,IAAf,C;;;YqKtBJ,OAIzC,mB;;;IAJyC,C;;MAcd,OtIkPG,UsIlPH,oBtIkPG,C;IsIlPH,C;;

MAWY,8BAAU,2BAAV,EAAe,KAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAY/C,sBAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,KAA5B,C;MAEA,iBAAiB,I

tIgHkB,KsIhHlB,8B;MACjB,kBAAkB,KtI+GiB,KsI/GjB,8B;MAElB,mBAAmB,2BAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,

+B;MACnB,OtIqNsC,UsIrN/B,YtIqN+B,C;IsIpN1C,C;;MAaI,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,MAAM,gCAAyB,

uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;;QACzB,ItI9CmE,asI8CnE,KAAM,KtI9C+E,KAAlB,EsI8CtD,6BAAM,UtI9C8E,KAA9B,CsI

8CnE,K;UAFoD,OAEpB,uBAAU,KAAM,MAAhB,EtIjCuB,UsIiCA,KAAM,KtIjCK,KAAK,KAAW,C/B+J7C,UA

AW,oBAAL,CqK9HyB,WrK8HzB,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6C,MAAX,CAAhB,CsIiCvB,C;;;UAChC,ItI/Cm

E,asI+CnE,KAAM,MtI/C+E,KAAlB,EsI+CrD,6BAAM,UtI/C6E,KAA9B,CsI+CnE,K;YAHoD,OtI/BG,UsIkCtB,u

BtIrBuB,UsIqBb,KAAM,MtIrBkB,KAAK,UAAY,C/BkJ/C,UAAW,oBAAL,CqK7Hc,WrK6Hd,MAAK,CAAL,iB

AAN,C+BlJ+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,CsIqBvB,EAA4B,KAAM,KAAlC,CtIlCiC,KAAK,KAAW,C/B+J7C,UAAW,oBA

AL,CqK7HgC,WrK6HhC,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;;;YsI+BH,OAI5C,oB;;;IAJ4C,C;;M

AepD,4BAAU,KpIgkFH,QoIhkFP,C;MACA,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOsD,OpI+nF3C,eoI/nF2C,4BAAU,IAAV,CpI

+nF3C,C;IoI/nF2C,C;;MASN,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,KAAM,K;MACrF,4BAAU,KpI6iF

H,QoI7iFP,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAA0C,OAA1C,C;MACA,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;M3JlHI,IAAI,EV0B8D,YqK4FD,KrK5

FkB,KAAjB,EqK4FO,IrK5FsB,KAA7B,CqK4FD,I3JtH7D,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2JqH6E,+B;Q3JpH7E,MAAM,gCAAy

B,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I2JoH+C,C;;M3JtHzD,IAAI,EqBkC+D,asIsFC,KtItFiB,KAAlB,EsIsFS,ItItFqB,KAA9B,CsIs

FC,I3JxHhE,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2JuHgF,+B;Q3JtHhF,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I2JsHkD,C;;MCrI5D,iB;

MANA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,sB;M5JcA,IAAI,E4JPQ,CAAC,WAAK,QAAL,GAAU

,QAAV,GAAe,QAAf,GAAoB,QAArB,MAA2B,C5JOnC,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4JRwC,wD;Q5JSxC,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MIgHV,iBAAc,CAAd,UwJtHW,ExJsHX,U;QwJtHiB,c;;IAhBrB,C;;MAoBQ,QAAQ,Q;MACR,

IAAI,IAAO,MAAO,C;MAClB,WAAI,Q;MACJ,WAAI,Q;MACJ,WAAI,Q;MACJ,SAAS,Q;MACT,WAAI,E;MAC

J,IAAK,IAAO,KAAM,CAAd,GAAsB,EAAtB,GAA8B,MAAO,C;MACzC,WAAI,C;MACJ,gCAAU,MAAV,I;MA

CA,OAAO,IAAI,aAAJ,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAU,cAAV,cAAU,EAAc,QAAd,C;IAAV,C;;;MAzBJ,sD;MACQ,yBA

AK,KAAL,EAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,CAAnB,EAAsB,CAAtB,EAA+B,CAAN,KAAzB,EAAuC,SAAU,EAAX,GAA

oB,UAAW,CAArE,C;MADR,Y;IAAA,C;;;;MCL2C,qCAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,KAAkC,8BAAiB,KAAjB,

EAAwB,iBAAxB,C;IAAlC,C;;MACT,QAAC,8BAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,iBAAxB,C;IAAD,C;;;MAYlC,4B;MACA

,0C;IAFiD,C;;MACjD,2B;IAAA,C;;MACA,kC;IAAA,C;;MAII,OAAO,0CAAgC,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC/B,

mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,0BAAgB,KAAM,aAAtB,CADO,CAAhC,C;IAEX,C;;MAGI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAA

e,EAAf,GAAuB,MAAW,SAAN,UAAM,CAAX,QAAqC,SAAb,iBAAa,CAArC,I;IAClC,C;;MAEkC,OAAE,UAAF

,qBAAU,iB;IAAV,C;;;MAYlC,gBAAqB,K;MACrB,uBAA4B,Y;IALD,C;;MAMQ,oB;IAAA,C;;MACO,2B;IAAA,

C;;MAEqB,YAAK,C;IAAL,C;;MAEf,gBAAS,aAAT,IAAmB,SAAS,oB;IAA5B,C;;MACd,SAAE,iBAAU,oBAAZ,
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C;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,OAAO,4CAA+B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC9B,kBAAU,KAAM,SAAhB,IAA0B,yBAAiB

,KAAM,gBADnB,CAA/B,C;IAEX,C;;MAGI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAuB,MAAY,SAAP,aAAO,CAAZ,Q

AAuC,SAAd,oBAAc,CAAvC,I;IAClC,C;;MAEkC,OAAE,aAAF,qBAAW,oB;IAAX,C;;;MAUuC,2BAAgB,SAAh

B,EAAsB,IAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MASQ,6BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,IAAxB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWjF,0BAAmB,2BAAS,O

AAT,C;IAAnB,C;;MAIA,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QAAiB,MAAM,gCAAyB,iCAA8B,IAA9B,iBAAzB,C;IAC3B,C;

6ECxGA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,2B;QAOI,MAAM,mCAA8B,0EAA9B,C;MAAN,C;KAPJ,C;;MCS8D,OAAK,oB

AAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAAkB,K;IAAlB,C;;MAc1B,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtD,IAAI,cAAQ,KAAZ,C;QAAmB,O

AAO,I;MAC1B,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QAAiB,OAAO,K;MAExB,IvDpBiI,OAArI,MAAoD,cuDoB5C,SvDpBsE,I

AA1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CuDoB7H,KvDpB6H,OAArI,MAAoD,cuDoBtB,KvDpBgD,IAA1B

,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CuDoBjI,C;QAA+C,OAAO,I;MACtD,IvDxBiI,OAArI,MAAoD,cuDwB5

C,SvDxBsE,IAA1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CuDwB7H,KvDxB6H,OAArI,MAAoD,cuDwBtB,Kv

DxBgD,IAA1B,CAAmC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CuDwBjI,C;QAA+C,OAAO,I;MACtD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;

;MAKyC,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,cAAL,EAAoB,sCAAK,cAAzB,CAAR,6B;IAAA,C;;MClBZ,4B;QAAA,eAAuB,

G;MAChD,wCAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,YAA1B,C;IAAA,C;;MAOoC,yB;QAAA,YAAoB,E;MAAI,4B;QAAA,eAA

uB,G;MhKGnF,IAAI,CgB0N+C,CAAC,QgJ5N5C,YhJ4N4C,ChB1NpD,C;QACI,cgKHiC,wC;QhKIjC,MAAM,gC

AAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgKHV,cAAY,gB;MAEC,yBAAS,mBAAS,YAAA,SAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,OAAM,K

AAzB,CAAT,I;MAAT,wBAAiD,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;MA0E9D,gBAAgB,iBA1ET,OA0ES,C;M1JssCT,kBAAoB,g

B;MAwQd,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,O0JxhDN,O1JwhDM,W;kBAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QA9PsB,U;Q

AAA,cA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,U;Q0Jz8ClB,kB;;YAHA,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,K

AA4C,Q1J48CG,I0J58CH,C;UAC5C,a;;UAEA,4B;UA9E+B,uB;;YjJ4EzB,kC;YAAA,wBT28CyC,IS38CzC,C;YA

AA,qB;YAAA,oB;YAAA,oB;YAAd,gE;cACI,IiJ7EkD,CAAI,aAAH,UjJ6ErC,YT08CqC,IS18CrC,YAAK,OAAL,

EiJ7EqC,CAAG,CjJ6EtD,C;gBACI,sBAAO,O;gBAAP,wB;;;YAGR,sBAAO,E;;;UiJjFH,iD;UAGI,gCAA2B,EAA3

B,C;YAHJ,2BAGqC,I;;gBACjC,IAAK,a1JmhD0C,I0JnhD1C,gBAAyB,uBAAzB,CAAL,C;YAJJ,2B1JuhDmD,IW

z3CsB,W+I1JI,0BAAuC,mBAAvC,I/I0JJ,C;;;Y+I9JzE,2BAKY,I;;UAyER,iE5JJD,yB4JIC,4B1Jy8C+C,I;;QA9PpB,

8B;UAA6C,6B;;;M0J1xChF,OAiFK,S1J0sCE,W0J1sCF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W

;IAzET,C;;MAiByC,gCAAc,EAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAKT,yB;QAAA,YAAoB,E;MAM3C,Q;MALL,cAAY,gB;M1J4l

BL,kBAAS,gB;MAyEA,U;MAAA,S0JnqBM,O1JmqBN,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAM,IU5

e6B,CAAC,QV4ehB,OU5egB,CV4e9B,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;M0JjqBrD,kB1JkqBE,W;MAsjBA,oB

AAM,iBAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,U;MAAA,+B;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,wB;QACT,aAA

Y,WOr2CpB,YPq2CkC,IOr2ClC,CPq2CoB,C;;M0JhyChB,sBAAsB,CAGjB,c1J8xCE,a0J9xCF,CAHiB,mBAGR,C

;MAED,yBAAS,mBAAS,YAAA,SAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,OAAM,KAAzB,CAAT,I;MAAT,wBAAiD,kBAAkB,SA

AlB,C;MAmC9D,gBAAgB,iBAnCT,OAmCS,C;M1JssCT,oBAAoB,gB;MAwQd,kB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,S0Jj

/CN,O1Ji/CM,W;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,0B;QA9PsB,U;QAAA,cA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAA

nB,U;Q0Jz8ClB,kB;Q1J2sC2B,c0J9sC3B,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,Q1J48CG,M0J58CH,C1J8s

CjB,G0J7sC3B,I1J6sC2B,G0J3sC3B,oBAxCmG,Q1Ji/CpD,M0Jj/CoD,kBAwCnG,Y5JJD,yB4JIC,4B1Jy8C+C,MA

9PpB,U;UAA6C,+B;;;M0JnvChF,OA0CK,S1J0sCE,a0J1sCF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CAC

A,W;IA1CT,C;;MASa,qB;QAEG,IAAG,QAAH,EAAG,CAAH,C;UAEQ,IAAA,EAAG,OAAH,GAAY,cAAO,OA

AnB,C;YAHZ,OAGyC,c;;YAHzC,OAIoB,E;;UAJpB,OAOY,iBAAS,E;MARpB,C;IAAA,C;;MAFmB,sB;QAAA,S

AAiB,M;MAC7C,OAYK,eAXA,OADL,uBACK,EAAI,4BAAJ,CAWA,EAAa,IAAb,C;IAZL,C;;MAcoC,uB;;QjJet

B,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAA,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IiJhB+C,CAAI,aAAH,UjJgBlC,iCAAK,KAA

L,EiJhBkC,CAAG,CjJgBnD,C;YACI,sBAAO,K;YAAP,wB;;;QAGR,sBAAO,E;;;MXPA,4B;M4Jb6B,OAA8C,OA

AM,EAAV,GAAc,gBAAd,GAA0B,E;IAApE,C;;MAGE,W;IAAK,C;;MACnC,uB;QAAkB,wBAAS,I;MAA3B,C;I

AAA,C;;MADR,IAAA,MhJoIgD,YAAU,CgJpI1D,C;QAD4C,OACxB,wB;;QADwB,OAEpC,kC;IAFoC,C;mBAK

hD,yB;M1JosCA,+D;MAwQA,wE;M0J58CA,sF;QAKI,gBAAgB,2B;Q1JssCT,kBAAoB,gB;QAwQd,gB;QADb,Y

AAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA9PsB,U;UAAA,cA8PT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAn

B,U;U0Jz8ClB,kB;U1J2sC2B,c0J9sC3B,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,Q1J48CG,I0J58CH,C1J8sCj

B,G0J7sC3B,I1J6sC2B,G0J3sC3B,sC1Jy8C+C,I0Jz8C/C,a5JJD,yB4JIC,4B1Jy8C+C,IA9PpB,U;YAA6C,6B;;;Q0J/

sChF,OAMK,S1J0sCE,W0J1sCF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W;MACT,C;KAdA,C;;;;;
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;;;;;MC3BkD,oCAAa,IAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MAiBC,kB;IAArB,C;;MAE6B,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;I

AAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAl

B,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,

CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aA

AkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAA

N,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,EAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAQf,OAAA,UAAM,

YAAY,iBAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,UAAM,YAAY,KAA7B,C;IAAlB,C;;;6EhFjH5C,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,4B;QAI4C,

kBAAM,SAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAJ5C,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oC;QAI+D,kBAAM,SAAN,EAAY,MAA

Z,C;MAAA,C;KAJ/D,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,qC;QAIqE,sBAAM,SAAN,EAAY,OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;K

AJrE,C;qFCZA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,gC;QAMoB,gBAAhB,oB;QAAsB,a9EkEtB,W;Q8ElEA,O9EmEO,S8EnE8

B,W;MAArC,C;KANJ,C;uFAQA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0C;QAO4B,gBAAxB,mBAAc,QAAd,C;QAA8B,a9EyD9

B,W;Q8EzDA,O9E0DO,S8E1DsC,W;MAA7C,C;KAPJ,C;;MAaiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,K

AAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,

KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA

,KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAKQ,sB;QAAqB,yBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,

C;WACrB,sD;QAA4B,yBAAO,OAAP,C;WAC5B,2B;QAAmB,yBAAO,kBAAP,C;;QACX,yBAAe,SAAR,OAAQ,

CAAf,C;IAEhB,C;;MtF9C0C,iCAAqB,EAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAUvB,Q;MAAA,qBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;M

AAL,iB;QAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAA5C,UAAU,I;MACV,IAAI,MAAM,sCAAK,UAAX,IAAwB,MAAM,sCAAK,UA

AvC,C;QAAkD,OAAO,I;MACzD,OAAW,OAAJ,GAAI,C;IACf,C;;MAO4C,kCAAsB,EAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAUz

B,Q;MAAA,qBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;MAAL,iB;QAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAA5C,UAAU,I;MACV,IAAI,MAA

M,uCAAM,UAAZ,IAAyB,MAAM,uCAAM,UAAzC,C;QAAoD,OAAO,I;MAC3D,OAAW,QAAJ,GAAI,C;IACf,C

;;MAOwC,gCAAoB,EAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MA0ClB,Q;MAhClB,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,

IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;MAExB,S;MACA,c;MACA,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACh

B,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,OAAO,I;QAExB,QAAQ,C;QAER,IAAI,cAAa,E

AAjB,C;UACI,aAAa,I;UACb,QAAQ,W;;cACL,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACH,aAAa,K;UACb,QAAQ,W;;;UAER,

OAAO,I;;;QAEX,QAAQ,C;QACR,aAAa,K;QACb,QAAQ,W;;MAIZ,qBAAqB,QAAQ,KAAR,I;MACrB,aAAa,C;

MACK,gBAAS,CAAT,I;MAAlB,aAAU,KAAV,iB;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,

C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IAAI,SAAS,cAAb,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,6BAAU,

KAAV,C;QAEA,IAAI,UAAS,QAAQ,KAAR,IAAT,CAAJ,C;UAA4B,OAAO,I;QAEnC,kBAAU,KAAV,I;;MAGJ,

OAAW,UAAJ,GAAgB,MAAhB,GAA4B,CAAC,MAAD,I;IACvC,C;;MAO0C,iCAAqB,EAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MA0

CpB,Q;MAhClB,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;MA

ExB,S;MACA,c;MACA,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAA

U,CAAd,C;UAAiB,OAAO,I;QAExB,QAAQ,C;QAER,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACI,aAAa,I;UACb,gC;;cACG,IAA

I,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACH,aAAa,K;UACb,6B;;;UAEA,OAAO,I;;;QAEX,QAAQ,C;QACR,aAAa,K;QACb,6B;;MAI

J,qBAAqB,8BAAQ,KAAR,E;MACrB,e;MACkB,gBAAS,CAAT,I;MAAlB,aAAU,KAAV,iB;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ

,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IAAI,uBAAS,cA

AT,KAAJ,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,6CAAU,KAAV,E;QAEA,IAAI,uBAAS,8BAAQ,KAAR,EAAT,KAAJ,C;U

AA4B,OAAO,I;QAEnC,6CAAU,KAAV,E;;MAGJ,OAAW,UAAJ,GAAgB,MAAhB,GAA6B,MAAD,a;IACvC,C;;

MAGyD,MAAM,0BAAsB,6BAA0B,KAA1B,MAAtB,C;IAAN,C;uEoBtKzD,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBA

AiB,C;QACjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACf,iBAAiB,K;QAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;UACI,YAAgB,CAAC,U

AAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;UAC7C,YAAY,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C;UAEZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;Y

ACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,aAAa,I;;cAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;YAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,K;;cAEA,sB

AAY,CAAZ,I;;;QAIZ,OAAO,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;MACX,C;KA1BA,C;yEA4BA,y

B;MAAA,8B;MA5BA,oC;MA4BA,uC;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QA5BD,iBAAiB,C;QACjB,eAAe,qBAAS,C

AAT,I;QACf,iBAAiB,K;QAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;UACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q

;UAC7C,YAsBwB,SAtBZ,CAAU,mCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C;UAEZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AL,C;cACI,aAAa,I;;cAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;YAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,K;;cAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;QAW

Z,OAPO,gCAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,CAOgC,W;MAAvC,C;KAJJ,C;iFAMA,yB;MAAA,mD
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;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QA

AA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,

KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;QAEf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KATA,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAXA,mD;MAAA,oC;

MAWA,uC;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QAAsB,oB;;UAXJ,kC;UAAA,qBAAL,WAAK,C;UAAL,qB;UAAA,oB

;UAAA,oB;UAAd,0D;YACI,IAAI,CAUyB,SAVxB,CAAU,mCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;cACI,mBAAO,gCA

AY,KAAZ,EAAmB,kBAAnB,C;cAAP,qB;;UAER,mBAAO,E;;;QAOP,OAA4C,2B;MAA5C,C;KAJJ,C;6EAMA,y

B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;

QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BA

AY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;;QAEf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KATA,C;+EAWA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAXA,m

D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAWA,uC;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QAAsB,kB;;UAXT,U;UAAA,SAAa,SAAR,Y

AAL,WAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;YAAc,yB;YACV,IAAI,CAUuB,SAVtB,CAAU,mCAAK,

KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;cACI,iBAAO,gCAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;cAAP,mB;;;UAER,iBAAO,E;

;;QAOP,OAA0C,yB;MAA1C,C;KAJJ,C;;MA1DI,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;M

AEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YA6DgE,4BA7D

1C,iCAAK,KAAL,EA6D0C,E;QA3DhE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAE

b,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;UAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAkDiD,OA9CtD,8BAAY,

UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;IA8CsD,C;;MAvC5D,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MA5BD,iBAAiB,C;MA

CjB,eAAe,qBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GA

AiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YAkEoD,4BAlE9B,mCAAK,KAAL,EAkE8B,E;QAhEpD,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;

UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;UAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAE

A,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAuDqC,OAnD1C,gCAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,CAOgC,W;IA4CU,C;;

MAKiB,oB;;QA3C/C,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CA0CsE,4BA1C3D

,iCAAK,KAAL,EA0C2D,EA1C1E,C;YACI,mBAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;;QAER,mB

AAO,E;;;MAuC2D,uB;IAAA,C;;MAhCjE,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MAAsB,oB;;QAXJ,kC;QAAA,wBAAL,WAA

K,C;QAAL,qB;QAAA,oB;QAAA,oB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CA+C0D,4BA/C/C,mCAAK,KAAL,EA+C+C,EA/C

9D,C;YACI,mBAAO,gCAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,kBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MA4C+C,OArCV,2B;

IAqCU,C;;MAKU,kB;;QApClD,Q;QAAA,OAAa,WAAR,yBAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UA

CV,IAAI,CAmCkE,4BAnCvD,iCAAK,KAAL,EAmCuD,EAnCtE,C;YACI,iBAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,

CAAR,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAgCyD,qB;IAAA,C;;MAzB/D,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MAAsB,

kB;;QAXT,U;QAAA,SAAa,WAAR,eAAL,WAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,yB;UACV,IA

AI,CAwCsD,4BAxC3C,mCAAK,KAAL,EAwC2C,EAxC1D,C;YACI,iBAAO,gCAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAA

R,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAqC6C,OA9BV,yB;IA8BU,C;;MA5FpD,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,m

BAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,

GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YHrBR,uBGqB8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EHrB9B,E;QGuBQ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;UAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,CAA

Z,I;;;MAgF+B,OA5EpC,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;IA4EoC,C;yEAE/C,yB;MAAA,8B;M

AAA,qC;MAAA,4B;QAI2C,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,KAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAO,W;MAA9B,C;KAJ1C,C;;MASoD,oB;;Q

A1E7B,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CHlDZ,uBGkDuB,iCAAK,KAAL

,EHlDvB,EGkDQ,C;YACI,mBAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MAsEy

C,uB;IAAA,C;mFAEpD,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;MAAA,4B;QAIgD,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,UAAtB,2DAAsB,CAA

Y,W;MAAnC,C;KAJ/C,C;;MASkD,kB;;QApEhC,Q;QAAA,OAAa,WAAR,yBAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd

,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,CHnEZ,uBGmEuB,iCAAK,KAAL,EHnEvB,EGmEQ,C;YACI,iBAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,

EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAgEuC,qB;IAAA,C;+EAElD,yB;MAAA,8B;MA

AA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAI8C,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,QAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAU,W;MAAjC,C;KAJ7C,C;;MAgB8C,uB;QA

AA,UAAgB,E;MAO5C,Q;MANd,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,MAAjB,wBAAzB,C;M

ACV,IAAI,UAAU,SAAK,OAAnB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAK,OAApB,C;MAE

hB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;MACK,gBAAS,SAAK,OAAd,I;MAAd,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,EAAG,gBAAO,OAA

P,C;MACP,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACH,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAWwC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MACnD,Q;MAA
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D,OAAuB,SAAtB,6DAAsB,EAAS,MAAT,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAA0B,W;IAAjD,C;;MAYwC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;

MAQ1C,Q;MAPd,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,MAAjB,wBAAzB,C;MACV,IAAI,UA

AU,SAAK,OAAnB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAK,OAApB,C;MAEhB,SAAS,mBA

Ac,MAAd,C;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACW,gBAAS,SAAK,OAAd,I;MAAd,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,EA

AG,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAWsC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MACjD,Q;MAAD,OAAuB,OAA

tB,6DAAsB,EAAO,MAAP,EAAe,OAAf,CAAwB,W;IAA/C,C;;MAaA,OAAO,qBAAgB,SAAK,OAAL,KAAe,C;I

AC1C,C;;MAQoD,4BAAU,C;IAAV,C;;MAQG,0BAAS,C;IAAT,C;mFAMvD,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAMuD,

QAAC,kB;MAAD,C;KANvD,C;yFAQA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAqB,QAAL,SAAK,C;MA

ChC,C;KAZA,C;;MAiB4D,kC;MAAS,uB;MACjE,eAAoB,C;IADoC,C;;MAGb,gB;MAAA,iE;MAAJ,4C;IAAA,C;

;MAEE,sBAAQ,yB;IAAR,C;;;MALe,4C;IAAA,C;;MAUd,uCAAQ,E;IAAR,C;;MAW1C,OA5DgD,qBAAU,CA4D

1D,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;IAAnC,C;6EAEJ,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,0C;QASI,OAAI,kBAAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAm

C,S;MAAnC,C;KATJ,C;;MAeY,uBAAG,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAH,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,

CAAd,I;IAAA,C;;MAMW,Q;MAAA,0BAAS,CAAT,I;MAAnB,OAAgB,CAAT,8BACgB,gBAAZ,qBAAK,KAAL

,CAAY,CADhB,IAEoB,eAAhB,qBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,CAAgB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAKuD,OCpIyC,oBDoI/B,K

AAM,MCpIyB,EDoIlB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,ICpIkB,C;IDoIzC,C;;MAKc,qCAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EA

AyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWM,2BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,GAAnB,C;IAAA,C;;M

ASjB,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,gB;MAAkB,OAAA,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,QAAxB,CAAkC,W;IAAlC,C;;MAK/B,O

AAA,8BAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,CAAiD,W;IAAjD,C;;MAMV,qC;

QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAC/E,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GC1K4F

,oBD0K/B,CC1K+B,ED0K5B,KC1K4B,C;ID2KhG,C;;MAMqD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACjF,YAAY,sBAAQ,S

AAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCnL4F,oBDmL/B,CCnL+B,EDmL5B,KCnL4B,C;ID

oLhG,C;;MAMkD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAC9E,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAA

wB,qBAAxB,GC5L4F,oBD4L/B,QAAQ,CAAR,IC5L+B,ED4LpB,gBC5LoB,C;ID6LhG,C;;MAMoD,qC;QAAA,w

BAAgC,S;MAChF,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCrM4F,oBDqM/

B,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,ICrM+B,EDqML,gBCrMK,C;IDsMhG,C;;MAMuD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACnF,YA

AY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GC9M4F,oBD8M/B,CC9M+B,ED8M5B,

KC9M4B,C;ID+MhG,C;;MAMyD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACrF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAA

S,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCvN4F,oBDuN/B,CCvN+B,EDuN5B,KCvN4B,C;IDwNhG,C;;MAMsD,qC;QAAA

,wBAAgC,S;MAClF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GChO4F,oBDg

O/B,QAAQ,CAAR,IChO+B,EDgOpB,gBChOoB,C;IDiOhG,C;;MAMwD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACpF,YAAY,

0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCzO4F,oBDyO/B,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,I

CzO+B,EDyOL,gBCzOK,C;ID0OhG,C;;MASI,IAAI,WAAW,UAAf,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,QAAb,oC

AAkD,UAAlD,OAA1B,C;MACV,SAAS,sB;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,CAAb,EAAgB,UAAhB,C;MAC

H,EAAG,gBAAO,WAAP,C;MACH,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,QAAb,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACH,OAAO,E;I

ACX,C;yFAEA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qD;MAAA,+D;QAOK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,aAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,E

AAyB,QAAzB,EAAmC,WAAnC,CAAgD,W;MAAvE,C;KAPJ,C;;MAgBI,+BAAa,KAAM,MAAnB,EAA0B,KAA

M,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAA1B,EAAkD,WAAlD,C;IAAA,C;yFAEJ,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gD;QA

OK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,aAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,WAApB,CAAiC,W;MAAxD,C;KAPJ,C;;MAkBI,I

AAI,WAAW,UAAf,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,QAAb,oCAAkD,UAAlD,OAA1B,C;MAEV,IAAI,aAAY,

UAAhB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;MAEhB,SAAS,mBAAc,oBAAU,QAAV,

GAAqB,UAArB,KAAd,C;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,CAAb,EAAgB,UAAhB,C;MACH,EAAG,gBAAO

,SAAP,EAAa,QAAb,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACH,OAAO,E;IACX,C;uFAEA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,k

D;QASK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,YAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,QAAxB,CAAkC,W;MAAzD,C;KATJ,C;;M

AgBqE,8BAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;uFAErE,yB;MAAA,

8B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,mC;QAOK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,YAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAY,KAAZ,CAAmB,W;MAA1C,C;K

APJ,C;;MAcI,IAAI,wBAAW,MAAX,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,MAAO,OAAnB,EAA2B,gBAA3B,C;;MAE

X,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAAI,wBAAW,MAAX,CAAJ,C;QACI,OC3VyE,oBD

2VxD,MAAO,OC3ViD,C;;MD6V7E,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAAI,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,8BA
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AY,CAAZ,EAAe,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAf,C;;MAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;M

AOI,IAAI,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OC9WwF,oBD8WvE,CC9WuE,ED8WpE,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IC9

WoE,C;;MDgX5F,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAK,qBAAU,MAAO,OAAP,GAAgB,MAAO,OAAvB,IAAV,CAA

D,IAA6C,wBAAW,MAAX,CAA7C,IAAmE,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAvE,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,MAAO,OAAnB,E

AA2B,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAA3B,C;;MAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAA

K,qBAAU,MAAO,OAAP,GAAgB,MAAO,OAAvB,IAAV,CAAD,IAA6C,wBAAW,MAAX,CAA7C,IAAmE,sBA

AS,MAAT,CAAvE,C;QACI,OCtYwF,oBDsYvE,MAAO,OCtYgE,EDsYxD,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,ICtYwD,C;;

MDwY5F,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAOmF,oCAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAOZ,sCAAkB,SAAlB,E

AA6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAMD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAClG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,I

AAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QA5JvB,U;QA4JM,OA5JgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EA4JyC,CA5JzC,EA4J4C

,KA5J5C,EA4JmD,WA5JnD,CAAgD,W;;MA4JvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAMwE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACpG,YAAY,s

BAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QArKvB,U;QAqKM,OArKgB,aAAt

B,+DAAsB,EAqKyC,CArKzC,EAqK4C,KArK5C,EAqKmD,WArKnD,CAAgD,W;;MAqKvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAMq

E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACjG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAi

B,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,CAAR,I;QAAb,eAAwB,gB;QA9K1E,U;QA8KM,OA9KgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,

UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EA8K4D,WA9K5D,CAAgD,W;;MA8KvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAMuE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;

MACnG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,Q

AAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,I;QAAb,eAAuC,gB;QAvLzF,U;QAuLM,OAvLgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,Q

AAzB,EAuL2E,WAvL3E,CAAgD,W;;MAuLvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAM2E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACvG,YAAY,0B

AAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAl

B,I;QAAb,eAAuC,gB;QAhMzF,U;QAgMM,OAhMgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAgM2E,

WAhM3E,CAAgD,W;;MAgMvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAMyE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACrG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;

MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,CAAR,I;QAAb,eAAwB,gB;

QAzM1E,U;QAyMM,OAzMgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAyM4D,WAzM5D,CAAgD,W;

;MAyMvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAM0E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACtG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI

,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAlNvB,U;QAkNM,OAlNgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAkNyC,CAlNzC,EAkN4C,

KAlN5C,EAkNmD,WAlNnD,CAAgD,W;;MAkNvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAM4E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACxG,YAAY

,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QA3NvB,U;QA2NM,OA3NgB,aA

AtB,+DAAsB,EA2NyC,CA3NzC,EA2N4C,KA3N5C,EA2NmD,WA3NnD,CAAgD,W;;MA2NvE,W;IACJ,C;;MAc

oF,OAAA,KAAM,iBAAQ,SAAR,EAAc,WAAd,C;IAAN,C;+EAEpF,yB;M0F7kBI,iE;MAAA,wC;M1F6kBJ,8C;Q

AOU,yB;;U0F9kBF,Y1F8kBJ,K0F9kBgB,c1F8kBF,S0F9kBE,C;UACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YAAmB,wB1F6kBT,S0F7k

BsB,W;YAAb,0B;;UAEnB,gBAAgB,C;UAChB,a1F0kBU,S0F1kBS,O;UACnB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;;YAEL,i

BAAiB,oB;YACjB,EAAG,gB1FskBG,S0FtkBH,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,UAAW,MAAM,MAA1C,C;YACH,EAAG,

gB1FqkBS,S0FrkBF,CAAU,UAAV,CAAP,C;YACH,YAAY,UAAW,MAAM,aAAjB,GAAgC,CAAhC,I;YACZ,Q

AAQ,UAAW,O;;UACd,oBAAY,MAAZ,IAAsB,aAAtB,C;UAET,IAAI,YAAY,MAAhB,C;YACI,EAAG,gB1F+jB

G,S0F/jBH,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,MAAzB,C;;UAGP,wBAAO,EAAG,W;;;Q1F4jBd,4B;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;;MAey

F,OAAA,KAAM,sBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,WAAnB,C;IAAN,C;;MAOnB,OAAA,KAAM,iBAAQ,SAAR,C;IAAN,C;

;MAOlE,IAAK,cAAc,CAAf,IAAsB,aAAa,CAAnC,IAA0C,cAAa,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,MAAd,IAAb,CAA1C,IAAi

F,eAAc,KAAM,OAAN,GAAe,MAAf,IAAd,CAArF,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAGX,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,MAAtB,U;

QACI,IAAI,CAA0B,SAAzB,qBAAK,aAAa,KAAb,IAAL,CAAyB,EAAO,iBAAM,cAAc,KAAd,IAAN,CAAP,EA

AmC,UAAnC,CAA9B,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAEf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAK+C,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACjE,OAA

A,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAA2B,SAAR,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAQ,EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,UAAb,C;IAA3B,C;;MA

KyC,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC/D,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAAmC,SAAhB,qBAAK,2BAAL,CAAgB,

EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,UAAb,C;IAAnC,C;;MAKqD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC3E,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf

,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAW,MAAX,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,MA

ArB,EAA6B,CAA7B,EAAgC,MAAO,OAAvC,EAA+C,UAA/C,C;IACf,C;;MAK0E,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC5F,

IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,aAAL,SAAK,EAAW,MAAX,EAAmB,UAAn

B,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8B,MAA9B,EAAsC,CAAtC,EAAyC,MAAO,OAAhD,EAAwD,UAAx
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D,C;IACf,C;;MAKuD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACzE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,

OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,EAAS,MAAT,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAlB,EAA0C,MAA1

C,EAAkD,CAAlD,EAAqD,MAAO,OAA5D,EAAoE,UAApE,C;IACf,C;;MAa8D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAChF,qB

X1lBO,MAAK,KW0lBe,SAAK,OX1lBpB,EW0lB4B,KAAM,OX1lBlC,C;MW4lBZ,QAAQ,C;MACR,OAAO,IAA

I,cAAJ,IAA8B,SAAR,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAQ,EAAO,iBAAM,CAAN,CAAP,EAA8B,UAA9B,CAArC,C;QACI,a;;

MAEJ,IAAS,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAmB,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAnB,CAAL,IAAwC,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAmB,IAAI,CAAJ,

IAAnB,CAA5C,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,CAAf,CAAkB,W;IAC7B,C;;MAU8D,0B;QAAA

,aAAsB,K;MAChF,iBAAiB,SAAK,O;MACtB,kBAAkB,KAAM,O;MACxB,qBXjnBO,MAAK,KWinBe,UXjnBf,E

WinB2B,WXjnB3B,C;MWmnBZ,QAAQ,C;MACR,OAAO,IAAI,cAAJ,IAA+C,SAAzB,qBAAK,aAAa,CAAb,GA

AiB,CAAjB,IAAL,CAAyB,EAAO,iBAAM,cAAc,CAAd,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAN,CAAP,EAAgD,UAAhD,CAAtD,

C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,IAAS,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAmB,aAAa,CAAb,GAAiB,CAAjB,IAAnB,CAAL,IAAqD,mBAAN,K

AAM,EAAmB,cAAc,CAAd,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAnB,CAAzD,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,OAAO,8BAAY,aAAa,CAAb,IA

AZ,EAA4B,UAA5B,CAAwC,W;IACnD,C;;MAaqD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAMnE,

UAAkB,M;MAL3C,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAA7B,IAAkC,6BAAtC,C;QACI,WAAiB,

SAAN,KAAM,C;QACjB,OC7oBwF,kB0F7KE,oB3F0zBrE,I2F1zBqE,C1F6KF,ED6oB7D,UC7oB6D,C;;MDgpBn

E,uBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAkB,oC;kBAA3C,gD;QACI,kBAAkB,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;QACR,c;;U7BiuSE

,U;UAAhB,4B6BjuSQ,K7BiuSR,kB;YAAgB,cAAhB,U6BjuSQ,K7BiuSR,S;YAAsB,I6BjuSC,SAAH,U7BiuSgB,o

B6BjuShB,CAAG,0B7BiuSD,C;cAAwB,aAAO,I;cAAP,e;;;UAC9C,aAAO,K;;;Q6BluSH,e;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAEf

,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAWyD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACxG,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,I

AAe,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAA7B,IAAkC,6BAAtC,C;QACI,WAAiB,SAAN,KAAM,C;QACjB,OCjqB4F,sB0F7

KM,oB3F80BzE,I2F90ByE,C1F6KN,EDiqB7D,UCjqB6D,C;;kBDqqBhG,iBAAyB,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,2BAAb,

CAAzB,WAAwD,CAAxD,U;QACI,kBAAkB,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;QACR,c;;U7BysSE,Q;UAAhB,wB6BzsSQ,K7Bys

SR,gB;YAAgB,cAAhB,U6BzsSQ,K7BysSR,O;YAAsB,I6BzsSC,SAAH,U7BysSgB,oB6BzsShB,CAAG,0B7BysS

D,C;cAAwB,aAAO,I;cAAP,e;;;UAC9C,aAAO,K;;;Q6B1sSH,e;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAG2

G,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,K;MAOrG,UAKA,M;MAXlB,cAAkB,CAAC,IAAL,GACV,aAAW,gBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,

CAAd,CAAX,EAAsC,eAAT,QAAS,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAtC,CADU,GAGV,SAAW,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,2BAAb,

CAAX,EAAmD,gBAAT,QAAS,EAAc,CAAd,CAAnD,C;MAEJ,IAAI,iCAAkB,yBAAtB,C;QACkB,yB;QAAd,OA

Ac,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAU,cAAN,KAAM,EAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,EAA8B,KAA

M,OAApC,EAA4C,UAA5C,CAAV,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;QAGD,2B;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACV,IA

AU,kBAAN,KAAM,EAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,OAA3B,EAAkC,KAAM,OAAxC,EAAgD,UAAhD,

CAAV,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGnB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAYsB,UAMA,M;MAflB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,O

AAQ,KAAR,KAAgB,CAAnC,C;QACI,aAAqB,UAAR,OAAQ,C;QACrB,YAAgB,CAAC,IAAL,GAAW,sBAAQ,

MAAR,EAAgB,UAAhB,CAAX,GAA4C,0BAAY,MAAZ,EAAoB,UAApB,C;QACxD,OAAW,QAAQ,CAAZ,GA

Ae,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAS,MAAT,C;;MAGpC,cAAkB,CAAC,IAAL,GAAW,aAAW,gBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,

CAAX,EAA6B,gBAA7B,CAAX,GAAoD,SAAW,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,2BAAb,CAAX,EAA0C,CAA1C,C;MAEl

E,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACkB,yB;oBAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,yB;UACmB,sB;;YVzpBrB,U;YAAA,SUypBa,OVzp

Bb,W;YAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAgB,2B;cAAM,IUypBgC,cVzpBlB,OUypBkB,EAAc,CAAd,sBVzpBlB,O

UypBmD,OAAjC,aVzpBhC,C;gBAAwB,qBAAO,O;gBAAP,uB;;;YAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;UUwpBC,uC;UACA,IAAI,s

BAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,YAAS,cAAT,C;;;;QAGD,2B;oBAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACmB,wB;;YV/pBrB,

U;YAAA,SU+pBa,OV/pBb,W;YAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAgB,6B;cAAM,IU+pBgC,kBV/pBlB,SU+pBkB,E

AAkB,CAAlB,sBV/pBlB,SU+pBuD,OAArC,aV/pBhC,C;gBAAwB,uBAAO,S;gBAAP,uB;;;YAC9C,uBAAO,I;;;U

U8pBC,2C;UACA,IAAI,wBAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,YAAS,gBAAT,C;;;MAInB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAc+D,0B;QAA

A,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtG,4BAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,KA

AlD,C;IAAA,C;;MAc+D,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAClH,4BAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,

UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,C;IAAA,C;;MAa4D,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;

MACvG,gB;MAAA,8CAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,KAAlD,mDAAmE,E;IAAnE,C;;

MAcgE,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnH,gB;MAAA,8CAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAn

B,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,mDAAkE,E;IAAlE,C;;MAWwC,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAA
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sB,K;MACnF,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAW,mBAAY,IAAZ,CAAX,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,UAA1C,C

ADJ,GCryB4F,kB0F7KE,oB3Fq9B5E,I2Fr9B4E,C1F6KF,EDwyBpE,UCxyBoE,C;IDyyBhG,C;;MASgD,0B;QAA

A,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACvF,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,UAAh

B,EAA4B,gBAA5B,EAAoC,UAApC,CADJ,GCnzB4F,kBDszB1E,MCtzB0E,EDszBlE,UCtzBkE,C;IDuzBhG,C;;

MAUgD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC/F,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,0BAAe,mB

AAY,IAAZ,CAAf,EAAkC,UAAlC,EAA8C,UAA9C,CADJ,GC/zBgG,sB0F7KM,oB3F++BhF,I2F/+BgF,C1F6KN,

EDk0BpE,UCl0BoE,C;IDm0BpG,C;;MAUoD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnG,OAA

W,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,CAD

J,GC90BgG,sBDi1B1E,MCj1B0E,EDi1BlE,UCj1BkE,C;IDk1BpG,C;;MAQ+D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACjF,OAA

I,yBAAJ,GACI,sBAAQ,KAAR,UAA4B,UAA5B,KAA2C,CAD/C,GAGI,sBAAQ,KAAR,EAAe,CAAf,EAAkB,gB

AAlB,EAA0B,UAA1B,KAAyC,C;IAH7C,C;;MAakD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACxE,6BAAQ,IAAR,UAA2B,UAA

3B,KAA0C,C;IAA1C,C;;MAMsE,OAAA,KAAM,yBAAgB,SAAhB,C;IAAN,C;;MAOtE,oB;MACA,8B;MACA,o

B;MACA,kC;IAJiC,C;;MAOa,gE;MAC1C,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,yBAAwC,WAAX,yCAAW,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,o

CAAM,OAAlB,C;MACxC,uBAA2B,sB;MAC3B,gBAA0B,I;MAC1B,eAAmB,C;IALuB,C;;MAQtC,IAAI,uBAAk

B,CAAtB,C;QACI,iBAAY,C;QACZ,gBAAW,I;;;QAEX,IAAI,4CAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,uDAAa,yCAA1B,IAAmC,uB

AAkB,yCAAM,OAA/D,C;UACI,gBAAW,qCAAyB,iBAAN,yCAAM,CAAzB,C;UACX,uBAAkB,E;;;UAElB,YA

AkB,iDAAN,yCAAM,EAAa,oBAAb,C;UAClB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;YACI,gBAAW,qCAAyB,iBAAN,yCAAM,C

AAzB,C;YACX,uBAAkB,E;;;YAElB,IAAK,QAAiB,KAAjB,aAAL,EAAY,SAAU,KAAV,a;YACZ,gBAAW,gCA

AwB,KAAxB,C;YACX,yBAAoB,QAAQ,MAAR,I;YACpB,uBAAkB,0BAAwB,WAAU,CAAd,GAAiB,CAAjB,G

AAwB,CAA5C,K;;;QAG1B,iBAAY,C;;IAEpB,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAJb,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAA

I,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,mE;MAEb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;;MA/C0C,+D;IAAA,C;;;M

AgEU,0C;QZvgCjD,SYwgCH,sBAAW,kBAAX,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAkD,kBAAlD,C;QAAA,OAAwE,KAAK,CA

AT,GAAY,IAAZ,GAAsB,OAAM,CAAN,C;MADtC,C;IAAA,C;;MAHM,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA

,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MhBhlC7H,IAAI,EgBilCI,SAAS,ChBjlCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cgBglCkB,oD;Q

hB/kClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgBilCV,OAAO,4BAAwB,SAAxB,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,KA

A1C,EAAiD,gDAAjD,C;IAGX,C;;MAqB4D,0C;QAAkB,Q;QAAA,oCAAU,sBAAV,EAA0B,YAA1B,EAAqD,kB

AArD,EAAwE,KAAxE,aAAsF,GAAG,UAAH,EAAe,WAAO,OAAtB,CAAtF,O;MAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAJc,0B;Q

AAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MhBvmCrI,IAAI,EgBwmCI,SAAS,Ch

BxmCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cgBumCkB,oD;QhBtmClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgBumCV,qBAAgC,O

AAX,UAAW,C;MAEhC,OAAO,4BAAwB,SAAxB,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,KAA1C,EAAiD,sDAAjD,C;IAEX,C

;;MAiB8E,qB;QAAE,yCAAU,EAAV,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MADX,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAA

a,C;MACzG,OAAsE,OAAtE,+BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,EAAI,iCAAJ,C;IAAtE,

C;;MAaqD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAC/F,IAAI,UAAW,OAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,C;Q

ACI,gBAAgB,WAAW,CAAX,C;QAChB,IAAI,EAAC,SAx8BuC,YAAU,CAw8BlD,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,mBA

AM,SAAN,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;;;MAI2E,kBAAb,cAAtE,+BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA

+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,C;MV0GtE,kBAAM,iBAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAb,OAAa

,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WUhLgF,uBVgLlE,IUhLkE,CVgLhF,C;;MUhLhB,OViLO,W;IUhLX,C;;MAU

8E,qB;QAAE,yCAAU,EAAV,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MADb,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MA

CvG,OAAsE,OAAtE,6BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,EAAI,mCAAJ,C;IAAtE,C;;MA

SmD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAC7F,IAAI,UAAW,OAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,C;QACI,

OAAO,mBAAoB,oBAAd,WAAW,CAAX,CAAc,CAApB,EAAgC,UAAhC,EAA4C,KAA5C,C;;MAG+E,kBAAb,c

AAtE,6BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,C;MViFtE,kBAAM,iBAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,

CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WUvJgF,uBVuJlE,IUvJkE,CVuJ

hF,C;;MUvJhB,OVwJO,W;IUvJX,C;;MhB7qCI,IAAI,EgBwrCI,SAAS,ChBxrCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cgBurCkB,oD;Qh

BtrClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgBwrCV,oBAAoB,C;MACpB,gBAAgB,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,a

AAnB,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;MAChB,IAAI,cAAa,EAAb,IAAmB,UAAS,CAAhC,C;QACI,OAAO,OAAO,SAAK,WA

AZ,C;;MAGX,gBAAgB,QAAQ,C;MACxB,aAAa,iBAAsB,SAAJ,GAAqB,eAAN,KAAM,EAAa,EAAb,CAArB,G
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AA2C,EAA7D,C;;QAET,MAAO,WAn4B6E,8BAm4B/D,aAn4B+D,EAm4BhD,SAn4BgD,CAAkC,WAm4B/G,C;

QACP,gBAAgB,YAAY,SAAU,OAAtB,I;QAEhB,IAAI,aAAa,MAAO,KAAP,MAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,CAAjB,

C;UAA2C,K;QAC3C,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,aAAnB,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;;MACP,sBAAa,EAAb,C;MAET

,MAAO,WA14BiF,8BA04BnE,aA14BmE,EA04BpD,gBA14BoD,CAAkC,WA04BnH,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,

C;;MASmD,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAAmB,OAAA,KAAM,eAAM,SAAN,EAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAN,C;;MAOxB,mC

AAgB,MAAhB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,IAA9B,E;IAAA,C;;MAOX,OAAe,UAAf,uBAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MkJ/vChD,

0B;MAII,aAC+B,e;MAC/B,cACgC,e;MAChC,WAC6B,e;MAC7B,YAC8B,e;MAC9B,eACiC,e;MACjC,YAC8B,g

B;MAC9B,aAC+B,gB;MAC/B,YAC8B,gB;MAC9B,aAC+B,gB;MAC/B,eACiC,gB;MACjC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC

,sBACwC,gB;MACxC,uBACyC,gB;MACzC,kBACoC,gB;MACpC,cACgC,gB;MAChC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,iB

ACmC,gB;MACnC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,YAC8B,gB;MAC9B,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,uBACyC,i

B;MACzC,wBAC0C,iB;MAC1C,sBACwC,iB;MACxC,uBACyC,iB;MACzC,wBAC0C,iB;MAC1C,sBACwC,iB;

MACxC,cACgC,iB;MAChC,oBACsC,iB;MACtC,cACgC,iB;MAChC,gBACkC,iB;MAClC,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,mB

ACqC,iB;MACrC,YAC8B,iB;MAC9B,UAC4B,iB;MAC5B,mBACqC,iB;MACrC,gBACkC,iB;MAClC,mBACqC,i

B;MACrC,sBACwC,iB;IAjF5C,C;;;;MAAA,iC;QAAA,gB;;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;;;;ICoBA,C;;MAmBmE,6BAAkB

,IAAlB,EAAwB,QAAxB,C;IAAA,C;;MAOC,wBAAM,QAAD,aAAL,C;IAAA,C;;MAS3B,QAAC,iBAAa,a;IAAd,

C;;MAQG,OAAA,iBAAa,a;IAAb,C;;4EAI5C,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,mC;QAIyE,MAAM,WAAM,0BAAN,C;MA

AN,C;KAJzE,C;mFAMA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,mC;QAIwE,MAAM,WAAM,0BAAN,C;MAAN,C;KAJxE,C;;M

AQiF,oB;MAAjD,gB;MAAqB,4B;IAAtB,C;;MACW,OAAA,SAAK,aAAL,cAAoB,eAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEa,6B

AAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,4BAAa,QAAb,CAAxB,C;IAAA,C;;;MCnEf,gB;IAAD,C;;MAO4F,oB;MAAnG,4B;MAA6

B,oB;MAAsC,sB;IAApE,C;;MACe,OAA2B,aAA1B,YAAM,OAAN,UAAe,gBAAf,CAA0B,EAAW,YAAM,KAAj

B,CAA3B,cAAoD,aAApD,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,2CAAc,gBAAd,EAAyB,YAAzB,EAAgC,0BAAS,QAAT,CAAhC,

C;IAAA,C;;;MAGnB,2CAAc,WAAd,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,gCAAS,KAArC,C;IAAA,C;;;MAUE,gB;IAAD,C;;M

AOgG,oB;MAAvG,4B;MAA+B,oB;MAAwC,sB;IAAxE,C;;MACa,OAA2B,aAA1B,YAAM,OAAN,GAAe,gBAA

W,EAAW,YAAM,KAAjB,CAA3B,cAAoD,aAApD,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,+CAAgB,gBAAhB,EAA2B,YAA3B,EAA

kC,0BAAS,QAAT,CAAlC,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGnB,+CAAgB,WAAhB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,gCAAS,KAAvC,C;I

AAA,C;;;MAmBf,oE;MACrB,mB;IAjBJ,C;;MAmBgC,qB;IAAA,C;;MAcd,Q;MAFV,YAAY,QAAS,kBAAS,SAA

T,C;MACrB,gBAAsB,uBAAN,KAAM,C;MACZ,IAAI,gDAA+B,4CAAnC,C;QAEN,iBAAiB,mBAAU,SAAV,C;

QACjB,IAAI,mBAAY,SAAZ,gBAAyB,CAAzB,IAA8B,mBAAY,UAAZ,eAAyB,CAA3D,C;UAA8D,gBAAS,QA

AT,C;QAC9D,iB;;;QAGA,mBAAiB,4BAAU,K;QAC3B,IAAI,sDAA+B,kDAAnC,C;UAAgE,gBAAS,QAAT,C;Q

ACrD,8BAAX,YAAW,C;;MATf,qB;IAWJ,C;;MAGI,MAAM,6BAAsB,4CAA0C,cAA1C,qCAAqE,QAArE,MAAt

B,C;IACV,C;;;MCnGmC,6C;IAAA,C;;MA0BnC,gC;MAP8C,0B;IAArB,C;;MAOzB,kC;MACI,YAC4B,aAAS,GA

AT,C;MAE5B,gBACgC,aAAS,wCAAO,kBAAhB,C;IALpC,C;;MASQ,2BAAoB,KAApB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAu

C,UAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MATR,yC;QAAA,wB;;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;MAe6C,oBAAS,CAAC,kBAAV,C;IAAA,C;;

MAGS,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAM,cAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGC,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAM,cAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGL,

oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGG,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGL,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAj

B,C;IAAA,C;;MAGG,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGA,OAAA,IAAK,cAAL,GAAa,KAAM,c;IAAnB,

C;;MAGhB,4BAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAGA,4BAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAGA,OAAM,WAAN,kBAAM,C;IAAN,C;;MAGF

,OAAM,SAAN,kBAAM,C;IAAN,C;;MAGU,OAAI,iBAAJ,GAAmB,IAAD,aAAlB,GAA6B,I;IAA7B,C;;MAEI,O

AAW,iBAAX,IAAK,cAAM,EAAU,KAAM,cAAhB,C;IAAX,C;uHAK/C,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAaI,cAAc,Y

AAP,WAAO,CAAd,EAAuB,mBAAvB,EAAuC,qBAAvC,EAAyD,qBAAzD,EAA2E,yBAA3E,C;MAAA,C;KAbJ,

C;uHAeA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAYI,cAAe,YAAR,YAAQ,CAAf,EAAwB,qBAAxB,EAA0C,qBAA1C,EAA

4D,yBAA5D,C;MAAA,C;KAZJ,C;uHAcA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAWI,cAAiB,YAAV,cAAU,CAAjB,EAA0

B,qBAA1B,EAA4C,yBAA5C,C;MAAA,C;KAXJ,C;;MAuBI,cAAiB,uBAAV,cAAU,CAAjB,EAA2B,yBAA3B,C;I

AAA,C;;MAGqC,OAAe,YAAd,eAAU,EAAI,C;IAAf,C;;MAEE,OAAiB,YAAhB,iBAAY,EAAI,C;IAAjB,C;;MAE

A,OAAiB,YAAhB,iBAAY,EAAI,C;IAAjB,C;;MAEI,OAAsB,YAArB,qBAAgB,KAAK,C;IAAtB,C;;MAMG,2BA

AoB,kBAApB,0CAAwC,IAAxC,C;IAAA,C;;MAOJ,OAAe,uBAAf,sBAAS,IAAT,CAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MAOF,OAAe

,YAAf,sBAAS,IAAT,CAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MAGV,6D;IAAA,C;;MAGC,8D;IAAA,C;;MAGE,gE;IAAA,C;;MAGA,gE

;IAAA,C;;MAGK,qE;IAAA,C;;MAGA,qE;IAAA,C;;MAGD,oE;IAAA,C;;MAWF,kE;IAAA,C;;MASC,mE;IAAA,
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C;;MAsBrB,UAaX,M;MAnBJ,sB;QAD8B,OACd,kBAAM,W;WACtB,2BAAS,GAAT,C;QAF8B,OAEd,I;;QAEZ,

YAAY,kBAAc,c;QAC1B,qBAAiB,KAAjB,C;QACA,sBAAkB,CAAlB,C;QAEI,YAAQ,MAAR,C;UAAqC,kD;UA

AO,eAAa,I;UAApB,OjK7I1C,S;;ciK8IK,YAAQ,CAAR,C;UAAsC,wD;UAAO,gBAAc,C;UAArB,OjK9I3C,W;;ci

K+IK,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,SAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,KAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ

,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,UAAU,KAAlB,C;;;UAC0B,iD;UAAO,eAAa,I;UAApB,OjKtJ/

B,W;;QiK4IC,e;QAYA,YAAY,sBAAS,IAAT,C;QAER,iB;UAAc,0BAAiB,KAAjB,C;aACd,oBAAc,CAAd,C;UA

AmB,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,aAA1B,C;;UACX,+BAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,iBvE+FH,MAAW,KuE/FM,KvE+F

N,CuE/FR,CAA7B,C;;QAvBc,OAoB1B,SAIS,UAAL,IAAK,C;;IAxBiB,C;;MA6B9B,YAAQ,CAAR,C;QADwC,O

AC3B,C;WACb,YAAQ,EAAR,C;QAFwC,OAE1B,C;WACd,YAAQ,GAAR,C;QAHwC,OAGzB,C;;QAHyB,OAIh

C,C;IAJgC,C;;MAoBJ,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,C;MAI7C,Q;MrKxPX,IAAI,EqKqPQ,YAAY,CrKrPpB,CAAJ,C;QACI

,cqKoPyB,oD;QrKnPzB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MqKoPN,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,kBAAM,

W;MAC/B,aAAa,sBAAS,IAAT,C;MAET,IvEiEsC,MAAW,KuEjE7C,MvEiE6C,CuEjEjD,GAAc,MAAd,C;QAAs

B,6BAAsB,MAAtB,EAAuC,eAAT,QAAS,EAAa,EAAb,CAAvC,C;;QACd,wBAAiB,MAAjB,C;MAFZ,OAAO,O

AGE,UAAL,IAAK,C;IACb,C;;MnF/QgB,gBAAhB,sB;MmFiSI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAkB,yBAAO,EAAP,C;MAClB

,yBAAO,IAAP,C;MACc,YAAd,kB;MA1LA,YAAe,YAAR,aAAQ,C;MAAf,cAAwB,sB;MAAxB,cAA0C,sB;MAA

1C,kBAA4D,0B;MA2LxD,eAAe,UAAS,C;MACxB,iBAAiB,YAAW,CAAX,IAAgB,gBAAe,C;MAChD,iBAAiB,

YAAW,CAAX,KAAiB,cAAc,QAA/B,C;MACjB,IAAI,QAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,KAAP,CAAc,gBAAO,EAAP,C;;

MAElB,IAAI,UAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,OAAP,CAAgB,gBAAO,EAAP,C;;MAEpB,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,QAAD,IAA

a,CAAC,UAA7B,CAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,OAAP,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAe,CAAnB,C;UACI,yBAAO,EAAP,C;UAC

A,UAAiC,WAAvB,WAAY,WAAW,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,EAAZ,C;UAE7B,kBAAc,OAAd,KAA2B,CAA3B,C;Y

AAgC,yBAAO,GAAP,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,CAAf,C;eAChC,kBAAc,IAAd,KAAuB,CAAvB,C;YAA4B,yBAAO,

GAAP,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,CAAf,C;;YACpB,yBAAO,GAAP,C;;QAGhB,yBAAO,EAAP,C;;MAxBuB,OjK7N5B,

S8EnE8B,W;ImFgSF,C;;;;;;MApSvC,c;MAiBkD,8D;MAjBlD,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAiBkD,sDAjBlD,G;IAAA,C;;

MAyU0D,OAAW,aAAX,SAAW,EAAW,IAAX,C;IAAX,C;;MAKC,OAAW,aAAX,oBAAW,EAAW,IAAX,C;IAA

X,C;;MAKE,oBAAS,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,yCAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAQ1B,oE;IAAA,C;;MAKC,sE;IAA

A,C;;MAKE,sE;IAAA,C;;MAKF,qE;IAAA,C;;MAKC,uE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,uE;IAAA,C;;MAKH,qE;IAAA,C;;MA

KC,uE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,uE;IAAA,C;;MAKR,gE;IAAA,C;;MAKC,kE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,kE;IAAA,C;;MAKH,gE;I

AAA,C;;MAKC,kE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,kE;IAAA,C;;MAKL,8D;IAAA,C;;MAKC,gE;IAAA,C;;MAKE,gE;IAAA,C;;

MAKJ,6D;IAAA,C;;MAKC,+D;IAAA,C;;MAKE,+D;IAAA,C;;MAOsC,8BAAW,SAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAMG,8BA

AW,SAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MC/ZxB,QAAM,SAAN,M;aAC5C,a;UAD4C,OAChB,I;aAC5B,c;UAF4C,OAEf,I;aAC7B,

c;UAH4C,OAGf,I;aAC7B,S;UAJ4C,OAIpB,G;aACxB,S;UAL4C,OAKpB,G;aACxB,O;UAN4C,OAMtB,G;aACtB,

M;UAP4C,OAOvB,G;gBAPuB,mC;;IAAA,C;;IChDhD,C;;qFCAA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,wB;QA2BI,WAhBO,c

AgBI,U;QAhBkB,KAiB7B,E;QAjBA,OAkBO,IAAK,a;MAjBhB,C;KAZA,C;;MA2BI,WAAW,mB;MACX,O;MA

CA,OAAO,IAAK,a;IAChB,C;;MAWgC,kB;MAAc,wB;IAAf,C;;;MAAC,iB;IARhC,C;;MAQ8C,oB;IAR9C,C;;MA

AA,sBAQgC,qCARhC,EAQ8C,8CAR9C,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAQgC,iDARhC,IAQ8C,8CAR9C,O;IAAA,C;;MA

AA,c;MAQgC,sD;MAAc,yD;MAR9C,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAQgC,sCARhC,IAQ8C,4CAR9C,I;IAAA,C;iGAUA,y

B;MAAA,wB;MAgBA,8C;MAhBA,wB;QA6BI,WAhBO,cAgBI,U;QACX,aAjBmC,KAiBtB,E;QAjBb,OAkBO,oB

AAW,MAAX,EAAmB,IAAK,aAAxB,C;MAjBX,C;KAdA,C;mGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,mC;QAaI,WAAW,

mB;QACX,aAAa,O;QACb,OAAO,oBAAW,MAAX,EAAmB,IAAK,aAAxB,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;4EC1DA,yB;

MAAA,8B;MAAA,4B;QAOyC,Q;QAAA,gFAAoB,C;MAApB,C;KAPzC,C;;MCqDI,qC;MA/CuB,kB;MAAgB,kB;

MAAgB,kB;MAMvD,iBAAsB,iBAAU,UAAV,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,UAAxB,C;IANA,C;;M1KmBtB,IAAI,E0

KViB,CAAT,sBAAY,GAAZ,KAA4C,CAAT,sBAAY,GAA/C,MAA+E,CAAT,sBAAY,GAAlF,C1KUR,CAAJ,C;

QACI,c0KVI,2E;Q1KWJ,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;M0KTN,OAAO,CAAA,KAAM,IAAI,EAAV,KAA

gB,KAAM,IAAI,CAA1B,IAA+B,KAA/B,I;IACX,C;;MAKkC,OAAE,UAAF,oBAAS,UAAT,SAAgB,U;IAAhB,C;;

MAIV,gB;MADpB,IAAI,SAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MACP,iE;MAAD,mB;QAA6B,OAAO,K;;MAAvD,m

BAAmB,M;MACnB,OAAO,IAAK,UAAL,KAAgB,YAAa,U;IACxC,C;;MAE+B,qB;IAAA,C;;MAEqB,wBAAU,K

AAM,UAAhB,I;IAAA,C;;MAOhD,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAuB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,IACf

,IAAK,MAAL,IAAc,KADtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAQA,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAuB,IAAK,MAAL,KAA
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c,KAAd,KACd,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAsB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,IACf,IAAK,MAAL,IAAc,KADr

B,CADc,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIJ,uC;MACI,2BAIuC,G;MAEvC,eAIoC,kBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,

EAApB,C;IAXxC,C;;;;MAAA,8C;QAAA,6B;;MAAA,uC;IAAA,C;;;MA9CA,uD;MAG6C,0BAAK,KAAL,EAAY,

KAAZ,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAH7C,Y;IAAA,C;4FCKA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,MAAM,6BAAoB,6BA

ApB,C;MAAN,C;KAAR,C;;;;;MCYuC,+BAAoB,KAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MASiD,sB;IAAA,C;;MAE5F,e;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,8C;MAAA,C;MAKI,wF;MAKA,sF;MAMA,wE;IAhBJ,C;;;MAKI,iC;MAAA,iD;IAA

A,C;;;MAKA,iC;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;MAMA,iC;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAhBJ,iJ;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,c;U

AAA,sD;aAAA,a;UAAA,qD;aAAA,M;UAAA,8C;gBAAA,gE;;IAAA,C;;;MAyBA,mC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QA

AA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;MAII,qBAAsC,W;MACtC,gBAA2B,iC;IAFK,C;;MAWjB,Q;MALP,IAAI,kBAAW,

iCAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,mC;QACT,qBAAc,I;;MAGlB,OAAO,gF;IACX,C;;MAEoC,yBAAW,iC;IAAX,C;;MAEN,

OAAI,oBAAJ,GAA2B,SAAN,UAAM,CAA3B,GAA2C,iC;IAA3C,C;;MAEA,+BAAoB,UAApB,C;IAAA,C;;;MA

GI,4B;IAAD,C;;MAAC,2B;IAAA,C;;MAEE,W;IAAA,C;;MAEN,OAAM,SAAN,UAAM,C;IAAN,C;;oFC2CtC,yB

;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAM6C,OAAmB,aAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,C;MAAnB,C;KAN7C,C;oGAQA,yB;M9E7FA,i

B;M8E6FA,4B;QAMqD,O9E5FqB,a8E4FpB,YAAY,G9E5FQ,C8E4FrB,GAA6C,EAA7C,I;MAAA,C;KANrD,C;s

GAQA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;QAMsD,OAAmB,sBAAlB,YAAW,GAAO,C;MAAnB,C;KANtD,C;8FAQA,yB;

MAAA,0D;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAOmD,OAAuC,OAApB,kBAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,CAAoB,C;MAAvC,C;KA

PnD,C;4FASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAOkD,OAA2B,OAAnB,iBAAR,SAAQ,CAAmB,C;MAA

3B,C;KAPlD,C;;MAuBI,OAA+E,OAA9E,SAAQ,KAAI,WAAa,CAAjB,CAAR,GAAkD,CAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,M

AAK,CAAL,IAAU,WAAa,CAAvB,CAA4B,C;IAA/E,C;;MAeA,OAA+E,OAA9E,SAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAS,WAA

a,CAAtB,CAAR,GAAwD,CAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,OAAK,WAAa,CAAlB,CAAsB,C;IAA/E,C;oFAEJ,yB;MAAA,g

D;MAAA,4B;QAM8C,OAAqB,aAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,C;MAArB,C;KAN9C,C;oGAQA,yB;M9EtKA,iB;M8EsKA

,4B;QAOI,O9EtKsE,a8EsKrE,YAAY,K9EtKyD,C8EsKtE,GAA+C,EAA/C,I;MAAA,C;KAPJ,C;sGASA,yB;MAA

A,kE;MAAA,4B;QAMuD,OAAqB,sBAApB,YAAW,KAAS,C;MAArB,C;KANvD,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MA

AA,4B;MAAA,4B;QAOqD,OAAyC,QAApB,kBAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,CAAoB,C;MAAzC,C;KAPrD,C;4FASA,y

B;MAAA,wD;MAAA,4B;MAAA,4B;QAOoD,OAA2B,QAAnB,iBAAR,SAAQ,CAAmB,C;MAA3B,C;KAPpD,C;;

MAuBI,OAAoF,QAAnF,SAAQ,KAAI,WAAa,EAAjB,CAAR,GAAqD,CAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,MAAK,EAAL,IA

AW,WAAa,EAAxB,CAA8B,C;IAApF,C;;MAeA,OAAoF,QAAnF,SAAQ,IAAI,EAAJ,IAAU,WAAa,EAAvB,CAA

R,GAA4D,CAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,OAAK,WAAa,EAAlB,CAAuB,C;IAApF,C;0E7KlRJ,yB;MAaA,kF;MAbA,wB

;QAuBI,IAAI,CAbI,KAaR,C;UACI,cAda,qB;UAeb,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAdd,C;KAXA,C;0EA

aA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,qC;QAUI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;;MAEd,C;KAdA,C;sFAgBA,yB;MAWA,kF;MAXA,wB;QAQW,yB;QAeP,IAfsB,KAelB,QAAJ,C;UACI,cAh

B2B,0B;UAiB3B,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;;UAEN,wBAnBkB,K;;QAAtB,4B;MACJ,C;KATA,C;wFA

WA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,qC;QAYI,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;;U

AEN,OAAO,K;;MAEf,C;KAlBA,C;oEAoBA,yB;MAaA,4E;MAbA,wB;QAuBI,IAAI,CAbE,KAaN,C;UACI,cAdW

,e;UAeX,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MAdd,C;KAXA,C;sEAaA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,qC;QAUI,IAAI,

CAAC,KAAL,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MAEd,C;KAdA,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAc

A,4E;MAdA,wB;QAWW,uB;QAeP,IAfoB,KAehB,QAAJ,C;UACI,cAhByB,0B;UAiBzB,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ

,WAA9B,C;;;UAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;QAApB,0B;MACJ,C;KAZA,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,qC;QAYI,IAAI,a

AAJ,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;UAEN,OAAO,K;;MAEf,C;KAlBA,C;oEAqB

A,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,0B;QAMiD,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;MAAN,C;KANjD,C;;M6C1DI,8B;MA

1DA,kB;IAD8B,C;;MAUQ,iD;IAAA,C;;MAMA,gD;IAAA,C;wFAItC,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,mB;QA

WgB,Q;QADR,mB;UADJ,OACiB,I;;UADjB,OAEY,2E;MAFZ,C;KATJ,C;;MAsBQ,kBADE,UACF,kB;QADJ,OA

CkB,UAAM,U;;QADxB,OAEY,I;IAFZ,C;;MAYI,kBADE,UACF,kB;QADJ,OACkB,UAAM,W;;QADxB,OAEY,s

BAAU,UAAV,O;IAFZ,C;;MAOJ,gC;IAAA,C;wHAKI,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,wB;QAKI,uBAAO,KAAP,C;MAAA

,C;KALJ,C;wHAOA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAKI,uBAAO,cAAc,SAAd,CAAP,C;MAAA,C;KALJ,

C;;;;MAZJ,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,gC;IAAA,C;;MAqBI,0B;IADkB,C;;MAI0B,+CAAoB,uBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,

C;IAApB,C;;MACb,OAAU,SAAV,cAAU,C;IAAV,C;;MACG,oBAAU,cAAV,M;IAAA,C;;;;;;;MA3F1C,c;MAOI,s

D;MAPJ,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAOI,sCAPJ,G;IAAA,C;;MAsGI,OAAO,mBAAQ,SAAR,C;IAAP,C;;MAUA,IAAI,8
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CAAJ,C;QAA6B,MAAM,eAAM,U;IAC7C,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,qB;MAtCQ,kD;MAsCR,wB;QAOW

,Q;;UACI,OAhDH,WAgDW,OAhDX,C;;;UAiDN,gC;YACS,OA3CH,WAAO,cA2CI,CA3CJ,CAAP,C;;;YAwCD,

O;;QAAP,W;MAKJ,C;KAZA,C;kFAcA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,qB;MApDQ,kD;MAoDR,mC;QAOW,Q;;UACI,O

A9DH,WA8DW,gBA9DX,C;;;UA+DN,gC;YACS,OAzDH,WAAO,cAyDI,CAzDJ,CAAP,C;;;YAsDD,O;;QAAP,

W;MAKJ,C;KAZA,C;8EAgBA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,4B;QAUW,Q;QADP,yB;QACA,O

AAO,gF;MACX,C;KAXA,C;+EAaA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAegB,UADL,M;QAAM,gBAAgB,2

B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,yF;;UACA,mBAAU,SAAV,C;QAFZ,a;MAIJ,C;KAlBA,C;kFAoBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8

B;MAAA,0C;QAUW,Q;QADP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,Y;QACtB,OAAO,gF;MACX,C;KAXA,C;qEAaA,y

B;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,kD;QAiB0B,UADf,M;QAAM,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,mBAAU,gFAAV

,C;;;UACA,mBAAU,SAAV,C;QAFZ,a;MAIJ,C;KApBA,C;mEAwBA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAA

A,uC;YAe8C,I;YADnC,M;QACH,wB;UAAa,gB;UAAO,SA3JhB,WA2JwB,UAAU,gFAAV,CA3JxB,C;;;UA4JI,o

BAAO,eAAP,C;QAFZ,a;MAIJ,C;KAlBA,C;gFAoBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;MA1GA,qB;MApDQ,

kD;MA8JR,uC;QAWW,Q;QACH,wB;UA/GG,U;;YA+GkC,U;YA9G9B,SA9DH,gBA4KuB,UAAU,sFAAV,CA5K

vB,C;;;YA+DN,gC;cACS,SAzDH,gBAAO,cAyDI,CAzDJ,CAAP,C;;;cAsDD,O;;UA+GU,a;;;UACL,uBAAO,eAAP

,C;QAFZ,W;MAIJ,C;KAfA,C;wEAiBA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,uC;QAcW,Q;QAAM,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UA

AQ,gB;;UACO,OAjMX,WAiMmB,UAAU,SAAV,CAjMnB,C;;QA+LR,W;MAIJ,C;KAlBA,C;wFAoBA,yB;MA/I

A,4B;MAAA,qB;MApDQ,kD;MAmMR,uC;QAYW,Q;QADP,YAAY,e;QACC,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,g

B;;UArJL,U;;YACI,SA9DH,WAmNkB,oBAnNlB,C;;;YA+DN,gC;cACS,SAzDH,WAAO,cAyDI,CAzDJ,CAAP,C;

;;cAsDD,O;;UAsJK,a;;QAFZ,W;MAIJ,C;KAhBA,C;;MA8BI,Q;MAAA,iD;QAAyB,Y;;MACzB,OAAO,S;IACX,C;

4EAEA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,oC;QAU0B,Q;QAAtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,gFAAP,C;;QAC

f,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MzCjTiC,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,kC;mBAA4C,O;;IAA/D,C;;0DAEhC,yB;MAAA,2D;

MAAA,mB;QAKoC,MAAM,8B;MAAN,C;KALpC,C;oEAOA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,yB;QAMkD,MAAM,6BAA

oB,sCAAmC,MAAvD,C;MAAN,C;KANlD,C;;MAoBI,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAYI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAYI,OA

AgB,MAAT,QAAS,C;IACpB,C;;MAYI,gB;MACA,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAaI,MAAM,SAAN,C;MACA,OAAO,S;I

ACX,C;;MAYI,OAAO,MAAM,SAAN,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAW,UAAU,SAAV,CAAJ,GAAqB,SAArB,GAA+B,

I;IAC1C,C;;MAWI,OAAW,CAAC,UAAU,SAAV,CAAL,GAAsB,SAAtB,GAAgC,I;IAC3C,C;;MAaI,iBAAc,CAA

d,UAAsB,KAAtB,U;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,C;;IAER,C;;M0K3IkF,Y;IAAA,C;;MCa9E,kB;MACA,oB;IAFgC,C;;M

AQS,aAAG,UAAH,UAAW,WAAX,M;IAAA,C;;;MAPzC,iB;IAhBJ,C;;MAiBI,kB;IAjBJ,C;;MAAA,gBAgBI,qCA

hBJ,EAiBI,wCAjBJ,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAgBI,sD;MACA,uD;MAjBJ,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAgBI,sCAhBJ,IAi

BI,wCAjBJ,I;IAAA,C;;MAgCoD,gBAAK,SAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAMN,iBAAO,eAAP,EAAc,gBAAd,

E;IAAA,C;;MAkB1C,kB;MACA,oB;MACA,kB;IAHyC,C;;MASA,aAAG,UAAH,UAAW,WAAX,UAAoB,UAAp

B,M;IAAA,C;;;MARzC,iB;IAhBJ,C;;MAiBI,kB;IAjBJ,C;;MAkBI,iB;IAlBJ,C;;MAAA,kBAgBI,qCAhBJ,EAiBI,w

CAjBJ,EAkBI,qCAlBJ,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAgBI,sD;MACA,uD;MACA,sD;MAlBJ,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAgB

I,sCAhBJ,IAiBI,wCAjBJ,IAkBI,sCAlBJ,I;IAAA,C;;MA+BmD,iBAAO,eAAP,EAAc,gBAAd,EAAsB,eAAtB,E;IA

AA,C;;ICrEnD,C;;;M3LII,6B;MAFyD,gB;IAAnC,C;;MAEtB,+B;MACI,iBAGoC,UAAM,CAAN,C;MAEpC,iBAG

oC,UAAM,MAAN,C;MAEpC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,C;IAnBtC,C;;;;MAAA,sC;QAAA,qB;;MAAA,+B;I

AAA,C;;MA6BmE,OAAa,0BAgJ1C,SAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EAAU,KAgJpD,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C;IAAb,C;;

MAQR,OAAa,0BAwIlC,SAAL,GAAiB,GAxIsB,EAAU,KEyI5C,KAAL,GAAiB,KFzIsB,C;IAAb,C;sGAE3D,yB;

MA+JA,6B;MChKA,8C;MDCA,wB;QAMyD,OCAS,YAAiB,CDkKhD,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CClKgD,M

AAjB,EDAe,KCAc,KAA7B,C;MDAT,C;KANzD,C;sGAQA,yB;MAiKA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgClKA,gD;

MhCCA,wB;QAM0D,OgCAS,aAAkB,ChCoKhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCpKgD,MAAlB,EhCA

gB,KgCAc,KAA9B,C;MhCAT,C;KAN1D,C;4FAQA,yB;MA+IA,6B;MA/IA,wB;QAEsD,OCMD,cAAU,CDgJ5B,c

AAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,cAtJsC,KAsJ5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,

MAAX,IAAf,C;MDNC,C;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA4IA,6B;MA5IA,wB;QAEuD,OCGF,cAAU,CDgJ5B,cAAU,S

AAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cFpJuC,KEoJ7B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,I

AAf,C;MDHE,C;KAFvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAyIA,6B;MAzIA,wB;QAEqD,OCAA,cAAU,CDgJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GA

AiB,GAAtB,CChJ4B,MAAK,GDAI,KCAO,KAAX,IAAf,C;MDAA,C;KAFrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAgJA,WAS6D,wB;

MAT7D,+B;MAhJA,wB;QAEuD,OgCAA,eAAW,ChCuJ7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCvJ6B,MAA
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K,KhCAI,KgCAO,KAAX,CAAhB,C;MhCAA,C;KAFvD,C;8FAIA,yB;MAkIA,6B;MAlIA,wB;QAEuD,OCMD,cA

AU,CDmI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cAzIwC,KAyI9B,KAAL,GAAiB,G

AAtB,CCnI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;MDNC,C;KAFvD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA+HA,6B;MA/HA,wB;QAEwD,OCGF,cAAU,

CDmI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cFvIyC,KEuI/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,

CDpI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;MDHE,C;KAFxD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA4HA,6B;MA5HA,wB;QAEsD,OCAA,cAAU,CDmI7

B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GDAK,KCAO,KAAZ,IAAf,C;MDAA,C;KAFtD,C;8FAGA,yB;

MAmIA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAnIA,wB;QAEwD,OgCAA,eAAW,ChC0I9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,

UAAN,CgC1I8B,MAAK,UhCAK,KgCAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;MhCAA,C;KAFxD,C;8FAIA,yB;MAqHA,6B;MArH

A,wB;QAEuD,OCMD,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cA

5HwC,KA4H9B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MDNC,C;KAFvD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAkHA,6B;

MAlHA,wB;QAEwD,OCGF,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CCuH

9C,cF1HyC,KE0H/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MDHE,C;KAFxD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA+GA,

6B;MA/GA,wB;QAEsD,OCAA,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH6B,MAAK,EDAK,KC

AO,KAAZ,CAAf,C;MDAA,C;KAFtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAsHA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAtHA,wB;QAEwD,Og

CAA,eAAW,ChC6H9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgC7H8B,MAAK,UhCAK,KgCAO,KAAZ,CAAh

B,C;MhCAA,C;KAFxD,C;0FAIA,yB;MAwGA,6B;MClGA,4C;MDNA,wB;QAEqD,OCMD,WDyGjB,cAAU,SAA

L,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,EDyGjB,cA/GoC,KA+G1B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,C;MDNC,C;KAFrD,C;0F

AGA,yB;MAqGA,6B;MClGA,4C;MDHA,wB;QAEsD,OCGF,WDyGjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,E

C0GjB,cF7GqC,KE6G3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,C;MDHE,C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAkGA,6B;MClG

A,4C;MDAA,wB;QAEoD,OCAA,WDyGjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,EDAkB,KCAlB,C;MDAA,C;

KAFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAyGA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgCzGA,8C;MhCAA,wB;QAEsD,OgCAA,YhCgHjB,e

AAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgChHiB,EhCAmB,KgCAnB,C;MhCAA,C;KAFtD,C;0FAIA,yB;MA2FA,6

B;MCrFA,kD;MDNA,wB;QAEqD,OCMD,cD4FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,ED4FjB,cAlGoC,KAk

G1B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;MDNC,C;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAwFA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MDHA,wB;QA

EsD,OCGF,cD4FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,EC6FjB,cFhGqC,KEgG3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD

7FiB,C;MDHE,C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAqFA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MDAA,wB;QAEoD,OCAA,cD4FjB,cAAU,SAA

L,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,EDAkB,KCAlB,C;MDAA,C;KAFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MA4FA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;

MgC5FA,oD;MhCAA,wB;QAEsD,OgCAA,ehCmGjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCnGiB,EhCAmB,

KgCAnB,C;MhCAA,C;KAFtD,C;0EAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,

KAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAF1C,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,K

AAX,C;MAAA,C;KAF1C,C;kGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAuEA,6B;MAvEA,wB;QAE8D,0BA8E3B,cAAU,SAAL,G

AAiB,GAAtB,CA9E2B,EA8E3B,cA9EoD,KA8E1C,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CA9E2B,C;MAAA,C;KAF9D,C;0FA

IA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgK5IJ,0B;MhK4II,wB;QAEmD,sBgK3IgC,OhK2I1B,IAAK,KgK3IX,GhK2IoB,KAAM,KgK3

IM,ChK2IhC,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgK1IJ,0B;MhK0II,wB;QAEkD,sBgKzI+B,OhKyIz

B,IAAK,KgKzIX,GhKyImB,KAAM,KgKzIM,ChKyI/B,C;MAAA,C;KAFlD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgKxIJ,0B

;MhKwII,wB;QAEmD,sBgKvIgC,OhKuI1B,IAAK,KgKvIX,GhKuIoB,KAAM,KgKvIM,ChKuIhC,C;MAAA,C;K

AFnD,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgKtIJ,0B;MhKsII,mB;QAEiC,sBgKrIqB,OAAP,ChKqIR,SgKrIe,ChKqIrB,C;M

AAA,C;KAFjC,C;;MAamC,gB;IAAA,C;kFACnC,yB;MgK9IJ,4B;MhK8II,mB;QASqC,OgKpJiD,QhKoJ5C,SgKpJ

Y,GhKoJE,GgKpJ8B,C;MhKoJjD,C;KATrC,C;;MAmBiC,OAAK,SAAL,GAAiB,G;IAAjB,C;gFACjC,yB;MAAA,

WASqD,wB;MATrD,mB;QASmC,OAAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,U;MAAA,C;KATnC,C;;MAaqC,W;IAAA,C;oF

ACrC,yB;MAAA,iC;MgKhLJ,4B;MhKgLI,mB;QASuC,uBgKtL+C,QhKsLnC,SgKtLG,GhKsLW,GgKtLqB,ChKs

L/C,C;MAAA,C;KATvC,C;gFAUA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QASmC,qBAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C;MAA

A,C;KATnC,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAAA,mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,

UAAN,C;MAAA,C;KATrC,C;;MAiBqC,OApDC,SAAL,GAAiB,G;IAoDb,C;;MAOE,OA3DD,SAAL,GAAiB,G;I

A2DX,C;;MAEE,OAAQ,CA7DX,SAAL,GAAiB,GA6DD,Y;IAAR,C;;;;;;MA/O7C,c;MAG6D,qD;MAH7D,a;IAA

A,C;;MAAA,2IAG6D,oCAH7D,G;IAAA,C;wEAmPA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAU0C,sBAAM,SAAN,C;MA

AA,C;KAV1C,C;0EAWA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;MAA

A,C;KAX3C,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;MAAA,
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C;KAXzC,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,SAAX,C;MAAA,C;

KAX1C,C;;M6BnRqB,sB;IAFrB,C;;MAaiD,O7B+OP,U6B/OO,aAAQ,KAAR,C7B+OP,C;I6B/OO,C;;MASzC,aA

AQ,KAAR,IAAiB,K7BuIc,K;I6BtInC,C;;MAGsC,OAAA,YAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAGmB,+BAAS,YAAT,C;IAAA,C

;;MAEF,wB;MAAhC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;IADF,C;;MAEO,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACgC,Q;MAA9B,IA

AI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,O7B0NO,U6B1NiB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,O7B0NjB,C;;;Q6B1N+

C,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;IAA5D,C;;;MAMtB,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OA

AO,K;MAExC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O7BmHO,K6BnHhB,C;IACnB,C;;MAGY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,gE;

MAA2B,c;;QZw4CvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,6B;QAAhB,OA

AgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;UYx4C6B,2BZw4CR,OYx4CQ,Q;UAAA,W;YAAuB,oBAAR,YAAQ,EZw4C/B,Oj

BzxCF,K6B/GiC,C;;UZw4C9C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;MYz4CH,iB;IACJ,C

;;MAEkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;MA7ClC,oD;MACgC,uBAAK,cAAU,IAAV,CAAL,

C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;;;MAPJ,OAKqB,qDALrB,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA

,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;IAAA,C;gFAuDA,yB;MAAA,yC;;QAWsC,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C7B8FV,K;Q6

B9FD,C;MAAA,C;MAXtC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAW,+BAAU,IAAV,GAAgB,uBAAhB,CAAX,C;MACX,C;KA

ZA,C;;MAiBqE,e;IAAA,C;;M5BjEjE,4B;MAFwD,gB;IAAnC,C;;MAErB,8B;MACI,iBAGmC,SAAK,CAAL,C;M

AEnC,iBAGmC,SAAK,EAAL,C;MAEnC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;IAnBtC,C;;;;MAAA,qC;QAAA,oB;;M

AAA,8B;IAAA,C;oGAsBA,yB;MDgLA,6B;MChKA,8C;MAhBA,wB;QAM0D,OAiBQ,YAAY,IAAK,KAAjB,EA

A6B,CDkK5D,cCnLsC,KDmL5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CClK4D,MAA7B,C;MAjBR,C;KAN1D,C;oGAQA,yB;

MCyKA,6B;MDjKA,8C;MARA,wB;QAM2D,OASO,YAAY,IAAK,KAAjB,EAA6B,CCmK5D,cD5KuC,KC4K7B,

KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnK4D,MAA7B,C;MATP,C;KAN3D,C;gGAQA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAOkE,m

BAAY,IAAK,KAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,KAA7B,C;MAAA,C;KAPlE,C;oGASA,yB;MAyKA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,

+B;M+B1KA,gD;M/BCA,wB;QAM0D,O+BAS,aAAkB,C/B4KhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B5K

gD,MAAlB,E/BAgB,K+BAc,KAA9B,C;M/BAT,C;KAN1D,C;0FAQA,yB;MD+IA,6B;MC/IA,wB;QAEsD,OAMD

,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,cCtJ6B,KDsJnB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;MANC,

C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MC6IA,6B;MD7IA,wB;QAEuD,OAGF,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cDpJ8B,K

CoJpB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;MAHE,C;KAFvD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,wB;Q

AEqD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAK,KAAM,KAAX,IAAf,C;MAAA,C;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAwJA,kBAS6D,s

B;MAT7D,+B;MAxJA,wB;QAEuD,O+BAA,eAAW,C/B+J7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6B,M

AAK,K/BAI,K+BAO,KAAX,CAAhB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFvD,C;4FAIA,yB;MDkIA,6B;MClIA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,

cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cCzI+B,KDyIrB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;MANC,C;

KAFvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MCgIA,6B;MDhIA,wB;QAEwD,OAGF,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cDvIgC,KCu

ItB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;MAHE,C;KAFxD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,wB;QAE

sD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,IAAf,C;MAAA,C;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA2IA,kBAS6D,sB;M

AT7D,+B;MA3IA,wB;QAEwD,O+BAA,eAAW,C/BkJ9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BlJ8B,MAAK

,U/BAK,K+BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFxD,C;4FAIA,yB;MDqHA,6B;MCrHA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,cA

Ae,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cC5H+B,KD4HrB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;M

ANC,C;KAFvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MCmHA,6B;MDnHA,wB;QAEwD,OAGF,cAAe,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAY,CCu

H9C,cD1HgC,KC0HtB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MAHE,C;KAFxD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAA

A,6B;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,qBAAe,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAf,C;MAAA,C;KAFtD,C;4FA

GA,yB;MA8HA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MA9HA,wB;QAEwD,O+BAA,eAAW,C/BqI9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,

CAAL,iBAAN,C+BrI8B,MAAK,U/BAK,K+BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFxD,C;wFAIA,yB;MDwGA,6

B;MClGA,4C;MANA,wB;QAEqD,OAMD,WAAW,IAAX,EDyGjB,cC/G2B,KD+GjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCz

GiB,C;MANC,C;KAFrD,C;wFAGA,yB;MCsGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MAHA,wB;QAEsD,OAGF,WAAW,IAAX,EC0

GjB,cD7G4B,KC6GlB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,C;MAHE,C;KAFtD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,w

B;QAEoD,kBAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAiHA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;

M+BjHA,8C;M/BAA,wB;QAEsD,O+BAA,Y/BwHjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BxHiB,E/BAmB,

K+BAnB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFtD,C;wFAIA,yB;MD2FA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MANA,wB;QAEqD,OAMD,cAAc,IAAd,ED

4FjB,cClG2B,KDkGjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;MANC,C;KAFrD,C;wFAGA,yB;MCyFA,6B;MDtFA,k
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D;MAHA,wB;QAEsD,OAGF,cAAc,IAAd,EC6FjB,cDhG4B,KCgGlB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,C;MAHE,

C;KAFtD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,wB;QAEoD,qBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;

wFAGA,yB;MAoGA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+BpGA,oD;M/BAA,wB;QAEsD,O+BAA,e/B2GjB,eAAW,oBA

AL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B3GiB,E/BAmB,K+BAnB,C;M/BAA,C;KAFtD,C;wEAIA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,m

B;QAEyC,qBAAK,SAAK,QAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAFzC,C;wEAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QAEyC,qBAAK,S

AAK,QAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAFzC,C;gGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAE6D,0BAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,

C;MAAA,C;KAF7D,C;wFAIA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,2B;QAEmD,qBAAK,aAAS,QAAd,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;

wFAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,2B;QAEmD,qBAAK,cAAU,QAAf,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,6

B;MAAA,wB;QAEiD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAc,KAAM,KAAzB,C;MAAA,C;KAFjD,C;sFAGA,yB;MAAA,6

B;MAAA,wB;QAEgD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAa,KAAM,KAAxB,C;MAAA,C;KAFhD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,

6B;MAAA,wB;QAEiD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAc,KAAM,KAAzB,C;MAAA,C;KAFjD,C;wEAGA,yB;MAAA,

6B;MAAA,mB;QAEgC,qBAAU,CAAL,SAAL,C;MAAA,C;KAFhC,C;8EAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mB;QAUm

C,OAAK,OAAL,SAAK,C;MAAL,C;KAVnC,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mB;QAUqC,OAAK,QAAL,SAA

K,C;MAAL,C;KAVrC,C;;MAoBiC,gB;IAAA,C;8EACjC,yB;MAAA,kBASqD,sB;MATrD,mB;QASmC,OAAK,oB

AAL,SAAK,CAAL,iB;MAAA,C;KATnC,C;gFAWA,yB;MDoEJ,0B;MAAA,+B;MCpEI,mB;QASqC,ODsEA,eAA

W,OCtEX,SDsEW,CAAX,C;MCtEA,C;KATrC,C;kFAUA,yB;MC2DJ,4B;MAAA,iC;MD3DI,mB;QASuC,OC6DA

,gBAAY,QD7DZ,SC6DY,CAAZ,C;MD7DA,C;KATvC,C;;MAYmC,W;IAAA,C;gFACnC,yB;MAAA,kBAS6D,sB

;MAT7D,+B;MAAA,mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C;MAAA,C;KATrC,C;gFAWA,yB;MA

SA,gD;MATA,mB;QAQqC,OAOE,aAAa,SAAb,C;MAPF,C;KARrC,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mB;QAMu

C,oBAAa,SAAb,C;MAAA,C;KANvC,C;;MAQyC,OArDD,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAqDe,W;IAAT,C;;;;;;MAzP7

C,c;MAG4D,qD;MAH5D,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAG4D,oCAH5D,G;IAAA,C;sEA6PA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;Q

AWwC,qBAAU,SAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAXxC,C;wEAYA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,qBAAU,SAAV,C;M

AAA,C;KAXzC,C;wEAYA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAUuC,qBAAK,SAAL,C;MAAA,C;KAVvC,C;wEAWA,y

B;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAWwC,qBAAK,SAAK,QAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAXxC,C;uEAaA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

4B;QASyC,oBAAkB,SAAlB,C;MAAA,C;KATzC,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAS0C,oBAAa,SAAb,C

;MAAA,C;KAT1C,C;;M6BpTqB,sB;IAFrB,C;;MAagD,O7BiRT,S6BjRS,aAAQ,KAAR,C7BiRT,C;I6BjRS,C;;MA

SxC,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAiB,K7BmKY,K;I6BlKjC,C;;MAGsC,OAAA,YAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAGkB,8BAAS,YAAT,

C;IAAA,C;;MAEF,uB;MAA/B,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;IADF,C;;MAEO,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;M

AA9B,IAAI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,O7B4PK,S6B5PmB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,O7B4PnB,C;;;

Q6B5PgD,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;IAA3D,C;;;MAMrB,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QA

AgC,OAAO,K;MAEvC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O7B+IK,K6B/Id,C;IACnB,C;;MAGY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,

gE;MAA2B,c;;Qbw4CvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,6B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;Uax4C6B,2Bbw4CR,Oax4CQ,O;UAAA,W;YAAsB,oBAAR,YAAQ,Ebw4C9B,O

hB7vCJ,K6B3IkC,C;;Ubw4C7C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;Maz4CH,iB;IACJ,C

;;MAEkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;MA7ClC,mD;MACgC,sBAAK,eAAS,IAAT,CAAL,

C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;;;MAPJ,OAKqB,oDALrB,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA

,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;IAAA,C;8EAuDA,yB;MAAA,uC;;QAWoC,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C7B0HV,K;Q

6B1HD,C;MAAA,C;MAXpC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,mBAAU,gCAAS,IAAT,GAAe,sBAAf,CAAV,C;MACX,C;KAZA

,C;;MAiBkE,e;IAAA,C;;M8J9C9D,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAqC,CAArC,C;IAApC,C;;

MACe,iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,W3LuCoB,Y2LvCpB,U3LuCqC,KAAjB,E2LvCX,K3LuCwC,K

AA7B,C2LvCpB,K;MAAA,S;QAAkB,O3LuCE,Y2LvCF,K3LuCmB,KAAjB,E2LvCO,S3LuCsB,KAA7B,C2LvCF

,K;;MAAlB,W;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,O3LqCgC,Y2LrChC,U3LqCiD,KAAjB,E2LrCxB,S3LqCqD,KAA7B,C2LrChC,I;I

AAA,C;;MAItB,UAAwB,M;MADhC,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACf,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6C

AAQ,KAAM,KAAd,QAAxB,CADe,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,MAAK,U3Ls

KA,K2LtKL,QAAqB,S3LsKhB,K2LtKL,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAElC,mC;MA

CI,aAC8B,cAAU,4BAAK,UAAf,EAA0B,4BAAK,UAA/B,C;IAFlC,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA

,C;;;MAmDA,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAuB,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MACpC,IAAI,SAAQ,WA

AZ,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,C;MAG5C,aAGyB,K;MAEzB,YAGwB,4BAA0B,KAA1B,EAAiC,YAA
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jC,EAA+C,IAA/C,C;MAExB,YAGuB,I;IAvB3B,C;;MAyB4C,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAAr

C,C;IAAA,C;;MAGH,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,G3Ld6B,Y2Lcf,U3LdgC,KAAjB,E2LcP,S3LdoC,KAA7B,C2Lcf,IAA

d,G3Ld6B,Y2LcG,U3Ldc,KAAjB,E2LcW,S3LdkB,KAA7B,C2LcG,I;IAAhC,C;;MAIzB,UAAwB,M;MADhC,iDA

A6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACrB,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,QAAxB,KAA8C,c

AAQ,KAAM,KADvC,CAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,MAAK,U3LmHN,

K2LnHC,QAAqB,S3LmHtB,K2LnHC,IAAN,SAAgD,SAAhD,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAgB

,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,cAAqB,SAAnC,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,eAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;IAA9

C,C;;MAElC,yC;IAAA,C;;MAS+F,2BAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAT/F,gD;Q

AAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAoBwE,uB;MACxE,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,OAAO,CAA1C,G3L/CkE,Y

2L+CrB,K3L/CsC,KAAjB,E2L+CZ,I3L/CyC,KAA7B,C2L+CrB,KAA7C,G3L/CkE,Y2L+CF,K3L/CmB,KAAjB,E

2L+CO,I3L/CsB,KAA7B,C2L+CF,K;MAChE,c3L6LmC,S2L7LhB,I3L6LgB,C;M2L5LnC,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,K

AAb,GAAwB,mB;IAJV,C;;MAMC,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,6BAAS,mBAAT,QAAJ,C;QA

CI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAEV,c3LzC6C,S2LyC7C,W3LzCuD,KAAK,G2

LyCpD,W3LzC+D,KAAX,IAAf,C;;M2L2CjD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;;IClHJ,C;;MAIgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MA

IgC,wB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAIgC,sB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAIgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;M7J3B5B,6B;MAFyD,gB;IA

AnC,C;;MAEtB,+B;MACI,iBAGoC,a;MAEpC,iBAGoC,c;MAEpC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;IAnBtC,C;;;;

MAAA,sC;QAAA,qB;;MAAA,+B;IAAA,C;sGAsBA,yB;MhC0LA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgClKA,gD;MAxB

A,wB;QAM0D,OAyBS,aAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAA8B,ChCoK5D,eAAW,oBgC7LyB,KhC6L9B,KAAK,CAAL,UA

AN,CgCpK4D,MAA9B,C;MAzBT,C;KAN1D,C;sGAQA,yB;M9BmLA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8BnKA,gD;MA

hBA,wB;QAM2D,OAiBQ,aAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAA8B,C9BqK5D,eAAW,oB8BtL0B,K9BsL/B,KAAK,CAAL,Y

AAN,C8BrK4D,MAA9B,C;MAjBR,C;KAN3D,C;sGAQA,yB;M/BkLA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+B1KA,gD;M

ARA,wB;QAMyD,OASU,aAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAA8B,C/B4K5D,eAAW,oB+BrLwB,K/BqL7B,KAAK,CAAL,iB

AAN,C+B5K4D,MAA9B,C;MATV,C;KANzD,C;kGAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,wB;QAOmE,oBAAa,IAAK,KA

AlB,EAAwB,KAAM,KAA9B,C;MAAA,C;KAPnE,C;4FASA,yB;MhCyJA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgCzJA,wB;

QAEuD,OASA,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,ChCuJ7C,eAAW,oBgChKiB,KhCgKtB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCv

J6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;MATA,C;KAFvD,C;4FAGA,yB;M9BuJA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8BvJA,wB;QAEwD,

OAMD,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,C9BwJ7C,eAAW,oB8B9JkB,K9B8JvB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BxJ6C,M

AAX,CAAhB,C;MANC,C;KAFxD,C;4FAGA,yB;M/B2JA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+B3JA,wB;QAEsD,OAGC,

eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,C/B+J7C,eAAW,oB+BlKgB,K/BkKrB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6C,MAAX,CA

AhB,C;MAHD,C;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEuD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAK,KAAM,K

AAX,CAAhB,C;MAAA,C;KAFvD,C;8FAIA,yB;MhC4IA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgC5IA,wB;QAEwD,OASA,

eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,ChC0I/C,eAAW,oBgCnJmB,KhCmJxB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgC1I+C,MAAZ,CA

AhB,C;MATA,C;KAFxD,C;8FAGA,yB;M9B0IA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B1IA,wB;QAEyD,OAMD,eAAM,IA

AK,KAAK,UAAY,C9B2I/C,eAAW,oB8BjJoB,K9BiJzB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8B3I+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAN

C,C;KAFzD,C;8FAGA,yB;M/B8IA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+B9IA,wB;QAEuD,OAGC,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,

UAAY,C/BkJ/C,eAAW,oB+BrJkB,K/BqJvB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BlJ+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAHD,C;KAFv

D,C;8FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEwD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAA

A,C;KAFxD,C;8FAIA,yB;MhC+HA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgC/HA,wB;QAEwD,OASA,eAAM,IAAK,KAA

K,UAAY,ChC6H/C,eAAW,oBgCtImB,KhCsIxB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgC7H+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MATA,C;K

AFxD,C;8FAGA,yB;M9B6HA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B7HA,wB;QAEyD,OAMD,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAA

Y,C9B8H/C,eAAW,oB8BpIoB,K9BoIzB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8B9H+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MANC,C;KAFzD,C

;8FAGA,yB;M/BiIA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+BjIA,wB;QAEuD,OAGC,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,C/BqI/C,

eAAW,oB+BxIkB,K/BwIvB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BrI+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAHD,C;KAFvD,C;8FAGA,yB;

MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEwD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;MAAA,C;KAFxD,C;0

FAIA,yB;MhCkHA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgCzGA,8C;MATA,wB;QAEsD,OASA,YAAY,IAAZ,EhCgHjB,e

AAW,oBgCzHe,KhCyHpB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgChHiB,C;MATA,C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;M9BgHA,aAS6D,

0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B1GA,8C;MANA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,YAAY,IAAZ,E9BiHjB,eAAW,oB8BvHgB,K9BuHrB,

KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BjHiB,C;MANC,C;KAFvD,C;0FAGA,yB;M/BoHA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;M+BjHA,
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8C;MAHA,wB;QAEqD,OAGC,YAAY,IAAZ,E/BwHjB,eAAW,oB+B3Hc,K/B2HnB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+Bx

HiB,C;MAHD,C;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,mBAAY,IAAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;MAAA

,C;KAFtD,C;0FAIA,yB;MhCqGA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgC5FA,oD;MATA,wB;QAEsD,OASA,eAAe,IAAf,

EhCmGjB,eAAW,oBgC5Ge,KhC4GpB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgCnGiB,C;MATA,C;KAFtD,C;0FAGA,yB;M9B

mGA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B7FA,oD;MANA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,eAAe,IAAf,E9BoGjB,eAAW,oB8B1GgB

,K9B0GrB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BpGiB,C;MANC,C;KAFvD,C;0FAGA,yB;M/BuGA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B

;M+BpGA,oD;MAHA,wB;QAEqD,OAGC,eAAe,IAAf,E/B2GjB,eAAW,oB+B9Gc,K/B8GnB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAA

N,C+B3GiB,C;MAHD,C;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,sBAAe,IAAf,EAAqB,KAArB,C;

MAAA,C;KAFtD,C;0EAIA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAF1C,C;0

EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAF1C,C;kGAIA,yB;MAAA,gD;

MAAA,wB;QAE+D,2BAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;MAAA,C;KAF/D,C;0FAIA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,2B;QA

EoD,sBAAM,oBAAS,QAAT,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,2B;QAEoD,sBAAM,

6BAAU,QAAV,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEmD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAA

L,KAAc,KAAM,KAApB,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEkD,sBAAM,IA

AK,KAAL,IAAa,KAAM,KAAnB,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFlD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEmD,sB

AAM,IAAK,KAAL,KAAc,KAAM,KAApB,CAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAFnD,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;Q

AEiC,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAFjC,C;gFAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mB;QAUmC,OAAK,OAAL,S

AAK,S;MAAL,C;KAVnC,C;kFAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mB;QAUqC,OAAK,QAAL,SAAK,S;MAAL,C;KAV

rC,C;;MAqBiC,OAAA,SAAK,Q;IAAL,C;;MAUE,gB;IAAA,C;kFAEnC,yB;MhC+EJ,0B;MAAA,+B;MgC/EI,mB;

QASqC,OhCiFC,eAAW,OgCjFZ,ShCiFY,SAAX,C;MgCjFD,C;KATrC,C;oFAUA,yB;M9BsEJ,4B;MAAA,iC;M8

BtEI,mB;QASuC,O9BwEC,gBAAY,Q8BxEb,S9BwEa,SAAZ,C;M8BxED,C;KATvC,C;gFAUA,yB;M/BqEJ,6B;M

+BrEI,mB;QASmC,O/BuEC,c+BvED,S/BuEW,QAAV,C;M+BvED,C;KATnC,C;;MAYqC,W;IAAA,C;kFAErC,y

B;MASA,kD;MATA,mB;QAQqC,OASE,cAAc,SAAd,C;MATF,C;KARrC,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,mB;

QAQuC,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAAA,C;KARvC,C;;MAUyC,qBAAc,SAAd,C;IAAA,C;;;;;;MA5P7C,c;MAG6D,qD;M

AH7D,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAG6D,oCAH7D,G;IAAA,C;wEAgQA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW0C,sBAAW,o

BAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAX1C,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAA

K,CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAX3C,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;

MAAA,C;KAXzC,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAU0C,sBAAM,SAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAV1C,C;yEAYA,

yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAS2C,qBAAmB,SAAnB,C;MAAA,C;KAT3C,C;0EAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;

QAS4C,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAAA,C;KAT5C,C;;MDvTqB,sB;IAFrB,C;;MAaiD,OCgSP,UDhSO,aAAQ,KAAR,CCg

SP,C;IDhSO,C;;MASzC,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAiB,KC8Kc,K;ID7KnC,C;;MAGsC,OAAA,YAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAGm

B,+BAAS,YAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAEF,wB;MAAhC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;IADF,C;;MAEO,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;IAA

d,C;;MACgC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OC2QO,UD3QiB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAA

N,OC2QjB,C;;;QD3Q+C,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;IAA5D,C;;;MAMtB,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAA

D,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,K;MAExC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,OC0JO,KD1JhB,C;IACnB,C;;MAGY,Q;MA

A2B,gBAA3B,gE;MAA2B,c;;Qdw4CvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACr

B,6B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;Ucx4C6B,2Bdw4CR,Ocx4CQ,Q;UAAA,W;YAAuB,oBAAR,YAA

Q,Edw4C/B,OelvCF,KDtJiC,C;;Udw4C9C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;Mcz4CH,

iB;IACJ,C;;MAEkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;MA7ClC,oD;MACgC,uBAAK,iBAAU,IA

AV,CAAL,C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;;;MAPJ,OAKqB,qDALrB,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;IAAA

,C;;MAAA,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;IAAA,C;gFAuDA,yB;MAAA,yC;;QAWsC,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,CC

qIV,K;QDrID,C;MAAA,C;MAXtC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAW,kBAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,uBAAhB,CAAX,C;MAC

X,C;KAZA,C;;MAiBqE,e;IAAA,C;;M+J9CjE,kC;MAjByD,4BAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,YAAxB,K;IAAtC,C;;MACe

,iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,W9J+CoB,a8J/CpB,U9J+CsC,KAAlB,E8J/CX,K9J+CyC,KAA9B,C8J/

CpB,K;MAAA,S;QAAkB,O9J+CE,a8J/CF,K9J+CoB,KAAlB,E8J/CO,S9J+CuB,KAA9B,C8J/CF,K;;MAAlB,W;IA

AA,C;;MAEb,O9J6CiC,a8J7CjC,U9J6CmD,KAAlB,E8J7CzB,S9J6CuD,KAA9B,C8J7CjC,I;IAAA,C;;MAItB,UA

AwB,M;MADhC,8CAAwB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAChB,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KA

Ad,QAAxB,CADgB,CAAxB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,M9JuKK,CArCkB,U8JlIjB,U
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9JkI4B,KAAL,KAAoB,CATzB,U8JzHP,U9JyHa,yB8JzHH,E9JyHG,CAAN,CASyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MA

AK,Q8JvKV,Q9JuKK,CArCkB,U8JlIoB,S9JkIT,KAAL,KAAoB,CATzB,U8JzH6B,S9JyHvB,yB8JzHgC,E9JyHhC

,CAAN,CASyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,Q8JvKV,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,S;IAAV,

C;;MAElC,oC;MACI,aAC+B,iBAAW,6BAAM,UAAjB,EAA4B,6BAAM,UAAlC,C;IAFnC,C;;;;MAAA,2C;QAA

A,0B;;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAmDA,wC;MAjCI,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QAAwB,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MACrC,

IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QAA4B,MAAa,gCAAyB,yEAAzB,C;MAG7C,aAG0B,K;MAE1B,YAGyB,4BAA0B,KAA1B,EA

AiC,YAAjC,EAA+C,IAA/C,C;MAEzB,YAGwB,I;IAvB5B,C;;MAyB6C,oCAAyB,UAAzB,EAAgC,SAAhC,EAAs

C,SAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;MAGJ,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,G9JN8B,a8JMhB,U9JNkC,KAAlB,E8JMR,S9JNsC,KAA9B,

C8JMhB,IAAd,G9JN8B,a8JME,U9JNgB,KAAlB,E8JMU,S9JNoB,KAA9B,C8JME,I;IAAhC,C;;MAIzB,UAAwB,

M;MADhC,kDAA8B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACtB,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,Q

AAxB,KAA8C,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADxB,CAA9B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,O

AAM,M9JoHD,CArCkB,U8J/EX,U9J+EsB,KAAL,KAAoB,CATzB,U8JtED,U9JsEO,yB8JtEG,E9JsEH,CAAN,C

ASyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,Q8JpHJ,Q9JoHD,CArCkB,U8J/E0B,S9J+Ef,KAAL,KAAoB,CATzB,U8Jt

EmC,S9JsE7B,yB8JtEsC,E9JsEtC,CAAN,CASyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,Q8JpHJ,IAAN,SAAqF,cAAU

,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAAyB,QAA9G,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SA

AV,cAAqB,SAArB,WAAd,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,cAA6B,SAAD,aAA5B,W;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,0C;IA

AA,C;;MASmG,4BAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,IAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MATnG,iD;QAAA,gC;;MAAA,

0C;IAAA,C;;;MAoB4E,wB;MAC5E,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,kBAAO,CAA1C,G9JvCmE,a8JuCtB,K9JvCw

C,KAAlB,E8JuCb,I9JvC2C,KAA9B,C8JuCtB,KAA7C,G9JvCmE,a8JuCH,K9JvCqB,KAAlB,E8JuCM,I9JvCwB,K

AA9B,C8JuCH,K;MAChE,c9J4MsC,U8J5MnB,I9J4MmB,C;M8J3MtC,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;I

AJT,C;;MAMA,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,6BAAS,mBAAT,QAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAA

L,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAEV,c9JtC+C,U8JsC/C,W9JtC0D,KAAK,K8JsCvD,W9JtCkE,KAAX

,CAAhB,C;;M8JwCnD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;wECpHJ,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EA

AS,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,

C;MACX,C;KARA,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MACX,

C;KARA,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MACX,C;KARA,

C;;MvL5BkD,OAAuB,0BAAtB,KAAO,WAAe,EAAU,KAAO,WAAjB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAEG,OAAC,gCAAuB,iBA

AU,gCAAV,C;IAAxB,C;;MAGD,OPwSZ,SAvGI,oBOjMS,EPiMd,KAAK,CAAL,iBOjMc,KPiMT,oBOjMuB,EPi

M5B,KAAK,CAAL,iBOjMc,CPwSH,QAAV,C;IOxSY,C;;MAEG,OPsSf,SAvGI,oBO/LY,EP+LjB,KAAK,CAAL,i

BO/LiB,QP+LZ,oBO/L0B,EP+L/B,KAAK,CAAL,iBO/LiB,CPsSN,QAAV,C;IOtSe,C;;MAOnD,eAAe,EwByLoB,

K;MxBxLnC,cAAc,EwBwLqB,K;MxBvLnC,IAAI,qBAAU,CAAd,C;QACI,OwB2C+D,axB3CpD,EwB2CsE,KAA

lB,ExB3C/C,EwB2C6E,KAA9B,CxB3CpD,IAAJ,GAAa,aAAb,GAA2B,a;;MAItC,IAAI,uBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,

OAAO,UAAM,aAAW,OAAX,CAAN,C;;MAIX,eAAiB,4BAAc,CAAd,CAAD,KAAoB,OAApB,CAAD,WAAkC,

CAAlC,C;MACf,UAAU,kBAAW,kBAAW,OAAX,CAAX,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAM,iCwBgCsD,aAAkB,CxBhCz

D,UAAM,GAAN,CwBgCyD,MAAlB,EAA8B,CxBhCvD,UAAM,OAAN,CwBgCuD,MAA9B,CxBhCvC,KAAJ,G

AAkC,CAAlC,GAAyC,CAApD,EAAN,C;IAEX,C;;MAOe,Q;MAHX,eAAe,EwBqKoB,K;MxBpKnC,cAAc,EwBo

KqB,K;MxBnKnC,IAAI,qBAAU,CAAd,C;QACW,IwBuBwD,axBvBpD,EwBuBsE,KAAlB,ExBvB/C,EwBuB6E,

KAA9B,CxBvBpD,IAAJ,C;UACH,S;;;UAEA,OwB8CgD,UxB9ChD,EwB8C2D,KAAK,UxB9C3D,EwB8CuE,KA

AZ,CAAhB,C;;QxBjDpD,W;;MAQJ,IAAI,uBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAM,gBAAW,OAAX,CAAN,C;;

MAIX,eAAiB,4BAAc,CAAd,CAAD,KAAoB,OAApB,CAAD,WAAkC,CAAlC,C;MACf,UAAU,kBAAW,kBAA

W,OAAX,CAAX,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAM,awBQsD,aAAkB,CxBR9D,UAAM,GAAN,CwBQ8D,MAAlB,EAA8B

,CxBR5D,UAAM,OAAN,CwBQ4D,MAA9B,CxBR5C,KAAJ,GAAkC,OAAlC,KAAN,CAAN,C;IACX,C;;MAII,I

AAE,QAAF,CAAE,CAAF,C;QADyC,OAC5B,W;;QACb,SP+LuC,aO/LlC,4BAAK,UP+L0C,KAAb,CO/LvC,C;U

AFyC,OAEP,4BAAK,U;;UACvC,SP8LuC,aO9LlC,4BAAK,UP8L0C,KAAb,CO9LvC,C;YAHyC,OAGP,4BAAK,

U;eACvC,SAAK,UAAL,C;YAJyC,OPyON,SOrOX,YAAF,CAAE,CPqOW,C;;;YOzOM,OPcY,SAAU,CA2N5B,S

OpOP,YAAnB,IAAI,UAAe,CPoOO,CA3N4B,MAAK,GAAW,CA2N5C,SOpOY,UPoOZ,CA3N4C,MAAX,IAAf,

C;;;;IOdZ,C;;MAUzC,IAAE,QAAF,CAAE,CAAF,C;QAD2C,OAC9B,2B;;QACb,SwByLuC,cxBzLlC,6BAAM,Uw

ByL0C,KAAd,CxBzLvC,C;UAF2C,OAER,6BAAM,U;;UACzC,SwBwLuC,cxBxLlC,6BAAM,UwBwL0C,KAAd,
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CxBxLvC,C;YAH2C,OAGR,6BAAM,U;eACzC,4C;YAJ2C,OwB+OL,UxB3Od,uBAAF,CAAE,CwB2Oc,C;;;YxB/

OK,OwBQY,UAAW,CAuO5B,UxBxOF,uBAA3B,IAAI,oBAAuB,CwBwOE,CAvO4B,MAAK,KAAW,CxBDzB,g

CwBCyB,MAAX,CAAhB,C;;;;IxBRZ,C;;MAYH,QAAC,CAAqB,GAAf,UAAP,IAAmC,CAAC,MAAO,EAAW,IA

AJ,EAAf,IAAgC,C;IAAnE,C;;MAGE,OAAC,qBAAO,EAAP,CAAW,WAAZ,GAAyB,IAAzB,GAAiC,YAAjC,W;I

AAA,C;;MAGA,uBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,EAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAG1C,IAAI,gBAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAS,WAA

F,CAAE,EAAS,IAAT,C;MAErB,eAAiB,qBAAO,CAAP,CAAD,yBAAa,IAAb,EAAD,WAAwB,CAAxB,C;MACf,

UAAU,WAAI,sCAAW,IAAX,EAAJ,C;MACV,IAAI,kBAAO,IAAX,C;QACI,uCAAO,IAAP,E;QACA,4CAAY,C

AAZ,E;;MAEJ,OAAgB,WAAT,QAAS,EAAS,IAAT,CAAT,GAA8B,WAAJ,GAAI,EAAS,IAAT,C;IACzC,C;oFw

LhGA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAO6C,OAAQ,a/LsLhB,c+LtLgB,C;MAAR,C;KAP7C,C;oGASA,yB;MtFuCA,i

B;MsFvCA,4B;QAOqD,OtFuCqB,azGsIrC,cyGtIqC,C;MsFvCrB,C;KAPrD,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;Q

AOsD,OAAQ,sB/LoKzB,c+LpKyB,C;MAAR,C;KAPtD,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;M/L6PA,6B;M+L7PA,4B;QAQ

mD,O/L+PZ,c+L/PoB,kB/L0JtB,c+L1JsB,C/L+PpB,C;M+L/PY,C;KARnD,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;M/LmPA,6B

;M+LnPA,4B;QAQkD,O/LqPX,c+LrPmB,iB/LgJrB,c+LhJqB,C/LqPnB,C;M+LrPW,C;KARlD,C;gFAUA,yB;MA

AA,4C;M/LyOA,6B;M+LzOA,sC;QAcyD,O/LqOlB,c+LrO0B,W/LgI5B,c+LhI4B,EAAW,QAAX,C/LqO1B,C;M+

LrOkB,C;KAdzD,C;kFAiBA,yB;MAAA,8C;M/LwNA,6B;M+LxNA,sC;QAc0D,O/LoNnB,c+LpN2B,Y/L+G7B,c+

L/G6B,EAAY,QAAZ,C/LoN3B,C;M+LpNmB,C;KAd1D,C;oFAiBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAO8C,OAAS,ah

KgHhB,cgKhHgB,C;MAAT,C;KAP9C,C;oGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,4B;QAOsD,OAAS,qBhKuGxB,cgKvGw

B,C;MAAT,C;KAPtD,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;QAOuD,OAAS,sBhK8FzB,cgK9FyB,C;MAAT,C;KA

PvD,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;MhK2LA,+B;MgK3LA,4B;QAQqD,OhK6LX,egK7LoB,kBhKoFvB,cgKpFuB,ChK

6LpB,C;MgK7LW,C;KARrD,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;MhKiLA,+B;MgKjLA,4B;QAQoD,OhKmLV,egKnLmB,i

BhK0EtB,cgK1EsB,ChKmLnB,C;MgKnLU,C;KARpD,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,4C;MhKuKA,+B;MgKvKA,sC;QAc

2D,OhKmKjB,egKnK0B,WhK0D7B,cgK1D6B,EAAW,QAAX,ChKmK1B,C;MgKnKiB,C;KAd3D,C;iFAgBA,yB;

MtFoDA,4C;M1EmGA,+B;MgKvJA,sC;QAc4D,OhKmJlB,e0EhGuB,W1ET1B,c0ES0B,EAAW,CsFnDK,QtFmD

L,IAAX,C1EgGvB,C;MgKnJkB,C;KAd5D,C;oFAgBA,yB;MhM8CI,6B;MgM9MJ,gD;MAgKA,4B;QAO8C,OAh

KO,a/LsLhB,CD0BE,cAAU,cAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC1BF,M+LtLgB,C;MAgKP,C;KAP9C,C;oGASA,yB;MtFzH

A,iB;MsFyHA,4B;QAOsD,OtFzHoB,a1G0GnC,cwLde,GAAY,G9E5FQ,C8E4FrB,GAA6C,EAA7C,I;MQ6BC,C;K

APtD,C;sGASA,yB;MR7BA,kE;MQ6BA,4B;QAOuD,OR9BkB,sBxLMlC,cwLNgB,GAAW,GAAO,C;MQ8BlB,C;

KAPvD,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;MhMkFA,0B;MAAA,+B;MgMlFA,4B;QAQqD,OhMqFZ,eAAW,OgMrFS,kBh

MdnB,cAAL,GAAiB,GgMcO,ChMqFT,CAAX,C;MgMrFY,C;KARrD,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;MhMwEA,0B;M

AAA,+B;MgMxEA,4B;QAQoD,OhM2EX,eAAW,OgM3EQ,iBhMxBlB,cAAL,GAAiB,GgMwBM,ChM2ER,CAA

X,C;MgM3EW,C;KARpD,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;MhMsCA,+B;MgMtCA,sC;QAc2D,OhMkCjB,egMlC0B,Wh

M7D7B,cgM6D6B,EAAW,QAAX,ChMkC1B,C;MgMlCiB,C;KAd3D,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MhMsBA,+B;M

gMtBA,sC;QAc4D,OhMkBlB,egMlB2B,YhM7E9B,cgM6E8B,EAAY,QAAZ,ChMkB3B,C;MgMlBkB,C;KAd5D,

C;oFAgBA,yB;M9LjCI,6B;M8L/MJ,gD;MAgPA,4B;QAO+C,OAhPM,a/LsLhB,CC2BE,cAAU,cAAL,GAAiB,KA

AtB,CD3BF,M+LtLgB,C;MAgPN,C;KAP/C,C;oGASA,yB;MtFzMA,iB;MsFyMA,4B;QAOuD,OtFzMmB,axGqHj

C,csLiDpC,GAAY,K9EtKyD,C8EsKtE,GAA+C,EAA/C,I;MQmCmD,C;KAPvD,C;sGASA,yB;MRnCA,kE;MQm

CA,4B;QAOwD,ORpCoB,sBtLzDnC,csLyDe,GAAW,KAAS,C;MQoCpB,C;KAPxD,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;M9

LGA,4B;MAAA,iC;M8LHA,4B;QAQuD,O9LMZ,gBAAY,Q8LNQ,kB9L7FrB,cAAL,GAAiB,K8L6FS,C9LMR,C

AAZ,C;M8LNY,C;KARvD,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;M9LPA,4B;MAAA,iC;M8LOA,4B;QAQsD,O9LJX,gBAA

Y,Q8LIO,iB9LvGpB,cAAL,GAAiB,K8LuGQ,C9LJP,CAAZ,C;M8LIW,C;KARtD,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;M9L

7BA,iC;M8L6BA,sC;QAc6D,O9LjChB,gB8LiC0B,W9LlI9B,c8LkI8B,EAAW,QAAX,C9LjC1B,C;M8LiCgB,C;K

Ad7D,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;M9L7CA,iC;M8L6CA,sC;QAc8D,O9LjDjB,gB8LiD2B,Y9LlJ/B,c8LkJ+B,EAA

Y,QAAZ,C9LjD3B,C;M8LiDiB,C;KAd9D,C;;MC9SI,ShMyHoD,cgMzH3C,ChMyH2C,EgMzHvC,ChMyHuC,C;

MgMxHpD,ShMwHoD,cgMxH3C,ChMwH2C,EgMxHvC,ChMwHuC,C;MgMvHpD,OhMiDkE,YgMjDvD,EhMiD

wE,KAAjB,EgMjDjD,EhMiD8E,KAA7B,CgMjDvD,KAAX,GhMgFsD,SgMhFjC,EhMgF2C,KAAK,GgMhF3C,E

hMgFuD,KAAZ,IAAf,CgMhFtD,GhMmEqD,SAAU,CAaT,SgMhFpB,EhMgF8B,KAAK,GgMhF9B,EhMgF0C,K

AAZ,IAAf,CAbS,MAAK,GgMnExB,ChMmEmC,KAAX,IAAf,C;IgMlEzD,C;;MAGI,SjKsHsD,eiKtH7C,CjKsH6

C,EiKtHzC,CjKsHyC,C;MiKrHtD,SjKqHsD,eiKrH7C,CjKqH6C,EiKrHzC,CjKqHyC,C;MiKpHtD,OjKmDmE,aiK
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nDxD,EjKmD0E,KAAlB,EiKnDlD,EjKmDgF,KAA9B,CiKnDxD,KAAX,GjK6EwD,UiK7EnC,EjK6E8C,KAAK,

UiK7E9C,EjK6E0D,KAAZ,CAAhB,CiK7ExD,GjKgEuD,UAAW,CAaV,UiK7EtB,EjK6EiC,KAAK,UiK7EjC,EjK

6E6C,KAAZ,CAAhB,CAbU,MAAK,KiKhE3B,CjKgEsC,KAAX,CAAhB,C;IiK/D3D,C;;MAqBI,WAAO,CAAP,C

;QAD8E,OhMsBZ,YgMrBlD,KhMqBmE,KAAjB,EgMrBzC,GhMqBsE,KAA7B,CgMrBlD,KAD8D,GAChD,GAD

gD,GhMqDxB,SgMpDf,GhMoDyB,KAAK,GgMpDxB,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EhMkQV,SgMlQuC,Ih

MkQvC,CgMlQU,ChMoDoC,KAAZ,IAAf,C;;YgMnDtD,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAF8E,OhMsBZ,YgMpBlD,KhMoBm

E,KAAjB,EgMpBzC,GhMoBsE,KAA7B,CgMpBlD,KAF8D,GAEhD,GAFgD,GhMwCzB,SgMtCd,GhMsCwB,KA

AK,GgMtCvB,mBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EhMiQV,SgMjQwC,CAAC,IAAD,IhMiQxC,CgMjQU,ChMsC

kC,KAAX,IAAf,C;;;QgMrC7C,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;IAHyD,C;;MAyB9E,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QADkF,OjKMf

,aiKLnD,KjKKqE,KAAlB,EiKL1C,GjKKwE,KAA9B,CiKLnD,KADkE,GACpD,GADoD,GjKgC1B,UiK/BjB,GjK

+B4B,KAAK,UiK/B3B,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EjKyPP,UiKzPoC,IjKyPpC,CiKzPO,CjK+BuC,KAAZ,

CAAhB,C;;YiK9BxD,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QAFkF,OjKMf,aiKJnD,KjKIqE,KAAlB,EiKJ1C,GjKIwE,KAA9B,CiKJn

D,KAFkE,GAEpD,GAFoD,GjKmB3B,UiKjBhB,GjKiB2B,KAAK,KiKjB1B,mBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,E

jKwPP,UiKxPsC,IAAD,ajKwPrC,CiKxPO,CjKiBqC,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;;QiKhB/C,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;IA

H6D,C;;M/L/ClF,8B;MAF0D,gB;IAAnC,C;;MAEvB,gC;MACI,iBAGqC,WAAO,CAAP,C;MAErC,iBAGqC,WA

AO,MAAP,C;MAErC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;IAnBtC,C;;;;MAAA,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,gC;IAAA,C;;

MA4B0D,OAAa,0BAkJjC,SAAL,GAAiB,KAlJqB,EAAU,KFiJ3C,KAAL,GAAiB,GEjJqB,C;IAAb,C;;MASU,OA

Aa,0BAyI3C,SAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EAAU,KAyIrD,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,C;IAAb,C;wGAEpE,yB;MAgKA,6

B;MDjKA,8C;MCCA,wB;QAMyD,ODAS,YAAiB,CCmKhD,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnKgD,MAAjB,EC

Ae,KDAc,KAA7B,C;MCAT,C;KANzD,C;wGAQA,yB;MAkKA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8BnKA,gD;M9BCA,w

B;QAM0D,O8BAS,aAAkB,C9BqKhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BrKgD,MAAlB,E9BAgB,K8BAc,

KAA9B,C;M9BAT,C;KAN1D,C;8FAQA,yB;MAgJA,6B;MAhJA,wB;QAEsD,ODMD,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAA

L,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,cEtJsC,KFsJ5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf

,C;MCNC,C;KAFtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA6IA,6B;MA7IA,wB;QAEuD,ODGF,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,

KAAtB,CDjJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cApJuC,KAoJ7B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;MCH

E,C;KAFvD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA0IA,6B;MA1IA,wB;QAEqD,ODAA,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,

CDjJ4B,MAAK,GCAI,KDAO,KAAX,IAAf,C;MCAA,C;KAFrD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAiJA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M

AjJA,wB;QAEuD,O8BAA,eAAW,C9BwJ7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BxJ6B,MAAK,K9BAI,K8B

AO,KAAX,CAAhB,C;M9BAA,C;KAFvD,C;gGAIA,yB;MAmIA,6B;MAnIA,wB;QAEuD,ODMD,cAAU,CCoI7B,

cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cEzIwC,KFyI9B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI8C,

MAAZ,IAAf,C;MCNC,C;KAFvD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAgIA,6B;MAhIA,wB;QAEwD,ODGF,cAAU,CCoI7B,cAAU,S

AAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cAvIyC,KAuI/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI8C,MAAZ,I

AAf,C;MCHE,C;KAFxD,C;gGAGA,yB;MA6HA,6B;MA7HA,wB;QAEsD,ODAA,cAAU,CCoI7B,cAAU,SAAL,G

AAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GCAK,KDAO,KAAZ,IAAf,C;MCAA,C;KAFtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAoIA,aAS6D,0B

;MAT7D,+B;MApIA,wB;QAEwD,O8BAA,eAAW,C9B2I9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8B3I8B,MA

AK,U9BAK,K8BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;M9BAA,C;KAFxD,C;gGAIA,yB;MAsHA,6B;MAtHA,wB;QAEuD,ODM

D,cAAe,YAAL,CCuH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cE5HwC,KF4H9B,KA

AL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MCNC,C;KAFvD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAmHA,6B;MAnHA,wB;QAEw

D,ODGF,cAAe,YAAL,CCuH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CCuH9C,cA1HyC,KA0H

/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;MCHE,C;KAFxD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAgHA,6B;MAhHA,wB;

QAEsD,ODAA,cAAe,YAAL,CCuH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,ECAK,KDAO,KAAZ,CA

Af,C;MCAA,C;KAFtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAuHA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;MAvHA,wB;QAEwD,O8BAA,eAAW,C9

B8H9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8B9H8B,MAAK,U9BAK,K8BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;M9BAA,C;

KAFxD,C;4FAIA,yB;MAyGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCNA,wB;QAEqD,ODMD,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAt

B,CD1GiB,EDyGjB,cE/GoC,KF+G1B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,C;MCNC,C;KAFrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAsG

A,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCHA,wB;QAEsD,ODGF,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,EC0GjB,cA7GqC,

KA6G3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,C;MCHE,C;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAmGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCAA,w

B;QAEoD,ODAA,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,ECAkB,KDAlB,C;MCAA,C;KAFpD,C;4FAG
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A,yB;MA0GA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B1GA,8C;M9BAA,wB;QAEsD,O8BAA,Y9BiHjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SA

AK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BjHiB,E9BAmB,K8BAnB,C;M9BAA,C;KAFtD,C;4FAIA,yB;MA4FA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MCN

A,wB;QAEqD,ODMD,cC6FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,ED4FjB,cElGoC,KFkG1B,KAAL,GAAiB,

GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;MCNC,C;KAFrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAyFA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MCHA,wB;QAEsD,ODGF,cC6FjB,c

AAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,EC6FjB,cAhGqC,KAgG3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,C;MCHE,C;K

AFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAsFA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MCAA,wB;QAEoD,ODAA,cC6FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C

D7FiB,ECAkB,KDAlB,C;MCAA,C;KAFpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA6FA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;M8B7FA,oD;M9BAA

,wB;QAEsD,O8BAA,e9BoGjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C8BpGiB,E9BAmB,K8BAnB,C;M9BAA,C;

KAFtD,C;4EAIA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,mB;QAE2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,KAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAF

3C,C;4EAGA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,mB;QAE2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,KAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAF3C,

C;oGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAwEA,6B;MAxEA,wB;QAE+D,0BA+E5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CA/E4B,EA

+E5B,cA/EqD,KA+E3C,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CA/E4B,C;MAAA,C;KAF/D,C;4FAIA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8JvHJ,4

B;M9JuHI,wB;QAEqD,uB8JtHiC,Q9JsH1B,IAAK,K8JtHX,G9JsHoB,KAAM,K8JtHM,C9JsHjC,C;MAAA,C;KAF

rD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8JrHJ,4B;M9JqHI,wB;QAEoD,uB8JpHgC,Q9JoHzB,IAAK,K8JpHX,G9JoHmB,K

AAM,K8JpHM,C9JoHhC,C;MAAA,C;KAFpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8JnHJ,4B;M9JmHI,wB;QAEqD,uB8Jl

HiC,Q9JkH1B,IAAK,K8JlHX,G9JkHoB,KAAM,K8JlHM,C9JkHjC,C;MAAA,C;KAFrD,C;4EAGA,yB;MAAA,iC;

M8JjHJ,4B;M9JiHI,mB;QAEkC,uB8JhHsB,QAAP,C9JgHR,S8JhHe,C9JgHtB,C;MAAA,C;KAFlC,C;kFAIA,yB;M

AAA,0B;MAAA,mB;QAUmC,OAAK,OAAL,SAAK,C;MAAL,C;KAVnC,C;;MAoBqC,gB;IAAA,C;;MAUJ,OAA

K,SAAL,GAAiB,K;IAAjB,C;kFACjC,yB;MAAA,aASqD,0B;MATrD,mB;QASmC,OAAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,

Y;MAAA,C;KATnC,C;oFAWA,yB;MF+DJ,0B;MAAA,+B;ME/DI,mB;QASqC,OFiEE,eAAW,OEjEb,SFiEa,CAA

X,C;MEjEF,C;KATrC,C;;MAYuC,W;IAAA,C;kFACvC,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QASmC,qBAAU,SAAL,GAA

iB,KAAtB,C;MAAA,C;KATnC,C;oFAUA,yB;MAAA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;MAAA,mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBA

AL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C;MAAA,C;KATrC,C;;MAiBqC,OApDC,SAAL,GAAiB,K;IAoDb,C;;MAOE,OA3DD,

SAAL,GAAiB,K;IA2DX,C;;MAEE,OAAQ,CA7DX,SAAL,GAAiB,KA6DD,Y;IAAR,C;;;;;;MAhP7C,c;MAG8D,q

D;MAH9D,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAG8D,oCAH9D,G;IAAA,C;0EAoPA,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW4C,uBAA

Y,SAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAX5C,C;4EAYA,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAU6C,uBAAO,SAAP,C;MAAA,C;KAV7C,

C;4EAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,CAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAX3C,C;4

EAYA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW4C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,SAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAX5C,C;;M+

BpRqB,sB;IAFrB,C;;MAakD,O/B4PL,W+B5PK,aAAQ,KAAR,C/B4PL,C;I+B5PK,C;;MAS1C,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAi

B,K/BkJgB,K;I+BjJrC,C;;MAGsC,OAAA,YAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAGoB,gCAAS,YAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAEF,yB;MA

AjC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;IADF,C;;MAEO,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACiC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,eAAQ,YAAM,

OAAlB,C;QAAA,O/BuOS,W+BvOe,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,O/BuOf,C;;;Q+BvO8C,MAAM,2BAAuB,Y

AAM,WAA7B,C;IAA7D,C;;;MAMvB,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,SAAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,K;MAEzC,OAAe,

WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O/B8HS,K+B9HlB,C;IACnB,C;;MAGY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,gE;MAA2B,c;;QhBw4CvB,

U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,6B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAA

gB,2B;UgBx4C6B,2BhBw4CR,OgBx4CQ,S;UAAA,W;YAAwB,oBAAR,YAAQ,EhBw4ChC,Of9wCA,K+B1HgC,

C;;UhBw4C/C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;MgBz4CH,iB;IACJ,C;;MAEkC,OAA

A,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;MA7ClC,qD;MACgC,wBAAK,eAAW,IAAX,CAAL,C;MADhC,Y;I

AAA,C;;;;;MAPJ,OAKqB,sDALrB,M;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAKqB,0CA

LrB,G;IAAA,C;kFAuDA,yB;MAAA,2C;;QAWwC,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C/ByGV,K;Q+BzGD,C;MA

AA,C;MAXxC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAY,gCAAW,IAAX,GAAiB,wBAAjB,CAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAiB

wE,e;IAAA,C;;MiKhEb,OAAa,WAAb,SlM4KjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GkM5KkB,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAb,C;;MAUC,OA

Aa,WAAb,ShMmKlB,KAAL,GAAiB,KgMnKmB,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAb,C;;MAWF,OAAc,WjMyK5B,oBiMzKc,

SjMyKnB,KAAK,CAAL,iBiMzKiC,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAd,C;;MASV,uBAAc,SlKiKvB,KkKjKS,EAA6B,WAAW,

KAAX,CAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MASX,Q;MAAA,0DAAmB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAnB,C;;MASU,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,

KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAxB,C;;MASR,Q;MAAA,2DAAoB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAApB,C;;MASU

,Q;MAAA,2CAAe,KAAf,oBAAyB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAzB,C;;MAQd,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C

;IAAlB,C;;MASU,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAQR,Q;MAAA,0DAAmB,
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kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAnB,C;;MASU,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAxB,C;;MAYH,

kCAAsB,EAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWzB,Q;MAAA,sBAAL,SAAK,EAAa,KAAb,C;MAAL,iB;QAA4B,OAAO,I;;M

AA7C,UAAU,I;MACV,IjMhFkE,YiMgF9D,GjMhF+E,KAAjB,EAA6B,CDkK5D,SkMlFzB,6BAAM,UlMkF6B,K

AAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CClK4D,MAA7B,CiMgF9D,IAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,I;MAClC,OlMkJqC,UAAW,OkMlJzC

,GjM4E8B,KDsEW,CAAX,C;IkMjJzC,C;;MAQ8C,mCAAuB,EAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAW3B,Q;MAAA,sBAAL,SA

AK,EAAa,KAAb,C;MAAL,iB;QAA4B,OAAO,I;;MAA7C,UAAU,I;MACV,IjMtGkE,YiMsG9D,GjMtG+E,KAAj

B,EAA6B,CCmK5D,SgM7DzB,8BAAO,UhM6D4B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnK4D,MAA7B,CiMsG9D,IAAJ,C

;QAA4B,OAAO,I;MACnC,OhM6HuC,WAAY,QgM7H5C,GjMgEgC,KC6DY,CAAZ,C;IgM5H3C,C;;MAQ0C,iC

AAqB,EAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWtC,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QA

AiB,OAAO,I;MAExB,YAAkB,4BAAK,U;MACvB,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,E

AAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAV,IAAe,cAAa,EAAhC,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5C,QAAQ,C;;;QAER,QAAQ,

C;;MAGZ,ajMkGmC,SiMlGtB,KjMkGsB,C;MiMjGnC,qBjMnFoD,WiMmF/B,KjMnF+B,EiMmFvB,MjMnFuB,C;

MiMoFpD,aAAa,W;MACb,aAAU,KAAV,MAAsB,MAAtB,M;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAi

B,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IjMlJ8D,YiMkJ1D,MjMlJ2E,KAAjB,EiMkJjD,

cjMlJ8E,KAA7B,CiMkJ1D,IAAJ,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,SjMxGkD,SAAe,YiMwGjE,MjMxG4D,KAAK,Ei

MwGvD,MjMxGmE,KAAZ,CAAf,C;QiM0GlD,mBAAmB,M;QACnB,SjMrIiD,SiMqIjD,MjMrI2D,KAAK,GAA

W,CA2N5C,SiMtFrB,KjMsFqB,CA3N4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;QiMsIjD,IjMxJ8D,YiMwJ1D,MjMxJ2E,KAAjB,EiMwJ

jD,YjMxJ8E,KAA7B,CiMwJ1D,IAAJ,C;UAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAGtC,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQ4C,kCAAsB,EAAtB

,C;IAAA,C;;MAWxC,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;

MAExB,YAAmB,6BAAM,U;MACzB,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QA

CI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAV,IAAe,cAAa,EAAhC,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5C,QAAQ,C;;;QAER,QAAQ,C;;MAIZ,ajM

6CmC,SiM7CtB,KjM6CsB,C;MiM5CnC,qBlKrIsD,YkKqIjC,KlKrIiC,E/BwHjB,UAAW,oBiManB,MjMbc,KAAK,

CAAL,iBAAN,C+BxHiB,C;MkKsItD,aAAa,2B;MACb,aAAU,KAAV,MAAsB,MAAtB,M;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,q

BAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IlK/L+D,akK+L3D

,MlK/L6E,KAAlB,EkK+LlD,clK/LgF,KAA9B,CkK+L3D,IAAJ,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,SlK1JoD,UkK0JpD,

MlK1J+D,KAAK,UAAY,C/BqI/C,UAAW,oBiMqBlC,MjMrB6B,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+BrI+C,MAAZ,CAAhB

,C;QkK4JpD,mBAAmB,M;QACnB,SlKvLmD,UkKuLnD,MlKvL8D,KAAK,KAAW,C/B+J7C,UAAW,oBAAL,C

AyDR,SiMjCrB,KjMiCqB,CAzDQ,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C+B/J6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;QkKwLnD,IlKrM+D,akK

qM3D,MlKrM6E,KAAlB,EkKqMlD,YlKrMgF,KAA9B,CkKqM3D,IAAJ,C;UAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAGtC,OAAO,M;

IACX,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;I5G5LA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;S6GjE8B,iB;QAGD,iB;gCvHaqB,I;IUo
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D9C,aAAJ,OAAO,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAY,IAAG,OAAO,SAAf,IAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,K;aAChE,MA

AJ,GAAY,iBAAhB,OAA6B,OAAb,CAAZ,GAAoD,gC;uDC1EJ,mC,EAAuB,wB;ekB2YrB,MAAW,KG1YlC,GH0

YkC,EG1Y1B,GH0Y0B,C;eAAX,MAAW,KGzYlC,GHyYkC,EGzY1B,GHyY0B,C;sBMrUnC,gBAA8B,CAA9B,

O;mEnFoKiC,oC;yB4FpGxB,C;gCAKY,eAAiB,OAAL,GAAK,CAAjB,EAAgC,OAAL,GAAK,CAAhC,EAA+C,O

AAL,GAAK,CAA/C,E;uBAwDd,K;2BnHrES,U;qBmJ/BJ,C;yBACI,C;sBACH,C;kBACJ,C;iBACD,C;mBACE,C;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;mB9ItGxC,gC;;;;M0LAsC,8C;MAClC,eAAsB,C;MACtB,wBAA+B,C;MAC/B,gBAA6B,I;MAC7B,

mBAAsC,I;MACtC,qBAAyC,I;MAEzC,yBAAgD,yBAAmB,Q;MAElC,gB;MAAjC,cAAiC,2CAAQ,yCAAR,gDA

AwD,IAAxD,6BAAiE,I;IATjE,C;;MAOjC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAKI,gBAAS,K;MACT,wB;IACJ,C;;MAGI,eAAQ,qB;

MACR,mBAAiB,S;MACjB,wB;IACJ,C;;MAGI,iBAA8B,yB;MC8EzB,Q;;QAHL,aD3EoD,e;QC4EpD,IAAI,WAA

W,mBAAf,C;UAEuC,CAAlC,kEAAkC,eAAO,MAAP,C;;;;QAEzC,gC;UACE,UAAW,6BAAoB,CAApB,C;;;UAPf

,O;;IDzEA,C;;;;;MAQe,0B;IAAD,C;;;MAKd,0B;MAUA,gBAA2B,a;IAX/B,C;;MASgB,OAAA,eAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;

MAMJ,sBAAW,SAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,K;WAEb,sBAAW,mBAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,O;QACT,eAAS,cAAO,KA

AP,C;;;QAGT,MAAM,2BAAsB,iBAAtB,C;;IAGlB,C;;MAIQ,sBAAW,SAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,SAAK,SAAL,C;

WAEb,sBAAW,mBAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,O;QACT,eAAS,6BAAoB,SAApB,C;;;QAGT,MAAM,2BAAsB,iBAAt

B,C;;IAGlB,C;;MAQW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,kBAAW,SAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,mB;;MAEb,aAAa,IAAK,S;MAEd,eAAW,

OAAX,C;QACI,0B;WAEJ,gC;QACI,MAAM,MAAO,U;;QAGb,a;;MARR,W;IAWJ,C;;;MAvDA,0D;MACyD,6BA

AK,QAAL,EAAe,SAAf,C;MADzD,Y;IAAA,C;;MEnCM,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;IAAA

,C;;MAQA,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,KAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;MAMc,OAAK,SAAL,C

AAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAA6C,O;IAA7C,C;;MAKA,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EAA

6B,IAA7B,CAAmC,O;IAAnC,C;;;MAUxB,wC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,+C;QAAA,8B;;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;MC/BI,y

C;;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,kD;QAAA,iC;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;;;MCoBY,cAAc,GAAI,kBAAS,OAAQ,IA

AjB,C;MAClB,IAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,C;QADA,OACuC,O;;QAEnC,kBAAkB,oBAAQ,yCAAR,C;QAClB,IAAI,

mBAAJ,C;UAJJ,OAI6B,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;;UACrB,WAAW,OAAQ,kBAAS,yCAAT,C;UAL3

B,OAMY,SAAS,mCAAb,GAAoC,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,WAAzB,CAApC,GACI,oBAAgB,oBAAgB,IAAhB,

EAAsB,OAAtB,CAAhB,EAAgD,WAAhD,C;;;IAGhB,C;;MAZJ,OAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,GAAuC,IAAvC,GACI,

OAAQ,cAAK,IAAL,EAAW,4BAAX,C;IADZ,C;;;;MAgC0B,Q;MAAtB,OAAI,IAAK,IAAL,KAAa,GAAjB,GAAs

B,wEAAtB,GAAqC,I;IAArC,C;;MAGA,iBAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGA,OAAI,IAAK,IAAL,

KAAa,GAAjB,GAAsB,mCAAtB,GAAiD,I;IAAjD,C;;;;;;;MCzD0C,wB;IAAD,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;;MAEtD,q

C;IAAA,C;;MAK6D,W;IAAA,C;;MACmB,c;IAAA,C;;MACJ,c;IAAA,C;;MACV,W;IAAA,C;;MACxB,Q;IAAA,C

;;MACG,8B;IAAA,C;;;;MAV7C,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAiB+B,gB;MAA4B,sB;IAA7B,C;;MAIlB,

Q;MAFJ,UAAU,I;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,YAAA,GAAI,QAAJ,aAAY,GAAZ,W;UAAwB,W;;QACxB,WA

AW,GAAI,K;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,iBAAK,GAAL,C;;;IAGnB,C;;MAGI,iBAAU

,SAAK,cAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,CAAf,EAAyC,YAAzC,C;IAAA,C;;UAKO,I;MAFP,6BAAQ,GAAR,U;QAAo

B,OAAO,S;;MAC3B,cAAc,SAAK,kBAAS,GAAT,C;MAEf,gBAAY,SAAZ,C;QAAoB,W;WACpB,gBAAY,mCA

AZ,C;QAAqC,mB;;QAC7B,2BAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAGI,OAAI,yCAAJ,GAA

6B,SAAK,SAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAA7B,GAAkD,C;IAAlD,C;;MAGA,+BAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,GAAoB,OAApB,C;IA

AA,C;;MAUwB,Q;MAPxB,UAAU,O;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAS,GAAI,QAAb,CAAL,C;

UAA4B,OAAO,K;QACnC,WAAW,GAAI,K;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,gBAAS,wEA

AT,C;;;IAGnB,C;;MAGI,gBAAS,KAAT,KAAkB,yCAA4B,KAAM,SAAN,KAAgB,aAA5C,IAAsD,KAAM,eAAY

,IAAZ,CAA9E,C;IAAA,C;;MAE2B,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAA0B,SAAR,YAAQ,CAA1B,I;IAAA,C;;MAI

vB,OAAI,G9KoJoC,YAAU,C8KpJlD,GAAmB,OAAQ,WAA3B,GAA2C,MAAM,IAAN,YAAa,OAAb,C;IAC/C,C;

;MAFA,aAAM,kBAAK,EAAL,EAAS,+BAAT,CAAN,GAEI,G;IAFJ,C;;;;;;ICvDR,C;;;MCI0C,uB;QAAU,qBAAM

,IAAK,OAAX,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MNgDb,oB;QACrB,WAAW,sBAAiB,CAAjB,C;QACX,cAAM,IAAN,C;QA

DA,OAEA,IAAK,Y;MAHgB,C;IAAA,C;;MAvDzB,oCAAyB,QAAzB,EAAmC,UAAnC,CAA+C,cAAO,IAAP,C;I

ACnD,C;;MAYI,sCAAyB,UAAzB,CAAqC,cAAO,IAAP,C;IACzC,C;;MAewB,4BAAiB,oCAAyB,QAAzB,EAAm

C,UAAnC,CAAjB,EAAiE,mBAAjE,C;IAAA,C;;MAcA,4BAAiB,sCAAyB,UAAzB,CAAjB,EAAuD,mBAAvD,C;I

AAA,C;;MAYpB,OMhDsC,gCNgDb,8BMhDa,CAAtC,c;INgDA,C;2FAVJ,yB;MAAA,0F;;QMtC0C,uB;UAAU,q

BAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;QAAV,C;MAAA,C;;QNgDb,oB;UACrB,WAAW,sBAAiB,CAAjB,C;UACX,cAAM,IAA
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N,C;UADA,OAEA,IAAK,Y;QAHgB,C;MAAA,C;MAV7B,sC;QMtCI,mBAAsC,gCNgDb,8BMhDa,CAAtC,6B;Q

NgDA,yD;MAAA,C;KAVJ,C;kHA4BI,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,mB;QACI,MAAM,6BAAoB,0BAApB,C;MACV,C;

KAFA,C;4IAMJ,yB;MAAA,yF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qB;MAAA,oC;QAMa,Q;;UAHL,aAAa,O;UACb,I

AAI,WAAW,mBAAf,C;YAEuC,CAAlC,kEAAkC,eAAO,MAAP,C;;;;UAEzC,gC;YACE,UAAW,6BAAoB,CAAp

B,C;;;YAPf,O;;MASJ,C;KAXA,C;;MMxE0C,uB;QAAU,qBAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtC,O

AAsC,wCAAtC,c;IAAA,C;8GArBJ,yB;;QAqB0C,uB;UAAU,qBAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;QAAV,C;MAAA,C;MArB

1C,sC;QAqBI,mBAAsC,sCAAtC,6B;QAAA,yD;MAAA,C;KArBJ,C;;MAiCI,MAAM,wBAAoB,sEAApB,C;IAAN

,C;2HAVJ,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QAUI,MAAM,6BAAoB,sEAApB,C;MAAN,C;KAVJ,C;mHAYA,yB;MAAA

,gE;MAAA,4B;QAMI,MAAM,6BAAoB,4CAApB,C;MAAN,C;KANJ,C;;MjM7BuF,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,wD;MA

S2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,8E;;MiMuB0C,uB;QAAU,qBAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MCVmF,mB;Q

AAE,qBAAc,qBAAd,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAT,OlML7B,2BkMKsC,mClMLtC,C;IkMK6B,C;;MAWhH,eAAe,

6B;MACf,oBAAkC,yBAAd,aAAc,EAAoC,QAApC,EAA2D,QAA3D,C;MAClC,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;IAa4C,C;;MA

iBpC,IAAI,uCAA0B,QAAS,UAAvC,C;QAAkD,M;MAClD,OAAO,sBAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IACX,C;;MAOqD,6

BAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;MAYd,0B;MACvC,eAAoB,C;MACpB,mBAA4B,I;MAC5B,sBAAyC,I;M

ACzC,gBAAoC,I;IAJxC,C;;MAOQ,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,QAAM,YAAN,C;eACI,C;YAAA,K;eACA,C;YACI,IA

AI,kCAAe,UAAnB,C;cACI,eAAQ,C;cACR,OAAO,I;;;cAEP,sBAAe,I;;;YALvB,K;eAOA,C;YAAc,OAAO,K;eACr

B,C;eAAA,C;YAAgC,OAAO,I;kBAC/B,MAAM,yB;;QAGlB,eAAQ,C;QACR,WAAW,4B;QACX,gBAAW,I;QAC

X,IAAK,cAAO,IAAP,C;;IAEb,C;;MAGU,IASe,I;MATrB,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACI,C;aAAA,C;UAAsC,OAAO,qB;a

AC7C,C;UACI,eAAQ,C;UACR,OAAO,kCAAe,O;aAE1B,C;UACI,eAAQ,C;UACR,aACa,iF;UACb,mBAAY,I;U

ACZ,OAAO,M;gBAEH,MAAM,yB;;IAEtB,C;;MAGI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;;QAA8B,OAAO

,W;IAC/D,C;;MAE4C,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACxC,C;UADwC,OAC1B,6B;aACd,C;UAFwC,OAExB,2BAAsB,sBAA

tB,C;gBAFwB,OAGhC,2BAAsB,uCAAoC,YAA1D,C;;IAHgC,C;;MAUR,oB;QAC5B,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,

mB;MAF4B,C;IAAA,C;;MAFhC,mBAAY,K;MACZ,eAAQ,C;MACR,ODpHkC,kCCoHF,0CDpHE,CAAtC,c;ICw

HA,C;;MAMoC,oB;QAC5B,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,mB;MAF4B,C;IAAA,C;;MAHhC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UA

Ad,C;QAAyB,M;MACzB,sBAAe,Q;MACf,eAAQ,C;MACR,OD9HkC,kCC8HF,6CD9HE,CAAtC,c;ICkIA,C;;MAI

I,eAAQ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGI,MAAM,S;IACV,C;;MAGY,0C;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;gBRxIc,S;cACF,

S;0BEGiB,sC;qBMsCH,C;yBACI,C;sBACH,C;kBACJ,C;iBACD,C;mBACE,C;;;;A3NvExC,CAJC,E;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1175768173_1624479648.63/0/kotlin-1-3-50-tgz/package/kotlin.js.map

 

1.719 coreutils 8.22-24.el7_9.2 
1.719.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
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to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
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States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a
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menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
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conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
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and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
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   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular
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product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.
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 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
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(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall
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subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
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plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on
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the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
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@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
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@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or
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imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
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of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.
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Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
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license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group
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@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

1.720 kafka-streams-avro-serde 4.1.0 
1.720.1 Available under license : 

Apache Kafka

Copyright 2016 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License. The source code of jersey can be found at https://github.com/jersey/jersey/.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
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Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

<head>

 <meta charset="utf-8">

 <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge">

 <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

 <meta name="description" content="Home page of The Apache Software Foundation">

 

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="57x57" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-57x57.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="60x60" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-60x60.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="72x72" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-72x72.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="76x76" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-76x76.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="114x114" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-114x114.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="120x120" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-120x120.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="144x144" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-144x144.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="152x152" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-152x152.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="180x180" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-180x180.png">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-32x32.png" sizes="32x32">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-194x194.png" sizes="194x194">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-96x96.png" sizes="96x96">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/android-chrome-192x192.png" sizes="192x192">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-16x16.png" sizes="16x16">

 <link rel="manifest" href="/favicons/manifest.json">

 <link rel="shortcut icon" href="/favicons/favicon.ico">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileColor" content="#603cba">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileImage" content="/favicons/mstile-144x144.png">

 <meta name="msapplication-config" content="/favicons/browserconfig.xml">

 <meta name="theme-color" content="#303284">

 

 <title>Apache License, Version 2.0</title>

 <link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Source+Sans+Pro:400,700%7cDroid+Serif:400,700'

rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

 <link href="/css/min.bootstrap.css" rel="stylesheet">

 <link href="/css/styles.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
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   <!-- Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See

the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF

licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at .

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 . Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. -->

 

</head>

 

<body>

<!-- Navigation --> 

<header>

 <nav class="navbar navbar-default navbar-fixed-top">

   <div class="container">

     <div class="navbar-header">

       <button class="navbar-toggle" type="button" data-toggle="collapse" data-target="#mainnav-collapse">

         <span class="sr-only">Toggle navigation</span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

       </button>

       <a href="#" class="navbar-brand"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-home"></span></a>

     </div>

     <div class="collapse navbar-collapse" id="mainnav-collapse">

       <div style="line-height:20px; padding-top:5px; float:left"><a href="/">Home</a>&nbsp;&raquo&nbsp;<a

href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></div>

       <ul class="nav navbar-nav navbar-right">

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">About <span class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/members.html">Members</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">Process</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/glossary.html">Glossary</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/preFAQ.html">FAQ</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html ">Contact</a></li>      				

         	</ul>

         </li>

			<li><a href="/index.html#projects-list">Projects</a></li>

 				<li class="dropdown">

	        	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">People <span class="caret"></span></a>

	        	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/committer-index.html">Committers</a></li>
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 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#meritocracy">Meritocracy</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#roles">Roles</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://planet.apache.org/">Planet Apache</a></li>

	        	</ul>

	        </li>

         <li class="dropdown">

           <a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Get Involved <span

class="caret"></span></a>

           <ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

             <li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Community Development</a></li>

                   <li><a href="http://helpwanted.apache.org/">Help Wanted</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://www.apachecon.com/">ApacheCon</a></li>

           </ul>

 				</li>

         <li><a href="/dyn/closer.cgi">Download</a></li>

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Support Apache <span

class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contributing.html">Donations</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/buy_stuff.html">Buy Stuff</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/thanks.html">Thanks</a></li>

         	</ul>

         </li>

       </ul>

     </div>

   </div>

 </nav>

</header>

<!-- / Navigation -->

<div class="container">

 <div class="row">

   <div class="col-md-9 col-sm-8 col-xs-12">

     <img src="/img/asf_logo.png" alt="Apache Logo" style="max-width: 100%;">

   </div>

   <div class="col-md-3 col-sm-4 col-xs-12">

     <div class="input-group" style="margin-bottom: 5px;">

				<script>

 (function() {

   var cx = '005703438322411770421:5mgshgrgx2u';

   var gcse = document.createElement('script');

   gcse.type = 'text/javascript';

   gcse.async = true;

   gcse.src = (document.location.protocol == 'https:' ? 'https:' : 'http:') +

       '//cse.google.com/cse.js?cx=' + cx;

   var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0];
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   s.parentNode.insertBefore(gcse, s);

 })();

</script>

		  <gcse:searchbox-only></gcse:searchbox-only>

			</div>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/governance/">The Apache Way</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs"

href="https://community.apache.org/contributors/">Contribute</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/thanks.html">ASF Sponsors</a>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

<div class="container"><style type="text/css">

/* The following code is added by mdx_elementid.py

  It was originally lifted from http://subversion.apache.org/style/site.css */

/*

* Hide class="elementid-permalink", except when an enclosing heading

* has the :hover property.

*/

.headerlink, .elementid-permalink {

 visibility: hidden;

}

h2:hover > .headerlink, h3:hover > .headerlink, h1:hover > .headerlink, h6:hover > .headerlink, h4:hover >

.headerlink, h5:hover > .headerlink, dt:hover > .elementid-permalink { visibility: visible }</style>

<p>Apache License<br></br>Version 2.0, January 2004<br></br>

<a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/">http://www.apache.org/licenses/</a> </p>

<p>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION</p>

<p><strong><a name="definitions">1. Definitions</a></strong>.</p>

<p>"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.</p>

<p>"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the

copyright owner that is granting the License.</p>

<p>"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with

that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the

power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.</p>

<p>"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.</p>

<p>"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

and configuration files.</p>

<p>"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation

or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled

object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.</p>

<p>"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form,
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made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that

is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the

Appendix below).</p>

<p>"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form,

that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial

revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as

a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License,

Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or

merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative

Works thereof.</p>

<p>"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original

version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or

Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for

inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal

Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the

purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic,

verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its

representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that

are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing

and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a

Contribution."</p>

<p>"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on

behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.</p>

<p><strong><a name="copyright">2. Grant of Copyright License</a></strong>. Subject to the

terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You

a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly

display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.</p>

<p><strong><a name="patent">3. Grant of Patent License</a></strong>. Subject to the terms

and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a

perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use,

offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by

combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such

Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against

any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging

that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the

date such litigation is filed.</p>

<p><strong><a name="redistribution">4. Redistribution</a></strong>. You may reproduce and

distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium,
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with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that

You meet the following conditions:</p>

<ol style="list-style: lower-latin;">

<li>You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a

copy of this License; and</li>

 

<li>You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating

that You changed the files; and</li>

 

<li>You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You

distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from

the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and</li>

 

<li>If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution,

then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy

of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in

at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation,

if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated

by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally

appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only

and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices

within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to

the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution

notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

<br/>

<br/>

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in

this License.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

<p><strong><a name="contributions">5. Submission of Contributions</a></strong>. Unless You

explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the

terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor

regarding such Contributions.</p>

<p><strong><a name="trademarks">6. Trademarks</a></strong>. This License does not grant

permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
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names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use

in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the

NOTICE file.</p>

<p><strong><a name="no-warranty">7. Disclaimer of Warranty</a></strong>. Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and

each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including,

without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You

are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise

of permissions under this License.</p>

<p><strong><a name="no-liability">8. Limitation of Liability</a></strong>. In no event and

under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and

grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result

of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including

but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer

failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses),

even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such

damages.</p>

<p><strong><a name="additional">9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability</a></strong>.

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose

to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License.

However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor,

and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor

harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such

Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional

liability.</p>

<p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

<h1 id="apply">APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work<a class="headerlink" href="#apply"

title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included

on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

identification within third-party archives.</p>

<div class="codehilite"><pre>Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;);

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

</pre></div></div>

 

<!-- Footer -->

 

<footer class="bg-primary">

 <div class="container">

			<div class="row">

				<br />

				<div class="col-sm-1">

					

				</div>

				<div class="col-sm-2">

		        	<h5 class="white">Community</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/conferences.html">Conferences</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/gsoc.html">Summer of Code</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newcomers/">Getting Started</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">The Apache Way</a></li>

						<li><a href="/travel/">Travel Assistance</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Get Involved</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newbiefaq.html">Community FAQ</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Innovation</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://labs.apache.org/">Labs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licensing</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Tech Operations</h5>

		        <ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">
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 						<li><a href="/dev/">Developer Information</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/dev/infrastructure.html">Infrastructure</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/security/">Security</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://status.apache.org">Status</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        </ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Press</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/press/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/">ASF News</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/foundation/">Announcements</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://twitter.com/TheASF">Twitter Feed</a></li>

						<li><a href="/press/#contact">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Legal</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/legal/">Legal Affairs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/records/">Public Records</a></li>

           <li><a href="/foundation/policies/privacy.html">Privacy Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/exports/">Export Information</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">License/Distribution FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-1">

				</div>

 

			</div>

			<hr class="col-lg-12 hr-white" />

			<div class="row">

				<div class="col-lg-12">

					<p class="text-center">Copyright &#169; 2016 The Apache Software Foundation, Licensed under the <a

class="white" href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0</a>.</p>

					<p class="text-center">Apache and the Apache feather logo are trademarks of The Apache Software

Foundation.</p>

				</div>

			</div>

		</div>
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</footer>

 

<!-- / Footer -->

 

<script src="/js/jquery-2.1.1.min.js"></script>

<script src="/js/bootstrap.js"></script>

</body>

</html>

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML 2.0//EN">

<html><head>

<title>301 Moved Permanently</title>

</head><body>

<h1>Moved Permanently</h1>

<p>The document has moved <a href="https://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php">here</a>.</p>

</body></html>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License as described below.

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL - Version 1.1)

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under
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common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.
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3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of
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this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

 

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice
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from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise
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make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

The following commands were used to generate license and notice files. Replace <VERSION> with

the Schema Registry version, <SRC_PATH> with the path to the Schema Registry source directory,

and <LICENSE_TOOL_PATH> with the path of the license tool.

 

cd <SRC_PATH>

mvn package -DskipTests

mkdir /tmp/jars

mkdir /tmp/overrides

cp package-schema-registry/target/kafka-schema-registry-package-<VERSION>-package/share/java/schema-

registry/*.jar /tmp/jars/

cp package-kafka-serde-tools/target/kafka-serde-tools-package-<VERSION>-package/share/java/kafka-serde-

tools/*.jar /tmp/jars/

cd <LICENSE_TOOL_PATH>

./bin/run_license_job.bash -i /tmp/jars -l <SRC_PATH>/licenses -n <SRC_PATH>/notices -h

<SRC_PATH>/licenses-and-notices.html -o /tmp/overrides

 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2009-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">

 

<html lang="en-US">

<head>

 <title>GlassFish Dual License Header and License Notice GPL v2 and CDDL</title>

 <meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">

 <style type="text/css">

  li {display: block;}

 </style>

</head>
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<body leftmargin="0" topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" bgcolor="#ffffff">

 

 <h3>COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0</h3>

 

 <ul>

  <li><p><b>1. Definitions.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.1. &ldquo;Contributor&rdquo;</b> means each individual or

      entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

      Modifications.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.2. &ldquo;Contributor Version&rdquo;</b> means

      the combination of the Original Software, prior

      Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

      Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.3. &ldquo;Covered Software&rdquo;</b> means (a)

      the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the

      combination of files containing Original Software with files

      containing Modifications, in each case including portions

      thereof.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.4. &ldquo;Executable&rdquo;</b> means the

      Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.5. &ldquo;Initial Developer&rdquo;</b> means

      the individual or entity that first makes Original Software

      available under this License.

     </p>

    </li>
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    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.6. &ldquo;Larger Work&rdquo;</b> means a work

      which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with

      code not governed by the terms of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.7. &ldquo;License&rdquo;</b> means this document.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.8. &ldquo;Licensable&rdquo;</b> means having

      the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

      at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,

      any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.9. &ldquo;Modifications&rdquo;</b> means the

      Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>A.</b> Any file that results from an addition

        to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a

        file containing Original Software or previous

        Modifications;

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>B.</b> Any new file that contains any part of

        the Original Software or previous Modification; or

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>C.</b> Any new file that is contributed or

        otherwise made available under the terms of this
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        License.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.10. &ldquo;Original Software&rdquo;</b> means

      the Source Code and Executable form of computer software

      code that is originally released under this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.11. &ldquo;Patent Claims&rdquo;</b> means any

      patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including

      without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

      in any patent Licensable by grantor.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.12. &ldquo;Source Code&rdquo;</b> means (a) the

      common form of computer software code in which modifications

      are made and (b) associated documentation included in or

      with such code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.13. &ldquo;You&rdquo; (or

      &ldquo;Your&rdquo;)</b> means an individual or a legal

      entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

      the terms of, this License.  For legal entities,

      &ldquo;You&rdquo; includes any entity which controls, is

      controlled by, or is under common control with You.  For

      purposes of this definition, &ldquo;control&rdquo; means

      (a)&nbsp;the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

      or otherwise, or (b)&nbsp;ownership of more than fifty

      percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

      ownership of such entity.

     </p>

    </li>
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   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>2. License Grants.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1

      below and subject to third party intellectual property

      claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a

      world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial

        Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

        portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or

        as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using or selling of Original Software, to make,

        have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale,

        and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

        portions thereof).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.1(a)

        and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

        available to a third party under the terms of this License.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.1(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for code

        that You delete from the Original Software, or

        (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by: (i)&nbsp;the
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        modification of the Original Software, or (ii)&nbsp;the

        combination of the Original Software with other software

        or devices.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.2. Contributor Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below

      and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

      each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,

      royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by

        Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by

        such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

        unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered

        Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

        Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its

        Contributor Version (or portions of such combination),

        to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

        otherwise dispose of: (1)&nbsp;Modifications made by

        that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2)&nbsp;the

        combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

        with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

        combination).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.2(a)

        and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available

        to a third party.

       </p>
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      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.2(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for any

        code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

        Version; (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by:

        (i)&nbsp;third party modifications of Contributor

        Version, or (ii)&nbsp;the combination of Modifications

        made by that Contributor with other software (except as

        part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or

        (3)&nbsp;under Patent Claims infringed by Covered

        Software in the absence of Modifications made by that

        Contributor.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>3. Distribution Obligations.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.1. Availability of Source Code.</b></p>

     <p>

      Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise

      make available in Executable form must also be made

      available in Source Code form and that Source Code form

      must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

      You must include a copy of this License with every copy of

      the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

      distribute or otherwise make available.  You must inform

      recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

      as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source

      Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

      customarily used for software exchange.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.2. Modifications.</b></p>

     <p>

      The Modifications that You create or to which You

      contribute are governed by the terms of this License.  You

      represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

      original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

      grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.3. Required Notices.</b></p>

     <p>

      You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

      that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

      You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

      trademark notices contained within the Covered Software,

      or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

      attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.4. Application of Additional Terms.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

      Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

      applicable version of this License or the

      recipients&rsquo; rights hereunder.  You may choose to

      offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

      indemnity or liability obligations to one or more

      recipients of Covered Software.  However, you may do so

      only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

      Developer or any Contributor.  You must make it absolutely

      clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

      liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

      hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

      Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

      Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

      support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

      Software under the terms of this License or under the

      terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

      different from this License, provided that You are in

      compliance with the terms of this License and that the

      license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

      or alter the recipient&rsquo;s rights in the Source Code

      form from the rights set forth in this License.  If You

      distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

      different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

      any terms which differ from this License are offered by

      You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.
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      You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

      every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

      Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

      such terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.6. Larger Works.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

      Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

      License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

      product.  In such a case, You must make sure the

      requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

      Software.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>4. Versions of the License.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.1. New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward

      and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

      License from time to time.  Each version will be given a

      distinguishing version number.  Except as provided in

      Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

      right to modify this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.2. Effect of New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  If the Initial Developer includes a

      notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

      distributed or otherwise made available under any

      subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  Otherwise, You may also choose to

      use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software
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      available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

      License published by the license steward.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.3. Modified Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      When You are an Initial Developer and You want to

      create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

      create and use a modified version of this License if You:

      (a)&nbsp;rename the license and remove any references to

      the name of the license steward (except to note that the

      license differs from this License); and (b)&nbsp;otherwise

      make it clear that the license contains terms which differ

      from this License.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</b></p>

   <p>

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN

    &ldquo;AS IS&rdquo; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

    MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

    PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER

    OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

    CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.  NO USE OF ANY

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

    DISCLAIMER.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>6. TERMINATION.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.1.</b> This License and the rights granted

      hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply

      with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

      days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which, by
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      their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination

      of this License shall survive.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.2.</b> If You assert a patent infringement claim

      (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

      or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

      You assert such claim is referred to as &ldquo;Participant&rdquo;)

      alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor

      Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software

      where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

      infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

      indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

      Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

      Sections&nbsp;2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

      from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

      expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

      period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

      against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written

      agreement with Participant.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.3.</b> In the event of termination under

      Sections&nbsp;6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

      that have been validly granted by You or any distributor

      hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

      to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</b></p>

   <p>

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER

    TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL

    YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY

    DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

    SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

    SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

    INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

    OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL
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    HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  THIS

    LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH

    OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY&rsquo;S

    NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

    LIMITATION.  SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

    LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

    EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</b></p>

   <p>

    The Covered Software is a &ldquo;commercial item,&rdquo; as

    that term is defined in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;2.101 (Oct. 1995),

    consisting of &ldquo;commercial computer software&rdquo; (as

    that term is defined at 48

    C.F.R. &sect;&nbsp;252.227-7014(a)(1)) and &ldquo;commercial

    computer software documentation&rdquo; as such terms are used

    in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;12.212 (Sept. 1995).  Consistent with

    48 C.F.R.  12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

    (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

    Software with only those rights set forth herein.  This

    U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

    any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

    addresses Government rights in computer software under this

    License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>9. MISCELLANEOUS.</b></p>

   <p>

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning

    subject matter hereof.  If any provision of this License is

    held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed

    only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.  This

    License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

    specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

    (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

    otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction&rsquo;s

    conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this

    License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

    located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice

    contained within the Original Software, with the losing party

    responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

    costs and reasonable attorneys&rsquo; fees and expenses.  The

    application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for
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    the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.  Any

    law or regulation which provides that the language of a

    contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

    apply to this License.  You agree that You alone are

    responsible for compliance with the United States export

    administration regulations (and the export control laws and

    regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

    otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</b></p>

   <p>

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each

    party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly

    or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this

    License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and

    Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

    basis.  Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to

    constitute any admission of liability.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>

     NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT

     AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

    </b>

   </p>

   <p>

    The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws

    of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions).

    Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

    jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of

    California and the state courts of the State of California, with

    venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

   </p>

  </li>

 </ul>

 

 <h3>The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991</h3>

 

 <p>

  Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 </p>
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 <p>

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>Preamble</b></p>

 <p>

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

  freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public

  License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

  free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

  This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

  Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit

  to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered

  by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it

  to your programs, too.

 </p>

 <p>

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

  price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

  you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and

  charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

  or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or

  use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can

  do these things.

 </p>

 <p>

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

  anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the

  rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities

  for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 </p>

 <p>

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

  gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights

  that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get

  the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know

  their rights.

 </p>

 <p>

  We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software,

  and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to

  copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 </p>

 <p>

  Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

  that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

  software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,
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  we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original,

  so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

  original authors' reputations.

 </p>

 <p>

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

  individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

  proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent

  must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 </p>

 <p>

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

  modification follow.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION</b></p>

 <ul style="margin-left:0; padding-left:0; border-left:0">

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>0.</b> This License applies to any program or other work which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

    distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The

    "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

    based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative

    work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

    Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

    and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation

    is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each

    licensee is addressed as "you".

   </p>

   <p>

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of

    running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

    is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

    (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

    is true depends on what the Program does.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>1.</b> You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

    source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

    conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

    copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices

    that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give

    any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with
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    the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

    may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>2.</b> You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

    such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

    that you also meet all of these conditions:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

      that you changed the files and the date of any change.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole

      or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof,

      to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms

      of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

      you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

      most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

      appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

      else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

      the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a

      copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive

      but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the

      Program is not required to print an announcement.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

    sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

    considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

    and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as
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    separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

    which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must

    be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees

    extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless

    of who wrote it.

   </p>

   <p>

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

    your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

    exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective

    works based on the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

    with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

    a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

    the scope of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>3.</b> You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

    on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under

    the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one

    of the following:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

      to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of

      physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable

      copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the

      terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for

      software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to
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      distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

      only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

      program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

      accord with Subsection b above.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source

    code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that

    is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

    major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system

    on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

    the executable.

   </p>

   <p>

    If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

    to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to

    copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the

    source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the

    source along with the object code.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>4.</b> You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the

    Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

    otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void,

    and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However,

    parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License

    will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain

    in full compliance.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>5.</b> You are not required to accept this License, since you have

    not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

    distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited

    by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

    distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate

    your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions
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    for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>6.</b> Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

    Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

    licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms

    and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

    exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

    compliance by third parties to this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>7.</b> If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

    conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise)

    that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from

    the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

    simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

    For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

    of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

    you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be

    to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

    particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

    the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

   </p>

   <p>

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

    or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

    this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

    software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

    Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

    distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

    distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

    choice.

   </p>

   <p>

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

    consequence of the rest of this License.
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   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>8.</b> If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

    original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

    add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

    countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

    not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation

    as if written in the body of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>9.</b> The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions

    will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail

    to address new problems or concerns.

   </p>

   <p>

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

    specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

    version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either

    of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software

    Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License,

    you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>10.</b> If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

    to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

    Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions

    for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the

    free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

    sharing and reuse of software generally.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>NO WARRANTY</p>

  </li>
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  <li>

   <p>

    <b>11.</b> BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

    EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

    OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

    ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

    SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>12.</b> IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

    REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

    INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

    OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

    LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR

    THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

    EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</b></p>

   <p>

    If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

    use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

    which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

   </p>

   <p>

    To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

    them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

    of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

    pointer to where the full notice is found.

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>
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      One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

      under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

      Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

      option) any later version.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

      WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

      or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License

      for more details.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

      with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

   </p>

   <p>

    If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

    when it starts in an interactive mode:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author<br />

      Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

      `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

      it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

     </p>

    </li>
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   </ul>

   <p>

    The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

    parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may

    be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

    mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

    school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

    necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

      `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

     </p>

     <p>

      signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989<br />

      Ty Coon, President of Vice

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

    proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

    consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

    the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

    Public License instead of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li style="background-color:yellow;">

   <p><b>"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2</b></p>

   <p>

    Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to

    the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but

    only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's

    header the words<br />

    "Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

    exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

   </p>

   <p>

    Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

    a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the

    GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

   </p>
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   <p>

    As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

    permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

    executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

    and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

    choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

    the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent

    module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.? If

    you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

    the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do

    so, delete this exception statement from your version.

   </p>

  </li>

 

 </ul>

 

</body>

</html>

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />

<title>Untitled Document</title>

</head>

 

<body>

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">

<HTML>

<!--  		@page { margin: 0.79in }  		P { margin-bottom: 0.08in }  		H1 { margin-top: 0in; margin-bottom: 0.17in; widows:

0; orphans: 0 }  		H1.western { font-family: "Times New Roman", serif; font-size: 12pt; font-weight: normal }  		H1.cjk

{ font-family: "Andale Sans UI"; font-size: 12pt; font-weight: normal }  		H1.ctl { font-family: "Tahoma"; font-size:

12pt; font-weight: normal }  	-->

<BODY DIR="LTR">

<p><strong>COMMON  DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1</strong></p>

<p>1.  Definitions.</p>

<blockquote>1.1.  &ldquo;Contributor&rdquo; means each individual or entity that creates or  contributes to the

creation of Modifications.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.2.  &ldquo;Contributor Version&rdquo; means the combination of the Original  Software, prior

Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the  Modifications made by that particular

Contributor.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.3.  &ldquo;Covered Software&rdquo; means (a) the Original Software, or (b)  Modifications, or (c)

the combination of files containing Original  Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

portions thereof.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.4.  &ldquo;Executable&rdquo; means the Covered Software in any form other than  Source

Code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.5.  &ldquo;Initial Developer&rdquo; means the individual or entity that first  makes Original

Software available under this License.</blockquote>
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<blockquote>1.6.  &ldquo;Larger Work&rdquo; means a work which combines Covered Software or  portions

thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.7.  &ldquo;License&rdquo; means this document.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.8.  &ldquo;Licensable&rdquo; means having the right to grant, to the maximum  extent possible,

whether at the time of the initial grant or  subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

herein.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.9.  &ldquo;Modifications&rdquo; means the Source Code and Executable form of any  of the

following:</blockquote>

<blockquote>A.  Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or  modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software  or previous Modifications;</blockquote>

<blockquote>B.  Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or  previous Modification;

or</blockquote>

<blockquote>C.  Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under  the terms of this

License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.10.  &ldquo;Original Software&rdquo; means the Source Code and Executable form of  computer

software code that is originally released under this  License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.11.  &ldquo;Patent Claims&rdquo; means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter  acquired,

including without limitation, method, process, and  apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by

grantor.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.12.  &ldquo;Source Code&rdquo; means (a) the common form of computer software code  in which

modifications are made and (b) associated documentation  included in or with such code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>1.13.  &ldquo;You&rdquo; (or &ldquo;Your&rdquo;) means an individual or a legal entity  exercising

rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this  License. For legal entities, &ldquo;You&rdquo; includes

any entity which  controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For  purposes of this definition,

&ldquo;control&rdquo; means (a) the power,  direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more  than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding

shares or beneficial  ownership of such entity.</blockquote>

<p>2.  License Grants.</p>

<blockquote>2.1.  The Initial Developer Grant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Conditioned  upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third  party intellectual

property claims, the Initial Developer hereby  grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive

license:</blockquote>

<blockquote>(a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)  Licensable by Initial Developer,

to use, reproduce, modify, display,  perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions  thereof),

with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger  Work; and</blockquote>

<blockquote>(b)  under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of  Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer  for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or  portions

thereof).</blockquote>

<blockquote>(c)  The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the  date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the  Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>(d)  Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:  (1) for code that You delete

from the Original Software, or (2) for  infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original  Software, or (ii)

the combination of the Original Software with other  software or devices.</blockquote>

<blockquote>2.2.  Contributor Grant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Conditioned  upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third  party intellectual

property claims, each Contributor hereby grants  You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive

license:</blockquote>
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<blockquote>(a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)  Licensable by Contributor to

use, reproduce, modify, display,  perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such  Contributor

(or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,  with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of

a  Larger Work; and</blockquote>

<blockquote>(b)  under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of  Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in  combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such  combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or  otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or  portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by  that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such  combination).</blockquote>

<blockquote>(c)  The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on  the date Contributor first

distributes or otherwise makes the  Modifications available to a third party.</blockquote>

<blockquote>(d)  Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:  (1) for any code that

Contributor has deleted from the Contributor  Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party  modifications

of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of  Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

(except as  part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under  Patent Claims infringed by Covered

Software in the absence of  Modifications made by that Contributor.</blockquote>

<p>3.  Distribution Obligations.</p>

<blockquote>3.1.  Availability of Source Code.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Any  Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in  Executable form must also

be made available in Source Code form and  that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of  this

License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy  of the Source Code form of the Covered

Software You distribute or  otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such  Covered Software in

Executable form as to how they can obtain such  Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on

or  through a medium customarily used for software exchange.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.2.  Modifications.</blockquote>

<blockquote>The  Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed  by the terms of this

License. You represent that You believe Your  Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have

sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.3.  Required Notices.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies  You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or  alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the

Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text  giving attribution to any Contributor or the

Initial Developer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.4.  Application of Additional Terms.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source  Code form that alters or

restricts the applicable version of this  License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer,  and to

charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability  obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However,  you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the  Initial Developer or any

Contributor. You must make it absolutely  clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability  obligation is

offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify  the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

liability  incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of  warranty, support, indemnity or liability

terms You offer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.5.  Distribution of Executable Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the  terms of this License or

under the terms of a license of Your choice,  which may contain terms different from this License, provided that

You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the  license for the Executable form does not attempt

to limit or alter  the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set  forth in this License. If You

distribute the Covered Software in  Executable form under a different license, You must make it  absolutely clear
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that any terms which differ from this License are  offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every  Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or  such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.</blockquote>

<blockquote>3.6.  Larger Works.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other  code not governed by the

terms of this License and distribute the  Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure  the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered  Software.</blockquote>

<p>4.  Versions of the License.</p>

<blockquote>4.1.  New Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>Oracle  is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of  this License from

time to time. Each version will be given a  distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no  one

other than the license steward has the right to modify this  License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>4.2.  Effect of New Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered  Software available under

the terms of the version of the License  under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the  Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software  prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available  under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and  make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of  the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make  the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent  version of the License published by the license steward.</blockquote>

<blockquote>4.3.  Modified Versions.</blockquote>

<blockquote>When  You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for  Your Original Software,

You may create and use a modified version of  this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any

references  to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license  differs from this License); and (b)

otherwise make it clear that the  license contains terms which differ from this License.</blockquote>

<p>5.  DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>COVERED  SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN &ldquo;AS IS&rdquo; BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,  WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF  DEFECTS,

MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR  NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF  THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE  DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER

OR ANY OTHER  CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART  OF THIS

LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER

THIS DISCLAIMER.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>6.  TERMINATION.</p>

<blockquote>6.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate  automatically if You fail to comply

with terms herein and fail to  cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which,

by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the  termination of this License shall survive.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.2.  If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory  judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the  Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim  is referred to

as &ldquo;Participant&rdquo;) alleging that the Participant  Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

Participant is a  Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the  Initial Developer) directly or

indirectly infringes any patent, then  any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such  Participant, the

Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not  the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2
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of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate  prospectively and automatically at the

expiration of such 60 day  notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your  claim with respect

to the Participant Software against such  Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement  with

Participant.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant  alleging that the Participant

Software directly or indirectly  infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license  or settlement)

prior to the initiation of patent infringement  litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such

Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in  determining the amount or value of any payment

or license.</blockquote>

<blockquote>6.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end  user licenses that have been

validly granted by You or any  distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses  granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.</blockquote>

<p>7.  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>UNDER  NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL  DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED  SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY  PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR  LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR  ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY  SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR  PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT  ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO

YOU.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>8.  U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>The  Covered Software is a &ldquo;commercial item,&rdquo; as that term is defined  in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct.

1995), consisting of &ldquo;commercial computer  software&rdquo; (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. &sect;

252.227-7014(a)(1)) and &ldquo;commercial computer software  documentation&rdquo; as such terms are used in

48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.  1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1  through 227.7202-4

(June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire  Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This

U.S.  Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other  FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government  rights in computer software under this License.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>9.  MISCELLANEOUS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>This  License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter  hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable,  such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make  it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the  jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original  Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides  otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's

conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the  jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with  the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the  International Sale of Goods is expressly
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excluded. Any law or  regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be  construed against the

drafter shall not apply to this License. You  agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws  and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or  otherwise make available any Covered Software.</p>

</blockquote>

<p>10.  RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</p>

<blockquote>

 <p>As  between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is  responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly,  out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to  work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such  responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or  shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.</p>

</blockquote>

<hr />

<p>NOTICE  PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)</p>

<p>The  code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the  State of California (excluding conflict-

of-law provisions). Any  litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the  jurisdiction of the Federal Courts

of the Northern District of  California and the state courts of the State of California, with  venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California. </p>

<p><br />

   <br />

</p>

<h1><strong>The  GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991</strong></h1>

<p>Copyright  (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.<br />

 59 Temple Place,  Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA</p>

<p>Everyone  is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies<br />

 of this  license document, but changing it is not allowed.</p>

<p><strong>Preamble</strong></p>

<p>The  licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to  share and change it. By contrast, the

GNU General Public License is  intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free  software--to make

sure the software is free for all its users. This  General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit  to using it. (Some other Free Software

Foundation software is covered  by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it  to your

programs, too.</p>

<p>When  we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our General Public Licenses are

designed to make sure that you have  the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for  this service if

you wish), that you receive source code or can get it  if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces

of it  in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.</p>

<p>To  protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone  to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These  restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you  distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.</p>

<p>For  example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis  or for a fee, you must give the

recipients all the rights that you  have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the  source code. And

you must show them these terms so they know their  rights.</p>

<p>We  protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and  (2) offer you this license which gives

you legal permission to copy,  distribute and/or modify the software.</p>

<p>Also,  for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that  everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free  software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,  we want its recipients to
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know that what they have is not the  original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect  on the

original authors' reputations.</p>

<p>Finally,  any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We  wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will  individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program  proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent  must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at

all.</p>

<p>The  precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and  modification follow.</p>

<p><strong>TERMS  AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND

MODIFICATION</strong></p>

<p><strong>0</strong>.  This License applies to any program or other work which contains a  notice placed by the

copyright holder saying it may be distributed  under the terms of this General Public License. The

&quot;Program&quot;,  below, refers to any such program or work, and a &quot;work based on  the Program&quot;

means either the Program or any derivative work  under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program

or  a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or  translated into another language. (Hereinafter,

translation is  included without limitation in the term &quot;modification&quot;.)  Each licensee is addressed as

&quot;you&quot;.</p>

<p>Activities  other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by  this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the  Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered  only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program  (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether  that is true depends on what the Program does.</p>

<p><strong>1</strong>.  You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source  code as you receive

it, in any medium, provided that you  conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the  notices that refer to this License and to the absence

of any  warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this  License along with the Program.</p>

<p>You  may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you  may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.</p>

<p><strong>2</strong>.  You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of  it, thus forming a

work based on the Program, and copy and distribute  such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above,

provided that you also meet all of these conditions:</p>

<blockquote>a)  You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating  that you changed the files and

the date of any change.</blockquote>

<blockquote>b)  You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole  or in part contains or is

derived from the Program or any part  thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties  under the

terms of this License.</blockquote>

<blockquote>c)  If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when  run, you must cause it,

when started running for such interactive use  in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement

including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is  no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

warranty) and that  users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and  telling the user how to view a

copy of this License. (Exception: if  the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an

announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print  an announcement.)</blockquote>

<p>These  requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable  sections of that work are not derived

from the Program, and can be  reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves,  then this

License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when  you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the  same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the  Program, the distribution of the whole

must be on the terms of this  License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire  whole, and thus to

each and every part regardless of who wrote it.</p>

<p>Thus,  it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your  rights to work written entirely by you;

rather, the intent is to  exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or  collective works based on the
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Program.</p>

<p>In  addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program  with the Program (or with a work

based on the Program) on a volume of  a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under  the

scope of this License.</p>

<p><strong>3</strong>.  You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under  Section 2) in

object code or executable form under the terms of  Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the

following:</p>

<blockquote>a)  Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source  code, which must be

distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2  above on a medium customarily used for software interchange;

or,</blockquote>

<blockquote>b)  Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to  give any third party, for a

charge no more than your cost of  physically performing source distribution, a complete  machine-readable copy of

the corresponding source code, to be  distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,</blockquote>

<blockquote>c)  Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to  distribute corresponding source

code. (This alternative is allowed  only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the  program in

object code or executable form with such an offer, in  accord with Subsection b above.)</blockquote>

<p>The  source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for  making modifications to it. For an

executable work, complete source  code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any  associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to  control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as

a  special exception, the source code distributed need not include  anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary  form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the  operating system on which

the executable runs, unless that component  itself accompanies the executable.</p>

<p>If  distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access  to copy from a designated place, then

offering equivalent access to  copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of  the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy  the source along with the object code.</p>

<p><strong>4</strong>.  You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program  except as expressly

provided under this License. Any attempt  otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is  void,

and will automatically terminate your rights under this  License. However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from  you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so  long as such parties remain in full

compliance.</p>

<p><strong>5</strong>.  You are not required to accept this License, since you have not  signed it. However,

nothing else grants you permission to modify or  distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by  modifying or distributing the Program (or any

work based on the  Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and  all its terms and conditions

for copying, distributing or modifying  the Program or works based on it.</p>

<p><strong>6</strong>.  Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the  Program), the recipient

automatically receives a license from the  original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject  to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further  restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights

granted  herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third  parties to this License.</p>

<p><strong>7</strong>.  If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent  infringement or for any

other reason (not limited to patent issues),  conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do  not excuse you from the conditions of this License.

If you cannot  distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under  this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a  consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example,  if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of  the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly  through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this  License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of

the  Program.</p>
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<p>If  any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under  any particular circumstance, the balance of

the section is intended  to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other  circumstances.</p>

<p>It  is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any  patents or other property right claims or to

contest validity of any  such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the  integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is  implemented by public license practices. Many people have made  generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed  through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that  system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is  willing to distribute software through any other

system and a  licensee cannot impose that choice.</p>

<p>This  section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a  consequence of the rest of this

License.</p>

<p><strong>8</strong>.  If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in  certain countries either by

patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the  original copyright holder who places the Program under this License  may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding  those countries, so that distribution is permitted only

in or among  countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates  the limitation as if written in the

body of this License.</p>

<p><strong>9</strong>.  The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions  of the General

Public License from time to time. Such new versions  will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ

in  detail to address new problems or concerns.</p>

<p>Each  version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program  specifies a version number of this

License which applies to it and  &quot;any later version&quot;, you have the option of following the  terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version  published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program

does not  specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version  ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.</p>

<p><strong>10</strong>.  If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free  programs whose

distribution conditions are different, write to the  author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by

the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation;  we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our

decision will be guided by  the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our  free software and of

promoting the sharing and reuse of software  generally.</p>

<p>NO  WARRANTY</p>

<p><strong>11</strong>.  BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY  FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT

WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER  PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM &quot;AS IS&quot; WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY  KIND, EITHER

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE  PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE

DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME  THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION.</p>

<p><strong>12</strong>.  IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING  WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR  DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES ARISING OUT

OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM  (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED  INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE  OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

SUCH  HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.</p>

<p>END  OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>
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<p><strong>How  to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</strong></p>

<p>If  you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest  possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make  it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under  these terms.</p>

<p>To  do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to  attach them to the start of each source file

to most effectively  convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least  the &quot;copyright&quot;

line and a pointer to where the full notice  is found.</p>

<blockquote>One  line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it  does.<br />

 Copyright (C) &lt;year&gt; &lt;name of author&gt;</blockquote>

<blockquote>This  program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it  under the terms of the GNU

General Public License as published by the  Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at  your

option) any later version.</blockquote>

<blockquote>This  program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but  WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See

the GNU  General Public License for more details.</blockquote>

<blockquote>You  should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along  with this program; if not,

write to the Free Software Foundation,  Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA</blockquote>

<p>Also  add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.</p>

<p>If  the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this  when it starts in an interactive mode:</p>

<blockquote>Gnomovision  version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with

ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free  software, and you are welcome to

redistribute it under certain  conditions; type `show c' for details.</blockquote>

<p>The  hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the  appropriate parts of the General Public

License. Of course, the  commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and  `show c'; they could

even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever  suits your program.</p>

<p>You  should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your  school, if any, to sign a

&quot;copyright disclaimer&quot; for the  program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:</p>

<blockquote>Yoyodyne,  Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program  `Gnomovision' (which makes

passes at compilers) written by James  Hacker.</blockquote>

<blockquote>signature  of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989<br />

 Ty Coon, President of Vice</blockquote>

<p>This  General Public License does not permit incorporating your program  into proprietary programs. If your

program is a subroutine library,  you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary  applications with the

library. If this is what you want to do, use  the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.</p>

<li style="background-color:yellow;">

<p><strong>&quot;CLASSPATH&quot;  EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2</strong><br />

   <br />

 Certain  source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following  clarification and special exception to the

GPL Version 2, but only  where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's  header the words

&quot;Oracle designates this particular file as  subject to the &quot;Classpath&quot; exception as provided by

Oracle  in the License file that accompanied this code.&quot; <br />

 <br />

 Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is  making a combined work based on this

library.&nbsp; Thus, the terms  and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the  whole

combination. <br />

 <br />

 As a special exception, the  copyright holders of this library give you permission to link  this library with

independent modules to produce an executable,  regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and
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to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each

linked independent  module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.&nbsp;  An independent module

is a module which is not derived from or  based on this library.&nbsp; If you modify this library, you may  extend

this exception to your version of the library, but you are  not obligated to do so.&nbsp; If you do not wish to do so,

delete  this exception statement from your version.</p>

</li>

<p><br />

   <br />

</p>

<p><br />

</p>

</body>

</html>

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits
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A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

<head>

 <meta charset="utf-8">

 <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge">

 <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

 <meta name="description" content="Home page of The Apache Software Foundation">

 

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="57x57" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-57x57.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="60x60" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-60x60.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="72x72" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-72x72.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="76x76" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-76x76.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="114x114" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-114x114.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="120x120" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-120x120.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="144x144" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-144x144.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="152x152" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-152x152.png">

 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="180x180" href="/favicons/apple-touch-icon-180x180.png">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-32x32.png" sizes="32x32">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-194x194.png" sizes="194x194">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-96x96.png" sizes="96x96">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/android-chrome-192x192.png" sizes="192x192">

 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" href="/favicons/favicon-16x16.png" sizes="16x16">

 <link rel="manifest" href="/favicons/manifest.json">

 <link rel="shortcut icon" href="/favicons/favicon.ico">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileColor" content="#603cba">

 <meta name="msapplication-TileImage" content="/favicons/mstile-144x144.png">

 <meta name="msapplication-config" content="/favicons/browserconfig.xml">

 <meta name="theme-color" content="#303284">

 

 <title>Licenses</title>

 <link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Source+Sans+Pro:400,700%7cDroid+Serif:400,700'

rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

 <link href="/css/min.bootstrap.css" rel="stylesheet">

 <link href="/css/styles.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
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   <!-- Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements.  See

the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF

licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the &quot;License&quot;); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at .

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 . Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an &quot;AS IS&quot; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License. -->

 

</head>

 

<body>

<!-- Navigation --> 

<header>

 <nav class="navbar navbar-default navbar-fixed-top">

   <div class="container">

     <div class="navbar-header">

       <button class="navbar-toggle" type="button" data-toggle="collapse" data-target="#mainnav-collapse">

         <span class="sr-only">Toggle navigation</span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

         <span class="icon-bar"></span>

       </button>

       <a href="#" class="navbar-brand"><span class="glyphicon glyphicon-home"></span></a>

     </div>

     <div class="collapse navbar-collapse" id="mainnav-collapse">

       <div style="line-height:20px; padding-top:5px; float:left"><a href="/">Home</a>&nbsp;&raquo&nbsp;<a

href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></div>

       <ul class="nav navbar-nav navbar-right">

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">About <span class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/members.html">Members</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">Process</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/glossary.html">Glossary</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/preFAQ.html">FAQ</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html ">Contact</a></li>      				

         	</ul>

         </li>

			<li><a href="/index.html#projects-list">Projects</a></li>

 				<li class="dropdown">

	        	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">People <span class="caret"></span></a>

	        	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://people.apache.org/committer-index.html">Committers</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#meritocracy">Meritocracy</a></li>
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 						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html#roles">Roles</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://planet.apache.org/">Planet Apache</a></li>

	        	</ul>

	        </li>

         <li class="dropdown">

           <a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Get Involved <span

class="caret"></span></a>

           <ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

             <li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Overview</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Community Development</a></li>

                   <li><a href="http://helpwanted.apache.org/">Help Wanted</a></li>

     				<li><a href="http://www.apachecon.com/">ApacheCon</a></li>

           </ul>

 				</li>

         <li><a href="/dyn/closer.cgi">Download</a></li>

         <li class="dropdown">

         	<a href="#" class="dropdown-toggle" data-toggle="dropdown">Support Apache <span

class="caret"></span></a>

         	<ul class="dropdown-menu" role="menu">

     				<li><a href="/foundation/sponsorship.html">Sponsorship</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/contributing.html">Donations</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/buy_stuff.html">Buy Stuff</a></li>

     				<li><a href="/foundation/thanks.html">Thanks</a></li>

         	</ul>

         </li>

       </ul>

     </div>

   </div>

 </nav>

</header>

<!-- / Navigation -->

<div class="container">

 <div class="row">

   <div class="col-md-9 col-sm-8 col-xs-12">

     <img src="/img/asf_logo.png" alt="Apache Logo" style="max-width: 100%;">

   </div>

   <div class="col-md-3 col-sm-4 col-xs-12">

     <div class="input-group" style="margin-bottom: 5px;">

				<script>

 (function() {

   var cx = '005703438322411770421:5mgshgrgx2u';

   var gcse = document.createElement('script');

   gcse.type = 'text/javascript';

   gcse.async = true;

   gcse.src = (document.location.protocol == 'https:' ? 'https:' : 'http:') +

       '//cse.google.com/cse.js?cx=' + cx;

   var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0];

   s.parentNode.insertBefore(gcse, s);
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 })();

</script>

		  <gcse:searchbox-only></gcse:searchbox-only>

			</div>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/governance/">The Apache Way</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs"

href="https://community.apache.org/contributors/">Contribute</a>

			<a role="button" class="btn btn-block btn-default btn-xs" href="/foundation/thanks.html">ASF Sponsors</a>

   </div>

 </div>

</div>

<div class="container"><style type="text/css">

/* The following code is added by mdx_elementid.py

  It was originally lifted from http://subversion.apache.org/style/site.css */

/*

* Hide class="elementid-permalink", except when an enclosing heading

* has the :hover property.

*/

.headerlink, .elementid-permalink {

 visibility: hidden;

}

h2:hover > .headerlink, h3:hover > .headerlink, h1:hover > .headerlink, h6:hover > .headerlink, h4:hover >

.headerlink, h5:hover > .headerlink, dt:hover > .elementid-permalink { visibility: visible }</style>

<p>The Apache Software Foundation uses various licenses to <a href="#distributions">distribute

software and documentation</a>, to accept regular

<a href="#clas">contributions from individuals and corporations</a>, and to accept

larger <a href="#grants">grants of existing software products</a>.</p>

<p>These licenses help us achieve our goal of providing reliable and

long-lived software products through collaborative open source software

development. In all cases, contributors retain full rights to use their

original contributions for any other purpose outside of Apache while

providing the ASF and its projects the right to distribute and build upon

their work within Apache.</p>

<h1 id="distributions">Licensing of Distributions<a class="headerlink" href="#distributions" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>All software produced by The Apache Software Foundation or any of its

projects or subjects is licensed according to the terms of the documents

listed below.</p>

<h3 id="2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0 (current)<a class="headerlink" href="#2.0" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-2.0">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</a> (

<a href="LICENSE-2.0.txt">TXT</a> or <a href="LICENSE-2.0.html">HTML</a> )</p>

<p>The 2.0 version of the Apache License was approved by the ASF in 2004. The

goals of this license revision have been to reduce the number of frequently

asked questions, to allow the license to be reusable without modification

by any project (including non-ASF projects), to allow the license to be

included by reference instead of listed in every file, to clarify the

license on submission of contributions, to require a patent license on
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contributions that necessarily infringe the contributor's own patents, and

to move comments regarding Apache and other inherited attribution notices

to a location outside the license terms (the <a href="example-NOTICE.txt">NOTICE

file</a> ).</p>

<p>The result is a license that is supposed to be compatible with other open

source licenses, while remaining true to the original goals of the Apache

Group and supportive of collaborative development across both nonprofit and

commercial organizations. The Apache Software Foundation is still trying to

determine if this version of the Apache License is <a href="GPL-compatibility.html">compatible with the

GPL</a>.</p>

<p>All packages produced by the ASF are implicitly licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0, unless otherwise explicitly stated. More developer

documentation on how to apply the Apache License to your work can be found

in * <a href="../dev/apply-license.html">Applying the Apache License, Version 2.0</a>

*.</p>

<h3 id="1.1">Apache License, Version 1.1 (historic)<a class="headerlink" href="#1.1" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-1.1">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-1.1</a> </p>

<p>The 1.1 version of the Apache License was approved by the ASF in 2000. The

primary change from the 1.0 license is in the 'advertising clause' (section

3 of the 1.0 license); derived products are no longer required to include

attribution in their advertising materials, only in their documentation.</p>

<p>Individual packages licensed under the 1.1 version may have used different

wording due to varying requirements for attribution or mark identification,

but the binding terms were all the same.</p>

<h3 id="1.0">Apache License, Version 1.0 (historic)<a class="headerlink" href="#1.0" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h3>

<p><a href="LICENSE-1.0">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-1.0</a> </p>

<p>This is the original Apache License which applies only to older versions of

Apache packages (such as version 1.2 of the Web server).</p>

<h1 id="clas">Contributor License Agreements<a class="headerlink" href="#clas" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>The ASF desires that all contributors of ideas, code, or documentation to

any Apache projects complete, sign, and submit (via fax or

email) an <a href="icla.pdf">Individual Contributor License Agreement</a> (ICLA).

The purpose of this agreement is to clearly define the

terms under which intellectual property has been contributed to the ASF and

thereby allow us to defend the project should there be a legal dispute

regarding the software at some future time. A signed ICLA is required to be

on file before an individual is given commit rights to an ASF project.</p>

<p>For a corporation that has assigned employees to work on an Apache project,

a <a href="cla-corporate.txt">Corporate CLA</a> (CCLA) is available for contributing

intellectual property via the corporation, that may have been assigned as

part of an employment agreement. Note that a Corporate CLA does not remove

the need for every developer to sign their own ICLA as an individual, to

cover any of their contributions which are not owned by the corporation

signing the CCLA.</p>

<p>The ICLA is not tied to any employer you may have, so it is recommended to
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use one's personal email address in the contact details, rather than an @work

address.</p>

<p>Your Full name will be published unless you provide an alternative Public name.

For example if your full name is Andrew Bernard Charles Dickens, but you wish

to be known as Andrew Dickens, please enter the latter as your Public name.</p>

<p>The email address and other contact details are not published.</p>

<h1 id="grants">Software Grants<a class="headerlink" href="#grants" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>When an individual or corporation decides to donate a body of existing

software or documentation to one of the Apache projects, they need to

execute a formal <a href="software-grant-template.pdf">Software Grant Agreement</a> (SGA) with

the ASF. Typically, this is done after negotiating approval with the ASF

<a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a> or one of the PMCs, since the ASF

will not accept software unless there is a viable community available to

support a collaborative project.</p>

<h1 id="submitting">Submitting License Agreements and Grants<a class="headerlink" href="#submitting"

title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>Documents may be submitted by fax or email.</p>

<p>If submitting by fax, please print, sign, and fax all pages of the document

to +1-919-573-9199. Please send documents right-side-up, first page first;

and send only one document per fax.</p>

<p>If submitting by email, please fill the form with a pdf viewer,

print, sign, scan all pages into a single pdf file,

and email the pdf file as an attachment to secretary@apache.org. If possible,

send the attachment from the email address in the document.

Please send only one document per email.</p>

<p>If you prefer to sign electronically, please fill the form, save it locally (e.g. icla.pdf), and sign the

file by preparing a detached PGP signature. For example,</p>

<blockquote>

<p>gpg --armor --detach-sign icla.pdf</p>

</blockquote>

<p>The above will create a file icla.pdf.asc. Send both the file and signature

as attachments in the same email to secretary@apache.org. Please send only one

document (file plus signature) per email. Please do not submit your public key to Apache.

Instead, please upload your public key to pgpkeys.mit.edu. </p>

<p>The files typically are named

icla.pdf and icla.pdf.asc for individual agreements;

ccla.pdf and ccla.pdf.asc  for corporate agreements;

software-grant.pdf and software-grant.pdf.asc for grants. </p>

<h1 id="crypto">Export restrictions<a class="headerlink" href="#crypto" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For export restriction information, please consult our <a href="/licenses/exports/">ASF Export

Classifications</a> page.</p>

<h1 id="trademarks">Trademark and Logo Usage<a class="headerlink" href="#trademarks" title="Permanent

link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For ASF trademark and logo usage information, please consult our <a href="/foundation/marks/">ASF

Trademark Use Policy</a> page.</p>

<h1 id="questions">Questions?<a class="headerlink" href="#questions" title="Permanent link">&para;</a></h1>

<p>For answers to frequently asked licensing questions, please consult our

<a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing Frequently Asked Questions</a> page.</p></div>
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<!-- Footer -->

 

<footer class="bg-primary">

 <div class="container">

			<div class="row">

				<br />

				<div class="col-sm-1">

					

				</div>

				<div class="col-sm-2">

		        	<h5 class="white">Community</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/conferences.html">Conferences</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/gsoc.html">Summer of Code</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newcomers/">Getting Started</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/how-it-works.html">The Apache Way</a></li>

						<li><a href="/travel/">Travel Assistance</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/getinvolved.html">Get Involved</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://community.apache.org/newbiefaq.html">Community FAQ</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Innovation</h5>

		        	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="http://incubator.apache.org/">Incubator</a></li>

						<li><a href="http://labs.apache.org/">Labs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licensing</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">Licensing FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Tech Operations</h5>

		        <ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

 						<li><a href="/dev/">Developer Information</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/dev/infrastructure.html">Infrastructure</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/security/">Security</a></li>

 						<li><a href="http://status.apache.org">Status</a></li>

 						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

		        </ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-2">
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					<h5 class="white">Press</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/press/">Overview</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/">ASF News</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://blogs.apache.org/foundation/">Announcements</a></li>

						<li><a href="https://twitter.com/TheASF">Twitter Feed</a></li>

						<li><a href="/press/#contact">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

				

				<div class="col-sm-2">

					<h5 class="white">Legal</h5>

       	<ul class="list-unstyled white" role="menu">

						<li><a href="/legal/">Legal Affairs</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/">Licenses</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/marks/">Trademark Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/records/">Public Records</a></li>

           <li><a href="/foundation/policies/privacy.html">Privacy Policy</a></li>

						<li><a href="/licenses/exports/">Export Information</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/license-faq.html">License/Distribution FAQ</a></li>

						<li><a href="/foundation/contact.html">Contacts</a></li>

       	</ul>

				</div>

 

				<div class="col-sm-1">

				</div>

 

			</div>

			<hr class="col-lg-12 hr-white" />

			<div class="row">

				<div class="col-lg-12">

					<p class="text-center">Copyright &#169; 2016 The Apache Software Foundation, Licensed under the <a

class="white" href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0">Apache License, Version 2.0</a>.</p>

					<p class="text-center">Apache and the Apache feather logo are trademarks of The Apache Software

Foundation.</p>

				</div>

			</div>

		</div>

 

</footer>

 

<!-- / Footer -->

 

<script src="/js/jquery-2.1.1.min.js"></script>

<script src="/js/bootstrap.js"></script>

</body>

</html>
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Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: schema-registry

Source: https://github.com/confluentinc/schema-registry

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2015 Confluent, Inc.

License: Apache-2

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2015 Confluent, Inc.

License: Apache-2

 

License: Apache-2

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of

the License at

.

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the

License for the specific language overning permissions and limitations under

the License.

.

On Debian systems, the Apache 2.0 license can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0.

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files;

if such notes are missing files have been created by

Tatu Saloranta.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.721 aws-java-sdk-mediastoredata 1.12.199 
1.721.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.722 aws-java-sdk-rekognition 1.12.199 
1.722.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.723 dc 1.3 
1.723.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  Copyright (c) 2014 Tangdxi. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathItemButton.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathItemButton.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathItemButton.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathItemButton.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Example/AppDelegate.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Example/main.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Example/AppDelegate.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Pods/DCPathButton/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathItemButton.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathButton.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Pods/DCPathButton/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathItemButton.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathButton.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathButton.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/ExampleTests/ExampleTests.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-
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DCPathButton-39be410/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathButton.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Example/ViewController.m

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Pods/DCPathButton/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathButton.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Example/ViewController.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Pods/DCPathButton/DCPathButton/Classes/DCPathButton.m

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<string>The DCPathButton use the MIT license</string>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Pods/Target Support Files/Pods/Pods-acknowledgements.plist

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  Copyright (c) 2015 DC. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/Example-Swift/ViewController.swift

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/Example-Swift-Bridging-Header.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/Example-SwiftTests/Example_SwiftTests.swift

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/Example-Swift/AppDelegate.swift

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Pod::Spec.new do |s|

 

 s.name         = "DCPathButton"

 s.version      = "2.1.1"

 s.summary      = " A beautiful button copy from Path® "

 

 s.description  = <<-DESC

			DCPathButton is a menu button, design by an famous App Path®.

			Since Path® 4.0, it return to use a tab bar instead of a side bar,

			and also change the menu button. So I try to implement it and then

			the DCPathButton born :) 

                  DESC

 

 s.homepage     = "https://github.com/Tangdixi/DCPathButton"

 

 s.license      = {

	:type => 'MIT',
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	:text => 'The DCPathButton use the MIT license'

 }

 

 s.author             = { "Tangdixi" => "Tangdixi@gmail.com" }

 

 s.platform     = :ios, '7.0'

 

 s.source       = {

	:git => "https://github.com/Tangdixi/DCPathButton.git",

	:tag => "2.1.1"

 }

 

 s.source_files  = 'DCPathButton/Classes/*.{h,m}'

 

 s.resources  = ["DCPathButton/Sounds/*"]

 

 s.frameworks = 'QuartzCore','AudioToolbox'

 

 s.requires_arc = true

 

end

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/DCPathButton.podspec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Tangdixi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/LISENCE

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<label opaque="NO" clipsSubviews="YES" userInteractionEnabled="NO" contentMode="left"

horizontalHuggingPriority="251" verticalHuggingPriority="251" text="  Copyright (c) 2015 DC. All rights

reserved." textAlignment="center" lineBreakMode="tailTruncation" baselineAdjustment="alignBaselines"

minimumFontSize="9" translatesAutoresizingMaskIntoConstraints="NO" id="8ie-xW-0ye">

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example-Swift/Example-Swift/Base.lproj/LaunchScreen.xib

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Acknowledgements

This application makes use of the following third party libraries:

 

## DCPathButton

 

The DCPathButton use the MIT license

Generated by CocoaPods - http://cocoapods.org

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Pods/Target Support Files/Pods/Pods-acknowledgements.markdown

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

**DCPathButton** is available under the MIT license. See the LICENSE file for more info.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Pods/DCPathButton/README.md

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/README.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  Copyright © 2015 Tangdxi. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Example/BarButtonItemViewController.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1125758851_1613553092.69/0/tangdixi-dcpathbutton-2-1-3-0-ge4b13fb-tar-gz/Tangdixi-

DCPathButton-39be410/Example/Example/BarButtonItemViewController.m
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1.724 aws-java-sdk-s3control 1.12.199 
1.724.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.725 aws-java-sdk-pinpointemail 1.12.199 
1.725.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.726 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.68.Final 
1.726.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_native.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.
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    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket.

    * See <a href="https://linux.die.net//man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1208967452_1632975979.09/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-68-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

 

1.727 aws-java-sdk-neptune 1.12.199 
1.727.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.728 aws-crt 0.8.2 
1.728.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/ClientBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/TlsContextOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/mqtt/MqttMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/mqtt/MqttConnectionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpStreamResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/utils/PemUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/auth/credentials/StaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/auth/signing/AwsSigningConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/HostResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/ClientTlsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpProxyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/mqtt/MqttClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/utils/ByteBufferUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/mqtt/MqttClientConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/Process.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/CRT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpMonitoringOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/mqtt/WebsocketHandshakeTransformArgs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/mqtt/MqttClientConnectionEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/TlsContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/TlsCipherPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpClientConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/auth/credentials/Credentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpHeaderBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpRequestBodyStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/CrtRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpClientConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/auth/credentials/X509CredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpStreamResponseHandlerNativeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/ServerTlsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/mqtt/MqttException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/auth/signing/AwsSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/io/SocketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/AsyncCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/CrtResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/auth/credentials/DefaultChainCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/auth/credentials/CredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/CrtPlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/mqtt/QualityOfService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/utils/PackageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/Log.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463017794_1667606644.2979312/0/aws-crt-0-8-2-sources-1-

jar/software/amazon/awssdk/crt/http/HttpClientConnectionManagerOptions.java

 

1.729 aws-java-sdk-customerprofiles 1.12.199
1.729.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.730 aws-java-sdk-comprehend 1.12.199 
1.730.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.731 info 5.1-5.el7 
1.731.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
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these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
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works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major
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Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
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 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
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   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
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   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).
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 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
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 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
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USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative
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works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.
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The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.
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The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy
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a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
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adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item
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Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by
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adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION
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Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE
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The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,
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provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
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library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
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   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
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Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.732 libnsl 2.17 
1.732.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by
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  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
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those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:
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Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
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DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00
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 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:
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Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/
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  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,
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http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

1.733 nss 3.67.0-4.el7_9 
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1.733.1 Available under license : 
NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.
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1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.
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1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the
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distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form
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All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered
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Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which
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have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------
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Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.
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Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (c) 2006, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.
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basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>
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1.734 openjdk 11.0.16 
1.734.1 Available under license : 

## Pako v1.0

 

### Pako License

<pre>

Copyright (C) 2014-2017 by Vitaly Puzrin and Andrei Tuputcyn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

(C) 2014-2017 Vitaly Puzrin and Andrey Tupitsin

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

</pre>
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Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

pi1k.txt

pi2k.txt

pi5k.txt

## JSZip v3.7.1

 

JSZip is dual licensed. You may use it under the MIT license *or* the GPLv3

license.

 

### The MIT License

```

Copyright (c) 2009-2016 Stuart Knightley, David Duponchel, Franz Buchinger, Antnio Afonso

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

```

 

### GPL version 3

```

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
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work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.
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 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
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into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
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be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a
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covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.
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 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

```

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
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are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
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4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## JLine v3.20.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,
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BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## The FreeType Project: Freetype v2.12.0

 

 

### FreeType Notice

 

```

FreeType comes with two licenses from which you can choose the one

which fits your needs best.

 

   The FreeType License (FTL) is the most commonly used one. It is

   a BSD-style license with a credit clause and thus compatible with

   the GNU Public License (GPL) version 3, but not with the

   GPL version 2.

 

   The GNU General Public License (GPL), version 2. Use it for all

   projects which use the GPLv2 also, or which need a license

   compatible to the GPLv2.

 

```

 

### FreeType License

```

                  The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============
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 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========
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0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file
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     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.
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   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   http://www.freetype.org

 

```

 

### GPL v2

 

```

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

#########################################################################

 

--- fthash.c and fthash.h are covered by the following notices ---

 

/*

* Copyright 2000 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

* Copyright 2001-2015

*   Francesco Zappa Nardelli

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

* OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

* THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/
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 /**************************************************************************

  *

  * This file is based on code from bdf.c,v 1.22 2000/03/16 20:08:50

  *

  * taken from Mark Leisher's xmbdfed package

  *

  */

 

#########################################################################

 

 

--- FreeType 2 PSaux module is covered by the following notices ---

 

Copyright 2006-2014 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

This software, and all works of authorship, whether in source or

object code form as indicated by the copyright notice(s) included

herein (collectively, the "Work") is made available, and may only be

used, modified, and distributed under the FreeType Project License,

LICENSE.TXT.  Additionally, subject to the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License, each contributor to the Work hereby grants

to any individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by

the FreeType Project License and this section (hereafter, "You" or

"Your") a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,

royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those

patent claims licensable by such contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

contribution(s) with the Work to which such contribution(s) was

submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of

the date such litigation is filed.

 

By using, modifying, or distributing the Work you indicate that you

have read and understood the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License as well as those provided in this section,

and you accept them fully.

 

#########################################################################

 

```

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories
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http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.
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Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

## Double-conversion v1.1.5

 

### Double-conversion License

 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/google/double-conversion/master/LICENSE

 

<pre>

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>
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## Apache Xerces v2.12.1

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

  

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>

 

==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation., http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License
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<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## PC/SC Lite v1.8.26

 

### PC/SC Lite License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@linuxnet.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Changes to this license can be made only by the copyright author with

explicit written consent.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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</pre>

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

<pre>

 

Must reproduce following license in documentation and/or other materials

provided with distribution:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

 

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived

from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.
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ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.

(See the file ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is

not needed as part of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not

limit you more than the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright

by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered

by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

</pre>

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

PRIMES

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231
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This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our
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Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.
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Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the
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   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions
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are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs
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whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)
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   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but
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only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.5.0

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   Apache Commons BCEL

   Copyright 2004-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License
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<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape security libraries.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

Communications Corporation.  Portions created by Netscape are

Copyright (C) 1994-2000 Netscape Communications Corporation.  All

Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v21.0.3

 

### Mesa License
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```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses

 

 

 

Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally

 

Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :
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Mesa 3-D graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

```

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.12

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

 

Little Color Management System

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v6.0

 

### ASM License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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</pre>

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 10.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated
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Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall
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not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## Harfbuzz v2.8

 

### Harfbuzz License

 

https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/master/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010,2011,2012,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,2018,2019,2020  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018,2019,2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019,2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012  Mozilla Foundation

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008,2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2009  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2006  Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2005  David Turner

Copyright  2004,2007,2008,2009,2010  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

 

For full copyright notices consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source code, except for one section, is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Mozilla Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

 

### Mozilla ECC Notice

 

This notice is provided with respect to Elliptic Curve Cryptography,

which is included with JRE, JDK, and OpenJDK.

 

You are receiving a

[copy](http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk9/jdk9/jdk/file/tip/src/jdk.crypto.ec/share/native/libsunec/impl)

of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library in source

form with the JDK and OpenJDK source distributions, and as object code in

the JRE & JDK runtimes.

<pre>

In the case of the JRE & JDK runtimes, the terms of the Oracle license do

NOT apply to the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library; it is licensed under the

following license, separately from Oracle's JDK & JRE.  If you do not wish to

install the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library, you may delete the

Elliptic Curve Cryptography library:

  - On Solaris and Linux systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)/lib/libsunec.so

  - On Mac OSX systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)/lib/libsunec.dylib

  - On Windows systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)\bin\sunec.dll

 

</pre>

 

### Written Offer for Source Code
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<pre>

 

For third party technology that you receive from Oracle in binary form

which is licensed under an open source license that gives you the right

to receive the source code for that binary, you can obtain a copy of

the applicable source code from this page:

   http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk9/jdk9/jdk/file/tip/src/jdk.crypto.ec/share/native/libsunec/impl

 

If the source code for the technology was not provided to you with the

binary, you can also receive a copy of the source code on physical

media by submitting a written request to:

 

  Oracle America, Inc.

  Attn: Associate General Counsel,

  Development and Engineering Legal

  500 Oracle Parkway, 10th Floor

  Redwood Shores, CA 94065

 

Or, you may send an email to Oracle using the form at:

 

http://www.oracle.com/goto/opensourcecode/request

 

Your request should include:

 

 - The name of the component or binary file(s) for which you are requesting the source code

 

 - The name and version number of the Oracle product containing the binary

 

 - The date you received the Oracle product

 

 - Your name

 

 - Your company name (if applicable)

 

 - Your return mailing address and email and

 

 - A telephone number in the event we need to reach you.

 

We may charge you a fee to cover the cost of physical media and processing.

Your request must be sent (i) within three (3) years of the date you

received the Oracle product that included the component or binary

file(s) that are the subject of your request, or (ii) in the case of

code licensed under the GPL v3, for as long as Oracle offers spare

parts or customer support for that product model.

 

</pre>

 

### LGPL 2.1
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<pre>

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
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software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
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   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our
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decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
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   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

</pre>

## zlib v1.2.11

 

### zlib License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

  claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

  in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

  appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
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Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

</pre>

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b

 

### CUP Parser Generator License

<pre>

 

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

</pre>

This is the copyright file

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.
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1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct
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   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.
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This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code
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   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with
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the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *
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*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter
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shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
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Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited.

 

For more information about Jeff's photographs, please see:

     http://www.theFixx.org/Jeff

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Santuario v2.3.0

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

<pre>

 

 Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java
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 Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

 Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

 The development of this software was partly funded by the European

 Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>
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# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>
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Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.
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Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>

 

Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of

developing any document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this
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deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of

such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v60.2

 

### ICU4J License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,
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http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```
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## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## JRuby Joni v2.1.16

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2017 JRuby Team

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
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Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## libpng v1.6.37
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### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals
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added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner
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Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

</pre>

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------
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The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.
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1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.
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1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or
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(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code
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Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional
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disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *
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*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.
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9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this
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 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v33

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

## jQuery UI v1.12.1

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are
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externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

## jQuery v3.5.1

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.5.1

Copyright 2005, 2018 jQuery Foundation, Inc. and other contributors

http://jquery.com/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.5.1 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************

 

```

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/3c213aab32b3c014f171b1673d4ce9b5cd72bf1c/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.
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Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"
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   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants
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Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if
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permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work
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You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------
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5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *
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*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or
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publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.
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***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this package are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this package except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape Portable Runtime (NSPR).

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is

Netscape Communications Corporation.

Portions created by the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1998-2000

the Initial Developer. All Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

 

1.735 aws-java-sdk-wellarchitected 1.12.199 
1.735.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.736 aws-java-sdk-codeartifact 1.12.199 
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1.736.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.737 aws-java-sdk-connectwisdom 1.12.199 
1.737.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.738 aws-java-sdk-athena 1.12.199 
1.738.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.739 aws-java-sdk-textract 1.12.199 
1.739.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.740 iconv 2.17 
1.740.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
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interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
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with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
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   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
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and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered
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work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
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available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
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 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for
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your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that
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they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
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copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.
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 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
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modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
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distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.741 aws-java-sdk-codegurureviewer

1.12.199 
1.741.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.742 passwd 0.79 6.el7
1.742.1 Available under license : 

 Copyright Red Hat, Inc., 1998, 1999, 2001, 2002.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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   notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

   including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior

   written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of

the GNU Public License, in which case the provisions of the GPL are

required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential bad interaction between the GPL and

the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The full text of the GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2 is included

below.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
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under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
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special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
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of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.743 commons-lang3 3.11 
1.743.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.744 aws-java-sdk-lookoutmetrics 1.12.199 
1.744.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.745 aws-java-sdk-pinpointsmsvoicev2

1.12.199 
1.745.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.746 aws-java-sdk-lexruntimev2 1.12.199 
1.746.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.747 dropwizard-auth 2.0.25 
1.747.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.748 aws-java-sdk-workmail 1.12.199 
1.748.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.749 dropwizard-request-logging 2.0.25 
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1.749.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.750 aws-java-sdk-route53 1.12.199 
1.750.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.751 aws-java-sdk-timestreamquery 1.12.199
1.751.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.752 libqrencode 3.4.1-3.el7 
1.752.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
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Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.753 pyxattr 0.5.1-5.el7 
1.753.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot
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use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.754 snappy-java 1.1.7.3 
1.754.1 Available under license : 

This product includes software developed by Google

Snappy: http://code.google.com/p/snappy/ (New BSD License)

 

This product includes software developed by Apache

PureJavaCrc32C from apache-hadoop-common http://hadoop.apache.org/

(Apache 2.0 license)

 

This library containd statically linked libstdc++. This inclusion is allowed by

"GCC RUntime Library Exception"

http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/libstdc++/manual/license.html
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== Contributors ==

 * Tatu Saloranta 

   * Providing benchmark suite

 * Alec Wysoker

   * Performance and memory usage improvement

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.755 aws-java-sdk-datasync 1.12.199 
1.755.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.756 aws-java-sdk-shield 1.12.199 
1.756.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.757 metrics 4.1.25 
1.757.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc., 2014-2020 Dropwizard Team

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.758 aws-java-sdk-account 1.12.199 
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1.758.1 Available under license : 
Apache-2.0

 

1.759 aws-java-sdk-proton 1.12.199 
1.759.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.760 aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub 1.12.199 
1.760.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/LogicalResourceId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AlarmType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ImportResourcesToDraftAppVersionResultJsonUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResolveAppVersionResourcesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/HaArchitecture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListRecommendationTemplatesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RemoveDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsResultJson

Unmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppComponentCompliancesRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListUnsupportedAppVersionResourcesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/LogicalResourceIdJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DisruptionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResolveAppVersionResourcesResultJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAlarmRecommendationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PhysicalResourceIdMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/RecommendationComplianceStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteRecommendationTemplateRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListUnsupportedAppVersionResourcesResultJsonUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListSuggestedResiliencyPoliciesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppVersionResourcesResolutionStatusReques

tProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppAssessmentSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListRecommendationTemplatesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteAppAssessmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AddDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsResultJsonUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/CreateRecommendationTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/CostFrequency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/S3Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAlarmRecommendationsRequestProtocolMarshalle
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r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeResiliencyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListUnsupportedAppVersionResourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppVersionTemplateRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/PhysicalResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AlarmRecommendationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResiliencyPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/SopRecommendation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppComponentComplianceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListSopRecommendationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListResiliencyPoliciesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppAssessmentRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/SopRecommendationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ConfigRecommendation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/TestRecommendation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeDraftAppVersionResourcesImportStatusReque

stMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PhysicalResourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppComponentRecommendationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AddDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsRequestProtoc

olMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ComponentRecommendationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RecommendationItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeResiliencyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/UnsupportedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/LogicalResourceIdMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/AWSResilienceHubAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppComponentComplianceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppComponentRecommendationsResultJsonUnma

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AssessmentInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateResiliencyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppComponentCompliancesRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListSopRecommendationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListSuggestedResiliencyPoliciesResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteResiliencyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListResiliencyPoliciesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppAssessmentJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppVersionSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppAssessmentsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DisruptionComplianceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResolveAppVersionResourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResiliencyScoreMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ServiceQuotaExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/RenderRecommendationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListRecommendationTemplatesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateRecommendationTemplateRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/RecommendationItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/PublishAppVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/AWSResilienceHubClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppVersionResourceMappingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppVersionTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResourceResolutionStatusType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/PutDraftAppVersionTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppAssessmentSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/StartAppAssessmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListUnsupportedAppVersionResourcesRequestMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResiliencyPolicyTier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListSopRecommendationsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteResiliencyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionResourcesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AppComponentCompliance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/S3LocationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RecommendationDisruptionComplianceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResiliencyPolicyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/UpdateResiliencyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AlarmRecommendationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResiliencyScore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AlarmRecommendation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResourceMappingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ImportResourcesToDraftAppVersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/CreateAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppComponentCompliancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DataLocationConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PhysicalResourceIdJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RecommendationTemplateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UpdateResiliencyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/PutDraftAppVersionTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListResiliencyPoliciesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionResourcesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/FailurePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DisruptionComplianceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PutDraftAppVersionTemplateRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppAssessmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/RecommendationTemplateStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/TemplateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListResiliencyPoliciesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PublishAppVersionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PhysicalResourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ConfigRecommendationOptimizationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListResiliencyPoliciesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/StartAppAssessmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PublishAppVersionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppVersionResourcesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionResourcesRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DeleteAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListRecommendationTemplatesResultJsonUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeAppVersionTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DeleteResiliencyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ConfigRecommendationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AddDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppVersionTemplateResultJsonUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListRecommendationTemplatesRequestProtocolMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/AbstractAWSResilienceHubAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResourceMappingMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeDraftAppVersionResourcesImportStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteRecommendationTemplateRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListTestRecommendationsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppVersionResourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppVersionResourcesResolutionStatusResultJ

sonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/StartAppAssessmentResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DisruptionCompliance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/UpdateAppRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PublishAppVersionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeAppVersionResourcesResolutionStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UpdateAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppComponentJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppVersionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResourceMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/StartAppAssessmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListSopRecommendationsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateResiliencyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/InternalServerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResiliencyScoreJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeAppAssessmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UpdateResiliencyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/TestRecommendationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListTestRecommendationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppComponentMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/RemoveDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ThrottlingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DeleteAppAssessmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ImportResourcesToDraftAppVersionRequestProtocolM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateRecommendationTemplateResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeAppVersionTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DeleteResiliencyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionResourceMappingsResultJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/InternalServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionResourceMappingsRequestProtocolMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeDraftAppVersionResourcesImportStatusResult

JsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListUnsupportedAppVersionResourcesRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/AWSResilienceHubClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AssessmentStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AppAssessmentSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AppComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppComponentRecommendationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/UpdateResiliencyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppAssessmentMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DeleteRecommendationTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CostMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeAppVersionResourcesResolutionStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AppComplianceStatusType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/TestType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ComponentRecommendationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/TestRecommendationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppComponentCompliancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AppStatusType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/FailurePolicyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppAssessmentResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeDraftAppVersionResourcesImportStatusReque

stProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionResourceMappingsRequestMarshaller.j

ava
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResolveAppVersionResourcesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RecommendationDisruptionComplianceJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppAssessmentsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListSuggestedResiliencyPoliciesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PutDraftAppVersionTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/CreateResiliencyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/SopServiceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/Cost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/UpdateAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeResiliencyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AddDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsRequestMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteAppAssessmentRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/App.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AppAssessment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AWSResilienceHubException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/EstimatedCostTier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListTestRecommendationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResourceMappingJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ConfigRecommendationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteResiliencyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AppSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/TestRisk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListSopRecommendationsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppComponentRecommendationsRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ComplianceStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeAppVersionResourcesResolutionStatusReques

tMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/StartAppAssessmentRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/CreateResiliencyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/AWSResilienceHubAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppAssessmentsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/CreateRecommendationTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RecommendationItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ServiceQuotaExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UnsupportedResourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UnsupportedResourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeAppAssessmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/FailurePolicyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResiliencyPolicyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AppMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DeleteAppAssessmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListTestRecommendationsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/S3LocationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteAppAssessmentResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DeleteRecommendationTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateRecommendationTemplateRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAlarmRecommendationsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/PhysicalResourceId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UpdateAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AddDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DescribeResiliencyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/PhysicalIdentifierType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ResourceImportStatusType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/PutDraftAppVersionTemplateResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateResiliencyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RecommendationTemplateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/RemoveDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppAssessmentsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListSuggestedResiliencyPoliciesRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ResolveAppVersionResourcesRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeDraftAppVersionResourcesImportStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CostJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/AWSResilienceHub.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAlarmRecommendationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UpdateResiliencyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/AWSResilienceHubAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ComponentRecommendation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DeleteAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/AccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteAppRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppComponentCompliancesResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/SopRecommendationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AppVersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/CreateAppResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppVersionResourceMappingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListTestRecommendationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListSuggestedResiliencyPoliciesRequestProtocolMarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAlarmRecommendationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppAssessmentsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ImportResourcesToDraftAppVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RemoveDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsRequestPr

otocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/RecommendationTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ListAppVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/AbstractAWSResilienceHub.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/DeleteRecommendationTemplateResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ValidationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/UpdateAppResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ImportResourcesToDraftAppVersionRequestMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/DescribeResiliencyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/RecommendationDisruptionCompliance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/CreateAppRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/PublishAppVersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/ThrottlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/RemoveDraftAppVersionResourceMappingsRequestM

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463016190_1667607150.381039/0/aws-java-sdk-resiliencehub-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/resiliencehub/model/transform/ListAppComponentRecommendationsRequestProtocol

Marshaller.java

 

1.761 aws-java-sdk-augmentedairuntime

1.12.199 
1.761.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.762 netty-transport-native-unix-common

4.1.69.Final 
1.762.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PeerCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_limits.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_limits.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ErrorsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Limits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SocketWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/LimitsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_util.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~
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 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PreferredDirectByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_jni.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IovArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Unix.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/FileDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/NativeInetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_errors.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/netty_unix_errors.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_socket.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DatagramSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Socket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_socket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1221850578_1635490082.47/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketReadMode.java

 

1.763 dropwizard-core 2.0.25 
1.763.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.764 aws-java-sdk-personalize 1.12.199 
1.764.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2022 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListRecommendersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateBatchInferenceJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/InvalidNextTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/EventTrackerSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/AlgorithmImageJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeRecipeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/GetSolutionMetricsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/GetSolutionMetricsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateFilterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeDatasetExportJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeRecipeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ResourceInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetImportJobSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeDatasetGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeRecommenderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSolutionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteRecommenderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeEventTrackerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListBatchInferenceJobsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeEventTrackerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeCampaignRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecipeSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/EventTrackerMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/AmazonPersonalizeAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSolutionVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListEventTrackersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListBatchSegmentJobsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeAlgorithmRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/UpdateCampaignRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeDatasetImportJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetExportJobOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListDatasetExportJobsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetImportJobsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateCampaignResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/SolutionVersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TunedHPOParamsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeBatchInferenceJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionVersionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetExportJobsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateRecommenderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetImportJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/FilterJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchSegmentJobSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecommenderUpdateSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchSegmentJobJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListDatasetGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ObjectiveSensitivity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetSchemaJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListBatchInferenceJobsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateRecommenderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListRecipesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/OptimizationObjectiveMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UpdateRecommenderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteEventTrackerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeFilterResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/HPOObjectiveJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteDatasetGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListBatchInferenceJobsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSolutionVersionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteRecommenderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchSegmentJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/InvalidInputException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeBatchSegmentJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeSolutionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteDatasetGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteDatasetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetExportJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeFilterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteCampaignRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/UpdateRecommenderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UpdateCampaignResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateRecommenderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateBatchSegmentJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/S3DataConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetGroupJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetExportJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateBatchInferenceJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateRecommenderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/FilterSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TooManyTagKeysExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/StopSolutionVersionCreationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateBatchInferenceJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListSolutionVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetImportJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSolutionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListRecommendersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateDatasetImportJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateDatasetImportJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteDatasetGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/AmazonPersonalizeAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetExportJobSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CampaignSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetExportJobsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetGroupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteCampaignRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeFilterRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/TunedHPOParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListFiltersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CampaignUpdateSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetExportJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeBatchSegmentJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateBatchSegmentJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecipeSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetImportJobsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetImportJobSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchSegmentJobOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ContinuousHyperParameterRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/AlgorithmMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetExportJobJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ContinuousHyperParameterRangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchInferenceJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DefaultHyperParameterRangesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchSegmentJobInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetExportJobOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSchemasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeFeatureTransformationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateBatchSegmentJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/HPOConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeRecommenderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetExportJobsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetImportJobsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateDatasetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListSchemasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteEventTrackerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeBatchSegmentJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/HPOResourceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionVersionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchInferenceJobConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeCampaignResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/HPOObjectiveMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateCampaignRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSolutionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetGroupSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeSolutionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecommenderConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/AutoMLResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/OptimizationObjective.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteDatasetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchSegmentJobMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecipeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeFeatureTransformationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/AlgorithmImageMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/HyperParameterRanges.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateDatasetExportJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchInferenceJobInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListBatchSegmentJobsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Solution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DataSourceMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/FeatureTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetGroupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSchemasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteCampaignRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListSolutionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/AutoMLResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateEventTrackerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/RecipeSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/HPOResourceConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateDatasetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListFiltersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/AutoMLResultMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSolutionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSchemasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteFilterResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteSolutionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DefaultIntegerHyperParameterRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DefaultHyperParameterRangesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeBatchInferenceJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Recommender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeRecommenderRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateBatchSegmentJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSolutionVersionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetImportJobSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Campaign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListEventTrackersResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/FeatureTransformationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeEventTrackerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteSolutionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetExportJobOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeFeatureTransformationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListRecipesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateFilterRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/AbstractAmazonPersonalizeAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ResourceAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/RecipeProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListFiltersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateEventTrackerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateSolutionVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSolutionVersionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/HPOResourceConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeRecipeRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteCampaignResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSolutionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecommenderSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchInferenceJobOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetExportJobRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetExportJobMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetImportJobMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetExportJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/StopSolutionVersionCreationRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListSolutionVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DefaultContinuousHyperParameterRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListDatasetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecommenderJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateEventTrackerRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/OptimizationObjectiveJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateDatasetGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeDatasetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetExportJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateFilterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/TooManyTagKeysException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteRecommenderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/HyperParameterRangesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/RecommenderConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeBatchInferenceJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSolutionVersionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteDatasetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListCampaignsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeEventTrackerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UpdateRecommenderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListRecipesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/RecommenderSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeEventTrackerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/EventTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/S3DataConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CampaignSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListEventTrackersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecommenderUpdateSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSolutionVersionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/StopSolutionVersionCreationResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeAlgorithmResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateDatasetExportJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchSegmentJobInputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/SolutionVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/InvalidNextTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobInputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListRecommendersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeAlgorithmRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteFilterRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListDatasetExportJobsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DataSourceJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CampaignMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSolutionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/IntegerHyperParameterRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DefaultIntegerHyperParameterRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchInferenceJobSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteCampaignResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/UpdateCampaignResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSolutionVersionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListCampaignsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListBatchSegmentJobsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CampaignUpdateSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeRecommenderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeRecipeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSolutionsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/IntegerHyperParameterRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobOutputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteDatasetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UpdateCampaignRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetExportJobSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/AmazonPersonalizeClient.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeBatchSegmentJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListCampaignsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/HPOObjective.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateFilterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/AmazonPersonalize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListDatasetImportJobsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetSchemaSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetGroupSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeFilterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSolutionVersionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListCampaignsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TunedHPOParamsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/StopSolutionVersionCreationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateSolutionVersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchSegmentJobSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UpdateRecommenderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateBatchInferenceJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListRecipesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DefaultContinuousHyperParameterRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetGroupMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/FilterSummaryMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecipeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CampaignJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateEventTrackerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateCampaignResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CampaignConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Recipe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeDatasetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListDatasetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteDatasetGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ResourceInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateCampaignRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetExportJobSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/GetSolutionMetricsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteSolutionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/SolutionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DefaultCategoricalHyperParameterRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetImportJob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/InvalidInputExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeRecommenderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateSolutionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeFilterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DefaultCategoricalHyperParameterRange.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateEventTrackerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DefaultIntegerHyperParameterRangeJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/AmazonPersonalizeAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DefaultHyperParameterRanges.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CategoricalHyperParameterRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DatasetSchemaSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeBatchInferenceJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetImportJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateBatchInferenceJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/EventTrackerJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListRecipesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ContinuousHyperParameterRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/UpdateRecommenderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/AutoMLConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobInputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListSchemasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecommenderSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeBatchSegmentJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListDatasetImportJobsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchInferenceJobConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/HyperParameterRangesMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSchemaRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionVersionSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateRecommenderRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetExportJobRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecommenderMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeCampaignRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetSchemaSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeFeatureTransformationRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/HPOConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetImportJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListFiltersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchSegmentJobOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Domain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/AlgorithmJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/UpdateCampaignRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Dataset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListBatchInferenceJobsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeDatasetGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeAlgorithmRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteSchemaResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeDatasetExportJobResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/Algorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/AmazonPersonalizeClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateSolutionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/TrainingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateBatchSegmentJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetImportJobJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeCampaignResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteSolutionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/IntegerHyperParameterRangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteFilterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/GetSolutionMetricsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ResourceAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionVersionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/EventTrackerSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetImportJobRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListCampaignsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/EventTrackerSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CampaignConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListSolutionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListFiltersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/AmazonPersonalizeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/IngestionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeDatasetGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DefaultCategoricalHyperParameterRangeJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSolutionVersionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/AbstractAmazonPersonalize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateFilterResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListBatchInferenceJobsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteEventTrackerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteFilterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/AutoMLConfigMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeSolutionVersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/StopSolutionVersionCreationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteSolutionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListEventTrackersRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/AutoMLConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/GetSolutionMetricsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/RecommenderConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetGroupSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListDatasetsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListRecommendersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListEventTrackersRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchSegmentJobOutputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteRecommenderResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListDatasetGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeCampaignRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DefaultContinuousHyperParameterRangeJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteRecommenderRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListSolutionsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetImportJobResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CampaignSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/SolutionConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteDatasetResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeRecipeResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DeleteFilterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/AlgorithmImage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/S3DataConfigJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeSolutionVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/FilterMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSchemaResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeBatchInferenceJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/FeatureTransformationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeSolutionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteDatasetGroupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListBatchSegmentJobsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/BatchSegmentJobInputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeFeatureTransformationResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CategoricalHyperParameterRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/ListBatchSegmentJobsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CampaignUpdateSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/RecommenderUpdateSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteEventTrackerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/SolutionConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/FilterSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CategoricalHyperParameterRangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateDatasetGroupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DeleteEventTrackerResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CampaignConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DatasetSchemaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateDatasetGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/BatchSegmentJobSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/TooManyTagsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/HPOConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/DescribeDatasetImportJobRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/DescribeAlgorithmResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateCampaignRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/ListRecommendersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/TooManyTagsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/CreateSchemaRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1463015426_1667607034.0312014/0/aws-java-sdk-personalize-1-12-199-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/personalize/model/transform/CreateSchemaRequestMarshaller.java

 

1.765 event-stream 1.0.1 
1.765.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1015861006_1591858433.32/0/event-stream-1-0-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.github.malkomich/event-stream/pom.xml

 

1.766 guice-persist 4.2.2 
1.766.1 Available under license : 

 

Google Guice - Extensions - Persist

Copyright 2006-2018 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.767 netty-codec-dns 4.1.69.Final 
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1.767.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsQueryDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRawRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRawRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsQuestion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQueryDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsQueryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRecordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQuestion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecordDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsSection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsRecordDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponseCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DatagramDnsResponse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsPtrRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/AbstractDnsOptPseudoRrRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DefaultDnsOptEcsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsPtrRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOptEcsRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsOptPseudoRecord.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-dns/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsQueryEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/TcpDnsResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1221869446_1635493924.46/0/netty-codec-dns-4-1-69-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/dns/DnsQueryEncoder.java

 

1.768 libffi 3.0.13 19.el7
1.768.1 Available under license : 

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2012  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.769 aws-java-sdk-fsx 1.12.199 
1.769.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.770 aws-java-sdk-wafv2 1.12.199 
1.770.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.771 libxml2 2.9.1-6.el7_9.6 
1.771.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-
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NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.772 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.8.1 
1.772.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#  Copyright 2012 FasterXML.com

#

#  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

#  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

#  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

#  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

#  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

#  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

#  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

#  limitations under the License.

 

com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat.smile.SmileFactory

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001477490_1606843809.18/0/jackson-dataformat-smile-2-8-1-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/com.fasterxml.jackson.core.JsonFactory

 

1.773 aws-java-sdk-synthetics 1.12.199 
1.773.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.774 aws-java-sdk-nimblestudio 1.12.199 
1.774.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.775 jersey-bean-validation 2.33 
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1.775.1 Available under license : 
# Notice for Jersey

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

*  Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Angular JS, v1.6.6

* License MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://angularjs.org

* Coyright: (c) 2010-2017 Google, Inc.

 

aopalliance Version 1

* License: all the source code provided by AOP Alliance is Public Domain.

* Project: http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net

* Copyright: Material in the public domain is not protected by copyright

 

Bean Validation API 2.0.2

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://beanvalidation.org/1.1/

* Copyright: 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors
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* by the @authors tag.

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

Bootstrap v3.3.7

* License: MIT license (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* Project: http://getbootstrap.com

* Copyright: 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc

 

Google Guava Version 18.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

 

javax.inject Version: 1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

 

Javassist Version 3.25.0-GA

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: http://www.javassist.org/

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

 

Jackson JAX-RS Providers Version 2.10.1

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-jaxrs-providers

* Copyright: (c) 2009-2011 FasterXML, LLC. All rights reserved unless otherwise indicated.

 

jQuery v1.12.4

* License: jquery.org/license

* Project: jquery.org

* Copyright: (c) jQuery Foundation

 

jQuery Barcode plugin 0.3

* License: MIT & GPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php &

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

* Project:  http://www.pasella.it/projects/jQuery/barcode

* Copyright: (c) 2009 Antonello Pasella antonello.pasella@gmail.com

 

JSR-166 Extension - JEP 266

* License: CC0

* No copyright

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public

domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

KineticJS, v4.7.1
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* License: MIT license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

* Project: http://www.kineticjs.com, https://github.com/ericdrowell/KineticJS

* Copyright: Eric Rowell

 

org.objectweb.asm Version 8.0

* License: Modified BSD (http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom. All rights reserved.

 

org.osgi.core version 6.0.0

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) OSGi Alliance (2005, 2008). All Rights Reserved.

 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.internal.monitoring.core

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

W3.org documents

* License: W3C License

* Copyright: Copyright (c) 1994-2001 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which
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   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall
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     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness
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        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged
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   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of
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   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),
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   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis
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   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other
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   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.
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   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

# Notice for Jersey Bean Validation module

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Jersey project.

 

* https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jersey

 

## Trademarks

Eclipse Jersey is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.
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## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jersey

 

## Third-party Content

 

Hibernate Validator CDI, 6.1.2.Final

* License: Apache License, 2.0

* Project: https://beanvalidation.org/

* Repackaged in org.glassfish.jersey.server.validation.internal.hibernate

 

1.776 aws-java-sdk-storagegateway 1.12.199 
1.776.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.777 libcap-ng 0.7.5 4.el7
1.777.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
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any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
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that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.
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Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
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KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
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Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.778 aws-java-sdk-simpledb 1.12.199 
1.778.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0
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